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2
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.......................
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Pensions Appropriations.
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for the payment of invalid
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and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and additional appropriations
appropriations for the year
year ending
ending the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of June,
June,
1866, ch.
ch. 6
2
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-six. February
February 7,
7, 1866,
6 ............................
2
Registering
regulate the
the registering
February 10,
8
3
Registering of
of Vessels.
Vessels. An act
act to
to regulate
registering of
of vessels.
vessels. February
10, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 8..
3
Mary Lincoln.
Mary
Lincoln. An act granting the
Mary Lincoln.
Lincoln. February
10, 1866,
ch. 9
3
the franking
franking privilege to
to Mary
February 10,
1866, ch.
9.
3
Clerks in Post-Office
Post.Office Department.
Department. An act authorizing
Clerks
authorizing an
an increase of the clerical
clerical force in the PostPostOffice Department.
16, 1866,
3
Department. February
February 16,
1866, ch.
ch. 10
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3
Importation
prohibited. An act to amend
entitled "An
act to
the
Importation of Cattle, 4-c.
S-c. prohibited.
amend an act
act entitled
"An act
to prevent
prevent the
spread of foreign diseases among the cattle of the United
States," approved
December
United States,"
approved December
eighteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five. March
3
eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
March 6,
6, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 12
12...................
3
Lands in
in San Francisco.
Lands
Francisco. An act to quiet the title to certain lands
corporate limits
limits of
of
lands within
within the
the corporate
March 8,
8, 1866,
ch. 13
13 ...................................
the city of San Francisco.
Francisco. March
1866, ch.
44
InternalRevenue.
Revenue. An act to declare
Internal
declare the meaning
meaning of certain parts
internal revenue
parts of
of the internal
revenue act,
act,
approved
approved June
June thirty, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
March
10, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 15 ..........................
................................
44
Post-Roads.
Post-Roads. An act to establish
establish certain
March 14,
14, 1866,
ch. 16
16 ..................
certain post-roads.
post-roads. March
1866, ch.
55
Withdrawal
Goods from
from Public
Public Stores,
Withdrawal of Goods
Stores, dc.
6-c. An act
withdrawal of
act to extend
extend the
the time
time for the
the withdrawal
of
goods for consumption from public
public store and bonded
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
March 14, 1866, ch. 17 .
...........
..................................
...
88
Certain Produce
Maine to be free of Duty. An
Certain
Produce of the Forests
Forests of Maine
citAn act to further secure
secure American
American citizens certain privileges under the treaty of Washington.
18 ........
Washington. March
March 16,
16, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 18
99
Court
Court of Claims.
Claims. An act in relation
relation to the court of claims. March 17,
17, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 19
19 ...........
99
Fireman's
Fireman's Insurance
amend an act
charter of
the president
president
Insurance Company. An
An act to amend
act to
to extend the
the charter
of the
and directors
directors of the Fireman's Insurance
Insurance Company of
Georgetown,. in
of Washington
Washington and Georgetown,.
in
tho
the District of Columbia. March
March 17,
17, 1866,
1866, ch. 20
20 ...................................
99
National Military
and Naval Asylum.
National
Military and
Asylum. An act to amend an act entitled ""An act to incorporate
incorporate a
a
national military and naval asylum, for the relief of the totally disabled
men
disabled officers
officers and men
of the volunteer
volunteer forces of the
21, 1866,
21 ..................
10
the United
United States. March
March 21,
1866, ch.
ch. 21
10
Lands in Missouri.
Missouri. An act quieting
quieting doubts in relation
relation to
of
to the validity of certain locations
locations of
lands in the State of Missouri, made by virtue of certificates
certificates issued under
under the
the act of
of Congress of Fcbruary
FebrUarj the seventeenth, eighteen hundred and fifteen.
fifteen. March
ch. 22
22
12
March 21,
21, 1866, ch.
12
Forgery of Bonds, Public
Forgery
Public Records, 6•c.
provide for
of
-c. An act more
more effectually
effectually to provide
for the
the punishment
punishment of
certain crimes against the United States. April 5, 1866,
1866, ch. 24
12
24 .....................
12
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Library
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution. An
act to
for the
the transfer
transfer of
of the
the
Library of
of the
the Smithsonian
An act
to provide
provide for
the custody
custody of
of the
library of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institute
Institute to the
Library of
5, 1866, ch. 25
library
the Library
of Congress.
Congress. April 5,1866,
25.., , 13
13
District Courts
Courts in
District
court for the
district of
of
in Minnesota.
]finnesota. An act to provide for a
a term of the
the district court
the district
Minnesota, to be held
district. April
5, 1866,
1866, ch.
Minnesota,
held at the
the city
city of Winona,
Winona, in said district.
April 5,
ch. 26
26...... 14
14
Relief of Seamen and others.
others. An act to
An act for
to amend
amend the act
act entitled "
"An
for the
the relief
relief of seamen
seamen
lostsin the
naval service,"
service," approved
approved
and others borne on the
the books
books of vessels wrecked or
or lostin
the naval
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, and for other purposes.
purposes. April 6, 1866, ch. 27 14
July four, eighteen
Deciency Appropriations.
making additional appropriations,
deficienDeficienc
Appropriations. An act making
appropriations, and to supply
supply the deficiencies in the appropriations, for sundry civil
expenses of the government
year
civil expenses
government for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
eliding
hundred and sixty-six, and
parposes.
and for
for other purposes.
April 7, 1866, ch.
28
14
ch. 28 ........
................................................
14
Dakota Territory.
of the
the inhabitants
of
Dakota
Territory. An
An act to provide
provide arms
arms and
and ammunition
ammunition for the
the defence
defence of
inhabitants of
26
Dakota Territory.
Territory. April 7, 1866, ch. 29
29............................................
26
Civil
persons in the
United States in
Civil Riqlds.
Riihts. An act to protect all
all persons
the United
in their civil
civil rights
rights,; and
and furnish
furnish
the means of their vindication.
27
vindication. April 9, 1866, ch. 31 ................................
27
Grantof
Grant
of Lands to Wisconsin.
Wisconsin. An act granting
granting to the State of
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin a
a donation
donation of
of public
public
lands to aid in the construction
construction of a
abreakwater
breakwater and harbor
harbor and ship canal at the
head of
of
the head
Sturgeon
Sturgeon Bay, in the county of Door, in said State, to connect the waters of
of Green
Green Bay
with Lake Michigan,
30
Michigan, in said State. April 10, 1866, ch.
ch. 32
32............................
30
Cascade Railroad
Railroad Company.
the right
of way
way to
ComCascade
Company. An act
act to grant
grant the
right of
to the
the "
" Cascade
Cascade Railroad
Railroad Company"
through a
Washington Territory.
April 10,
10, 1866,
pany " through
a military
military reserve
reserve in
in Washington
Territory. April
1866, ch.
ch. 33
33...... 31
31
Treasury Notes, 4c.
Treasury
4^c. may be retired.
amend an act entitled "An
"An act to provide
provide ways
retired. An act to amend
ways
and means to support the government,"
government," approved
approved March third, eighteen hundred and
and
12, 1866, ch.
39......
31
sixty-five. April 12,
ch. 39
...............................................
31
Pennsylvania. An act to reimburse
Pennsylvania.
reimburse the State of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania for
advanced government
government
for moneys advanced
for war purposes. April 12, 1866,
1866, ch. 40 ......................................
32
32
Mutual Fire
Fire Insurance
Insurance Company. An act to amend "An
Mutual
"An act to incorporate the Mutual Fire
Fire InInsurance Company of the District
ch. 41
41 ...............
District of
of Columbia."
Columbia." April
April 12,
12, 1866,
1866, ch.
d2
Collection Districts.
Districts. An act to establish the collection
collection district
district of Port
Port Huron,
Huron, the
the collection
collection disdistrict of Michigan,
the
collection
district
of
Montana
and
Idaho,
and
to
change
the
name
Michigan,
collection district of Montana and Idaho, and to change the name
of the collection district of Penobscot.
1866, ch. 44
32
Penobscot. April 13, 1866,
44 .......................
32
Navy
for the
the naval
naval service
service for
for the
the year
year ending
Navy Appropriation.
Appropriation. An
An act making appropriations
appropriations for
ending
thirtieth
thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven.
33
sixty-seven. April 17, 1866, ch. 45 ..............
33
Missouri. An act to reimburse the State of Missouri for moneys
Missouri.
moneys expended
expended for the United States
States
enrolling, equipping, and
provisioning militia
suppressing the
rebellion.
in enrolling,
and provisioning
militia forces to aid
aid in suppressing
the rebellion.
April
17, 1866,
38
April 17,
1866, ch.
ch. 46
46 ...................
........
..................................
38
Liberia. An act to authorize
Liberia.
authorize the President of the United States to transfer a
a gunboat
gunboat to
to the
the
government of
eh. 47
47 ........................
39
of the
the republic
republic of
of Liberia.
Liberia. April 17, 1866, ch.
39
Postage.
Postage. An act to provide that the ""soldier's individual memorial"
carried through
memorial" shall be carried
the mails
mails at the usual rate of printed
17, 1866,
1866, ch.
48 ...................
40
printed matter.
matter. April 17,
ch. 48
40
Marine
'Hospitals and
Cutters. An act to authorize
Marine'Iiospitals
and Revenue Cutters.
authorize the
the sale of
of marine
marine hospitals and
and of
of
revenue cutters.
cutters. April 20, 1866,
1866, ch. 63 ...........................................
40
40
The ""Michigan,"
and"
An act
act to
American registers
registers to
Mihigan," "Despatch,"
"Desptch," and
" William
William K.
K. Muir."
Muir." An
to issue
issue American
to
the
steam vessels
vessels "
Michigan," ""Despatch,"
Despatch," and
William K.
K. Muir,"
Muir," and
and for
for other
the steam
" Micigan,"
and "
"William
other purpur1866, ch. 65
40
poses. April 25, 1866,
65 ..............................
40
Public
making appropriations
appropriations to
Pulic Printing
PrintingDeficiency
Deficiency Appropriation.
Appropriation. An
An act
act making
to supply
supply deficiency
deficiency in.
in.
the appropriation
public printing
printing for the
ending June
June thirty,
appropriation for
for the public
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
thirty, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
and sixty-six.
1866, ch.
41
hundred and
sixty-six. April
April 26,
26, 1866,
ch. 68
68...............
..
.................
41
Accounts
Treasurer of
settlement of the accounts
Accounts of
of the Treasurer
of the United States.
States. An act
act to
to facilitate
facilitate the settlement
accounts
of the Treasurer of the United States, and to
to secure
secure certain moneys to
to the people
people of
of the
whom they
receive the
United States, or to persons to
to whom
they are
are due,
due, and
and who
who are entitled to receive
the
70 ..................................................
41
same. May
May 2,
2, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 70
41
Duties under Reciprocity
Duties
certain duties.
2, 1866, ch.
Reciprocity Treaty.
Treaty. An act to remit and refund certain
duties. May
May 2,1866,
ch. 71
71 42
42
Department of
provide for
organization of
of the
the pay
Pay Department
of the
the Navy.
Navy. An
An act
act to provide
for the
the better
better organization
pay departdepartment
3, 1866,
72 ........................................
43
ment of
of the
the navy.
navy. May 3,
1866, eh.
ch. 72
43
Nevada. An act concerning
Nevada.
concerning the boundaries of
of the
the State
State of
Nevada.
May
5,
1866,
ch.
73
of Nevada. May 5, 1866, ch. 73...... 43
43
Tdlegraph to
Telegraph
itc. An act to encourage telegraphic
telegraphic communication
communication between the
to Cuba,
Cuba, 4c.
the United
United
States and the Island
States
Island of Cuba and other West India Islands and the Bahamas.
Bahamas. May 5,
5,
1866, ch.
44
1866,
ch. 74
74 ...........
...............................................
44
Court
of Claims.
Court of
Claims. An act to extend the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the court of claims. May 9,
44
9, 1866, ch. 75
75.. 44
Levy
Court. An act enlarging
Levy Court.
enlarging the powers of the levy court of the
the county
county of Washington,
Washington, in
the District of Columbia. May 9, 1866, ch.
ch. 76 .............
....................
.... 45
45
National Theological
Theological Institute.
National
Institute. An act to incorporate
incorporate the National
National Theological
Theological Institute. May
May
10, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 79
79 ......
45
10,
..................................................
45

Orders
from Superior
a Defence in certain
certain Suits.
Suits. An act to amend an act entitled
Orders from
Superior Officer to be a
An act relating to habeas corpus, and regulating judicial proceedings in certain cases,"
cases,"
approved March
March third, eighteen hundred and
80 ........
46
approved
and sixty-three. May 11,
11, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 80
46
Five Cent Pieces.
Pieces. An act to authorize
coinage of five cent pieces. May 16, 1866,
authorize the coinage
1866, ch. 81....
81
47
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Duty on
on Live
Animals. An
An act
act imposing
48
48
May 16,
16, 1866,
1866, ch. 82 ........
a duty
duty on live
live animals. May
imposing a
Duty
Live Animals.
Courts in
Mississippi. An
An act
to change
the place
place of
the courts
States for
Courts
in Mississippi.
act to
change the
of holding
holding the
courts of
of the
the United
United States
for
1866, ch. 83 ............................
48
the northern district of Mississippi. May 16, 1866,
Vice-Admiral in the United
Vice-Admiral. An act to amend "
" An act to establish the grade of Vice-Admiral
States Navy."
Navy." May 16, 1866, ch. 84 ..
48
.............................................
Post Ofice
Office Department
Appropriation. An act making appropriations
appropriations for the service of the Post
Post
Post
Department Appropriation.
year ending
hundred
Office Department during the fiscal year
ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
purposes. May 18, 1866, ch. 85 ........................
48
sixty-seven, and for other purposes.
Kidnapping. An act to prevent
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to pay additional
additional salary to letter-carriers
letter-carriers in San Francisco. June 6,
6, 1866
1866............. 357
357
[No. 46.1
46.] Bounties
Bounties to Colored
Colored Soldiers.
respecting bounties to colored
colored soldiers, and
Soldiers. A resolution respecting
and
the pensions, bounties, and allowances to their heirs. June 15,
357
15, 1866
1866 .................
357
[No.
Treaties with Indian
Indian Tribes.
Tribes. A resolution making
[No. 47.]
Treaties
making an appropriation
appropriation to enable the President to negotiate
treaties with certain
tribes. June
1866 .................
358
negotiate treaties
certain Indian
Indian tribes.
June 15,
15, 1866
358
[No.
[No. 48.] Amendment to the Constitution.
Constitution. Joint resolution proposing an amendment
amendment to
to the
the concon358
stitution of the United States. June
June 16,
16, 1866 ..................................
. 358
[No.
49.] Military
Military Academy. Joint resolution relative to appointments
[No. 491
appointments to
to the
the Military
Military Academy
Academy
of the United States.
States.
June 16, 1866
359
1866.......................................
359
Berkdele and Jefferson
Jefferson Counties,
Counties, West Virqinia.
[No. 50.] Berlceley
Virginia.
Joint resolution
resolution to extend to the
the
counties of Berkeley
Berkeley and Jefferson,
West Virginia, the provisions
provisions of the
Jefferson, of West
the act
act approved
approved
July fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, entitled "An
"An act to restrict the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
the court of claims, and to provide
provide for the payment of certain demands
demands for
for quartermasters'
quartermasters'
stores and subsistence
subsistence supplies furnished
furnished to the army of the United States."
June 18, 1866
360
States." June
1866 360
Bridqe. Joint resolution making an appropriation
[No. 51.]
511 Potomac
Potomac Bridge.
appropriation for the repair of the PotoPotomac bridge. June 18, 1866
360
... .....
..................
..........
360
[N.. 52.] Bounty to Enlisted
Enlisted Indians.
Indians. A resolution
[Na.
resolution to provide for the payment
payment of bounty
bounty to
to cercertain Indian regiments. June 18, 1866 ............
360
.........................
360
[No. 53.] Railroads
Railroadsin Wisconsin.
resolution explanatory
explanatory of,
of, and
to, the
the act
of
Wisconsin. A resolution
and in addition
addition to,
act of
May
ay fifth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitled "
"An act granting lands
lands to
to aid
aid in
in the
the
construction
construction of certain railroads in Wisconsin."
Juno 21,
21, 1866
360
Wisconsin." June
1866 ....................
360
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[No. 55.] Richard
Richard L. Law. A resolution for the restoration of
Richard
of Lieutenant-Commander
Lieutenant-Commander Richard
L. Law, United
States
navy,
to
the
United
active list from the reserved
June 22,
1866 ..... 361
361
reserved list. June
22, 1866

American State Papers.
Papers. Joint resolution to authorize
[No. 57.]
57.] American
distribution of
of surplus
authorize the distribution
surplus copcopics
ies of the American state
state papers in the custody of the Secretary of the
Interior. June
the Interior.
June
23,
23, 1866 ........
361
.............................
....
................
361

[No. 58.]
58.] Vermont. Joint resolution
resolution to pay the State of Vermont
sum expended
expended for
for the
Vermont the sum
the
protection of the frontier against the invasion from Canada,
protection
Canada, in eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
sixty-four. June 23, 1866 ......................................................
361
361

[No. 62.] Railroad
RailroadBridge
Bridge at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio. A resolution for the construction of
railroad
of aa railroad
bridge across the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga River, over and upon the government
government piers at
at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio
Ohio.
July 3, 1866 .................................
362
...........................
362
[No. 63.] Buildingsfor Department
Department of State. A resolution
resolution to authorize
authorize the
the hiring
of a
a building
building.
hiring of
or buildings
temporary accommodation
accommodation of the Department
buildings for the temporary
Department of State.
State. July
362
July 3,
3, 1866
1866 362
[No. 66.] Universal
at Paris.
Universal Exhibition at
Paris. Joint resolution
resolution to enable the people of
of the
the United
United
States to participate in the advantages
advantages of the Universal
Universal Exhibition at Paris,
eighteen
Paris, in
in eighteen
sixty-seven. July 5, 1866
hundred and sixty-seven.
362
.................................
.
362
[No. 67.] Bounty.
Bounty. Joint resolution declaratory of the law of bounty. July
363
July 13, 1866
1866 ......... ... 363
69.1 Sufferers by the
the Fire
[No. 69.]
Fire at Portland,
Portland, Maine.
Maine. A resolution to
authorize the
to
to authorize
the President
President to
place at the disposal of the authorities of Portland, Maine, tents, camp
camp and hospital
hospital furnifurniture, and clothing, for the use of families
families rendered houseless
the late
1866 364
houseless by
by the
late fire.
fire. July
July 14,
14,1866
364
[No. 73.] Tennessee.
Tennessee. Joint resolution
resolution restoring
restoring Tennessee to her relations
July
relations to
to the
the Union.
Union. July
24, 1866 ...
364
..........................................................
364
[No. 74.] Rations
Rations of certain
certain 'Prisoners
Prisoners of War. Joint resolution in
regard to
of Union
in regard
to rations
rations of
Union
soldiers
goldiers held as prisoners
prisoners of war. July 25,
25, 1866
364
1866 ..................................
.....
364
[No. 75.] Dismal
Dismal Swamp Canal.
Canal. Joint resolution
resolution in reference
reference to
to the
the Dismal
Dismal Swamp
Swamp Canal
Canal
Company. July
July 25, 1866
1866 .......................
365
.................................. 365
[No. 76.] Watchmen in Smithsonian
Smithsonian Grounds.
Grounds. Joint resolution
commissioner of
of
resolution authorizing the
the commissioner
public
buildings
public
to employ
employ three additional watchmen
watchmen in the Smithsonian grounds.
July
grounds. July
25,
25, 1866 ....
365
.........................................................
365
James L.
[No. 77.] James
L. Petigru.
Petigru. A resolution to authorize the
of Congress,
Congress,
the purchase,
purchase, for
for the
the library
library of
of the law library
library of James
James L. Petigru, of South Carolina. July
July 25, 1866
1866.............. 365
365
-c. of the wrecked Steamship San
[No. 79.] Rescue of the Passengers,
Passengers, a-c.
resolution
San Francisco.
Francisco. A
A resolution
manifesting the sense of Congress towards the officers and seamen
seamen of
of the
the vessels,
vessels, and
and othothers,
in the rescue
ers, engaged in
rescue of the officers and soldiers of the army, the passengers,
the
passengers, and
and the
officers
and
crew
of
officers
the steamship
steamship San Francisco from perishing with the wreck
that
wreck of
of that
vessel. July 26, 1866 .......
365
......
.............................
365
[No. 80.]
80.] United
United States Exploring Expedition.
Expedition. A resolution to authorize
authorize the
of certain
certain plates
the use
use of
plates
of the United States Exploring Expedition by the Navy Department. July
1866 ....
366
July 26,
26, 1866
366
[No. 81.] Illinois
Illinois Soldiers'
Soldiers' College and
and Military
Military Academy. A resolution
for the
the benefit
benefit of
the Illiresolution for
of the
Illinois Soldiers'
Soldiers' College
College and Military Academy. July 26, 1866 .........................
366
366
[No. 82.] Nevada Territory.
Territory. A resolution
resolution authorizing the payment
against the
the
payment of
of certain
certain claims
claims against
late Territory of Nevada. July 26, 1866 .........................................
366
366
Customs Laws. A resolution to provide for codifying
[No. 83.] Customs
customs
codifying the
the laws
laws relating
relating to
to the
the customs.
July 26, 1866 .... ....
..............8
..... .............................
367
[No. 84.] Massachusetts.
[No.
Massachusetts. A resolution providing for the examination of the accounts
of the
the
accounts of
State
of
Massachusetts,
for
moneys
expended
during the war for coast defence.
State of Massachusetts,
July
defence. July
26, 1866 ......................................................................
.367
367
[No. 85.] Union
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company. A
A resolution granting
the
right
of
way
through
granting the right of way through
military reserves
reserves to the Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company and its
branches.
July
26,
1866
367
its branches. July 26, 1866 367
[No. 86.]
86.] Bounties
and Pensions
Pensionsof
Soldiers. Joint resolution amendatory of aajoint
[No.
Bounties and
of Colored
Colored Soldiers.
joint resoresolution entitled "
"AA resolution respecting bounties of colored soldiers,
soldiers, and
the pensions,
and the
pensions,
heirs," approved June 15,
bounties, and allowances
allowances to their heirs,'
1866.
July
26,
1866
367
15, 1866. July 26, 1866 ........ 367
[No. 87.]
87.] Pay,
Army Officers.
Officers. Joint resolution for the relief of certain officers
[No.
Pay, pc.
?cc. of
of certain
certain Army
of
officers of
the army.
army. July 26, 1866 .'............................
....
.............
368
368
[No.
Circuit Courts. A resolution
[No. 90.] Circuit
resolution to change the place of
terms or
or the
of holding
holding the
the terms
the circuit
circuit
court for the District of West Virginia.
Virginia. July
July 27,
1866
369
27, 1866..........................
369
[No.
91.] Oficial
istory of the Rebellion.
Rebellion. A resolution to provide for the publication
[No. 91.]
Official History
publication of the
the offiofficial history
history of the rebellion. July 27, 1866 .
369
.......................
.
369
[No. 92.]
92.] The
The Fire
Fire at Portland,
Maine. A resolution
[No.
Portland, Maine.
resolution for the temporary relief of the sufferers
sufferers
by the late fire in Portland, in the State of Maine. July
369
July 27, 1866
1866 ..................
369
[No.
93.] Weights
[No. 93.]
Weights and Measures
Measures of the Metric System. Joint resolution to enable the Secretary
of
Secretaryof
the
Treasury to furnish
furnish to each State
the Treasury
State one set of the standard
standard weights
weights and measures of the
the
metric system. July 27, 1866 ...................
369
........................
369
[No. 96.]
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
[No.
96.] Use of Soldiers'
Orphan Fair
Fair Building in Washington.
Joint resolution
Washington. Joint
resolution
in relation
relation to the use of the Soldiers'
Soldiers' and Sailors Orphan Fair Building
Bnilding in Washington
Washington.
July 28,
28, 1866
1866 ................................................................
70
370
[No. 97j
Chippewa, Ottawa,
Ottawa, and
and Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie Indians.
Indians. Joint resolution for the
[No.
97.]
relief of
of certain
the relief
certain
Chippewa, Ottawa, and Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie Indians. July 28, 1866 ...................
Chippewa,
370
370
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98.] Miss Vinnie Ream. Joint resolution
98.1
resolution authorizing
authorizing a
a contract with Vinnie
Vinnie Ream
Ream for
for a
a
statue
Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln. July 28,
statue of Abraham
28, 1866
•
370
........................................
370
99.] Loyal Citizens, Tennessee.
Tennessee. Joint resolution to extend
991
of the
the act
act of
of July
July
extend the
the provisions
provisions of
fourth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, limiting the jurisdiction of the court of claims
fourth,
claims
to the loyal citizens
citizens of Tennessee. July 28, 1866 ...................................
370
370
100.] Certain
Certain Certificates
Certificates to go free through
through the Mails to Soldiers
100.]
New Jersey.
Jersey: Joint
Joint resoSoldiers of New
resolution authorizing
lution
authorizing the transmission
transmission through the mails, free of postage,
postage, of
certain certificates,
certificates,
of certain
adjutant-general of New Jersey. July 28, 1866 ..............................
by the adjutant-general
371
371
101.] Territory
Territory of Colorado.
Colorado. Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
to settle
settle
with the Territory
Territory of Colorado
Colorado for the militia of
of said
said Territory
Territory employed
employed in
in the
the service
of
service of
the United
United States, in the years eighteen hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four and eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-five. July 28, 1866.............
1866
371
..
.....................
371
102.1 Special Income Tax.
Tax. Joint resolution
prevent the further enforcement
1021
resolution to prevent
enforcement of
of the
joint
the joint
resolution (No. 77), approved July
July 4, 1864, against officers and soldiers of the United
United
States,
States, who have
have been honorably
honorably discharged,
discharged, so as to relieve them from
further paypayfrom the
the further
ment
of
the
special
five
per
cent
income
tax
imposed
ment
special
imposed thereby. July 28, 1866 ..........
371
371
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67.
Appropriations
Appropriations and Deficiency Appropriations.
Appropriations. An act making
making appropriations and
and to
supply deto supply
deficiencies
appropriations for the service
sen-ice of the government
ficiencies in the appropriations
government for the fiscal year
year ending
ending
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, and for other
other purposes.
purposes. December
December 20,
20,
1S66, ch. 44 .............
1866,
373
.........
.
...................................
.............
373
Land Grant
Orroon.
Al
net to amend an act entitled
Grant to Or
,gon.
An act
entitled "An act granting
to the
the State
of
granting lands
lauds to
State of
Oregon, to aid in the construction
construction of aa military road from
Oregon,
City to
from Eugene
Eugene City
to the
the eastern
eastern
boundarv
State." December 26,
boundary of said State."
26, 1866,
ch. 5............
5•
1866, ch.
.......
.....
..... . 374
374
Tlie Electice
in the District
District of Columbia. An act to regulate
The
Elective Franchise
Franchise in
the
regulate the elective
elective franchise
franchise in
in the
District
District of Columbia. January
1367, ch. 6
375
January 8,
8, 1867,
6 .......................................
375
Payment to Persons
Personsfor Services
Services of Colored
-c. suspended. An act suspending
Payment
Colored Vlolunteers,
Volunteers, (y-c.
the paysuspending the
payment of moneys
moneys from the treasury
treasury as compensation
compensation to persons claiming
claiming the
service or
labor
the service
or labor
volunteers or drafted men, and for
of colored volunteers
ch. 7
376
tor other
other purposes.
purposes. January
January 14,
14, 1867,
1867, ch.
7.... 376
Amnesty and Pardon,
Pardon, Power of the President
President to proclaim,
proclaim, repealed.
section thirteen
repealed. An
An act to repeal
repeal section
thirteen
of " An act
act to suppress
of"
suppress insurrection, to punish treason and rebellion,
rebellion, to
to seize
seize and
and confiscate
confiscate
the property of rebels
July seventeent
h, e
i
g hteen hun rebels,'and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July
seventeenth,
eighteen
hunsixty-two.
dred and sixty
two. January
377
January 21,
21, ch. 8
8...........................................
377
Penitentirries
in
thie
Te-ritories.
Penitentiaries
the Territories. An act setting aside certain
certain proceeds
proceeds from internal
internal revenue
for
revenue for
the erection of penitentiaries
penitentiaries in the Territories of Nebraska,
Nebraska, Washington,
Washington, Colorado,
Colorado, Idaho,
Idaho,
Montana, Arizona, and Dakota. January
Montana,
January 22,
22, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 9
377
9 ............................. 377
Meetings
of Congress.
Congress. An act to fix the times for the regular meetings of Congress. January
Meetings of
January 22,
22,
1867, ch. 10............
10
378
........................................................
378
Pay of
of Route Agelnts.
-4..aents. An act in regard to the compensation
compensation of route agents
agents in the
the Post-Office
Post-Office
l)epartment. January
Department.
January 22,
22, 1867,
1867, ch. 11 ............................................
378
378
National Safe Deposit
Deposit Company. An act to incorporate
National
incorporate the National
Deposit Company
National Safe
Safe Deposit
Company of
of
Washington, in the District of Columbia. January
Washington,
January 22, 1867,
378
1867, ch.
ch. 12
12 .................
378
Franchise in the Territories.
Elective Franchise
Territories. An
libri act to regulate
regulate the
in the
the Territories
the elective
elective franchise
franchise in
Territories of
of
the United States. January
January 25, -ch. 15 .............................
379
.. .......
. 379
Washinqt:on
Railroad Company.
Company. An act to incorporate
Washington Counmt
County Horse Railroad
incorporate the Washington County
County
Horse Railroad Company in the District
Horse
January 31,
31, 1867,
ch. 16.........
16
380
District of
of Columbia. January
1867, ch.
380
First Conlregational
First
Congregational Society. An act to incorporate
incorporate the First Congregational
Congregational Society
of WashingWashingSociety of
ton. January
31, 1867,
1867, ch.
January 31,
ch. 17 .............................
382
........................
382
Public
Securities and Currency,
against the. An act to punish certain
Public Securities
Currency, ('limes
Crimes against
certain crimes
crimes in
in relation
relation to
to
the public
public securities
securities and currency, and for other purposes. February
February 5, 1867,
26
383
1867, ch.
ch. 26....
383
Habeas Corpus
Corpus and
and certain
certain Judicial
Judicial Proceedings.
Habeas
Proceedings. An act amendatorv
amendatory of
to amend
amend an
act
of .""' An act
act to
an act
entitled ''An act relating to habeas
habeas corpus and regulating
regulating judicial
judicial proceedings,'"
proceedings,'" approved
approved
May eleventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six.
sixty-six. February
27
385
February 5,
5, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 27...............
385
Judicial Proneedinqs.
Habeas Corpus.
Judicial
Proceedings. Habeas
Writs of Error.
to amend
amend "
An act
act to
Cotpus. TVrits
Error. An act
act to
"An
to establish
establish
the judicial courts of the United States,"
States," approved
September twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, seventeen
seventeen
approved September
hundred and eighty-nine.
February 5, 1867,
eighty-nine. February
1867, ch.
ch. 28
385
.................
.............
385
Baltimore and
and Potomac
Baltimore
Potomac Railroad.
1?ailroad. An act to authorize
authorize the
and use
of a
a
the extension,
extension, construction,
construction, and
use of
lateral branch
branch of the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad,
Railroad, into and
and within
within the District
District of
of CoColumbia. February 5, 1867,
1867, ch. 29 .......................
387
..
.....................
387
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Property
An act
act exempting
exempting certain
certain property
property of
debtors in
the District
District of
of
Property Exempt
Exempt from
from Attachment.
Attachment. An
of debtors
in the
Columbia .from
from levy,
levy, attachment,
attachment, or
execution. February
5, 1867,
389
1867, ch. 30
30........ 389
February 5,
sale on
on execution.
or sale
Columbia
Illegal
Illegal Voting. An act
act to punish
punish illegal
illegal voting
voting in the
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and for other
other purposes.
February 5,
390
. 390
31.........................................................
February
5, 1867,
1867, ch. 31
Pensions.
An act
provide for
1887, ch. 32
32............. 391
for the
the payment of pensions. February 5, 1867,
act to
to provide
Pensions. An
Smithsonian
Institution. An act authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
treasSmithsonian Institution.
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to receive into the
the treasury the residuary legacy of James Smithson, to authorize
Smithsonian
authorize the regents
regents of the Smithsonian
Institution
to
apply
the
income
of
the
said
legacy,
and
for
other
purposes.
February
Institution to apply the income of the said legacy, and for other purposes. February 8,
8,
1867, ch. 34 ..
............ 391
...................
..........
................
............
.
Nebraska. An act for the admission
admission of the
Nebraska into
9, 1867,
1867,
Nebraska.
the State
State of
of Nebraska
into the Union.
Union. February
February 9,
ch. 36...........................
................................................. 191
191
Deficiency Appropriation.
act making
making appropriations
supply deficiencies
the appropriaDeficiency
Appropriation. An
An act
appropriations to
to supply
deficiencies in
in the
appropriations
for contingent
contingent expenses
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States for
tions for
expenses of
of the
of the
the United
United States
for the
the
fiscal
sixty-seven. February
February 12, 1867,
fiscal year ending
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven.
1867,
eh.
393
ch. 37 ..................................................................
Quartermaster-Sergeant
Engineers. An
Quartermaster-Sergeantof
of Engineers.
An act to fix the pay
pay of the quartermasimr-sergeant
quartermaster-sergeant of the
battalion of engineers.
engineers. February 12,
12, 1867,
1867, ch. 38 ...................................
393
393
Post-Office
making appropriations
Post-Office DePost-Office Appropriation.
Appropriation. An act making
appropriations for the service
service of the
the Post-Office
D)cpartment during
ending June
June thirtieth,
partnent
during the fiscal year ending
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight,
1867, ch. 41
................................... 393
and for other purposes. February 18, 1867,
under previous Acts. An
Smuggling. Saving of Proceedings
Proceedings pending
pending under
An act supplementary
supplementary to
to an
an act
act
approved July eighteen, eighteen hundred
to prevent smuggling and for other purposes, approved
and sixty-six. February 18, 1867, ch. 42 ...................................
...... 394
Copyrights.
February 18,
1867,
Copyrights. An act amendatory of the several acts respecting
respecting copyrights.
copyrights. February
18, 1867,
ch. 43.
43...
...................................
........................... 395
Signal
Signal Corps. Prize Money. An act to authorize the payment of prize money to certain officers
February 18, 1867,
1867, ch. 44
and enlisted men of the signal corps of the army. February
44............ 395
Allegheny Arsenal. An act to authorize the
the purchase of
of certain
certain lots
lots of
of ground
ground adjoining the AlleFebruary 18,
18, 1867,
45 .................
395
gheny arsenal
arsenal at
at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. February
1867, ch.
ch. 45
395
League
Island. Navy
Philadelphia. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to acLeague Island.
Navy Yard at Philadelphia.
cept League Island,
Island, in the Delaware
Delaware river, for naval purposes,
dispense with and
purposes, and to
to dispense
and
yard at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia. February
eh. 46.......
46
dispose of the site of the existing yard
February 18,
18, 1867,
1867, ch.
Foundry
Episcopal) Church. An act to
the Foundry
Foundry (MethoFoundry (Methodist
(Methodist Episcopal)
to authorize
authorize the trustees of
of the
(MethoEpiscopal) Church to sell and convey
convey square number
hundred and thirty-five, in
dist Episcopal)
number two hundred
in
the city of Washington.
Washington. February
February 18, 1867, ch. 47 .................................
Fire Department,
department of Washington
Washington city
Fre
Department, Washington
Washington, D.
D. C. An act concerning
concerning the
the fire department
city.
February 18,
18, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 48 ........................................................
Clerk cf
of the House of Representatives.
Representatives. An act to regulate the duties of
of the clerk
clerk of
of the
the House
House of
of
teprcsentatives, in preparing for the organization
Representatives,
organization of the House,
House, and for other purposes.
February 21,
21, 1867, eh.
ch. 56 .......................................................

396
396
396
397
397

397
397
Court of Claims.
Claims. An act to declare the sense of an act entitled
Court
entitled "An
" An act
act to
to restrict
restrict the jurisdiction of the court of claims, and to provide for the payment of
of certain
certain demands for
for quartermaster's stores and subsistence
subsistence supplies furnished
furnished to the army of the United States."
States.' February 21,
397
21, 1867, ch. 57 ............................................................
397
Pensions Appropriations.
Appropriations. An act making appropriations
Pensions
payment of invalid and other penappropriations for the payment
sions of the United States for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyeight. February 22, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch 58 ..................................................
398
398
Congressional
providing for the election of a
a Congressional
Congressional printer. February
CongressionalPrinter.
Printer. An act providing
22,
22, 1867,
1867, ch. 59 ................................................................
598
398
Circuit
Circuit Courts in Rhode Island.
Island. An act to alter the places of holding the circuit courts of the
Rhode Island district. February
United States for the Rhode
February 22, 1867, ch. 660 0 ..........
399
National Cemeteries. An act to establish
National
establish and protect
protect national cemeteries.
February 22, 1867,
cemeteries. February
ch. 61 .........................
399
..........................................
399
National
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
°Than Home. An act to
to amend
an act
act entitled
An act
act to
inNational Soldiers' and
amend an
entitled ""An
to inIlome," approved
corporate the National Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan Home,"
approved July twenty-fifth,
twenty-lifth,
eighteen-hundred and sixty-six. February 22, 1867,
eighteen.hundred
1867, ch. 62
62...................... .... 401
401
Justices
Justices of the Peace
Peace in the District
District of Columbia. An act to regulate proceedings
proceedings before justices
justices of
of
the peace
peace in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes. February
February 22, 1867,
1867,
401
ch. 6
633 ....................................................................
... 401
Judicial Proceedings
Columbia. An
An act
the law
law of
of the
District of
of CoJudicial
Proceedings in
in the
the District
District of Columbia.
act to
to amend
amend the
the District
Columbia in relation
relation to judicial proceedings
February 22, 1867,
eh. 64
proceedings therein.
therein. February
1867, ch.
64............ 403
403
Punishment of
certain Crimes in the District
Columbia. An act providing for the punishment of
Punishment
of certain
District of
if Columbia.
of
certain crimes
crimes therein named in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes. Febru406
ary 22, 1867, ch. 65
65..............................................................
406
Joseph P.
Joseph
P. Fyffe. An act to restore Lieutenant
Lieutenant Joseph P. Fyffe to his grade
grade in active service of
the navy. February 22, 1867,
1867, ch. 66
408
...........................
408
and Criers.
Criers. An act fixing the compensation
Bailiffs and
compensation for the bailiffs and criers of the courts of
the District of Columbia. February 22, 1867,
1867, ch. 67 ................................
408
40
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Submerged
Tubular Bridge
across the Mississippi.
Mississippi. An act to authorize
Submerged Tubular
Bridge across
construction of
of a
subauthorize the
the construction
a submerged tubular
tubular bridge
merged
bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi river at the city
Saint Louis.
city of
of Saint
Louis. February
February
25, 1867, ch.
ch. 76
76
.....................................................................................408
408
Land Grant
Grant to
to Oregon.
An act granting
Land
Oregon. An
granting lands to the State of Oregon
Oregon to
to aid
aid in
in the
the construction
construction
of aamilitary
wagon road
from Dalles
of
military wagon
road from
Dalton City, on the Columbia river, to Fort Boise, on
on
the
Snake river.
uary 25 , 1867 , ch. 77.
Snake
river. Febr
Februar
25, y1867, ch. 77
......................................
409
409
Smuggling.
An
act
to
amend
the twenty-first
Smuggling. An act to amend the
twenty-first section
section of an act entitled "
"An act further
further to preent smuggling,
smuggling, and
and for other purposes,"
vent
purposes," approved
approved July cightcentl,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-six.
78
sty-six. February
February 25,
25, 1867,
1867, ch.
sixty-sir.
ch.
78....
....................................
25,
1867,
February
78
ch.
410
410
.....
41'
Judge
Advocates
in
the
Arry.
An
act
to
amend
Judge Advocates
Army.
chapter two
hundred and
and ninetysection twelve, chapter
two hundred
ninetynine,
of
the
laws
of
the
first
session
of
the
thirty-ninth
nine, of the
of
session
thirty-ninth Congress.
Congress. February
February 25,
25, 1867,
1867, cc.h.
79.
79
..................
Right
41
..................................................................
410·
410
Rigit
of
lay.
An
act
Right
Way.
to amend an
right of
of way
way over
over the
the military
reserve at
an act granting
granting the
the right
military reserve
at
Fort Gratiot,
Gratiot, Michigan.
Michigan. February
February 25,
25, 1867,
ch. 80
410
1867, ch.
80......................
410
Collection Districts
Districts in
in Milyland
Virginia. An act to change
Collection
Maryland and Virginia.
collection districts
in
change certain
certain collection
districts
in
Maryland
Maryland and
and Virginia. February 25, 1867,
eh. 81
410
1867, ch.
81
.............................
410
Collection
North Carolina.
Collection Districts
Districts in North
Carolina. An act relative
districts
in
North
Carolina
relative to
to collection
collection districts in North Carolina.
February 25,
ch. 82
Ftebruary
25, 1867,
1867, ch.
82
................................................ 411
Passengers
" An act further to provide
Passengers on
on Steam
Steam Vessels.
Vessels. An act to amend
amend the act entitled "
for
provide for
the
safety of
passengers on board of vessels propelled in
the safety
of the lives of passengers
in whole
whole or
in part
part by
or in
by
steam,
steamboat inspectors,
inspectors, and for other purposes,"
steam, to
to regulate
regulate the salaries of steamboat
purposes," approved
approved
July twenty-five,
twenty-five, eighteen
July
eighteen hundred and sixty-six. February
1867,
ch.
83
411
February 25,
25, 1867, ch. 83...........411
Clinton
Post-Route. An act declaring
Clinton Bridge declared
declared a
a Post-Route.
Bridge, across
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi
declaring Clinton Bridge,
river, at Clinton, in the State of Iowa,
Iowa, aapost-route.
river,
27, 1867,
412
post-route. February
February 27,
1867, ch.
c. 98
98.........
412
Consular
Appropriation. An act making
Consular and Diplomatic
Diplomatic Appropriation.
consular and
and diplomaking appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the consular
diplomatic
government for the year ending thirtieth
thirtieth June, eighteen hundred
matic expenses
expenses of the government
hundred
and sixty-eight, and for other purposes. February
February 28,
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
99..................
412
ch. 99
12
Military Academy
Military
Academy Appropriation.
Appropriation. An act making
making appropriations
for the
the support
the Military
Military
appropriations for
support of
of the
Academry
Academy for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, and
and
hundred and
for
other purposes. February
February 28,
28, 1867,
1867 , ch.
ch. 100
100.
415
...............................
415
Recenue Cutter
Revenue
Cutter Service. An act to fix the compensation
compensation of the officers
the revenue
revenue cutter
cutter serserofficers of the
vice, and for other
vice,
other purposes.
purposes. February
ch. 10
101....
416
February 28, 1867,
1867, ch.
.........
...................
416
Drafted
llen. An
An act
act for
for the relief of certain drafted men. February 28, 1867, ch. 102
Drafied Men.
417
102......417
Port
of
Camden.
act relative
relative to the port of Camden, New Jersey.
Port of Camden. An
An act
Jersey. February
28, 1867,
ch. 103.
103 417
417
February 28,
1867, ch.
Lant Titles in Calffornia.
Calfornia. An
Land
An act to quiet
quiet title to land in the
towns of
Clara and
4nd Petaluma,
the towns
of Santa
Santa Clara
Petaluma,
in the State of California. M
arc h 1
ch. 1
43
418
March
1,, 1867
1867,, ch.
143
.
...........................
418
Public
Works Appropriation.
Public Works
Appropriation. An act making appropriations
appropriations fbr
tbr the
the repair,
repair, preservation,
preservation, and
and
completion of certain public works heretofore
completion
heretofore commenced
comnienced under
under the
the authority
of law,
law, and
authority of
and 418
for other purposes.
March 2,
ch. 1
44
purposes. March
2, 1867
1867,,ch.
144
...................................
418
Pay
of
Army
Officers.
An
act
Pay
Army
to provide for a
a temporary
in the
temporary increase
increase of
of the
the pay
pay of
of officers
officers in
the
army
of
the
United
States,
and
for
army of the United
other purposes.
purposes. March
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, ch.
145 .............
422
cl. 145
422
Deductionsjfrom
Convicts. An act in relation
Deductions
from Sentences of Convicts.
persons imprisoned
imprisoned under
sentence for
relation to persons
under sentence
for
oflfees
against
the
offences
laws of the United States. March
1867, ch.
ch. 146
424
March 2,
2, 1867,
146.................424
Contractors
Contractors for Steam Vessels
Vessels of Wiar,
War, 4-c. An act for the relief
certain contractors
contractors for
for the
conrelief of certain
the
construction of vessels
struction
vessels of war and steam machinery.
machinery. March
424
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, cch. 147
147
h. ...............
424
Public
Lauds to
to Michigan
Michigan for Railroad
Public Lands
Railroad Purposes.
Purposes. An act to amend an
an act
An
act
to exexact entitled
entitled "
"
An
act
to
tend the
fbr the
the reversion
to the
the United
United States of the lands granted by Congress to
tend
the time
time for
reversion to
aid in the
the construction
construction of a
a railroad
railroad from Amboy,
Amboy, by Hillsdale and Lansing,
Lansing, to
to some
point
some point
on
near Traverse
on or
or near
Traverse Bay, in the State of Michigan,
Michigan, and for the completion of
of said
said road,"
road,"
approved
approved July three, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six. March
March 2,
425
2, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 148.
148 ...........
425
Liglthouses. An
act to authorize the building
Lighthouses.
An act
building of lighthouses
lighthouses therein
mentioned, and
for other
therein mentioned,
and for
other
purposes. March 2, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 149
425
149
..........................................
425
Monltana
Territory. An
Montana Territory.
An act
act amendatory
amendatory of "
"An act to provide
provide a
temporary government
government for
a temporary
for the
the
Territory
of
Montana,"
approved
May
twenty-six,
Territory
Montana,"
twenty-six, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four.
March
eighteen hundred
sixty-fbur. March
1867, ch. 150
2, 1867,
........................................................
426
Idaho
Territory.
An
act
to
amend
an act entitled ""An act to
Idaho Territory.
government
to provide
provide aa temporary
temporary government
for
the
Territory
of
Idaho,"
approved
March
eighteen hundred
for the Territory of Idaho,"
March three, eighteen
hundred and sixty-three.
March 2, 1867,
March
1867, ch. 151
....................................................
427
Jail
in
the
District
of
Columbia.
An act to amend
Jail in the District
amend an act entitled ""An act
conact authorizing
authorizing the
the construction
of
a
jail
in
and for the D)istrict
Columbia," apprpved
struction of a jail
District of Columbia,"
twenty-five,
approved June [July]
[July] twenty-five,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
sixty-six. March
Ma rch 2,
ch. 152
428
2, 1867,
1867, ch.
152
.................... 428
Government
of the
the Rebel States. An act to provide
Government of
provide for the more
more efficient government
government of
of the
the rebel
rebel
March 2, 1867, ch. 153 .
States. March
428
...........................................
428
Tenure of
Civil Offices. An act regulating
regulating the tenure
Tenure
of Civil
tenure of certain
certain civil offices.
March 2,
ch
offices. March
2, 1867,
1867,
ch.
154
...............................................................
430
430
Proclama(tions,
4c.
of the
the President
declared Valid. An act to declare
Proclamations, s
f^c. of
President declared
declare valid and conclusive
certain
conclusive certain
proclamations
of the
the President, and acts done in pursuance
proclamations of
pursuance thereof, or of his orders,
in
the
orders, in the
suppression
the late rebellion against the United States, March
suppression of the
2, 1867
1867 eh.
155 ...... 432
March 2,
eh. 155
432
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Allotment
Ilfarshal. An
Allotlent of fudges
Judges of the Supreme Court
Court of
of the United
United States,
States, Marshal.
An act to provide
provide for the
allotment of the members
allotment
members of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court among
among the circuits,
circuits, and
and for the
the appointappoint433
1867, ch. 156 .................
ment of a
a marshal for the Supreme Court. March 2, 1867,
Charter of City of Washington Amended.
entitled ""An act to
Charter
Amended. An act
act to amend
amend an act entitled
to continue,
continue,
amend the
Washington," approved
approved May
alter, and amend
the charter
charter of
of the
the city of
of Washington,"
May seventeen,
seventeen, eighteen hundred and forty-eight. March
March 2, 1867,
433
1867, ch. 157 ...........................
433
Department
department of education'
education: March
Department of Education.
Education. An act to establish a
a department
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, ch
ch.
158 ......................................
434
..........................
Volunteers, Riglts
Rights of An act declaring and
and fixing the
the rights of volunteers as a
a part of the
army. March
March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 159
159............
.................
................ 434
Alexandria,
Railroad Company. An act to grant
certain privileges
Alexandria, Washington,
Washington, and Georgetown
Georgetown Railroad
grant certain
privileges to
the Alexandria,
Alexandria, Washington,
Washington, and
and Georgetown
Georgetown Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, in the District
District of Columbia. March
March 2,
435
2, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 160
160 .........
...................
......
.........
435
Limited
partnerships in the District
Columbia
Limited Partnerships.
Partnerships. An
An act authorizing
authorizing limited
limited partnerships
District of Columbia.
March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 161 .......................................................
435
March
. 435
Thward University. An act to incorporate
Howard University
Columbia
Howard
incorporate The Howard
University in the District of Columbia.
1867, ch. 162
March g,
2, 1867,
162 .................
.................................
438
"An act to establish the
the
Treasury Department.
Department. Signing of Warrants.
Warrants. An act supplemental
supplemental to "An
Treasury Department,"
Department," approved
approved the
seventeen hundred
hundred and
the second
second of
of September,
September, seventeen
and eighty1867, ch.
ch. 163.
439
nine. March 2, 1867,
163......... ....................................
439
National
An act
to amend
an act
entitled ""An
An act
to incorporate
NaNational Theological
T/leoloqical Institute.
Institute. An
act to
amend an
act entitled
act to
incorporate the
the Naextend the
2,
tional Theological Institute,"
Institute," and to
to define
define and
and extend
the powers of
of the
the same. March
March 2,
1867, ch.
164 ..............................
440
1867,
ch. 164.
...........................
440
Metropolitan Railroad
Metropolitan
Railroad Company. An act extending the time for the completion of certain street
street
railways. March 2, 1867,
440
1867, ch. 165.
165 ......
...................................
440
Legislative,
Judicial Expenses Appropriation.
Appropriation. An act making
making appropriations
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
appropriations for the
legislative, executive,
expenses of the
government for
executive, and judicial expenses
the government
for the
the year ending
ending the
thirtieth or
eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight,
thirtieth
of June, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-eight, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. March
March 2,
2,
1867, ch. 166
440
1867,
166....................................
.
...........................
44
Civil Expenses
making appropriations
sundry civil
(Cvil
Expenses Appropriation.
Appropriation. An act making
appropriations for
for sundry
civil expenses
expenses of the
the
government
for
the
year
'ending
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-eight,
and
for
government
year 'ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, and for
other purposes. March
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, ch. 167..............
167
457
........................
457
ApproPriations and
appropriations and
defiAppropriations
and Deficiency
Defiriency Appropriations.
Appropriations. An
An act making
making appropriations
and to
to supply
supply deficiencies in the appropriations
service of
year ending
appropriations for the service
of the government
government for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
June thirtiet,h,
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and for other purposes. March
March 2, 1867,
1867,
ch. 168............................................
168
468
468
Internal
Internal Revenue. An act to amend
amend existing laws relating
relating to internal revenue, and for other purposes. March
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, ch. 169 ............................................
471
471
Army Appropriation.
Appropriation. An act making appropriations
appropriations for the support of the army for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
purposes. March
sixty-eight, and
and for other purposes.
March 2,
2,
485
1867, eh.
ch. 170 .....
...
..............................
....
485
Fortifications and
Defence Appropriations
Appropriations for.
appropriations for
Fortifications
and Works of Defence,
for. An
An act
act making
making appropriations
for the
the
construction,
preservation, and repairs of certain
construction, preservation,
certain fortifications
fortifications and other works of defence for
for
the fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight. March
March 2, 1867,
1867,
ch. 171 ..............................................................
eh.
487
Navy Appropriation.
Appropriation. An
appropriations for
for the
the year
year ending
ending
An act pelting
making appropriations
for the naval
naval service
service for
thirtieth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight.
1867, ch.
489
thirtieth
sixty-eight. March
March 2,
2, 1867,
ch. 172
172............... 489
Indian Appropriation.
Appropriation. An act making appropriations
appropriations for the current
Indian
current and contingent expenses
expenses of
of
the Indian Department, and for fulfilling treaty stipulations
stipulations with various Indian
Indian tribes for
for
the year ending June thirty, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight.
March
ch
March 2, 1867, ch.
173 ................................................................
492
492
Navy. An act to amend certain acts in relation to the navy. March 2, 1867, ch. 174..........
174
515
515
Brevetl
Brevets in the Army. An act relating to brevets in the army of the United
United States. March
March 2,
1867, ch.
517
h. 175 ....................................................................
517
Bankruptcy Act. An act to establish aauniform
Bankruptcy
uniform system
system of bankruptcy
bankruptcy through
through the United States
States.
March
March 2, 1867,
1867, ch.
eh. 176 .....
517
...................
.......................
517
Public
Inhabitants of
of Cities and
act for
for the
the relief
relief of
of the
the inhabitants
of cities
Public Lands, Inhabitants
and Towns. An
An act
inhabitants of
cities
March 2, 1867,
ch. 177
541
and towns upon the public lands.
lands. March
1867, ch.
177.........................
541
Duties
Port of Albany.
Albany. An act allowing the duties on foreign
Duties on Imports at
at the Port
foreign merchandise
merchandise imimported into the port of Albany
Albany to be secured
secured and paid at that place. March 2, 1867, ch.
............................
.......................
178 .
542
...........
542
Arizona and
and lMontana,
Land Offices in. Surveyor-General.
Montana ' Land
Surveyor- General. An act to create
create the office of surveyorgeneral in the Territory
Territory of Montana, and establish a
aland office in the Territories of Mon.
Mon,
tana
tana and Arizona.
Arizona. March
March 2, 1867,
542
1867, ch. 179 ....................................
542
Imprisonment
Imprisonment for Debt. An act supplementary
supplementary to the several acts of Congress
Congress abolishing
abolishing imprisonment for debt. March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 180 ......................................
543
. 543
The Iron-Clud
Iron•Clud Onondaqa.
Onondaga. An act authorizing
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to transfer the United
States iron-clad
iron-clad "Onondaga"
Onondaga" to George Quintard,
Quintet* of New York.
York, March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 181. 543
543
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Ocean
Islands. An act to authorize the establishment of
HawaiianIslands.
Ocean Mail
Mail Steamship
Steamship Service with the Hawaiian
ocean mail steamship
Hawaiian Islands. March
steamship service between the United States and the Hawaiian
March
2, 1867,
1867, ch. 182.
543
182.......................................................
Fire Department,
Fire
Department, Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C. An act to amend an act entitled ""An act concerning the fire
department of Washington
Washington city,"
city," approved February eighteen, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtydepartment
seven. March
March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 183
544
...
......................
seven.
................
Private Land Claims
Florida, Louisiana,
Louisiana, and
provisions of an
an
Claims in Florida,
and Missouri.
Missouri. An act to amend the provisions
Private
act entitled "
" An act for the final adjustment
adjustment of private land claims in the States of Florida,
Missouri, and for other purposes.
1867, ch. 184 ..............
544
Louisiana, and Missouri,
purposes." March 2, 1867,
544
Appeals and Writs
Error. An act relating
relating to appeals
Court
Writs of Error.
appeals and writs of error to the Supreme Court
March 2,
1867, ch. 185
.................
545
2, 1867,
...........................................
Public
Fund in Custody of Freedmen's
Freedmen's Bureau. An act to regulate the disposition of an irregular
Public Fund
fund in the custody
custody of the freedmen's bureau. March
March 2, 1867, ch. 186 ..................
545
Peonage
system of peonage in the Territory
Peonage Abolished. An act to abolish and forever prohibit the system
Mexico and other parts of the United States. March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 187 ..........
546
of New Mexico
Fines, Penalties,
regulate the disposition of the prounder Customs Laws.
Laws. An act to regulate
and Fenfritures
Fobfeitures under
Fines,
Penalties, and
ceeds of fines, penalties, and forfeitures
forfeitures incurred under the laws relating
relating to the customs, and
and
for other purposes. March
March 2, 1867, ch. 188
546
..........................................
Land
Railroads in California.
California. An act granting
construction of a
in the construction
a
granting lands to aid in•
Land Grant
Grantfor
for Railroads
railroad from the city of Stockton to the town of Copperopolis,
Copperopolis, in the State of California.
548
March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 189 .....
548
..
.............................................
Young Men's
Association. An act to incorporate
incorporate the joint stock company
company of the Young
Men's Christian
ChristianAssociation.
Young
Men's Christian Association
Association of Washington.
Washington. March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 190 ..................
550
Post-Roads. An act to
establish certain post-roads.
551
post-roads. March 2, 1867, ch. 191 ...................
toestablish
Post-Roads.
National
Capitol Insurance
incorporate the National
National Capitol Insurance
Insurance ComInsurance Company. An act to incorporate
National Capitol
pany. March
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, ch. 192
556
.................
..............
........
192.............
193
557
March 2, 1867, ch. 193....
An act to define and punish certain crimes therein named. March
Crimes. An
Compound-Interest Notes.
payment of compound-intercompound-interNotes. An act to provide ways and means for the payment
Compound-Interest
558
March 2, 1867,
558
1867, ch. 194.
194...................................................
est notes. March
Washington,
An act
pay and
and discharge
discharge certain
certain debts
debts and expenditures
corporation
expenditures to the corporation
act to
to pay
Washidnton, D.
D. C.
C. An
'Washington. March
March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 195 ..................................
558
the city of Washington.
of -the
Removal
removal of
" An act for the removal
Courts. An act to amend an act entitled "
Iemota!of Cases from State Courts.
causes in certain cases from State courts,"
courts," approved
approved July twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
causes
558
March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 196
.............................................. 558
and sixty-six. March
imports. Duties
s-c. An act to provide increased
increased revenue
imported wool,
wool, and for
for
revenue from imported
Imports.
Duties on Wool, t~c.
other
March 2,
1867, ch.
559
197........................................
2, 1867,
ch. 197
other purposes.
purposes. March
PUBLIC RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
[No.
1.1 National
Disabled Volunteers.
Volunteers. Joint
Joint resolution
appoint two managers for
for
resolution to
to appoint
Asylum for
for Disabled
[No. 1.1
National Asylum
vacancies. Decemfor Disabled
Iisabled Volunteer Soldiers, to fill certain vacancies.
the -National
-National Asylum for
563
...............................................
ber 7, 1866 ................
Paris Exposition.
3.] Paris
Exposition. A resolution to provide for the exhibition of the cereal productions
[No. 3.]
of the
the United
States at
at the
Paris exposition,
in April
April next.
next. January
January 11,
11, 1867 ...........
the Paris
exposition, in
of
United States
[No.
discharged Soldiers.
resolution authorizing
medals to
authorizing certain medals
Soldiers. Joint resolution
4.1 Medals to honorably
honorably discharged
[No. 4.]
discharged soldiers, free of postage. January
1867......
January 14, 1867
be distributed to honorably discharged
[No. 5.1
5.] Post-Office
Courts in the City of New York. Joint resolution to proUnited States Courts
Post-Office and United
post-office and United States courts in New
cure aasite
site for a
a building to accommodate the post-office
York city. January
January 22, 1867 ....................................................
Joint Select
appropriating money to defray
defray the
Retrenchment. A
A resolution appropriating
Select Committee on
on Retrenchment.
[No. 6.] Joint
expenses
select committee
committee on retrenchment.
retrenchment. January 22, 1867 ..............
the joint
joint select
expenses of the
[No.
7.1 National
disabled Volunteers.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
authorizing the
resolution authorizing
Volunteers. Joint
Joint resolution
for disabled
National Asylum
Asylum for
[No. 7.1
War to transfer certain property to the National Asylum for Disabled Volunteers. JanuWar
ary
29, 1867 .
...
...............................
ary 29,
[No. 8.]
The Steamship Scotland.
resolution to provide
provide for the removal
removal of the wreck
wreck of the
Scotland. A resolution
steamship Scotland.
29, 1867
1867 .....................................
Scotland. January
January 29,
steamship
[No. 11
resolution to amend
amend existing laws relating to internal revenue
revenue.
Revenue. Joint
Joint resolution
11.].] Internal
Internal Revenue.
[No.
February 5.
5, 1867 ................................................................
[No. 12.]
resolution providing for the payment of certain
certain Kentucky
Kentucky militia
militia
Kentucky Militia.
Militia. A resolution
[No.
.........................
forces. February
February 8, 1867 ..............................
[No.
Alcohol in
provide, in certain cases, for the removal
removal of alcohol
alcohol
in Bond.
Bond. A resolution
resolution ,to provide,
[No. 14.
14. Alcohol
warehouses free from internal tax. February
February 18, 1867 ....................
from bonded warehouses
[No. 15.]
A resolution
resolution in relation to ocean mail service
service between
between San FranOcean Mail Service. A
cisco, in California, and Portland, in Oregon.
Oregon. February 18, 1867
1867........................
Pensions. Joint resolution
resolution in relation to the pensions of widows of revolutionary
revolutionary sol[No. 16.] Pensions.
diers.
diers. February
February 18,
18, 1867 ........................................................
David's Island.
York harpurchase of David's Island, New York
Island. Joint resolution for the purchase
[No. 17.] David's
bor. Feb.uary 18,
18, 1867 .........................................

563
563

568
563
564

564
564
564

565
565
565
565
565
566
566

566
566
566
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[No.
Customs Laws.
Laws. Joint
the time
for codifying
codifying the laws
time for
to extend
extend the
resolution to
Joint resolution
Codifying Customs
21,] Codifying
[No. 21.]
relating
customs, authorized
authorized by
by the
joint resolution
resolution approved
twenty-sixth, eighapproved July twenty-sixth,
the joint
to customs,
relating to
................
teen
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151 ...................................................................
592
592
Jane D.
granting a
apension
June 27,
1866, ch.
eh. 152.........
152
593
Jane
D. Brent. An act granting
pension to
to Jane
Jane D. Brent. June
27, 1866,
593
Cornelius
Pension to. An act for the relief of Cornelius Crowley. June 27, 1866, ch. 153 593
593
Cornelius Crowley, Pension
Andrew
.1. Gray, Pension
Pension to.
593
Andrew J.
to. An
An act for
for the relief
relief of
of A. J.
J. Gray.
Gray. June
June 27,
27, 1866, ch. 154
154....... 593
A. M. Jess. An act granting
granting land to A. M. Jess, of Josephine
Josephine County, Oregon. June 29, 1866,
ch.
.......... 593
ch. 157 ................................................................
593
Jane
E. Miles. An act granting
Miles. July 4, 1866, ch. 170 ............
594
Jane E.
granting a
a pension to Jane E.
E. Miles.
594
Sarah
J. Purcell,
Sarah J.
Purcell, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief of Sarah J.
July 4, 1866, ch. 171....
171
594
J. Purcell. July
594
Margaret
Farran. July 4, 1866, ch.
MargaretA. Fan-an.
Farran. An act granting aa pension to Mrs. Margaret
Margaret A. Farran.
172
.........................................
.. 594
Mary
Mary C.
Hamilton. An act granting a
1866, ch. 173..
C. Hamilton.
a pension to Mary C. Itamilton.
IHamilton. July 4, 1866,
173...• 594
.
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Par

Rmerance
act amendatory
amendatory of
act entitled
"An act
act granting
granting a
Mrs. EmEmto Mrs.
a pension
pension to
entitled "An
an act
of an
An act
Gouler. An
Emerance Golder.
erance Gouler."
July 13,
1866, ch.
185 .................
=
594
..........................
ch. 185
13, 1866,
Gouler." July
erance

Mary A.
An act
act for
Patrick. July
13, 1866,
1866, ch.
595
ch. 186
186.. 595
July 13,
A. Patrick.
of Mary
Mary A.
relief of
for the
the relief
to. An
Pension to.
Patrick,Pension
Mary
A. Patrick,
Joel Farley,
to. An
An act
act for
Joel Farley.
1866, ch.
187
595
595
ch. 187...........
July 13,
13, 1866,
Parley. July
relief of
of Joel
for the
the relief
Pensionto.
Farley, Pension
Joel
James
Perham, Pension
Pension to.
to. An
act for
for the
James L.
L. Perham.
188 595
595
ch. 188.
1866, ch.
13, 1866,
July 13,
Perham. July
of James
relief of
the relief
An act
L. Perham,
James L.
John
Pension to.
for the
the benefit
of John
John W.
W. Jones.
13, 1866,
189.... 595
1866, ch. 189
Jones. July 13,
benefit of
An act
act for
to. An
W. Jones,
Jones, Pension
John W.
Ann
and Payment
An act
granting a
pension to
to Ann
Ann Sheehey.
1866,
13,1866,
July 13,
Sheehey. July
a pension
act granting
to.' An
Payment to.
Pension and
Sheehey, Pension
Ann Sheehey,
.............................
** *
ch. 190
595
..........
190..............
ch.
Charles
An act
Charles M. Stout,
lieutenant in company
late a
a second lieutenant
Stout, late
of Charles
relief of
for the
the relief
act for
M. Stout.
Stout. An
Charles M.
E, seventh
seventh regiment
regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania reserve
corps. July
1866, ch.
191
596
596
ch. 191................
13, 1866,
July 13,
reserve corps.
E,
Frank
to. An
the relief
relief of
of Lieutenant-Colonel
Lynch. July
July 13,
13,
Frank Lynch.
Lieutenant-Colonel Frank
for the
act for
An act
Pension to.
Lynch, Pension
Frank Lynch,
5.96
1866, ch.
oh. 192
596
.....................
..............
192 ....................
1866,
John
Gordon, Pension
An act
relief of
of John
Gordon. July
193
596
1866, ch. 193.........
13, 1866,
July 13,
John Gordon.
for the
the relief
act for
to. An
Pension to.
John Gordon,
J.
An act
relief of
J. Judson
Barclay. July
July 13,
13, 1866,
ch. 194
596
194 596
1866, ch.
of J.
Judson Barclay.
for the
the relief
act for
to. An
Payment to.
Barclay, Payment
J. Judson
Judson Barclay,
Matilda
I. Monroe,
to. An
relief of
of Matilda
Matilda I.
ch. 195 596
1866, eh,
I. Monroe.
Monroe. July 13, 1866,
the relief
act for
for the
An act
Pension to.
Monroe, Pension
Matilda I.
Lucinda
Gates, Pension
An act
act for
relief of
of Lucinda
1866, ch.
196
597
597
ch. 196......
July 13, 1866,
Gates. July
Lncinda Gates.
for the
the relief
to. An
Pension to.
Lucinda Gates,
Mary
McManus. An
An act
Captain
of Captain
widow of
A. McManus,
McManus, widow
Mrs. Mary
Mary A.
pension to
to Mrs.
granting a
a pension
act granting
Mary A.
A. McManus.
Andrew
of the
1866,
13,1866,
volunteer infantry. July 13,
Pennsylvania volunteer
sixty-ninth Pennsylvania
the sixty-ninth
late of
McManus, late
Andrew McManus,
597
ch. 197.........
197
597
........................................
..........
ch.
Marcie
act granting
granting an
increase of
of pension
Mercie E. Scattergood
Scattergood.
to Mrs. Mercie
pension to
an increase
An act
Scattergood. An
E. Scattergood.
Merci E.
597
July
13, 1866,
1866, ch.
198
597
............
ch. 198.......................................
July 13,
George W.
to. An
act for
for the
the relief
of George
13, 1866,
ch. 199
597
199.. 597
1866, ch.
July 13,
Bush. July
W. Bush.
George W.
relief of
An act
Pension to.
Bush, Pension
W. Bush,
George
A.
T. Spencer
and Gordon
S. Hubbard,
Account of,
of, to
paid. An
of
An act
act for the relief of
and paid.
to be
be audited
audited and
Hubbard,Account
Gurdon S.
Spencer and
A. T.
A.
T. Spencer
and Gurdon
Gurdon S.
July 18,
18, 1866,
597
ch. 203
203........................ 597
1866, ch.
S. Hubbard.
Hubbard. July
Spencer and
A. T.
Samantha
Pension to.
to. An
An act
act for
for the
the relief
Samantha Rader.
598
204.. 598
Rader. July 18, 1866, ch. 204
of Samantha
relief of
Rader, Pension
Samantha Rader,
Jonathan W.
An act
granting a
a pension
to Jonathan
1866, ch. 205 598
July 18, 1866,
W. Beach. July
Jonathan W.
pension to
act granting
Beach. An
W. Beach.
Jonathan
Charlotte E.
act granting
granting a
apension
to Mrs.
Mrs. Charlotte
Charlotte E.
E. Reed.
598
1866, ch. 206 598
July 18, 1866,
Reed. July
pension to
An act
E. Reed.
Reed. An
Charlotte
Salvador
to minor
minor Children
Children of
An act
for the
the relief
Salminor children
children of Salof the
the minor
relief of
act for
of. An
Pensionto
Accadi, Pension
Salvador Accadi,
598
1866, eh.
207
ch. 207.....................................
deceased. July 18, 1866,
vador Accadi, deceased.
William
G. Lee,
Lee, Payment
Payment to.
act for
of William
William G.
Lee. July
July 23, 1866, ch. 220
220.. 599
G. Lee.
the benefit
benefit of
for the
An act
to. An
William G.
William H.
Duplicate if
H
act for the relief of William H.
s-c. An act
issued to, jw.
to be issued
of Bond
Bond to
Wheeler, Duplicate
H. Wheeler,
William
599
..............
1866, ch. 221
221................
Bangor, Maine. July 23, 1866,
Wheeler, of Bangor,
Owners of
the Hawaiian
Payment to.
act for
for the
the relief
relief of the owners
Hawaiian
owners of the Hawaiian
An act
to. An
Bc., Payment
Bark, jw.,
Hawaiian Bark,
of the
Owners
"
599
bark, Kamahamaha
Kamahamaha V."
599
July 23, 1866, ch. 222 ...............................
V." July
bark,,
Owners
the Bark
Bark "
Marta Henry,"
act for
for the relief of the owners of the bark
Payment to. An act
Henry," Payment
"Maria
of the
Owners of
599
.......................
223...............
"
1866, ch. 223
599
Henry." July 26, 1866,
" Maria
Maria Henry."
Edward
to. An
for the
the relief
McKinney, of BinghamP. McKinney,
of Edward P.
relief of
An act
act for
Allowance to.
P. McKinney,
McKinney, Allowance
Edward P.
ton,
New York,
and assistant
commissary of
of subsistence. July 23, 1866, ch. 224 600
assistant commissary
captain and
ate captain
York, late
ton, New
600
Henry
to. An
An act
act for
July 23, 1866, ch. 225......
225
the benefit
benefit of Henry Horne. July
for the
Payment to.
Home, Payment
Henry Horne,
William Cook,
226...... 600
23, 1866, ch. 226
July 23,
of William
William Cook. July
relief of
act for
for the
the relief
An act
to. An
Cook, Payment
Payment to.
William
Horace
I. Hodges
of. An act for the relief of the heirs of Horace I. Hodges.
Hodges
Heirs of.
Allowance to Heirs
Hodges, Allowance
Horace I.
July
ch. 227
227 ....................
600
...............................
23, 1866,
1866, ch.
July 23,
Liston
Payment to.
to. An
act for
for the
228 601
Listen H.
H. Pearce. July 23, 1866, ch. 228.
relief of
of Liston
the relief
An act
H. Pearce,
Pearce,Payment
Liston H.
James
G. Holland,
Credit to
be allowed
An act
relief of
James G. Holland, late acting
of James
for the relief
act for
to. An
to be
allowed to.
A Credit
Holland, A
James G.
assistant
July 23, 1866, ch. 229.......................
229
601
601
States navy.
navy. July
paymaster-United States
assistant paymaster-United
The
British vessel
"Magicienne," Owners of,and
Cargo by. An act for the relief of the
of, and Shippers of Cargo
vessel "Maqicienne,"
The British
owners
"Magicienne." July
25, 1866, ch. 256
601
256.................... 601
July 25,
of the
the British
British vessel "Magicienne.'
owners of
Thomas
Thomas W. Stevens.
Stevens. July 25, 1866, ch. 257......
257
602
the relief of Thomas
An act for
for the
W. Stevens. An
Thomas W.
Alois
258.................... 602
Alois Klaus.
Klaus. An act for the relief of Alois Klaus. July 25, 1866, ch. 258
P. Johnson.
Johnson. July
July 25,
1866, ch.
ch. 259
25,1866,
259.......... 602
relief of James P.
Johnson. An
An act for
for the relief
James P. Johnson.
Daniel
1866, ch. 260
0
260............ 602
An act for
for the relief of Daniel Winslow. July 25, 1866,
Daniel Winslow. An
602
Eleanor
Eleanor C. Ransom.
Ransom. July
July 25, 1866,
1866, ch. 261..
261
602
6
2
Eleanor C. Ransom. An act for the relief of Mrs. Eleanor
W.
act for the relief of W. B. Kelley. July
July 26, 1866,
1866, ch. 271
0
603
271..............
B. Kelley.
Kelley. An
An act
W. B.
Nancy
1866, ch. 272
603
6
3
272. 603
Stocks. July 26, 1866,
a pension
pension to Mrs. Nancy A. Stocks.
granting a
Stocks. An
An act granting
Nancy A.
A. Stocks.
Drusey
26, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 273
273. 603
granting a
a pension to Drusey A. Layman. July 26,
A. Layman.
Layman. An act granting
Drusey A.
John
John Pyle. July 26, 1866, ch. 274.................
274
603
John Pyle.
Pyle An act granting a
a pension to John
603
Abraham
pension to Abraham
275
603
Abraham Lansing.
Lansing. An act granting
granting aapension
Abraham Lansing.
Lansing. July
July 26, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 275....
603
issued to Thaddeus Hyatt, July 26,
An act
act to extend the time of letters patent issued
Hyatt. An
Thaddeus Hyatt.
1866,
276
604
1866, ch. 276...................
...............................
6
....
604
John
John Hastings, late surveyor and depositary
depositary of public
John Hastings.
Hastings. An act for the relief of John
moneys at Pittsburg. July 27, 1866, ch. 290....
290
604
..............................
purSamuel Stevens. An act to authorize Samuel Stevens, aa Stockbridge Indian, to enter and purchase a
a certain tract of land in the Stockbridge
reservation, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin. July 27, 1866,
Stockbridge reservation,
ch. 291 ..
604
.
.........................................................
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Page
Pade
Mrs. Ann E.
Mrs.
E. Smoot. An act for the relief
relief of Mrs. Ann E. Smoot, widow
widow of Captain Joseph
1866, ch.
291 ..........................
•
605
Smoot. July
July 27,
27,1866,
ch. 2921
.....................
605

Francis
Francis Colgen.
Colgezt. An act for the relief of Francis Colgen.
1866, ch.
313 ..............
Colgen. July
July 28,
28, 1866,
ch. 313
William Croswv.11.
Croswll. An act for the relief of William
William
William Croswell. July
1866, ch.
314
Jubl /8,
28, 1866,
ch. 314.........
Marion
Marion M. Buxton. An act for the relief of Marion
Marion M. Buxton. duly
duly 28,
28, 1866, ch.
ch. 315
315 ........
Quincy A.
A. May. An act for the relief of Quincy A. May. July 28, 1866, ch. 316 .............
Daniel
Lucas. An act granting a
a pension
Daniel bens
pension to Daniel Lucas.
Lucas. July 28, 1866,
1866, ch. 317 ..........
Robert Baldwin.
Baldwin. An act for the relief of Robert Baldwin. July 28,
1866, ch. 318
28,1866,
..............

605
605
605
605
605
605
606
.606
606
606
606
606

PRIVATE RESOLUTIONS.
PRIVATE
RESOLUTIONS.
[No. 221
22.] William
William Radford.
authorizing Commodore William Radford
Radford to accept aa
Radford. A resolution authorizing
decoration from the King of Italy.
decoration
607
Italy. April 13, 1866
1866 ...............................
607
authorizing Rear-Admiral
[No. 23.] H.
H. Paulding.
Paulding. A resolution authorizing
Rear-Admiral H.
accept a
a decH. Paulding
Paulding to accept
oration from the King
of Italy.
607
King of
Italy. April
April 13,
13, 1866
1866 .
................................
607
28.] Alexander Thompson.
[No. 28.]
resolution for the
Thompson. Joint resolution
the relief
relief of Alexander
Alexander Thompson,
Thompson, late
late
United States consul at Maranham. April 21, 1866..............................
1866
607
607
[No.
A resolution
resolution authorizing
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
to adjust
[No. 30.] Beals
Beals and
and Dixon.
Dixon. A
authorizing the
the Secretary
Treasury to
adjust
the claim of Beals and Dixon against the United States. May
May 2,
2, 1866
1866................. 607
607
[No.
William Sawyer and others.
others. Joint resolution providing
[No. 33.]
33.]
William
providing for the reappraisement
reappraisement of the
the
lands described in an act for the relief of William Sawyer
Ohio. May
May 5,
Sawyer and others
others of Ohio.
5,
608
1866 .........................
6
.....
...............
...................
608
Beermance. Joint
[No. 36.] Harrison
Harrison Heermance.
Joint resolution for the relief of
Heermance, late
late
of Rev. Harrison Heermance,
hundred and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth regiment, New
chaplain of one hundred
New York volunteers. May
May 9,
9, 1866
1866 608
608
54.] Joseph
Joseph Nock. A resolution referring
[No. 54.1
referring the petition
petition and papers in the
ease of Joseph
the case
Joseph
Nock
to the
the court
court of
of claims.
claims. June
June 21,
21, 1866
1866 .....................................
608
Nock to
608
[No. 56.] Samuel
SamuelNorris.
Aresolution
Norris. A
resolution for the relief of Samuel Norris. June22,
June 22, 1866........
1866
608
608
Charles M.
of Charles
Charles M.
[No. 59.] Charles
M. Blake. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution for
for the
the relief
relief of
M. Blake.
Blake. June
June 27,
27, 1866
1866 609
609
[No. 60.] Elizabeth Woodward
Woodward and George Chotpenning.
Chorpenning. Joint resolution for the relief of
of Elizabeth
beth Woodward
Woodward and George Chorpenning of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. June 29,
29, 1866.............
1866
609
[No. 61.]
611 Ambrose L. Goodrich,
Nathan Cornish,
Cornish, Daniel
Daniel Wellington, and
Joint resoGoodrich, Nathan
and J.
J. C. Dorsey.
Dorsey. Joint
resolution'for
lution 'for the relief of Ambrose L. Goodrich
Goodrich and Nathan Cornish, for carrying the United
United
States mail from
from Boise city to Idaho city
city: in the territory of Idaho, and
and of
of Daniel
Daniel WellingWellington and J. C. Dorsey
Dorsey for extra services in carrying the mails. June 29,
29, 1866 ..........
609
[No. 64.]
Parkirs. Joint
64.] Joseph Park-in.
Joint resolution for the relief of Joseph Parkins.
Parkins. July 3, 1866.....
1866
609
609
[No. 65.]
Wyatt H.
H. Hamrick.
651
Hamrick. Joint resolution
resolution providing for the settlement
settlement of
accounts of
of W.
W
of accounts
H. Hamrick. July 3, 1866
610
..................
............................
610
681 Edgar
Harris. Joint
of Edgar
Edgar T.
T. Harris,
1866.. 610
[No. 68.]
Edgar T.
T. Harris.
Joint resolution for
for the
the relief
relief of
Harris, July
July 13,
13, 1866.
610
[No. 70.] John
John Wells and Sons. Joint resolution for the relief
Sons, of
Baltirelief of John
John Wells and Sons,
of Baltimore. July 23, 1866
610
1866....................
.....................
610
[No. 71.]
Caroline
resolution for the
adminisCarolineA. Randall.
Randall. Joint resolution
the relief of Caroline A.
A. Randall,
Randall, administratrix and widow
widow of Charles B. Randall,
Randall, deceased.
deceased. July 23, 1866
610
1866.................... 610
[No. 72.] Isaac
resolution for
for the
relief of
Isaac Ranney,
internal revenue
Isaac Ranney. Joint resolution
the relief
of Isaac
Ranney, internal
revenue colcollector
district, Ohio.
July 23,1866..............................
23,_1866
611
lector for the
the eighth
eighth district,
Ohio. July
. 611
781 Richard
AMeade. A resolution to refer the claim of the administrator of Richard
[No. 781
Richard W. Meade.
W.. Meade,
deceased, to
of claims.
1866 ........................
611
Meade, deceased,
to the
the court
court of
claims. July
July 25,
25, 1866
611
[No. 88.] Milton McKinnon.
1866
611
McKinnon. A resolution for the relief of Milton McKinnon.
McKinnon. July
July 26,
26, 1866..
611
[No. 89.] Caleb
Caleb T.
T. Fay and
and William Y. Patch.
Patch. A resolution authorizing
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury to audit and settle the accounts of Caleb T. Fay
William Y.
Patch, late
late asasTreasury
Fay and William
Y. Patch,
sessor and collector of internal revenue
July 26, 1866 ..............
612
revenue at San Francisco.
Francisco. July
612
[No.
M. Blake.
resolution for
for the
of Charles
M. Blake.
27, 1866
[No. 94.]
94.] Charles
Charles M.
Blake. A
A resolution
the relief
relief of
Charles M.
Blake. July
July 27,
1866... 612
612
[No. 95.] Fontaine
Fox, Jr.
T. Fox,
Jr. July
July 27,
Fontaine T.
T. Fox,
Jr. Joint
Joint resolution
resolution for
for the
the relief of
of Fontaine
Fontaine T.
Fox, Jr.
27,
1866 ..............................
612
.......................................
612
[No. 103.] Mary
Phelps. Joint resolution
resolution to reimburse Mrs. Mary
Mary Phelps.
Mary Phelps, of Missouri.
Missouri. July
July
612
28, 1866 .............
........................................................
612
Charles De Ahna. Joint resolution to provide
provide for payment
payment of
the claim
[No. 104.] Henry Charles
of the
claim of
of
Colonel H. C. De Ahna for military services. July
July 28, 1866 ..........................
612
612
[No. 105.] Alexander Dunbar.
Dunbar. Joint resolution authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War
War to contract
contract
Alexander Dunbar. July
July 28, 1866
613
with Dr. Alexander
1866.........................
.........
613
[No. 106.] Lewis F. Fix.
Fix. Joint
Joint resolution to Colonel Lewis
Lewis F.
613
F. Fix.
Fix. July 28, 1866 .......... 613
[No. 107.]
107.1 Charles
Charles M. Pott.
authorizing the
Secretary of the
pay
Pott. Joint resolution authorizing
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior to
to pay
Charles M. Pott a
apension of fifteen
fifteen dollars
dollars a
amonth. July 28, 1866 ..................
613
Charles
613
[No. 108.] Charles
Charles B.
B. Boynton. Joint resolution to authorize
payment of Rev. C. B. Boynauthorize the payment
Boynton, as chaplain of the House of Representatives
Thirty-ninth Congress. July 28,
Representatives of the Thirty-ninth
28,
613'
1866 ...................
...
............................................
613'
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Page

Katharine F. Winslow. An act granting
pension to
F. Winslow. December
December
Katharine F.'Winslow.
Mrs. Katharine
to Mrs.
a pension
F. Winslowo. An act granting a
Katharine
12, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 1
615
........ .............................................. 615
1 ........,.
12,
Alexis Gardapier. An
An act
the title
of Alexis
Alexis Gardapier
Gardapier to
certain tract of land in
to aacertain
title of
confirming the
act confirming
Gardapier.
Alexis
the county of Brown and State of
15, 1866,
615
615
2 ...............
ch. 2
1866, ch.
December 15,
Wisconsin. December
county of Brown and State of Wisconsin.
the
Francis S. Lyon. An act releasing to
interest of
the United
States in
in certain
certain
United States
of the
the interest
Lyon the
S. Lyon
Francis S.
S. Lyon. An act releasing to Francis
Francis
616
lands.
December 15,
15, 1866,
1866, ch.
ch. 3
3...........................................
616
lands. December
Lewis Dyer. An act for the relief of
of the
the eighty-first
eighty-first regiment
Illinois
regiment Illinois
surgeon of
late surgeon
Dyer, late
Lewis Dyer,
Lewis Dyer. An act for the relief of Lewis
616
volunteers.
January 22,
616
...........................................
13
ch. 13
1867, ch.
22, 1867,
volunteers. January
James Pool. An
for the
relief of
of James
Pool. January
22, 1867,
ch. 14
14 .................
616
616
1867, ch.
January 22,
James Pool.
the relief
act for
Pool. An act
James
Catharine Welsh. An act
Welsh. January
January 31,
1867, ch.
616
S1.........
ch. 18
31, 1867,
Catharine Welsh.
of Catharine
relief of
the relief
for the
Welsh. An act for
Catharine
Solomon P. Smith. An act
for the
the relief
of Solomon
Solomon P.
Smith. January
ch. 19
19 ...... 616
1867, ch.
31, 1867,
January 31,
P. Smith.
relief of
P. Smith. An act for
Solomon
617
Josiah 0. Armes.
An act
for
the
relief
of
Josiah 0.
Armes.
January 31,
31, 1867,
ch. 20 ..........
1867,
January
Armes.
0.
of
Josiah
relief
the
for
act
An
Armes.
0.
Josiah
Matilda Harmon. An act
for the
the relief
relief of
of the
the county
Greene, and State of
of Greene,
county of
Harmon, of
Matilda Harmon,
of Matilda
Matilda Htarrmn. An act for
Tennessee, widow
of Jacob
31, 1867,
1867, ch.
21
...................... 617
ch. 21
January 31,
Harmon. January
Jacob Harmon.
widow of
Tennessee,
George W. Fish. An act for the
relief of
January 31,
ch. 22
617
617
22 ...........
1867, ch.
31, 1867,
Fish. January
W. Fish.
of George
George W.
W. Fish. An act for the relief
George
Mary E. Finney. An act for
the relief
of
Finney, widow
of first
first lieutenant
Solon
lieutenant Solon
widow of
E. Finney,
Mary E.
Mrs. Mary
of Mrs.
relief
the
for
act
An
Finney.
Mary E.
H. Finney, late of the sixth regiment Michigan cavalry. January 31, 1867, ch. 23.
617
H. Finney, late of the sixth regiment Michigan cavalry. January 31, 1867, ch. 23 ....... 617
Ben-bury Frye.
Frye. An
act
for
the
relief
of
Barbary
Frye,
widow
of
Henry
Frye.
January
31,
1867,
1867,
31,
January
Frye.
Henry
of
widow
Frye,
Barbury
of
relief
the
An act for
Barbury
ch, 24.
617
617
.. . ..........................................
24....................
ch,
William A. and Jacob M. Hinshaw. An act for
the relief
relief of
A. Hinshaw
M.
Jacob M.
and Jacob
Hinshaw and
William A.
of William
act for the
An
Hinslhw.
M.
Jacob
and
A.
William
Hinshaw, minor children
of Jacob
January 31,
31, 1867,
1867, ch.
61
25 ..... 618
ch. 25
deceased. January
Hinshaw, deceased.
M. Hinshaw,
Jacob M.
Hinshaw, minor children of
James Starkey. An
act for
for the
5, 1867,
618
ch. 333 ....... 618
1867, ch.
February 5,
Starkey. February
James Starkey.
Captain James
of Captain
relief of
the relief
James Starkey. An act
E. J. Curley. An
act for
the relief
relief of
J. Curley.
1867, ch.
ch. 35
618
618
35 ..............
8, 1867,
February 8,
Curley. February
E. J.
of E.
for the
E. J. Curley. An act
Rtyras C. Spalding. An act for the relief of Rufus C.
C. Spalding,
paymaster in
in the
United
the United
the the
Spalding, paymaster
Rufus C. Spalding. An act for the relief of Rufus
618
..........................
...................
States
1867, ch.
618
39
ch. 39
15, 1867,
February 15,
navy. February
States navy.
James T. Pollocic, Sureties
act for
relief of
James T.
Pollock, late
late reT. Pollock,
of James
sureties of
the sureties
of the
the relief
for the
An act
of. An
T. Pollock, Sureties of.
James ceiver
Indiana. February
February 15,
eh. 40
....................... 618
40
1867, ch.
15, 1867,
at Crawfordsville,
Crawfordsville, Indiana.
ceiver at
49.... 619
Alexander F.
F. Pratt.
An act
act for
relief of
of Alexander
Alexander F. Pratt.
1867, ch. 49
Pratt. February 18, 1867,
the relief
for the
Pratt. An
Alexander
Jane Clements. An act granting a
apension
to
Mrs. Jane
Clements.
February
18,
1867,
ch.
50
619
50.. 619
ch.
1867,
18,
February
Clements.
Jane
to
Mrs.
pension
granting
act
An
Clements.
Jane
Samuel Downing.. An
to Samuel
Samuel Downing, one of the last surpension to
additional pension
an additional
granting an
act granting
Samuel Downina An act
619
........619
51 ............
viving
revolutionary war.
war. February
February 18, 1867, ch. 51
the revolutionary
of the
soldidrs of
viving soldiers
619
52.
ch.
1867,
18,
February
Worster.
Lemuel
of
Lemuel Worster,
to , An act for the relief
relief
Lemuel W orster. February 18, 1867, ch.
61199
Pension to.
Worster, Pension
Lemuel
Hiram Hedrick,
to. An
An act
relief of
of Hiram
Hiram Hedrick.
February 18,
53.. 620
ch. 53
1867, ch.
18, 1867,
Hedrick. February
the relief
for the
act for
Pension to.
Hedrick, Pension
Hiram
Elizabeth Fletcher, Pension
act for
Elizabeth Fletcher. February 18,
Mrs. Elizabeth
of Mrs.
relief of
the relief
for the
An act
to. An
Elizabeth Fletcher, Pension to.
620
1867,
ch. 54
54 .....................
....................................
1867, ch.
JohreMorean,
Pension
to.
An
act
for
the
relief
of
John
Morean,
of
N.
Y.
18,
18,
February
Y.
N.
Machias,
of
Morean,
John
of
relief
the
for
act
An
to.
Pension
Johnosorean,
62
1867,
620
..................................
55 ........................
ch. 55
1867, ch.
John Gray, Pension to.
An act
relief of
of John
John Gray,
revolutionary soldier.
February 22,
soldier. February
Gray, aarevolutionary
the relief
for the
act for
John Gray, Pension to. An
620
1867,
ch. 68
620
68 ...................................................................
1867, ch.
John J. Sohan. An
an increased
22, 1867,
1867,
February 22,
Sohan. February
J. Sohan.
John J.
to John
pension to
increased pension
granting an
act granting
John J. Sohan. An act
ch.
69620
20
.......................................................................
ch. 69
Solomon Long,
Pension to
An act
act for
for the
the children of Solomon Long, unthe relief of the
of. An
to Children
Children el.
Longl, Pension
Solomon
der
sixteen years
age. February
621
621
70 ................................
ch. 70
1867, ch.
22, 1867,
February 22,
of age.
years of
der sixteen
Daniel Frederick
Pension to.
act for
relief of
of Daniel
Daniel Frederick
reva revBakeman, a
Frederick Bakeman,
the relief
for the
An act
to. An
Bakeman, Pension
FrederickBakentan,
Daniel
621
olutionary
soldier. February
February 22,
621
22, 1867, ch. 71 .......................................
olutionary soldier.
Delia A. Jacobs may
apply for
Extension of
Patent. An
act for
for the
the relief
Delia A.
A. Jacobs,
late
Jacobs, late
of Delia
relief of
An act
of Patent.
for Extension
Delia A. Jacobs may apply
621
Delia A.
Fitzgerald. February
February 22, 1867, ch. 72 ....................................
A. Fitzgerald.
Delia
John
to. An
MeFerran, of the United
of John
John C. McFerran,
relief of
for the
the relief
act for
An act
allowed to.
Credit allowed
McFerran, Credit
C. McFerran,
John C.
621
.....
States
army. February
22, 1867,
1867, ch. 73 ...................................
621
February 22,
States army.
James'
C.
Cook
may
apply
for
Extension
of
Patent.
An
act
for
the
relief
of
James
Cook.
FebCook.
C.
James
of
relief
the
for
act
An
Patent.
of
Extension
for
apply
may
James C. Cook
622
........................................... 622
ruary 22,
ch. 74 .................
22, 1867, eh.
ruary
Catherine Mock,
Mock, Pension
to.
An
act
for
the
relief
of
Catherine
Mock.
February
22,
1867,
ch.
75
622
75.
ch.
1867,
22,
February
Mock.
of
Catherine
relief
the
for
act
An
to.
Pension
Catherine
Kennedy O'Brien,
increased. An
An act
act for
for the
the relief
of Kennedy
Kennedy O'Brien.
O'Brien. February
February 25,
relief of
of, increased.
Pension gc,
O'Brien, Pension
Kennedy
622
1867,
ch.
84............
622
......................................................
1867, ch. 84
Charles N.
act granting
pension to
to Charles
Charles N. Weiss.
February 25, 1867,
1867, eh.
85
622
ch. 85..
Weiss. February
a pension
granting a
An act
Weiss. An
N. Weiss.
Charles
Olivia
W. Cannon.
An act
February 25, 1867,
Cannon. February
W. Cannon.
Olivia W.
to Olivia
pension to
granting aa pension
act granting
Cannon. An
Olivia W.
ch. 86
622
86 .........................................................................
ch.
Jerusha
act for
benefit of
of Mrs. Jerusha
February 25, 1867,
Page. February
Jerusha Page.
the benefit
for the
An act
to. An
Pension to.
Page, Pension
Jerusha Page,
ch.
87 ......................
.,
623
623
..............................................
...
ch. 87
Adeline 'M. Gould.
Gould. An
An act
February 25, 1867,
Gould. February
M. Gould.
Adeline M.
Mrs. Adeline
to Mrs.
pension to
a pension
granting a
act granting
AdelineM.
623
ch.
88
........................................
623
...........
.........
ch. 88
623
1867, ch.
John Carter.
An act
granting a
to John
John Carter. February 25,
25, 1867,
eh. 89 ...........
pension to
a pension
act granting
Carter. An
John
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Charles Appleton, Pen.siaa
Pension of,
of, increased.
Charles
increased. An act for the relief [of] Charles
Charles Appleton.
Appleton.
25, 1867, ch. 90 ............................
...............................

xxv
xxv
Page
Page
February
February
623
623

Pension to. An act for the relief of Mary
Mary A.
A. Smith, Pension
Mary A. Smith, of
County, Tennesof Johnson
Johnson County,
Tennessee, widow of Alexander
Alexander D. Smith, deceased. February 25, 1867,
1867, ch. 91
91 .............
.. 623
623

Ernestine
Ernestine Becker. An act granting a
a pension to Mrs. Ernestine
Ernestine Becker. February
25, 1867,
1867,
February 25,
ch. 92 .............
624
..............
624
CarolineMcGee, Pension
Pension to.
to. An act for the relief of Caroline McGee, of
Caroline
County, Tennesof Greene
Greene County,
TennesLemuel McGee, deceased. February
see, widow of Lemuel
February 25, 1867,
eh. 93
624
1867, ch.
93 .....................
624
Josephine Slocnm.
granting a
a pension
Josephine Sloenm.
Josephine
Slocum. An act granting
pension to Mrs. Josephine
Slocum. February 25,
25, 1867,
1867,
ch. 94.............
eh.
624
..
..
....................
624
Ezra B.
Ezra
B. Gordon.
Gordon. An act granting a
apension
pension to Ezra B. Gordon. February
February 25,
ch. 95...
95
624
25, 1867,
1867, ch.
624
Edward St.
St. Clair
Clair Clarke, Allowance to, in Settlement of
Edward
of Accounts. An act for the relief of
of Edward
Edward
St. Clair Clarke.
St.
Clarke. February
February 25,
1867, ch. 96
624
25, 1867,
96
..........................
. ......
.
624
Patrick Meehan.
Meehan. An act granting
Patrick
granting a
February 25,
a pension to
to Patrick
Patrick Meehan.
Meehan. February
25, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 97
97.... 625
625
Henry S.
S. Davis,
Appropriationfor,
Henry
Davis, Appropriation
for, in
in Settlement of Claim.
Claim. An
act for
Henry S.
Davis
An act
for the
the relief
relief of
of Henry
S. Davis.
1867, eh.
February 28, 1867,
625
ch. 104 .......................................................
625
John J. Young, Allowance to. An
John
An act for the relief of Captain
Captain John J.
of the
the United
J. Young,
Young, of
United States
States
navy. February 28, 1867,
1867, ch. 105 ..................
625
......
................ .
625
James Tetlow, Pay to, for building
Tugboats. An
act for
of James
James Tetlow.
Tetlow
building four .Steam Tugboats.
An act
for the
the relief
relief of
February
February 28, 1867, ch.
eh. 106
625
..................................
625
William Mann
Mann and Jacob
Jacob &nneff
Senneff may apply for Extension of Patent.
Patent. An act
relief of
act for
for the
the relief
of WilWilliam Mann and Jacob Senneff. February
February 28,
1867, ch.
107
625
28, 1867,
ch. 107.........................
625
Henry P. Blanchard,
Blanchaqd, Pay for Services.
Services. An act for the relief
Henry
relief of Henry P.
P. Blanchard.
Blanchard. February
February
28, 1867,
1867, ch. 108......................................................................
108
626
626
Hiram Paulding,
Paulding,Accounts of, to be audited.
Hiram
audited. An act for the relief of
of Hiram Paulding,
Paulding, rear-admiral
rear-admiral
United States navy. February
1867, ch.
ch. 109
109
626
United
February 28, 1867,
....................................
626
Margaret Boucher.
Botcher. An act granting
Margaret
granting back pension
pension to Margaret
Margaret Boucher. February
1867,
February 28,
28, 1867,
ch. 110 ............
......................................................
626
626
James Riddle, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief of James
James Riddle.
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 111....
111
626
Riddle. February
February 28,
626
J.
and 0. P.
J. and
P. Cobb and Co., Payment to, in full discharge
discharge of
for the
the relief
of J.
J. and
of Claim.
Claim. An
An act
act for
relief of
and
O. P.
0.
P. Cobb and Co. February
February 28, 1867,
627
1867, ch.
ch. 112
112.......
...............
...............
627
John Faris,
Faris,Pension
of An act for the relief of
Pension to Orphan
Orphan Children
Children of.
of the
the orphan
orphan children
children of
of John
John
Faris. February
February 28, 1867, ch. 113
627
113 ...............................................
627
Peter
a pension to Peter Fisher. February
Peter Fisher.
Fisher. An act granting a
February 28,
ch. 114
114 ........
627
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
627
Rufus L. Harvey, Pension
Pension to. An
act for
the relief
relief of
of Rufus
Rufus L.
L. Harvey.
Harvey. February
28, 1867,
An act
for the
February 28,
1867,
ch. 115 ..
.............................................................
627
627
Thomas Glasgow, Pension
to. An act for the relief
Thomas
Pension to.
1867,
relief of Thomas Glasgow. February
February 28,
28, 1867,
ch. 116 .. . ..............................................................
627
627
Joseph Wrenn.
Wrenn. An act granting
Joseph
granting a
a pension
pension to Joseph Wrenn. February
February 28, 1867, ch. 117.....
117
628
628
Ann I. Duchman,
Duchman, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief of Ann I. Duchman.
Duchman. February 28,
eh
28, 1867, ch.
118
.........................................................................
628
628
FrancisBa,
Barron,
Francis
fm, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief
relief of Francis
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
Francis Barron. February
February 28,
ch. 119
119 628
628
John Russell. An act increasing
John
increasing the pension
pension of John
John Russell.
Russell. February
1867, ch.
February 28,
28, 1867,
ch. 120
120...... 628
628
Levisa Daniel,
Daniel, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief of Levisa Daniel. February
ch. 121
628
February 28,
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
121... 628
Mary Fitzpatrick.
granting aapension to Mary Fitzpatrick.
Mary
Fitzpatrick. An act granting
Fitzpatrick. February
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 122
629
February 28,
122. 629
Lewis A. Horton.
granting arrears
arrears of pension
pension to
A. Horton.
28, 1867,
1867,
Horton. An act granting
to Lewis
Lewis A.
Horton. February
February 28,
ch. 123........................................................................
123
629
29
Mary B. Fowler,
Fowler, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief of Mary B. Fowler. February
Mary
1867, ch.
ch
February 28,
28, 1867,
124 ..
.............................
629
...................................
629
George W. Knabb,
George
relief of
of George
George W.
W. Knabb.
1867,
Knabb, Pension
Pension to. An act
act for
for the
the relief
Knabb. February
February 28,
28, 1867,
ch.
125
.
.........................................................................
ch. 125.
629
629
DanielMcMahon,
McMahon, Pension
Daniel
Pension to. An act for the relief
relief of Daniel McMahon.
McMahon. February
February 28,1867,
28, 1867, ch.
ch. 126
126 629
629
William H.
H. Hafer,
lafer, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief of William H. Hafer.
Ilafer. February
February 28,
28, 1867,
1867,
ch. 127
127................................................................
630
630
Isabella
Fogg. An act increasing the pension of Isabella Fogg. February
Isabella Fogg.
February 28, 1867,
630
1867, ch. 128
128..... 630
Elizabeth Staley, Pension
Elizabeth
Pension to. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Staley. February
February 28,
1867, ch. 129
630
28,1867,
129 630
granting aa pension to Mary Hosea. February 28, 1867, ch.
Mary losea.
Hosea. An act granting
eh. 130..........
130
630
630
DavidB. Champion.
Champion. An act granting a
David
pension to David B. Champion. February
February 28,
1867, eh.
ch. 131
131 630
630
a pension
28,1867,
John Rogers. An act granting
John
granting a
a pension
Rogers. February
ch. 132..........
132
631
pension to John Rogers.
February 28, 1867,
1867, ch.
631
Cross, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief of Mary
Mary A.
A. Cross,
Mary A. Cross. February
February 28,
ch. 133.
133 631
28, 1867, ch.
631
Sally Allen. An act granting arrears
arrears of pension to Sally Allen. February
ch. 134
February 28,
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
134.... 631
631
EAfie J.
Effie
.1. Harvey. An act granting a
apension
pension to
Effie J.
J. Harvey.
1867, ch.
ch. 135....
135
631
to Effie
Harvey. February
February 28,
28,1867,
631
Nancy Hinton,
Nancy Hinton.
February 28,
136
631
Hinton, Pension
Pension to. An act for the relief
relief of Nancy
Hinton. February
28, 1867,
1867, ch.
ch. 136..
631
William Gleason. An act granting
a pension to William
WiUiain
granting a
William Gleason.
Gleason. February
February 28,
ch. 137
631
28, 1867,
1867, eh.
137.. 631
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Page
Page
1867,
28,
Milton Velzy, Payment of Pension
Pension to.
to. An
act
for
the
relief
of
Milton
Veiny.
February
1867,
Velzy.
Milton
of
relief
the
actfor
An
Milton Vely, Payment of
632
......................
ch.
138 ................
632
.................
ch. 138
Mary J. Dexter. An act
granting back pension to Mary. J. Dexter. February 28, 1867, ch. 139 632
632
Mary J. Dexter. An act granting back pension to Mary. J. Dexter. February
Charles Valence, Pension
act for
for the
the relief
Charles Valence.
1867, ch. 140 632
Valence. February 28, 1867,
of Charles
relief of
An act
to. An
Pension to.

CharlesValence,
McClelland. February 28,
Rachel McClelland,
act for
for the
the relief
of Mrs. Rachel
Rachel McClelland.
relief of
An act
to. An
Pension to.
McCldland, Pension
Raclh
632
1867,ch.
ch. 141
632
...........................................
141 ...........
1867,
633
142.
Levi M. Roberts. An act incteasing the
pension
of
Levi
M.
Roberts.
February
1867,
ch.
142
633
1867,
28,
February
Roberts.
M;
Levi M. Roberts. An act increasing the pension of Levi
Richard Chenery, Claim of,
to be
examined. An
An act
act for
the .relief
.relief of
Richard Chenery. March
March 2,
Richard
of
the
for
examined.
be
to
of,
Claim
Chenery,
Richard
633
... .........................................
1867,
198 ..........
633
....
ch. 198
1867, ch.
a
Nathan Sargent Dustin,
Change
of Name to
to Nathan
Sargent. An
to authorize the change of a
act
An
Sargent.
Nathan
ofName
Change
Dustin,
Sargent
Nathanname.
633
1867, ch.
ch. 199
..............................
199 ..........
2,1867,
March 2,
name. March
Sylvanus Sawyer and William
William E.
E. Ward,
Ward, Patents
of
to be
be extended.
An act
for the relief of Sylvaact
An
extended.
to
of
Patents
Sawyer and William E. Ward. March 2, 1867, ch. 200
Sylvanus
nus Sawyer and
ard. 2, 1867, ch. 200........................... 633
E W . March
nus Sawyer and William
Elizabeth F. Chipman, Payment to.
to. An
act
for
F. Chipman, widow of
Elizabeth F.
Mrs. Elizabeth
of Mrs.
relief of
the relief
An act for the
Payment
F. Chipman, Chipman,
Elizabeth
634
Major
deceased. March
634
March 2, 1867, ch. 201 .........................
Charles Chipman, deceased.
Major Charles
Kleinschmidt,
Ernst F. Kleinschmidt, Reimbursement
of
Money
to.
An
act
for
the
of
Ernst
F.
relief
Erst F. Kleinschmidt, Reimbursement of Money to. An act for the
......... 634
.................
.......
of
Cincinnati, Ohio.
March 2,
1867, eh.
634
202..
ch. 202.
2, 1867,
Ohio. March
of Cincinnati,
Henry
of
Henry Rudd, Compensation to,
for Losses.
Losses. An
An act
for
the
relief of
Henry
Henry County,
Rudd,
Henry
of
relief
the
for
act
for
to,
Compensation
Henry Rudd,
634
....... 634
......................
...
Iowa. March
1867, ch.
203
h. 203.........
2, 1867,
March 2,
Iowa.
James M. Bishop, Allowance to
to for
for Services.
An act
for the
relief of
M. Bishop. March 2,
James
of
relief
the
for
act
An
Services.
James M. Bishop, Allowance
634
1867,
ch. 204
634
. ..................................................
204..·.;.......
1867, ch.
W. W. Potter. An act to authorize the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
pay
[a] certain
draft
to W.
W
draft
certain
[a]
pa
to
of
Secretary
An act to authorize
Potter.
. W.W.
ch. 205.
Potter, late acting military agent of the State of New York.
1867„ch.
205 634
2, 1867,
W. Potter, late acting military agent of the State of New York. March
Oliver Lumphrey, Payment
to for
An act
act for
for the
of Oliver
Lumphrey. March 2,
Oliver Lunaphr:y.
relief of
the relief
Services. An
for Services.
Oliver Lumphrey, Payment to
635
1867, ch. 206
635
....................................
1867, ch. 206 ...................
Samuel M. Beatty, Payment to
as Chaplain.
act for
relief of
Samuel M. Beatty, w 3
Reverend Samuel
of Reverend
the relief
for the
An act
Chaplain. An
Beatty, Payment to as
Samuelofi£.
635..
* 635
*********-.............................
Ohio. March2,
March 2, 1867,
1867, eh.
207....
ch. 207.
of Ohio.
Jbhn'E. Bouligny, Land Title confirmed
to Heirs
of An
An act
act for
for the
the relief
of the
the heirs of John E.
E
of
relief
of.
Heirs
to
confirmed
Title
Land
John'E. Bouligny,
635
Bouligny. March
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, ch.
635
ch. 208 ...........................................
Bouligny.
Butterworth.
H.
Joshua H. Butterworth. Extension
of
Patent.
An
act
for
the
relief
of
Butterworth
Joshua
of
relief
the
for
act
An
Patent.
of
H. Butterworth. Extension
Joshua March
636
'
.............
2, 1867,
ch. 209
636
......................
...
209..
1867, ch.
March 2,
Frank Purley, Payment to,
for Services.
for the
the relief
of Frank
Pugsley, late a
aprivate
private solFrank Pugsley,
relief of
act for
An act
Services. An
Payment to,for
Frank Pugsley,
dier in
company I.,
third regiment
Hampshire volunteers.
volunteers. March
March 2, 1867,
1867,
New Hampshire
of New
regiment of
the third
of the
L, of
dier in company
636
ch.
210 ........
,
636
......................................................
...........
ch. 210
636
211.......
William H. Webb. An
act
for
the
relief
of
William
H.
Webb.
March
ch.
211
1867,
2,
March
Webb.
H.
William H. Webb. An act for the relief of William
James Fulton, Credit to be made to. An act for the relief of James Fulton, paymaster
paymaster United
James Fulton, Credit to be made to. An act for the relief of
636
States navy.
March 2,
2, 1867,
1867, ch. 212.........................................
212
636
navy. March
States
Elias Beale, Account
Account of
of to
settled. An
An act
for the
the relief
Beale, late captain
captain
relief of Captain Elias Beale,
act for
be settled.
to be
Beale,
Elias
636
company H.,
Tennessee volunteer
March 2, 1867, ch. 213...
213
infantry. March
volunteer infantry.
regiment Tennessee
eighth regiment
H., eighth
company
Thomas D. Burrall, Extension
of
Patent.
An
act for
the
relief
of
Thomas D. Burrall.
Barran. March 2,
2,
of
relief
the
for
act
An
Patent.
of
Ertension
Thomas D. Burrall,
........ 637
1867,
214
637
..................................
....
.............
ch. 214
1867, ch.
letWells
Eliza Wells, Extension of Patent
to.
An
act
to
extend
to,
and
for
the
benefit
of,
Eliza
of,
benefit
the
for
and
to,
extend
to
act
An
to.
of Patent
Extension
Eliza Wells,
215....... 637
ters patent
issued to
A. Wells,
deceased. March 2, 1867,
1867, ch. 215
Wells, deceased.
Henry A.
to Henry
heretofore issued
ters patent heretofore
March
Hugh
Hugh Leddy,
Return
of
Value
of
Property
to.
An
act
the
relief
of
Hugh
Leddy.
March 2,
the
for
act
An
to.
Hugh Leddy, Return of Value of Property
1867,
ch. 216
638
........................................
.638
216 ...................
1867, ch.
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[No. 2.1 William P.
P. Wingate.
A resolution
to the
the settlement
settlement of the accounts of Wilrelation to
in relation
resolution in
Wingate. A
[No. 2.1liamWilliam
639
1867............
5, 1867
Wingate, collector
collector at
at the
the port
port of
639
Bangor, Maine. January 5,
of Bangor,
P. Wingate,
liam P.
29,
(No.
Green, Payment
Payment to.
to. A
Green. January
January 29,
resolution for the relief of Mrs. Abby Green.
A resolution
Abby Green,
9.1 Abby
[No. 91
.....639
..............
1867
639
.
..................................................
1867....
[No. 10.]
William D.
Nelson, Payment
to. Join
resolution for
for the
relief
William D. Nelson.
Nelson
of
relief
the
resolution
Join
to.
Payment
Nelson,
D.
William
[No. 10.]
639
.......s .........
...........
......
January
1867 .............
639
.........
31, 1867
January 31,
reSioux
the
on
settlers
[No.
13.]
Sioux
Reservation.
Joint
resolution
for
the
relief
of
certain
settlers
on
the
Sioux
reresolution
Joint
Reservation.
Sioux
[No. 13.]
640
1867..............................
servation, in
in the
State of
640
Minnesota. February 8, 1867.
of Minnesota.
the State
servation,
contract
[No. 18.]
resolution for
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...............................
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it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and H2ouse
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the United
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That
That if
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oc- Grand
in Congress
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if at
time it
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cur that all
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cur
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the box
in the
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of it
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the fourth
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it jurors in
the
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how
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jurors,
act, to
as grand
and twenty-six citizens, having such qualifications, to act as
petit jurors,
as petit
jurors,
or either, as may be needed
needed at any
term of
to be
any subsequent
subsequent term
of the
the court
court to
be
held between
between the time of the happening
happening of the contingency
contingency aforesaid and
February then next
the first day of February
next ensuing; and vacancies
vacancies in
either
in either
grand or petit jurors so ordered to be summoned as aforesaid
be filled
filled
aforesaid may be
by other persons summoned
summoned by the marshal upon the order of the court.
court.
SEc. 2. And be it
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
the names
names in
in the
it further
That whereas
whereas all
all the
the
jury-box provided for by the fourth section
section of the act to which this is an
amendment
amendment were, at the late term
term of
of the
the supreme
supreme court
District of
court of
of the
the District
of
and misdemeanors,
misdemeanors, drawn
Columbia, sitting for the trial of crimes
crimes and
drawn from
from
said box, the judge assigned to hold
the December
hold the
December term
for
term of
of said
said court
court for
the year eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, be, and
authorized
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and empowered
empowered to order the marshal
marshal to summon from
from the
the body
body of
of WashWashington
ington County twenty-three
twenty-three citizens, having the qualifications
qualifications of
as
of jurors,
jurors, as
provided
provided in the act to which this is an amendment, to
act as
as grand
grand jurors
to act
jurors
for said term of said court, and
and twenty-six
twenty-six citizens,
citizens, having
having such
such qualificaqualificapetit jurors
tions, to act as petit
jurors for
for said
and that
that vacancies
vacancies in
in said
said grand
said term,
term, and
grand
and petit jurors
and
jurors may
be filled
filled as
as provided
provided for
for in
the first
first section
section of
of this
this
may be
in the
act.
act.
APPROVED, December
December 18,
18, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED,

Vacancies,
Vacancies, how
how
filled.

filed.

Grand and petitit jurors
jurors for
for the
the

December Term,
1865,eeof
1865, of ther
the SuSupreme Court of
the District of
the District of
Columbia.

umbi

CHAP. II.
prevent the Spread
Spreadof foreign Diseases
II. -An
— An Act to prevent
Diseases among the Cattle
18, 1866.
1865.
Cattle of the Dec.
Dec. 18,
United States.
United
See 16, ch.
See 1866, ch. xii

186,och. xh
it enacted
Senate anid
Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
United Post, p. 3.
Importation
Pos t' p
ot
States
America in
in Congresi
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the importation
importation of cattle cattle
cattleprohibite
States of
of America
prohibited
be, and hereby is, prohibited.
prohibited. And it
shall be the
the duty
it shall
duty of
Secretary
of the
the Secretary
VOL. XIV.
XIV.
VOL.
1
1

2

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I.I. CH.
Cs. 3,5,6G
3, 5, 6.
SEss.
CONGRESS. S
THIRTY-NU*INTH

2

1866.
1866.

of the Treasury to make such regulations
regulations as
as will
will give
law full
and
full and
this law
give this
of the Treasury to make such
Rules and reg- immediate
effect, and
send copies
copies of
them to
the proper
officers in
in this
this
to the
proper officers
of them
to send
and to
immediate effect,
country, and to all officers or agents of the United
States in foreign councountry, and to all officers or agents of the United States in foreign countries.
tries.
When cattle
SEC. 2. And be
it further
give
shall give
President shall
the President
when the
That when
enacted, That
further enacted,
2. And be it
SEC.
When cattle
may be import- thirty
days'
notice,
by
proclamation, that
is to be apdanger is
further danger
no further
that no
by proclamation,
notice,
days'
thirty
importbe
may
d'
ed
ed, and this act
contagious diseases
or contagious
be,of
no force.
prehended
from t
he s
pread of foreign
infectious
diseases
infectious or
from
preended
force. among
of no
be
cattle,
thisthe
law spread
shall be offoreign
no force, and cattle may be imported in
among cattle, this law shall be of no force, and cattle may be imported in
the same
as before
passage.
its passage.
before its
way as
same way
the
Rules and reg-

nlations.
ulations.

APPROVED, December
1865.
18, 1865.
December 18,
APPROVED,

Dec.

19, 1865.

Dec. 19,1865.

CHAP. II.--An
An Act
making Appropriation
Appropriation for
for refurnishing
refurnishing and
and repairing
the PresiPresirepairing the
Act making
CHAP.
dent's
House.
dent's House.

App
for
refurronpiriation
shing
ation
fopr
rei
and repairing the

repairing te
and
President's
President's

house.
house.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House

Be it enacted by the Senate

States
assembled, That
'That the sum of thirty thousand
thousand
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
Sates of
dollars,
or so
so much
much thereof
as shall
the same
hereis heresame is
and the
be and
necessary, be
be necessary,
shall be
thereof as
or
dollars,
by appropriated, out
any money
money in
the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appro..
appronot otherwise
in the
of any
by appropriated, out of
the President's
priated, for
for refurnishing
President's house and repairing the same.
same.
refurnishing the
priated,
APPROVED,
19, 1865.
1865.
December 19,
APPROVED, December

January 15,1866.

n
CHAP.V.
— An Act authorizing the
Assistant
appoi t Assistant
to appoint
Treasury to
the Treasury
of the
Secretar of
the Secretary
January 1l,166. CHAP. V.--An Act authorizing
Assessors
Internal Pevenue.
Revenue.
of Internal
Assessors of
Assistant as-

sessors of intersessors
nal revenue
revenue apapnal
pointed
by
by SecSecpointed
retary of Treasury.
ury.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Treasthe Treasof the
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of America
ury is hereby authorized to
to appoint
appoint any
assistant assessors
internal revrevof internal
assessors of
any assistant

ury is hereby authorized

enue
provided by
law.
by law.
now provided
enue now
APPROVED,
1866.
15, 1866.
January 15,
APPROVED, January

February 7,1866. CHAP.VI.
—An Act
making Appropriations
Appropriations for
Penother Penand other
invalid and
of invalid
Payment of
the Payment
for the
making
CHAP.
February7,1866.
s
i
ons ofVI.
the-An
UnitedAct
States
Year ending
the thirtieth
hundred and
and
eiyhteen huzdred
June, eighteen
of June,
thirtieth of
ending the
the Year
for the
States for
of the United
sions
sixty-seven, and
additional
Appropriations
for
the
Year
ending
the
thirtieth
of
June,
June,
of
thirtieth
sixty-seven, and additional Appropriationsfor the Year ending the
eighteen hundred
sixty-six.
and sixty-six.
hundred and
eighteen
Appropriations

Appropriations

for pensions.

for pensions.

Invalid.
Invalid.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
following sums
be,
sums be,
the following
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America

States of

and the same are
hereby, appropriated,
of any
any money
money in
treasury
the treasury
in the
out of
appropriated, out
the same are hereby,
and
not otherwise appropriated,
for the
payment
of pensions
pensions for
for the
the year
endendyear
of
payment
the
for
appropriated,
not otherwise
ing
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-seven:
sixty-seven:
eighteen hundred
ing the
For invalid
invalid pensions
under various
various acts,
acts, five
five hundred
hundred thoumillions five
five millions
pensions under
For
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand

For
pensions, and
pensions of widows,
widows, children, mothers,
and pensions
revolutionary pensions,
For revolutionary
and
sisters of
soldiers, as
for by
acts of
of March
eighteenth, eigheighMarch eighteenth,
by acts
provided for
as provided
of soldiers,
and sisters
teen
hundred
and
eighteen;
May
fifteenth,
eighteen
and
twentyhundred
eighteen
fifteenth,
May
teen hundred and eighteen;
eight; June
June seventh,
seventh, eighteen
hundred and
and thirty-two;
July fourth,
fourth,
thirty-two; July
eighteen hundred
eight;
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-six;
July
seventh,
eighteen
hundred
and
and
hundred
eighteen
seventh,
July
thirty-six;
and
hundred
eighteen
June seventhirty-eight; March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
forty-three; June
and forty-three;
hundred and
March third,
thirty-eight;
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
February second,
July twentytwentysecond, July
forty-four; February
and forty-four;
hundred and
teenth,
February
first,
and
July
twenty-ninth,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty-eight;
February
forty-eight;
and
hundred
eighteen
twenty-ninth,
July
first, and
1853, ch.
ch. 41.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-three;
fifty-three; June
eighteen hundred and
third, eighteen
June third,
third, eighteen
41. third,
1853,
sixty-two,
1858,
1862, ch.
ch. 166.
85.
-two ,and for
fifty-eight; and July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty
8. fifty-eight;
1858,
millions
nine millions
compensation to
pension agents
agents and
expenses of
of agencies,
agencies, nine
and expenses
to pension
compensation
eight hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred thousand
eight
Navy pensions.
pensions.
For
pensions to
children, mothers,
mothers, and sisters, as prowidows, children,
to widows,
navy pensions
For navy
Navy
forty-eight,
165.
s184,
1862,
1848,
ch. 155.
. vided for by acts of August eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and forty
-eight ,
16. and July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, one hundred
182, ch. 166
hundred and
forty thousand
dollars, to
be paid
paid out
out of
pension fund.
navy pension
the navy
of the
to be
thousand dollars,
forty
S
EC. 2.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the following
and
following [sum] be, and
it further
And be
2. And
SEC.
a deficiency
Deficiency
the same
same is
is hereby,
deficiency in the appropriaappropriated to supply a
hereby, appropriated
ap- the
Deficiency appropriations.
and
tion
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
ending the thirtieth
the fiscal
for the
tion for
propriations.
sixty-six,
any money
the treasury
treasury not
appropriated:
otherwise appropriated:
not otherwise
in the
money in
of any
out of
sixty-six, out

Revolutionary
Revolutionary
pension agents,

agents,
pension
Zco.
is1s, oh. 19.
ch. 19.
s188,
1828, ch.
ch. 53.
63.
1828,
1832,
126.
1836, eh.
ch. 862.
186, ch. 362.
1838,
ch.
189.
188, ch. 189.
1843,
ch.
ch. 102.
102.
1843,
1844,ch.
ch. 102.
1848,
8, 120.
848, ch. , 120.

THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I
CH. 8,
9, 10, 12.
I.. CH.
8,9,10,12.
SESS.

1866.

For
widows, children,
children, mothers,
pensions of
of widows,
pensions and
and pensions
For revolutionary
revolutionary pensions
and sisters
sisters of
as provided
provided for
by acts
eighteen, eigheighMarch eighteen,
for by
acts of
of March
and
of soldiers
soldiers as
teen
hundred and
fifteen, eighteen
hundred and
twentyand twentyMay fifteen,
eighteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, May
teen hundred
eight,
June seven,
hundred and
and thirty-two,
July four,
four, eighteen
eighteen
thirty-two, July
seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eight, June
hundred
July seven, eighteen
and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirty-six, July
hundred and
and thirty-six,
March
forty-three, June
eighteen hunJune seven,
seven, eighteen
and forty-three,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
March three,
three, eighteen
dred
and forty-four,
forty-four, February
two, July
twenty-one, and
and July
July twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
July twenty-one,
February two,
dred and
eighteen
hundred and
forty-eight, February
February three,
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
three, eighteen
and forty-eight,
eighteen hundred
fifty-three,
June three,
eighteen hundred
fifty-eight, and July fourand fifty-eight,
hundred and
three, eighteen
fifty-three, June
teen,
hundred and
thousand
and sixty-two, two millions five hundred thousand
eighteen hundred
teen, eighteen
dollars.
APPROVED,
7, 1866.
1866.
February 7,
APPROVED, February
CHAP.
An Act
to regulate
regulate the
the Registering
Registering of
of Vessels.
Vessels.
Act to
- An
VIII. —
CHAP. VIII.

3
3
Pensions.
Pensions.

10, 1866.
1866.
Feb. 10,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be it
AReistered
States of America in Congress assembled, That no ship or vessel, which A
has been recorded or registered as an American vessel, pursuant to law, sels authorized
and
shall have
licensed or
otherwise authorized
to sail
sail
sail under aa
under to
sail under
authorized to
or otherwise
been licensed
have been
and which
which shall
c
i
foreign
o
i re r
flea
bg
end
iu
on
r
a
foreign flag,
flag, and
to have
have the
protection of
if iregflnag
du
the protection
of any
any foreign'
foreign government
government ina
a foreign
and to
therebellion,
during the
the existence
rebellion, shall be
deemed
or registered
registered as an notto be deemed
be deemed
deemed or
existence of
of the rebellion,
during
yes
American
has
States
been
of America
recordedin
or Congress
registered
Registered
assembled,
as an American
That ncivessel,
ship pursuant
or vessel,towhich
law, eels
MN:Zed

American vessel,
vessel, or
or shall
rights and
of American
American vessels,
&c. American
&c.
American
and privileges
privileges of
have the
the rights
shall have
American
except

vessels, except
under the
provisions of
an act
of Congress
Congress authorizing
authorizing &e.
v::.sels' except
vessels,
except under
the provisions
of an
act of
such
such registry.
registry.
APPROVED,
10, 1866.
1866.
February 10,
APPROVED, February

CHAP.
IX.
—An
the franking
lMary Lincoln.
Lincoln.
Privilege to
to Mary
fanking Privilege
-An Act
Act granting
granting the
CIAP. IX.

Feb.

10, 1866.
10,
1866.

Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States
of America
Congress assembled,
all letters
letters and
r;rankingtprivlyt
and packets
packets Franking
That all
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
ileges granted to
carried by
post, to
to and
and from
from Mary
Mary Lincoln,
of the
late Abraham
Abraham 1
B
Z.e
y
sf
l
i
.
n
ac
noj,,
carried
by post,
Lincoln, widow
widow of
the late
jlary
Lincoln
Lincoln, be
be conveyed
of postage
postage during
life.
during her
her natural
natural life.
free of
conveyed free
Lincoln,
APPROVED,
Februray 10,
1866.
10, 1866.
APPROVED, Februray
CHAP.
An Act
an Increase
of the
Office
the Post
Post Office
Force in
in the
the clerical
clerical Force
Increase of
Act authorizing
authorizing an
X. -— An
CHAP. X.
Department.
Department.

16, 1866.
1866.
Feb. 16,

United
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
House of
and House
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
in addition
to the
Clerical force
force
the clerical
clerical . Clerical
addition to
That, in
States of
of America
America in
st Office
ni
ffia
c
y
e
in the Po
Post
Office
Department
force now
now authorized
by law
the Post
Office Department,
the Postmaster
Postmaster in
force
authorized by
law in
in the
Post Office
Department, the
Department may
General
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
appoint
and
employ
four
clerks
increased,
and
clerks
be
increased,
General be, and he is hereby, authorized to appoint and employ four
of
class one,
seven of
of class
fourteen of
of class
three, and
and four
of class
class how paid.
four of
class three,
class two,
two, fourteen
one, seven
of class
four;
clerks shall
paid until
until the
June, eighteen
eighteen
of June,
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
shall be
be paid
said clerks
four; and
and said
hundred
and sixty-six,
out of
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
treasury not
of any
any money
money in
sixty-six, out
hundred and
appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED, February
February 16,
16, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
CHAP.XII.—An
amend an
entitled "An
to prevent
for- March 6,
6, 1866.
the Spread
Spread of
offorAct to
prevent the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to amend
an Act
XII. - An Act
CHAP.
eign
Discuses among
among the
the Cattle
of the
the United
States," approved
December eighteenth,
eign Diseases
Cattle of
United States,"
approved December
eighteenth, 1866,
1866, ch. ii.
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five..
sixty-five..
eighteen hundred
1.
Ante, p.
p. 1.
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
and House
House of
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
States of
assembled, That
That an
an act
act entitled
entitled "
An act
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
"An
act
to
fereign diseases
among the
the cattle
cattle of
the United
United
to prevent
prevent the
the spread
spread of
of foreign
diseases among
of the
States," approved
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
States,"
approved December
December eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
follows
is hereby
hereby amended
amended so
so as
as to
to read
read as
as follows:

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
States
of America
in Congress
That the
of neat
neat Importation of
the importation
importation of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
cattle
ti eat cattle
any foreign
into the
;11r(?,etscItitietlreeottpd
cattle and
and the
the hides
hides of
of neat
cattle from
from any
foreign country
country into
the het
cattlreo nd
United
is hereby
hereby prohibited:
That the
op rara- prohibited.
United States
States is
prohibited: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
the op

4
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CONGRESS.
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SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 13,15.
13, 15.
SESS.

1866.
1866.

Act suspended tion of this act, or any part
shall be
as to
to any
any foreign
foreign
suspended as
be suspended
thereof, shall
suspended tion of this act, or any part thereof,
Act
whenever, &c.
try or
or countries,
countries or
whenever
parts of such country or countries, whenever
any parts
or any
country
&C. coun
whenever,
the
Secretary of
of the
shall officially
officially determine,
determine, and
give public
public
and give
Treasury shall
the Treasury
the Secretary
notice thereof,
importation will
to the
the introduction
introduction or
or
tend to
not tend
will not
such importation
that such
thereof, that
notice
spread
of
contagious
or
infectious
diseases
among
the
cattle
of
the
United
United
the
of
cattle
the
among
diseases
spread of contagious or infectious
States; and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
hereby authorized
em-•
and em
authorized and
is hereby
Treasury is
and the
States;
powered,
shall be
make all
regu.•
orders and regu
necessary orders
all necessary
to make
duty, to
his duty,
be his
it shall
and it
powered, and
lations to
to carry
law into
to suspend
suspend the
as therein
therein proprosame as
the same
or to
effect, or
into effect,
this law
carry this
lations
vided, and
to send
send copies
copies thereof
to the
the proper
proper officers
officers in
United
the United
in the
thereof to
and to
vided,
States,
to such
such officers
or agents
agents of
of the
the United
United States
States in foreign counofficers or
and to
States, and
tries as
as he
necessary.
judge necessary.
shall judge
he shall
tries
S
EC. 2.
And be
further enacted,
That the
President of
of the United
United
the President
enacted, That
it further
be it
2. And
SEC.
Act
may be
be
States,
whenever in
in his
his judgment
the importation
importation of neat cattle and the
judgment the
States, whenever
Act may
made
inoperative hides
hides of
neat cattle
cattle may
may be
be made
made without
introduction or
danger of the introduction
without danger
of neat
inoperative
made
bv roclamation
of th
pePresident, spread of contagious or infectious disease among the
the
cattle
of the
the United
United
of
cattle
among
of contagious or infectious disease
tle lsident, spread
ot
&c.
States,
proclamation, declare
declare the
provisions of this act to be inthe provisions
by proclamation,
may, by
States, may,
&c.
operative, and
be afterwards
effect
no effect
of no
and of
inoperative and
afterwards inoperative
shall be
same shall
the same
and the
operative,
from
and
after
thirty
days
from
the
date
of
said
proclamation.
proclamation.
said
of
date
the
from
days
thirty
after
and
from
SEc. 3.
That any
convicted of
a wilof a
person convicted
any person
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
a
Penalty for
for
ful violation
of any
provisions of this
this act shall be punished by a
the provisions
of the
any of
violation of
ful
Penalty
exceeding
violation
of
this fine
fine not
exceeding five
five hundred
dollars, or
imprisonment not exceeding
or imprisonment
hundred dollars,
not exceeding
of this
violation
act.
one year,
year, or
or by
such fine
fine and
and imprisonment,
in the
discretion of the
the discretion
imprisonment, in
both such
by both
one

court.
court.

APPROVED, March
March 6, 1866.
APPROVED,

March
8, 1866.
1866.
March 8,

Limits
Lands within the corporate
CHAP. =I.—An
Act to
to quiet
certain Lands
corporate Limits
quiet the Title to certain
XIII.-An Act
CHAP.
Francisco.
of
of San
San Francisco.
City of
the City
of the

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
Right of
of the
the States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all the right and title of
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Rieht
United States
the United
States to the land situated within the corporate limits of the
United States
in the
States in
United
certain lands in .
San Francisco
city
of
San
in the
State of
California, confirmed
confirmed to the city of
of California,
the State
Francisco, in
Sa Flrancisco city of San Francisco,
released to
that San
San Francisco
by the
the decree
decree of the circuit court of the United States
States for
for
Francisco by
to that
released
May,
day of May,
on
of
district
city,
m aof
nd
that
the city
the
northern
California,
entered
the
eighteenth
northern
the
ity
oftd
city,
clai
confirmed,
sub- one
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five, be, and the same are hereby,
one thousand
confirmed, subrelinquished and granted to the said city of San Francisco and its succesject,
jest, &c.
&c.
relinquished
sors,
and the
claim of
of the
to said
said land is hereby confirmed, subcity to
said city
the said
the claim
sors, and
ject, however,
the reservations
and exceptions
exceptions designated in said decree,
reservations and
to the
however, to
ject,
and
upon the
the following
following trusts,
namely, that all the said land, not heretotrusts, namely,
and upon
fore
to said
said city,
conveyed by said city
disposed of and conveyed
shall be disposed
city, shall
granted to
fore granted
to parties
the bona
bona fide
possession thereof, by themselves
themselv,es or tenactual possession
fide actual
in the
parties in
to
ants, on
the passage
passage of
this act,
act, in
in such
quantities and upon such terms
such quantities
of this
on the
ants,
and
conditions as
California may prescribe,
the State of California
of the
legislature of
the legislature
as the
and conditions
except such
reserved and set apart by ordinance
ordinance
parcels thereof as may be reserved
such parcels
except
Valid
of said
city for
for public
public uses:
uses: Provided,
however, That
relinquishment
That the relinquishment
Provided, however,
said city
adverse of
Valid adverse
any valid
shall not
act shall
rights not
grant by
not interfere
interfere with or prejudice
prejudice any
valid adadthis act
by this
and grant
not affect- and
rights
part thereof,
any part
ed.
verse
or claim,
if such
land or
or any
thereof, whether
whether
said land
to said
exist, to
such exist,
claim, if
right or
verse right
ed-

a judicial
derived
Spain, Mexico, or the United States, or preclude a
from Spain,
derived from
examination
adjustment thereof.
examination and adjustment
1866.
APPROVED, March
March 8,
8, 1866.
APPROVED,

Revenue
Internal Revenue
the Internal
Partsof the
MCeaning of certain
March
1866. CHAP.
XV. -— An
An Act
declare the Meaning
certain Parts
to declare
Act to
CHAP. XV.
10,1866.
March 10,
1864, ch. 173.
Act,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
andfor
sixty-four, and
June thirty,
approved June
Act, approved
1S64, ch. 173.

United
the United
of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
Representatives of
hundred
one
section
in
That
In
v_ States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section
in Congress
America in
States of
Div§ 120,
120,""Di
In 4
)(lends
entitled "An act to provide internal
internal revenue to
idends in scrip, and twenty of the act entitled
to mean
mean
support
the Government,
Government, to
pay
interest on
on the
the public
public debt, and for other
interest
pay
to
the
support
to
"h.a
what.
Vol.
283. purposes,"
approved June
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, the
June thirty, eighteen hundred ant
purposes," approved
p. 283.
xiii. p
Vol. xiii.
words: "
all dividends
and
dividends in scrip, or money thereafter declared due, and
"all
words:
Vol. xiii. p.
p. 223.
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whenever the same shall be payable, to stockholders,
stockholders, policy-holders
policy-holders or depositors," are hereby declared
declared to mean all dividends
dividends in scrip or money
money
wherever
payable, and all stockholders,
stockholders, policy-holders,
policy-holders, depositors, or parwherever payable,
ties
whatsoever, including
including non-residents,
whether citizens
ties whatsoever,
non-residents, whether
citizens or
or aliens.
S
EC. 2. And be it further
and
SEC.
further enacted, That in section one hundred and
twenty-two of said act the word "stockholders"
"stockholders" is hereby declared to In §
120, the
§ 120,
twenty-two
words "stock"stockpersons or parties whatsoever
stockholders, words
whatsoever that are or may be stockholders,
mean all persons
holders,"
holders," and
and
including non-residents,
aliens; and the words "all
"all ""all such internon-residents, whether citizens or aliens;
est, &c.,"
such interest or coupons, dividends or profits, whenever
same shall be est,
&c.," to
to
whenever the same
what.
mean
mean what.
payable,"
hereby declared
declared to apply
interest or coupons,
payable," are
are hereby
apply to all
all such interest
coupons, dividivi- mVol.
xi. p.
p. 283.
288.
Vol. xiii.
wherever the same are or may be payable, and to whatsodends or profits wherever
payable, including
ever party or person the same are
are or
or may be payable,
including non-resinon-residents, whether citizens or aliens.
ma.kSEC. 3.
further enacted,
it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
of all
all perper- Persons
Persons makSEC.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That it
on
i
ol
oe,
returns
sEo
t
o
ol sons required
required to make returns or lists of income
income and articles or objects mingretuns of deinwhether the
charged with any duty or tax, as provided by the act aforesaid,
aforesaid, or any clare whetherthe
&c.,
rates, returns
&c., in
in are
act amendatory
returns whether the several
several rates,
amendatory thereof, to declare in such returns
such returns
rates and amounts
amounts therein contained
contained are
are stated
stated according
according to their values given in
in legal
in legal tender currency;
case of neglect or refusal so to state, to tender currency.
currency.
currency; and in case
Penalty for. rethe satisfaction
for. rePenalty
satisfaction of the assistant assessor receiving such returns or lists, fusal
or neglect
such assistant
assistant assessor is
required to make returns
is hereby
hereby required
returns or
or lists
lists for such
such so to do.
neglecting or refusing, as in case of persons neglecting or repersons so neglecting
Repealed.
fusing to make the lists or returns required
required by the acts aforesaid, and to
Repealed.
See Post, p. 147.
assess the duty thereon, and to add thereto the amount of penalties imposed by law in case of such neglect or refusal.
SEC.
be it
enacted, That
whenever the
the rates
SEC. 4.
4. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That whenever
rates and
and Returns stated
stated
in coined
money
'hall be stated in in
coined money
contained in the lists or returns as aforesaid ?hall
amounts contained
to be reduced to
coined money,
money, it
shall be
the duty
duty of
of each
each assessor
assessor re,eiving
the same
coined
it shall
be the
reciving the
samee
et 'reduced
to
equivalent
in leequivalent in
to reduce such
such rates
rates and
and amounts to
to their equivalent
in 1,gal
legal tender curcur- gal tender currency.
value of
of such
such coined
coined money in
in raid currency at rency.
rency, according to
to the
the value
the time when and place
place where
said lists
or returns
ate receivable,
where said
lists or
returns ate
receivable, and
and
Repealed.
required by
Repealed.
which value the said assessor shall determine. And the lists required
See Post, p. 147.
Post, p. 147.
law to be furnished to collectors by assessors
assessors shall in all cases contain See
the several amounts of taxes or duties assessed,
assessed, estimated,
estirmr.ted, or valued in
legal tender currency only.
shall, This act to apap
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
act shall,
SEC. 5.
5. And
enacted, That
That the
the provis;cus
provis;cns of
of this
this act
ply to all returns.
collections lists,
ply toassessall returns.
so
far as
as necessary,
apply to
lists, assessments,
assessments, and
and collections
to all
all returns,
returns, lists,
so far
necessary, apply
lists, assessrequired by the acts aforesaid in addition to
'hove mentioned, by
to those
those shove
by ments, &c
&c.
whomsoever made,
returned,
assessed,
or
collected,
in
any
mode
or
for
any
made, returned, assessed, or collected, in any mode or for any Repealed.
Repealed.
purpose whatever. And the Commissioner
purpose
Commissioner of
of Intern?
Intern? IIRevenue,
Revenue, under the
Post, p.
the See Post,
p. 147.
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, is hereby authorized
authorized to make
make
Rules and egall necessary rules and regulations for carrying this •Ict
eictinto effect.
Rules and :;galations.
APPROVED, March
March 10,
APPROVED,
10, 1866.
1866.
lati
C
HAP. XVI
—An Act to establish
establish certain
certain Post
1Post Roads.
CHAP.
XVI..-An

March 14
March
14, 1860.
1866.

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
S'tates
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
following be
estab- Post
vs<kcla
Ptost rsed-ds
be estabthe following
of America,
America, in
States of
tablished ta
lished
post roads:
roads:
lished as post
CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.

From Rio Vista, via Maine Prairie and Bingh uroton,
trr)ton, to Silveyville.
r'vef, Soda
From Red Bluff,
Bluff, via
via the
the Upper Sacramento
Sacramento rever,
Soda Springs, and
Shasta Valley,
Valley, to
to Yreka.
From Red Bluff, via Payne's Creek, Mill Creek, .na
Mea,lows. to
.nl.Big Meadows.

Suss
nville.
Susanville.
From Chico,
ti. N.:me
'From
Chico, via
via Stony
Stony Creek and
and Coast
Coast Range,
Range, th
N me Cuit
Cut.
Lakeport and
Cloverdale Wl-goc
1V:sgo: Itcad,
From Cloverdale, via the
the Lakeport
and Cloverdale
klcd, to
to
Lakeport.
1*
1*

California.
California.

ee.

66
Post routes.
Colorado.
Colorado.
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COLORADO.
COLORADO.
From
Central City,
Georgetown, to
to Argentine.
via Georgetown,
Argentine.
From Central
City, via
Dirt to South
South Boulder.
From Gold Dirt
From Denver,
Idaho, to
to Empire
Empire City.
Mount Vernon
Vernon and
and Idaho,
City.
From
Denver, via
via Mount

Dakota.

Indiana.

DAKOTA.
DAKOTA.
Wadsworth to
to Devils Lake.
From Fort Wadsworth
INDIANA.
INDIANA.
From Momence,
Illinois, via
via Beaver
Point,
Ditch, Stringham's
Stringham's Point,
From
Momence, Illinois,
Beaver Lake
Lake Ditch,
and Pilot
Pilot Grove,
all in
in Newton
Newton county,
county, Indiana,
Indiana, to
to Adriance,
Adriance, Indiana.
Indiana.
and
Grove, all
From Fulton,
via Millville,
Millville, to
Fulton, via
to Keenawha.
Keenawha.
From

Iowa.
Iowa.

Kansas.

IOWA.
IOWA.
to Panora.
From Boonsboro'
Boonsboro' to
From
via Quincy,
Clarinda, and
and Marysville,
to Savannah,
Savannah,
Marysville, to
Winterset, via
Quincy, Clarinda,
From Winterset,
in Missouri.
From
Indianola, via
Chariton
Liberty Centre, to Chariton
From Indianola,
via Lawrenceburg
Lawrenceburg and Liberty
From
via Garden
Garden Grove,
Leon.
Grove, to
to Leon.
Chariton, Lucas
Lucas county,
county, via
From Chariton,
From
Marshalltown, via
via Vienna,
Grove, Fifteen-Mile
Fifteen-Mile Grove,
Grove,
Vienna, Wolf
Wolf Grove,
From Marshalltown,
and
Grundy Centre,
New Hartford.
and Grundy
Centre, to
to New
Hartford.
From
Decorah to
to Hesper, in
in Winnesheik
Winnesheik county.
From Decorah
From
West Mitchell,
Mitchell, in
in Mitchell
Mitchell county,
county, by
Plymouth and
and Mason
Mason
by Plymouth
From West
City, to
to Clear
Clear Lake,
Lake, in
Cerro Gordo
county.
in Cerro
Gordo county.
City,
From
Lybrand and Ludlow, to Waukon in Alamakee
Alamakee
From Postville,
Postville, via Lybrand
county.
county.
KANSAS.
KANSAS.
From
Catholic Mission,
Mission, and Chetopa,
Chetopa,
via Osage, Catholic
From Humboldt,
Humboldt, Kansas, via
to
to Fort Gibson,
Gibson,
From
Pleasant Hill,
Hill, Missouri,
From Pleasant
Missouri, via
via Blooming
Blooming Grove, to Mound City,
Kansas.
From Neosha Falls, Kansas, via Belmont, to Syracuse, in Wilson
Wilson
county.
county.
From Fort Scott, via Mill Creek, Dayton,
Dayton, Mapleton,
Mapleton, and
and Blue Mounds,
to
tri-weekly.
to Garnett,
Garnett, tri-weekly.
From Verdigris
via Virgil,
Pleasant Grove.
Grove.
From
Verdigris Falls,
Falls, via
Virgil, to
to Pleasant
From Xenia to Walnut Hills.
From Council Grove
Grove to Albiline.
From Neosha Falls, via
Woodson county.
county.
via Mount
Mount Airy,
Airy, to Liberty,
Liberty, in
in Woodson
From Emporia, via Madison,
Madison, Shell Rock, Pleasant
Pleasant Grove, and Post
Oak,
Oak, to
to Fort Roe.
From Ottumwa, via Madison, Janesville,
Janesville, Eureka, and Darley's Mills,
to
to Salt
Salt Spring.
From Enterprise,
Enterprise, via Ottumwa,
Ottumwa, Sac and Fox Agency, Greenwood,
Greenwood,
Ottawa, and Paola, to
Harrisonville, Missouri.
Missouri.
to Harrisonville,
From Council Grove to Marion
Marion Centre.
From Ottawa, via James Carroll's, Jackson
Jackson Mark's, and
and Mineral
Mineral Point,
to
Burlington.
to Burlington.
From Medina, via Oskaloosa,
Oskaloosa, Winchester,
Easton, to LeavenLeavenWinchester, and Easton,
worth.
From Lawrence,
Lawrence, via Oskaloosa, to Grasshopper
Grasshopper Falls.
From
(located on the route
railroad,)
From Perryville, (located
route of
of the
the Union Pacific
Pacific railroad,)
via Oskaloosa
Oskaloosa and Easton,
Easton, to Leavenworth.
Leavenworth.

Maine.
Maine.

MAINE.

From Porter, via North Parsonfield, Parsonfield, and North
North Newfield,
Newfield,
to West
West Newfield, in York
York county.
county.
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From
Acton, Maine,
to Union,
Union New
Hampshire.
New Hampshire.
via Wakefield,
Wakefield, to
Maine, via
From North
North Acton,
From
Station, via
West Gloucester,
and West
Gloucester and
New Gloucester
via New
Woodman's Station,
From Woodman's
to North
North Raymond,
Raymond, in
in Cumberland
Cumberland county.
to
From
Poland to
to West
West Poland,
in Androscoggin
Androscoggin county.
county.
Poland, in
From Poland
MASSACHUSETTS.
MASSACHUSETTS.
From North
Falmouth, by
Hatchville and
and East
East Falmouth,
Falmouth, to
to Waquoit.
Waquoit.
by Hatchville
North Falmouth,
From

Post routes.

Massachusetts.

MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.
From Coopersville
Coopersville to
to Squire's Ferry.
From
From
via Mansfield
Grove,
Ravenna, Slocum's Grove,
Mansfield Mills, Ravenna,
Coopersville, via
From Coopersville,
Whitney's Mill, and Moreland, to Squire's
Squire's Ferry.
Whitney's

Michigan.
Michigan.

MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.
From Paynesville,
Paynesville, by
by Norway
to Six-mile Timber, on ChippeNorway Lake, to
From
way
river.
way river.
From
via Cannon
to Kenyon.
Falls, to
Cannon Falls,
Hastings, via
From Hastings,
From
Cloud to
Ripley, on the west bank of the Mississippi
to Fort Ripley,
Saint Cloud
From Saint
river.
From Watertown
Glencoe.
Watertown to Glencoe.
From
From Blue
city, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
to Yankton,
Yankton, Dakota
Dakota Territory.
Earth city,
Blue Earth
From
From Hutchinson,
Hutchinson, via
Cedar, Greenleaf,
Kandigoli, and
and Irving, to ToGreenleaf, Kandigoli,
via Cedar,
From
rah.
rah.
From
by Arlington,
New Auburn,
Witadan Lake,
Lake, and
Auburn, Witadan
Arlington, New
Henderson, by
From Henderson,
Fort Wadsworth,
in Dakota
Dakota Territory,
Fort Rice, on Missouri river.
to Fort
Territory, to
Wadsworth, in
Fort

Minnesota.
Minnesota

NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.
From West
Creek, in said county,
Rock Creek,
to Rock
county, to
Cumming county,
Point, Cumming
West Point,
From
ten miles.
From
Pawnee City,
City, via Frieces
Frieces Mills, Nebraska,
Nebraska, to Seneca, in Kansas.
From Pawnee
From Dakota
City, via West Point, to Columbus.
Dakota City,
From
From Brownsville,
Brownsville, Nebraska, to Rockport,
Rockport, Missouri.
From
From Big Sandy, Jones
Jones county, to Rose Creek, Nuckolls county.
From
From Plattsmouth,
Plattsmouth, via
via Glendale,
Glendale, South
Bend, Ashland,
Ashland, Salt Creek,
South Bend,
From
Rock
Lancaster, Saline
City, Saltillo,
Saltillo, Centreville,
Centreville, Olive Branch,
Saline City,
Creek, Lancaster,
Rock Creek,
Clatona,
to Beatrice.
Beatrice.
Clatona, to
From
Plattsmouth, via 8
8 Mile Grove, to Weeping
Weeping Water.
Water.
From Plattsmouth,
St. Charles, and JalFrom Decatur,
Decatur, via Logan Valley,
Valley, West Point, St.
From
apa, to
to Fremont.
Fremont.
apa,
From
De Soto,
Arizonia, to
Decatur.
to Decatur.
via Arizonia,
Soto, via
From De

Nebraska.
Nebraska.

NEVADA.
NEVADA.

Nevada.

From
Carson, by
Steamboat Springs,
by way
way of Ophir, Washoe City, and Steamboat
From Carson,
to Huffaker's
Huffaker's Ranch,
in Nevada.
Nevada.
all in
Ranch, all
to
From
lone, by
way of
of Canon
City, to Austin,
Nevada.
all in
in Nevada.
Austin, all
Canon City,
by way
From lone,
From Austin
to Cortez,
Cortez, in
in Nevada.
Austin to
From
From
From Austin, by way of Kingston, Twin river, and San Antonio District, to Silver
Nevada.
Silver Peak, all in Nevada.
trict,
From Virginia,
Virginia, by
of Sacramento
Unionville, Star, DungDistrict, Unionville,
Sacramento District,
way of
by way
From
len,
Valley, in Nevada,
Nevada, to Boise City, in Idaho.
Paradise Valley,
len, and Paradise
NEW
NEW YORK.
YORK.
From Unadilla,
Tompkins, and
county of Otsego, via Sidney, Tompkins,
in the county
Unadilla, in
From
Masonville, to Cannonsville.
Cannonsville. in the county of Delaware.
Masonville,
The
road from
Chenango, to Morthe county
county of Chenango,
Berlin, in the
South New Berlin,
from South
Tile road
ris, in
the county
county of
of Otsego,
declared
hereby declared
of New York, is hereby
the State of
Otsego, in the
ris,
in the
to be a
a post road.

New
York.
New York.
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Post routes.
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Post
Ohio.

Oregon.

Pennsylvania.

Vermont.

1866.
1866.

O0IO.
OHIO.
From
Carlisle, via
Brant, to
Dayton.
to Dayton.
via Brant,
New Carlisle,
From New
OREGON.
OREGON.
Clarksville.
Auburn to Clarksville.
From Auburn
From Dalles
City, on
on the
the Columbia
Columbia river,
to Umatilla,
Umatilla, in Umatilla
Umatilla
river, to
Dalles City,
From
county.
county.
From Umatilla,
Umatilla, by
by Le
Le Grand,
Grand, in
Union county
county to
to Baker
in BaBaCity, in
Baker City,
in Union
From
ker county.
ker
PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.

From
county, to
Seller's Tavern, in Bucks
to Seller's
Montgomery county,
in Montgomery
Tylersport, in
From Tylersport,
county.
county.
VERMONT.
VERMONT.
From Rassumpsie,
Rassumpsie, via
to Danville.
Danville, to
South Danville,
via South
From
From South
South Danville
Danville to
to West
Danville.
West Danville.
From

Washington
Washington

Territory.
Territory.

West Virginia.

Wisconsin.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
WASHINGTON

From Wallula,
Wallula, by Antoine
Antoine Plants, Peru, D'Orville
D'Orville Lake, and Hell
Gate, to
to Helena,
Montana Territory.
Territory.
Helena, Montana
Gate,
WEST
VIRGINIA.
WEST VIRGINIA.
Change
numbered four thousand one hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five,
route numbered
Change route
Ritchie
(4,125) from
from Middletown,
Middletown, in
in Tyler county, to Ellenboro', in Ritchie
(4,125,)
county;
route Sisterville,
Sisterville, in
Twiggs, in Pleasant
Pleasant
Tyler county, to Twiggs,
in Tyler
and route
county; and
county.
WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.
From
Watome, Waushara
Waushara county,
Grand Rapids, Wood county
county
county, to Grand
From Watome,
APPROVED, March
March 14,
1866.
14, 1866.
APPROVED,

March 14, 1866.

CHAP
XVII .
—An
Act to
to extend
Tine for
for ConsumpConsumpof Goods
Goodsfor
TVithdrawal of
for the
the Withdrawal
the Time
extend the
-An Act
CHAP..XVII.
other Purposes.
Purposes.
bonded IVarehouse,
tion
from public Store
Warehouse, andfor
and for other
Store and bonded
tionlfivn

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
by the
the Senate
Be
a 11, •
Until May
Until
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That on
on and
the passage
passage
after the
and after
assembled, That
1866, goods;
goods, &c. States
America in
States of
1856,
under
of this act, and until the first day of May, eighteen
under bond, in
in of
eighteen hundred and sixtyany public,l &c.
any goods,
wares, or
under bond,
in any
any public
pri
or pri
public or
bond, in
merchandise under
or merchandise
goods, wares,
si, any
wlnreblose, on six,
warehouse,
may be withwhich the
the duties
duties are
are unpaid,
unpaid, may
duties are vate
upon which
warehouse, upon
vate bonded
bonded warehouse,
which duties
unpaid, may
may be
the duties
duties
on payment
payment of
bonds cancelled,
be drawn for consumption,
unpaid,
consumption, and
and the bonds
cancelled, on
of the
withdrawn for
withdrawn
tor
and
charges prescribed
and any
goods, wares,
deor merchandise
merchandise dewares, or
any goods,
law; and
by law;
prescribed by
and charges
co'.nsumptiol
consumption
upon paymentof
payment of posited
upon
posited in bond, in any public or private bonded
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, on and after
after
duties.
the first
first day
day of
May aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and all
all goods,
wares, or
merchandise rereor merchandise
goods, wares,
of May
the
savMay 1,
dAter
After
1,
be
maining in
warehouse, under
under bond,
bond, on
on said
first day
day of May,
May, may be
said first
1866,
in warehouse,
1866, such goods maining
may be
be withwithconsumption within one year
withdrawn
may
withdrawn for consumption
year from the date of original imdrawn,
drawn, within
portation, on
payment of
the duties
duties and
and charges
to which
be
may be
they may
which they
charges to
of the
on payment
one year after
portation,
importation,
subject by law at the time of such withdrawal;
withdrawal; and after the expiration
expiration
upon payment,
of one
one year
year from
from the
of original
original importation,
and until
until the
the expiration
expiration
the date
date of
importation, and
upon payment, of
&c.
of three
three years
years from
said date,
date, any
goods, wares,
merchandise, in
in bond
bond
or merchandise,
wares, or
any goods,
from said
of
How may be
withdrsawn
withdrawn after as
as aforesaid,
consumption on payment of the duties
aforesaid, may be withdrawn for consumption
one year
vear and
and
assessed
on the
additional duty
ten
of ten
duty of
an additional
and an
charges, and
and charges,
entry and
original entry
the original
assessed on
within three
withlin
years
years from date per centum
charges.
centum of the amount
amount of such duties and charges.
of importation.
this nor
f importation.
SEC.
2. And
it further
further enacted,
That neither
neither this
Sac. 2.
And be
be it
enacted, That
nor any other ac
The exportato prevent
mei
bonded goods, wares, or me]
operate to
prevent the
the exportation
exportation of bonded
.The
exporta- shall
shall operate
bonded
tion of bonded
chaodise from
from warehouse
warehouse within
within three
of original
original in
in
date of
the date
from the
years from
three years
goods and their chandise
transportation
tht
in bond
bond from
from the port into
portation, nor
nor their
into which
which tin
their transportation
transportation in
transportation in portation,
bond not prepre were originally
originally imported
imported to
any other
or ports
ports for
of e.ve purpose of
the purpose
for the
port or
other port
to any
were
entedot
vented.
portation; and
and all
all acts
acts and
and parts
parts of
of acts
with the
provisitras
the provisions
inconsistent with
acts inconsistent
portation;
Repeal of inconsistent acts.

of this act are hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.

APPROVED, March 14, 1866.
APPROVED,
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1866.
CHAP .XVIII.
XVIII.—An
further secure
Citizens certain
certain Privileges
Privileges under the March 16,
16, 1866.
American Citizens
secure American
tofurther
Act to
-An Act
CHAP.
Treaty
of Washington.
Washington.
Treaty of
Be
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Certain prodStates
assembled, That
of the
forests ceCertain
the forests
produce of
the produce
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
foruce of
of the prodof the
Maine upon
upon the
Saint John
John river
river and
owned '
e
l
sts of Maine,
ests
tributaries, owned
and its
its tributaries,
the Saint
of Maine
State of
the State
of
awed in
in New
New
sawed
by American
hewed in the
Province of New Bruns- s
the Province
or hewed
sawed or
and sawed
citizens, and
American citizens,
by
13(t
i
•
t
i
n
ul t
s
t
u
e
i
dc
Ikteoo
obi?
tfreeo
wick
by American
American citizens,
(the some
a
unmanufactured in whole Brnwic
being unmanufaxtured
same being
citizens, (the
wick by
aty.
duty.
or
in part,)
part,) which
now admitted
ports of the United States d
the ports
admitted into the
is now
which is
or in
free
any, shall continue
regulations as
continue to be so admitted under such regulations
of d'uty,
free of
the
Secretary of
Treasury shall from time to time prescribe.
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
act takes
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
That this
effect from
from When act
take effect
shall take
act shall
this act
enacted, That
be it
And be
2. And
SEc. 2.
fleet.
and
after the
day of
of March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six. effect.
e
seventeenth day
the seventeenth
and after
APPROVED,
March 16,
1866.
16, 1866.
APPROVED, March
CHAP. XLX.
XLX. -—An
Act in
in Relation
Relation to
Claims.
of Claims.
Court of
to the
the Court
An Act
CHAP.

March

17,
1866.
17, 1866.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Repeal of §14
States
That the
fourteenth section
section of
of 0f
14
fRepeat
the fourteenth
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
the act ofl
of 1E63,
92.
ch.
h.
hundred
an
act approved
approved the
day of March,
c
March, anno Domini eighteen
third day
the third
an act
p. 768.
768.
xii. p.
Vol. xii.
a court for Vol.
establish a
to establish
and
sixty-three, entitled
act to
to amend
act to
an act
amend an
" An
An act
entitled "
and sixty-three,
the
investigation
of
claims
against
the
United
States,"
approved
February
Appeals
from
fro'Appeals
February
approved
States,"
United
the
the investigation of claims against
ou offclaims
1
court
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen [hundred]
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
c
to t
ht
I
easupreme
eaim
supreme
the
hereby, to
be, and
fifty-five, be,
and fifty-five,
[hundred] and
twent)y-fourth,
repealed ;and
final judgment,
judgment, or
all cases
eases heretofore
heretofore court of the
in all
decree, in
or decree,
the final
from the
and from
repealed;
decided by
by the
Court of
of Claims,
Claims, of
character mentioned
mentioned in the fifth United
United States.
the character
of the
the Court
decided
hundred and sixty-three, an
section of
of said act of March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
section
appeal
shall be
be allowed
allowed to
Supreme Court of the United States, at
the Supreme
to the
appeal shall
any
time within
passage of this act, except in such
ninety days after the passage
within ninety
any time
cases
the amounts
said Court have been paid at the
by said
amounts found due by
where the
cases where
treasury.
Regular session
SEC. 2.
be it
it further
enacted, That
the regular
session
regular session of the ofRegular
That the
further enacted,
And be
2. And
SEC.
court of
Court of
of Claims
Claims shall
hereafter commence
Monday of Decem- claims
ti
e
e
,'„u
sr
t
t
to
first Monday
commence on the first
shall hereafter
Court
ocomimence when.
ber
each year.
year.
silence
when.
in each
ber in
of Clerk of court
term of
SEC.
further enacted,
That at
the end
end of
of every
every term
at the
enacted, That
be it
it further
And be
SEC. 3.
3. And
the
the Clerk
de- of
of C
e
l
l
e
i
lik
m,efat
ac
to
e
u
n
r
,
t
1
end
claims,
the deof the
copy of
transmit aa copy
Court transmit
said Court
of said
Clerk of
Claims, the
of Claims,
Court of
the Court
cisious
thereof to
of Departments
Solicitor, ComptrolComptrol- of every term, to
Departments;;to the Solicitor,
to the heads of
cisions thereof
sdeei
cic
a
o
npyto
of
secisicoof ts
General as
Commissioners of the General
lets, and Auditors
Auditors of the Treasury;
Treasury ;to the Commissioners
lers,
Land
Office
and
of
Indian
Affairs;
to
the
Chiefs
of
Bureaus;
and
to
heads
of
departother
to
and
of
Bureaus;
Chiefs
the
to
Affairs;
Land Office and of Indian
&c.
ments, &C.
officers
United States.
adjusting claims against the United
charged with adjusting
oflicers charged
17, 1866.
APPROVED,
March 17,
APPROVED, March

.March 17,
President and March
extend the Charter
CHAP.XX.
amend an
an Act
Act to
to extend
Charter of the President
17, 1866.
to amend
Act to
-AnAn Act
XX. —
CHAP.
Georgetown, ilin the
Vashington and Georgetown,
Directors
Company of Washington
Insurance Company
Fireman's Insurance
the Fireman's
of the
Directors cy"
of Coltnbia.
District of
Columbia.
District
cerRepeal of
United Repeal
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
Be
of Representatives
of cerof
tainnsections of
seventh, eighth,
the sixth, seventh,
States
of America
That the
eighth, tam
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
ninth, and
act to
to incorporate
incorporate the
president and di- t.tTivtl:eiTiproothe act incorpothe president
the act
of the
sections of
tenth sections
and tenth
ninth,
George- mcen's
rectors
the Firemen's
Insurance Company
Company of
of Washington
i
i
n
aen'3 Insurance
Insuran c-e
and GeorgeWashington and
Firemen's Insurance
of the
rectors of
Company of
hundred Company
eighteen hundred
approved March
town, in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
March third, eighteen
in the
the District
town,
and
which was
approved February
Washington, &c.
&c.
February Washiigton,
by the act approved
extended by
was extended
and which
thirty-seven, and
and thirty-seN,-en,
fifty-seven, be, and the same hereby are,
seventh,
hundred and fifty-seven,
eightcen hundred
seventh, eighteen
of
repealed;
companies which existed
existed at the time of the passage of
repealed; the fire companies
existence said sections were based, having
having
and upon which existence
acts, and
said acts,
ceased to exist.
exist.
ceased
That the stock
SEC. 2.
it further
stock of said Firemen's
Firemen's
Stock to bec isbe it
further enacted, That
2. And
And be
SEC.
transferred, and held in the sued, sold, &
Insurance Company shall be issued, sold, transferred,
&c..
Insurance
have been issued, sold, transferred,
manner that the same might have
same manner
those sections never existed.
existed.
and held had those
APPROVED, March
March 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
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21.
CH. 21.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
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to amend
Act entitled
An Act
Act to
national
a national
to incorporate
incorporate a
"An
entitled "
an Act
amend an
Act to
21, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
XXI. -AnAn Act
CHAP. XXI.—
March 21,
military and naval Asylum, for the Relief of the totally disabled Officers and Men of the
1865,
military and naval Asylum, for the Reliefof the totally disabled Officers and Ien of the
91.
165, ch. 91.
Forces of
of the
States."
United States."
the United
Vol. xiii. p.
p. 509.
volunteer Forces
609. volunteer
Vol.

Be
of Represen
ta
tives of
of the
the United
Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
National
""The National
of the
assembled, That the President
Congress assembled,
of America
Dis- States
States of
Asylum for DisAmerica in
in Congress
President of
abled
States, and
the United
Chief Justice
of War,
Secretary of
Volunteer United
nbled Volunteer
United States,
States, Secretary
War, Chief
Justice of
of the
United States,
and
Soldiers" estabsuch other
other persons
as from
from time
time to
to time
be a
ss
oc
iated with
wita
associated
hereafter be
may hereafter
time may
persons as
such
lished.
constituted
hereby cons
them, according
according to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this act,
act, are
are hereby
ti tuted and
and
them,
care and
established a
board of
managers of
establishment for
for the
the care
andrere
of an
an establishment
of managers
a board
established
by
known b
the United States army,
lief
of the
the disabled
disabled volunteers
volunteers of
of the
army , to be known
y
lief of
Asylum for Disabled Volunteer
National Asylum
the name
style of
of "The
Volunteer
"The National
and style
name and
the
hold,,and
Powers, &c.
to take
take,, hold
Soldiers,"
Powers,
Soldiers," and have perpetual
perpetual succession,
succession, with powers to
and
sue
establish aa common
convey
and personal
personal property,
property, establish
common seal,
seal , and to sue
real and
convey real
and
rules,,and
by-laws,
to make
make by
equity; and
and
courts of
of law
law and
and equity;
and to
laws, rules
in courts
be sued
sued in
and be
government of the asylum,
business and government
on the
regulations
for carrying
carrying on
the business
asylum,
regulations for
and regand
affix penalties
thereto: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such by-laws,
by -laws, rules,
rules, and
penalties thereto:
and affix
States.
the United
ulations are
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
laws of
of the
United States.
the laws
with the
are not
ulations
That the business
SEC. 2.
further enacted,
enacted, That
business of said asylum
asylum
it further
be it
Business of the
2. And
And be
SEC.
asylum,
how
shall be managed
asylum, how
managed by aa board of twelve
twelve managers,
managers, who
who shall
shall elect
elect -from
from
managed.
managed.
their
number a
a president,
who shall
the chief
chief executive
executive officer of
their own
own number
president, who
shall be
be the
of
of the
the board,
a secretary;
and a
the board,
two vice-presidents,
vice-presidents, and
secretary; and
and seven
seven of
board, two
the
Officers, quoquo- of
the vice-presidents
whom the
of whom
the president
president or one of the
vice-presidents shall be one, shall
rum.
rum.
form
a quorum
quorum for
the transaction
at any
any meeting
form a
for the
transaction of
of business
business at
meeting of the
board.
board.
S
EC. 3.
be it
enacted, That
board of
of managers
managers shall
shall be
be
That the
the board
SEC.
3. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
Board of mancomposed of
of the
Secretary of
of War
War and
and Chief
Justice of
of the
the
Chief Justice
and Secretary
President and
the President
agers ;their
resi- composed
their realagers;
together with
with nine
nine
dence,
ex officio,
officio, during
their terms
terms of
deuce, mode of United
States, ex
United States,
during their
of office,
office, together
election, term
of Congress, no two of
not members
of other citizens of the United
election,
term of
United
States,
members
of
office.
whom
residents of
of the
same State,
State, but
residents
all be
be residents
shall all
who shall
but who
the same
be residents
shall be
whom shall
1867,
1867, ch. 1..
aid in
in the
1. of
of States
States which
of soldiers
Vol. xv. p. 1.
which furnished
furnished organized
organized bodies
bodies of
soldiers to
to aid
the late
late
(no person
being ever
war for
for the
suppression of
rebellion, (no
person being
ever eligible
eligible
the suppression
of the
the rebellion,
war
who
aid or
countenance to
rebellion,) to
by joint
joint
selected by
who gave
gave aid
or countenance
to the
the rebellion,)
to be
be selected
resolution of
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
after
resolution
of the
the Senate
Representatives immediately
immediately after
act. The
be for
for six
years, and
and
the passage
this act.
The term
term of
of office
office shall
shall be
six years,
the
passage of
of this
until
others are
appointed in
in their
their places,
after the
election, which
which
are appointed
places, after
the first
first election,
until others
shall
be of
for six
years, three
for four
years, and
three for
for two
two
shall be
of three
three fbr
six years,
three for
four years,
and three
years,
to be
the order
order in
in which
which they
they shall
shall be
be named
the
years, to
be determined
determined by
by the
named in
in the
elections resolution.
resolution. New
shall be
be made
by joint
joint resolution
of Congress,
New elections
New elections
elections shall
made by
resolution of
Congress,
and
vacancies.
andvacancies
and vacancies
and
vacancies by
by death,
death, resignation,
or otherwise,
to be
be filled
in like
like
resignation, or
otherwise, to
filled in
Members,
manner.
Members, as
aers
. shall
of the
board of
manner. No
No member
member of
the board
of managers
manag
shall receive
any cornreceive any
comt to bfe
suc
not
or
pensation
member; but
but his
actual expenses
travelling and
and other
other actual
expenses
pensation as
as such
such member;
his travelling
staidh, exce
eoxce
ptfor
p,
pt
expenses.
while upon
upon the
the business
business of
of the
the asylum
may be
be paid.
paid. But
But any
any mem
be r
member
expenses.
while
asylum may
may
be
paid
o
f
t
h
e
b
oar
d
h
av
i
ng
ot
h
er
d
ut
i
es
connecte
d
w
i
th
t
h
e
asylum
may
receive
frma be pauid of the board having other duties connected with the asylum may receive
for other duties.
duties ,
,
compensation therefor,
therefor, to
to be
be determi
ned by
bo ard.
aareasonable
reasonable compensation
determined
by th
thee board.
SEC. 4.
And be
it further
further enacted,
of managers
mana ge rs shall
SEC.
4. And
be it
enacted, That
That the
the board
board of
shall
asy- have
th ority to
t
o p
rocure for
f
or early
ear l
y use,
use ,at
i
ta bl e places,
pl
aces, s
i
tes for
f
or m
iliSites for asyhave au
authority
procure
at su
suitable
sites
miliStates at
at
of the
thee army of
ebuildumse may
proser vi
ng in
i
n th
the United
United States
lums
cured
bu
ild- tary asylums for all persons serving
,
an
cured,
anddbe
ings erected.
any
time in
war of
rebellio n no
prov id ed f
or by
by existing
ex i
st i
ng l
aws ,
any time
in the
the war
of the
the rebellion
nottprovided
for
laws,
who
or may
be disqualified
disqualified for
procuring their
their own
ow n
who have
have been
been or
may hereafte
hereafterr be
for procuring
maintenance
and support
support by
by re
aso n of
ofwounds
woun d
s rece
i
ve d or
si
ck
ness con
maintenance and
reason
received
or sickness
con-tracted
while in
in the
line of
their duty
duty during
dur i
ng the
th e p
resen trebellion,
re b
elli on ,
an dto
to
tracted while
the line
of their
present
and
have the
the necessary
necessary building
buildingss erec
erected,
have
t
ed, having
hav i
ng due
due regard
regar d to
t
o the
th
e health
hea l
th of
of
location, facility
facility of
access, an
d ca
pac i
t
y to
t
o accommo
date the
th
e persons
persons pro
location,
of access,
and
capacity
accommodate
pro-vided for
in this
act.
vided
for in
this act.
Appropriations
S
EC. 5.
5.And
it further
further enacted,
That for
for the
the establishment
su p
anddsupestablishment an
enacted, That
And be
be it
SEC.
Appropriations
for support of
port
ere shall
sh
all b
i
ate d a
ll stoppages
st
oppages or fines
fi nes adadfor
port of
of this
this asylum
asylum th
there
bee appropr
appropriated
all
asylum.
judged
soldiers
by
sentence
offcourt-martial
asylum.
judged against such officers and so
ldi ers b
y sen
t
ence o
court mart i
alor
or
military
ver and
an d a
bove th
t
s necessary
f
or the
military commission,
commission, o
over
above
thee amoun
amounts
necessary for
the reimreimbursement
bursement of
of the
Government or
or o
i
ndi vid ua l
s; all
all f
orfeitaras on
on account
the Government
offindividuals;
forfeitars
account

for
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of
desertion from
from such
such service;
deceased officers
and all
all moneys due
due such deceased
service; and
of desertion
and
years after
after
and soldiers,
soldiers, which
which now are or
or may be unclaimed
unclaimed for
for three
three years
the
soldiers, to be
the death of such officers
officers and soldiers,
be repaid upon the
the demand
demand of
the
representatives of
soldiers.
the heirs
heirs or
or legal representatives
of such deceased
deceased officers
officers or
or soldiers.
And
managers are
ma.v
And the said board of
of managers
are hereby
hereby authorized to
to receive all dodo- Donations max
be received
nations
nations of
of money or property made by any person
person or
or persons
persons for the be
received
benefit
of the
the asylum,
asylum, and
to hold
hold or
or dispose
of the
sole and
benefit of
and to
dispose of
the same
same for
for its
its sole
and
exclusive use.
use.
Officers of
of asyasySEC. 6.
6. And
be it
enacted, That
That the
of the
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
the officers
officers of
the asylum
asylum shall
shall Officers
lum; appointconsist of
of a
governor, a
adeputy
secretary, and
and a
treasurer, and
consist
a governor,
deputy governor,
governor, a
a secretary,
a treasurer,
and ment,
m;
ent removal,
rPoina
such other
officers as
the board
of managers
managers may
may deem
to be
such
other officers
as the
board of
deem necessary,
necessary, to
be &c.
&e.
appointed from
disabled officers
officers serving
before mentioned,
and they
they
appointed
from disabled
serving as
as before
mentioned, and
removed from
may be
be appointed
appointed and
and removed
from time to time,
time, as the
the interests
interests of the
the
institution
institution may require,
require, by the board of managers.
S
EC. 7. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the following
following persons
persons only
only shall
SEC.
And be
be it
shall Who entitled
entitled
to benefits
be
entitled to
benefits of
asylum, and
and may
admitted thereto,
be entitled
to the
the benefits
of the
the asylum,
may be
be admitted
thereto, to
benefits of
of the
the
asylum, and how
upon
the
recommendation
of
three
of
the
board
of
managers,
namely:
upon the recommendation of three of the board of managers, namely: admitted.
suppression
All officers
officers and
and soldiers
soldiers who served in the
the late
late war
war for the
the suppression
of the
by existing
laws, who
of
the rebellion,
rebellion, and
and not
not provided
provided for
for by
existing laws,
who have
have been
been or
or
may be
by wounds
wounds received
or sickness
sickness contracted
line of
of
may
be disabled
disabled by
received or
contracted in
in the
the line
their
such of
of these
these as
wife, child,
child, nor
nor parent
their duty;
duty; and
and such
as have
have neither
neither wife,
parent dedependent
upon them,
them, on
on becoming
becoming inmates
asylum, or
or receiving
receiving rependent upon
inmates of
of this
this asylum,
relief
thereto their
required by
lief therefrom, shall assign
assign thereto
their pensions
pensions when
when required
by the
the
board
of managers,
during the
time they
they shall
shall remain
remain therein
therein or
receive
board of
managers, during
the time
or receive
its benefits.
SEC.
And be
it further
the board
of managers
SEC. 8.
8. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
board of
managers shall
shall Board to make
annual
report
to
make
an annual
annual report
report of
on the audit
annualaccounts
report;;to
of the condition
condition of the asylum
asylum to
to Congress on
make an
audit accounts
of
of
first
of every
the passage
passage of
of this
this act;
and it
first Monday
Monday of
every January
January after
after the
act; and
it shall
shall treasurer,
treasurer, and
visit the
asylum
be
duty of
the said
said board
to examine
the accounts
accounts of
the visit
be the
the duty
of the
board to
examine and
and audit
audit the
of the
the asylum
quarterly.
treasurer and
and visit
visit the
the asylum
asylum quarterly.
quarterly,
quarterly.
treasurer
Inmates subsubenacted, That
it further
further enacted,
That all inmates
inmates of
of the asylum
asylum shall Inmates
SEC. 9. And
And be it
to rules and
hereby, made
made subject
subject to
of war,
war, and
and ject
be, and they are
are hereby,
to the
the rules
rules and
and articles
articles of
eet
fand
rues
tlo
articles of war.
in the
the army
will be governed
governed thereby
thereby in the same
same manner as if they
they were in
army
of the
United States.
of
the United
States.
SEC. 10. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the
SEC.
itfurther
the managers
managers of the asylum
asylum Managers
Managers may
give out-door
reshall have
power and
and authority
aid persons
who are
are entitled
entitled to
to its
its benshall
have power
authority to
to aid
persons who
ben- give
out-door
relief in
certain
lief
in certain
efits by
by out-door
to such
extent as
as they
they may
efits
out-door relief
relief in
in such
such manner
manner and
and to
such extent
may cases.
cases.
proper, provided
provided such
such relief
relief shall
the average
cost of
deem proper,
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
average cost
of
maintaining an
maintaining
an inmate
inmate of
of the
the asylum.
asylum.
SEC.
SEC. 11.
11. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
much of
of the
to which
which Repeal of law
And be
it further
That so
so much
the act
act to
establishing nanathis is an amendment
amendment as provides for the establishment of aanaval in con- establishing
val asylum in
nection with aamilitary asylum, and so
so much of
of said act as
as provides
provides that
that connection
with
connection with
seamen by sen&c.
all stoppages of
of fines
fines adjudged against
against naval
naval officers
officers and seamen
sen- this, &c.
tence
courts-martial or
or military
forfeitures on
on account
account
tence of
of courts-martial
military commission,
commission, all
all forfeitures
of
naval service,
service, and
all moneys
moneys due
due to
to deceased
of desertions from the naval
and all
deceased nanaofficers and
three years
years
val officers
and seamen
seamen which are or may be unclaimed
unclaimed for
for three
after
the death
death of
seamen, shall
shall be
appropriated for
for the
after the
of such
such officers
officers or
or seamen,
be appropriated
the
establishment
the asylum
contemplated and
provided for
this act
establishment of
of the
asylum contemplated
and provided
for by
by this
act
and
of which
it is
is amendatory,
amendatory, be,
be, and
the same
and the
the act
act of
which it
and the
same is
is hereby,
hereby, rerepealed.
pealed.
of the
SEC.
enacted, That
United Property
SEC. 12. And be
be it further
further enacted,
That all the property
property of the United
Property of
the
United States at
States now
at Point
Mary's county,
shall be
be and
States
now at
Point Lookout,
Lookout, St.
St. Mary's
county, Maryland,
Maryland, shall
and Point
PointdLookout,
Lookout,
become
of Maryland,
become the property
property of
Maryland, to beof the asylum so
so soon as
as a
a title
title to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
to asylum,
the
board of managers
managers shall be made to
long to
the board
to the
the asylum
asylum of at least three
three hunhun- long
asylum,
when, &c.
dred
acres of land,
property of
dred acres
land, including
including that
that on which
which said
said property
of the
the United
Post, p.
564.
Post,
p. 564.
States is now built
built and
and maintained
maintained or held.
held.
SEC. 13. And
it further
may at
tithe Act may
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That Congress
Congress may
at any
any tinme
maybealbe altered,
tered, &c.
&c.
hereafter alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this act.
APPROVED, March
March 21,
APPROVED,
21, 1866.
1866.
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CHAP. XXII.—
to the
the Validity
of certain
certain LocaLoca.
Va7 ;dity of
March 21,
1866. CHAP.
Doubts in
in Relation
Relation to
Act quieting
quieting Doubts
XXII.- An
An Act
21, 1866.
tions
of
Lands
in
the
State
of
Missouri,
made
by
Virtue
of
Certificates
issued under
under the
the
tionsof Lands in the State of Missouri, made by Virtue of Certificates issued
ch. 45.
4
15 eh.
1815,
Act of
Congress of
February the
the seventeenth
seventeenth eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifteen.
andfifteen.
hundred and
of February
of Congress
Act
Vol. iii. p. 211.
211.
Vol.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Houtse of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
Congress assembled,
of America in Congress
assembled, That all locations of lands in
the
Missouri, purporting
purporting to
to have
been made
made by
by virtue
virtue of
of certificertifihave been
State of
of Missouri,
the State
cates
under the
of Congress, approved
approved February the sevenissued under
the act of
cates issued
teenth,
hundred and fifteen, entitled "An act for the relief of the
eighteen hundred
teenth, eighteen
inhabitants of
of the
the late
Madrid, in the
Missouri Territory,
Territory,
of New
New Madrid,
the Missouri
inhabitants
late county of
who suffered
by earthquakes,"
earthquakes," which are
consequence of
of having
having
invalid in consequence
are invalid
who
suffered by
been
or located
the expiration
expiration of
the time
time specified
law for
for
of the
specified by
by law
after the
been made
made or
located after
making
hereby declared
declared to be,
be,
be, and
and the same are hereby
making said
said locations, shall be,
as
binding, as
as if
if the
the said
said locations
and fully
fully
locations had been
been made and
as valid,
valid, and
and as
as binding,
completed
provided said locations
locations shall
shall
the time
time prescribed
prescribed by
by law, provided
completed within
within the
be
to law
law in
all other
other respects;
respects; but
the foregoing
of
in all
but the
foregoing provisions
provisions of
be according
according to
this
section shall
not apply
apply to,
include, or
or extend
extend to
to any
any land
land
this section
shall not
to, comprehend,
comprehend, include,
of
forty-five, north of the base line, in range seven, east of
within township forty-five,
the fifth
fifth principal
meridian line in
in said State
State of
of Missouri.
Missouri.
principal meridian
the
SEC. 2. And
further enacted,
United States
States do
do hereby
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the United
hereby
Right of the
grant, relinquish, and convey, in fee simple, and in full property,
James
United Statesin
States in grant, relinquish, and convey, in fee simple, and in full property, to James
Y.
representatives, all
certain lands
legal representatives,
all of the right, title, and interintercertain
Y. O'Carroll, or his legal
conveyed to
to
est of the United States in and to all of the land within
within survey number
conveyed
number
James Y. O'Cartwo
hundred and
ninety-eight, in
forty-five, north
north
in township
township forty-five,
and ninety-eight,
four hundred
two thousand
thousand four
roll, &c.
&c.
of
meridian line,
line, in
in
of the
the base
base line in range
range seven east of
of the
the fifth
fifth principal
principal meridian
the State of Missouri,
Missouri, being
being the same land that was located by virtue of
of
certificate number one hundred
hundred and fifty, issued to the said James Y.
certificate
O'Carroll, or his legal representatives,
the act of Congress aprepresentatives, under the
approved February the seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, entitled
"An
"
An act for the relief of the inhabitants of the late county
county of New Madrid,
in the
Missouri Territory,
Territory, who
suffered
by
earthquakes":
Provided,
": Provided,
earthquakes
by
suffered
who
the
Missouri
in
drid,
Provisos.
Provisos.
however, That nothing in this section
section shall grant, relinquish, or convey
convey
the whole
whole or any part of any lot, tract, piece, or parcel of land in said
township,
to
township, which has been heretofore
heretofore confirmed
confirmed by the
the United
United States to
representatives of any
or
any person or persons, or to the legal representatives
any person
person or
persons: And provided
further, That nothing
Conprovided further,
nothing in this
this act shall
shall be so construed as to invalidate
invalidate or impair any patent heretofore
heretofore issued by the
United States, or shall in any
any manner abridge,
abridge, divest, impair, injure,
or
injure, or
prejudice any valid adverse
adverse right, title, or interest of
person or
of any
any person
or perpersons in or to any portion or part of the aforesaid land which is granted,
relinquished,
relinquished, and conveyed by this act.
Certain locations of
of land
land in
in
Missouri made
Missouri
valid.
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APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 21,
21, 1866.
1866.
April

5,1866.
5, 1866.

for the
the Punishment
Punishment of
of certain
certain
CHAP. XXIV.—
XXIV.--An
CHAP.
An Act
Act more
more effctually
effectually to
to provide
provide for
Crimes against
Crimes
against the United
United States.
States.

Senate and
United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That if any person or persons
States
Congress assembled,
persons
falsely make, alter,
coun t
er f
eit ;or
cause or
procure to
shall falsely
alter, forge, or
or counterfeit;
or cause
or procure
to be
be
falsely made, altered, forged, or counterfeited;
counterfeited; or willingly aid or assist in
to defraud the
in
United
or the false makin g,altering,
altering ,ifor
ging, or counterfeiting any bond, bid, propoforging,
tates,
Ulited
willingly
aiding
a)
p,,,,, or counterfeiting any bond, bid, propowillinglyStates,
aidingor the false making,
therein, or
the
sal, guarantee,
guarantee, security,
security, official
offi cia l bond,
bon d, pu
bli c record,
recor d
, affidavit,
affid av i
t, or
ot h
er
public
or other
therein,
or the
sal,
knowingly
writing for
knowingly utter- writing
for the
the purpose
purpose of
United States;
States; or
of defrauding
defrauding the
the United
or shall
shall utter
utter or
or
ing, with such
intent
publish as
as true,
or cause
cause t
be u
tt ere d or
pu bli sh
ed
, as
as true,
intent,,any
such publish
true, or
any such
too be
uttered
or published,
true, any
any suc
suchh
&c., &c.,
&
a, forged, altered
bond, &c.,
false,
altered or counterfeited bond, bid,
proposal, guarantee,
guarantee, secubid, proposal,
secumade
a
•
rity, official
official bond,
bond, public
record, affidavit,
the purpose
purpose
writing, for
for the
or other
other writing,
affidavit, or
public record,
felony,
rity,
a felony,
madehow
and
punished.
defrauding the United
knowing the
the same to be false, forged,
United States,
States, knowing
of defrauding
ished,
altered, or counterfeited;
counterfeited; or shall transmit to, or present
present at, or cause or
procure to be transmitted to, or presented at, the office of any officer of the
United States, any such false, forged, altered,
altered, or counterfeited
counterfeited bond, bid,
proposal, guarantee,
guarantee, security, official bond, public record, affidavit, or other
other
The forging,

&c., of an
&c.,
any bond,
public record,
&c.,
with intent
c with
irntent
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writing,
knowing the
to be
be false,
altered, or
or counterfeited,
counterfeited,
false, forged,
forged, altered,
writing, knowing
the same
same to
for
purpose of
defrauding the
the United
United States
States ;
such person
person shall
shall
; every
every such
for the
the purpose
of defrauding
be deemed
and adjudged
guilty of
of felony,
being thereof
duly conconfelony, and
and being
thereof duly
deemed and
adjudged guilty
be
..icted, shall
shall be
be sentenced
sentenced to
at hard labor, for
for aa
and kept at
to be
be imprisoned,
imprisoned, and
'icted,
period not
exceeding ten
not exceeding
thousand
one thousand
be fined
fined not
exceeding one
ten years,
years, or
or be
period
not exceeding
dollars, or
or both
of said
punishments in
in the
of the
court.
the discretion
discretion of
the court.
dollars,
both of
said punishments
S
EC. 2.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
if any
any offence
offence shall
shall be
com- Offences
SEC.
2. And
it further
That if
be comOffences comcomin places
mitted
any place
been, or
or shall
shall hereafter
places
to, and mitted
mitted in
hereafter be,
be, ceded
ceded to,
place which
which has
has been,
mitted in
in any
under
the jurisdiction
offence is
is not
not prohibto
and
prohib- ceded
ceded to
which offence
the United
United States,
States, which
jurisdiction of
of the
under the
within
the and
jurisited,
punishment thereof
ited, or
or the
the punishment
thereof is not
not specially provided
provided for
for by
by any
any law
law diction
diction the
of the
of the
United States,
such offence
shall, upon
conviction in
any court
United States,
States,
in any
court of
of United
upon conviction
States, such
offence shall,
of
the United
not ?
ha
o
r
r
oh
wi
1
1
.), ed,
the United
thereof; be
be liable
liable to,
and receive
receive the
to, and
the not
having cognizance
cognizance thereof,
the
United States
States having
and prohibited,
and
for which
same punishment
punishment as
the laws
of the
the State
in which
which such
is, or
punishment is
place is,
or may
may punishment
is
as the
laws of
State in
such place
same
specially probe situated,
force, provided
for the
like offence
offence when
pronot specially
when committed
committed not
the like
provided for
situated, now
now in
in force,
be
voifde
t
te
by Iiin
nTt e
l
aw
r
within
jurisdiction of
no subsequent
repeal of
any of hdet
within the
the jurisdiction
of such
such State;
State; and
and no
subsequent repeal
of any
ynited
States, how
how to
to be
such
State law
law shall
any prosecution
for such
such offence
in any
any of
of the
be
the States,
offence in
shall affect
affect any
prosecution for
such State
punished.
punished.
courts
courts of the
the United
United States.
APPROVED,
1866.
April 5,
5, 1866.
APPROVED, April

CHAP. XXV.
XXV.—
for the
the Transfer
Transfer of
of the
of the
the
of the
the Custody
Custody of
the Library
Library of
-AnAn Act
Act to
to provide
providefor
CHAP.
Smithsonian
to the
the Library
Congress.
Library of
of Congress.
Smithsonian Institute
Institute to

April 5,
6, 1866.
April

Be
enacted by
and House of
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United The library of
of
the Smithsonian
States
the library
library collected
collected by
by the
the Institution
the
Smithsonian
assembled, That
That the
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
Institution to be
be
Smithsonian Institution
Institution under
provisions of
approved August
Smithsonian
under the
the provisions
of an
an act
act approved
August transferred
transferred to the
tenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty-six,
shall
be
removed
from
the
building
library
of
Contenth, eighteen hundred and forty-six, shall be removed from the building
gress.
of
said institution,
with the
the consent
the regents
regents thereof,
thereof; to
new fireof said
institution, with
consent of
of the
to the
the new
fire- gress.
c 178.
1846, ch.
1846,
ch. 178.
proof
of the
the library
library of
of Congress,
proof extension
extension of
Congress, upon
upon completion
completion of
of aasufficient
sufficient Vol.
vol. ix. p. 102
portion
thereof for
for its
and shall,
shall, while
while there
there deposited,
deposited, be
be
portion thereof
its accommodation,
accommodation, and
subject
regulations as
except as heresubject to the
the same
same regulations
as the
the library
library of
of Congress,
Congress, except
inafter provided.
inafter
provided.
S
EC. 2.
be it
enacted, That
when such
library shall
shall have
have how to
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That when
such library
tobe
be used.
used.
been
removed and
and deposited,
deposited, the
Smithsonian Institution
shall have
have the
the
the Smithsonian
Institution shall
been so
so removed
use thereof
thereof in
manner as
is now
have acacnow used,
used, and
and the
the public
public shall
shall have
use
in like
like manner
as it
it is
cess
for purposes
of consultation
consultation on every ordinary
ordinary week
week day except
except
cess thereto
thereto for
purposes of
during
recess of Congress,
each year,
year, in
in the recess
Congress, when it may
may be
during one month
month of each
closed
charts of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian
closed for
for renovation. All the books, maps, and charts
library
properly cared
cared for and
and preserved
preserved in
in like
like manner
manner as are
library shall be properly
those
the Congressional
Congressional library,
library, from
library
of the
from which
which the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian library
those of
not to be reshall not be removed except on reimbursement by the Smithsonian In- moved
not toexcept
be reexcept
to the
the Treasury
the United
United States
States of
expenses incurred
incurred in
in upon reimbursestitution to
Treasury of
of the
of expenses
reimbursement, &c.
&e.
same, or
or upon
upon such
such terms and con- ment,
in taking
taking care of the
the same,
binding and in
mutually agreed upon by
ditions as shall be
be mutually
by Congress
Congress and the regents of
said
said Institution.
Institution.
SEC. 3. And
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the Smithsonian Institution, Smithsonian
SEC.
Institution may
through
shall have
have the
use of
of Congress,
Congress, subject
subject use
the use
of the
the library
library of
nstittibrarn
through its
its secretary,
secretary, shall
librarymof
to
regulations as Senators
Representatives.
to the same regulations
Senators and
and Representatives.
Congress.
S
EC. 4.
4. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
Congress shall
SEC.
further enacted,
the librarian
librarian of
of Congress
shall
asbe authorized to employ two additional assistants, who shall receive a
a sistants
Additional
astiionnlibrayearly compensation
compensation of
of eight
dollars, and
one thousand
thousand dollars,
yearly
eight hundred
hundred dollars,
and one
dollars, rysof
ry of Coinglress
Congress.
respectively,
respectively, commencing
commencing July one, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, to
to be
treasury not
appropriated.
paid out
out of
of any money
money in
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
SEC. 5.
it further
sum of
hundred dollars,
SEC.
5. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the sum
of five
five hundred
dollars, Appropriation
Appropriation
or
necessary, shall be appropriated,
expenses of
or so
so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
appropriated, out of
of any for expenses
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to defray the expenses removal.
removal.
herein provided
of the removal
removal herein
provided for.
for.
APPROVED, April 5, 1866.
APPROVED,

14
14
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5, 1866.
1866.
April
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CHAP.XXVI.
XXVI.
An Act
the District
District of
of
for the
District Court
Court for
of the
the District
for aaTerm
Term of
to provide
provide for
-— An
Act to
CHAP.
Minnesota, to
to be
held at
Winona in
said District.
-Minnesota,
be held
at the
the City
City of
of Winona
in said
District.

Term
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
the Senate
Be it
of the
Term of
District Court of States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That hereafter, and until otherthe United
United States
in Minnesota,
wise provided
law, theie
there shall
Monday
held, annually, on the first Monday
shall be held,
by law,
provided by
es--wise
Minnesota, es
in
tablished at
district court of the United
district
United States for the district
a term of the district
in June,
June, a
tablished
Winona.
Winona.
of Minnesota at the city of Winona,
process, writs,
Winona, in said district, and all process,
and
civil and
and criminal,
have been,
herebeen, or
or may
may herewhich may
may have
criminal, which
and recognizances,
recognizances, civil
after
returnable at
at Mankato,
returned to the
the
Mankato, shall
shall be returned
and made
made returnable
be, issued
issued and
after be,
said
said court
court at
at the
the said
said city
Winona, in
like manner
and
in like
manner and
city of
of Winona,
term of
of the
the said
said term
with
the like
like effect
effect as
if originally
originally made returnable
returnable thereto.
as if
with the
Term at
ManSEC. 2.
2. And
And be
acts or parts
parts of
of acts which
all acts
That all
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
SEC.
at ManTear
kato abolished,
abolished, require
require a
of said
said court
court to
held at
be, and
and
lankato, in said district, be,
to be
be held
at Mankato,
a term
term of
kato
repealed.
the same are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
APPROVED, April
April 5, 1866.
APPROVED,
6, 1866.
1866. CHAP. XXVII. -An
April 6,
amend the Act entitled "An
—An Act to amend
"An Act for the Relief of
of Seamen
and
on the
the Books
Books of
of Vessels
Vessels wrecked
or lost
lost in
naval Service,"
Service," approved
approved
in the
the naval
wrecked or
borne on
Others borne
and Others
1864, ch. 248.
1864,
four, eighteen
sixtyfour, andfor
and for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
Julyfour,
p. 389. July
Vol.
V
ol. xiii. p.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
Allowance
to
of America
assembled, That
case any
of the
the
officer of
any officer
That in
in case
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
inc navy States
officers
officers in
and marine corps navy or marine corps on board a
avessel in the employ of the United States
and
for lossffec
of perby any
any casualty,
casualty, or
or in
in action
with the
the enemy,
enemy, has
has been
been or
or may
frloss
r- which, by
action with
may be
be
sonal effects bywhich,
by
destroyed, shall
shall thereby
have lost
his personal
personal effects,
effects,
lost his
thereby have
casualty or in sunk
otherwise destroyed,
sunk or
or otherwise
casualty
action, &c.
action,
&c.
of
the proper accounting
accounting officers are hereby authorized,
authorized, with the approval
approval of
Limit of allowallow- the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, to allow to such officer
officer a
exceeding
a sum not exceeding
ance.
ance.
month, as compensation for said loss:
loss:
the amount of his sea pay for one month,
Provisos.
Provided,
has not
not occurred
through the
Provisos.
Provided, that such
such loss has
occurred through
the negligence
negligence or
or want
want
of skill or foresight
foresight of the officer
officer making application for such loss: ProvidProvided,
ed, That the accounting
require a
schedule and
accounting officers shall in all cases require
a schedule
and
certificate from the officer making
making the claim for effects so lost: And
And procertificate
provided further, That no allowance shall be made by
by virtue
virtue of
of this
this act
act for
for
any loss incurred prior to the nineteenth day of April, eighteen hundred
and sixty-one.
The law
law reSEc. 2. And be it further enacted,
That so much of
of' the seventh
seventh section
section
The
SEC.
enacted, That
quiring bountybounty- of the act of Congress,
quiring
Congress, approved February
February twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hunmoney
marimoney of mariAn act to amend
entitled ' An act for
for
"An
amend an act entitled
&c., enlistenlist- dred
sixty-four, entitled
entitled "
dred and
and sixty-four,
ners, &c.,
in g into the
navy enrolling and calling out the national forces, and for other purposes,'
ing
the navy
purposes,' apfrom the army,
proved
Domini eighteen
hundred and sixty-three,"
as
sixty-three," as
eighteen hundred
third, anno
anno Domini
March third,
proved March
tobe
be deduedct
deducted
from prizese[a]man enlisting
enlisting
fron
prizeprovides that "
" the bounty money which any mariner or
or se[alman
money,
repealed.
or
money, repealed. from the army into the navy may have received
received from the United States, or
1863, eh. 75.
the
Vol.63i.
.. 731.
781. from
from the State in which
which he enlisted
enlisted in
in the
the army, shall
shall be deducted
deducted from the
Vol.
xii. p.
1864,
13, §§7.
7. prize money to which he may become
186., ch.
oh. 13,
become entitled during the time required to
V
ol. xiii.
Vol.
xiii p.
p. 7.
7. complete
complete his
military service,"
be, and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
his military
service," be,
and the
same is
repealed.
APPROVED,
A PPROVED, April 6, 1866.

April 7,
7, 1866.

CHAP.
XXVIII. -— An Act making additional
additionalAppropriations,
CHAP.XXVIII.
Appropriations, and to supply the Deficienin the Appropriations
Appropriationsfor sundry civil Expenses of the
cies in
for the
the fiscal
the Government
Government for
fiscal
Year ending
ending the thirtieth
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, and
andfor
Purposes.
for other Purposes.

Representatives of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
andd
following
That
thee f
Deficiency apap - States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled, Th
atth
oll ow i
ng sums
sums be,
be, an
States of
pDefiiencyu
propriations.
the same are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, and to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the appropriations, for the service of the fiscal year ending the thirtieth of
propriations,
of June,
June,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, out of any money
treasury not otheighteen
money in
in the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
namely:
appropriated, namely:
Coast Survey.
Survey
Coast. - For the survey of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts
Survey of the Coast.—
compensation of civilians epgaged in the
of the United
United States, including compensation
work, and excluding pay and emoluments
navy
emoluments of officers of the army and navy
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28.
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and
of the
navy employed
employed in
the work,
work, one
and men
men of
the navy
in the
one hunhunand petty
petty officers
officers and
dred
and twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Coast Survey
dred and
twenty thousand
For
the survey
survey of
of the
the western
western coast
of the
States,
coast of
the United
United States,
continuing the
For continuing
including
compensation of
of civilians
civilians engaged
engaged in
in the
work, seventy-five
seventy-five
the work,
including compensation
thousand dollars.
For continuing
the survey
of the
reefs, shoals
and keys
South FlorFlorsurvey of
the reefs,
shoals and
keys of
of South
For
continuing the
ida,
compensation of
of civilians
engaged in
in the
work, and
civilians engaged
the work,
and excludexcludida, including
including compensation
ing
and emoluments
petty
the officers
officers of
of the army
army and
and navy
navy and
and petty
ing pay
pay and
emoluments of
of the
officers and
men of
of the
the navy
navy employed
employed in
the work,
work, eleven
thousand doldolin the
eleven thousand
officers
and men
lars.
lars.
For
progress of the survey of
of
For publishing the observations made
made in the progress
the coast
of the
the United
compensation of
of civilians
employed
including compensation
civilians employed
the
coast of
United States,
States, including
in the
work, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
in
the work,
For repairs
of steamers
steamers and
and sailing
schooners used
used in
in the
the coast
coast survey,
survey,
For
repairs of
sailing schooners
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty
For
For pay and
and rations
rations of engineers
engineers for
for steamers used
used in
in the
the hydrography
hydrography
of
the Coast
Survey, no
supplied by the
the Navy Department,
Department, six
of the
Coast Survey,
no longer
longer supplied
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Light-House
—For the
Atlantic, Gulf,
Gulf, and
and Lake
Lake coasts,
coasts, Light-house
Light-house
Establishment.-For
the Atlantic,
Light-House Establishment.
viz:
viz.:
Establishment.
viZ:
supplying the
light-houses and beacon-lights
beacon-lights with oil, wicks,
For supplying
the light-houses
wicks, glass
necessary expenses
chimneys, and
and other necessary
expenses of the same,
same, and
and repairing
repairing and
and
keeping in
repair the
lighting apparatus,
and eighty-three
eighty-three
keeping
in repair
the lighting
apparatus, one
one hundred
hundred and
thousand two
and eighty-seven
dollars.
thousand
two hundred
hundred and
eighty-seven dollars.
To
deficiency in
estimate fbr
for supplies
To supply deficiency
in estimate
supplies of
of oil, wicks,
wicks, glass chimneys, and
and other
necessary expenses
of the
repairing and
neys,
other necessary
expenses of
the same,
same, and
and repairing
and keepkeeping
in repair
repair the
lighting apparatus,
apparatus, seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ing in
the lighting
For
repairs and incidental
expenses of
of light-houses
light-houses and
and lighted
lighted beacons,
beacons,
For repairs
incidental expenses
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
To
incidental expenses
expenses
To supply
supply aadeficiency
deficiency in
in estimate
estimate for repairs
repairs and incidental
of
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of light-houses,
light-houses, fifty
fifty thousand
For
of five
five hundred
eighty-nine keepers
keepers of
light-houses
For salaries
salaries of
hundred and
and eighty-nine
of light-houses
and
and lighted
lighted beacons,
beacons, and their
their assistants,
assistants, two
two hundred and thirteen thousand
ninety-three dollars
sand one
one hundred
hundred and ninety-three
dollars and thirty-three cents.
For salaries
salaries of
forty-three keepers
light-vessels, twenty-three
twenty-three thouthouFor
of forty-three
keepers of
of light-vessels,
sand nine hundred dollars.
For mates'
mates' and seamen's wages, repairs, supplies, and incidental
incidental expenses of forty-three light-vessels, two
two hundred
hundred and
and eighteen thousand
thousand
seventeen dollars
dollars and
and seventy-five
nine hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
seventy-five cents.
cents.
To
estimates for seaman's wages,
To supply
supply deficiency
deficiency in
in estimates
wages, repairs,
repairs, supplies,
supplies,
and incidental
incidental expenses for light-vessels,
light-vessels, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand
thousand three
three hunhunand seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
dred and twenty-one
twenty-one dollars
dollars and
cents.
of weighing,
weighing, cleaning,
cleaning, repairing,
repairing, painting,
replacing, and
and
For expenses
expenses of
painting, replacing,
supplying
losses of
chains, moorings,
moorings, and
incidental expenses
the
and incidental
expenses of
of the
supplying losses
of buoys,
buoys, chains,
same,
repairing and
and keeping
keeping in
in repair
repair all
all the
beacons,
same, and
and for
for repairing
the day-marks,
day-marks, beacons,
spindles, and monuments, and
all
and for
for expenses
expenses of
of coloring and numbering
numbering all
the buoys and beacons, one hundred
hundred and twelve thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred
and
and fifty dollars.
For expenses of visiting
inspecting lights
aids to
navigavisiting and inspecting
lights and other
other aids
to navigation
thousand dollars.
dollars.
tion, two
two thousand
tion,
Coasts of
of California,
and Washington.
Light-houses,
For the
the Coasts
California, Oregon,
Oregon, and
Washington.—For
- For supplysupply- Light-houses,
:;
or
I
eic
n
a
ing
light-houses
and
beacon-lights with oil,
an d wicks,
4:f
ea
l
oasts
ing light-houses
and beacon-lights
oil, glass
glass chimneys, and
wicks, of
&C.,
on t
thecoasts
C
California,
chamois skins, polishing powder, and other
other cleaning
cleaning materials, transporta- Oregon,
Oregon, and
and '
machinery in repair, thirty-three Washington.
tion, and expenses of keeping
keeping lamps and machinery
thousand
and thirty
thousand and
thirty dollars.
dollars.
For repairs and incidental expenses of light-houses
light-houses and lighted
lighted beacons,
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
For salaries of forty keepers and assistant keepers of light-houses, at
an average not exceeding
exceeding eight
thirty-two
eight hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum, thirty-two
thousand dollars.
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For expenses
of raising,
raising, cleaning,
cleaning, painting,
painting, repairing,
repairing, remooring,
remooring, and
and
expenses of
For
supplying losses
of floating
buoys and
and beacons,
beacons, and
and for
chains and
and sinkers
sinkers
for chains
floating buoys
losses of
supplying
for the
same, and
and for
for coloring
coloring and
and numbering
thousand
ten thousand
the buoys,
buoys, ten
all the
numbering all
the same,
for
dollars.
dollars.
To
deficiency in
in estimate
estimate for
for raising,
raising, cleaning,
painting, remoorremoorcleaning, painting,
supply deficiency
To supply
ing, and
supplying losses
of buoys,
buoys, fifty
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
losses of
and supplying
ing,
Special works. For special works, viz:
For
sea-wall at
at Sand's
light-station, New
fourYork, fourNew York,
Point light-station,
Sand's Point
rebuilding sea-wall
For rebuilding
teen
hundred dollars.
dollars.
eight hundred
teen thousand
thousand eight
For
sea-wall, and
repairs to
to tower
iNayat Point
lightPoint lightat Nayat
tower at
and repairs
rebuilding sea-wall,
For rebuilding
house,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
six thousand
Island, six
Rhode Island,
house, Rhode
For replacing
replacing the
present stakes
stakes at
Whitehall Narrows,
by
New York, by
Narrows, New
at Whitehall
the present
For
approved
thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
nine thousand
structures, nine
approved structures,
For repairs
repairs and
and renovations
Little Gull
light-station, New
New
Island light-station,
Gull Island
at Little
renovations at
For
York, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
York,
For
York, or
or vicinity, six thouNew York,
Island, New
Hart Island,
on Hart
light-house on
new light-house
For aanew
sand
hundred dollars.
sand six hundred
For
new light-house
light-house on
on North
Brother Island,
or vicinity, East River,
Island, or
North Brother
a new
For a
New York,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand five
eight thousand
York, eight
New
For
repairs and
and renovations
renovations at
at Split
Split Rock
Champlain,
Lake Champlain,
light-station, Lake
Rock light-station,
For repairs
nine
thousand six
six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
nine thousand
For repairs
and renovations
Island light-station,
light-station, fifteen thouGalloo Island
at Galloo
renovations at
repairs and
For
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
For beacons
beacons in
in Providence
Providence river,
on Conanicut
and BulConanicut and
Island, on
Rhode Island,
river, Rhode
For
lock's
to previous
previous appropriations,
appropriations, seventeen
thousand
seventeen thousand
in addition
addition to
Points, in
lock's Points,
dollars.
For
banking in
in light-house
Cohansey, Delaware
thouBay, four thouDelaware Bay,
at Cohansey,
site at
light-house site
For banking
sand five
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
sand
For a
a new
new iron
at Cape
light-house, twelve
twelve thouHenlopen light-house,
Cape Henlopen
stairway at
iron stairway
For
sand
sand dollars.
For aa new
Maryland, fifteen thousand
light-house at Sharp's Island, Maryland,
new light-house
For
dollars.
dollars.
Turkey
For
lanterns at Clay Island, Fog Point, Watt's Island, Turkey
new lanterns
For new
Point,
Grace, and
light-houses, six thousand
thousand
Battery light-houses,
and Fishing
Fishing Battery
de Grace,
Havre de
Point, Havre
dollars.
For a
iron stairway
light-house, Virginia,
Virginia, twelve
Henry light-house,
at Cape
Cape Henry
stairway at
new iron
For
a new
thousand dollars.
thousand
Hatteras lightiron stairways at Cape Lookout and Cape Hatteras
For new iron
houses, North Carolina, twenty thousand dollars.
houses,
For repairs
light-station, Ohio, twelve
at Turtle Island light-station,
For
repairs and renovations at
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For
Island light-house,
light-house, Ohio, thirteen thousand seven
Green Island
For rebuilding
rebuilding Green
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
is
For
the foundation
Waugoshance light-house is.
on which Waugoshance
foundation on
protecting the
For protecting
constructed, ninety thousand dollars.
constructed,
renovations and
and repairs
repairs at Windmill Point light-house, Lake Saint
For renovations
Clair, three thousand five hundred dollars.
outer-range light at Cedar
Cedar Point, Sandusky
Sandusky bay, Ohio,
For rebuilding outer-range
necessary.
twenty thousand
thousand dollars, or so
thereof as may be necessary.
so much thereof
twenty
Michigan, one thousand five hundred
hundred
For range lights at Portage entry, Michigan,
dollars.
light-station, Michigan, five
For new keeper's dwelling at Beaver Island light-station,
thousand eight hundred dollars.
For repairs
repairs and
renovations at
Marquette light-station, Michigan, thirat Marquette
and renovations
For
teen thousand dollars.
renovations at Cooper Harbor
Harbor light-station, Michigan,
Michigan,
For repairs
repairs -and renovations
thousand seven hundred dollars.
thirteen thousand
repairs and renovations
renovations at Ontonagon
Ontonagon light-station, Michigan,
Michigan, fourFor repairs
teen thousand
thousand dollars.
ight-houses,
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&c.
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Light-houses.
For
lights at
the mouth
of Fox
Fox river,
thousand
For beacon
beacon lights
at the
mouth of
river, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, six
six thousand
Light-houses.
dollars.
dollars.
For
on the
the landing
Santa Barbara,
California, six
six
For aa beacon
beacon light
light on
landing at
at Santa
Barbara, California,
thousand seven hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand
dollars.
To
the Light-House
to re-establish
re-establish lights
lights and
and other
other aids
To enable
enable the
Light-House Board
Board to
aids
to navigation
navigation discontinued
the enemy
the southern
coast, one
one hunhunto
discontinued by
by the
enemy on
on the
southern coast,
dred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dred
To
enable the
Light-House Board
Board to
experiment with
with new
To enable
the Light-House
to experiment
new illuminating
illuminating
apparatus and
and fog
fog signals,
signals, three
three thousand
apparatus
thousand four
fbur hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For a
new light-house
light-house at
at the
the mouth
North river,
For
a new
mouth of
of North
river, Albemarle
Albemarle sound,
sound,
North Carolina,
thousand dollars.
North
Carolina, fifteen
fifteen thousand
dollars.
For repairs
repairs and
light-house, Georgia,
thouFor
and renovations
renovations at
at Tybee
Tybee light-house,
Georgia, twenty
twenty thousand
sand dollars.
For rebuilding
rebuilding light-house
light-house at
Isle, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania (Lake
Erie,)
at Presque
Presque Isle,
(Lake Erie,)
For
upon
most eligible
eligible site
the control
control of
the Light-House
site under
under the
of the
Light-House Board,
Board,
upon the
the most
twenty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty-five thousand
For repairs
Mamaguda light-station,
river,
and renovations
renovations at
at Mamaguda
light-station, Detroit
Detroit river,
For
repairs and
seven thousand five hundred dollars.
For
repairs and
and renovations
Kenosha light-station,
light-station, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, four
four
For repairs
renovations at
at Kenosha
thousand dollars.
For
repairs and
public buildings,
buildings, especially
For repairs
and preservation
preservation of
of public
especially southern
southern Repairs and
preservation of
buildings,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
buildings, fifty
dollars.
preservation
of
public buildings.
For
and miscellaneous
items for
the same,
same, fifteen
fifteen public buildings.
carpets, and
miscellaneous items
for the
For furniture,
furniture, carpets,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Treasury exexFor
continuation of
of the
north wing
Treasury extension,
wing of
of the
the Treasury
extension, two
two hunhun- Treasury
For continuation
the north
tension.
tension.
dollars.
dred thousand dollars.
For completion
completion of
the Dubuque,
Iowa, custom-house,
custom-house, post-office,
post-office, and
and Custom-house,
Custom-house,
For
of the
Dubuquc, Iowa,
&c., at Dubuque
United States court-room,
fifteen thousand
dollars.
United
court-room, fifteen
thousand dollars.
a.t Dubuue
Iowa.
completion of
of alterations
alterations of
the Cincinnati
custom-house, twenty-two
For completion
of the
Cincinnati custom-house,
twenty-two Cincinnati.
thousand
thousand dollars.
alterations of
thirty Philadelphia.
For completion
completion of
of alterations
of the
the Philadelphia
Philadelphia custom-house,
custom-house, thirty
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
For paymrent
payment of claims due for the constructing
constructing and furnishing
furnishing the
the Baltimore
hundred and
and nine
nine thousand
thousand dollars.
timore court
court house,
house, one
one hundred
dollars.
of Government
Government warehouses
For payment
payment of
of claims
claims due
due for
for the repair of
warehouses
and
construction of
Staten Island,
thouand construction
of wharves,
wharves, Staten
Island, New
New York,
York, twenty-nine
twenty-nine thousand
sand dollars.
dollars.
For burglar proof safes, or vaults, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
For
of old
old Treasury
Treasury building,
thousand dollars.
For heating
heating of
building, ten
ten thousand
dollars.
For
repairs of
of furniture
furniture and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses
For office furniture and repairs
thousand dollars.
for Treasury
Treasury bureaus, Washington,
Washington, twenty
twenty thousand
dollars.
Public
and Grounds.Grounds.—For
error in
in compensation
of emem- Public
Public Buildings
Buildings and
For error
compensation of
Public buildbuildings and grounds
ployees in the Interior Department, to wit: one messenger, at one thou- ingsandgrounds
sand dollars, and two assistants, at eight hundred and forty dollars each,
each,
forty
dollars.
forty dollars.
For
watchmen at
at the
House, at
For compensation
compensation of
of two
two night
night watchmen
the President's
President's House,
at
six
hundred'dollars,
each, per
annum, one
one thousand
hundred dollars.
six hundred
dollars, each,
per annum,
thousand two
two hundred
dollars.
For
For additional
additional compensation
compensation of twenty
twenty per centum
centum to
to two
two night watchwatchmen, at six hundred
hundred dollars each, two hundred and forty dollars.
For
deficiency due
due the
Navy Department,
Department, for
for use
use of
of pile-driver,
For deficiency
the Navy
pile-driver, men,
men, Bridges
and
Bridges and
oil, and engine, while repairing
repairing navy yard bridge, two thousand
thousand nine hun- streets.
dred and fifty-nine
fifty-nine dollars
dollars and
and sixty-six
sixty-six cents.
cents.
For deficiency
deficiency in consequence
consequence of
of relaying and repaving
repaving all
all the
the crossings
crossings
of
on the
the north
m th
of the streets
streets interseetinc
intersecting, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue,
avenue, on
north side,
side, fro
from
thee
Capitol
the Treasury
Treas ury Department,
Department, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Capitol to
to the
dollars.
For
deficiency in
repairing the conservatory
President's House,
House, President's
For deficiency
in repairing
conservatory at
at the
the President's
President's
house and conconseven thousand five hundred dollars.
To enable
enable the Commissioner of Public Buildings to properly
ser'vtory.
properly refurnish
refurnish servatory.
and repair
repair the President's House, in conformity
conformity with his estimate, fortyfortyVOL.
r
VOL.
VOL. XIV.
xiv.
22
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six thousand
thousand dollars,
the old
old furniture
to be
of under
under the
direction
the direction
disposed of
be disposed
furniture to
dollars, the
six
of the
Secretary of
Interior.
the Interior.
of the
the Secretary
of
Library of ConConFor
of coal
pay of
to warm
library of
of ConConthe library
warm the
of firemen
firemen to
and pay
coal and
purchase of
For purchase
Libraryof
gress.
gress
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
one thousand
gress one
gress.
Transient pattFor
support, medical
surgical treatment
treatment for
forty transient
transient
for forty
and surgical
medical and
care, support,
For care,
Transientpanpers
in Washing
medical and
and surgical
surgical patients, in some proper medical institution
paupers, medical
Washing-.-paupers,
pers in
ton. t o n
ton.
in
of Washington,
to be
Commissioner of
of Public
Public
the Commissioner
by the
be selected
selected by
city of
Washington, to
in the
the city
Buildings, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
Buildings,
For
of carts
carts on
the public
public grounds,
thousand dollars.
grounds, two thousand
on the
hire of
For hire
grounds.
Public grounds.
For purchase
purchase and
and repair
used in
in the
the public
grounds, four
hunfour hunpublic grounds,
of tools
tools used
repair of
For
dred
dollars.
dred dollars.
For purchase
of trees
to replace,
when necessary,
such
necessary, such
replace, when
tree-boxes, to
and tree-boxes,
trees and
purchase of
For
as have
planted by
the United
United States,
States, to
to whitewash
whitewash tree-boxes
tree-boxes and
by the
been planted
as
have been
fences, and
repair pavements
pavements in
of the
the public
grounds, three
three thouthoupublic grounds,
front of
in front
to repair
and to
fences,
sand dollars.
Repairs of
For annual
annual repairs
repairs of
water-closets, public stables, waterCapitol, water-closets,
of the
the Capitol,
of capicapi- For
Repairs
to!.
pavements, and other walks within the Capitol square, broken glass,
pipes, pavements,
tol.
main
and locks,
and for
the protection
keeping the main
protection of the building, and keeping
for the
locks, and
and
approaches to
unencumbered, in
addition to
to old
material sold, eight thouthouold material
in addition
to it
it unencumbered,
approaches
sand dollars.
court-room of the SuRoom for suenFor fitting up rooms in the basement, under the court-room
preme court.
preme Court,
Court, for
for a
aconsultation
six thousand five huncourt, six
room for the court,
consultation room
preme
preme
court.
dollars.
dred dollars.
Sewers and
and
To enable
Commissioner of
pay for
and
sewers and
for sewers
to pay
Buildings to
Public Buildings
of Public
the Commissioner
enable the
To
sewers
paving,
in front
front of
act of May
May
under the
the act
property constructed
constructed under
of Government
Government property
paving in
paving.
3 paving
81, §
§33..
1864,
1864, ch. 81,
five, eighteen
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, thirty-two
thousand and
and seventy
seventy doldolthirty-two thousand
hundred and
Vol. xiii. p.
eighteen hundred
p.69.
9. five,
lars: Provided,
lars:
Provided,That no payment shall be made on account of any appropriations herein
contained to reimburse the city of Washington
Washington for imherein contained
priations
provements
constructed in front of or through the public
public grounds,
provements heretofore constructed
until
examined and audited
audited as to legality and
have been
been properly examined
the items
items have
until the
amount
proper officer
officer of the Treasury.
by the
the proper
amount by
Public grounds.
For
improvement of grounds, purchase of plants for garden, and continFor improvement
thousand dollars.
two thousand
incident thereto,
thereto, two
gent expenses
expenses incident
Fuel.
President's House, five thousand dollars.
for the
the President's
fuel, in
in part,
part, for
For fuel,
Lighting cap!For lighting
lighting the
the Capitol
and President's
President's House,
the public
public grounds
grounds
House, the
Capitol and
For
capiLighting
tl, &.
around
tot, &e.
around them, and around the
the executive
executive offices,
offices, and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue,
avenue,
Bridge and
High streets,
streets, in
in Georgetown,
Four-and-a-half street,
Seventh
street, Seventh
Georgetown, Four-and-a-half
Bridge
and High
and Twelfth
Twelfth streets across the Mall, and Maryland avenue west, and Sixth
Sixth
street south,
eighty-five thousand dollars.
street
south, eighty-five
Bridges and
and
For repairs
of the
the Potomac
Potomac and
bridges, six
six thousand dollars.
and upper
upper bridges,
For
repairs of
Bridges
for sprinksprinkstreets.
For repairs
repairs of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue,
avenue, and
and keeping
keeping it
it clean,
clean, and
and for
ling the same, ten thousand dollars.
Reservations.
For public reservation number two and Lafayette
Reservations.
Lafayette square, in addition to
any sum heretofore
heretofore received
received or that may hereafter
hereafter be received for the sale
of hay
hay raised
raised on
the grounds,
dollars.
of
on the
grounds, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
Public grounds.
For
President's House, and conthe grounds south of the President's
For taking
taking care of the
improvement of the same, three
thousand dollars.
three thousand
tinuing the improvement
For repairs of water-pipes,
Water-pipes,
water-pipes, five hundred dollars.
dollars.
avenue, three
For cleaning and repairing sewer traps on Pennsylvania
sewers, &c.
Sic.
Pennsylvania avenue,
hundred dollars.
hundred
For casual repairs of all the furnaces under the Capitol, five hundred
dollars.
dollars.
For an additional watchman
watchman in reservation
number two, seven hundred
reservation number
hundred
and twenty
and
twenty dollars.
dollars.
a wall in front of the north baseFor casing with stone and erecting
erecting a
basecorrespond with the south
ment of the old part of the Capitol, so as to correspond
basement already completed,
completed, four thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
For completing the sewer through
through the botanic garden, twenty thousand
five
five hundred and five dollars.
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For
up and
and relaying
relaying with
with stone
flagging the
the brick
brick pavement
pavement in
in Paving,
&e
Paving, &e
stone flagging
For taking
taking up
front of
War and
Departments, on
Seventeenth street,
street, three
three thouthouon Seventeenth
of the
the War
and Navy
Navy Departments,
front
sand dollars.
dollars.
For stone
at the
streets intersecting
Pennsylvania avenue, five
the streets
intersecting Pennsylvania
For
stone crossings
crossings at
thousand dollars.
thousand
For repairing,
putting in thorough
thorough order the Public
Public grounds,
grounds,
and putting
repairing, re-glazing,
re-glazing, re-painting, and
For
squares, and
greenhouse
dollars.
greenhouse at
at the President's, five thousand dollars.
squares,
buildings.
For repairing
roof of
portion of
of the
the Capitol,
thousand four
of the
the old
old portion
Capitol, five
five thousand
four
For
repairing roof
hundred
fifty dollars.
hundred and
and fifty
dollars.
To meet
the expenditure
by the
Commissioner of
of Public
Public BuildBuildexpenditure made
made by
the Commissioner
To
meet the
ings
in illuminating
the Capitol
the government
the City
City
government portion
portion of
of the
illuminating the
Capitol and
and the
ings in
Hall, two
fifty dollars.
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
dollars.
Hall,
For
manure for
grounds, five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
for the
the public
public grounds,
five hundred
For hauling
hauling manure
For
the protection
of Franklin
two thousand
thousand
improvement of
Franklin square,
square, two
For the
protection and
and improvement
dollars.
For painting
the President's
President's House
House inside
inside and
out, eight
thousand doleight thousand
doland out,
For
painting the
lars; to
expended by
by the
Commissioner of
of Public
Public Buildings.
Buildings.
the Commissioner
lars;
to be
be expended
For rebuilding
rebuilding fence
fence (destroyed
around the
Instifire) around
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Insti(destroyed by
by fire)
For
tution, two hundred
hundred dollars.
For fuel
centre building
building of
of Capitol,
Capitol, fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
fuel for
for centre
For completing
completing the
dome of
fifty thousand
For
the dome
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Dome of capitol.
For
deficiency in
in appropriation
and tol.
appropriation for
for lighting
lighting the
the Capitol
Capitol and
For supplying
supplying deficiency
President's
and public
around them,
them, and
and around
around the
the execuexecuHouse and
public grounds
grounds around
President's House
tive
offices and
avenue; Bridge
Bridge and
streets, GeorgeGeorgetive offices
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue;
and High
High streets,
town;
Four-and-a-half street,
street, Seventh
street, and
and Twelfth
Twelfth street across
Seventh street,
town; Four-and-a-half
the
Mall, and
and Sixth
Sixth street
thirteen thouthousouth, thirteen
avenue west,
west, and
street south,
the Mall,
and Maryland
Maryland avenue
sand dollars.
For sweeping
sweeping and
cleaning Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania avenue
avenue prior
prior to
to the
inauguraFor
and cleaning
the inauguration on
on the
fourth of
eighteen hundred
sixty-five, one
thousand
tion
the fourth
of March,
March, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
one thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For
For carrying
carrying the Potomac
Potomac water into
into that portion of
of the
the President's
House
for offices,
offices, and
all the
necessary fixtures,
fixtures, three
House occupied
occupied for
and all
the necessary
three thousand
thousand
dollars.
dol lars.
For
supplying deficiency
deficiency in appropriation
appropriation for fuel for
For supplying
for the President's
House
and Capitol,
thousand dollars.
House and
Capitol, six
six thousand
dollars.
continuing the work
extension, one
hundred and
For continuing
work on
on the
the Capitol
Capitol extension,
one hundred
Capitol extension.
seventy-five
sion.
dollars.
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
For
casual repairs
For casual
repairs of
of Patent
Patent Office
Office Building,
Building, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
defraying the
burial of
of Abraham
Abraham Burial of AbraFor defraying
the expenses incident
incident to
to the
the death
death and
and burial
ham Lincoln.
Lincoln.
ham
Lincoln, late President
President of the United
United States, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
For salary of warden of the jail in the
District of
Columbia, sixteen
the District
of Columbia,
sixteen Jail in District
of Columbia.
hundred dollars.
of
Columbia.
hundred
dollars.
maintenance of the convicts transferred
transferred from the Support and
For the support and maintenance
transportation o
of
c soton.
f
District of Columbia to such place
place or places as may be selected
selected by the convicts.
Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, thirty
dollars.
Secretary of
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
Collections
of
Collections of
For the preservation
preservation of
the exploring
exploring and
surveying exploring and
of the
the collections of
of the
and surveying
surveying expeexpeexpeditions of
government, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
surveying
expeditions
of the
the government,
Office of
of the
the Secretary
of State.
publication of
of the
the laws,
Office
Secretary of
State.—For
-For publication
laws, eight
eight thouthou- ditions.
fditce
of
SeeOlice of Secsand dollars.
sand
dollars.
retary of State
Laws.
Laws.
For extra clerk
clerk hire,
hire eight thousand dollars.
United States Commissioner, and
for the
the pay
For the pay
pay of the United
and for
pay of
of the
the Commission
Commission
reciproUnited States
and for
for incidental
the execution
United
States SUrveyor,
Surveyor, and
incidental expenses
expenses in
in the
execution of
of under
under reciprocity treaty.
the
assigned to the
under the
first article
article Vol.
the duty assigned
the joint commission appointed
appointed under
the first
VolY.
1089.
x. p.
p. 1089.
of the reciprocity treaty between the United States and Great
Great Britain
Britain of
of
the fifth
eighteen hundred
November first,
first,
fifth of June, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, from November
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, to March,
March, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
and for drafting and compilation
compilation of the final chart, showing the places
places "re"retheir limits
limits and
descriptions,
served from
from the
the common
common liberty
liberty of
of fishing,"
fishing," their
and descriptions,
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars, or so much thereof
thereof as may be
necessary.
be necessary.
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Office
or deficiency
deficiency in appropriations
appropriations for
for
Attorney General.
General.-—F
For
Ofice of the Attorney
salaries
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, three
under act of March
salaries under
Vol.
Vol. xiii. p. 516. thousand three hundred dollars.
For deficiency
in appropriation
expenses, three
thousand
three thousand
contingent expenses,
for contingent
appropriation for
deficiency in
For
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For pay
pay of
from January
June thirty,
thirty,
to June
first to
January first
clerks from
two temporary
temporary clerks
of two
For
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
twelve hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
sixty-six, twelve
hundred and
eighteen
For stationery,
stationery, furniture,
and other
and for
for books
and
books and
contingencies, and
other contingencies,
furniture, and
For
maps for
for the
for the
the Interior
Interior Department,
Department, three
dollars.
thousand dollars.
three thousand
the Library
Library for
maps
For compensation
compensation for
for temporary
temporary clerks
in the
the Pension
the
for the
Bureau for
Pension Bureau
clerks in
For
current
thousand dollars.
fiscal year,
year, twenty thousand
current fiscal
Government
Government
Hospital for
the Insane.
and
clothing, and
the support, clothing,
For the
Insane. -—For
for the
Government Hospital
Government
hospital for the
medical treatment
treatment of the
army and navy and the revenue
revering
the insane of the army
medical
insane,
insane.
cutter service,
service, and
and of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, at
the government
government hospital
cutter
at the
for the
said District,
hundred dollars
books,
for books,
dollars for
five hundred
District, including
including five
in said
the insane
insane in
for
stationery, and
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, ninety
ninety thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
stationery,
accommodations in the
For finishing, furnishing, and lighting additional accommodations
east wing;
wing; for
bedding for
wing, and
for the extension and
and
and for
west wing,
for the
the west
new bedding
for new
east
replanking of
of the
the coal
coal wharf,
wharf, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
replanking
For
continuation of
of the
the wall
enclosing the
the grounds
grounds of the
ten
the hospital,
hospital, ten
wall enclosing
For continuation
thousand dollars.
For
removing and
and repairing
old frame
and building
building two
two
frame houses
houses and
three old
repairing three
For removing
new cottages for the occupation of the employees
employees of the hospital having
having
families,
thousand dollars.
families, six thousand
dollars.
Patent
Office. -For
expenses of
of receiving,
and taking
taking care
Patent office.
office.
Patent Office.—
For expenses
receiving, arranging,
arranging, and
care
of copyright books, charts, and other copyright
copyright matter, one thousand eight
eight
hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For
descriptions for report, six thousand
thousand dolFor preparing
preparing illustrations
illustrations and descriptions
lars.
lars.
For finishing the saloon in the north wing of the Patent Office building,
furnishing the same with suitable accommodations
reception
and for furnishing
accommodations for the reception
and convenient
exhibition of
the models,
models, thirty
thirty thousand
Proand
convenient exhibition
of the
thousand dollars:
dollars: ProCarpets to be vided,
yide
d That
That i
the purchase
purchase of'
carpets for
for any
any of
of the
or
buildings or
public buildings
the public
of carpets
innthe
of domesticmbanof
domestic manoffices under
herein provided, they shall be of domestic
domestic
any appropriations
appropriations herein
offices
under any
ufacture.
manufacture.
manufacture.
Census office.
office.
Census Office.—For
Office.-For making good the aggregate
aggregate difference
Census
difference between the
original rates
and employees
employees of
Census OfOfrates of
of salaries
salaries paid the clerks
clerks and
of the
the Census
fice, before they were assigned to the General Land Office, from June one
one
to December thirty-one, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
thousand
sixty-five, two thousand
four
hundred and
and fifty
dollars and
thirty-one cents.
cents.
four hundred
fifty dollars
and thirty-one
For
salaries at
the original
original census
of principal
clerk
For paying
paying the
the salaries
at the
census rate,
rate, of
principal clerk
and other clerks and one employee from January
January one to June thirty,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
six thousand
four hundred
and sixty
sixty doleighteen
sixty-six, six
thousand four
hundred and
dollars.
For incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of the Census Office, fifteen
fifteen hundred dollars.
Department
of In the office of the engineer, Department of the Interior, viz:
Department of
viz:
the interior.
For one
one clerk,
clerk, six
six months,
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hu ndred dollars
per
dollars per
months, at
at one
For
Office of engiengineer.
neer,
annum, nine hundred
annum,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
per anFor one clerk, six
six months,
months, at
at one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars
dollars per
annum, seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
dollars.
For one clerk, six months, at one thousand two hundred dollars per annum, six hundred dollars.
Mileage of enFor mileage
Government engineer
engineer from Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio, to Omaha,
Mileage
mileage of Government
gineer, examinhundred and sixin July,
July, eighteen
Washington, in
thence to
to Washington,
ing
route of
Nebraska, and
and thence
eighteen hundred
sixNebraska,
ing routee
ty-five, directed
States to
Union Pacific
directed by the President of the United States
to examine
examine and
and
Bailroad.
report
upon Union
Union Pacific
Pacific railroad routes west from Omaha,
Railroad.
report upon
Omaha, two thousand nine hundred and two miles,
miles, at ten cents per mile, two hundred and
dollars and
twenty cents.
cents.
ninety dollars
and twenty
For mileage
mileage of the same, from Washington
Washington to New York
York and back, in
in

Office of Attorney General.
1865, Gehnera.
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August,
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, on
of Union
Union Pacific
August, eighteen hundred
hundred and
on account
account of
Pacific railrailway,
hundred and
miles, each
each way,
ten cents
mile,
way, two
two hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five miles,
way, at
at ten
cents per
per mile,
forty-five
dollars.
forty-five dollars.
completing bridge over
river, near
City, Bridge
For cost
cost of
of completing
over Big
Big Sioux
Sioux river,
near Sioux
Sioux City,
Bridge and
road from
Sioux City,
Fort Randall,
Randall, DaDa_ wagon
and government
government wagon
wagon road
from Sioux
City, Iowa,
Iowa, to
to Fort
wagon road.
road.
kota Territory, in addition
kotaTerritory,
addition to
appropriations, ten
thousand dollars.
to former
fbrmer appropriations,
ten thousand
dollars.
For commutation of quarters
quarters and fuel to
to officer
officer of corps of engineers,
engineers, juarters
Quarters and
charge of
engineer office,
Department of
United States
States army,
army, in
in charge
of engineer
office, Department
of the
the In-'
In- fuel.
teiior,
terior, agreeably
agreeably to army regulations,
hundred
regulations, from first August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five, to
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, to
to be
to June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
be
eleven
paid by Department of the Interior, agreeably
agreeably to
to army
army regulations,
regulations, eleven
hundred
hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars and sixty-four cents.
cents.
thousand dollars.
For contingencies,
contingencies, two
two thousand
dollars.
Library of
Congress. - For
Library
oiCongress.—F
or purchasing files of
news- Library of Conof leading American
American newspapers
papers for the Library of Congress, one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
g
rass '
five hundred
dollars.
gress.
To enable the Joint Committee
Committee on the Library to
instalto pay the first instalment
a contract made with William H. Powell
ment due on a
Powell for
for aanaval
naval piepic- William H.
H.
ture
the Capitol,
in pursuance
pursuance of
resolution Powell,
Pow
t:
t
ile,for
naval
ture to
to be
be placed
placed in
in the
Capitol, in
of a
a joint
joint resolution
fornaval
approved March second, eighteen hundred and
sixty-five, two
two thousand
thousand Vol.
xiii. p.
p. 570.
570.
and sixty-five,
Vol. xiii.
dollars.
dollars.
Botanic
Botanic Garden.
Garden.—F
or grading,
tools, Botanic Garden
Garden
- For
grading, draining,
draining, procuring
procuring manure,
manure, tools,
fuel,
fuel, and repairs, purchasing trees and shrubs, under the direction of
of the
the
Library
three thousand
hundred dollars.
Library Committee of
of Congress
Congress, three
thousand three
three hundred
dollars.
For pay of
garden, and
and assistants
assistants in
the boboof superintendent
superintendent of
of botanic
botanic garden,
in the
tanic garden
garden and green-houses, to be expended
expended under the direction of the
Library Committee
Committee of Congress,
hundred and
forty-five
Congress, six thousand
thousand one
one hundred
and forty-five
dollars and eighty
cents.
eighty cents.
For the purchase and removal
removal of
greenof materials,
materials, and
and for
for erecting
erecting four
four greenhouses
houses in the botanic
botanic garden, to be expended
expended under the
of the
the
the direction
direction of
Joint Committee
Committee on the Library, twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Columbian Institution
Institution for
and inColumbian
for the Deaf
Deaf and
and Dumb.—
Dumb. - For
For salaries
salaries and
in- Columbian
Columbian InInfive hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
for the
the
cidental expenses,
expenses, including five
the purchase
purchase of
of books
books stitution
titution for
for the
deaf and dumb.
and illustrative apparatus, twelve
twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
furnishing, and
and fitting
fitting up
the two
to the
For the
the erection, furnishing,
up of
of the
two extensions
extensions to
the
buildings, to provide
provide enlarged accommodations
accommodations for the male
male department,
department,
and to furnish rooms for the
pupils in
in useful
thirthe instruction
instruction of
of the
the pupils
useful labor,
labor, thirty-nine thousand four hundred and forty-five dollars and eighty-seven
eighty-seven
cents.
cents.
For the proper enclosure, grading, and improvement
of
improvement of
of the
the grounds
grounds of
the
three thousand
five hundred
dollars.
the institution,
institution, three
thousand five
hundred dollars.
Public Lands.—
Lands. - For surveying
Surveying the Public
surveying the public lands in WisWis- Surveying pub
pub..
cousin,
thousand dollars.
doll ars .
lands.
lic lands.
consin, six
six thousand
lic
For surveying the public lands in Minnesota, fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
surveying the public lands in Dakota Territory, five thousand dolFor surveying
lars.
lars.
For surveying
surveying the public lands in
Nebraska Territory,
in Nebraska
Territory, twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand dollars.
For surveying
surveying the public lands in Kansas, twenty-five
thousand doltwenty-five thousand
dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Colorado Territory,
fifteen thousand
Territory, fifteen
thousand
dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Nevada, fifteen thousand dollars.
For surveying
surveying the public lands in New Mexico,
thousand dollars.
Mexico, five
five thousand
dollars.
For surveying
surveying the
the public lands in California, thirty thousand dollars.
For
For surveying the public lands in Oregon,
Oregon, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Washington
Washington Territory,
twenty thouTerritory, twenty
thousand dollars.

To supply a
a deficiency in the fund for the relief of sick and
disabled
and disabled
seamen,
seamen, one hundred
hundred and seventy thousand
thousand dollars.
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Miscellaneous.
fencing in,
in, repair
and completion
of the
Unitthe Unitcompletion of
repair and
the fencing
- For the
Mliscellaneous. —For
ed States
States court-house
and post-office
post-office at
at Indianapolis,
paving
Indianapolis, Indiana, and paving
court-house and
ed
&
c
Sm.
the
sidewalks in front of the same, the sum of eight thousand dollars, or
or
the sidewalks
.
such
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
thereof as
part thereof
such part
For
of the
the court-house
court-house in
city of
of Boston,
Boston,
in the
the city
repair of
and repair
alteration and
For the
the alteration
five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For
repairs of
United States
marine hospital
hospital at
at Cleveland,
Cleveland, in
the State
State
in the
of United
States marine
For repairs
of Ohio,
Ohio, eight thousand dollars.
Atlantic and
For facilitating
communication between
Atlantic and
and Pacific
States
Pacific States
between the
the Atlantic
For
facilitating communication
Atlantic
and
Pacific teleteleby electrical
electrical telegraph,
telegraph, forty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
forty
by
Pacific
graph.
Detection of
of
For expenses
in detecting
and bringing
bringing to
persons
and punishment
punishment per-ons
to trial
trial and
detecting and
expenses in
For
getection
counterfeiting
engaged in counterfeiting
treasury notes, bonds and other securities of the
counterfeiting treasury
engaged
counterfeiting
treasury notes,
easury notes, United
&c.
United States, as well as the
the coins of the United States, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand
dollars.
D.
S. Payne.
Payne.
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
adjust and
and settle
the accounts
accounts
settle the
to adjust
To enable
D. S.
Census of Idaho.
Idaho. of D.
Payne, for enumerating
enumerating the
the inhabitants
inhabitants of the Territory
Territory of IdaD. S. Payne,
Census
1863,
ch.
117.
1863,
ch.
117
Vol.
p. 808.
under the
of the
the governor
governor of said
authorized
said Territory,
Territory, as authorized
the direction
direction of
Vol.3 X.
ii. p.
so. ho,
ho, under
by the
of March
March three,
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
" An
An
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, entitled
entitled "
hundred and
by
the act
act of
act to
to provide
for the
the Territory
the
of Idaho,"
Idaho," the
Territory of'
government for
provide aatemporary
temporary government
act
thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may
may
sum of
of eight thousand
necessary.
be necessary.
Custom-house
For building
addition to the sum
Maine, in
in addition
building aacustom-house at Portland, Maine,
For
Custom-house
at Portland,
appropriated by Congress,
Congress, seventy-five
ProPortland, Me.
Me 'heretofore
heretofore appropriated
seventy-five thousand dollars:
dollars: Proadvisable,
Treasury may, if
vided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
if' he thinks it advisable,
a sum, not exceeding thirty-five
expend
expend a
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars, in the purchase
purchase
of ground
adjoining the
of
ground adjoining
the site
site of
of the
the old
old custom-house
custom-house on Fore street, now
owned by the United
United States, for the purpose of enlarging the same, or the
owned
Secretary
Secretary may exchange
exchange the lot now owned
owned as aforesaid
aforesaid for a
amore eligible one, if
if the same can be procured;
procured; but no money shall be paid or
or
consideration of such exchange,
exchange,
agreed to be paid by the United States in consideration
assignment, or conveyance
transfer, assignment,
conveyance of property
property by the United
United
and no transfer,
a conveyance
conveyance,' on its
States shall be made upon such exchange,
exchange, except a
Secretary of the
Treasury, of the interest
behalf, by the Secretary
the Treasury,
interest of the United
States in the lot aforesaid
aforesaid and the building thereon.
thereon.
Saint
Albans.
For building
Albans, in
the State
State of
of Vermont,
Vermont,
at Saint
Saint Albans,
in the
Saint Albans.
For
building aacustom-house
custom-house at
ten thousand dollars.
For expenses of the census of Arizona
Census of AriAnArizona Territory, taken
taken in the year
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Court-house,
Court-honse,

zona.
Zona,

hundred and sixty-four, to be audited and paid under the supereighteen hundred

Portland.
Portland.
Providence.

Revenue
agent
Revenue agent
ctt New
New York.

1864, ch.
§ 4.
4.
1884,
ch. 173,
173 7§
Vol.
Vol xiii. p.
p. 224.

Compilation of
laws
aws relating to
revenue, &e.
, &o

William

Handy.

John Hopley.

vision of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, four thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
dollars.
sixty dollars.
For securing the right of way and building a
abridge across the canal to
the marine hospital near Portland, Maine,
Maine, three thousand dollars.
dollars.
For making alterations and repairs
repairs in the custom-house,
custom-house, court-house,
court-house,
and post-office building, at Providence,
Providence, Rhode
thousand
Rhode Island, three
three thousand
dollars.
of the
revenue agent
at New
New York,
York, in
in addiFor compensation
compensation of
the revenue
agent stationed
stationed at
addieighteen hundred
authorized by
tion to the
the sum authorized
by the act of June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-four, including
dollars for the current
current fiscal
fiscal year,
thousand dollars
year,
and sixty-four,
including one thousand
two thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand copies
compilation of the
United
For one thousand
copies of a
a compilation
the laws
laws of the United
of
navigation, now in course of
States relating to revenue, commerce, and navigation,
preparation for the press
preparation
press at the Treasury
Treasury Department, such sum as may
may
necessary therefor
be necessary
therefor in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
exceeding seven thousand dollars.
and not exceeding
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to
William Handy, of
of
to pay to
to William
the Treasury
Treasury Department, for extra
extra clerical services, such sum as may be
found due, not exceeding
exceeding five hundred dollars.
For compensation
compensation to John Hopley, for
the national
for services
services in
in indexing
indexing the
national
currency
hundred dollars.
dollars.
currency act, one hundred
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For additional
additional compensation to the publishers of
at
of the Statutes
Statutes at
at Large
Large,, Statutes
Statutes at
Large.
eight thousand five hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars and sixty-nine cents
cents. Large.
For refitting the rear basement rooms
old Treasury
building for
fo
rooms of
of the
the old
Treasury building
office purposes, eleven thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the purchase of the property
property in Washington
Washington city,
as Ford's
Ford' 5 Ford's theatre.
city, known as
theatre
theatre, for the deposit and safe-keeping
safe-keeping of documentary
papers relating
relatin
documentary papers
o
to the soldiers of the army of the United States, and of the museum of
the
to the
medical
soldiers
andofsurgical
the army
depof
ar tme
the nUnited
tof th eStates,
arm y, and
one of
hunthe
dre museum
d th ousan

the medical and surgical department of the army, one hundred thousand
dollars.
further enacted,
ninth section
of the
the act
ac t Indemnity to
SEC. 2. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the ninth
section of
to
entitled "
" An act making appropriations
appropriations for
sundry civil
ci vil ex
pe ns es o
th e Butler
and Carfor sundry
expenses
offthe
Butler and
CarGovernment for
for the
thi rty, eighteen
ei ght een h
un d
re dan d si
xt
y pe nter.
Government
the year
year ending
ending June
June thirty,
hundred
and sixtylpeter.ch. 79,
79 §
§ 9.
9
"1868,
four, and for
of June,
June, eighteen
ei ghte en hundred
hun dre d and
an d Vol. xii. p. 752.
for the year ending
ending the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
752.
other purposes,"
purposes," a
pp roved March
M arc h thi
rd, eighteen
ei
g ht een h
un
sixty-three, and
and for
for other
approved
third,
hundred and sixty-three,
thirty per
pe r c
en t
=
of
of engrav
sixty-three, appropriating
appropriating thirty
centum
of the
the cost
cost of
engravdies for
revenue sta
m p
s,no
t
o excee
n amount
amoun t
ing the special
special dies
for internal
internal revenue
stamps,
nottto
exceeddi
in
See 1867, ch.
5.
twenty
twenty thousand dollars, be,
the same
is h
ere by, so
amen d
ed as
as t
o 168,
be, and
and the
same is
hereby,
so amended
to
168, §
§ 6.
Post, p. 470.
enable
enable the Secretary of the
to pay
pay the
t
rac t
ors ,B
utl er and
an d
the Treasury
Treasury to
the con
contractors,
Butler
Post,
p. 470.
the said
said sum
sum of
twenty thousand
arsi
f
ull of
ofall
all claims
cl
ai
ms for
f
or
Carpenter, the
of twenty
thousand doll
dollars
inn full
indemnity.
indemnity.
SEC. 3. And be it
itfurther
further ,enacted,
That the
Secretary of
the T
reas ury
endcted, That
the Secretary
of the
Treasury
Custom-hoae
Custom-house
is hereby,
hereby, authori
zed and
and directed
di rect
ed to
t
o p
urc h
ase f
or th
Uni
te d at Island
be, and
and he is
authorized
Pond.
purchase
for
thee United
Island Pond.
States an appropriate
appropriate building
building site
site at
at Island
Pon d, or
or a
some point
po i
n tnort
hIsland Pond,
attsome
northIsland Pond
Pond and
the C
an
adi an boundary
boun dary line,
li ne ,in
i
n th
tate
erly of
of Island
and south
south of
of the
Canadian
thee S
State
and to
to cause
to be
be erected
erec ted th
ereon a
su it abl e b
uildi ng f
or th
of Vermont,
Vermont, and
cause to
thereon
a suitable
building
for
thee
of the
customs a
are or
may b
st
ati one d at
th
at
use of
of such officers
officers of
the customs
ass are
or may
bee stationed
at that
place:
the cost
su ch p
urc h
ase an
d erection
erec ti on s
hall not
not
place: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
cost of
of such
purchase
and
shall
Proviso.
exceed the
thousand dollars;
dollars; which
which amount
amount is
hereby approapp ro the sum of
of ten
ten thousand
is hereby
priated for
for the
the purpose.
purpose.
priated
SEC.
SEC. 4. And
And be
enacted, That
sum of
of f
our thousand
th ousan d Library of
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
the sum
four
by ""An
An ac
ki ng appropriations
app ropri
ati ons for
f
or t
he l
eg i
sl
at i
ve, Congress.
Congress.
dollars, appropriated
appropriated by
acttma
making
the
legislative,
c
b. 147.,
executive, and
judicial expenses
th e governmen
or th
year en
di ng Vol. xi.ss
and judicial
expenses o
offthe
governmenttf
for
thee year
ending
Vol. xiii. p. 148.
148.
June thirty, eighteen
anddsixty-five," approved June
eighteen hundred
hu ndred an
n ty-fi ve ,
June twe
twenty-five,
eighteen hundred and sixty-five
the Joint
Joi
nt Lib
rary
sixty-five [four],
[four], "to
"to enable
enable the
Library
Committee to
purch ase a
pl et
e file
fil e o
se l
ect i
ons f
rom European periCommittee
to purchase
a com
complete
offselections
from
European periodicals, from
hun dre d and
an d s
i
xt
yone to
to eighteen
ei
gh
teen h
un d
red and
odicals,
fron eightee
eighteenn hundred
sixty-one
hundred
and
sixty-four, relating
relati ng to
t
o the
th e rebellion
re b
elli on i
he U
ni
te d S
tates, to b
deposited
sixty-four,
inn tthe
United
States,
to bee deposited
in the
the library,"
here by t
rans f
erre dt
un d f
or t
he purc
hase of
in
library," is
is hereby
transferred
too th
thee f
fund
for
the
purchase
of books
books
for
the Library
Library of
of Co
ngress ,
t
o be
be expended
expen d
edone
half for
f
or the
th
e purc h
ase of
for the
Congress,
to
one half
purchase
of
law
books and
and o
nehalf
half f
or th
hase of
ofm
i
sce ll aneous b
ooks for said
law books
one
for
thee purc
purchase
miscellaneous
books
for said
library.
library.
SEc.
be it
it further
That the
the President
ofth
Unit ed Additional
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
President of
thee United
Additional
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
au th or i
ze dt
expen d d
ur i
ng t
he fiscal
fi sca lyear
end- compensation to
States be,
too expend
during
the
year enddi:
T
trigis
i
f
t
t
t
t
O
I
Zet*
ys
ing
day of
ofJune,
June ,eighteen
ei
ght een hundred
hun dre d an
i
xty si
x, so much of
ing the
the thirtieth
thirtieth day
andds
sixty-six,
so much of and
a marshals
to
marshals
forr
the
ofsecond
se
con d M
arc h, eighteen
ei
ghteen h
un
d
re
d
an
d
s
i
xty-one,
as
he
the appropriation
appropriation of
March,
hundred and sixty-one, as he services in supmay be deem expedient
and p
ro p
er ,
no
di ng i
th
e whole
wh
ol
e ten
ten t
hou- s
expedient and
proper,
nottexcee
exceeding
pressionici.ef
lave-tra of.the
inn the
thoupression
the
sand dollars,
fo r compensation
com p
ensa ti on to
t
o United
Uni
te d S
tates mars
hal
s, district
di
stri
ct attorattorsand
dollars, for
States
marshals,
neys,
and other
pe rson s employed
em pl oyed i
en f
orc i
ng the
th
e l
aws f
or the
ch. 84.
84.
neys, and
other persons
inn enforcing
laws
for
the suppressuppres- 11861,
861, ch.
sion of
African slave-trade,
sl ave -t ra de,for
f
or any services
serv i
ces t
hey may
der, and
of the
the African
they
may ren
render,
and for
for Vol. au. p. 219
which
owance i
th erw i
se prov
id ed by
by l
aw; an dalso so much of
which no
no all
allowance
iss ootherwise
provided
law;
and also so much of
said
as m
ay b
t
o pay
pay the
th
e salaries
sal
ar i
es o
th
e j
udges
said appropriation
appropriation as
may
bee necessary
necessary to
offthe
judges
Judges, arbiarbiand
app oi
nt
edby
hi m ,pursuant
pursuan tto
th
e act
act of
ofCongress
Congress approved
approved trators,
and arbitrators
arbitrators appointed
by him,
to the
tra tor 8 and
and
courts.
July eleven,
een hundred
hun dre d an
si
xt
y -t wo, ent i
tl
ed "An act to carry mixed courts.
July
eleven, eight
eighteen
andd sixty-two,
entitled
"An act to carry 1862,
1862, ch. 140.
into effect
between the
th e United
Unit ed States
St at
es and
an d her
her Britannic
Bri
tann i
c M
aj
- Vol. ail.
into
effect the
the treaty
treaty between
Majxii. p. 581.
631.
esty for
for the
supp ress i
on o
ri
can slave-trade,"
sl
ave tra d
e, "an d f
or th
esty
the suppression
offth
thee Af
African
and for
thee expenses
expenses
of
court s of
ofj
us ti ce provided
prov id edfor
f
or by
by said
sa id treaty.
treaty. '
of the
the mixed
mixed courts
justice
SEC. 6. And b
bee it
further enacted,
enacted, That the authority to sell the
SEC.
it further
the propprop- Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
erty known
known as
Pe nns yl van i
a B
an k b
uildi ng, in
i
n accor
dance with
with the
the Bank building
erty
as the
the Pennsylvania
Bank
building,
accordance
may
be sold.
June
t
wen ty-thi rd, eighteen
ei
ghteen hundred
hun dre d an
si
xty, section
sect i
on two,
acts approved
approved June
acts twenty-third,
anddsixty,
twol,
l100,
db.§2.
3.
W, 160,
cii. 100,
1860, ch.
4 2.

24
24
Vol.
p. 89.
89.
xii. p.
Vol. xii.

1862,
5.
11, §5.
1862, ch. 11,
Vol.
p. 369.
xii. p.
369.
Vol. xii.
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and
March fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
section five, is
sixty-two, section
and sixty-two,
and March
Provided,That the
Treasury: Provided,
hereby conferred upon the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury:
hunthan one
a sum not less than
property
property be sold at public auction, and for a
one hun-

dred
and ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dred and
S
EC. 7.
7. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury
of the
And be
SEC.
authorized to increase the clerical force
force in the office
office of the asis hereby
hereby authorized
clerks
sistant treasurer of Philadelphia, and the aggregate
Philadelph
in in
Philadelphia.
aggregate salaries of said clerks
shall
exceed the
sum of
thousand dollars,
dollars, which
which amount
is herehereamount is
nine thousand
of nine
the sum
not exceed
shall not
by
out of
of any
any money
money in
the treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropritreasury not
in the
appropriated out
by appropriated
ated.
Branch
SRC. 8.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That,
That, in
addition to
to the
the appropriain addition
it further
8. And
at SEC.
Branch mint at
tions hereinbefore allowed for the branch mint at California, the following
California.
following
sums respectively
are hereby,
appropriated, viz:
viz:
manner, appropriated,
like manner,
in like
hereby, in
respectively are
sums
For wages
wages of
adjusters, sixty-nine
thousand four
four hundred
hundred
sixty-nine thousand
and adjusters,
of workmen
workmen and
For
and
fifty dollars.
and fifty
For
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, repairs,
repairs, and wastage,
wastage, one hunhunFor incidental
dred
and six
six thousand
thousand five
dollars and twentytwenty-nine dollars
and twenty-nine
hundred and
five hundred
dred and
nine
nine cents.
cents.
appropriato the
in addition
SEC. 9.
9. And
it further
That in
addition to
the appropriaenacted, That
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEC.
Arizona TerriTerritory of Arizona, the following
following sums
tions hereinbefore
hereinbefore made for the Territory
tory.
viz:
are
appropriated, viz:
hereby appropriated,
are hereby
For
compensation and
and mileage
members of the legislative
legislative assemassemthe members
mileage of the
For compensation
bly,
officers, clerks,
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, five
five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
clerks, and
bly, officers,
thousand dolFor
and printing
dolTerritory, five thousand
of the
the Territory,
printing laws of
preparation and
For preparation
lars.
lars.
be, and
and
That the
following sums
Deficiency
3S
EC. 10.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the following
sums be,
SEC.
10. And
Deficiency a1
appropriations
not
treasury not
in the
the treasury
any money in
out of
of any
appropriated, out
hereby, appropriated,
same are
are hereby,
for the
the same
propriations for
appropriations for the objects
deficiencies in the appropriations
otherwise
appropriated, for deficiencies
otherwise appropriated,
viz:
hereinafter
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, viz:
officers, &c.,
For compensation
compensation of the officers,
officers, clerks, messengers and others, receivofficers,
&c., of
House of RepreRepresentatives, one
ing
an
annual
salary
in
service
of the House of Representatives,
service
the
in
salary
annual
an
ing
reRes
i
Htse
entatives,
•
s
thousand
thousand four hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine dollars and sixty-four cents.
the
committees, and temporary clerks in the office of the
For clerks
clerks of committees,
Clerk
and
Representatives, four thousand one hundred and
House of Representatives,
Clerk of the
the House
eighty dollars.
dollars.
For contingent
viz:
Representatives, viz:
of the House of Representatives,
contingent expenses
expenses of
For
For
engineers, firemen, and laborers, repairs and
For fuel and
and lights,
lights, pay of engineers,
materials,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
materials, ten
For
furniture, repairs, and packing
members, twenty thousand
thousand
packing boxes, for members,
For furniture,
dollars.
dollars.
For pages and temporary
temporary mail boys, two thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
thirty-two dollars.
For stationery, thirteen
thirteen thousand
thousand four hundred and thirty-two
For folding documents,
documents, including materials, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
contingent
Contingent expenses
namely:
contingent exexpenses of the Senate, namely:
penses of
o Senate.
For stationery, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty-seven thouFor clerks, pages,
pages, horses, carryalls, and so
so forth, twenty-seven
sand dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For fuel and repairs of heating and ventilating apparatus, to be provided under the charge of the sergeant-at-arms,
sergeant-at-arms, sixteen thousand two hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
purchased, and repairs
Sergeant-at-arms,
For furniture purchased,
repairs done
done by the Sergeant-at-arms,
con[tin]gent
under the
the direction
direction of
of the Committee
Committee to
to audit and
and control
control the con[tin]gent
expenses
expenses of the Senate, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand five hundred dollars.
For additional labor in the folding room and around Senate
Senate chamber, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Clerks
asof asClerks of
treasurer
sistant treasurer
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To supply aa deficiency
deficiency in the appropriation
appropriation for
for the Capitol police
police unun- Capitol police.
police.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
to be
der the act of April twenty-two, eighteen
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, to
be
paid to the widow of David Vose, late aapoliceman
being
policeman in the crypt, being
centum on his salary from December
eighteen hundred
twenty per centum
December four,
four, eighteen
hundred
sixty-one, to July eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
five hunand sixty-one,
and sixty-four, five
hundred and thirty-two dollars, to be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the
Commissioner
Commissioner of
of public
public buildings.
For salary of the Stenographer
Stenographer appointed under resolution
Janu- Stenographer.
resolution of
Stenographer.
of Janueighteen hundred and sixty-five, three
three thousand and
and six
six hundred
hundred
ary fifth, eighteen
and fifty dollars.
For additional compensation
in the
the Clerk's
compensation to laborers in
Clerk's office
office of
of the
the House
House
of Representatives,
allowed by act
Representatives, the same as allowed
act of June
June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eigheigh- 1864, ch. 147.
Vol.
p. 147.
147.
hundred and
dollars.
teen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, seven
seven hundred
and thirty
thirty dollars.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
SEC. 11.
enacted, That
That the
the proper
proper accounting
SEC.
11. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
accounting offioffi- Employees of
of
de uty provost
cers of the Treasury Department
Department be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to marshal
deputy Provost
of the
Collin,cr,sworth, 0.
H. Vedder,
Vedder, Edward
C. District of
pay A. D. Collingsworth,
O. H.
Edward R.
R. Sherman,
Sherman, Charles
Charles C.
of CoCoAdams, Samuel W.
Adams,
W. Tucker, J.
J. G.
G. Adams, A.
A. Bengiral, J.
J. C.
C. Parker,
Parker, J.
J. lumbia
luabia for
for spespecial service.
A. Odell, V. Barnes, T.
Gladman, R.
C. cial service.
A.
T. H. Gladman,
R. A. Cronin, T. N. Adams,
Adams, J.
J. C.
W. D. Lindsay, A.
B. C.
C. Farless,
Cleary, W.
A. Jewett,
Jewett, jr., F. Cochin, B.
Farless, J.
J. P.
P.
Townsend, C. W. Odell, J. W.
Morehead; S. P.
P. Lee, W.
James
W. Morehead;
W. H. Salter,
Salter, James
Cross, J. R. Creed, H. B. Rourke, E. A. Lipscomb,
Lipscomb, George Cottenham,
Cottenham,
C. A. Perkins, W. B. Cudlipp, S. S. Baker, J.
J. M. Conroy, 0.
Boyden
O. W.
W. Boyden,
J.
S. Brossius,
Calvert, F.
F. G.
Calvert, G.
G.
J. 0.
O. Armes, J.
J. Bellows,
Bellows, E.
E. S.
Brossius, J.
J. J.
J. Calvert,
G. Calvert,
D. A.
B. Gulllien,
D. Curtis, W. B. Dyer, D.
A. Fish,
Fish, A.
A. 11.
H. Gillespie,
Gillespie, R.
R. B.
Guillien, Charles
Charles
Goheen,
Goheen, H. Holmes, G. C. Holliday, B. E. Messer,
F.
Messer, E.
E. C. Messer, F.
Madden, W.
L. P.
P. Porter,
Pearson,
MIadden,
W. McKee, W. H.
H. E.
E. Ourand,
Ourand, L.
Porter, P.
P. W.
W. Pearson,
J.
J. L. Rowland,
Rowland, C. V.
Sweet, T.
Schea,
V. Rotterden, E.
E. J.
J. Schale,
Schale, E.
E. J.
J. Sweet,
T. J.
J. Schea,
J. C.
C. Williams, J. G. Wilson, L.
J.
Dobson,
L. K. Brown, J.
J. H.
H. Gunn, H. A.
A. Dobson,
J.
Munson, J.
C. Green,
Green,
J. A. McIntire, V. B. Munson,
J. J.
J. Dickens,
Dickens, W.
W. E.
E. Armes,
Armes, J.
J. C.
Lewis E. Rauterburg, and B. W. Parsons,
employed by
the deputy
Parsons, employed
by the
deputy proprovost marshal
marshal of the District
Columbia in
enrolling office
office of
of said
District of Columbia
in the
the enrolling
said
marshal,
marshal, for night-work
night-work and especial
especial service performed
pursuance of
performed in
in pursuance
of aa
contract
contract between
between said clerks and said provost
provost marshal, such accounts
being
accounts being
properly certified upon the
provost marshal,
marshal, and
properly
the rolls, or
or by said deputy provost
and
the sum of three thousand three hundred and sixty dollars, or
or so
so much
much
thereof as
hereby appropriated
out of
of any
thereof
as may
may be necessary,
necessary, is
is hereby
appropriated out
any money
money in
in
otherwise appropriated
therefor.
the treasury not otherwise
appropriated therefor.
further enacted,
enacted, That the following sums be, and Deficiency apSEC. 12. And be it
it further
propriation for
for
the same are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in the appropriappropri- propriation
ations for the fiscal year ending the thirtieth of June,
hundred
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriated:
ated:
For the compensation
compensation of the superintendent
occupied Quarter-master
superintendent of the building occupied
Quarter-master
General's offie.
office.
by the Quarter-master
Quarter-master General, viz: for the fiscal year ending
ending June General's
thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and the
present fiscal
fiscal year,
the present
year, four
four
hundred dollars.
For the Indian service
for money
money advanced
by Brigham
service in Utah,
Utah, being
being for
advanced by
Brigham Indian service
Utah.
Young, while governor and ex-officio superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs, in
in Utah.
found due and allowed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, thirty-eight thouthousand four hundred and eighty-seven dollars
dollars and
cents.
and fifty-three
fifty-three cents.
For plates, engraving, printing, and paper for national currency
currency notes, Plates, &c., for
for
two hundred
hundred and fifty thousand dollars: Provided,
currenProvided, That no portrait
portrait or national currency notes.
notes.
likeness of any living person hereafter
hereafter engraved,
shall be
be placed
placed upon
any 'No
engraved, shall
upon any
portrait of
No portrait
of
of the bonds, securities,
securities, notes, fractional
fractional or postal currency of the
the United living person to
be
engraved
States.
be engraved
thereon.
thereon.
For making
making certain alterations in the custom-house
custom-house building at
at PhilaPhila- Custom-house
Custom-house
twenty-five dollars.
Philadelphia.
delphia, seven thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and twenty-five
at Philadelphia.
For deficiency
deficiency in the appropriation
appropriation for fuel
the President's
House President's
fuel for
for the
President's House
President's
house and
and capicapithousand dollars.
and Capitol, six thousand
house

tol.
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Naval
academy.
Naval academy.

To supply
supply a
adeficiency
the appropriation
for
academy for
the naval
naval academy
for the
appropriation for
in the
deficiency in
To
the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirty, eighteen
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, one
one
June thirty,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
the fiscal
hundred
and seventy-eight
thousand and
and sixty-four
sixty-four dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
seventy-eight thousand
H.
Blopfer.
To pay
pay H.
ten months'
months' service,
in the
office
the office
a laborer
laborer in
as a
service, as
for ten
Klopfer for
H. A.
A. Klopfer
To
A.Klopfer.
H. A.
of the
the Attorney
at forty
forty dollars
per month,
feta hundred
of
Attorney General,
General, at
dollars per
month, ftnr
hundred doldollars.
Post-office,
&c.,
For certain
of the
the building
Portbuilding in
in Portportion of
alterations to
to the
the post-office
post-office portion
For
certain alterations
Post-office, &c.,
buildiug
custom-house; and court-house, five thoubuilding at Port- land,
land, Maine, used for post-office, custom-house,
land,
land.
sand
sand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the money hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated
for claims
claims due
for the
construction and
furnishing the
the Baltimore
Baltimore courtand furnishing
for
due for
the construction
claims due
governhouse, and
and for
for the payment
payment of
of claims
due for the
the repairs of
of the government warehouses
warehouses and
construction wharves,
Staten Island,
New York,
York,
ment
and the
the construction
wharves, Staten
Island, New
shall
and no
whatever shall
shall be
be made
made ununshall be paid for damages,
damages, and
no payments whatever
less upon
upon aafull
examination of
of the
the proper
proper department
department of
of the
government,
less
full examination
the government,
and aa certificate
certificate by
Attorney General
the said
said amounts
to be
be
and
by the
the Attorney
General that
that the
amounts to
paid are
are just, legal
legal and
and proper.
proper.
Additional pay
SEC. 13.
13. And
it further
enacted, That
That such
as mar
be required
may be
required
such sum
sum as
And be
be it
further enacted,
SEC.
Additionalpay
a
females
to pay
the
additional compensation
provided by
by section
section three
of "An
act
three of
"An act
the additional
compensation provided
of
&c
to
pay
females,,S;c•
1V86oL4, ch. 147, §3.
160. making
making appropriations
for the
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judicial
appropriations for
the legislative,
judicial expenexpenVoL' iii. p.
p.160.
government for
ending June
eighteen hunses of the government
for the year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
dred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
twenty-fifth,
dred
and for
for other
approved June twenty-fifth,
eighteen hundred and
of
eighteen
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, up to and
and including
including the
the thirtieth
thirtieth day of
eighteen hundred
approJune, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated.
priated.
Salaries of
ofoffiSEC. 14. And
And be it further
further enacted, That from and after the first day of
Salaries
offiof
cers
of the mint April,
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, there
shall be
be paid
instead
annually,, instead
paid annually
there shall
hundred and
eighteen hundred
April, eighteen
arshofadhelpiat
at
Phil
adelphia, of
and
assistant
the yearly
salaries at
present authorized,
to the
Director of
of the
at
at present
authorized, to
the Director
the Mint
Mint at
and assistant
of the
yearly salaries
treasurers.
Philadelphia,
treasurers.
Philadelphia, four thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars; to
three
to the
the Treasurer,
Treasurer, three
thousand
five hundred
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
for
thousand five
hundred dollars,
dollars, and
and one
one thousand
thousand five
additional compensation
compensation as assistant
additional
assistant treasurer
United States;
treasurer of the United
States; to the
the
melter and refiner,
refiner, three
three thousand
dollars; to the
thousand dollars;
the assayer,
assayer, three
three thousand
thousand
dollars; to the assistant to the assayer, two thousand dollars;
dollars; to
to the
chief
the chief
coiner, three
coiner,
three thousand
thousand dollars; to the assistant
assistant to the chief coiner,
coiner, two thouthousand
dollars; to
to the
the engraver,
three thousand
thousand dollars;
sand dollars;
engraver, three
dollars; to
to one
one clerk,
clerk, two
two
thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars; to two clerks, two thousand dollars
each;
dollars each;
five himdred
hpndred dollars
to four clerks, one thousand
thousand five
dollars each;
each; to the treasurer
treasurer
of the branch mint at San Francisco,
Francisco, for
for salary as assistant treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the
United States, in addition
addition to his salary as treasurer of said mint,
mint, one thousand five hundred dollars;
dollars; to the assistant treasurer
treasurer of
United States
of the United
at New York, eight thousand dollars;
dollars; to the assistant treasurer
treasurer of the
United States at Boston,
Boston, five thousand dollars;
the assistant
assistant treasurer
dollars; to
to the
treasurer
of the United States at Saint Louis, five thousand
thousand dollars; and the amount
amount
necessary
necessary to carry these provisions into effect
ending
effect for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, is hereby appropriated.
ArPRovED,
APPROVED, April 7, 1866.
1866.

7,1866.
April 7,
1866.

CHAP. XXIX.--An
provide Arms and Ammunition for the Defence of the
XXIX. — An Act to provide
Inhabitantsof Dakota
Dakota Territory.
Territory.
Inhabitants

Arms and am- Be it enacted by the Senate
the United
United
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
munition for de- st
at
es of America in Congress
Secretary of
of War be,
fence of inhabiinhabitanta of Dakota and he is hereby, authorized and directed
tants
directed to issue,
issue, upon
upon the
the requisition
requisition of
of
Territory.
the governor
governor of Dakota Territory, such amount of ordnance aud
Territory,
and ordnance
ordnance
stores as may be necessary
necessary to arm the inhabitants of
of said
said Territory
Territory who
who
may organize
organize for defence
defence against hostile Indians, not exceeding one thousand stand of small-arms
small-arms and one hundred
hundred thousand rounds of ammunition,
ammunition,
to be charged
charged against the quota due, or to become due, to the Territory
under the laws for arming and
equipping the militia.
and equipping
militia.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April 7, 1866.
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CHAP. XXXI.
X
. -— An
protect all Persons
CHAP.
An Act to protect
Persons in
States in
in their
in the United
United States
their Civil
Civil
Rights,
of their
their Vindication.
Vindication.
Sights, and
andfurnish
furnish the
the Means
Means of
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April 9,
April
9, 1866.
1866.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Unite d Who
Wh?.are citicitiof the
the United
e of
States of America in
assembled, That all persons born in th
in Congress
gongress assembled,
the zzens
"s of the
Ltes
United States and not subject to any foreign
foreign power, excluding Indian
Indians Un
not taxed, are hereby
hereby declared
declared to be citizens of
United
States;
an
of the
the United States; and
such
such citizens, of every race and color, without regard to
to any
any previous
con
previous condition of slavery or involuntary servitude, except as a
a punishment
punishment fo
for
crime whereof
whereof the party shall have been
duly convicted,
convicted, shall
shall have
th
been duly
have the
same
rights
same right, in every State and Territory
Territory in the
the United
United States,
States, to
to mak
makee andtheir
their
rights
obligation*
and
enforce contracts,
contracts, to sue, be parties, and give evidence,
and enforce
evidence, to
to inherit,nd
inheri t,
obligtiont
purchase,
purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey
convey real and personal
property, and
and to
personal property,
full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings
of per
proceedings for
for the
the security
security of
person and property, as is enjoyed by white citizens,
and shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
t
citizens, and
like punishment, pains, and penalties, and
and to
none other,
other, any
statute
to none
any law,
law, statute,
ordinance, regulation,
regulation, or custom,
to the
notwithstanding.
custom, to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
SEc.
SEC. 2. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That any
under color
color of
of Penalty for deany person
person who,
who, under
deany
law, statute,
statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom, shall subject, or cans
any law,
cause priving any
any person of any
right
i
to be subjected, any inhabitant of
any State
State or
Territory to
of any
or Territory
to the
the depriva
depriva- protected
sontecteadnbvrh
by thist
tion of any right secured or protected
protected by this act, or
different punish
or to
to different
punish-- act, by reason of
or race, &c
Sto
ment, pains, or penalties on account of such person
person having
having at
at any
any tim
timea color
colororrace,
been held in aa condition of slavery or
servitude, except
except as
as a
or involuntary
involuntary servitude,
a
punishment
punishment for crime whereof
whereof the party shall
have been
been duly
shall have
duly convicted
convicted,1
or by reason of his color or race, than is
is prescribed
prescribed for
for the
the punishment
punishment o
of
white persons, shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor, and,
and, on
on convic
conviction, shall be punished by fine not
exceeding one
one thousand
dollars, o
not exceeding
thousand dollars,
or
imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding one year,
bah, in
th
year, or
or both,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
court.
SEC.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the district courts
S
EC. 3.
courts of the United
Courts of
the
Courts
of the
States, within
States,
within their respective districts, shall have, exclusively
exclusively of the United States
States to
courts
of
the
have
ve_jurisdictlon
several
States,
cognizance of
of all crimes and offences com- f offeucesundior
courts of the several States, cognizance
of offences under
mitted
mitted against
against the provisions of this act, and also, concurrently with the this
this act.
act.
circuit courts of the United States, of all causes,
causes, civil
civil and
and criminal,
criminal, affectaffecting persons
ing
persons who are denied or cannot enforce in
judicial triin the courts
courts or
or judicial
tribunals
bunals of the State or locality where they may be
of the
rights secured
secured
be any of
the rights
to them by the first section of this aot; and if any
any suit
or prosecution,
suit or
prosecution, Suits
Snits comcivil or
or criminal,
commenced in any State court,
in
court menced
civil
criminal, has been or shall be commenced
moenedmay
in State
State
courts
courts may be
be
against any
any such
such person, for any cause
against
cause whatsoever, or
officer, removed
or against any
any officer,
removed on dedecivil or military, or other person, for any arrest or
imprisonment, tresor imprisonment,
tres- fendant'smotion.
fendant's motion.
passes,
or
wrongs
done
or
committed
by virtue or under
passes,
under color
color of
of authorauthority derived from this act or the act establishing
Bureau for
relief of
of
establishing aa Bureau
for the
the relief'
Freedmen and Refugees, and all acts amendatory thereof,
or for
for refusing
thereof, or
1865, ch.
90.
refusing 186.5
ch. 90.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.507.
to
to do
do any
any act
act upon the ground that it would be inconsistent
inconsistent with this act, Vol.
P 507
such defendant shall have the right to
cause for
the
to remove
remove such
such cause
for trial
trial to
to the
proper district or circuit court
court in the manner prescribed
prescribed by
the "
Act rereby the
"Act
lating to habeas corpus and regulating judicial
judicial proceedings
in certain
certain
proceedings in
cases," approved March three, eighteen hundred and
cases,"
and all
all 1863,
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
1863, ch.
ch. 87.
87.
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof. The jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
criminal matters
in civil
civil and
and criminal
matters Vol.
xii. p.
755.
p. 765.
Jurisdiction
to
t to
Jurisdiction
hereby
hereby conferred
conferred on the district and circuit courts of the United
United States
States be
enforced acac
be
enforced
shall be
exercised and
and enforced in conformity
shall
be exercised
conformity with the laws of the
United cording
the United
cording to
to the
States, so
far as
such laws
laws are
are suitable
to carry
carry the
the same into effect; but laws
of
the Unitofthe
States,
so far
as such
suitable to
ed States,
or the
ed States, or the
in all eases
cases where
where such laws are not adapted to
deficient commonlaw,&c.
to the
the object,
object, or
or are
are deficient
common law, &c.
in the provisions
necessary to furnish
provisions necessary
furnish suitable remedies and
offenand punish
punish offences against law, the common law, as modified
and changed
the consticonstimodified and
changed by
by the
t-ition and
and statutes
statutes of
of the
tition
the State wherein the court having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
the
cause, civil or criminal, is held, so far as the same is
the cause,
inconsistent
is not
not inconsistent
with
Constitution and laws of the United
with the
the Constitution
United States, shall be
to
be extended
extended to
and
said courts
courts in
in the trial and disposition
and govern
govern said
disposition of such cause, and, if
of
if of
a criminal
a
criminal nature, in the infliction of
punishment on
found guilty.
guilty.
of punishment
on the
the party
party found
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SEC. 4.
it further enacted,
That the
the district
district attorneys,
District attorenacted, That
attorneys, marshals,
marshals,
SEC.
4. And
And be
be itfurther
in- and deputy marshals of the United States, the commissioners
neys, &c.,
&c., to incommissioners appointed by
stitute proceedcircuit and
and territorial
courts of the United States, with powers of arrestarrest territorial courts
r eedall
the circuit
sintte
ings
against
all the
imprisoning, or
or bailing
against the
of the
the United
violating this act. ing,
the laws
laws of
United States,
States,
ing, imprisoning,
bailing offenders
offenders against

the
and agents
of the
and every
every other
other officer
officer
the officers
officers and
agents of
the Freedmen's
Freedmen's Bureau,
Bureau, and
who may
may be
the President
of the
the United
empowered by
by the
President of
United States,
States,
who
be specially
specially empowered
the
required,,at the
shall be,
be, and
and they are hereby, specially
specially authorized
authorized and
and required
expense of
of the
the United
States, to
against all
all and
and every
every
expense
United States,
to institute
institute proceedings
proceedings against
person
who shall
shall violate
violate the
provisions of
of this
this act,
act, and
them
and cause
cause him
him or
or them
person who
the provisions
to
be imprisoned, or
or bailed, as the
the case
case may be,
be, for
fbr trial
trial beto be
be arrested
arrested and
and imprisoned,
fore such
such court
of the
the United
United States
territorial court
as by
by this
has
this act
act has
States or
or territorial
court as
fore
court of
cognizance
of the
offence. And
And with
with a
aview
view to
affording reasonable
proto affording
reasonable procognizance of
the offence.
tection
constitutional rights of equality before the
to all
all persons
persons in their
their constitutional
tection to
law,
slavery or
or
condition of
of slavery
previous condition
law, without distinction
distinction of race or color, or previous
involuntary
a punishment for crime, whereof the parinvoluntary servitude, except as a
have been duly
duly convicted,
convicted, and to the prompt discharge of the
ty shall have
duties of
courts of
of the
the United
United
the duty
duty of the
the circuit
circuit courts
of this act,
act, it
it shall
shall be
be the
duties
States and
courts of
of the
the Territories
Territories of
the United
States, from
from
States
and the
the superior
superior courts
of the
United States,
commissioners, so as to afford a
Number of
time to time, to increase the number of commissioners,
a
commissioners
commissioners speedy and convenient
means for the arrest and examination
persons
convenient
examination
of
persons
appointed by
by circirappointed
charged with
violation of
act; and
and such
such commissioners
are hereby
hereby
commissioners are
of this
this act;
with aaviolation
cuit and territo- charged
rial
rial courts
courts to
to be
be authorized
authorized and required to exercise and discharge all the powers and duduincreased; their
ties conferred
conferred on
them by
this act,
act, and
and the
same duties with regard
to
regard to
the same
by this
on them
auincthoa.their ties
authority.
offences created
created by this act, as they are
authorized by law to exercise
exercise with
are authorized
offences
regard to other
regard
other offences
offences against
against the laws
laws of the United States.
Marshals, &c.,
SEC. 5. And be it further
further enacted,
SEc.
enacted, That it shall be the duty of all marto pto
obey
all
preoey all pre- shals and deputy marshals to obey and execute all
all warrants
warrants and
and precepts
precepts
cepts under this
issued under
under the
provisions of
when to
directed; and
and should
should
the provisions
of this
this act,
act, when
to them
them directed;
act.
issued
Penalty for
Penalty
for rere- any marshal or deputy
deputy marshal refuse
refuse to receive such warrant or other
other
fusal,
Ste.
fuss, &.
process when tendered,
tendered, or to use all proper
process
proper means diligently
diligently to execute the
same,
he shall,
shall, on
on conviction
fined in
in the
of one
one thousand
same, he
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
be fined
the sum
sum of
thousand
accused is alleged
dollars, to the use of
of the
the person
person upon whom the accused
alleged to
to have
Commissioners committed the offence.
Commissioners
offence. And the better to enable the said commissioners
commissioners
may appoint perto execute
execute their
duties faithfully
and efficiently,
conformity with
with the
smay
apint
peer- to
their duties
faithfully and
efficiently, in
in conformity
the
sons to
execute
warrants.
Constitution of the
requirements of this
Constitution
the United
United States and
and the requirements
this act,
act, they
they
are hereby
hereby authorized and empowered, within their
their counties
to
counties respectively,
respectively, to
appoint, in writing, under their hands, any one or more suitable persons,
warrants and other process
as may
may
from time to time, to
to execute all
all such warrants
process as
performance of their
be issued by
by them in
in the lawful performance
their respective
respective duties;
duties;
and the persons so appointed
appointed to execute
execute any warrant
warrant or process as
as aforeAuthority of
said shall have authority to summon
summon and call to their aid the bystanders
such persons.
such persons.
comitatus of the proper county, or such portion
or posse cornitatus
portion of the land
land or
or nanaval
of the
the militia,
as may
be necessary
necessary to
to
val forces of
of the United
United States, or of
militia, as
may be
performance of the duty
the performance
charged, and
duty with
with which
which they are charged,
and to insure aa
Constitution which
which prohibits
faithful observance
observance of
of the
the clause
clause of
of the Constitution
prohibits slavslavWarrants
Warrants to ery, in conformity with the provisions
provisions of this act; and said warrants
warrants shall
run where.
un w ere.
run and be executed
executed by said officers anywhere
the State
anywhere in the
State or
or Territory
Territory
which they
are issued.
issued.
within which
they are
Penalty
obPenalty for
forobSEC. 6. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That any person
person who shall knowingknowingstructing process
process ly and wilfully obstruct, hinder, or prevent
structing
prevent any officer, or other person
under this act;
under
ths act; charged
charged with the execution of any warrant
warrant or process issued under the
provisions
person or
lawfully assisting
assisting him
him or
provisions of
of this
this act,
act, or any person
or persons
persons lawfully
or
them, from arresting any person for whose
apprehension such
whose apprehension
such warrant or
for
for rescue,
rescue, &c.;
&c.; process may have been
been issued, or shall rescue or attempt to rescue such
person from the custody of the officer, other person or persons, or those
lawfully assisting as aforesaid, when so arrested
arrested pursuant to the authority
authority
for aiding to
for
aiding
to
herein
given and declared, or shall aid, abet, or assist any person so arrestescape;
escpe;
ed as aforesaid, directly or indirectly,
indirectly, to escape from the custody of the
for harboring,
authorized as aforesaid,
harboring ) officer or other person legally authorized
aforesaid, or
or shall
shall harbor
harbor or
or
&re.
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conceal any person for whose arrest aawarrant or process shall
shall have
have been
been
issued as aforesaid, so as to prevent
prevent his discovery
discovery and arrest
arrest after
after notice
notice
or knowledge
knowledge of the fact that a
awarrant
warrant has
been issued
for the
apprehenhas been
issued for
the apprehension of such person, shall, for either of said offences,
offences, be
to aafine
fine
be subject
subject to
not exceeding one thousand dollars, and imprisonment not
exceeding six
six
not exceeding
months,
months, by indictment and conviction before the
district court
court of
of the
the
the district
United States for the district
district in which
have been
been comwhich said
said offence
offence may
may have
committed, or before the proper court of criminal
if committed
criminal jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, if
committed
within any one of the organized Territories of
States.
of the
the United
United States.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the district attorneys, the
Sae. 7. And be it
it further
mar- Fees
district
the marFees of
of district
shals, their deputies,
deputies, and the clerks
clerks of the said district and
and territorial
territorial courts
courts attorneys,
attorneys, marmarclerks,
shals, clerks,
shall be paid for their services the like fees as may be
them for
for commissioner,
commissioner,
be allowed
allowed to
to them
similar services in other cases; and in all cases where
the proceedings
Szo.;
where the
proceedings &c.;
are before a
a commissioner,
commissioner, he shall be entitled
to aafee
of ten
dollars in
in
entitled to
fee of
ten dollars
full fbr
for his services
services in each case, inclusive of
to such
such
of all services incident
incident to
arrest and examination. The person or persons authorized
authorized to
to execute
execute the
the
process to be issued by such commissioners
for the
the arrest
of offenders
offenders
commissioners for
arrest of
against the provisions
provisions of this act shall be entitled
to a
afee
entitled to
fee of
of five
five dollars
dollars
for each person he or they may arrest and take
take before
before any
any such
such commiscommissioner
sioner as aforesaid, with such other fees as may be deemed
reasonable by
deemed reasonable
by
such commissioner
commissioner for such other additional services
services as
necessarily
as may
may be
be necessarily
performed
performed by him or them, such as attending at the
keeping
the examination,
examination, keeping
the prisoner in custody, and providing
providing him with
food and
during
with food
and lodging
lodging during
his detention,
detention, and until the final determination
and
determination of such
such commissioner,
commissioner, and
in general for performing such other
as may
be required
in the
other duties
duties as
may be
required in
the
premises; such fees to be made up in conformity
the fees
conformity with
with the
fees usually
usually
charged by the officers of the courts of justice within the proper
or
proper district
district or
t
to be paid
county, as near as may be practicable, and paid
Treasury of
of the
the fronm
paid out
out of
of the
the Treasury
the treestreasfrom the
United
United States on the certificate of the judge of the district within which
which ury
of the United
uryofthe
States,
and
be
the arrest is made, and to be recoverable
recoverable from the defendant
defendant as part of the States, and to
to be
recoverable from
judgment
judgment in case
conviction.
case of
of conviction.
defendant
when
defendant when
SEC.
itfurther
enacted, That whenever
convicted.
S
EC. 8. And be it
further enacted,
whenever the President of the convicted.
President
may
United States shall have
reason to
to believe
believe that
have been
have reason
that offences
offences have
been or
or are
a direct
dident
re the Judge,
udae
likely to be committed against
against the provisions of
of this
this act
within
any
judicial
act within any judicial &c.,
&c., to attend,
district, it shall be lawful for him, in his
for the
more
district,
discretion, to
judge, &c.,
his discretion,
to direct
direct the
the judge,
&c.,for
themore
speedy
trial of
of
marshal,
marshal, and district attorney of such district to attend at
at such
such place
place within
within persons charged
charged
the district, and for such time as he may designate,
designate, for
the with
for the
the purpose
purpose of
violating
of the
with violating
i act;
this
more speedy arrest and trial of persons charged with aaviolation of this th
act;
act; and it shall be the duty of every judge or other officer, when
when any
any
such requisition shall be received by him,
attend at
at the
the place
and for
him, to attend
place and
for
the time therein
designated.
therein designated.
SEC.
9. And
SEC. 9.
And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be lawful for the PresPres- may enforce
enforce
the
with the
ident of the United States, or such person as he may empower for that military
the act
act with
the
and namilitary and
purpose, to employ
employ such part
or naval
forces of
of the
part of the land
land or
naval forces
the United
United vli
power.
val power.
States, or of the militia, as shall be necessary
to prevent
violation
necessary to
prevent the
the violation
and enforce the due execution
execution of
of this
this act.
act.
SEC.
And be it further
SEC. 10. And
enacted, That
That upon
all questions
law Appeal to the
further enacted,
upon all
questions of
of law
arising in any cause under the provisions
of
provisions of this act a
afinal appeal
appeal may be
be supreme
"surenecourt of
the United
taken to the Supreme Court of the United
United States.
St
tes
States.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
SCHUYLER
COLFAX,

Speaker
the House
House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Speaker of
of the
LA FAYETTE S.
S. FOSTER,
FOSTER,
President
Senate, pro
tempore.
President of
of the
the Senate,
pro tempore.

In the Senate
Senate of the United
United States,
/a
States, April
April 6,
6, 1866.
1866.
The President
President of
of the
the Unites
United States having returned
The
returned to the Senate, in
which
it originated,
originated, the bill entitled "An
which it
"An act to protect all persons in the
United States
thei r civil
ci
vil r
i
g ht s,
an dfurnish
f
urn i
sh t
he means
means o
vindicaUnited
States in
in their
rights,
and
the
offtheir
their vindication," with his objections thereto, the
proceeded, in
in pursuance
of the
the Senate proceeded,
pursuance of
the
Constitution,
Constitution, to
and,
to reconsider
reconsider the
the same;
same; and,

Bill passed
passed over
over
veto of
of the
the
the
veto
resident.
President.
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Resolved,
That the
bill do
pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
Senate agreeiug
agreeing
the Senate
do pass,
said bill
the said
Resolved, That

to
pass the
same.
to pass
the same.
Attest:
Attest:

J.W
FORNEY,
J.
W..FORNE,
Secretary of
of the
the Senate.
Senate.
Secretary

In
House of
9th, 1866.
1866.
S. April
April 9th,
U S.
of Representatives
Representatives U.
In the
the House
The House
House of
of Representatives
having proceeded,
pursuance of
the
of the
in pursuance
proceeded, in
Representatives having
The
Constitution,
the bill
"An act
act to
to protect
protect all
all persons
persons
entitled "An
bill entitled
reconsider the
to reconsider
Constitution, to
in the
the United
United States
in their
their civil
civil rights,
rights, and
furnish the
means of
vintheir vinof their
the means
and furnish
States in
in
dication," returned
returned to
to the
the Senate
President of
States,
United States,
of the
the United
the President
by the
Senate by
dication,"
with his
RepresentaSenate to the House of Representaby the Senate
sent by
and sent
his objections,
objections, and
with
tives, with
with the
the message
President returning
bill :
returning the bill:
the President
of the
message of
tives,
Resolved, That
the bill
do pass,
two-thirds of
of the
House of
of RepresenRepresenthe House
pass, two-thirds
bill do
That the
Resolved,
tatives
to pass the
the same.
agreeing to
tatives agreeing
Attest:
EDWARD MCPHERSON,
M CPHERSON, Clerk,
Clerk,
EDWARD
Attest:
by CLINTON
CLINTON LLOYD,
LLOYD, Chief Clerk.
by
April
1866. CHAP.
CHAP. XXXII.
to the
the State
of Wisconsin
Public Lands
Lands
ofPalic
Donationof
Wisconsin aaDonation
State of
Act granting
grantingto
An Act
XXXII. -— An
10, 1866.
April 10,
Canalat
at the Head of
to aid
aid in
the Construction
Construction of
of a
Harbor and
and Ship Canal
a Breakwater and Harbor
in the
to
Sturgeon
Bag, in
in the
Count gof
Door, in
in said
said State,
to connect
connect the Waters
Green Bay
of Green
Waters of
State, to
of Door,
the County
Sturgeon Bay,
with Lake
in said State.
Mtichigan, in
Lake Michigan,
with
Grant of
of land
land
Grant
Wisconsin for
to Wisconsin
for
breakwater,
harbreakwater, harbor, and
shi p
bor,
and ship
canal.

Representatives of the United
Be
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That there be, and hereby
Congress assembled,
States of America in
States
in Congress
hereby is,
granted
to
the
State
of
Wisconsin
for
the
purpose
aiding
State in
in
said
of
aiding
purpose
the
for
Wisconsin
of
State
granted to the
constructing and completing
harbor and ship
ship canal
canal to
to
completing aabreakwater
breakwater and harbor
constructing
Michigan, two
connect the
Green bay with the waters of Lake Michigan,
of Green
the waters
waters of
connect
hundred
of public
public lands,
subdivisions
selected in subdivisions
lands, to be selected
acres of
thousand acres
hundred thousand
agreeably
to the
the United
United States
an agent
agent or agents appointed
appointed by
by an
survey, by
States survey,
agreeably to
the
Secretary of the
the governor of said State, subject to the approval of the Secretary
Proviso.
Interior, from
from lands
Provided, That said selecprivate entry: Provided,
subject to private
lands subject
Interior,
Proviso.
Selections,
how tions
tions shall
be made
from alternate
alternate and odd
numbered sections of land
land
odd numbered
all be
made from
shall all
Selections,how
made.
made.
nearest
the location
location of
of said
and canal
otherwise
not otherwise
said State not
canal in said
harbor and
said harbor
nearest the
"minappropriated,
and not
not from
designated by the United
United States
States as "minlands designated
from lands
appropriated, and
of
eral"
before the
passage of this
from lands to which the rights of
this act,
act, nor from
the passage
eral" before
pre-emption or homestead
homestead have attached.
S
EC. 2. And
hereby granted
it further enacted, That the said lands hereby
SEC.
And be it
Lands subject
subject
of said State, or, if the
legislature
to disposal
disposal of
leg- shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the disposal
disposal of the legislature
l
of
tl
'stature, &c.
legislature
thereof shall not be in session, or shall adjourn
adjourn within ten days
legislature thereof
after
passage and
subject
this act,
act, then said lands shall be subject
and approval
approval of this
after the
the passage
to
the disposal
disposal of the governor
governor and
commissioners of school, uniand board
board of commissioners
to the
aforesaid, and for
versity,
for
versity, and
and swamp lands of said State, for the purposes aforesaid,
a public highway
canal to
and the
the said
said canal
canal shall be and remain a
highway for
for
no other;
other; and
Canal
to be
be no
ublic
iblie highway,
highway/ the use of the government
government of the United States, free from
from toll or charge
upon
government, or
vessels employed
employed by said
or upon
upon vessels
of said
said government,
upon the vessels of
government in
transportation of
property or troops of
Uuited
of the
the United
of any
any property
in the transportation
government
States.
Plans,
Sze., to
to
S
EC. 3.
for
be competent
competent for
be it further enacted,
enacted, That
That before
before it shall be
Plans, &c.,
SEC.
3. And
And be
indepart- said State
befiled
be
filed in
State to dispose of any of said lands,
lands to be selected as aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
the
ments.
plan of said breakwater
breakwater and harbor and the route of said canal shall be
established,
and a
a plat or
or plats
plats thereof shall be filed in the office of the
established, and
WVar Department,
War
Department, and aaduplicate thereof
thereof filed in the office of the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
Unless work
is S
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That if the said breakwater,
work is
EC. 4. And
breakwater, harbor,
of
canal,
completed in
in
canal, shall not be completed
completed within three years from the passage of
and
completed
three
years, unthree years,
sold
the lands
lands hereby granted and remaining unsold shall revert to the
sold lands
lands revert this act, the
United
to the United
United States.
States.
Account
SEC. 5.
And be
be it
it further
legislature of said state
the legislature
enacted, That the
further enacted,
5. And
to be
be SEc.
Account to
kept; and when shall
shall cause to be kept an accurate account of the sales and net proceeds
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of the lands hereby granted, and of all expenditures
paid for,
expenditures in
in the
the construction,
construction, work
work is
is paid
for,
repairs, and operating of said canal, and of the earnings
earnings thereof,
such tolls,
thereof, and
and shall
shall Only
only such
tolls,
return a
aa
astatement
statement of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Intethe same
same annually
annually to
to the
of the
Interior. And
And whenever
whenever said State shall be
fully reimbursed
reimbursed for
all advances
advances
be fully
for all
made for the construction,
construction, repairs, and operating
operating of said canal,
canal, with legal
legal
reimbursement of
interest on all advances until the reimbursement
or upon
of the
the same, or
upon
payment by the United
United States of any balance
balance of such advances over such
such
receipts from said lands and canal, with such interest, the
shall
the said
said State shall
be allowed
allowed to tax for the use of said canal only such tolls
as shall
be suffitolls as
shall be
sufficient to pay all necessary
necessary expenses for the care, charge,
charge, and repair
of the
the
repair of
same.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That said ship canal shall
Sc. 6. And be it further
shall be
least Width
Width and
be at
at least
and
one hundred feet in width, with aadepth of
water not
not less
less than
than thirteen
thirteencanal
depth of
of canal
of water
depth
feet.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April 10, 1866.

CHAP. XXXHI.
XXXIII. -An
grant the Right of
CHAP.
—An Act to grant
of Way to the "Cascade Railroad
Railroad CornCorn- April
April 10,
10, 1866.
1866.
pany " through
through aaMilitary Reserve in Washington
Washington Territory.
Territory.
pany"
Whereas the Cascade
Railroad Company, a
Whereas
Cascade Railr9ad
a corporation
corporation duly created
created Preamble
Preamble
and organized
organized under
under the laws of Washington
Washington Territory,
Territory, has
has constructed
constructed
and put in operation
a railroad on the Cascade
operation a
Cascade Portage
Columbia
Portage of
of the
the Columbia
Territory, aaportion of which
river, in said Territory,
which said
said road
road is constructed
constructed through
through
a military reserve
a
reserve of the United States;
and whereas
whereas doubts
States; and
doubts have
have arisen
arisen
as to the right to construct such road through said reserve
the validity
reserve and
and the
validity
of the charter of said company:
company: Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
of way
the United Right
Right of
way
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there
States of America
the re s
hall b
e,
an
ere -qntecIZ.
shall
be,
andd i
iss h
heregranted to the
the
by, granted
to the
Cascade Railroad Company a
a right of way of road'Compani"
ropad ompan'y"
by,
granted to
the said Cascade
sixty feet
width along the line of said road as at present constructed
sixty
feet in width
constructed through
through the
the pubpuband along the changes of location hereafter made to straighten
straighten and
and render
render lic
lands and
lie lands
and mil·.
itary reserve.
itary
reserve.
said road safe, through the public lands of the United
United States, the military
reserve, and the lands of private persons
persons agreeing
agreeing thereto,
including all
thereto, including
all
necessary
necessary grounds for stations, buildings, workshops, depots, machine
machine
shops, switches, side tracks, and wharves. And the charter
charter of
corn- Charter
Charter of
of the
of said comthe
pany is hereby adopted and declared to be valid: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
company denothing company
in this act shall be so construed
construed as to give
give said
the right
to C
'
a
p
r
r
eo
d,70
1
.
i—
said company
company the
right to
claprodvalld.
occupy for any purpose whatever more than sixty feet in width
the
width on
on the
line of said road at any point or points where the space or pass between
line
between
the river and bluff or mountain
mountain is so narrow
narrow as not to admit of the conconstruction
railroad, turnpike, road, canal, or other
struction of another
another parallel
parallel railroad,
other public
public
work
work for transportation of freight
freight or
or passengers.
passengers.
APPROVED, April 10, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
to amend
amend an
CHAP. XXXIX. -An
— An Act
Act to
an Act
"An Act
Ways and
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide Ways
and April 12, 1866.
1866.
MIeans to support
support the Government,"
Government," approved
approved March
March third,
Means
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixty6----h 77
1865 ch.
ch. 77.
77.
five.
five.
1865,
Vol. xiii.
Vol.
xiii. p.
p. 468.
468.
Be it enacted by
Hbouse of Representatives of
by the Senate and House
of the
the United
United The
The Secretary
Secretary
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the act entitled ""An
States
of America in
An of the Treasury
may receive
act
to provide
ways and means to support the Government"
Government" approvedtrureceive
act to
provide ways
treasury notes,
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
March
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, shall be extended and concon- &c.,
exchange
&c., in exchan
ge
strued to authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, at his discretion,
discretion, to
&c.;
to for bonds,
bonds, &c.;
receive any
Treasury notes or other obligations
obligations issued
of
receive
any Treasury
issued under any act of
dispose
Congress,
bearing interest or not, in exchange for any description
bonds
Congress, whether
whether bearing
description themay
ethi ofe
the bonds in the
of bonds authorized by the act to which this is an amendment;
of
amendment; and also
also United
United States or
or
to
dispose of
of any
any description
description of bonds authorized
authorized by said act, either in the elsewhere;
elsewhere;
to dispose
United States or elsewhere, to such an amount, in such manner, and
and at
at in
in what
what
such rates as he may think advisable,
advisable, for lawful money of the United amount and
and at
what rates.
rates.
what
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States, or
or for
for any
any Treasury
notes, certificates
or certificates
certificates
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, or
certificates of
Treasury notes,
States,
of
or other
other representatives
representatives of
value, which
which have
been or
or which
which
have been
of value,
of deposit,
deposit, or
may
be issued
issued under
under any
any act
act of
Congress, the
to be
be used
used
thereof to
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
of Congress,
may be
only
for retiring
retiring Treasury
notes or
or other
obligations issued
any act
act
under any
issued under
other obligations
Treasury notes
only for
Public debt not of Conaress
,
•but
,
but nothing
nothing herein
contained shall
authorize
to authorize
shall be
be construed
construed to
herein contained
debtnot of Congress;
Public
to
increased, any
any increase
the public
public debt:
notes
of United
United States notes
That of
Provided, That
debt: Provided,
of the
increase of
to be
be increased.
Limit
to
not
than ten
millions of
of dollars
be retired
retired and
cancelled within
within
and cancelled
may be
dollars may
ten millions
more than
not more
Limit to
months from
the passage
passage of
of this
this act,
and thereafter
thereafter not
more than
not more
than four
four
act, and
six months
from the
amount of notes six
to be retired.
further, That the act
Former
provided further,
Andprovided
one month: And
any one
of dollars in any
millions of
to millions
retiredact to
tor
be
in force,
to which
is an
an amendment
in all
all its
its proviproviin full
full force
force in
continue in
shall continue
amendment shall
this is
which this
force, exex- to
be in
cept, &c.
sions, except as modified by this act.
&c.
Secretary
S
EC. 2.
And be
further enacted,
That the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury
of the
the Secretary
enacted, That
it further
2. And
be it
SEC.
Secretary to
to
report
commencement of
of the
the
the next
next session the
at the
the commencement
report to
to Congress
Congress at
report to
to Con- shall
shall report
gress,gre,
Ste.
&C.
&c.
amount of exchanges made or money borrowed under this act, and of
amount
of
whom,
on what
terms; and
and also
also the
and character
character of
indebtof indebtamount and
the amount
what terms;
and on
whom, and
edness
retired under
under this
act, and
and the
this is
an amendment,
amendment,
is an
which this
the act
act to
to which
this act,
edness retired
with
detailed statement
statement of the expense of making such loans and exwith aa detailed
changes.
changes.
APPROVED, April
April 12,
12, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

advanced
1866. CHAP.
CHAP.XL.-An
XL. — An Act
Pennsylvania for Moneys advanced
State of Pennsylvania
Act to reimburse
reimburse the State
April 12,
12,1866.
Government for War .Purposes.
Purposes.
Governmentfor
Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the Uiited
United
Senate and House of
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
supply a
adeficiency
deficiency in
in
States of America in
That to
to supply
paying the
army, under
under the
act of
of March
March fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
the act
the army,
paying
1864,
ch. 30.
reimburse the State
Pennsylvania for
State of
of Pennsylvania
for money
money exand to reimburse
1864, ch.
0. and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
Vol. xiii. P .
22.
sum
payment of
service of
of the United States, the sum
of militia
militia in the service
for payment
Volxiii p 22 pended
pended for
of
eight hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
thereof as may be necesdollars, or so much thereof
of eight
sary,
is hereby
hereby appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
treasury not other
other
sary, is
Proviso,
wise
Provided, That before the same is paid, the claim of
wise appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
Proviso.
Secretary of
of
examined and settled by the Secretary
the said State shall be again examined
War.
War.
APPROVED, April
April 12, 1866.
APPROVED,
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

to be
be reimbursed
reimbursed
for money paid.
to
militia,,c.&a.
to militia,

1866. CIAP.
CIIAP. XLI.
XT I. —
An Act to amend "An
"An Act to incorporate
April 12,
12,1866.
-An
incorporate the Mutual Fire
Fire Insurance
Insurance
Company of
of the District
District of Columbia."

Representatives of
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the United
of an act
section of'
assembled, That the third section
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
entitled
incorporate the
the Mutual
Insurance Company in
MIutual Fire
Fire Insurance
act to
to incorporate
entitled ""An
An act
E
on the
the District
District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
on the
of' January,
January,
1s55,
[of]
approved on
the tenth
tenth day
day of
Vol.
x.'P.. 8366.' eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
Vol '
x
fifty-five, be, and the same hereby is, so amended
amended
as to read fifty thousand dollars, in the place of twenty thousand dollars.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April 12, 1866.
1866.
Charterof
MuCharterofMu-

teal
Incur.
tuae Fire
InarCompany
ance Company
amended.
amended.
1855, oh.
26, §
ch. 26,
§ 3..

April 13,
13, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
CHAP.XLIV.-An
XLIV. — An Act to establish
establish the Collection
Collection District
District of Port
Port Huron,
iHuron, the CollecCollection District
tion
District of Michigan,
Collection District
District of Montana
Michigan, the Collection
Montana and
and Idaho,
Idaho, and
and to change
change
Collection District
the Name of the Collection
District of Penobscot.
Penobscot.
Collection
Collection Dis-

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
by the
Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it

trict of Port
Port ,Huof America
States of
a new
new collection
Hu- States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That a
collection district,
district,

roe
in Michigan.
.
0
ron in
Michigan. to

be called
district of
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, estabestabt be
called the
the district
of Port
Port Huron,
Huron, be,
lished in the State of Michigan, which shall embrace
embrace the motith
mouth and entire
shore of the Saint Clair river, and the counties of Saint Clair, Lapeer,
Lapeer,
Tuscola,
Tuscola, and Saginaw,
Saginaw, and all the territory
territory and
and waters
waters of the State
State of
Michigan lying north of said counties
meridian;
counties and east of the principal
principal meridian;
and a
a collector
collector shall be appointed
appointed to reside at Port Huron, which
which shall be
Pay of collector.
collector. the sole port of entry for said district. And the said collector shall
shall receive
ceive the same compensation provided for the collectors of Pembina, Chicago, and certain other ports, by the second section of the act entitled
entitled "
" An
An
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act to regulate the foreign coasting trade on
the northern,
on the
northern, northeastern,
northeastern,
and northwestern frontiers of the United States,
for other
other purposes,"
purposes,"
States, and
and for
approved
June seventeen,
seventeen, eighteen hundred and sixty-four. And all the
approved June
the 1864,
84.
1864, ch.
ch. Iso.
180,,
§2.
1
42.
territory and waters of
of the
said St
at
e of
ofMichigan
Mi chi gan lying
l
yi
ng west
ofthe
th
e sa id Vol. xiii• p
the said
State
west of
said Vol. xiii- p. 184.
principal meridian, and not included in the district
district of
of Michilimackinac,
Michilimackinac,
are hereby made aaseparate
are
separate district, to be called'the
called' the district
of Michigan,
District of
district of
Michigan, District
of
for which aa collector, with the same compensation
for
compensation as above provided for
gan '
for Michi
Michigan.
the collector
collector of Port Huron, shall be appointed
appointed to reside
reside at
Haven, Pay
collector.
at Grand
Grand Haven,
Pay of
of collector.
which shall be the sole port of entry for
district of
for said district
of Michigan.
Michigan.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the Territories
Territories of
of Montana
DistrictofMonMontana DistrictofMonand Idaho, be, and the same are hereby, made
made a
Idaho.
a new
new collection
collection district,
district, tana
tana and
and Idaho.
to be
be called
called the district of Montana
Montana and Idaho; and
collector, wiih
wiih
_
n
and that
that a
a collector,
the same salary as is above
above p
rov id ed for
f
or eac
ofthe
th
e collectors
of Port
Port &GC.Colleotor,
° ector,pay,
provided
eachhof
collectors of
pay,
Huron
Huron and Michigan,
Michigan, shall be appointed to
reside at
in
to reside
at the
the port
port of
of entry
entry in
said district, which shall be designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.

SEC.
And be itfurther
enacted, That
That the
S
EC. 3. And
it further enacted,
the collection
collection district
district of
of PenobPenobin the
the State
State of
Maine, shall hereafter be called the District of CuCasin
of Maine,
tine.
tine.
APPROVED, April
13, 1866.
APPROVED,
April 13,
1866.

scot,
scot,

District
CasDistrict of
of Cas-

tine,
tine, Maine.

CHAP.
Ad making
Appropriationsfor the
the Naval
Naval Service
CHAP. XLV.-An
XIX. — An Act
making Appropriations
Service for
1866.
for the
the Year
Year April
April 17, 1866.
ending thirtieth
thirtieth June,
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
Be it
enacted by
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
approprithe Senate
and House
of Representatives
United Navy
NavyappropriStates of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That the
following sums
be, ation.
ation.
the following
sums be,
and they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid
out of
any money
the
paid out
of any
money in
in the
treasury not
not otherwise appropriated,
treasury
appropriated, for the year ending
the thirtieth
ending the
thirtieth of
of
June, eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven;
hundred and
sixty-seven;

For pay of commission, warrant, and petty officers and
For
and seamen,
seamen, includincludthe engineer
engineer corps
of the navy, nine millions three hundred and thirtythe
corps of
thirtysix thousand six hundred
thirty-eight dollars.
hundred and
and thirty-eight
dollars.
ing
ing

Pay
of officers,
Payofofficers,

s?amen,
and eneaeer andorps.
gtneer
geer corps.

For the payment of bounties to
eight hundred
hundred thouthou- Bounties.
Bounties.
to discharged
discharged seamen,
seamen, eight
sand dollars.
For the
purchase of various
For
the purchase
various articles of equipment, viz: canvas, leather,
leather, Equipment.
Equipment
iron, cables,
cables, and anchors, oil, galleys, and stores, and for
iron,
for the
the payment
payment of
of
labor
on articles manufactured
labor on
manufactured in the navy yards, and
and for
for outfit
stores in
outfit stores
in
the
boatswains', and sailmakers'
sailmakers' department
department of
the navigators',
navigators', boatswains',
of vessels,
vessels, one
one
million dollars.
For surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries
For
necessaries and appliances for the sick
and wounded
wounded of
Surgeons' nesick and
of Surgeons'nethe
the navy,
navy, including
includi ng the
th e coast
coas tsurvey
survey and
and engineer
engineer and marine
marine corps, one
one cessaries,
ceesaries, So.
&c.
hundred and sixty-eight
hundred
sixty-eight thousand seven hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
For navigation
apparatus and supplies, and for purposes
For
navigation apparatus
Navigation appurposes incidental
incidental to
to Navigation
ap.
navigation, one
one hundred
hundred an
ni
nety two thousand
hundred dollars.&0. paratus,
navigation,
anddninety-two
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
paratus, &c.
For contingent expenses of
of the
the navy,
navy, two
two hundred
and fifty
thousand Contingentex.
Contingent exhundred and
fifty thousand
dollars. penses.
penses.
Bureau of
of Yards
Yards and Docks.—
Docks. - For contingent expenses that
Bureau
may acac- Bureau
that may
Bureau of
of
crue
the following
following purposes, viz: For freight and transportation;
crue for
for the
transportation; for
for yards
yards and
advertising, and
an d s
t
ati onery; for
f
or b
oo k
s, maps,
models, and draw- docks.
printing, advertising,
stationery;
books,
maps, models,
and draw- docks.
ings; for the purchase
purchase and repair of fire-engines;
fire-engines; for
of every
for machinery
machinery of
every
description, and patent
description,
patent right to use the same;
repairs of
of steam-engines
steam-engines
same; for
for repairs
and attendance;
attendance; for
for purchase
purchase and maintenance
and
maintenance of oxen and horses, and
driving teams; for carts, timber-wheels,
timber-wheels, and workmen's
driving
workmen's tools
of every
every dedetools of
scription for navy yard purposes; for telegrams
scription
telegrams and
and postage
letters on
on
postage of
of letters
public
government offices and houses;
public service;
service; for furniture
furniture for government
coals
houses; for
for coals
and other fuel; for candles,
candles, oil,
oil, and
and gas;
gas; for
cleaning and
up
for cleaning
and clearing
clearing up
yards; for flags, awnings, and packing-boxes; for
yards;
for pay
watchmen; for
for
pay of
of watchmen;
incidental labor
at navy yards not applicable to any other appropriation;
incidental
labor at
appropriation;
for
rent of landing at Portsmouth,
for rent
Portsmouth, New Hampshire;
Hampshire; for
for tolls
tolls and
and ferriferriages;
ages ;for water tax; and for rent of stores, one million
seven hundred
hundred and
million seven
and
sixty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
VOL. xxv.
VOL.
XIV.
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accrue
Bureau
of Equipment
and Recruiting.—
may accrue
expenses that may
For expenses
Recruiting. - For
Equipment and
Bureau of
travelling
recruiting, travelling
of recruiting,
expenses of
for the following
following purposes, namely: expenses
recruiting;
of men, printing
printing and stationery,
of officers,
recrug
expenses
expenses of
officers, transportation
transportation of
stationery, adadvertising in
in public
newspapers, postage
postage on
on public
wharfage and
and
letters, wharfage
public letters,
public newspapers,
vertising
demurrage, apprehension
apprehension of
of deserters,
deserters, pilotage
and towage
towage of
vessels, and
and
of vessels,
pil6tage and
demurrage,
assistance to
in distress,
eight hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
distress, eight
vessels in
to vessels
assistance
of
Bureau
of Navigation.
or contingent
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
Navigation.-—F
Bureau of
of navigation;
navigation;
Navigation,
viz: For
transportation of
of navigation
navigation materials,
materials,
and transportation
freight and
For freight
Navigation, viz:
instruments,
books and
and stores;
stores; for
postage on
on public
public letters;
letters; for
for telefor postage
instruments, books
graphing
on public
public business;
business; for
packing
for packing
proposals; for
for proposals;
advertising for
for advertising
graphing on
boxes
and materials:
materials: for
at navigation
navigation
stationery at
and stationery
forms and
blank-books, forms
for blank-books,
boxes and
offices; for
charts, drawings
incidental expenses
expenses
for incidental
and for
models: and
and models:
drawings and
maps, charts,
for maps,
offices;
not applicable
applicable to
to any
any other
other appropriation,
appropriation, five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand
not
of
Bureau
of Medicine
Medicine and
Surgery. —For
contingent expenses
expenses of
the
of the
For contingent
and Surgery.Bureau of
medicine
of medicine
and surgery.
Bureau of
seventy-five thousand dollars.
Surgery, seventy-five
and Surgery,
Medicine and
of Medicine
Bureau
surgery.
and
Marine
Corps.—For
of officers,
officers, non-commissioned
officers, musinon-commissioned officers,
pay of
For pay
Marine Corps.Corps. Marine
Marine Corps.
cians, privates,
privates, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, steward
rafor raservants; for
and servants;
nurse, and
and nurse,
steward and
cians,
tions and
and clothing
clothin g for officers'
officers for five
officers' servants; additional rations to officers
tions
years' service;
service; for undrawn
undrawn clothing,
clothing, and
bounties for
enlistment, one
for enlistment,
and bounties
years'
million
hundred and seven thousand and sixty-six dollars and ninetyone hundred
million one
five
five cents.
For
provisions, one
one hundred
and
and sixty-nine thousand nine hundred and
hundred and
For provisions,
seven dollars and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
For clothing,
clothing, three
three hundred
hundred and
thousand six hundred and
fourteen thousand
and fourteen
For
sixty-three dollars
dollars and five cents.
For fuel,
thirty thousand one hundred and seventeen
seventeen dollars.
fuel, thirty
For
For
military stores, viz: Pay of mechanics,
mechanics, repair of arms, purchase
purchase
For military
of accoutrements,
fifes, and other instruordnance stores, flags, drums, fifes,
accoutrements, ordnance
of
ments,
dollars.
ments, sixteen thousand dollars.
For transportation
transportation of officers, their servants, troops, and expenses
expenses of
of
recruiting, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
repairs of
of barracks,
and rent of
offices where
where there are no public
of offices
barracks, and
For repairs
dollars.
buildings, fifteen thousand dollars.
For
contingencies, viz.:
cartage; wharfage;
wharfage;
freight; ferriage; toll; cartage;
viz.: freight;
For contingencies,
purchase and repair
compensation to judge advocates per diem
boats; compensation
repair of boats;
purchase
labor;
for
attending courts-martial,
constant labor;
inquiry, and for constant
courts of inquiry,
courts-martial, courts
for attending
house-rent
deceased marines;
marines; printing, staquarters; burial of deceased
house-rent in lieu of quarters;
tionery, postage,
deserters; oil, candles,
apprehension of deserters;
telegraphing; apprehension
postage, telegraphing;
tionery,
gas;; repairs
repairs of
of gas
gas and
and water
water fixtures;
fixtures; water
water rent, forage, straw, barrack
gas
officers' quarters; bed sacks, wrapping paper, oilfurniture,
furniture, furniture for officers'
tools;
cloth,
crash, rope, twine, spades,
carpenters' tools;
spades, shovels, axes, picks, carpenters'
cloth, crash,
washerwoman, and
keep
a horse for the messenger; pay of matron, washerwoman,
of a
keep of
fire-engine; purchase
porter
purchase and
headquarters; repairs to fire-engine;
hospital headquarters;
at the hospital
porter at
repair
benches, mess tables, and
purchase of lumber for benches,
engine hose; purchase
repair of engine
bunks;
public carryall;
purchase and repair of harness; purcarryall; purchase
repairs to public
bunks; repairs
wheelbarrows; scavengering;
scavengering; purchase
of handcarts
handcarts and wheelbarrows;
repair of
chase and repair
where there are no
no
galleys, cooking stoves, ranges; stoves where
and repair of galleys,
grates;
gravel for
parade grounds; repair of pumps; furniture
furniture for staff
for parade
grates; gravel
for
and
commanding officers'
officers' offices;
offices; brushes,
brushes, brooms,
brooms, buckets, paving, and for
and commanding
other
thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That in the purchase
purchase
eighty thousand
purposes, eighty
other purposes,
of carpets
carpets and furniture
furniture provided for in this act they shall be of domestic
domestic
of
manufacture.

Bureau of
of
Bureau
equipment
equipment and
recruiting;

for

Navy Yards.
Yards.

NAVY YARDS.
NAVY
YARDS.

Portsmouth.
Portsmouth.

Portsmouth,
foundery, five thousand nine
iron foundery,
For iron
Hampshire.- For
New Hampshire.—
Portsmouth, New
hundred
hundred and forty-six
forty-six dollars.
dollars.
For
shop for
for iron-cladding,
iron-cladding, sixteen thousand
six hundred
hundred and thirtythousand six
For shop
two dollars.
For
condensers, seven
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
seven thousand
thousand six hundred
For condensers,
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For
and timber
and Navy
Navy Yards
Yards.
three hundred
hundred and
thousand three
twenty-eight thousand
timber slips,
slips, twenty-eight
road and
For road
three dollars.
dollars.
three
For
enlarging office
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and fortyfortynine thousand
office building,
building, nine
For enlarging
eight
dollars.
eight dollars.
For fitting
fitting and
and furnishing
furnishing plumber's,
plumber's, coppersmith's
coppersmith's and
tin shop,
shop, three
three
and tin
For
thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand six
forty-eight thousand one hundred dollars.
and tools, forty-eight
For machinery
machinery and
For repairs
repairs of
all kinds,
dollars.
seventy thousand
thousand dollars.
of all
kinds, seventy
For
For
plumber's, coppersmith's,
thousand
ten thousand
shop, ten
coppersmith's, and tin shop,
completing plumber's,
For completing
dollars.
For
the purchase
purchase of
Island, one
one hundred
hundred and
and five
Purchase of
five thousand
thousand Purchase
of Seavey's
Seavey's Island,
For the
dollars:
Provided, That
That a
and approved
approved title
title in
in fee
Seavey's
Seavey's Island.
fee to the whole Island.
a perfect
perfect and
dollars: Provided,
island can
obtained and
And
that sum: And
States for that
the United
United States
vested in
in the
and vested
be obtained
can be
island
Provisos.
improvements on Provisos.
provided
the owners
owners of lots and improvements
in case
case the
That in
further, That
provided further,
said
not agree
agree to
to receive
receive .said
whole of
of said island
sum for the
the whole
said sum
shall not
island shall
said island
and
belonging, the Secretary
Secretary
thereunto belonging,
and improvements
improvements thereunto
privileges and
and the
the privileges
of the
the Navy
is hereby
hereby required
discontinue the
bridge
use of
of the
the bridge
the public
public use
to discontinue
required to
Navy is
of
and thoroughfare
leading from
from said
to and
across the
the navy
navy yard,
yard,
and across
said island
island to
and
thoroughfare leading
to take
effect on
eighteen hundred and sixtyJanuary; eighteen
of January;
on the
the first
first day of
to
take effect
seven.
Boston.
Boston. —
purchase of the right of drainage through the yard, now Boston,
- For purchase
Boston.
held by
by the
city of
Charlestown, twenty-five
dollars.
twenty-five thousand dollars.
of Charlestown,
the city
held
For
one steam fire-engine,
dollars.
fire-engine, five thousand dollars.
For one
For widening
entrance, twelve
twelve thousand dollars.
widening main entrance,
For
For tools
for machine
seventy-one thousand
thousand five
five hunshops, seventy-one
forge shops,
and forge
machine and
For
tools for
dred dollars.
machinery for ropewalk,
ropewalk, thirty-one thousand dollars.
For machinery
For
filling in a
timber-dock, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
of timber-dock,
a portion of
For filling
For
addition to
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
to stable,
stable, eight
For addition
For
repairs of all kinds, eighty-five
eighty-five thousand dollars.
For repairs
New York.
iron-plating shop, ninety-eight
ninety-eight thousand
thousand nine hun- New York.
York.- —For
For iron-plating
New
dred and
and twenty-two
dollars.
twenty-two dollars.
dred
For
forty-seven thousand six hundred
and three
three dolhundred and
store, forty-seven
For receiving
receiving store,
lars.
For
wall extension
at sewer,
sewer, one
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
quay wall
extension at
For quay
For
For continuing
continuing the
the work
work on the new machine and boiler shop, one hundred thousand dollars.
For
dredging channels,
thousand dollars.
channels, sixty-five thousand
For dredging
hundred dollars.
five hundred
dollars.
For special
special repairs, twenty thousand five
For
repairs of
hundred and sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
of all
all kinds, one
one hundred
For repairs
For
the purchase
ninety thousand
thousand dollars.
Ruggles property,
property, ninety
purchase of
of the
the Ruggles
For the
For
protecting from
destruction and decay the unfinished
unfinished buildings and
from destruction
For protecting
other
already commenced,
appropriation is
made
is made
no appropriation
commenced, for
for which no
other structures
structures already
in this
this bill,
bill, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
Philadelphia.-For
Philadelphia.
—For dredging
dredging channels,
channels, four thousand
thousand and twenty- Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
eight
eight dollars.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For repairs of
of dry
dry dock, forty-six thousand
repairs of all kinds, fifty-eight
fifty-eight thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and eighty
For repairs
dollars.
dollars.
For
thousand dollars.
saw-mill, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
dollars.
For completing
completing saw-mill,
For extending south pier one hundred feet, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Washington
Washington. —
- For new paint-shop,
paint-shop, eight thousand five hundred
hundred and Washington.
eighty-three dollars.
eighty-three
dollars.
For smithery, twelve thousand
thousand and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars.
dollars.
For extension of iron foundery, eight thousand four hundred and fortyfive dollars.
For machinery and tools, ninety thousand
thousand six hundred dollars.
For
hundred dollars.
For repairs of all kinds, sixty-one
sixty-one thousand six hundred
dollars.
Norfolk.
track and
cars, eight
dollars.
Norfolk.
Norfolk. -— For
For railway track
and cars,
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
Norfolk.
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Pensacola.

Mare
Island.
Mare Island.
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For repair
two thousand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
of wharves,
wharves, two
repair of
For
For one
's wharf
three thousand
thousand dollars.
For
one Ames
Ames's
wharf crane,
crane, three
dollars.
For
machinery and
and tools,
tools, fifty
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
For machinery
For
ship joiners'
shop and
timber shed number
number twelve,
forty-five thouthou.
twelve, forty-five
and timber
joiners' shop
For ship
sand
dollars.
sand dollars.
For
storehouse number
number fourteen,
fourteen, forty-six
forty-six thousand dollars.
For storehouse
For the
the property
twenty thouthounavy-yard, twenty
at Norfolk
Norfolk navy-yard,
property at
of the
the protection
protection of
For
sand dollars
much thereof as shall be necessary.
or so
so much
sand
dollars or
Pensacola,
muster office,
office, ei[g]ht
ei[g]ht thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred
For muster
Florida.- For
Pensacola,Florida.—
and four
four dollars.
For new
new gate to dock basin, thirty thousand dollars.
For pile
pile engine,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
seven hundred
engine, seven
For
For the
preservation and
and necessary
of the
of the
the United
United
the property
property of
repairs of
necessary repairs
the preservation
For
States
at the
Pensacola navy
navy yard,
theredollars, or so much therethousand dollars,
fifty thousand
yard, fifty
the Pensacola
States at
of as
be necessary.
necessary.
as may
may be
of
Mare
Island, California.
California. -—For
foundery and
and boiler
boiler establishment,
establishment,
For foundery
Mare Island,

eighty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
eighty-five
sixty,eight and forty-five,
forty-five, seven thousand three
For cisterns,
cisterns, buildings
buildings sixty-eight
hundred dollars.
hundred
quay-wall, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For quay-wall,
For
thousand dollars.
For grading, twenty
twenty thousand
dollars.
For
hundred dolthousand five hundred
For cistern
cistern and
and holder
holder for
for gas
gas works,
works, two
two thousand
lars.
lars.
For repairs
repairs of all kinds,
kinds, fifty
fifty thousand dollars.

Hospitals.
Hospitals.

HOSPITALS.
HOSPITALS.

Boston.

Boston. —
- For repairs of buildings,
Boston.
buildings, roads,
roads, fences,
fences, cemetery, walls,
walls, stable,
stable,
painting, glazing,
glazing, grounds,
grounds, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, ten
ten
and furniture;
furniture; painting,
thousand dollars.
thousand
New York.
New
buildings and
New York.—
York. - For
For repairs
repairs of
of hospital buildings
and appendages,
appendages, roads,
roads,
fences, walls, stables, and furniture;
furniture; painting, glazing, cemetery, grounds,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, ten thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Laboratory
Laboratory, New
- For repairs of buildings
and appendages,
purLaboratory at
Laboratory,
New York.
York.—
buildings and
appendages, purNew York.
w or chase and repairs of instruments, apparatus
apparatus and machinery, painting, glazing,
furniture,
furniture, and miscellaneous items, three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Washington.
Washington.

Washington.—
For completing
building authorized
authorized by
by act
act of
Congress
Washington.
- For
completing building
of Congress

cost
March fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, including cost
approved March
64,iichp.30. approved
of enclosing premises, grading
laying curbstones,
curbstones, together
together with
with
of enclosing premises,
grading sidewalks,
sidewalks, laying
out-buildings and their
thousand dollars.
dollars.
the necessary
necessary out-buildings
their appurtenances,
appurtenances, thirty
thirty thousand
Annapolis.-For
repairing hospital building, appendages, painting, glazAnnapolis.
Annapolis.—
For repairing
glazfurniture, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ing, furniture,
items, five
Norfolk. - For repairs of buildings, appendages,
Norfolk.
Norfolk.—
appendages, roads, fences, rebuild
ing sea-wall, painting and glazing, spouting and repairing
repairing roof, wharves
wharves
and bridges, brick pavement, stable, furniture, floors of basement, improving
items, twenty
ing grounds, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Pensacola.
Pensacola.
repairs of
u ildi ng ,a
pp en dages ,painting,
pa i
nt i
ng, glazing,
gl
az i
ng,
Pensacola.
Pensacola.—For
- For repairs
of b
building,
appendages,
furniture, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, ten thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Mare Island.
Mare Island.
- For repairs of building, appendages, painting,
Mare
Island. —
painting, glazing,
glazing,
furniture, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, seven thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
1864, ch. 30.
xiii. P .26.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

estabFor pay
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent, naval
the civil
and all
all the
civil estabestabnaval constructors,
constructors, and
Civil estabFor
lishments at
lishments of
stations, one
and fortylishments
of the several navy
navy yards
yards and
and stations,
one hundred
hundred and
fortynavy
lerks six
thousand two
oll ars . And
And th
he c
l
erk
offt
the
clerk
thee pay
pay o
dollars.
and thirty
thirty d
hundred and
two hundred
clerks
six thousand
Pay
Payyards.
of c
at Portsmouth of the yard and first clerk to naval storekeeper
storekeeper at each of the navy yards
and
Hampshire, and
Philadelphia, shall
shall be
be twelve
twelve hunat Portsmouth,
ah PhiladelPhiladelPortsmouth, New
New Hampshire,
and Philadelphia,
hunphia.
dred dollars
dollars per
per annum.
annum.
dred
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For testing
the use
fuel under
under marine boilers, five Petroleum as
as aafuel
of petroleum
petroleum as
use of
testing the
For
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fuel.
fuel.
thousand
For
the construction
construction of
of a
at Mound
LeveeatMound
government Levee
river-front of the government
on the
the river-front
a levee
levee on
For the
property at
at Mound
Mound City,
City, Illinois,
thousand dollars.
dollars.City.
City.
Illinois, seven
seven thousand
property
To pay
pay mileage
to the
Academy, one
thousand dol- eNaal
emNaval Acadone thousand
Naval Academy,
the Naval
of visitors
visitors to
mileage of
To
y.
lars.
lars.
For
expenses of Naval
Academy, viz: for pay of civil officers,
officers, profesprofesNaval Academy,
For expenses
sors,
others, contingent
expenses, improvements
improvements and recontingent expenses,
and others,
watchmen and
sors, watchmen
pairs, one
hundred and
thousand four
four hundred and twentyand ninety-eight
ninety-eight thousand
pairs,
one hundred
nine dollars.
dollars.
Academy at Anadjacent to the Naval
Naval Academy
purchase of the land adjacent
For the purchase
napolis, belonging
Maryland, and known as the governof Maryland,
to the State
State of
belonging to
napolis,
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
grounds, twenty-five
house and grounds,
ment house
purchase of
the
of other grounds at Annapolis for the use of the
For the
the purchase
Naval Academy,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Academy, twenty-five
Naval
accommodation of the
building suitable for the accommodation
a building
erection of a
For the erection
third
Naval Academy,
Academy, one hundred thousand
fourth classes
classes at the Naval
third and
and fourth
dollars.
a machine-shop
machine-shop at the Naval
Naval Academy, twenty
For the
the erection of a
thousand
thousand dollars.
For
increase of the library
library at the Naval Academy, two thousand
For the increase
dollars.
dollars.
For
the enlargement
enlargement of
Naval Academy, and for the
chapel at the Naval
of the
the chapel
For the
erection of
of mural
therein to
to commemorate
naval
commemorate the memory of naval
tablets therein
mural tablets
erection
officers who have
sacrificed their
seven
their lives in the service of the country, seven
have sacrificed
officers
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
NAVAL
OBSERVATORY.
NAVAL OBSERVATORY.

Naval ObservNaval
Observatory.
atory.

assistant astronomer, three aids,
aids, and clerk,
clerk, eight thouFor the pay of assistant
sand dollars.
sand
wages of instrument
watchmen, porter, and messenmesseninstrument maker, two watchmen,
For wages
ger; for
for keeping
grounds in
repairs to buildings and enclosorder, and repairs
in order,
keeping grounds
ger;
ures; for
fuel, light,
light, office-furniture,
and stationery, and for freight,
office-furniture, and
ures;
for fuel,
transportation,
postage, and
thousand dollars.
expenses, twelve thousand
incidental expenses,
and incidental
transportation, postage,
American Nautical
preparing for publication the American
Nautical Almanac, fifteen AmericanNanAmerican NauFor preparing
thousand
tical
Almanac.
tical Almanac.
dollars.
fifty dollars.
and fifty
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
NAVAL
ASYLUM', PHILADELPHIA.
PHILADELPHIA.
NAVAL ASYLUM,
For furniture
furniture and repairs
thousand dollars.
dollars.
to same,
same, one thousand
repairs to
For
For house-cleaning
house-cleaning and
and whitewashing,
whitewashing, eight hundred dollars.
For
For furnaces,
furnaces, grates,
grates, and
ranges, seven hundred dollars.
and ranges,
For
five hundred dollars.
For gas
gas and water rent, one thousand five
improvement of grounds,
grounds, three hundred dollars.
For improvement
For
and lots,
dollars.
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
lots, eight
For wharves
wharves and
For
painting houses
houses and
thousand dollars.
two thousand
and walls, two
For painting
For
repairs of all kinds, one thousand dollars.
For repairs
For
thousand dollars.
beneficiaries, forty-eight thousand
For support of
of beneficiaries,
SEC. 2.
it further
section of
much of the first section
enacted, That so much
further enacted,
And be
be it
2. And
SEC.
the
act making
approved May
May twentytwentyservice, approved
naval service,
for the
the naval
appropriations for
making appropriations
the act
first,
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, as appropriates
appropriates two hundred
hundred and
hundred and sixty-four,
first, eighteen
enemies' vessels,
vessels, as
fifty thousand dollars ""for bounties for destruction of enemies'
per act
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-two," be amended
amended
act of
of July seventeenth,
per
enemies'
so that
that said
said appropriation
appropriation shall apply to all cases of destruction of enemies'
vessels during
recent rebellion,
same rate as is provided in
in
rebellion, and at the same
vessels
during the recent
the act to which reference is made.
Sae.
it fitrther
enacted, That
no portion
portion of the amounts
That no
Jfrther enacted,
be it
3. And
And be
SEC. 3.
herein
violation of the
provisions of the act
the provisions
shall be
be paid
paid in
in violation
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
purposes,"
"An
entitled "
An act to prescribe
prescribe an oath of office, and for other purposes,"
approved
hundred and sixty-two.
second, eighteen hundred
July second,
approved July

NavalAsylum.
Naval Asylum.

Amendmentoj
Amendment o
j
a
.
§c
i
t
1864, ch. 93
93,
1864,
act
Vol.
Vol. xiii. p. 85.
85.
Bounties for
destructf
destruction
ion of

enemies' vesosels.

No payments
n
t
o
ott
h
t
a
o
k
s: tl
i
,
a
r
e
h
o
o
ad
tio
l.
nottaketIheoath
1862, ch. 128.
Vol. xii. p. 502.
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Allowance to
to
SEC.
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That so
so much
much of
of the
the second
second section
Allowance
SEC. 4.
4. And
And be
section
officers for rent of an act entitled An act to regulate the pay of the navy of the
the United
United
quarters, &c.
of quarters,
&c.
1835, ch.
27, §
approved March
three, eighteen
and thirty-five,
thirty-five, as
as propro1835,
ch. 27,
§2.
2. States,
States, approved
March three,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
iv. p5.
p.. 757.
any allowance
allowance to
in the
naval service
service for
for rent
quarters,
Vol. iv
6. hibits any
to any
any officer
officer in
the naval
rent of
of quarters,
or for
for furniture,
or for
for lights,
lights, or
or fuel,
fuel, or
or transporting
transporting baggage,
acts
or
furniture, or
baggage, and
and all
all acts
Navy agents
agents
and parts
of acts
authorizing the
the appointment
appointment of
navy agents,
agents, be,
be, and
Navy
and
parts of
acts authorizing
of navy
and the
the
abolished,
same are
hereby, repealed.
abolished.
same
are hereby,
repealed.
S
EC. 5.
be it
examination of
of candidates
SEC.
5. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the examination
candidates
Examinations for admission
the Naval
Naval Academy
Academy shall
held at
such stated
stated times
times as
admission to
to the
shall be
be held
at such
as
for Naval
Naval AcadAced- the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy may
may direct.
emy.
Assistant in
in
S
EC. 66 And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
office of
BuAssistant
SEC.
And be
be it
the office
of assistant
assistant in
in BuOrd- reau of Ordnance
Ordnance be, and the
Bureau of Ordabolished.
the same
same is hereby, abolished.
nance abolished.
S
EC. 7
7 And
be it
it further
hereafter no
vacancy in
the
in the
no vacancy
That hereafter
fitrther enacted,
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
naVaeCabolished.
Vacancies in
grade of
professor of
mathematics in
shall be
filled.
grade
of profesprofes- grade
grade of
of professor
of mathematics
in the
the navy
navy shall
be filled.
sorofmathematSEC.
further enacted,
aor of mathematS
EC. 8. And be it further
enacted, That
August thirthirThat the act approved August
ics not to be
les
filled.
ty-first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two,
fifty-two, for"
for "surveys
surveys an[d]
an[d] reconnoissances,
reconnoissances,
ty-first, eighteen
filled.
SurveyofBehSurvey ofBeh- for naval and commercial
commercial purposes, of such parts
parts of
of Behring's
Behring's Straits
Straits
ring's
Straits,
of
the north
north Pacific
Pacific ocean,
ocean, and
as are
are frequented
frequented by
by
rings
of the
and of
of the
the China
China seas,
seas, as
North Strai'Et,
Pacific,
Pacific,
and
China Seas.
Seas. American
American whale
whale ships
ships and
and by
by trading
vessels in
routes between
and China
trading vessels
in their
their routes
between the
the
1852,
ch. 109
109,,§2.
States and China,"
China," be, and the same is
18
‘n eh.
2.United
revived, and
is hereby,
hereby, revived,
and the
the
Vol. x. p'
p. 104
104.' Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and required
required to recommence
recommence
and continue surveys and reconnoissances
reconnoissances in the Pacific
yet
Pacific ocean,
ocean, not yet
fully examined,
examined, by using such vessels, officers, crews, outfits, and supplies
supplies
of the navy, as may be necessary and available
available for
for that service.
service.
SEC. 9. And
further enacted,
That, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
settling the
the
And be
be it further
enacted, That,
of settling
Transferofap- accounts of disbursing officers
Trsnsferofapofficers of the navy, where payments for contingent
contingent
settle
propnation
accounts
to
expenses have
have been
from the
appropriation for
fo r "
th e p
ay o
th e nanapay
offthe
" the
the appropriation
made from
been made
to expenses
propriation
,
the passage
passage of
of the
the act
the fiscal
of disbursing ofof vy'
vy" prior
prior to
to the
act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
fiscal

ficer.
fiber.

year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three-four,
sixty-three—four, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury

be,
transfer from
from the
the appropriation
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to transfer
appropriation for
for the
the

pay of the
navy to
the appropriation
the navy
to the
appropriation for
for contingent,
contingent, the
the sum
sum of
of two
two hunhun-

dred and forty-five thousand and nine hundred
hundred and four dollars and twelve
twelve
cents.
APPROPED, April
17, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
April 17,

April 17, 1866.

CHAP.
XLVI. — An
An Act to reimburse
reimburse the
Missouri for Moneys
expended .for
CHAP. XLVI.the State
State of Missouri
Moneys expended
for
the United States
States in
in enrolling,
enrolling, equipping,
and provisioning
provisioning Militia
the
equipping, and
supMilitia Forces
Forces to
to aid
aid in suppressing
the
Rebellion.
pressing

Be it
it enacted
Be
House of
of the
United
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representativesof
the United
States of
in Congress
after the
the
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That immediately
immediately after
passage
of this
this act
act the
the President
President shall
shall by
by and
with the
and conpassage of
and with
the advice
advice and
conlissouri for
appoint three
whose duty
duty it
it shall
be to
Missouri
sent of the Senate
Senate appoint
three commissioners, whose
shall be
to
State forces in
ascertain the amount of mon ey s ex pen ded by the State ofMi ssouri
,i
n
suppressing
suppressing the ascertain the amount of moneys expended by the State of Missouri, in
Rebellion.
enrolling, equipping, subsisting,
and paying
such State
State forces
subsisting, and
paying such
forces as
as have
have been
been
Commissioners
Commissioners

to
ascertain
toascertmain
amount of moneys expended by
by
eys

called into service in said State since the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of August,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one, to act in concert with the United States
forces
forces in the suppression of rebellion against the United States. And the
Authority of
of said commissioners
a board
commissioners shall be authorized
authorized and required
required to sit as a
rommissioners.
commissioners, at some place in the State of Missouri, and shall be authorized
authorized to call
call
witnesses
witnesses before them and examine them under oath. And said
said commisClerk.
sioners shall be authorized to employ aaclerk at aarate of compensation
compensation
Clerk.
sioners
not to exceed fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars per annum.
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the commissioners
commissioners so appointed
appointed
Secretary of
shall proceed, subject to regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
War, at once to examine all the items of expenditure
Items of
of' exWar,
expenditure made by said State
penditure
allowing only
disbursements made
penditure to
to be for
for the
the purposes
purposes herein
herein named,
named, allowing
only for
for disbursements
made and
and
exammed.
What to
to be alal-. amounts assumed by the State
equipping, subsisting,
and
State for
for enrolling, equipping,
subsisting, and
lowed.
paying such troops as were
lowed.
paying
were called into service by the governor, at the
request of the United States department commander
request
commander commanding
commanding the dis-
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trict in
in which
which Missouri
may at
at the
been included,
or by
by the
the
time have
have been
included, or
trict
Missouri may
the time
express order,
order, consent,
consent, or
or concurrence
concurrence of
of such
express
such commander,
commander, or
or which
which may
may
have been
in suppressing
suppressing rebellion
under the
the auaurebellion in
in said
said State,
State, under
have
been employed
employed in
thority
command of
of federal
no allowance
allowance shall
be made
made
officers. And
And no
shall be
thority and
and command
federal officers.
for any
which did
not perform
military service
service in
full conconperform actual
actual military
in full
for
any troops
troops which
did not
cert
and co-operation
the authorities
authorities of
of the
and subject
cert and
co-operation with
with the
the United
United States
States and
subject
to their
their orders.
S
EC. 3.
it further enacted,
SEC.
3. And be
be itfurther
enacted, That in making
making up
up said account,
account, for
for
the convenience
government, the
convenience of the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of the
the government,
the commiscommissioners shall
state separately
amounts expended,
expended, respectively,
respectively, for
for enensioners
shall state
separately the
the amounts
rolling, equipping,
equipping, arming,
subsisting, and
and paying
and from
from
paying said
said troops,
troops, and
rolling,
arming, subsisting,
the
aggregate amount
shall deduct
deduct the
direct tax
due by
the amount
amount of
of direct
tax due
amount they
they shall
the aggregate
to pro" An act
the said
said State
State to the
the United
United States
States under
under the act entitled "An
. . - .
vide increased
from imports,
on the
the public
public debt,
and
vide
increased revenue
revenue from
imports, pay
pay interest
interest on
debt, and
approved August
purposes," approved
August fifth,
fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyfor other purposes,"

one.
one.
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What
What not
not

au

to
be
to be

allowed.
owed.

Certain
Certain
amounts to be
amounts
to be
stated
separatestated
separate-

ly.
iy.

Amount of direct tax to be
rect
tax to be
deducted.
deducted.

1861,eh.
ch. 45.
Vol.
xii. pp. 292,
292,
Vol.xii.pp.

295.
295.

Rate for
SEC.
for serserin the adjustment
adjustment of accounts
accounts Rate
SEC. 4.
4. And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That in
&c.
under
commissioners shall not
vice, &c.
not allow for any expenditure
expenditure or vice,
under this act
act the commissioners
compensation for
for service
at aarate
rate greater
greater than
at the
authorized
compensation
service at
than was
was at
the time
time authorized
by the
laws of
United States
States and
the regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
by
the laws
of the
the United
and the
by the
the
Secretary
of War
in similar
similar cases.
Secretary of
War in
cases.
Sac. 5. And be it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That so
so soon as
as said commissioners
commissioners Commissioners
to make
make report,
shall have made up said account
ascertained the balance, as herein to
account and ascertained
report,
and transmit tesdirected, they
they shall
shall make
report thereof,
different timonv
directed,
make written
written report
thereof, showing
showing the
the different
timony to Secretary of Treasury.
items of
of expenditure
expenditure as hereinbefore
hereinbefore stated,
stated, to the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treas- taryofTreasury.
taken by
commissioners to
ury, and shall
shall transmit all the testimony
testimony taken
by said
said commissioners
to
examination by
the Secretary of the Treasury; and if upon an examination
by the proper
proper
Account to be
be
accounting officers
officers of
the Treasury
Treasury the
the account
found to
to be
be just Account
of the
account shall
shall be
be found
accounting
paid, if
if correct.
correct.
and
paid,
correct, the
the same shall be
be paid.
and correct,
Sac.
6. And
be it
enacted That
That the
the commissioners
commissioners to
be apSEC. 6.
And be
it further
further enacted,
up- Commissioners
to be
to be
sworn.
pointed
aforesaid shall, before proceeding to the discharge of their to
be sworn.
pointed as aforesaid
duties,
they will carefully examine
duties, be
be severally
severally sworn
sworn that
that they
examine the
the accounts
accounts
existing between the United States and the State of Missouri, and that
they
of their
their ability,
ability, make
make a
ajust,
just, true,
true, and
and impartial
impartial
they will, to
to the
the best
best of
statement
required by
this act.
shall receive
such comstatement thereof,
thereof, as
as required
by this
act. They
They shall
receive such
compay.
Their pay.
determined by the Secretary of the Their
pensation for their services
services as may be determined
Treasury,
Treasury, not exceeding
exceeding ten dollars per
per day for
for each
each day
day of actual
actual serservice.
Appropriation.
further enacted,
SEC.
S
EC. 7. And be it further
enacted, That the sum of six million seven Appropriation.
hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand and eighty-nine
eighty-nine dollars
dollars and
and sixty-five
sixty-five cents,
cents,
or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
to carry
carry this
this act
propriated to
act into
into effect.
effect.
APPROVED,
17, 1866.
APPROVED, April
April 17,
1866.

CHAP. XLVII. —
authorize the
CHAP.
-AnAn Act to authorize
the President
Presidentof the United
United States
States to transfer
transfer a
a April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
Gunboat to the Government
Government of the Republic of Liberia.
Liberia.

Be it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United Gunboat to be
be
toibe,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President of the Unit- transferred
States
transferred t
Sates of America in Congress
ed States be, and he is hereby, authorized to transfer to the government republic of Lieof
ed the
States
republic
be, andofhe
Liberia
is hereby,
any one
authorized
of the to
gunboats
transfernow
to the
or hereafter
government
in- a
tion,at a
of the republic of Liberia any one of the gunboats now or hereafter in- tion,
eluded in the navy of the United States, her armament, tackle, apparel and
and
furniture, which
which may
may be
be acceptable
acceptable to
that government,
government, and
in the
the
furniture,
to that
and can,
can, in
Secretary of the Navy, be
conveniently spared
spared for
that
judgment of the Secretary
be conveniently
for that
purpose, and upon a
purpose,
a valuation to
to be fixed
fixed by
by him.
SEC.
enacted, That the
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy is
SEc. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
Secretary of
of the
is
author!zed
a contract with any person duly emauthorized and directed to enter into a
powered
powered by the government
government of
of that
that republic, by
by which that government
government
gun b
oa tto
t
o be
be for.paid
shall engage
engage to
to repay to the
the United
United States
States the value
value of the
how to
the gunboat
how
to be
be paid
for.
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transferred: Provided,
the contract
contract shall
shall stipulate
stipulate for
the full
full reimreimfor the
transferred:
Provided, That
That the
bursement
to the
the United
the value
value of
of such gunboat
in annual ingunboat in
States of
of the
United States
bursement to
stalments,
not exceeding
in number,
number, with
interest on
each at
on each
at six
six per
per
exceeding ten
ten in
with interest
stalments, not
centum
per annum
the date
date of
of the
from the
the contract.
contract.
centum per
annum from
APPROVED, April
17, 1866.
APPROVED,
April 17,
1866.

April
17, 1866.
April 17,1866.

CHAP.
XLVIII.
—An Act
that the
Soldier's Individual
shall be
be
Memorial" shall
Individual Memorial"
the "
" Soldier's
-An
Act to
to provide
provide that
XLVIII.
CHAP.
carried through
through the
the Mails
Mails at
at the
Rate of
Matter.
of Printed
PrintedMatter.
the usual
usual Rate
carried
•The
e'S11dier's
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
"Soldier's
it enacted
of
morial"
to pass States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the ornamental
ornamental records
records of
Congress assembled,
indiidaltoass
through the
the
the
federal officers
officers and
soldiers, composed
partly of
of
composed partly
of federal
and soldiers,
the personal
personal services
services of
through
mails as printed written and partly of printed matter, but containing
containing no private communicacommunicamemorial," shall be allowed
tions, and known as the "soldier's
"soldier's individual memorial,"
to
the mails
of the
the usual
postage on
to pass
pass through
through the
mails upon
upon the
the payment
payment of
usual postage
on
printed matter.
printed
APPROVED, April
17, 1866.
APPROVED,
April 17,
1866.
April 20,1866.
20, 1866. CHAP.
CHAP. LXIII.
— An Act
Act to
the Sale
Marine Hospitals
April
LXIII. -An
to authorize
authorize the
Sale of
of Marine
Hospitals and
and of
of Revenue
Revenue
Cutters.
Cutters.

Marine hospital
buildings
and
buidingsy
land mayand
be
leased or sold.
sold.
See ch.. 142.
Post, p.
p. 76.
76.
Post,

Senate and House
Be it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
House of
Representatives of
the United
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the Secretary of the TreasCongress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
ury be, and he
he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to lease,
lease, or
or to sell at public
public auction, to
to
the highest
and best
best bidder,
bidder, for
cash, after
due notice
notice in
the public
public newsin the
newsthe
highest and
for cash,
after due
papers, such
marine hospital
lands appertaining
as
thereto as
and lands
appertaining thereto
buildings and
hospital buildings
such marine
papers,
execute,
he may deem advisable, and he
he is hereby empowered
empowered to make, execute,
and deliver all needful conveyances
conveyances to the lessees or purchasers
thereof
purchasers thereof
respectively;
respectively; and the proceeds
proceeds of
approof said leases and sales are
are hereby
hereby approhosThat
Provided, Th
establishment: Provided,
Appropriation
priated
riated for
marine hospital establishment:
atthe
th e h
osfor the marine
Aopropriation priated
of _proceeds.
=
Proviso.
pitals
at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
be sold or leased,
Maine, shall not be
Ohio, and
and Portland,
Portland, Maine,
pitals at
Proviso.
nor shall any hospital
hospital be sold
and suffisold or
or leased where no
no other
other suitable
suitable and
sufficient hospital accommodations
accommodations can be procured
procured upon reasonable terms for
for
convenience of
of the
patients.
the comfort
comfort and
and convenience
the patients.
enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury
itfurther
SEC.
reveCertain
nue
cutters
remvea-y
S
EC. 2. And be it
further enacted,
Treasury
be sold.
sold.
be,
his discretion,
to sell
public auction,
auction,
discretion, to
sell at
at public
authorized, in
in his
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
be
to the highest and best bidder for cash, after due notice in the public
newspapers, such
cutters as
he shall
shall find
find to
be ill
adapted
d newspapers,
such of
of the
the revenue
revenue cutters
as he
to be
ill adapted
sales.
Proceeds of
to the purposes of the revenue service, and to expend the proceeds of
service, and to expend the proceeds of
sales.

to the purposes of the revenue

construction of other vessels better
said sales in the purchase
purchase or construction
better suited
suited to
the
wants of
said service.
the wants
of said
service.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
April 20,
20, 1866.
1866.

April 25,
25,1866.
- An Act
1866. CHIAP.
CHAP. LXV. —An
Act to issue
Registers to
-Vessels "Michigan,"
"Michigan,"
issue American Registers
to the
the Steam
Steam-Vessels
"Dispatch,"
and "William
K. Muir," and
andfor
Purposes.
"Dispatch," and
"William S.
for other Purposes.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
.American
American regof the United
isters
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary'of
TreasSecretary'of the TreasAmerica in
States
steamersto thee
hereby directed to issue American
registers to
the Canadian-built
ury is hereby
American registers
to the
Canadian-built
Michigan,
steamers
Michigan" and
and "Dispatch,"
"Dispatch," and
and the
the American-built
American-built steamer
Michigan,
steamers "
"Michigan"
steamer
Dispatch,
Dispatch,
K. "William
lliam
liam K.
K. Muir," of the collection
William K.
collection district of Detroit; and American
American
Muiri
registers, or enrolment and license, to the following
Muir,
following named
named vessels,
vessels, that
that is
is
and to other to
to the
the sloop
"Jenny Lind
Lind of
of Wolf
Wolf Island,"
Oswego, New
York;
New York;
Island," of
of Oswego,
sloop "Jenny
to say,
say, to
vessels.
the schooners
Oakville," "Trenton
"Trenton of Trenton,"
"Forest
schooners "Coquette
"Coquette of Oakville,"
Trenton," "
Forest
Queen," "Two
Wallaceburg," "bIinetta
Queen,"
"Two Brothers of Wallaceburg,"
"Minetta of
of Gananogue,"
Gananogue,"
and "
"Elizabeth,"
Elizabeth," of Oswego, New York; the barque
barque "St.
"St. Elizabeth,"
Elizabeth," of
Massachusetts; the barques "
" Advance ""and ""Acorn,"
Acorn," and
Provincetown, Massachusetts;
"Ajax,"
schooner "Asia,"
"Asia," of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois; the barges "Harvest,"
"Harvest," "
Ajax,"
and "Matilda,"
"Matilda," of Chicago, Illinois; the steamer "Prince
"Prince Albert," of
of
Georgetown,
Georgetown, District of Columbia; the brig
propeller"" NiagNiagbrig ""Maitland,"
Maitland," propeller
"Canadian,"
ara," and steamboat "
Canadian," of Buffalo, New York;
schooner
York; the schooner
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Ryerse," of
of Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio;
of 14Iarga""E.
E. P.
P. Ryerse,"
Ohio; the
the schooner
schooner "
" Eureka,"
Eureka," of
Margaretta,
Ohio; the
of Toronto,"
Toronto," of
of Erie,
Erie, Pennsylvania;
retta, Ohio;
the brigantine"
brigantine " City
City of
Pennsylvania; and
and
the schoone[r]
Wavertree," of
Cleveland, Ohio;
Ohio; and
and American
registhe
schoone[r] "
" Wavertree,"
of Cleveland,
American registers, or
and license,
license, to
vessels, that
is to
ters,
or enrolment
enrolment and
to the
the following
following named
named vessels,
that is
to
say,
ship "Screamer,"
"Screamer," of
Maine; the
"Mary," of
say, the
the ship
of Brunswick,
Brunswick, Maine;
the barge
barge "Mary,"
of
Detroit; the
Sampson," or
Detroit; and
schooners "
CalDetroit;
the steam-tug
steam-tug "
" Sampson,"
of Detroit;
and the
the schooners
" Caledonia," and
Enterprise," of
Anglo-Saxon," a
a Canaedonia,"
and "
"Enterprise,"
of Detroit;
Detroit; and
and the
the "
"Anglo-Saxon,"
Canadian-built vessel.
APPROVED,
1866.
APPROVED, April
April 25,
25, 1866.
CHAP.
LXVIIL —
Act making
making Appropriations
in the
the ApproAppro..
CHAP. LXVIII.
-AnAn Act
Appropriations to
to supply
supply Deficiency
Deficiency in
yriation for
for the
the Fiscal
hundred
priation
for the Public
Public Printing
Printingfor
Fiscal Year
Year ending
ending June
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-six.
and sixty-six.

Apri126,
April 26, 1866.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
United Deficiency
apRepresentatives of
of the
Deficiency ap.
Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
irobp
lir
c
iaptiro
in
ntfor
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
following sums
sums be,
and pubpriationfor
States
America in
assembled, That
the following
be, and
the
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
appropriathe same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated to
to supply
in the
the appropriation
printing for
the fiscal
ending thirtieth
thirtieth of
June,
tion for
for the
the public
public printing
for the
fiscal year
year ending
of June,
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, out
money in
the treasury
treasury not
not otheighteen hundred
out of
of any
any money
in the
otherwise
erwise appropriated:
appropriated:
To
deficiency in
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the public
printing, one
paper for
To supply
supply aadeficiency
in the
public printing,
one paper
for publlio
i
hundred and
printing,
dollars.
hundred
and fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
To
supply a
a deficiency
deficiency in
in the
To supply
the appropriation
appropriation for
for paper
paper for
for the
the public
public
printing, four
and fifty
thousand dollars.
printing,
four hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
dollars.
public binding.
To
deficiency in
public bindin
g,
n
i
ne - public
binding.
a deficiency
in the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the public
binding,
nineTo supply
supply a
ty-five thousand
ty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
And the
Superintendent of
of the
hereby authorized
authorized to
the Public
Public Printing
Printing is
is hereby
to Additional
And
the Superintendent
employ
clerk, of
of class
four.
cl erk.
Additional
clerk.
employ an
an additional
additional clerk,
class four.
APPROVED, April
April 26,
26, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
CHAP.
LXX.
— An Act to facilitate
of the Treasurer
Treasurer
CHAP. LXX.-An
facilitate the Settlement
Settlement of
of the
the Accounts
Accounts of
States, and to secure certain
certain Moneys to the People
nited States,
of the United States,
People of
f the United
States, or
to
Persons to
to receive
to Persons
to whom
whom they are
are due, and
and who are entitled
entitled to
receive the
the same.
same.

o

1866.
May 2,
2,1866.

it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
of the United
United Drafts or
or
Representatives of
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
c
o
hethekes
crs
e
t
d
a
i
n
t
d
o
ints
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
all amounts
amounts of
moneys t
tchecksr
staindng
That all
of moneys
America in
assembled, That
States
that
certificates, drafts,
by the
that are
are represented
represented by certificates,
drafts, or
or checks,
checks, issued
issued by
the TreasTreas- any disbursing
urer
of the
United States,
States, or
by any
any disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of
of any
any department
offi.cer t,,and
or by
department dated
officer,
anddated
urer of
the United
l
of
government of
of the
the United
United States,
States, upon
Treasurer or
any assist1
6
0
3
r
,andJout
J
of the
the government
upon the
the Treasurer
or any
assist- ra8
86°3,
'
ant
designated depositary
depositary of
of the
the United
States, or
1
11 July 1,
1,
ant treasurer,
treasurer, or
or designated
United States,
or upon
upon any
any standing
18
6
s
dol de
t
national bank
bank designated
as a
depositary of
of the
'United States,
and which
which 066,
national
designated as
a depositary
the United
States, and
to
been de-a-n d
posited, &c., and
shall
represented on
on the
galled "
shall be
be represented
the books
books of
of either
either such
such offices
offices as
as standing
standing to
to the
the called
"' outcredit
of any
any disbursing
and bearing
bearing date
prior to
g h standing liabilito July
July first,
first, ei
eighdisbursing officer,
officer, and
date prior
credit of
teen
and which
which were
were issued
issued to
facilitate the
teen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
to facilitate
the paypay- ties."
te
ment of
for any
any other
other purpose
of a
ment
of warrants,
warrants, or
or for
purpose in
in liquidation
liquidation of
a debt
debt due
due
from the
the United
United States,
States, which
which may
remain outstanding
from
may remain
outstanding on
on the
the first
first day
day of
of
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
shall be
be deposited
by the
Treasurer
July,
hundred and
sixty-six, shall
deposited by
the Treasurer
of
the United
be covered
covered into
and to
be
of the
United States,
States, to
to be
into the
the treasury
treasury by
by warrant,
warrant, and
to be
carried
the credit
of the
parties in
favor such
certificates, drafts
drafts
carried to the
credit of
the parties
in whose
whose favor
such certificates,
or
checks were
were respectively
persons who
who are
are entitled
entitled to
to
or checks
respectively issued,
issued, or
or to
to the
the persons
receive
appropriation account
to be
be denominated
receive pay
pay therefor, and
and into an
an appropriation
account to
denominated
"
outstanding liabilities."
liabilities."
"outstanding
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And be it
it further
enacted, That the certificate of the Register
Register Certificate of
of
register stating
of
Treasury, stating
that the
the amount
any draft
draft issued
issued by
by the
the TreasTreas -register
stating that
amount of
of any
of the
the Treasury,
am
e.oua
n
t
t
tao
c
f
hd
ed
r
aZ,
urer
States, to
the payment
of a
directed ec c.attached to
urer of
of the
the United
United States,
to facilitate
facilitate the
payment of
a warrant
warrant directed
to
and which
which may
may have
to him
him for payment, and
have so
so remained
remained outstanding
outstanding and
and any
any warrant, to
to
sreie_nt
unpaid for three years or more as aforesaid, and which shall have been vb
benensufficient
deposited and covered
covered into
thus deposited
into the treasury, shall
shall be, and the
the same is voucher &
authorized to be,
be, when
when attached
attached to
any such
such warrant,
sufficient
hereby authorized
to any
warrant, aasufficient
voucher in
in satisfaction
of any
such warrant
or part
part of
any warrant,
warrant, the
voucher
satisfaction of
any such
warrant or
of any
the
4*
4*
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same
the drafts
correctly indorsed
fully satisfied
satisfied were
were attached
attached
and fully
same as
as if
if the
drafts correctly
indorsed and
to
warrant. And
And all
mentioned in
in
such moneys
moneys mentioned
of warrant.
all such
such warrant
warrant or
or part
part of
to such
this and in the preceding
permanent appropriapreceding section shall remain
remain as a
apermanent
tion
for the
redemption and
and payment
of all
and unpaid
unpaid
all such
such outstanding
outstanding and
payment of
the redemption
tion for
certificates, drafts and checks as aforesaid.
certificates,
aforesaid.
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the payee,
payee, or the bona fide
SEc.
fide
holder
any such
draft or
or check,
dethe amount
amount of
of which
which has
has been
been so
so deholder of
of any
such draft
check, the
posited and covered
covered into the
the treasury, shall, on
on presenting
presenting the same
same to
to the
the
proper officer
the treasury,
treasury, be
have it
paid by
by the
the settlement
proper
officer of
of the
be entitled
entitled to
to have
it paid
settlement
of an
account and
and the
the issuing
of a
to the
the
in his
his favor,
favor, according
according to
issuing of
a warrant
warrant in
of
an account
practice in
other cases
claims against
against the
the
and liquidated
liquidated claims
practice
in other
cases of
of authorized
authorized and
United States.
States.
This act.
to apThis
actto
apSEC.
itfurther
termination of every fisSEC. 4. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That at the termination
fisply to all such
act shall
shall begin
begin to
to operate,
operate, the
the provisions
thereof shall
shall
&c., cal
cal year
year after
after this
this act
provisions thereof
certificates,
certificates, &c.,
outstanding for
apply
checks, which
which shall
then have
have
outstanding
apply to all similar certificates,
certificates, drafts,
drafts, and checks,
shall then
three
and for three years
three years,
years, and
or more remained outstanding,
outstanding, unsatisfied
unsatisfied and unpaid, and
accounts of
of for three
to accounts
accounts that
that shall
have so
so remained
unchanged,
disbursing
remained unchanged,
shall have
officers' accounts
to all
all disbursing
disbursing officers'
disbursing offi- to
cers.
cers.
as in the next section provided for.
Accounts of
Accounts
of
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the amounts, except
S
EC. 5. And be it further
except such
such as
disbursing offiare provided
provided for
in the
first section
of this
act, of
accounts of
every
the accounts
of every
this act,
of the
the first
section of
for in
cers, unchanged
unchanged are
for three years, kind of disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of the Government of the United States, which
to be covered
shall have remained unchanged, or
which shall not have been increased
or which
tetotbetheovered
into
treasury, shall have remained unchanged,
by any
any new
thereto, nor
decreased by
by drafts
drawn thereon,
and credited.
credited.
by
new deposit
deposit thereto,
nor decreased
drafts drawn
thereon, for
for
manner be
the space
space of three years, shall in
in like manner
be covered
covered into the treastreasproper appropriation
and the
the
ury, to the proper
appropriation to
to which
which they
they may
may belong,
belong, and
certificate of the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United
amounts thereof shall, on the certificate
United
States that such amount has been deposited
deposited in
in the treasury,
treasury, be
be credited
credited
by
proper accounting
accounting officer
of the
on the
of the
the Treasby the
the proper
officer of
the treasury
treasury on
the books
books of
Treasury Department,
officer in whose
had stood
stood on
the books
Department, to the officer
whose name
name it
it had
on the
books
agency of the treasury,
appear that
he is
is enof any agency
treasury, if
if it
it shall
shall be
be made to
to appear
that he
entitled to
to such credit.
credit.
The treasurer,
S
EC. 6.
6. And
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That
giving force
force
That for the purpose of giving
The
treasurer,
SEC.
And be
assistant treasthe full
and meaning
of this
act, it
shall be
of
urers, &c., to re- and
and effect
effect to
to the
full intent
intent and
meaning of
this act,
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of
port to the
the SecSec- the Treasurer, and of all assistant treasurers,
treasurers, and of all
all designated
designated deposretary annually
itaries of the United States, and of the cashiers of all national banks desannallyoof itaries
retarycondition
the
ignated as such depositories, to
report to the
such accounts. ignated
to report
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
at the close of business on the
like manmanthe thirtieth
thirtieth day
day of June next, and in
in like
ner at
at the
every thirtieth
June thereafter,
thereafter, the
ner
the close
close of
of business
business on
on every
thirtieth day
day of
of June
the
condition
condition of every such account so standing, as in
in the
the preceding
preceding section
section
Report to state
Report to state specified,
specified, on the books of their respective
respective offices, stating the name of each
each
what.
depositor, respectively,
respectively, with his official designation,
designation, the total amount
amount
so remaining on deposit
deposit to his credit, and the dates, respectively,
respectively, of the
last credit and the last debit made to each of such accounts, respectively.
Disbursing ofpreportorf And it shall be the duty
Disbursing
duty of every
every and each
each disbursing officer in any and
fleers
ficers to report
every
department of
of the
the Government
of the
make a
alike
like
annually all
the United
United States
States to
to make
annually
every department
Government of
checks issued, return of all checks issued by such officer, and which may then have been
been
&e.
&c.
outstanding
outstanding and
unpaid for three
three years
years and
stating fully
in such
and unpaid
and more,
more, stating
fully in
such rereport the name of the payee, for what purpose
purpose given, the office on
on which
which
drawn, the number of the voucher received therefor, and the date, number, and amount for which it was drawn, and, when known, the residence
of
of the
the payee.
payee.
APPROVED, May 2,
2, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
Appropriation
Appropriation
for the
for
the redempretlemption of outstandoutstanding
certificates,
ing certificates,
&c.
&c.
Payee of drafts,
&c., to have paypayment
ment upon prepresentation.

May 2,
1866.
May
2, 1866.

Duties remitted or refunded
refunded
on
produce in
on produce

transitu when
when

reciprocity
reciprocity
treaty expired.

-

CHAP. LXXI. -An
— An Act to remit
certain Duties.
remit and
and refund
refund certain
Duties.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be
_House of
of Representatives
United
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the TreasStates
in Congress
ury is
autho ri
ze d and
an d em
powere d to
i
t, or
i
d to
to refund,
refund,
to rem
remit,
or if
if pa
paid
empowered
hereby authorized
ury
is hereby
any duties levied on produce shipped from a
aport
States to
to
port of the
the United States

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

C. 71,
72, 73.
73.
71, 72,
Cn.

43
43

port of
of the
the United
Canada, if
the said
produce was
actually
was actually
said produce
if the
via Canada,
States, via
United States,
aaport
in transitu
by ice
when the
the recent
recent reciprocity
with
treaty with
reciprocity treaty
ice when
detained by
and detained
transitu and
in
Canada expired.
expired.
Canada
APPROVED, May
1866.
2, 1866.
May 2,
APPROVED,
CHAP. L
provide for
the better
Department
of the Pay Department
Organizationof
better Organization
for the
to provide
Act to
- An
An Act
II. —
LXXTI".
CHAP.
of the Navy.

3, 1866.
May 3,1866.
See ch. 181.
Post,
Post, p. 70.
Be
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
of
United Pay corps of
the United
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
assembled, That,
That, from
and after
the paspits- the navy.
after the
from and
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
sage
of this
this act,
act, the
list of
of the
the pay
pay corps
of the
consist of
shall consist
navy shall
the navy
corps of
active list
the active
sage of
eighty
thirty assistant
assistant Appointment
and thirty
paymasters, and
assistant paymasters,
passed assistant
forty passed
paymasters, forty
eighty paymasters,
Appointment
paymasters,
commissioned of pay-masters,
paymasters.
Paymasters shall be regularly promoted and commissioned
paymasters. Paymasters
from
passed assistant
assistant paymasters,
paymasters, and
and passed
assistant paymasters
paymasters from
from passed assistant
passed assistant
from passed
assistant paymasters,
all passed
assistant paymasters
&e.
by paymasters, &c.
authorized by
paymasters authorized
passed assistant
and all
paymasters, and
assistant
this act
act to
to be
who have
heretofore been appointed and comnot heretofore
have not
appointed who
be appointed
this
missioned as
as assistant
paymasters and
and all
paymasters hereby
assistant paymasters
all assistant
assistant paymasters
missioned
authorized to
appointed shall
shall be
have served
served
selected from those who have
be selected
be appointed
to be
authorized
as
assistant paymasters
paymasters for
term of
one year,
were eligiand who were
year, and
of one
the term
for the
acting assistant
as acting
ble
appointment in
grade of
assistant paymasters
paymasters when
when they were apof assistant
the grade
in the
to appointment
ble to
Examinations.
pointed
paymasters, as
subject, however, to suchExaminations.
aforesaid; subject,
as aforesaid;
assistant paymasters,
acting assistant
pointed acting
examinations as
as are
required by
law, and
as may
established by
may be established
such as
and such
by law,
are required
examinations
the
Secretary of the Navy.
the Secretary
a
n
s
2cand l?pay
a
t
y;
Sc.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That passed assistant paymasters
paymastersBonds
be it
it further
2. And
SEc. 2.
assistpassedand
of Bonds
shall
give
bonds
for
the
faithful
performance
of
their
duties
in
the
•
an
t
P
p
a
y
raas
t
s
e
r
is
s
.
ant
paymasters.
sum
shall give bonds for the faithful performance of their duties in the
of
thousand dollars,
that their
their annual
annual pay
pay shall
shall be,
at sea, fifbe, at
and that
dollars, and
of fifteen
fifteen thousand
teen
on other
other duty,
hundred dollars; on leave
fourteen hundred
duty, fourteen
dollars; on
hundred dollars;
teen hundred
or
twelve hundred
hundred dollars.
orders, twelve
waiting orders,
or waiting
APPROVED, May
May 3,
1866.
3, 1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
LXXIII. -An
— An Act
concerning the
the Boundaries
Boundaries of
Nevada.
of the State of Nevada.
Act concerning
CHAP. LXXIII.

May 6,1866.
5, 1866.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
United Boundaries
Boundaries of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That, as provided for and con- Nevada.
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
sented to
in the
State of
of Nevada, all that territory and
the State
of the
constitution of
the constitution
to in
sented
tract of
of land
land adjoining
adjoining the
the present
present eastern
boundary of the
Nethe State of Neeastern boundary
tract
vada, and
and lying
lying between
between the
the thirty-seventh
forty-second degrees
degrees
the forty-second
thirty-seventh and the
vada,
of north
of the
thirty-seventh degree of longitude west
the thirty-seventh
west of
and west
latitude and
of
north latitude
a part of the State of Neof Washington,
Washington, is
is hereby
hereby added
made a
added to and made
of
vada.
SEc. 2.
2. And
hereby added to and
enacted, That there is hereby
further enacted,
be it further
And be
SEC.
made aa part
part of
the State
State of
of Nevada
Nevada all
that extent
territory lying
lying
of territory
extent of
all that
of the
made
within
the following
following boundaries,
boundaries, to
to wit:
wit: Commencing
thirty-seventh
Commencing on the thirty-seventh
within the
degree
of north
north latitude,
at the
thirty-seventh degree of longitude west
the thirty-seventh
latitude, at
degree of
from
Washington; and
running thence south on said degree of longitude
longitude
and running
from Washington;
to
the middle
thence down the midColorado of the West; thence
middle of the river Colorado
to the
California;
dle
said river
the eastern
eastern boundary
boundary of the State of California;
to the
river to
of said
dle of
thence northwesterly
northwesterly along
along said
said boundary
boundary of
of California to the thirtythence
seventh degree
north latitude;
latitude; and
and thence east along said degree of
of north
degree of
seventh
latitude to
to the
the point
point of
Provided,That the territory mentioned
of beginning:
beginning: Provided,
latitude
in this
section shall
Nevada until said
part of the State of Nevada
become aapart
not become
shall not
in
this section
State
shall, through
thereto: And provided
provided furfur- State to give
through its legislature, consent thereto:
State shall,
then
acquired by citizens of the United States its assent.
rights acquired
possessory rights
all possessory
That all
ther, That
Possessory
to
mining claims,
claims, discovered,
discovered, located,
recorded in complicompli- Possessory
originally recorded
and originally
located, and
to mining
• t: t
to
or
m
em
in a
l
to
rminag
claims
ance
the rules
regulations adopted
Pah-Rana- •
miners in
in the Pah-Ranaby miners
adopted by
and regulations
rules and
ance with
with the
IS
incorporated by the valid.
gat
other mining
mining districts
in the Territory incorporated
districts in
gat and
and other
provisions
into the State of Nevada shall remain as valid subthis act into
of this
provisions of
sisting
construed
nothing herein contained shall be so construed
but nothing
claims; but
milling claims;
sisting milting
as
in fee
not
fee to any mineral lands held by possessory titles in Title in fee not
a title
title in
as granting
granting a
geanted.
the mining
mining States
granted.
Territories.
and Territories.
States and
the
APPROVED, May 5,
1866.
5, 1866.
APPROVED,
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THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
75.
I.. Ca.
CH. 74,
74,75.
SESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

May
May

5, 1866.
1866.
5,

1866.
1866.

CHAP LXXIV.
— An Act
between the
Unitec.
the Unite.
Communication between
Telegraphic Communication
Act to
to encourage
encourage Telegraphic
LXXIV. -An
CHAP
States
and the
the Island
Cuba and
West India
India Islands
the Bahamas.
Bahamas.
and the
Islands and
and other
other tVest
Island of
of Cuba
States and

Whereas James
James A.
A. Scrymser,
Scrymser, Alfred
Pell, junior,
junior, Alexander
HamilAlfred Pell,
Alexander HamilWhereas
ton, junior,
junior, Oliver
Ij. Delafield,
Delafield, William
F. Smith,
Smith, and
and
William F.
King, Maturin
Maturin I4.
Oliver K.
K. King,
ton,
James M.
their associates,
associates, successors,
and assigns,
assigns, persons
compersons comsuccessors, and
James
M. Digges,
Digges, their
posing
Telegraph Company,
Company, an
incorporated comcoman incorporated
Ocean Telegraph
posing the
the International
International Ocean
pany chartered
chartered by
of New
York, are
are desirous
a
desirous of
of establishing
establishing a
State of
New York,
by the
the State
pany
line
of submarine
telegraphic communication
communication between
between the United
United States
submarine telegraphic
line of
of
and the
the West
Now, therethereWest India
India Islands
Islands and
and the
the Bahamas:
Bahamas: Now,
of America
America and
fore,
order to
facilitate the
the said
said enterprise
enterprise —
to facilitate
fore, in
in order
International
iUnited
International
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Ocean TeleStates of America in Congress assembled, That the said International
Oeah CTeeany
graph
Company States of America in Congress assembled, That the said International
Ocean
Company, incorporated
under the
the State
State of
sole
of the
of
incorporated under
the laws
laws of
to have sole
Ocean Telegraph
Telegraph Company,
privilege for
New York,
and assigns,
assigns, shall
shall have
the sole
for
have the
sole privilege
privilege for
York, their
their successors
successors and
privilege
for
New
fourteen years
Preamble.
Preamble.

fourteen years
the approval
of this
this act,
to lay,
lay, construct,
construct,
act, to
approval of
from the
years from
of fourteen
aaperiod
period of
land,
telegraphic or
magnetic lines
cables in
and
land, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate telegraphic
or magnetic
lines or
or cables
in and
over
waters, reefs,
islands, shores,
shores, and
lands, over
United
over which
which the
the United
reefs, islands,
and lands,
over the
the waters,
States have
from the
the shores
shores of
of the
State of
the said
said
Florida, in
in the
the State
of Florida,
have jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, fiom
States
United States,
States, to
of Cuba
either or
both,
United
to the
the Island
Island of
Cuba and
and the
the Bahamas,
Bahamas, either
or both,
and other West India Islands.
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
That the
Ocean
The United
United
International Ocean
the said
said International
And be
it further
enacted, That
SEC.
The
States to
to have
use
States
have Telegraph
Telegraph Company shall,
shall, at
at all times
times give the
the United States the free
free use
free use of
of such
such
*
of
cable or
cables, to
to a
telegraphic operator
operator of
of its
its own
own selection,
selection, to
to
or cables,
a telegraphic
of said
said cable
lines.
transmit any messages to and from its
its military,
military, naval,
naval, and diplomatic or
or
consular
and the
the said
said company
company shall
lines open
open to
to the
Lines to be
consular agents;
agents; and
shall keep
keep all
all its
its lines
the
kept
kept open,
open, and
and public for the transmission for daily publication
publication of market and
commercial
and
commercial
messages sent
messages
sent
reports and
and intelligence,
intelligence, and
messages, despatches
in order of their reports
and all
all messages,
despatches and
and communications
communications
reception.
reception.
shall be forwarded in the order in which they shall be received:
received: and the
Charges.
Charges.
said company shall not be permitted to charge and
messages
and collect
collect for messages
transmitted
transmitted through
through any of its submarine
submarine cables
cables more than the rate
rate of
of
three dollars and fifty cents for messages
messages of ten words,
words, subject,
subject, however,
however,
to the power of Congress to alter and determine
determine said rates: Provided,
Provided,
Lines
Lines to
to be
That the said International
International Ocean
within the
Ocean Telegraph
Telegraph Company
Company shall,
shall, within
the
three
laid in three
period
years from
passage of
cause the
submathe said
said submaof three
three years
from the
the passage
of this
this act,
act, cause
period of
years, and in
operation in
five rine
to be
be laid
and that
that the
the said
in five
rine telegraphic
telegraphic cable
cable or
or cables
cables to
laid down,
down, and
said cacayears.
years.
ble or
shall be in successful
transmission of
of mesmesble
or cables
cables shall
successful operation
operation for the transmission
sages within the
of five
years; otherwise,
otherwise, this
this grant
null
sages
the said
said period
period of
five years;
grant to
to be
be null
and
void.
and void.

toulayandoperto
lay and opertelegraph
ate telegraph
lines between
esdbetweden
Florida
and
Florida
and
&c.
Cuba, &c.

This act may
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
have power,
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
That Congress
Congress shall
shall have
power, at
at
any time,
to alter
alter or
foregoing act.
any
time, to
or repeal
repeal the
the foregoing
act.
repealed.
APPROVED, M
APPROVED,
ay 5,
5, 1866.
May
1866.

be altered
or
be
altered or

May

9,
9, 1806.
1866.

Court of
Claims
hear
Claims to
to hear

and determine
certain clamis
certain
claims.

Appeal.
Appeal.
Decree,
and
Decree, and
its effect.

it effet.

Jurisdictionof the
the Court
CHAP.
LXXV.
—An Act to extend the Jurisdiction
Court of Claims.
CHAP. LXXV.
-An

enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
United States of America
America in Congress
of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Court of
Claims shall
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to hear
hear and
determine the
the claim
claim of
Claims
shall have
and determine
of any
any
quartermaster, commissary of subsistence,
paymaster, quartermaster,
subsistence, or
disbursing
or other
other disbursing
officer of the United States, or of his administrators
administrators or executors, for rerelief from responsibility on account of losses by
capture or otherwise, while
by capture
in the line of his duty, of government
government funds, vouchers, records,
records, and papers
papers
in his charge, and for which such officer was and is held responsible:
responsible:
Provided, That an
an appeal may be taken to the Supreme
Provided,
Supreme Court, as in other cases.
cases.
er
SEC.
further enacted,
Sue. 2. And be it further
enacted, That whenever
whenever said court shall have
ascertained
such loss
loss to have been without fault or negascertained the facts of any such
lect on
on the part of any such officer, it shall make a
a decree,
decree, setting forth
forth
the amount thereof,
thereof, upon which the proper accounting officers of the treastreasury shall allow to such officer the amount so decreed as aacredit in the settlement
tlement of his accounts.
APPROVED, May
May 9,
9, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SESS. I
CH. 76,
76, 79.
79.
SESS.
I.. CH.

1866.
1866.

CHAP.
LXXVI. —
Act enlarging
enlarging the
the Powers
of the
the County
County of
of
Powers of
the Levy
Levy Court
Court of
of the
-AnAn Act
CHAP. LXXVI.
Washington,
District of
Columbia.
the District
of Columbia.
Washington, in
in the

45
May
9, 1866.
May 9,
1866.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United Levy
Levy Court
Court
the United
of Representatives
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the levy
court of
of the
t!'• locate
looacteascerStates
That the
levy court
the may
cercounty
of Washington,
in the
District of
is hereby
hereby empowered
inam'r
public highways.
of Columbia,
Columbia, is
empowered publichighways.
county of
Washington, in
the District
to
declare and
and locate
as public
highways such
such roads known
known and used as
locate as
public highways
to declare
military roads
in said
rebellion as
deem
court may
may deem
as said
said court
the rebellion
district during
during the
roads in
said district
military
advisable :Provided,
which the
the owners
of the
the land'over
land`over Damages.
Damages.
owners of
damages which
Provided,That
That the
the damages
advisable:
which said
said roads
sustain by
reason of
of said
said roads
declared
by reason
roads being declared
roads pass
pass shall
shall sustain
which
public highways,
as provided
provided for
section three
of the
the
in section
three of
for in
be assessed
assessed as
highways, shall
shall be
public
act
July first,
eighteen hundred
and twelve,
twelve, entitled
entitled 1812,
1812, ch.
ch. 117,
117,4§8.
3.
hundred and
first, eighteen
act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved July
0
"
An act
conferring certain
Vol. ii.
771.
ii. p. 771.
for the
the county of Vol
on the levy
levy court for
powers on
certain powers
"An
act conferring
Washington,
Columbia."
in the District of Columbia."
Washington, in
APPROVED, May
1866.
9, 1866.
APPROVED,
May 9,

CHAP. LXXIX.
Act to
Institute.
CHAP.
LXXIX. —
-AnAn Act
to incorporate
incorporatethe
the National
National Theological
TheologicalInstitute.

May
May 10,
10, 186.
1860.

Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
the United
National TheoBe it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United National
TheoEdgar logical Institute
assembled, That Abram D. Gillette, Edgar
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in
H.
Turney, Zalman
Zalman Richards,
J. Powell,
incorporated.
Robert J.
Powell, William
William incorporated.
Richards, Robert
H. Gray,
Gray, Edmund
Edmund Turney,
T. Johnson,
Charles H. Morse,
C Lewis,
John S.
S.
Morse, Joseph C
Lewis, John
Henry Beard,
Beard, Charles
T.
Johnson, Henry
Poler, David
David Rees,
Rees, D.
D. W.
W. Anderson,
Eddy, Leonard
Act amended.
Poler,
Anderson, Daniel
Daniel C.
C. Eddy,
Leonard A.
A. Act
amended.
Justice D. Fulton, William R.
Westcott, HowSee 1867,
1867, ch.
Grimes, Justice
R. Williams, Isaac Westcott,
ard Malcolm,
Malcolm, Joseph
Joseph H.
T. Dwight
Dwight Miller,
Miller, and
'
ard
H. Kennard,
Kennard, Newton
Newton Brown,
Brown, T.
and 164
164.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 440.
440.
succeswith them, and their succeswho shall
shall or
or may be associated with
all persons
persons who
sors,
are
hereby
created
and
declared
a
body
corporate
and
politic,
in
sors, are hereby created and declared a body corporate and politic, in
deed
"The National
National Theological
Theological Institute,"
Institute,"
deed and in law, by the
the name
name of "The
and by that name
have succession
succession and
and be
be capable
capable in
to sue
and Its
Its powers.
name shall
shall have
in law
law to
sue and
powers.
be sued,
sued, plead
be impleaded,
impleaded, answer
and be
be answered,
answered, defend
defend and
and be
be
be
plead and
and be
answer and
defended,
defended, in all courts of law and equity
equity and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; to make and
and use
use
a common
a
common seal,
seal, and the same to alter or renew at pleasure;
pleasure; and generally Seal.
to
do and
and perform
things relative
relative to
the object
object of
of this
this corporation
to do
perform all
all things
to the
corporation
which is now and shall
shall be lawful for
individual or body politic
for any individual
politic or corcorporate to
to do.
do.
porate
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That the object and purpose
purpose of
of this Purposes
Purposes of
of
corporation shall be for the education
persons for
corporation.
corporation
education of
of persons
for the
the christian
christian ministry,
ministry, corporation.
and those associated with
assistants, in
of theological
with them
them as assistants,
in such course of
theological
and
proper for
purpose; and
for
and general
general studies
studies as may be
be deemed proper
for that
that purpose;
and for
that purpose is hereby authorized to elect or appoint such officers as may
Officers.
be
deemed necessary
or proper
proper for
for the
the control
control of
of its
to adopt
be deemed
necessary or
its affairs;
affairs; to
adopt such
such
regulations and by-laws
bylaws for its government as may be deemed necessary,
necessary, By-laws.
By-laws.
not
inconsistent with the
of the
force in
in the
the District
not inconsistent
the laws
laws of
the United
United States
States in
in force
District
of Columbia, and to amend
pleasure; to receive
receive and
amend or repeal
repeal them
them at
at pleasure;
and
hold any lands, tenements,
tenements, annuities, moneys
moneys, goods, chattels, or other
other
shall be given, granted, or be- Property, and
property of every kind or nature, which shall
queathed
it, or be otherwise
queathed to it,
otherwise acquired, for the purpose of carrying out how used.
the object of this corporation,
corporation, not exceeding
exceeding fifty thousand dollars in real Amount
of real
Amountofreal
estate at any one time; and the same to sell or dispose of in such
such manner
manner estate.
estate.
as may be desired
desired for
the purpose
purpose aforesaid:
for the
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided,That
That any
any property
property
so acquired, or the proceeds thereof, or any money received
received as aagift,
gift, shall
shall
not
purposes: And
And provided,
not be
be used for any
any other
other than such
such educational
educational purposes:
provided, Theological
Theological
also, That
shall be
be excluded
ex cl udedfrom
f
rom th
dvan t
ages of
ofe
ducat i
on eblelief
not to
to exex.
education
belief not
thee a
advantages
also,
That no
no person
person shall
afforded by the institute on account of theological belief.
belief.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That this act may at any time be
Charter may
altered,
or repealed.
be
altered, amended,
amended, or
repealed.
be altered.
altered.
APPROVED, May
May 10,
10, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
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May 11,
11, 1866.
LXXX .
Act to
to amend
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act relating
.
orMay
1866. CHAP.
CHAP. LXXX.
-— An
An Act
an Act
relating to
to Habeas
Habeas C
Cor1863,
pus, and
regulating Judicial
certain Cases,"
Cases," approved
third, ezgh186, ch.
S.
ch. 8t.
pus,
and regulating
Judicial Proceedings
Proceedingsin
in certain
approved ilarch
March third,
eighVol. xii.
755.
teen
hundred and
sixty-three.
and sixty-three.
teen hundred
p. 755.
xii. p.
Vol.

See
27.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
See 1867,
167, ch.
ch. 27.
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the United
Post, p. 385.
in
Congress
assembled,
That
any
search,
seizure,
Orders from States
States of
of America
America in Congress assembled, That any search, seizure, arrest,
arrest,
proper officer
officer to
imprisonment made,
made, or
or any
acts done
done or
to be
be done
during the
the
proper
to or
or imprisonment
any acts
or omitted
omitted to
done during
certain
pertoin
said
rebellion, by any officer
perform certain
officer or person,
person, under and by virtue of any order,
acts
de .
acts to be a
a defence
suits on
written or
verbal, general
the President
President or
or Secretary
fence to
to slits
on written
or verbal,
general or
or special,
special, issued
issued by
by the
Secretary
account of such of
War, or
any military
officer of
of the
the United
United States
the comcornof War,
or by
by any
military officer
States holding
holding the
acts;
mand of the department,
department, district, or place within
within which
which such seizure,
search,
or imprisonment
was made,
made, done,
committed, or
or any
search, arrest,
arrest, or
imprisonment was
done, or
or committed,
any acts
acts
were
or omitted
omitted to
to be
by the
or officer
to
were so
so done,
done, or
be done,
done, either
either by
the person
person or
officer to
whom
or for
for whom
whom it
was intended,
by any
any
whom the
the order
order was addressed,
addressed, or
it was
intended, or
or by
other
or assisting
assisting him
him therein,
therein, shall
and are
are hereby
other person
person aiding
aiding or
shall be
be held,
held, and
hereby
1863, ch.
ch. 81,
81, declared,
declared, to
the purview
purview of
the act
to which
which this
1863,
to come
come within
within the
of the
act to
this is
is amendaamendaVol.
x
ii4
.-1-)
purview of
of the
fifth, and
sixth sections
sections of
tory,, and
and within
Vol. 4
i§
pp16): 756,
756 tory
within the
the purview
the fourth,
fourth, fifth,
and sixth
of the
the
757.
said
act of
hundred and
and sixty-three.
sixty-three. for
for all
all the
the pur757.
said act
of March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
purposes
defence, transfer,
appeal, error,
poses of
of defence,
transfer, appeal,
error, or
or limitation
limitation provided
provided therein.
therein. But
But
but not for
shall, by force of this act,
no such order shall,
act, or
or the act to which this
this is
is an
an amendamendacts
the passage
done after
of
ment,
to any
any suit
suit or
for any
act done
done or
or omitted
be
omitted to
to be
any act
or action
action for
a defence
defence to
ment, be
be a
thepdassa'eff
passage of
of this act.
act.
this act.
done after
after the passage
Order, how
Sac.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That when
said order
is in
in writwritSEC. 2.
2. And
enacted, That
when the
the said
order is
ing, it shall be sufficient
proved.
ing,
sufficient to produce in evidence the original,
original, with proof of
its authenticity, or
copy of
of the
the same;
same; or
or if
if sent
sent by
or a
a certified
certified copy
by telegraph,
telegraph,
the production of the telegram purporting
purporting to emanate from such military
officer shall be prima facie evidence
evidence of its authenticity;
original
authenticity; or if
if the
the original
of such order or telegram
evidence
telegram is lost or cannot
cannot be
be produced,
produced, secondary
secondary evidence
thereof
as in
in other
thereof shall
shall be
be admissible,
admissible, as
other cases.
cases.
Right of re
SEC.
enacted, That
That the
right of
of removal
from the
re-SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
fjrther enacted,
the right
removal from
the
moval
from
State court
court into
the circuit
circuit court
of the
the United
States, provided
provided in
in the
from
emoal
State
into
the
court
of
United
States,
the
State to
State
to United
United
States
Court,
fifth
to which
this is
is amendatory,
amendatory, may
States Court,
fifth section
section of
of the
the act
act to
which this
may be
be exercised
exercised after
after
when it may be the appearance
appearance of the defendant and the filing of his plea or other defence
exercised.
in said court, or at any term of said court subsequent to the term when
exercised,
when
appearance is
before a
a jury
ernpannelled to
to try
the
the appearance
is entered,
entered, and
and before
jury is
is empannelled
try the
same; but nothing herein contained
contained shall be held to abridge
abridge the right of
such removal
removal after final judgment in the State court,
court, nor
nor shall
shall it
it be necesnecessary in the State court to offer or
or give surety
surety for
for the filing
filing of copies
copies in
in
the circuit court of the United
United States; but, on the
the filing of'
of the petition,
Proceedings
verified as provided in said fifth section,
Proceedings in verified
proceedings in
section, the further proceedings
in the
the
court to
State court
and not
be resumed
resumed until
certificate under
the
State
coirt
to State
court shall
shall cease,
cease, and
not be
until a
a certificate
under the
cease on
cease
on filing
Sling
'etition, Sze.
netition,
seal
of the
circuit court
of the
the United
stating that
petitioner
&c.
seal of
the circuit
court of
United States,
States, stating
that the
the petitioner
the next
has failed
failed to file copies in the said circuit
circuit court, at
at the
next term,
is proproterm, is
duced.
Subsequent
SEC.
further enacted,
if the State
State court
court shall,
shall, notnotSubsequent
SEC. 4. And be it
it further
enacted, That if
acts in State
acts
State
withstanding
the performance
performance of
for the
of the
court,invoid.
void.
withstanding the
of all
all things
things required
required for
the removal
removal of
the
court,
case
aforesaid, proceed
proceed further
case to the circuit court aforesaid,
said cause
cause or
further in
in said
or proseprosecution
certificate is
cution before said certificate
is produced,
produced, then,
all such
then, in
in that
that case,
case, all
such further
further
proceedings
proceedings shall be void and of none effect; and all parties, judges, officers,
and other persons,
persons, thenceforth proceeding
proceeding thereunder, or by color thereof,
thereof,
Damages.
shall be
liable in
in damages
to the
the party aggrieved, to be recovered
Damages.
shall
be liable
damages therefor
therefor to
recovered
a court of the State having proper jurisdiction, or
by action in a
circuit
or in
in a
a circuit
court of the United States for the district in which such further proceedings
proceedings
may have been had, or where the party, officer, or other person, so offendoffending, shall be found; and upon aarecovery
damages
recovery of damages
0 in either court, the
Double costs,
costs. party plaintiff shall be entitled
to double
double costs.
entitled to
costs.

SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That it
SEC. 5. And be it
it further
it shall be the duty of the
Clerk
Clerk of State clerk of the State court to furnish copies of the
the papers and
and files
files in the
court
to
furnish
court to furnish
case to
ng f
or the
th e removal;
removal
; an
d upon
he refusal
copies of
of papers,
papers, case
to the
the party
party so
so petitioni
petitioning
for
and
upon t
the
refusal or
or
&c.
neglect
of the
the clerk
clerk to
neglect of
to furnish
furnish such
such copies,
copies, the
the said
said party
party may
may docket
docket the
the
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case in
in the
the United
said circuit
circuit
case
the circuit
circuit court
court of
of the
United States;
States; and
and thereupon
thereupon said
court shall
jurisdiction therein,
and may,
may, upon
upon proof
of such
refusal
court
shall have
have jurisdiction
therein, and
proof of
such refusal
or neglect
neglect of
of' the
the State
State Court,
reasonable notice
or
the clerk
clerk of
of the
court, and
and upon
upon reasonable
notice bebeing given
given to
the plaintiff,
plaintiff, require
require him
to file
or petition
ing
to the
him to
file aa declaration
declaration or
petition
therein; and
upon his
default may
may order
and dismiss
dismiss the
case
therein;
and upon
his default
order aanonsuit,
nonsuit, and
the case
at the
the costs
dismissal shall
bar to
to any
any further
further
at
costs of
of the
the plaintiff,
plaintiff; which
which dismissal
shall be
be a
a bar
suit touching
the matter
matter in
in controversy.
suit
touching the
controversy.
A PPROVED, May
APPROVED,
May 11,
11, 1866.
1866.

If clerk
If
clerk does
does
nit
i
sh
shincaoyp ,furn
npt
furnish co
be
pies,
docketed
c ase
in
be
docketed
in
t
r
'S'C9ur.t
i
f
U.
S.
Court,
and
rerepiI
dplaintiff
to fi
l
e ordered
to
file
declaration, &c.
&c.
declaration,
therein.
therein.
Nonsuit, &c.
Nonsuit, &

CHAP
LXXXI.-— An
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
Coinage of
Fivecent Pieces.
CHAP..LXXXI.
An Act
the Coinage
of Five-cent
Pieces.

May
1866.
May 16,
16,1866.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
the United
Be
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United Five-cent
Five-cent
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
so soon
soon as
as practicable
e
'
e
ll i
c,ees
dt:
b
ee
States of America
America in Congress
That, so
ePP er
practicable afaf- l
pices
tofbe
ter the
the passage
passage of
of this
there shall
shall be
at the
ntof
of the
the U
nit- and nickel.O
ni
cke l
.
ter
this act,
act, there
be coined
coined at
the mi
mint
United
States aafive-cent
piece composed
composed of
of copper
copper and
nickel, in
ed States
five-cent piece
and nickel,
in such
such proproexceeding twenty-five
centum of
as shall
be dedeportions, not
not exceeding
twenty-five per
per centum
of nickel,
nickel, as
shall be
Weight,80.
shape,
weight of
which shall
shall devices,
termined by the director of
of the mint,
mint, the standard
standard weight
of which
deight,
shale
be seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
and sixteen
be
sixteen hundredths
hundredths grains,
grains, with
with no
no greater
greater deviadeviation than
two grains
the shape,
mottoes and
and devices
tion
than two
grains to
to each
each piece;
piece; and
and the
shape, mottoes
devices
of said
said coin
coin shall
by the
the apof
shall be
be determined
determined by
the directoi
director of
of the
the mint,
mint, with
with the
apSecretary of the
proval of'
of the Secretary
the Treasury;
Treasury; and
and the
the laws now
now in
in force rere- toLe:iwnsiwreeloling
t a S elofting
lating
of cents,
cents, and
providing for
of material,
lating to
to the
the coinage
coinage of
and providing
for the
the purchase
purchase of
material, cents,
cents, &c.,
&., to
to apapand
the appropriate
appropriate duties
duties of
of' the
the o
ffi cers of
ofthe
th e mint
m i
ntand
an d th
to this
coinand prescribing
prescribing the
officers
thee ply
ply to
this coinSecretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, be,
be, and
same are
hereby, extended
extended to
the a
ge"
Secretary
of the
and the
the same
are hereby,
to the
age.
coinage herein
provided for.
coinage
herein provided
for.
SEC. 2.
2. And
it further
That all
in force
ng
Las
relatin g
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
all laws
laws now
now in
force relati
relating
Laws relating
todcoins
e
t
n
os
iextendx
at
e
e
t
n
to the
the coins
United States,
and the
the striking
striking and
and coining
the ed to this act so
to
coins of
of the
the United
States, and
coining of
of the
same, shall,
shall, so far as applicable,
applicable, be extended
extended to the coinage
coinage herein
herein auau_ far
as
applicable.
farasapplicable.
thorized, whether said laws are penal or otherwise,
otherwise, for
the
for the security
security of
of the
coin, regulating and guarding
process of
for preprecoin,
guarding the
the process
of striking
striking and
and coining,
coining, for
venting
debasement or counterfeiting, or
for any
any other
purpose. And
And the
the
venting debasement
or for
other purpose.
Regulations as
as
director of
of' the
the mint
mint shall
shall prescribe
prescribe suitable
suitabl e regu
l
ati ons t
i
nsure a
ue con
director
regulations
too insure
ad
due
con--to Regulations
alloy
formity to
to the
weights and
and proportions
of alloy
all oy in
i
n the
th e sa
id co
i
n,
.
formity
the required
required weights
proportions of
said
coin,
to be
made from
from time
time to
to time
time by
assayer
and shall order
order trials
trials thereof
thereof to
be made
by the
the assayer
of the
the mint,
mint, whereof
whereof a
report shall
shall be
in writing
writing to
to the
of
a report
be made
made in
the director.
director.
SEC. 3.
3. And
enacted, That
said coin
be a
ega lt
en -t To
be legal
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That said
coin shall
shall be
a l
legal
tenTo be
legal
oa
r
e
t
r
tender
toii:iamount
der in
in any
the amount
nedollar.
doll ar . A
ndit
it shall
sh
all b
l
aw f
ul
inount
e
f
ne
d o
der
any payment
payment to
to the
amount of'
of o
one
And
bee lawful
of
adollar.
to
exchange for
lawful currency
currency in
e
d
To
be
paid
in
to pay out
out such
such coins in
in exchange
for the
the lawful
in the
the Unit
United To be paid in
States, (except cents, or half cents, or two-cent pieces, issued under for- exchange
for
T rro
i
ge for
Congress,) in suitable sums, by the treasurer
mer acts of Congress,)
treasurer of the mint, and currency.
I Y.
by
other depositaries
depositaries as
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
may desigby such
such other
the Secretary
designate, and under general
regulations approved
the Secretary
of the
the
general regulations
approved by
by the
Secretary of
Treasury.
And under
under the
regulations the
the same
same may
may be
be exchanged
Treasury. And
the like
like regulations
exchanged
in
sums for
currency of
the United
United States,
States, and
in suitable sums
for any
any lawful
lawful currency
of the
and the
the
expenses
exchange, distribution,
distribution, and
be
expenses incident
incident to
to such
such exchange,
and transmission
transmission may
may be
paid
of said
coinage; and
net profits
of said
said coinage,
paid out
out of'
of the
the profits
profits of
said coinage;
and the
the net
profits of
coinage,
as ascertained
ascertained in the
manner prescribed
the second
second section
the act
the manner
prescribed in
in the
section of
of the
act
ch
entitled
2'
. 56, §2.
entitled "
" An
An act
act relating to
to foreign
foreign coins
coins and
and the
the coinage of
of cents at
at the
the 1857,
1857, elb
VW.
XI'
P.
163.
mint
of the
the United
St at
es ," approved
app rove d February
February twenty-first,
t
wenty -first, eighteen
hunmint of
United States,"
eighteen hun. xi. p.
163.
dred and fifty-seven, shall be transferred
of the
United
transferred to the
the treasury
treasury of
the United
l
iell
States: Provided,
the passage
passage of
of this
thi s act
ac tno
no issues
i
ssues of
of No fractional
States:
Provided,That
That from
from and
and after
after the
cuif
N
ri? ractir
es
cnrrency
of less
fractional
fractional notes of the
be of
less denomination
denomination than
t
l
e
c
iivIts
to
the United States
States shall
shall be
of a
a less
than than
thaneten
cents to
ten cents;
and all
ssues at
atth
atti
me outstanding
ou t
stan di ng shall,
shall ,when
wh
en paid
pa i
dand
be issued,
issued, and
ten
cents; and
all such
such i
issues
that
time
be
be
issue ttoo be
into the
the treasury
treas ury or
an y designated
des i
gna t
ed d
ep
os it ory o
he United
Uni
te d States,
States, or
or cld
cancelleds
into
or any
depository
offt
the
ncell
.
redeemed or
now provided
provided by
law, be
be retained
retained and
redeemed
or exchanged
exchanged as
as now
by law,
and cancancelled.
S
EC. 4.
be it
further enacted,
person or
not Unauthorized
SEC.
4. And
And be
it further
enacted, That,
That, if
if any
any person
or persons
persons not
Unauthorized
making,
&c.,
of
lawfully authorized shall knowingly make, issue, or pass, or cause to be smuackhi7014e.tin°-f
such coins
punin the
issuing, or
or passing
of any
any ished.
made, issued,
issued, or
or passed,
passed, or
or aid
aid in
the making,
making, issuing,
passing of
ished.
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coin, card,
whatsoever, in
or its
intendin metal
metal or
its compound,
compound, intendtoken, or
or device
device whatsoever,
coin,
card, token,
ed to
to pass
or be
for the
the coin
act, or
by this
this act,
or
money for
coin authorized
authorized by
pass or
be passed
passed as
as money
ed
for
value, such
person or
persons shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of
shall be
be deemed
such person
or persons
for coin
coin of
of equal
equal value,
a
and shall,
on conviction
thereof, be
be punished
by a
afine
fine
punished by
shall, on
conviction thereof,
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
not
exceeding one
one thousand
dollars, and
and by
by imprisonment
for a
aterm
not
term not
imprisonment for
thousand dollars,
not exceeding
exceeding
five years,
years, at
at the
the court.
the discretion
discretion of the
exceeding five
May
be reSEc. 5.
5. And
And be
further enacted,
it shall
shall be
for the
the treastreasbe lawful
lawful for
enacted, That
That it
SEC.
be it
it further
1May be
redeemed in sums urer and the several assistant
assistant treasurers
treasurers of the United States to redeem
redeem
than
of
not
less
one
of not
less than in national currency, under such rules and regulations as may be prehundred
in national currency, under such rules and regulations as may be preone hundred
dollars.
scribed
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
the coin
coin herein
authorized to
to
scribed by
by the
the Secretary
Treasury, the
herein authorized
be
issued, when
sums of
not less
less than
than one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
of not
in sums
when presented
presented in
be issued,
APPROVED, May
May 16,
16, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

May
May 16, 1866.
1866.

CHAP,
LXXXII -An
—An Act
imposing a
Duty on
Animals.
a Duty
on live
live Animals.
Act imposing
CHAP. LXXXIL

Duty on live
live

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
House of
and House
Be
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That on and after the passage
congress assembled,
passage of
this
act, there
there shall
shall be
be levied,
levied, collected, and paid, on all horses, mules,
this act,
cattle, sheep,
and other
other live
live animals
animals imported
imported from
from foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
hogs, and
cattle,
sheep, hogs,
per centum
ad valorem:
Provided, That
such anianiThat any such
valorem: Provided,
centum ad
aaduty
duty of
of twenty
twenty per
mals now
by resident
citizens of
of the
United States,
States, and
and
the United
resident citizens
now bona
bona fide
fide owned
owned by
mals
now in
the provinces
British America,
imported into
into the
America, may be imported
of British
any of
of the
provinces of
now
in any
United States
States free
free of
duty until
expiration of
next after
the
of ten
ten days
days next
after the
until the
the expiration
United
of duty
passage of this
this act.
act.
passage

animals import-

ed.
ed.

Proviso,
Proviso.

APPROVED,
16, 1866.
1866.
May 16,
APPROVED, May

May

16, 1866.

ay 16, 1866.

Court in northCourtinnorth-

CHAP. LXXXIII.LXXXIII.—An
to change
change the
the Place
of holding
holding the
the Courts
of the
United
An Act
Act to
Placeof
Courts of
the United
CHAP.
States for
for the
States
the northern
northern District
District of
of Mississippi.
mississippi.
Be it
enacted by
Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
United
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted

er
States
ern district of
States of
of America in
in Congress
the district
courts of
of the
the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
district courts
held
Mississippi
at Oxford.
to be United
United States
for the
the northern
district of
Mississippi, now
now required
required to
to be
be
States for
northern district
of Mississippi,
Mississipf

Pontotoc, shall
hereafter be
held at
at the town of
of Pontotoc,
shall hereafter
be held
held at
at the
the town of Oxford, in
said State.
ford,
in said
State.
APPROVED,
1866.
APPROVED, May
May 16,
16, 1866.

amend "
Act to
to establish
establish the
the Grade
Vice-Admiral
of Vice-Admiral
Grade of
" An
An Act
to amend
An Act
Act to
LXXXIV. -—An
CHAP. LMIV.
May 16, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
May
v
in
States Navy."
Na y."
United States
in the
the United
6,,§
§ 2.
1864, ch. 6

Senate and
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
of an
the second
second section
section of
an
Vice-Admiral
vice-admiral in the United
Vice-Admiral act to establish the grade of vice-admiral
United States navy, apa secreto have a
to
tary.
proved December
December twenty-first,
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, be,
be, and
and
eighteen hundred
twenty-first, eighteen
proved
tary.
the same
same is
hereby, amended
amended by
adding thereto
the following:
And he
the
is hereby,
by adding
thereto the
following: "
"And
he
Rank
shall be
be allowed
Secretary, with
with the
the rank
and sea
pay and
allowances
Rank and pay shall
allowed a
a Secretary,
rank and
sea pay
and allowances
of.
of a
in the
the navy."
of.
of
a lieutenant
lieutenant in
navy."
APPROVED,
May 16,
16, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, May

p. 420.
Vol. xiii. p.

May 18, 1866.

Appropriation
Appropriation

for Post Office
Dor
Post Ofie
Department.

Act making
making Appropriations
Appropriations for
the Service
of the
the Post
Post Office
CHAP. LXXXV. -— An
An Act
for the
Service of
Office
Department during
the fiscal
Year ending
Department
during the
fiscal Year
ending the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
of June,
and sixsixty-seven,
and for
for other
other Purposes.
ty-seven, and
Purposes.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of the
the United
United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of
in Congress
the following
sums be,
and
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
following sums
be, and
States
of America
America in
the same are
for the
the service
of the
the Post
Post Office
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated for
service of
Office DeDepartment for
the year
year ending
partment
for the
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and sixtythirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
sixtyseven,
of any
any moneys
in the
from the
the revenues
revenues of
seven, out
out of
moneys in
the treasury
treasury arising
arising from
of said
said
department, in
conformity to
department,
in conformity
of the
the second
July, eighteen
to the
the act
act of
second of
of July,
eighteen hunhundred and thirty-six:
thirty-six:

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
ass. I.
I. Ca.
CH. 85.
85.
Sss.
CONGRESS. S
THIRTY-NINTH

1866.
1866.

For transportation
transportation of
of the
nine million
million five
five hundred
and
hundred and
(inland,) nine
the mails,
mails, (inland,)
For

fifty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty

49
Transports,
Transportation.

For
transportation of
six hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dotdolmails, (foreign,)
(foreign,) six
of the
the mails,
For transportation
lkrs.
lars.
For
ship, steamboat,
and way
way letters,
letters, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Ship, steam.
steameight thousand
Sh,
For ship,
steamboat, and
... boat
boat,
&c.,., letletFor
compensation to
to postmasters,
postmasters, four
four million
million two
two hundred
hundred and
and n
ny ters.'
te ,
For compensation
fifty
le
thousand dollars.
Compensation
Compensatioa
dollars.
thousand
For clerks for post offices, one million nine hundred and twenty thou- topoetmastYers.
to Clerks
Postmasters'
for post
offices.
sand dollars.
dollars.
For payment
to letter-carriers,
six hundred
hundred and
and forty
thousand dollars.
dollars.Letter-carriers.
Letter-carriers.
forty thousand
For
payment to
letter-carriers, six
For
paper, one
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Wrapping paprapping
For wrapping
wrapping paper,
one hundred
per and twine.pa-e
For twine,
dollars.
per d twine.
For
twine, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
For letter
six thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Letter balbalLetter
letter balances,
balances, six
For
ances.
For compensation
compensation to blank agents and assistants, eight thousand dol- anek
Blank agents.
lars.
lars.
For
six thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.and
Furniture a n
For office
office furniture,
furniture, six
Furniture
ver
For
advertising, eighty
eighty thousand
ts
thousand dollars.
dollars. avertising.
For advertising,
Postage
For postage
postage stamps and stamped envelopes, two hundred and fifty thou- stamps
and
stamps and
sand dollars.
stamped enveFor mail
mail depredations
agents, one
one hundred
lopes.
hundred thousand
thousand doldol- lopes.
and special
special agents,
For
depredations and
lam.
Depredations
Depredations
lars.
and special
and
special
1
one hundred
and thirty
agents.
For mail
mail bags,
bags, one
hundred and
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
agents.
For mail
keys, and
and stamps,
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
Mail bags,
dollars.
stamps, thirty
locks, keys,
For
mail locks,
locks, keys, &o
For payment of balances due to foreign countries,
&
keyba
countries, three hundred
hundred and lks,
Foreign
1a1fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
maces.
ances.
fifty thousand
Miscellaneous
For
miscellaneous payments, three
Miscellaneous
and twenty thousand doldol- payments.
three hundred
hundred and
For miscellaneous

payments.
lars.
lars.
To
enable the
of the
Naval Observatory
out Isthmusroutes
Isthmus routes
to carry
carry out
the Naval
Observatory to
the superintendent
superintendent of
To enable
the
object of
Senate resolution
resolution of
of March
nineteenth, eighteen
hundred and
to
andPacific.
to the
the Pacfic.
March nineteenth,
eighteen hundred
the object
of Senate
sixty-six,
for report
Isthmus routes
hunPacific ocean,
ocean, fifteen hunreport bf
bf Isthmus
routes to the Pacific
sixty-six, for
dollars.
dred dam's.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
it further
further enacted,
the following
sums, or
Additional apapor so
so much
much Additional
That the
following sums,
And be
be it
enacted, That
SEC.
thereof
may be
be necessary,
and the
the same
same are
are hereby,
propriation.
hereby, appropriated
appropriated propriation.
necessary, be,
be, and
thereof as
as may
for the
the year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
out
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, out
for
of any
any money
the treasury
appropriated.
of
money in
in the
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
For
steamship service
service between
between the
the United
and Brazil,
Brazil
Mail steamsteam- _
Mail
For the
the mail
mail steamship
United States
States and
sh
Brip service
rvice with
with
ship
dollars: Provided,
That this
appropria- Brazil;
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand dollars:
Provided,That
this appropriaProviso.
the
condition
have
performed
tion
shall
take
effect
only
when
Brazil
shall
have
performed
the
condition
Proviso.
Brazil
shall
tion shall take effect only when
ch. 98.
11865,
86,xiii.
ch.p.98.
on her part provided
provided in the law authorizing said service.
Vol.
93.
For
mail steamship
steamship service
between San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Japan,
and between San
For the
the mail
service between
Japan, and
San
Francisco,
ending June thirtieth,
hundred and
and sixtysixty- Francisco,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
China, for
for six
six months ending
Japan, and
seven,
dollars.
China.
seven, two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
CJaan ad
For
between Atchison
Overland mail
For the overland
overland mail transportation
transportation between
Atchison and Folsom,
Folsom, Overland
mail
California,,to
andCalifornia.
marine
transportation between New York and California
and for marine mail transportation
mail
nine
to Calor
nine hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
S
EC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
Sailing vessels
SEC.
enacted, That
That the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General be,
be, Sailing
vessels
and he
he is
is hereby,
to employ
vessels for
for the
the transportatransporta- may
sailing vessels
may transport
hereby, authorized
authorized to
employ sailing
and
tion of
of the
mails between
the ports
the United
States and
any foreign
foreignwhere,Stc.
mails
mals where,&c.
tion
the mails
between the
ports of
of the
United States
and any
be facilitated
and paying
ports where
where the service
service may
may be
facilitated thereby,
thereby, allowing
allowing and
paying
therefor aacompensation
compensation not exceeding the sea postages accruing on the Compensation.
therefor
conveyed.
mails so
so conveyed.
S
EC. 4. And be it further enacted,
Postmaster-General be,
be
Postmasterenacted, That the Postmaster-General
SEC.
and is
to report
to the
of the
Ge
neral
ate
Treasury annul
annu- estim
Genemraltoreport
report to
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
and
is hereby,
hereby, required
required to
ally,
prior to
first day
day of
November of
ally, prior
to the
the first
of November
each year,
the
of each
year, his
his estimate
estimate of
of the
the service of
of the
to
en- department
department to
Office Department
of the
money required
required for
the service
the Post
Post Office
Department for
for the
the enservice of
for the
money
Secretary
reasu r a
o
n
f
suing
fiscal year;
year; which
estimate sh'all
Wall be
to Congress
with the
y annnusuing fiscal
which estimate
be reported
reported to
Congress with
the Treasry
printed estimates of appropriations required
required by the
resolution of
printed
the joint
joint resolution
of the
the ally.
ally.
seventh of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-six.
Vol.
ix. p.
108.
Vol. ix.
p. 108.
seventh
of January,
January, eighteen
forty-six.
SEC.
enacted, That
of the
the appropriaappropriaSEc. 5. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
That the balance
balance of
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
XIV.
4
4

50
50

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I
85, 86.
86.
I.. Cu.
CH. 85,
THIRTY-NINTH

1866.
1866.

tion of
hundred thousand
thousand dollars
under the
the thirteenth
Money order tion
of one
one hundred
dollars under
thirteenth section
section ()fan
of an
system.
a postal money order system," approved May sevenact "to
"to establish
establish a
seven1864, eh
.
.
.87,1 13.
13.teenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
1864,
ch.87,§
teenth, eighteen
sixty-four, which
which may
may remain
remain unexpended
unexpended
Vol. xiii.
vol.
xm. p.
p. 79. at the close of the current fiscal year, may be used as far as necessarrto
necessary'to
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
money order
in the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the money
order system
system during
during the
the
supply
fiscal
commencing July
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fiscal year
year commencing
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
AdvertiseS
EC. 6.
6. And
And be
be it
it further
notices, and
AdvertiseSEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
all advertising,
advertising, notices,
and
ments,
propo- proposals for contracts for the Post Office Department,
ments, propoand
all advertisadvertisand
all
Department,
Office
Post
the
for
contracts
for
proposals
sls, Sze.,
&.toto be
sals,
published
in the
the ing,
ing, notices,
and proposals
contracts for
the Executive
Executive Departments
published in
notices, and
proposals for
for contracts
for all
all the
Departments
two daily papers of
of the
the Government,
Government, required
required by
published in
the city
of Washby law
law to
to be
be published
in the
city of
Washat Washington
•
of
ington, shall
be advertised
advertised by
by publication
in the
two daily
newsdaily newsthe two
publication in
hereafter be
shall hereafter
cicu- ington,
of largest
largest circulation.
papers in
city of
of Washington
having the largest
circulation, and in no
largest circulation,
no
papers
in the
the city
Washington having
Charges.
publications shall
others: Provided,
Provided, That
That the charges
charges for
for such
such publications
shall not be
be
higher than
such as
are paid
paid by
by individuals
in said
said papers:
papers:
higher
than such
as are
individuals for
for advertising
advertising in
And provided
provided also,
also, That
That the
the same
same publications
shall be
in each
And
publications shall
be made
made in
each of
of
Circulation
said papers equally as to frequency, and that the circulation
of such pahow
Circulation
and when
circulation of
how
and
when
determined.
pers shall
determined upon
June annually;
annually; and
and the
the
day of
of June
tenth day
the tenth
upon the
be determined
pers
shall be
determined.
publishers of
for such
advertising shall
shall furnish
all papers
papers competing
competing for
such advertising
furnish a
a
publishers
of all
sworn statement
their bona
circulation of
each regular
regular issue
issue
of their
bona fide
fide paid
paid circulation
of each
sworn
statement of
for
the preceding
months; and
and shall
shall in
like manner
under
for the
preceding three
three months;
in like
manner certify
certify under
oath
that such
not, during
the said
months, been
said three
three months,
been ininoath that
such circulation
circulation has
has not,
during the
creased
any gratuitous
by aa reduction
reduction in
the
price below
below the
creased by
by any
gratuitous circulation,
circulation, by
in price
ordinary
and usual
usual price
of such
or by
by any
any other
means, for
the
ordinary and
price of
such papers,
papers, or
other means,
for the
obtaining the official advertising:
advertising: Provided,
charge
Charges.
purpose of obtaining
Provided, That the charge
advertising shall
for such advertising
shall not
not be greater
greater than is paid for
for the
the same
same publipublications
cations in
in other
other cities,
cities, or
or at
at aa higher
higher rate
rate than is paid by
by individuals
individuals for
for
advertising.
like advertising.
May 18,
Approved, May
18, 1866.
1866.

May
May 21,
21, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. LXXXVI.

—
Act to
to prevent and
and punish
punish Kidnapping.
- An Act
Kidnapping.

Senate and House
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Carrying
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That if any person shall kidaway,
Szo.,se'l,
any nap
nap or
away any
other person,
whether negro,
negro, mulatto,
mulatto, or
or otherotherperson, whether
any other
or carry
carry away
aeayto
r
a
soan
s
,
a
t=
e, wise,
wise, with
with the
intent that
such other
other person
person shall
be sold
sold or
or carried
into
him as a slave,
the intent
that such
shall be
carried into
&c., or persuad.persuadinvoluntary servitude, or held as a
a slave; or if any person shall entice,
Sze.,
involuntary
or
ing thereto or
aiding
therein
persuade,
or knowingly
knowingly induce
induce any
any other
other person
person to
board any
any vessel
go on
on board
vessel
to go
persuade, or
aiding therein,
how
punished:
or
with the
the intent
he or
she shall
or
how punished.
or to
to any other place, with
intent that
that he
or she
shall be
be made
made or
held as aaslave, or sent out of the country
or shall
country to
to be so
so made
made or
or held,
held, or
shall
causing any
to be
held, sold,
sold,
in any way
way knowingly
knowingly aid in causing
any other
other person
person to
be held,
or carried away, to be held or sold as aaslave,
he or
or she
she shall
slave, he
shall be
be punished,
punished,
on conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, by a
afine of not less than five hundred
hundred nor more
than five thousand
imprisonment not
thousand dollars, or
or by imprisonment
not exceeding
exceeding five
five years,
years,
or
both of
of said
said punishments.
or by
by both
punishments.
Knowingly remaster or
owners, or
Knowingly
re- SEC.
SEC. 2. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
if the
the master
or owners,
or
ceivingoneoasre
on board, person
having
charge of
any
shall receive
receive on
board any
other perany other
perany vessel,
vessel, shall
on board
person
having
charge
of
&io
any' of a vessel
ze. person for ,son, whether negro, mulatto,
the knowledge
or intent
intent
any
mulatto, or otherwise,
otherwise, with
with the
knowledge or
the purpose of
of that such person shall be carried from any State, Territory,
Territory, or
or district
district
carrying him
,f
nWay tobehsld
be sold of the
United States,
States, to
to a
oun t
ry, state,
st
at
e,
or
ace ,
t
o b
held or
or pl
place,
to
bee held
or
a foreign
foreign c
country,
caay'tg
the United
or held as a
a
sold as a
a slave, or shall carry away from any State, Territory, or district
slave,
how pun- of the United States, any such person, with the intent that he or she
ished.
or sold
master, owner,
or other
shall be
be so
so held
held or
sold as
as a
a slave,
slave, such
such master,
owner, or
other person
person
offending, shall be punished
punished by a
a fine not exceeding
exceeding five thousand nor
less than five hundred dollars, or
not exceeding
five
or by imprisonment
imprisonment not
exceeding five
years, or by both of said punishments.
punishments. And the vessel on board which
which
Vessel to be said person was received
received to be carried away
away shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to the Uniforfeited.
ted States.
forfeited.
ted
States.
APPROVED, May 21,
21, 1866.
1866.

THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I.
I. Ca.
Ca. 87, 88, 89.
SESS.

1866.
1866.

CHAP. LXXXVII.
1,XXXVII.—
to establish
Route from
West Alburgh,
Vermont,
Post Route
from West
Alburgh, Vermont,
CHAP.
- An
An Act
Act to
establish aa Post
Champlain, in the
Purposes.
to Champlain,
the State
State of New
New York,
York, and
andfor
for other Purposes.

51
May
21, 1886.
1866.
May 21,

Be it
by the
and House
the United
Railroad
United Railroad
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

ol
i
telat
e
t
e
llous
c
i
e
bridge
Rouse's
States of
of America
America in
That the
the railroad
bridge across
across b
pr
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
railroad bridge
bpint
declared a
Lake Champlain
at Rouse's
Point, connecting
Ogdensburgh and
and Lake
Lake lawfulstructure,
lawfulstructure,
Lake
Champlain at
Rouse's Point,
connecting the
the Ogdensburgh
Champlain
railroad, in
in the
the State
New York,
the Vermont
Vermont and
and &O.
&co
of New
York, with
with the
Champlain railroad,
State of
Canada
railroad, in
in the
the State
State of
of Vermont,
and is
is hereby,
Canada railroad,
Vermont, be,
be, and
hereby, declared
declared aa
lawful structure,
structure, and
and is,
is, and
and shall
be, recognized
and known
known as
post
lawful
shall be,
recognized and
as a
a post
route.
route.
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
it further
That the
and Lake
Lake
SEC.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the Ogdensburgh
Ogdensburgh and
Champlain
Railroad Company,
their successors
successors or
assigns, and
and the
the VerChamplain Railroad
Company, their
or assigns,
Vermont
and Canada
Canada Railroad
Railroad Company,
their successors
and assigns,
assigns, are
are
Company, their
successors and
mont and
hereby
to keep
keep up,
up, maintain
maintain and
bridge, for
for the
the by
whom to be
hereby authorized
authorized to
and use
use the
the said
said bridge,
by whomtobe
transportation
the mails,
mails, and
for the
benefit of
of the
general commerce
transportation of
of the
and for
the benefit
the general
commerce maintained.
maintained.
between
transportation of
And
and property.
property. And
the transportation
of persons
persons and
between said
said States
States and
and the
in
of the
the float
float now
now in
use forming
forming part
part of
bridge, they
in use
of said
said bridge,
they or
or either
either
in place
place of
of them
construct and
and maintain
maintain two
two suitable
suitable draws,
one of
which Draws.
of which
Draws.
draws, one
may construct
of
them may
shall be
be at
feet wide,
and the
the other
other at
ninety feet
wide,
sixty feet
wide, and
at least
least ninety
feet wide,
shall
at least
least sixty
and which
which shall
always be
by the
the railroad
company which
which conbe opened
opened by
railroad company
conand
shall always
structs
the same,
same, whenever
whenever required
required for
for the
the passage
passage of
of vessels,
vessels, except
except
structs the
during
fifteen minutes
minutes prior
to the
snail trains.
trains. And
the passage
passage of
of mail
And
during and
and for
for fifteen
prior to
which
be so
so constructed
at all
times to
to afford
and managed
managed as
as at
all times
afford
which draws
draws shall
shall be
constructed and
reasonable
facilities for
for the
of vessels:
may be
Provided,That
That Act
Act may
be
reasonable and
and proper
proper facilities
the passage
passage of
vessels: Provided,
this
shall be
be subject
to amendment
amendment or
or repeal
at the
of Conaleredd
or rerethe pleasure
pleasure of
Con- paletaelred
repeal at
subject to
this act
act shall
gress.
gress.
APPROVED,
1866.
May 21,
21, 1866.
APPROVED, May

CHAP.
of "An
Reports of
CHAP. LXXXVIII.
LXXXVIII. —An
- An Act
Act amendatory
amendatory of"
An Act
Act to provide
provide for
for the Reports
of
Decisions of the Supreme
,States."
Supreme Court
Court of the United States."
Decisions

May
May 21,
21, 1866.
1868.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the
deciStates of
of America
America in
the reporter
reporter of
the decisions of
Supreme Court
the United
hereafter be
be allowed
allowed
sions
of the
the Supreme
Court of
of the
United States
States shall
shall hereafter
the
of eight
eight months
months for
for the
the publication
his reports
reports instead
of six,
six,
publication of
of his
instead of
the term
term of
as
provided by
act of
of August
as provided
by the
the act
August twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fortyfortytwo.
two.
APPROVED,
21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, May
May 21,

of
Decisions of
of tSe Unirtd
be pubpubStates to
tobe
mlisohnetdh
msercight
eight
lished ',in
&c.
months,
1842
.
64.
1o42,,cli.
ch. 2
264.
Vol.
v. p.
p. 545.
Vol. v.
545.

regulate the Time and
fix the Place
Place for holding the
and fix
CHAP. LXXXIX.
LXXXIX. —An
-An Act to regulate
Circuit
United States in the
for other Purposes.
Purposes.
Circuit Court of the
the United
the District
Districtof Virginia,
Virginia, and
andfor

May
May 22,
22, 1866,
1866,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
House of
of Representatives
Be
the Senate

0
71,i
r
i
e
em
ue
nF
te
ort

Circuit Court

h
ine.
i.V
d gR
mi
t be
of the
thebein
Virginia
States of
circuit court
court of
i
i
rialo
the circuit
assembled, That
That the
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
United
States in
the district
of Virginia
shall be
at the
the city
city of
Richmond,
on,
United States
in the
district of
Virginia shall
be held
held at
of Rich- mond, on, &e.
&c.
mond,
commencing on
first Monday
May and
and on
mond, commencing
on the
the first
Monday in
in May
on the
the fourth
fourth Mon3Ionday of November,
each year;
year; and
said court
court may
its sesses- may adjourn
the said
may adjourn
adjourn its
day
November, in
in each
and the
lmik to
f h,r,0
nr
d
folk to
same, Ric
No
Richmond, and
there hold
sion, now
authorized, from
from Norfolk
Norfolk to
to Richmond,
and there
hold the
the same,
am
N0
sion,
now authorized,
and transfer
transfer to
said last-named
last-named place
all records,
and propand
to said
place all
records, files,
files, process,
process, and
property
to said
said court.
erty pertaining
pertaining to
all proceedings
proceedings and
in or
Process.
court. And
And all
and process
process in
or issuissu- Process.
ing
ing out
out of
of said
said court,
court, which
which are,
to any
any other
are, or
or may
may be,
be, made
made returnable
returnable to
other
times or
appointed for
said court
than herein
herein prescribed,
times
or places
places appointed
for holding
holding said
court than
prescribed,
shall
returnable on
the days
days specified
at Richmond,
Richmond,
shall be
be deemed
deemed legally
legally returnable
on the
specified and
and at
and not
and all
all suits
other proceedings
proceedings in
said court
court which
which
and
not otherwise;
otherwise; and
suits and
and other
in said
stand continued to any
any other time
deemed continued
continued to
time or
or place
place shall
shall be
be deemed
to
the place
and time
time prescribed
prescribed by
the
place and
by this
this act.
act. And
or adjourned
And special
special or
adjourned Special,
Special, &c.
&o.
terms of
court may
be held
held at
such time
on such
such notice
notice as
as may
mayterms.
terms
of said
said court
may be
at such
time and
and on
terms.
be ordered
prescribed by
the Chief
the Supreme
of
be
ordered and
and prescribed
by the
Chief Justice
Justice of
of the
Supreme Court
Court of
the United
States, with
the
United States,
with the
power and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction as
as at
at regular
the same
same power
regular
terms.
said court,
at any
any such
such regular,
special, or
or adjourned
adjourned terms,
terms,
terms. And
And said
court, at
regular, special,
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all writs
and process,
process, make
make all
shall
enforce all
shall have
have power
power to
to issue
issue and
and enforce
writs and
all orordue administration
administration of
justice and
and
ders,
and do
do all
all acts
for the
the due
ders, and
acts necessary
necessary for
of justice
the exercise
exercise of
their jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
the
of their
APPROVED, May
22, 1866.
APPROVED,
May 22,
1866.
May
24, 1866.
1866.
May 24,

CHAP. XCVI.
—An Act
to incorporate
incorporate the
the Academy
Academy of
of Music
Music of
Washington City.
City.
of Washington
XCVI. -An
Act to
CHAP.
Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Max
Strakosch, William
William
States of
America in
in Congress
Max Strakosch,
G.
Maretzek, W.
W. G.
Metzerott, Joseph
Joseph J.
J. May,
B. F.
F. IsherG. Pope,
Pope, Max
Max Maretzek,
G. Metzerott,
May, B.
Isherted.
wood, John G. Clark, Henry
Sherman, Carl
Bergman, and
Henry C. Sherman,
Carl Bergman,
and F.
F. C.
C.
Adams,
or any
of them,
them, be,
be, and
and they
are hereby,
authorized and
and ememAdams, or
any five
five of
they are
hereby, authorized
Subscription powered
subscriptions to
the capital
of a
company to
to be
be
powered to
to receive
receive subscriptions
to the
capital stock
stock of
a company
books.
"The
books.
denominated "
The Academy
Academy of
Washington, D.
D. C.,"
who shall
shall
of Music
Music of Washington,
C.," who
open
in the
the city
city of
Washington, at
and
open aabook
book for
for that
that purpose
purpose in
of Washington,
at the
the time
time and
place to
designated, of
they shall
five days'
days' notice
notice
place
to be
be by
by them designated,
of which
which they
shall give
give five
papers of
said city,
city, and
the same
same
in two or
or more
more of
of the
the daily papers
of said
and shall
shall keep
keep the
open until ten thousand shares of
open
of fifty
fifty dollars a
a share
share each shall have
have
subscribed; and
and a
citizen of
been subscribed;
and any person
person of
of lawful
lawful age,
age, and
a citizen
of the
the
United States,
States, shall be permitted
paying five
dollars on
on
permitted to
to subscribe
subscribe upon
upon paying
five dollars
each share at the time of subscribing.
subscribing. And it shall
lawful for
shall be lawful
for the
Seal and pow- said
said corporatiou
have aacommon
seal, sue
and be
sued, plead
and be
be
corporation to
to have
common seal,
sue and
be sued,
plead and
ers,&c.ofcorpoers,
&c. of corpo- impleaded, and have and exercise
exercise all the rights, privileges, and immuniration.
ration,
ties, for the purpose of
corporation hereby
hereby created.
of the
the corporation
created.
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
the affairs
of the
company
Directors.
Directors.
SEC.
And be
enacted, That
That the
affairs of
the company
shall be managed
directors, to
elected annually
by ballot
managed by
by nine directors,
to be
be elected
annually by
ballot on
on
Meetings of
Meetings
the first Monday of October, by the stockholders
stockholders or by their legally
legally emstockholders,
stockholders,
powered agents; and each share of stock shall entitle the holders thereof
thereof
&c.
to one vote; the election to
office of
of the
the company
company at
to be
be held
held at the office
at aagengendays'
eral meeting
meeting of the stockholders convened for that purpose by ten days'
public notice in two or
of the
the city
city of
Washingor more
more of
of the daily papers
papers of
of WashingFirst election. ton: Provided,
Provided, That the first election for directors
directors shall
shall be
be held
held pursuant
pursuant
to
one or
or more
more papers
of the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington,
to ten days'
days' notice given
given in
in one
papers of
by the persons named in the first section of this act, or any five of them,
them,
who shall designate the time when and the place where
where said election shall
shall
be held; and the stockholders
stockholders shall then
directors to
then and there elect nine directors
to
serve until the next ensuing election, as provided for in this act. And
at the first ensuing meeting of the directors after every election
election they
shall
they shall
President.
appoint one
one of
their number
with themselves,
themselves,
appoint
of their
number as
as president,
president, who,
who, together
together with
shall hold office until the next ensuing election as herein provided
provided for,
Quorum,
a quorum.
Quorum.
and five members of said board shall compose
compose a
quorum. And in case
If
If election is that
that an election
election for
for directors
directors should not
not be made when
when pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this
u
nottlar
t
held.at reg
reguact
it should
should have
have been
been made,
made, the
the company
that cause
be
tim
act it
company for
fbr that
cause shall
shall not
not be
dissolved, and it shall be lawful
lawful within forty days thereafter
thereafter to hold and
make an election
election for directors
directors in such manner
manner as the by-laws
by-laws of
the comof the
comprescribe, and the president
pany may prescribe,
president and directors for the
the time
time being
being
shall be continued
continued in office
office until such election take place. And
the
And in the
event of death or resignation, or removal of any director
director from
his
from office,
office, his
Vacancies.
place for the remainder of his
his term
term may be
be filled
filled by the president and
and
directors
directors for the time being, in such manner
manner as
by-laws may
may preas the by-laws
preThe academy
academy
music of
of ashmgton,
musig
D.C. incorporaD.C.
incorpora-

scribe.
scribe.

Power ofpresSEC.
enacted, That the president and directors
of presSEC. 3. And be it further enacted,
ident and direca secretary
secretary and such other officers,
dent and direc- shall have power to appoint a
tors.
officers, agents,
and clerks as may to them appear proper, to fix their
compensation and
their compensation
and
pay the
the same.
same.
pay
Capital stock.
SEC.
4. And
And be
be itfurther
Capital
stock.
S
Ec. 4.
it further enacted,
enacted, That the capital stock shall be called
called
in and paid in such instalments and proportions, and at such times and
in
places, as the president
president and
time being
and
and directors
directors for the
the time
being may
may require
require and
designate, who shall give fifteen days' notice
thereof in
two or
or more
daily
notice thereof
in two
more daily
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Washington. And if any stockholders,
papers of the city of Washington.
subscribers
stockholders, subscribers,
their assignees or transferees,
transferees, shall refuse or
neglect to
pay such
propor- Refusal
or negor neglect
to pay
such proporRefusalornegto pay in..
tions or instalments, at the time and place appointed,
appointed, such stockholders,
stockholder" lect
lect to
pay isubscriber, transferee,
transferee, or
at
the
pti on o
of the
the president
president and
an
or assignee
assignee shall,
shall, at
the o
option
offof
men
directors, forfeit
use of
of the
the compa
nyall
all his,
hi s,her,
her ,or
ei
r right,
ri
ght, title,
titl e
forfeit to
to the
the use
company
or th
their
and
in and
every sha
reon
on which
w hi chsuc
i
ns t
al
men t
has no
been d
u
and interest
interest in
and to
to every
share
suchhinstalment
has
nottbeen
dusubscriptions may
maybe
be opened
op
ene df
or th
same ,
i
n suc
h manman ly paid; and fresh
fresh subscriptions
for
thee same,
in
such
ner as the by-laws
by-laws may
prescribe, or
or the
the president
pres id en tand
an d di
rec t
ors may
may a
may prescribe,
directors
at
their option commence
commence suit
the same
rocee dagainst
aga i
ns tthe
th e h
old e
suit for
for the
same an
andd p
proceed
holder
for the
nn tof
of th
ns t
al
men tor
ropor ti on so
unpa id
of said stock
stock for
the amo
amonnt
thee i
instalment
or p
proportion
so unpaid:
Provided,
no sto
ckholde r or
su b
scr ib er shall
sh
all b
perm itt ed t
vot
Provided, That no
stockholder
or subscriber
bee permitted
too vote
e Stockholders
re
ct
ors ,
or
y genera
or spec
i
almeet
i
ng of
ofthe
th
at any election
election for di
e in
arrears not
not to
to
directors,
or a
attan
any
generallor
special
meeting
in arrears
vote.
on whose
shares a
nyi
ns t
al
men t
s or arrearages may b
e due mor
company, on
whose shares
any
instalments

or arrearages may be due more vo
fifteen days
re t
o.
than fifteen
days previous
previous the
thereto.
SEC. 5. And
That the
the president
and di
re
ct
ors
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
president and
directors
time being
being sh
all h
ave p
ower t
ord
ai
n,
es t
abli sh, an
pu tin
i
n execu
for the
the time
shall
have
power
too ordain,
establish,
anddput
execu-rules, regulations,
regulatio ns, ordinances,
or di nances ,an
y -l aws as
th
ey may
may deem
deem By-laws.
tion such
such rules,
andd b
by-laws
as they
the well
govern men to
th e i
ns tit u ti on ,
no
con t
rary to
he
essential for
for the
well government
offthe
institution,
nottcontrary
to t
the
Constitution of
n ited St
at
es or
ofthi
ac t, an
dgenera
lly to
laws and Constitution
of the
the U
United
States
or of
thiss act,
and
generally
to
do and perform
perform all acts, matters,
matters, and
things necessary
necessary to
t
o carry
carryou
purand things
outtth
thee purposes of
of this
this corporati
on .
poses
corporation.
SEC.
SEC. 6. And
it further
enacted, That
the president
president and
and directors
di rec t
ors
And be it
further enacted,
That the
Corporation
and fully
au th or i
ze d, on
eh
alf o
he company,
are hereby empowered
empowered and
fully authorized,
may hold
hold or
ortates
on b
behalf
offt
the
company, to
to may
er e
purchase and
and hold
fee simpl
e,
or lease
l
ease f
or a
a t
erm of
ofyears,
years, rea
purchase
hold in
in fee
simple,
or
for
term
reallestate
estate ease real estate
of Washingto
su ffi ci
en tto
t
o enable
ena bl e them
th em to
to erect
erect t
hereon aa
in the
the city
city of
Washingtonn sufficient
thereon
building
suitable for
for operatic,
rama ti c,
an d o
th er en
t
erta i
nments, i
n suc h
building suitable
operatic, d
dramatic,
and
other
entertainments,
in
such
manner, and upon such
as may
may be
be by
by th
em d
eemed f
or t
he best.
best •
such terms,
terms, as
them
deemed
for
the
interests of
company.
interests
of the
the company.
S
EC. 7.
enacted, That
That the
any are hereb
y
SEC.
7. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
the said
said comp
company
are hereby
authorized
to borrow
borrow money
t
o an
an amoun
di ng t
hei
r cap
i
ta l
authorized to
money to
amounttno
nottexcee
exceeding
their
capital
may borrow
stock,
bonds to
be i
ss
ued by
by said
sa id company,
company,secure
th
ei
r propprop- bmoney
toney and
no
stock, upon
upon bonds
to be
issued
securedd upon
upon their
nd iss
issue
bonds.
erty and franchises: Provided,
Provided; That no
no bond
bond shall
issued fo
l
ess
shall be
be issued
forr a
a less
sum than one
hundred dolla
rs ,and
an d b
eari
ng a
a greater
of interest
than
one hundred
dollars,
bearing
greater rate
rate of
interest than
annum.
seven per
per centum
centum per
per annum.
further enacted,
enacted, That the
SEC. 8. And be it
it further
the president
preside ntand
an d di
re ctors
directors
shall, from
time to
tim e,di
vid e so
so much
muc h o
he pro
fi ts o
id company
shall,
from time
to time,
divide
offt
the
profits
offsa
said
company as
as Dividends.
Dividends.
to
may appear
ad vi
sabl e,fi
rs tdeducting
deduc ti ng a
ll expenses,
expenses, an d pay the
to them
them may
appear advisable,
first
all
and pay the
same to the respective stockholders,
stockh old ers ,or th
ei
r agents
agents duly
to
their
duly empowered
empowered to
receive the
the same.
same.
receive
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the
Sac. 9. And be it
it further
sto ck o
sa id company
the stock
offsaid
company Transfers
Transfers of
of
n th
oo k
s of
ofth
i
n suc
as stock.
shall be transferred
transferred o
on
thee b
books
thee company
company in
suchhmanner
manner only
only as
the by-laws
by-laws of
of the
m p
any ma
y
di
rec
t.
the
the co
company
may direct.
SEC.
S
EC. 10. And
further enacted,
n this
thi s ac
hall b
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That nothing
nothing i
in
actts
shall
bee AotmaybealAct may be albut
so construed
construed as making
making it perpetual,
pe rpet
ua l, b
ut Congress may at any time alter,
alter,tered,
tered &c.
amend,
repeal the
s
ame .
amend, or
or repeal
the same.
APPROVED, May 24, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
CHAP.
-An
Act to amend the
CHAP.XCVII.
XCVH.
— An Ad
art
er of
of the
the Washington
Gas-light
the Ch
Charter
Washington Gas-light
May 24,1866.
24, 1866.
Company.
Company.
Cpany.
1848, ch.
1848,
ch. 96.
96.
Be it
and Hous
Housee of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United Vol.
of the United
Vol. ix.
ix- p.
p 721
722.
States
of Ameri
ca ,
i
n Congress
Congress assem
bled, That
Th at the
th
e charter
ch
arter of the WashStates of
America,
in
assembled,
of the Wash- Charter of
of
ington Gas-light Company
be, and
the same
i
s he
re by, amen
ded i
n t
he Gaslighgt
Washington
Company be,
and the
same is
hereby,
amended
in
the
on
Gas-light Comthird
section by
by s
ub
stit u ti ng th
February ""f
or "January. "
third section
substituting
thee wor
wordd"
" February
for
"January."
pany amended.
amended.
SEC. 2. And be it
Sac.
stock of
said concom- Capital
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the capital
capital stock
of said
Capital stock
stock
pany be,
be, and
same is
i
s hereby,
here by, i
ncrease d five
fi ve h
un d
re d thousand
th
ousand dolpany
and the
the same
increased.
increased
hundred
dol- increased.
lars, subject
ability as
as i
id edin
i
n the
th
e e
l
eventh section of
subject to
to the
the same
same liliability
iss prov
provided
eleventh
section of
of incorporation,
inco rpora tion ,approved
app rove d J
ul
y e
i
gh
th
, eighteen hundred
the original
original act
act of
July
eighth,
eighteen hundred
and
forty-eight.
and fbrty-eight.
AP
PROVED, May
May 24,
APPROVED,
24, 1866.
1866.
5*
5*

54
54
May
1866.
May 26,
26,1866.

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SEss. I.
L CH.
100,102,103. 1866.
1866.
CH. 100,102,103.
CONGRESS. SEss.
THIRTY-NINTH
CHAP. C.
C.—An
Act to
to authorize
the Appointment
Appointment of
an additional
additional Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary
of an
authorize the
- An Act
CHAP.
of
of the
the Navy.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
Additional AsAs- States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President of the UnitAmerica in
States of America
Additional
in Congress
sistant Secretary
Secretary ed States be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, by and with
of the
the Navy.
ed States be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, by and with
the
the Senate,
Senate, to
to appoint
appoint an
Assistant
an additional
additional Assistant
of the
consent of
advice and
and consent
the advice
Secretary of
of the
the same duties and receive
perform the
shall perform
Navy, who
who shall
the Navy,
Secretary
Duties and
salary.
the
same salary
salary as
as is
is by
law allowed
the present
Secretary
Assistant Secretary
by law
allowed to
to the
present Assistant
salary.
the same
Office
Office to
to last
for six
months.
for
six months,

of the Navy.
SEc.
And be it
it further enacted,
hereby created shall
enacted, That the office hereby
SEC. 2. And
cease by limitation
limitation in six months from the approval of this act.
APPROVED,
1866.
26, 1866.
May 26,
APPROVED, May

Act to
of Chapter
seventy-nine of the
Chapter seventy-nine
twenty-three of
repeal Section
Section twenty-three
to repeal
CII.-An Act
CHAP. CH.—An
30, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
May 80,
Acts
Third Session
Session of
the Thirty-Seventh
Thirty-Seventh Congress,
Congress, relating
relating to
to Passports.
Passports.
of the
the Third
Acts of
of the
ch. 79,
1863,
1863, oh.
79, t
123.
23.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
764.
Vol.
p. 764.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
of
United
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
the United
Repeal.
Repeal.
States of America
America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That section twenty-three of an
act
entitled "
An act
making appropriations
appropriations for sundry
sundry civil expenses
expenses of
act making
"An
act entitled
the
ending June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
for the year ending
the government
government for
sixty-four, and for the
eighteen hundred
the year ending
ending the thirtieth June, eighteen
sixty-four,
purposes," be, and the same is hereby refor other purposes,"
sixty-three, and for
and sixty-three,
Passports to
pealed. And hereafter
hereafter passports shall be issued
issued only to citizens
citizens of the
issue only to
cititocitinited States.
"United
States.
zens.
APPROVED,
30, 1866.
APPROVED, May
May 30,
1866.

1, 1866.
June 1,

CHAP. CHI.
An Act
to define
define more
clearly the
Jurisdiction and
Powers of
SuCHAP.
CIII. —
- An
Act to
more clearly
the Jurisdiction
and Powers
of the
the Suof the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
andfor
for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.
preme Court
Court of
preme

Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
attachment and
Writs of at- States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That writs of attachment
and
taehment, &c.,
supreme court of the
tachment,
Sw., garnishments
garnishments shall be issued by the clerk of the supreme
issued by
by
to be issued
clerk
Su District, without
any authority
authority or
or warrant
judge or
justice,
or justice,
any judge
from any
warrant from
without any
District,
of Soclerk of
pi:erne Court of whenever
whenever the plaintiff;
attorney, shall file in the clerk's
clerk's ofpreme
plaintiff, his agent or attorney,
District,
affidavit
of
upon
plain -fice
ice,/ whether
whether
affidarit'pa-

at the
the commencement
during
0
e• the
of the
the suit,
suit,
pendency of
the pendency
or during
commencement or
at
by the
or more
witnesses, showby
the testimony
testimony of
of one
one or
more witnesses,
show-

tiff,
&c., and
and givgiv-an
supported
tiff,&c.,
affidavit, supported
an affidavit,
ing
surety for
for
ing
grounds upon
ig suared
ing the
the grounds
upon

which he
he bases
bases his
affidavit, and
and also
forth
which
his affidavit,
also setting
setting forth
costs and damages;
that
the plaintiff
plaintiff has
just right
the defendant
defendant what
against the
to recover
recover against
right to
has aa just
that the
ages;
he claims in the declaration,
declaration, and also stating
stating either, first, that the defendant is a
non-resident of the District; or, second, that the defendant evades
a non-resident
withdrawing
the service
service of ordinary process by concealing
concealing himself
himself or by withdrawing
from the District
temporarily; or,
District temporarily;
or, third,
third, that he
he has
has removed
removed or
or is
is about
about
to remove some of his property from the District, so as to defeat just demands against
against him; and shall also file his (the plaintiff's) undertaking,
sureties, to be approved by the clerk, to make
with sufficient surety or sureties,
good all costs and damages which
which the defendant
defendant may sustain by reason
reason
of
of the
the wrongful
wrongful suing out
out of the
the attachment:
attachment: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That if
if
may beupon
defendant,
his
attorney, shall file an
traversing the
or attorney,
an affidavit
affidavit traversing
mated
his agent
agent or
quashed
aisied
ona
upon the defendant,
defendant's
filing said
affidavit, the
court shall
facts set
set forth
forth in
in said
said
defendant'sfiling
said affidavit,
the court
shall determine
determine whether
whether the facts
counter affidavit
affidavit plaintiff's affidavit
affidavit are true, and that there was just ground
counter
ground for issuing
issuing
and after hearing
hearing
•-•
.•
by
attachment; and if the court shall deem the facts
warrant of attachment;
writ or warrant
said wilt
the Court. Baia
by the
do not sustain the affidavit, he shall quash the writ of attachment
attachment or gargarchambers on three
Issue when to nishment: and this issue may be tried
tried by
by a
a judge
judge at chambers
be tried.
tried.
a notice. And the thing attached shall not be di scharged from the
beAttached
days'
And the thing attached shall not be discharged from the
Attachedpropprop- days' notice.
erty not to be
custody of the officer seizing
seizing it until the defendant
defendant shall deliver, either to
officer or to the clerk, to be filed in the cause, his undertaking,
discharged unun- the officer
undertaking", with
less defendant
is
surety, &c. sufficient
sufficient surety
sureties, to satisfy
judgment of the
satisfy and pay the final judgment
surety or sureties,
gives surety,&c.
defendant be
court against him; and
and in
in case the
the defendant
be found liable
liable to the plainplaintiffs claim, in whole or in part, the final judgment
Judgment, if tiff's
judgment shall be that the plainfor plaintiff.
plaintiff.
for
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tiff recover against the defendant and
and if
and his
his surety or
or sureties;
sureties; and
if the
the
defendant
defendant fail to execute such undertaking,
undertaking, the court may
thing Property
Pro/mil atatmay sell the
the thing
attached whenever
whenever it
is satisfied
interest of
parties that
a
to
a cl
i
i
.
ea may
be
attached
it is
satisfied that
that it
it is
is the
the interest
of the
the parties
that taohed
may be
before final
it should be
be sold before
final judgment.
judgment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And
And be
That from
from and
and after
after the
the passage
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
passage of
of
this act the annual salaries of the chief justice and associate
associate justices
of Salaries
Salaries of
justices of
of
the supreme court of the District of
instead of
of the
justices.
of Columbia, instead
the amount
amount now
now justices.
fixed by law, shall be as follows: For
chief justice,
justice, four
four thousand
For the chief
thousand and
and
five hundred dollars, and for
associate justices,
thousand
for each
each of the associate
justices, four
four thousand
dollars.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
1, 1866.
1866.
June 1,

CHAP. CIV.Hospital Association
CIV.— An Act to incorporate
incorporate the Women's Hospital
Association of the
Die- June
1, 1866.
1866.
the DisJune 1,
trict of Columbia.
Columbia.
of Representatives
the United
United
Be it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Abram
Byron Columbia
Columbia
in Congress
Abram D.
D. Gillette,
Gillette, Byron
Sunderland,
Sunderland, Charles
Charles H. Hall, George W. Sampson, J.
J. N. Coombs, Wilfor
Wil- hospital for
women and lyliam B.
B. Matchett, Henry D. Cooke, William W. Corcoran,
Knap, wnoinn
ing-in asylum
asylum
Corcoran, Charles
Charles Knap,
J.
J. H. Thompson,
Thompson, Moses Kelley, Ansel St.
J. Brown,
Brown, incorporated.
incorporated.
St. John, Mrs.
Mrs. Adelaide
Adelaide J.
Mrs. Mary W. Kelly, Elmira
Elmira W. Knap, Mary
Mary C.
C. Havenner,
Havenner, Mary
Mary Ellen
Ellen
Norment, Jane Thompson,
Thompson, Maria L. Harkness,
Harkness, Isabella
Isabella Margaret
Margaret WashWashington, Mary F.
W. Powell,
Powell, and
Elizabeth
F. Smith, Mrs.
Mrs. Elmira
Elmira W.
and Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Sampson, and their successors duly chosen, are hereby
and
hereby constituted
constituted and
created
created a
corporate in
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, by
by the
name of
of the
the
a body corporate
in the
the District
the name
Columbia Hospital
for Women
Women and
and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum.
Hospital for
Asylum.
further enacted,
enacted, That said
SEC. 2.
'2. And be it further
hereby consaid corporation hereby
constituted shall consist of twenty-four members. They shall have
have power
Members.
power to
to Members.
fill all vacancies created
created by death, resignation, or otherwise,
otherwise, and to make Vacancies.
Vacancies.
by-laws, rules, and regulations:
regulations: Provided,
such by-laws,
by-laws, rules,
rules, and
By-laws.
Provided, That such
and By-laws.
regulations are not repugnant
repugnant to the Constitution
Constitution or laws
of the
laws of
the United
United
States.
States.
SEC.
further enacted, That the affairs
SEC. 3. And
And be it further
of said
affairs of
said corporation
corporation
shall be under the control
control and management
management of
directors, Directors.
Directors.
of a
a board
board of
of twelve
twelve directors,
to consist of the first twelve of the above-named
such
above-named incorporators,
incorporators, or
or such
further number as the duties
corporation may
duties of
of the
the corporation
may require,
require, such
such increase
increase
of numbers to be made by
two-thirds of
the existing
board.
by aa vote
vote of two-thirds
of the
existing board.
The board of directors shall also have power to appoint all
all sub-commitsub-committees necessary to the direction
direction and
and efficiency
efficiency of
of the
the institution
institution hereby
hereby auauthorized
be established.
thorized to be
established.
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
SEC. 4. And
enacted, That
the first
ora t
ors
First
That the
first twelve
twelve corp
corporators
First board.
board.
named in the first section hereof, together with those
may be
be elected
elected
those who
who may
directors as provided in
in the
preceding section,
section, shall
directors
the preceding
shall constitute
constitute the
the first
first
board of directors, who shall from
number elect
elect a
a president,
president, two
two Officers.
Officers.
from their
their number
vice-presidents, a
a secretary,
vice-presidents,
secretary, and treasurer;
the directors,
directors, of
treasurer; and seven
seven of
of the
of
whom the president or one
shall be
be one,
one, shall
Quorum.
one of
of the vice-presidents
vice-presidents shall
shall form
form Quorum.
aaquorum
quorum for the transaction
transaction of
business.
of business.
SEC. 5. And
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the
of the
the association
Objects of
of the
the object of
association Objects
the
hereby
Washington aa hospital associatio.
hereby incorporated is to found in the city of Washington
association'
and dispensary for the treatment
treatment of diseases peculiar to women, and
and lyingin asylum, in which those unable
pay therefor
be furnished
furnished with
unable to
to pay
therefor shall
shall be
with
medicine, and medical
attendance gratuitously,
board, lodging, medicine,
medical attendance
that
gratuitously, and to
to that
end full powers are hereby conferred
conferred on
on the
the association.
association.
S.c. 6. And be it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That said corporation
have Corporation
corporation shall
shall have
ma
CorPm
r
tion
a
r
power
to accept, pur
purchase,
property, hold
may
hold nreal
power to
ch
as e, receive
rece i
ve conveyances
conveyances of, and hold property,,dy
either personal or real, to an amount necessary
accommoda- estate.6
necessary for the full accommodae
an
st
er s°
tion, convenience,
convenience, and support of the institution
institution and
and those
in
those participating
participating in
its benefits.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 7. And be it
it further
enacted, That the property, personal
personal or
or real,
real,
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said corporation,
from all
all taxes
and assessments
assessments
taxes and
be exempt
exempt from
shall be
corporation, shall
by said
so held
held by
Property ex- so
empt from
from taxtax- levied
levied under
under act of
corporation
or by authority of any municipal corporation
of Congress, or
empt
tio
n.
or board within the District of Columbia.
aation.
SEc. 8.
8. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
Congress may
may at
time
any time
at any
That Congress
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Act may
may be
altered, &e.
altered,
&c.

hereafter alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
act.
hereafter
alter, amend,
this act.
APPROVED,
June 1, 1866.
APPROVED, June

June 1,
1, 1866.
1866.
June

Certain
Certain prodforuce
of the
the foruce of
be adests may
ests
may be
admitted free of
duty.
duty.

When act
takes effect.
takes
effect.
June
6, 1866.
1866.
June 6,

CHAP.CV.
—An Act
to protect
protect American
American Citizens
Citizens engaged
the St,
St.
on the
in lumbering
lumbering on
engaged in
Act to
CV.--An
CHAP.
Croix
.River, in
the State
Maine.
of Maine.
in the
State of
Croix River,
Be
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the produce of the forests
States of
of America in
of
the State
State of
Maine upon
upon the
the St.
St. Croix
river and
and its
its tributaries,
owned
tributaries, owned
Croix river
of Maine
of the
by American
American citizens,
and sawed
in the
province of
of New Brunswick by
the province
sawed in
citizens, and
by
unmanufactured in whole, or in part,)
American citizens, (the same being unmanufactured
and
having paid
paid the
the same
other American
lumber on that river,
American lumber
as other
taxes as
same taxes
and having
shall
be admitted
ports of
of the
the United
States free
of duty,
under
duty, under
free of
United States
the ports
into the
admitted into
shall be
such
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury shall
from time
time to
to time
time
shall from
the Treasury
as the
such regulations

prescribe.
SEC. 2.
And be
it further
enacted, That this
effect from
this act
act shall take effect
be it
further enacted,
SEC.
2. And
and after its passage.
APPROVED, June 1, 1866.
CHAP.
CVI.
An Act
to the
the several
several Acts
to Pensions.
Pensions.
relating to
Acts relating
supplementary to
-— An
Act supplementary
CHAP. CVI.

Be
by the
Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Repeal of and States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section five of an act enin Congress
States of America
America in
substitute for,
for. titled ""An
An act supplementary
supplementary to an act entitled 'An
' An act to grant penpen1862, ch.
eh. 166.
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,". apapproved July fourteenth,
sions,' approved
166. sions,'
1862,
Vol. xii. p.
VOL
p. 566.
566. proved July fourth,
fourth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and section three of
1864 ch. 247, §5.
p. 387.
entitled "
supplementary to
the several
acts relating
pento penrelating to
several acts
to the
act supplementary
" An
An act
an act
act entitled
'8 an
Vol. xiii. p.
1865,
cli. 84, §
§3.
1865, ch.
3. sions," approved March third, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, be, and
Vol. xiii.
xiii. 13.
p. 499.
499 ' the same are hereby, repealed,
repealed, and the following
following shall stand in lieu therePersons losing
That, from
from and
after the
passage of
all persons
persons by
by law
law enenof this
this act,
act, all
the passage
and after
losing of:
of: That,
Persons
both
titled
specified, who,
while in
in the
the miliboth eyes,
eyes, or
or
titled to
to a
a less
less pension
pension than
than hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
who, while
miliboth hands,
S
LC,
both
hands, &c.,
tO
tary or
or naval
naval service
line of
of duty,
shall have
have lost
lost the
the sight
both
of both
sight of
duty, shall
and in
in line
service and
pension tary
to have
have pension
of $25
been permanently and totally
totally
$25 aamonth; eyes, or who shall have lost both hands, or been
disabled in
the same,
otherwise so
so permanently
and totally disabled
disabled as
as
permanently and
same, or
or otherwise
in the
disabled
constant
to render them utterly helpless, or so nearly so as to require the constant
a penpersonal
attendance of another person, shall be entitled to a
personal aid and attendance
under like
twenty-five dollars per month; and all persons who, under
sion of
of twenty-five
circumstances, shall have lost both feet, or one hand
hand and one foot, or been
been
circumstances,
losing both
feet, or hand
and totally
totally and
disabled in
the same,
or otherwise
otherwise so
so disabled
disabled
same, or
in the
and permanently
permanently disabled
foot
hnd
anve
foot, & .orto
have
$20
cm
.,onth.
incapacitated for performing any manual labor, but not so much
be incapacitated
as to ba
S20 a
a month.
require constant
constant personal aid and attention, shall be entitled to a
a
so as to require
pension
pension of
of twenty dollars per month; and all persons who, under like
foot, or been totally and
circumstances,
have lost one hand or one fbot,
circumstances, shall have
Certain
others permanently
disabled as to render
render
permanently disabled in the same, or otherwise so disabled
Certain others
to
have $15
$15 a
inability to
to perform
perform manual
manual labor
equivalent to
the loss
loss of
hand
of aa hand
to the
labor equivalent
to have
a their
their inability
month.
month.
or
pension of fifteen dollars
dollars per
or aafoot, shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to a
a pension
per month.
month.
Any
or
SEC.
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That any pledge, mortgage, sale, asSEC. 2.
2. And
And be
Any pledge
pledge or
of any
or transfer
of any
any right,
claim, or
or interest
any pension
transfer of
any signment,
signment, or
transfer of
right, claim,
interest in
in any
pension which
which
or ininpension, or
pension,
terest therein,
therein,
has
or may
may hereafter
effect;
be void and of no effect;
granted, shall be
be, granted,
hereafter be,
has been,
been, or
terest
void.
and any person acting as attorney to receive
void,
receive and receipt for money for
for
torney
Oathtoofreceive
atand in
behalf of
receiving
a pension
pension shall, before receiving
entitled to a
person entitled
of any person
and
in behalf
toreyhtoreaeive
money, take
take and
and subscribe an oath, to be filed with the pension agent,
money for pen-,
pen-, said
said money,
sion.
and by him to be transmitted,
transmitted, with the vouchers now required
required by law, to
the proper accounting
accounting officer of the Treasury,
Treasury, that he has no interest
interest in
assignment, or transfer, and
said money by any pledge, mortgage, sale, assignment,
that he does not know or believe that the same has been
been so disposed of
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False
to any person:
person: and any person who shall falsely take the said oath shall
False swearswearto be perj ary.
be guilty of perjury, and, on conviction,
conviction, shall be liable to the pains
pains and ing
ingtobeperjury.
penalties
of perjury.
penalties of
perjury.
SEC. 3. And be it further
enacted, That any person
Sac.
further enacted,
person who shall
shall present
present Presenting
Presenting any
any
attoror cause to be presented
presented at any pension
pension agency any power of attorney, or
or power
power of
of attorney at any penother paper required as a
which paper
paper shall
a voucher
voucher in drawing a
a pension,
pension, which
shall sion agency,
agency, or
a date subsequently to that on which it was actually signed or exe- any
bear a
any voucher,
bearing a date
cuted, such person so offending
offending shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a high
high misdemisde- subsequent
beserin a date
to
meaner,
meanor, and shall, on conviction thereof, be punished
punished by
by a
fine not
not exceeda fine
exceed- actual date,
date, how
a term not exceeding
ing five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment
imprisonment for a
exceeding punished.
three years, or by both, at the discretion
discretion of the court before whom such
such
conviction
Money
or
conviction shall be had, and no sum of money due, or to become due, to
Money due
due or
to become ilue
any pensioner
pensioner under the laws aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be liable
liable to attachment,
attachment, any
pensioner
any pensioner
levy or seizure by or under any legal or equitable
equitable process
process whatever,
whatever, not liable to .atattachment.
whether
whether the same remains with the Pension Office or any
any officer
officer or agent tachment.
thereof, or is in course of transmission to the pensioner entitled thereoto;
thereoto;
but shall inure wholly to the benefit
benefit of such pensioner.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That no claim agent or other
SEc. 4. And be it further
person
Fees of claim
other person
pension
shall hereafter
hereafter charge
charge or receive
receive more than twenty-five cents for prepar- and
and
pension
agents.
pensioner to receive
ing the papers necessary to enable a
a pensioner
receive a
asemi-annual
semi-annual
payment of his pension, nor shall any pension agent charge
charge or receive
receive
more than fifteen
fifteen cents for administering
administering an oath
oath to
pensioner, or
his Penalty.
to aa pensioner,
or his
Penalty.
attorney in fact, under a
of five
dollars in
a penalty of
five dollars
in each
each case.
case.
Repeal of law
SEC.
5. And be it further
S
EC. 5.
entitled "An
furtherenacted,
enacted, That
That section one
one of
of an
an act
act entitled
"An foRbede
of in-la
forbidding
act supplementary
supplementary to the several acts relating
pensions," approved
relating to pensions,"
approved valid pensioners
to draw
pensions
March three, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, is hereby repealed.
to
draw pensions
while receiving
SEC.
And be it further
enacted, That if any person entitled to an
Sac. 6. And
further enacted,
an full
salary.g
full salary.
invalid pension has died since March
1865, ch. 84,
March four, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty- 1s65,
84, §
§ 1.1.
Vol. xiii. p. 499.
one, or shall hereafter die while an application
application for such pension is pend- Vohei
heir.
49of
When heirs of
ing, and after the proof has
no widow
widow and
no persons
has been
been completed,
completed, leaving
leaving no
and no
persons entitled
minor child under sixteen years of age, his heirs or legal representatives
representatives to
to invalid
invalid pensions may penre-sions
re
shall be entitled to receive the accrued
accrued pension to which the applicant
applicant ceivezaeym.
ce^ive them.
would have been entitled had the certificate been issued before his death.
death.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That in all cases
SEC. 7. And be it further
cases when aacommission
commission Pensions of
shall have been regularly
regularly issued to any person in the military
military or naval officers
affiter dying
ersl
dateyif
a
iiIg
service who shall have died or been disabled while in the
duty, commission, but
the line of
of duty,
after the date of such commission,
commission, and before being mustered, such offi- before
before being
being
mustered.
cer or other person entitled
entitled to aa pension for such death or
or disability
disability by
by mustered.
existing laws shall receive
corresponding to
receive aapension
pension corresponding
t his rank,
as deterdeterrank, as
mined by such commission,
commission, the same as if he had been mustered:
mustered: ProPro- Proviso.
vided, That this section shall not apply to
vided,
to any officer
officer who
who shall
shall have
have wilwilfully neglected or refused to
to be
be so
so mustered.
mustered.
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That officers absent on sick leave, Absentees
SEC. 8. And
Absentees on
on
and enlisted men absent on sick furlough, shall be regarded
sick leave
or
leave or
and
regarded in the admin- sick
istration of the pension laws in the same manner as. if they were in the sick
s furlough.
o
field or hospital.

SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 9.
9. And be it further
enacted, That the period of service of all perPeriod of
service to
to exexsons entitled to the benefits of the pension laws, or on account of whose Service
tend
to what
what
a pension, shall be
death any person
person may become entitled to a
to time.
be construed to
extend to the time of disbanding the organization
organization to which
which such
such persons
persons
belonged,
belonged, or until their actual discharge
discharge for other cause than the expiraexpiration of the service
service of such organization.
organization.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That enlisted men employed as Enlisted men,
S
EC. 10. And
And be it further
however
teamsters, wagoners, artificers,
however ememteamsters,
artificers, hospital stewards, farriers, saddlers, and ploved,
ployed, to
to be
be
all other enlisted
enlisted men, however
however employed
employed in the service of the army or treated
nontreated as
as nonnavy, not specifically mentioned
mentioned in the first section of an act entitled ""An commissioned
or pripriact to grant pensions,"
approved July fourteen,
officers
or
pensions," approved
fourteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred and officers
vates.
sixty-two, shall be regarded, in the administration of the pension laws, 1864,
ch.
247,4 1.L
ch.247,§
as non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers or privates.
887.
Vol. xiii. p. 887.
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S
EC. 11.
11. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
if any
any officer,
seaSEC.
And be
itfurther
officer, soldier,
soldier, or
or seaman
shall have
of wounds
wounds received
received or
or of
disease contracted
in the
man shall
have died
died of
of disease
contracted in
the
line of
of duty
or naval
naval service
service of
of the
United States,
States, leaving
leaving
line
duty in
in the
the military
military or
the United
drenorwhenundren or when un- a
awidow and aachild or children under the age of sixteen years, and
and itit
suitable
to to
have
shall be
be duly
duly certified
certified under
under seal,
seal, by
by any
court having
having probate
jurisdicjurisdicprobate
any
court
have
shall
cuitablo
custody of them.
tion,
ton, that satisfactory
satisfactory evidence has
produced before
before such
that
has been
been produced
such court
court that
the
has abandoned
the care
child or
or
the widow
widow aforesaid
aforesaid has
abandoned the
care of
of such
such child
or children,
children, or
is
unsuitable person,
person, by
reason or
the cusis an
an unsuitable
by reason
of immoral
immoral conduct,
conduct, to
to have
have the
custody
same, then
then no
shall be
allowed to
to such
such widow
widow until
until
tody of the
the same,
no pension
pension shall
be allowed
or children
shall have
have become
sixteen years
said minor child
child or
children shall
become sixteen
years of
of age,
age, any
any
previous enactment
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding;
and the
the minor
minor child
child
previous
enactment to
to the
notwithstanding; and
children aforesaid
be pensioned
pensioned in
if no
no
Children to or children
aforesaid shall
shall be
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as if
receive
the
pen- widow
widow had
survived
the
said
officer, soldier,
soldier, or
or seaman,
and
such penpenseaman,
and
such
the
said
officer,
receive
the
penhad
survived
sions:
ions
sion may be paid to the regularly authorized guardian of such minor or
or
minors.
minors.
C 12. And be it further enacted, That section four of an act entitled
When
orphan
S
When orphan
SEEC.
. 12. And be itfurther enacted, That section four of an act entitled
brother or sister "
An act
pensions," approved
approved July
July fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen
"An
act to grant
grant pensions,"
eighteen hundred
hundred
may receive
and sixty-two
sixty-two, is hereby so amended that the provisions thereof
thereof shall
shall apappension.
is
es
uz,
siociii166,4 4.
and include
include the
orphan brother
brothers, as
as well
well as
as sister
sister or
1862,ch.166,§
4. ply
ply to
to and
the orphan
brother or
or brothers,
or
567. sisters,
sixteen years
Vol. xii. p. 667.
sisters, under
under sixteen
years of
age, and
the father
father as
as well
well as
as mother
mother of
of aa
of age,
and the
deceased
deceased officer
officer or
in section
one of
the above
above entitled
or other
other person
person named in
section one
of the
entitled
act, who were dependent
dependent upon him
for support
or in
him for
support in
in whole
whole or
in part,
part, subject
subject
to the
same limitations
limitations and
and restrictions.
restrictions.
to
the same
6.
SEC. 13.
And be
be it
further enacted,
That nothing
nothing in
this or
any other
other
1864, ch. 247, §6.
SEC.
13. And
itfurther
enacted, That
in this
or any
Vol. xiii.
P.388,
construed as to repeal or
'chi. P.
388 tact shall be so
construed
of an
or modify the
the sixth
sixth section
section of
an
not modified,
not modified
"An act
to 'An
act entitled "An
act supplementary
supplementary to
pensions,' ap'An act
act to
to grant
grant pensions,'
apNo person to proved July fourteenth,
No
fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-two,"
approved July
eighteen hundred
sixty-two," approved
July
receive
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, or
entitle a
aperson
to receive
receive
person to
or to
to entitle
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
receive
more
than
one
pension
onemore
pension fourth,
at
time,
more
than one
at the
in every
every case
case in
in which
which a
at a
a time.
more than
one pension
pension at
the same
same time,
time, and
and in
a
If claim
claim for claim for pension shall not have been
If
been filed within three years after the
ge`tn
decease of the
claim is
ed inntteneot
threet discharge
discharge or decease
the party on
on whose
whose account
account the
the claim
is made,
made,
years, pension the
shall commence
the date
date of
of filing
the pension,
pension, if allowed, shall
commence from
from the
filing the
the last
last
to
comtetncdeate
party prosec
utin g th
same .
thee same.
by the
the party
prosecuting
in said
said case
case by
tom
w datenepaper
paper in
fro m wh
na
SEC. 14.
14. And
farther enacted,
enacted, That
That the
an
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
the fourteenth
fourteenth section
section of
of an
Repealof
entitled "
"An
Repeal
of 1864, act entitled
An act
act supplementary
supplementary to
to an
act to
an act
act entitled
entitled 'An
'An act
to grant
grant
ch.
247,i47ii,
14.
pensions,' approved July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,"
cl.
§§p.
14.
Vol. xiii.
889. pensions,' approved July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,"
approved
approved July fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, be,
and the
be, and
the same
same
Widows, &c.,
&c., is hereby, repealed,
Widows,
repealed, and that the widows and children of colored soldiers
soldiers
of
colored sotand sailors
have been
been or
be hereafter
who have
died
dof
colred
Smay and
sailors who
who have
or may
may be
hereafter killed,
killed, or
or who
have died
diers,
Ste., may
receivepensions,
receivepensions, or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter die
die of
of wounds
received or
disease contracted
wounds received
or of
of disease
contracted in
in the
the
&c., upon what military
service of
States, and
and in
in the
the line
line of
duty,
of duty,
or naval
naval service
of the
the United
United States,
&c.,upon
military or
proof of marshall be entitled to receive the pensions, bounty, and back pay provided
gf of mar- shall be entitled to receive the pensions, bounty, and back pay provided
rine.
than proof,
proof, satisfactory
satisfactory to
by law, without other evidence of marriage
marriage than
to the
the
Commissioner
had habitually
habitually recognized
recognized
Commissioner of Pensions,
Pensions, that the parties had
each other
other as
man and
and wife,
each
as man
as such;
and the
the children
children
wife, and
and lived
lived together
together as
such; and
born of
of any
marriage so
so proved
proved shall
born
any marriage
deemed and
to be
the chilshall be
be deemed
and taken
taken to
be the
children
of the
soldier or
thereto.
dren of
the soldier
or sailor
sailor party
party thereto.
APPROVED,
June 6,
APPROVED, June
6, 1866.
1866.
Pensions
Pensions when
when

not allowed to
widows abanabanwidows
doningtheirchit.
doningtheirchil-

8,1866.
June 8,
1866.

CHAP. CX. —An
-An Act making Appropriationsfor
Militay Academy
Appropriations for the Support of the Militazy
the Year ending
ending the thirtieth
for the
June, eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirtieth of June,
and sixty-seven.

fAppropriations
ropriations
for
Miiitary
Academy.

States of
of America
in Congress
the following
sums be,
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
following sums
be,

Pay, &c
Pay,
&a

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be
the United
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United

and the
the same
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
money in
in the
and
same are
of any
any money
the treasury
treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the support
support of the Military Academy for
for
the year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen
sixty-seven:
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven:
For pay of officers, instructors, cadets, and musicians, one hundred
hundred and
thousand eight
forty dollars.
dollars.
fifty-four thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
and forty
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For commutation of subsistence, four thousand
five hundred
and sixtysixtythousand five
hundred and
one dollars.
For pay in lieu of clothing to officers' servants, one hundred
fiftyhundred and fiftysix
six dollars.
Ordinary
exFor current and ordinary expenses, fifty-eight thousand dollars.
Ordinary expenses.
expense of
For increase and expense
dollars.
of library,
library, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
Library.
For expenses of board of visitors, three thousand dollars.
Board of visitors.
For forage for artillery and cavalry
horses, fifteen
fifteen thousand
cavalry horses,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
oras
Forage for
Forage
For horses for artillery and cavalry
practice, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
cavalry practice,
horses.
Horses.
officers' quarters, five thousand dollars.
For repairs of officers'
dollars.
Horses.
Repairs.
For targets and batteries
batteries for artillery
artillery practice,
dollars.
practice, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Tagetse
&c.
Targets, &e.
For furniture for cadets'
hospital, one
one hundred
cadets' hospital,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For gas pipes, gasometers, and
three hundred
hundred dollars.
and retorts,
retorts, three
dollars.
For reflooring academic
academic buildings
and barracks,
barracks, six
dollars.
buildings and
six thousand
thousand dollars.
For the purchase of fuel for warming mess
and taitaimess hall,
hall, shoemakers'
shoemakers' and
lors' shops, two
dollars.
two thousand dollars.
materials for quarters for subaltern officers,
For materials
officers, three
thousand dolthree thousand
dollars.
lars.
erection of memorial tablets
monuments Memorial
Memorial tabFor continuing the erection
tablets and mural monuments
lets,l Sze.
to deceased
deceased officers of the regular army,
of volunteers;
volunteers; arranging
arranging and
army, and
and of
and lets
&c.
preserving trophies of war; and marking with proper
preserving
inscriptions the
the
proper inscriptions
guns captured during the rebellion,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
rebellion, five
five thousand
For enlarging and improving
improving the cemetery, and for repairing the en- Cemetery.
closure thereof, five
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For the removal to aasafe
and reconstruction
the magazine,
safe place, and
reconstruction of
of the
magazine, Magazine.
Magazine.
ten thousand dollars.
For ventilating and
the barracks
other academic
buildings; Ventilation,
and heating the
barracks and
and other
academic buildings;
improving the apparatus for cooking for the cadets;
&c.
improving
cadets; repairing
repairing the hospihospi- heating, &.
tal buildings, including the introduction
for the
the conintroduction of
of baths
baths for
the sick;
sick; the
construction
struction of water closets in the library building; and
new furniture
and new
furniture for
for
the recitation
recitation rooms,,
rooms, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the removal and enlargement
enlargement of the gas works, six thousand
thousand doldol- Gas works.
lars.
lars.
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
S
EC. 2. And
it further
enacted, That no person
person who
who has
has served
served in
in Who not to be
*grinted
ary ortoNaConfederateMipointed
or
any capacity
capacity in the military or naval service
service of the so-called Confederate
States during the late rebellion shall hereafter
hereafter receive
receive an
an appointment
as val Academy.
appointment as
a cadet at the Military or
a
or Naval
Naval Academy.
Academy.
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
June 8,
8, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CXI.—
CXI. - An Act making
aking A
Appropriations
Deficiencies in
opriations to supply Deficiencies
Afipropriain the Appropriationsfor
tions
for Contingent
Contingent Expenses of
ouse of
the United
of the House
of Representatives
Reresentatives of
of the
United States,
States, for
for
the Fiscal
sixty-six.
Fiscal Year ending
ending June
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six.

8, 1866.
June 8,
1866.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the following sums be, roDerflacti
Deficiencyapand the
same are
hereby, appropriated,
app ropri
at
ed, ou
ofany
any money
money in
i
n the
the treasury l
ontagent ex- .
and
the same
are hereby,
outtof
treasury econtingent
exnot otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
penses of
penses
of the
the
For miscellaneous ite
m s, ten
t
en thousand
th ousan d d
oll ars.
House of
Repreitems,
dollars.
House
of Bepresentatives.
For folding
folding documents, seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
sentatives.
For furniture and repairs, and packing boxes for
thousand
for members,
members, ten
ten thousand
dollars.

roar

For stationery, fifteen thousand dollars, for the
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
sixty-six.
and sixty-six.
Approved, June 8, 1866.
CHAP. CXIV.
PostalLaws.
CX1V. -An
—An Act to amend the Postal
Laws.
June 12,
1866.
12, 1866.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
Bouse
Representatives of
the United Prepaid and
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
States
of America
States qf
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, from and after
after the first freepletta
free letters to be
day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, prepaid and free letters
letters shall
shall forwarded upon
upon
request, Sze.
&c.

60
60
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be
forwarded, at
at the
the request
addressed, from
one post
post office
office
from one
the party
party addressed,
of the
request of
be forwarded,
to
additional postage charge; and returned dead letters
without additional
to another
another without
shall be
be restored
restored to
the writers
writers thereof free of postage.
postage.
to the
shall
Sac. 2.
be it
it further
section of
act
of the
the act
the tenth
tenth section
enacted, That
That the
further enacted,
2. And
And be
SEC.
Letters
to be
be entitled ""An act to establish salaries for postmasters,
Letters to
postmasters, and for other purreturned
returned to wriposes," approved
approved July
and so
so much
much
sixty-four; and
and sixty-four;
hundred and
eighteen hundred
one, eighteen
July one,
poses,"
ters without
of the
of the
the act
the
act entitled
entitled ""An act to amend the
section of
the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth section
charge.
of
1863, ch.
71, §28. laws
March three,
laws relating
Department," approved March
Office Department,"
to the
the Post
Post Office
relating to
i2.
1863,
ch.71,
Vol. xii. p. 706.
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, as
as requires
to be
be charged
charged at
at
postage to
requires postage
and sixty-three,
hundred and
ch.197,i0.§10. eighteen
1864, ch.137,
1864,
Vol.
xiii. p.
the prepaid
collected on the
indorsed
the return
return delivery of letters, indorsed
prepaid rate,
rate, to be collected
p. 337.
337. the
Vol. xiii.
with
their return
return to
be, and
and the
the same
are hereby,
hereby,
same are
writers, be,
to the
the writers,
for their
with a
a request
request for
repealed;
and all
bearing such
such indorsement
hereafter be
rebe reindorsement shall hereafter
letters bearing
all letters
repealed; and
turned
to the
the writers
writers thereof
thereof without
without additional
additional postage
postage charge.
turned to
SEc. 3.
it further
section of
the act
act enenof the
the third
third section
enacted, That
That the
be it
further enacted,
3. And
And be
SEC.
Money
a postal money-order
money-order system," approved
approved May
May
titled ""An act to establish a
Money orders
orders titled
for not over $$50.
50. seventeen, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, be, and the same is hereby,
. 3. seventeen, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, be, and the same is hereby,
ehI.
1864t,
1864,
ch. 8,
87', §
§
amended so
so as
as to
to authorize
authorize the
the issuing
for any
any sum
not
sum not
money-order for
issuing of
of aamoney-order
p. 76. amended
Vol. xiii. p.
to exceed
fifty dollars,
and that
that the
charge or
or fee
fee for
for a
sum
a sum
an order
order for
for an
the charge
dollars, and
to
exceed fifty
Charges.
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
dollars shall be
order exceeding
exceeding
an order
be ten
ten cents; for an
twenty dollars
not
twenty dollars
cents.
twenty-five cents.
shall be
be twenty-five
dollars shall
twenty
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
further enacted,
money-order shall
be valid
shall be
valid
That a
a money-order
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
Money order
good for
and payable when presented
presented to the deputy postmaster on whom it is drawn
drawn
good
for one
one
year.
year.
within
one year
year after
its date,
date, but for
for no
no longer period;
within one
after its
period; and in case ot
ot
Duplicatein
in
the loss
of a
money-order
a duplicate
shall
issued
without
without
thereof
shall
be
issued
a
duplicate
the
loss
of
a
money-order
Dupfliate
case of loss.
charge, on the application
application of the remitter or payee, who shall make
make the
money-order offices are hereby
required proofs; and postmasters at all money-order
Oath.
authorized and
to the
in
applicants in
or applicants
the applicant
applicant or
to administer
administer to
and required
required to
authorized
Oath.
affirmation free
free of charge.
charge.
such cases the required oath or affirmation
Railroads carcarSEC.
S
EC. 5. And
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all railroad companies carrying
carrying
rying the mails
the mails the mails of the United States shall convey without
tying
without extra charge,
charge, by any
to convey
convey printwhich they
run over
over their
their roads,
roads, all
all such
matter as
as the
the
printed matter
such printed
ed matter, &c.,
&c., train
may run
they may
train which
without
extra
transported
without extra
Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall, from time to time, direct to be transported
charge.
charge.
thereon
with the
persons in charge
thereon with
the persons
charge of the mails designated by the Post
Post
Office
Department for
Office Department
for that purpose.
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
if any
any person
or persons
shall
persons shall
person or
it further
be it
SEC.
Wilful, &c.,
&c.
wilfully
and maliciously
injure, deface,
deface, or
or destroy
mailable matter
matter
any mailable
destroy any
injury to mail
maliciously injure,
wilfully and
matter
deposited deposited in any letter-box, pillar-box, or other receiving boxes estabmatter deposited
in
letter box,
box,
lished by authority of the Postmaster-General of the United States for
in letter
or aiding
aiding to lished by authority of the Postmaster-General of the United States for
deposit of
matter for
mails or
for delivery,
delivery, or
or shall
shall wilfully
injure, how
pun- the
the mails
or for
wilfully
howpunthe safe
safe deposit
of matter
for the
'shed.
shed.
aid and
and assist in
in injuring such mailable matter so deposited as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
aid
every such offender being thereof duly convicted
convicted shall,
such
shall, for
for every such
offence,
not more
more than
hundred dollars,
or be
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
offence, be fined not
than five
five hundred
dollars, or
not
more than
than three
three years, at
at the discretion of the court.
court.
Postmasterenacted, That whenever
whenever it
SEC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
it shall
shall become exGeneral may
a different
different
pedient, in the opinion of the Postmaster-General,
Postmaster-General, to substitute a
cmayt
Geneyal
modify
contract
kind
of postage
for those
in use,
shall be,
and is
is hereby,
hereby,
he shall
be, and
those now
now in
use, he
for postage
kind of
postage stamps
stamps for
postage
stamps, if,
if, &c.
&o. authorized to modify the existing contract
contract for the manufacture
manufacture of postage
stamps so as to allow to the
sufficient to cover
in
the contractors
contractors a
a sum
sum sufficient
cover the
the in
creased
any, of
of manufacturing
manufacturing the
the stamps
stamps so
creased expenses, if
if any,
so substituted.
substituted.
SEC.
it further
That section
section two
two of
act entitled
of the
the act
entitled
8. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted,That
Readjustment
Readjustment
SEC. 8.
of salaries of
"An
"An act to establish salaries for postmasters, and for other purposes,"
postmasters.
postmasters.
approved July
July one,
one, eighteen
and sixty-four,
be amended
amended by
addby addsixty-four, be
hundred and
eighteen hundred
2approved
1864,
1864, ch.
ch. 197
137, §§2.
Vol. xiii.
p. 336. ing the following:
Vol.
xiii. p.
Provided, That when the quarterly returns of any
following: Provided,
any
postmaster of
of the
or fifth
fifth class
class show
show that
salary allowed
postmaster
the third,
third, fourth
fourth or
that the
the salary
allowed
is
the basis
of commissions
is ten
ten per centum
centum less
less than
than it would
would be
be on
on the
basis of
commissions under
under
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-four, fixing
fixing compensation,
compensation, then
the act of eighteen
and fifty-four,
then the
the
Postmaster-General shall
Postmaster-General
shall review
review and readjust
readjust under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
said section.
SEC.
enacted, That whenever
S
EC. 9. And be it further
further enacted,
whenever the
Postmaster-Gener
the Postmaster-Gener

Dead letters
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al shall require
require special agents of the
to collect
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department to
collect
or disburse the public moneys accruing
postages, such
special agent
accruing from
from postages,
such special
agent
or agents, when so employed, shall, prior to
upon such
such duty,
give
to entering
entering upon
duty, give
bond in such sum, in such form, and with such
as the
the Postmassuch security, as
Postmaster-General
approve.
ter-General may
may approve.
APPROVED, June
12, 1866.
APPROVED,
June 12,
1866.

olSpecial (ccol-

eSpecial

b
e,
/r
t,
uitg°a
uctinga
orrgedis

to give
bond.
to
give bond.

CHAP. CXV.
- An Act making Appropriationsfor
CXV.—
Appropriations for the
the Construction,
Construction, Preservation,
Preservation,and
and June
June 12,
12, 1866.
1866.
Repairs of certain
certain Fortifications
and other
Repairs
Fortifications and
other Works
of Defence,
for the
ending June
Works of
Defence, for
the Year
Year ending
June
thirty,
eighteen hundred
thirty, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
and House
the United
United
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
that the
the following
following sums
sums be,
be, and
and
they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not Appropriations
Treasury not
Appro riations
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the construction, preservation,
and repairs
of for
fortifications.
preservation, and
repairs of
for fortifications.
certain fortifications and other works of defence for
year ending
ending the
for the
the year
the
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven:
sixty-seven:
For Fort Wayne, near Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, fifty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort
fifty thousand
Fort Wayne.
Wayne.
For Fort Ontario, Oswego, New York,
Fort
York, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort Ontario.
Ontario.
For Fort Montgomery, at outlet of Lake Champlain, New
New York,
York, fifty
fifty Fort MontMontthousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
gomery.
For Fort Scammel,
Scammel, Portland, Maine, thirty-five thousand dollars.
Fort
dollars.
Fort Scammel.
For Fort George, on Hog Island ledge, Portland, Maine,
fifty thousand
Maine, fifty
thousand Fort George.
George.
dollars.
For Fort Popham, Kennebec river, Maine, fifty thousand
dollars.
Fort
thousand dollars.
Fort Popham.
Popham.
For Fort Constitution,
Constitution, Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, seventy-five
seventy-five Fort
Fort ConstituConstituthousand dollars.
thousand
tion.
dollars.
tion.
For Fort Winthrop, Boston, Massachusetts, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
t
hrF07;:t
WinFort WinFor
For Fort
Fort Warren, Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, twenty-five thousand dollars. Fort Warren.
For sea-wall at Great Brewster's island, Boston harbor, Massachusetts,
Sea-wall at
at
Massachusetts, Sea-wall
Great BrewsBrewsseventy-five thousand
seventy-five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Great

For sea-walls on Deer and Lovell's islands, Boston harbor,
harbor, MassachuMassachu-

setts, fifty thousand dollar
dollars.
s.
islands.

ter's;
on
on Deer
Deer and
and
Lovell's
Lovell's islands.

For fort at entrance
For
entrance of New Bedford harbor, Massachusetts, thirty
thirty Fort at enenthousand dollars.New
trance
of New
trance of
Bedford
Harbor.
Bedford
Harbor.
For Fort Schuyler, East river,
river, New
For
New York, thirty thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort Schuyler.
Schuvler
For
Fort Schuyler,
Schuyler, New
For fort at Willett's Point, opposite Fort
New York,
York, fifty
fifty Fort at
at WilWilthousand
thousand dollars.Point.
lett's Point.
For
repairs of
Fort Hamilton,
For repairs
of Fort
Hamilton, New York, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For fort
fort on
For
on site of Fort Tompkins, Staten
Staten Island,
Island, New
fifty
New York,
York, fifty
dollars.
thousand dollars.

Fort
Tompkins.
FortTompkins.

For fort at Sandy Hook, New Jersey, fifty thousand
For
thousand dollars.
For repairs of Fort Mifflin,
Mifflin, near Philadelphia, twenty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.

Fort
at Sandy
Sandy
Fort at
(),-?
Hook.
H o
k
t:t Mifflin.

For construction of permanent
permanent platforms
for modern
cannon of
large
platforms for
modern cannon
of large

Fort Hamilton.
Hamilton.

Fort Mifflin.

Platforms for
for
Platforms

calibre,
rtifi ca ti ons of
ofimportant
i
mpor t
ant h
ar b
ors, one
one hundred
hundred thoucalibre, in
in existing
existing fo
fortifications
harbors,
thou- modern cannon
of
calibre.
sand dollars.
sand
dollars.
of large
large calibre.
For repairs of Fort Washington, on the Potomac river, twenty thouthou- Fort
Fort Washing
Washingsand
sand dollars.
dollars.
ton.
ton.
For Fort
For
Fort Monroe
Virgi ni
a,
thi
rt
y th
ousan d d
o
ll
ars.
Fort Monroe.
Monroe,' Hampton
Hampton Roads,
Roads, Virginia,
thirty
thousand
dollars.
Fort
Monroe.
For Fort Taylo
Taylor,
r,Key West, Florida, one hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Fort Taylor.
Taylor.
Jefferson, Garden Key, Tortugas, fifty thousand
For Fort Jefferson,
Fort
Jefferson.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
FortJefferson.
sl
an d, coast
coas tof
ofMi
ss i
ss i
pp i
, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
ort on
on Ship
For fort on Ship
Ship i
island,
Mississippi,
F
dollars.Ship
Fort
For Fort Clinch, Amelia island, Florida, fifty
dollars.
Fort
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Fort Clinch.
Clinch
For
fort at Fort Point, San Francisco
For fort
Francisco bay,
bay, California,
California, one
hundred and
and Fort
Fort at
Fort
one hundred
at Fort
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Point;
Point;
For fort at Lime Point, California, seventy-five
For
seventy-five thousand dollars.
at Lime Point
dollars.
at
Point
For fort at Alcatraz island, San Francisco
Francisco bay, California,
California, ninety
at Alcatraz
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
Island.
Island.
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Survey of
northern and
and
northwestern
northwestern
lakes.
Sites
perSites for
for permanent seamanent
coast defences.
coast
defences.
Purchase not
Purchase
to be made
untile
until, &
&c.de

northwestern lakes, including
For survey of northern
northern and northwestern
including Lake Superior, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
rior,
For purchase
of sites
now occupied
be occupied
occupied
to be
proposed to
lands proposed
occupied and
and lands
sites now
For
purchase of
for
that no
no such purchase shall be
provided that
sea-coast defences, provided
for permanent
permanent sea-coast
made
upon the
the approval
of its
expediency by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
its expediency
approval of
except upon
made except
thirty-five
War,
Attorney-General, thirty-five
War, and of the validity of title by the Attorney-General,

June 12, 1866.
June
1866.

CHAP. CXVI.
CRVI. —
An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing documentary
documentary Evidence
Evidence of
of Titles
furnished to
to
- An
Titles to
to be
be furnished
the Owners
of certain
Lands in
the City
City of
of St.
St. Louis.
Louis.
in the
Owners of
certain Lands
the

Preamble.
Preamble.

thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Approved, June
June 12, 1866.
Approved,

Whereas within
the city
city of
Saint Louis,
in the
the State
of Missouri,
there
Missouri, there
State of
Louis, in
of Saint
within the
Whereas

1812, ch. 99•
are many
1812,
9D. are
many lots, tracts, pieces,
pieces, and
and parcels
parcels of land which were
were confirmed by
by
Vol ii.
Vol.
ii. p.p. 748.
812,
the act
act of
of Congress
June the
the thirteenth,
thirteenth, eighteen
twelve,
and twelve,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
of June
Congress of
812, the
Vol. ii. p.

note,
note.

ground of
possession, or
prior
of inhabitation,
inhabitation, possession,
or cultivation
cultivation of
of the
the same prior
on the ground
December the twentieth, eighteen
to December
eighteen hundred and three, and in some
some
eases there
said confirmations;
confirmations;
evidence of'
of said
documentary evidence
no adequate
adequate documentary
there is
is no
cases
and
consequence of
ancient witnesses,
witnesses, who knew the
the death
death of the ancient
and in
in consequence
of the
facts
inhabitation, possession,
cultivation, the
facts of
of said
said inhabitation,
possession, or
or cultivation,
the owners
owners of
of said
said
lands,
there is
of
in said cases where
where there
is no adequate
adequate documentary
documentary evidence
evidence of
lands, in
evidence of title to the same, as
said confirmations,
confirmations, are
are without
without complete
complete evidence
against
holding grants and
conand whereas
whereas persons holding
and conagainst the
the United
United States; and
Louis, under other acts of
firmations of
of lands in said
said city
city of
of Saint Louis,
of ConCongress
gress heretofore
heretofore passed, may, in some
some cases,
cases, be without perfect documendocumentary evidence of said grants or confirmations
confirmations by the United States,
States, and
and
hereafter arise
difficulties may hereafter
arise therefrom,
therefrom, to the
the great injury of
of such
such perpersons: Therefore
Therefore —
sons:
Be
enacted by
Senate and
of the
the United
United
Be it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
District court States
assembled, That
the
That the
the district
district court of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
District
may decree
decree the
the United
States for
for the
the eastern
district of
Missouri is
is hereby
by
authorized, by
of Missouri
hereby authorized,
eastern district
United States
may
title of the
United
States
in
proper
decree,
to
declare
released,
granted,
relinquished,
and
conveyed
by
conveyed
by
relinquished,
and
released,
granted,
decree,
to
declare
States
in
proper
United
certain lots in
in
the
of the
the right,
title,
certain
the United
United States, in fee
fee simple
simple and in full property,
property, all
all of
right, title,
t. Louis to the and interest of the United States in and to any lot, tract, piece or parcel
St.
parcel
person
person having
the best claim.
claim, of
of land within the
the city
city of Saint Louis,
Louis, in
in the
the State
State of Missouri, to
to the
the
person or persons having the
best claim
or claims
but nothnoththe best
claim or
claims to
to the
the same;
same; but
prop- ing in this act shall
Certain propshall authorize
authorize said court
court to
to declare
declare released, granted, rereleased.
erty not to be
linquished, and
and conveyed,
conveyed, as
as aforesaid,
any land
l
an d w
ithi n an
wh
ar f, s
t
ree t,
street,
within
anyy wharf,
aforesaid, any
ertv
be linquished,
lane, avenue,
boundaries
avenue, alley, or other public thoroughfare, or within the boundaries
of any land which has been
been heretofore
heretofore granted or assigned by the United
States for the use or support
support of schools, or within the boundaries
boundaries of any
any
Not where
heretofore lawfully confirmed
land heretofore
confirmed or lawfully granted by the United
United
full documenStates,
documentary evidence
evidence of such
tful
States, where
where full, sufficient,
sufficient, and complete documentary
evidence
tary documenevidence
Vol. xi. pp. 294,
442.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 85.
85.
Vol.

exists,
exists,
Proceedings

confirmation or
or grant
now exists
of record.
reco rd.
exists of
grant now
confirmation
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That every
every person
SEC. 2. And be it further
person desiring
desiring a
a aadede-

cree in
or her
her favor,
under this
this act,
cree
in his
his or
favor, under
act, shall
shall file
file aapetition
petition in
in said
said district
district
court, asking for such decree, and describing the land for which
which said decree is desired; and
claiming such
such land
cree
and the United
United States and all persons claiming
land
petitioner (if there be any such adverse claimants)
adversely to said petitioner
claimants) shall
Who to be
be made
in said
said cause;
cause; and
if any
any party
to any
mhoeto
bde be
made defendants
defendants in
and if
party to
any such
such cause
cause
made
made defenddefendshall
he a
aminor
minor under
under the age of
twenty-one years,
years, aaguardian ad litem
of twenty-one
shall be
ants.
Minors.
Minors,
shall be appointed by said court for said minor; and said district court
to hear,
authority to
ecourt.of shall have full and complete power, jurisdiction, and authority
Authority
Authority
district
district court.
determine all questions arising in said cause relating
try, and determine
claim
relating to the
the claim
of the petitioner, the extent, locality, and boundaries
boundaries of said claim, and all
other matters connected
connected therewith or concerning
concerning the same; and said
said district court shall also have
have power to make, prescribe, and enforce
enforce such
such
rules and regulations as may be necessary
carry this
this act
act
necessary and proper
proper to
to carry
into full and complete
complete execution.
execution.
tortoeobtal
obtain a
a dede
cree.
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SEC.
be it
it further
enacted, That a
a copy of every petition which
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
further enacted,
which United
United States
States
shall
be filed
under this
this act,
a copy of the writ or process thereto
shall be
filed under
act, and a
thereto atmeo
d
lid
v
e
ery
aparty
p
o
s
t
y/ p
b
y.
at- made
a
by
delivery of copy
tached, shall be
the district attorney of the United States
tached, shall
be delivered
delivered to
to the
for of
of petition
petition and
States for
and
said
eastern district
district of
Missouri, by the United States marshal for
said eastern
of Missouri,
for said
pro cess thereon
thereon
said process
district,
which said
said delivery
delivery shall
shall make the United States a
district, which
to the
to, &C.
a party to
the to,
cause
specified in
such petition, without any other or further
cause specified
in such
further proceedings,
proceedings,
notice,
service, writ
notice, service,
writ or process whatever;
whatever; and said district
attorney shall
district attorney
shall
make
defence therein
make such
such defence
therein for the United States as in his opinion the
the .,Defence,
Defence, ananpublic
interest
may
require;
but
pleadings filed
public interest may require;
no answer or other pleadings
filed by
by swer,
pleadings.
wer, pleadings.
said
attorney in
such cause
cause shall be required to be verified by
said attorney
in such
oath or
or
by oath
affirmation.
affirmation.
SEC.
4. And
And be
be it
SEC. 4.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That for the purpose of more
more corncom- Surveys,
Surveys, &c.,
&c.,
pletely
describing, identifying,
pletely describing,
identifying, and defining the boundaries,
boundaries, situation,
and to
I
t
a
o
u
b
de
sm
eu
d
g
e
bof
tf
t
situation, and
be
made
locality
of
any
lot,
tract,
piece or parcel of land sought to be
locality of any lot, tract, piece
be released,
at
be released,
released, be
released,
at .
granted,
and conveyed
conveyed under this act, the said district court
granted, relinquished
relinquished and
expense of
court expense
of pets.
petishall
have power to
to cause
an accurate
accurate survey,
survey, plat, and description
shall have power
cause an
description there- tioner.
mn •
of
to be
be made
made by
a competent
competent person
person at the expense of
of to
by a
of the
the petitioner;
petitioner;
and all
of the
the expenses
and
all of
expenses and
and costs of all suits and other proceedings
proceedings under
Costs of
under Costs
of snits
suits
this act
act shall
be paid
by the respective petitioners, and the
this
shall be
paid by
the payment
payment
thereof may be enfbrced
thereof
enforced by execution
execution or otherwise.
otherwise.
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That every
SEC. 5.
5. And
be it
every decree which shall
shall be
be Effect
Effect of
of dr.
do
rendered under this act in f
favor
offany pet
rendered
avor o
i
ti
oner s
hall b
deeme daa f
ull,cree.
petitioner
shall
bee deemed
full,
creesufficient, and
relinquishment, and conveyance,
sufficient,
and complete
complete release,
release, grant, relinquishment,
conveyance,
in
fee simple
simple and
in fee
and in
in full
full property, to such petitioner, and
to his
his or
her
and to
or her
heirs
and
forever, of all the right,
heirs and assigns,
assigns, forever,
right, title, and interest
the United
interest of
of the
United
States in and to the land described
in such
described in
such decree.
decree.
SEC.
SEC. 6.
6. And be it further enacted, That whe
ne
ver said
sa id di
st
ri
ctcourt
or
Transcript
of
whenever
district
court or
Transcript of
the
circuit
court shall
shall render
a final
decree under
fiona
t
bl
et
nr
t
e
e
t
o
,
&c.,
the circuit court
render a
final decree
under this act, concerning
coneerning any final
decree,
&c.,
lot,
tract, piece or
parcel of
land, such court shall cause to be transmitted
lot, tract, piece
or parcel
of land,
transmitted commissioner
commissioner of
of
to the
the commissioner
commissioner of
to
ofthe
th e general
genera lland
l
an d office
office a
a full,
f
ul
l, true,
comland
pl et
e general
general land
true, and
and complete
transcript of
said final
final decree,
and of the
transcript
of said
decree, and
the description
description or survey of
land. office
of said
said land.
office.'
SEC. 7. And be it further enacted, That any party to any final
SEC. 7. And be it further enacted, That
decree
Appeal
cirdecree
Appeal to
to cirrendered
by said
ui court withsaid district
rendered by
district court in any suit or cause commenced
commenced under
under th
scsuit
thisi
t court withact may appeal from said
sa id fi
na ld
ecree o
sa id di
stri
ct court
court to
the circuityear.
one
final
decree
offsaid
district
to the
circuit iin oneyear.
court of
of the
the United
United States
court
States for
for the district of Missouri,
Missouri, at any time
time within
within
one year
fiom the
the time
time of the rendition
one
year from
rendition of said final
decree, and
not after
after
final decree,
and not
that time;
on the
a full, true, and
that
time; and
and on
the granting
granting of said appeal, a
complete
and complete
transcript
final
decree,
and
transcript of said fi
na ld
ecree ,
an d of
oft
he petition,
pet i
ti
on, and
other pleadings
pleadingsf Transcript
Transcript of
o
the
and all
all other
and proceedings
proceedings in said cause,
cause ,
an dof
oft
he ev
id ence therein,
shall be
be transand
the
petition, &c.
evidence
therein, shall
trans- petition,
&c .
mitted to
circuit court.
mitted
to said
said circuit
court. And when said appeal shall have been
been comcompleted, said circ
circuit
courttshall
uit cour
sh
all have
have f
ull and
complete jurisdiction
over
full
and complete
jurisdiction over
Jurisdiction
rAcarnieticxohonretn.tso.f
Jurisdiction of
said cause,
said
cause, and
and may
may allow
allow the pleadings
pleadings to be amended
amended if necessary,
necessary, and
and ci
circuitcourt.
may
admit
new
necessary, and shall hear, try,
try, and determine
may admit new parties
parties if
if necessary,
determine New
New parties.
parties
said cause
novo, without
without regarding
regarding any error, defect, or
said
cause de
de novo,
imperor other
other imperfection
in
the
proceedings
fection in the proceedings of said district court, and shall
such
shall render
render such
final
therein as
facts and
and the justice
final decree
decree therein
as the
the facts
justice of said cause may
require. Decree.
Decree.
may require.
SEC. 8.
8. And
And be
SEC.
b
e it further
furth er enacted,
enacte d
, Th
at in
i
n case
of any
Question may
That
case of
any difference
difference of
ofmayQuestion
opinion between
- Tecdou
be
certified
juages
between the j
ua
ges of
oft
he said
sa id c
i
rcu i
t court
upon any
any question
the
b
s
u
e
p
e
r
e
er
m
tto
circuit
court upon
question
supreme
courttort
arising
in
any
such
cause,
the
same
may
be
certified
to
arising in any such cause, the
certified
the supreme
supreme court
court of
of the
the United
United
of the United States,
itss d
of
Stat es ,for
f
or it
decision
ec i
si
on thereon
th
ereon as
as i
other cases.
cases.&c.
States when,&c.
when,
inn other
States
SEC.
9.
And
be it
That all of the right,
SEC. 9. And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
right, title, and inTitle of
in- Title
of the
the
terest of the United
all of
of the
the wharves,
LUnited
; n
i‘d
e,S
t
s
a
t
t
r
e
e
s
e:
e
n
States
in
terest of the United States
States in
in and
and to
to all
wharves, streets, lane,
lanes, av- ,
enues, alleys, and other public thoroughfares which are situate, lying,
enues,
alleys,
and
other
public
thoroughfares
which
situate,
&c.,in
st.
Louis,
and
&c.,in
St. Louis'
being within the corporate limits of the city of St. Louis,
being within the corporate limits of the city of St. Louis, in the State
State of
of conveyed
to the
the
conveyed to
t
Missouri,
shall
be,
and
the
same
are
hereby,
granted,
Missouri, shall be, and the same
granted, relinquished,
relinquished, and citY.
ci y.
conveyed
the United
conveyed by
by the
United States, in fee simple and in full property,
property, to
to the
the
said
of St.
St. Louis,
and to the successors and assigns forever
said city
city of
Louis, and
fbrever of
of said
said
however,
city: Provided, how
ever,Th
at no individual
i
n di vid ua lrights
ri
gh
ts or
or titles
titles acquired
acquired preThat
pre- Proviso.
viously hereto
be in
any manner
viously
hereto shall
shall be
in any
manner impaired or prejudiced
prejudiced hereby.
hereby.
APPROVED, June 12,
APPROVED,
12, 1866.
1866.
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CHAP.
the Right
Right of
of Way
Way to the
Canal
the ""Humboldt Canal
grant the
Act to
to grant
-AnAn Act
CXVII. —
CHAP. CXVII.
sqi
through the
Public Lands
of the
the Dnited
United States.
States.
the Public
Lands of
ny""through

Compa
Compa

Right
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
House of
Senate and
Be
of way
way
Right of
a
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the right of way for a
through public States

lands granted
granted to
Humboldt Canal
Canal
Humboldt
Company.
Company.

canal
lands of
of the
United States
States lying
Humboldt
in Humboldt
lying in
the United
public lands
the public
through the
canal through
county, State
State of
use of
the land
tow-paths, cuttings,
cuttings,
and the
the use
of the
land for
for tow-paths,
county,
of Nevada,
Nevada, and
and
embankments, to
to the
of fifty
fifty feet
feet on
side of
of the
the center
center of
of
each side
on each
extent of
the extent
and embankments,
the
shall be,
to the
the Humboldt
CornCanal ConHumboldt Canal
granted to
is hereby,
hereby, granted
be, and
and is
canal, shall
the canal,
embank
or heavy
Proviso.
pany: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in cases
cases where
deep excavation
excavation or
heavy embank
where deep
pany:
meat is
such greater
not exceeding
exceeding two
two hundred
feet,
hundred feet,
width, not
greater width,
is required,
required, such
ment
may be
said company
company as
necessary.
may be
be necessary.
as may
by said
taken by
may
be taken
reservoir
Certain
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That,
order to create
create aareservoir
That, in order
itfurther
And be
SEC.
Certain public
company
said canal
for said
said company
to feed
feed said
canal in
in all
all seasons,
seasons, said
said company
company sufficient
sufficient to
for
lands may be
flowed
flowed to create
reservoir,
shall be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, by
by a
across the
the Humboldt
river,
Humboldt river,
a dam
dam across
and is
shall
aareservoir.
at such
such point
at or
or near
the gap
in the
the Fremont
Fremont range
of mountains
mountains
range of
gap in
near the
point at
at
through
passes, to
lands above
above
of the
the public
public lands
much of
flow so
so much
to flow
said river
river passes,
which said
through which
reservoir.
said reservoir.
the purpose
said dam
may be
purpose of
of said
for the
be required
required for
as may
dam as
said
Sites for
wasteS
EC. 3.
3. And
enacted, That
That there
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
there shall
shall be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby,
Sites
forwasteSEC.
d
ga
ep
t
e
o
s
ts
„m
&c.' granted
granted to
to said
said company
company the
the necessary
necessary sites
along said
said canal
canal for wastesites along
&c'te
epots
gates,
mill-sites, depots
uses of
of said
said canal,
canal, sa
far as
places conconso far
as places
and other
other uses
depots, and
gates, mill-sites,
venient for
upon the
public lands,
lands, and
and also
also the
the privilege
privilege of
of
the public
fall upon
for the
the same
same fall
venient
the
lands into
into the
public lands
over any
discharging
the waste
waste waters
of said
said canal
canal over
any public
waters of
discharging the
said Humboldt
river, at
as may
be suitable
suitable for
that purpose:
purpose:
for that
may be
such places
places as
at such
Humboldt river,
said
Proviso.
Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That
That the
officers of
of said
shall transmit
the
the prooer
prooer officers
said company
company shall
transmit to
to the
a correct
plat of
commissioner of
of the
land office
Plan
of .ocaPlan of
.oca- commissioner
the general
general land
office a
correct plat
of the
the survey
survey
tion, &c.,
&c., to
to be
be and
and location
location of
and of
of the
needed for
for mills,
depots, wastewastemills, depots,
the sites
sites needed
of said
said canal,
canal, and
tion,
general
sent to
general
land
office,
gates, and
other uses
uses of
the appropriation
for
thereof for
appropriation thereof
before the
canal, before
of said
said canal,
and other
gates,
land office.
said uses
uses shall
shall become
And provided further, That
That unless
unless thirty
thirty
operative: Andprovidedfurther,
said
become operative:
be excavated
excavated within
within one
one year, [and] the
the whole
whole
to miles
canal shall
shall be
This grant to
miles of
of said
said canal
cease, Ste.,
unless,
Sm.U
within three
three years,
from the
hereof, the
made shall
shall
hereby made
grants hereby
the grants
date hereof,
the date
years, from
within
Cese&o.
cease and determine:
determine: And provided
further, That if said canal shall at
at
cease
provided further,
any time
after its
or abandoned
by said
said comcomits completion
completion be
be discontinued
discontinued or
abandoned by
any
time after
pany, the
grants hereby
shall cease
cease and
determine, and
and the
lands
the lands
and determine,
made shall
hereby made
the grants
pany,
hereby granted
shall revert
to the
the United
United States:
And provided
provided further,
further,
hereby
granted shall
revert to
States: And
grant not
not That
nothing in
this act
act shall
construed as
any
This grant
That nothing
in this
shall be
be so
so construed
as to
to interfere
interfere with
with any
to
to interfere with
f
ormer grants to grant
of the
the right
right of
of way
way and
and of
public lands
lands heretofore
any
to any
made to
heretofore made
of public
grants to grant of
former
any railroadrailroad
company.
any
railroadrailroad company.
company.
company.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 12, 1866.
June
June

14,
CYTT
TC
—An Act
and secure
the Sfe-Keeping
Safe-Keeping of public
public Money
Ioney insecure the
-An
Act to regulate
regulate and
14 1866.
1866.in. CHAP.
CHAP. CXXIT

trusted
Disbursing Officers of the
the United States.
trusted to Disbursing
States.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Disbursing
it enacted
of the
the United
United
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
officers to depospassage
after the
Congress assembled,
from and
and after
the passage
That from
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
dos- States
ittfpuiebrlio
public moneys with the
of this
this act
act it
it shall
be the
the duty
of every
of the
the United
United
every disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of
shall be
duty of
of
having any
treasurer
or
States
any public
public money
money intrusted
intrusted to him for disbursement, to
to dedeStates having
or
oeasurers
some assistant
assistant
treasurer,
posit the
same with
treasurer or
some one
one of
of the
th e ass
i
st
an t t
reasurers
treasurers
assistant
or some
the treasurer
with the
the same
posit
treasurer,
to draw only of the United
and to
to draw
draw for
for the
the same
as it
be required
United States, and
same only
Only as
it may
may be
required
as Transfers
required. to
to
for payments
be made
by him
him in
in pursuance
la w; a
n d all
all transfers
transfers
and
of law;
pursuance of'
made by
to be
payments to
for
Transfers
officer shall
the United
a disbursing
from
be by draft,
from the
the treasury
treasury of
of the
United States
States to
to a,
disbursing officer
shall be
be by
by
draft or
on the
treasurer of
of the
draft
or warrant
warrant on
the treasury
treasury or an assistant
assistant treasurer
the United
United
Deposits where
Provided, That
places where
there is
treasurer nor
nor assistant
assistant
no treasurer
is no
where there
in places
That in
States: Provided,
hfere States:
tDeposit
to
be made if
there is no
no,treatreasurer of
of the
States, the
the Secretary
of the
may, when
when
the Treasury
Treasury may,
Secretary of
the United
United States,
trea- treasurer
surer
or assistassist- he
it essential
essential to
the public
public interest,
authorize in
writing
surer or
he deems
deems it
to the
interest, specially
specially authorize
in writing
an
t.
the deposit of such public money
in any other
ant.
money ,in
other public
public depository,
depository, or,
or, in
in
authorize the same to be
be kept in any other
other manner, and
and under
under
writing, authorize
such rules and regulations as he may deem most safe and effectual to
facilitate the
the payments
payments to
to public
public creditors.
creditors.
facilitate
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That if any disbursing officer of the
S
EC. 2. And be it further
the
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United
United States
States shall
shall deposit
deposit any
any public money intrusted to him in any Depositing
place or in any manner, except as authorized by law, or to him in any Depositing
place
or
in
any
manner,
except
as authorized
shall convert
convert to
to public
public money,
money, or
or
his own
any
wayy whatever,
,
or
or sshall
his
own use
use in
in a
ny wa
wh
at
ever,or
hall l
oan, with
or without
without interest, loaning,
drawloan,
with or
interest, converting
oaning,or
ordraor shall for any purpose not prescribed
or shall for any purpose not prescribed by law withdraw from the
the treastrees- ing,
transfering, or
or transferurer or any assistant treasurer,
urer
t
reasurer,
or
hor i
zed depository,
or shall fore
or any aut
authorized
depository, or
e
shall
for
rim
p
the
t ea
assame
au _
i"ng
any purpose not prescribed by law transfer or apply
any purpose not prescribed by law transfer
apply any portion of
of the
thorized, to
be
the
teoried,
to
ea
public
money
him, every
public money intrusted
intrusted to
to him,
every such act shall be deemed
deemed and
and ad_
ad- embezzlement.
embezzlement.
judged an embezzlement of the money so
judged an embezzlement of the money
deposited, converted,
converted, used,
used,
loaned,
transferred, or applied, and every such
loaned, withdrawn,
withdrawn, transferred,
is hereby
such act
act
is
hereby
declared a felony,
upon conviction
declared afelony, and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall be punished by imim- Penalty.
prisonment for a term not less than one year nor
prisonment for
aterm not less than
more than ten
years, or
ten years,
or
by
fine
not more than
the amount
amount embezzled
embezzled nor less than one
by fine not more
than the
one thousand
thousand
dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment,
dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of
the
of the
court.
court.
SEC. [3.] And it further enacted, That if any banker, broker,
SEC. [3.] And be
be it further enacted, That
or
KnowinglY rereor any eKnowingly
person, not an authori
authorized
person,
zed depositary
depos i
tary of
ofpu
bli c moneys,
knowinglybceivingfrom
s
i
vn
r,1 f
arz
faa
c
n
e
y
r
public
moneys, shall
shall knowingly
any
·
disbursingofficer
receive from any disbursing officer, or collector of internal
revenue,
receive from any disbursing officer, or collector
revenue, or
collector, any
or or collector,
any
other agent
of the
other
agent of
the United States any public money on
deposit or
way Lub
a
l
s
icit m
ao
r
n
a
eri a
on
on deposit
or by
by way
public
money
on
of loan or accommodation,
accommod ati on ,w
i
t
h or
or w
i
th
out i
nterest, or otherwise than in loan, oil using
with
without
interest,
or otherwise than in ia on,
or
using
payment
payment of
of aadebt
debt against the United States; or shall use,
use, transfer,
con_ such
such money
money for
transfer, confor
vert,
apply
anyyportion
vert, appropriate
appropriate or a
pply an
port i
on of
oft
he publ
i
c money
any pur- fiz
n
e
y
du
pn
ua
rp
uo
thseor-or
the
public
money for
for any
pur- any
unauthorpose not prescribed by law; or shall counsel,
pose not prescribed by law; or shall counsel, aid, or abet any disbursing
disbursing aiding
in so
aiding in
so dodoofficer
collector
off internal
revenue or
officer or
or colle
ct
or o
i
nt
erna l revenue
of the
the United
Unitedtobedeemed
ing,
or other agent
agent of
ing,tobedeemed
States
doing, every
actts
shall
States in
in so
so doing,
every such
suc hac
hall b
e
d
eemed
and
adjudged
an
emembezzlement.
be deemed and adjudged an em- embezzlement.
bezzlement
the money
money so
deposited, loaned,
bezzlement of
of the
so deposited,
loaned, transferred,
transferred, used,
conused, converted, appropriated, or applied; and any
verted, appropriated, or
applied;
president, cashier, teller,
Punishment
of
teller,
Punishmentof
director,
any bank
or banking
director, or
or other
oth er officer
offi cer of
ofany
ban k or
association who
who shall
shall for
violating
this
banking association
officers
of
. banks
officers
of
banks
violate
any of the provisions
provisions of
this act
act shall
adjudged act.
violate any of the
of this
shall be deemed and adjudged
act.
guilty of' embezzlement
of public money, and punished
guilty of
embezzlement of
punished as
provided in
in
as provided
section two of this act.
act.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 14,
1866.
14, 1866.
CHAP. CXXIII. - An Act to providefor the Settlement
of Accounts of certain
certain Public
CHAP. CXXIII. — An Act to provide for the Settlement of
Public June
June 15,
15, 1866.
1866.
Officers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be itofenacted
by in
theCongress
Senate and House of Representatives of
of the United :Moneys
reMoneys reStates
America
assembled,
all monies
monies raised
United
ceived
by any
States of America in Congress assembled, That,
That, all
raised in the t.
e
a
l
States
United States for the support of refugees or freedmen,
United States for the support of refugees
freedmen, and received
received by
the
by officer
officer for
for the
any
officer of the
any officer of the United
United States
States army,
army, shall be charged
charged against such
such refugees or
officer on
the books
books of th
thee T
Treasury
Department
officer
on the
reasury D
epartment and
and accounted
by i
c
r
e
h
e
f
a
im
e
e
e
d
e
s
n
t
hi
b
me
accounted for
for by
charged
tooiohim
him in like manner as if such monies had been drawn
him in like manner as if such monies had been
from the treasury
and
accounted
treasury
and
accounted
of the United States, and
any part
shall have
have been
been expended
of the United States, and if
if any
part thereof
thereof shall
expended for.
for.
for the use of
of refugees
or freedmen,
freedmen, the same shall be passed
for the use
refugees or
to the
passed to
the credit
credit
of
the
officer, if, upon
upon examination
examination of his accounts, it shall appear
of the officer, if,
the
appear to
to the
proper accounting officer of the Treasury Department
proper accounting officer
of the Treasury Department that the amount
amount
expended was properly disbursed
for such refugees
expended was properly disbursed for
refugees or freedmen,
freedmen, and
on
and on
the
adjustment of the
the accounts
of the officer, if any balance shall
the adjustment of
accounts of
shall remain
remain
in the hands of such officer the same shall be
in the hands of such officer the same
paid into the treasury
treasury of
of
the United States, for a fund for the relief of refugees
the United
States, for a fund for the relief
and freedmen.
freedmen.
And
any officer
having such balance in his hands, who, after being duly
Officers havin
havinbg
And any officer having such balance in his hands,
who, after being duly moors
required, shall refuse
refuse or
or neglect
neglect to
to pay
pay over
over the same,
required, shall
same, or who shall,
shall, after ha
a
b
n
a
d
l
rac
a
e
din
i
n
atheir
t
e
hr
bance
due notice, fail to settle his account, shall be proceeded against in
due
notice,
fail
to
settle
his
account,
shall
be
proceeded
against
the
same
lecting or refusmanner as is provided for by existing laws in
manner as is provided for by existing laws
the case of disbursing
disbursing offioffi_ ing
to pay it over,
ingtopayitover,

cers
who neglect
neglect or
monies drawn
cers who
or refuse
refuse to account for monies
drawn from
8' C' ,how treated.
from the
the treasury
treasury &c.treated.
of the United States.

SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That where accounts
are rendered
2. And be it further enacted, That where accounts are
rendered Accounts for
for
forSEC.
expenditures
for refugees or freedmen under the approval
and re
expenditures
e
x
f
p
ue
on
ed
ei
st
leasfor
fo
ot.
for expenditures for refugees
or freedmen
under the
ane
·
.refupees

sanction of
&c., to
and which
which shall
sanction of the
the proper
proper officers,
officers, and
shall have
have been proper
proper and
and be
Paid frto
be paid
from
necessary, but
but cannot
necessary,
canno tbe
be settled
settl
ed for
f
or want
want of specific
specific appropriations,
appropriations, the
the h
•
o
11
w£1 tfund, and
what fund, and
VOL.
5
VOL. XIV.
5
how.
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THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
I.
SEss. I.

Cn. 123,
124, 126,
127.
126, 127.
CH.
123, 124,

1866.
1866.

same
may be
be paid
out of
for the
relief of
refugees and
freedand freedof refugees
the relief
of the
the fund
fund for
paid out
same may
men,
the approval
of refugees
refugees and
and
the bureau
bureau of
of the
commissioner of
of the
the commissioner
approval of
on the
men, on
freedmen.
APPROVED,
June 15,
15, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, June
June 15,
CXXIV.
—An Act
postal, and
Communication
military Communication
and military
commercial, postal,
to facilitate
facilitate commercial,
-An
Act to
1866. CHAP.
CHAP. CXXIV.
June
15, 1866.
among the
the several
several States.
States.
among
Preamble.

Preamble.

.Steam
railSteam railroads may carry
over their road
assengers and
freight
freight from
from one
one
and
State
to
another
with
tateconnect
toanecther
roads of
of other
other
roads
States to form
form
continuous
lines.
continuouslines.

roads may carry
over their road
passengers and

Existing con-

Existing con-

tracts and conditions not af
tions not affected.

fected.

New
New roads
roads not
authorized without authority
from State.
State.

authorized without authority

This act
act may

&o.
be amended, &c.

Whereas
the Constitution
the United
United States
States confers
upon Congress,
Congress,
confers upon
of the
Constitution of
Whereas the
in express
express terms,
the power
power to
commerce among
among the
the several
several
regulate commerce
to regulate
terms, the
in
States,
establish post
post roads,
roads, and to raise
Therearmies: Thereraise and support armies:
to establish
States, to
fore: —
Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
company
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That every railroad company
States of America
in tne
united States,
is operated
steam, its
successors and
and
its successors
by steam,
operated by
road is
whose road
States, whose
in
the United
assigns, be,
and is
hereby, authorized
authorized to carry upon and over its road,
is hereby,
assigns,
be, and
boats
passengers, troops, government
government supplies,
and ferries, all passengers,
boats,, bridges, and
mails, freight,
property on
their way
way from
any State
State,
to another
another State,
State to
from any
on their
and property
freight, and
mails,
compensation therefor,
other
to connect
connect with roads of ether
therefor, and to
receive compensation
and to receive
States so as to form continuous lines for the transportation
transportation of the same to
destination: Provided,
Provided,That this act shall not affect any stipulaof destination:
the place
place of
United States and any railroad comcorntion between
between the
the government
government of the United
patty for
for transportation
transportation or
fares without
without compensation,
compensation, nor
impair or
change
or change
nor impair
or fares
pauy
the
granting lands to any such
the conditions imposed by the terms of any act granting
company
to aid
in the
its road, nor shall it be construed to
of its
construction of
the construction
aid in
company to
authorize any railroad company
company to build any new road or connection with
authorize
any other road without authority from the State in which said railroad or
oh
a
connection
may be proposed.
connection may
enacted, That Congress may at any time
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
SEC.
alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this act.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 15, 1866.

CHAP .CXXVI.
CXXVI.
—
Commissioner of Patents
Patents to pay those em-AnAn Act to authorize the Commissioner
June 18, 1866. CHAP.
Duties
Salary fixed by Law for the Duties
Assistant Examiners the Salary
Examiners and Assistant
ployed as
as Examiners

performed by them.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Pay of those
those
Be
employed as ex- States of America in Congress
assembled,
That
commissioner
of
Congress assembled,
the commissioner
of
aminers and
asaminers
and asemployed in the patent office
office
is hereby
hereby authorized to pay those employed
exam- patents is
sistant exam[hundred] and sixty-one, until the first day of
iners in
in the pat- from April first, eighteen [hundred]
entoffice.
August, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, as examiners
eat office.
examiners and assistant
assistant
examiners of patents, at the rates fixed by law for these respective
To be taken
grades; Provided,
Provided, That
That the same be paid out of the patent office fund,
and that the compensation
compensation
thus paid shall not exceed that received
received by those
from
patent
office fund, &c.
duly enrolled as examiners
examiners of patents for the
examiners and assistant examiners
same period.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 18, 1866.
Pay of

June 21, 1866. CHAP.
CHAP. CXXVII
CXXVII..—An
-An Act for the Disposal
Disposal of the Public
Public Lands for Homestead
Homestead Actual
Arkansas, and
and Florida.
Florida.
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Arkansas,
Settlement in the States of Alabama, Mississippi,
All public
public
Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
l
States
ands into
be dinsdin- States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That from
after the
the passage
passage
from and
and after
assembled, That
America, in
States of
of America,
States
be
tocertain
posed of only ac- of
of this act
act all the
the public lands in the States of Alabama, Mississippi,
posedofonlyacthe Louisana, Arkansas, and Florida shall be disposed of according
cording to the
according to the
provisions of the
homestead
provisions of
law,
the stipulations
the homestead
law of
twentieth May,
hundred
eighteen hundred
May, eighteen
of twentieth
of the
homestead law
stipulations of
law.
homestead
1862, ch. 75. and sixty-two,
sixty-two, entitled ""An act to secure homesteads to actual
actual settlers on
June

Vol.
1864,
xii.
ch.
p.392.
88.
392. the
domain," and
the act
act supplemental
approved twentytwentythereto, approved
supplemental thereto,
and the
the public
public domain,"
Vol.
xiich.
Vol. xiii. p.
p. 85.
35. first of March,
March, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, but with this restriction,
restriction,
that until the expiration
after the passage of this
expiration of two years from and after

THIRTY—
NINTH
THIRTY-NINTH

CONGRESS.
ass. I
I.. CH. 127.
Sss.
CONGRESS. S

1866.
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act,
no entry
entry shall
for more
than a
be
No entry to be
section, or
or eighty
eighty No
a half-quarter
half-quarter section,
more than
be made
made for
shall be
act, no
acres;
in lieu
lieu of
sum of
of ten
than
more tl:an
be paid by the for
dollars required to be
ten dollars
of the
the sum
and in
acres; and
Ore
second section of said act, there shall be paid the sum of five dollars at
I.t:
$5
to .be paid
the
time of
the issue
issue of
patent; and
on issue of patand that the public lands in said on
of each
each patent;
of the
the time
States
shall be
be disposed of
ent.
in no other manner after the passage of this elm
of in
States shall
act: Provided,
or discrimination
distinction
No distinction
in the No
be made
made in
shall be
discrimination shall
distinction or
That no
no distinction
Provided, That
act:
construction or
execution of
act on
on account
of race
or color:
race or
or color.
And for
for race
color: And
race or
account of
of this
this act
or execution
construction
provided further,
Mineral lands
shall be liable to entry and set- Mineral
mineral lands shall
further, That no mineral
provided
tlement under
under its
its provisions,
provisions.
excepted.
excepted.
tlement
SEC.
it further
enacted, That
That section
second of
the above- Mode
proMode of proof the
section second
And be it
further enacted,
SEC. 2.
2. And
cited
law, entitled
entitled ""An
An act
homesteads to
actual setset- cedure
fled i
f
i
b
r
et
r
i
n
ieav
e
a
i
l
l
y
e:
applyini
to actual
act to
to secure
secure homesteads
homestead law,
cited homestead
ing
for
the
beneapproved May twentieth,
hundred fit'of this act.
act.
eighteen hundred
twentieth, eighteen
tiers on the public
public domain,"
domain," approved
18
and
read as
as follows:
follows: That
.. .
75,
ch.
75, §
§ 2.
apply- 1862,
62, ch
the person
person applyThat the
as to
to read
be so
so amended
amended as
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, be
ing
act shall,
shall, upon
upon application
P' 392
92.'
of Vol
Vol.'sxliii.*p.
the register of
application to the
of this
this act
for the
the benefit
benefit of
ing for
the
office in
he or
or she
she is
is about
about to make
make affi- Affidavit.
entry, make
make such entry,
in which
which he
land office
the land
before the
the said
said register or receiver that he or she is the head of aa
davit before
twenty-one years or more
more of age, or shall have performed
performed
family, or is twenty-one
serviv in
in the
the army
army or navy of
United States, and that such applicaof the United
service
tion
made for
his or
her exclusive
exclusive use
and that
that said entry
and benefit, and
use and
for his
or her
is made
tion is
is
made for
settlement and cultivation,
cultivation, and not either
of actual
actual settlement
the purpose
purpose of
for the
is made
directly
person or persons
other person
of any
any other
for the
the use or benefit of
or indirectly
indirectly for
directly or
whomsoever; and upon filing the said affidavit with the register or rewhomsoever;
ceiver, and
payment of
five dollars,
is of
of not
of $5.
5.
than Payment
Paymentof
not more
more than
the entry
entry is
when the
of five
dollars, when
on payment
ceiver,
and on
eighty acres,
amount
shall thereupon be permitted to enter the amount
acres, he or she shall
eighty
No
certificate
given, or to
No
certificate
certificate shall be given,
however, That no certificate
Provided, however,
specified: Provided,
of land
land specified:
bee
given
nor
po
ate
nt
i
t
v
oe
i
n
ss
n
uo
e
r
patent issued therefor,
patent
therefor, until the
the expiration
expiration of five
five years from
from the
the date of patent to issue,
such
if, at
the expiration
such time,
time, or
or at
any time
until after
after five'
five
time within
within until
at any
of such
at the
expiration of
and if,
such entry;
entry; and
two
years thereafter,
thereafter, the
the person
person making
Le-t
yysfrom
"m
if he be dead, his years
such entry, or, if
making such
two years
widow;
in case
case of
case of a
awidow
widow
-his heirs
heirs or devisee; or in case
of her
her death,
death, his
or in
widow; or
making
resiin case
case of her death, shall prove Proof of resiheirs or devisee, in
making such entry, her heirs
by
two credible
credible witnesses
witnesses that
he, she,
she, or
they have
have resided
or culcul_ dence
d
.
encezr
cultivacultivaor
upon or
resided upon
or they
that he,
by two
"
immediately succeeding the tion,
ti
'&C.
0.
tivated the same for the term of five years immediately
filing the affidavit aforesaid,
aforesaid, and shall make affidavit that no part Affidavit.
time of filing
of said land has been alienated,
alienated, and
and that
that he will bear true allegiance to
of
the
of the United States; then, in such case, he, she, or they,
the government
government of
if
at that
time a
acitizen
citizen of
of the
a patent,
States, shall
shall be entitled to a
the United
United States,
that time
if at
as
in other
law :And
further, That
That in case
case of
And provided
providedfuvrther,
by law:
provided by
other cases
cases provided
as in
the
hoth father
children
When rights
of both
father and
and mother, leaving an infant child or children
the death
death of
under
years of
the right
right and
fee shall
shall enure
to the
enure to the
the benefit benefit
enure to
and fee
of age,
age, the
twenty-one years
under twenty-one
of
infant
b
o
iTir
dfi
rt
eno
.
finfant
of
administrator, or
or guargudr- children.
of said
said infant
infant child
child or
or children;
children; and
and the
the executor,
executor, administrator,
dian
may, at
after the death of the surviving Executor, &,c.,
&c.,
years after
within two
two years
at any time within
dian may,
sell.
parent,
accordance with the laws of the State in which-such
which-such chil- may sell'
and in accordance
parent, and
dren,
their.domicile, sell said land for the benefit
benefit
have their.domicile,
time being,
being, have
dren, for the
the time
of
said infants,
infants, but
but for
for no
no other
other purpose;
purpose ;and
acquire
Title of purand the
the purchaser shall acquire
of said
the
absolute title
title by
the purchase,
entitled to
chaser.
to aa patent
patent from the chaser.
be entitled
purchase, and be
by the
the absolute
herein
United
payment of the office fees and sum of money herein
States on the payment
United States
specified :
That until
first day
day of
of January,
Additional
hundred Additional
eighteen hundred
January, eighteen
the first
until the
: Provided,
Provided, That
specified
th prior to
oath
prior1, to1367.
and sixty-seven, any person applying for the benefit of this act shall, in oa
.nuary
hereinbefore required, also make oath that he hasaJanuary 1, 1567.
addition to the oath, hereinbefore
States, or given aid and comfort to its
the United
United States,
arms against
against the
not borne
borne arms
enemies.
enemies.
SEC. 3.
And be
be it
further enacted,
the provisions
the said
said Provisions
of
Provisions of
provisions of
of the
That all
all the
enacted, That
3. And
it further
SEC.
omestea dlaw,
law,
homestead
approved March twenty- h
amendatory thereof, approved
homestead law, and the act amendatory
homestead
&e., made apeighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, so far as the same may be applica- plicable
ST.c., made
hereto.
first, eighteen
ble, except
so far
preceding sections of
modified by
by the preceding
the same
same are modified
except so
far as the
ble,
this act, are applied
applied to and made part of this act as fully as if herein
herein
enacted and set forth.
APPROVED,
21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, June
June 21,
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SEss.I I. CH.
THIRTY-NINTH
CH. 128.
128.

1866.

June 21,
1866. CHAP.
CHAP. CXXVIII.
CXXVIII. -An
—An Act
State of
of West
West Virginia
Virginia for
Moneys ex
ex
June
21, 1866.
Act to
to reimburse
reimburse the
the State
for Moneys
pended
for the
in enrolling,
and paying
paying Military
to ale
pendedfor
the United
United States
States in
enrolling, equipping,
equipping, and
Military Forces
Forces to
aie
in
suppressing the
lUellion.
in suppressing
the RFbellion.

Commissioners
Commissioners
to ascertain
ascertain the
amount expendexpendamount
ed
by West
West VirVired by
ginia
ginia for State
State
orces.
forces.

Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of the
the Unite
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
Unitea
States of
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
assembled, That immediately
immediately after
after the pas.
pas.

sage of
President shall
shall appoint
three commissioners
whose
sage
of this
this act
act the
the President
appoint three
commissioners whose
duty it shall be to ascertain
moneys expended
expended by the State
ascertain the amount of moneys
of West
West Virginia in enrolling, supplying, equipping, subsisting, transport.
transport.
ing,
such State
forces as
been called
into service
ing, and
and paying
paying such
State forces
as have
have been
called into
service in
in said
said
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
State since the twentieth day of June,
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, to
to
act in concert with the United States
rebellion
States forces
forces in the
the suppression
suppression of
of rebellion
against
the United
United States.
against the
States.
SEC. 2. And
further enacted,
Duty of cornAnd be it further
enacted, That the commissioners
commissioners so apmissioners.
pointed shall proceed
missioners.
proceed at once to examine
examine all the expenditures
expenditures made by
by
said State for
purposes herein
named, allowing
allowing only
for the
the purposes
herein named,
only for
for disbursements
disbursements
for enrolling,
enrolling, equipping,
made and
and amounts assumed
assumed by the
the State for
equipping, subsistsubsisttransporting, supplying,
supplying, and paying
ing, transporting,
paying such troops
troops as were
were called into
service by the governor, at the request of the United States
department
States department
commander commanding
the
commander
commanding the district in which West Virginia
Virginia may
may at
at the
time have been
included, or by the
consent, or
been included,
the express
express order,
order, consent,
or concurrence
concurrence
of such commander, or which
which may have been employed
employed in suppressing
suppressing reNo allowance
allowance bellion in said State. And no allowance
allowance shall be made for any troops
troops
except
for actual which did not perform actual military service in full concert and co-operaexcept
ser
vice.for actual which did not perform actual military service in full concert and co-operation with the authorities
authorities of the United States and subject
subject to their
their orders.
orders.

Certain
Certain
amounts to
amounts
to be
be
stated separstated
separately.
ately.

SEC. 3.
And be
it further
in making
making up
said account,
SEC.
3. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
up said
account,

for the
convenience of
of the
the accounting
accounting officers
of the
government, the
the comcornfor
the convenience
officers of
the government,
D
missioners shall
shall state
state separately
separately the
the amounts
expended, respectively,
for
amounts expended,
respectively, for
missioners
enrolling, equipping, arming,
nd p
ayi ng said
sa id
arming, subsisting,
subsisting, transporting,
transporting, a
and
paying
troops, and from the aggregate
aggregate amount they
they shall deduct the amount of
of
Amount
Amount of
direct tax due by the said State to the United States under the act enenAn
direct
increased revenue
revenue from imports, pay interest on
on
provide'increased
direct tax to
to be
be titled ""An act to provide
deducted.
1861, ch.
45. the
the public
public debt,
debt, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
fifth, eighteen
eighteen
1861,
ch. 45.
purposes," approved
approved August
August fifth,
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 292.
292. hundred
and sixty-one.
sixty-one.
Vol. xii.
hundred and

Rate of allowallowSEC.
further enacted,
That in
in the
adjustment of
Rate
SEC. 4. And be it further
enacted, That
the adjustment
of accounts
accounts
ance
for
expen- under this act
commissioners
shall
any expenditure
expenditure or
not
allow
for
shall
act
the
commissioners
for
expennUce
ditures or services,
compensation for service
service at a
greater than was at the time authorized
ices.
compensation
a rate greater
by the laws of the United
United States in similar
similar cases.
cases.
Commissioners
SEC.
5. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 5.
And be
enacted, That
soon as
as said.
said.. commissioners
commissioners
That so
so soon
report
herein
to
to
Secretary
of shall have made up said account and ascertained the balance, as herein
to make
Secretary
of
Treasury.
Treasury,
directed, they shall make written report thereof,
thereof; showing the different
different
items
af expenditure,
expenditure, as hereinbefore
to the
of the
the
items of
hereinbefore stated,
stated, to
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury, who shall cause the same to be examined by the proper
proper acacofficers
of
Accounts
to
counting
counting
the treasury, and said officers
officers shall audit the accounts
accounts
be
be audited,
audited, and
and
what
found
as
in ordinary
ordinary cases;
cases ; a
ndif
if f
rom th
ei
r report
report i
hall appear
appear that
any sum
what isis found
as in
and
from
their
itt sshall
that any
sum
to the said
due, if anything, remains due to
said State,
State, he
he shall
shall draw
draw his
his warrant
warrant for
same,
for the
the same,
to be paid.
payable to the governor of said State, and deliver
deliver it to him.
Commissioners
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the commissioners to be apCommissioners
SEC. 6. And be it
it further
sworn.
pointed as aforesaid shall, before proceeding
to be sworn,
proceeding to the discharge
discharge of
of their duduexisting
ties, be sworn that they will carefully
carefully examine
examine the
the accounts
accounts existing
between
between the United States and the State of West Virginia, and that
that they
they
will, to the best of their ability, make
make aajust, true, and impartial statement
statement
Compensation.
thereof, as required
compensation
Compensation, thereof,
required by this act. They shall receive
receive such compensation
for their services
services as may be determined
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury.
sury.
Appropriation.
SEC.
Appropriation.
SEC. 7.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the sum
sum of
of three
three hundred
hundred and
7. And
And be
be it
it further
and
For mode of sixty-eight thousand five hundred and forty-eight dollars and thirty-seven
disbursement
see 1867,
1n86,ch. io cents be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
app ro pri
at
ed t
nt
o effect.
effec t.
too carry
carry thi
thiss ac
actti
into
Vol. xv.
6.
APPROVED,
Vol.
xv. p.
p. 6.
APPROVED, June
21, 1866.
1866.
June 21,
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129,130.
S
ESS. I.
I. C
H. 129,
130.
CH.
SESS.

1866.

CHAP.
CXXIX. — An
An Act to establish
Navy Department.
Department.
Hydrographic Office in the Navy
establish aaHydrographic
CHAP. CXXIX.-

69
69
June
June 21,
21, 1866.
1866.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of the
Ahydrograhydrograthe United A
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
Senate and
Be it
ttofficeto
States
of America
America in
there shall be a
a hydro- Pbi
That there
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
u
l
e'Tut
°
a
ffi
j,e
e,rto
graphic office
office attached
to the
bureau of
Depart- bureau
bureau of naviNavy Departthe Navy
of navigation
navigation in the
the bureau
attached to
graphic
N'vy
mem, for
for the
the improvement
improvement of
the means for navigating
gation i'in Navy
safely the vessels of rtion
navigating safely
of the
ment,
epu
ar
r
p
tio
nse
e
i
s
u.
Department.
the
and of
the mercantile
by providing,
providing, under
the authority
authority purposes
the navy
navy and
of the
mercantile marine,
marine, by
under the
thereof.
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
cheap nautical
nautical charts,
charts, sailing thereof
and cheap
accurate and
of the
the Navy, accurate
of the
directions,
navigators, and
manuals of
instructions, for
use of
of all
vessels
all vessels
for the
the use
of instructions,
and manuals
directions, navigators,
of
the United
United States,
navigators generally.
and use of navigators
benefit and
and for
for the benefit
States, and
of the
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
further enacted, That
charts,
That the Secretary of the Navy Maps, charts,
be it
it further
SEC.

toand
be pubbe, and he is hereby, authorized to cause to be prepared, at the hydro- &.,
lished
furbe,
graphic
and office
he is hereby,
attachedauthorized
to the bureau
to cause
of navigation
to be prepared,
in the Navy
at the Departhydro- ni
fititt°Zd
-slied to navigraphic office attached to the bureau of navigation in the Navy Depart- mished to navi-

ment,
maps, charts,
charts, and
and nautical
books relating
to and
and required
required i
of
inn ga!ors
gators at cost of
relating to
nautical books
ment, maps,
a
and
pr nting
publish and furnish them to navigators
navigators at the cost ofand
navigation, and to publish
purchase the
copyrights of such ex- Copyrights to
the plates and copyrights
printing and
and paper, and to purchase
isting maps,
navigators, sailing
sailing directions
and instructions,
as he
purchased.
he be purchased.
instructions, as
directions and
maps, charts,
charts, navigators,
isting
may consider
necessary, and
when he may deem it expedient
expedient to do so, and
and when
may
consider necessary,
under such
such rules,
instructions as he may prescribe.
rules, regulations, and instructions
under
Money reenacted, That the moneys
SEC. 3.
further enacted,
moneys which may be re- Money
3. And
And be it further
SEC.
e
s
a
e
l
l
e
v
s
edoffrn
o
,
,n
aps
ceived
ceived from
from the
the sale
sale of all such
such maps,
maps, charts,
charts, and
and nautical
nautical books shall
shall be slesdof mps,
United charts, &c.,
&c., to
treasury of
the United
returned
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy into
into the
the treasury
of the
returned by
by the
States, to
be used
used in
in the
the further
preparation and
of maps,
returned to
be
and publication
publication of
maps, charts, treasury,
further preparation
States,
to be
hi
o
e
w
asu
urs3
ea.and
and
navigators,
use of
navigators, sailing
sailing directions
directions and
and instructions
instructions for
for the
the use
of seamen,
seamen, and
and how used.
preceding section.
section.
forth in the preceding
to be sold at
at the
the rates as set forth
APPROVED,
June 21,
21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, June
CHAP. CXXX.
Cxxx. -An
— An

the "Howard Institute
and Home"
Home" of the June 21, 1866.
Institute and
Act to incorporate
incorporate the
District
Districtof Columbia.
Columbia.

a
"Howard
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United 1 Theet"
InstituteHzard
and
States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That James M. Edmunds, Hoime"
States
in Congress
Home" of the
Elvans, J.
J. District of CoCo.
Sayles J.
J. Bowen, Cordial Storrs, Augustin Chester, John R. Elvans,
Sayles
Brown, and
D. Bishop,
and their
their associates
associates and
are lumbia
a
dute
i
n
dbia incorporand successors,
successors, are
Bishop, and
and Linus
Linus D.
Sayles Brown,
hereby declared
declared to be a
a body politic and corporate,
corporate, under the name and
Institute and
Home"
style of
of ""The
The Howard
Howard Institute
and Home
" of the District
District of Columbia,
and
perpetual succession,
with power to
to receive,
receive, pur- Powers.
Powers.
and as such
such shall
shall have perpetual
succession, with
chase,
personal property,
chase, and
and hold
hold real
real or
or personal
property, and to
to be able to
to sue
sue and be
be
sued,
impleaded in
sued, and to plead and be impleaded
in all courts of
of law
law and equity
equity in
the
United States, and to
by-laws, ordinances,
ordinances,
the United
to ordain
ordain and establish
establish such
such by-laws,
and
regulations as may be
necessary to
act,
and regulations
be deemed
deemed necessary
to carry
carry into effect this act,
created.
and promote
objects of the corporation
corporation hereby created.
promote the objects
enacted, That the object for which this corS
EC. 2. And
cor- Objects.
Objects.
And be it further
further enacted,
SEC.
poration is created
created is declared
declared to
establishment of
to be
be the establishment
of a
a charitable
charitable ininstitution for the instruction
instruction of freedmen
freedmen in
in the industrial
industrial pursuits
pursuits of
of life
and fit
fit them
for independent
independent self-support,
self-support, and
and to
to afford
afford aatemporary
and
them for
temporary home
home
for
sickness, misfortune,
age, or
infirmity, rerefor such freedmen
freedmen as
as may,
may, from sickness,
misfortune, age,
or infirmity,
until otherwise relieved.
quire fostering
fostering care until
of
enacted, That James M. Edmunds, Sayles J.
SEC. 3. And
it further enacted,
J. Board of
And be it
SEC.
ma
for
Saylea oneaer
Elvans,
Bowen, Cordial
'Storrs, Augustin Chester, John R. El
van s, J. Sayles
onenagers
year. for
Cordial'Storrs,
Bowen,
Brown, and Linus
Linus D. Bishop,
Bishop, are hereby
hereby appointed
appointed aaboard of managers
managers
of said "Howard
"Howard Institute and Home," for one year from and after the
the
Board to be
be
consisting
passage
passage of this act; and that thereafter
thereafter aa board of managers,
managers, consisting
f
e
t
cr
e
te
w
da
.
r
d
elected.
contributors to the ea
of seven persons, shall be elected from and by the contributors
means to
to establish
establish said
institution, for
according to
means
said institution,
for such
such time
time and
and according
to such
such
of
rules as said corporation
corporation may establish. And said board of managers Power of
shall
control of all the property, real or personal, con- board.
board.
exclusive control
have the
the exclusive
shall have
tributed or belonging to said corporation,
corporation, and
and to appoint
appoint such
such officers
officers as
may be deemed requisite for the conduct
conduct of its business, for
such time
time and
and
for such
salaries as they may
change either
either at
at pleasure.
pleasure.
at such salaries
may determine, and to
to change
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CH. 130,
131, 132,138.
132, 138. 1866.
1866.
CH.
130,131,

S
EC. 4.
And be
the corporation
corporation hereby
crehereby creCorporation
I'hat the
enacted, _Chat
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
4. And
to be
be established
contributions, gifts,
gifts,
by voluntary
voluntary contributions,
and maintained
maintained by
established and
ated shall
shall be
to
be established
established ated
and maintained
and
maintained donations, or bequests of money and other property, made to the same for
by gifts,
&c.
by
gifts, &c.

donations, or bequests of money and other property, made to the same for

that
And the
of managers
shall cause
cause a
a record
record to
to be
be
managers shall
the board
board of
that purpose.
purpose. And
kept
of
all
such
contributions,
gifts,
donations,
and
bequests,
with
the
the
with
bequests,
and
gifts,
donations,
thereof kept of all such contributions,
Record thereof
to be
kept.
name and
of each
each person
person making
making the
same, and
of all
all expendiexpendithe same,
and of
to
be kept.
name
and residence
residence of
tures made
for the
instiof said
said instiand conduct
conduct of
the establishment
establishment and
board for
made by
by said
said board
tures
tute and
home, and
and make
report of
of the
the same,
exhibiting the
the
same, exhibiting
make an
an annual
annual report
tute
and home,
several items
objects thereof,
thereof, and
the work
work
and generally
generally the
and objects
items of
of expenditure
expenditure and
several
accomplished by
by said
corporation, to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
copy
Interior, a
a copy
said corporation,
Annual report accomplished
to Secretary
which report
sent to
each individual
individual who
have contribucontribushall have
who shall
to each
shall be
be sent
report shall
of off which
ecretary of
to
Interior.
or
ted not less than five dollars to said corporation
corporation during the year previous
to the
the issuing
report.
of said report.
to
issuing of
SEC. 5.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
Congress may,
at any
any time,
time,
may, at
That Congress
it further
5. And
Act may be
SEC.
altered, &c.
&c.
alter, amend, or annul this act.
APPROVED, June
1866.
June 21,
21, 1866.
APPROVED,
June
21, 1866.
CHAP. CXXXI. -— An
Act to regulate
Na], and
Paymastersin the Na_ty,
regulate the Appointment of Pajimasters
An Act
1866. CHAP.
June 21,
explanatory of an Act
for the
Organization of
the Pay
Pay Department
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
Department of
of the
better Organization
the better
1866,
explanatory of an Actfor
72.
ch. 72.
1866, ch.
Ante, p. 43.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
of
the
United
the
United
of
Be it enactedby the Senate and House of Representatives
Pavmasters
Paymasters
States of
in Congress
be
That the
the appointments to be
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
under
of America
America in
under the act of States
May 3, 1866,
made
under the
the act
act entitled
entitled ""An
for the better organizato provide
provide for
An act to
made under
May b,1866,
may be appointtion
of the
the pay
department of
of the
the navy,"
navy," approved
approved May
third, eighteen
eighteen
May third,
ed
from, &c.
pay department
tion of
&C.
ed from,
hundred
and sixty-six,
may be
assistant
of acting assistant
made from
from the number of
be made
sixty-six, may
hundred and
paymasters
the navy
performed duty
payassistant payacting assistant
duty as acting
who performed
navy who
of the
paymasters of
under
masters
during the war, and who at the time of their appointment under
masters during
this
shall not be over the age of thirty-two years.
this act shall
Examination
itfurther
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it
further enacted, That the President of the United
United
Examination
off such
be is hereby, authorized
authorized to waive the examination of such ofschonofficers
officers
as are
duty States be, and he
the pay
of the
navy as
are on
on duty
duty abroad,
abroad, and
and cancanas are
the navy
department of
pay department
abroad
may be
ficers in
in the
be ficers
abroad may
waived;
waived;
examined, as required by law: Provided,
such exnot at present be examined,
Provided, That such,
to be made
as are
are required
law shall
shall be
made as
practicable
as practicable
as soon
soon as
be made
by law
required by
aminations as
after
after their return aminations
after the return of said officers to the United States, and no officer found
after
home.
receive the promotion
promotion contemplated
contemplated in the act
act
to be disqualified shall receive
referred to.
herein referred
APPROVED,
June 21,
21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, June
June
21, 1866.
1866.
June 21,

CharlesHunter
Hunterto
CHAP. CXXXII.—
An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing the
to
the Restoration
Restorationof Commander Charles
CXXXII. - An
the
the Navy.
Navy.

Charles Hunter
Hunter
Charles
to be restored to
his rank in
in the
navy,
navy

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
CBe
enacted by
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
President of the
That the Pre,ident
Congress assembled,
States of
United
United States be, and he is hereby, authorized to restore Charles Hunter
Hunter
late a
acommander
commander in
the navy,
the position
to the
position which
which he
he held
held on the re
in the
navy, to
late
tired list of the navy when dismissed therefrom.
therefrom.
APPROVED,
21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, June
June 21,

23, 1866.
1866.
June 23,

Repair, Preservation,
making Appropriations
Appropriationsfor the Repair,
CHAP. CXXXVIII. -An
—An Act making
Presei:vation, and

Commander

of Law,
Completion
of certain
Public IVorks
commenced under
Completion of
certain Public
Works heretofore
heretofore commenced
under the
the Authority
Authority of
Law,
and for
Purposes.
and
for other
other Purposes.

enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the United
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted

sums of
of
That
the following
following sums
inn C
Congress
States of
America
Appropriation States
of Americ
a i
ongress assembled,
assem bled, Th
at the
Appropriation
for t
herepair,
for
the
repair,
preservation,money
be, and
the same
same are
paid out
any
out of
of any
be paid
to be
appropriated, to
hereby, appropriated,
are hereby,
and the
money be,
preservation,
under
and completion money
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
be expended
expended under
of War,
War, for the reof the
of
the direction
direction and
and superintendence
superintendence of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of certain
certain public the
works.
pair, preservation,
preservation, and completion
completion of the following works, heretofore
heretofore comcomthe other purposes
hereinafter
menced
the authority
authority of
of law,
law, and
menced under
under the
and for the
purposes hereinafter
named,
named, that
is to
say:
that is
to say:
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For examination
survey of
Examinations
improvement for which ap- Examinations
of works
works of improvement
and survey
examination and
For
propriations
heretofore made,
which no
no sufsuf- &
and
surveys.
ad surveys.
concerning which
made, and
and concerning
been heretofore
have been
propriations have
ficient
is now
now in
examand for
for examthe department,
department, and
of the
in possession
possession of
ficient information
information is
ination
and survey
survey at
at other points
specified,
the fourth section of this act specified,
points in the
ination and
that is
is to
to say,
say, on
on the
the Atlantic
thirty thousand
Pacific
dollars; on the Pacific
thousand dollars;
coast thirty
Atlantic coast
that
coast twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars;
northwestern lakes one hundollars; on the northwestern
coast
dollars; on the western
western and northwestern
northwestern rivers one
dred thousand dollars;
hundred thousand
Secretary of War, when the public
And the Secretary
dollars. And
thousand dollars.
hundred
interests
it, shall
shall cause
cause examinations
examinations or
re-examinations to be Re-examinaRe-examinaor re-examinations
require it,
interests require
e
tiho
a
n
t
s
1 and
.
made,
works aforesaid,
works tions ges
andin plans.
suitable surveys of the works
aforesaid, and all
all other
other works
made, with suitable
provided
act, and
shall make
make such
or modifications
modifications of hanges plans.
changes or
such changes
and shall
by this
this act,
for by
provided for
the
adopted for
their improvement
necessary
as shall be necessary
improvement as
for their
heretofore adopted
plans heretofore
the plans
and
And he
he shall
shall cause
cause such
such needful
examination of
other harExamination
har- Examination
of other
needful examination
and proper.
proper. And
o
e
f
r
h
na
lir
i
b
leoti in
,_
t de
de
to
bors
and places
places in
in the
fourth section of this
so
specified, upon the sea tofharbors,
this act specified,
the fourth
bors and
provements,&c.,
and
western rivers,
on western
rivers, to be made as will enable him to provements,&c.,
and lake
lake coasts,
coasts, and on
to f
determine what
thereof are
required to
render them safe necessary
necessary to
to render
are required
improvements thereof
what improvemerts
determine
ne
avi
l
ge
a
m
tio
s
n
a.e
safe
them
make
and
convenient for
of the
and commercial
commercial vessels
vessels of
of for navigation.
the naval
naval and
and convenient
for the
the navigation
navigation of
the
United States
improvements, and he shall make
cost of such
such improvements,
and the
the cost
the United
States and
full
thereof, and
and of
of the
plans deemed
deemed advisable
advisable therefor, to ConReport
to ConReportto
the plans
report thereof,
full report
gress, at the
the commencement
commencement of the next session, for such action as may gress.
be
if, upon such examination
examination and surand right.
right. And if,
judged expedient
expedient and
be judged
vey
first herein
herein named, being works now existing
existing or in process
process
of works
works first
vey of
of completion,
completion, and
information is now in
in
sufficient information
and concerning
concerning which no sufficient
of
of
Application of
the possession
possession of
of the
department, there shall remain
unexpended bal- Application
remain an unexpended
the department,
the
ance of
of appropriation
the sums
sums herein
herein pccertain
eeu
rtda
e
in
d b
u
a
n
t
e
ax
nces.
unexthereto from
from the
appropriation properly
properly applicable
applicable thereto
ance
appropriated, which
which may,
judgment of
Secretary of War, be
of the Secretary
in the
the judgment
may, in
appropriated,
or
continuation or
judiciously
applied toward
needful continuation
economical and needful
toward the economical
judiciously applied
completion of such
balance
Secretary of War shall direct such balance
completion
such works, the Secretary
to be applied
for
but no moneys shall be used for
used accordingly; but
applied and
and used
to
such purposes,
purposes, excepting
from the
remaining from appropriations
appropriations
the balances
balances remaining
excepting from
such
herein
examination and survey of such works.
herein made for the specific examination
Maine, one hundred
For
hundred Breakwater
Breakwater at
at
the breakwater
breakwater at Portland harbor, Maine,
For extending
extending the
harbor,
and
five thousand
thousand one
one hundred
cents.
Portland
Ale.harbor,
and five eents.
eleven dollars and
hundred and
and eleven
and five
Ile.
For improvement of navigation
navigation of Hudson river, New York, fifty Hudson river.
thousand
thousand dollars.
Provincetown
For preservation
preservation of Provincetown
harbor, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, forty-threeProvincetown
Provincetown harbor,
For
thousand and
forty-four cents.
harbor.
cents.harbor.
and forty-four
dollars and
sixty-eight dollars
and sixty-eight
thousand
For
improvement of Thames
dollars. Thames river.
Thames river, Connecticut,
Connecticut, ten
ten thousand dollars.
For improvement
For
extension and
repair of
breakwater at
Vermont, twentwen- Breakwater
Breakwater at
at Burlington,
Burlington, Vermont,
of breakwater
and repair
For extension
ty-seven
dollars and twenty
Burlington, Vtcents.Vt.Burlington,
twenty cents.
and seventy-two
seventy-two dollars
hundred and
six hundred
thousand six
ty-seven thousand
For
repair of
Delaware bay, one
Delaware
breakwater, Delaware
of Delaware
Delaware breakwater,
and repair
For completion
completion and
breakwater.
hundred
and seven
ten dollars.
dollars.breakwater.
hundred and
and ten
nine hundred
seven thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
Susquehanna river below
For improving
improving channel
channel of Susquehanna
below Havre de Grace,
Channel of
Ssquehanna
laryland, twenty-six thousand four hundred dollars.
Maryland,
rSiuvseqr.uehanna
yriver.
For
continuing improvement
Maryland, five
For continuing
improvement of Patapsco river, laryland,
five thou- Patapsco river.
sand
two
dollars.
hundred
sand two
For
construction of snag-boats
snag-boats and other apparatus
apparatus for clearing western Snag-boats
Snag-boats and
For construction
rivers,
for the
and preservation
preservation thereof,
thereof, five
hundredapparatus.
other apparatus.
five hundred
the outfit,
outfit, working,
working, and
rivers, and
and fbr
thousand dollars.
and fifty thonsand
Secretary
of
And the Secretary of the Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed, upon
Secretary of
transfer,
agreed on
Secretary of the Navy and the Navyt to transfer,
on by the Secretary
such terms
terms as may be agreed
&c., to Secretary
War°rsteamers,
Secretary
Secretary of War, to transfer to and place at the disposal of the SecreSecre- ofciira
stee
c
a
r
m
ea
e
r
r
s
Y,
&c., suitable for
equipage &c.,.suitable
tary
of War such steamers of the United States, with boats and equipage
tary of
in
raising
... uuse
belonging
thereto,
n
s
a
eoi
orn
belonging thereto, and used during
rebellion as portions of the river
belonging
during the
the rebellion
river susna
c,snzr&ceising
fom
judgment of the Secretary
western rivers.
fleet, as may be so transferred
transferred in the judgment
Secretary of the we—;,'rn
ers.
Navy without
without detriment
detriment to the public
public service, and as may be conveniently
conveniently
and
and fitly used in raising snags or
or removing obstructions
obstructions from
from western
rivers,
so as
render them
them safe
safe and
navigable for
the vessels
of the
rivers, so
as to
to render
and navigable
for the
vessels of
the
United
the uses
of commerce;
the same
same shall
be
United States
States and
and for
for the
uses of
commerce; and
and if
if the
shall be
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Appropriation purchased
by the
of War,
War, the
amounts required
Appropriation
purchased by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the amounts
required for
for the
the pay.
payment
be taken
taken from
from the
the appropriation
aforesaid.
ment therefor
therefor shall
shall be
appropriation aforesaid.
Mouth of
For improving
of the
Mississippi river,
Mouth
of the
the
For
improving the
the mouth
mouth of
the Mississippi
river, seventy-five
seventy-five thouthou-

for purchase.

Mississippi.

Mississippi,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
ArkanMissouri, Arkansac,
sas, and Ohio
rivers.
iersoines
Des Moines
rapids.
rapids.
Rock
Rock Island
rapids.
rapids.
Saint
Clair
Saint Clair
fl
ats.
flats.

Saint
Saint Mary's
Mary's
river.
Oswego
Oswego harbor.
Little Sodus
Bay harbor.
Big Sodus Bay
harbor,
harbor

Harbor of Genesee river,
river.
Harbor and

sea-wall
at BufBufsea-wall at
falo.
falo.

sand dollars.
For improvement
improvement of
of the
Mississippi, Missouri,
Missouri, Arkansas,
Ohio
and Ohio
Arkansas, and
the Mississippi,
For
rivers, five
and fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five hundred
hundred and
rivers,
For
improvement of
of the
Des Moines
Moines rapids,
For improvement
the Des
rapids, Mississippi
Mississippi river,
river, two
two

hundred
dollars.
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
improvement of the Rock Island rapids, Mississippi
Mississippi river, one
For improvement
one
hundred thousand
hundred
thousand dollars.
For
improvement of
Saint Clair
Clair flats,
flats, Michigan,
eighty thousand
thousand
For improvement
of the
the Saint
Michigan, eighty
dollars.
dollars.
For
Saint Mary's
river, between
For improvement
improvement of
of the
the Saint
Mary's river,
between Lake
Lake Superior
Superior
and Lake Huron, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
For
For improvement
improvement of Oswego
Oswego harbor, New York, and preservation
preservation of
of
the public works at that point, forty-five
forty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
For improvement
improvement at
Little Sodus
Sodus Bay
Bay harbor,
in Cayuga
For
at Little
harbor, Fairhaven,
Fairhaven, in
Cayuga
county, New York, thirty-three
hundred and
and forty
thirty-three thousand eight hundred
forty dollars
dollars
and
forty-one cents.
and forty-one
York,
For improvement
improvement at Big
Big Sodus
Sodus Bay harbor,
harbor, Wayne
Wayne county,
county, New York,
fifty-three
fifty-one dollars
dollars and
and eighty
eighty cents.
cents.
fifty-three thousand one
one hundred and
and fifty-one
For
harbor of Genesee
For improvement
improvement at
at the harbor
Genesee river,
river, New York,
York, seventyseventyfive thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred and seven dollars
dollars and thirty cents.
cents.
For improvement
improvement of harbor at Buffalo,
Buffalo, New York, one hundred thouthousand dollars.
dollars.
sand

completing the sea wall at Buffalo harbor, New
thirty-one
For completing
New York, thirty-one
thousand
thousand dollars.
Improvement
For improvement of harbor and repair of public works at Erie, PennImprovement
Penn-

oftfhaebor
harbor '&c. ' sylvania,
sylvania, thirty-six
thirty-six thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one
sixty-one dollars.
dollars.
at
Erie; &
Conneaut;
For
Ohio, twenty
twenty thousand
five hunhunConneant;
For improvement
improvement of
of Conneaut
Conneaut harbor,
harbor, Ohio,
thousand five
dred
and thirteen
thirteen dollars
dollars and
and seventy-four
seventy-four cents.
dred and
cents.
Ashtabula;
For improvement
harbor, Ohio,
twenty-four thousand
improvement of Ashtabula harbor,
Ohio, twenty-four
thousand
seven hundred and eight
eighty-two cents.
cents.
eight dollars
dollars and eighty-two
Grand river;
For
improvement of
of harbor
Ohio, twenty-four
river;
For improvement
harbor at
at Grand
Grand river,
river, Ohio,
twenty-four thousand
thousand
and
and seventy-two
seventy-two dollars.
dollars.
Cleveland;
For
improvement of
of harbor
at Cleveland,
Cleveland;
For improvement
harbor at
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio, fifty-nine
fifty-nine thousand
thousand
eight hundred
eight
hundred and
and six
dollars.
six dollars.
For improvement
improvement of
Black river
river,' Ohio,
Ohio, ten
Black river;
of harbor
harbor at
at Black
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Vermillion;
For i
m p
rovemen to
harbor at
atV
erm illi on ,
Ohio,
fifteen thousand
thousand three
For
improvement
offharbor
Vermillion,
Ohio, fifteen
three
hundred
and seventy-four
hundred and fifteen
fifteen dollars and
seventy-four cents.
cents.
For
harbor at
Huron;
For improvement
improvement of
of harbor
at Huron,
Huron, Ohio,
Ohio, thirty-nine
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirty-nine thousand
Sandusky;
For improvement
at Sandusky
City, Ohio,
Sandusky;
improvement of harbor
harbor at
Sandusky City,
Ohio, thirty-eight
thouthirty-eight thousand five
eighty dollars.
sand
five hundred
hundred and
and eighty
dollars.
Toledo;
For
the harbor
harbor at
Ohio, twenty
For improvement
improvement of
of the
at Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Monroe;
For improvement
of the
Monroe;
For
improvement of
the harbor
harbor at
at Monroe,
Monroe, Michigan,
Michigan, thirty-one
thirty-one thouthousand and
and fifteen
fifteen dollars
and twenty-seven
sand
dollars and
twenty-seven cents.
cents.
of harbor
Aux Bees
Bees Scies,
Aux Bees
For improvement
improvement of
harbor at
at Aux
Michigan,
Scies, Frankfort,
Frankfort, Michigan,

Scies, Frankfort; eighty-eight thousand five hundred and forty-one dollars.
Scies,
Grand
Frankfort;
Haven; eighty-eight
For improvement
thousand of
fiveharbor
hundred
at and
Grand
forty-one
Haven,
dollars.
Michigan, sixty-five
Grand Haven;
For improvement of harbor at Grand Haven, Michigan, sixty-five
dollars.
thousand dollars.

Black Lake;

Saint Joseph;

harbor at
Black Lake,
For improvement of
of harbor
at Black
Michigan, fifty-five
fifty-five thouthouLake, Michigan,

sand six hundred
hundred and fifteen dollars and
and thirty-one
thirty-one cents.

improvement of
of harbor
harbor at
at Saint
Joseph, Michigan,
For improvement
Saint Joseph,
Michigan, six
thousand
six thousand
dollars.
dollars.
river;; For
For improvement
mouth of
Saginaw river
improvement at
at the
the mouth
Saginaw river,
river, Michigan,
sixty-seven
of Saginaw
Michigan, sixty-seven
thousand five
thousand
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Chicago;
Illinois, eighty-eight
Chicago;
For improvement
improvement of harbor at Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois,
eighty-eight thousand
thousand
seven hundred
and four
dollars.
seven
hundred and
four dollars.
Kenosha;
For improvement
Kenosha, Wisconsin, seventy-five
seventy-five thouthouKenosha;
For
improvement of harbor at Kenosha,
sand four hundred and sixty-one
sixty-one dollars and forty-one
forty-one cents.
cents.
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For improvement
of harbor
harbor at Racine, Wisconsin,
For
improvement of
Wisconsin, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand
thousand Improvement
Imprcvement
nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and ten
ten dollars.
dollars.
of harbor at
Racine;
For improvement
improvement of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
For
of harbor
harbor at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, forty-eight
Itlilwaukee ;
forty-eight thouthou- Rciaukee
sand two
two hundred
hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three dollars and fifty-one
sand
fifty-one cents.
cents.
For improvement
at Sheboygan,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin,
For
improvement of
of harbor
harbor at
Wisconsin, forty-seven
Sheboygan:
forty-seven Sheboygan:
thousand five
five hundred and ninety-eight
thousand
ninety-eight dollars
dollars and
ninety-one cents.
and ninety-one
cents.
For improvement of
of harbor
at Manitowoc,
Wisconsin, fifty-two
For improvement
harbor at
Manitowoc, Wisconsin,
fifty-two thouManitowoc;
thou- Manitowoc;
sand dollars.
For
repairs of
of government
government wharves and landings, and
For repairs
harbor Marcus
Hook;
and improving
improving harbor
Marcus Hook;
at Marcus
Hook, on
on Delaware
at
Marcus Hook,
Delaware river, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, five thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars:
Provided, That
That before
Provided,
before expenses
expenses shall be incurred
incurred on said wharves
wharves and
and Title to
to be
be
landings, it
shall be
landings,
it shall
be shown
shown to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary o
w ar examined;
examined;
off War
that the same belong to the United
that
United States.
States.
For
improvement of the
harbor at Green Bay, at the mouth of
For improvement of
the harbor
of Fox
Fox Green
Green Bar;
Bar;
river,
river, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, thirty thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
works and
For constructing
constructing works
and improving
improving the entrance
entrance into the harbor of
of Michigan
Michigan City.
City.
Michigan
City, Indiana,
Michigan City,
Indiana, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars: Provided,
That Post,
Post, p.
421.
Provided, That
p. 421.
it shall be first
too th
thee sa
satisfaction
first shown
shown t
ti sf
act i
on o
he Secretary
Secretary of
that a
abe
ex
u
e t
j
off t
the
of War
TWar
that
Amount
tovobe
sum
equal to
double the
the amount
sum equal
to double
amount aforesaid
aforesaid has been expended
expended by
by the
the Michcity
Micl- Michigan
ilichiigan
City
igan
City Harbor
Harbor Company
igan City
Company in the construction of a
asafe and convenient
11convenient Harbor
Harbor CM
Comharbor
at that
provided, That
the passage of vessels to and Pan
PVessels
harbor at
that place:
place: And
And provided,
That the
tive
.
ssels not
from
said harbor
harbor shall
from said
shall be
be free
free and not subject to toll or charge.
charge.
subject to
toll.
subject
to toll.
For
Kennebec river, in the State of
For improvement
improvement of the ICennebee
Kennebec
of Maine,
Maine, between
between Kennebec
Sheppard Point and th
thee ccity
offAugusta,
ity o
Augus t
a,
twenty
th
ousand dollars.
twenty thousand
dollars. river.
river.
For removal
removal of obstructions
ob st
ruc ti ons t
i
gat i
on i
n the
th
e Willamette
Wi llamette river,
betoo nav
navigation
in
Willamette
river, beWillamette
tween
and its
its mouth,
in the State of Oregon, fifteen thousand
tween Portland
Portland and
mouth, in
thousand river.
river'
dollars.
continuing the repair
For continuing
re p
ai
r o
pi
ers in
i
n S
aco r
i
ver, i
n the
State of
of
offth
thee piers
Saco
Pie in Saco
river,
in
the State
Piers
rivrs
er.
in
Maine,
Maine, forty
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
river.
SEC.
And be it
it further
SEC. 2.
2. And
furth er enacted,
enac t
ed, That
Th at the
th
e money appropriated
appropriated by
byAppropriation
toosAppropriation
be
sonornapplied
this act shall be so applied
appli ed as
l
ete, or
or ma
ke the
the nearest
nearest approxiapproxi- a
tas
)
o
ens
ap
prel
t
i
e
ed
as t
too comp
complete,
make
to
complete
l
i
mation
to completing,
completing, the
the work
for which
which each specific
specific appropriation
mation to
work for
appropriation is
is the
works;
the works;
made; and
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of the Secretary of War to
made;
and it
shall be
the
to apply
apply the
sums
herein
appropriated
for other
other purposes
purposes than for examinations and
sums herein appropriated for
purand for other
other pursurveys
by contract: Provided,
That no contract
contract shall
e
i
p
x
osaes
inthon
t
nh
a n or
fr
shall be
except poses
surveys by contract: Provided, That no
be made
made except
a
tiolfs
after public advertisement for
after public advertisement
for proposals
proposals in such form and manner as
to &c.,
&c., bycontrct.
by contract.
as to
secure general
secure
general notice
notice thereof,
thereof, and the same
same shall only be made with
the t Contract
ciontradct not
with the
lowest responsible bidd
bidder
er therefor,
th ere f
or,upon
securi
ty d
eemed sufficient
sufficient in
the &
o
n. ema eunti ,
upon security
deemed
in the
&Cmade
until,
judgment of the
Secretary. And
And it shall be the duty of the said Secrejudgment of
the Secretary.
Secre- Secretary
of
Secretary of
tary,
at
the
earliest practicable
toofrespuortr
t
t
cy
res
tary, at the earliest
practicable time, to report to Congress the result of
of war
at
r
s
toreport
re
suits
of surveys
any
or resurvey,
resurvey, with the plan adopted and the items
any survey
survey or
to Congress
congress with
items of
of expendiexpendi- to
with
ture
under said
said plan;
he shall make report
ture under
plan; and
and he
report of all action taken under
Plans, &.
Sm.
under plans,
the
provisions
the provisions of
of this
this act;
act; and
and he shall accompany
accompany said report with
with aa Report
Report to
to state
state
statement of
of the
the amount
amount and date of all former appropriations
appropriations for
statement
for each
each what;
what;
work,
and a
a full
full estimate
permanent completion,
work, and
estimate for its entire and permanent
with
completion, with
the
amount that
that can
can be
be profitably
the amount
profitably expended in the next fiscal year.
And
year. And
he
state in
he shall
shall also
also state
in what
what collection
collection district
district each work
work is located,
located, and
and at
at
or near
what port
port of entry, light-house, or fort; what
or
near what
of revenue
what amount
amount of
revenue
was collected
at the nearest port of entry for the last fiscal
was
collected at
fiscal year;
year; and,
and, as
as
far as
far
as practicable,
practicable, what amount of commerce
commerce and
navigation would
would be
be
and navigation
benefitted by
by the completion of e
each
benefitted
ac h p
ar ti cu l
ar wor
k; Provided,
Prov ided, That
That he
tobe continued
particular
work;
hecontinued
tobe
shall continue
continue to make such a
a report
rep or tat
atthe
th e commencement
commencement of
of every
every sesses- until
o
t
e
rr are
are
until works
sion of
until the
sion
of Congress
Congress until
the works
works herein provided
provided for shall all be
be comcoomplte
pleted.
SEC. 3.
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
SEc.
3. And be it
it further
whenever the
Secretary of
of Separate
the Secretary
Separate proproWar shall
War
shall invite proposals for
fo r an
y wor
ks,or
or any
any material
mater i
alor
or labor
for f
any
works,
or f
for
r
o
asat
ls and
luid concoglabor for
posals
tracts
for each
any
works,
there
shall
be
separate
proposals
andd separate
separate contracts
any works, there shall be sepa ra t
e p
roposa l
s an
wor
n
°r
d
e
e
a
a
c
ch
contracts for
for work
a eksfand
each
each work, and also
for each
of material
material or labor for each work; and
each work, and
also for
each class
class of
class of
works,
and class
of works,
he shall report to
Congress, at
its next session, all the bids with the
he shall report
to Congress,
at its
the 8".
&o.
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names
of the
the bidders.
All persons
persons not
holding commissions
commissions in
the regureguin the
not holding
bidders. All
names of
Disbursing
lar
army of
the United
United States
who shall
shall be
intrusted with
with the
the disburse.
disburseDisbursing
lar army
of the
States who
be intrusted
funds appropriated
named in this act, shall be
be
the works named
appropriated for the
of the
the funds
ment of
officers except, ment
&e., to give
&c.,
bonds.
required
ample security
for the
the faithful
of
application of
faithful application
security for
and ample
bond and
to give
give bond
required to
bonds.
United States the same; and no such disbursing
disbursing officer
officer in the army of the United
United States
disbursecommission or compensation
hall receive
receive any commission
compensation for making
making such disburseofficers not to shall
receive commisreceive
commissions.
ments.
the moneys
moneys hereinbefore
appropriated shall
shall remain
remain and
and be
be
hereinbefore appropriated
And the
ments. And
sions.
Appropriations at the disposal of the Secretary
control for the
Secretary of War, and subject to his control
to
the disto be at
at tie
disposal of
of SecresSecre- purposes
purposes named
named in
this act,
the several
works and
and improvements
improvements
until the
several works
in this
act, until
posal
tary
herein provided
completed, any
law or
or regulation
to the
contrary
any law
regulation to
the contrary
herein
provided for
for are
are completed,
tary of War.
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Examinations

or surveys,
surveys, or
both
both to be
be made
made
atvartous
points,
atvariouspoints,
and purposes of

the
examination.
theexamination.

Estimates of
cost.

S
EC. 4.
4. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
Secretary of
of War
is hereby
hereby
SEO.
And be
be it
it further
the Secretary
War is

directed to cause examinations
examinations or surveys, or both as aforesaid,
made
aforesaid, to be made
at the
the following
following points,
At Superior
Eagle Harbor,
Harbor, MarMarSuperior City,
City, Eagle
namely: At
points, namely:
at
quette, and Lac la Belle, on Lake Superior, and at Ausable river, in the
State
\Iichigan; of the Ohio river between
State of Michigan;
between Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
and
Buffinton island,
island, West
West Virginia;
Virginia; of
Sandusky river,
Ohio; at
at Chesof Sandusky
river, Ohio;
Chesand Buffinton
ter
harbor, Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; at
Connecticut; at Hell
Hell Gate,
at Bridgeport,
Bridgeport, Connecticut;
Gate, New
New
ter harbor,
York;
Francisco, CaliYork; at the port of Ogdensburg, New York;
York; at
at San Francisco,
California;
harbor of
fornia; at
at the ""Grand Chain,"
Chain," in
in the
the Ohio
Ohio river;
river; at
at the
the harbor
of BaltiBaltiMcHenry and the mouth of the Patapsco river, in the
more, between
between Fort McHenry
State
Mississippi river,
river, between
between Fort
Fort Snelling
and •
Snelling and
of the
the Mississippi
State of
of Maryland;
Maryland; of
the Falls of Saint Anthony and the upper or Rock River rapids of the
Mississippi
means, by
Mississippi river, with
with aa view
view to ascertain
ascertain the most feasible
feasible means,
by
economizing the water of the stream, of insuring
insuring the passage,
passage, at all navigable
seasons, of boats drawing
drawing four feet of water;
igable seasons,
water; of
of the
the Minnesota
Minnesota
river, from its mouth to the Yellow Medicine
Medicine river, in order to ascertain
ascertain
the
slack-water navigation
otherwise, of
the practicability
practicability and
and expense,
expense, by slack-water
navigation or
or otherwise,
of
securing
navigability of said
securing the continued navigability
said stream
stream during the
the usual
usual season
season
of navigation; and for examining
examining and reporting upon the
the subject
consubject of
of constructing railroad
bridges across
St. Paul,
railroad bridges
across the Mississippi
Mississippi river,
river, between
between St.
Paul,
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, and St. Louis,
Louis, in the
the State
State of
of Missouri,
Missouri, upon such
such plans
plans of
construction as will offer the least impediment to the navigation
navigation of the
the
river; of Rock river; the Kennebec river above
above Gardiner, Maine;
Maine; the
Penobscot river above Hampden, Maine;
Maine; at
Minnesota;
at the Zambro
Zambro river, Minnesota;
at the Cannon river, Minnesota;
Minnesota; at the harbor
harbor and the mouth
of the
mouth of
the
Eighteen-mile
Eighteen-mile creek,
creek, at Olcott, New York; at St. Croix river, above
above the
the
ledge; from the mouth of Illinois river to La
with such
such
La Salle;
Salle; together
together with
necessary
estimates of cost, as hereinbefore
necessary estimates
hereinbefore provided,
provided, as will enable the
the
Secretary of War to determine what improvements and public works
works shall
be necessary
necessary at the respective
aforesaid. And
And the
respective points
points aforesaid.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War shall cause aasurvey to be made at the harbor
harbor of Burlington,
Burlington, VerVermont, and the harbor of Dunkirk, New
of Oak
Oak
New York;
York; at
at the harbor
harbor of
Orchard Creek, New York; and at Muskegon,
Muskegon, White river, Mnnistee,
Manistee,
Haven, and New Buffalo,
South Haven,
Buffalo, in the
and
the State of Michigan;
Michigan; the
the Fox
Fox and
Wisconsin
Wisconsin rivers, in the State of
in the
the
of Wisconsin;
Wisconsin; and the
the Rock
Rock river,
river, in
States of Illinois and Wisconsin, with its
connections with
its connections
with Lake
Lake Winnebago; and the upper Columbia river, Oregon.
Oregon.
APPROVED,
23, 1866.
APPROVED, June
June 23,
1866.

June

2?,
1866.
27, 1866.

Commissioners
Commissioners
to
consolidate
revise andthe
tcnsolevisdte
general, &c.,
&e.,
general,
statutes of
the
suatutes
of the
United States.

CHAP.
CXL.-An
the Revision and Consolidation
Consolidation of the StatCHAP.CXL.
— An Act to provide for the
Statute
the United
ute Laws of the
United States.
States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United

States of
in Congress
Cong ress assembled,
ass
em bled, Th
atth
res id en to
nit ed
States
of America
America in
That
thee P
President
offth
thee U
United

States be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
by and
an d w
ith the
th e advice
ad
vi
ce and
an d conco nStates
be, and
and he
authorized, by
with
sent
of
the
Senate,
to appoint
appoint three
three persons,
persons, learned
learned in
the
law, as
cornsent
of
the
Senate,
to
in
the
law,
as
com. .
missioners, to revise, simplify, arrange, and consolidate all statutes of the
United
general and
their nature,
in
United States, general
and permanent
permanent in
in their
nature, which
which shall
shall be
be in
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force at
at the
commissioners mhy
final report
of their
their
the time
time such
such commissioners
may make
make the
the final
report of
force
doings.
doings.
SEC. 2.
further enacted,
enacted, That,
the Duties
Duties of the
the
be it
it further
That, in performing
performing this duty, the
SEC.
2. And be
commissioners
together all
statutes which,
which, commissioners.
commissioners.
shall bring
bring together
all statutes
statutes and
and parts
parts of
of statutes
commissioners shall
from
of subject,
to be
be brought
together, omitting
omitting redunredunsimilarity of
subject, ought
ought to
brought together,
from similarity
dant
or obsolete
enactments, and
as may
be necnecobsolete enactments,
and making
making such
such alterations
alterations as
may be
dant or
essary to
reconcile the
contradictions, supply
the omissions,
omissions, and
and amend
amend
to reconcile
the contradictions,
supply the
essary
the imperfections
of the
the original
original text;
text; and
they shall
arrange the
same
the
imperfections of
and they
shall arrange
the same
under titles,
titles, chapters,
chapters, and
or other
other suitable
suitable divisions and subsubunder
and sections,
sections, or
divisions,
with head-notes
head-notes briefly
contained in
divisions, with
briefly expressive
expressive of the matter contained
such
the contents
such divisions; also
also with
with side-notes,
side-notes, so
so drawn
drawn as
as to
to point
point to the
of
and with
references to
the original
original text
each secsecto the
text from
from which
which each
of the
the text,
text, and
with references
tion
the decisions
of the
explaining or
or
and to
to the
decisions of
the federal
federal courts,
couits, explaining
tion is
is compiled,
compiled, and
expounding the
the same,
and also
decisions of
of the
the State courts
courts as
expounding
same, and
also to such decisions
they may
deem expedient;
by a
a temporary
temporary index,
index,
expedient; and
and they
they shall
shall provide by
they
may deem
or other
expedient means,
every portion
portion of
their
means, for
for an
an easy
easy reference
reference to
to every
of their
or
other expedient
report.
S
EC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
That when
have Copy
of their
Copy of
their
the commissioners
commissioners have
enacted, That
when the
SEC.
And be
completed
the revision
revision and
and consolidation
as aforesaid,
they completed
work
work
completed
of the
the statutes,
statutes, as
aforesaid, they
consolidation of
completed the
M be submitted
submitted to Congress, that to
shall cause a
a copy
copy of
of the same, in print, to be submitted
in
Congress in
to Congress
the
statutes so
so revised
revised and
consolidated may
may be
be re-enacted,
re-enacted, if
prin t.
if Congress
Congress print.
and consolidated
the statutes
shall so
determine; and
the same
same time
time they
Suggestions.
suggest to
to ConCon- Suggestions.
and at
at the
they shall
shall also
also suggest
shall
so determine;
gress
contradictions, omissions,
omissions, and imperfections
imperfections as
appear in
as may appear
in
gress such
such contradictions,
the
text, with
the mode
mode in
in which
they have
have reconciled,
reconciled, supplied,
supplied,
which they
the original
original text,
with the
and
amended the
same; and
may also
also designate such statutes or
or
and amended
the same;
and they may
repealed, with
as, in
in their
their judgment,
judgment, ought to be repealed,
with their
their
parts of
of statutes
statutes as,
reasons for
for such
such repeal.
repeal.
SEc.
enacted, That
commissioners shall
be
shall be Work
Work may be
That the
the commissioners
4. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 4.
authorized
cause their
their work
work to
be printed
so fast
fast as
as it
it may
beparts.
printed
printed in
in parts.
parts, so
may be
to be
printed in
in parts,
authorized to
to cause
ready
for the
press, and
to distribute
distribute copies
of the
same to
of
the press,
and to
copies of
the same
to members
members of
ready for
Cong
ress, and
in limited
numbers, as
as they
may see
see
Congress,
and to
to such
such other
other persons,
persons, in
limited numbers,
they mhy
fit,
fit, for the
the purpose
purpose of
of obtaining
obtaining their
their suggestions;
suggestions; and
and they shall, from
from Report to
to Contime to
time, report
to Congress
their progress
progress and
gress.
gress.
and doings.
doings.
report to
Congress their
time
to time,
it further
That the
and concon- Revisionwhen
Revision when
SEC. 5.
5. And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the statutes
statutes so
so revised
revised and
solidated
completed.
practicable, and the to be completed.
solidated shall be
be reported to Congress as soon as practicable,
whole
work closed
without unnecessary
delay.
closed without
unnecessary delay.
whole work
S
EC. 6.
enacted, That
each
Compensation
Compensation
further enacted,
That the
the commissioners
commissioners shall each
SEC.
6. And
And be
be it further
receiVe
'
s
i
f
oicommiscr is"
for his
his services at the rate of five thousand of
receive as compensation
compensation for
three years,
the reasonable
expenses of
service
dollars aayear for three
years, with the
reasonable expenses
of clerical
clerical Clerical
Clericalservice
service and
incidental matters, not
thousand dollars and incidental
other incidental
not to
to exceed
exceed two thousand
service
and other
annually for
for such
such expenses.
expenses.
expenses. expenses.
annually
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 27, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
CXLI.—An Act making further
Establishment of
of an June
June 27,
1866.
CHAP. CXLI.-An
further Provisions
Provisions for the
the Establishment
27,1866.
Armory and Arsenal of Constructton,
Repair on Rock Island,
Island, in
Construction, Deposit,
Deposit, and Repair
in the
the State
State
of
of Illinois.
Illinois.

See Pub. Res.

See Pub. Res.

No. 54.

op.
5
s
4
t,
573.
Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
United P
Be it enacted
House of
of Representatives
States
in angress
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of War be,
be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
fix, and
and is
is hereby,
directed to change, fix,
and establish
establish the
the Position
Position of
of
position of the
Mis- railroad across
across
and the
the bridge
bridge across
across the
the Mlisthe railroad
railroad across
across Rock Island
Island and
position
Rock Island and
and
sissippi river at and on the island of
of Rock Island,
the bridge across
Island, so
so as
as best
best to
to accord
accord thebridgeacross
government in its occupancy
occupancy of said island for the
with the purposes of the government
the river to be
estil
e
b
r
l
m
ishae
nd
e.
nt
grant
military purposes;
purposes; and in order to effect this he is authorized to g
ran tto
t
o establishedmilitary

.P
Permanent lolothe railroad
railroad company
company aa permanent
permanent location
of way
and right
the
location and
way on
and right
right of
on and
and cation
cation and
right
of way.
across Rock Island, to be fixed and designated
designated by him, with such quantity of
way.
occupied and
and held
by the
for railroad
railroad purposes,
of land, to
to be occupied
held by
the company
company for
purposes, as
as
may be necessary
necessary therefor; and that the said grant and change be made Terms
Terms and
on such terms and conditions, previously
previously arranged, between
between the Secretary
Secretary conditions.
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THIRTY—
NINTH
THIRTY-NINTH

CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. C
141, 142, 143.
CONGRESS.
SESS.
C.H. 141,142,143.

1860.
1866.

companies and
parties in
interest, as
as will
effect and
of War
War and the companies
and parties
in interest,
will best
best effect
and
of the
the government
government in
in occupying
the island.
island.
secure the purposes
purposes of
occupying the
S
EC. 2. And be it
it further
That the
the Secretary
of War
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
Secretary of
War be,
be, and
and
Pecuniary
authorized to grant to the companies
Pecuniary and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
companies and parties in
in interest
interest
be
other aid to be
such other
other aid,
effecting the
change in
the
given
such
aid, pecuniary
pecuniary or
or otherwise,
otherwise, toward
given.
toward effecting
the change
in the
Wagon road. present location of their road
road and
wagon
and bridge
bridge and
and establishing
establishing thereon
thereon aawagon
road
use of
of the
the government
of the
the United
United States
States to
to connect
road for
for the
the use
government of
connect said
said
island with the cities of
Davenport and
Rock Island,
Island, to
so constructed
constructed
island
of Davenport
and Rock
to be
be so
materially to interfere
obstruct, or
impair the
navigation of
of
as not materially
interfere with,
with, obstruct,
or impair
the navigation
Mississippi river, as
be adjudged
adjudged to
be fair
fair and
equitable by
the Mississippi
as may
may be
to be
and equitable
by the
the
board of commissioners
commissioners authorized under the act of April nineteenth,
nineteenth,
1864, ch. 60. eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, entitled "An
eighteen hundred
"An act
act in
an act
act
in addition
addition to
to an
Vol. xiii. p.
p. 50.
0. for the establishment
establishment of certain arsenals,"
arsenals," and
and may
may be approved
approved by
by him.
him.
Small Islands
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
Sue. 3. And
And be it
provisions of
act, apapenacted, That the -provisions
of the
the act,
ad
land.
jacent to
proved April nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitled "An act
adjacent
to Rock
Rook proved
April nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitled " An act
Is
in addition to an act for the establishment
establishment of certain arsenals,"
arsenals," be
so exexbe so
tended as to include the small islands contiguous
contiguous to
to Rock
Rock Island,
Island, and
and
known as Benham's, Wilson's, and
islands.
and Winnebago islands.
Appropriations.
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the fbllowing
Appropriations.
SEc.
following sums be,
and
be, and
they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in
treasury not
not
in the
the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for Rock Island
otherwise
arsenal, to
be applied
as folIsland arsenal,
to be
applied as
follows, viz:
viz :
For claims
To liquidate
For
claims for
liquidate claims for property in Benham's, Wilson's, and Winnebago
Winnebago
propertyatraykpuri
en
slands,
and
for property
property in
in Rock
Island which
which has
has been
bee n taken,
t
aken ,in
i
n purpur tor
litarykpurislands,
and for
Rock Island
for
poses.
suance of law, for military purposes, two
two hundred
and ninety-three
thouhundred and
ninety-three thousand six hundred dollars, or so much thereof, and no more,
be
more, as may
may be
necessary to pay the respective
respective claimants such amounts as may be
be reported
reported
by the board of commissioners
commissioners authorized by the
of April
nineteenth,
the act
act of
April nineteenth,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and ordered
ordered by
by the
circuit
the United
United States
States circuit
court to be paid to
to each.
Water power.
Water
To secure
secure water-power at the head of Rock Island,
Island, one
hundred thouone hundred
thousand dollars.
Storehouses,
To erect storehouses for the prese
Storehouses,
rva ti on o
ot her munitions
mun i
ti
ons
preservation
offarms an
andd other
of war, and
communication between Rock Island arsenal
&c.
and to establish communication
and
arsenal and
the cities of Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa, and Rock Island, Illinois, one hundred
hundred
thousand dollars.
thousand
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 27, 1866.
1866.

June 27, 1866. CHAP.
CIIAP. CXLII. -An
— An Act to amend an Act entitled
"An Act to authorize
authorize the
entitled "An
the Sale
Sale of
of
1866, oh.
ch. 63.
Marine
Hospitals and
and Revenue
Revenue Cutters,"
Cutters," approved
1866.
1866,
63.
Mlarine Hospitals
approved April
April 20th,
20th, 1866.
Ante, p. 40.
Ante,
p. 40.
Be it
Senate and House
louse of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That the act entitled
entitled "An
"An act to
to
Certain marine authorize
authorize the sale of marine hospitals and revenue
revenue cutters,"
cutters," approved
approved
hospitals notod.
to April
April twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
sixty-six, shall
be construed
to
holeasedorso
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
shall not
not be
construed to
be leased or sold.
authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to lease or sell any such hospital
authorize the
where the relief furnished to sick marine[r]s
marine[r]s shall show an extent of relief equal to twenty cases per diem, on an average, for the last preceding
preceding
four years, or where no other suitable
four
suitable and sufficient
sufficient hospital accommodaaccommodations
can be
be procured upon reasonable terms for the comfort and contions can
venience of the patients.
patients.
venience
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
27, 1866.
1866.
June 27,

June 27,
27, 1866.
June

CHAP.
CXLIII. -An
Amendment of an
an Act to promote
CHAP. CXLM.
— An Act in Amendment
promote the Progress
Progress of the
the
Useful Arts, and
and the
the Acts
Acts in Amendment of and in Addition
Addition thereto.
thereto.
Useful
Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
assembled, That upon appealing
appealing for the first
Fee
for
appeal
Fee for appeal time from the decision
decision of the primary
primary examiner to the examiners-in-chief
examiners-in-chief
for first time
from decision of in the patent office,
office, the appellant
appellant shall pay
fee of
ten dollars
dollars into
into tho
the
pay aafee
of ten

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
C .143, 144, 155,
155, 156.
156.
SESS.. II. .C.143,144,

1866.
1866.

77
77

patent office,
office, to the credit of the patent
patent fund;
and no
appeal from
from the
in patpatfund; and
no appeal
the examiner
examiner in
cot office,
primary examiner
examiner to the examiners-in-chief
examiners-in-chief shall hereafter
allowed unun- eut office, &o.
hereafter be
be allowed
appellant shall pay
pay said
fee.
til the appellant
said fee.
APPROVED,
A
PPROVED, June 27, 1866.
CHAP. CXLIV.—

CHAP. CXLIV. -An
establish aaLand Office
An Act to establish
the Territory
Territory of
of Idaho.
Idaho.
June 27,
1866.
Office in
in the
June
27,1866.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
United
Representatives of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States
within the
the
the public lands
lands within
Territory of Idaho to which the Indian title is or shall be
extinguished Idaholand
Idaho land disdisbe extinguished
a new land district, to
shall constitute a
to be
be trict
to be
be called
called the
the Idaho
Idaho district,
district, to
trict established.
established.
located at Boise City, Ada county; and
the President
hereby authorauthor- Location.
Location.
and the
President is
is hereby
ized to appoint, by
advice and
and consent
the Senate,
Senate, a
aregisregis- Register
Register and
and
by and with the
the advice
consent of
of the
ter and receiver of public
public moneys for said district, who shall be required
receiver.
required receiver.
to reside at the place at which said office
office shall be located,
located, and
and they
they shall
shall
have the same powers, perform
same duties,
and be
entitled to
Duties, pay,
pay,
perform the
the same
duties, and
be entitled
to the
the Duties,
same compensation as are or may be prescribed
prescribed by law in relation
84 °.
relation to land &Coffices of the United States in other Territories.
Territories.
A PPROVED, June
1866.
APPROVED,
June 27,
27, 1866.

CHAP..CLV.
CHAP
CLV .—

An
An Act
Act amendatory
the organic
organic Act
of Mtashington
Washington Territory.
Territory.
amendatory of
of the
Act of

June 29,
1866.
June
29, 1866.

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
of
United Sessions of
kelt l
h
a
i
t
n
u
o
r
t
e
on
in
States
Th atafter
aft er th
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
thee nex
nexttannua
annuallses
ses--leislaturin
sion of the legislative assembly
assembly of said Territory the sessions
Territory to
sessions shall be
be bibi- Territory
to be
be
ennial. Members
Members of the
elected for
for the
the term
of four
the council shall be
be elected
term of
four biennial.
biennial. f
o office
Term of
office
years, and
members of
of the
the house
house for
t
wo y
ears ,
an
sh
all reyears,
and members
for the
the term
term of
of two
years,
anddshall
re- and
and ppay
r
ay ofiemof e
ceive the sum of six dollars per day instead of
heretofore bers
the counof three dollars heretofore
bers of
of thecounsame mileage
mileage now
allowed by
by law.
cil
house.
allowed, and shall
shall also
also receive the
the same
now allowed
law.
cil and
and house.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That each house shall have authoriS
EC. 2. And
And be it
it further
authori- Enrolling
Enrolling clerk
clerk
ty to elect, in addition to the officers
allowed by
house.
officers now
now allowed
by law,
law, an
an enrolling
enrolling for
for each house.
clerk,
dollars per
day. The
Th e c
hi efc
l
er k
s shall
sh
all rere -cll Pay
of chief
clerk, who
who shall
shall receive
receive five
five dollars
per day.
chief
clerks
Pa of
chier
erks and other
ceive six dollars per day, and the other officers elected by said legislature
legislature officers.
officers.
shall receive five dollars
per day
each.
dollars per
day each.
SEC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the first election, for
Time of
of first
for the first Time
first
biennial session under this act, shall be at the time of holding the
biennial electhe general
general biennial
elecelection for the Territory in the
ght een h
un d
re dand
an dsixty-seven.
tion.
the yea
yearr ei
eighteen
hundred
sixty-seven. tion.
further enacted,
it further
SEC. 4. And
And be it
enacted, That
That the
the act
act of
of the
the legislative
legislative asThe act
act of
of the
the
as- The
rela.
tsembly
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Washington,
W as hi ng t
on ,approved
app rove d J
anuary f
ourteent h
, legislature relatsembly of
"
n January
n'ing fourteenth, legislture
to
Skamania
a
ro an1
a
irlg
oSk
d
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, entitled
eighteen hundred
entitl ed"An
"A n act
ac tin
i
n re
l
at i
on to the
th
e county
county
ro
isaprelation
county conty
issdisapof Skamania,"
be and
am eis
i
sh
ere by di
sapprove d.proved.
of
Skamania," be
and the
the ssame
hereby
disapproved.
proved.
A
PPROVED, June
June 29,
29, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
mncie

CHAP.
to create
the Office
CHAP.CLVI.
CLV1. -An
—An Act
Act to
create the
Office of
Idaho Territory.
of Surveyor-General
Surveyor-Generalin
in Idaho
Territory.

June
June 29, 1866.
1866.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
r
o
v
re
l
v
d
o
a
r
h
-gorStates of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President, by and with er Sral'
uf
oridagenthe advice and consent of the Senate, shall be, and
authorand he is hereby, authorized to
to appoint
a surveyor-general
ized
appoint a
surveyor-general for Idaho, whose annual
annual salary shall be s
al
ary.
Salary.
three thousand
thousand dollars, and whose
whose power, authority, and duties
be Duties.
Duties.
duties shall
shall be
the same as those provided by law
law for
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of Oregon.
Oregon.
for the
He shall have proper allowances
office rent,
rent, and
fuel, not
not Allowances.
Allowances.
allowances for clerk
clerk hire,
hire, office
and fuel,
exceeding what is now allowed by law to the surveyor-general
exceeding
surveyor-general of
of Oregon,
Oregon,
and he shall locate
locate his office at Boise City, in said Territory
Territory of
Office at
at Boise
of Idaho.
Idaho.
Office
Boise
APPROVED,
A
PPR OVED,

June
1866.
June 29,
29, 1866.

City.
City.
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July 3,,1866.
1866.
July
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CH.
158.
CH. 158.
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CHAP.
CLVIII. -— An
Act to
to extend
the Reversion
Reversion to
of
States of
United States
to the
the United
for the
Time for
the Time
extend the
An Act
CHAP. CLVIII.
the
to aid
the Construction
construction of
Railroad from.
y
by
Amlbo, k
fomn Amboy,
a Railroad
of a
in the
aid in
by Congress
Congress to
grantid by
the Lands
Lands granted
the State
State of
in the
Hillsdale
on or
or near
rse Bay,
Bay
,in
ofJichiMichiTraverse
near Trave
Point on
some Point
to some
Lansing, to
and Lansing,
Hillsdale and
gan, andfor
and for the
Completion of
of said
Road.
said Road.
the Completion
gan,

Be
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the time
time limited
by the
the
limited by
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
Act of
1856,
fourth section
of an
an act
act entitled
entitled "
act making
grant of
seeof alternate
alternate secmaking aa grant
An act
" An
section of
fourth
of 1856,
Act
ch.
tions of
the public
the State
State of
construcMichigan, to aid in the construeof Michigan,
lands to
to the
public lands
of the
tions
ch. 44,
44, §§4.4.
vol. xi. p. 22, ,
revived and exex_ tion
ton
of
certain
railroads
in
said
State,
and
for
other
purposes,"
approved
approved
purposes,"
for
other
and
State,
said
in
of certain railroads
revived nd
tended
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six, for the completion of the railJune three, eighteen
seven June
for seven
tended for
years.
road from Amboy,
Amboy, by Hillsdale and Lansing, to some point on or near
period
Traverse bay,
extended for the period
revived and extended
is, revived
hereby is,
and hereby
be, and
shall be,
bay, shall
Traverse
Of seven
years, from
and after
after the
day of
June, one
one thousand
eight
thousand eight
of June,
third day
the third
from and
seven years,
of
Grants to be hundred and sixty-six; and that said grants shall continue and remain in
in
full force,
proprovided,
&c.
effect for and during that period, as if it had been so profull force and effect
&.pro
vided,
vided in
said fourth
section of
said act
act of
of June
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
June three,
of said
fourth section
in said
vided
The
Amboy,
and fifty-six:
Lansing, and Traverse
Traverse Bay
That the Amboy, Lansing,
Provided, That
fifty-six: Provided,
and
The Amboy,
organized under the laws of the State
corporation organized
&e.,
Railroad to Railroad Company,
Company, a
a corporation
State
&c. Railroad
forfeit the
grant,,of Michigan, shall forfeit all right to said grant, or any part thereof
forfeit
grant
which
unless,
&e.
which
thereof
part
any
or
grant,
said
to
right
all
forfeit
shall
Michigan,
.'
of
c.g&
nless,
now have, or which
hereafter be conferred
conferred upon it, by the
the
which may hereafter
may now
itit may
legislature
of the
State of
of Michigan,
Michigan, if
whenever the
the said
said company
company
if and
and whenever
the State
legislature of
of the
shall
in whole
completely to perform any of
the
fully and
and completely
whole or in part fully
fail, in
shall fail,
twenty
to clear,
clear, grub, and grade
is to
to say:
Twenty
that is
say: First,
First, to
grade twenty
following conditions,
conditions, that
Twenty miles following
be consecutive miles of the road-bed of said road between Owasso and Sagiof
of road-bed
road-bed to be
consecutive miles of the road-bed of said road between Owasso and Sagicompleted
completed by
by
1807.
naw
City, so
that the
the same
same shall
be in
in readiness
readiness for
for the
ties and
and iron
iron by
the ties
shall be
so that
naw City,
1, 1867.
Feb. 1,
to
of February,
February, eighteen
first day
day of
See Post,
Post, p. 425. the
the first
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven;
sixty-seven ;Second, to
See
fully complete
Road to be fin- fully
complete said road fiom
from Owasso
Owasso to Saginaw
Saginaw City, so that the same
same
for trains
ishedto.,
trains
to, &
by Nov. shall be in readiness
for the
running of
of trains
trains by
by the
Nrovemof Novemday of
first day
the first
the running
by Nov. shall be in readiness for
to, &c.,
1, 1867.
ber,
hundred and
and sixty-seven;
sixty-seven ;Third,
Third, to
complete in
in like
like
fully complete
to fully
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
1,
year after the
and every
every year
Twenty other
other manner
manner twenty
twenty miles
miles of
of said
said road
road in
in each
each and
the said first
first
commiles
corn- day
day of
and to
to fully
fully comhundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
miles to be
becomof November,
pleted each year.
provided .furplete the entire road by the time limited by this act: And provided
and Traverse
Lansing, and
case of
failure of
of said Amboy,
ther, That
of failure
Amboy, Lansing,
Traverse Bay
Bay
ther,
That in
in case
conditions
any of
of the
the above
above conditions
by the
the respective
respective
If conditions
Rail Company
Rail
Company to
to perform
perform any
conditions by
are not perState of
times limited
the legislature
the State
of Michigan
Michigan may at
at
legislature of
of the
therefor, the
times
limited therefor,
aore
neot performed, the
formed,
the State
State
its first
session after
after any
such failure,
the said
grant upon
upon some
some
said grant
confer the
failure, confer
any such
first session
of
may its
Michiganmay
of Michigan
confer the grant other railroad corporation,
conditions
corporation, or corporations,
corporations, upon such terms
terms and conditions
upon some other
as the
may see
see fit,
out the
the purposes
purposes of
said act
act
the said
of the
to carry
carry out
fit, to
legislature may
the legislature
railroad corpora- as
tion.
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of June three,
ihundred and fifty-six, and when so conferred, such
such
enjov all of the
corporation or corporations
the
corporations shall be entitled to have and enjoy
corporation
disposed of, to the
lawfully disposed
said grant,
grant, which
which shall not then have been lawfully
manner and for the same purposes, as if the
same extent and in the same manner
corporation or corporations.
same had been originally conferred
conferred upon such corporation
corporations.
corporations, whether now organorganAnd any such railroad corporation or corporations,
Such grant
grant not
organized, upon which said grant may be so conhereafter to be organized,
Such
not ized or hereafter
to affect any preferred
the same
any
without prejudice to any
same without
receive the
may receive
in part,
part, may
or in
in whole
whole or
ferred in
vious grant.re
grant.
fianchises previously acquired.
Limit to
land grant, or other rights or franchises
acquired.
But in
in
amount of land
no case
shall such
receive
corporations be entitled to receive
or corporations
such corporation or
case shall
oefied d no
mboeun
to
be received.
sections of land to the mile, for that portion of said road
more than
than ten sections
accordance with the provisions of this
consolidated in accordance
which
which may be consolidated
act: And,
further, That
legislature shall,
in any
any such
such
shall, in
the legislature
if the
That if
provided, further,
And, provided,
act:
Control of
legislature over case of failure,
failure, so confer said grant as above provided, then the said
said
legislature
the
the lands.
lands.
lands, or so much thereof
of,
thereof as shall then remain not lawfully disposed of,
legislature, as
shall be subject to the disposal and future
future control of said legislature,
provided in
of said
June three,
three, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
of June
said act
act of
three of
section three
in section
If legislature
legislature provided
case
But in case
does not confer
confer fifty-six, until the expiration of the time limited by this act.
the
lands the said legislature shall in such case fail to so confer said grant, then the
the grant,
grant, lands
legislature
to revert to the
said
lands shall
shall revert
to the
States.
United States.
the United
revert to
said lands
United States.
enacted, That the Flint and Pere Marquette
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
Marquette
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Railroad Company may change the western terminus
terminus of its road to some
Flint, &c.,rail&c., railsome Flint,
road company
point on
on Lake Michigan,
Traverse Bay; and any rnoa
point
Michigan, at or south of Grand Traverse
colanPgei
change its
railroad corporations,
a right to the respective
corporations, having a
respective land grants
grants specispeci- western
termiwetern termified in the said act of June three,
three, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six, located
located "usnus•
in the lower
in
lower peninsula of the State of Michigan, may unite and contract
contract Railroads
Railroads with
with
with each other, or with any other railroad corporation
corporation or corporations, land
land grants may
may
a single line of
for the construction and operation of a
any portion
construct
a sinof road
road for
for any
portion g
c"'n'tret
le line of aroad
of their routes, without prejudice to any land grants, or
other rights
for any
any part
part of
or other
rights or
or for
of
franchises previously
previously acquired.
acquired. A
n d an
an d all
such corporations
corporations are
routes.
And
anyy and
all such
are their
their routes.
hereby authorized
authorized to change the location of their lines of
so far
as Locations
may
of road,
road, so
far as
Locations may
may be necessary, for the purpose
consolidation, but
purpose of such consolidation,
so as
but not
not so
as to
to be changed
changed for
for
change
respective termini ofherwise
authorized by this act.
change their respective
otherwise than is authorized
put-pose of
act. pu'pose
of consolidation.
And whenever
whenever any change of terminus or location
location of line is
as soiat
is made,
made, as
provided
provided for
corporations making
making such
for in this
this act,
act, the
the corporation
corporation or
or corporations
such
change,
General Land Office new maps definitely showing
change, shall file in the General
change
showing maps
Maps of
of change
such change
and the
change and
the new
new line
line of
ro
ad a
dopt ed: P
rov ided, That
Th atth
d to
of road
adopted:
Provided,
thee roa
road
to be
be filed inland
office filed
. inland
office.
mentioned
shall
mentioned in the first section of this
thi s act
act s
hall run
wes ts
id e of
Route, &c.,
run on
on th
thee west
side
ofof Route,
&c., of
Saginaw river, and that the principal depot shall be located in the north- Amboy,
Sce.,
Amboy, &c.,
ern portion of the plat of Sa
Saginaw
g inaw City, so as best to
m mod
at
e the
the r'il'cialdeot
r
P
ailroad.
rincipal depot.
to acco
accommodate
cities of Saginaw and
and East
East Saginaw.
Saginaw.
SEC.
3 And be it
it further
enacted, That
the lands
SEc. 3
further enacted,
That the
granted by
by the
the said
Lands granted
granted
lands granted
said Lands
act of June three, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, to
the construction
aid ze.,
of
the
Am
to aid
aid in
in the
construction in
inaid
of
the
Amboy S
road
boy,
&c., road,
of the railroad described
in the
the first
fi rs tsec
ti on o
ac t, s
hall b
disposed how
how,to
to be
dis- ,
described in
section
offthi
thiss act,
shall
bee disposed
be disof only in the following manner, that is to say: when the
P°r'ed of.
the Governor
Governor of
of posed
of.
When
ten miles
miles
When ten
the State of Michigan
Michigan shall certify to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior that are completed,
completed,
ten or more consecutive
consecutive miles
completed in
in a
good
&c.
miles of
of said road
road have
have been
been completed
a good &c.
and substantial
substantial manner, as a
afirst-class railroad,
the comrailroad, stating
stating definitely
definitely the
commencement and termination
termination of each
portion of
of said
said road
and
each completed
completed portion
road and
the corporation
corporation or corporations so
so entitled
entitled to
to lands
on account
thereof,
lands on
account thereof,
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall cause patents for
for lands
for such
lands for
such comcompleted portion of said road to
said corporation
corporato be issued
issued to
to said
corporation or
or corporations: Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That none of said lands shall be acquired
acquired or so
so patented
patented Proviso.
for any portion of said
so completed
of the
intersection of
of said
said
said road so
completed south
south of
the intersection
road with the Detroit
Detroit and Milwaukee
Milwaukee railway, until the whole
whole of
of said
said
road north of said intersection
intersection shall have been
the lands
lands
been completed
completed and
and the
therefor patented as aforesaid
And p
ro
vided further,
fur th er ,Th
at th
roa d
a Road
to be a
aforesaid;; And
provided
That
thee road
Road tobe
highway,
mentioned
mentioned in the first section of this act shall be and remain
remain a
a public public
and
free to
nld fiee
tohthe
the
highway
government of the United States,
highway for the use of the government
States, and
shall United
and shall
United States.
transport, free from toll
all property,
troops, and
and munimunitoll or
or other
other charges,
charges, all
property, troops,
tions of war belonging to the same.
SEC.
Sac. 4. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That all laws and parts of laws in- Repealing
Repealing
consistent with
of this
thi s ac
ere by repea
l
ed.clause.
consistent
with the provisions
provisions of
acttare
are h
hereby
repealed.
clause.
APPROVED, July
July 3,
APPROVED,
3, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
CLLX.
-An Act to amend an
an Act entitled "An
"An Act to amend an
CHAP. C
LEC —An
an Act
Act entitled July
July 3,
3, 1866.
1866.
'An Act to aid
aid in
in the Construction
'An
Const ruc tion of a
aRailroad
Railroad and Telegraph
Telegraph Li
ne f
rom the
1862, ch.
Line
from
the Missouri
hMissonri 1862,
ch. 120.
120.
River to the Pacific
Ocean, and
and to secure to the Government
Pacific Ocean,
for Vol. xii.i. p. 489.
Government the
the Use of
of the
the same
same for
Postal,
Military, and
and other
other Purpos
Purposes,'
Postal, Military,
es,' approved
app rovedJ
ul
y 1, 1862,"
1862, "approved
approvedJ
ul
y 2
July
08
1
1
:6x
4x,iii ch.
i.h.p216.
21
14
36
5.
8
6
9:
July
2,, 1864.
1864.Vol.V.0
1864,
Vol. xiii. p. 356.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of _Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in
States
Congress assenbled,
assembled, That
Th atth
Uni
on Pacific
Pac ifi c R
ailPaciififico
oe
rt
in Congress
thee Union
RailUnion Pacific
way Company, eastern division,
division, is hereby authorized
auth ori
ze d to
t
o d
es i
gnate t
he pail
pan' toydesigdesignate
the
to desiggeneral route of their said road and to file aamap thereof
thereof; as now required
nate general
required nate
of reoad
road,
by law,
law, at
before the first day of December, eighteen hundred route
,routebefore
of
by
at any
any time before
&c.,
Dec.
and sixty-six;
sixty-six; and upon the filing of the
map, showing
showing the
the said map,
the general
general i,1, 1866.
1866.
route of said road, the lands along the
thereof, so
far as
the L
the entire line
line thereof,
so far
as the
Lands on line
of road toottlieline
designated, shall be reserved from sale
same may be designated,
of the
the Secsale by
by order
order of
Sec- then
then reserved
reerved
retary of the Interior: Provided,
Provided, That said company
sale.
company shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to from
from sale.
only the same amount of the b
on d
s of
ofthe
th e United
Uni
te d States
States to
ai
d in
i
n the
mot of
bonds
to aid
the b onA
Amnount
n
beot
f
he
construction of their line of railroad and telegraph
&c.
construction
telegraph as they would have
have same as
as if,
if, &e.
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been entitled
entitled to
they had
connected their
said line
line with
with the
Union Pathe Union
their said
had connected
to if
if they
been
cific
railroad on
on the
the one
degree of
as now
required
now required
longitude as
of longitude
hundredth degree
one hundredth
cific railroad
Point of
by law:
law: And
further, That
That said
said company
company shall
shall connect
connect their
their
provided further,
And provided
of concon- by
Point
at
nection with
line of
Union Pacific railroad,
railroad, but not at
telegraph with the Union
of railroad
railroad and telegraph
line
nection
Pacific
Union
Railroad.
more than
than fifty
miles westwardly
of Denver
in
Denver in
meridian of
the meridian
from the
westwardly from
fifty miles
aapoint
point more
Railroad.c
Colorado.
Colorado.
SEC. 2.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the Union
Union Pacific
Railroad
Pacific Railroad
That the
2. And
And be
SEC.
Company, with
with the
the consent
and approval
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
approval of
consent and
Company,
are hereby
hereby authorized
continue their road from
construct, and continue
locate, construct,
to locate,
authorized to
of are
Location of
most
according to the best and most
Union
Pacific
Omaha,
westward, according
Nebraska Territory, westward,
in Nebraska
Omaha, in
Union Pacific
Railroad Company from OmaOma- practicable
without reference
the initial
one
on the one
point on
initial point
to the
reference to
and without
route, and
practicable route,
panyfrom
ha westward;
meridian of
provided by law, in aaconnow provided
longitude, as now
of west
west longitude,
hundredth meridian
ha
westward; hundredth
tinuous
line, until
connect with the Central
Central
meet and connect
shall meet
they shall
until they
completed line,
tinuous completed
of
Central PaPacific Railroad
Company of
Central Pacific Railthe Central
and the
California; and
of California;
Railroad Company
Pa- Pacific
of Central
Railroad
cific Railroad
cifio
road Company
Company of California, with the consent and approval of the SecreSecre Company
Company eastcon-tarp of
of the
the Interior,
hereby authorized
authorized to
construct, and con
locate, construct,
to locate,
are hereby
Interior, are
tary
ward.
tinue
their road
road eastward,
eastward, in a
continuous completed
completed line, until they shall
a continuous
tinue their
each
Provided, That each
meet and
and connect
connect with the Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad: Provided,
meet
of
of the
companies shall
shall have
when the nature of
right, when
have the
the right,
the above-named
above-named companies
of
Work may
may be
be the
the work
work to
by reason
reason of
and tunnels,
tunnels, shall
shall for
exfor the
the excuts and
of deep
deep cuts
done, by
to be
be done,
Work
it, to work for an
done on not over peditious
peditious construction of the Pacific railroad
railroad require
require it,
advance of their continucontiuu800
vanes
miles
of continin
adextent of not
to
exceed three hundred miles in advance
to
not
extent
adin
miles
300
vance of continuous
completed ous completed
completed lines.
uouscompleted
lines.
APPROVED, July 3, 1866.

July
3, 1866.
1866.
July 3,

aid in the
State of Michigan
C
HAP. CLX.
certain Lands to the State
Michigan to aid
granting certain
-An Act granting
CLX. —An
CHAP.
Waters of Lake Superior
Construction of
Construction
of a
aShip Canal
Canal to connect the Waters
Superior with the Lake
as Lac .La
La Belle, in said
said State.
State.
known as

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of
Be it enacted by the Senate
hereby,
States
of America
Congress assembled, That there be, and is hereby,
in Congress
America in
States of
Lands
gran t
ed granted
granted to
to the
State of
Michigan, for
and benefit
benefit of
Lac La
La
the ""Lac
of the
the use
use and
for the
of Michigan,
the State
Lands granted
a company
company organized
organized under and
to Michigan to Belle Harbor Improvement
Improvement Company,"
Company," a
aid in the con- .
struction
of sh
ip by
by virtue
virtue of
the laws
laws of
Michigan, for the purpose
purpose of aiding
State of Michigan,
the State
of the
of the
ship
truction of
canal
in the
of a
aship
connect the
Lake Superior
Superior
of Lake
waters of
the waters
to connect
ship canal
canal to
construction of
the construction
between in
canal between
Lake Superior
with
the lake
hundred thouthouBelle, in said State, one hundred
lake known as
as Lac
Lac La Belle,
with the
and Lac La
La
Belle.
sand
of the
the public
lands of
the United
United States
States in the upper peninsula
peninsula
of the
public lands
acres of
sand acres
Belle.
odd-numbered sections of land
Amount, and of Michigan,
Michigan, to be selected from the odd-numbered
where
the location
location of
the said
said canal,
reserved or appropriotherwise reserved
canal, not otherwise
of the
nearest the
be sese- nearest
ohere to be
looted.
ated, nor designated
designated by the United States as "mineral
"mineral lands"
lands" prior to the
pre-emption or homestead
passage of this act, nor to which the rights of pre-emption
homestead
passage
Size of canal, have
have attached:
attached: Provided,
Provided, That the said canal shall be at least one hunseventy-five feet wide at the bottom, and shall
dred
and depth of
dred feet wide at the top, seventy-five
shall
water.
have, when completed, aa depth of water through its entire length of at
water in Lake Superior to
to
sixteen feet of water
least twelve feet, running from sixteen
further, That said
fourteen feet of water in Lac La Belle: And
And provided
provided further,
fourteen
Canal
shall be
be and
for the
the use
use of the governand remain
remain aa public highway for
a canal
canal shall
Canal to
to be
be a
public highway,
highway, ment of the United States, free from toll or charge upon the vessels of
of
o
o
and be free to
the
United
said
upon vessels
vessels employed
government in the
employed by said government
or upon
said government,
government, or
the United
States.
States,
transportation of any property
property or troops of the United States.
enacted, That the lands hereby
And be it further enacted,
Lands, how to
SEC.
S
EC. 2. And
hereby granted shall
be
by disposed
Michigan;
of
to the
the disposal
disposal of
of the
legislature of the State
Michigan for
for
State of Michigan
the legislature
f be
be subject
subject to
byeditsposd
the purposes aforesaid and no other; that as soon as the governor of the
cause to be filed, with the Secretary of the Intesaid State shall file, or cause
rior, a
a map or plan showing the location of the said canal, then it shall be
the
from market
when tbfm
to be
the duty of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
market the
to withdraW
withdraw from
the Secretary
wihdern
withdrawn
from the duty of
whenever
market,
applicable and subject
subject to the provisions of this act; and whenever
lands applicable
market.
Michigan shall
shall certify to the Secretary of
of the
the State of
of Michigan
the governor
governor of
the Interior
Interior that the said ship canal has been completed, in a
a good, sub-
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stantial,
manner, in
with the
Patents when
when
Patents
conformity with
in conformity
all respects
respects in
in all
workmanlike manner,
and workmanlike
stantial, and
ssu
o issue'
provisions of
act, and to
satisfaction, then it shall be the duty of to
to his
his satisfaction,
of this
this act,
provisions
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
State of Michiissue patents to the said State
to issue
the Interior
the
gan
for the
the lands hereby
hereby granted.
gan for
S
EC. 3.
3. And
it further
That if
ship canal
canal shall
is not
shall not If canal is
the said
said ship
if the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
pleted in
be
two years
years from
from and after
passage of this act,
o
n years, in
lands
act, the
the tI
tcompleted
after the
the passage
within two
be completed
completed within
lands
granted shall
revert to the United States.
to revert.
shall revert
lands hereby granted
APPROVED,
uly 3, 1866.
July
APPROVED, J
3, 1866.
1866.
July 3,
CHAP.CLX.
—An Act granting
2ichigan to aid in the Con- July
Lands to the State of Michigan
granting Lands
CLXI.I.-An
CHAP.
SuPoint, Lake Suat Portage
PortageLake, Keewenaw Point,
Canal at
a Harbor
Harbor and Ship Canal
struction
struction of a
perior, in said
State.
said State.
perior,
Be
it
enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
and House
Be it enacted by
in Congress
Congress assembled,
granted
Lands granted
and hereby is, Lands
America in
assembled, That there be, and
States of America
granted
to the
Michigan, to aid in the building of aaharbor
harbor and to Michigan for
for
of Michigan,
the State of
granted to
ship canal
at Portage
lake, Keewenaw
Keewenaw Point,
Point, Lake
Lake Superior,
in addition
harbor andt
addition asa4archaonraradt
Superior, in
canal at
Portage lake,
ship
to
former grant
grant for
the third,
third, eighteen Portage Lake.
March the
approved March
that purpose,
purpose, approved
for that
to a
a former
hundred and
two hundred
thousand acres
in the upper Amount.
of land
land in
acres of
hundred thousand
sixty-five, two
and sixty-five,
hundred
peninsula of
of the
the State
State of
and from
of
which the
the right of
land to which
from land
of Michigan,
Michigan, and
peninsula
attached: Provided,
Provided, That one hundred How to be sehomestead or pre-emption has not attached:
lected.
and
thousand acres of said lands shall be selected from alternate
alternate oddodd- lected.
and fifty thousand
even-numbered sections
numbered
numbered sections, and fifty thousand acres from even-numbered
of
the United
United States. Said grant of lands
lands shall inure to the To whose use
of the
the lands
lands of
of the
use
Com- to inure
inure.
Lake and Lake Superior Ship Canal CornPortage Lake
of the Portage
and benefit
benefit of
use and
pany, in
accordance with
an act
act of
Michilegislature of the State of Michiof the legislature
with an
in accordance
pany,
conferring the
land granted
granted to the said State, by the act herein
herein rethe land
gan, conferring
comferred to,
to, on
on said
company: And
That the time allowed
allowed Time
Time for cornfurther, That
providedfurther,
And provided
said company:
ferred
workexfor the
completion of said work
Felnei tclel work
exwork and the right of reversion to the UnitedPltet
the completion
for
States, under
said act
act of
of Congress,
Congress, approved
approved March
March the
§5.
1865, ch. 102, §5.
the third,
third, eigh- 1865,
the said
under the
States,
teen
sixty-five, be extended
extended three additional years: And Vol.xiii.p.520.
Vol. xiii. p. 520.
and sixty-five,
hundred and
teen hundred
provided further,
That no
no lands
lands designated
designated by
by the
the United
United States
min- Mineral
Mineral lands
provided
further, That
States as
as "
" mineral"
the passage
this act shall be
be included
included within this grant. not granted.
of this
passage of
before the
eral" before

1866.
3, 1866.
APPROVED,
July 3,
APPROVED, July

CHAP.
LXII. -An
—An Act to regulate
regulate the Transportation
of Nitro-Glycerine,
Nitro-Glycerine, or Glynoin
Transportationof
CHAP. C
CLXII.
Oil,
and other Substances
Substances therein named.
named.
Oil, and

8, 1866.
July 3,

Representatives of
and House of Representatives
Be
of the United
Be it enacted by the Senate and
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
hereafter it shall not be The transportstransportsassembled, That hereafter
America in
States of
lawful
transport, carry or convey, ship, deliver on board, or cause to be trio-glCerifne
lawful to transport,
delivered
&e., forbidden.
forbidden.
delivered on
on board, the
the substance
substance or article known or designated as nitro- &c.,
glycerine,
or glynoin
glynoin oil,
nitroleum or
blasting oil,
powoil, or
or powoil, or
or nitrated
nitrated oil,
oil, nitroleum
or blasting
glycerine, or
or
der
[article] or
with any
any such oil,
oil, or fibre saturated
saturated with any such [article]
der mixed
mixed with
substance
steamship, steamboat,
steamboat, vessel, car,
car, wagon,
in any
any ship,
ship, steamship,
substance upon or in
or
employed in transporting passengers by land or
or
or other
other vehicle, used
used or employed
water
or
water between
between a
a place
place or
or places in any foreign country and aa place or
places
places within
within the limits of any State, territory, or district of the United
United
place in one
one State, territory, or district of the United
States, or
or between
between aaplace
States, and a
a place in any other State, territory, or district
district thereof; and Penalty.
any
company, or corporation
knowingly violate the pro- One half of fine
corporation who
who shall knowingly
any person,
person, company,
visions of this section,
be liable to a
a fine
fine of
of not less than one thou- to the informer.
section, shall be
sand
more than
discretion of the
at the
the discretion
the court,
court, one
sand nor more
than ten
ten thousand dollars,
dollars, at
half
half to the use of the informer.
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That in case the death
SEc.
death of any per- If the death of
of
anyysTsbon:rie
person is
son shall be caused, directly or indirectly, by an explosion
explosion of any quantity an
of
„u
plos
e ionYof
of said
said substances
substances or articles, or either of them,
them, while
while the
the same is being explosion
of niplaced
in any
ship, steamship,
wagon tro-glycerine,
car, wagon
tro-glycerine,
steamboat, vessel, car,
any such
such ship,
steamship, steamboat,
upon or
or in
placed upon
whle transor
conveyed thereon
thereon or therein &c.!t
vehicle, to be transported, carried, or conveyed
or other
other vehicle,
e
r
.
e
w
d, &c.,tran
per.
ported,
· n olaton of~ tpe
section, or while the same is being so transin violation
violation of the foregoing
foregoing section,
ions knowingly
knoway
trans- sons
VOL.
66
VOL. XIV.
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concerned there- ported, carried, or conveyed, or while the same is being removed from
vehicle,, every
in
manslaughter.
to be guilty off such
steamboat, vessel, car, wagon,
wagon, or other vehicle
such ship, steamship, steamboat,
anstbeggur
person who
who knowingly
knowingly placed
placed or
or aided,
permitted the
placing of
of the
the
the placing
or permitted
aided, or
person
said substance
substance upon
upon or
or in
in such
such ship,
ship, steamship,
steamship, steamboat,
vessel, car,
car, wagwagsteamboat, vessel,
said
on, or
or other
to be
be so
so transported,
transported, carried,
carried, or
or conveyed,
be
conveyed, shall
shall be
on,
other vehicle,
vehicle, to
Punishment.
deemed guilty
guilty of
thereof shall
shall suffer
suffer imimconviction thereof
on conviction
and on
manslaughter, and
of manslaughter,
Punishment. deemed
prisonment for a
a period
period not less than two years.
prisonment
SEc.
3. And
be it
it shall
shall not
not be
be lawful
lawful to
to ship,
ship,
enacted, That
That it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC. 3.
send, or
forward any
any quantity
of the
the said
substances or
or to
to
or articles,
articles, or
said substances
quantity of
Those substan_send,
or forward
Thosesubstances
not to be carcar- transport,
transport, convey,
carry the
same by
by a
ship, boat,
vessel, vehicle,
or
vehicle, or
boat, vessel,
a ship,
the same
or carry
convey, or
cesnottobe
red, unless
en- conveyance, of any description, upon
in a
a
closed,
&c. enor water,
between a
aplace
place in
water, between
land or
conveyance, of any description, upon land
led,unless
foreign
country and
and a
the United
States, or
between a
place
a place
United States,
or between
a place
place within
within the
foreign country
in
the United
United States,
States, and a
a place
place in
in
of the
or district
district of
Territory, or
in one
one State,
State, Territory,
any
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or district
district thereof,
the same
same shall
seshall be sethereof, unless
unless the
other State,
any other
curely
enclosed, deposited
deposited or
or packed
metallic vessel
surrounded by
vessel surrounded
by
in a
a metallic
packed in
curely enclosed,
plaster
non-explosive when saturparis, or
or other
other material that will be non-explosive
of paris,
plaster of
ated
oil or
substance, and
separate from
other substances,
substances,
from all other
and separate
or substance,
such oil
ated with
with such
Package,
how
and
the
outside
of
the
package
containing
the
same,
be
marked,
printed,
printed,
be
marked,
same,
the
containing
package
the
of
outside
and
the
how
Package,
to be
be marked.
labelled in a
conspicuous manner
manner with the words "Nitro-Glycerine,
"Nitro-Glycerine,
a conspicuous
or labelled
to
marked. or
Dangerous";
and any
any person,
person, company,
company, or corporation,
who shall
shall knowknowcorporation, who
"; and
Dangerous
ingly
violate the
the provisions
a fine of not
liable to a
section, shall be liable
of this section,
provisions of
ingly violate
Penalty,
less than one thousand nor more than five thousand dollars, at
at the
discrethe discrePenalty
One
half of
of fine
One
half
fine less than one thousand nor more than five thousand dollars,
to the
the informer.
of the
to the
the use
use of
informer.
of the
the informer.
one half
half to
the court,
court, one
informer. tion
tion of
to
S
EC. 4.
4. And
it further
further enacted,
the district
court of
the United
United
of the
district court
enacted, That
That the
be it
And be
SEC.
court St ates within the district in which any offence against this act
shall be
act shall
toDhaveurisdicto District
have jurisdic- States within the district in which any offence against this
tion
any ship,
or vehicle,
vehicle,
vessel, or
ship, boat, vessel,
or upon
upon any
in or
or if
if committed
committed in
committed, or
offences committed,
tion of offences
under
act,
beyond the
limits of
any district,
then within
the district
district from
from
within the
of any
district, then
the territorial
territorial limits
under this act.
beyond
which the
first arrive,
arrive, shall have
it shall first
or that
that in which
which it
same departed,
departed, or
which
the same
jurisdiction to
and punish
offender under
under the
provisions of
act.
of this act.
the provisions
the offender
to try
try and
punish the
jurisdiction
S
Ec. 5.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That this
this act
shall not
not be
so conconbe so
act shall
be it
SEC.
5. And
Rights
Rights of
strued as to prevent any State, Territory, District, city, or town within
States, &c., to
regulate
or
pro..
the
from regulating
or from
or
traffic in or
the traffic
prohibiting the
from prohibiting
regulating or
States from
United States
or
prothe United
regulate
or
hibit traffic or transportation
transportation of the said substances between persons and places lying or
transportation
transportation
being
within
their
respective
territorial
limits,
or
from
prohibiting
its
ininits
prohibiting
or
from
limits,
territorial
respective
their
within
being
afnt
thereSo not afthereof
fected.
troduction into
into such
or consumption
consumption therein.
such limits for sale, use, or
troduction
feoted.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 3,
3, 1866.
1866.
July 2
8,11866
1866.. CHAP.
CHAP. Clain.
CLXIII. -— An
An Act for the Relief of the Members of the Thirty-seventh Regiment
of Iowa Volunteer Infantry.
of
Infantry.
Be
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That there
there shall
the
Congress assembled,
shall be
be paid
paid to
to the
members
of thr- members
members
of
the
thirty-seventh
regiment
of
Iowa
volunteer
infantry
the
the
infantry
volunteer
Iowa
of
regiment
thirty-seventh
the
of
ty-eeventhfreg'
ty-seventh repment Iowa
same bounty
by law,
or which
which may
provided by
law
be provided
by law
law, or
may hereafter
hereafter be
vol- same
bounty provided
provided by
Iowa volunteer
soldiers enlisted
enlisted into the
volunteer forces
unteer infantry,
infantry. to soldiers
the volunteer
forces of the
the United States
States during
during
the year
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two;
and in case any of the
memthe memsixty-two; and
hundred and
the
year eighteen
In case of
death, &c.
&c.
bers of said regiment are dead
dead or may die before the payment
payment of said
order
bounty, the same shall be paid to their representatives
representatives in the same order
provided by law
payment of bounty in
law for
for the
the payment
in other cases.
provided
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 3,
3, 1866.
1866.
Bounty to

July 8,
1866.
July
8, 1866.

CHAP.
CLXIV.-An
an additional
District in the State
State of
of
CHAP. CLXIV.
— An Act to create
create an
additional Land District
Oregon.
Oregon.

Additional

States of
assembled, That
That the
the President
the United
United
of the
President of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
States be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
establish an
additional land
land
an additional
to establish
be, and
and he
he is
States
district in the State of Oregon, and to fix from time to time the bounda-

anditrioin
land
district in
estabOregon
Oregon established.
lished.

Representatives of the Unitea
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House .of
of Representatives

ries thereof, which district shall be named after the place at which the office
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shall first
and the
the President
President shall be authorized
authorized hereafter,
hereafter, Boundaries
first be
be established;
established; and
shall
dn
a
i,ec
tan
cl
location
boundaries ofand
from time
time to
d
trl
i
ofi
circumstances may require, to adjust the boundaries
to time, as
as circumstances
from
districts
and of
of any
any and
all of
of the
the land
land districts
in said
said State,
and change
the localoca- offices
offices may be
be
State, and
change the
and all
districts in
of
tion of
the land
time to
when the
expe- changed.
changed.
the same shall be expeto time
time when
from time
office from
land office
of the
tion
dient.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
auis hereby
hereby auPresident is
That the President
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Register
thorized
Register and
and with
with the advice and consent of the Senate, or and
thorized to appoint, by and
receiver.
during
recess thereof,
thereof, and
the end
end of
of the
the next
next ensuing
Residence.
ensuing session,
session, a
a recifeivsiedre.nee.
and until
until the
during the
the recess
register and
for said
said land
fees.
required to Pay and fees.
who shall
shall be required
land district,
district, who
and receiver
receiver for
register
reside at
at the
the site
be subject
subject to the same laws and rethe office, shall be
site of
of the
respectively the
sponsibilities,
compensation and fees shall be respectively
sponsibilities, and whose compensation
same
annum, as
allowed by law to other land officers in said
as are now allowed
per annum,
same per
State.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 3, 1866.
CHAP.
of Lands
alternate Sections to aid
aid in
in the
Lands in alternate
Grant of
An Act making aa Grant
CHAP. CLXV. -—An

in the
the
Knob, in
Railroad,from Pilot
lMountain Railroad,
Construction
Pilot Knob,
Extension of the Iron Mountain
Construction and Extension
State
Arkansas.
Missouri, to Helena, in Arkansas.
State of Missouri,

July 4,1866.
4,1866.
July

Be
it enacted by
of the United
Representatives of
Senate and
and House of _Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
there be,
be, and
i
i
li
a
sd
s granted
g
i
.
ijaztte
d
and is
is hereby,
hereby, to Lands
That there
of America
America in
States of
granted to
to the
of Missouri,
Missouri, for
the purpose
con- extension of Iron
iron
of aiding
aiding in
in the
the conState of
for the
purpose of
granted
the State
struction and
and extension
extension of
of the
Mountain railroad, from its present
Mountain railpresent Mountain
the Iron
Iron Mountain
struction
road
the southern
boundary line
line of
of the
d.
seeterminus at
at Pilot Knob
Knob to
to a
a point on the
southern boundary
the m Alternate
Alternate
sections.
State
of Missouri,
Missouri, every alternate
designated by odd tens.
section of
of land, designated
alternate section
State of
numbers, for
in width on each side of said road; but in case
for ten
ten sections
sections in
numbers,
it
it shall appear when
when the route
route of said
said road is definitely
definitely fixed
fixed that
that the If
If anyyof
of the
the
United States have sold
sold any
any sections
sectitms or
thereof, granted
granted as
afore- iarsis
nave been
been
or parts
parts thereof,
as aforelandsah
have
said,
that the
right of
of pre-emption
granted
same, then it before granted
attached to the same,
has attached
pre-emption has
the right
said, or
or that
shall
for any
any agent
agent or
appointed by
by the
the Governor
Governor ooturrei-aerTdpstteodbe
or prelemted,
be appointed
or agents
agents to
to be
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
of said State to select, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the selected in lieu
Interior,
from the
see_ thereof.
nearest to the tiers of secUnited States
States nearest
lands of
of the United
the lands
Interior, from
specified so much land in sections or parts of sections, to be
tions above specified
selected
selected as aforesaid, as shall be equal to such lands as the United States
have
appropriated or
which the rights of pre-emption
pre-emption
have sold
sold or
or otherwise
otherwise appropriated
or to
to which
of
have attached, which
have
which lands thus selected shall be held by the State of
Missouri for the use and purposes
purposes aforesaid, and for none other: Provided,
Provided,
Missouri
That the
lands so
so located
located shall
within the
Ironton land
now Lands to be in
land district as now
the Ironton
be within
shall be
the lands
That
Ironton
land disestablished and
not more
miles from
the line
of said
said road:
road: trict,
tirriocattoonnidaviasoestablished
and not
more than
than twenty
twenty miles
from the
line of
and within
And provided,
further, That all mineral
except those containing twenty miles of
of
provided, further,
mineral lands except
the road.
coal
and iron,
iron, and
reserved to the United States by themirnoearti
and any lands heretofore reserved
coal and
lands,
any
manner by competent
authority for
any act
act of
of Congress or
or in
in any
any other manner
competent authority
for except
except coal and
reserved.
the purpose of aiding in any object of internal improvement, or for any iron, reserved.
other purpose whatever,
whatever, be, and the same are, reserved to the United
United
States from the operation of this act, except so far as it may be found
found
necessary
railroad through
through the same, in which
which Right of way
necessary to locate the routes of said railroad
case
granted '
case the right of way only shall be granted, subject to the approval of the granted.
President of the United States.
S
EC. 2.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
there be,
and is
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
That there
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, Lands
grantedr
Land f aa od
granted
State of
of Arkansas,
for the
purpose of
of aiding
in the
As h: s
nt
f
e
granted to the
the State
Arkansas, for
the purpose
aiding in
the concon- to Arkansas
for
struction and extension of a
a railroad from the point where the Iron extensionofrailextension of railMountain
railroad intersects
intersects the
the southern
southern boundary
boundary line
of Missouri,
by road to Helena.
Helena.
Missouri, by
line of
Mountain railroad
the
practicable route,
near the town of
of
the nearest
nearest and
and most practicable
route, to
to a
a point at
at or near
Helena,
every alternate section of land, desig- Alternate seoHelena, on the Mississippi river, every
nated
by odd
numbers, for
sections in
on each
each side
side of said road; tions.
in width
width on
fbr ten sections
odd numbers,
nated by
but
in case
case it
appear, when
the line
line of
of said
road is
is definitely
but in
it shall
shall appear,
when the
said road
definitely fixed,
fixed,
that
thereof, granted
that the
the United
United States
States have
have sold
sold any
any sections
sections or
or parts
parts thereof,
granted as
as
aforesaid, or that the right of
attached to the same,
of pre-emption
pre-emption has
has attached
same, then
then
it shall be
be lawful for
for any agent or
or agents
agents to
to be appointed
appointed by
by the
the GovGov-
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ernor
State, to
the approval
approval of
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
of the
to the
subject to
to select,
select, subject
of said
said State,
ernor of
the Interior,
from the
the lands
lands of
of the
tiers of
of
to the
the tiers
United States
States nearest
nearest to
the United
the
Interior, from
Lands may
be sections
sections above
specified so
alternate sections,
sections, designated
designated as
as
land, in
in alternate
so much
much land,
above specified
Lands
may be
selected in lieu aforesaid,
aforesaid, as shall be equal
equal to such lands as the United States have
have sold
sold
of those before
granted,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, or
or to
athave atof pre-emption
pre-emption have
rights of
the rights
which the
to which
or otherwise
&ore. or
granted, &c.;
tached,
which lands
lands thus
thus selected
selected shall
shall be
be held
held by
by the
State of
the State
of Arkansas
Arkansas
tached, which
for
and purposes
purposes aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
for none
other: Provided,
Provided, That
That
and for
none other:
for the
the use
use and
to be within
the land so selected
selected and located shall in no case be further than twenty
twenty miles of
.
railroad.
miles from
from the
line of
shall be
located: And
And provided
provided
be located:
the same
same shall
when the
road when
of road
the line
miles
raidilsoad.
Mineral
lands,
further,
That
containing coal and iron, and
and
except those containing
lands, except
further,
That all
all mineral lands,
Mineral
except
coal
and any lands heretofore reserved to the United States by any act of Conexceptreserve
coal and
and
iron,
any
lands
heretofore
reserved
to
the
United
States
by
any
act
of
Con,
iron, reserved.
gress, or
any other
other manner
competent authority,
authority, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
by competent
manner by
or in
in any
gress,
aiding
in
any object
object of
of internal
or for
any other
other purpose
purpose
for any
internal improvement,
improvement, or
aiding in any
whatever, be,
and the
same are, reserved
reserved to
from the
the United States
States from
to the
be, and
the same
whatever,
operation of
of this
act, except
as it
it may
may be
be found
locate
necessary to
to locate
except so
so far
far as
found necessary
operation
this act,
Right of way.
the routes
said railway
through the
the right
right of
of
same, in
in which
which case
case the
the same,
routes of
of said
railway through
Rightof
way. the
be granted,
granted, subject to the approval of the President of the
way only shall be
United States.
States.
Sections of
of
S
EC. 3.
further .enacted,
That the
the sections
sections and
and parts
parts of
sec
of sec
enacted, That
And be
be it
itfurther
SEC.
3. And
Sections
land remaining
remaining tions of land which shall remain
remain to the United States within ten miles on
on
to the United
United
even sections
sections and
parts of
of sections
sections corcorand parts
the even
and the
road, and
said road,
side of
of said
either side
States not to
to be either
to the
ones selected
within twenty miles of
of the same,
same, shall
shall
the odd
odd ones
selected within
sold for less than responding
responding to
mininot
be sold
less than
double the
the minimum
minimum price
lands
price of
of the
the public
public lands
double mininot be
sold for
for less
than double
mum price;
price;
to
first ofof- when
when sold,
nor shall
shall any
any of
subject to
to private
ento be
be first
sold, nor
of the
the said
said lands
lands become
become subject
private enfered
tered at public try until the same shall have been first offered at public
public sale
sale to
to the
the highhighauction.
est bidder at or above the minimum price as aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That
That
fide settlers
settlers under
pre-emption laws of the
United States
Bona fide set- actual bona fide
under the
the pre-emption
the United
tiers
under pre- may, after the proof of settlement, imiirovement,
under
occupation, as
improvement, and occupation,
as now
now
emption laws,
And
provided by law, purchase
purchase the same at the increased minimum price; And
Settlers
also, That settlers under the provisions
homestead law,
Settlers under provided,
provided, also,
provisions of the homestead
homestead law,
law. who comply with the terms and requirements
requirements of this [said] act,
act, shall be
homestead
entitled
entitled to patents for an amount not exceeding
each, anyanyexceeding eighty acres
acres each,
thing in this act to
contrary notwithstanding.
to the contrary
notwithstanding.
SEC.
These railroads
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted,
railroads shall
and
enacted, That the said railroads
shall be, and
highways,
to
and
remain, public
highways, so
so far
be constructed
con str uc t
ed under
un de r
to be public
pbland
remain,
public highways,
far as
as the
the same
same may
may be
free
this
of all
frege for the
this act,
act, for the
the use of
of the
the government
government of
of the United States,
States, free
free of
United States;
toll or other charges upon the transportation of any property
property or troops
United
States;
troops of
of
the United States, and at the costs in all respects of said railroad compato be
be built
nies; and
hereby requi
re d t
t
ruc t
ed within
wi
thi n t
he
and the
the said
said roads
roads are
are hereby
required
too b
bee cons
constructed
the
to
built in
in nies;
years from and after
anno Domini
five years.
term of
of five
five years
after the
the first day of
of July, anno
Domini
eighteen hundred
sixty-six.
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six.
SEC.
enacted, That the lands hereby granted to
Lands hereby
SEC. 5. And be it
it further enacted,
granted, how
States of
Missouri and
Arkansas shall
shall be disposed
disposed of by said States
and Arkansas
of Missouri
to said
said States
howof. to
grnteed,
be disposed
for the purposes
purposes aforesaid
aforesaid only, and in manner following, namely: WhenWhenWhen
the govgov- ever
ever the
the governor
eithe r o
sa id St
at
es s
hall certify
cert ify to
he S
ecretary
to tthe
Secretary
shall
offsaid
States
of either
governor of
When the
ernor shall certicertiernor
fy
section of
of the
any sectio
n of
often
t
en consecutive
consecu ti ve miles
m il es of
ofeither
ei
th
er of
ofsaid
sa id
fy that a
a section
the Interior
Interior that
that any
section
of ten
ten consecua good, substantial,
substantial, and workmanlike
consecu- roads is completed
completed in a
workmanlike manner, as a
a
said
State
that
shall
bee satisfied
said
Secretary
first-class railroad, and the s
tiemipletes
c
t
l
O
v
r
e
Ze l
t
e
e
s
dis&c.
&c •first-class
aid S
ecre t
ary s
hall b
sat i
sfi ed t
hat sa
id S
tate
, has complied in good faith with this requirement, the said Secretary
' '
Secretary of the
Interior shall issue to the said State patents for all the lands granted
and
granted and
selected as aforesaid,
opposite
aforesaid, not exceeding
exceeding ten sections per mile, situated opposite
to and within aalimit of twenty miles of the line
line of said section of road
road
length of
of said
said completed
completed secthus completed, extending
extending along
along the
the whole length
section of ten miles of road, and no further. And when the governor of
of
said State shall certify
certify to the Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary
that another
another
be
miles
that
be satisfied that
that another
another section
section of
of said
said road, ten consecutive
consecutive miles
section
of ten shall
section
consecutive
of ten
in extent,
connecting with
with the
th e p
rece di ng sec
ti on or
wi
t
h some
ot h
er fi
rst preceding
section
or with
some other
firstconsecutive
in
extent, connecting
miles, &c.
&c.
class railroad which may be at the time in successful operation,
operation, is completed as aforesaid, the said Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall issue to the
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said State patents for all the lands granted and
and situated opposite
opposite to
to and
and Where
Where the govwithin the limits of twenty
eriior shall
certiwithin
twenty miles of the line of said completed section
section of
of ernor
shall certify
that other secroad or
or roads,
roads, and extending
extending the length of said section, and
road
and no
no further,
further, tions are
comare comand not exceeding
exceeding ten sections of land per mile for
that part
of said
for all that
pleted;
part of
said pleted;
road thus
thus completed
completed under
under the provisions of this act and the act to
road
which
to which
this is an amendment, and so, from time to time, until said
said roads
roads and
and
branches are completed. And when the governor of said State
branches
shall so
State shall
so
certify,
certify, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall be satisfied
satisfied that
that the
the whole
whole that whole
of any
of said
said roads
roads and branches
of
any one
one of
branches is completed in aagood, substantial, and
and road is
is completcompleted.
workmanlike manner, as a
a first-class railroad,
workmanlike
railroad, the said Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the ed
'
Interior shall issue to the said State patents to all
remaining lands
all the remaining
lands
granted
completed road and
granted for and on account
account of said completed
and branches
this
branches in
in this
act, situated within the said limits of twenty
twenty miles
miles from
thereof,
from the
the line
line thereof,
throughout
throughout the entire length of said road and
branches: Provided,
Provided, That
That
and branches:
no
land shall
shall be granted
granted or conveyed
conveyed to said States under
no land
under the provisions
provisions Lands
Lands not
not to
to
be granted on
of this act on account of the construction
construction of any railroad or
or part
part thereof
thereof be
ranted
on
account
of
the
that
been constructed
that has
has been
constructed under the provisions of any
at the
the construction
any other
other act
act at
construction of
date of
of the
passage of this act, and adopted as aapart of the line of
certain railraildate
the passage
of railrail- certain
roads.
road
provided
for in this act: And provided, That
That nothing herein conroad provided for
con- roads.
tained shall interfere
Vested rights
rights
tained
interfere with any existing rights acquired
acquired under any
any law
law of
of Vested
not affected.
Congress
Congress heretofore
heretofore enacted making grants of land to the
States of
of notffected
the said
said States
Missouri and Arkansas
Missouri
Arkansas to aid in the construction
construction of railroads:
And propro- Lands when to
railroads: And
Lands when to
vided
That should said States or either of them
vided further,
further, That
them fail to complete
complete revert to the
the
roads
herein
United
recited
within
the time prescribed
prescribed by this act, then
the roads herein
then the
the United States.
States.
undisposed of, as aforesaid,
lands undisposed
aforesaid, within the
States so
failing shall
shall revert
revert
the States
so failing
to the United States.
SEC. 6. And be it
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
soon as
as the
the governor
governor of
of When
That so
so soon
When maps
either of
of said States shall file or cause to be filed with
Secretary of
of are
filed, lands
with the Secretary
are fied,
lands
be withdrawn
withdrawn
the
the Interior
Interior maps designating the routes of said roads herein
herein mentioned,
mentioned, to
from
market'
from market
then
shall be
duty of the Secretary
then it
it shall
be the duty
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to withdraw
from market
market the lands embraced within
provisions of
from
within the provisions
of this
act.
this act.
SEC.
7. And
And be it
it further enacted,
S
EC. 7.
enacted, That nothing
nothing contained in
this act
act Arkansas
in this
Arkansas to
to
shall be held as vesting
vesting in the State of Arkansas title
shall
to the
the lands
lands herein
herein have no title to
title to
to
recited
or power
power over
over
for the trust purpose
authorizing said State to
recited for
purpose aforesaid,
aforesaid, or authorizing
make or
to make
the
the granted
any
the same, until said State shall be restored in all
any disposition
disposition of
of the
re- lands
all relands until
until respects
to its former relation
relation to the national government
government and
spects to
repre- stored to
and be
to former
be repreformer
relations.
sented in the Congress of the United States.
States.
relations.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 4, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
- An Act
CHAP. CLXVI. —
Act concerning certain
certain Lands granted
granted to the State
State of
of Nevada. July
July 4,
4, 1866.
1866.
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives of
Be it enacted
of the
United
the United
States
of America in
States of
in Congress assembled, That the
Appropriation
the appropriation
appropriation by
by the
the Appropriation
constitution of
of the
the State
State of
of Nevada to educational purposes of the five by
constitution
rradaofof
by cNevada
hundred
thousand acres
acres of
granted to said State by the law of Sep- land
educahundred thousand
of land
land granted
,1?i'onnaifor
opruerpuoes:
tember
fbrty-one, for purposes
tember fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-one,
purposes of internal confirmed.
confirmed.
improvement,
improvement, is hereby
hereby approved and confirmed.
confirmed.
SEC.
2. And be it further
enacted, That land
SEC. 2.
further enacted,
land equal in
in amount
sevamount to
to sevLands granted
enty-two
entire sections,
fbr the
establishment and maintenance
enty-two entire
sections, for
the establishment
maintenance of a
auni- for a
auniversity;
university;
versity in said State, is hereby granted to the State of Nevada.
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
be itfurther
Sac.
itfurther enacted,
enacted, That
That the grant
grant made by law of the sec- for an
agrien/r.
an agriculond day
day of
eighteen hundred and Sixty-two,
sixty-two, to each State, of land equal
ond
of July,
July, eighteen
i
r4 college. 0
equal tu
tural
to thirty
thirty thousand
thousand acres
each of
of its
its senators
Vl862,
to
acres for
for each
senators and
and representatives in ConCon- Vol.
xiich.
c
. 130.
3
as.
gress,
extended to
to the
the State
State of Nevada;
Nevada; and the diversion
diversion ofthe
gress, is
is extended
of the proceeds
proceeds Theory
and
Theoryand
of these lands in Nevada fr
from
om the
th e teaching
t
eac hi ng of
ofagr
i
cu l
ture and mechanic
practice of
r m
agriculture
mechanic practice
minm
arts
arts to that of the theory and practice
prac ti ce of
ofmining
m i
ni
ng is
i
sa
ll owe dand authorized
allowed
authorizedt Itanat!
ghty
without
without causing
causing aaforfeiture of
said grant.
grant.
of said
SEC.
enacted, That the President of the United
Sac. 4.
4. And be it further enacted,
United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the
shall be,
be, and
and he
he
the Senate, shall
VOL. XIV. PUB.-8
PUB. — 8
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Surveyor-genauthorized to appoint
surveyor-general for
Snrveyor-gen- is
is hereby, authorized
appoint a
a surveyor-general
for Nevada,
Nevada, who shall
shall
ere
for Nevada.
eral
forNevada.
locate his office at such place as the Secretary
Location
of
Secretary of the Interior shall from
office.
time
whose compensation
be three
three thousand
dollars
thousand dollars
shall be
compensation shall
to time
time direct,
direct, whose
time to
ofdice.
ay
P
powers, obligations,
Duties,
Pay., &.
&c.alper annum, and whose duties,
duties, powers,
obligations, responsibilities,
responsibilities, and alAllowances.
for clerk
office rent,
rent, fuel
fuel and
expenses shall
be
shall be
and incidental
incidental expenses
hire, office
lowances for
clerk hire,
Allowances. lowances
the
as those
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of Oregon,
Oregon, under
under the
the direction
direction
the same
same as
those of
of the
of
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
he may
from
and such
such instructions
instructions as
as he
may from
of the
the Secretary
time
to time
time deem
it advisable
him.
advisable to give him.
deem it
time to
Sac. 5.
5. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That in
extending the
of
in extending
the surveys of
SEC.
And be
it further
Lines
of subsub- the
public lands
in the
State of
Secretary of
Lines of
the public
lands in
the State
of Nevada,
Nevada, the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior
divisions
may be may,
edivisins
fabe
discretion, vary the lines of the subdivisions
subdivisions from a
a rectanguchanged
from
may, in his
his discretion,
rectancmchanged from
rectangular.
lar
suit the
the circumstances
circumstances of
the country;
country; but in all eases
cases lands
of the
to suit
lar form,
form, to
rectangular.
Mineral
Mineral lands
lands valuable for mines of gold, silver, quicksilver,
quicksilver, or copper shall be reserved
reserved.
from sale.
Public lands
lands
S
EC. 6.
be it
enacted, That
State of
of Nevada
Nevada
the State
That until
until the
it further
further enacted,
6. And
And be
SEC.
Public
in
named in
first, second,
and
in the State not shall
shall have received
received her full
full quota of lands
lands named
in the
the first,
second, and
to be subject
subject to third sections of this act, the public lands
lands in that State shall not be subentry, &c., until
entry,
the State
&c.,has
hasuntil
her
to entry,
under any
law of
of the
the United
or any
any
United States,
States, or
any law
or location
location under
entry, sale,
sale, or
State
her ject
ject to
the
scrip or warrants issued in pursuance
pursuance of any such law except the homefull quota.
hometwentieth, eighteen
acts
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-two, and acts
1862, ch.
ch. 75. stead act of May
May twentieth,
p. 392. amendatory
Vol. xii.
. p.
amendatory thereto, and the acts granting and regulating
regulating pre-emptions,
pre-emptions,
reserved exclusively
pebut shall be
be reserved
exclusively for entry
entry by
by the said State for the
the peyears after such
such survey
made: Provided,
Provided,
riod of two years
survey shall
shall have been
been made:
Modeand
of
seThat said
said lands
lands in
in her
her own
name and
and right,
right, in
in tracts
tracts
own name
select said
shall select
State shall
said State
of se-dis
iMode
lecting
dis- That
posing of
of lands
of not
than forty
acres, and
and dispose
dispose of
of the
same in
in tracts
tracts not
not exceedexceedthe same
not less
less than
forty acres,
posing
lands of
y the State.
by
ing three hundred
hundred and twenty acres, only to actual settlers and bona fide
fide
City and town occupants:
provided further,
occupants: And provided
further, That city and town property
property shall not
property.
property.
be subject to selection under this act: And provided
provided further,
further, That this
Vested rights section shall not be construed to interfere
heretofore
interfere with
with or
or impair
impair rights
rights heretofore
not affected.
acquired under
any law
law of
of Congress.
under any
Congress.
APPROVED,
July 4,
APPROVED, July
4, 1866.
1866.

July
July 4,
4, 1866.

CHAP. CLXVII.-An
Lands to the State of
CHAT.
CLXVIL —An Act granting
granting Lands
of Oregon, to aid in the Construction
struction of a
from Corvallis to the Acquinna Bay.
a Military Road
Road fiom

Be it enacted by the
of the
the United
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there be,
is hereby,
hereby,
be, and
and is
a military
of Oregon, to aid in the construction
const ruc ti on of
of a
m ilit ar y
wagon road from the town of Corvallis to the Acquinna Bay, three
three alteralternate sections per mile from the unoccupied public lands, designated
designated by
odd numbers, and not more than six
Provided,
six miles
miles from
from said
said road:
road: Provided,
how to be ap- That the lands hereby
exclusively applied in the conhereby granted shall be exclusively
plied and
struction of
said road,
road, and
and shall
shall be
be disposed
disposed of
as the
plsed
odfdis-- struction
of said
of only
only as
the work
work progresprogresposed of.
ses; and the same
to no
no other
other purposes
purposes whatever:
whatever: And
And
same shall be applied to
L
an d
s heretohere t
o_
further, That any and all lands heretofore
heretofore reserved
reserved to
to the
Lands
providedfurther,
the United
United
fore reserved not States by act of Congress,
Congress, or other competent authority, be, and the same
granted
are, reserved from
granted hereby.
hereby. are,
from the operation of this act, except so far as it may be
Right
way.case
necessary
to locate
the route
route of
said road
roa d th
rough th
same ,
i
n w
hi chcase
in
which
thee same,
through
of said
locate the
necessary to
Right of
of way.
the right of way is granted.
Sac. 2.
And be
be it
it further
That the
the said
said lands
hereby granted
granted
lands hereby
fiurther enacted,
enacted, That
SEC.
2. And
Lands, how to
be
of. to
be disposed
disposedof.
to said
said State shall be
be disposed of
of by
by the
the legislature
legislature thereof
thereof for
for
aforesaid, and
and for
fo r no
no other;
oth er; an
sa id roa
sh
all b
Road to be a
a the
the purpose
purpose aforesaid,
anddth
thee said
roaddshall
bee an
anddre
re-public highway, main
highway for
government of
the United
United States,
main aapublic
public highway
for the
the use
use of
of the
the government
of the
States,
and free to
charges upon
upon the
the transportation
transportation of
of any
andfrtee
to the free
free from tolls
tolls or
or other
other charges
any property,
property,
United States.
troops, or mails of the United
United States.
States.
Construction
Construction
S
EC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
constructed
SEC.
That said
said road shall
shall be
be constructed
of road.
with
such graduation
graduation and bridges as to permit of its regular use as aa
with such
wagon road, and in such other special manner as the State of Oregon
Oregon
may prescribe.
Lands granted
granted States of America in
to Oregon for a
ford a granted
military
road;
granted to the State
State
oiltreon
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SEC.
SEC. 4. And be
the lands
hereby granted
granted to
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
lands hereby
to Lands, how to
said State shall be disposed of only in the following manner,
to say:
be disposed
of.
manner, that
that is
is to
say: be
disposed of.
when the governor
governor of said State shall certify
certify to the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the InteInterior that any ten continuous miles of
then a
a
of said
said road are
are completed,
completed, then
quantity
quantity of land hereby granted coterminous
coterminous to
to said
of
Road
be
said completed
completed portion
portion of
Road to
to be
said road, not to exceed
exceed thirty sections
sections may be sold, and
time to
to completed
and so
so from
from time
completed in
in
vz u
r
n
easo
ra it
nds
said road
road is
is completed;
completed ; and
and if
said road
roa di
no tcompleted
com pl et
edwithin
3l
a
time until
until said
if said
iss not
within fnoot
yeansold
lands
five years, no further sales shall be made, and the land
unsold to revert.
land remaining unsold
States.
shall revert to
to the
the United
United States.
A
PPROVED, July 4, 1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
CLXVIIL —
-An
CHAP.CLXVIII
An Ad
additional Grant
Grant of Lands to the State of Min- July 4,
Act making an additional
4, 1866.
1866.
nesota, in
in alternate
Sections, to aid
alternate Sections,
Construction of
of Railroads
said State.
aid in
in the Construction
Railroadsin said
State.
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
the United
United
Representativesof
of the
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby,
That there be,
to the
Minnesota, f
or the
ur p
ose of
ofa
idi ng i
n the
th e concon - Additional
granted to
the State
State of
of Minnesota,
for
the p
purpose
aiding
in
grants
of
struction of a
a railroad from Houston, in the county
Houston,
through
of lands
c
oun ty of
of H
ous t
on ,th
rough grants
Minnesota
for to
t
o
Minnesota for
the counties of Fillmore, Mower, Freeborn,
Freeborn, and Faribault, to
western railroads.
railroads.
to the
the western
also fo
il roa df
rom Hastings,
H as ti ngs ,through
th
roug h the
th
eof Description
Description of
boundary of
of the
the State;
State; and
and also
forr aara
railroad
from
counties of
of Dakota,
Dakota, Scott,
Scott, Carver,
Carver, and
and McLeod,
McL eo d, t
suc h point
poi
nt on
therailroads.
counties
too such
on the
railroad s western
western boundary
boundary of the State as the legislature
of the
the State
State may
may deterlegislature of
determine, every alternate
alternate section
section of land designated by
odd numbers
by odd
numbers to
to the
the
amount of five alternate sections
sections per mile on each side of said road;
but
road; but
in case it shall appear that the United States have, when
when the
the lines
lines or
route
or route
of said roads are definitely
located, sold
y sec
ti on ,or par
th ereo f,have
If
lands have
definitely located,
sold an
any
section,
partt thereof,
If lands
o
dt
i
h
s
p
er
osad
mo
i
f
.4
granted
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
ght of
ofp
re em pti on or
homes t
ea dsettlese ttl e-been
granted as
or that
that the
the ri
right
pre-emption
or homestead
n disposedaof

ment has attached to the same, or that the same has been
been reserved
the to be selected
reserved by the
selected in
in
United States for any purpose whatever, then it shall
shall be
be the
of the
thereof;
the duty
duty of
the lieu thereof;
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to cause to be selected,
selected, for
for the
the purposes
purposes aforeaforesaid, from the public lands of the United
United States nearest
nearest to
the tiers
secto the
tiers of
of sections above specified, so much land in alternate
alternate sections
sections or parts of sections,
designated by odd numbers, as shall
equal to
to such
lands as
as the
the United
United
shall be
be equal
such lands
States have sold, reserved, or otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
appropriated, or
or to
to which
which the
right of homestead
homestead settlement
settlement or pre-emption
pre-emption has attached
attached as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
which lands, thus indicated
indicated by odd numbers
the direction
numbers and
and sections,
sections, by
by the
direction
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, shall
shall be
held by
of Minnesota
be held
by said
said State
State of
Minnesota
for
afo resa id : P
rov ided, That
Th atthe
th e l
an dso
so selected
se l
ecte d
within
but
for the purposes and
and uses
uses aforesaid:
Provided,
land
but within

shall in no case be located
miles of
located more
more than twenty
twenty miles from the lines of said twnenty
LveeslrTaildsanad
road: And
And provided
further, That
That no
no land
land shall
shall be
be gran
t
edor
or transferred
t
rans f
erre d the j
ur isdict,
ion
road:
providedfurther,
granted
the jurisdiction
by the provisions of this act not included within the
Minnesota.
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the of
of Minnesota.
State of Minnesota:
Minnesota: And provided
further, That
all lands
providedfurther,
That any
any and
and all
lands hereheretofore reserved
reserved to the United States by any act of Congress, or in any Reserved
tofore
Reserved lands
other manner
manner by competent
autho rity, f
or th
urpose o
aidi ng i
n any granted.
not
competent authority,
for
thee p
purpose
offaiding
in
not granted.
object of internal improvement, or other purpose
and the
the
purpose whatever,
whatever, be,
be, and
same are hereby, reserved and excepted from
this act,
from the
the operations
operations of
of this
act,
except so far as it may be found
of said
road
found necessary
necessary to
to locate
locate the
the route
route of
said road
through such
reserved lands,
lands, in
i
n which
w hi ch case
case th
i
ght of
ofway
way s
hall be
beway.
Right of
through
such reserved
thee r
right
shall
Right
of way.
granted, provided the United States has yet in possession
possession the
thereto.
the title
title thereto.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
the sections
sections and
parts of
secfurther enacted,
enacted, That
That the
and parts
of sections of land which by such grant shall remain
remain to
to the
the United
United States
States withwithin ten miles on
said road
road shall
sh all l
no tbe
be so
ld for
f
or less
l
ess than
th an d
ou bl et Price
ast
on each side
4ide of
of said
not
sold
double
Price of
of to
lands
the
the minimum price of public lands when sold, nor shall any of said lands remaining
United
States.
r
atae
l
d
nTates.
become subject to sale at private entry until the same shall have
Lands to be
have been
been first Lands
be
rsbt
e
ffs
e
a
l .
offered
to the
the highest
bidd er at
at
or a
bove the
th e minimum
m i
ni
mum pr
i
ce asatfpi u
lied
offered at
at public
public sale
sale to
highest bidder
or
above
price
as fiurt
offered
at
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That actual
aforesaid:
actual bona fide settlers
under the
pre-emption Pre-emptioa
Pre-emption
settlers under
the pre-emption
laws of the United States may, after due
improve- settlers.
due proof
proof of
of settlement,
settlement, improvesettlers.
occupation as
ment, and occupation
by law,
law, purchase
the same
as now
now provided
provided by
purchase the
same at
at the
the
increased
provided also,
at
se ttl ers un
der t
he pro
increased minimum price:
price: And
And provided
also, Th
That
settlers
under
the
pro--setHtloemrre.stead
Homestead
settlerr.
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visions of
of the
shall make
make entries
entries after
passage of
of
the passage
after the
who shall
law who
homestead law
the homestead
visions
this
act,
upon
the
sections
numbered
by
even
numbers,
and
who
comply
comply
who
and
numbers,
even
by
numbered
this act, upon the sections
with
the terms
terms and
requirements of
act shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to patents
patents
said act
of said
and requirements
with the
for an
an amount
amount not
not exceeding
each, anything
anything in
act to
to the
the
this act
in this
acres each,
eighty acres
exceeding eighty
for
contrary
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
Lands granted,
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
enacted, That
lands hereby
hereby granted
shall
granted shall
the lands
That the
firtherenacted,
And be
3. And
SEC.
granted,
Lands
how to
disbe
subject to
to the
disposal of
of the
the legislature
of Minnesota
Minnesota for
for the
purposes
the purposes
legislature of
the disposal
be subject
dito be
be
how
posed of.
aforesaid
posed
of.
aforesaid and no other;
other; and the said railroad shall be and remain public
public
Railroads
to
highways
of the
the government
of the
the United
United States,
States, free of all
government of
use of
for the
the use
highways for
Railroads to
be pu
bli c highhi g
h"toll
toll or
other charges
charges upon
transportation of any property
property or troops of
upon the transportation
or other
public
be
ways, and free to
the United
the United
United States,
the same
same shall
shall at
all times
times be
transported at
at the
the
be transported
at all
and the
States, and
the
United
the
States.
cost,
charge, and
and expense in all respects
respects of the company
company or corporation,
corporation,
cost, charge,
States.
or their
their successors
successors or
or assigns,
assigns, having
benefit of
land
the land
of the
the benefit
receiving the
or receiving
having or
or
grants herein made.
S
EC. 4.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the lands hereby granted shall
That the
it further
4. And
And be
SEC.
Lands, how to be
be disposed of by said State
State for the purposes afbresaid
aforesaid only, and in manLands,
disposed
be When
disposed
of.
gov-of.
ner following, namely:
namely: When
the governor
governor of
said
to
certify to
shall certify
State shall
said State
of
the
When
following,
ner
When governor sheircertiSecretary of
consecutive miles of
of
any section of ten consecutive
that any
Interior that
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
shal'certi- the
ernor
completed, in aa good, substantial, and workmanlike
workmanlike manner,
is completed,
said road is
fy that aasection said
of ten
consecuef
ten
tive miles
miles is
is
as a
a first-class
first-class railroad,
then the
Qf the
the Interior
Interior shall
issue to
to the
the
shall issue
Secretary of
the Secretary
railroad, then
as
tive
completed;
State patents
patents for all the lands in alternate
alternate sections, or parts of sections,
sections,
completed;
designated by
by odd
odd numbers,
situated within
miles of the road so comtwenty miles
within twenty
numbers, situated
designated
pleted and
lying coterminous
said completed
not
completed section of ten miles, and not
to said
coterminous to
and lying
pleted
exceeding
sections, for
benefit of the road having completed
completed
the benefit
for the
hundred sections,
one hundred
exceeding one
proviso;
the
consecutive miles as aforesaid:
Provided, however, That the cotermiaforesaid: Provided,
ten consecutive
the ten
proviso;
nous principle
principle hereby
hereby applied
applied shall
shall not
not extend
extend to such lands as are taken by
nous
the
said railroad
railroad companies
to make
make up
deficiencies, provided that no land to
up deficiencies,
companies to
the said
make
up such
such deficiencies
deficiencies shall
taken at
at any
point within ten miles upany point
be taken
shall be
make up
governor of said State
each side
side of
line of said roads. When the governor
the line
of the
on each
that another on
section of ten
have been
shall have
consecutive
certify that another section of ten consecutive
consecutive miles
miles shall
been
shall certify
osecutifven
miles
completed as
aforesaid, then the
the Secretary of the Interior shall issue paas aforesaid,
completed
cormmiles isis eonspleted;
manner for aalike number; and when certificates
certificates
to said
said State in like manner
that additional
additional tents
sections
are corn- of
of the
completion of
of additional
of ten
ten consecutive
consecutive miles of said
said
sections of
additional sections
the completion
sectionsarecompleted;
roads are
are from time
sections of lands
lands
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, additional sections
to time
time made as
time to
roads
completed.
that roads are
shall be
be patented
patented as
as aforesaid,
said roads
completed, when the
are completed,
roads are
until said
aforesaid, until
are shall
opletod
patented to the State for the
Roads
whole of the lands hereby granted shall be patented
Roads to be whole
aforesaid, and none other: Provided,
Provided, That if said roads are not comcorncompleted in ten uses aforesaid,
years;
ununyears; if not,
sold
pleted within
years from
the acceptance
acceptance of
of this grant, the said lands
from the
ten years
within ten
re- pleted
to relands to
sold lands
vert
to thelThited hereby
hereby granted and not
patented shall revert
revert to the United States
not patented
verttotheUnited
States.
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted,
That as soon as the governor of said
enacted,
When maps
lands
State shall file or cause to be filed with the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
ied, lands
are lead,
designating the routes of said roads, then it shall be the duty of the
granted hereby maps designating
f
tro
o b
me m
wa
itr
h
k
de
r
t
a
.
wn Secretary
embraced
withdraw from market the lands embraced
Interior to withdraw
Secretary of the Interior
withkdrta
be
within the
provisions of this act.
the provisions
within
Mail
SEC. 6. And be it farther
further enacted, That the United States mail shall
SEC.
Mail to be carri
and
ried
at
over
what
road,
be transported
transported on
Office Deon said
said road, under the direction of the Post Office
be
edd
overroad,
and
at
what
tasr
price.
partment, at
Congress may by law provide: Provided,
Provided,
such price as Congress
at such
partment,
price.
Postmaster-General shall have
That until
such price is fixed by law, the Postmaster-General
until such
That
,power
power to fix the rate of compensation.
compensation.
APPROVED,
July 4,
4, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 4,
4, 1866.
1866.
July

certain Lands therein named.
providefor the Disposal
- An Act to provide
CHAP. CLXIX. —
Disposal of certain
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Unsold lots of States
*Unsold
Fort Howard
Howard
ueneral
and he
hereby, authorized to cause to be offered
offered
is hereby,
he is
be, and
Office be,
Land Office
General Land
Fort
Military reserve
public auction all the unsold lots of that portion of the public domain
reserve at public
Military
to be offered at known as
the Fort
Fort Howard
which is
is situated
the
in the
situated in
Reserve, which
Military Reserve,
Howard Military
known as the
puble
public auectioat
auction.
county of Brown, and State of Wisconsin, giving not less than two
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advertising the same Notice of sale.
months' notice of the time and place of such sale, by advertising
sale.
months'
in such newspapers
newspapers and for
for such
such period
period of time as he may deem best.
best.
Every such
sale.
Mode of
of sale
Every
such lot
lot shall
shall be
be sold
sold separately
separately to the highest bidder
bidder for cash, and Mode
when
when not paid for within
within twenty-four
twenty-four hours from the time of purchase, it
it
resold under the
Commissioner of
shall be liable to be
be resold
the order
order of
of the
the Commissioner
of the
the
General Land
aforesaid, at such
be
General
Land Office
Office aforesaid,
such reasonable
reasonable minimum
minimum as
as may
may be
fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of
fixed
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and no sale shall
shall be binding
binding until
until
approved
officer.
approved by
by that
that officer.
SEC.
it further
enacted, That it shall be
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be it
further enacted,
be the duty of
of the
the Pres- Patents
Patents to
to isisident
"
law for
for each
each and
and every
every sue.
ident to cause
cause patents to
to be
be issued
issued in
in due
due form of law
such
as soon
be after
after the
the purchase
purchase of
of and
for the
the
such lot,
lot, as
soon as
as may
may be
and payment
payment for
same.
8

.

APPROVED, July
July 4,
1866.
APPROVED,
4, 1866.
CHAP. CLXXIV.
Lands to
of Oregon,
Oregon, to
aid in
July 5,, 1886.
1806.
CHAP.
CLXXIV. -— An
An Act
Act granting
grantingLands
to the
the State
State of
to aid
in the
the ConstrueConstrue- July
tion
from Albany,
Oregon, to
to the
the Eastern
Eastern Boundary
Boundary of
tion of
of aaMilitary
Military Road
Road fr-cm
Albany, Oregon,
of said
said State.
State.
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there
there be, and
and hereby is,
is, Lands granted
States of
of America
America in
granted to
the State
to aid
of amilitary
amilitary wagon
.ciregon for
waotOregon
tto
for
aid in
in the
the construction
construction of
to the
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon, to
granted
milita
Canyon City,
feasible road.y
road.wagon
ry wagon
City, and
and the most feasible
Albany, Oregon,
Oregon, by way
way of Canyon
road from Albany,
pass in
Cascade range
of mountains,
mountains, to
to the
the eastern
Route of roea
rose
eastern boundary
boundary of
of the
the State
State Ronte
pass
in Cascade
range of
alternate sections
sections of
public lands,
odd numbers,
numbers, three
lands, designated
designated by
by odd
three secsecalternate
of public
tions per
per mile,
mile, to
within six
six miles
miles of
tions
to be
be selected
selected within
of said
said road:
road: Provided,
Provided,
That
hereby granted
granted shall
shall be
granted,
That the
the lands
lands hereby
be exclusively
exclusively applied
applied in
in the
the concon- Lands granted,
struction
of said
and shall
disposed of
of only
work progresses;
progresses; how to be apshall be
be disposed
only as
as the
the work
struction of
said road,
road, and
and
shall be
be applied
to no
whatever: And
And providl
and the
the same
same shall
applied to
no other
other purpose
purpose whatever:
provid- plied.
heretoall lands heretofore
heretofore reserved
reserved to
to the United
United Lands heretoed, further,
further, That any and all
fore reserred,
States by act of Congress or other competent authority be, and the same fore
not granted
reserved
reserved from
operation of
so far
as it
it may
may be
are, reserved
from the operation
of this
this act,
act, except
except so
far as
be hereby.
necessary to
to locate
locate the
the route
route of
road through
through the
the same,
same, in
which case
necessary
of said
said road
in which
case Right of way.
way is
granted, subject
subject to
to the
the approval
of the
of
the right
right of
of way
is granted,
approval of
the President
President of
the United
United States.
SEC. 2. And
further enacted,
And be it further
enacted, That the said lands hereby granted Lands, how to
disposed of.
to
State shall
legislature thereof
of.
thereof for
for the
the purpur- be disposed
disposed of by the
the legislature
to said
said State
shall be
be disposed
pose
and for
for no
and the
the said
road shall
shall be
be and
and remain
remain a
pose aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
no other;
other; and
said road
a Roads
to
be
Roads to be
public highway
highway for the use of
government of
free public highway,
of the government
of the United
United States,
States, free
highway,
from
tolls
or
other
charge
upon
the
transportation
of
any
property,
troops,
the
and
free to the
from tolls or other charge upon the transportation of any property, troops,
or mails
mails of
States.States.
United states.
United
of the
the United
United States.
or
SEC.
SEC. 3. And be it further
enacted, That said
Construction
further enacted,
said road
road shall
shall be
be constructed
constructed Construction
with such width, graduation, and bridges, as to permit of its regular use of road.
as
such other
special manner
State of
as aawagon
wagon road,
road, and
and in
in such
other special
manner as
as the
the State
of Oregon
Oregon
may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
S
EC. 4. And
enacted, That
lands hereby
granted to
to Lands,
how to
to
SEC.
And be
be it further enacted,
That the
the lands
hereby granted
Lands, how
said
be disposed
disposed of
in the
manner, that
that is
to say:
disposed of.
is to
say:of.be
be disposed
the following
following manner,
of only
only in
said State
State shall
shall be
that when ten miles of said road shall be completed, a
quantity of land not
a quantity
not
exceeding thirty
may be
be sold
sold coterminous
coterminous to
to said
exceeding
thirty sections
sections for said
said road may
said
completed portion
portion of
of said
said road;
road; and
the governor
governor of
of said
said State
State
completed
and when
when the
shall certify to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior that
that any
any ten
ten continuous
continuous miles
miles
completed, then
quantity of
land hereby
hereby granted,
of said road are
are completed,
then another
another quantity
of land
granted,
coterminous to said completed
completed If road not
not to exceed thirty sections, may be sold, coterminous
portion of
completed ; completedinfive
eLmPC:t17/Efive
until said
said road
road is completed;
portion
of said road, and so from
from time
time to
to time until
shall rand
years'to,
unld to
and if said road is not completed
completed within five years, no further sales shall
rs
s:revert
be
land remaining
remaining unsold
revert to
the United
UnitedUnited
the
be made,
made, and
and the
the land
unsold shall
shall revert
to the
the United
te
Stutes.
Sta
s.
States.
APPROVED,
July
5,
1866.
APPROVED, July 5, 1866.
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July 6,
5, 1866.
1866.
July

Officers
and
Officers and
men of certain
regiments, &c.
&c.,
regments
of
Volun Ohio Volunof Ohio
teer
Militia to
to be
be
terMilitia
paid.

pal

July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
July

1866.
1866.

CHAP.
Act to
to provide
for the
the Payment
of the
sixth, eighth,
and eleventh
eleventh
eighth, and
the sixth,
Payment of
providefor
An Act
CLXXV. -— An
CHAP. CLX:XV.
Regiments
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Militia
Militia of
Bard's Company
Company of Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,Bard's
of Ohio
egiments of
Paulsen's Battery,
the Time
Time they
the United
in 1862.
States, in
United States,
of the
the Service
Service of
were in
in the
they were
during the
Battery, during
Paulsen's

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
the United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
men of
of
and men
the officers
officers and
in Congress
States of
the
eleventh regiments
regiments of
volunteer militia,
and
militia, and
Ohio volunteer
of Ohio
and eleventh
eighth, and
sixth, eighth,
the sixth,
of Captain
company of
of cavalry, and of Captain
Captain August
Bard's company
S. W.
W. Bard's
Captain S.
of
Paulsen's battery, of Cincinnati, ordered into the service of the United
States,
eighteen
at Cincinnati, Ohio, on the second day of September, eighteen
States, at
hundred
and sixty-two,
notwithstanding any irregularity
muster
their muster
irregularity in their
sixty-two, notwithstanding
hundred and
into
service of
for the time
officers and
time the officers
paid for
be paid
States, be
of the
the United
United States,
into the
the service
men
were actually
actually in the
respectively, not
however to exceed the
not however
the service,
service, respectively,
men were
period
period of thirty-one days.
APPROVED, July
July 5,
1866.
5, 1866.
APPROVED,

CHAP. CLXXVI.
CLXXVI. —
-An
Support of the Army
Armyfor
An Act
Act making Appropriations
Appropriations for the Support
for the
Year ending
of June,
June, eighteen
hundred and
Purposes.
other Purposes.
and for
for other
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
eighteen hundred
thirtiethof
Year
ending thirtieth

Be
enacted by
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States of
of America
in Congress
That the following sums be,
and
be, and
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
Army appro- the same are hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
treasury not
not
priation.
priation.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the support of the army for the year ending
otherwise
ending
sixty-seven:
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven:
the thirtieth of June, eighteen
Recruiting
transportation of recruits,
recruits, and compensation
compensation
Recruiting and
For expenses
expenses of recruiting,
recruiting, transportation
pay of citizen
thousand dolsurgeons for medical
surgeons.tien
medical attendance,
attendance, three hundred
hundred thousand
to citizen
citizen surgeons
surgeons
lars.
lars.

For
hundred and twelve thousand
the army,
army, ten millions seven hundred
For pay of the
and fifty-two dollars.
Commutation
For commutation of officers' subsistence,
subsistence, one million six hundred and
of
subsistence fifty-one thousand five hundred and eleven dollars and
of subsistence
fifty cents.
cents.
fifty-one thousand five hundred and eleven dollars and fifty
forage.
and
For commutation
officers' horses, one hundred and five
commutation of forage for officers'
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
Payments in
officers' servants, one hundred and
For payments in lieu of clothing for officers'

Pay.

lien of
of clothing.
clothing, ninety-one
seven hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars.
dollars.
lien
ninety-one thousand seven
soldiers for clothing not drawn, one hunFor payments to discharged
discharged soldiers
thousand dollars.
dred and fifty thousand
Subsistence in
For subsistence in kind for regulars and volunteers, five million three
Subsistence
kind.
hundred
kind,
hundred and one thousand six hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
QuartennasQuartermasFor the regular supplies of
of the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
department, consisting
consisting
t
en "part'
of fuel
for the
the officers,
officers, enlisted
men,
guard, hospitals,
storehouses, and
ofguard,
hospitals,
storehouses,
and ofof
fuel
for
enlisted
men,
trdeparnt
ment.
fices ;of forage in kind for the horses, mules, and oxen
oxen for the quarterquarterfices;
master's department
department at the several
several posts and stations and with the armies
in the field; for the horses of the several regiments
regiments of cavalry, the batteries of artillery, and such companies
teries
companies of infantry as may be mounted,
field
and for the authorized number of officers'
officers' horses when serving in the field
bedding for the animals; of straw for soland at the outposts, including bedding
diers' bedding, and of stationery, including blank books
books for
for the quarterquartermaster's department
discharged soldiers blank forms for the
department certificates
certificates for discharged
pay and quartermaster's
and
quartermaster's departments; and for the printing of division and
department orders and reports, four millions one hundred and thirty-four
thirty-four
department
thousand four hundred and ninety-nine
ninety-nine dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
Incidental exex - For the incidental expenses of the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department, consistpenses suarter
- ing
ina
0 of
of postage
postageon
on letters
letters and
and packages
packages received
received and sent
officers of
of
sent by officers
earterpenstes
masters' depart
0
commiscourts-martial, military commisexpenses of courts-martial,
service; expenses
on public service;
the army
army on
ment.
sions, and courts of
additional compensation
sions,
of inquiry,
inquiry, including
including the additional
compensation of
of judge
judge
advocates,
advocates, recorders, members, and witnesses,
witnesses, while on that service;
service; under
1802, ch. 9,
9,
the act of March sixteenth, eighteen hundred and two, extra pay to sol1802,
o 21,
employed under
in
quartermaster's department,
department, in
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the quartermaster's
2,1,22.
22.p. 1156. diers
diers employed
.i p 1
storehouses, and hospitals
hospitals;;in the conthe erection of barracks,
barracks, quarters,
quarters, storehouses,
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of not
less than
struction of
of roads, and on
on other constant labor, for
for periods
periods of
not less
than
ten days, under
under the acts of March
March second, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
nineteen, 1819,
1819„ ch. 46.
and nineteen,
46.
and
August fourth,
fourth, eighteen
hundred and
fifty-four, including
em- Vol.
in.
p.
488.
and August
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
including those
those emVol. ch.
iii. 247,
p. 488.
1864,
§6.
ployed as clerks
clerks at division and department
expenses of
of Vol.
576.
department headquarters;
headquarters; expenses
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 576.
expresses to and from the frontier posts
field; of
posts and armies
armies in
in the
the field;
of escorts
escorts
to
paymasters and
other disbursing
disbursing officers
and to
trains where
where military
military
to paymasters
and other
officers and
to trains
escorts
expenses of
of the
the interment
officers killed
killed
escorts cannot
cannot be furnished;
furnished; expenses
interment of
of officers
in action or who die when
when on
or at
posts on
the frontiers,
on duty
duty in the
the field,
field, or
at posts
on the
frontiers,
or at other posts and places when ordered
ordered by
War, and
by the Secretary
Secretary of War,
and
non-commissioned officers and soldiers;
of non-commissioned
soldiers; authorized
authorized office
office furniture;
furniture;
hire
of laborers
the quartermaster's
the hire
hire of
laborers in
in the
quartermaster's department,
department, including
including the
hire of
of
interpreters,
interpreters, spies, and guides
guides for
for the army; compensation
compensation of
of clerks
clerks to
to
quartermaster's department;
compensation of
and
officers of
of the
the quartermaster's
department; compensation
of forage
forage and
wagon masters, authorized
authorized by the act of July fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
162,
hundred and 1838,
1838, ch.
oh. 162,
thirty-eight; for the apprehension
of deserters,
the expenses
thirty-eight;
apprehension of
deserters, and
and the
expenses incident
incident 10.
to their pursuit; and for
required for
for the
the Vol. v. . 25
for the following expenditures
expenditures required
several regiments of cavalry, the
of light
and such
comseveral
the batteries
batteries of
light artillery,
artillery, and
such companies
panies of infantry as may be mounted, viz:
of travelling
travelling
viz: the
the purchase
purchase of
forges, blacksmiths'
blacksmiths' and shoeing tools, horses'
nails,
horses' and mule
mule shoes and
and nails,
iron and steel for shoeing, hire of
of veterinary
veterinary surgeons,
for horses
surgeons, medicines
medicines for
horses
and
picket ropes,
for shoeing
shoeing the
th e horses
horses of
the corps
and mules,
mules, picket
ropes, and
and for
of the
corps named;
named;
also, generally, the proper
expenses for
for the
the movements
movements
proper and
and authorized
authorized expenses
and operations of an
expressly assigned
assigned to
any other
an army not
not expressly
to any
other departdepartment,
ment, one
one million
million dollars.
dollars.
For
artillery horses,
horses, seven
and cavalry
For the purchase
purchase of
of cavalry
cavalry and
and artillery
seven hundred
hundred and
Cavalry and
and
artillery horses.
thirteen
thousand one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thirteen thousand
artillery horses.
For
of officers'
officers' baggage,
baggage, fifty
fifty thousand
For transportation
transportation of
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Officers''bagbaggagOefficers
transportation of the army, including
For transportation
including the ba
ggage of
ofth
Transportation.
baggage
thee troops gransportation.
when moving, either by land
cl2thing, camp,
camp, and
garrison
land or water;
water; of
of cl9thing,
and garrison
equipage
from the
nd N
ew Y
or k to
t
o
equipage,'from
the depots
depots at
at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, a
and
New
York
the several posts and army depots,
depots to
troops in
in
depots, and
and from those
those depots
to the
the troops
the field; and of subsistence stores from the places
and from
from
places of
of purchase, and
the places of delivery under
to such
places as
the circumstances
circumstances
under contract,
contract, to
such places
as the
of the service may require them to
to be
be sent;
sent; of
ordnance stores,
stores,
of ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
and
from foundries
foundries and
armories to
the arsenals,
arsenals, fortifications,
fortifications,
and small arms,
arms, from
and armories
to the
frontier-posts,
frontier-posts, and army
wharfage, tolls,
army depots;
depots; freights,
freights, wharfage,
tolls, and
and ferriages;
ferriages;
for the purchase
purchase and hire of horses, mules, oxen, and
and harness,
and the
the
harness, and
purchase
purchase and repair of wagons, carts,
and other
carts, and
and drays,
drays, and
and of
of ships
ships and
other
sea-going vessels
vessels and boats required for the transportation
transportation of
supplies and
and
of supplies
for garrison purposes; for drayage and cartage
posts;
cartage at
at the several
several posts;
hire of teamsters; transportation
transportation of
the pay
pay and
and other
of funds for
for the
other disbursdisbursdepartments; the expense
ing departments;
expense of sailing
the various
various Public transsailing public
public transports
transports on
on the
transrivers, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic and Pacific;
Pacific; and for pro- ports.
curing water at such posts as, from their situation,
require it
it to
Water.
situation, require
to be
be brought
brought Water.
from aadistance;
distance; and for clearing roads, and removing
removing obstructions
obstructions from
Obstructions
from Obstructions
roads, harbors,
rivers, to
to the
the extent
extent which
w hich may
ma ybe
be requ
i
re d for
f
or the
the in
roads, rivers,
rivers
,
roads,
harbors, and
and rivers,
required
in roads,
and harbors
actual
the field,
field, fi
vemillion
m illi on d
oll ars .
.
actual operations
operations of the troops
troops in
in the
five
dollars.
and harbors.
For
hire of
of commutation
commutation quarters
f
or officers
offi cers on
on m
ilit ary d
uty; hire
hi re Hire
of guarFor hire
quarters for
military
duty;
Hire of
quar.
of quarters
fbr troops; of
quarters for
safe keeping
ter'
of storehouses
storehouses for
for the
the safe
keeping of
of military
military ters.
stores; of grounds for summer
summer cantonments;
for the
construction of
of temcantonments; for
the construction
temporary huts, hospitals, and stables, and for
repairing public
buildings at
at
for repairing
public buildings
established posts, six hundred and twenty-four
thirty-eight
twenty-fbur thousand
thousand and
and thirty-eight
Contingencies
dollars.
dollars.
Contingencies
For
contingencies of
the army,
army, one
one hundred
hund red thousand
th ousan ddollars.
doll ars .
of the army.
For contingencies
of the
Medicaland

4j.

For the medical and hospital department, five hundred thousand
thousand dollars.

Medical and

hospital depart
departFor
repairs,thousand
improvements,
machinery at
the national
national armory,
National aroneFor
hundred
repairs,
improvements,
dollars. and
and new
new machinery
at the
armory, mory.
meis7attionat
one hundred thousand dollars.
mory.
For repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements at arsenals, including new, and additions
&rser3Abs•
rarsoal
to present, buildings, and machinery, tools, and fixtures, fifty thousand
thousand
dollars.
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Magazine for
Magazine
storing gunpow
dtog gunpowder.
Enlarging
Enlarging
Watervleit
Watervleit arsearsenal.
Fire-proof
buildings at
buildings
Schuylkill arsenal, Pa. kl are-

For purchase
purchase of site and erection of magazine
magazine for storing gunpowder,
two hundred
two
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the purchase
purchase of
enlarging the
the Watervleit
thirty
of land
land for
for enlarging
Watervleit arsenal,
arsenal, thirty
thousand dollars.
S
EC. 2.
it further
further enacted,
That the
the sum
of one
hundred and
and
SEC.
2. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
sum of
one hundred
forty-six
forty-six thousand
thousand dollars be, and the
same is
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
out of
of
the same
is hereby
any
moneys in
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
be disbursed
disbursed by
any moneys
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
by
Secretary of War
in the
the erection
fire proof
the Secretary
War in
erection of
of fire
proof buildings
buildings at
at or
or near
near
Schuylkill
Schuylkill arsenal in the State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
to be
as storehouses
be used
used as
storehouses
for government
government property
property at
at that
that post.
post.
S
EC. 3.
3. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
following sums
be and
Appropriation
Appropriation
SEC.
And be
it further
That the
the following
sums be
and
for
for,bureau of
appropriated, out of any money
the same are hereby appropriated,
money in the treasury
treasury not
not
refugees, freedrefugees,
otherwise appropriated,
of the
Refugees, Freedmen, and aban- otherwise
appropriated, for
for the
the support
support of
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Refugees,
Freeddoned lands.
lands,
men and Abandoned Lands for the fiscal
July first,
first,
fiscal year
year commencing
commencing July
eighteen hundred and
namely:
and sixty-six, namely:
Salaries of
of assistant
assistant and
and sub-assistant
sub-assistant commissioners,
one hunSalaries
of
The salaries of
commissioners, one
huncommissioners
commissioners
dred and
and forty-seven
forty-seven thousand
dred
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
and assistants.
Clerks.
For salaries of clerks eighty-two
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars.
eighty-two thousand
hundred dollars.
Stationery and
For
stationery
and
printing,
sixty-three•
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
thousand
sixty-three
and
printing,
stationery
For
Stationerygand
printing.
For
quarters and
and fuel,
fifteen thousand
thousand nine
Quarters and
For quarters
fuel, fifteen
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
fuel.
clothing
for
one
and seventy
fuel.
For
clothing
for
distribution,
one
million
one hundred
hundred and
seventy
Clothing for
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
distribution.
distribution.
Commissary
Commissary
For commissary stores, three million
one hundred
hundred and
million one
and six
six thousand
thousand
stores.
two
hundred and
dollars.
stores.
two hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
Medical deMedical
For medical
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
partment.
For
medical department,
department, five
dollars.
TransportaFor transportation, one million three hundred and twenty thousand
thousand
tion.
tion.
dollars.
School superFor
school superintendents,
superintendents, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
i ltende uperFor school
thousand dollars.
dollars.
intendents.
6chool-houses.
6chool-houses.
For repairs and rent
rent, of school-houses
asylums, five
five hundred
hundred
school-houses and asylums,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
'Telegraphing.
Telegraphing.
eighteen thousand dollars.
For telegraphing, eighteen
dollars.
AdvertiseAdvertiseSEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 4. And
And be it further
enacted, That the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's departments
for bids
ment shall
in all
all cases in
obtaining supplies
supplies for
the military
military service,
service, state
state
for contracts in ment
shall in
in obtaining
for the
quartermaster's
uartermasters in advertisements
for contracts,
contracts, that
preference shall
advertisements for
for bids
bids for
that a
a preference
shall be
be given
given
department, to
and manufacture,
price and
staete, &c.
& to. to
to articles
articles of
state,
of domestic
domestic production
production and
manufacture, conditions
conditions of
of price
and
Preference to
to quality being equal, and that such preference
preference shall
to articles
of
shall be
be given
given to
articles of
articles of Amerand manufacture,
manufacture, produced
produced on
on the
the Pacific
articles
ofAmer- American
American production
production and
Pacific coast,
coast, to
to
production.
can
production.
Pacific Coast. the extent
extent of the
consumption required
by the
public service
service there;
the consumption
required by
the public
there; and
and
in advertising for army supplies the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's department
shall reredepartment shall
quire all articles which are to be used in the States and Territories
Territories of
of
the Pacific coast to be delivered and inspected at points
points designated
designated in
in
Advertisements
Advertisements those States and Territories;
Territories; and
the advertisements
advertisements for
such supplies
and the
for such
supplies
in San Francisco
inSan Francisco shall be published in newspapers of the cities of San Francisco, in CaliCaliand Portland.
fornia, and
Oregon.
fornia,
and Portland,
Portland, in
in Oregon.
S
EC. 5.
5. And
be it
further enacted,
That section
section seventeen
of an
SEC.
And be
itfurther
enacted, That
seventeen of
an act
act enentitled
act to
to define
pay and
and emoluments
emoluments of
certain officers
of the
the
titled "An
An act
define the
the pay
of certain
officers of
a-rmy," approved July seventeenth,
army,"
seventeenth, eighteen hundred and
and
and sixty-two, and
aa resolution entitled "
" A resolution to authorize the President
President to
to assign
assign
the command
field or
department, to
to officers
the
command of
of troops
troops in
in the
the same
same field
or department,
officers of
of the
the
Vol.
ii. P.in
grade without
without regard
regard to
approved, April
eighteen
to seniority,"
seniority," approved,
April fourth,
fourth, eighteen
in617. same
hsame grade
Officers
military
or naval hundred and sixty-two,
militaryornaval
sixty-two, be and the
hereby repealed.
repealed. And
no
the same
same are hereby
And no
service,
time
service, in
in
time
in the military or naval
naval service shall in time of peace, be
dismissed
be dismissed
of peace, not to officer
and in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
of a
court-marb dismissed,
psmssedae,
et
from service
service except
except upon
upon and
be
ex- from
the sentence
sentence of
a court-marcept, &c.
&c.
tial to
tial
to that
that effect,
effect, or
or in
in commutation
commutation thereof.
thereof.
Superintendent
Superintendent
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 6. And be it
That the superintendent
superintendent of
of the
the
and officers of
Academy may
may hereafter
hereafter be
offianitaffcer
United States
States Military
Military Academy
military acade--f United
be selected,
selected, and
and the
the offimy may be se- cers on duty at that institution
any arm
arm of
the service;
service; and
and
institution detailed
detailed from
from any
of the
lected and dethe supervision
supervision and
and charge
charge of
the Academy
Academy shall
be in
leoted
and de- the
of the
shall be
in the
the War
War DepartDeparttailed from any
tailed
any ment
under such
such officer
or officers,
officers, as the Secretary
Secretary of War may assign to
arm offrom
the serment under
officer or
that
duty.
'vice.
vioe.
that duty.

Repeal of
of862,
Repeal
1862,
ch.
200, 4 17.
17.
ch. 200,
Vol.
xii.
p.
VoadP.
.696.
96.
and of Puib.
Pub.
Res
of
April4
Res.
April 4,
1862.
1862.
Vol. xii. p. 617.

THIRTY-NINTH
SESS.
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
I.. CH. 176, 177,
177, 178, 179.
179.

1866.
1866.
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SEC.
it further
enacted, That
That when
SEC. 7. And be it
further enacted,
when it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
em- iSoldiers
Soldiers emto emp
eo
r.5-endr la b
orers
ploy soldiers
the construction
construction of
military
soldiers as artificers or
or laborers
laborers in
in the
of permanent
permanent n
caer
or laborers
military works, public roads, or other constant
constant labor of not less than ten
in constant
constant labor
labor
ten in
days'
in any
ease, they
addition to
to their
th ei
r regular
regular ofnnot
s
es i
s
nthan
than
days' duration
duration in
any case,
they shall
shall receive
receive in
in addition
notayl
less
y
pay, the following additional
compensation therefor:
enli st
edm
e
n
,
wor
ki ng case
case tdo'
to have
have ex
additional compensation
therefor: enlisted
men, working
e".
as artificers,
artificers, and non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers
officers employed
employed as overseers of such tra pay.
work, not exceeding
exceeding one overseer
overseer for every twenty men, thirty-five cents Troops of enenper day, and enlisted
enlisted men employed as
per day;
day; gineer and
as laborers
laborers twenty
twenty cents
cents per
and ordbut such working parties shall only be authorized on the written order of
of nance department not
to have
ment
not to
a commanding officer.
a
officer. This
This allowance
is n
ott
pply to
t
o th
extra pay.
allowance of
of extra
extra pay
pay is
not
too a
apply
thee extra
pay. have
troops
the engineer
engineer and
and ordnance
troops of
of the
ordnance departments.
departments.
SEC. 8. Anc(be
And be it
it further enacted,
the all
owanc e now
de by
tor
ne
t
r
e
a
t
v
o
e
l
enacted, That
That the
allowance
now ma
made
by offiAcleir°s
officerswfor
travel
law to officers
officers travelling under orders where transportation
transportation is not furnished
furnished increased
increased
in kind shall be increased
increased to
mile.
to ten cents per
per mile.
A
PPROVED, July
July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP. CLXXVII.
-—An
An
CHAP.
CLXXVII .

Act relating
relating to
to Pilots
and Pilot
Act
Pilots and
Regulations.
Pilot Regulations.

July
July 13, 1866.

enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That no regulations
or provi- imake
No I
State
States
regulations
t
isa
c
t
e
r
i
nan
shall
5
discrimisions shall be adopted by any State of the United States of America which nation
nation in
sions
in rates
shall make any discrimination in the rate of pilotage
e_of
pilotage of
of
pilotage or
or half-pilotage
half-pilotage b
beof pilotage
sailing between
the ports
ports of
ofone
one State
St at
e and
an dvessels
vesse l
s sa
ili ngvessels.
certain
tween vessels
vessels sailing
between the
sailing
certain vessels.
between
between the ports of different States, or any discrimination
discrimination against
against vessels
propelled in whole or in part by steam, or against national vessels
vessels of
of the
the
Existing
disUnited States, and all existing regulations
regulations or provisions making any such
Existing discriminations
criminations
discrimination,
discrimination, as herein mentioned, are hereby
hereby annulled
annulled and abrogated. abrogated.
abrogated.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
CLXXVITI. -— An
to amend
CHAP .CLXXVITI.
An Act
Act to
Actmaking
ma king a
a Grant
Grant of
Lands to
to the
the
amend "An
"An Act
of Lands

ly
13 '
Ju
•13,
1866.
July
1866.

State of Minnesota
Mlinnesota to aid
aid in the Construction
Construction of
the Railroad
Railroadfrom
from St.
St. Paul
of the
Paul to
to Lake
Lake79. 1864, ch. 79.
Superior,"
Superior," -approved
*approved May
een h
un d
redan dsixty-four.
si
xty-four.
Vol.
p. 64.
64.
May fifth,
fifth, eight
eighteen
hundred'and
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and fouse
House of
of the
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States of America in
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the act
act enThat section
section one
one of
en- If
If land
land intendintendtitled ""An act making a
t
o the
th e State
St at
e of
ofMinnesota
Mi nnesota to a
idnted
L(1:
t granted
Tab
a grant
grant of
of lands to
aid
ed to be

in the construction of the railroad from Saint Paul to Lake Superior," is defcent byrapproved May fifth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, be amended by add- ness of boundary
ing thereto the following:
Providedfurther,
in„rr
following: Provided
further, That in case it
it shall
shall appear,
appear, how
line odfetfilciejeSnteavte,
of
the State,
deficiency
when the line of the Lake Superior and Mississippi railroad
railroad is definitely
may be
be made
made
definitely may
located,
located, that the quantity
quantity of land intended to be
by the
said act
act up.
be granted
granted by
the said
up.
in aid of the construction
construction of the said road shall
deficient by
shall be deficient
by reason
reason of
of
the line thereof running near the boundary line of the said State of
of MinMinnesota, the said company shall be entitled to take from
from other public
public lands
lands
of the United States within thirty miles of the west line of said
said road
such
road such
Provided, That
an amount of lands as shall make up such deficiency:
deficiency: Provided,
That
the same shall be taken in alternate
alternate odd sections
sections as
as provided
for in
in said
said Odd
provided for
Odd sections.
sections.
act.

approved
in the construction
May fifth, of
eighteen
the railroad
hundred
from
andSaint
sixty-four,
Paul be
to amended
Lake Superior,"
by add_ ness
reason
of boundary
of

APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
13, 1866.
1866.
July 13,
CHAP. CLXXIX.
to certain
certain Persons
Persons the
the Privilege
CHAP.
CLXXIX. -— An Act to extend to
Privilege of
of Admission,
in July13,1866.
Admission, in
to the
Government
Asylum
certain
Cases, to
certain Cases,
the United
United States
States Governm
en t
Asylum for
for the
the Insane.
Insane.
July 13, 1866.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Civilians in
States
assembled, That civilians employed in the
tiC
ariv
teir
lim
an
asin
ste es
service of
the United
United States,
Stat es ,in
i
n th
quar t
ermaster'
s department
department and
quartermaster's
service
of the
thee quartermaster's
and the
the and
subsistence
subsistence
subsistence
subsistence department
department of the army, who may be, or may
hereafter be_
may hereafter
be- departments
departments.
come,
em pl oymen t, s
hall b
dm i
tte d on
m
oa
l
y
ns
b
a
e
nadmitted
a
edzr y
tt.ed
come, insane
insane while in such employment,
shall
bee aadmitted
on the order t
mat
be
t
of
um, if, &c.
&.
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of War, the same as persons belonging to the army and llum,
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THI RTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 179,
179, 180,
181, 182.
182.
180,181,
SEss.

1866.
1866.

navy,
the benefits
benefits of
of the
the asylum
asylum for
insane in
Coof CoDistrict of
the District
in the
the insane
for the
to the
navy, to
lumbia,
as now
now provided
provided by
law in
in reference
reference to
soldiers and sailors in
the
in the
to soldiers
by law
lumbia, as

army
navy.
and navy.
army and
Sac.
2. And
it further
further enacted,
the following
classes of
of perperfollowing classes
That the
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC. 2.
What classes
of
(
3,1ersT and
rc.
1 sons,
the following
following circumstances,
shall be entitled to admission to
circumstances, shall
under the
sons, under
of 1
persons
cir-what mar
under
cumstances
y said
of War,
in the
army, or
or the
the
the army,
if in
War, if
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
order of
the order
on the
asylum on
said asylum
may
cumstances
be
admitted
Secretary of
the Navy, if in the navy, to wit:
of the
to Secretary
be admitted to
the
First.
First. Men who, while in the service of the United States, in the army
the asylum.
asylum.
Men formerly
formerly or navy, have been admitted to said asylum, and have been thereafter
admitted, &e.
admitted, &c. or navy, have been admitted to said asylum, and have been thereafter
discharged therefrom
therefrom on
the supposition
supposition that
that they
they had rcovered
rcovered their reaon the
discharged
son, and
have, within
within three
three years
after such
discharge, become again insuch discharge,
years after
and have,
son,
sane from
causes existing
at the
discharge, and have no
such discharge,
of such
time of
the time
existing at
from causes
sane
adequate means
means of support.
adequate
Indigent
Second. Indigent insane persons, who have been in the same service
Indigent insane,
and
been discharged
discharged therefrom
therefrom on account
account of disability arising from such
and been
&c.
ane, &e.
What classes

insanity.
insanity.

Indigent insane persons, who have become insane within three
Third. Indigent
years
such service
from causes which arose during
service from
from such
discharge from
after discharge
years after
and
were produced
service.
by said
said service.
produced by
and were
A PPROVED, July 13, 1866.
APPROVED,

July 18,
18, 1866.
1866. CHAP'
CHAP: CLX.xX
An Act
Whitehall, New York,
the Town
Town of Whitehall,
making the
provide for making
to provide
Act to
-An
CLXXX..—
Jnly
a Port
a
Port of Delivery.

Be
by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Whitehall, N. States
in Congress
Whitehall, in
Whitehall,
Congress assembled, That the town of Whitehall,
America in
of America
States of
a port the
Y., made a
the State
State of
of New
New York,
which by existing
existing law is a
a port through which
which
which
York,
of delivery in
imported merchandise
merchandise may
be exported in bond and for drawback to the
may be
collection discollection
imported
trict of Cham- adjacent
adjacent British
North American
American provinces,
provinces, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby,
British North
plain.
constituted
of delivery
Champlain,
delivery within the collection district of Champlain,
port of
constituted aaport
authorized by law, shall there reside,
that aadeputy collector, as now authorized
and that
who shall
receive the
compensation as is now paid to the deputy
the same compensation
shall receive
who
collector now stationed at that port.
A
PPROVED, July
July 13,
13, 1866.
APPROVED,

four of an Act making
July
CLXXXI.—An
the Benefits of Section four
to extend the
-An Act to
CHAP. CLXXXI.
1865. CHAP.
13, 1865.
July 13,
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
1865
81 §§44.
Appropriations
Support of
of the
year ending June
Army for the year
the Army
the Support
for the
Appropriationsfor
ch. 81
1865, ch.
Vol.'xiii.
p:497.
hundred
sixty-six, approved
approved March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five.
hundred and
Mlarch third,
and sixty-six,
hundred and
497.
xiii. p.
Vol.
Three months'
months'
Three
pay to officers of
volunteers
below
ofbri
rank of
the rank
the
brigadier
general.
adier-general.

J
uly 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
July

Right of way
way
granted to
to the
the
granted
Placerville and
Placerville
Sacramento
Railroad ComRailroad
pany,
railfor railpany, for
road and telegraph.

United
House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the United
Be
of an act enStates of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section four
four of
That section
in Congress
America in
of America
States
the support of the army for the
for the
titled ""An
act making
appropriations for
making appropriations
An act
titled
year ending
and sixty-six,"
be to
to consixty-six," be
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
year

provided for therein,
strued as
the three
therein,
three months' pay proper, provided
to the
entitle to
to entitle
as to
strued
brigadier-general who were in
volunteers below the rank of brigadier-general
of volunteers
officers of
all officers
service on the third day of March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and
and
service
mustered
whose
presented and accepted, or who were mustered
were presented
resignations were
whose resignations
out
their own
honorably discharged
discharged from the seror otherwise
otherwise honorably
own request, or
out at
at their
vice after the ninth day of April, eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
A PPR OVED, July 13, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

and TeleRailroaaand
Construction of a
in the Construction
granting Aid in
- An Act granting
CHAP.CLXXXII.
CLXXXII.—
a Railroaa
CHAP.
California.
graph
Folsom to the Town
Placerville, in the State of Cal
?fornia.
Town of Placerville,
Line from the Town of Folsom
graphLine

Representatives of the United
Be
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the right of way through
America in
of America
States
the
the public lands be, and the same is hereby, granted to the Placerville
under
and
Valley Railroad
Railroad Company, a
a corporation existing
existing under
and Sacramento Valley
the
the State
State of
legislature
of California, and designated by the legislature
of the
laws of
the laws
thereof; to
to construct
the road
hereinafter named,
and
named, and to its successors and
road hereinafter
construct the
thereof,

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. L
L C
u. 182.
SESS.
CH.

1866.
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assigns, for
the construction
of a
a railroad
railroad and
and telegraph
the
telegraph line
line from
from the
assigns,
for the
construction of
town
town of
Placerville 'in
said State;
State; and
the right
town of Folsom
Folsom to
to the
the town
of Placerville,
in said
and the
right
is
said corporation
corporation to
from the
adjacent
is hereby
hereby given
given to
to said
to take
take from
the public
public lauds
lands adjacent
to the
line of
of said
road, material
material for
the construction
said right
Material
to
the line
said road,
for the
construction thereof;
thereof; said
right for
Mateital for
constntotion.
of
is granted
granted to
railroad to
to the
the extent
of one
one hundred
hundred feet
feet in
in
of way
way is
to said
said railroad
extent of
width on
side of
road where
where it
over the
lands;
width
on each
each side
of said
said road
it may
may pass
pass over
the public
public lands;
also,
all necessary
necessary ground
buildings, workshops,
ma- Stations, workalso, all
ground for
for station
station buildings,
workshops, depots,
depots, machine-shops, switches,
side tracks,
and water
shops,
chine-shops,
switches, side
tracks, turn-tables,
turn-tables, and
water stations.
stations.&c.
shops, &c.
SEC. 2.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That there
be, and
and is
is hereby,
granted Lands
Lands granted
granted
SEC.
2. And
enacted, That
there be,
hereby, granted
to msaid
a rait
i
o
roa
aild
Sacramento Valley
Valley Railroad
Company, its
its successucces- co
to the
the Placerville
Placerville and
and Sacramento
Railroad Company,
to
said
railroad
company to aid
sors and
and assigns,
assigns, for
the purpose
of aiding
the construction
said in
construesors
for the
purpose of
aiding in
in the
construction of
of said
in the construrailroad and
telegraph line,
safe and
speedy transportatransporta.. t
on of
of the
the road,
railroad
and telegraph
line, and
and to
to secure
secure the
the safe
and speedy
tion
road,
public stores
stores over
over the
the &c
*
tion of
of the mails,
mails, troops,
troops, munitions
munitions of
of war,
war, and
and public
&o.
route of
of said
line of
of railway,
alternate section
section of
not
Certain lands
route
said line
railway, every
every alternate
of public
public land,
land, not
containing
gold or
silver, designated
by odd
odd numbers,
numbers, to
the amount
amount of
eexempted
xemptet
dfrom
from
containing gold
or silver,
designated by
to the
of t
he
ten alternate
sections per
mile, on
side of
said railroad
railroad line,
saidgthe grant.
ten
alternate sections
per mile,
on each
each side
of said
line, as
as said
company
may adopt,
adopt, whenever,
on the
thereof, the
the United
United States
company may
whenever, on
the line
line thereof,
States
have
full title,
reserved, sold,
granted, or
or otherwise
and
have full
title, not
not reserved,
sold, granted,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
free
pre-emption or
or other
claims or
rights at
at the
the line
line of
of
free from
from pre-emption
other claims
or rights
the time
time the
said road
and a
in the
of the
the
said
road is
is definitely
definitely fixed,
fixed, and
a plat
plat thereof
thereof filed
filed in
the office
office of
Commissioner
General Land Office; Provided,
Itl i
ine
dral" not
not
Commissioner of the General
Provided, That the word "Mineral"
to include iron
i
.
or
"
mineral," when
when it
it occurs
in this
shall not
be held
include iron
or ct%
" mineral,"
occurs in
this act,
act, shall
not be
held to
to include
iron or
coal cianlron
lands. or
coal.
SEC. 3.
be it
enacted, That
That whenever
said Placerville
and Lands,
Lands, when
SEC.
3. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
whenever said
Placerville and
Sacramento Valley
Valley Railroad
Railroad Company
Company shall
ten consecutive
ho the
Sacramento
shall have
have ten
consecutive miles
miles vTelt:dor."and
toheb
tlebe
ested in t
of any portion of said railroad and telegraph
service company.
telegraph line
line ready
ready for the
the service
contemplated, the President of
United States
States shall
shall appoint
appoint three
comcontemplated,
of the United
three commissioners to
appear that
consecnmissioners
to examine
examine the
the same, and if
if it
it shall appear
that ten miles
miles of Ten consecusaid railroad
telegraph line have been completed
miles,'&.
railroad and telegraph
completed in a
agood and sub- tive miles
&C "
all respects
respects as
as required
required by
act, the
the commiscommis- commissioners.
stantial manner,
manner, and
and in
in all
by this
this act,
Commissioners.
sioners shall
so report
report to
to the
the President
the United
sioners
shall so
President of
of the
United States,
States, and
and patents
patents
be issued
issued to
to said
company, confirming
to said
said
of lands, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall be
said company,
confirming to
cotercompany the
the right
right and title to said
said lands,
lands, situated opposite
opposite to
to and
and coterminous with said completed section of said road, unless said
said lands are
are
by the
exceptions of
this act.
act. And
from time
whenever
covered by
the exceptions
of this
And from
time to
to time
time, whenever
ten
additional miles
miles shall
shall have
have been
been co
ns t
ru cted, completed,
compl eted, and
and in
in readiten additional
constructed,
readiness, as aforesaid, and verified by the commissioners to the President of
the United States, then patents shall be issued to said company, conveyconveying
additional sections
of land,
land, as
aforesaid: arid
so on
as fast
fast as
as
ing the
the additional
sections of
as aforesaid:
and so
on as
every ten miles of said road is completed, as aforesaid:
aforesaid: Provided,
That
Provided,That
said commissioners
commissioners named in this section shall be paid,
paid, by the company, Pay of cornten
for the
time actually
ac t
ua lly employed,
em pl oyed, an
t
en cen
t
snussioners.
per miss loners.
ten dollars
dollars per
per day
day for
the time
andd ten
cents
per
mile
for
the
distance
actually
and
necessarily
travelled
each
way.
mile for the distance actually and necessarily travelled each way.
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
it further
That said
Sacra- Railroad
Railroad and
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
said Placerville
Placerville and
and Sacraand
te
t
ole
bgraph, t
h
ro
wt,
e
mento Valley railroad
how
railroad shall be constructed
constructed in aasubstantial and workmanworkman- telegraph,
to be constructlike manner,
manner, with
with all
all the
ea. emns 11
like
the necessary
necessary drains,
drains, culverts,
culverts, bridges,
bridges, viaducts,
viaducts, ed.
crossings, turnouts, stations,
crossings,
stations, and
and watering-places,
watering-places, and
and all
all other
other appurteappurtenances, including
furniture and
and rolling
rolling stock,
stock, equal
equal in
in all
all respects
respects to
to railrailnances,
including furniture
roads of the first class, when prepared
prepared for business, with
with rails of
of the
the best
best
uniform gauge
quality, manufactured
manufactured from American
American iron,
iron, and
and a
a uniform
gauge shall be
be
established the
the entire
entire length
of the
road. And
And there
shall be
established
length of
the road.
there shall
be constructed
constructed
a
telegraph line
line of
of the
the most
most substantial
substantial and
and approved
approved description,
description, to
to be
a telegraph
be
operated on
entire route:
route: Provided,
Provided, That
That said
said company
not
operated
on the
the entire
company shall
shall not
charge
higher rates
rates to
its officers
or agents,
they do
do Rates
Rates for telecharge higher
to the
the government,
government, its
officers or
agents, than
than they
graphic service.
to
individuals for
for telegraphic
s
erv i
ce ,
an
atth
sa id railroad
shall be
be graphic service.
to individuals
telegraphic service,
anddth
that
thee said
railroad shall
a public highway
and remain a
highway for the use of the government
government of the United Road to be aa
tedietY'
States free of all toll or other charge upon the transportation of any 1:n11d1)
public
highway,
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thereof, arrival
arrival and
kept
and any
any necessary
and kept
until tax
tax is
paid,
shall have been paid, but nothing
herein
contained
shall
authorize
herein
contained
shall
authorize
any
until
is
paid,
...
bein
whichmust
a
l
a
u
y
s
s.
t
in
delay
of said
said taxes
taxes for
than ninety
ninety days
the ninety
nwihneicthn
be
delay of the payment
payment of
for more
more than
days from
from the
ydays.b
date of the permits; and when cotton shall
shall have
have been
been weighed
weighed and
and
permit shall
shall have
have been
without prepayment
marked for
for which a
a permit
been granted
granted without
prepayment
of the tax, it shall be the duty of the
such permit
permit to
the assessor granting
granting such
to give
give Assessor
Assessor to
to
immediate notice of
the collector
collector of
of internal
internal revenue
revenue for
for notify
oraf)tietymciiotsitegcrrzt_
immediate
of such
such permit
permit to
to the
collector
of permits grantthe district to which said cotton is to be transported,
transported, and he shall
ed Pwhen
tax is
is
shall also ed
when tax
transmit
a statement
transmit therewith a
statement of the taxes due thereon,
of the
not paid,
paid, &c.
thereon, and
and of
the bonds
bonds not
&c.
or other securities for the payment thereof, and
full returns
returns
and he shall make
make full
and statements of
revenue.
of the
the same
same to the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue.
SEC.
itfurther
enacted, That it shall be unlawful, from and
SEC. 5. And be it
fitrther enacted,
and Transportanea
Transportatlou
after
of September,
hundred and
sixty-six, for
opfiacotton
c
c
o
e
ttoo
f
npfrom
t
ro
ro d
m
u
after the first
first day
day of
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
for the
the of
place of producowner, master, supercargo, agent, or other person having
having charge
charge of
unless
of any
any tion,
tion, unless
vessel, or for any railroad
railroad company,
other transportation
company, or
&c., forvessel,
company, or other
transportation company,
or marked,
marked,&c.,forfor any common carrier, or other person,
attempt to
person, to convey, or attempt
to convey,
convey, bidden;
bidden;
or transport
transport any cotton, the growth
growth or produce of the United States,
States,
from any point in the district in which it shall have been
produced, unless
from
any State
been produced,
from any
State
h ti
w
rod
bi
cbce cotton
c
t
o
to
tton
each bale or package
package thereof shall have attached
attached to or accompanying
accompanying it the
the n pw
ich
proper marks or evidence
evidence of the payment of the revenue tax and aaperper any other
other place
place
mit of the
removal, or
or the
permit of
as without
the collector
collector for such
such removal,
the permit
of the
the assessor,
assessor, as
without certificertifihereinbefore provided,
regulations of the
hereinbefore
provided, under regulations
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal eate
cate,'&c.
revenue, subject
subject to the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
or to
to
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, or
convey or transport
transport any cotton
from any
any State
is procotton from
State in
in which
which cotton
cotton is
produced
port or
or place
place in
the United
States without
without a
acertificate
certificate from
duced to
to any
any port
in the
United States
from
the collector of internal revenue of the district from which
which it was
was brought,
brought,
and such other evidence as the commissioner
commissioner of internal
subinternal revenue,
revenue, subject to the approval
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, may
may prescribe, that
that
the tax has been paid thereon, or the permit
permit of the
as hereinbehereinbethe assessor
assessor as
fore provided, and such certificate and evidence as aforesaid shall
shall be
be furfurnished to the
collector of
to which
it is
is transported,
the collector
of the
the district
district to
which it
transported, and
and his
his
obtained before landing,
permit obtained
landing, discharging,
discharging, or delivering
delivering such cotton
at
cotton at
the place
to which
which it
it is
as aforesaid.
person or
the
place to
is transported
transported as
aforesaid. And
And any
any person
or
persons who shall violate
of this
this act
respect, or
who Penalty.
persons
violate the provisions
provisions of
act in
in this
this respect,
or who
Penalty.
shall convey or attempt to convey
convey from
from any
any State
State in
which cotton
in which
cotton is
is proproduced
duced to any port or place without the United
any cotton
cotton upon
upon
United States
States any
which the tax has not been paid, shall be liable
one hunhun- Fine.
liable to
to a
a penalty of
of one
Fine.
dred dollars for each bale of cotton
cotton so
so conveyed
conveyed or
or atator transported,
transported, or
tempted to be conveyed
conveyed or
transported, or
imprisonment for
for not
tempted
or transported,
or to
to imprisonment
not more
more Imprisonment.
Imprisonment.
than one year,
year, or both; and all vessels and vehicles
employed in
such Vessels
and
vehicles employed
in such
Vessels and
vehicles and cot
conveyance or transportation
transportation shall be liable
conveyance
liable to seizure
ven
ta hif
e
a
l
r
e
f
s
eia
te
nt, c°t
seizure and forfeiture,
forfeiture, by
by ton
forfeited.
proceedings in any court of
proceedings
States having
competent jurisdicjurisdicof the
the United States
having competent
tion. And all cotton so shipped
to be
be shipped
shipped or
shipped or attempted
attempted to
or transtransported without payment of the tax, or the execution
execution of
of such
such transportation
transportation
bonds or other security,
provided in
this act,
act, shall
be forfeited
forfeited to
security, as
as provided
in this
shall be
to the
the
United States, and the proceeds
according to
to the
proceeds thereof distributed
distributed according
the statstatute in like cases provided.
provided.
SEC.
6. And be it
SEC. 6.
it further enacted, That upon articles
articles manufactured
manufactured Drawback
Drawback
exclusively
upon
manufacexclusively from cotton, when exported, there shall be allowed
allowed as a
adrawdraw- 1
:IT inanufactures exclusiveback an amount equal to the internal tax which shall have been assessed ly of cotton.
back
and paid
an amount
upon such
equal articles
to the internal
in theirtax
finished
which condition,
shall have
and
been
in addition
assessed i
;
t0
eCcYtons.1
and paid upon such articles in their finished condition, and in addition
thereto a
a drawback or allowance
allowance of as
pound upon
the dAmount of
as many
many cents per
per pound
upon the
rawback ;
pound of'
of cotton cloth, yarn,
yarn, thread,
fabrics, ma
nu f
act ure d exc
l
u-drawback;
thread, or
or knit
knit fabrics,
manufactured
exclusively from cotton and exported, as shall have been assessed and
sivelyand paid
paid in
the form of an internal tax upon the raw cotton entering
entering into
the manumanuinto the
facture
facture of said cloth or
the amount
amount of
of such
allowance or
or other article,
article, the
such allowance
or h w to b
drawback to
in such
such manner
manner as
as may
ma y b
rescr ib edby
by th
rtlined .e asdrawback
to be ascertained
ascertained in
bee p
prescribed
thee „
certained.
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commissioner
of internal
internal revenue,
under the
direction of the Secretary
the direction
revenue, under
commissioner of
of the
Treasury ;
so much
much of
of section
seventy-one of
of
and seventy-one
hundred and
one hundred
section one
; and
and so
the Treasury
of
Repeal of part the act of June thirty, eighteen hundred
and
sixty-four,
"
To
provide
ininprovide
To
"
sixty-fbur,
and
hundred
eighteen
Repeal of part the act of June thirty,
of 1864,
revenue to
to support
government, to
interest on the public
pay interest
to pay
the government,
support the
ternal revenue
173, ternal
ch. 173,
1864, ch.
of
§
171.
Vol. xiii. p. 302. debt, and for other purposes,"
as
now
provides for
drawback on
on manumanuaa drawback
for
provides
now
as
purposes,"
other
for
and
debt,
tl. xiii. p. 302.
factured cotton,
cotton, is
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
factured
Manufacturers
SEC. 7. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That it
be the
the duty
duty of
every
of every
shall be
it shall
it further
be it
7. And be
SEC.
Manufacturers
of
in disdis- person,
firm, or
or corporation,
corporation, manufacturing
manufacturing cotton for any purpose whatperson, firm,
cotton in
of cotton
produc- ever, in any district where cotton is
trict
production toofmake
to return
assessor or
the assessor
to the
return to
produced, to
edu ever, in any district where cotton is produced,
tiottof
monthly
stateassistant assessor
assessor of
manufacture is carried on,
in which such manufacture
district in
the district
of the
assistant
monthly state-

and verified by his oath or
by him,
writing, signed
in writing,
statement in
a true
ment to assessor a
true statement
signed by
him , and verified by his oath or
under oath.
affirmation,
on
or
before
the
tenth
day
of
each
month; and the first stateeach
of
day
tenth
the
before
or
on
affirmation,
der
oth.

i
Mer tooath.essor
t

Fir4 statement ment
so rendered
before the
the tenth
tenth day
day of
of August,
August, eighteen
eighteen
or before
on or
be on
shall be
rendered shall
ment so
Firststatement

hundred
sixty-six, and
state the quantity
quantity of cotton which such
shall state
and shall
and sixty-six,
hundred and
manufacturer
had
on
hand
unmanufactured,
or in process
process of manumannunmanufactured,
and
hand
on
had
manufacturer
facture,
on the
first day
said month
statement
and each subsequent statement
month;;and
of said
day of
the first
facture, on
statements.
shall
show the
whole quantity
in pounds,
cotton purchased
purchased
of cotton
weight, of
gross weight,
pounds, gross
quantity in
the whole
shall show
statements.
or
obtained,
and
the
whole
quantity
consumed
by
any business or
in
him
by
consumed
quantity
whole
the
and
or obtained,
process of
manufacture during
the last
preceding calendar
calendar month, and the
last preceding
during the
of manufacture
process
quantity and
and character
the goods
therefrom; and every
manufactured therefrom;
goods manufactured
of the
character of
quantity
shall enter
he shall
Books to be
such manufacturer
consumer shall
shall keep
keep a
a book,
which he
enter
in which
book, in
or consumer
manufacturer or
Books to be such
kept
and entries
entries the
the quantity,
pounds, of
of cotton
cotton which he has on hand on the first day
in pounds,
quantity, in
kept and
made therein;
of August,
eighteen hundred
each quantity or lot purhundred and sixty-six, and each
August, eighteen
made therein of
chased
'
or
obtained
by
him
thereafter;
the
when and the party or
time
thereafter;
him
by
chased or obtained
parties
from whom
whom the
the same
same was
was obtained;
obtained; the
the quantity
quantity of said cotton, if
parties from
any,
which is
the growth
growth of
of the
collection district where
where the same is manthe collection
is the
any, which
marked
ufactured;
the quantity,
if any,
any, which
which has not been weighed and marked
quantity, if
ufactured; the
by
any officer
officer herein
weigh and mark the same; the quanauthorized to weigh
herein authorized
by any
tity,
if any,
any, upon
upon which
had not
not been paid, so far as can be ascertax had
the tax
which the
tity, if
tained, before
inanufacture thereof;
thereof; and also the quantities
quantities used or
the manufacture
before the
tained,
manufacture or
disposed of
by him
time to
process of manufacture
time in any process
to time
from time
him from
of by
disposed
otherwise, and
and the
character of the product thereof,
thereof, which
which
quantity and character
the quantity
otherwise,
to be
be open
to book
book shall,
shall, at all times during business hours, be open to the inspection
inspection
open to
to
collector or deputy collectors of the
assessors, collector
the
assessor, assistant
the
assistant assessors,
the assessor,
inspection ofofof the
the inspection
revenue officers.
pay
manufacturer shall
inspectors, or of revenue
revenue
ocersdistrict,
district, inspectors,
revenue agents;
agents; and such manufacturer
shall pay
herein
tax herein
Tax
be paid
monthly to
to the
the collector,
collector, within
within the
the time prescribed
prescribed by law, the tax
paid monthly
tobe
Tax to
him in
monthly.
specified,
subject to
to no
no deductions,
all cotton
cotton so
so consumed
consumed by
by hint
on all
deductions, on
specified, subject
monthly,
paid;
any manufacture,
manufacture, and on which
which no excise
excise tax has previously
previously been paid;
any
Penalty
for
and
such manufacturer
manufacturer or person whose duty it is so to do, who
every such
and every
Penalty for
neglecting to
shall
refuse to
make such returns to the assessor, or to keep
to make
neglect or refuse
shall neglect
to
neglecting
make returns or
keep books, or
such
book,
or
who
shall
make
or fraudulent
fraudulent returns, or make false
false or
keep books, or such book, or who shall make false
the
making false
false rein such
such book,
procure the same to be so done, in addition to
to the
or procure
book, or
entries in
re- entries
making
turns, Sm.;
&c. &c. to
cotton,
payment off the tax to be assessed
assessed thereon, shall forfeit to the United States
&c. to payment
otton,
be
forfeited;
all cotton
products of cotton in his possession, and shall be liable
all products
and all
cotton and
all
be forfeited;
thousand
fine, or
or imprisimpris- to a
a penalty of not less than one thousand nor more than five thousand
fine,
onment.
onmenat.
exceeddollars, to
recovered with costs of suit, or to imprisonment
imprisonment not exceedto be
be recovered
dollars,
nment
ing two
years, in the discretion -of the court; and any person or persons
persons
two years,
ing
False
oath, &c., who
any false
oath or
affirmation in relation to any matter or
or affirmation
false oath
make any
shall make
who shall
Falseoath,&c.,
to the
subject to
be subject
shall be
thing herein
herein required shall be guilty
tn
0-nay of perjury, and
and shall
the
in this matter to thing
be perjury,
Provided,That
punishment prescribed
by existing
statutes for that offence:
offence: Provided,
existing statutes
prescribed by
punishment
beperjury
the
Tax on
on mannherein contained
contained shall be construed in any manner to affect the
nothing herein
mann- nothing
Tax
goods manfor any tax imposed by law on the goods
not
factured
affected,
goods liability
liability of
of any
manperson for
any person
goods
facttred
ufactured from
from such cotton.
ufactured
the provisions
That the
Provisions
of
S
EC. 8.
8. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
provisions of the act of
enacted, That
it further
SEC.
Provisions of
and sixty-four, as amended
law
concerning June
June thirty,
amended by the ace
aei. of
hundred and
eighteen hundred
thirty, eighteen
law concerning
the collection,
assessment
the
relating
&c.,oftaxes,&c.,
March
third,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-five,
relating
to
assessment
sixty-five,
and
hundred
&c. oftaxeso,&c. March third, eighteen
proceedings and
applicable
the of
of taxes
taxes and enforcing the collection of the same, and all proceedings
to the
applicable to
et
c,
a on cotton,
collection of
assessment and collection
thereto, shall apply to the assessment
reme dies relating
relating thereto,
of
remedies
tcx on cotton,
the
fines, and
provi.
and penalties imposed by, and not inconsistent with, the provitax, fines,
the tax,

when to
made
be made
to be
when
and what to
state.
and what to
Subsequent
Subsequent
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101

sions
commissioner of intersins of the preceding sections of this act; and the commissioner
nal revenue, subject to the approval
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
make all necessary rules and regulations for ascertaining
ascertaining the weight
and reguweight of
of all
all Rules
Rules and
reguappropriately marking the same, and generally
lations.
cotton to be assessed,
assessed, and for appropriately
generally laticus•
for carrying into effect the foregoing
foregoing provisions.
provisions. And
of the
And the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Treasury is authorized
authorized to appoint all necessary inspectors, weighers,
Treasury
weighers, and Appointment
Appointment
markers of cotton, whose compensation
compensation shall be determined
com- °
,°,f
,,f
,:i.pel
i
l
gee
r
e
srsad
1°„Z
determined by
by the commissioner
sioner of internal revenue,
revenue, and paid
as inspeci
ns p
ec -markers,
maers,
,
&c.
paid in
in the same
same manner
manner as
mis
il
&e.
tors of tobacco are paid.
SEC. 9.
further enacted,
"An
9. And be it further
enacted, That the act entitled "
An act to Amendments
Amendments
provide internal
revenue to
to support
to pay
interest on
t
e
o
h.
a
t
no
.
f1864,
provide
internal revenue
support the
the government,
government, to
pay interest
on the
the to^
lt7f1864
purposes," approved
public debt, and for other purposes,"
approved June thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, as amended
amended by
eighteen hunhunby the
the act of
of March
March third,
third, eighteen
dred
dred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, be, and the
hereby, amended
as follows,
follows, viz:
viz:
the same
same is
is hereby,
amended as
That section five be amended
amended by adding thereto the following: And
And Section
Section s.
5.
any inspector, or revenue agent, or any special agent appointed
appointed by the Penalty
Penalty upon
upon
Secretary of the
Secretary
Treasury, who
rec ei ve any
an ycompensacomp ensa -inspectors,
the Treasury,
who shall
shall demand
demand or
or receive
inspector,
ion.&c.
for
extortio
tion, fee, or reward,
reward, other
other than such as are
are provided by law
in reopp ression.or
n
law for,
for, or
or in
re- oppression.
gard
performance of his official
official duties, or shall be
gard to, the performance
be guilty of
of any
any
extortion or wilful oppression in the discharge
discharge of such duties, shall, upon
upon
conviction thereof
thereof in any circuit
circuit or
United States
or district
district court
court of
of the
the United
States
having
thereof, be subject to a
a fine of
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof,
of not exceeding
exceeding one thou- Fine; imprisimpris onment;
dismissand dollars,
dollars, or
to imprisonment
not e
x ceedi ng one
r,
or both,
at the
the sal
onment
sand
or to
imprisonment for
for not
exceeding
one yea
year,
or
both, at
office
sa lfrom;dismisdiscretion of the court, and shall be dismissed
dismissed from office,
shall be
disqualification,
office, and
and shall
be disqualification,
forever
forever disqualified
disqualified from holding any
of the
the &c.
&c .
any office under
under the government
government of
United States.
States. And one half
half of
imposed shall
be for
use One
half of fine
of the
the fine
fine so imposed
shall be
for the
the use
Onehalfoffine
of the United
United States, and the other half for
to the
United
for the use
use of
of the person,
person, to
to be
be to
the United
States and
one
ascertained by
judgment of
of the
court, who
who shall
rst give
give the
informa- half
States
one
ascertained
by the
the judgment
the court,
shall fi
first
the informato and
informer.
half
whereby any such fine may be
tion whereby
be imposed.
imposed.
That section eight be amended
amended by striking, out of said section all after
Section 8.
8.
the words ""until an appointment
appointment filling
filling the vacancy
vacancy shall be
be made."
made."
That
by striking
striking out
out all
after the
the enacting
Section 14.
That section fourteen
fourteen be
be amended
amended by
all after
enacting Section
14.
clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
following: That
perthereof the following:
That in case
case any person shall be absent
absent from his or her
residence or place
at the
her residence
place of
of business at
the
time an assistant assessor
assessor shall call for the annual list or return,
return, and no
return has been rendered by such
annual list or return
assistant Assistant
Assistant assuch person to
to the assistant
assessors
sessors when
when to
to
assessor as required
assessor
required by law, it shall be the duty of such
such assistant assessor notify
notify persons to
to
to leave at such place of residence
residence or business,
business, with some one of
suitable render
lists.
of suitable
render lists.
present, otherwise
age and discretion, if such be present,
otherwise to deposit in
in the nearest
nearest
office, aa note or memorandum, addressed to such
post office,
requiring
such person,
person, requiring
him or her to render
return required
render to such assistant assessor the list
list or
or return
required
by law within ten days from the
memorandum, verithe date
date of such
such note
note or memorandum,
veriaffirmation. And if any person,
c
f
tp
to
s
e
o
n
n
d
s
e
n
r
egfied by oath or affirmation.
person, on
notified or
on being notified
or le
Ii
persons
neglect
toerr
render
aforesaid, shall refuse
required as aforesaid,
refuse or neglect
return lists,
or render
neglect to
to render
render such list
list or
or return
lists, or
render
within the time required as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
without notice,
notice, as
lists, assesor if
if any
any person without
as false
false lists,
assesSOT may summon
aforesaid, shall not deliver
a monthly or other list or return at the time tsormaysunea
aforesaid,
deliver a
them to appear,
required by law, or if any person shall deliver or disclose to any assessor produce
produce books,
or assistant assessor any list,
statement, or return
return which,
which, in the
opinion of
of &c.
list, statement,
the opinion
&o.
the assessor, is false or
or fraudulent,
fraudulent, or
any understatement
or contains
contains any
understatement or
or
undervaluation, it
summon such
such person,
person,
undervaluation,
it shall
shall be
be lawful
lawful for the
the assessor to
to summon
his agent, or
of books
books of
or other
other person
person having
having possession,
possession, custody,
custody, or
or care
care of
of
containing entries relating
relating to
account containing
to the trade or business of
of such
such person,
person,
or any other person he
such assessor
assessor
he may deem
deem proper,
proper, to appear before
before such
and produce such book, at aatime
to give
testime and
and place
place therein
therein named,
named, and
and to
give tesinterrogatories under oath or affirmation respecting
respecting any
any
timony or answer interrogatories
objects liable to tax as aforesaid, or
statements, or returns thereof,
or the lists, statements,
thereof,
trade,,business, or profession
or any trade
profession liable to any tax as aforesaid. And
Assessor
And summon
Assessor
ima
wi tmay
the assessor may summon,
summon, as aforesaid, any person residing or found with- ne .es.on witin the State in which his district is situated. And when the person inin-
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tended to
be summoned
summoned does
does not
not reside
reside and
found within
such
within such
be found
cannot be
and cannot
to be
If persons do tended

if persons do

not reside, ezc., in State,
assessor may
may enter
such person
where such
district where
collection district
any collection
enter any
the assessor
State, the
notres'de,&c.,in

may be found, and
there make
make the
the examination
examination hereinbefore
authorized.
hereinbefore authorized.
be found, and there
may
And to
end he
he shall
may exercise
exercise all the power and auand may
have and
there have
shall there
to this
this end
And
com&c„ and
make thority
thority he
has or may lawfully exercise in the district for which he is cornhe has
and make
&c.,
examination.
examination.
mis-ioned. The summons authorized
authorized by
by this
section
shall
in
all
cases
be
be
cases
in
all
shall
section
this
Summons
Summons how missioned. The summons
served,
served by
by an
assessor of the district
district where the person to whom
an assistant
assistant assessor
served
served.
it is
found, by
by an
attested copy
copy delivered to such person
an attested
be found,
may be
directed may
it
is directed
in hand
or left
at his
his last
usual place
place of abode,
abode, allowing such person
and usual
last and
left at
hand or
in
at the
the rate
rate of
one day
day for
each twenty-five
he may
may be
required to
be required
miles he
twenty-five miles
for each
of one
at
travel, computed
computed from
from the
place of
service to
the place
place of
examination;
of examination;
to the
of service
the place
travel,
Certificate
and the
the certificate
certificate of
of service
service signed
assistant assessor shall be
signed by such assistant
of and
Certificate of
application for an
bf an application
service to be evievi -evidence
evidence of the facts it states on the hearing Of
service
deuce.
dence.
attachment;
and when
production of books, it
it
the production
requires the
when the summons requires
attachment; and
dence.
Description
of shall
shall be
sufficient if
if such
books are
described with
reasonable certainty.
with reasonable
are described
such books
be sufficient
Description of
books.
summoned shall neglect or refuse to obey such
person so summoned
case any
any person
In case
books.
State, assessor
assesr
State enter
may
any
district
where,
district where,

Penalty
Penalty for
neglecting, &c.
neglecting, &¢.
sum to obey
obey summons, Ste.
&c.

summons, or
testimony, or
answer interrogatories
interrogatories as
as required,
it
required, it
to answer
or to
give testimony,
to give
or to
summons,

court
lawful for the assessor to apply to the judge of the district court
be lawful
shall be
a commissioner
or to a
commissioner of the circuit
circuit court of the United States for the district
district
Attachment
within which
person so
an attachment
attachment against
against
for an
resides for
summoned resides
so summoned
the person
which the
within
Attachment
coma contempt.
contempt. It shall be the duty of such judge or cornsuch person as for a
for contempt,
&c.
missioner
application, and,
&c.
missioner to hear such application,
and, if satisfactory
satisfactory proof be made, to
issue an
an attachment,
directed to
to some proper officer, for the arrest of such
attachment, directed
issue
of
person, and
and upon
before him to proceed to aahearing of
brought before
upon his being brought
person,
the case;
bearing the judge
judge or commissioner
commissioner shall have
such bearing
case; and upon such
the
power to
to make
make such
inconsistent with
proper, not inconsistent
deem proper,
shall deem
as he
he shall
order as
such order
power
the provisions of
of existing
existing laws for the punishment of contempts, to enforce
the
obedience to
person for
of the
the summons and punish such person
requirements of
to the
the requirements
obedience
assistant
his default
default or
It shall be the duty of the assessor or assistant
or disobedience. It
his
Assessors to
assessor of the district within which such person shall have taxable property
assessor
Assessors
enter views,
premises,
take
enter
premises,
and to enter into and upon the premises, if it be necessary, of such person so
so
„
make
up
lists,
refusing or
or neglecting,
or rendering
rendering a
and
a false or fraudulent list or return, and
neglecting, or
make up lists. refusing
to
according to
to the
best information
which he
be can
can obtain, including
information which
the best
to make,
make, according
assessor,
examination of the assessor,
that
elicited by the examination
evidence elicited
derived from the evidence
that derived
according to the
and
information, such list or return,
return, according
on his own view and information,
and on
property, goods, wares, and merchandise,
form prescribed, of the property,
merchandise, and all
articles
under the care or
or
objects liable to tax, owned or possessed or under
articles or objects
management of such person, and assess the tax thereon, including the
management
amount,
if any,
any, due for special or income tax; and in case of the return
amount, if
of
fraudulent list or valuation, he shall add one hundred per
a false or fraudulent
of a
tax; and
and in case of aa refusal or neglect, except
to such
such tax;
loo
cent to
to centum
centum to
except in cases
100 per
percent
be added to tax of s
verify the same as
i
ckn ess or
make a
alist
list or
return, or
to verify
or to
or return,
to make
absence, to
or absence,
anx f sickness
isttsand
adde lists,
for false
fifty per
so
add fifty
per centum
centum to such tax; and in case
case of neglect
he shall
shall add
aforesaid, he
60 per
per cent for aforesaid,
occasioned
neglect, &c.
occasioned by sickness or absence as aforesaid, the assessor may allow such
Further time.
further time
time for
urther time further
for making and delivering
delivering such
such list or return as he may judge
days; and
and the amount so added
thirty days;
Amount
added, necessary,
necessary, not
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
added to the tax
Amountadded,
colbe col - shall, in all cases, be collected by the collector at the same time and in
bow to
bow
to be
be
shall, in all cases, be collected by the collector at the same time and in
l
leocted.
lected.
the same
same manner
manner as
list or return so made and suband the list
the tax;
tax; and
as the
the
assistant assessor shall be taken and reputed
scribed by such assessor or assistant
as good
good and
sufficient for
for all
all legal
purposes.
and sufficient
legal purposes.
as
Section 19.
That
nineteen be
be amended
amended by striking out all after the enactenactThat section
section nineteen
ing
clause, and inserting
Assessors
Assessors to
mg clause,
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
following: That the assessor
assessor
advertise when
for
shall give
notice by
one
in one
by advertisement
advertisement in
give notice
district shall
collection district
fbr each
each collection
tadvesrtse
taxes
been
taxes may
may be
paid;
newspaper
newspaper published in each county within said district, and if there be
paid;
a colleca newspaper
none published
published in the district, then
then in a
newspaper published in a
thereto, and shall post notices
topostnotices.
topost
notices. tion district adjoining thereto,
notices in at least four public
nosuch noplaces
within each
assessment district,
district, and
shall mail
mail aa copy
of such
copy of
and shall
each assessment
places within
his office,
office, stating the
be posted
posted in his
tice to
district, to
to be
in his
his distriet,
postmaster in
tice
to each
each postmaster
appeals will
time and place within said collection district when and where appeals
Appeals.
Appeals.
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determined relative to
erroneous or excessive
be received
received and determined
to any erroneous
excessive valuaenumerations by the assessor
assessor or assistant assessor
assessor
tions, assessments, or enumerations
returned
advertised and
and
returned in
in the annual list,
list, and
and such notice shall
shall be
be advertised
posted
assessor and mailed
posted by the
the assessor
mailed as aforesaid at
at least
least ten days before the
hearing said appeals. And it
time appointed for hearing
it shall be the duty of the
assessor
each collection
collection district,
such apassessor for each
district, at
at the
the time fixed for hearing
hearing such
ap- Returns may
peals
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, to
submit the
the proceedings
the assessor
assessor and
and assistant
be inspected.
peals as
to submit
proceedings of
of the
assistant inspected.
assessor,
the annual
lists taken
returned as aforesaid, to the inassessor, and
and the
annual lists
taken and
and returned
spection of any and all persons who may apply for that purpose. And
spection
And
authorized at any time to hear and determine in
such assessor is hereby authorized
aa summary
summary way, according
according to law
law and
and right,
right, upon
upon any
any and all
all appeals
appeals Appeals
Appeals may
may
which may be exhibited against the proceedings
which
proceedings of the said assessor or inbe determined
determinedin
a summarY way;
assistant assessors,
assessors, and
and the
the office or principal
principal place
place of business
business of the said
said asummaryway;
of each
each day
day for
for the hearassessor shall be
be open during the business
business hours of
appear voluntarily
voluntarily before him: ProPro- not to be aling of appeals by parties who shall appear
Tided, That
appeal shall
allowed to
after he
shall have
have&c.;
lowed after, &c.;
vided,
That no
no appeal
shall be allowed
to any party
party after
he shall
assessed, and
annual list containing the
and the annual
the assessment
assessment has
been duly assessed,
transmitted to the collector
collector of
in writbeen transmitted
of the district. And
And all
all appeals to
to the to be in
and state
assessor as aforesaid shall be made
made in writing, and shall specify
specify the par- ing
ing
and
state
what.
a decision is requested,
ticular cause, matter, or thing respecting which a
requested, what.
of.
moreover, state the ground or principle
principle of error complained
complained of.
and shall, moreover,
And the
the assessor shall have
have power
power to
to re-examine
re-examine and
and determine
determine upon
upon the
the
assessments and valuations, and rectify the same as shall appear just and
Reassessassessments
Reassessequitable;
equitable; but such valuation, assessment, or
enumeration shall not
InVotsinerease,
or enumeration
not be inin- me"ts.
creased without
notice of
creased
without aa previous
previous notice
of at
at least five
five days to the
the party interinter- except after nowhich notice
notice tice.
tice•
and object to
to the same if he judge
judge proper, which
ested to
to appear
appear and
shall be in writing
writing and left at the dwelling-house,
dwelling-house, office,
office, or place of busibusiness
assessor, assistant
assistant assessor,
ness of the party
party by
by such
such assessor,
assessor, or
or other
other person,
person, or
or
sent
mail to the nearest
nearest or
sent by mail
or usual
usual post office address of said
said party:
party:
Provided further,
further, That on the hearing
Provided
hearing of appeals
appeals it shall be lawful for
fbr
attendance of witnesses
by summons the attendance
witnesses and the andWitnesses
Witnesses and
the assessor to require
require by
books.
manner and under the same books
production of books of account in the same manner
production
penalties as are provided in cases of refusal or neglect
neglect to furnish lists or
or
penalties
attendance and mileage
returns. The costs for
for the
the attendance
mileage of
of said
said witnesses shall Costs and how
Paid'
be taxed by
by the assessor and paid by the delinquent parties, or by the paid
disbursing
disbursing agent for the district, on certificate
certificate of the assessor, at the rates
allowed
allowed to witnesses
witnesses in the district courts of the United States.
That
after the
the enacting
enacting Section 20.
That section twenty
twenty be amended
amended by striking
striking out
out all
all after
clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following: That
That the assessor of Assessorswhen
Assessors when
clause
each
each collection district shall, immediately
immediately after the expiration
expiration of the time to
t° make
mak elists.
li s
t6 *
annual list, and
for hearing
hearing appeals
appeals concerning
concerning taxes returned
returned in the
the annual
from
from time to
to time,
time, as taxes
taxes become liable
liable to
to be assessed,
assessed, make
make out lists
containing the
according to law upon every subject of taxacontaining
the sums payable according
tion for each collection district;
which list
district; which
list shall contain
contain the
the name
name of each
each Lists to contain
person residing within the said district, or owning or having
person
having the care or what.
superintendence
engaged in
in
superintendence of property lying within the
the said
said district,
district, or engaged
any business or pursuit which
which is liable to any tax, when such person or
or
persons are known, together with the sums payable by each;
each; and where
ix
there is any property within any collection
collection district liable to tax, not owned Property o0
or
or under
or occupied
occupied by
by or
under the
the superintendence
superintendence of
of any
any person
person resident
resident therein,
therein, non-residents.
non-residents
there shall
shall be a
aseparate
separate list of such property, specifying the sum payable,
names of the
respe:::ive proprietors
proprietors when known. And the
able, and
and the
the names
the respective
assessor
separate list shall transmit to the assessor
assessor
assessor making out any such separate
of the district where the persons
persons liable to pay such tax reside, or shall
have
principal place
have their principal
pl:ce of business, copies of the list of
of property
property held
assessed
by persons so liable to pay such
such tax, to the end that the taxes
taxes assessed
under :he
;he provisions of this act may be paid within the collection district
district
where the persons liable to pay the same reside, or may have their principal place of business. And in all other cases the said assessor shall
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Lists to
be
furnish
to the
of the
collection districts,
respectively,
districts, respectively,
several collection
the several
the collectors
collectors of
furnish to
Lists
to be
collector within ten days after the time of hearing
hearing appeals concerning taxes resent to collector
in ten days after,
ten days afer, turned in the annual
&c.
annual list, and from time to time thereafter as required, aa
certified copy of such list or lists for their proper
proper collection districts.
Special lists
in case
be ascertained
ascertained that
that the
the annual
annual list,
list, or
list,
or any
any other
other list,
case it
it shall
shall be
lists And
And in
Special
may be made
which may have been, or which shall hereafter be, delivered to any col*within &c. of
properly
it- lector,
imperfect or
or incomplete
the omission
omission of
of the
the
of the
consequence of
in consequence
incomplete in
is imperfect
lector, is
omitproperty om
ted,
or under
of any
any persons
persons or
tax, or in
of any
any
in consequence
consequence of
liable to
to tax,
or parties
parties liable
under-- names
names of
ted, or
omission, or understatement,
understatement, or undervaluation,
stated, &c.
&c.
omission,
undervaluation, or false or fraudulent
fraudulent
statement
returns made
made by
by any
any persons
persons or
or
any return
return or
or returns
contained in
in any
statement contained
parties liable
liable to
tax, the
the said
said assessor
assessor may,
may, from
time to
to time,
at any
or at
any
from time
time, or
to tax,
parties
time within
within fifteen
from the
the time
this act or
or
time of the
the passage
passage of this
months from
time
fifteen months
delivery of
collector as aforesaid,
aforesaid, enter
to the collector
enter
time of
of the
the delivery
of the list to
from the time
on any
any monthly
monthly or
or special
such persons
persons or
or parties
so
parties so
of such
list the
the names
names of
special list
on
omitted, together with the amount
amount of tax for which they may have been
parties in rereor shall become
become liable,
liable, and also the
the names of the persons or parties
spect to
to whose
whose returns,
returns, as
aforesaid, there
been or
or shall
shall be
any omisomishas been
be any
as aforesaid,
there has
spect
understatement, or false or fraudulent
fraudulent statement,
sion, undervaluation,
undervaluation, understatement,
together with the
be
together
the amounts
amounts for which
which such
such persons
persons or
or parties may be
liable ' over
which they
liable,
over and
and above the
the amount
amount for
for which
they may
may have been,
been, or
or
aforesaid, and shall
shall be, assessed upon any return or returns made as aforesaid,
collector as required
required by law. And all
certify or return said list to the collector
Other
ascertainment of liability to any tax, or the asOther provi
provi-- provisions of law for the ascertainment
sions of law to sessment or collection thereof,
thereof; shall be held to apply, as far as may be
apply.
necessary to
proceedings herein authorized and directed.
directed.
And
necessary
to the proceedings
"
Duty" to
wherever the word "
duty "is
is used
used in
in this
the acts
acts to
this is
"Duty"
wherever
"duty"
this act,
act, or
or the
to which
which this
is

mean
tax.
mean "tax."

an amendment, it
it shall be constructed
constructed to mean
mean "tax,"
"tax," whenever
such
whenever such

construction
construction shall be necessary
necessary in order
order to effect
effect the purposes of said

acts.
acts.
That section
twenty-one be
be amended
amended by
That
section twenty-one
by striking
the words
words "
withstriking out
out the
"without
out having
having taken
taken the
the oath
oath or
by this
insertor affirmation
affirmation required
required by
this act,"
act," and
and inserting
ing in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the words
without having
taken the
affirmawords "
"without
having taken
the oath
oath or
or affirmation required
by law."
law."
tion
required by
That section
amended by
out all
all after
Section 22.
That
section twenty-two
twenty-two be
be amended
by striking
striking out
after the
the enactenactclause and inserting
in lieu
ing clause
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
That there
be
following: That
there shall
shall be
Pay
Pay of assesasses
allowed and paid to the several
several assessors
assessors a
a salary
salary of
of fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred do1dol-

Section 21.

-

sors.
60113.
Commissions.
commissions.

Limit
of salary.
Limitofsalary.

Officerent,and
Office
rent, and
account thereof.
thereof,

lars per annum, payable
Jars
payable quarterly;
quarterly; and, in addition thereto, where the
the
receipts of the collection
collection district shall exceed the sum
hundred
sum of
of one
one hundred
thousand dollars, and shall not exceed the sum of four hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
dollars annually, one half of one per centum
centum upon the excess
excess of
of receipts
receipts
over one hundred
hundred thousand dollars. Where
of a
acollection
collection
Where the
the receipts
receipts of
district shall exceed four hundred thousand dollars, and shall not exceed
exceed
six hundred thousand, one fifth of one per centum upon the excess of receipts over four hundred thousand dollars. Where
Where the receipts shall exceed six hundred thousand dollars, one tenth of
of one per centum upon such
salary of no assessor shall in
exceed the sum of
excess; but the salary
in any
any case exceed
four thousand dollars. And the several
several assessors shall be allowed
allowed and
paid the sums actually and necessarily
necessarily expended, with the approval of the
commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue, for office
office rent; but
but no
no account
account of
of
such rent shall be allowed or paid until it shall have been verified
verified in such

manner as the commissioner shall require, and shall have been audited
audited
and approved
approved by the proper officers of the Treasury Department.
Department. And
And
the several assessors shall be paid, after
after the account thereof
thereof shall have
been rendered to and approved
approved by the proper officers
officers of the treasury,
Clerk
hire, and their necessary and
Clerk-hire,and
and reasonable
reasonable charges
charges for
for clerk-hire;
clerk-hire; but no
no such account
account
accounttherefor.
or
account
therefor. shall be approved unless it shall state the name or names of the clerk or
clerks employed, and the precise periods
periods of time for which
which they were
were respectively
spectively employed, and the rate of compensation
compensation agreed upon, and shall
be accompanied
accompanied by an affidavit of the assessor
assessor stating that such service
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was actually
required by the
of' his office,
office, and was actually
actually
necessities of
the necessities
actually required
was
of
AAidavit of
rendered,
affidavit of each clerk, stating
stating that he has renren - Affidavit
rendered, and also by the affidavit
dered the
the service
service charged
charged in
such account
compensation clerk
clerk.'
the compensation
his behalf, the
on his
account on
in such
dered
agreed upon,
upon, and
not paid,
paid, deposited
contracted
or assigned,
assigned, or contracted
deposited or
he has
has not
that he
and that
agreed
to pay,
pay, deposit,
deposit, or
assign any
compensation to the use of any
such compensation
part of such
any part
or assign
to
other person,
person, or
or in
in any
directly or
indirectly, paid
paid or given, or conor indirectly,
way, directly
any way,
other
tracted to
to pay or
reward or compensation for his office or emor give, any reward
tracted
ployment, or
or the
Chief c!ellt
of any such Chiefclerk
and the chief clerk of
thereof; and
emoluments thereof;
the emoluments
ployment,
a
noatn .er
assessor is
is hereby
absence of the assessor,
Teal-Lai dintat
assessor, ceadminoaster
in the absence
administer, in
to administer,
hereby authorized
authorized to
assessor
such
oaths or
affirmations as
required by this act.
And there
there shall
as are required
or affirmations
such oaths
Assistant
be
allowed and paid
assistant assessor four dollars
dollars for every day
Assistant aspaid to each assistant
be allowed
actually
employed in
in collecting
lists and
making valuations,
number of sespsors.
se;a07.8,e.
the number
valuations, the
and making
collecting lists
actually employed
days
necessary for
for that
that purpose
certified by
three
by the assessor, and three
purpose to be certified
days necessary
dollars
for every
every hundred
persons asse[sse]d
e,Post,
pos i, p.
See
p.473.
in the
the tax
tax list,
list, as s
asse[sse]d contained
contained in
hundred persons
dollars for
completed
delivered by
by him to
for
assessor, and twenty-five cents for
to the assessor,
and delivered
completed and
assistant
each permit granted for making,
making tobacco, snuff, or cigars; and assistant
assessors may be allowed,
allowed, in the settlement of their accounts, such sum
sum
assessors
exceeding
as
commissioner of internal revenue shall approve, not exceeding
the commissioner
as the
three
dollars per annum,
Office rent, &c.
office rent; but no account for such Ofilcerent,&c.
annum, for office
hundred dollars
three hundred
rent
allowed or
paid until
until it shall have been
been verified
verified in such manor paid
be allowed
shall be
rent shall
See Post, p. 473.
ner as the commissioner
require, and shall have
have
commissioner of internal revenue may require,
officers of the Treasury
audited and approved
approved by the proper officers
Treasury Departbeen audited
ment; and
assessors, when
when employed
When employemployed outside of the town in Whenemployassistant assessors,
and assistant
ment;
which
reside, in
compensation now
by law,
law, ediacoeutosfidree8oif
d outside of
to the
the compensation
now allowed
allowed by
they reside,
in addition
addition to
which they
shall, during
so employed,
employed, receive
receive one
one dollar
dollar per
day; and
c
i
)
le nce.
and the
the dence.
per day;
shall,
during such
such time
time so
respectively, shall be paid, after
after the
said assessors and assistant assessors, respectively,
account
rendered to and approved
approved by the proper
proper
account thereof shall have been rendered
officers
the treasury,
their necessary
necessary and
charges for stationStationery,
Stationery,
and reasonable
reasonable charges
treasury, their
of the
officers of
pl
b
ea
en
ta
k„eb
,
cry and blank books used in the discharge
discharge of their duties, and for postage postage, &o.
ery
documents received and sent, and relating
relating excluactually paid on letters and documents
official business, and for money actually
actually paid for publishing notices
notices
sively to official
required by
Accounts, how
how
Provided, That no such account shall be approved Accounts,
act: Provided,
by this act:
required
m
fiea
dde and yenex--fend
e
unless it shall state the date and the particular item of every such ex
assessor
penditure, and shall be verified by the oath or affirmation
affirmation of such assessor
or assistant assessor; and the compensation
compensation herein specified shall be in full
for
all expenses
expenses not
otherwise particularly
particularly authorized:
further,
Providedfurther,
authorized: Provided
not otherwise
for all
That
commissioner of internal revenue may, under such regulations
regulations
That the commissioner
as may be established by the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, after due public
notice, receive bids and make contracts for supplying stationery, blank Bids and concon . tracts
tracts for supplysupplyin in
assessors, assistant assessors, and collectors
books, and blanks to the assessors,
collectors in
ing stationery,
Secretary of &c.
the several collection
collection districts: Provided
Provided further,
&o.
further, That the Secretary
the
Treasury shall
Additional to
Anddensa
the Treasury
shall be,
be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to fix
fix such
such additional
additional compensation
to
compensation to
rates of compensation
compensation to be made to assessors and assistant assessors in assessors and asin
&c., in
cases
where a
a collection
congres- sistants, &c.,
more than aa single congres_
embraces more
collection district embraces
cases where
certain
sional
assessors, revenue agents, districts;
certain dstrict
sional district, and to assessors and assistant assessors,
and inspectors in Louisiana, Georgia,
Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama, Florida,
Texas, Arkansas,
Arkansas, North Carolina, Mississippi,
Tennessee, California, NeMississippi, Tennessee,
vada, and Oregon,
Oregon, and the Territories,
Territories, as may appear
appear to him to be just
just
and equitable, in consequence
consequence of the greater cost of living and travelling
travelling
in those States and Territories, and as may, in his judgment, be necessary
necessary
services of competent
competent officers;
officers; but the compensation
compensation thus
to secure the services
allowed shall
shall not
exceed the
thousand dollars per annum,
not to exceed
annum.exceed
five thousand
the rate of five
not exceed
allowed
to,ea
-era
,,r
a
.
leO
adyearcto,
Collectors of internal revenue acting as disbursing
disbursing officers
officers shall be al- s
c
pursuance i£g
lowed all bills of assistant
assistant assessors heretofore
irlg as disbursing
disbursing
heretofore paid by them in pursuance
lowed
to be alcommissioner of internal revenue, notwithstand- oficers
directions of the commissioner
of the directions
„ee
e
dsb
e
arae
t
herebillssbb
,lowed
ing the assistant assessor did not certify to hours therein, or that two dol- tofore paid.
lars per diem was deducted from his salary or compensation
before comcompensation before
lars
putation of the tax thereon.
putation
twenty-four be amended by striking out the proviso there- Section
Section 24.
That section twenty-four
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to, and
and inserting
in lieu
thereof the
following: Provided,
calcuin calcuThat in
Provided, That
the following:
lieu thereof
inserting in
to,
lating the
internal revenue in
of internal
collectors of
and collectors
of assessors
assessors and
commissions of
the commissions
lating
districts whence
whence cotton
or distilled
distilled spirits
spirits are
are shipped in bond to be sold
cotton or
districts
in
another
district,
one
half
the
amount
of
tax received
received on
on the
the quantity
quantity
tax
of
the
amount
half
in another district, one
added to the amount on which the
so shipped
shipped shall be added
spirits so
of cotton or spirits
corre-and aacorre
calculated,, and
commissions of such assessors
assessors and collectors are calculated
sponding amount
amount shall
shall be
deducted from
on which
commiswhich the commisamount on
the amount
from the
be deducted
sponding
sions
of the
assessors and
and collectors
of the
districts to
which such
cotton
such cotton
to which
the districts
collectors of
the assessors
sions of
or
shipped are
calculated.
are calculated.
are shipped
spirits are
or spirits
26.
That section
amended by striking out all after the enactbe amended
twenty-six be
section twenty-six
That
Section 26.
ing
clause and
inserting in
in lieu
following: That in the adjustthe following:
thereof the
lieu thereof
and inserting
ing clause
Accounts after
after rnent
the accounts
assessors and
internal revenue
revenue which
of internal
collectors of
and collectors
of assessors
accounts of
of the
ment of
Accounts
June
1864, to shall
accrue after the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
shall accrue
30,1864,
June 30,
be adjusted to
the
fiscal year.
and
in the
payment of
services after that date,
date, the
compensation for services
of their compensation
the payment
and in
theafiscalyear.
fiscal
of the
the treasury
observed; and where such compensacompensatreasury shall be observed;
year of
fiscal year
tion,
part of
it, shall
shall be
be by
commissions upon assessments or colby commissions
of it,
any part
or any
tion, or
lections,
shall during
any year,
consequence of
of a
new appointment,
appointment,
a new
in consequence
year, in
during any
and shall
lections, and
be
more than
assessor or
or collector
collector in
district, such
in the
the same district,
one assessor
than one
to more
due to
be due
Apportionment
apportioned between
between such assessors or collectors;
collectors;
Apportionment commissions shall be apportioned
of commissions.
a greater
of
commissions. but in no case shall a
greater amount of the commissions be allowed to
two
more assessors
collectors in the same district than is or may be
assessors or collectors
or more
two or
authorized
by law
to be allowed to one assessor or collector. And the
law to
authorized by
No
salaries, Src. salary
commissions of
assessors and
collectors heretofore earned and
and collectors
of assessors
and commissions
salary and
Nosalaries,&c.

commissions
Commissions
of
assessors and
and
of
assessors
collectors in districts whence
tricts whence
and
and to
to which
cotton and disand dis-are
cotton
t
illed spirits
shipped,
&c.
shipped, &c.
4473.
p.
See
Post,
See Post,
Post, p.
p. 473.
See

accrued shall be adjusted,
accrued
adjusted, allowed,
allowed, and paid in conformity to the provisions
of this
section, and
and not
otherwise; but
but no
no payment
payment shall
made to
to
be made
shall be
not otherwise;
this section,
sions of
or commissions
commissions without the
salaries or
of salaries
assessors
collectors on
account of
on account
or collectors
assessors or
certificate
of the
of internal
that all
rereports reall reports
revenue that
internal revenue
commissioner of
the commissioner
certificate of
a satisfactory
quired
by law
or regulation
regulation have
have been
satisfactory exbeen received, or that a
law or
quired by
planation
cause of the delay.
planation has been rendered to him of the cause
Section 28.
twenty-eight be amended by striking
striking out all after
after the enactThat section twenty-eight
ing
clause, and
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof the following: That each of said
in lieu
inserting in
ing clause,
collection
collectors to
collectors shall,
annual collection
twenty days after receiving his annual
within twenty
shall, within
to collectors
Collectors
newspaper
the assessors, give notice, by advertisement in one newspaper
list from
from the
give notice that list

to bepaid,
be paid, unless
commissioner
commissioner
certifies that
that all
all

certifies
reports, &c. have
reports,
been received,
received,
been

taxes are payand if
if there be any,
collection district if
able, and of the
any, and
if
t-he published in each county in his collection
ableSanPo
time and
published in an adjoining county, and by notifinewspaper published
not, then in aa newspaper
and place not,
time
or' payment;
cations to
to be
be posted in
least four public places in each county in his
in at least
cations
of
payment i
collection district, that the said taxes have become due and payable, and
collection
and place within said county at which he or his deputy
time and
state the time
attend to receive the same, which time shall not be less than ten days
will attend
notice by
after the date of such notification,
a copy of such notice
notification, and shall send a
after
Peach postmaster in the county, to be posted
posted in his office. And if
to.each
mail to
any person
shall neglect to pay, as aforesaid, for more than ten days, it
person shall
any
a
shall
be the duty of the collector or his deputy to issue to such person a
shall be
to
notice, to be
dwelling or usual place of business, or be sent by
at his
his dwelling
be left at
notify per
per--notice,
to notify
sons
mail, demanding
demanding the
thereof
taxes, stating the amount thereof
of said taxes
the payment of
paying. mail,
sons not paying.
with a
a fee of twenty cents for the issuing and service
service of such notice, and
with four cents for each mile actually and necessarily travelled in serving
If taxes are
the same.
same. And
shall not pay the duties or taxes, and the
persons shall
such persons
And if such
are not
not the
Iftaxes
paid in
in ten
days, fee
twenty
cents and
and mileage
as aforesaid,
within ten
days after
after the
the
ten days
aforesaid, within
mileage as
fee of
of
twenty cents
days,
paid
ten
&c.,
ten per
.
per cent
&c., ten
of
duty
additional,
&c,
service
or
the
sending
by
notice,
it
shall
be
the
the
of
such
by
mail
sending
the
or
service
additional, &c.
to be paid.
collector or his deputy to collect the said taxes and fee of twenty cents
amount
additional upon the amount
and mileage, with a
penalty of ten per centum
centum additional
a penalty
of
taxes as are not included
included in the
of taxes. And with respect to all such taxes
aforesaid, all taxes the collection
annual lists aforesaid,
collection of which is not otherwise
provided for
for in
in this
act, it
shall be
be the
each collector,
collector, in
in person
person or
of each
the duty
duty of
it shall
this act,
provided
i
.)
1r
)a
notice and demand payment
payment thereof, in the manner
manner
by deputy, to give notice
Notice fcfor
taxes not
not
taxeslists.
nual

receiving the list thereof
and after receiving
from and
days from
last mentioned,
within ten
ten days
thereof
mentioned, within
in an- last
expiration of
within twenty days from and after the expiration
assessor, or within
from the
the assessor,
the time within which such tax should have been paid; and if the annual
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or
taxes shall
shall not
within ten
ten days
such noafter such
from and after
days from
paid within
be paid
not be
or other
other taxes
tice
and demand,
demand, it
lawful for
such collector,
collector, or
to When eolleccollechis deputies,
deputies, to
or his
for such
be lawful
shall be
it shall
tice and
tors may distrain
frsmaydistrain
proceed
said taxes,
taxes, with
ten per
additional thereto, for
taxes.
centum additional
per centum
with ten
the said
to collect
collect the
proceed to
as aforesaid,
distraint and
and sale
sale of
the goods,
goods, chattels,
chattels, or
or effects,
effects, includincludof the
by distraint
aforesaid, by
as
ing
stocks, securities,
securities, and
and evidences
evidences of
of the persons delinquent as
of debt, of
ing stocks,
aforesaid. And
And in
of distraint,
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of
Proceedings in
of the officer Proceedingsin
shall be
distraint, it
case of
in case
aforesaid.
distraint
charged
the collection
or cause
cause to
be made,
made, an
an account
account of case of distraint
to be
make, or
to make,
collection to
with the
charged with
the
goods or
or effects
effects distrained,
copy of
signed by the officer makof which, signed
distrained, aacopy
the goods
ing such
left with
the owner or possessor of such goods
with the
be left
shall be
such distraint,
distraint, shall
ing
or effects,
effects, or
his or
her dwelling
dwelling or
usual place of
of business, with some
or usual
or her
or at
at his
or
a
person of
of suitable
suitable age
discretion, if any
any such can be found, with a
and discretion,
age and
person
note of
of the
the sum
sum demanded,
demanded, and
said
and the time and place of sale; and the said
note
officer shall
shall forthwith
forthwith cause
cause aa notification
notification to
to be
published in
in some news- Notice.
be published
officer
a newspaper within
within the
the county
county wherein
distraint is made, if there
there is a
said distraint
wherein said
paper
paper
publicly posted at the post office,
office,
county, or to be publicly
in said county,
published in
paper published
the- residence
if
residence of the person
person
one within
within five miles, nearest to the
there be one
if there
whose
distrained, and
and in
in not
not less
less than
than two other public
be distrained,
shall be
property shall
whose property
places, which
which notice
articles distrained, and the time and
the articles
specify the
notice shall specify
places,
place for the
thereof, which time shall not be less than ten nor more
the sale
sale thereof,
place
than twenty
such notification
notification to
to the
posthe owner or posof such
date of
the date
from the
days from
twenty days
than
sessor of
the property
publication or posting of such notice as
the publication
property and the
of the
sessor
herein provided,
and the
the place
place proposed
proposed for
than
sale shall not be more than
for sale
provided, and
herein
five
miles distant
making such
such distraint. And said sale Sale.
of making
from the place of
distant from
five miles
it
officer, if he shall think it
may
adjourned from time to time by said officer,
be adjourned
may be
advisable to
not for aatime to exceed in all thirty days. And
do so,
so, but not
to do
advisable
if any
person, bank,
bank, association,
association, company,
corporation, liable
any
liable to
to pay
pay any
company, or
or corporation,
if
any person,
tax,
shall neglect
or refuse
refuse to
amount
demand, the amount
after demand,
the same
same after
to pay
pay the
neglect or
tax, shall
shall be
be aalien
in favor
favor of
un- Tax to be aa
the time it was due unthe United
United States from the
of the
lien in
shall
til paid,
paid, with
with the
the interest, penalties,
lien '
penalties, and costs that may accrue in addition lien.
til
thereto, upon
property and
rights to property belonging to such perand rights
all property
upon all
thereto,
after
son, bank,
bank, association,
and the collector, after
corporation; and
or corporation;
company, or
association, company,
son,
a deputy collector
warrant may authorize a
collector to levy, Levyfortaxe.
Levy fortaxes.
may levy, or by warrant
demand, may
upon
property and
to property
belonging to such person,
person, bank,
property belonging
and rights
rights to
upon all
all property
association, company,
company, or
for
or on
on which the said lien exists, for
or corporation,
corporation, or
association,
for
with- interest and penalty for
the payment of the sum due as aforesaid,
aforesaid, with
non-payment,
further sum as shall be sufficient for the
such further
also of such
non-payment, and also
of eerEffectofcerfees,
expenses of such levy. And in all cases
cases of sale, as afore- Effect
fees, costs
costs and expenses
said,
the certificate
certificate of
of such
transfer to
purchaser all
all right,
of sale
tifcate of
sal
right, tificate
the purchaser
to the
shall transfer
such sale
sale shall
said, the
and
property sold; and
interest of such delinquent in and to the property
title and interest
where
certificate shall be notice,
consist of stocks,
stocks, said certificate
shall consist
property shall
where such property
association of said transcorporation, company, or association
to any
any corporation,
when received, to
fer,
company, or association
association to
such corporation,
corporation, company,
be authority
authority to such
shall be
fer, and shall
record
same on
on their
their books and records, in the same manner as ifif
the same
record the
lieu
transferred
holding the same, in lieu
assigned by the person or party holding
transferred or assigned
of
original or prior certificates,
whether cancelled
cancelled
certificates, which shall be void, whether
of any original
or
And said
certificates, where the subject
subject of sale
securities
sale shall be securities
said certificates,
or not.
not. And
or
of debt, shall
shall be good and valid receipts to the person
or other
other evidences
evidences of
holding
the same,
holding, or
claiming to
to hold, posor claiming
person holding,
same, as
as against
against any person
holding the
session
such securities
or other
evidences of
of debt.
debt. And all persons,
other evidences
securities or
of such
session of
and
officers of
of companies
or corporations,
corporations, are
demand of a
a Bookscontain.
on demand
are required,
required, on
companies or
and officers
Books conta'n
collector or deputy
having distrained
distrained on any i
ng evidence id
ing
ofor having
to distrain,
distrain, or
deputy collector
collector about to
collector
the
or
property,
property or
containing evidence
property, to exhibit all books containing
or rights of property,
property
statements relating to
the subject
or subjects of distraint, or the property truint, tofbe
subject or
to the
statements
aforesaid: exhibited to color rights of property
property liable to distraint for the tax so due as aforesaid:
Provided, That
in any
any case
case of
of distraint
distraint for
payment of the taxes lector on defor the
the payment
That in
Provided,
aforesaid, the goods, chattels, or effects so distrained shall and may be re- m Property
Property disdisaforesaid,
stored to
payment of the trained may be
be
if, prior to the sale, payment
to the
the owner or possessor, if,
stored
restored.to
to
with the collection,
charged with
amount due shall be made to the proper officer charged
collection, restored
owner, if, Sze.
non-payment as
other charges; but in case of non-payment
together
together with the fees and othbr
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Proceeds of
shall proceed
proceed to
or
chattels, or
goods, chattels,
to sell
sell the said goods,
the said
said officers
officers shall
aforesaid, the
Proceeds
of aforesaid,
fiom the proceeds
proceeds of such sale
dis--effects
effects at public
public auction, and shall retain from
sale
sales, how dig
posed of.
posed
of.
the amount
amount demandable
demandable for the use of the United States, and aa commission
per centum
thereon for
fees and charges
with the fees
for his own use, with
centum thereon
sion of
of five
five per
for
overplus, if
be, to
to the perthe overplus,
if any there be,
sale, rendering
rendering the
for distraint
distraint and sale,
son
to receive
the same:
same: Provided
further, That
That
Providedfurther,
entitled to
receive the
son who
who may
may be
be entitled
belonging to the head of aa
distraint and sale, if belonging
Exemptions there shall be exempt from distraint
•rom distraint,
family, the school-books
school-books and
wearing apparel
apparel necessary
necessary for such family;
family;
and wearing
om distraint, family,
also arms
arms for
for personal
the wool
wool
hogs, five
five sheep and the
use, one
one cow,
cow, two
two hogs
personal use,
also
thereof, provided
provided the
shall not
not exsaid sheep
sheep shall
market value
value of? said
aggregate market
the aggregate
thereof,
necessary food
a
food for such cow, hogs, and
and sheep
sheep for
for a
ceed fifty dollars;
dollars; the
the necessary
period not
thirty days;
days; fuel
fuel to
an amount
amount not
not greater
greater in
in value
to an
period
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
than twenty-five
than fifty
twenty-five dollars; provisions to an amount not greater than
dollars;
dollars; household
household furniture
furniture kept for use to an amount not greater
greater than
three hundred
dollars; and
implements of aa trade or
or
and the books, tools,
tools, or implements
three
hundred dollars;
profession to
one hundred
hundred dollars
dollars shall
shall also
be
also be
profession
to an
an amount
amount not
not greater
greater than
than one
distraint shall
the distraint
shall summon
summon three disinterdisinterexempt; and the officer
officer making
making the
Appraisement ested householders
householders of the vicinity, who shall appraise and set apart
apart to the
Appraisement

be exempt.
exempt.
owner the
the amount of property
property herein declared to be
That section twenty-nine be amended
amended by striking out all after the enThat
clause and
inserting in
thereof the following:
cases
in lieu
lieu thereof
following: That in all cases
Where proper
proper--acting
acting clause
and inserting
ty liable
liable to digdistraint for taxes may not be divisible, so as to
dis- where property liable to distraint
traint is
is not
traint
not divisible, whole
the collector
collector by
by a
sale of
part thereof
raise the
amount
the whole
whole amount
to raise
thereof to
of part
a sale
enable the
whole enable
visible,
may be sold.
sold,
of the tax, with all costs, charges, and commissions, the whole of such
Proceeds how
shall be
and the
the surplus
proceeds of
sale, after
Proceeds
how property
property shall
be sold,
sold, and
surplus of
of the
the proceeds
of the
the sale,
after
disposed
of.
satisfying the tax, costs, and charges, shall be paid to the person
legally
disposed of.
satisfying
person, legally
entitled
receive the same; or if he cannot
cannot be found, or refuse
refuse to reentitled to receive
ceive the same, then such surplus shall be deposited
deposited in the treasury
treasury of the
United States, to be there held for the use of the person
person legally entitled
to receive
the same, until he shall make application
receive the
application therefor
therefor to the Secretary of the Treasury, who, upon such application
application and satisfactory proofs
in support thereof, shall, by warrant
warrant on the treasury, cause the same to be
paid to the applicant. And if any of the property advertised
advertised for sale as
aforesaid is of a
akind subject
subject to tax, and such tax has not been paid, and
If amount
amount bid the amount
amount bid for such property is not equal to the amount of such tax,
for
the collector may purchase
not equal
equal to the
is not
is
purchase the same in behalf of the United States for
tax,
tax, collector
collector
may
buy for
for the
the an
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding the
the said
said tax.
tax. And
And in
in all
all cases
cases where
property
where property
an amount
may buy
United states.
which the tax has not
States. subject to tax, but upon which
not been
been paid,
paid, shall be
be seized
seized
upon distraint and sold, the amount of such tax shall, after deducting
deducting the
expenses
appropriated out of the proceeds
proceeds thereof
expenses of such sale; be first appropriated
thereof to
If no assess- the payment
payment of said tax. And if no assessment of tax has been made
ment
upon such property, the collector
made,
ment has been
been
collector shall make
make aareturn
return thereof in the form
form
required
law, and the assessor
required by hpv,
assessor shall assess the tax thereon. And all
Property pur
pur--property
Property
property so purchased may be sold by said collector, under such regulachased m
may
ay be tions as may be prescribed by the commissioner of internal revenue.
sold.
tions as may be prescribed by the commissioner of internal revenue.
sold.
Account of
And the collector
collector shall render
render a
distinct account of all charges incurred
a distinct
incurred
of internal
charges
ex- in
the sale
sale of
of such
the commissioner
commissioner of
internal revenue,
revenue,
to the
property to
such property
and exin the
charges and
penses
sales or
or
penses in
in sales
seizures,
shall by
regulation determine
determine the
the fees
fees and
and charges
charges to
allowed in
in
by regulation
to be
be allowed
seizures, to be who
who shall
rendered.
seizures; or where necessary
for
rendered,
all cases of distraint and other seizures;
necessary expenses
expenses for
making such distraint or seizure
seizure have
have been incurred, and in case of sale,
sale,
the said collector
collector shall pay into the treasury the surplus, if any there be,
after defraying such
sUch fees and charges.
charges.
Section 30.
30.
That section thirty be amended by striking out all after
enacting
after the enacting
When
When real es- clause and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: That in
where
the fbllowing:
in any
any case
case where
thereof,
thereof.

Section 29.

tate
for
taxes.
may be sold goods,
chattels, or
or effects
sufficient' to
to satisfy
satisfy the
the taxes
by law
law
taxes imposed
imposed by
effects sufficient
goods, chattels,
fo taxbesold

upon any person
collector
person liable
liable to pay the same shall not be found
found by the collector
or deputy collector
collector whose duty it may be to collect the
the same,
same, he is
is hereby
hereby
authorized to collect the same by seizure and sale of real estate; and the
authorized
officer making such seizure and sale shall give notice to the person whose
whose
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estate
proposed to
be sold,
sold, by
hand, or
leaving at
his last
last Proceedings
Proceedings in
estate is
is proposed
to be
by giving
giving him
him in
in hand,
or leaving
at his
in
or usual
abode, if
if he
he has
any such
such within
within the
collection district
district r
e
le e
c'sf
tasales
s
te
al.
es °f
or
usual place
place of
of abode,
has any
the collection
case
of
of
where
notice, in
in writing,
where said estate is
is situated,
situated, a
a notice,
writing, stating
stating what
what particular
particular
estate
is proposed
proposed to
to be
be sold,
sold, describing
same with
reasonable cercerestate is
describing the
the same
with reasonable
tainty,
and the
the time
when and
and place
where said
officer proposes
proposes to
tainty, and
time when
place where
said officer
to sell
sell the
the
same;
which time
time shall
shall not
Notice.
than forty days Notice.
be less than twenty
twenty nor more than
not be
same; which
from
the said
also cause
cause
from the time of
of giving said
said notice. And
And the
said officer
officer shall
shall also
a
notification to the
effect to
published in
in some
newspaper within
within
a notification
the same effect
to be
be published
some newspaper
the
there be,
be, and
shall
the county
county where such
such seizure is
is made,
made, if
if any
any such
such there
and shall
also
cause a
notice to
posted at
at the
the post
nearest to
to the
estate
also cause
a like
like notice
to be
be posted
post office
office nearest
the estate
to be
and in
two other
other public
public places
the county;
county; and
and the
the
to
be seized,
seized, and
in two
places within
within the
sale
of said
said sale shall
shall not be more than five miles distant from the estate Place of sale
place of
seized, except
except by
special order
the commissioner
of internal
revenue.
seized,
by special
order of
of the
commissioner of
internal revenue.
At
the time
place appointed,
appointed, the
the officer
such seizure
At the
time and
and place
officer making
making such
seizure shall
shall
proceed
to sell
said estate
public auction,
auction, offering
offering the
Sale.
proceed to
sell the
the said
estate at
at public
the same
same at
at aa Sale.
minimum price, including
including the expense
of making
making such
and all
all
minimum
expense of
such levy,
levy, and
charges
for advertising
and an
officer's fee
of ten
dollars. And
And in
in case
ease
charges for
advertising and
an officer's
fee of
ten dollars.
the
real estate
estate so
so seized,
seized, as
several distinct
distinct If
real estate is
is
the real
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall consist
consist of
of several
Ifrealestate
tracts
parcels, the
shall offer
offer each
each tract
tract or
of several
tracts or
or parcels,
the officer
officer making
making sale
sale thereof
thereof shall
ortracts
of
several tracts
parcel for
apportion the
for sale separately, and shall,
shall, if
if he
he deem
deem it
it advisable,
advisable, apportion
the
expenses, charges,
charges, and
and fees,
fees, aforesaid,
tracts or
expenses,
aforesaid, to
to such
such several
several tracts
or parcels,
parcels, or
or
to
any of
of them,
minimum price
price aforesaid.
to any
them, in
in estimating
estimating the
the minimum
aforesaid. And
And if
if no
no
amount of
price, the
person offers
offers for said
said estate
estate the amount
of said minimum
minimum price,
the officer
officer
shall
the same
same to
to be
by him
him for
for the
the United
States, and
and
When
be
shall declare
declare the
be purchased
purchased by
United States,
When may
may be
shall
attorney of
the United
States a
adeed
deed there1
-61)nuif
e
h
lf
stfrtehs
r
at
t
e
h:
shall deposit with the
the district attorney
of the
United States
there- bughdt
of,
provided; otherwise,
otherwise, the
the same
be dedeof, as
as hereinafter
hereinafter specified
specified and
and provided;
same shall
shall be
clared to be
be sold
sold to the
the highest
highest bidder.
bidder. And said sale
sale may
may be
be adjourned
adjourned Adjournment
Adjournment
exceeding thirty days in all, if he of
of sale
from time to time by said officer for not exceeding
sale.'
shall think it
so to
to do.
do. If
If the
the amount
amount bid
be then
and
it advisable
advisable so
bid shall
shall not
not be
then and
there paid, the officer shall
shall forthwith
forthwith proceed
proceed to
to again sell said
said estate in
manner; and
the same manner;
and upon any sale
sale and the
the payment of
of the
the purchase
purchase
money
give to
the purchaser
certificate of
purchase, which
shall
Certificate
of
money shall
shall give
to the
purchaser aa certificate
of purchase,
which shall
Certificate of
set
forth the
estate purchased,
for whose
whose taxes
taxes the
was sold,
sold, the
thepurchase.
set forth
the real
real estate
purchased, for
the same
same was
purchase.
name of
paid therefor;
and if
if the
the said
of the
the purchaser
purchaser and the price
price paid
therefor; and
said real
real
redeemed in the manner
manner and within
estate be not redeemed
within the time
time hereinafter
hereinafter
provided,
the said
said collector
collector or
deputy collector
collector shall
execute to
the
provided, then
then the
or deputy
shall execute
to the
upon his
surrender of
of said
certificat e,a
ee d o
th e rea
be Deed
said purchaser,
purchaser, upon
his surrender
said certificate,
a d
deed
offthe
reall
Deed to
to be
by him
him as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, reciting
f
acts set
set forth
f
or th in
i
n said
said given upon snrestate purchased
purchased by
reciting the
the facts
snrrender
of
certificertificate, and in
accordance with
laws of
of the
St at
e in
i
n w
hi ch such
suc h cate;
°at
e ;
certificate,
in accordance
with the
the laws
the State
which
real estate is situate upon the
under execuexecuthe subject of
of sales
sales of
of real estate
estate under
tion, which
which said deed shall be prima facie evidence
evidence of the facts therein
therein to be prima
stated;
the proceedings
officer as
as set
set forth
forth have
have been
been subsub- facie
t'fa its
e evidenceof
:Itr
aic
t
l
eere of
stated; and
and if
if the
proceedings of
of the
the officer
facts stated
stantially
accordance with the provisions of law, shall be considered therein;
stan
tinily in accordance
t
a
herein;
a conveyance of all the right, title, and interest the party to convey
and operate as a
convey
delinquent had in and to the real estate thus sold at the time the lien of w
hat
whatthe United States attached thereto. Any person, whose
whose estate may be proOwner may
bePoresaleeb
ceeded against as aforesaid, shall have the right to pay the amount due, bt:flOrPers°acieeeiallyng'
together witl
with the costs and charges thereon, to the collector
collector or deputy &c.;
&c.;
collector at any time prior to the sale thereof,
thereof, and all further proceedings
shall cease
cease from the time of such payment.
The owners
owners of any
any real
real esestate sold as aforesaid, their heirs, executors,
executors, or
or administrators,
administrators, or
or any person having any interest
interest therein, or a
alien thereon, or any person in their
their
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
any may redeem
redeem
behalf, shall be permitted to redeem
redeem the land sold as
or any
thereof, within
within one
particular tract thereof, at any time within one year after the sale thereof,
" e year
year
after
,
&c.
le
upon
to the
purchaser, or,
he cannot
in the
theby
upon payment
payment to
the purchaser,
or, in
in case
case he
cannot be
be found
found in
'by'&
a sale,
county in which
which the land to be redeemed
collector
redeemed is
is situate,
situate, then to
to the collector
of the district in which the land is situate, for the use of the
the purchaser,
purchaser and
his heirs or assigns, the amount paid
paid by the said
said purchaser
and interest
interest
thereon at
collector
thereon
at the
the rate of
of twenty
twenty per centum per
per annum.
annum. And
And any
any collector
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or deputy collector
the collection
taxes imposed
upon any
any
imposed upon
of taxes
collection of
for the
may, for
deputy collector may,
or
person or
for which
any person
person may
may be
and committed
him for
for
to him
committed to
liable, and
be liable,
which any
or for
person
Collector may collection, seize
seize and
sell the
lands
of
such
person
situated
in any
any other
other
in
situated
person
such
of
lands
the
sell
and
Collector may collection,
seize
and sell
co
ll ection district
district within
which said officer resides; and his
the State in which
within the
collection
sell
seize and
lands
in another proceedings in relation
district,
effect as if the same
same
anoter proceedings in relation thereto shall have the same effect
in
lands
were had
his proper
proper collection
collection district.
of
it shall be the duty of
And it
district. And
in his
had in
were
collection
in his
land made
Records
every
record of all sales
sa les of
of land
made in
his collection
keep aarecord
to keep
collector to
every collector
of
Records of
sales to be kept; district,
whether by
or his
deputies, or
or by
by another collector, in
his deputies,
himself or
by himself
to be kept; district, whether
sales
to
state what;
what; which
which shall
shall be
forth the
such sale was made, the
which any such
for which
tax for
the tax
set forth
be set
to state
dates
of seizure
and sale,
sale, the
name of
of the
assessed, and all proparty assessed,
the party
the name
seizure and
dates of
ceedings
making said
expenses, the name
amount of fees and expenses,
the amount
sale, the
said sale,
in making
ceedings in
of the
date of
of the
deed; which
which record
record shall be certithe deed;
the date
and the
purchaser, and
the purchaser,
of
fied
the officer
officer making
making the
sale. And
And it
any
duty of any
shall be the duty
it shall
the sale.
by the
fied by
deputy making
making sale,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, to
proceedstatement of all his proceedto return aa statement
sale, as
deputy
ings
to the
and to
to certify
the record thereof. And in case of
certify the
collector, and
the collector,
ings to
the death
death or
of the
collector or
expiration of his term of
or the expiration
the collector
removal of
or removal
the
to be
be delivered
office from
from any other
record shall be delivered
delivered to his successor
successor
other cause, said record
delivered office
to
to
successor.
in
office;
and
a
copy
of
every
such
record,
by the collector, shall
certified
record,
such
every
of
a
copy
and
offie;
in
successor.
to Comes
to be
to
Copies
evidence.
be evidence-in
evidence-in any
any court
court of
of the
truth of
facts therein
therein stated. And
And
the facts
of the
the truth
be
evidence.
when any
any lands
lands sold,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall be redeemed
hereinbefore proredeemed as hereinbefore
sold, as
when
collector shall make an entry of the fact upon the record afbreEntry to be
vided the collector
afore vided,
made
when land said, and
'
is redeemed.
said entry
entry shall
shall be
of such
when
redemption. And when
such redemption.
evidence of
be evidence
the said
said, and the
is redeemed.
if
property
any property,
or real,
real, seized
and sold
sold by virtue of the foregoing
foregoing
seized and
personal or
property, personal
any
If property
Statei
United States
the United
of the
claim of
sufficientt to satisfy
i
seized
n
and sold provisions, shall not be sufficient
satisf the
to
o
y
tta
sufficie
x,
nt
sufficient
not
isspa
other for
any person
person whose
whose
against any
made against
be made
may be
seizure may
or seizure
distraint or
which distraint
lor which
to pay tax,other
property
may be
property may
from time to
time
and
seied and
tie seized
sold,
sold.

as
and sold, the collector
property may
may be
seized and
collector may, thereafter,
thereafter, and
and as
so seized
be so
property

like
in like
sell,, in
and sell
seize and
often
proceed to seize
often as the same may be necessary, proceed
manner,
property liable
liable to
such person until the
seizure of such
to seizure
other property
any other
manner, any
paid:
amount
expenses, shall be fully paid:
him, together with all expenses,
from him,
due from
amount due
wherever the same occurs
" county,"
county," wherever
the word
The word
.Provided,
word "
occurs in this act,
act,
That the
Provided, That
"county," how
also
construe
in
this
or
the
acts
of
which
this
is
amendatory,
shall
be
construed
to
mean
construed
be
shall
amendatory,
is
this
which
of
acts
the
d
or
this
in
construed
Territory.
a
equivalent subdivision of a
a State or Territory.
parish or any other equivalent
a parish
act.
Section 34.
34.
That section
thirty-four be amended by striking out all after the enactsection thirty-four
That
Section
collectors to ing
inserting the following:
following: That each collector
collector shall be
clause and inserting
ing clause
Collectorsto
be charged
with charged
with the
the whole
of taxes,
contained in lists dewhether contained
taxes, whether
amount of
whole amount
charged with
duithf
bolhege
whole
taxes in
amount
lists, of livered
livered to
by the
respectively, or
or delivered
or transmitted
transmitted
delivered or
assessors, respectively,
the assessors,
him by
to him
in
lists,
taxes
time, or by other collectors, or
to time,
to him
him by
by assistant
assessors from
time to
from time
assistant assessors
to
&c.;
the additions
by
his predecessor
office, and
with the
additions thereto, with the par
and with
in office,
predecessor in
by his
fbr
and with all moneys collected
value of
of all
all stamps
deposited with
him, and
collected for
with him,
stamps deposited
value
and he shall be credited
costs, and
to be
be credited
passports, penalties,
penalties, forfeitures,
fees, or
or costs,
forfeitures, fees,
credited passports,
to
all
with all
with all
all payments
payments into the treasury made as provided by law, with
with
with what.
treasury, and with the amount
stamps returned
returned by
uncancelled to
the treasury,
to the
him uncancelled
by him
stamps
in the manner
of taxes
contained in
in the
transmitted in
manner above
above provided
provided
lists transmitted
the lists
taxes contained
of
afore-aid; and also with tho
by them receipted
and by
to
collectors, and
receipted as aforesaid;
other collectors,
to other
absconded, or become
as may have
amount of
of the
the taxes
persons as
have absconded,
become
such persons
of such
taxes of
amount
ought, according to the provithe tax ought,
insolvent, prior
prior to
to the
the day
day when
when the
insolvent,
transsions
law, to
to have
have been
been collected,
collected, and
uncollected taxes trans,
with all uncollected
and with
of law,
sions of
his successor
ferred
by him
or by
his deputy
acting as
as collector
collector to his
successor in
in
deputy acting
by his
him or
lerred by
the comof the
satisfaction of
office:
Provided, That it
it shall be proved to the satisfaction
comoffice: Provided,
colthat due diligence
missioner
of internal
internal revenue
revenue that
diligence was used by the colmissioner of
facts to the first comptroller
the facts
lector,
who shall
shall certify
certify the
comptroller of the
lector, who
also be credited with the amount
treasury.
And each
each collector
amount of
shall also
collector shall
treasury. And
for the
the use
all
property purchased
purchased by
by him
use of the United
United States, provided
him for
all property
he
shall faithfully
faithfully account
and pay
pay over
over the
proceeds thereof
thereof upon aa
the proceeds
for and
account for
he shall
of the
the same as required
required by law. In
In case of the death, resignation,
resignation,
resale of
collector
If
if collec
lists
tor , resale
shall
di
&c.
e '
ta16'‘
be
", i'
trans -or
or
removal of the collector, all lists and accounts of taxes uncollected
uncollected shall
be
litanst,
d&cs,
, removal
as such successor
ferred
to his
his sucsue- be
ne transferred
his successor
in office
successor shall
shall be
soon as
as soon
office as
successor in
to his
transferred to
ferred to
successor to col
cessor
appointed and
and qualified,
it shall be the duty of such successor
qualified, and it
appointed
cesnsr
lect the
the same.
same.
lect
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That
section forty-one
be amended
out all
all after
after the
the enactenact- Section
Section 41.
by striking
striking out
amended by
forty-one be
That section
ing
clause and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following
following :•That
shall be
&c.
Collectors &e.
be the
the Collectors,
it shall
: That it
ing clause
duty of
aforesaid, or
or their
dis- to
tax
vD collect
c
e
o
s
lla
e
i
c
l
d
tall
a
p
llrose.
respective disin their
their respective
deputies, in
their deputies,
of the
the collectors
collectors aforesaid,
duty
tricts,
authorized, to
the taxes
taxes imposed
imposed by
by cute for forfeit.
forfeitcollect all
all the
to collect
hereby authorized,
and they
they are
are hereby
tricts, and
law,
may be
and to
to prosecute
prosecute for
for the
re- tres
1res and
and penalthe rebe designated,
designated, and
the same
same may
law, however
however the
es '
covery
of any
all fines, ties
be forfeited
forfeited by law; and all
which may
may be
or sums
sums which
sum or
any sum
covery of
penalties,
forfeitures which
may be
incurred or
imposed by
by law,
forfeitTaxes, forfeitlaw, Taxes,
or imposed
be incurred
which may
and forfeitures
penalties, and
shall be
be sued
sued for
and recovered,
recovered, in
the United
United States, in any yeeseiloawndsupeedngrand
ors,pesnalof the
name of
in the
the name
for and
shall
proper form
form of
of action,
action, or
or by
by any
any appropriate
appropriate form
form of
proceeding, qui
and recovered.
recovered.
tam and
qui tam
of proceeding,
proper
or otherwise,
otherwise, before
before any
or district
court of the United
for
States for
United States
district court
any circuit
circuit or
or
the district
district within
been
or forfeiture
forfeiture may have been
fine, penalty, or
said fine,
within which
which said
the
incurred, or
any other
other court
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. And taxes
court of
before any
or before
incurred,
may be
for and
recovered, in the name
name of the United States, in any
and recovered,
may
be sued
sued for
proper form
form of
action before
before any
United
any circuit
circuit or district court of the United
of action
proper
States for
for the
district within
which the
have
such tax may have
the liability
liability to such
within which
the district
States
been
or shall
shall be
be incurred,
whom such tax is due
party from whom
incurred, or where the party
been or
may
commencement of said action. But no
of the
the commencement
reside at the time of
may reside
be
tb be
Suit not
not th
commenced unless the commissioner
commissioner of internal reve- Suit
such suit shall be commenced
commenced
nue shall
authorize or
Provided, That
in case
case wthoutthoriwithout authorishall authorize
or sanction the proceedings:
proceedings: Provided,
That in
of any
for penalties
or forfeitures
information received
commisty of commisupon information
received ty
of
any suit
suit for
penalties or
forfeitures brought upon
sioner.
from any person,
collector, deputy collector, assessor, assistassist- sioner•
a collector,
than a
person, other than
from
ant assessor,
assessor, revenue
revenue agent,
agent, or
inspector of
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, the
United United
United States
the United
or inspector
ant
ottobe
subject to any
not
tosubject
beor
orsubject
attorany costs of suit, nor shall the fees of any to
be subject
States shall not be
to costs
costs
attorattorney
settle- ney's
employed by any
any such
such officer be
be allowed in the settleney's fees, nnattorney or counsel employed
&c.
ment
employment of such attorney or counsel
counsel less, &c.
his account, unless the employment
ment of
of his
shall be
be authorized
authorized by
internal revenue,
revenue, either exby the
the commissioner
commissioner of internal
shall
pressly or by general
general regulations.
regulations.
forty-four be
be amended by striking out all after the enact- Section 44.
That section
section forty-four
&c.,
following: That the commis- Taxes, &c.,
clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
ing clause
wwrongly
wron
ronaa
gly assessassessprescribed by the a
regulations prescribed
soner
d
soner of internal revenue, subject to regulations

refunde"d.may be
be
Secretary of the Treasury, shall be, and is hereby, authorized, on appeal refunded.y
to him made,
made, to remit,
remit, refund,
refund, and
and pay back all taxes erroneously
erroneously or illegally assessed
assessed or collected,
collected, all penalties
penalties collected
collected without authority,
authority, and
and
all
assessed or excessive
excessive in amount
amount
all taxes that
that shall appear
appear to
to be
be unjustly assessed
collectors to be
wrongfully collected,
collected, and also repay to collectors or dep- 'Collectorstobe
or in any manner wrongfully
repaid amounts
full amount
amount of
of such
sums of
money as
or may
may be
f
uty collectors
collectors the full
such sums
of money
as shall
shall or
be oefudgments
recovered
recovered against
against them, or any of them, in any court, for any internal paid by them
suit,, and damages
taxes or licenses
licenses collected by them, with the costs and expenses of suit
damages
and costs
ow
costs recov,and
damages and
and all damages
and costs
costs recovered
recovered against
against assessors, assistant
assistant assessors,
assessors, ered against
against
collectors, deputy collectors,
collectors, and inspectors, in any suit which shall be them.
collectors,
brought against
against them, or any of them,
them, by reason
reason of anything
anything that shall or
or
Judgments, &c.
and all judg- Judgments,&c.
of their official
official duties; and
may be
be done in the due performance
performance of
for
taxes,
&c. to
&c.
to
ments and moneys recovered
recovered or received
received for taxes, costs, forfeitures,
forfeitures, and for
hertaxes,
coiteebe
paid t
toocolleccollector as
taxes are
required to
to tors.
tom.
penalties, shall be
be paid to the
the collector
as internal
internal taxes
are required
a second assessment may have been IncasesofsecProvided, That where a
be paid: Provided,
In cases of seco
t
a
n
x
dass
lo
e
s
tsm
thenbt
z
a list, statement, or return which
which in the opinion of the ond
esassessment,
i
made in case of a
taxes not to be

assessor or assistant
assistant assessor was false or fraudulent, or contained any refunded,
refunded, unless,
understatement
understatement or undervaluation,
undervaluation, such assessment
assessment shall not be remitted, &c.
&c.
nor shall
shall taxes
under such
assessment be
be recovered,
recovered, refunded,
refunded, or
or
nor
taxes collected
collected under
such assessment
paid
unless it
proved that said
not
paid back, unless
it is proved
said list, statement,
statement, or return
return was
was not
undervalfalse or fraudulent,
fraudulent, and
and did not
not contain
contain any
any understatement
understatement or undervaluation.
That section forty-eight be amended by striking out all after the enact- Section 48.
taxThat all goods, wares, merchan- Property
ing clause
clause and
taxing
and inserting
inserting the
the following:
following: That all goods, wares, merchan- Property
"d", 12:1i
el dnfraud
disc, articles, or objects, on which taxes are imposed by the provisions of able, h d to be
dise,
law, which shall be found in the possession, or custody, or within the of
ofrevenue
revenue laws,
laws,
may be seized by
control of any person or persons, for the purpose of being sold or remov- maybeseizedby
;oo
r
l
IeictteT and
ad is
orfeteor,
ed by such person
person or persons in fraud of the internal revenue
revenue laws, or
orfe
with design to avoid
avoid payment
payment of said taxes, may be seized by the col-
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lector or
or deputy
deputy collector
of the
proper district,
or by such other collector
collector
district, or
the proper
collector of
lector
or deputy
deputy collector
collector 'as
as may
be specially
authorized by the
commissioner
the commissioner
specially authorized
may be
or
of internal
for that
purpose, and
the same
same shall be
forfeited to
be forfeited
and the
that purpose,
revenue for
internal revenue
of
of
Raw materials,
United States; and also all raw materials found in the possession of
the United
materials, the
&e.for in any person or persons intending to manufacture the same into articles
tools,
&c.
manufacture,
of
of
articles
into
same
the
manufacture
to
intending
persons
or
person
nanufacture, in any
fraudulent[ly] selling such manufraud of
purpose of fraudulent[ly]
mannof the law, aakind subject to tax for the purpose
fmnd
may
or with design to evade the payment of said tax; and
articles, or
factured articles,
seized, factured
may be seized,
&o. &.
instruments, and personal
also all tools, implements, instruments,
personal property whatsoever,
whatsoever,
in
place or
building or
or within
within any
any yard
yard or enclosure
enclosure where such aror building
in the
the place
ticles
such raw
materials shall
shall be
may also be seized by any
be found, may
raw materials
or such
ticles or
collector or
deputy collector,
collector, as
aforesaid, and
forfeited
same shall be forfeited
the same
and the
as aforesaid,
or deputy
collector
Proceedings
to as
the proceedings
proceedings to enforce
enforce said forfeiture
forfeiture shall be in
and the
aforesaid; and
as aforesaid;
Proceedings to
a proceeding
enforce
nature of a
proceedin g in rem in the circuit or district court of the
forfeit-- the nature
enforce forfeit
sire.
ure
other
United States for the district where such seizure is made, or in any other
.
Penalty
for
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. And
And any person who shall have in his
court
Penalty for
possessing taxob-articles,, or
merchandise,, articles
ta- custody or possession
able
property
possession any such goods, wares,
wares, merchandise
or ob
possesng
with
ects, subject
subject *to
aforesaid, for the purpose of selling the same with
as aforesaid,
to tax as
to jects,
intent to
with intent
sr in fraud
of
t
he design
des i
gn o
avo idi ng paymen
of the
taxes imposed
imposed thereon, shall be
the taxes
paymenttof
offavoiding
the
fraud of
sell
the
aw,
law,
the l
c•
liable
to a
a penalty of five hundred dollars, or not less than double the
liable to
c.
thela&c.
amount
of taxes
attempted to
evaded, to be recovered
recovered in
be evaded,
to be
fiaudulently attempted
taxes fraudulently
amount of
merchandise,
jurisdiction; and the goods, wares, merchandise,
Goods to be any court of competent jurisdiction;
articles, or objects, which shall be so seized
seized, Szo•
&o.
seized by any collector
collector or deputy
collector,
at the
the option
option of
collector, be delivered
delivered to the marshal
marshal
the collector,
of the
may, at
collector, may,
marshal, and
of
remain in the care and custody of said marshal,
district, and remain
of said
said district,
under
control until
until he
possession by process of law, and
obtain possession
shall obtain
he shall
his control
under his
the
seizure made before
before process issues shall be taxable by the
of seizure
cost of
the cost
Perishable
court:
when the property so seized
seized may be liable to
That when
Provided, That
court: Provided,
Perishable
keeping, or when
property
to be
perish
or
greatly reduced
reduced in price or value
value by
by keeping,
when
become greatly
or become
perish
be
to
property
appraised;
thereof, the collector,
appraise;
it cannot be kept without great expense, the owner thereof;
marshal of the district, may apply to the assessor of the district to
or the marshal
examine
said property;
property; and
if, in
the opinion
of said assessor,
assessor, it shall
opinion of
in the
and if,
examine said
be
property should be sold to prevent
prevent such waste
necessary that the said property
be necessary
shall
or expense,
or
expense, he shall appraise the same; and the owner thereupon shall
may
have said
said property
returned to
to him upon giving bond in such form as may
property returned
restor--have
may be rector
ed to owner,
he
owner, lie
giving bond.
be prescribed
by the
of internal
an
and in an
revenue, and
internal revenue,
commissioner of
the commissioner
prescribed by
giving bond e be
amount equal
equal to the appraised value, with such sureties as the said assesamount
sor shall
deem good
good and sufficient, to abide the final order, decree or
or
shall deem
sor

Bond to be
filed.

judgment of
cognizance of the case, and to pay the
court having cognizance
of the court
judgment
amount
of said
appraised value to the collector, marshal, or otherwise,
otherwise, as
said appraised
amount of
directed by the court, which bond shall be filed
filed by
he may be ordered and directed
said assessor with the United States district-attorney for the district in

further,
in rem
rem may be commenced:
which said
said proceedings
proceedings in
commenced: Provided
Provided further,
which
property reThat in
in case
bond shall
been executed
the property
and the
executed and
have been
shall have
said bond
case said
That
turned before
thereof; by
by virtue
the process
process aforesaid,
aforesaid, the marof the
virtue of
seizure thereof,
before seizure
turned
proceedings in court to the
of the
the pendency
Notice of pro
shal shall
pendency of proceedings
notice of
give notice
shall give
pro--shal
Notice
in
and in
bond, by personal
said bond,
ceedings
when
andinhow
court
to parties
parties executing
executing said
personal service
service or publication, and
corto
ehedings
thereupon
be
given to oblig-manner
manner and
form as
as the
the court
may direct,
and the
the court
court shall
shall thereupon
direct, and
court may
and form
begiventoobligof said
said matter
ors of bond.
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
matter and parties in the same manner
manner as if such
have
the process aforesaid. But if said
of the
by virtue
If owner
owner does property
property had
been seized
seized by
virtue of
had been
said bond, the assessor shall issue to
to give
give said
not give bond,
owner
neglect or
or refuse
refuse to
shall neglect
owner shall
property may be
to sell
sell the same; and the said
&c.
the
collector or
marshal aforesaid
aforesaid an
an order
order to
or marshal
the collector
sold, &ec.
collector
or marshal
marshal shall
thereupon advertise
advertise and sell the said property
property
shall thereupon
collector or
final exeat
auction in
in the
the same manner
manner as
as goods-may
goods-may be
be sold
sold on
on final
public auction
at public
Proceeds of sale. cution
cution in
of the
after deducting
deducting the
the
sale, after
the sale,
proceeds of
the proceeds
and the
district; and
said district;
in said
Proceedsofsale.
shall be paid to the court aforesale, shall
reasonable
the seizure
and sale,
seizure and
of the
costs of
reasonable costs
Sections 6853 67,
59, and 626257, 59,
70
repealed
on
70 repealed on
Sept.

1, 1866.
1866.
1,

said, to abide its final order, decree, or judgment.

That sections
fifty-five, fifty-six,
fifty-seven, fiftyfiftysections fifty-three,
fifty-three, fifty-four,
fifty-four, fifty-five,
fifty-six, fifty-seven,
sixty-six,
nine,
sixty-two,
sixty-three,
sixty-four,
sixty-five,
sixty-six,
sixty-seven,
sixty-five,
sixty-four,
sixty-three,
sixty-two,
nine,
sixty-eight,
and seventy,
seventy, be, and the same are hereby, repealed,
sixty-nine, and
sixty-eight, sixty-nine,
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to take effect
effect on the first day
of September,
sixtyday of
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysix.
That section seventy-one be amended by striking out all
after the
all after
the Section
Section 71.
71.
enacting
op
ron,&c.
enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
no perper- No
following: That
That no
No,t
person,
&c.
to
do
business
son, firm,
firm, company,
engaged in, prosecute,
son,
company, or corporation
corporation shall be engaged
prosecute, or
tnt
u
ai
Ispue
s
a el
st
sax
or carry untils
ascial
tax
on any
any trade, business, or profession, hereinafter mentioned and described,
on
described, is
is paid.
paid.
a special tax therefor
until he
he or they shall have paid a
therefor in the
herethe manner
manner hereinafter provided.
provided.
That section seventy-two be amended by striking out all after the
the Section 72.
enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following: That every Persons, &c.
person,
enacting
firm,
clause
company,
and
inserting
or
corporation
in
lieu
engaged
thereof
the
in
any
followin
trade,
g business,
That
every
sdpoeinlallybutsainxez:
Persons, &o.
person, firm, company, or corporation engaged in any trade, business, or
orsdoinalyusnesd,
profession,
profession, on which a
aspecial tax is imposed by law, shall register
register with
with to register
register
the assistant
assistant assessor of the assessment district, first,
or
with
names, &c.
&c. with
first, his
his or
or their
their name
name or
names,
assistant assesstyle, and in case of aafirm or company, the names of the several
several persons
persons sors.ista nt as ses constituting
such firm or company, and their places of residence; second, Register to
constituting such
to
the trade, business, or profession, and the
such trade,
business, state
state what.
what.
the place where
where such
trade, business,
or profession
profession is to be carried on; third,
rectifier, the
the number
number of
third, if
if a
a rectifier,
of barbarrels he designs to rectify;
a pedler, whether he designs to
rectify; if a
on
to travel on
foot, or with one, two, or more
more horses
horses or mules; if an
an innkeeper,
innkeeper, the
the
yearly
rental value
yearly rental
value of the house and property to be occupied
occupied for said
Returns to be
be
purpose. All
All of
of which
suchhas- a
and
purpose.
which facts
facts shall be returned duly certified by suc
m
n
a
d
dcollctors.
e
co
th
le
ac
ss
t
es
o
m
s r
sistant assessor,
sistant
assessor, to
to both
both the
the assessor and collector
collector of the district;
district; and the
Special tax to
special tax shall
shall be paid to the collector
thee district
special
collector or deputy
deputy collector
collect or of
ofth
district btoerildc
be paid toacpodllerec_to collecas hereinafter
hereinafter provided for such trade,
as
trade, business, or profession,
profession, w
ho s
hall ciptgiventhereceiptgi;entherewho
shall
give aareceipt therefor.
for.
That section seventy-three
seventy-three be amended
amended by striking
striking out all
73.
all after the
the enen- Section 73.
acting
acting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following: That any one who Penalty for
shall exercise
carry on any
trade, business,
or profession, or do any act t
aexe"cg
anith
shall
exercise or carry
any trade,
bus i
ne
ss ,
or
e
r
x
,
e
,le
cistg.w
ayh_
hereinafter mentioned, for the exercising, carrying
hereinafter
carrying on, or doing of
of
of which
which out payment
payment of
a special tax is imposed by law, without payment thereof as in that
a
that bebe- tax.
half' required, shall, for every such offence,
half
offence, besides being
to the
being liable
liable to
the
Pod, p. 473.
payment
imprisonment for aaterm not exceeding
exceeding P'
payment of the tax, be subject to imprisonment
. 47
two
years,
or a
a fine not exceeding
exceeding five hundred
two
hundred dollars, or both,
both, and
and such
such
distributed
thee United
fine shall be dist
rib ut
ed between
bet
ween th
Unit ed St
at
es an
th
e i
nf
ormer, if
if
Fin
States
andd the
informer,
Fineehow
how disdstributed.
there be any, as provided by law.
trbuted.
That
That section seventy-four
seventy-four be amended
amended by striking out all after the
the Section 74.
74.
enacting clause
Receipt for
enacting
clause and
and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
following: That the reReceipt
for
ceipt for
payment of any special tax shall contain
payment
eeipt
for the
the payment
contain and set forth the fay
.
nient of specia
J ltax to state
state
cial
purpose,
trade, business,
purpose, trade,
business, or profession
profession for which such tax is paid, and the wwhat.
hat.
name and place of abode
of
the
person
or
persons
abode
persons paying the same;
if
same; if
by
a rectifier,
rectifier, the
the quantity of spirits intended to be rectified; if by a
by a
a pedfbr travelling
travelling on foot or with one, or
ler, whether for
more horses
or
or two, or
or more
horses or
mules, the
time for which payment
mules,
the time
payment is made, the date or time of payment,
and (except
in case
case of
of' auctioneers,
and
(except in
auctioneers, produce
produce brokers, commercial
commercial brokers,
patent-right
patent-right dealers, photographers, builders, insurance
insurance agents, insurance
insurance
brokers, and pedlers) the place at which
which the trade, business, or
or profession
profession
for which the tax is paid shall
carried on
on::Provided,
shall be carried
Provided, That the pay..
pay, Payment
Payment of
herein
ment of the special tax
t
ax h
ere i
n imposed
i
mp
ose d shall
sh
all no
f
rom an
ad
di
- speecxiaelmtapxt
nottexempt
exempt from
an addinot
trom
tpexemlpt
from
t
tional
tax the
person or persons,
additional tax
tional special
special tax
the person
persons, (except
(except lawyers,
lawyers, physicians, sur- additional
tax
horse
dealers,
geons, dentists, cattle brokers,
brok ers ,h
orse d
ea l
ers ,pedlers,
pe dl ers, produce
pro d
uce b
ro k
ers, for
busibrokers,
for doing business in
another
inexcept
another
commercial brokers, patent-right
photographers,
commercial
patent- ri
g ht dealers,
dea l
ers ,
ph ot
ograp h
ers ,
b
u ild ers, insurance
insurance place,
p
lace, except
for,
builders,
for
agents, insurance
insurance brokers,
brokers, and auctioneers,)
auctioneers,) or firm,
agents,
firm, company,
company, or corporation &c.
&c.
doinggn business
in any
but
No special ftax
tax
doin
business in
any other
other place
place than
th an that
th atstated;
st
at
ed; b
ut nothing
not hi ng herein
here i
n concon- for
forNsotosrpaeoc-eiaol
storage of
tained shall
tax for
for the storage of goods, wares, or merchanmerchan- goods, &c.,
tamed
shall require
require a
aspecial
special tax
ec., if no
no
dise
of business,
nor for the sale by manufacturgoods,kept
&c.
disc in
in other
other places
places than
than the
the place
place of
business, nor
manufactur- there
&c. are
extheirr o
ers or producers
producers of thei
wn goo
ds,wares
an d merc
han diise,
se, at
at the
th
e p
ace e
there
e
kept
exown
goods,
wares,,and
merchand
place
ll
eptas
samples
pt as samples
of production
of
production or manufacture,
manufacture, and at their principal
principal office or
of busbusor place
place of
iness,
merchandise shall be kept except
iness, provided no goods, wares, or merchandise
except as
as
samples, at said office
office or place of business. And every
every person
person exercising
exercising
VOL.
VOL. Xrv.
XIv.
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Persons carrycarryPersons
mg
business,
ng on business,
&c. taxable, to
exhibit
receipt
exhibit receipt
therefor
to
therefor to
revenue officer
on demand.
If
pedler rereIf pedler

or
on any
business, or
or profession,
profession, or
or doing
any act
for
act for
doing any
trade, business,
any trade,
carrying on
or carrying
which aaspecial
special tax is
imposed, shall,
internal
shall, on
on demand of any officer of internal
is imposed,
which
revenue, produce
produce and
exhibit the
of the
the tax,
tax, and
unand unpayment of
for payment
receipt for
the receipt
and exhibit
revenue,

receipt, property
may
be seized ,
rmabeiPzed.tY

,
• and the assessor of
which the
in which
of
any
pe 'son so
refusing,
district in
the district
and the assessor of the
so refusing,
any person
of
seizure has
has occurred
may, on
on ten
ten days'
days' notice,
published in
in any
any newspaper
newspaper
notice, published
occurred may,
seizure

less he
deemed not
to have
such tax.
tax.
have paid
paid such
not to
and deemed
be taken
taken and
do so
so may
may be
he shall
shall do
less

And in
in case
case any pedler shall refuse to exhibit his or her receipt, as aforeAnd
said, when
demanded, by
by any
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, said
said officer
officer may
may
officer of
any officer
when demanded
said,
fuses to exhibit seize the horse or mule, wagon,
wagon, and contents, or pack, bundle, or basket
basket
Proceedings
Proceedings

in the district, or served personally on the pedler, or at his dwellingdwellinghouse,
require such
pedler to
show cause,
any he
has, why
why the
the horses
horses
he has,
cause, if
if any
to show
such pedler
house, require
or mules,
mules, wagon,
and contents,
contents, pack,
shall not
not
so seized
seized shall
pack, bundle,
bundle, or basket so
wagon, and
or
be forfeited;
forfeited; and
and in
case no
shown, the
assessor may
the assessor
no sufficient
sufficient cause is shown,
in case
be
direct a
aforfeiture,
forfeiture, and
issue an
an order
order to
collector or
or to
to any
any deputy
deputy
to the
the collector
and issue
direct
collector
of the
the sale
of the
the property
property so
so forfeited;
forfeited; and
and the
the
for the
sale of
the district
district for
collector of
same, after
after payment
payment of
of the
the expenses
expenses of
the proceedings,
proceedings, shall
be paid
paid to
to
shall be
of the
same,
the
collector for
the use
of the
the United
And all
such special
taxes
all such
special taxes
United States.
States. And
for the
use of
ts
the collector
S l taxes
Special
when
due,
shall
due on
on the
day of
of May
each year,
commencing
on commencing
or on
year, or
May in
in each
first day
the first
become due
shall become
when due.
any
trade, business,
or profession
profession upon
upon which
by law
imposed.
tax is
is by
law imposed.
which such
such tax
business, or
any trade,
In
the tax
tax shall
shall be
one year,
the latlatfor one
year, and in the
be reckoned
reckoned for
the former
former case
case the
In the
Proportional
ter case, proportionately
from the first day of the
proportionately for that part of the year from
part
of tax.
tax.
month
which the
the liability
to aaspecial
special tax
tax commenced,
commenced, to
to the
the first
first day
day
liability to
in which
part of
month in
of May
following.
of
May following.
Section 75.
75.
That
section seventy-five
seventy-five be amended
striking out all after the
amended by striking
That section
If person who enacting
enacting clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the following: That upon
has
paid
special the
the death
of any
having paid the special tax for any trade, busiperson having
any person
death of
special
haid
thas dies,
tax
his
executors, &c.
&e. may ness
ness or
or profession,
profession, it may
shall be.lawful
bela.wful for the executors or adminmay and shall
istrators, or the wife or child, or the legal representatives
representatives of such deceased
carry on the
deceased
business.
person to
to occupy
occupy the
the house or
or premises,
premises, and
and in
in like manner
manner to
to exercise or
or
person
carry on,
term for which the tax shall
on, for the residue of the ferm
shall have been
paid,
profession, as the deceased
deceased before exer.
exerpaid, the same trade, business, or profession,
carried on, in or upon the same houses or premises, without
cised or carried
without payin case of the removal
removal of any person or
or
any additional
additional tax. And in
In case of re- meat
ment of
of any
moval.
persons from the house or premises
premises for which any trade, business, or propersons
profession
persons so removing
fession was
was taxed,
taxed, it
it shall
shall be lawful
lawful for the person or persons
removing
place to carry
carry on
specified
to any
any other
other place
on the
the trade,
trade, business,
business, or
or profession
profession specified
in
in the
the tax
tax receipt
receipt at the place to which
which such person
person or
or persons
persons may
may remove without
without payment of any additional
additional tax: Provided,
Provided, That all cases
Casesofdeath, of death, change,
change, or removal, as aforesaid, shall be registered
Casesofdeath,
registered with
with the
removal,
be
registered.
&c. to
to assistant
assessor, and
the collector,
collector, together
together with
with the
name or
or
the name
and with
with the
eregastered
assistant assessor,
names
the person
charon
t'
or
sucnames of
of the
person or
or persons
persons making
making such
such change
or removal,
removal, or
or successor
deceased, under regulations
regulations t
cessor to
to any person
person deceased,
too be prescribed
prescribed by the
the
commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue.
Section 76.
That section
seventy-six be amended by striking out all after the enactsection seventy-six
If a
a person
ing clause, and insertion.
inserting in lieu thereof
following:
That in every case
innthereof the followinn•:
a
carries on more w 1
7
.
er e
.a ,h;
than one
one of
of the
the pursuits,
pur..w..t s, employments,
or occupations,
occupations, hereinhereinemployments, or
more than
thain
than oneo
one pursuit.
pursuit," er emore
at after
described, shall
shall be
on in
in the
same place by
the
in same place at
after described,
be pursued
pursued or
or carried
carried on
the same
by the
same time, tax same
person at
time, except
as hereinafter
provided, the
tax
same person
at the
the same
same time,
except as
hereinafter provided,
the tax
to be paid for
for
each.
shall
for each
each accordio
to the
the rates
rates severally
severally prescribed:
Proprescribed: Pro.
accordingn. to
paid for
shall be
be paid
each.
towns of
vided, That
In towns
vided,
That in
in cities
cities a
and
nd t
towns
owns having
population than
than six
thousand
having aaless
less population
six thousand
persons
less
6000tax
according to
the last
last preceding
precedin g census
sp
ec i
alt
ax s
hall be
be
persosthan
hn
a one
tax persons
persons according
to the
census,,one special
tax
shall
may
what, held
the business
business of
land-warrant brokers,
brokers, claim
claim agents,
agents, and
to embrace
embrace the
of land-warrant
and
may cover what.
held to
real estate agents, upon payment of the highest rate of tax applicable
applicable to
either
of said
said pursuits.
either one
one of
pursuits.
Section 77.
That section
seventy-seven be
amended by
striking out
out all
the
after the
all after
by striking
be amended
section seventy-seven
That
Auctioneers
Auctioneers
a
goods enacting
enacting clause,
clause, and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof the
the following:
following: That
That no
not to sell
sell goods
and inserting
lieu thereof
no aucaucauctioneer, sell
tioneer shall, by virtue of having paid the special tax as an auctioneer,
at private
at
private sale,
sell
nor employ
employ other
other
at private
shall he
he employ
employ any
othany othnor shall
private sale,
sale, nor
or other
other property
property at
any goods
goods or
persons, except, any
persons,
&c.
er person
8rx.
person to act as auctioneer
auctioneer in his behalf, except
except in his own store
store ot
thereon.
thereon,
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warehouse or in his presence;
presence; and any auctioneer who
or
warehouse
who shall sell goods
goods or
commodities
auction, without
paid the
special
commodities otherwise than by auction,
without having
having paid
the special
tax imposed upon such business, shall
Penalty.
shall be
be subject
subject and liable to
to the
the penalty
penalty Penalty.
imposed upon persons dealing in
selling goods
or Auctioneers
in or retailing, trading or selling
goods or
Auctioneers
commodities
payment of the special
special tax
for exercising
exercising or
or carrying
o
n
r, e
g
r
e
s
l
o
i
n
g:°
p
d:y_
commodities without payment
tax for
carrying
may
sell
goods
of persons
pay,
on such trade or business; and where goods or commodities are
are the prop- ing
ing rspecial
special tax,
tax,
erty of any person or persons taxed to deal in or
or retail, or trade
trade in
in or sell on
on their premispremisthe same, it shall and may be lawful for any person exercising or carrycarry- es
es.'
ing on the trade
trade or business of
auctioneer to sell
such goods
goods or
comof an auctioneer
sell such
or commodities for and on behalf of
said house
house or
of such person
person or persons in
in said
or
premises.
premises.
That section seventy-eight
striking out all after
seventy-eight be amended by striking
after the Section
Section 78.
78.
enacting
enacting clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the following: That any
Who
may, and
Whomay,
number of persons, except
except lawyers, conveyancers,
conveyancers, claim
number
claim agents,
agents, patent
patent do
who may
may not
not rdo
a
i
n
ndp
p
aay
agents,
physicians,
physicians, surgeons, dentists, cattle brokers, horse
horse dealers, and neurssihn7
busines i andpard
tnership,
pay
pedlers, doing business in copartnership
copartnership at any one place, shall be rere- but one special
special
quirecl to pay but one special tax for such copartnership.
copartnership.
tax.
quired
That section seventy-nine
striking out
out all
all after
Section 79.
seventy-nine be amended by
by striking
after the
the Section
79.
enacting
enacting clause, and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: That a
a special tax shall be,
to say
:—
special taxon
tax on
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
is, imposed as
as follows, that is
is to
say:Special
One. Banks chartered
or organized
under a
with a
acapital
capital Banks
Banks and
chartered or
organized under
a general
general law,
law, with
and
not exceeding fifty thousand
dollars, and bankers
employing a
thousand dollars,
bankers using
using or
or employing
abankers.
bankers.
capital
exceeding the
of fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, shall
pay one
one
capital not exceeding
the sum
sum of
shall pay
hundred dollars; when exceeding fifty
for every
every addififty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, for
additional thousand dollars in excess of fifty thousand dollars,
dollars, two
two dollars.
Every incorporated
bank, and
every person,
person, firm,
incorporated or other
other bank,
and every
firm, or
or company
company Definition
Definition of.
of.
having a
are opened
opened by
the deposit
a place of
of' business where credits are
by the
deposit or
or colcollection of money or currency,
currency, subject to be
be paid
paid or remitted
remitted upon
upon draft,
check, or order, or where money
money is
is advanced
advanced or
or loaned
loaned on
on stocks,
stocks, bonds,
bonds,
bullion, bills of exchange, or promissory notes, or where
where stocks, bonds,
bonds,
bullion, bills of exchange, or promissory notes are received
received for
discount
for discount
or for sale, shall be regarded as
as a
a bank
bank or
or as aabanker:
banker: Provided,
Provided, That
That
any savings bank having no capital stock, and whose
whose business is confined Savings
banks.
Savigsba.
to receiving
receiving deposits and loaning or investing the
the same
same for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of
its depositors, and which does no other business of
be
of banking,
banking, shall not
not be
subject to this tax.
Two. Wholesale
Wholesale dealers, whose
whose annual sales do not exceed fifty thouthou- Wholesale
. deawlehrosi.esale
sand
fifty dollars;
dollars; and
sales exceed
exceed fifty
fif
sand dollars,
dollars, shall
shall pay fifty
and if
if' their
their annual
annual sales
fifty dealers.
thousand
for every additional
thousand dollars
dollars in
fifty
thousand dollars,
dollars, fbr
additional thousand
in excess
excess of
of fifty
thousand dollars, they shall pay one dollar; and the amount
amount of
of all sales
sales
within the year beyond
beyond fifty thousand
monthly
thousand dollars shall be
be returned
returned monthly
to the assistant assessor, and the tax on sales in excess
excess of
thousand
of fifty
fifty thousand
dollars shall be assessed by the assessors, and paid monthly as other
other
monthly taxes are assessed and paid.
Every person
as
monthly
paid. Every
person shall
shall be regarded
regarded as
Def
Definition of
aa wholesale dealer whose business it is, for himself or on commission, to
to
merchandise of
of foreign
sell or offer to sell any goods, wares, or merchandise
foreign or
or domesdomesproduction, not including
or malt
malt liquors,
annual
tic production,
including wines, spirits, or
liquors, whose
whose annual
sales exceed twenty-five thousand dollars. And the payment of the spespecial tax as a
a wholesale
wholesale dealer shall not exempt any such person acting as
as
aa commercial
commercial broker from the payment of'
of the special
special tax
upon
tax imposed
imposed upon
commercial brokers: Provided,
paying the special
commercial
Provided, That no person
person paying
special tax
tax as Proviso.
aa wholesale dealer in liquors shall be required
required to pay
additional spepay an additional
special tax on account of the sale of other goods, wares or
or merchandise
on
merchandise on
the
provided farther, That,
in estimating
the amount
the same premises:
premises: And
And providedfurther,
That, in
estimating the
amount
of sales for the purposes of this section, any sales made by
through
by or
or through
another wholesale
wholesale dealer
dealer on commission shall not be
and
be again
again estimated and
included
included as sold by the party for whom the sale
sale was made.
Three. Retail dealers
dealers shall pay ten dollars.
dollars. Every
Every person
person whose Retail
Retail dealers.
dealers.
business
or occupation
occupation it
i§ to
sell or
offer for
for sale
sale any
any goods,
goods, wares,
or
business or
it is
to sell
or offer
wares, or
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Definition of
of
merchandise
oreign or
production, not including spirits, wines,
domestic production,
or domestic
foreign
of f
merchandise of
Definition
ale,
beer,
or
other
malt
liquors,
and
whose
exceed one
one thouthousales exceed
annual sales
whose annual
and
liquors,
malt
other
or
ale, beer,
sand
thousand dollars,
shall be
regarded as
be regarded
dollars, shall
twenty-five thousand
exceed twenty-five
not exceed
do not
and do
sand and
a
a retail dealer.
Wholesale
Four. Wholesale
dealers in
liquors whose
whose annual
do not
exceed
not exceed
sales do
annual sales
in liquors
Wholesale dealers
Four.
wholesale
dealers
in liqliqfifty
thousand dollars
shall pay
pay one
one hundred
exceeding fifty
fifty
dollars, and if exceeding
hundred dollars,
shall
dollars
thousand
fifty
in
dealers
uors.
thousand
for every
every additional
additional one thousand
thousand dollars in excess
excess of
dollars, fbr
thousand dollars,
uor s .
fifty
thousand dollars,
they shall
pay one
one dollar,
dollar, and
be
such excess shall be
and such
shall pay
dollars, they
fifty thousand
assessed
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
of wholesale
wholesale dealers.
required of
as required
paid in
and paid
assessed and
Every
person who
or offer
offer for
distilled spirits,
ferspirits, ferany distilled
sale any
for sale
sell or
shall sell
who shall
Every person
Definition
wines of
of any
any kind
kind in
in quantities
quantities of
more than
three galthan three
of more
or wines
liquors, or
mented liquors,
of. mented
efinition of.
lons
at one
same purchaser,
purchaser, or
or whose
whose annual
annual sales,
including
sales, including
to the
the same
time to
one time
lons at
Post, p.474.
474. sales
sales of
other merchandise,
exceed twenty-five
thousand dollars,
dollars,
twenty-five thousand
shall exceed
merchandise, shall
of other
Post,
shall be
as a
in liquors.
liquors.
dealer in
a wholesale
wholesale dealer
regarded as
be regarded
shall
Retail dealers
Five.
dealers in
liquors shall
Every
twenty-five dollars. Every
pay twenty-five
shall pay
in liquors
Retail dealers
Five. Retail
dealers
Retail
wines,
spirits, wines,
in Definition
liquors.
of
person who
who shall sell or offer for sale foreign or domestic spirits,
person
liquors,
in
or less,
less, and
gallons or
of three
of. ale, beer,
Definition
beer, or other malt liquors in
in quantities
quantities of
three gallons
and
Post
whose annual
annual sales,
all sales
merchandise, do not exother merchandise,
of other
sales of
including all
sales, including
474. whose
ost p.p. 474.
in
ceed twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
dollars, shall
a retail dealer in
as a
regarded as
be regarded
shall be
thousand dollars,
ceed
liquors.
liquors.
.uottery-ticket
Six. Lottery
ticket dealers
one hundred
Every perhundred dollars. Every
pay one
shall pay
dealers shall
Lottery ticket
Six.
sjottery-ticket
dealers.
son, association,
association, firm,
corporation who shall make, sell, or offer to sell
firm, or corporation
son,
dealers.
Definition of.
or
lottery
or fractional
any token,
token, certificate,
certificate, or
or any
thereof, or
parts thereof,
fractional parts
tickets or
lottery tickets
device representing
lottery ticket or any fracfracrepresent aalottery
to represent
intending to
or intending
representing or
device
tional part
part thereof,
thereof, or
numbers in any lottery, or shall manany policy of numbers
or any
tional
age any
or prepare
prepare schemes
schemes of lotteries,
lotteries, or superintend
superintend the drawlottery, or
any lottery,
age
Provided,
ing of
of any
any lottery,
deemed a
a lottery ticket dealer: Provided,
shall be deemed
lottery, shall
ing
Bond to be
That
the
managers
of
any
lottery
shall
give
bond
in
the
sum
one
thouone thouof
sum
the
in
bond
give
shall
lottery
any
of
managers
the
That
Bond to be
or
given,
sand dollars
shall not sell
sell any tickets or
tax shall
such tax
paying such
person paying
the person
that the
dollars that
sand
given.
supplementary ticket of such
such lottery which has not been duly stamped
supplementary
according to
and that
that he will pay
imposed by law upon the
pay the tax imposed
to law,
law, and
according
receipts of his sales.
gross receipts
Horse dealers;
dealers;
Seven. Horse
pay ten
ten dollars.
Any person whose busidollars. Any
shall pay
dealers shall
Horse dealers
Seven.
Horse
dealer:
regarded aahorse dealer:
is to buy or sell horses or mules shall be regarded
ness it is
may
Provided, That
special tax having
having been paid, no additional
additional tax shall
shall
That one special
liv- Provided,
may keep livupon
ery stable,
stable, Sm.
hor.se dealer
dealer for
a livery stable, nor upon
keeping a
for keeping
any horse
upon any
be imposed
imposed upon
&c. be
ery
any livery stable
horses.
keeper for dealing in horses.
stable keeper
any
whose
Livery stable
stable
Eight.
stable keepers
shall pay
ten dollars. Any person whose
pay ten
keepers shall
Livery stable
Eight. Livery
Livery
keepers.
business it
it is
horses for hire,
board
hire, or to let, or to keep, feed, or board
keep horses
is to
to keep
business
keepers.
regarded as a
alivery stable keeper.
others, shall be regarded
for others,
horses for
Brokers.
Nine. Brokers
shall pay
pay fifty
fifty dollars.
Every person, firm, or company,
company,
dollars. Every
Brokers shall
Nine.
Brokers.
purchases or sales of stocks, bonds, exwhose business
negotiate purchases
is to
to negotiate
business it is
whose
other
promissory notes,
change, bullion,
bullion, coined money, bank notes, promissory
notes, or other
change,
securities, for
shall be
Probe regarded as aabroker: Profor themselves
themselves or others, shall
securities,
having paid the special
special tax as a
a banker shall not
That any person having
vided, That
Proviso
a broker.
be required to pay the special tax as a
Pawnbrokers.
Ten.
Pawnbrokers using
capital of not exceeding
exceeding fifty
fifty
a capital
employing a
or employing
using or
Ten. Pawnbrokers
Pawnbrokers.
thousand dollars,
dollars, shall pay
dollars; and when using or employing
employing
pay fifty dollars;
thousand
thousand
exceeding fifty thousand
thousand dollars, for every
every additional
additional thousand
capital exceeding
aa capital
dollars in excess
thousand dollars, shall pay two dollars. Every
fifty thousand
excess of fifty
dollars
of
Definition of.
person whose
business or
or receive, by way of
is to take or
it is
occupation it
or occupation
whose business
of. person
Definition
pledge, pawn,
pawn, or
exchange, any goods,
merchandise, or any kind
wares, or merchandise,
goods, wares,
or exchange,
pledge,
money
repayment of money
of personal
personal property whatever, as security for the repayment
lent
pawnbroker.
a pawnbroker.
shall be deemed a
lent thereon, shall
Any
Eleven. Land-warrant
Land-warrant
Land-warrant brokers
brokers shall pay twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Land-warrant
a business
a land-warrant
brokers,
person
land-warrant broker who makes a
shall be regarded as a
person shall
brokers.
of
and selling
furnishing them
them to settlers or
or
warrants or of furnishing
selling land warrants
buying and
of buying
other
other persons.
whose annual sales do not exceed ten thouTwelve. Cattle brokers, whose
Cattle brokers.
brokers.

retail
dealer.
retaildealer.
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sand
dollars, shall
pay ten
if exceeding
the sum
sum of
Cattle brokers.
brokers.
shall pay
ten dollars;
dollars; and
and if
exceeding the
of ten
ten Cattle
sand dollars,
thousand dollars,
dollars, one dollar
dollar for
for each
each additional
additional thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
and
such excess shall be assessed and paid in the same manner as required
required of
wholesale dealers.
dealers. Any
Any person
business it
to buy
buy or
or sell
sell or
or deal
deal
wholesale
person whose
whose business
it is
is to
in
in cattle, hogs, or
or sheep, shall
shall be considered
considered as
as aacattle
cattle broker.
broker.
Thirteen. Produce
Produce brokers, whose annual sales
Thirteen.
sales do not
not exceed
exceed the sum Produce
Produce brokbrokof
dollars, shall
pay ten
ten dollars.
dollars. Every
Every person
person other
of ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars,
shall pay
other than
than erg
ers.'
one
commercial broker
one having
having paid
paid the special
special tax
tax as aacommercial
broker or
or cattle
cattle broker,
broker,
or
or retail
retail dealer,
is to
to buy
buy or
or wholesale
wholesale or
dealer, or
or pedler,
pedler, whose
whose occupation
occupation it
it is
or
products, and
whose annual
do not
not exceed
exceed
sell agricultural
agricultural or
or farm
farm products,
and whose
annual sales
sales do
ten thousand dollars, shall be
regarded as
be regarded
as a
a produce
produce broker.
broker.
Fourteen. Commercial
Commercial brokers
brokers shall
Fourteen.
shall pay
pay twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars. Any
Any person
person Commereis4
CommeroiM
or firm
whose business
it is,
is, as
broker, to
to negotiate
negotiate sales
sales or
pur- brokers
or
firm whose
business it
as a
a broker,
or purbrokers
negotiate freights
chases of goods, wares,
wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandise, or to
to negotiate
freights and other
other
business
of vessels,
vessels, or
for the
the shippers,
consignors, or
or
business for
for the owners
owners of
or for
shippers, or
or consignors,
consignees of freight carried by vessels, shall be regarded a
consignees
a commercial
commercial
broker.
broker.
Fifteen.
person Custom-house
Custom-house
Fifteen. Custom-house
Custom-house brokers shall pay
pay ten
ten dollars.
dollars. Every
Every person
whose occupation
is, as
agent of
of others,
others, to
entries and
and other
other broker.
whose
occupation it
it is,
as the
the agent
to arrange
arrange entries
broker.
custom-house
papers, or
or transact
business at
at any
any port
port of
relating to
custom-house papers,
transact business
of entry
entry relating
to
the
importation or exportation
exportation of goods,
goods, wares,
shall be
the importation
wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandise, shall
be
regarded
regarded a
a custom-house
custom-house broker.
broker.
Sixteen.
Distillers shall
pay one
hundred dollars.
Every person,
Sixteen. Distillers
shall pay
one hundred
dollars. Every
person,Distillers,
Distillers
firm,
corporation, who distils or
or
firm, or corporation,
or manufactures
manufactures spirits, or who
who brews
brews or
makes
for distillation
or the
of spirits,
makes mash,
mash, wort,
wort, or
or wash
wash for
distillation or
the production
production of
spirits,
shall
be deemed
deemed a
grapes, of apples,
shall be
a distiller:
distiller: Provided,
Provided, That
That distillers
distillers of
of apples,
apples, grapes,
or
peaches, distilling
distilling or
than one
one hundred
hundred es.
grapes,
peachor peaches,
or manufacturing
manufacturing fifty
fifty and
and less
less than
grapes, orrpeaehes
and
from the
shall pay
dollars; and
those
and fifty barrels
barrels per year
year from
the same,
same, shall
pay fifty
fifty dollars;
and those
less than
year from
the same,
distilling or manufacturing
manufacturing less
than fifty
fifty barrels
barrels per
per year
from the
same,
shall
ills,on cer
cer
shall pay
pay twenty
twenty dollars: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That no
no tax shall
shall be
be No
No tax
tain st
&c.
imposed for
any still,
still, stills,
stills, or
other apparatus
apparatus used
druggists and
and tin stills,&c.
imposed
for any
or other
used by
by druggists
chemists for
for the
the recovery
alcohol for
and chemical
or
chemists
recovery of
of alcohol
for pharmaceutical
pharmaceutical and
chemical or
scientific purposes
processes.
scientific
purposes which
which has been used in those
those processes.
Seventeen. Brewers
Brewers shall
shall pay
pay one
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars. Every
person,Brewers.
Every person,
Brewers.
Seventeen.
or corporation
corporation who
who manufactures
fermented liquors
of any
any name
name or
firm, or
manufactures fermented
liquors of
or
description, for
description,
for sale,
sale, from
from malt,
malt, wholly
wholly or
or in
in part, or
or from
from any substitute
Proviso.
firm, or Proviso.
therefor, shall be deemed aa brewer: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any person,
person, firm,
corporation,
who
manufactures
less
than
five
hundred
barrels
per
year,
corporation, who manufactures less than five hundred barrels per year,
shall pay
the sum
shall
pay the
sum of
of fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Eighteen.
who shall
shall rectify
rectify any
any quantity
quantity of
Rectifiers.
Eighteen. Rectifiers
Rectifiers who
of spirituous
spirituous Reetifiers.
liquors, not
not exceeding
five hundred
barrels, packages,
packages, or
or casks,
liquors,
exceeding five
hundred barrels,
casks, containing
containing
pay
not more than forty gallons to each barrel, package,
package, or cask,
cask, shall pay
ta enty-five dollars;
twenty-five dollars additional
additional for
twenty-five
dollars; and twenty-five
for each additional
additional
packages, or casks, or
five hundred
hundred such barrels, packages,
or any
any fractional
fractional part
part therethereof. Every person,
refines
of.
person, firm,
firm, or corporation,
corporation, who
who rectifies,
rectifies, purifies, or refines
distilled spirits
any process,
who, by
by mixing
distilled
spirits or
or wines
wines by
by any
process, or
or who,
mixing distilled
distilled
manufactures any spurious,
spirits or
or wine
wine with
with any materials,
materials, manufactures
spurious, imitation,
under the
the name
of whiskey,
brandy, gin,
gin,
or compound
compound liquors for
for sale, under
name of
whiskey, brandy,
rum, wine,
spirits," or
wine bitters,"
or any
name, shall
shall be
rerum,
wine, ""spirits,"
or "
" wine
bitters," or
any other
other name,
be regarded as aarectifier.
Coal-oil disdisNineteen.
Coal-oil distillers
and distillers
distillers of
Nineteen. Coal-oil
distillers and
of burning
burning fluid
fluid and
and camcam-1 tillers
Coal-oil
disand disphene
phene shall pay fifty dollars. Any person, firm, or corporation,
corporation, who
burnt! ig
kg
who shall titters
tillers of burni
refine, produce,
produce, or
distil petroleum,
or rock
rock oil,
oil, or
or oil
made of
of coal,
refine,
or distil
petroleum, or
oil made
coal, asphalasphal- fluid
fluid and
and camcamturn, shale,
other bituminous
or shall
tur,
shale, peat,
peat, or
or other
bituminous substances,
substances, or
shall manufacture
manufacture phenes.
illuminating
oil, shall
shall be
co
al- oil di
stiller.565.
See
p. 565.
illuminating oil,
be regarded
regarded aassa
a coal-oil
distiller.
See Poet,
Post, p.
Twenty.
of hotels,
hotels, inns,
inns, or
taverns, shall
and Keepers
Twenty. Keepers
Keepers of
or taverns,
shall be
be classified
classified and
Keepers of
of
hotel
yea rly r
ent
al, o
r,if
ren ted, according
tever„
s, inns,
or
rated according
according to the yearly
rental,
or,
if no
nottrented,
according to the hotels,
. or
taverns.
estimated
yearly rental
rental of
the house
and property
property intended
intended to
to be
be so
so occuestimated yearly
of the
house and
occupied as follows, to wit: when the rent or valuation of the yearly rental
rental
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of
said house
property shall
be two
they
hundred dollars, or less, they
two hundred
shall be
and property
house and
of said
shall
ten dollars;
dollars; and
exceeding two
two hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, for
for any
any addiaddiif exceeding
and if
pay ten
shall pay
tional
dollars or
thereof in
in excess
of two
excess of
part thereof
fractional part
or fractional
one hundred
hundred dollars
tional one
hundred dollars,
five dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
payment of
of such
special
such special
a payment
That a
dollars, five
hundred
to permit
permit the
the person
hotel, inn,
inn, or
or
a hotel,
keeping a
so keeping
person so
construed to
be construed
shall be
tax shall
may furnish tax
or
food for
the animals
animals of
travellers or
of such travellers
for the
necessary food
animals tavern,
the necessary
furnish the
to furnish
tavern, to
food for animals
of guests
guests witha livery
sojourners without the payment of an additional special tax as a
with- sojourners
of
out additional
and
stable
place where
food and
and lodging
lodging are
are provided for and
where food
Every place
keeper. Every
stable keeper.
tax;
furnished
and sojourners
for pay
pay shall
shall be
hoas aahobe regarded
regarded as
sojourners for
travellers and
to travellers
furnished to
tel, inn, or tavern: Provided, That keepers of hotels, taverns, and eatingselling liquors tel, inn, or tavern: Provided, That keepers of hotels, taverns, and eatingwhich liquors
liquors are
are sold
drank upon
premises,
the premises,
upon the
be drank
to be
by retail,
retail, to
sold by
in which
at retail to pay an houses,
houses, in
atretailtopayan
tax. shall pay an additional
additional tax.
additional tax of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars. The yearly
yearly rental
be fixed
fixed and
established by
assessor of
of the
the proper
proper
assistant assessor
the assistant
by the
and established
shall be
Yearly rental shall
Yearly
rented, at not less than the
its proper value; but if rented,
district at its
assessment district
established. assessment
how established.
actual rent
parties. All steamers
steamers and vessels, upon
the parties.
on by
by the
agreed on
rent agreed
Steamers,
&c. actual
Steamers. &c.
furnishing
passengers or travellers
food, waters
furnishing food,
waters of the United
United States,
States, on board
beard of which
which passengers
&c.
&e. to passenare provided
provided with
lodgings, shall
subject to
to and
required to
to
and required
be subject
shall be
or lodgings,
food or
with food
gers, to pay
pay tax. are
pay
Provided, That any person who shall make a
a
dollars: Provided,
twenty-five dollars:
pay twenty-five
false
fraudulent return
concerning the actual rent mentioned in this
return concerning
false or
or fraudulent
Penalty for
false returns as paragraph shall
be subject
subject to
penalty therefor
therefor of
double the
the amount
amount of
of
of double
to aapenalty
flse
retturns as paragraph shall be
to rent.
the
the tax.
tax.
Twenty-one. Keepers
pay ten
dollars. Every
ten dollars.
shall pay
eating-houses shall
of eating-houses
Keepers of
Twenty-one.
Keepers of
eating-houses;
where food
including spirits, wines,
any kind, not including
refreshments of any
or refreshments
food or
place where
eating-houses; place
ale,
malt liquors,
provided for casual
casual visitors and sold
sold
are provided
liquors, are
other malt
or other
ale, beer,
beer, or
for
consumption therein,
therein, shall be
regarded as an eating-house. But the
be regarded
for consumption
keeper
of an
an eating-house,
eating-house, having
tax therefor, shall not be rehaving paid the tax
keeper of
not to
a confectioner, anything in this [act] to the
a special tax as a
tax quired to pay a
to pay
pay tax
not
as
confectioners; contrary notwithstanding.
keepers of
of hotels,
hotels, inns,
asconfectioners;
notwithstanding. And keepers
inns, taverns,
taverns, and
and eateating-houses,
having
paid
the
special
tax
therefor,
shall
not
be
required
to
nor for selling ing-houses, having paid the special tax therefor, shall not be required to
tax for
selling tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
cigars on the same premises,
snuff, or cigars
for selling
additional tax
pay additional
tobacco, &c. on pay
the
the premises.
premises.
anything in this act to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Twenty-two. Confectioners
Confectioners shall pay
person who
pay ten dollars. Every person
Twenty-two.
Confectioners.
Confectioners.
any
sells
comfits, or other confects, in any
at retail
retail confectionery, sweetmeats, comfits,
sells at
shall be
be regarded
as a
wholesale and retail
But wholesale
a confectioner.
confectioner. But
regarded as
Wholesale and building,
building, shall
Wholesaleand
retail dealers
dealers not
not dealers, having paid the special tax therefor, shall not be
be required
required to pay
retail
pay
to pay
pay as.
as.
the special
special tax
tax as
the
as aaconfectioner,
confectioner, anything in this act to the contrary notwithstanding.
withstanding.
Claim
Twenty-three. Claim agents and agents for procuring patents shall
and patpat- Twenty-three.
Claim and
ent
nt agents.
agents.
pay ten dollars. Every person whose business it is to prosecute claims in
any
executive departments
departments of the federal government, or procure
the executive
any of
of the
patents,
agent, as the case may be.
patents, shall be deemed aaclaim or patent agent,
Patent right
Twenty-four.
Every perTwenty-four. Patent right dealers
dealers shall pay ten dollars. Every
dealers.
dealers.
son whose
whose business it is to sell, or offer
offer for sale, patent-rights,
patent-rights, shall be regarded
patent-right dealer.
as a
a patent-right
garded as
Real
Real estate
estate
Twenty-five.
Twenty-five. Real estate agents shall pay ten dollars. Every person
agents.
agents.
whose business
business it is to sell or offer for sale real estate for others, or to
rent
houses, stores,
stores, or
or other
buildings or
or real
real estate,
for
estate, or to collect rent for
other buildings
rent houses,
regarded as
others,
except lawyers
lawyers paying
paying aaspecial tax as such, shall be regarded
others, except
a
agent.
a real estate agent.
Conveyancers.
Twenty-six.
Conveyancers.
Twenty-six. Conveyancers
Conveyancers shall pay ten dollars. Every person, other
a lawyer or claim agent, whose
than one having paid the special tax as a
whose
business
it is
is to draw deeds, bonds, mortgages, wills, writs, or other legal
business it
papers,
regarded as aaconveypapers, or to
to examine titles to real estate, shall be regarded
ancer.
ancer.
Intelligence
Twenty-seven. Intelligence
Intelligence office keepers shall pay ten dollars. Every
office keepers.
employment for
whose business it is to find or furnish places of employment
keepers. person whose
office
application in writing or otherothers,
otherothers, or to find or furnish servants upon application
regarded as an intelligence
therefor, shall
shall be regarded
wise, receiving
receiving compensation
compensation therefor,
office keeper.

Keepers of
hotels, inns, or.
tels ins o
taverns;
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Twenty-eight. Insurance agents
accents shall pay ten dollars. Any person
person Insurance
Insurance
agents.
.who shall act as agent of any fire, marine, life, mutual, or
insurance agents.
or other
other insurance
company
company or companies, or any person who shall negotiate or
procure inor procure
insurance for which he receives
receives any commission or other compensation,
compensation,
reshall be regarded
If annual
shall
regarded as an insurance
insurance agent: Provided,
Provided, That if the annual If
annal receipts are not
receipts of any person as such agent
agent shall not exceed
exceed one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, over
over $1
$100. no
tax
provided further,
he shall pay five dollars only: And provided
further, That no
special tax
tax No
no special
No special tax
for
selling
tickets
shall be imposed upon any person for selling tickets
of insurtickets or
or contracts
contracts of
insur- insuring
fnrselling tickts
traveltravelance against
against injury to persons while travelling by land
land or water.
water.
&c.
lers, &c.
Twenty-nine. Foreign
Foreign insurance
insurance agents
agents shall pay fifty
Twenty-nine.
fifty dollars.
Every Foreign insurdollars. Every
person
person who shall act as agent
agent of any foreign
foreign fire, marine, life, mutual, or
or ance agents.
other insurance company or companies
companies shall be regarded
inregarded as aaforeign
foreign insurance agent.
surance
Thirty. Auctioneers,
Auctioneers, whose
whose annual
annual sales do not exceed ten
ten thousand
thousand Auctioneers.
Auctioneers.
dollars shall pay ten dollars, and if exceeding
exceeding ten thousand
thousand dollars
dollars shall
shall
pay twenty dollars. Every person shall be deemed
deemed an auctioneer
whose
auctioneer whose
business it is to offer property at public sale to the
best bidder:
the highest
highest or
or best
bidder:
Provided,
Provided, That the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply
apply to judicial
judicial Certain persons makingcermaking ceror executive officers making auction sales by virtue
virtue of
of any
any judgment
judgment or
or sons
tain auction
tain
auction sales
decree of any court, nor public sales made by
for executors,
by or for
executors, adminisadminis- not
to pay
not to
pay tax.
trators, or guardians
guardians of any estate held by them as
as such.
such.
Thirty-one.
Manufacturers shall pay ten dollars. Any person,
Thirty-one. Manufacturers
person, firm,
firm, Manufacturers.
Manufacturers.
corporation who shall manufacture
or corporation
manufacture by
or machinery
machinery any
goods,
by hand or
any goods,
merchandise, not otherwise
wares, or merchandise,
otherwise provided
the
provided for,
for, exceeding
exceeding annually
annually the
sum of one
manufacture
sum
one thousand dollars,
dollars, or who shall be engaged
engaged in the manufacture
preparation for sale of any articles
or preparation
articles or
or compounds,
shall put
compounds, or
or shall
put up
up for
for
Post, p
p. 474.
sale in packages
packages with
with his own name or trade-mark thereon any
any articles or Post,
474.
compound, shall be
as a
be regarded as
a manufacturer.
manufacturer.
Thirty-two. Pedlers shall be
as follows,
follows, to
to wit:
be classified and
and rated
rated as
wit: Pedlers.
Pedlers.
When travelling
travelling with more than two horses, or mules, the first class,
class, and
and
shall pay fifty dollars;
dollars; when travelling
mules, the
travelling with
with two
two horses,
horses, or
or mules,
the
second
second class, and shall pay twenty-five
dollars; when
when travelling
twenty-five dollars;
travelling with
with one
one
horse,
horse, or mule, the third class, and shall pay fifteen
fifteen dollars;
dollars; when
when traveltravelling
ling on foot, or by public conveyance,
conveyance, the fourth class,
class and shall
pay ten
shall pay
ten
dollars. Any person, except persons peddling only charcoal,
charcoal, newspapers,
newspapers, Certainvenders
Certain venders
magazines, bibles,
bibles, religious tracts, or the products of his farm
or garden,
garden, not to be deemed
deemed
farm or
pedlers.
who sells or offers to sell, at retail, goods, wares, or other commodities,
commodities, pedlers
Post, p.
p. 474.
474.
travelling from place
travelling
place to place in the town or through the country,
country, shall be
Post,
regarded
regarded a
a pedler: Provided,
Provided, That any pedler who sells,
or offers
offers to
to Pedlers
sells, or
of disPedlersofdistilled, &c.
spirsell,
sell, distilled spirits, fermented
fermented liquors or wines, dry-goods, foreign
foreign or do- tilled,
&c.spirits, or jewelry, to
mestic, by one or more original
original packages or pieces, at one time,
time, to the
the pay'
wat.
pay what.
same
same person
person or persons, or who peddles
peddles jewelry,
pay fifty
dollars:
jewelry, shall
shall pay
fifty dollars:
Provided
further, That manufacturers
Provided further,
manufacturers and producers of agricultural
agricultural tools
Certain venders
tools Certainvenders
of certa in articles
and implements, garden seeds, fruit and ornamental
ornamental trees, stoves and
and hol- ofcertainarticles
not to pay tax.
low ware, brooms, wooden ware, charcoal,
charcoal, and gunpowder, delivering
delivering and
and not to pay tax.
selling at wholesale any
selling
any of said articles, by themselves
themselves or
authorized
or their authorized
agents,
agents, at places other than the place of manufacture,
manufacture, shall
shall not
not therefor
therefor
be required
Provided further,
further, That
required to pay any special tax: Provided
who Venders of shell
That persons who
and other
other fish,
sell shell or other fish or both, travelling from place to place, and not from
from and
fish,
and
from
and not from
any shop or stand, shall be required to
dollars only;
only; and
and no
to pay five
five dollars
no handcarts,
handcarts, &c.
&c.
special
special tax shall be imposed for selling shell or
from hand-carts
hand-carts
or other fish
fish from
or wheelbarrows.
Thirty-three.
Apothecaries shall pay ten dollars.
Apothecaries.
Thirty-three. Apothecaries
dollars. Every
Every person
person who
who Apothecaries.
compounded or prepared
keeps aa shop or building
building where medicines are compounded
according to prescriptions of physicians,
according
physicians, or where medicines
sold, shall
medicines are
are sold,
shall
Certain persons
be regarded as an apothecary.
apothecary. But wholesale
wholesale and retail dealers, who
who Certainpersons
when not
pay.
have
a tax as an when
have paid the special tax therefor, shall not be required to pay a
not to
to pay.
apothecary;
apothecary; nor shall apothecaries
apothecaries who have paid
paid the special
special tax
tax be
be rerequired
quired to pay the tax as retail dealers
dealers in liquor in
of selling
selling
in consequence
consequence of
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alcohol, or
or of
selling or
or of
of dispensing,
dispensing, upon
upon physicians'
Apothecaries. alcohol,
Apothecaries.
of selling
physicians' prescriptions,
prescriptions, the
the
wines and
spirits officinal
in the
United States
States and
and other
pharmas
wines
and spirits
officinal in
the United
other national
national pharmacopeeias, in
in quantities
quantities not
pint of
of either
time,
copceias,
not exceeding
exceeding half
half aapint
either at
at any
any one
one time,
nor exceeding
in aggregate
cost value
the sum
of three
three hundred
hundred dollars
nor
exceeding in
aggregate cost
value the
sum of
dollars
per
per annum.
annum.
Thirty-four. Photographers
shall pay
pay ten
Any person
person who
Photographers.
Photographers.
Thirty-four.
Photographers shall
ten dollars.
dollars. Any
who
makes
ambrotypes, daguerreotypes,
pictures, by
by
makes for
for sale
sale photographs,
photographs, ambrotypes,
daguerreotypes, or
or pictures,
the
of light,
light, shall
shall be
the action
action of
be regarded
regarded aaphotographer.
photographer.
Thirty-five. Tobacconists
shall pay
pay ten
dollars. Any
Any person,
firm or
Tobacconists.
Tobacconists.
Thirty-five.
Tobacconists shall
ten dollars.
person, firm
or
corporation
business it
is to
manufacture cigars,
cigars, snuff,
or tobacco
it is
to manufacture
snuff, or
tobacco in
in
corporation whose
whose business
any
form, shall
shall be
be regarded
tobacconist.
any form,
regarded a
a tobacconist.
Thirty-six.
Butchers shall
pay ten
ten dollars.
whose busbusButchers 5
person whose
dollars. Every
Every person
shall pay
Thirty-six. Butchers
Butchers;
iness it
is to
butchers' meat
at retail
be regarded
regarded as
as a
abutcher;
iness
it is
to sell
sell butchers'
meat at
retail shall
shall be
butcher;
not to pay tax Provided,
Provided, That no butcher having
having paid the special tax therefor shall be
as
aretail dealer; required to pay
asaretaildealer;
required
the special
special tax as aa retail dealer on account of selling
selling
other articles at the same store, stall, or premises: Provided
further, That
That
Providedfurther,
or
premises:
store,
stall,
the
same
selling
sellin from other articles at
butchers who
who sell
sell butchers'
exclusively by
themselves or
or agents,
by themselves
agents,
butchers' meat
meat exclusively
lace to place, butchers
place
&c.
travelling from place to place, and not from any shop or stand, shall
travelling
shall be
be
existing law
notwithrequired to
to pay five
five dollars
dollars only,
only, any
any existing
law to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
standing.
Proprietors
Thirty-seven.
Proprietors of
theatres, museums,
concert halls,
Proprietors of Thirty-seven.
Proprietors
of theatres,
museums, and concert
halls,
theatres, musetheatres,
muse- shall pay one hundred dollars. Every
Every
for
of
edifice
used
the
purpose
of
ums,
and concert
concert
ums, and
dramatic
or operatic
or other
other representations,
representations, plays
plays or
performances, for
for
or performances,
halls.
operatic or
dramatic or
admission to which entrance
entrance money is received, not
not including
including halls
halls rented
rented
or used occasionally
occasionally for concerts or theatrical representations,
representations, shall
shall be
be rereWhen tax to
garded
such edifice
edifice is
under lease
garded as aa" theatre:
theatre: Provided,
Provided, That when
when any
any such
is under
lease
be paid
paid by
by les- at the passage of this act the tax shall be paid by the lessee, unless othersee.
wise stipulated
stipulated between
between the parties
parties to said
said lease.
lease.
Circuses.
Circuses.
Thirty-eight.
or proprietors
proprietors of
of circuses
shall pay
pay [one]
Thirty-eight. The
The proprietor
proprietor or
circuses shall
[one]
hundred
hundred dollars.
feats of
of
Every building, tent,
tent, space,
space, or
or area,
area, where
where feats
horsemanship
acrobatic sports or theatrical
horsemanship or acrobatic
theatrical performances
performances are
are exhibited,
exhibited,
Tax
Tax to
to cover
cover shall be regarded as aacircus: Provided,
tax paid
paid in
Provided, That
That no
no special tax
in one
one
only one State.
ony
one State. State shall exempt exhibitions from the tax in another
another State. And but
one special
special tax shall be imposed fbr
for exhibitions
any one
one State.
State.
exhibitions within
within any
Jugglers.
Jugglers.
Thirty-nine. Jugglers shall pay twenty
Thirty-nine.
twenty dollars. Every person who
performs by sleight of hand shall be regarded
a juggler. The propriperforms
regarded as a
proprietors or agents
public exhibitions
agents of all other public
exhibitions or shows for money, not
not
Tax to cover enumerated
Provided, That aaspeenumerated in this section,
section, shall
shall pay ten dollars:
dollars: Provided,
only one
State. cial tax paid in one State
only
one State.
shall not exempt
exempt exhibitions
exhibitions from the tax in
in
another State. And but one special tax shall be required for exhibitions
within
within any one State.
State.
Bowling
alleys
Bowlingalleys
bowling alleys and billiard rooms shall pay ten
Forty. Proprietors of bowling
and billiard
dollars
building where bowls are
Every place or building
each alley
alley or table. Every
d
dollars for each
nd b
rooms.
thrown or billiards played, and open to
public with
with or
without price,
price,
to the
the public
or without
shall be regarded as a
abowling alley or billiard room, respectively.
respectively.
Gift enterenterForty-one.
Forty-one. Proprietors
Proprietors of gift enterprises
enterprises shall pay one hundred
hundred and
and
prises.
prises.
fifty dollars. Every person, firm,
fifty
firm, or corporation who shall sell or offer
offer
Definition
of.
Definition of. for
for sale
sale any
estate or
or article
article of
of merchandise
merchandise of any description whatany real
real estate
soever, or any ticket of admission to any exhibition
performance, with
exhibition or performance,
a promise, express
a
express or implied, to give or bestow, or in
hold
in any manner
manner hold
out.the promise of gift or bestowal
bestowal of any article or thing for and in
conin consideration
sideration of the purchase by any person of any other article or thing,
Tax
in
totobe
be in
Tax to
regarded as a
a proprietor of a
a gift enterprise: Provided,
Provided, That no
other shall be regarded
addition to
other
proprietor, in
consequence of
shall be
be exempt
from
such proprietor,
in consequence
of being
being thus taxed, shall
exempt from
taxes.
paying any other tax imposed
imposed by law, and the special tax herein required
shall be in addition thereto.
thereto.
Stallions
Stallions and
Forty-two.
of stallions and jacks shall pay ten dollars. Every
Forty-two. Owners of
jacks.
acks.
person
who keeps aahorse or a
a jack for the use of mares, requiring
person who
requiring or receiving pay therefor, shall be regarded
regarded as the owner thereof,
thereof, and shall
shall
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furnish
assistant assessor, which shall
shall conassessor or assistant
statement to
to the assessor
furnish aastatement
tain
places where
its age, and place or places
tain aabrief description
description of
of the
the animal,
animal, its
used or
or to
to be
used: Provided,
accounts, notes, or demands
demands for the Proviso.
Provided, That all accounts,
be used:
used
use
any such
such horse
keeper thereof
having
or keeper
thereof not having
or jack,
jack, the
the owner or
of any
horse or
use of
paid
tax as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be void.
paid the tax
Forty-three.
Lawyers shall pay
Lawyers.
Forty-three. Lawyers
pay ten
ten dollars. Every person
person who
who for
for Lawyers.
fee
or reward
reward shall
shall prosecute
prosecute or
or defend
defend causes in
in court of
of record
record or
or other
other
fee or
judicial
whose
judicial tribunal of the United States or of any of the States, or whose
business it is to give legal advice
advice in relation to any cause or matter
matter whatever,
deemed to be a
a lawyer.
ever, shall be deemed
Physicians,
Forty-four.
surgeons, and
dentists shall
shall pay
dollars. Physicians,
Forty-four. Physicians,
Physicians, surgeons,
and dentists
pay ten
ten dollars.
surgeons, densrgeons, denEvery person (except apothecaries)
apothecaries) whose business
business it is, for fee and reward,
reward, tists.
Every
to
prescribe remedies
remedies or
or perform
perform surgical
operations for
for the
surgical operations
the cure
cure of
of any
any
to prescribe
bodily
deemed a
a physician, surgeon, or denbodily disease
disease or ailing, shall be deemed
tist.
Architects and
Forty-five. Architects
Architects and civil engineers shall pay ten dollars. Every Architectsand
Forty-five.
business it
plan, design,
superintend the
construction civil
engineers
the construction
civil engineers
it is to
to plan,
design, or
or superintend
person whose business
of buildings, or
or ships,
ships, or of
of roads,
roads, or
or bridges,
bridges, or
or canals,
canals, or
or railroads,
railroads, shall Practical arPractical carbe regarded
regarded as
architect and
engineer: Provided,
That this
this shall
shall penters
be
as an
an architect
and civil
civil engineer:
Provided, That
penters not
not incarpenter who
cluded.
not include
include a
a practical
practical carpenter
who labors on a
a building.
building.
eluded.
Forty-six.
Builders and
and contractors
shall pay
pay ten
ten dollars.
Every perForty-six. Builders
contractors shall
dollars. Every
per- Builders and
contractors.
son
buildings, or
or vessels,
vessels, or bridges, or contractors.
whose business
business it is to construct buildings,
son whose
canals,
receipts from building
contract, whose receipts
building contracts
canals, or railroads, by contract,
exceed
hundred dollars
redollars in any
any one
one year, shall be reexceed two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
garded as a
garded
a builder and contractor.
Forty-seven. Plumbers
Plumbers and gas-fitters shall pay ten
Forty-seven.
ten dollars. Every
Every Plumbers and
gas-fitters.
person,
person, firm, or corporation, whose business it is to fit,
fit, furnish, or sell gas-fitters.
plumbing materials, gas-pipes,
gas-fixtures, shall be
gas-pipes, gas-burners,
gas-burners, or
or other gas-fixtures,
plumbing
regarded a
a plumber and gas-fitter.
regarded
Forty-eight.
assaying gold
Forty-eight. Assayers,
Assayers, assaying
gold and
and silver, or
or either,
either, of aavalue Assayers.
not
hundred and
fifty thousand dollars,
dollars, shall
shall
not exceeding
exceeding in
in one year two
two hundred
and fifty
pay one hundred dollars, and two hundred dollars when the value exceeds
hundred
two hundred
hundred and fifty thousand dollars and does not exceed five hundred
thousand dollars,
five hundred
hundred dollars
value exceeds
exceeds five
five
thousand
dollars, and
and five
dollars when
when the
the value
hundred thousand dollars. Any
persons or corporation
Any person
person or persons
corporation whose
whose Definition off
separate gold and silver from other metals
business or occupation it is to separate
mineral substances
substances with which such gold or silver, or both, are alloyed,
or mineral
combined,
united, or
or to
quantity of
gold or
or
combined, or
or united,
to ascertain
ascertain or
or determine
determine the
the quantity
of gold
silver
combination with other metals,
metals, shall be deemed an
silver in any
any alloy or combination
assayer.
Forty-nine.
Miners shall
shall pay
Every person,
firm or
or comForty-nine. Miners
pay ten
ten dollars.
dollars. Every
person, firm,
com- Miners, whose
whose
annual receipts
pany, who
who shall
shall employ
in the
receipts
or for
for annual
for coal, or
of mining for
business of
the business
employ others
others in
pany,
as such amount
silver, copper,
iron, zinc,
zinc, spelter,
or other
having to
gold, silver,
copper, lead,
lead, iron,
spelter, or
other minerals,
minerals, not
not having
to oerh
amount
over $1000
paid
therefor as a
amanufacturer,
regarded
no other, shall be
be regarded
manufacturer, and
and no
paid the tax therefor
shall not apply
apply to
to any miner
miner whose
as a
a miner:
miner: Provided,
Provided, That
That this shall
receipts as such
annually, one thousand
thousand dollars.
such shall not exceed,
exceed, annually,
receipts
carExpress carFifty. Express
Express carriers and agents shall pay ten dollars. Every person, Express
riers and agents.
firm, or company, engaged in the carrying
carrying or delivery
delivery of money, valuable
valuable riers and agents.
for pay, or doing an express
express business, whose gross
or any
any articles
articles tbr
papers, or
therefrom exceed
exceed the sum of one thousand dollars per annum,
receipts therefrom
Only one
one tax
shall
regarded as an express
express carrier:
carrier: Provided,
Provided, That but
but one special Only
tax
shall be
be regarded
from afirm;
tax
any one person, firm, or company, from a firm;
imposed upon any
tax of
of ten dollars
dollars shall be imposed
in respect
to all
all the
the business
to be done
done by such
such person,
person, firm, or
or company,
company,
in
respect to
business to
on aacontinuous route, and the payment of such tax shall cover all busianywhere in
ness
such route
in
route by such person, firm, or company, anywhere
ness done
done upon such
the United States;
States; and such tax shall be required only from the princi- and
and from
the
from the
principal only;
only;
further, prncipi
pal in such business, and not from any subordinate:
subordinate: Provided,
Provided, further,
Proviso.
That draymen
dray.men and teamsters owning only one dray or team
team shall
shall not
not be
be
required to
to pay such tax.
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Grinders of
of
Fifty-one. Grinders
Grinders of
of coffee
coffee or
or spices shall pay one hundred dollars.
Fifty-one.
Grinders
coffee
and spices. Any
who manufactures
prepares for use and sale, by grinding
grinding
manufactures or prepares
person who
Any person
coffeeandspices.
or
spices, or
mustard, or
or adulterated
or
coffee, spices, or
adulterated coffee,
or mustard,
coffee, spices,
process, coffee,
other process,
or other
mustard,
any article
article or
compound intended
the adulteraadulterain the
use in
for use
intended for
or compound
or any
mustard, or
tion
of or
or as
for coffee,
or mustard,
mustard, shall
as
regarded as
be regarded
shall be
spices, or
coffee, spices,
substitutes for
as substitutes
tion of
roast
shall
who
Proviso,
a
grinder
of
coffee
or
spices:
Provided,
That
any
roast
person
any
That
Provided,
or
spices:
coffee
of
a grinder
Proviso.
coffee for
use and
sale shall
shall be
pay the
special tax herein
herein imthe special
to pay
required to
be required
and' sale
for use
coffee
posed
of coffee
coffee or
or spices.
grinders of
upon grinders
posed upon
Section
80.
That section
eighty be
be amended
out all
the enacting
enacting
after the
all after
striking out
by striking
amended by
section eighty
That
Section 80.
Special
tax not clause,
thereof the
following: That
That the special
special tax
tax
the following:
lieu thereof
in lieu
inserting in
and inserting
clause, and
Specialtaxnot
be imposed
upon apothecaries,
apothecaries, confectioners,
keepers
butchers, keepers
confectioners, butchers,
imposed upon
not be
shall not
to be
be imposed
imposed shall
certain
upon
upon
certain
of
houses, hotels,
hotels, inns,
inns, or
or taverns,
taverns, or
or retail
retail dealers,
dealers, except
except retail
retail
eating houses,
of eating
on certanss
classes,
unless
their annual
dealers
spirituous and
their annual gross receipts shall
when their
liquors, when
malt liquors,
and malt
in spirituous
dealers in
annual
their
receipts
not
the sum
thousand dollars, any provision of law to the
one thousand
sum of one
exceed the
not exceed
gross receipts
exceed Imo.
contrary
notwithstanding; the amount of such annual
annual receipts to be ascercontrary notwithstanding;
$100.
e&ceed
tained
or estimated
estimated in
such manner
commissioner of internal revmanner as the commissioner
in such
tained or
enue
prescribe, as
well as
as the
amount of
or
of all other annual sales or
the amount
as well
shall prescribe,
enue shall
receipts
the tax
graduated by
receipts;
amount of sales or receipts;
by the
the amount
is graduated
tax is
where the
receipts where
Amount, how
amount of
the tax
tax has
increased by law above
above the
has been increased
of the
the amount
where the
and where
how and
Amount,
determined.
amount
by any
person, firm,
or company,
understated
been understated
has been
company, or has
firm, or
any person,
paid by
amount paid
determined,
or
underestimated, such
person, firm,
firm, or company shall be again assuch person,
or underestimated,
Proviso.
sessed,
pay the
Provided, That when
increase: Provided,
of such
such increase:
amount of
the amount
and pay
sessed, and
Proviso.
a license,
any
license,
passage of this act, has been assessed for a
the passage
before the
person, before
any person,
the
thus assessed
assessed being
equal to
the tax herein imposed for the
to the
being equal
amount thus
the amount
business
shall be assessed until the
tax shall
special tax
no special
license, no
such license,
by such
covered by
business covered
expiration
for which such license was assessed.
period for
of the period
expiration of
the enactafter the
all after
out all
Section
That
section eighty-one
eighty-one be
be amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
That section
81.
Section 81.
No
tax ing
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
following: That nothing conthereof the following:
lieu thereof
ing clause,
clause, and
No special
specialtax
a
act'shall
upon certain
certain
tamed
the preceding
preceding sections
"shall be construed to impose a
sections of this act
in the
tained in
upon
vintners;
vintners;
special tax upon vintners who sell wine of their own growth at the place
place
apothecaries; where
where the
apothecaries, as to wines or spirituous
upon apothecaries,
nor upon
made; nor
same is
is made;
the same
apothecaries;
making up of
liquors which
which they
they use
the preparation
preparation or making
in the
use exclusively
exclusively in
liquors
physicians;
medicines; nor shall physicians be taxed for keeping on hand medicines
medicines;
physicians;
solely
prescriptions for their own
own
the purpose
purpose of making up their own prescriptions
for the
solely for
farmers.
patients; nor
nor shall
shall farmers
be taxed
taxed as
for
producers for
as manufacturers
manufacturers or producers
farmers be
patients;
farmers.
making
butter or cheese,
other
milk from their own cows, or for any other
cheese, with milk
making butter
farm products: Provided,
Provided, That the payment of any tax imposed by law
Payment
Payment of
tax not to exshall not be held or construed to exempt any
carrying on any trade,
person carrying
any person
taxnortomexnalempt from penal
-shall not be held or construed to exempt
ty
profession, from
any penalty
punishment provided
provided by
by
or punishment
penalty or
from any
or profession,
business, or
State business,
ty under
under State
laws
for carryany State
for carrying
carrying on
on such
business or
profession
or profession
such trade,
trade, business
State for
laws of
of any
the laws
carry- the
laws for
log
such
such
ing on s
or
trad
te .
,„ r
within
such State,
to authorize
the commencement
commencement or
authorize the
manner to
any manner
in any
or in
State, or
within such
trade,e, &c.,nor
of
authorize
continuance of
contrary to the laws
laws of
profession contrary
such trade,
trade, business, or profession
of such
a
continuance
authorize a
trade,
&c. pro- such
such State,
or in
places prohibited
prohibited by
nor shall
shall the
the paypaylaw; nor
by municipal
municipal law;
in places
State, or
hrbadedpro-te
hibited
by State
or preto prohibit
prohibit or
Jaws;
pre- ment
merit of
of any
herein provided
provided be
be held
preor construed
construed to
held or
tax herein
any tax
norprelaws; nor
a duty or tax for State or other purposes on
from placing
placing a
State from
vent
aState from vent
ven tany
any State
on
ventaStatefrom
adimposing an adimposing
by law.
ditional tax.
tax.
any trade,
business, or
or profession,
upon which
which a
atax
is imposed
imposed by
law.
tax is
profession, upon
trade, business,
any
ditional
Section 86.
That
section eighty-six
eighty-six be
be amended
all after
enact
the enact
after the
out all
striking out
by striking
amended by
That section
86.
Section
ing clause,
clause, and
inserting in
lieu thereof
following: That
That any
person,
any person,
the following:
thereof the
in lieu
and inserting
ing
Mnacatnuraecrs- firm,
firm, company,
corporation, manufacturing
manufacturing or
or producing
producing goods,
goods, wares,
wares,
company, or
or corporation,
toManufacturers
render an actoreander
count of
of full
full
and merchandise,
or removed
removed for
consumption or use, upon
which
upon which
for consumption
sold or
merchandise, sold
and
count
amountof
amount of actual taxes are
are imposed by law, shall, in their return of the value and quantity,
sales;
render
the full
of actual
actual sales
sales made
made by
by the
manuthe manuamount of
of the
full amount
an account
account of
sa l e s
render 21/
tostatequantito state quanti- facturer, producer, or agent thereof, and shall state whether any part, and
·
and
.
c
ty consumed
consumed
ty
what
used forand
au- I
so, what
of said
wares, and
and merchandise,
merchandise, has
been consurnconsumhas been
goods, wares,
said goods,
part, of
what part,
if'so,
whatusedforanproduction of
the production
or agent,
other manufacused by
the owner,
agent, or
or used
used for
for the
of
owners, or
owner, owners,
by the
ed or
or used
other
manufac- ed
tn
manufacture or product,
ture;
another manufacture
product, together with the market value of the
vuanother
re'
;
market vauesame
valu e
;
wares,
such
goods,
whether
or
consumption;
use
time
of
such
at
the
market
same at the time of such use or consumption; whether such goods, wares,
a foreign port or consigned
merchandise were shipped for a
ehippedorcon
shipped or con and merchandise
consigned to auction
a
signedor commission
commission merchants,
agents, for sale; and shall make
make a
merchants, other than agents,
or
»igned.
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according to the value at the place of shipment, when
return according
when shipped
shipped fo
at what
forr Return
Returnatwhat
value.
aa foreign port, or according to the
of manufacture
manufacture o
the value at
at the
the place
place of
orr value.
production,
production, when removed
removed for use or consumption,
consumption, or
or consigned
other
consigned to
to others
than agents of the manufacturer
manufacturer or producer. The
The value
value and
and quantity
quantity of
of Value,
Value, &c. to
to
the goods, wares, and merchandise
merchandise required
to be
be stated
as aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shal Iiteiitl
required to
estimated
stated as
tua
sales.
by
h
matl s.
e41 by
be estimated by the actual sales made by the manufacturer
manufacturer or
or by
by hi
his
agent. And where
where such goods, wares, and merchandise
been rere- Row,
when
merchandise have
have been
How, when
in
moved for consumption
consumption or for delivery to others, or placed
placed on shipboard,
shipboard goods
goods are
are not
not in
custody of manor are no longer within the custody or control of
manufacturer
or
hi
of the
the manufacturer or his ufacturers,
ufacturers, &a.
&c.
agent, not being in his factory, store,
warehouse, the
the value
value shall
shall be
be eses
store, or
or warehouse,
timated at the average of the market value of
goods, wares,
of the
the like
like goods,
wares, an
and
merchandise
merchandise at the time when the same
same became
became liable
tax.
liable to
to tax.
That section eighty-seven
eighty-seven be amended
amended by striking out all after the
th
Section 87.
87.
enacting
enacting clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
any Manufacturers
following: That
That any
Manufacturers
snuff,
person,
person, firm, company, or corporation who may now be engaged
engaged in
the of
in the
of tobacco,
tobaccosnuff,
or cigars
cigars to
to
manufacture
manufacture of tobacco, snuff, or cigars, or
or who
who shall
shall hereafter
hereafter commence
commence make additional
additional
or engage
engage in such manufacture, before commencing,
commencirtg, or, if
already comif already
com- statement.
statement.
menced,
menced, before continuing, such manufacture
manufacture for
they may
for which
which they
may be
be lialiable to be assessed
assessed under the provisions
provisions of
law, shall,
shall, in
of law,
in addition
addition to
to a
a
compliance
compliance with all other provisions
provisions of law,
to the
law, furnish
furnish to
the assessor
assessor or
or
assistant assessor aastatement, subscribed under oath or affirmation,
assistant
affirmation, accuaccu- Statement to
to
be under
under oath,
oath,
a city, the street and number
rately setting forth the place,
place, and, if in a
number of
of be
and to contain
the street where the manufacturing
manufacturing is,
be, carried
carried on,
the name
is, or is
is to
to be,
on, the
name what.
what.
and description
description of the manufactured
manufactured article, and, if
if the
same shall
be manmanthe same
shall be
ufactured for or to be sold and delivered to any
person or
any other
other person
or party,
party,
residence and business or occupation
occupation of the
the name and residence
the person
or party
party
person or
for
cor whom the said article is to be manufactured
manufactured or
or to
whom it
it is
be
to whom
is to
to be
delivered, and generally
generally the kind and quality
manufactured or
or proposed
quality manufactured
proposed
to be manufactured;
manufactured; and shall give a
a bond to the United States, with
with To give bond
and i
what
one or more sureties to be approved
approved by
by the
collector of
of the
the district,
district, in
the collector
in the
the sums
and innfor
what
differsum of three thousand dollars for each
for use;
in ent machines
each cutting
cutting machine
machine kept
kept for
use; in
machines or
or
the sum of one thousand dollars for each
each screw-press
screw-press kept
kept for
for use
in presses,
presses, &c.
&O.
use in
making plug or pressed tobacco; in the sum of five
for
five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars for
each
each hydraulic press
press kept for use;
the sum
of one
thousand dollars
use; in
in the
sum of
one thousand
dollars for
for
each snuff mull kept for use; and
in the
the sum
sum of
one hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
and in
of one
for
each person employed
employed by said person, firm,
firm, company,
company, or
corporation in
or corporation
in
making cigars; conditioned
making
conditioned that he will comply with all
requirements Conditions of
all the
the requirements
of law in regard to the manufacture
tobacco, snuff,
manufacture of tobacco,
snuff, or cigars;
cigars; that he
he bond.
bond.
will not employ others to manufacture
have not
the
manufacture cigars
cigars who
who have
not obtained
obtained the
requisite permit for making cigars; that
that he
will not
not engage
any atathe will
engage in
in any
tempt, by himself or by collusion
collusion with others, to defraud
defraud the
the government
government
of any tax on any manufacture
manufacture of
of tobacco,
snuff; or
that he
he will
will
tobacco, snuff,
or cigars;
cigars; that
render truly and correctly
correctly all the returns, statements, and
and inventories
inventories
prescribed for manufacturers
manufacturers of tobacco, snuff,
snuff, and cigars; that
that whenever
whenever
he shall
shall add to the number of cutting
he
cutting machines, presses,
presses, snuff
mulls, or
snuff mulls,
or
cigar-makers,
cigar-makers, used or employed
employed by
him, he
he will
will immediately
notice
by him,
immediately give
give notice
thereof to the collector who holds the bonds that
that he
he will
will pay
to the
pay to
the colcollector of the district all the taxes which
and
which may
may or
or should
should be
be assessed
assessed and
due on any tobacco, snuff;
snuff, or cigars
manufactured, and
due
cigars so manufactured,
not
and that
that he
he will
will not
knowingly sell, purchase, or receive for sale any
knowingly
snuff or
or
any such
such tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
cigars which have not been inspected, branded, or stamped
cigars
stamped as
as required
required
by law, or upon which the tax has not been
paid if
if it
it has
has accrued
bebeen paid
accrued or
or become payable. And the said bond may be renewed or
changed from
or changed
from Bond may be
time to
to time,
time, in
or
in regard
to the sureties
renewed or
time
regard to
sureties or amount thereof, according to the renewed
changed.
discretion of the collector, under the instructions of the commissioner
discretion
commissioner of
ged
Certificate for
internal revenue. And every
every person,
person, firm,
corporation what
firm, company,
company, or
or corporation
bond has
what bond
has
aforesaid
whenever demanded
aforesaid shall exhibit, whenever
demanded by any officer of
internal revrev- been given
of internal
iven to be
exhibited to
to rereenue, a
a certificate
certificate from the collector, who is hereby authorized
di- exhibited
authorized and
and diofficer on
rected to issue the same, setting forth the
and number
number of
machines, venue
the kind
kind and
of machines,
demand.
demand.
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presses, snuff
and number
of cigar-makers
cigar-makers for
which the
has
bond has
the bond
for which
number of
mulls, and
presses, snuff mulls,
Penalty for
And any
any person,
person, firm,
firm, or
manufacturing tobacco.
tobacco.
corporation manufacturing
or corporation
given. And
been given.
for been
Penalty
in the
the
manufacturing snuff,
cigars of any description
description without first furnishing t
he bond
bond in
the
or cigars
snuff, or
manufacturing
giving
without givinc
,
bond.
cases herein
herein required,
shall be
fine of
of three
three hundred
dollars,
hundred dollars,
a fine
to a
subject to
be subject
required, shall
g ' cases
bondu
Fine and
im- and
addition thereto,
thereto, upon
conviction thereof,
shall be
be liable
liable to impristhereof, shall
upon conviction
in addition
and in
and imFine
discretion of the court.
prisonment.
onment
for a
year, at the discretion
term not exceeding one year,
a term
onment for
prisonment.
Section 88.
That section
section eighty-eight
out all
after the
all after
striking out
by striking
amended by
be amended
eighty-eight be
That
Section 88.
Assistant as- enacting clause, and
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
the
following:
That
it
shall
it shall
That
following:
the
thereof
lieu
in
inserting
clause,
Assistant as- enacting
a record,
sessor to
to keep
duty of
of the
assessor of
record, in
each district to keep a
of each
assistant assessor
the assistant
the duty
be the
a be
keep a
sessor
record of persons abook or books to be provided
inspecto be
open to the inspeebe open
purpose, to
the purpose,
for the
recordofersons a book or books to be provided for
manufacturing
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
tion
of
any
person
upon
reasonable
request,
of
the
name
any
every
and
any
of
name
the
of
request,
reasonable
upon
person
any
of
tion
or
tobacco
manuin the
engaged in
may be
corporation who
c. open person, firm, company,
cigars, Ste.
company, or corporation
who may
be engaged
the mannfor inspection.
=
Abstract of
of tobacco,
or cigars
district, together
together with the place
his district,
in his
cigars in
snuff, or
tobacco, snuff,
facture of
Abstract of facture
residence of the permonthly returns
where such
such manufacture
manufacture is
is carried on, and place of residence
returns where
monthly
entered
to be entered
enter in
shall enter
assessor
son
engaged therein;
therein; and the assistant asse
ssor shall
in
persons engaged
son or persons
therein.
Assessors'
ree- said
under the
the name
of each
manufacturer, an abstract
abstract of his
each manufacturer,
name of
record, under
said record,
Assessors' recthe enfor the
a similar record
ord.
monthly
assessor shall keep a
record for
enreturns; and each assessor
monthly returns;
ord.
tire district.
Section
89.
That section
amended by striking out all after the enacteighty-nine be amended
section eighty-nine
That
Section 89.
Where
tobacing
clause
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof the following: That in all cases
cases
thereof
lieu
in
inserting
and
clause
ing
tobacWhere
description, are manufactured,
co,
cigars, Ste.
where tobacco,
tobacco, snuff, or
manufactured, in
cigars, of any description,
or cigars,
where
&c.
cigars,
co,
are made on
shares,
or matein part,
commission or
or shares, or where the material from
upon commission
part, upon
or in
whole or
mate- whole
shares, or
riai
is furnished which
which any
such articles
furnished by one
articles are made, or are to be made, is furnished
any such
rial isfurnished
by one party and
manufactured
party and
and manufactured
manufactured by
another, or
or where
where the material is furnished or
by another,
manufactured party
by
another, &c.
&c. sold
sold by
by one
understanding or contract
contract with another
another that the
an understanding
with an
party with
one party
by another,
manufactured article
be received
received in payment therefor or any part
to be
is to
article is
manufactured
thereof, the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by law
law thereon may be assessed upon the party
thereof,
for whom
the same
was made,
made, or
same was
delivered as
was delivered
the same
whom the
to whom
or to
same was
whom the
for
aforesaid, or
or upon
upon the
the person
or party
made the
same, as the assessor
assessor
the same,
who made
party who
person or
aforesaid,
shall
for the
of the
fraud
revenue. And in case of fraud
the revenue.
collection of
the collection
best for
deem best
shall deem
Penalty for
on the
the part
part of
of either
of said
said parties
parties in
manufacture, or of
said manufacture,
respect to said
in respect
either of
for on
Penalty
fraud or
or cellacollusion on
on their
defraud the revenue, such matepart with intent to defraud
their part
any collusion
collu- any
fraud
i
manufactured articles shall be liable to forfeiture;
forfeiture; and such artiand manufactured
rial and
on.
*6100.
of tax imposed by law
cles
shall
be
liable
to
be
assessed
the
highest
rates
highest
the
assessed
to
be
liable
cles shall be
upon
upon any article of like kind.
Section
That
section ninety
amended by striking out all after
after the enacting
enacting
ninety be amended
That section
90.
Section 90.
firm,
Manufacturer clause
in lieu
thereof the following: That any person, firm
lieu thereof
inserting in
and inserting
clause and
Manufacturer
to
make an inof
the manufacture
hereafter engaged in the
ventory
manufacture of
makeofanthein- company, or corporation, now or hereafter
to
be,
tobacco,
&c.
tobacco,
snuff,
or
cigars,
of
any
description
shall
and
herewhatsoever,
description
any
of
cigars,
or
snuff,
tobacco,
tobacco, &c.
asthe as.
owned by him
on by
required to make out and deliver to the assistant assessor of the
by is, required
himon
first ofJan uaof
each
of
the
sessment
district
a
true
statement
inventory
of
quantity
inventory
or
statement
a
true
district
sessment
yeartheinrtach
ry in e
ach year.
the
kinds of tobacco, snuff-flour, snuff, cigars, tinfoil, licorice, and
different kinds
the different
each
stems, held
held or
or them
January of each
on the first day of January
them on
him or
by him
or owned
owned by
stems,
setting
act,
year,
or
at
the
time
of
commencing
business
forth
this
under
business
commencing
of
time
the
at
or
year,
Inventory to
state
what portion
of said
said goods
goods was
was manufactured
produced by him or them,
manufactured or produced
portion of
and what
what and
state what
how verified.
verified,
and what was purchased from others, whether chewing, smoking, fine-cut
fine-cut
shorts, pressed,
plus", snuff-flour or prepared
prepared snuff, or cigars, which
which statepressed, plug,
shorts,
ment or
or inventory
inventory shall
be verified
of' such perverified by the oath or affirmation of
shall be
ment
son or
commisor persons, and be in manner and form as prescribed by the commisson
sioner of
revenue; and
every such
such person,
person, company, or corpoand every
internal revenue;
Accounts to be sioner
of internal
Accountstobe
accurate account of all the articles aforeaforeration shall keep in book form an accurate
kept in book
said thereafter
form.
form,
thereafter purchased
purchased by him or them, the quantity of tobacco, snuff,
snuff,
snuff-flour,
whatever description, manufactured,
manufactured, sold, crnccaor cigars, of whatever
snuff-flour, or
sumed,
consumption or sale, or removed
removed from the place of
removed for consumption
or removed
sumed, or
manufacture;
each
they shall, on or before the tenth day of each
or they
and he or
manufacture; and
Verified
furnish to
assistant assessor
assessor of the district aatrue and accurate
to the
the assistant
month, furnish
Verified ab- month,
straet of purchases and
and sales
abstract of
all such
such purchases
abstract shall
and sales, or removals, which abstract
purchases and
of all
sales abstract
chases
to
be verified
verified by
case of refusal or neglect
neglect to deaffirmationl; and in case
or affirmation;
by oath or
furnished be
be furnished
to be
the assessor
assessor
account, or furnish the abstract aforesaid,
liver the inventory, or keep the account,

monthly.
monthly.
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for neghe or
or they
shall forfeit
of five
five hundred
to be
be recovered
recovered Penalty
he
they shall
forfeit the
the sum
sum of
hundred dollars,
dollars, to
Penaltyforneglect, &e. to keep
with costs
costs of
suit. And
And it
the duty
duty of
any manufacturer
with
of suit.
it shall
shall be
be the
of any
manufacturer or
or venven- books
ect, &c. to keep
Sze.
books,, &c.
der of
material used
used in
in manufacturing
der
of tinfoil,
tinfoil, or
or other
other material
manufacturing tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
or Venders, &c.
&c.
of tinfoil,
tinfoil, &c.
&c. to
cigars, on
on demand
demand of
an officer
officer of
internal revenue,
revenue, to
to render
render to
to such
such ofcigars,
of an
of internal
of- of
to
state amount of
ficer a
verified by
by oath
or affirmation,
of the
ficer
a correct
correct statement,
statement, verified
oath or
affirmation, of
the quantity
quantity sae
thereof to
to
sales thereof
and amount
amount of
other materials
materials sold
sold or
or delivered
delivered to
to any
any person
person or
and
of tinfoil
tinfoil or
or other
or certain persons.
persons named
named in
such demand;
and in
in case
case of
refusal or
or neglect
persons
in such
demand; and
of refusal
neglect to
to renren- Proceedings
Proceedings if
if
statement
der
such statement
incorrect such
der such
such statement,
statement, or
or of
of cause
cause to
to believe
believe such
statement to
to be
be incorrect
such
statement
is
made, or
or
not made,
is not
or fraudulent,
fraudulent, the
assessor of
cause an
an examination
examination of
of is believed to be
or
the assessor
of the
the district
district may
may cause
be
persons, books,
books, and
papers to
made in
in the
as provided
provided in
persons,
and papers
to be
be made
the same
same manner
manner as
in fraudulent.
fraudulent.
the
fourteenth section
of this
the provisions
provisions of
law relating
relating General
provithe fburteenth
section of
this act.
act. And
And all
all the
of law
Generalprovilaw to
to
generally, so far as applicable and not inconsistent here- sions
sions of
of law
to manufacturers
manufacturers generally,
apply hereto.
snuff, and appyheet
with,
shall be
be held
to apply
manufacture of
of tobacco, snuff,
to the manufacture
held to
apply to
with, shall
Post, g. 474.
cigars:
That the
the tax
tax imposed
upon the
the manufacturer
manufacturer of
of tobactobac- Post,
. 474.
cigars: Provided,
Provided, That
imposed upon
When tax
tax on
co,
snuff,
and
cigars,
shall
be
held
to
accrue
upon
the
When
on
or
removal
from
upon
the
sale
co, snuff, and cigars, shall be held to accrue
tobacco, &c. acthe place
place of
of manufacture,
unless removed
removed to
to a
abonded
bonded warehouse:
the
manufacture, unless
warehouse: ProvidProvid-tobacco,
&c accrues.
ed
further, That
That manufactured
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
or cigars,
whether of
edfutrther,
manufactured tobacco,
cigars, whether
of domesdomes- Transfer of totic manufacture
or imported,
be transferred,
transferred, without
payment of
of the
the bacco,
&c. may
ma
bacco, &c.
without payment
imported, may
may be
tic
manufacture or
be made to bondwith law
law and
and treastreas- ed
tax, to aabonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse established
established in
in conformity with
ed warehouse
marehouse
ury regulations,
under such
such rules
rules and
regulations and
and upon
upon the
the execution
ury
regulations, under
and regulations
execution without
without paypayment of tax,upon
of such
transportation bonds
bonds or
other security
as may
be prescribed
by giving
of
such transportation
or other
security as
may be
prescribed by
evintoftag
upon
bonds,
the
of internal
internal revenue,
to the
approval of
of the
ne.;b
subject to
the approval
the &c.;
the commissioner
commissioner of
revenue, subject
Secretary of
the Treasury,
or other
by
Secretary
of the
Treasury, said
said bonds
bonds or
other security
security to
to be
be taken
taken by
the collector
district from
from which
which such
is made;
made; and
may. and from
the
collector of
of the
the district
such removal
removal is
and may.
from one
one
warewarehouse esbe transported
transported from such aawarehouse to
to any
any other
other bonded
bonded warehouse
es- bonded
bonded. war.another,
house to another,
tablished as
as aforesaid,
and may
from bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse for
tablished
aforesaid, and
may be
be withdrawn
withdrawn from
for or for export.
for
consumption on payment
foreign Regulations
consumption
payment of the
the tax,
tax, or
or removed
removed for
for export to
to aaforeign
Regulationsfor
removal of discountry
without payment
payment of
tax, in
in conformity
conformity with
provisions of
of law
law tilled
country without
of tax,
with the
the provisions
ealled spirits
irditso
to
relating
removal of
of distilled
spirits, all
all the
the rules,
regulations, and
and apply
to tobacco,
relating to
to the
the removal
distilled spirits,
rules, regulations,
applytotobacco,
&c.
so
far
as
apconditions
of which,
tobacco, snuff,
so far
far as applicable,
applicable, shall
shall apply
apply to
to tobacco,
snuff, or
or plicable.
&c.so far as apconditions of
which, so
plicable.
cigars
warehouse. And
any case
case be
be alal- P No
cigars in
in bonded
bonded warehouse.
And no
no drawback
drawback shall
shall in
in any
N drawback.
lowed upon
any manufactured
cigars.
lowed
upon any
manufactured tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
or cigars.
ninety-one be amended
amended by
striking out
out all
all after
after the
the enactenact- Section 91.
That section
section ninety-one
by striking
snuff,
Tobacco, snuff,
the following:
following: That all manufacmanufac- Tobacco,
ing clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
and cigars to be
be
tured tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
or cigars,
before the
same is
is used
or removed
tured
snuff, or
cigars, shall,
shall, before
the same
used or
removed inspected.
iansdecds to be
for
consumption,
be
inspected
by
an
inspector
appointed
under
the
profor consumption, be inspected by an inspector appointed under the provisions
of law,
who shall
mark or
upon the
box or
or other
visions of
law, who
shall mark
or affix
affix a
a stamp
stamp upon
the box
other Package to be
be
marked or
package
package containing
containing such tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
or cigars,
cigars, in
in a
a manner to be
be prepre- marked
or
stamped, and
scribed by the commissioner of internal revenue, denoting the kind, h
scribed
htamped,
and
ow.
contained in each
the date
inspecquantity, or number
number contained
each package,
package, with
with the
date of
of inspeccollection district.
tion and the name
name of
of the inspector, and
and the collection
district. The fees
fees Fees
Feesofinspecof inspectorof such inspector shall in all cases be paid by the owner
owner of the manufac- tor.
tured tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
so inspected.
person who
who shall
shall
Penalty for
for
tured
or cigars,
cigars, so
inspected. And
And any
any person
affix
or other
other package
package containing
or fraudulently
affix upon
upon any
any box
box or
containingCosuch
such tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or
fraudulently
making
or
making or
cigars,
or stamp
shall be
be false
false or
fraudulent in
the changing
cigars, any
any mark
mark or
stamp which
which shall
or fraudulent
in any
any of
of the
changing marks
particulars
in this
or shall,
shall, with
with intent
intent to
to defraud
particulars before
before recited
recited in
this section,
section, or
defraud
the United
United States,
cause the
same to
defrauded, change
the
States, or
or to
to cause
the same
to be
be defrauded,
change in
in any
any
manner such
stamp or
box or
or package
or
manner
such stamp
or mark,
mark, or
or such
such box
package so
so marked
marked or
stamped, shall
be liable
liable to
to a
less than
than fifty
fifty dollars,
to imstamped,
shall be
a fine
fine of
of not
not less
dollars, or
or to
imprisonment, not exceeding
exceeding two years, for every such offence.
Cigars to
offence. And all
to be
Cigars
be
how packed.
manufactured after the passage of this act shall be packed in boxes how
cigars manufactured
packed.
or
paper packages.
packages. And
manufactured tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
and cigars,
or paper
And any
any manufactured
snuff, and
cigars, Tobacco,
Tobacco, snuft
snuff
cigars, passing
domestic manufacture
whether of domestic
manufacture or
or imported, which
which shall be
be sold
sold or
or pass
pass or
orcigars
passin
out of hands ol
out
the hands
hands of
of the
into a
out of
of the
the manufacturer
manufacturer or
or importer,
importer, except
except into
a bonded
bonded manufacturers,
manufacturers,
warehouse,
without the
inspection marks
or stamps
unless otherwarehouse, without
the inspection
marks or
stamps affixed,
affixed, unless
other- &c.
&c. without inspection
marks,
wise provided, shall be forfeited, and may be seized
seized wherever found, and spection marks,
to be
eexcept,
xcept, &c.,
„,ict.°
forfeited,
be
shall be sold, and the proceeds of such sale shall be distributed between
forfeited,
&c.
between
the United
United States
States and
the informer,
informer, if
be any,
any, as
as provided
provided by
by law.
law.
the
and the
if there
there be
commissioner of internal revenue
revenue shall
account of
The commissioner
shall keep an account
of all
all

126
126
Account
to be
be
Account to
kept of
of stamps
stamps
kept
delivered
to
delivered to or
or
used by
inspecby inspecused
tors,
tors.
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stamps delivered
delivered to
several inspectors;
inspectors; and
inspectors shall also
and said
said inspectors
the several
to the
stamps

account of all stamps by them used or placed upon boxes conkeep an
keep
. . an account of all stamps by them used or placed upon boxes con taming
cigars,
all tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
and cigars
cigars inspected,
inspected, and
and the
name
the name
snuff, and
of all
and of
taining cigars, and
of
firm, or
company for
the same
same were
so inspected,
inspected,
whom the
were so
or company
for whom
of the
the person,
person, firm,
and
return to
assessor of
the district
district a
a separate
separate and distinct
distinct acof the
to the
the assessor
shall return
and shall
count
of the
and also
return to
the said
said commissioner,
on demand,
demand,
commissioner, on
to the
also return
same, and
the same,
count of
Inspectors to all
stamps not
otherwise accounted
faithfor, and shall give aa bond for aafaithaccounted for,
not otherwise
all stamps
Inspectors
ful performance
performance of all the duties to which he may be assigned,
give bonds.
assigned, and to return
or account
placed in his hands.
which may
may be placed
stamps which
for all
all stamps
account for
turn or
Section 92.
That
amended by striking out all after the enactsection ninety-two
ninety-two be amended
That section
Section
Penalty for any ing
clause, and
and inserting
inserting in
thereof the
the following:
any person
person
That if
if any
following: That
lieu thereof
in lieu
ing clause,
Penaltyforany
or
except other than the manufacturer
manufacturer shall sell, or consign,
consi g n, or remove for sale, or
person,
the manufacturer, to part
part
part
with the
manufactured tobacco, snuff;
snuff, or cigars
of any manufactured
the possession
possession of
part with
turer,to
imposed by law have not been paid, with the knowlwith the posses- upon which the taxes imposed
&c.
sion
on
of which
tobacco, edge
edge thereof,
thereof, such
such person
hundred
to aa penalty of one hundred
liable to
shall be liable
person shall
ofohic
i&.on
taxes have
have not
not dollars
dollars for
each offence. And any person who shall purchase
purchase or receive
for each
taxes
been
paid;
for sale
which has not been inspected,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or cigars, which
any such
such tobacco,
for
sale any
paid;
been
for receiving
for
receiving
tobacco, snuff,
or branded,
as required
by law,
upon which
the tax
tax has
has not
not
which the
or upon
law, or
required by
stamped as
or stamped
branded, or
snuff or
tobacco,
cigars under
under cer- been paid, if
if it has accrued
accrued or become payable,
payable, with knowledge
knowledge thereof,
cigars
a penalty of fifty dollars for each and every offence.
tam ncircumstanshall be liable to a
offence.
tin
circumstan- shall
ces;
for receiving
any person
shall purchase
or receive
for sale
such tobacco,
tobacco,
sale any
any such
receive for
purchase or
who shall
person who
And any
for
receiving And
tobacco from
from aasnuff,
or cigars,
from any
any manufacturer
manufacturer who
who has
has not
paid the
tax,
special tax,
not paid
the special
tobacco
snuff, or
cigars, fiom
manufacturer
who has
paid shall
shall be
each and
and every
offence to
to a
penalty of
of one
hundred
one hundred
a penalty
every offence
for each
liable for
be liable
has not
not paid
who
aforeof all
the articles,
tax.
dollars, and,
in addition
addition thereto,
all the
articles, as
as aforea forfeiture
forfeiture of
thereto, a
dollars,
and, in
the tax.
thereof. And every
said, so purchased
received, or the full value thereof'.
said,
purchased or received,
passage of this act, shall apply
Persons before person,
person, before
before making
making any cigars
cigars after the passage
fiom the assistant assessor of the district in which he remaking cigars
ftr an
and procure
cigars to fbr
procure from
procure apermit.
authorizing such persons to carry on the trade of cigar
cigar
a permit authorizing
tr
a per sides a
Charge theremaking, for
for which
permit he
pay said
assistant assessor
assessor the
the sum
sum of
Charge
there- making,
which permit
he shall
shall pay
said assistant
of
for.
twenty-five cents. And every person employed
for,
twenty-five
employed or working at the busiBefore making ness
ci
gar making
making in
i
n any
th er di
st
ri
ctthan
th an that
th ati
which he or she
inn which
any o
other
district
ness ooffcigar
Beforemaking
cigars in
in a
cigars
a disdismaking any
cigars in
such other
other district,
present
district, present
in such
any cigars
before making
shall, before
is aaresident
resident shall,
trict wiere
where they is
do not reside, to said
said permit
to the
assistant assessor
so employed
of the
the district
district where
where so
employed or
or
permit to
the assistant
assessor of
have
their perper- working,
working, and
and procure
procure the
the indorsement
of said
assistant assessor
thereon,
said assistant
assessor thereon,
indorsement of
have their
mit indorsed.
authorizing said
said business
for which
in said
said district,
district, for
which indorsement
indorsement the
the assistassistauthorizing
business in
ant
shall be
entitled to
receive from
from the
the applicant
applicant the sum of
ant assessor
assessor shall
be entitled
to receive
of
Authority to
be ten
ten cents.
cents. And
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
every assistant
assessor, upon
apAuthority
tobe
And it
it shall
of every
assistant assessor,
upon apa permit,
permit, or to
to
indorsed on per- plication
plieation of any person
person residing in his district, to furnish a
mit.
resident in another
another district,
permit of
of the
the applicant,
indorse upon
upon the
the permit
applicant, if resident
.indorse
authority
of cigar
cigar making
the proper district
authority to pursue the trade of'
making within the
district
Record
and said
said assistant
assistant assessor
assessor shall keep aarecord
record
Record of perper. of such assistant
assistant assessor;
assessor; and
showing the date of each perhim, showing
mits
to be
kept, of
of all
all permits
granted or
or indorsed
indorsed by
by him,
permits granted
be kept,
mits to
and to
state
b
and
to state
what.
mit,
name, residence,
residence, and
of the
the party
party named
named
employment of
and place
place of
of employment
mit, the
the name,
what.
therein, the name and district of
of the officer who originally
originally granted
granted the
same,
who may
may have
made any
same, or
or who
have made
subsequent indorsements
any subsequent
indorsements thereon,
thereon, and
and
the
name or
of the
or parties
parties by
by whom
the person
person named
named in
in
the name
or names
names of
the party
party or
whom the
such
permit is
employed, or,
if working
for himself,
himself, stating
such permit
is employed,
or, if
working for
such fact;
fact;
stating such
Makers of
an d ever
y person
ki ng c
i
gars s
hall k
eep an
accurate account
account in
i
n a
boo k
keep
an accurate
a book
Makers
of cievery
person ma
making
cigars
shall
ci- and
gars
too
keep
&lu
rsott
and
keep
oftalall the cigars made by him, for whom,
whom, and
kind or
or qu
ality ; and,
and,
quality;
and their
their kind
count and give a of all the cigars made by him, for

copy thereof to if
copy
if made
made for
for any
any other
other person,
person, shall
shall state
state in
in said
said account
account the
the name
name of
of the
the
business, and
for whom the same
same were
were made, and his place
assistantassessor
assistant
assessor person
person for
place of business,
each month.
to the
month, deliver
of every
Monday of
shall, on the first Monday
each
mouth
every month,
deliver to
the assistant
assistant assessor
assessor
of
the district
district aa copy
of the
copy of
of such
oath or
that
such account,
account, verified
verified by
by oath
or affirmation
affirmation that
Penalty for
the same is true and
and correct.
correct. And
And if
any person
if any
person shall
shall make
ci ga rs
make any
any cigars
cigars
making cigars
making
,
;,
1
.,,‘„,
without permit,
permit, without
”....,,.... procuring
procuring such
permit, or
proper indorsements
or
thereon, or
indorsements thereon,
or the
the proper
such permit,
without
&e.i
neglect
book-form he shall be punished by aafine
8r..c.;
neglect to keep such
such account
account in book-form
fine
of five
dollars for
for each
he shall
shall so
so offend,
or by
for
of
five dollars
each day
day he
offend, or
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
such
time as
such time
as the
the court
order for
for each
each day's
day's offence,
offence, not
exceeding
court may
may order
not exceeding
thirty days in the whole, upon any one conviction.
person
for failing to
conviction. And if
if any person
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or
making cigars shall fail to make the return herein required, or shall make make
make returns,
returns, or
making false
a false return, he shall be punished by aa fine not exceeding
a
exceeding one hundred ones.
making false
imprisonment not exceeding
dollars, or by imprisonment
any person
person
exceeding thirty
thirty days.
days. And
And any
Person having
may apply to the assistant assessor or inspector of the
district to
any
the district
to have
have any
Person having
permit,
repermit, upon
upon reis own manufacture
manufacture counted ;;and on receiving
cigars of'
of his
receiving a
a certificate of quest, may have
have
the number, for which such fee as may be prescribed
prescribed by the commis- cigars
cigars counted,
counted,
and may desioner of internal revenue
revenue shall be paid by the owner thereof, may
may sell
sell &c.
& erahdemay
liver
them in deand deliver such cigars to any purchaser, in the presence
presence of said assistant bulk to purchaspurchaspayassessor
assessor or inspector, in bulk or unpacked, without payment of the
the tax.
tax. er
er without
without payment of tax.
A
certificate shall be retained
A copy of the certificate
retained by the assistant assessor
assessor or by
by me
ax
the inspector, who shall return the same to the assessor of the district.
Purchaser to
to
The purchaser
purchaser shall pack such cigars in boxes or paper packages,
packages, and
Purchaser
do what;
have
have the same inspected
inspected and marked or stamped according to the proviprovi- do
what;
sions
sions of law, and shall make a
a return of the same, as inspected, to the
assistant
assistant assessor
assessor of the district wherein
wherein the same were
were manufactured,
manufactured,
and, unless
removed to a
abonded
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, shall pay the
taxes on
on such
unle's removed
the taxes
such
to pay taxes.
cigars
cigars within
within fifteen
fifteen days after purchasing
purchasing them, to the collector of the to
pay taxes.
district
wherein they were manufactured,
district wherein
manufactured, and before
before the same
same have been
been
removed
building of such purchaser,
removed from the store or building
purchaser, or from
possesfrom his
his possession; and if such purchaser shall neglect
neglect for more
more than
than fifteen
fifteen days to Penalty
for
Penalty for
neglect;
pack and have
have such cigars
cigars duly inspected, and to pay
pay the
the taxes
taxes thereon
thereon neglect;
according
according to law, he shall be fined not exceeding
efceeding five
five hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars,
and be imprisoned
imprisoned not exceeding six months, at the discretion of
of the
the
court, and the cigars
cigars may be seized
seized by the collector
and shall
shall be
forcollector and
be forfeited to the United
United States.
And if any person,
person, firm,
firm, company,
company, or eorcor- for
for employing
employing
aperson without
poration shall employ
poration
employ or procure
procure any person
person to make any cigars, who
who has
has a
a person
without
permit to make
not the permit or the indorsement
indorsement thereon
required by this act, he shall
thereon required
shall cigars;
cigars;
be punished by aafine of ten dollars for each day he shall so employ
employ such
such
imprisonment not exceeding
person, or by imprisonment
exceeding ten days. And if any person
for making ciciperson for
gars without a
making cigars without
without such permit,
shall be found making
permit, or the indorsement
indorsement gars
without
a
permit.
permit.
thereon, the collector of the district may seize
thereon,
seize any
any cigars, or
or tobacco
tobacco for
for Cigars, to
&e
&c. to
cigars, which
making cigars,
which may be found
found in possession of
person, and
of such person,
and the
the be
be forfeited.
forfieited.
forteited to the United States and sold; and
same shall be forfeited
proceeds
and the
the proceeds,
how
Proceeds, how
o
of such sale shall be distributed
distributed between
between the United States and the in- distributed.
distributed.
former, if there be any, as provided
provided by law.
section ninety-three
ninety-three be amended by striking out
That section
out all
all after the
the
enacting clause
clause and inserting in lieu thereof
following: That
thereof the fbllowing:
That all
all Manufactures
Manufactures
except, &c.,
merchandise, or articles
goods, wares, and merchandise,
articles manufactured,
or promanufactured, made,
made, or
pro- ^exept,
&cpr
where the
pro(except refined petroleum,
duced (except
petroleum, refined
refined coal oil,
gold and
and silver,
silver, ductdoesnot
oil, cotton,
cotton, gold
duct does not exceed
the
rate
of
spirituous and malt liquors, manufactured
manufactured tobacco,
tobacco, snuff, and cigars)
cigars) by ceed the rate of
$1000 per anper-on or firm, where
any person
where the product shall not exceed
exceed the rate of one num,
nm, tope
be
eto be exthousand dollars per annum,
thousand
annum, and shall be made
made or produced
produced by the labor empt.
empt.
of such
such person or firm, or by his or their family,
family, shall be and are hereby
hereby
exempt from tax; where
Tax, when
when the
where the product
product shall
shall exceed such rate, and not exTax,
the
product exceeds
assessed, product
ceed the rate
rate of three thousand dollars, the tax shall be levied,
levied, assessed,
exceedsis
such rate, but is
and collected only upon the excess
excess above the rate of one thousand
thousand dollars not over
over S3000;
$3000;
in
all other
per annum
annum;; and in all other cases the whole
whole annual product,
product, including
including
in all
other
cases;
transaction where
where one party has been furnished
furnished with ma- cases;
any business
business or transaction
terials, or any part thereof, and employed
terials,
employed by another party
party to manufacmanufacture, make, or finish the goods, wares and merchandise,
merchandise, or articles, paying
paying
or promising to pay therefor,
same are returned
returned when
therefor, and to whom the same
when
so made and
and finished,
finished, shall be assessed
assessed and the tax paid thereon by the
to
be on salable
manufacturer::Provided,
Provided, That whenever
producer or manufacturer
producer or manwhenever a
a producer
tobeonsalable
value of articles,
ufacturer shall use or consume, or shall remove for consumption
&ale. when
when re-s
ufacturer
consumption or use, &e.
reany articles, goods, wares
wares or merchandise,
merchandise, which,
which, if removed for sale, moved for conconuse.
would be liable to taxation, he shall be assessed
sumption or
or use.
assessed for the tax upon the ar- sumption

tides,
ticles, goods, wares,
wires, or merchandise
merchandise so used, or so removed for consumpconsumpNaphtha
extion or use;
use; but naphtha,
naphtha, the product of the distillation
distillation of petroleum, and
Naphtha exempt, when, &c.
other
other similar bituminous substances, when
when used or consumed
consumed on the empt, when,&e.
premises for fuel or cleaning, shall be exempt from tax.

128
128
Section
94.
Section 94.
Taxes
on cercerTaxes on
thin
manufactain manufacbutes,
tures, unless
unless
otherwise
proprootherwise
vided
for.
vided for.
Post, pp.
pp. 474,
474,
Post,
475.
475.

Candles.
Candles.
Illuminating
Illuminating
gas.
gas.

Rate of tax deRateoftaxdetermined by the
average of
the
of the
aeraged
monthly product
product
monthly
forWhere
the year
year.
gas
forWhher
works
have not
not
works have
in operabeen in

tion the
the precedtion
precedce d
ing year. re
intea

Product rereproduct
turned
to be
be
t
turned
what,
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That
be amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
all after
after the
the enact..
enact.
out all
ninety-four be
section .ninety-four
That section
ing clause,
clause, and
and inserting
in lieu
the following:
That upon
the
upon the
following: That
thereof the
lieu thereof
inserting in
ing
hereinafter mentioned,
articles, goods,
merchandise hereinafter
mentioned, except
except
and merchandise
wares, and
goods, wares,
articles,
where otherwise
provided, which
which shall
shall be
be produced
and sold,
sold, or
or be
be manumanuproduced and
otherwise provided,
where

factured or
made and
used by
by the
the manufacturer
manufacturer
or used
be consumed
consumed or
or be
sold, or
and sold,
or made
factured

or producer
producer thereof,
removed for
for consumption,
for delivery
delivery
or for
or use,
use, or
consumption, or
or removed
thereof, or
or
to others
others than
than agents
agents of
manufacturer or producer
producer within
within the United
United
the manufacturer
of the
to
States
Territories thereof,
thereof, there
assessed, collected,
collected, and paid
be assessed,
shall be
there shall
or Territories
States or
the following
following taxes,
taxes, to
to be
be paid
by the
producer or
or manufacturer
manufacturer thereof,
thereof,
the producer
paid by
the
say :
that is
is to say:
On
candles, of
of whatever
centum ad
tax of five per centum
made, aa tax
material made,
whatever material
On candles,
valorem.
valorem.
On
gas, illuminating,
wholly or in part, or any other macoal wholly
made of coal
illuminating, made
On gas,
terial,
above two hundred thousand cubic
when the product shall not be above
terial, when
feet
tax of
of ten
per one thousand
thousand cubic feet; when
when
cents per
ten cents
month, aa tax
per month,
feet per
the
product shall
shall be
not exceeding
exceeding five
hundred thousand
thousand
five hundred
two and
and not
be above
above two
the product
feet;
cubic feet
feet per
fifteen cents per
per one thousand cubic feet;
a tax of fifteen
per month, a
cubic
when the
be above
exceedthousand and not exceedhundred thousand
five hundred
above five
shall be
product shall
the product
when
ing
five millions
millions of
feet per
per month,
month, aa tax of twenty
twenty cents per one
one
cubic feet
of cubic
ing five
thousand cubic feet;
product shall be above five millions, a
a
feet; when the product
thousand
tax of
cents per
one thousand cubic feet. And the general
per one
twenty-five cents
of twenty-five
tax
average
proddct for the year preceding the return required
required
average of the monthly proddct
by law shall determine the rate of tax herein imposed. And where any
gas-works have
have not
not been
been in
in operation
preceding the rethe next year preceding
for the
operation for
gas-works
turn as aforesaid, then the rate shall be determined by the estimated

product: Provided,
average of
the monthly
Provided, That the product required
monthly product:
of the
average

to be
by any
shall be
understood to be, in
be understood
gas company
company shall
any gas
law by
by law
be returned
returned by
to
addition to
to the
consumed by
by said
or other
other party, the product
company or
said company
gas consumed
the gas
addition
charged in
in the
the bills
company during the
rendered by the gas company
actually rendered
bills actually
charged

eighof April,
day of
month preceding
until the
April, eighthirtieth day
the thirtieth
and until
return; and
the return;
preceding the
month
companies whose price is fixed
sixty-seven, all
Certain
gas
teen hundred
all gas
gas companies
fixed by
and sixty-seven,
hundred and
teen
Certain gas
com anies ma
to the price per thouimposed, to
charp
ge tax to
to y law
to add
add the
herein imposed,
tax herein
the tax
authorized to
are authorized
law are
chpargetax
companies which
such companies
all such
consumers
sold; and
and all
which have
have heretofore
on gas
gas sold;
feet on
sand feet
consumers until, sand
&c
corporations are,
are, in like manner
gas to
to municipal
municipal corporations
contracted
&o..
contracted to
to furnish
furnish gas
manner
contract
authorized to add such tax to such contract
Post,
p. 474.
474. and for the same period, authorized
Post, p.
lamps
street lamps
for lighting
Gas
price: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
gas furnished
furnished for
lighting street
all gas
That all
for lightlight- price:
Gas for
and used
used
for and
tog streets,
streets, &c.,
Sze., or
or for
for other
not measured,
all gas
made for
gas made
and all
measured, and
and not
purposes, and
other purposes,
ing
and that made
for
sed by
by any
any hotel,
hotel, inn,
inn, tavern,
and private
dwelling-house, shall
subject to
to
be subject
shall be
private dwelling-house,
tavern, and
by by
used
and u
for and
hotels, to
be subtax whatever
whatever the
the amount
amount of
of product,
be estimated;
estimated; and
and if
if the
the
and may
may be
product, and
to be
sub- tax
hotels,
shall be
be
it shall
or underestimated,
underestimated, it
returns in
any case
case shall
be understated
understated or
shall be
in any
Rjeotrtnsuner
jeot
Returns
to tax.under- returns
to increase
district to
stated
may be
be inthe duty
duty of
the assistant
assessor of
of the
the district
increase the same as he
assistant assessor
of the
in- the
stated may
creased.
shall
just and
and proper:
And provided
provided further,
further, That
gas companies
companies
creased.
shall deem
deem just
proper: And
That gas
whether in the
or town,
town, whether
located within
within the
the corporate
corporate limits
limits of
of any
any city
city or
located
each other,
to compete
compete with
same district
or otherwise,
otherwise, or
so located
located as
as to
with each
other,
or so
district or
same
tax imposed
of tax
Rate
of tax
shall pay
pay the
the rate
rate of
imposed by
by law upon the company having the
shall
tax
Rate of
w henpeco with
mpanies largest production :And provided further, That coal tar and ammoniacal
e
largest production: Andprovidedfrther, That coal tar and ammoniacal
with
compete
of illuminating
illuminating gas, and
in the
liquor
other,
each other,
each
liquor produced
produced in
the manufacture
manufacture of
and the products
of
manufacture of
of the
the manufacture
the products
and the
coal tar,
Coal tar,
tar, &c.
&c. of
of the
the re-distillation
re-distillation of
of coal
tar, and
products of
Coal
ammoniacal
thus produced,
produced, shall
shall be
exempt from
tax.
exempt.
ammoniacal liquor
liquor thus
be exempt
from tax.
or other
other mineral oils, marking
lubricating, or
Illuminating,
on illuminating,
illuminating , lubricating,
marking not less
On
Illuminating,
lubricating, or
Baume's hydrometer,
fifty-nine degrees Baume's
than fifty-nine
other
mineral
than thirty-six
thirty-six nor
nor more
more than
hydrometer, the
the
than
thercmingeral
petroleum,
crude petroleum,
re-distillation, or
oils, the
product product
the distillation,
or refining
refining of
of crude
distillation, re-distillation,
of the
product of
the product
oils,
of
crude petrolesuch oils
oils between
between ''the
by
gravity, by
specific gravity,
the specific
all such
and all
per gallon;
gallon; and
cents per
petrole- twenty
twenty cents
of crude
um.
um.
be
shall
inclusive,
What
to
be
Baumes
test,
of
thirty-six
and
fifty-nine
degrees,
degrees,
inclusive,
shall
be
fifty-nine
and
thirty-six
of
test,
Baume's
What to be
for the
who, for
person or
persons who,
and any
any person
deemed refined
refined illuminating
oil; and
or persons
illuminating oil;
refined deemed
deemed refined
deemed
illuminating oil. purpose of sale or consumption, shall mix any of the heavier paraffine
oil purpose
ilinating
Who to be
consumption,
mix any of the heavier paraffine
or with
with naphtha,
deemed and
oils
with such
illuminating oils,
oils, or
naphtha, or either one with the
such illuminating
oils with
and
deemed
oil, and
deemed manufacturers
shall be
other, shall
taxed
manu- other,
taxed as
as menube deemed
manufacturers of
of illuminating
illuminating oil,
and taxed
taxed as
as
facturer
of illueither with or without further distillation,
ifacturieoilu
minating
oil.
such; and
said oil
oil thus
thus
mixed,
or without
distillation,
further distillation,
without further
with or
mixed, either
either with
thus mixed,
such;
and said
oil.
minating
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shall be
subject to a
a tax of twenty cents per gallon if,
shall
be subject
Tax.
if, after
after said
said mixing
mixing Tax.
or distillation,
product marks,
hydrometer, between
or
distillation, the
the product
marks, by Baume's
Bourne's hydrometer,
between said
said
points
points of thirty-six and fifty-nine
fifty-nine degrees,
inclusive.
degrees, inclusive.
On illuminating,
illuminating, lubricating,
On
lubricating, or other mineral oils, marking not
not less
less Illuminating,
Illuminating,
than
nor more
more than
than thirty-six
thirty-six nor
than fifty-nine degrees
degrees Baume's
Bourne's hydrometer,
the &c.oils, the
h
ee
r2:47
hydrometer, the
pro-duct
of the refinexclusive
exclusive product
product of the refining of crude
produced by
distil- ing
duc too";
oils,
crude oil
oil produced
by aasingle
single distilof crude
oil.
crude oil.
lation of
of coal,
asphaltum, peat, or other bituminous
lotion
coal, shale,
shale, asphaltum,
bituminous substances,
substances, not
not
otherwise provided for, ten cents per gallon.
otherwise
gallon.
On
oil, naphtha,
benzine, benzole,
On oil,
naphtha, benzine,
benzole, or gasoline, marking more than
than fiftynaphtha,
fifty- Oil, naphtha,
nine degrees
Baume's hydrometer,
nn
e b
hydrometer, the product of the distillation,
nine
degrees Bourne's
re-dis- l
n
i
e
nn
e,zio
r
e,
eoazo
ne.
distillation, re-disbenzi
, benzotillation, or
refining of crude
tillation,
or refining
crude petroleum, or of
produced by
by a
of crude oil
oil produced
a
single distillation
distillation of
coal, shale, peat, asphaltum,
single
of coal,
asphaltum, or
subor other
other bituminous
bituminous substances,
ten cents
cents per gallon: Provided,
stances, aa tax
tax of
of ten
Provided, That distillers
and Distillers,
Distillers, &c.
&o.
distillers and
refiners
of illuminating,
illuminating, lubricating,
refiners of
lubricating, or
or other
other mineral oil, naphtha,
naphtha, benzine, ‘
'
''ffcmi"neral
m
.ti
o
E13.rea
s
l
u
o
l
3
i
,
l
f
ect
oil,
benzole,
or gasoline,
be subject to all the provisions of law
benzole, or
gasoline, shall
shall be
law applicable
applicable to
all laws
applito all
laws applito
distillers of spirits, with regard to special taxes, bonds,ofreturns,
to distillers of spirits, with regard to special taxes,
returns, assessassess _eple
ts
diss
t
o
illa
rar
cable .rtc.
todistillers
ments, removing to and withdrawing from warehouses,
of
spirits.
so far
ments, removing to and withdrawing from warehouses liens, penalties,
penalties, a
o
j:
e
'
ret
asscdeemed
necesforfeitures,
drawbacks, and
provisions designed
designed ' for the
forfeitures, drawbacks,
and all
all other
other provisions
sary by
bythe
the camcornthe purpose
purpose sary
of
ascertaining the
quantity distilled, and securing the payment
of ascertaining
the quantity
payment of
taxes, missioer.
mi "Muer*
of taxes,
so
far
as
the
same
may,
the judgment
so far as the same may, in
in the
judgment of the commissioner
commissioner of internal
revenue, and under regulations prescribed by him, be deemedof internal
necessary
revenue, and under regulations prescribed by him,
necessary Certai
on
ttpce
d
nna
i
e
s
abl
rka
.
Certain
distilfor
that purpose: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That distillers and refiners
for that purpose:
refiners of
of rleertsurnnost
lers not to mtake
coal
mineral oil,
product shall not exceed twenty-five
coal or
or mineral
oil, whose
whose product
twenty-five barrels
per than
once in
barrels per
than once
in'
day, on aamonthly
monthly average,
day, on
average, shall
shall not be required to make returns oftener
days.
oftener thirty
thirty days.
than once in
in thirty
thirty days.
days.
On spirits

of turpentine,
On spirits of
turpentine, ten
ten cents
cents per
per gallon.
Spirits of
ot turtur—
Spirits
On coffee, roasted
ground, on
on all ground spices and dry mustard,
On coffee,
roasted or
or ground,
and pentine.
fiee gro und
mustard, and
pentin;
upon
all
articles intended
intended for use as substitutes
upon all articles
substitutes for or as
as adulterations
adulterations of
spices, and
thsl dry
of spices,
dry
coffee,
spices, or mustard,
mustard, and
and upon
upon all compounds
coffee, spices, or
compounds and mixtures prepared
mustard, and
prepared mustard,
and all,
all
for
sale,
or
intended
b
t
te
for
use
and sale
sale as
as coffee, spices, or mustard, or as
for sale, or intended for use and
s
t
j
i
i
e
b
r
s
e
t
f
l
o
tru.tes
as the
reo
S
substitutes
one cent
cent per
substitutes therefor,
therefor, one
per pound:
pound: Provided,
Provided, That the exemption
Proviso.
exemption of
of Proviso.
one thousand dollars in annual value of product manufactured
one thousand dollars in annual value
manufactured shall not
not
apply
to
any of
of the above-specified
apply to any
above-specified articles
articles mentioned in
this paragraph.
paragraph.
in this
On molasses produced
On molasses
produced from
from the sugar-cane,
sugar-cane, and not from
from sorghum.
sorghum or
or Molassea.
Molasses
imphee, aatax of three cents per
gallon.
per gallon.

On sirup of molasses or sugar-cane juice, when removed
On sirup of molasses or sugar-cane
from the planplan.. .Sngar-cana
sngar-cane
tation,
tation, concentrated
concentrated molasses
molasses or
or melado, and cistern bottoms, of
of sugar
sugar Juice
juice'
produced
fiom
the
and not made from sorghum
sorghum or
produced from the sugar-cane
sugar-cane and
or imphee,
imphee, a
tax
of' one cent per pound.
tax of
of three-fourths
three-fourths of
On sugars not above number twelve
color, produced Sugars not
On sugars not above number twelve Dutch standard
standard in color,
from the sugar-cane and not from sorghum or imphee, other produced Sugars not
than those
from the sugar-cane and not from sorghum
those above
above number
number
produced
by the
a tax
tax of
12;
produced by
the refiner,
refiner, a
of' one cent per pound.
12;
On sugars
P st p. 474
above number
On
sugars above
number twelve and not above number eighteen
eighteen Dutch
Post
Dutch abo
' 474.
standard in color, produced directly fiom the sugar-cane
bc'd
v
'
e
nen
tu
amb:
standard in color, produced directly from
sugar-cane and not
not from
12,aan
from
12,andnotabove
be
sorghum or imphee,
imphee, aatax
tax of
sorghum or
of one
one and a
ahalf cent per pound.
number
18;
number
18;
On sugar above number eighteen Dutch standard in
color,
On sugar above number eighteen Dutch standard
produced above numbernumberdirectly
directly from
from the
the sugar-cane
sugar-cane and not from sorghum
sorghum or
imphee,a tax
tax of
or impheea
of 18
18-'
two cents per pound.
pound.
On the gross amount
sugar refiners, including
On the gross amount of
of the
the sales
sales of
of sugar
including all the
Gross amounts
the Grossamonnts.
products of their manufactories
or refineries,
products of their manufactories or
refineries, aatax of two and one half of
of of sales of
of sugar
sugar
one per centum ad valorem: Provided, That every person
refiners.
refiners.
one per centum ad valorem: Provided,
every person shall be
be reWho are
sugar.
reWh
are
suar.
garded as asugar
refiner, and
and pay
taxes required by law, whose busi- refiners.
garded as a
sugar refiner,
pay the
the taxes
refiners.
uess it is
is to
advance the
ness it
to advance
the quality
quality and value of sugar upon which
tax, or
or
which a,
a, tax.
duty
has
by melting
recrystallization, or by liquoring,
duty has been
been paid,
paid, by
melting and recrystallization,
p. 474.
474.
liquoring, clayclay- Post,
Post, p.
ing, or other washing process, or by
chemical or
ing, or other washing
process, or
any other chemical
mechanical
or mechanical
means, or who
means, or who shall
shall by
by boiling
boiling or
or other
other process
process advance the quality
quality or
or
value of molasses,
concentrated molasses,
melado> upon which a
value of
molasses, concentrated
molasses, or melado,
tax or
a tax
or
duty has been
been paid.
paid.
On sugar candy and all confectionery made wholly
On sugar candy and all confectionery made wholly or in part of sugar,.
candy
sugar,. Sugar
Sugar candy
VOL. XIY.
VOL. XIV.
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valued at not exceeding twenty cents per pound, including the tax, a tax
confection- valued at not exceeding twenty cents per pound, including the tax, a tax
and confectionof
two cents
cents per
per pound;
exceeding twenty
twenty and
exceeding forty cents
and not exceeding
ery.
pound; exceeding
of two
ery.
per
including the
the tax,
tax, a
tax of
of four
pound; when exper pound;
cents per
four cents
a tax
pound, including
per pound,
ceeding
the tax,
tax, or
or sold
sold by
by the box, packincluding the
pound, including
per pound,
cents per
forty cents
ceeding forty
acre or
or otherwise
otherwise than
the pound,
pound, a
tax of
per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
ten per
of ten
a tax
by the
than by
age,
On
cocoa prepared.
tax of
of one
cent per
per pound.
pound.
half cent
and aahalf
one and
a tax
prepared, a
and cocoa
Chocolate and
chocolate and
On chocolate
Chocolate
On
gun cotton,
tax of
of five per
per centum ad valorem.
a tax
cotton, a
COCOA.
On gun
cocoa.
Gun cotton.
On
and all
explosive substances
substances used
for mining,
mining, blasting,
blasting,
used for
all explosive
gunpowder, and
On gunpowder,
Gun ooder
Gunpowder
artillery, or
or sporting
sporting purposes,
purposes, not
otherwise provided
valued at
at
for, when valued
provided for,
not otherwise
explosive artillery,
and all explosive

per
a tax of five per
cents per
or less,
including the
the tax, a
substances, &c.
less, including
pound or
per pound
thirty-eight cents
c. thirty-eight
substances,
per
cents per
centum
ad valorem;
valorem; and
and when
at above
above thirty-eight
thirty-eight cents
valued at
when valued
Post,
474.
centum ad
Post, p. 474.
Varnish or
Varnish

japan.
japan.

Glue and gelatine.

pound, including
including the
tax,
the tax,
pound,
On
varnish or
japan,
or japan,
On varnish

a
tax of
of ten cents per pound.
a tax
made
wholly or
or in
in part
part of
of gum
copal, or
other
or other
gum copal,
made wholly
gums or
tax of
of five
five per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
a tax
substances, a
or substances,
gums
On
glue and
and gelatine
all descriptions,
descriptions, in
the solid
solid state,
state, a
tax of
of one
one
a tax
in the
of all
gelatine of
On glue

cent per
cent
per pound.
pound.
On
glue and
and cement,
cement, made
made wholly
wholly or
part of
glue, sold
sold in
liquid
the liquid
in the
of glue,
in part
or in
On glue
Glue and cestate, a
tax of
of forty
ment.
per gallon.
gallon.
a tax
forty cents
cents per
mont.
state,
On pins, solid
bead or
tax of
of five
five per
centum ad
valorem.
ad valorem.
per centum
other, aa tax
or other,
pins, solid head
On
Pins.
On photographs,
or other
pictures taken
taken
other pictures
daguerreotypes, or
ambrotypes, daguerreotypes,
photographs, ambrotypes,
On
Photographs,
Photographs,
exempted from tax, aa tax of
by the
the action
light, and
and not
not hereinafter
hereinafter exempted
of
ambroty-pes, &c.
&c. by
of light,
action of
:anbrotypes,
five per
per centum
ad valorem.
valorem.
centum ad
five
On screws,
screws, commonly
wood screws,
tax of
centum ad
ad
per centum
ten per
of ten
screws, aatax
called wood
commonly called
screws.
On
Wood screws.
valorem.
valorem.
Post, p. 474.
Post,

On clocks
clocks and
and timepieces,
timepieces, and
and on
on clock
clock movements,
movements, when
when sold without
On
Clocks and
timepieces.
being cased, a
a tax of five per centum
centum ad valorem.
timepieces.
On
three cents per pound, not perfumed, and
valued at above three
soaps valued
Soaps valued
all soaps
On all
at above three
three
ocr pound.
a tax of five mills nor
on
salt-water soap made of cocoa-nut oil, a
on salt-water
above
at
a pound.
cents a
On
all perfumed
soaps, a
atax
tax of
of three
cents per pound.
three cents
perfumed soaps,
On all
Perfumed
soaps.
chemical productions
On all uncompounded
productions not otherwise
otherwise provided for,
uncompounded chemical
soaps.
Uncompounda tax of five
five per
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
per centum
edhemicalproed
chemical pro- a tax of
On
essential oils
of all
descriptions, a
centum ad valorem.
valorem.
of five per centum
a tax
tax of
all descriptions,
oils of
ductions.
On essential
Essential
On all furniture,
oils.
furniture, or other articles made of wood, sold in the rough
rough or
Essential oils.
Furniture and
and unfinished, not otherwise provided for, a tax of five per centum ad
Furniture
not otherwise provided for, a tax of five per centum
other
other articles of unfinished,
furniture, or other articles made of wood,
valorem: Provided
Provided, That all furniture
valorem:
wood.
When tax to
previously
assessed, and a
a tax paid thereon, shall be assessed aa tax of five
five
previously
tax
to
When
inbe only on inper centum
centum ad
ad valorem
valorem upon
increased value
value only thereof when sold
the increased
upon the
creased value.
per
creased
in a
a finished condition.
On salt,
salt, aa tax
of three
cents per
per one
hundred pounds.
pounds.
one hundred
three cents
tax of
On
Salt.
Salt.
On scale
,,pumps, garden engines,
and hydraulic
hydraulic rains,
rams, aa tax
tax of
three
of three
Scales,
pumps, garden engines, and
scales,
pumps, On
Scales, pumps,
per centum
&c.
valorem.
ad valorem.
centum ad
per
&c.
of
On
ware of
of all
descriptions, not
otherwise provided
provided for, a
a tax of
not otherwise
all descriptions,
tin ware
On tin
Tin-ware.
five per centum ad valorem.
advanced
Iron, advanced

On
not otherwise
provided for,
for, advanced
beyond muck-bar,
muck-bar,
advanced beyond
otherwise provided
iron not
all iron
On all

on
which tax has
onwhichtaxhas
been paid.
paid.
heen

menup in
usually put
as are
are usually
including such
not including
nails, not
such as
put up
in papers
papers as
as before
before mentioned, manufactured
manufactured from
tax of
three dollars
tioned,
from iron
iron upon
upon which
which the
the tax
of three
dollars has
has
a tax of two dollars per
paid, shall be subject only to a
been
per
and paid,
levied and
been levied
ton
in addition
addition thereto, anything in this act to the contrary
contrary notwithton in
standing.

beyond muckmuckbeyond
oar,
&c.
car, &c.

band, hoop,
and band,
bars, and
beyond bars,
advanced beyond
blooms, slabs, or loops, and not advanced
hoop,
and sheet iron not thinner
wire-gauge, and plate
thinner than number eighteen wire-gauge,
a tax of three dolthickness, a
less than one eighth of an inch in thickness,
iron not less
lars per
per ton:
purposes of this act,
a ton shall, for all the purposes
to be 2000 lars
Provided, That a
ton: Provided,
Ton tobe
pounds.
be deemed
pounds.
deemed and taken to be two thousand pounds.
Band,
hoop,
eighteen wireOn band, hoop, and sheet iron, thinner than number eighteen
Band, hoop,
and sheet iron.
nails
and sheet iron. gauge, plate iron less than one-eighth of an inch in thickness, and cut nails
and
including nails, tacks, brads, or finishing nails, usually put
spikes, not including
and spikes,
up and sold in papers, whether in papers or otherwise, aa tax of five
five dolProvided, That rods, bands, hoops, sheets, plates, spikes,
spikes, and
lars per ton: Provided,
When from iron lars
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On
steel made
directly from
from muck-bar,
blooms, slabs,
slabs, or
loops, a
atax
tax of
Steel.
of Steel.
or loops,
muck-bar, blooms,
made directly
On steel
three dollars
per ton.
three
dollars per
ton.
On
stoves, and
hollow ware
ware in
in all
conditions, whether
or Stoves
Stoves and
and
tinned, or
rough, tinned,
whether rough,
all conditions,
and hollow
On stoves,
enamelled, and
and castings
of iron,
iron, not
otherwise provided
for, a
atax
of three
ware.
hollow ware.
three hollow
tax of
provided for,
not otherwise
castings of
enamelled,
dollars
per ton.
ton.
dollars per
On tubes
made of
of wrought
five dollars
per ton.
Wrought
iron
Wrought iron
ton.
dollars per
of five
tax of
iron, aatax
wrought iron,
tubes made
On
On
locomotive, and
and marine
marine engines,
including the
the boilers,
boilers, and
Steam, losotubeam
and tubes.
locoengines, including
steam, locomotive,
On steam,
on
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
maand mamotive, and
That motive,
Provided, That
five per
of five
a tax
tax of
cars, a
railroad cars,
on railroad
when
the boilers,
tubes, wheels,
shafts, cranks,
wrists, rin
e
ro
lengines,
ines, and
and
rinei
cranks, wrists,
bells, shafts,
axles, bells,
tire[s],;axles,
wheels, tire[s]
boilers, tubes,
when the
or
head-lights
of
such
engines
or
cars
have
been
once
assessed,
and
ra
a
pa
c
a
i
c
r
l
s
o'n
on
Tax
paid
and
assessed,
once
been
shall
have
cars
or
or head-lights of such engines
a
previously paid
thereon, the
the amount
amount so
shall bq,
deducted from
be
to be
materials to
from materials
be deducted
paid shall
so paid
paid thereon,
tax previously
a tax
the
taxes on
the finished
engine or
or cars.
ears.
deducted.
on the
finished engine
the taxes
On boilers
boilers of
all kinds,
water tanks,
sugar tanks,
oil stills,
stills, sewing
sewing maBoilers, tanks,
tanks,
ma- Boilers,
tanks, oil
tanks, sugar
kinds, water
of all
On
machines,
planes, planing
gearing ,a
atax setlilltakles:
stllstols, maand gearing,
machines, shafting, and
planing machines,
tools, planes,
lathes, tools,
chines, lathes,
c s
of five
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
five per
of
On railings,
gates, fences,
fences, furniture,
furniture, and
and statuary
iron, aatax
railings,
Iron railings,
of Iron
tax of
of iron,
made of
statuary made
railings, gates,
On
five per
gates, &c.
gates,
ad valorem.
valorem. &c.
centum ad
per centum
five
On
copper and
and brass
brass tubes,
tubes, nails,
nails, or
or rivets,
rivets, sheet
sheet lead,
lead, and
Copper,
&c.
pipes tubes,
Copper,
and lead
lead pipes
On copper
sheet&c.
lead,
and
shot, aatax
tax of
centum ad
ad valorem.
&o.
&c.t
valorem.
five per
per centum
of five
and shot,
On goat,
goat, calf,
kid, sheep,
sheep, horse,
skins, tanned
or dressed
dressed Goat,
&a. skins.
Goat,&c.skins.
tanned or
dog skins,
and dog
hog, and
horse, hog,
calf, kid,
On
in
the rough,
of five
per centum
Post,
in the
rough, aatax
tax of
five per
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
Post, p.
p. 474.
44.
On
calf, kid,
kid, sheep,
horse, hog,
and dog
or finished,
finished,
curried or
skins, curried
dog skins,
hog, and
sheep, horse,
goat, calf,
On goat,
Provided, That
That all
calf, kid,
kid, Tax
when to
to
when
Tax:lav
all goat,
goat, calf,
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
centum ad
per centum
five per
of five
aatax
tax vf
veo
l
n
ue increased valuoe
sheep, horse,
hog, and
and dog
dog skins
which duties or taxes have been ac- bereeao.s
upon which
skins upon
horse, hog,
sheep,
tsally
paid, shall
shall be assessed
increased value only when curried or
assessed on the increased
sally paid,
finished.
finished.
On
patent enamelled,
skins of
descrip- Patent,
enamPatent, enamevery descripof every
and skins
leather and
japanned leather
and japanned
enamelled, and
On patent
ion,
tax of
five per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem:
valorem :Provided,
Provided, That
That when
elled
japan-"
or ned
eled>
and japan
when aatax
tax or
a tax
of five
ion, a
leather.
4uty
has been
been paid
on the
the leather
leather in
in the
the rough,
rough, the
assessed nedl'eaalthe
Proviso.r.
Proviso.
shall be
be assessed
the tax
tax shall
paid on
Auty has
knd paid
paid only
only on
on the
the increased
value.
increased value.
mnd
On oil-di
essed leather,
five per
per centum
valorem.
Oil-dressed
Oil-dressed
ad valorem.
centum ad
of five
tax of
a tax
leather, a
oil-dressed
On
On leath.3r
tanned or
partially tanned,
in the
On
leather of
of all
all descriptions,
descriptions, tanned
or partially
tanned, in
the rough,
rough, leathaetriier.
Leather.
t
tax of
of five
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
Post,
po, p.
p. 474.
474
i tax
five per
per centum
On
curried or
or finished,
finished, a
a tax of five per
descriptions, curried
all descriptions,
of all
leather of
On leather
centum ad
That all
the rough
which onTianxerweahseendonly
Tax when only
upon which
in the
rough upon
leather in
all leather
Provided, That
valorem: Provided,
ad valorem:
centum
duties or
or taxes
been actually
paid, shall
be assessed
assessed on
increased value.
on the
the increased
shall be
actually paid,
have been
taxes have
duties
value only
only when
when curried
finished.
or finished.
curried or
value
On
all liquors
liquors known
known or
as wine,
not made
made from
grapes, Winenotmade
Winenot made
from grapes,
wine, not
denominated as
or denominated
On all
grapes,&c.
currants, rhuba7
[rhubarb], or
berries, produced
produced by
&c.
rectified or from grapes,
being rectified
by being
or berries,
d [rhubarb],
rhuba d
currants,
mixed
with other
any matter
may be
be ininwhatever may
matter whatever
which any
or into
into which
spirits, or
other spirits,
mixed with
fused
to be
be sold
sold as
wine, or
by any
any other
other name,
provided
otherwise provided
and not otherwise
name, and
or by
as wine,
fused to
for
in this
tax of
fifty cents
cents per
per gallon:
That the
return, Returns, colthe return,
Provided, That
gallon: Provided,
of fifty
a tax
act, a
this act,
for in
assessment, collection,
time of
collection of
of the
the taxes
such&c.
lections, &c.
lections,
on such
taxes on
of collection
the time
and the
collection, and
assessment,
wines shall
shall be
be subject
to the
of the
commissioner of internal
the commissioner
regulations of
the regulations
subject to
wines
revenue.
And any
person who
willingly and
knowingly sell or
for
of- Penalty for
or ofand knowingly
shall willingly
who shall
any person
revenue. And
fer for
sale any
any such
such wine
after the
passage of
this act,
knowingly sellact, upon
upon which
which kinac",.Z'glLteillof this
the passage
made after
wine made
for sale
fer
when
tax
fraudulently wwine,
the tax
tax herein
herein imposed
ine, w
l
r n tax
been paid, or which has been fraudulently
not been
imposed has not
the
as not been
evaded,
upon conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
be subject to aafine of five hundred hhas
shall, upon
evaded, shall,
paid.
dollars
or to
imprisonment not
exceeding two
two years
discretion of p
a"
at the discretion
years at
not exceeding
to imprisonment
dollars or
the court.
and texOn cloth
cotton, tile,Cloth
knitted
or
textile or knitted or felted articles or fabrics of cotton,
and all textile
cloth and
On
wool,
before the
been dyed,
dyed, printed,
printed, or
or tfiled
Cloth
and texkfaniteds
same has
has been
the same
materials, before
or other
other materials,
wool, or
felted fabrics.
bleached,
and on
painted, enamelled,
enamelled, shirred,
shirred, tarred,
varnished, or
tarred, varnished,
cloth painted,
on all
all cloth
bleached, and
476.
p. 475.
Post, p.
oiled, a.
tax of
of five
per centum
Post,
valorem.
ad valorem.
centum ad
five per
a tax
oiled,
On
and twine,
tax of
of five
Thread and
ad valorem.
valorem.and
centum ad
five per
per centum
a tax
twine, a
thread and
On thread
On
of clothing
for sale
sale by
by weaving,
twine.
weaving, twine.
or produced
produced for
manufactured or
clothing manufactured
On articles
articles of
knitting, or
on silk
hoop-skirts; on
on articles
articles bonnets,hi..l
boCnuioetzg,f,t:i.s,.
'
and hoop-skirts;
bonnets, and
hats, bonnets,
silk hats,
felting; on
or felting;
knitting,
manufactured
produced for
sale as
as constituent
constituent parts of clothing, or for skirts.
for sale
or produced
manufactured or
no t i e en

trimming
or
trimming or

of cloth.
* Pars
apparel lag.clothe
ornamenting the
the same,
same, and
on articles
wearing apparel
Parts of
of wearing
articles of
and on
ornamenting
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manufactured or
or produced
produced for
for sale
or
India-rubber, gutta-percha, or
from India-rubber,
sale from
manufactured
from fur,
fur, or
or fur
fur skins
dressed with
with the
the fur
fur on,
tax of five per centum
a tax
on, a
skins dressed
from
ad valorem:
That on
articles made
fur, the
of
value of
the value
of fur,
made of
all articles
on all
Provided, That
valorem: Provided,
ad
which shall
shall not
twenty dollars,
tax of
of two
two per centum
centum only shall
a tax
dollars, a
exceed twenty
not exceed
which
be paid.
Boots, shoes,
On
boots, shoes,
shoes, and'shoe-strings,
and'shoe-strings, a
tax of
centum ad valorem;
valorem;
per centum
two per
of two
a tax
On boots,
Boots, shoes,
tor sale
and
shoe strings, to
be paid
paid by
producing for
sale
every person making, manufacturing, or producing
by every
to be
and shoe-strings.
thereof; and emPost,
p.. 474.
474. boots
shoes, or furnishing
furnishing the materials or any part thereof;
or shoes,
boots or
Post, p.
Whatboot,&c.
others to
to make,
make, manufacture,
or produce
produce them:
them: Provided,
That
Provided,That
manufacture, or
ploying others
Whatboot,&c. ploying
work
makers
be exany boot
shoemaker making boots or shoes to order as custom
custom work
boot or shoemaker
ex- any
tobe
makers to
only, and not for, general
general sale, and whose work, exclusive of the materials,
empt.
does
not
exceed
annually
in value
thousand dollars,
dollars, shall be exempt
exempt
one thousand
value one
in
annually
exceed
does not
this tax.
from this
Clothing,
On clothing,
mittens, moccasins,
moccasins, caps,
allicaps, felt hats, and other aitigloves, mittens,
clothing, gloves,
On
Clothing,
otherwise
not otherwise
children,, not
forkcaps, felt cies
dress for the wear of men,
men, women, and children
cles of dress
gloves.
a tax of two per centum
assessed
&G
ats,
assessed and taxed, a
centum ad valorem,
valorem, to be paid by
by
producing for sale clothing,
Post,
474. every
every person
manufacturing, or producing
making, manufacturing,
person making,
Post, p. 474.
gloves,
felt hats,
and other articles of dress, or
hats, and
caps, felt
moccasins, caps,
mittens, moccasins,
gloves, mittens,
furnishing
materials or
part thereof,
employing others
others to make,
thereof, and employing
any part
or any
the materials
furnishing the
Certain
custom
manufacture
or
produce
them:
Provided,
That
any
tailor,
or any maker
tailor,
any
That
Provided,
them:
produce
or
manufacture
Certaincustom
work
to be
be Of
of gloves,
gloves, mittens,
moccasins, caps, felt hats, or other articles of dress to
mittens, moccasins,
not to
work not
taxed.
dt a e
order
as custom
custom work
work only,
only, and
not for
for general
general sale,
sale, and whose
whose work, exand not
order as
clusive of
the materials,
does not
not exceed
value one thousand
thousand
annually in value
exceed annually
materials, does
of the
clusive
dollars, shall
shall be
be exempt
exempt from
this tax;
tax; and
articles of dress made or
and articles
from this
dollars,
trimmed by
for the wear of women and children
dressmakers for
or dressmakers
milliners or
by milliners
trimmed
into
Provided, That the branching
branching into
be exempt from this tax: Provided,
also be
work shall also
Certain work
not to be deemed
impost or
artificial flowers,
amanufacture. sprays, branches, or wreaths of artificial
flowers, on which
which an
an impost
or
amanutefadeture
internal tax
tax has
manufacture
been paid, shall not be considered aamanufacture
already been
has already
internal
meaning of this act.
within the meaning
Paper.
On paper
paper not
not otherwise
otherwise herein
herein provided
provided for, a
three per centum
a tax of three
On
Paper.
valorem.
ad valorem.
Manufactures
On all
manufactures not
provided for, of cotton, wool, silk,
otherwise provided
not otherwise
all manufactures
On
Manufactures
of
wool,
cotton, wool,
of cotton,
o
worsted,
hemp,
jute,
india-rubber,
gutta-percha,
wood, glass, potterygutta-percha,
india-rubber,
jute,
hemp,
worsted,
silk, &c., not
not
otherwise
pro- ware,
ware, leather,
leather, paper, iron, steel, lead, tin, copper, zinc, brass, gold, silver,
otherwise provided for.
horn, ivory, bone, bristles, wholly or in part, or of other materials, aa tax
Whea tax
five per
Provided, That on all cloths or articles
centum ad valorem: Provided,
per centum
of five
to of
tax to
When
have been paid
shall have
be only on inin -dyed, printed,
printed, or bleached, on which aa tax or duty shall
paid
creased value.
same were
were so
so dyed,
printed, or bleached, the said tax of five
dyed, printed,
the same
crebefore before the
And
per
per centum shall be assessed only upon the increased value thereof: And
when
provided
further, That any cloth or fabrics or articles
articles as aforesaid, IN
hen
provided further,
yarn, or warps,
warps, imported, or upon which an internal
internal tax
made of thread, yarn,
shall have been assessed and paid, shall be assessed and pay aa tax on the
same manufacincreased value only thereof; and when made wholly by the same
increased
earthen turer, shall be subject
subject to a
a tax only of five per centum ad valorem: And
Brown earthen
and common
common
provided
further, That
earthen and
and common
common or
stoneware shall
gray stoneware
or gray
brown earthen
That brown
providedfurther,
and
stone ware.
be subject
tax of two and one half per cent ad valorem, and no more.
to aa tax
subject to
be
thereof, and
Diamonds,
On
diamonds, emeralds, precious stones and imitations thereof,
On all diamonds,
Diamonds,
all other jewelry, a tax of five per centum ad valorem: Provided, That
&c.
jewelry,
lew
7, 12;;C.
ed,v&c.
and
m 0ett all other jewelry, a tax of five per centum ad valorem: Provided, That
when diamonds,
or imitations
imitations thereof, imported
stones or
precious stones
emeralds, precious
diamonds, emeralds,
reset, when
ed,&ce andmreet,
tax
countries,'and upon which import duties have been paid, shall
on from foreign countries
tax to be only on
and
in
reset i
value of settings. be
be set or reset
n gold or any other material, the tax shall be assessed and
paid only upon the value of the settings.
a tax of one half of one
Bullion.
otherwise, a
On bullion in lump, ingot, bar, or otherwise,
per
centum ad
valorem, to be paid by the assayer of the same, who shall
ad valorem,
per centum
Product of
stamp the product of the assay as the commissioner of internal revenue,
assay
to
be
under the
the direction
of the
the Secretary
the Treasury, may prescribe by
of the
Secretary of
direction of
under
be
to
assay
stamped.
stamped.
Sales,
trans- general
general regulations.
regulations. And
exchanges, transportation,
transportation, and
transfers, exchanges,
sales, transfers,
And all sales,
Sales, transfers, &c.
&c. of gold exportation
exportation of gold or silver assayed at any mint of the United States, or
or
orsilverassayed,
, any private
. assayer, unless stamped as prescribed by general regulaorsilverassayed, by
by any private assayer,
unless stamped as prescribed by general regula-

India rubber,
India rubber,
fur, &c.
&c.
fur,
Post, p.
474.
p.474.
Post,
Proviso,
Proviso.
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tions,
are hereby
unlawful; and
and every
or unlawful,
unless
aforesaid, are
hereby declared
declared unlawful;
every person
person or
unlawful, unless
tions, as
as aforesaid,
corporation
exchange, export, or
or deal
deal in
in stamped.
transfer, transport,
transport, exchange,
corporation who
who shall sell,
sell, transfer,
penalty of one
each Penalty for
for
one thousand
thousand dollars
dollars for each
shall be
be subject to
to aapenalty
the same, shall
offence,
not exceeding
imprisonment suchsale,
sale, &c.
&C.
and to
to imprisonment
fine not
exceeding that sum, and
offence, and
and to
to aa fine
exceeding two years nor less than six months. No jeweler,
for a
a term not exceeding
worker or
or artificer
artificer in gold or
or silver
silver shall use either of
of those metals exex- Goldand silver,
worker
cept it
shall have
first been
stamped,
aforesaid, as
as required
required by this act. unless
cept
it shall
have first
been stamped as aforesaid,
not to be used or
No person or corporation shall export or cause
cause to be exported from the exported.
exported.
United States
gold or
silver in
in its
natural state,
assayed,
United
States any
any gold
or silver
its natural
state, not
not coined,
coined, assayed,
paragraph every Penalty.
stamped, as aforesaid; and for every violation of this paragraph
or stamped,
offender
subject to the penalties herein
herein provided:
Provided, That
That Proviso.
offender shall be subject
provided: Provided,
nothing
nothing herein contained
contained shall apply to the reworking
reworking of old gold or silver
ver in
in lump, ingot, or
or bar, as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
On
manufactured of tobacco
tobacco, Snuff.
On snuff, manufactured
tobacco or any substitute for tobacco,
ground, dry, or damp, pickled, scented, or otherwise, of all descriptions,
a tax of forty cents per pound.
when prepared
prepared for
for use, a
Manufactured
On cavendish,
cavendish, plug, twist, and all other kinds of manufactured
manufactured tobacco,
Manufactured
herein otherwise provided for, a
not herein
a tax of forty cents per pound. tobacco. tobacco.
On
reduced from leaf into a
twista condition
condition to Tobacco
TobaccotwistOn tobacco
tobacco twisted by hand, or reduced
be
consumed without
use of
machine or
instrument, and without
without ed by hand, &c.
&c.
or instrument,
of any
any machine
without the
the use
be consumed
a
being pressed, sweetened,
sweetened, or otherwise
otherwise prepared, and on fine-cut
fine-cut shorts, a
tax of thirty cents per pound.
Pine-cut chewhewOn fine-cut
fine-cut chewing
chewing tobacco, whether
whether manufactured
manufactured with the stems in i Fine-cut
ng tobacco, &e.
or not,
whether loose, in bulk, or in rolls, packages,
packages, panot, or however sold, whether
pa-gtobacco
&
pers,
pers, wrappers,
wrappers, or
or boxes, aatax of
of forty cents
cents per pound.
pound.
On smoking
smoking tobacco, sweetened, stemmed, or butted, a
a tax of forty cents Smoking
Smoking
per
tobacco.
per pound.
pound.tobacco.
smoking tobacco of all kinds, not sweetened, nor stemmed, nor butOn smoking
ted,
that made
stems, or
or in
in part
part of
of stems,
imitations
ted, including
including that
made of
of stems,
stems, and
and imitations
thereof, a
a tax of fifteen cents per pound.
pound.
Cigarettes.
enclosed in aawrapper, Cigarettes.
small cigars,
cigars, made of tobacco
tobacco enclosed
On cigarettes, or small
or binder, and not over three
Post, p.
three and a
a half inches in length, and on cigars Post,
p. 474.
made with twisted heads, and on cheroots, and on cigars
cigars known as short- Cheroots,, SIA:
&s
n iCheroots,
sixes, the market value of which is not over eight
dollars per
themarketvalue
eight dollars
per thousand, aathemarketvaluu
thousand,
is not
not
tax of
of two dollars
dollars per
per thousand.
of which is
On
over $8 per
of which is1000;
over$8perl100;
On all cheroots,
cheroots, cigarettes,
cigarettes, and
and cigars,
cigars, the
the market value of
over $8, and
over eight dollars and not over twelve dollars per thousand, a
a tax of not
over
not
over
$
12;
$12d
:
four dollars per thousand.
On all cheroots, cigarettes,
cigarettes, and cigars, the
of which
is over $
12.
the market
market value
value of
which is
$12.
and
over twelve dollars per thousand, aatax of four dollars per thousand,
thousand, and
in addition thereto twenty per centum ad valorem on the market
market value
value
thereof. And the commissioner
Commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue, with the approval
Commissioner
to
rules for
for
regulations for the to
Secretary of the Treasury, may prescribe
of the Secretary
prescribe such regulations
themake
make
inspection
the
inspection,
inspection
cheroots, and
and cigarettes,
the colleccollec- &c.
&s.ooffc
i
gars ,
,
inspection and valuation
valuation of
of cigars,
cigars, cheroots,
cigarettes, and
and the
cigars,
&c.
tion of the tax thereon, as shall, in his judgment,
judgment, be most effective for the cheroots, &c.
inequalities and frauds
frauds in the payment
prevention of inequalities
payment of such
tax. And,
And, Manufacturer
such tax.
Manufacturer
in addition
addition to other regulations, it
&c. to be exit shall
shall be the
the duty
duty of
of the inspector
inspector or &c.
cigarettes, or cheroots to examine the amined
assessor who appraises
appraises any cigars, cigarettes,
amined upon
uPen
and
oath,
aid w
with
manufacturer
oath shall
shall be
be adminwhat view.ith
manufacturer thereof
thereof or his agent
agent under
under oath,
oath, which
which oath
admin- what
view.
inspecting and appraising
appraising officer,
writing,
istered by the inspecting
officer, and reduced
reduced to
to writing,
and signed by such manufacturer
manufacturer or his agent, with a
aview to ascertainascertaining whether
whether such manufacturer
has any
any interest,
interest, direct
or indirect,
manufacturer has
direct or
indirect, in
in any
any
sale that has been made, or any resale
resale to
to be
be made of
of said cigars,
cigars, cigacigarettes, or cheroots, by the concealment
false,
concealment of which
which he seeks to obtain a
a false,
fraudulent, or deceptive appraisement.
appraisement.
ninety-eight be amended by striking out all after
9s.
That section ninety-eight
after the en- Section as.
acting
acting clause, and inserting in lieu thereof the following: That there shall Auction
Auction sales.
be levied and collected and paid monthly on all sales of
goods,
of real estate,
estate, goods,
merchandise, articles, or things at auction, including
wares, merchandise,
including all sales of
of
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No
tax on
ceron carNo tax

takauction
auction
saiL
sales.
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stocks, bonds,
bonds, and
and other
duty of
of one
per centum
centum
one per
tenth of
one tenth
of one
securities, aaduty
other securities,
stocks,
on
the gross
gross amount
amount of
sales: Provided,
Provided, That
levied
That no tax shall be levied
such sales:
of such
on the
under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
section upon
any sales
or for
or
judicial or
for judicial
by or
sales by
upon any
under the
executive
making auction
auction sales
sales by
of a
judgment or
decree
or decree
a judgment
virtue of
by virtue
officers making
executive officers
of
any court,
court, nor
sales made
made by
by guardians,
guardians, executors,
executors, or
or adminpublic sales
to public
nor to
of any

istrators.
Section 99.
99.
That section
section ninety-nine
be amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
all after
after the
the enactout all
ninety-nine be
That
Section
Sales andconand con- ing
clause, and
in lieu thereof
following: That there shall
thereof the following:
inserting in
and inserting
ing clause,
Sales
for
made for
whether made
bankers,,whether
be paid on all sales made•by brokers, banks or
brokers,
tracts
sale
forbanks,
sale by be
tract for
or bankers
or
bankers,
the
benefit
of
others
or
on
their
own
account,
the
followinr
, taxes,
is
that
taxes,
following
the
account,
own
their
or
on
others
of
benefit
'the
orbankers
off stocks,
Rate of
say: Upon
sa le o
stocks, bonds, gold
sales and contracts for the sale
all sales
Upon all
to say:
tax., to
of tax
Rate
and
bullion and
coin, promissory
other securities,
at
tax at
a tax
securities, a
or other
notes or
promissory notes
and coin,
silver bullion
and silver
the
cent for
for every
such sales
of such
amount of
the amount
of the
dollars of
hundred dollars
every hundred
one cent
of one
rate of
the rate
or
sales and
and contracts
contracts for
for sale
sale negotiated
negotiated and
made
and made
all sales
on all
and on
contracts; and
or contracts;
Rate for
sales by
any person,
not paying
paying aaspecial
tax as
bank
broker, bank
as aabroker,
special tax
company not
or company
firm or
person, firm
by any
for sales
Rate
by those
of any
any gold
gold or
or silver
silver bullion, coin,
coin, promissory notes, stocks, bonds,
banker, of
or banker,
not paypay- or
those not
by
log a
special tax.
tax.
tax
own property,
ing
aspecial
or other securities, not his
his or
or their
their own
property, there
there shall
shall be
be paid
paid aatax
at
the rate
rate of
of five
cents for
for every
hundred dollars
dollars of the amount of such
every hundred
five cents
at the
sales
contracts; and
on every
every sale
for sale,
aforesaid,
as aforesaid,
sale, as
contract for
and contract
sale and
and on
or contracts;
sales or
a bill or memMemorandum there
shall be
be made
made and
and delivered
delivered by
the seller to the buyer a
by the
there shall
Memorandum
a lawsale or contract, on which there shall be affixed a
of such
such sale
orandum of
&c. to
to orandum
of sales, &c.
given and
be given,
and
proper stamps
or stamps
stamps in
value tqual
to the
of tax
on such
sale, to
to
such sale,
tax on
amount of
the amount
equal to
in value
stamp or
ful stamp
stamps ful
proper
placed thereon.
computing
of tax before mentioned; and in computing
by the rates of
determined by
be determined
thereon. be
placed
Fractional part
provided for, any fracof$r00ton
$100 to be
be aac- the
the amount
amount of
of the
the stamp
stamp tax
tax in any case herein provided
ofF
counted $100.
$m. tional
hundred dollars
dollars of
which tax is comvalue or amount on which
of value
one hundred
of one
part of
tional part
counted
Memorandum puted
shall be accounted at one hundred dollars. And every bill or memputed shall
lMemorandum
to show what.
of sale,
sale, before
mentioned, shall show the date
before mentioned,
contract of
or contract
of sale,
sale, or
orandum of
hat. orandum
sho
to
thereof, the
the name
name of
of the
seller, the
the amount
contract, and
sale or contract,
of the sale
amount of
the seller,
thereof,
Penalty
thing to
to which
it refers.
person or persons liable
refers. And any person
which it
or thing
matter or
the matter
Penalty for the
matter as
the matter
who acts
or any
to pay the tax as herein
selling,
sel ling,&c.
8ic. or
or
herein provided, or
any one
one who
acts in
in the
as
delivering,
delivering, or receiving stocks,
stocks,
agent
such person
person or
persons, who shall
sale
shall make any such sale
or persons,
for such
broker for
or broker
agent or
ceiving
&c. without a
a or contract, or who shall, in pursuance of any sale or contract, deliver or
or
&c.
memorandum;
receive
any stocks,
securibonds, bullion, coin, promissory notes, or other securistocks, bonds,
receive any
memorandum;
ties, without a
thereof as herein required, or who
memorandum thereof
a bill
bill or memorandum
ties,
delivering shall
shall deliver
deliver or
receive such bill or memorandum without having the
or receive
for delivering
a
or receiving meme- proper stamps
stamp gaffixed thereto, shall forfeit and pay to the United States a
or
morandum
morandum without
penalty of
five hundred
and every
tax
offence where the tax
every offence
each and
for each
dollars for
hundred dollars
of five
penalty
stamps;tl
out stamps;
so evaded,
evaded, or
exceed one hundred
hundred dolevaded, does not exceed
to be evaded,
attempted to
or attempted
so
lars, and
and a
of one
when such
tax shall exceed
exceed
such tax
dollars when
thousand dollars
one thousand
a penalty
penalty of
lars,
how to be
rebe reoeredto
covered.
Suit to be
brought within
brought
one
year.
one year.
Penalty
recovPenaltyrecovered, how disered,
tributed.

of
recovered with costs in any court
be recovered
one hundred
dollars, which
may be
court of
which may
hundred dollars,
one

be incurred
incurred

was not
the omission
to affix
it shall
appear that
where
where it
shall appear
that the
omission to
affix the
the proper
proper stamp
stamp was
not

jurisdiction, at any time within one year
competent jurisdiction,
States of competent
the United States

penalty shall have been.incurred;
such penalty
to such
the liability
after
after the
liability to
been.incurred ;and the penbetween
court between
the court
altY recovered
be awarded
awarded and
and distributed
by the
distributed by
shall be
recovered shall
alty
by law,
as provided
be any,
any, as
the United
States arid
the informer,
informer, if
if there
there be
provided by
law,
and the
United States
the

who,
judgment of the court, shall have first given the information
who, in the judgment
information
Penalty not
to of
the violation
the law
for which
which recovery
recovery is
Provided, That
is had:
had: Provided,
law for
of the
violation of
of the
not to
Penalty

where
there
was
there
nhere
no
intent
to was
evade
evade the law.
Law inrelation
in relation
to stamp duties
duties
to
apply hereto.
hereto,
to apply

section, said penalty shall not
with
intent to
to evade
not
provisions of this section,
the provisions
evade the
with intent
be incurred.
relation to stamp duties
the provisions of law in relation
incurred. And the
be

to the
the stamp
in schedule
B of
of this
act shall
shall apply
apply to
stamp taxes herein imposed
this act
in
schedule B

upon
sales and
sales made
and
brokers, banks or bankers, and
by brokers,
made by
of sales
contracts of
and contracts
upon sales
comMonthly tax others
others as aforesaid. And there shall be paid monthly
monthly on all sales by cornMonthly
on
sales by comtwentax of
merci
al by
brokers.
of one
one twencor-mercial brokers of any goods, wares, or merchandise, aa tax
sales
on
brokers.
mercial
per centum upon the amount of such sales; and on or before
one per
tieth of one
Monthly re- tieth
turns
commercial broker
broker shall make aalist
month, every commercial
of each
each month,
day of
tenth day
the tenth
be made
made the
turns to be
to
assessor.
toassessor.
or return
return to the assistant
assistant assessor of the district of the gross amount of
or
of
manner as
such
aforesaid for the preceding
preceding month, in form and manner
such sales
sales as aforesaid
may
prescribed by the commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue:
revenue: Provided,
Provided,
may be prescribed
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That in estimating
estimating sales of goods, wares,
wares, and merchandise
merchandise for the
purposes In estimating
estimating
·
· the purposes
s
I
a
a
ye
o
s
il t
t
h
ho
rs
omade
ur
those
this section,
section, any
sales made
made by
through another
whichesales
of this
any sales
by or
or through
another broker
broker upon
upon winch
by r through
aa tax has been paid shall not be estimated and included as sold by
by the
the another
another broker
broker

broker for
for whom
whom the
sale was
broker
the sale
was made.
made.
That section
one hundred
hundred he
amended by
out all
all afte
the ensection one
be amended
by striking
striking out
afterr the
enacting clause,
acting
including schedule
schedule A,
inserting in
in lieu
clause, including
A, and
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof the
the folfollowin'g:
lowin g :That
That there
there shall
shall be
be levied,
annually, on
ge, g
old
levied, annually,
on every
every carria
carriage,
gold
watch, and billiard table,
gold or
table, and on all gold
or silver
silver plate,
the tax
or
plate, the
tax or
in figures
figures against
sums of money set down in
against the
the same,
or
same, respectively,
respectively, or
otherwise
specified and
and set
otherwise specified
set forth
forth in
in schedule
annexed, to
be
schedule A,
A, hereto
hereto annexed,
to be
paid by the
the person or
or persons
persons owning,
possessing, or
keeping the
same
owning, possessing,
or keeping
the same
on the first day in May,
May, in each
each year,
shall be
and remain
year, and
and the
the same
same shall
be and
remain
e. lien
until paid.
paid.
a
lien thereon
thereon until
SCHEDULE A.

s
ded
ection 100.
no.
Section

Annual
Annual tax
tax on
on
"arthges,gold
watches, billiard
tables,
or
tables, gold
gold or
silver
silver plate
plate

e
,
y
n
a
r
t
r
e
iohg
ee
,molit
a
d
rd

Schedule A.

CARRIAGE,
CARRIAGE, phmton,
carryall, rockaway,
rockaway, or other
pheton, carryall,
other like carriage,
carriage, and
and any coach,
coach,
hackney
hackney coach,
coach, omnibus, or four-wheeled
four-wheeled carriage, the body of which rests
rests
upon springs of any description, which may be kept for use, for hire,
hire, or
or
for passengers,
passengers, and which shall not be used exclusively
exclusively in husbandry or
for the transportation
transportation of merchandise,
merchandise, valued
valued at exceeding
exceeding three hundred
hundred
dollars and not above five hundred dollars each,
used
each, including harness used
therewith; six dollars
$6
therewith;
dollars.............
.......
..................
$6 00
00
Carriages of like description, valued above five
fiVe hundred dollars, each, ten
ten
dollars .
dollars
................................
...............
. 10
10 00
00
ON
Ox GOLD WATcIiEs,
W ATCHES, composed wholly
wholly or in part of gold or
for use,
use,
or gilt,
gilt, kept
kept for
valued at one hundred
hundred dollars or less, each, one dollar, ...............
1100
00
On gold watches,
watches, composed
composed wholly or in part of gold or gilt,
for use,
gilt, kept
kept for
use,
valued at above one
one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, each,
two
dollars
2
00
each, two dollars .................
2 00
BILLIARD
TABLES, kept for use, each,
BILLIARD TABLES,
each, ten
ten dollars
00
dollars......................... 10
1000
Provided,
That
Provided,
billiard tables kept for
for hire, and upon which
which a
a special tax
tax has
has been
been
imposed, shall not be required
required to pay the tax on billiard
billiard tables kept for use, as aforesaid, anything
anything- herein contained
notwithstanding.
contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
On plate, of gold, kept for
cents
for use,
use, per
per ounce
ounce troy,
troy, fifty
fifty cents
On plate, of silver, kept for use,
ounce troy,
cents
use, per ounce
troy, five
five cents

not
to be inC
not
to
he
inhi.
cluded.

................
................

50
50
05
05

Carriages.
Carriages.

Gold watches.

Billiardtables.
Billiard
tables.

Gold plate.
plte.
Silver plate.
Silver

Provided, That silver spoons
Provided,
spoons or plate of silver
silver used
to an
an amount
amount
used by one
one family
family to
Proviso.
not exceeding forty ounces
ounces troy belonging
belonging to any one
to relione person, plate
plate belonging
belonging to
reli- Exemption
of
Exemption of
gious societies, and souvenirs and keepsakes actually given
given and received
received as
as such and
and certain
certain silver
silver
not kept for use; also, all premiums
premiums awarded as aatoken of merit by any agricultural
agricultural plate, &c.
&c.
society, corporation,
corporation, or association
association of persons, for any purpose whatever, shall be
be exexempt from tax.
That sections one
one hundred
hundred and
and one
one and
one hundred
hundred and
two be,
and one
and two
be, and
and Repeal of secsecthe same
same are
are hereby,
the
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
tions 101,
101, 102.
102.
That section
section one hundred and three be amended by
by striking
striking out
out all
all afafSection 103.
ter the enacting
enacting clause,
clause, and inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
following: That
That Tax
thereof the
the following:
Tax on gross
every person,
person, firm,
company, or
or corporation
possessing or
or havfrom
every
firm, company,
corporation owning
owning or
or possessing
hav- receipts
receipts from
and
ing the care or management
management of any railroad, canal, steamboat, ship,
ship, barge,
barge, passengers
mails, by railmails, by
amb
i
by railmails
canal-boat, or other 0vessel,
vessel, or
or any
stage-coach or
or other
any stage-coach
other vehicle,
vehicle, except
except roads, steamcoaches,
hacks
or carriages
running on
continuous routes,
routes, engaged
engaged or
hacks or
carriagesi not
not running
on continuous
or employed
employed boats,
boats, coaches,
&c.
passengers for
in the business of transporting
transporting passengers
for hire,
transporting the
the
hire, or
or in
in transporting
mails of the United
United States upon
upon contracts
contracts made
August first,
first,
made prior
prior to
to August
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, shall be subject
tax of
eighteen hundred
subject to and pay a
a tax
of two
two Rateof
tax.
Rate of tax.
the gross
and one half per cent of the
gross receipts
receipts from
from passengers
and mails
mails of
passengers and
of
such railroad,
such
railroad, canal,
canal, steamboat,
steamboat, ship,
ship, barge,
vessel, or
barge, canal-boat,
canal-boat, or
or other
other vessel,
or Tax
to be
be
Tax not
not to
stage-coach or other vehicle:
vehicle : Provided,
such stage-coach
the tax
tax hereby
hereby imposed
imposed assessed
Provided,That
That the
assessed upon
receipts
shall not be assessed
assessed upon receipts
receipts for
for the
the transportation
persons or
transportation of
of persons
or certain
foertaianreeptafor transportamails between
between the
the United
States and any
tion;
mails
United States
any foreign
foreign port; but such tax shall tion;
be assessed upon the transportation of persons
a port within the
be
persons from a
the to be assessed
other transUnited States
States through
poeratiol
ns
United
through a
a foreign territory to aa port within the United
United upon
portation;
States, and shall be assessed
assessed upon
and collected
collected from
com- how assessed
upon and
from persons,
persons, firms,
firms, comassessed
panies, or corporations
corporations within the United States, receiving hire or pay for and
and collected.
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much of section one hunsuch
of persons
persons or
or mails; and so mubh
transportation of
such transportation
dred
requires returns
returns to be made of receipts hereby exempted
exempted
as requires
dred and nine as
from
when derived
derived from
transporting property
property for
for hire
hire is
hereby reis hereby
from transporting
tax when
from tax
Provided also,
also, That
That any
any person
or persons,
firms, companies,
or
companies, or
persons, firms,
person or
pealed: Provided
oross pealed:
Tax upon gross
corporations
management of any
possessing, or having the care or management
receipts of tollcorporations owning, possessing,
roads, ferries,
toll-road,
or bridge,
bridge, authorized
authorized by law to receive
receive toll for the transit
transit
ferry, or
toll-road, ferry,
ferries,
roads,bridges.
and
of
passengers,
beasts,
carriages,
teams,
and
freight
description,,
of any description
freight
and
teams,
carriages,
of passengers, beasts,
48
Post,
Post, d.
p. 485.
over
such toll-road,
ferry, or
or bridge,
be subject
of
a tax of
pay a
subject to and pay
shall be
bridge, shall
toll-road, ferry,
over such
three per
of the gross amount of all their receipts of every descripcent of
per cent
tax. three
of tax.
Rate of
Post, p.
p. 475.
receipts of any such bridge or toll-road,
47.
tion; but when the gross receipts
toll-road, for and
Post,
Tax
not to be during any term of twelve consecutive calendar months, shall not exceed
Tax not
assessed,
&c.
during any term of twelve consecutive calendar months, shall not exceed
assessed. &c.
expended during
said term
term to
to keep
or
bridge or
keep such bridge
during said
necessarily expended
where gross re- the
amount necessarily
the amount
where
ceipts
shall be assessed upon such receipts during the
no tax
repair, no
tax shall
for twelve
twelve road in repair,
ceipts for
months
do
not
months
month next following any such term: Provided further, That all such
exceed
exceed needful month next following any such term: Provided further, That all such
April,
persons,
companies, and corporations
corporations shall,
shall, until the thirtieth day of April,
repairs.
persons, companies,
repairs.
a'rx may be eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, have the right to add the tax imposed
Tax
rate of
added to
to rate
of eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, have the right to add the tax imposed
conhereby to
to their
rates of
of fare
thereto may comliability thereto
whenever their liability
fare whenever
their rates
fire until April hereby
30, 1887.
agreement with any
mence, any limitations which may exist by law or by agreement
1867.
30,
fare to
person or
which may have paid or be liable to pay such film
Post,
p. 475.
4Th.
company which
or company
person
Post, p.
the contrary
notwithstanding. And
And whenever
the addition
to any fare
addition to
whenever the
contrary notwithstanding.
Where the ad- the
Where
dition is
is only
shall amount
to the
the fraction
of one
one cent,
cent, any person,
person, or company,
company,
fraction of
only to
amount only
only the shall
dition
fraction of a
liable to
to the
the tax
tax of
two and
and a
a half
half per
per centum,
centum, may
may add to such fare one
of two
liable
of a
fcettion
cent.
for
cent in
in lieu
of such
person or company shall keep for
such person
and such
fraction; and
such fraction;
lieu of
cent
of
convenient points, tickets in packages of twenty and multiples of
at convenient
Tickets to be sale, at
tax
the revenue
equal to
only an
sold
in packages
to the
twenty, to
packages twenty,
sol'd in
the price
price of
of which
which only
an amount
amount equal
to the
revenue tax
e.
of 20, Sze.c
of
shall be
added: And
further, That
tax under
foregoing
the foregoing
under the
no tax
That no
provided further,
And provided
be added:
No tax where
where shall
gross
assessed upon any person, firm, comcomprovisions of this section shall be assessed
receipts do provisions
gross receipts
$1000 pany, or corporation, whose gross receipts do not exceed one thousand dolexceed $1000
not exceed
dolthousand
one
exceed
not
do
receipts
gross
whose
corporation,
or
pany,
t
per annuim.
annum.
further, That all boats, barges, and flats
And provided further,
annum: And
&c. not lars
per annum:
lars per
Boats, &c.
used
passengers, nor propelled by steam or sails, which
which
passcn- not used for carrying passengers,
for passenused for
progers, and not proby tug-boats
or horses,
for carcarexclusively for
used exclusively
and used
horses, and
tug-boats or
towed by
or towed
floated or
are floated
pelled
steam, are
pelled by steam,
&c., and used ex- rying
coal, oil, minerals, or agricultural
agricultural products to market, shall be rerying coal,
&c.,andusedexelusively for carn
tax, to pay an
hereafter, in
in lieu
lieu of
fees or.
tonnage tax,
or tonnage
enrolment fees
of enrolment
quired hereafter,
r quired
fr&c
rysivcoal
rying
coal,
Sze.,
tax, for
each and
exceeding
a capacity
capacity exceeding
boat of a
such boat
every such
and every
for each
special tax,
annual special
to pay an annual annual
and
special tax.
twenty-five tons, and not exceeding
twenty-five
exceeding one hundred tons, five dollars; and
tax.
special
Rate of tax.
exceeding one
hundred tons,
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
pay
shall be required to pay
tons, as
one hundred
when exceeding
How assessed when
dollars;, and said tax shall be assessed and collected
collected as other special
ten dollars;.
and collected. ten
provided for in this act.
taxes provided
Section 107.
That section one hundred and seven be amended by striking out all
107.
Section
Tax on
on gross
following: That
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
gross after the enacting clause, and inserting
Tax
receipts of
teleof telereceipts
any person,
person, firm,
company, or
or corporation
corporation owning
owning or possessing or having
firm, company,
any
graphic
lines.
graphic lines.
which telegraphic
telegraphic detelegraphic line by which
or management
management of any telegraphic
the care or
subject to and
spatches or
received or transmitted,
transmitted, shall be subject
or messages
messages are received
spatches
Rate of tax.
pay a
a tax
three per centum
centum on the gross amount of all receipts of such
of three
tax of
pay
Rate of tax.
person, firm,
firm, company,
company, or corporation.
corporation.
person,
after
That
section one
amended by striking out all after
hundred and ten be amended
one hundred
That section
Section 110.
the enacting
enacting clause, and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the following:
following: That
Tax of one
twenty-fourth
of there
of
twenty-fourth
there shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid a
a tax of one twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth of
of
on
one per
per cent
cent on
one
per
centum
each
month
upon
the
average
amount
of
of
the deposits of
of
amount
average
the
upon
month
each
average amount one per centum
represented by certifiof deposits
sub- money, subject to payment
deposits subof
payment by check
check or draft, or represented
ject to draft 5
cates of deposit or otherwise,
otherwise, whether payable on demand or at some futo draft;
ject
ture
corporation
with any person, bank, association, company, or corporation
ture day, with
banking; and a
a tax of one twenty-fourth of
in the business of banking;
engaged in
centum each month, as aforesaid, upon the capital of any bank,
one per
per centum
upon capital
capital association,
corporation, and on the capital employed by any
upon
association, company, or corporation,
any
employed in
in
person in
in the
the business
business of
of banking
banking beyond
average amount invested
invested in
the average
beyond the
person
banking;
balkiyng
United
a tax of one twelfth of one per centum each
bonds; and a
States bonds;
United States
upon the
average amount
amount of
issued by
by any bank, associrculation issued
of circulation
the average
month upon
upon circulacircula month
tie n.
ciation, corporation, company, or person, including
including as circulation
circulation all certition.
Repeal of part
of
109:
section 109.
of section
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fled
checks and
all notes
obligations calculated
calculated or
or intended
intended to
Circulation to
to
to .Circulation
and other
other obligations
and all
notes and
fied checks
circulate
to be
be used
not including
including that
that in
in the
vault of
Include what.
what.
the vault
of include
but not
used as
as money,
money, but
circulate or
or to
the
or redeemed
on deposit
deposit for
said bank;
and an
an additional
Additionaltax
additional Additionaltax
for said
bank; and
and on
bank, or
redeemed and
the bank,
tax of
sixth of
of one
one per
centum, each
upon the
the average
average amount
amount ocrtliaavtieornagLoovireultioeragebve
one sixth
per centum,
each month,
month, upon
tax
of one
of such
circulation, issued
issued as
as aforesaid,
of ninety
per 90
90 per
per cent
cent of
of
the amount
amount of
ninety per
aforesaid, beyond
beyond the
of
such circulation,
centurn of
the capital
capital of
of any
any such
such bank,
bank, association,
association, corporation,
capital.
corporation, company,
company, capital.
centum
of the
or person.
person. And
And a
atrue
and accurate
accurate return
of the
the amount
circulation, Return
drReturn of
of ciramount of
of circulation,
return of
true and
or
of
deposit and
and of
of capital,
as aforesaid,
and of
of the
amount of
of notes
of perI
s
i
.latz, cd
a
e:io
ta
s
i
deposper- tulsation,
notes of
the amount
aforesaid, and
capital, as
of deposit
sons,
banks or
banking associations,
out by
to be made
made
them for
for the
the to
paid out
by them
associations, paid
or State
State banking
State banks
sons, State
previous
month, shall
shall be
be made
made and
and rendered
rendered monthly
each of
of such
such monthly;
monthly;
monthly by
by each
previous month,
banks,
companies, or
or persons
persons to
to the
of
the assessor
assessor of
corporations, companies,
banks, associations,
associations, corporations,
the
which any
any such
such bank,
bank, association,
association, corporation,
or company
company
corporation, or
in which
the district
district in
may
be located,
located, or
or in
in which
person has
his place
place of
business, with
with aa
of business,
has his
which such
such person
may be
declaration annexed
thereto, and
the oath
oath or
or affirmation
of such
person, to be
be under
under
such person,
affirmation of
and the
annexed thereto,
declaration
.o
tia
ot
n
h or affirmsor of
of the
the president
or cashier
cashier of
corporation, or oth or affirmaassociation, corporation,
of such bank, association,
president or
or
company, in
form and
as may
by the
corn.
the commay be
be prescribed
prescribed by
in such
such form
and manner
manner as
complany,
missioner of'
of internal
internal revenue,
that the
the same
contains a
atrue
true and
and faithful
faithful
same contains
revenue, that
missioner
statement of
the amounts
amounts subject
aforesaid; and
and for
for any
any refusal
refusal Penalty
rePenalty for
for reas aforesaid;
subject to
to tax
tax as
statement
of the
fusal or neglect
foase
rnerleut
or
render return and payment, any such bank, aa,so-ssoor neglect
neglect to
to make
make or to render
to make returns
ciation,
corporation, company,
or person
so in
be subject
subject to
to or
or paymen
payment.t,
ciation, corporation,
company, or
person so
in default,
default, shall
shall be
and
of two
two hundred
dollars, besides
additional penalty
penalty
the additional
besides the
hundred dollars,
pay aa penalty
penalty of
and pay
and
in other
other cases
cases provided
amount of circuand the
the amount
by law;
law; and
provided by
forfeitures in
and forfeitures
lation, deposit,
deposit, capital,
capital, and
and notes
of persons,
State banks
and banking
banking asasbanks and
notes of
persons, State
lation,
sociations
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, in
default of
of the
shall be
default of
be In
In default
of
return, shall
the proper
proper return,
in default
paid out,
out, as
sociations paid
returns amount

t be estinatued.
estimated by the assessor
assessor or assistant assessor
assessor of the district as aforesaid, to
estimated.
upon
information he
he can
can obtain;
obtain; and
Penalties, how
may be
be Penalties,
and every such
such penalty
penalty may
upon the
the best
best information
recovered
for the
the use of
court of
competent j
u_recovered.
recovered.
juany court
of competent
of the United States in any
recovered for
risdiction. And
And in
of banks
branches, the
tax herein
pro- Tax, how asthe tax
herein prowith branches,
the case
case of
banks with
in the
risdiction.
sessed upon
circulation of
each branch,
of each
branch, severally, banks
sessed with
upon
vided for
for shall
shall be assessed
assessed upon
upon the
the circulation
and
the amount
amount of
of capital
branch shall
to be
the branches.
branches.
and the
capital of
of each
each branch
shall be
be considered
considered to
be the
amount
to such
an act
act entitled
entitled "
An act
actlaw,Repeal
Repeal of
of law,
"An
and so
so much
much of
of an
allotted to
such branch;
branch; and
amount allotted
imposing any
to provide ways and means for the
approved different
tax on
the support of the government,"
government," approved
diNeren tax
on
March
as imposes any tax on banks, &c.
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three, as
March three,
1
banks,
or deposits,
deposits, other
other than
is herein
provided, 1863,
ch.
oh. 73.
herein provided,
than is
capital, or
circulation, capital,
their circulation,
banks, their
Vol.
xii. p. 709.
Vol.863,
section shall not
is hereby
hereby repealed:
repealed: Provided,
Provided,That this
this section
not apply
apply to
to associassoci- This section
ations which
are taxed
taxed under
and by
act ""to
to
na--not
not to
to apply to
of the
the act
to provide
provide aa ea
under and
by virtue
virtue of
ations
which are
national banks.
bonds, and
pro- "na64,alh.
1864, ch. 106.
tional currency
currency secured
secured by aapledge
pledge of
of United
United States
States bonds,
and to
to pro106.
vide for
the circulation
and redemption
thereof." And
vol. xiii. p.
p. 99.
And the
the deposits
deposits in Vol.
vide
for the
circulation and
redemption thereof."
associations or
or companies
known as
as Provident
Provident Institutions,
Savings banks
Savings
Institutions, Savings
Savings Banks, banks
companies known
associations
to
exempt
to be exempt
Savings Funds, or Savings
Savings Institutions, having no capital stock and doing
doing from tax on deno other
other business
business than
invested
osits invested
posits
for the
the p
to be
be loaned
loaned or invested for
receiving deposits
deposits to
than receiving
no
in
States
United
in Uritted
corn pen- secu
sole benefit of the parties making such deposits, without profit or compenr
ities. States
sation to
the association
or company,
shall be
exempt from
from tax
on so
so much
be exempt
tax on
much
association or
company, shall
sation
to the
of their
deposits as
as they
have invested
securities of
the United
States,
they have
invested in
in securities
of the
United States,
of
their deposits
and
deposits less
than five
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars made
Deposits of less
in the
the name
name of
of any
any than
made in
less than
and on
on all
all deposits
r
$$500
600 in the
3thanth r
one, pero ; and
returns required
by such
such Provident
Provident Inany one
one person;
person; and
and the
the returns
required to
to be made by
In- name
name of anyone
stitntions
and
Savings
Banks
after
July,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-six,
person
exempt.
stitntions and Savings Banks after July, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
Monday of
January and
of each
year, in
shall be made on the first
first Monday
of January
and July
July of
each year,
in Returns,
Returns, when
when
such form
form and
and manner
manner as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the commissioner
in_ to be made.
commissioner of
of inby the
such
ternal revenue.
That
amended by inserting
after the Section 111.
111.
be amended
inserting after
one hundred
hundred and eleven be
That section one
words
the words:
words: "
allticket
Lottery ticket
" and
and all
or agents
agents of
of lotteries,"
lotteries," the
words "proprietors,
" proprietors, managers,
managers, or
lottery ticket
ticket dealers."
lottery
dealers." dealers.
dealers.
That
section one
be amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after Section 114.
and fourteen
fourteen be
one hundred
hundred and
That section
periodically," in the
words:
the word
word "
" periodically,"
the first sentence
sentence of
of said section, the words:
or
or
or otherwise,
otherwise, or publishing
publishing any guide, almanac, catalogue,
catalogue, directory,
directory, or
any other paper or book.
book.
That section
section one hundred and sixteen be amended
amended by inserting after Section 116.
the
five thousand
thousand dollars,"
dollars," the
the followi
ng: and
Persons out o'
following:
andout Persons
over five
the words
words ""on
on the
the excess
excess over
the United State.
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and not
not citizens,
citizens, a
shall be
be levied,
and paid
gains,
annually upon the gains,
paid annually
collected, and
levied, collected,
tax shall
a like
like tax
and

to paon
pay on income
business, trade, or profession carried
carried on in
every business,
of every
income of
and income
profits, and
income profits,
to
from business
in the United

••

the
States by
persons residing
without the
the United
citiUnited States, not citiresiding without
by persons
United States
the United
zens thereof.
States.
zens
thereof.
States.
nineteen be amended by striking out all
Post,
p. 478.
section one hundred
hundred and nineteen
That section
Post, p.
Section 119.
Income
tax
after
the
enacting
clause
and
inserting
in lieu
following: That
the following:
thereof the
lieu thereof
Section 19 after the enacting clause and inserting in
of
when
dile;
the taxes
taxes on
be levied on the first day of
imposed shall be
herein imposed
incomes herein
on incomes
the
when due;
to last until
until
May
,
and
be
due
and
payable
on
or
before
the
thirtieth
day
of
June,
in
in
June,
of
day
thirtieth
the
before
or
on
payable
and
due
be
and
lay,
to
1st
1870, and no
seventy,
iong.er.
each year,
until and
and including
including the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen huhdred
hundred and seventy,
year, until
each
lolre.
Past,
and no
no longer;
longer; and to
annually due and unpaid after
after
to any sum or sums annually
p. 480.
480. and
Post, p.
Ten per cent
cent the
thirtieth
of
June,
as
aforesaid,
and
for
ten days
after notice and dedays after
ten
for
and
aforesaid,
as
June,
of
the thirtieth
Ten per
be levied, in addition
shall be
additional
thereof by
by the
addition thereto,
there shall
collector, there
the collector,
mand thereof
additional to be mand
paid, if, &c.
the
centum on the amount of duties unpaid, as aa penalty,
of ten per centum
the sum of
paid, if, &c.
except
from the
the estates
estates of deceased
deceased or insolvent persons.
except from
Section
120.
That section
one hundred
hundred and
twenty be
by striking out all
amended by
be amended
and twenty
section one
That
Section 120.
fbllowing: That
Tax
011 divi
the enacting
enacting clause
clause and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the followino•:
That
after the
divi--after
Tax on
all divion all
balnks, there shall be levied and collected aa tax of five
dends of banks,
five per centum
centum on
divitrust comipaes,
companies,
savings
institu -dends
in scrip
due, wherever
whenever
wherever and whenever
declared due,
thereafter declared
money thereafter
or money
scrip or
dends in
savings istitutons,
incur-the
be payable,
payable, to
stockholders, policy holders, or depositors
to stockholders,
shall be
same shall
the same
and insurtions, and
0companies. or
mice
whatsoever, including non-residents,
part'
non-residents, whether
whether citizens
citizens or aliens,
whatsoever,
parties-including
or.parties
ofptaxi
Rante
Rate
of tax.
as
part of
the earnings,
income, or
bank, trust company,
of any bank,
or gains of
earnings, income,
of the
as part
savings
insurance company,
fire, marine, life, inland insurance
any fire,
and of any
institution, and
savings institution,
either
or mutual,
under whatever
called, in
style known or called,
name or style
whatever name
mutual, under
stock or
either stock
the United
United States
incorporated or existspecially incorporated
whether specially
Territories, whether
or Territories,
States or
the
or
same tax
on ing
incr under
on all
;, or sums made or
sums,
undistributed sum
all undistributed
and on
laws, and
general laws,
under general
tax on
same
addition
addition to sursur - '
:'
plus' or contin -added
added
during
the
year
to
their
surplus
or
contingent
said
said
and
funds;
contingent
or
surplus
their
to
year
the
during
c°otinor
plus'
companies -shall
gent funds.
funds,
institutions, and insurance
insurance companies
companies, savings institutions,
banks, trust companies,
gent
Tax to beall
with- pay the said tax, and are hereby authorized to deduct and withhold from
held
pay the said tax, and are hereby authorized to
tobe aithTxfrom
payments on
ac-all
all payments
payments made
made on
on account
account of
of any
dividends or sums of money
money that
any dividends
on acpayments
payable as aforesaid
of' five per centum.
aforesaid the said tax of
be due and payable
count of such may be
as-rendered to the assessor or as
dividends.
Return to be
be And
list or
return shall be made and rendered
or return
And aalist
diRetrdnsto
made
or before
before the
day of the month following that in
the tenth day
on or
assessor on
sistant assessor
assessor sistant
to assessor
made to
and
which any
any dividends
dividends or
or sums
sums of
of money
money become
become due
payable as
aforeas afore'oi payable
due nr
be which
to be
tax to
and tax
paid within what
time;
said;
said list
return shall
faithful account of
of
and faithful
true and
contain aa true
shall contain
or return
list or
and said
said; and
time;S
a
to
aforesaid; and there shall be annexed thereto a
the amount of taxes as aforesaid;
to contain
what;
comhow to be veri - declaration of the president, cashier, or treasurer
treasurer of the bank, trust cornhotobeverified;
pany, savings
savings institution,
institution, or
company, under
under oath
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation
insurance company,
or insurance
pany,
fied;
in form
and manner
manner as
as may
may be
commissioner of interprescribed by the commissioner
be prescribed
form and
in
of the
the
revenue, that the same contains aa true and faithful account of
nal revenue,
Penalty
default in the making or rendering
rendering of
of
aforesaid. And for any default
as aforesaid.
taxes as
for taxes
Penalty for
default
in mak
list or
or return,
return, with
declaration annexed,
bank, trust comannexed, the bank,
such declaration
with such
such list
in
mak--such
default
ing
return.
pany, savings
institution, or insurance
company making such default, shall
insurance company
savings institution,
pany,
In
thousand dollars; and in case of any
any
sum of one thousand
the sum
penalty the
as a
a penalty
forfeit as
of forfeit
In default
default of
pay - default
default in
return, or of any default in the
rendering said list or return,
or rendering
making or
in making
or payreturn assessment,
assessment,
ment and collec
payment of
of the
the tax
as required,
required, or
any part
and
assessment and
the assessment
thereof, the
part thereof,
or any
tax as
ment and collec--payment
collection of the tax and penalty
penalty shall
shall be in accordance
accadance with the general
tion how to be collection
made.
made.
Tax on
on
divi
provisions of
other cases of neglect and refusal:
refusal: Provided, That
law in other
of law
divi-- provisions
mTax
dends of
of life
the dividends
dividends of
of life
life insurance
companies shall not be
insurance companies
upon the
tax upon
the tax
in--the
life in
dends
surance compacompa -deemed
such dividends
dividends are payable;
payable; nor shall the portion of
of
deemed due until such
surance
nies,
nies, when due.
What not to be premiums
returned by
by mutual
companies to their policy
policy
insurance companies
mutual life insurance
premiums returned
eWhatnottotbe
semi-annual interest allowed
considered divi
annual or semi-annual
allowed or paid to the
holders, nor the annual
divi--holders,
dends
in life
life inin depositors
in savings
banks
or
considered as diviinstitutions, be considered
or savings
savings institutions,
banks
in
savings
depositors
in
dends
suranee
surance companies
and savings dends.
nies and
That section one hundred
bands.
hundred and twenty-two be amended by striking out
banis.
Section
122.
all
enacting clause
clause and inserting
thereof the following:
following:
in lieu
lieu thereof
inserting in
the enacting
all 'after
after the
Section 122.
navigation, or slack-water
railroad, canal, turnpike,
turnpike, canal navigation,
slack-water comThat any railroad,
evidence of inpany,
indebted for
money for which
which bonds or other evidence
any money
for any
pany, indebted
Tax on dividebtedness have
issued, payable
in one
One or more years after
after date, uppayable in
been issued,
have been
dends, and inin- debtedness
terest on
on bonds
which interest is stipulated to be paid, or coupons representing the
bonds on which

in the United
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interest,
or any
such company
have declared
declared any
in ofraoroad,canal,
ofrailroad,canal,
dividend in
any dividend
may have
that may
company that
any such
interest, or
canal
turnpike,
scrip or
or money
money due
stockholders ,including
including non-residents,
non-residents,
ntuarvnit:aik:c;nc,aaanal
due or payable to its stockholders,
scrip
and
navigation,
.
whether citizens
citizens or
aliens, as
part of
the earnings,
or gains
gains slack-water
slack-water
income, or
profits, income,
earnings, profits,
of the
as part
or aliens,
whether
of such
profits of
of such
such company
account companies.
companies.
the account
to the
carried to
company carried
all profits
and all
company, and
of
such company,
of any
any fund,
construction, shall
be subject
subject to
to and
and pay
of
a tax of
pay a
shall be
for construction,
used for
or used
fund, or
of
five per
per centum
centurn on
on the
the amount
all such
interest, or
dividends,
coupons, dividends,
or coupons,
such interest,
of all
amount of
five
or
profits, whenever
wherever the
shall be
be payable,
and to
of tax.
Rate of
to Rate
payable, and
same shall
the same
and wherever
whenever and
or profits,
whatsoever party
party or
the same
same may
may be
be payable,
payable, including non-resinon-resiperson the
or person
whatsoever
dents,
whether citizens
citizens or
or aliens;
and said
said companies
companies are
authorhereby authorare hereby
aliens; and
dents, whether
ized
deduct and
and withhold
withhold from
all payments
payments on
account of
any interest,
companies to
to
interest, Companies
of any
on account
from all
to deduct
ized to
or coupons,
coupons, and
and payable
aforesaid, the
the tax
of five
e
f
ro
itmhliao
l
i
l
d tax
tax
fivew"itlhhold
tax of
as aforesaid,
payable as
due and
dividends, due
and dividends,
or
per centum;
cent= ; and
meas. paypayment of the amount of said tax so deducted ments.
the payment
and the
per
from the
the interest,
coupons, or
dividends, and
the president
to
Paymenta
president Payment
by the
certified by
and certified
or dividends,
or coupons,
interest, or
from
qito
i
mthat discarge
treasurer of
company, shall discharge
discharge said company from thatin
said company,
of said
pani csof conmor treasurer
all in-pallies
amount of
or interest,
bonds or
or other evievi- debtedness.
the bonds
on the
coupon on
or coupon
interest, or
dividend, or
the dividend.
of the
amount
dences
of their
their indebtedness
so held
by any
party whatever, experson or party
any person
held by
indebtedness so
dences of
a list or
cept
where said
companies may
otherwise. And a
contracted otherwise.
have contracted
may have
said companies
cept where
Return, when
return shall
be made
made and
and rendered
the assessor
assessor or
or assistant
assessor on
Return
when
assistant assessor
to the
rendered to
shall be
return
to
ladeetax
or before
before the
the tenth
following that in which said interes
to
to
be 11;and
to be
interest,t, assessor,
the month
month following
of the
day of
tenth day
or
coupons, or
or dividends
dividends become
and payable, and as often as every sixdpass,
become due and
coupons,
months;
said list
list or
or return
contain aatrue
true and
and faithful
account
faithful account
shall contain
return shall
and said
months; and
of the
amount of
and there
annexed thereto
declaration of
to state what,
thereto aadeclaration
be annexed
shall be
there shall
tax, and
of tax,
the amount
of
the president
president or
treasurer of
the company,
company, under
affirmation in andhowverified.
and how verified.
or affirmation
oath or
under oath
of the
or treasurer
the
form and
and manner
manner as
may be
be prescribed
by the
commissioner of internal
the commissioner
prescribed by
as may
form
revenue,
that the
contains a
a true and faithful account of said tax.
same contains
the same
revenue, that
And
for any
in making
or rendering
rendering such
such list or
return, with the Penalty
Penalty for
or return,
making or
default in
any default
And for
Ildefault
n
e
o
far
u
e
l
t
t
urin makin ormakdeclaration
aforesaid, the com- ing
annexed, or of the payment of the tax as aforesaid,
declaration annexed,
payment;
pany
making
such
default
shall
forfeit
as
a
penalty
the
one
thoupayment;
of
sum
the
penalty
as
a
forfeit
shall
default
pany making such
case
in such ease
sand dollars;
of any
in making
or rendering
rendering said
said list in
making or
default in
any default
case of
in case
and in
dollars; and
sand

aforesaid,
payment of the tax or any part thereof,
thereof, as aforesaid,
or return, or of the payment
the assessment
collection of
of the
the tax
penalty shall be made accordand penalty
tax and
and collection
assessment and
the
neglect or refusal.
refusal.
ing to the provisions of law in other cases of neglect
''That
twenty-two be further amended by addhundred and twenty-two
section one hundred
That section
ing thereto
the following
following proviso:
proviso: Provided,
whenever any of the
That whenever
Provided, That
thereto the
ing
companies mentioned
this section
unable to pay the interest on
be unable
shall be
section shall
in this
mentioned in
companies
that in such
their indebtedness,
and shall in fact fail to pay such interest, that
indebtedness, and
their
cases the
section shall not be paid to the United States
by this section
levied by
tax levied
the tax
cases
until said
resume the payment of interest on their indebtedcompany resume
said company
until
ness.
ness.

collection to be

a
eso
s
ltee
s
eMen
ntt
a
oll be

accordingtogenaccordingto
geeeral provisions.
eral
rovisions.

such
When such
companies are
to
leto
unab
u
aU'clabfil
&
to ppay,
p
a
I;
interest on thjr
thc.t
debt, tax not
not to
to
debt,
be paidtax
until, &c.

123.
That section
section one
amended by striking
striking out Section 123.
twenty-three be amended
hundred and twenty-three
one hundred
That
Posl,p. 480.
all after
the enacting
clause and
and inserting
inserting in
thereof the following
following.. Post,
lieu thereof
in lieu
enacting clause
after the
all
rax on the in
That
shall be
collected, and paid
officers, Tax
in
paid on all salaries of officers.
levied, collected,
be levied,
That there shall
of those in
payments for
services to persons in the civil, military, naval, or other
other come
'oIn:,i‘.111.,t1=tsi.r'
for services
or payments
th
employment or service of the United
United States, including senators and rep- ry,
rv, or naval serset:employment
viceofthelUnited
resentatives and
delegates in
in Congress,
when exceeding
the rate
rate of
of sixofthelJnited
exceeding the
Congress, when
and delegates
resentatives
States'
hundred dollars
centum on the excess above
above State
dollars per annum, aatax of five per centurm
hundred
a tax of ten per cent on the excess Rate of tax.
hundred dollars, and a
said six hundred
the said
paymasters and
over five
five thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
it shall be the duty of all paymasters
and it
over
all disbursing
disbursing officers,
officers, under the government of the United States, or perall
sons m
the employ
thereof, when
payment to any officers or
making any payment
when making
employ thereof;
sons
in the
persons as
as aforesaid,
adjusting the accounts of such
Amount to be
settling and adjusting
upon settling
or upon
aforesaid, or
persons
officers
withhold the atbresaid
aforesaid tax, and they deducted.
deducted.
or persons, to deduct and withhold
officers or
Certificate to
shall, at
the same time,
be made and sent
a certificate
certificate stating the name of the officer bemadeandsent
make a
time, make
at the
shall,
amount thereof, to office
or
deduction was made, and the amount
office of comcornfiom whom such deduction
or person from
internal
which
commissioner ofmissioner.
i
nternal missioner.
be transmitted to the office of the commissioner
shall be
which shall
Post, P.
480
p. 480.
revenue,
and entered as
internal tax; and the pay-roll, re- Post,
as part of the internal
revenue, and
to
Pay-roll
Pay-roll
to
paysuch
show
shall
aforesaid,
tax,
ceipts,
or
account
of
officers
paying
such
as
aforesaid,
or
persons
ceipts, or account of officers
be
made to
meat.
flct of such payment. And it shall be the duty ment.
to exhibit the fact
be made
several auditors
auditors of the Treasury
Treasury Department, when auditing the
Auditors, in
of the several
Vie°
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auditing ac
ac-auditing
counts of pay
paymasters, &c. to
require
proof
equire prooft
that taxes have
been deducted
deducted
been

accounts
of any
or disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, or
or any
officer withholling
withholling
any officer
any paymaster
paymaster or
accounts of
received by him, or when settling
his salary from moneys received
settling or adjusting the
accounts of
any such
such officer,
to require
evidence that
mentioned
that the taxes mentioned
require evidence
officer, to
of any
accounts
deducted and paid over to the commissioner
commissioner of
of
in this
this section
section have been deducted
internal revenue, or other officer
officer authorized to receive
receive the same: ProProand paid over.
vided, That
of prize
prize money
money shall
regarded as income
from
income from
be regarded
shall be
That payments
payments of
vided,
Payments of
prize
money to
salaries, and
tax thereon
be adjusted
adjusted and
collected in
in like
like manmanand collected
and the
the tax
thereon shall
shall be
przammeones
to salaries,
e deemed
ner: Provided
Providedfurther,
be
deemed inin - ner:
further, That
That this
this section
section shall
apply to
to payments
shall not
not apply
payments
from salamade to mechanics or laborers employed
works.
come from
sala-made
employed upon public works.
ries;
nies; but not
not
payments
to Iala- That
That section
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four
twenty-four be
adding therethereamended by
by adding
be amended
section one
payments to
borers, &c.
to the
the following
additional proviso:
borers,
to
following additional
further, That
any legacy
legacy or
proviso: Provided
Providedfurther,
That any
or
Section 124.
the
Lerracv.
&c. to share
of personal
personal property
property passing
passing as
aforesaid to
to a
child of
of the
a minor
minor child
as aforesaid
share of
Legcrn 1c.
died possessed
be exempt
exempt from
taxation ununminor child, un
un--person
person who
who died
possessed as
as aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall be
from taxation
less over $$100,
der this section, unless
unless such legacy
legacy or share
share shall
1000, der
shall exceed
exceed the
the sum
of one
one
sum of

to be exempt
exempt

tax; if over
in which
which case
case the
the excess
excess only above
be
above that sum shall be
thousand dollars,
dollars, in
from tax;
over thousand
$1000, excess
taxation.
$1000,
liable to such taxation.
only
to
be
taxed.
only to be taxed.
That section
section one
one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five be amended by insertin
insertingg
That
Section 125.
Section
125.
after the
words ""that
tax or
or duty
aforesaid," the
the following:
following: ""shall be
be
duty aforesaid,"
that the
the tax
the words
When tax
tax on after
legacies,
&c. is
whenever the party interested
interested in such legacy or distriblegacies, &c.
is due and payable whenever
due.
utive share or property or interest aforesaid shall become entitled to the
the
due.
enjoyment thereof, or to the beneficial
possession or enjoyment
beneficial interest in the profits
accruing therefrom,
therefrom, and
words
accruing
and the
the same"; and by inserting
inserting after
after the words
"United States,"
words: "And
"And
"United
States," in the first sentence of said section,
section, the words:
Executors,
&c. every administrator, executor, or trustee, having
having in charge or trust any
any
Executors,&c.
to give notice to legacy
legacy or distributive share, as aforesaid, shall give notice thereof
writthereof in
in
writasse
ssors, &c.
assessors,
&c.
ing to
to the assessor
assessor or assistant assessor of the district where the deceased
ing
deceased
bargainer last resided, within
grantor or bargainer
within thirty days after he shall have
taken charge
such trust
;" and
and by
words "shall
taken
charge of such
trust;"
by inserting
inserting after
after the
the words
"shall
make out such lists and valuation as in other cases of neglect
neglect or
or refusal,
Penalty for and shall assess the duty thereon,"
thereon," the words:
And in case of wilful
Penalty
words: ""And•
wilful
neglect,
neglect,
refusal, or
or false
false statement
statement by
such executor,
administrator, or
or trustrusneglect, &O.
&c.
neglect, refusal,
by such
executor, administrator,
tee, as aforesaid, he shall be liable to aa penalty of not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one thoude -sand dollars, to be recovered
recovered with costs of suit." Any
Tax to be deAny tax paid
paid under
under the
the
ducted
partwenty-four and one hundred and
from
par- provisions
ducted from
ticular
legacy.
provisions of sections one hundred
hundred and twenty-four
twenty-five
particular legacy or distributive
g
twenty-five shall be deducted
deducted from the particular
share on account of which the same is charged.
charged.
Section 137.
That section one hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven be amended
amended by inserting
inserting
"imposed by
act," the
after the words "imposed
by this act,"
the words:
words: ""shall
shall be
be assessed
assessed in
in
the collection
collection district where the estate is situate, and."
Section 138.
That section one hundred
hundred and thirty-eight
thirty-eight be amended
amended by adding
adding
having thereto
" And every such person having in charge or
i Persons
Ptersotnso,_llaving
thereto the words: "
or t
rus t
an
trust
anyy
am y
act,
disposition
und er this
thi s ac
t,
iptrust, °'&o
cof;
ny disposition of real estate or interest therein, subject to tax under
real estate subsub -shall give notice thereof in writing
writing to the assessor or assistant assessor
assessor of
of
district where the estate is situate, within thirty days from the time
the district
ject
ject to tax, to
to
notify assessor.
otify assessor. when he shall have taken charge of such trust, and prior to any distribution of said real estate, together
together with a
a description and value thereof,
Penalty for and the names of the persons
fenalty
persons interested therein; and for wilful neglect or
wilful
exceeding five hundred
ilful neglect, refusal so to do, shall be liable to aa penalty
penalty of not
not exceeding
&c.
dollars, to be recovered
recovered with costs of suit."
Section 145.
amended by
by inserting
after
That section one hundred and forty-five
forty-five be
be amended
inserting after
" years "
" the words:
the word "
words: "from
"from the time when such tax shall have
become
payable."
become due and payable."
That section
section one hundred
be amended
amended by
Section 147.
hundred and foity-seven
forty-seven be
by striking
striking out
out
the following:
Persons liable all after
after the enacting clause, and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:
give
succession
tax in
to pay
pay a
t°
pay tax for
any person
a tax
i
n respect
re
sp
ec tto
t
o any
an y success
i
on shall
sh
all g
i
ve
person liable
liable to
That any
to
pay
succession
tofor That
succession
to
give notice to
notice
to the
or assistant
assistant assessor
of his
his liability
such tax
tax
notice to
the assessor
assessor or
assessor of
liability to
to such
assessor,
within thirty
days from
he shall
shall become
become entitled
posentitled in posthe time
time when
when he
within
thirty days
from the
assessor, and
and
render a
atrue acac •
count in thirty
session
to such
such succession
succession or
to the
the receipt
receipt of
profits thereincome and
and profits
thereor to
of the
the income
session to
of, and shall at
at the same time
deliver to
days.
of,
time deliver
assessor or
or assistant
to the
the assessor
assistant assessor
assessor
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a full and true account of said succession
succession for the tax whereon he
a
he shall be
be
accountable, and of the value
value of
of the real
real estate
estate involved,
involved, and
and of
of the deductions
names of
ductions claimed
claimed by
by him,
him, together with
with the
the names
of the
the successor
successor
and predecessor
predecessor and their relation
relation to each other, and all such other
other
particulars as shall be
necessary or proper
or
be necessary
proper for enabling
enabling the assessor
assessor or
assistant
correctly to
to ascertain
ascertain the
and
assistant assessor
assessor fully
fully and
and correctly
the taxes
taxes due;
due; and
Assessor, &a.
the assessor or assistant assessor, if satisfied
satisfied with such account and
and estiesti- Assessor,
&c.
mate as originally delivered, or with any amendments
amendments that
may be
may
assess
tax
that may
be made
made on
umay
assess
tax
such
account,
therein upon his requisition,
the succession
tax on
on the
the footing
footing s
zs .
requisition, may
may assess the
succession tax
&c.
of
account and
it shall
shall be
lawful for
for the
the assessor
or If .no account
of such
such account
and estimate;
estimate; but
but it
be lawful
assessor or
account
assistant assessor, if dissatisfied
dissatisfied with such account, or if
assistant
account and
and sisesfOr7snd'i:sra
if no
no account
esor
'dissatis
is
estimate shall be
delivered to
to him,
tax on
on the
fled, tax
be delivered
him, to
to assess
assess the
the tax
the best
best informainforma- fled,
tax how
how asnastion he can obtain, subject to appeal as hereinafter
hereinafter provided; and
sesseth
and if
if the sessed.
tax so assessed
tax assessable
to the
return AppeaL
assessed shall
shall exceed
exceed the
the tax
assessable according
according to
the return
ppea
made to the assessor or assistant assessor, and with which he shall have
account and
been delivered,
delivered, and
been dissatisfied, or
or if
if no
no account
and estimate
estimate has
has been
and if
if
no appeal shall be taken against such assessment, then
then it shall
shall be in the
the
to
discretion of the assessor, having
having regard
regard to
to the
the merits
merits of
of each case,
case, to
expenses incident
taking of
of
Expenses.
assess the
the whole
whole or any
any part of
of the
the expenses
incident to
to the
the taking
Expenses.
such assessment,
assessment, in addition to such
if there
an
such tax; and
and if
there shall
shall be
be an
last-mentioned assessment, then
then the
the payment
payment of
such
appeal against
against such last-mentioned
of such
expenses shall be in the discretion
discretion of the commissioner
commissioner of internal
revinternal revenue.
enue.
That section one hundred
hundred and forty-eight be amended
amended by striking out Section 148.
all after the enacting
enacting clause and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
following: Penalty for
for
wilful neglect
to
neglectand
ta
That if any person required to give any such notice or deliver
deliver such ac-gilef
give notice
count, as aforesaid, shall wilfully
wilfully neglect
neglect to do so within the time required
required deliver account;
account;
to pay
pay the
United States
States aasum
equal to
per
by law,
law, he shall be liable to
the United
sum equal
to ten
ten per
centurn
person liacentum upon the amount of tax payable by him; and if any .person
ha- and to
pay tax.
topaytax.
ble to pay any tax in respect of his succession shall,
shall, after
after such
tax shall
shall
such tax
have been finally ascertained,
ascertained, wilfully neglect to do so within ten days
after being
being notified,
notified, he shall also be liable to pay to
to the
the United
United States
States aa
sum equal to ten per centum
centum upon the amount of tax so unpaid, at
at the
the
same
same time and in the same manner
manner as
as the
the tax to be collected.
That section one hundred and fifty
Repeal of
of secsecfifty be, and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, rere- Repeal
pealed.
tion
150.
pealed.
tion 150.
That
Tnat section one hundred
hundred and fifty-two be amended by striking out all Section 152.
after the enacting
enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
following: Noinstrnment,
No instrument,
That it shall not be lawful to record
document or paper &c.,
&c., required
required to
record any instrument,
instrument, document,
to
be stamped,
stamped, to be
be
required by law to be stamped, unless aa stamp or stamps of the proper recorded
recorded unless
unless
amount
have been affixed,
amount shall
shall have
affixed, and cancelled
cancelled in the manner required by stamped.
law; and the record of any such instrument, upon which
which the
the proper
proper Record void.
void.
stamp or stamps aforesaid
aforesaid shall not have been affixed
affixed and cancelled
cancelled as
aforesaid, shall be utterly void, and shall not be used in evidence.
aforesaid,
striking out all Section 154.
That section one hundred
hundred and fifty-four be amended by striking
after the
the enacting
ena cting cla
use and
and inserting
inse rti ng i
li eu thereof
th ereo f th
f
oll ow i
ng:
Official instruclause
inn lieu
thee following:
Officialinstruments,&c.
issued
b
,e
, ft
il,e
,sze l
o
s
f
,
n
av
e
That all official
official instruments,
instruments, documents,
documents, and papers
papers issued
the officers
issued by
by the
officers m
btv ficers oflie
of the United
States
government,
or
by
the
officers
of
any
State,
county,
Inuited
United States government,
officers
Ciiited States,
L
town,
or other
shall be,
be, and
and hereby
are, exempt
exempt 'srt
or .1(t):
a'Y
of ClOtyintv
town, or
other municipal
municipal corporation,
corporation, shall
hereby are,
State,
county,
from taxation: Provided,
i
s the
th e i
nt
en thereby
here by t
Provided, That it is
intent
too exempt
exempt from
from to;i4):
town, &c. to be
liability to
to wn ,or
or other
oth er municipal
mun i
ci
pa lcorporacorpora -exempt
liability
to taxation such
such State, county, town,
exempt from
from
lion, in the exercise
belonging to them in their tax.
exercise only of functions strictly belonging
t" .
ordinary
governmental and municipal capacity.
ordinary governmental
That section one hundred and fifty-five be amended by striking out all Section 155.
15s.
after the enacting
enacting clause and inserting
i
nsertin g in
i
n li
eu th
ereo fthe
th e following:
f
oll ow i
ng: Th
at if
f Penalty
Pcnalty for
for
lieu
thereof
That
if forging
·M
0
or coun.
any person
anyun.
person shall forge or counterfeit, or cause
cause or procure to be forged or terfeitinr
te r
rrtign;rar
amp, die,
di e,pl
at
e,or o
th er i
ns t
rumen t, or any
ofstamp, uiei
counterfeited, any st
stamp,
plate,
other
instrument,
any part
part of
die, &
any stamp, die, plate, or other instrument, which shall have be [en]
[en] provided, or may hereafter be provided, made,
in pursuance
of this
made, or used in
pursuance of
this
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Penalty for
act, or
or shall
forge counterfeit,
counterfeit, or
procure to be
cause or procure
resemble, or cause
or resemble,
shall forge,
for act,
Penalty
forging any
f
orge d, counterfeited,
coun t
er f
eited, or resembled, the impression,
impression, or any part of the imforged,
foring
stamp upon any
ray
paper,&"
&e. or
preesion, of
of any such stamp, die, plate, or other instrument, as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
pression,
or
paperp
cause
mark, or cause
stamping, &c.
upon any vellum,
vellum, parchment,
parchment, or paper, or shall stamp or mark,
&c. upon
stamping,
intent
to
with
defraud
with intet
intent to
to or
or procure
to be
any vellum,
paper,,
parchment,,or paper
vellum, parchment
marked, any
stamped or
or marked,
be stamped
procure to
witf
with any
counterfeited stamp,
stamp, die,
plate, or other instruinstrudie, plate,
or counterfeited
such forged
forged or
with
any such
defrud
ment, or
or part
part of
any stamp,
stamp, die,
plate, or
or other
instrument, as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
other instrument,
die, plate,
of any
ment,
with intent
intent to
to defraud
defraud the
the United
hereby imMIof the taxes hereby
of any of
States of
United States
with
knowingly posed, or any part thereof; or if any person shall utter, or sell, or expose
tor knowingly
for
expose
o sel uttering
or
any vellum, parchment,
uttering
ing paper, r&c. to sale,
sale, any
parchment, paper, article,
article, or thing, having thereupon
with
forged
the impression
of any
any such
such counterfeited
stamp, die, plate, or other incounterfeited stamp,
the
impression of'
with forged
stamp;
strument, or any part of any stamp, die, plate, or other instrument, or
or
any such
such forged,
counterfeited, or
resembled impression, or part of imor resembled
forged, counterfeited,
any
pression, as
as aforesaid,
knowing the same to be forged, counterfeited,
counterfeited, or reaforesaid, knowing
pression,
any
sembled; or if any person
person shall knowingly use or permit the use of any
for knowingly
knowingly sembled;
using or permit- stamp, die, plate, or other instrument,
instrument, which shall
shall have
have been so provided,
provided,
thug the use of
forged stamp;
made, or
aforesaid, with intent
or
intent to defraud the United States; or
as aforesaid,
or used,
used, as
stamp; made,
forged
fraudulently cut, tear, or remove, or cause or procure
for
fraudulently if any person shall fraudulently
forfraudulently
t
stamlp,
removing
removing
stamp,
to be
be cut, torn, or removed, the
impression of
any stamp,
stamp, die,
die, plate,
plate, or
or
of any
cut, torn, or removed, the impression
of to
ipresio
or impression
stamp, from
other instrument, which
which shall
have been
provided, made, or used, in purbeen provided,
shall have
pa- other
from pastamp,
per, ho.;
suance
&.;
parchment, or paper, or any instrusuance of this act, from any
any vellum,
vellum, parchment,
ment or
or writing
writing charged
charged or chargeable
chargeable with any of the taxes imposed
imposed by
by
ment
for fraudulent- law;
law; or
or if
cause
shall fraudulently use, join, fix, or place, or cause
person shall
any person
if any
forfraudulent&c. to be used,
ly using, Szc.
used; joined, fixed, or placed, to, with, or upon any vellum, parchparchstamp,
cut, &c.
&e.
from any
ment, paper,
paper, or
or writing
or chargeable
with any
any
chargeable with
charged or
writing charged
instrument or
any instrument
or any
any other
other ment,
from
impression of any
paperrequired
paper
required to of the taxes hereby imposed, any adhesive stamp, or the impression
any
instrument, which shall have been provided,
die, plate, or other instrument,
stamp, die,
be stamped;
stamped;
pursuance of law, and which shall have been cut, torn,
made, or used in pursuance
or removed.from
removed,from any other vellum, parchment, or paper, or any instruby
chargeable with any of the taxes imposed by
ment or writing charged or chargeable
re- law; or if any person shall wilfully remove
remove or cause to be removed, alter
for wilfully
wilfullyrealter
moving
orcannel
alter-_or cause to be altered, the cancelling or defacing marks
ing
adhesive
or cause to be altered, the cancelling or defacing marks on any adhesive
te cancelnvitthe
after
ling
of
a
stamp,
same, or to cause the use of the same after
ling of a stamp, stamp,
stamp, with intent to use the same,
&c.;
Sze.;
have been once used, or shall
knowingly or wilfully
it shall have
shall knowingly
wilfully sell
sell or buy
buy
such washed or restored stamps, or offer the same
same for sale, or give or exsame to any person
person for use, or knowingly
knowingly use the same, or prepose the same
pare the same with intent for the further use thereof; or if any person
person
for knowingly
knowingly shall knowingly and without lawful excuse (the
(the proof whereof shall lie
buying
sellbuying or
or selll
or
in on the person
person accused) have in his possession any washed, restored, or
having in
ing, or having
possession washaltered stamps,
which have been removed from any vellum, parchment,
parchment,
stamps, which
wash- altered
possession
paper, instrument, or writing, then, and in every such
such case,
case, every person
person
ed, Sze.
&c. stamps. paper,
knowingly and wilfully aiding, abetting,
so offending, and every person knowingly
any such offence
offence as aforesaid, shall, on convicor assisting in committing any
counterfeit stamps and the articles
tion thereof,
thereof, forfeit the said counterfeit
Forfeiture.
articles upon
imwhich they
punished by
exceeding one thouthoube punished
by fine not
not exceeding
Fine or
or imwhich
they are placed, and be
prisonment, or
or
grisonment,
both,
sand dollars,
dollars, or
confinement to hard labor not exand confinement
imprisonment and
or by
by imprisonment
sand
ioth.
ceeding five
ceeding
five years, or
or both,
both, at
at the
the discretion
discretion of
of the court.
court.
fifty-eight be amended by striking out all
Section 158.
That section one hundred and fifty-eight
enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following: That
Persons mak- after
Persons
after the enacting
That
log, issuing,
issning, rereing,
ceiving, or
or payany person
person or
persons who shall
shall make,
make, sign, or issue, or who shall cause
or persons
pav- any
ceiving,
document, or paper
any
ing,
ing, &c.
Sze. any in- to be made, signed, or issued, any instrument, document,
paper of any
negotiate, or pay, or cause
strument,
note,
kind or description
description whatsoever, or shall accept,
accept, negotiate,
redteo
&trmeit,
&c.
required
to kind
negotiated, or paid, any bill of exchange, draft, or order,
to be accepted,
accepted, negotiated,
be stamped,
stamped,
without having
haying or promissory
prom i
ssory note for the payment of money, without the same being duwithout
.
a stamp
thereon a
stamp
thereon
cancelled, with
with ly
ly stamped,
denoting the tax
tax
adhesive stamp for denoting
thereupon an adhesive
or having
having thereupon
stamped, or
cancelled,
intent
intent 'to evade chargeable
chargeable thereon, and cancelled in the manner required by law, with inin.
the lam, to forfeit
tent to
evade the provisions of
this act,
such offence, forevery such
for every
act, shall, for
of this
forfeit tent
thelaw,to
$50, and instru. to evade the provisions
ment, &c.
&e. to
felt the
fifty dollars,
instrument, document,
paper,
or paper,
of fifty
dollars, and such instrument,
document, or
ment,
to be feit
the sum
sum of
void.
void,
bill, draft, order, or note, not being stamped
stamped according
according to law, shall
shall be
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deemed
of no
the title
of aapurchaser
purchaser Title to land
title of
That the
effect: Provided,
Provided, That
and of
no effect
invalid and
deemed invalid
of
land by
shall not
be defeated
defeated or
or affected
affected by
by the not
affected, if,
ot affected,
not be
duly stamped
stamped shall
deed duly
by deed
of land
want of
of a
proper stamp
stamp son
conveying said land
land by any person
en any deed conveying
want
a proper
from, through,
or under
under whom
whom his
grantor claims
title ::And
And prostamp is
not
isnot
pro- If stamp
or holds
holds title
claims or
his grantor
from,
through, or
on instruput
vided
That hereafter,
hereafter, in
mtnotawitilsntsa_
cases where the party has not affixed ment
in all
all cases
further,That
vided further,
when
required by
by law thereon,
thereon, at the time of
of makmak- made, how it
to any
any instrument
instrument the stamp
stamp required
ing or
or issuing
issuing the
the said
and he
he or
having an
placed
an may be placed
they, or
or any
any party having
or they,
said instrument,
instrument, and
ing
interest
therein, shall
of affixing
such stamp
twaietrielotolraupeso-n
iuterest therein,
shall be
be subsequently
subsequently desirous
desirous of
affixing such
stamp to
to tereo
afturon
if original
they copy,
said
copy thereof, he or they
copy: if'
original
a copy
to a
said instrument
instrument be lost, to
instrument, or if said
said instrument,
shall
appear before
collector of
revenue of
the proper
proper district,
district, is lost.
of the
of the
the revenue
the collector
before the
shall appear
who
shall, upon
required
stamp required
price of the
the proper
proper stamp
the payment
payment of
of the
the price
who shall,
upon the
by
of a
penalty of
of fifty
fifty dollars,
dollars, and
and where
where the
the whole
whole amount
of
amount of
a penalty
by law,
law, and
and of
the tax
tax denoted
denoted by the stamp required shall exceed the sum of fifty dolcentum on said
said
at the
the rate of six per centum
also of
of interest,
interest, at
lars, on payment also
tax from
which such
ought to have been affixed,
affixed, affix
affix
such stamp ought
day on which
tax
from the day
the
margin
the proper
proper stamp to such instrument or copy, and note upon the margin
thereof the
the date
of his
his so
doing, and
the fact
that such
such penalty
been
fact that
penalty has
has been
thereof
date of
so doing,
and the
paid;
thereupon be deemed and held to be as valid, to
same shall thereupon
paid; and the same
proall intents and purposes, as if stamped
stamped when made or issued: And provided
further, That where
Proceedings
oath or
or Proceedings
videdfurther,
where it
it shall appear
appear to
to said collector,
collector, upon
upon oath
otherwise, to
satisfaction that
such instrument
instrument has
has not
duly Where
where instruotherwise,
to his
his satisfaction
that any
any such
not been
been duly
ment was not
making or
the same,
same, by
by reason
reason of
stamped at
at the time
time of making
or issuing
issuing the
of accident,
accident, duly stamped by
by
mistake, inadvertence,
or urgent
urgent necessity,
necessity, and
without any
design accident,
accident, dtc.
&c.
any wilful
wilful design
and without
inadvertence, or
mistake,
payto defraud the United States of the stamp, or to evade or delay the paycase, if such instrument, or, if the original
ment thereof, then and in such ease,
original
be
certified by
any
thereof duly certified
by the officer
officer having
having charge
charge of
of any
be lost, aa copy thereof
records
original is
otherwise
records in which
which such original
is required
required to be recorded,
recorded, or otherwise
duly
satisfaction of the
duly proven
proven to the satisfaction
the collector,
collector, shall,
shall, within
within twelve calendar months after the first day
day of August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
making or
or within
within twelve
twelve calendar
calendar months
months after
after the making
or issuing thereof, be
brought to the said
said collector of revenue
revenue to be stamped, and the stamp tax
tax
chargeable
chargeable thereon
thereon shall be paid, it shall be lawful for the said collector
collector
to remit the penalty
penalty aforesaid,
aforesaid, and to
to cause
cause such
such instrument
instrument to be duly
stamped. And when the original instrument, or a
acertified
certified or duly proved dayberecorded.
copy thereof, as aforesaid, duly
duly stamped
stamped so
so as to entitle
entitle the
the same
same to be rerecorded, shall be presented to the clerk, register, recorder, or other
other officer
officer
having
having charge of the original record, it shall be lawful for such officer,
upon the payment
payment of the fee legally
chargeable for the recording
recording thereof,
legally chargeable
thereof,
the fact
fact
to make aanew
new record thereof,
thereof, or to
to note
note upon
upon the
the original
original record the
said original
instrument has
that the
the error
error or
or omission
omission in
in the
the stamping
stamping of
of said
original instrument
has
been corrected
corrected pursuant to law; and the original instrument or such certified copy or the record
record thereof may be used in all courts and places in
the same manner and with like effect as if the instrument had been originally
inally stamped: And
provided further,
further, That in all cases
cases where the party
instrument
Andprovided
party If instrument
has not
affixed the stamp
required by law upon any instrument
instrument made, nothavingstamp
not haring stamp
not affixed
stamp required
has
was made
when
was
made when
signed, or issued, at aa time when and at aaplace where no collection
collection dis- ad
and wiere
where there
hav- was no
nocollection
trict was established,
established, it shall be lawful for him or them, or any party baycollection
ing an interest therein, to affix the proper stamp thereto,
stamp
thereto, or
or if the
the original
original district,
aricb'e atfis'd
may be affis,ed
which the
be lost, to aacopy thereof; and the instrument
instrument or
or copy to
to which
the proper
proper heforeJanuaryl,
heforeJanuaryl,
l s6 7
stamp has been thus affixed
affixed prior to the first day of January, one thouthou- 1867.sixty-seven, and the record thereof, shall
sand eight hundred and sixty-seven,
be
as
shall be as
valid, to all intents and purposes, as
as if stamped
stamped by the
the collector
collector in
in the
acquired in good faith before Intervening
Intervening
manner hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided. But no right acquired
bona
fide
rights
fido rights
bnaaffected.
recording therethe stamping
stamping of such instrument
instrument or copy thereof, and the
the recording
there- not
of, as herein provided, if such record be required by law, shall in any
any
manner
manner be affected by such stamping
stamping as aforesaid.
That section one hundred and sixty-three be amended by striking out
Section 163.
163.
all after the enacting clause
beeiredt
&
clause and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the following:
following: reltreddetdote.
That hereafter
hereafter no deed, instrument, document, writing, or paper, required q
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by law
to be
be stamped,
has been
or issued
duly
without being duly
issued without
signed or
been signed
which has
stamped, which
law to
by
recorded,
hereafter admitadmit-stamped,
stamped, or
or with
copy thereof, shall be recorded,
deficient stamp, nor any copy
with aadeficient
hereafter
u
e
e
o
vp
ie
dr
ence '
evidence in any court until a
alegal
leal stamp or stamps,
stamps,
admitted, or used as evidence
or admitted,
eddntililnnpreidence
stamps
are afdenoting the
amount of
of tax,
shall have
have been
prescribed
thereto, as prescribed
affixed thereto,
been affixed
tax, shall
the amount
af- denoting
stamps are
document
fixed.
by law:
Provided, That
That any
any power
power of
conveyance, or document
attorney, conveyance,
of attorney,
law: Provided,
by
ts
fixed.
stamped, to
be
to be
stamped,

Documents

made in aforeign of any kind,
made or
to be
be made
made in
any foreign
foreign country
be
to be
country to
in any
purporting to
or purporting
of any kind, made
madeinaforeign

used
the United
shall pay
required by law
the same tax as is required
pay the
States, shall
United States,
in the
used in
on similar
similar instruments
documents when made or issued in the United
instruments or documents
on
States;
and the
whom the
issued, or by whom it is to be
is iSsued,
the same is
to whom
party to
the party
States; and
ndiusingg the same, affix thereon the stamp or stamps
used, shall,
here.
shall, before usin
stamps indii
here.
Who
affix
ax
Who to affix
stamp.
eating
the
tax
required.
required.
tax
the
cating
stamp.
Section
165.
That
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-five be
be amended
amended by
by striking
out all
striking out
and sixty-five
section one
That section
Section 165.
Penalty
for
after
the enacting
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
the following:
That
following: That
thereof the
lieu thereof
clause and
enacting clause
Penalty for after the
prepare, and sell,
corporation shall make, prepare,
making, selling, if any person, firm, company,
company, or corporation
making,
or removing for
sale,
&c. drugs,
or remove
remove for
for consumption
or sale,
drugs,, medicines,
medicines, preparations,
preparations, composale drugs,
consumption or
or
drugf
sarle, &c
preparations,
sitions, articles,
articles, or
or things,
including perfumery,
lucifer or friccosmetics, lucifer
perfumery, cosmetics,
things, including
sitions,
preparations,
matcheq,
&c.
tion
cigar lights, or wax tapers, and playing cards, and also includmatches, cigar
tion matches,
matche, &c.
affixing
without axing
without
vegetables,
fish,,shell-fish,
meats,, fish
proper
ffi
ing prepared
prepared mustards,
preserved meats
shell-fish, fruits, vegetables,
mustards, preserved
ing
stamp.g
proper stamp.
sauces, sirups,
sirups, jams,
and jellies,
or
or sealed
sealed in cans, bottles, or
packed or
when packed
jellies, when
jams, and
sauces,
other
whether of
manufacture or imported,
imported, upon
upon
domestic manufacture
of domestic
packages, whether
single packages,
other single
in
which
duty or tax is imposed by law, as enumerated and mentioned in
which aaduty
schedule
C, without
thereto an adhesive stamp or label denoting
without affixing thereto
schedule C,
the
mentioned, he
they shall incur aa penalty of fifty dollars
he or they
before mentioned,
tax before
the tax
for every omission to affix such stamp.
stamp.
Section 169.
169.
That section
section one
striking out
by striking
amended by
be amended
sixty-nine be
and sixty-nine
hundred and
one hundred
That
Section
following:
Persons offer
after the
the enacting
enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
all after
offer--all
Persons
ing for sale any That any person
person who shall offer or expose
expose for sale any of the articles
articles
article named
named
in
sc h
edul
e C,to b
in schedule
schedule C,
or in
in any
thereto, whether
whether the
articles
the articles
amendments thereto,
any amendments
C, or
named in
C, to bee named
schedule
deemed
the man -so offered or exposed are imported or are of foreign or domestic manudeemedthe'manufactorers.
deemed the manufacturer
manufacturer thereof,
subject to all the
ufacturers.
facture, shall be deemed
thereof; and subject
duties,
liabilities, and
penalties imposed by law in regard to the sale of
and penalties
duties, liabilities,
domestic
denoting
articles without the use of the proper stamp or stamps denoting
domestic articles
Such
thereon, and
of foreign manuimported, or of'
articles imported,
such articles
all such
and all
paid thereon,
tax paid
the tax
articles, the
Such articles,
if
if imported, to facture, shall, in addition to the import duties imposed on the same, be subpay stamp tax.
•
to the stamp tax, respectively,
respectively, prescribed
prescribed in schedule
schedule C, as aforesaid:
aforesaid:
pay stamp tax. ject
lucifer
Proviso.
Provided,
That when such imported articles, except
except playing cards, lucifer
Provided, That
or friction matches, cigar lights, and wax tapers,
tapers, shall be sold in the origand unbroken
package in which the bottles or other enclosures
enclosures
unbroken package
inal and
were
packed by the manufacturer,
manufacturer, the person so selling
shall
selling said articles shall
were packed
proper
not
subject to any penalty on account
account of the
the want of the proper
not be
be subject
stamp.
Schedule
B,
That schedule
seventy-one, be
preceding section one hundred and seventy-one,
B, preceding
schedule B,
That
Schedule B,
" gauger's reamended,
amended by striking out all after the paragraphs
paragraphs relating to "
amended.
amended
Post, p. 475. turns
Post,
turns"" and ""measurer's
measurer's returns ;" and by striking
striking out all from i'"receipts
weigher's returns, if of
" weigher's
of
payment of any sum of money," down to "
for the payment
thousand pounds, ten cents; exceeding
weight not exceeding five thousand
exceeding five
five
aa weight
thousand pounds,
pounds, twenty-five
twenty-five cents," inclusive, and inserting
inserting in lieu therethousand
tie payment
Receipts for any sum of money, or for tile
payment of
Receipts, stamp of the following: Receipts
upod,
any debt,
debt, exceeding
exceeding twenty
twenty dollars in amount, not being for the satisfacupon.
tion of any mortgage or judgment or decree of any court, or by indorsement
indorsement
on any stamped
stamped obligation
acknowledgment of its fulfilment,
fulfilment, tbr
for each
each
obligation in acknowledgment
affixed
signature is affixed
Provided, That when more than one signature
receipt two cents: Provided,
there receipt
Where there
sig-- to the same paper, one or more stamps may be affixed
are several sig
affixed thereto representnatures
to the ing the whole amount of the stamp required for such sio-natures; and
natures
same paper.
to the
ing the whole amount of the stamp required for such signatures; and
paper.
same
"Money" to that the term money, as herein used, shall be held to include drafts and
"Money"
include
drafts. other instruments given for the payment
include drafts,
payment of money.
money.
That schedule B, preceding section
Assignments
section one hundred and seventy-one, be
and
transfers of amended
amended by
by inserting,
immediately preceding
preceding the proviso
proviso relating to
inserting, immediately
mandrtrasfesof
mortgages.
transfer
stamps on mortgages, the following: Upon every assignment or transfer

country for
for use
use
country
here,
to pay
pay
here, to
same tax as
though made
made
though
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of a
a mortgage
mortgage the same stamp tax upon the amount remaining
remaining unpaid
unpaid
thereon as is herein
herein imposed upon aamortgage
for the
same amount.
amount. Also
mortgage for
the same
Also
by striking out the words "mortgage or" in said proviso.
proviso. Also by
in- Domestic
by inDomestio and
than y, inland bills of
serting the words "
domestic and inland
ofl
adi ng an
ft er gc" than
"domestic
inland bills
bills of
lading
andd"" a
after
" inland bills of
" those "
and before "
lading..
" in the
the first
first line
line of
of said
said schedule.
schedule.
That schedule
schedule B
B be amended, under the head
of contract,
by striking
head of
contract, by
striking
out the words following: "Stocks,
"notes
"Stocks, bonds," and "
notes of hand."
hand." Also,
Also, Bill or memo.
memo.
by
"for
each note randum
by inserting
inserting under the head of contract, after the words "
for each
random t
'
c'e
f
tTo
le
of
sale
or contract for
or
or memorandum
memorandum of sale, ten cents,"
cents," the words following:
following: Bill
memo- sale
°
sale of stocks,
Bill or
or memorandum of the sale or contract for the sale of stocks, bonds, gold
&c.
gold or silsil- &c.
ver bullion, coin, promissory notes, or
or other
other securities,
securities, shall
shall pay
pay aa stamp
stamp
tax at the rate provided in section
section ninety-nine.
ninety-nine.
That schedule C
C be amended
amended by striking out the paragraph
paragraph in
relation Sehedule
Sehedule C
in relation
to photographs.
amended.
amended.
Photographs.

Photographs.
C be further
striking out the
That schedule
schedule C
further amended
amended by striking
rethe paragraph
paragraph relating
lating to cigar lights and wax tapers, and inserting in lieu thereof the
the Cigar lights,
following:
following: For wax tapers, double the rates herein
upon friction
friction wax
herein imposed
imposed upon
wax tapers.
or lucifer matches; on cigar lights, made in part
of wood,
wood, wax,
wax, glass,
glass, papart of
paper, or other materials, in parcels or packages containing
twenty-five
containing twenty-five
lights or less in each parcel
parcel or package,
package, one
one cent;
cent; when
parcels or
when in
in parcels
or
packages containing more than twenty-five
twenty-five and not
more than
not more
than fifty
fifty lights,
lights,
two cents; for
additio na lt
wen ty-fi ve lights
li ghts or
or f
ract i
ona lpart of?
for every
every additional
twenty-five
fractional
part of
that number, one cent additional;
additional; and by striking
striking out
after the
the words
words
out all
all after
"playing
cards," and inserting
"
playing cards,"
inserting in lieu thereof
the following:
following :—
thereof the
For and upon every
not
every pack, n
otexceeding
excee di ng fifty-two
fifty-two cards
cards in
in number,
ir- Playing
number, irPlaying cards.
cards
respective of price or value, five cents;
respective
cents;
For
and upon
upon every can, bottle, or other single package, containing
For and
containing
Preserved
Preserved.
shell-fish, fruits, ve
meats, fish, shell-fish,
get abl es ,sauces
i
rups, prepare
vegetables,
sauces,,ssirups,
preparedd mustard',
mustard, meats,
meats, fish,
fish, vegvegbl
&G.
th ere i
n and
an d p
ack
ed or
l
ed
, ma
de, prepared,
preparedes,eta
jams or jellies contained
contained therein
packed
or sea
sealed,
made,
etales,
&c.
and sold, or offered
offered for sale, or removed
for consumption
consumption in
removed for
in the
the United
United
States, on and after the first day of
of October,
0.ctober, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtysix, when
when such can, bottle,
bottle, or other single package,
package, with
its contents
contents shall
with its
shall
not exceed two pounds
pounds in weight, the sum
sum of
of one
one cent
cent ($
0.01).
($ 0.01).
When such can, bottle, or other single package,
package, with
with its
its contents,
contents, shall
shall
exceed two pounds
pounds in weight, for every additional
or fractional
fractional part
additional pound
pound or
part
thereof, one cent ($
0.01).
($0.01).
That section one hundred
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one be
amended by
by adding
Section 171.
be amended
adding Section
171.
thereto
following proviso: Provided
thereto the following
Provided also, That no claim for drawback
drawback d No claim for
for
on any articles
merchandise exported
articles of merchandise
exported prior
prior to
eighteen leess
r
s
itsw
pb k,
n
to June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
preseknted,
hundred
hundred and
allowed unless
unless presented
presented to
the cornand sixty-four,
sixty-four, shall
shall be
be allowed
to the
com- &c.
&c. raeseentueer,
missioner of internal revenue
missioner
revenue within three months
after this
months after
this amendment
amendment
takes effect.
That section one hundred
hundred and seventy-nine be amended
amended by
by striking
out Section
179.
striking out
Section 179.
all after the enacting clause and inserting
thereof the
following: Collectors
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
the following:
Collectors to
to
That,
it is
is not
rov id ed for,
f
or ,
it
hall b
duty of
ofth
e
s
s
ecpu
e
t
n
e
af
l
oses,
That, where
where it
not otherwise
otherwise p
provided
it s
shall
bee th
thee duty
thee r
prosesCputeies
collectors, in their respective
collectors,
respective districts, and they
they are hereby authorized,
authorized, to
to and
and ibrfeitures.
forfeitures.
prosecute
prosecute for the recovery of any
sum or
or sums
sums that
that may
may be
be forfeited;
forfeited; and
any sum
and
all fines,
fines, penalties, and forfeitures which may be
or incurred
incurred shall
shall
be imposed
imposed or
and may be sued for and recovered,
recovered, where not
not otherwise
otherwise provided,
provided, in
in the
the
name of the United States, in any proper form
form of action,
action, or
by any
ap- Where
or by
any apWhere suits
suits
propriate
form of proceeding,
proceeding, before any circuit or district
propriate form
district court of the may be brought
brought
United States for the district within
said fine,
or forfeiture
within which
which said
fine, penalty,
penalty, or
forfeiture
may have been incurred,
incurred, or before any court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
And where not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for, such share as
of the
the What .amount
amount
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
Treasury shall, by general regulations, provide, not exceeding
one moiety
moiety formerpid
exceeding one
innor
nor more
more than
than five thousand
thousand dollars in any one case, shall be to the
lias been a
the use
use there
there has
of the
the person, to be ascertained
ascertained by the court which shall have imposed or
judgment;
or judgment;
decreed any such fine, penalty, or forfeiture, who shall
shall first
inform of
first inform
of the
the
cause,
cause, matter, or thing whereby
whereby such fine, penalty, or
or forfeiture
forfeiture shall
shall have
have
VOL. xiv.
XIV.
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when payment been
incurred; and
without suit,
or before
before judg
judg
suit, or
is paid
paid without
sum is
any sum
when any
and when
been incurred;
whenpayment
i. made
without ment,
a share of the
[penalty],, or
of fine, penfly
without
made
is
snit
or before
ment, in lieu of
penny [penalty]
or forfeiture,
forfeitu re, and
and a share of the
mogrnent.
same
claimed by
any person
as informer,
informer, the
the Secretary
of the
Treasthe TreasSecretary of
person as
by any
is claimed
same is
]uogmente
ury,
general regulations
regulations to
to be
by him
him prescribed,
shall determine
determine
prescribed, shall
be by
under general
ury, under
whether
any claimant
share as above
above limited, and to
such share
to such
entitled to
is entitled
claimant is
whether any
whom
shall be
shall make
make payment
accordingly. It
It is
payment accordingly.
and shall
paid, and
be paid,
same shall
the same
whom the
hereby declared
be the
the true
true intent
intent and
present and all
meaning of the present
and meaning
to be
declared to
hereby
previous provisions
internal revenue
revenue acts
granting shares to informers,
acts granting
of internal
provisions of
previous
No right
right acacthat
no right
or is
is vested
vested in
in any
informer in
until the
in any case until
any informer
to or
accrues to
right accrues
that no
No
ernes to an infine, penalty,
penalty, or
or forfeiture
forfeiture in
in such case is fixed by judgment or comproin- fine,
crnes
former until, &c.

raise and
amount or
or proceeds
proceeds shall
shall have been paid, when the informer
informer
the amount
and the
mise

shall become
entitled to
legal share
share of
the sum
sum adjudged
adjudged or
agreed
or agreed
of the
his legal
to his
become entitled
shall
Power to reupon and
nothing herein
contained shall
conshall be conherein contained
That nothing
Provided,That
received: Provided,
and received:
to re- upon
Power
mit fines,
fines, &c.
&c.
strued to
limit or
power of
the whole
whole or any portion
remitting the
of remitting
the power
affect the
or affect
to limit
strued
mit
Secretary of the Treasury
not affected.
affected.
of aafine,
Treasury
conferred on the Secretary
forfeiture conferred
or forfeiture
penalty, or
fine, penalty,
of
not
Commissioner by
by existing
existing laws.
The commissioner
of internal
internal revenue
be, and is
shall be,
revenue shall
commissioner of
laws. The
Commissioner
ma
" m Pr°hereby,
empowered to compromise, under such regulations
regulations
hereby, authorized and empowered
mayycomprocases
mise cases
mise
whether
pending as
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe, any
any case
case arising under
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
whetherpending
or
otherwise.
the
internal revenue
revenue laws, whether pending in court or otherwise. The
the internal
or otherwise.
What
courts
to
several
circuit
and
district courts
courts of
United States
States shall have jurisof the
the United
and district
circuit
several
to
courts
What
against
have
jurisdicdiction of all offences
offences a
gainst any of the provisions of this act committed
havejurisdiction.
In
actions
civilactions
In civil

civil acwithin their
their several
districts: Provided,
Provided, That
acany civil
in any
whenever in
That whenever
several districts:
within
a witness for the prosecution, the
be a
tion
the informer
informer may
may be
penalty the
for a
a penalty
tion for
informer
the is witclaimed may be and shall be admitted
wit party against whom such penalty is claimed
informer
ness,
i
o
s
ther
party may
he.
as
witness on
on his
his own
receive any
any
Every person who shall receive
behalf. Every
own behalf.
as aa witness
may be.
party
a consida threat of informing or as a
or other
thing under a
valuable thing
other valuable
re- money
money or
Penalty for receiving money
eration for
for not
not informing
informing against
any violation
violation of
of this
this act,
shall, on con
con-act, shall,
against any
under thrleatof
threat of eration
Informing
viction thereof,
thousand dollars,
punished by aafine not exceeding two thousand
be punished
thereof, be
or for
for viction
informing or
of
or by
discretion of
by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, at the discretion
not inforugug.
informing. or
with costs of prosecution.
the court, with
enacted, That sections two, five, eight,
further enacted,
[his.] And be it further
2,, SEC. 9, [bis.]
of §¢
§2
Repeal of
amend an act entitled
to amend
act to
5,
122 8,
of
9,act10,
10,
ofaand
nine, ten,
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled ""An
An act
twelve of
and twelve
ten, and
of9actf
1865, nine,
ch.
78.
to provide
provide internal
government, to pay
to support the government,
revenue to
internal revenue
An act
act to
' 'An
oh. 78.
Vol. xiii.
xiii• PP.
PP. interest
the public debt,
purposes,' approved June thirtifor other purposes,'
debt, and for
on the
interest on
Vol.
483
-5.
483-5.
eth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four," approved
approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen
repealed.
are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
hundred
and sixty-five,
same are
the same
be, and
and the
sixty-five, be,
hundred and
Section
6.
That section
six of
of the
the act
of March
hundred and
sixtyand sixtyeighteen hundred
third, eighteen
March third,
act of
section six
That
Section 6.
'An
act to provide interentitled '
Persons, &c.
&c. five,
An act
act to
to amend
amend an
an act
act entitled
An act
"An
entitled "
five, entitled
Persons,
using notes
of nal
revenue to
to support
government, to
the public
public debt,
debt,
on the
pay interest
interest on
to pay
the government,
support the
revenue
otes of
nsing
State banks as
as nal
sixcirculation
and for
for other
other purposes,'"
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
and sixhundred and
eighteen hundred
approved June
purposes,'" approved
and
circulation
all after the enacting clause, and instriking out all
be amended
after
after August 1,
1, ty-fbur,
ty-fur, be
amended by
by striking
associtax
1866,
oftotenpay
pera serting
sertinn
'' in
in lieu
lieu thereof
following: That
That every
every national
banking associnational banking
the following:
thereof the
per
ofOten
tax
ten per
cent thereon.
ation,State
State banking
shall pay
pay aatax
tax of
of ten
per
association, shall
banking association,
or State
bank, or
State bank,
ation,
thereon.
cent
centum on
the amount
notes of
of any
any person,
person, State
State bank, or State
of notes
amount of
on the
centum
the
by them
them after
and paid
banking association,
association, used
used for
for circulation
paid out
out by
after the
circulation and
banking
and such tax shall
hundred and
first day
day of
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
shall be
August, eighteen
of August,
first
the commisby the
assessed and
and paid
in such
such aamanner
manner as
as shall
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed by
commispaid in
assessed
revenue.
sioner of
internal revenue.
sioner
of internal
by striking
act shall
shall be
be amended
That section
section fourteen
fourteen of
Section 14.
That
of the
the same
same act
amended by
striking out
out
14.
following:
lieu thereof the
inserting
and
clause,
"
1
'
x
iii '
P'
486
'
all
after
the
enacting
clause,
and
inserting
in
the
following:
enacting
the
after
all
86
plo
'a.
(0o1i.
Capital of State
or banking
banking association
bank or
ink ceasing
to That
the capital
capital of
any State
State bank
association which has
of any
That the
ceasing to
,*nk
se..t, &c.
e.,et,
Sce. to be ceased
ceased or shall cease to exist, or which has been or shall
shall be converted
converted
apital as it .
the dtpital
existed immeit existed
as it
was
when
bank
into
a
national
bank,
shall
be
assumed
to
be
the
capital
as
immecapital
be
the
to
be
assumed
shall
bank,
was when bank into a national
aforesaid;
converted as aforesaid;
to exist
ceased to exist. diately
before such
exist or
or was
was converted
ceased to
such bank
bank ceased
diately before
of any
whenever the
Circulation of and
the outstanding
outstanding circulation
circulation of
any bank, association, corpoand whenever
Circulation
ccompany, or person shall be reduced to an amount not exceeding
r
perr ration,
overcapital
five per
not
not
centover
five
or person shall be reduced to an amount not exceeding
ration, company,
of eapital
ent of
exempt
five
centum of the chartered or declared capital existing at the time
per centum
five per
exempt from
the same was issued, said circulation
tax.
circulation shall be free from taxation;
taxation; and
Banks
ceasing whenever
to issue notes for circulation shall
ceased to
has ceased
which has
bank which
any bank
whenever any
Banks ceasing
to
issue circulacircuia- deposit
United States, in lawful money, the amount
treasury of the United
deposit in the treasury
to issue

for penalties,
penalties,

if
if
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&o.
of its
circulation, to
be redeemed
par, under
under such
such regularegula- ting
ting note.%
notes, &c.
to be
redeemed at
at par,
of
its outstanding
outstanding circulation,
to be exempt.
tions
of the
the Treasury
shall be
be exempt
Treasury shall
shall prescribe,
prescribe, it
it shall
exempt to be exempt.
tions as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
from any
any tax
tax upon
circulation; and
whenever any
any State
bank or
or
such circulation;
and whenever
State bank
from
upon such
National banks
banking association
association has
has been
been converted
associa- National
banks
converted into
into aanational
national banking
banking associabanking
made from State
tion, and
and such
banking association
the liabilities
tion,
such national
national banking
association has
has assumed
assumed the
liabilities of
of banks,
bmand frdand as-ta
their liasuch State
State bank
bank or
or banking
banking association,
redemption of
of its
its suming
suming their
liaincluding the
the redemption
association, including
such
to
bills, by
agreement or
or understanding
understanding whatever
representa- bilities,
to make
make
bilities,
with the
the representawhatever with
by any
any agreement
bills,
return, and pay
tives
banking association,
association, such
such national
tives of
of such
such State
State bank
bank or
or banking
national banking
banking tax on circulation of
of over
over five
five
association
be held
held to
to make
on the
the tion
payment on
required 'return
return and
and payment
make the
the required
association shall
shall be
per cent of capicirculation
outstanding, so
such circulation
circulation shall
so long
long as
as such
shall exceed
exceed five
five per
per tal.
per cent of capicirculation outstanding,
centum
of the
capital before
such State
or bankbank or
bankconversion of
of such
State bank
the capital
before such
such conversion
centum of
ing
association.
ing association.
Substitute for
That
An act
act to
of certain
certain parts
parts Substitute
for
That an
an act
act entitled
entitled "
"An
to declare
declare the
the meaning
meaning of
sections 3, 4, and
of
internal revenue
revenue act
act approved
approved June
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of the
the internal
June thirty,
hundred and
and 55
,
4,
and
sections
of
act
of
1866,
of act of 1866,
15. Ante,
sixty-four, and
and for
other purposes,"
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hunhun- ch. 15.
Ante, p.
p.
sixty-four,
for other
purposes," approved
approved March
March tenth,
5.
dred
and
sixty-six,
be
amended
by
striking
out
sections
three,
four,
and
dred and sixty-six, be amended by striking out sections three, four, and 5
Persons makmakfive of
act, and
inserting in
thereof the
following: That
it shall
That it
shall be
be Persons
in lieu
lieu thereof
the following:
five
of said
said act,
and inserting
ing lists for taxthe duty
duty of
of all
persons required
required to
to make
make returns
returns or
or lists
lists of
or artiing
lists
the
all persons
of income
income or
arti- ation,
forta
ation, to declare
declare
cles or
an internal
such returns
returns or
charged with
with an
internal tax,
tax, to
to declare
declare in
in such
or whether values
cles
or objects
objects charged
are
stated
in
lists
whether the
rates and
stated in
stated are
and amounts
amounts therein
therein contained are stated
the several
several rates
lists whether
legal tender or
legal
or
according
to their
in legal
legal tender
currency or
according
to
their
according to
their values
values in
tender currency
or according to their coined
coined money.
money.
refusal so
so to declare
declare to
coined money;
money; and
and in case
case of neglect or refusal
values in coined
the
satisfaction of
the assistant
assistant assessor
Failing to
to cdo
d<.
such returns
returns or
or lists,
lists, Failing
assessor receiving
receiving such
of the
the satisfaction
so, assistant a::
such assistant
assistant assessor
assessor is
is hereby
required to
returns or
lists for
for such
such
hereby required
to make
make returns
or lists
such sessor
se0ssostoant
a
to make
uersons so
refusing, as
in cases
cases of
of persons
or rere- lists and add
oersons
so neglecting
neglecting or
or refusing,
as in
persons neglecting
neglecting or
fusing to
required by the
aforesaid, and
and to penalties.
penalties.
the acts afbresaid,
to make the
the returns or lists required
fusing
amount of
of penalties
penalties imimto add thereto
thereto the amount
assess the
the tax
tax thereon,
thereon, and to
values are
posed
whenever the rates If
If values
are
cases of such neglect
neglect or
or refusal.
refusal. And whenever
posed by law in cases
stated in
in coined
and
aforesaid shall
and amounts
amounts contained
contained in
in the returns or
or lists
lists as
as aforesaid
shall be
be stated
stated money
assessor
money, assessor
in
coined money,
money, it
it shall
duty of
of each
assessor receiving
same to reduce it to
in coined
shall be
be the
the duty
each assessor
receiving the
the same
legal tender.
tender.
to
legal tender
tender curcur- legal
rates and amounts to their
their equivalent
equivalent in legal
to reduce such rates
Values in lists
the
Values
in lists
rency,
according
to
value
of
such
coined
in
currency
said
currency
for
of
such
coined
money
according
to
the
value
rency,
sent by assessors
And the
the lists
by law
law to
be furfur- to collectors, to
time covered
covered by said
said returns. And
lists required
required by
to be
be in
legal tennished to collectors
nished
collectors by assessors shall in all
all cases
cases contain
contain the
the several
several amounts be
in legal
tender.
of taxes
taxes assessed,
assessed, estimated,
valued in
in legal
tender currency
only.
legal tender
currency only.
der.
of
estimated, or
or valued
and
SEC. 10.
enacted, That
passage Articles
Articles and
be it
it further
further enacted,
That from and after the passage
SEC.
10. And
And be
rolilutc
at
x
s
a
7o
en
m.pt
products hereinafter
hereinafter enumerated
of this
this act
act the articles and
and products
enumerated shall
shall be ex- crfrom,'ctsa
exempt
on
internal tax:tax: —
empt from internal
[For other exAlum
patent alum,
alum, sulphate
sulphate of
of alumina, empted
e
artt es rpted
Alum;;aluminum;
aluminum; aluminous
aluminous cake,
cake, patent
articles,
cobalt;
cles, see post,
and cobalt;
p. 476.]
Aniline
colors;
p. 476.]
Aniline and aniline
aniline colors;
Animal
carbon;
Animal charcoal, or
or carbon;
Anvils;
Anvils;
Post,
475.
Post, pp. 475.
Articles manufactured
manufactured in institutions for the blind, and in institutions
institutions
for the deaf and dumb, which
which are sold to aid in their support, or the support
port of
of the
the pupils;
Barrels and
and casks,
casks, other than
than those
those used for the reception
reception of fluids;
fluids;
packing boxes made of wood; and boxes of wood or paper for friction
tapers;
matches, cigar lights,
lights, and wax tapers;
Beeswax, crude
or unrefined;
Beeswax,
crude or
unrefined;
Bi-chromate
Bi-chromate and prussiate of
of potash;
potash;
Bleaching powders;
powders;
vitriol;
Blue vitriol;
Borax, and
and boracic
boracic acid;
acid;
Brass not more advanced than
than rods
rods or sheets;
sheets;
Brick, fire-brick, draining tiles,
tiles, cement, drain
drain and
and sewer pipes, earthen
earthen
and stone water-pipes,
water-pipes, retorts and tiles made of clay;
clay;
Bristles
Bristles; ;
Brooms
Brooms made from corn, brush, or palm-leaf;
palm-leaf;
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Articles and
and
Building stone
of all
kinds, including
slate, marble,
and soapsoapmarble, freestone,
freestone, and
including slate,
stone of
all kinds,
Building
Articles
prodnutsexempt
products exempt stone, and rock, and ground gypsum;
gypsum;
from taxation.
Bunting and
and flags
of the
the United
and banners
banners made
of bunting
bunting
States, and
made of
flags of
United States,
ro taxation.
Bunting
of
of domestic
domestic manufacture;
manufacture;
Burrstones, millstones,
millstones, and
and grindstones,
grindstones, rough
or wrought;
wrought;
rough or
Burrstones,
Candle
Candle wicking;
wicking;
Chronometers;
Chronometers;
Coffins
Coffins and
and burial cases;
Copperas;
Copperas;
Copper,
and tin,
ingots, pigs,
pigs, or
bars;
or bars;
tin, in
in ingots,
lead, and
Copper, lead,
Copper
sheathing metal,
metal, not
advanced than
•or
than rods
rods 0t
not more
more advanced
and yellow
yellow sheathing
Copper and
sheets;
sheets;
Crates,
and grain
splints;
made of
of splints;
or farm
farm baskets
baskets made
grain or
Crates, and
Crucibles
all kinds;
kinds;
Crucibles of all
Crutches
limbs, eyes,
eyes, and
and teeth;
teeth;
and artificial
artificial limbs,
Crutches and
Deer-skins,
smoked, or
or not
not oil-dressed;
oil-dressed;
Deer-skins, smoked,
Feather beds,
mattresses, palliasses,
pillows;
and pillows;
bolsters, and
palliasses, bolsters,
beds, mattresses,
Feather
Fertilizers
kinds ;
of all
all kinds;
Fertilizers of
Flasks and
and patterns
patterns used
used by
by founders;
founders;
Flasks
manufactures thereof;
thereof;
Flax and the manufactures
Flavoring extracts
extracts solely
purposes;
solely for
for cooking
cooking purposes;
Flavoring
German
bars or
or sheets
in bars
sheets; ;
German silver
silver in
Gold
and gold
gold foil;
foil;
Gold leaf
leaf and
Hemp and
and jute
for textile
textile or
or felting
felting purposes;
purposes;
jute prepared
prepared for
Hemp
vessels;
Hulls of
of ships and other vessels;
Illuminating gas
for their
their own
own
educational institutions for
Illuminating
gas manufactured
manufactured by educational
use
use exclusively;
exclusively;
India-rubber springs
exclusively for railroad cars;
cars;
India-rubber
springs used exclusively
bridges;
Iron bridges,
bridges, and castings for iron bridges;
Iron drain and
and sewer
sewer pipes;
pipes;
instruments;
Keys, actions,
actions, and strings for musical instruments;
Litharge and orange mineral;
mineral;
Litharge
Machines driven by horse power and
exclusively for
Machines
and used
used exclusively
for cutting firefirewood,
hand-saws;
wood, staves,
staves, and
and shingle bolts; and hand-saws;
Magnesium, calcined
and carbonate
carbonate of
of magnesia;
Magnesium,
calcined magnesia,
magnesia, and
magnesia;
Malleable iron
unfinished;
iron castings,
castings, unfinished;
Malleable
Manganese;
Manganese;
Masts, spars, ship and vessel blocks, and tree-nail wedges
wedges and deck
deck
plugs,
cables made of
vegetable fibre;
fibre;
of vegetable
plugs, cordage,
cordage, ropes,
ropes, and cables
Medicinal
Medicinal and mineral waters, of all kinds, sold in bottles or from
from
fountains, and mead;
fountains,
mead;
astronomical purposes;
purposes;
Mounting and machinery of telescopes
telescopes for astronomical
Mills
machinery for
for the
Mills and
and machinery
the manufacture
manufacture of
of sugar,
sugar, sirup,
sirup, and
and molasses
molasses
corn;
from sorghum, irnphee,
imphee, beets and
and corn;
Mineral coal of all kinds, and peat;
peat;
Monuments.
Monuments
of stone
stone of
of all
all kinds,
not exceeding
exceeding in value the
the sum
sum of
of
Monuments.
Monuments of
kinds, not
Post, p.
hundred dollars: Provided,
aforeProvided, That monuments
monuments exceeding
exceeding the
the value aforePost,
p. 475.
475. one hundred
said, erected by public or private contributions to commemorate
commemorate the service
of Union soldiers who have fallen in battle, shall be exempt from taxation;
taxation;
Mouldings for looking-glasses
looking-glasses and picture-frames;
picture-frames;
Muriatic,
nitric, and acetic
Muriatic, nitric,
acetic acids;
acids;
Nickel, quicksilver, and sodium;
Nitrate of lead;
Nitrate
lead;
Oakum;
Oakum;
Original paintings,
paintings, statues, and groups of statuary
statuary and casts made
made
thereof by the artist from the original designs;
Oxide of zinc;
zinc;
Paints, painters'
painters' and paper stainers' colors;
Printing paper of all descriptions; and tarred
tarred paper for roofing and
and
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other purposes;
and all
matter, and
and bookui
e
c
ts
lese and
and t
Articles
book- rArt
printed matter,
all printed
charts, and
maps, charts,
books, maps,
purposes; books,
other
binding; paraffine;
paraffine; paraffine
paraffine oil,
not exceeding
exceeding in
in specific
thirty- FromtaxaLn
°4 taxation.
exaempt
specific gravity
gravity thirtyoil, not
binding;
em.
P
Iromduct
six degrees
degrees Baume's
distillation or
proor the
the proof distillation
residuum of
a residuum
hydrometer, a
Baum6's hydrometer,
six
ducts thereof;
thereof; lubricating
lubricating oil
oil made
from crude
petroleum, coal,
coal, or
or shale,
shale,
crude petroleum,
made from
ducts
not exceeding
exceeding in
specific gravity
gravity thirty-six
thirty-six degrees
hydrometer:
Baume's hydrometer:
degrees Baum4's
in specific
not
Provided,
such oil
shall be
the same
same inspection
inspection as
as illumiillumito the
subject to
be subject
oil shall
That such
Provided, That
nating
crude petroleum,
petroleum, and
and crude
the product
product of the first and
oil the
crude oil
oil; crude
nating oil;
single
distillation of
of coal,
coal, shale,
bituminous subsubother bituminous
peat, or
or other
shale, asphaltum,
asphaltum, peat,
single distillation
stances;
stances;
Photographs
or any
other sun
sun picture,
engravings or
of engravings
being copies of
picture, being
any other
Photographs or
works
of art,
when the
are sold
sold by
producer at
at wholesale
at aa
wholesale at
by the
the producer
same are
the same
art, when
works of
price not
exceeding fifteen
cents each,
each, or
or are
used for
illustration of
of
for the illustration
are used
fifteen cents
not exceeding
price
books;
books;
Pickles,
when sold
sold by
by the
gallon and
not contained
packages;
contained in glass packages;
and not
the gallon
Pickles, when
Pig-iron;
muck bar; blooms, slabs, and loops;
Pig-iron; muck
Ploughs,
cultivators, harrows,
and hay
seedplanters, seed.
cutters, planters,
hay cutters,
straw and
harrows, straw
Ploughs, cultivators,
winnowingdrills,
cotton gins, grain
grain cradles, and winnowinghand-rakes, cotton
drills, horse-rakes,
horse-rakes, hand-rakes,
mills
mills; ;
Pot and
ashes;
and pearl
pearl ashes;
Pot
electrotypers;
engravers, and electrotypers;
Productions
stereotypers, lithographers,
lithographers, engravers,
Productions of stereotypers,
Putty;
Putty;
Quinine, morphine,
morphine, and
phosphorus;
other vegetable
vegetable alkaloids, and phosphorus;
and other
Quinine,
re-rolled;
Railroad
Railroad iron, and railroad iron re-rolled;
Railroad chairs
chairs and
and fish plates;
plates; railroad, boat, and ship spikes; axe
Railroad
polls;
axles; shoes
for horses,
horseshoe
oxen; rivets, horseshoe
mules, and oxen;
horses, mules,
shoes for
iron axles;
polls; iron
nails,
washers, and bolts; vises, iron chains, and anchors;
anchors; when such
nails, nuts, washers,
articles are
made of
iron which
has previously
the tax or
paid the
previously paid
which has
wrought iron
of wrought
are made
articles
thereon;
duty assessed thereon;
Reapers,
mowers, threshing
threshing machines,
corn-shellers
separators; corn-shellers
and separators;
machines, and
Reapers, mowers,
and wooden
hay presses;
presses;
wooden ware;
ware; cotton and hay
and
Repairs
of articles
of all kinds;
articles of
Repairs of
R,esiduums, the product of mineral, vegetable,
vegetable, or animal
animal substances
Residuums,
drawn from stills after distillation;
distillation ;
drawn
lime;
Roman
and water
water cements, and lime;
Roman and
Roofing slate, slabs, and tiles;
Saleratus,
alumino-silicate of soda;
crude soda, alumino-silicate
sal soda,
soda, caustic soda, crude
Saleratus, sal
aluminate of
soda;
bi-carbonate of soda;
soda; and silicate of soda;
aluminate
of soda; bi-carbonate
Sails,
sewing from fabrics or other
Sails, tents, awnings, and bags made by sewing
articles
duty or
or tax
bags made
of
and bags
made of
has been
been paid;
paid; and
a duty
tax has
upon which
which a
articles upon
paper;
paper;
Saltpetre;
Saltpetre;
Salts
tin;
Salts of tin;
Silex used in the manufacture
manufacture of glass;
glass;
Soap,
valued at
per pound;
pound;
three cents
cents per
Soap, valued
at not
not above
above three
Spelter;
Spelter;
Spindles and castings of all descriptions made specially for locks, safes,
looms, spinning machines, steam engines, hot air and hot water furnaces,
furnaces,
and sewing machines, and not sold or used for any other purposes, anil
and
which a
atax
is assessed
assessed and
and paid
article of
which the
upon which
tax is
paid on
on the
the article
of which
the casting
casting
part;
is aapart;
Spokes, hubs, bows, and felloes;
&Roes; poles, shafts, arms, and wheels not
ironed or finished for carriages
carriages or waaons;
wagons; wooden handles for ploughs,
and for other
other agricultural, household,
household, and mechanical
mechanical tools and impleimplements; and pail and tub ears and handles; and wooden tanks, and cisterns for crude mineral
mineral oil;
oil;
Starch;
Starch;
bar, blooms,
slabs, or
Steel, made from iron advanced beyond muck bar,
blooms, slabs,
or
loops in ingots, bars, rails made and fitted for railroads,
railroads, sheet, plate, coil,
or wire, hoop-skirt
hoop-skirt wire covered
covered or uncovered;
uncovered; car wheels, thimble skeins
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Articles and
springs, tire
tire and
and axles
axles made
of steel
steel used
used exclusiveexclusivemade of
and springs,
boxes, and
pipe boxes,
and pipe
and and
Articles
hands;
produots exempt
for vehicles,
vehicles, cars
or locomotives;
locomotives; and clock springs,
springs, faces and hands;
cars or
ly for
exempt ly
ptodudts
from taxation.
taxation.
of
sheet iron,
iron, or of
Stoves,
rom
Stoves, composed in part of cast iron and in part of sheet
soapstone, fire-brick,
or freestone,
freestone, with
with or
or without
east iron
iron or
iron:
sheet iron:
or sheet
without cast
fire-brick, or
soapstone,
Provided, That
That the
cast and
iron shall
shall have
have paid
or duty
tax or
paid the tax
sheet iron
and sheet
the cast
Provided,
previously assessed thereon;
thereon;
previously
Sugar, molasses,
molasses, or
or sirup
sirup made
made from
from beets,
beets, corn,
corn, sugar maple, or from
Sugar,
sorghum, or
iniphee;
or imphee;
sorghum,
barytes;
Sulphate of barytes;
flour;
Sulphur, flowers
flowers of
sulphur, and
and sulphur flour;
of sulphur,
Sulphur,
Tar
crude turpentine;
turpentine;
and crude
Tar and
Tin
cans used
used for
preserved meats,
meats, fish,
vegetables,
fruits, vegetables,
shell-fish, fruits,
fish, shell-fish,
for preserved
Tin cans
jams,
jellies, paints,
paints, oils,
oils, and
spices;
and spices;
jams, jellies,
Umbrellas
and parasols,
parasols, and
sticks and
and frames
frames for
same;
the same;
for the
and sticks
Umbrellas and
Value of
of bullion
bullion used
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of wares,
watches, and watchwatchwares, watches,
used in
Value
watchmakers;
cases,
and bullion
prepared for the use
use of platers and watchmakers;
bullion prepared
cases, and
Vegetable, animal,
and fish
fish oils
oils of all descriptions, not otherwise
otherwise proanimal, and
Vegetable,
vided
including red
red oil,
and admixtures
admixtures of the same with
acid, and
oleic acid,
oil, oleic
for, including
vided for,
paraffine
not exceeding
gravity thirty-six
Baumes
degrees Baume's
thirty-six degrees
in specific
specific gravity
exceeding in
oil, not
paraffine oil,
hydrometer;
hydrometer;
Verdigris;
Verdigris;
Vinegar;
Vinegar;
lead;
White
White and red lead;
white;
Whiting; Paris white;
Whiting;
Window glass of all kinds;
kinds;
Window
Wine made
made of
rhubarb;
currants or other fruits, and rhubarb;
grapes, currants
of grapes,
Wine
Wire made
from wire
wire less
than number
number twenty wire gauge, upon which
which
less than
made from
Wire
a
tax has
been assessed
manufactured wire shall
assessed and paid as wire, and no manufactured
has been
a tax
pay
greater tax
than that
on number
twenty wire
gauge ;
wire gauge;
number twenty
imposed on
that imposed
tax than
a greater
pay a
Yarn
Yarn and warp for weaving, braiding or manufacturing
manufacturing purposes exclusively;
sively;
Yeast and
and baking
powders;
baking powders;
Yeast
Zinc,
sheets:
or sheets:
in ingots or
Zinc, in
further, That the exemptions aforesaid shall, in all cases, be
Provided
Exemptions
Exemptions
Provided further,
articonfined to articonfined
cles
as
specified.
confined
exclusively
to said
said articles
specified in
in
condition specified
and condition
state and
the state
in the
articles in
cles as specified. confined exclusively to
the foregoing
enumeration, and
and shall
shall not
to articles
articles in
in any
any other
other
extend to
not extend
foregoing enumeration,
the
form, nor
nor to
to manufactures
manufactures from
articles.
said articles.
from said
form,
SEC. 11.
enacted, That all lists or returns
required
returns required
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
11. And
And be
Monthly lists
to be made beto be
be made
monthly, by
by any
firm, company,
company, corporation,
corporation, or
party
or party
person, firm,
any person
made monthly,
to
fore the tenth
tenth
fore
day of each
whatsoever, liable to tax, shall be made on or before the tenth day of each
each
whatsoever,
certified or
tax paid
and
before
the and every month,
or
and the tax assessed or due thereon shall be certified
month, and
and
te
month,
each
the
returned by
by the
the assessor
assessor to
to the
on or
or before the last day of each
collector on
the collector
returned
day.
the last
last day.
quarterly,
required to be made quarterly,
Quarterly and and every
every month. And all lists or returns required
Quarterly
when and all other lists or returns, for which no provision is otherwise made,
other lists
other
lists, when
returned and all other lists or returns, for which no provision is otherwise made,
to be
be returned
which
and
shall
be made
made on
on or
before the tenth day of each and every month in which
or before
shall be
and paid.
said
list or
or return
to be
be made, or succeeding the time when the
required to
return is required
said list
tax
thereon shall be
be
due and liable to be assessed, and the tax thereon
may be due
tax may
certified
And
returned as herein provided for monthly lists or returns. And
certified or returned
the
each and
due and
and payable on or before the last day of each
shall be
be due
the tax
tax shall
to Ten
be added
per cent
cent
if every
day
every month. And in case said tax is not paid on or before the last day
thereto:
tax
paid of
each and
collector shall add
add ten per centum thereto:
the collector
month the
every month
and every
Of each
not paid
tax isis not
when due.
Provided,
and
Provided,That notice of the time when such tax shall become due and
Notice
that
tax
is due, how payable
shall be
be given
in such
prescribed by the comcornas shall be prescribed
manner as
such manner
given in
payable shall
ta isCdueho
missioner
of internal revenue;
revenue; and if said tax shall not be paid on or bemissioner of
be given,
given.
to be
month as aforesaid,
aforesaid, it shall be the duty of said
fore the last day of the month
collector to demand
demand payment thereof, with ten per centum additional thereDemand and collector
ten per cent
adcent adten
ditional.
to in
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by
and if
if said
tax and ten per centum
said tax
law; and
by law;
in the
to
ditional.
additional are not paid within ten days from and after such demand thereadditional
distraint thereof,
Distraint.
of, it shall be lawful
lawful for the collector
collector or his deputy
deputy to make distraint
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Part of former
for,
section eighty-three
eighty-three of
of the
the act
act of
of
for, as provided
provided by
by law,
law, and
and so
so much of section
Part of forme
law, relating to
June'thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
as amended
amended by
the
act
of
June'thirtieth,
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, as
by the act of time
tmlweofpayment,
of payment,
March third, eighteen
March
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, as
as relates
relates to
to the
the time
time of
of &c.
&c. of tax,
tax, rerepealed.
payment
payment and collection of tax, is hereby
hereby repealed;
repealed; and in all cases of pealed.
Laws as to negneglect to
to make
lists or
returns, or
case of
fraudulent rere- Lawsastonegneglect
make such
such lists
or returns,
or in
in case
of false
false and
and fraudulent
lect in making
provisions of existing
by this
this act,
act, shall
turns, the provisions
existing law,
law, as
as amended
amended by
shall be
be apap- returns,
recturn, &c.
&c. akp
applicable
hereto.
plicable thereto.
plioable hereto.
Certain apotheS
EC. 12. And be it
apothecaries who
SEC.
it further enacted, That
That apothecaries
who manufacture,
manufacture, Certainapothecaries not to be
notasto be
for their own dispensation and sales to consumers and to physicians, the Caries
regarded
regarded as
medicines compounded
compounded according
according to the United
United States
or other
States or
other national
national manufacturers
manufacturers
this act.
pharmacopoeias, or
formula is published
published in
or of which
which the full
full and proper formula
in under
under this
act.
any of the dispensatories
dispensatories now or hitherto in common use among physiphysicians
pharmaceutical journal
cians or apothecaries,
apothecaries, or in
in any
any pharmaceutical
journal now
now issued
issued by
by
any incorporated
regarded as manufacincorporated college of pharmacy, shall not be regarded
manufacman- Other apotheturers under this act. But
But apothecaries
apothecaries and all other persons
persons who manesto
ts o be
re
per
ufacture
ufacture for the dispensing and sales of others, or who make and adver- carie
caries
an
d deemer-sons
deemmedicinal or
simple or
compound, with
with any
tise any article,
article, medicinal
or otherwise,
otherwise, simple
or compound,
any ed manufactumanufactuproprietary claim to merit, or to special advantage in use or effect, rers.
special proprietary
rers.
whether
whether such claim be based on the properties, qualities, price, or any
any
other distinctive
distinctive or distinguishing characteristic,
characteristic, whether real or
or pretended, of the articles
articles so made
made and advertised,
whether such
tended,
advertised, whether
such article
article be
be or
or
be not made according
according to
authorities above
above cited in this section,
to the authorities
section, shall
shall
be
regarded as
as manufacturers
under this
this act.
be regarded
manufacturers under
act.
SEC.
enacted, That no stamp tax
SEC. 13. And be it further enacted,
tax shall be imposed
imposed Stamp tax not
not
be imposed
uncompounded medicinal drug or chemical,
upon any uncompounded
chemical, nor upon any medi- to
to be
imposed
upon certain
icine compounded
compounded according
according to the United States or other national phar- drup
drugs,crtedai
medichemimacopceia, or
or of
of which
which the
the full
formula is
is published
published in
in any
any of
macopoeia,
full and
and proper
proper formula
of cines,
cines, or chemicals.
dispensatories now or hitherto in common use among physicians or cals.
the dispensatories
apothecaries,
apothecaries, or in any pharmaceutical
pharmaceutical journal
journal now
now issued by
by any incorincorporated college
college of pharmacy,
pharmacy, when not sold or offered for sale, or advertised under any other name, form, or guise than
than that under which
which they
they
denominated and laid down in said
may be severally denominated
said pharmacopceias,
pharmacopoeias, dispensatories,
nor upon
upon medicines
sold to
or for
pensatories, or
or journals
journals as
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; nor
medicines sold
to or
for
the use of any person,
person, which may be
mixed and
compounded for
be mixed
and compounded
for said
said perperson according
written receipt
receipt or
prescription of any
according to the written
or prescription
any physician
physician or
or
surgeon.
surgeon. But nothing
shall be
construed to
exempt from
nothing in this section shall
be construed
to exempt
from No patent or
or
medstamp tax any medicinal
articles, whether
proprietrymedmedicinal articles,
whether simple or compounded
compounded by any proprietary
icine exempted
rule, authority, or formula, published or unpublished, which
which are put up in
in from
from tax.
tex.
a
manner similar to that
or proprietary
medicines in
a style or manner
that of
of patent
patent or
proprietary medicines
in
newspapers or by
general, or advertised in newspapers
popular
by public handbills
handbills for popular
sale and use, as having any special
special proprietary
to merit,
merit, or
any
proprietary claim
olaim to
or to
to any
peculiar advantage
advantage in mode of preparation,
effect, whether
preparation, quality, use, or effect,
whether
such
pretended.
such claim
claim be real or
or pretended.
or
SEC. 14. And
And be itfurther enacted,
SEe.
enacted, That in case any goods or commod- Removing or
concealing, &c.
ities for or in respect
respect whereof
whereof any tax is or shall be imposed, or any ma- anygodsliabie
any goods liable
terials,
or vessels
vessels proper
or intended
to be
be made
of for
for or
or in
in to tax,
terials, utensils,
utensils, or
proper or
intended to
made use
use of
tax, or any
any
the making of such goods or commodities
commodities shall be removed, or shall be materials or
utensils
utensils for makmakdeposited
deposited or concealed
concealed in any place, with intent
intent to defraud the United ing
ing such
such goods,
goods,
States of such tax, or any part thereof, all such
such goods and
and commodities, with intent to
defraud as
as to
to
and all such materials, utensils, and vessels, respectively
respectively shall
shall be forfeited;
forfeited; sderaud
such tax, to work

and in
every such
case, and
where any
com- forfeiture
and
in every
such case,
and in
in every
every case
case where
any goods
goods or
or comforfeiture therethere--

of, &c.
&c.
modities shall be forfeited under this act, or any other act of Congress
Congress re- of
In all cases of
lating to the internal revenue,
of
revenue, all and singular the casks, vessels,
vessels, cases
cases or forlfeiture
forfeiture of
other packages whatsoever,
whatsoever, containing, or which shall have contained, such goods, &c. the
packages,
goods or commodities, respectively, and every vessel, boat, cart, carriage, casks, packages,
vessels, caror other conveyance
riages
and
conveyance whatsoever, and all horses or other animals, and all riages
and
things
&c.used
used
things used in the removal or for the deposit or concealment
concealment thereof, re- horses, &c.
spectively,
and
every
person
remove,
deposit,
removal,
&e.
spectively, shall
shall
be
forfeited;
who
shall
remove,
or be
in l
i
i
.
e
eagrv
feaked.
"
conceal,
concerned
or in removin depositing or concealing any to
Petyfod.
concerned in removing, depositing
depositing or concealing
or conceal,
conceal, or be concerned
concealing any Penalty for
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goods
or commodities
commodities for
for or
or in
in respect
whereof any
any tax is or shall be imrespect whereof
goods or
posed,
with intent
intent to
the United
United States
States of
of such
such tax
tax or
any part
or any
defraud .the
to defraud
posed, with
thereof,
shall be
be liable
liable to
fine or
or penalty
not exceeding
exceeding five
five hundred
hundred
of not
penalty of
a fine
to a
thereof, shall

dollars.
Search warSEC. 15.
15. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That the judge of any circuit or
be it further
SEC.
warSearch
rant,
how
and by
commissioner thereof, may iswhom
may
be district court of the United States, or any commissioner
by
and
rant, how
issued,
to
search
sue
a
search
warrant,
authorizing
any
internal
revenue officer to
to search
revenue
internal
any
authorizing
warrant,
search
a
sue
issued, tosearch
premises
de- any
tect fraudsto
premises, if such officer shall make oath in writing that he has reason
any premises,
detoupon
premises
t believe, and does believe, that afraud upon the revenue has been
frauds upon to
teet
the revenue,
is
or is
and does believe, that a fraud upon the revenue has been or
to believe,
revenue.
the
being
committed upon
upon or
or by
by the
premises.
of said premises.
the use of
being committed
Penalty
S
EC. 16.
16. And
it further
further enacted,
case any
any person
person shall
sell,
shall sell,
in case
That in
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
for
Penalty for
r
oleec11e
inivg.i,
n&
g,
e
sz
.cc.r. give
receive any
any box
barrel, bag,
vessel, package,
any vessel,
or any
bag, or
box, barrel,
or receive
purchase or
or purchase
give,)or
&.r
releiing,
any box,
box, cover,
cover, wrapper,
or envelope
envelope of
any kind,
stamped, branded
marked in
branded or marked
kind, stamped,
of any
cover, or
wrapper, cover,
any
&c. marked
marked to
way so
so as
as to
show that
contents or intended
intended contents thereof
thereof have
have
the contents
that the
to show
any way
to any
&c.
show
that its
i
how tthat
contents
have
been
inspeced,
been inspected,
boxesbeing
such
being
such boxes
empty
or having
having
or
emptycontents
other
other contents
than
when markthanwhenmarkad i
edi

any
been duly
or that
paid, or
or that
that any
been paid,
has been
thereon has
tax thereon
the tax
that the
inspected, or
duly inspected,
been

Forfeiture
of
Forfeiture of
articles,
&c.
articles, &C.

articles sold, given, purall articles
onment,
at the
the discretion
the court.
court. And
And all
of the
discretion of
onment, at
chased, received,
manufactured, produced, branded, stamped, or
made, manufactured,
received, made,
chased,
marked in
of the
the provisions
conprovisions of this section, and all their conin violation
violation of
marked
tents, shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 17.
17. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That where any whiskey, oil, toAnd be it
SEC.
or
other
articles
of
manufacture
or produce,
brands,
.1.‘
Lace°, or other articles of manufacture or
requiring brands,
produce, requiring
bacco,
stamps, or
placed thereon,
thereon, shall be sold upmarks of whatever kind to be placed
or marks
stamps,
forfeiture, or other process provided by law, the same not
on distraint,
distraint, forfeiture,
by law,
having
been branded,
branded, stamped,
marked as
required by
law, the
the officer
officer
as required
or marked
stamped, or
having been
cause to be affixed the
same shall, upon sale thereof, fix, or cause
selling the same
brands,
required, and
deduct the
from
expense thereof from
the expense
and deduct
so required,
or marks
marks so
stamps, or
brands, stamps,

provision of
of the
revenue laws
laws has
has been
been complied
whether
with, whether
complied with,
internal revenue
the internal
provision
act
branding, or marking may have been aaduly authorized
stamping,
such stampin
g,
authorized act
or
may
be
false
and
counterfeit,
or
otherwise
without
authority
of
law,
of
authority
without
otherwise
or
or may be false and counterfeit,
said
box, barrel,
barrel, bag,
package, wrapper, cover, or envelope
envelope being
vessel, package,
bag, vessel,
said box,
empty,
or containing
containing anything
contents which were therein
anything else than the contents
empty, or
when
said articles
so lawfully
lawfully stamped,
stamped, branded, or marked by
been so
had been
articles had
when said
an
officer of
the revenue,
revenue, such
be liable
liable to a
a penalty of not
shall be
person shall
such person
of the
an officer
less
than fifty
fifty nor
more than
hundred dollars. And any person who
five hundred
than five
nor more
less than
for
shall make,
make, manufacture,
manufacture, or
or produce
produce any box, barrel, bag, vessel, packor shall
making, or
for making,
marking, &c.
:0c
age, wrapper,
wrapper, cover,
envelope, stamped,
stamped, branded,
branded, or
or marked,
above
marked, as above
or envelope,
cover, or
box., age,
anyrkingh 8
recited,
cover,
&c.;
described,
or
shall
stamp,
brand,
or
mark
the
as
hereinbefore
recited,
hereinbefore
as
same,
the
mark
or
brand,
stamp,
shall
or
described,
&c.;
cover,
shall, upon
upon conviction
thereof, be
provided in
be liable to penalty as before provided
conviction thereof,
shall,
for doing
the this
who shall
shall violate
violate the foregoing provisions
person who
any person
And any
section. And
this section.
doing the
for
same with intent of this section, with intent to defraud the revenue or to defraud
defraud any perof this section, with intent to defraud the revenue,
todefraitintnt
to defraud.
son,
thereof, be
be liable to aafine of not less than one
conviction thereof,
upon conviction
shall, upon
son, shall,
Fine and
im- thousand
more than
than five
five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or imprisonment
imprisonment for not less
nor more
thousand nor
and imFine
prisonment.
than
six months, nor more than five years, or both such fine and impristhan six
prisonment.

Articles
requirArticlesrequiri
s
n
tagm
mp
a
s
r
,
k
&
so
o
.
r
sold

stammps, &o sold

upon distraint,
distraint,
upon
without marks,
without

&c.
stampbe stampto be
&c. to
and
marked
and marked
by
the officer
officer
by the
selling,
upon sale
hellneuponsale
thereof.
Expenses.
the proceeds
proceeds of
such sale.
sale.
of such
the
Expenses.
enacted, That manual labor
further enacted,
SEC.
schools,
.nr
ot
SEC. 18. And be it
it further
labor schools and
and
labor
Manual&clabo
schools, &c. not
special
or
to
pay
a
maimcolleges
shall
not
be
required
to
a
manufacturer's
special tax while
manufacturer's
a
pay
to
be
required
to paya manun colleges shall not
facturer's tax,
tax, the
proceeds of
of the
the labor
institutions are applied exclusively
exclusively to
labor of such institutions
the proceeds
facturer's
while,
the support
while, &c.
&c•
the
support and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of such
such institutions.
institutions.
Post, p. 475.
475.
SEC.
be it
further enacted, That no suit shall be maintained
it further
And be
19. And
SEC. 19.
Post,
No
suit to
be in
in any
any court
court for
recovery of any tax alleged
alleged to have been erroneously
erroneously
the recovery
for the
to be
No suit
to
rebrought
b
ccovertaxwrongorv
ou
erght
ta xw
to r
r
o
eng- or illegally assessed or
collected,
until
appeal
shall
have
been
duly made
made
duly
been
have
shall
appeal
until
collected,
or
assessed
or illegally
fully collected
to the
commissioner of internal revenue according to the provisions of law in
the commissioner
collected to
fully
until after
ap- that
that regard,
the regulations
reaulations of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury estaband the
regard, and
afteropuntil
peal to commisi
a
decision
stoner,
and
his
hshed
n
pursuance
thereof,
and
a
of said commissioner shall be
a
and
thereof,
pursuance
in
lished
his
ad
sioner,
decision
unless such suit shall be brought
brought within six months from the
had thereon, unless
decision thereon. had
Suit to
to be
be
time
of said
from the time this act takes
decision, or within six months from
said decision,
time of
Suit
within
brought
m.
brought within
what
time.
effect:
Provided,
That
if
said
decision
shall
be
delayed more
than six
six
more than
be delayed
shall
decision
said
if
effect: Provided, That
what time.
brought at
may be
pod, p. 475.
months from
from the
date of
appeal, then
then said
said suit
suit may
be brought
such appeal,
of such
the date
475. months
Post,
any
any time within twelve months from the date of such appeal.
ed
ed

p
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SEC. 20.
20. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
That section
of the
the act
of there
In ports
where
act of
section fifteen
fifteen of
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
In
i
smore
where
March
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, entitled
"An act
act to
amend than
there one
is more
March three,
three, eighteen
hundred and
entitled "An
to amend
one
colleccollecan
An act
act to
internal revenue
to support
support the
internal
govern- tor of internal
revenue to
the governto provide
provide internal
an act
act entitled
entitled ''An
one
ment,
to pay
interest on
public debt,
debt, and
and for
for other
approved revenue,
revenue,
one
other purposes,'
purposes,' approved
on the
the public
ment, to
pay interest
may be desigJune
thirty, eighteen
sixty-four," be
be amended
amended by
June thirty,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,"
by striking
striking out
out nated
natd to attend
attend
exportation.
all
the enacting
clause, and
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following: to
to exportation.
in lieu
all after
after the
enacting clause,
Vol. xiii. p.486.
That in
in any
the United
United States
is more
one Vol. xiii. p.486.
there is
more than
than one
States in
in which
which there
port of
of the
That
any port
collector of
of internal
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
may designate
designate
revenue, the
the Secretary
collector
internal revenue,
one of
of said
said collectors
to have
have charge
all matters
relating to
to the
expormatters relating
the exporcharge of
of all
one
collectors to
tation of
of articles
subject to
to tax
to provide
provide internal
revenue;
internal revenue;
the laws
laws to
tax under
under the
articles subject
tation
and
at such
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
may deem
it necessary,
necessary, SuperintenSuperintendeem it
Secretary of
and at
such ports
ports as
as the
dent of exportaof exportathere
shall be
to superintend
superintend all matters of dent
him to
appointed by him
be an
an officer
officer appointed
there shall
tion and
drawdrawexportation
and drawback,
under the
the direction
the collector,
com- back.
collector, whose
whose corndrawback, under
direction of
of the
exportation and
pensation
shall be
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury,
the Secretary
the Treasury,
be prescribed
pensation therefor
therefor shall
but
expeed, in
in any
any case,
case, an annual rate of two thousand
thousand dollars,
but shall
shall not
not exceed,
Compensation.
excepting at
at New
New York,
York, where
where the
be an
an annual
annual rate Compensation.
the compensation
compensation shall be
excepting
of
dollars. And
And all
documents in
in Books, papers,
all the
the books,
books, papers,
papers, and
and documents
of three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
ofs
respective ports, relating
&c.
in i
bureau
relating to the drawback drawback
the bureau
bureau of drawback
drawback in the respective
drawback
S
v
t
to be
I
of taxes
taxes paid
internal revenue
revenue laws,
to delivered
of
paid under
under the
the internal
laws, shall
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
delivered to colinternal
said collector
collector of
collector of internal
revenue, lector of internal
internal revenue,
revenue; and
and any collector
said
of internal
internal revenue;
revenue, who
who
have authority
shall have
drawbacks, shall
exports and
or superintendent
and drawbacks,
authority to ad- revenue,
of exports
superintendent of
or
may administer
minister
such oaths
and certify
to such
such papers
necessary under
under oaths and certify
minister such
oaths and
certify to
papers as
as may
may be
be necessary
ertify
papers.
any
rules and
regulations that
that may
prescribed under
under the authority
authority papers.
may be
be prescribed
any rules
and regulations
conferred.
herein conferred.
be
Who to
to be
SEC. 21. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That every person,
person, firm, or corpo- Who
SEC.
deemed a
a distilration who
who distils
or manufactures
manufactures spirits
alcohol by
continuous distillaration
distils or
spirits or
or alcohol
by continuous
distilla- ler
and
whatler,
what
tion
grain, who
or makes
makes mash,
wash, for
for distillation
presum ptive evidistillation presumptiveevition from
from grain,
who brews
brews or
mash, wort,
wort, or
or wash,
dence
thereof.
or
production of
deemed a
a distiller, under this act. dence thereof.
of spirits,
spirits, shall be deemed
or the
the production
Post, p.
p. 481.
481.
And the making or keeping by any person of grain,
grain, mash, wash, or beer, Post,
prepared pr
or fit for distillation,
distillation, together
together with
with the possession by
by such person
person
of
still or
or other
other apparatus
use for
distilling, upon
upon the
the same
of aa still
apparatus capable
capable of
of use
for distilling,
same
premises,
as presumptive
such
premises, shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed and
and taken as
presumptive evidence
evidence that
that such
person is
meaning of
of this
this act.
person
is aadistiller
distiller within
within the
the meaning
act.
What) be
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 22. And be it further
enacted, That every person,
person, firm, or corpocorpo- Who.to
d as a
regarded
ration who
purifies, or
or refines
refines distilled
spirits or
as a
distilled spirits
or wines
wines by
by any
any rJegarde
ration
who rectifies,
rectifies, purifies,
rectifier.
process,
who, by
mixing distilled
spirits or
or wine
process, or
or who,
by mixing
distilled spirits
wine with
with any
any materials,
materials,
manufactures
or compound
for sale,
under
manufactures any
any spbrious,
sp\irious, imitation,
imitation, or
compound liquors
liquors for
sale, under
the
of whiskey,
whiskey, brandy,
gin, rum,
rum, wine,
or ""wine
bitters,"
the name
name of
brandy, gin,
wine,""spirits,"
spirits," or
wine bitters,"
or
regarded as
as aarectifier
this act.
act.
or any
any other name,
name, shall
shall be
be regarded
rectifier under
under this
Penalty for
for
S
EC. 23.
23. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
carry on
That if
if any person
person shall carry
SEC.
further enacted,
doing businessthe
business of
without having paid
paid the
the special tax, es
businessdoing
the business
of aadistiller or rectifier without
adistiller or
as required by law, he shall for every
every such
such offence
offence be liable to a
a fine
fine of
of rectifier without.
having
paid the
the
not
not less than double
double the tax imposed upon the spirits distilled, or double having paid
special tax.
the special tax due for the spirits rectified by such person or found upon special tax.
the premises hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned,
and to
to imprisonment
imprisonment for
not
mentioned, and
for aaterm
term not
exceeding two years; and all spirituous
spirituous liquors so distilled
distilled or rectified, or Liquors, matematevessels,
rials, vessels,
owned by such person, or found as hereinafter mentioned, and all mate- rials,
stills ? &c. to be.
rials
for making
or preparing
preparing the
the same,
same, and
and all
vessels containing
the forfeited.
all vessels
containing the
forfeited. t
rials for
making or
same,
of being
used for
distilling,
same, and all stills
stills or other
other apparatus
apparatus capable
capable of
being used
for distilling,
owned
found upon
upon any
any premises
premises where
business
owned by
by such person
person or found
where such
such business
shall
section, shall
the
shall be
be carried
carried on
on in
in violation of this section,
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to
to the
United States, and may be seized by the collector or deputy collector
collectoi of
the
within which
which such
offence is
is committed.
the district
district within
such offence
committed.
S
EC. 24. And
And be
it further
enacted, That
That every
engaged in,
SEC.
be it
further enacted,
every person
person engaged
in, or
or Distillers and'
rectifiers to give
a distiller or rectifier, shall rectifiers
intending to be engaged
engaged in, the business
business of a
notice in
in writing
writ itg
notice
give
assessor of the district to
to assessor.
assessor.'
give notice in writing,
writing, subscribed by
by him,
him, to the assessor
within which such business is to be carried on, stating the name or style
under
or places
places of
of residence
under which,
which, the
the name
name or
or names, and
and the place
place or
residence of
of Notice to state
what the person or persons by whom, and the place where said business is to what.
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be carried
of distilling
rectifying. In
In case
case of a
a disdistilling or
or rectifying.
on, and
and whether
whether of
be
carried on,
tiller, the
the notice
kind of
stills, boilers,
boilers, and
and other
imother imstate the
the kind
of stills,
notice shall
shall also
also state
tiller,
plements to
to be
be used,
the capacity
capacity of
of each,
each, the
name or
or names
of the
the
the name
names of
used, the
plements
owner
of the
the premises
premises on
which the
the distillery
distillery is
or is
is to
to be sitis or
on which
or owners
owners of
owner or
premises are leased,
leased, the terms of the lease. In case
and if such premises
Notice to be uated,
uated, and
changes,
given of certain
and
of
any change
in the
form, capacity,
ownership, agency,
agency, or supercapacity, ownership,
location, form,
the location,
change in
of any
andU
chaingef,
within
intendence
of such
other implements,
nolike noimplements, like
or other
boilers, or
stills, boilers,
such distillery,
distillery, stills,
intendence of
what
within what
time.
tice shall be given as aforesaid, within twenty-four
twenty-four hours, of such change.
prescribed by the commisBond.
Such person shall also give bond, in form to be prescribed
sioner of
internal revenue,
collector of the
the
sureties approved
approved by the collector
revenue, with
with sureties
sioner
of internal
district, who
who may
may approve
satisfied, by affidavits
affidavits
same if he shall
shall be satisfied,
approve the
the same
district,
Conditions,
made on said bond, of the sufficiency
sufficiency of said sureties, conditioned
conditioned that he
Conditions.
will comply
comply with
with all
all the
requirements of
of the
in relation
to distilled
the law
law in
relation to
distilled
the requirements
will
Penal sum.
spirits. The penal sum of such bond shall not be more than double the
amount of
the tax
on the
the spirits
be distilled
still or
or stills
stills
by such
such still
that can
can be
distilled by
tax on
spirits that
amount
of the
When collector or other
implements during
fifteen days; said collector may
a period of fifteen
during a
other implements
Whencollector
may
refuse to
approve said
judgment, the
the location
of the
the
location of
said bond
bond when,
when, in
in his
his judgment,
to refuse
to approve
may refuse
refuse to
approve bond,
distillery is such
would enable
revenue, and
such as would
enable the
the distiller to defraud the revenue,
n
distillery
sdch refusal, the distiller
Appeal.
in case of such
distiller may appeal to the commissioner of
of
New bond.
internal revenue, whose decision in the matter shall be final. A new
new
bond
removal of either
either
the death,
death, insolvency,
insolvency, or removal
bond may be
be required
required in
in case of the
of
of the
the sureties,
sureties, or in any other contingency, at the discretion of the colPenalty
for fail- lector.
notice or bond
hereinbefore rePenaltyforfaillector. Any person
person failing to
to give
give the notice
bond hereinbefore
ing to give
give notice
or bond,
bond, &c.
&.
quired, or
false or
fraudulent notice,
notice, shall
shall be
liable to
to the
the fine
fine
be liable
or fraudulent
giving aa false
or giving
quired,
or
and
forfeiture provided
provided in the
section.
the last
last preceding
preceding section.
and forfeiture
Stills. boilers,
Stills,
S
EC. 25. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That
That no
no person
person shall
still,
SEC.
shall use
use any
any still,
&o.
used
not
for
purposes
to
be
boiler,
or
other
vessel,
for
the
purpose
of
distilling
in
any
building
or
on
or
on
building
in
any
usednforp poses boiler, or other vessel, for the purpose of distilling
cff distilling
premises where
beer, lager
beer, ale,
porter, or other fermented
fermented
lager beer,
ale, porter,
any premises
where beer,
distilling in any
certain buildliquors, vinegar, or ether, are manufactured
manufactured or produced,
produced, or where sugars
certain
hugs.
or
refined, or where
retailed, or
or
gs
or sirups are
are refined,
where liquors
liquors of any
any description
description are
are retailed,
any other
other business
business is carried on,
on, or
or in
any dwelling-house;
and every
every
in any
dwelling-house; and
Penalty for
person
of
purpose of
use such
such still, boiler, or
or other
other vessel, for
for the
the purpose
Penalty
person who
who shall use
such use.
distilling, as aforesaid, in any
other premises
where the
any building
building or
or other
premises where
the above
above
specified articles
articles are manufactured,
specified
manufactured, produced, or other business is
is carried
carried
on, or in any dwelling-house,
dwelling-house, or who
procure the same
who shall
shall procure
same to
to be done,
done,
&c. to
s
hall forfeit
f
orf
eit suc
still s,b
oil ers ,or
th er vessels
vesse l
s so
d, and
an d all
all th
sp i
ri
ts
Stills, &c.
shall
suchh stills,
boilers,
or o
other
so use
used,
thee spirits
be
forfeited.
or
distilled, and
and pay
pay a
afine
one thousand
thousand dollars,
or be
imprisoned for
for not
not
be imprisoned
dollars, or
fine of
of one
distilled,
be Fine
frfeoitre.
immore than
one year,
year, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
any person
person who
who
the court;
court; and
and any
prisonment.
more
than one
Manufacturers shall manufacture
Manufacturers
manufacture any still, boiler, or other vessel, to be used for the purof stills, &c.
be&c.be- pose of distilling, shall, before the same is removed f
rom the
the place
pl ace o
off
pose of distilling, shall, before the same is removed from
fore their reremoral to
such still,
still, boiler,
moval
to notify manufacture,
manufacture, notify
notify the
the collector
collector where
where such
boiler, or
or other
other vessel
vessel is
is
collector.
to be used or sent, and by whom it is to be used, and
and of
of its capacity,
capacity, and
and
the time when the same is to be sent or set up; and no such still, boiler,
of the
the colcolor other vessel,
vessel, shall, be
be set
set up without the permit
permit in
in writing
writing of
Stills, Ste.
&c. not lector for that purpose; and any person who shall set up such still, boiler,
to be set up with- or other vessel, without first
permit
collector of
ofth
obtai lino a
aftheecollector
thee
from the
permit from
peh- or other vessel, without first obtaining
reitteperto ewritten
out
mit of collector,
district in
in which
such still,
still, boiler,
or other
vessel is
is intended
used,
to be
be used,
other vessel
intended to
which such
boiler, or
collector. district
sum of
d Penalty for so
r or who shall fail to give such notice, shall pay in either case
case the
th e sum
of
mug or
for
fad- five
hundred
dollars,
and
shall
forfeit
the
distillin
g apparatus
apparatus
thus
removed
thus
removed
the
distilling
forfeit
and
shall
dollars,
five
hundred
or
fivor
fldoing
ing to give noa
or
tine.
Provided, That saleratus may be made or
tice.
or set up in violation of law; Provided,
Saleratus.
Salemtus.
manufactured in
spirits are
manufactured
in any
any building
building or
or on
on any
any premises
premises where
where spirits
are diedisBoilers
used
That any
used in
in generating
or
Boilersused
tilled: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
any boiler
boiler used
generating steam
steam or
in making steam
ti w
heating water
distillery may
may be
ed in
an y other
oth er
in any
such distillery
be locat
located
water to
to be
be used
used in
in such
orheatingwater.
or heating water. heating
building or on any other premises to be connected
connected with such still
still or
or boilboiling tubs, by suitable
suitable pipes or other apparatus, or the
the steam from such boilboilto other
premises to
be used
er in the distillery may be
be conveyed
conveyed to
other premises
to be
used for
for manmanufacturing or other
other purposes.
purposes.
SEC.
further enacted,
wholesale
Rectifiers and
and
SEC. 26. And be it
it further
enacted, That every rectifier
rectifier or wholesale
a book or books kept for
dealers in dis- dealer in distilled spirits shall enter, daily, in a
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to
rules and
regulations as
of inin- tilled
the purpose, under
under such
such rules
and regulations
as the
the commissioner
commissioner of
tilled spirits
spirits
to
make daily
daily cercermake
ternal
revenue may
prescribe, the
the number
number of
of spirits
ternal revenue
may prescribe,
of proof
proof gallons
gallons of
spirits tain entries in
purchased or received,
purchased
received, of
purchased and
and the
of whom purchased
and received,
received, and
the number
number books.
books.
Penalty
for
or delivered;
every rectifier
of proof
proof gallons sold or
delivered; and
and every
rectifier or
or wholesale
wholesale neglecting
Penalty for
or redealer who shall neglect or
or refuse
refuse to
keep such
such record
shall forfeit
to keep
record shall
forfeit all
all fusing
neglting
tordo.r-o
so to
spirits
spirits in his possession,
possession, together with
tools, and
and implewith the apparatus,
apparatus, tools,
implements used, and be subject to a
hundred dollars,
dollars, or
imprisona fine of
of five
five hundred
or imprisonment for not less than six months nor more than one year, in
in the
the discrediscre- Rectifiers and
to
tion of the court. And
And every rectifier
shall mark on
each package
rectifier shall
on each
package of
of five
five mark
mark o
name
and
n
t
bTsiness
place
of;
business
rectified spirits sold
gallons or more of
of distilled
distilled or
or rectified
sold by
by him,
him, his
his name
name and
and on certain packplace of business.
place
ages.
Warehouse for
for
SEC.
SEC. 27. And be it further enacted, That
the owner
owner or
of any
That the
or owners
owners of
any Warehouse
distillery
distillery shall provide at his or their own
expense a
warehouse suitable
suitable storage
own expense
a warehouse
of
bonds
etra
pfreit: foPgedi;
for the storage of bonded spirits, of [his or] their own manufacture
manufacture only;
only; odwn
manufacown manufacture
to be
or he or they may provide
provide aasecure room in a
to be
be used
a suitable building, to
used ture to
be proprovided bv owners
as such warehouse,
warehouse, but no
for such
such purpose;
purpose; of
no dwelling-house
dwelling-house shall
shall be
be used
used for
distilleries;
vide
VI
c
i
l
stil
by
leZsT
i rs
and
opening shall
be made
made or
and no
no door,
door, window,
window, or
or other
other opening
shall be
or permitted
permitted in
in the
the
walls thereof, leading
leading to any
buildinc, used
used for
for any
any other
any other room or
or building
other
purpose, or into the distillery; and
has been
been given,
and after
after aabond
bond has
given, as
as hereinhereinbe
after provided,
provided, such warehouse
warehouse or room,
room, when
the Secretary
when approved
approved by
by the
Secretary when
when mav
maybe
declared afrondof the Treasury,
Treasury, on report of the district
is hereby
hereby declared
declared to
to declared
district collector, is
a
onded warehouse;
be aa bonded warehouse of
shall be
used only
only for
of the United
United States, and shall
be used
for
the storing of spirits manufactured by the o[w]ner,
o[w]ner, agent, or
or superintensuperintendent of such distillery, and shall be under
Who used
under the
the custody of
of the
the inspector
inspector as
as how
howtobeued
hereinafter provided; and shall be kept locked
locked up
up by
by the proper
proper officer and
and kept.
kept.
in charge, at all times, except when he
present; and
and the
tax on
on Tax on spirits
he shall
shall be
be present;
the tax
stored therein
therein to
the spirit stored in such warehouse shall be paid before removal
removal from stored
to
be paid before
such warehouse, unless removed in pursuance of law.
law. And
And the
owner
or
the owner or removal.
exowners of
warehouse shall
execute a
a general
bond to
the United
United Owners to
of such warehouse
shall execute
general bond
to the
to execute ageneral
general
States with two or more sureties, to be approved by the collector;
collector; and beca
bond;
such bond
bond shall be for not less than the amount
the spirits
to
amount of
of taxes
taxes on
on the
spirits to
be covered thereby, and in such form,
form, and
conditions, as
and containing
containing such
such conditions,
as penal sum;
condiby the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
shall be
shall be approved by
and shall
be changed
changed form
form and
and condi-

tions;
or renewed
renewed from time to time in regard to the amount and sureties
sureties therethere- shall
shall be
be
of,
changed or reof, as the collector, with the approval of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury,
Treasury, changed
newed.
may require.
newed
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That general
SEC. 28. And be it further
general bonded warehouses, General
General bond-

ed warehouses
spirits or
for the storage of spirits
or other
other merchandise
merchandise allowed
law to
be for
allowed by
by law
to be
torahgeU&c.
for storage, &c.
placed in bond to secure the payment
payment of
internal revenue
tax therethere- may be estabof the internal
revenue tax
exportation thereof, may be established
on, or the exportation
established under such rules and lished.
regulations and upon the execution
regulations
execution of
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of such
such bonds
bonds as
of the
the
Treasury may prescribe,
prescribe, and shall be in the immediate
immediate custody
custody of storestore- Storekeepers
Storekeepers
and their pay.
keepers who shall be appointed for that purpose, whose
whose compensation
compensation shall and their pay.
be paid monthly to the collector of
of the
district by
owners or
or proprie
the district
by the
the owners
proprie
warehouse, and shall not exceed the
tors of such warehouse,
be
the rates which may
may be
Removal of arwarehouses established
allowed to storekeepers
storekeepers of bonded warehouses
established under
under the
the laws
laws ticlesmaannufacticles manufacand regulations
regulations relating to customs:
That any
any article
customs: Provida,
Provided, That
article manufacmanufac- tured in
a bondin a
bonded warehouse
warehouse established
warehouse in
in
tured in aabonded warehouse
established under the one hundred
hundred and six- ed
the Atlantic
eighteen States
Ato
ty-eighth section of the internal revenue
revenue act of June thirtieth, eighteen
ptittes
to anui
aens.
located in any of the Atlantic States,
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and located
may be tons
States, maybe
terns bonded
bonded
on
therefrom for transportation
removed therefrom
transportation to aacustoms bonded warehouse
warehouse at warehouse
warehouse on
Pacific coast.
any port on the Pacific coast of the United States, for the purpose only Vol.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
regulations and upon 296.
of being exported therefrom,
therefrom, under
under such rules and regulations
the execution
execution of such bonds or other security as the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
An
inspector
Treasury may prescribe.
Treasury
An inspector
to be appointed
appointed
to
SEC.
itfurther
S
EC. 29.
29. And be it
further enacted,
shall be
be appointed
enacted, That
That there shall
appointed by
by for every
every distildistilthe Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury an inspector for every distillery established lery.
leryaccording to law, who shall take an oath faithfully
faithfully to perform his
according
his duties; [Repealed.
[Repealed.
· to shall takut
See
187, cih
o.
See 1867,
oh,
and who shall take
tale an account of all the meal and vegetable productions leo,
169, 4i 17. Poe4
Post,,
p.
481.]
p. 481.]
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or other
other substances
be used
used for
the purpose
of producing spirits, when
purpose of
for the
to be
substances to
or
put into
into the
the mash
mash tub
tub or
or otherwise
used; and
and shall
inspect, gauge,
and
gauge, and
shall inspect,
otherwise used;
put
prove
spirits distilled,
under such
such rules
rules and
as may be
regulations as
and regulations
distilled, under
the spirits
all the
prove all
prescribed
the commissioner
of internal
internal revenue;
shall take
and shall
revenue; and
commissioner of
by the
prescribed by
charge
of the
the bonded
bonded warehouse
established for
for the
the distillery
conformin conformdistillery in
warehouse established
charge of
ity to
to law;
law; and
and such
shall be
be in
the joint
such
of such
custody of
joint custody
in the
warehouse shall
such warehouse
ity
inspector
and the
owner thereof;
thereof; his
agent or
and when
when
superintendent; and
or superintendent;
his agent
the owner
inspector and
shall be
be placed
placed in
entry therefor,
in such
such
therefor, in
an entry
Entry
for spirspir- any
warehouse, an
such warehouse,
in such
spirits shall
any spirits
Entry for
its plac ed in such form as shall be prescribed by regulations, shall immediately be made and
warehouse
be form as shall be prescribed by regulations, shall immediately be made and
iwarehosee too be
signed
the owner
spirits, and
have indorsed
indorsed thereon
thereon aa
shall have
and shall
said spirits,
of said
owner of
by the
signed by
made,
&e. by
made, &c.
mentioned have been duly inowners.
certificate
the inspector
spirits mentioned
that the spirits
inspector that
of the
certificate of
owners.
Certificate
Certificate of spected and received in said warehouse, and such entry and certificate
spected and received in said warehouse, and such entry and certificate
tobe
inspector
be
inspector to
shall
be filed
filed with
with the
collector of the district; and said inspector shall
the collector
indorsed thereshall be
indorsed
on.
and
on.
not engage in any other business while employed
employed as an inspector, and
engaged;
shall
be
paid five
dollars
per
day for
during which he is engaged;
time during
the time
for the
per day
dollars
five
paid
be
shall
Inspector not
and
amount of
of compensation
compensation thus
for inspection
assessed
be assessed
shall be
inspection shall
paid for
thus paid
the amount
to engaget
engage in
in
and the
business.
by
distiller, and returned
returned to the collector monthly
monthly
assessor upon the distiller,
the assessor
by the
other business,
Pay to be as- for collection; and in addition to the above
compensation, such inspector
inspector
and in addition to the above compensation,
ePsyonbdeistil
sessed
on distil- for collection;
shall receive
receive such
such fee
fee as
as may
commissioner of inthe commissioner
by the
prescribed by
be prescribed
may be
shall
ler.
inspected
Fees
for internal revenue
revenue for
each and every proof gallon of distilled spirits inspected
for each
in- ternal
Fees for
spection.
paid by
shall be
be paid
by him and removed to the bonded warehouse,
spection.
warehouse, which shall
by
the distiller
distiller or
of the
the spirits;
compensation shall be allowed
allowed
spirits; but no compensation
owner of
or owner
the
to such
such inspector
inspector for
more than
one inspection
inspection of
And in
of such spirits. And
than one
for more
to
the duties
shall be
can
greater at any time than he can
be greater
When assistant
inspector shall
such inspector
of such
duties of
case the
assistant case
When
inspector may
such
perform, upon the joint application of the inspector and owner of such
may perform,
inspector
be appointed.
may appoint an assistant inspecTreasury may
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
distillery, the
Duties, pay, distillery,
application,
&c. of
assistant tor; and upon the refusal of the distiller to join in such application,
of assistant
&c.
inspector.
collector shall decide as to such necessity; and such assistant inspecinspector.
the collector
tor
in the
subject to the same penalties
penalties
and be subject
manner and
same manner
the same
qualify in
shall qualify
tor shall
as
inspector, and
shall be
be paid
paid in the same manner as the inspeche shall
and he
the inspector,
as the
tor, at
at a
rate not
exceeding the sum of three dollars per day while so ememnot exceeding
a rate
tor,
ployed;
and in
retaining the
as to the necessity of retaining
disagreement as
of disagreement
case of
in ease
ployed; and
services
such assistant,
between the owner of the distillery and the
assistant, between
of such
services of
inspector,
the collector
collector shall
decision
decide as to such necessity, and his decision
shall decide
inspector, the
the matter
shall be final. And in case of absence
absence by sickness, or from
In
matter shall
in the
absence of in
In absence
Inspector
and
any other cause, of such inspector or assistant,
assistant, the collector
collector may desigas- any
and asInspectorcollector
sistant, collector
nate a
aperson
of such
such distillery
distillery and
and warehouse,
warehouse,
charge of
temporary charge
take temporary
to take
person to
may
designate aa nate
may designate
person
who shall during
such absence perform the duties, receive the same rate
during such
to take
take who
person to
temporary
for
of pay,
pay, and
and be
in the
as said
said inspector or assistant for
manner, as
same manner,
the same
paid in
be paid
of
c
charPge, &c.
charge,
the time
time he
he may
may be
employed: Provided,
Provided, That the owner, agent or suso employed:
be so
Penalty for the
using,
&c. matemate- perintendent
perintendent of any distillery who shall use, cause or permit to be used,
nsing, &c.

Duties of
of ininDuties
spectors of distilersofdistilleries.

making
rials
rials for making
or rematerials for
for the
the purpose
of producing
distil or
reshall distil
or shall
spirits, or
producing spirits,
purpose of
any materials
spirits, for distill- any
spiritfs,fordistilling or
or removing
removing move
the acting
in the
absence of
of the
acting inspector
inspector or assistant,
assistant, withwiththe absence
spirits in
any spirits
move any
ing
spirits in absence-out permission granted by
forfeit and
collector of
district, shall
shall forfeit
and
the district,
of the
the collector
pirits ingbsence out permission granted by the
of acting, &c. in
of taxes
produced, distilled, or
so produced,
spirits so
the spirits
on the
taxes on
amount of
the amount
double the
pay double
Spector, without
without,,pay
spector,
So.;
&c.;
removed, and in addition thereto be liable to aafine of one thousand
thousand dol-

lars,
Prolars, to be recovered in the manner provided for other penalties: Protransport or remove
remove any
further, That any person who shall ship, transport
vided further,
proper
the proper
other than
spirituous
spirituous or fermented
fermented liquors
liquors or wines, under any other
than the
of
name
or
brand
known
to
the
trade
as
designating
the
and
quality
of
and
kind
the
der wrongbrand name or brand known to the trade as designating
derwrongbrand.
the
shall
contents of the casks or packages containing the same, or who shall
the contents
cause
cause the same to be done, shall forfeit the same, and shall, on conviction
a fine of five hundred dollars.
thereof,
subject to and pay a
be subject
thereof, be
by
S
EC. 30.
30. And
further enacted,
That there
be appointed
appointed by
shall be
there shall
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
General
inGeneral inspectors of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, in every collection district where the same
spectors
spirits to be ap may be necessary, one or
inspectors of spirits, who shall be
general inspectors
more general
dto be ap- may be necessary, one or more
spirit
pointed.
of
entitled to
receive such
fee as
commissioner of
be prescribed by the commissioner
as may be
such fee
to receive
entitled
Fees.
gauged and proved by
internal revenue
for each and every proof gallon gauged
revenue for
internal
him,
to be paid by the owner of the spirits;
spirits; and any owner, agent, or suhim, to

for removing
spirituoaS,
&c.
spirituous, &e.
liquors, &c. unano.
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perintendent of
of any
distillery or
or bonded
warehouse who
refuse to
upon
to Penalty upon
who shall
shall refuse
bonded warehouse
any distillery
perintendent
admit an
upon such
far as
as it
it may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for oddwter,
. oofor
admit
an inspector
inspector upon
such premises,
premises, so
so far
istiar4
yoitc
ffor
.
the performance
performance of
his duties,
duties, or
inspector in
the refusingtoadmit
refusing to admit
in the
an inspector
shall obstruct
obstruct an
or who
who shall
of his
the
performance
of his
his duties,
duties, shall
shall forfeit
forfeit and
the sum
sum of
of five.
five hundred
inspector on
on preprehundred inspector
and pay
pay the
performance of
dollars,
to be
recovered in
in the
manner provided
recovery of
of other
other Daises,
&o.
mises, '
for recovery
provided for
the manner
be recovered
dollars, to
penalties
this act.
imposed by this
penalties imposed
SEC. 31.
And be
enacted, That
That every
person making
or disdis- .Persons
Persons
mak-making or
every person
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
31. And
s
i
ngriis
Or
dis tilling
ing
ort distilling
tilling
or owning
owning any
any still,
still, boiler,
or other
other vessel
used for
for the
the pur
i
or owning
tilling spirits,
spirits, or
boiler, or
vessel used
pur-- p
npirits,orowning
pose
of distilling
distilling spirits,
having such
still, boiler,
or other
&c. to
stills, &c.
to
vessel so
so stills,
boiler, or
other vessel
such still,
spirits, or
or having
pose of
used
under his
his superintendence,
either as
or owner,
m
rr
e
k
se
(
c
ut
elitain
y in
en;
or using
using any
any t
makecrtain
as agent
agent or
owner, or
superintendence, either
used under
a
inentries daily
such
day to day,
day, to make,
make, or cause book;
boiler, or other
other vessel, shall,
shall, from day
such still,
still, boiler,
to
be made,
true and
exact entry
entry in
in a
abook,
to be
in such
such form
form as
the
as the
be kept
kept in
book, to
and exact
to be
made, true
commissioner of
of internal
prescribe, of
of the
the number
number of
of pounds
pounds
may prescribe,
revenue may
internal revenue
commissioner
or gallons
gallons of
of materials
materials used
used for
purpose of
producing spirits,
the
of producing
spirits, the
the purpose
for the
or
number
of gallons
spirits distilled,
the number
of gallons
gallons placed
placed in
in
number of
distilled, the
gallons of
of spirits
number of
warehouse, and
and the
the proof
thereof, and
and the
the number
number of
gallons sold,
with
of gallons
sold, with
proof thereof,
warehouse,
the proof
the name
residence of
the
of the
or residence
of business
business or
name and
and place
place of
and the
the
proof thereof,
thereof, and
person to
to whom
whom sold;
sold; and
to render under
first, eleventh, and twenty- torenderunder
on the
the first,
also on
shall also
and shall
person
oa
sct
ch
ou
d
b
u
t
p
sl
t
icoate
first days
each month,
month, or
or within
within five
five days
days thereafter,
the asfirst
days of
of each
thereafter, render
render to
to the
asdcounplcatse
assessor
or assistant
in duplicate,
duplicate, taken
taken from
his books
books sessors
sessors tritrifrom his
an account
account in
assessor an
sessor or
assistant assessor
in
hereinbefore recited,
recited, and
oath, of
all the
of all
the monthly.
monthly.
by oath,
and verified
verified by
the. particulars
particulars hereinbefore
in the,
facts
the last
day of
account preceding.
preceding. The
entries to
to
The entries
of account
after the
last day
occurring after
facts occurring
be
made in
in the
the books
books of
of the
the distiller
as aforesaid
shall, upon
the several
several
upon the
aforesaid shall,
distiller as
be made
days when
returns are
verified by
oath or
to
by oath
or affiraffir- Entries, how to
be verified
as provided,
provided, be
are made,
made, as
the returns
days
when the
mation of
of the
the person
or persons
by whom
whom such
entries shall
be verified.
have been
been verified.
shall have
such entries
persons by
person or
mation
made, in
in the
the presence
presence of
of the
assessor or
assistant assessor,
assessor, or
or other
other proper
proper
or assistant
the assessor
made,
officer,
shall append
append thereto
thereto his
his certificate
certificate of
of the
execution of
of the
the
the execution
who shall
officer, who
same.
superintendent of any
in
shall, in If entries in
any distillery
distillery shall,
or superintendent
owner,1 agent,
agent, or
same. The
The owner
case
entries required
be made
this act
bbooks
oao
d
k
o
sabare
act m
in his
his books
books by
by this
to be
made in
original entries
required to
case the
the original
made
byre not
owner,
shall not
have been
been made
by himself,
himself, subjoin
subjoin to
to the
the certificate
certificate of
of the
the perper- what eZtirea
nt
e
e
r,
shall
not have
made by
certificate
son
whom they
the following
by
do isis to be made by
or affirmation:
affirmation: ""II do
following oath
oath or
made the
they were
were made
by whom
son by
certify
that to
the best
my knowledge
" r*
owner.
the foregoing
foregoing entries ow
and belief
belief the
knowledge and
of my
to the
best of
certify that
are
and true,
true, and
and that
that I
taken all
all the
the means
in my
power to
my power
to
means in
I have
have taken
are just
just and
make
them so."
always be
be open
for the
premake them
so." Said
Said book
book shall
shall always
open for
the inspection
inspection of
of Books and
andpreany
assessor, assistant
assessor, collector,
collector, deputy
deputy collector,
revenue agents, mises
rises to be open
collector, revenue
assistant assessor,
any assessor,
tolvreiLuse
po
eft
t'orev'eneue
por inspectors, and any premises where distilling shall be carried on shall cb
er
be open
open to
said officers,
of them,
them, at
at all
person who
who tion.
all times.
times. Any
Any person
tion.
be
to said
officers, or
or either
either of
for
shall violate
the provisions
provisions of
this section
section shall
shall for every
every such offence
offence be Penalty for
of this
shall
violate the
violation of the
liable to
fine of
five hundred
dollars. Any
shall render
ions of this
liable
to a
a fine
of five
hundred dollars.
Any person
person who
who shall
render an
an provis
provisionsof
account under
under the
this section
shall be
be false or
or fraudfraud- section.
section.
which shall
of this
section which
the provisions
provisions of
account
ulent shall
shall be
liable to
fine of
hundred dollars,
less than
than five
five hundred
dollars, or
or to
ulent
be liable
to a
a fine
of not less
imprisonment not
not less
less than
than six
six months.
months.
imprisonment
SEc.
it further
enacted, That
That there
there shall
shall be
be levied,
col- Tax upon cerSEC. 32.
32. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
levied, collected, and
paid on
all distilled
spirits upon
no tax
tax has been
thin
been paid
paiddistilled
tainit
distilled
upon which
which no
on all
distilled spirits
lected,
and paid
according
law, a
a tax
tax of
of two
two dollars
every proof
proof gallon,
gallon, to
to sptiro
° to
according
to law,
dollars on
on each
each and
and every
st be paid by
by
be paid
paid by
owner, or
or any
any person
thereof; whom;
having possession
possession thereof;
person having
by the
the distiller,
distiller, owner,
be
and the
tax shall
be a
spirits distilled,
distilled, on
on the
the distillery
distillery used
to be
lien;
and
the tax
shall be
a lien
lien on
on the
the spirits
used to
be a
a lien;
for
distilling the
vessels, fixtures,
fixtures, and
and tools
p. 480.
for distilling
the same,
same, with
with the
the stills,
stills, vessels,
tools therein,
therein, Post,
Post, p.
4o0.
the lot
lot or
or tract
tract of land whereon
whereon the
the
and on the
the interest
interest of said
said distiller in the
said distillery
situated, from
the time
spirits are
are distilled,
the to be collected
collected
time said
said spirits
distilled, until
until the
said
distillery is
is situated,
from the
said tax
shall be
be paid:
paid: Provided,
Provided, That
spirits shall
shall be
be colcol- a
i
t
ian
n
ollo
ew
ber ratef
said
tax shall
That the
the tax
tax on
on all
all spirits
athano
tbeasiTsf
t
lected at
no lower
lower rate
rate than
basis of
of first-proof,
first-proof, and
and shall
increased first
first p
ti
roof. asis o
lected
at no
than the
the basis
shall be
be increased
proof.
of first-proof.
first-proof.
in proportion
proportion for any greater
greater strength
strength than the
the strength
strength of
to
SEC. 33. And be it further
spirit to
SEC.
further enacted, That proof spirits shall be held Proof spirit
and taken
to be
alcoholic li
quor which
which contains
contains one
volume be what.
one half
half its
its volume
liquor
and
taken to
be that
that alcoholic
o
hundred and thirty- P
Post,
p. 480.
st, p.
of aaspecific
specific gravity of
of seven
seven thousand nine hundred
of alcohol of
(.7939) at
nine ten thousandths
thousandths (.7939)
at sixty
sixty degrees Fahrenheit;
Fahrenheit; and
and the Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized to adopt,
tary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
adopt, procure, and
and prescribe
and gauging
instruments, meters
meters or
for use,
use, such
such hydrometers,
hydrometers, weighing
weighing and
gauging instruments,
or
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Instruments
Instruments

other means
means for
for ascertaining
the strength and quantity of spirits subject
ascertaining the
other
to tax,
and to
may deem necesnecesregulations as he may
rules and regulations
such rules
to prescribe
prescribe such
tax, and
to
inspection, weighing, and
a uniform
ary to
sary
to insure a
uniform and correct system of inspection,
auging spi
gauging of
of spirits
throughout the United
United States. And in
spirits subject to tax throughout
gauging
Gallon
to mean all
all sales
spirits hereafter
hereafter made,
made, where
where not
not otherwise
otherwise specially
specially agreed,
of spirits
sales of
Gallonltomean
a
be taken
according to the forea gallon of first-proof, according
taken to be a
shall be
gallon shall
first aagallon
a gallon of first
proof.
pr oo
going standard
standard set
declared for
for the
of
and gauging
gauging of
inspection and
the inspection
and declared
set forth
forth and
going
spirits throughout
the United
United States.
States.
throughout the
spirits
Receiving
SEC. 34.
34. And
it further enacted,
That the owner, agent, or superenacted, That
be itfurther
And be
cis- SEC.
Receiving cishereinbefore provided,
intendent of any distillery
established as hereinbefore
provided, shall
distillery established
tern3 to be pro- intendent
vided by owner
of
distillery, and
and erect,
erect, in
in a
aroom
room or
or building
and used
for that
that purpose,
purpose, and
and
used for
provided and
be provided
to be
building to
ofdetillery,
suffilocated
for no
no other,
other, two
two or
or more receiving
receiving cisterns, each
each to be at least of suffifor
how located;
cient capacity
capacity to
all the
the spirits
distilled during the day of twentyspirits distilled
hold all
to hold
cient
four hours,
hours, into
be conveyed
conveyed each
each day
day all the spirits
shall be
which shall
of which
one of
into one
four
how to be conmanufactured in said distillery during that day; and such cisterns shall
shall
con- manufactured
structed;
constructed as to leave an open space
space of at least three feet between
between
be so constructed
structed;
the tops
floor or
or roof
roof above
and of
eighteen
not less than eighteen
of not
above, and
the floor
and the
thereof and
tops thereof
the
inches between
between the
be
thereof and the floor below, and shall be
bottoms thereof
the bottoms
inches
separated in
in such
manner as
as will
around
will enable the inspector to pass around
a manner
such a
separated
the same,
connected with the outlet of the stills, boilers, or
or
be connected
shall be
same, and shall
the
other vessels
vessels used
distilling, by
suitable pipes
pipes or
apparatus so
or other
other apparatus
by suitable
for distilling,
used for
other
to
he under
the constructed
as always
be exposed
inspector; such
such
view of the inspector;
to the view
exposed to
to be
always to
constructed as
underthe
tobe
lock and
and seal
seal of cisterns
room in which they are contained shall be in charge
charge of
of
and the
the room
cisterns and
lock
the inspector.
Spirits conand
lock and
seal of
of the
after
inspector; and on the third day after
the inspector;
and seal
the lock
under the
and under
thepiritscon
veyed to such
the
drawn off
are conveyed into such cisterns the same shall be drawn
the spirits
spirits are
veved
cisterns,
cisterns, when to into casks or other packages,
packages, under the supervision of the inspector, and
drawn off
be drawn
off, inspected, &c.
&c. ,
shall be
packages
or packages
casks or
the casks
and the
proved, and
gauged, proved,
inspected, gauged,
immediately inspected,
be immediately
shall
spected,
marked
removed directly to the bonded
be removed
and be
provided, and
as herein
herein provided,
marked as
warehouse before
mentioned; Provided,
Provided, That the spirits may be drawn
before mentioned:
warehouse
off from
from said
time previous
previous to
to the
day, if
if so
so desired
desired
third day,
the third
any time
at any
cisterns at
said cisterns
off
Locksandseals, by
owner, agent,
agent, or
such distillery;
and all locks
distillery; and
of such
superintendent of
or superintendent
the owner,
by the
'Locksandseals,
bow
provided by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treaseals required
required by law shall be provided
how to be pro- and seals
vided.
sury,
Tided.
Bury, at the expense of the owner of the distillery or warehouse, and the
keys shall
shall always
always be
be in
the custody
custody of
of the
or assistant inthe inspector, or
in the
keys
spector, or the officer having charge of the distillery or warehouse.
for
weighing and
and
for weighing
gauging spirits.

Penalty
for
Penalty for
knowingly,
knowingly, &c.
using
fse
uin false
weights, &o.
&o. or
or
weights
making false

knowshall knowSEC. 35.
it further
person who
who shall
any person
That any
enacted, That
be it
further enacted,
And be
35. And
SEC.

fraudulently use any false weights or measures
ingly and fraudulently
measures in ascertaining,
agcertaining,
weighing, or
or measuring
quantities of
of grain,
grain, meal,
meal, or
or vegetable
vegetable mathe quantities
measuring the
weighing,

or
used for
to be
be used
substances to
terials, molasses,
beer or
or other
other substances
for distillation,
distillation ' or
molasses, beer
terials,

who
fraudulently
false record of the same, or who shall derecords;
for tampering
tampering who shall fraudulently make
for
with locks
locks or
or
with

seals;
seals;

placed on any cismay be
stroy or
with any
which may
be placed
or seal
seal which
any locks
locks or
tamper with
or tamper
stroy

tern, rooms, or buildings, by the duly authorized
authorized officers
officers of the revenue,
shall
imprisoned for the term of two years, and
be imprisoned
thereof be
on conviction
conviction thereof
shall on
pay
fine not
exceeding one thousand
thousand dollars, in the discretion of the
not exceeding
a fine
pay a
court; and
who shall
use any molasses,
molasses, beer, or other subshall use
any person
person who
and any
for using any court;
substances
fermented on the premises or elsewhere, for the purpose
purpose
stances, whether fermented
substances for stances,
producing spirits
an account
account of
the same shall have been regisof the
before an
spirits, before
producing spirits,
of producing
ac-Piri of
before an acforfeit
count of them is
provided for this purpose, shall forfeit
in the proper record book provided
is tered in
registered.
and
the sum
sum of
one thousand
dollars for
for each
each and
and every
registered.
and pay
pay the
of one
thousand dollars
every offence
so
offence so
committed.
committed.
further enacted,
SEC. 36. And be it further
enacted, That on all wines, liquors, or comSEC.
Tax on wines,
sparkling
denominated as wine, made in imitation of sparkling
made in imita- pounds known or denominated
tiondeotnctm
taimported wine,
any
n imitation
mitation of
bottles
and
of put
champagne,
or
pague
and puttuup wine
wine or
put up
up in
in bottles
in
imitation
any imported
wine,
bottles in
of any
imported wine,
wine
or champagne,
champagne, and
and
put
up
in
pagneandp.utup
in
bottles, dm.;
being imported wine, or wine of foreign growth
pretence of being
&c.; or with the pretence
mibottles,
per
or
levied and paid
paid aatax of six dollars per
be levied
there shall
shall be
or manufacture,
manufacture, there
dozen
containing more than one pint, and not more
bottles, each bottle containing
dozen bottles,
than
containing
or three
three dollars per dozen bottles, each bottle containing
quart, or
than one
one quart,
Tax
than one pint; said tax to be paid by the manufacturer, owner,
more than
not more
Tax to be paid not
or person having possession thereof;
by whom.
thereof; and the returns, assessment, colleccollec-
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tion, and
and time
of collection
collection of
the tax
tax on
such imitation
be Returns,
assesstion,
time of
of the
on such
imitation wines
wines shall
shall be
Returns,assesssubject
the regulations
of the
the commissioner
internal revenue.
m reiee.for
t &.f
subject to
to the
regulations of
commissioner of
of internal
revenue. And
And ments,
ial&ty for
Penalty
any
knowingly sell
for sale
sale any
any knowingly, &c.
&e.
any person who shall
shall wilfully
wilfully and
and knowingly
sell or
or offer
offer for
such
after this act takes effect,
setlin stichwiae
such wine
wine made
made after
effect, upon which the
the tax herein
herein im- sellingsuchfwine
posed has not been paid, or which
fraudulently evaded,
evaded, shall
nolostw
b
h
e
t
e
c
n
hptaax.
sdhas
which has been fraudulently
shall,) on
wchptaxhas
upon
conviction thereof,
dollars,
upon conviction
thereof, be subject
subject to aa penalty
penalty of one thousand
thousand dollars,
or
exceeding one
discretion of
of the
the court.
or to
to imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
one year,
year, at
at the
the discretion
court.
Sac.
37. And
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
agent, or
Owners, &c :of
SEC. 87.
And be
That every
every owner,
owner, agent,
or supersuper- .Owners,&c.of
intendent
at all
all times
times when
all a
dl
i
sta
lis
i
s
e
i
r
s
i
t
e
a
s
ut
li
ffor
ve
or
intendent of any
any distillery shall, at
when required,
required, supply
supply all
istl'riesltae
assistance,
lights, ladders,
ladders, too's,
too:s, staging,
staging, or
or other
things necessary
for inspecting
inspecting their
assistance, lights,
other things
necessary for
their
inspecting
apparatus, belonging
inspecting the
the premises,
premises, stock,
stock, tools, and apparatus,
belonging to
to such
such perper- Premises*
premises.
for examination
examination all boxes, packson, and shall open all doors, and open fbr
packages, and all casks, barrels, and other vessels not under
under the
the control
control of
of the
the
inspector,
when required
required so
so to
by any
any duly
authorized officer,
inspector, when
to do
do by
duly authorized
officer, under
under aa
penalty
or neglect
penalty of two
two hundred
hundred dollars for
for any refusal
refusal or
neglect so
so to
to do.
do.
SEC.
38. And
be it
it further
all spirits
distilled shall,
Distilled spirits
SEC. 38.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
spirits distilled
shall, bebe- Distilled
spirits
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, be
be inspected,
gauged, &cbefo
bbeefongierceted,
fore the same are
are removed
removed to the bonded
inspected, gauged,
inpeted
.
val to
bondand proved by the inspector appointed for
for that purpose, after the
the same
same has
has mo
moval
to aabonded warehouse
•
[have]
packages, each of not
capacity
than
[have] been
been drawn
drawn into casks
casks or
or packages,
not
less
capacity
than
ed
warehouse;
-to
to be
drawn
be drawn
wine measure,
said inspector
shall mark
by cutting,
twenty gallons, wine
measure, and
and said
inspector shall
mark by
cutting, into
casks,
&c.
into
&c.;
how
branding, or otherwise upon the cask or package containing such spirits, casks,
casks, &c.
&c.how
to be branded.
manner to be prescribed
commissioner of
of internal
in a
a manner
prescribed by the
the commissioner
internal revenue,
revenue, to be branded.
p. 481.
the
package, with the
the quantity
quantity and
and proof
proof of
of the contents of such
such cask
cask or
or package,
the Post,
Post, p.
481 '
date of inspection,
inspection, the collection district, the
and
the name
name of the inspector
inspector and
the number
each cask
progressive
the name
name of
of the
the distiller, and also
also the
number of
of each
cask in
in progressive
progressive number,
every distiller,
distiller, to
number
order, such progressive
number, for every
to begin
begin with
with number
inspected after this act
one with the first cask or package inspected
act takes
takes effect, and
subsequently with number
the first
first cask
on or
or after
after
subsequently
number one
one with
with the
cask inspected
inspected on
the first
first day
day of
in each
year, and
two or
more casks
casks wareof January,
January, in
each year,
and no
no two
or more
warehoused in the same year by the same distiller shall be marked
marked with the
the
same number, and the officer
officer in
charge of
in charge
of the
the warehouse
warehouse shall
shall refuse to No
No cask
cask to
to be
be
taken from wareallow any cask of spirits to
taken out
therefrom which has
marked houte,
to be taken
out therefrom
has not marked
ufrlesss so
house, unless
thereon all the several
several particulars aforesaid,
aforesaid, and in
in the manner required
required branded.
And the inspector or other revenue officer in charge
by law.
charge of any dis- Inspectors to
to
make prompt
tillery shall make a
a prompt return of all spirits inspected by
by Mm
him in
in ac- malke
prompt
returns.
cordance with the
provisions of law, and
of the
the distiller,
distiller, to
the
the provisions
and the name
name of
to the
assessor of the district; and any Penalty
Penalty for
for
collector, and a
a duplicate thereof to the assessor
or
atperson who shall fraudulently evade or attempt fraudulently
fraudulently to evade the evading
evading
or
attempting to
temptilg
payment of the tax upon any spirits distilled as aforesaid,
aforesaid, by changing
changing evade payment
of tax;
any marks upon any such cask or package,
package, or in any other manner
manner what- oftax;
ever, or
fraudulently put into
cask or
spirits of
or who shall fraudulently
into such
such cask
or package
package spirits
of
greater
greater strength than that inspected and certified to by the inspector, for putting into casks spirits of
shall pay double
double the
the amount
amount of tax on each proof gallon of the quantity greater
oeatrsstspritsof
strength;
of such
-uch spirits, to be assessed and collected as in case of other taxes, and g
forleit and pay as aapenalty
forfeit
penalty the additional sum of five hundred dollars
dollars fbr
for
each cask or package so altered or changed,
changed, to be recovered
recovered as provided
upon inspector,
by law; and any inspector, assistant
assistant inspector, or officer temporarily
temporarily in uponinspector,
&c for conspircharge of any distillery, who shall conspire
conspire with
with the
the proprietor of
of any
any dis- ing
to derand
ing to defraud
tillery or with any other person or persons to defraud
defraud the United States the United States
the tax;
tax;
of
of the revenue
revenue or
or tax
tax arising
arising from
from distilled spirits
spirits or any part
part thereof, or of
of the
who shall, with intent to defraud the United States of such revenue
revenue or
or
for making
making
tax, make
snake any false or fiaudulent
fraudulent entry, certificate,
certificate, or return, or place
entries or
or
false or fraudulent
fraudulent mark upon any cask or package, shall, on convicconvic- false
any false
elserentries
returns;
tion thereof,
thereof, pay a
thousand nor more than five
a fine of not less than one thousand
five for
for placing
placing
thousand
false marks upon
thousand dollars, and be imprisoned
imprisoned for not less than two nor more than false
&c.;
five years;
years; and any person who shall fraudulently
pack- casks,
fraudulently use any cask or packCforus&ingasks,
for using casks,
age bearing inspection marks, for the purpose of selling any other
other spirits &c.
&c.to sell spirits
than that so inspected,
a quantity or quality differ- of
inspected, or for selling spirits of a
of a quantity
quality"re'tor
quality different
imprisoned for a
a term of six months or
ent fiom that so inspected, shall be imprisoned
or from
that mroin that
inspected;
spected;
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shall
pay a
fine of
of one
one hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
'each cask
cask or
or package
so used,
package so
for'each
a fine
shall pay
in the discretion of the court; and any person who shall
shall knowingly
knowingly purchase
or sell,
with inspection
inspection marks
any cask
cask or
or package,
package, after
after
marks thereon,
thereon, any
sell, with
chase or
the
been used
distilled spirits,
fraudulently
for distilled
spirits, or who
who shall
shall fraudulently
the same
same has
has been
used for
such package
erase or obliterate the inspection
inspection marks upon any such
omit to erase
sum
or cask at the time of
of emptying
emptying the same, shall forfeit
forfeit and
and pay
pay the sum
of two
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for
which
or on which
purchased or
or used,
used, or
of
for every
every cask so purchased
the marks
marks are
are not
person who
shall, with
with fraudwho shall,
fiaudso obliterated.
obliterated. And
And any
any person
the
not so
forfraudulently
for
fraudulently ulent intent, use any inspector's
inspector's brands or plates upon any cask or packusing any inspecinspector's brands, &c.; age
age conta
in ing or
or purporting
purporting to
to contain
or who
shall
who shall
distilled spirits,
spirits, or
contain distilled
containing
tor'sbrands,&c.;
knowingly
counterfeit or
brand or plate upon
or spurious brand
knowingly make or
or use
use any counterfeit
or making or any
deemed
as aforesaid, shall
shall be deemed
package of distilled
distilled spirits, as
any cask
cask or package
usingcounterfeit
using
counterfeit guilty of a
afelony, and, on conviction
conviction thereof, shall pay a
a fine of one thouthoubrands;
brands;
sand dollars
imprisoned for
for not less than two nor more than
five
sand
dollars and
and be
be imprisoned
than five
years, and
forfeited to the
shall be
be forfeited
its contents,
contents, shall
and such cask
cask or
or package, with its
years,
United
inspector who shall permit any person not emernUnited States. And any inspector
negligently
brands or plates, or who shall negligently
upn
oe
n
glingpector'
ii
n
g
s
e
pn
et
cto
orr, ployed
ployed by him to use any of his brands
upon
negligent
or
for
improper use of or
wilfully leave
leave such
where they can
other
or wilfully
such brands
brands or plates
plates where
can be used by any other
his brands
brands or
person than those who may be in his employ, shall pay a
a fine not exhis
or
piates;
pltes;
ceeding
ceeding one thousand
thousand dollars, in the discretion of the court. And any
superintendent of
owner, agent, or superintendent
of any
any
inspector who shall employ
employ any owner,
or employing di
distillery
still ery or warehouse under his supervision,
supervision, or who shall employ any
any
any servant
servant of
of
distiller,
c. to
person in
in the
service of
of such
owner, agent,
or superintendent,
use his
his
to use
agent, or
superintendent, to
such owner,
the service
&c.
to person
distiler, &
plates
discharge any of the duties
upon
imposed by
by law upon
do his duty.
plates or
or brands, or to discharge
duties imposed
such inspector, shall, for each offence so committed, be subject
subject to the fine
mentioned.
last mentioned.
S
EC. 39.
it further
SEC.
39. And
And be it
further enacted, That
That any
any person or
or persons
persons who
who
Penalty for ad- shall add,
cause to
added, any ingredients
ingredients to any
before the
Penaltyforadadd, or
or cause
to be
be added,
any spirits before
ding ingredients tax imposed by law shall have
have been paid thereon, for the purpose
purpose of
to spirits
spirits to
to
create afictitious creating
fictitious proof,
proof, shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction,
subject to
to a
afine
fine of
of one
one
be subject
conviction, be
creating aafictitious
createafictitious
proof before tax thousand
package so adulterated,
thousand dollars for each cask or package
adulterated, and be imprisoned for not less than one nor more than two years, in
is paid.
in the
discretion
the discretion
package, with its contents,
forfeited
of the court,
court, and such cask or package,
contents, shall be forfeited
to
to the United States.
States.
S
EC. 40. And
And be it
it further
which
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That any distilled spirits
spirits which
Distilledspirits,
Distinedspirits, have been inspected, gauged,
gauged, proved, and marked by the inspector, acn
removed without the payment
when ia
inspected,
provisions of law, may be removed
payment
cording to the provisions
ysbted
&hen
&c. may be removed before tax of
bonded warehouse
warehouse owned by the distiller, under such
such
the bonded
of tax from the
movedbeforetax
is
transportation bonds
is paid from
rules and regulations,
regulations, and upon the execution
execution of such transportation
bonded warebonded
waresecurity, as
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
revenue, subject
to the
the
subject to
internal revenue,
as the
or other
other security,
house of distiller or
to any general
general
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, may
be
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
and may be
d
bonded
wareW re
house,
transported to
to any
general bonded
dishou
- transported
any general
bonded warehouse
warehouse used
used for
for the
the storage
storage of
of disBonds,
tilled spirits,
established under
regulations,
laws and
and regulations,
internal revenue
revenue laws
under the
the internal
tilled
spirits, established
Bonds.
after having
having been branded
branded as follows: "U.
warelouse, "U. S. bonded warehouse,
::for transportation
How branded. district,
transportation to ," (inserting
district, ,"
(inserting
in
each case
and name
the State
imin each
case the number
number of the district and
name of
of the
State;;)) and
and imSuch
to mediately
mediately after the arrival of such distilled spirits at the district of the
be Such
againspirits
spirits
inspectto
be again
inspectcollector to
to which
which it
has been
inspected and
and
it shall again be
be inspected
it has
been transferred,
transferred, it
collector
ed, L.
&c.
warehouse; and
placed in
in a
a bonded
bonded warehouse;
and the tax
tax shall be paid on the differTax to be paid ence
ence between
between the number of proof gallons
at
gallons as stated in the bond given at
on what amount.
amount. the
the place of shipment and the number received
received at the warehouse, less the
allowance
allowance for leakage
leakage as established
established by the regulations
regulations of the
the commiscommisWhat allow- sioner
sioner of internal revenue;
except for
for actual
by unavoidrevenue; and except
actual destruction
destruction by
unavoidance for loss.
ance
or oss
able accident,
accident, by the elements, or by the public enemy, no other allowance for loss shall be made; and any
entered in aageneral
any distilled
distilled spirits entered
Spirits to be bonded warehouse
warehouse shall be subject to such rules and regulations
regulations as the
subject totorules,
as,
u.
.1;
ect to rules 'commissioner
commissioner of
internal revenue
revenue may
may prescribe,
and be
with
be chargeable
chargeable with
prescribe, and
of internal
&c.;
the same costs and expenses, in all
doall respects, to
to which
which imported
imported goods dete
charge posited
warehouse may be
be subject, and
and shall be
incharge
posited in
in public store or
or bonded
bonded warehouse
to be in
Penalty
for
Penalty for
knowingly purchasingor selling
cask 'withSe ln
spectioa
spection marks
thereon, after,
tereon, after,
knowingly purchasing or selling
cask w ith i
n_

storekeeper.
of storekeeper.
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in charge
charge of a
astorekeeper,
storekeeper, to be appointed
appointed by the Secretary of
the Treasof the
Treasproprietor of the
ury, who, with the owner and proprietor
warehouse; shall
shall have
the
the warehouse;
have the
joint custody of all the distilled spirits so stored
stored in said warehouse,
warehouse, which
which
shall be at the risk of the owner
owner of the said spirits; and
all labor
on the
and all
labor on
the
same
same shall be performed by the owner
owner or
of the
the warehouse,
warehouse,
or proprietor of
under the supervision of the officer in charge of
of' the same,
the exexsame, and
and at
at the
pense of said owner or proprietor. And the same fees shall be paid for
for Fees
tor exec"Feestorexeenthe execution
instruments, and documents
execution of all papers, instruments,
documents relating
relating to
the tion
on ofpapers,
of papers,
to the
exportation
exportation of any spirits or other merchandise,
merchandise, as are charged
export- &
&e '
charged to
to exporters
for like
like services
expense and services Expenses,
as for
services in the custom-house;
custom-house; and all expense
Expenses, &c.
&c.
t
required
required in the removal,
removal, transfer, and shipment
shipment of
same for
t paid
by
of the
the same
for export
export o
toowr
be
paid
by
owner.
shall be paid by the owner thereof: Provided,
Provided, That any distilled spirits Ditilled
DiFatiled spirits,
spirits,
may be withdrawn from aabonded warehouse,
warehouse, after having been
been inspected
inspected how may be
be
t
i
t
,
i
d
iderrw,narefrm
and gauged
gauged by the proper
proper officer, and after the payment to
collector 1'
)%0
"
to the
the collector
withdrawn
from
bonded wareof internal revenue for the district in which
wh.ch
; the warehouse
warehouse is
of house,
house, &C.;
is situated
situated of
&c.;
the tax imposed by law; and when
when so delivered,
delivered, shall be branded ""U.
U. S.
S.
bonded warehouse, tax paid";
paid" ; or may be removed from
warehouse
from said
said warehouse
without the payment
payment of the tax for the purpose of being
exportation,
being exported, or
or for
for for
forexportation,
the purpose of being rectified,
rectified, or redistilled,
redi stilled, canned,
cann ed, or
putinto
rectification,
or put
into other
other&e
rectification, &o
packages, after the quantity and proof of the spirits to be removed
packages,
removed have
required by
been ascertained and inspected as required
such rules
and
by law, under such
rules and
regulations and the execution
execution of such bonds or other security
security as the
the comcommissioner
Removal for
missioner of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, subject to the approval of the Secretary of
Removal
for
)
e
oc
a
l oc
l
a
ytz
in
bu
tot
the
prescribe; but such
such removal
removal of
the Treasury,
Treasury, may prescribe;
of bonded
spirits for
for the
the f
bonded spirits
rectificatidon t

purpose
purpose of being rectified, redistilled, or put into
shall once
for the same
into other packages,
packages, shall
onceforthesame
be allowed
be
allowed but once on the same spirits;
spirits; and all spirits so removed
removed for spirits.
rectification, or change of package,
redistillation, rectification,
package, shall
shall be
be returned
returned to
to the
the Spiritsremoved
Spirits removed
same warehouse, and shall again be inspected;
inspected; and the tax shall be paid tolbasxretotubrieleda.id
toTax
be returned.
to be paid
deficiency or reduction beyond
to the said collector on any deficiency
beyond three
three per
cent. on
on what
what deriper cent.
deftAnd upon spirits removed
fbr the purpose of being
removed under
under bond for
being redistilled
redistilled cieucy.
or rectified, or change
package as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and upon which an
change of package
allowan allowance shall have been made, as herein
herein provided, the duty upon such alaltogether with the taxes imposed
lowance shall be paid, together
imposed by
law upon
such
by law
upon such
spirits,
case such spirits shall be withdrawn
fbr consumption
spirits, in case
withdrawn for
consumption or sale, or
or
for transportation
transportation without being
exported. And no drawback
being exported.
drawback shaX
shalt be
be No drawback
drawback
allowed
allowed on any distilled
distilled spirits on whic
which the tax has been paid; but nothnoth- on distilled spirspiring
in this
be so
so construed
construed as to prevent
ing in
this section
section shall
shall be
prevent the manufacture
manufacture in its oen
on which
which tax
bond
exportation, without the payment of taxes, of medicines, prepa- has been paid.
bond for exportation,
rations, compositions,
perfumery, cosmetics,
rations,
compositions, perfumery,
cosmetics, cordials, and other liquors
manufactured wholly or in part of domestic spirits, as provided by
manufactured
by law.
law.
SEC.
41. And
And be
further enacted,
S
EC. 41.
be it
it farther
enacted, That any spirits or other merchanmerchan- Spirits maybe
may be ,
dise
removed from b
bonded
disc may be removed
on d
edwarehouse,
ware h
ouse ,
f
or the
th e purpose
ofb
ei
ngfrom
removed
for
purpose of
being
removed from
bonded
ol
u
idseedfowarelvra
c
cep
or_
exported, upon the order of the superintendent
superintendent of exports for the port to
exported,
house
for
exporwhence the spirits are to be exported; and such order shall state
state the
the port
port tation.
tation.
to which such spirits are t
too b
bee shipped,
shipp ed, an
th e name
th
e vessel,
vesse l
, an
h
roceedings in
andd the
name o
offthe
anddm P
Proceedings
also
the number of proof gallons, and the marks of the packages
casks; sue caes.
also the
packages or casks;
and such spirits or other merchandise shall be branded "'U.
"U. S.
bonded
S. bonded
warehouse,
warehouse, for export,"
export," and shall be put on board of the vessel in
by
in or by
which they are to be exported, by an officer under direction of the supersuperintendent of exports, and placed under the supervision
officer of the
intendent
supervision of an officer
the
customs,
bond with good and sufficient sureties shall have been Bond.
customs, after
after a
a bond
given in such form and containing
containing such
as the
the commissioner
such conditions
conditions as
commissioner
of internal
internal revenue, subject to the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury,
cancelled upon the pre- When
Treasury, may prescribe. And such bond shall be cancelled
bond
When bond
sentation of the
that
die proper
proper certificate
ce rtifi ca t
e th
atsaid
sa id sp
i
ri
ts h
ave b
een l
an d
edat
at may
mea
lly
od be
be caacad.spirits
have
been
landed
the port
attany o
other
port named in said bond,
bon d, or
or a
th er port without
wi
th
out the
th
e jurisdiction
jur i
sdi ct i
on of
of o
ce
the
the United
United States,
States, or upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof that after shipment the spirits
have been
have
been lost. And at any port where
where there shall be no superintendent
superintendent Where
Where there
le
there is
of exports,
exports, all the duties and services
superintendents of ex- no
of
services required
required of superintendents
no superintenVOL. xiV.
XIV.
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ports
and drawback
drawback shall
devolve upon
performed by the collector
collector
be performed
and be
upon and
shall devolve
ports and
designated to have charge of exportations.
revenue designated
of internal revenue
SEC. 42.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That any
any person
person or
or persons
persons who
who
further enacted,
And be
42. And
SEC.
Penalty
making
execute or
or sign
sign any
any false
false or
fraudulent bond,
or other
other
permit, entry, or
bond, permit,
or fraudulent
shall execute
making any
any false shall
pro-fraudulently pro
&c.
document,
evade
the pay&c.to
to document, required
required by law or regulations; or
or who
who shall
shall fraudulently
evade the payment
of tax, or
or in
the same
same to
to be
who shall
shall connive
connive at the
execution
the execution
or who
executed; or
be executed;
cure the
in cure
mentoftx,
fraud
in- thereof,
internal revenue
revenue tax shall be
which the payment of any internal
thereof, by which
fraud of the inrevenue
ternal revenue
ternal
laws,
evaded,
or attempted
be evaded,
or which
which shall
shall be
be executed,
executed, or
or purport
purport
evaded, or
to be
attempted to
evaded, or
lawsrevenue
to be
be executed,
executed, for
the purpose
of placing
or withdrawing
from, any
any
withdrawing from,
in, or
placing in,
purpose of
for the
to
bonded warehouse
any spirits
spirits or
other merchandise
merchandise for any
purpose whatany purpose
or other
warehouse any
bonded
ever, or
or which
which shall
shall in
attempted to be used in fraud
used or attempted
be used
in any way be
ever,
of the
the internal
laws and
and regulations,
conviction thereof, shall
on conviction
regulations, on
revenue laws
internal revenue
of
merchandise to which such inForfeiture.
forfeit all property
property in such spirits or other merchandise
forfeit
Forfeiture.
a
Imprisonment.
strument relates, or purports
purports to relate, and shall be imprisoned for a
Imprisonment. strument
term not
than one
nor more
more than
than five years,
at the discretion of the
years, at
one nor
less than
not less
term
court.
ownerserspirSac.
43. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That any person owning any disbe it
And be
SEC. 43.
Ownersofspirmanufactured prior to the time when this
intended for sale, manufactured
its intended
intended for tilled spirits intended
sale'
altogether, shall notify in writing
ture dmanufacbefore this act
takes effect,
effect, exceeding
writing
fifty gallons altogether,
exceeding fifty
act takes
talrebefourais
act
the collector
of the
spirits may
be stored,
or
held, or
stored, held,
may be
such spirits
wherein such
the district
district wherein
collector of
effect, the
takes effect,
act takes
collecto notify e°
11 ee - owned, within
sixty days
days thereafter, to gauge and prove the same; and
andd
gauge an
tor to gauge
and
prove them,
upon the
of said
said notice
notice the
to be
be
spirits to
said spirits
cause said
shall cause
collector shall
the collector
receipt of
the receipt
upon
he.
prov
packages containing
Casks, &c. how gauged and proved, and the casks or packages
containing the same to be
Casks,&c.
to
be marked.
marked by
the inspector
inspector in
in the
the following
following manner:manner: —
by the
marked
to be
dent
exports,
of exports,
dent of

collector
act
collector to act
as such.
Penalty for
for

Manufactured prior
prior to
to
Manufactured
186—.
,,186-.
Inspector,'
-- ,,Inspector,
— - District.
District.
Inspected
186—.
Inspected -—,, 186-.

no spirits
so manufactured,
or owned, shall be gauged, proved,
held, or
manufactured, held,
spirits so
to And
And no
spirits to
Such spirits
gauged only
or marked
in any
stationary vessel,
be gauged,
gauged,
but shall
shall be
vessel, but
or other
other stationary
any cistern
cistern or
or
marked in
be gauged
in barrels,
&c.
in
barrels, &c.
packages in which the same
proved and marked only in barrels, casks, or packages
&c proved
barrels
shall
have been
been placed;
placed; and
and the
the quantity
quantity held
held in
in leach-tubs
shall be estileach-tubs shall
shall have
packages, shall be
mated
drawn off into packages,
the inspector,
inspector, and when drawn
by the
mated by
Collector to
gauged
and marked as herein provided. Upon the receipt of the return
gauged and
Collector
the collector
collector shall immediately forward to the commissioner of internal
send commissioner copy
copy of
return,
revenue
thereof; and any person holding or owning such spirits,
a copy
copy thereof;
revenue a
return,
proPenalty for and refusing or neglecting to notify the collector,
collector, as in this section
section pro.
five hundred
refusal
collector.
to notify
notify vided, shall forfeit the same and pay the
sum of
the sum
tor
refal
of five
hundred dollars,
dollars, to
to
collector.
be
collected in
manner provided
provided by
by law
for the
collection of
other
of other
law for
the collection
the manner
in the
be collected
Spirits
penalties. No
which the tax has been paid shall be
distilled spirits on which
No distilled
penalties.
on
Spirits on
whichtax
which
tax is
is paid stored or allowed to remain on any distillery premises, under the penalty
not
remain
not to remain
upon
distiller's
of a
of all
all spirits
so found.
rebeing reafter being
spirits, after
all spirits,
And all
fbund. And
spirits so
a forfeiture
forfeiture of
of
upon distiller's
premises.
were inspected
inspected and
moved from the original package in which they were
rectification, redistillation
gauged into other packages for purposes of rectification,
redistillation
gauged
or change
proof; shall
again be inspected and gauged and properly
shall again
change of
of proof,
or
Absence of
branded; and
and the
the absence
absence of
of an
inspector's brand
brand shall be taken and held
an inspector's
of inin- branded;
Absence
sufficient cause or evidence upon which any spirits so found may be
spector's brand as sufficient
cause for
to be cause
forfeiture.
forfeited.
And any
any person
shall change
change the
spirits,
any spirits,
of any
character of
the character
who shall
person who
forfeited. And
forfeiture.
Changing
rectification, mixing,
or otherwise,
have been duly inotherwise, after they have
mixing, or
by rectification,
either by
Changing the either
characterofspirspected and marked,
hereinbefore provided, and place the same in other
?tt
r
marked, as hereinbefore
its after, &c. and
p
place
placing
them
in
packages
for
consumption
without first stamping or branding upon
or sale without
consumption
placing them in packages for
commissioner
other
packages
such
package,
manner
as
commissioner
of internal
internal revenue
revenue
the
in
such
manner
package,
other packages such
work
without,
forfeiture
&c. to may
the word
word "Rectified,"
"Rectified," shall
shall forfeit
such spirits,
and the
spirits, and
forfeit such
prescribe, the
may prescribe,
work 'forfeiture
collector or deputy collector of the district
of spirits.
same may be seized by the collector
See Post,
Post, p.
such-spirits
collector or deputy colspirits may be found, or by such other collector
p. 475.
476. where such
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lector
may be
specially authorized
by the
the commissioner
commissioner of
internal Branding
Branding
lector as
as may
be specially
authorized by
of internal
revenue
purpose. And
any person
person who
so brand
any packpackages, knowknowAnd any
who shall
shall so
brand any
pack- packages,
revenue for
for that
that purpose.
have not been paid, shall to
gbe
t'hetaxesnot
age containing
spirits, knowing
knowing the taxes thereon
thereon
t
h
o
l
b
e
te
a
t
i
a
d
x
,
7i
s
o
n
w
ot
paid,
how
P
c n t,9
forfeit
shall be
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor, and
up- punished.
punished.
a misdemeanor,
and upforfeit such
such spirits,
spirits, and
and shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
on
shall be
be imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not more
more than
than two
two years,
years, at
at the
the disdis- See
See Post,
Post, p.
p. 476.
476.
on conviction
conviction shall
cretion of the court.
Suc.
44. And
be it
further enacted,
boilers stills,
or other
stills,
Forfeited stills,
stills, or
other vesves- Forfeited
enacted, That
That all
all boilers,
SEC. 44.
And be
it further
Ste
sels,
or rectifying,
rectifying, and
e
sels, tools, and
and implements,
implements, used
used in distilling or
and forfeited
forfeited imp
&o.
a
i
m
na lements,
l
e
eo
mnsin
e
t
tled
.
and
condemned
under
condemned material,
to be
under any of the
the provisions
provisions of this
this act, and all condemned
material, toto- material, to
be
gether
with any
any engine
engine or
or other
therewith, and
and all
all sold at
at public
public
other machinery
machinery connected
connected therewith,
gether with
empty
all grain
other material
suitable for
for distillation,
distillation, auction.
auction.
and all
grain or
or other
material suitable
empty barrels,
barrels, and
shall,
the direction
direction of
court in
the forfeiture
forfeiture is
is recovered,
recovered,
shall, under
under the
of the
the court
in which
which the
be
sold al
public auction,
and the
thereof, after
exafter deducting
deducting the
the exauction, and
the proceeds
proceeds thereof,
be sold
at public
penses
Forfeited
penses of sale,
sale, shall be disposed
disposed of according
according to
to law.
law. And all
all spirits or Forfeited
spirituous
liquors which
may be
forfeited under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
o
i
s
u
e
o
d
rsow
disact, lic
liquors,
how diathis act,
be forfeited
under the
which may
spirituous liquors
po sed
unless
otherwise provided,
provided, shall
shall be
commissioner posed
P
be disposed of
of by
by the commissioner
of.
unless herein
herein otherwise
of
internal revenue
the Secretary
the Treasury
may direct.
direct. And
And the
of the
Treasury may
the
of internal
revenue as
as the
Secretary of
commissioner
internal revenue
revenue is
authorized, with
is hereby
hereby authorized,
with the
the approval
approval
commissioner of
of internal
of
the Secretary
the Treasury,
brandy from
from apof
Distillers of
distillers of
of brandy
ap- Distillers
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, to
to exempt
exempt distillers
of the
ples,
exclusively, from
such of
of th
provisions of
from apples, peaches,
peaches, or
or grapes
grapes exclusively,
from such
thee provisions
brandy
from
of this
this brandy
apples,
grapes,
&n.
ples, grapes, &o.
act
manufacture of spirits
ex- may
may be
exemptact relating
relating to
to the
the manufacture
spirits as
as in
in his judgment
judgment may
may seem
seem exbe exemptpedient. And
And any
any word
word or
words in
in any
any and
&e.
of ed,
ed,
&c.
parts of
of this
this act,
act, and
and of
or words
and all
all parts
pedient.
The word"
The
word"11 perperact is
is additional,
additional, indicating
indicating or
to person
person or
to include
all acts to
to which
which this
this act
or referring
referring to
or son
sTn "wto
include
persons, shall
shall be
include partnerships,
firms, associations,
associations, bodies
bodies what.
to include
partnerships, firms,
persons,
be taken
taken to
corporate or
politic, or
any other
party whatsoever,
when not
not otherwise
otherwise See
p. 483.
483.
corporate
or politic,
or any
other party
whatsoever, when
See Post,
Post, p.
designated, or
or manifestly
designated,
manifestly incompatible
incompatible with
with the
the intent
intent thereof.
thereof.
SEC. 45.
45. And
And be
be it
any person
remove Penalty for
for
shall remove
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That any
person who shall
SEC.
removing
spirits
removing spirits
any
froth the place where the same are distilled,
distilled, otherwise from
any distilled spirits frori
than
warehouse as provided
provided by law,
fine where
where distilled,
distilled,
than into a
a bonded
bonded warehouse
law, shall be
be liable to a
a fine
of
the amount
amount of
tax imposed
thereon, or
or to
imprisonment for
not except
except to
to aa
for not
of double
double the
of the
the tax
imposed thereon,
to imprisonment
bonded
use. warebonded
wareless than
than three
three months.
distilled spirits
so removed,
removed, and
and all
less
months. All
All distilled
spirits so
all distilled
distilled house. ware
spirits found
found elsewhere
elsewhere than
in a
bonded warehouse,
having been
Spirits so
respirits
than in
a bonded
warehouse, not
not having
been rere- is Spirits
so ren
v
o
e
t
dw
ain
den
tota
bx
e
moved from
such warehouse
warehouse according
according to
to law,
and the
by law
law mo
tax
moved
when
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
law, and
moved
from such

on the
the same
having been
paid, shall
shall be
forfeited to
United States,
on
same not
not having
been paid,
be forfeited
to the
the United
forfeited;
States, forfeited;
or
immediately upon
be seized,
seized, and,
and, after
after assessment
assessment and
may be
upon discovery,
discovery, be
and maybe
or may,
may, immediately
of
the tax
by the
collector for
for the
seized
expenses sold.
seized and
and sold.
sold by
the collector
the tax
tax and
and expenses
of the
tax thereon,
thereon, may
may be
be sold
of seizure
and sale.
And proceedings
shall be
Proceedings in
in
of
seizure and
sale. And
proceedings upon
upon such
such seizure
seizure shall
be accordaccord- Proceedings
ing to
to existing
existing provisions
law in
relation to
and in
conformityseizure.
case
of seizure.
in conformity
case of
provisions of
of law
in relation
to distraint,
distraint, and
ing
with any
shall be
be made
made by
by the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
with
any regulations
regulations which
which shall
internal
revenue. And the burden of proof shall be upon the claimant of said Burden
of
revenue.
uponof
upon the
spirits to show that the requirements
have
requirements of law in regard to the same ha
vec
pproof
laimants.
roofdnigin
been
aid or
or abet
in the
been complied
complied with.
with. And
And any
any person
person who
who shall
shall aid
abet in
the rere- Aiding in the
moval
otherwise than to a
a bonded
unlawful reremoval of distilled
distilled spirits from
from any distillery otherwise
bonded unlawful
warehouse
law, or
aid in
the concealment
concealment of
of such
n
such moval
ofdistilled
by law,
or shall
shall aid
in the
warehouse as
as provided
provided by
spirits
so removed,
removed, shall
be liable,
liable on
on conviction
fine of
ei
d
t
.
s w, pn
punspirits so
shall be
conviction thereof,
thereof, to
to a
a fine
of not
not ished.ow
less than
nor more
more than
than one
dollars, or
or to
less
than two
two hundred
hundred nor
one thousand
thousand dollars,
to imprisimprisonment
onment for not less than three nor more than twelve
any
twelve months. And any
person who shall remove,
remove, or shall aid or abet in the
the removal
removal of
of any distilled spirits
any bonded
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, other
than is
is allowed
allowed by
by law,
law,
tilled
spirits from
from any
other than
liable to
to a
fine of
of not
than one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
to imimshall be liable
a fine
not more
more than
or to
prisonment for
more than
than twelve
twelve months.
prisonment
for not
not less than
than three nor
nor more
months.
Suc. 46. And be it
brewer shall, before
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That every
every brewer
before Brewers,
Brewers, bebecommencing or continuing business
business after
takes effect,
f
commencing
after this act
act takes
effect, file
file with
with the
theore
fore commencassistant assessor
of the
district in
in which
he shall
gn to
to giv
g
nlivttob
n
u
o
s
t
i
i
n
ce
es
i
7
,
,
)
assistant
assessor of
the assessment
assessment district
which he
shall desi
design
bnoutie
to
s-to
carry on
his business,
writing, stating
stating therein
the name
aerates.
carry
on his
business, aanotice
notice in
in writing,
therein the
name of
of the
the sersors.
to state
tice to
em b
ers of what.
person, company,
company, corporation,
corporation, or
or firm,
firm, and the
the names of the m
members
Nctice
state
such company
together with
the place
place or
or places
places of
any such
company or
or firm,
firm, together
with the
of residence
residence
person or
the
of such
such person
or persons, and
and a
a description
description of
of the premises
premises on which
which the
brewery
brewery is situated, and of his or their title thereto, and the name or
or
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names of
the owner
owner or
also the
whole quantity or
or
the whole
and also
thereof; and
owners thereof;
or owners
of the
names
malt liquors
and sold
sold or
or removed
removed from
from the
brewery for
for
the brewery
made and
annually made
liquors annually
malt
two
preceding the
filing such
notice.
such notice.
of filing
the date
date of
next preceding
years next
two years
Brewers to
to
SEC.
47. And
it further
further enacted,
brewer shall execute a
a
every brewer
enacted, That every
be it
And be
SEC. 47.
Brewers
give bond;
bond
to the
the United
United States,
collector of the district,
the collector
by the
to be approved
approved by
States, to
bond to
give
bond;
in what
in
equal to
twice the
amount of tax which, in the
the opinion of the
the amount
to twice
a sum
sum equal
in a
what
in
amount;
assessor,
liable to pay during any one month, which
said brewer
brewer will be liable
assessor, said
amount;
to be
bond shall
May in each
each year, and shall be
be
of May
first day of
on the
the first
be renewed
renewed on
shall be
renewed bond
to
be renewed
annually;
conditioned that
he will
will pay, or cause to be paid, as herein provided, the
that he
conditioned
annuallyt
Condifions.
fermented
required by
lager beer, ale, porter, and other fermented
law on all beer, lager
by law
tax required
Conditions.
liquors aforesaid
aforesaid made
him, or
him, before
before the
the same is sold or rereor for
for him,
by him,
made by
liquors
moved
hereinafter provided; and that
as hereinafter
sale, except as
or sale,
consumption or
for consumption
moved for
he will
keep, or
or cause
cause to
be kept,
book in
manner and for the purin the manner
a book
kept, a
to be
will keep,
he
poses
inspection by the proper
proper
which shall be open to inspection
specified, which
hereinafter specified,
poses hereinafter
officers
by law
required, and that he will
respects faithfully
faithfully comwill in all respects
law required,
as by
officers as
ply,
without fraud
requirements of law relating to the
all requirements
evasion, with all
or evasion,
fraud or
ply, without
Prov i
so ,
manufacture
of any
liquors before
Provided,
mentioned: Provided,
before mentioned:
malt liquors
any malt
sale of
and sale
manufacture and
Proviso,
a wholesale
That
wholesale
shall be required to pay aa special tax as a
That no brewer shall
dealer,
reason of
brewa place other than his brewof selling
selling at wholesale, at a
by reason
dealer, by
ery,
manufactured by him.
ery, malt liquors manufactured
SEC.
enacted, That there shall be paid on all
further enacted,
be it further
48. And
And be
SEC. 48.
on beer,
Tax on
lager beer, ale,
beer, lager beer, ale, porter, and other similar fermented liquors, by whatPorter, &c.
ever
liquors may
called, a
tax of
dollar for
for every
may be
be called,
a tax
of one
one dollar
every barporter,
&.
ever name
name such
such liquors
any
a like rate for any
containing not more
gallons; and at a
more than thirty-one gallons;
rel containing
other
or for
for any
any fractional
fractional part
part of
of aa barrel
shall be brewed
brewed
which shall
barrel which
other quantity
quantity or
removed for consumption or sale, within the
manufactured and sold, or removed
or manufactured
By whom to
United
which tax shall be paid by the owner, agent or superinsuperinUnited States;
States; which
be paid.
tendent
tendent of the brewery
brewery or premises
premises in which
which such fermented liquors
liquors shall
be
manner and at the time hereinafter
Provided,
hereinafter specified: Provided,
the manner
be made, in the
Fractional
That fractional"
halves, quarters, sixths, and
and
a barrel shall be halves,
parts of a
fractional' parts
That
Fractional
a bara barrel
parts of a
bar- eighths
eighths;; and any fractional part of a
barrel containing less than one eighth
eighth
ret, and how
rel,
shall be
than one
than
more than
not more
eighth and not
one eighth
more than
eighth; more
one eighth;
be accounted
accounted one
accounted.
shall
accounted.
not
Poet,
one sixth,
sixth, shall
shall be
be accounted
accounted one
sixth; more than one sixth and not
one sixth;
476, one
pp. 475,
Post, pp.
quarter, shall be accounted
more than one quarter,
476.
accounted one quarter;
quarter; more than one
one
accounted one half; more
quarter and not more than one half,
half, shall be accounted
quarter
than
one half and not more than one barrel, shall be accounted one barrel;
barrel;
than one
sixty-three gallons, shall be
be
and more than one barrel and not more than sixty-three
accounted
hogshead.
accounted two barrels, or aahogshead.
SEC. 49.
be it
it further
That every
person owning
owning or
or ococBrewers, &c.
&c.
SEC.
49. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
every person
purbe
used,
for
the
or
intended
to
premises
used,
ng cupying
any
brewery
or
premises
used,
or
intended
used,
for
the
any
brewery
or
cupying
maenrfagteurbn
beer lager
ma
B
nruerabeer,

ale, &c., to make, pose
fermented liquors, or who shall have
pose of brewing or making such fermented
ale,&c.,tomake,
superintendence as agent
suchhpremises under his control
d'y to day, suc
from day
control or superintendence
agent for the owner
owner
entries in
entries
in aabook
mabrewing
any
of
kind
and
or
occupant,
or
shall
have
in
his
possession
or
custody
any
brewing
or
custody
possession
in
his
have
or
shall
occupant,
or
of kind and
quantity of
terials,
utensils, or
apparatus, used
used or
intended to
to be
be used
used on
on said
said premises
premises
terials, utensils,
or apparatus,
or intended
quantity

liquors made,

beer, ale, porter,
or other similar
beer, lager
lager beer,
in
the manufacture
in the
manufacture of
of beer,
porter, or
similar fer-

mented liquors, either
superintendent, shall, from day
day
either as
as owner, agent, or superintendent,
mented
a book to be kept by him for that
to day, enter or cause to be entered, in a
purpose, the kind of such fermented
fermented liquors, the description
description of packages,
packages,
and
fractional parts of barrels
barrels of fermented liquors
and number of barrels and fractional
consumption or sale, and
made, and also the quantity sold or removed for consumption
and
a separate
to enter, in a
entered, in a
separate
a shall also, from day to day, enter or cause to be entered,
separate book
, book to be kept by him for that purpose,
purpose, on [an] account
account of all material
material
separate
book,of
an account of
material purpurby
him purchased
the purpose
of producing
fermented liquors,
such fermented
producing such
purpose of
for the
purchased for
by him
material
chased;
chased;
including grain and malt; and shall render
render to said assessor or assistant
assistant
render
to
elnier teassessor,
on or
or before
the tenth
of each
each month,
month, a
a true
true statement
statement in
in
to r
hly
day of
tenth day
before the
assessor, on
monthlystatemont
sta
assessor writing, taken from his books, of the whole quantity or number of barrels
barrels
ment to assessor
under oath, &c.; and fractional parts of barrels of fermented liquors brewed and sold, or
or
removed for consumption
consumption or sale.
sale, during the preceding month; and shall
verify,
verified, the said statement,
statement, and the facts therein
verify, or cause to be verified,
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set forth,
forth, by
by oath
or affirmation
be taken
taken before
assistant
the assessor
assessor or
or assistant
to be
before the
affirmation to
set
oath or
assessor of
according to
form required
required by
by law,
and shall
shall Brewers,
Brewers, &e.
&c.
law, and
to the
the form
of the
the district,
district, according
assessor
immediately
forward to
oo
fsend
s
s
e
ta
nd
ted
mug
i
lit
cto
ate
immediately forward
to the collector
collector of
of the district
district a
a duplicate
duplicate of said
said t
to
duplicat
statement, duly
by the
And collector.
assessor. And
or assistant assessor.
certified by
the assessor or
statement,
duly certified
to
e
e
ctosb
be
inspection of any assessor
assessor or opBooks
en
said books shall be open at all times
in
aia for* the inspection
open to inspecrevenue agent,
assistant assessor, collector, deputy collector, inspector, or revenue
agent, ton
tion of
of revenue
revenue
who may
may take
and transcripts
transcripts therefrom.
therefrom.
officers.
officers.
take memorandums
memorandums and
who
SEC.
enacted, That the
bntries
in
S
EC. 50. And be -it
it further
further enacted,
the entries made in such bo
E
okIs
trto
t
io
es
bi
e
nvernveribooks
be
each month, be verified
by the
the fled
thly
books shall, on or before the
the tenth day
day of each
verified by
fled mon
monthly
oath or
affirmation of
the person
person or
persons by
whom such entries shall upon
upon oath.
oath.
or persons
by whom
oath
or affirmation
of the
at
book at
been made,
made, which oath or affirmation shall be written in the book
have been
the
of such
entries, and
certified by
by the
officer administering
the officer
administering the
and be
be certified
such entries,
the end
end of
same, and
"I do
swear (or
affirm) that the Form of oath.
do swear
(or affirm)
as follows: "I
and shall
shall be
be in
in form as
same,
foregoing entries were made
according
they state
state truly, according
made by me, and that they
foregoing
knowledge and belief, the whole
whole quantity of
fermented
ot fermented
my knowledge
to the
the best of my
liquors brewed, the quantity
and the
the quantity removed from the
quantity sold,
sold, and
liquors
brewery owned by —
in
I have
further, that I
in the county
county of -. . And further,
brewery
knowledge of any
required by law to be stated in said
said
or thing, required
any matter
matter or
no knowledge
entries, which has been omitted
omitted therefrom."
therefrom." And the owner, agent, or
or
entries,
superintendent
aforesaid, shall also,
also, in case the original
original entries made in
in
superintendent aforesaid,
his books shall not have been made by himself, subjoin thereto the following
by
in manner
manner as
as aforesaid: "
"IIdo swear Oath taken by
affirmation, to
to be taken
taken in
ing oath or affirmation,
entries
enr,ifolaireiaffirm) that,
knowledge and belief, the foregoing
(or affirm)
that, to
to the
the best
best of my knowledge
foregoing nowner,
owner,
ifeoriginal entries
are
entries fully
hilly set forth all the matters
matters therein required
required by
by law, and that the
the not
not made by
by
same
him.
I have taken all the means in my power him'
true, and
and that I
same are just and true,
make them so."
so."
to make
SEC.
enacted, That the owner, agent, or superPenalty for
for
51. And be
be it
it further enacted,
SEC. 51.
intendent
utensils used
eevading
vaditng or atmaking fermented
fermented t
used in
in making
vessels, or
or utensils
of any
any brewery,
brewery, vessels,
intendent of
tempting
pt
ing
payto
ment
or attempt
evade the
payment of
the tax
tax tem
liquors, who
who shall
shall evade
evade or
attempt to
to evade
the payment
of the
evade
payment
thereon, or fraudulently
fraudulently neglect
neglect or refuse to make true and exact entry of tax;
thereon,
f
n
o
o
r
..f
l
r
e
a
c
u
t
turrlentfraudulentand
13, for
nJeglecting,
required, or to do or cause ly
in the manner
manner by
by law required,
and report
report of the
the same in
to be done any of the things by law required
required to be done by him as afore- &c.
sze. to make
said,
entry in said book or in said entry andreport;
and report;
shall intentionally
intentionally make false entry
said, or who
who shall
for intentionstatement, or knowingly
knowingly allow or procure the same to be done, shall for- ally
alhorrminatheinotgioanmaking a
feit, for every such offence, all the liquors made by him or for him, and all false
false entry.
Forfeiture.
the vessels, utensils, and apparatus used in making the same, and be liable
Forfeiture.
to a
apenalty of not less than five hundred
hundred nor more than one thousand
thousand Fine.
dollars,
guilty of
of
dollars, to be recovered
recovered with costs
costs of
of suit, and
and shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor, and shall be imprisoned
imprisoned for a
aa misdmeanor,
a term not exceeding one Imprisonment.
Penalty
year. And any brewer who shall neglect to keep the books, or refuse
refuse to neglecting
Pl
enat% for
to
duplicate thereof
pro vid ed by law,
l
aw,
wh
o shall nke4peebolonks,00r
furnish the
the account and
and duplicate
thereof as provided
or who
keep books, or
furnish acrefuse to permit the proper officer to examine the books in the manner furnishacprovided, shall,
for every
every such
refusal or
or neglect,
f
or f
eit and
an d pay
pay th
provided,
shall, for
such refusal
neglect, forfeit
thee sum
sum icooutnptesr,morttfionrg
ono, or foritg
of three hundred dollars.
books to be examined.
S
EC. 52. And be it further
mi
n
a
e
r
d
e•
further enacted,
enacted, That the commissioner of internal a
SEC.
°e
.
Stamps
toob
be
mpsdenottel
;lt
revenue
ofthe
th e tax
t
ax aforesaid,
d
revenue shall
shall cause
cause to be
be prepared,
prepared, for the payment
payment of
aforesaid, prepared
prepared
suitable stamps denoting the amount of tax required
required to be paid on the ing amount
amount of
of
hogshead,
si x th s,an
ei
gh
th
s o
barre lo
ttax
anxbto
ap r
b
ee
lpa
si!
hogshead, barrels;
barrels,- and halves, quarters,
quarters, sixths,
andd eighths
offa barrel
be
paid
on
barrels, &c.:
of such fermented liquors, and
th e sam
t
o th
ll ec t
ors o
to be
be furnished
furnished
and shall furnish the
sameeto
thee co
collectors
off to
internal
required to keep on hand,
hand, at
coileetors, who
internal revenue,
revenue, who
who shall
shall each be
be required
at all times,
times, to
tocollectors,who
shall keep
ee1.1two
a supply equal in amount
months' sales thereof, if there shall be any months'
ohall
keep
two
a
amount to two months'.
brewery
or
brewery
warehouse
in
his
dist
r
i
c
t,
an
d
th
e
same
s
h
a
ll
b
e
so
ld
on
hand;
brewery or brewery warehouse in his district, and the same shall be sold on hand; ipp y
to be sold only
by such collectors only to the brewers
brewers of their districts, respectively;
respectively; and
to
breecsovuernst.
to be
such
collectors shall
an account
th e num
ber and
an d va
l
ues of
oft
he to A
such collectors
shall keep
keep an
account of
of the
number
values
the
Account
to be
stamps sold by them to each of
brewers, respectively;
respectively; and the coinof such brewers,
com- kept of stamps
eduction o
onn
missioner of internal
internal revenue
revenue shall allow upon all sales of such stamps to solD
deduaion
any
and by
by him
his b
us i
ness ,
decuct i
on [deduction]
[d educt i
on ] of
of sales
to brewers.
brewers.
any brewer,
brewer, and
him used
used i
inn his
business,
aa decuction
sales to
seven and one half per centum. And the amount
amount paid into the treasury Commissions
Commissions
brewers shall be of collector
account of the sale of such stamps to brewers
collector on account
by any collector
collector and
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assessor on
on acincluded in
estimating the
the commissions
commissions of
such collector
collector and of the assesassesof such
in estimating
ac- included
assessor
count of sales

stamps.
off
°
Brewers
sta m ps. to ob-

Brewerstoob-

thin
from colcoltain from
lectors
propthe proplectors the
er stamps, and
affix upon
the
affix upon the
tap
of each
each barbartap of
ml,
&c. athe
stamp
denoting
tax

district.
sor of
of the
the same
same district.
sor

SEC. 53.
53. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
every brewer
brewer shall
shall obtain,
obtain,
That every
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
from the
the collector
collector of
of the
warethe district in which his brewery or brewery warefrom
fail
house
unless said collector shall fail
situated, and not otherwise, unless
be situated,
may be
house may

to
application to
to him,
him, the
proper stamp
stamps,
or stamps,
stamp or
the proper
upon application
same upon
the same
furnish the
to furnish
tap (of
and
shall affix
upon the
or tap
(of which there shall be but
but
spigot-hole or
the spigot-hole
affix upon
and shall
each and
hogshead, barrel, keg, or other receptacle, in
every hogshead,
and every
of each
one) of
rdeoting the tax one)
thereon.
which any
any fermented
fermented liquor
liquor shall
be contained,
removed
contained, when sold or removed
shall be
which
thereon.
from
brewery or
denoting the
the amount of the tax
stamp denoting
a stamp
warehouse, a
or warehouse,
such brewery
from such
Mode
of affixrequired upon
upon such
such fermented
liquor, in
in such
a way
way that the said stamp
such a
fermented liquor,
affix- required
Mode of
ing the
or stamps
stamps will
be destroyed
upon the
the withdrawal
withdrawal of
from such
such
liquor fiom
the liquor
of the
destroyed upon
will be
stamp. or
the stamp.
ing
a faucet
faucet
of a
introduction of
hogshead, barrel,
barrel, keg,
other vessel,
vessel, or
the introduction
upon the
or upon
or other
keg, or
hogshead,
or other
instrument for
for that
and shall
also, at
at the time of affixaffixshall also,
purpose; and
that purpose;
or
other instrument
by writing
same by
aforesaid, cancel the same
cancelled,
Stamps to
and
writing or
or
be ing such stamp or stamps as aforesaid,
how,
imprinting
thereon the
the name
name of
corporation by whom
firm, or corporation
person, firm,
the person,
of the
imprinting thereon
how.
such
have been
made, or
letters thereof, and the
initial letters
the initial
or the
been made,
may have
liquor may
such liquor
affix
Penalty for
date when cancelled.
cancelled. Every brewer who shall refuse or neglect to affix
not
affixing or
or
and
cancel the
the stamp
stamp or
required by
the manner
aforesaid,
manner aforesaid,
in the
law in
by law
stamps required
or stamps
and cancel
not afixing
not
cancelling
stamp, or
or affixor who
who shall
shall affix
stamp thereto,
permit
knowingly permit
or knowingly
thereto, or
fraudulent stamp
or fraudulent
false or
affix aafalse
affix- or
stamp,
be liable
done, shall
be done,
fraudulent
the same
to be
shall be
liable to pay aapenalty of one hundred
hundred dolsame to
the
ing fraudulent
ones.
each barrel
package on
on which
occurs,
fraud occurs,
or fraud
omission or
such omission
which such
or package
barrel or
for each
lars for
im-_ lars
Fine
Pine and im
and shall
shall be
liable to
imprisonment for not more than one year.
to imprisonment
be liable
and
prisonment.
carman, agent
any brewer,
Penalty
for
SEC. 54.
54. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
brewer, carman,
agent
That any
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
for
Penalty
purchasselling,
selling, purchasing,
for transportation,
transportation, or
or other
person, who
who shall
shall sell,
remove, receive, or pursell, remove,
other person,
receiving, for
ing, receiving,
&c.
fermented
chase, or in any way aid in the sale, removal, receipt, or purchase of any
chase,
&c.fermented
liquor in any
fermented liquor
in any
any hogshead,
hogshead, barrel,
barrel, keg,
keg, or
or other
vessel
other vessel
contained in
liquor contained
rom aa fermented
veqssel
vessel from
required
brewery,
from any
any brewery
brewery or
or brewery
brewery warehouse,
which the stamp required
upon which
warehouse, upon
&c. from
brewery, &c.
without
by law
law shall
have been
been affixed,
affixed, or on which
stamp
which aafalse or fraudulent stamp
not have
shall not
without aastamp, by
or with.a false
stamp ,s
m .
:
is affixed,
affixed, with
knowledge that
is such,
such, or
stamp once cana stamp
which a
on which
or on
it is
that it
with knowledge
is
stamp, &c.:
celled
is used
second time;
time; and any retail dealer or other person, who
a second
used a
celled is
for withdraw- shall
fermented liquor from any
withdraw or aid in the withdrawal of any fermented
shall withdraw
from
ing
the liquor
vessel, hogshead,
barrel, keg,
or other
other vessel
containino
r
,
- the
dewithout desame, without
the same,
vessel containing
keg, or
hogshead, barrel,
liquor
uch
irng such
without defacing stroying
stroying or
upon the same, or shall withdraw
affixed upon
stamp affixed
the stamp
defacing the
or defacing
withoutdefacing
liquor from
the
or aid
in the
of any
any fermented
fermented liquor
from any
any hogshead,
hogshead, barthe withdrawal
withdrawal of
or
aid in
the stamp,
stamp, or
from
not stamped;
avessel
rel, keg,
or other
upon which
which the
been
stamp shall not have been
proper stamp
the proper
vessel, upon
other vessel,
keg, or
rel,
frot
stamped
affixed, or
or on
false or
affixed, shall be liable to
fradulent stamp is affixed,
or fradulent
a false
which a
on which
affixed,
imprisonment not more than one
one
one hundred dollars, and to imprisonment
of one
aa fine of
for making,
making,
year. Every
counterfeit
person who shall make, sell, or use any false or counterfeit
Every person
year.
for
false
selling,
stamps
or orusing
using
or stamp
of
for printing
printing or making stamps which shall be in imitation of
die for
or die
stamp or
selling,ta
dies,
&c.
or purport
be a
or die
of the
the kind
kind before
before mentioned,
or
mentioned, or
die of
stamp or
a lawful
lawful stamp
to be
or
purport to
dies, &c.
who
shall procure
the same
be imprisoned for not less
be done,
done, shall be
to be
same to
procure the
who shall
Provided, That every brewer,
brewer, who
nor more than five years: Provided,
than one nor
Brewers sell- than
where the
place where
ing
brewery
at retail
to from
affix sells
retail at
brewery or
or other
other place
at the
the brewery
at retail
liquor at
fermented liquor
sells fermented
afomx
breweryt
and cancel
caneel the proper stamp or stamps upon the
affix and cancel
shall affix
is made,
made, shall
same is
cancel prop- same
and
hogsheads, barrels, kegs, or other vessels in which the same is contained,
er stamps;
hogsheads,
to keep soand
an account of the quantity so sold by him, and of the numand shall keep an
acto
count of quantity
ber and size of
vessels in which the
of the hogsheads, barrels, kegs, or other vessels
of qusn- ber
countsold;
same may
may have been
been contained,
report thereof, verified
verified
contained, and shall make aareport
to report under same
to
oath to assessor by oath, monthly to the assessor, and forward a
a duplicate
duplicate of same
same to
monthly, and to
send
duplicate
the collector
further, That brewers
brewers may reAnd providedfurther,
district; And
the district;
of the
collector of
the
send duplicate
other
to collector;
collector;
breweries or other
move malt
malt liquors of their own manufacture from their breweries
may remove
places
of manufacture
manufacture to
to aawarehouse
or other
other place
place of
of storage
occupied
storage occupied
warehouse or
places of
remove
may
malt
r
certain
malt
liquors in
them within
barrels
same district in quantities of not less than six barrels
within the same
by them
in certain by
liquors
affix
affixing the proper stamp
quantities from in one vessel without
without affixing
stamp or stamps, but shall affix
quantities
brewery to
waret
to warebrewery
same upon
when sold
sold or
or removed
such warehouse
warehouse or
from such
removed from
liquor when
such liquor
h esame
upon such
the
house without t
manufacturer of any ale or porter
stamps.
other
But when the manufacturer
place of storage. But
other place
and owns,
Stamps
to
the same
in one
one collection
owns, occupies,
occupies, or
or
collection district, and
same in
manufactures the
to be
be manufactures
Stamps
taxed
when
affixed when
porter
is sold or hires a
adepot or warehouse
warehouse for the storage and sale of such ale or porter
liquor is
removed.
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in
another collection
collection district,
without affixing
the stamps
stamps on
the When and
in another
district, he
he may,
may, without
affixing the
on the'
and how
how
r f
ma
y
eroril•oov
r
om
casks
the brewery,
brewery, as
as herein
herein provided
provided for,
for, remove
remove or
or transport,
or
cause
casks at
at the
transport,
or
cause
ale
or
porter
may
be
l
e
e
removed from
,.be
to be removed
transported, said
said ale
porter, in
in quantities
quantities not
less than
than district where
removed or transported,
ale or
or porter,
not less
where
to
one
hundred barrels
at a
atime,
under a
permit from
from the
collector of
the manufactured
one hundred
barrels at
time, under
a permit
the collector
of the
manufactured to
warehouse
in
warehouse
in
district
wherein said
said ale
ale or
or porter
porter is
is manufactured,
to said
depot or
or wareware- another
district wherein
manufactured, to
said depot
another
district,
district,
house,
but to
rules and
and regulations
the corcom- without having
house, but
to no
no other
other place,
place, under
under such
such rules
regulations as
as the
stamps
affixed.
missioner
of internal
prescribe, and
and thereafter
thereafter the
missioner of
internal revenue
revenue may
may prescribe,
the manufacmanufac- stamps affixed.
turer
removed shall
same when
when it
it leaves
leaves
turer of
of the ale or
or porter
porter so
so removed
shall stamp
stamp the
the same
such
in the
and under
same penalpenalsuch depot
depot or warehouse,
warehouse, in
the same
same manner
manner and
under the
the same
ties
as when
when stamped
stamped at
the brewery
herein provided;
provided;
ties and liabilities
liabilities as
at the
brewery as
as herein
and the collector
collector of
depot or warehouse
warehouse is
of the district
district in which
which such depot
is situsituated
manufacturer with
with the
stamps for
the
ated shall
shall furnikh
furnish the
the manufacturer
the stamps
for stamping
stamping the
same,
manufactured in
in his
his district:
same, as if the
the said ale or
or porter had been
been manufactured
district:
And provided further,
where fermented
fermented liquor
liquor has
become sour
sour or
further, That
That where
has become
or Fermented
damaged,
incapable of use as
brewers may
damaged, so as
as to be
be incapable
as such, brewers
may sell
sell the
the same
same liquors,
liquors, sour
sour anti
ane
unfit for use,
for manufacturing
manufacturing purposes, and may remove
remove the
places where
the same
same to
to places
where it
it unvfit
bsolsdfor
may be sold for
other vessels,
those manufacturing
may be
be used
used for such purposes,
purposes, in casks,
casks, or
or other
vessels, unlike
unlike those
maiufacturing
purposes, &c.
ordinarily
for fermented
respectively not
not less
ordinarily used
used for
fermented liquors,
liquors, containing
containing respectively
less than
than without
purposes, &c.
stamps
one
barrel each,
and having
nature of
of their
contents marked
marked upon
upon affixed.
one barrel
each, and
having the
the nature
their contents
them,
without
affixing
thereon
the
stamp
or
stamps
required.
them, without affixing thereon the stamp or stamps required.
S
EC. 55.
enacted, That
That every
mark or
barrel,
SEC.
55. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
every brewer
brewer shall
shall mark
or Every barrel,
&c. of fermented
cause
such manner
shall be
by the
the commiscause to be
be marked, in
in such
manner as
as shall
be prescribed
prescribed by
commis- &c.
of fermented
be
liquor to be
sioner of
internal revenue,
upon every
every hogshead,
barrel, keg,
keg, or
other marked before
sioner
of internal
revenue, upon
hogshead, barrel,
or other
before
vessel containing
containing the fermented liquor made by him, before it is sold or it is
is sold or rerefrom
from
warehouse, or
place of
man- moved
removed from
from the brewery,
brewery, or
or brewery
brewery warehouse,
or other
other place
of manmbrewery.°
brewery.
person, firm
firm or
corporation by
such liquor
liquor
ufacture, the name
name of the person,
or corporation
by whom
whom such
was
place where
where the
shall have
made;
was manufactured,
manufactured, and
and the
the place
the same
same shall
have been
been made;
and any person other than the owner thereof,
thereof; or his agent, who shall in- Penalty
Penalty for
for
purposely
tentionally
remove or
therefrom, shall
be liable
liable to
tentionally remove
or deface
deface such
such mark
mark therefrom,
or reshall be
to a
a purposel'yremovingdefacmoving
dr
defacing such marks.
penalty
fifty dollars
dollars for
for each
each cask
which the
the mark
mark is
is so
so removed
penalty of
of fifty
cask from
from which
removed ing
or defaced.
defaced.
SEC. 56. And be
enacted, That
SEC.
be it further
further enacted,
That every
every person
person other than the
the Penalty,
Penalty, if
other
purchaser or owner of any fermented
fermented liquor,
person acting
be- any person other
purchaser
liquor, or
or person
acting on
on his
his beowner or
half, or
or as
as his
agent, who
remove or
deface the
stamp than
half,
his agent,
who shall
shall intentionally
intentionally remove
or deface
the stamp
purhaser
intenpurchaser intenaffixed upon the hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel, in which the same tionallv
tionally removes
defaces stamp
stamp
may be contained, shall be liable to a
a fine of fifty dollars for each such or
or defaces
on any barrel,
vessel
which the
the stamp
stamp is
and to
render comvessel from
from which
is so
so removed
removed or
or defaced,
defaced, and
to render
corm- &c..
arre
pensation
owner for
damages sustained
by him
him
pensation to
to such
such purchaser or owner
for all
all damages
sustained by
therefrom.
therefrom.
SEC. 57. And
it further
ownership or
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the ownership
or possession
possession Possession of
fermented liquor
by any person of any fermented
fermented liquor after its sale or removal from after
fermented
liquor
removal
brewery
where it
was made,
upon which
the from warehouse,
warehouse,
brewery or warehouse, or other place where
it was
made, upon
which the
tax required
on which
which tax is
is
required shall not have been paid, shall render
render the same liable to on
not paid, to be
seizure wherever
wherever found,
and to
forfeiture; and
that the
want of
seizure
found, and
to forfeiture;
and that
the want
of the
the capusaof
cause of tfofeitforfeitproper stamp
or stamps
stamps upon
upon any
any hogshead,
other vessel
proper
stamp or
hogshead, barrel,
barrel, keg,
keg, or other
vessel in
in ure.
removal from Absence
of
Absence of
or removal
may be
be contained
contained after its sale or
which fermented
fermented liquor may
stamps on barthe brewery
brewery where
same was
was made,
made, or
or warehouse
warehouse as
shall rel,
the
where the
the same
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
c. to
to be
be
rel, &c.
be notice to all persons that the tax has not been paid thereon,
thereon, and shall notice that tax
is
not paid.
paid.
be
facie evidence
of the
the non-payment
non-payment thereof.
thereof.
is not
be prima
prima facie
evidence of
SEC.
And be it
itfurther
enacted, That every person who shall withWithdrawing
S
EC. 58. And
further enacted,
with- Withdrawing
liquor
draw any fermented
fermented liquor from any hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel fermented
fermented liquor
for bottling, from
upon which
pro per,stamp
st
am por
or s
t
amps s
hall not
no thave
been affixed,
affixed, for
upon
which the
the proper,
stamps
shall
have been
for any
any vessel
vessel not
not
the same,
shall carry
carry on,
attempt to
to stamped, or botthe purpose
purpose of bottling the
same, or
or who
who shall
on, or
or attempt
fermented
carry on,
on, the
of bottling
fein
ted
in any
any brewery or
or tling
liqur
the business
business of
bottling fermented
fermented liquor in
carry
liquor i
n the
7
ch fermented liquor
premises place
other place in
in wh
which
liquor is
is made,
made, or
or upon
upon any premises
place where
wnere it
it is
is
having communication
communication with such brewery
brewery or any
&c. how
any warehouse,
warehouse, shall be made, &c.
punished.
a fine of five hundred dollars, and the property used in such bot- punished.
liable to a
tling or business shall be
be liable to forfeiture.
forfeiture.
S
EC. 59. And be it further
further enacted,
inspector or
SEC.
enacted, That
That any
any inspector
or revenue
revenue Penalty
Penalty upon
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agent
who shall
hereafter become
interested, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, in
in the
the
agent who
shall hereafter
become interested,
manufacture of tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or cigars,
manufacture
cigars, and any
collector, in.
inany assessor,
assessor, collector,
spector,
revenue agent,
become interested,
interested, directly
spector, or
or revenue
agent, who
who shall
shall hereafter
hereafter become
directly
or indirectly,.in the production,
production, by
by other
by distillation, or
or by
other process,
process, of
of
spirits,
spirits, ale, or beer, or other
other fermented
fermented liquors,
shall, on
conviction
before
liquors,
shall,
on
conviction
before
'
of the
the United
States of
of competent
competent jurisdiction,
pay a
any court
court of
United States
jurisdiction, pay
a penalty
penalty
not less than five hundred dollars, nor more than
than five
five thousand
dollars, in
in
thousand dollars,
the discretion
of the
the court.
court. And
such officer
officer interested
interested as
aforesaid
the
discretion of
And any
any such
as aforesaid
in any such manufacture
manufacture at the time this act takes
who shall
fail
takes effect,
effect, who
shall fail
to divest
divest himself
himself of such interest within sixty days
thereafter, shall
to
days thereafier,
shall be
&. held
held and
interested after this act
and declared
declared to have become so interested
act takes
takes efeffect.
fect.
Internal
reveSEC. 60. And be
Internal revebe it
it further
Sec.
further enacted,
enacted, That
internal revenue
offiThat every
every internal
revenue offinue
officers paid
nueofficers
paid cer,
whose
or compensation
compensation shall
cer,
whose payment, charges, salary,
salary, or
shall be
be composed,
composed,
by fees,
&c. to
to
fees, &C.
make statement
either wholly or in part,
allowances, or
rewards,
part, of
statement either
of fees,
fees, commissions,
commissions, allowances,
or rewards,
under oath of
from
whatever source derived, shall be required
from whatever
required to
to the
to render
render to
the commiscommisentire amount
amount of
of
fees, &z.
&c.
ofsioner
internal revenue,
sioner of
of internal
revenue, under
by the
the SecreSecreunder regulations
regulations to
to be
be approved
approved by
fees,
tary of the Treasury, a
a statement under oath
oath setting
forth the
entire
setting forth
the entire
amount of such fees, commissions,
commissions, emoluments
or rewards
rewards of
whatever
emoluments or
of whatever
nature, or from whatever
whatever source
received, during the
source received,
the time
for which
time for
which said
said
Penalty for
statement is rendered; and any false
statement
false statement
statement knowingly
and wilfully
knowingly and
wilfully
mak- rendered under the requirements of
knowingly makestablished
rendered under
requirements
this section, or regulations established
ing false
ins state- fise
meat;
ment;
in accordance
accordance therewith,
shall be
wilful perjury,
perjury, and
and punished
punished on
therewith, shall
be deemed
deemed wilful
on
section forty-two
conviction thereof, as provided in section
of the
June
forty-two of
the act
act of
of June
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, to which this
is an
this act
act is
an amendamendfor neglecting
neglecting ment;
or omission
omission to
ment; and any neglect
neglect or
such statement
statement when
when rereto render
render such
to render statetent wheffrede' sate- quired shall
punished on
thereof by
by aafine
not less
than
shall be punished
on conviction
conviction thereof
fine of
of not
less than
ment
quired.
two hundred dollars nor more
more than five
the discretion
five hundred
quired.
hundred dollars,
dollars, in
in the
discretion
of the court.
When law reSEC. 61.
it further
Sac.
61. And
And be
be it
That so
so much
act as
as
further enacted,
enacted, That
much of
of this
this act
lating to distilled
latg toislldr-changes
relating to distilled spirits
changes the existing
existing law relating
fermented liquors
spirits and
and fermented
liquors
spirits and fermented liquors shall take effect from and after the first day of
mented
of September,
hunSeptember, eighteen
eighteen huntakes effect.
effect.
dred
dred and sixty-six.
Penalty for
SEC.
enacted, That if any
SEC. 62. And be it further enacted,
persons
any person
person or
or persons
giving
or offer
offergiving or
shall, directly
shall,
directly or indirectly, promise, offer, or give, or cause
cause or
or procure
procure to
to
ing, &c. any
bribe, or
orpresent,
offered, or
present, be promised, offered,
or given,
any money,
given, any
money, goods,
right in
action, bribe,
bribe,
goods, right
in action,
U&.to
&c.
to ayte
any
present
or reward,
reward, or
or any
any promise,
promise, contract,
undertaking, obligation,
obligation, or
present or
contract, undertaking,
United States
officer
security for
for the
the payment
payment or
of any
any money,
action,
or delivery
delivery of
officer or official,
official, security
money, goods,
goods, right
right in
in action,
with intent
intent to bribe, present, or reward,
reward, or any other valuable
thing whatever
any ofofvaluable thing
whatever to
to any
influence his
influence his
ficer
ficer of
of the United States, or person holding
holding any
any place
of trust
trust or
or profit,
place of
profit,
action on
anyaction
on anything before
or discharging
official function
discharging any official
in connection
connection with,
function under,
before
under, or
or in
with, any
any dedehim, or to cause
cause partment
government of the United States, after the,
partment of the government
the passage
of
passage of
him to commit
inyofraud
fraud upon
pot this act, with intent
intent to
to influence
influence his
his decision
or action
on any
question, matmatdecision or
action on
any question,
any
the revenue;
ter, cause, or thing which may then be pending,
revenue;
pending, or
or may
by law
law be
brought
may by
be brought
before
him in
in his
before him
his official
official capacity, or in his place of trust or profit, or with
with
intent
person to commit, or
intent to influence any such officer
officer or person
or abet
in
or aid or
abet in
committing,
revenue of the United States,
committing, any fraud on the revenue
States, or
or to
to connive
connive
at or
or collude
collude in, or to allow or permit, or make opportunity
for the
the comopportunity for
commission
of any
any such
such fraud,
fraud, and shall be thereof convicted, such
such person or
mission of
or
persons
causing, or procuring
persons so
so offering,
offering, promising,
promising, or giving, or causing,
procuring to be
be
promised,
goods, right in action,
promised, offered, or given any such money, goods,
action, bribe,
bribe,
present,
present, or reward, or any promise, contract, undertaking,
undertaking, obligation,
or
obligation, or
security for the payment or delivery of any money, goods,
security
in action,
action,
goods, right
right in
bribe, present, or reward, or other valuable
bribe,
valuable thing whatever, and
the officer
officer
and the
or for accept- or person who shall in anywise
or
anywise accept or receive
receive the
part
the same,
same, or
or any
any part
ing or receiving
receiving respectively shall be liable to indictment in any court of
the United States
States
respectively shall be liable to indictment
the same.
theae.
having jurisdiction, and shall, upon conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
be fined not
not exexFine.
ceeding three times the amount so offered, promised,
ceeding
or
promised, given,
given, accepted,
accepted, or
Imprisonment. received,
received, and imprisoned not exceeding
three years; and
exceeding three
the person
and the
person concon-

revenue officers
revenue
for becoming
becoming or
being
interested
being
e interested
in
manufacin the manufacture of tobacco,
tobacco,
&c. or
in propro&C.
or ill
duction ofspirits
of spirits
or fermented
fermented
or
liquors.
Being inter,
interBeing
estedi w'en
ested
when act
act
takes eflect,
takes
effect, and
failing todivest
to.divest
failing
of interest,
of
interest, &c.
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victed of
of so
so accepting
or receiving
the same,
any part
part thereof,
thereof, if an
or any
same, or
receiving the
accepting or
victed
officer or
holding any
any such
such place
place of
of trust
trust or
his
shall forfeit his
profit, shall
or profit,
person holding
or person
officer
office
or place;
convicted under
for- Incapacitated
Incapacitated
shall forsection shall
this section
under this
so convicted
any person
person so
and any
place; and
office or
fzue.holding
o
ever
office of
honor, trust
trust or
under the
the offiel.
profit under
or profit
of honor,
any office
to hold
hold any
be disqualified
disqualified to
ever be
United
States.
United States.
Proceedings
S
EC. 63.
further enacted,
hereafter in all cases of seizProceedings
enacted, That hereafter
itfurther
be it
And be
63. And
SEC.
ure
of any
any goods,
wares, or
which shall,
the in
in ca
ses of
of seizcases
of the
the opinion
opinion of
shall, in
in the
or merchandise
merchandise which
goods, wares,
ure of
as
u
ie
o
f goods
g00d s Icts
of
ure
collector or
or deputy
deputy collector
making such
seizure, be
the appraised
appraised yalue
yalue subject to forof the
be of
such seizure,
collector making
collector
of three
hundred dollars
less, and
and which
which shall
been so
seized as
as feiture.
so seized
have been
shall have
or less,
dollars or
three hundred
of
being
subject to
of the
this act,
act, or
of
or of
of this
provisions of
the provisions
any of
under any
forfeiture under
to forfeiture
being subject
any act
which this
is an
an amendment,
amendment, excepting
cases otherwise
otherwise proproin cases
excepting in
this is
to which
act to
any
vided, the
said collector
eollector or
collector shall
shall proceed
that
as follows, that
proceed as
deputy collector
or deputy
the said
vided,
is to
to say:
say :He
list containing
containing a
particular description
dupli.
description of the List in dupli.
a particular
a list
cause a
shall cause
He shall
is
goods, wares,
wares, or
or merchandise
seized to
to be
be prepared
prepared in
an °ate.
cate.
and an
in duplicate,
duplicate, and
merchandise seized
goods,
appraisement
of the
same to
to be
sworn appraisers,
appraisers, to be se- Appraisement.
three sworn
by three
made by
be made
the same
appraisement of
lected by
him for
who shall
shall be
and disinterest[ed]
disinterest[ed]
respectable and
be respectable
purpose, who
said purpose,
for said
by him
lected
citizens
collection district
wherein
district wherein
the collection
within the
residing within
States residing
United States
the United
of the
citizens of
the
was made.
made. The
The aforesaid
aforesaid list
and appraisement
appraisement shall
propbe propshall be
list and
seizure was
the seizure
erly
by such
collector or
or deputy
collector and
making
persons making
the persons
and the
deputy collector
such collector
attested by
erly attested
the
service said
shall be
be allowed
allowed the
the sum
sum Pay of apappraisers shall
said appraisers
which service
for which
appraisement, for
the appraisement,
of
fifty cents
cents per
per day
day each,
each, to
to be
be paid
paid as
as other
necessary praisers.
other necessary
and fifty
dollar and
one dollar
of one
If goods seized
charges
of collectors
according to law.
If the said goods shall be found seized
If
law. If
collectors according
charges of
e
f
(
z
li
found
i
to
o
e be
to be
les, ofarefound
by
be of
of the
the value of three hundred dollars or less,
to be
appraisers to
by such
such appraisers
of
the value
the
said
collector
or
deputy
collector
shall
publish
a
notice,
for
space
$300
less,
color
lesscol$300
space
the
the said collector or deputy collector shall publish a notice, for
of three
three weeks,
of the
the district
district where
where the
the seizure
seizure was
was lector to publish
newspaper of
some newspaper
in some
weeks, in
of
made, describing
describing the
and stating
stating the
time, place,
place, and
and cause
cause of
of nice
n" etostate
the time,
articles and
the articles
made,
what.ice to state
their seizure,
claiming them to apap - what.
requiring any person or persons claiming
seizure, and requiring
their
first
pear and
and make
make such
such claim
within thirty
thirty days from the date of the first
claim within
pear
publication of
notice :Provided,
any person
person or
persons claimof
Claimants of
claim- Claimants
or persons
That any
Provided, That
such notice:
of such
publication
ing the
the goods,
merchandise, so
seized, within
the time
time specified
e
claim
specified meav'fle
within the
so seized,
or merchandise,
wares, or
goods, wares,
ing
in the
may file
such collector
collector a
a claim, and execute
deputy collector
or deputy
collector or
with such
file with
notice, may
the notice,
in
stating
or their
in the
the articles
articles seized,
seized, and
and may execute a
a bond bond.
interest in
their interest
his or
stating his
to
the United
United States
States in
in the
the penal
penal sum
sum of
two hundred
hundred and
dollars,
fifty dollars,
and fifty
of two
to the
with
sureties, to
be approved
said collector
collector or
collector, condi- Conditions of
deputy collector,
or deputy
by said
approved by
to be
with sureties,
bond.
tioned
in case
seized, the obligors be
"cl.
articles so seized,
of the
the articles
condemnation of
of condemnation
case of
that, in
tioned that,
C
dolb
l
a
senCollector
e
octd
or to
tod
conto
obtain
such
proceedings,
will pay all the costs and expenses of the proceedings,
obtain
con
and
bond
paysend
,i
.bi e et

t0
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demnation;; and
and upon
upon the
the delivery
delivery of
such bond
bond to
collector or
duplicate list to
to
deputy duplicate
or deputy
to the
the collector
of such
demnation

collector, he
with the
duplicate list
list or
or description
description theUnitedStates
the United States
the duplicate
same, with
the same,
transmit the
shall transmit
he shall
collector,
wi
iit
o
ri s
c
h
ttf
t
t
.it
itorn
oey,
of the
the goods
goods seized, to
district attorney for the district,dsdistrct attrney,
to the United States district
of
thereon.
ceed
who shall
shall proceed
proceed thereon
manner prescribed
prescribed by law:
there:
'
ordinary manner
the ordinary
in the
thereon in
who
,
And
also, That if there shall be no claim interposed,
interposed , and nonoclaim
ilf there is
provided also,
And provided
no no
and is
bond given
given within
within the
collector or
deputy colOndm,
Collec
ntOr to
collector
col- ebbond,
or deputy
the collector
specified, the
above specified,
time above
the time
bond
lector,
may be,
days' notice
of the sale of the give ten days'
notice of
ten days'
give ten
shall give
be, shall
case may
the case
as the
lector, as

sale of
of sale
notice of
goods, wares,
wares, or
merchandise, by
publication;;and at the time and place ofnotice
by publication
or merchandise,
goods,

specified in
so seized
at public
Sale at
auction,,goods.
at public
public auction
seized at
article so
the article
sell the
shall sell
notice, shall
said notice,
in said
specified
and after
after deducting
deducting the
the expense
of appraisement
and sale
de-auction.
auction.
he shall
shall desale he
appraisement and
expense of
and
of
eeds of
posit the
the proceeds
proceeds to the credit of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury. Anda
And sa re roceeds
posit
within one
year after
after the
sale of
of any
any goods,
merchandise, as
goods, wares, or merchandise,
the sale
one year
within

aforesaid, any
or persons
persons claiming
to be
be interested
interested in
in the
the goods,
goods, 'within
year of
wvithin yearof
claiming to
person or
any person
aforesaid,
wares,
or merchandise
merchandise so
sold may
apply to
the Secretary
Treasury sale,
application
sale, application
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
to the
may apply
so sold
wares, or
for a
a remission
of the
the forfeiture
forfeiture thereof,
of them;
them, and
and a
a restoration
restoration remission of forany of
or any
thereof, or
remission of
for

resof
the proceeds
the said
said sale,
sale, which
which may
may be
be granted
resSecretary feiture, and prosaid Secretary
the said
by the
granted by
of the
proceeds of
of the
e t
dtion of;
proofe
toration
pre- ceeds
as he
torI p
o
i
f
ics
an
t.
t.
upon
furnished in such manner
manner as
he shall
shall
satisfactory proof, to be furnished
upon satisfactory
of
sale.
to
Applicant
scribe:
That it
it shall
shall be
shown that
the applicant,
applicant,a eeA
p
s
that the
satisfactorily shown
be satisfactorily
Provided, That
scribe: Provided,
at the
time of
of the
seizure and
sale of
the goods
in question,
prove what.
during prove
and during
question, and
goods in
of the
and sale
the seizure
the time
at
or in
in such
the intervening
intervening time,
time, was
was absent
absent out
of the
States, or
such cirUnited States,
the United
out of
the
cumstances as
prevented him
knowing of
such seizure,
seizure, and
and that
he
that he
of such
from knowing
him from
as prevented
cumstances

did
not know
the same;
also that
that the said forfeiture was incurred
incurred
and also
same; and
of the
know of
did not
the part
without wilful
negligence or
or any
any intention
of fraud
part of the
on the
fraud on
intention of
wilful negligence
without
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owner
or owners
of such
such goods.
If no
for such restoration
application for
no application
goods. If
owners of
owner or
hereinbefore prescribed,
be
made within one year, as hereinbefore
prescribed, then, at the expira.
expirabe made
.
tton
of
the
said
time,
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
shall
cause
the
propiothe
cause
shall
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
the
tion of the. said time,
ceeds
the sale
of the
the said
said goods,
merchandise to
distributed
be distributed
to be
or merchandise
wares, or
goods, wares,
sale of
of the
ceeds of
according
law, as
in the
case of
of goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or
condemned
merchandise condemned
or merchandise
the case
as in
to law,
according to
and sold
sold pursuant
pursuant to
to the
competent court.
court.
a competent
of a
decree of
the decree
and
the commissioner
the office
office of the
enacted, That
And be
be it
itfurther
SEC.
Reorganization
SEC. 64.
64. And
further enacted,
That the
commissioner
Reorganization
of office of corn- of i
missioner
ntrnal revenue
be reorganized
so as
as to
to include
include —
reorganized so
revenue be
o in- of internal
mfisfoner ofof
ternal
revenue.
One commissioner
commissioner of
with a
a salary of six thousand
thousand
revenue, with
internal revenue,
of internal
One
ternal revenue.
Commissioner. dollars
dollars ;
and
Commissioner.
; and
deputy commissioner,
commissioner, with a
asalary
salary of three thousand five hundred
One deputy
corn- One
Deputy corndollars;
missioner.
dollars ;
Additional
offiWhich offices
are already
already created,
thereof defined by
created, and the duties thereof
offices are
Which
Additionalofficore and clerks. law; and to authorize, under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treascers
ury, the
additional officers
officers and clerks, and
the following
following additional
of the
employment of
the employment
ury,
namely:
hereinafter specified, namely:
salaries hereinafter
with the salaries
Two deputy
Two deputy commissioners, each with aa salary of three thousand dolcommissioners.
lars.
commissione
lars;
dollars;
Soli citor.
One solicitor,
solicitor, with aasalary of four thousand dollars;
Solicitor.
Seven heads
heads of
of divisions,
thousand five hunsalary of two thousand
divisions, each with aasalary
Seven
of diviHeads of
6ions.
dollars; ;
sions.
dred dollars
Clerks.
Thirty-four
of class
class four;
class three; fifty
clerks of class
forty-five clerks
four; forty-five
clerks of
Thirty-four clerks
Clerks.
clerks
of class
class two;
one;
of class
class one;
clerks of
thirty-seven clerks
two; and
and thirty-seven
clerks of
Messengers.
Messengers.
Fifty-five
female clerks;
clerks; five
messengers;
Fifty-five female
five messengers;
Assistant
mesThree assistant
messengers, and
fifteen laborers; and a
sufficient
a sum sufficient
and fifteen
assistant messengers,
Three
Assistantmessengers and lato
officers, clerks
clerks, vnd
wid employes
employes herein ausalaries of officers,
to pay
pay the additional
additional salaries
sengers
borers.
borers.
thorized is hereby
appropriated out of any riymt7
mo)n. in the treasury
treasury not
hereby appropriated
section shall
and this
this section
Appropriation,
appropriated; and
shall take
take eaZct
efe-let from and after
after
otherwise appropriated;
Appropriation. otherwise
the the
sixt six.
eighteen hundred and sixty
day of June, eighteen
the thirtieth
thirtieth day
the
all official
enacted, That
Official cornSEC. 65.
65. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That all
official communications
communications
SEC.
cornto
munications be
-made
made by
assessors
to
collectors,
assessors
assessors,
cllectors to
or by colectors
to
assessors,
assessors
to
collectors,
assessors
by
bemunications
tween certain
certain
tween
revenue
collectors, or
or by
collectors to
assessors, or
or by
by assessors
to assistant
assista it assesassesassessors to
to assessors,
by collectors
officers collectors,
revenue officers
depuor by
collectors to
their depuassessors to
to assessors,
to
sors, or
or by
to be free of
by assistant
assistant assessors
assessors, or
by collectors
to their
postage.
ties, or by deputy collectors to collectors, may
may be officially
officially franked
by the
franked by
the
writers thereof,
transmitted by mail free of
so franked, be transmitted
shall, when
when so
thereof, and shall,
writers
postage.
postage.
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
C0111
Sac. 66.
it further
That the
the Secretary
Treasury
enacted, That
be it
further enacted,
66. And
And be
SEC.
Special corhis department
an officer
to appoint
appoint an
authorized to
missioner of the is
hereby authorized
officer in his
department who shall be
is hereby
revenue.
revenue.
Term of
of office.
office. styled
special commissioner
commissioner of
whose office shall terminate
revenue," whose
of the
the revenue,"
" special
styled "
Term
in
from the thirtieth day of June, eighteen hundred and sixtyin four
four years from
revenue to
Deities.
six.
commissioner of the revenue
the special
special commissioner
duty of the
be the
the duty
It shall
shall be
six. It
Duties.
inquire
national revenue, and the best methods of
of
the sources
sources of national
inquire into all the
revenue; the relations of foreign trade to domestic
collecting
domestic induscollecting the revenue;
try ;;the
the mutual
of the
systems of taxation
customs and
and
taxation by customs
the systems
adjustment of
mutual adjustment
try
requisite revenue
revenue with the least disof insuring
insuring the requisite
with the
the view
view of
excise, with
development
turbance or inconvenience
progress of industry and the development
inconvenience to the progress
turbance
under
inquire, from time to time, under
of
resources of the country;
country; and to inquire,
the resources
of the
which
Secretary of the Treasury, into the manner in which
the direction
direction of the Secretary
officers charged
charged with the
administration and collection
collection of the revenues
the administration
officers
commissioner of the revenue
To
report from perform
revenue
perform their duties. And the said special commissioner
Toreportfrom
to time Toomo- shall from time to time report, through the Secretary of the Treasury,
time
difieations
Treasury, to
te
difications of
rates
of taxation, Congress,
Congress, either
either in
form of
of a
of
modifications of
such modifications
or otherwise,
otherwise, such
bill or
a bill
the form
in the
ratesoftaxation,
&o.
the rates
rates of taxation or of the methods of collecting the revenues, and
such
pertaining to the trade, industry, commerce, or taxation
such other facts pertaining
operation of
of
maffind,
observation of the operation
find, by
by actual observation
as he
he may
of the country, as
the
law, to
be conducive
interest; and, in order to enable
enable
to the
the public interest;
to be
conducive to
the law,
Special
commissioner of the revenue
revenue to properly conduct
conduct his invesinvesthe special
special commissioner
Special corn- the
misstoner may tigations,
hereby empowered
empowered to examine
papers and
and acexamine the
the books, papers
he is
is hereby
tigations, he
missioner
examine books,
officer of the revenue, to administer
administer oaths, examine and
inebooks, counts of any officer
If
applieaIf no
no applica-

tion is
is made
made
within one year,
proceeds
sale
of sale
prioeeds of
w
be distributed.
tobedistributed.
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summon witnesses, and take testimony; and each and
person &c.
and every
every such person
&c.of any offiswearing or affirming
cer of
of revenue,
falsely swearing
affirming shall be subject to the penalties and disabilidisabili- cer
revenue,
&c.
ties prescribed by law for the punishment
punishment of corrupt
corrupt and wilful perjury;
Falseswearing
False
swearing
government are hereby
hereby required
extend to the before him to be
and all officers
officers of the government
required to extend
commissioner all reasonable
said commissioner
reasonable facilities
facilities for the collection
collection of information
information Perjury.
us
r-Y.
e
'
rnment
Government
pertinent
pertinent to the duties of his office. And the said special commissioner
commissioner officers
officersto
to extend
extend
facilities.
shall be paid an annual
annual salary of four thousand
thousand dollars, and the travelling facilities.
Salary.
expenses necessarily
necessarily incurred
incurred while in the discharge
discharge of his duty; and all
FrankiogpriFranking
priletters and documents to and from the special commissioner
commissioner relating to the vilege.
vilege.
duties and business of his office shall be transmitted
transmitted by mail free of postpostage. And section
section nineteen of an act entitled ""An act to amend an act
act
entitled ''An
An act to provide internal revenue
revenue to support the
19
the governgovern- Repeal of i§19
18
of act of 1865,
ment, to pay interest on the public debt, and for other purposes,'
purposes,' approved
approved ofCtof
65,
ch. 78.
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
March third,
and sixty-four,"
sixty-four," approved
approved March
third, Vol. xiii. p.
p. 487.
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
SEC. 67. And be it further
In all
all suits
suits
enacted, That in any case, civil or crim- In
farther enacted,
revenue
inal, where suit or prosecution shall be commenced
in any
any court
court of
any against
commenced in
of any
aicerst,
oreper
officers, or perState against
against any officer
United States,
under or
or acting
acting sons
officer of the United
States, appointed under
sons acting unby authority of the act entitled "An
"An act to provide internal revenue
revenue to der
der them,
them, &c.
&o.
and affecting the
support the government, to pay interest on the public debt, and for other validity
validity of
ofgths
this
purposes," passed June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
and sixty-four,
of act, &c.,
&c., defensixty-four, or
or of
defenl
dant
may
reany act in addition thereto
thereto or in amendment thereof, or against
against any per- da t may remove the suit to
son acting
acting under or by authority of any
officer on
account of
any such officer
on account
of any
any act
act the
the United
United States
circuit
done under
color
of
his
office,
under
office, or against any person holding property
property or
or circuit court
court at
at
any time before
officer, concerning
estate by title derived from any such officer,
concerning such property or
or tar'time
before
trial.
estate, and affecting
affecting the validity of this act
it is
amendaact or acts
acts of which
which it
is amendatory, it shall be lawful for the defendant, in such suit or
prosecution, at
at
or prosecution,
a petition to the circuit court of the United
any time before trial, upon a
United Proceedings
Proceedings
for removal.
removal.
the district
which the
the defendant
defendant shall
have been
States in and for the
district in
in which
shall have
been Petition,
Petition, &c.
&c.
served with process,
process, setting forth the nature of said suit or prosecution,
prosecution,
and verifying the said petition by affidavit, together
together with
with a
a certificate,
signed by an attorney or counsellor at law of some court
of the
the
court of record of
State in which
which such suit shall
commenced, or
or of
the United
shall have been commenced,
of the
United
States, setting forth that, as counsel for the
the petitioner, he
.has examined
he.has
examined
the proceedings
proceedings against him, and carefully inquired into all the matters
set forth
borth in the petition, and that he believes
believes the same
which
same to
to be true; which
petition, affidavit, and certificate
certificate shall be presented
presented to the said circuit
circuit
court if in session, and if not, to the clerk
clerk thereof, at his
office, and
shall
his office,
and shall
be filed
filed in said office, and the cause shall thereupon
the
thereupon be entered
entered on the
docket of said court, and shall be thereafter
thereafter proceeded
proceeded in as
as aa cause,
cause, orioriginally commenced
clerk
commenced in that court; and
and it shall be the duty of the clerk of Duty of clerk
circuit court.
commenced in the court below by summons, to of
said court, if the suit were
were commenced
e'circuitcourt.
Certiorari.
issue a
a writ of certiorari
certiorari to the State court,
said court
send
court, requiring
requiring said
court to
to send
Certiorari.
to the said circuit court tile
the record and proceedings
proceedings in said cause; or
or if
if itit
were commenced
capias, he
writ of
corpus cum
cum Habeascorpus
commenced by capias,
he shall issue a
a writ
of habeas
habeas corpus
Habeas corpus
cum causacause.
delivered to the clerk of the cum
causa, a
aduplicate
duplicate of which said writ shall be delivered
State court, or left at his office, by the marshal
or his
de- How served.
marshal of the district, or
his deserved.
puty, or some person duly authorized
and thereupon
it shall
shall be
be
authorized thereto; and
thereupon it
State court
court to
to
the duty of the said State court
court to stay all further proceedings
proceedings in
in such
such State
stay proceedcause,
cause, and the said suit or prosecution,
of such
such process,
prosecution, upon
upon delivery
delivery of
process, or
or ings
,s Pad
further
and further
the same as
leaving the
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall be
be moved
moved to
be deemed
deemed and
and taken
taken to
to be
to acts thereinvoid.
therein void.
the said circuit court, and
proceedings, trial,
or judgment
judgment
and any further
further proceedings,
trial, or
therein in the State court shall be wholly null and
And if
if the
the dede- If defendantin
and void.
void. And
defendant in
custody, marfendant
fendant in any such suit be in actual custody on mesne process therein,
therein, it
it custody,
marshall
take
the
shall to
to take
a ke the
shall be the duty of the marshal, by virtue of the writ of habeas corpus
corpus body.
body.
cum causa, to take the body
body of
defendant into his custody, to
to be
dealt
of the defendant
be dealt
with
with in the said cause according
according to the
the rules
rules of
of law and the
the order
order of
of the
the
circuit court, or of any judge thereof in vacation.
vacation. All attachments made
Attachments,
Attachments,
bail, &c. to conand all bail and other security given upon such suit or prosecution
prosecution shall
shall tinue.
bal, &c. to oontinue.
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be and continue in like force and effect
effect as if
or prosecution
prosecution
if the
the same
same suit
suit or
If copy of pro- had proceeded
proceeded to final judgment and execution
execution in the State
court; and
and if,
State
court;
if,
ceedings in State
court
cannot
be upon
upon removal
of any
suit or
be made
made appear
to
ceedigsanno
State
removal of
any such
such suit
or prosecution,
prosecution, it
it shall
shall be
appear to
had, circuit
the said circuit
circuit court
of the
the record
record and
and proceedings
therein
court that
that no
no copy
copy of
proceedings therein
may
lawful for said circuit court
court
mav coincomiin the State court can be obtained, it
it shall be
be lawful
pal
plaintiff
to
pel plaintiff to
require the plaintiff
proceed de
to file
file a
a declaraprocee'dlanewt,
to allow and
and require
plaintiff to
to proceed
de novo,
novo, and
and to
declaraproceed
or become nonnon- tion of his cause of action, and the
the parties
parties may thereupon
thereupon proceed
proceed as
as in
in
suit with costs
for
action[s] originally
said circuit
court ; and,
and, on
on f
ail ur eof
ofso
so pro
pro-in said
circuit court;
failure
originally brought
brought in
with costs action[s]
suitdefendant.
ceeding, judgment of nolle prosequi may be rendered
the plaintiff,
plaintiff,
rendered against
against the
Act of
of ls33,
defendant: Provided,
Act
1833,
with costs for the defendant:
entitled "An
Provided, That an
an act entitled
"An act
act
/Mew,

o to
o apch.
not
ply
to
ca
,es arisply 67,
to c'
aiing under inter-

further
provide for
the collection
of duties
passed March
further to
to provide
for the
collection of
duties on
on imports,"
imports," passed
March
second, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-three, shall
be so
so construed
construed as
second,
eighteen hundred
and thirty-three,
shall not
not be
as to
to

apply to
to cases
arising under
under an
act entitled
provide internal
internal
al revenue
apply
cases arising
an act
entitled "
" An
An act
act to
to provide
revenue to
to support
support the
the government,
to pay
pay interest
interest on
the public
public debt,
debt,
Vol. iv. p. 632. revenue
government, to
on the
purposes," passed June thirtieth, eighteen
and for other purposes,"
hundred and
sixeighteen hundred
and sixty-four, or any act in addition
addition thereto
thereto or in amendment thereof,
nor to
thereof, nor
to
any case in which the validity or interpretation
interpretation of
act or
or acts
shall
of said act
acts shall
Revenue offi- be
be in
issue: Provided
That if
officer appointed
under and
Revenue
in issue:
Providedfurther,
further, That
if any
any officer
appointed under
and
cers, or persons b y v
actin..
irtue of
of any
provide internal
inte rna lrevenue,
revenue ,or
i
ng
actg unrersous by virtue
any act
act to
to provide
or any
any person
person act
acting
der them.
triem, sufsuf- under or by authority
authority of any such officer, shall
receive any
to
his
shall receive
any injury
injury
to
his
fering injuries
nal revenue
laws.
Vol. iv. p. 632.

for
actsinuriesndone tinforing

person or
property, for
on account
accoun to
by hi
m done,
done, under
un d
er any
person
or property,
for or
or on
offany
any ac
acttby
him
any

der the law, may law of the United
the collection
collection of
of taxes,
he shall
United States, for the
taxes, he
shall be
be entitled
entitled

der the law, may

to
maintain suit
damage therefor
therefor in
in the
the circuit
circuit court
court of
the United
United
to maintain
suit for
fbr damage
of the
States, in
in the
district whe
rei n th
ar t
y doing
doi
ng the
the injury
i
nj
ury may
may reside
res id e or
States,
the district
wherein
thee p
party
or
court.
court,
shall be found. And all property taken or detained
by any
detained by
any officer
officer or
or
Property in
revenue law of
iO other
other person under authority
authority of
of any revenue
of the
the United
United States
States
custody of revehall be
nd sh
all b
eeme d to b
e i
n th
e custody of the
nue officer
oolicer to be s
shall
be irrepleviable,
irrepleviable, a
and
shall
bee d
deemed
to be
in
the
custody of the
irrepleviable.
irrepleviable.
law, and
and subject only to
orders and
and decrees
decrees of
courts of
of the
the UnitUnitto the
the orders
of the
the courts
ed States having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof.
thereof. And
And if
if any person
person shall
shall dispossess
dispossess
Rescue thereof or
rescue, or
or attempt
sp
ossess or
rescue, any
any property
so taken
or
Rescuethereof,
or rescue,
attempt to
to di
dispossess
or rescue,
property so
taken or
sue for damages
in the United
States
circuit
i'tates c'cuit

how punished,

how punished.

detained as aforesaid, or shall aid or assist therein, such person shall be
deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor, and shall be liable to such punishment
punishment
1790, ch.9,
ch. 9, §22.
22. as
the twenty-second
twenty-second section
section of
of the
act for
for the
1790,
as is
is provided
provided by
by the
the act
the punishment
punishment
Vo i.i P. 117.
-7 of
Vol.
of certain
certain crimes against the
the thirtieth
of
the United
United States,
States, approved
approved the
thirtieth day
day of
April, anno Domini one thousand seven hundred and ninety, for the wilful obstruction
obstruction or resistance
resistance of officers in the service of process.
process.
Repeal of §
50
S
EC. 68.
And
be
the fiftieth
section of
act
Repeat
§
50
SEC.
68.
And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
fiftieth section
of an
an act
of act of 1854,
ch. act
17$. of 184, passed
June thirti
eth, eighteen
ei
gh
teen hundred
hun dre d and
si
xty-four, entitled
"An act
act
of
passed June
thirtieth,
and sixty-four,
entitled "An
ch.
173.
Vol. xiii. p. 241. to
to provide
provide internal
revenue to
to support
support the
the government,
government, to
to pay
interest on
on
internal revenue
pay interest

the public
publie debt, and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," is hereby
hereby repealed: Provided,
Provided,
at any case w hi ch may have been removed from the courts of any
Cases removed Th
That
any case which may have been removed from the courts of any
fifti eth section
sec ti on to
th
e courts
courts of
United States
shall
fromStatcourts State
State under
under said
said fiftieth
to the
of the
the United
States shall

_Cases removed
from State courts
to courts of the
t

United States to be remanded to the State court from which it was so removed, with
with all
all
the records
records relating
unless the
of the
the
relating to
to such
such cases,
cases, unless
the justice
justice of
the circuit
circuit court
court of
of
the
States in
pending shall be of
the United
United States
in which
which such
such suit
suit or prosecution
prosecution is pendin,7,
of

be
remanded,
beremanded,
aniess,
&c.

la all eases

opinion that said case would be removable
removable from
the court
court of
the State
to
from the
of' the
State to
the circuit court under and by virtue of the sixty-seventh section of this
act.
nd i
n all cases w hi ch may have been removed from any court of
act. A
And
in
all cases which may have been removed from any court

tl hall
cases
of
that
have
been
thit
have
been
any State
State under
re noved, attachattach- any
and by
by virtue
virtue of
said fiftieth
act of'
of June
under and
of said
fiftieth section
section of
of said
said act
June
ments,
bait,
&c. thirtieth,
hundred and
and sixty-fbur,
sixty-four, all
all attachments
attachments made,
made, and
bail, &c.
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and all
all
t,r..eats,
remain in
force.
bail
or other
other security
security given
gi
ven upon
upon such
suit or
sh all be
be an
force
bail or
such suit
or prosecution,
prosecution, shall
andd
continue
continue in full force
three and effect until final judgment
judgment and
and execution,
execution,
whether
whether such suit shall be prosecuted
prosecuted to final judgment in the circuit
circuit
court of the United States, or remanded
remanded to the State court from which it
it
was removed.
SEC.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That whenever
whenever a
error
Sic. 69.
69. And
And be
further enacted,
a writ
writ of
of error
In writs
of error shall
be issued
issued for
for th
i
si
on ofany j
udgment or decree in any criminal
writsof
error shall be
thee rev
revision
of any judgment
or decree in any criminal
inIn
criminal
crim
Supreme
suprem
i
na lcases
to Supreme
proceeding
proceeding where is drawn in question the
of any
any statute
statute of
the construction
construction of
of
Court of the
the United States, in a
as is
is provided
provided in
a court of
of any State,
State, as
in the
the twentytwenty-
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fifth section
section of
of an
an act
act entitled
entitled ""An
act to
to establish
the judicial
of United
fifth
An act
establish the
judicial courts
courts of
United States,
States,
the United States,"
seventeen hundred ctic,fadraeieVe
defendant
isdnot
not
States," passed
passed September
September twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, seventeen
to be released
charged with an
an offence
offence bailable
the until,
&c.
and eighty-nine,
eighty-nine, the
the defendant,
defendant, if charged
bailable by
by the
until, &c.
released from custody
custody until a
laws of such State, shall not be released
a final judgjudg- 178,,ch.
179,ch. 20, §§.25.
25.
with sufficient
sufficient sureties,
in a
reasonVol.
So.
ment upon
upon such
such writ, or
or until
until aabond,
bond, with
sureties, in
a reasonVi i.1. p.
p. 8.
ordered and
be given;
able sum, as ordered
and approved
approved by the
the State court,
court, shall
shall be
given;
and if the offence is not so bailable, until a
judgment upon the writ If offence
offence is
is
a final judgment
bailable.
notba
Writse
ilable.
in criminal
criminal cases
cases shall
precedence upon
of error.
error. Writs
Writs of
of error in
shall have
have precedence
upon not
ritls
ofterror
Supreme Court of all cases
cases to which the
the government
in criminal
the docket of the Supreme
government of
of in
criminal cases
cases
is not
such cases
cases as
court to
to have
certain
the United States
States is
not a
a party,
party, excepting
excepting only
only such
as the
the court,
have certain
'precedence on
at their discretion,
discretion, may
be of
of public
public importance.
importance.
docket of
may decide
decide to be
docket
of susuSEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 70. And be it further
enacted, That this act shall take effect, preme court.
e
theiffeacctt.
When
take
where not otherwise
day of
of August,
eighteen hunotherwise provided, on the
the first day
August, eighteen
hun- shall
takee
effectt
dred and sixty-six, and all provisions of any former act inconsistent with
Repeal
Repeal of ininthe provisions of this act are hereby
hereby repealed:
laws:
repealed: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That consistent laws.
Provisions of
all the provisions of said acts shall be in force
force for collecting
collecting all
all taxes, formerlaws
laws too
duties and licenses properly
properly assessed
assessed or liable to be assessed, or accruing
accruing be in
in force for
under the
acts, the
right to
has already
already accrued
certain
under
the provisions
provisions of
of acts,
the right
to which
which has
accrued or
orpurposes.
certainpurposes.
which may hereafter
hereafter accrue under said acts,
maintaining and
which
acts, and for maintaining
and concontinuing liens,
penalties, and
incurred under
by virtue
virtue
tinuing
liens, fines,
fines, penalties,
and forfeitures
forfeitures incurred
under and
and by
thereof, and for carrying out and completing
completing all proceedings
proceedings which have
have
commenced, to
enforce such
been already commenced,
commenced, or
or that
that may be commenced,
to enforce
such
penalties, and forfeitures, or
proceedings under
under said
said acts,
fines, penalties,
or criminal proceedings
acts,
and for the punishment
punishment of crimes of which
which any party shall be or has been
been
found guilty:
guilty :And provided
provided further,
whenever the
Certain duties
further, That whenever
the duty imposed
imposed Certain
duties
under
existing
by
in consequence
of any
by any existing law
law shall cease
cease in
consequence of
any limitation
limitation therein
therein l
snder
aws toexisting
continue.
contained before the respective
respective provisions
take effect,
effect, the
the
contained
provisions of
of this act
act shall take
same duty shall be, and is hereby, continued until
until such
such provisions of
of this
hereby repealed,
repealed, no
act shall take effect; and where any act is
is hereby
no duty im- Certain
Certain duties
duties
not to cease t
posed thereby
thereby shall be held to cease, in consequence of such repeal, until though
law is
not th
clease
corresponding provisions of this
the respective corresponding
this act shall
shall take
take effect: And
And repjled.
repealed.
provided
further, That all manufactures
manufactures and productions
productions on
providedfurther,
on which
which a
a duty Manufactures,
Manufactures,
repealed by this
which shall be
e
z,fc
tn
.i
a
n
a
p
a
o
t
s
a
s
e
e
t
s
a
siron
was imposed by
by either of
of the
the acts
acts repealed
this act, which
be in
in S
&c.
in
possession
of manufacturagent or
when this
this
the possession of the manufactuver
manufacturer or producer, or
or of
of his agent
or agents,
agents, em,
ers, when
on the day when this act takes effect, the duty imposed
imposed by any such forfor_ act takes effect,
i
'
,
1
e
u
t
c
h
hed
eu
nty
mer act not having been paid, shall be held
held and
deemed to
have been
hhias"onith
asm
and deemed
to have
been on
dty
manufactured
manufactured or produced after such date; and whenever
whenever by the terms paid,
not
paid, or was
was not
articles, goods,
of this act a
a duty is imposed upon
upon any
any articles,
goods, wares,
wares, or mermer- dimeepmoseedd
imposed,
to
be
have
ma,nt
to
uthaave
o
deemed to have
chandise, manufactured
manufactured or produced,
which no
produced, upon
upon which
no duty
duty was imposed
imposed by
by been
been manufaceither of said former acts, it shall apply to such as were manufactured
ar
t
e
ed
. after such
manufactured or tu
tured
removed from the place of manufacture
manufacture or production,
production,ddate.
produced, and not removed
on the day when
Commissioner
when this act takes effect. And the commissioner
commissioner of internal
Commissioner
Secretary of
Treasury, is
is authorauthor- m
I
ay make
revenue, under
under the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
may
makedreguregulations,
and
preat
rb
i
i
ones
'forms
an
preand
ized to
to make
necessary regulations
regulations and
all necessary
forms s
a
ized
make all
all necessary
and prescribe
prescribe all
necessary forms
scribe
forms
and
and proceedings
proceedings for the collection
collection of such taxes and the enforcement of proceedings.
proceedings.
such fines and penalties for the execution
execution of the provisions of
of this act.
act.
SEC. 71. And be it
it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Tax law to be
be
in
cercommissioner of internal revenue to have
have this act, and the acts to which published
commissioner
published
incertain
German
lain
German
newspaper in
in each
each newspapers.
it is amendatory,
amendatory, published in
in at
at least
least one German newspaper
newspapers.
of the States of the Union where such paper may be published.

APPROVED,
July 13,
APPROVED, July
13, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CC. —
establish a
Bureau
- An Act to continue in force and to amend
amend ""An
An Act to establish
a Bureau
for the Relief of Freedmen
Refugees," andfor
Freedmen and
and Refugees,"
for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.

July 16, 1866.
1866.
1865,.ch.
1865,
ch. 90.
90.
Be it enacted
V01. x"`•
enacted by
lb the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United Vol.
xiii. P'
p. 807
607.'
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the act
act to establish
establish a
a bu- Act
establishAct establishreau for the relief of freedmen
freedmen and refugees, approved
approved March third, eigh- ing bureau
bureau for
sixty-five, shall continue in
of
teen hundred and sixty-five,
in force
force for
for the term of two
two relief
relief
of freedfreedmen,
con&c. conmen, &c.
years from and after the passage
passage of this act.
tinued in force for
tinuedinforcefor
two years.
years.
two
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Supervision
SEC.
be it
further enacted,
That the
the supervision
supervision and
care of
of
SEC. 2. And
And be
it further
enacted, That
and care
and care
care of bu- said bureau shall extend
extend to all loyal refugees and
freedmen, so
and freedmen,
so far
far as
as the
the
reau to extend

reau to extend to
all
refugees same
shall be
to enable
them as
as speedily
practicable to
to beall loyal
loyalrefugees
same shall
be necessary
necessary to
enable them
speedily as
as practicable
befreedmeu. come self-supporting
and freedmen.
self-supporting citizens
citizens of the United
to aid
aid them
them in
in
United States, and
and to
proclamation of
of the
commander-inmaking the freedom conferred
conferred by
by proclamation
the commander-inchief, by emancipation
emancipation under the laws of States, and by
constitutional
by constitutional
amendment, available
to the
available to them and
and beneficial
beneficial to
the republic.
republic.
EC. 3. And
the President
by and
Two assistant S
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
President shall,
shall, by
and
commissioners with the advice
commissioners
advice and consent of the Senate,
Senate, appoint
appoint two
commistwo
assistant
commisto
be appointed.
to be
appointed. sioners,
sioners, in
in addition
authorized by the act to which this is an
addition to
to those authorized
amendment, who shall give like bonds
Bonds and
receive the
the same
annual salsalbonds and
and receive
same annual
salaries.
Duties.
aries provided
said act,
act, and
and each
of the
commissioners of
ofth e
arties.
aries
provided in
in said
each of
the assistant
assistant commissioners
the
bureau shall have charge of one district containing
containing such refugees
or freedrefugees or
freedmen, to be assigned him by the commissioner
commissioner with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
President. And the commissioner shall,
of the
Presshall, under
under the
the direction
direction of
the President, and so far as the same shall be, in his
his judgment, necessary
necessary for
for the
the
Agents, clerks, efficient and economical
economical administration of the affairs of the bureau,
appoint
bureau,
appoint
and assistants.
aMilistarty
such agents, clerks,
Military offii-- such
clerks, and-assistants
and'assistants as
as may
be required
required for
for the
the proper
may be
proper conconcers and men
duct of the bureau. Military officers or
men may
be detailed
detailed for
or enlisted
enlisted men
may be
for
may be detailed service and
this act;
may
and assigned
assigned to duty under this
act; and
and the
President may,
in
the President
may, if
if in
for
for service.
service.
Allofficers
and his
safe and
so to
do, detail
from the
the army
army all
all the
the offiAllofficersand
his judgment
judgment safe
and judicious
judicious so
to do,
detail from
offiagents of bureau cers and agents of
bureau; but
no officer
officer so
so assigned
of this
this bureau;
but no
assigned shall
shall have
have
may
detailed
or allowances.
allowances. Each
Each agent
or clerk,
clerk, not
not heretofore
heretofore authormabe
ber
dytabbut increase
increase of
of pay
pay or
agent or
authorfrom
army,
without increase ized
meet by
Dy l
aw, not being a
have an
an annual
annual salary
law,
a military
military officer,
officer, shall have
salary of
of
&c.
not less than five hundred
of pay, &c.
hundred dollars, nor
more than
twelve
hundred dollars
nor
more
than
twelve
hundred
dollars,
Salaries
Kalaries of
of
according
agents and
according to the service required of him. And it shall be the duty of
of!
clerks.
the commissioner, when it can be done consistently
clerks,
consistently with public interest,
interest,
soldiers
to be to
to appoint, as assistant commissioners, agents, and clerks, such men as
Soldiers when
appointed
, appoint, as assistant commissioners, agents, and clerks, such men as
when
nave proved
by faithful
service in
armies of
of the
Union
it can be
be done,
done, have
proved their
their loyalty
loyalty by
faithful service
in the
the armies
the Union
&c.
during, the rebellion. And all persons appointed
&c.
durinc
appointed to
under this
this
to service
service under
All
persons
apAll persons appointed underP
under
act
the act
which this
is an,
amendment, shall
shall be
far dee
me d i
pointede
act and
and the
act to
to which
this is
an, amendment,
be so
so far
deemed
inn
this act to be
the military service
service of the United States as to
military juto be
be under the military
juunder military
and entitled
entitled to
to the
military protection
of the
while
un(er
military risdiction,
risdiction, and
the military
protection of
the government
government while
jurisdiction,
in discharge
the duties
of their
their office.
office.
juin
discharge of'
of the
duties of
Officers
of vet- SEC.
4. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That officers
of the
Oeficers
ofvetSEC. 4.
be it
enacted, That
officers of
the veteran
veteran reserve
reserve
eran
eran reserve
reserve
corps now
in
corps
the volunteer
service, now
now on
on duty
duty in
Bureau
corps
now in
corps or
or of
of the
volunteer service,
in the
the Freedmen's
Freedmen's Bureau
bureau may be as
commissioners, agents.
agents, medical
medical officers,
or in
other capacities,
as assistant
assistant commissioners,
officers, or
in other
capacities,
retained.
whose regiments or corps
been or
retained,
corps have been
or may
hereafter be
may hereafter
be mustered
mustered out
out of
of serservice, may be retained
retained upon such duty as officers
officers of
of said bureau,
bureau, with
with the
the
as is
same compensation as
now provided
by law
for their
their respective
grades;
is now
provided by
law for
respective grades;
of War shall have power
and the Secretary of'
power to fill vacancies
until other
other
vacancies until
officers can be detailed in their places without detriment to the public service.
Medical stores,
SEC. 5. And be it
That the
second section
of the
the act
SEC.
itfurther enacted,
enacted, That
the second
section of
act
supplies, and
and
to which this
is an
nts
hall be
be deemed
deeme d to
to aut
hor i
ze t
he SecreSecre this is
an amendme
amendment
shall
authorize
the

tary of
tory
of' War
War to issue such medical stores or other supplies and transportation, and afford such medical or
be needful
needful for
or other
other aid
aid as
as here
here may
may be
for the
the
in said
no person
person shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed
Who not
not to be purposes
purposes named
named in
said section:
section: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
deemed." desti
desti-- "
" destitute," "
" suffering,"
suffering," or ""dependent
dependent upon the
the government
government for
support"
for support,"
tute,"
suffer - within
meaning
of this
who is
is able
t
o fi nd emp l
oyment ,
and
tute,I or"'"sufferwithin the
themeaning
meaning of
this act,
act, who
able to
find employment,
and
ing,"
dependent,"
&c. could, by proper industry
pen
g dent," &c.
industry or exertion,
exertion, avoid such destitution, suffering,
or
suffering, or
dependence.
d

SEC. 6. Whereas,
Whereas, by the provisions
provisions of an act approved February
sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, entitled "
an act
act
" An act
act to
to amend
amend an
Sales made to
An act for the collection
of direct
direct taxes
in insurrectionary
diato entitled 'An
collection of
taxes in
insurrectionary dis-

fami--tricts within the United
other purposes,'
l'"heads of fami
United States, and for other
purposes,' approved
approved June
June
can
lies
of the
the-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
an d s
i
x ty-t wo ," certa
i
n l
an d
s i
n the
th
e parishes
par i
sh
es
lies race"
of
thebAfri
Afri-seventh,
hundred and
sixty-two,"
certain
lands
in
y
tax comm
i
s_
by the
commisof St. Helena
Helena and Saint Luke, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, were
were bid
bid in
in by
the United
United
sioners
for South
sioners for
South States at public tax sales, and by the limitation of said act the time of
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accordance with Carolina conredemption of said lands has expired; and whereas, in accordance
instructions
instructions issued by President Lincoln
Lincoln on the sixteenth day of Septem- firmed.
1863
21.
1863, ch.
ch. 21.
sixty-three, to
the United
Unit ed States
Stat
es direct
di rec t t
ax Vol.
Vol. xii.
x,
ii. p.
p. 640.
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
to the
tax
640.
commissioners
commissioners for South Carolina, certain lands bid in by the United
States in the parish
parish of Saint Helena, in said State,
State were
in part
part sold
by
were in
sold by
the said tax commissioners
commissioners to ""head
off
am ili es of
of the
the African
African race,"
in
headss of
families
race," in
parcels of not more than twenty acres to each purchaser;
purchaser; and
and whereas,
under said instructions, the said tax commissioners
commissioners did also
as
also set
set apart
apart as
" school farms"
farms " certain parcels of land in said parish, numbered on their
"
their
plats from one to thirty-three,
thirty-three, inclusive, making an aggregate
six
aggregate of six
thousand acres, more or less: Therefore, be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
it further
the
sales made to "
heads of families
families of
of the
the African
race," under
under the
the instrucinstruc"heads
African race,"
President Lincoln to the United States direct tax
tions of President
tax commissioners
commissioners
for South Carolina,
Carolina, of date
eighteen hundred
and
date of
of September
September sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-three, are hereby confirmed and established;
established; and all leases
leases which
Leases, when
111
1
t
aLbee
rg e
a
a
ngesd
have been made to such "heads
"heads of families,"
families," by said direct tax commiscommis- incertificantes
sioners,
sioners, shall be changed into certificates
wherein the
the of
sale.
certificates of sale
sale in all
all cases wherein
of sale.
all the
remaining unnow unlease provides for such substitution; and
and all
the lands
lands now
now remaining
un- Lands
Landsnow
undo
s
ls1
d
p,
0s
h
e
o
d
wo?
come within
des i
gna ti on ,
bei
ng e
i
ght th
ousan d acres,
acres ,
be
sold, which
which come
within the
the same
same designation,
being
eight
thousand
sld,
hotof be
more or
or less,
shall be
be disposed
disposed of
according to
instructions.
more
less, shall
of according
to said
said instructions.
SEC.
7. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
SEC. 7.
be it
bid in
the United
all other
other lands
lands bid
in by
by the
United

Other
lands in
Other lands
in

113
i
s
e
r
i
i
e
s
i
n
me
sn
a
o
d
fti
lI t
States at tax sales, being
beinc,thirty-eight
thirty-eight thousand acres more or less, and now parishes
of
Saint
Helena and Saint
in the hands of the said tax commissioners
commissioners as the property of the United
United Luke
Luke bid
bid in
in at
at
of Saint
excepting t
he tax
tax sales,
sale., except
except
States, in
in the parishes of
Saint Helena
Ielena and
and Saint
Saint Luke,
Luke, excepting
the
l fazis,"
s
se
e.h
h
t
0
0
0lbe
farms," as
in the
preceding section,
and so
much as
as may
""school farms,"
as specified
specified in
the preceding
section, and
so much
may I
&sc
too°
bad"
be necessary for
for military and
naval
purposes
at
Hilton
Head,
Bay
Point,
posed
of
in
parand naval purposes at Hilton Head, Bay Point, posed of in parand Land's End, and excepting also the city of Port Royal, on Saint "Is;
cels;
Helena Island, and the town of Beaufort, shall be
to whom,
be disposed
disposed of
of in
in parcels
parcels to
whom, in
in
w
hdatfoquantity,
rwanht
a
i
t
ty,
of twenty acres, at one dollar and fifty cents per
acre, to
per acre,
to such
such persons
persons and a
what
and for what
are now
occupying lands
lands under
and ;Ace
to such only
only as
as have acquired
acquired and
and are
now occupying
under and
price may
may be
be
agreeably to
of General
Sherman's
special
field
order,
agreeably
to the provisions
provisions of
General Sherman's special field order, sold.
sold.
dated at Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia, January
January sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-five;
sixty-five; and the remaining
remaining lands, if any, shall be disposed
disposed of
of in
like
in like
manner to such persons
acquired lands
agreeably to
persons as
as had acquired
lands agreeably
to the
the said
said
order of General
General Sherman,
Sherman, but who have been dispossessed
by the
the resdispossessed by
restoration of the same to former owners:
Provided, That the lands sold in Lands so sold
owners: Provided,
compliance with
the provisions
the preceding
section shall
shall not
nt
a
o
e
t
d
towbe
n
i
t
e
halieni
ll i
e
si
i
i
;
compliance
with the
provisions of
of this
this and
and the
preceding section
to
ated within six
not be alienated by their purchasers
purchasers within six years from and after the years.
passage
of this
this act.
act.
passage of
S
EC. 8.
That the
"school farms"
farms" in
SEC.
8. And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the "school
in the
the "School
"School
farrns"
in the
parish of Saint
sold, subject
subject to
Saint Helena,
Helena, South Carolina, shall
shall be
be sold,
to any
any parish
farms" ofin
the
Saint
parish of
Saint
leases of the same, by the said tax commissioners,
commissioners, at public
or Helenato
be sold;
public auction,
auction, on
Helenatobesold;
on or
before
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
at not
how, when,
before the first
first day of January,
January, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-seven, at
not how,
when, and
and
less than ten dollars per acre; and the lots in the city of Port Royal, as f°r
f rLots
inPort
Lw
ot
h
s
a
i
t
nPY
r"
'Let
.
commissioners, and the lots and houses in the
laid down by the said tax commissioners,
and lots
the Royal
Royal and
lots
town of
shall be
sold at
at =r
uses in
in
of Beaufort, which are
are still
still held
held in like
like manner,
manner, shall
be sold
and houses
Beaufort.
public auction;
auction; and the proceeds of said sales,
expenses of
of
Proc
°e
rte
.
ds of
of
sales, after
after paying expenses
Proceeds
the
shall be
invested in
States bonds,
the inhow inthe surveys
surveys and sales, shall
be invested
in United
United States
bonds, the
in- sales
sales how
inn t

terest
which shall
appropriated, under
under the
the direction
the commiscommisterest of
of which
shall be
be appropriated,
direction of
of the
sioner, to the support of schools, without distinction of color or race,
on
race, on
the
Helena and
and Saint
Saint Luke.
the islands
islands in
in the parishes of
of Saint
Saint Helena
Luke.
SEC.
SEC. 9.
9. And be it
further enacted,
commissioners for
for
it ftrther
enacted, That the
the assistant commissioners
South
Carolina and
and Georgia
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
claims
South Carolina
Georgia are
to examine
examine all
all claims
respective States which
to lands in their respective
which are claimed
claimed under
under the provisions
provisions
to give
having
of General Sherman's
Sherman's special
special field order,
order, and
and to
give each
each person
person having
valid claim
claim a
warrant upon
upon the
direct tax
tax commissioners
for South
aa valid
a warrant
the direct
commissioners for
South
II
r ,
Carolina for twenty acres of
direct tax
of land;
land; and the said
said direct
tax commissioners
commissioners
person, or
or to
to his
or her
heirs, but
no case
case to
to any
any
shall issue
issue to
to every
every person,
his or
her heirs,
but in
in no
assigns, presenting
presenting such warrant, a
a lease
lease of
of twenty acres
acres of land,
land, as
as propro-

vsld and
and ap
vested
ap -

Assistant comcornAssistant
missioners
missioners to
to
n
exna
dm
erine claims
1
examine
under GeenearTis
General
Sherman's
speSherman's speeisavddcolarder;
cial
field order.
Valid claims
t
have warrants
warrants
toohave
fcr
twenty acres.
fcr twenty
Lease.
Lease.
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Persons
holding vided
vided for
for in
in section
section seven,
seven, for
the term
of six
years; but
any time
time
but at
at any
six years;
term of
for the
Personsholding
thereafter, upon
upon the
of a
a sum
not exceeding
exceeding one
one dollar
dollar and
fifty
and fifty
sum not
the payment
payment of
thereafter,
lease to have
of
certificate of
certificate
sale,
cents
acre the
person holding
bolding such
be entitled
entitled to
a certificertifito a
shall be
lease shall
such lease
the person
per acre,
cents per
salte
cate
sale
acre,
tract of
of twenty
twenty acres
acres from
from the
direct tax
commistax commisthe direct
of sale
of said tract
cate of
No
sinner or
or such
officer as
may be
be authorized
same; but
but no
no
the same;
to issue
issue the
authorized to
as may
such officer
to sioner
warrant to
No warrant
be valid for over warrant shall be held
held valid longer
longer than two years after the issue of the
two
two years.
same.
same.

tax commissioners
Lands desigdesigSEC. 10.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the direct
direct tax
commissioners
And be
SEC.
10. And
Lands
nated
in section
section for
Carolina are
are hereby
hereby authorized
and required
required at
at the
day
nated in
for South
South Carolina
authorized and
the earliest
earliest day
seven to
surbe sur-dsgae
seven
to be
veyed into
lots of practicable
the lands
designated in
of
lots of
into lots
seven into
section seven
in section
lands designated
to survey
survey the
practicable to
intolotsof
veyed
twenty
twenty acres
acres
twenty acres each,
each, with proper
proper metes and bounds distinctly
distinctly marked,
marked, so that
each, lc.
each,
&c.
the several
practicable
the
several tracts shall be convenient
convenient in form, and as near as practicable
such
of such
the expense
have
and woodland;
expense of
and the
woodland; and
of fertility
fertility and
average of
have an
an average
if
or, if
surveys
paid from
from the
the proceeds
sales of
said lands,
lands, or,
of said
of sales
proceeds of
be paid
shall be
surveys shall
sooner
required, out
out of
any moneys
moneys received
received for
for other
other lands
on these
these
lands on
of any
sooner required,
in the
islands, sold
sold by
the United
United States
now in
the hands of the
the
and now
for taxes,
taxes, and
States for
by the
islands,
direct tax
tax commissioners.
commissioners.
direct
enacted, That
That restoration
restoration of
of lands
occupied
Restoration
SEC. 11.
be it
it further
lands occupied
Restoration of
of
SEC.
11. And
And be
further enacted,
lands
occu'ed
l e
by
freedmen'
freedmen under
under General
General Sherman's
Savannah,
Sherman's field order dated at Savannah,
n un
un-- by freedmen
bavfreedm
General
Georgia,
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, shall not be
be
hundred and
eighteen hundred
sixteenth, eighteen
January sixteenth,
Georgia, January
der General
the present
present year
year shall have
have been
field made
until after
the crops
Sherman's
sherinan's field
made until
after the
crops of the
been gathered
gathered
order not to be
made
&c, by
by the
of said
said lands,
nor until
fair compensation
have
shall have
compensation shall
a fair
until a
lands, nor
occupants of
the occupants
until, &c.
made until,
been made
by the
the former
former owners
of such
lands, or
or their
their legal
legal
such lands,
owners of
to them
them by
been
made to
erected or
representatives,
for all
all improvements
or constructconstructor betterments
betterments erected
improvements or
representatives, for
ed
and after
the same
same being
done shall
been
shall have
have been
being done
after due
due notice
notice of
of the
ed thereon,
thereon, and
by the
assistant commissioner.
given
given by
the assistant
Commissioner
be it
it further enacted,
shall have
have
Commissioner
SEC. 12. And be
enacted, That the commissioner
commissioner shall
lease, or sell all buildings and tenements, and
may
sell all
allhold
lands
andand
power to
to seize,
use, lease,
hold, use,
seize, hold,
lnds
and power
seill
under
buildings
lands appertaining
appertaining to the same, or otherwise, formerly held under
any lands
buildings held any
color of
of title by
by the late so-called
by
the so-called
so-called dolor
by the
so-called confederate
confederate states, and not heretofore
confederate
confederate
or lands
disposed
of by
by the
the United
States, and
lands held in trust
any buildings
buildings or
and any
United States,
disposed of
not
states and
and not
persons, and
and to use
use the
the same or appropridisposed
&c. for
for the
by any
disposed of, &c.
the same
same by
any person
person or
or persons,
appropriProceeds
derived therefrom
people;
Proceeds how ate the proceeds
proceeds derived
therefrom to the education
education of
of the freed people;
applied.
l
applied.
When bureau
and
whenever
cease to
to exist,
such of
of said
so-called conconsaid so-called
exist, such
shall cease
the bureau
bureau shall
whenever the
bureau and
npihen
of their
education of
ceases to
to exist,
exist, federate
as shall
have made
made provision
provision for
the education
their
for the
states as
shall have
federate states
ceases
unexpended
color shall
unexpended
citizens without distinction
distinction of color
shall receive
receive the
the sum
sum remaining
remaining unexunexsums to
smns
to go
go
o
among said
pended of
such sales
or rentals,
which shall
shall be
be distributed
distributed among
rentals, which
sales or
of such
pended
where.
states for
proportion to
to their
their population.
population.
purposes in
in proportion
states
for educational
educational purposes
Commissioner
SEC. 13.
And be
enacted, That
the commissioner
this bubuof this
it further
further enacted,
That the
commissioner of
Commissioner
SEC.
13. And
be it
of
co-operate with private benevolent
to co-operate
reau shall at all times co-operate
co-operate
benevolent associations
associations of
with private
private bebewitll
nevo
l
en t
assoc i
a_ citizens
citizens in
in aid
aid of
freedmen, and
with agents
and teachers,
accredited
duly accredited
teachers, duly
agents and
and with
of freedmen,
nevolentassociaand appointed
appointed by them,
provide by
by lease
lease buildings
tions in aid of
them, and shall hire or provide
buildings for
for
freedmen,
to provide
&c.;
purposes of
associations shall,
shall, without
without cost
to
cost to
whenever such
such associations
of education
education whenever
ide
&'
purposes
tfree
of instruction; and
buildings
the government,
provide suitable
suitable teachers
teachers and
and means
means of
government, provide
the
buildings and
protection as may
furnish teachers he shall furnish
furnish such protection
may be required
required for the safe
safe conduct
conduct
and
protection, of such schools.
and protection,
of such schools.
Immunities
it further enacted,
or district
Immunities
SEC. 14. And be it
enacted, That in every
every State or
district
an d ri ghtdeclared
" f all where
where the
course of
of judicial
judicial proceedings
proceedings has
been interrupted
interrupted
has been
ordinary course
the ordinary
cit'izens
citizens declared
in certain
rebellion, and
and until
be fully
and in
in every
every
same shall
shall be
fully restored
restored, and
the rebellion,
until the
the same
in
certain States
States by
by the
relations to
to the
the government
government have
have
and
districts.
State or
or district
district whose
whose constitutional
and districts.
State
constitutional relations
been practically
practically discontinued
rebellion, and
and until
such State
shall
State shall
been
discontinued by
by the
the rebellion,
until such
represented in
in the
have been
in such
relations, and
shall be
have
been restored
restored in
such relations,
and shall
be duly
duly represented
Congress
of the
the United
United States,
States, the
the right
right to
Congress of
to make
make and
and enforce
enforce contracts,
contracts.
and give
inherit, purchase,
purchase, lease,
lease, sell,
sell, hold,
to sue,
be parties,
to
sue, be
parties, and
give evidence,
evidence, to
to inherit,
hold,
and
convey real
real and
and personal
property, and
to have
have full
and equal
benefit
and convey
personal property,
and to
full and
equal benefit
of
all laws
laws and
and proceedings
proceedings concerning
liberty, personal
security,
of all
concerning personal
personal liberty,
personal security,
and the
enjoyment, and
and disposition
disposition of
of estate,
estate, real
real and
and personal,
personal,
and
the acquisition,
acquisition, enjoyment,
including
bear arms,
secured to
to and
and enincluding the
the constitutional
constitutional right
right to
to bear
arms, shall
shall be
be secured
enjoyed by
of such
without respect
to race
district without
respect to
race
joyed
by all
all the
the citizens
citizens of
such State
State or
or district
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cf slavery. And
or color, or previous condition r,f
And whenever
whenever in
in either
either of
of
ordinary course of judicial proceedings
said States or districts the ordinary
proceedings has
has certain
Certain states
states
been interrupted by the rebellion,
rebellion, and until the same shall be fully redistricts to be
re- or
ordistricts
be
stored,
stored, and until such State shall have been
been restored
restored in
in its
constitutional protectiontany
under military
its constitutional
protection and
relations
relations to the government,
government, and shall be duly represented
represented in
in the Congress
Congress jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
of
of the United States, the President
President shall, through the commissioner and
the officers of the bureau, and under such rules and regulations
regulations as the
the
President,
President, through the Secretary of War, shall prescribe,
prescribe, extend military
protection and have military jurisdiction over all cases and questions
questions conconcerning the
the free
free enjoyment
of such immunities
cerning
enjoyment of
immunities and rights, and no penalty No discrimination on
acor punishment
punishment for any violation
of law
shall be
be imposed
i
mp
ose d or
itt ed bebe-nation
violation of
law shall
or perm
permitted
on account of race
cause of race
race or color, or previous condition of slavery, other or greater
greater or color
color or
or
than the penalty or punishment to which white persons may be liable by previous condilaw for the like offence.
offence. But the jurisdiction
jurisdiction conferred by
section tioJnu
tion of slavery.
by this
this section
flavery.of
Jurisdiction
of
upon the officers of the bureau shall not exist in any
where the
not to exany State
State where
the bureau
bureaunottoexordinary
proceedings has not been interrupted
ordinary course of judicial proceedings
the
ist
in
certain
interrupted by
by the ist in certain
States, and
rebellion, and shall cease in every State when the courts of the State and
rebellion,
and tootacease
cease inn
the United States are not disturbed in the peaceable
peaceable course of justice, and
and every
every State
after such State shall be fully restored
restored in its constitutional relations to the when
when,'&c.
&c.
represented in the Congress of
government, and shall be duly represented
of the United
United
States.
SEC.
And be it further
S
EC. 15. And
further enacted, That all officers,
officers agents,
agents , and
All officers,&c.
and AUofficers,&e.
employes of this bureau, before entering
employes
the duties
duties of
their office
h
ureau to take
entering upon the
of their
office of
of tb
bureautotake
shall take the oath prescribed in the first section of the act to which this Repealing
Repealing
is an amendment;
inconsistent with the pro- clause
amendment; and all acts or parts of acts inconsistent
clause.
hereby repealed.
repealed.
visions of
of this act
act are
are hereby
SCHUYLER
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
COLFAX,
Speaker of the House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
LA FAYETTE S. FOSTER,
President
the Senate
Senate pro
President of the
pro tempore.
tempore.
IN
HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES,
I
N THE
THE HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES, U.
S.,
U. S.,
July 16, 1866.

The President of the United States having returned to the House
House of
of
Representatives, in which it originated, the bill entitled "An
Representatives,
"An act
act to
to concontinue in force and to amend ' An act to establish aa bureau for
relief
for the
the relief
of freedmen and refugees,'
refugees,' and for other purposes,"
purposes," with
with his
his objections
objections
House of Representatives
Representatives proceeded,
thereto, the House
pursuance of
of the
the
proceeded, in
in pursuance
Constitution, to
and
Constitution,
to reconsider
reconsider the
the same;
same; and
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two
Resolved.
of the
House of
of Repretwo thirds of
the House
Representatives
sentatives agreeing
agreeing to
to pass the same.
Attest::
Attest
EWD.
EWD. McPHERSON,
McPHERSON,
Clerk
S.
Clerk H
H. Reps, U.
U. S.
IN THE
SENATE OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
IN
THE SENATE
OF THE

July 16, 1866.
1866.

The Senate having
proceeded, in pursuance
having proceeded,
pursuance of
to reof the Constitution,
Constitution, to
re" An act to continue
consider the bill entitled
entitled "
continue in force and
An
and to
to amend
amend 'An
act to establish
establish a
for the
the relief
relief of
refugees,' and
a bureau for
of freedmen
freedmen and
and refugees,'
and
purposes," returned to the House of
for other purposes,"
the
of Representatives
Representatives by
by the
President of the United States, with his objections, and
sent by
by the
House
and sent
the House
of Representatives
Representatives to the Senate
Senate with
with the message
message of the President
President rereturning the bill;
turning
bill;
Resolved, That the bill do pass, two thirds
Senate agreeing
agreeing to
thirds of the
the Senate
to
pass the same.
J.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
of the Senate, U
Secretary
of
U. S.
S.
...
.....1 Y. .
IV.XIV.
VOL.
12
1Z
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COI. —
prevent Smuggling
Smuggling and
and for
for other
CHAP. CC.
- An Act
Act further
further to
to prevent
other Purposes.
Purposes.
1867,
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
1867, ch. 42.
Be it
it enacted
42.
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Post, p.
P. 394.
States of America
America in
in Congress
Post,
States
Congress assembled,
for the
the purposes
purposes of
assembled, That,
That, for
of this
this
The terms
act, the term
vessel," whenever
hereinafter used,
held to
to include
include
term "
" vessel,"
whenever hereinafter
used, shall
shall be
be held
"vessel"
"
vessel " and
every description of water-craft, raft, vehicle, and contrivance used or
"vehile
vehicle"atdio
to in- every description of water-craft, raft, vehicle, and contrivance used or
clude
what.
capable
of being
used as
of transportation
transportation on
on or
or by
by
elude what.
capable of
being used
as aameans
means or
or auxiliary
auxiliary of
water;
term ""vehicle,"
vehicle," whenever
whenever hereinafter
hereinafter used,
used, shall
water; and
and the
the term
shall be
be held
held
to
description of
wagon, engine,
engine, car,
car, sleigh,
sleigh, sled,
to include
include every description
of carriage,
carriage, wagon,
sled,
and other
artificial contrivance,
contrivance, used
used or
sledge, hurdle,
hurdle, cart,
cart, and
other artificial
or capable
capable of
of bebeof transportation
transportation on
on land.
land.
ing used
used as
as a
a means or
or auxiliary
auxiliary of
SEC.
And be
Officers of the
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
enacted, That
it shall
lawful for
any offiit further
further enacted,
That it
shall be
be lawful
for any
officustoms
and
other
customs
authorized
and
cer of
the customs,
includinginspectors
inspectors, or
or of
of aa
other
authorized
cer
of the
customs, including
inspectors and
and occasional
occasional inspectors,
revenue cutter,
cutter, or
authorized agent
agent of
the Treasury
Department, or
or other
persons may
revenue
or authorized
of the
Treasury Department,
other
board and
and search person
person specially
specially appointed
for the
by a
collector, naval
board
appointed for
the purpose
purpose in
in writing
writing by
a collector,
naval
any vessel, &c.
officer, or
of the
customs, to
go on
on board
board of
of any
vessel, as
as well
well
officer,
or surveyor
surveyor of
the customs,
to go
any vessel,
without as
as within
and examine
examine the
the
without
within his
his district,
district, and
and to
to inspect,
inspect, search,
search, and
same, and
and any
any person,
trunk, or
on board,
board, and
end, to
to
same,
person, trunk,
or envelope
envelope on
and to
to this
this end,
Vessels under hail and
and stop
such vessel
vessel if
stop such
to use
use all
if under
under way,
way, and
and to
all necessary
necessary force
force to
to
way
may be
way may
be
compel compliance;
if it
breach or
violation of
of
any breach
or violation
shall appear
appear that
that any
and if
it shall
compel
compliance; and
compelled
to
of the
United States
States has
been committed,
committed, whereby
whereby or
in conseconsestop;
the laws of
the United
has been
or in
maybe
may
be seized,
seized, quence
which, such
vessel, or
or the
and merchandise,
or
quence of
of which,
such vessel,
the goods,
goods, wares,
wares, and
merchandise, or
epersons on any part thereof, on board of or imported by such vessel, is or are liable to
and
ard
rrsenstedn
any
part
thereof,
on
board
of
or
imported
by
such
vessel,
is
or
are
liable
to
board arrested
for breach
breach of
forfeiture,
to make
make seizure
same, or
or either
either or
or any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, and
and
seizure of
of the
the same,
forfeiture, to
law.
to arrest, or in case of escape,
or any
any attempt
escape, or
attempt to
to escape,
escape, to
to pursue
pursue and
and ararOriginall ap rest
any
person
engaged
in
such
breach or
violation: Provided,
That the
the
or violation:
Provided, That
c,
rest
any
person
engaged
in
such
breach
poirtingntsen
pointments, &c.
to be filed in
cus--original appointment
hi cus
appointment in writing of any person specially
specially appointed
appointed as
as aforeaforetom-house.
said shall be filed in the custom-house
custom-house where such appointment
tom house,
appointment is
is made.
made.
SEC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That any
any of
of the
persons
Officers of the
the SEC.
And be
further enacted,
the officers
officers or
or persons
authorized
by the
the second
customs may
authorized by
second section
section of
act to
to board
board or
or search
search vessels
of this
this act
vessels may
may
stop and search stop,
search and
as well
as within
their respective
respective disdi sand examine,
examine, as
well without
without as
within their
any vehicle, &c. stop, search,
any vehicle,
&c. tricts, any vehicle,
or person
person on which
vehicle, beast, or
which or
or whom
whom he
he or
they shall
or they
shall
suspect
suspect there
there are
or merchandise
subject to
are goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or
merchandise which
which are
are subject
to duty
duty
or shall
shall have
have been
been introduced
the United
States in
any manner
conintroduced into
into the
United States
in any
manner contrary
by the person
person in
in possession
trary to law, whether
whether by
possession or
charge, or
or by,
by, in,
or charge,
in, or
or
upon such vehicle
vehicle or beast, or otherwise, and to search any
or enenany trunk
trunk or
velope, wherever found, in which he may have a
a reasonable cause to
to
suspect
suspect there are goods which were imported contrary to law; and if any
any
such officer or other person so authorized
anthorized as aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall find
any
find any
When vehicles, goods, wares, or merchandise,
merchandise, on or about any such vehicle, beast, or perpert
son / or
or in
in any
any such
such trunk
trunk or
shall ha
vereasonable
reasonable
acontenatsay
or envelope,
envelope, which
which he
he shall
have
contents
may be son,
seized and forfor - cause
believe are
are subject
duty, or
or to
have been
unlawfully introintroseized
cause to
to believe
subject to
to duty,
to have
been unlawfully
feited.
duced into the United States, whether by the person in possession
feited.
possession or
charge, or by, in, or upon such vehicle, beast, or otherwise, he shall seize
seize
and secure the same for trial; and
and every
every such
such vehicle
vehicle and
and beast,
beast, or
or either,
either,
together
with teams
or other
other motive-power
used in
conveying, drawing,
together with
teams or
motive-power used
in conveying,
drawing, or
or
propelling such vehicle, goods, wares,
wares, or
or merchandise,
propelling
merchandise, and
and all
all other
other apappurtenances, including trunks,
trunks, envelopes, covers,
covers, and
and all
of concealconcealall means
means of
ment, and all the equipage, trappings,
other appurtenances
trappings, and other
appurtenances of
of such
such
beast, team, or vehicle
vehicle shall be subject to seizure and forfeiture; and if
driver&
Penalty on
person who may be driving or conducting, or i
n ch
arge
are of any such
driPenry
, c. ofe- any person who may be driving or conducting, or in charge of any such
carriage or
vehicle or
or any
person travelling,
hide refusing
refusing to carriage
or vehicle
or beast,
beast, or
any person
travelling, shall
shall wilfully
wilfully refuse
refuse
to stop and allow search and examination
examination to be made as herein provided,
stop and allow
search.
when required so to do by any authorized person, he or she
search,
she shall,
shall, on
on conconviction,
convicting him
viction, be fined in any sum, in the discretion of the court convicting
or her, not exceeding one thousand dollars, nor less than fifty dollars;
dollars;
Regulations
and the Secretary
Regulations
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may from time to time prescribe regupersonsarcnlfg
baggage,, and for the employment of
of
forrsons
search
and
oflug-lations for the search
search of persons and baggage
pe
female inspectors
inspectors for
for the
the examination
search of
of persons
of their
own
gage. Female female
examination and
and search
persons of
their own
inspectors.
sex; and all persons coming
coming into the United States from
from foreign
foreign countries
countries
'July
1866.
July 18, 1866.
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shall be liable to detention and search by authorized
officers or agents
authorized officers
agents of
of
the government, under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
shall from time to time prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That no railway car or
or en- Cars, engines,
c of common
&c.
corporation, as comcorn- &
gine or other vehicle,
vehicle, or team used by any person
person or corporation,
- of common
carriers not subsubmon carriers in the transaction
transaction of
business as
of their business
as such
such common
common carriers
carriers jectto
forfeiture,
ject to forfeiture,
shall be subject to forfeiture
forfeiture by force
force of the provisions
provisions of this act unless
unless it unless, &c.
&c.
shall appear
appear that the owners,
owners, superintendent,
superintendent, or agent of
of the
the owner
owner in
in
charge thereof
thereof at the time of such unlawful
unlawful importation
importation or
transportation
or transportation
thereon
thereon or thereby, was a
ima consenting,
consenting. party, or
or privy
privy to
to such illegal
illegal importation or transportation.
portation
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That if any person shall fraudulentS
EC. 4. And be it further
fraudulent- Penalty for
for
fraudulently or
or
ly or knowingly
fraudulently
knowingly
United States, or assist in so do- knowingly
· import or bring into the United
knowingly
ing, any goods, wares,
wares, or merchandise,
merchandise, contrary
contrary to law, or
receive, bringing
or shall
shall receive,
bringingintothe
into the
conceal, buy, sell, or in any manner facilitate
United States
facilitate the transportation,
transportation, conceal- United
pods, &c.
ment, or sale of such goods, wares,
wares, or merchandise, after their importation,
importation, any
anytrgoods,to &a
contrary
law;
knowing the same to have been imported contrary to law, such goods,
goods, for knowingly
knowingly
receiving, &c.
wares, and merchandise
merchandise shall be forfeited, and he or she shall, on convic- receiving,
&c.
the same.
tion thereof before any court of competent
competent jurisdiction, be fined in any
any
sum not exceeding
exceeding five thousand dollars nor less than fifty dollars, or be
imprisoned for any time
two years,
years, or
discretime not exceeding
exceeding two
or both,
both, at
at the
the discretion of such court; and in all cases where the possession of such goods shall Possession of
of
suffibe shown to be in the defendant, or where the defendant shall be shown to
to goods,
gient to c.auCthricient t:C. 4authorhave had possession
possession thereof, such possession shall be deemed evidence
evidence ize conviction,
conviction,
unless defendant
defendant
sufficient
sufficient to authorize conviction,
conviction, unless the defendant shall explain the unless
explains
possession to the satisfaction
possession
satisfaction of the jury.
explains it.
it.
SEC. 5. And
itfurther
enacted, That any person authorized
And be it
further enacted,
by this
authorized by
authis Persons anthorized to make
act to make searches and seizures,
seizures, or any person assisting him or acting tho'zeds
tomake
seizures, &c.
under his directions, may, if deemed
deemed necessary
necessary by him
or them,
enter into
him or
them, enter
into may enter
lands,
enter lands,
or upon or pass through
buildings, &c.
through the lands, enclosures,
enclosures, and buildings,
buildings, other than
than buildings,
&c.
other
than
dwellother
than
the dwelling-house
dwelling-house of any person whomsoever,
whomsoever, in the night or in the dayday- inu-houses.l
ing-houses.
effectual discharge
discharge of
official duties.
duties.
time, in order to the
the more
more effectual
of his
his or
or their
their official
SEC.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if any person
S
EC. 6. And
person shall forcibly as- Penalty
Penalty for
for
forcibly
resisting
forcibly resistinc
sault, resist, oppose, prevent,
prevent, impede, or
interfere with
with any
officer of
of the
or interfere
any officer
the officers of
ofcuscusdeputies, or any person assisting
customs or his deputy
deputy or deputies,
assisting them or
or either toms,
toms, &c.
&c.in
in disdischarge of their,
of them in the execution
execution of their duties, or any person
person authorized
authorized by this duhre
duty ; of their
execution of his duty,
act to make
make searches
searches or seizures,
seizures, in the execution
duty, or shall
shall resres- for rescuing
or attempting
cue, or attempt to rescue,
rescue, or cause to be rescued,
rescued, any property
property which shall or
attempting to
to
rescue seized
authorized as aforesaid,
have been seized by any
any person authorized
aforesaid, or shall
shall before,
before, property;
escpuereedty
at, or after
after any such seizure,
seizure, in order to prevent
securing for
prevent the seizure or
destroying,
or securing
fordestroying,
&c. property to
merchandise by any person authorized
of any goods, wares,
wares, or merchandise
authorized as
as afore- prevent
&c.
property
to
its being
prevent its
being
overboard, destroy,
said, stave,
stave, break, throw overboard,
destroy, or remove
the perper- seized.
remove the
the same, the
conviction thereof,
thereof, forfeit
forfeit
son so offending
offending shall, for every
every such offence,
offence, on conviction
Fine
im
and pay a
a sum of not less than
than one hundred dollars, nor more
more than two
two prisonment,
Fine or or
im
or
thousand
thousand dollars, or shall be imprisoned
imprisoned not less than one month nor more both.
both.
or
than one year, or both, at the discretion of the court
him or
court convicting
convicting him
or her,
her,
and shall stand committed until such fine
fine and
and the
the costs of
of prosecution
prosecution
Penalty for
shall have been fully paid; and if any person shall discharge
discharge any deadly
deadly dPenalty
for
or
discharging or
l discharging
weapon
authorized as aforesaid
weapon at any person
person authorized
aforesaid to make searches or seizseiz- usingan
ydeadly
using any
deadly
against
ures, or shall use any deadly or dangerous
dangerous weapon
weapon in resisting
resisting him in the weapon
weapon against
suchl officers, &c.
c
execution
execution of his duty, with intent to commit a
or sucdl
a bodily injury
injury upon
upon him, or
officersS&
in discharge
of .
to deter or prevent him from discharging
discharging his duty, every such
so their duty.
such person
person so
Fine and
and imoffending shall, upon conviction
conviction thereof,
of felony,
and Fine
thereof, be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
felony, and
imprisonment.
0
shall be imprisoned at hard labor for a
exceeding ten years nor
nor prison
a term not
not exceeding
ent.
less than one year.
Collectors of
SEC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That it
of the
sev- Collectors
shall be
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of
the sevof
customs
to reo
eral collectors
collectors of customs to report
report within ten
ten days
days to
to the
the district
district attorney
attorney port
port within ten
of the district in which any fine or personal penalty
penalty may
may be
incurred for
for days
days to district
be incurred
district
attorneys cases
the violation of any law of the United States relating
in attorneys
relating to
to the
the revenue,
revenue, in
cases
of fines and perall cases
cases in which such fine or penalty
penalty shall not be voluntarily paid, a
astatestate- of fines and per-
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ment of
all the
the facts
circumstances of the case within their knowland circumstances
facts and
of all
ment
to
edge,
together with
with the
names of the witnesses, and which may come to
the names
edge, together
betheir knowledge
from
time
to
time,
stating
the
provisions
the
law
of
provisions
the
stating
time,
to
their knowledge from time
a condemlieved
violated, and
on which
which aareliance
be had for a
condemreliance may be
and on
be violated,
to be
lieved to
and
Suit to be
nation or conviction;
and
such
district
attorney
shall
cause
suit
prosecause
shall
attorney
district
such
and
nation or conviction;
Suit to be
commenced
cution
to be
be commenced
commenced and prosecuted
prosecuted without delay for the fines and
cution to
commenced
without personal penalties by law in such case provided, unless upon inquiry and
therefor
without
therefor
delay,unless*.
,&. personal penalties by law in such case provided,
deely,unlesfo
examination he
probably be obtained,
obtained,
conviction cannot probably
a conviction
that a
decide that
shall decide
he shall
examination
prosecution
or that
that the
ends of
public justice
require that aasuit or prosecution
not require
do not
justice do
of public
the ends
or
should be
instituted, in
case he
shall report the facts to the Secrehe shall
which case
in which
be instituted,
should
tary
of
the
Treasury
for
his
direction;
and for
incurred and serexpenses incurred
for expenses
and
direction;
his
for
Treasury
the
tary of
personal penalties, the
vices rendered
rendered in
in prosecutions
prosecutions for
for such
such fines and personal
vices
Allowance
to district
district attorney
attorney shall
shall receive
Treasreceive such allowance as the Secretary of the TreasAllowance to
before
the judge
reasonable, upon the certificate
dktrict
attorury
shall
deem
and
certi ficate of
of the j
ud g
e before
just
deem
shall
es ury
neisforserict
neys
for services.
case
in
Collectors not whom such
such
prosecution
was
had;
and
collector
shall
any
collector
any
if
prosecution was had; and
Collectors not whom
making report,
fail
to report
to the
the proper
proper district
prescribed in this section,
section,
district attorney, as prescribed
report to
to
fail
report,
making
forfeit ftheir
to
to
forfeit
share
ines ,
such collector's
share of
of any
fine or
incurred in such
such
imposed or incurred
penalty imposed
or penalty
any fine
collector's share
such
share offfites,
awarded
Ste.
case shall
be forfeited
forfeited to
to the
United States,
States, and the same shall be awarded
the United
shall be
case
&c.
to such
such persons
prosecute the same to convicand prosecute
complaint and
make complaint
may make
as may
persons as
to
tion.
a vessel or
Vessels held for
SEC. 8.
8. And
be it
it further
That in any case where a
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
held for SEC.
Vessels
payment of
of pen"
owner, master, or manager
manager of a
a vessel shall be subject to
to a
a penalty
penalty
the owner,
pen- the
payment
alties;
for
shall
violation of the revenue laws of the United States, such vessel shall
for aaviolation
alties;
probe
holden for
the payment
of such
and may be seized and pro-.
penalty, and
such penalty,
payment of
for the
be holden
disany
in
may be proceeded against
summarily,
by libel,
to
recover
such
penalty,
such
recover
to
libel,
by
summarily,
against
ceeded
promay be
offence.
the
of
jurisdiction
States
ceeded
"g"inst•
trict
court
the
having
jurisdiction
the
offence.
United
of
court
ceeded against. trict
In former act
SEC. 9.
enacted, That
That the
the act
act entitled
"An act
entitled "An
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC. 9. And
In former act
United
the United
merchandise imported
"Inere
l
la"d isc" further
imported into
into the
regulate the entry of merchandise
to regulate
further to
"merchandise"
to read "goods,
"
hundred
wares, an good
d mes,r- States from
from
any
adjacent
territory,"
approved
March
two,
eighteen
hundred
approved
any adjacent territory,"
wares, and met- States
wherever in
chandise."
and
twenty-one, be, and the same is hereby, so amended that wherever
in
and twenty-one,
chandise."
"goods,
read
shall
1821, ch.
14.
said
act
the
word
"
merchandise"
occurs,
the
same
"
goods,
the
occurs,
"merchandise"
word
the
act
said
14.
vol2, chp.
p. 616.
wares, or
or merchandise."
merchandise."
wares,
Officers and
SEC. 10.
10. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
That every
officer or other
other person
person
every officer
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
and
Officers
act shall,
searches and seizures by this act
persons making
authorized to
shall, at
at the
the time
time of
of
to make searches
authorized
making
persons
and
d
searches t
known,
make known,
act,, make
searches
' sexecuting any of the powers conferred upon him by this act
seizures
seizures to dis- executin any of the powers conferred
close authority
authority upon
being questioned,
his character
agent of the customs
customs
character as an officer or agent
questioned, his
upon being
close
within
person
any p
ot any
demand of
on request;
or
government,
authority to demand
erson within
government, and shall have authority
or
request;
on
may
demand
or
assistance of
the
distance
of
three
miles
to
assist
him
making
arrest,
search,
any
making
in
the distance of three miles to assist him
of
assistance
necessary;
persons within
within
seizure authorized
authorized by
by this
this act,
assistance may be necessary;
where such assistance
act, where
seizure
persons
to
so to
refuse so
or refuse
and if
if such
person shall without
without reasonable
reasonable excuse
excuse neglect
neglect or
such person
three
miles.
for re- and
threen
Pe nalty
a
of
fusing assistassist,
upon
proper
demand,
he
shall
be
deemed
guilty
a
misdemeanor,
deemed
be
assist, upon proper demand, he shall
fusing assistthan
less than
ance.
and
shall forfeit
dollars, nor less
a sum not exceeding two hundred dollars,
forfeit a
and shall
ance.
five dollars.
In all cases of
of
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
seizure of
That in all cases of seizure
be it
11. And
SEC. 11.
In all cases
act, or
seizure of
property subject
subject to
or
forfeiture for any of the causes named in this act,
to forfeiture
prop- property
of propseizure
erty for forfeit- any other act
or lienrolling,
registering,
relating
to
the
customs,
the
registering,
or
customs,
the
to
relating
act
other
any
erty fforvafeiture,
if value is
not over $500,
of vessels,
now in
when, in the opinion of the collector or
force, when,
in force,
vessels, now
censing of
not over $oO5, censing
of
duplicate
list
to
other
principal officer
the revenue making such seizure, the value of
of the
officer of
principal
other
to
list
duplicate
be prepared,
prepared, and the property so seized shall not exceed five hundred
be
shall
he
appraisement
hundred
dollars,
shall
exceed
not
shall
seized
the property so
appraisement
premade.
cause a
a list
particular description of the property so seized to be preand particular
list and
cause
made.
two
by two
pared in
duplicate, and an appraisement
appraisement of the same to be made
made by
in duplicate,
pared
sworn appraisers
the revenue
revenue laws, if there are such appraisers at
under the
appraisers under
sworn
or
near the
place of
of seizure;
but if there are no such appraisers, then by
seizure; but
the place
or near
seWho
aPtwo
United States, to be sedisinterested citizens of the United
competent and disinterested
two competent
to apWho to
seizure;
praise.
lected
by him
him for that purpose, residing at or near the place of
of seizure;
lected by
praise.
Appraisement which
which list
list and
and appraisement
properly attested by such collector or
be properly
shall be
appraisement shall
Appraisement
to
be attested,
officer and
the persons
appraisal; and for such services
making the appraisal;
persons making
and the
other officer
attested, other
to be
dollar and
out
Fees
of
apof
the
appraisers
they
allowed
of the revenue one dollar
and
allowed
be
shall
they
of the appraisers
Fees of apservice. If
necessarily employed in such service.
praisers,
fifty
cents each
If
for every day necessarily
each for
fifty cents
praisers.

sonal penalties
penalties
sonal
not paid.
paid.
not
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the amount of such appraisal
appraisal shall not exceed the
.the sum
sum of
hundred If
If amount
of
of five
five hundred
amountof
dollars, said collector or other principal officer shall publish aanotice
raxi
c
s
e
a
e
ld
doe
00,
once app
raisal
$6s
notice once
appraisal
does
aa week for three successive weeks in so
some
me newspaper
news p
ap
er of
ofthe
th
e county
county or
to give
or collector
cotector to
give
place
newspaper shall notice.
place where
where such seizure shall have been made, if any newspaper
be published in said county; but if no newspaper shall be published
published in
in
said county, then such notice
notice shall be published
some newspaper
newspaper of
the
published in
in some
of the
county in which the principal
principal customs office of the
be situthe district
district shall
shall be
situated; and if no newspaper
newspaper shall
shall be published
in such
county, then
then notices
published in
such county,
notices
shall be posted in proper public places,
shall
places, which notices
notices shall
describe the
shall describe
the Notices
Notices to
to
articles
articles seized,
seized, and state
state the time, cause, and place of seizure,
seizure, and shall state what
what.
require
claiming such articles
require any person
person claiming
with such
such colcolarticles to
to appear
appear and
and file
file with
lector
lector or other officer his claim to such articles within
twenty days
within twenty
days from
from
the date of the first publication
publication of
of such
such notice.
notice.
SEC.
SEC. 12. And be it
it further
further enacted, That
That any
any person
Claimants of
person claiming
claiming the
the propprop- Claimants
of
erty so seized may, at any time within twenty days from
the date
from the
date of
of neervmeized
property seized
such
such publication,
publication, file with the collector
collector or other officer
officer a
aclaim, stating
stating his
his within
within twenty
twenty
or her interest in the articles seized, and, upon
depositing with
with such
col- days,
60.
upon depositing
such coldays, 8
&c.
8t
lector or
or other officer
lector
officer a
abond to the United States in the penal sum of two whltim
whe
a
l
t
a
.
ini to
t° state
ate
hundred and fifty dollars, with two sureties, to be approved
approved by
Bond.
by such
such colcol- Bond.
lector or other officer,
officer, conditioned
conditioned that, in
of the
the
in case
case of
of the
the condemnation
condemnation of
articles so claimed,
claimed, the obligors
obligors shall pay
of the
pay all the
the costs
costs and
and expenses
expenses of
the
proceedings to
to obtain such condemnation.
collector
list,
proceedings
conde mna ti on . Such
Suc h co
ll ec t
or or
or other
ot h
er officer
offi cer th Bond,
be sent
to dis
&c.
shall transmit the same, with the duplicate list and description
description of the artishall
trict
arti- t.
be attorney,
sent to dis
cles seized
cies
seized and claimed, to the United States
attorney for
the disdis- who
who shall
pro.
States district
district attorney
for the
shall protrict, who shall proceed for aacondemnation
condemnation of the property
ordinary ceed
eeed to
to obtain
obtain
property in
in the
the ordinary
co
n
demnation.
mode prescribed
prescribed by
by law.
cl
ai
m shall
sh
all be
be fil
ed nor
bon d If
misnot
law. But
But if
if no
no suc
suchh claim
filed
nor bond
If claim
isnot
given within the twenty days above specified,
collector or
nor bond
specified, such
such collector
or other
other officer
officer filed,
filed, nor
bond
shall give not less than fifteen days' notice of the sale of the property
c
no
ol
t
l
i
e
f
e
ytoo
r
i
property so
so Lye%
ven, collectorf
seized, by publication in the manner
manner before mentioned,
mentioned, and, at
at the
the time
time sale
sell at
at
sale and
and sell
and place specified
specified in such notice, he shall sell at public auction the prop_
prop- auction.
erty so seized, and shall deposit the proceeds,
proce eds,after
after d
ed
uc ti ng th
t
ualsoPerocee
. ds of
of
deducting
thee ac
actual
Proceeds
expenses
of
such
seizure,
publication,
and
sale,
to the credit of the
expenses
publication,
Treasurer of the United
Treasurer
United States, as
directed by
the Secretary
as shall be
be directed
by the
Secretary
of the Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That the collector shall have
to adhave power
power to
ad- pale
Sale may
may be
be
journ such sale from
for aaperiod
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
thi rty days
days adjourned.
adjourned.
from time
time to
to time
time for
period not
in all.
SEC.
itfurther
S
EC. 13. And be it
further enacted, That any person claiming
be Persons
Persons interinterclaiming to
to be
interested
the property
property sold
sold under the provisions
proceeding ested
may
withinterested in
in the
provisions of the proceeding
tsitteiaclremeaLwnt
in three months
[preceding] section may, within three months
[preceding]
after such
such sale,
sale, apply
to the
apply for
months after
apply to
the apply
for remieremisSecretary of the Treasury
Treasury for aaremission of the forfeiture
forfeiture and aarestoraSecretary
sion of
of fort%
restora- sion
forfeittion of the proceeds of such sale, and the same may be granted by said ure,
u
mr
a
'1, &b.
4
1,be
e
,* ;
anted
which
may
granted
Secretary, upon satisfactory proof;
Secretary,
in such
manner as
upon proofs,
proofs, &c.
Soc.
proof, to
to be
be furnished
furnished in
such manner
as be
he npon
shall direct, that the applicant, at the time
time of
and sale
sale of
of the
the seizure
seizure and
of the
the
property
property in question,
question, did not know of
such circumcircumof the
the seizure,
seizure, and
and was
was in
in such
stances
stances as prevented him from knowing of the
that said
the same,
same, and
and that
said forforteiture
negligence or any
feiture was incurred without
without wilful negligence
intention of
fraud
any intention
of fraud
on the part of the owner of
of such property.
SEC.
14. And
And be it further
further enacted, That if no application
application for such re- If
SEC. 14.
not made
If not
made
mission or restoration shall be
made within
three months
sale, within
mwiotrtiitiiiiisthrrec:
be made
within three
months after
after such
such sale,
three
months,
prothe Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shall then cause the
of such
such sale
sale ceeds
ceeds of
(gale
the proceeds
proceeds of
sale to
to
to be distributed in the same manner as if such property
property had
had been
be distributed.
been con_
con- be
distributed.
demned
damned and sold in pursuance
pursuance of
decree of
competent court.
court.
of a
a decree
of a
a competent
SEC.
S
EC. 15. And be it
it further
further enacted,
en ac ted, That
Th atw
henev er seizure
se i
zure shall
sh
all b
If
whenever
beeperishable
If perishable
made of
any property
made
of any
property which, in the opinion of the appraisers, shall be
s
m
e&Pe
e
d,titt rr o
o.
be I
propeedrty
liable to perish
perish or waste, or to be greatly reduced
value by
keeping, or
ceedings tt
reduced in
in value
by keeping,
or ceedings
cannot be kept without great disproportionate
disproportionate expense, whether such
cannot
such seizseiz- had.
had.
ure consist of live animals, or goods, wares,
when
waies, or merchandise,
merchandise, and
and when
the property thus seized shall not exceed five
hundred dollars
dollars in
in value,
five hundred
value,
and when no claim shall have been interposed therefor
therefor as
hereinbefore
as is
is hereinbefore
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collector or principal
by the collector
provided, the said appraisers, if requested by
is made,
officer
making
the
seizure
at
the
time
when
appraisal
made, shall
appraisal
such
when
time
the
at
seizure
the
officer making
certify
on oath
oath in
their appraisal
appraisal their
belief that the property
property seized
seized is
their belief
in their
certify on
liable
to speedy
expenses of its keeping will
will
deterioration, or that the expenses
speedy deterioration,
liable to
largely
proceeds of the sale; and in case the appraisers
net proceeds
the net
reduce the
largely reduce
thus
collector or
or other
other officer
officer may proceed to advertise and
and
such collector
certify, such
thus certify,
sell
same at
such time as he may think
think
giving notice for such
at auction,
auction, by giving
the same
sell the
reasonable,
but not
than one
one week,
week, of such
seizure and intended
intended sale,
such seizure
not less
less than
reasonable, but
by
advertisement as
as is
hereinbefore provided;
provided; and the proceeds
proceeds of such
is hereinbefore
by advertisement
sale
shall be
be deposited
the credit
credit of
Treasurer of the United States,
of the Treasurer
to the
deposited to
sale shall
subject,
nevertheless, to the payment
payment of such claims
claims as shall be presented
presented
subject, nevertheless,
within
three months
day of sale, and allowed by the Secretary
Secretary
the day
from the
months from
within three
of the Treasury.
Remission of
SEC. 16.
be it
it further
Secretary of the Treathe Secretary
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
16. And
SEC.
of
Remission
forfeit--sury shall have authority to ascertain
ascertain the facts upon all applications for
for
fines and forfeit
urea where
ures
amount
is
not
remission
of
fines,
penalties,
and
forfeitures
incurred
or
accruing
under
under
accruing
or
incurred
forfeitures
and
penalties,
fines,
of
amount is not Temission
one
over $1000.
loco.
the
revenue laws,
where the
does not
not exceed
exceed one
question does
in question
amount in
the amount
laws, where
the revenue
over$
thousand
in such
and under
such regulations
regulations as he may
under such
manner and
such manner
dollars, in
thousand dollars,
deem
and he
he may
thereupon remit
remit or
mitigate such
such fines,
penalfines, penalor mitigate
may thereupon
proper; and
deem proper;
shall have been incurred
ties,
or forfeitures,
forfeitures, if
if in
his opinion
the same
same shall
incurred
opinion the
in his
ties, or
Parties
i
m -without
wilful negligence
or any
any intention
intention of
fraud.
of fraud.
negligence or
without wilful
claimParties cla
proper officer
ing a
SEC. 17.
And be
whenever the
the proper
officer
That whenever
enacted, That
be it
it further
further enacted,
17. And
a lien on im
im-- SEC.
ported
goods,
of
notified of
of the
lien upon
upon iminsa lien
of a
existence of
the existence
be duly
duly notified
shall be
the customs
customs shall
of the
goods,
portetd
&c.
to be notified
before dede - ported
goods, wares,
merchandise in
in his
he shall,
shall, before
delivbefore delivcustody, he
his custody,
or merchandise
wares, or
ported goods,
fied before
Proceedingsin
ProceedintsM
case of peris able
property.
ableproperty.

livery
of goods
g&c.
oods
to owner,

ering such
such goods,
goods, wares,
merchandise to
the importer,
ering
wares, or
or merchandise
to the
importer, owner,
owner, or
or conconsignee
give seasonable
seasonable notice
the party
parties claiming
the
claiming the
or parties
party or
to the
notice to
thereof, give
signee thereof,
not affect
lien;
and the
the possession
of customs
customs shall not
affect the
officers of
by the
the officers
possession by
lien; and
disUcn
hi
a
t
r
eg
deS
li
t
e
an
te
.s, discharge of such lien:
lien: Provided,
Provided, That the rights of the government shall
shall
lien,
discharge
&e. not
not liable
liable
not
prejudiced thereby.
thereby. And
And the
Secretary of
the Treasury may preof the
the Secretary
be prejudiced
not be
&c.
effect: And profor failure to
scribe all needful
needful regulations
regulations to carry this provision into effect:
for
notify.
vided, That
That neither the United
United States nor its officers shall be in any man[This section
ner liable
for losses
incurred in
in consequence
by accident
accident
the omission
omission by
of the
consequence of
losses incurred
section ner
liable for
[Trhis
repealed. 1867,
ch.
188, §§4.'
4.
and without
without their
their fault
of officers
the customs
customs to
the notice
aforenotice aforegive the
to give
of the
officers of
fault of
and
i. 188,
said.
Post, p.
Post,
P. 547.]
this act contained
nothing in this
Existing penpen SEC. 18.
18. And
That nothing
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEC.
or
penalty, fine, liability,
forfeiture, penalty,
limit any
any forfeiture,
awes
shall be
taken to
to abridge
abridge or
or limit
liability, or
be taken
ffect--shall
alties not affect
ed
hereby, exexed hereby,
as
except as
cept
60 specially
remedy provided
provided for
or existing
existing under
any law
law now
in force,
force, except
now in
under any
for or
specially remedy
cept so
provided.
herein otherwise
otherwise specially
specially provided.
provided.
provided,
herein
Where value
SEC.
19. And
be it
further enacted,
That where
the value
goods,
of goods,
value of
where the
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC. 19.
value
Where
or merchandise
of
is not
not wares,
wares, or
merchandise imported
imported or brought into the United
United States shall
of imports
imports is
over
$100, they
over $100,
not exceed
one hundred
the collector
collector is
authorized in
in his
his discrediscreis authorized
dollars, the
hundred dollars,
exceed one
be entered not
may be
tripli - tion
tion to
to admit
the same
same to entry
entry without the production of the triplicate
triplicate
admit the
without tripliby the act of March three, eighteen
required by
cate invoice,
iice,
if invoice
cate
if,
invoice required
eighteen hundred and sixtyfrauds," and
punish frauds,"
1863, ch.
ch. 76.
three, entitled
act to
and punish
and so forth, and
to prevent
prevent and
" An
An act
entitled "
76. three,
1863,
Vol.
p. 737.
737. without
without submitting
the question
to the
the Secretary
of the
ProVol. xii. p.
submitting the
question to
Secretary of
the Treasury:
Treasury: Proproduce
vided, That
collector shall
shalt be
satisfied that
the neglect
neglect to
to produce
that the
be satisfied
That the
the collector
vided,
faith
in good
good faith
such invoice
was unintentional,
unintentional, and
and that
importation was in
that the
the importation
invoice was
such
laws of the
the revenue
revenue laws
and without
any purpose
purpose of
or evading
evading the
of defrauding
defrauding or
and
without any
United
States.
United States.
Goods, &c.
SEC .20.
nd be
be it
any goods,
or mermerThat if
if any
goods, wares, or
And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Goods,
&c. at
SEC.
20. A
ports on northnorthports
ern, &c. frontiers,
chandise shall,
shall, at
any port
port or
or place
the United
United States
States on
the northern,
on the
in the
place in
at any
chandise
frontiers, northern,
ern,&c.
vessel
shipped thence
northeastern, or
or northwestern
northwestern frontiers
thereof, be
be laden
laden upon
upon any
any vessel
frontiers thereof,
northeastern,
shipped
a foreign country
to a
a subject or subjects of a
in part
part to
on a
ves- belonging
belonging wholly
or in
wholly or
a foreign veson
sei
to aa foreign
foreign
sel to
port, to
re- or
or countries,
be taken
foreign port
port or
or place,
place, to
to be
be
to aa ftreign
thence to
taken thence
shall be
and shall
countries, and
be reto be
port,
and reshipped
reladen and
shipped to aaport reladen
reshipped to any other port or place in the United States
States on
on
Ameriin
the United
said frontiers,
frontiers, either
either by
the same
same or
or any
other vessel,
vessel, foreign
foreign or
or Amenany other
by the
said
the
nited
iSa
States on
on those
States
those
fourth section of ""the act
of the
the fourth
frontiers, with
can, with
with intent
to evade
evade the
the provisions
provisions of
intent to
can,
intent,
concerning the
navigation of
the United
States," approved March one,
United States,"
of the
the navigation
may concerning
&c. may
intent, &e.
be forfeited.
1817,
ch.
31,
§
4.
eighteen
hundred
and
seventeen,
the
said
goods,
wares, and
and merchandise
merchandise
wares,
goods,
said
the
seventeen,
and
817,
e ch. 1, § 4. eighteen hundred
iii. p. 351.
Vol. iii.
Vol.

Possession by
officers
officers not to
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shall, on their arrival at such last-named port or place, be seized and for- Vessel
Vessel to
to pay
pay
feited to the United Stales,
a tonnage duty of aatonnage
States, and the vessel shall pay a
tonnage duty.
duty.
fifty cents per ton on her admeasurement.
admeasurement.
SEc. -21.
further enacted,
enacted, That all steam tug-boats, not
SEC.
21. And be it
it further
not of
of
Steam tugSteam
tu_of the
the United States, found employed
employ ed i
n towing
t
ow i
ng d
ocumente d vessels
vesse l
s o
U
°
;its
te'dnot
States,
in
documented
offthe
the b
United
States,
place in the same to another,
United States plying from one port or plAce
in
another, shall
shall employed
employed in
forfeit
admeasurement of towing,
forfeit and pay the sum of fifty cents per ton on the admeasurement
1' &c. to
forfeit
f
t
lielitgfifty
nfte.cents
every
every such vessel so towed by them respectively, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, which sum aaton for, &c.
gm
may be recovered
recovered by way of libel
libel or suit.
Post,
p. 410.
Post, p.
410.
SEc.
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if any vessel enrolled
S
EC. 22. And
Master of
enrolled or
or Master
of any
any
licen-ed to engage in the foreign and coasting trade on the
licensed
o
fi e
n
n
rosi
e rvo
o
s
r
so
n
i on
the northern,
northern, enrolled
or
linortheastern, and northwestern
northwestern frontiers of the United States, shall touch northern,
northeastern,
northern, &c.
&c.
at any port or place in the adjacent
and the
the master
or frontiers,
puradjacent British
British provinces,
provinces, and
master or
frontiers, ,purc
to
hars
ei
s
n§ t
en
ay
other person having
having charge
uc h vesse
sh
all purc
hase any
goo d
s, s
sft
charge of
of s
such
vessell shall
purchase
any goods,
hosin"seatny
wares, or merchandise, for .the use of said vessel, said master or
per- port
in adjacent
or other perport in
adjacent
son
charge of
of said
said vessel shall report the same, with cost and 16British
son having
having charge
ritit
sh rprovinr
e
lmov
ri
t
nces, to report
quantity
thereof;
quantity thereof', to the collector or other officer
officer of the customs at the first saet
s
ca
eni
s'e °
1st
at first
port in the
the United States at which he shall next arrive, designating
designating them
port of arrival
them portof
arrival in
in
stores "; and in the oath to be taken
"sea stores";
taken by such master or other per- the
t
sh
t
e
ntUnited
u
esn
.
ited
son in charge of such vessel,
vessel, on making
making said report, he shall declare that
Make oath.
that to
to make
the articles so specified
specified or designated
designated "sea
sea stores"
truly intended
intended for
stores " are truly
for
the use exclusively
the
exclusively of said vessel, and are not intended for
transfer,
for sale, transfer,
or private
private use, and if, upon examination
examination and inspection by the
the collector
collector
officer of the customs
or other officer
customs such articles are not deemed excessive
excessive in
in
quantity for the use of said vessel for the voyage on which she
she is
is engaged,
engaged,
such articles shall be declared free of duty; but if it shall be found that
articles
that If such
sucharticles
n
reex
focu
enJ t
d
o
nbe
ty
the
or quantities
quantities of
of such articles or any part
found
to
be
the quantity
quantity or
part thereof
thereof so reported
reported ;i.are
in excess,
duty
are excessive, it shall be lawful for the collector or
of the
to be
be paid
or other
other officer
officer of
the to
paid on
on
customs to estimate
estimate the amount of duty on such excess,
excess, which shall be
be excess.
excess.
forthwith
forthwith paid by said master
master or other person having charge of
of said
said vesvesforfeiting aasum of not less than
sel, on pain of forfeiting
dollars nor
nor Penalty.
than one
one hundred
hundred dollars
Penalty.
more than four times the value of such excess, or said master
master or
or other
other
person, having
having charge of such vessel shall be liable to imprisonment
imprisonment for
for a
a
term of not less than three months nor more than
at the
disthan two
two years,
years, at
the discretion of the court. And if any other or g
reate r quan
tity o
uti abl e
Dutiable artiartigreater
quantity
offd
dutiable
Dutiable
cl es
b
re
osprd
ortant
l
articles shall be found on board such vessel than
tha n a
re specified
sp
ec ifi edin
i
n such
suc h re
are
re--clesonboardand
not in report to
port or entry
of said articles,
articles, or any part thereof shall be landed without
port
entry of'
be forfeited
forfeited
without be
with
fe ,
led.
a permit
a
permit from a
a collector
collector or other o
ffi cer of
of th
articles,vvessel, &c.
officer
thee customs, such
c
such articles,
together
with
the
vessel,
her
apparel, tackle, and furniture, shall be
together
vessel,
seized
be seized
fbrfeited: Provided,
Provided, always, That articles purchased for
and forfeited:
for the
use of
of or
or
the use
for sale on board any steamboat, propeller, or
as "saloon
,e
r
s
s
a
o
loro
s
n
u
or other
other vessel,
vessel, as
"saloon sto4
"Saloon
stores
oorosupstores or supplies,"
supplies," shall be deemed goods, w
ares ,an
d merchandise,
merc h
an di se ,and
and pli
es " t
pi
wares,
and
plies"
to pay
a foreign port) to entry and the pay- duty.
shall be liable (when purchased at a
duty.
ment of the duties found to be due thereon at the first port of
of arrival
arrival of
of
such vessel in the United
United States, and for a
a failure on
on the
the part
of the
the
part of
saloon keeper or person
person purchasing
purchasing or owning such
such articles to
to report,
report,
make entries, and pay duties, as hereinbefore
hereinbefore required, such
such articles, totogether with the fixtures
fixtures and other goods, wares, or merchandise,
found in
in
merchandise, found
such saloon or on or about such vessel belonging
to and
by such
such
belonging to
and owned
owned by
saloon keeper or other person
person interested in such saloon,
be seized
sei zed Penalty.
saloon, shall
shall be
Penalty.
and forfeited,
torleited, and such saloon keeper or other person purchasing
ownpurchasing and
and owning as aforesaid
aforesaid shall fbrfeit
forfeit and pay the sum of not less
less than
hundred
than one
one hundred
dollars nor more than five hundred
hundred dollars, and
addition thereto
shall
and in
in addition
thereto shall
be imprisoned for aa term not less than three months nor more than
than two
two
years.
SEC.
be it
itfurther
Equipmentsof
SEC. 23.
23. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That the equipments, or any part s uB
ervirseei
n
s
t3-a
thereof;
(including boats,)
thereof, (including
boats,) purchased for, or the expenses of
made chiding
boat'
s,
of repairs
repairs made
eluding
vsoat's,
in a
a foreign country upon a
a vessel enrolled and licensed
licensed under
under the
the laws
expenses of
of
laws of
of and
and expenses
the United States to engage in the foreign
ra de on
the repairs,
foreign and coasting
coasting t
trade
on the
repairs to
to be
be
no t
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entered and
pay northern,
and northwestern
frontiers of the United States,
northwestern frontiers
northeastern, and
northern, northeastern,
and pay
entered
trade, shall, on the first
in such
such trade,
duty.
or
vessel intended
intended to
be employed
first aremployed in
to be
a vessel
or a
duty.
entry
rival of
of such
vessel in
port of
United States,
States, be
liable to entry
be liable
the United
of the
any port
in any
such vessel
rival
duty of fifty per centum on the cost
Rate of
of duty.
duty. and
and the
the payment
payment of
an ad
valorem duty
ad valorem
of an
Rate
Penalty for
for
Penalty
not reporting,
not

thereof
in such
such foreign
country; and
and if
if the
owners or master of
of
the owner or owners
foreign country;
thereof in
such vessel shall wilfully and'knowingly
and' knowingly neglect or fail to report, make
such

If
equipments
If equipments
are purchased
or
are
purchased or
repairs made
made
repairs
from necessity,
necessity,
from
duties may
be
may be
duties
refunded.
refunded.

of such vessel shall furnish good
the owner
owner or
or master
good and suffisuffimaster of
owners or
or owners
the
cient evidence
vessel, while
in the
the regular
course of
of' her voyage,
voyage,
regular course
while in
such vessel,
that such
evidence that
cient
said
into said
was compelled,
by stress
or other
other casualty,
put into
to put
casualty, to
weather or
of weather
stress of
compelled, by
was

&C.
&o.

refned.

as herein
herein required, such vessel, with her tackle,
duties as
and pay
pay duties
entry, and
entry,
apparel, and
shall be
be seized
seized and forfeited:
forfeited: Provided,
if
Provided, That if
furniture, shall
and furniture,
apparel,

foreign port
port and
and purchase
purchase such equipments, or make such repairs, to seforeign
cure the
of the
to enable
to reach
port of destinareach her port
her to
enable her
vessel to
the vessel
safety of
the safety
cure
tion, then
then it
it shall
shall be
be competent
competent for
Secretary of
the Treasury
to
Treasury to
of the
the Secretary
for the
tion,
remit or
refund such
such duties,
duties, and
and such
shall not
not be
be liable
liable to forfeitforfeitvessel shall
such vessel
or refund
remit

License
en- ure,
ure, and
enrolment and license, or renewal of either, shall
no license or enrolment
and no
or enLicense or
hereafter be issued to any such vessel until the collector to whom applicarolment, &c.not hereafter

rolment, &e. not

too anyt
issue t
to
to issue
any
vessel until
tion is
is made
same shall
be satisfied,
satisfied, from
from the
of the
or
owner or
the owner
oath of
the oath
shall be
the same
for the
made for
tion
untii
vessel
equipments and
master, that
that all
all such
such equipments
repairs, made
made within
within the year imand repairs,
equipments and
and master,
equipments
for under
accounted for
duly accounted
such application,
mediately
have
repairsaccounted
been
have
mediately preceding
preceding such
application, have
have been
been duly
under
for,
for.

the provisions
this section,
accruing thereon after
after the
the duties accruing
and the
section, and
of this
provisions of'
the

oath and
and penpenOath
'thy for false
at fo&c.
fte
oattYn
Certificate
of
Certificate of
registry, &c.
&c.
registry,
f-anddulently
obse
lettlycause
tfaudu
tallie, to
forfeiture of
of
forfeiture

owner or master shall refuse to
such owner
passage of
act duly
if such
and if
paid; and
duly paid;
this act
of this
passage
forfeited.
be seized
falsely,
it
take
or
oath,
take
such
oath,
or
falsely,
the
vessel
shall be
seized and
and forfeited.
such
take
registry,
SEC. 24.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
any certificate
certificate of
of registry,
if any
That if
And be
24. And
SEC.
thereof,
enrolment, or
or license,
license, or
or other
other record
or document
document granted
granted in lieu thereof,
record or
enrolment,
for
to any
any vessel
and fraudulently
fraudulently obtained or used for
knowingly and
be knowingly
shall be
vessel shall
to
vessel, with her tackle,
any vessel
entitled to
to the
the benefit
benefit thereof;
thereof; such
such vessel,
not entitled
vessel not
any

Provisions of
of
Provisions
law
relating to
law relating
manifests to
to
apmanifests
ply to vessels
to vessels
ply
owned by
by forforowned

of
That on and after the first day of
SEC. 25.
it further
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
25. And
SEC.
" An act to regulate
provisions of the act entitled
July next,
several provisions
entitled "
regulate
the several
next, the
July
the
of duties
imports and
tonnage," approved
approved March
March two,
and tonnage,"
on imports
duties on
collection of
the collection
seventeen
and ninety-nine,
ninety-nine, relatino
to manifests,
manifests, shall
shall apply
apply as
relating, to
hundred and
seventeen hundred

vessel.

apparel,
apparel, and furniture,
furniture, shall be liable to forfeiture.

eigners.
well to vessels owned in whole or in part by foreigners as to vessels
vessels of
of
eigners.
ch. 22.
1799,,c.
1799h
copies
send
Vol.
i.
p.
627.
the
United
States;
and
that
the
Secretary
of
State
of
this secState
of
Secretary
the
that
and
States;
United
the
Vol. .p. 627.
States in foreign countries.
Post,
consular officers
of the
the United
United States
officers of
to all
all consular
tion to
p. as4.
39A. tion
Post, p.
further enacted,
Goods, &c.
&c.
SEC.
be it
it further
enacted, That no goods, wares, or merchanAnd be
26. And
SEC. 26.
taken from
taken inanyvesin any ves- dise,
from any
any port or place in the United States, on the northern,
dise, taken
taken
from one
sel frotn
sel
place in anothport
to
another,
northeastern,
or
northwestern
frontiers thereof;
port or
or place
a port
to a
thereof, to
port to another, northeastern, or northwestern frontiers
or
of the
northern, Ste
collection district
district of
the United
United States on said frontiers, in any ship or
er collection
&c. er
on northern,
to be
be vessel, shall be unladen or delivered from such ship or vessel within the
frontiers, to
frontiers,
the
within
vessel
or
ship
such
from
delivered
or
m vessel, shall be unladen
unladen
only in
unlatdeneonl
that is to say, between the rising and the
day, that
open day, unless, United
in open
open day,
but in
States but
United States
openday,uniless,
Sze. &.
setting
of the
sun, except by special license from the collector or other
the sun,
setting of
without
Post,
officer of the port for the purpose, nor at any time without
principal officer
94. Principal
Post, p. 394.
officer for such unlading or
a
permit from
collector or other
other principal officer
or
from such collector
a permit
master or
Penalty.
delivery.
And the
the owner
owner or
owners of
every vessel
whose master
vessel whose
of every
or owners
delivery. And
Penalty.
with the provisions of this section, shall
manager
to comply
comply with
neglect to
shall neglect
manager shall
forfeit
pay to
the United
States a
a sum not less than
than one hundred
hundred dolUnited States
to the
and pay
forfeit and
Regulations
five hundred
That the Secretary of
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
hundred dollars:
than five
more than
nor more
lars nor
Regulations lars
ior
unlading at
at the
and he
authorized, from
from time to time, to make
hereby, authorized,
he is
is hereby,
be, and
Treasury be,
the Treasury
orunlading
night,
such regulations
regulations as
shall seem
and expedient
expedient for unladnecessary and
seem necessary
him shall
to him
as to
such
g
place on said frontiers of ships or
ing at
at and
and clearance
clearance from
from any
port or
or place
any port
ing
vessels at night.
Regulations as
S
EC. 27.
be it
it further
further enacted,
the Secretary
Treasury
Secretary of the Treasury
That the
enacted, That
And be
27. And
SEC.
as
i Regulations
from
regulations, from
and regulations,
rules and
to make
make such
authorized
to
inspectors on
t°
insPeethrs
" be, and he is hereby,
hereby,
authorized
to
such
rules
vessels destined
vessels
destined
for
one
or
more
time
to
time,
as
to
him
shall
seem
necessary,
relative
to
the
duties
of
ininof
duties
the
to
relative
necessary,
seem
shall
him
to
as
time,
to
time
for one or more
ports
Uni- spectors
spectors authorized
by law,
destined for
law, to be placed on board of vessels destined
authorized by
of the
the Uniports of
ted States.
one or more ports in the United
United States.
SEc.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That all vessels which, under the
it further
And be
28. And
SEC. 28.
increasing
provisions
the fifteenth section of the act entitled ""An act increasing
of the
provisions of
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temporarily
the duties
purposes," approved
approved July
duties on
on imports,
imports, and
and for other
other purposes,"
Vessels pay- temporarily the
fourteen eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, of the fourth
ing tonnage duty
act ingtonnageduty
fourth section
section of the
the act
eighteen hundred
fourteen,
entitled
An act
act to
to modify
laws imposing
duties on
and to
only
once
year
entitled ""An
modify existing
existing laws
imposing duties
on imports,
imports, and
theasame
same
pay
purposes," approved
March three, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixty- at first entry or
or
for other
other purposes,"
approved March
three, and
fourth section
of an
an act
An act
clearance in
three,
and of
of the
the fourth
section of
act entitled
entitled "
" An
act amendatory
amendatory of
of ealeahraendar
certain acts
acts imposing
upon foreign
foreign importations,"
importations," approved
each calendar
year.
certain
imposing duties
duties upon
approved March
March year.
exempted from payinig
paying tonnage
tonnage 1862, ch. 163, i§
three, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, are exempted
15.
hereafter pay
pay the
the same
same either
either at
at their
vol. x
ii. p. 558.
duties more than once
once in
in a
a year,
year, shall
shall hereafter
their Vol.
xii.
658.
first clearance
clearance from or entry at,
according
to
priority,
a
custom-house
in
1863,
4.
at, according
a custom-house
1863, ch. 77, §§4.
the United States in each
calendar year: Provided,
p. 742.
all licensed
licensed and Vol.
Vol. xii. p.
Provided, That all
each calendar
the
1865 ch. 80, § 4.
enrolled
and licensed
licensed vessels
States shall
pay the
the said
Vol5., ch. 80, §4.
enrolled and
vessels of
of the
the United
United States
shall pay
said duty
duty 186
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p. 493.
when taking
out or
or renewing
renewing their
their respective
if Proviso.
licenses, if
or licenses,
respective enrolments or
when
taking out
the same has not previously
previously been
been paid for the
calendar year:
Proviso.
the calendar
year: And
And propro- proviso.
vided further, That
That nothing
nothing in this act shall be construed
construed to prevent
prevent customs officers from collecting
collecting such tonnage duty at the entry of any vessel
at their respective
respective custom-houses
custom-houses during the calendar
calendar year, if the same
shall not previously
And provided further,
Proviso.
previously have been paid for such year: Andprovidedfurther,
Proviso.
That all vessels which are subject
subject to enrolment or license
license shall hereafter
hereafter
be liable to the payment
payment of the fees established
established by law for services of customs officers incident thereto.
SEC.
enacted, That the Secretary
SEC. 29. And be it further enacted,
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury Offices
Offices of naaofficer andwhenever he shall think it advantageous
advantageous OirareseurbOVbe, and he hereby is, authorized,
authorized, whenever
to the public service of revenue,
ffice may
may
revenue, to abolish or suspend the offices of naval nate 5ooffice
suspended,
any collection
collection district of
of the
the be suspended,
any other
other subordinate
subordinate office,
office, in any
officer, or any
United States, except in those enumerated
enumerated in section 'nine
nine of the act of
ctiePt ereoand
of edxuctieePstittereo7d'
May seven,
seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty-two,
twenty-two, and the amendment therethere- assigned
assigned to depi
t
l
o
l
e
r
or
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
ty
collector
or
collector
sixty-four, and the uty
nine, eighteen
to, by the act of April nine,
port of San Francisco, and to assign the duties of the office or any other 1E22,
2, chh...to7,
107
subordinate office so abolished or suspended to a
adeputy collector
collector or inspec§ 9.
subordinate
695
tor of the customs; and so much of all fines, penalties, and forfeitures
Vol
iiiClt
forfeitures .•V
i
°
8
1
6
.
4
"
6
4
9.
5.
1864,
ch. 5
54.
otherwise inure to either of such naval officers
Xiii. p.
p. 46.
as would otherwise
officers shall,
shall, after
after the
the Vol. xiii.
46.
Fines, &c.
discontinuance of their offices
offices respectively, be paid into the treasury
treasury of _Fines,
&c. indiscontinuance
'ing
to such
such
nachaftlearuanill
officers
credited to
the fund
fund for
for defraying
the exex- v
the United States, and there
there credited
to the
defraying the
va 'officers,
after
penses of collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue from
fiom customs. And the Secretary of the discontinuance.
n
setn
alatj b
ee
ollae
u
e:
Treasury is
is hereby further
further authorized,
authorized, in all cases in which, in his opinion, torDeputtycollecthe public interest demands it, to clothe deputy collectors, located at ports thorized to exerother
the public
than interest
the principal
demands
port it,
oftoentry
clothe
of deputy
their respective
collectors,districts,
located at
with
ports
all thorized
cise powers
to of
other than the principal port of entry of their respective districts, with all cise powers of
the
powers
of
their
principals
appertaining
to
their
official
acts.
principals.
their
their prinipals.
the powers of their principals appertaining to their official acts.
SEC. 30. And
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That no officer or clerk
clerk whose
whose Salary
Salary or waSEC.
of geielis of
account of the salary
duty it shall be to make payments
payments on account
salary or wages
wages of
°
i°
fpersons
3
1
M 's :
the
in sthe
employed
I ..
employed in
in connection
connection with
the customs
or the
customs or interany officer
officer or person
person employed
with the
customs or
the inin- customs
ternal revenue
service shall make any payment
payment to any officer or person
ternal
revenue service
person nal revenue.
account of services rendered,
rendered, or of salary, unless such
so employed on account
nt
to
not to
officer
officer or person so to be paid shall have made and subscribed
subscribed an oath bervice
beSe. cenji
that, during
during the period
period for which he or she is to receive
receive pay for salary or
or oathismade,&c.
oatri cisau
made, &c.
services rendered, neither he nor she, nor any member of his or her fampersonally or by the intervention of another
another
ily, has received, either personally
any
party,
whatever, nor any
or compensation
compensation of any description whatever,
party, any money
money or
promises for
either directly or indirectly,
indirectly, for services rendered
rendered
fbr the same, either
or to be rendered, or acts performed
performed or to be performed, in connection
connection
internal revenue,
purchased, for like services
services or
or
with the customs or internal
revenue, nor purchased,
acts, from any importer,
customs, or
or
importer, (if affiant
affiant is connected
connected with the customs,
manufacturer,
the internal
manufacturer, if atfiant
affiant is
is connected
connected with
with the
internal revenue
revenue service,)
service,)
custom-house broker, or other person whomsoever,
whomsoever,
consignee, agent, or custom-house
wares, or merchandise,
merchandise, at less than regular retail market
market
any goods, wares,
taking
wilfully and falsely take and Falsely taking
prices therefor.
therefor. And any person
person who shall wilfully
subscribe said oath, and being duly convicted thereof, shall be subjected
the
perjury.
.
oath to
to be
subscribe
subjected thejah
of to the penalties
penalties and disabilities by law prescribed
prescribed for the punishment of
wilful and corrupt perjury.
p.
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Goods,
Sze.
Sac.
further enacted,
wares, merchanmerchanall goods, wares,
enacted, That all
it further
be it
And be
31. And
SEC. 31.
Goods, &c.
seized
for violaviola- dise,
dise, or
seized under the provisions
provisions of this act or
or
of any kind seized
property of
or property
seized for
Lion
of laws
relat- any other law of the United States relating to the customs shall, unless
ing to
cust-nns
any other law of the United States relating
ingtoflaseat
to remain
in
otherwise provided
provided for
law, be placed and remain
remain in the custody
custody of
of
by law,
for by
otherwise
remain in
to
custody
col- the
the collector
or other
other pr
i
nc i
pa lo
ffi cer of
ofth
t
om s of the district
in
district in
customs
thee cus
officer
principal
collector or
of colcustody of
lector,
Ste.
lector, &c.
which the seizure shall be made, to abide adjudication
adjudication by the proper triProceedings.
bunal,
or
other
disposition
according
to
law;
and the
proceedings in rethe proceedings
and
law;
to
according
disposition
other
or
Proceedings. bunal,
not
gard
to fines,
forfeitures by virtue of this act, and not
penalties, and forfeitures
fines, penalties,
gard to
herein
shall be
be the same
same as are now provided by law in like
prescribed, shall
herein prescribed,
Fines,
cases; and
such fines,
penalties, and
and forfeitures
forfeitures shall,
shall, after
after deducting
deducting
fines, penalties,
all such
and all
cases;
&c.
Fines, &c.
how disposed
all proper
proper costs
be disposed
for
disposed of and applied as provided for
charges, be
and charges,
costs and
of. all
disposed of.
how
, in
the ninety-first
of the
colentitled '"An act to regulate the colact entitled
the act
section of
ninety-first section
in the
March two, seven1799,
ch. 22, §
91. l
ecti
on of
ofduties
duti es on
on imports
and tonnage,"
tonnage," approved March
imports and
lection
91.
1799, ch.22,
vol.
697. teen hundred and ninety-nine.
i. p.
p. 607.
Vol. i.
teen hundred and ninety-nine.
Certain duties
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
any
enacted, That in all cases in which any
further enacted,
32. And
SEC. 32.
duties
Certain
charged
surveyor of customs
or fees to be re- collector or surveyor
customs has paid or accounted
accounted for, or is charged
eflundmined
or refundmittedor
ed
to collectors
collectors with
with duties
or fees
fees accruing
entitled ""An act to provide
provide inthe act entitled
under the
accruing under
duties or
ed to
or
surveyors,
creased
for
imports to pay interest on the public debt, and for
from imports
revenue from
creased revenue
or surveyors,
1861, ch.
purposes," approved
approved August five, eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
other purposes,"
46. other
ch. 45.
1861,
other
and for other
imports, and
vol.
292 'or
act entitled
An act
to increase
increase duties
duties on
on imports,
act to
" An
entitled "
the act
or the
xii. P 292.
Vol. xii.
sixty-tbur, or the
1864,.ch.
approved June
June thirty,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
thirty, eighteen
purposes," approved
171. purposes,"
1864, ch. 171.
Vol.
xiii. p.
P' 202.
292 'act
entitled "An
"An act
supervising inspector
inspector of
additional supervising
an additional
create an
to create
act to
act entitled
Vol. xiii.
steamboats
and two
inspectors of steamboats for the collection distwo local inspectors
steamboats and
of
trict
Memphis, Tennessee,
Tennessee, and two local inspectors for the district of
of Memphis,
trict of
eighteen hundred
1864,
ch. 113.
and for other
purposes," approved June
June eight, eighteen
other purposes,"
Oregon, and
113. Oregon,
1864, ch.
" An act amendatory of certain
vol.
120. and
entitled "
certain acts imand sixty-four, or the act entitled
xiii. p.
p. 120.
Vol. xiii.
eighteen
March three, eighteen
1865, ch.
duties on
foreign importations,"
importations," approved March
on foreign
posing duties
80. posing
ch. 80.
1865,
of' the
Vol.
491. hundred
regard to which the Secretary
Secretary of
and in regard
sixty-five, and
and sixty-five,
hundred and
p. 491.
xiii. p.
Vol. xiii.
Treasury
was
collection of said duties or fees was
the collection
that the
satisfied that
be satisfied
shall be
Treasury shall
for
omitted
collector or surveyor, or by any steamboat inspector, for
omitted by such collector
the
that he
he was
was not informed
when
existence of the said acts when
informed of the existence
reason that
the reason
and he is
the
said duties or fees
fees accrued, that the said Secretary
Secretary be, arid
the said
hereby,
authorized, under
such rules as he may prescribe, to remit or reunder such
hereby, authorized,
fund,
the case
case may
may require,
collector or suror fees to such collector
duties or
such duties
require, such
as the
fund, as
steamboat inspector.
veyor or steamboat
Where fees
fees or
or
SEC.
And be it further
enacted, That in all cases
cases in which the
further enacted,
33. And
SEC. 33.
Where
emoluments
of
fe
officer
cs and
and emoluments
emoluments received
collector or other principal officer
received by any collector
fees
of
emoluments
any collector,
any
&c.
are
collector,
inof
the
customs
are,
in
the
opinion
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
insufinsufTreasury,
the
of
Secretary
the
of
opinion
the
in
are,
of the customs
&c. are inoffiof such otfisufficient corncoal- ficient
reasonable compensation for the services of
ficient to afford aa reasonable
sufficient
pensation, part t ,A,i,
,,, . ..
t.
after
payment
out
of
the same
same of'
of reasonable
incidental expenses
expenses of
incidental
reasonable
the
of
out
payment
after
c
el,
oPfhatiOscidenttal
of his
dental
expenses may
may be
be the
office, the
the said Secretary
Secretary may direct that so much of the said incidenincidenthe office,
expenses
paid.
tal expenses
expenses as shall seem to him to be just shall be paid out of the apappaid.
Incidental exex- propriation
for paying
of collecting
collecting the
the revenue;
the
and the
revenue; and
expenses of
the expenses
paying the
propriation for
Incidental
expensame power
penses before
before in- said
shall have
have the
the same
power in regard
regard to incidental
incidental ex
pensaid Secretary
Secretary shall
penses
and not
curred
cued ad
not ses
been incurred,
incurred, and
have not
not been
been settled
which have
and which
heretofore been
have heretofore
which have
se which
not
curred
paid.
Fees to be
and paid
paid into
into the
treasury by custhe treasury; and all fees paid into the treasury
and
be
Feesto
placed to
to credit
credit toms
officers shall be placed to the credit of the fund for defraying
defraying extoms officers
placed
Of what fund.
penses
the revenue
revenue from customs.
collecting the
of collecting
penses of
fund.
what
SEC. 34. And
further enacted,
provisions of the first
enacted, That the provisions
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
officers of
other officers
and other
" An act relative
relative to collectors
collectors and
of
&All officers, al- section of the act entitled "
be atto be
not to
&c.,
c., not
lowed
February eleven,
eleven, eighteen
hundred and forty-six, shall,
eighteen hundred
approved February
customs," approved
than customs,"
more than
lowed more
pro
rata pay
pay for
for from
from and
and after
the passage
passage of
of this act, be applied and enforced in regard to
after the
pro rata
the
time they
as
„
me, and non ,all officers,
employes of the United States whomsoever,
whomsoever, as
officers, agents, and employes
shervetemadey
a commission
to
receive more
more well
well those
those whose compensation is determined
determined by a
commission on disdisto receive
than their
maxi- bursements,
bursements, not to exceed an annual maximum, as those paid by salary or
their maxithan
mum
rate.
mum rate.
1864,
ch.
7,
4
1
.
otherwise.
1864eh. 7, § 1. otherwise.
enacted, That if any person shall, directly
further enacted,
And be it further
8.
SEC. 35. And
directly or
SEC.
p. 8.
VoL ix. p.
Penalty
for ofof- ;.
revenue,
officer oft
to any
any officer
indirectly,
for
Penalty
tering
to officers
'
nd trectly, at any time make or offer to make to
of the
the revenue,
searches
other person or persons
persons authorized
authorized by this act to make
make searches
ri o rs or to any other
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any gratuity
gratuity or
or present
or seizures, any
present or
money, or
or other
other thing
thing of
or of revenue,
of money,
of value,
value, or
revenue, &c.
&c.
any gift or
give or
or offer
offer any
any bribe
bribe or
nature, with
with intent
to inor reward,
reward, of
of whatever
whatever nature,
intent to
in- bribe,
anyegifttoorinduce
bribe, to induce
fluence or
induce such
or other
other person
or persons
do any
any act
in a
fluence
or induce
such officer
officer or
person or
persons to
to do
act in
a violation of
of
or her
her or
or their
official duty,
violation of his or
their official
duty, or
or to
refrain from
from doing
to refrain
doing official
official duty;
duty;
upon
officer,
anything which,
under the
the law,
which, under
is or
or their
law, it
it is
or shall
shall be
be his
his or
or her
her or
their duty
duty &c.
uponfor
officer,
asking
asking
to do,
if any
any such
such officer
officer or
or person
person shall
or receive
in any
any manner
to
do, or
or if
shall ask
ask or
receive in
manner or receiving
receiving any
any
gift or
or bribe.
bribe.
any such gratuity,
gratuity, present,
present, bribe, or
or reward,
reward, every
so offending
every person
person so
offending gift
shall
shall be
be liable
liable to
indictment, as
high crime
crime and
and misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, in
any
to indictment,
as for
tor aa high
in any
court
the United
United States
for the
and Fine and imcourt of
of the
States having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction for
the trial
trial of
of crimes
crimes and
prisonment.
misdemeanor-, and shall,
misdemeanors,
shall, upon conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof; be fined not exceeding
exceeding prisonment.
three
times the
amount so
offered, promised
promised or
given, asked
or received,
three times
the amount
so offered,
or given,
asked or
received,
a penitentiary
penitentiary not
and imprisonment
imprisonment in
in a
years.
not exceeding
exceeding three
three years.
SEC. 36.
SEC.
36. And
it further enacted,
That from
from and
and after
after the
the passage
passage of
And be
be itfiurther
enacted, That
of Suits for recovery of
duties
this act no suit begun thereafter
shall be
be maintained
maintained in
thereafter shall
any court
court for
the cover'
in any
for the
of duties
illegally
illegally exacted
exacted
to have been
recovery of duties alleged
alleged to
erroneously or
or illegally
been erroneously
illegally exacted
exacted not
hereafter
not hereafter to
customs, unless
unle-s the
by collectors of customs,
the plaintiff
plaintiff shall,
shall, within
within thirty
thirty days
days after
after be maintained,
maintained,
unless plaintiff
due notice of the appearance
appearance of the defendant,
defendant, either
either in
in person
person or
or by
by within
unless plaintiff
thirty
attorney, serve
on the
or his
attorney aa bill
particulars of
attorney,
serve on
the defendant
defendant or
his attorney
bill of
of particulars
of days after
notice
after notice
appearance of
giving the
the name
of the
the importer
the plaintiff's demand, giving
name of
importer or
importers, the
the of appearance
or importers,
of
defendant gives
merchandise and place from which
description of the merchandise
which imported,
imported, the
the name
name bill
bill of
partgicof particuor names of
or
of the
the vessel
or vessels,
or means
of importation,
date of
vessel or
vessels, or
means of
importation, the
the date
of lars of his demand.
the invoice,
invoice, the
the date
date of
the
of the
entry at
at the
precise
amount
the entry
the custom-house,
custom-house, the
the precise amount imand.
Bill to state
state
of duty claimed
to have
been exacted
claimed to
have been
excess, the
date of
of payment
payment of
of what.
exacted in
in excess,
the date
what.
said duties,
duties, the
and year
year on
exacsaid
the day
day and
on which
which protest
protest was
was filed
filed against
against the
the exaction thereof, the date of
of appeal
appeal thereon
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, If
thereon to
to the
the Secretary
the Treasury,
bill is
If such
such bill
is
and date of
on such
of decision, if
if any,
any, on
such appeal.
appeal. And
And if
if aabill
of particulars,
served, judgbill of
particulars, not served,judgto be encontaining
all the
above-mentioned items,
containing all
the above-mentioned
items, be
be not
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, a
not served
served as
a ment
ment against
to
be entered
tered
against the
the
judgment
of non
non pros.
judgment of
pros. shall
rendered against
against the
plaintiff or
shall be
be rendered
the plaintiff
or plaintiffs
plaintiffs in
in plaintiffs.
plaintiffs.
said action.
said
action.
SEC. 37.
SEC.
37. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
parts of
of such
such building
building as
as PartsofbuildAnd be
be it
it further
Parts of buildThat parts
ing may be bondbe bonded
shall be approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may
may be
bonded for
for ingmaybebonded for
for storage of
of

the storage of grain, under such rules, regulations,
regulations, and
and conditions
as he
conditions as
he grain.
grain.
may prescribe
prescribe for the security of the revenue, and
much of
and that
that so
so much
of the
the Repealof
Repeal of
part of
act entitled "
"An
system by establishing
establishing part
An act to extend the warehousing
warehousing system
of
1874,
ch. 30.
private bonded warehouses,
warehouses, and
private
and for
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March
March Vol.
Vol 4x.ch.
270.
p. 270.
twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-fbur, as conflicts with
with this
this act
act be,
be,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
and the same is hereby,
SEC. 38. And
further enacted, That for the purpose
And be it further
purpose of estimat- Number
Number of
of
bushels of grain
ing
ing the
duties on
of grain,
the number
of bushels
the duties
on importations
importations of
grain, the
number of
bushels shall
shall be
be to
tobueascertaied
be ascertained
ascertained
ascertained by
instead of
of by
by measuring;
sixty pounds
by weight,
weight, instead
measuring; and
and sixty
weight.
pounds of
of wheat,
wheat, by weight.
Number
of
fifty-six pounds of corn, fifty-six
fitly-six pounds of rye, forty-eight
pounds of
forty-eight pounds
of pounds
Number
of
to a
barley, thirty-two
thirty-two pounds
pounds of oats, sixty pounds of peas, and
and f'orty-two
forty-two bushel.
pounds of
buckwheat, avoirdupois
avoirdupois weight, shall
shall respectively
of buckwheat,
respectively be
be estimated
estimated
a bushel.
as a
bushel.
SEC. 39. And be it
Sac.
further enacted,
facilitate the exeitfurtlher
enacted, That in order
for
order to facilitate
exe- Warrants
Warrants for
seizure of
of incution of the provisions of the seventh section of the act entitled ""An act seizure
invoices,
books,
books,
ded * Ai a ,voices,
to prevent
prevent and
punish frauds
upon the
revenue, to
provide for
for the
the more
to
and punish
frauds upon
the revenue,
to provide
more and papers;
papers; who
ho
may issue
issue and
certain
and speedy
of claims
favor of
certain and
speedy collection
collection of
claims in
in favor
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and may
and
have seized.
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
March three,
eighteen hundred
and sixtyapproved March
three, eighteen
hundred and
sixty- 1S3,
ch. 7,
1863, ch.
76, §7
7.
three,
relative to
to the
the seizure
of '"invoices,
and papers,"
papers," any
any district
three, relative
seizure of
invoices, books,
books, and
xii. p. 740.
district Vol. xii.
judge of the United States may hereafter
hereafter issue
warrant or
issue his warrant
or warrants
and direct the same to any collector or collectors of
of the customs in whose
whose
respective districts
districts any such
respective
such invoices,
invoices, books, or papers may
may be
be thought
thought
to be.
Neglect, &c.
SEC. 40.
40. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
be it
enacted, That
That if
cus- Neglect,
if any
any collector
collector of
of the
the cus&c.
of any officer,
officer or
toms, or other officer
or agent,
agent, shall
shall neglect
or refiuse
refuse to
to comply
the &fcl
neglect or
comply with
with the
' paff
oer
&e. M
pay over
provisions of
the first
provisions
of the
of the
entitled ""An
all money
first section
section of
the act
act entitled
An act
money received,
received,
act requiring
requiring all
to be
cause of
of
moneys
from customs
customs and
all other
other sources
moneys receivable
receivable from
and from
fiom all
sources to
to be
be paid
paid to
be cause
removal and
and forforreoal
, a
nt
mmeael
ea,
o ie
immediately into the treasury, without abatement
abatement or
for feiture of dues.
or reduction,
reduction, and
and for

188
188
1849,
h. 110,
110, §11.
1849 ch.
Vol. ix.
ix. p.
98.
p. 398.
Vol.
Moneys rere-stoMoneys
cowed for cu
dy
to be accountd tobeaccounted for
as storstorfor as
ed
age.
1841,
ch. 35,
35, §6.
, ch
Vol.
432.
p. 432.
v. p.
Vol. v.
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other
purposes," approved
approved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-nine,
three, eighteen
March three,
other purposes,"
he
shall be
be subject
subject to
United
and to forfeit to the United
office, and
from office,
removed from
be removed
to be
he shall
othermight
which he
States any share or part of the moneys withheld to
to which
he mi g
ht otherof
custody
wise
be
entitled;
and
moneys
received
by
collectors
for
the
c
ustod
yof
received
moneys
all
and
wise be entitled;
accounted
goods,
and merchandise
warehouses, shall be accounted
merchandise in bonded warehouses,
wares, and
goods, wares,
act of
the act
fifh section
for as storage
storage under the provisions of the fifth
section of
of the
of
March
hundred and forty-one.
forty-one.
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
March third,
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
it shall
be the
of the
the duty of
shall be
That it
enacted, That
it further
be it
41. And
SEC. 41.
Masters of foreign vesselsarany foreign
vessel, laden
in ballast,
ballast, arriving
in the waters
arriving in
or in
laden or
foreign vessel,
of any
master of
eig vessels ar-master
northern,
riving
in waters
waters of
United States
any foreign
territory adjacent
adjacent to the northern,
foreign territory
from any
States from
the United
of the
rivng in
of the
the United
northeastern, or
frontiers of the United States, to report at
northwestern frontiers
or northwestern
northeastern,
United
of
States from foreign places adja; the
office of
of any
any collector
or deputy
the customs, which shall
of the
collector of
deputy collector
collector or
eign placesadia- the office
waters; and
cent
northern, be
be nearest
nearest to
to the
point at which such vessel may enter said waters;
the point
to northern,
cent to
in
take in
unlade or
Sm. frontiers, to
such vessel
shall not proceed further
further inland,
inland, either to
to unlade
or take
vessel shall
to such
&c.frontiers,
report at office of
nearest
collee- cargo,
earn', without
without a
special permit
permit from such collector
collector or deputy collector,
a special
nearest collegeneral or special regulations
issued under
regulations as
tor.
accordance with such general
and in accordance
under and
issued
tor.
to time,
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
may
in
his
discretion,
from
time
discretion,
his
in
may
the Secretary of the Treasury
Forfeiture.
prescribe. And
for any
any violation of this section such vessel shall be
And for
prescribe.
Forfeiture,
seized and forfeited.
Penalty upon
SEC. 42.
42. And
And be
enacted, That if any collector of the cusfurther enacted,
it further
be it
upon SEC.
Penalty
collectors or
or in
supervisintr or
local inspector of steamboats, or other officer, shall
or local
toms, supervising
in--toms,
collectors
spectors of
of
he is
neglect or refuse
refuse to make any of the returns or reports which
which he
is rereneglect
spectbers
steamboats for
of
or
Congress
act
quired
to
make
at
stated
by
any
of
regulation
of
times
stated
at
not making re- quired to make
turns, &c.
&sc. rerethe
Department, other than his accounts, within the time preTreasury Department,
the Treasury
turns,
quired by law.
regulation, he shall, upon conviction
conviction thereof beby such act or regulation,
scribed by
quired by aw. scribed
fore
the
district
court
of
his
district,
forfeit
and
pay,
for the use of the
forfeit
district,
his
of
court
fore the district
United
States, any
any sum
not less
than one
hundred dollars
dollars nor more than
one hundred
less than
sum not
United States,
one thousand dollars.
" An act for
Repeal
SEc. 43.
43. And
enacted, That
That the
the act
act entitled
for
entitled "
further enacted,
be itit further
And be
cer-- SEC.
of cer
Repeal of
United
to the
tain
acts, or parts the more effectual recovery
recovery of debts due from individuals to
the United
tainacts,orparts
sets.
acts.
of 1706,
approved March
three, seventeen
seventeen hundred and ninety-five; and
March three,
States," approved
48. States,"
ch. 48.
1795, ch.
Vol.
p. 441.
the act
entitled ""An
extend for a
a longer
longer period the several
several acts
acts
act to extend
An act
act entitled
441. the
Vol. i. p.
now in
in force
force for
the relief
relief of insolvent
States," apinsolvent debtors of the United States,"
for the
now
1840, oh.
proved May
May twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty; and the last
26. proved
ch. 26.
1840,
and
Vol. v.
p. 381.
section of the act entitled ""An act for enrolling and
clause of the tenth section
381. clause
v. p.
Vol.
licensing
ships
and
vessels to
be employed
employed in
in the
coasting
trade and
and fishfishtrade
coasting
the
be
to
vessels
and
ships
licensing
10,
8,
h.
179
1793, ch. 8, §10,
last clause.
cries,
the same,"
same," approved
seveneighteen, sevenFebruary eighteen,
approved February
regulating the
for regulating
and for
eries, and
hst
l clause,
"complied
p. 309.
hundred and ninety-three,
ninety-three, being all after
after the words "complied
teen hundred
309. teen
Vol. i. p.
" An act making apwith";
the seventh
section of the act entitled "
seventh section
and the
with"; and
propriations
for
the
civil
and
diplomatic
expenses
of
the
government for
for
the government
of
expenses
diplomatic
and
civil
propriations for the
1844, eb.io5,§7. the fiscal year ending the thirtieth day of June, eighteen hundred and
and
voi.
v. p.
p. 696. the fiscal year ending the thirtieth day of June, eighteen hundred
Vl. v.
eighteen
forty-five, and
and for
purpose ,;," approved
approved June
June seventeen,
seventeen, eighteen
other purposes,"
for other
forty-five,
hundred and
and forty-four;
forty-four; and
and the
act
hundred and third section of the act
one hundred
the one
hundred
1799, oh. 22, § entitled "An act to regulate the collection
duties on imports and tonof duties
entitled " An act to regulate the collection of
ch. 22,
1799, 103.
nage," approved
approved March
March two,
ninety-nine; and the
the
and ninety-nine;
hundred and
seventeen hundred
two, seventeen
Vol. i.
p. 701.
701. nage,"
i.p.
tenth section
of the
"An act amendatory
amendatory of certain acts
act entitled "An
the act
section of
tenth
1860, ch. 80, § 10. im posing duties upon foreign importations,"
March three, eighapproved March
80,§ 10. imposing duties upon foreign importations," approved
186,ch.
conflict404. teen
and sixty-five;
and all
other acts
of acts
acts conflictparts of
and parts
acts and
all other
sixty-five; and
hundred and
teen hundred
p. 494.
iii. p.
Vol. xiii.
hereby, repealed.
ing
with or
or supplied
repealed.
act, be, and the same are hereby,
by this act,
supplied by
ing with
Pending proproS
EC. 44.
44. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the provisions
provisions of this act shall
shall
enacted, That
SEC.
Pending
pending
ceedings not
not afaf- not
deemed to
affect any action or proceeding or indictment pending
to affect
be deemed
not be
ceedings
fected.
tried, and
shall be tried,
but the
the same shall
take effect,
effect, but
fected.
at the time this act shall take
and disdisposed of,
decree executed
executed as if
if this act had not been
or decree
judgment or
and judgment
of, and
posed
passed.
18, 1866.
July
APPROVED,
uly 18,
APPROVED, J
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—An Act to establish
CHAP. CCII.
establish certain
certain Post-Roads.
Post-Roads.
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Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
pos
Stales
in Congress
assembled, That the following be estabestab- Certain postCongress assembled,
States of America
America in
roads established as post-roads:post-roads :—
lished.
NEW YORK.
NEW
York.
YORK.
New York.

From Tarrytown
Tarrytown to
to White Plains.
MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.

Maryland.

Prom

Vista, via
via Mitchellsville,
Coopersville.
'rom Beuna
Beuna Vista,
Mitchellsville, to
to Coopersville.
RHODE ISLAND.
ISLAND.
RHODE

Rhode Island.

From
Mohegan, and
From Blackstone,
Blackstone, via Pascoag, Slatersville,
Slatersville, Mohegan,
and Mapleville,
Mapleville,
to
to Burrillville.

IOWA.

Iowa.

From
Indianola and
Chariton, to Luneville
From Des
Des Moines,
Moines, via Indianola
and Chariton,
Luneville (State
(State
line).
line).
From
via McClain,
Maseville, and
BenFrom Des
Des Moines,
Moines, via
McClain, Henry,
Henry, Payton,
Payton, Maseville,
and Benson,
to Grove
Grove City.
son, to
City.
WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.

WiSCOUBil1.
Wisconsin.

From
Burnside and Hale, to Sumner.
Sumner.
From Arcadia,
Arcadia, via Burnside
From
Dodgeville, via James's
James's Mills,
and Booth
Booth Hollow,
Hollow,
Mills, Wm.
Wm. S. Bean's, and
From Dodgeville,
to
to Avoca.
From
Armstrong's Corners, Dundee, New Prospect,
Bush, via Armstrong's
From Green Bush,
and Eble's
Eble's Mills,
Mills, to
Barton.
to Barton.
and
From
East Wrightstown,
Wrightstown, Morristown,
Morristown, and Maple
From Wrightstown,
Wrightstown, via
via East
Grove,
to Pauquette.
Pauquette.
Grove, to
From
Spring Green,
via Plain
Plain and
and White
White Mound,
to Reedsburg.
Mound, to
Green, via
From Spring
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.
From
Earth City.
Lake, to Blue
Blue Earth
From Wilton,
Wilton, via
via Swan Lake,
From
on the
River, via Big Stone
Stone Lake,
Falls, on
the Minnesota
Minnesota River,
From Redwood
Redwood Falls,
Fort Wadsworth,
and Fort
Fort Berthold,
Berthold, to Fort
Montana Territory.
Territory.
Fort Union, Montana
Fort
Wadsworth, and
From
Vermillion River.
From De
De Luth to
to the
the Falls of Vermillion
From
Prairie, to Alexandria.
Alexandria.
From Little Falls, via
via Long Prairie,
From
via Westport,
Lake Amelia, Reno City, Lake ToWestport, Lake
From Sauk
Sauk Centre,
Centre, via
kan,
Dakota
kan, Big Stone Lake, and Lake Traverse, to Fort Wadsworth, Dakota
Territory.
From Saint
Dryden, to New AuKelso, and
and Dryden,
Saint Peter,
Peter, via Lake Prairie, Kelso,
From
burn.
From Shakopee,
Shakopee, via Maple Glenn, New Dublin, New Market, and
Cedar
MarysHelena, Lydia, and Marysthence by
by Helena,
to Oral, returning thence
Cedar Lake,
Lake, to
town, to
Shakopee.
to Shakopee.
town,
Mondovi, to Chippewa
Eau Claire,
Claire, Chippewa,
Chippewa, Mondovi,
From Winona, via Eau
Falls,
Wisconsin.
Falls, Wisconsin.
Carney's Mill, Wisconsin, to Ellsworth.
Wing, via Thomas
Thomas Carney's
From Red Wing,
From Crow
via Otter
Otter Tail
Tail City
City and Monta,
Monta, to
to Fort
Fort Abercrom
Abercrom
From
Crow Wing,
Wing, via
bie,
Territory.
bie, Dakota Territory.
Pleasant Valley,
Valley, to Spencer
via Pleasant
Spencer Brook.
From Elk
Elk River, via
Watertown.
Monticello, via Buffalo, to Watertown.
From Monticello,
From Buffalo,
Buffalo, via Maple Lake to Fremont.

Minnesota.

KANSAS.
Republican River,
River, Quimby's
Quimby's
From Junction
Junction City, via south side
side of
of Republican
Cain's Settlement, and Elk Creek, to
to Washington.

Kansas.
Kansas.

From
Junction City
From Junction
City to
to Batchelder.
Batchelder.
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Missouri.
Missouri.
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From Pleasant
Hill, Missouri,
High Blue,
Blue, Aubrey,
Aubrey, Squiresville,
Squiresville,
via High
Missouri, via
Pleasant Hill,
From
Kansas,
and Spring Hill, to Baldwin City.
Kansas, and
Oskaloosa.
From Media to Oakaloosa.
From
American City, via Savannah,
Savannah, to Vienna.
From American
From
Ottawa, via
Mount Getiad,
Oakwood, to
Mound
to Mound
and Oakwood,
Getiad, and
Berea, Mount
via Berea,
From Ottawa,
City.
City.
MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.
From
Kansas City,
City, via
via Little
Little Santa
Santa Fe,
Aubrey, Kansas,
Water
Kansas, Cold Water
Fe, Aubrey,
From Kansas
Grove,
and Trading
Post, to
to Fort
Fort Scott.
Scott.
Trading Post,
Rockville, and
Grove, Rockville,

Arkansas.
Arkansas.

Mississippi.
Mississippi.

ARKANSAS.
ARKANSAS.

Telegraph, to Fort
From Fayetteville,
via Rhea's
Mill, Cincinnati, and Telegraph,
Rhea's Mill,
Fayetteville, via
From
Gibson.
Gibson.
MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.
From
to Saulsbury,
Saulsbury, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
Ripley to
From Ripley

Alabama.
Alabama.

ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.

Montana.

From Tuscaloosa,
via Foster's
Foster's store,
Gainesand Clinton, to GainesUnion, and
store, Union,
Tuscaloosa, via
From
ville.
ville.
MONTANA TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
MONTANA
From Sioux
Sioux City,
City, Iowa,
via the
the Nebraska
Nebraska and
River
and Yellow
Yellow Stone River
Iowa, via
From
routes,
Territory.
Washington Territory.
Walla, Washington
Walla Walla,
to Walla
routes, to

Nevada.

Oregon.
oregon.

Californisk
California.

NEVADA.
From Wellington
Wellington Station,
Station, via
Mammoth and
and lone,
Tone, to Austin.
Austin.
via Mammoth
From
From Virginia
to American
American City.
City.
City to
Virginia City
From
From
Silver Peak.
to Silver
Columbus, to
via Columbus,
Aurora, via
From Aurora,
From
Austin, via
Ophir Canon,
San Antonia,
Antonia, to Silver
Silver
and San
Canon, and
Kingston, Ophir
via Kingston,
From Austin,
Peak.
From
via Ophir
Ophir Canon,
Antonia, to
Springs, and San Antonia,
Canon, Boiling Springs,
lone, via
From lone,
Crystal Springs.
OREGON.
OREGON.
From
via Cutting
Cutting Mill, Glad Tidings, Silverton, SublimiCity, via
Oregon City,
From Oregon
Lebanon.
ty,
ty, and Scio, to Lebanon.
From
ClackeFrom Portland, via Union School House, Philip Foster's on ClackeSilverton.
mas, and
and Cuttingsville, to Silverton.
From
via Antelope Valley, Camp
Day City,
Camp Watson,
Watson, John Day
From Dallas,
Dallas, via
Canyon
Strawberry Valley, Camp Logan, and
and
Union, Strawberry
Marysville, Union,
Canyon City,
City, Marysville,
to Boise
Boise City, Idaho Territory.
Willow Creek, to
From
Canyon City,
Olin
District, Trues Station, Olin
Elk District,
City, via
via Susanville, Elk
From Canyon
Creek, Independence,
Independence, and
Auburn, to Baker
City.,
and Auburn,
Baker City.,
Creek,
CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.
From
City, in Tulare County.
to Havilah City,
Los Angelos to
From Los
From Drytown
El Dorado.
Drytown to El
From
From Quincy,
Mills, Seventy-Six, Red CloCity, Eureka
Eureka Mills,
via Jamison City,
From
Quincy, via
ver Valley,
Beckworth's, to Sierra ValHumbug, and Beckworth's,
Mohawk, Little Humbug,
ver
Valley, Mohawk,
ley.
Greenwood, to Georgetown.
Georgetown.
From Auburn, via Greenwood,
San Rafael,
Rafael, via Olema and Bolimas, to Petaluma.
From San
From
Buckeye.
From Woodland, via
via Cache
Cache Creek, to Buckeye.

Was:
ffasVirgini&

WEST
VIRGINIA.
WEST VIRGINIA.
From
in Tyler County, via Twiggs, to Hebron, in Pleasants
From Sistersville,
Sistersville, in
County.
County.
From
Sago, in Upshur County, to Huttonsville, in Randolph County.
From Sago
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ILLINOIS.
From
From Winchester
Winchester to Manchester.
Manchester.
From Elkhart,
Logan County, direct to
Sweet Water,
in Menard
Menard
Elkhart, in Logan
to Sweet
Water, in
County.
INDIANA.
From Nashville, in the county of Brown, to Morgantown,
Morgantown, in
in the
the county
county
of Morgan.
Morgan.
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Illinois.

Indiana.

APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
Appropriationsfor
egislative, Executive,
CHAP. CCVIII.-CCVIII.- -An
An Act
Act making
making Appropriations
for the
the Legislative,
Executive, and
1866.
and July
July 23,
28, 1866.
Judicial
Expense. of the Government for
for the
Judicial Expense*
the Year
Year ending
ending the
thirtieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen
the thirtieth
hundred and
and sixtt
seven, and
for other
other Purposes.
.Purposes.
sixtt seven,
andfor

Be it
by the
and House
House of
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the following
following sums be,
of America in
be, and
and

Legislative,
Legislative,
the same are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury not executive, and
and

otherwise appropriated for the objects hereinafter expressed, for the fiscal dici epena
year
otherwise
ending
appropriated
the thirtieth for
of June,
the objects
eighteen
hereinafter
hundred and
expressed,
sixty-seven,
for the
namely:
fiscal con.
year
ending
the
thirtieth of
June,
eighteen
hundred
and sixty-seven, namely: tion.
Legislative.-Legislative.— For
For compensation
senators, two
compensation and
and mileage
mileage of
of senators,
two hundred
hundred
and fifty-two
fifty-two thousand
hundred dollars.
and
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.

Legislative.
Legislative.

For compensation
compensation of the officers,
officers, clerks, messengers,
messengers, and others receiving an annual
annual salary
salary in the service
service of
Senate, viz:
secretary of
of the
the Payg
Pay andn
and milemileof the
the Senate,
viz: secretary
of senators.
age o
i sburse -officers,
Senate,
three thousand
rg ed with
w ith di
Senate, three
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars
dollars;; officer
officer cha
charged
disburseofficers, scelnearktosr,s,
clerks,
ments of the Senate,
Senate, four hundred
hundred and eighty dollars;
chief clerk,
dollars; chief
clerk, two
two thou- Sze.
&csand five hundred dollars; principal clerk and principal
principal executive
executive clerk
clerk in
in
the office of the secretary
secretary of the Senate, at two thousand one hundred
hundred
and sixty dollars
dollars each; eight clerks
secretary of
of the
Senclerks in office of the secretary
the Senate, at one thousand
and fifty
of the
the
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars
dollars each;
each; keeper
keeper of
stationery,
stationery, one thousand seven hundred
hundred and fifty-two
dollars; two messenmessenfifty-two dollars;
gers, at one thousand
and eighty
eighty dollars
dollars each;
five hundred
thousand and
each; one
one page,
page, at
at five
hundred
sergeant-at-arms and doorkeeper,
dollars; sergeant-at-arms
doorkeeper, two thousand
dollars; assistant
assistant
thousand dollars;
doorkeeper, one thousand
doorkeeper,
hundred dollars;
postmaster to
to the
thousand seven hundred
dollars; postmaster
the SenSenate, one thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and fifty dollars; assistant postmaster and
and
mail-carrier, one thousand four hundred
mail-carrier,
hundred and forty dollars;
dollars; two mail boys,
at one thousand
thousand dollars each; superintendent
the document-room,
document-room, one
superintendent of the
one
thousand five hundred dollars; two assistants in document-room,
document-room, at
at one
one
thousand two hundred dollars each; superintendent
folding-room,
superintendent of the folding-room,
one thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars; three
acting as
assistant
hundred dollars;
three messengers,
messengers, acting
as assistant
doorkeepers,
doorkeepers, at one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each;
messeneach; sixteen
sixteen messengers, at one thousand two hundred dollars each;
secretary to
to the
the
each; clerk
clerk or secretary
President of the Senate,
President
Senate, one thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
fifty-two doldoland fifty-two
lars; clerk to the committee on finance, one thousand
and
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
clerk to the committee
committee on claims, one thousand eight
eight hunhunfifty dollars; clerk
clerk of
records, one
one thousand
thousand eight
dred and fifty dollars; clerk
of printing
printing records,
eight
hundred
hundred and fifty dollars;
superintendent in charge
furnaces, one
dollars; superintendent
charge of
of the
the furnaces,
one
thousand
thousand two hundred dollars; assistant in charge of furnaces,
hunfurnaces, seven hundred and twenty dollars;
dred
dollars; laborer
laborer in
in charge
charge of private
private passages,
passages, seven
seven
hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars; two
two laborers
laborers at seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty
dollars each; chaplain to the Senate, seven hundred
hundred and
dollars; one
and fifty dollars;
one
special policeman, seven hundred and twenty
twenty dollars;
eighty
special
dollars; making
making eighty
thousand nine hundred and fifty-four dollars.
thousand
an

For
contingent expenses
For contingent
of the
Senate, viz:
viz: —
expenses of
the Senate,
-

For stationery, seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
For newspapers,
newspapers, five
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
For
For Congressional
Congressional Globe,
Globe, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

f

Contingent
Contingent

expenses.

expenses.
Stationery.
Stationery.

Newspapers.
Newvspapers.
Congressional
Congressional

proceedings in
for the
For reporting proceedings
in the Daily Globe
Globe for
the second
second session
session of
ofGlobe.
Globe.
the thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Congress, twelve thousand dollars.
For the usual additional compensation
compensation to the reporters of the
the Senate
Senate Additional
Additional
Congressional Globe
Globe for
for reporting
reporting the
the proceedings
proceedings of
of the
the Senate
Senate compensa
tion to
for the Congressional
co"pensation
to
reporter2.
reporters.
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for
the second
session of
of the
the thirty-ninth
Congress, eight
eight hundred
hundred
thirty-ninth Congress,
regular session
second regular
for the
dollars
thousand dollars.
four thousand
each, four
dollars each,
for
Globe
complete set
set of
of the
Congressional Globe and Appendix for
the Congressional
one complete
For one
Globe and Ap- For
received
pendia;
the thirty-ninth
already received
Congress who has not already
thirty-ninth Congress
in the
senator in
each senator
pendix; sets to each
new senators.
senators.
Proviso.
them: Provided,
however, That
That any
who has
has already,
already, as
memas aamemsenator who
any senator
Provided, however,
them:
Proviso.
ber of
of the
the House
a set of the
portion of a
received aa portion
of Representatives,
Representatives, received
House of
ber
Congressional
Globe, shall
as such
such senator the
to receive
receive as
entitled to
be entitled
only be
shall only
Congressional Globe,
additional volumes
required to
one full
full set,
six thousand
eight
thousand eight
set, six
to complete
complete one
volumes required
additional
hundred dollars.
Globe
For paying
of the
Congressional Globe and Appendix,
the Congressional
publishers of
the publishers
For
paying the
Globe and Appendix.
according to the number of copies taken, one cent for every five pages
pendia.
according
pages
exceeding three
three thousand,
thousand, including
including the
United
and laws of the United
the indexes
indexes and
exceeding
States, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand nine hundred dollars.
States,
Clerks
For
to committees,
committees, pages,
horses, and
and carryalls,
thousand
twenty thousand
carryalls, twenty
pages, horses,
clerks to
For clerks
corto cornClerks to
Sm.
mittees, &c.
dollars.
For capitol
police, twenty-one
hundred and eighty doldolthousand four hundred
twenty-one thousand
capitol police,
For
police.
Capitol police.
Proviso.
lars:
Provided, That
That three
dollars of
appropriaof the appropriathirty dollars
and thirty
hundred and
three hundred
lars: Provided,
Proviso.
tion
for the
the capitol
capitol police
be used
used during
during the
fiscal year.
present fiscal
the present
may be
police may
tion for
Heating and
For
ventilating apparatus,
apparatus, twenty
twenty thousand
and ventilating
heating and
of heating
expenses of
For expenses
Heating
ventilating.
ventilating,
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Miscellaneous.
For
thirty thousand dollars.
miscellaneous items, thirty
For miscellaneous
Miscellaneous.
For compensation
mileage of members
members of the House
House of RepresenRepresenand mileage
compensation and
Pay and mile- For
age of represen.
tatives,
tatives and
Territories, one million dollars.
from Territories,
delegates from
and delegates
' &c.f tatives
tagtives,
of
For compensation
compensation of the
clerks, messengers,
others receivmessengers, and others
officers, clerks,
the officers,
For
of officers,
officers,
clerks,s, &c.
&c.
ing an annual salary in the service of the House
Representatives, viz:
viz:
clerk
ing
House of Representatives,
clerk of
of the
of Representatives,
Representatives, three thousand six hundred doldolIouse of
the house
clerk
lars;
clerk and
and one
one assistant
hundred
thousand one hundred
at two
two thousand
clerk, at
assistant clerk,
chief clerk
lars; chief
and sixty
dollars each;
eleven clerks,
thousand eight hundred doldolat one
one thousand
clerks, at
each; eleven
sixty dollars
and
lars
messenger in
in the
the office,
at four dollars and eighty
office, at
principal messenger
lars each;
each; principal
cents
per day,
one thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
dollars; three
fifty-two dollars;
and fifty-two
seven hundred
day, one
cents per
messengers,
dollars each; messenger to the
at one
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars
messengers, at
seven
speaker,
eighty cents per day, one thousand seven
four dollars and eighty
at four
speaker, at
hundred and
clerk to
to the
committee of ways and
and
the committee
dollars; clerk
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars;
hundred
means,
hundred and sixty dollars; clerk
clerk to the comone hundred
means, two thousand one
dollars;
mittee
appropriations, two
two thousand
thousand one
hundred and sixty dollars;
one hundred
on appropriations,
mittee on
dollars;
clerk
thousand eight hundred dollars;
the committee of claims, one thousand
clerk to the
clerk
to the
the committee
eight hundred
hundred
lands, one thousand eight
on public
public lands,
committee on
clerk to
dollars;
dollars;
thousand one hundred and sixty dollars;
sergeant-at-arms, two thousand
dollars; sergeant-at-arms,
clerk to the sergeant-at-arms,
sergeant-at-arms, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
dollars; messenger
sergeant-at-arms, one thousand two hundred dollars;
dollars; postto the
the sergeant-at-arms,
senger to
master,
two thousand
hundred and
assistant postmassixty dollars;
dollars; assistant
and sixty
one hundred
thousand one
master, two
messengers, at
dollars; four messengers,
at
seven hundred and forty dollars;
one thousand seven
ter, one
thousand four hundred
hundred and forty dollars each; two mail boys, at nine
one thousand
capitol police, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand four hundred
hundred
dollars each; capitol
hundred dollars
and eighty
dollars: Provided,
and thirty dollars of
three hundred
hundred and
That three
Provided, That
and
eighty dollars:
present
appropriation for the capitol
capitol police may be used during the present
the appropriation
dollars;
thousand one hundred and sixty dollars;
year; doorkeeper,
doorkeeper, two thousand
fiscal year;
dollars;
superintendent
folding-room, one thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars;
superintendent of the folding-room,
superintendent
document-room and assistant, at one thousand
thousand seven
seven
superintendent of the document-room
hundred
fifty-two dollars; one
one messenger,
messenger, at one thousand seven hunhundred and
and fifty-two
messengers, at one thousand
dred
thousand five hundred
dred and forty dollars; five messengers,
dollars
messengers, at one
hundred dollars each;
each;
one thousand
thousand two hundred
dollars each; six messengers,
twelve
messengers, to be employed during
session of
of Congress, at the
during the session
twelve messengers,
chaplain to
rate of one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars each per annum; chaplain
Representatives, seven hundred and fifty dollars;
the House
House of Representatives,
dollars; for stenographer,
hundred and
making one hundred
hundred and
and fifty dollars;
dollars; making
thirty-six hundred
nographer, thirty-six
dollars.
thirteen thousand
thousand one hundred and forty dollars.
: -—
Contingent exFor
Representatives, viz :
of Representatives,
of the
the House
House of
expenses of
contingent expenses
For contingent
Contingentexpenses of House.
dollars.
For cartage, two thousand dollars.
Cartage.
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For clerks to committees and temporary clerks
clerks of the House
Repre- Clerks
Clerks to comcornHouse 2f
9 f Representatives,
sentatives, eighteen
eighteen thousand five hundred
seventy-six dollars.
dollars.
rnittees
ternhundred and seventy-six
mittees and temrary clerks.
For twenty-four copies of the Congressional Globe and Appendix for o^loacleks.A
each
Formember
twenty-four
and delegate
copies ofofthe
theCongressional
second regular
Globe
session
and of
Appendix
the thirtyfor P°
pendix.
Globe and
each
member and delegate of the second regular session of the thirty- pendix.
ninth Congress,
Congress, and one hundred copies of the
House
Lithe same for the
the House Library, seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand seven hundred and
and ninety-six dollars.
For paying the publishers of the Congressional
Congressional Globe and Appendix,
Appendix,
according to the number of copies taken, one cent
excent for every five
five pages
pages exceeding three thousand, including
including the indexes
ceeding
indexes and the laws of the United
United
States, eight thousand five hundred
fifty dollars.
hundred and fifty
dollars.
including materials,
thirty thousand
For folding documents, including
materials, thirty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Folding.
For fuel and lights, pay of engineers, firemen,
firemen, and laborers, repairs, Fuel,lights,&o
Fuel, lights,gro
and materials,
materials, fifteen thousand dollars.
for members,
ten thousand
Furniture.
For furniture, repairs, and packing-boxes
packing-boxes for
members, ten
thousand Furniture.
dollars.
For horses, carriages,
horses, nine
carriages, and saddle horses,
nine thousand
thousand dollars.
Horses, carHorses,
riages,
&C.
riages, Sze.
For laborers, eight thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
Laborers.
rLaborers.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
newspapers, twelve thousand five
For newspapers,
five hundred dollars.
Newspapers.
temporary mail boys, ten thousand
For pages and temporary
Pans
&c.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Pages, &c.
For reporting and publishing proceedings
proceedings in the Daily Globe, ten thouReporting, &c.
&c.
sand
dollars.Globe.
in
Daily Globe.
sand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
in Daily
For stationery, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Stationery.
For the usual additional compensation
compensation to the reporters
reporters of the House Additionalpay
Additional pay
for the Congressional Globe
Globe for reporting
reporting the proceedings
reporters.
proceedings of the
the House to reporters.
for the second
second regular
regular session of the thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Congress, eight hundred
hundred
dollars each, four thousand eight hundred dollars.
Public
- For compensation
compensation of the superintendent of public Public printPublic Printing.
Printing.—
printing, and the clerks and
office, eleven
in g*
and messengers
messengers in
in his
his office,
eleven thousand
thousand five
five ing.
Pay of superhundred and fourteen dollars.
intendent,elerks,
intendent,erks
For contingent
&c.
contingent expenses
expenses of his office, viz: for stationery, postage, ad- SzeContingencies.
vertising,
horses and
i
sce ll a- Contingencies.
vertising, furniture, travelling
travelling expenses,
expenses, horses
and wagons
wagons,,an
andd mmiscellaneous items, two thousand
thousand dollars.
For the public printing, three hundred
hundred and
thousand four
print.
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
four Public printhundred dollars. ing.
ing.
For paper for the public printing, four hundred
hundred and fifty-six thousand Paper for pubeight hundred
hundred and
and ninety-two
dollars.
lie printing.
printing.
eight
ninety-two dollars.
lic
For the public binding, three hundred and fifty-two
fifty-two thousand two hun- Binding.
dollars.
dred and four
four dollars.
For mapping in cases pending in the
Mapping.
the Supreme
Supreme Court of
of the United
United Mapping.
States, three thousand dollars.
dollars.
For lithographinglithographing and engraving
engraving for the Senate and House of Repre- Lithographing
Lithographing
sentatives, seventy-five
and
sentatives,
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and engraving.
engraving.
To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior to
to purchase
purchase of
Little, Statutes
of the Interior
of Messrs.
Messrs. Little,
Statutes at
at
Brown,
Brown, and Company two thousand copies
the Large
vcd•xiii.
xiiicopies of
of the
the thirteenth volume
volume of the
Large,,vol.
United States Statutes at Large, for distribution agreeably
agreeably to the
the acts
acts of
of
Congress
the distribution
distribution of
other volumes,
volumes, seven
seven thousand
Congress directing
directing the
of the
the other
thousand
dollars.
Library
Congress.— For compensation
librarian, five
assi st
an t Library
of ConLibrary of Congress.-For
compensation of
of librarian,
five assistant
LibraryofConlibrarians,
librarians, messenger,
messenger, and laborers, twelve thousand six
gess.
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars. greSs.
Pay
libraPay of libraFor contingent
contingent expenses of said library, two
two thousand dollars.
dolla rs.&c.
rian, &c.
For purchase
purchase of books for said library, eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.Contingencies.Contingencies.
For
purchase of
for said
library, two
two thousand
dollars.
Books.
For purchase
of law books
books for
said library,
thousand dollars.
Books.
For botanic garden, grading,
procuring manure,
grading, draining,
draining, procuring
manure, tools,
tools, fuel,
fuel, Botanic
Botanic garden
garden
and repairs,
repairs, and
and purchasing
purchasing trees
trees and
and shrubs,
direction of
of the
greenhouses.
and
shrubs, under
under the
the direction
the and
andgreenhouses.
library committee
committee of Congress,
thousand three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Congress, three
three thousand
For pay of superintendent
superintendent and assistants,
assistants, and assistants in botanic
botanic garSuperintendent
gar- Superintendent
under direction
direction of
of the
the library
library committee
of Conassistants.
den and greenhouses,
greenhouses, under
committee of
Con- and
and assistants.
gress,
gress, six thousand one hundred
hundred and forty-five
forty-five dollars and
and eighty
eighty cents.
cents.
VOL. XIV.
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For pur.chasing
American newspapers
newspapers for said librathe leading American
of the
files of
purchasing files
For
hundred dollars.
ry, one thousand five hundred
Court of
of
Court
of Claims.
Claims.—
For salaries
of the court of claims,
five judges of
of five
salaries of
- For
Court of
Court
n dg
clerk
assistant
and
claim
s.
- the solicitor, assistant solicitor, deputy
.solioidims,
cla
Jues,
deputy solicitor,
solicitor, clerk
clerk a
rd as s
istant clerk
tor, &c.
and
bailiff
thereof,
thirty-five
thousand
five
hundred
dolla*s.
dollars.
hundred
five
thousand
and bailiff thereof, thirty-five
tor, &c.'
miscellaneous
For stationery,
stationery, books,
books, fuel,
labor, and
and other
other contingent and miscellaneous
fuel, labor,
For
expenses,
three thousand dollars.
expenses, three
Attorneys to
to
For compensation
compensation of
of attorneys
attorneys to attend to taking testimony, witnesses,
witnesses,
For
Attorneys
take testimony.
commissioners, one thousand
thousand dollars.
and commissioners,
take
testimony. and
.Payment
Payment of
of
For
judgments rendered
claimants,
rendered by the court in favor of claimants,
of judgments
payment of
For payment
judgments
in fa- in
in addition
addition to
balance of the appropriation for the fiscal
unexpended balance
the unexpended
to the
judgmnents in
vor 01 claimants.
hundred
June thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, five hundred
ending June
year ending
orclaimats. year
Proviso,
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
already rendered may be
judgments already
That judgments
thousand
Proviso.
passage of this act.
paid out
out of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation at
any time after
after the passage
at any
paid
President.
Executive.
compensation of the
the President of the United States,
For compensation
- For
Executive. —
President.
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
twenty-five
Secretary,
For compensation
secretary to sign patents for public lands, one
compensation of secretary
For
Secretary,
steward, &c.
&c.
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
steward,
of
For
compensation to
the private
private secretary,
messenger of
secretary, steward, and messenger
to the
For compensation
the
the United
United States,
four thousand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
six hundred
thousand six
States, four
of the
President of
the President
Contingencies.
For
expenses of
of the
the Executive
Executive office,
office, including
including stationery
contingent expenses
For contingent
Contingencies.
therefor,
four thousand
thousand dollars.
therefor, four
Department
Department
of State.
compensation of the Secretary of State
- For compensation
State. —For
I)epartment of
of
Department of
statistics,,
of statistics
re- and assistant secretary of state, chief clerk, superintendent of
Stateof
State.
Pay of Secretary,
&c.
clerks, messenger,
messenger, and laborers
laborers in his office, fiftyassistant messenger,
messenger, assistant
clerks,
tary,'&c.
eight thousand
thousand three
hundred dollars.
three hundred
eight
For increase
increase to
to one messenger, one hundred dollars.
For
For increase
increase to
to assistant,
hundred and forty dollars.
one hundred
assistant, one
For
Contingent exFor
and Contingent
the Department
Department of State.
of the
Expenses of
Contingent Expenses
Incidentaland
the Incidental
For the
Contingentexnewspapers of the
penses.
For publishing
publishing the laws in pamphlet form and in newspapers
-— For
penscs.
Pamphlet laws,
twenty-ive thouof Washington,
&c.amphletlas, States and Territories, and in the city
city of
Washington, twenty-live
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
sand
eighth conPublishing
For
publishing the
laws of
of the
the thirty-seventh
thirty ,eighth
conthirty-seventh and thirty
the laws
For publishing
Publishing
Files
of
Files of

papers.

newsnews-

laws ill
inlately inin lately
laws
States.
surgent States.

fifteen
of the lately
each of
gresses
in two
in each
lately insurgent
insurgent States, fifteen
newspapers in
two newspapers
gresses in
thousand dollars.
Proof-reading,
For proof-reading,
and packing
documents for the various
and documents
laws and
the laws
packing the
proof-reading, and
For
Proof-reading,
transportation of the same,
&C.
legations and consulates, including
including boxes and transportation
legations
&e.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
Stationery,&c.
For stationery,
blank books,
books, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, and
and repairs, five thoustationery, blank
For
Stationery,&c.
sand
sand dollars.
Miscellaneous.
For
items, two
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
two thousand
miscellaneous items,
For miscellaneous
Miscellaneous.
Copper-plate
For
printing, books, and maps, five thousand dollars.
copper-plate printing,
For copper-plate
Copper-plate
printing, &c.
&c.
For
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
copying, ten
and copying,
hire and
clerk hire
extra clerk
For extra
printing'
Building. - For
Northeast Executive
E'xtra clerk
For the
Purposes of
of the
the Northeast
Executive Building.—
General Purposes
the General
For
Extla
hire, &o.
&c.
hire,
compensation of
of four
and two
laborers of the northeast executwo laborers
watchmen and
four watchmen
compensation
Northeast
three thousand
executive
build- tive
tive building,
thousand six hundred dollars.
building, three
executive building. ig.
For contingent
of' said
said building,
viz: for
for fuel,
repairs,
lights, repairs,
fuel, lights,
building, viz:
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
and
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, five thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
and miscellaneous
of the
compensation of the Secretary
Treasury
Treasury
Department.— For compensation
Secretary of
the
Treasury Department.--For
DeTreasury Departrnent.
Seere- Treasury,
treasury, chief clerk, supersupertwo assistant secretaries of the treasury,
Treasury,
partmnent.
Pay of Seere.
tory, ass
i
st
an t
s, vising
vising architect
architect and
and assistant
assistant architect,
architect, clerks, messengers,
messengers, assistant mesmes assistants,
tary,
Sze.
senger, and
thousand two hundred
hundred
laborers, one hundred and eighteen thousand
and laborers,
senger,
&c.
dollars.
1st comptrolFor compensation
the first
comptroller, chief clerk, and the clerks,
first comptroller,
of the
compensation of
For
comptrolIst
forty-seven thousand nine hundred
office, forty-seven
ler.
messengers, and laborers in his office,
messengers,
ler.
and forty
forty dollars.
and
2d
comptroller.
For
of the
the second comptroller,
comptroller, chief clerk, and the
compensation of
For compensation
2dcomptroller.
laborer in his office, one hunclerks,
messenger, assistant
messenger, and laborer
assistant messenger,
clerks, messenger,
thirty-four thousand three hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
dollars.
and thirty-four
dred and
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For compensation
compensation of the first auditor, chief clerk, and
and the
mes- 1st
1st auditor.
auditor.
the clerks,
clerks, messenger, assistant messenger,
messenger, and laborer in his office, fifty-nine
fifty-nine thousand
thousand
two
two hundred
hundred and
and forty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the second auditor,
clerk, and the clerks,
clerks, 2d auditor.
auditor.
auditor, chief clerk,
messenger, assistant messengers, and laborers in his office, five hundred
hundred
and twenty-one
twenty-one thousand one
dollars.
one hundred
hundred and sixty
sixty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the third auditor, chief clerk,
clerk, and the clerks,
clerks, mes- Sd
3d auditor.
auditor.
sengers, assistant messengers,
messengers, and laborers
laborers in
office, three
hundred and
in his
his office,
three hundred
and
eighty-two thousand and eighty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the fourth
fourth auditor, chief clerk,
clerks, 4th
clerk, and the
the clerks,
4th auditor.
auditor.
messenger, and assistant messenger, and laborer
laborer in his
his office,
one hundred
hundred
messenger,
office, one
and ten thousand five hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the fifth auditor, chief clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
clerks, mesmes- 6th
6th auditor.
auditor.
senger, and laborer
laborer in his office, forty-seven
thousand eight hundred
forty-seven thousand
hundred and
and
forty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the auditor
auditor of the treasury for the Post Office
Office Auditor
Auditor for
for
Department, chief clerk, and the clerks, messenger, assistant
Department,
messenger, cost
Office t
assistant messenger,
Post Office
the laborers
his office,
office, one
one hundred
hundred and
and n
i
ne ty- one thousand
th ousan d five
five Department.
Departmen .
and the
laborers in
in his
ninety-one
hundred and forty dollars.
hundred
compensation of the treasurer
For compensation
assistant Treasurer, asastreasurer of the United
United States,
States, assistant
treasurer, cashier, assistant cashier, chiefs of division,
book-keepers, tellers,
etant treasurer,
division, book-keepers,
tellers, ts
sistant
assistant tellers,
tellers, chief clerk, and the clerks, messengers,
messenmessengers, assistant messengers, and laborers in his office,
office, one hundred
thousand three
hundred and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand
three
hundred and eighty dollars.
hundred
For compensation of the register of the treasury, assistant register, Register,assisRegister, assismessengers, assistant messenger,
messe ng er,an
tant
register, &c.
chief clerk, and the clerks, messengers,
andd laborers
laborers &c.
ta nt register,
in his office, ninety thousand eight
dollars.
eight hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the solicitor of the treasury, chief
chief clerk, and the Solicitor.
Solicitor.
clerks
clerks and messenger in his office,
eighteen thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and
office, eighteen
forty dollars.
compensation of the commissioner
For compensation
commissioner of customs,
and the
the
Commissioner
customs, chief clerk,
clerk, and
Commissioner
clerks, messenger,
ofcustoms.
messenger, and laborer in his office,
office, forty thousand
thousand six hundred
hundred of
customs.
and forty dollars.
compensation of the chief clerk, clerks, messenger, and laborer of Light-house
For compensation
Light house
the light-house
light-house board, nine
and forty
dollars.
board.
nine thousand two hundred and
forty dollars.
board.
For compensation
compensation of the comptroller
comptroller of the currency,
Comptroller ot
currency, deputy compcomp- Comptrollerot
troller, clerks, messengers,
messengers, and laborers,
laborers, one
hundred and
twenty thouthou- the
the currency.
currency.
one hundred
and twenty
sand two hundred
hundred dollars.
special dies, and printing
For paper, special
circulating notes,
Paper, special
printing of circulating
notes, and
and expenses
expenses Paper,
special
necessarily incurred
necessarily
incurred (including express charges) in
in procurina
procuring the
the same, dies, and printin
comptroller of
of the
the currency,
one hundred
in the
the office
office of
of the
the comptroller
currency, one
hundred and
and fifty
fifty einegteoef.circulating
nogesC'fir'lating
thousand dollars.
For salaries of commissioner,
commissioner, deputy commissioner,
commissioner, and clerks of
of in- Commissioner,
Commissioner,
internal
ternal revenue office, together
together with rent, dies, paper, and so forth, for &.
°
N;eof eiuternal
stamps and incidental
incidental expenses, including the cost of subscription
subscription to such
such
number of copies
copies of the ""Internal Revenue
Record and
Revenue Record
and Customs Jour" as the Secretary
nal "
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may deem
necessary to
deem necessary
to supply
supply the
the
revenue officers,
officers, one million dollars.
dollars.
contin- Office furniFor office furniture, maps, labor, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, and other contingent expenses for the office of
commissioner of
venue ,fifty
tore,
of the
the commissioner
of internal
internal re
revenue,
fifty&c.
ture, &c.
thousand dollars.
thousand
Contingent
Expenses
of the
Treasury Department.
Department.—
- In
In the
the office
office of
Secretary
Contingent
of the
Expenses
Treasury:
of
the Treasury
of the
the
Secretary of the Treasury:

Contingent ex-

penses
Contingent
or Treas-

penses ofTreasury-Departmeht;
For copying, labor, binding, sealing
sealing ships' registers,
registers, t
rans l
ati ng foreign
in office of
translating
iun
gththe

languages, advertising,
advertising, and extra clerk hire for preparing
preparing and collecting Secretary.
Secretary.
information to be laid before Congress, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, fifty
fifty
thousand dollars

temporary clerks in the Treasury
For compensation of temporary
Treasury Department, and
for additional compensation
compensation to officers and clerks in the same department,

pay of tempoPay
rary clerks.

of tempo-

196
196
Clerks
may be
be
Clerks may
classified,
'art of
former
of former
Part
apunexpended apunexpended
propriation
Ilopriation to
to be
be
how
low divided.
divided.
1865,
73
1&65, ch. 73.
classified,
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Provided, That the temporary
sixty thousand dollars: Provided,
one hundred
hundred and sixty
clerks herein provided for may be classified
classified according
according to the character of
of
their services:
services: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
so much
of the
of
the appropriation
appropriation of
much of
That so
their
two hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, granted by act approved
approved March
March
second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
compensation of
temporary
of temporary
for compensation
sixty-five, for
second, eighteen
additional compensation
compensation to
clerks in the Treasury Department, and for additional

P• 430.
ol. xiii.
xiii. p.
450. clerks in the
department, as remains unexpended shall be divided as
the same
same department,

follows,
viz: one
said
shall be paid to the clerks in said
dollars each shall
one hundred
hundred dollars
follows, viz:
department of
the first
not received any adwho have not
second classes,
classes, who
first and
and second
of the
department
ditional
appropriation, and who shall have served
out of
of said
said appropriation,
compensation out
ditional compensation
in
capacity for one year previous
eighteen hundred and
previous to July first, eighteen
in said capacity
sixty-six.
And one
one hundred
employed
paid to
to each
each person employed
be paid
dollars shall be
hundred dollars
sixty-six. And
See Post, p.
p. 569. in said department
department appointed by the Secretary, at an annual salary amounting
under
less than twelve hundred dollars, and who shall have served under
ing to less
appointment for
eighteen hundred
previous to July first, eighteen
for one
one year previous
such appointment
and
remaining ununappropriation remaining
balance of
of said appropriation
if the
the balance
And if
and sixty-six.
sixty-six. And
expended shall
shall be
be insufficient
insufficient to
pay said
appointees, the sum
and appointees,
said clerks and
to pay
expended
of one
deficiency shall
shall be
the deficiency
each, as herein provided, the
hundred dollars
dollars each,
of
one hundred
supplied and paid out of any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise appro
supplied
priated.
priated.
comptroller:
the first comptroller:
of the
the office
office of
Contingent
In
In the
Contingent exstatutes, postage,
penses in
For furniture,
furniture, public
State and
Territorial statutes,
postage,
and Territorial
documents, State
public documents,
For
ill the
te ofpellscs
title
comp,ice of
of let
ist comptroller;
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
one thousand
items, one
and
troller;tc
ofd
compIn the
office of
of the
the second
second comptroller:
comptroller:
Inl
of
d compthe office
troller;
For blank books, binding, furniture, and miscellaneous items, including
troller;
including
subscription to one city newspaper, to be bound and preserved for the use
of the office, four thousand
thousand dollars.
In
the office
office of
of the
ot list
Ist auditor;
auditor;
In the
the first
first auditor:
auditor:
miscellaneous items, one thousand
stationery, office
office furniture, and miscellaneous
For stationery,
five hundred dollars.
lid auditor;
In the
the office
office of
auditor:
of the
the second
second auditor:
of 2d
In
city
For office furniture
including two of the city
miscellaneous items, including
furniture and miscellaneous
newspapers,
preserved for the use of the office, twenty-five
newspapers, to be filed and preserved
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
auditor:
In the office of the
the third
third auditor:
of ad
3d auditor;
of
preserving files and
For office furniture, carpeting,
carpeting, two newspapers,
and
newspapers, preserving
papers, bounty land service, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, fifteen thousand
dollars.
4th auditor;
auditor;
In the office of
of the fourth auditor:
of 4th
In
auditor:
newspapers,
expenses of the office, including two daily newspapers,
For contingent
contingent expenses
three thousand
thousand dollars.
5th auditor;
In
the office
office of
of the
the fifth
fifth auditor:
auditor:
In the
of Sth
miscellaneous expenses, in which are inFor postage, furniture,
furniture, and miscellaneous
cluded two daily newspapers,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eluded
newspapers, two thousand
(:r auditor for
In
office of
auditor for
for the
Post Office
Office Department:
Department:
c'
for
In the
the office
of the
the auditor
the Post
Post Office
For contingent
dollars.
six thousand
thousand dollars.
office, six
of the
the office,
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
DePost
Otfice Department;
partment;
of treasurer;
In the
of the
the treasurer:
treasurer:
office of
In
the office
For contingent expenses of the office, seven thousand five hundred
dollars.
In the
the register:
of register;
In
the office
office of
of the
register:
official
arranging and binding cancelled
cancelled marine
marine papers, and for official
For arranging
papers and records, and miscellaneous
including office furniture,
miscellaneous items, including
eight thousand dollars.
of solicitor;
Office
Office of
solicitor of
of the
the treasury:
treasury :
of the
the solicitor
For books, binding, stationery, labor, and miscellaneous items, and for
for
statutes and reports, and for care
thousand two hundred
care of library, two thousand
dollars.
ofcommlsof
commisOffice
of the
the commissioner
of customs:
Office of
commissioner of
customs:
s
sioe of cuscu For stationery,
sioner
stationery, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, and office
office furniture,
furniture, three
three thousand
toms.
dollars.
dollars.
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Light-house
Contingent
Contingent
board, viz:
viz:
Light-house board,
expenses °flightFor
expenses and
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hexpsebsoflightFor miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
and postage,
postage, six
six hundred
house board ;
Office
of the
currency:
comptroller
Office of
of the
the comptroller
comptroller of
the currency:
of comptroller
For furniture
and miscellaneous
items, five
five thousand
dollars.
of currency.
ofcurrency.
thousand dollars.
miscellaneous items,
For
furniture and
For
for the
the Treasury
and its
For stationery
stationery for
Treasury Department
Department and
its several
several bureaus,
bureaus, Stationery.
Stationery.
one hundred
dollars.
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
one
hundred and
and twenty-five
For
the General
General Purposes
Purposes of
Southeast Executive
Building, includinclud- Southeast exof the
the Southeast
Executive Building,
For the
ing the
Extension.—
For compensation
compensation of
of twelve
twelve watchmen
building.
eleven ecutiye
ecutivebuilding.
watchmen and
and eleven
- For
ing
the Extension.
laborers
southeast executive
thirteen thousand
eight hunlaborers of
of the
the southeast
executive building,
building, thirteen
thousand eight
hundred
dred dollars.
dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
said building,
building, viz:
viz: for
for fuel,
labor, and
and
For
of said
fuel, light,
light, labor,
miscellaneous
seventy-five thousand
miscellaneous items,
items, seventy-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
For rent
rent of
of buildings
buildings for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
of clerks
clerks who
who cannot
cannot be
be
accommodated in
the treasury
treasury building,
two thousand
accommodated
in the
building, two
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Department
For compensation
compensation of
Department of
of
Department of
of the
the Interior.—
Interior.- For
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Department
a
the
clerk, and
the clerks,
clerks, messenger,
messenger, the
thepinterioE.
Interior.
chief clerk,
and the
secretary, chief
Interior, assistant
assistant secretary,
the Interior,
fSeereassistant
messengers, watchmen,
assi=tant messengers,
and laborers
in his
office, forty-six
thou- tary,
tar v Y
Ze •
watchmen, and
laborers in
his office,
forty-six thou&c.;
sand
three
hundred
and
eighty
dollars.
sand three hundred and eighty dollars.
land office,
office, ofcommisFor compensation
the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
the general
of commisof the
general land
For
compensation of
chief clerk,
assistant draughtsman,
messen- sioner of general
general
draughtsman, clerks,
clerks, messenclerk, recorder,
recorder, draughtsman,
draughtsman, assistant
chief
land
office;
land office;
* .
gers,
assistant messengers,
messengers, packers,
packers, watchmen,
watchmen, and
and laborers
in his
his office,
office,
gers, assistant
laborers in
one hundred
hundred and
seventy-five thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
dollars.
one
and seventy-five
and forty
forty dollars.
in the
the general
land office,
of additional
additional
For compensation
compensation of
of additional
additional clerks
For
clerks in
general land
office, of
under the
the act
act of
of third
March, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
third March,
one thousand
hundred and
fifty-five, etk5s;
and fifty-five,
clerks. ch. 2207
y therein,
granting
granting bounty
bounty land,
laborers employed
therein, fifty-eight
fifty-eight thouol. x.
land, and
and for
for laborers
employed
thou- v
Vol.
x. p. 701..
sand six
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars:
.
,That
the Proviso.
Proviso.
sand
six hundred
dollars: Provided
Provided,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, at
his discretion,
discretion, shall
shall be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
use any
any
Interior,
at his
is hereby,
to use
portion
of said
said appropriation
or by
by the
the day,
day, week,
portion of
appropriation for
for piece-work,
piece-work, or
week, month,
month,
exceeding
or year,
year, at
such rate
rate or
rates as
he may
may deem
just and
and fair,
fair, not
or rates
as he
deem just
not exceeding
or
at such
salary of
twelve hundred
hundred dollars
per annum.
annum.
dollars per
aasalary
of twelve
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
Of commisof Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, OfcommisFor
and
clerks, messenger,
watchmen, and
laborer in
inslne
and laborer
onerf Indian
messenger, assistant
assistant messenger,
messenger, watchmen,
and the
the clerks,
his office,
office, thirty-one
thirty-one thousand
thousand nine
and forty
dollars.
his
nine hundred
hundred and
forty dollars.
For compensation
of the
pensions, chief
clerk, and
and the
the of
For
compensation of
the commissioner
commissioner of
of pensions,
chief clerk,
of commiscommisof penclerks,
messengers, assistant
messengers, watchman,
watchman, and
laborers in
in his
his sioner
s
S
!°n er of
and laborers
assistant messengers,
clerks, messengers,
l
three hundred
hundred and
office,
two hundred
hundred and
fifteen thousand
thousand three
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars. s ons;
and fifteen
office, two
For additional
additional clerks
clerks in
in the
pension office,
dol- additional
twenty-one thousand
thousand dolthe pension
office, twenty-one
For
lars: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
his discretion,
shall elePrrkosv;iso.
lerkis;
lars:
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, at
at his
discretion, shall
be,
use any
portion of
said appropriation
appropriation for
for
of said
authorized to
to use
any portion
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
piece-work,
the day,
rates as
piece-work, or
or by
by the
day, week,
week, month,
month, or
or year,
year, at
at such
such rate
rate or
or rates
as
he may
deem just
not exceeding
exceeding a
salary of
twelve hundred
hundred
he
may deem
just and
and fair,
fair, not
a salary
of twelve
dollars
per annum.
annum.
dollars per
Contingent
Expenses—
the Interior.—
Office of
of the
Contingent
Interior.- Office
the Contingent
- Department
Department of
of the
Contingent Expenses
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior:expenses.
expenses.
Secretary
and for
books and
and retOffice
office
of SecFor stationery,
stationery, furniture,
and other
other contingencies,
contingencies, and
For
furniture, and
for books
ary.
retary.
maps
maps for
for the
the library,
library, seven
seven thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
For casual
casual repairs
repairs of
of the
the patent
patent office
office building,
building, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand five
five Patent Office.
Office.
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
congressional journals and Distributing
For expenses
expenses of packing
packing and distributing
distributing congressional
Distributing
n
o
u
cr
i
i
n
in
al
e
s
na
ts
n
.
d
the joint
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
documents,
documents, in
the provisions
provisions contained
contained in
in the
joint resolution
resolution Journlen'tsd
of Congress
Congress approved
approved twenty-eighth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty- Vol.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p.253.
253.
of
twenty-eighth January,
January, eighteen
and fifty1859,.
22.
fifty-nine, six
six thouthou- vol.
s859, ch.
22.
seven, and
and act
February, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-nine,
eighteen hundred
seven,
act fifth
fifth February,
sand
dollars.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 379.
379.
sand dollars.
sand
dollars.
For fuel
for the
building, including
including the
salaries Fuel and lights.
lights.
the salaries
For
fuel and
and lights
lights for
the patent
patent office
office building,
of
and assistant
engineer of
of engineer
engineer and
assistant engineer
of the
the furnaces,
furnaces, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Office of corncomaffairs ::
of Indian
Indian affairs
Office
Office of
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
la
isnsi a
off
near
irs
o
.
f Inmissioner
of
For blank
blank books,
and miscellaneous
including dian affairs. Inbinding, stationery,
stationery, and
miscellaneous items,
items, including
For
books, binding,
two
the daily
daily city
newspapers, to
to be
preserved fbr
for the
two of
of the
city newspapers,
be filed,
filed, bound,
bound, and
and preserved
the
use
of the
the office,
dollars.
office, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
use of
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public
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Surveyors
general andtlheir
and their
general
clerks.
Office
in WisWisOffice in
consin
cousin and Iowa,
when to be
be abolished.

ished.

Recorder of
Recorder
land titles in
Missouri.
Missour

Expenses of

courts
United of
Sthe
tates,
United States,
safe keeping of
safe-keeping

prisoners,
prisoners, and
crime
prosecution
rseeution of
of
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Office of the commissioner of pensions:
pensions:
engraving, and
plates for
for bounty
bounty land
warFor
land warand retouching
retouching plates
stationery, engraving,
For stationery,
rants, and binding the same, office furniture,
furniture, and repairing the same,
same, and
and
miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including
including two
two city
city daily
daily newspapers,
newspapers, to be filed,
bound,
office, fifteen
bound, and preserved
preserved for the
the use
use of
of the
the office,
fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
commissioner of public buildings:
buildings:
Office of the commissioner
of the
buildings, and
the
For compensation
compensation of
the commissioner
commissioner of
of public
public buildings,
and the
clerk and messenger in his office, four thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
For stationery, blank books, plans, drawings, and other contingent expenses of his office, five hundred dollars.
General and
or compensation
Surveyors General
and their
their Clerks.—F
Clerks.--For
compensation of the
the sursurveyor-general of Wisconsin
completing and
veyor-general
Wisconsin and
and Iowa,
Iowa, and
and clerks for
for completing
and
winding up
up the
the business
business in
his office,
four thousand
eight hundred
hundred dollars:
winding
in his
office, four
thousand eight
dollars:
Provided, That when this appropriation shall have been exhausted,
Provided,
exhausted, the
said
be abolished.
said office
office shall
shall be
abolished.
For compensation
of the
surveyor-general of
Minnesota, and
clerks
For
compensation of
the surveyor-general
of Minnesota,
and the
the clerks
in
thousand three hundred dollars.
in his office,
office, eight thousand
For
surveyor-general of the
Territories of
Dakota
For compensation
compensation of
of the surveyor-general
the Territories
of Dakota
and Montana,
Montana, and the clerks in his office,
office, six thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
For compensation of the surveyor-general
Nebraska,
surveyor-general of Kansas and Nebraska,
thousand three hundred dollars.
and the clerks in his office, eight thousand
For compensation
compensation of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of the Territories of Colorado, Utah, and Idaho, and the clerks in his office, seven thousand
thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of New Mexico
Mexico and Arizona, three
three thousand dollars.
compensation of
California and Nevada,
For compensation
of the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of California
clerks in his office,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and the clerks
office, fourteen
fourteen thousand
For compensation
compensation of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Oregon, and the clerks
in his office, six thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Washington Territory,
and the clerks
clerks in his office, six thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
compensation of recorder
For compensation
recorder of land titles in Missouri, five hundred
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
For rent of surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office in Oregon,
Oregon, fuel, books, stationery,
stationery,
including pay of messenger, fifteen hun.
bun.
and other incidental
incidental expenses, including
dred dollars.
California and Nevada, fuel,
For rent of surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office of California
stationery, and other incidental expenses, including
books, stationery,
including pay of
of messenger, five thousand dollars.
For office
office rent for the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Washington
Washington Territory, fuel,
books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand dollars.
For office rent of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Kansas and Nebraska, fuel,
and incidental
incidental expenses, two thousand dollars.
For rent of surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office in the Territories
Territories of Dakota and
and
Montana, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, two thousand dollars.
For rent of office for the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Colorado, Utah, and Idaho
Territories, fuel, books,
books stationery, and other incidental expenses, one
one
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
Courts of the United
Expenses of Courts
United States.—
States. - For defraying
defraying the expenses
expenses
off the supreme court and district courts of the United States, including
including
the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
also for
witnesses, in aid of funds
and witnesses,
for jurors and
and also
the District
arising from fines, penalties, and forfeitures, in the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
likethirtieth,
sixty-seven, and
and previous
previous years,
years, and
and likewise for defraying
defraying the expenses of suits in which the United States are
concerned, including
including legal assistance
assistance to the attorney-general,
other
attorney-general, and other
special
extraordinary expenditures,
expenditures, in cases
of
special and
and extraordinary
cases in
in the
the Supreme Court
Court of
the United States, in which the United States are concerned,
concerned, and of pros-
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PePees°"°mpnco
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truisioner
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ecutions for
offences committed
committed against
safe- Law requiring
requiring
for the
the safeand for
States, and
United States,
the United
against the
for offences
ecutions
keeping
of prisoners,
to the
the unexpended
balances of
of approuanneexsPoerne
p balofapproappro- ances
unexpended balances
in addition
addition to
prisoners, in
keeping of
priations
the credit
of the
judiciary fund
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen priations for
f
P
or the
on June
fund on
the judiciary
credit of
to the
priations to
hundred and
and sixty-six,
to meet
meet the
the courts
courts being
being jtudictiarytfutnd,
Judiciary fund,
the expenses
expenses of
of the
hundred
sixty-six, required
required to
re-established
in the
the Southern
much of
act of
of March
March two,
two, ury,
uo
ry
re r
u
e
r
p
n
ea
o
lerrsrepealed.
the act
of the
so much
States, so
Southern States,
re-established in
3
1s65, oh. 7
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, carrying
said unexpended
7$..
unexpended balances of 1865,.ch.
carrying said
eighteen hundred
appropriations
into
the
treasury
being,
and
the
same
is
hereby,
repealed,
Vol.
sub
P.
452.
p.
xiii.
Vol
repealed,
is
hereby,
same
the
and
being,
treasury
appropriations into the
and
to replace
the credit
credit of
of the
the judiciary
fund the amount of four
judiciary fund
to the
replace to
and to
thousand
dollars, withdrawn
withdrawn therefrom
expended upon the customtherefrom and expended
thousand dollars,
house at
at New
four thousand dollars.
hundred and four
three hundred
Orleans, three
New Orleans,
house
To enable
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to pay the
balance due for Building for
the balance
Secretary of
enable the
To
Federalcourtsin
work
done on,
furnished for, that part of the custom-house Federal
courts m
materials furnished
and materials
on, and
work done
building
New Orleans,
Orleans, reserved
for the
use of the
courts, four New Orleans.
Federal courts,
the Federal
the use
reserved for
at New
building at
thousand
two hundred
and sixty-eight
sixty-five cents.
sixty-eight dollars and sixty-five
hundred and
thousand two
War
the Secretary
of War,
assist- War DepartWar, assistSecretary of
of the
compensation of
-For compensation
Department.—For
War Department.
ant
secretaries of
and the
clerks, messenger,
messenger, ment.
the clerks,
clerk, and
chief clerk,
solicitor, chief
war, solicitor,
of war,
ant secretaries
Pay of
office, sixty-three
sixty -three thousand eight tary,
tarPyY&.
in his
his office,
laborer in
and laborer
messengers, and
assistant messengers,
&c. Secrehundred
and
eighty
dollars.
dollars.
hundred and eighty
For compensation
compensation of
of the
clerks and
and messengers
in the
the office
the
Office of adof the
office of
messengers in
the clerks
For
adjutant-general, two
hundred and
and twenty-three
nine hundred
hundred jutant
general;
jutant-general;
thousand nine
twenty-three thousand
two hundred
adjutant-general,

and
twenty dollars.
dollars.
and twenty
For
the clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, assistant messengers, and ofquartermasof the
compensation of
For compensation
laborers, in
of the
quartermaster-general, three
ter general;
hundred and ter-general;
three hundred
the quartermaster-general,
office of
in the
the office
laborers,
ninety thousand
thousand one
sixty dollars.
dollars.
and sixty
hundred and
one hundred
ninety
For
the clerks,
assistant messengers, and of paymastermessengers, assistant
clerks, messengers,
of the
compensation of
For compensation
general;
laborers,
in the
of' the
paymaster-general, two
general;
hundred and eight
two hundred
the paymaster-general,
office of
the office
laborers, in
thousand
four hundred
and
annual compensation number and
the annual
That the
Provided, That
dollars: Provided,
hundred dollars:
thousand four
of
the chief
chief clerk
clerk in
the office
paymaster-general, from the first pay of certain
certain
the paymaster-general,
office of the
in the
of the
day
of July,
and sixty-six,
shall be
two thousand
crs;
dol- clerks;
thousand do!be two
sixty-six, shall
hundred and
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
day of
lars;
the third-class
clerks in
in said
said office
office are
reduced three
three in
hereby reduced
are hereby
third-class clerks
and the
lars; and
number,
fourth-class clerks
clerks are
hereby increased
increased three in
in number.
are hereby
the fourth-class
and the
number, and
For
compensation of the
the clerks,
messenger, and
laborers in the office ofcommissaryof commissaryand laborers
clerks, messenger,
For compensation
general;
of
eighty-five thousand
thousand six hundred and fortygeneral;
commissary-general, eighty-five
the commissary-general,
of the
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
of the
messenger, and
and laborer
laborer in
in the
surgeonof of surgeonoffice of
the office
clerks, messenger,
the clerks,
For
the surgeon-general,
surgeon-general, forty-three
thousand eight
forty dollars.
general;
dollars. general;
and forty
hundred and
eight hundred
forty-three thousand
the
For compensation
compensation of
the clerks,
messengers, and
laborer in the office of chief engiand laborer
clerks, messengers,
of the
For
neer;
of the
twenty-eight thousand seven hundred and fortyneer;
engineer, twenty-eight
chief engineer,
of
the chief
dollars.
For compensation
of the
clerks and
of
colonelof
the of colonel
of the
office of
the office
in the
messenger in
and messenger
the clerks
compensation of
For
ordnance;
colonel
of ordnance,
ordnance, sixty
dollars. ordnance;
and forty dollars.
thousand and
sixty thousand
colonel of
For
the clerks
in the
of military
military justice, seven of military
the office
office of
clerks in
of the
compensation of
For compensation
justice.
thousand two
two hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand
Contingent
Contingent
Department.- Office of the Secre- Contingent
War Department.—
of the
the 'Far
Expenses of
Contingent Expenses
tary of
War:
expenses.
expenses.
tary
of War:
Sec.
Office of See.
retaryof
For
of War;
War;
books, stationery, labor, books, maps, extra clerk hire, and retary
blank books,
For blank
miscellaneous
twenty thousand dollars.
items, twenty
miscellaneous items,
Office
adjutant-general:
of adjutantthe adjutant-general:
of the
Office of
general;
For
blank books,
miscellaneous items, twenty- g
eneral ;
and miscellaneous
binding, and
stationery, binding,
books, stationery,
For blank
five
thousand dollars.
five thousand
ofquartermasOffice
of the
of
quartermasquartermaster-general:
the quartermaster-general:
Office of
For blank
books, stationery,
stationery, binding,
binding, and
miscellaneous items,
twenty ter-general;
ter general;
items, twenty
and miscellaneous
blank books,
For

of

thousand dollars.
of paymasterOffice of
of the
the paymaster-general:
paymaster-general:
Office
For
binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, ten general;
general;
blank books, stationery, binding,
For blank
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
of commissary
Office
commissary
the commissary-general:
commissary-general:
of the
Office of
For blank
blank books,
books, stationery,
general.
including rent of office and general.
and binding, including
stationery, and
For
hire of
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of watchmen,
watchmen, twenty thousand
hire

200
200
Contingent
Contingent
in
inoffice
office
expenses
of chief engi-

of chief engineer;
surgeon of surgeongeneral;
general,
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engineer:
Office
of the
the chief
chief engineer:
Office of
For blank
blank books,
stationery, binding,
binding, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, three
books, stationery,
For
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
surgeon-general:
Office of the surgeon-general:
.t>
b
For
blank books,
stationery, binding,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, includbinding, and
books, stationery,
For blank
office, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
ing rent of office,

of
ordof chief of ordsauce;
uance;

ordnance:
chief of ordnance:
of the
the chief
Office of

°Office

For blank
books, stationery,
stationery, binding,
binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, ten
ten
blank books,
For
thousand dollars.

of
of military

ustice.
astice.

Office of
of military
military justice:
justice:
Office

For blank
blank books,
binding, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one thoustationery, binding,
books, stationery,
For

sand
sand five hundred dollars.
Building. - For
Northwest
For the
General Purposes
of the Northwest Executive Building.—
Purposesof
the General
For
Northwest
watchmen, and two laborers
executive
of superintendent,
four watchmen,
laborers of the
the
superintendent, four
compensation of
build--compensation
sxecutive build
vag.
l
fifty
and
northwest
executive
building,
three
thousand
eight
hundred
dolthousand
three
building,
executive
northwest
g.

lars.
For labor,
fuel, light,
light, and
miscellaneous items,
items, twenty
dollars.
twenty thousand dollars.
and miscellaneous
labor, fuel,
For
F and Seventeenth
Building
eorFor
the General
General Purposes
Purposes of the Building
corner of F
Building corner
For the
Building corDer Fand 17th
streets. —
or compensa
tion of
watchmen, and two
four watchmen,
superintendent, four
of superintendent,
compensation
For
- F
F and 17th streets.
ner
streets.
laborers for
said building,
hundred and fifty dollars.
building, three thousand eight hundred
for said
laborers
streets.
For
fuel, compensation
compensation of
firemen, and
miscellaneous items, ten thouthouand miscellaneous
of firemen,
For fuel,

sand dollars.
fifteenth
and Fifteenth
F and
For
General Purposes
of the Building corner of F
Purposes of
the General
For the
miscellalights,
fuel,
rent,
ner
1?
and
ltith
streets.—
For
superintendent,
watchmen,
rent,
and
miscellawatchmen,
superintendent,
For
streets.
165th
and
ner F
neous items, fifteen thousand dollars.
neous
streets.
Navy
compensation of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
of the
For compensation
Department.- For
Navy Depart»zent.—
Depart-- Navy
Navy Depart
judge-advocate-genrnent.
assistant secretary
secretary of
of the
navy, solicitor and naval judge-advocate-genthe navy,
assistant
ment.
Pay of Secree eral, chief clerk,
tary, Sce. c
messenger, assistant messenger, and laclerks, messenger,
the clerks,
and the
eral, chief clerk, and
&
tary,
borers in
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
fifty-eight thousand
office, fifty-eight
his office,
in his
borers
Bureau
of
For compensation
of the chief of the bureau of navy yards and
and
compensation of
For
Bureau of
messenger, and laborers
yards
and docks;
docks; docks,
engineer , chief clerk, clerks, messenger,
laborers
civil engineer,
the civil
and the
docks, and
yards and
in
office, nineteen
dollars.
thousand two hundred and forty dollars.
nineteen thousand
his office,
in his
reequipment and reof
equipment
For
compensation
of the chief of the bureau of equipment
compensation
For
ofequipment
and recruiting;
recruiting; cruiting,
cruiting, chief
chief clerk,
messenger, and laborer
laborer in his office,
office,
clerk, and the clerks, messenger,
and
sixteen thousand
hundred and forty dollars.
thousand one hundred
sixteen
of
For compensation
compensation of
chief of the bureau of navigation,
navigation, chief clerk,
the chief
of the
For
navigation;
of navigation;
and
the clerks,
thousand three
and laborer in his office, nine thousand
messenger, and
clerks, messenger,
and the
hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
ordnance, and the
of ordnance;
For
compensation of
the chief
of the
the bureau of ordnance,
chief of
of the
For compensation
ordnance;
of
assistant, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, clerks,
clerks, draughtsman,
draughtsman, messenger, and laborers in his
assistant,
office, eighteen
eighteen thousand
eight hundred and twenty dollars.
thousand eight
office,
of construcconstrue For compensation
compensation of the chief of the bureau of construction
construction and repair,
For
of
in his
lion and
repair; chief
laborer in
clerks, draughtsman, messenger, and laborer
and the clerks,
clerk, and
chief clerk,
and repair;
tion
office,
three hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
thousand three
sixteen thousand
office, sixteen
of steam engi - For
compensation of
of the
the chief
chief of
steam engineering,
bureau of steam
the bureau
of the
For compensation
steam engiof
steering;
chief clerk,
and the
the clerks,
laborer in his
messenger, and laborer
draughtsman, messenger,
clerks, draughtsman,
clerk, and
chief
neering;
office, ten
ten thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred and forty dollars.
office,
clothprovisions and
of provisions
of
For
and clothFor compensation of the chief of the bureau of
provisions
of provisions
and clothing;
ing, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, and
and the
messenger, and
laborer, twenty-four
twenty-four thouand laborer,
clerks, messenger,
the clerks,
ing,
clothing;
and
sand
three hundred and forty dollars.
sand three
of
For compensation
compensation of
chief of the bureau of medicine and surgery,
the chief
of the
For
medicine
of medicine
thousand
office, ten thousand
and
assistant,
clerks, messenger,
messenger, and laborer in his office,
the clerks,
and the
assistant, and
surgery.
and surgery.
five
hundred and forty dollars.
five hundred
Office
- Office
Contingent Expenses of the Navy Department.
Contingent
Incidental
Department.—
and Contingent
Incidental and
Contingent
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy:
Navy:
Secretary
the
expenses.
Offiof
Secof
expenseesfec
ce
retary of Navy.
For
newspapers, periodicals,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
periodicals, and
labor, newspapers,
stationery, labor,
For stationery,
retary of Navy.
five thousand dollars.
and docks:
Bureau of
Bureau of
of yards
docks:
yards and
Bureau
Bureau
thouyards and
and docks.
For
incidental labor, one
one thouFor stationery, books, plans, drawings, and incidental
docks.
yards
Building
cor-Building cor

sand eight, hundred dollars.
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Bureau of
Bureau of
of equipment
and recruiting:
recruiting:
of d
Bureau
equipment and
Bureau
equipment and
For stationery,
books, and
and miscellaneous
items, five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
recruiting;
five hundred
recruiting;
miscellaneous items,
For
stationery, books,
of navigation;
navigation;
of
Bureau of navigation:
navigation:
Bureau
For
stationery, blank
books, and
miscellaneous items, two thousand
thousand
and miscellaneous
blank books,
For stationery,
four
hundred dollars.
four hundred
of
of ordnance;
ordnance;
Bureau
ordnance:
Bureau of ordnance:
For
miscellaneous items, one thousand three hundred
stationery and miscellaneous
For stationery
dollars.
dollars.
of construcBureau of
construction and
and repair:
repair:
of
onstrucof construction
Bureau
tion and repairr
tion and repair;
miscellaneous items, one thousand dollars.
and miscellaneous
stationery and
For stationery
eng-i
of steam engi
engineering:
Bureau of steam engineering:
hundred neering;
neerin g;
For
stationery and
miscellaneous items, two thousand
thousand five hundred
and miscellaneous
For stationery
dollars.
provisions
of provisions
Bureau of provisions and clothing:
Bureau
items, one
one thousand
five hundred
hundred and clothing;
clothing;
thousand five
For
stationery and
miscellaneous items,
and miscellaneous
For stationery
dollars.
of
of medicine
medicine
Bureau of medicine
medicine and surgery:
miscellaneous items,
hundred and surgery
eight hundred
items, eight
For
stationery, and miscellaneous
books, stationery,
blank books,
For blank
dollars.
Water at
naat nsTo
academy Water
defray the expense of introducing water into the naval academy
To defray
val
academy.
Val academy.
grounds and buildings
buildings at Annapolis, Maryland, nine thousand dollars.
grounds
For
General Purposes
_Executive Building.—
Southwest
Building. - For Southwest
Southwest Executive
of the
the Southwest
Purposes of
the General
For the
executive buildbuildcompensation
five watchmen
southwest execu- executive
laborers of the southwest
watchmen and two laborers
of five
compensation of
ing.
lng
tive
building, four thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and fifty-two dollars.
tive building,
For
contingent expenses
expenses of said building, viz:
viz:
For contingent
For
labor, fuel,
miscellaneous items, seven
seven thousand five
lights, and miscellaneous
fuel, lights,
For labor,
hundred dollars.
Office
Post Office
Postmaster-Gen- Post
Post
compensation of the Postmaster-GenDepartment.- For compensation
Office Department.—
Post Office
Department.
assistant postmasters-general,
clerks, Department.
postmasters-general, chief clerk, and the clerks,
three assistant
eral, three
Pay of Postmessenger, assistant
and laborers
master-General,
laborers of said depart- master-General,
watchmen, and
messengers, watchmen,
assistant messengers,
messenger,
&c.
hundred and twenty &c.
ment, one
seventy-seven thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and seventy-seven
one hundred
ment,
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
of authorized
for temporary clerks,
and for
authorized additional and
For
thirty-seven
thousand dollars.
thirty-seven thousand
Contingent
- For blank Contingent
Contingent Expenses
of the
Department. —
Post Office Department.
the Post
Expenses of
Contingent
expenses
nsofPost
of Post
expenses
books,
binding, and
and stationery,
stationery, fuel for the general post office building, o
books, binding,
Departincluding the
office, oil,
oil, gas, and candles, printing, repair of the ment.
auditor's office,
the auditor's
including
general post
office building, office furniture, glazing, painting, whitepost office
general
keeping the fireplaces and furnaces in order; for engiand for
for keeping
washing, and
fbr
neer for
for steam-engine,
steam-engthe, laborers,
watchmen, repairs of furniture,
furniture, and for
laborers, watchmen,
neer
thousand dollars.
forty-five thousand
miscellaneous items, forty-five
miscellaneous
order
Money order
the Money
and the
Order Bureau.—
compensation of superintendent
superintendent and
Bureau.- For compensation
Money Order
bureau.
bureau.
clerks
office, seven thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
in his office,
clerks in
Topographer.
Topographer. -— For preparing and publishing
publishing post-route maps of the Topographer.
Topographer.
United
thousand dollars.
dollars.
States, ten thousand
United States,
Department of
commissioner of Department
compensation of commissioner
For compensation
Department
Agriculture. —For
Department of Agriculture.agriculture.
employds in this office, agriculture.
agriculture,
chief clerk, and the clerks and employa
agriculture, chief
thirty-nine thousand six hundred
hundred dollars.
thirty-nine
purchase of library, laboratory, Contingencontingencies, viz: For stationery, purchase
For contingencies,
es
cies.
ci
.
hundred dollars.
rent,
miscellaneous items, eleven thousand five hundred
rent, and miscellaneous
Agricultural
Agricultural
dollars.
thousand
For
agricultural statistics, ten
collecting agricultural
For collecting
statistics.
For
purchase and
new and
valuable seeds,
viz:
For purchase
and distribution
distribution of
of new
and valuable
seeds, viz:
Purchase
Purchase and
For
purchase
of
cereal,
vegetable,
and
flower
seeds,
and
for
labor
distribution
of
in
distribution of
labor
and
for
seeds,
For purchase of cereal, vegetable, and flower
seeds.
putting
seed bags, and miscellaneous
thousand dol- seeds.
miscellaneous items, sixty thousand
seeds, seed
up seeds,
putting up
lars: Provided,
Provided, That
That the commissioner
commissioner of agriculture shall only pur- Proviso.
lars:
appropriated for that purpose,
chase and distribute,
distribute, with the fund herein appropriated
chase
such
uncommon to the country,
country, or such as can be
such seeds as are rare and uncommon
made
profitable by frequent
frequent changes
changes from one part of our own
own
made more profitable
country to another.
another.
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For
employes in
seed-room, five
five thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
in seed-room,
For employes
fourteen
For
propagation and
distribution of plants, cuttings, and shrubs, fourteen
and distribution
For propagation
and
&e. of
thousand
dolrars;
propagation of plants, cuttings, and
Provided, That the propagation
dollars: Provided,
thousand
of plants,
&c
aud
shrubs.
cuttings,
shrubs
shall
be
confined
to
such
as
are
adapted
to
general
cultivation
and
and
cultivation
general
to
adapted
are
as
such
to
shrubs shall be confined
shrubs.
throughout
Proviso.
to promote
general interests of
horticulture and agriculture
agriculture throughout
of horticulture
the general
promote the
to
Proviso.
the United
States.
United States.
the
Experimental
For
number two,
thousand
eight thousand
two, eight
reservation number
in reservation
garden in
experimental garden
For experimental
Experimental
garden.
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
Mint at
at Philaat Philadelphia.—
of the
treasurer, assayer,
director, treasurer,
the director,
salaries of
For salaries
Philadelphia.- For
Mint at
Phila- Mint
Mint
delphia.
melter and
refiner, chief
seven
coiner and engraver, assistant assayer, and seven
chief coiner
and refiner,
melter
delphia.
clerks, thirty-five
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
thirty-five thousand
clerks,
For wages
of workmen
adjusters, one
twenty-five
hundred and twenty-five
one hundred
and adjusters,
workmen and
wages of
For
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For specimens
of ores
ores and
and coins
coins to
preserved in the cabinet
cabinet of the
be preserved
to be
specimens of
For
mint, six
hundred dollars.
six hundred
mint,
For freight
and coin,
coin, five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand
bullion and
on bullion
freight on
For
Branch at
Mint at
at San
San Francisco,
superinFor salaries of superinCalifornia.- For
Francisco, California.—
Branch Mint
at San
San Branch
Branch
Francisco.
tendent,
assayer, melter and refiner, coiner, and six clerks,
treasurer, assayer,
tendent, treasurer,
Fraucisco.
thirty-two
dollars.
thousand dollars.
thirty-two thousand
For
wages of
of workmen
and adjusters,
hundred thousand dollars.
two hundred
adjusters, two
workmen and
For wages
For
and contingent
contingent expenses, repairs and wastage, one hunincidental and
For incidental
dred thousand dollars.
ASSIty
Assay Office,
New Tork.
York.—
superintendent, assayer and
and
For salaries of superintendent,
- For
Office, New
Assay
Assay office,
New
York.
melter,
and refiner,
twenty-five thouand clerks,
clerks, twenty-five
officers and
assayer, officers
assistant assayer,
refiner, assistant
melter, and
New York.
sand
hundred dollars.
sand seven hundred
For
wages of
of workmen,
workmen, forty thousand dollars.
For wages
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
thirty-five thousand dollars.
expenses, thirty-five
For
Branch mint
mint
Branch
Mint at
at Denver..—For
melter, rereassayer, melter,
superintendent, assayer,
Denver.--For superintendent,
Branch Mint
Branch
and clerks,
clerks, thirteen
thirteen thousand
finer,
at Denver.
st
finer, coiner,
coiner, and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For wages
of workmen,
workmen, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand three
hundred and one dolthree hundred
wages of
For
lars.
For incidental
incidental and
contingent expenses
twelve thousand dollars.
expenses, twelve
and contingent
For
treasurers of the
Independent
Independent Treasury.
Treasury. —
salaries of
of the
assistant treasurers
the assistant
For salaries
- For
Independent
Independent
treasury.
United
at New
Louis, viz: for
Charleston, and St. Louis,
Boston, Charleston,
York, Boston,
New York,
States at
United States
treasury.
the assistant
assistant treasurer
York, eight thousand
thousand dollars; those at
at New York,
treasurer at
the
Boston and
and Saint
each, five thousand dollars; and the one at
Louis, each,
Saint Louis,
Boston
Charleston,
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred,
twenty thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
-twenty
hundred, —
Charleston, two
dollars.
one
Additional
salFor additional
additional salary
the treasurer
Philadelphia, one
mint at Philadelphia,
the mint
treasurer of the
of the
salary of
For
Additionalsaldollars.
thousand dollars.
ary of treasurer
treasurer thousand
at
Philadelphia;
at Philadelphia;
at New
For
of the
treasurer of the
branch mint at New Orthe branch
the treasurer
salary of
additional salary
For additional
Orat
New Orleans, five hundred dollars.
leans;
at Denver.
Denver.
For additional
salary of
of the
of the branch mint at Denver,
treasurer of
the treasurer
additional salary
For
at
five hundred dollars.
Clerksatoffice
t
aat,ofrfi ce
For salaries of the clerks and messengers
messengers in the office of assistant
assistant
or c
alesr
ik
sa`
treaof assistant
n
ea "treasurer at
at
Boston,
twenty-five
thousand
two
hundred
dollars:
Provided,
Provided,
dollars:
two
hundred
thousand
twenty-five
Boston,
treasurer
surer atBoston;
Boston;
Appointment That in lieu of the clerks heretofore authorized,
authorized, the assistant treasurer of
of
with
of
c
hose
lerks in lieu
th
e United
Uni
te d St
at
es at
atB
oston i
ere by authorized
au th ori
ze dto
t
o a
appoint,
pp oi
nt, w
ith the aphereby
iss h
Boston
States
lieu the
of clerks
Propagation,
Propagation,

of t
those now
authorized,
and
authorized, and
their
salaries.
their salaries,

probation of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, one
chief clerk, at a
a salary
salary of
of
one chief
of the
of the
probation
three
dollars per annum;
twenty-five
annum; one clerk, at aasalary of twenty-five
thousand dollars
three thousand
a salary of two thousand
hundred
dollars per
thousand dolone clerk, at a
per annum; one
hundred dollars
per
lars per annum; two clerks, at a
asalary of eighteen
eighteen hundred dollars per
a salary of fifteen hundred dollars per anannum,
clerks, at a
each; two clerks,
annum, each;
num,
six clerks,
twelve hundred dollars per annum,
of twelve
a salary
salary of
at a
clerks, at
each; six
num, each;
each;
clerk, at
of one thousand dollars per annum; two
salary of
at a
a salary
one clerk,
each; one
clerks,
hundred dollars per annum, each; one porter,
of eight hundred
salary of
clerks, at aasalary
at
watchman, at a
a
seven hundred dollars per annum; and one watchman,
of seven
salary of
at aasalary
salary
hundred dollars per annum.
of six hundred
salary of
For salaries
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and watchmen,
watchmen, in office of the asof clerks,
salaries of
For
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sistant treasurer
treasurer at
Philadelphia, eighteen
eighteen thousand
Salaries of
of
dol- Salaries
hundred dolthree hundred
thousand three
at Philadelphia,
sistant
at
&c.at
clerks, &c.
lars.
clerks,
Philadelphia;
Philadelphia;
Wars.
For
salary
of
additional
clerks
in
the
office
of
the
assistant
treasury
at
additional
For salary of additional clerks in the office of the assistant treasury at
Philadelphia, six
six thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
clerks;
clerks;
dollars.
eighty-five dollars.
and eighty-five
Philadelphia,
For salaries
of clerks,
messengers, and
and watchmen
watchmen in
York;
of the
the at New York;
office of
the office
in the
clerks, messengers,
salaries of
For
assistant
treasurer at
hundred and
and twenty
thousand three
twenty thousand
one hundred
York, one
New York,
at New
assistant treasurer
hundred
twenty dollars.
and twenty
hundred and
For
messenger, and watchmen
Saint Lows;
watchmen in the office of the at SaintLouis;
of clerks,
clerks, messenger,
salaries of
For salaries
assistant treasurer
treasurer at
at Saint
Saint Louis,
seven hundred and sixty
thousand seven
nine thousand
Louis, nine
assistant
dollars.
For
messenger at four hundred dollars per
salaries to the messenger
additional salaries
For additional
annum, and
to four
four watchmen
watchmen at
one hundred
each, in
per annum each,
dollars per
hundred dollars
at one
and to
annum,
the office
office of
of the
treasurer at
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Louis, eight
Saint Louis,
at Saint
assistant treasurer
the assistant
the
For salaries
salaries of
clerks, porter,
and watchmen
in the
the office
of the
assist- at New Orthe assistoffice of
watchmen in
porter, and
of clerks,
For
leans;
ant
treasurer at
nine thousand
hundred dollars. leans;
six hundred
thousand six
Orleans, nine
at New
New Orleans,
ant treasurer
For compensation
compensation to
to stamp
clerk in
the office
office of
of the
treasurer at San Franassistant treasurer
the assistant
in the
stamp clerk
For
cisco;
at San
Francisco, two
dollars.cisco;
hundred dollars.
four hundred
thousand four
two thousand
San Francisco,
at
For
compensation of
of the
the depositary
depositary at
at Santa
and the clerk, watch- at Santa Fe;
Fe, and
Santa Fe,
For compensation
man, and
and porter
porter in
in his
four thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars.
office, four
his office,
man,
For
salary of
clerk to
the acting
acting assistant
assistant treasurer
at Denver,
Denver, one
one at Denver.
treasurer at
to the
the clerk
of the
For salary
thousand eight
hundred dollars.
dollars.
eight hundred
thousand
For salaries
of additional
clerks, and
and additional
Additional
Additional
of offi
offi- clerks,
compensation of
additional compensation
additional clerks,
salaries of
For
&c.
ch...90.
1846, ch
cers
clerks, under
under act
act of
hundred and forty- e 18:6,
eighteen hundred
sixth, eighteen
August sixth,
of August
and clerks,
cers and
six,
the better
better organization
the treasury,
treasury, at
at such
such rates
rates as
59.
as the Secre- Vol. ix. p. 69.
of the
organization of
for the
six, for
tary may
may deem
deem just
and reasonable,
thousand dollars.
reasonable, sixty thousand
just and
tary
Designated
For
under fourth
fourth section of
Designated
depositaries, under
designated depositaries,
to designated
compensation to
For compensation
the act
and forty-six,
forty-six, for
collec- depositares.
depositaries.
the collecfor the
hundred and
eighteen hundred
sixth, eighteen
August sixth,
of August
act of
the
tion, safe-keeping,
transfer, and
public revenue, eight
the public
of the
disbursement of
and disbursement
safe-keeping, transfer,
tion,
thousand dollars.
For
compensation to
agents, under
act of
of August,
August, Special
sixth of
the sixth
of the
under act
special agents,
to special
For compensation
eighteen
hundred and
and forty-six,
forty-six, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.agents.
agent
eight thousand
eighteen hundred
For
salaries of
of ien
fen supervising
supervising and
and fifty-six
appointed Inspectors of
local inspectors, appointed
fifty-six local
For salaries
under
act of
of the
the thirtieth
thirtieth August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two,
fifty-two, for
st ea6 bohtss
the steia86Vocat.s.
for the
under act
h 106..
x. p.
Vol. 'x.
better
protection of
p. 61.
by steamboats,
steamboats, with travelling Vof.
passengers by
of passengers
lives of
the lives
of the
better protection
steamboat inspecand
other expenses
carrying into effect
effect the steamboat
in carrying
incurred in
expenses incurred
and other
tion law,
including the
the expenses
expenses of
their annual
annual meeting, eighty-five
eighty-five
of their
law, including
tion
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For
contingent expenses
the act
act of
of the
the sixth
August, eighteen
eighteen Contingent
Contingent
of August,
sixth of
under the
expenses under
For contingent
hundred and
and forty-six,
for the
the collection,
transfer, and
expenses '
and dis- epenses.
safe-keeping, transfer,
collection, safe-keeping,
forty-six, for
hundred
bursement
the public
public revenue,
to premium
premium which may be
in addition
addition to
revenue, in
of the
bursemcnt of
received
on transfer
transfer drafts:
drafts: Provided,
no part
of said sum shall be
part of
That no
Provided, That
received on
expended
clerical services,
services, two
two hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and
Checks and
and fifty
for clerical
expended for
Checks
of
For
checks and
and certificates
certificates of
treasurer certificates
certificates of
of deposit for office of assistant treasurer
For checks
deposit.
Provided, deposit..
at New
other offices,
eighteen thousand dollars: Provided,
offices, eighteen
and other
York, and
New York,
at
That
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
.N
t
i
v
a
r
c
eia
sn
s
e
,r
c.
y,
0f
at fifiMachinery,
authorized, at
hereby, authorized,
Treasury be,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
fixtures, &c. of
his
discretion,
to
remove
the
whole
or
any
portion
of
the
machinery,
apbranch
'
at
mints
apmachinery,
the
of
portion
or
any
whole
his discretion, to remove the
paratus,
and fixtures
of the
United States
Orleans,
New Orleans,
at New
New New
States at
of the
the United
mints of
branch mints
the branch
fixtures of
paratus, and
Orleans, Charlotte,
Charlotte, and
Dahlonega, to
other branch
branch mints
as in
in his
his I
sbala
i
r
iloon
t
e
t
g
e;t a
mnd
ay
may
Dahlonega
mints as
to such
such other
and Dahlonega,
Orleans,
opinion may
may require
require the
the same,
or at
to discontinue
the be removed or
discontinue the
his discretion
discretion to
at his
same, or
opinion
branch mint
mint at
at New
Charlotte, and
to dispose
dispose of
of s°1,11,ilese
branch
sold.
and to
and Dahlonega,
Dahlonega, and
Orleans, Charlotte,
New Orleans,
branch
the property
belonging thereto,
thereto, if
if he
shall deem
deem it
expedient, at
be
at public mints may be
it expedient,
he shall
property belonging
the
auction
bidder.
discontinued.
discontinued.
the highest
highest bidder.
to the
auction to
GOVERNMENTS IN
TERRITORIES.
THE TERRITORIES.
IN THE
SOVERNMENTS

Government
Government

in the
territories.
the territories.
in
justice, Territory of
Territory
of New
Mexico. -—For
salaries of
of governor,
governor, chief
chief justice,
of
For salaries
New Mexico.
Territory of

and two
two associate
associate judges,
judges, and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
New Mexico.
twelve thousand
secretary, twelve
and secretary,
and
For contingent
of said
said Territory,
Territory, one
one thousand dollars.
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
For interpreter
executive office,
office, five hundred
the executive
in the
translator in
and translator
interpreter and
For
dollars.
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Territory of
Territory
of
Utah;

Washington;
Washington;

Nebraska;
Nebraska;

Colorado;
Colorado;

Dakota;

Arizona;

Idaho;
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mileage of the
members of
legislative asasFor compensation
compensation and mileage
the members
of the
the legislative
assembly, twenty
twenty
sembly, officers, clerks,
clerks, and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the assembly,
thousand dollars.
Territory of
of Utah.—
of governor,
chief justice,
justice, two
assoTerritory
Utah. - For
For salaries
salaries of
governor, chief
two assoelate
ciate judges, and secretary,
secretary, twelve thousand dollars.
dollars.
expenses of the Territory, one
For contingent expenses
one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the
members of the legislative
legislative assemthe members
assembly, officers,
officers, clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the assembly,
assembly, eighteen
eighteen
thousand dollars.

Territory
Territory of
of Washington.-For
Washington.—F or salaries
salaries of
governor, chief
justice,
of governor,
chief justice,

two associate judges,
judges, and secretary,
secretary, twelve
twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
contingent expenses
For contingent
expenses of said Territory, one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of
of the
the members
members of
of the
the legislative asascontingent expenses
sembly, officers, clerk, and contingent
expenses of
of the assembly, twenty
thousand dollars.
thousand
Territory of
For salaries
salaries of
chief justice,
justice, and
and
Territory
of Nebraska.
Nebraska. —
- For
of governor,
governor, chief
two associate
associate judges, and secretary,
hundred dollars.
secretary, ten thousand five hundred
dollars.
For contingent expenses of said Territory,
Territory, one thousand
thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the
the members
members of
of the
the legislative
legislative asassembly, officers, clerks, and contingent expenses of the assembly,
setnbly,
assembly, fifteen
thousand dollars.
Territory of Colorado.
Territory
Colorado.—
For salaries
salaries of governor and superintendent
-For
superintendent
affairs, chief justice, and two associate judges, and secretary,
of Indian affairs,
nine thousand seven hundred dollars.
For contingent expenses of said Territory, one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
compensation and mileage
For compensation
mileage of the members of
of the
the legislative asassembly, officers,
officers, clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses
of the
the assembly,
assembly, ten
ten thou
expenses of
thou
sand dollars.
sand
dollars.
Territory
Dakota. - For salaries of governor and superintendent
superintendent
Territory of Dakota.—
affairs, chief
chief justice,
jUstice, and two
associate judges,
judges, and
of Indian affairs,
two associate
and secretary,
secretary,
nine thousand seven hundred dollars.
contingent expenses
For contingent
expenses of the Territory, one thousand
thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative
aslegislative assembly,
sembly, officers, clerks, and contingent
assembly, fifteen
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the assembly,
fifteen
thousand
thousand dollars.
Territory
Arizona.-For
Territory of Arizona.—
For salaries of governor, chief justice, and two
associate
secretary, twelve
associate judges, and secretary,
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses of the Territory, one thousand dollars.
interpreter and
the executive
office, five
five hundred
For interpreter
and translator
translator in
in the
executive office,
hundred doldollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative
legislative assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the assembly,
assembly, twenty
twenty
thousand dollars.
Territory
Idaho.—
For salaries
governor and
and superintendent
superintendent of
Territory of Idaho.
- For
salaries of
of governor
of
Indian affairs, chief
and secretary,
chief justice, and
and two
two associate
associate judges,
judges, and
secretary,
twelve thousand dollars.
contingent expenses
of the
For contingent
expenses of
the Territory,
Territory, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative
For compensation
legislative asasofficers, clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses
the assembly,
assembly, twenty
sembly, officers,
expenses of the
twenty
thousand dollars.
Territory
of Montana.Territory of
Montana.—F
or compensation
compensation of
and superinsuperinFor
of governor
governor and
tendent of Indian affairs, chief justice, and two associate
associate judges, and
and secretary, twelve thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses of the Territory, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative assemexpenses, twenty
thousand dollars.
bly, officers, clerks,
clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses,
twenty thousand
dollars.
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Judiciary.
Judiciary.

Office of
of the
the Attorneysalaries of
of the
attorney-gen- Office
office of atatthe attorney-gen- For
For salaries
Attorney- General.
General.—
Office
eral,
attorney-general, and
clerks and
messenger in his torney-generaL
and messenger
the clerks
and the
assistant attorney-general,
eral, assistant
office,
twenty-three thousand
dollars.
seven hundred dollars.
thousand seven
office, twenty-three
hundred
of class
class one, twenty-four hundred
For two
two additional temporary
temporary clerks of
dollars.
dollars.
Contingent expenses
office of the
attorney-general, namely:
namely:
expenses of
of the office
the attorney-general,
Contingent
For fuel,
fuel, labor, furniture,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, four
four
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
necessary books
of law
law and
and necessary
books for the
the office
office of the attorneyFor purchase
purchase of
general, five hundred dollars.
For legal assistance
necessary special
extraordinary ex- Private land
assistance and other necessary
special and extraordinary
penditures
thou- claims in Caliof private
private land claims in California, five thouthe disposal
disposal of
penditures in the

sand
dollars.fornia.
fornia.
sand dollars.
Justices
States. -—F
or salaries
salaries of
Justices of
Justices of
of the
the Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the United
United States.
For
of Justices
of
the
chief justice and nine associate justices, sixty thousand five hundred
hundred supreme court.
the chief
dollars.

travelling expenses
expenses of the judge assigned to the tenth circuit for
for
For travelling
attending
session of
supreme court of the United States, one thouof the supreme
attending session
sand dollars.
dollars.
For
For salaries
salaries of the
the district judges
judges of
of the United
United States, one hundred
hundred District
and twenty-six
thousand dollars.
judges.
dollars.
and
twenty-six thousand
For salaries of the chief' justice of the supreme court of the District of Courts in the
of
Columbia, the associate judges, and judge of the orphans' court, nineteen District of
thousand
dollars.Columbia.
Columbia.
thousand dollars.
For
of the
decisions of
For salary of'
the reporter of the
the decisions
of the
the supreme
supreme court
court of the
the Reporter of
of
United States,
States, which
which is
is hereby
thousand five
ions.
y fi
decisious.
five det
two thousand
at that amount, two
hereby fixed at
United
d.
hundred dollars:
That said
reporter shall
time now
Three hundred
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
said reporter
shall within
within the
the time
now Talraehundred
xl
prescribed deliver
Secretary of the Interior for distribution,
distribution, accord- copies of reports
deliver to the Secretary
prescribed
lug to
to existing
laws, three
three hundred
annual reports
delivered,
reports of to be delivered.
of the
the annual
of such
such of
copies of
hundred copies
existing laws,
ing
that court as shall be hereafter
hereafter published.
Additional
department of the Additional
compensation to three
three clerks in the department
For additional
additional compensation
pay to certain
attorney-general, for
for extraordinary
proc- fleYrkts
° ;:r
sr
ayattorney-general,
extraordinary services
services under
under the
the amnesty
amnesty proc-lerks
for servilamation of
lamation
of May twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, to be ces under amapportioned, one
thousand to
to the
n
i
e
os
n
ty proclamanesty
each to t
five hundred
hundred each
clerk, and five
the principal
principal clerk,
one thousand
apportioned,
the other two clerks, two thousand dollars.
758.
Vol. xiii. p. 758.
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the district
district attorneys,
thousand two
two hunFor
attorneys, nineteen
nineteen thousand
hun- District
District attorattordred
neys.
fitty dollars.
dred and fitly
Marshals.
For compensation
compensation of
of the district marshals
marshals, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
expenses in
in carrying
of
For necessary
necessary expenses
carrying into
into effect
effect the
the several
several acts
acts of
of ConCon- Expenses
Expenses of
treasgress
loans and the issue of treasury notes, two million dollars. loans and treesauthorizing loans
gress authorizing
ur~ notes.
For;
salaries
of collectors,
assessors, assistant
assessors, revFor
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
collectors, assessors,
assistant assessors,
rev- rialaries of
enue agents,
agents 'inspectors, and superintendents
drawback, to- collectors, asses.
superintendents of exports and drawback,
assesc
gether
with the
the expense
into effect
of in
.
in
sors, &c.
&
section ears,
the forty-fourth
forty-fourth section
effect the
of carrying
carrying into
expense of
gether with
a i ternal revenue.
revenue.
of the
tile internal revenue
ternal
act
hundred and sixtyact of June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty- 1864,
1864, ch. 173,
four,
expenses of
provisions
44.
carrying into
into effect the various provisions
of carrying
all other expenses
four, and all
xiii. p. 233
Vol. xiii. . 239
salaries of
of commiscommis- "TL
of
internal revenue,
revenue, except
except salaries
providing internal
the several
several acts
acts providing
of the
commissioner, and clerks
internal revenue office, tosioner, deputy
deputy commissioner,
clerks of internal
incidental exgether with rent,
rent, dies, paper, and
and so
so forth, for stamps,
stamps, and
and incidental
eight hundred thousand dollars.
penses, ten million eight
For
laborer in charge
charge of the
in
For compensation
compensation to the laborer
the water-closets
water-closets in
in the
the Laborers
Laborers in
capitol, five
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight dollars.
capitol.
dollars.
hundred and
five hundred
capitol,
For compensation
compensation of four laborers
laborers in capitol, two thousand four hundred
dred dollars.
dollars.
public gardener, one
garFor compensation
compensation to the
the public
one thousand
thousand four
four hundred Public
dea er and
and
forty dollars.
deser
dollars.
and forty
For compensation
foreman and
laborers employed
inlaborers
For
compensation of
of aaforeman
and twenty-one
twenty-one laborers
employed in
laborers.
thirteen thousand four
the public
public grounds,
grounds, thirteen
four hundred dollars.
dollars.
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Gate
keeper of the western gate, Capitol Square,
the keeper
For compensation
compensation of the
Gate keeper
keeper
and watchmen,
watchmen. eight hundred
hundred and seventy-six
seventy-six dollars.
For
compensation of'
employed in the Capitol
watchmen employed
two day
day watchmen
of two
For compensation
hundred dollars.
Square, one thousand two hundred
watchmen at the President's
President's house,
For compensation of two night watchmen
one thousand two hundred dollars.
Policemen,
To enable the commissioner
commissioner of public buildings
buildings to pay two policeat PresiPresi&c.
So. at
men at
house, twenty-six
twenty-six hundred
forty dollars.
dollars.
and forty
hundred and
President's house,
at the
the President's
men
dent's
dent's house.
house.
enable the commissioner
commissioner of public buildings
buildings to pay two policeTo enable
twenty-fourth, the other
President's house, (one from August twenty-fourth,
men at the President's
from November
sixty-five, to June
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
twenty-fifth, eighteen'
from
November twenty-fifth,
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six,)
sixty-six,) two thousand
thousand and twenty-three
twenty-three
dollars and
thirty-four cents.
dollars
and thirty-four
compensation of the
President's house, one
one
the door-keeper
door-keeper at the President's
For compensation
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Night watchwatchFor compensation
watchman at the public stables and carearcompensation of one night watchman
For
Night
man.
penter's shops south of the capitol,
l:WAD.
capitol, one thousand dollars.
compensation of two watchmen in reservation number
number two, twelve
twelve
For compensation
hundred
hundred dollars.
Draw-keepers
For compensation
compensation of eight
Potomac bridge, and for
for
eight draw-keepers
draw-keepers at the Potomac
For
Draw-keepers
at Potomac
fuel, oil, and lamps, seven thousand five hundred
hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars
bridge.
ge
and sixty cents.
For
compensation of two draw-keepers
draw-keepers at the two bridges across
across the
For compensation
branch of the Potomac, and for fuel, oil, and lamps, one thousand
eastern branch
three hundred and ninety-six dollars.
For compensation
of furnace-keeper
furnace-keeper under the old hall of the House
Furnacecompensation of'
House of
of
keepers.
Representatives,
keepers.
Representatives, six hundred dollars.
For
compensation of
furnace-keeper at the President's
President's house, six hunof furnace-keeper
For compensation
dred dollars.
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Police. —For
of
Mlletropolitan Police.
- For salaries and other necessary expenses of
Metropolitan
police;
the metropolitan
metropolitan police of the District of Columbia, one hundred and
metropolitan
And the compensation
twenty thousand
increase of
increase
thousand dollars.
compensation of said metropolitan
officers, and clerks
clerks be and the same is hereby, increased fifty
police force, officers,
pay;
per
amount hereby appropriated,
appropriated, commencing
commencing on the
centum upon the amount
per centum
first day of July, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five, said increase
increase to be
be
eighteen hundred
first
how borne,
Washington and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and the county of
of Washington
borne.
borne by the cities of'
Washington, in the Di-:trict
of Columbia, in the proportion
proportion equal to the
Di-trict of
number of patrolmen allotted severally to the city of Washington,
Washington, to the
number
Georgetown, and the county of Washington
Washington and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
city of Georgetown,
county be, and they are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and emthe levy court of said county
Special
powered to levy aaspecial tax not exceeding
cenexceeding one quarter of one per cenSpecial tax,
tax. powered
tum for the purpose
purpose aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Police teleFor the construction
construction of a
a police telegraph in the city of Washington,
'Washington,
graph.
fifteen thousand
graph.
thousand dollars.
Salary of
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That from and after the thirtieth
SEC. 2. And
treasurer
d
Stat
of
the
day
of
June,
eighteen
salary of the
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, the annually salary
of
June,
day
tofshe
Utseudrer
United
States
Unitees
established,
treasurer
the United
six thousand
thousand five hundred dolStates shall be six
United States
of the
treasurer of
established.
lars, the additional
additional salary herein provided for, for the year ending
ending June
lars,
Appropriathirty, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, to be paid out of any money in
tion.
tion.
the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That from
fiom and after the thirtieth day
Salary of
day
commissioner
of
ofune,
J
commissioner
salary
and
June,
eighteen
of
of
commissioner
public
buildings
hundred
sixty-six,
the
salary
of
the
commissioner
public buildings
I n
established,
of public buildings shall be twenty-five hundred dollars
dollars per annum,
annum, and
and
established.
the increase of salary herein authorized may be paid out of any money in
the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Household of
S
EC. 4. And be it
it further
President is hereby
hereby aufurther enacted, That the President
SEC.
Household
President.
thorized
annual salary of three thouthorized to appoint a
a private secretary, at an annual
the President.
Private secreof
annual salary
at
an
secretary, at
assistant
an assistant
fve hundred
hundred
secre- sand
rPrivate
tary.
sand five
hundred dollars;
dollars; an
salary of
of
at an
an annual
annual
salary
an
assistant secretary,
secretary,
sand
five
dollars;
tary.

Assistant
Assistant
secretary.
secretary.

a short-hand writer,
at annual
annual salary
twenty-five
hundred dollars; a
twenty-five hundred
writer, at
salary of
of
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twenty-five
clerk of
at an
an annual
annual salary
salary of
of pardons,
pardons, at
of two
two
twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars ; aaclerk
thousand
and three
three clerks
clerks of
of the
the fourth
and a
a steward
steward of
of
thousand dollars;
dollars; and
fourth class;
class; and
the
household, who shall
salary of
the President's
President's household,
shall receive
receive an annual
annual salary
of two
two
thousand
dollars, and
steward shall
shall have
have the
of the
thousand dollars,
and said
said steward
the custody
custody of
the plate,
plate,
furniture, and other public property in the President's
President's house, and shall
shall
give
bond to
the United
United States
such sum
the Secretary
Ingive aabond
to the
States in
in such
sum as
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Intenor
faithful
terior shall deem
deem sufficient, and
and to
to be
be approved
approved by
by him,
him, for
for the faithful
discharge of his trust; and the amount necessary
necessary to pay the salaries
salaries of
the officers
officers and clerks herein provided for, for the fiscal year ending June
June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
and also such sum
sum as
as may
may be
be
necessary to pay the salaries of said officers and clerks from the date of
of
their
fiscal year
hundred and
and sixtysixtytheir appointment
appointment to the
the end
end of
of the
the fiscal
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
six, are hereby appropriated
money in
appropriated out of any money
in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
wise appropriated.
appropriated.
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hort-hand
Short-hand
writer.
wrc
itl
e
e
r
r
.
k of
Clerk
of parpardons.
dons.
t
I
e
e
r
w
k
a
s
r
.
d.
Clerks.

Duties and

Duties and

bond
bond of
of steward.
steward.
Appropria
Appropria
tion

ti'

SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That from and after the thirtieth Office ofasday
SEC.
of
5. And
eighteen
be it further
hundred
enacted,
and
That from
there
and
shall
after
be
thirtieth
Office of
ostantasolicitor
in of3irtlI''41ssuorlyieitor
be the
an officer
shall
there
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
hundred
eighteen
June,
of June,
day
the Treasury Department, to
to be known as
as the assistant
assistant solicitor of the
the established.
established
treasury, who shall be
and
be appointed
appointed by
by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury, and
who
annual salary
who shall receive an
an annual
salary of
of three thousand
thousand dollars. And the Salary.
Salary.
attorney-general
of the
the United
to employ
attorney-general of
United States
States is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
employ in
in
his
known as the law
his office,
office, in addition
addition to
to the
the present
present force, a
a clerk
clerk to
to be
be known
law Law clerk
authorized
of
a
l
ge
h
e
oroi;a
e
d
t
win
inr
clerk,
salary of
of twenty-five
twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars.
the amount
amount office
clerk, at
at an
an annual
annual salary
dollars. And
And the
of'attorrequired to pay the salaries of the officer and clerk
ney-general.
clerk herein
herein provided for, nev-general.
for the
ending June
hundred and
and sixty-seven
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-seven,' iAppropriaAppropriaton.
is
appropriated.
tion.
is hereby
hereby appropriated.
and counters
counters ray
of female
female
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
the female
female clerks
clerks and
Pay of
whose
appointments
clerks
and counemployed
in
the several departments
and bureaus,
are
employed
made by
in the several departments
heads of departments
and bureaus,
under
whose
the appointments
provisions of clerks
te
ers stablished.
and
are made by the several heads of departments under the provisions of ters established.
law,
and whose
whose legal
seven
law, and
legal compensation
compensation has
has heretofore
heretofore amounted
amounted to
to seven
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars each
each per annum, and the female
female clerks ememployed
at the
Post Office
Department, shall,
shall, from
and after
after the
thirtieth
ployed at
the Post
Office Department,
from and
the thirtieth
day
sixty-six, receive
in lieu
lieu of
of all
all other
day of
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-six,
receive in
other
compensation
salary of nine hundred
per annum;
annum;
compensation an annual salary
hundred dollars each per
amount necessary
and the
the amount
necessary to
to pay the increased
increased salaries
salaries herein
herein provided
provided roAAppropranppropriaeighteen hundred and
and sixtysixty- 1 '
for, for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
seven, is
of any
money in
the treasury
otherseven,
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated out
out of
any money
in the
treasury not
not otherwise appropriated.
wise
appropriated.
Sec.
it farther
enacted, That
the addition
addition of
of twenty
twenty per
SEC. 7.
7. And
And be it
further enacted,
That the
per Addition
Addition of
of
compensation of the
otherwise provided
t
iet
per i.cent
twenty per
centum to
to the
the compensation
the females not otherwise
provided for, twenty
to pay of certain
messengers, watchmen,
watchmen, and
the several
several departments,
e
j
eP
rg messenme ssen
messengers,
and laborers
laborers employed
employed in
in the
departments, t
clerks,
the commissioner
commissioner gers,
watchmen,
and under
under the commissioner
commissioner of public
public buildings
buildings and
and the
gers, watchmen,
and
laborers
of agriculture, and at the capitol, by section three of "An
"An act making :
n
o
n
d
tI
an,b:ders
, continued.
appropriations for
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
and judicial
judicial expenses
expenses of
1864,ch. 147,1
appropriations
for the
executive, and
of the
the 1564,ch.
147,§ 3.3.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
and vol.
p. 160.
l60.
government, for the
the year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
sixty-five, and for other purposes,"
purposes," is
continued in force, and
sixty-five,
is hereby
hereby continued
and the
the AppropriaAppropriaamount necessary
necessary to pay the same for
for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, tion.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
is hereby
appropriated.449.
Post, p.
sixty-seven, is
hereby appropriated.
Post,
p. 449.
eighteen
Sec. 8. And be
further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary
SEC.
be it
it further
Secretary of the
the Navy is
is auau- Additional
Additional
thorized
appoint in the
in addition to !ind
and other clerks
to appoint
the several bureaus of his department,
department, in
thorized to
In Navy Departchief clerks,
clerical force
clerks ment.
clerks, and
and in lieu of
of the clerical
force now
now authorized,
authorized, clerks
ment.Y ep rt
their chief
of
the bureau
bureau of
of yards and docks, one clerk
clerk of class In bureau of
as follows,
follows, viz:
viz: In the
four, who
who shall
shall be
draughtsman, two
two clerks
clerks of
docks;
anddocks;
three, two clerks
clerks of
of yards
yards and
of class
class three,
four,
be the
the draughtsman,
class two,
and one
one clerk
clerk of
class one;
the bureau
navigation, one
one of
navigation;
class
two, and
of class
one; in
in the
bureau of
of navigation,
of navigation;
clerk of class four, and one clerk of class two;
two; in
in the
the bureau of
of equip- of
of equipment
equipment
ment and recruiting, one clerk of class four, two clerks of class three,
three and repair;
repair;
two
of class
three clerks
clerks of
class one;
the bureau
of? of
of ordnance;
ordnance;
two clerks
clerks of
class two,
two, and
and three
of class
one; in
in the
bureau of
ordnance
one clerk
of class
class four,
four, two
three, and
and t
wo
ordnance, one
clerk of
two clerks
clerks of
of class
class three,
two
clerks
bureau of constructions
constructions and
clerks of! class
class two;
two; in the bureau
and repairs,
repairs, one of construcconstrucand repair
tion and
repair
clerk of
of class four two clerks of class three, two clerks of class two, and tion
°
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Clerks in
in
Clerks

one
clerk of
of class
class one;
in the
the bureau
bureau of
of steam
navigation, one clerk of
steam navigation,
one; in
one clerk
class
bureau of .provisions and clothing, one clerk of class
In the bureau
class three; In
four, three
three clerks
clerks of
of class
three, six
six clerks
and three
three clerks
two, and
class two,
of class
clerks of
class three,
four,
of class
one; in
in the bureau of medicine and surgery, one clerk of class
of
class one;
four ) and
and one
clerk of class
three. And the amount necessary
necessary to pay the
class three.
one clerk
four,
,
increase of
salaries herein
for the
the fiscal year ending the
for, for
provided for,
herein provided
of salaries
increase
tion.
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, is hereby approprithirtieth
ated, out
any money
money in
the treasury
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
not otherwise
treasury not
in the
of any
out of
ated,
act
Increase
of
SEC. 9.
9. And
it further
provisions of the act
That the provisions
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Increase of
pay
of " rt "
in
approved April
twenty-nine, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
increasing
and sixty-four, ""increasing
hundred
twenty-nine,
April
approved
certain
of
pay
inspectors of
customs coutin- the
compensation of
of inspectors
inspectors of
of customs
customs in
in certain
conhereby conis hereby
ports," is
certain ports,"
customs coutin- the compensation
ued.
tinued
ned.
tinned in force.
1864, ch. 71.
Vol.
xiii.
61.
SEC.
10. And
And be it
enacted, That in adjusting the accounts
accounts of
of
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 10.
c. p.71.
V1o64i,
appropriations
Adjustment of
Gwynn, under
authority of ""An act making appropriations
by authority
and by
under and
Stewart Gwynn,
of Stewart
Adjustment
for
the government
of the
for the legislative,
accounts
accountsGof
legislative, executive,
executive, and judicial expenses
expenses of
government for
Stowart
wynn.
1865, ch.
ch. 73
73, §1.
year ending
ending thirtieth
thirtieth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six,"
sixty-six," for print1. the
the year
1s65,
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
ing presses,
presses, machinery,
material, and labor furnished and supplied to the
machinery, material,
p. 458.
458. ing
Vol.
Treasury Department,
and for
authority of the
expenditures under the authority
for expenditures
Department, and
Treasury
Secretary,
the proper
proper accounting
accounting officers
officers of
treasury are hereby
hereby auof the treasury
Secretary, the
thorized to
make said
said adjustment
without deducting
made
expenditures made
for expenditures
deducting for
adjustment without
to make
thorized
maby said
department, or
or under
under authority thereof,
thereof, upon said presses and ma.
said department,
by
chinery
for the
the purpose
purpose of improving
improving and repairing the same.
chinery for
Appropriation
S
EC. 11.
And be
be it
it further
thirty-nine thouthe sum of thirty-nine
enacted, That the
further enacted,
11. And
SEC.
Appropriation
for
of sand
two hundred
hundred and
and seventy-six
dollars and fifty
fifty cents be, and the same
seventy-six dollars
sand two
purchase of
for purchase

bureau
bureau of steam
navigation;
navietition;
of6provisions

of
of provisions
and clothing;
clothing;
and
anmedicine
of medicine
of
d surgery.
AppropriaAppropria-

'
Indian
ai

annuity
indian annuity
eods
oods in lieu of
certain
certain de-

.
otherwise
the treasury
isshereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the
treasury not
not o
th e
rwis e
of i
appropriated
purchase Indian annuity goods for the Indians parties to
to purchase
appropriated to
stroyed
by .
fire. the
the treaty
treaty of
Fort Laramie
and for
for the Blackfoot
Blackfoot nation, to replace those
Laramie and
of Fort
stolyed
vol. xi. by
pp ire.
659,
749.
destroyed
fire on
steamer Frank
Frank Bates,
Bates, at
at Saint Louis,
Louis, April
the steamer
on the
by fire
destroyed by
X74.
seventh,
hundred and sixty-six.
eighteen hundred
seventh, eighteen
Appropriation
SEC.
12. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
moneys
enacted, That in cases in which moneys
And be
SEC. 12.
Appropriation
forfeitures," or
" fines, penalties, and forfeitures"
accruing to the United States from "
or
to pay certain accruing
informers their
informers
their
part of
of fines,
fines,
other sources,
sources, have
been erroneously
erroneously received
received and covered into the treashave been
other
part
informers' moieties or other
penalties,
other
payment of the proper informers'
ury before the payment
penalties, and ury
charg[e]able against the same, so much money
forfeitures.
forfeitures.
charges legally and justly charg[e]able
money
as
be necessary
admitted and certified in due
due
pay said claims, admitted
to pay
necessary to
may be
as may
course of
of settlement,
settlement, is
of any money in the treasout of
appropriated out
is hereby
hereby appropriated
course
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
ury not otherwise
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 23, 1866.

in

July
23, 1866.
1866.
July 23,
1862 oh
130
6
1862
Vol,.ch
.130,
§b.
xii.
p. ,
554.

CHAP.
ccix. -—An
Act
An Act
CIAP. CCIX.

Vol. xii. p. 604.

See Post,
Post, p.
569.'
p. 569

An Act
to amend
fiflh Section
Section of
of an
entitled ""An
Act donatdonatAct entitled
an Act
the fifth
to
amend the
the
Colleges for the
ing Public
Lands to
which may
provide Colleges
may provide
Territorieswhich
and Territories
States and
thi several States
to theeveral
Public Lands
ing
extend
to
as
Benefit
of
Agriculture
and
the
Mechanic
Arts,"
approved
July
2,
so
as
to
extend
so
1862,
2,
July
approved
Bienefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,"
accepted and such Colleges
the Time
Provisions of
Act shall
shall be accepted
of said
said Act
the Provisions
which the
within which
Time within
the
established.
established.

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it enacted by the Senate
Be
sevStates of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the time in which
which the sayin Congress
America in
of America
com- Slates
plying with
eighStates may comply with the provisions of the act of July two, eigheral States
with pro- arid
plying
ot act
act
visiois
visions of
granting public
sixty-two, entitled
entitled "
public lands to the
donating public
act donating
An act
" An
and sixty-two,
hundred and
teen hundred
public teen
grant'ng
hinds to States,
Territories which
which may provide
provide colleges for the benefit
benefit
several States and Territories
States, several
lands
ac.
&c. for agriculof agriculture
agriculture and
and the
mechanic arts," is hereby extended
extended so that the an
the mechanic
of
&ctfora
tural,
Ste griculcolleges, &c..
exceptance of
of the
the said
said act
be expressed within three years
may be
act may
benefits of
the benefits
of the
ceptance
&c. exleges,
colleges
from the passage
tended.
passage of this act, and the colle
ges required
required by the said act
may be
from the date of the filing of such acyears from
five years
within five
provided within
be provided
may
ceptance with
the commissioner
commissioner of the general
general land office:
office :Provided,
Provided,
with the
ceptance
become aa State and be admitted into the
when any Territory shall become
terri- That when
Where ternof
said act
entitled to
a Union,
becomess a
tory ebecomne
Union, such new State shall be entitled
to the
the benefits
benefits of
of the
the said
act of
Stat
ew
State, the new
State ,entitled
entitled to
eighteen hundred
sixty-two, by expressing
acceptance
expressing the acceptance
and sixty-two,
hundred and
two, eighteen
July two,
to July
State
benefits
required within
within three years from the date of its admission into
therein required
of act, therein
benefits of
and how.
the Union, and providing
providing the college
college or colleges within five years after
after
Time
for consTime for
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such acceptance,
acceptance, as
as prescribed
in this
act: Provided
Provided further,
That any
further, That
this act:
prescribed in
such
State which has
expressed its
acceptance of
of the
the act
act herein
herein
reh reits acceptance
heretofore expressed
State which has heretofore
ferred to
to shall
shall have
the period
five years
which to
to provide at
within which
years within
of five
period of
have the
ferred
least one
college, as
of said
said act, after
after the
section of
fourth section
the fourth
in the
described in
as described
one college,
least
time for
for providing
providing said
college, according
according to
act of
eighsecond, eighJuly second,
of July
the act
to the
satd college,
time
teen
hundred
and
sixty-two,
shall
have
expired.
expired.
have
shall
sixty-two,
and
teen hundred
A PPROVED, July 23, 1866.
APPROVED,

United
Court of the United
CHAP.
—An Act
fix the
the Number
of the Supreme Court
of Judges
Judges of
Number of
to fix
Act to
CCX. -An
CHAP. CCX.
Circuits.
Judicial Circuits.
change certain
and to change
certain Judicial
States, and

209
States already

i
i
i
i
c
ae
ve
ep
fi
tin! t:oyar
a
avefiv

within
rit& rs
more w
toprovii
which to
provat
on e cone"
college
one

July 23, 1866.

Be
it enacted
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the United No vacancy in
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
of
ofice
thfe
States
America in
That no
a
l
l'
effic
°
the office of t
in the
vacancy in
no vacancy
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
ia te°ju
fsties
justice
associate
associate justice
justice of
of the
the supreme
shall be
appointment until of supreme court
court
filled by appointment
be filled
court shall
supreme court
associate
the number
of associate
be reduced
reduced to
to six;
be filled until,
thereafter the to be
and thereafter
six; and
shall be
justices shall
associate justices
number of
the
said supreme
court shall
of aa chief
United States
States S'eSupreme
lipreme
of the
the United
shall consist
consist of
chief justice
justice of
said
supreme court
thereafter
and six
six associate
associate justices,
justices, any
any four
four of
whom shall
shall be aaquorum; and the court thereafter
of whom
and
e
4
o
ri
um
o.
f, Sze.
to unos
and consist
government, and
said
shall hold
hold one
one term
term annually
the seat
seat of
of government,
st of, &c.
at the
annually at
court shall
said court
such
adjourned or
terms as
despatch terms.
necessary for the despatch
find necessary
may find
as it
it may
special terms
or special
such adjourned
of
business.
of business.
SEc.
2. And
it further
enacted, That
That the first and second circuits Circuits
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 2.
established.
shall
remain as
that the
the districts
districts of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, NewNew- established.
constituted; that
now constituted;
as now
shall remain
Jersey, and
and Delaware
Delaware shall
constitute the third circuit; that the districts
shall constitute
Jersey,
of
West Virginia,
Carolina
North Carolina, and South Carolina
Virginia, North
Virginia, Virginia,
Maryland, West
of Maryland,
shall
constitute the
the districts
Georgia, Florida,
of Georgia,
districts of
; that
that the
circuit ;
fourth circuit
the fourth
shall constitute
Alabama, Mississippi,
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Louisiana, and
shall constitute the fifth cirand Texas shall
Alabama,
cuit;
Ohio, Michigan,
Tennessee shall
shall
Michigan, Kentucky, and Tennessee
of Ohio,
districts of
the districts
that the
cuit; that
constitute the
the sixth
sixth circuit;
circuit; that
districts of Indiana, Illinois, and Wisthat the districts
constitute
consin, shall
shall constitute
districts of Minneseventh circuit; that the districts
the seventh
constitute the
consin,
sota, Iowa,
Kansas and
and Arkansas
Arkansas shall
eighth
cr=stitute the eighth
shall ccrastitute
Missouri, Kansas,
Iowa, Missouri,
sota,
circuit; and
and the
Kansas,
of California, Oregon,
Oregon, and
Nevada shall constiand Nevada
of
districts
the districts
circuit;
tute
circuit.
the ninth circuit.
tute the
23, 1866.
1866.
A
PPROVED, July
July 23,
APPROVED,

within the corporate
CHAP
An Act to quiet the Title to certain
certain Lands within
corporate Limits of
- An
CCXI..—
CHAP..CCXI
California.
State of Califbrnia.
City of Benicia and the Town of Santa
Santa Cruz in the State
the City

1866.
July 23, 1866.

of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of Representatives
by the
Be
the
Title
the right and title of the United
all the
States
Congress assembled,
That all
Title of the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
States to
United States
States to
the land
land situated
land in the city
city
situated within the corporate limits of the city land
to the
United
of
of Solano,
defined in the of BeniciagrantBenicia grantSolano, State of California, as defined
county of
the county
in the
Benicia, in
of Benicia,
act
said city,
city, passed
by the
the legislature
legislature of
of CallCali- ed
that city
city
State of
the State
of the
passed by
incorporating said
act incorporating
andtoits succesfornia,
April twenty-four,
eighteen hundred
fifty-one, be, and the same sors in trust.
hundred and fifty-one,
twenty-four, eighteen
fornia, April
are hereby,
relinquished and granted to the said city and its successors,
hereby, relinquished
are
upon trust,
trust, however,
ochowever, that so much of said lands as is in the bona fide ocupon
cupancy of
of parties
themselves or tenants,
passage of this act, by themselves
upon the passage
parties upon
cupancy
however, That Limit to grant.
shall be
be conveyed
by said
city to
such parties:
parties: Provided,
grant.
Provided, however,
to such
said city
conveyed by
shall
the
and grant
grant by
by this
act shall
shall not extend
extend to any lands
this act
relinquishment and
the relinquishment
within
occupied as aa military depot of the United
corporate limits occupied
said corporate
within said
States, or
or heretofore
heretofore reserved
reserved by
the United States for public purposes;
purposes;
by the
States,
nor
interfere with
prejudice any valid adverse
adverse right or claim,
or prejudice
with or
they interfere
shall they
nor shall
thereof, or preclude aa judicial
if
to said
judicial exsaid land or any part thereof,
exist, to
such exist,
if such
thereof.
amination and adjustment
adjustment thereof.
amination
Title of the
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
further enacted,
the right and title of the
all the
That all
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
United States
United States
to the
within the
the corporate
corporate limits
limits of the
States to
to
the town of Santa 1Thdite.d
land within
the land
States to
United
legislature of offSanta
Cruz
in the
of California,
California, as defined in the act of the legislature
Santa Cruz
State of
the State
Cruz in
that
incorporating said
be, and
and the
same are hereby, relin- granted to that
the same
own, be,
said ttown,
State incorporating
that State
in trust.
town in
quished
corporate authorities of said town and theirtrust.
the corporate
to the
granted to
and granted
quished and
successors, in
trust for
for and
authority to convey so much of said lands
with authority
and with
in trust
successors,
VOL.
14
xiv.
VOL. XIV.
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as are
are in
in the
fide occupancy
occupancy of
of parties
parties upon
of this act by
passage of
the passage
upon the
bona fide
the bona
as
Limit to
to grant.
grant. themselves
themselves or
tenants, to
to such
Provided, That this grant shall
parties: Provided,
such parties:
or tenants,
Limit
not extend
extend to
United States,
nor prejudice
prejudice any
any
States, nor
the United
of the
reservation of
any reservation
to any
not
valid adverse
right or
or claim,
claim, if
such exist,
exist, to
to said
said land or any part thereif such
adverse right
valid
of, nor
preclude aajudicial
examination and adjustment
adjustment thereof.
judicial examination
nor preclude
of,

1866.
APPROVED,
23, 1866.
July 23,
APPROVED, July

July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.
July

Conin the Conaid in
CHAP.
An Act
Grant of
Lands to
to the
of Kansas
Kansas to aid
the State of
of Lands
for aa Grant
Act for
CCXII. - An
CHAP. CCXII.—
struction of
the Northern
kansas Railroad
Railroad and Telegraph.
Telegraph.
Northern Kansas
of the
struction

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there is hereby granted
granted to
America in
of America
States of
the State of Kansas, for the use and benefit of the Saint Joseph and Denver
Railroad Company,
Company, the same being
being a
acorporation
corporation organized unCity Railroad
ver City
a railroad
der
the laws
laws of
of the
of Kansas,
Kansas, to
operate a
railroad
to construct
construct and operate
State of
the State
der the
Company.
Location of
of
from
Elwood, in
in Kansas,
Kansas, westwardly,
westwardly, via Maryville, in the same State,
from Elwood,
Location
Railroad, or any branch
Pacific Railroad,
road
branch- so
to effect
effect aa junction
junction with
the Union
Union Pacific
branch
with the
as to
so as
andbranchroad and
es.
thereof
not farther
west than the one hundredth meridian of west longifarther west
thereof not
es.
tude,
every alternate
alternate section
section of
of land
designated by odd numbers, for ten
land designated
tude, every
sections in
width on
on each
side of
of said
said road,
intersection.
road, to the point of intersection.
each side
in width
sections
lt
any ofgrant- But
But in
it shall
that the United States have, when the line or
appear that
shall appear
case it
in case
Itanyofgranted lands have
route of said road is definitely fixed, sold any section or any part thereof,
or rerebeen
sold or
rebeen sold
served, Szc,
granted as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or
the right
right of
homestead settlesettleor homestead
pre-emption or
of pre-emption
that the
or that
granted
c
served,
other
attached to the same, or that the same has been reserved
reserved by the
the
ment has attached
other lands may ment
be nselected
in
lie
United States
States for
for any
whatever, then
then it shall be the duty of the
purpose whatever,
any purpose
United
lectlereofin
i thereof.
Secretary
of the
Interior to
cause to be selected
selected for the purposes
purposes aforeaforeto cause
the Interior
Secretary of
said, from
from the
public lands
of the
United States
sections
of sections
to tiers of
nearest to
States nearest
the United
lands of
the public
said,
above specified,
specified, so
much land,
alternate sections
sections or
or parts of sections
in alternate
land, in
so much
above
designated by
odd numbers,
be equal to such lands as the United
shall be
numbers, as shall
by odd
designated
States have sold, reserved,
reserved, or
or otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, or to which
which the
the
States
rights of
of pre-emption
pre-emption or
or homestead
have attached
attached as
aforesaid;
as aforesaid;
settlements have
homestead settlements
rights
of
which
which lands, thus indicated by odd numbers, and selected by direction of
of
the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior as
as aforesaid, shall be held by the State of
of the
the Secretary
Selected
for the
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That the land to be
purpose aforesaid:
use and purpose
the use
Kansas for
Selected lands Kansas
to
tweet
be
within
miles of
of so selected
selected shall in no case be located farther than twenty miles from the
e ywithines
to
road.
line of
of said
said road:
Provided further,
granted for
for
further, That the lands hereby granted
road: Provided
line
road.
Lands granted
granted and
exclusively applied
applied in the construcconstrueand on account of said road shall be exclusively
to
be applied
disposed
exclusively
of the
the same
same and
whatever, and shall be disposed
purpose whatever,
other purpose
no other
for no
and for
tion of
exclusaelyienin tion
also, That no part
Provided, also,
the
only as
in this
act hereinafter
hereinafter provided:
provided: Provided,
this act
as in
of only
construction of
the construction
construction
railroad;
rany of the
the land granted by this act shall be applied to aid in the construction
of but
railroad;
not fo
„
previous
which
road
for
which
o
f
any
railroad
or
part
thereof
for
of
any
construction
the
for
thereof
part
or
railroad
any
of
which
for
road
further,
Erae
s
v
i
i
,
o
el
e
t
n
sgrant
u e
t
. grant of land or bonds has been made by Congress: And provided further,
previous
as been made.
That
any
and
all
lands
heretofore
reserved
to
the
United
States
by
any
by any
States
United
the
to
reserved
heretofore
lands
all
and
any
That
Lands
heretoLands heretoauthority, for the
competent authority,
fore
act of
of Congress,
Congress, or
in any
other manner
manner by
by competent
any other
or in
ex- act
fore reserved
reserved exany object of internal improvement, or for any
in any
aiding in
empted from the purpose
nurnose of
of aiding
any
operation or this = =
act.
other purpose
purpose whatsoever,
the same
hereby, reserved to the
are hereby,
same are
and the
be, and
whatsoever, be,
other
act.
United States
from the
operations of
act, except so far as may be
of this act,
the operations
States from
United
found necessary
the route
of said
said road through said lands; in
route of
locate the
to locate
necessary to
found
Right
of way. which
which case the right of way for one hundred
hundr,ed feet on each side of said
Rightof
road only
only shall
be granted,
granted, subject
approval of the President of the
subject to the approval
shall be
road
United States.
States.
United
Remaining
SEC.
seebe it
it further enacted, That the sections and parts of secSEC. 2.
2. And be
lands not to be
so!
nole
tto bean tions of land
which by
by such
grant shall
shall remain
States,
United States,
the United
to the
remain to
such grant
tions of land which
ss th
lessthan
solddfor
double
the miniwithin ten
ten miles
side of said road, shall not be sold for less than
each side
on each
miles on
mini- within
double the
Blum
price;
double the
price of
of the
the public
lands when
when sold; nor shall any
public lands
minimum price
the minimum
double
mlum price;
of said
lands
become subject
subject to sale
sale at private entry until the same shall
lands become
said
of
to he exposed h
above the
or above
ave been first offered at public sale to the highest bidder, at
to
sale,
have
at or
the ininisle
to public
Provided, That actual and bona
creased
minimum price, as
afoiesaid: Provided,
as afoiesaid:
creased minimum
pre-emption and homestead laws
hosmetetsiteerasdundr
provisions of the pre-emption
the provisions
under the
settlers, under
fide settlers,
settlers under fide
Lands granted
granted
Lands
to Kansas for the
benefit of the St.
benefit
Joseph and
and DenDenJoseph
ver City Railroad
verCityRailroad

homestead and
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pre-emption
of the United States, may, after due proof of settlement,
settlement., improvement,
improvement, pre-emption
laws.
cultivation,
cultivation, and occupation,
occupation, as now provided
provided by law, purchase
purchase the same, laws.
increased minimum
aforesaid: And
And provided
set- Settlers
at the increased
minimum price aforesaid:
provided also,
also, That
That setSettlers
tlers on any of said reserved
tiers
reserved sections, under the provisions
provisions of the homehome- under homelaws when
when
stead law, who improve, occupy, and cultivate the same for a
a peried
period of stead
stead laws
entitled to patfive years, and comply with the several
several conditions and requirements
requirements of ents
entfor
eighty
for
said act, shall be entitled to patents for an amount not exceeding eighty
eighty acres
acres each.
each.
acres each, anything in this act to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
S
EC. 3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
SEQ.
the grant
grant of
of the
the lands hereby Conditions
Conditions at
o,
made is upon condition
condition that said company, after the construction
construction of its grant.
grant.
road, shall keep it in repair and use, and shall at
road,
at all times
times be in readiness
readiness
transport troops, munitions of war, supplies and public stores upon its
to transport
roads for the government
government when required to do so by any department
department
thereof, the government
preference in the use of the
government at all times having the preference
the
road for all the purposes aforesaid at fair and reasonable
reasonable rates of compencompensation, not exceeding
exceeding that paid by private individuals or the average
average paid
Lands
for like services on other roads. And the lands
lands hereby
hereby granted, held, and
Lands how to
to
to the
reserved
reserved as aforesaid shall inure to the benefit of said company, as folfol- inure_
inure
to
the
benefit
of
the
benefit of the
lows: When
When the governor
governor of the State of Kansas shall
shall certify that any
any company.
section of ten consecutive
consecutive miles of said road is completed in
in a
a good, subsubworkmanlike manner
stantial, and workmanlike
manner as
as a
a first-class
first-class railroad,
railroad, then
then the
the said
said
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall
issue to
so
Secretary
shall issue
to the
the said company patents for
for so
many
many sections
sections of the land hereinbefore
hereinbefore granted as lie opposite to and
and
coterminous
And when
coterminous with the said completed sections.
sections. And
when certificates
certificates of
of
comthe governor, aforesaid, shall
shall be
be presented
presented to
to said
said Secretary, of the completion, as aforesaid, of each successive
successive section of
of ten
ten consecutive
consecutive miles
miles
of said road, the said Secretary
Secretary shall in like manner issue to said company
company
patents for the said sections
sections of said land
land as
aforesaid for
not
as aforesaid
for each
each of
of said
said If road does not
one
sections of road until said road shall be completed:
completed: Provided,
Provided, That if complete
complete
one
section
of road
road
section of
said railroad company or its assigns
assigns shall fail to complete
complete at least one
one each year, the
the lands
section of said road each
date of its acceptance
acceptance of the right to
tothe
lands
each year from the -date
grant provided fbr in this act, then its right to the lands for
fbr said secsec- f:ralelitseedc.tion
fforfeitsedction
completion shall
government of the
tion so failing of completion
shall revert
revert to
to the
the government
the If road
road is
is not
completed in
in ten
ten
United States: Provided
Provided further,
further, That if said road is not completed completed
years, lands on-.
within ten years
the acceptance
grant hereinherein- patented
years from the
the date of the
acceptance of
of the
the grant
patented to rerevert to the United
before
unpatented shall revert to the United verttotheUnited
betbre made, the lands remaining unpatented
t
SStates.
ates.
States.
SEC. 4. And
enacted, That
That as
as soon
soon as
as the
the said
company When maps of
SEC.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
said company
of
shall file with the Secretary of the Interior maps of its lines, designating route of road are
filed, lands
lands to
to be
ho
thereof, it shall be the duty of the said Secretary to withdraw filed,
the route thereof,
withdrawn from
from
withdrawn
manner as
from the market the lands granted
granted by this
this act, in such
such manner
as may
may be
be market.
best calculated
calculated to effect the purposes of this act and subserve the public
interest.
carSEC. 5. And
United States mail shall Mail
And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That the United
Mail to
to be
be carover road,
be transported
transported on said road and its extension, under the direction
direction of the ried
rned
overwhat
road,
and
and at
at what
provide: price.
Post Office Department, at such price as Congress
Congress may by law
law provide:
price.
Provided, That until such price is fixed by law the Postmaster-General
Provided,
Postmaster-General
shall have power to fix the compensation.
SEC. 6. And be it
it further
enacted, That the right of way through the
Right of way
further enacted,
way
granted
the
public lands
be, and the same is hereby, granted to said Saint Joseph and railroad
granted to
to
the
.1railroad
corncomDenver
Denver City Railroad Company, its successors and
and assigns, for the con- pany.
pany.
struction of a
arailroad as proposed;
proposed; and the right is
is hereby
hereby given
given to said Materials
Materials for
for
construction of
corporation to take from
from the public lands adjacent to the line of said road construction
of
road.
material for the construction thereof.
thereof. Said way is granted to said rail- road.
road to the extent of one hundred feet in width
width on each side of said Extent of
grant.
road where it may pass through the public domain; also all necessary
necessary grant.
for
1Grounds Grounds for
-shop
ground for station
station buildings, workshops, depots,
depots, machine-shops,
switches, shops,
machine-shops, switches,
shops, &c.
ecc.
side-tracks,
side-tracks, turn-tables, and water-stations.
S
EC. 7. And
further enacted,
SEC.
And be it further
enacted, That the acceptance of the terms,
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Acceptance
of conditions,
conditions, and impositions
impositions of this act by the said Saint Joseph and DenAcceptance of
ver City
Ci ty Railroad
Rail roa d C
ompany s
hall be
be s
i
gn ifi ed i
iti ng ,under
unde r th
corthis act tand
toobe
in ver
Company
shall
signified
inn wr
writing,
thee corbe in
writing,
within
six
porate seal
of the
executed pursuant
pursuant to the direction of
of
company, duly executed
the said company,
seal of
porate
within six
months,
acceptance shall be made
its board of directors first had and obtained, which acceptance
within six
passage of this act and not afterwards, and
six months
months after the passage
within
shall
be deposited with the Secretary of the Interior.
shall be
A PPR OVED, July 23, 1866.
APPROVED,
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.
July

Vessels.
CHAP.CCXHI.
— An Act
to regulate
Registering of Vessels.
the Registering
regulate the
Act to
CCXIII. -An
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Rouse of
of Representatives
United
of the
the United
Representatives of
Be
the
on the
act approved
Act 1866,
of America
America in
That the
the act
approved on
asembled, That
Congress asenzbled,
in Congress
8. States
States of
Act
1866, ch.
ch. 8.
lot tenth
P 3.1852
day of
February, in
in the
the year
year one
one thousand eight hundred and sixtyto Ante,
limit act
tenth day
of February,

ch.
4.
'Six,
six, entitled
entitled "
An act
act to
to regulate
of vessels,"
shall not
be
not be
vessels," shall
registering of
the registering
regulate the
"An
ch. 4.
Vol. x.
p. 140. deemed or construed
approved
construed to affect or limit the operation of the act approved
Vol.
x. p149.
on
twenty-third day
year one thousand eight
day of
of December, in the year
on the
the twenty-third
hundred and fifty-two,
"An act authorizing
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the
entitled "An
fifty-two, entitled
hundred
Treasury to issue registers
registers to vessels in certain cases,"
cases," but the same shall
Treasury
be
in full
full force
and effect,
effect, anything in the act first aforesaid to the conforce and
be in
trary notwithstanding.
APPROVED,
July 23,
1866.
23, 1866.
APPItOVED, July
July.23,
23, 1866.
1866.
July
_

CHAP.
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the Construction
Construction of
of a
Railroad through
through certain
certain
a Railroad
An Act
CCXIV. - An
CHAP. CCXIV.—
Land
the United
United States
States in
in Kansas.
Kansas.
of the
Land of

Be it
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Leavenworth States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the Leavenworth
City
Leavenworth City
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
Leavenworth
City Railroad
Railroad Company be, and are hereby, authorized
authorized to construct a
a horse
construct
Company
may
railway, with
two tracks,
tracks, through
military reservation
reservation from
the military
through the
or two
one or
with one
Ihorerailway,
Onrc horse
railway
railway through
through
military
military reservereservation;
tion;
may take
land
take land
may
for road.
Location
of
Location of
road.
road.
Company
to
Company to
erect own
own bridghtidgvs Lan
n
d
dcrossings.
;'
SLand granited
to
to revert
revert if not
used
used for railroad
purposes.
Privilege to
to
Pr'ivlege
cease at will
will of
Secretary
of
Secretary
War.
of

eWar.tn of

Fort
Leavenworth to the city of Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, and take for the
Fort Leavenworth
accommodation
of the
the said
road, or
or the
the business
business thereof,
over
accommodation of
said road,
thereof, aastrip
strip of
of land
land over

said
twenty feet
in width:
the
That the
Provided, That
width: Provided,
feet in
exceeding twenty
not exceeding
reservation not
said reservation
location of said railroad
railroad through said reservation shall be on and along the
west side
side of the wagon road leading from the said city to the said fort,
west
and
the said
said company
shall erect
and
crossings, and
bridges and crossings,
erect their own bridges
company shall
and that
that the
also,
not be permitted to use those of the wagon
wagon road: And provided
provided also,
That
whenever said strip
cease to be used for the purposes
land shall cease
strip of land
That whenever
business thereof,
of said railroad company
company or the accommodation
accommodation of the .busirress
the same shall revert to the United States; that this privilege shall be allowed
as long
long as
the Secretary
War shall, in
determine,
his discretion,
discretion, determine,
in his
of War
as the
Secretary of
lowed as
and no
and
longer.
no longer.
APPROVED, July
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

J
uly 23,
23, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
CHAP .CCXV.
to amend
the Acts
Acts approved
approved August
August six,
and
hundred and
eiqhteen hundred
six, eighteen
amend the
Act to
-An Act
CCXV. —An
July
Metropolitan
sixty-two, establishing
1861 ch .
mxty-one, and
July :
sixteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
establishing aa Metropolitan
and sixty-two,
sixteen,
and July
sixty-one,
Vol.
'ch.
p.
62.
32
0.
Police
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
to
increase
the
Efficiency
thereof,
and
for
other
PurPurother
for
and
Police in the District of Columbia, to increase the Efficiency thereof,
Vol. xii. . 320.
1862, ch.
ch. 181.
181.
poses.
poses.
1862,
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 578.
578.
Vol.
Post,
p.
874.
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
it enacted
Be it
Post, p. 874.
Titles of officers States
States of
of Amel
ica in
in Congress
That the
officer
executive officer
chief executive
the chief
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
Amer-ica
Titlesofofficers
of
metropolitan of the police shall hereafter
sergeants shall
hereafter be styled major; the present sergeants
of metropolitan
police.
lieutenants; the roundsmen
patrolmen
police,
be called lieutenants;
roundsmen called
called sergeants,
sergeants, and the patrolmen
called privates;
privates; and that, in addition to the officers and employes the
called
commissioners of
the metropolitan
metropolitan police, in
Columbia,
in the
the District
District of Columbia,
of the
commissioners
are now
now authorized
authorized by
law to
the said
said commissioners
be authorauthorcommissioners be
to appoint,
appoint, the
by law
are
Additional
inspector of the force, corncombe the inspector
who shall be
captain, who
to appoint
appoint one captain,
men ized
ized to
and men
officers and
authorized.
authorized.
mand it in sickness or absence
absence of the major, and perform such other
eaid commissioners
commissioners may direct; one clerk in the office of the
duties as the said
charge of the records
records of the sanitary company,
company, and
major, who shall have charge
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perform such other duties as the major, by direction or with
perform
the approval
approval
with the
of the commissioners,
commissioners, may prescribe; twenty sergeants,
and fifty
patrolsergeants, and
fifty patrolmen or privates.
SEC.
be it further enacted,
enacted, That the provisions
SEC. 2. And be
provisions of the sixth Authority
Authority and
and
section of the act of July sixteen,
sixteen, eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-two, authoreu
e s
ad
hi
,
etji
uo
s
n
tof
o
c
e
f
s
and sixty-two,
author- j
jurisdiction
izing
izing the selection
selection of justices
justices of the peace by the board of police, to ofpeace.
of- of the peace.
ficiate at the respective station-houses, be construed
construed to
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 580.
to provide for
for the
the Vol.
580.
hearing of all cases
cases of offence against statutory,
statutory, corporation,
corporation, or
or common
common
law, of which the said board is charged
charged by law with the execution;
execution; and
to whom
and Fines,
Fines, towhom
all fines imposed by any justice within either of the jurisdictions
jurisdictions of
the paid,
and mode
of the
paid, and
mode
metropolitan police district shall be, by the justices imposing the same, of
payment
ofpayment
paid into the hands of the treasurer of the board of police,
first
police, on
on the
the first
Thursday
Thursday after the same shall have
have been collected,
collected, who
rewho shall
shall duly
duly receipt therefor,
therefor, in duplicate, to the credit of the
the city
city or
county within
within
or county
which
the offence
committed; and such justice shall,
which the
offence was committed;
shall, in
each case,
case,
in each
return the original receipt to the treasurer
treasurer of the
the same
same jurisdiction
jurisdiction;;and
and
the
treasurer of
of the police board
the treasurer
board shall pay over such sums monthly to the
the
proper officers of said cities or county, upon proper receipts, except
proper
except as
as
hereinafter provided.
hereinafter
provided.
SEC.
And be it further enacted, That from and after the expiration
SEc. 3. And
Licenses lor
tor
expiration Licenses
of licenses
licenses already granted
granted it shall be unlawful for any person or persons sale of intoxicat.
intoxiontkeeping
keeping an ordinary,
ordina ry, restaurant,
res t
auran t, sa
l
oon ,
or ot
her place
pl
ace where
where sp
i
ri
tuous ingdrinks.
ing drinks.
saloon,
or
o:her
spirituous

liquors
liquors are sold within the District of Columbia, to give,
sell, or
dispose
give, sell,
or dispose
of'
drinks without a
a license approved
of any intoxicating
intoxicating drinks
approved by the
the board
board of
of
police; anld
hereafter no such license
and hereafter
license shall be considered legal
any of
of
legal by
by any
the
authorities having
the authorities
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction within
within said district, until the same
same
shall have
have been approved by the board
board of police and so certified
certified by
by the
the
secretary thereof under the office seal.
secretary
seal.
Sic. 4. And be it further enacted, That the board of police
SEC.
of the
police shall
shall Uniform
Uniformofthe
provide specific
specific rules for uniform clothing of the police force, which shall po
provide
ll "'
police.
be procured
procured by each of the members thereof
thereof respectively,
respectively, strictly
be
strictly in
conin conformity
formity with such rules, at his own expense and risk, and he shall
shall be
be reremoved
moved from
from such force for
complying with
for not complying
with such
such rules.
rules.
SEC.
fiom and after the passage
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That from
passage of Property
Property clerk
clerk
ofthe
th e me
t
ropo li tan po
li ce district
di str i
ct shall
sh
all be
be vested
vested p
opoer
rI
o
p
yo
el
r
i
s
co
eftof
t
n
oot ye
this act the
the property
property clerk
clerk of
metropolitan
police
ntarve
with
all the powers
powers now conferred
conferred by law upon notaries public
with all
public in the public.
public.
District of Columbia. He may administer
administer oaths
depositions
Powers and
and
oaths and certify
certify depositions
Powers
which
establish the ownership
which may be necessary
necessary to establish
ownership of any property or
or duties.
money
lost, abandoned,
abandoned, or returned
money lost,
returned to him under the directions
directions of the
the
board of'
of police,
police, other than such as may be so returned as
as the proceeds
proceeds
of crime;
crime ;and upon satisfictory
satisffictory evidence
evidence of such ownership
ownership he
he shall
shall dedeliver the same
saine to said owner, his heirs and legal representatives,
to
representatives, and
and to
him or them
except it be proven
him
them only, except
proven impracticable
impracticable for such owner,
owner, heirs,
representatives to appear,
or representatives
appear, when the same may be
be delivered
delivered and
and rereceipted for upon such proof of ownership
ownership and the filing
filing in
in the
the office
office of
of
clerk, of aaduly executed power
power of attorney from
said property
property clerk,
said owner
from said
owner
or his heirs or legal
iegal representatives.
representatives. And any property or money
money reProperty or
or
re- Property
e
rneo
et
d
i
e
sy
o
,
f
tr
e
i
Le
:
turned
turned to the property clerk as the
the proceeds of crime,
crime, and which
which shall
shall m'ney,
the
proceds of crime,
not be called for as evidence
evidence by any proceeding
proceeding in the
not called
called for
for as
as
the courts
courts of
of the
the DisDis- not
trict within
within one year from the date of such return, may, unless speciall
triet
evidence within
specially evidence
within
claimed
by the
claimed by
the owner
owner within
within that time, be thereafter treated as other un
Zaiv
e
e
ra'sto
t°
ftbanun-- otle
earas
b
claimed,
abandoned, or lost property
property or money, as provided
claimed, abandoned,
provided in the act of
doned.
of doned.
July sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty-two.
SEC. 6. And be it further
furt/ier enacted,
enacted, That
That where
where animals
animals or
articles of
or articles
of Animals,
Animals, or
or
property, other than money, are ret
rto.- other
vier
returned
urn ed to the
th e p
ro p
er ty clerk
cl
er k as t
heroge
1)
ham
property
the
property
other
than
monev,
proceeds of crime, when shown by sufficient
sufficient evidence to be necessary
proceeds
necessary for
for when
and how
how
when and
the
current use of the owners
perishable proper_
the current
owners and not for sale, (except
(except perishable
in
proper- may be
be placed
placed in
o,tt e
o
i
c_lsyof the
ty that may be delivered
delivered to the o
wn e
r on am
pl e security
secur i
ty being
bei
ng taken
taken by
byetcustody
owner
ample
of the
the committing magistrate
magistrate for his appearance
appearance at the criminal
the
Perishable
criminal court
court to
to Perishable
property.
y
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prosecute
case,) the
the board of
police shall
discreshall have power, in its discreof police
the case,)
prosecute the
of
tion,
property clerk to place the same in the custody of
the property
authorize the
to authorize
tion, to
such
owners, upon sufficient bonds being given by said owner or owners
such owners,
of
in the
the sum of twice the value thereof, conditioned for the production of
the
time within
within one
for use in court as
required for
year, when required
one year,
any time
at any
the same
same at
evidence
anyt,roceeding
thereon, in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions reproceeding thereon,
in any
evidence in
quired
act of
of July
And
eighteen hundred and sixty-two. And
sixteenth, eighteen
July sixteenth,
by the
the act
quired by
Large quantinanti- in cases of large quantities of goods held for sale by the owners, that may
ties ofgoods
of
sheld come
come into the possession of the property clerk as the proceeds
proceeds of crime,
for sale.
representatives,
owner, his heirs or representatives,
delivered to the said owner,
the same may be delivered
prosecute,
as
provided in section
ample security to prosecute,
five of this act, upon ample
section five
as provided
except those
those of an estimated
estimated value of fifty dollars, which shall be retained
except
clerk until the discharge or conviction of the accused, as
property clerk
by the property
required by said act.
No
person to
S
EC. 7.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That hereafter
no person
shall
person shall
hereafter no
be it
7. And
SEC.
to
No person
assume or pracPrae" assume or practise the occupation of detective
detective within the limits of the
tise
tise the
the occupaoccupation
District of
of Columbia
Columbia who
not first
first receive
receive a
aspecific
specific appointment
appointment for
for
shall not
who shall
of detective
detective District
tion of
a private
in
private busiin the District of that purpose, unless pursuing the detection of criminals as a
Columbia with- az
ness
,, outside of such authority, and not otherwise specifically authorized
, ob
butside of such authority, and not otherwise specifically authorized
t ness
Ctupebific
out
specific apthe board
pointment
thereby
law.
enter into
bonds to
to the
board of
of
into bonds
shall enter
practising shall
so practising
person so
Any person
by
law. Any
threpointment
for, unless,
d
&C. police
poli ce with
wi
th sure
t
y in
i
n the
th e sum
of no
to
nottless than ten thousand dollars, to
sum of
surety
&c.
for,
unless,
Bon.
board of police,
by the
the board
be approved
approved by
police, for a
afaithful
faithful and correct
correct return to
Bond. be
said
manner and at such times as the board of police
such manner
board, in such
said board,
transacted by such private detectives; and in
all business
shall
business transacted
in
of all
shall direct,
direct, of
for failure
or bonds for
each
and every
every case
case of
forfeiture of
bond or
failure to
of such
such bond
of aaforfeiture
each and
make such returns to said board as required, or for failure of persons acSureties
cused
private detectives to appear to answer charges in
such bonded
bonded private
by such
cused by
Sureties on
bond, when
to be court,
it shall
duty of
the United
United States
for the
the
States for
of the
attorney of
of the
the attorney
the duty
be the
shall be
court, it
whentobe
bond,
prosecuted.
immediately prosecute
prosecute the sureties thereon
thereon to
to the full exprosecuted.
said District to immediately
any
recovery of the forfeitures. And it shall be the duty of any
tent of aarecovery
Detectives
person prosecuting
a private detective, who may arrest aa
business of a
prosecuting the business
person
Detectives
of the
arresting
persons person
crime, to
person arrested
arrested with
evidence of
with all
all evidence
the person
to bring
bring the
for crime,
person for
arresting persons
for crime to carry
them
t
o alleged
crime, including
including property
evidence,
become evidence,
may become
which may
or money
money which
property or
alleged crime,
once to
at once
theln at
office
super- immediately
immediately to
to the
the office
of the
the superintendent
police, or
or the nearest
nearest
of police,
superintendent of
office of
office of
of superinteudent
of Ppo- metropolitan police station, where the case shall undergo an examination
lice,
&c. of
'
tel"t
laws that
of laws
Case to
before the
magistrate assigned
assigned thereto;
and all
laws or
that
or parts
parts of
all laws
thereto; and
the magistrate
ex- before
to be
be exCase
or
metropolitan police
police in the matters of persons, property, or
amined.
govern the metropolitan
Laws relatinto,.
to
apply money
money shall
hereafter be
be applicable
applicable to
to said
detectives, (or
(or to persons
persons
said detectives,
shall hereafter
troapply
to police
police to
name they
they may
may assume,)
other name
as detectives,
to detectives.
detectives.
practising
detectives, whatever
whatever other
assume,) who
to
practising as
shall make
make like returns and dispositions thereof, as required by law and
and
the
metropolitan police force.
force.
the metropolitan
governing the
of police
police governing
of the
the board of
the rules
rules of
When
private
SEC.
be it
it further
upon the
the execution
execution of
priof aa priThat upon
enacted, That
further enacted,
8. And
And be
SEC. 8.
Whenaaprivate
to
detective's
detective's bond vate detective's bond, it
it shall be the duty of such private detectives
detectives to
is executed, he
bond
the Board
Board of Police, who shall file such bond
to the
of the
the secretary
secretary of
't to report
report to
shall
shall report
report
residence of said
secretary of
of poname, age,
nationality, and residence
said
age, description,
description, nationality,
the name,
record the
po- and
and record
secretary
lice
lice
any
private detective;
and it
be unlawful
detectives, or
or any
such detectives,
for such
unlawful for
it shall
shall be
detective; and
private
d to be
liond
filed
record member
member of
of the
the metropolitan
police force,
for any
and all
all other
other perany and
or for
force, or
metropolitan police
and record
filed and
participate
sons, to
to compromise
mnide.
made.
sons,
compromise a
a felony or any other
other unlawful act, or to participate
Felonies, &c.
&c. in, assent to, aid, or assist any person suspected of crime to escape a full
to be
be comnotI. elonies,
not
to
com- in, assent to, aid, or assist any person suspected of crime to escape a full
pounded.
judicial examination
failing to give known facts or reasonable causes
examination by failing
judicial
pounded.
susthe charge
or susl'ersons susany information
relative to
to the
charge or
information relative
or withholding
withholding any
of suspicion,
suspicion, or
Persons
sus- of
pected of
crime
.. ,.
pected
of crime
not to
trom the
the police
or in
in any
to receive
receive
manner to
any manner
justice, or
or justice,
magistrate or
police magistrate
picion from
aided Picion
be aided
not
to be
account
favor, or
property, favor,
to .escape
escape by
by . any
or other
other compensation,
compensation, from, or on account
any money,
money, property,
to
withhelding
in- of, any person arrested or subject to arrest for any crime or supposed
withheldin information &c.
sze.
of,). an y person arrested or subject to arrest for an y crime or su pp osed
formation,
to
money, ,s
co . crime,
crime, or
or to
to permit
permit any
any such
person to
go at
at large
large without
due effort
effort to
without due
to go
such person
&o.
Money,
crime; and
and for
any violation
violation of
not to be received secure
secure an
such supposed
for any
of
of such
supposed crime;
nottobereceived
an investigation
investigation of
those
from those
from
charged
with
the
foregoing
provisions
of
this
section,
or
either
of
them,
the
said
police,
police,
said
the
them,
of
either
or
section,
this
of
provisions
the foregoing
charged with
or other
other person guilty thereof, shall be deemed as
crime,
or private
private detective,
detective, or
or
crime.
Penalty
for
having compromised
thereafter prohibited from acting as
compromised aafelony, and be thereafter
Penalty for having
violation
violation*hereof.
hereof.
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an officer
officer of the metropolitan
metropolitan police force or as a
aprivate
private detective,
detective, and
shall be prosecuted
prosecuted to the extent of the law for aiding criminals
criminals to escape
escape
justice.
the ends of justice.
APPROVED, July
23, 1866.
APPROVED,
July 23,
1866.

CHAP.
-AnAn Act to give certain
certain Powers to the Levy
Levy Court
Court of the
the County of July 23,
CHAP.CCXVI.
CCX VI.
—
1866.
23, 1866.
WTashington
Washington in the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Be it enacted by
by the Senate and House of Re;oresentatives
United
Reireseltatives of the United
States of America in congress
Congress assembled, That in addition to the existexist- Certain real
recovery of taxes due to the levy court in property
the
ing remedy by distress, for the recovery
e
l
'
o
m
i
rtr,t-voN
a
hs
e
h.
county
ofinWashWashington, real property
the county
county of Washington,
property in said county, outside
outside the cor- ington)may be
be
porate
Georgetown and Washington,
prate limits of Georgetown
Washington, on which
which one year's taxes sold for taxes.
shall be due and unpaid, or so much thereof,
thereof, not less than one acre,
(where the property on which the tax has accrued
(where
accrued is not less
that
less than that
quantity,)
quantity,) as may be necessary
necessary to pay any such taxes, with all legal costs
costs
and charges arising thereon, may be sold at public sale, to Satisfy
such
satisfy such
taxes
expenses, by the collector
taxes and expenses,
collector appointed
appointed by the levy court
court of said
county: Provided,
Provided, That public
public notice be given
given of
of the time and place of
Notice
Notice of time
andeplace of
advertising once aaweek for eight
inn some
news-sdplaceof
sale by advertising
eight successive weeks i
s
om e news
Washington, in which advertisement
paper published in the city of Washington,
advertisement shall '0 s'
0te what
be given a
a sufficient and definite
description of
prope rty sel
ect ed for
f
or ttatewhat
definite description
of the
the property
selected
sale, the name
name of the person to whom •
the
assessed, and the
agthe same
same is assessed,
the agpurchaser or purchasers
purchasers of Purchasegregate amount of taxes due thereon.
thereon. The purchaser
any such property shall pay, at the time of such sale, the amount
amount of taxes
taxes money
how
paid.
moneyhow
paid.
due on the property
property so purchased by him, her, or them, respectively,
with
respectively, with
the amount
amount of the expenses of sale, and shall pay the
the residue
residue of the
the purchase-money within ten days
chase-money
days after the expiration of two
two years from the
day of sale, to the collector or other officer
officer of the levy court
authorized to
court authorized
to
receive the same,
same, and the amount of such residue
residue shall be placed in the
the
treasury of said levy court, subject
order of
of the
subject to the
the order
the original
original proprietor
proprietor
proprietors of the property sold, his, her, or their legal
or proprietors
representatives ;
legal representatives;
purchasers of said property
and the purchaser
purchaser or purchasers
property shall receive
receive a
and how
a title When
Whenandhow
thereto in fee simple, by deed, under the hand of the president of said topurchaser
purclaser to
levy court and its seal, which
which shall be deemed good and
and valid
valid in law and
and receive
recevttle.title.
equity: Provided,
Provided, nevertheless, That if within two years from the day of Owners
equity:
may
Owners may
r
,
e
,
d
o
e
e
vm
e w
s
any such sale, or before
purchaser or purchasers
before such purchaser
purchasers shall have paid thete t
ar
th m
deem
within
residue, if any, of the purchase-money
purchase-money as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
proprietor or
.M&le of rerethe proprietor
or propro- Mode
prietors of any property sold as aforesaid,
aforesaid, his, her, or their
their agents, or legal
legaldemption.
demption.
representatives, shall repay to such purchaser
money
purchaser or purchasers
purchasers the money
aforesaid, together
paid for taxes and expenses as aforesaid,
together with
with ten per centum
centum
per annum as interest thereon, or make aatender thereof, or depo-it
deposit the same
same
with the treasurer
treasurer of said levy court or other officer
officer authorized
authorized to receive the
same,
the use
use of
of such
same, for
for the
such purchaser
purchaser or
and subject
his or
or
or purchasers,
purchasers, and
subject to
to his
their order, he, she,
reinstated in his, her, or their origishe, or they shall be reinstated
sale had
made ;and
nal right and title, as if no such sale
had been made;
and if
if any
any purpurchaser
e purchase-money
purchase-money as aforesaid
aforesaid
If
chaser shall fail to pay
pay the residue of th
the
If purchaser
purchaser
aforesaid, for any property so purchased
within the time required as aforesaid,
purchased by fails to pay residue
of purc
him, he shall
shall pay
pay ten
ten per
per centum
annum, as
as interest
centum per
per annum,
interest thereon,
thereon, in
addi- money.
in addimdue
of puce-haseresidue, from the expiration of the two
tion to such residue,
two years
years as aforesaid,
until the actual payment
payment of such residue and the
receiving of a
conveythe receiving
a conveyance as aforesaid,
aforesaid, mid
subject to the order of
of
and said interest
interst shall alike be subject
the original proprietor
residue of the
purchaseproprietor or proprietors as the residue
the purchasemoney aforesaid:
money
no sale
sale shall
shall be
be made
any imim- No
aforesaid: Prot:ided
Provided also,
also, That
That no
made of
of any
No sale
sale to
to be
be
property in
in pursuance
proved property
pursuance of
section, whereon
there is
of this
this section,
whereon there
is personal
personal
pmoedofprm
pra
o
d
v
e
ed f
prerty
im
op-erty,
property of
property
of sufficient
sufficient value
value to
to pay
said taxes,
nor of
of such
such improved
improved propis thereon
pay said
taxes, nor
prop- ifthere
if thereisthereon
erty whereon
whereon there
is not
such personal
there is
not such
personal property,
property, until
until the
personthe collector
collector shall
shall sufficient
sufficientpersonfirst file
first
file a
sworn return
return with
with the
of said
levy court
there is
is no
no al
property.
a sworn
the clerk
clerk of
said levy
court that
that there
al property.
such personal
personal property,
which return
return shall
shall be
be prima
prima fhcie
facie proof
proof of
that
property, which
of that
fact; and that minors,
minors, mortgagees,
mortgagees, and
and others
others having
equitable liens
liens or
having equitable
or
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Minors, mortnortMinors,
agees, and those
interests to hae
what time within
within
whattime
which to redeem.
whichtoredeem.

sal for taxes as aforesaid
other interests, as creditors, in real property sold
shall be allowed one year after such minors' coming
coming to full age, or after
.
such mortgagees,
mortgagees, or
having equitable
interests, obtaining
obtaining possession
possession
equitable interests,
or others
others having
such
property, to redeem the same from the
of, such property,
a decree for the sale of,
of, or a
purchaser or purchasers,
purchaser
purchasers, his, her, or their heirs
heirs or assigns,
assigns, on paying
paying the
amount of
of the
so paid therefor,
therefor, with ten per centum inthe purchase-money
purchase-money so
amount
terest thereon
thereon per
annum; and
improvements erected on
on
value of any improvements
and the value
per annum,
terest
said property
property by
by the
the purchaser
possession.
purchaser or his assigns while in his possession.
said
Sale
may be
SEC. 2. And
enacted, That it shall be lawful for the colfurther enacted,
And be it further
SEC.
Sale maybe
adjourned.
advertisement, the, sale of the property adpostpone, after such advertisement,
lector to postpone,
adjourned.
vertised according
according to
foregoing section,
section, to any future
future day, for want of
to the
the foregoing
vertised
bidders or
or other
other reasonable
reasonable cause, giving public notice of such postponepostponebidders
ment; and
and the
equally valid as
postponed time shall be equally
at such postponed
made at
the sale made
ment;
if made
made, on
advertisement.
the day stated in the advertisement.
on the
if
Collector
Sti:C.
levy
further enacted, That the collector of said levy
it further
And be it
3. And
StC. 3.
of
Collector of
ley court may court shall have authority
levy
authority to collect any tax lawfully imposed
imposed by said
tax
collect ally
collect
any tax
by distress
distresS and
distress and
and sale
of the
goods and
and chattels
of the
the person
chargeperson chargechattels of
the goods
sale of
by distress
court, by
alnd court,
by
wherever the same may be found in said county, out of
sale,
therewith, wherever
able therewith,
sale.
the corporate
limits of
Georgetown ;but no such sale
Washington and Georgetown;
of Washington
corporate limits
Sale not to be the
made,
unless,
shall be
made unless
unless ten
days' previous
previous notice
thereof be
be given
in some
given in
notice thereof
ten days'
be made
shall
nde, unless,
Washington.
newspaper
of' Washington.
newspaper printed in the city of
enacted. That it shall not be necessary
it further enacted.
And be it
Levy court
SEC. 4. And
necessary that
SEC.
may Acmand
of the
the said levy
levy court shall have actually paid the portion of the general ex(iemandorof
may
WashinMon
general
or
Wtshington
a portion of
Georgefown the
the penses
penses of
of the
Washington, or any other expenses
expenses a
of
of Waslington,
county of'
the county
Georgetownl
Georgetown is liable for, to
ex- which either of the cities of'
proportion of
or"of Washington
'Washington or Georgetown
penses,althoug,h
enable the
the said
said court
demand of
or either of said
said cities payment of its
to denland
court to
ecsesaltlhongl 'enable
proportion
already incurred, or for the supreme court of
expenses already
proportion of said expenses
the District
District of
summarily in
the matter
give judgjudgmatter and give
in the
to act
act summarily
of Columbia
Columbia to
the
of' the act of July one, eighteen hunment, according to the provisions
1812,
ch.117.
provisions of
bun117. meat,
1812, ch.
levy
Vol.
771 ' dred
twelve, entitled ""An
certain powers on the levy
conferring certain
An act
act conferring
and twelve,
dred and
Vol. ii. p. 771.
Columbia.'
court
county of'
of Washington,
Washington, in the District of Columbia."
the county
court for the
gagieesi and those
having equitable
interests to have

APFROVED, July
23, 1866.
1866.
July 23,
AprniovED,

July 23,
1866.
23, 1266.
July

Columbia.
Districtof Columbia.
Public Schools in the District
CHAP. CC
XVII. —
relating to Public
-AnAnAct relating
CCXVII.
CIIAP.

Representatives of
Be
House of Representatives
qf the United
enacted by the Senate and Hlouse
Be it enacted
States
Congress assembled,
eighteenth section of
the eighteenth
That the
assembled, That
in Con.qress
of America
America in
States of
Cities of Washthe act
An act
provide for the public instruction of youth in
act to provide
entitled ""An
act entitled
Wash- the
Citiesof
ingtoonnd
the county
of Washington,
'Washington, District
of' Columbia,
Columbia, and for other purposes,"
District of
county of
a l to the
in'gto"i
Georgetown to
Georgetown
pay to
approved June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four, shall be so
twenty-five, eighteen
June twenty-five,
truntees approved
to trustees
pay
construed as to require
require the cities of Washington and Georgetown
Georgetown to pay
construed
of colored
colored
schools the proa proportionate
schools tie pro- over to the trustees of colored
colored schools of said cities such a
proportionate
portionate part
portionate
p1rt.
of certain school
part of
received or
expended for school or educational
educational purpuror expended
moneys received
all moneys
of all
school part
ofcertain
improvements,
moneys,
poses
including the cost of sites, buildings, improvements,
in said cities, including
poses in
moneysl.
156,
ch.
1864.
1864,§b 156, furniture,
furniture, and
and books,
expenditures on
of schools,
schools, as
as
account of
on account
other expenditures
and all
all other
books, and
16§ is.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 191.
between the ages of six and seventeen years, in the
children between
191. the
the colored children
Vol.
respective
cities, bear
bear to
the whole
number of children, white and colored,
colored,
whole number
to the
respective cities,
between
the same ages. That the money shall be considered due and
between the
Money when
payable
payable to said
said trustees on the first day of October of each year, and if
to
payable.
to be
be pyable.
not then paid over to them, interest
interest at the rate of ten per centum per
per
Interest,
annum
amount unpaid
may be
collected from the
and collected
be demanded
demanded and
unpaid may
on the
tihe amount
annum on
Interest.
delinquent city by said trustees.
authorities
authorities of the delinquent
enacted, That the said trustees may maintain
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And be it farther
Columbia
An
District of Columbia
in the supreme court of the District
of debt in
action of
-an action
of .an
action of
An a6tion
debt may
against said
cities of
of Washington
non-payment
Georgetown for the non-payment
Washington and Georgetown
said cities
against
may be
be
debt
for
maintained
maintained for
those moneys.
moneys.
of any
any sum
of money
money arising
arising under
under the aforesaid
aforesaid act
act of June
June twenty-five,
sum of
of
those
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four.
eighteen
1866.
APPROVED, July
July 23,
23, 1866.
APPROVED,
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CHAP. CCXVIH.
CCXVIII. -— An Act to incorporate
Metropolitan Mining and
and Manufacturing
Mianufacturing July
incorporate the Metropolitan
23, 1866.
July 23,
1866.
Company.

and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
Representatives of
the United
States of America
Aminerica in
That John Ford, George
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Metropolitan
George D. Metropolitan
William3,
Williams, Thomas W. Hyde, Oliver
Herd, Samuel
Samuel Manufacturing
Mining and
Oliver Edwards, Charles
Charles H.
H. Herd,
Manufacturing
A. Fulton, Clarles
Charles Otis, Charles A. Ecleston,
Ecleston, George
Joseph Company
Company incorGeorge W. Holmes, Joseph
incorE. Hollis, John F.
F. Broadliead,
Broadhead, and
and Lewis
Lewis P. Moody, or any five
five of them,
them, porated.
hereby, authorized
empowered to receive subscriptions
subscriptions to Subscriptions
be, and are
are hereby,
authorized and empowered
Subscriptions
the capital stock
stock of a
acorporation to be denominated
denominated the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Minstock.
.
mIin- to
to stock.
ing and Manufficturing
Manuf'acturing Company
Company of'
of the District
District of Columbia, who shall
open
a book for that purpose
purpose in the city of Washington,
open a
Washington, at the
the time and
and
place
place to be by them designated,
designated, of which they shall give five days'
days' notice
notice
in two or more of the daily papers
papers of said city, and shall
shall keep the same
same
open until twenty thousand
thousand shares of one hundred
hundred dollars a
ashare
share each shall
Who may
sunmaysuohave been subscribed;
subscribed; and any person of lawful age, and a
a citizen of
of the
the scribe
scribe.'
States, shall be permitted to subscribe upon paying five dollars on
United States,
on
each share
share at the time of subscribing. And it shall be lawful
lawful for the said
Powers ofcorof carPowers
poration.
corporation to have aa common seal, sue and be s
ued, plead
pl ea d and
an d be
he imi
m -poralionsued,
pleaded, and have and exercise all the rights, privileges,
privileges, and
and immunities
immunities
for the purpose
purpose of the corporation
corporation hereby
hereby created.
created.
S:c. 2. And be it further
further enacted, That
That the
SEc.
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the company
Directors,
company Directors,
nn
a
uclui w
beil how
i
shall be managed by nine directors,
directors, to be elected annually
annually by ballot on anumber
how
the second Monday
of' July, by the stockholders
Monday of
stockholders or by their legally chosen.
empowertd
empowered agents; and each
each share of stock shall
shall entitle the holder Votes.
thereof
thereof to one vote; the election
election to be held at the office of the company
company
meeting of
stockholders convened
convened f
or that
th atpurpose,
purpose ,by
by
Genera lmeetmeet
at a
a general
general meeting
of the
the stockholders
for
General
ten days' public notice in two or mo
reof
daily papers
papers of
of the
th e city
ci
ty of
ofings of
of stockstockmore
of the
the daily
holders
how
c held
holders, how
Washingtonl:
Washington :Provided,
Provided, That the first election
shall be
election for directors
directors shall
be
held notified,.
notified.
pursuant
daily papers
pursuant to five days' notice given in one or more of the daily
papers of the
First election.
election.
city of Washington,
Washington, by the persons named in the first
act,
first section
section of
of this
this act,
or any five of them,
them, who shall designate
designate the time when and
place
and the
the place
where
where said election
election shall be held; and the stockholders
shall then
then and
stockholders shall
and
there
there elect nine
nine directors
directors to serve until the next ensuing election
unelection and
and until .their
their successors
successors shall be duly elected and qualified
qualified as
for
as provided
provided for
in this act.
first ensuing meeting
of the
directors after
after President.
President.
And at the first
meeting of
the directors
every election
election they shall appoint
appoint one of
of their number as president, who
hold office
shall hold
office until the election
election and qualification
qualification of
of his successor.
successor.
And five members
a quorum. And in case Itoieretn,
Quorum.
members of'
or said board shall compose a
If election 15
is
that an election
made mat
that
election for directors
directors should not be made when pursuant to this not made
act it should have been made, the company for that cause shall not
not be proper time,
dissolved;;and it shall
company
dissolved
shall be lawful within forty days thereafter
thereafter to hold and c
b
o
e
m
df:smol'
venot
nt to
o
c.
eiection for directors in such manner as the by-laws
make an election
by-laws of
com- e dissolved,&c.
of the
tile comprescribe, and the president
pany may prescribe,
president and
directors
for
the
time
being.
and directors for the time being
shall be continued
continued in office until such election
election take
take place. And
And in
in the
the
event of the death,
death, resignation,
resignation, or removal
removal of any director
director from office, Vacancies
Vacancies in
in
his place
ri mainder of
of' his term may be filled by the president offi
place fbr
for the remainder
how
filled.rect°r.
hofwfiefied.cto
and directors
directors for the time being, in such manner as the
the by-laws may
may
prescribe.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. And
And be it further
president and
directors Appointment
Appointment
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the president
and directors
a secretary
shall have power
power to appoint a
secretary and such other officers, agents,
agents, andpayfdtsereand clerks as may to them appear
appear proper, to fix
and officers,
officers, agents,
agents,
fix their
their compensation;
compensation, and
pay the same.
same.
pay
and clerks.
clerks.
And be it
it further
SEC. 4. And
further enacted, That the capital stock
stock shall
shall be
Capital stock,
stock,
be Capital
called in
in and
and paid
in such
instalments and
and at
at such
such times
timesin.how
paid in
such instalments
and proportions,
proportions, and
how called in.
and places, as the president and directors, for the
the time
time being,
being, may require
require
and designate.
designate. And if any stockholder, subscriber, their assignee
assignee or If
stockholders,
Ifstockholders,
transferee,
transferee, shall refuse or neglect to pay such proportion
proportion or instalment at &c.
i
Sc
s doent
e
n
n
o
t
t
spay
instalments, &a.
the time and place
place appointed, such stockholder, subscriber,
subscriber, transferee, or
or
assignee shall, at the option of the president and directors,
assignee
to the
directors, forfeit to
the
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use
of the
company all
all his,
right, title,
and interest
and
interest in and
title, and
or their
their right,
her, or
his, her,
the company
use of
to every
share on
on which
such instalments
instalments have
been duly
duly paid; and
not been
have not
which such
to
every share
Fresh subsubfresh subscriptions
subscriptions may
be opened
opened for
for the
the said shares
manner
shares in such manner
may be
fresh
Fresh
scriptions
may
as the
prescribe, or
president and directors may, at
or the president
may prescribe,
by-laws may
the by-laws
as
scriptiocs may
oe opened.
opened.
oe
their option, commence
commence suit for any instalment that may be due and unpaid, and
recover against
the
holder of said stock for the amount of the
the holder
against the
and recover
paid,
No stockholder
same: Provided,
Provided, That
permitted to
stockholder or subscriber shall be permitted
That no stockholder
stockholder same:
No
of
in
arrears to vote vote
vote at
directors or at any general or special meeting of
for directors
election for
at any
any election
inarrearstovote
the
on whose
whose shares
any instalments
instalments or
or arrearages
may be due
due
arrearages may
shares any
company, on
the company,
more
previous thereto.
days previous
than fifteen days
more than
SEC. 5.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
for
enacted, That the president and directors for
5. And
SEC.
of
Authority of
execution
establish, and put in execution
president
being shall have power to ordain, establish,
time being
president and the time
directors.
By-laws.
such rules,
by-laws as
as they
may deem
deem essenthey may
and by-laws
ordinances, and
regulations, ordinances,
rules, regulations,
such
By-laws.
tial for
well-government of
of the
not contrary
to the laws
contrary to
institution,' not
the institution
the well-government
for the
tial
and Constitution
of the
United States
or of
of this act, and
or of
State, or
any State,
of any
States or
the United
Constitution of
and
a corpora
generally to
to do
and perform
perform all
all acts,
matters, and
corpora
and things which a
acts, matters,
do and
generally
lion
may or
or can lawfully do.
tion may
SEC. 6.
6. And
enacted, That the president and directors are
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEC.
Business of
mining may be
carried on. be hereby
hereby empowered
empowered and
on behalf of said company,
company, to carauthorized, on
fully authorized,
and fully
marrinea
ry on
on the
the business
business of
mining for
for iron
ore and
and other
native minerals, and
other native
iron ore
of mining
ry
manufacturing
market; and to purchase and
and
the same for market;
preparing the
and preparing
manufacturing and
a term or in fee simple such real estate and other propReal estate. hold by deed for a
erty
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and State
of Virginia
Virginia as
be
as may be
State of
District of
within the
erty within
not
Bonds,
necessary
proper for the purposes aforesaid; and to issue bonds not
necessary and proper
Bonds.
exceeding one
of the capital
capital stock,
be
stock, upon such terms as may be
half of
one half
exceeding
Provided, That no bond
Proviso,
deemed for
for the
the best interests of the company: Provided,
deemed
Proviso.
shall be
be issued
hundred dollars, or bearing
bearing interless sum than one hundred
issued for aaless
shall
est at
at a
arate
annum.
per centum per annum.
exceeding six per
rate exceeding
est
SEC. 7.
it further enacted, That the president
president and directors are
7. And be itfurther
Lands may be SEC.
sold or
leased.
hereby empowered
on behalf
behalf of said company,
company, to
authorized, on
fully authorized,
and fully
empowered and
hereby
or leased.
sold
lease, demise, bargain, sell, and convey any lands and real estate which
may
be owned
owned or
or held
held by
said company,
to execute
execute and
and deliver to
and to
company, and
by said
may be
purchasers
purchasers good and sufficient deeds therefor.
Stock
SEC. 8.
it fitrther enacted,
enacted, That the stock of said company shall
be itfitrther
8. And be
SEC.
Stock how
be transferred
transferred.
transferred.
transferred on the books of the company in such manner
manner only as the
by-laws of
of the
the company
company shall
direct.
shall direct.
by-laws
enacted, That nothing in this act shall be so
further enacted,
This act
Sac. 9. And be it
it further
SEC.
act may
altered, &c.
&O. construed
construed as
making it
alter,
at any time alter,
but Congress may At
it perpetual,
perpetual, but
as making
be altered,
same.
or repeal
repeal the same.
amend, or
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 23, 1866.
July 23,
i868.
28, 1866.
July

COXTX -An
— An Act
to quiet
California.
Land Titles in California.
quiet Land
Act to
CHAP. CCXIX.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Be
Certain
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in all cases
cases where the
America in
of America
Certain lands States
selected by
California has
portion of the
heretofore made selections of any portion
has heretofore
of California
State of
by Cali- State
selected
fornia confirmed
confirmed
fornia
to that state .
public domain
domain in
in part
part satisfaction
of any
grant made
made to
State by any
any
said State
to said
any grant
satisfaction of
public
that State.
to
act of
of Congress,
purchasers in good faith
faith
has disposed of the same to purchasers
and has
Congress, and
act
under her
her laws,
selected shall be, and hereby are, confirmed
confirmed
so selected
lands so
the lands
laws, the
under
Provided, That no selection made by said State contrary
Certain seleccontrary
to said State: Provided,
seleo- to
ad-tions
d.
not conexisting laws
shall be
confirmed by
by this
this act
which any ad
lands to which
for lands
act for
be confirmed
laws shall
to existing
con- to
ionednot
verse
rig,— has, at the date of the pasverse pre-emption, homestead, or other rig,.r
sage
this act,
act, been
been acquired
acquired by any settler under the laws of the United
of this
sage of
States,
or to
to any
reserved for naval, military, or
which have been reserved
lands which
any lands
States, or
any
Indian purposes
by the
mineral land, or to any
or to any mineral
States, or
United States,
the United
purposes by
Indian
land
held or
or claimed
claimed under any valid Mexican
Mexican or Spanish grant, or to
land held
any land which, at the time of the passage of this act, was included within
State not to
within
receive more
4
•
land
for school, the
.lie limits
limits of
of any
any city,
city, town,
village, or within the county of San Franor village,
town, or
nd
forschool,
&c.
ma): And
provided further, That
the State of California shall not reThat the
Andprovidedfurther,
cisco:
&c.purposes
purposes
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a greater quantity of
ceive under this act a
school or
of land for
for school
or improvement
improvement than she Is
is entitled to.
to.
purposes than she is entitled to by
by law.
titled
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That where the selections
named in
in Where selecselections named
selections are
are upon
upon
section one of this act have been made
made upon land which
which has been sursur- tions
lands surveyed
veyed by authority of the United
United States, it shall be the
of the
the proper
proper by
the duty
duty of
by anthorityed
authority of
authorities of the State, where the
already been
been done,
to nono- the
the same
saine has not
not already
the United
done, to
United
States
register
tify the register
of
the
United
States
land
office
register
office for the district in which States register
to be notified
the land
land is located of such selection, which notice shall be regarded
the
regarded as
as the
the Notice
otice tobethe
to be the
6f the general land office date of State
date of the State selection,
selection, and the commissioner of
selection.
shall, immediately
immediately after the passage of this act, instruct
instruct the
the several
several local
local eommissioner
Commissioner
registers to forward to the general land office,
office, after investigation
investigation and
and dede- of general land
cision,
office
do what.
all
such
selections,
which,
if
found
to
be
in
cision,
selections,
accordance with section
section office to
to dowhat.
one of this act, the commissioner
commissioner shall certify over to the
in the
the
the State
State in
usual manner.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
selections named
named in
in Where
That where
where the
the selections
Where selecselecsection one of this act have been made from lands which have not been tions
tions are
are upon
upon
lauds surveyed
surveyed
surveyed by authority of the United States, but which selections
selections have
have only by
by State
State
been surveyed
authority, and
and
surveyed by authority of and under the laws of said
and the
the authority,
said State,
State, and
lands
are
sold,
land sold to purchasers
purchasers in good faith under the laws
laws of the
State, such
the State,
such sese- selectiaonesto
selections to
lections shall, from the date of the passage of this act, when
marked off
off have same effect
when marked
effect
as certain
pre
designated in the field, have the same force and effect
and designated
effect as
pre-emp- as
as the
the pre-empcertain pre
emption
rights.
a settler upon unsurveyed
tion rights of a
unsurveyed public
land; and
public land;
and if,
if, upon
upon survey
survey eml'onsurveyby
Hon survey by
of such lands by the United States, the lines of the two surveys shall be theUnitedStates
the United States
the
of the
the
found
not to agree,
agree, the selection
lines
of
found not
selection shall be so changed
changed as to include those the lines
two surveys
surveys do
do
legal subdivisions
subdivisions which nearest conform to the identical
identical land
included
land included not
not agree, selecselecin the State
be
State survey and selection. Upon the filing with
with the register
register of
of tion
tion to
to be
the proper United States land office
office of the township plat
plat in
which any
any changed.
in which
hungped.lng
Upon tiling
such selection of uniurveyed
unsurveyed land is located, the holder
of the
State title
holder of
the State
title township plat,
plat,
State
shall
shall be allowed the same time to present
present and prove
prove up
purchase and
and holder
up his
his purchase
holder of
of State
title allowed
claim
claim under this act as is allowed
allowed pre-emptors
under existing
existing laws;
and what
pre-emptors under
laws; and
what time
to
time to
if found in accordance
accordance with section
section one of this act, the land
embraced present, &c.
land embraced
&c. his
his
claim.
therein shall be certified
certified over to the State by the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
the claim.
office.
general land office.
SEC.
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That
all cases
That in
in all
cases where
where township
township Where township surveys
surveys
surveys
surveys have been, or shall hereafter
hereafter be, made
made under
under authority
authority of the ship
have been made
made
have
United
United States, and the plats thereof approved,
approved, it shall be the duty of the and
and plats
plats apcommissioner
commissioner of the general land office to certify
over to the
State of
of proved, swamp
certify over
the State
swamp
California, as swamp and overflowed,
overflowed, all the
represented as
such,lands
the lands
lands represented
indovtoverceri
v to we
certias such,
lands to be
upon
upon such approved plats, within one year from the
act, fied
the passage
passage of
of this
this act,
fied to State
or within
within one
one year.
year.
within one year
year from the return
return and approval
approval of
of such township
township plats.
plats. within
The commissioner
surveyor-general for
commissioner shall direct the United States surveyor-general
for the
the Segregation
p s &c. of
maps,
State
, &cnd
of
State of
of California
California to examine the segregation
segregation maps and surveys
surveys of the m
swamp and overswamp and overflowed
overflowed lands made by said
said State;
and where
where he
he shall
State; and
shall flowed lands
find them to conform to the system of surveys adopted by the United made
made by
by State,
State,
to bee examined,
States,
approve township
States, he shall construct
construct and approve
township plats
accordingly, and
plats accordingly,
and &
examied,
&c.
office for approval: Provided,
forward to the general land office
Provided, That
That in
segre- If found to
in segreconform to
gating large bodies of laud,
land, notoriously and obviously swamp
and overover-Uonform
swamp and
to
Unites States
subdivide the same,
flowed, it shall
shall not be necessary
necessary to subdivide
but to
to run
the surveys.
same, but
run the
surveys.
If found
exterior lines of such body
body of land. In case such State surveys are
are found
found If
found not
not to
to
conform.
not to be in accordance with the system
system of United
United States surveys, and in conform.
such other townships as no survey has been made
made by
by the
the United
United States,
States,
the commissioner shall
direct the
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general to
make segregation
shall direct
to make
segregation
surveys, upon application to said surveyor-general
surveyor-general by
by the
the governor
governor of
of said
said
State, within one year of such application,
application, of all the swamp
swamp and
and overoverflowed land in such townships, and to report the same
land
same to
to the
the general
general land
office, representing
overflowed
office,
representing and describing what land was swamp and overflowed
under the grant, according to the best evidence he can obtain. If
If State
claims
If the If
State claims
as swamp, &c.
authorities of said State shall claim as swamp and
overflowed any
any land
land lands
and overflowed
any
not&so
lands any not
so
not represented
represented as such upon the map or in the returns
returns of the
the surveysurvey- represented in
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ors,
of such
at the
the date
date of
ors, the
the character
character of
such land
land at
of the
the grant,
grant, September
September
twenty-eight,
twenty
ei
ght, e
i
ghteen hundred
hun dre d and
fifty, and
the right
right to
to the
shall
eighteen
and fifty,
and the
the same,
same, shall
be determined
testimony, to
determined by
by testimony,
taken before
before the
to be
be taken
the surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, who
who
shall decide the
the same,
subject to
to the
same, subject
the approval
approval of
commissioner of
of the
the
of the
the commissioner
general land
land office.
office.
general
Lists of
of lands
SEC. 5.
And be
be it
Lists
SEc.
5. And
it further
That it
it shall
be the
the duty
further enacted,
enacted, That
shall be
duty of
of the
the
sel a
ected and o
commissioner of
of the
general land
land office
office to
instruct the
the officers
officers of
sewcted&and
off commissioner
the general
to instruct
of the
the
swmp &c.
landsclaimed
lands cl,aimed by
by local
local land
land offices
the passage
passage
offices and
and the
the surveyor-general,
surveyor-general, immediately
immediately after
after the
State,
State, to
to be
be sent
sent of this act, to forward
forward lists of all selections made by the State referred
referred to
to general land
to general land in
in section
of this
act, and
and lists
of all
and overflowed
overflowed
and maps
maps of
all swamp
swamp and
this act,
lists and
section one
one of
office.
office.
lands claimed
as provided
provided in
claimed by said State, or surveyed
surveyed as
act, for
in this
this act,
for final
final
determination, which
which final
disposition and determination,
disposition shall
final disposition
shall be
be made
made by
by
the
of the
office without
delay.
the commissioner
commissioner of
the general
general land
land office
without delay.
State may
SEC. 6.
it further
may sese6. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
entitled "
to
That an
an act
act entitled
" An
An act
act to
lect
for schiiool
school
lect for
of the
public lands
California, the
granting of
purposes lands
provide for
for the
the survey
survey of
the public
lands in
in California,
the granting
of
lands provide
in
lieu ofcertain
of certain pre-emption
rights therein,
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
ilieu
pre-emption rights
therein, and
for other
approved March
March
sixteen andthirsixteen
and thir- third, one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, shall
shall be
as
be construed
construed as
tyth
sections.
ty-sixth sections.
1853, ch.
giving the
the State
State of
right to
school purposes
purposes other
other
1853,
ch. 145.
145. giving
of California
California the
the right
to select
select for
for school
Vol.
i. p. 244. lands in lieu
vol. x.
lieu of such sixteenth
sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections
sections as
as were
were settled
settled
upon
upon prior
survey, reserved
covered by
grants made
made
prior to
to survey,
reserved for
for public
public uses,
uses, covered
by grants
under Spanish
or Mexican
Mexican authority,
Spanish or
other private
where
authority, or
or by
by other
private claims,
claims, or
or where
be so covered
covered if
if the
the lines
such sections
sections would be
of the
lines of
the public
public surveys
surveys were
were
extended over
shall be
over such lands, which shall
determined whenever
whenever township
be determined
township
lines shall have
been extended
lines
have been
extended over
over such
such land,
and in
in case
case of
or
land, and
of Spanish
Spanish or
Mexican
Mexican grants,
when the
the final
have been
grants, when
final survey
survey of
of such
such grants
grants shall
shall have
been
made.
The surveyor-general
for the
the State
State of
furnish the
made. The
surveyor-general for
of California
California shall
shall furnish
the
Surveyor-genState authorities
lists of
all such
so covered,
eral to 'SIU
rnisg
State
authorities with
with lists
of all
such sections
sections so
covered, as
as a
a basis
basis of
of sesefurnish
lection, such
such selections
selections to
State authorities
authorities lection,
from surveyed
surveyed lands,
lands, and
the
to be
be made
made from
and within
within the
with
lists.
same land
with lists,
same
land district as the section for which the selection
selection is
is made.
made.
SEC.
7. And
enacted, That
That where
good faith,
Purchasers
of
SEC.
7.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
where persons
persons in
in good
faith,
Purchasers of
valuable consideration,
consideration, have
purchased lands
of' Mexican
Mexican g
ra
ntlands of Mexican and
and for
for a
a valuable
have purchased
lands of
grantgrantees,
the
grantees, the
ees
assigns, which
where
ees or
or assigns,
which grants
grants have
have subsequently
subsequently been
been rejected,
rejected, or
or where
grants being
the lands
lands so purchased
purchased have
have been
been excluded
excluded from
the final
any
from the
final survey
survey of
of any
subsequently reresubseqnentiy
jected,
&c. may
may Mexican
Mexican grant,
used, improved,
and continued
continued in
in the
the actual
posected, &c.
grant, and
and have
have used,
improved, and
actual posbuy sameat
session of the same as according
same at
according to the lines of their original
original purchase,
purchase,
lemma price,
nimum price, and where no
no valid
valid adverse
(except of
of the
United States)
States)
adverse right
right or
or title
title (except
the United
the same,
exists, such
such purchasers
purchasers may purchase
purchase the
same, after
after having
such lands
having such
lands
surveyed under
existing laws,
surveyed
under existing
laws, at
at the
the minimum
price established
established by
law,
minimum price
by law,
upon
upon first
making proof
proof of
of the
facts as
as required
this section,
section, under
first making
the facts
required in
in this
under reguregulations
be provided by
by the
lations to be
the commissioner
commissioner of
the general
of the
general land
land office,
office,
joint entries being admissible by coterminous proprietors
proprietors to such an exextent as will enable
enable them to adjust their respective
respective boundaries:
boundaries: Provided,
Provided,
That the provisions of this section shall not be applicable to the city and
and
Provided, That the right to purchase
Limit of such county of San Francisco:
Francisco: Provided,
herein
purchase herein
right
given shall not
of gold,
or
to lands
lands containing
containing mines
mines of
gold, silver, copper, or
rihht toto purgiven
not extend
extend to
chase.
Lines
of pubcinnabar: Provided,
That whenever
appear by
by petipetiLines of
pub- cinnabar:
Provided, That
whenever it
it shall
shall be
be made
made to
to appear
lic surveys when tion from the occupants of such land that injury to permanent improvelie
improvenot to runn
not
ments would
would result
result from
running the
the lines
lines of
of the
the public
public surveys
s
ur
veys th rough
to rupermaperma- ments
through
from running
through
through
such permanent improvements,
nent improveimprovements, the commissioner
general land
land office
commissioner of the general
office
ments.
may recognize existing lines of'
of subdivisions.
SEC. 8. And be it further
Where claims
further enacted, That in all cases
cases where
where aaclaim to
to land
by.title land
land by
by virtue
virtue of
of a
right or
or title
derived from
the Spanish
or Mexican
tfrom
npbnitse
a right
title derived
from the
Spanish or
Mexican
from
Spanish,
been finally
&c. authorities, authorities
authorities has been
finally confirmed,
confirmed, and
and a
thereof shall
a survey
survey and
and plat
plat thereof'
shall
have been
been cncon- not have been requested
requested within ten months from the
act,
the passage
passage of
of this
this act,
firmed, and
firmed,
and aa
provided by sections
sections six
eighteen
survey and plat as provided
six and
and seven of the
the act
act of July first, eighteen
survey
requested
hundred and sixty-four, "To
not requested
"To expedite the settlement of titles to lands in
within
of California,"
California," and
and in
in all
all cases
Wmotnhstec
the State of
cases where
where aalike
like claim
claim shall
shall hereafter
hereafter
months,ten
Ste.
lines of surveys
s
urveys be finally confirmed, and a
a survey and plat thereof shall
requested,
shall not be
be requested,
to
as provided by said sections
passage of this
to be extended
extenaed
sections within ten months after the passage
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act,
any final
confirmation hereafter
hereafter made, it shall be the duty
of the
the
duty of
final confirmation
act, or
or any
practicasurveyor-general
surveyor-general of the United States for California, as soon as practicable after
the expiration
of ten
from the
this act,
act, or
or
of this
the passage
passage of
ten months
months from
after the
expiration of
ble
such
final confirmation
to cause
cause the
of the
the public
public
hereafter made,
made, to
the lines
lines of
such final
confirmation hereafter
surveys to
extended over
land, and
shall set
satisin full satisset off,
off, in
he shall
and he
such land,
over such
to be
be extended
surveys
faction of such grant, and according to the lines of the public surveys, the
quantity of
confirmed in
final decree,
and as
can be
be
as nearly
nearly as
as can
quantity
of land
land confirmed
in such
such final
decree, and
done
decree; and all the land not included
included in
done in
in accordance
accordance with such decree;
such grant
grant as
so set
off shall
shall be
to the
the general
general land
land laws
laws of
the
of the
be subject
subject to
set off
as so
such
States :Provided,
Provided, That nothing in this act shall be construed so
United States:
as
manner to
pre-emption
to interfere
interfere with the right of bona fide pre-emption
as in any manner
claimants.
claimants.

decrees of the disdisthe decrees
SEC.
9. And
And be
be it
it further
That from
from the
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 9.
approving
trict courts
United States
for the
the district
district of
of California,
California, approving
States for
of the
the United
trict
courts of
private land claims under Spanish or Mexior correcting the surveys of private
can
hunone thousand eight hun_
first day
day of
of July, one
after the
the first
grants, rendered
rendered after
can grants,
dred
and sixty-five,
appeal shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed for
the period
period of
one year
year
dred and
sixty-five, an
an appeal
for the
of one
after
decrees to the
the circuit court of the United States
after the entry of such
such decrees
for California,
provided by section three of the act of July first, one
one
California, as provided
thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, to expedite the settlement of titles
decision of the circuit court shall
to land in the State of California, and the decision
however, That from decrees of the district courts, as
be final: Provided,
Provided, however,
aforesaid, made after July one, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and prior to
the passage
passage of this act, an appeal may be taken to the United States circir_
cuit
court for
the State
year from the approval
within one year
of California
California within
for the
State of
cuit court
of this act.
APPROVED,
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July
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over said land,

nddquantity
an
quantity set
set
off.
1864, ch.
ch. 194,
194,
1S64,
7
o. §§ 66, 7.
.
Vol.
p. 334.
Vol xiii. p.
Land not set
set
off,
to
'ff, subject
sjectndto
general land
laws of the
the

ute h
dsta
f
t
ebs.
States.
United

Rights of bona

fid
pre
temp i
e
nn
a
fidee '
pre-emption

inclaimantsnot
claimants
not interfered
with.
terfered with.

from
Appeals from
decrees district courts re-

of
d
t
r
e
i
er
c
te
c
e
o
s
uo
rf
tsd
r
i::

specting surveys
of certainprivate
certain private
T
o
ney claims 5after
land
after

July claims
1,1t65,
circuit court

to

Decision of
to
circuit court to
Appeal from
from
certain decrees
of district courts.
ofdistrictcourts.
ti
o
rcflu
ni
a
t
i
court

CHAP. CCXXX.
Construction of
of Telegraph
secure July
July 24,
24, 1866.
1866.
Telegraph Lines, and
and to secure
aid in the Construction
CCXXX. —
- An Act to aid
CHAP.
Purposes.
to the Government the Use
Use of the same for
for postal,
postal, military, and
and other Purposes.
Be
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
States
Telegraph
in Congress
Congress assembled, That any telegraph company companies
States of America in
may
the laws
of maintain
now
organized, or
may hereafter
hereafter be
be organized
organized under
now organized,
or which
which may
under the
laws of
maintain and
and
maintain, and operate lines of
of
shall have the right to construct, maintain,
this Union, shall
any State in this
over
do- telegraph
telegraph
over
of telegraph
telegraph through and over any portion of the public dolines of
operate lines
domain,
public
public domain,
main
&c.
main of the United States, over and along any of the military or post along
along post,
post, &c.
roads,
across
declared.
be
hereafter
roads
of
the
United
States
have
been
or
may
hereafter
declared,
and across
which
United
roads of the
navigable waters
navigable streams
such by act of Congress,
Congress, and over, under,
under, or across
across the navigable
streams of te
the United
United
Provided, That such lines
United States: Provided,
lines of telegraph
telegraph States.
or waters of the United
shall be
be so
so constructed
and maintained
obstruct the navigation
Linesoto dbe so
so
navigation Lines
as not
not to obstruct
maintained as
constructed and
shall
constructed as
not
totoob
obstruct,
of such streams and waters,
interfere with the ordinary
waters, or interfere
ordinary travel on such r
e
l
o
o
n
t
s
t
t
struas
ct,
&c.
right Ste.
military or post roads. And any of said companies shall have the right
Al
'il
sa
trte
ur
ci
ll
o
s
nfor
public lands the necessary stone, timber, and cocnaterialsfor
to take
take and use from such public
in the
&c. may
other materials
for its
posts, piers,
stations, and
and other
needful uses
uses in
the &c.
may be
be
piers, stations,
other needful
other
materials for
its posts,
construction, maintenance,
and operation
of said
said lines
l
en from
from puband tak
taken
of telegraph,
telegraph, and
lines of
operation of
maintenance, and
construction,

lic lands.
and use
use such portion
portion of
of the
the unoccupied
public lands
lands subsub- cliinds
Lands .may be
may
pre-empt and
may pre-empt
unoccupied public
pre-empted for
may be lo- pre-erupted
of telegraph
ject to
which its
its said
said lines
lines of
telegraph may
through which
to pre-emption
pre-emption through
ject
not
exnot exstations,s, &c.
cared
o
cated as may be necessary for its stations, not exceeding forty acres for station
ceeding,
each
station; but
shall not
not be
be within
fifteen miles
miles of
ndnot within,
within,
each station;
but such
such stations
stations shall
within fifteen
of each
each a
and
&c.
other.
&c.
other.
Telegrams for
communications Telegrams
telegraphic communications
S
EC. 2.
be it
it further
further enacted,
for
That telegraphic
enacted, That
2. And
And be
SEc.
t
vo nimoreitnyt
between
several departments
the government
government of
of the
United States
o goveprr
the
goveprniment
of the
the United
Stateshthe
between the
the several
departments of
and their
their officers
and agents
in their
their transmission
over the
the lines
lines of
of of transmission.
and
officers and
agents shall,
shall, in
transmission over
any of
of said
priority over
over all
all other
business, and
and shall
be
Rates to be
shall be
other business,
have priority
companies, have
any
said companies,
annually fixed.
sent at
at rates
to be
be annually
by the
the Postmaster-General.
Postmaster-General.
sent
rates to
annually fixed
fixed by
SEC. 3.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the rights
privileges hereSEC.
3. And
And be
it further
rights and
and privileges
here- Rights and
by granted
shall not
by any
any company
company acting
acting under this act privileges not to
be transferred
transferred by
not be
by
granted shall
to
any other
association, or
person: Provided,
Provided, however,
That be transferred.
however, That
or person:
other corporation,
corporation, association,
to any
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The United
United
The
States

States may purpostal,
chase for
for postal,
&c. purposes,

&c. purposes,

telegraph lines.
telegraph
Vidue,
asValue, how
howascertained.
certained.
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the
United States
States may
expiration of five years from
any time after the expiration
at any
may at
the United
passage of this act, for postal, military, or other purposes,
purposes,
date of
of the passage
the date
purchase all
lines, property,
and effects
any or
of said
all of
or all
of any
effects of
property, and
telegraph lines,
the telegraph
all the
purchase
companies at
at an
an appraised
appraised value,
ascertained by five competent, disto be ascertained
value, to
companies

Postmaster-Genby the
the Postmaster
shall be
be selected
selected by
of whom
whom shall
interested
interested persons,
persons, two
two of
-Gen eral
the United
United States,
States, two by the company
eral of
of the
company interested, and one by the
the
previously selected.
so previously
four so
Telegraph
SEC. 4.
telegraph company
enacted, That before any telegraph
be it further enacted,
4. And be
SEC.
Telegraph
act, such
companies to
to file
exercise
any
of the
the powers or privileges
privileges conferred
conferred by this act,
of
any
shall
exercise
file shall
companies
acceptwritten
written acceptance
of
this
act,
company
shall
file
their
written
acceptance
with
Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
the
with
acceptance
written
their
file
shall
company
ance of this act,
before exercising
exercising of the restrictions
restrictions and obligations
obligations required by this act.
any powers
24,
granted
hereby.
APPROVED,
July
1866.
APPROVED,
grnted hereby.
July
1866. CHAP.
Act to
to <Wine
the Number
and regulate
regulate the
the Appointment
Appointment of
of OffiOffiNumber and
define the
- An
An Act
CCXXXI. —
CHAP. CCXXXI.
July 25,
25, 1866.
and for
for other
other Purposes.
in the
See 1867 ch.See
174. 186,
cers in
the Navy,
Navy, and
Purposes.
hcers
, I174.
See 1867,ch.
Post, p.
p. 516.
515.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
Be
Post,
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the number allowed in
States of America in Congress
Number al- States
each
lowed in each
grade of
line officers
officers on
on the
active list
the navy
shall be
be one
adone adnavy shall
of the
list of
the active
of line
grade of
each grade
of- each
line of
de of line
Beers
miral, one
rear admirals, twenty-five
twenty-five commodores, fifty
one vice
vice admiral, ten rear
miral,
ficers on the
active list of the captains, ninety commanders, one hundred
hundred and eighty lieutenant comcornnavy.
navy.
manders, one
one hundred
and eighty
lieutenants, one
hundred and
and sixty
manders,
hundred and
eighty lieutenants,
one hundred
masters, one
one hundred
sixty ensigns, and in other grades the number
and sixty
hundred and
masters,
Increase in
allowed by
law: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
increase in
grades authorthe grades
in the
the increase
by law:
now allowed
in now
Increase
grades, how
ized by this act shall be made by selection from the grade next below of
made.
made
officers who have rendered the most efficient and faithful service during
the
qualifications and
the recent
recent war, and who possess the highest professional qualifications
attainments.
nothing in
advancement in
act shall preclude the advancement
in this act
And nothing
attainments. And
rank
now authorized
authorized by
distinguished conduct in battle, or for
for distinguished
by law for
rank now
extraordinary heroism:
further, That nothing in this act,
provided further,
And provided
heroism: And
extraordinary
nor in
approved July sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
of the act approved
section of
fourteenth section
in the
the fourteenth
nor
Who
hundred and
entitled ""An act to establish and equalize the
and sixty-two, entitled
Who may be hundred
promoted to
gI
ade of
of the
navy," shall be so construed as to prevent
prevent
of the
the navy,"
line officers
officers of
the line
grade
to
promoted
grade of rear-adgrade
rear-ad- —"
miral on
retired the
Navy fiom
from promoting
to the
grade of rear admiral
the grade
promoting to
of the
the Navy
Secretary of
the Secretary
on retired
miral
commanded squadrons by
list.
on the retired list those commodores who have commanded
performed other highly
order of the
Secretary of the Navy, or who have performed
the Secretary
order
meritorious service.
Appointments
SEC.
That of the number
number of line officers
officers
be it further enacted, That
2. And
And be
SEC. 2.
Appointments
commanders, twenty lieucertain line
of
lieutenant commanders,
of the navy on the active list, five lieutenant
of certain
offie
ers on
active
officers
oil
ol
un _ tenants, fifty masters, and
seventy-five ensigns
may be appointed
appointed from
ensigns may
tenants, fifty masters, and seventy-five
list fiom
fr om ,,,volunteer naval
naval serthose officers who have served in the volunteer
volunteer naval
naval service for aaperiod of
vice.
vice,
not less than two years, and who are either now in that service or have been
therefrom: Provided,
honorably
discharged therefrom:
Provided, That if by reason of these
these
honorably discharged
If by these
appointments
appointments
grade shall exceed the number
number
ents the
the number of officers in any grade
appoi
appoitppointments
any
number in any
grade
by law,
no more
more promotions
promotions or
or appointments
appointments to that grade shall be
be
law, no
fixed by
exceeds fixed
grade exceeds
that
tlllt allowed by made until the number is reduced below the number fixed by law for that
la
law.
Authorit
ex- o.,
rade •
•And provided
provided further,
further, That the authority given by this section
grade:
thorityy ex
g
hausted
when
shall
number of volunteer officers
officers above
above named
when the number
exhausted when
be exhausted
shall be
hausted when
the number of
shall have been once appointed.
volunteer offiof the Navy
SEC. 3.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
And be
3. And
SEC.
cerolnteerffapis once apcers
pointed,
shall appoint aa board consisting of not less than three naval officers supointed.
tor fex- perior in rank to the officers to be thus appointed in the regular navy
Board for
amination
o
candidates froom
from from
examination of the claims
service, which board, after examination
the volunteer
volunteer service,
iom the
candidates
Secretary of the Navy the
the naval volun- of all 'candidates,
candidates, shall select and report to the Secretary
teer
service.
character, ability,
professional competency, and konability, professional
meritorious in character,
most meritorious
seornicseort and se- most
eeReport
lections.
orable service, the number to be appointed and transferred
transferred to the severlections.
al grades mentioned in the second section
section of this act, provided
provided they shall
volunWhat
What v
l
oinn- find that number who are suitably
suitably qualified therefor. And any officer who
who
teer nava offiha served in the volunteer
volunteer naval service for the term of two years or
teer naval offi- ha!=
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more
shall have
right to
before the
the examining
examining board
and premay appear
appear
more shall
have the
the right
to appear
appear before
board and
pre- cars
cers may
sent
claims and
and be
be examined
for an
appointment in
the regular
regular before
board.
before board
sent his
his claims
examined for
an appointment
in the
navy. And any volunteer officers attached
attached to vessels at sea or on foreign
foreign Volunteer
Volunteer
stations
may be
be appointed
appointed to
the regular
regular navy,
to the
the conditions
officers
at
stations may
to the
navy, subject
subject to
conditions on
officers
at sea or
or
foreign stacontained in this section, after
States.
tions.
after their return to the
the United
United States.
tions.
Sac. 4.
enacted, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy be,
be, Secretary
Secretary of
SEC.
4. And
And be
be it
itfurther
further enacted,
That the
of the
the Navy
of .
and he
hereby is,
is, authorized
or to
existing laws
laws 0
Nra
mm.
and
he hereby
authorized to
to retain,
retain, or
to appoint
appoint under
under existing
Pointvoin
aavpypmaycroeitta
officers in
navy as the
exigencies of teer officers in
and regulations,
regulations, such volunteer officers
in the
the navy
the exigencies
in
the service
the
navy.
the
service may
may require.
require.
the navy.
SEC. 5. And be it further
further enacted,
commanders may Lieutenant
enacted, That lieutenant
lieutenant commanders
Lieutenant
assigned to duty as navigation and watch
watch officers
officers on board of vessels commanders
commanders;
be assigned
of war as well as first
first lieutenants
lieutenants of naval stations
of ships
war.
edmtoo
ay
wbh
ea
a
t
s
A gt
n
i.
stations and
and of
ships of
of war.
ed
duty.
what
SEC. 6.
And be
be it
it further
compensation of
SEC.
6. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the annual
annual compensation
of Pay
Pay of the
the
the
of the
ten thousand
thousand dollars
year, and
aadmiral
davnural of thle
the
the admiral
admiral of
the navy
navy shall
shall be
be ten
dollars a
a year,
and he
he shall
shall n
be entitled to
to the services
services of
of aasecretary,
secretary, who
who shall
shall receive
receive the
the annual
annual sea
sea Is
His. secretary.
secretary.
a lieutenant in the navy.
pay of a
SEC.
7. And
And be
That naval
constructors and
and first
first Naval conSEC. 7.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
naval constructors
and second
second assistant
the navy
navy shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
Pres- s
fit
r
r
s
a
t
c
to
a
l a
sn
ec
dond
and
assistant engineers
engineers in
in the
the Presfirstt
a ni
snd
d
ident and confirmed by the Senate,
Senate, and shall have
engihave naval rank and
and pay
pay assistant engias
veers.
as officers
officers of
of the
the navy.
navy.
neers.
SEC. 8. And
SEC.
And be
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That all
all acts and
and parts of acts in- Repeal of ininconsistent
herewith are hereby
consistent
consistent herewith
hereby repealed.
repealed. laws.
consistent laws.
APPROVED,
25, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 25,
1866.
CHAP. CCXXXII.
- An Act
CHAP.
CCXXXII. —
Act to revive the
the Grade
General in
the United
United States
Grade of
of General
in the
States Army.
Army.

July 26,
25, 166.
1866.
July

the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it enacted by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of
America in
of America
in Cbngress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the grade of "
general of Grade of gen"general
the
army of
erfatlhofiitb
the army
of the United States"
States " be, and
and the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, revived; and
and eral
of thetarmy
army
of the United
that
is hereby
hereby authorized,
it exgtateesrevived.
that the President is
authorized, whenever
whenever he
he shall
shall deem
deem it
ex- c
States
pedient, to appoint, by and with the
and consent
consent of
the Senate,
Senate, a
a Appointment,
Appointment,
the advice
advice and
of the
general
selected from among &c.
&c.
general of the army of the United States,
States, to be selected
those
service of
of the
United States
most distinthose officers
officers in
in the
the military service
the United
States most
distinguished
for courage,
and ability,
guished for
courage, skill,
skill, and
ability, who,
who, being
being commissioned
commissioned as
as general,
general,
may be authorized, under
under the direction
direction and during the
the pleasure
pleasure of
of the
the
President,
President, to
to command
command the
the armies
armies of
of the United States.
S
EC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
general PayandallowPay and allowSEC.
enacted, That the pay proper
proper of the general
shall
four hundred
month; and
and his
his allowance
fuel and
and ances
%ci
es of
genshall be
be four
hundred dollars
dollars per
per month;
allowance for
for fuel
of the
thegenquarters,
when his
headquarters are
are in
in Washington,
Washington, shall
shall be
the rate
rate of
era.
quarters, when
his headquarters
be at
at the
ofal.
three hundred dollars per
allowances in
per month,
month, and his other
other allowances
in all respects
respects
the
by the
the second
second section
the same as
as are allowed
allowed to the lieutenant general
general by
section
of the act approved
February twenty-nine,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyapproved February
twenty-nine, eighteen
sixty- 1864, eh
ch.:14, §§2.
2.
four,
An act
act reviving
reviving the
lieutenant general
general in
in the
12.
four, entitled
entitled ""An
the grade
grade of
of lieutenant
the Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 12.
United States army"; and the chief of staff
lieutenant general shall
staff to
to the
the lieutenant
shall Chief of staff.
be transferred
transferred and be the
general, with the
rank,
the chief
chief of staff
staff to
to the general,
the rank,
pay, and
and emoluments
emoluments of
of a
United
in the
the army of the
the United
a brigadier-general
brigadier-general in
pay,
States; and the act approved March third, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtylieutenant gengen- Repeal
of 1865,
five, entitled
entitled "
" An
An act
act to provide
provide for a
a chief of
of staff
staff to
to the
the lieutenant
Repealofl865,
8
eral commanding
s it . 500
.5
commanding the armies of the United
United States," is hereby
hereby repealed, nch
Vol. xiii. p. 500.
the regular
upon A
.
ides, their
and the
the said general
general may select
select from the
regular army
army for
for service
service upon
Aides,
their
his staff
staff such number of aides, not exceeding
exceeding six, as he
he may
may judge proper, number,
number, rank,
who during
during the
the term
term of
of such
service shall
shall each
each have
have the
pay, and pay.
pay.
who
such staff
staff service
the rank,
rank, pay,
and emoluments
emoluments of
of a
and
a colonel
colonel of
of cavalry.
cavalry.

And
it is
is hereby
hereby provided,
provided, that
And it
that

Staff
Staff of

lieulien-

in lieu
now allowed
allowed by
by law
shall tenant
general.
in
lieu of
of the
the staff
staff now
law to
to the
the lieutenant
lieutenant general,
general, he
he shall
tenant general.
be entitled to two aides and one military secretary, each to have the
the rank,
rank,
pay,
and emoluments
during the
the term
term
of cavalry,
cavalry, during
of a
a lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel of
pay, and
emoluments of
of
of such
such staff service.
APPROVED, July
July 25.
APPROVED,
25. 1866.
1866.
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CHAP. CCXXXITI.
— An Act
Act making
Appropriations for the
Diplomatic
making Appropriations
the Consular
Consularand Diplomatic
CHAP.
CCXXXIII. -An
thirtieth June,
and sixtyExpenses of the Government for
for the
the Year ending thirtieth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyseven, and for other Purposes.
Purposes.
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the United
United
States
Congress assembled,
the following
following sums
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
sums be,
be,

and the
the same
the treasury
treasury not
not
diplomatic
ex- and
same are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
penses appropripenses
appropriation.
otherwise appropriated,
for the
objects hereafter
expressed, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
the objects
hereafter expressed,
otherwise
appropriated, for
ation.
year
ending the
thirtieth of
hundred and
sixty-seven,
year ending
the thirtieth
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
namely:
namely:
Envoys
For
extraordinary, ministers, and commissioners
Envoys exFor salaries
salaries of
of envoys extraordinary,
commissioners of
of
traordinary,mintraordinary,
min -the United States at Great Britain, France, Russia, Prussia, Spain, Ausisters,
com isters, and comtria,
Brazil, republic
republic of
Mexico, China,
China, Italy,
Chili, Peru,
Peru, Switzerland,
Switzerland,
Italy, Chili,
of Mexico,
tria, Brazil,
missioners.
missioners.Belgium, Holland,
Holland, Denmark,
Granada,
Rome, Belgium,
Denmark, Sweden,
Sweden, Turkey,
Turkey, New Granada,
Venezuela, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, Sandwich
Islands,
Bolivia, Ecuador, Venezuela,
Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Sandwich Islands,
Costa
Honduras, Argentine
Argentine Confederation,
Confederation, Paraguay,
Paraguay, Japan,
Japan, and
and
Costa Rica, Honduras,
three hundred and eight
Salvador, three
eight thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Secretaries and
For salaries of secretaries
secretaries of legation, thirty thousand dollars.
assptant
secre
For
salaries of
of assistant
assistant secretaries
secretaries of
of legation
London and
asaistant
secreFor
salaries
legation at
at London
and Paris,
Paris,
tams of legation.
tariesoflegation. three thousand dollars.
Interpreters.
For
of the
to the
legation to
to China,
China, five
Interpreters.
For salary
salary of
the interpreter
interpreter to
the legation
five thousand
thousand
dollars.
For
secretary of
For salary
salary of
of the
the secretary
of legation to
to Turkey, acting as interpreter,
interpreter,
three thousand
thousand dollars.
For salary of the interpreter
interpreter to the legation to Japan, two thousand
five
five hundred dollars.
Contingent exFor
abroad, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand doldolContingentexFor contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of all
all the
the missions
missions abroad,
lars.
lars.
contingent expenses of foreign intercourse,
sixty-five thousand
For contingent
intercourse, sixty-five
thousand doldollars.
lars.
Barbary
For expenses
expenses of
intercourse with
the Barbary
Barbary powers,
Barbary powpowFor
of intercourse
with the
powers, three
three thousand
thousand
ers.
dollars.
era
Consulates in
in
For expenses of the consulates in the Turkish dominions, namely:
namely: in0 terpreters, guards, and other expenses of the
1 1l dothe Turkish
the
consulates
at
Constantinople,
at
Constantinople,
consulates
of
expenses
other
and
guards,
do
terpreters,
ks
tnmininus
minions.
minions.
eC,
Smyrna,
Candia, Alexandria,
Alexandria, and
Beirut, two
five hundred
dolSmyrna, Cardia,
and Beirut,
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
American
For
the relief
relief and
and protection
protection of
of American
seamen in
in foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
American seamen
American
For the
seamen.
two
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
seamen,
two hundred
dollars.
seaFor expenses
which may
incurred in
acknowledging the
Rescuing seaexpenses which
may be
be incurred
in acknowledging
the services
services of
of
men.
the masters and crews of foreign
men,
foreign vessels
vessels in rescuing citizens of the United
States
thousand dollars.
States from shipwreck,
shipwreck, ten thousand
dollars.
Blank books,
For the purchase
the
purchase of blank books, stationery, book cases, arms of the
stationery, &c.
&c.
United States,
seals, presses,
presses, and
for the
the payment
postages,
stationery,
United
States, seals,
and flags,
flags, and
and for
payment of
of postages,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of the consuls of the United States, including
including
loss by exchange, fifty thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
commercial agents
Office rent.
rent.
For office
office rent
rent for those
those consuls
consuls general, consuls,
consuls, and
and commercial
agents
who are not allowed to trade, including loss by exchange thereon, fortyfbrtyfive thousand dollars.
Consuls gengenFor salaries of consuls general, consuls, commercial
thirteen
Consuls
commercial agents,
agents, and thirteen
eral,
exchange thereon,
era!, consuls, &c.
8m. consular clerks, including loss by exchange
thereon, namely:
namely:

penses.

Consulates

general.
general.

Consulates.
Schedule B.

I.
CONSULATES GENERAL.
I. CONSULATES
SCHEDULE B.

Alexandria, Calcutta, Constantinople, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Frankfort-cm-the-Main, Havana,
Montreal, Shanghai.
Montreal,
II. CONSULATES.
II.
CONSULATES.
SCHEDULE B.

Acapulco, Aix-la-Chapelle,
Aix-la-Chapelle, Algiers, Amoy, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Aspinwall, Bankok, Basle, Belfast, Beirut, Buenos Ayres, Bordeaux, Bre-
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men, Brindisi,
Boulogne, Barcelona,
Barcelona, Cadiz,
Callao, Candia,
Chin
Candia, Canton,
Canton, Chin
Cadiz, Callao,
men,
Brindisi, Boulogne,
Kiang,
Clifton, Coaticook, Cork, Demarara, Dundee, Elsinore, Erie,
Erie,
Kiang, Clifton,
Foo-Choo,
Geneva, Genoa,
Goderich, GuayGuayGibraltar, Glasgow, Goderich,
Funchal, Geneva,
Genoa, Gibraltar,
Foo-Choo, Funchal,
mas, Halifax,
Hamburg, Havre,
Havre, Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hong-Kong,
Hong-Kong, Hankow,
Hankow, JeruJerumas,
Halifax, Hamburg,
salem, Kanarrawa,
Kingston, Kingston in Canada, La Rochelle, LarmayLaguaysalem,
Kanagawa, Kingston,
ra, Lahaina,
L'eeds Leghorn,
Lisbon, Liverpool,
Liverpool, London,
Lyons,
London, Lyons,
Leghorn, Leipsic,
Leipsic, Lisbon,
ra,
Lahaina, cLeeds,
Malaga, Malta,
Malta,
Leeds,
Matanzas, Marseilles,
Mauritius, MelMarseilles, Mauritius,
MelMalaga,
Manchester, Matanzas,
bourne,
Nagasaki, Naples,
(West
Munich, Nagasaki,
Naples, Nassau
Nassau (West
bourne, Messina,
Messina, Moscow,
Moscow, Munich,
Indies), Newcastle, Nice, Nantes,
Indies),
Nantes ' Odessa, Oporto, Palermo, Panama,
Edward
Prince Edward
Pernambuco, Pictou,
Pictou, Ponce,
Ponce, Port Mahon,
Mahon, Prescott, Prince
Paris, Pernambuco,
Island,
Island, Revel,
Revel, Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro, Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, San
San Juan
Juan del
del Sur, San Juan
(Porto Rico),
Rico), Saint John (Canada
(Canada East),
East), Santiago
Santiago de Cuba,
Cuba, Port Sarnia,
(Porto
Singapore, Smyrna,
Spezzia, Southampton,
Smyrna, Spezzia,
Southampton, Saint
Saint John
John (Newfoundland),
(Newfoundland),
Singapore,
(Martinique), Saint Thomas
Thomas,' Stuttgardt,
Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Saint Pierre (Martinique),
Swartow
Saint Helena,
Tampico, Tangier,
Toronto, Trieste,
Trieste, Trinidad
Trinidad de
de
Swartow,, Saint
Helena, Tampico,
Tangier, Toronto,
Cuba, Tripoli, Tunis, Turk's Island, Valparaiso,
Valparaiso, Vera Cruz, Vienna,
Vienna,
Windsor,
Windsor, Zurich.
Zurich.
III. COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE

B.
B.

Commercial
Commercial

agencies.
agencies.
Schedule
Schedule B.
B.

Balize
Madagascar, San
Juan del
Balize (Honduras),
(Honduras), Madagascar,
San Juan
del Norte,
Norte, Saint
Saint Domingo.
IV.
CONSULATES.
IV. CONSULATES.

Consulates.
Consulates.

SCHEDULE
C.
SCHEDULE C.

Schedule
C.
Schedule C.

Cape
Aux Cayes, Bahia, Batavia, Bay of Islands, Cape
Cape Haytien, Cape
Town, Carthagena,
Carthagena, Ceylon,
Cyprus, Falkland
Falkland Islands,
Fayal,
Town,
Ceylon, Cobija,
Cobija, Cyprus,
Islands, Fayal,
Guayaquil, Lanthala,
Lanthala, Maranham,
Maranham, Matamoras,
Matamoras, Mexico,
Mexico, Montevideo,
Montevideo,
Otnoa,
Pirwus, Rio
Omoa, Payta,
Payta, Para, Paso
Paso del Norte, Piraeus,
Rio Grande,
Grande, Sabanilla,
Sabanilla,
Saint Catherine,
Catherine, Santa
Santa Cruz (West
(West Indies),
Indies), Santiago (Cape
(Cape Verde),
Verde),
Stettin, Tabasco,
Tabasco, Tahita, Talcahuano,
Talcahuano, Tumbez, Venice, Zanzibar.
V. COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE C.
C.

Commercial
Commercial

agencies.
agencies.
Schedule
C.
Schedule C.

River, Apia, Gaboon,
Gaboon, Saint Paul de Loando [Loanda],
[Loanda],
Amoor River,
Provided, That the corncom- Pay of certain
four hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
esta
pensation
pensation of the consuls at Malta, Saint John (Canada
(Canada East), Nice, lishl
°11:eilsoefsebeirbt-a
Lisbon, Santa Cruz, Tampico, Prince Edward
Edward Island, Barcelona,
Barcelona, Saint
Saint
fifteen hundred dolCatherine's, in Brazil, and Nantes, is established at fifteen
lars each annually, and the compensation of
Hankow is
money to
to
of the
the consul at Hankow
is No money
established at three thousand dollars annually; and no money shall be be paid to the
the'
F
.es
rei
s
d
e
e
n
n
t
tm
ai
t
nKerr
paid to the present minister resident
resident at
Portugal out
out of
any funds
funds whatwhat- resident miniter
at Portugal
of any
ever on account
account of further
services in his office.
further services
office. &c.
tugal, &c.
For interpreters
consular court Interpreters
interpreters to
to
interpreters to the consulates
consulates in
in China,
China, and
and to the consular
at Bankok,
Bankok, in
including' loss
exchange thereon,
eight thousand
at
in Siam,
Siam, including
loss by
by exchange
thereon, eight
thousand consulates and
three hundred
dollars.courts.
consular
consular courts.
three
hundred dollars.
For expenses incurred
under instructions
instructions from the
Secretary of State,
Persons
incurred under
the Secretary
State, Persons
in bringing
foreign countries
persons charged
crime, and charged
charged with
with
charged with crime,
countries persons
bringing home
home from foreign
in
crime.
crime.
expenses incident
thereto, twenty
dollars.
expenses
incident thereto,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
For salaries of the marshals for the consular courts
in
courts in Japan,
Japan including Marshals in
consular courts.
courts.
loss by ex- consular
that at Nagasaki,
Nagasaki, and in China, Siam, and Turkey,
Turkey, including foss
change thereon, ten thousand dollars.
prisons for American
For rent of prisons
American convicts
convicts in
in Japan,
Japan, China,
China, Siam,
Siam, and Prisons.
Turkey, and for wages of the keepers
keepers of the same, nine thousand doldollars.
lars.
For salaries
commissioners and consuls general to Hayti, Liberia,
Liberia, Hayti,
salaries of commissioners
Haiti, Liberia,
and Dominica.
Dominica.
and Dominica.
Dominica. nineteen thousand dollars; and the title of these diplodiplo- and
VOL.
VOL. XIV.
XIV.

15
15

Title.
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matic
representatives shall
be hereafter
and consul genresident and
hereafter minister resident
shall be
matic representatives
eral,
increase of salary.
eral, with
with no increase
Suppression
expenses under
to carry
treaty
effect the treaty
into effect
carry into
Congress to
act of
of Congress
the act
under the
of For
For expenses
Suppression of
slave-tradhe.140.
between the United States and her Britannic Majesty for the suppression
suppression
slave-trade.
1862, ch.
1862,
c. 140.
r
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 531
the African
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
slave-trade, seventeen
African slave-trade,
31i..of
of the
Vol. xii.
Immigration.
For
to encourage
encourage immigration,
twenty thousand
thousand
immigration, twenty
the act
act to
under the
For expenses
expenses under
Immigration.
1864, ch.
1864,.c
.
h. 246.
2436. dollars.
Vol. xiii. p. 385.
Vg.
n
x
im
m is sl
i.
onesrs
5.
For further
further compensation
compensation of
of the
treaty bebethe treaty
under the
the commissioner
commissioner under
For
Commissioners
on claims of
Majesty for the final settletween the United States and her Britannic Majesty
Hudson's
Bay,
of the
the Hudson's
Hudson's Bay
Bay and
and Puget
Sound Agricultural
Agricultural
Puget Sound
claims of
of the
the claims
gricultus
ment of
Bayra ment
&c. Agricultural
Company.
Company,
thousand dollars
dollars in
in full
services and
exand personal
personal exfor his
his services
full for
three thousand
Company, three
Company.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. P.
p. 651
651..penses.
Vol.
Neutrality
act.
thousand dollars.
neutrality act, twenty thousand
under the neutrality
For expenses
expenses under
Neutralityact.
Boundary
expenses of
the commission
boundary line
mark the boundary
and mark
commission to run and
of the
For expenses
line For
Boundary line
commissions,
between
the United
United States
British possessions
possessions bounding on
the British
and the
States and
between the
collmissions.
Washington Territory,
hundred and ten dollars.
one hundred
Territory, thirteen thousand one
Washington
Capitalization
For the payment
instalment of the proportion
proportion
second annual instalment
the second
payment of the
For
Capitalization
of
dues. contributed
contributed by
towards the
the capitalization
Scheldt
capitalization of the Scheldt
States towards
by the
the United
United States
of Scheldt
Scheldt dues.
convenfulfil the stipulations contained in the fourth article of the convendues, to fulfil
Vol.
p. 649.
640. tion
tion between
United States
States and
and Belgium
of the
twentieth of
of May,
eighMay, eighthe twentieth
Belgium of
the United
between the
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
teen hundred
sixty-three, the
sum of
of fifty-five
five hundred
thousand five
fifty-five thousand
the sum
and sixty-three,
hundred and
teen
and
dollars in coin,
further sum as may be necessary
necessary
coin, and such further
eighty-four dollars
and eighty-four
providing for payment of
stipulation of the convention providing
to carry
carry out the stipulation
interest on
on the
the said
remaining
the portion of the principal remaining
and on the
said sum and
interest
unpaid.
Cemetery
fences and sexton's
sexton's house, belonging
belonging to the
For repairs of cemetery fences
Cemetery
fe "" s a
"d sexUnited States,
States, in
the
city of
of Mexico,
Mexico, fifteen
hundred dollars,
dollars, to
to be
be expendexpendhundred
the
city
fifteen
United
in
fences
and
exton's
house in
in
ton's house
Mexico.
ed under
under the
the direction
of the President of the United States.
direction of
ed
Mexico.
Appointment
SEC. 2.
2. And
it farther
the President
President be,
and he
he is
Appointment
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
be, and
is
of second
assistof
second assistant secretary
to appoint, by
by and
and with
with the
advice and
of
and consent of
the advice
appoint,
authorized to
hereby, authorized
of hereby,
secretary of
ant
state, and
and examexam- the
Senate, a
a second
assistant secretary
state in
in the
the Department
Department of
of
of state
secretary of
second assistant
the Senate,
state,
iner of
ofclaims.
e
l
's' State, and also an examiner
examiner of claims for the same department, whose
Salaries,
salary shall be three thousand dollars
dollars per annum; and the salary
salary of the
Salaries.
second
secretary of state shall be thirty-five hundred
hundred dollars
assistant secretary
second assistant
appropriated.
Appropriation, per
annum; and
and such
such sums
are hereby
hereby appropriated.
sums are
per annum;
Appropriation.
Fees collected
S
EC. 3.
it further
That all
all fees
any conconby any
collected by
fees collected
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
Jnd be
SEC.
3. And
Fees
collected
by
commercial agent
agent not
not mentioned
mentioned in
Schedule B
C, or
by any
or by
any
in Schedule
B or
or C,
certain consul or
con- sul
or commercial
by certain
suls and commercial
suls
and agents
comvice-consul
commercial agent
agent appointed
appointed to
to perform
their duties,
duties, or
by
or by
perform their
or commercial
vice-consul or
agents
mercial
accounted any other person in their behalf, shall be accounted
to be accounted
accounted for to the Secretary
for
to Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury in
in the
the same
same mode
and manner
as is
for in
in
manner as
is provided
provided for
mode and
for Treasury.
to
Secretary of
of the
of
of
Treasury.
1856,
127, section
eighteen of
the act
act approved
August eighteen,
eighteen, eighteen hundred
hundred
approved August
of the
section eighteen
1866, ch.
ch. 127,
18.
4
18.
and fifty-six, entitled "An act to regulate the diplomatic and consular
consular
Vol. xi. p.ver
58.
the United
United States."
States." And
And when
the fees
collected by any
so collected
fees so
when the
of the
system of
over system
Excess o
$2500
such consul or commercial
commercial agent amount to more than twenty-five hun$2500 a
a year
above,,84°'
&c.to be
above
bedred dollars
dollars in any one year, over and above
above the expenses
expenses of office-rent
office-rent
paid
Secrepaid to
to Secretary
of Treasury. and
clerk-hire, to
by the
of State, of which return
the Secretary
Secretary of
approved by
to be
be approved
and clerk-hire,
taryofTreasury.
excess for that year
year
shall be made to the Secretary of the Treasury, the excess
shall
Secretary of the Treasury, in the mode provided
provided for
for
paid to the Secretary
shall be paid
said act.
by said
exSalaries of en
EC. 4.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
of any
any envoy
envoy exThat the
the salary
salary of
SEC.
4. And
And be
be it
en-- S
Toys
extraortraordinary and minister plenipotentiary
hereafter appointed shall be the
hereafter
plenipotentiary
voys
dinary
dinarv and
and mi. .m.i.
ister
Plenipoten- salary
of aaminister
minister resident
nothing more,
except when
he is
is apapwhen he
more, except
and nothing
resident and
salary of
ister plenipotentiary.
pointed
tiary.
pointed to one of the countries where
where the United
United States are
are now
now reprerepresented
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary.
sented by an envoy extraordinary
APPROVED,
25, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July
July 25,
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CRAP. CCXXXIV.
—An Act
provide for
for the
Safety 61
of Passen1866.
Passen- July
July 25,
25, 1866.
the Safety
of the
the Lives
Lires of
Act further
further to
to provide
CCXXXIV. -An
CHAP.
gers on
of Vessels
Vessels propelled
by Steam,
regulate the
the Salaries
Salaries
Steam, to
to regulate
or in
in Part
Part by
propelled in
in Whole
TWhole or
gers
on Board
Board of
of
Inspectors, and
for other
Purposes.
andfor
other Purposes.
Steamboat Inspectors,
of Steamboat
Be
by the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
engineer or
Licensed engior pilot, Licensed
assembled, That if any engineer
States of
of America
America in
licensed
of law
law by
any inspector
or board
board of
inspectors, shall,
shall, neers
or pilots
reersor
pilots
of inspectors,
by any
inspector or
licensed in
in pursuance
pursuance of
wrongfully
,reto
hindrance of
serve fusing
fusing to
to serve
serve
refuse to
to serve
of commerce,
commerce, wrongfully
wrongfully or
or unreasonably
unreasonably refuse
to the
the hindrance
as
on any
vessel, as
authorized by
by the
terms of
of his
or as
as such,
Sm. or
or
such, &c.
the terms
his license,
license, or
as authorized
such on
any steam
steam vessel,
as such
pilots refusing to.
shall fail
to deliver
deliver to
the applicant
for such
at the
of such
pilots refusing
shall
fail to
to the
applicant for
such services,
services, at
the time
time of
such admit
certain
certain to
refusal,
the same
shall be
demanded, a
in writing,
writing, signed
signed by
by persons into
into pilot
pilot
be demanded,
a statement
statement in
refusal, if
if the
same shall
such engineer
pilot, of
to
or if any pilot shall
shall re- house,
reasons therefor, or
or pilot,
of the reasons
such
engineer or
$ouse,
300. to forfeit
fuse
pilot-house with
with him any
any person or
or persons
persons whom
fuse to
to admit into
into the pilot-house
the
of any steamboat
steamboat may
may desire
desire to place
place there for the
the
the captain
captain or owners of
purpose of acquiring
knowledge of piloting, he shall forfeit and pay to the
acquiring the knowledge
party
hundred dollars, to
How to
be reto be
to be
be recoverrecover- covered.
cHo
of three hundred
aggrieved thereby
thereby the
the sum of
party aggrieved
ed
thereupon on such
of debt founded
founded on this
this statute.
statute. And thereupon
ed in an
an action
action of
recovery,
writing, or
or
recovery, as
as well as on
on such refusal
refusal to give
give such
such statement in writing,
to admit such persons into the pilot-house as aforesaid, his license shallbe License to be
be
upon the
the same
proceedings as
as are
are provided by revoked.
revoked.
same proceedings
revoked, upon
be immediately
immediately revoked,
law in other cases
cases of the revocation
revocation of such licenses.
SEC. 2.
further enacted,
there
when boilers are
are so
so arranged
arranged is Where
And be
be it further
enacted, That when
SEC.
2. And
a water
water conis a
conon a
a steamer that there
there is
is employed
water connecting-pipe
through necting-pipe
necting-pipe beemployed a
a water
connecting-pipe through
bethere shall
boilers,
shall also
also be
be tween boilers,
which the
the water
water may pass from one boiler to another, there
provided a
similar steam
having an
an area
area of
of opening
opening into
steam
into each similar
steam connection,
connection, having
provided
a similar
connection to
to be
be
°connection
.
boiler of at least one square inch for every two square feet
provided.
feet of effective
effective also provided.
heating surface
surface contained
contained in any one of the boilers so connected, half the
flue
Maximum
And no
no boiler
boiler Maximum
being computed
computed as
as effective.
effective. And
all other
other surfaces
surfaces being
flue and all
shall
be allowed,
allowed, under
under any
circumstances, a
working working
presshall hereafter
hereafter be
any circumstances,
a greater
greater working
sworking
pere
sure
of boiler.
pounds to
than one
one hundred and
and fifty pounds
to the
the square
square inch.
pressure than
SEc.
3. And
be it
it farther
further enacted,
enacted, That
That one
one or
more additional
additional safetysafetySafety
valves
Safety valves
or more
SEC. 3.
And be
valves, of
of such
such dimensions
dimensions and
arrangement as shall be
boilers of
the on
otneboiers
of
prescribed by the
be prescribed
and arrangement
valves,
steamers;
board of
of supervising
inspectors, shall
of every
every
shall be
be placed on
on the boilers of
supervising inspectors,
board
steamer, and
and shall
pressure not
not exceeding
exceeding two
two pounds
pounds above
above how loaded
loaded
to a
a pressure
shall be
be loaded
loaded to
steamer,
and secured.
the
working steam
steam pressure
pressure allowed,
and shall
be secured
by the
the inspecinspec- and secured.
shall be
secured by
the working
allowed, and
management of
interference of all persons engaged in the management
tor against the interference
the
machinery. And the
alloyed metals now required
required by Alloyed metals
the alloyed
vessel or
or her machinery.
the vessel
on fuines
flues of
of boilboilon
law, to be placed in or upon the flues of boilers shall be fusible, as now ers to be fusible,
law,
required by law, and at a
temperature not exceeding
exceeding four hundred and and atwhat
at what temtenma temperature
required
forty-five degrees
of the
the Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit thermometer;
thermometer; and
reli_ perature.
perature.
forty-five
degrees of
and a
a good
good and
and reliWater-gauge
Water-gauge
able
gauge-cocks shall
provided for and gaugegaugeset of gauge-cocks
shall be provided
able water-gauge
water-gauge and aa full set
each
boiler, whether
whether connected
or otherwise.
cocks.
otherwise.
connected or
each boiler,
SEC.
4. And
steamboat boiler hereafter
hereafter Construction
no steamboat
enacted, That
That no
SEC. 4.
And be it further enacted,
of steam boilers
built, to which
which the
the heat is
is applied
applied on the
the outside of the
the shell,
shell, shall
shall be hereafter
fretera built;
bouilers
constructed
of plates
of an inch in
in thickness,
thickness,
three-tenths of
constructed of
plates of more than three-tenths
employed
employvedr
oon
the ends
ends or
or heads
heads of
of the
the boiler only excepted. And every steamboat
steamboat certain
rivers.
boiler hereafter
hereafter built,
if employed
Gulf of
of MexMexflowing into
into the Gulf
on rivers
rivers flowing
built, if
employed on
boiler
inches of clear
three inches
less than three
ico, or their tributaries, shall have not less
space for water between and around its internal flues. And steamers Steamers herehereafter built,
built, which
shall employ
four or
more boilers
in aa battery,
battery, after
after built,
built, how
how
hereafter
which shall
employ four
or more
boilers set
set in
to
divided in such a
manner that one half, as nearly as boilers
have boilers
a manner
shall have the same divided
divided.
may
of the
number of
of the divided
will act independently
independently of
of boilers
boilers employed
employed will
may be,
be, of
the number
other
connection; but
water connection;
but the steam from
as relates
relates to the water
other half, so
so far as
all
connected as provided
provided by
by this act.
act.
boilers may
may be connected
all the
the boilers
S
EC. 5.
5. And
be it
enacted, That
cotton, hemp,
bay, straw,
straw, or
or
Cotton, hemp,
hemp,
further enacted,
That cotton,
hemp, hay,
SEC.
And be
it further
Cotton
hay ,
straw, &c.
&c.
other easily ignitible commodity, shall not be carried on the decks or haystraw,
guards of
of any
passengers, except
except on
ferry-boats crossing
crossing not
not to
to be
be carried
carried
on ferry-boats
guards
any steamer
steamer carrying
carrying passengers,
rivers, and
then only
sterns of
such boats,
same shall
shall be
be o
g
n
uadeck
d
r
e
dc
skor
rivers,
and then
only on
on the
the sterns
of such
boats, unless
unless the
the same
on
guards
oforpas
pas-_
protected by aa complete and suitable covering of canvas or other proper
proper senger steamers,
protected
&e.
&c.
ignition from sparks, under aapenalty of one hundred except,
material, to
to prevent
prevent ignition
Penalty.
Penalty.
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dollars for
for each
petroleum be hereoffence. Nor shall coal oil or crude petroleum
each offence.
dollars
after carried on such steamers, except on the decks or guards
guards thereof, or
after
in
open
holds
where
a
free
circulation
of
air
is
secured,
and
such disdisat such
and at
is
secured,
air
of
circulation
free
a
where
in open holds
tance from
prescribed by any supervisors
supervisors
furnaces or fires as may be prescribed
from the furnaces
tance
[supervising] inspector or any board of local inspectors.
inspectors.
[supervising]
SEC. 6.
And be
be it
it further
barges carrying
carrying passengers
That barges
enacted, That
further enacted,
6. And
SEC.
Barges carry- while in tow
a steamer
steamer shall be subject to the provisions of the acts
crry- while in tow of a
iBagese
ing
passengers
itg
passengers
for
passengers, so far as relates to firepreservation of the lives of passengers,
in
the preservation
for the
in tow
tow of aa
steamer.
life-preservers. For aaviolation
buckets, axes, and life-preservers.
steamer.
buckets,
violation of this section the penalty shall be one hundred
hundred dollars.
enacted, That steamers used as freight boats
Steamers
further enacted,
S
EC. 7. And
And be it further
SEC.
Steamers used
boats shall be subject to the same inspection and requirements as provided for
as freight
freight boats
as
to bfjecto
be subject to shall be subject to the same inspection and requirements as provided for
by an
an act
relating to
steamboats, approved
approved
to steamboats,
act relating
boats, by
canal boats,
and canal
inspection
&c. ferry,
tug, and
ferry, tug,
ilspection,'&c.
1864,
eh. 113.
113. the eighth
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and to the proeighth day of June, eighteen
164, ch.
Coal oil or
crude petroleum
petroleum
crude
not to be so carried,
unless, &c.
&.
ied, unless,

Vol. Vol.
xiii.
xi p. 120. visions of this act.
Penalty for
for
a
enacted, That if any person connected, as a
further enacted,
SEC.
SEC. 8. And be it further
Penalty
certain persons
engineers,
member
or
otherwise,
with
any
association
steamboat
pilots,
engineers,
steamboat
of
association
any
with
otherwise,
or
member
Sto
ttempting
attempting to
of
exercise the functions
functions of
act
masters, or owners, shall accept or attempt to exercise
act as steamboat masters,
inspectors.
a misdemeanor,
the office
office of steamboat inspector, it shall be a
inspectors.
misdemeanor, for which
which he
a penalty of five
shall forfeit
office, and
five
and shall be further subject to a
his office,
forfeit his
shall
hundred dollars.
navigating the bays,
All vessels
SEC. 9.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That all vessels navigating
itfitrther
And be
SEC.
9. And
vessels,'
All
except, &c. to
inlets,
rivers,
harbors, and
other waters
waters of
the United
United States,
States, except
vesexcept vesof
the
other
and
harbors,
rivers,
inlets,
tothe
&ct
bescept
be subject to the
subject to
to the
jurisdiction of
power and engaged
engaged in foreign
a foreign
foreign power
of a
the jurisdiction
navigation laws
laws sels
sels subject
navigation
of the
the United
not owned
in whole
a citizen of the United States,
whole or in part by a
owned in
and not
trade and
United trade
of
States.
shall
be
subject
to
the
navigation
laws
of
the
United
States; and all vesvesUnited States;
the
of
laws
navigation
the
to
subject
be
shall
vessels
Steamt
Steam vessels,
sels propelled
propelled in
in whole
aforesaid,
steam, and navigating as aforesaid,
in part
part by steam,
or in
whole or
&c.
to be
be subject
subject sels
&c.to
to
act of
of 1852,
1852,
esshall also be subject to all rules and regulations consistent therewith, esact
to
ch.
99.
§ 29.
ch. 106,
106, §
tablished for
for the
the government
steam vessels
in passing,
passing, as
as provided
provided in
vessels in
of steam
government of
72. tablished
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 72.
Vol.
Seagoing
Seagoing
the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth section of an act relating to steam vessels, approved the
steam vessels,
thirtieth
day
fifty-two. And every
every seaAugust, eighteen hundred and fifty-two.
of August,
day of
thirtieth
underl'
wste
when under
navigation
going steam
steam vessel
vessel now
now subject
subject or hereby
hereby made subject to the navigation
way, except on going
wav,
high seas,
seas, to
laws of the United
United States, and to the rules and regulations
regulations aforesaid,
aforesaid,
to be
be laws
high
control of
under control
of
tnader
when under
way, except
the high
control
seas, be under the control
high seas,
upon the
except upon
under way,
shall, when
licensed
pilots, shall,
licensedpilots,
except, &c.
and direction of pilots licensed
licensed by the inspectors of steam vessels; vessels
&c.
except,
See
ch. 83.
83. of other countries
countries and public
public vessels of the United States only excepted.
1867, ch.
See 1867,
Post, p. 411.
enacted, That all sea-going vessels carryfurther enacted,
Post,
p. 411.
SEC. 10. And be it further
Passenger
ves- ing passengers,
passengers, and those navigating
navigating any of the northern and northwestPassengervesthe
have the
to have
sels
sel, to
ern lakes,
lakes, shall
have the
the life-boats
law, provided
provided with
with suitable
by law,
required by
life-boats required
shall have
ern
lite-boats relife-boats
quired by
law
boat-disengaging
boat-disengaging apparatus, so arranged as to allow such boats to be safeby law
provided with
with
ly launched with their complements of passengers
while such vessels are
passengers while
provided
suitable boatdisboat dis- ly launched with their complements
suitable
speed or
otherwise, and
as to
to allow
allow such
such disengaging
disengaging apparatus
so as
and so
or otherwise,
engaging appaunder speed
appa- under
engaging
ratus.
disengaging both ends of the boat simultato be operated by one person disengaging
ratus.
neously
from the
tackles by which it may be lowered to the water.
the tackles
neously fiom
foremastS
EC. 11.
11. And be it further enacted, That the provision for aa foremastSEC.
Fremast-ly
head
Foremastlight only head light for steamships, in an act entitled "An
"An act fixing
fixing certain rules
on ocean-going and
preventing collisions on the water," approved
approved the
regulations for preventing
and regulations
onoceal-goilig
steamers
twenty-ninth day of April,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
be
sixty-four, shall
shall not
not be
steamers and
and
twenty-ninth
April, eighteen
those carrying
steamers
and
ocean-going
than
to
apply
to
other
ocean-going
steamers
construed
thaisecarrying
sail.
waters flowing
1864,
ch. 69.
69. carrying
River
steamers navigating
navigating waters
flowing into the Gulf
Gulf
steamers
sail.
waters
1864, oh.
Riiai
l. River
n sail.
ccarrying
on the outred light on
one red
vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
58
shall carry
lights, viz:
viz: one
following lights,
the following
carry the
Mexico shall
58.. of Mexico
P iver
Vol.
river
of
Lights of r
Lights
steamers
navi- board
board side
of the
smoke-pipe, and
green light
outboard
the outboard
on the
light on
one green
and one
port smoke-pipe,
the port
side of
steamersnavigating waters
gating
side of the starboard
starboard smoke-pipe; these lights to show both forward and
and
respective sides.
Bowing
into Gulf
abeam on
on their
their respective
sides. All coasting steamers, and
ft, and also abeam
into
lowingico;
Gulf aft,
of Mex
of
coasting
those navigating
navigating bays,
lakes, or other inland waters, other than ferrybays, lakes,
those
of coasting
steamers, &c.
boats, and
those above
above provided
provided for, shall carry
carry the red and
and green
green lights,
and those
boats,
&e.
steamers,
ferrythan ferryother than
other
e rr y as prescribed for ocean-going steamers;
boats, &e.
and, in addition
addition thereto, a
acentral
central
as prescribed for ocean-going steamers; and,
&.
boats,
range of two
being carried at an elevation of
two white lights; the after light being
range
fifteen feet above the light at the head of the vessel; the head
at least
least fifteen
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light to
to be
be so
so constructed
to show
show a
agood
through twenty
twenty points
points
light through
good light
as to
constructed as
light
of
namely, from
from right
ahead to
abaft the
the beam
on
beam on
two points
points abaft
to two
right ahead
the compass,
compass, namely,
of the
either
of the
the vessel;
vessel; and
the after
light to
show all
around the
the horihoriall around
to show
after light
and the
side of
either side
zon.
Annual pay
Annual
zon.
SEC. 12.
be it
the annual
annual compensation
inspeclocal
inspeccompensation ofoflocal
That the
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC.
12. And
And be
o
paid
to local
inspectors of
steamboats shall
hereafter as
wit: boats.
boats.f
tors
steamfollows, to
to wit:
as follows,
shall be
be hereafter
of steamboats
paid to
local inspectors
For the
of Portland,
Portland, in
in Maine,
Maine, three
for the
of
the District of
dollars; for
hundred dollars;
three hundred
the district
district of
For
district
of Boston
and Charlestown,
Charlestown, in
Massachusetts, one
thousand do!Portland; d
dol- Portland;
one thousand
in Massachusetts,
Boston and
district of
and
Boston
lars;
the district
of New
New London,
Connecticut, five
five hundred
dol- Charlestown;
lars; for
for the
district of
London, in
in Connecticut,
hundred dollars;
for
the
district
of
New
York,
two
at
two
thousand
dollars
each,
two
New
London;
New London;
two
each,
dollars
thousand
two
at
lars; for the district of New York, two
at
dollars each,
each, and
one additional
at New
York;
New York;
boilers at
of boilers
inspector of
additional inspector
and one
hundred dollars
fifteen hundred
at fifteen
fifteen
dollars; for
for the
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia;
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia;
in Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, in
district of
the district
hundred dollars;
fifteen hundred
thirteen
dollars; for
the district
district of
Baltimore, in
Maryland, Baltimore.
Baltimore.
in Maryland,
of Baltimore,
for the
hundred dollars;
thirteen hundred
Norfolk;
twelve
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
for the
the district
district of
of Norfolk,
three Norfolk;
Virginia, three
in Virginia,
Norfolk, in
twelve hundred
Charleston;
hundred
dollars ;for
for the
the district
district of
Charleston, in South Carolina, five Charleston;
of Charleston,
hundred dollars;
Savannah;
hundred
dollars; for
for the
of Savannah,
Georgia, four hundred
Savannah;
in Georgia,
Savannah, in
district of
the district
hundred dollars;
dollars;
for the
the district
district of
in Alabama,
Mobile 3
one thousand dollars; for Mobile
Alabama, one
of Mobile,
Mobile, in
dollars; for
Orleans;
the district
of New
New Orleans,
or in
the port of en- New Orleans;
Orleans is the
New Orleans
which New
in which
Orleans, or
district of
the
try, Louisiana,
Louisiana, two
two thousand
thousand dollars;
for the
the district
Galveston, in
Galveston;
Galveston;
of Galveston,
district of
dollars; for
try,
Texas, four
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
for the
the district
district of
in Missouri,
Louis;
Missouri, St. Louis;
St. Louis,
Louis, in
of St.
four hundred
Texas,
sixteen hundred
of Nashville,
Nashville, in
four Nashville;
Nashville;
Tennessee, four
in Tennessee,
the district
district of
for the
dollars; for
hundred dollars;
sixteen
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
the district
district of
Louisville, in
in Kentucky,
Louisville;
Kentucky, twelve hun- Louisville;
of Louisville,
fbr the
hundred
Cincinnati;
dol- Cincinnati;
dred dollars
district of
Cincinnati 'in Ohio,
hundred do!Ohio, sixteen hundred
of Cincinnati,
the district
; for
for the
dollars ;
dred
Wheeling;
lars; for
Wheeling, West Virginia, five hundred dollars; Wheeling;
of Wheeling,
district of
the district
for the
lars;
Pittsburg;
for the
district of
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, sixteen
sixteen hundred dollars; for Pittsburg;
of Pittsburg,
the district
for
the district
district of
of Chicago,
hundred dollars
for the district
district of Chicago;
dollars;;fbr
eight hundred
Illinois, eight
Chicago, Illinois,
the
Detroit;
Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan ' one thousand dollars; for the district of Cleveland,
Detroit;
Detroit,
Cleveland;
Ohio, six
six hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
for the
the district
district of
York, twelve
Cleveland;
New York,
of Buffalo,
Buffalo, New
Ohio,
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
the district
Oswego, or
or of which
Oswego is the Buffalo;
which Oswego
of Oswego,
district of
for the
hundred
port of
for the
Oswego;
district of Ver- Oswego;
the district
dollars; for
hundred dollars;
three hundred
York, three
New York,
of entry,
entry, New
port
Vermont;
mont, of
of which
Burlington is
is the
port of
of entry, three hundred dollars; Vermont;
the port
which Burlington
mont,
for the
the district
district of
San Francisco,
California, fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; for
Francisco;
for San Francisco;
Francisco, California,
of San
for
the
district of
of Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee,
hundred dollars;
Memphis;
district Memphis;
the district
for the
dollars; for
nine hundred
Tennessee, nine
the district
of Galena,
Galena, Illinois,
one thousand
for the
district of
Portland,
Galena;
of Portland,
the district
dollars; for
thousand dollars;
Illinois, one
of
Oregon,
hundred dollars
dollars;; to
to the
of the
Pacific Portland.
ortland
the Pacific
inspector of
supervising inspector
the supervising
seven hundred
Oregon, seven
inSpervising
coast,
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
inspectors ) inspectors.
•Supervising
hundred dollars; to other supervising inspectors,
coast, two
two thousand dollars
dollars each.
two
of
local
Clerk
S
EC. 13.
13. And
it further
further enacted,
appointed,local
C
lerkatinNew
That there shall be appointed,
enacted, That
be it
And be
SEC.
offices
New
direction of
Secretary of the Treasury,
ww
andtdit
Treasury, one clerk each in the York an
of the Secretary
under the direction
local offices
New York
York and
Orleans, and
and the annual
compensation Orleans.
annual compensation
New Orleans,
and New
at New
offices at
local
allowed to
shall be
hundred and
and fifty
dollars each.
each.
Pay.
fifty dollars
be seven
seven hundred
clerks shall
to these
these clerks
allowed
Stationery,
Stationery,
SEC. 14.
14. And
Secretary of the Treas- printing,
enacted, That the Secretary
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
instrn!In-Inv:7
11 c
l
.s
f
t
oi.nfor
and
local
inspectors
of steamboats,
ments, &c.
ury
may
procure, for
fbr the
supervising
such
ury may
stationery,
procure,printing,
the supervising
instruments,and
andlocal
otherinspectors
things necessary
of steamboats,
for the supervising
nr
and
and

such stationery, printing, instruments, and other things necessary for the supervising
as may
be required
required therefor;
therefor; and
shall local
use of
of their
their respective
respective offices,
offices ,as
localiliensspaencdtorers.inspectors.
and shall
may be
use
ulations.
make
regulations as
g
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to secure the prop- -illations.
make such
such rules
rules and regulations

or
the steamboat
acts; and
and may
time cause
Special examicause Specialexamito time
time to
from time
may from
steamboat acts;
of the
execution of
er execution
special
to be
into the
administration of
of the
the inspection
inspection nations
84°.
nations,'&c.
the administration
be made
made into
examinations to
special examinations
laws.
laws.
SEC. 15.
15. And
be it
enacted, That
That supervising,
of superBondsofsuperlocal, and
and Bonds
supervising, and local,
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
v
a
!n
sLI t
o pa
e
n
c
4
.
assistant
inspectors of
of steamboats
steamboats shall
proper bonds,
bonds, in
in such
such asisintgatcispae
shall execute
execute proper
assistant inspectors
form
and upon
such conditions
conditions as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may
pre- tors
steamtors of
of steammay preof the
upon such
form and
scribe,
to his
faithful performfor the faithful
perform- hors.
boats.
scribe, and
and subject
subject to
his approval,
approval, conditioned for
Form and conance
of the
in the
the ditiOnrs
ditions. and conoffices, and
and the
the payment,
payment, in
the duties
duties of
of their
their respective
respective offices,
ance of
manner provided
provided by
received by them.
moneys that may be received
all moneys
by law, of all
manner
Sac.
it further
enacted, That all acts and parts of acts in- Repeal of ininfurther enacted,
16. And
And be
be it
SEC. 16.
consistent laws.
consistent with
hereby repealed.
repealed.laws.
the provisions
provisions of this act are hereby
with the
consistent
APPROVED, July
25, 1866.
July 25,
1866.
APPROVED,
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CHAP. CCXXXV.
increasing the
and Orphans,
Orphans, and for
far
CHAP.
CCXXXV. -An
— An Act
Act increasing
the Pensions
Pensions of
of Widows and
other
other Purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
the
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
and louse
Be it
Ujited States of
Congress assembled, That the provisions
Provisions of
United
of America in Congress
provisions of
of
pension laws
expension
laws extended to
to proprothe pension
pension laws
laws are
extended to
and made
made to
include provost
provost
to include
to and
hereby extended
are hereby
the
tended
vost marshals marshals, deputy provost marshals,
officers, who have been
marshals, and enrolling
enrolling officers,
and
their
depukilled
or
wounded in
the discharge
discharge of
of their
duties; and
and for
for the
purpose of
of
the purpose
duties;
their
the
in
or
wounded
killed
their
OdePueand
ties and to enrollties
inm officers.
officers.
determining the
amount of
of pension
to which
which such
persons and
and their
detheir desuch persons
pension to
determining
the amount
in
'how to
shall be
be entitled,
be ranked
captains,
row
to take
take pendents
pendents shall
entitled, provost
provost marshals
marshals shall
shall be
ranked as
as captains,
rank,
deputy provost
first lieutenants,
and enrolling
officers as
as
radeputy
provost marshals
marshals as first
lieutenants, and
enrolling officers
second lieutenants.
Pensions
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the pensions
widows of
of depensions to widows
That the
it further
SEC.
to
Pensions to
solceased soldiers
and sailors,
by such
soldiers or
widows of solceased
soldiers and
sailors, having
havinc, children
children by
such deceased
deceased soldiers
or
diers and
and sailors
sailors
t,
increased
sailors, be
be increased
increased at
the rate
rate of
of two
two dollars
per month
month for
each child
child
for each
dollars per
at the
increased $2
$2 aa sailors,
month for each
And in all cases
mouth
each of such soldier or sailor under the age of sixteen years.
child
s.
child under
which there shall be more than one child of any deceased
deceased
or
under sisix- in
in
which
soldier or
teen
year
teen years.
if
is
sailor leaving
leaving no
widow, or
where his
again, or
or
or married
married again,
has died
died or
his widow
widow has
or where
no widow,
sailor
If there
there is
more
than one
one
where she
she has
has been
deprived of
of her
under the
provisions of
of secsecher pension
pension under
the provisions
where
been deprived
more than
child,
child, and no
no
ti
widow,
Sze.
on eleven
eleven of
of an
entitled ""An
An act
act supplementary
acts
the several
several acts
to the
supplementary to
an act
act entitled
tion
widow, &c.
relating
pensions," approved June sixth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyrelating to pensions,"
granted to such children under sixteen years
years of age by
by
six, the pension granted
existing laws shall be increased
increased to the same amount
amount per month that would
existing
be
provisions to the widow
widow if living and enforegoing provisions
be allowed
allowed under the foregoing
case shall more than one
pen
No person to titled to
to aapension:
pension: Provided,
Provided, That in
in no case
one pen
have more than sion
to the
the same
person.
same person.
sion be
be allowed
allowed to
oe
one peiosnt.an
pension.
Provisions of
SEC. 3. And
provisions of an
an act enit further
further enacted, That
That the provisions
SEC.
And be it
Provisions
former acts
ex- titled
"
An act
act to
to grant
grant pensions,"
approved July
July fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen
hunAn
pensions," approved
eighteen hunformer
acts
extitled
"
tended to penunder
dred
and sixty-two,
supplementary thereto and amendaacts supplementary
and of the acts
sixty-two, and
dred and
sioners under
'previous laws, tory thereof, are hereby, so far as applicable, extended to the pensions
•provious
pensions
except, &c. 66c
under
previous laws,
laws, except
except revolutionary
revolutionary pensioners.
pensioners.
.
under previous
exCept'c
issz, eh. 166.
Vol.
SEC. 4.
be it
enacted, That
That if
if any
any person
the penpenduring the
person during
it further
further enacted,
4. And
And be
566.
SEC.
Vol. iii.
xii. p.
p. 566.
ls66, cli.
application for an invalid pension,
1854,
ch. 247.
dency of his application
pension, and after the completion
completion
Vol.
p. 387.
VoL xiii. P.
r87.
1865,
84.
of
the proof showing
right thereto, has died, or shall hereafter die,
showing his right
of the
l,86,
"ch.ch. 84
Vol. xiii. p. 499. but
reason of
of a
received, or
or disease
disease contractcontractby reason
a wound
wound received,
but not
not in
in either
either case
case by
If
pen- ed in the
11 during penthe service
service of the United States and in the line of duty, his widow,
pdency of
of au
au upplication for
in- or
if he
he left
left no
widow, or
the event
event of
her death
or marriage,
his relarelamarriage, his
death or
of her
or in
in the
no widow,
or if
plication
for ainpenllion
valid pension
tives
th[e]y would have
tires in the same order in which th[e]y
have received aa pension,
pension,
and
pletion
after
of proof, if
if they
they had
been thereunto
under existing
existing laws
laws on
on account
the
account of
of the
entitled under
thereunto entitled
had been
p'ledtiotorfoof
applicant dies,
services and
and death
death in
the line
of duty
duty of
person, shall
have the
the
shall have
applicant
dies, services
in the
line of
of such
such person,
who umay
may receive
receive right
right to
to demand
demand and
and receive
receive the
the accrued
pension to
to which
wio
accrued pension
which he
he would
would have
have
accrued pension,
been entitled
entitled had
had the
the certificate
certificate issued
issued before
his death;
and in
in all
cases
all cases
before his
death; and
&c.
been
where such person so entitled to an invalid pension
pension has died, or shall
where
hereafter die, under circumstances
hereafter
circumstances hereinbefore
hereinbefore mentioned, whether by
by
disease contracted in the service of
received or disease
reason of
of aa wound received
the
the United
United States, and
and in the line
line of
of duty
duty or
or otherwise, without leaving
leaving
Accrued penpen- a
awidow
widow or
paid to the
be paid
accrued pension shall be
relatives, then
then such accrued
or such
such relatives,
Accrued
sion to be paid executor or administrator
administrator of such person in like manner and effect as if
if
to
executor, Sze.
to executor,
&c. such
were so
so much
much assets
assets belonging
belonging to the estate of the deceased
deceased
such pension
pension were
at the time of his death.
Repealing
SEC. 5.
And be
further enacted,
That the
repeal by
the act
entitled
act entitled
by the
the repeal
enacted, That
be it
it further
SEC.
5. And
Repealing
"An
supplementary to the several
pensions," approved
clause of act
"
An act supplementary
several acts relating
relating to pensions,"
approved
1866,
106,
June
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
parts of
certain acts
1866,
ch. 106,
June sixth,
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, of
of parts
of certain
acts
Ante, p. 56,
in the
section of
said act,
act, shall
work aa forfeiture
of
forfeiture of
not work
shall not
of said
first section
the first
mentioned in
work mentioned
not to work
forfeiture
granted by such parts of such acts so repealed;
repealed;
forfeiture of ac- any rights accrued
accrued under or granted
trued rights,
rights, &c.
crued
Sze. but such rights shall be recognized
recognized and allowed in the same manner and
to all intents and
and purposes as if said act had never passed, except that
the invalid pensioner
pensioner shall be entitled to draw from and after the taking
taking
effect of said act the increased
increased pension thereby
thereby granted in lieu of that
granted by such parts of such acts so repealed.
repealed.
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SEc. 6.
it further enacted,
enacted, That
in the
haythe fourth section Widows havnothing in
That nothing
be itfurther
And be
6. And
SEC.
forgin
of
entitled "
supplementary to
g:claim
i
lltm et
several acts relating to tueng
to the several
act supplementary
" An
An act
act entitled
an act
of an
pensions,"
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, or
or in
n
date oPre-mafin atdateofre-marhundred and
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
March third,
approved March
pensions," approved
any other
other supplementary
supplementary or
or amendatory
act relating
relating to
pensions, shall
be riagenotaffected
riagenotaffected
shall be
to pensions,
amendatory act
any
of
so
construed so
so as
of aa widow
widow whose
claim for
a
e
3
r
tp1r8o6v5isicoLs
84,f
p8s65ih. 84,
ayt
ab
for a
whose claim
right of
the right
impair the
to impair
as to
so construed
4.
pension
was pending
pending at
at the
date of
re-marriage, to the pension to §§_4.
her re-marriage,
of her
the date
pension was
V
P. 490
xiii.
which
she would
be entitled,
entitled, had
had her
her deceased
deceased husband left no v°ol.1.
'till. p.
491
otherwise be
would otherwise
which she
minor
children under the age of sixteen years.
or children
child or
minor child
APPROVED, July
1866.
25, 1866.
July 25,
APPROVED,
CHAP. CCXXXVI.—
authorizing the
Cis- July 25,1866.
25, 1866.
for the DisJai in and for
of aaJail
Construction of
the Construction
Act authorizing
CCXXXVI. -AnAn Act
CHAP.

trict
of Columbia.
trict of
Columbia.

See Joint lies.
Resoluit
iaoan
t No. ,
6
5
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Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the olution No. 60.
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
Secretary
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary of Secr
Congress assembled,
America in
'
e
p
ta.ry-of
States of
United States
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
suitable place
Interioi to
place on the Interior
a suitable
select a
to select
authorized to
the
some of
of the
the public
belonging to
to the
the government
government in the city ooffselect suitable
grounds belonging
public grounds
some
aal
jail
struct
Washington, in
in the
construct thereon,
thereon, upon L
acc
eta
a7nColumbia, for and construct
District of Columbia,
the District
Washington,
such plan
plan as
he may
thereon.
of sufficient capacity to provide for not thereon.
select, aajail of
may select,
as he
such
Capacity.
less than
hundred prisoners,
hospitals, and soCapacity.
with suitable yards, hospitals,
prisoners, with
three hundred
than three
less
Cost.
forth, the
entire cost
of which
which shall
shall not
exceed the
the sum
sum of two hundred Cost.
not exceed
cost of
the entire
forth,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
it further
enacted, That
That as
soon as
Architect to be
site, and the Architecttobe
said site,
as said
as soon
further enacted,
be it
SEC.
employed;
Secretary ofemployed;
the said Secretary
upon, the
plan of
of a
jail shall
so selected
and agreed
agreed upon,
selected and
be so
shall be
a jail
plan
deto
said v.to
for said
design for
the Interior
Interior shall
have prepared
prepare
prepared aadesign
and have
architect and
an architect
employ an
shall employ
the
a
n
t
s
ioa
nn
ad spedcomplete specifications
building,
and plans
descriptive thereof;
with complete
specifications of the fications, and
thereof, with
plans descriptive
building, and
notice of
publish
notice of
work
required and
and the
the materials
materials to be used, and shall publish
publish notice
of a
ap
ublish notice of
work required
letting contract
contract
letting
for the
public
letting of
of the
the contract
contract for
the building
building of
of the same, at least thirty for
public letting
building.
York city,
days
the principal
newspapers in
New York
city,
in New
principal newspapers
in the
letting, in
the letting,
before the
days before
Boston,
Philadelphia, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Baltimore,
Baltimore, and
which noWashington, which
and Washington,
Boston, Philadelphia,
Con t
ract to be
timewlet toolowest
tice
shall direct
place where
where such
such specifications
and aatime
seen, and
can be
be seen,
specifications can
a place
direct a
tice shall
bidat
which
the
contract
is
to
be
let;
and
the
said
Secretary
shall
let
said
responsible
said
let
shall
at which the contract is to be let; and the said Secretary
contract
the lowest
lowest responsible
and the
therefor der.
contractor therefor
the contractor
bidder, and
responsible bidder,
to the
contract to
shall enter
for the
the faithful
faithful completion
completion of
con- Contractor to
said conthe said
of the
bond for
sufficient bond
into sufficient
enter into
shall
give bond.
tract
approval of
of the
Secretary. bond.
the Secretary.
the approval
to the
tract to
SEc. 3.
further enacted,
the said
said Secretary
Secretary shall pay Contractor to
That the
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
in-enby
paid
as the be
price as
contract price
to
the contractor
contractor or
on the
atairg
a
idatby
yti‘nvthe contract
instalments on
contractors instalments
or contractors
to the
work progresses,
progresses, to
to be
be certified
to by
the architect
having the
the direction
direction ty per cent being
being
architect having
by the
certified to
work
retained.
estimates shall be retained
thereof, but
per centum
centum of
of the
the estimates
retained until retained.
twenty per
but twenty
thereof,
the completion
completion of
contract.
the contract.
of the
the
Appropriation.
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
there be,
be, and
ap- Appropriation.
hereby, apand is hereby,
That there
enacted, That
And be
SEC.
of any money
out of
pointed,
the purposes
aforesaid, out
money in
purposes aforesaid,
for the
[appropriated,] for
pointed, [appropriated,]
the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
appropriated, the
not otherwise
the
of the Interior.
dollars, to
be drawn
on the
the order
of said
Secretary of
said Secretary
order of
drawn on
to be
dollars,
Materials of
SEC. 5.
it further
further enacted,
Secretary of
of the Interior Materials
the Secretary
That the
enacted, That
be it
And be
5. And
SEC.
be sold
jail to
oldsold
at public
to sell
be, and
authorized to
sell at
public sale, on proper notice therethere - old
to be
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and is
be,
Judiciary Square, and the at auction.
of,
of the
the old
old jail,
located in
in Judiciary
now located
jail, now
materials of
the materials
of, the
proceeds
thereof to
to be
paid into
treasury of the United States.
the treasury
into the
be paid
proceeds thereof
ay
Washtopayh
SEC. 6.
be it
purpose of reimreim - ington
City tool.
p
further enacted, That for the purpose
it further
And be
6. And
SEC.
part
$70,000
be
shall
it
jail,
said
of
cost
the
of
bursing
the
United
States
for
a
part
of
the
cost
of
said
it
$70,000
in
part
a
for
bursing the United States
the
the proper
proper authorities
the city
city of
of Washington,
and they for jail.
Washington, and
of the
authorities of
of the
duty of
the duty
1bA
umezlel
d
5.
2see
by tax
are
hereby required,
to raise,
raise, by
tax or
or otherwise,
otherwise, and pay into the treastreas - [Amended. See
required, to
are hereby
428.]
p.
Post,
said
of
completion
the
of
time
the
before
United States,
ury of
of the
States, at or
of said Post: 428.1
the United
ury
jail, the
sum of
seventy thousand
And it
it shall
shall be
be the like duty
dollars. And
thousand dollars.
of seventy
the sum
jail,
paGe$otownto
are hereby
and they
of the
the proper
proper authorities
of the
of Georgetown,
they are
hereby pay
Georgetown
Georgetown, and
city of
the city
authorities of
of
$20,000. to
pay into the treasury
required,
to raise,
raise, by
by tax
or otherwise,
and pay
treasury of the
otherwise, and
tax or
required, to
United
or before
said jail,
jail, the
the sum
sum of
of twenty
twenty County of
of said
completion of
the completion
before the
at or
States, at
United States,
Washington to
proper authorities
of the
thousand dollars.
dollars. And
And it
be the
the like
like duty
duty of
the proper
authorities washington
it shall
shall be
thousand
of the
the county
of Washington
Washington or
or said
said District,
District, and
they are
hereby required,
required, pay $10,000.
$10,000.
are hereby
and they
county of
of
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to raise,
by tax
tax or
treasury of the United
into the treasury
or otherwise,
otherwise, and pay into
raise, by
to
States
or before
period aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
thousand dollars,
dollars,
ten thousand
the sum
sum of ten
the period
before the
States at
at or
which said
sums shall
the fair
proportion of the cost
fair proportion
be deemed
deemed the
shall be
several sums
said several
which
of said
said jail
each of said cities
Washington; and
county of Washington;
and said
said county
cities and
of each
jail of
of
A tax to be
respectively, are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
A
the said cities and county authorities, respectively,
assessed and
levied
and required
to assess
assess and
and levy
levy upon
of said
said cities
cities
property of
the taxable
taxable property
upon the
required to
sufficient and
levied sufficient
to
Washington aa tax sufficient to raise the amount so by
and said
said county of Washington
raise said
to raise
each city and said county required to be paid as aforesaid.
amounts,
the default
default of
payment
Proceedings if
if
S
EC. 7.
7. And
upon the
of payment
further enacted,
SEC.
And be it
it further
enacted, That
That upon
Proceedings
either city or the p
county
is in dhe
de- O.
time
of we
the sums aforesaid into the treasury of the United States at the time
eitherctyior
fault of payment
made by either of said cities or by said county of Washstated, made
before stated,
payment before
faultof
oftax;
ington, the said Secretary of the Interior shall appoint
a collector for any
of tax;
appoint a
such delinquent
payments
delinquent city or county as shall have failed to make its payments
such
as aforesaid,
and it
collector to proceed
proceed with the
of said collector
the duty of
shall be
be the
it shall
aforesaid, and
as
collection
of the
as assessed,
assessed, in such
be
form as
as shall be
manner and form
such manner
taxes as
the taxes
collection of
if
Secretary of the Interior; or if either of said cities or
is not prescribed by the Secretary
if tax is
assessed,
Washington shall neglect, fail, or refuse to assess such tax,
assessed.
said county
county of Washington
to
empowered to
authorized and empowered
the Interior is hereby authorized
Secretary of the
the Secretary
make such
such levy
proceed to
as aforesaid.
collection as
to its
its collection
and proceed
levy and
make
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 25, 1866.
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
July

CHAP. CCXXXVII.
CCXXXVH. -An
—An Act
Act to
annul the
Section of
of the
Declaration of
of
the Declaration
thirty-fourth Section
the thirty-fourth
to annul
CHAP.

of State
of DiaryMaryof
State of
land, prohibiting
laud,
prohibiting
certain sales
gifts,
and dedegifts, and
vices,
vices, annulled.
annulled.
gifts and
and
Such gifts
devices to
ho
devices
toleast
bo
made
at
made at least
one
be.
one month
month before
fore death
death of
of
donor.
donor.

teen
and seventy-six,
seventy-six, so
so far
far as
as the
has been
been recognized
and
recognized and
same has
the same
teen hundred
hundred and
adopted in the District of Columbia, be, and the same
same is hereby, repealed
repealed
and annulled,
annulled, and
and that
that all
gifts, and
devises prohibited
said
by the
the said
prohibited by
and devises
all sales,
sales, gifts,
and
section, or
or by
in accordance
accordance therewith,
shall be,
be, when
when
therewith, shall
law passed
passed in
section,
by any
any law
hereafter made, valid and effectual:
Provided, That, in case
case of gifts and
effectual: Provided,
hereafter
devises, the
the same
shall be
be made
at least
least one
calendar month
month before
before the
the
one calendar
made at
same shall
devises,
death of
donor or
testator.
or testator.
of the
the donor
death
APPROVED,
1866.
APPROVED, July
July 25,
25, 1866.

July 25,
1866.
25, 1866.
July

Co
of Cora House
of Columbia
Columbia a
the District
District of
CHAP.
CCXXXVIII. —
in the
House of
Act to
to establish
establish in
-AnAn Act
CHAP. CCXXXVIII.
rection
for Boys.
Boys.
rection for

Rights of
State of
so far as
applies to the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
as itit applies
Maryland, sofar
the State
of Maryland,
Rights
of the
Be
enacted by the
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
Be it enacted
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the thirty-fourth section
The 34th sec- States of Anzerica
section
tion
of theetehlt
Decla- 4)
Declaration [of
Maryland, adopted seven[of]]Rights of the State of Maryland,
oftthe Declaration
ratlonftdf

r-

Be
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and louse
by the
the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
of corcor- States of America
Congress assembled, That there shall be established
established
House of
America in Congress
boys
in
of
tract
known
the governas
the
tract
of
land
known
of
Columbia,
on
rection
for
boys
in
the
District
established in
in
established
Washington.
meut
farm, a
afit
convenient house
house of
suitably and efficiently
efficiently
correction, suitably
of correction,
and convenient
fit and
ment farm,
Washington.
ventilated,
workshops, and other suitable accomaccomwith convenient
convenient yards, workshops,
ventilated, with
correcmodations
appurtenant thereto, for the safe keeping, correcmodations adjoining or appurtenant
tion,
governing, and
offenders legally
legally committed thereto by
employing of offenders
and employing
tion, governing,
authority
of the courts and magistrates of the District of Columbia:
Columbia:
authority of
Building alalProvided,
already erected on that land for the purpose
purpose
Building
Provided, That the building already
ready erected
erected to
to
ready
be transferred
to of
with all
all the
the other
property
other property
together with
institution, together
a similar
similar institution,
of establishing
establishing a
be
transferred to
trustees under
collected for the same purpose, shall be transferred
transferred to the trustees
trustees
under there collected
this act.
appointed according to the provisions of this act, at a
a cost not exceeding
exceeding
one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Government of
S
EC. 2. And be it further
Governmentof
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the government of said instituthe
institution
to tion
shall
be vested
vested in
a
board
of
seven trustees,
and
appointed and
be appointed
to be
trustees, to
of seven
a
board
in
be
shall
tion
into
vestedt
be vested
in
seven
trustees, commissioned
commissioned by the
shall
the President of the United States, one of whom shall
seven trustees.
Trustees, how be nominated for appointment
appointment by the mayor
mayor of Washington,
Washington, one by the
appointed;
appointed;
mayor of Georgetown,
Georgetown, one by the levy court
court of the county of Washington,
and four
four by
by the
the Secretary
and no
no trustee shall rethe Interior; and
Secretary of the
ton, and
to be paid ex- ceive compensation for his services, but each trustee shall be allowed the
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amount
of expenses
necessarily incurred
the discharge
discharge of
no
of penses, but no
duties of
the duties
of the
in the
incurred in
expenses necessarily
amount of
cmpensation.l
his
term of
of office
of the said trustees shall be three years; compensation.
office of
The term
office. The
his office.
but
on the
the first
first appointment
appointment of
board of
of trustees
of the members Term dance.
two of
trustees two
the board
of the
but on
shall
appointed for
for one
one year,
two for
two years,
years, and
and three for three
for two
year, two
be appointed
shall be
years,
by the
President.
the President.
determined by
be determined
to be
years, to
SEc.
And be
be it
it further
That the
said board
trustees Board of trusof trustees
board of
the said
enacted, That
further enacted,
[3.] And
SEC. [3.]
shall
name of
of the
the Trustees
tobe acorporation.
cor- tees
of corhouse of
the house
of the
Trustees of
the name
by the
corporation, by
be aacorporation,
shall be
and
Name and
rection
District of
of Columbia, for the purpose of taking and hold- Name
the District
for the
rection for
ing,
in trust,
trust, whatever
whatever property
property may
may be
be conveyed,
conveyed, devised, donated, or powers.
ing, in
necessary
bequeathed for
for the
of said
said institution,
institution, with
the power necessary
all the
with all
benefit of
the benefit
bequeathed
to carry
purpose into effect.
carry this purpose
to
SEC. 4.
4. And
it further
enacted, That
it shall be the duty of the Duties of
That it
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
shey
said board
board of
of trustees
trustees to
charge of
general interests
interests of the insti- t9P
h
tee
7,may
nay apthe general
of the
take charge
to take
said
tution
they may
superintendent, a
teach- point superinteacher or teachsteward, aateacher
a steward,
a superintendent,
appoint a
may appoint
tution;;they
ers,
and such
other officers
officers as
as may
found necessary,
and may
ap- o
t
e
t
nr
h
e
n
o
tzed
r.
otffi.d
be ap-other
may be
necessary, and
be found
may be
such other
ers, and
Salaries.
proved
of the
the Interior;
Interior; they
they may
may fix
the salaries
salaries of said Salaries.
fix the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
proved by
officers,
subject to
to the
of the
the Secretary of the Interior:
Interior; they may
approval of
the approval
officers, subject
By-laws.
prepare such
such by-laws
by-laws as
may be
be necessary
necessary to regulate
regulate and direct the manBy-laws.
as may
prepare
agement of
the institution,
which, however,
however, shall
shall not be valid until apinstitution, which,
of the
agement
proved by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior;
Interior; and
exercise a
vigilant supera vigilant
to exercise
and to
proved
vision over
over the
its officers,
officers, and
inmates.
and its inmates.
institution, its
the institution,
vision
SEC. 5.
5. And
be it
further enacted,
That before
before entering
upon the
the duties
Superintendent
duties Superintendent
entering upon
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
of
to the
trustees, with
with to give bond.
the trustees,
bond to
a bond
give a
shall give
superintendent shall
the superintendent
office the
his office
of his
sureties
by the
the board
board of
trustees and by the Secretary of
of trustees
approved by
be approved
to be
sureties to
Conditions.
the Interior,
Interior, in
in the
conditioned that he
Conditions.
dollars, conditioned
thousand dollars,
three thousand
of three
sum of
the sum
the
shall faithfully
account for
for all
all money
him, and faithfully perby him,
received by
money received
faithfully account
shall
form all
duties incumbent
incumbent on
superintendent of said house of
as superintendent
him as
on him
the duties
all the
form
correction.
correction.
Treasnrer.
S
EC. 6.
6. And
be it
it further
That a
treasurer of
of the
the institution Treasurer.
a treasurer
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
shall be
by the
the board
board of
trustees, subject
approval of the
the approval
to the
subject to
of trustees,
appointed by
be appointed
shall
Secretary
Interior, who
of
before entering upon the duties of
shall, before
who shall,
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
his
bond to
the trustees,
trustees, with
with sureties
sureties to
be approved
approved by the Bond.
to be
to the
a bond
give a
office, give
his office,
board
of trustees
trustees and
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, in the sum of five
five
by the
and by
board of
thousand dollars,
dollars, conditioned
conditioned that
he shall
shall faithfully
faithfully account
account for
for all
all the Conditions.
that he
thousand
p.

ties

treauresr
of
money received
by him as
treasurer; and it shall be his duty to keep a
a trur
as treasurer;
received by
e
p
asu
money
abstract
report
clear
and
full
record
of
his
accounts
and
an
abstract
treasurer,
as
accounts
his
of
record
full
and
clear
of the
same to
of the
trustees once in every two
of trustees
board of
the board
chairman of
the chairman
to the
the same
of
months.
SEC. 7.
7. And
as soon
their appointappoint- Grounds and
and
after their
soon after
That, as
enacted, That,
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
ment as possible, the board
of trustees
trustees shall
shall take
the prepared.
br
p
u
e
i
p
ldai
r
n
e
t to be
have the
to have
measures to
take measures
ment as possible, the board of
land
and building
suitably prepared for the use of said house
designated suitably
building designated
land and
of correction;
prepared Notice when
soon as the buildings and premises are prepared
as soon
and, as
correction; and,
of
a Y
. when
for occupancy,
occupancy, the
shall give
to the
authorities and reNdotice
proper authorities
the proper
notice to
give notice
trustees shall
the trustees
for
courts of
of the
the cities
of Washington
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and of the county
county
Washington and
cities of
courts
of
the house
receive inmates.
correction is ready to receive
of correction
house of
that the
Washington, that
of Washington,
SEC. 8.
8. And
enacted, That
when any
any boy
the age
of what
whati:a
age Boys
under the
boy under
That when
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
e
n
e
d
s m
oray h
re
t
of
years is
is found
fbund guilty
guilty in
in aa court
oaffe
en fmay be
District of Columbia offences
the District
in the
court in
fourteen years
of fourteen
to
of
any crime
crime punishable
other than
sentenced to
imprisonment for sentenced
than imprisonment
imprisonment other
by imprisonment
punishable by
of any
r c
life, he
shall be
be committed
the said
house of
correction, and there held house of co re of correction,
said house
to the
committed to
he shall
life,
in custody
superintendent for the term of his sentence;
sentence; and when tion.•
the superintendent
of the
custody of
in
any
boy over
over fourteen
sixteen years
years of age shall be found
under sixteen
and under
fourteen and
any boy
guilty
in a
court of
of the
the District
punishable by
of Columbia of any crime punishable
District of
a court
guilty in
imprisonment
imprisonment for life, it shall be the duty of the
than imprisonment
other than
imprisonment other
court
trying the
consider carefully and decide whether he is or is
to consider
case to
the case
court trying
not
a
fit
subject
for
the
house
correction, and make its sentence ac
house of correction,
the
for
subject
fit
a
not
cord with
with its
of this question.
decision of
its decision
cord
SEC. 9.
9. And
further enacted,
the superintendent
superintendent shall reside d
SuperintenThat the
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
t
at
in
to
r
e
us
t
i
i
d
ue
n at
tosrir
reside
dent
at the
the institution
constantly, and
he, with
subordinate officers
officers as the institution,
with such subordinate
that he,
and that
institution constantly,
at
may be
appointed in
in accordance
accordance with
the fourth
section of this act, shall and to have the
fourth section
with the
be appointed
may
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boys; shall
shall govern
charge, custody, have the
the charge
charge and
and custody of
of the
the boys;
govern them
them in
in accordaccordinstruction,
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the board
board of
of trustees
trustees may
may preinstruction, &c.
&c ance
ance with
with such
preof the boys.
e
scribe in its by-laws; shall employ them
or
them in
in agricultural,
agricultural, mechanical,
mechanical, or
other labor;
in reading,
labor; shall give
give them
them instruction
instruction in
reading, writing,
writing, arithmetic,
arithmetic,
geography,
other studies,
in such
arts and
and trades
trades as
as the
the
geography, and
and such other
studies, and
and in
such arts
trustees may direct; and shall employ such methods of
of discipline as
as will,
will,
as far as possible, reform their characters,
characters, preserve
preserve their
their health,
promote
health, promote
improvement in their s[t]udies, trades,
regular improvement
trades, and employments,
employments, and
and sesecure in them fixed habits
and industry.
habits of
of religion, morality,
morality, and
industry.
SuperintenSEC.
SuperintenSEC. 10. And be it
it further
That the
superintendent shall
shall have
further enacted,
enacted, That
the superintendent
have
dent
to have
dent
to of
have
charge of
the lands,
lands buildings,
tools, implements,
implements, stock,
ro stock, p
probuildings, furniture,
furniture, tools,
charge
prop - charge
of the
pro
rinstitu-p visions,
visions, and
every other
species of
property pertaining
erty
ofinstituand every
other species
of property
pertaining to
to the
the institution,
institution,
l
tio
within the precincts thereof; and he shall keep, in suitable
tion;;
regular
suitable books,
books, regular
to keep
keep
accounts
of rereand
complete accounts
of all
all his
his receipts
and expenditures,
expenditures, and
of all
all the
the
and of
accounts of
and complete
accounts of
receipts and
ceipts and ex- property intrusted to
as to
show clearly
clearly the
income and
to him, so as
to show
the income
and expenses
expenses
penditures;
off the
the institution;
and he
shall account
to the
treasurer, in
such manner
manner
peditottout;
for
institution; and
he shall
account to
the treasurer,
in such
to account for
for
money received;
received; as the trustees may
money received
by him
from the
the
may prescribe, for
for all
all the
the money
received by
him from
to keep regisregis- proceeds of the institution or otherwise; and
to
he shall
keep a
aregister
of
and
he
shall
keep
register
of
ter of boys admitted.
the names
acres of
of all
boys committed
institution, with
with the
the
committed to
to the
the institution,
the
names and
and ages
all boys
nitted.o
admission and
such particulars
particulars of
their hisdates of
of their admission
and discharge,
discharge, and
and such
of their
hisBooks,
Books' &c.
Sm. to tory before and after leaving the institution as
as he
obtai n. Hi
s books
boo ks
he can
can
obtain.
His
be
open to
inbe open to
of trus- and all documents relating to the house of correction, sh all atall ti mes
lseceLion of
trus- and all documents relating to the house of correction, shall at all times
spection
tees.
shall once
or more
every
be open to
to the
the inspection
inspection of
of the
the trustees,
trustees, who
who shall
once or
more in
in every
Anounts to be three
three months
months carefully
examine
his
accounts
and
the
vouchers
and
docuAccounts
carefully
examine
his
accounts
and
the
vouchers
and
docuexamined quarments connected
connected therewith,
record of
result of
such exexand make
make a
a record
of the
the result
of such
terliy.
ments
therewith, and
amination.
amination.

Contracts on
SEC.
11. And be it
S
EC. 11.
it further
all contracts
contracts on
on account
account of
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
of
the institution
institution shall
shall be
made by
by the
superintendent, and,
inetitution how the
be made
the superintendent,
and, when
when approved
approved
made.
by the trustees, if their
by-laws shall
their approval,
bindtheir by-laws
shall require
require their
approval, shall
shall be
be binding in law, and
superintendent, or
his successor,
successor, may
may sue
sue or
or be
and the superintendent,
or his
be sued
sued
Suits.
thereon to final judgment and execution; and no suit shall abate
Suits,
abate by
reason of the office of superintendent
superintendent becoming
vacant during
penbecoming vacant
during the
the pendency of such suit, but any successor in the office
the proseoffice shall assume
assume the
proseof any
any pending
pending suit,
and continue
prosecution or
cution or defence
defence of
suit, and
continue the
the prosecution
or
defence
shall be
defence until
until such
such suit
suit shall
be concluded.
concluded.
Trustees to
SEC.
be it further
further enacted,
SEC. 12. And be
That one
enacted, That
one or more
more of
of the trustees
trustees

Contracts on
Recount
aRcount of the
inbtitu Lion how
made,

visit

visitleas
instittion
at
least
once in
in

int
stitution

two weeks,
weeks,
two
Record of
of

shall
the said
said house
once ,a
eas t, in
i
n every
every t
wo
shall visit
visit the
house of
of correction,
correction, once,
att l
least,
two

weeks, at
at which
the condition
condition of
of the
s
am es
hall b
care f
ull y examined
exam i
ne d
weeks,
which time
time the
the same
shall
bee carefully
and the register inspected; a
a record of the visits shall
be kept
in the
the
shall be
kept in

visitsuarty
to erl
be kept.
ex- books
of the
ce in
very three
th ree months
mon th s the
th
e institution
institution
iituarte
be kextbooks of
the superintendent
superintendent;; on
once
in e
every
Q
thoroughly examined
in all
its departments
departments by
by not
not less
three
shall be thoroughly
examined in
all its
less than
than three
of the trustees, and aareport of such examinations
examinations shall be made to the
of
board; and an abstract of the reports, together with full annual
annual reports
reports
of the
the superintendent
superintendent and
be presented
presented to
to the
of
and the
the treasurer,
treasurer, sail
shall be
the SecreSecretary of the Interior
Interior on or before the
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
of November
November in
in each
each
year.
year.
Expenses of
Expenses
SEC. 13. And
boy shall
shall be
SEC.
And be
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That when
when aa boy
be corncomboys
while
mitted to
to the
correction, the
the city
which he
resiboysinstitution,
while in
in mitted
the said
said house
house of
of correction,
city in
in which
he had
had his
his resithe institution,
how
denee at
at the
of such
such commitment,
commitment, or,
or, if
if his
his residence
the
how paid.
paid.
dence
the time
time of
residence was
was within
within the
county of Washington, and not within the city of Washington,
Washington, or the city
city
of Georgetown, then
shall pay
to the
the treasurer
t
reasu rer
then the county of
of Washington
Washington shall
pay to
of the house of correction
fifty cents
cents a
week while
remains therein;
correction fifty
a week
while he
he remains
therein;
the payment
payment shall be made quarterly
quarterly on
April,
on the
the first
first days of
of January,
January, April,
How to be
July, and October; and
so paid
may be
be recovered
and any sum so
paid may
recovered by
by such
such city
city
recovered.
or county of any parent, kindred, or guardian,
liable by
by law
to maintain
recovered,
guardian, liable
law to
maintain
him.
him.

amination of ininstitution.
stitution.
Annual report
report
ra y of
to Secretary
iOnteriot
f

Appropriation.

SEC.
14. And
And be
be it
SEC. 14.
further enacted,
enacted, That
for the
purpose of
securing a
it further
That for
the purpose
of securing
a
transfer of the building
building and other property
property to the trustees, preparing the
premises
premises and building for occupancy,
occupancy, and for the payment of
of other necesneces-
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sary expenses,
there is
appropriated, out
money in
in the
any money
of any
out of
hereby appropriated,
is hereby
expenses, there
sary
treasury
the sum
sum of
twelve thousand
thousand dollars,
of twelve
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
treasury not
to be
paid only
of the
Provided,
Interior: Provided,
the Interior:
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
order of
the order
on the
only on
to be paid
That
thousand dollars
declared to be Sum to be
hereby declared
is hereby
appropriation is
said appropriation
of said
dollars of
six thousand
That six
the sum
paid by
the cities
as
nr a
eildupon
ur
vn
assessed
Washington and a
of Washington
cities of
by the
and paid
assessed and
be assessed
shall be
that shall
sum that
the
Georgetown,
and the
county of
of Washington;
Washington; and
and it
it shall
be the
duty of Washington and
the duty
shall be
the county
Georgetown, and
Georgetown.
the proper
authorities of
to raise,
raise, by
by tax
tax or other- Georgetown.
Washington to
of Washington
city of
the city
of the
of
o
opotition.of
proper authorities
Proportion
the
the city of Washingbefore
or
at
States,
United
the
of
treasury
the
into
pay
and
wise,
time
wise, when
and pay
theinto
premises
the treasury
shall beofready
the United
for occupancy
States, at
by or
thebefore
house the
of cit
ton;
P
yi f
time when the premises shall be ready for occupancy by the house of ton;
correction,
the sum
sum of
of four
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
and it shall
shall be
five hundred
thousand five
four thousand
correction, the
the
of the
of the
the city
of Georgetown
raise and of city of
to raise
Georgetown to
city of
authorities of
proper authorities
the proper
duty of
the duty
Georgetown;
pay
like manner
the sum
one thousand
thousand dollars;
it shall
shall be
the Georgetown;
be the
and it
dollars; and
of one
sum of
manner the
in like
pay in
of
of county of
duty of
of the
the proper
proper authorities
the bounty
Washington to raise and of
of Washington
county of
of the
authorities of
duty
pay in like manner the sum of five hundred dollars; and in case of de- WPasrhoicnegetdoinn.gs in
pay in like manner the sum of five hundred dollars; and in case of de- Wprceedin gs in
fault of
such payment
the treasury
of the
United States
States by either of case of default in
the United
treasury of
into the
payment into
of such
fault
said
by the
the said
said county
county of
party so
making de- payment.
so making
the party
Washington, the
of Washington,
or by
cities or
said cities
fault
shall be
be liable
liable to
to summary
before the supreme court of
proceedings before
summary proceedings
fault shall
the
Columbia, at
instance of
United States attorney
attorney
of the United
the instance
at the
of Columbia,
District of
the District
for
District, to
interest thereon after the date
with interest
same, with
the same,
enforce the
to enforce
said District,
for said
of default.
to
act to
When
SEC. 15.
be it
it further
When
act
act shall take effect from take
That this act
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
15. And
SEc.
effect.
the
passage.
the date of its passage.
APPROVED,
July 25, 1866.
APPROVED, July

Union " of July 26,
CHAP.
CCXXXIX. —
incoryorate "
"The Soldiers'
25, 1866.
Sailors' Union"
and Sailors'
Soldiers' and
to incorporate
Act to
-AnAn Act
CHAP. CCXXXIX.

C.
Washington, D. C.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
by the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
s
and
Soldiers' and
States
assembled, That H. A. Hall, W. C. Porin Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
incorporated.
ter,
Will
A.
Short,
James
Cross,
J.
H.
Nightingale,
D.
S.
Curtiss,
L.
inacio°rprsoratner
Curtiss,
S.
D.
Nightingale,
H.
J.
ter, Will A. Short, James Cross,
Edwin Dudley,
Dudley, G.
M. Van
Wm. S.
Morse, Lawrence Wilson,
S. Morse,
Buren, Wm.
Van Buren,
G. M.
Edwin
Wm.
L.
Bramhall,
F.
E.
Drake,
B.
P.
Cutter,
W. H. H. Bates, H. N.
Cutter.
P.
B.
Drake,
E.
F.
Bramhall,
L.
Wm.
J. S. FirRothery,
A. Appel,
Lukenbaugh, J.
A. Lukenbaugh,
0. A.
Appel, 0.
Chas. A.
Merrill, Chas.
G. Merrill,
S. G.
Rothery, S.
man,
John H.
Simpson, George
W. De
De Costa,
J. Bryant, J. H. Gray,
L. J.
Costa, L.
George W.
H. Simpson,
man, John
Lyman S.
and A.
A. I.
I. Bennett,
in office, be,
successors in
their successors
and their
Bennett, and
Emery, and
Lyman S. Emery,
and they
they are
hereby, incorporated
incorporated and
and made
made a
and corporate,
politic and
body politic
a body
are hereby,
and
by the
Soldiers' and
and Sailors'
Sailors' Union
Union of the City of Washing" Soldiers'
the "
of the
name of
the name
by
ton, D.
C.," and
and by
that name
may sue
sued, plead
and be
be imim- Powers, &a.
&o.
plead and
be sued,
and be
sue and
name may
by that
D. C.,"
ton,
pleaded in
any court
court of
of law
law or
may have
have and use aacommon
and may
equity, and
or equity,
in any
pleaded
seal,
exercise the
and privileges
incident to such corprivileges incident
rights, and
powers, rights,
the powers,
and exercise
seal, and

porations.
porations.
&c.
hold,
Sue.
2. And
be it
it further
the said
hold, &a.
said corporation shall be May
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC. 2.
t
f
end personal
real and personal
and
real a
capable of
of acquiring, receiving, holding, and conveying
conveying real
nd personal
personalt=
capable
estate, not
not exceeding
hundred thousand
dollars in
in value;
which eses- How held and
value; which
thousand dollars
two hundred
exceeding two
estate,
tate
shall never
be divided
among the
the corporation,
transmitted.
corporation, but transmittedof the
members of
the members
divided among
never be
tate shall
and
interests
shall
descend
to
their
successors
for
the
promotion
of
the
promotion
the
for
successors
their
to
shall descend
general
of the
sailors of
of this corporation,
corporation, who have
have
and sailors
soldiers and
the soldiers
welfare of
general welfare
served in
in the
army or
the late
late war
war for
suppression
for the suppression
during the
navy during
or navy
Union army
the Union
served
of the
the rebellion,
the relief
protection of
their widows
widows and orof their
and protection
relief and
and the
rebellion, and
of

phans.
phans.
S
EC. 3.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That this
this corporation
shall have
have
Constitution
corporation shall
it further
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
ad by-laws may
andby-lawsmay
That be
Provided, That
power to
and amend
constitution and by-laws: Provided,
namended.
amend its constitution
alter and
to alter
power
they do
not conflict
laws of
of the
the United
United States
the laws of the
or the
States or
the laws
with the
conflict with
do not
they
corporation
of the
the city
of Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
city of
corporation of
Sue. 4. And
enacted, That
shall not
exer- Corporation
not
Corporationnot
not exercorporation shall
said corporation
That said
further enacted,
it further
be it
4. And be
SEC.
cise
banking privileges,
privileges, or
or issue
issue or
put in
circulation any
any bank
note, ie perivileges or
bank note,
in circulation
or put
cise banking
&c.
issue notes,
paper, token,
token scrip,
or device,
device, to
to be
be used
issue
noteac.
currency.
used as currency.
scrip, or
paper,
SEC. 5.
5. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Congress reserves the right to Act may
mar be
be
That Congress
And be
SEC.
atered,
alter
repeal this
act at
at any
any time.
time.&cc..
altered, &
this act
or repeal
alter or
25,
APPROVED,
July
1866.
D,
ArPPIrO
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July 25,
1866. CIIAP.
CHAP. OCXL.
CCX.L. —
Act legalizing
Purposes in
in the District
of
July
25, 1866.
-AnAn Act
legalizing Marriages
Marriagesand
andfor other
other Purposes
District of
Columbia.
Columbia.
Be
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Certaincolored
America in
Congress assembled,
Certain colored States of America
in Congress
assembled, That all colored persons
persons in
in the
=
etf
siof
:t
District of
Columbia, who,
emancipation, had
had ununDistrict
Co- District
of Columbia,
who, previous
previous to
to their
their actual
actual emancipation,
lumbia, living dertaken
dertaken and agreed to occupy the relation to each other of husband and
persons in the

together
and wife,
as&c
man
.to
wife, and
and are
are cainw
cohabiting
together as
or in
in any
way recognizing
the
as such
such or
any way
recognizing the
cohabiting
together
together
man
b
and
wife,as
&c.
to wife,
be deemed
still existing
existing at
the time
time of
of the
the passage
act, whether
the
whether the
at the
passage of
of this
this act,
hus- relation
be
deemed husrelation as
as still
band and
wife, rites
have been
been celebrated
celebrated between
not, shall
shall be
be
band
and wife.
rites of
of marriage
marriage have
between them
them or
or not,

deemed
and wife,
wife, and
to all
the rights
rights and
and be
be entitled
entitled to
all the
and privileges,
privileges,
deemed husband
husband and
and subject
subject to
the duties
duties and
and obligations
obligations of
of that
that relation
in like
like manner
manner
and
to the
relation in
children as if
to law,
all their
children
Their children
if they
they had
had been duly married
married according
according to
law, and
and all
their children
legitimate.
legitimate.
shall be deemed legitimate,
born before
before or
or after
the passage
passage of
legitimate, whether
whether born
after the
of
Children
of
thi s ac
t. And
Andw
hen the
th e parties
par ti es have
have cease
t
o co
habit b
ef
ore the
th e pas
Children of
this
act.
when
ceasedd to
cohabit
before
pas-those
who have
have
those who
ceased to
sage
this act,
act, in
in consequence
consequence of
the death
of the
the woman,
woman, or
or from
from any
any
death of
of the
sage of
of this
to cococeased
habit,
other
of the
the woman
woman rec[o]gnized
rec[o]gnized by
by the
the man
man to
to be
habit.
other cause,
cause, all
all the children
children of
be
his
be deemed
deemed legitimate.
legitimate.
his shall
shall be
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
J
uly 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
July

Public lands
granted
to toe'nKanrateid

sas, to aid the
construction
construction of
the Kansas and
Neosho
Valley
Neosho Valley
Railroad ConRailroad
CoVpany.

Extent of
selecgrant, and selec-

tion
tion of
of land.
lands.
If
the
If any
any of
of sthe
land granted
granted has
been
before s&c
sold,
reeervfor
or
reserved,
&e.,
what
what may
may be
taken
,
n
lieu
taken
in lieu
there

C
HAP. C
CXLI. -An
—An Act
Lands to
the State
aid in
the ConConCHAP.
CCXLI.
Act granting
granting Lands
to the
State of
of Kansas
Kansas to
to aid
in the
struction
of the
Kansas and
Valley Railroad
Railroad and
and its
its Extension
to 1?ed
struction of
the Kansas
and Neosho
Neosho Valley
Extension to
Red River.
River.
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
for the purpose of aiding
aiding
the
and Neosho
Valley Railroad
being aacorcorthe same
same being
Kansas and
Neosho Valley
Railroad Company,
Company, the
the Kansas
poration
organized under the laws
construct
laws of
of the State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, to construct
poration organized
and operate aa railroad
railroad from the
the eastern
eastern terminus
terminus of the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific
Railroad,
eastern division,
Missouri, at
at or
or
Kansas and
and Missouri,
the line
line between
between Kansas
division, at
at the
ailiroad, eastern
near
south side
near the mouth
mouth of
of the
the Kansas River,
River, on
on the
the south
side thereof,
thereof, southsouthwardly,
in Kansas,
view of
its
wardly, through
through the
the eastern
eastern tier
tier of
of counties
counties in
Kansas, with
with aaview
of its
as to
to effect
effect a
ajunction
junction at
at Red
with a
railroad now
extension, so
so as
Red River
River with
a railroad
now bebeing constructed
constructed from Galveston
Galveston to Red River at or near
near Preston,
Preston, in
in
Texas,
Texas, there
there is hereby
hereby granted to the State of
of Kansas, for the use
use and
and bebenefit
said railroad
alternate section
nefit of
of said
railroad company,
company, every
every alternate
section of
of land
land or
or parts
parts
thereof, designated by odd
thereof,
per
odd numbers,
numbers, to
to the extent
extent of ten
ten sections
sections per
mile on
on each
each side
side of
of said
mile
road, to
selected within
within twenty
ofrom
said road,
to be
be selected
twenty miles
miles ofrom
[of]
line of
of said.
road; but
but in
case it
it shall
that the
[of] the
the line
said. road;
in case
shall appear
appear that
the United
United
States have, when the line of said road is definitely located, sold any section
thereof, granted
as aforesaid,
the right
right of
of pre-emppre-empor that
that the
granted as
aforesaid, or
any part
part thereof,
tion, or
or any
tion
has attached
attached to
to the
the same,
or that
that the
the same
tion or
or homestead
homestead settlement
settlement has
same, or
same
has been
been reserved
reserve d b
he U
ni
te d States f
or any purpose whatever, than it
has
byy t
the
United
States for
any purpose whatever, then it
5

cause to
be selected
shall be
be the
the duty of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior to
to cause
to be
selected
for the
the purposes
aforesaid, from
lands of
of the
the United
States
for
purposes aforesaid,
from the
the public
public lands
United States
nearest to the sections above
above specified,
specified, so
so much land as shall be
be equal to
to
lands as
the United
United States
sold, reserved,
reserved, or
or
the amount
amount of such lands
as the
States have
have sold,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, or
the right
of homestead
homestead settlement
or
otherwise
or to
to which
which the
right of
settlement or
pre-emption
aforesaid, which
which lands,
indicated by
by the
the
pre-emption has
has attached
attached as
as aforesaid,
lands, thus
thus indicated
direction
of the
of the
shall be
be reserved
reserved and
held for
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, shall
and held
for
the State
for the
the use
use of
said company
company by
by the
the said
said Secretary
the
State of
of Kansas
Kansas for
of said
Secretary
for
operation of
of said
said railroad,
as profor the purpose of the construction
construction and
and operation
railroad, as
proheretofore reserved to
to
Lands before vided by this act: Provided,
Provided, That any and all lands heretofore

reserved
df
exceptUnited States
by any
any act
act of
Congress, or
any other
reserved
except- the
the United
States by
of Congress,
or in
in any
other manner
manner by
by
erom
ed
from operaoperation of
this act.
for the
the purpose
of aiding
aiding in
in any
any object
object of
of internal
of this
act. competent
competent authority,
tion
authority, for
purpose of
internal

improvement
other purpose
purpose whatever, be,
be, and
and the
same are
are hereby,
improvement or
or other
the same
hereby,
reserved and
excepted from
from the
the operation
operation of
of this
this act,
except so
as it
and excepted
act, except
so far
far as
it
may be
found
necessary
to
locate the
the route
of said
road through
through such
suc h reRht
may
be
found
necessary
to
locate
route
of
said
road
reof
Righ ta
through su
ch
way
served
lands, in
case the
the right
of way
two hundred
width is
is
feet in
in width
hundred feet.
way two
right of
in which
which case
such
served lands,
through
lands.
lands,
hereby granted, subject
subject to the approval of the President of
of' the United
selected
No
land
be
to be States:
That none
none of
of the
hereby granted
granted
lands hereby
the lands
further, That
provided, further,
And provided,
States: And
dtedobey
Noelec
yond
twenty
mites.
shall
be selected
twenty miles
the said
road.
said road.
twenty miles.
shall be
selected beyond
beyond twenty
miles from
from the
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S
EC. 2.
2. And
the sections
parts of
secsections
re
Sections re
of secand parts
sections and
That the
further enacted,
enacted, That
And be
be it
it further
SEC.
tions of
of land
by the
grant shall
in the
the United
United v
i
c
,
i
t
t
n
e
i
d
n
g
sto
t
t
o
at
t
e
h
s
e
the
maining
remain in
shall remain
aforesaid grant
the aforesaid
land which
which by
tions
United States,
States,
ten miles
miles on
side of said road, shall not be sold for &o.
be '
&c.not to be
on each
each side
within ten
States, within
less than
lands when
when sold,
sold, nor
nor shall
for less
less than
than
shall sold
sold for
of public
public lands
price of
the minimum
minimum price
double the
less
than double
any of
lands become
become subject
subject to
sale at
at private
entry until
the same
same op
lt
o
l
u
ob
ele minimum
price;mini
private entry
until the
to sale
any
of said
said lands
shall have
have been
been first
first offered
offered at
public sale
highest bidder,
bidder, at
at or
to 1;e
be offered
offered
or to
the highest
sale to
to the
at public
shall
above the
minimum price
That actual
fide setset- at public aucbona fide
actual bona
Provided, That
aforesaid: Provided,
price aforesaid:
the minimum
above
tion.
tiers under
under the
laws of
the United
United States
States may,
may, after
Settlers
under
Settlersaucunder
after due
due tion.
pre-emption laws
of the
tlers
the pre-emption
proof
of
settlement,
improvement,
occupation,
provided
pre-emption
by
provided
as
now
occupation,
and
proof of settlement, improvement,
law, purchase
purchase the
the same
same at
at the
the price
fixed for said lands
e
a
h
w
ass
e
mk?
c,pur
may
pur-laws
at the date of l
lands at
price fixed
law,
chase,
&c.
such settlement,
And provided
also, That Setilers
Settlers.under
provided also,
improvement, and occupation: And
such
settlement, improvement,
settlers
under the
of the
who make
make their
homestead
the homestead
settle- the
their settleact, who
the homestead
homestead act,
the provisions
provisions of
settlers under
ment
after the
the passage
passage of
act, and
comply with
with the
require- n
a
c
ot
to
roay
nva
e
y
re
h
i
tvhe
ty
ment after
of this
this act,
and comply
the terms
terms and
and requireot
eighty
said act, shall be entitled, within the said limits of ten miles, to acres each.
ments of said
patents
an amount
amount not
eighty acres
acres each.
each.
exceeding eighty
not exceeding
for an
patents for
SEC. 3.
be it
it further
is
grant of lands hereby This grant is
the grant
enacted, That the
further enacted,
3. And
And be
SEC.
con-made
condition that
construction of its made
that said company, after the construction
upon condition
made is upon
dition,upon
&c. con
road,
repair and
and use, and
at all times be in dition,
will] at
and that [it will]
it in
in repair
shall keep
keep it
road, shall
readiness
munitions of war, supplies, and public stores
stores Transportation
to transport
transport troops, munitions
readiness to
of troops, ALtc. to
upon
required to do so by any depart- ofeieetoe
troops &c. to
government, when required
upon its road for the government,
ment
thereof, at
charge, and expense
ment thereof,
at the cost,
cost, charge,
expense of said
said company.
company. And
And the government.
lands
hereby granted,
granted, held,
held, and
reserved as
as aforesaid
aforesaid shall inure to the ben- When and how
and reserved
lands hereby
efit
of said
said company,
as follows:
When the
la
nds inure f
the
lands
of the State of to
the governor
governor of
follows: When
company, as
efit of
benefit of
the
lo
heti
l
i
a
e
Kansas shall
shall certify
any section
of ten
consecutive miles
miles of
of said
said road
road t
he company
the
company.,
ten consecutive
that any
section of
Kansas
certify that
is
completed in a
good substantial,
substantial, and workmanlike
workmanlike manner as a
a firsta good,
is completed
class railroad,
railroad, then
said Secretary
Secretary of
of the
issue to
to the
shall issue
Interior shall
the Interior
the said
then the
class
said company
patents for
many sections
sections of
of the
land within the
the limits
the land
so many
for so
said
company patents
above named
as are
are coterminous
coterminous with
completed section hereinbefore
hereinbefore
said completed
with said
named as
above
granted; and
the governor
governor aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall be
presentbe presentof the
when certificates
certificates of
and when
granted;
ed to
to said
said Secretary,
of the
the completion,
completion, as
each successive
If road
is not
road is
not
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, of
of each
successive If
ed
Secretary, of
section of
of ten
of said
the said
said Secretary
shall in
within completed
completed withSecretary shall
road, the
said road,
miles of
ten consecutive
consecutive miles
section
la
n
od
tesn
o1y;eaaten
rs, t
th
e(
e
i
tenunpatented
years, the
like manner
manner issue to said company patents
patents for the land for each of said in
lands
completed: to revert to the
road as
as in
in the first instance, until said road shall be completed:
sections of
of road
Provided,
said road
road is
is not
not completed
ten years
years from
from the
States.
if said
completed within
within ten
the United
United
States.
Provided, That
That if
notof
The lands
Tbheedlaspnodsser
date of the acceptance
acceptance of the grant hereinbefore
hereinbefore made, the lands remain
remain-- to
to be disposed of
ing
revert to
United States:
provided further,
further, or
incumbered
or incumbered
And provided
States: And
to the
the United
shall revert
ing unpatented
unpatented shall
That
said lands
in any
any manner,
manner, be
disposed of
or incumeby
;),
to
t
e
h
e
tc
a
o
s
mp
as:y
,
the
company,
incum- b
of or
be disposed
not, in
shall not,
lands shall
the said
That the
bered by said company or its assigns, except as the same are patented
patented under enteX.
pa
ented.
the provisions of this act.
Lands to
SEc.
4. And
it further
as soon
said company
be
Lands
tonsobe
company shall to
soon as
as said
That as
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
be it
Si:c. 4.
wiatler
t
a
a
w
s
f
o
room
Secretary of
file with the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior maps of
of its
its line,
line, designating
designating the
the aithdrtan
s
fom
route thereof,
it shall
duty of
Secretary to
to withdraw
maps are filed
filed
as mapsare
withdraw from as
the duty
of the
the said
said Secretary
thereof, it
shall be
be the
route
the market
the lands
granted by
by this
this act,
as may
may be best
such manner
manner as
act, in
in such
lands granted
the
market the
calculated to
the purposes
purposes of this act and subserve the public interest.
to effect the
calculated
SEc.
5. And
enacted, That
That the
United States
States mail
shall Mails
Maas to
to be
be
mail shall
the United
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 5.
And be
be
transported on
road and
under the
of the
be transported
on said
said road
and its
its extension,
extension, under
the direction
direction of
the tra.nspfiorteddbat
transported at
Pot Office
Department, at
such price
by law
law provide:
ice fix e
d y
Congress.
provide: pr
price as
as Congress
Congress may
may by
at such
Po.t
Office Department,
Provided,
Postmaster-General Proviso.
Provided, That until such price is fixed by law the Postmaster-General
shall
have power to fix the compensation.
compensation.
shall have
SEc. 6.
6. And
be it
it further
That the
Right of way
through the Right
right of
of way
way through
the right
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
granted through
public lands
lands be,
be, and
and the same is hereby, granted to said Kansas and NeoNeo - granted
through
public
lic lands.
lands
silo
successors and assigns, for the con-public
con sho Valley Railroad Company, its successors
struction
proposed; and
right is
is hereby
hereby given
pub
Materi
lic
l
a for
said construction
Material
given to
to said
and the
the right
of aarailroad
railroad as
as proposed;
struction of
corporation to
take fiom
from the
lands adjacent
adjacent to
to the
the line
line of
of said
said road
road from
from adjacent
adjacent
the public
public lands
corporation
to take
material for
for the
the construction
construction thereof.
granted to said rail- land.
is granted
thereof. Said way is
material
gra
l
;
x
a
of
of' said road Extent
tent of
of one hundred feet in width on each side of
extent of
road to
to the extent
where
it
may
pass
through
the
public
domain;
also
all
necessary
ground
Ground
for
Ground
for
where it may pass through the public domain; also all necessary ground
station buildings,
buildings,
side-- station
machine-shops, switches, side
workshops, depots, machine-shops,
for station buildings, workshops,
&c.
tracks, turn-tables, and water-stations.
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Acceptance
Acceptance of
of

SEC.
be it
enacted, That
That the
of the
the terms,
terms,
SEC. 7.
7. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
the acceptance
acceptance of
conditions, and impositions of this act by the said Kansas
Kansas and Neosho
conditions,
Neosho
Valley Railroad
Company shall
shall be
in writing,
writing, under
under the
the corpocorpoValley
Railroad Company
be signified
signified in
rate seal of the said company,
company, duly
duly executed
executed pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the direction
direction of
of
its
board of
directors first
had and
and obtained,
which acceptance
shall be
its board
of directors
first had
obtained, which
acceptance shall
be
to
be aade
made within one year after the passage of
tobe
of this act, and
and not afterwards,
afterwards,
within a
year.
and
shall be
deposited with
with the
of the
the Interior.
within
a year.
and shall
be deposited
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior.
S
EC. S
enacted, That said
ValSaid railroad
SEC.
8..And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
said Kansas
Kansas and Neosho
Neosho Valcompany
may
ley
Railroad Company,
its successors
successors and
assigns, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
iLayod
cotp
ley Railroad
Company, its
and assigns,
authorized
extend ly
its
road
to
and
construct its
its railroad
railroad from
from the
the southern
southern
to extend
extend and
and construct
empowered to
to Red River.
River.
and empowered
boundary
River, at
at
boundary of
of Kansas
Kansas south, through
through the Indian
Indian Territory, to Red
Red River,
Preston, in
connect with the
railway
or near
near Preston,
in the State of'
of Texas, so
so as
as to connect
the railway
now being
from Galveston
point at
at or
or near
Preston, in
in
now
being constructed
constructed from
Galveston to
to a
a point
near Preston,
Right of way said
Territory, wherever
wherever
said State;
State; and the
the right
right of
of way
way through
through the
the Indian
Indian Territory,
granted
is now
reserved or
may hereafter
'thronhsuch
such right
right is
granted through
now reserved
or may
hereafter be
be reserved
reserved to
to the
the United
United
the Indian Terri- ,
tory where
where such
with the
the Indian
Indian tribes,
is hereby
to said
tory
such otates
States by
by treaty
treaty with
tribes, is
hereby granted
granted to
said corncomright is
is reserved
reserved pany,
pany, to
to the
the same
same extent
as granted
section of
of this
act
extent as
granted by
by the
the sixth
sixth section
this act
to the
the United
to
United
through the
lands; and
where the
right of
of' way,
way, as
as
the right
and in
in all
all cases
cases where
through
the public
public lands;
States;ted
States;
where such
aforesaid, through
through the
Indian lands,
lands, shall
be reserved
to the
the governaforesaid,
the Indian
shall not
not be
reserved to
governright
xnent, the
the said
constructing its
its road,
right dis not
not re
re-- ment,
said company
company shall,
shall, before
befbre constructing
road, procure
procure the
the
served.
consent
consent of the tribe or tribes interested, which consent, with all its terms
and
shall be
be previously
approved and
and indorsed
indorsed by
by the
and conditions,
conditions, shall
previously approved
the PresiPresident and filed
filed with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior,
SEC. 9.
SEC.
9. And
And be
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That the
the same
same grants
grants of
of lands
lands
Grant of lands through
first
through said Indian Territory are hereby made as provided in the first
throuTerritory
gher
the In- section
section of
of this
this act,
act, whenever
whenever the
Indian title
be extinguished
extin guished by
tdh,
,orythe Indian
title shall
shall be
by

grautbythe
his grant
this
by the
railroad company
be im
m
to be
pany to
writing i
writing;

dian
made to the
road, when the
Indian title is exextinguished.
tinguished.

treaty or
otherwise, not
the ratio
ratio per
per mile
granted in
the first
treaty
or otherwise,
not to
to exceed
exceed the
mile granted
in the
first
section of
section
this act:
Provided, That
That said
lands become
become a
the pubof this
act: Provided,
said lands
a part
part of
of the
publie
lands of
States.
United States.
the United
of the
lic lands

The company
SEC. 10.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That said
and Neosho
Neosho
said Kansas
Kansas and
The
company
SEC.
10. And
it further
further enacted,
Valley
its successors
successors and
may negotiate
Valley Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, its
and assigns,
assigns, shall
shall have
right
have the
the right
with Indians
Indians and t.
others
to negotiate
with, and
and acquire
Indian nation
or tribe,
authortribe, authorfrom any
any Indian
nation or
negotiate with,
acquire from
nthers for
for lands.
lands. to

Certain other
other
railroads
may
unirteith
thisy
unite
with
this
road, after it is
is
located
to t
hhe
e
locatedf
valley
of tthe
t
Neosho
Neosho River.
River.

Tariff
Tariff for
freightand
freight
and
sengers.

pas-

sengers.

If the Union
Pacific Railroad
Railroad
Company, &c.
&c.
completes
completes its
its
road to certain
i)point
c
oint before tie

co
a
m
np
5aiesieS
s' its
s('°.
completes
road to that

point,
maye
ontruitt may
construct
the
road
thence to
road thence
to

ized
United States
lands for
for railroad
railroad purposes,
purposes, and
and
ized by
by the
the United
States to
to dispose
dispose of
of lands
from any
any other
other nation
nation or
or tribe
tribe of
of Indians
lands said
said railrailfiom
Indians through
through whose
whose lands
road may
to the
the approval
approval of
the President
of the
the United
road
may pass,
pass, subject
subject to
of the
President of
United
States, or
from any
any company
company or
or authorized
authorized fbr
for
States,
or from
or parties
parties incorporated
incorporated or
such
purposes, by
such nation
nation or
tribe, or
parties may
such purposes,
by such
or tribe,
or which
which such
such parties
may have
have
acquired under
the laws
laws of
United States.
acquired
under the
of the
the United
States.
SEC. 11.
SEC.
11. And
And be
further enacted,
That any
any railroad
railroad company
company charcharbe it
it further
enacted, That
tered
under any
any law
of the
United States,
States, or
or of
of Kansas,
State of
Kansas,
of the
the State
the United
law of
tered under
which may
have been
been heretofore
heretofore or
shall hereafter
and
which
may have
or shall
hereafter be
be recognized
recognized and
subsidized
any act
the Congress
States, may
co nnect,
subsidized by
by any
act of
of the
Congress of
of the
the United
United States,
may connect,
unite, and
and consolidate
company, after
the same
same shall
be
shall be
with this
this railroad
railroad company,
after the
unite,
consolidate with
located
to the
valley of
of the
River, upon
upon just,
just, fitir,
fair, and
and equitable
equitable
located to
the valley
the Neosho
Neosho River,
terms,
to be
agreed upon
upon between
between the
parties, and
and shall
be against
terms, to
be agreed
the parties,
shall not
not be
against the
the
nor shall
shall any
any road
public interest or the interest of the United States;
States; nor
road
charge the
the road
road so connecting
connecting aagreater
authorized to connect
connect as aforesaid charge
greater
tariff
per mile
for freight
freight or
than is
is charged
for the
the same
same
tariff per
mile for
or passengers
passengers than
charged fbr
per
by its
its own
own road:
And provided
provided further,
the
per mile
mile by
road: And
fuirther, That
That should
should the
Leavenworth,
Lawrence, and
and Fort
Fort Gibson
Company, or
Railroad Company,
or the
the
Gibson Railroad
Leavenworth, Lawrence,
Union Pacific Railroad
comRailroad Company, southern branch,
branch, construct
construct and cornplete
road to
southern boundary
boundary of
of the
State of
Kanplete its
its road
to that
that point
point on
on the
the southern
the State
of' Kansas where
where the
of said
Kansas and
and Neosho
Valley Railroad
cross
sas
the line
line of
said Kansas
Neosho Valley
Railroad shall
shall cross
the
he same,
same, before
before the
the
said Kansas
and Neosho
Valley Railroad
Railroad Company
the said
Kansas and
Neosho Valley
Company
shall have
constructed and
and completed
said road
road to
to said
and
point, then
then and
said point,
its said
completed its
have constructed
shall
in that
that event
company so
so first
the said
point
in
event the
the company
first reaching
reaching in
in completion
completion the
said point
on
the southern
southern boundary
boundary of
the State
of Kansas
be authorized,
authorized,
shall be
Kansas shall
State of
of the
on the
upon
the written
written approval
approval of
United States,
of the
the United
States,
of the
the President
President of
obtaining the
upon obtaining
to
construct and
its line
railroad from
point to
to a
to construct
and operate
operate its
line of
of railroad
from said
said point
a point
point at
at
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or near
near Preston,
Preston, in
in the
State of
grants of
of land
Texas,
or
the State
of Texas,
Texas, with
with grants
land according
according to
to Preston,
Preston,
z Texas,
the provisions
of this
act, but
but upon
the further
condition, neverthe
provisions of
this act,
upon the
further special
an, s of
special condition,
never- 1witi
l &. ants
theless, that
that said
said railroad
railroad company
shall have
commenced in
faith
in good
good faith
have commenced
company shall
theless,
the construction
before the
and Neosho
RailValley RailNeosho Valley
said Kansas
Kansas and
the said
thereof before
construction thereof
the
road Company
Company shall
shall have
completed its
said railroad
to said
said point:
point: And
to be
be
Work to
And Work
its said
railroad to
have completed
road

provided
That said
said other
railroad company,
company, so
prosecuted with
with
so having
having corncom- prosecuted
other railroad
further, That
provided further,
menced said
work in
in good
good faith,
faith, shall
shall continue
to prosecute
prosecute the
energy
the same
same energy.
continue to
menced
said work
with,
to insure
insure the
the completion
completion of
of the
the same
within a
reasame within
a reaenergy to
with. sufficient
sufficient energy
sonable
time, subject
subject to
approval of
of the
the President
the United
United
President of
of the
to the
the approval
sonable time,
States: And
That the
the right
right of
through private
of way
way
Right of
private Right
of way
way through
further, That
provided further,
States:
And provided
property
otherwise provided
for in
in this
this act,
act, or
or by
by the
law of
through private
private
of through
the law
provided for
not otherwise
when not
property when
any
State through
through which
which the
the road
.may pass,
obtained by said property.
Pr° PertY.
be obtained
pass, shall
shall be
road.may
any State
Kansas and
and Neosho
Neosho Valley
Valley Railroad
other
or either of
of the other
Company, or
Railroad Company,
Kansas
companies named
named in
this act,
act, in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 1862,
ch.: 120,§3.
120, §3.
1862,ch.
with the
in this
companies
three
act to
to amend
an act
act entitled
act to
to aid
aid in
in the
an. pp. 492.
construc- Vol. xii.
the construe" An
An act
entitled "
amend an
of an
an act
three of
tion of
of a
railroad and
and telegraph
from the
the Missouri
to the
the PaRiver to
Missouri River
line from
telegraph line
a railroad
tion
cific
and to
to secure
to the
the use
use of
of the
for
same for
the same
government the
secure to
the government
Ocean, and
cific Ocean,
postal,
and other
approved July first,
first, eigheen
eigheen hunother purposes,"
purposes," approved
postal, military,
military, and
dred and
sixty-two.
dred
and sixty-two.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CCXLII.
CCXLII. —An
to aid
aid in
in the
Construction of
Railroad and
and July
1866.
25, 1866.
the Construction
of aaRailroad
July 25,
-- An Act
Act granting
granting Lands
Lands to
CHAP.
Telegraph Line
Portland,in
in Oregon.
in California,
California,to Portland,
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad, in
CentralPacific
Line from
from the Central
Telegraph
Be
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
The California
California
United The
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the "
California and
and OreaRnd
Oregon
R.
Ore- and
Oregondan
R.
That the
"California
in Congress
States of
of America
America in,
.Co.,
regon an
comgon Railroad
Railroad Company,"
organized under
the State of Califor- O
Oregon
comgon
Company," organized
under an
an act
act of the
nia,
to protect
in and
and to
survey, "to
may locate
pany,maylocate
"to connect
connect PanYi
to aa railroad
railroad survey,
certain parties
parties in
protect certain
nia, to
and construct a
Portland,
in Oregon,
Oregon, with
with Marysville,
in California,"
and construct
a
Portland, in
Marysville, in
California," approved
approved April
April raiload
and telesixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, and
and such
un- graph
railroad
graph line
line
andbebecompany organized
organized unsuch company
aid sixty-three,
hundred and
sixth,
der
laws of
of Oregon
Oregon as
as the
the legislature
of' said
State shall
hereafter tween
Portland,
tween
shall hereafter
said State
legislature of
the laws
der the
and the
Oregon,Portland,
designate,
be, and
and they
they are
and empowered
empowered to
to lay
Oregon,
and the
Central Pacific
designate, be,
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
lay out,
out, Central
Pacific
locate, construct,
a railroad
and telegraph
telegraph line
be- Railroad
Railroad in
in CaliCaliline berailroad and
maintain a
and maintain
finish, and
locate,
construct, finish,
th
tween the city of Portland, in Oregon, and the Central Pacific Railroad,
Railroad, fo
fcV haa•tt part the
o. "CornCornCalifbrnia and C.&
c. & 0.
manner following,
following, to wit: The said California
in California,
California, in the manner
Oregon
construct that
that part
of the
and PanY
build.
to build.
railroad and
pany to
part of
the said
said railroad
to construct
Company to
Oregon Railroad
Railroad Company
telegraph
beginning at
at some point (to be
California, beginning
within the
the State of California,
telegraph within
selected by
by said
said company)
on the
the Central
Central Pacific
Railroad in
in the
the SacraPacific Railroad
company) on
selected
mento
valley, in
in the
the State
and running
running thence
thence northerly,
northerly,
of California,
California, and
State of
mento valley,
through
the Sacramento
Sacramento and
and Shasta
to the
northern boundary
boundary of
of
the northern
valleys, to
Shasta valleys,
through the
the
State of
of California;
California; and
company to
construct that
to construct
said Oregon company
and the
the said
the State
part
of the
said railroad
telegraph line
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon,
the State
line within
within the
and telegraph
the said
railroad and
part of
beginning at
at the
the city
city of
of Portland,
Portland, in
in Oregon,
thence southsouthOregon, and
and running
running thence
beginning
Umpqua, and Rogue River valleys to the
the Willamette,
Willamette, Umpqua,
erly through
through the
with the
shall connect
same shall
southern boundary
boundary of
of Oregon,
where the
the same
connect with
the
Oregon, where
southern
part
to be
made by
by the
first-named company:
company: Provided,
Provided,
the first-named
be made
aforesaid to
nart aforesaid
That
company completing
completing its
part of
of the
and fi The
company
That the
the company
its respective
respective part
the said
said railroad
railroad and
The
company
completing
telegraph
from either
either of
of the
named to
to the
line between
itrst
spart, may
telegraph from
the termini
termini herein
herein named
the line
between its
California and
Oregon before
the other
other company
shall have
ar- continueitsroad
continueitsroad
have likewise
likewise arcompany shall
before the
and Oregon
Califbrnia
with
thconsent
is hereby
and the
rived
at the
the same
the right,
right, and
the said
said company
company is
herebyofState.
consent of
shall have
have the
line, shall
same line,
rived at
authorized, to
same beyond
beyond the
line aforesaid,
aforesaid,
the line
the same
in constructing
constructing the
to continue
continue in
authorized,
with
of the
the State
State in
in which
may lie,
lie, upon
upon
unfinished part
part may
which the
the unfinished
with the
the consent
consent of
the terms
terms mentioned
shall meet
meet and connect,
connect,
the said parts
parts shall
this act,
act, until
until the
mentioned in this
the
and the
the whole
line of
of said
railroad and telegraph
be completed.
completed.
telegraph shall be
whole line
said railroad
and
of pub.
SEc. 2.
2. And
there be,
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
Grant of
pubis, granted
granted Grant
That there
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
be further
SEC.
ra
heilna
d
i
s, tn
oo
,
t
aid
to
the said
their successors
assigns, for
for the
purpose of
aid- miitieral'to said
the purpose
of aidto the
said companies,
companies, their
successors and
and assigns,
ing
said railroad
telegraph line,
line, and
and to
to secure
to
secure companies,
companies, to
and telegraph
of said
railroad and
ing in
in the
the construction
construction of
the
safe and
and speedy
speedy transportation
transportation of
of the
mails, troops,
war, aid
,V in
in the
the conc
r
onof war,
munitions of
troops, munitions
the mails,
the safe
r
s
oi
a
p
a,
o
and public
public stores
stores over
over the
the line
of said
alternate section
of road &c.
and
line of
said railroad,
railroad, every
every alternate
section of
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public land,
by odd
numbers, to
amount of twentwento the
the amount
odd numbers,
designated by
not mineral,
mineral, designated
public
land, not
ty alternate
alternate sections
sections per
per mile
mile (ten
of said
line; and
and
said railroad
railroad line;
each side)
side) of
(ten on
on each
ty
it'
sections when
said alternate
of sections
sections shall
shall be
found to
to have
have
be found
or parts
parts of
sections or
alternate sections
of said
any of
when any
any sections
If any
been granted, sold,
homestead settlers, pre-empted,
pre-empted, or
sold, reserved,
reserved, occupied
occupied by homestead
been
of land have
have
been si
or are
therwise disposed
lands, designated
as aforesaid,
selectaforesaid, shall be selectdesignated as
other lands,
of, other
disposed of,
are o
otherwise
s Id,
Ied,or
been
occupied other
lands may
ma,
y be
be
ed
Secretary
lieu thereof,
thereof, under the direction of the Secretary
companies in lieu
ed by
by said
said companies
lands

of
the Interior,
odd numbers
as afore-.
aforenumbers as
by odd
designated by
sections designated
Interior, in
in alternate
alternate sections
of the
said, nearest
said,
nearest to and not more than ten miles beyond the limits of said
first-named
alternate sections;
sections; and
as the
the said companies, or
or either
either
soon as
and as
as soon
first-named alternate
When maps
them, shall
shall file
in the
the office
of
map of
of the
the Interior aamap
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
file in
office of
of them,
When
maps of
of of
survey
filed,
of said
said railroad,
railroad, or
thereof, not
less than
sixty conconthan sixty
not less
portion thereof,
any portion
or any
survey of
ithe the survey
bfe
reto
dsreytoare
kinds
be withdrawn from
tinuous miles
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall
Secretary of
the Secretary
terminus, the
either terminus,
from either
miles from
sale. tinuous
drawn
from sale.
withdraw from
from sale
herein granted on each side of said raillands herein
sale public lands
withdraw
Lands granted
granted road, so far as located
located and within the limits before specified.
specified. The lands
to be applied to
of said road within the
the building
building
roadioin herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall be
be applied
applied to
to the
building of
touii'iroaend
the
States, respectively,
wherein they
situated. And the sections and
they are situated.
respectively, wherein
where States,
the States where
they lie,
lie.
parts of sections
within
they
sections of land which
which shall remain in the United States within
Remaining
the
the aforesaid
aforesaid grant
shall not
for less
than double
double the
the
not be
be sold
sold for
less than
grant shall
the limits
limits of
of the
Remaining
lands to be sold minimum price of public lands when sold: Provided,
Provided, That bona fide and
what price.
price.
for what
Settlers
under actual
actual settlers
the pre-emption
pre-emption laws
laws of
the United
United States
after
may, after
States may,
of the
under the
settlers under
Settlers under
pre-emption
improvement, and occupation,
provided
pre-emption
due proof of settlement,
settlement, improvement,
occupation, as
as now
now provided
laws
by law,
law, purchase
purchase the
at the
the price
price fixed
the date
of
lands at
at the
date of
fixed for
for said
said lands
the same
same at
har by
ayt purclaws may
chase
at what
price;
such settlement,
settlement, improvement,
and occupation:
occupation: And
also, That,
That,
provided, also,
And provided,
improvement, and
such
price;
under home- settlers
settlers under,
provisions of
comply with the
homestead act,
act, who comply
the provisions
of the homestead
under, the
stead
stead act may
may
terms and
requirements of
of said
act, shall
shall be
be entitled,
limits of
of
the limits
within the
entitled, within
said act,
and requirements
terms
have not over
eighty acres,
said grant,
patents for
eighty acres of the
exceeding eighty
amount not exceeding
to patents
for an amount
said
grant, to
acres.
anything in this act to the contrary
reserved by the United States, anything
contrary
land so reserved
notwithstanding.
SEC.
further enacted,
way through
Right ot way
Sue. 3. And
And be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the right
right of
of way
through the
the
public
through public
public lands be, and the same is hereby, granted
grantdd to said companies for the
lands granted
granted to
said
companies, construction
of said
said railroad
railroad and
and telegraph
telegraph line;
the right,
right, power, and
line; and the
construction of
said companies.
authority
hereby given to said companies to take from the public lands
are hereby
authority are
Materials for adjacent
other
said road, earth, stone,
stone, timber, water, and other
adjacent to
to the line of said
Materials
construction
construction
from adjacent
materials
the construction
thereof. Said
granted to
Said right
right of way is granted
construction thereof.
for the
materials for
adjacent
from,
lands.
said railroad to the extent of one hundred feet in width on each side of
lands,
grant
of
right
of of
of said
said railroad
where it may pass over the public lands, including
including all necesnecesrailroad where
ofght
itExtent
way.
cessary
for stations,
stations, buildings,
depots, machine-shops,
machine-shops,
buildings, workshops,
workshops, depots,
wat.
cessary grounds
grounds for
Land
side-tracks, turn-tables,
stations, or
or any
other structures
Land for
for sta- switches,
switches, side-tracks,
turn-tables, water
water stations,
any other
structures
tions, Sze.
tions, &c.
required in the
of said
road.
the construction and operating
operating of
said road.
When and
S
EC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
whenever the said companies,
SEC.
any
of them, shall have twenty or more consecutive
how patents for or either of
consecutive miles of any
these
these granted
granted
lands shall
issue portion
portion of
said railroad
and telegraph
telegraph line
line ready
service contemcontemthe service
for the
ready for
railroad and
of said
shall issue
lands
compa - plated by this act, the President of the United States shall appoint three
to essaid compani .
commissioners,
by said
to exexnies.
commissioners, whose
whose compensation
compensation shall be paid by
said company,
company, to
amine the
the same;
same; and
it shall
twenty consecutive
consecutive miles
miles of
appear that
that twenty
of
amine
and if
if it
shall appear
railroad and
completed and equipped
reequipped in all retelegraph shall
shall have been completed
railroad
and telegraph
report under
commissioners shall so report
this act, the said commissioners
spects as required by this
oath to
President of
thereupon patents
patents shall
and thereupon
the President
of the
the United States, and
oath
to the
issue to said companies,
companies, or either of them, as the case may be, for the
hereinbefore granted, to the extent
extent of and coterminous
coterminous with
with the
lands hereinbefore
telegraph line as aforesaid;
completed section of
of said railroad and telegraph
afbresaid; and
and
completed
from time to time, whenever
whenever twenty or more consecutive miles of the said
said
equipped as aforesaid,
road and telegraph shall be completed
completed and equipped
aforesaid, patents
patents
shall
manner issue upon
and
commissioners, and
upon the
the report
report of the said commissioners,
shall in like
like manner
authorized by this act shall
so
telegraph authorized
shall
so on until the entire railroad and telegraph
have
patents of the lands herein granted shall
have been constructed, and the patents
have been
been issued.
C,onditions
S
EC. 5.
5. And
And be
it .
further enacted,
That the
the grants
grants aforesaid
aforesaid are
are made
made
SEC.
be it
'further
enacted, That
Conditions of
upon the condition that the said companies shall keep said railroad
grants.
railroad and
and

selected in lieu
selected

thereof,
thereof.
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telegraph in
in repair
repair and
use, and
shall at
times transport
transport the
upon
mails upon
at all
all times
the mails
and use,
and shall
telegraph
said
despatches by said telegraph
telegraph line
line for
for the govgovsaid railroad, and transmit despatches
ernment
States, when
when required
department
ernment of the United States,
required so to do by any department
thereof,
government shall at all
in
all times
times have
have the
the preference
preference in
thereof, and
and that
that the government
the
use of
of said
said railroad
railroad and
telegraph therefor
therefor at fair
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable rates
rates
the use
and telegraph
compensation, not to exceed
exceed the rates paid by private parties for the
of compensation,
service. And said railroad shall be and
remain a
a public
Railroad to be
be
same kind of service.
and remain
Railroad
highway for
the government
of the
United States,
States, free
free of
government of
the United
of all
all aapublic highhighway
for the
the use
use of
of the
to
and
free
way
toll or
or other
other charges
the property
or troops
of the
the
w ayUnited
and
to
free
toll
charges upon
upon the
the transportation
transportation of
of the
property or
troops of
United
United States;
transported over
States.
the same shall be
be transported
over said
said road at the States.
the United
States; and
and the
companies owning or
or companies
or operatoperatcost, charge,
charge, and expense
expense of the
the corporations
corporations or
ing
ing the
the same, when so
so required
required by the
the government
government of the United States.
SEc.
SEc. 6. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the said companies
companies shall file
Companies

their assent to this act in the Department of the Interior within one year when to file asafter the passage hereof, and shall complete the first section of twenty Rate
progRate of procfmiles of said railroad and telegraph
telegraph within two years, and at least twenty ress to be made.
miles in each
each year thereafter, and
day of
of
and the whole
whole on or before
before the first
first day
Gauge.
Gauge.
July,
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five;
and the
said railroad
the said
railroad To bege.conJuly, one
seventy-five; and
shall
be of
the same
same gauge
as the
the ""Central
Central Pacific
Pacific Railroad"
Railroad" of Califor- nected
nected with Cenof the
gauge as
shall be
act.
after
their assent
the passage
to this hereof,
act in the
andDepartment
shall complete
of the
theInterior
first section
withinofone
twenty
year sent
sent
whentoto
this
file
act.

tral Pacific

nia, and
be connected
therewith.
Ma,
and be
connected therewith.
Railroad.
SEC. 7. And
And be it
it further
further enacted, That the said companies
companies named in
Companies
Companies to
SEa.
this
are hereby
hereby required
to operate
use the
portions or
or parts
use and operate
parts of
of use
required to
operate and
and use
the portions
this act
act are
as one conroad andoperate
said
and telegraph
telegraph mentioned
in section
section one
for all
road
tinuous
as one
line, and
and
said railroad
railroad and
mentioned in
one of
of this
this act
act for
all tinuous
line,
purposes
each
travel, and communication,
communication, so
so far
far as
as the govgov- to secure to each
purposes of
of transportation,
transportation, travel,
other equal adernment and public are concerned,
concerned, as
continuous line; otanhresu&cad
vantages, &c.
as one connected
connected and
and continuous
and in such operation
operation and use to afford and secure to each other equal advantages
transportation, without
any
vantages and facilities
facilities as
as to rates, time,
time, and
and transportation,
without any
discrimination whatever, on
forfeiting the full
damage
discrimination
on pain of
of forfeiting
full amount
amount of
of damage
recovered
sustained on
on account of such discrimination,
discrimination, to
to be sued
sued for
for and
and recovered
in any
any court of
of the
the United States,
States, or of any State, of
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That in case the said companies
S
EC. 8. And be it further
companies
shall
required, namely, by
the terms and conditions
condilions required,
by If companies
companies
shall fail to
to comply
comply with the

not filing their assent thereto as provided in section six of this act, or by
not
not completing
filing their assent
the same
thereto
as provided
as provided
in saidinsection,
section this
six of
actthis
shall
act,beornull
by
act shall
be null
the same
as provided
in said section,
this
not
completing
and void, and all the lands not conveyed by patent to said company or
companies, as the case may be, at the date of any such
such failure, shall rerevert to the
the United States.
States. And in
in case the
the said road
road and telegraph
telegraph line
shall not
not be
kept in
fit for
for use,
after the
been
shall
be kept
in repair
repair and
and fit
use, after
the same
same shall
shall have
have been
completed, Congress may pass an act to put the same in repair and use,
and
railroad and telegraph
telearaph line to be thereand may direct
direct the
the income
income of said railroad
after devoted to the United States, to repay
repay all expenditures
expenditures caused by the
default and neglect of said companies or either of them,
them, as the case may
may
be,
be, or may
may fix
fix pecuniary responsibility,
responsibility, not exceeding
exceeding the value of
of the
lands granted by this act.
enacted, That the said "
" California and OrSEC. 9. And be it
it further enacted,
SEC.
egon
Railroad Company"
Company" and
and the
Company" shall
be govegon Railroad
the said
said ""Oregon
Oregon Company"
shall be
governed
by the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the general
general railroad
and telegraph
telegraph laws
laws of
of
erned by
railroad and
their respective
respective States, as to the construction
construction and management
management of the said
railroad and telegraph line hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized,
authorized, in all matters
matters not provided
for in
in this
this act.
company "
" or
or "
' companies"
companies"
act. Wherever
Wherever the
the word
word "
" company
vided for
is used in this act it shall be construed
construed to embrace
embrace the words "
their asso"their
assoelates,
inserted,
ciates, successors, and assigns,"
assigns," the same as if the words had been inserted,

fail to comply

to comp confaithl
ditions, this act
act
b
to bee void,
and
n
with certain
certain
with
ditions,
this

the lands
la ds not
conveyed to

rere-

vert to the
United
States.
ifertat
and
If
road and
telegraph line
are not kept in
in
repair Congress

&c.
inay, &c.ngr

may,

companies
The companies

to
be
governed
t
b
o
ytheagvwsne
b
t
e
hrh
v
i70GI.
by
their respective
respective
their
States.'
States
The word
c
er
airy "to
to
";:,company
inclade "assoa
c
s
es
scciates, suc
successots, and asso-r,
as-

or
thereto annexed.
annexed.
signs."
or thereto
siglYi.
Sc. 10. And be it
it further
further enacted,
mineral lands shall
SEC.
enacted, That all
all mineral
shall be ex- Mineral
Mineral lands
cepted from
of this
where the
same shall
xcepted from
cepted
from the
the operation
operation of
this act;
act; but
but where
the same
shall contain
contain e
excepted
from
timber, so much of the timber
timber thereon as shall be required to construct thimber
tr;Ebaenrt.for
for
companies: construction.
hereby granted
granted to said
said companies:
construction.
said road over
over such mineral land is hereby
containing co"Mineral"
lands" shall not include lands containing
Provided,
.Pr ovided, That the term "mineral
"mineral lands"
coal and iron.not
, coal and iron.
coal and iron.
VOL. XIV.
XIV.
16
VOL.
16
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the said
said companies
enacted, That
That the
be it
to
SEC.
11. And
Companies
Companies to
S
EC. 11.
And be
it further
further enacted,
companies named
obtain
obtain consent in this act shall obtain the consent of the legislatures of their respective
States where
of States,
road
States,
and be
by the
all matters
matters
in all
thereof in
regulations thereof
statutory regulations
the statutory
governed by
be governed
States, and
and teleteleroad and
and telegraph
telegraph line
to the
the right
right of
way, wherever
graph
line do
pertaining
graph line
do
pertaining to
of way,
wherever the
the said
said road
road and
line
tpass through
the United States.
public lands
public
lands, shall
shall not
over or
or through
through the
lands of
of the
States.
the public
pass over
not pass
tpublcsands
Act
may be
SEC. 12.
And be
enacted, That
Congress may
may at
at any
any time,
time,
That Congress
further enacted,
be it
it further
12. And
be
SEC.
Act may
and Oregon
amended, &c.
Stc.
having due
due regard
for the
the rights
of said
Oregon railroad
railroad
said California
California and
rights of
regard for
having
amended,
this act.
companies, add
add to,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
act.
to, alter,
companies,
APPROVED,
25, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 25,
1866.
July
25, 1866.
July 26,1866.

CHAP. CCXLIII.
Act to
Place of holding
Northern DisDisCourt in the
the Northern
holding Court
to change
change the
the Place
-An Act
CCXLIII. —An
CHAP.
trict of
Georgia.
trict
of Georgia.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
it enacted
Be it
court for the
That the
the district court
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
District
of America
America in
in Congress
District court
court States
for
northern
trict
of Georgia northern
district of
of Georgia
Georgia shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
held at
instead of
of
Atlanta, instead
at Atlanta,
be held
northern district
of
trit thergnis
is hereby
to
held at
Marietta;
and the
of said
northern district
hereby required
required to
to
district is
said northern
the clerk
clerk of
Marietta; and
to be
be held
at
Atlanta.
remove all the
books, papers,
and records
records belonging
his office
office from
from
Atlanta.
remove
the books,
papers, and
belonging to
to his
Marietta to
Atlanta.
Marietta
to Atlanta.
Process.
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
made returnable
returnable
process made
all process
That all
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
SEC.
Process.
reconsidered rebe taken
taken and
to the
the court
court heretofore
Marietta shall
shall be
and considered
held at
at Marietta
heretofore held
to
turnable to
the court
at Atlanta.
Atlanta.
turnable
to the
court at
APPROVED, July
1866.
July 25,
25, 1866.
APPROVED,
July
25, 1866.
July 25,1866.

CHAP.
CCXLIV. —An
granting to
to A.
ght of
of Way,
granting other
other
and granting
Way, and
Right
Sutro the
the 1?i
A. Sutro
-An Act
Act granting
CHAP. CCXLIV.
the ComnExploring Tunnel
Tunnel to
Draining and
and Exploring
Privileges
to aid
in the
Construction of
of a
to the
Coma Draining
the Construction
Priileqes to
aid in
stock
Lode, in
the State
State of
of Nevada.
Nevada.
stock Lode,
in the

and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted

of the
for the
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That, for
the purpose
purpose of
the
assembled, That,
in Congress
States
America in
Right
way construction
deep draining
and exploring
exploring tunnel
tunnel to
to and
beyond the
the
and beyond
draining and
construction of
of aadeep
Right ot
ot way
way is
is
State of
lode," so
called, in
the State
grnted to
A.
" Comstock
granted
to A.
64
Comstock lode,"
so called,
in the
of Nevada,
Nevada, the
the right
right of
of way
butro,
sutro, &c.
&c. to
to
construct
min- hereby
granted to
to A.
A. Sutro,
Sutro, his
heirs and
and assigns,
assigns, to
to run,
construct, and
and
run, construct,
his heirs
hereby granted
construct aamina mining,
and exploring
ing, &c.
tunnel, excavate
ing,
&e. tunnel,
excavate a
mining, draining,
draining, and
exploring tunnel;
tunnel; also
also to
to sink
sink mining,
mining,
working, or air shafts along the
the line or
or course
said tunnel,
tunnel, and
&C. &c.
course of
of said
and connectconnectby the
the
ing with
with the
the same
same at
any point
which may
may hereafter
selected by
hereafter be
be selected
at any
point which
ing
tunnel shall
shall be
heirs or
or assigns.
grantee herein,
Dimensions of
Dimensions
of grantee
herein, his
his heirs
assigns. The
The said
said tunnel
be at
at least
least
tunnel, where
to ei
ght feet
high and
and eight
wide, and
at some
some point
point
feet wide,
and shall
shall commence
commence at
feet high
eight feet
tunnel,
where to
eight
commence, &c.
,
commence, &c. to
tobe
selected by
by the
the grantee
herein, his
heirs or
hills near
near
or assigns,
assigns, at
at the
the hills
his heirs
grantee herein,
be selected
Carson River,
River, and
the boundaries
boundaries of
Lyon County,
and extendextendCounty, and
of Lyon
and within
within the
Carson
more or
or
direction seven
seven miles,
westerly direction
ing from
from said
initial point
point in
in aa westerly
miles, more
ing
said initial
Right of way
way less,
less, to and beyond said Comstock
Comstock lode; and the said right of way shall
to extend north- extend northerly and southerly on the course of said lode, either within
south- extend northerly and southerly on the course of said lode, either within
erlt
etnd
erly
and southother
along any
any other
on or
or along
and also
the same;
erly
the
east or
or west
west of
of the
same; and
also on
or east
the st;:ne,
s: :ne, or
&c.
erly &c.
tunnel.
lode
which may
be discovered
discovered or
or developed
developed by
by the
the said
said tunnel.
may be
lode which
to
A.
may
S
EC. 2.
And be
further enacted,
That the
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the .right
.right is
2. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
A. Sutro
Sutro may
SEC.
assigns, to purchase, at one dollar and
the said
Sutro, his heirs and assigns,
purchase not
said A. Sutro,
over two
over
two sections
sections
of public
public land
land at
twenty-five cents
cents per
per acre,
amount of
public land
the
land near
near the
of public
a sufficient
sufficient amount
acre, a
at twenty-five
of
mouth of tunnel, mouth of said tunnel for the use
use of the same, not exceeding
exceeding two
two sections,
for use thereof. and such land shall not be mineral land or in the bona fide possession of
mrn- and such land shall not be mineral land or in the bona fide possession of
fort
Not to be
be mineral
lands, &c.
other persons
who claim
of Congress
at the
time of
of the
the
the time
Congress at
any law
law of
claim under
under any
persons who
&c. other
eral lands,
which shall
be discovered
all minerals
this act,
act, and
passage of
passage
of this
and all
minerals existing
existing or
or which
shall be
discovered
Upon filing
filing
therein are
are excepted
excepted from
from this grant;
grant; that
filing a
a plat
plat of
therein
that upon
upon filing
of said
said land
land
be
to be
land to
plat, land
plat,
withdrawn
from the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
shall withdraw
the same
from sale,
sale, and
and
same from
withdraw the
Interior shall
the Secretary
withdrawn from
A.
And
the said
sale.
upon
for the
the same
shall issue.
issue.
And the
said A.
same aa patent
patent shall
payment for
upon payment
sale.
Patenttoissue.
Patent
to issue. Sutro, his heirs and assigns, are hereby
hereby granted the right to purchase,
purchase, at
at
b
minCertain
Certain mmoral veins
dollars per
per acre,
acre, such
such mineral
veins and
within two
two thousand
thousand
and lodes
lodes within
mineral veins
five dollars
veins and
and five
eral
lodes
may be
feet on
on each
each side
of said
tunnel as
as shall
be cut,
cut, discovered,
lodes may
be
feet
side of
said tunnel
shall be
discovered, or
or developed
developed
,purchased.
by running
its entire
entire extent,
extent, with
.purchased.
running and constructing
constructing the same, through its
with
to the
the
all the
the dips,
dips, spurs,
spurs, and
and angles
angles of
of such
subject, however,
however, to
such lodes,
lodes, subject,
all
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provisions of this act, and to such legislation as Congress
Congress may
hereafter
may hereafter
provide: Provided,
Provided, That the Comstock lode, with its dips,
dips, spurs,
spurs, and
and
angles, is excepted
excepted from this grant, and all other lodes,
lodes, with
with their
dips,
their dips,
spurs,
spars, and angles, located within the said two thousand
which
thousand feet,
feet, and
and which
are
or may be, at the passage of this act, in the actual
are or
actual bona
fide
bona fide
possession
possession of other persons, are hereby excepted
grant. And
excepted from such
such grant.
And
the
the lotles
lodes herein excepted, other than the Comstock lode, shall
withshall be withheld from sale by the United States; and if such lodes shall
abanshall be
be abandoned or not worked, possessed,
cloned
possessed, and held in conformity
to existing
mining
conformity to
existing mining
rules, or such regulations as have been or
by the
the
or may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
legislature of
of Nevada, they shall become subject
to such
such right
right of
pursubject to
of purchase by the grantee
grantee herein, his heirs or
or assigns.
assigns.
SEC. 3. And be it.frther
enacted, That all persons, companies, or
SEC.
further enacted,
coror corporations owning claims or mines on
Comstock lode
lode or
or any
on said Comstock
any
other
lode drained, benefited, or developed
developed by said
other lode
said tunnel,
shall hold
hold their
their
tunnel, shall
claims subject to the condition,
condition, (which
(which shall be expressed in any
any grant
grant
they may hereafter obtain from the United States,)
States,) that they shall concontribute and pay to the owners of said tunnel the same rate of charges
tribute
charges for
drainage or other benefits
benefits derived from said tunnel or
or its
its branches,
branches, as
as
have been, or may hereafter be, named
named in
in agreement
such owners
owners
agreement between
between such
and the companies
companies representing a
value of
a majority of the
the estimated
estimated value
of said
said
Comstock lode at the time of the passage
of this
act.
passage of
this act.
APPROVED, July 25, 1866.
APPROVED,

CHAP. CCXLV. —An
-An Act to regulate
reulate the
the Times and Manner of holding
CHAP.
for
holding Elections
Elections for
Senators in
Senators
Congress.
in Congress.
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&c.
certain
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from
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w
s
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i
t
e
l
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Be it
it enacted
by the
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That the legislature
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
What legislegislature of
of each
each What
leisState
preceding the expiration
State which
which shall be chosen next preceding
expiration of the time for a
ilatures
antidirwe
l
s
,eof
o
n
f
t
s
ot
e
rii
t
e
e
e
s
;
States,
which
any senator was elected
represent said State in Congress, shall,
which any
elected to represent
t
ors in
i
n ConCon shall, sena
senators
Tuesday
on the second
second Tue
sd
ay a
f
ter the
th
e meeting
meet i
ng and
and organizationthereof,
pro- gress.
after
organization thereof, progress.
ceed to
a senator in Congress, in the place of such senator so
ceed
to elect
elect a
so going
going
out of
out
of office,
office, in the following manner:
manner: Each house shall openly,
of elecelecopenly, by
by aaviva
viva Mode
Mode of
voce of each member present, name one person for senator in Congress
voce
Congress ti".
tion.
from said State, and the name of the
so voted
for, who
have
the person
person so
voted for,
who shall
shall have
aa majority
majority of the whole number of votes cast in each
each house
shall be
be enenhouse shall
tered
tered on the journal
journal of each house by the clerk or
secretary thereof;
or secretary
thereof; but
but
if either house shall fail to give such majority to any person
said day,
day,
person on
on said
that
shall be
that f:act
fact shall
be entered
entered on the journal. At twelve o'clock, meridian, of
of
the day following that on which proceedings
required to
to take
take place,
place,
proceedings are required
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, the members of the two houses
houses shall
convene in
shall convene
in joint
joint assemassembly and the journal of each house shall then
be read,
and if
if the
the same
same perthen be
read, and
person shall have received a
a majority of all the votes in each house,
son
house, such
such
declared duly elected senator
person shall be declared
to represent
represent said
State in
in
senator to
said State
the Congress
Congress of the United States;
the
States; but if the same person
have
person shall
shall not
not have
received aa majority of the votes in each house, or if either house
received
house shall
shall
have failed
failed to take proceedings
have
proceedings as required by this act, the
joint assembly
the joint
assembly
shall then proceed to choose, by a
vote of
each member
presa viva voce
voce vote
of each
member present aa person for the purpose aforesaid, and
the person
majority
and the
person having
having a
a majority
of all the votes of the said joint assembly, a
a majority
majority of
all the
the members
members
of all
elected
elected to both houses being present and voting, shall
shall be
be declared
declared duly
duly
elected;
and in case no person shall receive
elected; and
receive such majority
the first
first
majority on
on the
day, the joint assembly shall meet at twelve o'clock, meridian,
meridian, of
of each
each
succeeding
succeeding day during the session of
and take
at least
of the
the legislature,
legislature, and
take at
least one
one
vote until a
be elected.
a senator shall be
elected.
enacted, That whenever, on
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted,
on the
the meeting
meeting of
of Proceedingc
Proceeding to
to
the legislature
vacancy
shall
exist
representation
legislature of any State, a
a va
cancy s
hall ex
i
st in
i
n the
th
e representat
i
on fill
elect
aa
vacancy.
senator to
lecta
o
of
such
State
a
vacancy.
in
saidll
United
States,
the
er
ofth
in
the
of
such
State
-qeritt
of
th,h
United
said legislature
legislature shall
shall proof such State in the seratk of tin United States, said
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ceed,
Tuesday after
the commencement
commencement and
and organization
organization of
second Tuesday
after the
of
ceed, on
on the
the second
its session,
session, to
to elect
such vacancy,
vacancy, in
the manner
manner hereinits
elect a
a person
person to
to fill
fill such
in the
hereinbefore provided
provided for
for the
the election
for a
a full
full term;
before
election of
of aa senator
senator for
term; and
and if
if a
a
vacancy shall
shall happen
happen during
of the
the legislature,
legislature, then
tilt
vacancy
during the
the session
session of
then on
on the
second
Tuesday after
after the
and shall
shall have
have been
been organized
organized and
shall
second Tuesday
the legislature
legislature shall
have
have notice of such
such vacancy.
vacancy.
Certificate
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
Certificate of
SEC. 3.
3. And be it further
That it shall be the duty of the
election
of senao
t
o
loro
to
e
icoefrsteifineadof the
State from
from which
which any
any senator
senator shall
have been
been chosen
as
chosen as
shall have
the State
bei
totiob
governor of
certified governor
tor
to
the president
president aforesaid
to certify
certify his
election, under
under the
seal of
the State,
State, to
the PresiPresito the
aforesaid to
his election,
the seal
of the
to the
of the senate.
senate.
dent of the senate of the United States, which certificate
certificate shall be
be countersigned
secretary of
signed by the
the secretary
of state
state of
of the State.
State.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.

July
25, 1866.
1866.
July 25,

CHAP. CCXLVI.
—An Act
Construction of
of certain
certain Bridges,
estabCHAP.
CCXLVI. -An
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the Construction
Bridges, and
and to
to establish
as Post
lish them as
Post Roads.
Roads.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
Be it
of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
it shall
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
for any
assembled, That
That it
any
Person or
or persons,
cor poration ,Irwing
authority from
from the
the
having authority
company or
or corporation,
persons, company
person
States
of Illinois
Illinois and
and Missouri
for such
bridge across
across
States of
Missouri for
such purpose,
purpose, to
to build
build a
a bridge
nois, and railroad the Mississippi River
Illinois, and
and to
on and
nois,
River at Quincy, Illinois,
to lay
lay on
and over
over said
said
tracks laid
thereon.
bridge railway
railway tracks,
tracks, for
the more
railroads
any railroads
of any
connection of
perfect connection
more perfect
for the
bridge
thereon.
that are
are or
or shall
be constructed
constructed to
the said
river at
or opposite
said point,
point,
that
shall be
to the
said river
at or
opposite said
and that
that when
when constructed
constructed all
said river,
river,
and
all trains
trains of
of all
all roads
roads terminating
terminating at
at said
Trains may
Trains
may
opposite said point, shall be allowed
bridge for
for reasonreasonat or opposite
allowed to
to cross said bridge
for
able compensations
compensation, to
to be
of said
said bridge,
under the
cross
for corncorn- able
be made
made to
to the
the owners
owners of
bridge, under
the
pensat ion.
Question of
of
limitations
and conditions
provided. And
And in
in case
of any
any litiliticase of
hereinafter provided.
conditions hereinafter
limitations and
Question
obstruction to
gation arising
arisina from any obstruction or alleged
alleged obstruction to the
the free
free
navigation may
niasvigation
may
navigation of
said river,
may be
be tried
tried before
before the
the district
district court
court
of said
river, the
the cause
cause may
lhere. navigation
be tried
tried where.
he
of the
the United
United States of any State
State in
in which
which any
any portion
portion of said obstruction
or bridge
touches.
or
bridge touches.
Bridge may
maybe
SEC.
And be it further
be
S
EC. 2. And
further enacted,
enacted, That any bridge built under the probuilt with
bwith draw
draw
visions
act may,
may, at
at the
the option
of the
company building
visions of
of this
this act
option of
the company
building the
the same,
same,
built
or
or unroken
unbroken
spans.
be
as a
drawbridge, with
pivot or
unwith a
a pivot
or other
other form
form of
of draw,
draw, or
or with
with unspans.
be built
built as
a drawbridge,
Heiglt, if
spans::Provided,
Height,
broken or continuous spans
Provided, That if the said bridge shall be
be
made
with
unmade
with
unbroken
and continuous
continuous spans,
spans, it
it shall
not be
be of
less elevation
bnmade
nmade
with
unbroken
and
withn
shall
not
of
less
elevation
broken spans.
in
high-water mark,
mark, as
as understood
understood
in any ease
case than fifty
fifty feet
feet above
above extreme
extreme high-water
at the point of
of location,
to the
bridge, nor
nor shall
location, to
the bottom
bottom chord
chord of
of the
the bridge,
shall the
the
Length of
spans
hundred and
and fifty
fifty feet
in length,
and
spans of
of said bridge
bridge be
be less
less than
than two
two hundred
feet in
length, and
spans.
spans.
the piers of said bridge shall be parallel with the current of
of the river, and
and
the
span shall
shall be
over the
main channel
channel of
the river
river and
and not
not less
the main
main span
be over
the main
of the
less
than three
three hundred
provided also,
also, That if
bridge
hundred feet in length:
length: And provided
if any bridge
Pivot drawdrawbuilt
act shall
constructed as
as a
drawbridge, the
built under
under this
this act
shall be
be constructed
a drawbridge,
the same
same shall
shall
bridge,
with
bridge, with
be constructed as a
drawbridge with
with aadraw
draw over
i
n c
hanne l
a pivot drawbridge
over the
the ma
main
channel
draw over main ,
draw
channel,
o
the river
at an
and navigable
point, and
and with
with spans
of not
not
navigable point,
spans of
and
off the
river at
an accessible
accessible and
channel, and
&c.
spans, &c.
less than one hundred and sixty feet in length
length in the clear
clear on
on each side
side
of
the central
central or
pivot pier
and the
the next
spans to
to
of the
or pivot
pier of
of the
the draw,
draw, and
next adjoining
adjoining spans
the
fifty feet;
and said
the draw
draw shall
shall not
not be
be less
less than
than two
two hundred and
and fifty
feet; and
said spans
spans
shall not be less than thirty feet above low-water mark, and not less than
ten above extreme high-water
high-water mark, measuring to the bottom chord of
of
the piers
piers of
of said
said bridge
be parallel
current
the bridge,
bridge, and the
bridge shall
shall be
parallel with
with the
the current
Draw to be
of the river: Andprovided
And provided also, That said draw shall be opened promptopened
promptreasonable signal for
passage of boats,
promptopened
for the
the passage
boats, whose
whose construction
construction
except,
&c. ly upon reasonable
shall not be such as to admit of their passage under the permanent
permanent spans
spans
of said bridge, except when trains
trains are passing over the same; but in no
unnecessary delay occur
case shall unnecessary
occur in opening the
the said
said draw
draw during
during or
after
after the
the passage
passage of
of trains.
trains.
Bridges conSEC. 3.
under
Bridges
3. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That any bridge constructed
constructed under
structed accord- this
its limitations,
shall be
lawful structure,
structure, and
this act,
act, and
and according
according to
to its
limitations, shall
be aalawful
and

Bridge maybe
built across the
Mississippi
River
MississippiRiver
at
at Quincy,
Quincy, Illi-

ing
to this
ing to
this act
act to
to
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shall be recognized
recognized and known
known as a
which, also,
a post route; upon which,
also, no
no be lawful
lawful atmstruchigher charge shall be made for the transmission over
same of
post
over the same
of the
the tures and post
g e.
s
mails, the troops, and the munitions
United
munitions of war of the U
n ited States,
St at
es ,
th an th
rotaets
than
theetoll.
Rates of
of toll.
rate per mile paid for
fbr their transportation
transportation over
public
over the railroads
railroads or
or public
highways leading
highways
leading to the said
said bridge.
bridge.
SEc.
further enacted,
S
EC. 4. And be it further
enacted, That
That it shall be lawful for
Burfor the
the Chi- Chicago,
Chicago, Burcago, Burlington,
Burlington, and Quincy
Quincy Railroad Company, aa corporation whose
whose lington,
fington, and
and
road has been completed to the Mississippi
Mississippi River, and
connects with
a innn
e
l:nRarad
R
ya
m
ii r
and connects
with a
a CoUinay
railroad
railroad on the opposite side thereof, having
bumf a
railroad
having first obtained
obtained authority
authority therethere- build
a railroad
for from the States of Illinois
Illinois and Iowa,
Iowa, to construct
railroad bridge
de across
crs the
he
construct aa railroad
bridge bridge
across said
the same
the same
same manner,
manner, under
under the
the kIlo
i
.
sissippt,
across
said river,
river, upon
upon the
same terms,
terms, in
in the
S&c
if
PP'' if,
same
same restrictions,
restrictions, and with the same privileges,
is provided
provided for
this
privileges, as is
for in
in this
act in relation
relation to the bridge at
at Quincy,
Quincy, Illinois.
Illinois.
SEC.
enacted, That a
S
EC. 5. And be it
it further
further enacted,
may be
constructed Bridge maybe
may be
a bridge
bridge may
be constructed
Hannibal, in the State of Missouri,
at the
the town of Hannibal,
Missouri, across
Mississippi built across the
across the
the Mississippi
i
o
v
l
evt Laurin!:
River, so as to connect
Joseph Railroad
connect the Hannibal
Hannibal and Saint Joseph
Railroad with
the b
with the
balr
issoatri
Pike County and Great Western railroads of
on the
same terms
of Illinois,
Illinois, on
the same
terms
contained in this act for
and subject to the same restrictions
restrictions as contained
for the
the conconstruction of the bridge
bridge at Quincy,
Quincy, Illinois.
SEC. 6. And be it
enacted, That a
it further enacted,
bridge may
be constructed
Pmia bridge
may be
constructed between
between Praiacross
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River between Prairie du Chien, in
in the
du Chie
the State
State of
of rie
ieodu
Chienrnand
and
Wisconsin, and North
Wisconsin,
North McGregor,
consent N
rthMcG egor;
McGregor, in
in the
the State
State of
of Iowa,
Iowa, with
with the
the consent
NorthMcGregor;
of the legislatures of
on the
the same
subject
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin and
and Iowa,
Iowa, on
same terms
terms and
and subject
to the same restrictions as are contained in this act for the construction
construction
of the bridge at Quincy, Illinois.
SEC.
SEc. 7. And
And be it further enacted,
the Keokuk
Keokuk and
and Hamilton
enacted, That
That the
Hamilton between
between KeoKeoMississippi Bridge Company, a
a corporation existing
existing under
under the
the laws
laws of
to
n
kand
of the
the ku
kuk
and HamilHamilIowa, and the Hancock
Bridge Company, a
State of Iowa,
Hancock County Bridge
corporation ton ;
a corporation
existing
existing under the laws of the State of
of Illinois,
and are
hereby authorauthorIllinois, be
be and
are hereby
ized to construct
a bridge over the Mississippi River
construct and maintain
maintain a
between
River between
Keokuk, Iowa, and Hamilton, Illinois, of the
the same
same character, description,
description,
and construction
construction as provided
provided in
and
in this
this act
act for the
the bridges
bridges at
at Quincy
Quincy and
Burlington;
Burlington; and the said bridge, in its
shall be
its use and operation,
operation, shall
be subject
subject
to the same restrictions
restrictions that apply to said bridges
bridges at Quincy
Quincy and
and BurlingBurlington by the terms of this act.
SEC. 8. And
it further enacted,
SEc.
And be it
Winona and
Peter between
between Wienacted, That
That the Winona
and Saint
Saint Peter
WiRailroad Company, a corporation existing under the laws of the State of sitenband oppo
Railroad
Minnesota,
is herebyaauthorized
corporationtoexisting
construct
under
and o
the
pe ra
laws
te aof
ra il
the
roaState
dbridof
ge ri
ver,
if, &e.
;
Minnesota,Company,
is
hereby authorized
to construct and operate a railroad bridge river, if, &c.;
across
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River between
between the
city of
of Winona,
in the
the State
State of
of
the city
Winona, in
Minnesota,
Minnesota, and the opposite bank of the said river, in the State of
6f Wisconsent of the legislatures
consin, with the consent
of the
the States
of Minnesota
legislatures of
States of
Minnesota
and Wisconsin ;;,
and said bridge
bridge by this section authorized
authorized is
is hereby
hereby dede- this bridge
dared a
apost route, and subject to all the terms, restrictions, and
require- made
moa
r
ade
.aa p
ast
and requirepost
ments contained
contained in the foregoing
foregoing sections
sections of
of this act.
road;
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 9. And be it further
enacted, That aabridge
may be
and between
between Dun
bridge may
be constructed
constructed and
Dun
leith ad
and
Damaintained across
across the
the Mississippi
River, between
between Dunleith,
Dunleith, in
the St
at
e of
ofbuueid,
leith
nDU&cmaintained
Mississippi River,
in the
State
Illinois,
Illinois, and Dubuque, in the State of Iowa, with the consent
of said
said States
States
consent of
previously
hereafter acquired,
acquired, with the same
previously given or hereafter
privileges, upon
upon the
the
same privileges,
same
same terms, and under the same restrictions as are contained
contained in
in this
this act
act
for the construction
construction of a
a bridge at Quincy, Illinois.
SEC.
enacted, That any company authorized
SEC. 10. And be it further enacted,
authorized by at the city
city of
the legislature
legislature of Missouri
Missouri may construct
construct aa bridge across the Missouri
Missouri Kansas;
Kans";
River, at the city of Kansas,
Kansas, upon
upon the
the same
and conditions
same terms
terms and
conditions provided
provided
for in this act.
SEC.
11. And
" Saint Louis
SEC. 11.
And be it further
further enacted, That the "
Illinois between
between the
Louis and Illinois
cit.o
visooffaitin
Bridge Company,"
Company," a
organized under
under an
an act
the general
a corporation
corporation organized
act of
of the
general cit
aint.t t
assembly
approved February
February fifth,
assembly of the State of Missouri,
Missouri, approved
eighteen
saint
Louis.
fifth,
eighteen
Saiu
EouiEast
ase yot ppy
eigh Saint Louis.
hundred
sixty-four, and an
hundred and sixty-four,
amendatory of
the same,
same, approved
an act amendatory
of the
approved
February twentieth, eighteen
February
and sixty-five,
and also
also confirmed
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, and
confirmed
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Question
Question of
obstruction,
obstruction,
where may be
where
tried.
tried,
Bridge to be

built with
with ununbuilt
broken spans.
spans.
s
Conditions.
Conditions.
Height and
spans.
length
length of spans.

Act
may be
Act may
be
altered,
altered, &c.
&c.

&c.
tered
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in
corporate powers
powers under
legislature of the State of Illithe legislature
under an act of the
in its
its corporate
nois, approved
hundred and sixty-four, or any other bridge comeighteen hundred
approved eighteen
nois,
pany organized
laws of Missouri and Illinois, be, and the same
the laws
under the
organized under
pany
a bridge across the
is hereby,
hereby, empowered
empowered to erect, maintain, and operate a
is
between the city of Saint Louis, in the State of MisMississippi River, between
East Saint Louis, in the State of Illinois, subject to
and the city of East
souri, and
all the
the conditions
conditions contained
contained in said
said act of incorporation
incorporation and amendments
all
following terms and provisions coninconsistent with the following
thereto, and not inconsistent
tained in this act. And in case of any litigation arising from any obstruction or
or alleged
obstruction to
to the
of said
the
said waters, the
navigation of
free navigation
the free
alleged obstruction
struction
United States of any
any
the district
district court of the United
be tried before
before the
cause may
may be
State
which any
portion of said obstruction or bridge touches.
any portion
in which
State in

the
authorized by
SEC. 12.
12. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
by the
bridge authorized
the bridge
it further
And be
be it
SEC.

preceeding
preceeding section
section to be built shall not be a
asuspension
suspension bridge, or drawconstructed with
with
bridge, with pivot or other form of draw, but shall be constructed
continuous or unbroken spans, and subject
subject to these conditions: First, that
the lowest
lowest part
of the
fifty
bottom chord shall not be less than fifty
or bottom
bridge or
the bridge
part of
the
feet
directrix at its greatest span. Second, that it shall
the city
city directrix
above the
feet above
have
three
one span five hundred feet in the clear, or two spans of three
least one
have at least
hundred
If the two latter spans
clear of
of abutments. If
the clear
feet in the
and fifty feet
hundred and
be
channel shall be fifty
fifty feet above
over the main steamboat channel
the one
one over
be used, the
the city
the lowest
lowest part of the bridge at the centre
measured to the
the
city directrix, measured
of the span. Third, no span over the water at low-water mark, shall be
less than two hundred
hundred feet in the clear of abutments.
SEC.
enacted, That the right to alter
SEC. 13.
13. And be it further enacted,
alter or amend
remove all material obstructions to the navito prevent
prevent or
or remove
act, so as to
this act,
gation of
by the construction of bridges, is hereby expressly
said river
river by
of said
gation
reserved.
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July

and
sell and
July 26,1866.
25, 1866. CHAP.
Act to
to authorize
Trustees, to sell
others, Trustees,
and others,
Sibley and
W. J.
J. Sibley
authorize TV.
An Act
CHAP. CCXLVII. -— An
July
convey Lot
nine, in
in Square
Square Number
Number Seventy-six,
Seventy-six, in the City of Washington.
Number nine,
convey
Lot Number
Preamble.

Whereas
square number seventy-six, in the
Whereas lot number nine, in said square
Washington, was conveyed by J. H. M'Blair
M'Blair to W. J.
J. Sibley,
said city of Washington,
Ho.
Ricketts, R.
Sanders, Benjamin M'Coy, and G.
G.
L. Sanders,
Bates, R. L.
R. W. Bates,
Ro. Ricketts,
a place of worship for the use of the
Spoarder,
thereon a
Spoarder, in trust, to erect thereon
Methodist Episcopal Church in the United
members of the Methodist
people of color, members

erecting
States;
the said
said trustees
trustees have
have not
not had
had the
the means
means of erecting
and whereas
whereas the
States; and
such
church, and
and the
abandoned, and another church,
has been abandoned,
purpose has
the purpose
such church,
neighborhood of
erected in or near the neighborhood
called
Chapel, has been erected
of
called the Asbury Chapel,
the
said trustees desire to sell, and apply the proceeds
lot, which
which the said
the said lot,
to
congregation worshipping in said Asbury Chapel, aa
of the
the congregation
to the benefit of
purpose which the said J. H. M'Blair, as far as he had any interest therein,
approved by his subsequent
subsequent deed made to the said trustees: therein, has approved
fore,
United
of the United
Be it
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
Trustees may
may States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
J. Sibley,
Ro.
Sibley, Ro.
W. J.
said W.
the said
America in
of America
Trustees
sell tot
Ricketts, R. W. Bates, R. L. Sanders, Benjamin M'Coy, and G. Spoarsell
lot number
numberAiRicketts,
nine, s
.
quare sevtrustees of
of the
the said lot above mentioned, or the survivors of them, be,
sev- der, trustees
square
nne,enty
sm.
said
empowered to sell and convey the said
are hereby, authorized and empowered
and they are
number seventy-six,
seventy-six, in the said city of Washlot number nine, in square number
ington,
such price as they shall think proper, or to confirm and carry
ington, for such
out any
any contract
contract for sale already made by them with any person, and to
out
accordingly, freed and discharged of the trust upon
convey the same accordingly,
which the same
them, and to apply the proconveyed to them,
originally conveyed
was originally
same was
Proceeds of which
sale,
benefit of the congregation
worshipping in the said
congregation worshipping
sale, how ap
ap-- ceeds of sale to the benefit
pled.
Asbury
OW.
Asbury Chapel, as the proper and legal authority
authority thereof
thereof may deem expedient,
dient, and for no other purpose whatever.
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
APPBOVED, July
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Act providingfor
Appon t of
CHAP. CCXLVIII
CCXLVIIL -An
—An Act
providing for the
the Appointment
Commission to
to examine
examine July
1806.
of a
a Commission
July 25,
25, 1866.
and report
report upon
upon certain
of the
of Iowa.
and
certainClaims
ais of
te State
State of
owa.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and Rouse
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the President
President of the
the United _C
Claims of the
the
States
ofv1
States be, and he hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and required to appoint
appoint a
of aeer
cer
a commis- expenses
epenesof
sioner, whose duty it shall be to examine and report
report on or before the first taiu
tail' volunteers,
volunteers,
day of December
December next upon the claim of
tcrl000negopda:
of the
the State of Iowa
Iowa for
for forage,
forage, for
moneysto pai
for troops
detransportation, subsistence, and clothing furnished by
said State
State to
to certain
fend th:State,
by said
certain fend
the State,
volunteers
volunteers of said State, who, under the command
command of Colonels Morledge
Morledge and for
for forage
forage
Lueidebarrttncl
ez, to
and Edwards, and at the request
certain officers commanding
request of certain
commanding troops
troops of
of bed
beamned.'s
the United States in the State of Missouri, marched
into the
&c.
marched into
the State
State of
of &c.
Missouri
Missouri to co-operate
co-operate with the troops of the United States
States in
in that
that State
State
in suppressing the rebellion.
rebellion. Also the
of the
State of
Iowa for
for rerethe claim
claim of
the State
of Iowa
payment
payment of certain moneys paid by
State in
in raising,
equipby said
said State
raising, arming,
arming, equipping, paying,
certain troops
troops of
of the
the State
State maintained
by the
the
paying, and subsisting
subsisting certain
maintained by
State on the southern and northwestern
northwestern borders
borders thereof during
during the
the late
late
rebellion, for the purpose of defending the
by bushthe State against
against attacks
attacks by
bushwhackers and Indians. And also the claim of said
State for
for compensacompensasaid State
tion for certain
procured and
and barracks
built by
the State
on the
certain forage
forage procured
barracks built
by the
State on
the
northwestern
northwestern border thereof,
thereof, and turned
turned over by the
State to
to and
and used
used by
by
the State
the United States.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCXLIX. —An
-An Act
incorporate"
Act to incmporate
The National
and Sailors'
July 25,
1856.
"The
National Soldiers'
Soldiers' and
Sailrs' Orphan
Orphan July
25, 18$6.
Home."
Home"
See 1867,
1867, ch.
oh. 62.
See
Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the United
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United

Post, p.
p. 401.
401.
Post,

States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That Mrs.
Congress assembled,
Grant,
Mrs. Julia
Julia B.
B. Grant,
Mrs. Ellen E. Sherman, Mrs. H. D. Cooke,
Margaret Fahnestock,
Fahnestock,
Cooke, Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret
Mrs. Kathleen
Kathleen Carlisle, Miss Charlotte
Jane Speed,
Mrs.
Charlotte Taylor,
Taylor, Mrs.
Mrs. Jane
Speed, Mrs.
Mary J.
J. Wells, Mrs. A. C. Harlan, Mrs. Jane L.
L. Smith, Mrs. Mary K. "TheNational
The National
Lewis,
Mrs. Eliza
Morris, Mrs.
Mrs.Cecelia
Ce ce li a S.
Sh er -Soldiers'
Soldi ers 'an
Lewis, Mrs.
Mrs. Jane Farnham
Farnham,'Mrs.
Eliza M.
M. Morris,
S. Sherandd
man,
man, Mrs. Ellen Boyer,
Boyer Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
rd, M
rs . Kate
K at
e 0.
O. Sailors'Orphaa
9rphaa
A. Howa
Howard,
Mrs.
Home" iacorpoSprague, Mrs. Elsie B. Nye, Mrs. Annie
Annie Rouse, Mrs. Kate L.
L. Plants,
Plants, rated.
rated.
co
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Todd, Mrs. Abby E. Hall, Mrs. J. M. Trumbull, Miss
Mrs.
SarahElizabeth
Wood, Mrs.
G. Todd,
Jane Anne
Mrs. Abby
Pirtle, E.
Miss
Hall,
Elizabeth
M rs .J. M.
Howard,
Trum b
and
ull, their
Miss
Sarah Wood, Mrs. Jane Anne Pirtle, Miss Elizabeth Howard, and their
successors, are
in the
District of
Columbia,
successors,
are constituted
constituted a
a body
body corporate
corporate in
the District
of Columbia,
by the name of the National Soldiers'
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan Home,
and
Soldiers' and
Home, and
by that name may sue and be sued in any court
court of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That
That the
in the
the persons
persons named
named in
the first
first
section of this act, together
together with such as may be elected according
Trustees.
according to
to the
the Trustees.
constitution under this act, shall be the first trustees
form of the constitution
trustees of
of the
the
corporation; and all vacancies caused by
death, resignation
otherwise,
by death,
resignation or
or otherwise,
in the office of trustee, shall be filled by
by ballot,
an- Vacancies,how
Vacancies, how
by the board,
board, by
ballot, without
without unnecessary delay, as may
in the
the constitution
constitution and
of filled'
may be provided
provided in
and by-laws
by-laws of
filledthe
the corporation.
corporation.
SEc.
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That said
have Powers,
&c.
said corporation
corporation shall
shall have
Powers, &c.
a home for, and to support and
power to provide a
destitute orcorporation.
and educate
educate the
the destitute
or- of
of corporation.
phans of soldiers or sailors
died in
in the
the late
in behalf
sailors who
who have
have died
late war
war in
behalf of
of
the Union of these States, from whatever State or Territory
they may
Territory they
may
have entered
entered the national service, or their orphans may apply
to enter
apply to
enter
the Home, and which is hereby declared
declared to be the
the object
object and
and purpose
of
Corporation
purpose of
Corporation
said corporation; and to such end, and for such use, the
the said
said corporation
corporation annladypteicrsidouraer
may hod real
may take and hold property real or personal
personal to an amount
amount necessary
for estate.
estate.
necessary for
the support and maintenance
maintenance of the Home and the orphans partaking
partaking
of
of its benefits.
benefits.
SEC.
That the
the affairs
affairs of
SEC. 4. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Board
direcof this
this corporation
corporation
Board of
ofdirecshall be managed
managed by a
a board of directors
directors consisting of not less
tors'
less than tors.
seventeen representing
representing the District of
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
and of
of seven
seven each,
each,
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from the
manner
Territories, to be chosen in such manner
and Territories,
States and
respective States
the respective
from
that
as the
the constitution
and by-laws of said corporation shall direct, and that
constitution and
as
the
prescribing
the
said
directors
shall
by-laws
prescribing
the
make
to
power
have
shall
directors
said
the
duties of
of the
the officers
officers of
said corporation,
corporation, their term of office,
office, and
and to make
of said
duties
management
all other
other rules
rules and
and regulations for said corporation and the management
all
of its affairs,
affairs, subject
subject to the provisions of this act.
of
enacted, That said corporation
Minor
S
EC. 5.
corporation shall have
have
further enacted,
And be it further
5. And
SEC.
children
Minor children
education
and
of
certain
sol
po
wer
to
receive
its
charge
for
support
education any minor
minor
charge
under
receive
to
power
solcertain
ef
diers and sailors
may
be received, child
of any
any such
such soldier
or sailor,
sailor, if
charge by its surplaced in its charge
so placed
if so
soldier or
child of
maybereceived,
Ate.;
viving parent
parent or guardian,
guardian, or, in the absence
absence of either, by any person
person
&c.;
having
the care
care or
custody of
such orphan; and while such child remains
of such
or custody
having the
discharged
under
its care,
care, and
and until
until withdrawn
withdrawn as hereinafter
hereinafter provided, or discharged
under its
according
to the
regulations of said
said corporation, it shall be subject to the
the regulations
according to
same
power and
control by
by said
said corporation
corporation as any father
father or lawful
lawful guarand control
same power
dian
law over
relating to such minor child.
child.
or relating
over or
by law
has by
dian has
orphan child shal
shall never
never be
be
SEC. 6.
it further
shall
enacted, That no such orphan
further enacted,
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
shall
bound out;
corporation.
ever be bound out by said corporation.
out;
bound
may
with.
SEC. 7.
7. And
it further
enacted, That
surviving parent or legal
That the surviving
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
be withmay be
drawn
by parent guardian
guardian of any child placed under charge of said corporation may at
drawn byparent
or guardian.
sixteen
Minors
any time
time be
be by
therefrom; and any minor over sixteen
withdrawn therefrom;
them withdrawn
by them
over any
Minor over
years of age, upon his or her own request
request in writing, shall be discharged
years
sixteen.
therefrom.
Minor child
SEC.
enacted, That any minor child so withdrawn
withdrawn
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
8. And
SEC. 8.
so
child so
Minor
t still
never-shall never
this act shall
w hat
ithdrawn,
extent to
preceding section of this
till or discharged as provided in the preceding
whatetent
to
corporation
said
to
be
under
the
theless
continue
until
majority
under
charge
of
corporation
such
charge
under
majority
until
continue
tobe under the theless
charge of
of the
the
an extent
extent as
as that
that the
said corporation
corporation shall have the control and managethe said
an
charge
corporation.
merit of
of any
any moneys
moneys which may be due to such minor from the govgovment
cororation.
ernment of
of the
the United
States by virtue of the services of the fathers
United States
ernment
of such
such minor
minor children,
such minor child or children only such
to such
paying to
children, paying
of
necessary
corporation shall be necessary
amount
as in the judgment of said corporation
thereof as
amount thereof
beneficial for such minor.
and beneficial
Property
SEC. 9.
it further
enacted, That
That the property of said corporafurther enacted,
be it
And be
9. And
SEC.
of
Property of
of their incorporation, held or occupied by them for the uses and purposes of
c
bo
er
e
px
or
ea
mtip
o
t
nfto
t
ro
om
tion
incorporacorportion
be exempt from
tax.
tion,
shall
be
exempt
from
all
taxes
to
be
levied
under
of
the authority of
under
levied
be
to
tion, shall be exempt from all taxes
tax.
Legal
settlethe
Congress of the United
United States, or any municipal
municipal corporation
corporation within
the Congress
Legal settlement not gained
set-a legal
strict of Columbia,
Columbia, and no person shall lose or acquire a
legal set
the Di
District
ment
or
lostnot
by gaeined
resiestablished by said corporation.
dence
tlement
by residence
in the Home
Home to be established
corporation.
residence in
tlement by
the
in the
dence in
itfurther
SEC.
Home, &c.
Ste. may
S
EC. 10. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That Congress
Congress may at any time
actl may
.
Tifs act
- This
be
amended,
&e.
hereafter
repeal,
alter,
or
amend
act.
this
amend
or
be amended, c. hereafter repeal, alter,
APPROVED, July 25, 1866.
APPROVED,
By
laws.
By-laws.

9

July 25,
1866.
25, 1866.
July
1863,
110.
cl. no.
1863, ch.

vol. xii. p. 805.

Alexandria and
CHAP. CCL.
CCL. -— An
Act to
amend "
An Act to extend the Charter
Charter of the Alexandria
" An
to amend
An Act
CHAP.
sixty-three.
Washington Railroad,"
third, eiglteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
March third,
Railroad," passed March
Washington

United
Representatives of
House of Representatives
Be
of the United
and House
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Be it
Washington, AlexanStates of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Washington,
in Congress
States
a corporation
Georgetown Railroad Company,
Alexandria,
Company, a
corporation lawfully
lawfully succeedsucceedAlexandria, and dria, and Georgetown
Georgetown
Georgetown R.
R. Co. mayexmay ex- ing
to
the
charter,
rights,
and
privileges
of
"Alexandria
and
"Alexandria
the
of
privileges
and
rights,
charter,
the
to
ing
R. Co.
tend
to Washington
Washington Railroad
authorized
Company," be, and the same is hereby, authorized
Railroad Company,"
road to
its road
tend its
connect with
with
to extend
said railroad
railroad from
as the
the same
same is
is now,
hereafmay hereafor may
now, or
track, as
the track,
from the
extend said
to
connet
Washington
branch of
ter be,
Maryland Avenue, at its intersection
intersection with Virginia
through Maryland
laid through
be, laid
Balti--ter
of Balti
branch
Virginia Avenue, in an easterly direcand along said Virginia
and Ohio Avenue, through and,
more and
Railroad.
Railroad.
Route of
extion,
to its
intersection with
with D
D Street
Street south; thence along D Street,
its intersection
tion, to
Route of extension.
and
across the
the Washington
Washington canal, to New Jersey Avenue;
Avenue; thence by a
a
and across
tension.
curve
left, of
not less
less than one
one thousand feet radius, to aa point in
of not
the left,
to the
curve to
square
number seven
seven hundred
thirty-two; thence
thence by an underground
hundred and thirty-two;
square number
excavation
or tunnel,
tunnel, passing
number seven hundred and
under squares number
passing under
excavation or
thirty-two seven hundred and sixty-two, seven hundred and sixty-one,
sixty -one ,
thirty-two,
seven
hundred and eighty-seven,
eighty-seven, seven hunhundred and sixty, seven hundred
seven hundred
Vol. xii. p 806.
Washington,
Washington,
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cired and eighty-six,
eighty-six, eight
sixteen, eight
dred
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
eight hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen,
eight hundred
and thirty-nine,
huneight
hundred and
thirty-nine, eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, eight
eight hundred and sixty-six, eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five, eight
eight hundred and
and
sixty-four, and the different
intervening, to
to aapoint
different streets and
and avenues
avenues intervening,
point in
in
square number eight hundred and ninety-three;
•square
by a
curve of
not
ninety-three; thence,
thence, by
a curve
of not
less than one thousand feet radius, into Eighth Street
the
Street east;
east; thence
thence by the
most direct and
to an
an intersection
and eligible route, to
intersection with
with the
the Washington
Washington
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
branch of the Baltimore
SEC.
SEc. 2. And be it
it further
of sections
sections Provisions
further enacted,
enacted, That the provisions
provisions of
Provisions of
certain sections
sections
three and four of the act to which this is an amendment shall
three
shall be
be applicaapplica- of
certain
former act
ble to the extension
extension of said road or tracks
tracks as hereby authorized, and that
that applicable
appficabletothis
to this
it shall be lawful for said company to
construct a
to construct
a draw or other bridge extension.
extension.
Draw or other
across the Washington
Washington. •canal at its intersection
intersection with D Street south,
south, of
of bridge
Drraw
or other
across
bridge across
such
and dimensions
approved by
the corporation
corporation of
such plans
plans and
dimensions as
as may
may be
be approved
by the
of canal.
Washington, and so as not to interfere with the
Washington,
navigation of said
the navigation
said
Steam power
canal. And also to use steam power in the transportation
transportation of passengers
passengers Steam
power
used.
and freight over said railroad and branches, subject, however, to such re- may
may be
be used.
strictions and regulations as
as may be imposed
imposed by the corporate
corporate authorities
authorities
of the
Washington in
such portions
thereof as
as may
may be
the city
city of Washington
in respect
respect to
to such
portions thereof
be
located in
in said
said city.
Steam power
power
SEC.
enacted, That the consent of
S
Ec. 3. And be it
it further enacted,
of Congress
Congress le, Steam
may be used for
and the same is hereby, granted for a
a period
period of
of eighteen
eighteen months
months from
from eay
tbe
used
for
eighteen months
the passage
passage of this act, to
to the
the Alexandria,
Alexandria, Washington,
Washington, and
on
and Georgetown
Georgetown to draw cars on
the structure
structure
Railroad Company, to use steam power in drawing the cars
cars of said comcom- the
across the Potoacross the Potomac
River erected
erected by
said company,
pany on the structure across
Potomac River
by said
company, mac
acRiver
in
River and in
under the provisions
provisions of the act entitled
entitled "
extend the
charter of
" An act
act to
to extend
the charter
of certain
certain streets in
in
Washington
Washington Railroad
the Alexandria
Alexandria and Washington
Railroad Company, and for other purpur- Washington
poses," approved March
March three, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
and
along the railway now laid by said company, or which may
may be
be hereafter laid, under the provisions
provisions of the said act, along Maryland
Maryland Avenue
Avenue
and First Street west, in the city of Washington,
Washington, to
depot of
to the present
present depot
of
the Washington
Washington branch of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad,
Railroad, subject
aland Ohio
subject alregulations concerning
ways, and in all particulars, to
to such
such restrictions
restrictions and
and regulations
concerning
the use of said steam power as the corporation
of Washington
Washington may,
by
corporation of
may, by
its ordinances, [at] any
said railroad
railroad company:
Pro- Limit to rate
any time impose
impose upon the said
company: Proof speed.
speed.
vided, That said company shall not propel their engines at a
a greater
greater rate of
of speed than five miles per hour within
within the corporate
of WashWashcorporate limits
limits of
ington city.
city.
SEC.
SEc. 4. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the said railroad
railroad company
company Company
Company to
pay damages to
shall be required to pay any and all
damages that may
may result
to padamageopsrto
all damages
result to
private property
property from
road, and
the tunnelling
tunnelling under
under from extension.
private property
from the extension
extension of
of said
said road,
and the
owners and
and
the several
several lots and squares of ground as heretofore
heretofore provided;
provided; and that
that If
If owners

cannot
in the
event the
such property
property and
in
the event
the owner
owner or
or owners
owners of
of such
and the
the said
said comcom- company
groman aamount
nmount
agree,
of

as to
to the
amount of
of such
such damages,
or the
of any
any damages how to
pany cannot
cannot agree
agree as
the amount
damages, or
the value
value of
determined.
private
appropriated for the purpose of such
private property so appropriated
such extension
extension of
of said
said be
be determined.
road, such proceedings
proceedings shall thereupon
thereupon be had for the appropriation
appropriation and
and
assessment of the damages thereof
authorized and required
required
thereof as are
are authorized
under the laws now in force in the District of Columbia
approColumbia regulating
regulating approand assessment
of damages
damages for
streets, and
priations and
assessment of
for opening
opening roads,
roads, streets,
and
District. That upon
alleys in said District.
upon the
the payment
payment to
to the
the owner
owner or
or owners
owners Use
of
Use, &c.
&o. of
how acof the amount
thereof; lands
amount of such award of damages, or the lawful
lawful tender
tender thereof,
lands how
acquired.
com- quired.
together with the payment of all
all costs
costs of such
such proceedings,
proceedings, the said company
pany shall acquire
acquire the right to use and occupy for the purposes of said
appropriated, in
such a
necesrailroad all such lands so
so appropriated,
in such
a manner
manner as
as may
may be
be necessary for the proper working
working and
and running
running said
said road.
APPROVED, July
25, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 25,
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and Use
Use by the Balti.
Balti.
the Extension,
Extension, Construction,
Construction, and
w-ise the
CCLI. —
-AnAn Act
Act to oath
authorize
July 25, 1866. CHAP.
CHAP. CCM.
more
Company of
aRailroad
Railroadfrom
front between
between Knoxville
and the
the llIonocacy
Monocacy
Knoxville and
Ohio Railroad
RailroadCompany
ofa
more and
and Ohio
Junction
Columbia.
Disrictof
of Columbia.
into and
and within
within thee District
Junction into
Preamble.
Preamble.

Whereas
it is
this present
present Congress that the Baltimore
is represented
represented to this
Whereas it
Railroad Company,
Company, incorporated
incorporated by the State of Maryland,
Maryland, are
Ohio Railroad
and Ohio
desirous
desirous of extending
extending the road authorized to be built by them, by an act
of the
the general
that State,
An act
act to
authorize the
the
to authorize
entitled "
"An
assembly of
of that
State, entitled
of
general assembly
point
a railroad from aa point
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company to build a
Baltimore
on
Monocacy Junction,
the line of its road between Knoxville and the Monocacy
on the
through Frederick
Montgomery counties, to the boundary of the
Frederick and Montgomery
District
communication with the city
a direct communication
so as to make a
District of Columbia, so
of
Washington," into and within the District of Columbia: Therefore,
of Washington,"

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Be
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Baltimore and
Ohio
and Ohio
the Baltimore
America in
Baltimore and States

Railroad Company shall be, and they are hereby, authorized
Railroad
authorized to extend
into
and within
Columbia the
the road
road aforesaid,
aforesaid, to
such point
point
to such
District of
of Columbia
into and
within the
the District
Co- or points,
as may be
be agreed
agreed upon between
between the
the said
District of Copoints, terminus
terminus or termini, as
Termini
be company
and the
the corporation
Washington, in
in respect
of a
a road
road within
within
respect of
of Washington,
corporation of
company and
to be
Termini to
the
limits of
corpoand the corpothe said
said company
company and
and between
between the
Washington, and
the limits
of Washington,
agreed upon
upon
with the cities
of
respects a
a road within the limits of Georgetown.
of Georgetown,
Georgetown, as respects
Washington ration
of Washington
and
[d] the
said Baltimore
Baltimore and
and Ohio
Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company
are hereby
authorhereby authorCompany are
the said
An[d]
and Georgetown.
Georgetown. AO
and
same powers, rights, and privileges, and
Powers and ized to have and exercise the same
of
subject to
the same restrictions,
and construction
construction
the extension
extension and
restrictions, in the
be subject
to the
of the
the shall
shall be
privileges
corporation.
of
road, into
within the said District as they have, may exand within
said road,
into and
of the
the said
ercise,
Maryland, under
under
ercise, or possess, or are subject to within the State of Maryland,
incorporation from the State of
and by virtue of their charter or act of incorporation
Maryland; and shall
entitled to the same franchises, rights, compensacompensashall be entitled
Maryland;
immunities in the use of the said road as are provided
provided
tion, benefits, and immunities
in the said charter.
S
EC. 2.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all the provisions of the sev2. And
And be it
SEC.
Provisions of
acts of Congress eral acts of Congress relating
relating. to the lateral road authorized
authorized to be built
built
relating to lateral
lateral
road,
ap- into
and within
Columbia by
by an
act passed
March second,
second,
passed March
an act
of Columbia
District of
the District
within the
into and
made aproad, made
plicable to this eighteen hundred and thirty-one,
thirty-one, and entitled ""An act to authorize
authorize the
0
corporation.
construction, and
of a
a lateral
lateral branch
of the
the Baltimore and
and
orpor
ati8n.85. extension,
extension, construction,
and use
use of
branch of
1831, ch. 86.
1881,
Vol.
Ohio Road
and within
within the
District of
Columbia," and
and the
supplements
the supplements
of Columbia,"
the District
into and
476. Ohio
Road into
VoL iv.
iv. p.
p. 476.
thereto, be, and they are hereby, declared
declared to apply to the Baltimore
Baltimore and
severally applicable to the loOhio Railroad Company so far as they are severally
construction, and use by the said company of the road now authorcation, construction,
constructed into and within the said District.
ized to be constructed
S
EC. 8.
3. And
That the
said railroad
company
the said
railroad company
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC.
And be
be it
Extension to
be commenced shall commence
commence the construction of said extension of said road within one
one
in
one
year,
and
in one year, and
completed in
in
year,
and complete
complete the
same within
within three
three years
passage of
of this
this
after the
the passage
years after
the same
year, and
completed
three years.
act; and on failure to do so, the privileges granted by this act shall be
be
forfeited by said company.
APPROVED, July
July 25,
1866.
25, 1866.
APPROVED,
Ohio
R.
R. Co.
ma
Ohio extend
R. R.
Co.
railyextend
railmay
road
into the
the
road into

1866.
26,186.
July 25,

CHAP. CHAP.CLIL
CCM.. —
Act to
change the
the Port
of Entry
Entry in
in Puget's
Puget's Sound.
Sound.
Portof
to change
-AnAn Act
CHA.

it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Port
States of America
in Congress
first
assembled, That from and after the first
Congress assembled,
America in
Townsend States
Port Townsend
made the port of day of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, the port of Port Angeentry and
delivand deliventry
Puget's Sound, in Washington
ery in
district of los, in the district of Pugees
Washington Territory, is hereby
hereby
nldistrict
Townsend be,
Puget's Sound. abolished
abolished as
as aaport
port of entry,
entry, and
and that
that Port
Port Townsend
be, and is
is hereby,
Angelos established
as the
entry and delivery for the
district, from
Port Angelos
abolished as
abolished
as a
a established as the port of entry and delivery for the said
port of
entry.
and
after said
said date.
date.
and after
of entry,
port
APPROVED,
APPROVED,

July
25, 1866.
July 25,
1866.
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CHAP.
An Act
CHAP. CCLIII.CCLIII. —An
Act to
East Capitol
Capitol Street
Street and
and establish
Lincoln Square.
to grade
grade East
establish Lincoln
Square.

251

July
1866.
July 2,5,
26, 1866.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of public
public East Capitol
Capitol
buildings be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed, in such
such manner StZe
eet
it
a
o
nb
de
Lin _
Street
to
be

as he may deem most proper, to cause East Capitol Street to be graded coaleSquare enas
from
he Third
may deem
Street
east
to
to cause
Street
East
east,
Capitol
and toStreet
thebe
graded
at fo
closed.
rm square
from
Third
Streetmost
eastproper,
to Eleventh
Eleventh
Street
east,
and
to cause
cause to
the square
square
at
closed.
intersection of
of said
street
with
Massachusetts,
North
Carolina,
Tenthe intersection
said street with Massachusetts, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Kentucky
Kentucky avenues, between Eleventh
Eleventh and
Thirteenth streets
and Thirteenth
east, to be enclosed with a
shall be
be known
known as
a wooden fence,
fence, and
and the same shall
as
Lincoln Square. And the sum of fifteen thousand dollars
dollars is
is hereby
ap- Appropriation.
Lincoln
hereby apAppropriation.
propriated out of any
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
any money
money in the treasury
not otherwise
to enable the said improvement
improvement to be made.
APPROVED,
uly 25,
25, 1866.
APPROVED, J
July
1866.

An Act in
in Relation to
to the
the unlawful
unlawful Tapping
CHAP. CCLIV. -— An
Tapping of
Government Water
25, 1866.
of Government
Water July 25,
1866.
Pipes.
Pipes.
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
That the
of .Unlawful
the unlawful
unlawful tapping
tapping of
Unlawful taptapany water pipe laid down in the District of Columbia by authority of the i
engt
i
ni
e
l
n
gt
°
i
f
vaaterg
tev
r
ern"
.
United States is hereby
a misdemeanor
punishable
hereby declared
declared to be a
misdemeanor and an indictable pipes punishable
offence; and any person who may be indicted for and convicted of such by fine or imoffence in the criminal
criminal court of the District
Columbia shall
subject prisoninent.
offence
District of Columbia
shall be subject
prisonrnent.
to such fine as the court may think proper
proper to impose, not
five
not exceeding
exceeding five
hundred dollars, or to imprisonment
imprisonment for a
a term not exceeding
exceeding one year.
And it is hereby made the special duty of the commissioner of public
public
COMMiSSiOlIES.
Commissiona.

buildings to bring to the notice of the attorney of the United States for of public buildthe District of Columbia, or to the grand jury, any infraction of this law. cute.

ings to P
prosebuildings
the District
to of
bring
Columbia,
to the notice
or to the
of the
grand
attorney
jury, any
of the
infraction
United of
States
this law.
for iont"
ore.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.

- An Act to authorize
authorize the Entry and Clearance
Clearanceof Vessels at
CHAP. CCLV. —An
at the
the Port
Port of
of
Calais, Maine.
Calais,
Maine.

1866.
July 25,
25,1866.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That, from
after the
the paspas- Deputy
collecStates of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
from and
and after
Deputy collecsage of this act, the Secretary
toalais s,e.om ay
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may authorize, under such tatIrserTitti;
regulations
customs at
enter and
nd clear
regulations as he shall deem
deem necessary,
necessary, the
the deputy
deputy collector
collector of
of customs
at enter
clear
the port of Calais, in the State of Maine, to enter and clear vessels, and vessels,
vessels> &c.
$
14 .
to perform such other official acts as the said Secretary shall
shall think
adthink advisable.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CCLXII. -— An Act granting
granting the Riht
Right of
of Way
Way to
to Ditch
Ditch and
and Canal
over July 26,1868.
Canal Owners
Owners over
26, 1866.
the Public
the
Lands, and
other Purposes.
Public Lands,
andfor
for other
Purposes.
.Bs,tt
..B6
at enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the mineral
mineral lands
the
assembled, That
lands of
of the

Mineral
Mineral lands
lands

open to
domain, both surveyed
and unsurveyed,
are hereby
hereby declared
to be
be declared
public domain,
surveyed and
unsurveyed, are
declared to
declpatdiopn
toa
occupation to all
free and open to exploration and
of the
United citizens, &c.
and occupation
occupation by all citizens
citizens of
the United
&c.
to reguStates, and those who have declared their intention to become citizens,
citizens, subject
subject to
regulations, &c.
subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by law, and subject
subject also
also aton &c.
mining districts,
districts, so
so
to the local customs or rules of miners in
in the several
several mining
far as the same may not be in conflict
conflict with the laws of the United States.
States.
Persons, &c.
&c.
SEC.
further enacted,
whenever any person or asso- Persons,
SEC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That whenever
claiming, withciation of persons
persons claim
quartz, or
or other
other rock
rock in
in place,
place, out
claim aavein or lode of
of quartz,
outioppositiont
opposition,
bearing gold, silver,
occupied and
and any vein of
silver, cinnabar,
cinnabar, or
or copper, having
having previously
previously occupied
of
quartz
..-bearing
improved the same according to the local
custom or
local custom
or rules
rules of
of miners
miners in
quartz-bearing
in the
the gold,
&c. having
district where the same is situated,
labor occupied
situated, and having expended
expended in
in actual
actual labor
ocupied and
adi
made expendiexpendiand improvements thereon an amount of not less than one thousand dol- made
tures on

tho
tho
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lars,.and in regard
regard to whose possession
possession there
there is no controversy or opposopposlars,.and
ing claim, it shall and may be lawful for said claimant
claimant or association of
claimants to
the local
office a
a diagram
of the
the same,
local land
land office
diagram of
same, so
so extended
extended
claimants
to file
file in
in the
laterally or otherwise
customs, and
otherwise as to conform to the
the local
local laws,
laws, customs,
and rules
rules
Patent to
and receive
patent therefor,
granting
of miners, and to
to enter
enter such
such tract
tract and
receive aa patent
therefor, granting
grant what.
what.
grant
its
such mine, together with the right to follow such vein or lode with its
dips,
angles, and
and variations,
to any
it may
may enter
enter the land
land
although it
variations, to
any depth,
depth, although
dips, angles,
which land
adjoining shall be sold
subject to
to this condition.
condition.
adjoining, which
land adjoining
sold subject
EC. 3.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the filing
After sling
upon the
filing of
of the
the diagram
diagram
3. And
be it
That upon
filing di- S
SEC.
agram of tract
as
provided in
in the
the second
second section
of this
this act,
act, and
and posting
posting the
same
in aa
agram
of
tract
as
provided
section
of
the
same in
claimed, what
on the
to apapof intention
intention to
with aanotice
notice of
claim, together
together with
place on
the claim,
conspicuous place
roeimedi s toto conspicuous
proceedings
be had before
bere ply
ply for
for aapatent,
patent, the
the register
register of the land office
office shall
shall publish a
a notice of the
patent issues.
newspaper published
and
patent
issuesbe same
same in aanewspaper
published nearest
nearest to the location
location of said
said claim, and
Notice to be
shall
also post
post such
such notice
in his
his office
office for
the period
ninety days;
published.
days; and
and
for the
period of
of ninety
notice in
published,
shall also
after
the expiration
expiration of
of said
period, if
adverse claim
been
claim shall
shall have
have been
said period,
if no
no adverse
after the
filed, it shall be the duty of the surveyor-general,
application of the
surveyor-general, upon application
the premises
indorsed with
with his
to survey
survey the
premises and
and make
make aa plat
plat thereof,
thereof, indorsed
Survey of plat party,
party, to
of
approval, designating
designating the number and description
of premises.
premises.
description of the location, the
value
value of
of the
the labor
labor and
and improvements,
improvements, and the character of the vein exposed; and
upon the
payment to
to the
the proper
of five
five dollars
Payment of
proper officer
officer of
dollars per
per
posed;
and upon
the payment
five
dollars per
cost of
such survey,
survey, plat,
plat, and
and notice,
notice, and
giving
five dollars
per acre,
acre, together
together with
with the
the cost
of such
and giving
acre, and costs satisfactory evidence that said diagram and notice have been posted on
acre,
&t satisfactory evidence that said diagram and notice have been posted on
survey, &c.
of survey,
the
during said period of ninety days, the register of the land office
office
the claim during
shall
general land office
office said plat,
plat, survey, and description;
description;
shall transmit to the general
Survey,
Survey, plat, and
and aa patent
patent shall issue for the same
same thereupon.
thereupon. But
But said plat,
plat, survey,
survey,
&c.
cover only
&c.to
to cover
only
or description shall in no case cover more than one vein or lode, and no
one vein, to be
be
shall issue
issue for
for more
than one
one vein
or lode,
be expressed
expressed
named in patent.
shall be
more than
vein or
lode, which
which shall
patent. patent
patent shall
in the patent issued.
Proceedings
further enacted,
SEC. 4. And be it further
enacted, That when such location and entry
same, and filing
filing
diagram,
rnay
diagram, may
enter the tract
tract
and receive a
a
patent
therefor.
patent therefor.

when
when the
the localocaentry of
tion and entry
mine are upon
unsurveyed
lands.
lands.

Location not
to
to exceed
exceed 200
200
feet
vein,
feet along vein,
with additional
claim for discovight
erer, and
vein
r
i
ght
to to
erer, and right to

follow vein to

any depth, &c.
&c.
Limit to number
and
extent
her and extent
of locations.

of a
a mine shall be upon unsurveyed
unsurveyed lands, it shall and may be lawful, after the
the extension
extension thereto
to adjust
adjust the
the surveys
surveys to
to
of the
the public
public surveys,
surveys, to
ter
thereto of
the limits of the premises according to the location and possession and
plat aforesaid, and the surveyor-gencml
surveyor-genc-al may, in extending
extending the surveys,
vary the same from a
a rectangular
rectangular form to suit the circumstances
circumstances of the
country and
laws, and
miners: Provided,
Provided, That
That
and customs
customs of
of miners:
and the
the local
local rules,
rules, laws,
country
no location hereafter
hereafter made shall exceed
exceed two hundred feet in length
length along
along
the
for each
each locator,
an additional
additional claim
claim for
discovery to
to the
the
for discovery
with an
locator, with
the vein
vein for
discoveror
discoverer of the lode, with the right to follow such vein to any
mny depth,
a reasonable
reasonable quan.
quanwith all its dips, variations, and angles, together
with
together with a
tity
surface for
the convenient
the same
same as
fixed by
by local
local
of the
as fixed
for the
convenient working
working of
tity of
of surface
rules:
provided further,
person may make more than
one
no person
than one
rules: And provided
further, That no
location on the same lode, and not more than three thousand feet shall be

taken in
any one
claim by
by any
association of
of persons.
persons.
of locations taken
in any
one claim
any association
SEC.
enacted, That
That as
further condition
condition of
of sale,
sale
as a
a further
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,

Further
condiFurthercondition
sale, and
tion of
of sale,
and
to be expressed
in patent.ps
patent.

in the absence of necessary
necessary legislation by Congress, the local legislature
of any
State or
may provide
provide rules
rules for
working mines
mines involving
involving
for working
or Territory
Territory may
of
any State

necessary means to their complete
complete develop.
easements, drainage, and other necessary
ment; and those conditions shall be fully expressed
expressed in the patent.
S
EC. 6.
be it
enacted, That
That whenever
any adverse
Where adclaim
whenever any
adverse claim
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
6. And
And be
verse
verse claimants
claimants ants to any mine located and claimed as aforesaid shall appear before the

appear, proceedapeatraveduocil
ings
stayed until
right
right is settled.

approval
of the
the survey,
as provided
in the
the third
third section
section of
of this
this act,
all
act, all
provided in
survey, as
approval of
proceedings shall
shall be
be stayed
until aafinal
settlement and
adjudication in
in the
the
and adjudication
stayed until
final settlement
proceedings
courts of
rights of
possession to
such claim,
of possession
to such
claim,
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the rights
Patent then to courts
issue.
when a
a patent may issue as
as in other
other cases.
cases.
SEC. 7.
7. And
And be
be it
United
President may
enacted, That
That the
the President
President of
of the
the United
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
establish addiaddiestablish
States be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to establish additional land districts
tional land disdisand
necessary officers
officers under
lie
wherever lie
existing laws,
laws, wherever
under existing
the necessary
and to
to appoint
appoint the
tricts, lc
&c. for
purposes
of
deem the
necessary for
the public
public convenience
convenience in
the
in executing
executing the
the same
same necessary
for the
purposes this may
may deem
act.
provisions of this act.
See Post,
Post, p. 470.
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SEC. 8. And
of way
for the
the conway
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted, That the right
right of
way for
con- Right
Right of
of way
struction of highways
for public
public uses,
uses, is
ishighways.
for
highways over
over public
public lands, not reserved
reserved for
for highways.
hereby granted.
SEC. 9.
it further
further enacted,
That whenever,
whenever, by
priority of
of posposOwners of
of
SEC.
9. And
And be it
enacted, That
by priority
Owners
session, rights to the use of water for mining, agricultural,
agricultural, manufacturing,
manufacturing, vuesestoef'iNryTthetrsfot°r
vested
rights
to
use of water for
or other purposes, have vested and accrued, and the
recognized mining,
the same are
are recognized
mining, &e.
&c. to
and acknowledged
acknowledged by the local customs,
be protected,
protected, and
customs, laws, and the
the decisions
decisions of
of courts, be
and
r
cig
a
r
l
s
oafn dit chthe possessors and owners
vested
rights shall
be
maintained and
anh
owners of such
such
vested
rights
shall
be
maintained
and
rcanalsandditchprotected
for
protected in the same; and the right
of es
protected
right of
of way for
for the
the construction
construction of
granted.
es granted.
ditches and canals for the purposes
purposes aforesaid
aforesaid is
is hereby
acknowledged
and
hereby acknowledged and
Provided, however, That whenever, after the passage of
confirmed: Provided,
of this Damages.
Damages.
act, any person or persons shall, in
construction of
of any
canal,
in the construction
any ditch
ditch or
or canal,
injure or damage the possession of any settler on the public
public domain,
domain, the
party committing
committing such injury or damage
liable to
the party
indamage shall be
be liable
to the
party injured for such injury or damage.
SEC.
S
EC. 10. And be it further enacted, That wherever,
the pas_
Owners of
of
wherever, prior to the
pas- Owners
sage
act, upon
upon the
the lands
lands heretofore
mineral lands,
sage of
of this
this act,
ni
mmadeeuponlands
heretofore designated
designated as
as mineral
lands, iarLesutepaodns
lands
which have been excluded
excluded from survey and sale, there have been home- designated
designated as
steads made by citizens
citizens of the United
United States, or persons
persons who have
have de- mineral,
nth rral 'in
in
n
i
nova
olu which
vainawbhleic
h no
dared their intention to
citizens, which
homesteads have
have been
been able
b mines
I
to become
become citizens,
which homesteads
n es off
made, improved, and used for agricultural purposes, and upon which there gold, &c.
&c. have
have been no valuable mines of
coppe r discovf
o
te
nn
ed
m,
pt
&
o.
of gold,
gold, silver,
silver, cinnabar,
cinnabar, or copper
discov- mbeae3n,
been Pfound,
&c.
ered, and which
which are properly
or ownown -the
same, &c.;
properly agricultural
agricultural lands, the said
said settlers
settlers or
the same,
&c.;
ers of such homesteads shall have a
a right of pre-emption thereto,
thereto, and
and
shall be entitled to purchase the same at the price of one dollar
dollar and
and
twenty-five cents
twenty-five
cents per acre, and in quantity
quantity not to
to exceed
exceed one
one hundred
may take
take
hundred and
and or
or may
them as
as homesixty-acres;
sixty-acres; or said parties may avail
a\ ail themselves
themselves of the
the provisions of the
the them
homesteads.
act of Congress approved
approved May twenty, eighteen
sixty-two, stead
186i,
s. ch.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
1862,
ch. 75.
75.
entitled "An
"An act to secure homesteads to actual settlers
settlers on the public do- Vol
Vol xii.
xii• P.
392
p. 39
2..
main," and acts amendatory
amendatory thereof.
main,"
thereof.
SEC. 11.
11. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That upon the survey of the lands
Upon survey,
survey,
Upon
aforesaid, the Secretary of the Interior may designate
designate and set apart such !rut
u
cr
l
a
er
m
ly
landsctearl'
yay
agagportions
portions of the said lands as are clearly agricultural
apart and
agricultural lands, which
which lands
lands be
be set
set apart
and
shall
pre-emption and
and sale
sale as
public lands
made
sub
.pet to
shall thereafter
thereafter be subject
subject to pre-emption
as other
other public
lands p
made
subject
to
a
r
e
l
e.empt am and
pre-emption
and
subject to
laws and
and regulations
ppli ca -sale.
of the United States,
States, and subject
to all
all the
the laws
regulations aapplicable to the same.
APPROVED, July 26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
CCLXIII.—
Act to
to authorize
authorize "
The Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay
Bay and
and Potomac
Potomac River
River July
July 26,
26, 1866.
CHAP. CCLXIII.
- An
An Act
" The
1866.
Tidewater Canal
Company " to enter
enter the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
Canal Company"
their Canal
Canal to
to
and extend
extend their
the Anacostia
Anacostia River
at
any
River at any Point
Point above
above Benning's
Benning's Bridge.
Bridge.
of the
the United
United
Be it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and House
Ilouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That "
" The Chesapeake
States of America in Congress
Chesapeake Bay The ghesa
i;
Chesa&c.
and Potomac River Tide-water
Tide-water Canal Company,"
Company," incorporated
incorporated by the peake
eaallBay,
Company
general assembly of the State of Maryland,
Maryland, at the January session therethere- may extend
extend its
its
of, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, by an act entitled "An
eighteen hundred
"An act to incorpoincorpo- canal
canal to AnacosAacosrate the Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay and Potomac
Potomac River Tide-water
Tide-water Canal Company," ttia River;
Rve
be, and the same are hereby, authorized to extend their canal
canal from
from the
point where it strikes the boundary line of
thence
of the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, thence
in and through the said District to the Anacostia
Anacostia River
River at
at any point therethereon above
above Benning's bridge.
SEC.
enacted, That the said company
S
EC. 2. And be it further enacted,
company are hereby may
and
take and
may take
authorized and empowered
hold
empowered to take, purchase, and hold, for the purpose[s]
purpose[s] n
I
V property
rP7otr
Y
t
of this act, so much real estate and
and other
other property
as shall
necessarily proper
pro; s
eracons
lstrucproperty as
shall be
be necessarily
rucrequired for the proper construction of the extension aforesaid, and
and for
for tion of
of extenextenthe construction of all proper and convenient basins, locks, reservoirs, sion,
&c.
8i "' 8
''
docks, and wharves, to be connected
connected with said extension.
extension. And
where the
Proceedings
And where
the Proceedings
said company shall not be able to procure such real estate by purchase where laud cancan-
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not be
purfrom
owner thereof,
thereof', or the owner
thereof shall be aa femme covert, inowner thereof
the owner
from the
be purnot
of
mentis, imprisoned,
imprisoned, or resident beyond the District of
compos rnentis,
falt,
chased,
chased, or the
fait, non cotnpos
owner is
is uuder
under
owner
disability.
Columbia, then
then application
application may
the president
president of said company
company
by the
made by
be made
may be
Columbia,
disability.
to. the
the chief
of' Columbia, for
for
the supreme court of the District of
of the
chief justice of
to
the
appointment of
of three
freeholders in said District,
three persons, who shall be freeholders
the appointment
Commission as
of inquest
inquest of
of damages,
damages, and who shall
inspect
shall go upon and inspect
a commission
commission of
as a
Commission
company for the purposes conof inquest
inquest of
of
any
property proposed to be taken by said company
any property
of
dam
ages.
damages.
templated by this act; and before any person so appointed as such comcommissioner
shall proceed
to act,
act, he
he shall
shall take
take an
an oath
oath or
he
or affirmation
affirmation that he
proceed to
missioner shall
will fairly
fairly and
the damages
damages sustained
sustained by the owner or owners
value the
truly value
and truly
will
of'
any property
property by
by the
the use
and occupation
water
such real estate, water
of any
any such
occupation of
use and
of any
Report to
to be
be rights,
or other
other property,
property, by
said company;
commission shall reand said commission
company; and
by said
rights, or
Report
made.
duce
their inquisition
sign and seal the same,
and sign
writing, and
or finding to writing,
inquisition or
duce their
made.
and
it shall
shall then
be returned
returned to the
the said chief justice, who shall file the
then be
and it
But
in the office of the register of deeds of the city of Washington. But
same in
Notice.
thereof has
no such inquisition shall be had until after ten days' notice thereof
been
served on
the owner
owner of
of the
when he rebe taken, when
to be
so to
estate so
the real
real estate
on the
been served
sides
in the
the District
publication of
of' notice in one or
Columbia, or by publication
of Columbia,
District of
sides in
Washington, for
more
newspapers published
published in the city of Washington,
for
daily newspapers
of the daily
more of
resides beyond
beyond said District.
District. When
When the
twenty days where such owner resides
owner is
shall be to her and her husband;
husband;
the notice
notice shall
'emme covert, the
is a
a femme
owner
compos mentis,
when he is aaminor, to his guardian; and when he is non compos
to his
his committee,
the person
estate. The said
said
person having charge of his estate.
or the
committee, or
to
of CoReport
to he report
report shall be confirmed by the supreme
supreme court of the District of'
Report tobe
lumbia at its next term after the return
confirmed.
confirmed.
return of said report, unless for cause
Inquest
contrary. And where good cause is thus shown,
shown, the said
said
Inquest may shown to the contrary.
he
chief justice
set aside said
and appoint another similar cominquest, and
said inquest,
shall set
justice shall
chief
set aside.
aside.
he set
mission, who
manner, and whose inquisition
inquisition shall
who shall qualify in the same manner,
mission,
good cause
cause shown,
be taken,
taken, returned,
confirmed, or set aside for good
shown,
returned, filed, and confirmed,
be
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as the
the first
first inquisition
and
returned, filed, and
was taken, returned,
inquisition was
in
New
commission and inquisition shall be reconfirmed, or set aside. And such commission
New commiscommis- confirmed,
inqui- newed as often as may be necessary,
zion
sion and intimnecessary, until the inquisition made shall be
sition from time '
to time.
time,
confirmed.
metes
inquisition shall describe the property taken by metes
Such inquisition
confirmed. Such
to
Property
thereof shall be paid or tendered
tendered within
Property taken and bounds, and the valuation thereof
to be
be described
described
to
and va
luation ',ten
ten days
of such
such inquisition
court;
district court;
by said district
inquisition by
confirmation of
the confirmation
after the
days after
valuation
and
paid.
valuation or damages are so paid or tendered,
tendered, said comcornand when such valuation
paid.
Company to pany
nany shall
have
a full and perfect
perfect right to enter upon,
upon, use, occupy, and
a
shall
have
paoenpaenyetof
pay expenses of
inquisition,
enjoy any
so valued
during its
corporate existence,
existence, and all exits corporate
valued during
property so
any property
enjoy
inquisition.
incurred by such inquisition shall be paid by said company.
penses incurred
bfr said
enacted, That it shall be lawful for
Tolls
SEC. 3. And be it
further enacted,
said comcornitfurthler
Tolls and
pany to levy, demand,
'nts.
ssnts.
demand, and receive such even tolls and rents for the use of
extension, or for freight
wharves and docks of
company on said extension,
freight
of' said company
the wharves
of
transported by said company,
company, or for the passage through said extension
extension of
transported
any
majority of the directors at any
boats,
boats, rafts, or any other water craft, as aamajority
Provided, That the Congress
regular meeting
meeting shall assess therefbr:
therefor: Provided,
Congress of the
United
increase or reduce such
United States shall at all times have power to increase
tolls or rents.
enacted, That the said canal extension,
further enacted,
SEC.
SEC. 4. And be it further
extension, when
Canal ertenextension
hechion
highway
to
pubcompleted, shall forever thereafter be esteemed and taken to be aa public
pub- completed,
ba
a.
to be
of
commodities, or produce of
highway for the transportation
transportation of all goods, commodities,
water
description, and for all canal boats, rafts, or other water
every kind and description,
crafts of every kind whatever, upon the payment of such tolls or rents as
Public
Public prop- are authorized
authorized to be imposed by this act.
erty of the
ert
Un
y
ited
of rates
And be
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the said
shall permit
permit
company shall
said company
be itfurther
5. And
SEC. 5.
to SEC.
States to
United
United States to pass through said
said
go through free all public property belonging to the United
company shall,
charge
ofCompany
tolls.
when canal extension free of all char
ae or toll; and the said company
g
Otmollsayhen
a just and
required to
to give
from time
time to
to time,
time, as
required, lay before Congress a
be required,
may be
as may
give from
required
congress an
true account
account of
of their
a
on said extension, with a
and expenditures
expenditures on
their receipts and
an ass
ao-,true
Congress
count
of redi
receipts
statement of
thereof.
profits thereof.
clear profits
the clear
of the
t statement
of
ontexpendi..
and
tares,&o.
tores,&o.
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I.. CH.
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S
EC. 6.
further enacted,
enacted, That,
That, subject
subject to
to the
prothe aforesaid
aforesaid probe it
it further
6. And
And be
SEC.
visions of
singular the
provisions of
of the aforesaid act of
the provisions
and singular
of this
this act,
act, all and
visions
the general
general assembly
assembly of
of the
the State
State of
Maryland, entitled
inthe
of Maryland,
entitled "
" An
An act
act to
to incorporate the
the Chesapeake
Bay and
Potomac River
River Tide-water
Tide-water Canal
Canal
and Potomac
Chesapeake Bay
corporate
Company,"
relating to
to the
the powers,
comliabilities, and authority of said compowers, liabilities,
Company," relating
pany, in
in operating
operating and
take effect
and apply
apply to the
effect and
shall take
canal, shall
using their
their canal,
and using
pany,
extension aforesaid
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
aforesaid in
in the
extension
Sao. 7.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That this act shall be
a pubpubbe deemed
deemed a
further enacted,
SEC.
7. And
And be
lic
act, and
and shall
take effect
effect and
passage, and
its passage,
force from and
and after
after its
shall take
and be in force
lie act,
shall
subject to
Congress.
by Congress.
to alteration
alteration or
or repeal
repeal by
shall be
be subject
A
PPROVED,
APPROVED,

July
26, 1866.
1866.
July 26,

1866.
1866.
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Provisions of
Provisidns
to apply
subject,
subjectn &c.
&c.'

charter
c
harter

to extenslou,

a
Act to be a
public act, and
when toact,
take
and
public
effect.

issue CertifiCHAP.CCLXIV.
Secretary of the Treasury
Certifiauthorizing the Secretary
Treasury to issue
CHAP.
CCLXIV. —
- An Act authorizing
cates
of Registry,
or Enrol;nent
to certain
Vessels.
July 26,
1866.
July
26,186
License, to
certain Vessels.
Registry, or
Enrolnent and
and License,
cates of
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House qf
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
and house
Representatives of
of the
United Certificate
Certificate of
the United
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
or enrolthe Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreas- registry
registry,orenrolStates
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,

nry
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
certificates of registry,
or ment and liregistry, or
issue certificates
authorized to
to issue
is hereby,
ury be,
be, and
enrolment
license, to
"Diana," of
Victoria, Vancouver
o
eit
i
s r
i
i
i3 i
a
ay issue
D
inaue
Vancouver tc
toneSyI'
of Victoria,
to the
the steamer
steamer "Diana,"
and license,
enrolment and
I
M. C.
C. Rowe;
Rowe;
Massachusetts; M.
Island;
C.
Rowe," of Gloucester,
Gloucester, Massachusetts;
C. Rowe,"
schooners ""M.
M.
Island; the
the schooners
Mary;
"
Mary," of
of Dexter,
New York;
York; ""Jessee
Oswego, New
New York; Ma
.. t)' ;
Conger," of Oswego,
Jessee Conger,"
Dexter, New
"Mary,"
J
ess ee Con er •
JesseeConger;
"N.
Ford," of
Home," of Rochester,
For4'
"N. C. Ford,"
of Buffalo, New York; "Sweet
"Sweet Home,"
Rochester, N.
N. C.
C. Ford;
Sweet
Home;
"Marco Polo," of Erie, Sweet Home;
New
York; "Alma,"
Sodus, New
New York; "Marco
"Alma," of Sodus,
New York;
Alma;
Pennsylvania;
Three Bells,"
York; barque
barque Marco
Pennsylvania; brig
brig "
"Three
Bells," of
of Rochester,
Rochester, New
New York;
Polo
lma; Polo;
"J.
Austin," of
of Buffalo,
New York;
York; and
the sloop
sloop "
" Dolphin," of
of AlexAlex- Three Bells;
and the
S. Austin,"
Buffalo, New
"J. S.
J. SS.. Austin;
Austin
each of
of J.
shall be
That there
there shall
andria
Bay, New
New York:
York: Provided,
Provided, That
be paid
paid on
on each
andria Bay,
Dolphin.
such
vessels that
foreign built a
revenue tax
tax Dolphin.
to the
the internal
internal revenue
a tax equal to
that are
are foreign
such vessels
upon
vessels of
similar vessels
of American
American build.
and construction
construction of
of similar
upon the
the materials
materials and
A
PPR OVED, July
July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
'

CHAP.
Bonds in
CHAP. CCLXV.
CCLXV. —
-AnAn Act to
to authorize
authorize the Issue of
of certain
certain Bonds
in Denominations
Denoninations July
July 26, 1866.
greater than
than One
Thousand Dollars.
Dollars.
One Thousand
greater

Be
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United ..Bonds issued
issued
Representatives of
Senate and
House of
by the
the Senate
Be it
enacted by
iuiifavor
offcerii
avoro
erStates of
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter the
the taut
the bonds
bonds of
of the
tain railroad
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,

United
eighteen hundred and companies
may
companies may
of July first, eighteen
the act of
States authorized
authorized by the
United States
sixty-two,
in the
n
bo
e
m
otinl
a
a
t
r
i
g:;e
nr
sdeline beomnlargerde.
and telegraph
telegraph line
railroad and
of aa railroad
construction of
aid in
the construction
" To
To aid
sixty-two, "
from
Ocean," and
amendatory than $
1000.
$1000.
River to
to the Pacific
Pacific Ocean,"
and by
by all acts amendatory
from the Missouri
Missouri River
thereof,
may be
be issued
issued in
thousand dollars, Proviso.
Pro v
iso.
greater than one thousand
in denominations
denominations greater
thereof, may
1162, ch. 120.
at
the discretion
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury:
Provided, however,
71
08
1.6xii.
"
;iichp
12
40
8.
9.
at the
discretion of
the Secretary
Treasury: Provided,
however, i
Vol.
p...
489.
That
shall at
at all
whether 1864,..ch.
ls64, ch. 216. .
railroad company
company whether
with any railroad
be optional
optional with
all times
times be
That itit shall
they
will receive
receive bonds
of a
a larger
larger denomination
than one
one thousand
dol- Vol.
xm. p.
356.
thousand dolVol.
xiii.
p.88.
356.
denomination than
they will
bonds of
1865,
ch. 88.
1865, cl.
lars.
Jars.
Vol. xiii. p. 501.
504.
A
PPROVED, July
July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP
.
—An Act
Act making
Contingent ExCurrent and Contingent
making Appropriations
Appropriationsfor the Current
CCLXVI.-An
CHAP..CCLXVI
penses
Indian Department, and
fitliiiling Treaty Stipulations
Stipulations with various Indian
Indian
andfor
for fulfilling
penses of the
the Indian
thirtieth June,
andfor other
other
hundred and sixty-seven, and
June, eighteen hundred
Year ending thirtieth
Tribes for the Year
Purposes.
Purposes.

1866.
July 26,
26,1866.

Be
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
Senate and
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Appropriations
States of
in Congress
the following
be,Appropriations
sums be,
following sums
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
and
f
itr
e
e
i
x
it i
ga"n1:Indian
and they are
are hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any money in
in the treasury not t
the
de- f

otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the purpose of paying the current and contin- partment and
otherwi-e
o
e
n
as. stipulegent expenses
department and
stipulations t
u
rty
stipulatreaty
treaty stipulations
and fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
Indian department
of the
the Indian
expenses of
gent
tribes —
with the
the various
various Indian tribesFor
the current
current and contingent
expenses of the
the Indian department,
contingent expenses
For the
namely:
namely:
For the
of' superintendents
affairs and of Indian agents, Superintenthe pay
pay of
superintendents of Indian affairs
For
dents, agents,
°Etc hundred
and ten
fifty dollars.
o-e
hundred and
ten thousand
thousand and
and fifty
dollars.

dents, agents,
sub-agents
etsub-agents,

clerks, &o.'
sub-agents, six thousand
thousand dollars.&e.
For pay of sub-agents,
superintendent at Saint Louis, Missouri, one thouFor pay of clerk to superintendent
sand two hundred
hundred dollars.
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For pay
pay of
clerks by
Indian affairs,
five
affairs, five
of Indian
superintendents of
by superintendents
of temporary
temporary clerks
For
thousand
thousand dollars.
For pay
pay of
of clerk
to superintendent
superintendent of
of Indian
affairs in California,
California, one
one
Indian affairs
clerk to
For
thousand
dollars.
thousand eight hundred dollars.
Interpreters,
interpreters, twenty-eight thousand
thousand four hundred dollars.
For pay of interpreters,
Interpreters,
presents, pro'!! For
presents to
to Indians,
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five
Indians,
presents
For
proviresents
atom.
For provisions
for Indians,
thousand eight hundred dollars.
Indians, eleven thousand
provisions for
For
Buildings and
buildings at agencies and repairs
repairs thereof, ten thousand dollars.
For buildings
Buildings
thirty-six
contingencies
For
rep a
ont
irs ingencies.
n
repaigrs:
contingencies of the Indian department, thirty
six thousand five
C
hundred dollars.
Treaty
For fulfilling
tribes:
the various
various Indian tribes:
with the
stipulations with
fulfilling treaty stipulations
Treaty stipu
stipu-- For
lations.
lations.
Chaste,
Sco
Chasta,
Scoton,
and
Umpqua
Indians.
—
For
twelfth
of fifteen intwelfth
For
Indians.
Umpqua
and
Scoton,
Chasta,
Chasta Scoton, and UmpUmp - stalments
stalments of
of annuity,
directed by the President, per
per
as directed
expended as
to be expended
annuity, to
ton,and
quas.
third article treaty eighteenth
eighteenth November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
Vol. x. p.
1122.
Vol. p. 1122.
two thousand dollars.
For twelfth
a farmer, per fifth arfor the
the pay of a
instalments for
fifteen instalments
of fifteen
twelfth of
For
ticle treaty
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
November, eighteen hundred
eighteenth November,
treaty eighteenth
ticle
thousand dollars.
and
medicines, and
For twelfth
twelfth of fifteen instalments for pay of physician,
physician, medicines,
For
eighteenth November,
expense
care of the
November,
per fifth article treaty eighteenth
the sick,
sick, per
of care
expense of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
thousand five hundred dollars.
fifty-four, one thousand
eighteen
of
For twelfth
of fifteen
instalments for
teachers and purchase of
for pay of teachers
fifteen instalments
For
twelfth of
books and
treaty eighteenth
eighteenth November, eighfifth article
article treaty
per fifth
stationery, per
and stationery,
books
teen
hundred and
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand two hundred
one thousand
fifty-four, one
and fifty-four,
teen hundred
- For two thirds of last of twenty-five
LaChippewas
9iippewa.sof
Clappewas of Lake Superior.
Superior.—
twenty-five
C'lippewas
a,nlIpepr.io5r9.2. instalments in
money,
per
fourth
article treaty
fourth October,
eighteen
eighteen
October,
fourth
treaty
article
fourth
per
in
money,
instalments
viiSrirP.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
a.
p.
ins.
hundred
and
forty-two,
and
eighth
article
treaty
thirtieth
September,
eighthirtieth
treaty
article
eighth
and
and
forty-two,
Vol. x. p. lo19. hundred
teen hundred and fifty-four, eight thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three
dollars
thirty-three cents.
and thirty-three
dollars and
For
twenty-five instalments for the pay of two carthirds of
of last of twenty-five
For two thirds
penters, per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen hundred and
forty-two, and eighth
treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen hundred
eighth article treaty
forty-two,
and fifty-four, eight hundred dollars.
For
twenty-five instalments
instalments in goods, per fourth
two thirds
thirds of last of twenty-five
For two
acticle treaty
eighteen hundred and forty-two,
forty-two, and eighth
October, eighteen
treaty fourth October,
acticle
article treaty
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, seven
seven
treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
article
thousand dollars.
of
twenty-five instalments
instalments for the support of
of last of twenty-five
For two thirds of
fourth article treaty tburth
fourth October, eighteen hundred and
per fourth
schools, per
eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred
forty-two, and eighth
thirty-three dollars and
one thousand three hundred and thirty-three
and fifty-four, one
thirty-three cents.
twenty-five instalments
instalments for the pay of two
For two-thirds of last of twenty-five
farmers,
hundred and
and
treaty fourth
fourth October, eighteen hundred
article treaty
fourth article
farmers, per fourth
forty-two,
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen hundred
forty-two, and eighth article treaty
and
fifty-four, six
sixty-seven cents.
hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven
six hundred
and fifty-four,
For two thirds of last of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments for the purchase
purchase of
of
provisions and tobacco, per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen
provisions
article treaty
treaty thirtieth September,
hundred and forty-two, and eighth article
eighteen
hundred and fifty four, one thousand three hundred and thirtyeighteen hundred
three dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
twenty instalments
instalments in coin, per fourth article treaty
For twelfth of twenty
thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, five thousand dollars.
For twelfth of twenty instalments in goods, household furniture,
furniture, and
cooking utensils, per fourth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
hundred
fifty-four, eight thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-four,
instalments for agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, and catFor twelfth of twenty instalments
tle,
carpenters' and other tools, and building materials,
materials, per fourth article
tle, carpenters'
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treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
three thousand
Chippewa! of
fifty-four, three
thousand Chippewas
of
Lake
dollars.
Lake Superior.
Superior.
For twelfth of twenty instalments
instalments for moral
purposes,
moral and
and educational
educational purposes,
three hundred dollars of which to be paid
band
paid to the Grand
Grand Portage
Portage band
yearly, to enable them to maintain
maintain aaschool at their
artheir village, per
per fourth
fourth article treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hund red and
an d fifty-four,
fifty-four, three
three
thousand dollars.
For twelfth
twelfth of twenty instalments for six
six smiths
smiths and
secand assistants,
assistants, per
per second and fifth articles
articles treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifty-four,
five thousand
forty dollars.
fifty-four, five
thousand and
and forty
dollars.
For twelfth
twelfth of twenty instalments for
support of
six smiths'
for the
the support
of six
smiths' shops,
shops,
per second and fifth articles treaty thirtieth September,
September 'eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and fifty-four, one thousand
thousand three
three hundred
t
wen ty dollars.
dollars.
hundred an
anddtwenty
seventh smith and
For tenth of twenty instalments for the seventh
and assistant,
assistant,
and support of shops, per second and
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth SepSepand fifth articles treaty
tember, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
one thousand
dollars.
fifty-four, one
thousand and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
For support of aasmith, assistant,
assistant, and shop
Bois Forte
shop for the Bois
Forte band,
band,
during the pleasure
pleasure of the President, per twelfth article treaty
treaty thirthirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one
one thousand
thousand and
and sixty
sixty
dollars.
For support of two farmers
farmers for the Bois Forte band,
the pleapleaband, during the
sure of the President, per twelfth
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
twelfth article
article treaty
September,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
For gratuities for the purpose of quieting
quieting the
the claim of
of the
the Lac
Lac de
de
Flambeau
Chippewas, for
Flambeau band of Chippewas,
in the
the lands
lands ceded
the
for an
an interest
interest in
ceded to
to the
United States by the Bois Forte band of
Indians, three
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
three thouthousand dollars.
Chippewas
Missssippi. - For one third of last of twenty-five
Chippewas of
of the Mississippi.—
twenty-five Chippewas
Chippewas of
of
instalments in money, per fourth article
article treaty fourth October, eighteen
V oMississippi.
n i"
p
i
P.E9
i.2.
eighteen the
Vol.
vii.
p.
592.
hundred
hundred and forty-two,
forty-two, and eighth article
September, Vol.
a. p.
article treaty thirtieth September,
Vol. x.
p. 1108.
110
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, four thousand
thousand one hundred and
and sixty-six
sixty-six
dollars and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
cents.
For one third of last of twenty-five instalments for
for the
the pay
pay of
two
of two
carpenters, per fourth article treaty fourth
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
fourth October,
forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and fifty-four,
dollars.
fifty-four, four hundred
hundred dollars.
For one third of last
of twenty-five
instalments in
in goods,
goods, per
per fourth
fourth arlast of
twenty-five instalments
article treaty fourth October, eighteen hundred and forty-two,
forty-two, and
and eighth
eighth
article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, three
three
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For one third of last of twenty-five instalments for
support of
of
for the
the support
schools, per fourth article treaty fourth October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars
dollars and
cents.
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, six
six hundred
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
For one third of last of twenty-five
twenty-five instalments
instalments for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of
provisions and tobacco, per fourth article treaty
fourth October,
treaty fourth
October, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and forty-two, and
September,
and eighth
eighth article
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four, six hundred and
and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars
dollars and
and sixtysixtyseven cents.
cents.
seven
For one third of last of twenty-five instalments for the
the support
support of
of two
two
smiths' shops, including the pay of two smiths and assistants, and
and furnishfurnishing iron and steel, per fourth article treaty fourth
eighteen hunhunfourth October,
October, eighteen
dred and forty-two, and eighth
eighth article
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
hundred and fifty-four, six hundred
sixty-six dollars
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven
hundred and sixty-six
dollars and
cents.
For one third of last of twenty-five instalments for pay of two farmers,
farmers,
per fourth
fourth article treaty fourth
fourth October, eighteen hundred and forty-two,
forty-two,
and eighth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and
and fiftyfiftyfour, three hundred
hundred and thirty-three dollars
thirty-three cents.
dollars and
and thirty-three
cents.
VOL. xtv.
XIV.
VOL.
17
17
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For
of annuity
artiannuity in money, per third artiinstalments of
twenty instalments
of twenty
twelfth of
For twelfth
cle treaty
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, twenty
eighteen hundred
February, eighteen
twenty-second February,
treaty twenty-second
cle
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
- For twelfth
Bands. —For
Chippewas, Pillager,
Winnebagoshish Bands.
Lake Winnebagoshish
and Lake
Pillager, and
Chippewas,
of
thirty instalments
in money,
money, per third article
article treaty twentyannuity in
of annuity
instalments of
of thirty
hunsix hunthousand six
ten thousand
second
second February, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, ten
dred
dred and sixty-six dollars and sixty-six cents.
For twelfth
thirty instalments
of annuity
annuity in goods, per third article
instalments of
of thirty
twelfth of
For

Vol. x.
p. 1165.
twenty-second February,
February, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, eight
eighteen hundred
treaty twenty-second
1165. treaty
x. p.
Vol.

thousand dollars.
dollars.
For twelfth
twelfth of
thirty instalments
purposes of utility, per third arfor purposes
instalments for
of thirty
For
ticle
treaty twenty-second
February, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, four
four
eighteen hundred
twenty-second February,
ticle treaty
thousand
thousand dollars.
For
instalments for purposes of education,
education, per third
twenty instalments
of twenty
twelfth of
For twelfth
article treaty
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second February,
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
February, eighteen
article
thousand dollars.
three thousand
For
twelfth of
of fifteen
fifteen instalments
instalments for
for support of two smiths and smiths'
For twelfth
shops, per
per third
third article
article treaty
treaty twenty-second
eighteen hundred
hundred
twenty-second February, eighteen
shops,
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, two
thousand one hundred and twenty dollars.
two thousand
and
For pay
pay of
an engineer
engineer to
grist and
and saw
mill at
at Leech
Lake, per third
Leech Lake,
saw mill
to grist
of an
For
article of
twenty-second February
February eighteen
eighteen hundred and fiftyof twenty-second
treaty of
of treaty
article
five, six
six hundred dollars.
five,
first of
River. -— For first
Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black River.
91iPPowfts of
Chippewas
of
of Saginaw,
Chippewas of
of
Chippewas
Swan
Saginaw,
Saginaw Swan
Creek, and Black two equal instalments in
coin,
to
be distributed
distributed per
per capita,
capita, in the usual
be
to
coin,
in
instalments
equal
two
Creek,andBlack
River.
manner
second article
article of the treaty of August
annuities, per second
paying annuities,
manner of paying
River.
vol. xi.i. p.
634. second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighteen thousand eight hundred
fifty-five, eighteen
and fifty-five,
hundred and
p 634.
Vol.
Chippewas,
Chippewas,

Menomones,

1
Wi
n
no
nm
eboa
ng
e
o
s

Winnebagos,
and New York

and New York
Indians.
Vol. vii.
304.
p. 304.
vii. p.
Vol.
Chickasaws.

Chickasaws.
1799,
179, ch. 11.

v
c7ilecitlws6.
18

Choctaws.

dollars.
Indians.-— For
York Indians.
Chippewa,
Menomones, Winnebagos,
Winnebagos, and
and Hew
New York
Chippewa, Menomones,
education during
during the
pleasure of
Congress, per
per fifth
treaty eleventh
article treaty
fifth article
of Congress,
the pleasure
education
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
twenty-seven, one thousand five hundred
hundred and twenty-seven,
August,

dollars.

dollars.
Chickasaws.
goods, per
act of twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth
per act
in goods,
annuity in
permanent annuity
For permanent
Chickasaws.-— For
dollars.
thousand d
three thousand
February, seventeen
seventeen hundred and ninety-nine,
ninety -nine, three
ollars.
treaty sixChoctaws.
—
For
permanent
annuity,
per
second
article
second
per
annuity,
Choctaws. - For permanent

Vol. vii. p. 99. teenth November, eighteen hundred and five, and thirteenth article treaty
fifty-five, three
614. twenty-second
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
three thousand
thousand doldoltwenty-second June, eighteen
Vol. xi. Pp..614.

Vol. vii. p. 99. teenth November, eighteen hundred and five, and thirteenth article treaty
Vol. xi.

Vol. vu.
vii. p. 213.

Vol. vii.
235.
p. 235.
vii. p.
Vol.

'
ars .
lars.
thirteenth
For permanent
support of light-horsemen,
light-horsemen, per thirteenth
for support
annuity for
permanent annuity
For
article
October, eighteen
twenty, and thireighteen hundred and twenty,
eighteenth October,
treaty eighteenth
article treaty
teenth
twenty-second June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
treaty twenty-second
article treaty
teenth article
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For permanent
permanent provision
provision for
for education,
education, per second article treaty twenFor
and thirteenth article
tieth
article
eighteen hundred and twenty-five, and
January, eighteen
tieth January,

treaty twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, six thousand
dollars.
treaty eigharticle treaty
For permanent
blacksmith, per sixth article
for blacksmith,
provision for
permanent provision
For
article
teenth
eighteen hundred
and twenty, and thirteenth
thirteenth article
hundred and
October, eighteen
teenth October,
hundred
six hundred
treaty twenty-second
fifty-five, six
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
twenty-second June,
treaty
dollars.
article treaty
For
for iron
iron and
steel, per ninth article
and steel,
provision for
permanent provision
For permanent
thirteenth arand thirteenth
twentieth January,
twenty-five, and
eighteen hundred and twenty-five,
January, eighteen
twentieth
three
filty-five, three
and fifty-five,
ticle
of treaty
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and
ticle of
hundred and twenty dollars.
per
five per centum
For interest
hundred thousand dollars, at five
centum per
five hundred
interest on five
For
other beneficial purannum,
education, support of the government, and other
for education,
annum, for
poses,
under the
the general
general council
council of the Choctaws, in conof the
direction of
the direction
poses, under
formity
with the
the provisions
provisions contained in the tenth and thirteenth articles
formity with
of the
of twenty-second
twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
treaty of
the treaty
of
twenty-five thousand dollars.
twenty-five

treaty twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, six thousand
dollars.
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Chickasaws. —
Choctaws and Chickasaws.
- For
For this
this amount,
amount, or
or so
so much thereof
thereof as
as Choctaws
Choctaws and
may become
due to
to the
and Chickasaws
Chickasaws under
third and
and Chickasaws.
Chickasaws.
the third
under the
the Choctaws
Choctaws and
become due
nly
forty-sixth articles
articles of
treaty of
Post, pp.
76
pp. 768—
of the
the treaty
of April
April twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred 7Post,
forty-sixth
five per
per centum,
centum, upon
the amount
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, for interest
interest at the rate
rate of
of five
upon the
amount
ceded by
States, fifteen
paid for
for certain
certain lands ceded
by them to the United
United States,
fifteen thouthousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary
necessary to enable
enable the
Secretary
cause aacensus
Post, p. 771.
census of each tribe
tribe to
to be
be taken,
taken, as Post,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to cause
treaty of
of April
April twenty-eight,
per first
first clause, eighth
eighth article,
article, treaty
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hunhundred and
and sixty-six,
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
dred
sixty-six, one
For
advanced the Choctaws
Choctaws for the cession
cession of
For this
this amount
amount to be
be advanced
of the
the
leased district, and the admission of the Kansas Indians, as per fortysixth
sixth article
article treaty
treaty of April
April twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-six,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and fifty thousand
one hundred
hundred and
For this amount to be advanced
advanced the Chickasaws
Chickasaws for the cession of the
leased district, and the admission of the Kansas Indians, as per forty-sixth
forty-sixth
leased
April twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, fifty
fifty
article treaty of April
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
commissioners to be appointed
per
For pay of commissioners
appointed by the President, as per
779.
Post, p.
p. 779.
eighteen hun- Post,
forty-ninth and fiftieth articles treaty of April twenty-eight, eighteen
dred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and Senate
Senate amendment
amendment thereto, or
or so much
much thereof
thereof as
as
necessary, four
hundred and twenty
may be
be necessary,
four thousand
thousand three hundred
twenty dollars.
dollars.
C
River. —
- For
Camanches,
Carnanches,
of Arkansas
Arkansas River.
For the
the third
thirdanaanches,
Camanches, Kiowas,
Kiowas, and
and Apaches,
Apaches, of

of five
the purchase
purchase of
of goods,
goods, proproof
five instalments,
instalments, being
being the
the second
second series
series for
for the
implements, per
twenty-sevvisions, and agricultural
agricultural implements,
per sixth article
article treaty twenty-seventh July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, eighteen
eighteen thousand
enth
July, eighteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For expenses
expenses of
of transportation
transportation of
of the second
second of
of five instalments of
of
goods, provisions
and agricultural
implements, per
per sixth
sixth article
article treaty
goods,
provisions, and
agricultural implements,
twenty-seventh
provisions,
seven thousand
twenty-seventh
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-three, seven
thousand
dollars.
Greeks. -— For permanent
Creeks.
permanent annuity
annuity in money, per fourth article treaty
seventh
seventeen hundred and ninety,
ninety, and
and fifth article treaty
seventh August, seventeen
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, one
one thousand
thousand five
five hunhundred dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity in money, per second article treaty sixteenth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and two, and
and fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty seventh
seventh August,
August,
thousand dollars.
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, three thousand
For permanent
permanent annuity in money, per fourth article treaty twentyJanuary, eighteen
fourth January,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, and fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty
seventh
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, twenty thousand
seventh August,
August, eighteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For permanent annuity for blacksmith and assistant, and for shop and
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January,
January, eighteen
hundred
tools, per eighth article
article treaty
eighteen hundred
seventh August,
eighteen hundred
hundred
and twenty-six, and fifth article treaty seventh
August, eighteen
fitly-six, eight hundred
hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
and fifty-six,
For permanent
permanent annuity for iron and steel for shop, per eighth article
article
twenty-fourth January,
eighteen hundred
twenty-six, and fifth
treaty twenty-fourth
January, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty-six,
fifth
article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, two hundred
dred and seventy dollars.
wheelwright, per eighth
eighth article
article
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity for the
the pay
pay of aawheelwright,
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January,
twenty-six, and fifth
January, eighteen hundred and twenty-six,
fifth
article treaty seventh August, eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, six hundred
hundred
dollars.
For blacksmith
blacksmith and assistant, and shop and tools, during the pleasure
pleasure
of the President, per
fifth article
fourteenth February,
per fifth
article treaty fourteenth
February, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
seventh August, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
and fifth
fifth article
article treaty seventh
hundred
fifty-six, eight hundred
hundred and
hundred and
and-fifty-six,
and forty dollars.
For
iron and
steel for
the pleasure
For iron
and steel
for shop
shop during
during the
pleasure of
of the
the President,
President, per
per
fifth article treaty fourteenth February, eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirtythree, and fifth article
article treaty seventh August, eighteen hundred
fiftyhundred and
and fiftysix, two hundred
hundred and seventy dollars.
dollars.

Riowas,
Kiowas, and
and
Apaches of
ArApaches
of Ar-

kansas River.

vol. x. p.
Vol.
1014.
p. 1014.

Creeks.

Vol. vii. p. 86
86
Vol.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 700.
Vol. vii. p. 69.

vol. vii. p.
p. 287.
Vol.

Vol.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 419.
419.
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For wagon-maker
the pleasure
pleasure of the President, per fifth artiduring the
wagon-maker during
For
cle treaty
treaty fourteenth
hundred and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and
eighteen hundred
February, eighteen
fourteenth February,
cle
fifth article
eighteen hundred
fifty-six, six
six
hundred and fifty-six,
August, eighteen
seventh August,
treaty seventh
article treaty
fifth
hundred dollars.
For
the
pleasure of the
the pleasure
during the
operations during
agricultural operations
in agricultural
assistance in
For assistance
President,
eighth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
January, eighteen
eighteen huntwenty-fourth January,
per eighth
President, per
dred and
seventh August, eighteen
treaty seventh
article treaty
fifth article
and fifth
twenty-six, and
and twenty-six,
dred
hundred and
and fifty-six, two thousand dollars.
hundred
For
the President,
per fifth article
President, per
of the
pleasure of
the pleasure
during the
education during
For education
treaty fourteenth
February, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-three, and fifth
and thirty-three,
eighteen hundred
fourteenth February,
treaty
article treaty
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six, one thouseventh August,
treaty seventh
article
sand dollars.
For
five per
on two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars, for purinterest on
centum interest
per centum
For five
poses
of education,
education, per
sixth article
treaty seventh
seventh August, eighteen hunarticle treaty
per sixth
poses of
dred
and fifty-six,
fifty-six,ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dred and
Delawares. —For
life annuity
annuity to
per private
private article to supplechief, per
to chief,
- For life
Delawares.

mental
hundred and twentytwenty
twenty-fourth September, eighteen hundred
treaty twenty-fourth
mental treaty
nine,
to treaty
treaty of
of third
October, eighteen
eighteen, one
hundred and eighteen,
eighteen hundred
third October,
nine, to
188,32.
hundred dollars.
For
on forty-six
thousand and eighty dollars, at five per centforty-six thousand
interest on
For interest
um,
the value
value of
of thirty-six
thirty-six sections
sections of
of land set apart by treaty of
being the
um, being
eighteen
twenty-nine, for
education, per senate
senate resolution of
for education,
and twenty-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
January nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, and fifth article
hundred and
January
fifty-six [four], two thousand
Vol.
p. 1048.
May sixth,
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six
treaty May
1048. treaty
x. p.
Vol. x.
three
hundred and
and four
four dollars.
three hundred
Iowas.
lowas.
investment on fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand
lieu of investment
in lieu
interest in
For interest
- For
Iowas. —
Iowas.
five
hundred dollars,
dollars, balance
balance of
of one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars,
to the
the first
first of
of July,
July, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, at
dollars, to
hundred
beneficial purposes,
five per
centum per
annum,' for education or other beneficial
per annum
per centum
five
under t
he di
rect i
on of
oft
he President,
President, per second
second article
article treaty October
October
the
direction
the
p. 568.
568. under
vii. p.
Vol. vii.
Vol.
p. 1071.
1071. nineteenth,
article treaty
thirty-eight, and
hundred and thirty-eight,
Vo x.
x.p.
nineteenth, eighteen hundred
and ninth
ninth article
treaty
eight
May
seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, two thousand eight
eighteen hundred
May seventeenth,
seventy-five dollars.
hundred and seventy-five
hundred
Kansas.
Kansas.
For interest
interest in
in lieu
hundred thousand
investment on two hundred
of investment
lieu of
- For
Kansas.—
Kansas.
Vol
ix.
Vol. ix

treaty Januat five per centum per annum, per
per second
second article
article treaty
Janu dollars, at
p. 842. dollars,

thousand dollars.
ary
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six, ten thousand
fourteenth, eighteen
ary fourteenth,
Kickapoos. —
For thirteenth
five per
per centum,
centum,
at five
interest, at
of interest,
instalment of
thirteenth instalment
- For
Kickapoos.
beneficial puron
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
for educational and other beneficial
dollars, for
one hundred
on one
vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1078.
1078. poses,
poses, per
second article
article treaty May
and
May eighteenth, eighteen hundred and
per second
Vol.
fifty-four, five
thousand dollars.
five thousand
fifty-four,
For
thirteenth instalment
instalment on
on two hundred thousand dollars, to be paid
For thirteenth
in
second article treaty eighteenth
hundred and sixty-seven, per second
eighteen hundred
in eighteen
May,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, seven thousand dollars.
May, eighteen
continuing and
blenomonees.
ilfenomonees. -— For
instalments for continuing
eleventh of twelve instalments
For eleventh
llMenomonees.
bIenomonees.
keeping
providing the usual quantity of iron
iron
blacksmith shop, and providing
keeping up aablacksmith
Vol. ix.
p. 952.
952. and
and steel,
steel, per
per fourth
eighteen hundred
fourth article treaty eighteenth October, eighteen
ix. p.
Vol.
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1065.
and forty-eight,
and third
third article
article treaty
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
twelfth May,
treaty twelfth
forty-eight, and
1065. and
Vol.
and fifty-four,
sixteen dollars
sixty-six cents.
dollars and sixty-six
and sixteen
hundred and
nine hundred
fifty-four, nine
and
For first
first of
of fifteen
annuity upon two hundred
hundred and fortyinstalments of annuity
fifteen instalments
For
two
hundred and eighty-six dollars for cession of lands per
six hundred
thousand six
two thousand
third
treaty May
twelfth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and senMay twelfth,
article treaty
third article
ate amendment
amendment thereto, sixteen thousand one hundred
hundred and seventy-nine
ate
dollars and six cents.
For
instalments for pay of miller, per third article
of fifteen instalments
eleventh of
For eleventh
treaty twelfth
eighteen hundred
fifty-four, six hundred dollars.
hundred and fifty-four,
May, eighteen
twelfth May,
treaty
bliamies
Mimics
provision for
for blacksmith
blacksmith and
permanent provision
For permanent
- For
Kansas.—
of Kansas.
Miamies of
of
Miamies of
Kansas.
a
Kansas.
191.
assistant,
and
iron
and
steel
for
fifth
article
treaty
sixth October,
per
shop,
for
steel
and
iron
and
assistant,
11
V
.
P
Vol
p.
Vol. x.
p. 1095.
eighteen, and
fourth article
article treaty June fifth, eigh
and fourth
and eighteen,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
1095. eighteen
Vol x. p.
teen
hundred and
and fifty-four, nine hundred and forty dollars.
teen hundred
Kiekapoos.
Kickapoos.
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For permanent
permanent provision
for miller,
in lieu
per fifth
article Vol.
Vol. vii.
191.
vii. p.
p. 191.
fifth article
gunsmith, per
of gunsmith,
lieu of
miller, in
provision for
For
treaty sixth
eighteen hundred
article treaty
treaty Vol.
Vol. vii. p.
p. 459.
fifth article
eighteen, fifth
and eighteen,
hundred and
October, eighteen
sixth October,
treaty
twenty-third
October, eighteen
and thirty-four,
thirty-four, and
and fourth
fourth article
p. 1095.
x. p.1095.
Vol. x.
article Vol.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-third October,
treaty fifth
fifth June,
eighteen hundred
fifty-four, six
hundred dollars.
six hundred
and fifty-four,
hundred and
June, eighteen
treaty
For interest
fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at five
five per
per centum,
for educaeducacentum, for
on fifty
interest on
For
tional
third article
article treaty
and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
fifth June,
treaty fifth
per third
purposes, per
tional purposes,
fifty-four,
two thousand
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand five
fifty-four, two
For seventh
twenty instalments
instalments npon
npon two
two hundred
thousand dollars,
dollars,
hundred thousand
of twenty
seventh of
For
per
hundred and
seven
fifty-four, seven
and fifty-four,
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
fifth June,
treaty fifth
article treaty
third article
per third
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Miamies
of Indiana.
on two
two hundred
hundred and
twenty-one
Miamies of Inand twenty-one
interest on
For interest
Indiana.-—For
Miamies of
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven dollars
and eighty-six
eighty-six cents,
unin- diana. p
cents, unindollars and
thousand
vested, at
at five
centum, for
Indians of
Senate's.109a.
Vol.
Vol. x.
x. p. 109b.
of Indiana,
Indiana, per Senate's
Miami Indians
for Miami
per centum,
five per
vested,
amendment to
to fourth
article treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and
June, eighteen
fifth June,
treaty fifth
fourth article
amendment
fifty-four, eleven
eleven thousand
and sixty-two
dollars and
cents.
eighty-nine cents.
and eighty-nine
sixty-two dollars
thousand and
fifty-four,
Miamies—
For permanent
or otherwise,
otherwise,
it goods
goods or
annuity ih
permanent annuity
River. - For
Eel River.—
Miamies - Eel

Miamies, Eel

per fourth
fourth article
August, seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and
ninety-five, River.
. .. 51.
Rive
and ninety-five,
third August,
per
article treaty
treaty third
V
five
dollars.p.
ol. VII.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
goods or
or otherwise,
otherwise, per
third article
article treaty Vol. vii. p. 91.
per third
in goods
For
twenty-first
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and five,
two hundred
fifty
and fifty
hundred and
five, two
twenty-first August,
dollars.
dollars.
For permanent
annuity in
in goods
goods or
otherwise, per
and separate
Vol. vii. p. 114.
separate Vol.
third and
per third
or otherwise,
permanent annuity
For
article
to treaty
treaty thirtieth
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
hundred and
and nine, three
eighteen hundred
article to
hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
For Nisqually,
Nisqually,
other Tribes
Indians.-—For
Bands of Indians.
Tribes and Bands
and other
Puyallup, and
Nisqually, Puyallup,
twelfth instalment,
instalment, in
part payment
payment for
of title
lands, to
P
o
t
a
hy
ea
rt
b
i
u
ap
n,
da
sn
o
d
f
and
to Puyallup,
title lands,
relinquishment of
for relinquishment
in part
twelfth
be applied
beneficial objects,
per fourth
article treaty
Indians.
treaty twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth Indians.
fourth article
objects, per
to beneficial
applied to
be
December,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twelve hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Vol.
Vol. x. p. 1134.
fifty-four, twelve
and fifty-four,
December, eighteen
For
twelfth of
twenty instalments
instalments for
for pay
pay of
instructor, smith,
physismith, physiof instructor,
of twenty
For twelfth
cian,
farmer, and
if necessary,
necessary, per
article treaty
treaty
tenth article
per tenth
assistant, if
and assistant,
carpenter, farmer,
cian, carpenter,
twenty-sixth
December, eighteen
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, six
thousand
six thousand
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-sixth December,
seven
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
Omahas.—For
the
ninth of
ten instalments
instalments of this amount, being Omahas.
of ten
the ninth
-For
Omahas.
second of
money or
or otherwise,
otherwise, per
per fourth
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
p. 1044.
1044.
Vol. x.
x. p.
sixteenth Vol.
fourth article
in money
series, in
of series,
second
March,
eighteen hundred
fifty-four, thirty thousand dollars.
hundred and fifty-four,
March, eighteen
Osages.—F or interest
interest on
thousand one
°sages.
hundred and Osages.
one hundred
sixty-nine thousand
on sixty-nine
Osages.-For
twenty dollars,
dollars, at five per centum,
fifty-four sections
centum, being the value of fifty-four
twenty
of land
apart second
second June,
for
twenty-five, for
and twenty-five,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
set apart
land set
of
educational purposes,
per Senate
eighteen
January, eighteen
nineteenth January,
resolution nineteenth
Senate resolution
purposes, per
educational
hundred
and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, three
three thousand
fifty-six
and fifty-six
hundred and
four hundred
thousand four
hundred and
dollars.
dollars.
For interest
three hundred
thousand dollars
five per
per centum
centum per
at five
dollars at
hundred thousand
on three
interest on
For
annum,
semi-annually in
in money
money or
such articles
articles as
the Secretary
Secretary
as the
or such
paid semi-annually
to be
be paid
annum, to
of
the Interior
Interior may
per first
first article treaty of September twentymay direct, as per
of the
nine, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five,
post, p. 686.
year ending
ending June Post,
fiscal year
sixty-five, for the fiscal
hundred and
nine,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
fifteen thousand dollars.
sixty-seven, fifteen
eighteen hundred
thirtieth,
For
goods, provisions,
provisions, and
and so
the
by the
purchased by
so forth,
forth, purchased
of goods,
For transportation
transportation of
Great
and Little
Little Osage
Indians, for
the fiscal
thirtieth,
ending June thirtieth,
year ending
fiscal year
for the
Osage Indians,
Great and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
or so
so much
as may
be necesnecesmay be
thereof as
much thereof
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, or
eighteen
sary,
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
three thousand
sary, three
Ottoes and
Ottoes and
and Missourias.—For
instalments, being the miOsstotoue4aasnd
ten instalments,
of ten
ninth of
Missourias.- For ninth
Ottoes
second
series, in
money or
or otherwise,
per fourth
article treaty
fifteenth Vol. x.
p. 109.
10b9.
x. p.
treaty fifteenth
fourth article
otherwise, per
in money
second series,
March,
hundred and
thirteen thousand
thousand dollars.
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, thirteen
eighteen hundred
March, eighteen

Ottawas
Chippewas of
on two
two hundred
Ottawas
and
hundred .5hic
Ottawas
and
For interest
interest on
of Michigan.—
Michigan.- For
Ottawas and
and Chippewas
itii
)
g
e
a
w
nas
.
and
dollars, unpaid part
three hundred
of three
hundred of ichigan.
of the
the principal sum
sum of
part of
six thousand
thousand dollars,
and six
and six
dollars, for
one year,
five per
annum, to
to Vol.
p. 613.
633.
Vol. xi. p.
per annum,
centum per
per centum
at five
year, at
for one
thousand dollars,
six thousand
and
be distributed
capita, in
manner of
of paying
paying annuities,
annuities, per
per
usual manner
the usual
in the
per capita,
distributed per
be
second article
July, eighteen hundred and
thirty-first July,
of thirty-first
treaty of
of the
the treaty
article of
second
fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
ten thousand
thousand three hundre4
fifty-five, ten
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Pawnees.
Pawnees. —For
fourth of
of five
instalments of the
good&
second series in goods
the second
five instalments
- For fourth
Pawnees.
Pawnees.
P. 729. and such articles as may be necessary
necessary for them, per second article treaty
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
twenty-fourth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, thirty
thouthirty thouhundred and
twenty-fourth
sand dollars.
For
support of
two manual-labor
during the
the pleasure
pleasure
annually, during
schools annually,
manual-labor schools
of two
For support
of the
the President,
per third
third article
twenty-fourth September, eightreaty twenty-fourth
article treaty
President, per
of
teen
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, ten
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
hundred and
teen hundred
For
pay of
of two
under the
the direction
of the
the President,
President, per
per
direction of
teachers, under
two teachers,
For pay
third
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
eighteen hundred
fiftyhundred and fiftySeptember, eighteen
twenty-fourth September,
third article
seven,
hundred dollars.
two hundred
one thousand two
seven, one
For
purchase of
iron and
and steel,
other necessaries
necessaries for
shop,
for the
the shop,
steel, and
and other
of iron
For purchase
during
pleasure of
fourth article
article treaty twenty
President, per fourth
of the
the President,
the pleasure
during the
fourth
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-seven, five hundred dollars
hundred and fifty-seven,
fourth September,
For
blacksmiths, one of whom
whom to be a
a gunsmith and
two blacksmiths,
pay of two
For pay
tin-smith,
article treaty twenty-fourth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
per fourth
fourth article
tin-smith, per
hundred
one thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand two hundred
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, one
hundred and
For
compensation of
strikers or apprentices in shop, per fourth
of two strikers
For compensation
article
twenty-fourth September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftySeptember, eighteen
of treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
article of
seven,
eighty dollars.
four hundred and eighty
seven, four
For
instalments for
farming utensils
utensils and stock, during the
for farming
of ten
ten instalments
For ninth
ninth of
twenty-fourth Seppleasure
article treaty twenty-fourth
the President,
President, per fourth article
of the
pleasure of
tember,
hundred and
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, one thousand two hundred
eighteen hundred
tember, eighteen
dollars.
dollars.
For
farmer, per
twenty-fourth September,
per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
pay of
of farmer,
For pay
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
eighth of
ten instalments
at the discretion of
for pay
pay of miller, at
of ten
instalments for
For eighth
eighteen
the President,
President, per
fourth article treaty twenty-fourth September, eighteen
per fourth
the
hundred and
fifty-seven, six hundred
hundred dollars.
and fifty-seven,
hundred
eighth of
discretion
of ten instalments for pay of an engineer, at the discretion
For eighth
of the
the President,
President, per
fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fburth September, eighper fourth
of
teen
fifty-seven, one
thousand two hundred dollars.
one thousand
and fifty-seven,
teen hundred
hundred and
per
For compensation
to assist in working the mill, per
compensation to apprentices, to
For
fourth article
treaty twenty-fourth
and
eighteen hundred and
September, eighteen
twenty-fourth September,
article treaty
fourth
fifty-seven, five hundred
hundred dollars.
fifty-seven,
grist and saw
saw mill, and keeping the same in repair, per fourth
For grist
article
September twenty-fourth,
fifty-seven,
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
treaty September
article treaty
three hundred dollars.
Huron.--For
Pottawatomies of Huron.
Pottawatomies
Pottawatomies
—For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in money or
or
Pottawatomies
of
of Huron.
Huron.
Vol.
vii. p.
p. 10&
otherwise, per
per second
article treaty
treaty seventeenth
eighteen
November, eighteen
seventeenth November,
second article
Vol vi
105. otherwise,
hundred
hundred and seven, four hundred dollars.
Pottawatomies.
Pottawatomies.
annuity in silver, per fourth article
article
For permanent
permanent annuity
- For
Pottawatomies.—
Pottawatomies.
Vol.
vii. p.
treaty third
third August,
one thousand
thousand
ninety-five, one
hundred and
and ninety-five,
August, seventeen
seventeen hundred
51. treaty
Vol. vii.
p. 51.
dollars.
dollars.
Vol. vii. p.
p. 114.
permanent annuity
annuity in silver,
silver, per third article treaty thirtieth
For permanent
Vol.
September,
hundred dollars.
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and nine, five hundred
Vol. vii. p.
p. 186.
For
second Octoarticle treaty
treaty second
silver, per
per third article
permanent annuity in silver,
185.
For permanent
Vol.
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
hundred and eighteen, two thousand
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Vol. vii. p.
p. 317.
For permanent
permanent annuity in money, per second article treaty twentieth
twentieth
dollars.
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-eight, two thousand dollars.
September, eighteen
twenty-ninth
For permanent
Vol. vii. p.
p. 820.
permanent annuity
annuity in specie, per second article treaty twenty-ninth
eighteen hundred and twenty-nine, sixteen
sixteen thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
July, eighteen
p. 379.
879.
For life annuity to chief, per third article treaty twentieth
Vol. vii. p.
twentieth October,
Vol.
eighteen hundred and thirty-two, two hundred dollars.
eighteen
Vol. vii. p. 432.
treaty twenty-sixth SepFor life annuity to chiefs, per third article treaty
Vol.
tember, eighteen hundred and thirty-three, seven hundred dollars.
For education
education during the pleasure
Vol. vii. p.
p. 296.
pleasure of Congress, per third article treaty
p. 317. sixteenth October, eighteen hundred and twenty-six, second article
article treaty
Vol vii. p.
379. twentieth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty-eight, and fourth
Vol. vii. p. 379.
eighteen hundred and thirty-two.
twenty-seventh October, eighteen
article treaty twenty-seventh
five thousand dollars.
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For
provision for
for the
the payment
tobacco, Pottawatomies.
Pottawatomies.
of tobacco,
in lieu
lieu of
money in
of money
payment of
permanent provision
For permanent
iron,
steel, per
second article
article treaty
treaty twentieth
September, eighteen
eighteen
twentieth September,
per second
and steel,
iron, and
hundred and
and twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, and
and tenth
tenth article
the treaty
of the
the fifth and
and
treaty of
of the
article of
hundred
seventeenth June,
forty-six, three
dollars. Vol.
855
ix. p. 855
Vol. ix.
hundred dollars.
three hundred
and forty-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
seventeenth
For
for three
three blacksmiths
and assistants, and
and
blacksmiths and
provisions for
permanent provisions
For permanent
permanent provision
for iron
iron and
and steel
steel for
for shops,
shops, per third
third article treaty
provision for
permanent
sixteenth October,
October, eighteen
and twenty-six,
article treaty
second article
twenty-six, second
hundred and
eighteen hundred
sixteenth
twentieth September,
eighteen hundred
twenty-eight, and second
second
and twenty-eight,
hundred and
September, eighteen
twentieth
article treaty
treaty twenty-ninth
July, eighteen
twenty-nine, two
hundred and twenty-nine,
eighteen hundred
twenty-ninth July,
article
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
dollars.
sixty dollars.
thousand
For
For iron and steel, six hundred and sixty dollars.
For
provision for
barrels of salt, per second
second article
fifty barrels
for fifty
permanent provision
For permanent
of treaty
twenty-ninth July,
twenty-nine, four hunand twenty-nine,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
of
treaty twenty-ninth
dred
thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents.
dred and thirty-seven
five
For
interest on
on six
six hundred
dollars, at five
thousand dollars,
forty-three thousand
and forty-three
hundred and
For interest
per centum,
article of
of the
the fifth
seventeenth
fifth and seventeenth
the treaty
treaty of
of the
seventh article
per seventh
centum, per
per
June, eighteen
hundred and forty-six, thirty-two thousand one hundred
hundred
eighteen hundred
June,
and
and fifty dollars.
Quapaws. —For
education during
of the
the President,
per Quap.as-.
President, per
pleasure of
during the
the pleasure
- For education
Quapaws.
—
VOI"
Vii.ws.
p 4215.
third
article treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three,
•
treaty thirteenth May, eighteen
third article
one
thousand dollars.
one thousand
For
blacksmith and
and assistant,
for
assistant, shop and tools, and iron and steel for
For blacksmith
shop,
the pleasure
article treaty thirof the President, per third article
pleasure of
during the
shop, during
teenth
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, one thousand
thousand and sixty
sixty
teenth May,
dollars.
dollars.
For
pleasure of the Presiderrt,
President, per third article
the pleasure
during the
For farmer
farmer during
treaty thirteenth
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, six hundred
hundred
hundred and
eighteen hundred
May, eighteen
thirteenth May,
treaty
dollars.
Rogue Rivqrs.
Rogue Rivers.
Rivers. -For
—For thirteenth
thirteenth of
sixteen instalments
blankets,Rivers.
Rogue
instalments in blankets,
of sixteen
Rogue
Vol. xx. p.1018.
article treaty tenth SeptemSeptem- Vol.- P-1018
farming utensils, and stock, per third article
clothing, farming
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-three, two thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred and fifty-three,
ber,
- For permanent annuity in goods or Sacs
Sacs
Mississippi. —
Saes and
and Foxes
of Mississippi.
Foxes of
and Foxes
Sacs and
of Mississippi.
otherwise, per
third article
article treaty
third November,
o
i
rt
i
.
P
p
P!'
pviip
. 85.
and af V
Vol
hundred and
eighteen hundred
November, eighteen
treaty third
per third
otherwise,
four, one thousand dollars.
p. 540.
vii- p.
For
interest on
Vol. vii.
centum, pervol.
per centum
at five
five per
dollars, at
thousand dollars,
hundred thousand
on two
two hundred
For interest
second
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirtyOctober, eighteen
twenty-first October,
treaty twenty-first
article treaty
second article
ten thousand dollars.
seven, ten
p. p. 696
ii.
For interest
on eight
eight hundred
dollars, at
at five
centutn, per Vol.
596..
v o vii.
per centum,
five per
thousand dollars,
hundred thousand
interest on
For
second
treaty eleventh
eighteen hundred and forty-two,
eleventh October, eighteen
article treaty
second article
forty
dollars.
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
Sacs and
of Missouri.
hundred and fifty- Sacs
Sacs and
and
interest on one hundred
For interest
- For
Missouri. —
Foxes of
and Foxes
Sacs
Foxes of Missoucentum, under the direc- ri.
seven
thousand four
four hundred dollars,
Foxes of Missoudollars, at five per centuna,
seven thousand
twenty-first October, eigh- Vol. vii. p.
tion
of the
President, per
p. 540.
article treaty twenty-first
second article
per second
the President,
tion of
teen
hundred and
and thirty-seven,
thirty-seven, seven
seven thousand eight
seventy
hundred and seventy
eight hundred
teen hundred
dollars.
Seminoles.
Seminoles.
schools,
ten instalments for the support of schools,
last of ten
For the last
- For
Seminoles. —
p. 702.
xi. p.
per
eighth article
seventh August,
August, eighteen
hundred and fifty-six, Vol. xi.
eighteen hundred
treaty seventh
article treaty
per eighth
three thousand dollars.
three
eighth
agricultural assistance, per eighth
the last
last of ten instalments for agricultural
For the
article treaty
treaty seventh
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thousand
two thousand
and fifty-six, two
article
dollars.
dollars.
For the
the last
last of
ten instalments
instalments for
support of smiths and smiths'
for the support
of ten
For
and
eighteen hundred
eighth article
article treaty seventh August, eighteen
hundred and
shops, per eighth
fifty-six, two thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
interest on
on two
hundred and
dollars,
and fifty
fifty thousand dollars,
two hundred
per centurn
centurn interest
For five
five per
eighteen
to be paid as annuity, per eighth
eighth article
article treaty seventh August,
August, eighteen
hundred
dollars.
and fitly-six,
fifty-six, twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
hundred and
For
For interest on two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, at five per centurn, to
brethren west, per
paid as
as annuity,
annuity, they having joined their brethren
tum,
to be paid
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eighth article
treaty seventh
August eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-six,
and fifty-six,
seventh August
article treaty
eighth
twelve thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
twelve
Senecas.
Senecas. —
For permanent
specie, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
in specie,
annuity in
permanent annuity
- For
Senecas.
Senecas.
Vol. vii.
vii. 0.161.
twenty-ninth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
five hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, five
hundred and
D.161. twenty-ninth
Vol.
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity
in specie,
fourth article
treaty seventeenth
article treaty
per fourth
specie, per
annuity in
For
September,
and eighteen,
eighteen, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
September, eighteen
For blacksmith
blacksmith and
and assistant,
and tools,
tools, and
during
steel, during
and steel,
iron and
and iron
shop and
assistant, shop
For
the pleasure
of the
President, per
per fourth
fourth article
twenty-eighth
treaty twenty-eighth
article treaty
the President,
the
pleasure of
Vol.
one thousand
thousand and sixty
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, one
hundred and
eighteen hundred
February, eighteen
p. 352.
352. February,
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
dollars.
For miller
during the
the pleasure
the President, per fourth article
pleasure of the
For
miller during
treaty twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth February,
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, six hunFebruary, eighteen
treaty
dred dollars.
York. —
- For permanent
New Pork.
Senecas of Hew
Senecas of
permanent annuity, in lieu of interest on
New York.
York
1831,
stock, per
per act
act of
of nineteenth
nineteenth February,
and thirty-one,
thirty-one,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
February, eighteen
c' 26. stock,
1N831
Vol. iv. p.
p. 442.
442. six
SIX thousand
thousand dollars.
seventy-five thousand dollars, at
1846, ch. 34.
For interest, in lieu of investment, on seventy-five
Vol. IX.
P. 35.
five per
per centum,
per act
act of
twenty-seventh June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
June, eighteen
of twenty-seventh
centum, per
Vol.
ix. p.
35. five
forty-six, three
three thousand
seven hundred and fifty dollars.
thousand seven
forty-six,
For interest,
interest, at
centum, on
forty-three thousand and fifty dolon forty-three
per centum,
at five
five per
For
transferred from
act
from Ontario Bank to the United States treasury, per act
lars, transferred
of twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh June,
hundred and forty-six, two thousand one
June, eighteen hundred
of
hundred and
and fifty-two
and fifty cents.
dollars and
fifty-two dollars
hundred
Senecas and
Senecas
and Shawnees.
permanent annuity
annuity in specie,
specie, per fourth
- For
For permanent
Shawnees. —
Senecas and
Senecas
_article
treaty
seventeenth September,
eighteen
hundred and eighteen, one
eighteen
hundred
September,
seventeenth
article
treaty
Shawnees.
vii. p. 149.
Vol.
ii.

dollars.
thousand
thousand dollars.

For
blacksmith and
and assistant,
assistant, shop and tools,
tools, and
and iron and steel for
For blacksmith
shop, during
President, per fourth article treaty
treaty twenthe pleasure
pleasure of the President,
during the
shop,
tieth
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-one,
thirty-one, one thousand and sixty
tieth July,
July, eighteen
dollars.
dollars.
Shawnees.
Shawnees.
educational purposes, per
For permanent
permanent annuity for educational
Shawnees.-— For
Shawnees.
Vol.
vii. p.
p. 61.
fourth article
August, seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five, and
third August,
treaty third
article treaty
61. fourth
Vol. vii.
fifty-four, one thouVol. x. p.
third article
article treaty
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
May, eighteen
tenth May,
treaty tenth
p. 1066. third
Vol.
sand dollars.
For
five per centum,
centum, on forty thouof interest, at five
thirteenth instalment
instalment of
For thirteenth
sand
dollars for education, per third article treaty tenth May, eighteen
eighteen
sand dollars
hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four, two thousand dollars.
Vol. vii.
p. 161.
161.
For
permanent annuity
for educational
purposes, per
per fourth article
educational purposes,
annuity for
For permanent
vii. p.
Vol.
treaty
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and third
treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth September, eighteen hundred
article
hundred and fifty-four, two thousand
thousand
article treaty tenth
tenth May, eighteen hundred
dollars.
Six
Six Nations
Nations of
New York.
York. -— For
in clothing
and
clothing and
annuity in
permanent annuity
For permanent
of New
of
Six
Nations of
Six Nations
New York.
other useful articles, per sixth article
article treaty eleventh
eleventh November, sevenvol.
vii.
p.46.
Vol. vii. p. 46. teen
hundred and
and ninety-four,
ninety-four, four
thousand five
teen hundred
four thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thirteenth of twenty instalments
Creek Band). -— For thirteenth
Umpquas(Cow
(Cow Creek
instalments
Umpquas (Cow
Umpquas(Cow
Band). 2in
in blankets,
blankets, clothing, provisions, and stock, per third article treaty nineCreek x.Band)
p. 1027.
fifty-three, five hundred and fifty
Vol. x. p. 17. teenth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-three,
dollars.
Oregon. -— For second
Umpquas
Umpquas
and Calapooias,
of Umpqua
Unmpqua Valley, Oregon.
Calapooias, of
Umpquas and
Umpqnas and
to
Calapooias, of of five instalments, of the third series, of annuity for beneficial objects, to
Umpqua Valley,
be expended
expended as
the President,
President, per
twentytreaty twentyarticle treaty
third article
per third
by the
directed by
as directed
Oregon.a Va y be
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one thousand
thousand seven
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1126. ninth November, eighteen
hundred dollars.
For twelfth of fifteen
fifteen instalments
instalments for the pay of a
a physician and purVol.
p. 1127.
chase of
of medicines,
treaty twenty-ninth November, eigharticle treaty
sixth article
medicines, per sixth
x. p.
1127. chase
Vol. x.
teen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
two thousand
thousand dollars.
fifty-four, two
dollars.
teen
teacher and purinstalments for the pay of a
a teacher
For twelfth
twelfth of twenty instalments
chase
stationery, per sixth
twenty-ninth Nosixth article treaty twenty-ninth
chase of
of books and stationery,
Vol.
Vol.

vii.
p. 352.
vii. p.
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vember, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
one thousand
thousand four hundred and
eighteen hundred
vember,
fifty
dollars.
fifty dollars.
Winnebagos.
Winnebagos.—
one million
million dollars,
dollars 'at five per centum,
Winnebago&
on one
interest on
For interest
- For
Winnebagos.
646.
p. M6.
per fourth
article treaty
first November,
vii. p.
hundred and thirty- Vol. vii.
eighteen hundred
November, eighteen
treaty first
fourth article
per
seven, fifty
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty thousand
seven,
For twentieth
twentieth of
thirty instalments
interest on
on eighty-five
eighty-five thousand Vol. ix. p. 878.
of interest
instalments of
of thirty
For
dollars, at
at five
five per
per centum,
centum, per
per fourth
treaty thirteenth
October,
thirteenth October,
article treaty
fourth article
dollars,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty-six,
four
thousand
two
hundred
hundred and fifty
two
thousand
four
forty-six,
and
hundred
eighteen
dollars.
dollars.
For the
of a
a saw-mill,
saw-mill, with
their new
attached, on their
grist-mill attached,
with mist-mill
erection of
the erection
For
reservation,
as per
article treaty
treaty of
of grist-mill
eighteen hundred
hundred
eighth, eighteen
March eighth,
third article
per third
reservation, as

p..671.
Post,
Pos
t, p
671.

and
sixty-five, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and sixty-five,
for
For expense
expense of
of breaking
and fencing
fencing one
hundred acres of land for
one hundred
breaking and
For
each
band of
of said
said Indians,
Indians, as
as per
per third
third article
eighth,
March eighth,
treaty of March
article treaty
each band
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-five, nine
nine thousand
thousand and
eighty-seven dollars
dollars
and eighty-seven
and sixty-five,
eighteen hundred

and
and sixty cents.
for
land for
For
and planting
hundred acres
acres of laud
planting one hundred
sowing and
of sowing
expense of
For expense
each band
band of
said Indians,
Indians, and
furnishing seed
seed for the
the same, as per third
and furnishing
of said
each
sixty-five, five thouarticle treaty
treaty of
of March
eighth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
eighteen hundred
March eighth,
article
sand seven
fifty dollars.
hundred and fifty
seven hundred
sand
For
the purchase
for said
treaty
said Indians, as per third article treaty
guns for
of guns
purchase of
For the
of March
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, two thousand dollars.
March eighth,
of
For
purchase of
of four
twenty
horses, one hundred cows, twenty
hundred horses,
four hundred
the purchase
For the
yoke of
of oxen,
wagons, and
forty chains, as per third article treaty
and forty
twenty wagons,
oxen, twenty
yoke
amendment
of March
March eighth,
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-five, and Senate amendment
hundred and sixty-five,
of
post, p.p. 672.
thereto
February thirteenth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, sixty Post,
thirteenth, eighteen
of February
thereto of
thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand three hundred
For the
purchase of
implements, as per third article treaty
agricultural implements,
of agricultural
the purchase
For
of
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, five hundred dollars.
and sixty-five,
March eighth,
of March
For
of an
agency building, schoolhouse, warehouse, and
an agency
erection of
the erection
For the
suitable buildings
buildings for
for the
physician, carpenter, interpreter, miller,
miller , engithe physician,
suitable
fourth
per fourth
as per
neer, and
reservation of said Indians,
Indians ,as
and blacksmith, on the new reservation
neer,
article treaty
treaty of
March eighth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, twentyeighth, eighteen
of March
article
thousand dollars.
one thousand
For erection
chief of the said tribes, as per fourth
each chief
for each
house for
of aahouse
erection of
For
sixty-five, twentyarticle
of March
March eighth,
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
treaty of
article treaty
two
thousand five hundred dollars.
two thousand
their
For
of the
removal of the
property of said Indians to their
the property
the removal
expenses of
For expenses
hundred
new homes,
fifth article
of March
March eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
treaty of
article treaty
per fifth
as per
homes, as
new
and sixty-five,
three hundred dollars.
sixty-five, three
and
Forsubsistence
subsistence of
for one year after their arrival at
Winnebagos for
the Winnebagos
of the
For
their
new homes,
March eighth, eighteen
eighteen
article treaty of March
fifth article
per fifth
as per
homes, as
their new
hundred
sixty-five, ninety-six
ninety-six thousand dollars.
and sixty-five,
hundred and
Winnebago and
Pottazvatomie Indians
Indians of
of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.—
Winnebago
To enable the Winnebago
- To
and Pottawatomie
Winnebago
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
take charge
charge of
of WinneWinne- and
T
f
t
rn
ii
d
e f
n
o
d
t
t
i
a
an
wsa;b)r
Pottawatbands of
stray bands
certain stray
of' certain
to take
Secretary
of
Indians
mie

bago
and Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie Indians
wisconsin.
the State of Wisconsin, five thousand Wisconsin.
Indians in the
bago and
dollars.
dollars.
Yancton Tribe
of Sioux.—
For eighth
eighth of ten instalments to be paid to Yancton Sioux.
Sioux. - For
Tribe of
Yancton
commencing with the year in which
them
or
expended
for
commencing
which
benefit,
their
for
expended
them or
744.
p. 744.
Vol. xi. p.
they shall
shall remove
remove to
reside upon
upon their
their reservations,
reservations, per vol.
and reside
settle and
and settle
to and
they
fourth article
treaty nineteenth
hundred and fifty-eight,
nineteenth April, eighteen hundred
article treaty
fourth
sixty-fi%
sixty-fiveethousand dollars.
Calapooias,
Calapooias,
Mole/la, and
Indians, of
of Willamette
Willamette Valley._
Calapooias,
Valley.Clackamas Indians,
and Clackanzas
Calapooias,Alolalla,
ValWillamette
For
second
of
five
instalments
of
the
second
series
of
annuity
benefor
annuity
of
series
second
the
of
instalments
five
ot'
For second
ley.
ficial
second article
twenty-second January, eighteen by.
treaty twenty-second
article treaty
per second
objects, per
ficial objects,
p 144.
Vol. x. p.
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six
six thousand
thousand five
vol.
.
hundred dollars.1144.
five hundred
hundred
Ponces.
be
to
series,
second
the
ten
of
Poncas.
—
the
third
instalments
of
second
series
,
to
be
Ponces.
For
Poncas.
commencing with the year in
paid to
expended for
for their benefit, commencing
in
or expended
them or
to them
paid
which
they shall
reserved for their
their
shall remove to and settle upon the tract reserved
which they
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future homes, per second article treaty twelfth March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and
fifty-eight, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
and fifty-eight,
Vol.
97
.
For
of ten
ten instalments
instalments for
for the
and maintenance
maintenance
establishment and
the establishment
eighth of
For eighth
Vol. xi. p. 997.
of
one or
or more
manual-labor schools,
direction of the Presiunder the direction
schools, under
more manual-labor
of one
dent,
second article
article treaty twelfth
eighteen hundred and fiftyfiftyMarch, eighteen
twelfth March,
dent, per
per second
eight,
five thousand dollars.
dollars.
eight, five
For
eighth of
of ten
pleasure of the President,
the pleasure
or during the
ten instalments,
instalments, or
For eighth
to
expended in
in furnishing
Indians with
and assistance
assistance in
in
aid and
with such
such aid
said Indians
furnishing said
to be
be expended
agricultural
mechanical pursuits,
pursuits, including
including the working
mill
the mill
working of the
and mechanical
agricultural and
provided
article, as the Secretary of the Inin the first part of this article,
provided for in
consider advantageous
advantageous and necessary
second
necessary for them, per second
terior may
may consider
article treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, seven thoutwelfth March, eighteen
article
treaty twelfth
sand five hundred dollars.
D'
Warnish,
D'
Washington Territory.—
Territory.- For sevTribes in Washington
allied Tribes
D' Wamish and
and other allied
D'Wamish,
&a.
Washing- enth
entli instalment
instalment on
on one
dollars, under the
hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
one hundred
in Washing&c. in
ton
ton Territor.
Territory.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p?927.
27. direction
direction of
of the
the President,
President, per
sixth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
January,
per sixth
Vol.
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
seven thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand five
fifty-five, seven
eighteen
hundred and
For seventh
seventh of
of twenty
establishment and support
support of
of
for the establishment
instalments for
twenty instalments
For
an agricultural
and industrial
and to
to provide
provide said school with aa
industrial school, and
agricultural and
an
article treaty twentyfourteenth article
suitable instructor
instructor or instructors, per fourteenth
January, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three thousand dollars.
second January,
of
For
instalments for the establishment and support of
seventh of twenty instalments
For seventh
carpenter shop, and to furnish
furnish them with the necessary tools,
aasmith
smith and carpenter
January, eighteen
fourteenth article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
eighteen hundred
per fourteenth
and
hundred dollars.
fifty-five, five hundred
and fifty-five,
For
employment of a
ablacksmith,
For seventh of
of twenty instalments for the employment
carpenter,
medicines for the sick,
physician who shall furnish medicines
carpenter, farmer, and physician
per
article treaty
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
per fourteenth
fourteenth article
and
fifty-five, four thousand six hundred dollars.
and fifty-five,
Makah
Makah tribe.—
tribe. - For first of four instalments
Makah tribe.
instalments of thirty thousand dollars,
vol.
xii. p.
p.940.
the fourth
fourth series,)
series,) under
direction of
the President,
per fifth
fifth
President, per
of the
the direction
under the
940. (being
(being the
Vol. xii.
article
treaty January
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
one
fifty-five, one
January thirty-first,
thirty-first, eighteen
article treaty
thousand five hundred dollars.
agricultural
For
instalments for the support of an agricultural
For seventh
seventh of twenty instalments
and
industrial school,
and for
for pay
of teachers,
eleventh article
article treaty
treaty
teachers, per
per eleventh
school, and
pay of
and industrial
thirty-first
eighteen hundred
thousand five
five
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, two thousand
January, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-first January,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For seventh of twenty instalments for support of aasmith and carpeneleventh ararthe necessary
necessary tools
tools therefor,
therefor, per
per eleventh
ter's
shop, and
and to
ter's shop,
to provide
provide the
fifty-five, five hunticle treaty thirty-first
thirty-first January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
dred
dollars.
dred dollars.
a blacksmith,
For
seventh of
twenty instalments
instalments for
for the
the employment
employment of
blacksmith,
of a
For seventh
of twenty
furnish medicines
medicines for
the sick,
carpenter,
and physician
physician who
who shall
shall furnish
for the
sick,
carpenter, farmer,
farmer, and
treaty thirty-first
per
article treaty
thirty-first January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
per eleventh
eleventh article
fifty-five,
six hundred
fifty-five, four
four thousand
thousand six
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Walla-Walla,
Walla-Walla,
Tribes. -— For
For second
second of
of five
five instalinstaland Umatilla
Umatilla Tribes.
WalaWalla, Cayuse, and
Walla-Wala,
Cayuse,
and
ments of
of second
second series,
series, to
to be
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
the PresiPresiCayuse aend
ments
be expended
of the
Umatilla tribes.
Vol.
dent, per
per second
second article
article treaty
treaty ninth
ninth June,
eighteen hundred
and fiftyfiftyhundred and
June, eighteen
Vol. xii..p.947.
p. 947. dent,
five, six thousand dollars.
necessary
For seventh of twenty instalments for the purchase of all necessary
mechanical tools,
medicines and
stores, books
books
and hospital stores,
tools, medicines
mill fixtures
fixtures and mechanical
employds, per fourth arand stationery
furniture for the employes,
and
stationery for schools, and furniture
thousand
ticle treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand
dollars.
seventh of twenty instalments for the pay and subsistence
subsistence of one
For seventh
superintendent
operations, one farmer, two millers, one blackfarming operations,
superintendent of farming
smith,
plough maker, one carpenter
carpenter and joiner, one phyone wagon
wagon and
and plough
smith, one
teachers,' per fourth article treaty ninth June, eighteen
sician, and two teachers
hundred and fifty-five, eleven
eleven thousand two hundred dollars.
Poncas.
Ponces.
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For seventh
seventh of
instalments for
the pay
pay of
each of
the head
head
of the
of each
for the
twenty instalments
of twenty
For
eLiefs of
the Walla-Walla,
Walla-Walla, Cayuse,
and Umatilla
Umatilla •bands,
sum of
five
of five
the sum
bands, the
Cayuse, and
of the
cLiefs
hundred
fifth article
article treaty
treaty ninth
ninth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen
per fifth
annum, per
per annum,
dollars per
hundred dollars
hundred
and fifty-five,
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
fifty-five, one
hundred and
For seventh
of twenty
instalments for
salary for
for the
the son
son of
Pio-pioof Pio-piofor salary
twenty instalments
seventh of
For
mox-mox,
per
fifth
article
treaty
ninth
June,
eighteen
hundred
and
and fiftyhundred
eighteen
June,
ninth
treaty
article
mox-mox, per fifth
five one
one hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five,
fakanta Nation.—
For second
second of
of five
instalments, of
of second
second series,
Yaks= nafor Yakama
series, for
five instalments,
Yakama Nation.- For
p. 958
beneficial objects,
at the
the President,
fourth article
article ttin1 ii.op.
968
per fourth
President, per
of the
discretion of
the discretion
objects, at
beneficial
treaty
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eight thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
fifty-five, eight
and fifty-five,
ninth June,
treaty ninth
For
seventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
for the
of two
schools, one
two schools,
support of
the support
instalments for
For seventh
of which
which is
an agricultural
agricultural and
and industrial
industrial school,
in repair
repair
keeping in
school, keeping
be an
to be
is to
of
school buildings,
and for
providing suitable
suitable furniture,
furniture, books,
books, and statbr providing
buildings, and
school
tionery, per
per fifth
fifth article
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftyninth June,
treaty ninth
article treaty
tionery,
five, five
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
five,
or seventh
of twenty
for the
employment of one
one superinthe employment
instalments for
twenty instalments
seventh of
or
tendent of
and two
two teachers,
per fifth
article treaty
treaty ninth June,
fifth article
teachers, per
teaching and
of teaching
tendent
eighteen
and fifty-five,
three thousand
two hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand two
fifty-five, three
hundred and
eighteen hundred
For seventh
twenty instalments
instalments for
the employment
of one superinemployment of
for the
of twenty
seventh of
For
tendent
farming and
and two
blacksmiths, one
two blacksmiths
millers, two
two millers,
farmers, two
two farmers,
of farming
tendent of
tinner, one
gunsmith, one
one carpenter,
and
blacksmiths,
plough
plough maker,
wagon and
one wagon
and one
carpenter, and
tinner, one gunsmith,
fifth article
treaty ninth
June, eighteen
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, nine
nine
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ninth June,
article treaty
per fifth
thousand four
hundred dollars.
four hundred
thousand
For
instalments for
for keeping
in repair
repair saw
and
saw and
keeping in
twenty instalments
of twenty
seventh of
For seventh
flouring mills,
for furnishing
the necessary
necessary tools
tools and
per fifth
fifth
fixtures, per
and fixtures,
furnishing the
and for
mills, and
flouring
article treaty
and fifty-five,
five hundred
fifty-five, five
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
ninth June,
treaty ninth
article
dollars.
For seventh
seventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
keeping in repair the hospital,
hospital,
for keeping
For
and providing
the necessary
necessary medicines
fixtures therefor,
per fifth artherefor, per
and fixtures
medicines and
providing the
and
ticle
ninth June,
June, eighteen
fifty-five, three hundred
and fifty-five,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
treaty ninth
ticle treaty
dollars.
For seventh
seventh of
twenty instalments
the pay
physician, per fifth
of aaphysician,
pay of
for the
instalments for
of twenty
For
article
treaty ninth
eighteen hundred
thousand
fifty-five, one thousand
and fifty-five,
hundred and
June, eighteen
ninth June,
article treaty
four
hundred dollars.
four hundred
For seventh
of twenty
instalments for
in repair
buildings rethe buildings
repair the
keeping in
for keeping
twenty instalments
seventh of
For
quired for
the various
various employes,
employes, and
for providing
providing the
necessary furniture
furniture
the necessary
and for
for the
quired
therefor,
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty ninth
June, eighteen hundred and fiftyninth June,
theretbr, per
five, three
hundred dollars.
three hundred
five,
For seventh
seventh of
instalments for
salary of
of such
person as the
such person
the salary
for the
twenty instalments
of twenty
For
their head
said
confederated
tribes
and
band
of
Indians
select
to
be
may
Indians
of
band
and
tribes
said confederated
chief;
article treaty
treaty ninth
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
June, eighteen
ninth June,
fifth article
per fifth
chief, per
five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
Nez Peree Indians.—
For second
second of
of five
instalments of
second series
series Nez
Perce InNez Peree
of second
five instalments
Nez Perce Indians. - For
for
objects, at
discretion of
the President,
per fourth
d)s.
95
article dians.
958.
fourth article
President, per
of the
at discretion
beneficial objects,
for beneficial
treaty
June eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, eight thousand dol- Vol. xii. .95
and fifty-five,
hundred and
treaty June
lars.
For
of twenty
the support
support of two schools, one
for the
instalments for
twenty instalments
seventh of
For seventh
of which
which to
industrial school,
repair
school, keeping in repair
and industrial
agricultural and
an agricultural
be an
to be
of
school building,
and for
stationery,
furniture, books, and stationery,
suitable furniture,
providing suitable
for providing
building, and
school
per fifth
treaty eleventh
June, eighteen
hundred and
five
fifty-five, five
and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
eleventh June,
article treaty
fifth article
per
hundred dollars.
hundred
For
seventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for the
the employment
employment of one superinFor seventh
tendent
teaching and
and two
two teachers,
fifth article treaty eleventh
per fifth
teachers, per
of teaching
tendent of
June,
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
two hundred dollars.
thousand two
three thousand
fifty-five, three
hundred and
June, eighteen
For
twenty instalments
blacksmiths',
repair blacksmiths',
in repair
keeping in
for keeping
instalments for
of twenty
seventh of
For seventh
tinsmiths', gunsmiths',
and wagon and plough makers' shops,
carpenters', and
gunsmiths', carpenters',
tinsmiths',
and for
elevfifth article treaty elevtherefor, per fifth
tools therefor,
necessary tools
providing necessary
for providing
and
enth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fitly-five,
fifly-five, five hundred dollars.
enth
For seventh
of twenty
twenty instalments
employment of one superinsuperinthe employment
for the
instalments for
seventh of
For
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tendent of farming, and two farmers, two millers, two blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, one
tendent
one
tinner, one
gunsmith, one
one carpenter,
one wagon
wagon and
and plough
plough maker,
maker,
and one
carpenter, and
one gunsmith,
tinner,
per fifth
eleventh June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
per
fifth article
article treaty
treaty eleventh
hundred and
fifty-five,
nine thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars.
For
seventh of
twenty instalments
for keeping
keeping in
repair saw
saw and
and flourflourin repair
of twenty
instalments for
For seventh
ing
mill, and
and for
the necessary
necessary tools
fixtures therefor,
per
therefor, per
tools and
and fixtures
ing mill,
for furnishing
furnishing the
fifth
treaty eleventh
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, five
eleventh June,
hundred and
and fifty-five,
five
fifth article
article treaty
hundred dollars.
For seventh
seventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
for keeping
keeping in
in repair
repair the
hospital,
the hospital,
For
instalments for
and
the necessary
necessary medicines
furniture therefor,
therefor, per
per fifth
fifth
and furniture
providing the
medicines and
and providing
article
eleventh June,
eighteen hundred
three hunhunarticle treaty
treaty eleventh
June, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
dred
dred dollars.
For
seventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for pay
physician, per
per fifth
fifth ararFor seventh
pay of
of aaphysician,
hundred and
fifty-five, one
ticle treaty eleventh
eleventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
one thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars.
For
seventh of
of twenty
for keeping
keeping in
in repair
buildings
For seventh
twenty instalments
instalments for
repair the
the buildings
providing the
for the
the various
various employes,
employ6s, and
and for providing
the necessary
necessary furniture
furniture theretherefifty
for, per fifth article
article treaty eleventh
eleventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty
five,
dollars.
five, three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
For
For seventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for the
the salary
salary of
of such person
person as
as the
tribe
article treaty
tribe may select
select to
to be
be their head
head chief, per fifth
fifth article
treaty eleventh
eleventh
June,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
June, eighteen
fifty-five, five
five hundred
dollars.
Indians to remove
remove and
For first of
of four instalments to
to enable the
the Indians
and lolocate
be expended
land and
and fencing
fencing
cate upon
upon the
the reservation,
reservation, to
to be
expended in
in ploughing
ploughing land
lots, as
clause fourth
of June
ninth, eighteen
eighteen hunlots,
as per
per first
first clause
fourth article
article treaty
treaty of
June ninth,
dred and
and sixty-three, for the
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven, seventy thousand
thousand dollars.
For
including wagons
wagons and
For the
the purchase
purchase of
of agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, including
and
most
carts, harness,
harness, cattle, and
and sheep,
sheep, or
or other
other stock,
stock, as may
may be
be deemed most
beneficial,
ninth, eighteen
beneficial, as per second clause fourth article treaty
treaty of
of June
June ninth,
eighteen
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, fifty thousand dollars.
be located
located at
at Kamia,
Kamia, as
as
For the
the erection
erection of
of aasaw
saw and
and flouring
flouring mill,
mill, to
to be
per third clause fourth article
article treaty ef June ninth, eighteen hundred and
and
sixty-three,
sixty-three, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
instalments for
For first
first of the sixteen
sixteen instalments
for boarding
boarding and clothing
clothing the chilchildren who shall attend the schools, providing the schools and boardinghouses
necessary wagons,
houses with
with necessary furniture,
furniture, the
the purchase
purchase of necessary
wagons,
of
teams, agricultural implements,
implements, tools, and so
so forth,
forth, and for fencing of
such
for the
such lands
lands as may be needed
needed for
for gardening and
and farming
farming purposes
purposes for
the
clause fourth article treaty of
eighteen
schools, as
as per fourth
fourth clause
of June ninth,
ninth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-three, for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
thirty, eighteen
hundred
ending June
June thirty,
eighteen
six thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, six
building two churches, as per fifth clause fourth article
article treaty of
For building
June nine, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, two thousand five hundred
dollars.
For
two subordinate
as per
article treaty
treaty of
of June
June
For salary of two
subordinate chiefs,
chiefs, as
per fifth
fifth article
ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, for the fiscal year ending June
June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the erection of buildings
buildings for the subordinate chiefs, and to plough
necessary
and fence the land for said chiefs,
chiefs, as well as to
to procure
procure the
the necessary
furniture, and to complete
complete and furnish the house, and so forth, of'
of the
head chief,
as per
of June
ninth, eighteen
hundred and
and
head
chief, as
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty of
June ninth,
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, two thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For the erection
erection of two school-houses, including boarding-houses,
boarding-houses, and
the
article treaty
the necessary
necessary out-buildings,
out-buildings, as
as per
per first
first clause
clause fifth
fifth article
treaty of
of June
ninth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ninth, eighteen
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, ten
ten thousand
For the erection of a
ahospital and providing the
the necessary
necessary furniture,
furniture, as
per
fifth article
article treaty
treaty of
of June
June ninth,
eighteen hundred
per second
second clause
clause fifth
ninth, eighteen
hundred and
and
sixty-three, twelve
sixty-three,
twelve hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
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For the erection of aablacksmith shop, to be located at Kamia,
Kamia, to aid
in
the completion
completion of
of the
the agency,
purchase the
in the
the smith's
smith's shop
shop at
at the
agency, and
and to
to purchase
the
necessary
iron, steel,
forth, as
per third
necessary tools,
tools, iron,
steel, and
and so
so forth,
as per
third clause
clause fifth
fifth article
article
treaty
of June
June ninth,
ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, two
two thousand
treaty of
and sixty-three,
thousand doldollars.
For
for employds,
employes, repairs
repairs of
of mills,
mills, shops,
and
For the erection
erection of
of houses
houses for
shops, and
so forth,
forth, and
and providing
providing necessary
furniture, tools,
tools, and
materials, as
per
so
necessary furniture,
and materials,
as per
fourth clause
clause fifth
article treaty
treaty June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fourth
fifth article
June ninth,
ninth, eighteen
and sixtysixtythree, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
three,
dollars.
For
the boarding-schools,
two
For salary
salary of
of two matrons to
to take charge of
of the
boarding-schools, two
assistant teachers,
and two
per fifth
fifth
assistant
teachers, one
one farmer,
farmer, one
one carpenter,
carpenter, and
two millers,
millers, as
as per
article treaty
treaty of
of June
ninth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, for
for the
the fisfisarticle
June ninth,
eighteen hundred
cal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
cal
year ending
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, seven
seven
thousand six hundred dollars.
For the erection of a
a house for Indian
Indian chief
chief Timothy,
Timothy, as
as per
per sixth
sixth ararticle treaty of June ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, six
six hundred
hundred
dollars.
To pay the claims of certain
members of
sercertain members
of the Nez
Nez Perce
Perce tribe for
for services
by them
to the
mounted
vices rendered
rendered and for
for horses furnished
furnished by
them to
the Oregon
Oregon mounted
volunteers on the sixth of
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-six,
of March,
hundred and
fifty-six, at
at Camp
Camp
ninth, eighteen
hundred
Cornelius, as
as per seventh
seventh article
article treaty of
of June
June ninth,
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-three (to
paid in
in gold),
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyand sixty-three
(to be
be paid
gold), four
four thousand
five
five dollars.
dollars.
Flatheads and other
other Confederated
Confederated Tribes.
Tribes.—
Flatheads
- For
For the third of
of five
five instalments
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, being
being the
the second
second sesements on
on one
beneficial objects,
discretion of
of the
President, per
fourth
ries, for
for beneficial
objects, at
at the
the discretion
the President,
per fourth
sixteenth July,
hundred and
and fifty-five,
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, five
five thousand
thousand
dollars.
For seventh of twenty instalments
agricultural and
and
instalments for the support
support of
of an
an agricultural
in repair
repair the
the buildings,
buildings, and
and providing
providing suitable
industrial school,
school, keeping
keeping in
suitable
fifth article
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July
July
furniture, books,
books, and
and stationery,
stationery, per
per fifth
hundred dollars.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five, three
three hundred
dollars.
For
instalments for
For seventh of
of twenty
twenty instalments
for providing
providing suitable
suitable instructors
instructors
therefor,
therefor, per fifth article treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July, eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftyfiftyfive, one thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars.
For seventh
seventh of twenty instalments
keeping in
repair blacksmiths',
instalments for keeping
in repair
blacksmiths',
tin and gunsmiths', carpenters',
carpenters', and wagon and plough makers' shops, and
and
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
providing necessary
necessary tools
tools therefor,
therefor, per
sixteenth July,
July,
eighteen hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For seventh
seventh of twenty
two farmers,
farmers,
twenty instalments
instalments for the
the employment
employment of
of two
two millers, one blacksmith, one tinner, one gunsmith,
gunsmith, one
one carpenter,
carpenter, and
and
fifth article
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July, eighone wagon
wagon and
and plough maker, per
per fifth
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, seven thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For seventh
seventh of twenty instalments
instalments for keeping in repair
saw and
and flourrepair saw
flouring mills, and for furnishing
necessary tools
tools and
fixtures therefor,
per
furnishing the
the necessary
and fixtures
therefor, per
fifth article treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five
July, eighteen hundred
hundred and
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For seventh of twenty instalments for keeping
repair the
keeping in repair
the hospital,
hospital,
and providing
necessary medicines and furniture therefor, per
providing the necessary
per fifth
fifth ararticle treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July, eighteen hundred
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five, three
hundred
dollars.
seventh of twenty
twenty instalments for
per fifth
fifth arFor seventh
for pay
pay of a
a physician,
physician, per
article treaty sixteenth July,
hundred and
fifty-five, one
thouJuly, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
one thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For seventh of twenty instalments
instalments for keeping
keeping in repair
repair the
the buildings
buildings
required for the various employes, and furnishing necessary furniture
therefor,
treaty sixteenth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftytherefor, per
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
sixteenth July,
July, eighteen
fiftyfive, three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
the pay
each of
the head
For seventh
seventh of twenty
twenty instalments for
for the
pay of
of each
of the
head
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chiefs of
of the
the Flathead,
Kootenay, and
d'Oreilles tribes, per
per
Upper Pend d'Oreilles
and Upper
Flathead, Kootenay,
chiefs
fifth
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifteen
fifty-five, fifteen
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
sixteenth July,
fifth article
hundred
hundred dollars.
Confederated
Tribes and
and Bands
of Indians
Indians in
in Middle
Middle Oregon.—For
Oregon. - For
Bands of
Confederated Tribes
second of five instalments, second series, of six thousand dollars, for benesecond
ficial objects, at the discretion of the President, per second article treaty
twenty-fifth
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, six thousand dollars.
June, eighteen
twenty-fifth June,
For
instalments for pay and subsistence
subsistence of one farof fifteen
fifteen instalments
seventh of
For seventh
mer, one
blacksmith, and
and one
article
plough maker, per fourth article
and plough
wagon and
one wagon
one blacksmith,
mer,
treaty twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth June,
June, eighteen
fifty-five, three thousand
hundred and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
treaty
five hundred dollars.
For
of twenty
subsistence of one phyfor pay and subsistence
instalments for
twenty instalments
seventh of
For seventh
operations,
sician, one
one sawyer,
superintendent of farming
farming operations,
miller, one superintendent
one miller,
sawyer, one
sician,
and one
school-teacher, per
eighteen
twenty-fifth June, eighteen
per fourth
fourth article treaty twenty-fifth
one school-teacher,
and
hundred and fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
fifty-five, five thousand six hundred
hundred
For seventh
seventh of
of twenty
instalments for
salary to the head
for payment of salary
twenty instalments
For
chief of
confederated bands, per fourth article treaty twenty-fifth June,
of said confederated
chief
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
eighteen
Moel Indians.—
Indians. - For seventh
Molel
seventh of ten instalments for keeping in repair
repair
necessary employes,
flouring mills, and for the pay of
saw and flourina
of necessary
employes, the
the benebenesecond
fits of which to bbe shared alike by all the confederated
confederated bands, per second
article treaty
treaty twenty-first
twenty-first December,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one
one
December, eighteen
article
thousand five hundred dollars.
For
carpenter and joiner to
seventh of ten instalments for the pay of aacarpenter
For seventh
aid in
in erecting
erecting buildings
buildings and
and making furniture for said Indians, and to furaid
twenty-first December,
December,
nish tools in said service, per second article treaty twenty-first
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two thousand dollars.
eighteen
For pay of teachers to manual-labor
manual-labor school, for all necessary materials
pupils, per second article treaty
therefor, and for the subsistence of the pupils
therefor,
twenty-first
twenty-first December,
December, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five, three thousand
thousand
dollars.
Indians.- For the first of four instalments
Qui-leh-ute Indians.—
and Qui-leh-ute
Qui-nai-elt
Qui-nai-elt and
obtwenty-five thousand
thousand dollars (being
(being the fourth series)
series) for beneficial °bon twenty-five
under the direction of the President, per fourth article treaty first
jects, under
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, one thousand dollars.
July, eighteen
twenty instalments for the support of an agricultural
agricultural
For seventh of twenty
and industrial school, and for pay of suitable instructors, per tenth article
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, two thousand five huntreaty first July, eighteen
dred dollars.
carpenter
For seventh of twenty instalments for support of smith and carpenter
and to provide the necessary tools therefor, per tenth article treaty
shop, and
first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
a blacksmith,
For seventh of twenty instalments for the employment of a
blacksmith,
carpenter,
physician who shall furnish medicine for the
carpenter, and farmer, and aaphysician
fifty-five,
sick, per tenth article treaty first July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
four thousand six hundred dollars.
on sixty
sixty thousand
of four instalments
instalments on
-For or first of
S'Klallams.
S'Klallams.—F
thousand dollars
per fifth
fifth
the direction
(being the
the fourth
fourth series),
series), under the
direction of the President,
President, per
article treaty twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth January, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, three
thousand dollars.
For seventh
seventh of twenty instalments
instalments for the support of an agricultural
agricultural
and
industrial school,
and for pay for suitable teachers, per eleventh artischool, and
and industrial
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two thoutwenty-sixth January, eighteen
cle treaty
treaty twenty-sixth
sand five hundred dollars.
employment of aablacksmith,
instalments for the employment
For seventh
seventh of twenty instalments
blacksmith,
carpenter,
physician who shall furnish medicines
medicines for the
a physician
farmer, and a
carpenter, farmer,
eighteen hundred
sick,
eleventh article
article treaty
twenty-sixth January,
hundred
January, eighteen
treaty twenty-sixth
per eleventh
sick, per
hundred dollars.
and fifty-five,
thousand six hundred
fifty-five, four thousand
Baruf. - For the
and Roche de Bceuf.—For
Fork and
Blanchard's Fork
Ottawa Indians
Indians of Blanchard's
Ottawa
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last of'
fourth article
article treaty
of
of four instalments,
instalments, in money,
money, per
per fourth
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Ottawas
Ottawas of
Blanchard's
eighteen hundred
June, eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, eight thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred doldol- Fork
Blanchard's
and Roche
lars.
de Boauf.
Bceuf.
For interest on eight thousand five
at five
five per
per centum,
xii.
p.1288.
five hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, at
centum, Vol.
Vol. xii. p.
1288.
being the unpaid principal
thirty-four thousand
thousand dollars,
per fourth
fourth
principal of
of thirty-four
dollars, per
article treaty
hundred and
treaty June
June twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, four
four
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
For the last of four instalments
instalments of the
sum held
held in
the principal
principal sum
in stocks
stocks by
by
government, to be
annuity in
hundred and
sixtythe government,
be paid as
as annuity
in eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtyseven, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty June
hundred and
seven,
June twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-two,
sixty-two, two thousand eight hundred
hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine dollars
dollars and
and eightyeightyseven
seven cents.
Arapahoes
and Cheyenne Indians
Indians of
Arapahoes and
of the Upper Arkansas
Arkansas River.
River.—
Arapahoes and
- For Arapahoes
and
sixth of fifteen
fifteen instalments of annuity of thirty thousand dollars, to be ex- Cheyennesofthe
h
pe
p=attf
i
c
i
s
6
.
Upper
Arkansas.
- that is to say, fifteen thousand dollars per
pended for their benefit, —
VOL xii.
per anan- Vol.
xii. p.1165.
p. 1165.
commencing with the
num for each tribe, commencing
they shall
shall remove
remove
the year
year in which
which they
to and settle upon their
per fourth
article treaty
their reservations,
reservations, -— per
fourth article
treaty February
February
eighteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one, thirty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eighteenth,
thirty thousand
For fourth of five instalments to provide the said Indians with
with aamill
suitable for sawing timber and
suitable
or more
mechanic shops,
shops,
and grinding
grinding grain,
grain, one
one or
more mechanic
with necessary
necessary tools for the same, and
an interpreter,
and dwelling-houses
dwelling-houses for
for an
interpreter,
necessary), farmers,
miller, engineer for mill (if one be necessary),
farmers, and the
the mechanics that may be employed
employed for their benefit, per
Februper fifth
fifth article treaty
treaty February eighteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, five
five thousand dollars.
For transportation
expenses of delivery of annuities,
transportation and necessary expenses
provisions, per fifth article treaty February
goods, and provisions,
eighteenth, eighFebruary eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one, five thousand dollars.
For insurance, transportation, and necessary
the delivery
delivery Delivery
of annecessary expenses
expenses of the
Delivery of
ann
ou
hige s, szne
s.
of annuities and provisions
provisions to the Chippewas
Chippewas of Lake Superior, per sevsev- nuities,
&.ot
enth article treaty September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, Lake Superior;
five thousand
thousand seven hundred and sixty-two
cents. Vol.
Vol. x.
p. 1111.
sixty-two dollars and
and sixty-three
sixty-three cents.
x. p.
1111.
For insurance, transportation, and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the delivery to Chippewas
Chippewas
of annuities and provisions to the Chippewas
Chippewas of the Mississippi,
Mississippi, per fifth 8
1
p
i
r Missisof t
the
article
article treaty February twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, Vol.
'L. x. p. 119.
1169.
three
three thousand
thousand eight hundred and eighty-six
eighty-six dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five
cents.
Chippewas of Red Lake, and
and Pembina
Chippewas
Pembina Tribe of Chippewas.
Chippewas. -For
—For
Chippewas of
of
e
em
dk
i
a
nk
ae
ha
i
t
i
l
)
d
e.
annuity
annuity to be paid per capita
capita to the Red Lake band of'
of Chippewas, during
during tiRed
Lake
and
Pembina tribe.
the pleasure of the President, per third article treaty second October, vol.
p. 668.
668.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and second article supplementary to vol.
xiii• p.
1). 689.
Vol. xiii.
689.
treaty twelfth April, eighteen hundred and
ten thousand
thousand doland sixty-four, ten
dollars.
For this amount to the Pembina
Pembina band of Chippewas, during the
the pleapleasure of the President, per third article treaty October
second, eighteen
eighteen
October second,
hundred and sixty-three, and second article supplementary
supplementary treaty April
April
twelve,
twelve, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the third of fifteen
fifteen instalments to be expended
expended annually for
for the purpurpose of supplying them with gilling twine, cotton matter, calico, linsey,
linsey,
blankets, sheeting, flannels, provisions,
for such
such other
provisions, farming
farming tools, and
and for
other
useful articles, and for such other useful purposes as may be deemed for
for
their best interests, per third article supplementary treaty of
of twelfth
twelfth
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, eight thousand dollars.
Pembina
For the third of fifteen instalments for same objects for the Pembina
band of'
of Chippewas, per third article supplementary
supplementary treaty twelfth April,
eighteen hundred
eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, four thousand dollars.
dollars.
For third of fifteen
fifteen instalments for pay of one blacksmith,
blacksmith, one physician, who shall furnish medicine for the sick, one miller, and one farmer,
per fourth article
article supplementary
supplementary treaty April twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
sixty-four, three thousand nine hundred dollars.
and sixty-fon;
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Ohippewas
For third
of fifteen
for the
the purchase
of iron
and
steel, and
iron and
and steel,
purchase of
instalments for
fifteen instalments
For
third of
Chippewas
blacksmithingt' purposes,
of Red Lake
Lake and other articles for blacksmithino•
purposes, per fourth article supplementary
supplementary
Pembina tribe.
Vol.
sal. p.
p. 6.
689. treaty
April twelfth,
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, one
five
thousand five
one thousand
hundred and
treaty April
Vol. xi.
hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
carpentering and
For
fifteen instalments, to be expended for carpentering
of fifteen
For third
third of
other
purposes, per
per fourth
article supplementary
supplementary treaty April twelfth,
fourth article
other purposes,
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four,
one thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
sixty-four, one
eighteen hundred
of
a board of
For
expenses of a
fifteen instalments, to defray the expenses
For third
third of fifteen
visitors,
to consist
consist of
of not
more than
than three
three persons,
persons, to
attend upon
upon the
the anto attend
not more
visitors, to
nuity payments
Chippewa Indians, whose
whose salary
salary shall not exsaid Chippewa
payments of the said
nuity
ceed five
dollars per
day, nor
days, and
and ten
ten cents
cents per
per
than twenty
twenty days,
nor more
more than
per day,
ceed
five dollars
per
mile for
for travelling
travelling expenses,
expenses, and
three hundred miles, per
not to exceed three
and not
mile
sixth article
second, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
treaty October
October second,
article treaty
sixth
three hundred
dollars.
ninety dollars.
hundred and ninety
three
For insurance
insurance and
and transportation
transportation of annuity
and
provisions, and
annuity goods and provisions,
For
material for
building mill,
mill, including
including machinery,
blackfor blackand steel
steel for
machinery, iron and
material
for building
smiths, for the Chippewas of Red Lake and Pembina tribe, ten thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Western
Western
Bands of
of Shoshonees.
or third
third of
of twenty
twenty instalments, to
For
Shoshonees.-—F
Western Bands
Western Shobe
expended under the direction
direction of
of the
the President
President in the
the purchase
purchase of such
such
shonees.
be expended
articles as
he may
may deem suitable
wants, either
either as hunters or
to their wants,
suitable to
as he
articles
herdsmen, per
eighteen hundred and
October first, eighteen
treaty October
per seventh
seventh article treaty
herdsmen,
sixty-three,
sixty-three, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Eastern ShoShoEastern
instalments, to be
Eastern Bands of Shoshonees.
Shoshonees. -— For third of twenty instalments,
be
shonees.
expended
purchase of such
shormes.
expended under the direction
direction of the President, in the purchase
such
articles as he may deem suitable to their wants, either as hunters or herdsherdsmen,
sixty-three,
men, per
per fifth
fifth article treaty July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Northwestern
Northwestern Bands
Bands of Shoshonees.—
Shoshonees. - For third of twenty instalments,
Northwestern
Northwestern
Shoshonees.
Shoshonees.
iii.p.
663. to
the direction
direction of
of the
the President,
President, in
the purchase
of
purchase of
in the
under the
be expended
expended under
to be
p. 663.
Vol.
xiii.
x
such
articles as
as he
to their
their wants,
or
either as hunters
hunters or
suitable to
wants, either
he may
may deem
deem suitable
such articles
herdsmen, per third article treaty July thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
herdsmen,
sixty-three,'five thousand dollars.
sixty-three
- For third of twenty instalments to be
Goship Bands of Shoshonees. —
Goship bands
Goship
such
purchase of such
of Shoshonees. expended
expended under the direction of the President, in the purchase
articles, including cattle for herding, or other purposes, as he shall deem
suitable for their wants and condition, either as huntsmen or herdsmen,
second [twelfth],
Vol. xiii. p. 682.
682. per seventh article treaty October
October second
[twelfth], eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, one thousand dollars.
Nation.—
hundred thousand dollars, at five
five
- For interest on two hundred
Creek Nation.
permanent annuity to be paid them in money,
per centum
centum per annum, as permanent
mechanical labor or useful articles as the Secretary of the Inor for such mechanical
September
terior may from time to time direct, per third article
article treaty September
third, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, as amended by Senate, ten thousand dollars.
For payment of third of five instalments, to be expended
expended for their benefit in the purchase
purchase of stock, horses,
horses, sheep, clothing, and such other articles as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, with the council of said nation,
nation, may
direct,
fourth article
eighteen hundred and
direct, per fourth
article treaty September third, eighteen
sixty-three, as amended by Senate, forty thousand dollars.
- For the third of ten instalments
Utah Indians.
Tabegauche
Tabegauche Band
Indians.—
Band of Utah
Tabegauche
Tabegauche
band
of Utahs.
f
or th
purc h
ase of
ofgoo
ds, under
un d
er t
he di
rect i
on o
th
e Secretary
Secretary of
oft
he InInthe
goods,
the
direction
offthe
Utahs. for
thee purchase
band of
P.
675.
Vol. xiii. p. 675. tenor,
terior, per
eighth article
of October
October seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
per eighth
article treaty
treaty of
and
twenty-fifth, eighteen hunsixty-three,
amendment of March twenty-fifth,
sixty-three, and Senate amendment
dred and sixty-four, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For the third of five instalments,
instalments 'to be applied for the purposes of agriculture, and for the purchase of farming utensils and stock animals, per
tenth article treaty October
October second, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, and
Senate amendment
amendment thereto, ten thousand dollars.
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For the third of ten instalments for the purchase
purchase of provisions, under
under
the direction
Secretary of the Interior, per
direction of the Secretary
article treaty
treaty
per eighth
eighth article
October
October seventh,
seventh, eighteen
and sixty-three,
amend
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, and
and Senate
Senate amend
ment thereto, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
For insurance, transportation,
transportation, and general
general incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
the
delivery of goods, provisions, and stock, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Chippewas of the Mississippi,
Mississippi, Pillagers,
Pillagers, and
and Lake Winnebagoshish
Winnebagoshish
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Chippewas of
Chippewas
of

Bands of
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
in Minnesota.For
the
Bands
_Indians in
Minnesota. —F
or third of ten instal- t
a
h
n
e
dMississippi,
l
ijggsser i'
ments to furnish said Indians
Indians with ten'yoke
ten -yoke of
oxen, twenty
twenty and Lake
Willof good
good work
work oxen,
Lakeg Wnlog-chains,
log-chains, two hundred
hundred grubbing hoes, ten
ten ploughs, ten grindstones, one nebagoshish
ncehb.agoshisho_
Chippewas of
hundred axes, handled, twenty spades,
spades, and other
other farming
implements, per
per migiPeeso'T
farming implements,
Minnesota.
fifth article treaty May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
for the
694.
sixty-four, for
the vol.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 694.
fiscal year ending
enclitic, June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one
hundred and
one
thousand five hundred dollars.
For the employment
employment of two carpenters, one
thousand eight
hundred
one thousand
eight hundred
dollars, and two blacksmiths, one thousand eight
hundred dollars;
dollars; four
eight hundred
four
farm laborers,
laborers, two thousand four hundred
hundred dollars; one physician, one
one
thousand two hundred dollars, and medicine
medicine for the sick,
sick, five hundred
hundred
dollars, per fifth article treaty May
May seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtysixtyfour, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixtyseven,
seven, seven thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For this amount
amount to be applied towards the support
support of a
asaw-mill to be
be
built for the common
common use of the Chippewas
Chippewas of Mississippi and the Red
Lake and Pembina
Pembina bands of Chippewas, so long
long as the President may
may
deem it necessary, per sixth article treaty May seventh, eighteen hundred
fiscal year ending
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, for the fiscal
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-seven, one thousand dollars.
For pay of services and travelling expenses of a
a board of visitors,
visitors, to
to
consist of not more than five persons, to attend
payments to
attend the
the annuity
annuity payments
to
the Indians, and so forth, and to inspect the fields, buildings, mills, and
and
other improvements, as stipulated
stipulated in the seventh article treaty
treaty May
May
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, not exceeding
exceeding any
one year
any one
year
more than twenty days'
days' service, at five dollars per pay, or more
more than three
hundred miles' travel, at ten cents per mile, for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, six hundred and fifty
fifty
dollars.
For the payment of female teachers employed
reservations to inemployed on the reservations
struct Indian girls in domestic economy, per thirteenth article treaty
treaty May
May
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-fbur,
sixty-four, one thousand dollars.
Minneconjon Band
Band of Dakota
Minneeonjon
Dakota or Sioux. -— For first
Minneconion
first of
of twenty
twenty instalinstal- Minneconjon
ments,
ments, to be paid in such articles as
of th
Int
er i
or may Sioux.
Dakota
or
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
thee Interior
DakotaorSioux.
direct,
of treaty of October
direct, as per fourth article of
October tenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred Post,
tenth, eighteen
Pos p.
p 695.
and sixty-five, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-seven, ten thousand dollars.
Lower Brule Band of
Dakota or
Sioux. - For
of Dakota
or Sioux.—F
or first
first of
of twenty
instal- Lower
Brule
twenty instalLower Brule
ments,
articles as the Secretary of the Interior may Dakota
ments, to be paid in such articles
or Sioux.
DakotaorSioux.
direct, as per fourth article
article of treaty of Oct
ob
er f
our t
een th, eighteen
ei
ght een hunhua- Post,
October
fourteenth,
Post P.p. 609.
9.
dred and sixty-five, for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven, six thousand
thousand dollars.
Blackfeet
Dakota or Sioux.
Sioux. -— For first of twenty
Blaekfeet Band of Dakota
twenty instalinstal- Blackfeet
Blackfeet
ments, to be paid in such articles as the Secretary
or Sioux.
Secretary of the Interior may Dakota
DakotaorSioux.
Post, p.
p. 727.
727.
October nineteenth,
direct, as per fourth
fourth article
article of treaty of October
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hunhun- Post
dred and sixty-five, for the fiscal year
ending
June
thirtieth,
eighteen
year ending June
eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, seven thousand dollars.
Two Kettles'
Band of Dakota
Dakota o0
-- For
For first
Two
Kettles' Band
02 Sioux. -first of
of twenty
twenty instalinstal- Two Kettles'
Kettles'
or Sioux.
ments,
DakotaorSioux.
ments, to be paid in such articles as the Secretary of the Interior may Dakota
Post, p. 723.
direct, as per fourth article of treaty of October
October nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen
P 723.
hundred
hundred and sixty-five, for the fiscal year ending
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and sixty-seven, six thousand dollars.
VOL. xIV.
18
VOL.
XIV.
18
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Post,
Post, p.
p. 723.

Onk-pah-pah
Onk-pah-pah
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For
this sum,
paid the
children of
of Ish-tah-chan-ne-ah,
For this
sum, to
to be
be paid
the widow
widow and
and children
Ish-tah-chan-ne-ah,
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
Interior, as
per sixth
sixth article
article
under
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
as per
of treaty
of October
October nineteenth,
eighteen hundred
sixty-five, five
of
treaty of
nineteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
five
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For this
indemnity, to
to be
the direction
direction of
the
For
this sum,
sum, being
being for
for indemnity,
be paid
paid under
under the
of the
Secretary of
of the
Interior, as
per sixth
sixth article
of the
the treaty
October
Secretary
the Interior,
as per
article of
treaty of
of October
nineteenth,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five,
five hundred
hundred dollars.
nineteenth, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-five, five
dollars.

Onk-pah-pah Band
Band of
Onk-pah-pah
instalof Dakota
Dakota or
or Sioux.
Sioux. -— For
For first
first of
of twenty
twenty instal-

Dakota or sioux
being thirty
thirty dollars
dollars for
each lodge
family, (three
o oux. ments,
Dakota
ments, being
for each
lodge or
or family,
(three hundred
hundred
Poe, p. 738.
lodges,)
in such
the Secretary
of the
Interior may
may
,
lodges,) to be
be paid
paid in
such articles
articles as
as the
Secretary of
the Interior
direct,
treaty of
of October
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundirect, as
as per
per fourth
fourth article
article of
of treaty
October twentieth,
hundred and
sixty-five, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
dred
and sixty-five,
for the
June thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-seven, nine
nine thousand
thousand dollars.
hundred
and sixty-seven,
dollars.
Sans
Sans Arcs
Band of
of Dakota
or Sioux.
For first
first of
of twenty
Arcs
Sans Ares
Sans
Arcs Band
Dakotaor
Sioux. -— For
twenty instalments,
instalments,
DakotaorSioux.
Dakota or Sioux. being
being thirty dollars to
hundred and
and eighty
to each
each lodge
lodge or
or family,
family, (two
(two hundred
eighty
Post
lodges,) to
be paid
paid in
in such
articles as
as the
of the
Interior may
P'731
Post,'p
71.' lodges,)
to be
such articles
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
may
direct, as
per fourth
of treaty
hundirect,
as per
fourth article
article of
treaty of
of October
October twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-five,
for the
June thirtieth,
eighteen
dred
sixty-five, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven eight
four hundred
hundred and
eight thousand
thousand four
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Yanktonai Band of Dakota
Sioux. —
- For first of twenty instalments,
Yanktonai
ranktonai
Dakota or Sioux.
Dakota or
or Sioux.
being thirty
thirty dollars
dollars for
each lodge
[or] family,
hundred and
and
Dakota
ux. being
for each
lodge of
of [or]
family, (three
(three hundred
Post, p. 734.
fifty lodges,)
lodges,) to be paid in such articles
Interior
articles as the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
per fourth
treaty of
of October
October twentieth,
may direct, as
as per
fourth article
article of
of treaty
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
year ending
ending June
eighteen
hundred
sixty-five, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven,
hundred
sixty-seven, ten thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.

Upper Yanktonais
of Dakota
or Sioux.
of twenty
Y Uer
Upper
ankanktonais Band
Band of
Dakota or
Sioux. -— For
For first
first of
twenty ininor stalments,
stalments, to be paid in such articles as the Secretary of the Interior may
or
Post, p. 743.
748.
direct, as
per fourth
fourth article
treaty of
October twenty-eighth,
eighteen
twenty-eighth, eighteen
of October
of treaty
article of
as per
direct,
Post,
hundred
hundred and sixty-five, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
ten thousand
hundred
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, ten
thousand dollars.
dollars.
O'Gallla
O' Gallala
Band of Dakota
Indians.—
- For first of twenty inO'Gallata
0'
Gallala Band
Dakota or Sioux Indians.
or Sioux.
':ost,
stalments, to be paid in such articles as the Secretary of the Interior may
nost,'.74'7.'
p. 747.
direct, as per fourth
fourth article of treaty
treaty of October twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-five, for the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-seven, ten
and sixty-seven,
ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota or
Dakota or Sioux. -— For expense of transporting and delivering artiSioux.
sioux.
cies
furnished for
Indians on
on the
the upper
upper Missouri
Missouri River,
parties to
treaties
cles furnished
for Indians
River, parties
to treaties
Upper
Uppr Yank-

tonais Dakota
Dakota
tonais
sioux.
Sioux.

Post, pp. 604 —

748.
748's.

Bois Fort
Chippewas.
'P '

Chippewas.
Post, p. 764.

made
Fort Sully
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, twenty
at Fort
Sully in
in October,
made at
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Chippewa [Indians.]
To enable
the President
President of
Bois Fort
Fort Band
Band of
of Chippewa
[Indians.]—
- To
enable the
of
the United States to set apart a reservation

the Bois Fort band of
the United States to set apart a reservation for
for the
Bois Fort band of
Chippewa Indians, as provided in article third, treaty of April seventh,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thousand dollars.
For the
the erection
one blacksmith
blacksmith shop,
shop, as
as per
per third
article treaty
treaty
For
erection of
of one
third article
of
sixty-six, five
hundred dollars.
of April seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
five hundred
dollars.
For the erection of a
a school-house, as per third article
article treaty
of
treaty of
April
dollars.
April seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For the erection of eight houses for chiefs, as per third article treaty
of April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, three thousand
thousand two
hundred dollars.
For the erection
erection of an agency building and storehouse, as per third areighteen hundred and sixty-six, two thouticle treaty of April seventh, eighteen
sand dollars.
For first of twenty instalments,
instalments, for the support of one blacksmith
blacksmith and
and
assistant, and for tools,
for the
tools, iron,
iron, and steel, and other
other articles
articles necessary for
the
blacksmith
article treaty
treaty of
April seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen
blacksmith shop,
shop, as
as per
per third
third article
of April
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, for the fiscal year
eighteen
year ending June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For first of twenty instalments, for the support of one school teacher,
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necessary books
treaty of
of April
and for necessary
books and
and stationery,
stationery, as per third
third article
article treaty
April Bois
Bois Fort
Fort
seventh, eighteen
sixty-six, for
for the
the fiscal
Chi PP ewas.64
seventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June Chipp.ewa
Post, p. 764.
sixty-seven, eight
hundred dollars.
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
eight hundred
dollars.
For first of twenty
twenty instalments for
instruction of
of the
Indians in
for the
the instruction
the Indians
in
farming, and purchase of seeds, tools, and so forth, as per third
third article
article
seventh, eighteen hundred
treaty of April seventh,
and sixty-six,
for the
hundred and
sixty-six, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June thirtieth,
ending
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven, eight
hundred
and sixty-seven,
eight hundred
dollars.
dollars.
instalments of
of annuity
be paid
paid per
per capFor first of
of twenty
twenty instalments
annuity in
in money,
money, to
to be
capthird article
April seventh,
hundred and
ita, as
as per
per third
article treaty
treaty of
of April
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-six, for the fiscal year ending
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
hundred and
and
three thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
sixty-seven, three
five hundred
dollars.
For first of twenty instalments
instalments of
in provisions,
provisions, ammunition,
of annuity
annuity in
ammunition,
and tobacco, as per third article
article treaty
treaty of
April seventh,
of April
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-six, for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one thousand
For first
of annuity
annuity in
and other
other articles,
first of twenty instalments
instalments of
in goods
goods and
articles,
as per third article treaty of
of April
April seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyand sixtysix, for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and sixtythirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
sixtyseven, six thousand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
To enable the chiefs,
chiefs, headmen, and
to establish
establish their
people
and warriors
warriors to
their people
useful articles and
upon the new reservation,
reservation, and to purchase
purchase useful
and presents,
presents, as
as
per
article treaty
treaty of
of April
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six,
per fourth
fourth article
April seventh,
and sixty-six,
and
amendment thereto,
thereto, thirty
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
and Senate
Senate amendment
To pay necessary
necessary transportation
transportation and subsistence
subsistence of
of the
the delegates
delegates who
who
visited Washington for the purpose of negotiating
treaty, as
per eighth
eighth
negotiating treaty,
as per
article treaty of April seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, ten
ten thouthousand dollars.
For transportation
transportation and necessary
necessary cost of delivery of annuity goods
goods and
provisions to the Bois Fort band of Chippewa Indians, as per sixth article treaty of April seventh,
seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, for
for the
the fisfiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
one
hundred and
sixty-seven, one
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand five hundred
Tabequache
Utah Indians.
- For building aablacksmith
Tabequache Band of Utah
Indians.—
shop Tabeguaohe
blacksmith shop
Tabeguache
for the
Tabequache band
Utah Indians,
Indians, as
as per
tenth article
article treaty
treaty of
for
the Tabequache
band of
of Utah
per tenth
of Utah&
Utahs.
p,
October seventh,
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, five
hundred dollars.
dollars. Vol.
.676
October
seventh, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
five hundred
Vol. ail
xiii. p.
675
For the purchase
purchase of iron and steel and necessary
said shop,
shop, as
necessary tools for said
per tenth article
per
October seventh,
and sixtysixtyarticle treaty
treaty of
of October
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
three, for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-five
sixty-five, two hundred and twenty dollars.
For the purchase
purchase of iron, steel, and necessary
necessary tools
tools for said
said shop, as
as
per tenth article treaty of October
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyOctober seventh, eighteen
three, for the fiscal year ending
eighteen hundred
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and
sixty-six, two hundred and twenty dollars.
For the purchase of iron, steel, and necessary tools for said shop, as
per tenth article treaty of October
October seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtythree,
thre e
,for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, two hundred and twenty dollars.
For pay of blacksmith
blacksmith and assistant for the Tabequache
Utah
Tabequache band of Utah
Indians, as per tenth article treaty of October seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, for the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
hundred and sixty-five, one thousand one hundred dollars.
For pay of blacksmith
blacksmith and assistant for the Tabequache
Tabequache band of Utah
Indians, as per tenth article of treaty of October
eighteen hunOctober seventh, eighteen
dred and sixty-three, for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, one thousand one hundred dollars.
For pay of blacksmith and assistant for the
the Tabequache
Tabequache band of Utah
Utah
Indians, as per tenth article treaty of October seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-three, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hunhunand sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one
one thousand
one hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
dred and
thousand one
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Arapaho and
and
Arapaho
Cheyennes
of
Cheyennes of
the Upper Arkansas
River.
kansas River.'

p. 704.
Post,
Post p.

Camanches
Camanches
and Kioways.
and
Kioways.
Post, p. 718.
Post, p 718

Apaches.
Apaches.

Post,
p. 712.
Post, p.

Omahas.
Post,
667.
p. 667.
Post, p.

Vol. a.
x. p. 1045.
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Arapaho
of the
the Upper
For
River. - For
Arkansas River.—
Upper Arkansas
Indians of
Cheyenne Indians
and Cheyenne
Arapaho and
reimbursing
members of
of the
the bands
bands of
Arapaho and
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians
Indians
of Arapaho
reimbursing members
who
Creek, November
November twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
Sand Creek,
at Sand
suffered at
who suffered
and
sixty-four, to
United States
securities, animals,
goods, proproanimals, goods,
States securities,
in United
paid in
be paid
to be
and sixty-four,
visions,
or such
articles as
as the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may
Secretary of
useful articles
such other
other useful
visions, or
direct,
as per
sixth article
hundred
eighteen hundred
fourteenth, eighteen
of October
October fourteenth,
treaty of
article treaty
per sixth
direct, as
and
thousand and
fifty dollars.
dollars.
and fifty
thirty-nine thousand
sixty-five, thirty-nine
and sixty-five,
For first
forty instalments,
to be
be expended
such manner
and for
for
manner and
in such
expended in
instalments, to
of forty
For
first of
such
purposes as
as the
Secretary of
of the
may direct, being an
Interior may
the Interior
the Secretary
such purposes
amount
equal to
to twenty
twenty dollars
for two
thousand eight
eight hundred
two thousand
capita for
per capita
dollars per
amount equal
persons,
for the present year, as per seventh aragreed upon for
the number
number agreed
persons, the
ticle
treaty of
of October
October fourteenth,
hundred and sixty-five, for the
eighteen hundred
fourteenth, eighteen
ticle treaty
fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth
thirtieth eighteen
fiftysixty-seven, fiftyhundred and sixty-seven,
eighteen hundred
year ending
fiscal year
six
six thousand dollars.
purchased for the
For transportation
goods, provisions, and so forth, purchased
of goods,
transportation of
For
Arapaho
Arkansas River, for the fisUpper Arkansas
of the
the Upper
Indians of
Cheyenne Indians
and Cheyenne
Arapaho and
cal
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, twenty
cal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
thousand
thousand dollars.
Camanches and
Kioways.—F
or first of forty instalments,
instalments, to be ex- For
and Kioways.
Camanches
pended
under the direction
Secretary of the Interior, being an
the Secretary
direction of the
pended under
amount equal to ten dollars per capita for four thousand persons, the number
agreed upon
upon for
for the
Octoyear, as per fifth article treaty of Octopresent year,
the present
ber agreed
ber
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, for the fiscal year ending
ending
and sixty-five,
ber eighteenth,
June
thirtieth, eighteen
and sixty-seven, forty thousand dollars.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
For
transportation of
the
goods, provisions, and so forth, purchased for the
of goods,
For transportation
Camanche and Kioway Indians, for the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth,
Camanche
eighteen
sixty-seven, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necesnecesand sixty-seven,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
sary,
sary, eight thousand dollars.
Apaches.—
For first
first of
of forty
forty instalments,
instalments, to
to be
be expended
the
under the
expended under
Apaches. - For
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, for the Apache Indians, being
an
hundred persons,
twenty, dollars per capita for eight hundred
to twenty,
amount equal to
an amount
seventeenth, eighteen
as
eighteen hundred
hundred and
as per second article treaty of October seventeenth,
sixty-five,
fiscal year
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
for the
the fiscal
sixty-five, for
sixty-seven, sixteen
sixteen thousand dollars.
For
transportation of
purchased for the
provisions, and so forth, purchased
of goods,
goods, provisions,
For transportation
Apache
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hunIndians for
Apache Indians
dred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary, three thousand five hundred dollars.
Indians.- For this sum, to be expended by their
Omaha Tribe of Indians.—
Omaha
agent, under the direction of the commissioner
commissioner of Indian affairs, for goods,
implements,
provisions, cattle, horses, construction
construction of buildings,
buildings, farming implements,
improvements on their reservation,
breaking of lands, and other improvements
reservation, as per
breaking
sixty-five,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
second article
of March
March sixth,
sixth, eighteen
and sixty-five,
of treaty
treaty of
article of
second
fifty thousand dollars.
occupancy
For this sum
consequence of the occupancy
damages, in consequence
sum to be paid as damages,
For
reservation and use and destruction
of
destruction of timber
of aaportion
portion of the Omaha reservation
by
Winnebago tribe
tribe of Indians, as per third article of treaty of March
by the Winnebago
hundred and sixty-five, seven thousand dollars.
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
For keeping
keeping in repair a
a grist and saw mill, as per eighth article of
treaty
March sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third
of March
treaty of
article
March sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, for the
article of treaty of March
fiscal
June thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, three
year ending
ending June
fiscal year
hundred dollars.
For
and assistant, as per eighth article of treaty
engineer and
of one engineer
For pay of
of
hundred and fifty-four, and third article of
sixteenth, eighteen hundred
of March
March sixteenth,
treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, for the fiscal year
of March
March sixth, eighteen
treaty of
ending
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, one thousand
June thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
eight hundred dollars.
For pay
pay of
one miller
miller and
assistant, as per eighth
article of treaty of
eighth article
and assistant,
of one
For
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MIarch
sixteenth, eighteen
March sixteenth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third
article of
of
third article
Omahas.
treaty of March sixth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
fiscal year
year Post,
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, for
for the
the fiscal
't p.
p. 668.
668.
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one
thousand
one thousand
two hundred dollars.
For pay of farmer, as per eighth article of
of treaty
treaty of
of March
March sixteenth,
sixteenth,
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, and third article
eighteen hundred
of March
March
article of
of treaty
treaty of
sixth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, for
sixth, eighteen
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
for the
ending June
June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For pay of blacksmith
blacksmith and assistants, as
per eighth
eighth article
article of
as per
of treaty
treaty of
of
March sixteenth,
March
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, and
and third
third article
article of
of
treaty
of
March
eighteen hundred
treaty
March sixth, eighteen
hundred and
for the
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June thirtieth,
ending
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one
one thousand
thousand
two hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
support of blacksmith shop and supplying tools
For support
tools for
same, as
as per
per
for the
the same,
eighth
March sixteenth, eighteen
eighth article
article of treaty of March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyfour,
four, and third article of treaty of March sixth,
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-five, for the fiscal year
year ending
sixty-five,
ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
sixty-seven, three hundred dollars.
sixty-seven,
Yakama Nation. - For
For second instalment for keeping in repair black- tioY
YakamaNation.—
n akama nana"
Yaama
smiths',
tinsmiths', gunsmiths', carpenters',
smiths', tinsmiths',
carp
en t
ers ' and wagon
gh makers'
Vol. iii. p.
p. 953
wagon and
and plou
plough
makers' tion
M
shops,
necessary
shops, and for providing
providing ne
ces sary tools therefor,
therefor, per
of
per fifth
fifth article
article of
treaty
June ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
treaty June
five hundred
fifty-five, five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
third instalment
for keeping
For third
instalment for
keeping in repair
repair blacksmiths', tinsmiths',
gunsmiths', carpenters',
wagon and plough
gunsmiths',
carpenters', and wagon
plough maker
sh
op
s,an
d for
f
or
makers's'shops,
and
providing necessary
therefor,
providing
necessary tools th
erefor, per fifth
treaty June
fifth article
article treaty
June ninth,
ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
eighteen
fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For fourth instalment for keeping in repair
For
blacksmiths', tinsmiths',
repair blacksmiths',
tinsmiths,
gunsmiths', carpenters',
gunsmiths',
carpenters', and wagon and plough makers'
makers' shops,
shops, and
and for
for
providing necessary
providing
necessary tools therefor, per fifth article treaty
June ninth,
ninth,
treaty June
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
For
instalment for keeping
For fifth
fifth instalment
keeping in repair
repair blacksmiths', tinsmiths',
tinsmiths',
gunsmiths',
wagon and plough makers'
gunsmiths', carpenters',
carpenters', and
and wagon
makers' shops, and
for
and for
providing
providing necessary
necessary tools therefor, per
ti cl
e treaty
June ninth,
per fifth ar
article
treaty June
ninth,
eighteen
hundred and fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
fifty-five five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For sixth
For
sixth instalment
instalment for keeping in repair blacksmiths,
blacksmiths', tinsmiths',
tinsmiths',
gunsmiths',
gunsmiths', carpenters',
carpenters', and wagon and plough
shops, and
and for
plough makers'
makers' shops,
for
providing necessary
therefor, per fifth article of treaty
providing
necessary tools therefbr,
June ninth,
ninth,
treaty June
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
For seventh
seventh instalment
instalment for keeping in repair blacksmiths',
blacksmiths', tinsmiths',
tinsmiths',
gunsmiths',
carpenters', and wagon and plough makers'
gunsmiths', carpenters',
makers' shops, and
and for
for
providing
necessary tools therefor, per fifth article treaty June
providing necessary
ninth,
June ninth,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Klamath
Modoc Indians.—
Indians.- For
For first
first of five annual instalments, Klamath
Klamath and
and Madoc
Klamath and
to
be applied
applied under
direction of
the President, as per second article Modoo
to be
under direction
of the
Mock* Indiana*
India.
treaty
October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
treaty of
of October
sixty-four, for
the
and sixty-four,
for the
fiscal
year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
fiscal year ending
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, eight
eight
thousand dollars.
For this
this amount
to pay for such articles as may be advanced the
For
amount to
the Indians
Indians
at the time of
signing the
the treaty,
at the time
of signing
treaty, and to subsist them during
during the first
first
year after
year
after their removal to the reservation,
reservation the
the purchase
team s,farmfarmpurchase of
of teams,
ing implements,
clothing,
ing
implements, seeds,
seeds, tools,
tool s,c
l
othi ng,and
and provisions, and
salary of
of the
the
and salary
necessary employes, as
third article treaty of Oetober
October fourteenth,
necessary employes,
as per
per third
fourteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand dollars.
eighteen
dollars.
For
erection of
one saw-mill,
For the
the erection
of one
saw-mill, one flouring-mill, buildings for
for the
the
blacksmith,
and wagon and plough maker, the necessary
blacksmith, carpenter,
carpenter, and
buildnecessary buildings
one manual-labor
manual-labor school, and for hospital buildings,
ings for
for one
buildings, as
per fourth
fourth
as per
article
of October
article treaty
treaty of
October fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
eleven thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
For
of tools
tools and material for saw and flour mills,
For the
the purchase
purchase of
mills, carpenter,
carpenter,
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Klamath and blacksmith,
blacksmith, wagon
for
books and
and stationery
stationery for
plough makers'
makers' shops,
shops, and books
wagon and plough
Klamath
Modoo Indians.
Modoo
Indians. the manual-labor school, as per fourth article treaty of October fourteenth,
fourteenth,
eighteen
sixty-four, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirty,
for the
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
eighteen
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one
one thousand
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand five
hundred and
eighteen hundred
For first
first of
fifteen instalments
to pay
pay salary
and subsistence
of one
one
subsistence of
salary and
instalments to
of fifteen
For
superintendent
sawyer, one
one blacksmith, one sawyer,
one farmer, one
of farming,
farming, one
superintendent of
of
carpenter,
and one wagon and plough maker, as per fifth article treaty of
carpenter, and
October fourteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
year
and sixty-four, for the fiscal year
fourteenth, eighteen
October
ending
thirtieth, eighteen
sixty-seven, six
thousand
six thousand
and sixty-seven,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
ending June
dollars.
For first
first of
of twenty
twenty instalments
salary and
subsistence of
of one
one
and subsistence
pay salary
to pay
instalments to
For
physician, one
one miller,
two school
teachers, as
treaty
article treaty
as per fifth article
school teachers,
and two
miller, and
physician,
of October
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, for the fiscal
and sixty-four,
October fourteenth,
of
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, three
three thouthoueighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
year
dollars.
hundred dollars.
sand six hundred
For
the erection
agency buildings,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
four thousand
buildings, four
of agency
erection of
For the
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Flatheads.
P.
976.
Vol. xii. p.

Indian service
service
Indian

goods
of annuity
annuity goods
Miscellaneous. —
and transportation
transportation of
insurance and
- For
For insurance
Miscellaneous.

fiscal year ending June
provisions to the Flathead Indians
Indians for the fiscal
and provisions
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, per fifth article treaty July
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, eleven
eleven thousand nine hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
sixteenth,
and
twenty dollars and forty-one cents.
and twenty
Indian
Service in
For general
general incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of
Mexico. - For
in New
New Mexico.—
Indian Service

Mexico, presents
presents of goods, agricultural
agricultural implein New
New Mexico;
Mexico; the Indian service in New Mexico,
ments, and other useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent
manent abodes,
abodes, and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized
life, to be expended
Secretary of the Interior,
expended under the direction of the Secretary
fifty thousand dollars.
in co-ntry
country
Indian
Service in
in the
District of
of Country
Country leased
from the
Choctaws
the Choctaws
leased from
the District
Indian Service
in
leased from
Indians lately
residing in
Texas. - For the expenses of colonizing,
for the Indians
lately, residing
in Texas.—
Choctaws.
supporting, and furnishing agricultural implements and stock, pay of
of
necessary
employes, purchasing clothing, medicine, iron, and steel,
necessary employes,
maintenance
maintenance of schools for Indians lately residing in Texas, to be expended
under direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, twenty-two thoued under
sand eight hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
Wichitas, &c.
&c.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

of
- For
the expenses
expenses of
For the
the Wichitas
Bands.—
For the
other .Ajjiliated
Affiliated Bands.
For
lVichitas and
and other

colonizing, supporting, and furnishing said bands with agricultural implements and stock, pay of necessary
necessary employes,
employes, purchase of clothing,
expended
medicines, iron, and steel, and maintenance
maintenance of schools,
schools, to be expended
Secretary of the Interior, thirty-seven
thirty-seven thouunder the direction of the Secretary
sand eight hundred dollars.
Indian
expenses of
of the
the Indian
For the
incidental expenses
Miscellaneous.
- For
Miscellaneous.—
the general
general incidental

service in California,
California, including travelling expenses of the superintending
service
thousand five
agents, seven thousand
five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For the purchase of cattle
cattle for beef and milk, together with clothing
clothing
and food, teams and farming tools for Indians in California, fifty-five
fifty-five
thousand
thousand dollars.
transportation, and necessary expenses of the delivery
Delivery of
For insurance, transportation,
annuities
annuities to In- of annuities and provisions to the Indian tribes in Minnesota
Minnesota and Michiin Minnedians in
dollars
sota
and
Michigan,
twenty
thousand
three
hundred
fifty
dollars
and sixty-two
sixty-two cents.
cents.
and
three
thousand
twenty
gan,
sota and
expenses of the delivery
gan;
For insurance,
insurance, transportation,
transportation, and necessary expenses
delivery

Indian
Indian service
ervie
in
California.
in California.

Pawnees,
Poncs, and
Poncas,
Yancton Sioux.

of Pawnee,
and Yancton
Sioux annuity
annuity goods
provisions,
and provisions,
goods and
Yancton Sioux
Ponca, and
Pawnee, Ponca,
of
ten
dollars.
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
vaccination of Indians, two thousand five
Vaccination.
Vaccination.
For expenses
expenses attending the vaccination
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Oregon
incidental expenses of the Indian service
Indian service
For the general
service
general incidental
service in Oregon
in
Washington Territory, including insurance and transportation of annuand and
and Washington
in Oregon and
as
ity goods and presents, (where
(where no special provision therefor
therefor is made by
treaties,)
treaties,) and office
office and travelling expenses of the superintendent
superintendent and subagents, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand five hundred dollars.
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For defraying
defraying the expenses of the removal
removal and subsistence
Indians Removal
subsistence of
of Indians
Removal and
subsistence of
of
in Oregon and Washington Territory, (not parties to any
any treaty,)
treaty,) and
and for
for subsistence
Indians in Orenecessary employes
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
pay of
of necessary
employes, fifty
dollars.
gon and WashWahIndian
Indian Service in Nevada.
Nevada.—
incidental expenses
expenses of
of the
the inton.
- For the
the general
general incidental
ington.
d
Indian service in Nevada, presents of goods, agricultural
in
Ind
i
an
service
implements, and
and i
agricultural implements,
ian service
other useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent
permanent abodes, and
and in Nevada;
sustain themselves
themselves by the pursuits of civilized
life, to
to be
be expended
expended under
civilized life,
under
the direction of the Secretary of
Interior, twenty-five
of the Interior,
twenty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Indian Service
Service in
in Utah
Utah Territory.-Indian
Territory.— For
For the
the general
general incidental
incidental expenses
in Utah
Terriexpenses in
Utah Terriof the Indian service
service in Utah Territory, presents of goods, agricultural
agricultural imim- tory;
tory;
plements, and other useful articles,
to locate
locate in
permanent
articles, and
and to
to assist
assist them
them to
in permanent
abodes, and sustain themselves
themselves by the pursuits
life, to
expursuits of
of civilized
civilized life,
to be
be expended under the direction of
the Secretary
of the
Interior, twenty-five
of the
Secretary of
the Interior,
twenty-five
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Indian Service in Colorado
Colorado Territory.
Territory. -—For
Indian
incidental in Colorado
For the
the general
general incidental
Territory.
expenses
etpenses of the Indian service in
Territory, presents
goods, Territory.
in Colorado Territory,
presents of
of goods,
agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, and other useful articles,
and to
assist them
articles, and
to assist
them to
to
locate
locate in permanent abodes, and sustain
sustain themselves by the pursuits of
of
civilized
expended under the direction
civilized life, to be expended
direction of
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
of the
the
Interior, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For payment of interest on fifteen thousand dollars, abstracted
abstracted bonds,
bonds, Interest on abfor the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six, stracted
and sixty-six,
stracted bonds,
bonds,
Cherokee school,
for the Cherokee
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Cherokee school fund,
fund, nine
nine hundred
and national
national
and
For payment of interest on sixty-eight
sixty-eight thousand dollars, abstracted
abstracted funds.
funds.
bonds, for the fiscal year ending June
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and
sixty-six, of the Cherokee national fund, four thousand
and eighty
thousand and
eighty dollars.
dollars.
Navajo Indians
in New
Neto Mexico. —
- For subsistence
Navajo
Indians in
subsistence for the Navajo
Navajo In- Navajo
Navjo Indians
ndians
New Mexico.
dians, and
and for the purchase of sheep and of agricultural
agricultural implements, in
inNew
Meio

seeds, and other articles necessary
necessary for breaking
on the
reserbreaking the
the ground
ground on
the reservation upon the Pecos River, one hundred
thousand dollars.
hundred thousand
dollars.
For payment of interest on one million six hundred
and ninety
ninety thouthou- Interest on
hundred and
non-paying stock held by the
sand three hundred dollars, non-paying
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
ingstook
the reldP
non-p^YingstoCk
i
a
n
Ytrust for
Interior in trust for the various
up to
including the
the inin- Indian tribes.
various Indian
Indian tribes,
tribes, up
to and
and including
terest payable July first, eighteen hundred
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, one
one hundred
thousand one hundred and fifty-three dollars.
For subsistence
subsistence, clothing,
general incidental
i
nc identalex
penses o
th
e Si
sseclothing, and
and general
expenses
offthe
SisseExpenses ot
of
ton, Wahpaton, Medawakanton,
Sisseton, WahWah3/1edawakanton, and Wahpakoota
Wahpakoota bands of Sioux or Da- sisseton,
paton,
Medawakota Indians,
Indians, at their new homes,
homes one hundred
doll ar s.
hundred thousand dollars.
kanton, and
kanton,
and
Indian
Service in
Idaho Territory.
- For the general incidental
Indian Service
in Idaho
Territory. —
incidental exex- Wahpakoota
Wahpakoota
Siou
x
or
Dakota
penses
penses of the Indian
Indian service
Territory, presents
goods, agriservice in
in Idaho
Idaho Territory,
presents of
of goods,
agri- Inouxdi
In di ans. akota
cultural
cultural implements,
implements, and other useful articles, and to assist
to locate
locate Indian service
assist them to
servioe
in permanent
in Idaho
permanent abodes, and sustain themselves by the pursuits
pursuits of civilized
civilized in
Idaho TernTemtorY;
life, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, to;
twenty thousand
theusand dollars.
Indian Service
Service in the Territory
Territory of Arizona.
inArizonaTerIndian
Arizona. -— For the general
general inciden- in
Arizona Tertal expenses of the Indian service
service in the Territory
Territory of Arizona, presents
presents ritory;
ritoy;
of goods, agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, and other useful articles,
articles, and
and to
to assist
assist
them to locate in permanent abodes, and sustain themselves
themselves by
by the
the purpursuils
of civilized
suits of
civilized life, to be expended
expended under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary
of
athe Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
Indian
Indian Service in Montana
For the
general incidental
Montana Territory.
Territory. —
- For
the general
incidental exex- in Montana
Montana
penses of the Indian service
service in Montana
Montana Territory, presents of goods, Territory
Territory;;
agricultural implements,
agricultural
implements, and other useful
assist them
them to
to
useful articles,
articles, and
and to
to assist
locate in permanent
permanent abodes,
abodes ' and
sustain themselves
by the
the pursuits
pursu its o
and sustain
themselves by
off
civilized life, to be expended
civilized
expended under the direction of the
Secretary of
the
the Secretary
of the
Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
California.—
- For pay of
California.
blacksmith, one
one assistant
of one physician, one
one blacksmith,
assistant in California.
Califoni.
blacksmith, one farmer, one carpenter,
carpenter, upon each of the four
reservations
four reservations
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Indian service
service
Indian

in Dakota Territory.
itory.

Delivery
of
Delivery of
provisions
provisions to
Indians in *Utah
superintendensuperintendency.
Special
agent
Special agent

for Winnebago,
Winnebago,
&c. Indians.
Indians.
&c.

Funds
and
Funds and
moneys to be
moneys
appropriated
appropriated
according to
stipulations of
of
stipulations

treaty.or
treaty.or provisions
of law.
visionsropriation
Appropriation
App

for payment of
supplies to desti-

Southern super-

intendency, for
intendency,
removal
and
of destidestirelief of
relief
tute,
tute.
Fall
F
ion
ull examiexamination to be
nat
made
made before
before
money is
is ex-

&c.
pended, Szia.

Certain citizoos
zens may trade
with
Indians on
with Indans
on
giving bond.

Conditions.

Proviso.
Proviso.

July
26, 1866.
1866.
July 26,
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in
California, at
of fifty
thousand
per month,
month, twelve
twelve thousand
fifty dollars
dollars per
at the
the rate
rate of
in California,
dollars.
dollars.
_Indian Service
Service in
Dakota Territory.
Territory. -— For
general incidental
exincidental exFor the
the general
in Dakota
Indian
penses
of the
the Indian
service in
of goods,
goods, agagTerritory, presents
presents of
in Dakota
Dakota Territory,
penses of
Indian service
ricultural implements,
implements, and
and other
other useful
ricultural
useful articles,
articles, and to assist them to
locate in
in permanent
permanent abodes
and sustain
themselves by the
of
the pursuits
pursuits of
sustain themselves
abodes and
locate
civilized life,
life, to
to be
the direction
direction of
Secretary of
of the
of the
the Secretary
expended under
under the
be expended
civilized
Interior, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Interior,
For
the transportation
transportation and
expenses of
of delivery
provisions
of provisions
delivery of
necessary expenses
and necessary
For the
to
the Indians
Indians within
the Utah
Utah superintendency,
superintendency, for
to the
within the
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
thousand
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
dollars.
For
salary of
special agent
agent to
to take
take charge
Winnebago and
and PottaPottaof Winnebago
charge of
a special
of a
For salary
watomie Indians
Indians now in the State of Wisconsin, one thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
dred
S
EC. 2.
2. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
no funds
to any
any
belonging to
funds belonging
That no
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
Indian
applied in
Indian tribe
tribe with which treaty
treaty relations
relations exist
exist shall
shall be
be applied
in any
any manmanner
authorized by such treaty, or by express provisions
nor
provisions of law, nor
ner not authorized
shall
transferred or
or applied
applied to
a treaty be transferred
to execute
execute a
appropriated to
money appropriated
shall money
any other purpose,
purpose, unless expressly
expressly authorized by law.
law.
S
EC. 3.
3. And
be it
there be,
be, and
and is
hereby, apSEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That there
is hereby,
aptreasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
propriated, out of any money in the treasury
the sum
sum of
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars
dollars for
for the
supplies althe
of five
the payment
payment of
of supplies
already furnished
to the
Indians of
Southern superintendency,
superintendency,
of the
the Southern
the destitute
destitute Indians
ready
furnished to
for removing
removing them to their homes, and for relieving such destitute persons
persons
among
actual want
and suffering:
That
Provided, That
suffering: Provided,
want and
are in
in actual
as are
said Indians
Indians as
among said
a full exno part of the money hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall be paid until a
aminition
am
i
nStion shall be made by the Secretary of the Interior and the first
first
comptroller
of the
and they
shall ascertain
is
money is
ascertain that the money
they shall
treasury, and
the treasury,
comptroller of
justly and equitably
contracts made and executed
equitably due under contracts
executed in entire
entire good
good
faith and for necessary
necessary supplies
supplies actually delivered to the Indians as aforesaid, at reasonable
reasonable prices; and for this purpose
purpose the comptroller
comptroller is hereby
hereby
authorized to take testimony and state the amount due said contractors
contractors
authorized
allowed on acupon principles
principles of equity; and no money shall be paid or allowed
passage of this act.
count of supplies furnished
furnished after the passage
S
EC. 4.
enacted, That
That any
any loyal
citizbn of
of
person, aa citizbn
loyal person,
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
4. And
the
the United States,
States, of good
good moral
moral character,
character, shall
shall be permitted
permitted to trade
trade
wi
th any
ndi an tr
ib e upon
i
vi
ng bond
bon d to
he United
Uni
te d States
States in
i
n the
with
any I
Indian
tribe
upon g
giving
to t
the
the pena
penall
sum of not less than five nor more than ten thousand dollars, with at
securities, to be approved
superintendent of the disleast two good securities,
approved by the superintendent
dietrict
such person
trade, or
by the
the United
United States
or by
to trade,
proposes to
person proposes
which such
trict within
within which
district judge
judge or
which the obligor reor district attorney
attorney for the district in
in which
resides, renewable
renewable each year, conditioned that such person will faithfully
faithfully
government of trade
observe all the laws and regulations made for the government
intercourse with Indian tribes, and in no respect violate the same:
and intercourse
same:
Provided,
the laws
laws now
now in
trade and
and intercourse
regulating trade
in force
force regulating
That the
Provided, That
with Indian tribes, affecting licensed
licensed traders, and
prescribing the
and prescribing
the powers
powers
superintendents, agents,
and duties of the commissioner of Indian affairs, superintendents,
and sub-agents
sub-agents in connection therewith, shall be continued in force and
and
apply
to traders
otherwise provided.
provision, except
except as herein otherwise
traders under this provision,
apply to
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 26, 1866.
CHAP.
CCLXVIL —
An Act to establish certain
certain Post-Roads.
Post-Roads.
-An
CHAP. CCLXVII.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
Certain post
post
States
he estabassembled, That the following be
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
Certain
routes establishroutes:
establish- lished
lished as post routes:
ed in
in
MAINE.
MAINE.
Maine.
Maine.
P. 6.
Iloulton, in Ar[oo]stook
Ante, p.
6.
From Sherman to Houlton,
Ar[oo]stook County.
County.
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From
Wilton, via
via Bean's
to North
Chesterville.
From Wilton,
Bean's Corner,
Corner, to
North Chesterville.
From Flag-Staff
to Eustis
From
Flag-Staff to
Eustis Mills.
Mills.Mae
From Hollis
Hollis to
From
to Dayton.
Dayton.
From
Harpswell.
From Brunswick
Brunswick to
to West
West Harpswell.
From
via North
North Porter,
Cram's Mills,
and Goshen
Seminary,
From Porter.
Porter. via
Porter, Cram's
Mills, and
Goshen Seminary,
to
Conway Centre,
Hampshire.
to Conway
Centre, in
in New
New Hampshire.

VERMONT.
VERMONT.
From West
Alburgh to
to Champlain,
Champlain, New
York.
From
West Alburgh
New York.
NEW YORK.
Rochester to
Chili Centre,
Centre, Monroe
Monroe County.
County.
From Rochester
to Chili
From
Lyon's Falls
Falls to
to Carthage.
From Lyon's
Carthage.
From Sherburne,
Sherburne, via Columbus,
New Berline,
and Oneonta,
Oneonta, to
Albany.
Columbus, New
Berline, and
to Albany.
From Schurous, Otsego
From
County, via
and
Otsego County,
via Furgusonville,
Furgusonville, Davenport,
Davenport, and
West
Kortright, to
to Bloomville,
Delaware County.
West Kortright,
Bloomville, Delaware
County.
Otsego County,
County, via
via New
Berlin, Chenango
Chenango County,
to
From Morris,
Morris, Otsego
New Berlin,
County, to
Norwich.
Norwich.
Delhi, via
Elk Creek,
Creek, Hartwright,
Creeks, MereFrom Delhi,
via Elk
Hartwright, and
and Charlotte
Charlotte Creeks,
Meredith
Otsego County.
dith and Davenport,
Davenport, to
to Oneonta,
Oneonta, Otsego
County.
From Unadilla
Unadilla to
to Oxford.
Oxford.
From Norwich
From
Plains.
Norwich to
to Sidney
Sidney Plains.
From Lockport, Niagara County, via Corners and Maple
Street, to
Maple Street,
to
Wilson.
Wilson.
Norwich to
to Morris.
From Norwich
From North Petersburg
Station, via
Petersburg, Four
Four Corners,
Corners, and
and
Petersburg Station,
via Petersburg,
South Petersburg.
Petersburg, to
to South
Petersburg.
From Smyrna, via Sherburn, Columbus, and
to Oneonta.
and New Berlin,
Berlin, to
Oneonta.
From Bainbridge,
Bainbridge, via
via Guilford
Guilford and
and Oxford,
Norwich.
Oxford, to
to Norwich.
From Plymouth, via Beaver Meadow, to
to South
South Ostelic.
Ostelic.
From Russell,
From
Monterey and
Clifton Iron
to Harewood.
Harewood.
Russell, via
via Monterey
and Clifton
Iron Works,
Works, to
From Oxford
Oxford to
to Unadilla.
Unadilla.
From Crown Point Centre,
Centre, via
via Hammond's
Furnace, to
to Schroon
Hammond's Furnace,
Schroon
Lake.
Lake.
Brook, Oneida
From Holland Patent to Big Brook,
Oneida County,
by way
way of
of SteuStenCounty, by
ben.

PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.
From West Chester to Downingtown.
Downingtown.
From Pottsville to Shenandoah.
Shenandoah.
From Lincolnville
Lincolnville to Miller's Station.
Station.
From Oldforge
Oldforge to Factoryville.
Factoryville.
From Johnstown
Johnstown to
to Shade
Shade Gap.
Gap.
From Gordonsville
Gordonsville to Intercourse.
Intercourse.
From Westminster
Westminster to
to Southampton.
Southampton.
From Mount
Mount Union,
Union, via Litz store, to Mount
factory.
Mount Tare
Tare factory.
From Quakertown,
Quakertown, via Milford Square, Spinnerstown,
Spinnerstown, and Gory's, to
Pennsburg.
Pennsburg.
From Farmington
Farmington to
to Brandonville,
Brandonville, Virginia.
Virginia.
From Barry's to Weishampletown.
Weishampletown.
From Oil City, via Oleopolis, to Pithole.
From Sartwell, McKean
McKean County, to
to Forrest
Forrest House,
House, Potter
Potter County.
County.
From Erie, via Wattsburg, to
Union Mills.
Mills.
to Union
From Tionesta,
Tionesta, in Venango County, to Foxborough,
Foxborough, in
in Forrest
Forrest County.
County.
From West Decatur, via Clearfield
Clearfield Bridge, to Curwensville.
From Germany to Warren.
Warren.
From Stevens, via Schoen
Reinholdsville, to
Schoen Creek, and Reinholdsville,
to Cocalico,
Cocalico, and
and
return to Stevens,
Schoeneck.
Stevens, via
via Schoeneck.

281
Post routes in
Post outes in
Maine.

Vermont.

Ante, p.
p. 8.
Ante,
8.

New
York.
New York.
Ante, pp. 7,89.
7,189.
Ante,pp.

Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvana.
Ante,
Ante, p. 8.
8.
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Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvani.

West Virginia.
WestVirginia.
Ante,
pp. 8,190.
Ante,pp.8,190.

From Leopard
Leopard to
From
to Reesville.
Reesville.
Downingtown, via Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, Comog,
From Downingtown,
Comog, Moorestown
Moorestown Station, and
and
Barnestown
Waynesburg.
to Waynesburg.
Station, to
Barnestown Station,
From New
to Mannsville.
Mannsville.
Bloomfield to
New Bloomfield
From
From Ridgway
to Shawmut.
Shawmut.
Ridgway to
From
From Cove
Cove Station,
Station, Huntington
Huntington County,
to Martinsburg,
Martinsburg, Blair
County.
Blair County.
County, to
From
From
Three Springs
Springs to
to Mount
Mount Union,
in Huntington
Huntington County.
County.
Union, in
From Three
From West
West Chester,
Road Station,
Station, to West
West Chester
Boot Road
McCall's Boot
via McCall's
Chester, via
From
Intersection.
Intersection.
From Bethel,
Bethel, via
via Croaskill
Mills, and
2Etna, in
in County
County of
Mount 2Etna,
and Mount
Crosskill Mills,
From
Berks,
to Myerstown
Myerstown in
in the
County of
Lebanon, State
State of
of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
of Lebanon,
the County
Berks, to

WEST VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
WEST
From Flemington,
Flemington, Tailor County, via Fairview, Noah Smith's, and
Fairfield,
to Maxwell's
Maxwell's Mills.
Mills.
Fairfield, to
Mills.
From Arnoldsburg
Arnoldsburg to
to Webb's Mills.
From
Dallas.
From Elm
Grove to Dallas.
Elm Grove
From
From Grafton
Grafton to Belington.
Belington.
From
From Mount
to Mouth
Month of Seneca.
Hebron to
Mount Hebron
From
From Franklin
Mount Freedom.
Franklin to Mount
From
From
to Hebron.
Mary's to
Saint Mary's
From Saint

OHIO.
From
Logan to
to East
Creek.
Rush Creek.
East Rush
From Logan
From
Middletown.
Sparta to Middletown.
From Sparta
From Mount
Vernon, via
Macon, and
and Bennington,
Bennington, to
to
Marengo, Macon,
Sparta, Marengo,
via Sparta,
Mount Vernon,
From
Ashley.
Ashley.
to Sharon.
Sharon.
From
via Dunganon
Dunganon and
Kuths, to
and Kuths,
Beverly, via
From Beverly,
From
Salem to Carrollton.
From Salem
From
via Eagle
Eagle Furnace,
Furnace, Wilkersville, Ewington, Vinton,
Hamden, via
From Hamden,
and
to Gallipolis.
Grove, to
Pine Grove,
and Pine
From
Bradysville.
to Bradysville.
Ripley to
From Ripley
Cabell, Augusta,
From
Augusta, Maysville,
Maysville, Hanoverton
Hanoverton
way of
of Cabell,
by way
Carrollton, by
From Carrollton,
to Salem.

Ohio.
Ohio.

Ante, p.
8.
Ante,
p. 8.

Indiana
Indiana
Ante, pp. 6, 191.

Ante,
Ante, p. 191.

1866.
1866.

DELAWARE.
DELAWARE.
From
Wyoming,
via
Lebanon,
Magnolia.
to Magnolia.
From Wyoming, via Lebanon, to

Delaware.
Delaware.

Illinos.
Illinois.

Ca. 267.
267.
CH.

MARYLAND.
From Dublin to Rising Sun.
From Ellic,ott's
to Brightown.
Brightown.
Mills to
Ellicott's Mills
From

Maryland.
Maryland.
Ante,
p. 189.
189.
Ante, p.
te,
p. 189.

, p. 6

Sass.
I.
SESS. I.

.

INDIANA.
INDIANA.

From Mechanicsburg
to Middletown.
Mechanicsburg to
Middletown.
Rockville to Covington.
Covington.
From Rockville
Alverdale, Metz, Fish Creek, and York
From
via Hamilton,
Hamilton, Alverdale,
Jervis, via
From Jervis,
Centre,
Camden, in Michigan.
Michigan.
Centre, to Camden,
From
Augusta Station,
Royalton.
Traders' Point, to Royalton.
Station, via Traders'
From Augusta
Bishops, Roseburgs, Fountaintown, and
From
Fairland, via Cyrenius
Cyrenius Bishops,
From Fairland,
Smiths, to
Greenfield.
to Greenfield.
Smiths,
New Palestine
From
Philadelphia to
Palestine and Sugar Creek.
to New
From Philadelphia
Warren County.
Line, in Warren
From
County.
to State Line,
Covington to
From Covington
From
Jasper to
to Lynnville.
Lynnville.
From Jasper
From
Milroy to Greensburg.
Greensburg.
From Milroy
Vincent, and Oil Ridge,
From
Ridge, to Auburn.
Wayne, via Saint Vincent,
From Fort
Fort Wayne,

From
Walnut.
Princeton to
From Princeton
to Walnut

ILLINOIS.
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Antioch, via
to Salem,
Wisconsin.
From Antioch,
via Liberty,
Liberty, to
Salem, in
in Kenosha
Kenosha County,
County, Wisconsin.
From Edwardsville
Edwardsville to
From
to Troy.
Troy.inoi
From Blackberry
Blackberry to
to Hustling's
From
Hustling's Station.
Station.
From
Dunleath, via
via Fairplay,
Fairplay, Jamestown,
Big Rutch,
Rutch, and
and Swetzer's
Swetzer's
From Dunleath,
Jamestown, Big
Grove,
to Plattersville,
Wisconsin.
Grove, to
Plattersville, in
in Wisconsin.
From Lancaster,
Annoton, to
to New
California, in
in Grant
Grant County,
County,
From
Lancaster, via
via Annoton,
New California,
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
From Cedar
Pleasant, to
to Mosco.
Mosco.
From
Cedar Bluff,
Bluff, via
via Mount
Mount Pleasant,
From
Manchester, via
to Florence.
From Manchester,
via Winchester,
Winchester, to
Florence.
From
via Belle
Belle Prairie,
Prairie, Long
From McLeansboro,
McLeansboro, via
Long Prairie,
Prairie, and
and Keeneville,
Keeneville,
to Henia.
From
Bowensburg.
From Chili
Chili to
to Bowensburg.
From Gardner, via Mazou,
Mazou, Highland,
Highland, Vienna,
Vienna, and
and Bruce,
Bruce, to
to Tonica.
Tonica.
From
Bedford to
From Bedford
to Pearl.
Pearl.
From
Virders to
to Taylorsville.
Taylorsville.
From Virders
From Danville to
to Reesville.
From
Reesville.
From
Pilot Grove
Grove to
Denham.
From Pilot
to Denham.
From
Decatur to
to Newburg.
From Decatur
Newburg.
From
via Buck,
Buck, to
Fairfield.
From McLeansboro
McLeansboro,'via
to Fairfield.
From
to Henia.
From Louisville
Louisville to
Henia.
From
to Veni.
Veni.
From Teutopolis
Teutopolis to
From Webb's Prairie, via Henning's
Henning's Store, to
to Moore's
Moore's Prairie.
Prairie.
From
Illinois, by
by Winchester,
Manchester.
From Florence,
Florence, Illinois,
Winchester, to
to Manchester.

MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.
From Pontiac
Pontiac to
to Rochester.
From
Rochester.
Union, Osburn's
From Bristol, in Indiana, via Union,
Osburn's Mills,
Mills, and
and Brownsville,
Brownsville,
to Cassapolis, in
to
in Cass
County, Michigan.
Michigan.
Cass County,
From Buchanan,
Buchanan, via
Wesaw and
to Laketown.
via Wesaw
and New
New Troy,
Troy, to
Laketown.
From Decatur,
Decatur, via Prospect
Lawrence.
Prospect Lake,
Lake, to
to Lawrence.
From Easton Rapids,
Rapids, via Spicersville,
Spicersville, Brookfield,
to OliOliBrookfield, and
and Walton,
Walton, to
vet.
From Niles, via Berrien Centre, Eau Claire, Pipestone,
Pipestone, Sodus,
Sodas, and
and
Benton Harbor, to Saint Joseph.
Joseph.
From Holly to New Hudson.
Hudson.
From Vermontville
Vermontville to Barrysville.
Barrysville.
From Sylvania,
Sylvania, Lucas County, Ohio, to Whitesford Centre,
Centre, Michigan.
Michigan.
From Big Rapids,
Rapids, Mecosta
Mecosta County, via Rogers's Bridge, Satterley's
Satterley's
Stanton, in
Mill, and Cato, to Stanton,
in Montcalm
Montcalm County.
County.
From Stanton
Mill Brook.
Stanton to
to Mill
Brook.
From Ionia, via
Smyrna, to
to Greenville.
via Smyrna,
Greenville.
From Newaygo to
to Mears.
Mears.
From Holland,
Holland, via Zeeland, Wiesland, and Jamestown,
Jamestown, to Grand RapRapids.
ids.
From Manistee
Manistee to
Stronach.
to Stronach.
From Newaygo,
Newaygo, via Fremont Centre, Greenwood,
Greenwood, and
and Elbridge,
Elbridge, to
to
Pent Water.
From Croton to Traverse
Traverse City.
City.
From Newaygo,
Newaygo, via Bridgeton,
Bridgeton, to Minkeyon.
Minkeyon.
From Pontiac,
Rochester and Mount Vernon, to Romeo.
Pontiac, via Rochester
Romeo.
From Paw Paw, via New State Road, to Allegan.
Allegan.
Newman.
From Allison to Newman.
From Coldwater,
Coldwater, via Orangeville and Union
Union City,
to Athens.
Athens.
City, to
From Stanton to Mount
Mount Pleasant.
Pleasant.
MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.
From Brunswick, via Brookfield,
Brookfield, Northcut, Milan, and Unionville,
Unionville, to
to
Centerville, in
in Iowa.
Iowa.

283
283
Pogt routes
routes in
Poat
in

Michigan.

e p. T.
Ante,
Ar
, p. 7.

Missouri.
Msouri.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 190.
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Postro
utes
Post
routes
Missouri.

in
From Keytsville,
in
Keytsville, via Bucklin, Strickerville,
Strickerville, Greencastle,
Greencastle, and
and UnionUnionSville,
vile, to Centerville, in
in Iowa.
Iowa.
From Jefferson
Jefferson to
to Louisiana.
Louisiana.
County, via
From Unionville, Putnam
Putnam County,
Greencastle, and
and Strickerville,
Strickerville,
via Greencastle,
to Pennsville, thence via New Boston,
Boston, Buckland,
Hannibal and
and Saint
Buckland, to
to Hannibal
Saint
Railroad.
Joseph Railroad.
From Patterson
From
to Doniphan.
Patterson to
Doniphan.
From
Quincy to
Stockton.
From Quincy
to Stockton.
via Spring River
From Mount Vernon,
Vernon, vih.
River Academy,
Academy, Golden
Golden Grove,
Grove, LaLamar, Baker's Grove, and Washington
Mar,
Washington Adams,
Fort Scott,
Scott, in
in Kansas.
Kansas.
Adams, to
to Fort
From Savannah,
Savannah, via Maryville, Bedford,
Bedford, and
Afton, to
in
and Afton,
to Winterset,
Winterset, in
Iowa.
Iowa.
From Saint Joseph, via Rochester, Albany,
Albany, Eagle,
Eagle, Leon,
Leon, Osceola,
Osceola, InIndianola, to Des Moines,
Moines, in
in Iowa.
Iowa.
From Hamilton, via Gallatin, Salem,
Salem, and
Bethany, to
and Bethany,
to Eagle.
Eagle.
From Chillicothe,
Princeton, to
Chillicothe, via Trenton and Princeton,
in Iowa.
to Leon,
Leon, in
Iowa.
From Brunswick, via
Compton's Ferry,
Ferry, to
to Chillicothe.
Chillicothe.
via Compton's
From Bucklin,
Bucklin, via New Boston,
Birdseye Bridge,
GreenBoston, Pleasantville,
Pleasantville, Birdseye
Bridge, Greencastle, to
Centerville, Iowa.
to Cincinnati
Cincinnati and
and Centerville,
Iowa.
From Trenton, via Buttsville,
Modena, and
Burr Oak,
Ziine [Nine]
Buttsville, Modena,
and Burr
Oak, to
to Mine
[Nine]
Eagles.
Eagles.
From Pattonsburg to Albany.
Albany.
From Forest City, via Rush Bottom, Lowell, Hemmes
Hemrnes Landing,
Landing, Sono
Sono
ra, and Linden Landing, to Sidney, in
in Iowa.
Iowa.
From
From Princeton,
Princeton, via Ravenna,
Ravenna, Cleopatra, and Warsaw,
Warsaw, to
to Corydon,
Corydon, in
Iowa.
Iowa.
From Fort Scott
to Neosho.
Neosho.
Scott to
From Sedalia, via Calhoun, Clinton,
Humansville, Stockton,
Stockton,
Clinton, Osceola,
Osceola, Humansville,
Greenfield,
Greenfield, Bowers's
Bowers's Mills, Sarcoxie, Newtonia,
Newtonia, and
and Granby,
to Neosho.
Granby, to
Neosho.
From Perryville
Perryville to Buhle's
Buhle's Store.
Store.
From Bloomfield
Bloomfield to Kennett.
Kennett.
From Beech to
Fourmile.
to Fourmile.
From Glasgow, via Salisbury,
Salisbury, to
to Callao.
Callao.
From Gallatin
Gallatin to
to Leon,
Leon, Iowa.
Iowa.
From Bethany, via Cameron,
Cameron, to
to Kansas
Kansas City.
City.
From Pleasant
From
Pleasant Hill, via Aubery, in Kansas,
Kansas, Paola,
and Staunton,
to
Paola, and
Staunton, to
Ottowa.
Ottowa.
From
Mound City,
From Pleasant
Pleasant Hill, via Bloomington
Bloomington to Mound
Kansas.
City, Kansas.
From Harmony
Harmony to
Potosi.
to Potosi.
From
From Terre Haute, in Missouri,
Missouri, via Ayersville
Ayersville and
Warsaw, to
and Warsaw,
to CoryCorydon, in
in Iowa.
Iowa.
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.

Minnesota.
Minnesota.

pp.

415k,
Ane, pp. 7,189.

From
From
Cloud.
Cloud.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Dunleath to Vermillion
Lake.
Vermillion Lake.
Forest City, via Kimball's
Kimball's Prairie and Maine
Saint
Maine Prairie,
Prairie, to
to Saint

Monticello,
Monticello, via Buffalo,
Buffalo, Chatham, and Waverly, to
Middleville.
to Middleville.
Monticello, via Silver Creek and Corinna, to
to Fair
Fair Haven.
Haven.
La
Morille, via Pickwick
La Morille,
Pickwick and S. C. Dicks's, to La
La Crescent.
Crescent.
Shakopee
Shakopee to Excelsior.
Excelsior.
Mantorville,
Mantorville, by Vernon, Waltham,
and Mower
Waltham, and
Mower City,
City, to
to Austin.
Austin.
Buffalo, by Maple
Maple Lake,
Lake, to
to Fair
Fair Haven.
Haven.
Saint Charles to Quincy.
La Suer to
Cordova.
to Cordova.
Saint Peters, Scandian Grove, and Sibley, to Henderson.
Henderson.
Saint
Rushford
Rushford to
to Preston.
Preston.
Chaska
Saint Bonifacius.
Chaska to Saint
Bonifacius.
West
West Albany, via Read's Ford, to Forest Mound.
Wabasha to Forest Mound.
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Pedler's Grove
Grove to
Garden City.
City.
Pedler's
to Garden
Red Wing,
Wing, via
via Mazeppa,
Mazeppa, to
Rochester.
Red
to Rochester.
Minneaska,
via East
East Indian
Indian Creek
Creek and
and Read's
Read's Ford,
Ford, to
to MaMaMinneaska, via
Buffalo, via
Maple Lake,
to Fair
Haven.
Buffalo,
via Maple
Lake, to
Fair Haven.
IOWA.
IOWA.

From
to Moravia.
From Blakesburg
Blakesburg to
Moravia.
From
From Des
Des Moines to New
New Jefferson.
Jefferson.
From
From Sigourney to
to Askoloosa.
Askoloosa.
From
to Monticello.
From Towden
Towden,' via
via Oxford
Oxford Mills
Mills and
and Scotch
Scotch Grove,
Grove, to
Monticello.
From Helena
Eureka and
and Kent's
Ridge, to
to BrookBrookHelena R.
R. R.
R. Station, via Eureka
Kent's Ridge,
lyn.
From
Dennison to
to Magnolia.
From Dennison
Magnolia.
From Des Moines to Saint Joseph,
Joseph, Missouri.
From Fort Dodge, via Dakota,
Fern Valley,
Dakota, Wancosta,
Wancosta, Fern
Valley, and
and EmmettsEmmettsburg, to
to Estherville.
Newbury, via
Hartland and
Bristol, to
to Northwood.
From Newbury,
via Hartland
and Bristol,
Northwood.
Northwood to
to Mason
City.
From Northwood
Mason City.
and Shellrock,
Shellrock, to
to Albert
Albert Lea,
Lea, in
in
From Northwood,
Northwood, via
via Gordonville
Gordonville and
Minnesota.
From Burlington, via Toolesboro,
Toolesboro to Port
Port Louisa.
From Osceola,
Osceola, via La Salle, to Hopeville.
From Burlington, via Port Louisa
Grandview , to
to Ononioa.
Louisa and Grandview,
Ononioa.
Mount Sterling
Sterling and
and Upton,
Upton, to
Pilemphis.
From Vernon, via
via Mount
to Memphis.
From Rockford,
Springs, Shell
Shell Rock
Rock
Rockford, via Rock Grove
Grove City,
City, Nora
Nora Springs,
Falls, and Plymouth,
Plymouth, to Northwood.
From Boonsboro, via Dennison, Paradise, Olmstead, and Whitesboro,
to Saint John.
From Guttenburg,
Guttenburg, via Elkport and Littleport, to
to Strawberry
Strawberry Point.
Point.
From Nevada, via Iowa Centre, Peoria, and Greencastle,
Greencastle, to
to Colfax.
Colfax.
From Grundy Centre, via Parkersburg, Butler Centre, West
West Point,
and Coldwater,
Coltlwater, to
to Marble Rock.
Rock.
From Wheatland, via Toronto
Toronto and Burgess, to Monmouth.
From
Webster to Luni.
From Webster
Luni.
From Sigourney to Montezuma.
From Iona to New Hartford.
From Winterset to
to Fort Des
Des Moines.
Moines.
From Postville, via %brand
Sybrand [Lybrand]
[Lybrand] and Ludlow, to Waukon.
Waukon.
From West Union, via Fredericksburg,
Fredericksburg, Williamstown,
Williamstown, and Bradford,
to Nashua.
Nashua.
From Centreville, via Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Unionville, Pennville,
Pennville, Greencastle,
Greencastle,
Birdseye
Birdseye Ridge, Pleasantville,
Pleasantville, New Boston, Bucklin, Westville, to
to Keitsville.
From Onawa
Onawa to Section Eight, township
township eighty-five.
eighty-five.
From Des Moines,
Moines, via Iickory
Hickory Grove, Palestine, Ames, Blinkson, and
and
Saratoga, to
to Webster
Webster City.
From Winterset, via Afton, Bedford, and
in
and Maryville, to
to Savannah, in
Missouri.
From Postville to Waukon.
Waukon.
From Panora, via Dale City, to Fontanelle.
From Des Moines, via Pilot Grove
Grove and Macksville,
Macksville, to Lewis.
Lewis.
From Algona, via Armstrong's
Mud Lakes, to
to Esthersville.
Estbersville.
Armstrong's Grove
Grove and
and Mud
From Parkersburg
Parkersburg to Marble
Rock.
Marble Rock.
From Marion to Winthrop.
From Eldoria, via Point
Tipton.
Point Pleasant,
Pleasant, to
to Tipton.
From Recerville,
Recerville, via Wentworth,
Wentworth, to Le Roy, in Minnesota.
From Des Moines, via Chariton, Corydon,
Linersville, to
Corydon, and Linersville,
to Chillicothe, in Missouri.

Iowa.
Iowa.
Ane,pp.8,189.

Ante, pp. 8,189.
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Post
Post routes
routes in
in
Iowa.
Iowa.

Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Ante, pp.
8, 189.
Ante,
pp.8,189.
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From Postville to Wauken.
Wauken.
From
via Red Oak
Oak Junction,
From Lewis,
Lewis, via
Junction, to Sidney.
From
Memphis, Missouri.
Missouri.
From Vernon
Vernon to Memphis,
From
Gertnanville to
From Germanville
to Coalport.
Coalport.
From
From Grinnell to New Hartford.
From
From Homestead
Homestead to
to Little City.
From
Marshaltown, via
and College
College Farm,
Farm, to
From Marshaltown,
via Timber
Timber Creek
Creek and
to Newton.
Newton.
From
New Oregon
Oregon to Austin,
Austin, Minnesota.
Minnesota.
From New
From
From Clio
Clio to Iowa Centre.
Centre.
From
to Wauken.
Wauken.
From Pottsville
Pottsville to
From
Oregon, via
Springs, Line Springs,
From New
New Oregon,
via Vernon Springs,
Springs, Glen Rock,
Rock,
and
Eatonville, in
Iowa, and
La Roy,
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
Minneand Eatonville,
in Iowa,
and La
Roy, in
to Austin,
Austin, Minne-

sota.
sota.
Brighton, via
Germanville, Salina,
Glendale.
Salina, to
to Glendale.
via Germanville,
From Brighton,
From Menomonee,
Menomonee, via Mill Spring and Plumb city, to Maiden Rock.
From
Ettrick to Mehone.
From Ettrick
From
Centre, via
Bradeys, Yankeetown,
Yankeetown, Rising
Rising Sun,
From Richland
Richland Centre,
via Boa;
Boaz, Bradeys,
Sun,
and
Alexander's Mills, to
and Alexander's
to De
De Sota.
From
From Princeton,
Princeton, via Germania,
Germania, to Montelle.
Montelle.
From
Pella to
to Shawnee.
Shawnee.
From Pella
From Woodman,
Woodman, via Millerville,
Millerville, Mount Hope, and Tafton,
Tafton, to
to Beetown.
Beetown.
From
Washington to
From Port Washington
to Wabacca.
Wabacca.
From
Maysville to
to Theresa.
Theresa.
From Maysville
Trempealeau, via Arcadia, Burnside,
From Trempealeau,
Burnside, and Hale, to Sumner.
From Friendship, via Arcade, to Barnum.
From Manston
Manston to Warner.
From River Falls to Brookville.
Brookvillo.
From Melrose to Sparta.
From Alma to Durana.
Basel,
From White Creek, via Easton,
Easton, Arcade,
Arcade, Woodworth,
Woodworth, and
and Point
Point Basel,
to Plover.
From Denison to Ida.
WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.

From
Dunleith, Illinois,
to Platteville,
From Dunleith,
Illinois, to
Platteville, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

From Woodman,
Woodtnan, by Millville, Mount Hope, and Tayton, to Beetown.
Beetown.
From Richland
Riclland Centre, by Boaz,
Boa; Brady's Rowes, Yanktown,
Yanktown, TowerTowervine,
Sun, and
Alexander's Mill,
ville, Rising Sun,
and Alexander's
Mill, to De Sota.
Sota.
From Wilson's Creek, by Black Hawk, to Sank City.
California.
California.
Ante, pp.
6, 180.
pp.5,l90.

CALIFORNIA.

From San Buenaventura,
Buenaventura, via Ojai,
Ojai, to
to Camulas.
From Oisalia, via Fort Tejon, to Bakersfield.
Bakersfield.
From Red Bluff, via Nome
Nome Lackee, to Coast Range.
From Cloverdale,
Cloverdale, via Uncle Sam, Lower Lake, and Lake Port, to Upper Lake.
From Susanville to Taylorsville.
From Fort Bidwell
Bidwell to Susansville.
Susansville.
From Fort Bidwell
Bidwell to Pueblo.
Pueblo.
From Taylorville to Carner
earner Place.
From Chico to Colusa.
From Colusa, via Antelope Valley, Bear Valley, and Sulphur
Sulphur Springs,
to Lakeport.
Lakeport.
From
Oak Creek
Creek to
From Oak
to Independence.
Independence.
From Suison City, Solano County, via Gordon Valley, Rag Cannon,
and Berryessa Valley, to Lower Lake, in Lake County.
From Smith's Ranch, via Caffey's Cave, Casper
Casper Creek
Creek Mills, Noyo
Mills, Ten Mile River, Bear Harbor, Shelter Cove, and Upper
Upper Mattole,
to Lower Mattole.
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KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.
From Horse
Horse Kane
Kane to
to Bucksville.
Bucksville.
From
From Augusta,
via Brookville,
Milford, to
to ClaysClaysPetra, Milford,
Powersville, Petra,
Brookville, Powersville,
Augusta, via
From
ville.
ville.
From Richmond
Richmond to
Lexington.
to Lexington.
From
From Irvine
to McKee.
McKee.
Irvine to
From
From Catt/esburg,
via Canonsburg,
Canonsburg, Botts
Botts Fork,
Fork, Sulphur
and
Spring, and
Sulphur Spring,
Cattlesburg, via
From
Cherokee,
to Blair.
Cherokee, to
From Somerset
Knorville.
to Knorville.
Somerset to
From
From Beattysville
Thompsonville.
Beattysville to Thompsonville.
From
MONTANA
TERRITORY.
MONTANA TERRITORY.
From Virginia
Fosters, and
and Boreman's
Boreman's City, to
Formans, Fosters,
via Formans,
City, via
Virginia City,
From
Yellowstone City.
City.
Yellowstone
From Crossing
Crossing of
of Gallatin
Foster's farm, to Gallatin
Gallatin City.
at Foster's
Gallatin at
From
WASHINGTON
TERRITORY.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
From
Seattle, via
Tree Posts,
Pass Orchard.
Orchard.
to Pass
Blakeley, to
Pass Blakeley,
Posts, Pass
via Tree
From Seattle,
DAKOTA TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
DAKOTA
From
From
From
From
From
From

Fort
Sully.
to Fort
Fort Sully.
Fort Randall
Randall to
Sioux Falls
to Ponca.
Ponca.
Falls to
Sioux
Fort Wadsworth
Devil's Lake.
Lake.
to Devil's
Wadsworth to
Fort

OREGON.
OREGON.
Walla-Walla.
via Selilo, Umatilla, Wallula, to Walla-Walla.
From
City, via
From Dallas City,
UTAH TERRITORY.
UTAH
TERRITORY.
From Logan
to Dexton.
Dexton.
Logan to
From
From Huntsville
to Bennington.
Bennington.
Huntsville to
From
From Logan
Logan to
Oxford.
to Oxford.
From
From Nephi to Saint
Saint George, via Severe Valley and Fort Gunnison.
From

KANSAS.
KANSAS.
Grove.e,pp.8,
From Paoli,
Blooming Grove.
Miami, Madora,
Madora, to Blooming
Paoli, via Miami,
From
Lightning Creek Valley, Chetopah,
From Humboldt,
Chetopah,
Coonville, Lightning
Humboldt, via Coonville,
From
Fort Gibson.
Cabin Creek,
Creek, Alburdes,
Alburdes, to
to Fort
Cabin
to Mound
Mound City.
From Ottawa to
to Lincolnville.
From Cottonwood Falls to
Lincolnville.
From
From
Columbus, to
to Iowa
Iowa City Point.
via Columbus,
From Wathena,
Wathena, via
NEVADA.
Ione.
From West
Gate to Tone.
West Gate
From
From Austin
Unionville.
From
Austin to Unionville.
Mojave.
From
Pahranagat and Callville, to Fort Mojave.
From Austin,
Austin, via Pahranagat
NEW
JERSEY.
NEW JERSEY.

287
Post routes in
Kentucky.

Montana Territory.
Ante, p. 190.

Washington
Washington

Territory.
Territory.

Ante, p. 8.
8.

Dakota Territory.
Aoe,
6.
Ante, p. 6.

Oregon.
Ante, p.
p. 190.
190.
Utah Territory.

tory.

Kansas.
Ante, pp. 8,189.

Nevada.
"Inte, pp. 77,,l90.
190.
Ane,pp.

New Jersey.

From
Mannahawkin.
Woodmansee to Mannahawkin.
From Woodmansee

NEBRASKA
NEBRASKA TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
From Dakota City to Yancton,
Yancton, in Dakota Territory.
Territory.
Plattsmouth to Columbus.
Columbus.
From Plattsmouth
From Ponca
Ponca to Fremont.
From Saint
Saint John's, Iowa, via De Soto and Fontanelle,
Fontanelle, Nebraska,
Nebraska, to
Buchanan, Nebraska.
Buchanan,

Nebraska TerTerNebraska
ritory.
r
Ante,
p.
7.
AI e, p. 7.
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Post
routes in
Post routes
in
Nebraska Territoryka Te
tory.

Idaho TerriTerritory.

Montana Territory.
Ante, p. 190.

Dakota Territory.
Aite,pp.6,287.
Ante, pp. 6, 287.

Indian
TerriIndian Territory.

tory.

July 26,1866.
26, 1866.

Clerks of
district
courts
district
courts
in Washington
in
Washington
Territory, their
appointment,
appointment,
duties, and
duwers.
powers.

Sass.
SESS. I.
I.

On. 267,
268.
CH.
267, 268.

1866.
1866.

From Brownsville
Brownsville to Table Rock, Nebraska.
From Brownsville
Brownsville to
to Grant,
Grant, Nebraska.
From
Nebraska.
From
via Jalappa,
Jalappa, Saint
Saint Charles,
Greenwood, West
West Point,
From Fremont,
Fremont, via
Charles, Greenwood,
Point,
and Rock
Creek, to
South Fork
of Elk
Horn.
and
Rock Creek,
to South
Fork of
Elk Horn.
IDAHO TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Idaho
to Rocky
Rocky Bar.
Idaho City
City to
Bar.
Ruby City,
Valley, to
Chico, in
California.
Ruby
City, via
via Puebla
Puebla Valley,
to Chico,
in California.
in Oregon.
Ruby City
City to
to Jacksonville,
Jacksonville, in
Oregon.
Diggings to
to Florence.
Placerville, via
via Warren's
Warren's Diggings
Florence.
Boise
via Old
Old Fort
Fort Boise,
in Oregon.
Oregon.
Boise City,
City, via
Boise, to
to Clanyon
Clanyon City,
City, in
Idaho
to Silver
Silver City.
Idaho City
City to
City.

MONTANA TERRITORY.
MONTANA
TERRITORY.
From Helena
Helena to
to Wallula.
Wallula.
From
Seattle.
From Wallula
Wallula to
to Seattle.
Kalmiche to
Elma.
From Kalmiche
to Elma.
From Jefferson
Jefferson Crossing, via
Prow City
City and
and Deer
Lodge City,
City,
via Silver
Silver Prow
Deer Lodge
Blackfoot.
to Blackfoot.
From Helena
Helena to Diamond
Diamond City.
City.
Blackfoot, to Hell Gate.
From Helena, via Blackfoot,
via Sterling and Garfield,
From Virginia City, via
Garfield, to
to Gallatin
Gallatin City.
City.
From Gallatin City to
to Boreman.
Boreman.
From Helena, via Dearborn
Dearborn and
River Farm,
and Sun
Sun River
Farm, to
to Fort
Fort Benton.
Benton.
From Diamond City to Fort Benton.
via on
on Salt
Salt Lake
Road, via
via Cut
Cut Off,
From Junction,
Junction, via
Lake Road,
Off, to
to Virginia
Virginia City.
City.
From Hell Gate to Flat Head.
Head.
From Virginia City, to Fort Sully, in Dakota Territory.
Territory.
From Helena, via Fort
Fort Laramie
Laramie and
Fort Reno,
New Fort
Kearand Fort
Reno, to
to New
Fort Kearney, in Nebraska
Nebraska Territory.
From Helena
Helena to Blackfoot
Blackfoot City.
City.
From Bannock
Bannock City, via German Gulch, to French
French Gulch.
From Bannock
Bannock City to Montana
Montana City, on Rattlesnake
Rattlesnake Creek.
Creek.
From Virginia
Virginia City, via Silver Bow, Deer
Lodge City,
Deer Lodge
City, and
and Hell
Hell Gate,
Gate,
to Fort Owens, in Bitter Root Valley.
Valley.
DAKOTA
DAKOTA TERRITORY.
From
Chateau.
From Panca
Panca Agency
Agency to
to Chateau.
From Fort Sully
Sully to
Virginia City,
in Montana
Montana Territory.
Territory.
to Virginia
City, in
INDIAN
INDIAN TERRITORY.
TERRITORY.
From Fort Gibson, via Creek
Creek Agency, to Seminole
Seminole Agency.
Agency.
APPROVED, July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCLXVIII. -— An Act in
Clerics to
the Courts
Courts of
of
in Relation
Relation to
to the Appointment of
of Clerks
to the
Washington
Territory.
Washington Territory.
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
each judge
of the
the district
Congress assembled,
That each
judge of
district
court
court shall appoint
appoint aaclerk for each court in his district, who shall reside
and keep
keep his
office at
at the
the place
place of
of holding
holding said
court, and
and exercise
the
and
his office
said court,
exercise the
powers now provided
provided by law for the clerk
clerk of
supreme court
court of
of the
of the
the supreme
the
Territory
Washington, and
and be
be subject
subject to
to all
Territory of Washington,
all provisions
provisions of
of law,
law, not
not ininconsistent
consistent with this act, applicable to the clerk of said supreme court.
APPROVED,
July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July
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CHAP.CCLXIX
and to
of Exports,
July 26,
CHAP.
CCLXIX..—An
-An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for and
to regulate
regulate the
the Weighing
Weighing of
Exports, July
26, 1866.
1866.
and/or
and
for oiher
other Purposes.
Purposes.

Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That upon
upon all
certain
States of
America in
all weighable
weighable Upon
Upon certain
articles hereafter
hereafter exported, upon
drawback or
return duty
duty is
is /
e
v
i
„
e
i
geT
lp
i
)lo
e
rter
d
t
,
iupon which
which aa drawback
or return
exported,'
cles
allowed, and upon all weighable
weighable goods
withdrawn from
from bonded
bonded wareware- three
three cents
cents per
per
goods withdrawn

houses
export, there
there shall
be levied
collected, by
the collectors
collectors of
ofpounds
hundred pounds
houses for
for export,
shall be
levied and
and collected,
by the
hundreod
to be collected.
the several
ports, three
hundred pounds,
pounds, to
be determined
the
several ports,
three cents
cents per
per hundred
to be
determined by
by
the
of the
the returns
returns of
the weighers.
weighers.
SEC. 2. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That
the office
measurer at
of
SEC.
And be
be itfurther
That the
office of
of measurer
at the
the Office
Office of
measuTerer at
port of New York is
hereby abolished, and
and the
duties heretofore
heretofore perYork at
is hereby
the duties
per- New
measuerr
formed by them shall
be performed
performed by
the weighers.
abolished.
shall be
by the
weighers.
abolished.
SEC. 3. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the weighers
port of
of
to be
SEC.
And be
That the
weighers at
at the
the port
Duties to
be
performed
by
after the
of this
this act,
New York
York shall
shall receive,
receive, from
from and
and after
the passage
passage of
act, an
an annual
annual ,is eigeres.by
salary
salary of twenty-five hundred dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That the increase
increase of Salary of
of
at
compensation,
compensation, over and above the present salary
salary of said
not weighers
said officers, shall
shall not
weighers
at
New York.
York.
fiscal year,
of fees
fee s earne
d
by
th
em
.
exceed, in
in any
any fiscal
year, the
the amount
amount of
earned by them.
Proviso.
A
PPROVED, July
26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 26,

CHAP.
- An Act granting
granting Lands
the State of Kansas
Kansas to aid
aid in the
the ConCon- July 26, 1866.
CHAP.CCLXX.
CCLXX.—
Lands to the
struction of a
Branch of the
the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific Railway and
struction
asouthern
southern Branch
and Telegraph,
Telegraph, from Fort
Fort
Kansas, to Fort
Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Riley, Kansas,
Arkansas.

and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That for the purpose
purpose of aiding Public
Public lands
fr
ar
to
tedatrinKanthe Union Pacific
rn b
ranc h, the
th e same
bei
ng a
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company, southe
southern
branch,
same being
a saa
ranted
to aidtoinKancorporation organized
organized under the laws of the State
to construct
construction of
State of Kansas
Kansas to
construct construction
and operate a
Fort Riley,
Riley, K
ansas ,or
near sa
id m
ilit aryand
a railroad from
from Fort
Kansas,
or near
said
military
aarailroad
railroad ,
and
reservation,
Foerterley
tof
reservation, thence down the valley of the Neosho
Neosho River to the southern
southern ;07f
ZrieiVr
tr
line of the State of Kansas, with aa view
the same
view to
to an
an extension
extension of
of the
same Fort Smith.
through
through a
aportion of the Indian Territory
Territory to Fort
Smith, Arkansas, there
Fort Smith,
there
is hereby
hereby granted to the State of
for the
the use
use and
of
of Kansas, for
and benefit
benefit of
said railroad
railroad company every alternate section
parts thereof
section of land
land or
or parts
thereof
designated by odd numbers, to the extent of five alternate sections per
per
mile on each side of
road and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding in
in all
ten sections
of said road
all ten
sections per
per
mile; but in case it shall appear that the United States have, when the If any of
or
aa
r
vn
e
line of said road is definitely l
ocated, sold
so ld an
sec ti on ,
par tth
ere - granted
located,
anyysection,
or any part
therelands
s
d
os
id
have ta
beenansold
of, granted as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or that the right of pre-emption
pre-emption or homestead or reserved, Sze.
of,
&c.
settlement has attached to the same, or that the same has been
been reserved other lands may
be selected in
lieu thereof.
by the United States for any purpose whatever, then it shall be the duty lieeusetheieerteof.111
of the Secretary of the Interior to cause to be
purposes
be selected
selected for the
the purposes
aforesaid, from the public lands of the United States nearest
nearest to
to the
the secsections above specified,
specified, so much land as shall be equal
amount of
equal to the
the amount
of
such lands as the United States have sold,
sold, reserved, or otherwise
otherwise approappropriated, or to which the right of homestead settlement or pre-emption
pre-emption
aforesaid, which lands, thus indicated by the direction
has attached as aforesaid,
direction
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, shall be reserved
reserved and held for the
State of Kansas for the use of said company by the said Secretary
Secretary for
for
construction and operation
the purpose of the construction
operation of said railroad,
prorailroad, as
as provided by this act: Provided,
Provided, That any and all lands heretofore reserved
reserved f Lands heretoto the
the United
United States by any act of Congress, or in any other manner by Zexcepted
to
e
e,
rpet vrovm
e n
competent authority, for the purpose of
of aiding in any object
object of
of internal
internal this act.
act.
improvement or other purpose whatever,
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby,
whatever, be, and
and the
reserved and excepted from the operation of this act, except
as it
it
except so far
far as
way
may be found necessary
necessary to locate the route of said road through such Right of way

gran
reserved lands,
reserved
lands, in
in which
which ca
se the
the right
right of
way, two
two hundred
hundred fe
etin
case
of way,
feet
inted.
granted.
width, is hereby
the President of
Landsnottobe
width,
hereby granted, subject
subject to the approval of the
of Lands
not to be
e
e
nt3
e
,
d
msond
States:: A
And
provided,
further, That said lands hereby
the United States
nd p
rov ided, further,
herebyis
stwelct
selected
beyond
twenty miles
granted shall not be selected beyond
beyond twenty miles from the line of said from
from line
of road.
lineofroad.
road.
road.
VOL.
xiv.
VOL. xlv.
19
19
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Remaining
Remaining

sec.
Sac. 2.
further enacted,
the sections
sections and
and parts of sec
That the
enacted, That
itfurther
be it
And be
2. And
SEC.
the United
in the
tions
of land
remain in
United
by the aforesaid grant shall remain
which by
land which
tions of
States, within ten
side of
of said
said road,
road, shall
not be
for
sold for
be sold
shall not
each side
on each
miles on
within ten miles
States,
Provided,
less
than double
minimum price
public lands
lands when sold: Provided,
of public
price of
the minimum
double the
less than
laws of the United
rna.tactual
pre-emption
That
actual bona fide settlers under the
the pre
-e
mp
tion laws of the United
States
may, after
after due
proof of settlement,
improvement, and occupation,
occupation,
settlement, improvement,
due proof
States may,
as now
purchase the
the same
at the
saki
the price fixed for said
same at
law, purchase
by law,
provided by
now provided
as
lands at
the date
date of
such settlement,
settlement, improvement,
Proimprovement, and occupation: Proof such
at the
lands
under
the
vided, also,
also, That
under provisions
provisions of the homestead
homestead act, who make
settlers under
That settlers
vided,
under the
and
homestead act.
their
settlement
after
the
passage
of
this
act
comply with the terms
this
of
passage
the
after
settlement
homestead act. their
and requirements
of said
be entitled,
within the said limits of
entitled, within
shall be
act, shall
said act,
requirements of
and
ten
miles, to
an amount
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding eighty acres each.
for an
patents for
to patents
ten miles,
Conditions of
S
EC.
3.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That the
grant of
of lands hereby
the grant
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That
Conditions of
this
made
upon condition
construction of its
company, after the construction
said company,
that said
condition that
is upon
made is
grant.
this grant.
transport troops,
road,
keep it
in repair
and use,
use, and
and shall
all times
times transport
at all
shall at
repair and
it in
shall keep
road, shall
munitions
of war,
supplies, and
and public
public stores
stores upon its road for the govwar, supplies,
munitions of
ernment of
the United
United States,
cost or charge
charge therefor to the
all cost
from all
free from
States, free
of the
ernment
government, when
to do
by any
department thereof. And
any department
so by
do so
required to
when required
government,
as
Granted
the lands
granted shall inure to the benefit
benefit of said company, as
hereby granted
lands hereby
lands the
Granted lands
certify that any
of Kansas
the State
of the
to
to
bene- follows:
follows: When the governor
governor of
State of
Kansas shall
shall certify that an y
inure
to
at of company as
a good,
follows.
section
of ten
consecutive miles
miles of
of said
completed in a
good, subis completed
road is
said road
ten consecutive
section of
fo1nows.
stantial,
workmanlike manner
manner as
first-class railroad, then the said
as aa first-class
and workmanlike
stantial, and
Secretary of
issue to
said company
company patents for so
so
the said
to the
shall issue
Interior shall
the Interior
of the
Secretary
named,
above
many
sections
of
the
land
herein
granted
within
limits
above
named,
the
within
granted
herein
land
the
of
many sections
and coterminous
coterminous with
with said
said completed
section hereinbefore
granted ;and
hereinbefore granted;
completed section
and
when certificates
the governor
governor aforesaid
shall be
be presented to said Secaforesaid shall
of the
certificates of
when
retary of
of each
each successive section of ten
aforesaid, of
as aforesaid,
completion, as
the completion,
of the
retary
consecutive miles
said road,
said Secretary
Secretary shall
manner
shall in like manner
the said
road, the
of said
miles of
consecutive
of
issue to
to said
company patents
the land for each of said sections of
patents for the
said company
issue
Provided,
be completed:
shall be
completed
If
ten road
in the
the first
first instance,
instance until said road
road shall
completed: Provided,
as in
road as
not
isinnot
road is
If road
date of
the date
unpatent- That
road is
is not completed
completed within ten years from the
of the
the
said road
iffsaid
That i
year
years,s, unpatenthereinbefore made, the lands remaining
ed lands
lands to
acceptance
of the
remaining unpatthe grant hereinbefore
acceptance of
to
ed
revert.
ented shall revert
revert to the United States.
When
of
Sac. 4.
4. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That as soon as said company shall
shall
be itfurther
And be
SEC.
hemma psof
the route
of its line, designating
maps
route
of
road
are
file
with
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
maps
of
designating the
route
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
route of road re file with
withdraw from
to withdraw
duty of of said Secretary to
the duty
flied,
lands to
thereof, it
it shall
be the
from the
the
shall be
be thereof,
to be
filed, lands
withdrawn
from market the
best
market.
the lands
by this
in such manner as may be best
act, in
this act,
granted by
lands granted
witretwn from market
the public
calculated to
to effect
public
purposes of this act and subserve the
the purposes
effect the
calculated
interest.
interest.
United States
the United
United States
States
Sac.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
States mail shall
That the
itfurther
be it
5. And
SEC. 5.
United
mail to
be caron said
said road,
under the
the direction
direction of the Post Office
Office
and under
road, and
transported on
be transported
car- be
to be
mail
rried.
i ed
provide: Provided,
by law
may by
Department, at
at such
price as
Congress may
law provide:
Provided,
as Congress
such price
Department,
.
That
such price
price is
is fixed
law the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall have
by law
fixed by
until such
That until

lands, &c.
not to
to
&c.not
lands,
less
for less
be
for
sold
be sold
than
double
th
e
the
than doubleprice,
minimum price.
minimum
Settlers
under
Settlers under
pre-emption
laws;
io
pas

compensation.
power to fix the compensation.

way through
enacted, That the
further enacted,
it further
be it
Right of
of way
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
the right
right of
of way
through the
the
SEC.
way
Right
Railroad
Pacific Railroad
said Pacific
is hereby,
same is
the
through
publifor
d public
public lands
be, and
the
same
hereby, granted to
to said
and
be,
lands
throdsghrntedo
lands grante
construction
and assigns, for the construction
the
Company,
southern branch,
branch, its
successors and
its successors
Company, southern
railroad.
the railroad.
said corporaright is hereby
the right
of a
railroad as
hereby given to said
and the
proposed: and
as proposed:
a railroad
of
of said
the line
lands adjacent
Materials
to take
from the
adjacent to the
line of
said road
road
public lands
the public
take from
tion to
for tion
Materials for
said railto said
granted to
construction.
material
thereof. Said way is granted
railconstruction thereof.
the construction
for the
material for
construction,
of grant
Extent of
grant
said
of
right of
road to
the extent
extent of
feet in
in width on each side of
of said
hundred feet
one hundred
of one
to the
way. road
of way.
of right
all necessary
the public domain; also all
Grounds
for
road where
it may
may pass
pass through
necessary
through the
where it
road
Grounds for
work-shops, depots, machine-shops,
stations,
ground for
for station
machine-shops, switches,
switches,
buildings, work-shops,
station buildings,
ground
&c.
stations, &c.
water-stations.
and water-stations.
side-tracks, turn-tables, and
side-tracks,
acceptance of the terms,
the acceptance
Acceptance of
SEC. 7.
7. And
further enacted,
That the
terms,
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
SEC.
of
Acceptance
Company
said Pacific
terms, &c.
of this
and impositions
impositions of this act by the said
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company
conditions, and
this conditions,
&c. of
ters,
of
act
to be
in
writ- southern branch, shall be signified in writing, under
in writbewithin
act
corporate seal of
ing to
of
the corporate
southern branch, shall be signified in writing, under the
and within
ing and
board
its
of
pursuant to the direction
one
the said
direction of its board of
of
executed pursuant
duly executed
company, duly
said company,
the
year.
one year.
within
be made
shall be
and obtained,
directors
obtained, which acceptance shall
made within
had and
first had
directors first
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passage of this
be
one year after the passage
this act, and not
not afterwards,
afterwards, and
and shall be
Secretary of the Interior.
deposited with the Secretary
Interior.
SEC. 8. And
That said
Railroad Company,
Pacific RailSEC.
And be
be it
itfurther enacted,
enacted, That
said Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Company, Pacific
Railsouthern
road Company,
southern branch, its successors and assigns, is hereby authorized
authorized and em- Zu"titiocgimP"Y'
powered
extend and
construct its
railroad from
from the
southern boundary
boundary branch,
may expowered to
to extend
and construct
its railroad
the southern
branch, may
exof
Indian Territory,
Territory, with
the consent
consent of
of the
of Kansas,
Kansas, south through the
the Indian
with the
the tend its road,
e
r
rr
ouitg
oh
r;ran
Indians,
and not
not otherwise,
otherwise, along
along the
the valley
valley of
Arkansas T
Indians, and
of Grand
Grand and
and Arkansas
trrogh Indian
rivers,
of Arkansas;
the right
of way
fort
rivers, to
to Fort Smith, in
in the
the State
State of
Arkansas; and
and the
right of
way consent, to Fort
through said Indian Territory is hereby granted to said company, its sueSiith f
suc- Smith.
cessors
of one
feet on
each side
side of
India
cessors and
and assigns, to the
the extent
extent of
one hundred
hundred feet
on each
of throteti
through Indian
said
necessary grounds for
said road
road or
or roads,
roads, and all
all necessary
for stations, buildings,
buildings, workwork- Territory, and
shops,
machine-shops, switches,
switches, side-tracks,
side-tracks, turn-tabl-s,
turn-tabls, and water-stations.
water-stations. g
ZL
r
IIn
dsf
le
or
ground
shops, machine-shops,
SEC.
9. And be it
S
EC. 9.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the same
grant[s] of
of lands
When Indian
same grant[s]
lands BtWhen
through
is extine
?
ctinthrough said
said Indian
Indian Territory
Territory are
are hereby
hereby made as
as provided
provided in
in the
the first title
title is
I
an
t
section of
whenever the
title shall
shall be
bnanerishedinIndan
section
of this
this act,
act, whenever
the Indian
Indian title
be extinguished
extinguished by
treaty
the
ratio
per
mile
granted
in
the
first
lands
become
treaty or otherwise,
otherwise, not
not to
to exceed
exceed the ratio per mile granted in the first lands become
section
of this
this act:
act: Provided,
Provided, That
said lands
lands become
become a
part of
section of
That said
a part
of the
the public
public public
public lands,
lands,
V

er
S i

!il to
ed
r

y
l

n

y

grant thereof to

lands of
States.
of the
the United
United States.

grant
thereof to
company.

pany, southern
southern branch,
its successors
successors and
assigns, shall
shall have
right to
to
have the
the right
and assigns,
branch, its
pany,
negotiate with, and acquire title to land for railroad
negotiate
railroad purposes from,
from, any
any
Indian nation
nation or tribe authorized by the United States to dispose of lands,
and from any other nation or tribe of Indians through whose
whose lands said
said
railroad
railroad may pass, subject to the approval
from
approval of the United States, or from
any company
company or parties incorporated
incorporated or authorized
authorized for such purposes, by
by
such nation or tribe, or which such parties may have
under
have acquired
acquired under
the laws of the United States.
S
EC. 11.
enacted, That
company charSEC.
11. And be
be it
itfurther enacted,
That any
any railroad
railroad company
chartered under any law of the United
United States, or of arty
any State which may
may
have been heretofore
heretofore or shall hereafter
hereafter be organized
organized by
by any act of the
the
Congress of
of' the United States, may connect,
connect, unite, and
and consolidate
consolidate with
with
this railroad
railroad company, after the same shall be located
located to the valley
valley of the
the
Neosho or Grand River, upon just,
agreed
Neosho
just, fair, and
and equitable
equitable terms,
terms, to be agreed
or
upon between the parties, as shall not be
be against
against the
the public interest, or
the interest of the United
United States.

a
f
r
elui c
ree titLe

further enacted,
enacted, That said Pacific Railroad CorSEC. 10. And be it
it further
Corn-

Company may

tite
a"quire
from
certaia

India
ns .
Indians.

•

railroad
Any railroad
conppany may
company, after,
after,
So.
&c-

APPROVED, July
26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 26,

CIHAP. CCLXXVII.-An
Act to
to incorporate
the Washington
Washington Temperance
CHAP.
CCLXXVII. —An Act
incorporate the
Temperance Society
Society of
of
the City
City of
of Washington,
Districtof
of Columbia.
the
Washington, District
Columbia.

July 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
July

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That John
S. Hollingshead,
Washington
John S.
Hollingshead, T Washington
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
William
Christopher Cammack,
Cammack, senior, Asbury
John Societyrncso
eM e
yram
i
n
,
eo
cer_
William G.
G. Flood, Christopher
Asbury Lloyd,
Lloyd, John
B. Wheeler,
Wheeler, Zach. B. Brooke, Ros. A. Fish, George W. Maher, Wm. P.
P. porated.
Drew, Wm. H. Nally,
Nally, Thomas B.
B. Marche, Oscar Alexander,
Alexander, William
Dixon, and others who now are or may hereafter
members of
hereafter become members
said society, and their successors, are hereby
hereby declared to be one community and body corporate by the name, style, and title of the Washing- Name.
Name.
ton Temperance
Columbia;
Temperance Society of Washington City and District of Columbia;
and
capable Corporate
and by
by that
that name they shall be, and are
are hereby, made
made able
able and capable
in law to have, receive,
receive, and retain to them and their successors property P
c'
w6rs *
powers.
real and personal, also devises and bequests
bequests of
of any person
person or
or persons,
bodies corporate
corporate or politic,
capable of making
politic, capable
making the
the same,
same, and the
the same
same to
to
dispose of or transfer
transfer at their pleasure
pleasure in
in such
such manner as they may
may think
think
proper:
always, That the
to
proper: Provided
Providedalways,
the said
said corporation
corporation shall not at any time Limit to
ar
e
m
ty
o.
unt
hold or possess property, real, personal, or mixed, exceeding in value the omount
of propsum of twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars, other than that which may be ina hall to be erected
vested in a
erected for the purposes of the society.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the said corporation
corporation and
and their
their corporate
Corporate
powers.
powers.
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successors, by
the name
name and
and title
in law to sue
be capable
capable in
shall be
aforesaid, shall
title aforesaid,
by the
successors,
and be
be sued,
and be
be impleaded,
impleaded, answer
answer and
and be
answered unto,
unto, debe answered
plead and
sued, plead
and
fend and
in all
or any
any courts
courts of
of justice,
justice, and
and
all and
and before
before all
all or
be defended,
defended, in
fend
and be
any judges,
judges, officers,
officers, or
or persons
whatsoever, in all
singular actions,
all and singular
persons whatsoever,
any
matters, or
or demands
demands whatsoever.
matters,
S
EE. 3. And
enacted, That the said corporation shall have
And be
be it
itfurther enacted,
Meetings,
SEC.
iMeetings, bybylaws,
execution, alter
power to hold stated meetings;
meetings; to establish and put into execution,
alter
laws, &c.
&c.
or
regulations as to them shall seem most
most
such by-laws, rules, and regulations
or abolish
abolish such
conducive
to the
of the
society: Provided,
Provided, That the same shall
the society:
the interests
interests of
conducive to
not
contrary to
to the
the laws of the United States.
not be
be contrary
S
EC. 4.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
this act
act shall
shall be
be so
so
in this
That nothing
nothing in
Corporation
4. And
SEC.
Corporation
not
issue
not to
to issue
construed
construed as to authorize
authorize the said corporation
corporation to
to issue any note,
note, token,
notes,
&c.
as
notes, &c. as
device, or
debt to
used as
as aacurrency.
currency.
to be
be used
of debt
evidence of
or other
other evidence
device,
currency.
currency.
Act
may be
Act may
be
SEC.
S
EC. 5. And
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That this act may be altered or realtered,
&c.
altered, &c.
pealed
pleasure of the Congress.
pealed at
at the pleasure
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 27, 1866.
July 27,
CCLXXVIH. -An
—An Act
Construction of a
aRailRailto aid
aid in the Construction
Lands to
Act granting
granting Lands
CHAP. CCLXXVIII.
27, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
July
Coast.
and Arkansas
Arkansas to
to the
road and
from the
Missouri and
the Pacific
Pacific Coast.
States of
of Missouri
Line from
the States
road
and Telegraph
Telegraph Line

United
Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
P.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That John
States
John B. Brown, Anson P.
Morrill,
Samuel
Hersey, William
William G. Crosby, Samuel E. Spring, SamSamuel
F.
Hersey,
Pacific
Railroad
Morrill,
Company
i
ncorCompany incorporated.
uel
N. S.
S. Upham,
Upham, Frederick
OnSlOW
Frederick Smyth, Onslow
of Maine;
Maine; N.
P. Dinsmore,
Dinsmore, of
uel P.
porated.
Griffin, William E. Chandler,
Corporators. Stearns, S. G. Griffin,
Chandler, of New Hampshire; T. W.
Vermont;
P. Lyman,
Lyman, of Vermont;
Parke,
Gregory Smith, A. P.
Parke, H. H. Baxter, John Gregory
Walter
P. ShepWalter S. Burges, William S. Slater, Stephen Harris, Thomas P.
ard,
Rhode Island; William Merritt,
Alexander H. Bullock, George
Merritt, Alexander
ard, of
of Rhode
L.
Genery Twitchell, Charles H. Warren,
Warren, Chester W. Chapin,
L. Stearns, Genery
of
C. Wetmore, John T. Wait, Cyrus
John Boyd, Robert C.
of Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; John
J. Bigler, Homer RamsNorthrop,
Humphreys, J.
Connecticut; Solon Humphreys,
Northrop, of Connecticut;
Daniel L. Ross, A. V. Stout, M.
dell, Isaac H. Knox, John A. C. Gray, Daniel
Fancher, J.
J. C. Fremont,
K. Jessup, R. E. Fenton, E. L. Fancher,
Fremont, James IIoy,
Hoy,
James P. Robinson,
Robinson, Oliver C. Billings,
Jesse M. Bolles,
Bolles. Edward Gilbert, James
Bachelor, John Edgar Thompson,
Thompson, Morton McMiof New
New York;
York; Charles Bachelor,
chael, T.
Haskins Du Puy, Thomas A. Scott, Charles
Charles Rickettson,
Rickettson, Wilchael,
T. Haskins
Pennsylvania; Charles
Charles
liam Lyon, George W. Cass, Levi Parsons, of Pennsylvania;
Knap, J. L. N. Stratton, James
James B. Dayton, Robert F. Stockton, AlexGarrett,
Jersey; John W. Garrett,
Markley, of New Jersey;
ander G. Cattell, A. W. Markley,
Robert Fowler, Jacob Tome, Thomas M. Lanahan,
Charles J. M. Gwinn, Robert
Maryland; Charles J. Dupont,
Dupont, Henry Ridgley, Andrew C. Gray, Nat.
of Maryland;
Smythers,
William BaBellamy Storer, George B. Senter, William
Smythers, of
of Delaware;
Delaware; Bellamy
Chapman,
ker, Samuel Galloway,
Galloway, David
David Tod, Charles Anderson,
Anderson, Bird B. Chapman,
Sturgis, Israel Dille, of Ohio; Edwin Peck, William D. GrisEdward Sturgis,
wold, James P. Luse, Samuel E. Perkins, Conrad Baker, of Indiana;
Indiana;
L. Phillips,
Richard
Oglesby, N. B. Judd, Samuel
Richard J. Oglesby,
Samuel A. Buckmaster,
Buckmaster, D. L.
Nathaniel
L. P. Sanger,
Sanger, of Illinois; Eber B. Ward, Omar
Omar D. Congar, Nathaniel
G. Simmons, AlexMorrison, of Michigan;
W. Brooks, Alexander
Alexander H. Morrison,
Michigan; Z. G.
J. J.
J. R. Pease, John
John H.
Thompson, J.
ander Mitchell,
Mitchell, J. J. Williams, G. A. Thompson,
Wisconsin; Henry A. Smith,
Smith, Sherman
Sherman Finch, William MitchHersey, of Wisconsin;
Minnesota; Lyman
ell, R. F. Crowell, L. F. Hubbard,
Hubbard, E. F. Drake, of Minnesota;
Cook, Platt Smith, Jacob Butler, Henry I. Reid, Hoyt Sherman, of
Iowa; William G. Brownlow, of Tennessee;
Tennessee; Thomas C. Fletcher, B. R.
McBonner,
Bonner, John M. Richardson,
Richardson, Emil Pretorious,
Pretorious, E. W. Fox, R. J. MeHowland, Madison
George W.
Fishback, T.
Madison Miller,
Miller, George
W. Fishback,
Elheny, Charles
Charles H. Howland,
J. Hubbard, George Knapp,
Knapp, Charles K. Dickson,
Dickson, A. G. Braun, G. L.
P. A. Thompson,
Thompson, James
James W. Thomas,
Moss, Edward
Thomas, Charles E. Moss,
Hewitt, P.
Walsh, A. R. Easton,
Easton, Truman J. Horner,
Homer, J. B. Eads, D. R. Garrison,
Garrison,
W. A. Kayser, George P. Robinson, of Missouri; Thomas E. Bramlette,
Atlantic and
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Benjamian Gratz,
C. E.
Warren, Lazarus
Lazarus W.
W. Powell,
Powell, John
Corporator&
John Mason
Mason Corporators
Benjamian
Gratz, C.
E. Warren,
Brown, Joshua
Joshua Speed,
Speed, of
Kentucky; Solon
Solon Thatcher,
Thatcher, Jacob
Jacob Stotter,
Stotter, WilWilBrown,
of Kentucky;
liam B.
Edwards, James
G. Blunt,
of Kansas;
Kansas; HarHarBlunt, Robert
Robert McBratney,
McBratney, of
liam
B. Edwards,
James G.
rison
Hagaus, James
Cook, Robert
Robert Crangle,
of West
H. Smith,
Smith, of
West
rison Hagaus,
James Cook,
Crangle, Benjamin
Benjamin H.
Virginia; Lorenzo
Sherwood, A.
Hamilton, of
of Texas;
Texas; William
Gilpin,
Virginia;
Lorenzo Sherwood,
A. J.
J. Hamilton,
William Gilpin,
Henry C.
C. Leach,
of Colorado;
G. Phelps,
Phelps,
Colorado; Phinneas
Phinneas Banning,
Banning, Timothy
Timothy G.
Henry
Leach, of
William B. Carr, Edward F. Beale, Fred. F. Lowe, Benj. B. Redding,
Hathaway, Leonidas
Leonidas Haskell,
California;
B. W.
W. Hathaway,
Haskell, Frederick
Frederick Billings, of California;
J. R.
John Kelly,
Dowell,
W. S.
S. Ladd,
Ladd, J.
R. Moores, Walter Monteith,
Monteith, John
Kelly, B.
B. F.
F. Dowell,
of
of Oregon; James L. Johnson, Henry
Henry Connelly, Franciscus
Franciscus Perea, of
Mexico; J.
J. H. Mills, A. P. K.
New Mexico;
K. Safford,
Safford, E. S.
S. Davis,
Davis, of
of Nevada;
Nevada;
King
Woolsey, William H.
Arizona; HenKing S.
S. Woolsey,
H. Hardy,
Hardy, Coles
Coles Bashford of
of Arizona;
HenDistrict of Columbia;
Columbia; and all such other persons
ry D. Cooke, of the District
successors, are
who shall or may be associated with them, and their successors,
are herehereby created
erected into
politic, in
in deed
and in
in
by
created and
and erected
into aabody
body corporate
corporate and
and politic,
deed and
Pacific Railroad Name of corlaw, by the name, style, and title of the ""Atlantic and Pacific
Company,"
that name
name shall
shall have
have perpetual
and shall
shall&o.
potion,
poration, &c.
perpetual succession,
succession, and
and by
by that
Company," and
plead and
be able
able to sue and be sued, plead
and be
be impleaded,
impleaded, defend and be
be dedefended, in all courts of law and equity within the United States, and may
may
make
seal. And
And said
corporation is
is hereby
hereby authorauthor- seal.
make and have
have aacommon
common seal.
said corporation
Seal.
ized
Corporation
and empowered
empowered to
to lay out,
out, locate, and construct, furnish, maintain, Corporationd
ized and
a continuous railroad
may
locaterail
and enjoy, a
railroad and telegraph line, with the appurtenan- In
co
a
n
Y
strTut
ces, namely: Beginning
Beginning at or near the town of Springfield, in the State road and telene
ip
e
h
nn
h'i
n
ne
i
n.and
graph
li
of Missouri, thence to the western boundary line of said State, and thence gra
.ermini and
by the most eligible railroad route as shall be determined
determined by said corn- route.
pany to aa point on the Canadian River, thence to the town of Albuquerque, on the River Del Norte, and thence, by
or
by way of the
the Agua Frio,
Frio, or
other suitable pass, to the head-waters
head-waters of the Colorado Chiquito,
Chiquito, and
thence, along the thirty-fifth parallel of latitude, as near as may be found
a railway route, to the Colorado
most suitable
suitable for a
Colorado River, at such point as
may be be selected by said company for
crwsing; thence
for cro-sing;
thence by the
the most practicable
company shall have Branch eastand eligible route,
route, to the
the Pacific. The said company
ticable and
nndly to near
var
the point
road strikes
the right
right to
to construct a
a branch
branch from
from the
point at
at which
which the
the road
strikes !_
Burene
Van
the Canadian
Canadian River eastwardly, along the most suitable
suitable route as selected,
selected, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
a point in the western boundary
to a
boundary line of Arkansas, at or near the town
town
of Van Buren. And the said company is hereby vested with all the Powers and
powers,
immunities necessary
necessary to carry
effect the
_privileges.
pur-privtleges.
carry into effect
the pur
powers, privileges,
privileges, and
and immunities
poses of this act, as herein
herein set forth. The capital stock of said company Capital
Capital stock.
stock.
shall consist of
of one million shares of one hundred dollars each, which shall
shall
respects be deemed personal property, and shall be transferable
in all respects
transferable in
in
such manner
manner as the laws of said corporation
corporation shall provide. The persons Persons before
b
i
aa
n
mre
dd
n
a
f
linointed
hereinbefbre named
shall be r
oameddappointed
hereinbefore
named are hereby
hereby appointed
appointed commissioners, and shall
board
of com"Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific Railroad missioners.
called the board of commissioners of the "Atlantic
missioners.
Company," and fifteen shall constitute
quorum for
transaction of
Quorum.
Company,"
constitute a
a quorum
for the transaction
of Quorum.
business. The first meeting
meeting of said board of commissioners
commissioners shall be held First meeting
sif
oe
no
em
rs
at
misLouis, on
on the
the first day
day of October, o
of
cmmisat the Turner
Turner Hall,
Hall, in
in the
the city
city of
of Saint Louis,
sioners.
anno Domini eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, or at such time within three
three
months
months thereafter
thereafter as any ten commissioners
commissioners herein named from Missouri
Missouri
shall appoint, notice of which shall be given by them to the other comcoin- Notice.
missioners by publishing
publishing said notice in at least one daily newspaper
newspaper in
the cities of Boston,
Memphis, and
Boston, New York, Cincinnati, Saint Louis, Memphis,
of
Nashville, once aaweek for at least four weeks previous to the day of
meeting. Said board shall organize
organize by the
the choice
choice from its
its number of
of aa Organization
Organization
vice-president, secretary,
secretary, and treasurer, and they shall require of board and
president, vice-president,
proper, and
and may
from offi
from said treasurer such bonds as
as may be deemed
deemed proper,
may from
Cresurer
to
Treas
cers. urer to
thereof, as they
time to time increase the amount thereof,
they may deem proper. give bonds.
The secretary
secretary shall be sworn to the faithful performance
performance of his duties, Secretary to
and
and such oath shall be entered
entered upon the records
records of the company,
company, signed
signed be sworn.
of
by him, and the oath verified thereon.
thereon. The
Tht president and secretary of
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Other meetings,
how called.
ings,
homw
called.
Commissioners
Commissioners
to
to open books for
to
subscriptions to
stock.
stock.
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manner, call all other
other meetings,
time
said boards
boards shall, in like manner,
meetings, naming
naming the
the time
and place
thereof. It
be the
the duty
duty of
said board
of commissioners
commissioners to
to
and
place thereof.
It shall
shall be
of said
board of
open books,
cause books
books to
at such
and in
in such
open
books, or
or cause
to be
be opened,
opened, at
such times
times and
such prinprin-

cipal cities
or other
other places
places in
cities or
in the
the United
United States
they or
quorum of
States as
as they
or aa quorum
of
them shall determine,
them
determine, within twelve months after the passage of this act,
receive subscriptions
cash
to receive
subscriptions to
to the
the capital
capital stock
stock of
of said
said corporation,
corporation, and
and aacash
payment
of ten
per centum
centum on
on all
subscriptions, and
to receipt
payment of
ten per
all subscriptions,
and to
receipt therefor.
therefor.
Whenandhow
When and how So soon as ten thousand shares shall in good faith be subscribed
subscribed for, and
and
first
meeting of
share actually
actually paid
paid into
the treasury
the company,
the
first meeting
ten dollars
dollars per
per share
into the
treasury of
of the
company, the
subscribers
subscribers
toof ten
said
secretary of said
commissioners shall
shall appoint
stock to be
said president and secretary
said board
board of
of commissioners
appoint
called.
aatime and place for the first meeting
called,
meeting of the subscribers
subscribers to tlh.
tit. stoat
-Luck of
of
said
thereof in
in at
least one
one newspaper
newspaper in
said company,
company, and
and shall give notice thereof
at least
in
each
which subscription
subscription books
been opened,
each State
State in
in which
books have
have been
opened, at
at least
least fifteen
fifteen
days
previous to the day
meeting, and
and such
as shall
days previous
day of
of meeting,
such subscribers
subscribers as
shall attend
attend
the meeting
meeting so
so called,
called, either
person or
lawful proxy,
and there
the
either in
in person
or by
by lawful
proxy, then
then and
there
shall elect, by ballot, thirteen directors
Directors.
directors for said corporation;
corporation; and
in such
and in
such
Each share to election
election each share of said capital stock shall entitle the
owner thereof
the owner
thereof
president and
secretary of
board of
have a
a vote.
to one
one vote.
vote. The
The president
and secretary
of the
the board
of commissioners,
commissioners,
or inability
any two
two of
of the
the officers
said
and in
in case
case of
of their
their absence
absence or
inability any
officers of
of said
Inspectors
of said
shall certify,
certify, under
Inspectors of
of board, shall
shall act
act as
as inspectors
inspectors of
said election,
election, and
and shall
under their
their
election.
hands, the names of the directors elected
election.
bands,
elected at said meeting. And the said
Commissioners
commissioners, treasurer,
Commissioners commissioners,
treasurer, and
and secretary
secretary shall
deliver over
over to
dishall then
then deliver
to said
said dito
delivero
rectors all
all •the
properties subscription
books in
in
toirectors
deliverallt
to
rectors
the moneys
moneys, properties,
subscription books,
books, and
and other
other books
directors
d
moneys
their possession,
and thereupon
;hereupon the
the duties
duties of
said commissioners
and the
moneys, books, their
possession, and
of said
commissioners and
the
&c. and'their
officers
appointed by
by them
shall cease
&c.
officers previously
previously appointed
them shall
cease and
and determine
determine forever,
forever,
duties to cease,
duties to cease, and
and thereafter
the stockholders
stockholders shall
constitute said
said body
body politic
politic and
thereafter the
shall constitute
and corcorAnnual
meetings of
stockholders of
Annual meet- porate.
Annual meetings
of the
the stockholders
of the
the said
said corporation
corporation for
for
inn
a of corpothe cho i
ce of officers, (when they are to be chosen,) and for the transaengs of corpothe choice of officers, (when they are to be chosen,) and for the transacrm.
tion
business, shall
tion of
of business,
at such
such time
time and
place and
and upon
such
shall be
be holden
holden at
and place
upon such
notice
may be
be prescribed
notice as
as may
prescribed in
in the
the by-laws.
by-laws.
Right of way
SEC.
And be
enacted, That
S
EC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
the right
the
That the
right of
of way
way through
through the
granted through
public lands be, and the same is hereby, granted to the said Atlantic and
thrsough
rabnted
public
lands
for public lands be, and the same is hereby, granted to the said Atlantic and
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, its
its successors
successors and
assigns, for
for the
construction of Pacific
and assigns,
the construction
construction
railroad and
of aarailroad and telegraph as proposed;
proposed; and the right, power, and autelegraph.
is hereby
to said
from the
lands
the public
public lands
to take
take from
corporation to
said corporation
hereby given
given to
thority is
Mateprials for thority
Materials
construction.
adjacent to
to the
adjacent
the line
line of
of said
material of
earth, stone,
stone, timber,
timber, and
so
said road
road material
of earth,
and so
Extent of grant forth, for the construction thereof.
Extentofgrant
Said
way is
is granted
granted to
Said way
to said
said railroad
railroad
of
right of
of right
of way.
way. to the extent of one hundred feet in width on each side of
of said railroad
where
it may
pass through
through 'the
'the public
where it
may pass
public domain,
domain, including
including all
all necessary
necessary
grounds for station-buildings,
station-buildings, workshops, depots, machine-shops,
machine-shops, switches,
Right of way side-tracks,
right of
of way
be
side-tracks, turn-tables,
turn-tables, and water-stations;
water-stations; and the
the right
way shall
shall be
exempt
from
xempt
from
from taxation
exempt
taxation within the Territories
Territories of the United States. The
The
taxation.
States shall
shall extinguish,
extinguish, as
as rapidly
pubIndian title to
to United
United States
rapidly as
as may
may be
be consistent
consistent with
with pubDe
De extinguished.
extinguished. lic
lie policy and the welfare of the Indians, and only by their voluntary
cession,
the Indian
title to
to all
falling under
the operation
of this
act
cession, the
Indian title
all lands
lands falling
under the
operation of
this act
and acquired
acquired in the donation
donation to the road named in the act.
Public lands
Public lands
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
there be,
and hereby
hereby is,
is,
further enacted,
enacted, That there
be, and
granted
the
granted to the
corporation to
granted to
and
corporation
granted
to the Atlantic and
and Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, its successors and
aid in the
the con- assigns, for the purpose of aiding in the construction
construction of said railroad and
and
struction of
line to
to the
the Pacific
to secure
and speedy
speedy
the safe
safe and
secure the
coast, and
and to
Pacific coast,
railroadandotetelegraph
railroad
and tele- telegraph line
graph.
graph.
transportation
transportation of the mails, troops,
troops munitions of war, and public stores,
over
line of
of railway
and its
its branches,
every alternate
alternate
over the
the route
route of
of said
said line
railway and
branches, every
section of
land, not
mineral, designated
section
of public
public land,
not mineral,
designated by
by odd
numbers, to
to the
odd numbers,
the
amount of
amount
of twenty
twenty alternate
alternate sections
sections per
mile, on
on each
each side
of said
said railroad
per mile,
side of
railroad
line, as
as said
said company
may adopt,
adopt, through
the United
line,
company may
through the
the Territories
Territories of
of the
United
States,
and ten
alternate sections
of land
States, and
ten alternate
sections of
land per
mile on
on each
side of
of said
said
per mile
each side
railroad whenever
passes through
through any
and whenever,
railroad
whenever it
it passes
any State,
State, and
whenever, on
on the
the line
line
thereof, the United States have full
full title,
title, not
not reserved,
or
reserved, sold,
sold, granted,
granted, or
otherwise appropriated,
and free
free from
from pre-emption
pre-emption or
otherwise
appropriated, and
or other
other claims
claims or
or rights,
rights,
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at the
time the
line of
of said
road is
is designated
designated by
by a
thereof, filed
in
at
the time
the line
said road
a plat
plat thereof,
filed in
the
office of
the commissioner
and whenever,
whenever, If
if any of
of
of the
the general
general land
land office;
office; and
the office
of the
commissioner of
l
prior to said time, any of said sections or parts of sections
sections shall have been figr
r
a
a
v
n
e
teh
a
ers
d
o
s
ld,
antelands
have been sold,
granted,
reserved, occupied
by homestead
or or
granted, sold,
sold, reserved,
occupied by
homestead settlers,
settlers, or
or pre-empted,
pre-empted, or
or reserved, &c.
&c.
otherwise
disposed of,
of, other
selected by
by said
lands may
may
in other
said company
company in
lands shall
shall be
be selected
other lands
otherwise disposed
be selected in
lieu
of the
the Interior,
in allieu thereof,
thereof, under
under the
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
t
hereo f
in
of the
Interior, in
al- laieeasetlectedin
lieu thereof.
ternate
sections, and
and designated
designated by
numbers, not
not more
more than
ten miles
miles
ternate sections,
by odd
odd numbers,
than ten
beyond
alternate sections, and not
including the rebeyond the limits
limits of
of said
said alternate
not including
served
is
route shall
shall be found upon the If route is
served numbers: Provided,
Provided, That if
if said route
line
other railroad
railroad route,
to aid
aid in
in the
the construction
construction of
which lands
line of
of any
any other
route, to
of which
lands tfrenlIteoobfeaunpon
found
to of
be any
upon
the line
have
heretofore granted
the United
United States,
States, as
as far
routes other road to y
have been
been heretofore
granted by
by the
far as
as the
the routes
are
upon the
the same
same general
general line,
lands
heretofore granted which lands
line, the
the amount of land heretofore
are upon
aembeoeunnt r
oantf
shall
deducted from
amount granted
by this
this act:
Provided further,
further, hav
e
shall be deducted
from the
the amount
granted by
act: Provided
edabemoeunrant
That
previous grant
to
receiving the
the previous
grant of
of land may
may asas- former grant to
That the railroad
railroad company receiving
sign
their interest
interest to
beileddurted.
Company," or be
deducted.
to said
said "Atlantic
"Atlantic and
and Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,"
sign their
r Road having
may
consolidate, confederate,
confederate, and
upon the
oeav
grain
nf
may consolidate,
and associate
associate with
with said
said company
company upon
the previous
previous
grant
terms
named in
seventeenth sections
sections of this act: Provided
in the first
first and
and seventeenth
Provided may
nay assign to,
terms named
or u
unite
1
ut e wi th,
further,
hereby, excluded
further, That all
all mineral
mineral lands
lands be,
be, and
and the same
same are
are hereby,
excluded this company.
compa
ny.
from
in lieu
like quantity
un- Mineral
Mineral lands
from the
the operations
operations of this
this act, and
and in
lieu thereof
thereof a
a like
quantity of
of unoccupied
unappropriated agricultural
agricultural lands
in odd-numbered
odd-numbered sections
excluded from .
sections ooeration
lands in
occupied and
and unappropriated
of this
t
hi s
operation of
nearest
selected to the line of said road, and within twenty miles thereof, may be act.
,
.
t.
" min- The word
selected
above provided: And provided
selected as above
providedfurther,
further, That the word "
t"minerale"
not
eral," when it occurs in this act, shall not be held to include iron or coal: to
t
‘
‘
o
"?'11
1
11
1ua
d
l
e
""
ni
c
gn
include
"iron
provided further,
And provided
treasury or coal."
coal."
further, That no
no money shall
shall be
be drawn
drawn from the
the treasury
of the United States to aid in the construction
construction of the said ""Atlantic and No money to
assign

t

f a r
Pacific Railroad."
Pacific
Railroad."

a

SEC. 4. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
whenever said Atlantic and
SEC.
Pacific
Company shall
twenty-five consecutive
miles of
of any
any
shall have
have twenty-five
consecutive miles
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company
portion of said railroad and telegraph
telegraph line ready for the service contemplated,
appoint three
commis.
three commisof the
the United States shall appoint
plated, the President
President of

be
drawn from
be drawn
from
treasury
treasury to aid

in construction
construction
in
of this road.
road.R of
Ofhis
Upon
report of
Upon report
commissioners
commissioners
under oath that
that
under

twenty-five conthe same,
same, who shall
shall be paid a
a reasonable
reasonable compensation
compensation sccutive
ecty-fivemiles
consioners to examine the
for their services by the company, to be determined by the Secretary
Secretary of are completed,
patents for
coteror cotertwenty-five consecutive miles of patentsb
the Interior; and if it shall appear that twenty-five
mlnous lands to
said road
telegraph line
have been
been completed
said
road and
and telegraph
line have
completed in
in aa good,
good, substantial
substantial issue to comcornand workmanlike manner, as in all other respects required
required by this act, pany;
PanY;
the commissioners
President of the United
United
commissioners shall so report under oath, to the President
States, and
and patents of
of lands, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
shall be
be issued to
to said company,
company,
confirming to said company
company the right and title to said lands situated oppoopposite to and coterminous
coterminous with said completed section of said road. And and so as to
from time to time, whenever twenty-five
twenty-five additional consecutive
t‘nen
o
tytilfir
consecutive miles
miles shall aany
other
v
Y
ve conhave been constructed, completed, and in readiness as aforesaid, and veri- secutive miles.
fied by said commissioners to the President
fled
President of the United States, then patpatents shall be issued to said company
company conveying
additional sections of
conveying the additional
land as aforesaid, and so on as fast as every twenty-five
twenty-five miles of said road is
completed as aforesaid.
how
Atlantic and
and Pacific
Rail- Railroad
Railroad how
S
EC. 5.
Pacific RailSEC.
5. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That said
said Atlantic
to be conon
road shall be constructed
constructed in a
substantial and workmanlike
a substantial
workmanlike manner,
manner, with
with stotrabecteer.structed.
all
necessary draws,
all the necessary
draws, culverts,
culverts, bridges,
bridges, viaducts,
viaducts, crossings,
crossings, turn-outs,
turn-outs,
other appurtenances,
appurtenances, including furstations, and watering-places,
watering-places, and all other
niture and rolling stock, equal in all respects
respects to railroads of the first class
when prepared
prepared for business, with rails of the best quality, manufactured Rails.
from
American iron.
through- Gauge.
And aauniform gauge shall be established throughiron. And
from American
a tele- Telegraph
out
length of the road. And there shall be constructed a
Telegraph
out the
the entire length
line.
substantial and approved description, to be oper
graph line, of the most substantial
oper--line.
for
ated
the entire line: Provided,
Provided, That the said company shall not Rates for
ated along
along the
government higher
than they
do individuals
individuals for
like transcharge the government
higher rates
rates than
they do
for like
trans- sei vice.
portation and telegraphic
telegraphic service. And it shall be the duty of the Atlan- Other railtic and Pacific
Railroad Company to permit any other railroad which rroads
may
form
Pacific Railroad
rouan
d
n
s
inT
a
c
y
orf
orra
running conauthorized to
shall be authorized
to be built by
by the
the United
United States,
States, or by
by the
the legislature
legislature motion's
nections with it
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of any Territory
may be situated,
situated, to
to form
runTerritory or State
State in
in which
which the same may
form running connections
connections with it, on fair and equitable
equitable terms.
terms.
Lands
on
Sao.
6. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
the President
President of
United
Lands on
SEC. 6.
be it
it further
That the
of the
the United
both
States shall cause the lands to be surveyed for forty miles in width on
both sides of
on
line of
of route
of
line
route of
railroad.
both sides
of the
entire line
of said
said road
road after
after the
route shall
shall
line of
the general
general route
railroad.
both
sides of
the entire
be fixed,
fixed, and as fast as may
may be required
construction of
railrequired by the
the construction
of said
said railsections road;
sections of land
hereby granted
granted shall
shall not
not be
be liable
Odd sections
road; and
and the
the odd sections
land hereby
liable to
to
sale, sale or entry, or pre-emption,
pre-emption, before or after they are surveyed, except by
not liable
liable to sale,
by
or entry- or preemption.
said
company, as
provided in
in this
act; but
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the act
act of
of
but the
this act;
as provided
said company,
emption.
Provisions
ofd September,
September, eighteen
and forty-one,
forty-one, granting
rights,
F
i
r
o
e
Provisions
ineeTtl
e
atido :tna
ef
eighteen hundred
hundred and
grantin g pre-emption
pre-emption rights,
the acts
"An act to secure
amendatory thereof, and of the act entitled "An
acts amendatory
prometemtion andand the
extended
homesteads to actual settlers on
domain," approved
extended to
homesteads
on the
the public
public domain,"
approved May
May twenty,
twenty,
lands
hereby, exlands on line of eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, shall be, and the same are hereby,
road.
1841,
ch. 16,
tended to
to all
all other
lands on
said road
except
other lands
on the
the line
line of
of said
road when
when surveyed,
surveyed, except1841, ch.
16, §19.
§10. tended
p.455. ing those hereby
Vol. V. p.455.
hereby granted
to said
said company.
company.
granted to
1862, ch.
2.
S
EC. 7.
7. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
the said
said Atlantic
Atlantic and
and Pacific
Pacific
it further
further enacted,
That the
7p. 75.
SEC.
V5ii'hp
39'592,
Company may
may Railroad
Railroad Company be,
and is
is hereby,
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
enter
Company
be, and
hereby, authorized
to enter
take any land
upon, purchase, take, and
and hold any lands or premises
premises that may be
neeesbe
necesnecessary for
for
necessary
working
sary and
proper for
for the
the construction
working of
said road,
not exexworking of
of road.
road. sary
and proper
construction and
and working
of said
road, not
Width.
width one hundred
hundred feet
the line
its railroad,
ceeding in width
feet on
on each side
side of
of the
line of
of its
railroad,
excavation or emunless aa greater
greater width be required for the purpose of excavation
ernLands for
for stasta- bankment;
ban kment; an
al
so any
l
an d
s or
i
ses that
that may
necessary and
and
Lands
andd also
any lands
or prem
premises
may b
bee necessary
tions, &c.
,&
proper for turn-outs, standing places for ears,
cars, depots, station-houses, or any
other structures required in the construction
construction and working of said road.
Trees.
And the said company
company shall have the right to
remove trees
to cut
cut and
and remove
trees and
and
other material that might, by falling, encumber its road-bed, though standstanding or being more than
feet from
the line
line of
road. And
than two hundred
hundred feet
from the
of said
said road.
And
Damages,how
Damages,how in case the owner of such lands or premises and the said company
company cannot
cannot
tobedetermined.
to
be determined. agree
agree as to the value of the premises taken,
taken, or to be taken, for the use of
of
said road, the value thereof shall be determined
determined by the appraisal
appraisal of three
three
disinterested
disinterested commissioners, who may be appointed
appointed upon application
application by
by
either party to any court of record in any of the Territories in
which the
in which
the
lands or premises to be taken lie; and said commissioners, in their assessment of damages, shall appraise such premises
have been
been
premises at
at what would
would have
When lands
the value thereof
thereof if the road had not been
been built. And
And upon return into
are to b
be
y deemed
court
such appraisement,
and upon
ay
men ti
nt
o th
same of
ofth
taken
by
the
court of
of such
appraisement, and
upon the
the p
payment
into
thee same
thee
taken
the
company.
estimated value
estimated
value of the premises taken
taken for the
the use
use and benefit
benefit of the owner
owner
thereof, said premises shall be deemed
deemed to be taken
taken by said company,
which shall thereby acquire
acquire full title to the same for the purposes
purposes aforeaforeAppeal to aa said.
at said
may,
And either party feeling agorieveld
aggrieved at
said appraisernent
appraisement may,
jury.
within thirty days after the same has been returned into court, file an
an apappeal therefrom,
therefrom, and demand aajury of twelve
twelve men
men to estimate the damage
sustained; but such appeal
appeal shall not interfere with
comwith the
the rights
rights of said
said company
'upon the
the premises
premises taken,
taken, or
any act
act necessary
and
pany to enter
enter .upon
or to
to do
do any
necessary and
Appellant to proper
the construction
of its
party appealing
appealing shall
givebodSt.
proper in
in the
construction of
its road.
road. And
And said
said party
shall
Ove
bonds.
give bonds, with sufficient surety
surety or sureties, for the payment of any cost
cost
that may arise upon such appeal; and
in case
case the
the party
party appealing
appealing does
does not
not
and in
Costs.
obtain aa verdict more favor
able, suc
ar ty s
hall pay the
th
e w
hole cost
cost ininfavorable,
suchh p
party
shall
whole
Payment into curred by the appellee,
appellee, as well as his own, and the payment
payment into
into court,
court,
court of
i
m for
for the
use of
ow ner of
ofsa
id premises
prem i
ses t
ak
en ,
at a
a sum
equa lto
to that
th
at
court
of a
a slsum
the use
of the
the owner
said
taken,
at
sum equal
e
a
tutta
r
i
cito
tofivea
s
award to vest finally awarded,
awarded, shall be held to vest in said company the title of said
title of land in land, and the right to use and occupy the same for the construction,
construction,
title
co
dings
maintenance, and
and operation
sa id road.
roa d.
A
nd in
i
n case
any of
the lands
C mpany.
.oeradings
maintenance,
operation of
of said
And
case any
of the
lands
Procee
where lands
held by
by an
to be taken as aforesaid shall be
be held
an infant,
infant, femme
femme covert,
covert, non
non corncomtaken
are held
pos, insane person, or persons residing without the Territory within which
are
held
taken
by
persons
under pos, insane person, or persons residing without the Territory within which
disability,
the lands to be taken lie, or persons subjected to
to any
any legal
legal disability, the
tle
disability.
court may appoint a
a guardian,
guardian, for any party under any disqualification,
disqualification, to
appear in proper person, who
shall give
bonds, with
with sufficient
surety or
or
who shall
give bonds,
sufficient surety
sureties, for the proper and faithful execution of his trust, and who may
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represent
in court
court the
the person
as aforesaid,
appearing,
represent in
person disqualified,
disqualified, as
aforesaid, from
from appearing,
when
proceedings shall
in reference
when the same
same proceedings
shall be
be had
had in
reference to
to the
the appraisement
appraisement
of
said company, and with
with the
of the premises
premises to be taken for the
the use of
of said
the
same effect
already described; and the title of the company
effect as has been already
company
to the lands taken
taken by virtue of this act shall not be affected or impaired
impaired
any guardian
faithfully his
his trust.
by reason
reason of any failure
failure by any
guardian to
to discharge
discharge faithfully
trust. Proceed
Proceedings
ings
the inAnd
in case
party shall
shall have
or claim
to any
any land
land for
for a
a term
And in
case any
any party
have a
a right
right or
claim to
where the
interm where
terest
in
the
of years, or any interest
interest therein, in possession, reversion, or remainder, is
terest
interm
the land
land
for
term
of
is
for aa
of
than a
a fee
simple, shall
shall be
the value of any such
such estate, less
less than
fee simple,
be estimated
estimated years,
years, &c.;
Sze.;
where
lands'
and
manner hereinbefore
and determined
determined in
in the manner
hereinbefore set
set forth.
forth. And
And in
in case it
it where lands
are unoccupied
shall
necessary for
to enter
enter upon
which are
shall be
be necessary
for the
the company
company to
upon any
any lands
lands which
are unun- and
an withoutpiewithout apoccupied,
of which
there is
no apparent
apparent owner
it may
may parent
owner.
occupied, and
and of
which there
is no
owner or
or claimant,
claimant, it
parent owner.
proceed
use the
the same
the purposes
purposes of
said railroad,
and
proceed to
to take
take and
and use
same for
for the
of said
railroad, and
may
manner described,
may institute
institute proceedings,
proceedings, in manner
described, for
for the purpose
purpose of ascerascertaining the value of,
of, and of acquiring a
a title to,
to, the
the same; but
but the
the judge
of the court hearing
determine the kinds of
hearing said suit shall determine
of notice
notice to be
be
served
served on such owner
owner or
or owners,
owners, and he
he may
may in
in his
his discretion
discretion appoint
appoint an
an
agent or guardian to represent
represent such owner or owners in case of his or
or
their incapacity
incapacity or non-appearance.
non-appearance. But in case no claimant
claimant shall
shall appear
appear
within six years from the time of the opening
opening of said road across any
land, all
all claims
claims to
against said
be barred.
to damages
damages against
said company
company shall
shall be
barred.
Righ's and
SEC. 8. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That each
and
each and every grant, right, Right
of this
and privilege
privilege herein
herein are so made
said AtAt- privileges
made and
and given
given to
to and
and accepted
accepted by
by said
privileges
of this
act are granted
granted
lantic and Pacific
Pacific Railroad Company, upon and subject to the following and accepted,
upon conditions,
conditions,
conditions, namely: That the said company shall commence the work on "Pon
&c.
said road within two years from the
by the
President, Work,
the approval
approval of
of this act
act by
the President,
VWork,
when
when
and shall complete not less than fifty miles per year after the second year, to be comcommenced
and
and shall construct,
furnish, and complete
construct, equip, furnish,
complete the main line of the mencod anpled
when completed.
whole road by the fourth
fourth day of July, anno
auno Domini
hundred and
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
seventy-eight.
seventy-eight.
That the
United States
States make
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 9.
9. And
And be
the United
make the
the If conditions
broken and
several
are broken
and
several conditional grants herein, and that the said Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific are
continue so one
Railroad
Company accept
accept the
same, upon
upon the
condition that
that if
the year,
Railroad Company
the same,
the further
further condition
if the
ear, the United
may corn
comsaid company make any breach of the conditions hereof, and allow the States may
plete the road.
same to continue fbr
for upwards of one year, then, in such case, at any time plete the road.
hereafter, the United States may do any and all acts and things which
which
may be needful and necessary
necessary to insure
insure a
a speedy
speedy completion
completion of
of the said
road.
may subSEC.
enacted, That all people of the United Who
WhomaysubSEC. 10. And be it further enacted,
scribe to
to stock.
stock.
States shall have the right to subscribe to the stock
stock of the Atlantic
Atlantic and scribe
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company
Company until the whole capital
capital named in this act of
incorporation
incorporation is
complying with the
is taken up by complying
the terms of subscription.
subscription.
SEC. 11.
11. And be it further enacted, That said Atlantic
Atlantic and
Pacific
and Pacific
Railroad, or
or any
any part
shall be
be a
a post
post route
and military
road, subRailroad,
part thereof,
thereof, shall
route and
military road,
subUnited States for postal, military, naval, and all
ject to the use of the United
government service, and also subject to such regulations
other government
regulations as ConCongress may impose restricting
restricting the charges for such government
government transportation.
Sue.
SEC. 12. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the acceptance
acceptance of the terms,
terms,
conditions, and impositions of this act by the said Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad Company shall be signified in writing
writing under
the corporate
under the
corporate seal
seal
of
of' said company,
company, duly executed pursuant
pursuant to the direction of its board of
acceptance shall be made within
directors first had and obtained,
obtained, which acceptance
two years after the passage of this act, and not afterwards,
afterwards, and shall be
deposited in the office
office of
Secretary of the Interior.
deposited
of the Secretary
Sue.
S
EC. 13. And be it further enacted, That the directors of said company
shall make and publish an annual report of their proceedings and expenexpenaffidavits of
president and at least six of the
ditures, verified by
by the affidavits
of the
the president
the
office of said Secredirectors, aacopy of which shall be deposited in the office

Railroad tobe
to be

and
aapost
post route
route and
military road.
military
road.

for;
Charges for,
government
government

transportation.
transportation.

Acceptance
Acceptance of

these conditions
these
conditions
by company
to
company to
by
be
in writing,
writing
be in

and within
within two
and
two
years.
years.

Annual report.
report,
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Rates
of fare,
fare,
Rates of
tolls,
&.
tells, &c.
President and
and
President
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tary of
they shall,
shall, from
time to
to time,
time, fix,
fix, determine,
determine,
tary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
and they
from time
and regulate the fares, tolls, and charges to be received and paid
paid for transportation
persons and
and property
thereof.
portation of
of persons
property on
on said
said road,
road, or
or any
any part
part thereof.

S
EC. 14.
14. And
That the
the directors
directors chosen
in purSEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
chosen in
pur-

the first
first section
section of
soon as
after their
their
suance of
of the
of this
this act
act shall,
shall, so
so soon
as may
may be
be after
election, elect
elect from
their own
own number
president and
and
election,
from their
number a
a president
and vice-president;
vice-president; and
said board
directors shall,
from time
time, and
so soon
as may
said
board of
of directors
shall, from
time to
to time,
and so
soon as
may be
be
Treasurer
after their
their election,
election, choose
treasurer and
and secretary,
who shall
hold their
their
Treasurer and after
choose a
a treasurer
secretary, who
shall hold
secretary.
offices at the will and pleasure
treasurer
secretary.
pleasure of the board of directors. The treasurer
Bonds.
and
bonds, with
with such
and secretary
secretary shall
shall give such bonds,
such security
security as
as the
the said
said board
board
Secretary
Secretary to
from time
entering up.
time to
to time
time may
may require.
require. The
The secretary
secretary shall,
shall, before
before entering
upbe
sworn,
on
his
duty,
be
sworn
to
the
faithful
discharge
thereof,
and
said
oath
be sworn.
on his duty, be sworn to the faithful discharge thereof, and said oath shall
shall
Who may not be made aamatter of record upon the books of said corporation. No perperbe
son
director of
said company
company unless
he shall
shall be
be aadirector.
director
son shall
shall be
be aadirector
of said
unless he
be a
a stockholder,
stockholder,
and
vote for
at the
the election
be
and qualified
qualified to
to vote
for directors
directors at
election at
at which
which he
he shall
shall be

vice-president.
vice-president.

chosen.
chosen.
SEC.
15. And
it further
That the
president, vice-president,
vice-president,
SEC. 15.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the president,
of
president,
and directors
directors shall
their offices
offices for
indicated in
in the
for the
the period
period indicated
the bybyofperesident,
and
shall hold
hold their
vice-president
and
laws of
said company,
three years,
respectively, and
and directors. , laws
of said
company, not
not exceeding
exceeding three
years, respectively,
and until
until
If directors
are others
others are
are chosen
their place,
place, and
case it
it shall
so happen
happen
directorsare
chosen in
in their
and qualified.
qualified. In
In case
shall so
not elected on that an election of directors
directors shall not be made on any day appointed by
daybyPPawsted
ap
laws.
pointed
the
by-laws of
of said
company, the
for that
that excuse
be
shall not
not for
excuse be
by
the by-laws
said company,
the corporation
corporation shall
by
bydeemed to be
any day
deemed
be dissolved, but such
such election
election may be
be holden on
on any
day
which
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the directors.
The directors,
directors, of
whom seven,
seven,
of whom
directors. The
which shall
shall be
Powers of
directors.
including
including the president, shall be a
aquorum for the transaction of business.
Quorum.
Quorum.
shall
to make
make and
and prescribe
prescribe such
by-laws, rules,
rules, and
regand regsuch by-laws,
power to
full power
shall have
have full
By-laws.
ulations as they
touching the disposition
ulations
they shall deem needful
needful and proper
proper touching
disposition
and management
management of the
the stock, property,
property, estate,
estate, and
and effects
effects of the company,
conduct of their
the transfer
transfer of
of shares, the duties
duties and
and conduct
their officers
officers and
and serservants touching the election and meeting of the
the directors,
directors, and
and all
all matters
matters
whatsoever which
concerns of
said company;
company; and
whatsoever
which may
may appertain
appertain to
to the
the concerns
of said
and
Vacancies.
the said board of directors may have full power to
to fill any
any vacancy
vacancy or vavacancies that
cause or causes
their
that may
may occur from
from any
any cause
causes from
from time
time to
to time in
in their
Engineers,
said
appoint
said board of
of directors
directors shall
shall have
have power to appoint
Engineers,
said board.
board. And the said
agents, &c.
&c.
such engineers, agents, and subordinates
subordinates as may from time to
to time be
necessary
necessary to carry
carry into effect the object of the company, and
and to
to do all acts
the location
location and
and construction
construction of
and things touching
touching the
of said
said road.
road.
SEC. 16.
16. And
And be
be it
lawful for
the diTen per cent
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That it
it shall
shall be
be lawful
for the
diof subscriptions rectors of said company
payment of
sum of
of ten
company to require
require payment
of the
the sum
ten per
centum
per
centum
to be paid in
cash assessment
assessment upon
upon all
subscriptions received
subscribers, and
and the
the
C1,0.
cash
all subscriptions
received of
of all
all subscribers,
cash. p
Balance, when balance
balance thereof
thereof at
times and
and in
such proportions
and on
on such
such condiat such
such times
in such
proportions and
condito be
be paid.
necessary to complete the said road and telto
tions as they shall deem to be necessary
previous
Notice when egraph lines within the time in this act prescribed. Sixty days' previous
pnaym!ents are notice
payments
given of
of the
and of
of the
time and
and place
notice shall
shall be
be given
the payments
payments required,
required, and
the time
place
(tee.
of
once a
a week
one daily
daily newspaper
newspaper
de.
of payment, by
by publishing a
a notice
notice once
week in
in one
in each of the cities of Boston, New York, Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Saint Louis, Memleo:lest:tomes;
in case
refuse to
lfstockhotders phis,
phis, and
and Nashville,
Nashville, and
and in
case any
any stockholder
stockholder shall
shall neglect
neglect or
or refuse
to
neglect to pay,
pay, pay, in pursuance
neglect
pursuance of such notice, the stock held
such person
person shall
shall be
be
held by such
prestock and preto the
the use
use of
and also
or
also any
any payment
payment or
company, and
of the
the company,
absolutely to
payments forfeited
forfeited absolutely
vious
Vi0118 paymenth
forfeited.
forfeited,
payments that shall have been
been made on account
account thereof,
thereof, subject to
to the
Redemption.
condition
that the
the board
board of
of directors
may allow
allow the
the redempti
on o
such
onn such
redemption
directors may
Redemption.
condition that
terms as they may prescribe.
Company may
S
EC. 17. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC.
And be
be itfurther
That the
the said
said company
company is
is authorauthoraccept and hhld
power,
franchise,
accept
eld ized to accept to its own use any grant, donation,
donation, loan,
l
oan ,
p
ower ,
f
ranc hi se,
any grant, loan,
company
aid,
or assistance
which may be granted to or conferred
conferred on said company
aid, or
assistance which
aid, &o.n. oan aid,
or
by the Congress of the United States, by the legislature
legislature of any State, or
by any corporation, person, or persons, or by any Indian tribe or nation
through whose
reservation the road herein provided for may pass; and
whose reservation
said corporation
authorized to hold and enjoy any such grant, donation,
corporation is authorized

Term of office
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loan, power,
power, franchise,
assistance, to
its own
own use,
use, for
Grant from
from
the purpose
purpose anyGrant
for the
to its
or assistance,
aid, or
franchise, aid,
loan,
Indian
aforesaid: Provided,
That any
donation, power,
or asto be
subtrie to
be sbaid, or
as- tribe
power, aid,
such grant
grant or
or donation,
any such
Provided, That
aforesaid:
sistance from
from any
Indian tribe
or nation
nation shall
be subject
approval ject
the
ject to the
to the
the approval
subject to
shall be
tribe or
any Indian
sistance
of the
the President
President of
of the
the United
States.
approval
of
approval of
United States.
of
President
ofthe
the
SEC. 18.
18. And
enacted, That
the Southern
United States.
States.
Rail- United
Pacific RailSouthern Pacific
That the
it further
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEC.
road,
company incorporated
incorporated under
under the
the laws
State of
of California,
is Southern
PSa
Southern PaCalifornia, is
of the
the State
laws of
a company
road, a
cific II R. Co.
hereby authorized
connect with
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad, may
connect
may connect
Atlantic and
and Pacific
with the
the said
said Atlantic
authorized to
to connect
hereby
formed
under this
this act,
near the
boundary line
line of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic
the State
State with the
the boundary
such point,
point, near
act, at
at such
formed under
of
as they
most suitable
suitable for
for a
railroad line
line to
San and Pacific road.
road.
to San
a railroad
deem most
shall deem
they shall
of California,
California, as
Point of conFrancisco,
shall have
have a
uniform gauge
and rate
with nection.
nection.
or fare
fare with
rate of
of freight
freight or
gauge and
a uniform
and shall
Francisco, and
Gauge and
and
said
and in
in consideration
consideration thereof, to aid in its construction, shall have Gaue
road; and
said road;
similar grants
of land,
land, subject
subject to
to all
all the
limitations herein
herein rates
ofhfhare'
fare.
the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
raty
similar
grants of
May
have
provided, and
shall be
required to
construct its
its road
of
like regularegula- similar grants of
on the
the like
road on
to construct
be required
and shall
provided,
tions, as
and manner,
manner, with
the Atlantic
Atlantic and
Railroad here- land on like
Pacific Railroad
and Pacific
with the
time and
as to
to time
tions,
terms.
in provided
provided for.
This act to be
for.
in
SEC.
19.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
unless
the
said
Atlantic
and
Szo.
void, unless,
unless, &c.
SEC. 19. And be it further enacted, That unless the said Atlantic and void,
Pacific
Railroad Company
obtain bona
bona fide
fide subscriptions
the stock
stock
to the
subscriptions to
shall obtain
Company shall
Pacific Railroad
of
said company
company to
to the
the amount
amount of
one million
million of
of dollars,
with ten
ten per
per
dollars, with
of one
of said
centutn paid,
paid, within
within two
years after
after the
the passage
of and
approval of
this
of this
and approval
passage of
two years
centum
act,
null and
and void.
void.
be null
it shall
shall be
act, it
Act may be
SEC. 20.
20. And
And be
be it
it further
accomplish the
enacted, That the better to accomplish
further enacted,
SEC.
object
of this
act, namely,
to promote
the public
and welfare
welfare by stte
or rerealtered or
interest and
public interest
promote the
namely, to
this act,
object of
the
construction of
said railroad
railroad and
line, and
keeping the
the same
same peale
d.
pealed.
and keeping
and telegraph
telegraph line,
of said
the construction
in
working order,
to the
the government
government at
at all
times, but
but parall times,
to secure
secure to
order, and
and to
in working
ticularly
in time
of war,
the use
and benefits
benefits of
postal, milifor postal,
of the
the same
same for
use and
war, the
time of
ticularly in
tary,
purposes, Congress may, at any time, having due regard
tary, and other
other purposes,
for
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, add to,
of said
said Atlantic
the rights
rights of
for the
alter,
amend, or
this act.
act.
or repeal this
alter, amend,
S
EC. 21.
enacted, That
That whenever
whenever in
in any
any grant
of When in
grant of
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
21. And
land
subsidies, made
hereafter to
made, to
to railroads
or rations,
grants
tothe
.corporatotnstheorp
railroads or
to be
be made,
or hereafter
made or
other subsidies,
land or
or other
other
corporations, the
the United
States has
reserved the
the right,
right, or
shall re- United States
or shall
has reserved
United States
other corporations,
serve
to appoint
appoint directors,
engineers, commissioners
commissioners or
or other
to reserves the
thei
agents to
other agents
directors, engineers,
it, to
serve it,
right to appoint
examine
corn- directors, or
roads, or act
act in
in conjunction with other officers of said comexamine said roads,
pany
companies, all
the costs,
charges, and
said directors,
engi- agents, &c.
8ro. all
directors, engiof said
and pay
pay of
costs, charges,
all the
or companies,
pany or
poss
, &C.
respective companies.
companies.
prs&on
neers, commissioners,
commissioners, or agents, shall be paid by the respective
costs,
of such
pay,
persons
persons
such
eof
Said
directors, engineers,
engineers, commissioners,
commissioners, or
agents shall
shall be
paid for
said are to be borne
be paid
for said
or agents
Said directors,
services the
the sum
ten dollars
day, for
for each
actually by the corpocorpoevery day actually
each and
and every
per day,
dollars per
sum of
of ten
services
rations.
and necessarily
employed, and
and ten
ten cents
cents per
mile for
each and
and every
every mile
mile rations.
and
necessarily employed,
per mile
for each
Rate of pay to
actually and necessarily travelled,
travelled, in discharging the duties required of such persons.
actually
them, which per diem and mileage shall be in full compensation
compensation for said neccosmpany
them,
neglects to make
services. And
And in
case any
shall refuse
refuse or
or neglect
neglect to
to make such
such such payments,
payments,
company shall
services.
in case
any company
payments, no
for lands
lands or
shall be
issued to
to no more patents
be issued
other subsidies
subsidies shall
or other
more patents
patents for
no more
payments,
said company
company until
until these
requirements are
for lands, &c.. to
issue.
with.
are complied with,
these requirements
said
A PPR OVED, July 27, 1866.
APPaOVED,

District of
CHAP.
—An Act
General Hospital
Hospital of the District
incorporate the General
Act to incorporate
CCLXXIX. -An
CHAP. CCLXXIX.
Columbia.

July 27,
27, 1866.
July

Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the Senate
Be it enacted
enacted by
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
tGlentelrialDlsril
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That Joseph
Joseph Henry,
Henry, James
James tal
General
Hospiof the District
C.
Kendall, l'homas
Miller, Richard
George W.
W. of
Ott
'
Columbia
Columbia
Richard Wallach,
Wallach, George
Thomas Miller,
Amos Kendall,
C. Hall,
Hall, Amos
Riggs,
Cooke, D.
D. W.
Middleton, Charles
Charles Knap, incorporated.
W. Middleton,
D. Cooke,
Henry D.
Tyler, Henry
Grafton Tyler,
Riggs, Grafton
Benjamin
B. French,
French, James
C. McGuire,
McGuire, Charles
Charles H.
William
H. Nichols, William
James C.
Benjamin B.
B.
William Gunton,
Gunton, Edward Simms, and
B. Todd,
Todd, William
and Thomas
Thomas Young,
Young, and their
their
successors in office,
office, are hereby
hereby made,
made, declared,
declared, and constituted a
acorporasuccessors
tion
jaw and in fact, under the name and style of the Name and
inlaw
tion and body politic, in
of corpoPowerS of
Hospital of the District of Columbia, and by that corp..
Directors of the General Hospital
name they
and are
are hereby, made
made capable
capable in
in law to sue and be
name
they shall
shall be,
be, and
within the county of Washsued, to plead and
and be
be impleaded,
impleaded, in any court within
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ington, in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to have
have and use a
a common
common seal, and
and
to alter
and amend
same at
at pleasure;
to have,
to
alter and
amend the
the same
pleasure; to
have, purchase,
purchase, receive,
receive, pospossess, and
and enjoy
enjoy any
in lands,
lands, tenements,
tenements, annuities,
annuities, goods,
goods, chattels,
chattels,
sess,
any estates
estates in
moneys, or
effects, and
and to
grant; demise,
demise, and
and dispose
dispose of
moneys,
or effects,
to grant;
of the
the same
same in
in such
such
manner as they may deem most
interest of
most for
for the
the interest
of the hospital: Provided,
Provided,
comeproperty
inThat the annual income from the same held by such corporation shall not
Annual
come
of property
not
to exceed,
exceed,
exceed in
in value
the sum
of twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
not to
exceed
value the
sum of
SEC. 2.
2. And
be
it
further
enacted,
That the
said corporation
and body
e&C-sit
SEC.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
the
said
corporation and
body
&c.P
id
t
d
resen and
an
President
other
politic shall
shall have
have full
appoint from
from their
their own
own body
body aapresident
president
full power
power to
to appoint
other officers,
officers.
politic
and such
as they
they may
deem necessary
necessary for
purposes of
and
such other
other officers
officers as
may deem
for the
the purposes
of
Vacancies.
their creation; and in case of the death,
death, resignation, or
Vacancies,
refusal to
or refusal
to serve
serve
the remaining
elect and
of any of their number,
number, the
remaining members
members shall
shall elect
and appoint
appoint
other
lieu of
of those
those whose
may have
have been
been vacated;
and
other persons
persons in
in lieu
whose places
places may
vacated; and
Powers of
the said corporation
corporation shall have full
and all
rights of
of opening
full power and
all the
the rights
opening
corporation.
corporation.
and keeping
keeping aahospital in the city of
the care
care of
of such
of Washington,
Washington, for
for the
such
sick, wounded,
wounded, and invalid persons as
place themselves
themselves under the
as may
may place
the
to he
be care of said corporation,
Property to
corporation, and the property
corporation shall
property held
held by said
said corporation
devoted to
to what
devoted exclusively to the purposes of such hospital.
purposes. what be
By-laws.
SEC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
That the
shall also
also
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
the said
said corporation
corporation shall
By-laws.
SEC.
full power
to make
rules, and
have and
and enjoy
enjoy full
power and
and authority
authority to
make such
such by-laws,
by-laws, rules,
and
of the
regulations as
as may
may be
be necessary for the general
general accomplishment
accomplishment of
the
objects of such hospital: Provided,
Provided,That they
they be
be not inconsistent
inconsistent with the
the
And provided further, That
Act may
may be laws in
in force in the District
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia: Andprovidedfurther,
That
altered.
this act shall be liable to be amended, altered,
repealed at
at the
the pleaspleasaltered, or repealed
ure
of Congress.
ure of
Congress.
APPROVED, J
uly 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July
July
27,1866.
July 27,
1868.
California
California and
and
Louisiana respectively to
form
form only one
one
judicial
district.
judicial district,
How called.
flow
Judges, marshals,
attorshals, and
and attoruneys.
eys.

Pending, &c.
&c.
process.
process.

Clerks
Clerks of
of
southern
southern district
district
ef
eeCalifornia and
and
western district

CHAP.

CCLXXX. —An
CCLXXX.
Act in
in Relation
- An Act
Relation to the District
District Courts
Courts of the United States
States in
in
Califbrnia and Louisiana.
the States
States of California
Louisiana.

Be it enacted
Be
enacted by
b,y the Senate
and House
of the
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the southern judicial
w
district
of the
State of
of California
western district
district of
Louisiana
of Louisiana
California and
and the
the western
district of
the State
shall be, and the
hereafter the
the same are hereby,
hereby, abolished,
abolished, and
and hereafter
the said
said States
States
shall respectively
respectively constitute one judicial district, and shall respectively be
called
districts of
of California
and Louisiana.
The district
district judge,
judge, marcalled the
the districts
California and
Louisiana. The
marshal, and district attorney
attorney of the United States for the northern district
of California
California and the eastern district of Louisiana
Louisiana shall respectively possess
and exercise the same
district courts
of
same powers and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction in said
said district
courts of
California
California and Louisiana as they
exercise in
in their
their respecthey now
now possess and exercise
respective districts.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all actions, suits, and proceedproceedings, civil or criminal,
criminal, which shall have been
been commenced,
commenced, and at the time
of the passage
passage of this act shall be pending
pending in the southern
southern district of CaliCalifornia or the western district of Louisiana, and all process,
process, orders, judgments, decrees,
decrees, records,
records, or other papers
papers or proceedings
proceedings relating thereto
thereto
or filed therein,
transferred to the said district courts of
therein, shall be transferred
of California and Louisiana respectively, which courts
possess and exercise
courts shall possess
exercise
over such actions, suits, and proceedings, and the process, orders,
orders, judgjudgments, decrees,
decrees, records, and other papers and proceedings
proceedings so
so transferred,
transferred,
the same authority and jurisdiction as they would have had if
if such
such acproceedings had
had been
commenced in
said courts;
and no
tions, suits, and proceedings
been commenced
in said
courts; and
no
indictment, writ, process,
process, recognizance,
recognizance, or other
proceeding returnable
returnable to
other proceeding
considered in the
Califoror to be heard, tried, or considered
the said
said southern
southern district
district of Califoror
nia or said western district of Louisiana shall be abated, discontinued, or
rendered
rendered void by the transfer thereof
thereof as
as aforesaid.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 3. And be it further
southern
enacted, That the
the clerks of
of the said
said southern
district of California and the said western district of Louisiana shall, as
i
i act,, deliver
i
soon as
as practicable
after the
passage of
this act,
deposit
soon
practicable after
the passage
of this
deliver to
to and
and deposit
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with
clerks of
the said
district courts
courts of
of California
California and
and Louisiana,
Louisiana, reresaid district
of the
the clerks
with the
spectively,
records, documents,
papers remaining
remaining
and papers
documents, and
books, records,
all property,
property, books,
spectively, all
in
offices, and the same shall
received and kept by
shall be received
respective offices,
in their
their respective
the said
order and
of such
and direction of
to the
the order
subject to
clerks subject
last-mentioned clerks
said last-mentioned
the
courts respectively.
respectively.

courts

1866.
1866.
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of Louisiana
Louisiana to
to
of

deposit
books
deposit books
the
withproperty
and
th eclerks
hereby
courts hereby
of courts
established.

SEC.
be it
it further
That executions
Executions to
executions may be issued out Executions
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
4. And
SEC. 4.
of the
the said
said district
of California
said district
district court
of Loucoelletetud,judgcollect heretofore
Lou- m
court of
and the
the said
California and
court of
district court
of
rendered.
isiana, respectively,
respectively, to
to collect
collect any
ered.
s
decree rendered in the reL
any judgment or decree
isiana,
said southern
southern district
district of
or said
said western
western district
of Louisiana
Louisiana
district of
California or
of California
said
before the
passage of
this act
act with
same might now
the same
as the
effect as
same effect
the same
with the
of this
the passage
before
be issued
out of
court in
in which
which such
judgment or
decree was renor decree
such judgment
of the
the court
issued out
be
dered;
all process
shall have
of said
district
said district
out of
issued out
been issued
have been
which shall
process which
and all
dered; and
court
for the
district of
of California
California or
or said
district of
western district
said western
southern district
the southern
court for
Louisiana,
been returned
returned before
this
passage of this
the passage
before the
not have
have been
shall not
and shall
Louisiana, and
act,
shall be
filed with
the clerks
clerks of the district courts
courts of
with the
to and
and filed
be returned
returned to
act, shall
California and
and Louisiana
respectively.
Louisiana respectively.
California
SEC.
5. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
salary of the United States .Salary of
the salary
That the
be it
itfurther
SEC. 5.
district
district of
of Louisiana
thousand 3dusdtgreietfo
o
r
f
t
Lo
he uLoudistrictof
four thousand
be four
shall hereafter
hereafter be
Louisiana shall
for the
the district
judge for
district judge
five
dollars per annum.
isiana.
annum.
hundred dollars
five hundred

1866.
27, 1866.
APPROVED,
July 27,
APPROVED, July

27,1866.
in Post
Post Offices
Use in
CHAP.CCLXXXI.
CCLXXXI.—
Act to
the Use
Offices of Weights of the July 27,
1866.
to authorize
authorize the
- An
An Act
CHAP.
Denomination
of Grams.
Grams.
Denomination of

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by the
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Postmaster-General
Postal balanbalanPostmaster-General cesPostal
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
denominated
esgdraemnos
mointaheed
f
be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to furnish to the post offices
offices in
ngrams of the
exchanging mails
foreign countries,
countries, and to such other offices as he metric
metric system
system
with foreign
mails with
exchanging
e
ilLe fuorshed
s
nj
m
ea
ra
maybefursnished
shall think expedient, postal balances denominated in grams of the met- certain
postavoiroffices.
ounce
one
half
by
law,
provided
otherwise
system; and, until otherwise
ounce
I)
ric system;
purposes as the equivalent
equivalent of
One half
dupois shall be deemed and taken for postal purposes
on
i
n
tiv
ce
at be
eothe
f
oequialent ofhe
so adopted
weights, and so
metric weights,
fifteen
fifteen grams
grams of
of the
the metric
adopted in progression; and e
grams.
fifteen
accordingly.
the
of postage
be applied
filteen
applied accordingly.
shall be
postage shall
the rates
rates of
27, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 27,
APPROVED, July
CHAP.
CCLXXXII.
—
certain Taxes.
the Refunding of certain
authorize the
An Act to authorize
- An
CHAP. CCLXXXII.

Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the United
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
imlicense tax
the license
where the
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That where
tax inlassembled, That
of America
America in
States of
posed upon
upon any
any wholesale
dealer has
has been
upon the
of
the ainount
amount of
calculated upon
been calculated
wholesale dealer
posed
such
sales for
accordance with the terms of
in accordance
year, in
previous year,
for the
the previous
such dealer's
dealer's sales
hunthe
an act
act approved
approved June
June thirtieth, eighteen hurlof an
section of
seventy-ninth section
the seventy-ninth
of the
dred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
it shall
shall be
be proved
to the
the satisfaction
the commiscommissatisfaction of
proved to
and it
dred and
sioner
internal revenue that the sales made under such license did not
sioner of internal
equal
such previous
previous year, it shall be lawful for said
equal in amount the sales of such
commissioner
amount
dealer so much of the amount
wholesale dealer
to such
such wholesale
refund to
to refund
commissioner to
paid for
for such
be in excess of the proper tax chargeable
license as may be
such license
paid
upon the amount of sales actually
actually made under such license during the
year for which
the same was issued.
which the
year
1866.
APPROVED,
July 27,
27, 1866.
APPROVED, July

July 27,1866.
Certain license
tsiztesdeliewrsboraie;
of wholetaxes
may
sale dealers
be refunded.
refunded. Y
1864,ch.173,§79.
1861,ch
:
173,§ 79.
Vol. mu.
xiii. p.
Val.
P. 21.
261.

CHAP.CCLXXXIII.
— An Act amendatory
amendatory of Section
"An July 27, 1866.
1866.
Section thirteen of an Act entitled "An
CCLXXXIII. -An
CHAP.

78, §13.
1865 ch. 78
Revenue to support the Govprovide Internal
Internal Revenue
'An
An Act to provide
G017- 1865
13.
entitled '
an Act entitled
Act to amend an

30, Vol.
Vol. xiii. p. 485.
June 30,
Purposes,' approved Tune
and for
ernment, to
to pay
Interest on
on the
Public Debt,
Debt, and
for other
other Purposes,'
the Public
pay Interest
emrnment,
1864,"
approved March
3, 1865.
'xiii. p
'. 486.
1865.
Miarch 3,
1864," approved

United
Representatives of the United
Be
enacted by
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That the thirteenth
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of America in
thirteenth section
section of
an
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
to amend
an act
act entitled
entitled 'An
act to
to provide
provide in'An act
act to
amend an
an act
ternal revenue
revenue to support the government,
government, to pay interest
interest on the public

13
Sectionsg
tb:eacetoll
13 of
ofh
the act 1866, ch.
78,
amended, by
oh.
78eamended
substituting the
words "without
words
"without
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debt, and for other purposes,'
approved June
thirtieth, eighteen
purposes,' approved
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
sixty-four," approved
March third, eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,"
approved March
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
be,
and the
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended by
by striking
out the
the words
without
be, and
the same
same is
striking out
words "
"without
having first obtained a
a license so to do," and inserting in lieu thereof the
do." words, "
"without
license so to do."
without paying the special tax therefor."
therefor."
paying
the
payingthe

Tspeial tax
special

therefor," for
for
therefor,"
"
without having
"withoutthaving
a
first obtained
obtained a

APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
27, 1866.
July 27,
1866.
July 27,
July
27, 1886.
1866.

CHAP.
An Act
to amend
relating to
to Officers
the
CHAP. CCLXXXIV.
CCLXXXIV. —
- An
Act to
amend the
the Acts
Acts relating
Offiers employed
employed in
in the
Examination of
of imported
in the
District of
of New
New York,
York, and
for other
other Pwposes.
Examination
imported Merchandise
Merchandisein
the District
andfor
Purposes.

Be
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
One appraiser
appraiser States of America
One
America in
in Congress
of the
appraisers
Congress assembled, That in lieu of
the appraisers
to be appointed
to
appointed
now authorized
by law
appraisement of
of goods,
and mermerwares, and
goods, wares,
for the
the appraisement
law for
now
authorized by
at the port of

chandise at the port of New York, the President of the United States
chandise
shall, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, appoint
appoint for
and consent
for said
said
port one appraiser, who has had experience
experience as an appraiser, or who shall
Qualifications.
Qualifications. be practically
practically acquainted
acquainted with the quality and value of some one or more
of the chief articles of importation subject
subject to appraisement, and who, beOath.
fore he enters upon the duties of his office, shall take and subscribe
subscribe an
Oath.
an
oath faithfully to direct and supervise the examination,
examination, inspection, and
and
appraisement according
appraisement
according to law, of such goods, wares, and merchandise
merchandise as
the collector may direct, and
and as is hereinafter provided for, and to cause
cause to
to
be duly reported to the collector
collector the true value thereof,
required by law:
law:
thereof, as required
Packages to Provided,
Provided,That the
the collector
collector shall
shall not, under
under any
any circumstances,
circumstances, direct
direct to
Packages
to
be sent forexex- be sent for examination
appraisement less than one package of every
examination and appraisement
amination
and
amination and
invoice,
at least
out of
of every
packages of
of goods,
goods,
appraisement.
invoice, and
and one
one package
package at
least out
every ten
ten packages
appraisement.
wares, and merchandise,
merchandise, and aa greater
appraiser,
greater number should he, or the appraiser,
or any assistant appraiser, deem it necessary:
necessary: Provided,
Provided, nevertheless,
Proviso.
that when from the character
description of the goods, wares,
character and description
wares, and
merchandise,
merchandise, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may be of the opinion
opinion that
that
the examination of a
a less proportion
proportion of packages
packages will amply
amply protect
protect the
revenue, he may, by special regulation, direct a
a less number of packages
to
examined. And
And the
this act,
cases of
his
When and
to be examined.
the appraiser,
appraiser, created
created by
by this
act, in
in cases
of his
how appraiser
appraiser
necessary and occasional
occasional absence, may perform his functions, ad interim,
may
act
mdep
t by
by
by deputy,
by
deputy, designated
designated by
him in
in writing,
writing, from
from the
assistant appraisers
appraisers to
by him
the assistant
to
deputy.
be appointed
appointed under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this act.
act.
Ten
assistant
Ten.assistant
SEC.
it further
the assistant
assistant appraisSEC. 2. And
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That in lieu of the
appraisappra isers to be
ers now
by law
port of
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
of New
New York,
York, the
law for
for the
the port
ers
now authorized
authorized by
appointerd
appointed fto
for
exceeding ten assistant
the port of New Treasury
Treasury may appoint not exceeding
assistant appraisers
appraisers for said port,
York.
who have
have had
had experience
experience as
who shall
be practically
practically acquaintacquaintwho
as appraisers,
appraisers, or
or who
shall be
Qualifications. ed with the quality and value of some one or more of the chief
Qualifications.
chief articles of
of
importation subject to appraisement, and included
included among
among the goods, wares,
importation
or merchandise,
merchandise, to the examination
examination and appraisement
appraisement of which they are
respectively to be assigned, and who shall be employed in appraising
respectively
appraising
To
To act under goods, according to law, under the direction and supervision of
of the apapdirection of
praiser; and
each of
of wbom
before entering
upon the
the duties
of his
his
praiser;
and each
whom shall,
shall, before
entering upon
duties of
appraioser.
appraiser.
Oath.
office,
Oath.
office, take and subscribe an oath diligently and faithfully
faithfully to examine and
inspect such goods, wares, and merchandise
merchandise as the appraiser may direct,
Their report and truly to report to him the true value thereof, according to law; such
approved
by
approved by
report to be subject
correction by
when
and correction
by the appraiser,
appraiser, and when
to be report
subject to revision and
appraieer,
appraiser,
raeisertobe
the
deemed the apap- approved
approved by him to be transmitted to the collector, and to be deemed and
praisement relocal appraiser
appraiser of the
praisment re- taken to
to be
be the
the appraisement
appraisement by
by the United States
States local
quired by law.
district of such goods, wares, or merchandise
merchandise required
required by law.
One of the asasSEC.
it further
SEC. 3. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That one of
of the assistant appraisers
sistant appraisto
be appointed
appointed by
by virtue
this act,
act, with
with special
special reference
reference -to
qualifito his
his qualifivirtue of
of this
eirsnttto act
arais-as
to be
ers
specialexaminer
special examiner cations for the duties in this section set forth, shall, in addition
addition to
to the duof
of drugs.
ties that
required of him by the appraiser,
duties and
and
ties
that may
may be required
appraiser, perform
perform the duties
act in the place and stead of the special examiner
examiner of
drugs, medicines,
of drugs,
chemicals, and so forth, at the port of New York, as provided by the act
ork,
New I
York.
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of
twenty-six, eighteen
hundred and
chapter seventy,
ch. 70.
seventy, 1848, ch.
forty-eight, chapter
and forty-eight,
eighteen hundred
of June
June twenty-six,
ix. p. 237
and
assistant appraisers
appraisers to
to be
be appointed
Vol. ix.
appointed by virtue of this act 237.
the assistant
of the
one of
and one
shall
be detailed
detailed by
by the
the appraiser
appraiser for
for the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the department
department
shall be
for
the examination
examination of
of merchandise
damaged on
on the
voyage of
of importaOne assistant
assistant
importa- One
the voyage
merchandise damaged
for the
tion,
practicable to
to make
and appraisals
of such
such appiaiseramage
appraisals of
examinations and
make examinations
far as
as practicable
as far
and as
tion, and
or
merchandise as
as the
may direct,
merchandi•e.
all cases merchandi·e.
in all
and in
direct, and
appraiser may
the appraiser
other merchandise
any other
or any
truly
to report
to him
him the
the extent
such damage,
damage, or
or the
of
value of
true value
the true
of such
extent of
report to
truly to
the
merchandise appraised,
may be,
be, according
to law,
law, such
resuch reaccording to
case may
the case
as the
appraised, as
the merchandise
port
approval by
by the
the
and approval
correction, and
revision, correction,
same revision,
the same
to the
subject to
to be
be subject
port to
appraiser,
prescribed in
section of
this act,
to be
like
be in like
and to
act, and
of this
second section
in the
the second
as prescribed
appraiser, as
manner,
and for
for the
same purpose,
purpose, transmitted
transmitted to
the collector.
collector.
to the
the same
manner, and
SEc. 4.
And be
it further
further enacted,
in lieu
the clerks
now emExaminers to
em- Examiners
clerks now
of the
lieu of
That in
enacted, That
be it
4. And
SEc.
be appointed.
ployed
in the
the examination,
examination, inspection,
wares,appointed.
and appraisement of goods, wares,
inspection, and
ployed in
and
merchandise at
at the
port of
New York,
of the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
York, the
of New
the port
and merchandise
Number
and
and
Number
may, on the nomination
nomination
,ir appraiser,
of the appraiser,'appoint such number of exam- ny
net t
b
, g
e
e
c
tere.
rbeye Sacrmdeteriners
necessary, their ine to
c. by
Se retary may in writing determine to be necessary,
as said
said Seetary
iners as
ad
compensation
to
be
limited
and
fixed
by
him,
but
not
to
exceed
the
rates
taryofTreasnry.
taryofTreasury.
rates
the
exceed
to
but
not
him,
by
compensation to be limited and fixed
of
twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars
to aid
each of
assistant apapsaid assistant
of said
aid each
year, to
per year,
dollars per
of twenty-five
praisers
examination, inspection,
inspection, and
appraisement of goods, wares,
and appraisement
in the
the examination,
praisers in
and merchandise,
merchandise, according
to law;
law; and no person shall be appointed
according to
and
Qualifications.
such examiner
examiner who
who is
at the
the time
of his
his appointment, practically and Qualifications.
time of
is not,
not, at
such
thoroughly acquainted
value of the article
article
quality, and value
the character, quality,
with the
acquainted with
thoroughly
or articles
the examination
appraisement of which he is to be emand appraisement
examination and
in the
or
articles in
ployed; nor
nor shall
any such
such examiner
examiner enter
upon the discharge
discharge of his duduenter upon
shall any
ployed;
ties, as
as such,
such, until
until he
he shall
shall have
have taken and subscribed
subscribed an oath faithfully Oath.
ties,
and diligently
diligently to
to discharge
according to
to law;
law; and
and the
Clerks, verifiverifClerks,
Secre- ers,
the Secreduties according
such duties
discharge such
and
:rps
4nsamplers,
s
e
a
r
m
s, p
p
l
a
ers
cil.
tary of
of the
shall also
on the
the apof the
ap- openers, packthe nomination
nomination of
appoint, on
also appoint,
Treasury shall
the Treasury
tary

and messeners,
and messengers
packers,
openers,
samplers,
verifiers, samplers,
the
praiser,
praiser,
employed
theinclerks,
clerks,
the appraiser's
verifiers,
office, or in
openers,
any of packers,
the departments
and messengers
thereof, ers,
gers•and
employed in the appraiser's office, or in any of the departments thereof, gers.
and
fix their
their number
and compensation;
compencompensation; but their compennumber and
and fix
limit and
shall limit
and shall
sation
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
rates of
compensation usually paid for similar
of compensation
the rates
sation shall
service.
No officer
SEC. 5.
be it
it further
enacted, That
officer
That it shall not be lawful for the appointed
further enacted,
And be
5. And
SEC.
under
appointedunder
samplers, gage
verifiers,
clerks,
examiners,
appraisers,
assistant
theorassistant
appraiser,
appraiser,
messengers,
the
other persons
appraisers,
employed
examiners,
in the clerks,
departments
verifiers,
of appraisal,
samplers, tins
act
in to
mermessengers, or other persons employed in the departments of appraisal, gage in mer-

mercan-business.
or
of them,
them, to
to engage
or be
be employed
_cantile business.
commercial or mercan
any commercial
in any
employed in
engage or
or any
any of
tile business,
business, or
or act
act as
for any
any person
person engaged
engaged in such business,
business, duras agent
agent for
tile
ing
the term
their appointment.
of their
term of
ing the
Pay
of
Pay of
SEC. 6.
6. And
enacted, That
appraiser who may be ap- appraiser
That the appraiser
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEc.
and
apraiserand
a compensation
pointed
provisions of
compensation of assistants.
this act shall receive a
of this
the provisions
under the
pointed under
four
dollars per
the assistant appraisers shall each
annum, and the
per annum,
thousand dollars
four thousand
receive
compensation of
three thousand
paid
thousand dollars per annum, to be paid
of three
receive aa compensation
out
defraying the
collecting the
the
of collecting
expenses of
the expenses
for defraying
appropriations for
the appropriations
of the
out of

revenue.
revenue.
Compensation
compensation allowed, re- Compensation
S
EC. 7.
enacted, That the compensation
further enacted,
be it further
7. And
And be
SEC.
spectively, to
appraiser and
and the
be paid
monthpyid
the pro- to
under the
appraisers, under
the assistant
assistant appraisers,
the appraiser
to the
spectively,
monthly.
act, shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
to them
them in
monthly payments,
payments, and
and in
in due
in monthly
this act,
of this
vision of
proportion for
for any
any period
period less
than one month for the time they may acless than
proportion
tually serve.
SEC. 8.
8. And
be it
enacted, That
all acts
of acts
Inconsistent
in- Inconsistent
acts inparts of
and parts
acts and
That all
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
laws repealed
consistent
with the
the provisions
provisions of
and the
hereby,repealed
are hereby,
same are
the same
be, and
act be,
of this
this act
consistent with
repealed;
and all
all provisions
existing acts
acts relating
the duties of the Present laws
relating to the
of existing
provisions of
repealed; and
appraisers
now provided
for by
law, or
or to
to any
any proceedings
ZsPre:i
t
s
i
e
"
r
g
s 860
ting
or respe
consequent or
proceedings consequent
by law,
provided for
appraisers now
apply to'
to those
dependent
action of
such appraisers
appraisers and
inconsistent with
with to
trapply
thos.e
and not
not inconsistent
of such
the action
upon the
dependent upon
the provisions
this act, shall be construed to apply to the appraiser and appointed under
provisions of this
the
this aet.
appraisers provided for by this act, and shall be continued
continued in full act.
assistant appraisers
force,
that this
shall take
take effect
and after the first day of Sep- When this act
on and
effect on
act shall
this act
and that
force, and
takes effe
tember, anno
and sixty-six.effect.
eighteen hundred and
Domini eighteen
anno Domini
tember,
SEc.
9. And
it further
enacted, That if at any time, from an infurther enacted,
be it
And be
SEC. 9.
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Assistant
Assistant
appraisers may
be required to
work more than
usual
business
usual business
hours,
hours.

appraisers may
be required to
work more than

Aids to
the
to the
Aids
payofinspectors
of
of customs.
customs.

revenue
have
to „k,„
revenuensp
pay ofi

July
27,1266.
1866.
July 27,
Certain imiliaCertain
ports at Port-

1866.

crease
of importation,
importation, or
other cause, there shall be found upon
any other
from any
or from
crease of
the
floors of
of the
accumulation
stores in the city of New York an accumulation
the public stores
the floors
of
be the
duty of the apthe duty
shall be
it shall
appraisement, it
awaiting appraisement,
merchandise awaiting
of merchandise
praiser,
under regulations
regulations established
established by the Secretary of the Treasury,
praiser, under
to
others associated with them in this
to direct the assistant appraisers, and others
branch
the public
public business,
business, to
to devote
devote time
time beyond
beyond the usual business
of the
branch of
hours,
in each
each day,
daylight, to
to their
their respective
respective duties, to the end
end
during daylight,
day, during
hours, in
that
the business
business of
appraisement may be faithfully and more promptly
of appraisement
that the
despatched.
despatched.
SEC. 10.
enacted, That all aids to the revenue or
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
10. And
SEC.
others performing the
the duties
of
inspectors of
of customs
customs in
any collection
collection
in any
inspectors
of
duties
performing
others
district,
paid the
same per diem
compensation as inspectors of
diem compensation
the same
be paid
shall be
district, shall
customs.
customs.
APPROVED, July
July 27,
27, 1866.
APPROVED,

Fire at Portland.
the Relief
for the
CHAP. CCLXXXV.
CCLXXXV. -— An
Relief of Sufferers by Fire
Portland.
Act for
An Act
CHAP.

United
Be
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That on all goods, wares, and
assembled, That
in Congress
States of

merchandise which may be sent from places without the limits of the

land, Me.,
me., to be merchandise which may be sent from places without the
limits of the
lad,
by the
contributions to the relief
free of
duty.
United
relief of sufferers
sufferers by
the
gratuitous eontributions
as gratuitous
States, as
United States,
of duty.
free

fire
occurred at
at Portland,
July fourth and fifth, eighteen
eighteen
Portland, Maine, July
which occurred
fire which
hundred and
sixty-six, shall, when imported at the port of Portland and
and sixty-six,
hundred
consigned to
proper authority
of
authority for distribution, be admitted free of
the proper
to the
consigned
duty.
duty.
of
Drawback of
SEC. 2.
be it
enacted, That there shall be allowed and
Drawback
further enacted,
it further
And be
2. And
SEC.
import duties on pa i
d, under such regulations
Treasury shall
the Treasury
of the
regulations
as
the Secretary
Secretary of
shall prepre paid,
materials
used
materials used
in
buildings
scribe,
on all
all materials
materials actually
actually used in buildings erected
erected on the ground
scribe, on
in buildings
erected on the burned
drawback of the import duties paid on the
a drawback
burned over
said fire, a
by said
over by
ground
nined
ground burned
shall have been imported at the port
over.
same:
Provided,
That
said
materials
said
That
Provided,
same:
over.
Proviso.
of Portland
year from and after said fifth day of
of one year
term of
the term
Proviso.
during the
Portland during
of
July, 1866.
APPROVED, July 27, 1866.
APPROVED,
July 27,
1868.
27,1866.
July

Ameriby AmeriKnives by
Sheath Knives
of Sheath
CHAP. CCLXXXVI.
CCLXXXVL -— An
the Wearing
Wearing of
prevent the
to prevent
Act to
An Act
CHAP.

can
Seamen.
can Seamen.

United
Be
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the existing regulation
Seamen
in
States of
in Congress
regulation for
for
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
Stales
Seamen in
service
merchant
service
merchant
e r ce the government of
not
wear
of the
the United
States, prohibiting
prohibiting the wearUnited States,
navy of
the navy
the government of the
not toto w
sheath
knives.
ing
of sheath
sheath knives
hereby extended and made applicashipboard is hereby
knives on shipboard
ing of
sheath knives.
ble
seamen in the merchant service.
all seamen
to all
ble to
That it
Persons
offerS
EC. 2.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
it shall be the duty of the masmas2. And
SEC.
Persons offering
to
ship as
ter
or other
other officer
in command
of any
any ship
ship or vessel registered, enrolled,
command of
officer in
or
ter
as
to
ship
ing
to be
seamen t
be
notified o
licensed under
laws of
of the
the United
and of
of the
owner or
other
or other
the owner
States, and
United States,
the laws
under the
or licensed
law. or
notified ofoflaw.
a seaman or other
person
entering into
employment of a
for the employment
contract for
into contract
person entering
offering
subordinate
any such
ship or
vessel, to
inform every person offering
to inform
or vessel,
such ship
upon any
subordinate upon
to
the provisions
provisions of
require his compliance
compliance
and to require
law, and
this law,
of this
of the
himself of
ship himself
to ship
Penalty.
Penalty.

therewith,
under aa penalty
omission, to be sued
penalty of fifty dollars for each omission,
therewith, under
for
and recovered
recovered in
in the
name of
United States of America, under the
of the United
the name
for and
direction of
the Secretary
of the Treasury, one half for the benefit of the
Secretary of
of the
direction
informer and
and the
the other
other half
half for
for the
the benefit of the fund for the relief of
informer
sick and disabled seamen.
1866.
27, 1866.
July 27,
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
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CHAP. CCLXXXVII.—
Act to
to further
regulate the
Printing of
public Documents,
Document; July
July 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
CCLXXXVII. - An
An Act
further regulate
the Printing
of public
and
the Purchase
Purchase of
of Paper
for the public
andthe
Paperfor
public Printing.
Printing.
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That hereafter
it shall
the Number
Number of
States
assembled, That
hereafter it
shall be
be the
of
duty
of the
in place
of copies
oepEcesecouftrieports
duty of
the superintendent
superintendent of
of public
public printing,
printing, in
place of
of the
the reports
reports of
ofreports
of Executive
the executive
the
executive departments
departments ordered
ordered by
by the
of June
twenty-five, departments
departments and
and
the act
act of
June twenty-five,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
to be
be printed
printed and
and bound
bound twentytwenty- documents
documents to
to be
be
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-four, to
to cause
cause to
or eu
o
se
prinet ed ftrote
five
hundred copies
the annual
of the
executive departments,
printed
for
use
five hundred
copies of
of the
annual reports
reports of
the executive
departments, of
odepartments;
departments;
with such
such accompanying
accompanying documents
the heads
heads of
of those
those departments
186 1a
4
)
,r
eh.
with
documents as
as the
departments 1864,
ch. 15s.'
155.
may respectively
respectively select,
but
not
to
exceed
three
hundred
pages
for
t
h
e
Vol.
may
select, but not to exceed three hundred pages for the Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 184.
184.
use of
of said
departments, respectively.
use
said departments,
respectively.

SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
S
EC. 2.
2. And be it further
whenever papers relating
relating to

additional
additional of

foreign affairs
shall be
be communicated
Congress, accompanying
accompanying the
foreign
affairs shall
communicated to
to Congress,
the an
an--mersrela:wg
apers reilating
nual
message of
of the
nual message
the President,
President, it
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
oi
r
n
eip
g
e
n
nytna
g
n's
be the
of the
the superintendent
superintendent aeco
accompanying
of
printing to
to be
of public
public printing
to cause
cause to
be printed
and bound,
in addition
addition to
to the
message.
printed and
bound, in
the annual
annual message.
usual number,
usual
number, two
thousand copies
the use
of the
the members
members of
two thousand
copies for
for the
use of
of the
the
Senate, four
four thousand
thousand copies
for the
the use
use of
of the
the House,
two thousand
Senate,
copies for
House, and
and two
thousand five
five
hundred
copies for
for the
use of
of the
the State
place of
of the
numbers
hundred copies
the use
State Department,
Department, in
in place
the numbers
ordered by
ordered
by the
the act
act of
of June
June twenty-five,
hundred and
and sixty-four.
twenty-five, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four.

SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That in the publication of the
SEC. 3. And be it further
the rere- statement
Statement of
of
port of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the detailed
port
of the
the Navy
Navy the
detailed statement
of offers
sup- offerres
statement of
offers for
for supoffers of
of supplies
supplies
plies and of
articles embraced
in each
each class
contract be
plies
of articles
embraced in
class under
under contract
be omitted,
omitted, smecreptaorryoof
secretary of
and
and in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy shall
shall prepare
submit navy
to be omitthe Navy
prepare and
and submit
navy to
omitwith his
with
his report
report aaschedule
embracing the
the offers
offers by
Ste.
schedule embracing
by classes,
classes, indicating
indicating such
such ted,
ted &c.
as have
have been
been accepted.
as
accepted.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. And be it further
enacted, That it shall be the duty
Superintendfurther enacted,
duty of
of the su- Superintendperintendent of
public printing,
at
the
commencement
of each
each session
of
ent of
i
Tpu
t
blio _
perintendent
of public
printing,
at
the
commencement
of
session
of
ent
of
public
-I
-printing
n
t
f
mto
ossube
u
sb
to
Congress,
to the
the joint
committee on
printing estimates
estimates of
of the
ping
Congress, to
to submit
submit to
joint committee
on printing
the mit
estimates
at to
e
quantity
quantity of
of paper
paper of
of all
will, in
opinion,
be
re_
committee
of
all descriptions
descriptions which
which will,
in his
his opinion, be re- committee of
Foa
r
ptre
i
i;or
y
eqoui
arred
quired
the execution
quired for
for the
execution of
of the
during the
the coming
coming year.
year. foter
the public
public printing
printing during
required
The
joint committee
on printing
shall then
fix upon
upon aastandard
The joint
committee on
printing shall
then fix
standard of
of paper
paper committee
Committee to
to
o
xoNtandard
congressional and executive
fix
on standard
for the different descriptions
descriptions of congressional
executive printing, and p
kinds
for different
o
erepnat
p.
er
shall be
of public
public printing,
under the
different
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent of
printing, under
it shall
the kinds
of paper.
direction
the joint
joint committee
printing, to
to advertise
advertise in
in only
two newsnews- Proposals to
direction of
of the
committee on
on printing,
only two
re
a
d
i
v
irlsed
l
t
i
papers
of the
of New
New York,
York, Cincinnati,
? adverhosd
papers published
published in
in each
each of
the cities
cities of
Cincinnati, Boston
Boston,,be
ber
Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and
Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, for
for sealed
sealed proposals
ow'
and Washington,
proposals to
to furnish
furnish
the government
United States
the
government of
of the
the United
States with
with paper,
the quality
quality and
and in
in the
paper, of
of the
the
quantity specified
the advertisements,
quantity
specified in
in the
be the
the duty
advertisements, and
and it
it shall
shall be
duty of
of the
the
superintendent to
superintendent
to furnish
samples of
of the
the standard
furnish samples
standard papers
papers adopted
adopted by
by the
the Samples.
Samples.
committee
therefor; the
said sealed
sealed proposals
to be
committee to
to applicants
applicants therefor;
the said
proposals to
be opened
opened Proposals
Proposals to
a
be (
,
cTae
nne
adb
w ae
rfTre,
before
the award
of contracts
contracts to
to be
made by
by the
joint committee
on abneoenPedbefore,
before and the
award of
be made
the joint
committee on
and
printing
the lowest
and best
best bidder
bidder for
for the
government: made
printing to
to the
lowest and
the interest
interest of
of the
the government:
cornmade by, comProvided, That
That the
advertisement for
sealed proposals
proposals for
for furnishing
furnishing mittee.
Provided,
the advertisement
for sealed
mittee. .
d
r
v
o
e
p
r
o
b
s
s
a
e
ls
mto
to
paper
paper shall
shall designate
designate the
the minimum
of each
quality of
of for
minimum portion
portion of
each particular
particular quality
forAp
proposals
paper required
for either
either three
three months,
months, six
six months,
or one
one year,
paper
required for
months, or
year, as
as the
the state what.
joint committee
committee on
but when
when the
the minimum
on printing
printing may
may determine;
determine; but
minimum porportion
so specified
specified shall
shall exceed
in any
any case
case one
tion so
exceed in
one thousand
thousand reams,
reams, the
the adveradvertisement shall
shall state
state that
proposals will
will be
be received
that proposals
received for
for one
one thousand
thousand reams
Proposals of
reams Proposals
or more:
And provided
That no
proposals shall
be considered
considered by
or
more: And
provided further,
further, That
no proposals
shall be
manufacturers
by manufacturers
the
the joint
joint committee
committee on
on printing,
unless accompanied
accompanied by
by satisfactory
satisfactory evievi- to
oo
t
rbeconlsidled.
b
de
eac
l
o
ei
r
,
s
sio
dn
e
l
i
.yed .
printing, unless
dence that
or persons
persons making
making said
qu it abl e ti
m e
dence
that the
the person
person or
said proposals
proposals are
are inanufacturmanufactur- E
Equitable
time
ers
of or
or dealers
in the
which they
ers of
dealers in
the description
description of
of paper
paper which
they propose
. eallowed
allowed for
propose to
to furfur- to
to bbe
for
x
ing seonttractts.
nish:
And provided
further, That,
in awarding
equitable fill
nish: And
provided further,
That, in
awarding contracts,
contracts, an
an equitable
filling
contractts
period of
time for
for filling
same shall
Thall be
be designated
designated and
of time
filling the
the same
by the
uimunlesrsac
and allowed
allowed by
the valid unless
joint committee
committee on printing,
whose approval
printing, without
without whose
approval no contract
contract shall be approved by
by
valid: And
further, That
be the
the duty
of the
the superintendsuperintend- committee.
valid:
And provided
providedfurther,
That it
it shall
shall be
duty of
Annual report
ent
public printing
printing to
ent of
of public
to include
include in
in his
his annual
report to
Congress a
de- of
annual report
to Congress
a deof snperintenpd
superintendtailed statement
of all
all proposals
proposals made
and contracts
entered into
into for
the ent to include
statement of
made and
contracts entered
for the
include
purchase of
of paper.
paper.
what.
purchase
what.
VOL. XIV.
xIV.
20
VOL.
20
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SEC. 5. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
SEC.
Superintendent of public
superintendent of public printing to compare every lot of paper delivered
printing to see superintendent
c
r
s
by any
with the
and also
also to see
it
see that it
quality, and
of quality,
the standard
standard of
any contractor
contractor with
that paper de- by

Superintendent of public
printing to see
that paper delivered conforms
conforms
to contract.

is
of the
the weight
is of
weight contracted
contracted for,
and to
to refuse
refuse to
to accept
accept any
any paper
from
for, and
paper from

any contractor
contractor which
standard of
of quality
is
any
which does
does not
not conform
conform to
to the
the standard
quality and
and is
not of the stipulated weight. And in case of difference of opinion between the
superintendent of
public printing
printing and
paper
contractor for
for paper
and any
any contractor
of public
tween
the superintendent
difference shall be determined
determined by
by
to its
its quality,
quality, the
the matter
matter of
of difference
Committee to with respect to

to contract.

determine
differdetermine differences with contractor.
If contractor
is in default,
superintendent
to report to
committee or
secretary, and
make anew
contract

tractor.
If contractor
superintendent

committee or
secretary, and
make a new
contract;

the
the joint
joint committee on printing: Provided,
Provided, That in default
default of any con-

tractor to
to comply
with his
furnishing the
paper contracted
for,
contracted for,
the paper
in furnishing
contract in
his contract
comply with
tractor
in the proper time, and of proper
proper quality
quality and weight, it shall be the
duty
superintendent of
of public
printing to
report the
the same
same to the
the
to report
public printing
the superintendent
duty of'
of the
joint committee
on printing
Secrethe Secreis in
in session,
session, or
or to
to the
printing if
if Congress
Congress is
joint
committee on

tary of the Interior if during aa recess of Congress, and he shall, under
the
the joint
committee on
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
of the
or of
on printing
printing or
joint committee
of the
the direction
direction of
a new contract
the Interior, as the case may be, enter into a
contract with the
lowest
interest of
government, amongst
amongst those
the interest
of the government,
lowest and best
best bidder for the
whose proposals
were rejected
rejected at
at the
the last
last opening
opening of
advertise
of bids, or advertise
whose
proposals were
established; and during
for new proposals, under the regulations
regulations before established;
meanwhile to the interval which
meanwhile
of
which may thus be created,
created, he shall, under the direction of
purchase in open
joint committee
committee on
on printing
printing or
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
as
Interior, as
of the
or of
open the
the joint
in
narckse
market.
above provided,
provided, purchase
purchase in
in open
market, at the lowest market price,
price, all such
open market,
above
paper necessary
increase of cost to the
public service.
service. For any increase
the public
paper
necessary for the
government
a supply of paper for the use of the governgovernment in procuring a
ment, the contractor
contractor or contractors
contractors in default
default and his or their securities
Defaulting
Defaulting
contractors
contractors to be
charged with
any increase of
price.
Suits on bonds.
Suitson

any increase of
price.

Paper may
may be
Paper

purchased
purchased in
in

open
where

open market
where quantity
quantity
requ ired .is
rq
or
lue
the
small, or the
immediate.
want immediate.

want

Conflicting
Provisions of law
Superintendent not to print

Conflicting
provisions of law
repealed.
Superintend.
cut not to print
greater number
number
of copies unless,
&c.
&c.
July
27, 1866.
luly 27,
1866.
[Amended.
Sea
[Amended. See
1867,
eh. 196.
106.
1867, ch.
Post, p. 559.]

shall be
and held
responsible for
for the same, and shall be
shall
be charged
charged with
with and
held responsible
prosecuted
upon
their
the solicitor
of the
in the
the
treasury, in
the treasury,
solicitor of
by the
bond by
prosecuted upon their bond
name of the United States, in the circuit court of the United States in
the district
district in
in which
contractor resides;
and to
to enable
enable the
the
which the
the defaulting
defaulting contractor
resides; and
solicitor
solicitor to do so, it shall be the duty of the superintendent of pubhappening, with aa full
lic printing to report
report to him the default on its happening,
statement of
of all
all the
facts in
in the
And provided
further, That
That the
statement
the facts
the case:
case: And
provided further,
joint
or, during
during the
the recess
Congress, the
the
of Congress,
recess of
printing, or,
public printing,
on public
committee on
joint committee
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, be authorized
authorized to empower
empower the superintendent
superintendent
of public
printing to
to make
make purchases
purchases of
of paper,
paper, in
of
public printing
in open
open market,
market, at
at the
the
lowest
market price,
whenever in
in their
opinion the quantity
so
quantity required
required is so
their opinion
price, whenever
lowest market
fbr and
small, or the want is so immediate,
immediate, as not to justify advertisement
advertisement for
award
award of contract
contract therefor.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That all laws or parts of laws, joint
SEC. 6. And be it further
joint
conflicting with the above provisions,
resolutions, or parts of resolutions, conflicting
superintendent of public
hereby repealed; nor shall the superintendent
they are hereby
be and they
printing print any greater number of the reports herein
herein named, unless otherwise directed
directed by
by either
either house
house of
Congress.
of Congress.
wise
APPROVED, July
27, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 27,
CHAP. CCLXXXVIII.
for the
the Removal
Removal of
of Causes
Causes in
in certain
certain Cases
from
CHAP.
CCLXXXVIll. -An
—AnAct
Act for
Cases from
State Courts.
Courts.

Post, p. 658.]
Senate and House
Rouse of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Suits where States of America in
Congress assembled, That if in any suit already
already
in Congress
the matter in
that may
in any
court
State court
any State
be commenced,
commenced, in
may hereafter
hereafter be
or that
commenced, or
exceeds commenced,
dspute
dispute exceeds
brought
$500
in State against
against an alien, or by aacitizen of the State in which the suit is brought
$500 in
courts against
courts
against against
against aacitizen of another
another State, and the matter in dispute exceeds
exceeds the
aliens,
by
aliens, or by
sum of
of five
five hundred
costs, to
be made
to appear
appear to
to
made to
to be
of costs,
exclusive of
dollars, exclusive
hundred dollars,
sum
the
citizens
citizens of
the
State
State where
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the court, a
a citizen of the State in which the suit is
is
brought, against
brought is
be a
adefendant,
relates to the
if the
the suit so far as relates
and if
defendant, and
or shall
shall be
is or
nbrought
againstof brought
any
citizen
other
of aaState other
is the
who is
the defendant
or to
alien defendant
to the
defendant who
the citizen
citizen of
defendant or
said State and aa alien

citizen of another than that in which
citizenofanother
brought, is or has been instituted
which the suit is brought,
instituted or proseState,
tate if the suits
if of restraining
or
him,
theor
suit
one
purpose
restraining or
or enjoining
enjoining him,
or
if
suit is
is one
one
if the
the suit
is
him,
or
enjoining
of restraining
the purpose
cuted for
for the
are,
are, &c. may be cuted
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in
be a
a final
final determination
determination of
of the
controversy, so
so far
the
in which there
there can
can be
the controversy,
far removed by
by the
as it
him, without
presence of
of the
the other
defendants as
alitn defendant,
d
fie
le
feldfa
en
nt
d,.
as
it concerns
concerns him,
without the
the presence
other defendants
as parpar- alien
ties
then and
in every
the alien
°
ar
nt Y
who
ties in
in the cause,
cause, then
and in
every such
such case
case the
alien defendant,
defendant, or
or the
the ant
whoisis"a
defendant who is a
acitizen of
other than
than that
the suit
suit is
citizen of such
of aaState
State other
that in
in which
which the
is citizen
such
trial or
or final
hearing of
of the
th
til
ee
c
r
irS
et
u
ai
t
t
e'
co
t
trt
brought, may,
may, at any time before
before the
the trial
final hearing
the cause,
cause, '
othecir
Stateto
file
for the
the removal
of the
the cause
cause as
as against
against him
him into
the of the United
United
file aa petition for
removal of
into the
next circuit
circuit court
the United
held in
in the
the district
district where
States. d.
court of
of the
United States
States to
to be
be held
where States.
removal.ng
the suit is pending,
pending, and offer good and and sufficient surety for his enter- for re
mm
eeo
e
vail
.?
l
ing in
such court,
the first
its session,
session, copies
of said
said process
in such
court, on
on the
first day
day of
of its
copies of
process
against him,
and other
him, and
and of
of all pleadings, depo,itions,
depositions, testimony,
testimony, and
other proproceedings
in said
said cause
cause affecting
affecting or
or concerning
concerning him,
also for
for his
there
ceedings in
him, and
and also
his there
appearing
special bail
in the
the cause,
if special
special bail
appearing and entering
entering special
bail in
cause, if
bail was
was
originally requisite
requisite therein;
therein; and it
the duty
of the
the State
Statedcourt
it shall
shall be thereupon
thereupon the
duty of
court to
to
r
it
oloaha at
State
no further
the cause
cause puter
State court
court to
to accept
accept the
the surety
surety and
and proceed
proceed no
further in
in the
urther dainst
the defendant
applying for
for its
removal ; and
bail that
as against the
defendant so
so applying
its removal;
and any
any bail
that such
such defendants.
defendants.
may have been originally
originally taken shall be discharged,
copies
discharged, and
and the said
said copies
such court
of the
the United
States, the
the cause
cause
being entered
entered as aforesaid
aforesaid in
in such
court of
United States,
shall there proceed
proceed in the same manner as
brought there
as if it
it had been
been brought
there
process against
defendant who
so filed
filed a
apetition
by original
original process
against the
the defendant
who shall
shall have
have so
petition
as above
above provided.
provided. And
And any
any attachment
of the
the goods
goods or
or Attachments.
for its removal
removal as
attachment of
Attachments.
estate of the defendant by the original process shall
or
shall hold the
the goods
goods or
estate so attached to
in the
the same
same manner
to answer
answer the final judgment, in
manner as
as
by the laws of such State they would have been holden to
to answer
answer final
final
judgment had it been rendered
rendered by the court in which the suit comcommenced; and any injunction granted before the removal
removal of the cause
Injunctions.
Injunctions.
against the defendant
defendant applying
for its
its removal
removal shall
shall continue
force ununapplying for
continue in
in force
til modified or dissolved by the United States court into which the cause
shall be removed;
removed; and any bond of indemnity
indemnity or
or other
other obligation
obligation given
given Build
Bond of
of ininby
granting of
attachment, writ
demnity, &c.
by the
the plaintiff
plaintiff upon
upon the
the issuing
issuing or
or granting
of any
any attachment,
writ&o.
demnity,
of injunction, or other restraining
restraining process against
against the defendant
defendant petitionpetitioning for the removal of the cause, shall also continue in full force and
may
and may
be prosecuted
prosecuted by the defendant and made available
available for his indemnity in
in
case the attachment,
attachment, injunction,
injunction, or other restraining
process be
be set
restraining process
set aside
aside
or dissolved, or judgment
judgment be rendered
rendered in his favor, in the same manner
manner
and with the same force and effect
effect as if such injunction, attachment,
attachment, or
or
restraining process had been granted,
granted, and
originally
and such bond had been originally
filed or given in the court to which the cause is removed.
Plaintiff may
removed. And such Plaintiff
may
petitioning therefor, into pro.ce.ed
in
State
removal of the cause, as against the defendant
defendant petitioning
lo
r°
Iie
re
te
az
d a
l
i
n
ns
St
tate
court against
the United
United States court, shall not be
be deemed
deemed to
to prejudice
prejudice or
or take
take away
away the
the other defenddefendright of the plaintiff to proceed at the same time with the suit in the ants'
ants.
State court as against
against the other defendants,
defendants, if he shall desire
desire to do so.
so.
And the copies of all pleadings filed or entered as aforesaid
Copies of
of
aforesaid in the
the United Copies
for the
the removal
of the
the cause,
ti
ae
vaPsn
at eth
effeet
States court by the defendant
defendant applying
applying for
removal of
cause, shall
shall pleadingsm
to
have the same force and effect
effect in every respect and for every purpose
purpose as as originals.
the original pleadings
pleadings would have had by the laws and practice of
of the
courts of such State if the cause had remained
remained in the State court.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
27, 1866.
1866.
July 27,
CHAP.
CCLXXXIX. - An Act
CHAP. CCLXXXIX.—
authorizing the
Territory of
NeAct authorizing
the Reimbursement to
to the
the Territory
of Ne-

Hostilit[i]es.
Expenses incurred
in repelling
braska of certain
braska
certain Expenses
incurred in
repelling Indian
Indian Hostilit[i]es.

July 27,
July
27, 1866.
1866.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of War be, Claims
claims of
of
x
and he is hereby, instructed to examine,
examine, adjust, and allow the expendiexpendi- expenses
Nebraska
forsup.
ain
n
Territory of
de and
an d i
ncurre din
prepssion
se of InIntures and
and liabilities of the
the Territory
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, ma
made
incurred
in pression
the year eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, for the
the pay, equipment,
equipment, and
and dian
dian hostilities
maintenance of territorial troops in the suppression of Indian hostilities allowed,
t
alk w
ee
e
raand
m
o
i
cile
and protection of the lives and property
property of citizens of
of the United
United States paid.
exposed to the attacks
attacks of the confederated
tribes; and
and the
confederated tribes;
the amount
amount so
so alal-
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lowed, when
the proper
proper accounting
officers of the treasury,
accounting officers
by the
approved by
when approved
lowed,
shall be
be paid
paid into
by a
warrant payable to the ora warrant
treasury by
territorial treasury
the territorial
into the
shall
der
of the
the governor
governor of
that Territory,
Territory, and shall be in full for all claims
of that
der of
Proin the
premises on
the part
part of
said Territory
thereof: Prothe troops thereof:
Territory or the
of said
on the
the premises
in
allowance shall be made for troops beyond the companies
vided, That no allowance
Proviso.
called
by the
of said
said Territory
Territory in
in that year, and placed ungovernor of
the governor
out by
called out
der
the command
of the
general commanding
of the United
the troops of
commanding the
the general
command of
der the
States in
Territory; nor
any rate
pay or
or expenses
of any
any
expenses of
of pay
rate of
shall any
nor shall
that Territory;
in that
States
kind
be allowed
allowed higher
or greater
greater than
than those
those allowed
allowed by law to like troops
higher or
kind be
regularly
the service
States; and
sum of
and the sum
United States;
the United
of the
service of
in the
enlisted in
regularly enlisted
forty-five
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or so
much thereof
may be
necessary, is
is
be necessary,
as may
thereof as
so much
forty-five thousand
Appropriation,
hereby appropriated
therefor out
out of
of any
money in
othertreasury not otherin the
the treasury
any money
appropriated therefor
Appropriation, hereby
wise
wise appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED,
APPROVED,

July
1866.
28, 1866.
July 28,

July 27,
1866.
27, 1866.
July

Collectors of Customs,
of certain
CHAP. CCXCIII.
— An Act
to fix
the Compensation
Compensation of
certain Collectors
fix the
Act to
CCXCIII. -An
CHAP.
and
for other
Purposes.
other Purposes.
and for

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
America in Congress
Salaries of
of
States of America
Salaries
Congress assembled, That the collectors
collectors of customs
certain collectors
customs
hereinafter named
shall, from
after the first day of July, eighteen
from and after
named shall,
hereinafter
of
ctnectors
changed and
and
hundred and
and sixty-six, in lieu of the salaries to which they are now by
hundred
changed
colestablished,
law respectively
respectively entitled,
salaries following, to wit: The cob
the salaries
entitled, receive the
law
established,
lectors of
of the
Corpus Christi,
Galveston, Saluria, Corpus
of Texas,
Texas, at Galveston,
districts of
the districts
lectors
thousand five
Santiago, Texas, each at the rate of one thousand
five
and Brazos de Santiago,
Provided, That
a year in addition to the fees of office: Provided,
hundred dollars a
hundred
such compensation
compensation shall in no case exceed the sum of twenty-five
Maximum.
twenty-five hundred
hundred
dollars per annum
collectors of the districts of
annum in the aggregate; the collectors
dollars
Beaufort,
Pensacola, Florida, each at the rate of one
Carolina, and Pensacola,
South Carolina,
Beaufort, South
thousand dollars
dollars a
year; the
the collectors
the district of Georgetown,
Georgetown, in
in
of the
collectors of
a year;
thousand
the District of
Cherrystone, Virginia;
Virginia;
Columbia, and of the districts of Cherrystone,
of Columbia,
the
Brunswick,
Apalachicola,
Brunswick, Georgia; [Saint] Augustine, Saint Mark's, and Apolachicola,
a year each.
Techb, Louisiana, five hundred dollars a
Florida, and Techfl,
enacted, That all that part of the State of
District
SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
SEC.
District of
Corpus
Christiti Texas and the water
watersg thereof included within the counties
Cor
Texas
pus Chreisstabcounties of Nueces,
iun
itt Texas estabMcMullen, Live Oak,
lished, and colcol- Starr,
Starr, Zapata,
Encinao, Webb, La Salle, McMullen,
Duval, Encinao,
Zapata, Duval,
lishedand
Bee, Refugio,
lector authorRefugio, and San Patricio, shall be aa distinct collection
collection district, to
ized.
'
ized.
Corpus
Christi
be
called
the
district
of
Corpus
Christi,
and
the
town
of Corpus Christi
of
town
the
and
Christi,
Corpus
of
district
the
called
be
Christi
Corpus
a collector shall be appointed to reof en- shall be its only port of entry; and a
to be port of
try, aportof
and Aran- side at said port. And
And Aransas shall be a
a port of delivery in said
sas a port of
sas
delivery.
district.
delivery.
SEC.
Indianola
tobe
Indianola to
be
S
EC. 3. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the town of Indianola
Indianola shall
trtt
rio
of
to
e
rry for hereafter be the port of entry for the district of Saluria, in said
said State, inbe the port of entry for the district of Saluria,
strictontry for hereafter
Saturia
stead
La Salle.
conflicting with the
all acts and parts of acts conflicting
Salle. And all
of La
stead of
Saluria.
effect
hereby repealed: and this act shall take effect
this act
act are hereby
of this
provisions of
act to
take
This
effect
- provisions
take effect Au
Au,
gust 1,, 1866.
1866.
on and
and after
the first
day of
August next.
of August
first day
after the
on
gust
the compensation
compensation
in lieu
That in
it further
SEC.
Pay of
SEC. 4. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
lieu of
of the
Pay
of certain
certain
collecdeputy
deputyeneral
collecallowed by
law there
shall hereafter
paid to
to each
deputy
the deputy
of the
each of
be paid
hereafter be
there shall
by law
now allowed
and now
tors, general
local appraisers; collectors
Philadelphia, Baltimore,
collectors at the ports of New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
local
Francisco and to each
New
each of the general
Orleans, Portland, and San Francisco
New Orleans,
appraisers
appraisers at Boston,
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New
and local appraisers
appraisers and
Orleans, Portland,
Portland, and San Francisco,
Francisco, three thousand dollars per annum;
Orleans,
deputy naval to each
officers and the deputy surveyors at New
of the
the deputy naval officers
each of
deputy
officers
York Boston,
Boston Philadelphia,
Philadelphia Baltimore, New Orleans, Portland,
Portland, and San
York,
ofcersorand
and
thousand five hundred dollars per annum; and to each of
two thousand
Francisco, two
custom-house Francisco,
weighers.
the custom-house weighers at the ports of Boston, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, BaltiOrleans, Portland, and San Francisco, two thousand dollars
more, New Orleans,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of collecting
collecting the reveannum, out of the appropriation
per annum,
compensation of twentynue
customs: Provided,
Provided, That the additional compensation
nue from customs:
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five per
centum, as
provided by
continued to
to officers
officers as
as
be continued
law, shall
shall be
by law,
as now
now provided
five
per centum,
aforesaid at
at the
the port
port of
of San
San Francisco.
Francisco.
aforesaid
SEC. 5.
be it
enacted, That
all blank
and
books, blanks,
blanks, and
That all
blank books,
5. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
stationary of
kind required
required by
collectors and
of the
officers of
the
and other
other officers
by collectors
stationary
of every
every kind
customs, shall,
shall, so
so soon
can be
prepared for
by or
under
customs,
soon as
as they
they can
be prepared
for delivery,
delivery, by
or under
the direction
the Secretary
of the
be furnished
furnished to
them for
for
to them
Treasury, be
Secretary of
the Treasury,
the
direction of
of the
the use
their respective
offices, upon
requisition made
and the
the
made by
by them,
them, and
upon requisition
respective offices,
the
use of
of their
expense of
of such
such books,
books, blanks,
shall be
the apapbe paid
paid out
out of
of the
and stationary
stationary shall
blanks, and
expense
propriation for
for defraying
defraying the
the expenses
expenses of
revenue from
from cuscusthe revenue
of collecting
collecting the
propriation
toms.
toms.
Sae. 6.
6. And
And be
further enacted,
the act
of
of the
act of
That the
the fourth
fourth section
section of
itfurther
enacted, That
SEC.
be it
February
entitled
"An
An act
February twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
entitled
"
act
'An.. at
h
to revive
certain provisions
of the
An act
further to
provide
to
revive certain
provisions of
the act
act entitled
entitled '
'An
act further
to provide
for
duties on
tonnage,' approved
approved March
March three,
three,
and tonnage,'
of duties
on imports
imports and
for the
the collection
collection of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, and
for other
other purposes,"
be conconshall not
not be
purposes," shall
and for
eighteen
strued to
to increase
per diem
allowed to
by the
the first
of
section of
to appraisers
appraisers by
first section
the per
diem allowed
strued
increase the
the act
April two,
two, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fbrty-four,
forty-four, which
which it
it amends.
amends.
of April
the
act of
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July
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Twenty-five
Twenty-five

per
tional
to officers
officers
e cent
ento
at San Fran-

2? nk books
isco-.
"
Ina'
Blank books,

blanks, and
andsta:sta-

tionery
offitionery for officers
of customs
customs.
cers of

Per diem
diem corncornrnsra
ai
t
s
t
or
e
n
so
n
f
ot

pensation ofnot
appraisers

increased by act.
1865,
1866 , ch.
oh. 67, §§4.
4.
p.
Vo
l.xm.
V°l492
xiii. p. 44

the Accounts
Accounts of
the Mode
Mode of
CHAP.CCXCIV.
CCXCIV.—An
Act to
to prescribe
prescribe the
of Settling
Settling the
of the
the Clerk
Clerk July 28, 1866.
- An Act
CHAP.
of the
the District
of
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
United
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
Clerk
suStates of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the clerk
clerk of
of the
the supreme
supreme C
mlerk of e41-_
America in
in Congress
States
r~[eme court of
court of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
court
shall pay
the treasury
of the
United District
W.
i
e
stricror
pay into
into the
treasury of
the United
of
pay
necessary expenses
and above
above the
office, over
the earnings
earnings of
States all
all the
of his
his office,
over and
the necessary
expenses Columbia
colambia to pa'
States
into treasury au
of the same and his own compensation.
ce treasu a
of S
the
EC.same
2.
And
and be
hisit
further
compensation.
enacted,
his accounts
of said
said earnings
earnings ings.
ings.
excess of
SEc.
2. And
be
itown
further
enacted, That
That his
accounts of
Accounts
court, or
by A
auditor of
of the
the regular
regular auditor
be adjusted
adjusted by
and expenses
and
expenses shall
shall be
by the
the court,
or by
ccotsnsdot
uu of
ear
a
be appointed
the court
n
e
i
n
nfes,anow
m
a special
special auditor
auditor to
to be
appointed by
by the
court for
for the
the purpose,within
purpose,within thirty
thirty exp
expenses,
howto
of January
and July,
July, every
the first
days after
after the
days
first day
day of
January and
every year;
year; and the auditor be adjusted.
shall immediately
immediately report
report his
court, with
shall
his adjustment
adjustment to
to the
the court,
with such
such exceptions
exceptions
thereto
the clerk
after the
the adjustment
adjustment reported,
thereto as
as the
clerk shall,
shall, within
within four
four days
days after
reported,
take
take and
and file
file with
with the
the auditor.
auditor.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the court shall pronounce such Court to pass
SEC. 3.
3. And
Sac.
And be
it further
of
and upon
seem to
said report
decree upon
upon said
decree
report and
and exceptions
exceptions as
as may
may seem
to it
it equitable
equitable and
a
umoreport
r
r
e
.
port of
just;
and said
decree shall
be final,
and be
upon the
the United
States audit
just; and
said decree
shall be
final, and
be binding
binding upon
United States
and the clerk.
such account,
account, aa balance
from the Account, how
and
clerk. If,
If, upon
upon such
balance be found
found due from
how
into to be settled
order payment
payment by
the court
court shall
clerk to
the United
United States,
clerk
to the
States, the
shall order
by the
the clerk
clerk into
the treasury,
treasury, and
and enfbrce
its order
the
enforce its
order by
by execution,
of contempt,
or
execution, process
process of
contempt, or
otherwise; and,
if the
to pay
pay the
the money,
shall remove
otherwise;
and, if
the clerk
clerk refuse
refuse to
money, shall
remove him
him
from
found due
due from
from the
the United
United States
States to
from office.
olice. If
If a
a balance
balance be
be found
to the
the
clerk,
shall be
be paid
paid upon
upon presenting
treasurer a
a copy
of
clerk, the
the same
same shall
presenting to
to the
the treasurer
copy of
the decree,
certified.
the
decree, duly
duly certified.
as in
in other
the clerk
shall, as
S
EC. 4.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
clerk shall,
other Clerk to fur4. And
And be
it further
Slec.
cases of
of judgments to
to which
States is
a party,
the soso- descoreetoy
cases
which the
the United
United States
is a
party, furnish
furnish the
s
c
h
receT sofiii
glicilicitor of
of the
the treasury
treasury aa copy
of the
it is
is propro- tor of treasury.
licitor
copy of
the decree
decree immediately
immediately after
after it
nou
nounced.
need.
S EC. 5.
And be
enacted, That
That all
modes of
accounting Repealing
Repealing
of accounting
all other
other modes
be it
it further
further enacted,
Slc.
5. And
a u se
are hereby
hereby repealed.
said office
office are
the earnings
for the
earnings of
of said
repealed.clause.
for
APPROVED,
28, 1866.
1866.
APPrOVED, July
July 28,
CHAP. CCXCV.
CCXCV. —
- An
for the
the Relief of the Trustees and
and Stewards
d166.
CHAP.
An Act ftr
Stewards of the Mission July 28, 1566.
Indians.
Church
Church of the Wyandotte Indians.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
refunding to
Trustees,&c.of
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That for
for ,refunding
to Jacob
Jacob Trustees,&c.
of
uindarotte nd
White-Crow,
John Sawahass,
others, trustees
trustees and stewards of
of the lgianZotlIT-d
White-Crow, John
Sawahass, and others,
Wyandotte and
Quindaro mission
mission of
of the
Kansas Conference
Conference of
of the
Meth- sion of the KanKan.
Wyandotte
and Quindaro
the Kansas
the Meth-
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sas Conference
Conference
to
be paid
paid for
for
to be
destruction of
church buildchurch
ings, &c.
&c.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

odist
Episcopal Church,
Church, for
for the
of their
their Church
the destruction
destruction of
Church buildings
buildings and
and
odist Episcopal
library, four thousand
thousand six
be applied
in reresix hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty dollars,
dollars, to
to be
applied in
building said
said buildings
buildings and
enclosing the
graveyards of
Wyandotte
of the
the Wyandotte
and enclosing
the graveyards
building
Indians in the State of Kansas, and that the sum hereby appropriated
appropriated be
paid out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.

July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
July

CHAP.
-An
CHAP.CCXCVL
CCXCVI.
— An Act making Appropriations
Appropriations for sundry Civil
Civil Expenses of the
the
Government
June thirtieth,
Government for the Year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven, and
and for
other
other Purposes.
Purposes.

Be
and House
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Souse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Statss of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following sums be, and
States
and
the same
hereby, appropriated,
for the
objects hereafter
hereafter expressed,
expressed,
appropao
the
same are
are hereby,
appropriated, for
the objects
eighteen hundred and sixtyfor the fiscal year ending the thirtieth June, eighteen
seven, viz:
seven,
viz:
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.- For
For discharge
of such
not otherotherMiscellaneous.—
discharge of
such miscellaneous
miscellaneous claims
claims not
wise
settlement at the
the
wise provided
provided for
for as
as shall be admitted
admitted in
in due
due course of
of settlement
treasury, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Detection,
&c.
Detection, &e.
For expenses in detecting and bringing to trial and punishment
punishment persons
persons
of counterfeiters
counterfeiters engaged in counterfeiting treasury notes, bonds, and other securities of the
in counterfeiting treasury notes, bonds, and other securities of the
of United States engaged
securities and
United
United States, as well as the coins of the United
United States, one hundred
hundred and
coins.
fifty thousand dollars.
Seamen.
For supplying deficiency in the fund for the relief of sick and disabled
seamen, two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
Public buildbuildPublic
For repairs and preservation
preservation of public buildings, fifty thousand dollars.
ings and furniFor furniture,
furniture, repairs
of furniture,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items for
for
carpets, and
furniture, carpets,
repairs of
For
ture.
the same, twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
completion of north wing of treasury
treasury extension,
Treasury exFor completion
extension, and grading and
tension.
tension.
fencing
fencing grounds, three hundred thousand dollars.
Roofs.
For replacing with slate or copper defective galvanized
galvanized iron roofs, thirty
thousand dollars.
thousand
Heating appareconstruction of heating apparatus, thirty thousand dollars.
For reconstruction
ratus.
ratus. I
For burglar-proof safes and vaults, thirty thousand dollars.
Burglar-proof
Burglar-proof
For office
office furniture,
furniture, and
and repairs
of furniture,
furniture, and
expenses
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
repairs of
safes,
For
&c.
sates, &c.
°See
Office furnifurni- of the
the treasury
treasury bureaus,
bureaus, sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ture.
For expenses
detecting and
trial and
and punishment
punishment persons
persons
tDetection,
For
expenses of
of detecting
and bringing
bringing to
to trial
Detection, &c.
&c.
of perpetrators
perpetrators of engaged
engaged in
frauds upon
the United
disbursed
in perpetrating
perpetrating frauds
upon the
United States,
States, to
to be
be disbursed
fronds
upon the
the under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, ten thousand dolnfrtds upon
United
United States.
tes
lars.
lars.
Custom-house
completion of the custom-house
building, at Toledo, Ohio, its
For the completion
custom-house buildinc
at
at Toledo;
Toledo;
addition, and the approaches
approaches thereto, ten thousand dollars.
Charleston.
For the purpose of preserving from further dilapidation the new custom
house building in Charleston,
Charleston, South Carolina, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Arsenal at
For repairs of the United States arsenal at Hudson City, New Jersey,
Hudson
City.
Hudson City.
two thousand dollars.
dollars.
Court house
For additional appropriation
appropriation to complete
complete the new court
court house and post
at Springfield,
office at
at Springfield,
Springfield, Illinois
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Illinois, fifty
dollars.
aiSrino'
field'
office
Illinois.
For
repairs of
Chelsea Marine
Massachusetts, forty
forty
Chelsea, Massachusetts,
Marine Hospital,
Hospital, Chelsea,
For repairs
of Chelsea
Marine HospiMarine
tal at Chelsea.
Chelsea.
thousand
thousand dollars.
National
National cemTo establish national cemeteries, and to purchase
purchase sites for the same, at
eteries.
eteries.
such points as the President of the United States may deem proper, and
for the care of the same, fifty thousand dollars.
Medical and
For the purpose
purpose of preparing for publication
publication under the direction of the
the
surgical history
office five
five
printing at
at the
Secretary of
War, and
of printing
the government
government printing
printing office
of War,
and of
frica
beistory Secretary
of
the rebellion.
thousand
thousand copies of the first volume of the medical and surgical history of
the rebellion,
rebellion, compiled
and for
for the
the purpose
the
compiled by
by the
the surgeon-general;
surgeon-general; and
purpose of
of
Medical statis- preparing
preparing for publication
publication under the direction of the Secretary of War,
tics of provostthous:lnd copies of
government printing
printing office five thousand
tics ofprovost- and of printing at the government
marshal generthe medical
medical statistics
of the
the provost-marshal
provost-marshal general's bureau, compiled
compiled
statistics of
the
al's bureau:
bureau.
expenses
Civil expenses
appropriations.
appropriations.
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and
completed by
J. H.
and to
to be
be completed
by surgeon
surgeon J.
H. Baxter,
Baxter, sixty
sixty thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars:
Provided, That
editions of
both publications
publications thus
shall be
be disProvided,
That the
the editions
of both
thus ordered
ordered shall
disposed of
of as
Congress may
may hereafter
direct: And
provided further,
That
posed
as Congress
hereafter direct:
And provided
further, That
the necessary
necessary engraving
engraving and
lithographing for
for these
publications may
be
the
and lithographing
these publications
may be
executed under
direction of
of the
of War,
executed
under the
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, without
without advertise_
advertisement.
For transportation
transportation of
the marine
corps, their
troops,
servants, troops,
For
of officers
officers of
of the
marine corps,
their servants,
and expenses
of recruiting,
dollars.
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
and
expenses of
recruiting, fifteen
For the
the enlargement
and repairs
repairs of
of the
the custom-house
and post-office
post-office
For
enlargement and
custom-house and
buildings at
Maine, thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
buildings
at Bangor,
Bangor, Maine,
dollars.
For
the repairs
repairs of
the custom-house
custom-house and
and post
post office
office and
and the
the walks
walks and
and
For the
of the
fences
same, at
at Middletown,
five thousand
fences adjoining
adjoining the
the same,
Middletown, Connecticut,
Connecticut, five
thousand doldollars,
same to
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
lars, the
the same
to be
be expended
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury.
Treasury.
For
erection of
of a
achapel
the naval
naval academy
grounds at
at AnnapoAnnapoFor the
the erection
chapel on
on the
academy grounds
lis,
Maryland, twenty-five
thousand dollars,
appropriathe existing
existing appropriatwenty-five thousand
dollars, and
and the
lis, Maryland,
tion for the
the enlargement
enlargement of the
the chapel
chapel is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Survey
Coast.—
Atlantic and
Gulf coasts
Survey of
of the
the Coast.
- For
For the
the survey
survey of the
the Atlantic
and Gulf
coasts
civilians engaged
in the
of the United
United States, including compensation
compensation of
of civilians
engaged in
the
officers of the
work, and excluding
excluding pay
pay and emoluments
emoluments of officers
the army
army and
and
men, of the
navy, and petty
petty officers
officers and men.
the navy employed
employed in
in the
the work,
work, two
two
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred
For continuing
continuing the survey
survey of
of the western
western coast of
of the United
United States,
States,
compensation of civilians engaged in the work, one hundred
hundred and
including compensation
and
thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For continuing
continuing the survey
survey of the
the South Florida
Florida reefs,
reefs, shoals, keys, and
and
coast, including compensation of civilians engaged
engaged in the work, and excluding pay and emoluments
emoluments of officers
officers of the
the army
army and navy,
navy, and
and petty
petty
officers and men
twenty-five thousand
officers
men of the navy employed
employed in
in the work, twenty-five
thousand
dollars.
For publishing the
the observations
observations made in the
the progress
progress of the survey of
of
the coast of the United States, including compensation
compensation of civilians
civilians employed
ployed in the work, five thousand dollars.
For repairs of steamers and sailing schooners used in the coast survey,
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
For pay
pay and
and rations of engineers
engineers for four steamers
steamers used in the
the hydrography of
of the coast
coast survey, no
no longer supplied
supplied by the
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
ten thousand dollars.
To provide for aa survey of the Isthmus of Darien, under the direction
Department, with the view to the construction of a
a ship-canal
of the
the War Department,
superintendent of the naval observain accordance
accordance with the report of the superintendent
tory to the Navy Department, forty thousand dollars.
To enable the Secretary
collect reliable
Secretary of the Treasury to collect
reliable statistical
statistical
information concerning the gold and silver mines of the Western States
and
information
Territories,
concerning
which
the gold
include
andthe
the
silver
labor
mines
and of
capital
the Western
employed,
States
the
and
Territories,
which shall
shall
include
labor
and
capital
employed,
the
product
product and the modes of working
working the same, and which
which information shall
be reported to Congress, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Light-house
Light-house Establishment.—
-Establishment.- For
For the Atlantic, Gulf, and Lake coasts,
viz:
viz:
For supplying the light-houses
beacon-lights with oil, wicks, glass
light-houses and beacon-lights
chimneys, and other
other necessary
necessary expenses of the same, and repairing
repairing and
and
keeping in repair the lighting
lighting apparatus, two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand two
two hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars.
refitting the
For repairs and incidental expenses
expenses of improving
improving and refitting
the
same, one hundred
hundred and eighty thousand dollars.
For salaries
salaries of five hundred and eighty-nine keepers of light-houses
light-houses
and lighted beacons, and their assistants, two hundred
hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen thousand one hundred
hundred and ninety-three dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
For salaries
salaries of forty-three keepers
keepers of light-vessels, twenty-three thoudollars.
sand nine hundred dollars.
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Editions,
Editions, how
how
tobe
Engraving
disposedand
of.
tobedisposedof.
lithographing
lithographing
therefor.
therefor.

marine
Marine corps.
corps.
Custom-house,
Custom-house,

&e.
&c. at Bangor;
Bangor;
at
Middletown.
at Middletown.

Chapel
at
Chapel at
naval
naval academy.
cademy.

coast survey.
survey.
Coast

Survey of
nugssifi
Isthmus
of
Dai Dacanal. shiP
canal."r

Statistics of

and silver
!
,
,
)
vs
e
e
t..
r
gold and
mines
of Westgold
e
in
r
n
ine
Sstates
and
ern
States and

Territories.
Light-house
Light-house
establishment.
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Consul at
at
Quebec.
Quebec.
Light-houses,
Light-houses,
&c
on the ?
coasts
&o.on
coasts
of
CaliforMa
of
California,
Oregon, and
and ,
Oregon,
Washington.

Officers of
Officers
any on lightarmy
house duty.

Block Island
light-house.
I
ight-house.
ithouse.
Light-house
Light-house
Race Rock.
on Race
Rebuilding
Rebuilding
beacons.
beacons.

Light-houses
Light-houses
and stations.
nd sttins

Life-boats,
Life-boats,
&c.for
stations, &c.

wreck.
prom
frmrOship
shipwreck.
Light-houses,
Light-houses,

&c

.
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For seamen's
seamen's wages,
wages, repairs,
repairs, supplies,
supplies, and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
of fortyfortyFor
three
hundred and
forty-two thousand
thousand two
hundred and
and
two hundred
two hundred
and forty-two
three light-vessels,
light-vessels, two
thirty-nine
thirty-nine dollars and fifty cents.
For expenses
remooring, and
raising, cleaning, painting, repairing,
repairing, remooring,
and
For
expenses of
of raising,
supplying
losses of
beacons and
and buoys,
buoys, and
and for
for chains
chains and
and sinkers
sinkers for the
the
of beacons
supplying losses
same, one
one hundred
hundred and
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
and sixty-two
sixty-two thousand
same,
Canada, fifteen
For compensation
compensation to
to the
the consul
consul at
at Quebec,
Quebec, in
in Canada,
fifteen hundred
hundred
dollars.
For the
the Coasts
Coasts of
California, Oregon,
Oregon, and
Washington.— For
supply.
For
of California,
and Washington.For supplying twenty
twenty light-houses
light-houses and
beacon-lights with
chimneys, chamois
chamois
ing
and beacon-lights
with oil,
oil, glass
glass chimneys,
skins, polishing
polishing powder,
other cleaning
materials, transportation,
extransportation, excleaning materials,
powder, and
and other
skins,
penses of
of keeping lamps and
and machinery
machinery in
in repair,
repair, and
and publishing
publishing notices
notices
mariners of changes
changes of
thirty-three thousand
thousand and
navigation, thirty-three
of aids to navigation,
to mariners
thirty
thirty dollars.
dollars.
For
incidental expenses
For repairs and incidental
expenses of twenty
twenty light-houses and buildings
connected therewith, fifteen thousand dollars.
ings connected
For
keepers and
and assistant keepers
keepers of light-houses
light-houses
For salaries of forty-one
forty-one keepers
at an average not exceeding
exceeding eight hundred dollars per annum,
annum, thirty-two
thousand two hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
For
painting, repairing,
repairing, remooring,
remooring, and
and
For expenses
expenses of raising,
raising, cleaning,
cleaning, painting,
supplying
of floating
buoys and
and beacons,
beacons, and
and for
and sinkers
sinkers
chains and
for chains
floating buoys
losses of
supplying losses
for
coloring and numbering
numbering all the buoys,
for the same, and
and for
for coloring
buoys, ten thousand
thousand
dollars.
For fuel and quarters
quarters of officers of the army serving
serving on light-house
light-house
duty, the same not being provided
provided for by the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
department,
five thousand dollars.
For rebuilding
rebuilding Block Island
Island light-house, near Rhode
Rhode Island, upon aa
more
eligible site,
fifteen thousand
more eligible
site, fifteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For aanew light-house
light-house on Race Rock, or on the southwest end of Fisher's
Long Island
Island Sound,
er's Island,
Island, entrance
entrance to Long
Sound, as may
may be approved
approved by
by the
the
light-house
light-house board, ninety thousand dollars.
following beacons,
been destroyed, viz:
viz:
beacons, which
which have been
For rebuilding
rebuilding the
the following
twenty-four thouNorwalk beacon, Southport beacon,
beacon, and Elbow beacon, twenty-four
sand dollars.
For rebuilding
rebuilding beacon-lights on the Breakwater at Plattsburg, New
York, three thousand dollars.
For aa new light-house with suitable
suitable piers for protection
protection at Rondout,
New York, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
For aa new light-house with suitable piers of protection at Coxsackie,
New York, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
For repairs
repairs and renovations
renovations at Sandy Hook light station, New York,
seven thousand one hundred dollars.
To
station-houses, life-boats,
life-boats, and
other appliances
for
appliances for
and other
To provide
provide additional
additional station-houses,
preservation of life and property from shipwreck along the
the better preservation
the
coast
Sandy Hook
Hook and
and Little
Egg Harbor,
Harbor, ten
ten
Little Egg
between Sandy
Jersey, between
of New
New Jersey,
coast of
thousand
thousand dollars.
repairing and relighting
relighting the light-house on Tucker's Beach, on the
For repairing
coast of New Jersey, five thousand dollars.
For repairs and renovations at Esopus, Four-mile Point, Beaver-tail,
Passaic, Black Rock, and Great West Bay light-stations,
light-stations, five thousand
thousand
one hundred
hundred dollars.
additional appropriations
For additional
appropriations for
for building
building a
a new first-class light at AsAssateague,
sateague, Virginia, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
For a
a new light-house at Bay Point, Port Royal entrance, South Carolina, fifty thousand dollars.
For building range-lights at St. Clair Flats, Lake St.
St. Clair, sixty thousand dollars.
For the erection
erection of a
a light-house at Beaver Bay on Lake Supe
Provided,That the light-house
rior, fifteen thousand dollars: Provided,
nor,
light-house board of the
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Treasury Department,
due examination,
shall deem
that a
light-house 8,GLight-houses,
Light-houses,
a light-house
deem that
examination, shall
after due
Department, after
Treasury
at that
point is
is necessary.
necessary.
at
that point
For
building aa new
new light-house
McGulpin's Point,
Fort
near old
old Fort
Point, near
at McGulpin's
light-house at
For building
Mackinac,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
Mackinac, twenty
For
on the
the end
pier at
at Chicago,
Chicago, three
thousand
three thousand
the pier
end of
of the
beacon-light on
For aabeacon-light
dollars.
dollars.
For a
new light-house
Bluff, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand
at Eagle
Eagle Bluff,
a new
light-house at
For
dollars.
For repairs
Grand Island
Island light-house,
light-house, Lake
seventeen
Lake Superior,
Superior, seventeen
at Grand
For
repairs at
thousand dollars.
thousand
For beacon-light
to Grand
Grand Island harbor, Lake Supethe entrance
entrance to
beacon-light at the
For
rior, ten
thousand dollars.
dollars.
rior,
ten thousand
For additional
aids to
to navigation
Green Bay,
Bay, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, including
a
including a
in Green
navigation in
additional aids
For
third-class
Chambers' Island, and beacon
Mah-no-mah or Chambers'
light-house on
on Mah-no-mah
third-class light-house
on
Peslitego shoal,
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
shoal, twenty-five
on Peshtego
For
to light-house
light-house at
seventeen
at Huron
Huron Island, Lake Superior, seventeen
For repairs
repairs to
thousand
thousand dollars.
For
and pier
at South
Haven, in
Michiin the State of
of Michilight at
South Haven,
For light-house
light-house and
pier light
gan,
dollars.
six thousand
thousand dollars.
gan, six
For
range-lights at
Portage entry,
thousand dollars.
six thousand
dollars.
entry, Lake Superior,
Superior, six
at Portage
For range-lights
For
light-house to mark the channel
and
channel between
between Keewenaw
Keewenaw Point and
For a
a light-house
Manitou
thousand dollars.
Island, Lake
Lake Superior,
Superior, fifteen thousand
Manitou Island,
For
new and
and efficient
efficient fog-signals
fog-signals at Mount
Mantinicus, Fog-signals.
Fog-eignaes. :
Mount Desert
Desert Island, Mantinicus,
For new
Judith, Cooper
Cooper
Cape Elizabeth, Point Judith,
Moose Peak, Cape
Seguin, Mankiegin,
Mankiegin, Moos:Peak,
Harbor,
Fort Gratiot,
Gratiot, Huron
Manitou, McGulpin's
McGulpin's Point,
Point,
Island, Manitou,
Harbor, Detour,
Detour, Fort
Huron Island,
Pottawatomie,
Waugoshance, White Fish Point, and other
Pottawatomie, Sand Point, Waugoshancc,
light-stations,
hundred dollars.
five hundred
light-stations, fifty-nine
fifty-nine thousand five
compensation of
superintendents for the life-saving stations on
SuperintendSuperintendFor compensation
of two superintendents
of lifeants
dollars.
three thousand
the coasts of Long Island and New Jersey, three
thousand Aare.
saving
stations.
For compensation
compensation of
fifty-four keepers
keepers of
at two
two hundred
hundred doldol- -ents
Keepers
of
of
For
of fifiy-four
of stations
stations at
Keepers
of
each, ten thousand eight hundred dollars.
dollars.
stations.
lars each,
Light-houses.
For aanew light-house at Grand Point Aux Sables, Lake Michigan,
Michigan, Light-houses.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
thirty-five thousand
For a
a new light-house at the harbor of White River, Muskegon
Muskegon County,
Michigan, ten
thousand dollars.
Michigan,
ten thousand
For aa new light-house
Manistee, Manistee County,
light-house at the harbor of Manistee,
Provided, That no expenditure
Michigan,
Michigan, ten thousand dollars: Provided,
expenditure shall be Proviso.
a
made upon the aforesaid works at White River and Manistee,
Manistee, until a
survey shall have been made and the character
careful survey
character of the structure
required
determined, for which
required shall have
have been thus determined,
which purpose the sum of
one
thousand dollars
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
dollars is hereby
one thousand
protection and repairing
repairing Waugoshance
Waugoshance lightFor completion of pier
pier of
of' protection
lighthouse at Straits of Mackinac, ninety thousand dollars.
Brewerton Channel,
For the establishment of beacon-lights
beacon-lights to mark Brewerton
Channel,
Patapsco River, Maryland,
Maryland, thirty thousand dollars.
To
enable the light-house
light-house board to re-establish
re-establish lights and other aid to Re-establishRe-establishTo enable
e o
ing lights
ast.
ISou
ght
dollars.
navigation on the southern coast, two hundred thousand dolla
navigation
rs.
Southern
coast.
n
Southern coast.
To reimburse
reimburse the appropriation
appropriation for furnishing
furnishing the President's house, the
Furnishing
President's
accounting officers of the treasury, to set- President's
sum transferred from it by the accounting
of public buildings for annual
commissioner of
tie another account-of
account of the commissioner
annua lrere - ouse.
"se.
pairs, four thousand
thousand dollars; and the avails of old furniture which may
be sold shall be applied to the purchase of new furniture.
furniture.
To enable the commissioner
commissioner of public buildings
buildings to put in thorough
thorough re- Little Falls
pair the bridge across the Potomac at Little Falls, in accordance
accordance with the bridge.
brid g
e'
estimate of the engineer, two thousand four hundred
hundred and ten dollars.
dollars.
Secretary of the Interior to pay the interest
on
To enable the Secretary
interest on sundry Interest on
government purposes by the First National Bank at sums
sums
loaned for government
sumes
ronsloaned
lia
e
.
netdfot
W
government lot
ashington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, the
sum of
thousand six
six hundred
hundred parposes.
ruvrp
Washington,
the sum
of five
five thousand
cents.
and seventy dollars and twelve coats.
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814
Extra pay to
commissioner
commissioner
clerk
chie clerk
an
and chief
of
of general
general land
office.

fences,
Iron fences,
&c.
&¢.

Water-pipes,
Water-pipes,
road
drainage,
drainage,
road
S
IC
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For
compensation to
the commissioner
and chief
clerk of the general
general
chief clerk
commissioner and
to the
For compensation
land office
office (to
apportioned by
the Secretary
Interior) in
conin conthe Interior)
of the
Secretary of
by the
be apportioned
(to be
land
sideration of
of the
the increased
increased duties
devolving on
on them
them from
from June
seventh,
June seventh,
duties devolving
sideration
thirty-first, eighteen huneighteen hundred
sixty-five, to December thirty-first,
and sixty-five,
hundred and
eighteen
dred and
in connection
with the
the census
census of
of eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
connection with
sixty-five, in
and sixty-five,
dred
sixty,
seventeen hundred
hundred and
fifty dollars.
and fifty
sixty, seventeen
For painting
painting iron
iron fences,
fences, two
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
For
For
Lafayette Square, five
enclosing Lafayette
fence enclosing
the iron
iron fence
to the
gates to
repairing gates
For repairing
hundred
hundred dollars.
To repair
wooden fences
fences around the several reserthe wooden
whitewash the
and whitewash
repair and
To
vations, one thousand
thousand dollars.
For repairing
arch on
Jersey Avenue
Avenue below
below the
survey
the coast survey
New Jersey
on New
the arch
repairing the
For
building,
dollars.
thousand dollars.
one thousand
building, one
To
or replace
from the
water from
the water
convey the
which convey
water-pipes which
the water-pipes
replace the
repair or
To repair
spring
in Franklin
Franklin Square
President's house, and to the Treasury,
to the President's
Square to
spring in
War, and
Navy Departments,
Departments, six
six thousand dollars.
and Navy
War,
For making
making the
President's stable to the house, fifteen
fifteen
the President's
from the
road from
the road
For
hundred
hundred dollars.
For four
pave-washers on
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Avenue, one thousand
thousand dolon Pennsylvania
new pave-washers
four new
For

lars.
lars.
To pay
for drainage
drainage by
President's
from the President's
waste-water from
the waste-water
of the
pipes of
by pipes
pay for
To
house,
cow-yard, and
small greenhouse, one thousand two
and small
cow-stable, cow-yard,
the cow-stable,
house, the
hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
For an iron fence around the botanic garden, fifteen thousand dollars.
Botanic garden.
To cause to
painted in
in the
of
ceiling of
the ceiling
glass, in
of glass,
panels of
square panels
the square
in the
be painted
To cause to be
Escutcheons
Escutcheons
of Representatives,
Representatives, the
the escutcheons
the States of West Virof the
escutcheons of
of West Virginia
Virginia the
House of
the House
and Nevada.
ginia and Nevada, the sum of one hundred and thirty dollars.
For compensation
one additional
additional laborer
hereby authorized
apto be
be apauthorized to
laborer hereby
of one
compensation of
For
Additional laborer
commencing July first, eighteen hunlibrary of Congress, commencing
in library
library pointed in the library
borer in
of Congress.
dred and sixty-six, seven hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
of Congress.
firemen to warm the library of Conpurchase of coal and pay of firemen
Warming
For purchase
Warming
library.
library.
gress, two thousand
gress,
thousand two hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
transient paupers,
sixty transient
For care,
care, support,
and medical
of sixty
paupers,
treatment of
medical treatment
support, and
For
Transient
Transient
institution in
in the
proper medical
medical institution
and surgical
surgical patients,
medical and
paupers
medical
patients, in
in some
some proper
the
paupers
city
under a
contract to
institution
to be
be formed with such institution
a contract
Washington, under
of Washington,
city of
by
commissioner of public buildings, twelve thousand dollars, or so
the commissioner
by the
much
necessary.
much thereof as may be necessary.
two thousand dollars.
grounds, two
For
on the
the public
public grounds,
of carts
carts on
hire of
For hire
Public
grounds.
grounds.
For purchase
purchase and repair of tools used in the public grounds,
grounds, four hundred dollars.
For
tree-boxes, to replace, when necessary, such
and tree-boxes,
of trees and
purchase of
For purchase
whitewash tree-boxes
tree-boxes and
and
as have been planted by the United States, to whitewash
fences, and to repair pavements
public grounds,
grounds, three thoupavements in front of the public
fences,
sand dollars.
For
repairs of the capitol water-closets, and to put the proper
proper
For annual repairs
Capitol waterwaterclosets.
water-closets in the upper stories, public stables, water-pipes,
number of water-closets
water-pipes,
closets.
pavements, and
and other
Square, broken
broken glass, and
within the Capitol Square,
other walks within
pavements,
building, and keeping the main aplocks, and for the protection of the building,
proaches to
unencumbered, in addition to the sale of old material,
to it
it unencumbered,
proaches
twelve thousand dollars.
twelve
Virginia
Virginia Avenue, ten thousand
Virginia
For grading
grading and repairing
repairing Virginia
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Avenue.
Avenue.
For keeping
the spring
spring and
and water-pipes
water-pipes which
supply all
all the
the drinking
drinking
which supply
keeping the
For
Water-pipes.
Water-pipes.
water
substantial wooden
wooden fence
fence
water to the capitol in repair, and erecting aa substantial
around the
ground on
on which
which the
the spring
spring at Smith's farm is, one thousand
the ground
around
dollars.
thousand dollars.
extension,'two hundred
Capitol extenexten- For the capitol extension
hundred thousand
dollars.
sign.
sion.
For
fuel, in
in part,
part, for
house, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
President's house,
the President's
for the
For fuel,
iFuel.
Fuel.
For lighting the capitol and President's house and public grounds
Lighting capitol,
&c.
Pennsylvania Avenue,
offices, and
and Pennsylvania
them, aroundThe
aroundthe executive
c.
around them,
tole,
around
executive offices,
Avenue, sixty
sixty
thousand dollars.
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For lighting Four-and-a-half
Four-and-a-half Street
Mall, and
Maryland
Street across
across the
the Mall,
and Maryland
Avenue west, and Sixth Street south,
Csoaora
tot
n
ion of
of •
south, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, Corporation
That the corporation
corporation of Washington city
shall light
light their
their street
lamps how
city shall
street lamps
hWoashtfigt
to fight
with seven-feet
seven-feet burners, twenty-one nights
nights in each month,
dark until
month, from dark
until street lamps.
daylight,
daylight, and that no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be disbursed
disbursed until
until it
it
is proved to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the commissioner
public buildings
buildings that
commissioner of
of public
that
said corporation
corporation have
lighted their
their street
have so lighted
street lamps.
lamps.
For pay of lamp-lighters, gas-fitting,
of lamplampgas-fitting, plumbing,
plumbing, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, lanterns,
lanterns, Pay
Pay of
glass, paints,
paints, matches, materials and
repairs of
all sorts,
s
or t
s,t
wen ty th
ousan d
&o.
lighters.
and repairs
of all
twenty
thousand
lighters. &.
dollars.
For casual repairs
repairs of the Potomac, navy yard, and upper bridges, six
six Bridges.
Bridges.
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
Pennsylvania Avenue, five thousand dollars.
For repairs of Pennsylvania
Miscellaneous.
dollars.
Miscellaneous.
For public reservation
reservation number
number two and Lafayette
Lafayette Square,
addition to
Square, in
in addition
to
the sale of hay which may be raised on the former, three
thousand dolthree thousand
dollars.
For purchase
purchase of fuel for the centre
of the
the capitol,
fifteen
centre building
building of
capitol, fifteen
hundred dollars.
For erecting
erecting aa new draw
the navy
navy yard
bridge, five
five thousand
draw in
in the
yard bridge,
thousand doldollars.
For taking care of the grounds south of the President's
President's house,
house, continucontinuing the improvement
improvement of the same, and
three thousand
and repairing fences,
fences, three
thousand
dollars.
water-pipes, five hundred
For repairs of water-pipes,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For cleaning
cleaning and repairing sewer traps on Pennsylvania Avenue,
Avenue, three
three
hundred dollars.
For casual repairs of all the
five hundred
the furnaces under
under the
the capitol,
capitol, five
hundred
dollars.
For under-draining
under-draining the President's
President's garden and capitol
capitol grounds,
grounds, one
one
thousand dollars.
To enable
To
enable the commissioner
commissioner of public buildings to so grade a
a portion
portion
of North
North Capitol Street as to relay the water-pipes
of
water-pipes leading
leading from
the govfrom the
government spring to the capitol, sufficiently
sufficiently below the
to secure
the grade
grade as
as to
secure
from frost,
frost, and to relay
relay said pipes, eight
eight thousand one hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty
dollars.
For hauling manure
manure for top-dressing the public grounds,
hundred
grounds, five
five hundred
dollars.
For the protection and improvement of Franklin Square,
For
hunSquare, fifteen
fifteen hundred dollars.
dollars.
For watchman
watchman for Franklin Square, six hundred dollars.
For
compensation of
extra clerks in the office of I
Indian
afFor the
the compensation
cr eight
eight extra
ndi an a
f- Extra clerks in
in
fairs, under the acts of Auust
alars
August fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four ,March
c
i
eof
March Indian
offie
ofl ndian
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
third,
hundred and fifty-five, and March third, eighteen hundred
hundred 1864,
1854, ch.
ch. 267.
x
6
and sixty-five,
for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
and
sixty-five, for
ending June thirty, eighteen hundred
hundred Vol. x.. p. 81.
1865
ch.176,
42 a
.
and sixty-seven, eleven
thousand
eleven thousa ndtwo
t
wo h
un d
re ddollars.
doll ars .
vol.
,
hundred
1^ol
ch.17
67a.
For the continuation
continuation of the work
work upon the north portico
portico of the
patent 1865,
1865, ch. 127.
the patent
127.
of fifty thousand dollars.
office building, of
Vol.
p. 667.
Vol. xiii. p.
667.
Patent office.
office.

For additional
additional contingent
For
contingent expenses of the northeast executive building, Northeast
Northeast
or the building occupied
Secre t
ary of
ofState,
St at
e, i
nc l
udi ng extra
extra watchoccupied by
by th
thee Secretary
including
watch- executive
executive buildmen and laborers,
laborers, six thousand
thousand dollars.
iag.
For
salaries of commissioners
For salaries
commissioners under ""An act to provide
provide for the revision
CommissionCommissionstatute
and consolidation
consolidation of the stat
ute laws
l
aws of
of the
th e United
Uni
te d S
tates, " approved
States,"
approved uotvise
erto revise
June
hundred and sixty-six, and for clerical
June twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
clerical ser- 1s66,
lass, ch.
ch. 140.
140.
vices, and
Vices,
and other incidental expenses,
ex p
enses the printing to be done
done by the
gov- Ante,
Ante, p. 74.
74.
the government
ernment printing
printing office, twenty-five
twe nty-fi ve thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For the payment of temporary clerks of the first class in the
office of
of the
the Temporary
Temporary .
the office
o
cr
ok
es
. in
commissioner
commissioner of pensions, under the direction
di rec ti on o
Secre t
ary of
ofo
ft
hepension
offth
thee Secretary
of
the
rks
in pension
Interior
Interior for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-seven, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
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To
Secretary of
of the
Interior, at
at his
his discretion,
rent such
discretion, to
to rent
such
the Secretary
the Interior,
To enable
enable the
department for
for the
of the
penston office
rooms in
in the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the department
the use
use of
the pension
office
as
may be
be deemed
necessary for
for the
transaction of
of the
business of
that
deemed necessary
the transaction
the business
of that
as may
office, three
office,
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
the purchase
and the
of a
abuilding
Paul,
the erection
erection of
building at
at Saint
Saint Paul,
For the
purchase of
of aasite
site and
Site and build- For
ing
ing for
for governgovern- Minnesota, for aa custom-house, post office, the accommodation
accommodation of the
at
ment
purposes at
tiiteinntt purposes
pPyaul,
federal courts,
other necessary
necessary government
government purposes,
purposes, the
the same
same to
to be
be
and other
courts, and
federal
Saint Paul,
Minnesota.
expended under the direction
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, fifty thoudollars.
sand dollars.
Jail
Jail in District
Jailin
in the
the District
Districtof
- For
the support
and maintenance
maintenance
Jail
of Columbia.
Columbia.—
For the
support and

Rooms for
pension office.
pension
office.

of
Columbia.
of Columbia.

School-houses
School-houses
in Washington
n
iounashngt
County.

Columbia

hospital.
hospitaL

Revision of
laws
District
laws of
of District

of Columbia.
Columbia.

Vol. xiii. p. 409.

Smithsonian
Institution.
Institution.
Washington

aoueduct.
soueduct.

Government
Government
Hospital
for the
the
Hospital for
insane.

Patent office.
office.

of the convicts transferred
transferred from the District of Columbia
at such
or
Columbia at
such place
place or
places as may be selected by the Secretary of the Interior, fifty thousand
dollars.
For
salary of
warden of
the jail
jail in
in the
the District
District of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, two
two
For salary
of warden
thousand
year ending
dollars for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hunthousand dollars
dred
dred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby
hereby authorized.
For the payment
payment in part for the
purchase of
erection of
of
the purchase
of sites
sites and the
the erection
school-houses
in the
the county
county of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
in the
the District
of Washington,
Washington, in
school-houses in
payable to
commissioners of primary
schools of said
said county,
county,
payable
to the
the board of
of commissioners
primary schools
the sum of ten thousand dollars.
For support of the Columbia Hospital for
for women
women and lying-in
lying-in association,
tion, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
To
persons employed
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to pay the
the persons
employed
by the committees on the District of Columbia of the two houses of Congress,
the provisions
provisions of
approved June
June eighteen,
eighteen,
gress, under
under the
of the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, entitled "
" A resolution to provide for the
revision of the laws of the District of Columbia,"
Columbia," the compensation
compensation provided in said resolution, two thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may
may
be necessary for that purpose.
Smithsonian Institution.
- For
the preservation
preservation of
of the
Snzithsonian
Institution. —F
or the
the collections
collections of
of
the exploring
exploring and surveying
surveying expeditions
expeditions of the government,
government, four thousand dollars.
Washington Aqueduct.
Aqueduct. -— To
in the
Potomac River
River
Washington
To complete
complete the
the dam
dam in
the Potomac
at the head of the aqueduct, from the shore to Conn's Island, with cut
cut
stone, fifty-one thousand six hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven dollars.
To complete
complete the
the connecting
connecting conduit around
around and outside
outside the
the receiving
receiving
reservoir, seventy thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven dollars.
To finish gate-house at Great Falls, four thousand dollars.
For temporary
temporary dam at Conn's Island, one thousand dollars.
For management, miscellaneous, and contingents, fifteen thousand dollars.
for the Insane.—
Insane.- For the support, clothing, and
and
Government Hospital
Hospitalfor
medical treatment of the insane
insane of the army and navy and the revenue
revenue
cutter service, and of the indigent insane of the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, at
five
hospital for the insane in said District,
District, including five
the government hospital
incidental expenses, ninety
hundred dollars for books, stationery, and incidental
thousand five hundred dollars.
additional accommodations
accommodations in the
For finishing, furnishing, and lighting additional
east wing, in part unfinished, five thousand
thousand dollars.
For continuation of the wall enclosing
enclosing the grounds, ten thousand dollars.
purchase and fencing fifty-six and one half acres of meadow
For the purchase
Secretary of the Interior
land, lying near
near the hospital, provided the Secretary
Interior shall
approve of the purchase in view of the price and quality of the land, and
the necessity of adding it to the hospital farm, six thousand dollars.
care
Patent Office.—
Office. - For
and taking
taking care
Patent
For expenses
expenses of
of receiving,
receiving, arranging,
arranging, and
of copyright books, charts, and other copyright
copyright matter, one thousand eight
hundred dollars.
For preparing
preparing illustrations and descriptions
descriptions for the report of the corn.
commissioner of patents,
patents, six thousand dollars.
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Columbian Institution
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.—
For the
the support
of
Columbian
Dumb. - For
support of
Columbian
the institution, including
including five hundred dollars for
for books
books and
and illustrative
illustrative itiinuer
Institution for
apparatus, twenty thousand seven hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Dumb.
For the erection,
erection, furnishing, and
up of
of two
extensions to
and fitting
fitting up
two extensions
to the
the
accommodations for the
buildings, to provide
provide enlarged
enlarged accommodations
the male
male and
and female
female
pupils and the resident
resident officers
officers of the institution, thirty-two
thousand two
thirty-two thousand
two
hundred and forty dollars.
dollars.
hundred
For the erection
a brick barn, carriage-house,
erection of a
carriage-house, cow-house,
cow-house, shop,
shop, gasgashouse, and ice-house, fourteen thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For the improvement
enclosure of the grounds of the institution,
improvement and enclosure
institution,
under-drainage and sewerage, four thousand
including under-drainage
thousand five
five hundred
dolhundred dollars.
Providence Hospital,
- For the purpose of aiding in the erecProvidence
Hospital, D.
D. 0.
C.—
erec- Providence
Providence
additional building to the Provide
tion of an additional
nc eHospital,
Hos pit al, in
i
n th
ity of
of
Hospital.
Providence
thee c
city
Hospital.
Washington, thirty
Washington,
thirty thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
property Proviso.
Proviso.
That if
if the
the said
said property
should ever be sold or diverted from the uses expressed
expressed in the
the act
act of
of ConCongress entitled "An
"An act to incorporate Providence
Providence Hospital,
Hospital, of
of the
th e c
ity of
of
60. 1864,
1864, ch.
city
ch. 50.
Vol. xiii. p.43.
Washington, District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved April eighth,
Washington,
ei ght een h
un -Vol. xiii. p. 43.
eighth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, then the sum of thirty thousand dollars
be first
dollars shall
shall be
first
paid out of the proceeds thereof into the United States treasury
to reimreimtreasury to
burse the sum hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
For the "
" National association for the relief of destitute colored
women Destitute
colored women
Destitute col.
colo
c lr
w
eo
nmen
and children," incorporated
incorporated under an act of Congress
Cong ressapp
rove d February
Februaryand
approved
ored women
and
fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, to
to be
be 1863,
8se6,ch.
ch. 83.
8a.
expended under the direction of the officers
officers of
of the
the association.
expended
association.
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 650.
650.
Vol. xii.
To enable the commissioner
commissioner of public buildings
urse the
th e corcor - R
ei
mb
ursebuildings to
to reimb
reimburse
Reimburseporation of Washington
Washington for expenses
poration
expenses incurred in improving
improving streets and ment
pent of WashWashngton for expert.
avenues passing
passing through and by property of the general government, un- sgt
avenues
s
ies for
for streten,
streets,
der the third section of the act approved May fifth, eighteen hundred
ezo.
hundred and
and &c.
sixty-four, entitled "
" An act to incorporate the inhabitants of the city of 1864,
1
.,8
7
04
1
,Xiii
ch. 81, I
§93.
1
Washington,"
Washington," passed May fifteenth,
fifteenth, eighteen hundred and twenty, forty- Vol.•xiii.•p 69•
seven thousand two hundred and fifty-five dollars and eighty-one
eighty-one cents.
cents.
Congressional
Library. - To complete the extension of the library
Congressional Library.—
library of
of
Congressional
Congressional
Congress, twenty-two
Congress,
doll ar s.library.
twenty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
library.
For furniture for the two wings of the extension of the congressional
congressional
library, and for sliding cases for illustrated
library,
illustrated books, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
For an
an additional appropriation,
appropriation, to be expended
expended under
under the direction
direction of
Decoration of
Decoration
the joint
joint committee
on the library, to decorate the capitol with such works capitol.
the
committee on
"W
.
ch. 129
1856
ch. 129.
of art
may be
committee, as
as provided
of
art as
as may
be ordered
ordered and approved
approved by said committee,
provided by
by vol.
Xi. p.
88.
Vol. xi.
p. 88
act approved
eighteen, eighteen
net
approved August eighteen,
eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
thoufifty-six, five
five thousand dollars.
For additional
compensation of three laborers
additional compensation
laborers employed
con- Pay
labor
employed in
in the
the conPay of
of labor
era.
gressioual
gressional library, commencing
commencing January
January one, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtysixty- ers.
six, five hundred and forty dollars;
dollars ; and
an d th
ti on o
id laborers
l
ab
orers
thee compensa
compensation
offsa
said
is hereby
hundred and twenty dollars per annum.
hereby fixed at seven hundred
annum.
For the
of erecting
For
the purpose
purpose of
erecting on the public land adjacent to the Treas- Fire-proot
'ire-proot
ury Department
a fire-proof
fire-proof brick building
ury
Department a
building to afford additional room for building,
bu ,
ilding, for
for
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, two hundred thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That treasury.
easy
the
the Secretary
the Treasury
and he hereby is, authorized
na.
the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
authorized to remove
Presses, Ilia
and sell
at auction or otherwise
chinery
and
sell at
otherwise any portion of the presses, machinery,
machinery, and ct
hi,"erY ,&c.ill
apparatus employed in the t
re
asur y buildings,
buildi ngs ,w
hi chf
rom the
th
e diminution
diminutionieling
ne
o=
l
treasury
which
from
may bee.so
sold
irb
l
of the
the volume
volume of
of business or otherwise
fiom time to time find to at auction.
of
otherwise he may from
be no
be
no longer
longer required.
required. And the legal representatives
representatives of the corporation
corporation
of Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown,
of
Georgetown, and the portion of the county of Wash- Washingtor.
Washington
ington
in the
of Columbia,
not included in said corporations,
anddprovide,
Georgetown
ington in
the District
District of
Columbia, not
corporations, be, r
ro
t dr
eg
e
r n
to
&c.
and
they are
are hereby, directed to provide and suitably furnish,
and they
furnish, without de- aldings
buildings for orlay, a
a suitable
room
for
the use of the orphan's court, and two contiguous
suitable
contiguous Phan'
court,
phan'sscourt,
n
au
difi
tr
f
e
or
rooms
a fire-proof
fire-proof vault for the use of the register of wills in and for v-Lvan
rooms and
and a
Plreostet
iSecZter
ult
for
taid
county; and
and for
taul county;
for the repayment of the expense to be incurred
incurred in exe- of wills.
VOL. XIV.
xiv. PUB.
PUB. -25
— 25
r•

,
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A tax
be
to be
tax to
A
levied
therefor.
levied therefor.

General
postGeneral post-

office building,
building,
office
Surveys of
of
Surveys

public
hinds in
in
ublic lands
Minnesota;
innesota
Dakota;
Dakota;

Nebraska;
Nebraska;

Kansas;
Kansas;

Colorado;
Colorado;

Nevada;
Nevada;

New
Mexico;
New Mexico;

California;
California;

Oregon;

Washington;
Washington;

Montana;
Montana;

Indian reserIndian
vations.

of
Collection of
revenue
from
revenue from
sales of public
sales
lands.
lands. p
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cuting this
this order,
the said
said corporations
corporations of
Washington and
and Georgetown, and
of Washington
order, the
cuting
the
court of
of the
the county
county of
Washington in
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
the District
in the
of Washington
levy court
the levy
a suitable
are
and directed
directed to
suitable tax upon
to levy and collect a
authorized and
hereby authorized
are hereby
the
property embraced
within their
their respective
jurisdictions.
respective jurisdictions.
embraced within
the property
General
Post-Office Building.
completing the extension of the
For completing
- For
Building.—
GeneralPost-Ofice
general
thousand dollars.
building, forty thousand
post-office building,
general post-office
Surveying
Public Lands.
Lands. -— For surveying the public
public lands in Minthe Public
Surveying the
nesota, at
at rates
rates not
not exceeding
exceeding ten
dollars per lineal mile for standard
ten dollars
nesota,
lines, seven dollars for township, and six dollars for section
section lines,
lines, twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
exceedFor surveying
Dakota Territory, at rates not exceedpublic lands in Dakota
the public
surveying the
For
ing ten
ten dollars
dollars per
for standard lines, seven dollars for townmile for
lineal mile
per lineal
ing
ship, and
six dollars
for section lines, fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars for
and six
ship,
For
surveying the
the public
public lands
lands in
in Nebraska
Nebraska Territory,
Territory, at rates not exFor surveying
ceeding ten
ten dollars
dollars per
per lineal mile
townmile for standard lines, six dollars for townceeding
ship, and
five dollars
dollars for
thousand dollars.
for section lines, fifteen thousand
and five
ship,
For
public lands
lands in
exceeding ten
in Kansas,
Kansas, at rates not exceeding
the public
surveying the
For surveying
dollars per
per lineal
for standard
five
standard lines, six dollars for township, and five
mile for
lineal mile
dollars
dollars for
section lines, fifteen thousand dollars.
fbr section
dollars
For
surveying the public lands in Colorado Territory, at rates not exFor surveying
for
ceeding ten
ten dollars
dollars per
per lineal
lineal mile
mile for
for standard lines, eight dollars for
ceeding
fifteen thousand dollars.
township, and
and seven
section lines, fifteen
for section
dollars for
seven dollars
township,
For surveying
Nevada, at rates not exceeding
exceeding fifsurveying the public lands in Nevada,
For
teen dollars
per lineal
lineal mile
for standard
standard lines,
lines, twelve dollars for township,
mile for
dollars per
teen
and ten
ten dollars
for section
lines, fifteen
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
section lines,
dollars for
and
For compensation
compensation of
surveyor-general of Nevada, three thousand
thousand
of the surveyor-general
For
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
his office,
five thousand dollars.
office, five
in his
clerks in
of the
the clerks
For
For
office rent,
rent, messenger,
messenger, furniture,
furniture, books, fuel, stationery, and inciFor office
dental expenses
expenses of office,
office, three thousand
thousand dollars.
For
surveying the
the public
public lands
lands in
in New
Mexico, at
exceeding
rates not exceeding
at rates
New Mexico,
For surveying
fifteen
dollars per lineal
lineal mile for standard lines, twelve dollars for townfifteen dollars
lines, five thousand dollars.
ship,
and ten
ten dollars
dollars for section lines,
ship, and
exceeding
For
surveying the public lands in California,
California, at rates not exceeding
For surveying
fifteen
lineal mile for
standard lines, twelve dollars for townfor standard
per lineal
[dollars] per
fifteen [dollars]
ship,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
dollars for section lines, twenty-five
and ten dollars
ship, and
fifFor
exceeding fifFor surveying the public lands in Oregon, at rates not exceeding
teen
townstandard lines, twelve dollars for townfor standard
[mile] for
lineal [mile]
per lineal
dollars per
teen dollars
thousand dollars.
ship,
and ten
ten dollars
dollars for section lines,
lines 'fifteen
fifteen thousand
ship, and
not
at rates not
For surveying the public lands in Washington Territory, at
exceeding fifteen
fifteen dollars
standard lines, twelve dollars
dollars
dollars per lineal mile for standard
exceeding
and ten dollars for section lines, ten thousand dollars.
township, and
for township,
Montana Territory,
For
surveying the public
public lands in Montana
Territory, at rates not exFor surveying
for
ceeding fifteen
fifteen dollars per lineal mile for standard lines, ten dollars for
ceeding
thousand dollars.
township, and
dollars for
section lines, fifteen
fifteen thousand
dollars.
for section
eight dollars
and eight
township,
For compensation
surveyor-general of Montana,
Montana, three thousand
of the surveyor-general
compensation of
For
dollars.
For
office, five thousand dollars.
compensation of clerks in his office,
For compensation
furniture, books, fuel, stationery,
stationery, and inciFor office rent, messengers, furniture,
dental expenses of office, three thousand dollars.
dental
For surveying
surveying Indian and other reservations,
reservations, under treaty stipulations,
stipulations,
For
at not exceeding fifteen dollars per mile, front boundaries,
boundaries, at ten dollars
for township,
township, and eight dollars per mile for section lines, fifty
fifty thousand
for
dollars.

Lands.-— For
Expenses
of Collection
of Revenue
Revenue from Sales of Public
Public Lands.
Collection of
Expenses of
offices and receivers of pubsalaries
commissions of registers of land offices
and commissions
salaries and
lie
money, two
six thousand
thousand one hundred dollars.
and six
hundred and
two hundred
lie money,
For
expenses of the several land offices, nineteen thousand
For incidental expenses
four hundred dollars.
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For necessary
necessary expenses
incident to
accommodations for
for ininto providing
providing accommodations
expenses incident
For
ternal revenue
in existing
existing United
United States
States fire-proof
fire-proof buildings,
buildings,
officers in
ternal
revenue officers
wherever possible,
possible, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
wherever
For the
enclosure, and
preservation of
of a
a parcel
parcel of
at
of ground
ground at
and preservation
For
the purchase,
purchase, enclosure,

Des Moines,
Moines, the capital of Iowa, as aasite for the erection of aabuilding
for the
use of
of the
federal courts
courts and
and for
for other
offices, fifteen
for
the use
the federal
other federal
federal offices,
fifteen thou
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
to be
be expended
expended
necessary, to
or so
so much
sand
under the
the Secretary
the Interior.
Interior.
Secretary of
of the
of the
the direction
direction of
under
For the
the government
government building
at Portland,
Portland, Maine,
used as
as post
post office,
office,
Maine, used
building at
For
custom-house,
and for
United States
destroyed or renStates courts,
courts, lately
lately destroyed
for the
the United
custom-house, and

buildSite for build.

federal
ing for
f°r:rDei.:1

ofces at Des
Moinee
Moines

Government
Government
building at

dered
fire, to
or rebuild
rebuild the
the same
same as
may prove
prove
as may
to repair
repair or
by fire,
almost worthless
worthless by
dered almost
most
one hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
dollars, or
or so
theremuch thereso much
thousand dollars,
and fifty
most advisable,
advisable, one
of
as may
to be
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
the SecreSecreof the
be expended
necessary, to
of as
may be
be necessary,
tary of
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
tary
For this
this amount
amount to
paid under
direction of
of the
Seminoles.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Seminoles.
the direction
to be
be paid
under the
For
Interior, to
to enable
enable the
Seminoles to
to occupy,
restore, and
and improve
improve their
their POet,
cre, Treatiea,
Treaties,
occupy, restore,
the Seminoles
Interior,
p
farms, as
per third
third article
of March
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred P. 72'
March twenty-first,
article treaty
treaty of
as per
farms,
and sixty-six,
thousand dollars.
thirty thousand
sixty-six, thirty
and
For the
the purchase
agricultural implements,
implements, seeds, corn, and other
purchase of agricultural
For
stock,
as per
March twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
hundred
twenty-first, eighteen
treaty of March
per third article
article treaty
stock, as
and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
sixty-six, twenty thousand
and sixty-six,
twentya mill, as per third article treaty of March twentyFor the erection
erection of a
thousand dollars.
first, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, fifteen thousand
ratification
For interest on fifty thousand dollars from the date of the ratification
annually
rate of
of five per cent per annum, to be paid annually
at the
the rate
of the
the treaty, at
for
schools, as per third article
article treaty of March
March twentytwentythe support
support of schools,
for the
first, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, for the fiscal year ending June thirsixty-seven.
tieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven.
dollars from the date of the ratification
ratification
thousand dollars
For interest on
on twenty thousand
rate of five per centum
centum per annum, to be paid annualof the treaty, at the rate
government, as per third article treaty
ly for the support of the Seminole government,
year
of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, for the fiscal year
and sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ending
June thirtieth,
subsisting the
the Seminole
For
Seminole Indians,
Indians,
to be
be expended
expended for
for subsisting
For this
this amount,
amount, to
of March
twenty-first, eighteen
third article
article treaty
as
per third
treaty of
March twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
as per
sixty-six, forty
forty thousand
thousand three
hundred and
and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars.
dollars.
three hundred
sixty-six,
so much
much thereof
as may
be necessary,
For this
amount, or
For
this amount,
or so
thereof as
may be
necessary, to
to pay
pay the
the
the provisions
provisions of
of article
article fourth
losses
losses that
that may
may be
be awarded
awarded under
under the
fourth of
of treaty
treaty
hundred and
sixty-six, as
as per
per third
March
twenty-first, eighteen
and sixty-six,
third article
article
March twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
dollars.
said treaty,
treaty, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
of said
of
the
as may
may be
be necessary,
to pay
For
this amount,
so much
For this
amount, or
or so
much thereof
thereof as
necessary, to
pay the
Secretary
appointed by
by the
the Secretary
expenses of
of aaboard
board of
commissioners, to
to be
be appointed
of commissioners,
expenses
the loyal
to investigate
of the
Interior, to
investigate the
the losses
losses of
of the
loyal Seminole
Seminole Indians,
Indians, as
as
of
the Interior,
hundred and
treaty of
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
of March
March twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
per
sixty-six,
seven hundred
sixty-six, seven
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
article of
of treaty
treaty of
of
of agency
buildings, as
For
For the
the erection
erection of
agency buildings,
as per
per sixth
sixth article
dollars
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six, ten
March
March twenty-first,
and sixty-six,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
to enable
enable
so much
much thereof
as may
be necessary,
For this
this amount,
amount, or
or so
thereof as
may be
necessary, to
For
tribe to
the Interior
Interior to
to cause
cause aacensus
census of
each tribe
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
of each
to be
be taken,
taken,
article treaty
March twenty-first,
as per
first clause
clause seventh
seventh article
treaty of
of March
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen
as
per first
hundred dollars.
hundred
and sixty-six,
hundred and
sixty-six, two
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
articles as
as may
may be
purchased under
the
For transportation
For
transportation of
of such
such articles
be purchased
under the
for the
the Seminole
Seminole Indians,
direction
the Secretary
of the
direction of
of the
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, for
Indians, under
under
for the
the
treaty of
March twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, for
treaty
of March
twenty-first, eighteen
hundred and
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, or
or so
so
much
thereof as
as may
may be
necessary, twelve
dollars.
much thereof
be necessary,
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
For
amount to
paid per
in money,
money, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise
per capita
capita in
For this
this amount
to be
be paid
directed by
the President,
President, upon
upon the
the treaty,
enable
Creeks.
treaty, to
to enable
of the
the ratification
ratification of
by the
directed
damthe Indians
Indians to
occupy, restore,
and improve
the
to occupy,
restore, and
improve their
their farms;
farms; to
to pay
pay the
the dam-
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thee
Creeks.
ages sustained
sustained by the mission schools; and to pay the
t
he delegates
dele g
ates of
of th
Treaties council
nPost
fourteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred
council as per third article treaty of June fourteenth,
Pot, Treaties,
and
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
sixty-six, two
and sixty-six,
For
interest on
on seven
seven hundred
hundred
one hundred
thousand one
seventy-five thousand
and seventy-five
hundred and
For interest
and sixty-eight
of the
ratification of the treaty
treaty at
the ratification
date of
the date
from the
dollars from
sixty-eight dollars
and
the rate
rate of
of five
five per
per annum
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
direction
the direction
annum to
cent per
per cent
the
of the
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, as
as per
third article
June fourtreaty of June
article treaty
per third
of the
the Secretary
of
teenth,
hundred and
fiscal year
year ending June
the fiscal
for the
sixty-six, for
and sixty-six,
eighteen hundred
teenth, eighteen
thirtieth,
hundred and sixty-seven.
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
For
this amount,
amount, or
much thereof
may be
necessary, to enable
be necessary,
as may
thereof as
so much
or so
For this
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
cause the
line dividino
Creek country
country
the Creek
dividing.the
the line
to cause
the
as provided
by the
terms of
of the
Creek land to
to the United
the Creek
sale of
the sale
of the
the terms
for by
provided for
as
States in
article third,
as per
eighth article
article treaty
fourteenth, eigheighJune fourteenth,
of June
treaty of
per eighth
third, as
in article
States
teen
hundred and
sixty-six, four thousand dollars.
and sixty-six,
teen hundred
For the
the erection
erection of
per ninth
ninth article
article treaty
treaty of
of June
June
as per
buildings, as
agency buildings,
of agency
For
fourteenth,
and sixty-six,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
sixty-six, ten
hundred and
eighteen hundred
fourteenth, eighteen
For this
this amount,
amount, or
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
enable
necessary, to enable
be necessary,
may be
much thereof
For
the
the Interior
Interior to
to cause
the Creeks
Creeks to be taken,
of the
census of
cause aacensus
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
as
first clause,
clause, tenth
tenth article
article treaty
treaty of
June fourteenth, eighteen hun
of June
per first
as per
dred
and sixty-six,
thousand five hundred dollars.
two thousand
sixty-six, two
dred and
For this
this amount,
so much
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary, to pay the
the
or so
amount, or
For
expenses incurred
in negotiating
negotiating treaty
June fourteenth,
eighteen hunfourteenth, eighteen
of June
treaty of
incurred in
expenses
dred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, as
per fourteenth
fourteenth article
article of said treaty, ten thousand
as per
dred
dollars.
For
such articles
Creek
articles as may be purchased for the Creek
of such
transportation of
For transportation
nation of
eighteen hundred and
of Indians under treaty of June fourteenth, eighteen
nation
sixty-six, for
year ending
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
sixty-six,
sixty-seven, or
thousand
thereof as may be necessary, seven thousand
much thereof
so much
or so
sixty-seven,
dollars.
further enacted,
SEC. 2. And
enacted, That the following sums be, and
And be it further
SEC.
Office of
United States
depositary
at
the
same
are
hereby,
appropriated,
treasury not
out of any money in the treasury
the same are hereby, appropriated, out
depositStayat
otherwise
appropriated, for the objects
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, viz:
viz :—
objects hereinafter
otherwise appropriated,
Louisville:
depositary, Louisville:
Office of the United States depositary,
Louisville;
For salary
of cashier,
thousand eight hundred dollars.
cashier, one thousand
salary of
For
For salary
thousand five hundred dollars.
book-keeper, one thousand
of book-keeper,
salary of
For
For
of assistant
assistant cashier,
hundred and
cashier, one thousand three hundred
salary of
For salary
dollars.
twenty dollars.
For
salary of
thousand three hundred
hundred and twenty dollars
clerk, one thousand
of clerk,
For salary
hundred and twenty-five dollars.
For
expenses, six hundred
contingent expenses,
For contingent
Office United States depositary,
Chicago;
depositary, Chicago:
For salary
salary of cashier,
cashier, one thousand six hundred dollars.
For
For salary of clerk, one thousand dollars.
For
expenses, four hundred
hundred dollars.
contingent expenses,
For contingent
Pittsburg,

Pittsburg;

Baltimore;

San
FranSanFrancisco.

Office United States depositary, Pittsburg:

Office
For
salary
United
of
Pittsburg:
States
cashier,
depositary,
one thousand five hundred dollars.

For salary of cashier, one thousand five hundred dollars.
For salary
salary of
of assistant cashier, one thousand
thousand dollars.
For
For salary of watchman, nine hundred dollars.
For contingent
expenses, two hundred dollars.
contingent expenses,
For
Office United
United States depositary, Baltimore:
Office
For
For salary of cashier, one thousand eight hundred dollars.
For
salary of clerk, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
For salary
dollars.
For salary of clerk, one thousand two hundred dollars.
For salary of clerk, one thousand dollars.
For salary
hundred dollars.
of clerk, twelve hundred
salary of
For
For
salary of messenger,
messenger, nine hundred dollars.
For salary
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, three hundred
hundred and sixty dollars.
dollars.
For contingent
Office United
United States assistant treasurer, San Francisco:
For salary of cashier, two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For
thousand dollars.
book-keeper, two thousand
For salary of book-keeper,
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Office United States depositary, Cincinnati:
Cincinnati:
Office
Office United
United
For salary of assistant cashier, one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
States deposideposihundred dollars.
States
tary
at
CincinFor
of assistant
assistant cashier,
thousand two
hundred dollars.
For salary
salary of
cashier, one
one thousand
two hundred
dollars.
nati. at ininFor
For salary
salary of
of assistant
assistant cashier,
cashier, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
For salary of teller, one thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
For salary
salary of book-keeper, one thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
dollars.
For salary of two clerks, two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For salary of clerk, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
two thousand
dollars.
expenses, two
thousand dollars.
That so much o.
6. any money in the treasury
treasury known
the "commu"commu- Portions
known as
as the
Portions of
of
l autart
,
ul
on
m(im
o
ioi i_
tation fund
tation
fund"" as may be necessary be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
appropriated cnmm
utationp
for the
the payment
payment to loyal persons claiming
for
claiming service or labor from
pay
from colored
colored ated
ated to
to pay
volunteers or drafted men, the amounts
amounts heretofore, or
or hereafter
hereafter to
to loyal
to be
be awards
awards to
loyal
zr
e
s
s
o
n
o
s
f
ot; o
s
r
e:-d
awarded them
them under
the provisions
section twenty-fourth
awarded
under the
provisions of section
twenty-fourth of
of the act
act icesof T
coloree
d
entitled
"
An
act
to
amend
an
act
entitled
an act for enrolling and
entitled "
and calling
volunteers or
calling volunteers
or
out the national forces and for othe
otherr p
purposes
ur p
oses approved
app rove dF
eb
ruary twentytwenty-- drafted
idsra6f4teedhmie3n.4
February
men. 24.
fourth,
for
eachh person
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four"
si
x ty-four " f
or eac
person so
so claimed
claimed voi.'xiii.13.11..
Vol xiii. p.2 .
to
be held to service or labor who has enlisted or been drafted
to be
drafted into
into the
the
military service
service of
the United States; but such payment shall in no
military
of the
no case Allegiance of
of
be made
person except
except upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof that the claimant
be
made to
to any
any person
claimant claimant
government
claimant to
to
to
government to
has firmly
firmly and
adherence and allegiance
has
and faithfully
faithfully maintained his or her adherence
allegiance be
satisfactorily
be satisfactorily
to the
of the
United States,
States, by defending
to
the government
government of
the United
defending its cause
cause against
against proved
Proved
the government
and forces
forces of the so-called
the
government and
so-called confederate
confederate states of America,
and practicable
ca, in
in all
all suitable
suitable and
practicable ways, and according
according to his or
No money
money to
or her
her ability
ability No
to
and
opportunity: Provided,
and opportunity:
Provided, That no money shall be paid under the fore- be paid until
until
report of
final report
of
going
provision until
the final
report of the commissioners
commissioners under the final
going provision
until the
final report
commissioners.
commissioners.
act
shall have
made on
the claims embraced
act aforesaid
aforesaid shall
have been
been made
on all the
embraced in the See
see Post,
Post, p.
p. 377.
877.
twenty-fourth section
twenty-fourth
section of said act.
Vol.
Vol. xv.
xv. p.
p. 29.
29.
SEC.
further enacted, That so much of
S
EC. 3. And be it further
"An act
act making
making
of "An
additional appropriations,
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in the appropriations,
appropriations, Provision
additional
appropriations, and
and to supply
for.
Provision for
for sundry
sundry civil
the government
government for the fiscal year •ending
ending !i,,.g
a^eftatreNenw
for
civil expenses
expenses of
of the
)
a3e
r
n
°
t
f
atregru°
thirtieth of June, eighteen
the thirtieth
eightee n h
un d
re dand
an d sixty-six,
si
xt
ysi
x,
an d for
f
or ot
her purpur- 'ork
iork repealed.
repealed.
hundred
and
other
poses,"
poses," approved
approved April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, as provides
1886, ch.
28..
provides 1866,
ch. 28.
"for compensation
"for
compensation of the revenue
revenue agent
agen t stationed
st
at i
one d at
at New
New Y
ork
, i
p. 22.
York,
inn22. Ante,
Ante, p.
addition
sum authorized
June thirtieth, eighteen hunaddition to
to the sum
authorized by act of June
hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, including one thousand dollars for the current fiscal
dred and
fiscal
year,
year, two
two thousand dollars," be, and the same are hereby, repealed.
repealed.
SEC.
And be
further enacted, That nine hundred and twenty-five Deficiency for
SEC. 4.
4. And
be it further
for
thousand
as shall
necessary, i
thousand dollars,
dollars, or so much thereof as
sh
all be
be necessary,
here byfor
m
isa
61
6
1service
iss hereby
mail
service for
appropriated
Department, to supappropriated out of the revenues of the Post Office Department,
•
ply
the deficiency
for the mail service
ply the
deficiency for
service for the fiscal year ending June
hundred and sixty-six.
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six.
SEC.
5. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
watchman in the public Pay of watohSEC. 5.
it further
That each watchman
watchbuildings and grounds
grounds under
unde r the
th e commissioner
comm i
ss i
oner o
publi c buildings,
buildi ngs, whose
wh
osepublic
men
offpublic
men in
in public
pay is less
thousand dollars a
a ye
pay
less than one thousand
ar ,
s
hall, from
f
rom th
rs t day
day of
of build'gs.
buildings.
year,
shall,
thee fifirst
July,
eighteen hundred
a compensation
compensation of nine
July, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, receive
receive a
hundred
hundred dollars per annum.
annum.
SEC.
6. And
further enacted,
S
EC. 6.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That from and after the thirtieth Increase of
day
of June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, the compensation of the pay
day of
June, eighteen
patty ofmetropolof
upolice force
metropolitan
metropolitan police force of the District of Columbia be, and the same ittanpoicefor
is
increased as
as follows,
is hereby,
hereby, increased
follows, viz: Twenty
Twenty dollars per month, and the
necessary
appropriated; also, an additional innecessary sum
sum required
required is hereby appropriated;
crease
ten dollars
a month, said additional
crease of
of ten
dollars a
additional increase to be borne by the
the
cities of
Washington and
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and the county of Washington,
cities
of Washington
Washington, in to be borne by
by
the District
of Columbia,
thee p
proportion
too t
the
number
the
District of
Col um bi a,in
i
n th
ropor ti on equal
equa lt
he num
ber of
and
n
e
newo
n
nand
of patrol- IV
Washington
Georgetown,
men allotted
men
allotted severally
severally to the city of Washington, to the city of GeorgeGeorge- and
and Fn
in what'
town, and
and county
Washington outside of the corporate limits; and the
town,
county of
of Washington
Proport.
ion.
the proportion.
cities of
of Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
and the
county,maSebcevi
tied
cities
the levy court
court of said county,
maSyf °
b
e
ea
l
elvt
be, and
and they
special therefor.
therefor.
be,
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized and empowered
empowered to levy aaspecial
VOL.
vOL. xiv
XIV

21
21
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tax
not exceeding
one quarter
quarter of
one per
the purpose
purpose aforeafore.
for the
centum for
per centum
of one
exceeding one
tax not
said, and
and for
for no
no other
whatsoever.
purpose whatsoever.
other purpose
said,
SEC. 7.
it further
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy
of the
the Secretary
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
Property
be it
And be
7. And
SEC.
Property
saved fro
from rebel
be,
authorized to dispose of the property saved from
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
he is
and lie
be, and
rebel
saved
steamer Florida
the
steamer Florida,
Florida, and
distribute the
proceeds thereof
other
as other
thereof as
the proceeds
and distribute
rebel steamer
the rebel
may be
sold
be sold,
and
prize
law to
to be
be distributed.
distributed.
by law
is required
required by
money is
prize money
proceeds
and proceeds
SEC. 8. And be ittfrh
distributed.
distributed.
Sec.
further enacted, That midshipmen and acting midMidshipmen,
distributedn
&c.
to
entitled to
&c.entitled
one
ration, &c.
&e.
one ration,

SEC

8. And be itfurther enacted, That midshipmen and acting mid-

shipmen in
the navy
States shall
shall be
be entitled
to one
ration,
one ration,
entitled to
United States
the United
of the
navy of
in the
shipmen

or commutation
commutation therefor.
approved
act approved
SEC. 9.
9. And
be it
it further
That so
so much
much of
the act
of the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
sixty-three, entitled "An
and sixty-three,
March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
"An act making
Mareh third,
appropriations for
sundry civil
of the
for the
year
the year
government for
the government
expenses of
civil expenses
for sundry
appropriations
ending June
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
for the
year
the year
and for
sixty-four, and
and sixty-four,
hundred and
June thirty,
ending
ending the
the thirtieth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three, and for
1863,
June, eighteen
of' June,
thirtieth of
S163, ch. 79. ending
Vol. xii. p. 752. other purposes,"
as appropriates
appropriates three
three thousand
seven hundred and fifty
thousand seven
xii. p. 752. other purposes," as
Vol.
dollars for
resident in
in Greece,
hereby
Greece, be and the same is hereby
minister resident
for aa minister
dollars
repealed.
repealed.
Sec.
10. And
further enacted,
there is hereby appropriated
appropriated
enacted, That there
itfurther
be it
And be
SEC. 10.
Travelling
Travelling
expenses ot
the members
for the
members of
of the
the first
first regiregiof the
expenses of
of travelling
travelling expenses
payment of
the payment
first for
o first
expenses
Michigan
ment
of
Michigan
cavalry
from
the
place,
in
Utah
Territory,
where
they
they
where
Territory,
Utah
in
place,
the
from
cavalry
Michigan
ment of
cavalry.
were
mustered out
of service,
service, in
eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
year eighteen
the year
in the
out of
were mustered
to the
of their
their enrolment,
enrolment, a
a sum
each member
sufficient to allow each
sum sufficient
place of
the place
to
therefrom the amount
three
hundred and
and twenty-five
deducting therefrom
amount
dollars, deducting
twenty-five dollars,
three hundred
paid
for commutation
of travel,
travel, pay, and subsistence by the govcommutation of
each for
to each
paid to
ernment,
when thus
accounts be settled and
aid that the accounts
out, and
mustered out,
thus mustered
ernment, when
paid
the direction
Secretary of War.
the Secretary
of the
direction of
under the
paid under
S
EC. 11.
11. And
provisions of the act to
enacted, That the provisions
it further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
Judicial
powers
extended carry
effect the
the treaties
the United
United States
China, Japan,
Japan,
and China,
States and
between the
treaties between
into effect
carry into
extended
powers
to American
Siam, Persia,
Persia, and
and other
powers to
to minisminisjudicial powers
certain judicial
giving certain
countries, giving
other countries,
consuls,
Siam,
i
&c. imi
consuls, &c.
States, in
ters
consuls, or
other functionaries
the United
United States,
in those
of the
Egypt.
functionaries of
or other
and consuls,
ters and
Egypt.
1800, ch. 179, countries, and
approved, June twenty-second,
other purposes,
purposes, approved,
twenty-second, eighteen
for other
179, countries, and for
cb.
1o0,
22.
the consul-general
hundred and
and sixty,
shall extend
extend to
Egypt; and
and the
consul-general at
to Egypt;
sixty, shall
Vol. xii.
p. 76. hundred
xii.p.
Consul-general
Alexandria
shall have
twenty-two of such
power provided by section twenty-two
the power
have the
Alexandria shall
Consul-general
Alexanfdria. act for the consul-general or consul residing at the
at Alexandria.
country
of aacountry
capital of
act for the consul-general or consul residing at the capital
t Aexdr
where
there is no minister.
where there
enacted, That each and every
SEC. 12.
12. And
be itfurther
it further enacted,
every soldier
soldier who
who
And be
Additional
SEC.
bounty of
of $
of
nineteenth day of
the nineteenth
into the
army of
of the
States, after
after the
United States,
the United
the army
enlisted into
$00109 enlisted
bounty
certain ento certain
April,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-one, for
three
than three
less than
not less
of not
period of
a period
for a
and sixty-one,
April, eighteen
listed soldiers,
soldiers,
honorably
years, and
having served
honorably
served the time of his enlistment has been honorably
and having
dii- years,
honorably discharged;
from the
discharged,
charged;
discharged, and who has received
received or who is entitled to receive
receive from
the
United States
under existing
existing laws,
laws, aa bounty
bounty of one hundred
hundred dollars and
States under
United
no more,
more, aud
any such
such soldier
enlisted for not less than three years, who
soldier enlisted
and any
no
has been
been honorably
discharged on account of wounds received
received in the line
honorably discharged
has
and the
the widow,
widow, minor
children or
parents in the order named,
or parents
minor children
duty, and
of duty,
their iid- of
or thelr.wislows,
chil- of
soldier who died in the service of the United States or of
such soldier
of any
any such
minor chilows, minor
dren,
duty,
line of
of duty,
in the
and in
service, and
in the
parents. disease or wounds
dren, or
or parents.
wounds contracted while
while in
the service,
the line
shall
paid the
additional bounty of one hundred dollars hereby authe additional
be paid
shall be
thorized.
S
EC. 13.
13. And
be it
enacted, That
to each
each and
every soldier
and every
That to
farther enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
Additional
bounty
$50:toto who enlisted into the army of the United States, after the fourteenth day
bounty of $50
enlisted
certain
certain
of April,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-one, fbr
for aa period
of not less than
period of
and sixty-one,
April, eighteen
of
soldiers, &c.
&c.
two
years and
and who
who is not included in the foregoing section,
section, and has been honhontwo years
orably
serving two
two years, and who has received or is
after serving
discharged after
orably discharged
a bounty
entitled
receive from
from the
the United
United States, under existing laws, a
bounty
to receive
entitled to
of
hundred dollars and no more, shall be paid an additional bounty
of one hundred
years
two years
of
dollars, and any such soldier enlisted for not less than two
fifty dollars,
of fifty
the
received in
in the
who has been honorably discharged on account of wounds received
order
of duty, and the widow, minor children, or parents, in the order
line of
named, of
of any
such soldier who died in the service of the United States,
any such
named,

Appropriation
Appropriation
for
resiminister resifor .minister
dent in Greece
repealed.
rqpealed.
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or
wounds contracted
contracted while
the service,
service, and
and in
in the
line
the line
in the
while in
disease, or
or wounds
or of
of disease,
of
additional bounty
of fifty
fifty dollars
dollars hereby
hereby authorauthorbounty of
shall be
be paid
paid the
the additional
of duty,
duty, shall
ized.
ized.
Sac. 14.
enacted, That
any soldier
have Soldiers who
who shall
shall have
14. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That any
soldier who
SEC.
have sold, asbartered,
exchanged, or
his signed,
have sold,
asor given
given away
away his
transferred, loaned,
loaned, exchanged,
sold, assigned,
assigned, transferred,
bartered, sold,
loaned,
final
discharge
papers,
or
any
interest
in
the
bounty
provided
by
this
or
or
&c.their disfinal discharge papers, or any interest in the bounty provided by this
&c.
charge papers,
any
other act
Congress, shall
not be
entitled to
receive any
additional charge
papers,
shall not
be entitled
to receive
any additional
any other
act of
of Congress,
entitled to
bounty
whatever; and
and when
entitled to
for said
said not
not
is made
made by
by any soldier for
application is
when application
bounty whatever;
the bounty.
bounty,
he shall
be required,
required, under
under the
and penalties
penalties of
of perjury,
pedury, to
to Soldier
bounty, he
shall be
the pains
pains and
applySoldier'apply
ing
bounty to
to
make
oath or
or affirmation
identity, and
that he
he has
ing for
foroath.
bounty
has not
not so
so bartered,
bartered, make
of his
his identity,
and that
make oath
affirmation of
sold,
exchanged, loaned,
loaned, or given away
away either his make oath.
assigned, transferred,
transferred, exchanged,
sold, assigned,
Claim
discharge
papers, or
aforesaid. And no
Claim not
not to
to
as aforesaid.
or any interest
interest in
in any
any bounty as
discharge papers,
entertained,
claim
for such
bounty shall
be entertained
entertained by
by the
the paymaster-general,
or be
be entertained,
paymaster-general, or
shall be
claim for
such bounty
except, &c.
other
accounting or
receipt of
of the
the claimclaim- ecept,
officer except
except upon receipt
or disbursing
disbursing officer
other accounting
ant's
papers, accompanied
accompanied by
the statement
under oath,
oath, as
as by
by
by the
statement under
ant's discharge
discharge papers,
this section provided.
provided.
S
EC. 15.
it further
the payment
of the
addi- PaymasterSEC.
15. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
in the
payment of
the addiPaymastergeneral to
to exexpaymaster- general
tional
herein provided for, it shall be the duty of the paymastertional bounty herein
amine accounts
accounts
amine
general,
regulations as
by the
the of soldiers makgeneral, under
under such rules and regulations
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
application
Secretary of
of War,
War, to
to cause
cause to
be examined
examined the
the accounts
each and
of each
and ing application
accounts of
to be
Secretary
for bounties,
bounties, &c
&c
every
application therefor, and if found entitled therethere- for
who makes
makes application
every soldier
soldier who
to shall pay said bounties.
Sac.
SEC. 16. And
And be it
it further
futrther enacted,
enacted,That in the reception, examination,
examination, Rules for acaccounting officers
officers
counting
settlement,
settlement, and payment of claims for said additional bounty due the in
paying claims
of Pwidoys,
deceased soldiers, the accounting officers
widows or heirs of deceased
officers of the treas- of
widows, &c.s
&A.
fbr the paymaster.
paymaster- for additional
nry shall be governed
governed by the restrictions prescribed for
ury
bounty.
general by the Secretary
Secretary of War, and the payment
payment shall be made in like bounty.
manner
manner under the direction of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
SEC. 17. And
And be it further enacted,
Sac.
enacted, That the compensation
compensation of each Pay and mileage
of senators,
age of
senators,
representative, and delegate in Congress shall be five thousand representatives,
senator, representative,
representatives,
dollars per annum,
of the
annum, to
to be computed
computed from
from the first
first day
day of
the present
present Con- and delegates
delegates in
Congress.
gress, and in addition thereto mileage at the rate of twenty cents per Congress.
mile, to be estimated by the nearest route usually travelled in going
going to
Accrued milemileand returning
returning from each regular session; but nothing herein contained Accrued
age accounts not
.":*
shall affect
affect mileage
mileage accounts
already accrued
accrued under
laws: ProPro- afected.
accounts already
under existing laws:
affected.
acmileage accounts
certified by Mileage
Mileage achereafter mileage
accounts of senators
senators shall be certified
vided, That
That hereafter
counts, how to
the president of the Senate, and those of representatives
delegates counts,
representatives and delegates
how to
be certified.
by the speaker of the House of Representatives:
Representatives: And provided
provided further,
further, Pay of speaker.
er.
That the pay of the speaker shall be eight thousand dollars
dollars per annum.
Sac.
further enacted,
enacted, That there
there be allowed and paid to Twenty per
SEC. 18. And be it further
per
cent additional
employds cent
additional
messengers, and all other employes
the officers,
officers, clerks, committee clerks, messengers,
pay to officers,
of the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives,
to the
and official
and House
Representatives, and
and to
the Globe
Globe and
official clerks,
clerks, reporter,
reporters,
&c. of Senate
reporters
reporters of each house, and the stenographer of the House, and to the &c.
and House of
capitol police, and the three
superintendents of the public gardens, their and
three superintendents
House of
Representatives
clerks and assistants, and to
assistant librarians,
messengers, and librarian,
clerks
to the
the librarian,
librarian, assistant
librarians, messengers,
librarian,
&c. of
of congrescongrescongressional library,
library, an addition of twenty
and other employes of the congressional
twenty &c.
sional library.
commence with the
Congress;
per cent on their present pay, to commence
the present Congress;onlibra
and the amount necessary
appropriated
necessary to pay this allowance
allowance is hereby appropriated
appropriated.
out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Preservation
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 19. And be it
enacted, That the sum of eight thousand Preservation
of
of
of harbor
harbor of
dollars
dollars is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury not Provincetown,
Provincetown,
appropriated for the preservation of the harbor of ProvinceProvince- Mass.
otherwise appropriated
town, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the same to be expended
supervision of a
a
expended under the supervision
commission or board of officers to be appointed
appointed by the Secretary of War.
APPROVED, July
28, 1866.
APPROVED,
July 28,
1866.
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CHAP. CCXCVII.
CCXCVII. -—An
to supply
Deficiencies in
the Airproprlations
for the
Service
the Service
Appropriationsfor
in the
Act to
supply Deficiencies
An Act
CHAP.
of the
Year ending
thirty, eighteen
Purand for
for other
other Fur.
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ending June
June thirty,
the Fiscal
Fiscal Year
of
poses.
poses.

Be
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
assembled, That
be, and
and
sums be,
following sums
the following
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
the same
hereby, appropriated
deficiencies in
the appropriaappropriain the
supply deficiencies
to supply
appropriated to
are hereby,
the
same are
tions for the fiscal year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
in the
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
not otherwise
the treasury
treasury not
of any
any money
money in
out of
sixty-six, out
and
Executive.—
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the executive
includoffice, includexecutive office,
gxecutive.
Executive.- For
Executive.
ing stationery
stationery thereof,
thereof, four
four thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ing
Treasury
the first
first comptroller:
comptroller:
of the
Office of
Treasury DeDepartment.- Office
Treasury Department.—
Treasury
For the
employment of
of temporary
temporary clerks
clerks in
in said
said office,
two thousand
thousand
partment.
partment.
For
the employment
office, two
Office of let
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
cOtfcollerst five
comptroller;
comptroller;
Office of
comptroller of
of the
comptroller
the currency:
currency:
of comptroller
Office
comptroller
For compensation
of currency.
currency.
compensation of the comptroller, deputy comptroller, clerks, messengers,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirty thousand
and laborers,
laborers, thirty
sengers, and
Light-House
expenses, viz:
stationery,
For stationery,
viz: For
contingent expenses,
Board.-ForFor contingent
Light-house
Light-House Board.—
1
,
oard.
miscellaneous
expenses, and postage, and renewing furniture and cases in
1,oard.
miscellaneous expenses,
the office,
office, one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one thousand
the
For stationery
stationery for
for the
the Treasury
Department and
and its
various bureaus,
bureaus,
its various
Treasury Department
For
Stationery.
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty
For
southeast executive
executive building,
building, including
including the
viz:
extension, viz:
the extension,
Southeast
For southeast
Southeast
executive buildFor
contingent expenses,
viz:
For
fuel,
light,
miscellaneous
viz:
For
fuel,
labor,
light,
and
miscellaneous
For
contingent
expenses,
ing.
ing .
items, twenty
items,
twenty thousand dollars.
For
of buildings
buildings for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
of clerks
who cannot
cannot be
be
clerks who
rent of
For rent
accommodated
treasury building,
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
building, five
in the
the treasury
accommodated in
Department of
compensation for the asadditional compensation
of the
the Interior.—
Interior.- For
Departnzent of
For additional
Department
of
Department
Interior.
sistant
secretary, five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
sistant secretary,
Assistant
secretary.
hundred
For
compiling and
and supervising
For compiling
supervising the
the Biennial
Biennial Register,
Register, five
five hundred
secretary.
Biennial Regis- doll
dollars.
dollars.
ter.
Post Office
additional compensation
to three
asthree ascompensation to
ffice Department.
Department.—For
- For additional
D-t OceP
Post Office Desistant
general, at
five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each,
hundred
fifteen hundred
each, fifteen
at five
postmasters general,
sistant postmasters
'partnent.
partment.
Additional pay dollars.
Additional
of assistant postFor compensation
of the
the additional
the Post
Post Office
Office DepartDepartclerks in
in the
additional clerks
For
compensation of
assisterant posf
masters general.
ment,
to be
be appointed
by act
February
approved February
of Congress
Congress approved
act of
appointed by
authorized to
Pay
of adment, authorized
Pay ofadditional
hundred and
forty-four thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred
ditional clerks.
clerks, sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, forty-four
1866,
1866, ch. 10.
for the
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth
ending June
the fiscal
dollars, fbr
3. dollars,
Ante, p.
p. 3.
sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
For
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five thousand
expenses, five
contingent expenses,
For contingent
Contingent
Contingent
expenses.
expenses,
For twenty per centum additional to the salaries of female clerks
clerks emTwenty
Twenty per
ployed in
in the
Office Department,
as per
per act
act of
twenty-fifth, eigheighJune twenty-fifth,
of June
Department, as
Post Office
the Post
additional ployed
cent additional
June thirtieth,
teen hundred
and sixty-four,
year ending
ending June
thirtieth,
the fiscal
fiscal year
sixty-four, for
for the
hundred and
to female clerks. teen
1664, ch. 147,4 3.
Provided, That
That
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
dollars: Provided,
1664, ch. p147,3. eighteen
hundred and
sixty-six, four
four thousand
thousand dollars:
Vol. xiii. p. 160.
from and
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
the regular
regular
sixty-six, the
hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
and after
after June
Female folders from
in dead-letter
dead-letter
compensation
dead-letter office shall be at the
compensation of the female folders in the dead-letter
have
office to have
rate of
of fifty
dollars per
month.
per month.
fifty dollars
rate
$50
$50 aamonth.
For
centum additional
additional to the salaries
salaries of
of the laborers emper centum
twenty per
For twenty
Twenty per
cent
additional ployed in
Office Department, and paid from the contingent fund,
cent additional
in the Post Office
to
laborers.
to laborers.
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
for
two
two thousand
thousand and forty dollars.
the eastern
of attorney
attorney for
compensation of
Attorneys. -— For
District
District Attorneys.
For compensation
for the
eastern
District attorneys.
neys.
district of
of New York, from
from March
March twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen hundred and
and
sixty-five, to
June thirtieth,
sixty-six, two
hundred
two hundred
eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
to June
thirtieth, eighteen
sixty-five,
and fifty-five dollars
dollars and
and fifty-five
fifty-five cents.
cents.
For
mail steamship
between the
United States
States and
Brazil, from
from
and Brazil,
the United
service between
steamship service
For mail
Mail steamship
service with
with
November
service
November first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, to June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
Brazil.
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, one
dollars, or
much thereof
thereof
so much
or so
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
one hundred
hundred
as
may be
be due.
due.
as may
Watchmen
Watchmen for
for For compensation
watchmen for the dome of the capitol, at
compensation of three watchmen

Deficiencies
Deficiencies
appropriations
appropriations
for
for 1866.
1866.
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seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars
dollars each,
each, for
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June
year ending
the fiscal
seven
thirty,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
and sixty
sixty
hundred and
twenty-one hundred
sixty-seven, twenty-one
hundred and
thirty, eighteen
dollars.
Navy hospital
hospital
For
navy hospital
District of
of Columbia,
thirty thousand
thousand Navy
Columbia, thirty
at Washington,
Washington, District
hospital at
For navy
at Washington.
at Washington.
dollars.
dollars.
dollars.
The compensation
compensation of
the deputy
solicitor of
of the
the court
court of
claims shall
Compensation
shall of Compensation
of claims
deputy solicitor
of the
The
deputy solicibe,
from
and
after
June
thirty,
eighteen
hundred
and
sixty-six,
three
thouofrdeputy
be, from and after June thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, three thou- tor
of courtsoolcis
of
sand and
five hundred
hundred dollars,
out of
of any
money in
the claims estabany money
in the
payable quarterly
quarterly out
dollars, payable
and five
sand
lished.
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated.
lished.
otherwise appropriated.
treasury
General Land
Land Office.
Office.—
supply the
for salaries
salaries and
General land
land
and comcorn- General
the deficiency
deficiency for
- To
To supply
General
missions of
of registers
receivers of
of the
the district
district land
land offices
offices for
the year
year office.
office.
for the
and receivers
registers and
missions
ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
thousand
forty thousand
sixty-six, forty
thirtieth, eighteen
ending June
dollars.
of
For
of marshal
March Marshal
Marshal of
district of New York from March
the eastern district
marshal of the
For salary
salary of
eastern district
yo
twenty-second, eighteen
hundred and
June thirtieth,
eighteen eolisirew
twenty-second,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, to
to June
thirtieth, eighteen
offNew York.
hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, two
and fifty-five
dollars and fifty-five
fifty-five
fifty-five dollars
two hundred
hundred and
hundred and
cents.
Public
Public
Public
Buildings and Grounds.--To
Grounds. —To complete
complete the sewer through the buildings
Public Buildings
and
botanic
garden, fifteen
dollars: Provided,
That the
the commissioner
commissioner grounds. ad
Provided,That
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars:
botanic garden,
through
of
buildings shall
two weeks
weeks for
for sealed
for Sewer
Sewerthrough
sealed proposals
proposals for
advertise for
for two
shall advertise
of public
public buildings
botanic garden.
the
work and
the furnishing
of materials
therefor in
in botanic
the performance
performance of
of such
such work
and the
furnishing of
materials therefor
garden.
be
Proposals
to
to be
Proposals
the
two newspapers
newspapers in
in the
of Washington
Washington authorized
authorized to
the advertised for.
the two
the city
city of
to publish
publish the
official
advertisements, and at the expiration
expiration of such time, on a
aday to be
official advertisements,
specified
in such
such advertisement,
be opened
opened by the comadvertisement, the proposals shall be
specified in
missioner
the presence
presence of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Inin the
buildings in
of public
public buildings
missioner of
Work to
to be
be
terior,
person who shall have offered Work
shall be
be then
then let to the person
the work shall
terior, and the
let to lowest
to
do the
the same
the materials
materials at
and aggreaggre- bidder, do.
to do
same and
and furnish
furnish the
at the
the lowest
lowest rates
rates and
&c.
gate,
give proper
performance of his
his confor the
the performance
proper security
security for
who shall
shall give
gate, and
and who
tract;
and the
commissioner of
of public
public buildings
buildings is hereby
hereby required
required to
the commissioner
tract; and
report
Congress at
Report to
session aa full state- Report
at the
the commencement
commencement of the next session
report to
to Congress
Congress of ap
ment
the expenditure
of the
appropriations for
this propriations,
ment of
of the
expenditure of
the present
present and
and past
past appropriations
for this
Congress of a.
work, with
with the
the rates
that have
paid for
materials under
under for this work.
work,
rates that
have been
been paid
for work
work and
and materials
each appropriation.
appropriation.
waterTo
buildings to reconstruct
reconstruct the lower Lower waterof public buildings
To enable
enable the
the commissioner
commissioner of
closets of suwater-closets of the
marble around
around the fur- fo
closets
ofo.urt
sucourt room,
room, to place marble
water-closets
the supreme
supreme court
r
o
em
mt
ecourt
r
preme
nace register,
register, by
by way
protection, and
to make
nace
way of
of protection,
and to
make such
such other
other improvements
improvements room, &c.
hundred
as the chief
chief justice of the court may desire, one thousand five hundred
dollars.
Long Bridge.
To repair
repair the
the planking
for other
repairs to
Bridge, over the
Long Bridgto Long
Long Bridge,
and for
other repairs
planking and
To
Potomac,
three
thousand
dollars.
Potomac, three thousand
Public
For iron
iron seats
the public
public grounds,
thousand dollars.
For
seats for
for the
grounds, one
one thousand
dollars.
Publin
grounds.
altera- President's
To enable
enable the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of public buildings
buildings to
to make
make such
such alteraPresident's
house.
tions in the
the arrangement
arrangement of the business offices in the President's house house.
as
President may
dollars.
may desire, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
as the
the President
For
of one
the greenhouses
hundred
at the
the President's, five hundred
one of
of the
greenhouses at
For repair
repair of
dollars.
For
President's house, six thousand dollars, for
For annual
annual repairs
repairs of the President's
the
hundred and sixty-seven.
year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
the year
To
house,
furnishing of
of the
the President's house,
the repairing
repairing and
and furnishing
To complete
complete the
twenty thousand dollars.
To
deficiency in
Georgetown,
To meet aadeficiency
in lighting Bridge and
and High streets, Georgetown,
Lighting streets.
for the
three months
months of
the last
last fiscal
fiscal year, eleven hundred
Lghtig stree
hundred dollars.
of the
for
the three
roof-gutters at the President's
President's house as to prevent
prevent inTo so alter
alter the
the roof-gutters
jury
jury by
by overflow
overflow of water, three thousand dollars.
additional twenty per centum compensation
messenger Twenty per
per
For the additional
compensation to the messenger
cent to
messenmessentocourt
eighteen cent
of the
the court of claims from January twenty-ninth to June thirtieth, eighteen
ger
of court
of
of
ger of
hundred and sixty-six, sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars and twenty cents.
claims.
Bath-room of
bath-room of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, two hun- Bath-room
To ventilate the bath-room
House of RepreHouse
of Repredred
dred dollars.
dollars.
sentatives.
sentatives.
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To alter
repair the
the building
the city
city of
of Philadelphia
belonging
Philadelphia belonging
in the
building in
and repair
alter and
To
to
to the
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania bank building, so as to
as the
known as
States, known
the United
United States,
to
render it
it suitable
for the
connected with
with the
the appraisers
appraisers connected
of the
occupancy of
the occupancy
suitable for
render
customs at
under the
of the
the
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
direction of
the direction
Philadelphia, under
at Philadelphia,
customs
Treasury, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Treasury,
Indian
Department. -Miscellaneous.
— Miscellaneous. —
the general
general incidental
incidental exex- For
For the
Indian
Indian Department.
department.
penses of
of Indian
Indian service
in Nevada,
presents of
goods, agricultural
agricultural impleimpleof goods,
Nevada, presents
in
service
penses
deprtment.
Miscellaneous.
ments, and other useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent
service ments, and other useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent
Indian service
abodes and
sustain themselves
themselves by
civilized life, to be expursuits of civilized
the pursuits
by the
and sustain
abodes
in Nevada.
pended under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
of the
Interior, twenty-five
twenty-five
the Interior,
Secretary of
pended
thousand dollars;
of which
which amount
amount the
sum of
hunseven bunthousand seven
nine thousand
of nine
the sum
dollars; of
Payment to thousand
James W. Nye. dred and twenty-three dollars
James W. Nye, late govbe paid
paid to James
W.Nye. dred and twenty-three dollars shall be
James
ernor and
of Indian
affairs for
balance found
found
for balance
Nevada, for
for Nevada,
Indian affairs
superintendent of
and superintendent
ernor
due him.
For additional
additional compensation
publishers of
of the
the statutes
statutes at
at large,
large,
the publishers
to the
compensation to
For
Statutes at
large.
twenty-four
hundred and
and fifty-seven
dollars and twenty-one cents.
fifty-seven dollars
twenty-four hundred
large.
To
pay the
the salary
salary of
of. Edward
Jarvis, from
January first, eighteen
huneighteen hunfrom January
Edward Jarvis,
Ed ward JarTo pay
Edward
vis, for
of dred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, to May thirty-first,
thirty-first, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, for
for
digest of
vis,
for digest
facts as to mordigesting
the
facts
as
to
mortality
and
diseases,
collected
by
the
census
mar
mar
census
by
the
collected
diseases,
and
mortality
as
to
tality and disthe
facts
digesting
eases,
cases, in census shals in eighteen hundred and sixty, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
of 1860.
To
Secretary of State to remove
remove his office and contents,
contents,
the Secretary
enable the
To enable
of ecOf0fi
Office of Secthousand dollars,
in addition
addition to the
heretofore approprisum heretofore
the sum
dollars, in
twenty-five thousand
retary of State. twenty-five
ated.
the Secretary
of War
War to
to make
the pay
pay of
persons ememthe persons
of the
make the
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
tempo- To
Pay of temporary clerks in
ployed at any time during the last fiscal year as temporary
temporary clerks in the
quartermasterofice of the quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general, or any division thereof;
quartermasterthereof; equal to the
office office
general's
general's office
of first-class
which is
hereby directed, such sum as may be
is hereby
clerks, which
first-class clerks,
pay of
to pay
made equal to
necessary for
for this
this purpose.
that of first-class necessary
clerks.
To enable
enable the
of the
to pay
pay the
the reasonable
costs and
and
reasonable costs
Interior to
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
To
Expenses of
expenses
delegates of the Southern
Southern Cherby the delegates
or incuri•ed
incuri'ed by
paid or
actually paid
expenses actually
delegation of
delegation
Southern
stay in
during their stay
from Washington,
Southern CheroChero- okees in coming
coining to and going from
Washington, and during
kees.
formation of treaties
and about
about the negotiation
negotiation upon the formation
treaties of peace and
and
amity with
tribes, a
exceeding ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars:
dollars:
not exceeding
a sum
sum not
Indian tribes,
the Indian
with the
amity
Sum to be
refunded from
Provided, That said sum shall be refunded to the treasury from the proProvided,

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
bank
building.
bank building.

sales
of
lands.
sales
of lands.
Increased pay
of judges of
supreme court
of
of District of
o
Columbia.
1866,ch.103,42.
lS66,ch.103,§2.
Ante,
p.
55.
Ante, p. 5.

lands in
in Kansas.
Cherokee neutral
neutral lands
of the
the sales
ceeds of
ceeds
sales of
of the
the Cherokee
increased compensation
for increased
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
That for
compensation of
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
the chief
chief justice and associate
associate justices of the supreme
supreme court of the District
off Columbia,
Columbia, authorized
authorized by
of the
of June first,
act of
the act
section of
second section
the second
by the
first day of June, eighteen
the first
sixty-six, from
eighteen
and sixty-six,
from the
eighteen hunhundred and
eighteen hundred
dred
hundred and
and
dred and sixty-six, to the thirtieth day of June, eighteen hundred
seventy-four dollars and sixty-five
sixty-six,
sixty-five
sixty-six, the sum of three hundred and seventy-four
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
is hereby
cents is
S
EC. 3.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
sum of
of thirty-two
thirty-two thousand
thousand
the sum
That the
3. And
And be
SEC.
Quieting title
Quieting
to occupants of dollars be, and is hereby, appropriated
appropriated to enable the Secretary
Secretary of the InIncertain lands
certain
nd the terior to quiet the title of the occupants
occupants of the following lands, conveyed
conveyed
conveyed by
conveyed
by the
the
by the
the United
Joseph Richardville,
Riehardville, senior, and Joseph Richardto Joseph
States to
United States
United States. by
190. ville,
hundred
October sixth, eighteen hundred
junior, by treaty at Saint Mary's, October
(ol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 190.
ville, junior,
(26),
and eighteen,
eighteen, to
to wit:
wit: The west half of section number
number twenty-six (26),
and
number
twenty-eight (28),
(28), and section number
the east half of section number twenty-eight
twenty-seven
(27), of township five south, range four east, lying in the
the
twenty-seven (27),
county of Auglaize and State of Ohio.
whereas doubts have arisen
enacted, That whereas
SEc. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
arisen
SEC.
eighteen
whether
approved March third, eighteen
whether the fourth section of the act approved
An act
to amend
act to
to provide
inprovide inan act
amend an
act to
entitled, ""An
sixty-five, entitled,
and sixty-five,
Construction of hundred
hundred and
Construction
government, to pay interest
1865, ch. 78, 4§ 4.4. ternal revenue
revenue to support the government,
interest on the public
Vol.
xiii. p.
483. debt, and for other purposes,"
p. 483.
Vol. xiii.
purposes," approved
approved June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
authorized disbursing
disbursing agents
agents to disburse
disburse other moneys
sixty-four, authorized
and sixty-four,
fburth section: therefore,
than those appropriated
appropriated in the said fourth
therefore, for the purpose of removing such doubts and declaring
declaring the true intent and meaning
meaning
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of
said fourth
be deemed,
deemed, held,
and
held, and
shall be
section shall
fourth section
the said
[section], the
fourth [section],
of said
said fourth
construed
and remaining
remaining in
in full
full force
and effect
and after
after
from and
effect from
force and
as being
being and
construed as
the third day of March, eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, until
the same
same
until the
and sixty-five,
the third day of March, eighteen
shall
have
been
modified
or
repealed,
and
as
authorizing
the
disbursedisbursethe
authorizing
as
and
repealed,
or
modified
been
have
shall
ment through such
that
and that
appropriated, and
heretofore appropriated,
moneys heretofore
of moneys
agents of
ment through such agents
may hereafter be appropriated, for the payment of the
lawful expenses
expenses
the
lawful
of
payment
for
the
appropriated,
may hereafter be
incident to
into effect
effect the
the various
acts relative
the assessment
assessment
to the
relative to
various acts
carrying into
incident to carrying
and
of the
internal revenues;
revenues; and
all bonds
bonds and
obligations
and obligations
and all
the internal
collection of
and collection
heretofore entered
of internal
as disbursing
disbursing
revenue as
internal revenue
collectors of'
by collectors
into by
entered into
heretofbre
agents
binding and
such collectors
collectors and
and their
their
upon such
obligatory upon
and obligatory
be binding
shall be
agents shall
sureties,
well in
in respect
respect to
which have
been or
hereafter
may hereafter
or may
have been
moneys which
to moneys
as well
sureties, as
be
received by
collectors as
as such
agents as
to moneys
apmoneys apas to
disbursing agents
such disbursing
said collectors
by said
be received
propriated in
in the
the said
said fourth
section.
fourth section.
propriated
SEC. 5.
5. And
it further
police and
two
and two
capitol police
the capitol
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
policemen at
mansion shall
entitled to
to the
increased
the increased
be entitled
shall be
executive mansion
the executive
policemen at the
compensation allowed
by law
law to
to officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
and others
in
others in
allowed by
compensation
the
employ of
of the
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House of
the House
the employ
S
EC. 6.
6. And
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
approbe approsums be
following sums
the following
And be
SEC.

397
397

Collectors of
of
Collectors
rev'enu
intrnal
dyenne
interal re
b
a
e
wi
s
nifwasagents,
ag:ts,
bisring
to
what
to disburse
disburse what
moueY
moneys.s•

Increased pay
pay
Increased
to
capitol police.
tocapitolpolice.

Appropriation
Appropriation
appropriated,,viz:atSanta Fe.
priated out
out of
of any
otherwise appropriated
treasury not otherwise
the treasury
money in the
any money
priated
For
the depositary
at Santa
Santa Fe,
Fe, New
New Mexico,
act
Mexico, per act
depositary at
of the
compensation of
For compensation
of March
March third,
hundred and
and sixty-three,
one thousand dollars.
sixty-three, one
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
of
For
salaries of
of additional
additional compensation
officers Additional
Additional
of officers
compensation of
and additional
clerks and
additional clerks
For salaries
and
clerks,
under
act
of
August
sixth,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty-six,
at
cle,r
8
k,:t &o.
at
lterks,
forty-six,
and
hundred
eighteen
sixth,
of
August
under
act
and clerks,
Vol. ix. p. 69.
such rates
of the
the Treasury
reason- -frof:1:.-i,."6.
deem just and reasonmay deem
Treasury may
Secretary of
as the
the Secretary
rates as
such
able, ten
dollars.
thousand dollars.
ten thousand
able,
For
of two
two superintendents
for the
life-saving stations
on Life-saving
Life-saving
stations on
the life-saving
superintendents for
compensation of
For compensation
l
stations.
fourteenth, s
the coasts
coasts of
December fourteenth,
t
ai
s
o
5
n
5
s
.h
Long Island and New Jersey, per acts December
of Long
the
eighteen hundred
and fifty-four,
August eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred vol.
p..697.
p.
697.
Vol. x. °
eighteenth, eighteen
and August
fifty-four, and
hundred and
eighteen
8
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, two
two thousand
dollars.
1856,
160.
1S oh.
ci. .160.
V
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
and
95.
For
of fifty-four
keepers of stations, per same acts, six xi.Vol.
fifty-four keepers
compensation of
For compensation
thousand dollars.
thousand
Quartermaster.
For salary
salary of
of the
the superintendent
of the
guar- Quartermaster.
the building occupied by the quarsuperintendent of
For
'
s office.
termaster-general's
office, two
two hundred
the current
current fiscal
year.office.
general s
general
fiscal year.
for the
dollars for
hundred dollars
termaster-general's office,
For contingent
expenses of
of the
the Senate,
Contingent
Contingent
viz:
Senate, viz:
contingent expenses
For
exp
For the
folding-room, six
dollars.
Senate.
enses
theof
of the
Sena
six thousand
thousand dollars.
For
the Senate
Senate folding-room,
For additional
the session, five thousand dollars.
during the
messengers during
additional messengers
For
SEC. 7.
7. And
be it
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
di- Estimates
for
for
Estimates
War be
be diof War
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
And be
SEC.
firIg;
p
f
r
o
o
r iur
for War
rected to
to cause
cause estimates
be made
made for
for the
eofvlttildfire-proof ings
of suitable fire-proof
erection of
the erection
to be
estimates to
rected
buildings for
War Department
Department in Washington,
Washington, stating the location and Department.
the War
for the
buildings
price of
of the
land, and
and cost
of necessary
necessary buildings,
reported
to be reported
buildings, to
cost of
and plans
plans and
the land,
price
at
at the next session of Congress.
S
EC. 8.
8. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled Amendment
of
Amend n ent of
four of
section four
That section
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
1849, ch. 129,4 4
lp29
4
lvoic:.
"
An
act
to
provide
for
the
payment
of
horses
property
lost
or
Vol.
ix. p.
415.
property
other
and
of
horses
payment
for
the
provide
act
to
"An
destroyed
the service
service of
of the
the United
approved March three,
three, 1789,
1789, ch. 12.
States," approved
United States,"
in the
destroyed in
66.
p. 65.
eighteen
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, be
out all after the Vol. i.i. p.
striking out
by striking
amended by
be amended
hundred and
eighteen hundred
enacting clause,
clause, and
and in
in lieu
"That the said
thereof inserting the words: "That
lieu thereof
enacting
auditor shall,
shall, in
in all
all cases,
cases, transmit
his adjustment,
adjustment, with all the papers retransmit his
auditor
lating thereto,
thereto, to
the second
second comptroller,
comptroller, for
for his revision
and decision
revision and
to the
lating
thereon, the
the same
same in
in all
respects as
as is
provided in the
second
the act of the second
is provided
all respects
thereon,
of
September, eighteen
eighteen [seventeen]
eighty-nine."
hundred and eighty-nine."
[seventeen] hundred
of September,
Sen
SEC. 9.
9. And
enacted, That
That the
sum of
of' five thousand
thousM-td dol- Index to §en
the sum
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
SiC.
citi
l
m
iss
t
atelist
the a
any money in
appropriated, out of any
in the
a
eoofprivate
fp
ri
vate
be and the same is hereby appropriated,
lars be
treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
expense of continuing
continuing
the expense
to defray
defray the
appropriated, to
treasury not
the
index to
Congress,
private claims down to the present Congress,
to Senate
Senate list of private
the index
in
the order
order of
of the
eighteen
dated March sixteen, eighteen
Senate, dated
the Senate,
of the
in pursuance
pursuance of
hundred
hundred and sixty-six.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 28, 1866.
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and f'r
An
Act to
to protect
Revenue, and
pr other
other Purposes.
Purposes.
the Revenue,
protect the
An Act

Be it
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
from and after the tenth
Duties
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That from
in Congress assembled,
lieu States
Duties in lieu
from
of
former
August
duties,
10, day
August, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, in lieu of the duties now
of August,
day of
duties,
of former
section,
1866,
imposed
by law
law on
on the
the articles
articles mentioned
embraced in this section,
mentioned and embraced
imposed by
upon
1866, upon
there
shall be
be levied,
wares, and
merchanand merchanall goods,
goods, wares,
on all
paid, on
and paid,
collected, and
levied, collected,
there shall
dise
foreign countries,
[hereinafter]
heretofore [hereinafter]
duties heretofore
the duties
countries, the
from foreign
imported from
dise imported

viz:
provided, viz:
Cigars c
i
garOn
cigars, cigarettes,
cigarettes, and
of all kinds, three dollars per pound,
cheroots of
and cheroots
On cigars,
cigarCigars
paper
ettes,
and, in
thereto, fifty
fifty per
centurn ad
Provided, that paper
ad valorem:
valorem: Provided,
per centum
in addition
addition thereto,
che- and,
ettes, and checigars
roots,
cigars and cigarettes, including wrappers, shall be subject
subject to the same duduon
further, That on
ties
as are
herein imposed
upon cigars:
cigars: And
And provided further,
imposed upon
are herein
ties as
and after
the first
first day
day of
August, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six, no
no
eighteen hundred
of August,
after the
and
Imported
cigars
shall be
imported unless
unless the
same are
packed in
of not
not more
more
boxes of
in boxes
are packed
the same
be imported
cigars shall
Imported

cigars,
to be
howtobe
cigars, how
packed;
how
to
be
enbe
p^hokto entered,
where
and where
tered, and

imported
of any
than
cigars in
in each
each box;
and no
no entry
entry of
any imported
box; and
hundred cigars
than five
five hundred
a single
of
quantity than three thousand
thousand in a
less quantity
of less
or
on
be placed
placed in public store or
shall be
importation shall
on importation
therefrom until the same
placed;
shall not be removed therefrom
same
shall
placed;
to
be stamped.
to be
stamped. shall
have been
been inspected
and a
a stamp
stamp affixed
to each
each box
indicating such
shall have
inspected and
affixed to
box indicating
such
Treasury is
inspection,
with
the
date
thereof.
And the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
And
thereof.
date
inspection, with the
requisite stamps, and to make all necesStamps
hereby authorized
authorized to
necesprovide the requisite
to provide
to be
be hereby
Stamps to
sary regulations
provided.
regulations for carrying the above
above provisions
provisions of law into effect;
effect;
Cotton.
On
cotton, three
cents per
per pound;
pound;
,
three cents
On cotton,
Cotton.
comCompounds
On
all compounds
compounds or
or preparations
preparations of which distilled spirits is aacoinOn all
Compounds
that
than that
less than
not less
duty not
reparation ponent part of chief value, there shall be levied aa‘duty
of
orr distilled
preparations
.
spirits.
imposed upon
upon distilled
distilled spirits:
That brandy and other spiritProvided, That
spirits: Provided,
imposed
its.
Brandy,
spirit- uous
liquors may
may be
be imported
imported in
in casks or other packages of any capacity
uous liquors
Brandy, spiritin
imported in
bottles may
wine in
gallons; and
nous
liquors, and not
less than
thirty gallons;
and that
that wine
in bottles
may be
be imported
than thirty
not less
uonsliquors,
cigars shall
allowed
be allowed
shall be
cigars
package; and
and all
cigars
all cigars
package;
bonded warehouse,
warehouse, and
and
bonded

wines how to
to be
be
imported;

boxes
containing not
not less
less than
one dozen
bottles of not more than one quart
dozen bottles
than one
boxes containing
imported
into the United
liquor imported
if in less quanquan- each;
and wine,
wine, brandy,
brandy, or
or other
other spirituous
spirituous liquor
imported into
each; and
O

the. first day of October, eighteen hundred and
States,
States and shipped
shipped after the.
)
sixty-six,
in any
quantity than
herein provided for, shall be forfeited
than herein
less quantity
any less
sixty-six, in
to the United States.
SEC. 2.
2. And
enacted, That
second proviso
section
in section
proviso in
the second
That the
further enacted,
be it
it further
And be
SEC.
Vessels between
the
four of
an act
act entitled
amendatory of
of certain acts imposing duact amendatory
An act
entitled ""An
of an
four
tween the
March three,
United
ties
upon foreign
importations," approved
approved March
three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
foreign importations,"
ties upon
United States
and
Sandwich
and Sandwich
Islands,
and sixty-five,
be construed
construed to
to include
include any
any ship,
steamer to
to
or steamer
vessel, or
ship, vessel,
shall be
sixty-five, shall
ot and
&c'. not
Islands, &c.
to
pay tonnage
port in the Sandwich Islands or Society Islands.
any port
or from
from any
tonnage or
to pay
an'act
enacted, That so much of an'
SEC. 3. And be it
it further enacted,
act entitled
duty more than SEC.
once ayear.
1865,,l ch. rso.
80.." " An
All act
authorize protection to be given to citizens of the United
act to authorize
1ose
August eighteen,
guano," approved
of guano,"
Vol. xiii.
p. 493.
493. States
States who
may discover
deposits of
approved August
discover deposits
who may
Vol.
xiii. p.
Guano, exfifty-six, as
as prohibits
prohibits the
the export
thereof, is hereby
hereby
export thereof,
and fifty-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ex- eighteen
Guano,
portation of cer- suspended in relation to all persons who have complied
complied with the protain.
at
tein,
visions of
of section
section second
second of
after the
from and after
years from
for five
five years
act, for
of said
said act,
164 visions
11856,
86n ch.
164.
1856,
oh. 164.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
119. fourteenth
of July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven.
and sixty-seven.
July, eighteen
day of
fourteenth day
p. 119.
Vol.
Sac.
4. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
laws and
and parts
parts of
allaws alof laws
all laws
That all
it further
be it
And be
SEC. 4.
Fishing bounties repealed.
fishing bounties to vessels hereafter
hereafter licensed to engage
engage in the fishlowing fishing
repealed.
Provided, That, from and
eries be, and the
repealed: Provided,
the same are hereby, repealed:
eries
Duties may
be after
of the
passage of
[t]his act,
engage in
act, vessels licensed to engage
of [t]his
the passage
date of
the date
after the
mavbe
Duties
to be
be used in curing
bond to
board imported
remitted
may take
on board
imported salt
salt in
in bond
take on
the fisheries
fisheries may
remitted on salt the
preused in
under such
Treasury shall proSecretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
regulations as the
such regulations
fish, under
in curing
curing fish,
ued
scribe,
upon proof that said salt has been used in curing fish, the duscribe, and upon
ties on the same shall be remitted.
from
Goods
EC .5. And
And be
b
e it
urth er enacted,
enac t
ed, That,
Th at, f
rom and after the passage of
it f
further
SEC.
Goods arriving S
t
at designated
of New
ports of
ports
at
de
signated
destined
this
act,
all
goods,
wares,
or
merchandise
arriving
at the
New
tie ports
at
arriving
merchandise
or
wares,
goods,
all
act,
this
ortsestined
,
York, Boston, and Portland, or any other port of the United States which
for
for places in
adjacent
adjacent provin- may be specially
specially designated by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and desCs, &c. may be
ces,
entered
&c. and
and
may
carbe tined
places in
the adjacent
adjacent British
British provinces,
provinces, or
at the
the port
port
or arriving
arriving at
in the
for places
tined for
carentered
'which
or any other
Texas, or
Point Isabel,
riedthrough,&e.
ried through, &c. of
of Point
Isabel, Texas,
other port of the United States whichi

ctotities after Octotitles
be
ber 1, 1666,
her
1666, to be
frfeited.
forfeited.
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may be specially,..designated by
the Secretary of the Treasury, and desmay be speciallydesignated by the Secretary of the Treasury, and
tined
for
places
in
the
republic
of
Mexico,
entered at the custombe entered
may be
Mexico, may
of
republic
the
in
places
tined for
house, and
and conveyed,
transit, through
territory of
of the
the United States,
the territory
through the
in transit,
conveyed, in
house,
without the
the payment
under such
such rules,
regulations, and condirules, regulations,
duties, under
of duties,
payment of
without
tions for
the protection
protection of
of the
the revenue
as the
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
revenue as
for the

tions
may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
or
S
EC. 6.
further enacted,
That imported
goods, wares, or
imported goods,
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
6. And
SEC.
merchandise in
bond,
or
duty
paid,
and
products
or
manufactures
the
of
manufactures
or
products
and
paid,
duty
or
bond,
in
merchandise
United States, may, with the consent of the proper authorities of the provUnited States, may, with the consent of the proper authorities of the provinces or
republic
port or
place in the
or place
one port
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transported from
be transported
aforesaid, be
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port
or
place
therein,
over
the
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of
territory
the
over
therein,
place
or
port
United States to another
provinces or republic, by such
routes, and under such rules, regulations
provinces or republic, by such routes, and under such rules, regulations
and conditions as
Secretary of
may prescribe;
prescribe; and the
Treasury may
the Treasury
of the
the Secretary
and conditions as the
goods,
wares,
and
merchandise,
so
transported,
shall,
upon
arrival in the
upon
shall,
transported,
so
merchandise,
and
goods, wares,

be treated in reUnited States
from the
provinces or
aforesaid, be
republic aforesaid,
or republic
the provinces
States fiom
United
the transif the
as if
gard
to
the
liability
to
or
exemption
from
duty,
or
tax,
as
tax,
or
duty,
from
exemption
or
to
liability
the
to
gard
States.
the
of
portation
had
taken
place
entirely
within
the
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of
the
United
limits
the
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portation had taken place entirely
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i
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of
the
Secretary
of
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that
moneys have
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been paid to the collector
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the
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moneys
the
than
such,
as
acting
others
or
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been paid to the

be refundthe requirements
with the
law
requires, and
and the
have failed
failed to
to comply
requirements may lie
refundcomply with
parties have
the pal-ties
law requires,
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act
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of
the
fourteenth
and
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sections
of
the
act
entitled
"
An
without
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act
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of the
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law.
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eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
and the
the Secretary
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sixty-four, and
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above 1864,
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said non-compliance
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was owing
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of the
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owing to
stated was
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making such
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draw his warrant
payments, he
such payments,
or agent
signee, or
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to
the
treasurer
in
favor
of
the
person
or
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entitled
to
overpayentitled
persons
or
person
the treasurer in favor of the
any money
the same out of any
ment,
directing the
said treasurer
to refund
refund the
money in
in
treasurer to
the said
ment, directing
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
appro'priated.
otherwise appropriated.
the
Theprotection
SEC. 8.
And be
provisions of the second,
second, The
protection
the 'provisions
That the•
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
8. And
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revenue
third, and
of' the
act approved
approved March
second, eighteen
eighteen hungiven to
to revenue
hun- given
March second,
the act
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provide
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and
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of duties
duties on
imports," and
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the twelfth
section of
of the
the act
act approved
approved by direction of
of
twelfth section
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o
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collection
certain for the collection
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and punish
frauds upon
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collection of
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other
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the
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to provide
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abandoned property,
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prevention
of
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in
insurrectionary
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insurrectionary
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prevention
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the act
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the several
"An
hundred and
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sixty-four, entitled
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An act in addition to
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several acts
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insurrectionary
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between loyal and insurrectionary
intercourse between
concerning
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provide for
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insurrection":
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prevention
of
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acts done
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proceedings had under the
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acts last
last
done or
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the
under the
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had under
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or under
aforesaid,
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of
the
of
authority
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of
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of
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direction
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when a
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further, That
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suits
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hereafter be,
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or prosecution
prosecution brought,
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in suits
suit or
such suit
in any
had in
againsttsuch
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ofiers, such
re- officers,
amount
may hereafter
be brought,
as aforesaid,
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aforesaid, the payment of the amou
brought, as
hereafter be
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provided for
for in
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of the
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as provided
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and sixty-three,
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second,
aforesaid, in
relation to
to captured
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in relation
sixty-four, aforesaid,
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
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abandoned property.
and abandoned
SEC. 9.
9. And
be it
it further
dutiable
the dutiable
determining the
in determining
That in
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Dutiable
value
Dntiablevalue
there shall be added to the cost,
of
hereafter imported, 'there
merchandise hereafter
value of merchandise
mer- value
imported merof imported
chandise, how to or to the actual wholesale price or general market value at the time of
dtermined, or to the actual wholesale price or general market value at the time of
cha determined.
he
exportation
in the
markets of
whence the same
same
of the country from whence
the principal
principal markets
exportation in
transportashall have
been imported
into the United States, the cost of transportaimported into
have been
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transhipment, with
with all
the expenses
expenses included from the
all the
and transhipment,
shipment, and
tion, shipment,
place
of growth,
to
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whether by land or
manufacture, whether
or manufacture,
production, or
growth, production,
place of
the
vessel in
in which
made to
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the United
United States; the value of
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shipment is
which shipment
the vessel
the
sack, box,
box, or
or covering
contained;
covering of any kind in which such goods are contained;
the sack,
commission
in no case less than two and aahalf per
rates, but in
usual rates,
the usual
at the
commission at
centum;
brokerage, export
export duty,
duty, and
and all
other actual
actual or
for
charges for
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or usual
all other
centum; brokerage,
putting
up, preparing,
preparing, and
packing for
transportation or shipment. And
for transportation
and packing
putting up,
a general
all
charges of
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character incurred
incurred in the purchase
purchase of a
general ina general
of a
all charges
and
voice
be distributed
distributed pro
among all parts of such invoice; and
pro rata among
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every
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with duties
be advanced
advanced
duties based on value shall .
charged with
thereof charged
every part
according
and all
all wines
paying specific
articles paying
or other articles
wines or
its proportion,
proportion, and
to its
according to
duty
graded and pay duty according to the actual value
shall be graded
grades shall
duty by grades
so determined:
entered value
all additions made to the entered
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Provided, That
determined: Provided,
Additions to so
entered
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value to
entered value
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regarded as part of the actual value
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actual
be part of actual
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addition shall
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ten per
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such addition
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what duty
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cent,
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be assessed
in
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duty
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less than
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upon an
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voiced value.
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contained shall apply to long-combing
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costing twelve
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pound, unless
charges so
added
so added
the charges
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less per
or less
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wools costing
certain wools
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the cost above
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cents per pound, in which
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wools,unless, &c. shall
per
per pound duty shall be added.
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be c.to lic
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of the Treasury,
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pay
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pay to

prothe proconformity with
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deducting duties,
expenses, in
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with the
and expenses,
charges, and
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alter deducting
warehouse act of August six, eighteen
vision of the first section of the warehouse
hundred and forty-six.
one
enacted, That during
further enacted,
during [the] period of one
it further
SEC. 11. And be it
Machinery to
Machinery
make
sugar from
from year from the passage of this act, there may be imported into the United
makesugar
beets may be
beets
States, free
free of
solely for and adapted
adapted to the
designed solely
machinery designed
any machinery
duty, any
of duty,
duty free for one States,
processes
preliminary processes
year.
manufacture
manufacture of sugar from beets, including all the preliminary
machinery which may be used
requisite therefor,
therefor, but not including any machinery
used
requisite
manufactures.
for any
any other manufactures.
SEC.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That upon
the reimportation
of
reimportation of
upon the
further enacted,
And be
12. And
SEC. 12.
Upon reimtpon
portation of
manufacture of the United
articles once exported of the growth, product, or manufacture
United
products of the
assessed or paid, or upon
detst States
of the States, upon which no internal tax has been assessed
States
united
United
which such
tax has
has been
been paid and
refunded by -allowance or drawback,
and refunded
such tax
which
that have not
paid
paid an
an internal
internal there
there shall be levied, collected,
collected, and paid aaduty equal to the tax imposed
tax, a duty shall
by
the
internal
revenue
laws upon
upon such
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laws
revenue
internal
the
by
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De imposed
in
enacted, That there shall be established
SgC.
equal to such
equal
SEc. 13. And be it further enacted,
established in
tax.
" the
a bureau
tax.
and attached to the department
department of the treasury
treasury a
bureau to be styled "
1846,
1.
§1.
ch. 84, §
1846, eh.
63.
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bureau
and the
the Secretary
of the
is hereby
Bureau of
sta.
ofsta.
au- Bureau
hereby auTreasury is
the Treasury
Secretary of
of statistics,"
statistics," and
bureau of
thorized
to appoint
appoint a
control the
the business
business of
of tils
t
Iss
h
tioc
c7is
t
e
o
stTrees estaba director
director to
to superintend
superintend and
and control
thorized to
said
who shall
salary of
thirty-five hundred
ivy Department.
hundred ury
of thirty-five
an annual
annual salary
shall be
be paid
paid an
bureau, who
said bureau,
dollars
be the
of the
the director
director of
of statistics
statistics
bureau of
of the
the bureau
duty of
the duty
it shall
shall be
And it
dollars And
to prepare
pre rmre the
Director, his
to
the report
report on
on the
the statistics
statistics of
of commerce
commerce and
and navigation,
navigation, exex- salary
alDirector,
hi
and duports and
now required
by law
Con- ties.
ties.
annually to
to Consubmitted annually
law to
to be
be submitted
required by
imports, now
ports
and imports,
gress by
the Secretary
and said
report, embracing
embracing the
Statistics
of
of
Statisticsand
said report,
of the
the Treasury;
Treasury; and
Secretary of
gress
by the
Ithe commerce
returns of
of the
the commerce
and navigation,
exports and
and imports
of the
eo
n
ai
t
g
na
e
t
r
i
oe
c
n.
a d
the exports
imports of
the navigation.
commerce and
navigation, the
returns
United
States to
to the
close of
of the
the fiscal
year, shall
to ConReport, when
when
Con- Report,
be submitted
submitted to
shall be
fiscal year,
the close
United States
gress
printed tbrm
form on
on or
or before
before the
the first
first day
day of
be,be
submitted
submitted
suc- to
of December
December next suein a
a printed
gress in
to congress.
g, and
ceedin;
the said
soon as
practicable after the
the organizaorganizaas practicable
as soon
director, as
said director,
and the
ceeding;
tion
of this
this office
office shall,
under the
the direction
of the
Secretary of
Treasthe Treasof the
the Secretary
direction of
shall, under
tion of
ury,
prepare and
and publish
publish monthly
reports of
of the
the exports
of
importsaof
and import
exports and
monthly reports
ury, prepare
the United
United States,
including the
the quantities
and values
warehoused Monthly
reMonthly reof goods
goods warehoused
values of
quantities and
States, including
the
ports of exports
or withdrawn
withdrawn from
from warehouse,
such other
other statistics
relative to
statistics relative
to the
the Lordtsimofpoerxtps.orts
and imports
warehouse, and
and such
or
trade and
and industry
industry of
country as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury may
of the
the Treasury
of the
the country
trade
consider expedient.
the director
director of
of the
shall
bureau of statistics shall
the bureau
And the
expedient. And
consider
also prepare
annual statement
of vessels
enrolled, and
and liliregistered, enrolled,
vessels registered,
statement of
prepare an
an annual
also
censed
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
States, together
with the
Annufal stae
together with
the class,
class, name,
name, meAnnuoalestte
the United
United States,
censed under
tonnage,
registry of
each vessel,
information meat e vessels.
such other
other information
vessel, and
and such
of each
of registry
and place
place of
tonnage, and
as
of the
may deem
embody therein
to embody
therein; ;
deem proper
proper to
Treasury may
the Treasury
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
and
to enable
enable the said
director to
information required, the
to furnish
furnish the information
said director
and to
Secretary of
shall have
have power,
under such
System of
of
as lie
he System
such regulations
regulations as
power, under
the Treasury
Treasury shall
Secretary
of the
shall
prescribe, to
and provide
of numbering
numbering vessels
n
e
ro
s
n
e
r
r
o
i% dved
v
,
esso o
lnumbering
system of
vessels so
to establish
establish and
provide aasystem
shall prescribe,
registered,
enrolled, and
so numbered shall have registered, and
each vessel so
and each
licensed;;and
and licensed
registered, enrolled,
her
number deeply
permanently marked
licensed, may be
main established.
marked on her .main
carved or
or otherwise
otherwise permanently
deeply carved
her number
beam;
she shall
so marked,
marked, such
,,Lb lis
ro i
t:o
e
r
4
o
.
,how
how
beam; and
and if
if at
at any
any time
time she
shall cease
cease to
to be
be so
such vessel
vessel estNumbers,
shall
no longer
recognized as
The said
marked.
said to be marked.
United States.
States. The
of the
the United
as aavessel
vessel of
be no
longer recognized
shall be
director shall
statement of
of all
merchandise passing
to Vessel
Vbeestsnealzaaiing
ceasing
passing to
all merchandise
an annual
annual statement
prepare an
shall also
also prepare
director
be marked
through the
the United
States to
to foreign
countries, each
ceases to be a
a
each description
description ceases
foreign countries,
United States
in transit
transit through
of merchandise,
so far
far as
as practicable,
warehoused, withdrawn
withdrawn from
ware- United States
States
from warepracticable, warehoused,
of
merchandise, so
vess el.
house for consumption,
exportation, for transportation to other districts,
consumption, for exportation,
districts, Annual
A Luta stateand
remaining
in
the
warehouse
at
the
end
of
each
fiscal
year.
It
shall
mem
meit of merfiscal
year.
It
shall
the
end
of
each
and remaining in the warehouse at
claldise in
arrango, for the c,l'a"c.l,ise
in
be the further duty of said director to collect, digest, and arrange,
Congress; the
the statistics
of the
the manufactures
the United
States, housed,
iir.oaunsseL3 wareof the
United States,
&c.
use of
of Congress,
statistics of
manufactures of
localities, sources
sources of
material, markets,
markets, exchanges
of
Statistics of
the pro- Statistics
exchanges with the
of raw
raw material,
their localities,
diming
manufacture '
ducing regions of the country, transportation of products, wages, and such manufacture.
other conditions
found to affect their prosperity;
prosperity; and
and to
to aid
aid him in
as are
are found
conditions as
other
the discharge
these duties,
duties, the
the prepa- Clerks.
now employed
employed in the
several clerks
clerks now
the several
discharge of'
of these
the
ration of
statistics in
bureau thereof,
any •
bureau
thereof,
or any
treasury department,
department, or
in the
the treasury
ration
of statistics
may be
under his
direction; and,
the
in addition, the
and, in
supervision and
and direction;
his supervision
may
be placed
placed under
Secretary
of the
shall detail
detail such other clerks as may be neTreasury shall
the Treasury
Secretary of
cessary
fully carry
the provisions
provisions of
expenses of'
of
of this act.
act. And the
the expenses
out the
cessary to
to fully
carry out
the
of
the bureau of statistics for clerical service, publication of reports, station- Expenses of
ery, books,
books, and
and statistical
statistical periodicals
papers required
by the
the bureau,
bureau, bureau.
required by
and papers
periodicals and
ery,
shall
defrayed on
approval of the Secretary of the Treason the order and approval
be defrayed
shall be
moneys in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated. And
ury, out of any.
any.moneys
priviFrankinggp
all letters and documents to and from the director of the bureau of statis- lFrankin
rivi"
tics, relating
relating to
transmitted leg
e'
se.
office, shall
shall be
be transmitted
business of his office,
to the duties
duties and business
tics,
fiee of postage.
by mail free
postage.
S
EC. 14.
14. And
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of
Treas- Collection
the Secretary
Secretary of
the TreasAnd be
be it
it farther
further enacted,
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e
t
c
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d
t
e
a
c
x
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tax
inrea
any
direct
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authorized to suspend the collection,
collection, in any of the States hereto- State declaredn
ury be
be authorized
insurrection
fore
insurrection, of the direct tax imposed by an act of in
in insurrection
in insurrection,
fore declared in
Congress
fifth, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-one, entitled
may besuspend
be
and sixty-one,
entitled suspend
Congress passed
passed August
August fifth,
eighteen hundred
e
id
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.
ltil Jan. 1,
"An act to provide
provide increased
increased revenue from imports, to pay interest on 1868.
88
"An
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public debt,
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and sixty-eight.
Vol.
xi. p.
Vol. xii.
p. 292
292
sixty-eight.
hundred and
APPROVED, July
July 28,
APPROVED,
28, 1866.
1866.
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CHAP.
CCXCIX. -An
to increase
Militarn Peace
CHAP.CCXCix.
— An Act
Act to
increaqe and fix the Militaq
Peace Establishment or
the
United States.
States.
the United

Post,
Be it enacted
enacted by
House of Representatives of the United
Post, p.
p. 434.
by the Senate and
and House
Military peace States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the military
military peace estabestabregiments
lishment of the United States shall hereafter consist of five re
establishment
to lishment
giments of
establishment
consist of what.
artillery, ten regiments
forty-five regiments
regiments of infantry, the
regiments of cavalry, forty-five
professors and
and corps
cadets of the United States
Military Academy,
Academy,
of cadets
States Military
professors
corps of
and
such other
forces as shall
known as
as
shall be
be provided
provided for
for by
by this act, to be known
and such
other forces
the
the Army
Army of
of the United
United States.
Artillery.
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
five regiments
the five
regiments of artillery
That the
And be
SEC.
Artillery.
provided for by
organized;
of the five
five regiments
regiments now organized;
provided
by this
this act shall consist of
second, third, and fourth regiments of artillery shall have
have
and the first, second,
the
same organization
is now
now prescribed
prescribed by
by law
the fifth
fifth regiment
regiment
the same
organization as
as is
law for
for the
artillery; but the
regimental adjutants,
quartermasters, and
of artillery;
the regimental
adjutants, quartermasters,
and commishereafter be extra lieutenants selected
saries shall hereafter
selected from the
the first
first or
or second
second
lieutenants of the regiment.
lieutenants
Cavalry.
SEC. 3.
3. And
it further
enacted, That
That to
to the
six regiments
regiments of
of cavalry
cavalry
the six
further enacted,
And be
be it
SEC.
Cavalry.
now in service there
there shall be added four regiments, two of which shall be
composed
having the same
organization as
composed of
of colored
colored men,
men, having
same organization
as is now
now provided by law for cavalry regiments, with the addition
addition of one veterinary
veterinary
surgeon
surgeon to each
each regiment, whose compensation
compensation shall be one hundred dollars per month; but the grade of
or company commissary
commissary sergeant of cavalry is hereby abolished. The original vacancies
vacancies in the grade of first and
and
second lieutenant shall be filled
filled by selection
selection from among the officers and
soldiers of volunteer
volunteer cavalry, and two thirds of the original vacancies in
each of the grades above
above that of first lieutenant
lieutenant shall be filled
filled by selecselections from among the officers of volunteer cavalry, and one third from
from
officers
officers of the regular
regular army, all of whom shall have served two years
years in
the field during the war, and have been distinguished
capacity and
and
distinguished for
for capacity
good conduct; any portion
portion of the cavalry force may be armed and drilled
drilled
as infantry or dismounted cavalry at the discretion
discretion of the
the President,
President, and
and
each cavalry
cavalry regiment
regiment shall hereafter
hereafter have but one hospital
and
hospital steward,
steward, and
shall herethe regimental
regimental adjutants, quartermasters,
quartermasters, and
and commissaries
commissaries shall
hereafter be extra lieutenants selected from the first or second lieutenants
lieutenants of
the regiment.
Infantry.
SEC.
4. And,
enacted, That
of
forty-five regiments of
That the forty-five
further enacted,
And, be it
it further
SEC. 4.
infantry provided
of
provided for by this act shall consist of the first ten regiments, of
ten companies each, now in service; of twenty-seven regiments, of ten
companies
companies each, to be formed
formed by adding two companies
companies to each
each battalion
of the remaining
regiments, of ten cotncomremaining nine regiments; and of eight new regiments,
panies
panics each, four regiments
regiments of which
which shall
shall be composed
composed of colored
colored men
regiments of ten companies each to
officered as
and four regiments
to be raised
raised and officered
as
hereinafter
hereinafter provided for, to be called the veteran reserve
reserve corps; and all
the original vacancies in the grades
grades of first and second lieutenant shall be
filled
selection from among the officers and soldiers of volunteers, and
filled by selection
and
one half the original vacancies
vacancies in each of the grades above that of first
first
lieutenant, shall be filled by
selection from
volunlieutenant,
by selection
from among the officers
officers of
of volunteers, and the remainder from officers
officers of the regular army, all of whom
andd have been distinguished
shall have served two years
years during the war, an
distinguished
for capacity and good conduct in the field. The veteran reserve
reserve corps
shall be officered
officered by appointments
appointments from any
officers and
volunany officers
and soldiers
soldiers of
of voluntheir
teers or of the regular army who have been wounded in the line of their
duty while serving
serving in the army of the United States in the late war, and
who may yet be competent
competent for garrison or other duty, to which
which that corps
corps
has heretofore
heretofore been assigned.
Appointments
Appointments

to be
be made
appointments to
the appointments
SEC. 5%
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
made
be it
it further
SEC.
5. And
And be

from volunteer from amone
among, volunteer officers and soldiers under the provisions
provisions of this act
act
officers
officers and
and
noldiers, how
shall be
the States,
States, Territories,
and District
District of ColumTerritories, and
distributed among
among the
shall
be distributed
roldiers,
distributed.
distributed.

bia,
in proportion
to the
the number
of troops
troops furnished
furnished by
them respectively
bia, in
proportion to
number of
by them
respectively
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to the service of
the United
during the
war, reduced to an
late war,
the late
States during
United States
to the service of the
regulation
average of
of three
three years'
term
of service:
Provided, That the regulation
Provided,
service:
of
term
years'
average
provided
in
this
section
governing
the
proportion
of
to
be
selected
officers
of
proportion
the
provided in this section governing
Oregon,
from each
State, shall
be applied
applied to
of California,
California, Oregon,
States of
the States
to the
not be
shall not
each State,

Proviso.

from
and Nevada.
Nevada.
and
Eachregiment
SEC. 6. And be
it further enacted,
enacted, That
each regiment
regiment of
of infantry
E
.aeh regiment
infantry pro- jo
That each
lf
atnef
a
wn
h
t
r
a
y
t
SEC. 6. And be itfurther
oe infant ofi
vided for
act shall
shall have
lieutenant-colonel, one
one lieutenant-colnonel
colonel, one
one colonel,
have one
this act
by this
for by
vided
cers and men.
major, one adjutant, one
regimental-quartermaster, one
one sergeant-major,
sergeant-major, cars
major, one adjutant, one regimental-quartermaster,
one
one commissary-sergeant,
commissary-sergeant, one hospital-stewhospital-stewquartermaster-sergeant, one
one quartermaster-sergeant,
ard,
two principal
principal musicians,
musicians, and
companies; and the adjutant and
ten companies;
and ten
ard, two
first
quartermaster
shall
hereafter
be
extra
lieutenants
selected from the first
lieutenants selected
extra
be
quartermaster shall hereafter
or second
of the
regiment. Each
company shall have one
one
Each company
the regiment.
lieutenants of
second lieutenants
or
one
captain,
one
first
lieutenant
and
one
second
first
sergeant,
lieutenant,
second
one
and
lieutenant
first
one
captain,
one quartermaster-sergeant,
quartermaster-sergeant, four
four sergeants,
eight corporals,
artificers,
corporals, two artificers,
sergeants, eight
one
two
musicians, one
one wagoner,
and fifty
fifty privates,
privates, and the number of priwagoner, and
two musicians,
exceed
vates
be increased
discretion of
of the
President, not to exceed
the President,
the discretion
at the
increased at
may be
vates may
one
hundred, whenever
whenever the
service require such inthe service
of the
exigencies of
the exigencies
one hundred,
crease;
the President
hereby authorized
authorized to enlist and employ in
is hereby
President is
and the
crease; and
the
Territories
and
Indian
country
a
force
of
exceed one
one
of Indians, not to exceed
force
a
country
Indian
the Territories and
Indian scouts.
of Indian
thousand, to
as scouts,
who shall
shall receive the pay and allowances of
scouts.
scouts, who
act as
to act
thousand,
further
cavalry soldiers,
soldiers, and
the necessity
necessity for their further
whenever the
discharged whenever
be discharged
and be
cavalry
employment is
is abated,
abated, or
or at
the discretion
discretion of
of the department commander.
at the
employment
Sm. 7.
7. And
it further
That fifteen
fifteen bands, including
including the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEc.
band
at
the
Military
Academy,
may
be
retained
or
enlisted
in the army, Military bands.
enlisted
or
retained
be
may
Academy,
Military
the
at
band
assigned
with
such
organization
as
is
now
provided
by
law,
to bribe
to
law,
by
provided
with such organization as is now
to
gades
war, and
in time
assembled brigades, or to
peace to assembled
time of peace
and in
of war,
time of
in time
gades in
forts
or
posts
at
which
the
largest
number
of
troops
shall
be
ordinarily
number
largest
the
which
at
forts or posts
the
stationed, and
and the
the band
Military Academy shall be placed on the
the Military
at the
band at
stationed,
Ordnance sersame footing
footing as
as other
bands, one
one ordnance
sergeant and
Ordnance
hospital stew- fteea
one hospital
and one
ordnance sergeant
other bands,
same
w
l rd
l
losg al
and
tewanrd,
at
as
chaplains
number
the
ard
for
each
military
post,
and
same
of
post
as
at
and
post,
ard for each military
chaplain.
and
by
present
authorized,
who
shall
be
appointed
as
now
provided
law;
post
ehsiplain.
provided
now
present authorized, who shall be appointed as
for
the
of the
United States
appoint for
States is hereby authorized to appoint
the United
President of
the President
aa Superintendent
established,
each
national
cemetery
now
established,
or
that
be
established,
Superintendent
may
that
or
established,
now
each national cemetery
each
to
eo
t
em
eaec
thnational
ern
yational
ser- cemetery.
superintendent,
emoluments of an ordnance
ord nance serthe rank, pay, and emoluments
superintendent, with the
the
of
officers
non-commissioned
geant,
to
be
selected
from
among
the
non-commissioned
the
among
from
selected
be
to
geant,
merit
regular army
volunteer forces
forces who have
certificates of merit
have received certificates
and volunteer
army and
regular
for services
during the war.
services during
for
S
EC. 8.
And be
be it
it further
enlistments into the army Enlistments
Enlistments
all enlistments
That all
enacted, That
further enacted,
8. And
SEC.
e
r
rewit
aeo
be
be
torm
hereafter
shall
be for
for the
the term
term of
cavalry, and three
three years litalfetrtt
of five years for cavalry,
hereafter be
shall hereafter
at
Recruits
the
for
infantry, and
and recruits
recruits may
may at
all times
times be
collected at
Recruits
be collected
at all
and infantry,
artillery and
for artillery
rendezgeneral rendezgeneral rendezvous
in addition
addition to
number required to fill to the min- general
the number
to the
rendezvous in
general
irnum all
all the
of the
the army,
recruits shall not V
"us '
army, provided that such recruits
regiments of
the regiments
imrnum
exceed in
in the
the aggregate
men. It shall be competent to When men
thousand men.
three thousand
aggregate three
exceed
have been
who
of their
line of
have
enlist
men
for
the
service
who
have
been
wounded in the line
theirbeen
who
have
who
service
the
w
eno
i
llsn
te
ld; may be
enlist men for
enlisted;
be
shall
it
provided
duty
serving in
in the
army of the United States,
be
the army
while serving
duty while
found,
medical inspection,
unfitted
by such wounds they are not unfitted
inspection, that by
on medical
found, on
regito what
for efficiency
in garrison
other light
light duty; and such men, when en- to
what regior other
garrison or
efficiency in
for
?
be asntssto be
regiments
listed, shall
shall be
service exclusively
exclusively in the regime
nts of
of the
the sIned.
n
ernto
asassigned to service
be assigned
listed,
Veteran
g
Reserve corps.
Veteran Reserve
lienGeneral, lieuSEC. 9.
9. And
And be
enacted, That
general, one General,
That there shall be one general,
further enacted,
it further
be it
SEC.
lieutenant-general,
five major-generals,
major-generals, and ten brigadier-generals, who major-generals,
lieutenant-general, five
brigadier-gener-!.
shall have
have the
the same
pay and
and emoluments,
emoluments, and
and be entitled to the same brigadier.genei
same pay
shall
als.
staff officers
als.
as now provided by law.
grade as
and grade
number and
in number
officers in
staff
S
EC. 10.
be it
it further
That the
Adjutant-generadjutant-general's depart- Adjutant-generthe adjutant-general's
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
10. And
Sr:.
authorized by al's department.
now
ment of
the
army
shall
hereafter
consist
of
the
officers
now authorized
officers
the
of
consist
hereafter
ment of the army shall
a
law,
viz: one
one adjutant-general,
adjutant-general, with
with the
the rank, pay, and emoluments of a
law, viz:
and
the
with
brigadier-general;
two
assistant
adjutants-general,
rank,
pay
and
adjutants-general,
assistant
two
brigadier-general;
with
adjutants-general, with
emoluments of
of colonels
colonels of
of cavalry;
cavalry; four assistant adjutants-general,
emoluments
the
and emoluments
emoluments of
lieutenant-colonels of cavalry; and thirof lieutenant-colonels
pay, and
rank, pay,
the rank,
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teen assistant
assistant adjutants-general,
adjutants-general, with
with the
the rank,
rank, pay,
emoluments of
pay, and emoluments
teen
cavalry.
of cavalry.
majors of
InspectorsS
EC. 11.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
there shall
shall be
be four
four inspectinspectThat there
be it
11. And
SEC.
Inspectorsgeneral and as- ors-general
ors-general of the army, with the rank, pay and emoluments of colonels
sistant inspectors-general.
of cavalry;
and
pay, and
rank, pay,
the rank,
with the
inspectors-general, with
assistant inspectors-general,
three assistant
cavalry; three
of
tors-generapl.
emoluments of
cavalry; and
and two
inspecttwo assistant
assistant inspectof cavalry;
lieutenant-colonels of
of lieutenant-colonels
emoluments
ors-general, with
with the
rank, pay,
and emoluments
cavalry.
majors of cavalry.
of majors
emoluments of
pay, and
the rank,
ors-general,
Bureau
S
EC. 12.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
bureau of
usjusmilitary j
of military
the bureau
it further
be it
12. And
SEC.
of milmilBureau of
itary
tice
shall hereafter
rank,
with the
the rank,
hereafter consist
consist of one
one judge-advocate-general,
judge-advocate-general, with
itary justice.
tice shall
Judge-advo- pay,
emoluments of
of a
judge-adand one assistant judge-adbrigadier-general, and
a brigadier-general,
and emoluments
pay, and
Judge-advocate-general,
Sze. vocate-general,
a colonel of cavemoluments of a
the rank,
rank, pay, and emoluments
vocate-general, with the
cste-general,&c.
alry;
and the
the said
said judge-advocate-general
receive, revise, and have
judge-advocate-general shall receive,
alry; and
recorded,
the proceedings
proceedings of
courts of
of inquiry, and milof all courts-martial, courts
recorded, the
itary
itary commissions,
commissions, and shall perform such other duties as have been heretofore
of
And of
army. And
the judge-advocate-general
judge-advocate-general of the army.
by the
performed by
tofore performed
the
judge-advocates now
now in
may be
exnot exnumber not
be retained
retained aanumber
there may
in office
office there
the judge-advocates
ceeding
selected by
Secretary of
who shall perof the War, who
by the
the Secretary
to he
be selected
ten, to
ceeding ten,
1867
ch. 79.
form their
their duties
duties under
under the
direction of
the judge-advocate-general,
judge-advocate-general, until
until
of the
the direction
form
79
1867 ch
Pot: p.
otherwise provided
law, or
or until
until the Secretary
Secretary of War
War shall decide that
by law,
provided by
Post,
p. 410.
410. otherwise
their services
services can be dispensed
dispensed with.
QuartermasSEC. 13.
13. And
be it
it further
quartermaster's depart
the quartermaster's
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Quartermaster's departrant of
hereafter consist
consist of one
ter's
ment
of the
the army shall
shall hereafter
one quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general,
ment.
with the rank, pay, and emoluments
ment
emoluments of a
a brigadier-general;
brigadier-general; six assistant
assistant
quartermasters-general,
colonels
with the rank, pay, and emoluments of colonels
quartermasters-general, with
of cavalry;
cavalry; ten deputy quartermasters-general,
quartermasters-general, with the rank, pay, and
and
cavalry; fifteen quartermasters,
lieutenant-colonels of cavalry;
emoluments of lieutenant-colonels
quartermasters,
forty-four
pay, and
and emoluments of majors of cavalry; and forty-four
with the rank, pay,
emoluments of captains
assistant quartermasters,
quartermasters, with the rank, pay, and emoluments
assistant
of cavalry; and the vacancies
Vacancies
Vacancies,
vacancies hereby created
created in the grade of assistant
how filled.
quartermaster
quartermaster shall be filled by selection
selection from among the persons
persons who
quartermasters of volunhave rendered
rendered meritorious
meritorious services as assistant quartermasters
teers during two years of the war; but after the first appointments
appointments made
under the provisions of this section, as vacancies
vacancies may occur in the grades
grades
department, no appointments to fill the same
same
of major and captain in this department,
and
shall be made until the number of majors
majors shall be reduced
reduced to twelve,
twelve, and
thereafter the number of officers in
the number of captains to thirty, and thereafter
each of said grades shall continue
continue to conform to said reduced numbers.

of military
military
That the
the number
Military storeSEC. 14.
14. And
it further
number of
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
And be
storeSEC.
Military
storekeepers in the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department shall hereafter
many
keeper.
storekeepers
hereafter be as many
as shall be required, not exceeding
exceeding sixteen, who shall have the rank,
rank, pay,
and emoluments
emoluments of captains of infantry.
infantry.
enacted, That the provisions
Provisions
SEC. 15. And be it further enacted,
provisions of the act for
SEC.
Provisions of
oh. 253. the better organization of the quartermaster's
1864, ch.
quartermaster's department, approved
approved July
p. 394.
94
and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
. fourth,
fourth, eighteen
extended.
hundred and
sixty-four, shall continue in force
force until the
the
extend ed.
first
of January,
January, eighteen
and no
no longer.
longer.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
first day
day of
department
enacted, That the subsistence
Subsistence
S
EC. 16.
subsistence department
further enacted,
And be it further
SFC.
16. And
Subsistence
department.
of the army shall hereafter
hereafter consist of the number of officers now authorized
by law,
law, viz:
one commissary-general
of subsistence,
with the
the rank,
subsistence, with
rank,
commissary-general of
ized by
viz: one
pay, and emoluments
emoluments of a
a brigadier-general;
brigadier-general; two assistant commissariescommissariesgeneral of subsistence,
subsistence, with the rank, pay, and emoluments of colonels of
commissaries-general of subsistence, with the rank,
cavalry; two assistant
assistant commissaries-general
pay,
lieutenant-colonels of cavalry; eight commissapay, and
and emoluments of lieutenant-colonels
ries of subsistence, with the rank, pay, and emoluments of
of. majors of cavcommissaries of subsistence, with the rank, pay, and
alry; and sixteen commissaries
emoluments of captains of cavalry.
emoluments
SEC.
And be it further enacted, That
That the medical
medical department
department of
deSEC. 17. And
Medical department.
the army shall hereafter consist of one surgeon-general,
surgeon-general, with the rank,
brigadier-general; one assistant
assistant surgeon-gensurgeon-genemoluments of aa brigadier-general;
pay, and emoluments
eral, with the rank, pay, and emoluments
emoluments of aa colonel of cavalry;
cavalry; one
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chief
four assistant
assistant medical
medical purveyors,
purveyors, with
chief medical
medical purveyor
purveyor and
and four
with the
the Medical
Medical dederank, pay,
emoluments of
of lieutenant-colonels
cavalry, who
Partment.
rank,
pay, and
and emoluments
lieutenant-colonels of
of cavalry,
who shall
shall partment.
give the
same bonds
are or
may be
be required
required of
give
the same
bonds which
which are
or may
of assistant
assistant paypaymaster-generals of
of like
grade, and
and shall,
not acting
as purveyors,
master-generals
like grade,
shall, when
when not
acting as
purveyors,
be assignable
assignable to
to duty
duty as
as surgeons
surgeons by
the President;
President; sixty
sixty surgeons,
be
by the
surgeons, with
with
the rank,
and emoluments
emoluments of
majors of
cavalry; one
one hundred
hundred and
of majors
of cavalry;
and
the
rank, pay,
pay, and
fifty assistant
assistant surgeons,
surgeons, with
with the
emoluments of
of lieutenants
lieutenants
the rank,
rank, pay,
pay, and
and emoluments
fifty
of cavalry
cavalry for
the first
service, and
and with
the rank,
rank, pay,
pay, and
of
for the
first three
three years'
years' service,
with the
and
emoluments of
of cavalry
cavalry after
five
emoluments
of captains
captains of
after three
three years'
years' service;
service; and
and five
medical
with the
same compensation
compensation as
is now
provided by
by
now provided
medical storekeepers,
storekeepers, with
the same
as is
law;
the grade
of assistant
assistant surgeon
surgeon shall
shall Vacancies.
law; and
and all
all the
the original
original vacancies
vacancies in
in the
grade of
Vacancies.
be
by selection
selection by
by examination
who have
have
be filled
filled by
examination from
fiom among
among the
the persons
persons who
served
as staff
staff or
assistant surgeons
surgeons of
volunteers
served as
or regimental
regimental surgeons,
surgeons, or
or assistant
of volunteers
in
the United
States two
two years
late war;
and perper1
in the
the army
army of
of the
United States
years during
during the
the late
war; and
Is67, ch. 145,
sons who
who have
have served
as assistant
assistant surgeons
surgeons three
three years
years in
in the
5.867, ch. 145,
sons
served as
the volunteer
volunteer § 5.
service
shall be
eligible for
for promotion
to the
the grade
of captain;
and the
the
Post,
p. 423.
Post, p.
423.
service shall
be eligible
promotion to
grade of
captain; and
Secretary of War is
men
Secretary
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to appoint from the enlisted men
of
cause to
be enlisted,
enlisted, as
as many
as the
of the
the army,
army, or
or cause
to be
many hospital
hospital stewards
stewards as
the serser- Hospital
Hospital stewvice
require, to
permanently attached
department,ards.
vice may
may require,
to be
be permanently
attached to
to the
the medical
medical department,
ards.
under
regulations as
Secretary of War may prescribe.
prescribe.
under such regulations
as the
the Secretary
Sac. 18.
enacted, That
the pay
pay department
department of
departSEC.
18. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
of the
the Pay
Pay departarmy
paymaster-general, with the rank, pay, ment.
ment.
army shall
shall hereafter
hereafter consist
consist of
of one
one paymaster-general,
and
emoluments of
brigadier-general; two
paymasters-general,
and emoluments
of a
a brigadier-general;
two assistant
assistant paymasters-general,
with
emoluments of
colonels of cavalry.;
cavalry.; two
with the
the rank,
rank, pay, and emoluments
of colonels
two deputy
deputy
paymasters-general,
lieutenantpaymasters-general, with the rank, pay, and emoluments of lieutenantcolonels of cavalry;
cavalry; and sixty paymasters, with the rank,
emolrank, pay, and emoluments
uments of
of majors of cavalry, to
to be selected
selected from persons
persons who have served
served
as
as additional
additional paymasters.
paymasters.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the corps of engineers
S
EC. 19. And be it
it further
engineers shall Corps of enconsist
of' one chief
engineers, with the
emoluments of gineers.
gineers.
the rank, pay, and emoluments
consist of
chief of
of engineers,
a
brigadier-general; six
lieutenant-colonels, twenty-four
a brigadier-general;
six colonels, twelve lieutenant-colonels,
twenty-four
majors, thirty captains, and
and twenty-six
and ten
ten second
lieutenants,
twenty-six first
first and
second lieutenants,
who shall have the pay and emoluments now provided
provided by law for officers
of
of the engineer
engineer corps.
Engineer
SEC.
Engineer solsolSite. 20. And be it further enacted, That the five companies of engiengi- diers.
neer
sergeant-major and
neer soldiers, and
and the
the sergeant-major
and quartermaster-sergeant
quartermaster-sergeant hereto- diers.
battalion of engineers,
fore prescribed by law shall constitute
constitute aa battalion
engineers, to be
be
detailed from the corps of
officered by officers of suitable rank detailed
of engineers;
engineers;
engineers, acting respectively
adjutant and quarterand the officers of engineers,
respectively as adjutant
master of this battalion, shall be entitled to
to the pay
pay and
and emoluments
emoluments of
adjutants and quartermasters
quartermasters of cavalry.
S
EC. 21. And be it further
further enacted,
ordnance department
department of
Ordnance
SEC.
enacted, That the ordnance
Ordnance hebuthe army
army shall
shall consist
consist of
of the
the same
same number
number of officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men as partment.
the
now authorized by law, and the officers shall be of the following grades,
viz: one brigadier-general,
brigadiengeneral, three
three colonels, four lieutenant-colonels,
lieutenant-colonels, ten
majors, twenty captains, sixteen first lieutenants, and ten second lieutenants, with the same pay and emoluments
emoluments as now provided by law; and
thirteen
ordnance storekeepers, of whom a
a number not exceeding
thirteen ordnance
exceeding six
six
may be appointed and authorized to act as paymasters
paymasters at armories and arordnance storekeeper
paymaster at the national armory Storekeeper
Storekeeper
senals. The ordnance
storekeeper and paymaster
at
n ts of
or of
of an
paymaster
anddpaymaster
at Springfield
Springfield shall have
have the rank,
rank, pay,
pay, and
and emolume
emoluments
of aa maj
major
at Springfield.
cavalry, and all other ordnance
ordnance storekeepers
storekeepers shall have the rank, pay, and at Springed
emoluments of captains of cavalry, and two thirds of
of' the military
military storekeepers and ordnance storekeepers
storekeepers to be appointed under this and the
fourteenth section of this act,
act, shall be selected
or
selected from
from volunteer
volunteer officers
officers or
soldiers who have performed meritorious service in the army of the
the
United States during the late rebellion.
rebellion.
SEC. 22. And
And be
signal
SEc.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That there shall
shall be
be one chief
chief sig- Chief signal
nal officer of the army, who shall have
have the rank, pay, and emoluments of officer.
officer'
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of cavalry;
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War shall have power to deof War
cavalry; and
aacolonel
colonel of
tail six
officers, and
and not
not to
to exceed
officers
non-commissioned officers
hundred non-commissioned
one hundred
exceed one
six officers,
tail
and privates,
privates, from
from the
performance of
of
the performance
engineers, for the
of engineers,
battalion of
the battalion
and
Signal duty.
duty.
signal duty;
duty; but
but no
or enlisted
enlisted man
be so
so detailed
detailed until he
shall be
man shall
officer or
no officer
signal
Signal
shall have
have been
approved by
board, to be conmilitary board,
by aamilitary
and approved
examined and
been examined
shall
vened
by the
the Secretary
that purpose;
purpose; and enlisted
enlisted men, while
for that
War for
of War
Secretary of
vened by
so
shall, when
when deemed
necessary, be
mounted upon horses probe mounted
deemed necessary,
detailed, shall,
so detailed,
vided by
by the government.
vided
Appointment
SEc.
23. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
adjutant-general, quarguarthe adjutant-general,
That the
enacted, That
it further
SEC. 23.
Appointment
of adjutant-gen- termaster-general, commissary-general
commissary-general of
surgeon-general,
subsistence, surgeon-general,
of subsistence,
termaster-general,
adjutant-genof
eral and heads
of departments. paymaster-general, chief
of engineers,
ordnance, shall
hereshall hereof ordnance,
chief of
and chief
engineers, and
departments. paymaster-general, chief of
of
after be
be appointed
appointed by
by selection
selection from
corps to
to which
which they belong, and
the corps
from the
after
no
person shall
be appointed
to any
created by this act in the
vacancy created
any vacancy
appointed to
shall be
no person
pay, medical,
or quartermaster's
departments, until
have passed
shall have
he shall
until he
quartermaster's departments,
medical, or
pay,
the examination
examination now
required by law.
now required
the
Persons
not to
EC. 24.
be it
it further
enacted, That no person[s]
person[s] shall be commisfurther enacted,
And be
24. And
SEC.
to S
Persons not
be commissioned sioned
ioned in any of the regiments authorized by this act until they shall have
becommissioned
as officers
officers until
after examinaexaminepassed aasatisfactory
satisfactory examination
examination before
before a
board, to be
offibe composed of offia board,
passed
after
cers of that arm
applicant is to serve, to be
arm of the service in which the applicant
cers
tion.
convened under
under the
direction of
Secretary of War, which shall inthe Secretary
of the
the direction
convened
quire into
services rendered
rendered during
qualificaduring the war, capacity and qualificathe services
into the
quire
Appointments
appointments, when made, shall be withtions of the applicants; and such appointments,
Appointments tions
to be
to
be made from out regard to prev i
ous ran k,b
ut w i
th so l
t
o qua lifi ca ti on sand
qualifications and
regardd to
solee regar
with
rank, but
out regard to previous
quabeifati
qual
ificationsrom
and
services,
meritorious
s,ervices; and
commissions in any of the
persons applying for commissions
and persons
meritorious services;
and services.
regiments
authorized by
by this
this act
shall be entitled in case of passing the exact shall
regiments authorized
Mileage.
aminatiou,
from
and being appointed or commissioned, to receive mileage from
amination, and
Mileage.
the
examination, or such portion of
of
residence to the place of examination,
his residence
of his
place of
the place
that distance
he may
actually travel,
travel, the
the same
same as is paid to officers
may actually
as he
distance as
that
travelling under
but there
there shall
shall be
paid no other compensation.
be paid
orders, but
under orders,
travelling
enacted, That the office
further enacted,
Office of sutSEC. 25.
25. And
And be it
it further
office of sutler in the
SEC.
subsistence
ler abolished.
abolished,
army and
at military
posts is
the subsistence
abolished, and the
hereby abolished,
is hereby
military posts
and at
army
ler
Articles,
how department
is hereby
hereby authorized
articles as
authorized and required to furnish such articles
department is
Articles, how
to befurnished
be furnished. may
may from
to time
be designated
designated by
of the
inspectors-general of
the inspectors-general
by the
time be
time to
from time
to
army, the
the same
same to
to be
be sold
sold to
officers and enlisted men at cost prices,
to officers
army,
a true account
and if
not paid
for when
when purchased, a
account thereof shall be kept,
paid for
if not
and
paymaster
and the
the amount
amount due
the government
government shall be deducted by the paymaster
due the
and
Provided, That this section
purchase::Provided,
When
this sec- at
at the
following such purchase
next following
payment next
the payment
Whenthissection
takes effect.
effect, shall not go into effect until the first day of July, eighteen hundred and
tion takes
sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
The
President,
SEC. 26.
the purpose
of promoting
promoting
purpose of
for the
That for
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
And be
26. And
SEC.
The President,
upon
applicaknowledge
military science among the young men of the United States,
of military
knowledge of
upon application, may detail
the President may, upon the application
application of an established
established college
college or uniffcerstao
iarmy ofticers
army
to the President may, upon the
act
as presidents, versity
United States, with sufficient capacity to educate at
the United
within the
versity within
actaspresidents,
officer
&c.
of certain
certain
one
i
me not less
l
ess tghan
tban one
hundred and fifty male students, detail an officer
one hundred
time
one t
of
&c.
colleges.
colleges.
army to act
act as president,
president, superintendent, or
or professor
such colcoloff the army
professor of such
lege or
or university;
university; that
number of officers
officers so detailed shall not exceed
that the number
lege
twenty at
any time,
time, and shall be apportioned
apportioned through the United States
at any
twenty
as nearly
nearly as
as practicable
governed
population, and shall be governed
to population,
according to
practicable according
as
prescribed from time to time by the President.
general rules, to be prescribed
by general
Schools for
it further enacted,
enacted, That whenever troops are serving
SEC. 27. And be it
enlisted
men
at at any post, garrison, or permanent camp, there shall be established a
men at
enlisted
a
posts, garrisons,
p
garris
permanent
or
posts,
permanent
garrisons; school where
all enlisted
enlisted men
with instruction
instruction in the
provided with
be provided
may be
men may
school where all
permanent
or
history of
the history
and especially
camps.
be
common English branches
branches of education,
education, and
especially in the
of
What to be
taught.
the
the Secretary
of War
authorized to detail such
is authorized
War is
Secretary of
and the
States, and
United States,
the United
taught
commissioned
officers and enlisted men as may be necessary
necessary to carry out
commissioned officers
Building for
the
of this section; and it shall be the duty of the post or
provisions of
the provisions
Building
school and
reor building
suitable room
a suitable
commander to cause to be set apart a
garrison commander
reschool
ligious and
p„
rposes.
room or
building
for school and religious purposes.
SEC. 28.
further enacted,
enacted, That nothing
nothing in this act shall be
And be it further
28. And
SEC.
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construed to
the appointment
to any
any position
position or
office Who not
to be
be
construed
to authorize
authorize or
or permit
permit the
appointment to
or office
not to
appointed to ofin
United States
States of
any person
served in
in any
in the army of
of the
the United
of any
person who
who has
has served
any flee
appointed
to ofm the army.
capacity
in the
of the
so-called confederconfeder- ce in the army.
capacity in
the military,
military, naval,
naval, or
or civil
civil service
service of
the so-called
ate states
the States
States in
insurrection during
the late
late
states or of
of either
either of the
in insurrection
during the
rebellion; but
but any
appointment shall
be illegal
void.
rebellion;
any such
such appointment
shall be
illegal and
and void.
SEC. 29.
29. And
be it
it further
in construing
this act,
act, officers
Officers of
of colcolSEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That,
That, in
construing this
officers Officers
dr
ee
edte
rred
p
fe
st e
be
have heretofore
heretofore been
appointed or
commissioned to
serve with
who have
been appointed
or commissioned
to serve
withmo
ored
tr'oops
toombe
deemed officers
troops shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed and
held to
be
officers
of
of
volunteers.
United States
States colored
colored troops
and held
to be officers of of volunteers.
who have
have also
also held
commisvolunteers, and officers
officers of
of the
the regular
regular army
army who
held commissions as
officers of
shall not
not
as officers
of volunteers
volunteers or have
have commanded
commanded volunteers
volunteers shall
on
account be
held to
be volunteers
volunteers under
of this
on that account
be held
to be
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this
act.
Sze.
And be it
enacted, That
herein contained
contained Rank,
pay, &c.
SEC. 30.
30. And
it further enacted,
That nothing
nothing herein
Rank,pay,&c.
8
h
6
a
4
p1285
.
3.
shall
be construed
construed as
as affecting
affecting existing
shall be
existing la ws re specti ng th e ran k, pay, ofie

laws respecting the rank, pay, of chaplhans.

and
allowances of
of the
army, but
but the
same shall
p. 46.
and allowances
of chaplains
chaplains of
the army,
the same
shall remain
remain as
as Vol.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
46.
now established
established by the act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
amend section
act to amend
section nine of the
the
act approved July seventeen,
seventeen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
entitled
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, entitled
'An
of certain
of the
the army,
'An act to
to define the
the pay and emoluments
emoluments of
certain officers
officers of
army,
purposes,'" approved
eighteen hundred
and
and for other purposes,'"
approved April
April nine,
nine, eighteen
hundred and
i
for
sixty-four; one
chaplain may
appointed by
by the
an d w
ith Chaplain
sixty-four;
one chaplain
may be appointed
the President,
President, by
by and
with
Chaplain
for
r
ed
the advice
advice and
each regiment
re gi
me
ntof
ofco
l
ore dtroops,
troops, colo
ed troops.
the
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, for
for each
colored
colore
troops.
whose duty shall include the instruction of the
in the
the comthe enlisted
enlisted men
men in
chaplain s,when
wh
en or
dere d f
rom
Transportsmon English branches
branches of
of education
education;; and
and chaplains,
ordered
from
Transportaone field of duty to another, shall be entitled to transportation
transportation at the tition.
""
same
same rate as other
other officers.
SEC.
itfurther
enacted, That nothing in this act shall be so Commissions
SEC. 31. And be it
further enacted,
Commissions
te
v
r
a
taci
a
n
teo
r gs
construed as to vacate
now properly
prope rly in
i
n serser -ofe
vacate the commission
commission of
of any
any officer
officer now
fc
certain
officers
not
n vacated by
vice, or whose name may be
register as
as partially
partially this act.
be borne on the army
army register
act.
retired, according
according to
to law.
law.
SEC.
S
EC. 32. And be it
enacted, That officers
it further
further enacted,
officers of
of the regular
regular army,
army, Officers
Officers of the ,
entitled to be retired on
of disability
re- rwegeulaanrdarh7;
on account
account of
disability occasioned
occasioned by
by wounds
wounds rerwhoand rhow
ceived in battle, may be retired upon the full rank
retired.
rank of the command
command held
held may be retired.
by them, whether in the regular or volunteer service at the time such
such
wounds were received.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the provost-marshal-genS
EC. 33. And be it further
provost-marshal-gen- Provost-mareral's
shall be
continued only
only so
lo ngas the
th e S
ecre t
ar y o
skl-eg
a
enne
dral's
eral's office and
and bureau
bureau shall
be continued
so long
Secretary
slhl-gencral's
necessary, not
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
thirty days
days after
after the
the passage
passage bureau.
of War
War shall
shall deem
deem necessary,
of this act.

SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 34. And be it further
enacted, That all officers who have served Officers of
un t
ee
rsin
i
n th
arm i
es of
ofthe
th e U
ni
te d States,
States, an
the ir to
o
during the
the rebellion
rebellion as
as vol
volunteers
thee armies
United
andd volunteers
volunteers
bear nteers
their
titles
b
titles
who have been or may hereafter be honorably
honorably mustered
mustered out of the volun- and wear their
their
teer service, shall be entitled to bear the official title, and upon occasions
occasions uniforms.
uniforms.
of ceremony to wear
wear the uniform of the highest grade they have held Volunteer
Volunteer
rank offt
regular
re
g
ular
e
ofo
b
other commissions
commissions i
the volunteer
vo l
un t
eer serv
i
ce . I
offi- rank
by brevet or other
inn the
service.
Inn case o
off offioslfcers
to
be
o
cers of the regular
army,
the
volunteer
rank
shall be entered upon the entered
regular
entered upon
official army register;
Provided,That
register ;Provided,
That these privileges
privileges shall not entitle army
armyregister.
register.
Proviso.
any oflicer
command, pay, or emoluments.
officer to command,
emoluments.
SEC.
itfitrther
SEC. 35. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the third section of the act Provisions as
as
entitled "
act making
app rop ri
ati ons f
or th
pp or to
or o
tofo
c
ffi
oncl
e
m
rsu
,
tastuib
o
n
entitled
" An
An act
making appropriations
for
thee su
support
offth
thee army f
for
to
commutation
of
officers'
subthe year ending
be
ending thirtieth of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six," sistence to be
shall continue in force
act: ProPro- continued one
one
force for one year from the passage
passage of this apt:
vided, That no officer
vided,
offi cer w
ho is
i
s f
urn i
sh
ed with
wi
th quarters
quarters i
nd s
hall be
es
as
r,
ch.. 81,
a.
who
furnished
inn ki
kind
shall
be islse6,
81, §
§S.
entitled
entitled to receive the increased commutation
commutation of rations hereby author- Vol. xiii. p.
p. 49'7.
497.
ized.
Proviso.
Proviso.
SEC.
be it further
further enacted,
for
SEC. 36. And be
enacted, That section three of the act Authority.
Anthority for
approved February
February t
twenty,
approved
wen ty, eighteen
ei
ght een hundred
hun dre dan
i
xt
y -th ree ,
authorizing dde
partmentt wrear
anddssixty-three,
authorizing
odepartment
the
en tof
ofa
so li cit or of
ofth
ar D
epartment, b
e, and
an d t
he same
same pealed.
the appointm
appointment
a solicitor
thee W
War
Department,
be,
the
pealed.
is hereby, repealed.
1863, ch. 44, §3.3.
18:3,
SEc.
And be itfurther
p' 65f
S
EC. 37. And
it further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary of War be, and Vol
Vol. xii'
xii. 13.
685'
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
XIV.
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he is
is hereby,
directed to
to have
prepared, and to report
to Congress,
Congress, at its
report to
have prepared,
hereby, directed
Code of
of reguregu- he
regulations for the government
regulations
government of the army, and

lations for the . next session,
lations
session, aacode of
army and m
militia
arm
ilitia ,
in
actua
y
lservice, o
militia in
in actual
actual
off the
the militia
inactualservice,
and courts-mar- an
f
orms of
andd forms
of aageneral
tial.
tial.

Repealing
Repealing

clause,

service, which
shall embrace
orders
necessary orders
all necessary
embrace all
which shall
service,
character
performance of all duties incumcharacter for the performance
bent on officers and men in the military service, including
including rules for the
government
existing regulations
regulations to
in force
remain in
to remain
The existing
of courts-martial.
courts-martial. The
government of
until
Congress shall have acted on said report.
until Congress
SEC. 38.
38. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
That all
laws and
and parts
laws
parts of laws
all laws
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
inconsistent with
with the
provisions of
this act
act be,
be, and
and the
same are
hereby,
inconsistent
the provisions
of this
the same
are hereby,
repealed.
1866.
APPROVED, July
July 28,
28, 1866.
APPROVED,

"An act
act granting
granting the
1866.
CHAP.
— An Act
Provisions of "An
Act to revive and extend the Provisions
CHAP. CCC.
CCC. -An
July 28,
28,1866.
1853, ch.
ch. 59
59.
Right
of Way
Way and
and making
making a
a Grant
of Land
Land to
to the
States of
of Arkansas
to
Missouri, to
and Missouri,
Arkansas and
the States
Grant of
Riht of
1853,
Vol. x.
155.
aid in
Construction of
of a
a Railroad
.from a
Point upon
upon the
Mississippi opposite
opposite the
the Mississippi
a Point
Railroadfrom
the Construction
aid
n the
p. 155.
Vol.
x. p.
Mouth of
of the
via Little
Little Rock, to
Boundary, near Fulton,
Fulton, in Arto the
the Texas
Texas Boundary,
the Ohio
Ohio River,
River, via
Mouth
February 9,
9,
MississippiRiver,"
Fort Smith and
and the Mississippi
kansas,
with Branches
kansas, with
Branches to Fort
River," approved
approved February
Purposes.
1853, and for other Purposes.
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
enacted by
the Senate
Be it
" Act granting the
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the "
States of America
riright
right of way and making
making a
a grant of land to the States of Arkansas and
Missouri
to
aid
in
the
construction
of
railroad from
the
upon the
point upon
from aa point
of a
a railroad
the
construction
to
aid
in
Missouri
Rock. to the
Missouri for rail- Mississippi
Mississippi opposite the mouth of the Ohio River, via Little Rock.
revived and Texas
T exas boundary, near Fulton, in Arkansas, with branches
branches to Fort Smith
road
extended
for ten
ten
extended for
hundred
years.
and the
February nine,
nine, eighteen
eighteen hundred
approved February
River," approved
Mississippi River,"
and
the Mississippi
years.
fifty-three, with all the provisions therein made, be, and the same is
and fifty-three,
extended for the term of ten years from the passage
hereby, revived and extended
reverted to the
Lands heretohereto- of this act; and all the lands therein granted, which reverted
fore granted and United States under the provisions of said act, be, and the same are herehere
reverted to be
reverted
be
and made
restored
to the
the same
same custody,
custody, control,
control, and
and condition,
condition, and
made subject
subject
restored to
by, restored
restored to same by,
custody and
to the uses and trusts in all
all respects as they
they were before
before and at the
the
condition
as
at time such reversion took effect: Provided,
time
condition
as at
mineral lands within
time such reversion took effect: Provided, That all mineral
reversion
time reversion
took
the limits of this grant and the grant made
made in section two of this act are
took place.
provided further,
further, That
hereby reserved to the United States: And
Minerallands
mineral
lands hereby
.And provided
That all
reserved.
Property
troops of
of the
States shall at all
transported
all times be transported
United States
the United
and troops
property and
and property
Property and
troops of the
over said railroad and branches at the cost, charge, and expense
expense of the
branches recorporation
States toto company
or
be
United
transported
States
corporation owning
owning or operating
operating said road and branches
o corpra&
c
be
transported
spectively, when
required by the government
of the United States.
government of
when so
so required
spectively,
of cost.
cost.
free of
SEC.
Additions to
SE
C.2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That there is hereby
hereby granted, added
former grant for to, and made part of the donation
donation of lands hereby renewed and made,
same uses
same
uses and
and
subject to
to the
same uses
uses and
and trusts,
trusts, and
under the
custody, control,
the same custody,
and under
the same
subject
trusts.
conditions, and to be held and disposed of in the same manner
and conditions,
manner as if
Landsreserved
ginal grant, all the alternate sections and parts of secseeoriginal
Landsreserved included in the ori
or
tions, designated
b3r odd
odd numbers,
numbers, lying
along the
of lands
lands
or to which
wthih
tions,
designated by
lyingZ1 along
the outer
outer line
line of
homestead or
,
pre-emption
heretofore granted,
within five
each side
excepting
side thereof,
thereof, excepting
on each
five miles
miles on
and within
granted, and
heretofore
pre-emption
rights have at- lands reserved or otherwise appropriated
appropriated by law, or to which
right
which the right
Provided, That
attached: Provided,
pre-emption or homestead settlement
excepted of
tached,
moiled, excepted
of pre-emption
settlement has attached:
That
from grant.
Whole grant
grant
the additional
additional quantity
quantity of lands hereby granted, when added to the
the
the
Whole
exceed
specified in section one hereof,
aggregate
not to exceed
lands specified
hereof, shall not exceed,
exceed, in the aggregate
a
ten sections a
ten
mile,
quantity
of lands
by this
this act
sufficient to
sections
to ten
ten sections
amount to
to amount
granted, sufficient
act granted,
lands by
quantity of
mile.
for each
each mile of railroad:
railroad: And providedfurther,
.lands embraced
Lands, how
provided further, That the lands
embraced
only
disin
grant and
grant revived
by section
section one
this act
act shall
shall be
be
one of
of this
this grant
and the
the grant
revived by
oly to be disin this
posed of.
Whenever proof shall be furnished, satispodisposed disposed of only as follows: Whenever
Sectionsof
consecutive
Sections
of ten factory to the Secretary of the Interior, that any section of ten consecutive
consecutive
a good, substantial, and
consecutve
miles.
miles of said road and branches
branches is completed
completed in a
workmanlike manner
workmanlike
manner as aa first-class
first-class railroad, the said Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior shall issue patents for all the lands granted as aforesaid, not
not
exceeding
exceeding ten sections per mile situate opposite
opposite to and within the limits
of twenty miles of the section of said road and branches thus completed,
. The act grantgranting
mg right of w
way
and lands
lands to
Arkansas and
and
Arkansas
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and when
like proof
proof shall
shall be
section of
miles
of ten miles
another section
that another
furnished that
be furnished
when like
and
of
road in
in said
said States
on the
respectively connectbranches respectively
said branches
the said
or on
States or
said road
of said
ing
with the
the preceding
section is
is completed
aforesaid, the
Secretary
the Secretary
as aforesaid,
completed as
preceding section
ing with
of
Interior shall
shall issue
manner as
as as
first
the first
of the
case of
in case
as in
like manner
in like
patents in
issue patents
the Interior
of the
completed sections,
so on
on from
from time
until the
whole is
is comcomthe whole
time until
to time
time to
and so
sections, and
completed
issue
pleted as
as herein
when the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall issue
the Secretary
provided, when
herein provided,
pleted
exceeding the
patents for
all the
remaining lands
lands herein
herein granted,
granted, not exceeding
the remaining
for all
patents
aggregate amount
amount provided
provided for
for and
and located
located as
as required
sections one
one
by sections
required by
aggregate
miles
of
one
and
two
of
this
act:
And
provided
further,
That
if
section
twenty
miles
Ifntwenty
further,
Andprovided
act:
this
of
and two
e
az
o
t
toeo
enters
t,
constructed are noteompletmiles of
said railroads
and branches
shall not be fully constructed
branches shall
railroads and
of said
each of
of each
miles
and completed
class railroad
years from
least
and at least
time and
the time
from the
three years
within three
railroad within
first class
as aafirst
completed as
and
this act
and at
at least
of twenty
miles on
miles
miles
twenty
on twenty
twenty miles
section of
one section
least one
law, and
becomes aa law,
act becomes
this
e
i ci year
a
f
t
rryear daftereach
each of
roads and
and branches
branches in
in each
each year
and the
each and the
the whole
whole wards,
thereafter, and
year thereafter,
of said
said roads
each
ten
in
whole
of said
roads and
within ten years from the time this act shall whole'in
branches within
and branches
said roads
of
take effect,
effect, then
then and
and in
said cases
the lands
lands granted
granted or
years, landsthen
the ,yinear%lnatnec(listtohen
or the
all the
cases all
of said
either of
in either
take
tohe
revert
grant of
is revived
revived or
or extended
extended by
this act,
which at the
ije
a
l:t to the
the time rev
and which
act, and
by this
which is
of which
grant
company making United States.
shall be
unpatented to
to or
the benefit of the road or company
for the
or for
be unpatented
shall
or suffering
suffering such
such failure,
failure, shall
the United States.
to the
revert to
shall revert
or
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
enacted, That
That all
all the
the lands
lands mentioned
in this
Lands hereby
hereby
Lands
this i
mentioned in
it further
further enacted,
SEc.
g
e
r
s
s
e
n
r
t
v
e
e
dp
ro
b
i
t
act,
hereby granted,
are hereby
hereby reserved
reserved from
entry, pre-emption,
pre-emption, or
orreserved from
from entry,
granted, are
and hereby
act, and
appropriation to
to any
any other
other purpose
purpose than
pre-empcontemplated, for the said entry, pre-empherein contemplated,
than herein
appropriation
term of
ten years
years from
the passage
act: Provided,
That all lands
tion, &.e 'yen
lands ttut
Provided, That
this act:
of this
passage of
from the
of ten
term
for
heretofore given
MissouTisrr
to the
the State of Missouri for the construction of the Cairo to Missouri
given to
heretofore
and
Fulton railroad,
railroad, or
for the
the use
and Fulton
said road lying in the State of Cairoand
of said
use of
or for
and Fulton
Missouri,
and all
all lands
proposed to
to be
be granted
by this
this act
for the
use rai
l
r ed
n.
to
be
to be
When
the use
act for
granted by
lands proposed
Missouri, and
or
in aid
aid of
the road
road herein
herein named,
lying in
in said
Mis- patented to the
State of Missaid State
and lying
named, and
of the
or in
S
souri,
shall be
be granted
and patented
said State
State whenever
whenever the State;
tate;h b h Id
to the
the said
patented to
granted and
souri, shall
usedeto-e
held and
road
anirised
completed through said State, which lands may be held
be completed
shall be
road shall
paying
by
State and
and used
used toward
toward paying
the State
the amount
amount of bonds here- ward paying
State the
paying the
said State
by said
tofore
issued by
by it
it to
to aid
aid said
said company,
company, and
e
l
)
e
ar
n
t
!
ism State
State
to certain
accrued or to
interest accrued
all interest
and all
tofore issued
act
accrue thereon:
thereon: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
the provisions of this act, so far When this act
That the
accrue
as
the same
same relate
the Memphis
effect as
Little Rock and the Little Rock takeseffect
Memphis and Little
to the
relate to
as the
and
Fort Smith
Smith branches
branches of
the SecSec- r
iMemphis
\e
iniamtep
s
ht
i
c
a
)
a
thne
d
and
until the
effect until
take effect
not take
shall not
road, shall
said road,
of said
and Fort

his office and the Little Rock, and
retary of
the Interior
certificate in his'
and
Interior shall make and file aacertificate
of the
rotary
office of
State of
Arkansas, stating
1.
,iotr
t
t
ies
R
mo
i
c
t and
stating that the companies
of Arkansas,
of State
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
office
Fort
Smith
es LittleRock
branchesofroad.
or corporations
of road.
benefit of this act in behalf of said branches branches
the benefit
claiming the
or
corporations claiming
a lawful manner, and, after
have reorganized
after
reorganized their boards of directors in a
have
such reorganization,
respectively rescinded all acts, resoluthat they have respectively
reorganization, that
such
tions, or other proceedings,
proceedings, transferring
transferring the lands, rights, or privileges
privileges
tions,
of such
such corporations
corporations or
convention, State, or authority
authority
companies to any convention,
or companies
of
recognizing or
concert with, or under the authority of the
or acting in concert
recognizing
late
so-called confederate
confederate states
states of America.
late so-called
APPROVED,
28, 1866.
1866.
July 28,
APPROVED, July

July 28, 1866.

Metric System of Weights and
CI. -An
—An Act to authorize
authorize the Use of the Metric
CCCI.
CHAP. CC
Measures.

House of
and House
Senate and
of Representatives of
of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That from and after the passage Use of weights
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of this
this act
States of
America to
tvednmleetarres,sof
measures of
to and
of America
United States
the United
throughout the
be lawful
lawful throughout
shall be
act itit shall
of
uthorized.
tern aut
employ the
the weights
the metric
contract tern
r
iLcriIci.
system; and no contract
metric system;
of the
measures of
and measures
weights and
employ
deemed invalid
or dealing,
or pleading
pleading in
be deemed
invalid or liable
liable to
shall be
court, shall
any court,
in any
dealing, or
or
or measures
measures expressed or referred to thereobjection
because the
the weights
weights or
objection because
of the metric
or measures
measures of
weights or
in
in are
are weights
metric system.
here- Tables
schedule herethe schedule
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
tables in
in the
Tables of
of
the tables
That the
enacted, That
And be
SEc.
of contracts,
construction of
to
be recognized
in the
contracts, and in all equivalents.
the construction
recognized in
shall be
annexed shall
to annexed
in terms
legal
as establishing,
establishing, in
terms' of the weights and measures
measures
proceedings, as
legal proceedings,
of the
equivalents of
now
in use
use in
the United
the equivalents
the weights
weights and
and measStates, the
United States,
in the
now in
ures
ures expressed therein in terms of the metric system; and said tables may
be
lawfully used
customary
computing, determining, and expressing in customary
used for computing,
be lawfully
weights and measures
measures of the metric system.
measures the weights and measures
weights
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MEASURES
MEASURES OF
OF LENGTH.
LENGTH.

length;
length;

METRIC DENOMINATIONS
VALUES.
METrBl
DENOMINATIONS AND
AND VALUES.

Myriameter
Myriameter .
Kilometer
Kilometer

.
Hectometer
Hectometer .
Dekameter
Dekameter .
Meter . .......
Meter
Decimeter
Decimeter
.
Centimeter .
Centimeter
Millimeter
Millimeter
.

10,000
meters.
. . . ..
.
10,000 meters.
1,000
meters.
. . . . .
1,000 meters.
. ....
100 meters.
..
100
meters.
....
10 meters.
meters.
. .
10
1meter.
meter.
. .
of
meter.
. . . . .
of a
a meter.
. . . . .
of a
a meter.
meter.
3
of
. . . . . T55
meter.
1 -6of
ofaameter.
t

surface;
of surface;

EQUIVALENTS
IN
DENOMINATIONS IN
QUIVALENTS
IN DENOMINATIONS
IN USE.
USE.

6
2137 miles.
miles.
62137

or 3280 feet
0.62137 miles, or
feet and
and ten
ten inches.
inches.
328 feet
and 1
828
feet and
1 inch.
inch.
393.7 inches.
inches.
393.7
29.37
inches.
39.37 inches.
3.937
3.937 inches.
inches.
0.3937 inches.
inches.
0.3937
0.0391
inches.
0.0394 inches.

MEASURES
MEASURES OF
OF SURFACE.

METRIC
DENOMINATIONS
METRIC DENOMINATI/NS
AND
VALUES.
ANDVALUES.

Hectare . . . . . . 10,000 square
Hectare
square meters
meters
Are
Are
. . . . . .
100 square
square meters
meters
Centers . . . . . .
Centare
1 square meter
meter
1

EQUIVALENTS
EQUIVALENTS
IN DENOMINATIONS
DENOMINATIONS
IN USE.
US.

2.471
2.471 acres.
acres.
119.6 square
yards.
119.6
square yards.
1550 square
square inches.
1550
inches.

MEASURES
MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

of capacity.

METRIODENOMINATIONS
=RIO
DENOMINATIONS AND
AND VALUES.
VALUES.

Number

Names.
Names.

Cubic measure.
measure.
Cubic

oNmer
of liters.
ofliters.

1,000
1,000
100
100
10
10
1
1

Kiloliter, or
or stere
Kiloliter,
store
Hectoliter .
Hectoliter
. ..
. ..
Dekaliter.
Dekaliter. .
Liter ... .
Liter
.
.. .

EQUIVALE.NTS
N DENOMINATIONS
DENOMINATIONS
LIN
Us.
EQUIVALENTS
LI
IN USE.

Deciliter
Deciliter .. .. ..
Centiliter
... . ITl
Centiliter
T -6
Milliliter
Milliliter.. .
.
l
ow
.
. To
-0n

Dry
D
measure.
Dry measure.

Liquid or wine
o
Lu
e
measure.
measure.

1 cubic
cubie meter
1
meter ... . . 1.808
1.308 cubic yards .. . 264.17 gallons.
gallons.
F °of a
a cubic
cubic meter
meter .
. 2
2 bushels
bushels and
and 8.85
8.35 pecks
pecks 26.417
26.417 gallons.
10
cubic decimeters
decimeters .. 9.08
quarts .. .. .. .. 2.6417
0 cubic
gallons.
9.08 quarts
2.6417 gallons.

11.6
.of

1cubic
cubic decimeter
decimeter .
0.908
.
0.908 quarts
quarts .
.... .
cubic decimeter
of a
a cubic
decimeter 6.1022
6.1022 cubic
cubic inches
inches
10
centimeters.
10 cubic
cubic centimeters.
0.6102
0.6102 cubic
cubic inches
inches
1 cubic centimeter
. 0.061
0.061 cubic
cubic inches
inches
1
centimeter .

1.
1
1
7 of

•. . 1.0567
1.0567 quarts.
quarts.

.. .. 0.845
0.845 gills.
gills.
338 fluid
fluid ounces.
.. .. 0
0338
ounces.
0.27
fluid drams.
drams.
.
.. .
0.27 fluid

WEIGHTS.
WEIGHTS.

Weighs.
Weighl

EQUIVALENTS IN DeNOMI'
DENOMIE~UIvALENTS
NIONS
LN
S.
NATIONS
IN USE.

O DENOMINATIONS
DENOMINATIONS
ANDVALUES.
ME
METRIO
AND
VALVES,

Number of
Number
of
grams.
grams.

Names.
Names.

Millier
Milller or
or Tonneau
Tonneau .
.

Quintal . . ..
klyriagram.
Myriagram . . .
.
kilo .
Kilogram or kilo.
Hectogram
Hectogram.
.. .
..
Dekagram .. .. ..
Gram
Gram
. . . ..
Decigram .. .. ..
Decigram
Centigram
Centigram . .
.
Milligram
. • •
.
MilligTaD1 •

1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000
10,000
1,000
1,000
100
10
10
11

..
.
.
.

..
.
•

T.

I

10100

APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.

NATIONS DT USE.

Weight ofwhat
of what quantity
of
Weight
quantity of
water
maximum density.
water at maximum

11cubic
cubic meter
meter .....
.
11hectoliter
hectoliter . . . . .
10 liters . . . . ... .
1 liter
liter. . . . . ...
1
1
1 deciliter
deciliter . . . . ..
10 cubic centimeters
centimeters .. ..
1 cubic
cubic centimeter
1
centimeter .. ..
A of aacubic
centimeter
cubic centimeter
.
. .
10 cubic millimeters .
1 cubic millimeters
millimeters .. .
.
1

Aoirdupois
Avoirdupois weight.

2204.6
2204.6 pounds.
pounds.

.

.
.
.
.
.

220.46 pounds.
pounds.
22.046
22.046 pounds.
2.2046 pounds.
pounds.
2.2046
8.5274 ounces.
3.5274
ounces.
0.3627 ounces.
0.3527
ounceS.
15.432 grains.
grains.
1.6432 grains.
1.5432
grains.
0.1543
rains.
0.1543 g
grains.
0.0154 grains.
0.0164
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CHAP. CCCII.
CCCII. -An
— An Act
to amend
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "
An Ad
malcing A
Appropriations
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
" An
Act making
proprationsfor
for July
CHAP.
Act to
sundry
of the
the Year
Year ending
the thirtieth
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen 1858,
1858 oh.
sundry Civil
Civil Expenses of
the Governmentfor
for the
ending the
thirtiethof
h. 154,4
154 ,17.17.
hundred
Vol. xi. p.
827.
hundred and
and fifty-nine.
fifty-nine.
Vol.
p. 827.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
States
of America
Congress assembled,
seven- Secretary
Secretary of
of
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the proviso
proviso to
to the
the sevenao
dim
et
)
/T
irs_
teenth section
section of
act to
to which
which this
act is
amendment be
be altered
altered so
so Treasury
Treasury
may
is an
an amendment
of the
the act
this act
teenth
appoint disbursas to
read as
That where
there is
col- hiTagent,
as
to read
as follows:
follows: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
where there
is no
no coling agent, where
lector
the place
location of
herein specified,
the there
is
no oolthere
isnt,
no
oollector at
at the
place of
of location
of any
any public
public work
work public
herein
specified, the
splector
place
atflace
Le c
ca
totfoa
yof
Secretary of
shall have
have power
appoint a
disbursing agent
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
power to
to appoint
a disbursing
agent location of any
for
payment of
all moneys
are, or
or may
appropriated public
public work.
work.
for the
the payment
of all
moneys that
that are,
may be
be hereafter,
hereafter, appropriated
for
the construction
such public
such compensation
as
for the
construction of
of any
any such
public work,
work, with
with such
compensation as
he
may deem
and just,
and all
laws and
of laws
laws in
he may
deem equitable
equitable and
just, and
all laws
and parts
parts of
in conflict
conflict
with the
the provisions
provisions of
and the
same are
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
with
of this
this section
section be,
be, and
the same
are hereby,
APPROVED, July
July 28,
APPROVED,
28, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CCCIII.
— An act
act authorizing
authorizing the
Payment of the
the Reuards
Rewards offered
oZered by
by the
the PresiPresi- July
July 25,
1866.
CHAP.
CCCIII.-An
the Payment
28, 1866.
dent of
of the
the United
and the
the Officers
of the
War Department,
Department, in
and May,
May,
dent
United States
States and
Officers of
the War
n April
April and
1865,
fir
the
Capture
of
the
Assissins
of
the
late
President,
Abraham
Lincoln,
and
the
1865, for the Capture of the Assissins of the late President,Abraham Lincoln, and the
Secretary
H. Seward.
Seward
of State, Hon.
Hon. William H.
Secretary of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of any
any ,. 1:aym/t
be paid,
paid, out
out of
Payment anct
and
States
of America
America in
That there
there be
moneys in
in the
treasury not
not otherwise
moneys
the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
satisfaction of
of all
wularidsirok3ered
appropriated, in
in satisfaction
all wards
offered
claims
the rewards
rewards offered
offered by
by the
of the
United States
States or
or for the
claims for
for the
the President
President of
the Tnited
the capture
capture
assasss
by authority
authority of the War Department for the capture
capture of the assassins of of
O
f
fthe
re
i
ge:isd
i
ent
of
the President
Lincoln, and
Secretary of
State, William
the late President, Abraham
Abraham Lincoln,
and the
the Secretary
of State,
William and
andSecretary
Secretary of
viz::—
State.
sums to
to the
the following-namied
H.
H. Seward,
Seward, the
the following
following sums
following-named persons,
persons, viz
State.
For the capture
capture of
of Payne:
Payne :For capture
For
capture of
of
Payne
To Major
W. Smith,
Smith, who
To
Major H.
H. W.
had charge
commanded the
the force,
force,
who had
charge of,
of, and
and commanded
Pay n e
the
sum of
of ....
$1,000
the sum
................
....................... $1,000
Richard
C. Morgan,
Morgan, detective
500
Richard C.
detective ..................................
500
Eli Devore,
Devore, detective
detective
Eli
500
............
..........
................
500
Charles
II. Rosch,
detective ....................................
500
Charles II.
Rosch, detective
500
Thomas
500
Thomas Sampson,
Sampson, detective
detective ...................................
500
William
William M.
M. Wermerskirch,
detective ...........................
SOO
Wermerskirch, detective
500
John tH.
H. Kimball,
500
John
Kimball, citizen
citizen ......................................
500
P.
........................................
P. M.
M. Clark,
Clark, citizen
citizen ..
500
colored .......................................
Susan Jackson,
Jackson, colored
250
250
Mary
Mary Ann
Ann Griffin
Griffin ............................................
250
250

$5,000
$5,000
of
Atzerotti
of Atierott;

For
the capture
capture of
For the
of Atzerott
Atzerott::—
To
Major E. R.
Pennsylvania Volunteers
Volunteers .........
To Major
R. Artman, 213th Pennsylvania

$1,250 00
$1,250
Sergeant Zachariah
Gmumill, 1st Delaware
Delaware Cavalry ........... 3,598 54
54
Zachariah W. Gemmill,
Private
1st Delaware
Cavalry.................
Private Christopher Ross, let
Delaware Cavalry
2,878 54
54
Private
Private David H. Barker,
Barker, 1st Delaware
Cavalry
2,878 78
78
Delaware Cavalry...................
Private
Private Albert Bender, 1st Delaware
Delaware Cavalry....................
Cavalry
2,878 78
Private
J. Williams, 1st Delaware
Private Samuel J.
Delaware Cavalry ...............
2,878 78
Private George W. Young, 1st Delaware
Delaware Cavalry
.................
2,878 78
78
Private James
James Longacre,
Longacre, 1st
2,878
1st Delaware
Delaware Cavalry
Cavalry...................
2,878 78
78
James W. Purdum, citizen .....................................
2,878 78
78

$ 25,0000
$25,000
00

For the capture
and Herold:
capture of Booth and
Herold: —
....................
To E. J. Conger
Conger ..........
"
Lafayette C. Baker
Baker..
" Lafayette
......................................
"" Luther
Luther B. Barker ........................................
"Lieutenant
" Lieutenant E. P.
Doherty
P. Doherty.................................
"
' James R.
R. O'Bierne .......................................
Wells.............................................
" H. H. Wells
" George Cottingham
Cottingham ........................................
" Alexander
Alexander Lovett ........................................

$15,000
3,750
3,750
3,000
5,250
5,250
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

$32,000
$32,000

of
of Booth
Booth and
and
Herold;
Hrold;
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Sergeant Boston Corbett, 16th
cavalry; Sergeant
16th New York
York cavalry;
Sergeant AnAndrew Wendell, 16th New
York cavalu
Corporal Charles
New York
cavalry;•Corporal
Charles Zimmer,
Zimmer,
16th New York caval;
ry Corporal
Corporal Michael
Michael Uniac,
York
cavalry;
Uniac, 16th
16th New
New York
cavalry; Corporal John
John Winter, 16th New York cavalry;
cavalry;
cavalry; CorCorporal Herman Newgarten,
York cavalry;
cavalry; Corporal John
John
Newgarten, 16th New York
Walz,
Corporal Oliver Lonpay,
16th New
Walz, 16th New
New York
York cavalry;
cavalry; Corporal
Lonpay, 16th
New
Michael Hormsley, 16th
16th New
New York
cavalYork cavalry;
cavalry; Corporal
Corporal Michael
York cavalry; Private John Myers, 16th New York cavalry;
cavalry; Private John
John
Ryan, 16th New York cavalry;
cavalry; Private
William Byrne,
Private William
Byrne, 16th New
New
York cavalry; Private
Private Phillip Hoyt,
cavalry;
Hoyt, 16th New
New York cavalry;
Private Martin Kelley, 16th
York cavalry;
Private
Henry
16th New
New York
cavalry; Private Henry
McDaniel, 16th
Putnam, 16th New York cavalry; Private Frank
Frank McDaniel,
16th
Savage, 16th
New York cavalry; Private Lewis Savage,
16th New
New York
York cavAbraham Genay, 16th
alry; Private Abraham
16th New
New York cavalry;
cavalry; Private
Private
Barker,
Emery Parady, 16th New York
York cavalry;
cavalry; Private David
David Barker,
16th New York
Private William McQuade,
16th New
York cavalry;
cavalry; Private
McQuade, 16th
New
York cavalry; Private John Millington, 16th New
New York
York cavalry;
cavalry;
Private Frederick
Frederick Deitz, 16th
John
16th New York
York cavalry; Private
Private John
H. Singer, 16th New York
York cavalry;
cavalry; Private Carl Steinbrugge,
16th New York cavalry; Private Joseph Zisgen, 16th
16th New York
York
cavalry, one thousand
thousand six hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars eightyfour, eight tenth cents each ..................................
43,000
43,000

$75,000
$75,000 00
Payments to
SEC.
it further
SEC. 2. And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the said
said several
several sums shall
shall
be
made
t,o leer- be
be paid
paid to
several persons
named, respectively,
respectively, personally,
personally, or
or
to the
the several
persons above
above named,
Onsde
teive
or,
sons&e.
themse ves, in
in case
of their
their decease,
decease, to
to the
the persons
who would
would be
be entitled
entitled to
the same
or,
&c.
case of
persons who
to the
same
under the bounty laws
laws of the United
United States in
deceased soldier.
soldier.
in case of aa deceased
APPROVED,
28, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 28,
1866.
July 28, 1866.

Term of dis-

CHAP. CCCIV.
-An Act directing
District Court
Court to be held at
at the City of Erie,
CCCIV.—An
directing a
aDistrict
Erie, in
the
in the
State of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
State

Be it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
United
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, besides the terms of the

trict court to be
trit
court
to be district
district court of the United States, directed
directed by law to be held at Pittsheld
at Erie,
Pennsylvania.
burgh, in the county of Alleghany,
Alleghany, and at
Williamsport, in
in the
the county
county of
of
at Williamsport,
Lycoming,
Lycoming, for the western
western district
district of the State
State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the judge
of said western
western district shall hold two terms in every year, at the city of
of
Erie, in the county of Erie, which shall commence
commence the first Monday
Monday of
of
July and January in each
each and every year, beginning
beginning in the J
uly or
July
or January which shall first immediately
immediately follow the passage of this act, and be
be
continued and adjourned
adjourned from
from time to time, as the court may deem expedient, for the despatch
despatch of the business thereof.
APPROVED,
28, 1866.
APPROVED, July 28,
1866.

1866.
July 28, 1868.

CHAP. CCCV.
- An Act to authorize
CCCV.—
authorize the Secretary of War to
Transportation to
tofurnish Transportation
to
Discharged
Discharged Soldiers
Soldiers to whom Artificial Limbs are
arefurnished by the Government.
Government.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United

Transportation
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Transportation States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of War is
is
for disablehd solauthorized and directed
to furnish
furnish to
to discharged
discharged soldiers
the United
diers to whom
authorized
directed to
soldiers of
of the
United
wom
artificial limbs States, who have
have been disabled
disabled in the service, as well as
as to
to those not yet
yet
are furnished,
discharged, transportation
transportation to and
the place
place where
and from
from their homes
homes and
and the
where
they may be required
required to go to obtain artificial
artificial limbs provided for them
under authority of law.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.

July
28, 1866. CHAP. CCCVI.
supplemental to the Act to appropriate
July.28,
CCCVL -An
—An Act
Act supplemental
appropriate Money far
for the Postal
Postal
1866, ch. 85.
Services.
Ante, p. 48.
Be
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Supplemental States of
assembled, That
That there be, and hereby is,
appropriationfor
appropriation for appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise approappropostal service.

stal
service.

priated, for carrying the mail upon the post roads established by acts of
of

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. L
CH. 306,307,308,309.
306, 307, 308, 309.
L CH.
CONGRESS. SEss.
THIRTY-NINTH

1866.
1866.

343
343

Congress
passed during
the first
of the
the Thirty-ninth
for See
pages 5,
5,
See pages
Congress, for
Thirty-ninth Congress,
session of
first session
during the
Congress passed
the
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen—hundred
sixty-seven, 189,
280.
189, 280.
and sixty-seven,
eighteen-hundred and
ending June
the fiscal
the sum
sum of
of four
hundred and
and eighty-six
thousand five
hundred and
and
five hundred
eighty-six thousand
four hundred
the
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
twenty-five
APPROVED, July
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP. CCCVIL-An
CCCITIL— An Act
Act to
to proted
of Mineral
Waters Os
the District
July 28,
1866.
28, 1866.
sh the
District July
Mineral Waters
protect the
the Manufacturers
Manufacturersof
CHAP.
of
Columbia, andfor
and for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.
of Columbia,
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That all
manufacturers and
and venManufacturven- Manufacturall manufacturers
Congress assembled,
ofAmerica
States of
beverages by law allowed
allowed to
r:atwcatersm
e
o
..teL78.&c.
1
:
c
1
.
ders of mineral waters and other
other beverages
to be sold in
in tIelr
bottles, upon
which their
names or
or their
their mark
marks shall be respecsold in
bottles on
in bottleson
respec- sold
or marks
mark or
their names
bottles,
upon which
tively impressed,
impressed, may
may file
file with
with the
the clerk
the supreme
of the
the DisDis- which
are the1r
their
which
are
court of
supreme court
of the
clerk of
tively
names or
marks,
trict of
i
=efile
&l: ritTCOa
ki
s
•i
may
in court
such bottles and
and of
of the name or marks I
of Columbia
Columbia a
a description
description of such
trict
thereon, and
shall cause
the same
be published
less than
of
description of
than two
two description
for not
not less
published for
same to
to be
cause the
thereon,
and shall
weeks, successively,
daily or
or weekly
weekly newspaper,
newspaper, published
published in
bottles,
bottles, &c.
in said
said&c.
in aa daily
weeks,
successively, in
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
Sze. 2.
2. And
be it
it is
is hereby
hereby declared
declared to
be unun- The
The filling
filling
to be
That it
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
And be
s
ynic
n
h
erb:i
ttwleas
te
w
r
ith
lawful for
any person
persons hereafter,
without the
of the
theusuch
with
bottles
the permission
permission of
hereafter, without
or persons
for any
person or
lawful
&c.without
owner
owners thereof, to fill with mineral
mineral waters or other beverages
beverages &c.
owner or owners
any such
such bottles
bottles so
so marked,
marked, for
or to
traffic in
permission, deany such
such bottles
bottles so permission,
to traffic
in any
for sale,
sale, or
any
marked, and
her of
such owner
unlawful.
Oared unlawf
thereof;ared
or owners thereof;
of such
owner or
by him
him or
or her
not bought
bought by
marked,
and not
and
person so
so offending
offending shall be liable to aapenalty of fifty cents for Penalty.
every person
and every
every
or disposed of, or bought, or trafor sold,
sold, or
or used,
used, or
every bottle so filled, or
ficked
subsequent
and of five
five dollars for every subsequent
first offence;
offence; and
ficked in, for the first
recovered as other fines in said District of Columbia.
offence, to be recovered
APPROVED, July
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

28,1866.
in the
City of
of Washington
Washington for
certain Lots
CHAP. CCCV111.—
An Act
donating certain
Lots in
the City
for July
July 28,
1866.
Act donating
CHAP.
CCCVIII. - An

District of Columbia.
Schools for Colored
Children in the District
Columbia.
Colored Children

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
cerof cercommissioner of public tain
States of
America in
in Congress
Con.
gress assembled,
assembled, That the commissioner
Grant o
of America
States
iots of
tain lots
of land
buildings be, and he is hereby, authorized
as hi ngton
authorized and required to grant and con- in W
Washington
use
and for
the sole
sole use
cities of
vey
trustees of
colored schools
of Washington
Washington and
for the
schools for
for the
the cities
of colored
vey to
to the
the trustees
Georgetown, in
the District
District of
Columbia for
for the
sole use
schools
for
Georgetown,
in the
of Columbia,
the sole
use of
of schools
schools for
for of
of
schools
for
children.
colored
colored
children.
colored children in said District of Columbia, all the right, title, and interest of the United States in and to lots numbered
numbered one, two, and eighteen
eighteen
in square nine hundred
hundred and eighty-five,
eighty-five, in the said city of Washington,
Washington,
said lots having been designated and set apart by the Secretary of the Inwhenever the same
same shall be if To revert, if
schools. And
And whenever
terior to
to be used for colored schools.
&c..
converted
converted to other uses, they shall revert to the United
United States.
States.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
1866.
An Act
Act to
of Commissioners
of the
CHAP. CCCIX.CHAP.
CCCIX. — An
to extend
extend the
the Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
Commissioners of
the Circuit
Circuit July
July 28,
28, 1866.
Courts of
Courts
of the
the United
United States.
States.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
Commissioners
who Commissioners
assembled, That
of America
in Congress
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the commissioners
commissioners who
States
o
co
f
u
thr:
scircuit
e
it
of
the

may xer.

now are, or hereafter
hereafter may be, appointed by the circuit courts of the courts maycexercise powers of
United States to take acknowledgments
acknowledgments of bail and affidavits, and also to cise
of
of
take depositions
depositions in civil causes, shall and may exercise all the powers that justice
j
u
n
n
s
c
t
i
r:
e
f
tpeace,
Met
under act 1790,
any justice of the peace may exercise under and in virtue of the seventh eh.
oh. 29, § 7.
i. p, 184.
section of the act passed the twentieth of July, anno Domini seventeen
seventeen Vol. 1.
"An
hundred and ninety, entitled "
An act for the government and regulation
regulation
of seamen
seamen in the merchant service."
service."
APPROVED,
1866.
APPROVED, July
July 28,
28, 1866.
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SESS. L
I. C
H. 310,
312.
311, 312.
310, 311,
CH.
THIRTY-NINTH

July
28, 1866.
July 28,1866.

1866.
1866.

CHAP.
—An Act
Act to
the Suits,
of the United
and Business of
Suits, Judgments,
Judgments, and
for the
to provide
providefor
CCCX.-An
CHAP. CCCX.
for the State of Louisiana.
Louisiana.
Courtfor
ProvisionalCourt
States Provisional

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
House of
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That all suits, causes, prosecuCongress assembled,
in Congress
Proceedings
States
prosecuStates of America in
Proceedings
United
in the
the United
in
States
provision- tionti
tions,
the United
United States
States provisional
provisional court for the State
in the
proceedings in
and proceedings
s, and
provisiStates
al court
court for
for
of Louisiana,
with the
same are
transhereby, transare hereby,
the same
and the
be, and
thereof, be,
records thereof,
the records
Louisiana, with
of
al
Louisiana, to be ferred
States district court for the eastern
eastern district of Louisto the
the United
United States
ferred to
Louisiana,
transferred
transferred to the.
the .
district court,h
court,
iana;
prosecutions, and
proceedings so
so transferred
transferred
and proceedings
causes, prosecutions,
suits, causes,
all suits,
and all
iana; and
district
and to
shall
be proceeded
proceeded with in said court
determined, and
court and tried and determined,
shall be
to be
be as
as
and

though originaloriginalthough
ly
commenced
there,
lhere.

said court
and by
by said
therein and
issued and
and executed
judgment issued
process and
process
and judgment
executed therein
court in
in
the
and with like
commenced
like effect as if the same had been commenced
manner and
same manner
the same
Proviso,
originally in
said district
court: Provided,
however, That
That any
suit or
or proproany suit
Provided,however,
district court:
in said
originally
Proviso.
ceeding
so transferred,
transferred, of
the circuit
jurisdiction
take jurisdiction
could take
court could
circuit court
which the
of which
ceeding so
under
laws of
of the
the United
shall in like manner be heard
heard and
United States, shall
the laws
under the
determined
in the
district.
held in
in said district.
court held
circuit court
the circuit
determined in
Record
EC. 2.
And be
itfurther
further enacted,
enacted, That
suits or
or proceedings
proceedings are
in case
case suits
That in
be it
2. And
SEC.
cer- S
in cerRecord in
tam nsuits
repen di ng i
sa id provisional
prov i
si
onalcourt
cour twhich
w hi ch could
cou ld n
ot have
ha vebeen
instit uted in
i
n
been instituted
not
inn said
repending
suitsittsto
to
tain
maintin
ot
u
r
t
ict
in district
said
circuit
or
district
court,
the
record
shall
remain
in
said
district
court
court
court without said circuit or district court, the record shall remain in said district
therein.
action.
without further
further action
action therein.
without
further action.
Judgments,
Sac. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
orders, dejudgments, orders,
That all judgments,
enacted, That
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Judgments,
Zsc,
crees, an
dd
ec i
si
ons of
ofth
Unit ed St
at
es provisional
prov i
si
ona lcourt
cour tfor
f
or the
the St
at
e
State
States
thee United
decisions
and
pro- crees,
c. of
of the
the provisional court to

become at
once of
of Louisiana,
Louisiana, relating
relating to
to the
transferred to
to the
district court
the district
hereby transferred
causes hereby
the causes
at once
becomne
t_he judgments,
judgments
of the eastern district of Louisiana,
the
Louisiana, or to the circuit
circuit court held in said
the district
or circuit
circuit court.
district, shall
shall at
become the
the judgments,
judgments, orders,
orders, decrees, and decisions
once become
at once
iourt.district,
or
of said
district court,
or said
said circuit
inconsistcircuit court, unless the same are inconsistcourt, or
of
said district
ent with the rules and
and proceedings
proceedings thereof; and may be enforced, pleaded,
ent
decisions of said district
district
as the
the judgments, orders, decrees, or decisions
and proved, as
court, or said circuit court.
court.
APPROVED, July 28, 1866.
APPROVED,

remove the Office of Surveyor-General
CIIAP. CCCXI.-An
July 28, 1866. CHAP.
CCCXI. — An Act to remove
Surveyor-General of the States of
See Post,
Iowa
Nebraska.
Plattsmouth, N6maka.
Wisconsin to Plattsmouth,
and Wisconsin
Iowa and
448.
p. 448.
Post, p.
See
Representatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted by the
the Senate and
Be it
assembled, That it shall be the duty of the
America in
sur- States
States of America
Office of curin Congress
Congress assembled,
veyor-general of 0
,weyor-general
be,
of this
this act
Iowa and
and WisWis. S
ecretary of
of the
the Interior,
after the
the passage
act as
as may
may be,
passage of
as soon
soon after
Interior, as
Secretary
Iowa
surveyor-general of Iowa and Wisconsin to be reto cause the office of surveyor-general
consin to be
eonsin
removed to
moved to Plattsmouth in the Territory of Nebraska, and to make the
Plattsmouth,
Nebraska.
necessary
effective operations;
operations; and when
when so
immediate and effective
provisions for immediate
necessary provisions
Nebraska.
surveyor-general shall be coNebraska and removed the duties and jurisdiction of said surveyor-general
Iowa
to consti- extensive with the limits of the Territory of Nebraska, and include the
tuteatsurveying
tote
asurveying extensive with the limits of the Territory of Nebraska, and include the
a surveying
district.
State
constitute a
surveying district.
State of Iowa, and the same shall constitute
enacted, That all acts and parts of acts infurther enacted,
Repealing
S
EC. 2. And be it further
SEC.
consistent with the provisions of this act, be, and the same are hereby,
clause.
clause,
repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 28, 1866.
July
1866.
28, 1866.
July 28,

Physical diedisqualification of
qualification
occasioned
nof
officers
o
ffice rs of navy,
occasioned by
wounds received
received
duty,
in
line
in
an
li n
n
o
etof
o
in
f
e
d
a
u
p
t
a
y
e
andd
not
incapacitoting
tating them, not
prevent proto prevent
motion on active
list.
list.

their
aeprived of their
- An Act to prevent Officers of the Navy from being dprived
CHAP. CCCXII. —
Battle, andfor
regular Promotion
Promotion on Account of Wounds received in Battle,
and for other Purposes.
Purposes.
regular
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
assembled, That the provision of section
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
equalact to
to establish
to amend
"Act to
four of
the "Act
four
of the
amend an
an act
act entitled
entitled an
an act
establish and
and equalize
of line
the United
United States
States navy,"
approved July
navy," approved
of the
officers of
line officers
the grade
grade of
ize the
sixteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, requiring
requiring that no officer in the
active list
upon the
a higher
higher grade
to a
promoted to
be promoted
shall be
naval
naval service
service shall
a g
ggrade upon
p the active list
.
.
until he has been
surgeons and pronounced
examined by aaboard of naval surgeons
been examined
until
construed
physically
physically qualified to perform all his duties at sea, shall not be construed
otherwise
to apply
apply to
to and exclude from the promotion to which he would otherwise

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
C .312.
SESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

1866.
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be
officer in
such medical
shall 1864,
oh. es,
4.
§ 4.
63, i
1864, oh.
board shall
medical board
case such
whose case
in whose
any officer
entitled any
regularly entitled
be regularly
xiii- preport
that his
his physical
received68.VolVol. xiii.
p. 6a.
disqualification was occasioned by wounds received
physical disqualification
report that
in the
line of
of his
his duty,
duty, and
and that
wounds do
do not
not incapacitate
incapacitate him for
such wounds
that such
the line
in
other
duties in
in the
the grade
grade to
to which he
he shall be promoted.
other duties
navy
of nary
S
EC. 2.
2. And
it further
enacted, That
That thie
the rate
rate of
of pay
pay of
of Pay
Pay of
officers of
of officers
further enacted,
be it
And be
SEC.
este
a
e
n
rsdo
n
n
o
r
t
enred
the
navy
on
the
retired
list
and
not
on
duty,
nor
retired
on
furlough
pay,
list
andnoetired
furlough
pay,
nor
retired
on
and
not
on
duty,
on
the
retired
list
the navy
&o.
duty,
in
cases
where
such
rate
of
pay
has
not
heretofore
been
fixed
Ste.
law,
by
fixed
been
in cases where such rate of pay has not heretofore
shall
be one
half of
of the
the pay
pay to
such officers
officers would
be entitled if
would be
which such
to which
one half
shall be
on
at sea.
sea. And
the pay
of clerks
corn- Pay of clerks
clerks to cornyards, of
navy yards,
of navy
clerks of
of clerks
pay of
And the
duty at
on duty
oznainv3e, r
a
e
s
r
e
I
increased
storekeepers, is hereby &c.
mandants
er
e ,
3
navy yards, and of clerks to naval storekeepers,
of navy
mandants of
corn- twenty-five
increased
twenty-five per
cent upon
upon their
their present
salaries, from
twenty-five per
per
from the cornpresent salaries,
per cent
increased twenty-five
cent.
rnencement
of the
the present
year.
fiscal year.
present fiscal
mencement of
SEc.
3. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the
accounting officers Disbursing
Disburs ing
the proper accounting
it further
SEC. 3.
of
be, and
and they
they are
are hereby
the settlement
settlement of offcers
officer: of the .
in the
authorized in
hereby authorized
the treasury
treasury be,
of the
n
co
ar
v—
d
althe
of the
the disbursing
!
is to
t
n
ebe
b
En
ee
a
r
i
lne
officers of the navy and marine corps to corps
disbursing officers
the accounts
accounts of
for
credits
allow,
subject
to
the
approval
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
such
credits
lowed
allow, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Navy, such credits p
suroch r
lot;sof
e
as
s
shof
lsses
for
during the late rebelproperty and funds as have occurred during
of property
losses of
for losses
lion
appear to them by such shall,
mar Fee.
hereafter, and which shall appear
occur hereafter,
as shall
shall occur
and as
lion and
occasioned by
vouchers
testimony as they shall require to have been occasioned
and testimony
vouchers and
accidental
or a
acondition
of things over which such officers
condition of
circumstances, or
accidental circumstances,
had
which they are not justly responsible.
responsible.
had no
no control and for which
APPROVED,
1866.
28, 1866.
July 28,
APPROVED, July

I,

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II. BES.
llEs. 1,
2, 8.
1, 2,3.
THIRTY-NINTH

1866.
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RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.

[No. 1.
1.1 A
Resolution authorizing
divert certain
heretofore approappro.
to divert
certain Funds
Funds heretofore
the President
President to
autlhrizing the
[No.
A Resolution

'
and cause
cause the
ere., for
immediate Subsistence
Subsistence and Clothing, tc.,
same toto be used
used for
for immediate
the same
'priated,
prted,and
Tribes.
destitute Indians
Indians and
Indian Tribes.
and Indian
dstitute

December 21,
21,
December

186 °.

1866.

Resolved
the Senate
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
and House
by the
Resolved by
the President
President of
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the Subsistence
11:Wel
That the
assembled, That
America in
States of
of America
or
and clothing for
United
States be
cause to
to be
expended restitutte
United Slates
be and
and he hereby
hereby is authorized
authorized to
to cause
be expended
destitute Inunder
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
immediate dians,
&c.
dians,&o.
for the
the immediate
Interior, for
of the
of the
the direction
direction of
under the
subsistence and
clothing of
destitute Indians
within the
the
Indian tribes
tribes within
Indians and
and Indian
of destitute
and clothing
subsistence
southern superintendency,
superintendency, and
for agricultural
agricultural implements
seeds for
for
implements and seeds
and for
southern
the same,
same, a
exceeding five
five hundred thousand dollars of the una sum
sum not
not exceeding
the
expended balance
balance in
in the
treasury of
appropriations heretofore
made ""to
to
heretofore made
of appropriations
the treasury
expended
United States to carry into effect the act of
enable the President of the United
third of
of March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and nineteen,
101.
eh. 101.
any other
other acts now 1819, ch.
nineteen, and
and any
hundred and
third
Vol iii. p. 582.
in force
force for
the suppression
suppression of
the slave-trade":
slave-trade": Provided,
That the
in
for the
of the
Provided,That
the acac- Provisos. 532'
counts of
of such
such expenditure
Congress during its presbe laid before Congress
expenditure shall be
counts
ent session:
session: And
That all
articles to be furnished
to said
furnished to
all articles
also, That
provided also,
And provided
ent
destitute Indians and Indian tribes shall be delivered to them on or before
the first day of July next.
APPROVED,
December 21,
21, 1865.
1865.
APPROVED, December
IN°. 2.]
A Resolutionfor
Re,solution for increasing
increasing the
the Bond
Bond of
of the
of public
Printing. Jannary12,1866.
Januaryl12,186.
public Printing.
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
2.] A
INo.

advanced to the superinW HEREAS the amount of money
money which can be advanced
WHEREAS
tendent of public printing under existing law is not sufficient
sufficient to enable
expenditures of his office: Therefore,
current expenditures
him to
to meet the current
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and Rouse
Resolved by
by the Senate
assembled, That the said superintendent be
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of America
requested to furnish a
a new bond, in the penal sum of eighty thousand
requested

Preamble.
PreambleSee 1867, ch. 59.
69.
Poet, p. 898.
Post,
B.nd of Super-

intendentf
of er.
intent
t!P
Public Printing.

dollars.
dollars.
APPROVED, January
12, 1866.
January 12,
1866.
APPROVED,
[No.
[No. 3.]

France.
Exposition at
at Paris,
Joint
Relation to the Industrial
Industrial Exposition
Paris, France.
Joint Resolution
Resolution in Relaion

January
January 1,1866.
15,1888.

8
8See
W
HEREAS the
See Po
Post,, pp.
government of 862,
been invited by the government
the United
United States have been
WHEREAS
568.
a universal exposition of the productions of agri- Preamble.
France to take part in a
P'ream.ble.
manufactures, and the fine arts, to be held in Paris, France, in
culture, manufactures,
the year eighteen
sixty-seven:
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven:
Representatives of the United Industrial
House of Representatives
resolved by the Senate and House
Be it resolved
Illqustrial ExE?••
Dositin
r
ane.
Stales of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That said
accepted.Paris,
ost
Tn at
at Pari,
invitation is
is accepted.
said invitation
in Congress
of America
States

SEc. 2.
it further
resolved, That
heretofore
That the
the proceedings
proceedings heretofore
SEC.
2. And
And be
be it
further resolved,

Acts of
of SecreSecreActs

tary of
of State
State
Secretary of State in relation to the said exposition,
exposition, as set tary
adopted by the Secretary
approved.
forth in
in his
his report
report and
and accompanying
accompanying documents
subject, apprved.
concerning that
that subject,
forth
documents concerning
transmitted
transmitted to both houses of Congress with the President's message of
the eleventh instant, are approved.
approved.

resolved, That the general agent for the said General agent
3. And
it further
further resolved,
SEC. 3.
8E0.
And be
be it
exposition
employ such clerks
clerks as may be at New York
to employ
be authorized
authorized to
York be
exposition at New York

848
848
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CONGRESS.
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Sass.
I . RES. 3, 4, 5, 6.
SESs. I

1866.

necessary
to enable
enable him
fulfil the
regulations of
of
requirements of the regulations
the requirements
to fulfil
him to
necessary to
the imperial commission,
commission, not to exceed four in number, one of whom shall
shall
receive
eighteen hundred dollars per annum,
at the
the rate of eighteen
compensation at
receive compensation
one
at sixteen
and two
two at
at fourteen
dollars.
hundred dollars.
fourteen hundred
dollars, and
hundred dollars,
sixteen hundred
one at
Secretary of
be, and
of
Secretary
SEC.
4.
And
be
it
further
resolved,
That
Secretary
State
the
That
resolved,
it
further
be
And
4.
SEC.
y
ofk
Seeta
State to make
hereby, authorized
prescribe such general regulations
requested to prescribe
and requested
authorized and
general regula- is
is hereby,
general
tions.
concerning the conduct of the business relating
tions.
concerning
relating to the part to be taken by
the
United States in
exposition as may be proper.
in the exposition
the United
APPROVED, January
January 15, 1866.
APPROVED,
may appoint
appoint
may
clerks;
clerks;
their pay.

public Property
January 22,1866.
[No. 4.] Joint
granting certain
certain public
Property to the Soldiers' Orphanf
Orphans'
Resolution granting
Joint Resolution
22,1866. [No.
January
Home
Iowa.
of Iowa.
Home of
Be it
resolved by
and House
Representatives of
of the United
United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it resolved
Be
Gift to Soldiers'
States of America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the buildings,
furnisheds, furnibuildings, sheds,
That the
oldiers
Gifato
Orphans'
Home States of America in Congress
of Iowa.
ture,
and other
other property,
at camp
camp Kinsman,
Kinsman, near
near Davenport, Scott
now at
property, now
ture, and
of
lowa.
county,
donated to the Soldiers'
Soldiers'
county, Iowa, be, and the same are hereby, donated
Orphans'
Home of Iowa.
Orphans' Home
APPROVED, January
January 22,
22, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

a Portion
grant the Use of
January
5.] Joint
of a
Portion of
Secretary of War to grant
authorizing the Secretary
Joint Resolution authorizing
[No. 5.]
31,1866 [No.
January 61,1866.
Purposes.
Military
Reserve on
St. Clair
River, in the
of Michigan,
Railroad Purpose&
Michigan,for Railroad
the State
State of
Clair River,
on St.
Military Reserve
Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House of
Be it
'use of
Secretary of War be,
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
portion
of porret-ion
of
rnilitary
re- States of America
of Use
military
serve on St.
St. Clair
0. Williams, of the city
he is hereby, authorized to grant to Guerdon O.
Clair and he
serveon
river granted
granted for of Detroit, in the State of Michigan, and his associates, the use of so
boric railroad,
much of
of the
military reserve
reserve on the St. Clair river, in the State of Michthe military
bose railroad. much
igan, known
extending aa
known as the site of Fort Gratiot, as is necessary for extending
igan,
horse railroad
Huron city to the depot of the Port Huron and
Port Huron
railroad from Port
horse
Conditions.
Detroit
at such
upon such
such terms
terms and conditions as to
and upon
rental and
such rental
railroad, at
Detroit railroad,
Conditions.
seem proper,
proper, reserving
reserving to the United
United States,
States, however, the right
him may seem
of
rails % ties, and other parts of said road whenever the
the rails,
of removing
removing the
Secretary of War
War shall direct, without any claim or right for damages on
Secretary
the
of the
the said
said Williams
Williams and
representatives.
associates, or their legal representatives.
and associates,
the part
part of
APPROVED,
January 31, 1866.
APPROVED, January
February
7,1866.
February 7,1866.

[No. 6.]

James Madison.
Madison.
A Resolution
Resolution directing
Distribution of the Writings of
A
directing the Distribution
of James

United
Resolved
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate and
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Distribution
of States of
assembled, That the joint committee
committee on
America in
of America
Distributionof
writings
Library be and they are hereby directed to distribute, by mail or
the Library
writings oof
James Madison.
James Madison,
Madison. otherwise, the five hundred
James
hundred copies of the writings
writings of James
Madison,
published by authority of Congress under direction of said committee,
published
manner following, to wit: To the President of the United States,
in the manner
one
libraries of the different
different departments,
departments, of the Postmastercopy; to the libraries
one copy;
General and
Attorney-General, one copy each; to each member of the
and Attorney-General,
General
present Senate
Senate and House of Representatives,
Representatives, one copy; to the library
present
of
of Congress,
Congress, ten copies; to the libraries of the several States and Territories
college libraries
the Union, one copy each; to such public and college
tories of the
committee on the Library,
as
designated by the present joint committee
be designated
may be
as may
one hundred
hundred copies; the residue to be retained in the Department of the
Interior
distribution.
Interior for future distribution.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 7, 1866.
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[No. 7.] A
the Time
for the
the Completion
of the
10,
Mis- February 10,
and MisBurlington and
the Burlington
Completion of
Time for
the
extending sours
Resolution extending
7.] A Resolution
[No.
1866.
Railroad
River Railroad.
souri River
Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Resolved by
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
in case
case the
the Burlington
Burlington Time
corncomforBurTime for
That in
Congress assembled,
States of America
and Missouri
Missouri River
shall complete
complete the
etiton of
of Burof pletion
section of
the section
Company shall
Railroad Company
River Railroad
and
twenty
present terminus
terminus of
of its
by the
day of
a
;inerral
s
railsouri River
of solfrni
first day
the first
road by
its road
the present
from the
miles from
twenty miles
December,
Domini eighteen
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
and the
the eer_
road extended.
extended.
cer- road
hundred and
eighteen hundred
anno Domini
December, anno
tificate of
of the
be filed
of the
Interior
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
with the
filed with
shall be
governor shall
the governor
tificate
of such completion,
then the
the said
said company
company shall
shall be
its lands,
lands,
to its
entitled to
be entitled
of such completion, then
due
by reason
reason of
the comp,letion
of said
of twenty
miles, as
as proprotwenty miles,
section of
said section
completion of
of the
due by
vided
in section
section eight
the act
act entitled
"An act
act to
to amend
act ench,103,§
8.
103,8.
1864, ch.
en- 18_64,
an act
amend an
entitled "An
of the
eight of
vided in
titled
act making
grant of
the State
alternate Vol.
ol. xiii.
98
p. 98
xiii. P.
in alternate
Iowa, in
of Iowa,
State of
to the
land to
of land
making aa grant
An act
titled ' An
sections, to
the construction
of certain
railroads in
said State,'"
and
State,'" and
in said
certain railroads
construction of
in the
aid in
to aid
sections,
its rights
rights shall
shall be
be in
all respects
respects the
the same
if the
should
section should
same section
the same
as if
same as
in all
its
have been
the first
July next.
next.
of July
day of
first day
on the
completed on
been completed
have
APPROVED, February
February 10,
10, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
[No. 81 A Resolution
tendering the
the Thanks
Congress to
to Vice-Admiral
David G.
February 10,
Far- February
G. FarVice-Admiral David
of Congress
Thanks of
8.] A Resolution tendering
[No.
1866.

for
Command, for
ragut,
and to
Officers, petty
petty Officers,
Officers, Seamen,
his Command,
under his
Marines under
and Marines
Seamen, and
the Officers,
to the
ragut, and
their
and good
in Mobile
August, 1864.
1864.
the 5th August,
on the
Bay, on
Mobile Bay,
Action in
the Action
in the
Conduct in
good Conduct
Gallantryand
their Gallantry

1866 .

United
Resolved
and House
the United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
States
That the
nks of Congress
Congressof Thanks
Thanks of
thanks
the tha
assembled,, That
Congress assembled
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
are eminently
eminently due
and are
are hereby
to Vice-Admiral
Admiral FarraG. .CAodigreasis
David G.
Vice-Admiral David
tendered to
hereby tendered
due and
are
Farragut, of
United States
States navy,
to the
petty officers,
officers, gut, and those
officers, petty
the officers,
and to
navy, and
the United
of the
Farragut,
seamen, and
and marines
marines under
his command,
command, for
the unsurpassed
unsurpassed gallantry
and under
under his comcorngallantry and
for the
under his
seamen,
skill exhibited
exhibited by
by them
in the
the engagement
engagement in
in Mobile
Mobile Bay,
Bay ,on the fifth mand
mand.
them in
skill
day of
August, eighteen
and sixty-four,
and for
for their
and
long and
their long
sixty-four, and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
of August,
day
faithful services
services and
and unwavering
devotion to
to the
the cause
cause of
of the
country in
in
the country
unwavering devotion
faithful
the
midst of
of the
greatest difficulties
difficulties and
dangers.
and dangers.
the greatest
the midst
Sac.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
resolved, That
That the
the President
of the
President
to
to
President
United corr
the United
President of
further resolved,
SEC. 2.
sim
r umcate
States be
be requested
requested to
resolution to
to Vice-Admiral
esolution
thisresolution
Vice-Admiral thi
this resolution
communicate this
to communicate
States
requested to communiFarragut, and
of the
Navy be
be requested
the Navy
Secretary of
the Secretary
that the
and that
Farragut,
cate the
the officers,
of the
the navy
general
by general
navy by
marines of
and marines
seamen, and
officers, seamen,
to the
same to
the same
cate
order of
his department.
department.
of his
order
10, 1866.
APPROVED, February
February 10,
1866.
APPROVED,
Joint Committee
A
by the
Committee to February 10,
the Joint
incurred by
Expenses incurred
of Expenses
Payment of
the Payment
for the
Resolution for
A Resolution
inquire into
into the
the Condition
of the
States which
the so-called
so-called Confederate
Confederate States
of 1866.
1866.
States of
formed the
which formed
the States
Condition of
inquire
America.
America.

[No.
9.]
[No. 9.]

United
Resolved
and House
House of
of the
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
p
Appropriaton
the sum of ten thousand foix
That the
States
of America
A
ppropriation
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Joint
dollars,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may.
be
necessary,
be,
and
the
same
is
.Committe*
(.?;o l
m
'sm
esitte•
is
same
the
and
be,
necessary,
be
may
as
thereof
so
much
dollars, or
hereby, appropriated to
pay the
the expenses
of Conconupon the eonCon- upon
committee of
joint committee
the joint
of the
expenses of
appropriated to pay
hereby,
da
e
itil
i
o
en
d o
ef
on
tIt
l
e
e
ds:
of thes
which formed dition
the States
of the
gress appointed
appointed to
to inquire
inquire into
the condition
condition of
States which
into the
gress
scaled confedshall erate states.
the so-called
so-called confederate
of America;
and that
the said
said sum
sum shall
that the
America; and
states of
confederate states
the
Senate,
be drawn
the treasury
treasury upon
upon the
order of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate,
the order
from the
drawn from
be
havas
same shall
shall be
be required
time to
to time
time by
by the
the committee
committee havfrom time
required from
the same
as the
ing
in charge;
and any
any portion
portion of
the sum
sum hereby
hereby approapproof the
charge; and
investigation in
such investigation
ing such
witnesses
priated
that shall
the said
joint committee
to witnesses
committee to
said joint
by the
allowed by
be allowed
shall be
priated that
attending before
before it,
or to
to persons
its service,
diem,
per diem,
for per
service, for
in its
employed in
persons employed
it, or
attending
the
travelling
other necessary
and paid
paid by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
expenses, and
necessary expenses,
or other
travelling or
be
Senate
order of
the said
said joint
shall be
committee, shall
joint committee,
of the
the order
of the
pursuance of
in pursuance
Senate in
Treasthe
of
accordingly
credited
and
allowed
by
the
accounting
officers
of
the
Treasofficers
accounting
the
by
allowed
and
credited
accordingly
ury
Department.
ury Department.
APPROVED,
1866.
10,1866.
February 10,
APPROVED, February
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February 26,
26,
February
1866.
1866.

[No. 10.]
10.]
[No.

SESS. I.
I. RES.
RES. 10,
11, 12.
10, 11,
SESS.

1866.
1866.

Joint Resolution
Telegraphic Communication
Communication between
and facilitate
facilitate Telegraphic
encourage and
to encourage
Resolution to
Joint
the
Continents.
Eastern Continents.
and Eastern
the Western and

Preamble.
W
HEREAS by
by an
an act
entitled "An
"An
act entitled
WHEREAS
Preamble.
1864 tch. 199. telegraphic
communication between
between the
telegraphic communication
1864,
Vol. xiii. p. 840. approved July first, eighteen
hundred
Vol. xiii. p. 840. approved July first, eighteen hundred

A
vessel
A steam
steam vessel

to be
be detailed to
to
aid
aid in laying the
telegraph cable
cable
telegraph
the
between the
between
between
western and
eastern
mudeastern conticents.
nents.

act to
facilitate
and facilitate
encourage and
to encourage
act
eastern and western continents"
continents"
and sixty-four,
provided,
and
sixty-four, it was provided,
among other
the Navy
detail
authorized'to detail
be authorized'to
Navy be
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
that the
things, that
other things,
among
a
vessel to
assist in
surveys and
and soundings,
laying down
sub-marine cable,
cable,
down sub-marine
soundings, laying
in surveys
to assist
a vessel
transporting
connected therewith,
and generally afford such astherewith, and
materials connected
transporting materials
sistance
as might
deemed best
secure a
a successful proproto secure
calculated to
best calculated
be deemed
might be
sistance as
motion
the enterprise;
enterprise; and
whereas the
Emperor of
for the
the
Russia, for
of Russia,
the Emperor
and whereas
of the
motion of
purpose
with the
the government
government of
under
States, under
United States,
of the
the United
co-operating with
of co-operating
purpose of
the
steam corvette,
thoutwo thouof two
" Variag,"
Variag," of
the "
corvette, the
a steam
ordered a
has ordered
aforesaid, has
act aforesaid,
the act
sand
one
hundred
and
fifty-six
tons
burthen,
seventeen
guns,
three
hunhunthree
guns,
seventeen
burthen,
tons
fifty-six
and
hundred
sand one
dred
in the
of said
said telegraph,
telegraph, and
has
and has
achievement of
the achievement
assist in
to assist
men, to
six men,
and six
dred and
company;
placed
telegraph company;
subject to the orders of said telegraph
steamer subject
said steamer
the said
placed the
and
telegraph company
company intend,
intend, the
the ensuing
ensuing summer,
summer, to lay
said telegraph
whereas said
and whereas
the
sub-marine cable
said cable
and the
mathe macable and
Strait, said
Behring's Strait,
at Behring's
required at
cable required
the sub-marine
terial
for the
line being
in transit,
transit, and
and the
the vessels of the
now in
being now
entire line
the entire
terial for
company, seven
being ready
ready at
San Francisco
Francisco and
Vancouand Vancouat San
in number,
number, being
seven in
company,
ver for
and require
require immediate
immediate co-operation
part
co-operation on the part
expedition, and
the expedition,
for the
ver
of the
the United
United States,
States, in
in conformity
Therefore,
with said act: Therefore,
conformity with
of
Be
resolved in
in the
the Senate
United
the United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
it resolved
Be it
Navy
of the Navy
the Secretary
That the
States
of America
Secretary of
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
authorized and required
be, and is hereby, authorized
be
required to detail one steam vessel
vessel
)
from
squadron of
station, or
to assist
assist in
in makmakor elsewhere,
elsewhere, to
Pacific station,
of the
the Pacific
the squadron
from the
inn' surveys
in that
that part
Pacific coast,
coast, both
of
both of
of the
the Pacific
part of
soundings in
and soundings
surveys and
in
America
and Asia,
Asia 'where
proposed to
telegraph, in
in laylaysaid telegraph,
to establish
establish said
is proposed
it is
where it
America and
log the submerged
submerged cable, and generally
generally to afford such assistance as may
ing
carry out
be best
calculated to
secure the
the success
success of
of the
to carry
out
and to
enterprise and
the enterprise
to secure
best calculated
be
eighteen hundred
first, eighteen
the purposes
of the
July first,
hundred and sixtyapproved July
the act
act approved
purposes of
the
communitelegraphic communifour, entitled
entitled ""An
An act
act to
and facilitate
facilitate telegraphic
to encourage
encourage and
four,
can
same can
as the
the same
so far
cation
between the
and western
far as
continents," so
western continents,"
eastern and
the eastern
cation between
efor impairing
be
destroying or
impairing her efor destroying
her, or
dismantling her,
without dismantling
afforded without
be afforded
ficiency
vessel of war.
ficiency as aavessel
1866.
APPROVED, February
February 26,
26, 1866.
APPROVED,

Soldiers
for Expenses
Expenses incurred
providing for
A Resolution
Resolution providing
11.] A
March
incurred in searching for missing Soldiers
March 10, 1866. [No. 111
same.
of the
of the
and for the further
Prosecution of
of the
the same.
further Prosecution
States, andfor
the United
United States,
the Army
Army of
of
rebellion,
Barton has, during the late war of the rebellion,
Clara Barton
W
HEREAS Miss Clara
WHEREAS
expended
her own
own resources
of money
money in
in endeavoring
endeavoring
sums of
large sums
resources large
frol her
expended from
armies of
to
of the
the armies
of the
the United
United States, and in
soldiers of
missing soldiers
discover missing
to discover
Therefore -—
communicating intelligence
their relatives;
relatives; Therefore
to their
intelligence to
communicating
United
of the
Appropriation
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
by the
Resolved by
Appropriation
fifteen thouThat the
assembled, That
in Congress
reimburse
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the sum
sum of fifteen
States of
to reimburse
Clara Bat
Bar-,.
Miss Clara
Miss
any moneys
out of
ton.
sand dollars
dollars be,
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
of any
appropriated, out
and the
be, and
sand
ton.
BarMiss Clara
reimburse Miss
in the
appropriated, to
to reimburse
Clara Barotherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
the Treasury
Treasury not
in
ton
amount so expended
expended by her, and to aid in the further prosefor the amount
ton for
necessary
printing necessary
Printing.
cution of
search for
for missing
soldiers; and
and the
the printing
missing soldiers;
the search
of the
cution
Printing.
be done by the
hereafter be
shall hereafter
in the
the furtherance
object shall
said object
of the
the said
furtherance of
in
public printer.
printer.
public
APPROVED, March
10, 1866.
1866.
March 10,
APPROVED,
Preamble.

March
1866.
10, 1866.
March 10,
Transfer of
of
Transfer
Berkeley and
Jefferson councounties
from VirVirties fron
ginia
gnia to West
Virginia.
Virginia.

[No. 121
12.1
[No.

Transfer of the Counties
Consent of Congress
Joint
Congress to the Transfer
Joint Resolution giving the Consent
to the State of West Virginia.
Virgima.
of Berkeley and Jefferson to

of the
the United
Be it
resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
it resolved
Be
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
States of America
States
assembled, That Congress hereby
hereby recogfrom the State
nizes the
counties of
and Jefferson
Jefferson from
Berkeley and
of Berkeley
the counties
of the
transfer of
the transfer
nizes
Virginia to West Virginia;
Virginia; and consents thereto.
of Virginia
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 10,
10, 1866.
1866.
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ESS. 1.
1.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
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RES.
13, 14, 15,16.
15, 16.
RES. 13,14,

1866.
1866.

[No.
13.] Joint Resolution authorizing the Secretary of
March
National March
to the
the National
transfer to
War ., transfer
authorizing the Secretary of War
Joint Resolution
13.]
[No.
Home
Sailors' Orphans,
of Washington
City, certain
not needed
needed
Stores not
certain Stores
Washington City,
Orphans, of
and Sailors'
Soldiers' and
for Soldiers'
Hme for

351
10,
1866.
10, 1866.

for
the Use
the Government.
Government.
of the
Use of
for the

Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
of Representatives
United
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Sjoreas
if
tr
nite
he
frthe
War be,
be, NNaStona
of War
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
and
he is
hereby, authorized
deliver to
to the
the NationNation- for
SIoldiers' and
for Soldiers'
of the
directors of
lady directors
the lady
to deliver
authorized to
is hereby,
and he
al
and Sailors'
Orphans, of
of Washington
for the
Sailors' OrOrthe Sailors'
city, for
Washington city,
Sailors' Orphans,
Soldiers' and
for Soldiers'
Home for
al Home
use
aid of
that society
society in
in its
blankets, bedding,
phans.
bedding, phan°.
such blankets,
objects, such
benevolent objects,
its benevolent
of that
use and
and aid
and other
furniture and
may be
be proper
proper for
their purposes,
and
purposes, and
for their
as may
articles as
and articles
other furniture
and
as are
are now
in the
the stores
stores of
of the
the surgeon-general's
surgeon-general's department,
department,
on hand
hand in
now on
as
and no
longer needed
needed for
for government
government account;
account; the
Secretary to
deterto deterthe Secretary
no longer
and
mine, at
discretion, the
the specific
to
thus to
stores thus
of stores
character of
and character
amount and
specific amount
at his
his discretion,
mine,
be appropriated,
and of
of which
due account
taken.
be taken.
shall be
account shall
which due
appropriated, and
be
APPROVED, March
March 10,
1866.
10, 1866.
APPROVED,
[
No. 14.]
14.]
[No.

Joint
the Relief
Relief of
of the
the Sufferers
the late
Explosion at
the United
United March
1866.
17, 1806.
March 17,
at the
late Explosion
by the
Sufferers by
for the
Resolutionfor
Joint Resolution
States
Columbia.
Districtof Columbia.
Arsenal, in the District
States Arsenal,

Preamble.
W HEREAS by
explosion at
the United
United States
States Arsenal,
Arsenal, in
in the
thePreamble.
at the
late explosion
by the
the late
WHEREAS
District
Columbia, ten
killed, who
were not
enlisted men,
men,
not enlisted
who were
were killed,
persons were
ten persons
of Columbia,
District of
but
were employs
in said
said arsenal;
arsenal; and
whereas
and whereas
government in
of the
the government
employes of
but were
those
were so
killed left
left wives
wives and
and children
dependent upon them for
children dependent
so killed
who were
those who
support,
most of
of whom
in aadestitute
condition: Therefore,
Therefore,
destitute condition:
now in
are now
whom are
support, most
Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
United Help
sufferHelp to sufferthe United
of the
of Representatives
Representativesof
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
h
o;t
e
hx
;
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
sum of
twenty-five erlsosiLt
elosinotheexthe sum
of twenty-five
America in
States of
of America
hundred
dollars
be,
and
the
same
is
hereby,
appropriated
out
of
any
I
nited
States
United States
hundred dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated out of any t;
i
s
s
e
tn
ria
ol
tinf e
money
in the
treasury not
appropriated, and
and placed
arsenal inofthe
by the
the SecSec- District
placed by
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the treasury
money in
Co-retary
the Treasury
Treasury in
in the
the hands
iumbia,t
o
Benton, commandant of said lumbia.
hands of Col. Benton,
of the
retary of
arsenal, to
him among
among the
by the
explosaid explothe said
sufferers by
the sufferers
by him
distributed by
to be
be distributed
arsenal,
sion, according
to the
and necessities
their several
several cases;
and
cases; and
of their
necessities of
equity and
the equity
according to
sion,
that the
said commandant
commandant report
report the
said distribution
distribution to Conof said
details of
the details
the said
that
gress,
the vouchers
therefor.
vouchers therefor.
with the
gress, with
APPROVED, March
March 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
Name
to the
ENo. 15.]
15.] Joint
to change
the Name
the Ship
"Art Union"
th e N
ame March 22, 1866.
1866.
Union " to
Ship "Art
of the
Name of
change the
Resolution to
Joint Resolution
[No.
"
M. Barnard."
Barnard."
" George M.
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Resolved by
Treas- Name of
States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Tress9f ship
ship
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
ury
be, and
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
the name
Art chArt
ohA
ar
oty
dni
to
on
Union
ship "
" Art
the ship
of the
name of
change the
to change
and hereby
ury be,
"George
Union," owned
by the
Massachusetts, and used as quarters for "Geor
geM.
M.
of Massachusetts,
State of
the State
owned by
Union,"
Barnard."
the nautical
Reform School of said State, to the name Barnard."
of the
the Reform
branch of
nautical branch
the
and to
grant said
ship a
a register
in the
latter
the latter
register in
said ship
to grant
Barnard," and
M. Barnard,"
George M.
""George
name.
APPROVED, March
March 22,
1866.
22, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
to place
place Hulks
Hulks March
and Navy
Joint
Resolution authorizing
of War
Navy to
March 24,
24, 1866.
War and
the Secretaries
Secretaries of
authorizing the
Joint Resolution
or other
proper Authorities,
Authorities,
and
Vessels at
of Commissioners
Commissioners of
of Quarantine,
other proper
Quarantine,or
at the
the Disposal
Disposalof
and Vessels
at
of the
the United
States, for one
one Year.
Year.
at Ports
Ports of
United States,for

[No.
[No. 16.1
16.]

Representatives of the United
it resolved by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Secretary of War United States
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of America
America in Congress
States of
and the
the Secretary
the Navy
are hereby,
respectively auau- vessels,
uesseoco.&c.
mmifer
hereby, respectively
Navy be,
be, and
and they
they are
Secretary of
of the
and
thorized, in
in their
discretion, to
to place
at the
the sioners
use of commisofquarof the
the disposal
disposal of
of quergratuitously at
place gratuitously
their discretion,
thorized,
commissioners of quarantine, or the proper authorities
authorities of any of the ports antine.
antine•
commissioners
of
used by them temporarily for quarantine purStates, to be used
of the
the United States,
poses,
belonging to
to the United States as are not rehulks belonging
such vessels or hulks
poses, such
Extended.
quired
uses of the national government, subject to such restricother uses
quired for other
ded
see[Exte
Post,
respectively deem
deem neces- See
Pos ti, pp.
pp:
Secretaries may respectively
as the said Secretaries
tions and regulations
regulations as
17o.]
565,
resolu'
That
this
Provided,
thereof:
preservation
the
impose for
sary to
sary
to impose
for the preservation
Provided,
resolur 50 1570 .]
tion shall continue in force one year from its passage.
lion
APPROVED,
March 24
1866.
APPROVED, March
24, 1866.
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352

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SEss.. I.
THIRTY-NINTH

March 31,
31, 1866.
March
1866.

[No.
[No. 17.]
17.]

RES.
18, 19,
RES. 17,
17, 18,
19, 20.
20.

1866.
1866.

A
Relation to
to the
Publication of
Laws of
of the
States.
A Resolution
Resolution in
in Relation
the Publication
of the
the Laws
the United
United States.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and Rouse
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Publication of States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of
of State
State be,
be,
the Laws of the
he is
is hereby
authorized and
to renew
renew the
the contract
contract of
of OctoOctoStates
and he
hereby authorized
and directed,
directed, to
nithedS
United
States. and
ber
eighteen hundred
and fifty,
of
ber thirty-first,
thirty-first, eighteen
hundred and
fifty, between
between the
the Department
Department of
Company, of
Massachusetts, for
for the
the
State, and
and Little,
Little, Brown, and
and Company,
of Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts,
annual
of the
States, until
until
annual publication
publication of
of the
the Statutes
Statutes at
at Large
Large of
the United
United States,
otherwise
ordered by
joint resolutions
resolutions
otherwise ordered
by Congress,
Congress, in conformity
conformity with
with the
the joint
Vol.
v. p.
respectively March third, eighteen
Vol. v.
p. 799. approved respectively
eighteen hundred and forty-five, and
and
Vol. ix.
Vol.
ix. p.
p. 564.
664. September
September thirtieth
eighteen hundred
Provided,
thirtieth [twenty-sixth],
[twenty-sixth], eighteen
hundred and fifty: Provided,
Time of deliv- That the time within which the annual
annual edition
delivered
edition of
of the
the laws
laws is
is to be
be delivered
ery.
at the Department of State be extended to seventy days after the adjournery.
adjournPrice.
meat
of each
each session
session of
of Congress:
Congress: And
provided, further,
That the
Price.
ment of
And provided,
further, That
the price
price
exceed the
the actual
by Little,
and Company,
Company,
shall not
not exceed
actual expenditures
expenditures by
Little, Brown,
Brown, and
for
paper, binding,
binding editing,
and transportation,
all
for composition,
composition, press-work, paper,
editing, and
transportation, all
of which shall be done at
market-prices, the
the paper
at the lowest market-prices,
paper to
to be
be furfurof the
the
nished at as low aa price as is paid by
by the
the government
government for
for paper of
same
same quality,
quality, and five per cent commission
commission thereon.
thereon.
APPROVED,
31, 1866.
APPROVED, March
March 31,
1866.

4, 1866.
1866.
April 4,

[No. 18.]

Joint Resolution
Joint
Resolution in
in Relation
the Public
Public Lands
appertaining to
to the
Relation to
to the
Lands appertaining
the Armory
Armory at
at
Springfield.
Springfield.

Be it resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
States
of a
joint
the first
first section
section of
a joint
may be so alay be
tered
as
to al
allow resolution
resolution approved
approved
June
seventeenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty-four,
June
seventeenth,
eighteen
hundred
and
forty-four,
tered
as so
to
allow
a
vo
u
the laying out, entitled "A
"A resolution relating to the public lands appertaining to
to the
the
Sm.
of
streets,
armories
at
Springfield
and
Harper's
Ferry,"
is
hereby
revived,
re-enact&c. of
armories at Springfield and Harper's Ferry," is hereby revived, re-enactvol. v. p. 719.
ol. v. P. 19. ed, and continued in force.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
April 4,
4, 1866.
1866.

Boundaries
Boundaries

April 5,
1866.
5, 1866

[.[No.
No. 19.] A
A Resolution for
for the Restoration
of Commanders
Restoration of
Commanders William
William Reynolds
Reynolds and
Melano•
and Melano
ton B.
States Navy,
Navy, to
to the
List from
from the
the Reserved
ton
B. Woolsey,
Woolsey, United
(UnitedStates
the Active
Active List
Reserved List.
List.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate
Commanders States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the United
RenCo
anders
Reynolds
and
of America
be authorized
and by
and with
with the
Woolseyrestored
States of
America be
authorized to
to nominate
nominate and
Woolsey
restored States
by and
the advice
advice
to the
the active list
to
list and
consent of
of the
the Senate to appoint Commanders
and consent
Commanders William Reynolds
Reynolds and
in
the
navy.
in the navy.
Melancton B. Woolsey to the active list of the navy.
Melancton
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
April 5,
5, 1866.
1866.
April 12, 1866. INo. 20.]
20.1

Joint
Resolution giving Construction
Construction to the Law in Relation
Relation to
to Bounties
Joint Resolution
Bounties payable
payable
to Soldiers
Soldiers discharged
dischargedfor
for Wounds.
Wounds.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United

Construction
States of America in Congress assembled, That the true intent and meanConstructiorn
the words in States of America in Congress assembled, That the true intent and meanthe bounty
bounty act, ing
ing of
of the
words "
or in
in the
line of
duty," used
used in
the fourth
fourth section
the
in the
section of
of the
the words
" or
the line
of duty,"
the

of

"or in
in the line act approved
approved March third, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, entitled "An
"An
of duty.79 4 act
provide for the
the enrollheretofore passed to provide
enroll. to amend the several acts heretofore

of duty."
1865
79 §
1865, ch.
oh. 79,
§ 4.
4.
485.
Vol. ,xiii. p. '
488.

ing
mg and calling.
calling, out the national
national forces,
forces, and
and for
for other
requires
other purposes,"
purposes," requires

that the benefit of the provision of said section
section shall
extended to any
shall be extended
any
enlisted man or other person
person entitled by law to bounty who has been
been or
or
discharged by reason of aawound received
received while actually in sermay be discharged
vice under military orders, not at the time on furlough or leave
leave of
of ababsence, nor engaged
engaged in any unlawful
unlawful or unauthorized act or pursuit.
APPROVED,
1866.
APPROVED, April 12,
12, 1866.

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I. RES.
21, 24,
26.
24, 25,
25, 26.
RES. 21,
CONGRESS. SEss.
THIRTY-NINTH
[No.
21.]
[No. 21.]

1866.
1866.

353
353

A
respecting the
Burial of
the military
13, 1866.
1866.
Ap ilil 13,
military Service
Service Apt
died in
in the
Soldiers who
who died
of Soldiers
the Burial
Resolution respecting
A Resolution
of the
United States
during the
the Rebellion.
of
the Ulnited
States during
Rebellion.

Resolved by
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Secretary of
of solsolof
War be,
be, di Burial
of War
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
rvh
i
cieedied
d
o
ieftin
who
diers ew
and he
he is
and required
required to
to take
take immediate
immediate measures
measures to
and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to the :
service of the
preserve from
from desecration
desecration the
the graves
the soldiers
soldiers of
of the
the United
United States
United States
States
States United
graves of
of the
preserve
who
fell in
in battle
died of
of disease
disease in
the field
luring the rebelthe during
during the
field and in hospital during
in the
battle or
or died
who fell
war of
of the
rebellion; to
to secure
suitable burial-places
burial-places in which they may
may
•
secure suitable
war
the rebellion;
be properly
properly interred;
grounds enclosed, so that
that the
restthe restthe grounds
and to
to have
have the
interred; and
be
ing places of
of the
the honored
honored dead
forever.
kept sacred
sacred forever.
dead may
may be kept
ing-places
APPROVED,
April 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, April

[No.
,
1.1 A
Resolution protesting
Governments of
Persons April
April 17,
1866.
17, 1866.
of Persons
by Foreign
Foreign Governments
Pardons by
against Pardons
protesting against
24.1
A Resolution
[No. 2
United Stoics.
States.
convicted of
of infamous
on Condition
Emigration to
the United
of Emigration
to the
Offences, onl
Condition of
convicted
infamous Offences,
W
HEREA.S it
it appears
appears from
that the
Preamble.
the authorities
authorities Preamble.
from official
official correspondence
correspondence that
WHEREAS
of
Switzerland, have
undertaken to pardon
have recently undertaken
Basleland, a
a canton in Switzerland,
of Basleland,
a
murder on
the condition
condition that
that he
he would
would emigrate
to
emigrate to
of murder
on the
a person
person convicted
convicted of
America,
there is
to beStates; and
and there
is reason
reason to
beAmerica, meaning
meaning thereby
thereby the
the United
United States;
lieve
similar pardons
of infamous
offences have
convicted of
infamous offences
pardons of
of persons
persons convicted
lieve that
that similar
been
granted in
in other
other countries:
therefore,
Now, therefore,
countries: Now,
been granted
Resolved by
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Protest
against
Protestagainst
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved
States of
of America
assembled, That
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the United
United e
r
)
i
a
gr
ng
do n
os
alby forforpiadons
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
States
of conconprotests against
against such acts as unfriendly
States protests
unfriendly and inconsistent with the ments
it
on condiPresident of the United States victs,
comity of
and hereby
the President
hereby requests
requests the
of nations,
nations, and
comity
tion
o%
to
condition
offon
emigrato cause
cause a
copy of
this protest
be communicated
communicated to
to the
the representatives
thi
to
a copy
of this
protest to
to be
representatives edtiontothoenited
e
ntIn
r7
of the
the United
in foreign
instructions to present it to States.
foreign countries,
countries, with instructions
United States
States in
of
the governments
governments where
where they
are accredited
accredited respectively,
and to
to insist
insist that
respectively, and
the
they are
circumstances, be repeated.
repeated.
no such acts shall, under any circumstances,
1866.
APPROVED,
17, 1866.
April 17,
APPROVED, April
[No.
[No. 25.]
25.]

A Resolution
Resolution for
the temporary
temporary Relief
of destitute
People in
the District
A
for the
Relief of
destitute People
in the
April 17,
17, 1866.
District of
of April
1866.
Columnbia.
Columbia.

the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
Resolved by the
Representatives of
of' the
Temporary
assembled, That the sum of twenty-five
twenty-five
Temporary
States of
of America
America in
in Congress assembled,
thousand
hereby, appropriated,
tr?tluietef of the desappropriated, out of any relief
same is hereby,
the same
dollars be, and the
thousand dollars
titute population
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the temporary
money
temporary re- in
in the District
District of
of
Columbia.
lief of the destitute population in the District of Columbia, to be expended
expended Columbia.
under the direction
direction or
of the Commissioner of Freedmen's
Freedmen's Bureau.
APPROVED, April 17,
17, 1866.
[No 26.]
26.] Joint
Joint Resolution
appoinqny Managers
for the
for Disabled
Disabled April
21, 1866.
1866.
[No
Resolution appointing
Managers for
the National
National Asylum
Asylum for
April 21,
Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers.
Soldiers.

Senate and Rouse
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Resolved by the Senate
of the United
States
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the following persons be,of Managers of

N
I
ua
in
tio o
n
r
aAsyAy
and they are hereby, appointed managers of the National Asylum for dis- National
1.
. luin f
for ldis
disabled
s
nb-led
abled volunteer soldiers,
soldiers, under the provisions and conditions of the third volunteer
volunteer
twenty-three,
section of the act approved
approved March
March twenty
three, [one] eighteen
eighteen hundred soldiers.
soldiers.
86
off 1186
and sixty-six: Richard
Richard J.
J. Oglesby,
Oglesby, of Illinois, Benjamin F. Butler,
Butl er,o
16th
t
c
:1)21
2
.1
j1. 3
Mas;acllusetts, and Frederick
Massachusetts,
Frederick Smyth, of New Hampshire,
Hampshire of the first class,
to serve
serve six
six years;
years; Lewis
Gunckel, of
of Ohio,
Hampshire,
Jay
to
Lewis B.
B. Gunckel,
Ohio,
Jay Cook, of Pennsyl-

vania, and
P. Joseph Osterhaus, of Missouri,
and.P.
Missouri, of the second class, to serve
four years; John H. Martindale, of New York, Horatio
Horatio G. Stebbins, of
California,
class, to
California, and George H. Walker, of Wisconsin, of the third class,
serve two years.
APPROVED, April 21,
21, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
xiv.

23
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SEss.
I.
SEss. I.

RES.
RES.

27,
31, 32.
32.
29, 31,
27, 29,

1866,
1866.

Congress to Malor-General
[No. 27.]
271 Joint
Joint Resolution
of the
Major-General Winfield
Thanks of Congress
the Thanks
expressive of
Resolution expressive
[No.
S.
Hancock.
S. Hancock.
United
Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
Resolved by
Thanks
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, in addition to the thanks
States
of
Thanks of
Congress to MaMatwenty-eighth,
jor-General
heretofore voted
voted by
resolution, approved
approved January
January twenty-eighth,
joint resolution,
by joint
heretofore
jor-eneral
Hancock.
eighteen
Major-General George G. Meade,
sixty-four, to Major-General
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
j:anock.
Major-General Oliver
soldiers of
the
of the
and soldiers
officers and
the officers
to the
and to
Howard, and
O. Howard,
Oliver 0.
Major-General
army of
of the
the Potomac,
Potomac, for
for the
the skill
skill and
and heroic
heroic valor
valor which
which at
at Gettysburg
army
repulsed, defeated,
back broken
army
veteran army
the veteran
dispirited the
and dispirited
broken and
drove back
and drove
defeated, and
repulsed,
of
the rebellion,
rebellion, the
the gratitude
of the
the American
American people
people and
the thanks of
and the
gratitude of
of the
their
representatives in
Congress are
are likewise
likewise due, and are hereby tenin Congress
their representatives
dered,
to
Major-General
Winfield
S.
Hancock,
for his gallant, meritorimeritorifor
Hancock,
S.
Winfield
Major-General
dered, to
ous,
and conspicuous
conspicuous share
share in
that great
decisive victory.
victory.
and decisive
great and
in that
ous, and
APPROVED, April 21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
April
1866.
21, 1866.
April 21,

April
1866.
26, 1866.
April 25,

Transfer of
of
Transfr
appropriations
for the Post
the
afor Pons
Office DepartDepartOffice

e

m
meat,
nt.

Proviso,
Proviso,

May 8,1866.
3,1866.

May

Salaries
Funds appropriatedfor
[No. 29.1
29:
A
Resolution for
appropriated for the Payment of Salaries
Transfer of Funds
the Transfer
for the
A Resolution
[No.
in
the Post
Office Department
the General
General Salary
Salary Account
Account of that Department.
Department.
to the
Department to
Post Office
in the
Resolved
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
States
America in
unexpended balance
balance
Congress assembled, That the unexpended
in Congress
of America
States of
respective
the
on
the
books
of
the
Treasury
Department,
respective sums of
from
Department,
Treasury
the
of
on the books
money
different acts
Congress, for the salaries of Postacts of Congress,
by different
appropriated by
money appropriated
postmaster-general, clerks, temporary clerks, admaster-General, assistant postmaster-general,
master-General,
ditional
messengers, watchmen,
laborers, and
superintendent and
and superintendent
watchmen, laborers,
clerks, messengers,
ditional clerks,
clerks
of the
the money
money order
order system,
system, including
including the
appropriated for
amounts appropriated
the amounts
clerks of
the payment
twenty per
centum increase
increase of certain salaries, (all of the
per centum
of twenty
payment of
the
same being
being appropriations
appropriations made
by Congress
Congress for the Post Office Departmade by
same
Department, from
ment) may
Treasury Department,
from
transferred on the books of the Treasury
be transferred
may be
ment,)
the respective
respective headings
which they are now placed, to the credit of
under which
headings under
the
the
Post Office
Office Department,
Department, to
general salary account of funds placed
the general
to the
the Post
to the
Office Department:
Department: Provided,
Provided, That this joint resoPost Office
the Post
of the
credit of
the credit
to
made
already made
lution
construed to increase
increase the appropriations
appropriations already
not be construed
shall not
lution shall
for
the service
of the Post Office Department.
service of
for the
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April 25, 1866.
[No, 31.]
making Appropriations
for the
collecting the Revenue
the Expenses of collecting
Appropriationsfor
A Resolution
Resolution making
31.] A
[No.
from Customs.
Customs.
from

the United
Resolved by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the
Resolved
States of
America in
there be, and hereby is,
assembled, That there
Appropriation
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
Appropriation States
for expenses of appropriated, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriaforllectnsetheof appropriated, out of any money
collecting
ted, the
the sum
sum of
of two
two millions
thousand dollars for the expenses
hundred thousand
one hundred
millions one
ted,
revenue from
from
customs.
of collecting
after
revenue from customs for each half-year from and after
the revenue
collecting the
of
customs.
the last
day of
of December,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, and in addition
addition
December, eighteen
last day
the
received during said half-year from fines,
thereto
such sums
as may be received
sums as
thereto such
penalties,
connected with the customs, and from storage,
forfeitures connected
and forfeitures
penalties, and
drayage, and
labor; and
"Act making apand the first section of an "Act
and labor;
1858,
150, §1.
cartage, drayage,
1. cartage,
1858, ch. 160,
Vol. xi. p. 337.
revenue from customs,"
custom,," apappropriations for the expenses of collecting the revenue
ol. xi. p. 837. propriations
proved
June fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, be, and the same
same
proved June
is,
hereby repealed.
is, hereby
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May 3, 1866.
May
3, 1866.
1866.
May 3,

fThe gratitude
of th
the nation
anon
expressed by
by
expressed
Congress
to the
the
Congress to

Nation to the Officers, Soldiers,
[No. 32.]
321 A
Resolution expressive
Gratitudeof the Nation
expressive of the Gratitude
A Resolution
[No.
and
Seamen of the United States.
and Seamen
Representatives of the United
Resolved by
by the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
the Senate
Resolved
assembled, That it is the duty and the privStates of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
to the
nation to
il
.
ege of Congress
Congress to express the gratitude
gratitude of the nation
the officers,
officers, solsolilege
titers, and
and seamen
of the United States, by whose
whose valor and endurance, on the
seamen of
diers,

THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I
34, 35,
35, 37.
SESS.
I.. RES.
RES. 32,
32, 34,
37.

1866.
1866.

355
355

land and
and on
and its
its pride
pride and
and its
officers, soldiers.
soldiers.
its officers,
crushed and
has been
been crushed
rebellion has
sea, the
the rebellion
on the
the sea,
land
of
power have
have been
by whose
fidelity to
the
cause
of
freedom
the
mitner f
power
been humbled,
humbled, by
whose fidelity
to the cause of freedom thethe United
government
of
the
people
has
been
preserved
and
maintained,
and
by
States
States
and
by
government of the people has been preserved and maintained,
whose orderly
from the
the fire
fire and
and blood
peaceful
civil war
war to the
the peaceful
blood of civil
return from
whose
orderly return
pursuits of
of private
life the exalting
influence of free inennobling influence
exalting and ennobling
private life
pursuits
stitutions upon
signally manifested
the world.
manifested to the
been so
so signally
nation has
has been
upon aanation
stitutions
APPROVED,
3, 1866.
1866.
May 3,
APPROVED, May

[No. 34.]
[No.
34.]

A Resolution
Resolution extending
the Time
dm Completion
Completion of
of the
the Union
Pacific RailRailUnion Pacific
Time for
for thr
extending the
A
way, Eastern
Division.
way,
EasternDivision.

May
1866.
May 7,
7, 1866.

Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United States
Resolved by
the Senate
House of
of the
States
Time for
comtime for the
the completion
completion of Time
forcomCongress assembled, That
That the time
of America
America in Congress
easttintI
division
t:
the first
first one
miles of
of railroad
and telegraph
the LeavenLeaven- pleting
the
one hundred
hundred miles
railroad and
entdi'ng
telegraph line
line by
by the
easto
ern
Union
PaWestern Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, (since
(since called the the Union Paworth, Pawnee, and
and Western
x
ififtc
c
enRailway
Railway
"Union Pacific Railway Company, eastern division,") mentioned in the ciec
extended.
charter of the Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
tenth section of the charter
Railroad Company, of
of 1862, ch. 120.
Vol. xii.
p, 489.
489.
xii. p.
July first, one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-two, and in the fifth sec- Vol.
1865, el!. 216, §5.
tion
amendment thereof, of
second, one
tion of the
the amendment
of July second,
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hun- Vol.
xiii.
p'.
3g
Vol. std. p, 358
dred and sixty-four, be, and the same is hereby, extended until the
the twenty-seventh day of June, one thousand eight hundred and
and sixty-six; and
and
that
completing each
each succeeding
succeeding section
section of
that the
the time for completing
of one
one hundred
hundred miles
miles Succeeding
Succeeding
sections.
twenty-seventh day of June
shall be reckoned
reckoned from the said twenty-seventh
June in said year. sections.

SEC.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
time for
for commencing
commencing and
further resolved,
resolved, That
That the
the time
and Northern
Northern PaoJ
Pam
fie Railroad.
Railroad.
sections, is fic
several sections,
Northern Pacific Railroad, and all its several
completing the Northern
extended tor
for the term of two years.
APPROVED,
7, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, May
May 7,
1No,
35.] Joint
Resolution to
Petroleum from
from Internal
Internal
[No, 35.]
Joint Resolution
to provide
providefor
for the
the Exemption
Exemption of
of Crude
Crude Petroleum
for other
Tax
or Duty,
andfor
Tax or
Duty, and
other Purposes.
Purposes.

May
1866.
May 9,
9, 1866.

resolved by the Senate
Be it resolved
of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
States
assembled, That paraffine
paraffine oil, not exceed- Crude petroStates of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
l
e
e
x
e
rn fromb
uu
t
Baum6's hydrometer, the product exem
ing in specific gravity thirty-six degrees Ba.urn6's
.i;ipSiir.otm"e
of aaresiduum
residuum of
product internal tax.
of distillation;
distillation; crude
crude petroleum;
petroleum; and crude
crude oil, the product
tax.
of the first and single distillation of
shale, asphaltum,
asphaltum, peat, or other
other
of coal, shale,
bituminous
substances, shall,
shall, from
the passage
of this
this joint
bituminous substances,
from and
and after
after the
passage of
joint resresolution,
from internal
internal tax
olution, be
be exempt
exempt from
tax or duty.
duty.
APPROVED,
9, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, May
May 9,
[No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution relative
to the
the attempted
attempted Assassination
Assassination of
[
No. 37.]
371 Joint
relative to
the Emperor
of Russia.
Russia. May
16, 1866.
of the
Emperor of
May 16,
1866.

Be it resolved by the Senate and House of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
CongratulaStates
United congrateteStates of
of America in
in Congress assembled, That the Congress of the United
ttetetoiL ECperor
Emperreoss
r
States
America has
has learned
learned with
with deep
reg ret of
of the
the atte
m pt made
ma d
e upon
up
on thiatthe
States of
of America
deep regret
attempt
the life of the Emperor of Russia, by an enemy of emancipation.
emancipation. The of
tcapeesRussia esdassassinaassassinaCongress
Imperial Majesty,
Russ i
an nana -caped
Majesty, and to the Russian
greeting to
to his
his Imperial
Congress sends
sends greeting
tion, and
ra t
ul
at
es the
th e twenty
t
wen ty m
illi ons o
ser f
s upon
up
on the
th e providential
providential
assassination,
and cong
congratulates
millions
offserfs
escape from
fiom danger of
ion.
the sovereign, to whose head and heart
heart they owe
owe t
the blessings
blessings of their freedom.
freedom.
SEC.
be it
it further
further resolved,
S
EC. 2. And be
resolved, That the President of the
th e U
nit ed President reUnited
quested
to forforues copy
to
States be requested
requested to forward aacopy of this resolution
resolution to the Emperor ward
_
of Russia.
APPROVED,
16, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, May
May 16,
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May 16,
16, 1866.
1866.
May

Commission
Commission
to
for
site for
select site
to select
and
post
office and
post office
court
house
in
court house in
New
city;
York city;
New York

to
remake reto make
vert.

sort.

[No.
381
No. 38.]

S
ESS. I.
I. RES.
41.
RES. 38, 39, 40, 41.
SESS.

1866.

City.
York City.
New York
Joint Resolution
to the
the Courts
Post Office
Office of
of New
and Post
Courts and
relative to
Resolution relative
Joint

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
Representatives of ,the
House of
the Senate
resolved by
Be it resolved
postmaster
States
assembled, That
mayor and postmaster
the mayor
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
the United
of the
city of
of New
States at
at
New York, the district attorney for the
the city
of
New York city, the president of
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
of
the
State
State
the
of
Commerce
of
Chamber
the
of
president
the
city,
York
New
of New
New York,
York, and
and Jackson
Shultz, Charles H. Russell, and Moses
S. Shultz,
Jackson S.
of
Taylor,
of
New
York
city,
be
appointed
select aaproper
proper
commission to select
Taylor, of New York city, be appointed aa commission
site for
for a
a building
building for
office and
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of the
and for
post office
a post
for a
site
United States
courts in
in the
the city
New York;
that they report to
and that
York; and
of New
city of
United States courts
the
of the
the Interior,
earliest
Interior, at their earliest
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
Postmaster-General and
the Postmaster-General
convenience,
upon which
which they,
or a
majority of them, may
a majority
they, or
selection upon
the selection
convenience, the
agree,
price at
which such
can be
purchased by the governbe purchased
site can
such site
at which
the price
and the
agree, and
ment for
this resolution,
resolution, if
if a
a new site should
in this
contemplated in
purposes contemplated
the purposes
ment for the
be
selected; and
and that
if said
said report
approbation of the
shall meet the approbation
report shall
that if
be selected;
shall comPostmaster-General and the Secretary of the Interior, they shall
comPostmaster-General
municate
the same,
such additional
suggestions as they may think
think
additional suggestions
with such
same, with
municate the
proper, to Congress.
proper,

1866.
APPROVED,
May 16,
16, 1866.
APPROVED, May

May 16, 1866.
16, 1866.
May

Lumber
may
Lumber may
be
fair.
for fair.
used for
be used

May 21,
21, 1866.
1866.

Mlay

Time for
confor con-

Time

str action of
first
of first
struction
Westsection of Westsection
ern Pacific Rail_
ern Pacific Rail-

road extended,
extended,
road
upon conditions,
conditions,
upon

&c.

May 26,
1866.
26, 1866.
May

[No. 39.]
39.]
[No.

Lumof certain
the Use
to grant
A Resolution
authorizing the
War to
grant the
Use of
certain Lumof War
Secretary of
the Secretary
Resolution authorizing
A
Orphan Home.
and Sailors'
ber
for the
Sailors' Orphan
Home.
Soldiers' and
the Soldiers'
for the
Fairfor
the Fair
berfor

Resolved
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
War is
of War
assembled, That the Secretary of
States
of America
in Congress
is
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
the Dehereby authorized
authorized to
to grant the use of lumber not
not demanded
demanded by
by the
Dehereby
partment for
immediate use,
erection of temporary buildings in
the erection
for the
use, for
for immediate
partment
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington for
National Fair for the benefit of the Solthe National
for the
the
diers' and
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan Home.
diers'
APPROVED,
1866.
16, 1866.
May 16,
APPROVED, May
[No. 40.]
40.]
[No.

of the
Section of
first Section
Constructionof
the Construction
A
the Time
of the
the first
the
for the
Time for
extend the
to extend
Resolution to
A Resolution
Western Pacific
Railroad.
Pacific Railroad.
Western

United
Representatives of the United
Resolved
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
constructhe
time
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
tune
for
construeassembled,
Congress
in
States of America
exbe ex"Western
the "
tion of
first twenty
twenty miles
miles of
of the
Western Pacific railroad"
railroad" be
the first
of the
tion
but
sixty-seven;
and
tended
to
the
first
day
of
January,
eighteen
hundred
sixty-seven;
hundred
eighteen
January,
of
day
first
the
to
tended
this
extension is
condition to be accepted
accepted by said company, and
and
the condition
upon the
is upon
this extension
notice
of such
such acceptance
of the
the
acceptance to be given by them to the Secretary of
notice of
Interior,
that the
San Jose
Jose
known as the lands of the ex-mission of San
lands known
the lands
Interior, that
as
included in
in the
map and
eighteen hunthereof made October, eighteen
survey thereof
and survey
the map
as included
dred
by E.
E. H.
United States Surveyor,
Surveyor,
H. Dyer, Deputy United
sixty-four, by
and sixty-four,
dred and
shall not
not be
heretofore made to the said Western
Western
the grant heretofore
in the
included in
be included
shall
Pacific Railroad
Company.
Railroad Company.
Pacific
APPROVED, May
May 21,
21, 1866.
APPROVED,
[No.
41.]
[No. 41.]

free
A
to authorize
certain Medals
Medals to
to be distributed
distributed to
to Veteran
Veteran Soldiers
Soldiers free
authorize certain
Resolution to
A Resolution
of Postage.
ofPostage.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by
adjutant-general
assembled, That the adjutan
Certain medals States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
t-general of
of
America in
Certainmedals
free
mails free
the mails
through the
distribute through
hereby authorized
veteran
to
diet
veteran solfree the State of Ohio is hereby
authorized to
to distribute
be free
diers toobe

of postage.
postage.
of

furmedals furre-enlisted in Ohio, certain
of
certain medals
soldiers re-enlisted
veteran soldiers
to veteran
postage, to
of postage,
nished by
the general
general assembly
assembly of that State, and in such case the enby the
nished
velope enclosing
be franked
adjutant-general in
by such adjutant-general
franked by
shall be
same shall
the same
enclosing the
velope
the
prescribed by the Postmaster-General.
Postmaster-General.
mode prescribed
the mode
APPROVED, May 26, 1866.
APPROVED,
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CONGRESS. S
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42, 43,
44, 45,
45, 46.
43, 44,
46.
SESS.
I.. RES.
RES. 42,
THIRTY-NINTH
[
No. 42.]
42.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Quarantine and
and Health
Health Laws.
Laws.
respecting Quarantine
Resolution respecting
[No.

1866.
1866.
May
May

357
357

26, 1866.
1866.
26,

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
Repre4entatives of
United
Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
States of
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the T Secretary of
of
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
quarantine
Treasury
be, and
and he
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
to make
make and
and carry
effectmTreasury
Treasury be,
he hereby
carry into
into effect
rkequarantine
such
of quarantine
quarantine as,
in his
may be
such orders
orders and
and regulations
regulations of
as, in
his opinion,
opinion, may
be deemed
deemed regulations
regulations
necessary and
proper, in
authorities, to
to guard
guard agains"t
againstoAotlaetrea
necessary
and proper,
in aid
aid of
of State
State or
or municipal
municipal authorities,
cholera
against
the introduction
introduction of
of the
the cholera
the ports
of the
inauthorities.
against the
cholera into
into the
ports of
the United
United States;
States; authorities.
and the
the Secretary
of the
to direct
revand
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury is
is further
further authorized
authorized to
direct the
the revenue
officers commanding
commanding revenue
cutters to
to aid
aid in
in the
the Revenue
Revenue offienue officers
officers and
and the
the officers
revenue cutters
offiexecution
of such
and also
also in
in the
of the
laws cers and cutters.
execution of
such quarantine,
quarantine, and
the execution
execution of
the health
health laws
cutters.
of
in such
such manner
manner as
to him
him seem
necessary.
of the
the States respectively
respectively in
as may
may to
seem necessary.
And such
such an amount
amount of
of money as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to carry into effect
effect ±pfi2rop.rtiation.
Appropriation.
this joint resolution is hereby appropriated
appropriated out of
the when
wheunt
o
o
ne4ire.
of any
any money in the
to
epire.
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated;
appropriated; provided
treasury
provided the
the authority
authority hereby
hereby
granted shall
first Monday
anno Domini
Domini eighgranted
shall expire
expire on
on the first
Monday in
in January,
January, anno
eighteen
sixty-seven.
teen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven.
APPROVED, May
26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
May 26,

[
No. 43.]
a Collection
May 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
[No.
43.] A
A Resolution providing
providing for the Acceptance of a
Collection of Plants
Plants tendered to
to May
Pea.
the United
United States
States by Frederick
FrederickPech.
Resolved
of the
United
Resolved by
by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Collectio nof
ed
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United States accept
accept Collection
of
4
1
anicsZ
en
riczi
plants,
tendered
the
collection of
by Frederick
by his
of by Frederick
the collection
of plants tendered
tendered by
Frederick Pech
Pech by
his memorial
memorial of
March second, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and that the same be de- Pech, to be soacposited in the department
department of
agriculture; and the sum
of three
three hundred
of agriculture;
sum of
hundred cepted. a
dollars is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
money in
the treasury
treasury not
not Appropnatm.
dollars
appropriated, out
in the
otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to enable the commissioner
commissioner of agriculture
agriculture to
to
procure suitable cases for the protection
protection of such plants.
plants.
APPROVED, May
APPROVED,
May 26,
26, 1866.
1866.

·No.
[No.

44.]
44.]

A
A Resolution authorizing
authorizing the Appointment of Examiners to examine a
aSite for a
1866.
a Juno
June 1,
1, 1866.
Fresh-Water Basin
Basin for Iron-Clad
Fresh-Water
Iron-Clad Vessels of the United
United States Navy.
Navy.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
Roard.to exStates of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy Board
amine site, near
be authorized
authorized and directed
a board of examiners
Portland,
Maine,
directed to appoint a
examiners to examine
examine aal
'
i
n
o
l
g::dt
,
e
isi
n
ate,
site at or near Portland, Maine, for a
a fresh-water
fresh-water basin for iron-clad
iron-clad vesyes- for fresh-water
fresh-water
basin
for ironsels
the United
United States
navy, and
asce rtain the
dvan t
ages an
cost b
e
lsdsnfor
iron.
sels of
of the
States navy,
and to
to ascertain
the a
advantages
andd cost
cads.or
ion
of said site, and report
report to this Congress during the
the present
present session.
session.
Report.
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
June 1, 1866.
[No. 45.] Joint Resolution authorizing
authorizing [the]
[the] Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General to pay additional
additional Salary
Letter-Carriersin San
San Francisco.
to Letter-Carriers
Francisco.

June 6,
6, 1866.
1866.

Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate and House of
United
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General Additional
Additional
be authorized
authorized to pay such additional
additional salary to letter-carriers
letter-carriers in San
Fran- salary
San FrancarrierstoinlesterSan
cisco, above that provided
provided by law, as may be necessary to secure compe- Francisco.
tent persons for such service.
service.
APPROVED, June
June 6,
APPROVED,
6, 1866.
1866.
[No.
respectingBounties to Colored
Colored Soldiers,
Soldiers, and
and the
the Pensions,
Pensions, Rm.
Boun- June 15,
[
No. 46.] A
A Resolution respecting
1866.
15,1866.
ties, and
and Allowances to their Heirs.
Heirs.
Post, p.
p. 367.
See Post,
367.
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and Rouse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the omission
omission in
in the
the muster-

Presumption

rolls of
of the words
"free
toolh
hold
words "
free on or before April nineteen,
nineteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred :
t
o°, e
id
dthat
t
s
h
ott a
a
e
r
soldier to
of the
the bounty
colored soldier of
shallany
deprive
not deprive
d ixty-one,
and sixty-one,"
sixty-one," shall
any colored
bounty
to
tt,nd
shall
not
deprive
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Li'3Sss.
tss. I.
I. RES.
RES. 46,
47, 48.
46, 47,
48.

1866.
1866.

which he is entitled, and which is now o.r may hereafter
t5y
hereafter be
be withheld
withheld 6y
reason of
such omission,
omission, but
nothing appears
on the
muster-roll or
reason
of such
but where
where nothing
appears on
the muster-roll
or
soldier was
was not
freeman at
date
of record
record to
to show
show that
that aa colored
colored soldier
not aa freeman
at the
the date
contrary apaforesaid,
contrary
aforesaid, under the provision of the fourth section
of the
the "Act
"Act making
making
section of
pears.
1864,
ch.124,§ 4. appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the support
support of
of the
the army,
army, for
for the
ending the
the thirthir1864, ch.124,§
the year
year ending
was a
a freeman
freeman
of
at the
the time
time of
enlistment,
when
enlistment,when
nothing to the

Vol. xiii.
Vol.
xiii. p. 129. tieth
tieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
sixty-five," the
the presumption
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,"
presumption shall
shall be
be
that the person was free
free at
at the time
time of
of his
his enlistment.
enlistment.
What to be
SEC. 2. And be it further resolved,
resolved, That in determining
determining who
who is
is or
or was
was
sufficient
proof
t
of
sufficient
marriage
proof
of
the
or heirs
of any
evidence that
that he
he and
th e
and the
soldier, evidence
heirs of
any colored
colored soldier,
the wife,
wife, widow,
widow, or
marriageof
of
to be
be his
or widow
were joined
in marriage
colored soldier, woman
woman claimed
claimed to
his wife
wife or
widow were
joined in
marriage by
by some
some
to secure arrears
arrears ceremony deemed by them obligatory, followed
followed by
living together
by their living
together as
as
pay, &c.
de
of pay,
&c. due
at
husband and
to the
the time
time of
of enlistment,
sufficient
at his
his death.
death.
husband
and wife
wife up
up to
enlistment, shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed sufficient
Issue of such proof of such marriage for
for the
arrears of
the purpose
purpose of
of securing
securing any
any arrears
of pay,
pay,
marriape
to
be pension or other allowances due any colored soldier at the time ofhi s
lawful
marriage
heirs.
to be
lawfulieirs.
pension or other allowances due any colored soldier at the time of his
children born
any such
such marriage
and
death; and
and the children
born of
of any
marriage shall
shall be
be held
held and
taken to be the lawful
children and
of such
such soldier.
lawful children
and heirs
heirs of
soldier.
APPROVED,
June 15,
APPROVED, June
15, 1866.
1866.

June 15,
16, 1866.
1866. [
[No.
Resolution making an Appropriation
Appropriationto enable the President
TreaNo. 47.] A
A Resolution
President to negotiate
negotiate Treaties with
ties
with certain
certain Indian
Indian Tribes.
Tribes.

Appropriation
Appropriation
negotiating
for negotiating
treaties with
treaties
certain Indian
tribes.

tribes

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That one
and twentytwentyStates of
of America in
in Congress
one hundred
hundred and
one
seven hundred
hundred and
and eighty-five
seventy-seven
one thousand
thousand seven
eighty-five dollars
dollars and
and seventy-seven
cents,
or so
so much
cents, or
much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same is herehereappropriated, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not
by, appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to enable the President to negotiate treaties with
the Indian tribes of the Upper Missouri, and the Upper
Upper Platte rivers;
rivers;
said sum to be expended
expended by the commissioner
commissioner of Indian affairs, under the
the
direction of'
of the Secretary of the
the Interior.
Interior.
APPROVED, June
June 15,
1866.
APPROVED,
15, 1866.

June
JointResolution
proposingan Amendment to
June 16, 1866. [No. 48.] Joint
Resolution proposing
of the
to the Constitution
Constitutionof
the United
United States.
States
Proposed
Proposed
ameme ent to
amendment
the Constitution
the United
of tle
States.
Article xiv.

Be it
it resolved
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
resolved by the Senate
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
assembled, (two thirds of both Houses
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Houses oonconcurring.) That the following
following article be proposed
proposed to the legislatures
legislatures of
of
the
several States
States as
to the
United
the several
as an
an amendment
amendment to
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
States, which,
which, when ratified by three fourths of said legislatures, shall be
valid as part of the Constitution,
Constitution, namely
namely::—
ARTICLE XIV.
ARTICLE
XIV.

SEC.
naturalized in the United
SEC. 1. All persons born or naturalized
and
United States,
States, and
thereof, are
citizens of the
and
subject to the
the jurisdiction thereof,
are citizens
the United
United States
States and
of the
the State
of
State wherein
wherein they
they reside.
reside. No
No State
State shall
shall make
make or
or enforce
enforce any
any
law which shall abridge the privileges or
of citizens
citizens of
or immunities
immunities of
of the
the
United States; nor shall any State deprive
deprive any person of
life, liberty,
of life,
liberty,
or property, without due process of law, nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection
protection of
of the laws.
Apportionment
SEC.
Apportionment
S
EC. 2. Representatives
Representatives shall be apportioned
apportioned among the
the several
several
of
States according
their respective
respective numbers,
the whole
whole number
number
of representarepresenta- States
according to
to their
numbers, counting
counting the
tives.
of persons in each
each State, excluding Indians
Indians not taxed. But when
when the
right to vote at any election
electors for President and
election for the choice of electors
Vice-President of the United
Vice-President
United States, representatives
representatives in Congress,
Congress, the
the executive and judicial officers of a
a State, or the members of the legislature
thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants
inhabitants of such
being
such State,
State, being
twenty-one
twenty-one years of age, and citizens
citizens of the United States, or in
any
in any
way abridged, except for participation
participation in
the
in rebellion
rebellion or
or other
other crime,
crime, the
basis of representation
representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion
proportion which
which

Who are citiZen, of
the Unizens
ofttheTUnited States and
of the States;
their privileges
aud
immunities.
and immunities.
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the number
number of
of such
male citizens
to the
the whole
male
whole number
number of
of male
citizens shall
shall bear
bear to
the
such male
citizens twenty-one
twenty-one years
years of
of age
in such
such State.
State.
age in
citizens
SEc.
3. No
shall be
be a
a senator,
senator, or
persons
Certain persons
SEC. 3.
No person
person shall
or representative
representative in
in Congress,
Congress, Certain
dis qualified from
from
or
elector of
President and Vice-President,
disqualified
Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or mil- hol
or elector
of President
cling office.
itary,
previously
g
United States,
States, or under any
any State,
State, who having
having previously
itary, under
under the United
taken
oath, as
as a
Congress, or
or as
an officer
the United
United
as an
officer of
of the
a member
member of
of Congress,
taken an
an oath,
States, or as aamember of any State legislature,
legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer
officer of
State, to
to support
Constitution of
of the
the United
United
cial
of any
any State,
support the
the Constitution
States,
have engaged
rebellion against
against the
the
in insurrection
insurrection or
or rebellion
States, shall
shall have
engaged in
same, or
or given
or comfort
enemies thereof.
disability
aid or
comfort to
to the
the enemies
thereof. But
But Congress
Congress may
may How
How disability
same,
given aid
by aa vote
vote of
of two
of each
house remove
such disability.
may be
by
two thirds
thirds of
each house
remove such
disability.removed. mayberemoved
SEC. 4.
of
public debt of
of the United States, author- The
The validity
validityof
SEC.
4. The
The validity of the public
including debts incurred
incurred for
and boun- nt
hoetit)oubbletcqudeesItt
for payment
payment of pensions
pensions and
the
public debt
ized by
by law,
law, including
ties
suppressing insurrection
insurrection or
or rebellion,
rebellion, shall
be quesques- tioned.
ties for
for services
services in suppressing
shall not
not be
tioned.
tioned. But
But neither
neither the
United States
States nor
any State
State shall
assume or
or pay
pay Certain
debts
nor any
shall assume
Certain debts
tioned.
the United
any
or obligation
incurred in
aid of
of insurrection
or rebellion
rebellion against and
latontdtoobblratsions
obligatons
in aid
insurrection or
any debt
debt or
obligation incurred
the
the United
United States, or any
any claim for the loss
loss or
or emancipation
emancipation of
of any slave; sumed
sumed or paid.
but all such debts, obligations, and claims shall be held illegal and void.
SEC. 5.
5. The
power to enforce, by appropriate legisleais- This
article
Tlhs article
SEC.
The Congress
Congress shall have power
c'
may
may be enforced
,
lation, the
provisions of
of this
byya legislation.
lation,
the provisions
this article,
article.
legislation
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
COLFAX,
SCHUYLER

Speaker of
House of Representatives.
Representatives.
of the House
LA FAYETTE
S..FOSTER,
FAYETTE S
FOSTER,
President
pro tempore.
tempore.
President of the Senate pro
EDW. M
MCPHERSON,
Attest:
CPHERSON,
Clerk of
House of
of the House
of Representatives.
Representatives.
J..W.
J
W .FORNEY,
Secretary of
of the Senate.
Received at Department of State June 16, 1866.
[No. 49.]
Joint Resolution
relative to
to the
Military Academy
Academy of
of' the
86 6.
16,66.
Resolution relative
to Appointments
Appointments to
the Military
the United
United June
June l16 ,1
[No.
49.] Joint

States.
States.

Be it resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
admisCongressassembled,
assembled, That the age for the admission of sion
Ageof for
States of America in Congress
cadets
to
cadets
cadets to the United States Military
Military Academy
Academy shall hereafter be between
between United
united States
seventeen
twenty-two years; but any person who has served honorably
seventeen and twenty-two
honorably Military AcaAcademy.
faithfully not less than one year as an officer or enlisted man in the denl
and fitithfully
Y*
army of the United States, either as aavolunteer or in the regular
regular service,
in the late war for the suppression
suppression of the rebellion, and who possesses the
prescribed by law, shall be eligible to appointment
appointment up
other qualifications prescribed
up
to the age of twenty-four
twenty-four years.
2. And be it further
further resolved, That cadets at the Military
SEC.
S
EC. '2.
Military AcadeAcade- Cadets to be
apeap
r
oii
n
ntea
d
dv
o
a
n
i
e
tee
hereafter be appointed one year in advance
my shall hereafter
advance of
of the
the time
time of
of their
their 3
eaprointed
once
admission, except
admission,
except in cases where, by reason of death or other cause,
cause, a
aof their admisp
n, except,
except, &O.
vacancy occurs which cannot
sion,
&c.
cannot be thus provided for by such appointment
appointment in sio

Pay to com1
advance;
appointee mence
after
advance; but no pay or allowance shall be made to any such appointee
menace a
°
fte
e
°
r
muntil lie shall be regularly admitted
admitted on examination
examination as now provided by admission.
Newrequirelaw; nor shall this provision apply to appointments
appointments to be made in the New
requirements for admispresent
present year. And in addition to the requirements
requirements necessary
necessary for admis- on.
sion
Sion as provided by the third section
section of the ""Act making further proviproviengineers," approved
approved April twenty-nine, eighteen 1812, ch. 72.
sions for the corps or
of engineers,"
knowledge of Vol. a.
ii. p.
720
hundred
hundred and twelve, candidates
candidates shall be required
required to have aaknowledge
p. 720.
the elements of
of English grammar, of descriptive
descriptive geography,
geography, particularly
of our own country, and of the history of the United
United States.
SEc.
further resolved,
resolved, That, in all appointments
appointments of cadets
Miode of apS
EC. 3. And be it further
cadets Mode
pointnents.
to the military academy after those
those who enter the present year, the per- pointments.
18 [
57Ree
p
h
eal
l
7
edo:i 3.
son authorized
authorized to nominate
nominate shall nominate not less than five candidates
candidates 1[Repealed.
for each vacancy,
vacancy, all of whom
whom shall be actual residents
residents of the
Pose, p.
487.]
the Con- Post,
p. 4s7.]
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Appointments
Appointments

at
large.
at large.

Proviso,
Proviso,

SEss. I
50, 51, 52, 53.
49, 50,
RES. 49,
I.. RES.
SESS.

1866.

gressional district,
Territory, or
District of
entitled to the apof Columbia, entitled
or District
district, Territory,
gressional
pointment;
one shall be made from the candidates
of one
selection of
the selection
and the
pointment; and
according
to their
their respective
merits and
and qualifications,
under such rules
qualifications, under
respective merits
according to
and
Secretary of
of War
shall from
prescribe.
time prescribe.
to time
time to
from time
War shall
the Secretary
as the
regulations as
and regulations
And
in like
manner the
President of
of the
the United States shall be authorthe President
like manner
And in
ized hereafter
hereafter to nominate fifty at large each year, instead of ten as now
provided
law, who
shall be
be examined
examined under
under like
and of
regulations, and
like regulations,
who shall
by law,
provided by
whom
may be
most meritorious
meritorious and
and best qualified
as most
reported as
be reported
who may
ten who
the ten
whom the
shall be
be appointed:
Provided, however,
however, That
That not more than two of these
appointed: Provided,
shall
shall
in any
any year
year from one State.
appointed in
be appointed
shall be

1866.
APPROVED, June
16, 1866.
June 16,
APPROVED,

June
18, 1866.
1866- [No. 50.]
501 Joint
Joint Resolution
of Berkeley and Jefferson, of West
Resolution to extend to the Counties of
June 18,
1861, ch.
eh. 240.
240.
Virginia, the
the Provisions
Provisions of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved July
fourth, eighteen
sixty-four,
and sixty-four,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
July fourth,
Virginia,
1864,
Vol.
p. 381.
An Act
to restrict
the Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
the Court
court of
Claims, and
to provide
for
provide for
and to
of Claims,
of the
restrict the
Act to
entitled ""An
881. entitled
xiii. p.
Vol. xiii.

Supplies
the Payment
Payment of
Demands for
for Quartermasters'
Quartermasters' Stores and Subsistence
Subsistence Supplies
certain Demands
of certain
the
States."
United States."
furnished
Army of the United
furnished to the Army

Provisions of
not
1864, eh.
210,
acte864dch.
extended
to 20,
Berkeley
and
Berkeley and

Jefferson counties,
West
es Virginia.
t Vir
tgiea

June
1866.
June 18, 1866.

Be it
it resolved
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
the Senate
resolved by
Be
act
assembled, That the provisions of the act
States of
Congress assembled,
of America in Congress
States

sixty-four, entitled
fourth, eighteen
of Congress of July fourth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
entitled
"
An
"An

other
act
to restrict
court of claims, and for other
the court
of the
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
restrict the
act to

hereby construed to extend to the counand the
purposes,"
purposes," be
be and
the same
same are
are hereby
counties
and Jefferson,
Jefferson, of the State
State of West Virginia.
Berkeley and
of Berkeley
ties of
18, 1866.
APPROVED,
June 18,
1866.
APPROVED, June
[No.
[No. 51.]

Bridge.
PotomacBridge.
Repair of the Potomac
Appropriationfor the Repair
Joint Resolution
an Appropriation
Resolution making an
Joint

Representatives of the United
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by

Appropriation States
Appropriation
Congress assenbled,
assembled, That the sum of ten thousand
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
for repair of
appropriated
hereby,
dollars
be,
and
same
is
appropriated out of any money in the
the
and
be,
dollars
Potomac bridge.
Potomac

treasury
appropriated, to enable the commissioner of pubtreasury not otherwise appropriated,
lic buildings
building to
to place
the Potomac bridge in such repair as to render it
place the
lic
approvpermanently passable,
passable, the work to be done immediately after the ,approvpermanently
resolution.
of this joint resolution.
al of

APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 18, 1866.
June
18, 1866.
1866.
June 18,

[No.
52.]
[No. 52.]

Regiments.
Indian Regiments.
certain Indian
A
Resolution to
Payment of Bounty to certain
to providefor the Payment
A Resolution

Representatives of the United
Senate and
Resolved by
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
by the
Resolved
assembled, That the Secretary of War be,
Bounty to be States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
Bounty
authorized and required
and he
-mid to the enlist- and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
required to cause
cause to be paid to the enen*)aidtotheenlistmen of certain .
iddmen

Indian ree
ireg'iIndian
ments,
ments.

listed men
men of
of the
the first,
first, second,
and third
third Indian
Indian regiments the bounty
bounty of
second, and
listed
one hundred dollars, under the same regulations
regulations and restrictions as now
determine the
volunteers in the service of the
of bounty to other volunteers
payment of
the payment
determine
United States.
APPROVED,
APPROVED,

June
21, 1866.
1866.
June 21,
1864,186,
ch.
o
c. 80.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p. 66.
Vol.
The
words "in
Thewords"in

June 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
June

eighteen
fifh, eighteen
A Resolution
Resolution explanatory
explanatory of,
of, and
and in Addition to, the Act of May ,fifih,
A
Construction of
Lands to aid in the Construction
granting Lands
"An Act granting
hundred
entitled "An
andsixty-four, entitled
hundred and
in Wisconsin."
Railroads in
certain
certain Railroads

[No.
53.]
[No. 53.]

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
the Senate
by the
Resolved
a north"in a
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
assembled, That the words "in
of America
America in
States

Northwestern western
direction," in
in the
entitled ""An act grantthird section of the act entitled
the third
western direction,"
Northwestern
a&
direction," how
to
construed
to be
be construed

authorizing
in authorizing
location of
the location
the road,
the road. of

ina
lands to
aid in
construction of
of certain
certain railroads
railroads in the State
State of
the construction
in the
to aid
ing lands
W isconsin ,
" approved May
May fifth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four shall,
Wisconsin,"
without forfeiture
forfeiture to
to said
said State,
State, or
or its
its assigns,
assigns, of
of any
rights or benefits
any rights
without
under
act, or
conditions or obligations
obligations imimor exemption
exemption from any of the conditions
said act,
under said
posed
tli line of said
authorize the location of th,
to authorize
construed to
be construed
thereby, be
posed thereby,
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road,
section provided
for, along
along and
and upon
the following
following
upon the
provided for,
said third
third section
road, in
in said
route, that
that is
from the
the city
city of
of Portage,
Portage, by
by the
of the
the city of
of
the way
way of
is to
to say:
say: from
route,
Ripon,
in the
county of
of Fond
du Lac,
and the
city of
of Berlin,
in the
the
Berlin, in
the city
Lac, and
Fond du
the county
Ripon, in
county of
of Green
Green Lake,
Lake, to
to Steven's
Steven's Point,
to Bayfield,
Bayfield, and
and
thence to
and thence
Point, and
county
thence
to Superior,
Superior, on
on Lake
Lake Superior.
Superior. And
said
of the
the said
Legislature of
the Legislature
And the
thence to
State
of Wisconsin,
in and
an act
act entitled
An act
to iucoriucor- Congress
Congress asact to
"An
entitled "
and by
by an
having, in
Wisconsin, having,
State of
loosto the
the 1ocasents to
porate the
the Portage
Portage and
and Superior
Superior Railroad
Railroad Company,
and to
execute the
the tion of the Portto execute
Company, and
porate
trust created
created by
act of
An [act]
[act] age and
Superior
and Superior
' An
entitled '
of Congress
Congress entitled
of the
the act
three of
section three
by section
trust
granting lands
lands to
in the
of certain
State Railroad
Cornailroad Comthe State
in the
railroads in
certain railroads
construction of
the construction
to aid
aid in
granting
Pan ;
of
Wisconsin,' approved
approved May fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four," apY
of Wisconsin,'
proved April
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, authorized and required
-, eighteen
proved
April —,
of
construct the line of
the said Portage and Superior Railroad Company to construct
road
in the
the said
said third
section of the
Congress provided for,
of Congress
act of
the said act
third section
road in
upon and
along the
route hereinbefore
Conforth and described, the Conhereinbefore set forth
the route
and along
upon
gress
of the
hereby gives its assent to the route of the said
the United States hereby
gress of
railroad,
as the
same is
is hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
described and
forth, and consents
consents
consents and consents
set forth,
and set
the same
railroad, as
to the
the selection
selection and
and application
the lands
lands granted
the State
State of
of Wiso atheepliection
Wis- taondthaepspeilieecattlioon.
to the
granted to
of the
application of
to

consin
by the
the third
of the
the said
said act
act of
of Congress
Congress hereinbefore
men- of the lands.
hereinbefore menthird section
section of
consin by
hereinbefore
tioned,
and to the line
railroad, as the same is hereinbefore
of the said
said railroad,
line of
for and
tioned, for
if
defined
manner and
and with the same effect as if
the same
same manner
in the
and described,
described, in
defined and
the
railroad was
was located
located and constructed
conformity with and
in strict conformity
constructed in
sail railroad
the said
upon the route prescribed in the said third section
section of the said act of Conof
gress.
It being
intention of
resolution to give the assent of the Intention of
of this
this resolution
the intention
being the
gress. It
United
to the
the disposition
made by
Legislature of the State of this resolution.
by the
the Legislature
disposition made
States to
United States
Wisconsin
change of route
the land
land grant
grant herein referred to, and the change
Wisconsin of the
for
railroad in aid
granted, and
and not to make any
of which
which the same
same is granted,
the railroad
aid of
for the
other
disposition, change, or alteration of the grant aforesaid.
other disposition,
APPROVED,
June 21,
21, 1866.
1866.
APProvED, June
[No.
[No. 55.]
55.]

L. Law,
Richard L.
A
Restoration of Lieutenant-Commander
Lieutenant-CommanderRichard
A Resolution for the Restoration
afioo
Navy, tothe
the Active List
from the Reserved List.
United States Navy,

June 22,
22, 1866.
1866.

Representatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
L.
Congress assembled, That the President of the Richard L.
of America in Congress
States of
be
Law may
may be
to nominate,
nominate, and by and with the advice and Law
be authorized
authorized to
United
United States
States be
restored to
to active
active
restored
L. Law list
list of the navy.
consent of the Senate to appoint, Lieutenant-Commander
Lieutenant-Commander Richard
Richard L.
Active List
restore him to his original rank in
of the Navy,
Navy, and restore
to the
the Active
List of
lieutenant-commander.
the grade of lieutenant-commander.
APPROVED,
22, 1866.
June 22,
1866.
ArrPOVED, June
[
No. 57.]
[No.

Distributionof Surplus Copies of the American
Joint
authorize the
the Distribution
Joint Resolution to authorize
in the Custody of the Secretary
the Interior.
State Papers
Papers in
Secretary of the
interior.

23, 1866.
June 23,1866.

Representatives of the United
Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Distribution of
of
assembled, That the Secretary of the In- Distribution
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
copsiteast
state
American
Pestate
SAmeriPca
terior
otherwise su,aripelus
h hee is hereby, directed to distribute by mail or otherwise
terior be, and
,i
in seven- papers.
second series,
series, in
American state
state papers,
papers, second
tle American
four
four hundred
hundred copies
copies of'
of the
wit::—
following, to
to wit
in the
manner following,
teen volumes,
volumes, in
teen
the manner
of Representatives
of the
the
To each
each member
nmember of
the Senate
Senate and
House of
To
of the
and House
Representatives of
of said
said seventeen
to
present Congress,
one copy
of each
present
Congress, one
copy of
each of
seventeen volumes;
volumes; and
and to
the joint
joint comsuch public
public and
libraries as
as may
may be
be designated
designated by
such
and college
college libraries
by the
comon the
the library,
copy each.
each.
mittee on
mittee
library, one
one copy
APPRovED,
23, 1866.
A PPROVED, June
June 23,
1866.
[No. 58.]
58.] Joint
Resolution to
to pay
of Vermont
Vermont the
the Sum
expended for
for the
[No.
Joint Resolution
pay the
the State
State of
Sum expended
the Protection
Protection June
23, 1866.
1866.
June 23,
hundred and sixty:four.
in eighteen hundred
anada, in
from Canada,
Invasionfrom
against the invasion
the Fiontier
of
Frontier against
sixty-four.
of the

Senate and House
Iouse of Representatives
Be it resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United
States
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the TreaTrea- .
Vermont to be
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
enses
forexpenses
of Vermont
Vermont any sum P
the State
to pay
Eury
be, and
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
pay the
State of
Fa iddef
for
and hereby
eury be,
or defence and
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protection
protection of
frontier.
tier.

SESS. I
RES. 58,
58, 62,
62, 63,
63, 66.
66.
SESS..
I.. RE.

1866.
1866.

Proviso.

that may be found due, after the same shall have been
been audited by the
proper
of the
by the
of
proper officers
officers of
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, expended
expended by
the State
State of
Vermont
for the
defence and
from invasion
from
invasion from
frontier from
of the
the frontier
protection of
and protection
the defence
Vermont for
amount
Canada, in
hundred and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Provided,
Provided, That the amount
in eighteen hundred
Canada,
to
be audited
audited and
and paid
paid shall
shall not
not exceed
the sum
sum of
of sixteen
thousand four
four
sixteen thousand
exceed the
to be
hundred
and sixty-three
eighty-one cents.
sixty-three dollars and eighty-one
hundred and
23, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, June
June 23,
APPROVED,

July
1866.
8, 1866.
July 3,

No. 62.]
62.]
[No.

A
Resolution for
for the
the Construction
the Cuyahoga
Cuyaooga
across the
Bridge across
of a
a Railroad
Railroad Bridge
Construction of
A Resolution
upon the
the Government
Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio.
and upon
Government Piers
Piersat
at Cleveland,
River, over and

United States
Resolved
Representatives of the United
House of
of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and House

and he
Aswing bridge of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
of War
War be,
be, and
he
Secretary of
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
Aswingbridge
may
be erected
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to permit
the Cleveland
and Toledo
Toledo Railroad
Railroad QomComCleveland and
permit the
authorized to
may be
erected is

noon governupon
government
piers
ment piers

across
Cuyaacross Cuya-

pany and
the Cleveland
Company jointly,
or
jointly, or
Railroad Company
Pittsburgh Railroad
and Pittsburgh
Cleveland and
and the
pany

or separate
separate use,
use, to
to erect
a
of said
said companies
companies for
for their
either
either of
their joint
joint use
use or
erect a
hgs.
riv, at
at
hoga river,
Clevelan
er
d,
Ohio.
swing
bridge
over
and
upon
the
government
piers,
for
the
passage
of
of
passage
the
for
piers,
Ohio. swing bridge over and upon the government
o
Cleveland,
cars across
across the
the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga river
at the
of Cleveland
Cleveland in
in the
the State
of
State of
river at
the city
city of
cars
Ohio, upon
as shall
approved by
council
by the
the city
city council
be approved
hereafter be
shall hereafter
such plan
plan as
Ohio,
upon such
of
city of
of Cleveland
Cleveland and
the board
board of
of the
the same
city, subsubsame city,
of trade
trade of
and by
by the
said city
of said
said Secject,
conditions, restrictions,
restrictions, and
limitations as
as said
Secand limitations
to such
such conditions,
ject, however,
however, to
prior
of time,
time, whether
at any
retary
of War
may see
fit to
to impose
impose at
any period
period of
whether prior
War may
see fit
retary of
[That] this
this resoProvided, [That]
or
to the
of said
said bridge:
bridge: Provided,
resothe erection
erection of
subsequent to
or subsequent
of
lution
done under
it shall
be subject
to the
the future
future action
action of
shall be
subject to
under it
and all
all acts
acts done
lution and
Congress.
Congress.
3, 1866.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 3,
1866.
July
3, 1866.
1866.
July 3,

[No.
[No. 63.]
63.]

of a
a Building
Building or
or Buildings
for the
the tempo.
A Resolution
Resolution to
Buildings for
tempo.
A
to authorize
authorize the
the Hiring
Hiring of
rary Accommodation
the Department
Department of
of State.
State.
Accommodation of
of the
rary

of the
the United
United States
and House
House of
Resolved
the Senate
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
Secretary of State
State be authorin Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Buildings may
of America
Buildings
mayof
America in
assembled, That
be hired
hired for
the
for the
temporary use
use
ized
hire a
a suitable
suitable building
building or
or buildings
buildings for
for the
the temporary
temporary accommoaccommoto hire
ized to
temporary
Department of dation
of the
of State,
such sum
sum of
of money,
money, not
of Departmentof
dation of
the Department
Department of
State, and
and that
that such
not
State.
exceeding twenty-five
towards deState.
exceeding
twenty-five thousand dollars,
dollars, as may
may be necessary
necessary towards
deof the
the public
of such
such hiring,
fraying the
expense of
fraying
the expense
hiring, the
the transfer
transfer of
public archives,
archives,
be, and
up of
or buildings,
buildings, be,
and the
fitting up
and
the fitting
of the
the building
building or
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby,
appropriatotherwise appropriatappropriated
out of
of any
any money
in the
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
money in
appropriated out
ed.
ed.
APPROVED,
July 3,
3, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July
to enable
July
5, 1866.
1866. [No.
[No. 66.]
661 Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution to
enable the
the People
People of
of the
the United
United States to participate
participate in the
July 5,
and sixty-seven.
See
347.
Advantages
the Universal
Universal Exhibition
Exhibition at Paris,
Paris, in eighteen hundred
hundred and
of the
Advantages of
p. 347.
Ante, p.
See Ante,

Post,
p. 563.
563.
Post, p.
Appropriation
Appropriation
for participation
ftinrpetiei'so
in
the Universal
Exhibition at
at
Exhibition
Paris.

Be
it resolved
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be it
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
qf the United
in order to enable
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That, in
States of
of America
enable the
people of
of the
the United
States to
to participate
n the
th e a
dvan t
ag e
s of
uniof the uniadvantages
in
participate i
United States
people
and the
the
of agriculture,
versal exhibition of the
the productions
productions of
agriculture, manufactures,
manufactures, and
fine arts, to be held at Paris, in the year
and sixtyyear eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyseven,
the following
following sums,
sums, or
much thereof
may be
for the
the
seven, the
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
be necessary
necessary for
purposes
specified, are
are hereby
out of
of any
any money
money in
in
purposes severally
severally specified,
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
the
otherwise appropriated:
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated: -—
Furniture and
First.
To
necessary furniture
fixtures for
proper exexTo provide
provide necessary
furniture and
and fixtures
for the
the proper
hibition
the productions
productions of
of the
States, according
fixtures.
hibition of
of the
the United
United States,
according to
of
to the
the plan
plan of
the
imperial commissioners,
commissioners, in
that part
part of
the imperial
in that
of the
the building
building exclusively
exclusively asassigned to
the use
use of
the United
forty-eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
signed
to the
of the
United States,
States, forty-eight
Secondly. To provide additional accommodations
accommodations in the
the park, twentytwentyAdditional aa3commodationaS
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eommodations. five thousand
Principal
Thirdly. For
For the
the compensation
compensation of
of the
principal agent
Thirdly.
the principal
agent of
the exhibiof the
exhibigent.
tion in
United States,
States, at
agent.
tion
in the
the United
the rate
two thousand
thousand dollars
at the
rate of
of two
dollars aayear
year::ProPro-

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SEM I
RES. 66,
67.
THIRTY-NINTI
CONGRESS. SESS.
I.. RES.
66, 67.

1866.
1866.

363
363

video', That
the period
service shall
shall not
extend beyond
beyond sixty
days Limit
to his
his
vided,
That the
period of
of such
such service
not extend
sixty days
Limit to
after the
close of
four thousand
or so
time of
after
the close
of the
the exhibition,
exhibition, four
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
so much
much thereof
thereof service.
of service.
as
may be
necessary.
be found
found necessary.
as may
Fourthly. For office rent at New York,
fixtures, stationery, and
and
Office rent
rent at
York, for fixtures,
at
advertising; for
storehouse for
reception of
of articles
articles and
products; New
York, &c.
advertising;
for rent
rent of
of storehouse
for reception
and products;
New York,
&c.
for expenses
of shipping,
freights on
for
expenses of
shipping, including
including cartaaes,
cartages, &c.
&c.;;for
for freights
on the
the artiarticles to be exhibited from New York to 6France, and for compensation
of
compensation of
joint resolution
approved on
on the
847.
four clerks,
clerks, in conformity
conformity with
with the
the joint
resolution approved
the fiffif- Ante,
Ante, p. 347.
teenth
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, and
and for
teenth of
of January,
hundred and
and sixty-six,
for contingent
contingent
expenses,
hundred dollars,
dollars, or
so
expenses, the
the sum
sum of
of thirty-three
thirty-three thousand
thousand seven
seven hundred
or so
much
much thereof as may be found necessary.
necessary.
Fifthly. For expenses in receiving,
receiving, bonding, storage, cartage,
cartage, labor, Expenses
at
Expenses at
and
Havre; for
for railway
railway transportation
transportation from
Havre to
Paris; Havre
and so forth,
forth, at
at Havre;
from Havre
to Paris;
re and
and Paris
for labor in the
palace; for
sprinkling compartments
compartments for
the palace;
for sweeping
sweeping and
and sprinkling
for
seven months;
months; for guards
keepers for
for seven
seven months;
linguists
guards and keepers
months; for
fbr linguists
(eight men)
men) for
seven months;
months; for
for storing,
carting, and
for seven
storing, packing-boxes,
packing-boxes, carting,
and for
for
material for repacking;
repacking; for clerk-hire,
exmaterial
clerk-hire, stationery, rent,
rent, and
and contingent
contingent expenses, the sum of thirty-five thousand
thousand seven
hundred and three
three dollars,
seven hundred
dollars,
or so much thereof
thereof as may be found necessary.
Sixthly. For the travelling expenses of ten professional and scientific
scientific Expenses of
commissioners, to be appointed
appointed by the President, by and with the advice commissioners.
commission e
rs '
and consent of the Senate, at the rate of one thousand dollars
dollars each,
each, ten
ten
thousand
thousand dollars, it being understood
understood that the President may appoint ad- Additional
Additional
ditional commissioners,
commissioners, not exceeding twenty in number, whose
whose expenses commissioners.
' mission ' .
shall not be paid; but no person interested, directly or indirectly, in
not
in any
any Who shall not
article exhibited shall be aacommissioner
commissioner;;nor shall any member of Con- be
commissionlloommissionperson holding
an appointment
or office
office of
of honor
trust
gress, or any person
holding an
appointment or
honor or
or trust
under the United States be appointed
appointed a
a commissioner, agent, or officer
officer
under this resolution.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be itfurther
Arther resolved, That the governors of the several h The people ot
ot
the States inStates
be, and
and they
are hereby,
hereby, requested
requested to
peo pl e of
of tviteegttao=iart
States be,
they are
to invite
invite the
the patriotic
patriotic people
vited to takepart
their respective
respective States to assist in the proper representation
representation of the handlhandi- in the exhibition.
exhibition.
work of our artisans, and the prolific sources of material wealth with
which our land is blessed,
blessed, and to take such further
further measures
measures as may be
necessary
a knowledge
necessary to diffuse a
knowledge of the proposed exhibition, and to
to secure
secure
to their respective
respective States the advantages which it promises.
SEc. 3. And be itffurther
Sac.
it further resolved, That it shall be the duty of the said Detailed statement to
made
general agent at New York, and the said commissioner-general
commissioner-general at
at Paris
Paris,'ment
to be
be made
transmit to Congress, through
through the
the Department
of State,
St at
e,a
a detailed
detailed of
expendaures
to transmit
Department of
authorhereby
authorstatement of the manner in which such expenditures as are hereinbefore
ized.
hereinbefore ized•
provide[d]
providefq for are made by them respectively.
respectively.
APPROVED, July 5, 1866.
APPROVED,

[No. 67.]
67.] Joint
Resolution declaratory
[No.
Joint Resolution
declaratory of
of the
the Law of Bounty.

July 13,
18, 1866.
1866.
July

Representatives of
Be it resolved by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,
Enlisted men
men
assembled, That where
where any
any enlisted
enlisted man Enlisted
has been or may be detailed for duty
dnale
c
ncityfo
n
r
os
tP
eduty as a
a clerk or for
fbr any
any other duty in
in cial
duty
notpe
any executive bureau,
bureau, at headquarters
headquar,ers or elsewhere, he shall not by such thereby
thereby to be
be
detail be deprived of any rights to bounties now due or hereafter
deprived
of
hereafter to be- depri
ved of
come due, but shall be as fully entitled
entitled thereto
thou gh no suc
detail bounty.
thereto as
as though
suchh detail
had been made.
APPROVED, July 13, 1866.
APPROVED,

364
864
July
July 14,
14, 1866.
1866.

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS. I
74.
I.. RES.
RES. 69,
69, 73,
73, 74.

1866.
1866.

[
No. 69.]
69.] A
the Disposal
Disposal of
of the
the Authorities
Authorities
[No.
A Resolution
Resolution to
to authorize
authorize the
the President
President to
to place
place at
at the
Maine, Tents,
Tents, Camp,
of Portland,
Portland, Maine,
Camp, and
Furniture and
and Clothing,
for the
and Hospital
HospitalFurniture
Clotking, for
the Use
Use of
of
Families rendered
Families
by the
the late
late Fire.
renderedhouseless
houseless by
Fire.

Resolved by
by the
Resolved
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
That the
the President
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
President of
of the
the United
States is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
place at
with ou t c
harge, o
States
to place
at the
the disposal,
disposal, without
charge,
off
the
city authorities
authorities of
Portland, Maine,
condemned or
the city
of Portland,
Maine, such
such clothing,
clothing, condemned
or ororplaced
placed at the
dered sold, and such surplus
surplus camp
camp and
and garrison
garrison equipage,
bedding, and
equipage, bedding,
and
disposal
of the
hospital
furniture, on
as can
be spared
the army,
for the
use of
of
disposaof
hospital furniture,
on hand,
hand, as
can be
spared by
by the
army, for
the use
authorities
authorities
of
of
houseless and
Portland, Maine. families
families rendered houseless
and destitute
recent conflagration;
conflagration; and
destitute by
by the
the recent
and
that it shall be the duty of
of the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department
department to
to deliver
deliver these
these
articles at Portland, and
and to
to take
receipt for
the same
same of
of the
take a
a receipt
for the
the mayor
mayor of
of
the said city, and to receive
receive and
and properly
properly dispose
dispose of
of the
the same
no
same when
when no
longer needed.
longer
needed.
APPROVED,
July 14,
14, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July
Certain clothing,
pdthing, cam
camp
euipage, be
d
q
ing, &c.
be
ding,
&. to bed

July 24,1866.
24, 1866.

[No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution restoring
restoring Tennessee
[
No. 73.] Joint
Tennessee to
Union.
to her
her Relations
Relations to
to the
the Union.
WHEREAS,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one,
W HEREAS, in the year eighteen
hundred and
the government
sixty-one, the
government
of the
the State
of Tennessee
State of
Tennessee was
was seized
taken possession
possession of
of by
seized upon
upon and
and taken
by perpersons in hostility
hostility to
to the
the United
United States,
States, and
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
said State
and the
of said
State in
in
pursuance of an act of Congress
Congress were
declared to
pursuance
were declared
be in
in a
insurto be
a state
state of
of insurrection against
United States; and
and whereas
rection
against the UniteeStates;
whereas said
said State
State government
government
to its
can only be restored
restored to
its former
former political
political relations
relations in
Union by
the
in the
the Union
by the
the law-making
law-making power
power of
consent of the
and whereas
the
of the
the United
United States;
States; and
whereas the
people of said State did, on
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
people
on the
of February,
eighteen
day of
February, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five, by
a large
hundred
by a
large popular
popular vote,
adopt and
convote, adopt
and ratify
ratify aaconstitution of
was abolished,
stitution
of government whereby slavery
slavery was
abolished, and
all ordinances
and all
ordinances
and
and laws
laws of secession
secession and
and debts
debts contracted
contracted under
under the
were declared
declared
the same
same were
void; and whereas
whereas a
State government
a State
government has
been organized
said
has been
organized under
under said
constitution
constitution which has
has ratified
ratified the
the amendment
Constitution of
amendment to
to the
the Constitution
of the
the
United
abolishing slavery,
slavery, also
the amendment
United States abolishing
also the
by the
amendment proposed
proposed by
the
thirty-ninth
and has
thirty-ninth Congress,
Congress, and
has done
done other
denoting
other acts
acts proclaiming
proclaiming and
and denoting
loyalty: Therefore,
loyalty:
Therefore,
Be it
resolvedby
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it resolved
by the Senate
and House
of the
the United
United
States of America
Tennessee de- States
Congress assembled,
of Tennessee
Tennessee
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the State
State of
cla
red Unitonred
restored
is
restored to
to h
er f
ormer proper, pract i
ca lrelat i
ons to the Un i
on,
t the
te
is hereby
hereby restored
her
former
proper, practical
relations
to the Union,
to
Union.
and is
is again entitled
represented by
and
entitled to be represented
in
by senators
senators and
and representatives
representatives in
Congress.
Congress.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 24,
24, 1866.
1866.
Preamble.
Preamble.

JointResolution
Resolutionin
Joint
in Regard
to Rations
Rations of Union
Union Soldiers
Soldiers held
held as
of War.
War.
Regardto
as Prisoners
Prisonersof

July 25, 1866.
July
1866.

[No.
[
NO. 74.]

Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS by general order
order of
of the
February fourfourthe war
war department
department of
of February
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
to Union
teenth,
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, rations to
Union soldiers
soldiers held
held as
as
prisoners of
of war
prisoners
war in
the rebel
commuted at
at a
cost price
during
in the
rebel States,
States, were
were commuted
a cost
price during
the
period of
mpr i
sonment; and whereas a large number of the
the period
of thei
theirr i
imprisonment;
and whereas a large number

See
1867, ch.
See 1867,

4Pt,
§ p. 422.
422.
Post,

of the

said prisoners
prisoners have been
said order,
said
been paid under said
many equally
equally worthy
order, but
but many
worthy
with them
them and
and who
not been
with
who have suffered
suffered in rebel
rebel prisons, have
have not
been so
so paid:
paid:
Therefore,
Therefore,

Be
it resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
Be it
resolved by
Senate and
house of Representatives
States
of America
all United
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
States soldiers,
soldiers,
sailors,
andasmasailors and
held as
as prisoners
prisoners of
the rebel
rebel States,
sailors,held
ma- sailors
and marines
marines who
who were
were held
of war
war in
in
the
States,
rines
rines heldin
asthe shall be paid commutat i
on of rat i
ons at cost prices during the period of
prisoners in the shall be paid commutation
of rations
at cost prices during the period of
rebel States, to their imprisonment: Provided,
has sold
sold or
Provided, That no person
person who has
or transferred
transferred
be ion
comniu- any intere sti
n th e cl
ai
m f
or sa i
d commutation, nor any purchaser or astbetiPiud
paidfcot
tat
of rations any interest in the claim fbr said commutation, nor any purchaser or asat cost prices.
signee
at
gig-nee of such claim or interest, shall
shall be
be benefited
by this
resolution;
benefited by
this resolution;
Proviso.
and
amount of
in
Proviso,
and the
the amount
of such
such commutation
commutation shall
shall be paid out of
of any money in
the
treasury not otherwise
the treasury
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, J
uly 25,
1866.
July
25, 1866.
Union soldiers,

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I. RES.
76, 77,
77, 79.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
RES. 75,
75, 76,
79.
[No.

1866.
1866.

the Dismal
Dismal Swamp
Company.
75.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution in Reference
Reference to
to the
Swamp Canal
Canal Company.

365
365

July 25,
July
25, 1866.
1866.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS the United States
are interested
interested in
in the
the Dismal
Dismal Swamp
Canal, Preamble.
Preamble.
States are
Swamp Canal,
connecting
inland waters
waters of
Chesapeake with
with the
connecting the
the inland
of the
the Chesapeake
the sounds
sounds of
of North
North
Carolina, by holding eight hundred shares of the stock of
of the
the Dismal
Dismal
Swamp
Canal Company;
and whereas
the canal
should be
Swamp Canal
Company; and
whereas the
canal should
be kept
kept open
open as
as a
a
navigable highway
the part
United States:
navigable
highway without
without further
further outlay
outlay on
on the
part of
of the
the United
States:
Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it resolved by
House of
Representatives of the United lili
The !took
stoclc ot
by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
ot
States
of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the TreasTreas- tstentesnIntetdhe
States inthe
ury be, and hereby is, authorized to sell said stock at
at auction,
or otherwise,
otherwise, Dismal
Dismal Swamp
auction, or
Swamp
in such manner as will best protect
interest of the
States in
in Canal
caci
l
iv to
to be.sod',
be sold,
protect the interest
the United
United States
an
ow.
said canal, and will insure that the same will be kept open as such navigable highway,
highway, without further
further expense
expense to the government:
government: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
Proviso.
That the instruments
instruments and papers effecting such
manner aforesuch sale, in
in the manner
aforesaid, shall be approved
delivery
approved by the
the Attorney-General
Attorney-General before
before the
the delivery
thereof.
thereof.
APPROVED,
uly 25,
25, 1866.
APPROVED, J
July
1866.
[No. 76.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing
the Commissioner
of Public
Public Buildings
Buildings to
to employ
Ju l
y 28,
authorizing the
Commissioner of
employ July
26, 1866.

three additional
additional Watchmen in
in the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Grounds.
Grounds.

resolved by the Senate and House
Be it resolved
House of
of Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the commissioner
Additional
commissioner of pub- Additional
en
lic buildings
buildings and grounds
fic
grounds be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to employ
employ watchm
atchmsen
Smithsonianfor
three additional watchmen
watchmen for the Smithsonian grounds.
grounds.
grounds.
APPROVED,
25, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 25,
1866.

[No. 77.] A
A Resolution
Resolution to authorize the
the Purchase
Purchasefor
the Library
Library of
of Congress
of the
Law July
for the
Congress of
the Law
July 25,
1866.
25, 1866.
Library
James L.
of South
South Carolina.
Library of
of James
L. Petigru,
Petigru, of
Carolina.

Resolved by the
the Senate and House
of Representatives
Rouse of
1?epresentaiives of
of the
the United
States of
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the joint committee
committee on the

fir
libsary
Law library
fJaimes Louis
library be. and they are hereby, authorized to purchase the law library %tta4it!tirtotelus
Petiruesto bei
belonging
belonging to the estate of the late James Louis
Louis Petigru,
Petigru, for the use
use of the bongnt
for the
bought for
library of Congress; and the sum of five thousand
thousand dollars is hereby
hereby ap- l
ibrary of Conlibrary
gress.
propriated,
propriated, out of any moneys in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Appropriation.
appropriated, g Appropriation.
to carry
into
effect
the
carry
purpose of this resolution, to be paid only to the
use of the widow of
of the said Petigru.
ArPRovED, July 25, 1866.
APPROVED,

[No. 79.] A
Resolution manifesting
manifesting the
towards the
Oficers and
AResolution
time Sense
Sense of
of Congress
Congress towards
the Officers
and Seamen
Seamen July
18e.
July 26,
26, 18E6.
of the
the Vessels,
in the
the Rescue
Rescue of
of the
Officers and
the Army, of
Vessels, and
and others,
others, engaged
engaged in
the Officers
and Soldiers
Soldiers of
of the
of the
the 'asselges,
Passengers, and the Officers
Office> sand Crew
Crew of
the Steamship
Steamslup San
San Franciscoaim
Francisco,fromperishing
perishing
with the 1Vreck
1Vreek of
of that
that Vessel.
with

Senate and House of
Resolved by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,
Gold medals to
assembled, That the President
President of the United
States be
be requested
procure three
valuable gold
medals, with
States
requested to
to procure
three valuable
gold medals,
with suitable
suitable theesLreoseatLa,:fts
tepaesened,aso
devices, one to be presented to Captain Creighton,
Creighton, of the ship Three Bells,
nationalgratigratiBells, national
tu
of Glasgow; one to Captain Low, of the bark Kilby,
Kilby, of Boston; and one rtuesde,feordtoiele
de for t le
to Captain Stouffer, of the ship Antar[c]tic,
Antar[c]tic, as testimonials of national passengers
passengers, offioffigratitude for their gallant conduct in rescuing about five hundred Amerigratitude
Amen- cers, and men of
of
cans fiom
from the wreck of
of the steamship San
Francisco ; and that
os tthe
tsthee
am
wr
s
7
,
c
i
k
pe
L
San Francisco;
that th
thee c
cost
wrecked
steamship San
of the same
of
same be paid out of any money in
in the treasury not otherwise ap- Francisco.
propriated.
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
further resolved,
resolved, That
That the sum of seven thousand _Reward
Reward of
$
five hundred
hundred dollars
each is hereby
five
dollars each
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the $mai5st0e0r
V3
of
et
a
lice
h
50r0to
each
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the above-named
above-named captains
treasury not otherwise
captains respecrespec- vessels partici.
particitively, as a
a reward
reward of their humanity
humanity and heroism
heroism in the rescue of the sur- ii
?ea
s
t
e
lin
pating
in the
rescue.
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THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SEss.
I. RES. 79,
79, 80, 81, 82.
SESS. I.

1860.

vivors
wreck, and
in case
case either
of the
said captains
captains may
have
may have
the said
either of
and in
vivors of
of said
said wreck,
died,
the amount
amount hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall be
of
the widow
widow of
be paid to the
died, then
then the
said
if no
surviving then
to the
the rerethen to
no widow
widow surviving
captain respectively
respectively;;if
deceased captain
said deceased
spective
child or
or children
children of
of such
of
the event
event of
deceased captain;
captain; and in the
such deceased
spective child
their
being no
child or
children of
such deceased
surviving, then
then the
the
captain surviving,
of such
deceased captain
no child
or children
their being
amount hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
paid first
first to the father, or,
the
or, if the
be paid
shall be
amount
father be
deceased captain respecfather
be not living, then to the mother of such deceased
tively.
tively.
Reward of
of
SEc. 3.
3. And
resolved, That
That there
paid to
to each
Reward
be paid
each
there shall
shall be
be it
it further
further resolved,
SEC.
And be
each
$$600
mate,
500 to
to each
d $100 mate
dollars,
five
hundred
three
above-named
vessels
the
sum
of
hundred
the
three
above-named
mate
of
an $100
mate, and
to
each mall
each man
boy the
the sum
of one
one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, and
case of
and in ease
sum of
and boy
man and
and to
to each
to each
man and
and and
boy
is of said vesves- t
he d
eat h of
ofthe
th
e respect
i
ve mate
ma t
e or
t
es ,
or
men an
boys,th
atth
id
said
anddboys,
that
thee sa
or ma
mates,
or men
respective
the
death
se.
sels.
respective
condisame way and under the same condibe paid in the same
sums shall be
respective sums
tions as
as the
the payment
payment is
be made
made in
case of
the death
death of
of the
the respective
respective
in case
of the
is to
to be
tions
captains.
captains.
APPROVED,
26, 1866.
1866.
July, 26,
APPROVED, July,
July 26,
26, 1856.
[No. 80.]
80.]
1856. [No.
July

The use of

A
A

Resolution
to authorize
certain Plates
Plates of
of the
the United
United States
States ExplorExplorof certain
the Use
Use of
authorize the
Resolution to
ing Expedition
Expedition by
by the
the Navy
Navy Department.
Department.
ing

Resolved by
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
Resolved
by the
the Senate
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the joint
joint committee
States of
of America
assembled, That
committee on
on

certainofengraved
plates
the

the library
library be authorized and instructed to grant to the navy department
department
the
of such
of the
the United
States Exploring
Exploring
United States
plates of
of the
the engraved
engraved plates
use of
such of
the use
Explorin ExpeExploring
Expe- Expedition
Expedition under
under Captain
Captain Wilkes,
now in
in charge
Wilkes, now
charge of
of said
said committee,
committee, as
as
dition to tobethe may be desired for the
Cies
dition
granted
of printing
supply of
charts for
for the
the use
use
of charts
printing aasupply
purpose of
may be desired for the purpose
granted to the
Navy Departof said
Navy
Departof
said department.
department.
ment.
APPROVED,
1866.
meet.
APPROVED, July
July 26, 1866.
United
United States

July 26, 1866.

[No.
[
NO. 81.]

College and Military
the Illinois
the Benefit
Benefit of
A Resolution
Resolution for
A
for the
of the
Illinois Soldiers'
Soldiers' College
Military
Academy.
Aemlemy.

of the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Resolved
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
the United
United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
War be
States of
America in
assembled, That
Secretary of
of War
be
ding fordfive
persons authorized
authorized to transfer to the Illinois Soldiers'
Soldiers' College
College and Military Acadhundre
hundred persons
granted to the
erny, from
the surplus
surplus on
on hand
needed for
service, cots
for the public
public service,
and not needed
hand and
from the
emy,
granted
llIinois
bedding necessary
necessary to accommodate
Illinois Soldiers'
Soldiers' and bedding
accommodate five hundred
hundred persons for the use
l reestu
College,
&c.stOufor
of free
free students
students in
disabled by
war.
the war.
by the
institution disabled
in said
said institution
of
of
ree
use
fdents
APPROVED, July
July 26,
1866.
dents therein,
APPROVED,
26, 1866.
Cots and bed-

disabled by the
war.
war.
July 26,
821
[No. 82.]
July
26, 1866. [No.

A

Resolution
authorizing the
Payment of
qf certain
Claims against
against the
late TerriTerrithe late
certain Claims
the Payment
Resolution authorizing
tory
tory of
of Nevada.
Nevada.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House- of Representatives
Representatives of the United

Payment of
Payment
of
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That, to enable the Secretary
certain claims
of
of the Treasury to settle and pay outstanding claims duly examined
examined and
against the late
against
allowed, and properly
chargeable to the contingent expenses of the exproperly chargeable
Territory of
Territory
Nevada
Nevada
ecutive department of the Territory
Territory of Nevada,
Nevada, so much of the unex-

pended balance of the appropriation
appropriation for ""compensation
compensation and mileage of
Territory of Nevada,"
members of the Legislative
Legislative Assembly, &c.,
&c., of the Territory
as may be found necessary
necessary for that purpose, be, and the same is hereby,
transferred
transferred to the credit of the fund for paying the contingent expenses
of the executive department
department of that Territory, and that the proper accounting officers of the treasury are hereby authorized
counting
authorized and directed, out
of the said balance, hereby directed to be transferred,
transferred, to pay the claims
so adjusted
adjusted and allowed.
allowed.
APPROVED, July
July 26,
1866.
APPROVED,
26, 1866.

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTYNINTH C3NGRESS.
CDNGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
L

RES. 83,
83, 84,
84, 85,
85, 86.
86.

1866.
1866.

367
367

[No.
[No. 83.] A
A 1,e.,iution
provide for Codifying
Codffying the Laws relating
July 26,
26, 1866.
IAeviution to providefor
relating to the
the Customs.
Customs.
July
1866.
Resolved
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
Post '
P.
United See
See Post,
p. HT.
667'
States of
in Congress
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
the tA
generalue
eusthe Secretary
of the
A general
cusre
hereby, authorized
authorized and
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to cause
t
o be
be law
te be
re_
cause to
la sto
be preprepared
to Congress
Congress at
prepared and submitted
submitted to
under the
and subsubat its
its next
next session,
session, under
the direcdirec- pared
pared and
one member
tion of one member of the Senate and
and one
member of
of the
Rep- mlitted
g
rari
e
t
s
t
s
ed to
Conthe House
House of
of Repto Conresentatives,
by the
resentatives, each to be appointed
appointed by
the presiding
presiding officer
officer of
of the
the body
body to
to gress.
which he belongs, aageneral customs
customs revenue
revenue law,
designed to
law, designed
to supersede
supersede
all other laws on that subject,
subject, and
and embracing
embracing all
necessary provisions
provisions for
for
all necessary
regulating
regulating the
the foreign
foreign and
and coasting
coasting trades,
trades, the
the assessment
assessment and
and collection
collection
of duties on goods, wares,
and merchandise
merchandise imported
wares, and
counimported from
from foreign
foreign countries, and other subject-matters
subject-matters immediately
the eximmediately pertaining
pertaining thereto;
thereto; the
exnecessarily incurred
incurred in
the preparation
penses necessarily
in the
preparation thereof
to be
be paid
paid from
thereof to
from the
the
appropriation for
for the
the expenses
appropriation
expenses of
collecting the
revenue from
of collecting
the revenue
from customs:
customs:
Provided, That
Provided,
said expenses
expe nse ss
hall not
no texce[e]d
exce [
e]d ten
t
en t
housan ddollars.
doll ars .
Proviso.
That the
the said
shall
thousand
Proviso.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
26, 1866.
July 26,
1866.
[No.
[No.

84.]
Resolution providingfor
84.] A
A Resolution
providing for the Examination
Examination of
of the Accounts of
of the State of
2Ifas- July 26,
of 3fas26, 1866.
1866.
sachusettsfor
MIoneys expended during the War
sachuseus for Moneys
War for Coast
Coast Defence.
Defence.

Senate and
and House of
Resolved by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
States
Congress assembled,
the President
of the
of MasMaePresident of
the claim
Claim of
United
States be,
United States
be, and
and he
he is
and requested
requested to
appoint, neheunsseesttsfofror
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to appoint,
exahusetts for
by
and with
the advice
consent of the
the Senate,
Senate, two
two commissioners
by and
with the
advice and consent
commissioners coast
coast defence
defence to
to
who shall
examine into
into the
for mowho
shall examine
the claim of the State of Massachusetts
Massachusetts for
mo_ be examined.
neys
expended for coast
the war,
neys expended
coast defence during
during the
war, and
and shall
make a
afull
full
shall make
and
report thereon
thereon to Congress at
at its
next session.
and complete
complete report
its next
session.
APPROVED,
July 26,
APPROVED, July
26, 1866.
1866.
[No. 85.]
85.]

A Resolution
Resolution granting
A
granting the Right of Way through Military Reserves to the
the Union
Union
Pacific
Railroad Company and its .Branches.
Branches.
Pacific Railroad

Resolved by the
Resolved
States of
States
of America
the President,
the
President, the

July 26,
July
26, 1866.
1866.

Senate and House
House of
Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
in Congress
That, subject
approval by
Right of way
subject to
to approval
by Rightof
way
right
right of
of w
ay, one hundred
hun dre d f
eet in
i
n width,
w id th
,i
here b
y gran
fjn
a
l
i
n
o
n
edpato
tocithe
tice
way,
feet
iss hereby
ted

granted
the Union
Railroad Company
granted to
to the
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Company and the companies
companies concon- Railroad
Railroad ComComstructing
connecting therewith,
structing the branch
branch roads connecting
therewith, for
for the
the construction
construction and
and pany
lnd its
pany ia
and
its
operation
of their roads over and upon
upon a
all
miltary
operation of
ll m
ilt ary reserves through
th
roug h which
lirr
ao
lu
cgrthe mutwhich tbhra"chesh
the
may pass;
pass; and
and the
the President
apart itary
the same
same may
President is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to set
set apart
itary reserves.
reserves.
to
the Union
Pacific Railway
of de Grant
for
to the
Union Pacific
Railway Company,
Company, eastern
eastern division, twenty
twenty acres
acres of
po t
anatnd
for
depot
and other
t
Riley military r
reservation,
the Fort Riley
es erva ti on ,for
f
or depot
depo tan
d other
ot h
er purposes,
purposes, i
n the
the purposes.
and
in
purposes. other
bottom opposite ""Riley City"; also
also fractional
fractional section
bottom
on
the
west
section "one"
" one " on the west
side
of said
said reservation,
reservation, near Junction
side of
Junction City, for the same purposes;
purposes; and
and fSuch
sari' portions
also
to restore,
from time
time to
time, to
domain, any portion of
of afareeoteeededr
also to
restore, from
to time,
to the
the public domain'
':sares=2:1
said
Pacific railroad,
said military
military reserve over which the Union
Union Pacific
railroad, or
its for
or any
any of
of its
for military
military purpurbranches, may
pass, and which shall not be required for military
military purto be rebranches
pur- poses
=1%b]Pae
poses:
branches,may pass, and which shall not be required for
stored to public
poses: Provided, That
That the President
of any
any domai
domain.
President shall not permit the location
location of
n,
such railroad
any such
such reserve
such
railroad or the diminution
diminution of any
reserve in
in any
so as
for
any manner
manner so
as Usefulness
Usefulness for
to impair
s
n
ee
i
lintaer
ty
trb
irepoimpair its
its usefulness
useful
ne
ss f
or m
ilit ary purposes,
ong as i
sh
all be
be refor
military
purposes, so
so l
long
itt shall
re- i
militry
purpoquired
therefor.
quired therefor.
interfered
interfered with.
with.
APPROVED, July
July 26,
26, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
[No.
Resolution amendatory
amendatory of a
a Joint
"A Resolution re- July 26,
[No. 86.]
86.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Joint Resolution entitled "A
26, 1866.
1866.
specinq Bounties
Bounties to
Colored Soldiers, and the Pensions,
Pensions, Bounties, and
and Allowances
Allowances to their A-t
Tecting
to Colored
Anwe,
e p. 367.
H:eirs,' approved
approved June
June 15,
Heirs,'
15, 1866.
1866.
, p. c .

Be
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Be it resolved
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United

States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
words "at
States of
America in
assembled, That the
the words
"at the
time of
of The
The words
words "at
the time
"at
his
enlistment," at
at the
the end
end of
of section
e
t
t
i
m
me
e
n
o
t,c
ha
,
ist
of the "resolution
theta s
time
of
his
his enlistment,"
section one
one of
"resolution respecting
respecting t
enlistment," at
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. RES.
THIRTY-NINTH
RES. 86,
86, 87.
87.

end of section
one, 8t
stricken
one
out. riken
Agent or
or atAgent
at-

torney
t,orney making

claim
claim for bounty
bounty
must file
file with
with
must
each claim his
oath that, &c.
oath
that, &.
Feesof
Fees of agents.

Penalty for
Penalty
for
eharging more
eharging
thant legal
eg fees.
ees

If payments
payments
are made by
are made
check
S&c.
check,
&c.by
claimant how
how to
claimant
to
establish
his
establish his
identity.

entity

Soldiers not
not to
to
Soldiers
sell
or assign,
assign,
sell or
&a.discharges,
&c.
discharges,
&c.
&c.
Such
sales,
Such
&c.
&c.
void.
void.sales,

July 26,
July
26, 1866.
1866.

Certain commissioned
offimissiontedoffiears actually
actually
cers
entering on duty,
enteringonduty,
but not mustaustered in within
&Ce to hae
full
have full
pay from what
date.
date,
Heirs,
Heirs, &c.
&c. of
of
such officers
to
such
officers to
receiv°e
arrears
receive arrears
of pay and
pensions.
pensions.

1866.
1866.

bounties to colored soldiers, and the pensions, bounties, and allowances
allowances to
their
heirs," approved
approved June
June fifteen,
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, be,
be,
their heirs,"
fifteen, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six,
and
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, stricken
stricken out.
out.
and the
SEC. 2.
further resolved,
That whenever
whenever application
SEC.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
resolved, That
application shall
shall
be made by any claimant for bounty under
under the provisions of
of the
the joint
resjoint
res,t
°Luon.aforesaid,
or through
through any
any agent
agent or
attorney, such
such agent
agent or
or atator attorney,
olution'
aforesaid, by
by or
be required
torney shall hereafter
hereafter be
required to
file with
each claim
claim his
his oath
oath or
to file
with each
or
affirmation
affirmation that
that he
he has
has no
whatever in
said bounty
beyond the
no interest
interest whatever
in said
bounty beyond
the
fees
the same,
same, which
which are
are hereby
hereby fixed
and established
established as
fees for
for collection
collection of
of the
fixed and
as
follows,
for the
the preparation
prosecution of
follows, viz: for
preparation and
and prosecution
claims for,
and the
of claims
for, and
the
collection and
sums not
not exceeding
dollars, the
sum
collection
and remittance
remittance of,
of, all
all sums
exceeding fifty
fifty dollars,
the sum
of five
five dollars;
dollars; for
for all
all sums
sums exceeding
fifty and
than one
one hundred
of
exceeding fifty
and less
less than
hundred
dollars, the
the sum
of seven
dollars and
fifty cents;
cents; and
for all
dollars,
sum of
seven dollars
and fifty
and for
all sums
sums exceedexceeding
one hundred
sum of
ten dollars;
and said
fees shall
shall inining one
hundred dollars,
dollars, the
the sum
of ten
dollars; and
said fees
clude all
all expenses
the collection
collection of
the exexclude
expenses incident
incident to
to the
of said
said claims,
claims, except
except the
pense of
of the
the necessary
affidavits and
and notarial
notarial or
other acknowledgments,
acknowledgments,
pense
necessary affidavits
or other
which shall
be defrayed
defrayed by
by the
the claimant;
claimant; and
who
which
shall be
and any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney who
shall charge,
in any case, a
a greater
greater sum for
charge, directly or indirectly,
indirectly, in
for his
his services
services
in preparing and prosecuting
said claims
claims and
prosecuting said
remitting the
and collecting
collecting and
and remitting
the
amount
amount due,
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
due, shall
be deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
and shall,
shall, upon
upon
conviction,
conviction, be
be punished
by fine
exceeding three
less
punished by
fine not
not exceeding
three thousand
thousand nor
nor less
than
than one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, and
and shall
shall be
be forever
excluded from
prosecuting
forever excluded
from prosecuting
military or
the government.
government.
military
or naval
naval claims
claims against
against the
And be
be it
it further
further resolved,
SEC. 3. And
resolved, That
That in
case the
the payments
payments shall
in case
shall be
be
made
in the
of a
a check,
check, order,
or draft
draft upon
upon any
paymaster, national
any paymaster,
national
smade in
the form
form of
order, or
bank,
government depository,
it shall
be necessary
the claimant
bank, or
or government
depository, it
shall be
necessary for
for the
claimant to
to
establish, by the affidavits
affidavits of two credible
credible witnesses, that he is the identiidentical person named therein
therein;;but in no case shall such checks, orders, or
or
drafts be made negotiable
identification.
negotiable until after such identification.
SEC. 4.
And be it
SEC.
4. And
resolved, That
shall not
not be
be lawful
lawful for
for any
any
it further
further resolved,
That it
it shall
soldier
to transfer,
transfer, assign,
assign, barter,
or sell
sell his
of
for the
the purpose
purpose of
his discharge,
discharge, for
barter, or
soldier to
transferring, assigning, bartering, or selling any interest in any bounty
bounty
under
said resolution
assionunder the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
resolution;;and
and all
all such
such transfers
transfers,/assignments,
meats, barters,
barters, or
are hereby
hereby declared
null and
or sales
sales heretofore
heretofore made
made are
declared null
and
void as to
to any
any rights
rights intended
intended so
to be
be conveyed
conveyed by
any such
such soldier.
soldier.
so to
by any
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
26, 1.866.
July 26,
1866.
[No.
87.]
[No. 87.]

Joint Resolution
Resolhtionfor
Joint
for the
the Relief
of certain
certain Officers
the ATrmy.
Army.
Relief of
Officers of
of the

Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That in every case in which a
a
commissioned officer
entered on duty as such commissioned
commissioned
officer actually entered
commissioned officer, but
by reason
reason of
of being
being killed
killed i
n b
attle, capture
capt ure by
by the
th e enemy,
enem y, or
othe r
cer,
but by
in
battle,
or other
cause beyond his control,
not
control, and without
without fault or neglect of his own, was not
„,.,„"
mustered
within aa period
period of
days, the
the pay
mu
within
of not
not less
less than
than thirty
thirty days,
pay department
department
shall allow to such officer full pay and emoluments
emoluments of his rank from the
date on which such officer
officer actually
actually entered on such duty as aforesaid,
aforesaid, deducting
accordance with this resolution all pay
ducting from the amount
amount paid in accordance
pay
actually
actually received
received by such officer for such period.
SEC. 2. And
further resolved,
And be it
it further
resolved, That the heirs or legal representae
tiv es of
tives
any officer
muster into
into service
shall be
be
of any
officer whose
whose muster
service has
has been
been or
or shall
amended
amended hereby, shall be entitled to receive the arrears of pay due such
such
officer or the pension provided by law for the grade into which such officer
officer
is mustered under the provisions of the first section of this resolution.
APPROVED, July
26, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 26,

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SESS. I.
I. RES.
RES. 90,
90, 91,
91, 92,
92, 93.
93.
SESS.

1866.
1866.
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[No. 90.1
90.] A
to change
change the
the Terms
Terms of
of the
27, 1866.
Court for
for July
July 27,1866.
the Circuit
Circuit Court
of holding
holding the
the Place
Place of
A Resolution
Resolution to
[No.
the District
West Virginia.
the
Districtof
of West
Virginia.
Resolved
by the
and House
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the terms
circuit
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
terms of
of the
the circuit
court for
for the
district of
of West
West Virginia,
Virginia, heretofore
heretofore held
in
Lewisburg, in
held at
at Lewisburg,
the district
court
the
Greenbrier, shall
shall be
at the
of Parkerscity of
Parkersheld at
the city
be hereafter
hereafter held
of Greenbrier,
the county
county of
burg, at
at the
the time
fixed by
by law.
law.
burg,
time now
now fixed
APPROVED,
July 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July

for=grt
Crcuvt court
ginia
to be
held
ginia to
be held
at
Parkersburg,
at
Parkersburg,
and
not at
at Lewand not
Lewisburg.
isburg.

No. 91.]
91.] A
A Resolution
to provide
of the
the Official
Official History
of the
the J.
July 27,
1866.
27,1866.
Re- July
History of
for the
the Publication
Publicationof
provide for
Resolution to
[No.
bellion.
bellion.
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Resolved
States
assembled, That
That the
joint resolution
resolution enen- provision
Prov ision for
for
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the joint
titled ""A
A resolution
resolution to
provide for
the printing
of official
of the
the reports
Wog geae
for the
printing of
official reports
reports of
of the al
titled
to provide
armies
of the
United States,"
approved May
May nineteen,
nineteen, eighteen
armies of
the
the
hundred armies
eighteen hundred
States," approved
the United
armies of
United of
States
and
be, and
and the
the same
is hereby,
United States
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, be,
repealed.
same is
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
repeled.
S
EC. 2.
2. And
That the
Secretary of
be, and
xiii. p.
p. 406.
406.
and Vol.
Vol. xiii.
War be,
of War
the Secretary
resolved, That
be it
it further
further resolved,
And be
SEC.
he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and required
required to
to appoint
appoint aa competent
competent person
person to
to d Certaineficie
Certain official
he is
is hereby,
arrange
prepare for
for publication
publication the
the official
relating to
to the
e
l
.
r
e
a
u
n
m
ga
el,i' an
and e
the a
arranged
official documents
documents relating
and prepare
arrange and
rebellion
the army
army of
of the
the United
States, who
who shall
prepared,
for
for
shall pupl
prepared
United States,
of the
operations of
and the
the operations
rebellion and
la
ienatai
n
o
c
tl. esti.
prepare aaplan for said publication
publication and estimates
estimates of the cost thereof,
thereof; to be pupblicnatndestisubmitted
Congress at
session.
mates
cost.
mates of
of cost.
at its
its next
next session.
to Congress
submitted to
SEC. 3.
it further
further resolved,
resolved, That
That the
person whose
whose appointment
appointment fCompensation
SEC.
3. And
And be
be it
the person
of Compensation
mg
is
hereby authorized
authorized shall receive
compensation for his services
services not to tha service.
is hereby
receive a
a compensation
exceed
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars
annum, to
to be
be paid
monthly
paid monthly
per annum,
dollars per
five hundred
exceed two
by the
the Secretary
Secretary by
by [of]
out of
of' any
in the
the treasury
treasury
any moneys
moneys in
Treasury, out
[of] the
the Treasury,
by
not otherwise
shall not
not Proviso.
Proviso.
compensation shall
That said
said compensation
Provided, That
appropriated: Provided,
not
otherwise appropriated:
be paid
paid for
longer period
period than
years from
the passage
passage of
and after the
from and
two years
than two
for aalonger
be
this resolution.
resolution.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 27,
27, 1866.
APPROVED, July

g

[No. 92.]
92.]
[No.

A
Sufferers by
in
by the
the late
late Fire
Fire in
temporary Relief
Relief of
of the
the Sufferers
A Resolution
Resolution for
for the
the temporary
Portland, in
the SState
litaine.
Portland,
in th
ate of
of Maine.

July 27,
July
27, 1866.
1866.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
and House
House of
Resolved by
F
t
o
al
n
ecit
n
ict)
e
noa
States of America
America in
certain internal
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the commissioner of inin - celnic
such
ternal
revenue
hereby
authored
to
the
collection
such
revenue
taxes
in
of
suspend
hereby
authorized
revenue
is
ternal
taxes as
may have
have been
accrued prior
Portland,
Portland,Maine,
prior to the Maine,
may have accrued
assessed, or
or as may
been assessed,
taxes
as may
may be suseighteen hundred and sixty-six,
collection mp,aZdet
fifth day
day of July, eighteen
sixty-six, in the first collection
pended. sueof
the
State
of
Maine,
against
any
person
residing
or
doing
busiresiding
or
doing
busiMaine,
against
any
person
district of the State of
ness and
owning property
property in
in that
Portland recently
recently
city of
of Portland
of the city
that portion of
ness
and owning
sufdestroyed by fire, and
and who, in the opinion of said commissioner, has sufdestroyed
Provis
fered material
That such suspension shall Proviso.
Provided, That
loss by
by such fire: Provided,
fered
material loss
not
not be continued
continued after the close of the next session of Congress.
27, 1866.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 27,
1866.
[No.
[No. 93.]
93.]

Joint
to enable
the Secretary
Secretary'_of
the Treasury
to each
State July
July 27,
1866.
27, 1866.
each State
Treasury_to
to furnish
furnish to
of the
enable the
Joint Resolution
Resolution to
System.
of the
Weights and
one
the Standard
Standard Weights
and Measures
Measures of
the Metric
Metric System.
one Set
Set of
of the

Be it
Representatives of the United
United
House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Be
it resolved
resolved by

States of
Secretary of
the ar
arcii. w
seetigh
e
t
itss
taan
nddStates
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
stand

of
Treasury
authorized and directed
directed to furnish to each
each measures
measurfs of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
State, to
to be
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the governor
thereof, one
set of
of the
the standard
metric sys
tem
State,
governor thereof,
one set
standard metric
system
to
be
furnished
t
e
ob: State
•It shed
.
weights and measures
measures of the metric system for the use of the
the States re- each
each State.
spectively.
spectively
APPRov,ED, July 27, 1866.
APPROA
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
XIV.

24
24

370
370

THIRTY—NINTH
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THlIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

July
28, 1866.
Jnul 28,1866.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Certain citizens
Certaincitizens
may be authorized
to use
ceraceruse a
izeedto
in
building in
tain building
Washington
for
fors
Washington
public
meetings.

July
28, 1866.
1866.
July 28,

[No. 96.]
961

S
EM I
96, 97, 98, 99.
99.
. Es.96,
I . RES.
SEss.

1866.

Fair
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' and
Joint
Resolution in
Relation to
to the
the Use
of the
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan Fair
Use of
in Relation
Joint Resolution
Building,
Building, in
in Washington.
Washington.

W
HEREAS the
the House
peaceable and lawinformed that certain peaceable
has been
been informed
House has
WHEREAS
abiding citizens,
citizens, while
while assembled
assembled at
within the
recently
building recently
the building
and within
at and
abiding
erected in
in this
the benefit
benefit of
soldiers and saildeceased soldiers
of deceased
of orphans
orphans of
for the
city for
this city
erected
ors of
of the
United States,
States, situate
situate on
the corner
corner of
of Seventh Street and
on the
the United
ors
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Avenue, have
been illegally
and improperly
dispersed by
improperly dispersed
illegally and
have been
Pennsylvania
a Fethe mayor
city, for
alleged reason that they belonged to a
the alleged
for the
of this
this city,
mayor of
the
nian organization,
thus prevented
exercising their rights and
prevented from exercising
and thus
organization, and
nian
privileges
the United
United States:
Therefore,
States: Therefore,
of the
as citizens
citizens of
privileges as
Be
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
resolved by
it resolved
Be it

are hereby
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
hereby
citizens are
said citizens
That said
in Congress
America in
States of
authorized, whenever
to do
the Speaker
House, or
or
this House,
of this
Speaker of
by the
do by
so to
permitted so
whenever permitted
authorized,

the President
occupy said building for the
Senate, to use and to occupy
of the
the Senate,
President of
the
parand lawful
proper and
meetings for any
purpose of holding meetings
any proper
lawful purpose,
purpose, and
and par-

Ireland.
ticularly in
reference to
the liberation
liberation of
of Ireland.
to the
in reference
ticularly
1866.
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
APPROVED, July
[No.
971
[No. 97.1

Pottawatomie
Joint Resolution
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of certain
Ottawa, and
and Pottawatomie
Chippewa, Ottawa,
certain Chippewa,
Resolutionfor
Joint

Indians.
Indians.

Representatives of the United
Be
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
it resolved
resolved by
Be it
assembled, That the Secretary
The payment
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the InteJuteAmerica in
payment States
The
$39,000
of $
89,000 to be i.
o be, and he is hereby, authorized
made
to
certtoaibn
e
nor
authorized
and
directed
to
pay
to
the
Chippewa,
Clippewa,
the
to
pay
to
directed
and
made to certain r r be, and he is hereby,
Michigan, in pursuance
Michigan
InOttawa,
pursuance of an agreeIndians of Michigan,
Pottawatomie Indians
and Pottawatomie
Ottawa, and
Michigan In.8
858. ment
and compromise
compromise made with the Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie nation
nation of Indians so
ment and
dians
eighteen hundred and forty-six,
forty-six,
named and designated by the treaty of eighteen
with
the United
States, the sum of
thousand dollars, in full of
of thirty-nine thousand
United States,
with the
all claims
Michigan Indians either against the United
in favor of said Michigan
claims in
all
States or
of Indians,
Indians, past,
present, or
future, arising
of any
out of
arising out
or future,
past, present,
nation of
or said
said nation
States
confederation thereof, and the antreaty made with them or any band or confederation
Annuity now treaty
paid
to be restored.
nuity
now paid
paid to
to them
restored, and paid to said nation for the
to be restored,
them is to
nuity now
o be repaid
of thirty-nine
thirty-nine thousand dollars is to be paid out of
Said sum
future. Said
future.
sum of
of
or.e
funds
said Indians,
by the United States now held in trust fbr
for said naIndians, by
of said
funds of
tion,
drawing interest at
amount is hereby
at the rate of five per cent, which amount
tion, drawing
Payment
be appropriated,
appropriated, said payment to be made per capita direct to heads of famiPayment to be
refer-made
" adults, and guardians of minors, as is now required
required by law in refer
lies,
rom what lie,
made from
funds and how,
ence to
by the
agent of the government.
the proper agent
annuities, by
to annuities,
ence
July 28,
APPROVED, July
28, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July
1866.
28, 1866.
July 28,

[No. 98.]
Joint Resolution
aContract
Vinnie Ream
Ream for
for a
a Statue
Statue of
of AbraAbrawith Vinnie
Contract with
authorizinga
Resolution authorizing
98.] Joint
[No.
ham Lincoln.
ham
Lincoln.

United
of the
Be it
resolved by
and House
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
it resolved
the Secretary
Secretary of the InteThat the
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
is, authorized
hereby is,
ZIK17),iiatin'
or be,
be, and
authorized and directed
directed to contract with Miss
he hereby
and he
rior
th made
Ream
for statu
Ream for
and statue
statue of the late President Abramodel and
life-size model
for aalife-size
Vinnie Ream
statuee Vinnie
Ream for
a price not exceeding
executed by her at a
of
Lincoln, to be executed
exceeding ten thousand
ham Lincoln,
of President
Lincoln.
dollars; one half payable on completion of the model in plaster, and the
Lincoln.
remaining half
half on
on completion
statue in marble to his acceptance.
the statue
of the
completion of
remaining
1866.
28, 1866.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 28,
A contract
A
contract

e
bMs

huneigh Zen b.
the Act of Julyfourth,
Provisionsof the
the Provisions
to extend
extend the
[No.
Joint Resolution
July fourth, eighxen
unResolution to
99.1 Joint
[No. 99.1
Citizen
Claims to
dred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, limiting
limiting the
the Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
of the
Court of
to the
the loyal Citizens
of Claims
the Court
dred and
Vol.
p. 881.
Qf
Tennessee.
f Tennessee.
381.
xiii. p.
Vol. xiii.
Be it
resolved by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
by the
it resolved
Be
assembled, That the provisions of the act
Provisions of
of States
Congress assembled,
act
in Congress
America in
States of America
Provisions
set
1864, ch. 240, of
of the
of July,
and sixty-four,
"An act
act
sixty-four, entitled "An
hundred and
eighteen hundred
July, eighteen
fourth of
the fourth
extended4tolyal
July 28,
1866.
28,1866.
July
1864,
ch. 240.
240.
1864, ch.

extended to loyal

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
TIIIRTY-NINTH

SEss. I.
I.
SEs.

RES.
99, 100, 101, 102.
RES. 99,100,101,102.

1866.
1866.

371
871

to limit
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the court
court of
of claims,"
is hereby
hereby extended
extended to
to the
the citizens of Tenclaims," is
of the
limit the
to
loyal citizens
citizens of
of the
the State of
Tennessee.
of Tennessee.
loyal
APPROVED, July
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
[No.
1001
[No. 100.]

Joint Resolution
authorizing the
the Transmission
the Mails,
free of
of PostJul. 28,1866.
28, 1866.
Post- July
Mails, free
through the
Transmission through
Resolution authorizing
Joint
age,
of certain
certain Certificates,
by the
of New
Jersey.
New Jersey.
Adjutant-Generalof
the Adjutant-General
Certificates,by
age, of

Be it
resolved by
by the
of Representatives
United
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it resolved
Be
States
assembled, That
That the
the adjutant-general
The adutantadjutanteThe
of genera
adjutant-general of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
Jersey l
moafyNseewnd
postage,, Jersey may send
New Jersey
authorized to
to transmit through the mails, free of postage
be authorized
Jersey be
New
certain certificates
certificates of
of thanks
awarded by
legislature to
to the
the soldiers
free by
by mail
of free
soldiers of
the legislature
by the
thanks awarded
certain
certificates of
ofd
that State,
such regulations
regulations as the postmaster-general
thanks awarded
postmaster-general may direct. certifnates
under such
State, under
that
the soldiers of
to the
APPROVED, July
July 28,
1866.
to
28, 1866.
APPROVED,
that
that State.
State.
!No.
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
with the
the Territory
1866.
28, 1866.
July 28,
Territory July
settle with
to settle
War to
of War
authorizing the
101.] Joint
[No. 101.]
States
of Colorado
for the
said Territory
Territory employed
employed in
in the
Service of
United States
of the
the United
the Service
of said
Militia of
the Militia
Coloradofor
of
in the
Years eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four
sixty-four and
sixty-five.
and sixty-five.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
an eighteen
hundred and
in
the Years
Be
resolved by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House qf
and House
the Senate
by the
it resolved
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary of War be
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
States of
Coloraauthorized to
with the
proper authorities
authorities of the
Territory of Cobrathe Territory
the proper
to settle
settle with
authorized
do,
the services
services of
of the
mounted militia,
Colorado mounted
of Colorado
regiment of
first regiment
the first
for the
do. for
called
into the
the service
of the
the United
the requisition
requisition of
of Colonel
Colonel
on the
States on
United States
service of
called into
sixty-five, and for
Thomas
in the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
for
hundred and sixty-five,
Moonlight, in
Thomas Moonlight,
the
forces of
of the said Territory which were
militia forces
other militia
any other
of any
services of
the services
governor
employed
in the
United States on the call of the governor
the United
service of the
the service
employed in
of
the Territory
in the
year eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, allowing in
eighteen hundred
the year
Territory in
of the
such
settlement all
Territory to the said troops for
amounts paid by the Territory
all amounts
such settlement
time
pay,
allowances during the time
clothing and other proper allowances
horses, clothing
of horses,
use of
pay, use
when
service, and that he report the amount
in service,
actually in
so actually
were so
they were
when they
found
be justly
Territory on
on such
to Congress in
account to
such account
to said
said Territory
due to
justly due
to be
found to
December
December next.
28, 1866.
July 28,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July

Territory
Teritory
fThe
o
f
Co
l
orado
settled
settled with for
for
of
the services of
its
paddleforces.
forces.
its militia

Amonntfound
Amotint
found
bongresos.
due
ededtotoCongress.
be

28,1866.
July 28,
Resolution, July
of the
[No.
to prevent
the further
further Enforcement
the Joint
Joint Resolution,
1866.
Enforcement of
prevent the
Resolution to
Joint Resolution
102.] Joint
[No. 1021
p. 411.
417.
Vol. xiii.
of the
against Oicers
4, 1864,
o. 77,)
approved July
1864, against
Officers and
and Soldiers
Soldiers of
the United
United States,
States, who
who Vol.
Ill P.
July 4,
77,) approved
(No.
of the
Payment of
further Payment
from the
them from
have
been honorably
honorably discharged,
as to
the further
the
to relieve
relieve them
so as
discharged, so
have been
Tax imposed
Income Tax
special Five
Five Per
Per Cent
Cent Income
imposed thereby.
thereby.
special

July
WHEREAS by
77) of
of Congress,
approved July
Congress, approved
(No. 77)
Resolution (No.
Joint Resolution
the Joint
by the
WHEREAS
fourth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, aaspecial income tax of five per
fourth, eighteen
cent
incomes exceeding
exceeding six
directed to be assix hundred dollars was directed
all incomes
on all
cent on
sessed
and collected
generally upon all citizens accessienforced generally
was enforced
and was
collected and
sessed and
ble
revenue officers,
officers, but
but was
enforced against all our soldiers
not enforced
was not
to the
the revenue
ble to
whereas since
since
then in the field in the active service of the country; and whereas
disbanding and rethe surrender
insurrectionary armies, and the disbanding
the insurrectionary
of the
surrender of
the
manifest
turn of
federal soldiers to their homes, said tax is being with manifest
of the
the federal
turn
hardship assessed
and collected
collected of them in many parts of the country:
country:
assessed and
hardship
Therefore,
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
louse of
of Representatives of the United
and Bouse
by the
resolved by
it resolved
Be
so imposed,
said special
That said
States of
in Congress
special tax,
tax, so
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
the sershall not be further enforced
enforced against officers or soldiers lately in the
serdischarged therevice
United States,
and who
honorably discharged
have been honorably
who have
States, and
of the
the United
vice of
from,
and that
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury direct the proper observof the Treasury
that the
from, and
revenue officers.soldiers.
ance
resolution by all revenue
of this resolution
ance of
28, 1866.
APPROVED,
July 28,
1866.
APPROVED, July

Preamble.

Special
Special incoin
income
tax
not to
to be
be
tax not
agr e
s
r
t
org
a
ti ain
t
::
certain da
f^ainst

officers and
soldiers.

CONGRESS
PUBLIC
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS
OF THE THIRTY-NINTH
ACTS OF
PUBLIC ACTS
OF THE
THE
OF

UNITED
UNITED

STATES,
STATES,

Passed
the Second
of
and held at the City of
which was begun and
Second Session, which
at the
Passed at
Washington,
the District
District of
of Columbia,
on Monday,
Monday, the
third day of
of
the third
Columbia, on
in the
Washington, in
December,
1866, and
ended on
Monday the fourth
March,
day of March,
fourth day
on Monday
and ended
A. D.
D. 1866,
December, A.
A. D. 1867.
ANDREW JoirtisoN,
President.
JOHNSON, President.
ANDREW

LA
FOSTER, President
President of
of
S. FOSTER,
LA FAYETTE
FAYETTE S.
the
BENJAMIN F.
F. WADE
WADE was elected President of the Senate,
the Senate. BENJAMIN
pro
ternpore, on
on the
day of
March, A. P.
P. 1867.
SCHUYLER
1867. SCHUYLER
of March,
the fourth
fourth day
pro tempore,
COLFAX, Speaker
Speaker of
Representatives.
of Representatives.
of the
the House
House of
COLFAX,

CHAP.IV.
Act making
and to
Deficiencies in
20, 1866.
in the Appro.
Appro- Dec. 20,1866.
to supp/y
supply Deficiencies
Appropriations and
An Act
making Appropriations
CHAP.
IV.- An
priations for
the Service
Service of
of the
Tune thirtieth,
thirtieth,
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal Year aiding
for the
Government for
the Government
for the
priations

other Purposes.
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, andfor
and/or other
.Purposes.
hundred and
eighteen

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
of America
Congress assembled,
following sums,
Deficiency and
sums, or so Deficiency
That the following
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
necessary, be,
be, and
and the
the same
same are
hereby, approhwer ppropria
are hereby,
appro- iothers
as may
much
thereof as
year ending
ending
hereinafter expressed, for the fiscal •year
priated for the objects hereinafter
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-seven, viz:
viz:
and sixty-seven,
hundred and
June
printing, Public printing.
public printing,
For public
Printing.-— For
Office
of Public
Public Printing.
of Superintendent
Superintendent of
Office of
eighty thousand dollars.
pnbFor
Paper for pubFor paper
paper for public printing, four hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
ioB pnn
at
n
ing. sta.
printing.
expenses, viz: Laborers,
For contingent
contingent expenses,
Statistics.-—For
Bureau of
of Statistics.
Laborers of- lie
Bureau
of
tistics.
flee furniture, carpets, files, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, six thousand dollars.ztisti
t
fice
Southeast
Building, including
including the
fuel, light,
light, Southeast
Southeast Exthe Extension.
Extension. -— For
For fuel,
Southeast Executive
Executive Building,
and labor,
labor, twenty-three
thousand dollars.
ecutive Building
dollars.Building
twenty-three thousand
and
g Ex tens io n.
Extension.
office of
to the
Auditor. -— To
of the
the Sixth
Office of
auditor
Sixth Auditor.
To refund
refund to
the office
of; the
the sixth
sixth and
anOffice
of SiTth
Sixth
auditor so
so much
fin- Auditor.
seventeen thousand dollars, unthe appropriation
appropriation of seventeen
much of
of the
auditor
, h. 87, 18.
der the
the act
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, apper- 1864,
of May
May seventeenth,
act of
der
1864 ch..87,§
xiii. p. 718.
9.
transferred to the general salary Vol. xiii. p. 79.
taming
to the
the office of the sixth auditor, transferred
taining to
account
Post-Office Department, eight thousand eight hundred
account of the Post-Office
dollars.
For
Objects, estimated
Supervising Architect of the Special objects.
estimated for by the Supervising
For Special
Special Objects,
Treasury.
Treasury. -— For fencing the grounds south of the treasury building, and
President's mansion, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
the President's
preservation of public buildings, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand Public grounds,
grounds,
For repairs and preservation
dollars.
and buildings.
dollars.
repairs of furniture for the same, ten thousand
thousand
For furniture, and repairs
dollars.
dollars.
For furniture, carpets, and repairs of treasury
treasury buildings in Washington, District of Columbia, twenty thousand dollars.
apparatus for public
dollars.
appaFor heating apparatus
public buildings, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Heating appasupervising, and fifty-nine local inspectors, appoint- ratus.
namFor salaries of ten supervising,
andlocaseai
ed under the act of August thirtieth, eighteen
ed
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-two, for „nf.,:
rl
a
i
tg trav- boat inspectors.
the better protection
passengers by steamboats,
steamboats, with trayinspectors.
protection of the lives of passengers
1852, oh. 106.
1852,
expenses incurred
elling
incurred by them, seven thousand dollars. 106.
elling and
and other expenses
x p 61.
a deficiency
For a
deficiency in flagging the furnace
furnace room, and repairs about the P.
x.
stable at the executive mansion, one thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.

t
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Metropolitan
Metropolitan
or salaries
salaries of
of increased
increased force,
under act
act of
force, under
Police.- For
Metropolitan Police.—F
Metropolitan
Police.
July twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, from November
November first,
1866, ch.
ch. 215.
215.
JJune thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
Arabs, p.
p. 212.
212.
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, to
to June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
hundred and
eighteen
At6,
sixty-seven, viz:yin—
sixty-seven,
One
inspector, at
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
per
one thousand
thousand two
at one
and inspector,
One captain
captain And
annum, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
ninety-eight dollars
dollars and
and ninety-one
ninety-one cents.
and ninety-eight
annum,
One
to major
major of
thousand dollars
six
per annum,
annum, six
dollars per
one thousand
of police,
police, at
at one
One clerk
clerk to
dollars and seventy-six cents.
and sixty-five
sixty-five dollars:
hundred and
Twenty
sergeants of
of police,
sixty-five dollars
dollars a
month, ten
thousand
ten thousand
a month,
at sixty-five
police, at
Twenty sergeants
four hundred
dollars.
four
hundred dollars.
thousand
privates of
of police, at sixty dollars aamonth, twenty-four thousand
Fifty privates
dollars.
dollars.
And the compensation
compensation of said increased
increased force
Compensation
force is hereby increased fifty
fifty
increased,
and Per centum upon the amount hereby appropriated, commencing on the
increased,
how
to
be
borne.
on
the
commencing
appropriated,
hereby
amount
the
upon
how to be borne. per centum
first day
day of
of November,
sixty-six; said
increase to
said increase
and sixty-six;
hundred and
eighteen hundred
November, eighteen
first
be borne
the cities
cities of
of Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown,
the county
of
county of
and the
Georgetown, and
by the
be
borne by
allotted
Washington, in
proportion equal to the number
number of privates
privates allotted
in the proportion
Washington,
severally to
to the
cities of
Washington and
the county
becounty beand the
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
of Washington
the cities
severally
yond the
limits of
of said
said cities;
cities; and
and the
cities
said cities
authorities of said
corporate authorities
the corporate
yond
the limits
of Washington
Washington and
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
county be,
of said county
and the levy court of
of
special tax
required to levy aaspecial tax not exhereby authorized
authorized and required
are hereby
Special
tax and they are

authorized.
ceeding one
one quarter
quarter of
of one
per centum
centum for
for the
purpose aforesaid.
anthorized.
ceeding
one per
the purpose
aforesaid.
Department of
Department
of the
For commutation
commutation of
of quartets
and fuel
fuel
quarters and
the Interior.—
Interior.- For
of
Department of
Department
to officer
engineers, United
engineer
the Interior.
Interior,
officer of corps of engineers,
United States army, in charge
charge of engineer

Engineer OfEngineer 0f office, Department of the Interior,
to araragreeable to
year, agreeable
fiscal year,
present fiscal
for present
office, Department of the Interior, for
ficeEng.
ninety-five
my regulations,
regulations, one thousand two hundred and one dollars and ninety-five
cents.
Washington
repairing the damage
Washington
For repairing
damage done to the Washington
Washington aqueduct
aqueduct by freshets
Aqneduct.
Aqueduct.

in the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.

Watchmen in
To
commissioner of public buildings to pay three watchwatchthe commissioner
To enable the
Watchmen
Smithson ian
men
l
oye d i
th e Smithsonian
Sm ith son i
an groun
ds f
or the
th
e fiscal
Smithsonian
men emp
employed
inn the
grounds
for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
Grounds.
twenty-four hundred
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, the sum of twenty-four
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
and
seventy-five dollars is hereby
and seventy-five
To enable the commissioner
Watchmen in
commissioner of public buildings to pay to the watchmen
)1743b
6
1
tect.u2ii9d6infg:
in the
the fifth
appropriating for
sundry civil exfor sundry
act appropriating
fifth section
section of the act
buildngs, mentioned
mentioned in
p1blihc
Ante,
Ante,

p.
p. aj.
321.

State DepartDepartState
ment.
merit.
Foreign interinterForeign
course.

penses
for the
fiscal year
ending June
and sixtysixtyhundred and
eighteen hundred
thirty, eighteen
June thirty,
year ending
the fiscal
penses for
seven,
prior to the passage
passage of that,
seven, the
the difference
difference between
between their pay as fixed prior
section, two thousand
allowance made by said section,
thousand dollars is hereact and the allowance
by
appropriated.
by appropriated.
Department
of State.
for
appropriation for
the appropriation
a deficiency
deficiency in the
State. -— To supply a
Department of
the contingent expenses
expetises of foreign intercourse,
intercourse, for
year ending
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
June thirtieth,
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, two
two hundred and fifty
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
June
thousand dollars.
thousand
Approved, December 20, 1866.
1866.

"
CHAP. V.
Act 'to
granting Lands to the State
of
An Act granting
State of
to amend
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
V. —
-AnAn Act
Oregon, to aid
in the
the Construction
a military Road from
from Eugene
Eugene City to
to the eastern
eastern
aid in
Construction of a
1864,
oh.ch.p.218.
213.
Boundary of said
said State."
Vol.
1864,
855.
Boundary

Dec. 26, 1866.

Vol. xiii. p. 855.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the United
House of Representatives
Deficiency
Deficiency in States of America in
Congress assembled,
entitled "An
"An act
in Congress
assembled, That
That an
an act entitled

former
o
lanrde gon,
rntomerlagon
grant
tO
caused by lands
sold or reserved,
reserved,

of aamilgranting lands
lands to
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon, to
to aid
aid in
milconstruction of
the construction
in the
the State
to the
granting
nary road
road from
City to
the eastern
eastern boundary
boundary of
of said
said State"
State" be
be
to the
Eugene City
from Eugene
itary
to said
amended
as follows:
there be,
amended as
follows: That
That there
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, granted
granted to
said State,
State,

for the purposes aforesaid,
aforesaid, such
such odd sections or parts of odd sections not
reserved
reserved or otherwise legally appropriated, within six miles on each side
side
Lands, how to of said road, to be selected
selected by the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of said State, as shall
be selected.
selected.
be sufficient to supply any deficiency
deficiency in the quantity
quantity of said grant as described,
occasioned by
scribed, occasioned
by any lands
lands sold or
or reserved, or
or to which
which the rights
&. made np.

ka. made up '
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of
pre-emption or
homestead have
have attached,
attached, or
or which
which for
any reason
re,asoxi were
were
for any
or homestead
of pre-emption
not subject
subject to
said grant
within the
the limits
said act.
act.
in said
designated in
limits designated
grant within
to said
not
APPROVED, December
December 26,
26, 1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
regulate the
the elective
elective Franchise
the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the
Franchisein
Act to
to regulate
VL —An
- An Act
CHAP. VL

January 8,
January
8,1867.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be
States
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, from
from and
after the
the Who
be
Who to
to be
and after
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
passage of
act, each
each and
every male
male person,
paupers and
adneedmeendtigetotove
electors
and and
deemed
person, excepting
excepting paupers
and every
of this
this act,
passage
to
entitled
persons
age of
of twenty-one
years and upwards, vote in
in the Distwenty-one years
the age
of the
guardianship, of
under guardianship,
persons under
who has
has not
not been
convicted of
of any
except- trict of Columand exceptoffence, and
or offence,
crime or
any infamous
infamous crime
been convicted
who
ing persons
may have
aid and
comfort to
bis."
rebels bia
the rebels
to the
and comfort
given aid
voluntarily given
have voluntarily
who may
persons who
ing
in
the late
late rebellion,
and who
shall have
been born
born or
or naturalized
naturalized in
in the
have been
who shall
rebellion, and
in the
United States,
States, and
and who
have resided
resided in
in the
the said District for the
shall have
who shall
United
period of
year, and
months in
in the
the ward
ward or
election precinct
in
precinct in
or election
three months
and three
of one
one year,
period
which he
he shall
shall offer
to vote,
vote, next
therein, shall
be
shall be
election therein,
any election
preceding any
next preceding
offer to
which
entitled to
to the
the elective
elective franchise,
franchise, and
shall be deemed an elector and enand shall
entitled
titled to
at any
any election
District, without any distinction
distinction on
said District,
in said
election in
to vote
vote at
titled
account of
of color
or race.
race.
color or
account
Sac.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That any
any person whose
whose duty it shall
Penalty for
further enacted,
2. And
And be
SEC. 2.
be to
at any
any election
within the
District of
Columbia, who
who w
to
f
e
nzrrefusing
e
ero
a;ing
wilfeuly
of Columbia,
the District
election within
votes at
receive votes
be
to receive
receive,
or
retofir
shall wilfully
wilfully refuse
refuse to
receive, or
or who
the ballot
jectingtheballot
of jecting
the vote of
wilfully reject, the
who shall
shall wilfully
to receive,
shall
any person
under this
shall be liable to an action of one entitled
this act, shall
right under
to such
such right
entitled to
any
person entitled
of tort
by the
the person
injured, and
shall be
vote;
to vote;
and concon- to
on indictment
indictment and
be liable,
liable, on
and shall
person injured,
of
tort by
viction, if
such act
act was
knowingly, to a
afine not exceeding
exceeding five thoudone knowingly,
was done
if such
viction,
sand dollars,
for a
aterm
term not exceeding
exceeding one
one year in the
to imprisonment
imprisonment for
or to
dollars, or
sand
jail
District, or to both.
said District,
jail of
of said
Sac. 3.
3. And
And be it further
wilfully
That if any person or persons shall for wilfully
enacted, That
further enacted,
SEC.
wilfully
or disturb
any such
such elector
fran_ disturbing, &c.
&a.
such franexercise of such
the exercise
in the
elector in
disturb any
interrupt or
wilfully interrupt
the
a
e
nefi
eelector
res
is
o
e
too
rinhr
anx
of n
his
chise, he or they shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and, on con- exercise
viction
any sum not to exceed one thousand dol- franchise.
in any
shall be fined in
thereof, shall
viction thereof,
lars,
in the jail in said District for aa period not to exbe imprisoned in
lars, or
or be
ceed
thirty days, or both, at the discretion of the court.
ceed thirty
Sac.
4. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That it
criminatcourts
shall be the duty of the sev- Criminalcourts
it shall
it further
And be
SEC. 4.
eral courts
having criminal
jurisdiction in
in said
said District
to give
to
in
le
D
otricot
the t District
in to
in charge
this act
act in
give this
District to
criminal jurisdiction
courts having
eral
Grandd
special
charge to
the grand
the commencement
commencement of
term of
of the
ury . g
Jury.
the j
of each
each term
jury at
at the
to the
grand jury
special charge
court next
preceding the
the holding
holding of
general or city election in said
of any
any general
next preceding
court
District.
aldermen of the Voting lists to
Sae.
enacted, That the mayors and aldermen
be it further
further enacted,
5. And be
SEC. 5.
r prepared in
be3
Georgetown, respectively,
respectively, on or before
before the firstinV
i
:
epared
of Washington
Washington and Georgetown,
cities of
g n;and
March, in each
GeaO
s
rgi
e
n
tot
:n
prepare a
a list of the persons they judge Georgetown;
each year, shall prepare
day of March,
to be
qualified to
election;
several wards of said cities in any election;
vote in
in the several
to vote
be qualified
to
and said
said mayors and
aldermen shall be in open session to receive evidence
and aldermen
and
of the
claiming the right to vote in any election
persons claiming
the qualification
qualification of persons
of
therein, and
and for
year , not exceedexceedtwo days in each year,
said list, on two
for correcting
correcting said
therein,
ing five days prior to the annual election for the choice of? city officers,
giving
notice of
session in some newsof the time and place of each session
giving previous notice
paper
paper printed in said District.
Sac. 6.
6. And
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That on or before the first day of to be posted in
itfurther
SEC.
p
o
u
o
b
I
d
i
c
ayp
tlaiL
e;oto
public
a list of vo- t
March
aldermen of said cities shall post up a
the mayors and aldermen
March the
before
ten daysplaces
annual
election.
respectively,
ters thus prepared in one or more public places in said cities, respectively,
at
least ten days prior to said annual election.
at least
further enacted,
SEC.
S
EC. 7. And
And be it further
enacted, That the officers
officers presiding at any Check-listto
Check-liit
election, shall
polls durdur- be used at all
the polls
at the
required at
herein required
the check-list
check-list herein
and use
use the
keep and
shall keep
election,
elections, and
ing the
election of
all officers,
no vote
be received
ing
the election
of all
officers, and
and no
vote shall
shall be
received unless
unless delivdeliv- voioetcetsiorne%ivaneg
otes received
ered
&c.
and not until the presiding officer has had only, &o.
in person, and
ered by the voter in
opportunity to be satisfied of his identity, and shall find his name on the
list, and mark it, and ascertain that his vote is single.
SEC. 8. And
enacted, That it is hereby declared
declared unlawful
be it
it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
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Penalty for ofperson, directly
directly or
offer, or
or give,
give, or
or procure
procure
or indirectly,
indirectly, to
to promise,
promise, offer,
of- for
for any
any person,
Penalty
fering,
or cause
to be
promised, offered,
or given,
money, goods, right in
in acacIn
feroi
n
u
e
g
y
,
,&.
sze
c. .
or
cause to
be promised,
offered, or
given, any money,
anv person to
ton, bribe,
bribe, present,
present, or
or reward,
obligation,
understanding, obligation,
any promise,
promise, understanding,
or any
reward, or
to tion,
anyperson
influence his
right in ac.
acthe payment
payment or
or delivery
delivery of
of any money, goods,
goods, right
inluence
or security for the
vo te ;
vote;
tion, bribe, present, or reward, or any other valuable thing whatever,
whatever, to
any
influence his
vote to
be given
any election
given at
at any
election
his vote
to be
person with
with intent
intent to
to influence
any person
hereafter
be held
held within
the District
of Columbia;
and every
every person
person
District of
Columbia; and
hereafter to
to be
within the
so
sum not
not exceedexceedfined in
in any
any sum
on conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, be fined
so offending
offending shall,
shall, on
ing two
thousand dollars, or
imprisoned not
exceeding two years, or both,
not exceeding
or imprisoned
ing
two thousand
of the
the court.
discretion of
at the discretion
for accepting SEC.
Sa c. 9.
9. A
n db
who shall
shall accept,
accept,
And
bee i
ittfurther enacted,
enacted, That any
any person who
money,ce one
directly
or
indirectly,
any
money,
goods,
right
in
action,
bribe,
present,
or
or
present,
bribe,
in
action,
right
goods,
money,
any
indirectly,
or
directly
one's
influene
influen's
vote,
reward, or
or any
any promise,
promise, understanding,
understanding, obligation,
for the paypayobligation, or
or security
security for
reward,
vote.
ment or
delivery of
any money,
money, goods,
in action,
present, or
or
bribe, present,
ment
or delivery
of any
goods, right
right in
action, bribe,
reward, or any other valuable thing whatever,
whatever, to influence
influence his vote at any
reward,
District of Columbia,
convicbe held
held in the
the District
Columbia, shall, on convicelection hereafter
hereafter to be
tion, be
not less
less than
than one
one year
year and
and be
be forever
forever disfranchised.
disfranchised.
tion,
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
Repealing
SEC. 10.
10. And
further enacted,
That all
acts and
parts of
inand parts
of acts
acts inenacted, That
all acts
And be
be it
it further
SEC.
Repealing
olause,
clause.
consistent with this
this act
act be,
be, and
and the
the same
same are hereby
hereby repealed.
SCHUYLER
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Speaker
louse of Representatives.
Representatives.
Speaker of the House
LA
FAYETTE S. FOSTER,
LA FAYETTE
President of the
tenzpore.
President
the Senate, pro
pro tempore.

I
NS
ENATE OF
STATES,
IN
SENATE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES,
January 7, 1867,
1867.
January

1
j
President of the United States having returned to the Senate,
The President
in which it originated,
originated, the bill entitled "An
"An act to regulate the elective
elective
franchise in the District of Columbia,"
Columbia," with his objections thereto, the
proceeded in pursuance
pursuance of the
reconsider the
Constitution to
to reconsider
the same,
Senate proceeded
the Constitution
and
Resolved, That the said bill do pass, two thirds of the Senate agreeing
agreeing
to pass the same.
Attest:
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
Secretary of the Senate.
Senate.
Secretary
IN
THE HOUSE
HOUSE OF
IN THE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES OF
UNITED S
TATES, |
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES,

January 8, 1867.
January
1867.

)

The House of Representatives
Representatives having proceeded,
proceeded, in pursuance of the
Constitution to reconsider the bill entitled ""An act to regulate
regulate the elective
elective
Columbia," returned
franchise in the District of Columbia,"
returned to the Senate by the
the
President
President of the United States, with his objections, and sent by the SenSenate to the House of Representatives,
Representatives, with the message of the President
President
returning the bill:
Resolved, That the bill do pass, two thirds of the House of RepresenRepresenagreeing to pass the same.
tatives agreeing
Attest:
Attest:
McPHERSON,
EDWD. MePHERSON,
Clerk.
Clerk.
Jan. 14,
14, 1867.
1867.

o

CHAP.
fMoneys from the Treasury
CHAP. VII.—
VII. - An Act suspending
suspending the Payment of
Treasury as Com-

pensation
claiming the Service or Labor ,v``
of colored Volunteers
Volunteers or drafted
drafted
pensation to Persons
Persons claiming
and for other Purposes.
Purposes.
Men, and

Be it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives

Final report of States
stat
es of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
final report
of the
America in
in Congress
the final
report of
the
commissioners
commissioners
provided for
for in
in the
second section
section of
of the
of Congress
Congress
act of
the act
the second
commissioners provided
npon claims
upon
claims of commissioners
loyal persons for entitled "
" An act making appropriation
appropriation for sundry civil expenses of the

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
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II. C
8, 9.
9.
CH..8,

1867.
1867.
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877

government for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
government
eighteen hundred
hundred and
six- services
and sixservices of
of colcolty-seven,
purposes," approved July
ty-seven, and for other purposes,"
July twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen o
o
r
regraver
in
teee
n
rs
ored
volunteers
hundred
hundred and sixty-six, shall
thro ugh th
Secre t
ary of W ar, to to be made to
shall be
be made,
made, through
thee Secretary
of War, to tobe made to
Congress; and no money shall be paid from the Treasury, or
Congress;
from any
Congress.
or from
any Congress.
66 ch. 296.
fund therein, upon the same,
same, or
otherwise, to
t
o an
yc
l
ai
man tun
der t
he pro
6
1
2
8b6,
or otherwise,
any
claimant
under
the
pro-- 618
, ch. 296.
visions of section
section twenty-four of the act approved
app rove dF
eb
ruary twenty-fourth,
t
wenty -fourth
, Ante,
An. te, p.
321.
February
p. 321.
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, entitled
" An act to amend an
eighteen
entitled"
an act,
No money
to
act, entitled,
entitled, No
money to
pn
pt
t
l
e
lvzi
'An act for
for enrolling
calling out
th e na
ti ona lforces,
f
orces ,
an d f
or ot h
er ber . au
enrolling and
and calling
out the
national
and for
other
beraid ntilovre
purposes,'"
purposes,'" approved
approved March
March third,
third, ei
ght een h
un d
re dan
i
xty th
ree, until portCongress.
eighteen
hundred
andds
sixty-three,
until by

such report
shall be
report shall
be approved
approved and
and confirmed
con fi rme dby
by Congress.
Congress.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
14, 1867.
1867.
January 14,

1864, ch.
ch. 13,
13, §24.
§24.
1864,

Vol. xiii. p. 11.
Vol
29.
V
ol.xiii
xv. p.
p. 29.
29.
Vol.
xv.
p.

CHAP.
-An
to repeal
"An Act
CHAP.VIII.
VIII.
—An Act
Act to
repeal Section thirteen
thirteen of
of "An
Act to
Insurrection, Jan
Jan .21,
21 ,
1867.
to suppress
suppress Insurrection,
1867.
to
and Rebelton,
seize and
to punish Treason
Treason and
RebeltTon, to
to seize
and confiscate
confiscate the
the Property
and for
Property of
of Rebels,
Rebels, and
for
otftr
approved July seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
other Purposes,"
Purposes," approved
hundred and
and sixty-two.
sixty-tvo.
1862, ch. 195,
198,
1862,
§
§ 13.
13.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives
of
United Vol.
Be
it enacted
by the
and House of Represent
ati ves o
f the
the United
V ol '
xii.
P.592.
xii. p.
592.
States of
Congress assembled, That
That the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
thirteenth section
Authority of
of
the thirteenth
section of
of Authority
an act entitled "
act to
t
o suppress
su pp ress i
nsurrect i
on, to
pun i
sh treason
treason and
re- the
i
e
msid
ee
mnt to
" An
An act
insurrection,
to punish
and rethe 'President
to
rOe
l
l
'i
a
bellion, to
to seize
seize and confiscate the property
bellion,
property of
other purpur- in
)esty and parof rebels,
rebels, and
and for
for other
nesty
and parposes," approved
approved July seventeenth,
poses,"
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
be, don,
repealed.
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, be,
don, repealed.
and the same is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
SCHUYLER
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
the House
House of
Speaker of the
of Representatives.
Representatives.
LA FAYETTE S.
S.FOSTER,
FOSTER,
President of the Senate,
President
Senate, pro
pro tempore.
tempore.
Endorsed by the PRESIDENT:
PRESIDENT: "" Received
Received Wednesday,
January, 9th,
Wednesday, January,
9th,
1867.
[NOTE
THE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
[Nom BY ME
or STATE.
STATE. —
foregoing act
act having
pre- The
The foregoing
having been
been presented to the President
the United
United States
sented
President of the
his approval,
approval, and
and not
not having
been
States for
for his
having
been
returned by
him to
to the House of Congress in
returned
by him
in which
which it
it originated
within the
originated within
the time
time preprescribed by the Constitution
scribed
Constitution of
of the
the United
United States,
States, has
become a
without his
aphas become
a law
law without
his approval.]
proval.]
CHAP. IX.—
IX.--An
certain Proceeds
CHAP.
AnAct
Act setting aside certain
Proceeds from
Revenue for
the Jan.
22, 1867.
1867.
from Internal
Internal Revenue
for the
Jan. 22,
Erection
Penitentiaries in
in the
Erection of
of Penitentiaries
the Territories
of Nebraska,
Territoriesof
Nebraska, Washington,
Washington, Colorado,
Colorado, Idaho,
Idaho,
Montana,
Arizona,
and
Dakota.
Montana,
and Dakota.
Be itit enacted
enacted by
and House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
United
the United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assem
bled, That
Th at t
he net
net proceeds
proceeds of
the inin- fN
assembled,
the
Ie
t pro
t
l
cei,isda
of the
Net
proceeds
Internal
Revternal revenue
thee territories
off Nebraska,
ternal
revenue of th
te rr it or i
es o
N ebras ka, Washington,
W ash i
ngton, Colorado,
Colorado, Idao
rme
nof
o
ern
lrizo
e
nv
a,
Ida- e
enue
Arizona,
ho, Montana,
Arizona, and
the fiscal
fiscal years
years severally
ho,
Montana, Arizona,
and Dakota,
Dakota, for the
on Colorado,
Colorado, Dakoseverally ending
ending on
Dakon
offJune,
the thirtieth day o
June ,e
i
g ht een h
un d
re dand
an dsixty-six,
si
xty-six, the
the thirtieth
eighteen
hundred
ta, Idayo,,Mo
Mon
thirtieth day tta
Ne
braskaof June, eighteen
eightee n h
un d
re dan
i
xt
yseven, and
an d the
th
e thirtieth
thirtieth day
day of June, and 'Washington
hundred
andds
sixty-seven,
of June, and Washington

eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, be, and the same
eighteen
hundred and
same hereby are, set
Territories,
set aside
aside Territories,
three

for

for

and appropriated
th ree years,
y
to
eaz,ededoand
appropriated t
to
and
o an
d for
For the
purpose of
erecti ng ,under
un d
er t
he direction
the purpose
of erecting,
the
direction voted
voted to the
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior,
penitentiary buildings
in said
said several
of the Secretary of the Interior, penitentiary
buildings in
several erection
nentl
of
pooherection
of peniTerritories,
at s
Territories, at
uc h pl
aces therein
th ere i
n as have
have been
been or
may be
be designated
designated by
such
places
or may
by tentiary buildthe legislatures thereof,
th ereo f; and
an d approve
y t
he S
ecretary of
of the
Interior:rgs gs.
approvedd b
by
the
Secretary
the Interior:
Provided,
That the moneys so set
set aside
Provided, That
aside and
in each
of said
said
and appropriated
appropriated in
each of
Territories
shall be
be devoted
devoted exclusively
exclusively to the erection
of a
Territories shall
erection of
Limit of
of
a penitentiary
penitentiary Limit
in the Territory
in
the
Terr it ory i
n which
w hi ch t
he same has
has b
een and shall be collected,
collected, and
a
e
mp
x
oe
u
n
n
d
t
eto
been
and not
not expended
amount
toin bethe.
in
any other, and that the
the same
shall not exceed in amount
amount the
in any other, and that
same shall
the sum
of several
several TerriTerrinbit
)
11
sum of
twenty
in said
twenty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars in
said Territory
Territory of Washington, and
and forty
forty thouthou- °riestories.
sand dollars
dollars in
in each
of the said
sand
each of
said Territories of
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, Colorado,
Colorado, Idaho,
Idaho,
Montana, Arizona,
Arizona, and
and Dakota.
Dakota.
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
APPROVED, January 22,
1867.

378
378
Jan. 22,
1867.
Jan.
22, 18s7.
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10, 11,
11, 12.
12.
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CHAP. X.
X. —
Act to
for the
the regular
regular Meetings
Meetings of
Congress
CHAP.
-AnAn Act
tofix
fi the
the Times
Timesfor
of Congress

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the United
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United

States of America
America in
Additional
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in addition
addition to
pres.
to the
the presmeeting
meeting
n of Con- ent regular times of meeting of Congress, there shall be ameeting of the
mrees
ent regular times of meeting of Congress, there shall be a meeting of the
g
r
es
.s provided
for.

Mileage.
Mileage.

Jan.
1867.
Jan. 22,
22, 1867.

Fortieth
Fortieth Congress
Congress of
States, and
of each
each succeeding
succeeding Congress
of the
the United
United States,
and of
Congress
thereafter,
o'clock meridian,
on the
the fourth
fourth day
day of
March, the
thereafter, at
at twelve
twelve o'clock
meridian, on
of March,
the
day
on which
the term
begins for
which the
is elected,
elected, except
except
day on
which the
term begins
for which
the Congress
Congress is
that when
when the
that
the fourth
fourth of
of March
occurs on
Sunday, then
then the
the meeting
meeting shah
shas.
March occurs
on Sunday,
take
at the
same hour
on the
the next
next succeeding
succeeding day.
day.
take place
place at
the same
hour on
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
person who
who was
enacted, That
That no
no person
was a
a member
member
of
the previous
previous Congress
of the
Congress shall
receive any
compensation as
as mileage
mileage for
shall receive
any compensation
for
going to
additional session
session provided
by the
the foreforegoing
to or
or returning
returning from
from the
the additional
provided for
for by
going section.
section.
going
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
January 22,
22, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. XI.
XL—An
in Regard
of Route
in the
Post-Office
CHAP.
- An Act
Act in
Regard to
to the
the Compensation
Compensationof
Route Agents
Agents in
the Post-Office
Department.
Department.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Be
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
Pay of route States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
That the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
agents
of thDeethe
agents
-Office
of
Pe authorized
authorized to
to pay
pay route
route agents
service of
the Post-Office
rtPost-Office
De- be
Post
agents in
in the
the service
of the
Post-Office Depa
Departpartment.
ment any
any sum
sum not
ment
not less
than nine
nine hundred
hundred dollars
nor more
more than
than twelve
twelve
less than
dollars nor
hundred
hundred dollars
per annum.
annum.
dollars per
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
January 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
Jan.
22, 1867.
Jan. 22,1867.

CHAP. X.H.
XII. -An
Deposit Company of Washington,
Washington,
—An Act to incorporate
incorporate the National
National Safe Deposit
in
the District
of Columbia.
in the
District of
Columbia.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Usited
United
Be
the Senate
Senate and

Deposit
National
CompaSafe States
States of
Congress assembled,
A. R.
R. Shephe
rd, Willi
am
DeNpoitn
Cornpa
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That A.
Shepherd,
William
ny of Washing
Huntington, S.
P. Brown,
W. Riggs,
ath an i
elWil
son , G.
G. H.
H.
Washing-.S. Huntington,
S. P.
Brown, G.
G. W.
Riggs, N
Nathaniel
Wilson,

tonincorporated.
with the
ton
incorporate .Plant, together
together with
the subscribers
subscribers to
to the
of the
hereby
the stock
stock of
the association
association hereby
created, and their successors and assigns,
assigns, shall
shall be
be and
and they
they are
hereby,
are hereby,
declared
by the
name and
declared to be a
a body politic and corporate,
corporate, by
the name
of the
and style
style of
the
Seal and POW- National Safe Deposit Company of Washington, and by that name shall

era'
ers.Seal

and pow- National Safe Deposit Company of Washington, and by that name shall
have
and be
in law
have succession
succession and
be capable
capable in
law to
sue and
and be
sued, plead
and be
to sue
be sued,
plead and
be
impleaded,
be defended
defended in
impleaded, answer and be answered, defend
defend and
and be
in all
courts
all courts
of law and equity and elsewhere, to
to make
make and
to use
use aacommon
and to
common seal,
seal, and
and
the same to alter or renew
pleasure, and
generally to
renew at pleasure,
and generally
to do
and perform
do and
perform
all things relative
the object
object of
relative to
to the
which is
shall
of this
this institution,
institution, which
is now
now or
or shall
be lawful for any individual or
or body
body politic
politic or
or corporate
corporate to
to do.
do.
Capital
Capital stock.
SEC.
SEC. 2.
be it
it further
further enacted,
capital stock
stock of
of said
said comcom2. And
And be
enacted, That
That the
the capital
pany shall consist of
a sum
sum not
of a
not exceeding
exceeding two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars,
of one
divided into two thousand shares,
shares, of
one hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each,
each, and
and that
that
as one
one fourth
fourth of
of the
so soon as
the shares
shares have
have been
subscribed for,
and twentytwentybeen subscribed
for, and
five dollars
dollars per
share paid
per 4hare
paid at
at the
the time
of subscribing,
subscribing, and
and the
time of
the balance
balance
shall be
competent to
to transact
secured to be paid, then this company shall
be competent
transact all
all
kinds
of business
is established.
kinds of
business for
for which
which it
it is
established.
SEC.
Subscriptions
SEC. 3.
3. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the corporators
corporators heretofore
heretofore
be itit further
to capital
stook,
to capitalstonamed, or
or any
of them,
any three
three of
them, shall
shall open
open books
books of
of subscription
subscription for
for the
the
capital
stock of
capital stock
of this
hereby incorporated,
such time
in
this company
company hereby
incorporated, at
at such
time and
and in
such suitable
suitable place
the city
place in
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington as
they may
may think
think proper,
proper,
as they
and shall receive the instalments
instalments on
on the
of said
the stock
stock of
said company
company provided
provided
for in section
section second,
second, and
and shall
shall deliver
deliver the
the money
the board
board of
money so
so paid
paid to
to the
of
directors
so soon
soon as
directors so
as they
shall be
and prepared
to receive
they shall
be appointed
appointed and
prepared to
receive the
the
same.
same.
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 4
4. And
And be it
That the
the stockholders
stockholders composing
composing
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Choice
this company,
company, or
or their
their representatives
representatives by'proxy,
on such
such day
as
this
by proxy, shall,
shall, on
day as
Choice and
and
of dior a
majority of
them shall
choose by
by ballot
among number
they or
a majority
of them
shall determine,
determine, choose
ballot from
from among
number of
directors.
to serve
for one
one year,
year, or
or until
until others
are
said stockholders
stockholders seven
seven directors
directors to
serve for
others are
chosen,
each stockholder
have one
of stock,
chosen, each
stockholder to
to have
one vote
vote for
for every
every five
five shares
shares of
stock,
and
directors so
so chosen
shall, at
meeting, choose
ballot
and the directors
chosen shall,
at their
their first
first meeting,
choose by
by ballot
a
from among
among their
own body,
body, and
and in
in case
a president and
and vice-president
vice-president from
their own
case President
President and
and
or disqualification
disqualification of
of the
the president
president or
of death, resignation,
resignation, or
or vice-president,
vice-president, Vice-President.
Vice-President.
or aadirector
director or directors, shall proceed
or others
others to
to fill
fill
proceed to elect another or
the
vacanoy for
for the
remainder of
of the
year.
the vacancy
the remainder
the year.
Vacancies.
Vacancies.
SEC. 5. And
SEc.
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
itfurther
That the
the president,
president, vice-president,
vice-president, Powers
duties
Powers, duties,
and directors
directors of said
shall be,
they are
hereby, authorized
said company
company shall
be, and
and they
are hereby,
authorized and privileges
privileges of
and empowered to receive
receive and keep on
valuables, the
on special
special deposit
deposit all
all such
such valuables,
the corporation.
corporation.
gold, silver, or
or paper
metals, jewels,
jewels, plate,
plate, certicertipaper money,
money, bullion,
bullion, precious
precious metals,
ficates of stock,
evidence of
deeds, or
of title,
title,
stock, or evidence
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, deeds,
or muniments
muniments of
or other valuable papers of
whatof any kind,
kind, or
or any other
other article
article or
or thing
thing whatsoever,, which may be left
soever
deposited for
for safe-keeping
safe-keeping with
left or
or deposited
with said
said company,
company,
and shall be entitled to charge such commissions
commissions or compensation
compensation therefor
therefor
as may be agreed upon, and for the complete
preservation and
and safe-keepsafe-keepcomplete preservation
ing thereof shall construct, erect, lease, or
such• fire-proof
fire-proof and
or purchase, such
and
burglar-proof
burglar-proof building
building or
vaults, iron,
or composition
or
or buildings,
buildings, vaults,
iron, or
composition safes
safes or
other means which
which may become necessary, and generally
transact and
and
generally to
to transact
perform all the business relating to the
safe-keeping or
or preservation
preservation of
the safe-keeping
of all
all
such articles or valuables as
said company,
as may
may be deposited
deposited with
with said
company, and
and
also to invest the capital or other funds belonging
belonging to
to the
the said
said company,
company, Capital,
Capita how
how
from time to time, in the public funds
States, or
or in
in any
fnimds of the United States,
any stock
stock invested.
property whatsoever, and to dispose of the said stocks, money,
or property
and
money, and
property
property in such manner (not contrary to law), as to them shall appear
appear
most advantageous
advantageous to said company.
company.
SEC.
itfurther
enacted, That the President, Vice-President,
S
EC. 6. And be it
further enacted,
Vice-President, Dividends;
Dividends;
and Directors, shall declare dividends of the profits of the corporation,
corporation,
annually or semi-annually, as they may deem best; and in case of
of any
any
loss or losses, whereby the capital shall be diminished, no subsequent divdiv- not
not to
to be
made
be made
idend shall be made until aa sum equal to such diminution, arising from
capital is
is difrom if capital
the profits of the corporation or contributions
minished, until,
contributions of stockholders
stockholders shall be minished,
until,
&c.
added to the capital.
SEC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the President,
President, Vice-President,
Vice-President, By-laws.
By-laws.
and Directors of the corporation
corporation hereby created, shall have power to enact and adopt such rules, regulations, and by-laws
government and
by-laws for
for the government
and
management of'
of the affairs of said corporation,
corporation, as they may deem advanmanagement
advantageous to the interest thereof.
SEC.
S
EC. 8. And be it further
enacted, That
herein contained,
contained, shall
shall Corporation
further enacted,
That nothing
nothing herein
Corporation
be taken or construed
construed to give the corporation
corporation hereby
hereby created, the
to not to circulate
the power
power to
circulate
any bill
its
issue or circulate as currency, any bill, note, token, or evidence of indebt- any
bill of
of its
own as currency;
currency;
edness of its own creation;
creation; nor be deemed to authorize
authorize the said corporacorpora- nor
pay
internor pay interto
tion to pay interest
interest on deposits of money, securities,
securities, or any other property
property est on deposits.
deposited with it; and the operations
of
operations
this corporation shall be confined
confined fipnedrato e CDis
con-fined rato the 18to the District of Columbia.
trict of Columtriet
Cohanbia.
bia.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
January 22, 1867.

regulate the elective
elective Franchise
CHAP. XV
XV. .-— An Act to regulate
Territories of the Jan.
Jan. 26.
1867.
Franchise in the Territories
26, 1867.
United States.
States.
United

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That from and
Congress assembled,
The elective
elective
and after
after the
the passage
passage The
ere s
hall be
be no denial
den i
alo
el
ec ti ve franchise
any of
the franchise
f,pne.thois!) in
in the
of this act,
act, th
there
shall
offth
thee elective
franchise in
in any
of the
the
/)r
e
i
denied
ri snoon
to
Territories
Territories of the United
Unit ed St
at
es ,
no
w, or hereafter
hereafter to
t
o be
be organized,
organ i
ze d, t
States,
now,
too any
any to
toe
be
denied
account
offrace,
color, or previous condition of serv
citizen thereof, on acc
oun to
race ,
account ofcolor,
color,
serv--account
itude: and all
all acts or parts of acts, either of Congress or the Legislative
Legislative race,
&c.
itude:
race, 4c.
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880
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Repeal of
of inin- Assemblies
of said
said Territories,-inconsistent
Territoriesrinconsistent with
act
with the provisions of this act
Assemblies of
Repeal
consistent laws. are
hereby declared null and void.
are hereby
consistent
SCHUYLER
COLFAX,
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Speaker
Representatives.
House of Representatives.
the House
of the
Speaker of
LA
S. FOSTER,
FAYETTE S.
LA FAYETTE
President
of the
the Senate,
Senate, pro
pro tempore.
tempore.
President of
1867."
Endorsed
by
the
PRESIDENT:
"
Received
14th
January,
18672'
the
on
"Received
PRESIDENT:
the
by
Endorsed

having been pre.
[
NOTE BY
or S
TATE. —
foregoing act
act haying
pre- The foregoing
STAT.
DEPARTMENT or
THE DEPARTMENT
BY THE
[NOTE
been
sented
President of
of the
buying been
States for his approval, and not having
United States
the United
the President
to the
sented to
pretime
returned
by
him
to
the
House
of
Congress
originated
within
the
it
which
in
returned by him to the House of Congress
scribed
become aa law without his apStates, has become
United States,
the United
of the
Constitution of
the Constitution
by the
scribed by
proval.]

Jan.
Jan.

31,
1867.
1, 1867.

ComHorse Railroad
CHAP. XVI.L-An
XVI. —An Act
incorporate the Washington
Railroad C
omWashington County Horse
Act to incorporate
CHAP.
pany in the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
qf Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
and House
Be

Francis
P. Brown,
Samuel P.
States
of America
Congress assembled,
Brown, Francis
assembled, That Samuel
in Congress
America in
States of
Mattingly, Noble
Noble D. Larner,
Lamer, Marshall Brown, and Joseph L. Pearson,
Mattingly,
aud their
their associates
assigns be,
created aabody
are hereby, created
and they are
be, and
and assigns
associates and
aud
corporate under
under the
"Washington County Horse
Horse Railroad
of the "Washington
name of
the name
corporate
a double or single
Company," with
with authority
construct and
lay down a
and lay
to construct
authority to
Company,"
track
railway, with
necessary switches
switches and turnouts, in the county of
the necessary
with the
track railway,
Commencing at
Columbia, as follows:
Route.
Washington,
in the
follows: Commencing
District of Columbia,
the District
Washington, in
Route.
Boundary
Street, at
at its
intersection with
with Fourteenth Street, and along the
its intersection
Boundary Street,
a point where said road
Fourteenth Street
road in
northerly direction, to a
in aanortherly
Street road
Fourteenth
intersects
new road
opened by the levy court, and along said
said
recently opened
road recently
a new
intersects a
new
in an
an easterly
direction, to the Seventh Street turnpike, and
and
easterly direction,
road in
new road
Provided,
Proviso,
along said
said turnpike
turnpike in
southerly direction
direction to Boundary Street: Provided,
in aasoutherly
along
Proviso.
That
the Board
Board of
of Directors
Directors of
Seventh Street Turnof the Seventh
of the
consent of
the consent
That the
pike
for the use of their road, with the right
obtained for
first obtained
be first
Company be
pike Company
a rate of fare not
Rate of
to run
run public
thereon, and
therefor a
and receiving therefor
carriages thereon,
public carriages
fare. to
of fare.
Rate
exceeding ten
cents a
distance on said road.
any distance
for any
passenger for
a passenger
ten cents
exceeding
Railroad
SEC. 2.
And be
enacted, That the said railroad
railroad shall be deemed
deemed
further enacted,
be it further
2. And
SEC.
Railroad to be
deemed
real estate,
personal property of said body
body
estate, and it, with the other real and personal
es- real
deemed real estate.
tate.
Taxation
corporate,
personal propas other real estate and personal
taxation as
to taxation
liable to
be liable
shall be
corporate, shall
Taxation.
erty
the county
county aforesaid,
hereinafter provided.
as hereinafter
except as
aforesaid, except
in the
erty in
enacted, That the said railway shall be laid
itfurther
Mode of conS
EC. 3. And
further enacted,
laid
And be it
SEC.
straction.
in the most approved manner adapted for street railways. And the tracks
the
gauge the
the gauge
Width and shall not be more than six nor less than four feet apart, and the

Washington
Washington
Railrod Company
incorpopany incorporated.
rated.

s
County Horse
Horse
Cor

Railroad
County

Washington.
city of
in the
gauge of
track, same
same as
as that
that of
railways in
the city
of Washington.
street railways
the street
of the
of track.
gauge
the tracks of the said railway
That the
Ordinary trayS
EC. 4.
be it
it further
further enacted,
railway
enacted, That
And be
4. And
SEC.
travOrdinary
the ordinary
with the
interfere with
laid in such aa manner
el
el not to be inin- shall
shall be laid
manner as will least interfere
ordinary
terfered with.

with
terfered

This
act may
This act
be
altered, &c.
&c.
be altered,
Corporation
Corporation

travel of
of the
the roads
over which
tracks shall be laid.
which the said tracks
roads over
travel
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be it further enacted, That this act may at any time be
SEC.
altered,
or repealed
repealed by the Congress
Congress of the United States.
amended, or
altered, amended,
so
enacted, That nothing in this act shall be so
further enacted,
S
EC. 6. And be it further
SEC.

body corporate to issue any note, token,
to authorize
not
to issue notes, construed
as to
authorize said
said body
construed as
nottoissuenotes,
&c. as currency.
device,
or.other evidence of debt to be used as currency.
scrip, or.other
device, scrip,
said comit further
further enacted,
be it
stock,
S
EC. 7.
7. And
And be
enacted, That the capital
capital stock of said
cornSEC.
Capital stock,
shares, and
how
pany shall
be not
not less
less than
thousand dolthan two nor more than five hundred thousand
shall be
pany
how
and
shares,
transferable.
lars, and that
the stock shall be divided into shares of fifty dollars each,
that the
lars,
sfrable.
and shall
be deemed
personal property, transferable in such manner
manner as
deemed personal
shall be
and
the by-laws of said company may direct.
SEC. 8.
further enacted,
company shall place
enacted, That the said company
And be it further
8. And
SEC.
Cars to be firstimprovements for the
first-class
first-class cars on said railway, with all the modern
modern improvements
class;
daily
thereon daily
run cars
and shall
passengers; and
run as convenience and comfort of passengers;
to be Tea
shall run
cars thereon
often as, Sm.
as
often
as
the
public
convenience
may
require.
require.
may
convenience
public
as
the
as often
often as, &c.
Offices, stasta.
S
EC. 9. And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That said company shall procure
SEC.
Offices,
passenger-rooms, ticket-offices,
&c.
such passenger-rooms,
bles, &c.
ticket-offices, stables, and depots at such points as
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the
business of
of the
railroad, and
convenience of
the public,
public, may
require.
may require.
of the
and the
the convenience
the railroad,
the business
And
the said
is hereby
hereby authorized
to lay
lay such
such rails
may be
be
rails as
as may
authorized to
said company
company is
And the
necessary
for the
the purpose
of connecting
stables and
depots with
with
and depots
said stables
the said
connecting the
purpose of
necessary for
main
tracks. And
And the
said company
company is
authorized to
to purchase
or
purchase or
is hereby
hereby authorized
the said
main tracks.
lease
such lands
or buildings
buildings as
may be
for passenger-rooms,
passenger-rooms,
necessary for
as may
be necessary
lands or
lease such
ticket-offices, stables,
depots above
above mentioned.
and depots
stables, and
ticket-offices,
SEC. 10.
10. And
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
value that
may Articles
of
Articles of
that may
of value
all articles
articles of
And be
SEC.
be
inadvertently left
in the
cars, or
or other
other vehicles
vehicles of
company, shall
in the
the
shall value
value left in
said company,
of said
the cars,
left in
be inadvertently
be
taken to
their principal
depot and
and entered
entered in
in a
record of
of unun- cars.
S.
a book
book of
of record
to their
principal depot
be taken
claimed goods,
public at
open to
to the
the inspection of the public
be open
goods, which
which book shall be
claimed
all reasonable
of business.
business.
hours of
reasonable hours
all
Sac.
That said
said corporation
corporation shall,
the
Freight for
for the
shall, on
on dede- Freight
enacted, That
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 11.
11. And
mand of
President of
Secretary of
of War,
or Secreer
ta
s
te
stiss
to
un
bi
e
tnit
of
the
s' so
War, or
Secre- u
United States,
States, Secretary
of the
the United
of the
the President
mand
tary of
the Navy,
Navy, cause
transported over
said railway
railway any
over the
any freightfreight- carried
carried over
over said
cause to
to be
be transported
tary
of the
cars, laden
laden with
freight for
for the
the use
use of
States; the officers railway.
United States;
of the United
with freight
cars,
causing such
pay a
a reasonable
compensation therereasonable compensation
done shall
shall pay
to be
be done
such service
service to
causing
for.
SEC. 12.
12. And
enacted, That
That within
within thirty
days after
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
thirty days
after the
the Subscription
Subscription
passage
of this
or a
major- to
to the
capital
the capital
a majorsection, or
the first
first section,
named in
in the
corporators named
act the
the corporators
this act
passage of
t
a majority of the re- sts '4k.
ity
41"
ity of them, or if any refuse or neglect to act, then a
rnainder,
cause the books of subscription to the capital
capital stock of said
mainder, shall cause
company
to be
be opened
convenient and accessible
some convenient
in some
and kept
kept open in
opened and
company to
place
in the
city of
forenoon until
the forenoon
from nine o'clock in the
of Washington,
Washington, from
place in
the city
three
o'clock in
by said corporators,
to be
be fixed by
a period to
in the
the afternoon,
afternoon, for a
three o'clock
not less than two days, and said corporators shall give public notice, by
advertisement in the daily papers published in the city of Washington,
Washington, of
advertisement
the time when and the place where said books shall be opened; and subcapital stock of the company
company shall be held
scribers upon said books to the capital
stockholders: Provided,
subscriber shall pay at the time
Proviso.
Provisobe stockholders:
Provided, That every subscriber
to be
the amount
amount by him subscribed to
per centum
centum of the
of subscribing,
subscribing, twenty-five
twenty-five per
corporators, or his subscription
appointed by the corporators,
subscription shall be
the treasurer
treasurer appointed
If a
null and void. If
a larger amount than the capital stock of said company shall have been subscribed, the books shall be closed, and the said
corporators named in the first section shall forthwith proceed to apportion
apportion
corporators
pro rata,
rata,and make pub[l]ic
said capital stock among the subscribers pro
pub[l]ic procnumber of shares allotted to each,
each, which shall be done
done
lamation of the number
and completed
on the
the same
day that
that the
Provided
same day
the books
books are
are closed. Provided
and
completed on
further, That nothing shall be received
received in payment of the twenty-five
twenty-five per
per
further,
centurrr,
except money. And when the books
centunr, at the time of subscribing, except
of subscription to the capital stock of said company shall be closed, the
corporators
a majority of them, and in case
corporators named in the first section, or a
any
remainder,
any of
of them refuse
refuse or
or neglect to act,
act, then aa majority of the remainder,
shall,
choice of direcfor
Meeting for
thereafter, call
call a
a meeting for the choice
within twenty
twenty days thereafter,
shall, within
choice ot directors, of which public notice
notice shall be given
given for
for five
five days in two
two public
publicttors.
newspapers
daily in
in the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, or
or by
written perby written
perpublished daily
the city
newspapers published
and in
in
sonal
to each
each stockholder
by the
the corporation;
sonal notice
notice to
stockholder by
the clerk
clerk of
of the
corporation; and
holder to one
one Votes and
share shall entitle
entitle the holder
stockholders, each
each share
all meetings
meetings of
of the
the stockholders,
and
all
proxies.
vote,
in person
or by
by proxy.
proxies.
proxy.
given in
person or
vote, to
to be
be given
SEC. 13.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the government
government and direction
direction Directors,
SEC.
13. And
And be
teu
r
m
nab
o
7 °al
V of
of
affairs of
the company
shall be
board of
directors, sevsoy- n
of the
the affairs
of the
company shall
be vested
vested in
in aaboard
of directors,
number
ofand
en
in
number,
who
shall
be
stockholders,
and
who
shall
hold
their
office
en in number, who shall be stockholders, and who shall hold their office
for
one year,
and till
others are
duly elected
elected and
and qualified
qualified to
to take
for one
year, and
till others
are duly
take their
their
places as
as directors;
the said
directors (a
(a majority
majority of
of whom,
whom, the
places
directors; and
and the
said directors
the
President
one, shall be aaquorum,)
quorum,) shall elect one
of their
President being one,
one of
their number
number to
to
be President
of the
the board,
who shall
also be
be President
the company,
company,
board, who
shall also
President of
of the
be
President of
surety Treasurer;
and
choose aaTreasurer,
Treasurer, who
who shall
shall give
bonds with
and they
they shall
shall also
also choose
give bonds
with surety
Treasurer;
require, for
for the
as the
the said
said directors
directors may
to said
in such
sum as
may require,
the bonds.
bonds.
to
said company,
company, in
such sum
the board of di- Vacancies.
in the
of aa vacancy
faithful discharge
discharge of
his trust.
case of
vacancy in
In case
of his
trust. In
faithful
rectors, by
by the
the death,
otherwise, of
of any
director, the
rectors,
death, resignation,
resignation, or
or otherwise,
any director,
the vacanvacanbe filled
the remaining
directors.
cy
shall be
filled by
by the
remaining directors
cy occasioned
occasioned thereby
thereby shall
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By
laws.
By-laws.

S
EC. 14.
it further
the directors
directors shall
shall have
have fuli
ftai
SEC.
14. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
power
make and
and prescribe
prescribe such
such by-laws,
by-laws, rules,
rules, and
and regulations
regulations as
they
power to
to make
as they
shall
touching the disposition and
shall deem needful and proper, touching
and management
management
of
company, not
contrary to
of the stock, property, estate, and
and effects
effects of the company,
not contrary
to
the charter,
charter, or
or to
to the
laws of
the United
the
the laws
of the
United States.
States.
Annual
SEC. 15.
15. And
it further
further enacted,
That there
shall be
Annual meet
meet-- SEC.
And be
be it
enacted, That
there shall
be an
an annual
annual
ing
ofstockholdleg of
stockhold-meeting
meeting of the stockholders, for choice
choice of directors, to be holden at such
ers.
ers.
time and place, under such conditions, and upon such notice as said
company by
and said
said directors
directors shall
company
by their
their by-laws
by-laws may
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
shall annualannually
make a
a report
the stockholders,
to Congress,
Congress, of
of their
their doings.
ly make
report to
to the
stockholders, and
and to
Penalty for
SEC.
16. And
it further
enacted, That
said company
have,
SEC. 16.
And be
be it
further enacted,
That the
the said
company shall
shall have,
obstructing railrailobstructing
at
and if
if any
any
ay.rung
at all times, the
the free and uninterrupted
uninterrupted use of
of their
their roadway.,
roadway; and
way.
person
or persons
persons shall
wilfully and
person or
shall wilfully
and unnecessarily
unnecessarily obstruct
obstruct or
or impede
impede the
the
passage
on or
or over
over said
or any
any part
part thereof,
or shall
shall injure
or dedepassage on
said railway
railway or
thereof, or
injure or
stroy
property belonging to
railway
stroy the
the cars,
cars, depot
depot stations,
stations, or
or any property
to said
said railway
offending shall
shall forfeit
and pay
for evcompany, the person or persons so
so offending
forfeit and
pay for
every
offence, the
the sum
sum of
to said
company, and
and shall
ery such offence,
of twenty
twenty dollars
dollars to
said company,
shall reremain
damage occamain liable, in
in addition to
to the said
said penalty, for any loss or
or damage
sioned by his, her, or their act, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, but no suit shall be brought
brought
unless commenced
commenced within sixty days after such offence
offence shall have been
been
committed.
Railway
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the said company
shall make
Railway to be
S
EC. 17. And be it
company shall
make
completed with- and complete said railway within one year after the organization
organization of the
the
in
year.
in one
one year.
same.
same.
Repeal of
SEC. 18.
18. And
And be
be it
it further
fur th er enacted,
enac t
ed, Th
at all
ac t
s and
an d parts
parts o
t
s
Repeal
SEC.
That
all acts
offac
acts
inconsistent
heretofore
passed,
which
are
inconsistent
with
provisions
for
anconsistent
are
inconsistent
with
any
of
the
provisions
for
acts.
the purposes
purposes of this act, are hereby
hereby repealed,
repealed, so far as the same are inconsistent herewith.
herewith.
Levy court of SEC.
enacted, That the levy court
SEC. 19. And
And be it further
further enacted,
court of the County
Washington
County
Washington
not to
to of
of Washington,
hereby prohibited
prohibited from
act or
thing to
to
or thing
from doing
doing any
any act
are hereby
Washington, are
Contiynot
hinder, &c.
nmaer, delay, or obstruct the construction or operation of said
&c.con- hinder,
said railroad
railroad as
&c.of herein authorized,
authorized, but Congress may, at any time, alter, amend, or repeal
struction, &c.
road.
this act.
act.
APPROVED,
1867.
APPROVED, January
January 31,
31, 1867.
Jan. 31,1867.
317 1867.

CHAP. XVII.
XVII.-An
incorporate The First
First Congregational
of Wash— An Act to incorporate
Congregational Society of
Washington.
ington.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of
qf the -United
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
United

First Congre- States of Amer i
ca i
n Congress assem b
led, That Oliver 0. Howard, Silas
First
CongreStates of America
in
Congress assembled,
That Oliver 0. Howard, Silas
gational
gational Society
Society
of
Washington
H.
Hodges,
Daniel
Brewster, Charles H.
H. Bliss, Ezra
Henry
A.
L.
Eaton,
of Washington H. Hodges, Daniel
incorporated.
L. Stevens, Benjamin
Benjamin F.
P. Morris, Daniel Tyler, Llewellyn Deane, and

Calvin S. Mattoon,
Mattoon, and their associates, are hereby created a
a body politic
and
the name
name of
The First
Congregational Society
Society of
of
First Congregational
" The
of "
by the
corporate, by
and corporate,
Washington
";and as
purchase, hold, and
Washington ";
as such, may purchase,
and convey
convey real
real and perpersonal estate, make contracts,
contracts, sue and be
be sued,
sued, plead
plead and be impleaded,
impleaded,
and may exercise all other powers incident
incident to corporations,
corporations, and
and usually
usually
enjoyed by them, and such as are requisite to enable
enjoyed
enable them
them to susthin
sustain religious worship in Washington,
Washington, in the District of Columbia, and to erect
erect
and maintain
parsonages;;and said society
maintain edifices for that purpose, and parsonages
Exemption
exempt from any taxes to be assessed
assessed upon their property,
shall be exempt
property, under
under
from taxes.
rom
taxes
the authority of Congress, or of the District of Columbia, or the city
Limit tov
to
Washington; Provided,
Provided, That
the value
value of
or County
County of
of Washington;
That the
the amount
amount of
of the
of
amount of value 1
amount
estate,
of real estate.
the real
real estate
estate shall not exceed
exceed one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
First
meeting
SEC.
further enacted,
Fast meeting
SEC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That the first meeting of said socioff Society.
ety shall be holden at the time and place
place at which a
amajority of
of the persons
Notice.
Notice,
hereinabove named shall assemble for that purpose, and six
days' notice
six days'
notice
shall be given each of said corporators;
corporators; at
at which meeting, and
and at
at all
all annual meetings and at all meetings specially called for that object, said
Corporate
Corporate
powers.
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society
may enact,
enact, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
by-laws regulating
government of
the government
regulating the
repeal by-laws
society may
said society;
society; prescribing
character, and
and duties
duties of their offinumber, character,
the number,
prescribing the
said
cers,
and the
the manner
manner of
of their
their election;
election ; defining
defining the
which
on which
terms on
the terms
cers, and
members
may be
admitted to
to it,
shall cease
be such;
such; and proproto be
cease to
and shall
it, and
be admitted
members may
or
viding
in all
the affairs
of said society, or
affairs of
of the
management of
the management
for the
things for
all things
viding in

By-.aws.
By-aws.

for
interests and
welfare.
and welfare.
its interests
securingg 'its
for securin
SEc.
enacted, That
the powers
of this corporation Powers of corpowers of
That the
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
3. And
SEC. 3.
vest
shall
vest
in
a
board
of
trustees,
who
shall
be
chosen
as
provided
thevest
poration
poration
by the
provided by
as
chosen
be
shall
who
trustees,
of
a
board
in
shall vest
in
board
in
board ofto trustees..
succes- tee5
have perpetual
by-laws,
five persons,
and shall
shall have
perpetual succespersons, and
of five
consist of
shall consist
and shall
by-laws, and
and
Number
is chosen andand
sion, each
each one
holding his
his office
office until
his successor
successor is
Number
until his
one holding
sion,
term
of office
office of
of
qualified.
trustees.
qualified,
APPROVED,
January
31,
1867.
APPROVED, January 31, 1867.
CHAP.
XXVI.
Act to
punish certain
certain Crimes
Crimes in
in Relation
Relation to
the Public
Public Securities
Securities
to the
to punish
An Act
-— An
CHAP. XXVI.

and for other Purposes.
Purposes.
and Currency, and

Feb. 5,
5, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Be it
for
United
States of
That if any person or Penalty for
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
selling
persons shall
buy, sell,
sell, exchange,
receive or deliver, any false, buying
/
PYforged
in g
,
transfer, receive
exchange, transfer,
shall buy,
persons
Sm.
bonds,
indebtedness,,cerforged, counterfeited
counterfeited or altered bond, bill, certificate of indebtedness
cer - notes, &c.
&c. with
forged,
tificate of
check, bill
bill of
of exchange,
exchange, money order, intent that
that they
they
draft, check,
coupon, draft,
deposit, coupon,
of deposit,
tificate
indorsement, United
States note,
note, treasury
treasury note,
note, circulating
circulating note,
note, postage
genu
alusedbeaspassed
postage shall
United States
indorsement,
stamp, revenue
revenue stamp,
stamp, postage-stamp
postage-stamp note,
fractional note,
or other
other obligaobliga- ine.
or
ins.used as
note, or
note, fractional
stamp,
banking
tion or
or security
circulating note of any banking
the United States, or circulating
security of the
tion
association organized
the laws of the United States,
under the
acting under
or acting
organized or
association
which
been issued
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
under any act of Conissued under
be issued
issued or
has been
which has
gress heretofore
heretofore passed,
or which
hereafter be passed,
passed, with the intent,
which may hereafter
passed, or
gress
expectation,
or belief,
that the same
passed, altered, pubsame shall or will be passed,
belief, that
expectation, or
lished
or used
used as
as true
true and genuine,
genuine, such person or persons so offending,
lished or
shall
be deemed
guilty of felony, and on conviction thereof shall be imdeemed guilty
shall be
prisoned
thousand
not more than ten years, or fined not exceeding five thousand
prisoned not
discretion of the court.
dollars,
or both, at the discretion
dollars, or
making
The making
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That it shall not be lawful to design,
design, The
it fitrther
be it
SEC.
or
using cards,
cards,
or using
engrave,
print,
any manner make or execute, or to utter, issue,7 dis- circulars,
print, or in any
engrave,
&c. in
in
&c.
n
placard,
notice,
tribute,
circulate
or
use,
any
business
or
professional
card,
notice,
placard,
the
similitude
of
card,
professional
or
business
any
use,
or
circulate
tribute,
United
any United
or similitude
likeness or
circular, handbill,
in the
the likeness
similitude of any any
advertisement, in
or advertisement,
handbill, or
circular,
States security
declared unlawbond,
certificate of
of indebtedness,
coupon, United
United declared
certificate of deposit, coupon,
indebtedness, certificate
bond, certificate
unlawpostage-stamp ful.
States
treasury note,
circulating note, fractional note, postage-stamp
note, circulating
note, treasury
States note,
note, or
or other
or security
security of the United States, or of any bankobligation or
other obligation
note,
ing association
organized or acting
acting under the laws thereof, which has
association organized
ing
been or
or may
issued under
under or
authorized by any act of Congress hereor authorized
be issued
may be
been
tofore
passed or
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be passed. And any person or Penalty, how
or which
tofore passed
recovered and to
and to
a recovered
be subject to a
section shall
persons
against the
of this
shall be
this section
provisions of
the provisions
offending against
persons offending
whose use.
one
of
by
penalty
of
one
hundred
dollars,
recovered
an
action
debt,
one
recovered
be
to
penalty of one hundred dollars,
half
half to the use of the informer.
lawful to
SEC. 3.
further enacted,
That it
shall not
not be
be lawful
to write, The printing,
it shall
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
&c. of
of any
any busibusiof indebtedness,
print, or
or otherwise
any bond,
bond, certificate
indebtedness, or &c
certificate of
upon any
impress upon
otherwise impress
print,
ness
ness card
card or nonoany
other instrument
instrument specified
specified in
any business
business or
or tice, &c. on any
section, any
preceding section,
last preceding
the last
in the
other
United States
advertisement United
any notice
or any
professional card,
card, notice
notice or
or advertisement,
advertisement, or
notice or advertisement
professional
security, made
medicine, or of seritimade
of any
any goods,
goods, wares
wares or
or merchandise,
drug or
or medicine,
any drug
of any
or of
merchandise, or
of
unlawful.
whatsoever; and
any
invention or
of any other matter or thing whatsoever;
or of
patent, or
or patent,
any invention
offending against the provisions
any
person or persons offending
provisions of this sec'ion,
secion, Penalty, how
any person
recovered, and
and
shall
recovered by recovered
of one hundred dollars, to be recovered
a penalty
penalty of
to a
subject to
be subject
shall be
to whose use.
an
informer.
an action of debt, one half to the use of the informer.
for
Penalty for
shall, without
person shall,
SEC. 4.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
if any
any person
without Penalty
That if
enacted, That
4. And
SEC.
im&c. immaking, Sm.
authority from
from the
the United
United States,
States, take,
take, procure,
procure, make, or cause to be making,
authority
pressions upon
by
any material
plaster, paper, or any other any
wax, plaster,
foil, wax,
taken, procured
procured or
or made,
made, upon
upon lead,
lead, foil,
material by
taken,
&c.
substance or
or material,
of; from, or by the any tool,c &c.
an impression, stamp, or imprint of,
material, an
substance
used, &c. in
use
of, any
bed-piece, die, roll, plate, seal, type, or other tool, used, & . in
any bed-plate, bed-piece,
use of,
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printing, &c.
&c. or
implement, instrument
used, or
or fitted
fitted or
to be
printing,
or implement,
instrument or
or thing,
thing, used,
or intended
intended to
be used,
used, in
in
in making
making other
other printing,
stamping or
impressing, or
or in
making other
other tools,
implements,
in
printing,
stamping
or
impressing,
in
making
tools,
implements,
tools, &e,
to be
be
tools,
&c. to
used
printing, instruments
instruments or
or intended
intended to
be used,
in printused in
in printing,
or things
things to
to be
be used,
used, or
or fitted
fitted or
to be
used, in
print&c. any
security, ing, stamping
stamping or
impressing any kind
&c.
anysecurity,
or impressing
kind or description
description of bond, bill,
bill, note,
note,
&c.
to bfe
be
certificate, coupon,
coupon, or
other paper,
paper, obligation,
obligation, security
security or instrument
now
now
instrument
or other
isued
b&.to
by
or
for issued
the certificate,
p
United states,
authorized, or
hereafter to
to be
by law,
to be
executed, altered,
law, to
be executed,
altered,
United
States. authorized,
or hereafter
be authorized,
authorized, by
delivered,
given, issued
or put
circulation by,
or in
in behalf
the
delivered, given,
issued or
put in
in circulation
by, for,
for, or
behalf of
of the
United
States, such
such person
be deemed
felony, and,
on conconUnited States,
person shall
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of felony,
and, on
viction,
by imprisonment
not more
more than
than ten
ten years,
years, or
or by
by fine
viction, be
be punished
punished by
imprisonment not
fine
not exceeding
five thousand
dollars, or
both, at
at the
discretion of
of the
court.
not
exceeding five
thousand dollars,
or both,
the discretion
the court.
SEC.
That if
any person
person shall,
shall, with
inPenalty
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
if any
with inpossession,
for having with
within
tent
to defraud,
in his
or control,
control, withwithcustody, or
keeping, custody,
possession, keeping,
his possession,
have in
defraud, have
tent to
possessiong
but authority
out
stamp or
impression,
out authority from
from the United
United States, any
any imprint,
imprint, stamp
or impression,

and with
intent taken
or material
material whatsoever,
whatsoever, of
any tool,
tool,
:iad
with intent
taken or
or made
made upon
upon any
any substance
substance or
of any
to defraud, any
in
c. implement,
implement, instrument,
•strument, or
used or
or fitted,
to be
be used,
used, fbr
for
fitted, or
or intended
intended to
or thing
thing used
&an
iprefssoau, &
impression,
of any tool, &c.
&c. any or either of the purposes mentioned
section; or
or
mentioned in the last
last foregoing
foregoing section;
used
or intended
used
or
intendedif
any person shall, with intent to defraud, sell, give, or deliver
for printing,
deliver any such
for
printing, &c.
&c. if
anyy
any
security to
to imprint,
such person,
offendstamp or
or impression
impression to
to any
any other
other person
person;;such
person, so
so
offend:ny security
imprint, stamp
be
issued by
or ino°,
shall
be deemed
guilty
of felony,
and
on conviction
conviction be
be punished
by
be issued
by or
ing,
shall be
deemed
guilty
of
felony,
and
on
punished
by
for the
for
the United
United ·States;
imprisonment
ten years,
by fine
fine not exceeding
exceeding five
five
or by
years, or
not more
more than
than ten
imprisonment not
States;
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
SEC. 6.
6. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
if any
any person,
person, whether
emSEC.
And be
be it
it further
That if
whether emfor secreting,
ployed
under the
the United
States or
without authority
from the
the
authority from
shall, without
or not,
not, shall,
United States
secreting
ployed under
cafr
carrying
away, ,
&c. without
without an
united States,
States, secrete
or take
take and
away from
from any
&c.
.an-_United
secrete within,
within, embezzle
embezzle, or
and carry
carry away
any
tnority, from any b
uildi ng , room
ffi ce ,apartment,
apar t
men t
, vault,
safe, or
other place
t!lority,fromany
building,
room,,o
office,
vault, safe,
or other
place where
where the
the
place of deoi
o
dposite
place
of derc.sit, same
same
is kept,
kept
used epy,
employed,
lodged,
or
deposited by
by authority
of
authority of
or deposited
d, placed,
placed, lodged,
is
pc.'used,
emped,
&
any tool,
iltend- the United States, any bed-piece, bed-plate, roll, plate, die, seal, type, or
used or intendor
cd, for printing,
other tool, implement, or thing used,
fitted to
in stamping
&c,
printing,
&c.
or
for
=k&c. for
or for
mak- other tool, implement, or thing used, or fitted to be used, in stamping
in..
&c. to
or printing,
printing, or
or in
in making
making some
some other
other tool
used or
or fitted
fitted to
to
ing tools,
tools, &c.
to or
tool or
or implement
implement used
be used for
for
be
be used in stamping or printing, any kind or description
description of bond, bill,
tl
l
n
printing,
&c.
note,
certificate, coupon,
postage stamp,
stamp, revenue
stamp, fractional
fractional currency
currency
anyu security,
e'rc
ote, certificate,
coupon, postage
revenue stamp,
any
note, or other paper, instrument, obligation,
currency, &c.
&c.
obligation, device, or document, now
now
to
by authorized
authorized or
or hereafter
hereafter to
be authorized
authorized by
to be
printed, stamped,
stamped,
to be
be issued by
to be
by law
law to
be printed,
or
or for the United
States;
sealed, prepared,
issued, uttered,
uttered, or
or put
or on
on beh
alf o
off
circulation by
by or
behalf
put in
in circulation
sealed,
prepared, issued,
States;
for taking, &c.
&c. the United States; or shall, without such authority, so secrete, embezzle,
without authoraway any paper, parchment, or other material prepared
prepared
atthor- or take and carry away
ity, any
ity,
any material
mateaial
prepared and
i
n-and
intended to
to be
be used
the making
making of
of any
either of
prepared
and inand intended
used in
in the
any or
or either
of such
such papers,
papers,
tended to be instruments, obligations,
obligations, devices, or documents;
documents; or shall, without such
used
in
authority, so secrete, embezzle, or take and carry away
parchsuch
stamps
in making
making
or
away any
any paper,
paper ,p
arc hsuch stamps
or authority,

currency, or
ment, or
or other
ment,
other material
material printed
printed or
stamped, in
or in
part, and
and ininor stamped,
in whole
whole or
in part,
printed,
c. in
in tended
in circulation,
by or
behalf o
th
e
on behalf
offthe
or on
put in
circulation, by
issued, or
or put
be prepared,
prepared, i;sued,
tended to
to be
printed, &
&c.
and
whole
in tern
i
d
n
e
d
)
a
f
rt
o
r' United
papers, im
trumezits, or
and
intended
for
United States,
States, as
as one
one of
of the
the papers,
instrumeats,
or obligations
obligations hereinbehereinbecirculation and fore named,
in whole or in
in part, in
in the similitude
named, or printed or stamped, in
similitude
use,
as
cur
of
any
such
paper, instrument,
instrument, or
obligation, whether
whether it
it be intended
intended to
to
use,
as
such
curof
any
such paper,
or obligation,
rency, &c.;
issue
issue or
or put
in circulation
circulation or
or persons
persons so
put the
the same
same in
or not;
not; such
such person
person or
so
offending shall, on conviction,
conviction, be punished
punished by imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding
exceeding five thousand
ten years, or by fine not exceeding
thousand dollars, or both, at the
discretion
discretion of the court.
for taking
SEC.
for
SEC. 7.
That if
shall take
take and
and
7. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
if any
any person
person shall
without author- carry away, without authority from the United States, from the place
ity
from
ally
ity
from
where it
lodged, or
or deposited,
deposited, or
where it
for the
time
place
of
dedewhere
it has
has been
been filed,
filed, lodged,
or where
it may
may for
the time
place
of any
certificate,
posit, any paper being actually
actually be kept by authority
authority of the United States, any certificate,
oruseinaffidavit, deposition, written statement of facts, power of attorney, receipt,
prepared
tended for
to fdait
dp
tended
for use
to
procure
assignment, or
document, record,
record, file,
file, or
or paper,
procure the
the paypay- voucher,
voucher, assignment,
or other
other document,
paper, prepared,
prepared,
meet
fitted, or
or intended
to be
be used
used or
order to
to procure
procure the
ment of
of money fitted,
intended to
or presented
presented in
in order
the payment
payment
from,
or claims
allow- of
of money
money from
from or
or by
th e United
Uni
te d States, or any offi cer or
agent thereof,
th
ereo f
,
States, or any officer or agent
by the
ance of
of'claims
mice
against, the
against,
ited States
States,
United

or the allowance or
payment of
whole or
or any
any part
any claim,
or payment
of the
the whole
part of
of any
claim,

whether such'

has not already been so used or presented, and whether such claim,
claim, account,

account, or
or demand
demand against
the United
United States,
the same
or
against the
States, whether
whether the
same has
has or
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or
demand, or
any part
has not
allowed or
been allowed
or paper
paper has or has
or has
not already
already been
or any
part thereof,
thereof, has
has or
or demand,
r
attempt to use any such
not been so sed,
paid; or, if any person shall present or use or attempt
t used,
or such claim
claim
document, record, file, or paper, so taken and
carried away
not
and carried
away in order to
to has or has
has not
procure
of any
or by
by the
States, or
any been so allowed.
allowed.
from or
the United
United States,
or any
procure the
the payment
payment of
any money
money from
officer
agent thereof,
or the
the allowance
allowance or
or any
or payment
payment of the whole or
thereof, or
officer or
or agent
part
any claim,
claim, account,
the United
States; such
for
part of
of any
account, or
or demand
demand against
against the
United States;
such Penalty for
person,
offending, shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
felony, and
and on
on conviction
conviction using, or atguilty of
of felony,
so offending,
shall be
person, so
tempting to
be imprisoned
imprisoned not more than ten years, or fined
u
such
fined not
not exceeding
exceeding five
five thou- useany
use any tsuch
sand dollars,
discretion of
of the
the court.
court.
paper.
paper.
sand
dollars, at
at the
the discretion
APPROVED, February
5, 1867.
1867.
February 5,
APPROVED,
CHAP.
An Act
Act amendatory
An Act
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
CHAP. XXVII.
XXVII. —
- An
amendatory of
of "
" An
Act to
to amend
Act
relating
to labeas
Habeas Corpus,
Cotpus, and
regulating judicial
judicial Proceedings
certain Cases,'
Cases,'" aprelatinq to
and requlating
Proceedings in
in certain
approved
hundred and sixty-six.
proved May eleventh, eighteen hundred

Feb. 5, 1867.
Feb. 5,

1867.

1866, ch.
80.
186,
h. 80.
Ante, p. 46.
Ante, p. 46.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be
it enacted
Senate and
of the
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That whenever
in any
any suit
suit or
any
States
of America
whenever in
or When
When in .
any
prosecution which
may be
commenced in
any State
tutaitte
begun
State court,
court, and
and suit
or may
be commenced
in any
which has
has been
been or
prosecution
be gun in a
S
State court and
defendant is
removed from said
which the
the defendant
is authorized
authorized to have
have removed
said court to the removed
removed to
to the
the
circuit court
court of
the United
by virtue
the provisions
.
ircu._I .
c
t
ordirt of
of
circuit
court
States, under
under and
and by
virtue of
of the
provisions c
circuit
of the
United States,
of "
"An
An act relating to habeas corpus, and
proceedings tlte
and regulating judicial
judicial proceedings
tUnin'the det
S1
rates
decases," approved
approved March
and sixtyis in
in certain
certain cases,"
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty- fendarit
fendant is
in
of an act amendatory
three, or by virtue of'
amendatory thereof, approved
approved May eleventh, actual custody
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
all the
removal process,
U
c
ridi
eT thethe
State
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-six, and
and all
the acts
acts necessary
necessary for
for the
the removal
process,
the
of the oircirhave been performed, and the de- clerk a
of said cause to the circuit court shall have
fendant in
shall be
in actual
actual custody
by said
?
s
u
su
itecourt
o
a
onfit
aishal
Lha
a
s
ll
fendant
in any
any suit
suit shall
be in
custody on
on process
process issued
issued by
said Scut
issue a habeas
State court, it shall be the duty of the clerk of the said circuit court of corpus
corpus cum cansa L___
the United
United States to
to issue aa writ of
of habeas
habeas corpus
corpus cum cansa;
cansa; and
and it
it sashall
be the
the marshal,
by virtue
the said
writ of
of habeas
habeas Vol.
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
marshal, by
virtue of
of the
said writ
. 81.
755.
VIrol.03xii.ch.
corpus, to
body of
of the
the defendant
into his
his custody
be dealt
Pr oc
xl
e
i.edPing5.
s
5
corpus,
to take
take the
the body
defendant into
custody to
to be
dealt Proceedings
with in
in said
circuit court according
tilrg on.
e marabal
of the thereon.
of law,
law, and the orders
orders of
according to
to rules of
with
said circuit
The marshal
said court,
of any
thereof in
in vacation;
and he
he shall
file a
to take
the body ;
said
court, or
or of
any judge
judge thereof
vacation; and
shall file
a duplidupli- to
take thebody;
dupliclerk of
of the
court to
to file
cate
said writ
of habeas
cate copy
copy of
of said
writ of
habeas corpus
corpus with
with the
the clerk
the State
State court
file dup
.
lih
in
said suit
suit was
was commenced,
or deliver
in which
which said
commenced, or
deliver said
to the
the clerk
clerk the
ca
?
7
said duplicate
duplicate to
with
cate
copy
e
1
e
o
r
p
k
yor
I
t
t
he
of
the
clerk
of
and all
of said
said court;
court; and
all bail
other security
State court.
court.
all attachments
attachments made,
made, and
and all
bail and
and other
security State
given in
suit or
or prosecution
prosecution which has
fiom b Attachments,
Attachments,
or shall be
be removed
removed from
has been or
given
in any
any suit
any State
court to
to the
the circuit
circuit court
of the
States, in
pursuance of
ai_l,
&o.
in pursuance
of tin.°
'tinu'e
iin tofull
fullconany
State court
court of
the United
United States,
law, shall be and continue in like force and effect as if the same suit had force.
proceeded
proceeded to final judgment
judgment and execution in the State court.
1867.
APPROVED,
February 5,
APPROVED, February
5, 1867.
CHAP.
XXVIII. — An
Act to
to establish
establish the
the judicial
judicial Courts
CHAP. XXVIII.An Act
to amend
amend "An
"An Act
Act to
Courts of
of the
the
United States," approved
approved September twenty-fourth,
hundred and
and eighty-nine.
United
twenty-fourth, seventeen hundred

Feb. 5,1867.
5, 1867.
Feb.
1789,
1789, ch. 20.
20.

Be it
it enacted
House of
of the
the United
United73. Vol.
and House
of Repre'sentatives
Representatives of
°1 i.i. P.73.
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
4PStates of
assembled, That the several
States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
several courts of the See ros,
Post '
P..545
'

justices and judges
judges of such courts, within
The United
United
within States
United States, and the
the several
several justices
and
States courts and
their respective
respective jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, in addition
addition to the authority
authority already
addialready conferred
conferred judges, in
in addi-

to grant
habeas corpus
corpus in
cases tion
tion to present
present
by
power to
by law,
law, shall
shall have
have power
grant writs
writs of
of habeas
in all
all cases

restrained of
authority,
where any person may be restrained
of his
his or
or her liberty in violation
violation of
of grant
uthorit'y
writs may
of haconstitution, or of any treaty or law
corpus in
in
the constitution,
law of the United States; and it
it shall
shall bens
beas corpus
be lawful
lawful for
for such
so restrained
of his
to certain
to apply
apply to
certain cases.
his or
or her
her liberty
liberty to
such person
person so
restrained of
be
Proceedings
applica- in applications
applications
either of said justices or judges for aawrit of habeas
habeas corpus, which
which applica-

tion shall be in writing and verified by affidavit, and shall set forth the for the writ.
facts concerning
concerning the detention of the party applying, in whose custody he
or she is detained, and by virtue of what claim or authority, if known;
known;
and the said justice or judge to whom such application
application shall be made The writ
writ to be
be
shall forthwith
award a
a writ
habeas corpus,
unless it
it shall
shall appear
from awarded
shall
forthwith award
writ of
of habeas
corpus, unless
appear from
awarded forthforththe
itself that
that the
is not
not deprived
his or
or her
her liberty
liberty in
in with,
unless, &o.
&o.
with, unless,
the party
party is
deprived of
of his
the petition
petition itself
voL. XIV.
VOL.
'cry.
25
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contravention of
of the
laws of
of the
the United
States.
Said
Said
United States.
or laws
the constitution
constitution or
contravention
writ shall
be directed
the person
person in
in whose
custody the
detained,
party is detained,
the party
whose custody
to the
directed to
shall be
writ
who shall
shall make
make return
return of
writ and
and bring
the party
party before
before the
judge
the judge
bring the
of said
said writ
who
who granted
the writ,
writ, and
and certify
certify the
the true
cause of
of the
the detention
of such
such
detention of
true cause
who
granted the
person within
days thereafter,
thereafter, unless
unless such person
detained beperson be detained
three days
within three
person
yond the distance of twenty miles; and if beyond the distance of twenty
miles
above one
one hundred
hundred miles,
then within
within ten
and if
if bebeten days;
days; and
miles, then
and not
not above
miles and
re- yond
distance of
hundred miles,
And
twenty days. And
miles, then within twenty
one hundred
of one
the distance
yond the
Upon the return, a
pon the
the return
a day shall be set for the
habeas corpus
corpus a
writ of habeas
return of the writ
upon
turn,
a day
da to be u
set for hearing .
the ease,
nearing of
of the
cause, not
not exceeding
exceeding five
days thereafter,
thereafter, unless
party
the party
unless the
five days
the cause,
and hearing
the case, and
any
within what
petitioning
request aa longer time. The petitioner
petitioner may deny any
shall request
petitioning shall
tune.
of
material facts
facts set
may allege
allege any
to
any fact
fact to
or may
return, or
the return,
forth in
in the
set forth
of the
the material
Petitioner
Petitioner
may
oath dethe detention
in contravention
contravention of
the constitution
constitution or
laws of
of
or laws
of the
is in
detention is
that the
show that
de- show
may on
on oath
fly
facts setforth
set forth the
which allegations
the United
United States,
States, which
allegations or denials shall be made on oath.
nyfacts
return and
and
in
in the
the return
allege
others.
The
said return
may be
be amended
amended by
leave of
the court
or judge
judge before
before
court or
of the
by leave
return may
The said
alle'e others.
it,
Return
mav or
or after
after the
suggestions made against
against it,
also may all suggestions
same is filed, as also
the same
Return may
be amended,lo
be
amended '
&C 'that thereby the material facts
may be ascertained. The said court or
or
Court or
'Judge
deter- judge
judge shall
proceed in
in aasummary
to determine
determine the
the case,
case,
of the
the facts
facts of
way to
summary way
shall proceed
to deterJudge to
if
arguments of the parties interested, and if
mine the facts by hearing testimony and the arguments
summarily,
discharge
theand it
i
tshall
that the
petitioner is deprived
deprived of his or her liberty
liberty in conthe petitioner
appear that
shall appear
Ythe
daiscarle
petitioner
&c. travention
travention of
of the
the constitution
constitution or
the United
United States, he
lie or she
she
of the
or laws
laws of
if, &c.
petitioner if,
discharged and set at liberty. And if any person
Penalty for shall forthwith be discharged
person or
re
fusing to
refusing
obey persons to whom such writ of habeas corpus may be directed shall refuse
refuse
lefuwsirnigt,
&c.;
writ, to
&c.;
the
for notmaking
not making to
same, or
neglect or
to make
shall make
or shall
make return, or
or refuse
refuse to
shall neglect
or shall
the same,
to obey
obey the
for
a false return thereto, in addition to the remedies already given by law,
return, or mak- a
i
t
n
u
g a false remisdemeanor, and
they shall be deemed
deemed and taken to be guilty of a
amisdemeanor,
he or they
ga
ra. fale re- he
shall,
before any court of competent
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, be punshall, on conviction before
imprisonment
ished
exceeding one thousand dollars, and by imprisonment
fine not exceeding
ished by fine
not exceeding one year, or by either, according
according to the nature and aggravation of
decision of any judge, justice, or court,
final decision
From the final
of the
the case. From
vation
appeals.
inferior to
to the
the circuit court, an appeal may be taken to the circuit court
inferior
Appeals.
of the
the United States for
which said cause is heard,
heard, and from
the district in which
for the
of
judgment of said circuit court to the Supreme Court of the United
the judgment
Terms, regu- States, on such terms and under such regulations and orders, as well for
lations and or- the custody and appearance of the person alleged to be restrained of his
daerespecti'ng
ders
respecting the custody and appearance of the person alleged to be restrained of his
a transcript
or
her liberty,
liberty, as
as for
sending up
transcript of
appellate tribunal a
up to the appellate
for sending
or her
&c.
appeals, &c.
the
petition, writ
habeas corpus, return
return thereto, and other proceedings,
proceedings,
of habeas
writ of
the petition,
as may be prescribed by the Supreme
Supreme Court, or, in default of such, as
hearing said cause
cause may prescribe; and pending
pending such proceedPending pro- the judge hearing
ceedings
cee
ac
l
linfI s
nor
r apaahn-er ings or appeal, and until final judgment be rendered therein, and after
peat, and after
L
eai judgment
of discharge
the same,
any proceeding
against such
such perperproceeding against
same, any
in the
discharge in
judgment of
final judgment
judgment final
fial
discharging the
the son so
so alleged
alleged to be restrained of his or her liberty in any State court,
discharging
all
petitioner, all
proceedings
in
or by
authority of
of any
State, for
for any matter or thing so
any State,
the authority
under the
or under
by or
or
proceedings in
determined, unheard and determined,
beimg heard
heard and determined,
determined, or in process of being
State court to be heard
null.
der and by virtue of shch
stich writ of habeas corpus, shall be deemed null and
void.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That a
a final judgment or decree in
Writs of error
SEC. 2. And be it further
from
preme the
Court
Su of
• any
any suit
suit in
the highest
court of
State in
in which
decision in
in the
the suit
suit
a decision
which a
a State
of a
highest court
in the
of
ourt
fre'me
question the validity
validity of aatreaty or statcould be had, where is drawn in question
the United
States, for what ute of, or an authority exercised
states,
exercised under, the United States, and the decis.
may be ion
causes
causes
issued. may be
their validity,
validity, or
or where
where is
in question
the validity
validity of
of
question the
drawn in
is drawn
is against
against their
ion is
issued.
a statute of'
of or an authority exercised
a
exercised under any State, on the ground of
their being repugnant
repugnant to the constitution,
constitution, treaties, or laws of the United
where any
favor of such their validity, or where
States, and
and the decision is in favor
title, right, privilege,
privilege, or immunity is claimed
claimed under the constitution, or
any
exercised under
under
any treaty or statute of or commission held, or authority exercised
the United States, and the decision is against the title, right, privilege, or
claimed by either party under such constituimmunity specially set up or claimed
tion, treaty, statute, commission, or authority, may be re-examined and retion,
Writ how
how to
to
Writ
be directed.
be
directed.
Return to be
be
Return
made, and
made,
and
what
within what
time.
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versed
the Supreme
Court of
of the
States, upon
upon a
versed or
or affirmed
affirmed in
in the
Supreme Court
the United
United States,
a
writ
the citation
citation being
being signed
the chief
justice, or
or judge,
judge, or
or .Citation,
writ of
of error,
error, the
signed by
by the
chief justice,
Citation, how
chancellor of
court rendering
or passing
passing the
judgment or
or decree
signed
chancellor
of the
the court
rendering or
the judgment
decree signed
complained of,
or by
by aajustice
justice of
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
the United
United States,
States,
complained
of, or
of the
Court of
in the
under the
the same
same regulations,
and the
the writ
writ shall
of writ.
in
the same
same manner,
manner, and
and under
regulations, and
shall Effect of
have the
same effect,
if the
the judgment
or decree
decree complained
of had
been
have
the same
effect, as
as if
judgment or
complained of
had been
rendered
passed in
in a
court of
of the
the United
and the
rendered or
or passed
a court
United States;
States; and
the proceeding
proceeding Proceedings
Proceedings
upon
the reversal
shall also
the same,
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court upon
upon the
reversal shall
also be
be the
same, except
except that
that the
upon reversal.
reversal.
may,
at their
their discretion,
discretion, proceed
proceed to
to a
decision of
the same,
same, and
award msat,ylP:leZdc
eoxuer.t
may, at
a final
final decision
of the
and award
my
awardexe-t
execution,
or remand
same to
an inferior
act shall
shall not
not cution,
execution, or
remand the
the same
to an
inferior court.
court. This
This act
cution, or rereapply
the case
who is
is or
may be
be held
held in
in the
the custody
custody of
of m
of any
any person
person who
or may
mand to the lowapply to
to the
case of
the military authorities
United States,
States, charged
charged with
with any
any military
military
This 'act
authorities of the United
act not
offence,
having aided
rebellion against
against the
government to
offence, or
or with
with having
aided or
or abetted rebellion
the government
to .apply to cerof
to the
of this
act.
tam
of the
the United
United States
States prior
prior to
the passage
passage of
this act.
tain cases.
cases.
APPROVED,
5, 1867.
APPROVED, February
February 5,
1867.

CHAP. XXIX. -An
—An Act to authorize
Construction, and Use
alateral
5, 1867.
1867.
authorize the
the Extension,
Extension, Construction,
Use of
of a
lateral Feb.
Feb. 5,
Branch
Railroad into and within the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Branch of the Baltimore and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
the District

WHEREAS
represented to this present Congress that the Baltimore
W
HEREAS it is represented
Baltimore Preamble.
and Potomac Railroad
incorporated by
by an
act of
General
Railroad Company,
Company, incorporated
an act
of the
the General
Assembly of'
of Maryland,
Maryland, entitled "An
"An act to incorporate
incorporate the
the Baltimore
and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company,"
Company," passed
eighteen
passed the sixth
sixth day
day of
of May,
May, eighteen
hundred and fifty-three, are desirous, under the
which they
claim
hundred
the powers
powers which
they claim
to be vested in them by the provisions of the before-recited
before-recited act,
act, to cona lateral branch from the said Baltimore and Potomac Railroad
struct a
Railroad to
the District
District of
Columbia :Therefore,
the
of Columbia:
Therefore,
Be
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United The Baltimore
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Baltimore and Poto- and.
Potomac
States
raillroraTncirm.
Railroad Cornby the
General AsAs- pany
pany may exmac Railroad
Railroad Company, incorporated
incorporated by
the said
said act
act of
of the
the General
sembly
of' Maryland, shall be, and they are hereby,
sembly of
hereby, authorized
authorized to extend tend lateral rail.
railinto and
within the
such as
the road
ro
j
a
s
d intofthonto the
into
and within
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia aa lateral
lateral railroad,
railroad, such
as the
D trict
of Cosaid company shall construct or cause
a direction lumbia.
cause to be constructed
constructed in a
towards the said District, in connection
railroad which
connection with the railroad
which they are
about to locate and
construct fiom
from the
to the
the Potomac
Potomac
and construct
the city
city of
of Baltimore
Baltimore to
river, in pursuance
pursuance of their said act of incorporation;
incorporation; and
and the
the said Baltimore and Potomac Railroad
authorized to exercise
Railroad Company are hereby authorized
exercise Powers, privithe
and shall
to the
the same
same powers, rights, and privileges,
privileges, and
shall be
be subject
subject to
the same
same leges,
leges, and
and rererestrictions,
in the
the extension
and construction
of the
said lateral
lateral railroad
railroad strictions.
strictions.
restrictions, in
extension and
construction of
the said
into and within the said
are subject
subject to
said District,
District, as they may
may exercise
exercise or
or are
to
under and by intent of their said charter or act of incorporation,
incorporation, in the
the
construction of any railroad within the State of Maryland;
extension and construction
Maryland;
and
shall be
be entitled
rights, compensation,
compensation, benefit
s,
an
i
mmu - Rights and imand shall
entitled to
to the
the same
same rights,
benefits,
anddimmuinmmunities.
nities, in the use of the said road, and in regard thereto, as are provided m
" ities.
in their said charter, except the right to construct any lateral
lateral road
road or
or
roads within the said District from the said lateral branch or road hereby
authorized;
understood that
the said
and One
authorized; itit being
being expressly
expressly understood
that the
said Baltimore
Baltimore and
One lateral
lateral
Potomac Railroad Company
Company shall have power only to construct from the
be
the road only to be
said
Poto mac Railroad
Rail roa d one
on e l
at
era l roa
w ithi n th
said Baltimore
Baltimore and
and Potomac
lateral
roaddwithin
thee said
saidconstructed.
constructed.
District to some point or terminus within the city and county
county of Washingdetermined in the manner hereinafter
ton, to be determined
hereinafter mentioned.
SEC. 2.
And be
be itfurther
it further enacted;
before the
the Baltimore
Baltimore and
Poto- Before
SEC.
2. And
enacted, That
That before
and PotoBefore locatlocatmac
Company afo
re
sa id sh
all proceed
proce ed to
t
o construct
cons t
ruc tany
an y railroad
ra il roa d
upon,
ing road
road upon,
mac Railroad
Railroad Company
aforesaid
shall
o
r
i
r
aisulno
g
ra
which they may lay out or
locate on, through,
through, or
land or
im- orirals rolatds
or locate
or over
over any
any land
or improvements,
to use, take for use, any earth, stone, or other materials of
of another,
another, the
provements, or
or to
the
necessary for
of said
on any
any land
within the
o
a
swsent t
o
of
bthe
Teoh.
necessary
for the
the construction
construction of
said road,
road, on
land within
of
the said
said owner
assent
to be obtained.
District, they shall first obtain the assent of the owner of such land, im- tamed.
provements, or materials; or if such owner shall be absent
absent from said Dis- Proceedings
Proceedings
to
give
orsuc
such
shall
refuseton such
as
the
on
company
trict, or
or shall
shall refuse
refus
etrwhet,
t
o give
gi
ve
hassent
assen
suc
t
erms as
th e said
sa
id company
compan y aw
triet,
to
such
assent
suchhterms
terms
as the
said
absent
under
b
h
s
e
e
r
n
e
tor nueif
der
is
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shall
infancy, coverture,
insanity, or
or any other
coverture, insanity,
of infancy,
because of
or because
approve, or
shall approve,
or
disability, or
be cause,
cause, shall
shall be
incapable of giving such assent, then it shall be
legally incapable
be legally
terms cannot be
lawful for
for the
the said
said company
company to apply to aa justice of the peace of the
lawful
agreed upon.
county
of
Washington,
warrant, under his
issue his warrant,
thereupon issue
shall thereupon
who shall
county of Washington, who
him
hand and
and seal,
directed to
to the
marshal of
of the
requiring him
District, requiring
said District,
the said
the marshal
seal, directed
hand
Jury.
to summon
twenty citizens
whom
citizens of the said District, none of whom
of twenty
jury of
to
summon aa jury
Jury.
shall be
or related
related to
interested in the land or maperson interested
any person
to any
interested or
be interested
shall
a stockholder,
terials
for the
the construction
construction of
of the
stockholder,
railroad, or a
said railroad,
the said
required for
terials required
or related
related to
the said company,
company, to meet on the land, of
in the
stockholder in
any stockholder
to any
or
near
to the
other property
or materials
a day named in
on a
required, on
so required,
materials so
property or
the other
near to
Notice.
such
warrant, not
than ten nor
issuing
nor more than twenty days after issuing
less than
not less
such warrant,
Notice.
of
the
same, to
to proceed
proceed to
damages which the owner or owners of
value the damages
to value
the same,
any
land or
or other
other property
by the
the use or occupation
occupation of
sustain by
will sustain
property will
such land
any such
Proceedings as
as the
same required
required by the said company, and the proceedings,
proceedings, duty, and
and
the same
Proceedings
warrant and authority of the said marshal
to warrant
in regard
jury, and
the
and the
and jury,
warrant and
such warrant
to such
regard to
authority of the said marshal in
jury;nt
jury
,;
oath
be administered,
and inquisition to be made and readministered, and
to be
affirmation to
or affirmation
oath or
turned,
shall be
directed and authorized
authorized in regard to the
same as are directed
the same
be the
turned, shall
Assembly
sheriff by
the thirteenth
General As
,embly
section of the said act of the General
thirteenth section
by the
sheriff
of the
of Maryland,
Baltimore and Potomac
incorporating the said Baltimore
Maryland, incorporating
State of
the State
of
as
estima- Railroad
Railroad Company;
Company; and
and all
other proceedings
proceedings in regard to such jury,
the other
all the
to estimaas to
damages, and the payment or tender
ting
and valuaestimating and valuation of damages,
tender
valua- and the estimating
ting and
damages,
tion of damages
&c.
of payment
payment of
any damages
ascertained by such valuation and effect
effect
damages ascertained
of any
g, of
&c.
thereof, and
and of
of the
view of
lands, or
or other property, or materials, as
any lands,
of any
the view
thereof,
a right to use the same for the use or constructo
giving the
company a
constructhe said company
to giving
authorized, shall
tion
of any
any railroad
shall
within the said District, as hereby authorized,
railroad within
tion of
in every
by
respect be the same as is provided in and by
every respect
in every
and in
case and
every case
in
the
corporation, in regard to the railroad thereby
thereby
above-mentioned act of corporation,
the above-mentioned
Proviso.
authorized
to be
be constructed
company: Provided,
Provided, That whenby the said company:
constructed by
authorized to
Proviso.
ever,
said act,
act, the
inquisition of
the jury is required to be returned
of the
the inquisition
the said
by the
ever, by
to
the clerk
of the
the circuit
court, to
to be confirmed by the said court at its
circuit court,
clerk of
to the
next
session, if
if not
not sufficient
sufficient cause
shown, the inquisiinquisicontrary be shown,
cause to the contrary
next session,
tions
under this
returned by the marshal to the supreme
supreme
be returned
shall be
act shall
this act
tions under
court
of the
the District
Columbia, which court shall have the same jurisof Columbia,
District of
court of
diction and
subject-matter as the said circuit
circuit court have
have
the subject-matter
powers over the
and powers
diction
aforesaid.
under the act aforesaid.
enacted, That whenever
further enacted,
S
EC. 3. And be it further
whenever the said company,
SEC.
Crossing or
intersecting y
in the
construction of
of aa railroad
into or
within
the said District, as authorwithin
or
into
railroad
construction
in
the
intersectring
streets or ways.
established
ized by
necessary to cross or intersect
intersect any established
by this act, shall find it necessary
ized
road,
street, or.
company so to
it shall be the duty of the said company
way, it
other way,
or other
road, street,
other
established road, street, or other
construct
the said railroad
railroad across such established
construct the
way, as
not to
to impede
transportation of persons or property
property
passage or transportation
impede the passage
as not
way,
along the
the same;
same; and
and where
necessary to pass the said railroad
it shall be necessary
where it
along
be
through
within the said District, it shall be
of any individuals within
land of
through the land
wagon
Wagon ways
duty of
of the
the said
company to provide for such individuals proper wagon
said company
the duty
ways the
Wagon
across
across railroad. ways across the said railroad, from
of his [their] land to anone part of
ways across the said railroad, from one
rilro
ross
authorize
other;
but nothing
nothing herein
herein contained shall be so construed as to authorize
other; but
the entry
by said
upon any lot or square, or upon any part of
company upon
said company
entry by
the
Lots, &c.
&c.h
owned by the United
United States within the limits of the city
any lot or square owned
by the
owned
°
u
w
n
i
i
'
t
e
e
d
d
'Lee:
of
Washington,
for
the
purposes
of
locating or
or constructing
constructing the said road,
of locating
purposes
United States, of Washington, for the

disability,

terms cannot
agreed upon.

any
therefrom any
not tobe
to be entered
entered or
or of
of excavating
excavating the
the same,
same, or
for the purpose of taking therefrom
or for
not

whatsoever; but the said commaterial,
purpose or uses whatsoever;
for any other purpose
material, or for
said road
constructing the said
pany,
passing into
aforesaid, and constructing
the District aforesaid,
into the
in passing
pany, in
Washington at such place, and
Road to
to enter
enter within
within the
the same,
same, shall enter the city of Washington
Road
such point
to such
Washington
W shington and shall pass along such public street
street or
or alley,
alley, to
point or
or terminus
terminus
pass where, Sze.
of
upon presentation
allowed by
may be
said city
the said
within
pass
were,
within the
city as
as may
be allowed
by Congress
Congress upon
presentation of
the
Provided,
said
survey
and
map
of
proposed
location
of
road:
Provided,
That
location
proposed
of
survey and map
present gradualevel of said road within the said city shall conform to the present
Level and
level.
a different
grade
.
of road
road in tion of the streets, unless Congress shall authorize a
different level.
of
sadh
Washington.
asngn.
S
4. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC. 4.
And be
be it
it further
That the
the rate
rate actually
actually charged
charged and

used.
or used.
upon or
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the District
District shall
shall not
exceed Rates for tons
received on all that
that part
part of said
said road within the
not exceed
tolls
eight cents
per ton
for both
and transportation,
transportation, and
be and
and transportaeight
cents per
ton per
per mile
mile for
both tolls
tolls and
and shall
shall be
transportation.
also, That
0
ranted by
Pr.oviso.
the same
same each
each way: And
And provided
provided also,
That the
the privileges
privileges granted
by IoProviso.
this act to the aforesaid
aforesaid railroad
company shall
that
railroad company
shall be
be upon the condition
condition that
the said
company shall
shall charge
charge the
the same
same rate
rate of
of toll
toll upon
upon the.
the, same
the
said company
same artiarticles going
going either
way between
between Baltimore
and Washington.
cles
either way
Baltimore and
Washington.
SEC.
Svc. 5. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the said company are also herecompany
here- The company
empowered to make such special contract with
with any duly authorized cial
may
make
by empowered
maycontract
contractspefor
officer or agent
agent of the United
United States, for the
conveyance of
or carrying
earr3 ing the
the
the conveyance
of the
the mail,
mail, or
the transportation
transportation of persons or property
property for the use
tuall2and
use of the
the United
United mailf
and transStates, on any railroad which
which has been or shall be constructed by the said ortng
'Ororptri ngpertvors
e
p
r
e
trys o
fonr
s
Baltimore
Baltimore and Potomac Railroad
terms as
as shall
shall be
be apap- the United
Railroad Company,
Company, on such terms
United
proved of by the competent
instances States.
states.
competent officer or authority, and in
in all such
such instances
so agreed
agreed for,
for, according
to the
terms of
of each
to receive
receive the compensation
compensation so
according to
the terms
each
contract.
SEC. 6.
6. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the said railroad company
company may
may Passenger
charge and
receive for
fares within
charge
and receive
for taking up
up and setting
setting down
down any
any passenger
passenger or
or traytrav- fares
within the
the
l l
eller, within
within the
District, conveyed
distance than
District.
eller,
the District,
conveyed a
a shorter
shorter distance
than four
four miles,
miles, a
aD
str ctsum not exceeding twelve
twelve cents.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 7. And be it further
Lateral road
enacted, That unless the
the said
said company shall
shall Lateral
road
commence
commence the said lateral road within two
samtl intobvO
t°b
i
te
wc
o
°v
me
l
a
nr
e
s
n €
di
two years, and
and complete
complete the
the same
enroced

with
at least
least one
of tracks,
four years
with at
one set
set of
tracks, within
within four
from the
this completed
completed in
in
years from
the passage
passage of
of this

act, then this act, and all rights and privileges thereby
thereby granted, shall tour.
lbw*
cease and determine.
SEC.
it further
Congress may
Sze. 8. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That nothing herein contained
contained shall Congress
may
construed as
of the
the United
United States
States from
grant
o. oto
?
n
o
tl
o
o
t
n
liser
be so
so construed
as to
to prevent
prevent the
the Congress
Congress of
from grant
other
corporations

granting
similar privileges
granting the same or
or similar
privileges to
to any
any privileges
to those
those hereby
hereby granted,
granted, to
privileges like
like
incorporated by the those inthisact;
other company or companies incorporated
incorporated or to be incorporated
in this act;
State of Maryland,
Maryland, or by Congress, or from authorizing, by any future
l
thro
a
r
i
i
l
ze
law, such
connection with the said road, adTliatrotalau
ay authrorize
such additional railroads or roads, in connection
additional railso as to extend the same road, or to construct
construct others connected
therewith, to roads or
or roads;
connected therewith,
roads;
such
parts of
of the
the District
as from
from time
time may
such parts
District as
time to
to time
may be
the conbe required
required by
by the
convenience
venience of those parts of the District into which the said company are now
restrained from carrying said road, or from enacting such
such rules and regulations, prescribing
prescribing the speed of cars or carriages
passing over said
may prescribe
prescribe
carriages passing
said road,
road, may
ls
and any other matters relatingti?os
relating thereto, necessary
necessary for
of' the
roufleosorass to speed
for the security
security of
the rules
of cars, &c. and
persons and property of the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of the
the District,
manner as
as the
the security
security of
District, in
in such
such manner
of
future Congress
shall seem expedient:
and
to the present or any
any future
Congress shall
expedient: And providprovid- persons
persons and
ed, nevertheless,
That nothing
herein contained
contained shall
construed to
give proLerity
ed,
nevertheless, Tlat
nothing herein
shall be
be construed
to give
rNPoerights
ights
any
rights or
or privileges
privileges to
to the
the said
any rights
said company
company beyond
beyond the
limits of
of the
the
the limits
the DisDis- givenbeyond the
trict of Columbia: And provided
further,
provided further, That Congress shall have power District.
District '
be
Act may
may be
..
to alter,
repeal this
act.
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this act.
altered
realtered or
or reAPPROVED,
pealed.
APPROVED, February
February 5,
5, 1867.
pealed.
CHAP.
- An
certain Property
in the District
CHAP.XXX.
XXX.
—
An Act erempting
exempting certain
Property of Debtors in
District of
of CoExecution.
Levy, Attachment, or Sale on Execution.
lumbia from Levy,
Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives of the United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
property,
States of
of America,
America, in
assembled, That
the following
following property,
·
being
property of
being the
the property
of the
the head
head of
of aafamily
family or
be exempt
exempt
or householder,
householder, shall
shall be
from distraint, attachment,
attachment, levy,
or decree
levy, and
and sale
sale on
on execution
execution or
decree of
of any
any
court in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
court
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That this
this exemp_
exemption shall
shall not
tion
not interfere
interfere with
with the
the foreclosure
foreclosure of
of any
deed of
of
any mortgage
mortgage or
or deed
trust executed
executed before
trust
the passage
act, to
wit:Proviso.
before the
passage of
of this
this act,
to wit:
All
All wearing
wearing apparel
apparel belonging
belonging to
all persons,
persons, and
and to
all heads
heads of
of famito all
to all
families, being
being householders;
all beds,
beds, bedding,
furniture, sto
stoves,
lies,
householders; all
bedding, household
household furniture,
ves,
exceeding three hundred dollars
cooking utensils, and so forth,
forth, not exceeding
dollars in
value; provisions
value;
provisions for
for three
whether provided
three months'
months' support,
support, whether
provided or
or growing;
growing;
mechanics' tools
tools and
implements of
the debtor's
debtor's trade
fuel for three months; mechanics'
and implements
of the
trade

Feb. 5,
1867
Feb.
5, 1867,.

,
ore P
a
hl:(
07rty of a
a
Property

head of a family

I
'a

or householder'

in the District
of
Districtof
Columbia ex-

seani1X,
seal t&roo.rn
m levy
evy

Proviso.
Schedule
Schedule of
of
propertyexproperty
ex-

empt.
em
•
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Property exex- or
or business
to two
two hundred
dollars in
hundred dolin value, with two hundred
hundred dollars
amounting to
business amounting
Property
lars' worth of stock for carrying
carrying on the business of the debtor or his family;
family;
the
implements of aa professional man or artist, to the value
library and implements
the library
of
dollars;; one
horse, mule,
or yoke
cart, wagon,
one cart,
oxen; one
of oxen;
yoke of
mule, or
one horse,
hundred dollars
of three
three hundred
or
dray, and
team;; farming
utensils, with
with food
team
food for such team
farming utensils,
such team
for such
harness for
and harness
or dray,
for
three months,
if the
the debtor
debtor be
farming tools of
other farming
any other
a farmer,
farmer, any
be a
and if
months, and
for three
the
value of
one hundred
hundred dollars;
family
family pictures, and all the family
all family
dollars; all
of one
the value
library,
not exceeding
exceeding in
value four
; one cow, one swine,
dollars ;
four hundred dollars
in value
library, not
No
six
deed of trust, bill of sale, or mortgage upon any of
no deed
sheep. And no
six sheep.
of
No deed
deed of
trust, sale,
exempted articles, shall be binding or valid unless signed by the wife
exempted
&c. said
sale &c.
trust,
of exempted ar„
tiMes, valid
valid unon- of
with his
his wife; and these exliving with
and living
married and
be married
he be
if he
debtor, if
the debtor,
of the
ticles,

empt.

less signed
signed by
by
less

the wifeifofmarthe
debtor,
wife of the
the
red, &c.
&c.
ried,
Exemption not
good
good against
a
gainst
claims of
serof serclaims
vauts for
for wages,
wages,
vants
&c.
&c.
6".except,
exc ept'6
'"c*

property is in transitu, the same as
emptions
valid when
when the
the said property
be valid
shall be
emptions shall
•f• ÷
property named
Provided, however, That no property
1.
the property
property were
at rest:
rest: Provided,
named
were at
if the
fiom attachment or execution
exempted from
and
exempted in this act, shall be exempted
execution
and exempted
for any debt due for the wages
wages of servants,
servants, common laborers, or clerks,
except
the wealing
wearing apparel,
apparel, beds
beds and
and bedding,
bedding, and
and household
household furniture
furniture
except the
and family.
the debtor and
and provision-,
and
provisions, for the
APIROVED,
A PPROVED, February
February 5, 1867.
1867.

Feb. 5,
6, 1867.
1867.
Feb.
See Vol. xv.
See

CHAP. XXXI.
XXXI. -— An
and for
Columbia, and
the District
District of Columbia,
in the
illegal Voting in
to punish
punish illegal
Act to
An Act
CHAP.
he Purposes.
other
ott
r Purposes.

p.
27.
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate anrid
p. 27.
Penalty for
Congress assembled, That
That any person
person not duly qualStates of America, in Congress
Penalty
knowingly
Columbia, who, knowing
knowing that he is not so
vot- ified to vote in the District of Columbia,
knowingiv
tug,
offering
or offering
ilg, or
or offer to vote therein, or who shall procure or atto
in the
the
qualified, shall
shall vote
vote or
qualified,
vote, in
to vote
a voter, shall be punDistrict of Co- tempt to procure himself to be registered therein as a
when; or i.
lumbia,
a when
lumbia,
not
ualified
sued by
imprisonment not exceeding
two
exceeding six months, and not less than two
by imprisonment
or ished
not q
quTlifiedl
months.
procuring
for procuring
months.
for
a qualiAnd be it further
SEC.
a
registration as a
registration
S
EC. 2. And
further enacted,
enacted, That if any person, being a
voter ;
for
knowin gly fled
any
District, shall knowingly vote or attempt to vote in any
in said
said District,
voter in
fled voter
frrknowingly
lawfully
election precinct
or election
voting.or atat other ward
ward or
precinct than that in which he shall be lawfully
other
voting
tempting
tempt
i
ng to vote entitled
entitled to vote, or shall unlawfully and knowingly vote or attempt to vote
vote
in wrong
in
wrong ward
ward
or
precinct, or
or more
more than
than once,
once, or
more than
one ward
or election
precinct, or shall so
election precinct,
ward or
than one
in more
or in
or precinct,
more than once vote
vote double
double therein,
therein, he shall be punished by imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding
at same eelection,
at
or
votin
same
g
election,
double.
six
months
and
not
less
than
two
months,
and
shall
be
disqualified
from
from
disqualified
be
shall
and
months,
two
than
less
not
and
months
six
orvoting double.
thereafter in said District.
District.
voting thereafter
there shall be five judges of
Judges
EC. 3.
it further
enacted, That
That there
further enacted,
be it
3. And
And be
SEC.
of eleo
eleo-- S
Judges of
for
Washington,
for the city
Cons in WashWash - elections
within and for
city of Washin
gton ,and three
three within and for
elections within
tions
and
ingtou and
ington
Georgetown;
the city
of Georgetown,
Georgetown, the
appointed by the supreme
supreme court
same to be appointed
the same
city of
the
G'eorgetown;
of the District of Columbia,
their
their number,
number,
Columbia, who shall hold their offices
offices for two years
years and
and
qualified, and whose duty it
until their
aplpointment,
appointment,
their successors shall be appointed
appointed and qualified,
it
term
of
office,
term of office '
&
shall be,
be, prior
to each
each election,
election, to
to prepare
prepare a
list of
the persons qualified
qualified
of the
a list
prior to
shall
&c.
Voting lists. to vote in the several wards of said cities in any election; and said
said
Sessions
judges shall
shall be
in open
in their
their respective
respective cities, to receive
receive evisession in
open session
be in
for judges
Sessions for
correctingg the dence
qualifications of persons claiming the right to vote in any
correctin
deuce of the qualifications
any
sts.
election
exceeding
lists,
election therein, and for correcting said lists, on two days, not exceeding
choice of city officers,
officers, giving prior
five days prior to each election for the choice
notice of the time and place
place of each session in some newspaper.
notice
enacted, That
be it
it further enacted,
And be
SEC.
Votin g lists
to
S
EC. 4.
4. And
That prior to said election
election the said
Voting
lists to
shall post up aalist of voters thus prepared
public
be be
posted
places
in at j
udges in
respective cities
cities shall
prepared
in the
the respective
judges
postdcesat
one or more public places in said
in one
least ten
days in
said cities, and at least ten days prior
prior
ten days
least
before
before election
election. thereto.
it further
enacted, That all acts and parts of acts inSEC.
Repealing
Repealing
S
EC. 5.
5. And be it
further enacted,
clause.
consistent with the provisions
provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
repealed.
February 5, 1867.
APPRovED, February
APPROVED,
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CHAP. XXXII.
XXXII. -— An
providefor
CHAP.
An Act to provide
for the Payment
Payment of Pensions.
Pensions.

391
391
Feb.

5, 1867.
1867.
5,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President
President of
of the
the Agencies
Agencies for
for
States
United
shall be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
to establish
of penestablish agencies
agencies payment
payment ofpenUnited States
States shall
be, and
hereby, authorized
s
be esfor the payment of pensions
pensions granted by the United States, wherever,
wherever, in tablifsh
raalTea
d
Y
.be
his
judgment, the
the public-interests
public-interests and
and the
the convenience
convenience of
the pensioners
his judgment,
of the
pensioners
require, and, by and with the advice and consent
Senate, to
consent of
of the
the Senate,
to appoint
appoint
all
who shall
shall hold
hold their
years Pension
Pension agents,
all pension
pension agents,
agents, who
their offices
offices for
for the
the term
term of
of four
four years
agents,
and
until their
been appointed
appointed and
and qualified,
and their appointappointqualified, and
shall have
have been
and until
their successors
successors shall
who
give bond,
bond, with
and sufficient
for such
omfet' brd
who shall
shall give
with good
good and
sufficient sureties,
sureties, for
such amount
amount office'
bondi of
and in
in such
form as
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may approve
approve:: Provided,
and
such form
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Provided, Unlit
Limit of numThat the
the number
number of
of pension
pension agencies
State or
or Territory
in ber
baoeernoetlenisnioan
shall, in
of pension
any
State
Territory shall,
agencies in
in any
That
in any
°agencies
no case, be increased hereafter
hereafter so as
and that
no such
Sate 'or
as to
to exceed
exceed three,
three, and
that no
such State
or Terri
Terri-'?
agency shall
to those
now existing
in any
State tory.
WIT.
agency
shall be
be established in
in addition
addition to
those now
existing in
any State
or Territory in which the whole amount of pensions
pensions paid during
during the
the
hunfiscal year next preceding shall
shall not have exceeded
exceeded the
the sum of five hundollars :And
And provided further,
further, That the
of office
office of
dred thousand dollars:
the term
term of
of Official term
all pension
pension agents
since the
first day
of July,
eighteen of pr
a
ese n
nt
tpenday of
July, A.
A. D.
D. eighteen
present
all
agents appointed
appointed since
the first
el agen
ge 8"
hundred and sixty-six, shall
shall expire
expire at the
the end
end of
of thirty
thirty days from the
the es'
passage of this act; and the commissions
commissions of all other
other pension agents now
in office shall continue
continue for
for four years from
from the passage
passage of
of this
this act, unless
such agents
agents are sooner
sooner removed.
removed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 5,
5, 1867.
CHAP.
- An
Act authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
CHAP. XXXIV.
XXXIV.—
An Act
authorizing the
the Treasury
Treasury to
into the
the
to receive
receive into
Treasury
the residuary
Legacy of
of.famnes
Smithson, to
to authorize
of the SmithSmithTrea.sury the
residuary Legacy
James Smithson,
authorize the Regents of
soian Institution
Institution to
to apply
the Income
the said
said Legacy,
sonian
apply the
Income of
of the
Legacy, and
for other
andfor
other Purposes.
Purposes.

Feb. 8,
Feb.
8, 1867.
1867.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
States of America in Congress
Secretary of the Residuary
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Residuary leg.
legacyitof
James
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to receive
receive into rz
o
h
e
s2mes
Smithson may
the Treasury, on the same terms as the
original bequest,
residuary be received
reeeiverg
the original
bequest, the
the residuary
on
legacy
James Smithson,
legacy of
of James
Smithson, now
now in United
United States bonds,
bonds, in
in the
the hands
hands of
of same
same terms as
eso
t
r
iginal
besaid
said Secretary,
Secretary, namely: twenty-six
twenty-six thousand
thousand two
two hundred and ten
ten dollars
dollars the
the original beand sixty-three cents, together with such other sums as the
the regents
regents may
4
may
from time to time see fit to deposit, not exceeding, with the original bequest, the sum of one million dollars.
SEC.
further enacted,
Interest of
SEC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That the increase
increase which has accrued, Interest
of
or which may hereafter accrue, from said residuary
residuary legacy,
legacy, shall be ap- such
lebgeacy,
such legacy,
aphow to be applied by the Board of Regents
Regents of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution in the same plied.
1846, ch.
manner as the interest on the original bequest, in accordance
accordance with the 1846,
178.
ch. 178.
provisions
of August
August tenth,
tenth, eighteen
hundred and
and forty-six,
forty-six,103Vol.
ol. ix.
provisions of
of the
the act
act of
eighteen hundred
ix. p
p..103
establishing said Institution.
establishing
Institution.
APPROVED, February 8, 1867.
APPROVED,
CHAP. XXXVI.—
CHAP.
for the Admission of the State
Nebraska into
Union.
XXXVI. - An Act
Actfor
State of
of Nebraska
into the Union.

9, 1867
Feb. 9,
1867

WHEREAS,
March, [April,] Preamble.
W
HEREAS, on the twenty-first [nineteenth]
[nineteenth] day of March,
anno Domini eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, Congress
1864, ch.
and sixty-four,
Congress passed
passed an
an act to vol.
1864,
cb. 559.
9.
vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
47
P. 47
enable the people of Nebraska
constitution and
Nebraska to form a
a constitution
and State governformed, into the Union,
ment, and offered to admit said State, when so formed,
conditions therein
specified; and whereas
whereas it
upon compliance
compliance with certain conditions
therein specified;
appears that the said people
people have adopted
adopted aa constitution
constitution which, upon due
due
examination,
examination, is found to conform to the provisions and comply
comply with the
conditions of said act, and to be republican
republican in its form of government,
government, and
and
Therefore —
that they now
now ask
ask for
for admission
admission into
into the
the Union:
Union: Therefore
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of the
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That the constitution
constitution and State Nebraska
Nebraska doe
deon
government which
which the
people of
have formed
formed for
for themselves
government
the people
of Nebraska
Nebraska have
themselves be,
be,oclared
lared to be on
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of the United
States of Anerica.

of the United
States of America.

The State
to be entitled
to
be entitled
to the privileges
and subject to
conditions
the conditions

of the enabling
enabling·

act. e e ca bling
1864, ch. 59.
Vol.
xiii. p.
Vol. xiii.
p. 47.
47.
Fundamental
Fundamental
conditions of
conditions
of
this
act.
this act
Elective franchise
chise not to be
be
denied, &c.
&e.
denied,
State
Assent of State
to be declared
bt
boedenlacrd
by solemn act
and copy transmitted to
to the
the
mitted
President, who
shall proclaim
the fact.
Admission
Admission
then to be comthen to be conplete.
State legislature to be con:ened within
7enecl
within
days.
hirty
birty days.

THIRTY—NINTII CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

II.
SESS.
SEss. II.

CH. 36.
C.

1867.

accepted, ratified,
ratified, and confirmed, and that the
same is
is hereby, accepted,
and the same
said State of Nebraska
Nebraska shall be, and is hereby declared to be, one of the
United
United States of America, and is hereby admitted
admitted into the Union upon
an equal
equal footing
footing with
with the
original States
all respects
respects whatsoever.
in all
States in
the original
an
Sac.
2. And
enacted, That the said State of Nebraska
Nebraska
SEC. 2.
And be it further enacted,
shall
and is
is hereby
hereby declared
entitled to
all the
the rights,
rights, privileges,
to all
declared to be, entitled
shall be,
be, and
grants,
and immunities,
and to
to be
be subject
subject to
all the
conditions and
restricand restricthe conditions
to all
immunities, and
grants, and
tions, of an act entitled ""An act to enable
Nebraska to form
enable the people
people of Nebraska
a
constitution and
and State
government, and
and for
for the
the admission
such State
State
of such
admission of
State government,
a constitution
into
into the Union on an equal footing with the original States," approved
April
nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
April nineteenth,
SEC. 3.
further enacted, That this act shall not take effect
effect
itfurther
3. And be it
SEC.
Nebraska
fundamental condition that within the State of Nebraska
except upon the fundamental
there shall
no denial
denial of
franchise, or
or of
of any
right, to
to
any other
other right,
the elective
elective franchise,
of the
be no
shall be
there
any person, by reason of race or color, excepting Indians not taxed; and
upon the further fundamental condition that the legislature
legislature of said State,
by aasolemn public act, shall declare the assent of said State to the said
fundamental
condition, and shall transmit
transmit to the President of the United
United
fundamental condition,
President,
authentic copy of said act; upon receipt whereof the President,
States an
an authentic
whereupon said funby proclamation,
proclamation, shall forthwith announce
announce the fact, whereupon
wheon
damental
condition shall
as a
of the
the organic
organic law
State;
law of the State;
a part
part of
be held
held as
shall be
damental condition
further proceeding
and thereupon,
thereupon, and without any further
proceeding on the part
part of Congress, the admission
admission of said State into the Union,
Union, shall be considered as
as
complete. Said
Said State
State legislature
legislature shall be convened
convened by the territorial
complete.
thirty days after the passage of this act, to act upon the
governor within thirty

condition
condition submitted
submitted herein.
herein.

SCHUYLER COLFAX,
COLFAX,
SCHUYLER
Speaker
qf the
the House
House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Speaker of

FAYETTE S. FOSTER,
LA FAYETTE
President of the Senate pro tempore.
President
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES,)
IN
IN SENATE
SENATE OF
THE UNITED
TATES, /
February 8, 1867.

f

Senate, in
having returned to the Senate,
The President
President of the United
United States having
which it originated,
originated, the bill entitled "An
"An act for the admission
admission of the
objections thereto, the SenNebraska into the Union," with his objections
State of Nebraska
reconsider the same;
ate proceeded,
proceeded, in pursuance
same;
pursuance of the Constitution, to reconsider
and
Resolved, That
That the said bill do pass, two thirds of the Senate agreeing
agreeing
to pass the same.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
Secretary of the Senate,
Senate,
by W. J. McDONALD,
McDONALD,
Clerk.
Chief Clerk.
I
NTHE
THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES, )
IN
HOUSE OF
UNITED S
STATES,)
February
February 9, 1867.
;
'
The House of Representatives
Representatives having proceeded,
proceeded, in pursuance
pursuance of the
Constitution,
Constitution, to reconsider
reconsider the bill entitled "An
"An act for the admission
admission of
of
Union," returned
returned to the Senate by the
the State of Nebraska into the Union,"
President of the United States, with his objections, and sent by the SenPresident
ate to the House of Representatives, with the message of the President
returning the billbill —
Resolved, That the bill do pass, two thirds of the House of Representatives agreeing to pass the same.
EDWD. McPHERSON,
Attest:
Clerk.
Caerk

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH.
C .37,
37, 38,
41.
38, 41.
CONGRESS. SEss.
THIRTY-NINTH

1867.
1867.
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CHAP.XXXVII.
to supply
supply Deficiencies
Deficiencies in
in the
Feb. 12,
1, 1867.
1867.
the ApproAppro- Feb.
Appropriationsto
An Act
Act making
making Appropriations
CHAP.
XXXVII. -—An
priations
for Contingent
Representatives of
the United
States
of the
United States
of the
the house
House of
of Representatives
Contingent Expenses
Expenses of
priationsfor
for the
the fiscal
ending June
and sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fiscal Year
Year ending
June thirtieth,
for
Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Deficiency apBe it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of
United Deficiency
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
sums be,
and propriation.
propriation.
be, and
That the
the following
following sums
of America
America in
States of
the same
same are
are hereby,
money in
in the
the treasury
not
any money
treasury not
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
the
otherwise appropriated:
appropriated:
Miscellaneous.
otherwise
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
forty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
items, forty
Folding docuFor folding
twenty-seven thousand
hundred dollars.
meats.
For
folding documents,
documents, twenty-seven
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
ments.
For fuel
pay of
firemen, and
and laborers,
Fuel and
and lights.
lights.
laborers, Fuel
including pay
of engineers,
engineers, firemen,
For
fuel and
and lights,
lights, including
repairs and
seven thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
repairs
and materials,
materials, seven
APPROVED,
February 12,
1867.
APPROVED, February
12, 1867.
CHAP.XXXVIII.
XXXVIII.
fix the
the Pay
of the
the Bat12, 186i.
1867.
Bat- Feb.
Feb. 12,
the Quartermaster-Sergeant
Quartermaster-Sergeantof
-— An
An Act
Act to
to fix
Paq of
of the
CHAP.
tailors of Engineers.
Engineers.
talion
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the
United
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That from
aland after
after the
the passage
passage Pay and alfrom and
States of
America in
1
o
uNa
rt
n
e
c
re
nso,
f
t r
of this
this act,
pay and
allowances of
of the
quartermaster-sergeant of
l
of
act, the
the pay
and allowances
the quartermaster-sergeant
of the
theqlartemasterergeant n
battalion of
of engineers
engineers of
of the
United States
be the
c
of the
the same
same s
sergeant
States shall
shall be
the United
of the
the army
army of
battalion
as those
those allowed
allowed by
law to
to the
the sergeant-major
of that
that battalion.
battalion,
battalion of enby law
sergeant-major of
as
APPROVED, February
gineers.
gineers.
12, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
February 12,
CH
AP.XLI.
making Appropriations
Appropriations for
the Service
of the
the Post-Office
Depart- Feb. 18,
CHAP.
XLI. -— An Act
Act making
for the
Service of
Post-Office Depart18, 1867.
1867.
hundred and
sixty-eight, and
nest during
Year ending
and sixty-eight,
and
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
the fiscal
fiscal Year
ending Tune
meet
during the
for
for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.
Be
enacted by
and House
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
House of
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
States
of America
in Congress
congress assembled,
sums be,
and Appropriations
Appropriations
be, and
That the
the following
following sums
assembled, That
States of
America in
for Post-Office
Post-Officefor
for the service
service of the
the Post-Office
the
are hereby,
the same
same are
hereby, appropriated
appropriated for
Post-Office De- for
Department,
Department, for
partment for
for the
year ending
ending June
hundred and
and sixtypartment
the year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty- year ending
ending
1868.
eight, out
out of
moneys in
in the
the treasury
arising from
from the
revenues of
June 30,
30,1868.
the revenues
of June
treasury arising
of any
any moneys
eight,
1836, ch. 270.
department, in conformity
July, eighteen
said department,
conformity to
to the act of the second of
of July,
eighteen Vol.836P.
Vol. v. p. 80.
hundred and thirty-six.
thirty-six.
hundred
For transportation
transportation of
the mails
(inland), eight
eight million
million six
six hundred
For
of the
mails (inland),
hundred Transportation
Transportation
of mails.
of
mails.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
transportation of
and twenty
twenty thouthousix hundred
hundred and
of the
the mails
mails (foreign),
(foreign), six
For transportation
sand dollars.
dollars.
sand
Ship, steamsteamletters, eight thousand dollars.
way letters,
For
ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and way
For ship,
boat, and way
For
postmasters, four
million two
hundred and
and fifty
to postmasters,
four million
two hundred
fifty letters.
boat, andway
For compensation
compensation to
thousand
Compensation
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Compensation
to postmasters.
to
postmasters.
two million
million dollars.
dollars.
For
clerks for
for post-offices,
post-offices, two
For clerks
Clerks.
Clerks.
For
payment to
letter-carriers, six
six hundred
hundred and
forty thousand
thousand dolFor payment
to letter-carriers,
and forty
dol- Letter-carriers.
Letter-carriers.
lars.
lars.
For wrapping paper,
paper, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Wrapping paper and twine.
twine.
For twine,
twine, twenty
dollars.
For
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Letter balfour thousand dollars.
For letter
letter balances,
balances, four
ances.
For compensation
compensation to blank agents and assistants, eight thousand
aents
thousand dol- "an
Blank agents.
lars.
Office furnifurniOffice
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For office furniture,
furniture, three thousand
ture.
For
For advertising,
advertising, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Advertising.
For
stamps and
and stamped
stamped envelopes,
hundred and
and seventyseventy- Postage stamps
envelopes, two
two hundred
For postage
postage stamps
and
stamped enenand stamped
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five
velopes.
velopes.
For mail
mail depredations
For
depredations and
and special
agents, and
negotiating
special agents,
and expenses
expenses of
of negotiating Depredations,
Depredations,
special agents,
postal conventions,
conventions, one hundred
hundred and five thousand dollars.
and postal conFor
mail bags
bags and
mail-bag catchers,
one hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For mail
and mail-bag
catchers, one
hundred thousand
dvntons.
ventions.
For
locks, keys,
keys, and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Mail bags.
For mail
mail locks,
and stamps,
stamps, thirty
thirty thousand
Locks, keys,
Locks,
keys,
For payment
payment of balances
balances due to
to foreign
foreign countries,
For
countries, three hundred
hundred and
and stamps.
sixty thousand
thousand dollars.
sixty
dollars.
Foreign
Foreign balances.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous payments,
payments, four hundred thousand dollars.
Miscellaneons.
Miscellaneous.
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Further
Further apappropriation for
he Post-Office
the
Post-Office
Department.

Service between
tween the
the UnitUnited States and
Brazi;es
Brazil;
Francisco,
San Francisco,
Japan,
ChiJapan, and
and Chins.
Steamships
Steamships
need not
not touch
touch
need
at Honolulu.
l
h.
37.
37.
1865, ch.
Vol. xiii. p.
p. 430.
Branch line
Branch

from Japan
from
Japan to
to
Shanghae.

Service to be
by what
what vessels.
by
vessels.
Overland mnil
Overland
mail
and marine mail
tandmarttion"il
transportation.
Transfer
Transfer of
clerks to office
lferksto
office
of auditor of
treasurv
treasury for tle
the
Post-Office
Pot-Office DeDcpartment.
partment.

Appropriation.
Appropriation,

18,
18, 1867.
1867.
1866,
ch. 201.
1866, ch.
201.
Ante, p. 178.

Feb.

Ante, p. 178.
Provisions
Provisions of
act to prevent
evenot
aeging
smuggling,
not
to affect any
right
right or suit
pending at the
time
its paspasof its
time of
sage.
sage.
suits &c.
may
&n'ay
beSitsed
be tried and disdisposed of.
of.

Coasting vesyeseels
between
rtsel
betwee
ports on Lake
Michigan
laden,
Michigan laden,

&c.may onun&a.

lade
without
previous
permit.
previous
permit.
1866, oh.
ch. 201,

4
426.
26.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 184.
184.

Marchpubstisubstitated for July.
July.
tuted

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH. 41, 42.
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

1867.
1867.

SEC. 2.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
sums, or
much
SEC.
2. And
be it
it further
And be
the following
following sums,
or so
so much
thereof
necessary, be,
be, and
and the
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated
the same
same are
be necessary,
as may
may be
thereof as
for
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, out
out
for the
the year
of
any money
money in
treasury not
appropriated:
not otherwise appropriated:
in the
the treasury
of any
For
the mail
steamship service
the United
United States
States and
Brazil,
service between
between the
and Brazil,
For the
mail steamship
one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For
and
Japan, and
San Francisco,
Francisco, Japan,
between San
service between
steamship service
the mail
mail steamship
For the
China,
China, five hundred
hundred thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That so much of the act
of Congress,
Congress, approved
approved February seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyfive,
authorizing said
said service,
service, as
as requires
requires the
the said
said steamship[s]
steamship[s] to
touch at
at
to touch
five, authorizing
reHonolulu, in
the Sandwich
Sandwich Islands,
Islands, shall
shall be,
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, rein the
Honolulu,
pealed;
condition, however,
the contractors
contractors for
for said
said
that the
however, that
express condition,
the express
upon the
pealed; upon
steamship service shall enter into contract to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Poststeamship
master-General, agreeing
agreeing to
five months
from the pasmonths from
within five
to establish,
establish, within
master-General,
a branch line of steam
sage
sage of this act,
act, in lieu of said service
service released, a
ship service, carrying
carrying the United States mails, between the port in Japan
Shanghae in China,
used by the main line of steamships and the port of Shanghae
making continuous
continuous regular trips, connecting
connecting with the main line, both on
making
the Postmasthe outward and homeward
homeward voyages, under the direction of the
ter-General; which
which service
service shall be performed
performed by first-class
first-class American
tcr-General;
seagoing
charge to the United States.
seagoing steamships,
steamships, and without additional charge
For the overland
between the Missouri
overland mail transportation
transportation between
Missouri River and
and
Folsom, and for marine mail transportation
transportation between
between New York
York and California, nine hundred
hundred thousand dollars.
dollars.
fornia,
SEC.
further enacted,
Secretary of the TreasSEc. 3. And
And be it further
enacted, That the Secretary
Treasury
transfer two
clerks from
from the
to transfer
two clerks
the third
third class
class to
to
ury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
class four
four in
the auditor
auditor of
of the
for the
Post-Office
the Post-Office
treasury for
the treasury
of the
in the
the office
office of
class
Department, and a
a sum sufficient to pay the increased
increased compensation reDepartment,
quired by said transfer, for the remainder
quired
remainder of the current year, and the
fiscal
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
fiscal year ending
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, is
hereby
appropriated out of any money in the treasury
hereby appropriated
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 18,
18, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
- An Act
to an
an Act to prevent
prevent Smuggling
Snluggling and for
for other
CHAP. XLII.
XLII. —
Act supplementary to
other
Purposes, approved July eighteen,
eighteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
Purposes,

enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Be it enacted
States of
America in
in Congress
States
of America
Congress assembled, That the provisions of the act
of Congress
July eighteen,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ensixty-six, enand sixty-six,
eighteen, eighteen
approved July
Congress approved
of
other purposes,"
purposes," shall be so
so
titled "
" An act to prevent smuggling, and for other
construed
prosecution which may have
construed as not to affect any right of suit or prosecution
accrued under
any prior
acts of
of Congress
Congress repealed
supplied by
by said
said
or supplied
repealed or
prior acts
under any
accrued
act, previous
previous to July
July eighteen, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six; and
and all
all
such suits
prosecutions as
as have
or shall
shall be,
commenced under
under
be, commenced
have been,
been, or
or prosecutions
such
suits or
eighteen
acts committed
committed previous to July eighteen, eighteen
acts, for acts
such prior
prior acts,
hundred
hundred and sixty-six, shall be tried and disposed
disposed of, and judgment or
or
decree
decree executed
executed as if said act of July
July eighteen,
eighteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six, had not been passed, anything therein
contained to the contrary
therein contained
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That section twenty-six of the act
SEC. 2. And
aforesaid
aforesaid be so amended
amended that the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is
hereby, authorized
authorized in
in his
ensuch regulations
regulations as shall ento make
make such
his discretion
discretion to
hereby,
able vessels engaged in the coasting trade between
between ports and places upon
Lake
American productions
productions and
and
exclusively and laden with American
Lake Michigan
Michigan exclusively
free merchandise only, to unlade
unlade their cargoes
cargoes without previously obtaina permit to unlade.
ing a
SEC. 3.
act
enacted, That section twenty-five of said act
further enacted,
SEC.
8. And be it further
be hereby amended by inserting the word "March"
"March" in the place
place of
of
"July,"
"
July," in said section.
section.
APPROVED, February 18, 1867.
APPROVED,

TI1
IRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
43, 44,
45.
THIRTY-NINTH
SESS.
II. C
Ci.a. 43,
44, 45.

1867.
1867.

CHAP. XLIII.
XLIII. —
An Act
Act amendatory
amendatory of
the several
several Acts
Acts respecting
Copyrights.
respecting Copyrights.
CHAP.
- An
of the

395
Feb.
18, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 18,

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
of the
United
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That every
proprietor of
of aa Proprietors
Proprietors of
every proprietor
of
States of
America in
copyrighted
failing arbook, pamphlet,
pamphlet, map,
map, chart,
chart, musical
composition, print,
or phopho- tcclesp"iligte
book,
musical composition,
print, engraving,
engraving, or
t
to
tograph,
for which
shall have
have been
been secured,
secured, who
deliver a
tograph, for
which a
a copyright
copyright shall
who shall
shall fail
fail deliver
a copy
copy
to deliver
to the
of Congress
Congress at
Washington, aa printed
printed copy
of With
namonM
at Washington,
copy of
a
month
to
deliver to
the library
library of
t
awath'i
f
t
er
li
o
cithon
f
dfter publication
every such
book, pamphlet,
pamphlet, map,
chart, musical
musical composition,
composition, print,
en- tool
library of
print, enmap, chart,
every
such book,
graving,
or photograph,
within one
one month
after publication
publication thereof,
shall, Congress,
subgraving, or
photograph, within
month after
thereof, shall,
Congress, subfor
every such
such default,
be subject
subject to
penalty of
of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars,
to be
be jefC
j
o
e
f
c
$
tt
,
o
5a
for every
default, be
to aapenalty
dollars, to
to
a penalty
penalty
collected,
librarian of
Congress, in
in the
the name
name of
na.
lty, how
collected, by
by the
the librarian
of Congress,
of the
the United
United States,
States, Pe
Penalty,
how
in
any district
district or
or circuit
circuit court
United States
within the
jurisdiction to
collected.
in any
court of
of the
the United
States within
the jurisdiction
to be
be collected.
of
the delinquent
delinquent may
may reside
or be
be found.
of which
which the
reside or
found.
SEC. 2.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That every
every such
proproprietor may
copySEC.
2. And
itfurther
such proproprietor
may Such
Such copyarticles
righted
transmit
any book,
book, pamp[h]let,
pamp[h]let, map,
chart, musical
.
t
ht
h
d
ea
s
sent
r
etoi teos
ot
!
,
we
transmit any
map, chart,
musical composition,
composition, print,
print, enbe
en- rg
myv
sent
to
graving,
or photograph,
photograph, fbr
for which
which he
may have
secured a
free
have secured
a copyright,
copyright, to
to the
the library
library free
graving, or
he may
the
librarian of
of Congress,
Congress, by
mail free
free of
provided the
words of
i
f
the librarian
by mail
of postage,
postage, provided
the words
of Mst"ge
postage,,if
"
copyright matter"
be plainly
plainly written
written or
outside of
matter" be
or printed
printed on
on the
the outside
of the
the marked,
marked, &c.
"copyright
package
containing the
and it
shall be
the duty
duty of
the several
several postDuty of
of postpostpackage containing
the same;
same; and
it shall
be the
of the
post- Duty
masters.
masters
postmasters, to
receipt for
the same,
same, if
if rere- masters.
for the
masters and
and deputy
deputy postmasters,
to give
give a
a receipt
quested,
and when
when such
package shall
be delivered
to them,
or any
any of
of
such package
shall be
delivered to
them, or
quested, and
them;
them, to see that the same is safely forwarded
forwarded to its destination by mail,
without
charge to
proprietor.
without cost
cost or
or charge
to said
said proprietor.
APPROVED,
February 18,
18, 1867.
APPROVED, February
1867.
CHAP. XLIV.
XLIV. -— An
authorize the
Payment of
of Prize
to certain
certain Officers
Officers Feb.
Feb. 18,
1807.
CHAP.
An Act
Act to
to authorize
the Payment
Prize Money
Money to
18, 1867.
and
the Signal
Corps of
of the
and enlisted
enlisted Men
Men of
of the
Signal Corps
the Army.
Army.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
enacted by the
and House

trize .T
t
oney
accounting offimoney
assembled, That
States
of America
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the proper
proper accounting
offi- t Prize
to be paid to cercers of
of the Treasury
Treasury Department
be, and
they are
are hereby,
authorized t
tain
and
Department be,
and they
hereby, authorized
°
aineofficers
oZer:Z
e
i
d
r
and directed
to pay
pay to
to the
the officers
officers and
men of
corps of
of the
sigand
directed to
and enlisted
enlisted men
of the
the signal
signal corps
of men
men of
the sign
a
r
a
i
l
mc
the army,
who were
were assigned
to and
and performed
performed duty
duty on
on the
fleet under
orps of
under the
na corps
of the
the fleet
the
army, who
assigned to
command
Admiral D.
D. G.
G. Farragut,
the said
command of
of Admiral
Farragut, while
while the
said fleet
fleet was
was engaged
engaged in
in
Y.
the action
action in
Bay, on
on the
day of
the
in Mobile
Mobile Bay,
the fifth
fifth day
of August,
August, anno
anno Domini
Domini eigheighteen
sixty-four, from
from any
money not
appropriated,
teen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
any money
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
such sum
sums as
will
such
sum or
or sums
as prize
prize money,
money, to
to each
each of
of them,
them, respectively,
respectively, as
as will
be
equal to
to what
what has
has been
allowed in
in distribution
to officers
of
be equal
been allowed
distribution to
officers or
or sailors
sailors of
the navy
navy of
corresponding rank,
the same
same as
as if
if their
their names
the
of corresponding
rank, the
names had
had been,
been, in
in
any
ship's books.
books.
any case,
case, borne
borne on
on the
the ship's
APPROVED,
APPrOVED, February
February 18,
18, 1867.
1867.
adjoining Feb.
Feb. 18,
of certain
of Ground
CHAP. XLV.—
An Act
Act to
authorize the
the Purchase
Purchase of
certain Lots
Lots of
Ground adjoining
18, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
XLV. - An
to authorize
the Allegheny
Arsenal, at
at Pittsburg,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
the
Allegheny Arsenal,
Pennsylvania.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of 'War
War
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
to accept
accept the
the offer
the
be,
he is
offer of
of the
St.
Franciscus Hospital
St. Franciscus
Hospital Society
Society to
to the
the United
United States
States certain
certain lots
lots
to sell
sell to
of ground
ground situate
the boro[ugh]
boro[ugh] of
Lawrenceville, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, numof
situate in
in the
of Lawrenceville,
numbered one,
two, three,
and four,
four, containing
thousand six
hullbered
one, two,
three, and
containing about
about nine
nine thousand
six hunis aa spring
arsenal with
with
dred square feet, and upon which is
spring supplying
supplying said
said arsenal
water; and
that the
sum of
of three
three thousand
thousand eight
water;
and that
the sum
eight hundred
hundred dollars
be, and
dollars be,
and

The Secretary
Secretary
The
lirof War
of
War may purchase certain
Zi3ll'i
lots of
lots
of ground
ground
adjoining
the
adjoining the
Allegheny
arsei
Allegheny arse-

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
the same is hereby, appropriated,
treasury not
not
otherwise
conveyance to the Title to be
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay for said lots upon their conveyance
be
United States,
States, by
sufficient title
simple.
good.
United
by good
good and
and sufficient
title in
in fee
fee simple.
good.
APPROVED,
18, 1867.
APPROVED, February
February 18,
1867.

396
396

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SEss. II.
II. CH.
CH. 46,
46, 47.
47.
THIRTY-NINTH

Feb. 18,
18, 1867.
Feb.
1867.

1867.
1867.

CHAP.
An Act
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy to
Island,
CHAP. XLVI.
XLVI. -— An
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the Navy
to accept
accept League
League Island,

Delaware River, for naval
Purposes, and
of the Site
in the
the Delaware
naval Purposes,
and to
to dispense
dispense with and
and dispose
dispose of
Site
Philadelphia.
of the existing
existing Yard at Philadelphia.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House qf
Representatives of
United
Be
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
be,
be and is hereby, authorized to receive and accept from the city authoriPhiladelphia, the title to
to League island,
island, in the Delaties of
of the city
city of Philadelphia,
ware
ware river, and adjacent
adjacent marsh land, including the whole of
creek
of the
the creek
known
as the
Back channel,
from the
to the
Delaware river,
river,
the Delaware
Schuilkill to
the Schuilkill
channel, from
the Back
known as
and all
all the
riparian rights
privileges of
League island,
island, adjacent
adjacent
and indefeasible,
indefeasible, and
the riparian
rights and
and privileges
of said
said League
and recommendrecommend- marsh,
marsh, and
Back channel,
and
and Back
channel, together
together with
with so
so much
much of
of the
the opposite
opposite shore
shore of
of
ed by aboard of
officers.
the
the League
League island
shore as
shall, in
the opinion
of
as shall,
in the
opinion of
the Back
Back channel
channel from
from the
island shore
the
Secretary of
government to have
the Secretary
of the
the Navy, be ample
ample to
to enable the government
have
the
of said
said Back
and both
the sole
sole and
and exclusive
exclusive use
use of
Back channel
channel and
both shores
shores thereof;
thereof;
Island and ap- the said island and appurtenances
appurtenances to be held for naval
naval purposes by the
pur'e"ances
to,
government of the United States: Provided,
Provided,That the said League island,
be
purtenances
held for naval
to
be
held for naval
.government
.
channel, with its shores as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
purposes exclu- marsh
marsh adjacent, and
and Back
Back channel,
shall not
noL
sively.
be received or accepted
accepted until the title to the whole
whole of the same, as herein
described,
described, is
is complete
complete and
and indefeasible,
indefeasible, nor
nor unless
unless the
the acceptance
acceptance thereof
thereof
officers to
shall be recommended
recommended by a
a board
board of
of officers
to be appointed by the
the PresiWhen League
Providedfurther,
League dent: Provided
further, That if League
League island be selected,
selected, the navy yard
island is selected,
the ndavy
navy yard
at Philadelphia
disposed of by the United
be dispensed
dispensed with and disposed
Philadelphia shall be
yard, at at
the
Philadelphia
as soon
admit.
Philadelphia to States
States as
soon as
as the
the public
public convenience
convenience will
will admit.
be
dispensed
APPROVED,
be dispensed
APPROVED, February
February 18, 1867.
Secretary
The Secretary
of the Navy may
of
the Navimay
accept the title
to League
League island
in
Delaware
in the Delaware
river, Ste.
&c. when
wvhen
made
complete
made complete

&e.
with, ece.
Feb.

18,1867.
18,
1867.

-— An
An Act
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the Trustees
of the
Foundry (Mlethodist
Episcopal)
Trustees of
the Foundry
(1Ifethodist Episcopal)
Church to
to sell
sell and
Church
and convey
Number two
hundred and
and thirty-five
thirty-five in
in the
the City
City of
convey Square
Square Number
two hundred
of
Washington.
Washington.

CHAP. XLVII.
XLVII.

Be
by the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
House of
of the
the United
States of America
America in Congress assembled, That Presley Simpson,
States
Simpson, James
ofCfhuilFundry
the Foundry WV.
W. Barker,
Barker, Edward
Edward Owen,
Gardner, Nathaniel
Nathaniel Mullikin,
Mullikin, WilWilA. Gardner,
David A.
Owen, David
Church, in
'Washington,
ham J.
Daniel D.
D. T.
Simpson, and
Richard T.
Washington, D.
D. liam
J. Sibley,
Sibley, Daniel
T. Leech,
Leech, Edward
Edward F.
F. Simpson,
and Richard
T.
C. may sell and Morsell, trustees
the Foundry
trustees of
of the
(Methodist Episcopal)
Episcopal) Church,
Foundry (Methodist
Church, in
in the
the
convey square
in
numbered two
city
Washington, in
the District
of Columbia,
and their
successors in
their successors
Columbia, and
District of
in the
of Washington,
city of
office,
be, and they
they are
and empowered
empowered to
conhundred and
office, be,
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to sell
sell and
and cont
thirty-five
ground in
city, known
known and
and distinguished
distinguished on
thrt
cifivefr in of vey
vey a
a certain
certain square
square of
of ground
in said
said city,
on

The trustees

city,,free
that cityf
ree of

any
any trust, &c.
&c.

-

the
as square
square numbered
two hundred
hundred and
ground plan
plan thereof
thereof as
numbered two
and thirty-five,
thirty-five,
the ground
now
held by
for said
said church,
church, and
used, in
in part,
now held
by said
said trustees
trustees in
in trust
trust for
and lately
lately used,
part,
as
burial-ground, free
free and
and discharged
discharged of
from any
any trust,
trust, express
express or
or
as a
a burial-ground,
of and
and from
implied, now
now existing,
existing, or
or which
may hereafter,
before the
a
implied,
which may
hereafter, before
the execution
execution of
of a
conveyance of said square, exist, in said trustees, or their successors,
conveyance
whether by virtue of the deed originally
originally conveying the same
whether
same to the
the trustrustees of said church, or by virtue of any deed or deeds, certificate or
or
certificates, or
or any
certificates,
any writing
writing or
or writings
whatever, by
said trustees
or
writings whatever,
by said
trustees or
their predecessors,
predecessors, conveying
or lots,
site or
sites, in
in the
the part
part
conveying any lot or
lots, site
or sites,
of
used as
a burial-ground
of said
said square
square used
as a
burial-ground as
and free
free and
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and disdischarged
of and
from any
charged of
and from
any and
and every
every right,
title, and
and interest,
right, title,
interest, legal
legal and
and
equitable, now
existing in
in any
any lot-holder
said burial-ground,
burial-ground, under
equitable,
now existing
lot-holder in
in said
under any
any
The dead
deadhat
inin- contract
contract with said trustees or their predecessors:
predecessors: Provided,
Provided,however,
however, That
That
terred in t
of such
such sale,
sale,
the proceeds
proceeds of
ground to be rere_ the
the said
or their
their successors
successors shall,
shall, out
of the
out of
said trustees
trustees or
moved and
remove
to be
be removed
removed the
the dead
remove or
or cause
cause to
dead that
that are
are now
interred in
in said
said
now interred
placed in some
y ground,
and
give
them
decent
sepulture
in
some
public
cemetery
outside
outside
some
public
cemetery
sepulture
in
give
them
decent
ground,
and
placed
in
some
public cemeter
,the
Szo.i ce
corporate limits
limits of
the city
city of
of Washington.
Washington.
the corporate
of the
APPROVED,
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 18,
18, 1867.

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

Sass.
II.
SESS. II.

On.
56, 57.
57.
CH. 48,
48, 56,

1867.
1867.

CHAP.XLVIII.
XLVIII.-— An
An Act
Act concerning
concerning the
the Fire
Fire Department
of Washington
City.
CHAP.
Department of
Washington City.

397
397
Feb.
1867.
Feb. 18,
18,1867.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
the United
United See
Post, p.
p. 644.
644.
See Post,
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
States of
the right to
of
to have, use, and The city of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States
of America
America in Congress
occupy
all the
several buildings,
their appurtenances,
appurtenances, known
known as
as the
Washington
Washingtonmay
themay
with their
buildings, with
occupy all
the several
use certain
Union, Franklin,
e
dd
c
h
e
i
r
o
t
s
a'and
a
a
nd
Franklin, Columbia, and.
and Anacostia Engine-houses,
Engine-houses, be,
be, and is
buildi'ns
is herehere- ru
by,
granted to
to the
city of
in the
the District
engine-houses
said engine-houses
Columbia, said
of Columbia,
District of
of Washington,
Washington, in
the city
by, granted

for the A
3
iner
L
oses
possession and
continue so
so long
long as
purposes of
fthe purposes
possession
and occupation
occupation to
to continue
as used
used for
for the
the purposes
of fofrthe
the fire
department and
and the
the pleasure
of the
the Congress
the United
United partment during
the
fire department
pleasure of
Congress of
of the
pleasure of
States:
occupancy of the
Columbia EngineEngine- the
the pleasure
of
States: Provided,
Provided, That said use
use and
and occupancy
the Columbia
home shall
not in
in any
any way
with the
the possession
and occupancy
,trv
e
house
shall not
way interfere
interfere with
possession and
occupancy Con
Proviso.
by the
the Columbia
Columbia Fire Company of
of the
the rooms now used
used as
as library
library rooms
rooms
in
in said
said building.
building.
A
PPR OVED, February
18, 1867.
APPROVED,
February 18,
1867.

CHAP.
LVI.—
Act to
regulate the
the Duties
Duties of
of the
the Clerk
of the
the House
Feb. 21,
21, 1867.
CIAP. LVI.
-AnAn Act
to regulate
Clerk of
House of
of Representatives
Representatives Feb.
1867.
m preparing
Organization of
House, and for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.
for the
the Organization
of the
the .House;
in
preparingfor

I

SE
C. 1.
I. Be it
it enacted
of Representatzces
Representatives of
of
enacted by the Senate
SEC.
Senate and
and House of
Congress assembled,
ConSlates of America in Congress
assembled, That before the first Before Conthe United
United States
meeting of
of the
of every
subsequent Congress,
Congress, the
e
e
rl mee
ts
t
t;1,
ethe
the ff
grss
meets,
the next
next Congress,
Congress, and
and of
every subsequent
meeting
clerk
Representatives shall make aa roll next preceding
clerk of the next preceding
preceding House
House of Representatives
preceding
place thereon
Reprethereon the names of all persons House.of Reproelect, and
and place
of the
the representatives
representatives elect,
sentatives to
claiming seats
as representatives
States which
were representrepresent- make
isneanit,.aettaveroslto
claiming
seats as
representatives elect
elect from
from States
which were
a roll,'&c.
ed
of' such
persons only,
only, and
whose Names of what
ed in
in the
the next
next preceding
preceding Congress,
Congress, and
and of
such persons
and whose
what
be
members
that they
they were
were regularly elected
credentials show that
elected in accordance with the placed
meinbers
on to
thebe
credentials
laws of
their States
the laws
of the
the United
States.
laws
of their
States respectively,
respectively, or
or the
laws of
United States.
roll.
In
Sac. 2.
2. And
in case
case of
vacancy in
in the
the roll.
of the
the
In case
case of
That in
of aa vacancy
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
SEC.
office
of clerk
or of
inabil- ecdlerk
di
t
e
s
r
any
of the
office of
clerk of
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, or
of absence
absence or
or inabillttee she
ity of'
discharge the
the duties
duties imposed
imposed on
on him
him by
by law
custom gead-at-arms
of said
said clerk
clerk to
to discharge
law or
or custom
geant-at-arms to
to
relative
to the
preparation of
of the
the roll
roll of
of representatives
or the
the organizaorganiza- d
doo the same
relative to
the preparation
representatives or
tion
House, the said
sergeant-at-arms du
tion of the House,
said duties
duties shall devolve
devolve on
on the sergeant-at-arms
duty.
'nd in case
vacan- If the clerk
Representatives; :nd
of the next preceding House of Representatives;
case of vacancies
in both
of the
before-mentioned offices,
or of
of the
the absence
absence or
or inabilinabil- aanrmdssearfeeaunntate
cies in
both of
the before-mentioned
offices, or
and srgeant-at-b
ity of both the clerk
clerk and sergeant-at-arms
sergeant-at-arms to act, then the said duties door-keeper to
shall be
be performed
by the
the door-keeper
of the
the next
next preceding
preceding House
performed by
door-keeper of
House of
of do this duty.
shall
Representatives.
Representatives.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
COLFAX,
SCHUYLER
Representatives.
Speaker of the
the House
House of Representatives.
LA
FAYETTE S.
S. FOSTER,
LA FAYETTE
President
President of the Senate
Senate pro
pro tempole.
tempooe.
Endorsed by the President:
Received 9th
Endorsed
President: "
" Received
9th of
of February, 1867."
1867."
eer

[
NOTE BY
BY THE
THE DEPARTMENT
D EPADTMENT OF
OF STATE.
STATE. —
The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
been pre[NOTE
-The
having been
presented to
the President
of the
United States
for his
approval, and
and not
having been
sented
to the
President of
the United
States for
his approval,
not having
been
returned by
him to
to the
House of
of Congress
Congress in
in which
which it
originated within
within the
the time
prereturned
by him
the House
it originated
time preConstitution of
States, has
become a
law without
apscribed by the
the Constitution
of the
the United
United States,
has become
a law
without his
his ap-

proval.]

CHAP.
LVII..-— An Act to
to declare
declare the Sense of an
an Act entitled
entitled "
" An
Act to restrict
CHAP .LVII
An Act
restrict the Feb. 21,
21 1867.
1867
Demands
Payment of certain
certain Demands
and to provide
providefor the
the Payment
Court of
of Claims, and
Jurisdiction
Jurisdictionof
of the Court
18
1
0
8
1
.
64
2
ah
.
.
p
2
.4
30
8.
1.
to
the
Army
of
the
United
V
64,
chx
.
240.
for Quartermasters'
Stores
and
Subsistence
Suppliesfurnished
Quartermasters' Stores and Subsistence Supplies furnished
the United
Vol. xu. P. 381.
States."
'States."17

Be it
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
United
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the provisions of chapter
two hundred
hundred and forty of the acts of the Thirty-eighth Congress,
Congress, first
session, approved
approved July fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, shall not
be construed to authorize the settlement
settlement of any claim for supplies or
stores taken
taken or
or furnished
for the
the use
sed by,
i
es o
he
stores
furnished for
use of,
of, o
orr u
used
by, th
thee arm
armies
off t
the
United States,
for the
of, or injury
i
nj
ury t
o,rea
es t
at
e,
or
United
States, nor
nor for
the occupatio
occupationn of,
to,
reallestate,
nor f
for

Claims for

tasupplies,
;
c
1
e
1P
nP
o
h
r
ei
sA;&c.
3,
dc-bt
y
aken or used by

theuniontroops,
the
Unioii trooi)s,
or for injuries
?
n
auasesd
taby
b
t3e,tk
e
em
caused
them
declared in inin-

declared

the consumption,
or
consumption, appropriation, or destruction
destruction of,
of, or damage to, personal
personal surrection, or

398
398

THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

Scc.
not to
be
to be
&c. not

entertained
he
fby
entertained
t
court o
of
the court

claims.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 1266.
1266.
Vol.
Tennessee
Tennessee and
West Virginia
Virginia
excepted.
excepted'.
Ante,
p. 370.
370.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 360.
360.
Ante, p.

SEM II.
II. CH.
C .57,
57, 58,
58, 59.
59.
SESS.

1867.
1867.

property, by
military authorities
authorities or
troops of
United States,
St&tes, where
the United
of the
or troops
the military
by the
property,
suppression of the southern
such claim originated
originated during the war for the suppression
southern
such
rebellion, in
part of
declared in
the
by the
insurrection by
in insurrection
State, declared
of a
a State,
or part
State,'or
a State
in a
rebellion,
proc l
amation of
President of
of the
States, dated
eigh.
dated July first, eighUnited States,
the United
of the
the President
proclamation
teen
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, or
or in
State which
which by
by an
ordinance of secesan ordinance
a State
in a
teen hundred
sion attempted
attempted to
withdraw from
from the United States government:
government: Provided,
Provided,
to withdraw
sion
That
contained shall repeal or modify
modify the effect of any
That nothing herein contained
act
or joint
resolution, extending
extending the
of the
the said
act of
of July
said act
provisions of
the provisions
joint resolution,
act or
fourth,
eighteen hundred
citizens of the State
loyal citizens
the loyal
sixty-four, to the
and sixty-four,
hundred and
fourth, eighteen
of
Tennessee, or
or of
of the
of West
therein.
or any
any county therein.
Virginia, or
West Virginia,
State of
the State
of Tennessee,
SCHUYLER
COLFAX,
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Representatives.
Speaker
Rouse of Representatives.
of the House
Speaker of
LA
FAYETTE S.
S. FOSTER,
FOSTER,
LA FAYETTE
President
Senate pro tempore.
the Senate
of the
President of
Endorsed by
President: ""Received
Received February
February 9th, 1867."
1867."
the President:
by the
Endorsed
act having been pre[
NOTE BY
BY THE
STATE. — The foregoing
foregoing act
OF STATE.--The
DEPARTMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT
[NOTE
having been
and not
sented to
to the
President of
United States
States for
for his
not having
approval, and
his approval,
the United
of the
the President
sented
returned by
to the
Congress in
in which
originated within
within the
the time
time
it originated
which it
of Congress
House of
the House
by him
him to
returned
his
has become
prescribed by
by the
the Constitution
Constitution of
United States,
States, has
become aa law
law without his
the United
of the
prescribed
approval.]
approval.]

Feb.
22, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 22,

CHAP. LVIII.
LVIII. -— An
An Act
for the
Payment of
Invalid and
and other
other
of Invalid
the Payment
Appropriationsfor
making Appropriations
Act making
CHAP.
Pensions
of the
the Year
Year ending
eighteen hundred and
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
for the
States for
the United
United States
Pensions of
sixty-eight.
sixty-eight.

Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
lHouse of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
it enacted
Be

Appropriations
States of
of America
assembled, That the following sums be,
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
Appropriations States
for pensions,
and
same are
appropriated, out
any money
the treasury
treasury
in the
money in
of any
out of
hereby, appropriated,
are hereby,
the same
and the
for
pensions,

not
appropriated, for
the payment
payment of pensions
pensions for the year endfor the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
ing.the
thirtieth of
of June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight:
sixty-eight:
June, eighteen
ing the thirtieth
Invalid.
For invalid
under various
various acts,
acts, ten
ten million dollars.
pensions under
invalid pensions
For
Invalid.
Revolutionary
For pensions
pensions of
widows, children,
fathers, brothers, and sisters
mothers, fathers,
children, mothers,
of widows,
For
Revolutionary
ension agents,
of soldiers,
soldiers, as
as provided
provided for
by acts
acts of
eighteen hundred
hundred
eighteen, eighteen
March eighteen,
of March
for by
agents, of
pension
-0.1818,
19.
h. 19.
818, ch.

June
twenty-eight;
and eighteen;
May fifteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty
-eight; June
fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen; May
and

1828, chl.
ch. 53.
eighteen hundred
thirty-two; July
hundred
July fourth, eighteen hundred
and thirty-two;
hundred and
seventh, eighteen
53. seventh,
1828,
1832, ch. 126.
126. and
thirty-six ;July seventh, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight;
thirty-eight; March
March
and thirty-six;
1832,
386'
cl 862.
1836,
1836 ch.
eighteen hundred
forty-three; June
June seventeenth,
eighteen hunseventeenth, eighteen
and forty-three;
hundred and
third, eighteen
189 third,
h 189.
1838, ch
ch.
1838,
1843, ch.
ch. 102.
102. dred
and forty-four;
forty-four; February
second, July
July twenty-first, and July twentyFebruary second,
dred and
1843,
1844, ch.
ch. 102.
102. ninth,
and forty-eight;
fbrty-eight; February third, eighteen hundred
eighteen hundred and
ninth, eighteen
1844,
1848, ch. 8,
108, 120.,
120.
and
June third, eighteen
fifty-eight; and July
eighteen hundred and fifty-eight;
fifty-three; June
and fifty-three;
18o,
1853, ch. 41. fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, with its supplementary
supplementary acts,
agencies, twenty1858,
1862,
85. . and
compensation to
agents and expenses of agencies,
to pension agents
for compensation
aand for
85
ch We
15'8 ch.

' .
three million dollars.
fathers, brothers, and
children, mothers,
Navy
pensions.
For navy
navy pensions
mothers, fathers,
and
to widows,
widows, children,
pensions to
For
Navy pensions.
eighteen
[eleventh], eighteen
15. ' sisters, as provided for by acts of August
1848, cll.
1848,
ell '
155
August eighteenth
eighteenth [eleventh],
1862,
cch.
l 166.
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
July fourteenth,
and July
hundred
and forty-eight,
forty-eight, and
hundred and
186is .h
two hundred
sixty-two, with
with its
acts, two
hundred and eighty
eighty thousand
supplementary acts,
its supplementary
sixty-two,
fund.
pension fund.
navy pension
dollars,
to be
be paid
paid from
the navy
from the
dollars, to
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
1867.
February 22,
APPROVED, February
Feb. 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

CHAP.
An Act
the Election
of a
Printer.
a Congressional
Congressional Printer.
Election of
for the
providing for
Act providing
LIX. -— An
CHAP. LIX.

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
it enacted
Be
elect
in Congress
America in
Congress assembled, That the Senate shall elect
The Senate to States of America

take charge
be aapractical
practical printer,
elect
to some
competent person,
person, who
shall be
printer, to
to take
charge of
who shall
some competent
a person
person to
elect a
take charge of
and manage
the government
government printing
printing office.
office.
manage the
the government and
enacted, That the person so elected shall be
itfurther
SEC.
printing offce.
office.
SEC. 2. And be it
further enacted,
p s
elected
The person
to on
be
designated ""congressional
congressional
deemed an officer of the Senate, and shall be designated
eo
ehed
binding of the journals
printing and
the printing
deemed an
an of&
printer." He
and binding
superintend the
He shall
shall superintend
offi. printer."
deemed

cer
the Senate, and
and such
such other
documents as
as shall
ordered by each house of Congress,
be ordered
shall be
other documents
er of
of theSenate,
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and shall superintend
superintend the execution
execution of all
the printing
and binding
binding for
for the
desigall the
printing and
the and
and how
how desigrespective
respective departments of the government
government now required
to be
required by
by law
law to
be nated
nated.
His;
executed
executed at the government printing office,
in all
office, and
and shall,
shall, in
all respects,
respects, be
be
dute
governed by the laws in force
the superintendent
of public
public
force in
in relation to
to the
superintendent of
printing and the execution
and binding.
execution of the
the printing
printing and
binding.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 3. And be it further
enacted, That, from and after the
of Office
the passage
passage of
Office of
of susup ra c
ten
pd
rie
n
n
tt
ino
gf
this act and the election of a
congressional printer
printer in
purs uanc e th
ereo f, p
a congressional
in pursuance
thereof,
perintendent
of
public printing
ance the r .public
the office of superintendent
superintendent of public printing shall be abolished,
abolished, and
and abolished.
the salary of the said officer
officer shall
be at
at the
of four
four thousand
thousand dollars
dollars Salary.
shall be
the rate
rate of
Salary.
a
a year.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 4. And Heeit further
enacted, That this act shall
shall take
take effect
from When act
act
effect from
and after its passage, and all laws inconsistent with its
are hereits provisions
provisions are
here- takes effect.
effect.
Repealing
by repealed.
repealed.
clReealin
clause.
APPROVED,
A PPROVED, February
February 22,
22, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. LX
LX..CHAP.

An
alter the Places
An Act to alter
Places of holdinq
holding the Circuit
1867.
Circuit Courts
Courts of
of the
the Muted
United Feb.
Feb. 22,
22,1867.
States for the Rhode Island bistrict.
States
District.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the United
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That from and after the first Circuit court
States
Congress assembled,
court
day of July one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven,
the district
sixty-seven, the circuit courts for
°, t
o
f
i
r
of Rhode Iland,
of the United States for the district of Rhode
Rhode Island shall
and when
shall commence
commence and
and where
where and
when
be held at the United States court-room
Providence, on the to be held
court-room in the city of Providence,
fifteenth day of November, and on the fifteenth day of June,
annually,
June, annually,
instead
heretofore established
law: Provided,
instead of the places heretofore
established by law;
Provided, That when
when Proviso.
either of the days last named shall fall on Sunday, the
the session of
of said
said
court then next to be held shall commence
Monday next following.
court
commence on the Monday
following.
SEC.
2. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That all indictments, informations,
S
EC. 2.
Provision for
informations, Provision
for
suits, or actions,
actions, and proceedings
proceedings of every kind, whether of aa civil or pending process.
process.
criminal nature, pending
pending in the
court on
on the
first day
the said circuit court
the first
day of
of July,
July,
anno Domini eighteen hundred
sixty-seven, shall thereafter
hundred and sixty-seven,
thereafter have
have day
day
proceeded in, heard, tried, and determined,
in court, and be
he proceeded
determined, on
the days
and
on the
days and
at the place herein
herein appointed for
for holding the said court, in
in the
the same
same manmanner, and witl
with the same effect
effect as if
had been
holden on
on the
the
if the
the said
said court
court had
been holden
days and at the places heretofore
heretofore directed
directed by law.
law.
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That all writs, suits, actions, or reS
EC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
re- same
Same subject.
subject.
cognizances,
cognizances, or other
other proceedings,
proceedings, which are or shall
served,
shall be
be instituted,
instituted, served,
commenced,
commenced, or taken to the said court to have
holden as
heretofore,
have been
been holden
as heretofore,
directed
directed by law, shall be returnable to, entered in, heard, tried, and have
have
day in court, in said court, to be holden at
and place
by this
act
at the times
times and
place by
this act
directed,
directed, in the same manner
manner as might and ought to have been done had
had
the
said court been
been holden at the times and places heretofore directed by
the said
law.
ArrnovED,
A PPROVED, February
February 22, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. LXI.
LXI. —An
- An Act to establish
and to protect
CHAP.
establish and
protect National
National Cemeteries.
Cemeteries.

Feb.

22,1867.
22,1867.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That in the arrangement
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
arrangement of the National
National cerncernnational cemeteries
established for
for the
national
cemeteries established
the burial of deceased soldiers and eteries to beenbe ensailors, the Secretary of War is hereby
hereby directed
directed to have the same enclosed closed
closed.'
with aagood and substantial stone or iron fence; and to
be
to cause
cause each
each grave
grave Graves
Graves to
to be
to be
be marked
to
marked with aa small headstone, or block, with the number of the marked.
grave inscribed thereon, corresponding
corresponding with the number
opposite to
the
number opposite
to the
name of
the party,
party, in
a register
name
of the
in a
register of burials to be kept at each cemetery
cemetery Register to
be
to be
and at
of the quartermaster-general,
and
at the
the office
office of
quartermaster-general, which shall set forth the kept.
name, rank,
name,
rank, company,
company, regiment, and date of death of the officer
officer or soldier;
soldier;
or, if unknown,
unknown, it shall be so recorded.
recorded.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary of War
SEC. 2. And be it further
is herehereWar is
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by directed
to cause
be erected
erected at
at the principal entrance of each
each of the
to be
cause to
directed to
by
cemeteries aforesaid, aasuitable building
a por.
national cemeteries
building to be occupied as a
pot.,
ters
lodge; and
it shall
shall be
meritorious and
and trusttrustappoint aameritorious
to appoint
his duty
duty to
be his
and it
ter's lodge;
worthy
superintendent who shall be selected from enlisted men of the
worthy superintendent
army,
the pay and allowances
allowances of
have the
who shall
shall have
and who
in service,
service, and
disabled in
army, disabled
an
the purpose
purpose of
guarding and
and
of guarding
for the
therein, for
to reside
reside therein,
sergeant, to
ordnance sergeant,
an ordnance
• protecting
the cemetery
cemetery and
giving information
to parties visiting the
information to
and giving
protecting the
An
to same.
officer of the army, not
detail some
some officer
War shall
shall detail
Secretary of War
same. The
The Secretary
An officer to
be
the rank
of major,
major, to
to visit
all of
of said
to
and to
said cemeteries,
cemeteries, and
visit annually
annually all
rank of
i under
under the
be detailed
detailed tto inspect annually
all
inspect and
and report
report to
to him
him the
of the
of
and the amount of
the same,
same, and
the condition
condition of
the cernetercemeter- inspect
all the
ies,
make
mone
t
o p
ro t
ec tthem,
them, to
to sod
sod the
graves and
grade the
and grade
the graves,
graves, gravel
protect
necessaryyto
moneyy necessar
ies, and make
reports.
reports.
Reports to
and avenues
to keep
keep the
in complete
complete order;
order; and
the
and the
grounds in
the grounds
and to
avenues, and
walks and
to be
be walks
Reports
submitted
said
Secretary shall
shall transmit
transmit the
the said
said report
comto Congress
Congress at the cornreport to
said Secretary
submitted to
Congress, with
mencement
appropriation
session, together with an estimate of the appropriation
each session,
mencement of each
CongrTess
mates.t
esti
estimates.
necessary
for that purpose.
necessary for

Porter's lodge
lodge
Porter's
be erected
erected at
the
the principal
principal enentrance of each
trance of each
cemetery.
SuperintenSuperintendent,
how sedent, how
lected,
pay, &c.
&c.
lected, pay,

to

wilfully
personi who shall wilfully
That any person
And be
SEC. 3.
SEC.
3. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
destroy,
injure, or
or remove
any monument,
monument, gravestone,
gravestone, or
remove any
deface, injure,
mutilate, deface,
destroy, mutilate,
&c. any
structure, or
or shall
cut, break,
break, injure,
remove
or remove
injure, or
destroy, cut,
wilfully destroy,
shall wilfully
other structure,
any strucstruc- other
&c.
cemeof any
within the
ture, or injuring,
any tree,
injurine., any
tree, shrub,
shrub, or
or plant
plant within
the limits
limits of
any of
of said
said national
national cemeSrc. any shrub,c'.
conviction
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
Sm.
any
us- terms,
be deemed
guilty of a
deemed guilty
shall be
teries, shall
su-'
&c.iinany
tional cemetery. thereof
any district or circuit court of the United States within any
thereof before any
When
State or
of said
national cemeteries
cemeteries are situated,
situated, shall
shall
any of
said national
where any
or district
district where
to be State
When to
prosecuted for.
twenty-five nor more than one hundred
hundred
prosecuted for. be liable to aafine of not less than twenty-five
dollars,
less than fifteen nor more than sixty
of not
not less
imprisonment of
or to
to imprisonment
dollars, or
days,
aggravation of the offence. And the
days, according to the nature and aggravation
superintendent
in charge
charge of
any national
cemetery is
authorized
hereby authorized
is hereby
national cemetery
of any
superintendent in
superintenSuperintenmisdemeanor
arrest forthwith
forthwith any
engaged in committing
committing any misdemeanor
any person engaged
to arrest
dent may arrest to
persons corncornherein prohibited, and to bring such person before
before any United States committing
mitting such
of the
acts, and
missioner
judge of
any district
district or
or circuit
circuit court
court of
the United
United States
of any
or judge
missioner or
and take
acts,
them before cer- within any State or district where any of said cemeteries
cemeteries are situated, for
tam nmagistrates, the purpose of holding
said person to
answer for said
and
said misdemeanor, and
to answer
holding said
tan
&c. magistrates, the purpose of
then and
there shall
make complaint
complaint in due form.
shall make
then
and there
SecSecretary
SEC. 4.
further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Seebe it
itfurther
And be
4. And
SEC.
The Secretary
of War may
maypnrpur- retary of War to purchase
purchase from the owner or owners thereof,
thereof, at such
any
chasereal
or estate
estate
take
pr ice as
mutually agreed
agreed upon
Secretary and
such
and such
the Secretary
between the
upon between
be mutually
may be
as may
price
arealo
judgment is suitable
in his
estate as
real estate
necessary for
owner
owners, such
such real
as in
his judgment
suitable and neor owners,
owner or
necessary
national cemethis act,
the provisions
carryingg into effect the
national
teries. ceme- cessary
cessary for the purpose
purpose of carryin
provisions of
of this
act,
eres
and
to obtain
owners title in fee simple for the same.
•
and to
obtain from
from said
said owner
owner or owners
Secretary of War shall not be able to agree with said owner
case the Secretary
And in case
owners upon the price to be paid for any real estate needed for the
or owners
purpose of this act, or to obtain from said owner or owners title in fee
hereby authorized to enter
enter
Secretary of War is hereby
same, the Secretary
for the same,
simple for
upon and
appropriate any
in his judgment, is suitable
which, in
any real estate, which,
and appropriate
upon
and
purposes of this act.
for the
the purposes
and necessary
necessary for
S
EC. 5.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
the
or the
War or
it further
And be
5. And
SEC.
Proceedings
estate thus entered
real estate
or owners
owners of
owner or
where
real estate owner
of any
any real
entered upon and appropriated
appropriated
wherereal
is entered upon are hereby
hereby authorized to make application for an appraisement of said
is
appropriand appropriated.
real
estate thus
thus entered
entered upon
upon and
circuit
to any district or circuit
appropriated to
and appropriated
real estate
ated.
court within any State or district where such real estate is situated; and
any
required upon such applicaof said courts is hereby authorized and required
any of
tion,
regulations as it may
tion, and in such mode and under such rules and regulations
cash value of the
appraisement of the each
adopt,
equitable appraisement
a just and equitable
to make
make a
adopt, to
several
each and
and every owner of the real estate and improveinterests of each
several interests
appropriated for the purposes of this act,
ments thereon entered upon and appropriated
and in accordance
accordance with its provisions.
Fee
simple of
of
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
fee simple
of all
all real
real estate
estate
simple of
the fee
SEC.
Fee simple
appropriated for the purposes
such estate,
estate, up- thus entered
entered upon and appropriated
purposes of this act, and of
on payment, &c.
of Paprsednt&
appraised
which appraisement
appraisement shall have been made under the order and direction
direction
ofn
of any
any of said courts, shall, upon payment
payment to the owner or owners, respecof
Penalty for

wilfully defa-

defin
inlfully
clog,
removing,
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value, or
in case
case said
said owner
owners refuse
value, to
tively, of
of the
the appraised
appraised value,
or in
owner or
or owners
refuse or
or value,
to be
be
neglect for
for thirty
thirty days
days after
the cash
of the
the vested
y
ue
n
s
i
t
t
e
e
d
d in
wtathe
t
t
h
e
e
s.
neglect
after the
the appraisement
appraisement of
of the
cash value
value of
said real estate or
improvements by
by any
of said
courts to
the
or improvements
any of
said courts
to demand
demand the
Secretary of
of War,
depositing the
the said
said appraised
appraised value
value
same from
from the
the Secretary
War, upon
upon depositing
making such
appraisement to
to the
credit of
of said
said owner
in the said court,
court, making
such appraisement
the credit
owner
or
respectively, be
its jurisdicor owners,
owners, respectively,
be vested
vested in
in the
the United
United States,
States, and
and its
jurisdic- Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
exclusive, &c.
tion
lion over
said real
estate shall
shall be
exclusive and
same as
its jurisdicjurisdic- exclusive,
over said
real estate
be exclusive
and the
the same
as its
&c.

tion over
over real
estate purchased,
purchased, ceded,
ceded, or
appropriated for
for the
purposes of
tion
real estate
or appropriated
the purposes
of
navy yards,
the Secretary
of War
hereby auau- Owner
Owner to
to be
be
yards, forts,
forts, and arsenals. And
And the
Secretary of
War is
is hereby
thorized and
or owners,
owners, respectively,
respectively , paid
paid. the
apand required
required to pay to
to the
the several
several owner
owner or
thevalue.
ap
praised
the appraised
appraised value
or parcels
parcels of
real estate,
estate, as
value of
of the
the several
several pieces
pieces or
of real
as
specified in the
appraisement of any
said courts,
courts, or
into any
the appraisement
any of
of said
or to
to pay
pay into
any of
of
said
by deposit,
deposit, as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
the said
said courts by
provided, the
said appraised
appraised value;
value;
and the sum necessary
necessary for
be taken
taken from
from any
any moneys
moneys
for such purpose
purpose may
may be
appropriated for
the purposes
appropriated
for the
purposes of
of this
this act.
act.
SEC.
S
EC. 7. And
And be it further
sum of
of seven
seven hundred
Appropnation.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the sum
hundred and
and Appropnation
fifty thousand
thousand dollars is
purposes of
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
to carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
of
this act out of any moneys
moneys in the treasury
treasury not
appropriated.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED, February
February 22,
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. LXII. —
- An
An Act
Act to
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled ""An
to amend
the National
National Feb.
Feb. 22,
1867.
An Act
Act to
to incorporate
incorporatethe
22, 1867.
Soldiers' and
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Home," approved
Orphan Home,"
249 .
approved filly
July twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifJh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and 1866
1866,,chh..
249.
sixty-six.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 247.
247.

Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the board of trustees of Board of trastrusthe National
National Soldiers'
Soldiers' and
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan Home
Home shall hereafter
hereafter consist t
oft;National
the
gtees
Ols
d
?e
E
V al
Soldiers' and
a majority of whom shall constitute a
of seven persons, a
quorum to do Bailors'
a quorum
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan
business; and D. K. Carter, Henry
He nr y D.
oo ke,
Amos B.
Eaton,Home.
J.
W. Home.
D. C
Cooke,
Amos
B. Eaton,
J. W.
Alvord, Horatio Bridge, Byron Sunderland, and Franklin A. Dick are ICsiTonrig;:
Number.
Quorum.
hereby
hereby declared to be the trustees of said corporation, and
they and
and their
their Names.
and they
Names.
successors shall have the entire control and management
of
all
property,
Powers.
management
P°°
78 rs•
moneys, and other securities now held or used
used for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of said
said
corporation,
hereafter belong to it
it;;and the said
corporation, or which
which shall hereafter
said board
board of
of
trustees
trustees shall have power to fill any vacancies occurring by death, resig- Vacancies.
nation,
nation, or
or otherwise.
otherwise.
Slic.
enacted, That immediately
organSEC. 2.
2. And
And be itfurther
it further enacted,
immediately upon their organization the trustees shall elect
a board of lady managers, consisting
ization
elect a
consisting of
thirteen persons, who shall have power to superintend and manage
manage the internal affairs of the asylum, and to fill vacancies in their own board, to
make their own by-laws, rules, and regulations, to hold their offices till
till the
second Wednesday
Wednesday in January, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight;
sixty-eight; their
their
successors to be elected annually by the board of
of managers
managers in
in the
the manmanner which their by-laws shall prescribe.
SEC.
enacted, That the surviving
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted,
surviving parent or legal
guardian of any child placed under charge
charge of said corporation
corporation may withdraw such
such child
therefrom, and any minor over sixteen
draw
child therefrom,
sixteen years of age, upon
his or her request in writing, shall be discharged
discharged therefrom,
therefrom, at the discretion
of the
the managers.
tion of
managers.

Board of
of lady
lady
Board
in Ea
Zt
ai
r
o
s
i
;

managers.
Powers, byby
laws,
laV, &cVacancies.
Term
Term of
of offi.

Parents, &c.
&c.
may withdraw
children.
'inors
over
Minors over
to be dissixteen to

charged
on their
charged on
their
written request
SEC.
4. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
to which Repealing
Repealing
SEC. 4.
enacted, That so much of the act to

this is amendatory
amendatory as is inconsistent with this act be, and the same is clause.
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 22,
22, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. LX
LXIII.
An Act
Act to
regulate Proceedings
III. -— An
to regulate
Proceedings before
Feb. 22,
22, 1887.
1807.
before Justices
Justices of
of the
the Peace
Peace in
in the
the DisDis- Feb.
trict of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
for other
trict
other Purposes.
Purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That justices of the peace in .Civil .jurisdio.
jurisdiStates of
Congress assembled,
the District
Col
um bi a shall
sh
all h
ave jurisdiction
jur i
sd i
cti
on in
all cases
cases where
where the
tmn of
of justices
J
ust '
the
District o
offColumbia
have
in all
the tion
VOL.
VOL. XIv.
XIV.
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amount claimed
claimed to be due
of the peace in amount
due for debt or
or damages arising out of
of contracts,
the
District of
Columbia.
express or
or implied,
for wrongs
wrongs or
or injuries
injuries to
to persons
or propdamages for
persons or
prop.
tColuDbia.t
of express
implied, or
or damages
erty, does
not exceed
one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, except
cases involving
involving the
erty,
does not
exceed one
except in
in cases
the
title to real estate, actions to recover
recover damages
damages for assault, or assault and
malicious prosecution,
prosecution, or
battery, or for malicious
or actions
actions against justices of
of the
office, or in actions for slander,
peace or other officers for misconduct in office,
verbal or written.
prac - SEC. 2. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the supreme court
Rules of praccourt of said Distine,
forms of
trict;
make and
establish rules
rules of
of practice,
prepare and
and publish
publish
practice, and
and prepare
lCeadfmsonsd
trict shall
shall make
and establish
pleadings
and
trials,
forms of
pleadings for
bringing all
all form
and the
the trial
trial thereof
of actions,
actions, and
thereof
of pleadings
for bringing
formsSof
trials.
forms
Bill of fees
before said justices of the peace,
peace, and shall fix and
and determine aabill of
of fees
and
and costs for
such justices
costs to
to be
taxed and
and charged
said justices,
and by
the conconby the
justices, and
the said
by the
charged by
be taxed
and costs
such
justices and
and for consta
consta-- stables of said District of Columbia, in all civil suits in said District.
bleP.
SEC. 3. And
And be itftfrther
it further enacted,
there shall be no stay of exeblesn
nt
SEC.
enacted, That there
Execution not
Execution
not
to be
in
Cutim
on any
judgment obtained
obtained before
before any
any justice
justice of
of the
for the
the
the peace
peace for
cution on
any judgment
to
be staved
staved in
certain
cases;
certain cases;
wages of any servant or common laborer, or upon any judgment
judgment for less
than
five dollars;
but execution
may issue
issue for
for the
collection thereof
thereof im
irn
the collection
than five
dollars; but
execution may
mediately, and judgments
judgments shall be entered
entered within two days after the trial
of the action.
action. But on all judgments
judgments or fines, except as aforesaid,
aforesaid, stay of
execution
entered as follows: for
execution shall
shall be entered
for the
the sum
sum of five dollars and not
not
exceeding
twenty dollars, one month; for all sums over twenty dollars
exceeding twenty
and not exceeding
exceeding forty dollars, two
two months;
months ;for all sums over forty dolcosts, &c.
l ars and
and not
seventy-five dollars, four months; for all sums exlars
not exceeding
exceeding seventy-five
dollars, six months;
ceeding seventy-five
seventy-five dollars,
months; Provided,
good and sufficient
sufficient
Provided, good
security be entered by aaperson or persons who may be at the time the
district, above
owner of sufficient property located in said district,
above all liabilities
and exemptions, to secure said debt, costs, and interest.
Justices may
SEC. 4. And be itfurther
enacted, That all justices of the peace
Justices
it further enacted,
peace may
issue ewrits returnable
before issue original
criminal, returnable
before themselves;
themselves; but
but
returnable before
civil and
and criminal,
original writs,
writs, civil
turl
l ithefore
themselves,
party, or agent,
agent, or attorney
thereof may have
have the cause removed
themselves.
any party,
attorney thereof
removed to
Cause
may be the nearest justice
justice upon filing an affidavit with said justice
return
Cause may
justice on the return
removed
removed to nearnearon
day or
or day
trial of
that he
said
he or
or she
she does
does not
not believe
believe said
est .justice
ustice on
day
day of
of trial
of said
said action,
action, that
affidavit, &c.
&c. justice will give
give him or her a
fair and impartial trial
a fair
trial on account
account of
of prejuprejudice or other
reasonable cause.
other reasonable
Persons not to
SEC.
SEC. 5. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That no person in said District shall
imprisoned for disorderly
be fined,
insed,&c.
be
&c. for'
for be fined
fined or imprisoned
disorderly conduct, unless such person was perdisorderly conduct,
sonally and
individually guilty
guilty of acts disorderly
disorderly in themselves;
themselves; and any
any
duct, unless,
unless, &c.
&c. sonally
and individually
Officers pun
pun-- officer
officer in said District who uses unnecessary
unnecessary and wanton severity in arof assault and
guilty of
deemed guilty
ishable
for
wan- resting
resting or
any person
person shall
be deemed
shall be
imprisoning any
or imprisoning
ishable
for wanton
severity
in
conviction thereof
punished therefor.
therefor.
making arrests, battery,
battery, and upon conviction
thereof punished
Defendants to
SEC.
firther enacted,
enacted, That in all criminal cases or offences
Sac. 6. And be it further
offences
make
have
time
defence.
to
charged, the justice having
jurisdiction thereof
defendant
thereof shall allow the defendant
having jurisdiction
charged,
havetimence
Bail.
reasonable
reasonable time to prepare for defence or obtain bail, and no exorbitant
exorbitant
bail shall
shall in any case be required.
required.
Non-residents
SEC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That non-residents
non-residents of said District
Non
residents
without
not tocommence
to commence shall not commence
commence suit before any justice of the peace therein, without
without
suits without
first giving sefor costs.
costs.
first
se - first
first giving
giving sufficient
sufficient security
security for
curity for
costs.
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That when
when any
or persons
curity
for costs.
S
EC. 8.
8. And
be it
it further
any person
person or
persons
Persons arss
rested on a
war- shall
arrested on
an assault,
assault, or
or an
an assault
assault and
a warshall be
be arrested
on a
a warrant
warrant for
for committing
committing an
and
rant for assault, battery, or an affray,
affray, issued on the complaint of the party injured by any
any
&c. to be taken
&c.
before
the
be taken
jns- justice
justice of
of the
peace of
of said
District, or
or in
of an
conathe comaffray, on
on the
an affray,
in case
case of
said District,
the peace
beforetottesflee, and may
person who shall
tice,
plaint of any person
shall have seen the
the same,
same, every such person
person or
the justice
justice who
who issued the warrant,
warrant, or
if he
plead guilty, and persons
persons shall be taken before the
or if
he
fne and
san
pay fine
costs,
be absent
absent or otherwise
otherwise incapable
incapable of acting, then
then before
before the nearest other
other
costs.
be
justice
admitted to plead guilty of
justice in said district, and he or they shall be admitted
before whom such plea may be
the charge
charge preferred,
preferred, and the said justice
justice before
Execution
pleaded
Execution
pleaded shall have power, and he is hereby
authorized, to assess such fine
hereby authorized,
may issue for or penalty
judgment therefor
penalty as is authorized by law,
law, and enter
enter judgment
therefor against
against
fine and costs, the person so pleading
pleading guilty and for cost, and issue execution thereon as
as
in civil cases.
cases.
when to issue

in
in such cases;
to be stayed
to•be
stayed in
for
other
how
cases,
long,
and
foher
ocses,
for how
long,nd
upon security
given
given for debt,
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Sac. 9.
be it
it further
acts or
of the
SEC.
9. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
all acts
or parts
parts of
of acts
acts of
the Repeal
Repeal of
of ininlegislature of
of Maryland
or of
Congress, now
now in
in force,
consistent laws.
laws,
legislature
Maryland or
of Congress,
force, inconsistent
inconsistent with
with consistent
the provisions
of this
this act,
repealed, and
act shall
When act
the
provisions of
act, are
are hereby
hereby repealed,
and this
this act
shall take
take When
act to
to
effect and
and be
in force
force from
and after
its passage.
passage.
take effect.
effect.
effect
be in
from and
after its
take
APPROVED, February
February 22,
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. LXIV.—
Act to
amend the
of the
Columbia in
Feb. 22,1867.
22, 1867.
CHAP.
LXIV. - An
An Act
to amend
the Law
Law of
the District
District of
of Columbia
in Relation
Relation to
to Feb.
Judicial
JudicialProceedings
Proceedings therein.
therein.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United

States of
in Congress
no appeal
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That no
appeal shall
shall be
allowed Appeals
Appeals from
from
be allowed
a judgment of aajustice of the peace,
peace, unless
unless the
the appellant,
with sufsuf- rujuidg'ent
from a
appellant, with
j
s
t
'
z
i
d
crOrtt
aoffaa

ficient
or sureties,
approved by
by the
the justice,
enter into
an underunder- 'peace
not to
to be
be
ficient surety
surety or
sureties, approved
justice, enter
into an
peace not
taking
satisfy and
and pay
all intervening
and costs
arising on
on the
the allowed
allowed unless,
unless,
taking to
to satisfy
pay all
intervening damages
damages and
costs arising
appeal.
appeal.
SEC.
undertaking has when allowed,
S
EC. 2. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That when such undertaking
been
been entered into, the justice shall immediately
immediately file the original
original papers,
papers, inin- =Uri%
papes
original
to be filed in the
cluding aacopy of
of his docket entries,
entries, in
of the
the clerk
eluding
in the
the office
office of
clerk of
su- office
of clerk
of the
the suoffice of
clerk
preme court of the District of Columbia; and thereupon, as
as soon as
as the of
of the
the supreme
supreme
I.o
i
l
e
i
t
r
.
tof the Disappellant shall have
required by
or obappellant
have made
made the
the deposit for
for costs required
by law,
law, or
ob- tcort
of the Disof the justices, or
or from
the court,
to prosecute
tained leave from
from one of
from the
court, to
prosecute his
his
appeal
Clerk
appeal without aadeposit, the clerk shall docket the cause, and shall issue
Clerkcatuosdeockthe to docket the cause
et
a summons for the appellee to appear
a
appear at
of the
hen ,&c.
So .and
at the next trial term
term of
the court,
court, w
when,
and
and thereafter the cause shall be proceeded with in the manner prescribed to
sumto issue
issue aasummons to
the apby the act of March one, eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-three, entitled "
" An mons
pellee.to the apact to extend the jurisdiction of justices
justices of the peace in the recovery
recovery of
Subsequent
Subsequent
debts in the District of Columbia," except
except that the appellant need not
not proceedings.
proceedings.
1828, ch. 24.
file aapetition as directed by said act.
Vol. iii. pp. 7243.
748.
Vol231C.
SEC.
further enacted,
Proceedings
S
EC. 3. And be it further
enacted, That if the appellant fails to proseProceedings
cute his
cute
his appeal,
appeal, the
the appellee
appellee may,
may, upon
upon making
the aforesaid
filills
making the
aforesaid deposit
deposit for
for if
if appellant
appellalt ftils
prosecute
e
tooprosecute
hiss
costs, have the
tileecause
cause docketed, and move for affirmance
affirmance of the justice's
justice's appeal.
ap
judgment,
or he
may have
have aatrial
of the
the cause
upon its
t?:eoution
ai
of
judgment, or
lie may
trial of
cause upon
its merits.
merits.
Execution
of
e
ej
e
u
adfe
n
m
enets of
thejudgprents
S
EC. 4.
4. And
further enacted,
That there
there shall
shall be
no supersedeas
supersedeast
/
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
be no
thli
ne
m 1 of
ofs
execution of the judgments
or stay of execution
judgments of the supreme court
court of
court of the District
District court
of the Disof Columbia, otherwise
otherwise than by injunction,
not
to be
injunction, or upon
upon proceedings
proceedings in
in error
error betrict
trict
not&c.to
stayed,
stayed,
&c. exexcept, &c.
&c.
to the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United States.
cept,
SEC.
it further enacted,
S
EC. 5. And be it
enacted, That
between the parThat mutual debts
debts between
par- Set-off
Set-off of
of mumutu
ties to
to an
ties
an action,
action, or
or between
between the
testator or
intestate of
of both
parties, or
or tual
debts.
the testator
or intestate
both parties,
al debts.
against each other by plea in bar,
either party, may be set off against
whether
bar, whether
eithlr debt
the said debts be of the same or a
a different
different nature; and if eitha
debt
arose by reason of aapenalty,
penalty, the exact
arose
exact sum to be set off shall be stated in
the plea.
SlEc. 6.
Sic.
it further
plea of
set-off may
of plea
6. And be it
further enacted, That
That the plea
of set-off
may be:
be:pleaForm of
"That
commencement of
of the
the suit,
and still
still is,
of set-off.
"That the plaintiff,
plaintiff, at
at the
the commencement
suit, was,
was, and
is,set-off.
of
indebted to the defendant in the sum of
dollars, for
appears
dollars,
for
,,as appears
hereunto annexed;
by the particulars
particulars of the said debt, hereunto
annexed; and he is willing
willing
tlhat the same may be set off against the plaintiff's
that
plaintiff's demand."
demand." And upon Judgment
Judgment to
to
,
.Ialance
a
the
trial of
of an
an issue
is sue u
pon sa
id pl
ea ,judgment
judgmen ts
hall be
the balance
balance i
l
r for
foci
the trial
upon
said
plea,
shall
be for
for the
balance
be
e.
found due, wheth
whether
tq the plaintiff or defendant,
Mutual judg- foltualjudgerto
defendant, with costs. Mutual
ouArlititudauijudgments recovered
in said
in said
said court
may be
against each
each other,
ments
recovered in
said in
court may
be set
set off
off against
other, ments
ments may
may be
be
on
motion of
of either
either pa
rty ; and
and the
the court
court shall
shall award
execution for
of, and
on motion
party;
award execution
for the
the set
setoof,
and exeexecution issue
issue for
for
cution
balance found due against
against the party
therewith.
balance
party chargeable
chargeable therewith.
the
the balance.
balance.
SEC.
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That publication
SEC. 7. And
publication may be substitutsubstitut- Publication
Publication
a
t
y
d
b substied for personal
personal service
servi ce o
roces s upon
u pon any
be may
m
t
tut
e
d
offp
process
any defendant who cannot
cannot be
substibe
tuted
foricepersonfound, in
rtiti on ,
di
vorc e, by
by attachment,
att achment, for
for the
the foreclos
ure of
offor
a
serv
in suits
suits fo
forr pa
partition,
divorce,
foreclosure
alll erpelsonservice
of
mortgages and deeds of trust, and for the enforcement of mechanics'
mortgages
mechanics' liens process,
when,
process, when,
and all other liens against real or personal
property, and
in all
all actions
actions at
personal property,
and in
at &c
&. .
law or in equity which have
the enforcement
enforcement
have for
for their
their immediate
immediate object
object the
or establishment
establishment of any lawful right, claim, or demand
demand to or against any
any
real or personal property
property within the jurisdiction of the court.
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Publication
Publication
not
to be
be substisubstinot to
toted for
perfor pertuted
sonal service
service
sona
until the
of
issue of
the issue
until
and
aasummons
summons and
return
thereon,
return thereon.
Form
order
of order
Form of
of
of publication
publication.

substitution
the substitution
for the
SEC. 8.
be it
it further
further enacted,
no order
order for
That no
enacted, That
8. And
And be
SEC.
of publication
publication for
service shall
shall be made till aa summons for the
personal service
for personal
of

tion
substitutisis personal
substituttion
ed for
service.
eroSEC.
srvie.
Proceedings to
to
Proceedings
enforce
lien.
aalien.
enforce
Decree
such
in such
Decree in

title.
any purchaser
vest any
valid, and
good
good and
and valid,
and shall
shall vest
purchaser with
with aaperfect
perfect title.
any
SEC. 10.
10. And
And be
further enacted,
That the
enforce any
to enforce
proceeding to
the proceeding
enacted, That
it further
be it

defendant shall
shall have
issued and
and returned
returned "
found."
not to be found."
" not
been issued
have been
defendant

And
shall be
it shall
when
publication shall
made, it
be in the following
following
be made,
shall be
for publication
order for
an order
when an

or equivalent
form: :
or
equivalent form

In the
Court of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, the —
of Columbia,
Supreme Court
the Supreme
""In

day of
of

18—.
-—,
, 18-.

A. B.,
B., plaintiff,
A.
plaintiff, }
V.
(At law,)
(In equity,)
equity,) No
—.
No -.
law,) (In
(At
v.
defendant.)
C. D., defendant.
On motion
motion of
of the
the plaintiff,
plaintiff, by
by Mr.
Mr. --- , ,his
attorney, it
it is
ordered that
is ordered
his attorney,
On
the
cause his
appearance to
herein on or before
before the
entered herein
be entered
to be
his appearance
defendant cause
the defendant
first
rule day
day occurring
occurring forty
days after
after this
otherwise the cause will
will
day; otherwise
this day;
forty days
first rule
case of default."
be
proceeded with as in ease
be proceeded
bales in cases
SEC.
duly made
made in
in cases
cases in
in
sales duly
all sales
That all
enacted, That
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
9. And
SEC. 9.
in cases
bales
where
which publication
publication is
for personal
personal service
be
service of process shall be
is substituted
substituted for
publica- which
where publicssubjectbe by bill or petition in equity, and the decree, besides subjectshall be
lien shall
•
mg the
thing upon
which the
lien has
has attached
attached to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the
the lien
upon which
the thing
ing
cases,
plaintiff's
demand against
defendant, shall adjudge
adjudge that the plaintiff
the defendant,
against the
plaintiff's demand
cases.
recover his
his demand
demand against
defendant, and that he may have execuagainst the defendant,
recover
tion thereof as at law.
corSEC. 11.
11. And
be it
further enacted,
actions against
foreign coragainst foreign
in actions
That in
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
Process
how
Process how
served
actions porations
porations doing
business in
in the
the District of Columbia, all process may be
doing business
in actions
served in
conductingaits business
against
foreign served
the agent
of such
person conducting
corporation or person
such corporation
agent of
on the
served on
against foreign
corporations.
a
copy
aforesaid, or in case he is absent and cannot be found, by leaving aa copy
aforesaid,
corporations
thereof at
the principal
of business
business in the District,
District, and such service
place of
principal place
at the
thereof
shall
effectual to bring
bring the corporation before the court.
shall be effectual
Right
of landlandS
EC. 12.
12. And
And be
it further
enacted, That
That the power claimed and exfurther enacted,
be it
SEC.
Right of

landlord, of seizing,
every landlord,
lord to
common right
right by
by every
seizing, by his
his own
own
of common
as of
ercised as
on ercised
seize on
lord
to seize
the personal
chattels
of ten- ,authority,
personal chattels of his tenant for rent arrear, is hereby
the personal
authority, the
cheate' orftentacit lien upon such
a tacit
have a
shall have
ant for
rent in
instead of
it, the
landlord shall
the landlord
of it,
and, instead
abolished, and,
in abolished,
for rent
ant

arrear
personal chattels, upon the premises, as are subject to exof the
the tenant's personal
abolished. of
arrear abolished.
lien
Tacit
Tacit lien
ecution for
debt, to
to commence
commence with
with the
the tenancy
continue for three
tenancy and continue
for debt,
ecution
when
to corcorn- months
months after
after the
is due, and until the termination
termination of any action for
for
rent is
the rent
when to
mnence, and how
long
to conti'nue;
c
a
o
'
'
n
d
titi
r ;such
such rent
rent brought
said three
enbe enmay be
lien may
this lien
And this
months. And
three months.
within said
brought within
longto
forced,forced, —
how may
be
1. By
attachment, to
be issued
and
affidavit that the rent is due and
upon affidavit
issued upon
to be
1.
By attachment,
may be
how
enforced,
unpaid;
remove or sell all or
if not due, that the defendant is about to remove
or if
unpaid; or
enforced,
some of said chattels; or,
2. By
judgment against
the tenant
and execution, to be levied on said
tenant and
against the
By judgment
2.
chattels or
any of them,
may be found;
found; or,
them, in whosoever hands they may
or any
chattels
3.
By action
chattels, with notice
action against any purchaser of any of said chattels,
3. By
which action
action the plaintiff
plaintiff may have judgment for the value
of the lien, in which
of
chattels purchased
defendant, but not exceeding the rent
rent
the defendant,
by the
purchased by
the chattels
of the
arrear and damages.
Form of declaS
EC. 13.
13. And
And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the declaration in replevin
SEC.
Formofdeclaration
in
repleshall
be
in the
followin g or
form: "
The plaintiff sues the de"The
equivalent form:
or equivalent
following
in
the
be
shall
in
repletion
Tin.
1,
fendant
taking and detaining,)
detaining,) (unjustly detaining) his,
(wrongfully taking
fendant for (wrongfully
them) of the value
said
plaintiff's goods
(describe them)
goods and chattels, to wit: (describe
said plaintiff's
of
$—. And the plaintiff
plaintiff claims that the same be taken from the deof $-.
fendant and delivered
delivered to him; or if they are eloigned,
eloigned, that he may have
judgment of their said value, and all mesne profits and damages,
damages, which
judgment
Plaintiff
he estimates
—, besides
costs." And at the time of filing the declabesides costs."
at $$-,
estimates at
to he
Plaintiff to
attorney, shall file an affidavit,
fiwliethanthaefledealvairtaration, the
the plaintiff,
agent or
or attorney,
affidavit, sworn to
his agent
plaintiff, his
ith tnhe declara- ration,
tion.
before the
the clerk,
stating,-—
clerk, stating,
before
tion.
Affidavit
according to affiant's
affiant's information and belief, the plaintiff
plaintiff is
1. That, according
to
Affidavit to
state w
what,
state
at.
entitled to recover
recover possession of the chattels proposed to be replevied,
replevied,
declaration;
being the same described in the declaration;

given;
given;
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2. That the defendant
defendant has seized and
detains the
the same.
same.
and detains,
detains, or
or detains
3. That said chattels were not subject to such seizure
seizure or detention, and
and Plaintiff in
in rerewere not taken upon
upon any writ of replevin.
replevin. And he shall,
at the
nps
:
u
iir
t
i
s
t3t
7,
shall, at
the same
same p
piveveis
ur'nits
to
time,
into an undertaking
time, enter
enter into
undertaking with surety, approved by the
abide by,
by, &c.
&c.
the clerk,
clerk, to
to abide
abide by and perform the judgment
court in
in the
the judgment.
judgment of
of the
the court
the premises.
premises.
the
judgment.
SEC.
SEC. 14. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if
return of
of the
the _Practice
if the officer's
officer's return
Practice in
in rerewrit of replevin
replevin be, that he has served the defendant
defendant with
of the
the plevin
plevm cases.
with copies
copies of
cases.
declaration, notice to plead and summons, but that
not get
get possesthat he
he could
could not
possession of the goods and chattels sued for, the
plaintiff may
may prosecute
the
the plaintiff
prosecute the
action for the value of the same and damages for
for detention;
detention; or
or he
he may
may
renew
renew the writ in order to get possession of
goods and
and chattels
chattels themthemof the goods
selves. If
If the officer's
officer's return
return be, that he
taken possession
the
he has
has taken
possession of
of the
goods and chattels sued for, but that the defendant
defendant is not
to be
be found,
found, the
not to
the
court may order that the defendant
defendant appear to
by some
some fixed
to the
the action
action by
fixed
day; and of this order the plaintiff shall cause
cause notice to
given by
by pubto be
be given
publication in some newspaper of the District at least three times,
first of
of
times, the
the first
which shall be at least twenty days before
before the
the day
fixed for
defendday fixed
for the
the defendant's appearance;
ant's
appearance; and if the defendant
defendant fail to appear, the
may proprothe court
court may
ceed as in case of default after personal service.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That if the defendant
SEC. 15. And be it further
defendant appear,
appear, he
Appearance
he Appearance
may plead
plead not guilty, in which case all special
t
.en
nt letaof
offdefence
may
sp ec i
almatters
ma tters o
def
ence may
may be
be fi
flenndae
of dedegiven in evidence, or he may plead specially.
SEC. 16. And be itfurther
enacted, That, whether
SEc.
it further enacted,
whether the
defendant plead,
plead, Plaintiff's
the defendant
Plaintiff's
and
issue thereon joined
him;'
and the issue
joined is found
found against
against him
•or his plea is
bad a
d
a
s
c
m
ert
aga eto
tg be
be
is held
held bad
damages
ascertained,
on
demurrer; or he make default
on demurrer;
default after personal service, or after publipubli- when
when and
and how.
how.
cation, the plaintiff's damages shall be
ascertained by
by the
trying the
the
be ascertained
the jury
jury trying
issue, where
where one is joined,
joined, or by aajury of inquest,
inquest, where
is no
no issue
issue
where there
there is
of
fact; and
those damages shall be the full value of the goods, if eloigned
of fact;
and those
Measure et
eloigned Measure
9f
by the
the defendant, including, in every case, the loss sustained
sustained by t
he plainpu n_damages.
damages.
the
tiff
by reason
of the
tiff by
reason of
the detention;
detention; and judgment shall pass for the plaintiff
plaintiff Judgment.
accordingly.
SEC.
further enacted,
SEc. 17.
17. And be it further
enacted, That if the issue be found for the dede- Form of
of judgjudgfendant, or the plaintiff
prosecute his suit, the judgment
fendant,
plaintiff dismiss or fail to prosecute
judgment ment
etfor
if for dedeplaintiff,
shall be that the goods, if delivered
delivered to the pl
ai
ntiff, be
to the
the dedebe returned
returned to
nt
fendant with damages, or on failure, that the defendant recover against
fendant
against
the plaintiff and his surety the damages
damages by him sustained,
to be
sustained, to
be assessed
assessed
by the
the jury
jury trying
issue; or, where the plaintiff
by
trying the issue;
plaintiff dismisses or fails to
to
prosecute his suit, by the jury
jury of
of inquest.
inquest.
SEC.
enacted, That if the defendant
SEC. 18.
18. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
defendant has eloigned
deigned Damages
Damages when
the
for, the court may instruct the jury, if they find
the things
things sued
sued for,
find for the tile
l
i
e
ofen
nd
ea
dnt
t
he
thes defendant
has eloigned
the
plaintiff, to assess
assess such damages as may compel
defendant to
to return
return things
sled for.
for.
compel the
the defendant
things sued
that
the things;
things; and the judgment shall be th
at th
ai
n tiff recover against
agai
ns t Judgment
Ju dgmen tin
i
n
thee pl
plaintiff
the defendant the value of the goods as found, to be discharged
discharged by
by the
the such
such cases.
cases.
return of
of the
the things,
with damages for detention,
return
things, with
detention, which the jury shall also
assess.
SEC.
19. And
And be it
itfurther
a suit is brought upon
S
EC. 19.
further enacted,
enacted, That where a
Judgment by
by
upon Judgment
an open
an
open account, verified
verified by the plaintiff's or his agent's affidavit, that
suits
that the
the default in
insuits
amount claimed
claimed by the plaintiff is justly payable
defendant to
the veriied
on open RbyfOfi-ts
payable by
by the
the defendant
to the
plaintiff, and the defendant
defendant fails to defend the suit, the plaintiff
may have
have davit,
davit, &c.
&c.
plaintiff may
judgment
judgment final
final by default for said amount, with interest from the day
specified
specified in the declaration,
declaration, without an inquiry of damages. If
Practice as
to
If the affiaffi- Practice
as to
davit
be made
davit be
made before an officer, of whose authority
authority to administer oaths such
affidavits '
such affidavits.
the court cannot take notice, his authority must be verified by the
the certificertificate under official seal, if he have one, of the officer having authority
cate
to
authority to
give such certificate.
certificate.
SEC.
be it
it further
SEC. 20.
20. And
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That where money is payable
payable by Proceedings
two
or more
more persons
against
two or
persons jointly or severally, as by joint obligors,
obligors, covenantors, m
a
tm
er
oitwo
t
n
w
t
o
or
oor
r
makers,
drawers, or indorsers, one action may be sustained
makers, drawers,
sustained and judgment
judgment several
several obligors,
obliors,
recovered
all or any of said parties, by whom the money is pay- promisors,
recovered against
against all
Ire.
promisors, &c.
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able,
at the
the option
of the
But an
an action
some of
of
against one
one or
or some
action against
the plaintiff.
plaintiff. But
able, at
option of
the
parties by
the money
money is
litigation therethereby whom
whom the
is payable
payable may, while the litigation
the parties
in
continues, be
be pleaded
in bar
of another
against another
another or
or others
others
in continues,
pleaded in
bar of
another action
action against
of
of said parties.
Effect of
sales
SEC. 21.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
case of
the sale
of things,
sale of
things,
in case
of the
it further
21. And
of sales
SEC.
Effect
nnder decrees in real or personal,
a decree in equity, the decree confirming
confirming the sale
under
personal, under a
equity upon the
right, &c. of forthe right,
sold out
out of
owner, party
former owner,
of the former
or interest
interest sold
title, or
right, title,
shall divest
divest the
for shall
regUhtY&uof
owner;
to
conveyance by the
the
it in the
the purchaser,
purchaser, without any conveyance
to the suit,
suit, and
and vest
vest it
mer owner;
and
officer or
or agent
agent of
of the
the sale.
sale. And
And of
of this
of
this transfer
transfer of
conducting the
the court
court conducting
and of decree
decree officer
where registitle the decree shall be notice to all the world, when a
a copy thereof shall
shall
tered.
tered.
be
Nevertheless, the
be registered
registered among the land records
records of the District. Nevertheless,
Partihular
officer or agent
order its officer
agent aforesaid
aforesaid to make aa conveyance,
conveyance, if
if
Particular
court may
may order
forms of conveyance.
that mode
mode be deemed preferable, in particular cases.
veryan con
SEC.
further enacted,
Plaintiff not
S
EC. 22. And be it further
enacted, That if the declaration
declaration state aa
to recover
recover costs cause
cause of
of action
of which
the
court
has
jurisdiction,
verdict
the
court
has
jurisdiction,
but
the
verdict finds
finds the
action
of
which
when amount of
when
verdict
money
by the
the plaintiff
to be less than the
lowest
the lowest
plaintiff to
to the
the defendant
defendant to
money payable
payable by
is less
less
verdict is
than, &c.
sum of which the court has jurisdiction, the plaintiff shall
shall have
&c.
have judgment
judgment
for the amount found due to him from the defendant, but without costs.
Repeal of inSEC. 23. And
And be it further enacted,
Repeal
SEC.
enacted, That all laws and parts of laws in
consistent
these provisions
provisions are
consistent laws. conflict
conflict with
with these
are repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED,
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 22,
22, 1867.

Feb. 22, 1867.

CHAP. LXV.
LXV. —An
- An Act
providing for
for the
the Punishment
Punishment of
Crimes therein
named
CHAP.
Act providing
of certain
certain Crimes
therein named
in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
andfor
in the
Columbia, and
for other
other Purposes.
Purposes.

Penalty for
larceny of monmoney
or goods and
and
yoerlgoods
chattels of the

States of
of America
in Congress
if any
any person
person shall
steal
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That if
shall steal
any
chattels, the
property of
of another,
another,
the property
goods or
or chattels,
other personal
personal goods
money or
or other
any money
of the
of thirty-five
thirty-five dollars
of
the value
value of
dollars or
or upward,
upward, the
the person
person so
so offending
offending shall
shall

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
and House of Representatives
the United
United

valne of$35,
value
of $35, or be deemed
deemed guilty of larceny, and, upon conviction
conviction thereof, shall be imirnmore;
more;
prisoned in the penitentiary,
penitentiary, and kept at hard labor not more than three
years, nor less than one year.
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
shall steal,
for larceny or
SEC. 2.
2. And
it further
if any
any person
person shall
steal, or
or
malicious demaliciously and
feloniously destroy
bill, promissory
promissory note
note or
demaliciously
and feloniously
destroy any
any bank
bank bill,
or
struction of
of
notes,
of exchange,
receipt, warrant,
warrant, draft,
draft, check,
check, or
given
or bond,
bond, given
exchange, order,
order, receipt,
notes, bill
bill of
bills, notes,
notes, bank bills,
&e.of said valacknowledging the receipt of money
&e.
val- for the payment
payment of money, or receipt
receipt acknowledging
money
ue, with knowltie,
edge,
government bonds or other securities, or stamps,
property, or any government
or other
other property,
edgei &c.;
&c."wl; or
United States
treasury notes,
any public
public stocks,
stocks, of
value of
States treasury
notes, or
or any
of the
the value
of thirtythirtyfive dollars
or upward,
knowing the
five
dollars or
upward, knowing
the same
to be
be such,
any such
same to
such, any
such person
person
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall
shall
be imprisoned in the penitentiary,
penitentiary, and kept at hard labor not more than
three
years, nor
nor less
three years,
less than
than one
one year.
year.
or
SEC.
3. And
enacted, That
if any
any person
person shall
for buying
buying or
S
EC. 3.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That if
shall receive
receive or
or
ds,or
hatte l
s,or
or bank
ban k bill
bill or
bill s, or
i
ssory note
or
receiving
goods,
note or
or prom
promissory
or bills,
goods,
or c
chattels,
buy any
any goo
recevig knowgoods, buy
notes, &c.
lag them to be
ingthem
stolen;
stolen;

for the lerlarceny, &c. of
money,
ceny, &c.
goods,
of
goods,
money,
&c.
&c. or the.
the mall-

destructipn
cious
destruction
ious
of
&c.of
of
notes, &c.
less value than
a86.
85.

notes,
bill of
order, receipt,
receipt, draft,
bond,
or bond,
warrant, check,
check, or
draft, warrant,
of exchange
exchange, order,
notes, bill
given
payment
exchange,
given for
for the
the payment
of money, or any government bond, United States
government stamps, or stocks,
treasury note or notes, or other securities, or government
of the value of thirty-five
thirty-five dollars, or upwards, which have been stolen,
stolen,
with intent
intent to
the owners
knowing the same to be stolen, with
to defraud
defraud the
owners thereof,
thereof,
every
every person
person so
so offending
offending shall
shall be
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor, and,
be deemed
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor,
and,
upon conviction
shall be
be imprisoned
imprisoned in
upon
conviction thereof,
thereof, shall
in the
the penitentiary,
penitentiary, and
and kept
kept
at hard labor, not more than
than three [years,]
[years,] nor
nor less
less than
than one
one year.
year.
SEC.
be it
it further
SEC. 4. And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
That if
if any
any person
person shall
shall steal
steal any
any
money, or
or other
other goods
and chattels
chattels of
hate ve r, of
l
ess v
alue
value
whatever,
of less
of any
any kind
kind w
goods and
money,
than thirty-five dollars, the property of another, or shall steal or maliexchange,, order, warciously destroy any bank bill, promissory note, bill of exchange
check, or bond, or any accountable receipt
rant, draft, cheek,
receipt for money, given
given
for the payment
payment or acknowledgment
acknowledgment of any sum under thirty-five dollars,
or any United States treasury note or government
government stamps of less value
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e
e.iv
i
nr

than thirty-five dollars, the property of another, or shall receive
receive or
or buy
Penalty for
buy Penalty
for
the same, knowing the same to be stolen,
purpos e o
def
rau di ng receivingor
1; :
stolen, for
for the
the purpose
off defrauding
the owner thereof, every such person
person so
on conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, same,knowing
saZi
e
n
,
g
knowing
so offending,
offending, on
shall make restitution
restitution to the party injured in twofold the value
value of
them to
to be
of the
the them
be stostol
a
to d
defraud
property
property stolen or destroyed,
destroyed, and be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding two len
the
eowner
heone
the
r there.
re
hundred
imprisoned in the jail of said District
hundred dollars, or shall be imprisoned
for any
District for
any of.
of.
time not exceeding six months, or both, at the
of the
th e cour
t.
Twofold
restithe discretion
discretion of
court.
Twofold restitution, fine, or
tution
SEC.
further enacted, That if
SEC. 5.
5. And be it further
ny c
l
er k, or
if a
any
clerk,
or servan
servanttooffany
any imprisonment.
imprisonment.
private person, or any copartnership,
copartnership, (except persons
persons within the
the age
of Embezzlement.
age of
sixteen years,)
sixteen
years,) or any officer, agent, clerk, or servant of
of any
any incorporated
incorporated
company, shall embezzle
convert to his own
embezzle or convert
own use,
use, or
or fraudulently
fraudulently take,
take,
secrete with intent to embezzle
make way with, or secrete
embezzle or
or fraudulently
fraudulently conconvert to his own use, without
without the assent of his master or employers,
employers, any
any
money, goods, rights of action, government
government bonds, United
United States
States treasury
treasury
notes, or government
government stamps, or other
valuable security
or effects
effects whatother valuable
security or
whatever, belonging
belonging to any other person, which shall.come into
into his
his possession,
possession,
or under his care by virtue of such
employment
s
uc h em
pl oymen tor
offi ce ,h
hall, upon for Penalty as
or office,
hee s
shall,
as for
conviction,
conviction, be punished in the
res cr ib edby
by l
aw for
f
or feloniously
the manne
mannerr p
prescribed
law
feloniously larceny.
arceny.
stealing property
property of the value of the article
article or
property so
so embezzled,
embezzled,
or property
taken, or secreted,
secreted, or of the value of any sum of money
or due
money payable
payable or
due
upon any right in action so embezzled.
embezzled.
Sic. 6.
6. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That every embezzlement
it further
embezzlement of any
Embezzlement
any Embezzlement
evidence of
of debt,
debt, negotiable
negotiable by
by delivery
of evdences of
evidence
delivery only, and actually executed by geb=dx
the
master or employer of any such clerk, agent, officer, or servant,
the master
not delivservant, but
but but
but not
delivnot
not delivered
delivered or issued as a
avalid instrument, shall be deemed an
an offence
offence ere&
ered.
within the meaning of the last preceding section.
section.
SEC.
SEC. 7.
7. And
And be itfurther enacted,
enacted, That every person who shall buy, or k Penalty
Penalty for
for
in any
any way
way receive
receive any money, goods, rights in action, government
government bonds,
in
bonds,
i
ygborreeiving
ititlk=114;
United
States treasury
effects whatUnited States
treasury notes,
notes, or other valuable security or effects
what- emnbezzled
embezzled prop..
prop
ever, or government
government stamps, knowing the same to
have been
been embezzled,
embezzled, erty;
erty;
to have
taken, or
or secreted,
secreted, contrary to the provisions
taken,
provisions of the two last sections,
sections, shall,
shall,
upon conviction, be punished in the same manner, and
and to
to the
the same
same extent
extent
as therein
prescribed upon aa conviction
as
therein prescribed
conviction of a
a servant,
servant, clerk, or agent for
for
such embezzlement.
embezzlement.
SEC.
8. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That if any carrier or other person, upon
S
EC. 8.
upon carriers
carriers
for h
to whom any goods, money, right
right in
ac ti on ,or any
an y valuable
va l
uabl e persona
e
i
o
ren,
vf
o
o
r
r
ti
t
n
a
in action,
personallf
or hire,
fortakproperty
property or effects, shall have been delivered to be transported
or carried,
carried, c.'propertyd
property e.
transported or
for hire,
hire, or any person
person employed
employed in
i
n suc
rans p
or t
ati on or carry
i
ng, s
hall ,them
livered
to them
suchh t
transportation
carrying,
shall,
livered to

L.

without the
assent of
of his
his employer,
take, embezzle,
embezzle, or convert
for carriage.
without
the assent
employer, take,
convert to his own for
carriag
e'
goods, money, right in
use, such (roods,
rty o
ffec t
s,
or any
any part
par tof
of
in action, prope
property
orr e
effects,
or
them, and before delivery
delivery of such article at
the place
to the
the person
at the
place or
or to
person
entitled to
to receive
receive them, he shall, upon conviction,
entitled
conviction, be punished in
in the
the
manner
feloniously stealing property of
manner prescribed by law for feloniously
value
of the
the value
converted, or
of the article so taken,
taken, embezzled,
embezzled, converted,
or secreted.
SEC.
9. And be it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 9.
enacted, That all
t
o i
m - Persons
all persons
persons sentenced
sentenced to
imPersons imimprisonment in
in the
said District may be employed at such labor, and prisoned injail
prisonment
the jail of said
may
be
employ.
under such
under
such regulations,
regulations, as may be prescribed
prescribed by the supreme
supreme court of said ad
at hard
boY;
ed at
hard labor.
District, and the proceeds
proceeds thereof applied to defray
expenses of
of the
the
defray the
the expenses
trial and conviction of any such
such person.
person.
SEC.
10. And
And be it further enacted,
SEC. 10.
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
the Rules for the
make
supreme court of said
said District
Di st
ri
ctto
t
o ma
ke suc
h ru
l
es for
f
or the
th e government
dissuch
rules
government and
and rya
government,
disrnaendt,
iption ,
ofn
pr prodiscipline of the prisoners confined
confi ne din
i
n said
sa id jail
jail as
sh
all b
deemednecesneces- teo
as shall
bee deemed
tection of prisary for
for the
sary
the health,
health, security,
security, and the protection
protection of said prisoners from cruel oners
°here in
in the
the jail.
treatment
treatment by any person
person in charge thereof.
thereof.
SEC.
11. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That on the trial of any person
S
EC. 11.
person titled
Defendant
to fourena
charged with
crime, the
pun i
sh
men t w
hereo fmay
may be
be confinement
con fi nement in
pti Defendant
an.
charged
with a
a crime,
the punishment
whereof
in peremptory
e
t
td
inptc
torf
'r
the
or District jail, the defendant
the penitentiary
penitentiary or
defendant shall be entitled to
challenges'
to four challenges
peremptory
offjurors.
peremptory challenges
challenge s o
jurors .
&o.
when, &c.
SEC.
12. And
And be
S
EC. 12.
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That in all criminal
criminal trials the said
said
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supreme
court, or
the judge
judge trying
trying the
case, may
may allow
such number
of
number of
allow such
the case,
or the
supreme court,
witnesses on behalf of the defendant as may appear necessary,
necessary, and the
fees thereof,
with the
the costs
costs of
of service,
be paid
in the
the same
same manner
as
manner as
paid in
to be
service, to
thereof, with
fees
government witnesses
are now paid.
witnesses are
government
inDistrict insaid District
laws of
all laws
SEC. 13.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
of said
itfurther
be it
And be
13. And
Repealing
SEC.
clause.
consistent with the provisions of this act be, and the same are hereby,
clause.
its passage.
passage.
and that
that this
this act
act shall
effect from
from and
and after
after its
take effect
shall take
When act takes repealed;
repealed; and
When
effect.
APPROVED,
1867.
effect.
APPROVED, February
February 22,
22, 1867.
Court may allow
witnesses for
for
low witnesses
defence
to be
be
defence to
paid as, &.
&c.

CHAP.LXVI.
LXVI.-— An
An Act
to restore
Lieutenant Joseph
P. Fyffe
Grade in Active
Fyffe to his Grade
Joseph P.
restore Lieutenant
Act to
1867. CHAP.
22. 1867.
Feb. 22.
Service of the Navy.
Navy.
Service

United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the President of the
Lieut. Joseph
Joseph States
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
Licut.

P. Fyffe
Fyffe may
be United States be authorized to nominate, and with the advice and consent
P.
may be
consent
appointed to the
appoint, Lieutenant
Lieutenant Joseph
Fyffe to
active list
list of
of
the active
to the
P. Fyffe
Joseph P.
to appoint,
Senate to
the Senate
active list of the of
of the
active
the navy, and to restore
restore him to the rank to which he may be entitled
entitled
navy, &c.
thereon.
APPROVED, February
22, 1867.
1867.
February 22,
APPROVED,
Feb. 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

CHAP. LXVII.
LXVII. -— An
An Act
the Compensation
Compensation for
for the Bailiffs and
Criers of
of the
and Criers
fixing the
Act fixing
CHAP.
Courts
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
Courts of the District

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
the United
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
criers, who
assembled, That the bailiffs
Congress assembled,
Pay of bailiffs States
States of America in Congress
bailiffs and
andcriers,
who
Pay

ofDisthe
and
nourts
and criers
criers
of the
of
trict
Columof Colmterit of
bia.
bia.

required by the marshal or courts
are required
are
courts of the District of Columbia to attend
upon
the
district,
circuit,
or
criminal
court of
of said
said District,
be
shall be
District, shall
criminal court
or
circuit,
district,
tend upon the
day's
for each
paid
by said
marshal three
three dollars
and fifty
per day
day for
each day's
fifty cents
cents per
dollars and
said marshal
paid by
commenlaw,) commenprovided by
now provided
attendance
(instead of
two dollars,
as now
by law,)
dollars, as
of two
attendance, (instead
hundred and sixty-six.
cing with
with ;he
first of
of January,
January, eighteeh
eighteeh hundred
the first
cing
February 22, 1867.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,

Feb. 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

submerged Tubular Bridge
CHAP.LXXVI.
LXXVI.
—
Act to authorize
Construction of a
a submerged
authorize the Construction
- An
An Act
CHAP.
across the Mississippi
across
Mississippi River at the City of Saint Louis.

Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
enacted Iby
by the Senate and House of Representatives
"Mississippi SubA submerged States
Congress assembled, That the "Mississippi
States of America in Congress
A
iron
tubulare
irn tubular
bridge may be
be
built and
and mainmainbuilt
taied across the
tallied
Mississippi river
at
Saint Louis.
Louis.
at Saint

merged
Bridge Company,"
Company," a
organized under
under the
the
a corporation
corporation organized
Tubular Bridge
merged Tubular
empowered
to
laws
of the
of Missouri,
and the
hereby, empowered
empowered to
is hereby,
the same
same is
be, and
Missouri, be,
State of
the State
laws of
across
iron tubular
a submerged
operate a
construct, maintain, and operate
submerged iron
tubular bridge across
,
. . . .
t
he Mississippi
Mississippi river,
between the city of Saint Louis, in the State of
river, between
the

Missouri,
Missouri, and the city of East Saint Louis, in the State of Illinois, subincorporation and not
ject
conditions contained
contained in said act of incorporation
not
ject to all the conditions

inconsistent with
provisions of
of this act. And in case of any litigation
the provisions
with the
Questions of inconsistent
alleged obstruction,
obstructing the arising from any obstruction, or alleged
obstruction, to the free navigation
navigation
free navigation
free
of
may of
or said
said waters,
waters, the
may be
be tried
court of the
district court
before the district
tried before
cause may
the cause
river may
of the
the river
said obstruction
be tried
tried in
in what
what United
of any
State in
any portion
portion of
of said
obstruction or
or
in which
which any
any State
States of
United States
courts.
bridge touches.
courts,
touches.
Top of bridge
bridge
SEC. 2.
2. And
be it
any bridge
built under
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That any
bridge built
under the
the proprof° be below the
visions
of
this
act
shall
be
tubular
in
construction,
and sunk below
below the bed
in
construction,
be
tubular
shall
this
act
of
visions
rier
beofthe
bed
bed of the river,
below the bed of
shall be
structure shall
&e,
of
said river,
that the
the top
of said
said structure
be below
top of
so that
river, so
of said
&c,
shall in no
so that
and so
the
channel of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi river,
river, and
that the
the same
same shall
the channel
when completed,
navigation when
wise
with or
or obstruct
obstruct navigation
completed, or prevent aa
wise interfere
interfere with
of vessels
for all
classes of
transit for
9afe
and expeditious
all classes
vessels upon
upon said river durexpeditious transit
safe and
construction.
i- construction.
under the
erected under
Any
SEC. 3.
And be
it further
further enacted,
any bridge
the
bridge erected
That any
enacted, That
be it
3. And
SEC.
Any such
such
a lawful
bridge to
to be
be aa provisions of this act shall be a
bridge
lawful structure, and shall be recognized
lawful structutree. and
upon which
and known
as a
apost-route,
post -route, upon
which also no higher charge shall be made
known as
awulpost-rututre
dapost-rou
the munitions
the troops,
mails, the
1nCharges
Charges for
for the
transmission over
the mails,
troops, the
munitions
of the
the same
same of
over the
the transmission
for for
railroad
which the railroad
per mile
transportation,
of war
war of
of the
United States,
than the
the rate
rate per
mile which
States, than
the United
transportation. of
receive for such services.
at either
companies terminating
companies
terminating at
either end
end receive

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
76, 77.
SESS.
II. Ca.
CH. 76,
77.

1867.
1867.
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SEC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
Sac.
enacted, That
no exclusive
right or
or privilege
That no
exclusive right
privilege
to any
shall ever be
be granted
granted to
steam railroads
railroads now
now concentrating
concentrating at
any of
of the
the steam
at
Louis by
Saint Louis or East Saint
Saint Louis
the said
said brid
ge company
to use
by the
bridge
company to
use the
the
same,
same, but
shall be
be equally
equally open
to all,
all, under
u nde r suc
h regu
l
at i
ons and
an d at
but it
it shall
open to
such
regulations
at
such charges
may be
be fixed,
charges as
as may
to exceed
exceed those
those now
now charged
by the
the
fixed, not
not to
charged by
Wiggins Ferry
Wiggins
Ferry Company.
Company.
APPROVED,
25, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 25,

Bridge to
to be
Bridge
be
len
equallynto
open tequally
to
r
a
oadss,a&c.
re. and
a
ra
nd at
at
roads,
what
what charges.
charges.

CHAP. LXXVII. -An
grantingLands
—An Act granting
Lands to
the State
Construe- Feb.
1867.
to the
State of
of Oregon
Oregon to
to aid
aidin
in the
the ConstrucFeb. 25,
25, 1867.
tion
a military
Dalles City, on the Columbia River,
River, to
Fort Boise,
Boise,
tion of a
military Wagon Road from Dales
to Fort
on the Snake
Snake River.
River.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
United
House of
of Representatives
the United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there be, and
States
of America in Congress
and hereby
hereby is,
is, Grant
Grant of
of land
land
granted to the State of Oregon,
to iar
stegon
w for
for a
in the
construction of
granted
Oregon, to aid in
the construction
of a
military in
a military
to
Oregon
a
wagon
road from Dalles City, on the Columbia river,
way of
wagon road
river, by
by way
Camp road,
r
aPn
of Camp
road, itc.
&c.
Watson, Canon
Basin, to
Watson,
Canon City, and Mormon
Mormon or Humboldt
Humboldt Basin,
to a
on Extentofgrant.
Extent of grant.
a point
point on
Snake river opposite Fort
Fort Boise,
Boise, in
in Idaho
alternate sections
Idaho Territory,
Territory, alternate
sections
of
by odd
numbers, to
of public lands, designated by
odd numbers,
extent of
of three
three secto the
the extent
sections
Provided, That
tions in width on each
each side of said
said road:
road: Provided,
That the
the lands
lands hereLands granted,
granted,
here- Lands
by
by granted
shall be
be exclusively
ppli ed t
o th
t
ruct i
on of
ofsa
id road,
road, ped.
hrto
be apgranted shall
exclusively a
applied
to
thee cons
construction
said
howto be
apand
to no other purpose;
disposed of
and to
purpose; and shall be
be disposed
of only
as the
the work
only as
work propro- plied.
gresses: And providedfurther,
any and
and all
all lands
gresses:
provided further, That any
lands heretofore
heretofore reserved
reserved Reservations.
Reservations.
to the
the United
United States,
States, or otherwise appropriated
by act
to
appropriated by
or
act of
of Congress
Congress or
be, and
other competent authority, be,
and the
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, reserved
reserved from
from
the operation
operation of this act, except so far as
it may
the
as it
may be
necessary to
locate Right
Right of
way
be necessary
to locate
of way
the route
route of
said road
of said
road through
thro ug hth
e same
i
n which
w hi ch ease
th
e r
i
gh
t of
of way
over lands
rethe
same,,in
case the
right
way over
lands reto
Andprovided
to the
the width of one hundred
hundred feet is granted:
granted: And
provided further,
further, That
That served.
seT.Ttml• 11 d
AMineral lands
the grant
grant hereby
hereby made
the
made shall
shall not
notem
brace any
any m
i
nera ll
an d
s o
he United
embrace
mineral
lands
offt
the
United noninnceiruade'dIns
not included in
States.
States.
grant.
grant.
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the lands hereby granted to Lands granted,
S
EC. 2.
2. And
said
said State
State shall
shall be disposed of by the legislature
legislature thereof
thereof for
for the
the purpose
how only
purpose how
only to
to be
be
aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
for no
no other;
other ; and
an d the
th e sa
id roa
sh
all b
rema i
n a
a pubdisgst
ad
i
d
toof.
ofin a
and for
said
roaddshall
bee an
anddremain
pub- disposed
lie highway
highway for
United States,
lie
for the use of the government
government of
of the
the United
States, free
from
free from
tolls or
or other
charges upon the transportation
transportation of any
any property,
property, troops,
tolls
other charges
troops, or
or
mails
the United
mails of
of the
United State
Statess
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
That said
SEC. 3. And
it further
enacted, That
said road
shall be
constructed
road shall
be constructed
with such
such width,
of its
its regular
regular use
use as
with
width, gradation,
gradation, and bridges as to permit of'
as
a wagon
wagon road, and in such other
manner as
a
other special
special manner
as the
the State
State of
of Oregon
Oregon
may prescribe.
prescribe.
may

Road to be a

public highway,
public
highway,
and free
free to
to the
the
and
'United
Uted States.
States.
Road, how
how to
Road,
to
be constructed.
be
constructed.

SEC.
4. And be it further
further enacted,
SEC. 4.
enacted, That
That the
State of
Oregon is
is authorauthor- Additional
Additional
the State
of Oregon
ized
construction of said road an
an additional
additional t
publiclandsmay
ized to
to locate
locate and
and use in the construction
e
ubul
s
iceri
nd s
tgay
lands, not
not p
amount of public lands,
rev i
ous ly reserved
reserve d to t
he United
States nor
struction
n of
of
previously
the
United States
nor con
construction
otherwise
otherwise disposed of,
of, and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding ten
miles in
distance from
it, the
ten miles
in distance
from it,
the road.
road.
equal
reserved from
equal to the amount reserved
the operation
operation of
of this
this act
act in
in the
from the
the first
first
section
in alternate
alternate odd
section of the same, to be selected
selected in
sections as
in
odd sections
as provided
provided in
section
first of
section first
of this
this act.
act.
SEc. 5.
5. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That lands hereby
to said
said Lands
Lands granted,
granted,
Sec.
hereby granted to
disposed
State shall be dispo
se d of
ofonly
on l
y i
n th
e following
f
oll ow i
ng manner, that
th
at is
i
s to say:
to be
disin
the
say: how
how to
bedis
when
the governor
governor of
said State shall certify to the Secretary
In- posed
posed of
of.
when the
of said
Secretary of the Interior
ten continuous
tenor that
that ten
continuous miles of said road
road are completed,
completed, then
then a
a quanquantity
of the
land hereby granted, not to
to exceed
tity of
the land
exceed thirty
thirty sections,
sections, may
may be
be sold,
sold,
and
from time
time to
and if
if said
and so
so on
on from
to time
time until said road shall be completed; and
said
To
revert to
to
To revert
ted
t
s
littes
teU
a tesun
,
niiuted
road is
is not
not completed
com pl et
ed w
ithi n five
fi ve years, no f
urt h
er sales
sa l
es shall
be made,
within
further
shall be
made,ess,
s
and the
lands remaining unsold shall revert to the
the United
States.
and
the lands
United States.
&c.

SEC.
6. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That the United
United States surveyorS
EC. 6.
be it
enacted, That
surveyor-

granted
Lands gran
ted

general
for the
the district
of Oregon
Oregon shall cause
so granted
granted to
to be
general for
district of
cause said lands
lands so
be to
to be
be surveyed.
surveyed.
surveyed
the earliest practicable
practicable period after
surveyed at
at the
after said
said State
enState shall
shall have
have enacted
the necessary legislation to carry
this act
acted the
carry this
act into
effect.
into effect.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
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CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SES S. II.
II.
SESS.

CE.
CH. 78, 79, 80, 81.

1867.

"An
entitled "An
Feb. 25,
CHAP.LXXVIII.
LXXVIIL -—An
Act to
the twenty-first Section
Section of an Act entitled
to amend
amend the
An Act
Feb.
25, 1867.
1867. CHAP.
1866,
ch. 201,
Act
further to
approved July eighteenth,
eighteenth,
Purposes," approved
prevent Smuggling and for other Purposes,"
to prevent
Act further
1866, ch.
201,
§
21.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six.
eighteen
§ 21.
Ante, p. 183.

Ante, p l- .

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and Rouse
Representatives of the United
House of
of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
assembled, That
an
of an
twenty-one of
section twenty-one
That section
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
act entitled
entitled "
An act
act to
smuggling and
for other
purposes," apother purposes,"
and for
prevent smuggling
to prevent
"An
act
amended by
sixty-six,
for tssteam oftug-- proved July eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty
-six, be amended
boa
not
tne
Un
ited States.
States,
adding
to said
section twenty-one
twenty-one the
the following
Provided, That
That
proviso: ""Provided,
following proviso:
said section
adding to
United
employed in
this
shall not
apply, or
or be
to any case where the
be held
held to apply, to
not apply,
this section
section shall
in
employed
towing,
&c. not
not said
said towing
towing in
in whole
or in
in part
within or upon foreign waters. And
And
is within
part is
whole or
&c.
towing,
apply to certo
tain
towing.
provided, That
That any
foreign railroad
corporation, whose road
company or corporation,
railroad company
any foreign
provided,
tain towing.
enters the
United States
ferry or tug boat, may own such
of aaferry
means of
by means
States by
the United
enters
boat,
and it
it shall
be subject
subject to
to no
no other
restrictions or regudifferent restrictions
or different
other or
shall be
boat, and
lations
in such
than if
if owned
owned by
citizen of the United
by aa citizen
employment, than
such employment,
lations in
States."
States."
Forfeiture of
Forfeiture of
fifty
ton
cents aaton
fifty cents

A PPROVED, February
1867.
25, 1867.
February 25,
APPROVED,

Feb.
1867.
25, 1867.
Feb. 25,
1866,
ch. 299,
299,
1866, ch.

4412.
12.
Ante,
p. 334.
334.
Ante, p.
Judge
advoJudge advo-

CHAP.LXXIX.
LXXIX.—An
Act to amend Section twelve,
Chapter two hundred
hundredand ninety-nine,
wdelve, Chapter
- An Act
CHAP.
Session of the Thirty-Ninth Congress.
First Session
of the Laws of the First

and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted

States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
section
assembled, That the last clause of section
States
cates
cotes of tie
the arCr- twelve,
twelve, of
of chapter
hundred and ninety-nine, of the laws of first sestwo hundred
chapter two
mv, tenure of
my,
office of, Ste.
sion
approved July twenty-eighth, eighteen hunthirty-ninth Congress, approved
sion thirty-ninth
of, &c.
office
dred
and sixty-six,
amended by repealing all after and includsixty-six, is hereby amended
dred and
ing
words "
provided by law," so as to place the judge
otherwise provided
" until
until otherwise
ing the
the words
retained in service
advocates
service upon the same
advocates thereby authorized to be retained
footing
respect to
of office and otherwise as other officers of
to tenure
tenure of
in respect
footing in
the army of the United States.
States'.
APPROVED, February
25, 1867.
1867.
February 25,
APPROVED,

Feb. 26,
1867.
25,1867.

Buildings
Buildings
erected
railroad
by
compaany
raiecrtd bcopathe milny upon
upon the
itar
reservation
itary reservation
at I,on Gratiot,
to
be
or
of
wood or
be
to of wood
ffre-proof.
fre-proof.
1869,
1859, ch. 26.
Vol. xi.

p. 381.

1867.
Feb. 25,
25, 1867.

granting the Right of Way
Act granting
An Act
CHAP.LXXX.
LXXX.-— An
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act
Way over the military
military
CHAP.
Reserve at
at Fort
Gratiot, Michigan.
Michigan.
Fort Gratiot,

the United
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and Rouse
enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
in Congress
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the act entitled ""An act
granting
the right
of way
depot grounds
grounds upon,
upon, the military reand depot
over, and
way over,
right of
granting the
serve of
passed February
February the
the
Michigan," passed
Fort Gratiot, in the State of Michigan,"
of Fort
serve
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, be, and the same is hereby,
c
amended by
by inserting
proviso, after
after the
word "wood,"
"wood," the
the word
last proviso,
the last
in the
inserting in
amended
" that all buildings to
words "or
"or fire-proof,"
fire-proof," so that the same shall read, "
be erected
erected upon said reservation shall be of wood or fire-proof."
APPROVED,
A PPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
VFrCHAP.LXXXI.
LXXXI.—
Collection Districts
Maryland and VirDistricts in Maryland
certain Collection
change certain
to change
- An
An Act to
CHAP.
gin
i
a.
ginia.

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
assembled, That the districts of Oxford and
Congress assembled,
States
tes of America in Congress
Vienna in
the State
abolished,
Maryland be, and the same are hereby, abolished,
State of Maryland
in the
Vienna
discontinued.
and the office of collector
collector of both said districts
districts is hereby
hereby discontinued.
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
district of Oxford, in said
the district
it further
2. And
SEC. 2.
State, shall be annexed to the district of Baltimore; and all that part of
the
district of
said State,
on the
and all
the
all the
sea-coast, and
the sea-coast,
bordering on
State, bordering
in said
Vienna, in
of Vienna,
the district
waters which
which flow into the sea or bays on the east side of said district of
waters
annexed to the district of CherryVienna,
Vienna, be, and the same are hereby, annexed
Stone,
the State
district of
Virginia, and that all the residue of said district
of Virginia,
State of
in the
Stone, in
Vienna be, and the same is hereby, made aa new district, to be called the
eastern
district, and
collector of
of said
said eastern
shall reeastern district shall
the collector
and that
that the
eastern district,
Cri,
ceive
ceive an annual salary of twelve hundred dollars, and shall reside at Criqi
district.
the port
port of
field, which
Crisfield
Crisfield to be field,
which shall
shall be
be the
of entry
entry for
for said
said new
new district.
the port of entry.
entry.
the

Collection disdi,tricts of Oxford
and Vienna
in
Vefnnain'
andt
Maryland
abolMaryland abol&.
ished, &c.
Oxford district
district
to
be annexed
annexed to
to be
the district of
Baltimore. of
aistrict
District
Vienna annexed
in part to Cherin
ry-Stone district,
and
the rest
rest '
and the
made the eastem district
district, sal
ern
Collector, salary, residence.
residence.
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SEC.
enacted, That the offices
offices of surveyor at Snow
S
EC. 3. And be it further enacted,
Hill, and of deputy collector at Annamasset
Annamasset and Deal's Island be,
be, and
and the
the
same are hereby, discontinued,
discontinued.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That all acts
acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are hereby repealed.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.

Offices of aa
ceoeflteacitnordearzty
certain deputy
surveyor
surveyor disco'sdicontinned.
Repealing

CHAP. LXXXII.
LXXXIL—An
Act relative
relative to
in North
North Carolina.
Carolina.
- An Act
to Collection
Collection Districts
Districtsin

Feb.
25, 1867.
Feb. 25,1867.

cepealing

clause.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it enacted
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
assembled, That
from and
after the
the first
first
Four
collecThat from
and after
Four collece
day of October, anno Domini eighteen hundred
there shall
hundred and sixty-six, there
shall tablisetdri
ta
tmb
n
lis
di
l
i
s
e
r nts sd
be in the State of North Carolina
collection districts,
Carolina four collection
to wit:
one, to
to North
North Carolina.
districts, to
wit: one,
Carolina.
be called
called the
the district of Albemarle,
Albemarle, which
which shall
include Albemarle,
Curri- Albemarle.
Albemarle.
shall include
Albemarle, CurriCroatan sounds,
sounds, and
tuck, and Croatan
waters, shores,
shores, harbors,
harbors, rivers,
creeks,
and all
all the
the waters,
rivers, creeks,
to and
bays, and inlets adjacent
adjacent to
into the
together with
and flowing
flowing into
the said
said sounds,
sounds, together
with
that part of Pamlico sound north of
of and
and including
inlet, and
including Loggerhead
Loggerhead inlet,
and
all waters
thereto. And
waters and shores appertaining thereto.
the port
port of
of entry
for said
And the
entry for
said Port
Port of
of entry
entry
be at
at Plymouth.
district shall be
Plymouth. Another
Another to
to be
ed the
th e di
st
ri
ct o
am -at
Plymouth.
be call
called
district
off P
Pamat Plymouth.
Pamlico.
lico, which shall include
include Pamlico sound, and all the waters,
waters, shores,
shores, harhar- Pamlico.
creeks, bays, and inlets adjacent
adjacent to
bors, rivers,
rivers, creeks,
to and
said
and flowing
flowing into
into said
sound, exclusive
exclusive of the
the district
district of
and including
of Albemarle,
Albemarle, and
including the
the south
south line
line
of Neuse river to the northern
northern entrance of Core sound, and
and the
the port
port of
Port of entry
entry
of Portof
Pamlico shall be at Newbern.
to be
entry for said district of Pamlico
Newbern. Another
Another to
be at Newborn
Newb e rn.'
all the
the waters,
called the district
district of Beaufort,
Beaufort, which shall include
include all
waters, shores,
shores, Beaufort.
Beaufort.
harbors,
south of
of the
the district
harbors, creeks, bays, and inlets south
of Pamlico,
and north
district of
Pamlico, and
north
of
and including
New river
dis- Port
of and
including New
river and inlet; and the port of entry for said disPort of
of entry
entry
trict of Beaufort shall be at Beaufort. And another
dis- at
another to be called the disat Beaufort.
Beaufort.
trict of Wilmington,
Wilmington, which shall include all waters, shores,
shores, harbors,
Wilmington.
harbors, creeks,
creeks, Wilmington.
bays, and inlets south
of the
the district
south of
of Beaufort
to the
the southern
boundary
district of
Beaufort to
southern boundary
of the said State, and the port of entry for said
said district
district of
Wilmington aort
t
of
entry
of Wilmington
of entry
collector of
shall be at Wilmington. And the collector
each of
of sa
id districts
di st
ri
ct
s shall
colt:Be
i
:orsp..
of each
said
shall a Collectos,
ap.
reside at the port of entry thereof, and shall be appointed
the Presiappointed by
by the
Presi- pointment,
pointment, resiresident by and with the advice 'and consent
Senate, and receive
receive a
consent of the Senate,
sal- a
ence, salary.
a saldence,
annum in
ary at the rate of one thousand dollars per annum
in addition
addition to
to the
the fees
fees
of office:
Provided, That
That such compensation
Proviso.
of
office: Provided,
compensation shall in no case exceed the
Proviso.
sum of
sum
of twenty-five
in the
twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum
annum in
the aggregate.
aggregate.
SEC.
of the
S
EC. 2. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of
Port of
of entry
entry
the Treasury,
Treasury, Port
to him
him necessary,
should it at any time hereafter
hereafter seem to
nec ess ary, may
may change
t
i
rie
nS
te
rn
alfyoritdischane the
the in
Beaufort
dis-

es-

trict may be

Beaufort to
port of entry in the district of Beaufort from
from Beaufort
to Morehead
Morehead city;
city; changed.
changed.
and that all acts and parts
Repealing
parts of acts conflicting
conflicting with the provisions
provisions of this
Repealing
act be,
be, and
and the
the same
same are
are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed. clause.
clause.
APPROVED,
February 25,
APPROVED, February
25, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. LXXXIII.—An
LXXXIII. -An Act to amend
amend the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act further
for Feb.
25, 1867.
1867.
"An Ac
further to
to provide
provide for
Feb. 25,
the Safety
Safety of
of the
the Lives
Lives of
of Passengers
Passengerson
on board
board of Vessels propelle
in whole or or in
in part
h. 234,
9.9.
the
propelled- in
part 1866,
1866, ch.
234, §
by Steam,
Steam, to
to regulate
the Salaries
Salariesof Steamboat Inspectors,
for other Purposes,'
by
regulate the
inspectors, and for
Pmposes," opAnte,
p.
228.
ap,te p. 228.
proved
July 25,
proved July
25, 1866.
1866.

Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States
America in
in Congress
of the act
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section nine of
act Sectionnine
Section nine of
of
e
" An act to amend
forla
entitled "
amend the act entitled
entitled ' An
An act further to
to provide
provide for
t
of 1866,
the It
act of
oh. 234, amendthe safety
safety of the lives
passengers on board of vessels propelled
propelled in whole ed.
the
lives of passengers
ed.
salaries of
of steamboat
or in part by steam, to regulate the salaries
steamboat inspectors,
inspectors, and
for
and for
other purposes,'"
twenty-five, eighteen
purposes," approved
approved July twenty-five,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyand sixtysix, be,
be, and
and the same
same is hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
six,
follows :—
SEC.
navigating the bags What
SEC. 9.
9. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all vessels navigating
what vessels
vessels
[bays,] inlets, rivers, harbors,
other waters
waters of
harbors, and other
of the
United States,
States, exex- subject
subject to
to the
the
the United
power, and engaged
cept vessels subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of aaforeign power,
engaged in
nsvi g
atilm laWs
in navigation
foreign trade,
trade, and not owned in whole or in part by
by aa citizen
citizen of
foreign
of the
the United
United
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States, shall
be subject
subject to
the navigation
navigation laws
of the
the United
States; and
and
laws of
United States;
to the
States,
shall be
all
in whole
whole or
or in
part by
by steam,
and navigating
as
steam, and
navigating as
propelled in
in part
all vessels
vessels propelled
aforesaid, shall also be subject to all rules and regulations
consistent
aforesaid,
regulations consistent
therewith,
established for
government of
steam vessels
in passing,
vessels in
passing, as
as
for the
the government
of steam
therewith, established
provided
in the
the twenty-ninth
of an
act relating
to steam
steam vessels,
provided in
twenty-ninth section
section of
an act
relating to
approved the thirtieth day of August
approved
August eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-two.
Sea-going
And
sea-going steam
vessel now
now subject
subject or
made subject
to
subject to
And every
every sea-going
steam vessel
or hereby
hereby made
steam
laws of
the rules
and regulations
steam vessels,
vessels, the
the navigation
navigation laws
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and to
to the
rules and
regulations
except,
&c.
except,
&c.
when
aforesaid,
way, except
except upon
be under
under the
the
seas, be
the high
high seas,
upon the
under way,
shall, when
when under
aforesaid, shall,
when under
under
way,
control
and direction
direction of
pilots licensed
licensed by
by the
the inspectors
inspectors of
of steam
way, except
control and
of pilots
steam vessels;
vessels;
upon
the high
high
vessels
of other
countries and
public vessels
of the
the United
United States
only
States only
vessels of
and public
vessels of
other countries
spasnhe
seas,
to
be unseas,
to be
under the
the direction
however, That
That nothing
this act,
act, or
or in
the act
of
in the
act of
nothing in
in this
Provided, however,
der
direction excepted:
excepted: Provided,
pilots.
of pilots,
is amendatory,
amendatory, shall be
which it is
to annul
or affect
affect any
any regularegulabe construed
construed to
annul or
Certain existentering regulations tion
tion established
the existing
existing law
law of
State requiring
requiring vessels enterof any
any State
by the
established by
inereguaionrs
under State
State laws ing
ing or
or leaving
leaving aaport
such State
to take
pilot duly
duly licensed
take aapilot
licensed or
or authorauthorport in
in such
State to
not affected'
affected.
ized by
by the
the laws of
the waters
waters of
of such State,
State, or
or of aaState
State situate
situate upon
upon the
of
the same
same port.
port.
the
APPROVED,
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
Steam vessels
to be subject to
regulations.
regulations.
1852,
ch. 106,
106,
1852 ch.
§
i 29.
Vol.
x.
p.
Vol. x. p. 72.
72.

27, 1867.
Feb. 27,1867.

River, at
at
Bridge, across
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Act declaring
Clinton Bridge,
declaring Clinton
CHAP. XCVIII.—
XCVIII. - An Act
Clinton, in the State of Iowa,
a Post-Route.
Post-Route.
Iowa, a
Clinton,

United
Be
it enacted
of the United
House of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
enacted by
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the bridge
MiSAmerica in
bridge across
across the
the MisStates of
of America
bridge across the
the sissippi
issippir river
erected
erected by the Albany Bridge
Bridge Company, and the Chicago,
r
Mississippi rive ,
.
declare da
a
t
p
r
osvt
e,
- Iowa,
and Nebraska
Company, under
under the
the authority
authority of
the State[s]
of the
State[s]
Railroad Company,
Iowa, and
Nebraska Railroad
declared
postroute,
of Iowa and Illinois, between the towns of Clinton, Iowa, and Albany,
route.
Illinois, shall
lawful structure,
be recognized
known
be a
a lawful
structure, and
and shall
shall be
recognized and known
Illinois,
shall be
Rates
of cons,
as a
post-route, .upon
higher charge
charge shall
for the
the
shall be
be made
made for
which also
also no
no higher
upon which
oolls, as
a post-route,
Rates of
&c.
transmission over the same of the mails, the troops, and the munitions of
Sto.
of
war
the United
paid for
their transportatransportaStates, than
than the
the rate
rate per
per mile
mile paid
for their
war of
of the
United States,
tion
over the
the railroads
railroads or
to the
the said
said bridge.
bridge.
leading to
tion over
or public
public highways
highways leading
further enacted,
That the draw of said bridge shall
Regulations
S
EC. 2. And
it further
enacted, That
SEC.
And be it
Regulations as
to the draw of
of b
promp tl y upon
up
on reasonable
reasonabl e s
i
gnalf
or th
passage o
oa t
s
tothe
bee opene
openedd promptly
signal
for
thee passage
offb
boats
tlie
bridge
the bridge
whose construction
construction shall not be such as to admit of their passage under
under
the permanent
permanent spans
bridge, except
except when
when trains
passing over
over
are passing
the
spans of
of said
said bridge,
trains are
unnecessary delay occur
occur in opening the
the same; but
but in
in no case
case shall unnecessary
said
during or
or after
after the
the passage
passage of trains.
said draw
draw during
Litigation ariaS
EC. 3.
3. And
it further
enacted, That
That in
of any
any litigation
herearisSEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
in case
case of
litigation herein
bgt
g
struction
frum alleged
after
arising
from
any
alleged
obstruction
free
navigation
said
to
the
free
navigation
of
said
fruom
alleged
after
arising
from
any
alleged
obstruction
to
obstruction
o
navigation,
river,
circuit court
court of the
the United
United States
States
tried before
before the
the circuit
river, the
the cause may be tried
navigation,
whereto
of said obstruction or bridge touches.
where to be tried.
tried, of any State in which
which any portion of'
Ar.t
S
EC. 4.
4. And
it further
That the
alter or
right to
to alter
or amend
amend
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the right
SEC.
And be
Act may be
am nded so as, this act so as to prevent or remove
atlY
remove all
material obstructions
to the
the navinaviall material
obstructions to
ize
gation of said river, by the construction of said bridge, is hereby expressly
expressly
reserved.
APPROVED,
February 27,
27, 1867.
APPROVED, February
1867.
The Clinton

Feb.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.

Consular and
and
Consular
diplomatic exdiplomatic
expenses appropriation.

Envoys ex-

traordinary,

ministers and
commissioners.
eommissioners.

CHAP.
Consular and Diplomatic
Diplomatic ExAppropriations for the Consular
XCIX. -— An
An Act
Act making Appropriations
CHAP. XCIX.
penses
June, eighteen
penses of the Government for the Year ending thirtieth
thirtieth June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtyeight,
Purposes.
eight, and for other
other Purposes.

Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the following
following sums
sums be,
States
1
and the
the same
same are
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
the treasury
treasury
in the
money in
hereby, appropriated,
are hereby,
and
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the objects hereafter expressed,
expressed, for the
fiscal year ending the thirtieth
thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
namely:—
namely:For salaries of envoys extraordinary,
extraordinary, ministers, and commissioners of
the United
States at
Great Britain,
Britain, France,
France, Russia,
Russia, Prussia,
Spain, AusAusPrussia, Spain,
at Great
United States
the
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tria, Brazil, republic of Mexico,
Peru, Portugal,
Mexico, China,
China, Italy,
Italy, Chili,
Chili, Peru,
Portugal,
Switzerland, Belgium,
Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Sweden,
Turkey, New
New GrenGrenSweden, Turkey,
ada, Bolivia, Ecuador,
Ecuador, Venezuela,
Venezuela, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Sandwich
Sandwich
Islands, Costa Rica,
Rica, Honduras, Argentine
Argentine Confederation,
Confederation, Paraguay,
Paraguay,
Japan,
Salvador, three hundred and one thousand dollars: Provided,
Japan, and Salvador,
Provided,
That no money shall be paid to the present Minister
Minister Resident at
Pre‘=ent minisat Portu- Present
gal out of any fund whatever; and this provision
continue in
in force
force ter
ter resident
residl.ent at
provision shall
shall continue
at
Portug,a
Portugal.
until repealed by Congress.
Congress. And no money hereby or otherwise approAmerican leappro- American
lepriated shall be paid for the support of an American legation
legation at
Rome, gation
gation at Rome.
at Rome,
from and after the thirtieth day of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-

seven.
seven.
secretaries of legation,
For salaries of secretaries
legation, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Secretaries of
Secretaries
of
For salaries of assistant secretaries of legation
legation at
at London
London and
and Paris,
Paris legation.
legation.
Assistant seethree thousand dollars.
retaries.
e
For salary of the interpreter to the legation to China, five thousand
thousand Interpreters.
Interpreters.
dollars.
For salary of the secretary
secretary of
legation to
to Turkey,
as interpreter,
of legation
Turkey, acting
acting as
interpreter,
three thousand dollars.
For salary of the interpreter
interpreter to the legation to Japan,
two thousand
thousand
Japan, two
five hundred dollars.
For contingent expenses of all the missions abroad, fifty thousand ContingentexContingent exdollars.
penses.
penses.
For contingent expenses of foreign intercourse,
thousand
intercourse, sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
dollars.
For expenses
For
expenses of intercourse
intercourse with the Barbary powers, three thousand
thousand Barbary powpow.
dollars.
ere.
ers.
For expenses
expenses of the consulates in the Turkish dominions,
inter- Consulates
Consulates in
in
dominions, namely:
namely: interpreters, guards, and other
expenses of
consu l
at
es at
at C
ons t
an ti nop l
e, te Tur
kish dopreters,
other expenses
of the
the consulates
Constantinople,
Turkish
doSmyrna, Candia,
Candia, Alexandria, and Beirut, two thousand five hundred
Smyrna,
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
For the relief and protection
countries, American seaFor
protection of American seamen in foreign countries,
sea.
e en t
t
i
n.foreign
foreign
per acts of February eighteen,
eighteen, eighteen
eighteen hund
re d an
i
x ty-th ree ,and
an d
nmen
hundred
andd s
sixty-three,
in
countries.
February twenty-eight, eighteen
February
eighteen hundred and eleven, two hundred
hundred thou- °Isll,
Nt r
i
l
,
e
:ii. 28.
ch.
sand dollars.
Vol. ii.
ii. p. 651.
661.
For expenses
expenses which
which may be incurred in acknowledging
acknowledging the
the services
services of
Rescue from
from
of Rescue
the masters
masters and crews
crews of foreign
ng citizens
citi zens o
th e United
Uni
te dshipwreck.
shipwreck.
fbreign vessels
vessels in rescui
rescuing
offthe
States from shipwreck, ten thousand dollars.
For the purchase of blank books, stationery,
stationery, book cases,
eases, arms
arms of
of the
the Blank
Blank books,
books,
stoa
s
t
t
i
tto
,r
ne
e
s
rytt,Ic
e.
x
United States, seals, presses, and flags, and for the payment of postages,
postages, postages
stationery,
&c.
and ex.
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of
of the consuls
consuls of the United States, including change.
and
'
Charlie.
loss by exchange,
exchange, fifty thousand dollars.
dollars.
For office
consuls-general, consuls,
office rent for those consuls-general,
consuls, and commercial agents
Office rent of
of
certain consulsallowed to trade, including
who are not allowed
including loss by exch
ang eth
ereon ,
f
or t
y-certain
exchange
thereon,
fortyconsulsgeneral,
8,zo.
five thousand
dollars.
general, &c.
five
thousand dollars.
For salaries of consuls-general,
consuls-general, consuls, commercial
commercial agents, and
and thirthirteen consular
consular clerks,
clerks, namely:namely :—
I. CONSULATES
CONSULATES GENERAL.
GENERAL.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE B.
B.

Consulates
Consulates

General.
General.
Schedule
Schedule B.
B.

Alexandria, Calcutta,
Calcutta, Constantinople, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Havana,
Havana,
Montreal,
Montreal, Shanghai.
II.
II. CONSULATES.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE B.

Acapulco, Aix-la-Chapelle,
Aix-la-Chapelle, Algiers, Amoy, Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, Antwerp,
Antwerp, As
As
pinwall, Bankok, Basle,
pinwall,
Basle, Belfast, Beirut, Buenos
Buenos Ayres, Bordeaux, Bremen, Brindisi, Boulogne, Barcelona,
Barcelona, Cadiz, Callao, Candia, Canton,
Canton,
Chemnitz,
Coaticook, Cork,
Chemnitz, in Saxony, Chin-Kiang, Clifton, Coaticook,
Cork, Demarara,
Demarara,

ConSulates.
Con'snlates.
Coneultes.
Schedule B.
B.
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Schedule B.
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Dundee, Elsinore,
Foo-choo, Funchal,
Funchal, Geneva,
Genoa, Gibraltar,
Geneva, Genoa,
Erie, Foo-choo,
Elsinore, Erie,
Dundee,
Glasgow,
Goderich, Guaymas,
Halifax, Hamburg,
Hamburg, Havre,
Havre, Honolulu,
Honolulu,
Guaymas, Halifax,
Glasgow, Goderich,
Hong-Kong, Hankow,
Hankow, Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, Kanagawa,
Kanagawa, Kingston,
Kingston, Jamaica, KingsHong-Kong,
ton
Canada, La
La Rochelle,
Rochelle, Laguayra,
Labaina, Leeds, Leghorn, LeipLaguayra, Lahaina,
in Canada,
ton in
sic,
Lisbon, Liverpool,
Manchester,
Malta, Manchester,
Malaga, Malta,
Lyons, Malaga,
London, Lyons,
Liverpool, London,
sic, Lisbon,
Matanzas,
Messina, Moscow,
Munich,
Moscow, Munich,
Melbourne, Messina,
Mauritius, Melbourne,
Marseilles, Mauritius,
Matanzas, Marseilles,
Nagasaki,
Naples, Nassau,
Indies,) Newcastle,
Newcastle, Nice, Nantes,
(West Indies,)
Nassau, (West
Nagasaki, Naples,
Odessa, Oporto,
Panama, Paris,
Pernambuco, Pictou,
Pictou, Ponce,
Paris, Pernambuco,
Palermo, Panama,
Oporto, Palermo,
Odessa,
Port Mahon,
Mahon, Prescott,
Edward Island,
Island, Quebec,
Quebec, Revel,
de
Revel, Rio de
Prince Edward
Prescott, Prince
Port
Janeiro,
Rome, Rotterdam,
San Juan
Sur, San
Juan, (Porto
(Porto Rico,)
San Juan,
del Sur,
Juan del
Rotterdam, San
Janeiro, Rome,
Saint
John, (Canada
(Canada East,)
Cuba, Port
Singapore,
Port Sarnia, Singapore,
de Cuba,
Santiago de
East,) Santiago
Saint John,
Smyrna,
(Newfoundland,) Saint PeJohn, (Newfoundland,)
Saint John,
Southampton, Saint
Spezzia, Southampton,
Smyrna, Spezzia,
tersburg, Saint
Pierre, (Martinique,)
(Martinique) Saint
Swatow,
Stuttgardt, Swatow,
Thomas, Stuttgardt,
Saint Thomas,
Saint Pierre,
tersburg,
Saint
Helena, Tampico,
Tampico, Tangier,
Trieste, Trinidad
Trinidad de Cuba,
Cuba,
Toronto, Trieste,
Tangier, Toronto,
Saint Helena,
Tripoli, Tunis,
Tunis, Turk's
Turk's Island,
Island, Valparaiso,
Windsor,
Vera Cruz, Vienna, Windsor,
Valparaiso, Vera
Tripoli,
Zurich. And
the salary
salary of
the consul
Chemnitz shall
be two thousand
shall be
at Chemnitz
consul at
of the
And the
Zurich.
dollars per
annum. And
the salaries
salaries of
consuls at Rome, Quebec,
the consuls
of the
And the
per annum.
dollars
Munich, and
Spezzia, respectively,
fifteen hundred dollars, and
and
be fifteen
shall be
respectively, shall
and Spezzia,
Munich,
present
the salary
salary at
at Spezzia
Spezzia shall
take effect
beginning of the presenc
the beginning
from the
effect from
shall take
the
fiscal year.
COMMIERCIAL AGENCIES.
III. COMMERCIAL
AGENCIES.
B.
SCHEDULE B.
SCHEDULE

Balize,
Madagascar, San
del Norte, Saint Domingo.
Juan del
San Juan
(Honduras,) Madagascar,
Balize, (Honduras,)
Consulates.
Consulates.
Schedule
Schedule C.
C.

IV.
IV.

CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE C.
C.

Aux Cayes,
Haytien, Cape
Batavia, Bay of Islands, Cape Haytien,
Bahia, Batavia,
Cayes, Bahia,
Aux
Town,
Ceylon, Cobija,
Falkland Islands,
Islands, Fayal,
Fayal,
Cobija, Cyprus, Falkland
Carthlagena, Ceylon,
Town, Carthagena,
Guayaquil,
Lanthala, Maranham, Matamoras, Mexico,
Mexico, Montevideo,
Montevideo, Omoa,
Guayaquil, Lanthala,
Payta, Para,
Paso del
del Norte,
Norte, Pirxus,
Grande, Sabanilla, Saint
Rio Grande,
Pireus, Rio
Para, Paso
Payta,
Catharine,
Santiago, (Cape Verde,)
Verde,) Stettin,
Cruz, (West Indies,) Santiago,
Catharine, Santa Cruz,
Tabasco, Tahita,
Talcahuano, Tumbez, Venice, Zanzibar.
Tahita, Talcahuano,
Tabasco,
Commercial
agencies.
Schedule C.
C.
Schedule

AGENCIES.
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
V. COMMTERCIAL
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE C.
C.

Amoor
River, Apia,
Apia, Gaboon,
Loando [Loanda,] includde Loando
Gaboon, Saint Paul de
Amoor River,
ing
loss by
by exchange
exchange thereon,
thereon, four hundred
hundred and thirty-one
thirty-one thousand five
ing loss
No
pay
to
any
hundred
dollars.
No money
appropriated by this act shall be applied to
money appropriated
No
dollars.
hundred
any
to
No
pay
consul, &c.
&c. ununconsul,
less a
of the
the payment
of salary
salary or
compensation to
representative
diplomatic representative
any diplomatic
to any
or compensation
payment of
a citizen
citizen of
less
commercial agent of the United States,
of any grade, or to any consul or commercial
the United
States.
who is not a
a citizen of the United States, native, or duly naturalized.
States,
naturalized.
consulates in China, including
Interpreters
For interpreters
interpreters to the consulates
including loss by exchange
exchange
Interpreters to
in
consulates
a e in
China, ina
thereon, five
five thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
thereon,
Ch
Bringing
expenses incurred
incurred under
under instructions from the Secretary of State,
For expenses
Bringing home For
and
crime, and
persons charged
char g
ed in bringing
bringin g home from foreign countries
countries persons charged
charged with crime,
bign
with crime.
expenses incident
incident thereto, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
expenses
Marshals
For salaries
salaries of the marshals
marshals for the consular
consular courts in Japan, including
including
Marshals of
including loss by exconsular courts.
courts, that at Nagasaki,
Nagasaki, and in China, Siam, and Turkey, including
dollars.
thousand dollars.
nine thousand
thereon, nine
change thereon,
Consulates es- change
tablished at
For
the salary
salary of
of consul
Mahe, Seychelle islands, and at San Dominconsul at Mahe,
For the
at
tablished
Mahe and San
go, which consulates
consulates are hereby established and added to schedule
schedule B, fifDomingo;
apteen
hundred dollars
dollars each,
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three
each,
hundred
teen
proprinaionapropriations.
Prisons
For
rent of
prisons for
convicts in Japan, China, Siam,
Siam, and
American convicts
for American
of prisons
For rent
Prisons for
American
conTurkey, and
keepers of the same, nine thousand dollars.
and for wages of the keepers
Turkey,
conAmerican
in Japan,
victs in
Japan,
c.
For
of ministers
consuls-general to Hayti and
and consuls-general
resident and
ministers resident
salaries of
For salaries
Jap,
&.s
Ministers resireal- Liberia, eleven thousand five hundred dollars.
to
dent, &c. to
Hayti and
LiFor
expenses under
under the
the act
of Congress,
Congress, to
to carry into effect the treaty
act of
For expenses
and LiHayti
beria.
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between the United States and her Britannic Majesty for the suppression
suppression Suppression of
of
African slave-trade,
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.slave-trade.
of the African
slave-trade, seventeen
slave-trade.
1862,
ch. 140.
1862, ch.
140.
For expenses
expenses under the act to encourage
encourage immigration, twenty
twenty thousand
thousand Vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 531.
581.
dollars.
Immigration.
Immigration.
1864,
ch. 246.
1864,
ch.
For expenses under the neutrality
neutrality act, twenty thousand dollars.
Vol.
xiii.
p. 246.
385.
For expenses
expenses of the commission
commission to run and mark
boundary line
Neutrality.
mark the
the boundary
line Neutrality.
between
between the United States and the British possessions bounding on Wash- Boundary line
line
on Washington
ington Territory, twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand and seventy dollars.
Territory.
Territory."
For defraying
defraying the expenses which may be incurred
incurred by despatches
despatches over
over Despatches
Despatches
the
cable, thirty
thirty thousand
over
the Atlantic
Atlantic cable,
thousand dollars.
dollars.Atlantic
over the
the Atlantio
cable.
For the
of the
the second
proportion
Second annual
For
the payment
payment of
second annual
annual instalment
instalment of
of the
the proportion
Second annual
contributed by the United States
towards the
the capitalization
capitalization of
of the
toStates towards
the Scheldt
Scheldt instalment
instalment towards the o
capif
dues, to fulfil the
contained in
the fourth
f
our th ar
ti cl
e o
he concon -wards
the stipulations
stipulations contained
in the
article
off tthe
the capitalizationth
e
vention between the United States and Belgium, of the twentieth of May, Scheldt dues.
dues.
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, the sum of fifty-five thousand five hun- Vol. xiii. p.
p. 649.
dred and eighty-four dollars in coin,
sum as
be
coin, and such
such further
further sum
as may
may be
necessary
necessary to carry out the stipulation
convention providing
providing for
for
stipulation of the
the convention
payment
payment of interest on the said sum and on the portion
the principal
portion of the
principal
remaining unpaid.
unpaid.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. C.
- An Act making Appropriationsfor
the Support
C.—An
Appropriations for the
Support of
of the
the Military
Military Academy
Academ for
for Feb. 28, 1867.

the fiscal Year ending June thirtieth,
eilhteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-emqht,
andfor othe
Pur
thirtieth, eighteen
sixty-ellght, and/or
other Purposes.
poses.

--

Be it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That the following sums
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Aeadsums be, and
and Military
MilitaryAcadthe same
tio y aPpropriappropriasame are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
treasury not teim0,3:
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the support of the Military
Military Academy for the
the
year ending
ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight:sixty-eight:—
For pay of officers, instructors, cadets, and musicians, one hundred and Pay.
fifty-four thousand eight hundred and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
For commutation
subsistence, five thousand and fifty dollars.
Commutation,
For
commutation of subsistence,
Commutation,
For pay in lieu of clothing to officers' servants, one hundred
hundred and fiftyfifty- &c8';
1ay in lieu of
six dollars.
clothing.
clothing.
clothing.
C1urent
For current and ordinary
ordinary expenses, sixty-six thousand four hundred
Current and
and
ordinary
and
and sixty-seven
oxsixty-seven dollars.
dollars.
ordinary exFor increase and expense of library, three thousand dollars.
Library.
LibPary.
For expenses
expenses of board of visitors, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Board
of visdollars.
Board of
visitors.
For forage for artillery and cavalry
cavalry horses, nine thousand dollars.
itopo.rage.
pccForage.
For horses fbr
for artillery
artillery and cavalry practice, one thousand dollars.
Horses.
toraes.
For repairs
repairs of officers'
officers' quarters, five thousand dollars.
Officers' guarOfficers'
quarfbr artillery practice, five
For targets and batteries for
hundred dollars.
dollars.
ters.
five hundred
ters.
Artillery p
pracFor furniture for cadets' hospital, two hundred dollars.
dollars.
tice.
and
retorts,
six
Hospital.
For gas pipes, gasometers,
gasometers, a
nd re
t
or t
s,
si
x hundred
hun dre d dollars.
doll ars.
Hospital.
Gas
pipese.
Sz
quarters
For materials for q
uar t
ers for
f
or subaltern officers, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
s
ubaltern ,offiSubltern
offiFor ventilating and heating
heating the barracks and other academic
academic buildings; cers.
eers.
.
\
l'e
i
l
i
o.
t1
i
a
ht
oi
s
nA a
appa ra t
us f
or coo
ki ng for
f
or the
th
e cadets;
ca d
ets; repa
i
ri
ng the
tl
improving the
the apparatus
for
cooking
repairing
the hospihospi- heVentilating,
,
i
tal buildings, including
including the introduction
introduction of baths for the sick,
sick, the construeconstrue- buildings, &c.
&c.
tion of water-closets
water-closets in the library building, and new furniture
furniture for the
recitation rooms, forty thousand dollars.
For purchase of fuel for cadets'
cadets' mess-hall, three thousand
dollars.
Fuel.
thousand dollars.
Fuel.
For the removal
removal and enlargement of the gas works, twenty thousand Gas works.
dollars.
For additional
additional appropriations,
appropriations, for which estimates were not made last
year
year::—
-

Additional appropriations.
For enlarging
enlarging cadet laundry, five thousand dollars.
Laundry.
Laundry.
For furniture for soldiers'
soldiers' hospital, one hundred dollars.
Soldiers'
Soldiers' hosFor increasing
increasing the supply of water, replacing
replacing mains, and so forth, fif- pitat.
Pi a
'te ,
dollars.
teen thousand dollars.ater.
Additional appropriations.

416
416
Ice-house,
Ice-house,

store, &c.
roorns.
rooms.
Fproof
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For
and additional
store and
servants' rooms, seven thousand
thousand
and servants'
additional store
ice-house and
For ice-house

five hundred dollars.

For
for public
offices, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
public offices,
building for
fire-proof building
For fire-proof
dollars.
For
g h wall of water battery, five thousand dollars.
breast-high
For breast-hi
hundred
For permanent
permanent derrick on the wharf, two thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
dollars.
Derrick.
Military
the Military
Cadets to
to have
S
EC. 2.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
the cadets
cadets of
of the
That the
it further
And be
2. And
SEC.
have
Cadets
midshipthe ration, &c.
Academy be
ration now
now received
by the
the acting
acting midshipreceived by
the ration
to the
entitled to
be entitled
ration, &c. Academy
the
men at
Academy, commencing
commencing at
of the approval of
date of
the date
at the
Naval Academy,
the Naval
at the
men
the law
authorizing the
same.
the same.
law authorizing
the
Pay of assistS
EC. 3.
it further
further enacted,
hereafter the
assistant profesthe assistant
That hereafter
enacted, That
be it
And be
3. And
SEC.
of assistPay
and emoluments
pay and
ant professor
professor of sor
sor of
of S
pan i
sh shall
sh
all receive
rece i
ve the
the same
same pay
emoluments allowed to
Spanish
ant
Spanish.
Spanish.
other
assistant professors
professors of
the academy.
academy.
other assistant
of the
No part
part of
SEC. 4.
And be
it further
enacted, That no part of the moneys approfurther enacted,
be it
4. And
SEC.
apof apNo
to the
propriation
the pay
pay or
or subsistence
subs is
ten ce
propriation to go priated by this or any other act shall be applied to
to cadet from
,
any State deor any
from any
any State
declared to
to be
in rebellion
rebellion against
against the govbe in
State declared
cadet from
any cadet
any state de- of
dared
eminent of
of the
the United
United States,
States, appointed
the first
of January,
January,
day of
first day
after the
appointed after
rebel- ernment
in rebelclared in
re.
lion,
&e.
eighteen
sixty-seven, until such State shall have
have been reeighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
lion, &c.
stored
to
its
original
relations
to
the
Union.
Union.
stored to its original relations to the
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
—

Fire-proof
building.
Wall of water
of water
Wall
battery.

Feb. 28,
1867.
2, 1867.
Feb.

Officers of the Revenue Cutter
CHAP.
CI.—
to fix the
the Compensation
Compensation of
of the
the Officers
Cutter Service,
Act tofix
An Act
- An
CHAP. CI.
and for
Purposes.
other Purposes.
for other
and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
United
House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
Compensation States of America
in Congress
That from
from and
and after
the thirtyafter the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of America in
Compensation
of officers
officers of
first
December, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, the compensation
compensation
of December,
day of
first day
of
cutter
revenue cutter
service estabthe revenue
service shall
shall be at the following rates,
cutter service
revenue cutter
of the
officers of
the officers
of the
estab- of
service

lished.
lished.
Duty
pay.
Duty pay.

viz::—
Viz

Captains.
Captains.
Lieutenants
and engineers.

Captains,
twenty-five hundred dollars per annum.
Captains, twenty-five
First
lieutenants and
and chief engineers, eighteen hundred dollars pet
First lieutenants
annum.
annum.
Second
lieutenants and
first assistant
assistant engineers, fifteen hundred dollars
and first
Second lieutenants
per
per annum.
Third
and second
second assistant engineers, twelve hundred dollieutenants and
Third lieutenants
lars per annum.

Lieutenants

Leave
of ababLeave of
sence
waiting
sence or waiting
orders pay.
Captains.
Captains.
Lieutenants
Lieutenants
and
engineers.
and engineers.

PAY.
DUTY
DUTY PAY.

PAY
ORDERS.
OF ABSENCE OR WHILE WAITING ORDERS.
LEAVE OP
ON LEAVE
PAY ON

Captains,
dollars per annum.
hundred dollars
eighteen hundred
Captains, eighteen
First
engineers, fifteen
fifteen hundred dollars pet
First lieutenants and chief engineers,
annum.
annum.
Second
lieutenants and
first assistant
assistant engineers,
hundred dollars
engineers, twelve hundred
and first
Second lieutenants
per annum.
Third
lieutenants and
and second assistant engineers,
engineers, nine hundred dollars
Third lieutenants
per annum.
SEC. 2.
be it
it further
enacted, That from and after the thirty-first
further enacted,
And be
2. And
SEC.
Officers on
of the
officer of
duty entitled
entitled to
to day of December, eighteen
each officer
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, each
the revrevduty
ration
one
one navy ration
ration
enue
cutter
service,
while
on
duty,
shall
be
entitled
to
navy
one
to
entitled
be
shall
duty,
on
while
service,
enue cutter
day.
per day.
per day.
SEC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
enacted, That to enable the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
further enacted,
Appropriation.
And be
SEC.
Appropriation.
Treasury to
to carry
provisions of this act during
during the last half of
carry out the provisions
Treasury
the
current fiscal
fiscal year
during the fiscal year ending June thirty,
year and during
the current
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-eight, the sum of one hundred and thirtyeighteen hundred
appropriated for the exthree thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars
dollars is hereby appropriated
thousand four
three
penses of
cutter service,
treasury
service, out of any money in the treasury
revenue cutter
the revenue
of the
penses
appropriated.
not otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
APPROVED, February
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CHAP.
CII. —
- An Act for the
t Relief of certain
CHAP.OIL
certaindrafted Men.

417
417
Feb. 28,
28, 187.
1867.
Feb.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS

certain persons, drafted into the military service
under the
service under
the Preamble.
Preamble.
calls of the President of the United States, made February
February first,
eighteen
first, eighteen
hundred
hundred and sixty-four, and March fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-four, paid
paid the sum of three
sixty-four,
three hundred dollars each, being
amount
being the
the amount
of commutation fixed for such service
service under the fifth section
section of
amendof the
the amendatory enrolment act of February
February twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-four,
sixty-four, and the same persons were
were afterwards again drafted,
under the
drafted, under
the 8
6
call of December
December nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hu
nd
re d an
si
xt
y -four, (being
(b ei
ng 1
1
v
864,
hundred
andd sixty-four,
64, ch
ch.....13,
13, §6..
within one year of the previous draft, and before
before the
filling of
of the
the quotas
int. rt. 6.
the filling
quotas 0of. xiii
assigned under the two calls first named
named above,)
above,) and
required
and .were
were then
then required
to
to enter the service or furnish substitutes;
substitutes; and whereas
whereas the
the true
true intent
intent
and meaning of the fifth section of the amendatory
amendatory act
act aforesaid
aforesaid was
was to
to
exempt persons thus paying commutation
commutation from further
draft until
that
further draft
until that
quota should be filled, and not exceeding
exceeding one year:
year: ThereforeTherefore

enacted by the
Be it enacted
House of
of Rep
res en t
a ti ves of
o
f th
ni
te d seip
Drafted prperthe Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives
thee U
United
oDrafted
States
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
is commutation
commutation
War is
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to
t
o re
f
un dto
t
o eac
ra f
te das
af
ore- and
and were
refund
eachh person
person d
drafted
as aforewere re-

e
c
i
t
ulfr
ue
r
d
ei
t
e
o
hs
e
ere
v
u
e
b_
said, who paid commutation and
and was
was also
also required
required to
to enter
enter the
the service
or or
service or
uish t sub-

furnish a
a substitute
substitute as aforesaid, the sum of three hundred dollars, being
furnish
being stitute, may
the sum of money
e
ftev
(
2 300 remoney so as aforesaid paid by
hi m; and
an d th
ere i
ere b
y ap
reby him;
there
iss h
hereby
ap--lihavee$300
propriated,
propriated, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, Appropriation.
App;opriatiom
otherwise appropriated,
aasum sufficient
sufficient to make such payments.
payments.
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
further enacted, That the Secretary
War is
SEC. 2.
be it
Secretary of
of War
auis au-

Amount paid
Amount
paid

thorized
and required
required to refund from the commutation money the amount
thorized and
amount by
e
bL e
ddrafted
iVitte
ed
f
p
ue
rr
:
persons who fur(not
three hundred
hundred dollars in any one case)
(not exceeding
exceeding three
case) paid by any pernished substisubstiper- nissed
son
during the
the late
late war
war who
who furnished
a substitute or paid corn.
corn- tutes,
son drafted
drafted during
furnished a
tutes.
,&e.
when
&c.when
wherever it
it shall
shall appear
appear that,
that, under
mutation money, wherever
under the
the decisions
decisions and
and sot
n
s
o
o
i
t
,liblev
a
s
b
ei
r
e
vto per

rules
of the
the War
Department governing
rules of
War Department
governing at the time, the said person
was draft,
draft, to
to be
be rereperson was
entitled
obligation to render
personal service under funded.
entitled to
to discharge
discharge from the obligation
render personal
funded.
the
draft for
for which
which he paid money or furnished a
a substitute, and
the draft
and to
to rerefund,
fund, in like manner, in all cases wherein
wherein it shall appear
person so
appear that
that a
a person
so
having paid commutation
having
commutation money
money or furnished a
was not
not legally
legally
a substitute was
liable to
draft::Provided,
liable
to draft
Provided, That this section shall apply only to claims reThis
This section
section to
to

ceived at
War Department
at the
the War
Department prior
prio r to
t
o its
it s passage.
passage .
to
APrRovED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
A PPR OVED, February

apply
only
apply only

to

certain
claims.
certain claims.

CIAP.
CIII. —
-- An
Port of Camden,
Camden, New
CHAP.C111.
An Act relative to .the Port
New Jersey.
Jersey.

Feb. 28,
1867.
Feb.
28, 1867.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
States
Congress assembled, That the port of Camden,
States of
of America
America in Congress
Camden, in
in

Port
of CamPort of
Cam-

thee same is
the State
State of New Jersey, be,
be, and
andth
i
s hereby,
here by,annexe
he colcol- den annexed to
annexedd to
to t
the
the collection
lection district of Philadelphia,
lection
Phil adelphi a,and
an d that
th atan
i
st
ant co
ll ector, to
to b
o
et eo
c
e
t
I4i
l
ibtan ass
assistant
collector,
bee apap- disti
district
of
Philapointed
in
accordance
pointed
accordance with the laws of the United States,
shall reside
States, shall
reside at
at delphia.
delphia.
Camden, who
have power
Assistant
colvessels in like manner
colCamden,
who shall
shall have
power to
to enter
enter and
and clear
clear vessels
manner lectortat
lector
at Camas
the collector
collector of
Philadelphia is authorized
authorized to do, but such assistant col- den;
as the
of Philadelphia
den;
lector
nevertheless act
conformity to such instructions and regularegula- structions
lector shall
shall nevertheless
act in conformity
to receive
inreceivefrom
intions as he shall from time t
too time
receive
ti me rece
i
ve f
rom the
th e co
ll ector o
Phil adel- the
from
structions
t e
c ollector
froamt
collector
offPhiladelUollecSfrom
h
phia;
collector shall
phia; and that the said assistant
assistant collector
shall receive
for his
Philadelphia.
receive for
his annual
annual Philadelphia.
salary
salary fifteen hundred
hundred dollars in full for all services
services to be by him
him perper- Salary.
Salary.
formed, and in lieu of commissions
commissions and
and fees.
fees.
SEc.
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the assistant
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
assistant collector, apap- Assistant colcolpointed under
under this
this act,
act, be, and he hereby
pointed
hereby is, authorized to enroll and lector mayenroll
may enroll
license, according
according to the
it:m(
1
1
1licenses c
ee
a'
.,
license,
the laws of the United States, all vessels
vesse l
s engaged
engage din
i
n t
and
tain license
vessels cerenthe coasting
coasting trade and fisheries, owned in whole or in
the
by residents
in the
in part
part by
residents of
of gaged
gaed in
the
that portion
portion of
that
of the Bridgeton
Bridgeton district lying north of Alloway's creek,
in coasting trade
creek, in
trade
the county
Salem, in the St
State
offN
New
And
all
suchh enrol- aSu
the
county of
of Salem,
at
e o
ew Jersey.
Jersey . A
nd a
ll suc
tfieshielteesneee,
fishenres.
ments
and licenses
licenses shall be as valid and effectual as if they had
ments and
had been
been Sze.
&c.to
to be valid.
valid.
effected
in any
other port
port of the United States; and the said assistant
effected in
any other
assistant
VOL.
VOL. XIV.
xiv.
27
27

418
418

THIRTY—NINTH CON
GRESS . SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH.
CE. 103,
103, 143,
143, 144.
144
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

1867.
1867.

Responsibili - collector,
the enrolment
enrolment and
and licensing
licensing of
subject to the
be subject
of vessels,
vessels, shall be
in the
collector, in
Responsibilities of collector.
collector, laws
laws of
of the United States, and liable to all the penalties and responsibili-

ties imposed
cases.
in like cases.
collectors in
upon collectors
ties
imposed upon
APPROVED, February
1867.
28, 1867.
February 28,
APPROVED,
March 1, 1867. CHAP. CXLIIL.
to quiet
Title to
to Land
Land in
Santa Clara
and
Clara and
of Santa
the Towns
Towns of
in the
quiet Title
An Act
Act to
1, 1867. CHAP. CXLIII. -— An
March
Petaluma,
the State
State of
of California.
California.
in the
Petalwna, in

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
United
of the
the Utited
of Representatives
Representatives of
Hou.se of
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
the right
of
title of
right and
and title
all the
in Congress
America in
States
the United States to the land situated
situated within
within the corporate limits of the
towns
of Santa
Santa Clara
and Petaluma,
in the
State of
of California,
California, as
as dethe State
Petaluma, in
Clara and
towns of
incorporating said towns,
fined
fined in the acts of the legislature of that State incorporating
be, and te
the same are hereby, relinquished
relinquished and granted
()Tutted to the corporate
corporate
,,,
authorities
of .said
towns and
their successors,
successors, in
for and
with auautrust, for
and with
in trust,
and their
said towns
authorities of
thority to
so much
of said
is in
in the
the bona fide occupancy of
said land
land as is
much of
convey so
to convey
thority
The grant
parties upon
the passage
of this
act, by
by themselves
themselves or
to such
such
tenants, to
or tenants,
this act,
passage of
upon the
not parties
The
grant not

Right of
of the
the
Right
United States to
land in
the tow's
towns
in the
]an!
of Santa
Santa Clara
Ciatr
of
and
Petailunia,
and Petaluma,
Cal.
rel inquished
Cal.relinquished
to those
to
those WWW,
te'vn
&e.
&c.

to extend to any
reservation;
reservation; nor
prejudice
ad
ad-prejuie
verse rights;
nor preclude juj-

dicial
examinadicial exiaminations.
tions.

extend to any reservation
this grant
parties
Provided, That
That this
grant shall
shall not
not extend
reservation of
palties::Provided,
ev
such
if such
the
States nor
prejudice any
any valid
valid adverse
adverse right
right or
or claim,
claim, if
nor prejudice
United States,
the United
judicial examinaland or any part thereof, nor preclude aa judicial
to said land
exist, to
tion and adjustment thereof.
thereof.
APPROVED, March
1, 1867.
1867.
March 1,
APPROVED,

March 2,
CHAP. CXLIV.
Act malcing
Repair, Preservation,
and
Preservation,and
the Repair,
for the
Appropriationsfor
making Appropriations
An Act
CXLIV. -— An
2, 1867.
1867. CHAP.
March
Completion
of certain
heretofore commenced under the Authority of Law,
IWorks heretofore
certain Public
Public Works
Ci1'opletion of
and for
Purposes.
other Purposes.
for other
and

Be it
Representatives of the United
Ilouse of Representatives
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be
States of
assembled, That the following sums of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
appropriated, to be paid out of any
appropriation,
money be, and the same are hereby, appropriated,
any
appropriation.
under
expended under
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be expended
Secretary of War, for the redirection and superintendence
superintendence of the Secretary
the direction
heretofore compreservation, and completion of the following works heretofore
pair, preservation,
hereinafter
menced under
under the authority of law, and for the other purposes
purposes hereinafter
menced
say :—
named, that is to say:Examinations
For examination
survey of
which apof improvement
improvement for which
works of
of works
and survey
For
examination and
Examinations
Public
works
Public works

and surveys.

On
Atlantic
Un Atlantic
and Pacific

coasts;
coastsd;
northwestern
lakes;
lakes;

western, &c.
&c.
western,

rivers.
riveSexamina
Re-examinations,
&c. to be
tions, &c.
made and plans
plans
mav
be changed.
changed.
may be
Other harbors
to be examined
exanined
to
determine the
determinetie
improvements
improvements
required
and
required and

concerning which no sufficient
heretofore made,
propriations have been heretofore
made, and concerning
sufficient

information is now in possession of the department, and for examination
information
and
other points
points in the fourth and fifth sections of this act speciand survey at other
fled,
that is
to say
the Atlantic
coast, thirty
dollars ;on the
thirty thousand dollars;
Atlantic coast,
On the
: On
say :
is to
fled, that
lakes,
dollars;;on the northwestern lakes,
twenty-five thousand dollars
coast, twenty-five
Pacific coast,
seventy-five
western and northwestern rivers, one
; on the western
seventy-five thousand dollars ;
hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars. And
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War,
And the
twenty-five thousand
and twenty-five
hundred and
examinations or re-exrequire it, shall cause examinations
when the public interests require
suitable surveys,
surveys, of the
and
the works
works aforesaid and
to be
be made, with
with suitable
aminations to
works provided for by this act, and shall make such changes or
all other works

improvement as
for their improvement
of the
plans heretofore
modifications of
the plans
heretofore adopted
adopted for
modifications

shall be
be necessary
proper. And
needful examicause such needful
shall cause
he shall
And he
and proper.
necessary and
shall
nation of other harbors and places in the fourth and fifth sections of this
act specified,
upon the sea and lake coasts and on western rivers, to be
specified, upon
made
determine what improvements
improvements thereof
thereof are reto determine
enable him to
will enable
as will
made as
quired to render them safe and convenient for the navigation
their cost.
navigation of the naval
commercial vessels of the United States, and the costs of such imand commercial
Report
Con -provements;
and he
shall make
full report
report thereof, and of the plans
make full
he shall
provements; and
to ConReport to
December
Monday of December
therefor, to Congress on the first Monday
deemed advisable therefor,
gress.
if,
expedient and right. And if,
action as may be judged expedient
next, for such action
examination and survey of works first herein named, being
upon such examination
completion, and concerning
works now existing or in process of completion,
concerning which no
information is now in the possession
possession of the department, there shall reinformation
unexpended balance
balance of appropriation,
appropriation, properly applicable
applicable theremain an unexpended
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to, from the sums herein
appropriated, which
herein appropriated,
which may, in
the judgment
the
in the
judgment of
of the
Secretary of War, be judiciously applied towards the economical and
needful
Secretary
continuation
of War, be
or
completion of
of
applied
such
works,
towardsthe
thethe
Secretary
economical
of
and
needfil
continuation
or judiciously
completion
such works,
Secretary
of War
War
shall direct such balance to be applied
applied and
and used
used accordingly;
accordingly; but
but no
no
moneys shall be used for
the balances
balances rerefor such purposes, excepting
excepting from
from the
maining fiom
from appropriations herein
for the
the specific
specific examination
and
herein made
made for
examination and
survey
survey of
of such
such works.
works.
For extending the pier at Erie harbor, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and dredging
dredging
channel through to outer
outer bar,
bar, twenty-five
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
dollars.
For improvement
improvement at mouth of Conneaut river, Ohio, ten thousand
thousand doldol-

419
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Balance
of exexBalance of
isting appropriations
may
be apppledtocontinue.
lied to
Ltinu
P
e.
such
works,
&". such works,
when, &c.
&c.
when,

Erie harbor.
Conneaut
Conneaut

lars.
lars.
river.
For improvement at Ashtabula harbor,
fifty-four thousand
harbor, Ohio, fifty-four
thousand doldol- Ashtabula
Ashtabula
lars.
For improvement of works at Grand River harbor,
thou- Grand
harbor, Ohio, sixty
sixty thouGrand River.
sand dollars.
For improvement of Sandusky river, from Fremont to
Erie, in
in Sandusky
Sandusky
to Lake
Lake Erie,
Ohio,
twenty thousand
river.
Ohio, twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
river.
For improvement
improvement of Maumee bay, Ohio, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Maumee
dollars.
Maumee bay.
bay.
For improvement of St. Clair flats, in Michigan,
Michigan one hundred and fifty S
St.t. Clair flats.
thousand
thousand dollars, to be expended
in accordance
acco rdance w
ith the
plans and
expended in
with
the plans
and specispecifications of Colonel T. J.
J. Cram, in his report of December
eighteen
December tenth,
tenth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
For improvement
improvement at mouth of Saginaw river, Michigan,
Michigan, twenty-eight
river.
twenty-eight Saginaw
Saginaw river.
thousand
thousand dollars.
For improvement of St. Mary's river, Michigan, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand doldol- St.
St. Mary's
Mary's
lars.
river.
river.
For improving mouth of Au Sable river, Lake Huron, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand Au Sable
dollars.
river.

For improving Marquette harbor, Lake Superior, eighty-five thousand Marquette
dollars.
dollars.
harbor.
For improving Eagle harbor, Lake Superior, sixty-five
sixty-five thousand doldol- Eagle harbor.
lars.
For improving
improving harbor at Superior City, Wisconsin, sixty-three
sixty-three thousand
thousand Superior
Superior City.
City.
dollars.
For improving harbor of Aux Bees Seies,
Scies, Michigan,
dol- Aux Bees
Michigan, ten thousand
thousand dolBees
lars.
Scies.
For improvement
improvement of Grand River
River harbor, Michigan,
Michigan; forty thousand

dollars.
dollars.

Grand River.

For improvement of Black Lake
Lake harbor, Michigan,
Michigan, fifty-one thousand
dollars.
For improving harbor of St. Joseph,
Joseph, Michigan,
Michigan, twenty-three
twenty-three thousand

Black Lake.

For improving harbor at Racine, Wisconsin, forty-five
forty-five thousand dollars.
Shcboygan, Wisconsin, eight thousand dolFor improving harbor of Sheboygan,
dol-

Racine.

For improving harbor of Manitowoc,
Manitowoc, Wisconsin, forty-five
forty-five thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For improving harbor of Green Bay, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, forty-five
forty-five thousand
thousand

Manitowoc.
Manitowoc.

For improving harbor of Manistee,
Michigan, sixty
thousand dolManistee, Michigan,
sixty thousand
dollars.
For improvement
improvement of White River harbor, Michigan,
Michigan, fifty-seven thouthousand dollars.
For improvement of Muskegon
Muskegon harbor, Lake Michigan,
Michigan, fifty-nine thousand dollars.
For improving harbor of South Haven, Michigan,
forty-three thousand
Michigan, forty-three
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For improving harbor of New Buffalo,
Buffalo, Michigan,
Michigan, sixty thousand dollars.

Manistee.
Manistee.

dollars.
dollars.

lars.
lars.

dollars.
dollars.

St.
St. Joseph.
Joseph.

Sheboygan.
Sheboygan.

Green Bay.
Green
Bay.

White River.
Muskegon.
Muskegon.
South Haven..
Haven..
New Buffalo.
Buffalo.
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For improving
improving harbor
harbor of
thousand
hundred thousand
one hundred
York, one
New York,
Dunkirk, New
of Dunkirk,
For

dollars.
dollars.
For
improving harbor
hundred thousand
one hundred
York, one
New York,
Buffalo, New
of Buffalo,
harbor of
Buffalo.
For improving
Buffalo.
dollars.
dollars.
For
harbor at
at Olcott,
Olcott, New
New York, at mouth of Eighteen-mile
improving harbor
For improving
Olcott.
creek,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
sixty thousand
creek, sixty
For
improvement at
at harbor
New York,
eighty-seven
York, eighty-seven
Orchard, New
Oak Orchard,
of Oak
harbor of
For improvement
Orchard.
Oak Orchard.
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
of Big
Sodus bay,
bay, New
New York,
York, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand
For
improving harbor
harbor of
Big Sodus
•BigSodusbay.
Big Sodus bay.
For improving
dollars.
of Little
Sodus bay,
thousand
fifty thousand
York, fifty
New York,
bay, New
For
improving harbor
harbor of
Little Sodus
For improving
Little Sodus

bay.
bay.

dollars.
dollars.

For
improving harbor
at Oswego,
New York,
York, sixty
dollars.
thousand dollars.
sixty thousand
Oswego, New
harbor at
For improving
For
Plattsburg, New
twenty-six thousand
thousand
York, twenty-six
New York,
of Plattsburg,
harbor of
improving harbor
For improving
dollars.
For
the improvement
improvement of
of the
the navigation
Kennebec
the Kennebec
of the
navigation of
completing the
Kennebec
For completing
Kennebec
river, Maine,
Maine, between
between Shepard's
Shepard's Point and Augusta, thirty thousand dolriver,
river.
lars.
For
improving harbor
harbor of
of Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, New
York, forty
forty thousand
dolthousand dolNew York,
Ogdensburg.
For improving
lars.
For improving
improving the
the harbor
of Burlington,
Burlington, Vermont,
Vermont, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand
harbor of
For
Burlington.
dollars.
dollars.
For improvement
of Thames
river, Connecticut,
Connecticut, thirty-six
thirty-six thousand
thousand
Thames river,
Thames river.
improvement of
For
dollars.
For
the purpose
improving the
the navigation of the St. Croix river,
of improving
purpose of
For the
St. Croix
river.
Provided, The province
ledge fifteen thousand
thousand dollars: Provided,
above the ledge,
Maine, above
river.
of New
Brunswick shall contribute and pay to the proper disbursing offiNew Brunswick
Province of
of
New
Brunswick cer a
fbr said purpose, said payment
payment being made
made on condition
a like sum for
New Brunswick
to pay the like
that
in no
event shall
of New
New Brunswick
upon for
be called upon
Brunswick be
province of
the province
shall the
no event
sum,
Stc.
that in
sum,'&c.
more
expended for said purpose.
actually expended
sum actually
the sum
half the
than half
more than
Hudson river.
improvement of Hudson river, New York, from Troy to BaltiFor improvement
more,
hundred and five thousand
thousand one hundred and eighty-eight dolthree hundred
more, three
lars.
ninety-four
For
improving harbor of
of Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania, ninety-four
Hook.
For improving
Marcus Iook.
thousand dollars.
Pennsylvania, eleven thousand
For improvement
improvement of Chester
harbor, Pennsylvania,
Chester harbor,
For
Chester barharbor.
dollars.
For improvement
improvement of
Delaware breakwater,
Delaware bay, one hundred
breakwater, Delaware
of Delaware
For
Delaware
Delaware
breakwater.
and
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three dollars and seventy
nine thousand four hundred
and nine
breakwater.
cents.
Maryland, seventy-five thousand
For
improvement of Patapsco river, Maryland,
thousand
Patapsco
river.
For improvement
Patapscoriver.
dollars.
For
improvement of mouth of Mississippi river, two hundred thousand
thousand
For improvement
Mississippi
river.
river.
dollars.
improvement of Ohio river, one hundred thousand dollars.
Ohio river.
For improvement
Saco river.
For improvement
improvement of Saco river, Maine, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
improvement of Boston harbor, Massachusetts,
preservation and improvement
Massachusetts,
For preservation
harbor.
Boston harbor.
three
thousand dollars.
three hundred and seventy-five thousand
Mississippi river at Des Moines
Improving the
improving navigation
navigation on the Mississippi
Moines or
For improving
navigation of the Lower rapids, according
on
shall on
navigationofthe
according to such plan as the Secretary
Secretary of War shall
Mississippi rive
report of
aboard
engineers approve,
approve, five
five hundred
hundred thousand dolof engineers
board of
of a
the report
at Des
Des Moines; the
lars: Provided,
be
Canal to be
lars:
Provided, however, That
That any canal that may be constructed
constructed around
around
free of tolls.
rapids of the Mississippi
said Des
Des Moines
Moines or
or Lower
Lower rapids
Mississippi river shall be and
and
said
free of tolls,
of said river;
commerce of
forever remain
remain free
navigation and
and commerce
river; and
the navigation
to the
free to
forever
be collected thereon.
ever be
tolls shall
no
no tolls
shall ever
Rock Island
navigation of Mississippi river
For
For improving
improving navigation
river at Rock
Rock Island rapids,
rapids.
rapids.
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
thousand
For
Ontonagon, Michigan,
Michigan, ninety-seven
ninety-seven thousand
of Ontonagon,
harbor of
improving harbor
Ontonagon
For improving
Ontonagon
harbor.
harbor,
six hundred dollars.
Oswego.

Plattsburg.
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For building and operating
operating two dredges
dredges and snag-boats,
be used
used on
Dredges and
snag-boats, to
to be
on Dredges
and
the
andd Rock
the Mississippi
Mississippi river between Fort Snelling an
Roc k Island
Isl
an d rap
id s,Sthe,-bots
snagM-boats
issi .on
oil
rapids,
the
ssippi
ninety-six thousand dollars.
river;
For building
building and
and operating
dredge or
or snag
-b oa ton
on the
th e Wisconsin
operating one
one dredge
snag-boat
Wisconsin river;
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin
river, forty thousand
river,
thousand dollars.
river.
river.
For improving
Michigan, fifty-five
For
improving harbor
harbor of Pentwater, Lake Michigan,
thousand Harbor
of
fifty-five thousand
Harbor of

dollars.
dollars.

Pentwater
Pentwater 3
For improving
improving harbor
For.
harbor of Pere Marquette, Lake Michigan,
Michigan, fifty thouPere marthou- Pere
Marsand dollars.
quette.
quettc.
To
improve the
navigation of the Willamette
To improve
the navigation
Willamette river, Oregon, below
the Willamette
below the
Willamette
city of
of Portland,
Portland, thirty thousand dollars.
doll ars .
river.
river.
For removing
removing snags
throughout the Minnesota
Minnesota river, Snags,
For
snags and boulders
boulders ,throughout
Snags, &c.
&c. in
in
thirty-seven thousand five hundred dollars.
thirty-seven
the
Minnesota
the Minnesota
.For improvement
improvement of Providence
Prov id ence river,
ri
ver ,
Rh ode Island,
Isl
an d, off
off P
awtuxet bar,
bar, river.
Rhode
Pawtuxet
Providence
Providence
and at the Crook, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.
river.
river.
For improvement
For
improvement of
of the
the Pawtucket
Pawtucket river, Rhode Island, seventeen Pawtucket
Pawtucket
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
river.
river.
SEC.
furtker enacted,
SEC. 2.
2. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That the appropriation
appropriation of seventyFormer approseventy- Formerapprofive
five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars for
for constructing
constructing works, and improving
improving the entrance
entrance priation
priation for
for harharinto
harbor of
of Michigan
Michigan City, Indiana, made in and by th
thee act
ap- bor
at Michig"a
into the
the harbor
ac tapbcoitryathoAlryicthoigipaen
proved
June twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, shall be ex- expended.
expended.
proved June
pended
for the
aforesaid, upon
138.
pended for
the purposes
purposes aforesaid,
upon the terms, and in the manner 1866,
166, ch. 7138.
hereinafter
appropriations
hereinafter provided for other a
pp ro pri
ati ons un
der thi
Provided, Ant,
Dotlpe,'
under
thiss act:
act: Provided,
p. the.
73.
That
first shown
shown to
satisfaction of the Secretary
of War amount
That it
it shall
shall be
be first
to the
the satisfaction
Secretary of
amount must
must
that the
of one
one hundred
thousand dollars
have been exthat
the sum
sum of
hundred thousand
dollars has been expended by the h
pended
by the
Michigan City Harbor Company
Company in the
th e construction
cons t
ruc ti on of
ofa
f
e an
eanlebdeebnveL
a sa
safe
andd concon- 1Michigan'City
Michigan
1
*City
venient harbor at
at that
that place:
place: And
venient harbor
And provided,
provided, That
That the passage
passage of vessels
vessels Harbor ConCornto and from said harbo
harborr shall
free,
andd not
to
sh all be
be f
ree ,
an
no tsu
bj ect to
ll or
charge,
l',.
subject
to to
toll
or charge, pay.
PaVessels
es. not to
and
the money
appropriated by
by this act
act shall be so applied as to complete
and the
money appropriated
complete be
subject to
to
be subject
or
the nearest
or make
make the
nearest approximation to completing the work for which toll.
.
toll.
each
specific appropriation
made;;and it shall
thee d
duty
offthe
each specific
appropriation is
is made
sh
all be
be th
uty o
th e Sec- to
Ah
p
e
psoPapplied
s
r
o
opn
i
p
la
p
t
h
i
e
oCl s
toAbe
retary
of 'War
War to
apply the
the sums
sums herein appropriated for other purposes as
retary of
to apply
complete
as to complete
than for examinations a
and
ndsurveys
s
urve y
s by contrac
t: P
rovided
,h
owever, That
Th at the
thebworks:
w
ro
or
tk
ies
r
;
contract:
Provided,
however,
for other purwhen, from
from the
of the work to be done, the same cannot, in the poses
the nature
nature
other
poses than
than for
for
judgment of the Secretary,
Secretary, be
the subject
judgment of the
be made
made the
subject of
of contract,
contract, the necessary
necessary examinations,
examinations,
expenditure may
Ltraec
xtj
be otherwise
otherwise ordered
ordered:: P
Provided,
expenditure
may be
rov ided, That
Th atno
no contract
con t
rac tshall
shall by
&el; o
b
vir
o
&o.
to
to beac;
be made
made except
after public
public advertisement
advertisement for proposals,
be
except after
proposals, in such form pended
pended when
the
when the

and manner as to secure general notice thereof, and the same shall only work cannot be
and
be
made
manner
with
the
to lowest
lo
secure
we
st
cannotbe
res
general
pons iblnotice
e bidd er
thereof,
th ere f
or,
andupon
the secur
same i
ty
shall
deemed
only cooti:aftelte.
w
t
iio
er
k
,.
f
be made
withasthe
responsible
bidder
therefor,
upon
security
deemedcontuact.
sufficient
in
the
judgment
of
the Secretary. And it shall be the duty of
sufficient in the judgment
of Contracts not
not
the said Secretary,
attth
thee ear
earliest
practicable
Secret ar y, a
li es tpract
i
ca bl e time,
ti
me, to
report to Congress
Congress to
be made
made until,
to report
tobe
until,
the
result of any survey or
and the items Secretary
Secretary of
the result of any survey
or resurvey,
resurvey, with
with the
the plan
plan adopted
adopted and
of
of expenditure
expenditure under
under said
said plan;
plan; and
and
he he shall
shall make report of all action War to report
of
report
results
of
surtaken under the provisio
provisions
nsof
ofthis
thi s ac
t, an
he s
hall accompany
accompany said
sa id report
report veys
ve
r
e
s
y
u
s
ltto
t
s
o of
consgress
uract,
anddhe
shall
Congress
with a
a statement
of the
the amount
amount and date of all former appropriations
with
statement of
appropriations for with
with plans,
plans, &c.
&c.
each work,
work, and a
a full
estimate
for
itss entire
permanent completion,
each
f
ull es
ti ma t
e f
or it
en ti re and
an d permanent
comp l
et i
on,
state
Report to
to state
with the
amount that can
can be profitably
expended in the next fiscal
with
the amount
profitably expended
fiscal year;
year;; what;
and
district each
and he
he shall
shall also
also state in what collection district
each work is located, and
and
at
or near
what port
port of
of entry,
entry, lighthouse,
lighthouse, or port, what amount of reveat or
near what
nue
nearest port
of entry
entry for the last fiscal year, and,
nue was
was collected
collected at
at the
the nearest
port of
as
as practicable,
what amount
amount of
of commerce
and navigation
as far
far as
practicable, what
commerce and
navigation would be
benefited
completion of
each particular
benefited by
by the
the completion
of each
particular work: Provided,
Provided, That he to be continued
shall
continue to
to make
make such
such aareport
report the
shall continue
the first
first Monday
Monday of December, an- until works are
nually,
completed.
works herein
herein provided
provided for
for shall
shall be
be completed.
completed.
completed.
nually, until
until the
the works
SEC.
3. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That whenever
SEC. 3.
be it
enacted, That
whenever the Secretary
Secretary of Separate
Separate proproWar
shall invite
invite proposals
for
any works,
or f
for
any material
or labor r
posals
and
conWar shall
pro posa l
sf
or any
wor k
s,or
or any
mater i
alor
a
s
c
a
t
I
s
sf
a
o
n
r
d
ec
a
o
cZ
tracts
for
each
for
any works, there shall
proposals and
and
each
for any works, there
shall be
be separate
separate proposals
and separate
separate contracts
contracts work and
each
for each
each work,
also for
each class
class of'
material or labor for each work,
for
work, and
and also
for each
of material
work, class of works,
and he
shall report
Congress, on
Monday of December
&c.
and
he shall
report to
to Congress,
on the
the first
first Monday
December next,
next, &e'
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all
the bids
bids with
with the
of the
the bidders.
bidders. All
not holding
comholding cornpersons not
All persons
names of
the names
all the
missions in
the regular
army of
of the
United States,
shall be
be intrusted
intrusted
who shall
States, who
the United
regular army
in the
missions
with the
the disbursement
disbursement of
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated for
the works
works named
named in
in
for the
of the
with
this act,
to give
and ample
ample security
security for
faithful
for the
the faithful
bond and
give bond
be required
required to
act, ohall
Shall be
this
United States
States application
application of
of the
disbursing officer
officer in
in the
of the
the
army of
the army
such disbursing
and no
no such
the same,
same, and
United
officers not
not to
to
United
States shall
shall receive
commission or
or compensation
for making
making
compensation for
any commission
receive any
States
United
officers
receive commissions
the moneys
appropriated shall
hereinbefore appropriated
moneys hereinbefore
And the
disbursements. And
such disbursements.
dis- such
for dissions for
bursements.
remain
be at
at the
disposal of the
Secretary of War,
War, and subject to his
the Secretary
the disposal
and be
remain and
bursements.
Appropriations
for the
the purposes
purposes named
named in
in this
until the
several works
works and
and
this act,
act. until
the several
Appropriations control
control for
to be at the
posal
of
th
e S
ee -improvements herein
provided
for
are
completed,
any
law
or
regulation
regulation
law
or
any
are
completed,
for
provided
herein
posal of the Sec- improvements
retary
War. to the contrary notwithstanding.
rotary of \Var.
S
EC. 4.
And be
it further
further enacted,
is here.
here.
of War
War is
the Secretary
Secretary of
That the
enacted, That
be it
4. And
SEC.
Examinations, by directed
orExaminations,
directed to cause examinations
examinations or surveys, or both, as aforesaid, to be
or surveys, or
or
both,
surveys,
to
made at
at the
the following
following points,
the harbor
Francisco,
San Francisco,
of San
harbor of
At the
namely: At
points, namely:
be made
made made
to be
both,
Rock," if the same
at various points,
polars, California, with a
aview to the removal of "Blossom
"Blossom Rock,"
same
and
the
purpose
and
theexaminapurpose should be found necessary
of the
necessary and essential
essential to commerce;
commerce; at Crescent city
tious;
harbor,
California; at
Duxbury beach,
mouth of
Menof Menat mouth
Massachusetts; at
beach, Massachusetts;
at Duxbury
harbor, California;
tions;
omonee river,
Green bay;
bay; at
of Kal[a]mazoo
Kal[a]mazoo
mouth of
harbor, mouth
Saugatuck harbor,
at Saugatuck
river, Green
omonee
river, in
Michigan; at
Pultneyville, Lake Onat Port Clinton, in Ohio; at Pultneyville,
in Michigan;
river,
tario, New York;
Yorl; and of
Tennessee river, from Chattanooga to its
of the Tennessee
tario,
mouth; at
and Liston
Delaware river
river
(tree) point, in the Delaware
Liston (tree)
island and
Reedy island
at Reedy
mouth;
and bay;
at Richmond's
Richmond's island,
Elizabeth, the
the Union
and the
the
river and
Union river
Cape Elizabeth,
island, Cape
bay; at
and
Gut
city of
the Connecticut
Connecticut river, between
between
Maine; the
Bath, Maine;
of Bath,
the city
opposite the
Gut opposite
Hartford and
and its
mouth; at
Block Island,
the State
State of Rhode Island,
Island, in the
at Block
its mouth;
Hartford
the
in Lake
Lake Michigan,
Michigan, near
harbor of Racine, in Wisconsin,
the harbor
near the
reefs in
the reefs
with
lighthouse and
breakwater thereon; and the Potomac
and breakwater
view to
to aa lighthouse
with a
a view
river,
the District of Columbia.
river, in the
Secretary of War
to be continued
SEC.
further enacted,
War is
enacted, That the Secretary
it further
be it
5. And
And be
SEC. 5.
continued
to
directed to cause
of examinations
examinations or surveys, or
cause aa continuance
continuance of
at certain other hereby directed
points.
points,
both, at
at the
following points,
points, namely:
namely: Of
Of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi river,
river, above
both,
the following
above the
Falls of Saint Anthony
Anthony and between
between the Falls of Saint Anthony and
Rock Island
survuy
Island rapids; of the Wisconsin river, and to continue the survey
Rock
recommendation of General
of the
Illinois river,
accordance with the recommendation
river, in accordance
the Illinois
of
J.
report of January
January twelve, eighteen hundred and
J. H. Wilson, in his report
sixty-seven. And
he is
cause plans and estimates to be
also directed
directed to cause
is also
And he
sixty-seven.
harbor
made of
most practicable
practicable and
and effective mode of improving the harbor
of the
the most
made
breakwater at that point.
at Galveston,
Galveston, Texas,
erecting suitable breakwater
Texas, and of erecting
at
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.
APPROVED,
Disbursing
Disbursing
officers except,
except;
officers
&c.
to give
bonds. g
give
bonds

March 2,
2, 1867.

Pay of army
officers
below
officers below
the
of
the rank of
inajor-general
major-general to
beeincreased
increased
one
one
third for two
years;
years;
of field and

n
e
c
lorsu:ited

crunitel offioffiIncreased pay
of non-conmnon-commissioned
offimissioned officers and
soldiers
and soldiers
cers
to be continued
from,
for three
three years
for
&c.
cers;

64, ch.
ch. 145,
1
1864,
145, §1.

xiiip.. p. 144.
Vol. xiii.
Post,
p. 80s.
808.
Post, p.

Officers m
temporary Increase
Increase of the Pay of Officers
provide for a
CHAP. CXLV. -An
—An Act to provide
a temporary
In
for other Pa1poses.
the
Purposes.
United States, and for
the Army
Anny of the United
Vnited
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
and House
enacted by the Senate and
States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That for two years from the
army
officers of
first day
July, eighteen
hundred and
of' the army
and sixty-six, all officers
eighteen hundred
of July,
day of
first
below the rank of major-general,
major -general, including the professors at West Point,
shall
paid an
addition of
of thirty-three
and one
centum to
to their
third per
per centum
one third
thirty-three and
an addition
be paid
shall be
present
pay proper;
and the
the pay
pay and
all field
field and other
other
of all
and emoluments
emoluments of
proper; and
present pay
mounted officers shall hereafter be the same as is now provided
provided by law
for cavalry
cavalry officers
officers of
like grades.
grades.
of like
enacted, That section one of the act entitled
SEC.
S
EC. 2. And be it further enacted,
"An
"
An act to increase
increase the pay of soldiers in the United States army, and
for
June twenty,
twenty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyapproved June
purposes," approved
for other
other purposes,"
fbur,
four, be, and the same is hereby, continued in full force and effect for
three years
years from
rebellion, as announced by the
of the rebellidn,
the close of
and after the
from and
three
twentieth
President of the United States by proclamation,
proclamation, bearing date the twentieth
President
day of
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six.
and sixty-six.
of August,
day
SEC.
SEC. 3. And be it further
further enacted, That the provisions of the joint
joint
resolution
twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, enapproved July twenty-fifth,
resolution approved

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

Cm 145.
CH.
145.

1867.
1867.
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titled "A
"A Joint Resolution
Resolution in regard to rations
of Union
soldiers held
held as
as Provision as
rations of
Union soldiers
prisoners of war,"
to commutation
war," shall be extended
extended so as to allow
commutation of
ra- to
allow commutation
of racommutation
of rations
rations to aptions at cost prices in the settlement of
accounts of
enlisted men
of the
the accounts
of all
all enlisted
men ply to enlisted
of the army, navy, and marine corps,
died while
held as
prisoners
of
corps, who
who died
men
who died
died as
while held
as prisoners of men who
as
prisoners of war,
war in the rebel States, or who, having been so held as prisoners of war, prisoners
of
war,
or after their rehave died or may die subsequent to release;
release; to be
to lease.
be paid, however,
however, only
only to
lease.
deceased person, if such widow
the widow of such deceased
widow remain
remain unmarried,
unmarried, or
or Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 364.
364.
to whom to be
in case there be no such widow then to the
surviving children
the dethe surviving
children of
of the
de- 'paid.
pad.hom
to be
ceased;
ceased; or if there be no such widow or children,
the parent
children, then
then to
to the
parent or
or
parents of the deceased;
deceased; or if there be no
children, parent,
parent,
no such
such widow, children,
or parents, then to the brothers and sisters
sisters of
of the
the deceased.
deceased.
SEC. 4. And be it
Sac.
enacted, That
That section
section one
pro- Repeal of act
it further
further enacted,
one of
of the
the "Act
"Act proact
186 1 cch.
h 42,
1861,
tbr the better organization
viding for
organization of the milit
arye
st
abli sh
men t," approved
approve d of
military
establishment,"
f
,
.
42,
§1, authorizing
August third,
hundred and
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, authorizing
authorizing the
the President
President al
an 'assistant
assistant
secretary of
to appoint an assistant secretary of war, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, secretary
of

war.
repealed.
repealed.
Vol. xii. p. 287.
Vol.
SEC.
further enacted,
Sac. 5. And be it further
enacted, That so much of the act
act entitled Promotion of
of
as"An
establishment of the
"An act to increase and fix the military peace establishment
the surgeons
surgeons and
and assistant surgeons
surgeons
United
United States," approved July twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixty- sistaut
hundred and
in the volunteer
in
volunteer
six, as relates to the promotion of
surgeons after
after three
of assistant
assistant surgeons
three years'
years' service.
66 ch. 299
1866,
service, shall be amended so as to read
read ""and
persons who
have served
as § 1
and persons
who have
served as
ch. 299,
§17.
surgeons or assistant surgeons three years
years in the volunteer
volunteer force
force shall
be Ante, p.
shall be
p. 335.
335.
eligible for promotion
promotion to the grade of captain."
captain."
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 6. And be it further
enacted, That the act entitled "An
"An act
act more
more The word
"white" strickeffectually to provide for
effectually
fur the national defence
uniform en"outteof
defence by establishing
establishing an
an uniform
St "ek
en out of the
militia throughout the United States,"
States," approved
May eight,
eight, seventeen
seventeen acts relating
approved May
relating to
to
hundred and ninety-two,
the militia.
militia.
ninety-two, and the several acts amendatory
amendatory thereof,
and the
thereof, be,
be, and
9
amended by striking
" white."
white."
Vol.
1792,
ch.
p. 271.
33.
17
2,i..cl.
they are hereby, amended
out the word "
tyrVol.
p. 23.
271.
SEC.
And be it
itfurther
enacted, That (excepting
(excepting the ordnance
S
EC. 7. And
further enacted,
store- Rank, pay, &c.
ordnance store&e.
storekeepers
keeper
of storekeepers
keeper and paymaster at the Springfield Armory, who has the rank, pay, of
of the army, exand allowances
allowances of a
a major of cavalry) all storekeepers
storekeepers of the army
army shall
shall cept,
cept, &c.
&c.
hereafter
Post chaplains.
chaplains.
hereafter have the rank, pay, and allowances
allowances of captains of cavalry, and Post
Chaplains,
the post chaplains now in service, or hereafter
hereafter to
be appointed,
to be
appointed, shall
shall be
be hoCoaplainsP
how to rank.
commissioned
commissioned by the President, and all vacancies
vacancies occurring
occurring in
in the
the grade
grade Tenure
Tenure of ofof chaplain, which is hereby
fice,
allowances
established
to
rank
as
captain
hereby established
captain of infantry, fice, allowances
&c. or army
shall be filled by the President, by and with
advice and
consent of
of chaplains.
with the
the advice
and consent
chaplains.
the Senate,
Senate, and all army chaplains
chaplains shall hereafter
hereafter be on the same
footing
same footing
as to tenure of office, retirement, allowances
allowanCes for
for service
service and
as
and pensions,
pensions, as
now provided
provided by law for other
other officers
of the
the army.
officers of
army.
SEc.
further enacted,
enacted, That in
SEC. 8. And be it further
where aa person
person In
in any case
case where
In applications
applications
entitled to receive payment of bounty, under the provisions of
of any
any law,
law, for bounty,
shall make application therefor, or
where such
such application
application shall
shall be
be made
or where
made where
haere discharge.
disbee
hrg
has been lost,
by the proper representatives of such person, being deceased,
by
deceased, and the
the what
what secondary
secondary
discharge of such person has been lost, it shall be competent
competent for the ac- proof
proof isis to be
be
counting officers to receive,
receive, in lieu of the actual production
dis- admitted
production of
of such
such disissuedtt of its
its
issue, &c.
charge, proof of the actual loss of the same
secondary proof
of its
same and
and secondary
proof of
its
issue and contents, together with proof of the identity of
claimant or
of the claimant
or
person deceased,
person
deceased, under such rules defining the character and form
form of
of the
the
paymaster-general shall prescribe.
evidence as the paymaster-general
prescribe.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 9. And be it further
enacted, That
of the
the ""Act
That section
section fifteen
fifteen of
Act to
to General
General offioffiincrease
ers may receive
cers
increase the present
present military establishment of the United States, and for
e
a
receive
ohran
additional
n additional
other purposes," approved
approved July fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, ,
ration
every
ation for
for every
be amended
amended so that general officers shall not hereafter
hereafter be excluded
excluded from
from five years'
years' serice.
receiving the additional
additional ration for every five years'
years' service; and
and it
is hereit is
here- vice.
1838, ch. 162, §
by further provided that officers on the retired
retired list of the army shall have 3.15.
5.
8
the same allowance of additional rations
rations for
every five
five years'
years' service
as Vol.
for every
V. p.
258.service as
Vol1v.
p.25
Officers
officers in active
active service.
service.
Oti
cerseon
on re,
re
ired list.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,
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CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

S
ESS. II.
II. Cu.
CH. 146, 147.
SESS.

1867.

2, 1867. CHAP.
CHAP. CXLVI.
CXLVI.—
An Act
in Relation
Relation to
to Persons
imprisoned under
Sentence for Offences
under Sentence
Persons imprisoned
Act in
- An

March 2, 1867.

Convicts
Convicts under any law of
la of
der
the ant
United
States confined
confined
States
in prison,
prison, conconin
ducting themthemto
ducting
selves well,
to
have deductions
deductions
have
made
from
the
from the
made
term of their
term
sentence.
sentence.

against
the Laws
Laws of
United States.
the United
of the
against the

Be it
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That all prisoners who have
Congress assembled,
States of
been, or
hereafter be,
against the laws of
offence against
any offence
of any
convicted of
be, convicted
shall hereafter
or shall
been,
the
confined in
in any
State prison
or penitentiary
penitentiary in
prison or
any State
and confined
States, and
United States,
the United
conviction, who
execution
of the
judgment or
who so concon-S
sentence upon such conviction,
or sentence
the judgment
execution of
duct
against
misconduct shall be sustained against
for misconduct
charge for
no charge
that no
themselves that
duct themselves
them,
shall have
of one
one month in each year made from the
deduction of
a deduction
have a
them, shall
term
of their
their sentence,
sentence, and
and shall
shall be entitled to their discharge so much
term of
the
sooner, upon
upon the
the warden
warden or
of such prison or
keeper of
or keeper
of the
certificate of
the certificate
the sooner,
Interior.
the
penitentiary,
with
the
approval
of
the
Secretary
of
Interior.
Secretary
the
of
approval
the
with
penitentiary,
1867.
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
March 2,
APPROVED, March

of
Constructionof
2, 1867. CHAP. CXLVII. — An Act
Act for
the Relief
Contractors for the Construction
certain Contractorsfor
of certain
Relief of
for the
March 2, 1867. CHAP. CXLVII. - AnVessels-ofWar and
and Steam
Machinery.
Steam Machinery.
Vessels-of- War

March

United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
Secretary of the Navy
assembled, That the Secretary
States
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
all contracclaims of
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to investigate
investigate the claims
of all
contrac is hereby
under
same
the
for
tors
for
building
vessels-of-war
and
machinery
under
steam
and
vessels-of-war
tors for building
contracts made after the first day of May, eighteen hundred and
and sixtysixtycontracts
one,
prior to
to the
first day
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyof January,
day of
the first
and prior
one, and
following basis: He
Basis
of the
the
four,
and said
said investigation
investigation to be made upon the following
four, and
Basisof
investigation.
shall
ascertain the
cost which was necessarily
necessarily incurred by each
each
additional cost
the additional
shall ascertain
investigation.
contractor
the completion
alby reason of any changes or alwork by
his work
of his
completion of
in the
contractor in
prosthe prosin the
terations in
the plans
required, and delays
delays in
specifications required,
and specifications
plans and
in the
terations
ecution of
of the
by the government,
government, which were
were not prooccasioned by
work occasioned
the work
ecution
vided for
contract; but
allowance for any advance
advance in
no allowance
but no
original contract;
the original
in the
for in
vided
the
price of
material shall
considered, unless such advance
shall be considered,
or material
labor or
of labor
the price
occurred
during the
the prolonged
completing the work rendered
rendered
prolonged time for completing
occurred during
necessary
the delay
delay resulting
resulting from
action of the government
government aforefrom the action
by the
necessary by
by
said,
when such
such advance
advance could not have been avoided by
only when
then only
and then
said, and
the
of ordinary
prudence and
and diligence
the part of the conon the
diligence on
ordinary prudence
exercise of
the exercise
aforesaid,,
ascertained as aforesaid
tractor
additional cost, to be ascertained
tractor,, and from such additional
contractor
there ;hall
be deducted
deducted such sum as may have been paid each contractor
shall be
there
for any
any reason
over and above the contract price, and shall
heretofore over
reason heretofore
for
Tabular state- report
to Congress
Congress a
statement of
of each
each case,
which shall contain
case, which
tabular statement
a tabular
state- report to
Tabular
ment of
of each
the name
name of
description of the work, the contract price,
a description
contractor, a
the contractor,
of the
the
each
ment
the
price, and
contract price,
the work
cost of
increased cost
be recase to to
the whole increased
of the
work over
over the
the contract
and the
Conported
ported to Conthe
of
action
and
delay
the
by
caused
gress, and
amount
of such
delay
the
increased cost caused
such increased
amount of
to
and to
gress,
contain
as aforesaid,
contractor
and the amount already paid the contractor
aforesaid, and
government as
what. government
contain what.
of the
over
and above
the contract
Provided, That the Secretary of
contract price: Provided,
above the
over and
Navy,
under the
the resolution,
resolution, shall
shall investigate the claim of W. H. Webb
Navy, under
for
constructing the
the steamer
Dunderberg, applying
applying the provisions
provisions of this
steamer Dunderberg,
for constructing
be
resolution
investigation, except that proper consideration
consideration shall be
in such investigation,
resolution in
Claim
to the
the increased
increased cost
incurred by
said Webb
Webb by reason of any alterby said
cost incurred
given to
W. given
of 'W.
Claim of
H. Webb for
ation
Dunderberg made
made during
during the
the
ation in the plans and specifications for the Dunderberg
H.
constructing the
constructing
in the
for
alterations
progress
of
the
work,
whether
such
alterations
were
provided
for in
the
such
whether
progress of the work,
Dunderberg.
original
or not,
not, when payment for the same was not embraced in
contract or
original contract
the contract price.
2, 1867
APPROVED, March
March 2,
1867
ArPBOVED,

Claims of
conof conClaims
tractors
d
for
tain
for
tractors
builing cer
vessels of
of war
war
vessels
masteam maand steam
chinery to
be
to be
chiner
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CHAP.
CXLVIII. —An
-An Act to amend
C
HAP. CXLVIII.
extend the
the Time
Time for
amend an
an Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to extend
for March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
the Reversion to
to the
the United
United States
States of
of the
the Lands
granted by
to aid
Lands granted
by Congress
Congress to
aid in
in the
the ConCon- 1866,
1866, ch.
158.
ch. 158.,
struction of aaRailroad
Railroadfrom
from Amboy,
struction
Amboy, by
by Billsdale
Lansing, to
some
Point
on
or
near
Hillsdale and
and Lansing,
to some Point on or near Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 78.
78.
Traverse
Mlichigan, andfor the Completion
Traverse Bay, in the State of Michigan,
approved
Completion of said
said Road,"
Road," approved
July three, eighteen
sixty-six.
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six.

Be it enacted by
Senate and House
by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States of America in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
section of
of the
the act
or cornThat the first
first section
act Time
Time f
for
cornentitled ""An
time for
the reversion
reversion to
Anact to extend
extend the time
for the
the United
o
tnof
e
inefirst
r
s
sf
to the
United States
States pletion
of the lands granted
granted by Congress to aid in the construction of
of aarailroad
railroad road-lied
road-bed of Amfrom Amboy, by Hillsdale
Hillsdale and Lansing,
or near
near Traverse
Traverse boy,
Sze. railrailLansing, to some point on or
boy, &c.
Bay, in
the State
the completion
completi on of
ofsaid
sa id road,"
road," ay
ua
ld
y e
1
xtNer to
to
Bay,
in the
State of
of Michigan,
Michigan, and
and for
for the
ap-_jro
uly
ee86d7.
proved July three, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, be
same is
be and the
the same
is
hereby amended
hereby
amended by striking
word "
occurs in
striking out
out the
the word
" February"
February" where
where it
it occurs
in
said section,
section, and inserting
inserting the
the word
in lieu
lieu thereof.
thereof.
word "July"
"July" in
APPROVED,
ArpnoVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. C
CXLIX.
- An Act to authorize
authorize the Building of Lighthouses
.XLIX. —
March 2,
1867.
Lighthouses therein
therein mentioned, March
2,1867.
and for other Purposes.
Purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Treas- Secretary
States
of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of
contract,
tTreasury
authorized
andhe directed
directed
ury be,
be, and
hie is
ury
and
is hereby,
hereby,
ury
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to
provide, by
by contract,
contract, tract
t
T
ra
reca
t
sufor
fo
r
y
z to
t
t
o
hconeonc
to provide,
provide,
by
the
the following
following points,
for building lighthouses
lighthouses at
at the
to wit:
wit:
building, at
points, to
building,
at not
not
For building
building aa lighthouse
a proper site at Trowbridge
lighthouse on a
Trowbridge Point, in over aa,P9
1#
certain
Thunder Bay, in the State of Michigan,
a cost not exceeding ten thou- hsouses
Thunder
Michigan, at a
f
i
°
,,s
„Vsfalght
ta
i
t
igatsand dollars.
Trowbridge
Trowbridge
For building
a lighthouse
lighthouse on aaproper site at Mendota,
building a
Mendota, on Lake Supe- Point
rior, in the State
Michigan, at
fourteen thousand
thousand Pt9etndota.
State of
of Michigan,
at aa cost
cost not
not exceeding
exceeding fourteen
dollars.
For building
building aalighthouse on a
a proper site at Santa Cruz, in the
Cruz.
the State
State Santa
Santa Cruz.
of California,
California, at a
a cost not exceeding ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
For building
building a
a lighthouse
lighthouse at Pigeon
Pigeon river, or vicinity, Lake Superior, Pigeon river.
Minnesota, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
For building a
a lighthouse
a proper site at or
lighthouse on a
Point, Braddock's
Braddook's
or near
near Braddock's
Braddock's Point,
Georgia, at aacost not exceeding
exceeding fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
Point.
For building aalighthouse to mark Tybee Island Knoll,
Knoll, Georgia,
at a
Island
Georgia, at
a Tybee Island
cost not exceeding
exceeding fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
Knoll.
Knoll.
For building range-lights
range-lights on Morris Island, as guides
guides in
in crossing CharlesCharles- Morris
Morris Island.
Island.
ton Bar, South Carolina, at aa cost not exceeding fifteen
fifteen thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For rebuilding
rebuilding the lighthouse
lighthouse on a
aproper
proper site at Deepwater Shoals in Deepwater
Deepwater
James
Virginia, at
a cost
exceeding sixteen
James River, Virginia,
at a
cost not
not exceeding
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. Shoals.
keeper's dwelling
For rebuilding
rebuilding lighthouse
lighthouse tower and
and keeper's
dwelling on
proper site
on a
a proper
site Saint Simon's.
at Saint Simon's, Georgia,
Georgia, at
cost not
at aa cost
not exceeding
exceeding forty-five
forty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
SEC.
it further enacted,
enacted, That the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Board
SEC. 2. And be it
Board is
is hereby
hereby Survey to
to be
be
directed
de
eat CrossCrossi
make aa survey,
survey, if
if no
no survey
hass be
been
at
Crossledae made
directed to
to make
su rvey ha
en made,
ma d
e,
at Crossledge
seraware
ba'y,'°.
Shoal,
the Delaware
Shoal, or at some other point in the
Delaware bay,
bay, in
in the
the neighborhood
L
e
neighborhood leigeSareas
ba'y&
of
said Shoal,
Shoal, and report on the survey to be made, or
has already
already and report and
of said
or which
which has
been made, to the next Congress as to the
feasibility of
erecting thereon
the feasibility
of erecting
thereon estimate.
esti ma t
e
aapermanent
permanent lighthouse,
lighthouse, and
and an
estimate of
necessary to
be
an estimate
of the
the amount
amount necessary
to be
appropriated
therefor.
appropriated therefor.
SEC.
no contract
shall be
be made
SEC. 3. And be it
it further
further enacted, That no
contract shall
made exContract to be
ex- Contract
cept
advertisement
cept after
after public
public ad
ver ti semen tf
or p
ro p
osa l
si
suc h f
orm and
an d manner
for
proposals
inn such
form
manner as made
made after adadvertisement
for
a
tfor
to secure
general no
ti ce th
ereo f, and
an dthe
th e same
sh
all only
on ly b
ma d
ew
i
th the
pr
to
secure general
notice
thereof,
same shall
bee made
with
the vertisement
proposals,en and
and
lowest
bidder
therefor,
upon
security
deemed
sufficient in
in the
judgment of
lowest
therefor,
sufficient
the judgment
of with
with lowest
lowest bidthe Secretary.
Secretary. &c.
the
der,
der, &c.
SEC. 4. And
enacted, That, from and
and after
passage Salarie
Sac.
And be it further enacted,
after the
the passage
ooe
bo
Salaries
of
o
ee
up
se
erss
fe
f
ge
htof this
this act,
act, the
Secretary
of
the S
ecre t
ar y of
ofth
reasurybe,
be,
an dh
i
sh
ere b
y,
au th or i
ze d
lit
tof
thee T
Treasury
and
hee is
hereby,
authorized
keepers
light-

m

to be regand empowered to regulate and fix the salaries of the respective keepers houses
ulated by the
Secretary
by the
of
deem just and proper: Pro- ulated
Secretary of the
Treasury.
Treasury.

of
and
lighthouses
empoweredin
u
regulate
ch manner
manner
and as
fix he
hthe
e shsalaries
all d
eem
ofjus
thetrespective
an d proper:
the
keepers
pro.
of lighthouses
intos
such
as
shall
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THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
II.

The average
no toxecaeced

vided, That the whole sum allowed shall
exceed an average
six
shall not
not exceed
average of
of six
hundred
hundred dollars to each keeper.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2, 1867.
1867.

The average
not to exceed
$600 to each.

March
March
1864,
1864,

Ca. 149,
150.
CH.
149, 150.

1867
1867

2, 1867.
CHAP. CL.
—An Act
Act anurndatory
of "
"An
An Act
to provide
a temporary
ernment for
for
2,
1867. CHAP.
CL. -An
amendatory of
Act to
provide a
temporary Gov
Government
ch.
the
May twenty-six,
twenty-six, eighteen
hundred and
stxtyfour.
cl. 95.
95.
the Territory
Territory of
of Montana,"
Montana," approved
approvedMay
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four.

xiii.
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
qf the
the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
United
Legislativeas- States of America
the legislative
assemblies
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
legislative assemblies
semblies of Ter- of the several
semblies
several Territories
Territories of the United States shall not, after
passage
after the
the passage
ritories not to
grant
of this
this act,
act, grant
private charters
charters or
or especial
they may,
by
grant special
special of
grant private
especial privileges,
privileges, but
but they
may, by
charters; but
charters;
general incorporation
incorporation acts, permit persons
persons to
to associate
associate themselves
themselves together
together
ma
ass g
e"
eral as
corporate for
par
other industrial pur
i YP
porassienral
as bodies corporate
for mining,
mining, manufacturing,
manufacturing, and
and other
incorporation
Vol. xiii. p. 86.

Legislative as-

acts
&c.
acts for,
bfr, &c.

stlitS.
suits.

ed to certain
certain
civil and crimi-

jurisdiction, are
are hereby
and determine
jurisdiction,
hereby authorized
authorized to
to hear
hear and
determine civil
civil causes
causes

Jurisdiction
SEC.
Jurisdiction of
S
EC. 2. And be it further enacted, That
probate courts
courts of
of the
the TerThat the probate
Terk
;-oo
i
b
ita
a
t
l
e
mcourts
e
e
cli t
r
e
t
s
i
,
T.
of Montana,
Montana, in
in their
counties, in
in addition
prob ate
probate
i ritory
ritory of
their respective
respective counties,
addition to
to their
their probate

wherein
wherein the damage
five hund
red dollars,
doll ar s,
not exceed
exceed five
hundred
c, or debt claimed does not
and such criminal cases arising
arising under the laws
laws of the Territory
as do
do not
Territory as
not
require the intervention
a grand jury: Provided,
require
intervention of a
Provided, That
That they
they shall
shall not
not
have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction in any matter in controversy
controversy when the title or right to
the peaceable
peaceable possession
possession of land may
or chancery
chancery or
or divorce
divorce
may be in dispute, or
Appeals alal- causes:
causes: And provided
providedfurther,
Appeals
further, That in all cases an appeal{nay
4nay be
be taken
taken
lowed.
fiom
lowed.
from any order, judgment, or decree
decree of said probate court to the
the district
district
court.
SEC.
Salary of the
SEC. 3.
3. And be it further
and associate
associate
further enacted, That the
the chief
chief justice
justice and
chief
justice and
and justices
of said
said Territory
Territory and the Territory
chef justice
justices of
Territory of Idaho, shall each receive
associates
associates of
i
. ai,
Nolitana
and
anannual
annual salary
dollars.
hMontana
and
an
salary of
of thirty-five
thirty-five hundred
hundred dollars.
ldahlo.
SEC.
further enacted, That the judges of the supreme
Idaho.
SEC. 4. And be it further
supreme
rtldges
su- court of
of said Territory, or aa majority of them, shall, when assembled at
Judgesof
of 50preoe
COurt to
prune
court
define
the seat
seat of
of government
define the
the judi- the
government of
Territory, define
the judicial
districts of
of
of said
said Territory,
define the
judicial districts
cial districts, asassign the judges who may
as- said Territory, and assign
Termay be appointed for
for said
said Tersignjudtiest
,and
sign
judges,
and ritory to the several, districts, and shall also fix and appoint the times and
appoint
the times
and places of
places
places for holding
holding the courts in the several
or subdivisions
several counties
counties or
subdivisions in
in
holding
each of said judicial districts, and alter the times
holding the
the
times and places
places of
of holding
holding
courts.
t
Two terms a
a the
he courts
proper and
ve
ni
en t, b
utnot
no tl
ess than
th an
courts as to them shall seem
seem proper
and con
convenient,
but
less
year at each
two terms shall be held at each place of holding
holding court each year.
place.
SEC. 5.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That for
purpose of
of reviving
reviving the
pl
eslative
SEC.
5. And
And be
further enacted,
for the
the purpose
the
Leislative
functions of the legislative
legislative functions of the Territory of Montana,
Montana, which have
have been
been adadTerritory
judged
Territory of
judged therein to have lapsed, the governor of said Territory be, and he
Montana reauthorized, on
before the
the first
of July,
eighteen hundred
vived"
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
on or
or before
first day
day of
July, eighteen
hundred
vived.
and sixty-seven, to divide
legislative districts for
divide said Territory
Territory into legislative
for the
the
election
representatives, and to
election of members
members of the council and house
house of
of representatives,
Assembly, 8:4.
&c. apportion
Assembly,
apportion among
among said districts the number of members of the legislative
legislative
districts.
districts.
Election
assembly provided
in the
organic act
id Territory,
Election of
of
assembly
provided for
for in
the organic
act o
offsa
said
Territory, and
and the
the elecelecmembers.
tion of said members of the legislative assembly
members.
assembly shall be held at such
time and shall be conducted in the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by the legislative
legislative
assembly of said Territory
assembly
Territory at the
ereo f, b
egun and
an d holden
holden at
the sessio
sessionn th
thereof,
begun
at
the city of Bannack, in eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four and eighteen
eighteen
Voters.
Voters,
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and the qualifications
qualifications of voters shall be the same
as that prescribed
prescribed by said organic
organic act, saving and excepting the distinction
distinction
therein made on account of race or color, and the legislative assembly, so
so
elected, shall convene
assembly
convene at the time prescribed by said legislative assembly
Apportionment at the session last aforesaid.
aforesaid. The apportionment
apportionment provided for in
secin this secrepresentation shall
of
representashall be based
based upon such an enumeration
enumeration of
of the qualified
qualified electors
electors of
of
tion.
the several
several legislative districts as shall appear from the election
election returns
returns in
in
the office of the secretary
secretary of said Territory,
Territory, and from such other sources
sources
of
will enable
of information
information as will
enable the governor,
governor, without taking aanew
new census,
census,
to make an apportionment
represent the people
apportionment which shall fairly represent
people of the
civil and erimiial cases;
cases;
nal
but not to cercartainothercauses.
tainothercauses.
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the legislative
assembly, but
the legislamay
several districts in
in both
both houses
houses of
of the
legislative assembly,
but the
legisla- District may
changed.
ture
change the
legislative districts
districts of
of the
the Territory
Territory as
as be
ture may
may at
at any
any time change
the legislative
be changed.
fixed
by the
the governor.
governor.
fixed by
S
EC. 6. And
it further
enacted, That
all acts
acts passed
at the
SEC.
And be
be it
further enacted,
That all
passed at
the two
two sesses- Certain former
former
of the
legislative assembly
assembly of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
Montana, acts of assembly
sions of
the so-called
so-called legislative
of Montana,
:f teiloo
f
n;si
dee
t
mlly
disapproved and de- clared
held in eighteen hundred and sixty-six, are
are hereby
hereby disapproved
nu l. de
clared
'
null.
dared
clared null and void, except
except such
such acts as
as the
the legislative
legislative assembly
assembly herein
herein
authorized to be elected shall by
by special act in
in each
each case
case re-enact:
re-enact: ProPro- Claims
Claims for
for
vested rights
vided, however,
however, That in all claims of vested rights thereunder,
vided,
thereunder, the
the party
party vested
may be rights
made.
claiming the same shall not, by reason of anything in
section conin this
this section
contained, be precluded
testing said
in the
the courts
of
precluded from making
making and
and testing
said claim
claim in
courts of
said Territory: And provided
further, That no
or pretended
provided further,
no legislation
legislation or
pretended Certain
Certain legislation not to be
legislation in
in said
said Territory
Territory since the adjournment
adjournment of the first
first legislative
legislative valid
lation until,
notitobe
&c.
assembly shall
until the
of the
the legislative
legislative assemassemassembly
shall be
be deemed
deemed valid
valid until
the election
election of
for shall
bly herein
herein provided
provided for
shall take
take place.
place.
Salary of
SEC.
enacted, That from and after the
SEC. 7. And be it further
further enacted,
the first
first day
day Salary
of
of suof April
April next
next the
the salary
of each
each of
the judges
judges of
of the
the several
several supreme
of
salary of
of the
supreme judges
gee courts
coutsof
in
preine
in
courts in each of the organized
organized Territories
Territories (except Montana
Montana and Idaho)
Idaho) Territories,
Territories, exexcept.
shall be two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
cept.
SEC. 8.
That all
acts inconincon- Repealing
SEC.
8. And
And be
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
all acts
acts and
and parts
parts of
of acts
Repealing
clause.
sistent
hereby repealed.
sistent with this act
act are
are hereby
clause.
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
CHAP.
CM. —An
to amend
An Act
to provide
provide a
aTemporary
CHAP. CLI.
- An Act
Act to
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "
" An
Act to
Temporary GovGov- March 22, 1867.
1867
emtient
ernment for
the Territory
Territory of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixty- 1863, ch 117.
for the
of Idaho,"
Idaho," approved
approved March
March three,
three, eighteen
1868, ch. 117.
three.
Vol. xii.
p. 808.
Vol.
xii. p.
808.
Be
Be it
it enacted by
and House
of the
the United
United
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
the supreme
That the
the judges of
of the
supreme Judges
of SnJudges of
Suassembled at
court of said Territory,
Territory, or a
a majority
majority of
of them,
them, shall,
shall, when
when assembled
at preme
preme Court
Court to
to
define thejudidefinedistricts,
thejudithe seat of government
government of said Territory, define the judicial districts of cial
districts, asasjudges who
who may
may be
appointed for
for said
said Tersaid Territory,
Territory, and
and assign the
the judges
be appointed
Ter- sign judges, aud
aud
appoint times
times
ritory to the several districts; and shall also fix and appoint the times appoint
and places for
holding court
court in
in the
or sub-divisions
in holding
and places
places for
for holding
the several
several counties
counties or
sub-divisions in
holdpgcourts
courts.
and places
each of
of said judicial
judicial districts, and
and alter
alter the
the times
times and
places of
of holding
holding
the courts, as to them shall seem proper and
and convenient.
convenient.
S
EC. 2. And be
further enacted,
the next
next session
session of
the legislaSEC.
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
of the
legisla- Sessions
Sessions of the
tive assembly of the Territory of Idaho shall be held commencing
commencing on
on the
the legislative asassembly.
D. eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, and sembly.
first Monday in December, A. D.
thereafter the legislative
legislative assembly of said Territory shall be
biennibe held biennially.
Ally. And the next election for members of the legislative
legislative assembly of
of Elections for
members.
iaid
said Territory
Territory shall be held on the second Monday
Monday in August, A. D. eigh- members.
teen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight, and
thereafter said election
election shall
shall be
and thereafter
be held
held
5iennially.
biennially.
SEC. 3. And be it
That the
the members
members of
of the
of Term
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the house
house of
Term of office
office
of
representatives
legislative assembly shall be elected
representatives of said legislative
elected for the
the term of
membersoffof
?
Ifoumseemnb
of two years; and the members
members of the council of said legislative
legislative assembly council
c
of
ounci E
l
t
.
Ihall be elected for the term of four years: Provided,
shall
at the
first Councillor
Provided, That at
the first
Councillor disdisslection hereafter
riots, and elecaloetricts,
olection
hereafter one half of the members
members of said council shall be elected r
ircoo
uf
ni
c
u
i abers
for the term of two years, and the remaining half for the term of four o
ofonof
t
miembers
years; and the districts wherein members of the council are to be elected
ucl
for the term of two years and the districts wherein
wherein members of
of the
the council
council
are to
term of
of four
four years
at the
the next
shall be
to be
be elected
elected for
for the
the term
years at
next election
election shall
be
determined by proclamation of the governor of said Territory: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
That in all counties and election
election districts
which shall
shall be
to elect
districts which
be entitled
entitled to
elect
two members
members of the council,
council, one
shall be
elected for
one of said members
members shall
be elected
for two
two
years and the other for four years.
SEC.
enacted, That all acts and parts of acts in- Repealing
SEC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
Repealing
lause.
consistent
clause.
consistent with this act are hereby repealed.
APPROVED,
March 2,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867
1867

428
428
March
1867.
2,1867.
March 2,
1866 ,ch.
236.
1866, ch. 236.
Ante, p.
p.231.
231.
Ante,
Repeal of
of part
part
Repeal
of section
section six of
act
of
1866,
ch.
236.
2of
1866, ch.

City of
of WashWashCity
ington
toas
paits
ingo
to
payy
78000
part,for building
building
partfr
jail
the DisDisin the
jail in
triet
of
Columtrict
of
Columbia.
Georgetown to
to
Georgetown
pay $12,0
$12,000.
00 .
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CHAP.CLII.
CLII.
—
An Act
to amend
an Act
entitled ""An
Act authorizing
Construction
the Construction
authorizing the
An Act
Act entitled
amend an
Act to
- An
CHAP.
fi
of aaJail
in and
the District
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
approved June
[July] twentytwentyzfive,
eighteen
ve, eighteen
June [July]
Districtof
andfor
for the
of
Jailin
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-sir.
hundred
Be
by the
Representatives of the United
and House of
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
in Congress
so much
much of
of the
secsixth secthe sixth
That so
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
" An act authorizing
construction of aa jail in
tion of the
the act entitled
entitled "
authorizina the construction
and
for the
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
approved June [July]
twenty-five,
[Julyj twenty-five,
the District
District of
and for
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, as specifies the amounts
and
amounts to be raised and
eighteen hundred
Washington
the United
United States by the cities of Washington
of the
the treasury
treasury of
paid into
into the
and Georgetown,
respectively, before
completion of said jail, is hereby
before the completion
and
Georgetown, respectively,
repealed.
repealed.
SEC. 2.
2. And
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
be it further
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
proper authorities
are hereby reand they are
city of Washington,
Washington, and
the city
proper
authorities of the
quired, to
to raise,
raise, by
or otherwise,
into the
the
of the
the treasury
treasury of'
pay into
and pay
otherwise, and
tax or
by tax
quired,
United States,
before the
completion of said jail, the sum
sum
the time of
of the completion
at or before
States, at
United
of seventy-eight
seventy-eight thousand dollars; and it shall be the like duty of the
they are hereby reproper authorities
and they
of Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
city of
the city
of the
authorities of
proper
quired,
quired, to raise,
raise, by tax or otherwise,
otherwise, and pay into the treasury of the
United States, at or before the time of the completion of said jail, the sum
thousand dollars.
of twelve thousand
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.

March 2,
CHAP. CLIII. 2, 1867.
1867. CHAP.
March
Preamble.
Preamble.

SESS. II.
II. Ca.
152, 153.
153.
CH. 152,
SESS.

States.
of the
the Rebel
Rebel States,
An
to provide
providefor
for the
the more
more efficient
Government of
efficient Government
Act to
An Act

or
protection for life or
or adequate
adequate protection
W HEREAS no
governments or
legal State
State governments
no legal
WHEREAS

See Vol.
Vol. xv.
xv.
See

property
property now exists in the rebel States of Virginia, North Carolina,
South
Mississippi, Alabama,
Alabama, Louisiana, Florida, Texas,
Georgia, Mississippi,
Carolina, Georgia,
South Carolina,

pertain rebel
Certain
rebel
States
States to be divided
vided into
into milimilitary districts
districts
tary
and subjected
subjected to

should be enforced
enforced in said States until loyal and republican State governshould
ments can be legally
legally established:
established: Therefore,
Be
United
the United
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That said rebel States shall be
divided into
military districts
districts and
to the
military authority
the military
subject to
and made
made subject
divided
into military
Virof the United States as hereinafter prescribed, and for that purpose Vir.

order
and good
good order
that peace
peace and
pp. 2,
2,14,
29, 80.
so. and
and Arkansas;
and whereas
it is
is necessary
necessary that
whereas it
Arkansas; and
pp.
14, 29,

Carolina
constitute the
the first
district; North
North Carolina
South Carolina
military
military authorauthor- ginia
ginia shall
shall constitute
first district;
Carolina and
and South

ity.
First
First District,
District.
Second District.
triet.
Third
District.
T;ird District,
Fourth District.
t
triet.
Fifth District.
Fifth
District.
President
to
President to
assign army offioffieer
to
command
cmtmand
eechtod
each district.
Military force
force
Military
tobe
to be detailed
detailed,
Commanders
Commanders
of districts
of
districts, their
powers
dupowers and
and their
duties.
Local civil tribunals.
bunals.
Military tributribuMilitary
nals.
interferState interferState
ence
declared
ence declared
null.
null,
Persons
under
to
arrest
military
military
arrest
be
speedily tried,
be speedilytried.
Punishment
Punishment,
Sentences of
of
military tributribumilitary

nals.

second district; Georgia, Alabama,
Alabama, and Florida the third district;
district;
the second
Mississippi and Arkansas
Arkansas the fourth district; and Louisiana and Texas
the
district.
fifth district.
the fifth
further enacted,
SEC.
S
EC. 2. And be it further
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
President to assign to the command
of
command of each of said districts an officer of
,
a suffito detail a
and to
the
below the
the rank
of brigadier-general,
brigadier-general, and
suffirank of
not below
army, not
the army,
duties and
and encient military force to enable such officer
officer to perform
perform his duties
force his authority within the district to which
which he is assigned.
of each
SEC.
it further
enacted, That
duty of
each
shall be
be the
the duty
That it
it shall
And be
be it
further enacted,
SEC. 3.
3. And
of perofficer assi
assigned
gned as aforesaid,
aforesaid, to protect all persons in their rights of'
son and
to suppress
disorder, and
to
and3 to
violence, and
and violence,
insurrection, disorder,
suppress insurrection,
property, to
son
and property,
punish,
punish, or
or cause
to be
be punished,
disturbers of
of the
the public
peace and
and
cause to
punished, all
all disturbers
public peace
criminals; and
end he
he may
may allow
take j
uricjuristo take
tribunals to
civil tribunals
local civil
allow local
this end
to this
and to
criminals;
diction of
to try
offenders, or,
judgment it
it may
necesbe necesmay be
his judgment
or, when
when in
in his
of and
and to
try offenders,
diction
sary for
for the
the trial
trial of
offenders, he
he shall
have power
power to
to organize
organize military
of offenders,
shall have
military
sary
commissions or
or tribunals
tribunals for
for that
that purpose,
and all
all interference
interference under
color
under color
purpose, and
commissions
of State
of military
this act,
State authority
authority with the exercise
exercise of
military authority
authority under
under this
shall be null and void.
void.
SEC. 4.
4. And
And be
be it
further enacted,
all persons
under military
military
put under
persons put
That all
enacted, That
it further
SEC.
and
unnecessary delay,
delay, and
shall be
be tried
without unnecessary
arrest by
of this
this act
act shall
tried without
by virtue
virtue of
arrest
inflicted, and no sentence of any
no cruel or unusual punishment
punishment shall be inflicted,
any
military commission
or tribunal
hereby authorized,
the life
life or
or
affecting the
authorized, affecting
tribunal hereby
commission or
military
liberty
liberty of any person, shall be executed until it is approved
approved by the officer
in command
command of
district, and
the laws
and regulations
regulations for
the govern.
in
of the
the district,
and the
laws and
for the
govern-
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ment
moot of the army shall not be affected by
so far
far as
as they
they
by this
this net,
act, except
except in
in so
conflict with its provisions: Provided,
conflict
Provided, That no sentence of
or
of death
death under
under sentences
Sentences or
provisions of this act shall be carried into effect
the provisions
approval death.
effect without
without the
the approval
death.
of the President.
President.
SEC.
enacted, That when the people
S
EC. 5. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
people of
Conditions
of any
any one
one of
of Conditions
upon which sues
said rebel States shall
formed a
tit uti on o
shall have
have formed
a cons
constitution
offgovernment
government i
inn con
con--States
shall be
formity
formity with the Constitution
Constitution of the United States in
respects, framed
framed declared
entitled
in all respects,
declared entitled
by a
a convention of delegates elect
ed by
th e male
ma l
e citizens
ci
ti
zens o
id S
tate, to
In
orepresentation
representation
elected
by the
offsa
said
State,
twenty-one years old and upward, of whatever
twenty-one
whatever race,
race, color,
previous concon- Delegates
to
color, or
or previous
Delegates to
dition, who have been resident in said
sa id St
at
e for
f
or one
one year
i
ous to
thetoconventions
conventions to
State
year prev
previous
to the
day of such election,
election, except
except such
suc has ma
ybe
be disfranchised
di sf
ranc hi se df
or participation
part i
ci
pation in
t
3onNsvttiltoun-t
may
for
in f
foIT b
constituwh
the rebellion or for
at c
ommon law,
l
aw ,
an
hen suc
i
tut i
on shall
for felony at
common
anddw
when
suchhconst
constitution
shall elected.
elected.
provide
provide that
that the elective fianchise
franchise shall be enjoyed by all such persons
of 1
persons as
as Provisions
Provisions oft
constitutions
as
constiteulteicotnsveas
qualifications herein
he re i
n s
t
at
edf
or e
l
ectors ofd
el
egates, and when to
have the
the qualifications
stated
for
electors
of delegates,
and when too the elective
such constitution
shall be ratified
a majority of the persons voting
such
constitution shall
ratified by a
on franchise.
franchise.
voting on
the question
question of
ho are
lifi ed as
el
ectors f
or d
el
egates, and to c
i
:,oen
t
s
a
t
r
ilt d
ionbe
y
of ratification
ratification w
who
are qua
qualified
as electors
for
delegates,
and Constitutions
when such constitution
shall
constitution sh
all have
have been submitted
Congress for
tbr examexam -p
opu l
ar vo t
e;
submitted to
to Congress
popular vote;
ination and approval,
approval, and Congress
ination
Congress shall have
have approved the same, and
approved
and to be
be approved
when said State, by
by a
vo
te
o
f
it
s
l
eg
i
s
l
ature
e
l
ecte
d
un
d
er
said
constituby
Congress. to
a vote of its legislature elected under said constitu- by COtates
to
tion, shall
shall have
have adopted the amendment
amendment to the Constitution of
tion,
of the
the United
United adopt
adopt the
the
States, proposed by the Thirtyni
nth C
ongress ,
an
nown as
as article
art i
cle fourfour- amendment
Thirty-ninth
Congress,
anddk
known
amendment to
to
AC
nto
en
ts
p
titgiir.
teen, and when said article
articl e s
hall have
have become
become a
ofthe
Constitution theAnte,
shall
a part
part of
the Constitution
p.
858.,'
of the United
of
United States, said State shall be declared entitled
represents- Senators
Senators and
entitled to
to representaand
tion in Congress, and senators and representatives
represen t
ati ves shall
shall be
troepasaelaittitveeds
be admitted
admitted therethere- tepresentatives
from
on
their
prescribed by law, and then and thereafter
from on their taking
taking the
the oath
oath prescribed
thereafter upon taking
aking the
the
the preceding sections of this act shall be inoperative
the
inoperative in
Pro- oathland
oath, and thisact
this act
in said
said State:
State: Probecomes
eom
e inoperbei
c
vo
em
. es
vided,
en'
ded, That no
exc l
ud
ed from
f
rom t
he privilege
pr i
vil ege o
holding office
no person excluded
the
offholding
office by
byatbati
oper-

States shall
lett
m

said proposed
proposed amendment
amendment to the Constitution of the United States,
said
States, shall
shall
be eligible
eligible to
to election
election as
of the
convention to frame aaconstitube
as a
amember
member of
the convention
constitution for any of said rebel St
at
es ,nor
nor shall
sh
all any
any such
suc hperson
person vote for memStates,
vote for members
such convention,
convention.
hers of
of such
SEC.
6. And be it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 6.
enacted, That, until the
the people
peo pl e of
ofsa
id rebel
rebel
said
States
shall be
by law
law admitted
States shall
be by
admitted to representation
representation in the Congress
Congress of
of the
the
United Stales, any
ci
vil governments w
hi ch may
may exist
shall be
any civil
which
exist therein
therein shall
be

Proviso.
Proviso.

Certain per-

sons
notbeligible
as
mem
ers of
as memberg

of

the
the constitutionconstitutionei
'
v
t
rtmiova I' nevo
civel
tion

atl

ernment
ernment of such

8
.
tates
States
to be
be proprovisional
unUn
t
'inthey
o
,tr
ievic.only
;11!,3
;ad2-til
are
mitted to
to reprerepresen r
a
i
t
io
ion.rt
ote
senhoayvO
t
in
electim
onsYtov ofinelectionstooffi
flee
ce under
under proprovisents
ionalaT ivw
et
ments,
and who
m
sional governments
governments who would be disqualified from holding
sional
eligible to
to
holding office
office under
under are
are eligible
the
provisions of the third
third article
article of said constitutional
constitutional amendment.
the provisions
office.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
COLFAX,4.
Vol. xv.
p.
SCHUYLER
Vol.
xv. p.4.
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
LA FAYETTE S
S..FOSTER,
FOSTER,
President
Senate, pro
President of the Senate,
pro tempore.

deemed provisional
provisional only, an
anddin
deemed
i
n all
all respects su
bj ect to
paramount auausubject
to the
the paramount
tholity of
of the
the United States at any time to abolish,
thority
abolish, modify, control,
control, or
or
supersede the same;
same; and
and in
i
n all
all elections
el
ec ti ons to
t
o any
offi ce un d
er such proviany office
under
such provisional governments
governments all
all persons
persons s
hall b
i
t
l
edto
to vote,
vote, and
and none
shall
bee ent
entitled
none others,
others,
who are
are entitled to vote, under the provisions of the fifth section
who
section of
of this
this
act;
act ;and no
all b
li gibl e to
offi ce under any such provino perso
personn sh
shall
bee e
eligible
to any
any office
under any such provi-
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HOUSE OF
IN THE
THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES,}
REPRESENTATIVES, /

March
March 2, 1867.
The President of the United States having
The
the House
having returned
returned to
to the
House of
of
Representatives,
Representatives, in which it originated,
originated, the
bill entitled
entitled "
prothe bill
" An
An act
act to
to provide for the more efficient government
government of
of the
with his
his obthe rebel
rebel States,"
States," with
objections thereto,
Representatives proceeded,
jections
thereto, the House of Representatives
proceeded, in
of
in pursuance
pursuance of
the Constitution, to reconsider
the
reconsider the same;
same; and
and
Resolved, That
That the
the said bill do pass, two thirds of the House
Resolved,
House of
of RepreRepresentatives agreeing to pass the same.
same.
Attest:
EDWD. McPHERSON,
Attest;
MoPHERSON,
Clerk of H. R.
R. U.
S.
U. S.
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STATES, 1
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IN

March 2, 1867.
1867.
March
The Senate
Senate having
having proceeded,
proceeded, in
pursuance of the Constitution,
Constitution, to rein pursuance
The
consider
bill entitled
An act
act to
to provide
provide for
for the
the more
efficient governgovernmore efficient
entitled ""An
the bill
consider the
ment
of the
to the
Representatives by
by
of Representatives
House of
the House
returned to
States," returned
rebel States,"
the rebel
ment of
the
of the
the United
with his
sent by the
and sent
objections, and
his objections,
States, with
United States,
President of
the President
House
to the
the Senate,
with the message
message of the President
Senate, with
of Representatives
Representatives to
House of
returning
bill:
returning the bill:
Resolved, That
the bill
do pass,
pass, two
two thirds
Senate agreeing
agreeing to
of the
the Senate
thirds of
bill do
That the
Resolved,
pass the same.
Attest:
J.
W. FORNEY,
FORNEY,
J. W.
Attest:
Secretary
of the
the Senate.
Senate.
Secretary of

2, 1867.
March 2,
March

CHAP
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Act regulating
regulating the
the Tenure
Tenure of
certain Civil
Civil Offices.
Offices
of certain
Act

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House
it enacted
Be it
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That every
every person
any
holding any
person holding
in Congress
of America
States of
Persons hold- States
ing
or appointed
appointed civil
ing or
civil office to which he has been appointed by and with the advice and
civil ofto any civil
consent of
the Senate,
person who
who shall
shall hereafter
be appointed
appointed
hereafter be
every person
and every
Senate, and
of the
fice,
to hold the consent
fice, to
same
&c. to
to any
any such
such office, and
qualified to act therein, is, and
and
shall become
become duly qualified
and shall
same until,
until, &c.
shall
be entitled
entitled to
successor shall have been in like
until aasuccessor
office until
hold such office
to hold
shall be
provided:
manner
appointed and
except as herein
herein otherwise provided:
qualified, except
and duly qualified,
manner appointed
the Secretaries
the
of the Treasury, of War, of the
of State, of
Secretaries of
That the
Provided,That
Secreta- Provided,
The Secretaries
of the
sev- Navy, and of the Interior, the Postmaster-General,
the sevPostmaster-General, and the Attorneyries of
departments
eral departments
General, shall hold their offices respectively for and during the term of the
to hold office
office for, General, shall hold their offices respectively for and during the term of the
&c. Subject
Subject to President
President by whom they may have been appointed and for one month
removal.
removal.
thereafter, subject
subject to removal by and with
thereafter,
with the advice and consent of the
Senate.
SEC. 2.
be it
enacted, That
That when
any officer
appointed as
officer appointed
when any
further enacted,
it further
And be
2. And
SEC.
When civil officers, except,
a
aforesaid,
ficers,
aforesaid, excepting
excepting judges of the United States courts, shall, during a
&c. shall berecess of
the Senate,
by evidence
evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to the President,
shown, by
be shown,
Senate, be
of the
recess
cme disqualicome
disqualimisconduct in office, or crime, or for any reason
reason shall beto be
be guilty of misconduct
fied, &c.
&c. the
may come incapable or legally disqualified
President may
disqualified to perform its duties, in such case,
suspend them
other, the
the President
may suspend
suspend such
and designate
officer and
such officer
President may
in no
no other,
and in
and appoint per- and
sons temporarily some suitable person to perform temporarily
temporarily the duties of such office until
to such
offices.
be acted
acted upon by
the next meeting
to
such offices.
meeting of the Senate, and until the case shall be
by
the Senate,
Senate, and
and such
shall take the oaths and give
so designated shall
person so
such person
Such persons the
to take the oaths the bonds required
required by law to be taken and given by the person duly apand give the
pointed to
to fill
case it
duty of the
it shall be the duty
such case
in such
and in
office; and
such office;
fill such
pointed
bonde the
bonds.
of
meeting of
'the
within twenty days after the first day of such next meeting
The President President, within
to
such
the
to report
report such
the Senate, to report to the Senate
Senate such suspension,
suspension, with the evidence and
suspensions
and
suspensions and.
action in
case, and
and the name of the person so desigthe case,
in the
his action
for his
reasons for
appointments to reasons
appointments
the Senate.
concur
Senate.
nated to perform the duties of such office.
office. And if the Senate shall concur
If Senate conin such suspension and advise and consent to the removal of such officer,
con- in
Seare
cIf
curs,
the Presithey
thereupon remove
remove such
President, who may thereupon
they shall
shall so certify to the President,
dent may remove the
the officer
appoint
officer officer, and, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint
move
sucand appoint sucanother person
such office.
office. But
But if
Senate shall
concur in
refuse to concur
shall refuse
the Senate
if the
to such
person to
cessor.
another
cessoar.po
If Senate does such suspension, such officer
officer so suspended shall forthwith
forthwith resume the
not concur, the
the functions of his office,
not concur, offioffice, and the powers of the person so performing
performing its
suspended offiduties in
stead shall
cease, and the official salary and emoluments of
shall cease,
his stead
in his
cer resumes his duties
office.
such officer shall, during such suspension,
suspension, belong to the' person so performas ing the duties thereof, and not to the officer so suspended: Provided,
Provision as
to the officer so suspended: Provided, hownot
and
thereof,
duties
&c. ing the
to salary, &c.
during the sus- ever, That the President, in case he shall become satisfied that such suspension.
pension was
insufficient grounds,
grounds, shall
shall be
be authorized,
authorized, at
any time
time
at any
made on
on insufficient
was made
pension
Proviso.
Proviso.
before reporting
such suspension
Senate as above provided, to rethe Senate
suspension to the
reporting such
before
Suspension
Suspension
may be revoked voke such suspension and reinstate such officer in the performance
performance of the
and officer reinduties
of
office.
offioe.
his
rnduties
ifcr
sand,
stated, if,
&c.
if, &c.
stated,
SEC.
SEC. 8.
3. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the President
President shall have power
power
Vacancies
Vacancies
happening
vacancies which may happen during the recess
dur- to fill all vacancies
recess of the Senate, by
;appening dur-
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reason
of death
or resignation,
reason of
death or
resignation, by granting commissions which
which shall expire
log the recess
expire ing
recess of
at the end of their next session
Senate, how
session thereafter.
there aft er . A
nd if
appo i
ntment, b
y the Senate,
And
if no
no appointment,
by
how
o
and with the advice and consent of
ena t
e,
sh
all be
be ma
de to
to such
such t
o hen e
o
(
lice to
of the S
Senate,
shall
made
tWhel
officeto
office
so
vacant
or temporarily
office so vacant or
temporarily filled as aforesaid during such next session
remain in
in abeysession remain
ce
of the Senate, such office
office shall remai
i
n a
beyance ,w
i
th
out any
l
ary, an
ance.
remainn in
abeyance,
without
any sa
salary,
.
fees, or emoluments attached thereto, until the same shall
fees,
shall be
be filled
filled by
apby appointment thereto,
thereto, by and with the advice and consent
pointment
consent of the Senate; and
and Powers of ofofduring
during such time all the powers and
an d d
uti es belonging
bel
ong i
ng to
ffi ce shall
shall fi
cr
e
e
iod
durti
o
nt e
such
duties
to suc
suchho
office
fice
during
such
period, to be exbe exercised
exercised by such other officer as ma
yby
by l
aw exercise
exerc i
se such
suc hpowers
powers and
may
law
and period
ercised by
by
duties in case of aavacancy
vacancy in suc
ffi ce .
whom.
suchhooffice.
whom.
SEC.
4.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
nothing
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted,
contained No term
in this act contained
term of
of ofofshall be
be construed
construed to
to extend
extend the term of any office
office the duration
shall
duration of which fire
fle eextended
extended by
by

is limited
th i
sact.
act.
is
limited by
by law.
law.
this
SEC.
5.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
if
any
person
Six. 5. And
enacted,
to Penalty
shall, contrary to
Penalty forceforacthe
accept any
provisions of this act,
act, accept
an y a
pp oi
nt
ment to
or emp
l
oyment in
in ceptin
appointment
to or
the provisions
exeremployment
ceptinggmor
orexercising
office
canany
office, or shall hold or
or exercise
any office,
exerc i
se or
at t
empt to
hold or
exercise, any
any t
c
r
i
a
si
r
n
y'to
t
o
othis
this
e
i
sc
a
n
c
n
t
.
or attempt
to hold
or exercise,
trary
act.
such
office or
or employment,
employment, he shall be deemed,
such office
deemed, and is hereby declared
declared to
to
be,
guilty of
be, guilty
of aa high misdemeanor, and, upon trial and conviction thereof,
thereof;
lie shall
slall be punished therefor by a
a fine not exceeding
he
exceeding ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars,
or by
by imprisonment
inmprisonment not exceeding
or
exceeding five years, or both said punishments,
punishments, in
in
the discretion
discretion of the court.
SEC.
6. And
And be itfutrther
enacted, That every removal, appointment,
S
EC. 6.
it further enacted,
appointment, or
removal,
or The
The removal,
employment,
had, or exercised, contrary to the provisions of this o
employment, made,
made, had,
o
ra
empo!pmelnI
t
t,
orr
eip!ovnient,
act,
makintg, signing, se
sealing,
countersigning,
act, and the making,
ali ng ,coun
t
ers i
gn i
ng ,or i
ssu i
ng o
any or
isps
p
uing, &c.'
issuing
offany
or aissin&ent,'
commission
or letter
of authority for or in respect to any such appointcommission or
letter of
appoint_ ofacommission,
of acommission,
ment
or employment, shall
shall be
deemed, and
are hereby
hereby declared
declared to be, high
ofofnaany
permerit or employment,
be deemed,
and are
high &c.
son
c
o
tr7;31,)e
tro
o contrary
ii
to
misdemeanors, and,
and, upon trial and conviction
conviction thereof, every
misdemeanors,
guilty this act,
act, made
every person
person guilty
made aa
thereof shall
shall be punished
a fine no
nottexceeding
thereof
punished by a
excee di ng t
en thousand
th ousan dd
oll ars, or
ten
dollars,
lisdem?t
anor high
high m
misdemeanby imprisonment not exceeding fifive
veyears,
years ,or both
both said
sa id punishments,
pun i
sh
ments, in
i
n the
tTe a
renforp.
ena y
the therefeorpeny
discretion
court: Provided,
Provided, That the President
discretion of
of the
the court:
President shall have power
power Proviso.
Proviso.
to
and deliver,
after the adjournment
adjournment of
to make
make out
out and
deliver, after
of' the Senate, commissions
commissions
for
for all
all officers
officers whose
whose appointment
appointment shall have
have been advised
advised and consented
consented
to by the Senate.
Senate.

SEc.
And be
further enacted,
Site. 7.
7. And
be it
it further
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the SecreSecre- Seretary
Secretary of
of
tary of
of the
the Senate,
tary
Senate, at the close of each session
session thereof,
thereof; to deliver
deliver to
to the
the Senate
Senate at
at the
the
Secretary
of'
the
Treasury, a
and
too each
offhis
Secretary of
Treasury,
nd t
eac h o
hi s assistants,
ass i
stants, and
an dto eac
of each
each sesseseachh of
of sion
end of
to furnish
the auditors, and to each of the comptrollers
;iisoisi of
of furnish
com pt ro ll ers i
d to
to thet
inn th
thee treasury,
treasury, an
and
the iists
nomiina

treasurer, and to the
register of
of the
the treasury, aa full and complete
treni•tircr, and to
the register
complete list, tions
and rejections and
rejecduly certified,
all the
persons who
tions, &c.
duly
certific.d, of
of all
the persons
who shall
shall have
have been
been nominated
nominated to and bons,
&c.
rejected
rejected by
by the
the Senate
Senate during such session,
session, and a
a like list of all
all the
offices
to which
which nominations
offices to
nominations shall have been made and not confirmed
confirmed and
and
filled at such session.
session.
SEC.
whenever
President
Sc. 8.
S. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
e
nac t
ed, That
Th atw
henever the
t
he P
res id ent shall,
The
shall,President
The President
without
the advice
without the
advice and consent of the
th e Senate,
Sena t
e,designate,
des i
gnate, aut
hor i
ze, or
authorize,
or to
tonotifvtheSee:t
nott
l
!fe
vfthtt e
Secof the
employ
any person
perform
thee duties
employ any
perso n to p
er f
orm th
duti es of
ofany
ffi ce, he
he shall
sh
all forthwith
1
?
reattiury
when
any ooffice,
forthwith Treas'ry
when
notily, tle
Secretary
offthe
notify
the Secret
ar yo
the T
reasury thereof;
th ereo f; an
i
ts
hall be
be the
the duty
duty of
of he
he
has made
made an
Treasury
anddit
shall
has
an
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury thereupon
appointment
communicate
suchh not
notice
to
the
of the
thereupon to
to c
ommun i
ca t
e suc
i
ce to appo'intmet
o
ffi ce withoutto

all the
the proper
all
proper accounting
accounting and disbursing
disbursing, officers of his department.
department.
theconsent
consent of
of
the
SEC.
And be it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 9. And
enacted, That no money shall
shall b
paid or
or rere -the Senate,
bee paid
Senate. •
Duty of the
ceived
fiom the t
treasury,
paid
ceived from
reasury, or p
aid or
rece i
ve d f
rom or reta
i
ned out
out of
of any
anyserr
or received
from
retained
Dutyovf
eear ine
in
Secreta';v
public
or funds
funds of the United States, whether in the treasury or
public moneys
moneys or
such
or snch case.
case.
not,
to or
or by
orr for
thee benefit
person appo
appointed
to or authorizedb belto„ni'deonootr
not, to
by o
f
or th
bene fit of
ofany
any person
i
nte d to
eyi
d not to
to act in or
holding
or exerc
exercising
the
duties
or h
oldi ng or
i
si
ng t
he d
ut i
es or
unct i
ons of any office
by ,any
any
or f
functions
office concon- ceied
ceived by,
trary
to the
the provisions
provisions of
voucher person
trary to
of this
this act;
act; nor shall any claim, account,
account, voucher,
person contrary
contrary
to i
this
order, certificate,
certific ate, warrant,
warran t, or o
th er i
nstrument prov
idi ng f
or or
or relating
to to
t
o
uscact.
'
l
l
a
e
i
t
n
' , ac-_
other
instrument
providing
for
relating to
No
claim,
such payment,
payment, receipt,
or retention, be.
be' presented, passed, allowed,
such
receipt, or
allowed, apap- count,
count, &c.
tor
&c.
for
l
proved,
or paid
by
officer
proved, certified,
certifi ed, or
paid b
y any o
ffi cer o
he United
Uni
te d States,
States, or
by any
any So
slich
payment,
offtthe
t
or by
ch payment,
o approved,
person exercising
exercising the
functions or performing
person
the functions
performing the duties of any office or &C.
&ebe
,
place of
of trust
under the
place
trust under
the United
United States, for or in respect to such
such office, or
or
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Violations of
of
Violations
this section declared
demeanors, and
and
demeanors,
penalty therefor.
therefor.
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the exercising
performing the
the functions
functions or
thereof; and
every
and every
duties thereof;
or duties
or performing
exercising or
the
violate any of the provisions of this section shall be
who shall violate
person who
deemed guilty
guilty of
high misdemeanor,
and, upon
trial and
and conviction
conviction
upon trial
misdemeanor, and,
of a
a high
deemed
thereof, shall
punished therefor
therefor by
fine not
ten thousand
thousand
exceeding ten
not exceeding
by aafine
shall be
be punished
thereof,
dollars, or
or by
imprisonment not
exceeding ten
said punishpunishor both
both -aid
ten years,
years, or
not exceeding
by imprisonment
dollars,
ments, in
in the
discretion of
the court.
court.
of the
the discretion
ments,
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
COLFAX,
SCHUYLER
Speaker
of the
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House of
the House
Speaker of

LA FAYETTE
S. FOSTER,
FOSTER,
FAYETTE S.
LA

President
pro tempore.
tempore.
Senate, pro
of the
the Senate,
President of

IN THE
THE SENATE
SENATE OF
THE UNITED
TATES,
STATES,)
UNITED S
OF THE
IN
March 2,
March
2, 1867.
1867.

The President
of the
United States
the Senate,
Senate, in
in
to the
returned to
having returned
States having
the United
The
President of
which
originated, the
the bill
entitled ""An
act regulating
tenure of
of cercerthe tenure
regulating the
An act
bill entitled
it originated,
which it
tain civil
offices," with
with his
his objections
thereto, the
the Senate
in
proceeded, in
Senate proceeded,
objections thereto,
civil offices,"
tain
pursuance of
to reconsider
the same;
and
same; and
reconsider the
the Constitution,
Constitution, to
of the
pursuance
Resolved,
That the
the said
said bill
bill do
two thirds
thirds of
the Senate
agreeing
Senate agreeing
of the
pass, two
do pass,
Resolved, That
to pass
pass the same.
Attest:
J.
FORNEY,
J. W. FORNEY,
Attest:
Secretary
Senate.
of the
the Senate.
Secretary of
IN THE HOUSE
.
U. S
S.)
REPRESENTATIVES U.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
IN
March 2, 1867.
The
proceeded, in pursuance
pursuance of the
Representatives having proceeded,
The House
House of Representatives
Constitution, to
reconsider the
the bill
bill entitled
entitled ""An
act regulating
regulating the tenure
An act
to reconsider
Constitution,
of certain
certain civil
civil offices,"
offices," returned
the Senate
Senate by
by the President
President of the
the
to the
returned to
of
United States,
objections, and
sent by
the Senate
Senate to
to the
the House
House
by the
and sent
his objections,
with his
States, with
United
of
Representatives, with
returning the
with the
the message of the President returning
of Representatives,
bill:
bill:
RepresenResolved, That
two thirds of the House of Represenbill do pass, two
That the bill
Resolved,
tatives agreeing to pass the same.
Attest:
EDWD.
McPHERSON,
EDWD. MePHERSON,
Attest:

Clerk.
Clerk.

Proclamations of the
certain Proclamations
and conclusive certain
March 2,
2, 180.
— An Act to declare
declare valid and
1867. CHAP. CLV. -An
March
his Orders,
and Acts done in
in Pursuance
Pursuancethereof,
President, and
thereof, or of his
Orders, in the Suppression of the
President,
States.
United States.
late Rebellion
against the United
Rebellion against
late

of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
by the
Be it
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Be

Certain
acts,
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
proclamations, and
and
all acts,
acts, proclamations,
That all
America in
States of
Certain acts,
proclamations,
orders of the President
President of the United
United States, or acts done by his authorthe
it
ordersof
and
and
orders of
of the
or approval
after the
fourth of
of March,
March, anno
anno Domini
eighteen hundred
hundred
Domini eighteen
the fourth
approval after
the ity
ity or
Presidentrs
President
of the
United
and sixty-one,
and before
the first
anno Domini
Domini eighteen
huneighteen hunday of
of July,
July, anno
first day
before the
sixty-one, and
United States,
States, or and
respecting martial law, military trials by courts-martial
acts done by his dred and sixty-six, respecting
authority and
approval,
or military
commissions, or
arrest, imprisonment
and trial
persons
trial of persons
imprisonment and
the arrest,
or the
military commissions,
legal- or
approval, legalized and
and made
made
participation in the late rebellion against
against the United States,
charged with participation

valid, as if, &c. or as aiders or abettors thereof,
thereof, or as guilty of any disloyal
disloyal practice in
war, or
or of
of affordviolation of
the laws
laws or
or usages
aid
aid thereof,
thereof, or
or of
of any
any violation
of the
usages of
of war,
affordthe authority
United States,
comfort to
to rebels
rebels against
against the
ing aid
aid and
and comfort
authority of
of the
the United
States,
ing
or military
acts done
had by
by courts-martial
courts-martial or
and all
and
all proceedings
proceedings and
and acts
done or
or had
military comcompremises by
any perperor arrests
and imprisonments
imprisonments made
made in
missions, or
arrests and
in the
the premises
by any
missions,
or proclamations
proclamations of
of the
the President,
President, made
made
son by
by the
son
the authority
authority of
of the
the orders
orders or

valid, as if, `
S6c.

as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or in aid thereof, are hereby approved in all respects, legalized and made valid, to the same extent and with the same effect
effect as if said
orders and proclamations
proclamations had been
been issued and made,
made, and said arrests, imprisonments, proceedings, and acts had been done under the previous
previous express
direction of the Congress
and in
and direction
Congress of the United States,
States, and
press authority
authority and

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. C
CH..155, 156,
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
157.
156, 157.
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pursuance of a
a law thereof
thereof previously enacted
and expressly
enacted and
expressly authorizin
authorizing
and directing
directing the
same to be done. And no civil court of the United States
and
the same
States,, No court to
have or take jnor of any State, or of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or of
district or
of any
any district
or ter
ter-"rthe
of
rtaeoonf
risdiction of, &c.
ritory of the United States, shall have or take jurisdiction
jurisdiction of,
of, or
in an
or in
any
manner
manner reverse any of the proceedings
proceedings had
acts done
done as
aforesaid, no
had or
or acts
as aforesaid,
nor
shall any person be held to answer
in any
for any
any act
act done
answer in
any of
of said
said courts
courts for
done
or omitted to be done in pursuance
pursuance or in aid
of any
said proclamations
aid of
any of
of said
proclamations
or orders,
orders, or by authority or with the approval of
or
President within
of the
the President
within
the period aforesaid, and respecting
respecting any
of the
aforesaid; fund
al
any of
the matters
matters aforesaid;
and all
All officers,
officers
and
other
&c. held
prima
officers
persons in the service of the United
States, or
or who
who &c.
United States,
held prima
facie
to have
acted in aid thereof, acting in the premises
shall be
be held
held prima
prima facie
facie to
to been
premises shall
been authorized,
authorized,
have
authorized by the President'; and all acts and parts
have been authorized
of acts
parts of
acts &c.
&c.
Repealing
heretofore passed, inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions of
act, are
of this act,
are hereby
hereby clause.
clauspe.ng
repealed.
repealed.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
CHAP.
- An Act to provide
provide for the Allotment of the
CHAP. CLVI. —An
of the
Supreme March 2,
the Members of
the Supreme
2, 1867.
Court among
among the
the Circuits,
Circuits, and
and for the Appointment of a
a Marshal
Marshalfor the Supreme
Court
Court.
Court.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Hlouse of
of Representatives
the United
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the chief
jusStates
of America
chief justice of the The
The chief
hief justice and assoUnited States and the associate justices of
United
the Supreme
Court shall
shall be
be ciate justices of
of the
Supreme Court
of
allotted
among the circuits now existing by order of the court; and whenallotted among
when- the Supreme
ever
a
:o
nt
i
t
t
r
et
do&toh
te
es to
expedient by reason of
ever a new
new allotment
allotment shall be required or found 'expedient
of IC
Curt
ofte
to
alteration of one or more circuits, or
the new
new appointment
appointment of
of a
chief be allotted by
or of
of the
a chief
by
justice or
associate justice, or otherwise,
order of
justice
or associate
otherwise, it shall be the duty of the court
court order
of court.
court.
to make
to
make the
the same;
same; and if aanew allotment shall become necessary
necessary at
any
at any
other
other time
time than
than during the term, such allotment
allotment shall be made
made by
by the
the
chief justice, and shall be binding until the next term,
allotnew New
term, and until
until a
a new
New allotments.
allotment
allotment by the court
court.
ments.
SEc.
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the Supreme Court may ap- Marshal
SEc. 2.
2. And
it further
Marshal of
ofthe
the
point
a marshal
marshal for said court, whose compensation shall
point a
three thouthou- of the United
shall be
be three
Sf
li g e
e
m6
)
.i?:c
i
l
irt
sand
five hundred
sand five
hundred dollars per annum; and said marshal
marshal shall
take charge
charge States; his apshall take
o' all
all property
property of the United States used by said court or its members, pointment,
of
sal9
3 duties. salda11
shall
serve and execute all process and
and
shall serve
and orders
orders issuing
issuing out
out of
of said
said ary, duties.
court, or
or made
made by
by the chief justice or an associate justice,
court,
pursuance of
of
justice, in
in pursuance
law;
law; and shall pay into the treasury
treasury of
United States
States all
fees and
of the United
all fees
and
compensation
allowed by law, and render aa true account thereof,
compensation allowed
thereof, at
at the
the
close
of each
each term,
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior;
marshal Assistant marclose of
term, to
Interior; and the said marshal,
shals and meswith
the approval
approval of the chief justice, may appoint assistants and meswith the
mes- sengers.
sengers
sengers in place of the crier and messengers
messengers now
with such
such
now employed,
employed, with
compensation as is or may be allowed to officers
compensation
the House
of RepreRepreofficers of
of the
House of
sentatives
sentatives of
of similar
similar grade;
grade; and all acts and parts of acts now
in force
force
now in
relating to the marshal of the District of Columbia shall apply
am's applicato the
the said
apply to
said bleLas
applicabl 4
.
marshal of the Supreme Court, except so far
marshal
this act
otherwise profar as
as in
in this
act otherwise
provided.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
CLVII. -An
to amend
amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
1867.
Aict to continue,
continue, alter,
CHAP. CLVII.
— An Act to
alter, and March
March 2,
2, 1867.
amend the
the Cha
Chart
the City of Washington," approved May
lay seventeen, eighteen
1848, ch.
42.
amend
rt
er of
of the
huneighteen hun1848,
ch. 42.
dred and
and forty-eight.
forty-eighlt.
dred
Vol. ix. p. 223.
Vol. ix. p. 223.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
United
States
ri
ca i
n Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled
, T
hat the
the second
of the age
States of Ame
America
in
That
T
n
h
c
e
iet
s
axofupon
urnon
second section
section of
the The
tax

agencies of inact
entitled "
"An
act entitled
An act to continue, alter, and amend the charter of
of the
compathe city
city surance
surancle compaof
W\ashington," approved
approved May seventeen, eighteen hundred and
of Washington,"
and fortyforty- pies
nies in
in Washing..
Washing-

eight,
tn
xo
ne
,
e
lld,
C
s.
not
amended
on
.
to read,
"Too license,
eight, shall
shall be so
so amen
ded as to
rea d
, "T
license, tax,
tax, and
reg ul
at
e i
and regulate
tooI°
excee,
&c.t
agencies of all ki
nd
so
i
nsurance compan
i
es: Prov
i
ded, That
That the
or
kinds
offinsurance
companies:
Provided,
the tax
tax or

license shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed one per centum upon the cash
license
recash premiums
premiums re-

ceived."
ceived."
VOL.
XIV.
VOL. XIV.
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28
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S
EC. 2.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
all acts
acts inconinconof acts
parts of
and parts
acts and
That all
further enacted,
2. And
SEC.
sistent with this act are hereby repealed.
repealed.
A PPR OVED, March
1867.
March 2, 1867.
APPROVED,

Repealing
Repealing
clause.
clause.

March
March

1867.

2; 1867.
2,1867.

CHAP.CLVIII.
Act to
to establish
a Department
of Education.
Education.
Department of
establish a
An Act
CLVIII. -— An
CHAP.

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
Represcntatives of the United
United
of Represcntatives
House of
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That there shall be established,
established,
Congress assembled,
Department of Stales
Department
education estabthe tity
eity of Washington,
education, for the purpose of
department of education,
Washington, aadepartment
stab- at
at the
education
lished at Washsuch statistics
and facts
facts as
as shall
shall show
show the
the condition
progress
and progress
condition and
statistics and
ington, 1).
collecting such
D. C.
C. collecting
and for
for what
of
in the
the several
and Territories,
such
Territories, and of diffusing such
States and
several States
education in
of education
what
and
purpose.
management of schools and
information
purpose.
information respecting
respecting the organization
organization and management
school systems,
systems, and
methods of
as shall
shall aid
people of the
the people
aid the
teaching, as
of teaching,
and methods
school
United States
establishment and
efficient school
school
of efficient
maintenance of
and maintenance
the establishment
in the
States in
United
systems, and
otherwise promote
promote the
the cause
of education
education throughout
throughout the
the
cause of
and otherwise
systems,
country.
country.
Commissioner
further enacted, That there shall be appointed
appointed by
And be it further
SEC. 2. And
Commissioner
of education;
the President,
President, by
comSenate, aacomthe Senate,
of the
consent of
and consent
advice and
the advice
with the
and with
by and
appointent, the
his appointment,
hfis
missioner of
shall be
management of
of
be intrusted
intrusted with the management
who shall
education, who
of education,
duties, and sal- missioner
a salary of four
receive a
the department herein established, and who shall receive
ary;
thousand
per annum,
annum, and
shall have
have authority
one
to appoint one
authority to
who shall
and who
dollars per
thousand dollars
his clerks and chief clerk of
of his department, who shall receive
receive aasalary of two thousand
their salary;
a salary
dollars
receive a
salary of eighteen hunannum, one clerk who shall receive
dollars per annum,
salary;
their
dred
dollars per
per annum,
one clerk
who shall
a salary of sixreceive a
shall receive
clerk who
and one
annum, and
dred dollars
how
appointed teen
hundred dollars per annum, which said clerks shall be subject to the
teen hundred
howappointed
and
removed.
appointing
and removed.
appointing and removing power of the commissioner
commissioner of education.
education.
That it
enacted, That
SEC. 3.
3. And
be it
it further
if shall be the duty of the
further enacted,
And be
Annual
SEC.
Annual report
of
commis- commissioner
of the
the commiscommissioner of education to present
present annually to Congress
Congress aareport emsioner.
investigations and labors, together with aastatebodying the results of his investigations
ment of
of such
such facts
facts and recommendations
recommendations as will, in his judgment, subment
serve the
for which
which this
this department
department is
is established.
first
the first
In the
established. In
purpose for
the purpose
First report to serve
present aastate- report made by the commissioner
commissioner of education
education under this act, there shall
ment of the land
be presented
presented a
statement of
or the
grants of land made by Congress
several grants
the several
a statement
Con be
grantf
grants bytby
Conto promote
promote education,
education, and the manner
manner in which these several trusts have
gress to promote to
education, their
their been managed, the amount of funds arising therefrom, and the annual
education,
management,
management,
proceeds
same, as
as the
same can
can be
determined.
be determined.
the same
far as
as far
the same,
of the
proceeds of
&c.
a&c.g
SEc.
be it
it further
commissioner of public
enacted, That the commissioner
further enacted,
And be
4. And
StEC. 4.
offices
Proper offices
for
to be
furnished buildings is hereby authorized
to
be furnished
authorized and directed to furnish proper offices
offices for
this
this department.
department. the
the use
use of
the department
department herein
established.
of the
herein established.
A
PPR OVED, March
March 2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
Partof the
as a
a Part
Volunteers as
the Rights of Volunteers
March
2, 1867.
CHAP.CLIX.
Act declaring
fixing the
and fixing
declaring and
- An
An Act
CLIX. —
1867. CHAP.
March 2,
Army.
Army.
In
In computing
computing
the service
service of
the
officer,
any
any army officer,
the time of
all
t'me of all
the
actual service is
is
actual
bo taken into
to be
account.
account.

Representatives of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Be it
States of
of America
computing the length of
assembled, That in computing
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
determine what allowance
service of any officer of the army, in order to determine
allowance
service
and
payment
of
additional
or
longevity
rations
he
is
entitled
and also
to,
entitled
is
he
rations
longevity
or
additional
of
payment
and
in
between himself and
fixing the relative rank to be given to an officer as between
in fixing
others having the same grade and date of appointment and commission,
commission,
there shall
shall be
credited to
such officer
officer whatever
there
be taken
taken into
into account
account and
and credited
to such
whether continuously
continuously or at different
different
time he may have actually served, whether
periods, as aacommissioned officer of the United States, either in the regular army, or,
or, since the nineteenth day of April, eighteen hundred and
ular
sixty-one,
in the
service, either under appointment or commisthe volunteer service,
sixty-one, in
sion from the governor of a
a State, or from the President
President of the United

apply
shall apply
to relative
relative rank
States; and
and the
provision herein
contained as
as to
rank shall
herein contained
the provision
This provision
provision States;
to apply to all
fix
appointments
to all
all appointments
"Act to fix
have already been made under the "Act
that have
appointments that
to
applpontments
under act 1866,
peace establishment
establishment of the United States,"
States," approved
approved July
1866, the military peace
h.Ante,
ch.
299. p.
Ante, p.

332
332.
332.

sixty-six.
and sixty-six.
twenty-eight,
twenty-eight,
eighteen
hundred
sixty-six.
and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
wenty-eight, eigteen
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II. Cu.
C. 159,
159, 160,
160, 161.
161.
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SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That in all matters relating
SEC. 2. And be
it further enacted, That in
matters relating to
pay,
to pay,
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435

All
All rules as to

rules as to
allowances,
andd r
allowances, rank,
rank, duties, privileges,
privile ges ,an
i
gh
ts of
ofoff
i cers and
and soldiers
of pa,
t
I
r
e3
:T
en
.t
kc
:durights
officers
soldiers of
rank,
Iy
the
army of
of the United States, the same rules
the army
ru l
es and
an dregulations
regu l
at i
ons shall
shall apply
alike to officP
X;
apply
alike
to
officers
without
distinction for
such time
time as they may be or have been in
without distinction
for such
the serser-and soldiers
in the
of
soldiers
of
vice, alike to
to those
belong permanently
vice, alike
those who
who belong
permanently to that service and to
to those
those a
tt
e
dro
eruthe volv
ao
rr
thed
who,
as
volunteers,
may
who, as volunteers,
be or have been commissioned
commissioned or
or mustered
mustered into
unteer
service.
into
unteer
service.
the
military service
the military
service under the laws of the United States
States for
for aa limited
limited
period.
But nothing
nothing in
period. But
in this
this act shall be construed
construed as affecting or
or in
any
State
in any State militia
militia
way relating
relating to the militia
militi a o
th e several
severa lStates
States when
called into the ser- not affected
offthe
when called
into the ser- hi affected

vice of
vice
of the
the United
States.
United States.

he reby.

SEc.
3. And
be it
further enacted, That the act entitled
entitled "An
SEC. 3.
And be
it further
"An act
Emoluments
act to
to inin- Emoluments
crease the
the pay of soldie
soldiers
thee United
crease
rs in
i
n th
U ni
te d States
States army
army and
and for
fC
0M In lSS o
r
n
me
for other
other purpur- oo
offfi
commissioneposes,"
approved
poses,"
June t
wen ti eth, eighteen
ei
gh
teen h
undred and sixty-four, shall not increased by
twentieth,
hundred
and sixty-four, shall o.t increased by
y
not be so construed as to increase the emoluments of
the commissioned
commissioned act
not be so construed as to increase the emoluments
tit 186
.
4
.,
ch. 145.
1864,
ch.
145.
officers
of'
the
army
at
the
date
of
its
passage, and the
officers of the army at th e dat e
the first
first section
secti on of
of th
\" xiii.
xni. p.
p. 144
144.
thee Vol.
act entitled "An act to amend the several
act entitled "An act
amend the several acts heretofore
heretofore passed
passed to provide for the enrolling toand
the national forces and for
for other The first secvide for the enrolling and calling
calling out
out the
secpulrpo es," approved
app rove d March
M arc hthird,
thi
85,
rd
,eighteen
ei
gh
teen hundred
ilo
in
7o
0fv
a
o
c
i
tI
xs
i
op
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, was
was not
not tction
of
act
IS1',
intended
to be
retrospective or ret
retroactive
inn i
its
intended to
be retrospective
roact i
ve i
ts operation, and
and shall
shall not
not p
.
'487
,not .retro.
p. 47, not retro-be so construed.
e e rs

be so construed.active.
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
APPROVED, March 2,
1867.

oi

active.

CHAP. CLX. -An Act to grant certain Privileges
to the
CHAP.CLX.
—An Act to grant c'ertain Privileges to
the Alexandria,
Alexandria, JVashington,
Washington, and
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
and March
Georgetown
in the
Georgetown Railroad
Railroad Company, in
the District
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
consent of
Congress The
The AlexanAlexanof Congress
be,
and
the
same
is
hereby, granted
granted to
Alexandria, Washington,
Washington, and ton,
be, and the same is hereby,
to the Alexandria,
l
o
r
i
l
l
aZWashingas
illir
dria
&c.
Georgetown Railroad Company to use steam power in drawing
R. R.
Georgetown Railroad Conipany to use steam power
drawing the cars Co.
cu.
may use
use
'ma
of said company on the structure across the Potomac
of said company on the structure across
Potomac river erected
erectgd by
said steam
steam power
to
by said
power
to
company,
under
the provisi
provisions
offthe act entitled
entitled "An
draw their ears,
company, under the
ons o
"An act
act to
t
o extend
ex t
en d t
he &c.
the
daw
cars,
charter of the Alexandria and Washington Railroad Company,
charter of the Alexandria and Washington Railroad
and for
for
and
other purposes," approved
March three, eighteen
other purposes,"
approved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three,
1863, ch.
1863,
ch. 110.
110.
and
along the railway
railway now laid by
by said
and along
sa id company, or
hi ch may
be hereor w
which
may be
here- Vol.

xii.

s
p. 805.

Vol xii. p. 05.
after
laid, under the
the provisions
provisions of the said act,
after laid', under
net, along Maryland
Maryland Avenue,
Avenue,
in
the city of Washington,
Washington, to
to the present
present depot of the Washington
in the city of
Washington branch
branch
of the Baltimore and Ohio
subject always,
of the Baltimore and
Ohio railroad,
railroad, subject
always, and in all
particulars,
all
particulars,
to such restrictions and regulations concerning the use of
to such restrictions and
regulations concerning
such steam power
Corporation of
of
power Corporation
as the corporation of Washington
by
its
ordinances,
at an
aly
pose
as the corporation of W as hi ngton may,
may, b
y i
ts ord i
nances, at
y time imr'-Washington
irn- IWashington
nay make regumay make reinpose upon, or at any time require of, the said railroad company.
upon, or at any time require of, the said
company.
lations.
lations.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.

CHAP. CLXI. -- An Act authorizing limited Partnerships
in the District
CHAP. CLXI. -- An Act
authorizing limited Partnerships in
District of
of Columbia.
Cobunbia.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That limited partnerships
States of America in Congress assembled,
partnerships for the

March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
March
Limited part-

for the Limited parttransaction of any mercantile, mechanical, or manufacturing
transaction of any mercantile, mechanical, or manufacturing business
business withwith- "e'ships
n
n
l
e
t
t
l
s
,
11b
)pes
fif
)
o
rr
m,
d
z
c.
for,
&c.
may
be formed
in the District of Columbia may be formed by two
or more persons
persons upon
in the District of Columbia may be formed by
upon in
in 'iti
ilie District
of
District
of
the terms, with the rights

the terms, with the rights and
and powers,
powers, and subject to the conditions and
Columbia.
and Columbia.
liabilities herein prescribed.
prescribed.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That such partnership may
consist Partnership
EC. or
2. more
And be it further. enacted, That such partnership
Partnership to
to
of S
one
persons, who shall be called general partners, and who cndistofgeiieralt

of one or more persons, who shall be called general partners, and who en
ds
s
ispt
e
o
c
t
i
tTiplear
r
a
t_t
shall
be jointly and severally
ar',
partners are by law, ners.
shall be jointly and severally responsible
responsible as
as general
general partners

and of one or more persons, who shall contribute in actual
cash payments
and of one or more persons, who shall contribute
payments
aaspecific
as capital
capital to
specific sum
sum as
to the common
common stock, who shall be called
called special
special Liability
of
Liability of
partners,
and
who
shall
not
partners, and who shall not be
be liable for the debts of the partnership
?•.,
partnership bebeeach
o
yond
ea
.n.
h
u
'
mber
of
the fund so
yond the fund
so contributed
contributed by him or them to the capital;
capital; but
the numnum- special
special partners
partners
but the
ber of special partners
in no
exceed six.
ber of special partners shall
shall in
no partnership
partnership exceed
not to exceed six.
nottoexceedsix.
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That
SEC. 3. And be it
further enacted,
persons desirous of forming
forming
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Mode of
of formform -such
partnerships shall
and severally
severally sign
a certificate,
certificate, which
which shall
sign a
make and
shall make
such partnerships
Mode

conducted;
such partnership
ing limited part
name or
or firm
firm under
under which
which such
partnership is to be conducted;
the name
part--contain
contain the
certifinerships; certificate
signed the
the business
business intended
to be
be transacted;
names
the names
transacted; the
intended to
of the
nature of
general nature
the general
to be
be signed
cate to
and
to state
of
the general
general and
and special
special partners
interested therein,
therein, distinguishing
distinguishing
partners interested
of all
all the
state
and to
wh a t
'what;
which are general and which are special partners, and their respective

which are general and which are special partners, and their respective
places of
of residence;
residence; the
amount of
of capital
each special
special partner
partner
which each
capital which
the amount
places
partthe partshall have
stock; the
the period
period at
at which
which the
common stock;
to the
the common
contributed to
have contributed
shall
which it is to terminate.
nership is
is to
to commence,
commence, and
at which
period at
the period
and the
nership
the certificate
how
to be ac
And be
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
certificate shall be acit further
4. And
SEC. 4.
ae-- SEC.
how to
and
and
knowledged
certified
knowledged
,and
knowledged
by
the
several
persons
signing
the
same
before a
public
a notary
notary public
before
same
the
signing
persons
several
the
knowledged by
certified, and
Columbia, and such
judge of
of any
any court
in the
of Columbia,
such acknowlthe District
District of
court in
a judge
where to be filed or a
and recorded.
edgments shall
the same
same manner
as the
the acknowlmanner as
in the
certified in
and certified
made and
be made
shall be
edgments
recorded.
and
edgments of
deeds of
land, and
certified shall
shall
and certified
acknowledged and
so acknowledged
when so
and when
of land,
of deeds
edgments
of the District of
be filed
filed in
in the
office of
of the
the supreme
supreme court
court of
of
clerk of
the clerk
of the
the office
be
a book kept for that
Columbia,
and shall
be recorded
recorded by
by him
large in
in a
at large
him at
shall be
Columbia, and
open to public inspection.
purpose,
purpose, open
Affidavit of
SEC. 5.
5. And
be it
further enacted,
That at
the time
time of
filing the
the origiorigiof filing
at the
enacted, That
it further
And be
SEC.
of
Affidavit
thereof, as before
acknowledgment thereof,
the evedence
evedence of the acknowledgment
with the
general partner
nal certificate,
certificate with
partner nal
general
to becertificate
filed
to
filed with directed,
the
certificate,
an
of one
or more
more of
of the
general partners
partners shall
also be
be
shall also
the general
one or
directed, an affidavit of
the certificate
and to state , filed
in the
same office,
office stating that
that the sums specified
specified in the
the
the same
therewith in
filed therewith
contributed by each of the special
what.
certificate to have been contributed
what.
special partners
partners to the
actually and in good faith paid in cash.
have been
common
been actually
cash.
stock have
common stock
enacted, That no such partnership
it further
Partnership
SEC. 6.
6. And
be it
further enacted,
partnership shall be
And be
SEC.
Partnership
not to be formed deemed to have been
been formed
formed until a
a certificate
certificate shall have been made, acuntil
until certificate
certificate
been
and
affidavit
are
knowledged,
filed,
and
recorded,
nor
until an
affidavit shall
shall have been
an affidavit
until
nor
recorded,
and
filed,
and affidavit are knowledged,
made and filed as above
filed.
above directed;
directed; and if
if any false statement (not the reAll persons innof accident
accident or
or mistake)
mistake) shall
made in
or affidavit,
affidavit,
certificate or
such certificate
in such
be made
shall be
sult of
beii sult
terested to be
in such partnership
general all
the persons
persons interested
partnership shall be liable for all the
interested in
all the
liable as general
as general
general partners.
&c. engagements
engagements thereof
partners, if, &o.
thereof as
partners,
enacted, That the partners shall publish the
itfurther
SEC.
the
of the
Terms of
Terms
SEC. 7. And be it
further enacted,
partnership, when
terms of the partnership,
partnership
partnership
hen registered
When registered,
registered, three
three times a
a week for at least
least
when
registered terms
w
in two
to
immediately after
after such
such registry,
two newspapers
newspapers to be desigregistry, in
weeks, immediately
four weeks,
published. four
to be
be published.
made, the
the court in which such registry shall be made,
nated
the clerk
clerk of the
by the
nated by
registry, and if such
appear within one week
first
week after the registry,
first publication
publication to appear
general. The
partnership shall be deemed
publication be
the partnership
deemed general.
made, the
be not
not made,
publication
of
notice by the editors or publishers
such notice
of such
affidavits of
publication of
publishers of
the publication
of the
Affidavits of affidavits
newspapers in which the same shall have been published shall be filed
publication,
publication, how the newspapers
fied, and
made, filed
prima facie
be prima
made,
effect thereof.
there,of.
with the
clerk directing
shall be
facie evidence
evidence of
of
and shall
same, and
the same
directing the
the clerk
with
Pffect
affidavit of any one editor
the affidavit
contained; the
the facts
facts therein
editor or publisher
publisher
therein contained;
the
of each
each newspaper
newspaper being
being sufficient.
sufficient.
of
it further enacted, That every renewal
And be
be it
SEC.
Renewals or
or
SEC. 8. And
renewal or continuance
continuance
Renewals
originally fixed for its duration shall
the time originally
continuance
of such
partnership beyond
beyond the
such partnership
of of
continuance
partsuch partgeneral
a general
nerships.
be certified,
recorded, and
an affidavit
of a
affidavit of
and an
and recorded,
acknowledged, and
certified, acknowledged,
be
nerships.
and filed, and notice be given in the manner herein rebe made
partner be
made and
partner
formation; and every such partnership
quired for
original formation;
partnership which
which shall
shall
for its
its original
quired
general partnercontinued shall be deemed aa general
and continued
be otherwise
otherwise renewed
renewed and
be
ship.
ship.
shall
further enacted,
SEC.
Certain alteraaltera - S
EC. 9.
9. And be it
it further
enacted, That every alteration which shall
tionshin to
thebe
part--be made in the names
part
names of the partners, in the nature of the business, or in
nership to be
nersip
deemed
capital or
other matter
in the
the
specified in
matter specified
any other
in any
or in
thereof, or
shares thereof,
or shares
the capital
a disso
disso-- the
deemed a
a dissolution
be deemed
original certificate,
hition.
original
certificate, shall be
deemed a
dissolution of the partnership;
partnership; and
and
lution.
shall in any manner be carried on after any
which shall
every such
such partnership
partnership which
every
partnera general partnermade shall be deemed
shall have
have been
such alteration
alteration shall
been made
deemed a
such
ship,
unless renewed
ship, unless
renewed as a
a special partnership, under
under the provisions
provisions of the
last
preceding section.
last preceding
section.
the business of the partnership
That the
Business may
SEC. 10.
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
partnership
it further
10. And
And be
SEC.
Business
partone or
of any
any one
may be conducted
be der
conducted
conducte
what d
conducted under the name of
or more
more of
of the
the general
general partunder what
addition of the word
name.
ners,
with or
the addition
word Co. or company,
company, as the
or without
without the
and with
ners, and
name.
any action
action or suit to be brought on any
parties
determine; and in any
may determine;
parties may
:
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contract
or engagement
engagement of the partnership, or to
contract or
any liability
liability of
of Insuitsagainst
In suits against
to enforce
enforce any
the
the same,
same, the
the general
general partner
partner or partners
partners whose name or
be the
the partnership
or names
names shall
shall be
partnership
used in said firm
the
business shall be the only necessary
used in said
firm or
or business
defendants; and
and ners
nersgeneral
only to
topartbe
necessary defendants;
onlv
be
any
judgment or
or decree
decree recovered
against said defendant
any judgment
recovered against
defendant or
defendants
necessary
deor
defendants
necessarydeshall
have the
shall have
the same
same legal effect and operation,
operation, and
and execution
thereon shall
execution thereon
shall fendants.
fendants.
be
enforced and
and have
like effect
effect against
be enforced
have like
against the partnership
partnership assets
as if
the meEffect
Eeet ofjudgassets as
if the
ofjudgjudgment or decree
dec ree had
had b
een recovered
recovere d against
aga i
nst the
general partners.
partners.
nts
been
the general
ments.
SEC.
11.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
SEC. 11. And be it further enacted, That if the
special General
the name
name of
of any
any special
General partpartpartner shall be us
ed i
fi rm w
i
th hi
he shall be deemed a
used
inn the
the firm
with
hiss privity,
privity, he
shall be deemed a hersbusiness.
to transact
totrsnesact
general partner, and the ge
neralp
ar t
ners only
on l
y shall
sh
all transact the business;
partgeneral
partners
transact the business; Special
Special partand
if aaspecial
special partner
partner shall
and if
shall interfere, contrary to this
he shall
shall ners
to be
be liable,
liable,
this provision,
provision, he
ners
to
be deemed
a general
general partner,
partner, but he may from time to time examine
be
deemed a
if, &C.
examine into
into
if,
&.e
the state and
of the partnership
the state
and progress
progress of
partnership concerns
concerns and
and advise
advise as
as to
to their
their
management.
management.
SEC. 12. And be it further enacted, That
SEC. 12. And be it further enacted,
no part of the sum which
which Sums contribSums contribany
special partner shall
any special partner
shall have
have contributed
contributed to the
the capital
capital stock
stock shall
shall be
be uted by
by special
special
withdrawn
by
him
or
paid
or
transferred
to
withdrawn by him or paid
transferred to him in the shape
of dividends,
shape of
dividends, partners
partnes not
notto
profits,
or
be
withdrawn,
otherwise,
continuance of the partnership,
profits, or otherwise, during
during the continuance
but any
any &c.
partnership, but
partner may annually receive lawful interest on
partner may annually receive lawful
the sum so
so contributed
contributed Interest and
Interest
by him if the payment of such interest shall not
by him if the payment of such interest
reduce
the original
original profits.
reduce the
profits.
amount
of such
and if, after payment of
amount of
such capital;
capital; and
of' such
such interest,
any
profits
interest, any profits
shall
remain to
to be
be divided,
divided, he may also receive his portion
shall remain
portion of
of such
such profits.
profits.
SEC.
13.
And
be
it
further
SEC. 13. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That if it shall appear that,
that, by
by the
the dfcapital
If capital is
reisrepayment of interest or profits to any special partner,
by
paypayment of interest or profits to any special partner, the original
original capital
capital duced
ent
to
apPement to spehas been

reduced, the
the partner
partner receiving
has been reduced,
receiving the same shall
shall be
bound to restore cial partner,
be bound
partner, he
he
the amount necessary to make good his share of capital, with to restore cial
the amount necessary to make good his share
capital, with interest,
interest, on
good
on shall
shall make
make good
being
notified
being notified thereof.
thereof:
the
the same,
same, &c.
&c.

SEC.
14. And
be it
enacted, That every sale, assignment,
SEC. 14.
And be
it further
further enacted,
assignment, or
or Sales,
transSales,transtransfer of any property
of such
fers, &c.pof pparttransfer of any
property or
or effects
effects of
such partnership,
partnership, or of any general
general nershi
roperpartner,
nership propermade by
such partnership
partner, made
by such
partnership or general partner when
when insolvent
insolvent or
or ty, or, &c.
&c. bebein
contemplation
of
insolvency,
or
after
in contemplation of insolvency, or
or in contemplation
contemplation of the insolinsol- cause,
or in view,
view,
cause, orin
vency
of any
or
intent of giving
giving a
to
a preference
of insolvency,
insolvency,
vency of
any general
general partner,
partner, with
with the intent
preference to of
give prefor
to
give
prefany
creditor of such
such partnership
partnership or insolvent
any creditor of
insolvent partner, and
judgment erence,
and every
every judgment
erence, to
be
to be
confessed, lien
created, or security
confessed,
lien created;
security given
given by
by such
such partnership
partnership or
general 'Void
as against
or general
oid as
against
partner
under
the
like
circumstances
and with the like intent, shall be
partner under the like circumstances and
void creditors.
be void
as
against the creditors of such
as against
suds partnership.
partnership.
SEC.
15. And
And be
That every special
S
EC. 15.
be it
it further
further enacted, That
special partner
partner who
who Special
Special partpartshall
violate any of the provisions of the last every
liable
nes toasbecome
shall violate any of the provisions of
the last two
two sections, or who shall ners
become
general
concur
in
or
liable
as
general
assent
to
any
such
violation
by the partnership
concur in or assent to any
or by
partnership or
by any
any inin- partners
&c.
partners if,
if, &c.
dividual partner,
partner, shall
shall be liable as aageneral partner.
dividual

SEC. 16. And be it further enacted, That in case
SEC. 16. And be
it further enacted,
of the
the insolvency
case o
of ininsolvency or
or In
In case
nbankruptcy
of the partnership
no special
special partner shall,
bankruptcy of' the
partnership no
shall, under any
circum_ solvency,
solvency, special
special
any circumstances,
be
allowed
to
claim
as
a
creditor
until the claims of all the other partners
stances, be allowed to claim as acreditor until
not to
lainers cnot
to
creditors

creditors of the partnership
par t
ners hi p shall
sh
all b
e sat
i
sfi ed.
be
satisfied.
SEC. 17. And be it further enacted, That all
SEC. 17. And be it further enacted, That all suits respecting
respecting the
the busibusiness of the partnership shall be brought by and
the general
ness of the partnership shall be brought by
against the
general partpartners
only,
inn th
those
inn which
ners only, except
except i
ose cases
cases i
wh i
ch provision
is hereinbefore
hereintbefore made
provision is
made
that special partners shall
be deemed general
that special partners
shall be
general partners and special
special partnerpartnerships
general
partnerships,
when all
all persons so becoming general partners
ships general partnerships, when
partners
may
be joined with
with those
those originally
may be joined
originally general
general partners
partners in any suit brought
brought
against
such partnerships,
partnerships, and
and except, also, the case provided for
against such
in section
section
for in
number
ten.
number

SEC.

And be
be it
it f
further
That
if,
SEC. 18.
18. And
urth er enacted,
enacte d
, Th
at i
f, in any
or suit
brought
any case
case or
suit brought
general
anddspecial
against gene
ra lan
spec i
al
partners, and
trial of the cause, it shall
partners,
and at
at the
the trial
of the cause, it shall

claim as creditors, until,
until, &c.
ors,
8w.
Suits respectsuits
respecting
partnershi
ing partnership
business
to
business by
to be
be P
brought
brought
by and
and
against
against general
general
partners,
except,
szc.
Prtners, except,

rits against

Proceedingsin
Proceedings in
suits Bagist
appear that the special partners or any of them are not liable
to the writ
appear that the special partners or any of them
partners
writ eial
cial
partners,
of the plaintiff, the
ay p
rocee d to
to j
ud
gment or decree against the when
eneral
special
and '
the court
court m
may
proceed
judgment
or decree against the when
special
partners who may appear to be liable, in the same manner
if
partners
who
may
appear
to
be
liable,
in
the
as
such
partprtnoer
ealP
ners were the only parties defendant to the writ, excepting
the
ners were the only parties defendant to the writ, excepting that the
partners
who may be deemed
shall recover their legal costs
partners who may be deemed not
not liable
liable shall
costs
VOL.
VOL. XIV.
xtv.
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or
Proceedings against
against the
the plaintiffs;
plaintiffs; and
and if
creditors shall
recovered aajudgment
judgment or
have recovered
shall have
if creditors
Proceedings
against general
obtained a
adecree
decree against
general partners
partners only,
disshall afterwards
afterwards disonly, and
and shall
against general
general obtained
against
partnere,
when
partners, when
special partners
partners cover
cover that
special partners
some one
one or
them have become
become
of them
or more
more of
or some
partners or
that special
special
afterwards apagainst such special
a new suit against
may bring a
partners, he may
general partners,
liable as
as general
ap- liable
afterwards
pear
to
have
berecovered as aforesaid
have be- partner
cometoliable,
partner or partners;
partners; and in such suit the judgment recovered
aforesaid
pear
Judgment
to be shall
shall be
be prima
evidence of
due by the partnership, and
amount due
of the
the amount
facie evidence
prima facie
Judgmenttobe
prima facie
fade evievi- the
judgment or decree rein any judgment
merged in
debt shall
shall not be merged
partnership debt
the partnership
prima
deuce of, &o•
other
covered
or obtained
any partner
partner or partners, as against any other
against any
obtained against
covered or
ence of, &.
partner or partners.
Partnership
Sac.
it further
further enacted,
That no
dissolution of
such partnerpartnerof such
no dissolution
enacted, That
be it
19. And
And be
SEC. 19.
Partnership
specified
not to
be disship
by act
act of
partners shall take
take place
place previous to the time
time specified
the partners
of the
ship by
disto be
not
of its
renewal, unless
unless
or in
in the
formation, or
in the
the certificate
certificate of
solved before
the in
of its
its formation,
the certificate
certificate of
its renewal,
solved
before the
in
time stated
stated in
time

certificate, unconsequence of
death of
of the
the partners,
or insolvency of the
partners, or
one of
of one
of the
the death
in consequence
un- in
certificate,
partnership, or of one of the general partners, nor until aanotice of such
partnership,
less, &c.
&c.

office in which
recorded in
and recorded
dissolution
filed and
in the
the clerk's
clerk's office
which
have been
been filed
shall have
dissolution shall
the
certificate was recorded, and published once aaweek for four
four
the original
original certificate
weeks
in two
newspapers, to
to be
be designated
by the
of the supreme
clerk of
the clerk
designated by
two newspapers,
weeks in
court
which publication may be proved by
Columbia, which
District of Columbia,
of the
the District
court of
publication of the
affidavit
and recorded
recorded as hereinbefore
hereinbefore prescribed
prescribed for the publication
affidavit and
certificate for
of' such partnership.
partnership.
formation of
the formation
for the
certificate
shall be
General
S
EC. 20.
further enacted,
That the
the general
be
partners shall
general partners
enacted, That
it further
be it
And be
20. And
SEC.
partGeneral partners liable to ac- liable to account
account to each other and to the special partners for the manageeach
count to
to each
count
other
to spewent of
of the
concern, both
both in
in law
and equity.
equity.
law and
the concern,
pe- ment
and to
other and
cial
partners.
APPROVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, March
cial partners.
of
the District
in the
March
1867. CHAP.
incorporate the
District of
University in
the Howard
Howard University
to incorporate
An Act
Act to
CLXII.-—An
CHAP. CLXII.
2, 1867.
March 2,
Columbia.
Columbia.
Representatives of the United
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
established, and
assembled, That there be established,
States of
of America
The
Howard States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
and
The Howard
University M
University
in-thin-is
is hereby
hereby established,
established, in the District of Columbia, a
a university
university for the
corporated in the ,
corporated
District
of Coof youth
in the
the liberal
liberal arts
and sciences,
sciences, under
under the
the name,
name, style,
style,
arts and
youth in
education of
Co- eenucation
District of
lumbia.
and title
" The
University."
lumbia.
and
title of
of "
The Howard
Howard University."
Samuel C.
That Samuel
Corporators.
S
EC. 2.
be it
enacted, That
C. Pomeroy, Charles
it further
further enacted,
2. And
And be
SEC.
Corporators.
H. Howard,
Howard,
Charles H.
Cook, Charles
B.
0. Howard,
Burton C.
C. Cook,
Howard, Burton
Oliver 0.
Boynton, Oliver
B. Boynton,
James
Hutchinson, Henry A. Brewster, Benjamin F. Morris, Danforth
B. Hutchinson,
James B.
E. M. Cushman,
Stevens, E.
Finney, Roswell
William G.
B. Nichols,
Nichols, William
G. Finney,
Roswell H.
H. Stevens,
Cushman,
B.
Johnson, and
J. B.
F. Bascom,
Bascom, J.
Hiram Barbour,
Barbour, E.
Robinson, W.
W. F.
B. Johnson,
and
E. W.
W. Robinson,
Hiram
body politic
politic
Silas L.
Loomis, be,
be, and
and they
are hereby,
hereby, declared
declared to
to be
be aabody
they are
L. Loomis,
Silas
Corporate,
and corporate,
corporate, with
with perpetual
perpetual succession
succession in
deed or
law to
all intents
intents
to all
in law
or in
in deed
and
Corporate.
name and
and powcame
pow- and purposes whatsoever, by the name, style, and title of ""The Howard
Howard
era.
University,"
by which
which name
successors shall be
their successors
title they and their
name and
and title
University," by
us.
competent, at
their successors,
and in equity, to take to themselves and their
at law and
competent,
whatsoever in any messuage,
the use of said university, any estate whatsoever
for the
hereditaments, goods, chattels, moneys, and other effects,
lands, tenements, hereditaments,
by gift,
bargain, sale, conveyance, assurance, or
grant, donation, bargain,
gift, devise, grant,
by
will; and
and the
to grant,
grant, bargain,
sell, transfer, assign, convey, assure,
bargain, sell,
same to
the same
will;
to place
place out
and to
demise, declare,
declare, to
use and
and farm
farm let,
let, and
out on
on interest,
interest, for the
to use
demise,
a majority
to them,
them, or a
as to
in such
use
said university,
such manner
manner as
majority of them,
university, in
of said
use of
be deemed
deemed most
shall be
shall
most beneficial
beneficial to said institution;
institution; and to receive
receive the
same,
their rents, issues, and profits, income and interest, and to apply the
same, their
same for the proper use and benefit
benefit of said university; and by the same
same
imple[a]ded, in any courts of
implead and be imple[a]ded,
be sued,
sued, to
sue and
and be
name to
name
to sue
to implead
law and equity, in all manner of suits, actions, and proceedings
proceedings whatsoever,
and
name to do and transact all and every
and in the same name
and generally
generally by and
Provided, That
premises: Provided,
the premises:
Net
in- the
the business
touching or
concerning the
That the
the
or concerning
business touching
Net annual
annual inincome,
•
come not to ex- same do not exceed the value of fifty thousand dollars net annual income,
6
ee,ed
over
and above
above and
and exclusive
exclusive of
the receipts
for the
support
and support
education and
the education
receipts for
of the
over and
&0.
over, $50,000
&e.
of the students of said university.
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SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That the first
SEC. 8.
3. And be it further
first meeting
First meeting
meeting of
of said
said corcor- First
meeting
porators
be holden
porators shall
shall be
holden at the time and place at which a
majority of
of the
the of
of corporators.
a majority
corporators.
persons
named shall assemble for that purpose;
persons herein
herein above
above named
purpose; and
and six
six days'
days'
notice shall
be given
notice
shall be
given each of said corporators, at
at which
meeting; said
said coyoti ce .
which meeting
cor- N
Notice.
porators
may
enact
not
porators
by-laws n
otinconsistent
inconsistent with
the laws
laws of
By-laws.
with the
of the
the United
United
By-laws.
States regulating
States
regulating the government
government of the
the corporation.
corporation.
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 4.
4. And
enacted, That the government
government of
of the
the univerof trustrueuniver- Board
Board of
sity
a board of
sity shall be vested in a
oft
rus t
ees ,of
ofnot
ess than
thirteen mem- e
e
.
s,,ttihow
e
o
i
w
r electtrustees,
not l
less
than thirteen
mem- tteedes
electbers, who shall be elected by the corporators at their
po wers
hers, who shall be elected by the corporators
first meeting.
Said and
and duties.
meeting. Said
duties.
board of
of trustees
trustees shall have perpetual
perpetual succession in
board
or in
in law,
law, and
and in
in
in deed
deed or
them
shall
be
vested
the power hereinbefore
them shall be vested the
hereinbefore granted
granted to
to the
the corporation.
corporation.
They
common seal, which they may alter
They shall
shall adopt
adopt a
acommon
under Common
Common seaL
seal.
alter at
at pleasure,
pleasure, under
and
and by
by which
which all
all deeds,
deeds, diplomas, and acts of the
shall pass
pass
the university
university shall
and be authenticated. They shall elect a president,
a secretary,
secretary,
and
a retary,
President,
setreasurer.
treasurer.
and be authenticated..
The
treasurer
They
shallshall
giveelect
such a
bonds
president,
as
of trustees
and a
President,
treasurer.
The treasurer
shall
give
such
bonds
as the
theaboard
board of
trustees retary treasurer.
may
direct.
The
said
board
l
shall
Bond
of.
tressmay direct. The said board shall also appoint
appoint the professors and tutors,
irer . of trastutors, urernd
prescribing
prescribing the
the number,
number, and
and determining
determining the amount of
respective
Professors,
tnof their
their
respective
Professors, tnsalaries.
They shall
shall also
rs and other
appoint such other officers, agents,or
agents, or employees,
salaries. They
also appoint
employees; tors,
to
and
other
as the wants of th
thee university
as
un i
vers ity may
f
rom time
ti
me to
to time
time demand,
demand, in allofficers.
may from
in all officers
cases fixing their compensation.
compensation. All meetings of said
cases fixing their
said board
board may
may be
Meetings of
be Meetings
of
called in
caned
in such
such manner
manne r as
as the trustees shall prescribe,
pres cr ib e,an
ni
ne o
th
em so
b
anddnine
offthem
a
olilr
e
d
d;
how
so board;
how
assembled
shall
constitute
a quorum to d
assembled
constit ute a
us i
ness, and
and a
number cQuorum.
Quorum.
doo b
business,
a less
less number
may
may adjourn
adjourn from time to time.
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That the
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That
university shall consist
of
University
consist of
University to
to
the
following departments,
the following
departments, and such others
others as the board
board of
of trustees
trustees may
may consist
consist of
what
of
what
establish:
normal; second,
collegiate; third, theological; fourth,
establish :First,
First, normal;
second, collegiate;
fourth, departments.
etmes
law; fifth,
fifth, medicine;
law;
medicine; sixth
sixth isagriculture.
agriculture.
SEC. 6. And be it further enacted,
immediate government
SEC. 6. And be it further enacted, That the immediate
depart..
government Each
Eaeh departof
the several departments, subject
subject to the control of the trustees, shall
of the several departments,
shall be
be ment
to
be govgovment
to
be
intrusted to their
respective faculties,
regulate the erned
intrusted to
their respective
faculties, but the trustees
trustees shall regulate
by its fac..
tsYubjecSt,&
course
of
instruction,
course of instruction, prescribe,
prescribe, with the advice of the
the Trusteesto
Trustees to
the professors,
professors, the
necessary text-books, confer such degrees, and grant such diplomas
regulate
course
regulate
necessary
text-books,
confer
such
degrees,
and
grant
such
as
are
of
study,course
&o.
usually conferred and granted in other universities.
usually conferred and
granted in other universities,
confer
degrees,
confer derees,
SEC.
7.
And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the board of trustees shall
Sac. 7. And be
be it
it further
shall Sco.;
&C.;
have
power to remove any professor or tutor or other officers connected
may
remove
may
have
power
to
remove
any
professor
or
tutor
or
other
officers
connected
any
professor
or
remove
with the institution, when, in their judgment, the interest of the
with the institution, when, in their judgraent,
university officer;
officer;
university
shall require it.
SEc. 8. And
Sac. 8. And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the board of trustees shall
shall to
to publish
publish an
an
publish
publish an annual
annual report,
re p
or t, making
ma ki ng an exhibit
ex hibi tof
affairs of
amasl:edtrits'es,
of the
the affairs
of the
the university.
university. anGnua
reDpert
SEC. 9. And be it further enacted, That no misnomer
Sac. 9. And be it further enacted,
misnomer of the said
coy- &c.
not affected
affected
said cor&c.not
poration
or annul
poration shall defeat
def
ea tor
annu lany donation,
donati
on, g
i
ft, grant,
devise, or bequest by amistake i
gift,
grant, devise,
or bequest by a mistake inn
to
or from
from the s
said
corporation.
to or
aid corporat
i
on.
name.
name.
SEC. 10. And be it further enacted, That the said corporation
Sac. 10. And be it further enacted, Thitt the said corporation shall not Funds
Funds not
not to
to
or i
income,
employ its funds
fund s or
ncome ,or any part
hereof in
in banking
banking operations or be
part t
thereof
operations or be employed in
in
for
or o
object
for any purpose
purp ose or
bj ect ot
h
er
than
those
expressed
in
the
first
section
tions.
g
other than those expressed in the first section tions.
of
this
act;; a
and
nothing
inn t
this
of this act
nd that
th atnot
hi ng i
hi s act
contained shall
\so construed
may
act contained
shall be
beso
construed be Act
Act may
be
as to prevent Congress
Congress from
f
rom altering,
al
teri
ng, amending,
repealing the same.
amending, or
p
apealed.
let
ai
ereV or re.
or repealing
the same.
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.
APPROVED,
1867.

CHAP. CLXIII. - An Act supplemental to "An
establish the Treasury
CHAP. CLXIII. — An Act supplemental
"An Act to establish
Treasury DepartDepart- March
2, 1867.
March 2,
187.
ment,"
approved the second of
September, seventeen hundred and eighty-nine.
meat," approved the second
of September,
1789 tch.
12.
eighty-nine.
1789,
h. 12.

Be it enacted b the Senate and House of Representatives of the
p. 66.
United Vol. i.i p6
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
States of America in Congress assembled, That the
Secretary
States of shall
America pin Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
the The
The Secretary
Secretary
Treasury
have I ower, by
by an
Treasury shall have power,
an appointment
appointment under
under his hand and
official of
the Treasury
Treasury
and official
of the
seal, to delegate to one of the assistant secretaries
na
e
y
oautheoize
rtit
l
h
eo
as
ri s
70._
of the treasury, m
may
authority
authority
seal, to delegate
to sign in
to
his
one
stead
o
f
all
th
e
warrants
ass
i
stant
for
secretar
the
payment
i
es
of
of
the
money
treasury,
into
ant
o
secretaries.
in his stead all warrants for the payment of money into
ant
secretariesthe public treasury, and all warrants for the disbursement from
the public to
the public treasury, and all warrants for the disbursement
th sign
g warrant'
warrant.
treasury
of money
Si

n

certified by the
t
0 pay money,
accounting officers
officers of
of the &.
treasury of money certified by the proper
proper accounting
&e:
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treasury
be due
due upon
upon accounts
duly audited
by them;
them; and
and
settled by
and settled
audited and
accounts duly
to be
treasury to
such warrants
warrants so
so signed
shall be
all cases
cases of
of the
the same
validity as
if
as if
same validity
in all
be in
signed shall
such
they
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury himself.
Secretary of
by the
signed by
been signed
had been
they had
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
APPROVED, March

March 2, 1867.
1867.
1866,
1866, ch. 79.
Ante,
p. 45.
Ante, p.

The National
Theological InTheological
stitute and University.
Amount of
estate.
real estate.
Authority of
Authority
corporation.
corporation.

CHAP.
An Act
an Act
Act entitled
"An
incorporate the National
National
to incorporate
A Act
Act to
entitled "An
amend an
to amend
Act to
- An
CLXIV. —
CHAP. CLXIV.
Theological
and extend
extend the Powers of the
the Same.
define and
to define
and to
Institute," and
Theological Institute,"

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be
States
in Congress
act entitled
entitled "An
to
act to
"An act
the act
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
incorporate the
the National
Theological Institute,"
Institute," approved May tenth, one
National Theological
incorporate
amended
thousand
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, be
be and
hereby amended
the same is hereby
and the
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
as
follows:
as follows:
SEC. 1.
That the
the name
name of
aforesaid corporation
corporation shall
be and
and hereby
hereby
shall be
the aforesaid
of the
1. That
SEC.
is
The National
National Theological
Theological Institute and University."
of ""The
that of
to that
changed to
is changed
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
corporation may
may hold
hold property in real estate in
said corporation
the said
SEC.
value
exceeding two hundred and fifty thousand dollars at any one
not exceeding
value not
time.
Sac.
3. That
the said
corporation shall
shall be
be authorized
authorized to extend its
said corporation
That the
SEC. 3.
privileges
and facilities
of instruction
to others
others than
than those
connected with
those connected
instruction to
facilities of
privileges and
the Christian
Christian ministry,
ministry, confer
degrees and
and do all other acts and things
confer degrees
the
which usually
universities in the United States, the terms of
to universities
pertain to
usually pertain
which
admission to
to such
privileges being the same as those usual in said unisuch privileges
admission
versities.
1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.
APPROVED, March

March
certain Street RailCompletion of certain
- In
An Act extending the Time for the Completion
167. CHAP. CLXV. —
March 2,
2, 1867.
Rail-

ways.
ways.

United
Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Time for cornpleting
part of
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section seventeen
seventeen of
of the
the
America in Congress
of States
leTinmepfrt
line of
Metropol- "
Act to
to incorporate
incorporate the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Railroad Company, in the District
District
"Act
of Metropolline
approved July
of Columbia,"
itan R.
B. B.
It Co.
of
Columbia," approved
July first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, be,
be,
itan
extended.
1864, ch.
time
the time
extend the
to extend
as to
so as
amended, so
further amended,
still further
hereby, still
is hereby,
same is
the same
and the
190, and
1864, ch. 190,

for
railroad line, except that part thereof between
completion of their railroad
the completion
for the
17.
Seventeenth Street and the Capitol, for three years from the first day of
Vol. xiii. p. 329. Seventeenth
January,
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
eighteen hundred
January, eighteen
1867.
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
APPROVED, March
March 2, 1867.
March

Legislative,
Legislative,
executive, and
executive,
judicial expenses appropriathen.
priation.
Legislative.
Legislative.
Pay
and milemilePay and
senators,
age of senators,
A.cers,
clerks,
clerks,
cficers,
Ifo.
Sr.c.

and
CHAP.
CLXVI. -— An
Act making
making Appropriations
legislative, executive, and
Appropriations for the legislative,
An Act
CHAP. CLXVI.
the Year ending the thirtieth
judicial
thirtieth of June, eighteen
Expenses of the Government for the
judicial Expenses
other Purposes.
hundred
Purposes.
sixty-eight, and for other
and sixty-eight,
hundred and

House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Congress assembled, That the following sums be,
States of
in Congress
be,
of America in
States
and
same are
are hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
the same
and the
not
appropriated, for the objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, for the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
fiscal year
year ending
ending the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
of June, eighteen
fiscal
namely :—
namely:
Legislative.—
compensation and mileage of senators, four hundred
- For compensation
Legislative.
and
fourteen thousand dollars.
and fourteen
For
compensation of the officers, clerks, messengers, and others receivFor compensation
secretary of the
ing an
an annual
salary in
in the service of the Senate, viz: secretary
annual salary
ing
Senate, four
four thousand
three hundred
officer charged
hundred and twenty dollars; officer
thousand three
Senate,
dollars;
disbursements of the Senate, five hundred and seventy-six dollars;
with disbursements
chief clerk, three thousand dollars;
dollars; principal clerk and principal
principal executive
chief
clerk
in the
secretary of the Senate,
Senate, at two thousand five
of the
the secretary
office of
the office
clerk in
hundred
and ninety-two
each; eight clerks
clerks in office of the secredollars each;
ninety-two dollars
hundred and
tary
the Senate,
Senate, at two
twenty dollars each;
thousand two hundred and twenty
two thousand
of the
tary of
keeper
the stationery,
stationery, two
hundred and two dollars and
two thousand one hundred
of the
keeper of
forty cents; two messengers, at one thousand
thousand two hundred and ninety-six
ninety-six
-forty
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dollars each; one
hundred and
twenty dollars;
dollars; sergeantone page, at seven
seven hundred
and twenty
sergeant- Pay of officers
doorkeeper, two
four hundred
8r•e. of
Senate.
at-arms and
and doorkeeper,
two thousand
thousand four
hundred dollars;
dollars; assistant
assistant &c.
of Senate.
•
And forty
postmaster to
the Senate,
Senate,
doorkeeper, two
two thousand .and
forty dollars;
dollars; postmaster
to the
two
postmaster and
and mail-carrier,
mail-carrier,
two thousand
thousand one hundred dollars;
dollars; assistant
assistant postmaster
one thousand
twenty-eight dollars;
mail boys,
boys, at
one
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight
dollars; two
two mail
at
dollars each;
superintendent of
the document
one thousand
thousand two hundred dollars
each; superintendent
of the
document
hundred dollars;
dollars; two
two assistants
assistants in
document
room, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
in document
room,
at one
four hundred
hundred and
and forty
each; superintendsuperintendroom, at
one thousand
thousand four
forty dollars
dollars each;
room, one
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
dollars; tlree
three mesent of the folding
folding room,
thousand eight
messengers, acting
acting as assistant
doorkeepers, at
eight hundred
hundred
assistant doorkeepers,
at one
one thousand
thousand eight
dollars each;
seventeen messengers,
four hundred
hundred and
and
dollars
each; seventeen
messengers, at
at one
one thousand
thousand four
forty
each; clerk
or secretary
to the
the President
the Senate,
Senate, two
forty dollars
dollars each;
clerk or
secretary to
President of
of the
two
thousand
and forty
forty cents;
to the
comthousand one hundred and
and two
two dollars
dollars and
cents; clerk
clerk to
the committee on finance, two thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and
clerk
and twenty dollars;
dollars; clerk
to
on claims,
claims, two
two thousand
hundred and
and twenty
dollars;
to the
the committee
committee on
thousand two
two hundred
twenty dollars;
clerk to the committee on
records, two
two hundred
on printing
printing records,
two thousand
thousand two
hundred
and twenty dollars;
dollars; superintendent
charge of
the furnaces,
furnaces, one
superintendent in
in charge
of the
one thouthousand four hundred and forty dollars;
charge of
dollars; assistant
assistant in
in charge
of furnaces,
furnaces,
eight hundred and sixty-four dollars; laborer
laborer in
charge of
private paspasin charge
of private
sages, eight hundred and
sixty-four dollars;
two laborers,
laborers, at
at eight
eight hunhunand sixty-four
dollars; two
dred
dred and sixty-four dollars each; chaplain to the Senate, nine hundred
hundred
dollars; one special policeman, eight
hundred •
and sixty-four
dollars;
eight hundred
and
sixty-four dollars;
making ninety-eight
ninety-eight thousand
thousand seven
and eighty
seven hundred and four
four dollars
dollars and
eighty
cents.

For contingent expenses of the Senate, viz:
Contingent
Contingent exFor stationery, twenty-five thousand dollars.
penseg.
Stationery.
For newspapers,
newspapers, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Newspapers.
Newspapers.
For Congressional Globe, thirty-five thousand five hundred
hundred and thirty- Congressional
congressional
two dollars.
Globe.
Globe.
For reporting and printing the proceedings
proceedings in the Daily Globe for the
the
first session of the fortieth Congress, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand two hundred
hundred
and fifty
fifty dollars.
dollars.
For the usual additional compensation
compensation to the reporters
reporters of the Senate
Senate Additional
for the Congressional
Congressional Globe for reporting
reporting the proceedings
Senate compensation
proceedings of
of the
the Senate
compensation to
session of
the fortieth
f
or tieth Co
ngress ,eight
ei
ght h
un d
re d dollars
doll ars eac
h, repo
rters.
for the
the first
first session
of the
Congress,
hundred
each,
reporters.
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For one complete set of the Congressional
Congressional Globe
Globe and Appendix for Globe and A
pApeach senator
sets
senator in the fortieth
fortieth Congress, who has not already
already received them: fipendix;
e
eVs
i%as
rre to
Provided,however, That any senator who
Provided,
ber of
of neProviso
Proviso.
who has
has already, as aa mem
member
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, received
a portion of aaset of the Congresreceived a
sional Globe shall only be entitled to receive, as such senator, the
the addiadditional volumes required to complete
complete one full set, nine thousand three hundred and seventy-five dollars.
For paying the publishers of the Congressional
Congressional Globe and Appendix, Globe and Apaccording to the number
of c
opies t
ak
en ,
cen tfor
f
or every
ve pages
pagespendix.
number of
copies
taken,
one cent
every fi
five
pendix.
exceeding three thousand, including the indexes and laws of the United
United
States, fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
clerks to
committees, pages, horses, and carryalls, fifty-five thou- Clerks to coincomFor clerks
to committees,
sand seven hundred and fifty d
dollars.
oll ars .
&c.
mittees, &c.
For capitol police, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand five hundred dollars.
Capitol police.
For expenses
For
expenses of heating and ventilating apparatus,
apparatus, twenty-five
twenty-five thou- Heating and
sand dollars.
ventilating.
For miscellaneous items, thirty thousand dollars.
Miscellaneous.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of members of the House of RepresentaRepresenta- Pay and miletives and delegates
delegates from Te
rrito rie s,
one
m illi on one
un d
re d t
housan d age
Territories,
one million
one h
hundred
thousand
age of represenrepresenFor stationery,
contingent expenses
twenty-five
of thousand
the Senate,
dollars.
viz :—
penses.

dollars.

tatives, &o.
tatives,
&o

For compensation
compensation of the officers, clerks, messengers, and others receiving
oficera,
receiving of officers,
an annual
serv i
ce o
House o
Representat i
ves, v
i
z: Cl
erk
&c.
clerks, &c.
annual salary
salary in the
the service
offth
thee House
offRepresentatives,
viz:
Clerk
clerks,
of the
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, four
four thousand three hundred and twenty
of
the House
twenty

442
442
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of officers
officers dollars;
chief clerk
clerk and
clerk, two
five hundred
Pay of
dollars; chief
and one
one assistant
assistant clerk,
two thousand
thousand five
hundred
and clerks
clerks of the and ninety-two dollars each, five thousand one hundred and eighty-four
eighty-four
House of RepreHouse
sentatives.
dollars;
twelve assistant
olerks, (including
(including the
the librarian,)
two thouthouat two
dollars; twelve
assistant clerks,
librarian,) at
sentatives.
sand
hundred and
and sixty
dollars each,
each, twenty-five
thousand nine
sixty dollars
twenty-five thousand
nine hunhunsand one
one hundred
dred
and twenty
dollars; one
one chief
chief messenger,
messenger to
the
dred and
twenty dollars;
messenger, and
and messenger
to the
Speaker, at
at five
per day
day each,
each, four
four thousand
thousand
Speaker,
five dollars
dollars and
and seventy-six
seventy-six cents
cents per
two
at
two hundred
hundred and four dollars
dollars and
and eighty
eighty cents; for three messengers,
messengers, at
one
one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and
and forty dollars each, four
four thousand
thousand three
hundred itnd
dollars; three
hundred
and twenty
twenty dollars;
dollars; one
one engineer,
engineer, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred dollars;
three
assistant engineers,
engineers, at
at one
one thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and forty
each,
assistant
forty dollars
dollars each,
four thousand
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars;
six firemen,
firemen, at
at two
two dolfour
thousand three
three hundred
dollars; six
dolthousand two hundred
hundred and
fifty-six
lars and
and forty
forty cents
cents each
each per
per day, five thousand
and fifty-six
dollars; for
for clerk
clerk to
to committee
committee of
ways and
and means,
two thousand
thousand five
five
dollars;
of ways
means, two
hundred and
and ninety-two
dollars; clerk
clerk to
committee on
on appropriations,
hundred
ninety-two dollars;
to committee
appropriations,
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and ninety-two
dollars; clerk
two
ninety-two dollars;
clerk to
to committee
committee on
on
public lands,
lands, two
two thousand
thousand one
one hundred
dollars; clerk
compublic
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars;
clerk to
to comthousand one
mittee on claims, two
two thousand
one hundred and sixty dollars; sergeantsergeantat-arms,
thousand five
at-arms, two
two thousand
five hundred
hundred and ninety-two dollars;
dollars; clerk
clerk to the
the
sergeant-at-arms, two
sergeant-at-arms,
two thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty dollars;
dollars; messensergeant-at-arms, one
thousand four
dollars;
ger to
to the sergeant-at-arms,
one thousand
four hundred and forty dollars;
doorkeeper,
doorkeeper, two
two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars;
dollars; first assistpostant doorkeeper, two
two thousand
thousand five hundred and
and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars;
dollars; postmaster, two thousand five hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two dollars; first assistant
postmaster, two thousand and
and eighty-eight
eighty-eight dollars;
messengers, at
postmaster,
dollars; five
five messengers,
at
See
Joint
Res.
one
thousand
seven
hundred
and
twenty-eight
dollars
each;
two
mail
two mail
each;
dollars
and
twenty-eight
hundred
seven
thousand
Res.
one
See Joint
No. 36.
se. March
March boys,
boys, at
at one
one thousand
thousand and
eighty dollars
each; chaplain
chaplain of
of the
House,
No.
and eighty
dollars each;
the House,
80, 1867. vol.
dollars; stenographers,
stenographers, four
four thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
so,
Vol. nine hundred
hundred dollars;
and
xv.
v.
eighty dollars; superintendent
superintendent of folding room, two thousand one hunsuperintendent and
of the
the document
document
dred and sixty
sixty dollars;
dollars; superintendent
and assistant
assistant of
room, at five dollars and seventy-six
seventy-six cents per day each,
each, four thousand
dollars and eighty cents; eleven messengers,
two hundred
hundred and five ,dollars
messengers, five
eighteen hundred
hundred dollars
fourteen hundred
and forty
dolat eighteen
dollars and
and six at fourteen
hundred and
fbrty dollars; twelve messengers during the session, at the rate of fourteen hunlars;•
dred and forty dollars per annum, eleven
thousand five
and
eleven thousand
five hundred and
twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
eighty-eight dollars;
Capitol police.
For captain of capitol
capitol police, two thousand
thousand and eighty-eight
dollars;
lieutenant, eighteen hundred dollars; twenty-nine
twenty-nine policemen,
policemen, each at
at
one thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred and eighty-four dollars per annum, and one
watchman,
watchman, at eleven hundred and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars, twenty-five thousand
four hundred
hundred and eighty-eight dollars; making one hundred and fifty-five
fifty-five
thousand two hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine dollars.

For contingent
For
contingent expenses
of the
the House
of Representatives,
expenses of
House of
Representatives, viz
viz::—
For
cartage, three
three thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For cartage,
committees and
of the
the House
House of
of RepFor clerk';
clerks to committees
and temporary
temporary clerks of
Repdollars.
mittees and temtm- resentatives,
resentatives, thirty-four
thirty-four thousand
thousand dollars.
porary clerks.
clerks.
ApFor
twenty-four copies of the Congressional
Congressional Globe
Globe and Appendix
Appendix for
Globe and ApFor twenty-four
for
pendix.
each member and delegate
delegate of the fortieth Congress,
one hundred
Congress, and
and one
hundred
copies of
of the
the same
same for
for the
House library,
thirty-five thousand
five huncopies
the House
library, thirty-five
thousand five
hunthereof as may be necessary.
dred and
and ninety-two dollars,
dollars, or
or so
so much
much thereof
For paying the
the publishers
publishers of
of the
the Congressional
Congressional Globe
Globe and
and Appendix,
according
according to the
the number
number of
of copies
copies taken,
taken, one
one cent for
for every
every five
five pages
exceeding
exceeding three thousand, including the indexes and laws of the United
fifteen thousand dollars.
States, fifteen
Sets
to new
For
one complete
complete set
set of
for
the Congressional
Congressional Globe
Globe and Appendix for
For one
of the
Sets to
representatives each representative
representative in
and each
has
in the
the fortieth
fortieth Congress,
Congress, and
each delegate,
delegate, who
who has
and delegates,
and delegates. not received
received the same heretofore, thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand five hundred
hundred dolNotice to ter- lars: Provided,
Provided, That notice
notice is hereby given that at the close of the fortifordminate
minate the purehase of sets.
eth Congress
Congress the
the United
United States
States will
will terminate
comof one comterminate the purchase of
sets. eth
chase
Congressional Globe
Globe and Appendix
Appendix for each senator
senator
plete set of the Congressional
Contingent
Conti
o
ngenotexus e.
e

pelgt
e
rtagf
e
tt
.

Cartage
to COMClerks tocom-
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representative,
by the
approved July
July fourth,
fourth,
1864,
ch. 250,
250,
representative, and
and delegate,
delegate, provided
provided for
for by
the act
act approved
1864, oh.
4
4.
eighteen
sixty-four.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four.
§
4.
vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 892.
892.
For folding documents,
dollars. Vol.
Folding.
documents, including
including materials,
materials, forty-two
forty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
Folding.
For fuel
and lights,
lights, including
including plumbing,
fitting, repairs,
repairs, and
and mateFuel,
lights,
For
fuel and
plumbing, gas
gas fitting,
mate- Fuel, lights,
rials,
dollars.&c.
rials, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
&.
For
furniture, repairs,
and packing
Furniture.
For furniture,
repairs, and
packing boxes
boxes for
for members,
members, forty
forty thousand
thousand Furniture.
dollars.
dollars.
For horses, carriages, and saddle horses,
hundred and
and Horses, car.
horses, ten
ten thousand
thousand two
two hundred
carthirty dollars.
riages,
&c.
thirty
dollars.
riages, &c.
For
laborers, twelve thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and ninety-three
Laborers.
For laborers,
ninety-three dollars.
dollars.
Laborers.
For
additional annual
Louis Saunders,
Saunders, in
For additional
annual compensation
compensation to
to Louis
in charge
charge of
of Louis SaunSaunHouse water-closets,
one hundred
dollars, and
for deficiency
him for
ders•
water-closets, one
hundred dollars,
and for
deficiency due
due him
for ders.
the current
current fiscal
year, one
one hundred
dollars.
the
fiscal year,
hundred dollars.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
fifty-three thousand
six hundred
hundred and
For
items, fifty-three
thousand six
and fifty
fifty Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
dollars.
For newspapers,
newspapers, twelve
twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
Newspapers.
Newspapers.
For pages
two hundred
&e.
For
pages and
and temporary
temporary mail
mail boys,
boys, sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand two
hundred Pages,
Pages, &o.
dollars.
dollars.
For reporting and publishing proceedings in the Daily Globe, twenty- Reporting, &
Sco
eight thousand
thousand dollars.
in Daily
Daily Gobe.
Globe.
eight
dollars.
in
For stationery,
Stationery.
For
stationery, twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Stationery.
For the usual additional
compensation to the
additional compensation
reporters of the
Additional pay
the reporters
the House
House Additionalpay
to reporters.
for the Congressional
Congressional Globe for
of the
the House,
House, to
for reporting
reporting the proceedings
proceedings of
reporters.
eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
eight hundred
hundred dollars
dollars each,
each, four
four thousand
thousand eight
dollars.
Public Printing.—
Printing.- For compensation
compensation of the superintendent
Public
superintendent of the
the pubpub- .
. Public print.
printlie printing, and the clerks
messengers in
thousand '"
clerks and messengers
in his
his office,
office, eleven
eleven thousand
a.ay ay of
of super.
superfive hundred
five
hundred and
and seventeen
intendent,
seventeen dollars.
dollars.
intendent,
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of his office,
office, viz: For stationery, postage,.
clerks,.&o.
postage, ad- clerks,
&c.
Contingencies
vertising, furniture,travelling expenses,
expenses, horses
ho rs es and
an dwagons,
wagons ,an
i
sce lvertising,
furniture,-travelling
andd m
miscelonti Dgencies.
laneous
laneous items,'two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the public printing, four hundred and forty-three
forty-three thousand eight
eight Public printprinthundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
leg.
ing.
hundred
dollars.
For paper for the public
public printing, seven hundred
hundred and sixty-five thoufor pub.
thou- Paper forpub
sand nine
hundred and
and seventy-two
dolla rs.printing.
lic
sand
nine hundred
seventy-two dollars.
lic printing.

For the public binding, three hundred and fifty-one thousand three Binding.
hundred and
dollars.
hundred
and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars.
For mapping
mapping in cases pending
pending in the Supreme Court of the United
'United Mapping.
States, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
States,
For lithographing
lithographing and engraving for the Senate and House
of RepreHouse of
Repre- Lithographing
and engraving.
sentatives, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.engraving.
Li'rary of Congress.- For compensation of librarian, five assistant Library of
librarians,
LiN-ary messenger,
of Congress.—
and For
laborers,
compensation
thirteen thousand
of lib rar i
an
six,fi
hundred
ve assistant
and CoLibrary
ngres s
. of
.•
librarians, messenger, and laborers, thirteen thousand six hundred and Congress.
Pay of libraeighty
dollars.
rian,
&c hbraeiglity dollars.
rian, Ste.
For twenty per centum
centum additional on the above, twenty-seven
twenty-seven hundred
hundred
and
thirty-six dollars.
dollars.
and thirty-six
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of said library, two thousand
thousand dollars.
Contingencies
dollars.
Contingencles
For purchase
purchase of books for said library, eight thousand dollars.
Books.
For purchase
purchase of law books for said library, two thousand dollars.
For botanic garden, grading,
procuring manure,
fuel, Botanic gargrading, draining, procuring
manure, tools,
tools, fuel,
d
enntmad
and repairs, and purchasing trees and shrubs, under the direction of the i
d
ie
o
an
2 greengreencommittee of Congress, three thousand three hundred dollars.
library committee
For pay of superintendent
Superintendsuperintendent and assistants, and assistants in botanic Superintend..
garden and greenhouses,
greenhouses, under direction of the library committee of ent
"Land
and assistassistnt
Congress, six thousand one hundred and forty-five
forty-five dollars and eighty a
aa '
cents.
For twenty per centum additional
on pay
the above,
additional allowance
allowance on
pay of
of the
above,
twelve hundred
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine dollars and sixteen cents.
For purchasing files of the leading
newspapers for said Files of pe.
leading periodicals and newspapers
Pelibrary, one thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars.
riodicals and
hundred dollars.
and
newspapers.
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Court
of Claims.
For salaries
five judges
judges of
Court of
of Claims,
Claims,
of the
the Court
of five
salaries of
Claims. -— For
Court of
Court of
claims.
the
solicitor
, assistant
deputy solicitor, chief clerk
clerk and assistant
assistant
assistant solicitor, deputy
solicitor,
the
claims.
Judges, solicisolicibailiff and
and messenger
thirty-seven thousand
hundred
three hundred
thousand three
thereof, thirty-seven
messenger thereof,
clerk, bailiff
tors, &c. s&c. clerk,
torsd,
dollars.
For
books, fuel,
fuel, labor,
other contingent and miscellaneand other
labor, and
Contingencies.
For stationery,
stationery, books,
Contingencies.
ous
thousand dollars.
dollars.
three thousand
expenses, three
ous expenses,
For
of attorneys
to attend
to taking testimony, witnesses,
attend to
attorneys to
For compensation
compensation of
Attorneys to
take testimony,
testimony, and commissioners, two thousand dollars.
take
&c.
&c.
For
payment of
of judgments
which may
may be
rendered by
the court
court in
in favor
favor
by the
be rendered
judgments which
Judgments.
For payment
of claimants,
claimants, ten
ten hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
of

United States,
the United
Executive.
compensation of
the President
President of
of the
States,
of the
For compensation
Executive. -— For
twenty-five thousand
twenty-five
thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
of secretary
patents for
one
for public
public lands, one
to sign
sign patents
secretary to
For
thousand
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
For
to the
the private
assistant secretary,
secretary, shortshortsecretary, assistant
private secretary,
secretaries,
For compensation
compensation to
Secretaries,
clerks, steward,
steward, hand
hand writer,
writer, clerk of pardons,
fourth class, steward,
steward, and
pardons, three clerks of fourth
clerks,
and messenger.
and
messenger. messenger of the
eighteen thousand eight
the President of the United States, eighteen
eight
hundred
hundred dollars.
Fr contingent
expenses of
of the
the Executive
Executive office, including stationery
Contingencies..
contingent expenses
Contingencies. • For
thereof,
five thousand dollars.
thereof, five
the Secretary
- For compensation
of State.
Department of
State. --For
compensation of the
Secretary of State,
Department of Department
State.
f
and assistant secretary
secretary of state, second assistant secretary
secretary of state,
State"o.
of SecrePay of
examiner of
superintendent of
of statistics,
clerks,
statistics, clerks,
clerk, superintendent
chief clerk,
claims, chief
of claims,
examiner
tary, Sco.
&c.
messenger, assistant
assistant messenger
messenger,, and laborers in his office, sixty-five
messenger,
thousand eight hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
thousand
For
the incidental
and contingent
contingent Expenses
State.
Department of State.
of the
the Department
Expenses of
incidentaland
For the
Contingent
exContingentexpenses.
forin and in newspapers
newspapers of the
-— For publishing the laws in pamphlet form
penses.
Pamphlet laws
States and Territories, and in the city of Washington, twenty-five thouinnewspaand in
newspa- States and Territories, and in the city of Washington, twenty-five thousand dollars.
pers.
For
and packing
the laws
laws and
documents for
the various
various
for the
and documents
packing the
proof-reading, and
For proof-reading,
Proof-reading,
Proof-reading,
legations and consulates,
consulates, including boxes and transportation
transportation of the same,
legations
&o.
&c.
thousand dollars.
four thousand
For stationery,
stationery, blank
books, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, and
repairs, five
thoufive thouand repairs,
blank books,
For
Stationery,
Stationery,
&c.
Sto.
sand dollars.
For miscellaneous
two thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
items, two
Miscellaneous.
miscellaneous items,
For
Miscellaneous.
For copperplate
copperplate printing,
printing, books,
maps, five thousand dollars.
and maps,
books, and
For
Copperplate
Copperplate
printing.
For extra clerk hire and copying
copying,, fifteen thousand dollars.
clerk
Extra
Extra clerk
For the
General Purposes
Purposes of
the Building
Building occupied
the State
State DepartDepartby the
occupied by
of the
the General
For
hire, &C.
&c.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Building occu- ment.
For rent
of said
fifteen thousand
building, fifteen
said building,
rent of
ment. -— For
Buildingoccupied by State
For
alterations and
and improvements
improvements of
building, and for
means of
of
for means
of the
the building,
For alterations
pied
by State
Department.
protection against its destruction by fire, fifteen thousand dollars.
Department.
For
compensation of four watchmen
northeast
watchmen and two laborers of the northeast
For compensation
eiecutive building, four thousand
thousand three hundred and twenty dollars.
executive
For
expenses of
of said
said building,
building, viz:
viz: for fuel, lights, repairs,
contingent expenses
For contingent
miscellaneous expenses, ten thousand dollars.
and miscellaneous
Treasury Department.
Department. —
.
For compensation
Secretary of the
compensation of the Secretary
-For
Treasury
Treasury Department.
partment.
Treasury, two assistant secretaries of the treasury, chief clerk, supervising
secrePay of secreand assistant
assistant architect,
architect, clerks,
messengers, assistant
assistant messenger,
messenger,
clerks, messengers,
architect, and
taries, assistant, architeet,
&c.;
and laborers, one hundred and eighteen thousand nine hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the first comptroller, chief clerk, and the clerks
of 1st comptroller
troller
messengers, and laborers in his office, forty-eight
forty-eight thousand three
three hundred
and
and forty dollars.
of 2d comptrolcomptroller, chief clerk, and the clerks,
of2dcomptrolFor compensation
compensation of the second comptroller,
ler;
ler;
messenger, assistant messenger, and laborers in his office,
office, one hundred
and
thousand and eighty dollars.
and thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand
of
auditor;
of 1st
lst aditol;
For compensation of the first auditor, chief clerk, and the clerks,
messenger, assistant messenger,
messenger, and laborer
laborer in his office, sixty thousand
messenger,
three hundred and sixty dollars.
Executive.
Executive.
President.
President.
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compensation of the second auditor, chief clerk,
For compensation
clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
clerks, Compensation
Compensation
messenger,
messenger, assistant messengers, and
laborers in
in his
his office,
office, five
hundredauditor;
of
and laborers
five hundred
of 2d
2dauditor;
and twenty-one
twenty-one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the third auditor,
auditor, chief
chief clerk,
auditor;
clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
clerks, of 3d
3d auditor;
messengers, assistant messengers, and laborers
messengers,
laborers in
in his
his office,
three hunoffice, three
hun, dred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine thousand
thousand and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the fourth auditor, chief
clerks, of
4th auditor;
chief clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
of 4thauditor;
messenger, and assistant messenger,
messenger,
messenger, and laborer
laborer in his
one hundred
his office,
office, one
hundred
and ten thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the fifth auditor, chief
cle rk, and
an d th
l
er k
s,
auditor,
of
chief clerk,
thee c
clerks,
of 5th
5th auditor,
messenger, and laborer in his office,
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred
office, forty-nine
forty-nine thousand
twenty dollars.
dollars.
and twenty
For compensation
compensation of the auditor of the treasury
the Post-Office
for
treasury for the
Post-Office of
of auditor
auditor for
Post-Office DeDepartment,
Department, chief clerk, and
clerks, messen
ge
r,ass
i
st
an tmessenger,
messenger ,partmOene
and the clerks,
messenger,
assistant
Dand the laborers in his office, one hundred and
and ninety-three
ninety-three three
three thousand
thousand
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the treasurer of the United States,
States assistant of treasurer,.
treasurer, cashier, assistant cashier, c
hi ef
s of
of di
vi
si
on , book-keepers
assistant treasu.
treasn•
chiefs
division,
book-keepers, assistant
tellers, assistant tellers, chief clerk, and the clerks, messengers, assistant
assistant rer,
messengers, and laborers
eighty-eight
messengers,
laborers in his office,
office, one hundred and eighty-eight
thousand eight hundred and eighty
eighty dollars.
For compensation
the treasury,
compensation of the register of
of the
treasury, assistant
assistant register,
register, of register,asregister, assistant register,
chief
and the
chief clerk,
clerk, and
the clerks,
clerks, messengers,
assi st
an tmessenger,
messenger,
an d l
ab
orers &
messengers, assistant
and
laborers
.;
giste
in his office, ninety-one
ninety-one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
twenty dollars.
dollars.
and twenty
For compensation
compensation of the solicitor
of the
solicitor of
the treasury,
treasury, assistant
solicitor, of solicitor,
solicitor,
assistant solicitor,
r
s
, tan.
chief
chief clerk,
clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
laborer, an
d messenger
n his
hi s office,
offi ce ,twenty
clerks, laborer,
and
messenger i
in
solicitwenty--titesisnt
assistant
solicitwo
two thousand
thousand one
one hundred
dollars.
•;
hundred dollars.

For compensation
commissioner of customs, chief
compensation of the commissioner
chief clerk,
and the
commisclerk, and
the of commisclerks, messenger,
messenger, and laborer in his office,
offi ce ,f
or t
y th
ousan d n
i
ne h
un d
re d sioner of
ensforty
thousand
nine
hundred
of cusand
twenty dollars.
dollars.
to
ms;
and twenty
toms;
For
compensation of
For compensation
cl
er k, clerks,
cl
er ks,
messenger
dl
ab
orer o
ofighthouse
lighthouse
of the
the chief
chief clerk,
messenger an
and
laborer
off bof
board;
the
the lighthouse
board, nine
tho usan d fi
ve hundred
hun dre dand
an d twenty
twenty dollars.
lighthouse board,
nine thousand
five
dollars.
boa
For compensation
the comptroller
deputy compFor
compensation of
of the
comptroller of the currency, deputy
comp- of comptroller
comptroller
currency,
troller, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
and laborers,
&c"
troller,
laborers, one hundred and twenty
twenty thousand
thousand offdeputy,
deputy,
&c.
dollars.
dollars.
py, &c.
For paper,
printing of circulating
For
paper, special dies, and printing
circulating notes,
notes, and expenses
expenses Paper, dies,
and printing
cirnecessarily
necessarily incurred (including
(including exp
re
ss c
harges )in
i
n procuring
procur i
ng the
th
e same,
culating
notes
express
charges)
same, cuandrting
ntesir
in the office of the comptroller
comptroller of the currency, two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
dollars.
For salaries
commissioners, solicitor, heads
salaries of commissioner, deputy commissioners,
heads of
of Internal
Internal rev
rev
divisions,
revenue office,
divisions, and clerks
clerks of internal
i
nt
erna lrevenue
offi ce ,t
hree hundred
hun dre d and
forty- en
ue
ay
offi
ee
c.
om _
three
and fortyeap
ofidfceonine thousand four
and
dollars.
nine
f
ou
r hundred
hun dre dan
dfifty
fifty d
oll ars.
missioner,
&c.
missioner, &c.
For
For rent,
rent, dies,
dies, paper, and so forth, for stamps and incidental expenses, Rent and conconincluding the cost of subscriptions
including
subscriptions of such numbers
numbers of copies
the tigent
tie
n
n
g
s
e
e
n
stexexcopies of
of the
internal revenue
records
internal
revenue r
ec ord s an
t
oms j
ourna l
s as
th
e Secretary
Secretary of
the pess
P
andd cus
customs
journals
as the
of the
Treasury may
may deem
offices, two hundred
Treasury
deem necessary
necessary to supply the revenue offices,
hundred
and fifty thousand dollars.
For salaries and expenses
expenses of collectors, assessors, assistant assessors, Salaries
Salaries and
revenue agents, inspectors, and sup
superintendents
exports an
revenue
er i
nt
en d
en t
s of
ofexports
draw back, ex
cp
to
ernsse as
ss
o
andddrawback,expeses
ofefs-coll
clctors,
asse%together with the expense
together
expense o
yi ng i
nto effect
effect the
th
e var
i
ous provisions
prov i
si
ons of
&c.
offcarr
carrying
into
various
of sore,
sors, &c.

the several
several acts
internal revenue, excepting items otherwise
the
acts providing
providing internal
estimated for,
for, six
six million
Provided, That no assessor or collector No assessor or
estimated
million dollars:
dollars :Provided,
or
collector
entitled
Ve d
shall be entitled to
or ti on of
ofthe
th e salary
sa l
ary pertaining
perta i
ni
ng to
th
e office
offi ce unless
unless t
c
a
l
e
nc
yt
opr
part
to any
any p
portion
to the
t
of
toool
any
part
of

such
assessor shall
have been
such assessor
shall have
been confirmed
confirmed by the Senate,
Senate, except in cases salary, unless
th
of commissions
commissions to fill vacancies
vacanc i
es w
hi ch may
have h
appene d by
by death
confirmed by
by the
which
may have
happened
death ot
or•contirmed
resignation
recess of the Senate.
Senate.a,
resignation during
during the recess

Contingent
Department.-In
office of
Contingent Expenses
Expenses of
of the Treasury -DePartru'ent.
—In the office

ex c ep t
Senate, except,

&c.

ContingrexContingentaxpenses
treasenses of
o tresury;
labor,
binding,
l
ab
or,
bi ndi ng,sea
li ng ships'
shi ps '
reg i
sters, translat
i
ng foreign
foreign
in
office of
sealing
registers,
translating
in office
of the
the

the Secretary
the Treasury:
Secretary of the
Treasury :

For copying,

Secretary.
Secretary.
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languages, advertising,
extra clerk
hire for
for preparing
collecting
and collecting
preparing and
clerk hire
and extra
advertising, and
languages,
information to
to be
be laid
before Cdngress,
Congress, and
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, ten
and for
laid before
information
thousand dollars.
thousand
For compensation
compensation of
of additional
additional clerks
may be
be employed
by the
the
employed by
who may
clerks who
Additional
For
Additional
secretary
according to
of the
public service,
and additional
additional
clerks,
803.
service, and
the public
exigencies of
to the
the exigencies
secretary according
clerks, &c.
compensation
for extra
labor of
of clerks
clerks in
five thousand dollars.
office, five
his office,
in his
extra labor
compensation for
For
janitors for
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
department, fifteen
treasury department,
the treasury
for the
For janitors
Janitors.
Janitors.
In the
the office
office of
the first
comptroller:
first comptroller:
of the
In
Contingent exexpenses
office of
For furniture,
furniture, public
public documents,
and
territorial statutes, and
and territorial
state and
documents, state
For
inofficeof
penses in
1st comptroller;
comptroller; miscellaneous items, one thousand dollars.
miscellaneous items, one thousand dollars.
comptroller:
In the
the office
office of
of the second comptroller:
In
of 2d comptroller;
troller;
For contingent
contingent expenses of the office, one thousand dollars.
office of the first auditor:
auditor:
In the office
1st auditor;
of Istauditor;
For
one thousand
items, one
miscellaneous items,
and miscellaneous
furniture, and
office furniture,
stationery, office
For stationery,
five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
In the
office of
of the
second auditor:
auditor:
the second
the office
In
of 2d auditor;
For
stationery, office
office furniture,
furniture, and
miscellaneous items,
items, including two
and miscellaneous
For stationery,
twenty-five
newspapers to
to be
be filed
filed and
office, twenty-five
preserved for the use of the office,
and preserved
newspapers
thousand *dollars.
dollars.
thousand
In
the office
of the
the fourth auditor:
auditor:
office of
In the
of 4th auditor;
auditor;
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
office, three thousand dollars.
the office,
of the
For
In
of the
the fifth
fifth auditor:
auditor:
office of
of 6th
5th auditor;
auditor;
the office
In the
For stationery,
stationery, postage,
and miscellaneous expenses, in which
furniture, and
postage, furniture,
For
are
newspapers, two thousand dollars.
daily newspapers,
two daily
included two
are included
In the
the office
of the
the auditor
auditor for
the Post-Office
Department:
Post-Office Department:
for the
office of
of auditor for
In
Post-Office DeFor contingent
Post-Office
contingent expenses of the office, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
partment;
In
the
office
of
the
treasurer:
treasurer:
the
of
office
the
In
Optreanurerof treasurer;
For contingent
of the
office, seven
dollars.
seven thousand dollars.
the office,
expenses of
contingent expenses
For
In the
register:
the register:
of the
office of
In
the office
of register;
For
miscellaneous items,
including office
office furniture,
furniture, six thousand dollars.
items, including
For miscellaneous
Office
of
the
solicitor
of
the
treasury:
treasury:
the
of
solicitor
the
Office of
solicitor;'
of solicitor;
miscellaneous items,
For
binding, stationery,
stationery, labor, and miscellaneous
books, binding,
blank books,
For blank
and
thousand two
for statutes and reports, and for care of library, four thousand
and for
hundred
hundred dollars.
Office
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of customs:
customs:
Office of
of commiscommissioner of cusFor stationery, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, and office furniture, fitting up files,
s;
toms;
tom
and safe for depositing official bonds, five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Lighthouse board, viz:
viz:
of lighthouse
board;
miscellaneous expenses and postage, one thousand
board;
For miscellaneous
thousand five hundred
dollars.
of
currency:
of comptroller
Office of the comptroller of the currency:
of
currency;
of currency;
For contingent
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the office,
office, five
revenue:
Office
commissioner of internal revenue:
Office of the commissioner
of commiscommissioner of
intermiscellaneous items, and other continFor office furniture, maps, labor, miscellaneous
of intersioner
nal revenue
revenue.
nal
gent
thousand dollars.
gent expenses,
expenses, fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
contingent expenses,
expenses, namely, laborers, office
office
For contingent
- For
Statistics.—
of Statistics.
Bureau of
Bureau of sta- Bureau
miscellaneous items, four thousand
furniture, carpets, fitting
tistics.
fitting up files, and miscellaneous

ContingentexContingent ex- dollars.

penses.
penses.

Mines and
Mines
minings.
minings.
Stationery for
department and
department
bureaus.
Southeast executive
building.
ecutivebuilding.

dollars.
dollars.

For the collection of statistics of mines and minings, fifteen thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For
department and the several bureaus,
bureaus,
For stationery for the treasury department
dollars.
thousand dollars.
one
one hundred
hundred thousand
For
General Purposes
Purposes of
the Southeast
Southeast Executive
Building, including
including
Executive Building,
of the
the General
For the
compensation of twelve watchmen
Extension. - For compensation
the Extension.—
the
watchmen and eleven laborers
executive building, sixteen thousand five hundred and
and
ers of
of the southeast executive
sixty dollars.
For.contingent expenses
expenses of said building, viz: for fuel, light, labor, and
For.contingent
miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, one hundred thousand dollars.
For
rent of
the accommodation of clerks who cannot be
of buildings for the
For rent
accommodated in the treasury building, two thousand dollars.
accommodated
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Department
For compensation
of the
Secretary of
the Department
Department of
Department of
of the Interior.—
Interior.- For
compensation of
the Secretary
of the
of
r
f
iose
r
.
cre_
Interior, assistant secretary,
and the
the clerks,
clerks, messenger,
assist- theInte
secretary, chief clerk,
clerk, and
messenger, assistthepao
Interior.
messengers, watchmen,
ant messengers,
laborers in
office, forty-eight
forty-eight thousand
thousand tary
tary ,
Y
8,m ee
watchmen, and laborers
in his
his office,
&
seven
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
land office,
of commiscommisof the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
the general land
office, chief
chief of
clerk,
recorder, draughtsman,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, sioner
sioner of
of general
clerk, recorder,
draughtsman, assistant
assistant draughtsmen,
draughtsmen, clerks,
general
land office
;
assistant
assistant messengers, packers, watchmen,
in his
us office,
one
watchmen, and
and laborers
laborers in
office, one
hundred and
thousand two
hundred dollars.
hundred
and seventy-eight
seventy-eight thousand
two hundred
dollars.
additional clerks in the general
For compensation
compensation of additional
additional
general land
land office, under
under of
of additional
the act of third March, one thousand
thousand eight hundred and
fifty-five, granting
granting clerks;
cli
e8r5k5s,;ch. 207.
and fifty-five,
bounty land, and for laborers employed therein, fifty-eight
thousand six
six Vol.
p.. 701.
fifty-eight thousand
Vol x. h.
7'.
hundred
hundred and forty dollars:
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
dollars: Provided,
of the
Interior, Proviso.
Proviso.
at his discretion, shall be, and he
any portion
portion
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorize&
authorized- to
to use
use any
of said appropriation
appropriation for piece-work,
piece-work, or by
or year,
year, Piece-work,
by the
the day, week,
week, month, or
Piece-work,
&c
at such rate or rates as he may deem just and
exceeding a
salary &c.
and fair,
fair, not
not exceeding
a salary
'
of twelve hundred dollars per
annum: And
provided further, That
such
per annum:
Andprovidedfurther,
That such
work shall be given only to persons
peisons in indigent
indigent circumstances,
circumstances, and
the To
to
and to the
To whom
whom to
given.
soldiers and to the widows of soldiers who
rmy d
ur -be
who served
served in
in the
the Union
Union a
army
durbe given.

inft
be done
done only
by the
employee in
i
n person.
pers on.
ing°the late rebellion,
rebellion, and
and to
to be
only by
the employee
For compensation of the commissioner
commissioner of Indian affairs,
affairs, chief clerk,
clerk,
and the clerks, messenger,
messenger, assistant messenger, watchmen,
watchmen, and laborer
laborer in
his
thirty-two tllousand
thousand six
dollars.s,
his office,
office, thirty-two
six hundred
hundred dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the commissioner
commissioner of pensions, chief clerk, and the
clerks, messengers,
messengers, assistant
assistant messengers,
messengers, watchmen,
watclmen, and
and laborers
laborers in
in his
his
office, two hundred and sixteen thousand nine
dollars.
nine hundred and twenty dollars.
office, forty-one thousand
For additional clerks in the pension office,
thousand dollars:

Pay
cornPay of
of commissioner
of InInmissioner of
dian affair &c.
dian affairs, &c.
of commiscommiss
s
i
lozr
o
.of
of penpensoner

s'ons;
additional
additional
s ri
k
o
s
r
p
Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior, at his discretion, shall be, t
and
Provided,
is hereby,
That authorized
the Secretary
to use
of the
anyInterior,
portion atof hisaid
s di appropriation
scre ti on ;
sh
all for
be, ilokfficeenProviso.
open
and is hereby, authorized to use any portion of said appropriation for Proviso.
piece-work, or by the day, week, month, or year, at such rate or rates as
piece-work,
as
lie may deem just and fiir,
be
fair, not exceeding
exceeding a
asalary of twelve hundred
hundred doldollars
lars per annum.
annum.
Contingent Expenses
Expenses —
- Department
Contingent
Department of
of the Interior.—
Office of
of the
the SecSec- ContingentexContingent exInterior.- Office
retary of the Interior:
Interior:penses.
penses.
Office of
office
fseessec- •
For stationery,
:Stationery, furniture,
furniture, and other
other contingencies,
f
or b
oo k
s an
retary,
o
contingencies, and
and for
books
anddrey
of
ec
maps for the library, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
patent-office building, including
For casual
casual repairs
repairs of the patent-office
laying of
Patent office.
office.
including the
the laying
of Patent
aapavement
pavement on the old
thousand dollars.
old wing, twenty
twenty tlousand
dollars.
For expenses
expenses of packing
packing and distributing
distributing congressional
congressional journals and Distributing
Distributing
e
and
documents,
provisions contained in the joint resolutiontV
of
in pursuance of the 'provisions
journals
Journals
and
documents.
of Congress approved
approved twenty-eighth
eighteen hundred and
twenty-eighth January,
January, eighteen
253.
and fifty- vol.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 253.
seven,
seven, and act fifth February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-nine, six thou- 1859,.
eh. 22.
l859, ch.
22.
dollars.
Vol.
p. 379
379
sand dollars.
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
For fuel and lights for the pate
patent-office
n t- offi ce b
u ildi ng ,
i
nc l
udi ng the
salaries Fuel
Fuel and
building,
including
the salaries
and
of engineer and assistant engineer
engineer of the furnaces and repairs
of the
lights.
repairs of
the heatheat- lights.
ing apparatus,
apparatus, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Office of the commissioner
Indian affairs:
affairs:
Office
commissioner of Indian

Office
Office of corncom-

For blank books, binding, stationery, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including minsioner
1
d
t i;t)ilfircsf.
Inof In-

two of
newspapers, to be filed, bound, and
or the daily city newspapers,
and preserved
preserved for
for
thousand dollars.
the use of the office, five thousand
Office of the commissioner
commissioner of pensions:
pensions :
of commiscommisretouching plates for bounty
s!iner of penFor stationery, engraving, and retouching
bounty land
land warwar- stoner
penrants, printing
printing and binding the same, office
office furniture,
furniture, and repairing the
the
miscellaneous
same, and
and miscella
neo us it
ems ,
i
nc l
udi ng two
two daily
dail y newspapers,
newspapers, to
to be
be filed,
items,
including
filed,
bound,
bound, and preserved for the use of the office,
office, and for detection and investigation of fiaud,
fraud, twenty-two
twenty-two thousand dollars.
dollars.
Office
buildings:
Office of the commissioner
commissioner of public buildino-s:
of commiscommisof
For compensation
compensati on of
ofthe commissioner of public buildings, and the clerk
cle rksioner
sioner of public
public
messen ger in
i
n hi
offi ce ,
f
our t
housan dseven h
undred dollars.
and messenger
hiss office,
four
thousand
hundred
dollars.buildings. buildings.
For stationery,
stationery, blank books, plans, drawings, and other
contingent exother contingent
expenses of his office,
office, five hundred dollars.
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Surveyors- General
General and
and their
surveyor.
the surveyor.
compensation of the
- For compensation
Clerks. —For
their Clerks.
Surveyorsgeneral of Minnesota,
general
Minnesota, and the clerks in his office, eight thousand three

hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the surveyor-general
the territories of
of Dakota
of the
surveyor-general of
For
Montana.
and Montana,
Montana, and the clerks in his office, six thousand three hundred
dollars.
Kansas.
For compensation
surveyor-general of
in
the clerks
clerks in
and the
of Kansas,
Kansas, and
the surveyor-general
of the
compensation of
For
Kansas.
his
his office, seven thousand dollars.
Iowa and
and NeFor compensation
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
of Iowa
Iowa and
and Nebraska,
deNebraska, deof the
compensation of
For
NeIowa
"An act to
braska.
dared
surveying district by the act of Congress entitled "An
dared aa surveying
1866, ch. 311.
Ante, p. 344.
surveyor-general of
States of
and WisconWisconIowa and
of Iowa
the States
of the
of surveyor-general
office of
the office
remove the
344. remove
ep
6Ate,
approved July twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hunNebraska," approved
to Plattsmouth,
Plattsmouth, Nebraska,"
sin to
of sur- sin
Salary of
veyor-general
sixty-six, which is fixed at two thousand
veyorgeneral to dred and sixty-six
thousand dollars per annum, and
be $2,000.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
clerks in
his office,
office, seven
the clerks
in his
seven thousand
be$2,000.
the
Colorado and
For
of the
the surveyor-general
Cobraof the
the territories of Colorasurveyor-general of
For compensation
compensation of
and
Colorado
Utah.
do and
clerks in his
his office, seven thousand dollars.
the clerks
Utah, and the
do
and Utah,
Utahsurveyor-general of New Mexico and Arizona,
New Mexico
Mexico
For compensation
compensation of the surveyor-general
and Arizona.
three thousand
dollars.
three
thousand dollars.
California.
For
compensation of
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
California and the clerks
of California
of the
For compensation
California.
fourteen thousand dollars.
office, fourteen
in his
his office,
Idaho.
For
compensation of
of the
the surveyor-general
the
and the
Territory and
of Idaho
Idaho Territory
surveyor-general of
For compensation
Idaho.
clerks in his office, five thousand dollars.
clerks
For
surveyor-general of Nevada and the clerks in
of the
the surveyor-general
compensation of
For compensation
Nevada.
office, seven thousand dollars.
his office,
Oregon.
For compensation
surveyor-general of Oregon,
Oregon, and the clerks in
of the
the surveyor-general
compensation of
For
Oregon.
his office,
office, six
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
six thousand
his
Washington Territory,
For compensation
surveyor-general of Washington
of the surveyor-general
compensation of
For
Washington.
and
the clerks in his
thousand six hundred and nine dollars.
office, four thousand
his office,
and the
Recorder of
For compensation
recorder of land titles in Missouri,
Missouri, five hundred
For
compensation of recorder
in
dollars.
land titles in
dollars.
Missouri.
Missouri.
Rent of
curRent
of Surveyors-Generals'
surveyor-general's
of surveyor-general's
rent of
- For rent
Office. —For
Surveyors-Generals' Office.
Rent of
of surRent
vevor-general's office in Oregon,
veyor-general's
Oregon, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental
incidental expenses, inoffice
pay of
messenger, fifteen
hundred dollars.
dollars.
?See in Oregon;
Oregon; cluding
eluding pay
of messenger,
fifteen hundred
California;
For
rent of
surveyor-general's office of California,
stationCalifornia, fuel, books, stationof surveyor-general's
For rent
California;
ery, and other incidental expenses, including pay of messenger, five thousand
sand dollars.
dollars.
For
surveyor-general of Washington
Washington Territory, fuel,
the surveyor-general
office rent for the
For office
Washington;
incidental expenses, two thousand dollars.
and other
other incidental
stationery, and
books,
books, stationery,
dollars.
Kansas, fuel, books, stationKansas;
For office
office rent of the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Kansas,
Kansas;
ery, and other incidental
incidental expenses, two thousand dollars.
surveyor-general of Iowa and Nebraska, fuel,
Iowa and NeFor
For office rent of the surveyor-general
incidental expenses, two thousand dollars.
books, stationery,
stationery, and other incidental
braska;
For rent of surveyor-general's
surveyor-general's office in the territories of Dakota and
Dakota and
Montana;
Montana, fuel,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
expenses, one thouand other
other incidental
incidental expenses,
Montana,
fuel, books,
Montana;
sand one hundred dollars.
terriFor rent of office for the surveyor-general
Colorado
Colorado and
surveyor-general of Colorado and Utah ternUtah;
tories, fuel,
fuel, books, stationery,
stationery, and
and other incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, two thousand
thousand
dollars.
surveyor-general of Idaho, two thousand
office of the surveyor-general
thousand dolFor rent of office
Idaho;
lars.
For
surveyor-general of Nevada, two thousand
office for the surveyor-general
For rent of office
Nevada.
dollars.
[Expenses of Courts
States.]—
For defraying
defraying the expenses
-For
the United
United States.]
Courts of
of the
[Expenses
Expenses of of the Supreme Court and district courts of the United States, including
including
the
courts
Unitedof
States,
the District of Columbia, and also for jurors and witnesses, in aid of funds
United
States,
year ending
ending June
fiscal year
suits in
in which
which
arising from
from fines,
penalties, and
in the
the fiscal
June
and forfeitures,
forfeitures, in
fines, penalties,
arising
suits
the United
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight,
and previous years, and likehundred
sixty-eight,
0
States are conUnited States are
in which
which the
of suits
the expenses
wise
crSnedsafe
cerned, safe- wise for
for defraying
defraying the
expenses of
suits in
the United States are
other
and other
the Attorney-General,
Attorne-General, and
legal assistance
including legal
of prikeeping of
other
Attorney-General,
pris- concerned,
concerned,
assistance to
to the
assistance
concerned, including
including
keeping
Dakota
and
Dakota and
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special and
cases in
in the
Supreme Court
and extraordinary
extraordinary expenditures
expenditures in
in cases
the Supreme
Court of
of oners,
oners, and pros-'
pros-'
ecution
of
the United States in which the United States are
are concerned,
concerned, and of proseprose- crime.
ecution of
cutions for offences committed
United States,
States, and
committed against
against the
the United
and for
for the
the safesafe- me
keeping of
of prisoners,
one million
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
keeping
prisoners, one
million three
three hundred
dollars.
War Department.For compensation of the Secretary
Department.—For
Secretary of
of War,
War, as- War Department.
chief clerk,
clerk, and
and the
clerks, messenger,
assistant ment.
sistant secretary of
of war,
war, chief
the clerks,
messenger, assistant
Pay of secremessengers, and laborer in his office, sixty-one
sixty-one thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred tary, &c.
&c.'; r
and
eighty dollars.
dollars.
and eighty
messengers in the
For compensation
compensation of the clerks and messengers
of' the
the office
office of
the Office of adadjutant-general, two hundred
hundred and sixteen thousand seven hundred
hundred doldol- jutant-general,
jutant-general.
lars.
lars.
For compensation of the clerks, messengers, assistant
assistant messengers,
messengers, and
and of quartermaster-general;
laborers, in the office of
the quartermaster-general,
hundred and
of the
quartermaster-general, three
three hundred
and master-general;
ninety-nine thousand
and sixty
sixty dollars.
dollars.
thousand three
three hundred and
For compensation
compensation of the
the chief
chief clerk,
clerk, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, assistant
assistant of paymastergeneral;
messengers, and laborers
the paymaster-general,
laborers in
in the
the office of
of the
paymaster-general, two
two general;
hundred and nine thousand
dollars.
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
For compensation of
of' the clerks, messenger, and
the office
office of
and laborers
laborers in
in the
ofcommissarycommissarycommissary-general, fifty-four thousand four hundred and
of the commissary-general,
forty general;
general;
and forty
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the clerks, messenger,
the office
office of
messenger, and laborer
laborer in
in the
of of
of surgeonsurgeonsurgeon-general, forty-three thousand
the surgeon-general,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
forty dollars.
dollars. general;
and forty
general;
For compensation
compensation of the clerks, messengers, and laborers in
in the
the office of chief engiengineer;
of the chief engineer, twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand eight hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty neer;
dollars.
For compensation
compensation of the clerks and messenger in the
the office of the of colonel of
of
ordnance.
colonel of
of' ordnance,
ordnance, sixty thousand
thousand and forty dollars.
ordnance.
compensation to employees
For additional compensation
employees in the offices of the Secretary Additional
Additional
to
of War, adjutant-general,
compensation to
adjutant-general, quartermaster-general,
quartermaster-general, paymaster-general,
paymaster-general, compensation
employees.
commissary-gcncral,
commissary-general, surgeon-general,
surgeon-general, chief engineer, and
and chief
chief of
of ordord- 1866,
se6, ch.
ch. 208,
208,
nance, under provisions of act of July twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen hundred
hundred and §
§77'.
,4ate,
p. 207.
207.
Ante, p.
sixty-six, six thousand six hundred and forty dollars.
For compensation
of
two
clerks
compensation
clerks of class two ip
in the signal office,
two Pay of clerks
office, two
thousand
in
office;
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand eight
eight hundred
in signal
signal office;
For compensation of one clerk of class fcar
feAr in the office of inspector of military
academy;
of military academy, one thousand eight hjndred
handred dollars.
academy;
For compensation of the clerks in the office of military justice, seven
seven of military
Justice.
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
justice.
Contingent
Expenses of the War
War Department.—
Contingent Expenses
of the
the Secretary
Secretary Contingent
Department.- Office of
Contingentex.
ex.
of
of War:
penses.
Office of
of SecFor blank books, stationery, labor, books, maps, extra clerk
clerk hire, and retfic
Secretary of War;
miscellaneous
dollars.
miscellaneous items, twenty thousand dollars.
Office
Office of the
the adjutant-general:
adjutant-general:
of adjutantgeneral;
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, twenty- general;
five
thousand dollars.
five thousand
Office of the
quartermaster-general :
the quartermaster-general:
of quarterFor blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
master-general;
miscellaneous items, thirty- master-general;
five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Office of the paymaster-general:
paymaster-general:
of paymasterFor blank books, stationery,
stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, ten
ten general;
general;
thousand dollars.
Office of the
the commissary-general:
commissary-general:
ofcommissary.
of commissaryFor blank books, stationery,
gene-al;
stationery, and binding, including rent of office and gene-al;
hire of watchmen, fourteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
Office of the
the chief
chief engineer:
engineer:
of chief engiFor blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, three
three neer;
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Office of the surgeon-general:
surgeon-general:
of surgeon.
surgeon.
miscellaneous items, including general.
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
rent of office, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
VOL. XIv.
xiv.
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ordnance:
Office of the chief of ordnance:
Office
For blank books, stationery, binding, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, five
five
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Office of
of military
military justice:
justice:
of military
Office
miscellaneous items, one
justice;
and miscellaneous
For blank books, stationery, binding, and
thousand
dollars.
thousand two hundred dollars.
-For
Northwest
ex- • For
the General
General Purposes
Purposes of
Northwest Executive
Executive Building. —For
the Northwest
of the
For the
Northwest ex-.
ecutive buildbuild - compensation
watchmen, and two laborers
laborers of the
superintendent, four watchmen,
compensation of superintendent,
ecutive
ing.
northwest executive
thousand eight hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
executive building, three thousand
northwest
jig.
For
labor,
fuel,
light,
and
miscellaneous
items,
twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
items,
miscellaneous
For labor, fuel, light, and
1866,
7.
For
provisions
compensation to subordinate employees, under provisions
additional compensation
For additional
208, §7.
ch. 208,
1866, ch.
Ante,
207.
of act
of July
twenty-third, eighteen
seven
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, seven
July twenty-third,
act of
of
Ante,p.p. 207.
hundred and twenty dollars.
For
the General
of the
Corner of F
and Seventee[n]th
Fand
Building Corner
the Building
Purposesof
GeneralPurposes
Building corFor the
ner
of F
F and
watchmen, and two
Streets.—
compensation of superintendent, four watchmen,
Streets. - For compensation
ind
of
ner
Seventeenth
Seventeenth
laborers
for said
building, three
eight hundred
hundred and
and fifty dollars.
thousand eight
three thousand
said building,
laborers for
traeets.
.treets.
For
miscellaneous items, ten
and miscellaneous
firemen, and
of firemen,
compensation of
fuel, compensation
For fuel,
thousand dollars.
provisions
For
employees, under
under provisions
subordinate employees,
compensation to subordinate
additional compensation
For additional
of act
July twenty-third,
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, seven
seven huneighteen hundred
twenty-third, eighteen
of July
act of
of
dred and
and twenty dollars.
dred
and Fifteenth
F and
Building
For
Purposes of the Building Corner
Corner of F
Fifteenth
General Purposes
the General
For the
Building corrier of F and
and
lights,
teenth streets.
Streets.—
For
superintendent,
watchmen,
rent,
and miscelfuel,
rent,
treets. - For superintendent, watchmen,
s
teenthfr'f
laneous
laneous items, fifteen thousand dollars.
Navy DepartNavy Department.
Department. —F
or compensation
Secretary of the Navy,
compensation of the Secretary
- For
Navy
DepartNavy
advocate-general,
secre assistant secretary of the navy, solicitor and naval judge advocate-general,
In e
lli
f
t
LY of secremety
tarv,
assistant,
chief clerk,
clerk, and the clerks, messenger, assistant messenger, and laborers
chief
tary, asistant,
solicitor,
&c.
in his
thousand eight hundred dollars.
fifty-eight thousand
office, fifty-eight
his office,
in
solicitor, &c.
Bureau
For
compensation of the chief of the bureau of yards and docks, the civil
For compensation
Bureau of
yards
and docks ;engineer,
chief clerk,
clerk, messenger, laborers, and the following clerks and
engineer, chief
yardsanddocks;
draughtsmen,
which are
hereafter authorized, viz: One clerk of class
are hereafter
draughtsmen, which
clerks, &c.
au- four,
four, two clerks of class three, one clerk of class two, one clerk of class
&c.anclerks,
dollars per
a salary of eighteen hundred
thortzed;
one, and one draughtsman,
draughtsman, at a
hundred dollars
per
thorized;
annum, sixteen
thousand six hundred and forty dollars.
sixteen thousand
annum,
equipment and
For
bureau of equipment
equipment and recompensation of the chief of the bureau
For compensation
equipment
ruiting, chief clerk, and the clerks,
recrcruiting;
recruiting;
cruiting,
clerks, messenger,
messenger , and laborer in his office,
hundred and twenty dollars.
fourteen thousand nine hundred
of
navigation;
For compensation
compensation of
of the
the chief
chief of the bureau of navigation, chief
chief clerk,
For
of navigation;
office, ten thousand two
and the
the clerks, messenger,
messenger, and laborer in his office,
and
hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
chief
bureau of ordnance,
ordnance, and chief
compensation of the chief of the bureau
For compensation
ordnance;
of ordnance;
eighteen
established at eighteen
clerk,
hereby established
draughtsman, whose salary is hereby
salary
clerks, draughtsman,
clerk, clerks,
salary of
draughtsman;
dollars per annum, messenger, and laborers
laborers in his office, sixteen
hundred dollars
draughtsman; hundred
thousand
thousand six hundred and twenty dollars.
construction and
compensation of the chief of the bureau of construction
For compensation
of construe
construe-is hereby
draughtsman, whose salary
chief
repair,
tion lary
repair;
of
chief clerk, and the clerks, draughtsman,
salary is
hereby
and
salary of
sa
messenger and laborer
draughtsman;
established at eighteen hundred
hundred dollars per annum, messenger
laborer
established
draughtsman;
eighteen thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and twenty dollars.
in his office, eighteen
of steam engiengi - For compensation
compensation of the chief of the bureau of steam engineering,
estab-whose salary is hereby
peering;
of
chief
clerk, and
and the
the clerks,
hereby estab
draughtsman, whose
clerks, draughtsman,
chief clerk,
ealrg;
salary of
in
draughtsman;
lished
at eighteen
eighteen hundred
messenger, and laborer in
hundred dollars per annum, messenger,
lished at
draughtsman;
hundred and twenty dollars;
his
dollars; and of one
twelve thousand two hundred
office, twelve
his office,
thousand four hundred
authorized, one thousand
clerk of class two, which is hereby authorized,
dollars.
For compensation
of provisions
compensation of the chief of the bureau of provisions and
and
twenty-two
messenger, and laborer,
clothing, chief clerk, and the clerks,
clothing;
clothing,
clerks, messenger,
laborer, twenty-two
and clothing;
thousand
thousand one hundred and twenty dollars.
surgery,
For
compensation of the
the chief of the bureau of medicine and surgery,
For compensation
of medicine
eleven
messenger,
assistant, and the clerks,
and surgery.
clerks messen
ger, and laborer
laborer in his office,
office, eleven
thousand four hundred and twenty dollars.
Office of chief
ordnance;
of ordnance;
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Incidental
and of
Contingent
Expenses
of
Navy Department.
Office Contingent
Contingent exof Incidental
the Secretary
and
Contingent
the Navy:
Expenses
penses.
of the
the Navy
Department. -—Office
of the Secretary of the Navy:
penses.
Office of SeoFor stationery,
stationery, labor, newspapers, periodicals, and miscellaneous items,
items, retary
Navy;
retary of Navy;
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Bureau
Bureau of yards and docks:
Bureau
of
Bureau of
For stationery,
stationery, books, plans, drawings, and incidental
or,one
th ou -yards
Yards
;
and docks
incidental lab
labor,
one thouanddocks;
sand eight
eight hundred
sand
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Bureau of equipment and recruiting:
equipment and
recruiting:
equipment
and
For stationery,
stationery, books, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items seven
seven hundred and
recruiting;
and fifty
fifty recruiting;
dollars.
dollars.
Bureau of navigation:
navigation :
navigation;
navigation;
For stationery, blank books, binding, and miscellaneous
two
miscellaneous items,
items, two
thousand
dollars.
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
Bureau
Bureau of ordnance:ordnance;
ordnance;
For stationery, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, including
including three
three hundred
hundred dollars
dollars
for photographer, one thousand three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Bureau of construction and repair:
repair: construction
construction
For stationery
stationery and miscellaneous
miscellaneo usit
ems ,one
ousan ddollars.
doll ars .
repair;
and repair;
items,
one th
thousand
and
engineering::
Bureau of steam engineering
steam engiengisteam
For blank books, binding,
statione ry, and
an d miscellaneous
m i
sce ll aneous it
ems, two
t
wo neerm
g;
binding, stationery,
items,
neering;
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Bureau
Bureau of provisions and clothing:
clothing:
provisions and
provisions
and
For blank books,
books, stationery,
stationery, and
an d miscellaneous
m i
sce ll aneous items,
it ems, one
one thousand
th
ousan dfive
fi veclothing;
clothing;
hundred dollars.
Bureau of medicine
medicine and surgery:
medicine
medicine and
and
For blank books, stationery, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, eight hundred
hundred surgery.
dollars.
For
Purposes qf the Southwest Executive
For the General
General Purposes
Executive Building.—
For Southwest
exBuilding. - For
Southwest excompensation of nine watchmen and two laborers
laborers of the southwest
southwest eoutive
building.
ecutivebuilding.
executive building, seven thousand
thousand six hundred and thirty-two
dollars.
thirty-two dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses of
building, viz:
viz :
of said
said building,
For labor, fuel,
fuel, lights, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, seven thousand five
five
hundred dollars.
Post-Office
Ofice Department.
Department.—
- For compensation
compensation of the Postmaster-General,
PostPostmaster-General, Post-OffceDeros t.offi ce D,,,..
three assistant postmasters-general,
postmasters- genera l, c
hi efclerk,
derk, superintendent
mone y- par
,
tment.
chief
superintendent of
of moneypnrtment.
order system,
system, topographer,
mPay of ePoetorder
topographer, three chief clerks, and the clerks, (including jg.°L
P
:e'
rtal
forty-three female clerks, at nine hundred dollars each,)
0460 messenger,
messenger, assistants,
assistants, &e.
c.
assistant messengers,
messengers, watchmen
watchmen and laborers
laborers of said department,
department, two
two
hundred
seventy-three thousand one hundred and
hundred and seventy-three
dollars.
and sixty dollars.
For additional
ns atio n to
t
o su
bor di na t
e emp
l
oyees, under
un d
er the
th
e proproadditional compe
compensation
subordinate
employees,
Additionalpay
Additional
pay
visions
visions of act of July twenty-three,
twenty-three, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, two to
to employees.
1
77.
1866,
ch.p.
§
thousand
anddf
forty
dollars.
Ae,
thousand one hundred
hund red an
or ty d
oll ars .
20
Ante,
p208,
.20 7
For additional and temporary clerks, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Clerks.
Clerks
Contingent
Post-Office Department.—
Department.- For
Conlin
gent -Expenses
Expenses of the Post-Office
blank books,
For blank
books,
binding, and stationery,
post-office building, .including
binding,
stationery, fuel for the general
general post-office
.including
the
office, oil, gas, and candles, printing,
Contingent
the auditor's
auditor's office,
generalI penses
of Postexg prepair of the general
penses
of Postpost-office building,
painting,
post-office
buildi ng ,office furniture,
furniture, glazing,
glazin g,p
ai
nti ng ,w
hit ewas hi ng ,and
Office D
epar twhitewashing,
and Office
Departtbr keeping
the fireplaces
fireplaces and furnaces
for
keeling the
furnaces in order, for engineer for steam mment.
ent•
engine, laborers,
laborers, watchmen,
watchmen, repairs of furniture,
furniture, and
and for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
items, fifty-six thousand dollars.
dollars.
Department
Agriculture.-—For
For compensation
compensation of commissioner of
Department of Agriculture.
Department of
of Department
of
agriculture, c
hi efclerk,
cl
er k, en
t
omo l
og i
st, chemist,
ch
em i
st, an
clerks and
agriculture,
chief
entomologist,
agriculture.
anddthe
the clerks
and employemploy- agriculture.
ees
ees in his office, thirty-eight
thirty-eight thousand and twenty dollars.
dollars.
For
contingencies, viz:
For stationery,
Contingencies,
For contingencies,
viz: For
stationery, freight, purchase of library, Contingencies
laboratory,
laboratory, fuel, light, rent, and miscellaneous items,
thirteen thousand
items, thirteen
thousand
dollars.
For collecti
collecting
ng agr
i
cu lt uralstatistics
stat i
st i
cs for
f
or annual
annual and
and monthly
monthly reports,
Agricultural
agricultural
reports, Agricultural
dollars.
ten thousand d
oll ars .
statistics.
statistics.
For purchase
and distribution
distribution of
Purchase and
For
purchase and
of new and valuable
valuable seeds, viz:
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For
cereal, vegetable,
flower seeds, and for labor in
and flower
vegetable, and
of cereal,
purchase of
For purchase
dolputting up seeds, seed bags, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, eighty thousand delputting
Rare
un- lars:
lars: Provided,
Provided, That
commissioner of agriculture shall only purchase
the commissioner
That the
and unRare and
distribute
common
l bseeds and dl
,tribute with the fund herein appropriated
appropriated for that purpose, such
such
purolly to beepuron
e
ha:sed.
seeds as
as are
and uncommon
such as
be made
made
as can
can be
or such
country, or
the country,
to the
uncommon to
rare and
are rare
seeds
chased.
more profitable
profitable by
by frequent
frequent changes
part of
of our
country to
own country
our own
one part
from one
changes from
more
Annual
report
another:
Provided,
That
the
commissioner
shall,
on
or
before
the
fifteenth
fifteenth
the
before
or
on
shall,
commissioner
the
That
Annual report another: Provided,
of
expenditures day
of December
each year
year hereafter, make
make aareport, in detail, to Conin each
December in
day of
of expenditures
to
to
gress,
all moneys
expended by
by him.
him.
moneys expended
ongess
gress, of
of all
to Congress.
Glover MuMuFor the
the purchase
purchase of
Glover Museum,
Museum, ten
ten thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
the Glover
of the
For
Glover
For employees
seum.
employees in seed room, five thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
Seed room.
t°
For
propagation and
distribution of
plants, cuttings,
and shrubs,
fourshrubs, fourcuttings, and
of plants,
and distribution
For propagation
cut-Plants,
tinge,
and
teen
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
That the
the propagation
cuttings,
of plants, cuttings,
propagation of
Provided,That
teen thousand
tings, and
distribution
of
distribution of

seeds,
seeds.

to general
adapted to
and shrubs
shrubs shall be confined to such
such as
as are
are adapted
general cultivation,
cultivation,
and to
the general
general interests
agriculture
and
to promote
promote the
interests of
of horticulture
horticulture and
and agriculture
throughout the
the United
States.
United States.
throughout
Experimental
For
experimental garden
garden in
in reservation
reservation number
thousand
eight thousand
two, eight
number two,
For experimental
Experimental
dollars.
eight hundred
garden.
eight
hundred dollars.
Mint
at Bhilaat Philadelphia.—
For salaries
of the
director, treasurer, assayer,
the director,
salaries of
Philadelphia.- For
Mint at
Phila- Mint
Mint at
chief coiner and engraver,
and refiner,
melter and
delphia.
meter
refiner, chief
engraver, assistant
assistant assayer
assayer and seven
seven
delplia.
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
clerks, thirty-six thousand
For
wages of
workmen and adjusters,
adjusters, one hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five
of workmen
For wages
thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, ten thousand dollars.
For
specimens of
preserved in the cabinet of the
of ores and coins to be preserved
For specimens
mint, six hundred dollars.
For freight
freight on bullion and coin, five thousand
thousand dollars.
Branch
at
Branch
Mint at
at San
Francisco, California.CaVornia.— For salaries of superinSan Francisco,
Branch Mint
Branch mint at
San Francisco.
assayer, melter
melter and
and refiner, coiner, and six clerks,
treasurer, assayer,
tendent, treasurer,
Francisco. tendent,
San
five hundred
hundred dollars.
thirty thousand five
thousand
For
of workmen
adjusters, two hundred and five thousand
workmen and adjusters,
wages of
For wages
fifty dollars.
four hundred
and fifty
dollars.
hundred and
four
addiFor incidental
wastage, in ,addicontingent expenses, repairs and wastage,
For
incidental and contingent
forty-seven dollars and
tion to
tion
to available profits, fifty-seven thousand and forty-seven
seventy-three cents.
seventy-three
For specimens of ores, three hundred dollars.
Assay office,
office,
Assay
Office at
superintendent, assayer,
salaries of superintendent,
- For
For salaries
York. —
New York.
at New
Assay Office
Assay
New York.
York.
and
clerks, twenty-five
twenty-five
and refiner, assistant assayer, officers, and clerks,
and melter and
New
hundred dollars.
thousand seven hundred
addition to unexpended balances
balances of former
of workmen, in addition
For wages
wages of
appropriations,
forty thousand dollars.
appropriations, fbrty
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses, seventy thousand
thousand dollars.
melter and
Branch mint at
Branch Mint
at Denver.Denver.—F
or superintendent,
assayer, melter
superintendent, assayer,
For
Mint at
Branch
Branchmintat
refiner,
refiner, coiner, and clerks, thirteen thousand dollars.
Denver.
twenty-two thousand
For
thousand seven hundred
hundred and sevFor wages of workmen, twenty-two
enty dollars.
For
incidental and contingent expenses, fifteen thousand five hundred
For incidental
dollars.
For salaries
Treasury.- For
Independent
Independent
salaries of the assistant treasurers
treasurers of the
the
Independent Treasury.—
Independent
treasury.
United States,
at New
New York,
Boston,
Charleston,
viz: for
for
Louis, viz:
and St.
St. Louis,
Charleston, and
Boston,
York,
at
States,
United
treasury.
Pay of assistthousand dollars; those at
eight thousand
ant
treasurers at
the assistant
at New
York, eight
New York,
treasurer at
assistant treasurer
at the
ant treasrers
Boston and St. Louis, each, five thousand
thousand dollars; and the one at CharlesCharlesBoston, New
York, Charleston, two
two thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars;
dollars; twenty
five hundred
hundred
thousand five
twenty thousand
five
hundred
ton,
CharlesYork,
fon, andE
and St.
St.
ton,
Louie.
dollars.
dollars.
Louis.
additional salary of the treasurer
treasurer of the mint at Philadelphia, one
For additional
Philadelphia.
thousand five hundred dollars.
OrFor additional
salary of
treasurer of the branch mint at New Orof the treasurer
additional salary
For
New Orleans.
leans, five hundred dollars.
Denver.
For
additional salary of the treasurer
treasurer of the branch mint at Denver,
For additional
Denver.
five hundred dollars.

shrubs.
Proviso.
Proviso.
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For additional salary
salary -of the treasurer of the branch mint at
Francisco.
at San FranFran- San Francisco.
cisco, California,
California, fifteen hundred dollars: Provided,
cisco,
Provided, That there shall
be Salary not
shall be
not to
to
foregoing paragraphs
no increase of salary
salary in the foregoing
paragraphs relating to
increased beto the
the indeinde- be
be
increased
yond
yond
what
law
pendent
pendent treasury
treasury over that allowed
allowed by existing
existing laws.
allows.
For salaries of the clerks
clerks and messengers in the office of assistant
assistant treastreas- Clerks,
Clerks, &c.
&c. in
in
urer at Boston, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand two hundred dollars.
of
office
of assistassist-at
,rer
ant
treasurer
ant
treasurer
at
watchmen in
For salaries
salaries of clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and watchmen
office of
of the
the assistBoston '
•
in office
assist- Bostonj
ant treasurer at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, eighteen
tho usan dth
ree hundred
hun dre dd
oll ars.
Philadelphia;
eighteen thousand
three
dollars.
Philadelphia;
For salaries
salaries of additional clerks
clerks in the office
office of
the assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer
of the
at Philadelphia, six thousand
thousand five hundred and eighty-five
dollars.
eighty-five dollars.
For
salaries of clerks, messengers,
messengers, and watchmen
For salaries
watchmen in the office
York;
office of
of the
the asas- New York;
sistant treasurer
treasurer at New York, one hundred and
and twenty-six
twenty-six thousand
thousand one
one
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
For salaries
watchmen in the office of
For
salaries of clerks, messenger,
messenger, and watchmen
Louis;
of the
the asas- St.
St. Louis;
sistant treasurer
sistant
treasurer at Saint Louis,
Louis, nine
nine thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty
dollars.
dollars.
For additional
additional salaries to the messenger,
messenger, at four hundred
hundred dollars per
For
per St.
St. LouIs;
Louis;
annum,
watchmen, at one hundred dollars per annum each,
annum, and to the four
four watchmen,
each,
in the office
ofice of the assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer at St. Louis,
Louis, eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For salaries of clerks,
clerks, porter, and watchmen
watchmen in
of the
in the
the office
office of
the assistassist- New
New Orleans;
Orleans;
ant treasurer
treasurer at New Orleans,
Orleans, nine thousand six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For compensation
For
compensation to stamp clerk in the office
office of
treasurer San
Francisco;
of the assistant
assistant treasurer
San Francisco;
at San Francisco, two thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
For
compensation of the depositary
depositary at Santa Fe, and the
Fe;
the clerk,
clerk, watchwatch- Santa
Santa Fe;
man, and porter in his office,
office, four thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For salary
salary of
of the clerk to the acting assistant treasurer
For
treasurer at Denver,
Denver, one Denver;
Denver;
thousand eight hundred dollars.
dollars.
For salaries of clerks in the office
office of the depositary
depositary at
at Louisville,
five
Louisville;
Louisville, five
Louisvilie;
thousand nine hundred and forty
forty dollars.
For
clerks in the office
For salaries
salaries of clerks
office of the depositary at Chicago,
Chicago;
Chicago, two
two Chicago;
thousand
hundred dollars.
thousand six hundred
dollars.
For salaries
For
salaries of clerks and watchmen in the office of the depositary
depositary at
at Pittsburg;
Pittsburg;
Pittsburg, three thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
For salaries of clerks and messengers
messengers in
office of
of the
the deposit
ary at
at Baltimore;
in the
the office
depositary
Baltimore;
thousand six hundred dollars.
Baltimore, seven
seven thousand
dollars.
For
salaries of
clerks in the office of the assistant treasurer at San
For salaries
of clerks
Francisco;
San San Francisco;
Francisco, four thousand
hundred dollars.
Francisco,
thousand five hundred
For
salaries of clerks in the office of the depositary at Cincinnati, ten
For salaries
ten Cincinnati.
Cincinnati.
thousand
thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
For
salaries of
of additional
additional clerks, and additional compensation
For salaries
compensation of
of officers
officers Additional
and clerks, under act of August sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-six, for
f
or clerks,
cle1846
rks, &c.
&c.
, p. 59.
the better organization
treasury,
organization of the t
re
asur y, a
ex i
sti ng rates,
rates, sixty
si
xty thousand
th
ousand
Vol.
ix.
attexisting
Vol. ix.
p.59.
dollars.
For compensation
depositaries, under
compensation to designated
designated depositaries,
under fourth
fourth section
of the
the Designated
section of
Designated dedeact
of August
August sixth,
sixth, eighteen
hundred and forty-six,
act of
eighteen hundred
forty-six, for the collection,
collection, positaries.
safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement of the public
eight thoupublic revenue,
revenue, eight
thousand dollars.
For compensation
to special
agents to examine
For
compensation to
special agents
examine the books, accounts, and Specialagents.
Special agents.
several depositories, under
money on hand at the severardepositories,
act of
of the
the sixth
of
under act
sixth of
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-six, eight thousand dollars.
For salaries
of ten
ten supervising
supervising and fifty-nine local inspectors,
inspectors, appointed Inspectors of
For
salaries of
of
under act
act of
of the
under
the thirtieth
thirtieth August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-two, for the steamboats.
steamboats.
182
106.
better
protection
lives
passengers
steamboats,
better protection of the li
ves of
ofp
assengers by
by steam
boats, with
wi
th travelling
travelling Vol.'
5,ch.
x. p.l1.
61.
op.
and other
other expenses
incurred by them,
them, including the expenses
and
expenses incurred
expenses of their annual meeting, and for
a more thorough
f
or a
th oroug h i
nvest i
gat i
on of
oft
he causes
of disinvestigation
the
causes of
dis- Investigation
Investigation
of causes of
aster
to vessels propelled in
in whole
or in
in part by steam,
aster to vessels propelled
whole or
steam, and for prosecutions
prosecutions aster to vessels,
vessels,
for
the said
said act
act and the acts amendatory
for violations
violations of
of the
amendatory thereto, one hundred and
prosecutions
and prosecutions
and ten thousand
thousand dollars.
doll ars .
for violations
violations of
of
for
For
contingent expenses
expenses under
the act
act of
the sixth
a
For contingent
under the
of the
sixth of
of August,
August, eighteen
eighteen law.
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Contingent
Contingent exexpenses.
No part
No
part for
for
clerical services.
eierieal
Checks and
Checks
and
;ertificatesofdetertificates
of deposit.
posit.
Governments
Governments
in the
the TerritoTerritoin
rie s.
ries.
Territory of
of
Territory
New
Mexico;
'ew Mexico;

Utah;
Utah;

Washington;
Washington;

Nebraska;

Colorado;

Dakota;

Arizona;
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hundred and
and forty-six,
forty-six, for
for the
transfer, and
and disdissafe-keeping, transfer,
the collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
hundred
bursement
bursement of the public revenue, in addition to the premium
premium which may
be received
on transfer
transfer drafts
Provided, That
That no
part of
of said
sum shall
shall
no part
said sum
be
received on
drafts :
: Provided,
be expended for clerical services,
services, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For
checks and
deposit for
for office
assistant treasurer
treasurer at
at
For checks
and certificates
certificates of
of deposit
office of
of assistant

New York,
and ether
ether offices,
offices, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
New
York, and
dollars.

GOVERNMENTS
IN THE
THE TERRITORIES.
TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMIENTS IN
Terrz
.
tory of
Mexico.—
salaries of
of governor,
governor, chief
chief justice,
justice, and
and
- For
For salaries
of New
New Mexico.
Territory
two
and secretary,
secretary, twelve
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twelve thousand
two associate
associate judges,
judges, and
For contingent
five hundred
contingent expenses of said Territory, one thousand five
dollars.
dollars.
For interpreter
interpreter and
and translator
translator in
in the
the executive
five hundred
hundred doldolexecutive office,
office, five
For
lars.
lars.
mileage of
members of
of the legislative
legislative assemof the members
For compensation
compensation and mileage
bly, officers,
officers, clerks,
twenty
the assembly,
assembly, twenty
expenses of the
and contingent
contingent expenses
clerks, and
bly,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Territory of
salaries of
justice, two
two assoof governor,
governor, chief
chief justice,
Territory
of Utah.—
Utah. - For salaries
ciate judges,
and secretary,
dollars.
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
secretary, twelve
ciate
judges, and
hundred
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Territory,
Territory, one thousand five hundred
dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
mileage of
and mileage
of the members of the legislative assemFor
compensation and
bly, officers
and contingent
expenses of
the assembly,
assembly, twenty
twenty
bly,
officers, clerks,
clerks, and
contingent expenses
of the
thousand dollars.
Territory of
Washington.- For
Territory
of Washington.—F
or salaries of governor,
governor, chief justice, two
associate judges, and
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
associate
and secretary,
secretary, twelve
twelve thousand
expenses of said Territory,
Territory, one thousand five hundred
For contingent
contingent expenses
dollars.
dollars.
compensation and mileage
For compensation
mileage of the members
members of the legislative
legislative assembly, officers, clerk, and contingent
contingent expenses of the assembly, twenty
thousand dollars.
Territory
chief justice,
justice, two
Territory of
of Nebraska.—
Nebraska.- For salaries
salaries of
of governor,
governor, chief
two
hundred dollars.
dollars.
associate judges, and secretary, ten thousand
thousand five hundred
expenses of said
For contingent expenses
said Territory,
Territory, one
one thousand dollars.
dollars.
For compensation and mileage of the members of
legislative assemof the legislative
assemcontingent expenses
bly, officers, clerks, and contingent
expenses of the assembly, twenty
thousand dollars.
Territory
Colorado.— For salaries of governor
governor and
superintendent
Territory of Colorado.-For
and superintendent
of Indian affairs, chief
chief justice and two associate judges, each twenty-five
hundred dollars, which is hereby authorized,
authorized, and
and secretary,
secretary, eleven thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses of said Territory, one thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative
legislative assembly,
contingent expenses
the assembly,
twenty
bly, officers, clerks, and contingent
expenses of
of the
assembly, twenty
thousand dollars.
Territory of Dakota.
Territory
Dakota.—
salaries of governor and superintendent
superintendent of
- For salaries
of
Indian
two associate
associate judges,
judges, and
and secretary,
secretary, nine
Indian affairs,
affairs, chief
chief justice
justice and
and two
nine
thousand seven
hundred dollars.
seven hundred
dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Territory, one thousand dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members of the legislative
assembly, officers, clerks, and contingent expenses of the assembly, fifteen
thousand dollars.
Territory of Arizona.
Arizona. -—For
For salaries
Territory
salaries of governor, chief justice, and
two associate judges, and secretary, twelve thousand dollars.
For contingent expenses
expenses of the Territory, one thousand dollars.
For interpreter
interpreter and translator in the executive
executive office, five hundred
dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members
members of the legislative
legislative
assembly, officers,
the assembly,
assembly,
officers, clerks,
clerks, and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
twenty thousand
dollars.
twenty
thousand dollars.
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Territory
of Idaho.
- For salaries of governor and superintendent
Territory of
Idaho.—
of
superintendent of
of Territory
Territory of
Indian affairs, chief justice and two
cre t
ary, t
we l
veIdaho;
two associate
associate judges,
judges, and
and se
secretary,
twelve
Idaho;
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
expenses of the Territory, one
For contingent expenses
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members of
of the
the legislative
legislative
assembly,
assembly, officers, clerks,
clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
the assembly,
assembly,
dollars.
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
Territory of Montana.—
Montana.- For compensation
compensation of governor
superin- Montana.
governor and
and superinMontana.
tendent of Indian affairs, chief justice and two associate
and
associate judges,
judges, and
secretary, twelve thousand dollars.
secretary,
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Territory,
Territory, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation and mileage of the members of
of the
the legislative
legislative
assembly,
assembly, officers, clerks,
clerks, and contingent
contingent expenses,
twenty thousand
expenses, twenty
thousand
dollars.
JUDICIARY.
JUDICIARY.
Judiciary.
Judiciary.
Judiciary.
Office
of the
the Attorney-General.—
Attorney- General.- For salaries of the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General, Office
Office of
Office of
of AtAtattorney-general, law clerk,
assistant attorney-general,
clerk, and chief clerk, and
and the
clerks
and
torney-General.
the clerks and torney-General.
messenger in his office, twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand five hundred dollars.
messenger
dollars.
For additional
For
additional compensation to one messenger, under provisions of
of act
act 1866,
208, §7.
1866, ch.
ch. 208,§7.
of July twenty-three,
twenty-three, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one hundred dollars.
p. 207.
207.
dollars. 44nte,
Ante, p.
expenses of the office of
Contingent expenses
Att orne y-G enera l, namely:
name l
y:
Contingent exof the Attorney-General,
Contingent
exFor
fuel, labor, furniture, stationery, and miscellaneous
For fuel,
miscellaneous items, seven penses.
thousand dollars.
For
purchase of
of law
law and necessary
For purchase
necessary books
books for the office
office of the AttorneyAttorney- Law,
Law, &c.
&c.
General, one thousand dollars.books.
books.
For the purchase of reports
reports of the Supreme
Supreme Court of
of the
the United
United
States,
for the
the use of the Department
States, for
Department of State, one thousand dollars.
Justices
the Supreme
Court of
United States.
States.-— For salaries of
Justices of
of the
Supreme Court
of the United
of Justices
Justices of
the
of the
the Chief
Justice and seven associate justices, forty-eight
forty-eight thousand
thousand five
the
Chief Justice
five Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
hundred dollars.United
of the
the United
of
states.
For one associate
associate justice, six thousand
thousand dollars.
For travelling expenses of the judge assigned
assigned to the ninth
ninth circuit
circuit for
for
attending
session of the Supreme Court of the United States, one
attending session
thouone thousand dollars.
For salaries
salaries of'
of the district
district judges of the United
For
United States, one hundred Districtjudges.
Districtjudges.
and twenty-one
twenty-one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For salaries of the chief justice of the Supreme
of the
District Courts
Courts in
Supreme Court
Court of
the District
in the
the
Columbia. the associate
of Columbia,
associate judges,
jud ges, and
an d judge
judge of
of the
th
e orphans'
orp h
ans 'court,
court ' District of
of coCo1
nineteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
lumbia.
For salary of the reporter of the decisions of the
Reporterofdethe Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of Reporterofdethe United States, two
two thousand five hundred dollars.
cisions
For
For the
the purchase
purchase of reports of the Supreme Court of the United
United
States for the use of the Department
States
Department of State, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
compensation of
the district attorneys, eighteen thousand five
For compensation
of the
attorfive District attorhundred and fifty dollars.
neys.
neys.
For compensation
of the
the district
district marshals, eleven thousand
For
compensation of
thousand three Marshals.
hundred dollars.
For necessary
For
necessary expenses in carrying
carrying into effect the several
acts of
of Expenses
Expenses of
of
several acts
Congress
authorizing
loans
Congress autho
ri
zi
ng l
oans and
an d the
th e i
ssue of
oftreasury
t
reasury notes,
million loans
treasissue
notes, two
two million
loans and
and treasdollars.
dollars.
ury
notes.
ury notes.
For facilitating
For
facilitating communication
communication between the Atlantic
Atlantic and Pacific States Telegraph
Telegraph bebeby electrical
electrical telegraph, forty thousand
thousand dollars.
tween the Atlandollars.
tween
tic
and
Pacific
For expenses
expenses in detecting
detecting and bringing to trial and punishment
For
punishment persons States.
states.
engaged
engaged in
in counterfeiting
counterfeiting- treasury notes, bonds, and other securities of of' Detection,
Detection,&e.
&c.
counterfeiters
the
as the coins
the United
United States, one hundred of Zrstf,er'itt?er:
tes ter ferities
the United
United States,
States, as
as well
Nvell as the
coins of
of the
and
thousand dollars.
and fifty
fifty thousand
dollars.
and coin
coin of
of the
and
the
For supplyi
supplying
deficiency
inn th
thee fund
dand
fund for the relief of sick a
and
States.
seamen,
For
ng d
efi ci
ency i
nddisabled
di sabl ed United
Unite
Sick
Stat
es.
seamen, two
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
abled seamen.
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
shied
seamen.
For salaries of
of commissioners
commissioners under
under "An
act to provide
For salaries
"An act
provide for the re- Commissioners
to revise, &c.
&c. the
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vision and
the statute
statute laws
the United
United States,"
approved
States," approved
of the
laws of
of the
consolidation of
and consolidation
vision
June twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and for 'clerical
clerical
hundred and
twenty-seventh, eighteen
June
services
and other
other incidental
the printing
printing to
be done
the
by the
done by
to be
expenses, the
incidental expenses,
services and
government printing
printing office,
seventeen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
office, seventeen
government
For compensation
to the
the laborer
in charge
charge of
of the
water-closets in
in the
the
the water-closets
laborer in
compensation to
Laborers
For
Laborers in
capitol.
capitol,
five
hundred and
dollars.
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight dollars.
five hundred
caitol,
capitol.
For compensation
in the
capitol, two
two thousand
thousand four
four
the capitol,
laborers in
four laborers
of four
compensation of
For
hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
four hundred
For compensation
to the
the public
gardener, one
one thousand
hundred
thousand four
public gardener,
Public gargarcompensation to
For
Public
dener and
dener
and laborlabor- and
and forty
dollars.
forty dollars.
eers.
rs
For
compensation of
twenty-one laborers
employed in
in
laborers employed
and twenty-one
of aa foreman
foreman and
For compensation
.
the
four hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
thousand four
thirteen thousand
grounds, thirteen
public grounds,
the public
square,
capitol square,
For
of the
the western
gate, capitol
western gate,
of the
the keeper
keeper of
Gate-keeper
compensation of
For compensation
Gate-keeper
and watchmen.
watchmen. eight
eight hundred and seventy-six
and
seventy-six dollars.
For
compensation of
of two
day watchmen
employed in
in the
square,
capitol square,
the capitol
watchmen employed
two day
For compensation
one
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand eight
one thousand
of public
To enable
enable the
public buildings
buildings to pay two policemen
commissioner of
the commissioner
To
Policemen,
&o.
Policemen.&o.
at
President's
at
the President's
President's house,
hundred and forty dollars.
twenty-six hundred
house, twenty-six
at the
at President's
house.
house.
For compensation
of the
doorkeeper at
President's house,
house, one
For
compensation of
the doorkeeper
at the
the President's
dollars.
thousand
thousand
For
watchmen at
at the
the President's
house, eighteen
eighteen
President's house,
two watchmen
of two
For compensation
compensation of
hundred
hundred dollars.
compensation of three watchmen
For compensation
watchmen on the dome, two thousand
thousand seven
seven
For
Watchmen on
Watchmen
dome.
dollars.
dome.
hundred
hundred dollars.
Heating appaappaFor compensation
compensation of aa person to take care of the heating apparatus of
Heating
of
ratus of
ratus
of library.
library. the library
library of Congress,
Congress, one thousand dollars.
assistant doorkeeper
For
compensation of
of assistant
doorkeeper at the President's house, six
six
For compensation
Assistant doorAssistantdoorkeeper at Presi- hundred
hundred dollars.
keeper
dollars.
house.
dent's house.
and
For
of one
night watchman
watchman at
public stables
stables and
the public
at the
one night
compensation of
For compensation
Watchmen.
Watchmen.
carpenters' shops
shops south
south of the capitol, one thousand
thousand dollars.
carpenters'
reservation number two, four
For
compensation of
watchmen in
in reservation
four
of five
five watchmen
For compensation
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand five
thousand
draw-keepers at the Potomac bridge, and
Draw-keepers .
For compensation
compensation of eight draw-keepers
Draw-keepers'
at Potomac
for
fuel, oil,
oil, and
lamps, seven
thousand five
five hundred
and fifty-three
dollars
fifty-three dollars
hundred and
seven thousand
fuel,
and lamps,
Potomac
for
at
bridge.
bridge.
sixty cents.
and sixty
and
draw-bridges across
at the two draw-bridges
For compensation
compensation of
of two
draw-keepers at
two draw-keepers
For
the
eastern branch
branch of the Potomac, and for fuel,
fuel, oil, and lamps, one
the eastern
and ninety-six
three hundred
thousand three
hundred and
ninety-six dollars.
thousand
Furnace-keepFurnace-keepFor compensation
compensation of furnace-keeper
furnace-keeper under
under the old hall of the House
er
and watchwatch.
f Representatives, six hundred dollars.
and
er
of
man.
For compensation
of watchman
watchman in Franklin
Franklin Square, nine hundred
hundred dolcompensation of
For
lars.
lars.
For compensation
compensation of furnace-keeper
furnace-keeper at the President's house, six
six
For
hundred dollars.
dollars.
hundred
Additional
compensation of one hundred dollars each to six watchFor additional
Additional pay
additional compensation
to
ot watchmen
and of
of twenty
twenty per centum of five laborers
men,
hundred dollars;
dollars; and
laborers
nine hundred
men, at
at nine
d laborers.
latrersn
aand
the capitol,
capitol, one foreman
in
foreman and twenty-one
twenty-one laborers
laborers on public grounds,
grounds,
in the
watchmen, and two furnacenight watchmen,
and two
two night
one
gate-keeper, two
two day
day and
one gate-keeper,
thousand seven
four thousand
keepers,
seven hundred
hundred and sixty-two
sixty-two dollars and eighty
keepers, four
cents.
cents.
necessary expenses
- For salaries
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Police. --salaries and other necessary
expenses of
Metropolitan Police.
Metropolitan
police.
Columbia, two hundred and
the metropolitan
metropolitan police for the District of Columbia,
police.
and
eight hundred
hundred and fifty dollars. And the compensation
thousand eight
increased eight
eight thousand
compensation of
Pay increased
fifty per
cent.
the same
same is
and the
metropolitan police force, officers, and clerks,
per cent.
fifty
said metropolitan
clerks, be, and
is
from July
July 1,
hereby,
increased
fifty
per
centum
upon
the
amount
hereby
appropriated,
appropriated,
hereby
amount
the
upon
centum
per
fifty
increased
hereby,
Isr.
1867.
commencing on the first day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven,
Georgetown,
Washington and Georgetown,
Increase, how said
borne by
by the cities of Washington
to be
said increase
increase to
be borne
to
be borne.
of Washington,
and the
the county
county of
borne,
and
Washington, in the District of Columbia, in the proporto be
tion
of patrolmen
patrolmen allotted severally
severally to the city of
to the
the number
number of
tion equal
equal to

statutes, clerks,
and pry
ting.
pmlting.
and
1866,
140.
ch. 140.
1866, ch.
Ante, p. 74.
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Washington, to
to the
city of
of Georgetown,
and the
county of
court
Washington,
the city
Georgetown, and
Levy court
the county
of Washington,
Washington, Levy
beyond
the limits
of the
city, and
the levy
levy court
court of
county be
t y levy
levy special
special
be, may
said county
of said
said city,
and the
the said
limits of
beyond the
t
ax.
and
to levy
levy aa special
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and required
required to
special tax
tax not
not
exceeding
one quarter
of .one
per centum
for the
exceeding one
quarter of
one per
centum for
the purpose
purpose aforesaid:
aforesaid: No person
person to
to
appointed
Provided,
That hereafter
no person
shall be
be appointed
policeman or
or be
be appointed
hereafter no
person shall
appointed as policeman
Provided, That
or
or
policeman
Nateman
li ceman who
watchman
has not
not served
served in
in the
or navy
navy of
the United
United States,
States,vpo
watchman who
who has
the army
army or
of the
watchman
who
and
has not, &c.
discharge. &c.
and received
received an
an honorable
honorable discharge.
Sec.
And be
be it
it further
farther enacted,
enacted, That
the proviso
in the
witnesses not
not
the Witnesses
That the
proviso contained
contained in
SEC. 2.
2. And
third section
section of
of chapter
chapter two
and ten
of the
the act
July second,
second, to
to be
e
e
o
x
e
c
i
lAidoe
f
d
ten of
act of
of July
be
excluded
third
two hundred
hundred and
on account of
eighteen hundred
shall be
be construed
construed to
all suits
oo
c
nl
o
ar
e
.
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, shall
to embrace
embrace all
suits color.
ch. 210.
1864,clb.
210 ,3.3.
to which
which the
the United
United States shall be aa party in the court of claims, either 1H4,
plaintiff or
Vol.
xiii. p.
p. 851.
Vol. xiii.
8 1.
plaintiff
or defendant.
defendant.
SEC. 3. And be it
farther enacted,
Secretary of War
War is hereby
SiC.
itfurther
enacted, That the Secretary

Geological had
and

prlicat!
e
authorized to
direct a
topographical exploration
exploration of
of the
authorized
to direct
a geological
geological and
and topographical
the etoxppolgorraaptihoincal
topographical
a
.
exploration beterritory
the Sierra
Sierra Nevada
mountains, tween
tween the
territory between
between the
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains
Mountains and
the the
Nevada mountains,
the Rocky
Rocky
Mountains and
and
Provided, That the Mountains
including the route or routes of the Pacific railroad: Provided,
the
Sierra Ne
Neva
va
da,
&c.
same can be done out of existing appropriations.
appropriations.
the if,
ierra

2, 1867.,
Amitoven,
March 2,
1867.
APPROVED, March

CHAP. CLXVII.
Act making
making Appropriations
Appropriations for
for sundry
Civil Expenses
the
CHAP.
CLXVII. —
-AnAn Act
sundry Civil
Expenses of
of the
Government
for the
ending June
and for
for
Government for
the Year
Year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, and
other Purposes.
Purposes.
other

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United

States of
America in
in Congress
be, and
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums
sums be,
and
States
of America
Congress assembled,

March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.

Civil expenses
Civil
expenses
the
are hereby,
appropriated, for
the objects
objects hereafter
expressed, for appropriations
appropriations
for the
hereafter expressed,
the same
same are
hereby, appropriated,
the fiscal year ending the thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, viz:
viz :—
Survey
of the
For the
survey of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic and
Gulf coasts
coasts
Coast survey.
survey.
Survey of
the Coast.—
Coast.- For
the survey
and Gulf
Coast
compensation of civilians engaged in theandAtlantic
Atlantic and
of the
the United
United States,
States, including
including compensation
Gulf
work,
pay and
officers of
of the
the army
of officers
army and
andcoasts
Gulf oasts .
work, and
and excluding
excluding pay
and emoluments
emoluments of
navy, and petty officers and men of the navy employed
employed in .the work, two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For continuing
of the United
continuing the survey
survey of the western
western coast of'
United States, Western coast.
including compensation
compensation of civilians engaged
engaged in the work, one hundred and
thirty thousand dollars.
For continuing the survey of the South Florida reefs, shoals, keys, and South Florida
Florida
&c.
reefs, &c.
compensation of
of' civilians engaged
engaged in the work, and ex- reefs,
coast, including compensation
cludilg
eluding pay and emoluments of the officers of the army and navy, and
and
petty officers
officers and
and men
men of
of the
the navy employed
employed in the work,
work, twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For publishing the observations
observations made in the progress
progress of the coast Publishing.
survey of the United States, including compensation
employed
compensation of civilians employed
in the work, five thousand dollars.
For repairs and
maintenance of
of the
complement of
vessels used
in the
the Vessels.
and maintenance
the complement
of vessels
used in
coast survey, thirty thousand dollars.
For pay and rations of engineers
steamers used in
&c. of
engineers for
for four steamers
in the hydroghydrog- Pay, &c.
raphy
the coast
survey, no
supplied by
Navy Department,
Depa rtm en t, engineers.
raphy of
of the
coast survey,
no longer
longer supplied
by the
the Navy
engineers.
ten thousand
thou-and dollars.
Lighthouse Establishment.—
Lighthouse
Establishment.- For the Atlantic, Gulf, Lake, and Pacific Lighthouse establishment,
coasts, viz
viz::—
- tablishment.
coasts,
Atlantic,
Atlantic Gulf,
Gulf
For supplying
supplying the lighthouses and beacon-lights
ith oil,
oil, w
i
ck
s,
gl
ass Lake, and
and'Pabeacon-lights w
with
wicks,
glass
Paspirits of
of wine,
wine, polishing
polishing powder,
powder, cific
chimneys, chamois skins, whiting, spirits
cifio coasts.
and
cleaning towels,
towels brushes, and other necessary expenses of the same, and
repairing and keeping in repair the lighting apparatus, two hundred
hundred and
forty-six thousand seven hundred and seventeen dollars.
For repairs
repairs and incidental expenses, improving and
and refitting
refitting lightlighthundred and five thousand
thousand
houses and buildings connected
connected therewith, two hundred
dollars.
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For salaries
eighty-nine keepers
lighthouses
salaries of five hundred and eighty-Dine
keepers of lighthouses
and fifty-four
fifty-four
assistants, two
two hundred
hundred and
and lighted beacons, and their assistants,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
twenty-three
keepers of light-vessels, twenty-three
of forty-three
forty-three keepers
For salaries of
thousand nine hundred dollars.
For
expenses of fortyincidental expenses
For seamen's wages, repairs, supplies, and incidental
three
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one thousand seven hundred
two hundred
light-vessels, two
three light-vessels,
and thirty-nine
thirty-nine dollars
dollars and
cents.
and fifty
fifty cents.
and
For expenses
raising, cleaning,
cleaning, painting,
painting, repairing,
repairing, remooring,
remooring, and
and
For
expenses of
of raising,
supplying losses
losses of
of beacons
and for
for the
the
and sinkers
sinkers for
chains and
for chains
buoys, and
and buoys,
beacons and
supplying
same, two
two hundred
hundred and
twenty-two thousand
thousand three
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty
and twenty-two
same,
dollars.
dollars.
For
incidental expenses
expenses of refitting
refitting and
and improving
improving fogand incidental
For repairs
repairs and
signals
and buildings
thousand dollars.
twenty thousand
connected therewith, twenty
buildings connected
signals and
For expenses
expenses of visiting and inspecting lights and other aids to navigation,
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
tion, two
C
OM' nis sions.
For
centum to such superintendcommissions at
at two and one half
half per centum
Comrnissions.
For commissions
March
51
ents as are entitled to the same under the provisions
provisions of the acts of March

Lighthouse
Lighthouse
establishment.
establishment.

13, oh.
32.
Vsol,
Vol.
ix.oh.
p. 32.
608.

&c.at
Wharf, &c.
Wood's Hole.
Wood's
Hole.
Connimicut
Connimicut
lt
Poi .
Point.
Repairs at vaRepairs
stations.
rious stations.
Cumberland

Head.
Head.

Saugerties.

Stuyvesant
Sands's Point.
Execution
Rocks.
Rocks,
Great Captain's Island.
talus

IsNorwalk Island.
Old Field
Point.
Eaton's Neck.
Eaton's
Little Gull
Island.
Island.

Cedar Island.
North Brother
Island.

Lighthouse
Lighthouse
depot, Staten
depotd
Island.and

hundred and fifty-four [one],
third, eighteen
third,
eighteen hundred
[one], on the amount that may be
disbursed by them, twelve
twelve thousand dollars.
For repairs to the wharf
wharf and buildings at the buoy depot, Wood's Hole,
Massachusetts, twelve
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
lighthouse board to make such alterations
For enabling
enabling the lighthouse
alterations in the dayConnimicut Point, Providence
Providence river,
fit it
for the
beacon at Connunicut
river, as
as to
to fit
it for
the exhibition
exhibition
of aalight, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
For
following stations, viz: Point Aux
repairs and renovations at the following
For repairs
Burlington Beacons,
Princess Bay,
Roches, Black Rock,
Rock, Plum Island,
Island, Burlington
Beacons, Princess
Bay,
and Point Judith, twenty-four
twenty-four thousand two hundred dollars.
For
lighthouse upon
a more eligible site,
upon a
Head lighthouse
Cumberland Head
For rebuilding
rebuilding Cumberland
eighteen thousand
dollars.
eighteen
thousand dollars.
rebuilding the lighthouse
lighthouse at Saugerties,
For rebuilding
Saugerties, New York, and
and suitably
suitably
protecting it, twenty-five thousand dollars.
protecting
For rebuilding
rebuilding Stuyvesant
Stuyvesant lighthouse, New
New York, and suitably protecting it, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
renovations at Sands's Point light-station,
For repairs and renovations
light-station, New York,
nine thousand
thousand four hundred dollars.
For repairs and renovations
renovations at Execution
Execution Rocks light-station,
light-station, including
including
aafog-signal,
fog-signal, nineteen
nineteen thousand
thousand dollars.
For repairs and renovations
renovations at Great Captain's Island light-station,
twelve thousand
dollars.
twelve
thousand dollars.
For repairs and renovations
renovations at Norwalk
Norwalk Island light-station,
light-station, twelve
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For repairs and renovations at Old Field Point light-station,
light-station, twelve
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
repairs and renovations
renovations at
Neck light-station,
light-station, eleven
eleven
For repairs
at Eaton's
Eaton's Neck
thousand eight hundred dollars.
For repairs and renovations at Little Gull Island
including
Island light-station, including
a fog-signal,
a
fog-signal, fourteen thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
rebuilding Cedar Island light-station, and
protecting it,
For rebuilding
and suitably
suitably protecting
it,
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
twenty-five
dollars.
additional appropriation
Brother
For additional
appropriation for a
a new
new lighthouse
lighthouse on North
North Brother
Island
Island or vicinity, East river, New York,
York, seven
seven thousand
thousand five hundred
dollars.
For construction
a vault for the storage of oil at the lighthouse
construction of a
depot,
Staten Island,
Island, New
New York,
twenty thousand
and
depot, Staten
York, twenty
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-one dollars.
For repairs and renovations at the breakwater
which protects the
breakwater which
the lightlightestablishment property
property at Staten Island, New York,
twenty-seven
house establishment
York, twenty-seven
thousand dollars.
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For repairs and renovations
renovations to the sea-wall at lighthouse depot,
Lighthouse
depot, Staten
Staten Lighthouse
Island,
Island, New York, eighteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.Staten
depot, Staten
depot,
Island.
For landing wharf, roadway, and coal-shed,
coal-shed, at the Staten
Staten Island depot,
depot, Island.
fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
For workshops for lampists, blacksmiths,
coopers, at
Staten Island
blacksmiths, coopers,
at Staten
Island
depot, fifteen thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For repairs and renovations
renovations at
Morgan '
s Point
Poi
nt li
ght- st
at i
on, twelve
twe l
veMorgan's
at Morgan's
light-station,
Morgan's
thousand dollars.
Point.
Point.
For tramways,
For
tramways, grading, and fences and dredging at the
Staten Island
the Staten
Island
depot, eight thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For protection
protection of the lighthouse
lighthouse site at
New Jersey,
five Absecom.
at Absecom,
Absecom, New
Jersey, five
Absecom.
thousand
thousand dollars.
For rebuilding
the lighthouse at Egg Island, New Jersey, fifteen
For
rebuilding the
thou- Egg Island.
fifteen thouIsland.
sand dollars.
dollars.
For constructing aa buoy-shed at the lighthouse
For
lighthouse depot,
depot, Staten
Staten Island,
Staten Island.
Island.
Island, Staten
New
New York, three thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred and
eighty-eight dollars.
dollars.
and eighty-eight
For a
a beacon-light
Maryland, ten thousand
For
beacon-light at Somers's Cove, Maryland,
dollars.
Somers's Cove.
Cove.
thousand dollars.
Somers's
For rebuilding
rebuilding the first-class
first-class lighthouse at
North CaroCape Hatteras.
Hatteras.
at Cape
Cape Hatteras,
Hatteras, North
Caro- Cape
lina, seventy-five
seventy-five thousand dollars.
For repairs and renovations at Tybee
Tybee Island
addition to
to Tybee
Island light-station,
light-station, in
in addition
Tybee Island.
former
former appropriations, thirty-four thousand
thousand four
forty-three
four hundred
hundred and
and forty-three
dollars.
For
For rebuilding
rebuilding the lighthouse
lighthouse at Cape Canaveral,
Canaveral, Florida, and
Canavand fitting
fitting Cape
Cape Canavit up with aafirst order catadioptric illuminating
illuminating apparatus, in
in addition
addition to
to era'.
eralformer appropriations,
appropriations, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred and
and seventy
seventy
dollars.
For repairs and renovations
renovations at Pensacola light-station, twenty
thousand Pensacola.
Pensacola.
twenty thousand
dollars.
For
For rebuilding
rebuilding Sand Island light-station,
light-station, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Sand Island.
Island.
For
For rebuilding
rebuilding Mobile
Mobile Point lighthouse, which the lighthouse
Point.
lighthouse board
board Mobile
Mobile Point.
are hereby authorized
authorized to do upon a
if such
such can
be
a more
more eligible
eligible site,
site, if
can be
found, twenty thousand dollars.
For
For repairs
repairs and renovations
renovations of the following light-stations,
light-stations, viz:
viz: East
Repairs, Szo.
East Repairs,
&c.at
at
Pascagoula,
Pascagoula, Tchefuncti, Pass Manchac,
Manehac, Bayou Saint John,
John, and Choctaw
Choctaw various stations.
stations.
Point, fifty-three thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For beacon-light
beacon-light on Sister Island, Saint Lawrence River,
For
ten thousand
thousand Sister Island.
River, ten
Island.
dollars.
For repairs
repairs and renovations at the light-station on West Sister Island,
For
Island,
Lake Erie, twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For additional
additional appropriation
For
appropriation for range-lights at Maumee
Maumee Bay, Ohio, MaumeeBay.
Maumee Bay.
five thousand dollars.
dollars.
For repairs
For
repairs and renovations
renovations at Bayley's Harbor
Harbor light-station, Michigan,
Bayley's HarMichigan, Bayley's
Harfifteen thousand dollars.
bor.
bor.
For
repairs
and
renovations at Bois Blanc Island
For repairs and renovations
Island light-station, Michi- Bois Blanc Isgan, fourteen thousand dollars.
land.
For new
lighthouse on
on the South Fox Island, Lake Michigan,
For
new lighthouse
Michigan, eighteen South Fox IsIsdollars.land.
thousand dollats.
land.
For a
a new lighthouse and
an dfog-signal
f
ogsi
gna lon
ran i
te Island,
Isl
an d
,Lake
Lake Superior,
Superior,Island
Granite Island
on G
Granite
Granite
twenty
twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
rebuilding and
and improving
improving the
the lighthouse
Skillagalee (Isle aux skinagaiee.
For rebuilding
lighthouse at Skillagalee
Skillagalee.
Galets), Lake Michigan,
Michigan, forty thousand dollars.
dollars.
For day-beacon
day-beacon to mark Stanard's Rock,
Rock, Lake
ten thousand
Lake Superior,
Superior, ten
thousand Stanard's
Stanard's
dollars.
Rock.
Rock.
For new
new lighthouse
For
lighthouse at Sturgeon Point, Lake Huron, fifteen thousand Sturgeon
Sturgeon
dollars.
dollars.
Point.
For new
For
new lanterns
lanterns at the light-stations
light-stations at Grand River and Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
Grand River
River
(North
Point), three
three thousand
(North Point),
thousand dollars.
and Milwaukee.
Milwaukee.
For rebuilding
For
rebuilding the keeper's
keeper's dwelling at Presque Isle light-station,
light-station, Lake
Lake Presque
Presque Isle.
Isle.
Huron, seven thousand five hundred dollars.
Huron,
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dwelling at
Bay Island
light-staFor rebuilding
rebuilding the keeper's dwelling
at Thunder
Thunder Bay
Island light-sta.
tion, Lake
thousand dollars.
dollars.
tion,
Lake Huron,
Huron, eight
eight thousand
For rebuilding
Muskegon.
rebuilding the
dwelling at
Lake
the keeper's
keeper's dwelling
at Muskegon
Muskegon light-station,
light-station, Lake
Michigan, eight thousand
thousand dollars.
Michigan,
dollars.
Sand Point.
For additional appropriation
appropriation for
beacon-light on
Sand Point,
Point, west
west side
for a
a beacon-light
on Sand
side
of Little Bay de Noquet, Michigan, nine
nine thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Point ConcepConcepFor an efficient fog-signal at Point Conception,
Conception, California,
California, six
thousand
six thousand
tion.
dollars.
tion.
dollars.
Southern
To enable the lighthouse board to re-establish lights
other aids
lights and other
aids to
to
coasts.
navigation on the Southern
coast, one
thousand dollars.
Southern coast,
one hundred
hundred thousand
dollars.
Life-saving
Life-saving
For compensation
compensation of two superintendents
superintendents for
for the
the life-saving
life-saving stastastations
;super- tions
the coasts
coasts of
of Long
Long Island
and New
tations;
esukertions on
on the
Island and
New Jersey,
Jersey, three
three thousand
thousand
intendents,
inten
dents,
keep- dol
ers,
dollars.
dollars.
&c.
ers, &e.
For compensation
compensation of fifty-four keepers of
dolof stations,
stations, at
at two
two hundred
hundred dollars each, ten thousand
dollars.
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
For contingencies
contingencies of life-saving stations on
on the
the coast
United
coast of
of the
the United
States, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
States,
Lighthouses.
For the establishment
establishment of aa lighthouse
lighthouse at Santa Cruz, California,
California, ten
ten
Santa
Cruz. thousand
Santa Cruz.
thousand dollars; Point Reyes, fifteen thousand dollars.
Trowbridge
For
Trowbridge Point,
Thunder Bay,
For aalighthouse
lighthouse at
at Trowbridge
Point, in
in Thunder
Bay, Michigan,
Michigan, ten
ten
Point.
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Mendota.
on Lake
Lake Superior,
Superior, Michigan,
fourteen
For a
a lighthouse
lighthouse at Mendota,
Mendota, on
Michigan, fourteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For a
a lighthouse
Braddock's
lighthouse at or near Braddock's
Braddock's Point, Georgia, in place of
of
Point.
Caliboque light vessel, fifteen
dollars.
fifteen thousand dollars.
Tybee Island
For aa lighthouse to mark
mark Tybee
Island Knoll,
place of
Tybee Island
Knoll, Georgia,
Georgia, in
in place
of
Knoll.
light-vessel, fifteen thousand dollars.
Morris
Morris Island.
For range-lights
range-lights on Morris Island, as guides in crossing
Charleston
crossing Charleston
Bar, South Carolina, fifteen thousand dollars.
Deep
Water
For rebuilding lighthouse on Deep Water Shoals, in James river,
Deep Water
For
Shoals.
Virginia, sixteen thousand dollars.
Saint Simon's. For rebuilding
rebuilding lighthouse
lighthouse tower
dwelling at
Saint Simon's,
tower and
and keeper's dwelling
at Saint
Simon's,
forty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
Georgia, forty-five
dollars.
Southwest
For a
a reappropriation of'
of the amount heretofore
heretofore appropriated
Southwest
an iron
appropriated for
for an
iron
Pass.
lighthouse
Southwest Pass, but which
Pass.
lighthouse at Southwest
which has been carried to the surplus
fund, one hundred and eight thousand
thousand six
dollars.
six hundred dollars.
For a
a new lighthouse at Punta Arenas, California,
Punta Arenas.
California, sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
thousand
dollars.
Cape Blanco.
For a
a new lighthouse
lighthouse at Cape Blanco, Oregon,
seventy-five thousand
thousand
Oregon, seventy-five
dollars.
of
Miscellaneous.-— To enable the Secretary
Estate of
Miscellaneous.
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to pay
pay to
to
Charles
Peas- the estate of Charles
Charles I.
H. PeasCharles I.
H. Peaslee, deceased,
deceased, late collector
collector of
of customs
customs
lee.
a balance remaining
remaining due him upon settlement
at Boston, a
settlement of
of his
his
accounts, seven
seven thousand five hundred
accounts,
hundred and nineteen dollars and twentyfour cents.
a barge office
Barge office.
office.
For erecting a
office at New York,
dollars.
York, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Suspension
For the purchase of the . stone building
Suspension
building and lot
lot at
at Suspension
bidge.
Bridge, New York, now used for government
bridge.
government purposes, six
thousand
six thousand
dollars.
Custom-house
custom-house at Wiscasset,
Custom-house
For rebuilding
rebuilding the custom-house
Wiscasset, Maine, with authority
authority
at Wiscasset;
to the Secretary of the Treasury to
the present
and purto sell
sell the
present site
site and
purchase a
a new one, if deemed for the public interest, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
dollars.
New Orleans.
Orleans.
For fitting up certain rooms in the unfinished portion
portion of
of the
the custom-*
custom-'
house building in New Orleans, Louisiana, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Patent-office
To reconstruct
Patent-office
reconstruct chimneys
chimneys and flues in the patent-office
patent-office Luilding,
huilding, eight
eight
Thunder Bay.

building.

thousgnd dollars.
thouslind
For continuing
continuing the work on the north portico of
of the patent-office
patent-office buildbuildseventy-five thousand dollars.
ing, seventy-five
dollars.
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For continuing
the work on the capitol extension,
extension, two hundred
For
continuing the
hundred and
fifty Capitol
Capitol exand fifty
exthousand dollars.
tension.
tension.
For
For the dome
dome of the capitol,
capitol, fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Dome
For the purpose of p
ayi ng th
t
ot
alliabilities
of the
the census
offic e,exex- Dome.
paying
thee total
liabilities of
census office,
Census
ofice.
Census
office.
elusive
of
the amount claimed
elusive
claimed to be due to
to the
the United
United States
States marshals
marshals
and their
assistants, eight hundred and ninety dollars
and
their assistants,
and
sixty-four
dollars and sixty-four
cents.
For
repairs to
to marine
marine hospital at Louisville,
For repairs
Louisville, Kentucky, ten
thousand Marine
hospiten thousand
Marine hospidollars.
tal.
a
tal.
For
a custom-house
For a
custom-house in Newport,
Newport, Vermont, ten thousand
Custom-house
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Custom-house
For
purchase of
of aa site
a building for a
For purchase
site and the erection
erection of a
custom- atle
c
w
hp
ia
o
s
rt.,Vt.
a customat Newport,
Vt.
house and
Maine, twenty thousand
house
and post-office
post-office at Machias, Maine,
thousand dollars.
dollars.aca
For
custom-house
For custom-house and post-office at Astoria, Oregon, twenty-five
thou- Astoria.
twenty-five thouAstoria.
sand
Provided, That vessels
sand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
vessels may load and unload
unload at
at the
of
Loading,
&c.
the city
city
of
Loading, &c.
Portland,
State, under such regulations
Portland, in said State
regulati ons as may
ib ed by
by of
a vessels
vessels at
may b
bee prescr
prescribed
at
the Secretary
Secretary of
State,
the
of the
Portland.
the
Treasury.
Portland.
For
constructing fire-proof
For constructing
fire-proof appraisers'
appraisers' stores on the property
property known
known as
Appraisers'
as Appraisers'
the Pennsylvania
Bank building,
belonging to the government,
the
Pennsylvania Bank
building, and belonging
government, Phila.
Phila- stores,
stores,
delpiia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, fifty th
thousand
delphia,
ousan d d
oll ars .
Philadelphia.
dollars.
Philadelphia.
For
repairs
preservation of custom-houses and other
For repairs and
and preservation
build- Repairs,
Repairs, &c.
other public
public build&c.
ings,
ings twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
ofcustom -h ouof
custom-houFor
repairs
c
of the
the building
custom-house and post-office at
ior repairs of
building used as the custom-house
at ses,
sea '
4c.&
Middletown, Connecticut, six thousand dollars; and for the
Middletown, Connecticut,
erection, under
the erection,
under
the direction
direction of
the lighthouse
the
of the
lighthouse board, of an iron spindle on
on Success
Rock, Iron
Iron spindle
spindle on
on
Success Rock,
Long Island
Island Sound,
five hundred
hundred dollars, or so much thereof as
Long
Sound, five
be Success
as shall
shall be
Success Rock.
Rock.
necessary.
necessary.
For
the payment
payment of fixtures
For the
fixtures and furniture
furniture furnished
furnished to
to said
said office,
office, six
six
hundred dollars.
For
hfrniture and
and repairs
repairs of furniture
For furniture
furniture of custom-houses and
Custom-houses.
and other
other pubpub- Custom-honses
lie buildings,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
lie
buildings, twenty-five
dollars.
For burglar and fire proof vaults and
For burglar and fire proof vaults and safes for depositories,
depositories, twenty
twenty Burglar,
Burglar, &o.
&o.
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
proof safes.
proof
safes.
For
replacing
galvanized iron roofs with copper
For
replacing galvanized
copper or
twenty- Copper,
or slate
slate roofs,
roofs, twentyCopper, &c.
five
&a.
thousand
five thousand dollars.
dollars.
roofs.
roofs.
For
furniture,
carpets,
and
For furniture, carpets,
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
treasury buildings,
buildings, Treasury
Treasury
of treasury
thirty-five
thirty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dolla rs.
buildings.
buildings.
To defray
defray the
the expenses
To
expenses of a
a survey of aa tract of land for
for a
and Presidential
a park
park and
Presidential
site for
for a
a presidential
mansion, made under the resolution of'
site
presidential mansion,
Senate mansion.
mansion.
of the Senate
requesting
requesting the same, two thousand five
dollars.
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For heating
apparatus for
twenty-five thousand
For
heating apparatus
for public buildings, twenty-five
thousand dolHeating.
dol- Heating.
lars.
lays.
For
United
court-house and post-office at Des Moines,
For United States
States court-house
Iowa, Court-house,
Court-house,
Moines, Iowa,
eighty-five
thousand d
dollars.
eighty-five thousand
oll ars .
&c.
at Des
Des
&c. at
For the completion of
For the completion
of the
the approaches
approaches and
and fencing to the treasury
treasury build- Moines.
Treasury
Treasury
ing, fifty
filty thousand
in..,
thousand dollars.
doll ars .
building.
building.
treasury extension,
ing,For continuation
continuation of the treasury
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
extension, fifty
dollars.
For
repairs
and
For repairs and alterations
alterations in the New York custom-house, thirty
York
thirty thouthou- New
New York
sand
sand dollars.
dollars.
custom-house.
For
furniture and repairs of the same, seven
For furniture
seven thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
To enable the
Secretary of
the Interior
To enable
the Secretary
of the
Interior to purchase thirty copies
copies of
the Statutes
of the
Statutes at
at
first nine volumes
volumes of
the United
first nine
of the
United States Statutes
Statutes at Large, nine
hundred Lar
ge'
nine hundred
Large.
and forty-five
forty-five dollars.
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to adjust and settle
To
enable the
settle the
the accounts
accounts James
James Tufts.
Tufts.
of ,James
for enumerating
of
James Tufts
Tufts for
enumerating the inhabitants
inhabitants of the Territory
of Mont
eensus of
of MonTerritory of
Mon- Census
Mona
direction
tana, under the di
rect i
on of
oft
he governor
of said
said Territory,
as
authorized
an
a
the
governor of
Territory, as authorized tan by the act of May twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
by the act of May twenty-sixth, eighteen
sixty-four, entitled
entitled 1864,
1864, ch.
95, 4.
ch. 95,
4.
act to
a temporary
temporary government for the Territory
"An
An act
to provide
provide a
Territory of
xiii.
p.
of MonMon- Vol.
Vol.
xiiiP-887
tana,"
the
sum
of
six
thousand
tana," the sum of
thousand nine hundred
hundred and ninety-six
ninety-six dollars,
dollars, or
or so
so
much
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.
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For heating with steam the Supreme
Supreme Court room,
room, law library,
library,
and the passages and stairways
court-room, and for
for
stairways adjacent [to] the court-room,
other
fifteen thousand
court-room, fifteen
improvements and
and repairs
repairs of said court-room,
other improvements
dollars.
For
of eight
extra clerks
clerks of
of class
class two
Extra clerks.
For the
the compensation
compensation of
eight extra
two in
in the
the office
office
of the commissioner
commissioner of Indian affairs,
affairs, eleven thousand two hundred
hundred
dollars.
To enable
Treasury to
to Lewis
Hui for
Lewis Beyl.
Lewis
Heyl.
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
to pay
pay to
Lewis Heyl
for
'
compiling statutes prescribing
prescribing the rates of
of duties on imports,
imports, and
and making
making
index to the tariff bill
thousand dollars.
bill now
now pending,
pending, one
one thousand
Public buildPublic Buildings
Buildings and
support, and
and medical
medical
Public
and Grounds.
Grounds.-—For
For care,
care, support,
ings and
ings
and
treatment of sixty transient paupers, medical and surgical patients,
grounds.
grounds.
in some
some proper
proper medical
medical institution
institution in
in the
city of
the city
of Washington,
Washington, under
under
Transient
in
Transient
paupers, &c.
&c. aa contract to be formed with such institution
institution by the commissioner of
of
public
public buildings, twelve thousand
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may
thousand dollars,
dollars, or
or so
so much
be necessary.
necessary.
For
thousand dollars.
Carts and
For hire of carts on
on the
the public
public grounds, two thousand
tools.
tools.
For purchase and repair of tools used in the public
public grounds,
four
grounds, four
hundred
hundred dollars.
For the
the purchase
trees and
and tree-boxes,
necessary,
when necessary,
tree-boxes, to
to replace,
replace, when
of trees
For
purchase of
Trees,
treeTrees treeboxes, &c.
kc.
such as have been planted by the United States, to whitewash tree-boxes
and fences, and to repair pavements
pavements in front of the public
public grounds,
grounds, three
three
thousand
thousand dollars.
For annual
of the
the Capitol
Capitol water-closets,
water-closets, public
stables, water
water
public stables,
repairs of
For
annual repairs
Water-pipes,
Water-pipes,
stables, &c.
&c.
pipes, pavements, and other walks within the Capitol Square,
Square, broken
broken
glass, and locks, and for the protection of the building, and keeping
keeping the
main approaches
approaches to it unencumbered,
in addition
unencumbered, twelve
twelve thousand dollars, in
addition
to the sale of old material.
material.
For lighting
and President's
President's house
house and
and public
Lighting buildLightingbuildFor
lighting the
the Capitol
Capitol and
public grounds
grounds
ings,
ings, grounds,
grounds, around them,
them, around the executive offices
offices and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue,
and streets.
streets.
fifty-five
thousand
fifty-five thousand dollars.
dollars.
For lighting
lighting Four-and-a-half
the Mall,
Mall, and
Maryland
Corporationof
For
Four-and-a-half Street,
Street, across
across the
and Maryland
Corporation of
Washington,
Washington,
Avenue
Avenue west, and Sixth Street south, fifteen thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
how to light
That the
city shall
shall light
their lamps
theirtltamgptand
the corporation
corporation of
of Washington
Washington city
light their
lamps with
with
their
lamps, and That
seven-feet burner[s],
burner[s], twenty-one
twenty-one nights in each
month, from dark until
seven-feet
for what time.
each month,
until
daylight, and that no part of this
appropriation shall
be disbursed
until it
it
daylight,
this appropriation
shall be
disbursed until
is proved to the satisfaction of the commissioner
commissioner of public buildings
buildings that
that
said corporation have so lighted their street lamps.
For pay
pay of
lamp-lighters, gas-fitting,
gas-fitting, plumbing,
plumbing, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, lanterns,
lanterns,
Lamp-lighters,
For
of lamp-lighters,
Lamp-lighters,
&c.
&c.
glass, paints, matches, materials and repairs of all sorts, twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
casual repairs
repairs of
navy yard
upper bridges,
thousand
six thousand
bridges, six
and upper
yard and
of the
the navy
For casual
Bridges.
dollars.
For fuel
fuel for
for the
the President's
house, five
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
President's house,
For
Fuel.
sprinkling the same, and
Pennsylvania
For repairs of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Avenue, and sprinkling
Avenue.
Avenue.
keeping
keeping it clean
clean and free from dirt, two thousand dollars.
For improvement
and taking
taking care
care of
public reservation
number two
two
For
improvement and
of public
reservation number
Public reservations.
and Lafayette
Lafayette Square, in addition to the sale of hay which may be raised
raised
on the former, three thousand dollars.
dollars.
Squares and
For taking
taking care of the grounds south of the President's house, congrounds.
tinuing
tinuing the
the improvement
improvement of the same, and repairing
repairing fences, three thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Water-pipes.
Water-pipes.
For repairs of water-pipes, five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Sewer traps.
For cleaning and repairing sewer
sewer traps on Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue, eight
hundred dollars.
Furnaces.
For casual
casual repairs
repairs of all the furnaces under the Capitol, five hundred
dollars.
Public
grounds.
Publiogrounds.
For hauling manure for top-dressing
top-dressing the public grounds, five hundred
dollars.
Heating Supreme Court
preme
Court
MOM.
.
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For purchase of fuel for the centre
centre building
the Capitol,
Capitol, fifteen
building of
of the
fifteen
hundred dollars.streets.
For taking care of the Circle on Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Avenue, one
thousand
one thousand
dollars.
For continuing
continuing the grading
grading and
and repairing
repairing of
of Virginia
Virginia Avenue,
Avenue, ten
ten
thousand dollars.
For the necessary
necessary expenses to
incurred in
in consequence
opening
to be
be incurred
consequence of
of opening
Sixth Street west across the Mall, and in making
fences, two
thousand
making fences,
two thousand
dollars.
apparatus at the President's
For renewing the heating apparatus
President's house,
house, eight
eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For laying a
anew pipe from the
to the
Capitol, in
order
the K
K Street
Street main
main to
the Capitol,
in order
to supply the building at all times with
full flow
of water,
water, five
five thousand
thousand
with aafull
flow of
dollars.

463
463

Buildings and
and
streets.

To enable the commissioner of public buildings to put in thorough
thorough rere- Conservatory
Conservatory
pair
the conservatory
conservatory recently injured by fire at the President's
pair the
President's mansion, and greenhouse.
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the construction of aa new greenhouse, with
with central
and a
central dome
dome and
a
wing, to correspond
correspond in size with the present greenhouse
Botanic
greenhouse in
in the
the Botanic
Garden,
Garden, to be built of iron and glass according
according to
prepared
to aa plan
plan prepared
by the architect
architect of the capitol extension, and
and approved
approved by
joint
by the
the joint
committee on the library, thirty-five thousand dollars;
the same
same to
to be
be
dollars; the
expended under the direction of the joint committee
committee on
on the
the library
library of
of
Congress.
Congress.

For
For enabling
enabling the commissioner
commissioner to cause the old and useless lightning- Hawlers
Hawley's conconPresident's house
house to
t
o be
be removed,
remove d
, and
an d H
aw l
ey '
s i
mprovedductors.
rods on
on the President's
Hawley's
improved
ductorspatented
patented conductors substituted
substituted for them, two hundred and
and fifty
fifty doldollars.
lars.

For enabling
to employ a
a suitable electrician
For
enabling the
the commissioner
commissioner to
electrician to take Lighting dome
care of and operate the lighting apparatus of the dome
dome of
capitol, of
of the
the capitol,
of capitol.
capitol.
twelve hundred
hundred dollars.
For repairing in front of the War
on Pennsylvania
War Department
Department on
Pennsylvania
Avenue and on Seventeenth Street with stone flagging, sixteen
Avenue
sixteen thousand
thousand
dollars.
For annual repairs
repairs of the President's house, six thousand dollars.
dollars.
Public buildbuildFor top-dressing
For
top-dressing for public grounds and cartage for same, one thousand sintrgestg
ds,

five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.

streets, &c.

For purchase
purchase of tools for public grounds, five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For
For purchase
purchase of flower-pots, mats, glasses, putty, wire, twine, and
and so
so
forth, for use on the greenhouses,
greenhouses, one hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For the
the removal of the foot-bridge
For
foot-bridge on Maine Avenue, now,
on
now of no
no Foot-bridge
Foot-bridgeon
that p
oi
nt, to
t
o Third
Thi rd S
treet west,
west, which
w hi ch the
th
e commissioner
Maine
further use
use at
at that
point,
Street
commissioner Avenue.
Mlaine Avenue.
of public buildings
buildings is hereby directed to have done,
three hundred
hundred
done, three
dollars.
To complete the culvert through the Botanic
Garden, fifteen
Botanic Garden,
fifteen thousand
thousand
dollars.
For removing
removing snow and ice from pavements
pavements and
and public
public walks,
three
walks, three
hundred dollars.
For
and cartage of the same for Smithsonian grounds and
For manure
manure and
and pubpublic reservations, one thousand dollars.
dollars.
For completing
completing the improvement
improvement of Franklin
For
Franklin Square,
Square, gravelling walks
walks
and deepening
deepening the same, and purchasing
and
purchasing and planting trees
trees and
and shrubbery,
shrubbery,
five thousand dollars.
For improvement
improvement of reservations
reservations on New York, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, VerReservations.
Ver- Reservations.
mont, and
and Maryland
Maryland avenues, the same being now enclosed, manure, trench- &c.
& C•
ing,
mg, the purchase
purchase of trees and shrubbery, four
four thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For further improvement
improvement of the Circle on Pennsylvania
For
Pennsylvania Avenue,
six
Avenue, six
hundred dollars.
For purchase and planting of trees and boxes for
same, replacing
replacing
for the
the same,
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those
destroyed on
on the
the streets,
heretofore planted
the
those that have been destroyed
streets, heretofore
planted by
by the
government, two thousand dollars.
government,
For painting
the iron
iron fences
Lafayette Square,
Square, in
in front
of the
the
For
painting the
fences around
around Lafayette
front of
War and
in front
of the
the executive
executive mansion,
mansion, and
and the
the
War
and Navy
Navy Departments,
Departments, in
front of
government portion
fence around
thousand
government
portion of
of the
the fence
around Judiciary
Judiciary Square,
Square, five
five thousand
dollars.
For
crossings on
on Pennsylvania
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For new
new crossings
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Avenue, five
For
annual repairs
repairs of
fences around
For annual
of fences
around the
the public
public reservations,
reservations, one
one thouthousand dollars.
sand
dollars.
For
lighting the
the rotunda
rotunda of
branch from
the
Lighting roFor lighting
of the
the capitol
capitol with
wiith gas,
gas, by
by a
a branch
from the
tunda.
electric battery which lights the dome, three thousand dollars.
Historical liHistorical
liTo enable the joint committee
committee on the library
library of
to purchase
purchase
of Congress to
brary of Peter
historical library
of Peter
Peter Force
Force for
for the
the library,
library, one
hundred thouthouone hundred
library of
eter the
the historical
F'raref
o
Force.
sand
sand dollars.
To
committee on the
purchase
Bust of PuTo enable
enable the joint
joint committee
the library
library of Congress
Congress to purchase
laski.
laski.
the bust of Pulaski, now
now in
in the
hall of
of the
the house
house of
the old
old hall
of representatives,
exrepresentatives, exD. Satinders,
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ecuted by the
the late
late Henry D.
Saunders, one
Office of regTo enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to pay for books of record hereister of deeds.
ister of deeds. tofore furnished in the office of
the District
of Coof the register of deeds of
of the
District of
Cohundred dollars.
lumbia, and fitting
fitting necessary
necessary shelving
shelving in
in said office,
office, six
six hundred
dollars.
Warden of
For salary of warden of the jail in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, two thouthoujail.
jail.
sand dollars.
Department
Department of
of To enable the commissioner of agriculture to
department of
to erect a
a department
of agriagriagriculture.
agriculture.
culture on reservation
reservation number two, in
according
in the
the city of Washington,
Washington, according
proposed by him,
the general
to the
the plan proposed
him, to be
be constructed
constructed under
under the
general proprovisions of laws relating to
construction of public
to the
the construction
public buildings,
buildings, one hunhundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
- For the preservation
collections of
Smithsonian
Institution. —For
preservation of
of the
the collections
of
Institution ;colInstitution
colthe exploring
surveying expeditions
thousand
ten thousand
government, ten
of the
the government,
expeditions of
and surveying
exploring and
the
lections of surdollars.
veying expedollars.
ditions.
ditions.
Government Hospitalfor
Government
Hospital for the Insane.
Insane. -— For the support, clothing, and
and
Government
Government
of the
the insane
insane of
the army
army and
revehospital for the medical
hospital
medical treatment
treatment of
of the
and navy
navy and
and of
of the
the reveinsane.
nue-cutter service, and of the indigent insane of the District of Columbia,
nue-cutter
government hospital
the. insane in said District, including five
at the government
hospital for the
five
hundred dollars for books, stationery, and incidental expenses, ninety
ninety thouthouSalary
Salary of susu- sand five hundred dollars;
superintendent of the
dollars ;and the salary of the superintendent
.
perintendent essaid
is hereby
dollars per
annum.
per annum.
at four
four thousand
thousand dollars
hereby fixed
fixed at
said hospital
hospital is
tablished.
East wing.
For finishing, furnishing, lighting, and heating additional accommodations in
in the
the east
tions
east wing
wing of
the hospital
hospital edifice,
edifice, occupied
as a
a general
general army
of the
occupied as
army
hospital during the war, and still in
in part
part unfinished,
unfinished, seven
seven thousand
thousand dollars.
Wall.
For continuing
continuing the wall enclosing
enclosing the grounds of the
the hospital, ten
ten thousand dollars.
Coal-house.
Coal-house.
For building a
a coal-house
coal-house near the wharf, two thousand dollars.
Washington
Washington
the payment
payment of
of the
the employees
in the
the
Washington
Washington Aqueduct.
Aqueduct. -— For
For the
employees in
aqueduct.
aqueduct.
management,
Washington Aqueduct, twenty
management, engineering, and repairs of the Washington
thousand dollars.
Patent
Office.
Patent Office.
Patent
Patent Office. -— For expenses
expenses of receiving, arranging, and taking care
Copyrights.
Copyrights. of copyright books, charts, and other copyright matter, one thousand
thousand eight
eight
hundred dollars, to be paid out
out of
of the
the patent-office
patent-office fund.
fund.
Illustrations,
Illustrations,
For preparing illustrations and descriptions
descriptions for the report of the com&c. of commissioner's reportsmissioner of patents, ten thousand dollars, to be paid out of the patentsioner's
report.
office
fu id.
office fund.
Columbian
Columbian
and Dumb.
Dumb.—
the
of the
support of
For the
the support
- For
the Deaf
Deaf and
for the
Institutionfor
Columbian Institution
Institution for
the deaf and
institution, including
including one thousand
illustrative apthousand dollars for books
books and
and illustrative
dumb.
paratus,
thousand dollars:
Provided, That
That deaf
deaf mutes,
mutes, not
not
dollars: Provided,
twenty-five thousand
verten
paratus, twenty-five
dumob
Not over
ten
in number,
residing in
the several
several States
States and
and Territories
Territories of
of
deaf mutes may
may exceeding
exceeding ten
ten in
number, residing
in the
be received from the United States, applying for admission
collegiate department of
admission to the •collegiate
of
the States and
the States and
received on the same terms and conditions as those
Territories,
and the institution, shall be received

Streets and
squares.
squares.

Territories,
how.
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prescribed by
for residents
residents of
the District
Columbia, at
discreof the
District of
of Columbia,
at the
the discreprescribed
by law
law for
tion of
the president
the institution.
institution.
president of
of the
tion
of the
For the
and fitting
up of
additions to
to the
the buildings
Additions to
For
the erection,
erection, furnishing,
furnishing, and
fitting up
of additions
buildings Additions
to
of
institution, to
to provide
provide enlarged
accommodations for
and buildin
gs'
of the
the institution,
enlarged accommodations
for the
the male
male and
buildings.
female
pupils and
and the
the resident
the institution,
institution, fifty-four
fifty-four thouthoufemale pupils
resident officers
officers of
of the
sand
and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars.
dollars.
sand six
six hundred
hundred and
For
For the enlargement
enlargement and further improvement
improvement of the grounds of the Enlargement,
Enlargement,
institution, including
including under-drainage,
seven thousand
thousand five
hundred dollars.
&o. of grounds.
dollars. &-c
institution,
under-drainage, seven
five hundred
To furnish
furnish an
increased supply
Potomac water
water and
To
an increased
supply of
of Potomac
and for
for the
the erection
erection Water.
of tanks
regulate the
distribution thereof,
thereof, five
dollars, to
of
tanks to
to regulate
the distribution
five thousand
thousand dollars,
to be
be
expended under
direction of
of the
of the
institution.
expended
under the
the direction
the president
president of
the institution.
Columbia
To aid
the support
Hospital HoCsoluria
Columbia Hospital.
HIospital.-— To
aid in
in the
support of
of the
the Columbia
Columbia Hospital
Columbia
PI
*
for Women and Lying-in Asylum, in the District of Columbia, ten thou- Hospital.
sand dollars.
Collection of
of Revenue
Revenue from
Lands.—
For Expenses
Expenses of
of
Expenses of Collection
from Sales
Sales of
of Public
Public Lands.
- For
salaries and
commissions of
registers of
of land
offices and
and receivers
salaries
and commissions
of registers
land offices
receivers of
of pubpub- cnoutoieginnigsraelovse-of
onlerot salevsof
thousand one
public lands.
lic money,
money, two
two hundred
hundred and
and six thousand
one hundred dollars.
dollars.
several land offices, nineteen thousand
Salaries, 8rc.
For incidental
incidental expenses of the several
&c.
four hundred
receivand
of
vey
er& and
of registers
registers
four
hundred dollars.
dollars.
receivers.
Surveying
surveying the
the public
public lands
lands in
Min- Surs
Surveying the
the Public
Public Lands.—
Lands. - For
For surveying
in MinSurveys of
of
nesota. at
at rates
ten dollars
per lineal
lineal mile
for standard
in
mile for
standard lines,
lines, public lands in
not exceeding
exceeding ten
dollars per
nesota.
rates not
Minnesota;
seven dollars for township, and six dollars for section lines, fifteen thounnesot;
sand dollars.
public lands in Dakota Territory, including the lands
lands Dakota;
Dakota;
For surveying the public
along the
the Red
Red River of
of the
the North,
North, at
at rates not exceeding
exceeding ten dollars per
per
lineal mile for standard lines, seven dollars for township, and six dollars
thousand dollars.
for section lines, fifteen thousand
dollars.
Nebraska, at rates not exceeding
exceeding ten Nebraska;
Nebraska;
lands in Nebraska,
For surveying
surveying the public
public lands
standard lines, six dollars for township, and five
five
dollars per
per lineal
lineal mile
mile for
for standard
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars for
for section
section lines,
lines, fifteen
dollars.
exceeding ten Kansas;
Kansas;
For surveying
surveying the public lands in
in Kansas, at
at rates
rates not exceeding
dollars
mile for
standard lines,
lines, six
dollars for
township, and
and five
five
dollars per
per lineal
lineal mile
for standard
six dollars
for township,
dollars
fifteen thousand
dollars for section lines,
lines, fifteen
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For surveying the public
public lands in
fifteen Idaho;
in Idaho, at
at rates
rates not
not exceeding
exceeding fifteen
Idaho,
dollars
mile for
standard lines,
twelve dollars
dollars for
for township,
dollars per
per mile
for standard
lines, twelve
township, and
and ten
ten
for section lines, fifteen thousand dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Colorado, at rates not exceeding
exceeding fif- Colorado;
Colorado;
standard lines, eight dollars
for townaip,
teen dollars
dollars per
per lineal mile
mile for standard
dollars for
township,
and
and seven
seven dollars for
for section
section lines, fifteen
fifteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
For surveying
surveying the public lands in Nevada, at rates not exceeding
exceeding fifteen Nevada;
Nevada;
dollars per lineal mile for standard lines, twelve dollars for township, and
ten dollars for section lines, twenty thousand dollars.
fif- Arizona;
exceeding fifsurveying the public lands in Arizona, at rates not exceeding
Arizona;
For surveying
teen dollars per lineal
dollars for township,
lineal mile for standard
standard lines,
lines, twelve dollars
township,
and ten dollars for section
thousand dollars.
section lines, ten thousand
dollars.
For surveying the public lands in California, at rates not exceeding fif- California;
California;
teen dollars per lineal mile for standard lines, twelve dollars
dollars for towntownship,
ship, and ten dollars
dollars for section
section lines,
lines, thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Oregon;
For surveying the public lands in Oregon,
Oregon, at rates not exceeding fifteen
Oregon;
dollars per lineal mile for standard lines, twelve dollars
dollars for township, and
and
ten dollars for section lines, twenty thousand dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Washington Territory, at rates not Washington
exceeding
fifteen dollars
per lineal
lineal mile
standard lines,
dollars Territory;
exceeding fifteen
dollars per
mile for
for standard
lines, twelve
twelve dollars
Territory;
for township, and ten dollars
dollars for section lines, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For the survey of the forty-second
forty-second parallel of north latitude, so far as forty-second
forty-second
it constitutes
constitutes the common
p
cs
a
s
i
tei between
t
.
)e t
we
en
common boundary
boundary between
between the
the States
States of
of California and
and parallel
an
Orego
Oregon, estimated two hundred and twenty miles, at not exceeding sixty Oregonrnma
and
dollars per mile, thirteen thousand eight hundred and forty-seven
forty-seven dollars.
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
xxv.
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For
survey of
of boundary
boundary line
between the
State of Oregon
the Tern..
TerriOregon and the
the State
line between
For survey
tory of Idaho,
Idaho, commencing
commencing at the northern boundary
boundary of the State of Nevada, and
and running
north to
to its
estimated
river, estimated
Snake river,
with Snake
its intersection
intersection with
running north
vada,
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty miles,
miles, at
dollars per mile, nine
sixty dollars
not exceeding
exceeding sixty
at not
one
thousand
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand six
tnirty-seventh
For
the survey
the thirty-seventh
parallel of
latitude, so
so far
far
of north
north latitude,
thirty-seventh parallel
of the
survey of
For the
tnirtv-seventh
as it
constitutes the
the northern
northern boundary
Territory of
Mexico,
of New Mexico,
boundary of
of the Territory
it constitutes
parallel.
as
estimated
three hundred
and twenty
twenty miles, at
exceeding sixty dollars
at not exceeding
hundred and
estimated three
per
thousand dollars.
mile, nineteen
nineteen thousand
per mile,
Office of
of corncornS
EC. 2.
And be
the office
office of
of commissioner
commissioner of
That the
enacted, That
it further
further enacted,
be it
2. And
SEC.
Office
missioner of
public
abolished; and
and the
the chief
chief engineer
engineer of the army
is hereby
hereby abolished;
public buildings is
n
p
buildings
public bbuildings
abolished;
shall perform
all the
duties now
now required
by law of
commissioner,
said commissioner,
of said
required by
the duties
perform all
chilief shall
abole l'd;chief
engineer
shall also have
superintendence of the Washington
Washington Aqueduct and
have the superintendence
and shall
engineer to per- and
improvements of
government of the United
form dutics,
duties, susu- all the public works and improvements
of' the government
perintend
perintend WashWashington
AqueStates in
the District
of Columbia,
unless otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
law; and
and
by law;
Columbia, unless
District of
in the
States
ington AqueHouse
&c.
duct, &c.
the sergeant-at-arms of the Senate and the sergeant-at-arms
sergeant-at-arms of
of' the House
Appointment
Representatives shall
hereafter appoint
of the
capitol
the capitol
members of
the members
appoint the
shall hereafter
of Representatives
Appointment of
of capitol police, police.
hthLi h
Sic. 3.
3. And
be it
be an
au
That the
the lighthouse
lighthouse board
board be
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
Ligouse
o ap- thorized to apply any unexpended balance which may remain after the
board
may apthorized to apply any unexpended balance
board ma
completion of aa lighthouse work on the Pacific coast to the construction
ply unexpended
unexpended completion
construction
balances
on Pa- of
any other
other similar
similar work
work upon
upon the
the same
same coast,
may have
been auauhave been
coast, which
which may
o
Of any
baflnces
cific
coast;
cific coast;
appropriated may prove
thorized by Congress, but for which the amount appropriated
insufficient.
au
may purchase
S
EC. 4. And
further enacted,
enacted, That the lighthouse board is an
SEC.
And be it further
sites for lightthorized, whenever
whenever an appropriation
appropriation has been or may be made by ConConhouses, &
when, &c.
&c.c.
gress
new lighthouse,
lighthouse, the
the proper
to
belong to
does not belong
which does
site for
for which
proper site
for a
a new
gress for
when,
purchasenecessary land, provided
purchase the necessary
provided the purchasethe United States, to purchase
Promoney be paid from the
amount appropriated
lighthouse: Proappropriated for such lighthouse:
the amount
money
Certain superno superintendent
superintendent of
lights, whose
compensation as
as collector
collector
whose compensation
of lights,
vided, That
That no
Certain
super- vided,
intendents of
thousand dollars per annum, shall receive
receive any
any
three thousand
exceeds three
of customs exceeds
intendetts
ht: not to re.
calv pay
dis- compensation
compensation as
as disbursing
disbursing agent
lighthouse establishment,
establishment, whethfor the lighthouse
agent for
pay RS
as disceive
bursing agents er the sums disbursed
disbursed by him be for articles to be used or services renlighthouse
dered within or without the limits of his superintendency
superintendency or collection
collection
for
lighthouse dered
establishment.
establishment,
district.
district.
district.
Salary
SEC. 5.
5. And
And be
it further
the salary
general apof the
the general
salary of
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
be it
of gengen- SEC.
Salary of
eral appraiser at praiser
praiser in the city of New York shall be three thousand
thousand dollars. And
Hew
York;ants
the salaries
salaries of
of the
the assistant
appraisers at
Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Boston, Philadelphia,
at Boston,
assistant appraisers
the
Newf
aistants
of assist
at
certain ports. New
New Orleans,
Portland, and San Francisco shall be twenty-five hundred
Orleans, Portland,
at certain
dollars
dollars per annum.
enacted, That the clerk of pardons
further enacted,
Pay of clerk
S
EC. 6:
pardons in the De6; And be it further
SEC.
oftaTlJ
pardons
in partment
partment of
be placed
placed upon
upon the
the same
footing in
n
e
ns
partin
of State
State be
same footing
in regard
regard to compensation
extraordinary services
services under
proclamation of the
under the amnesty proclamation
for extraordinary
sation for
stet Department.
Vol. xiii.
hundred and sixty-five, as the principal clerk
twenty-ninth May, eighteen hundred
xiii. p. 758. twenty-ninth
office ; and any money in the treasof pardons
pardons in the Attorney-General's
Attorney-General's office;
appropriated is hereby appropriated
ury not otherwise appropriated
appropriated for this purpose.
of the
the
the duty
duty of
shall be the
Clerk
of the
the
S
EC. 7.
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That it
it shall
be it
And be
7. And
SEC.
Clerk of
House to select
clerk of the House of Representatives
Representatives to select in Virginia,
Virginia, South Caronewspapers
newspapers
lina, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Florida, Alabama,
lina,
the
offhe
in each
each o
t
Arkansas, one or more newspapers,
ten rebel States Texas, and Arkansas,
newspapers, not exceeding
exceeding the number
number
now allowed by law, in which such treaties
in which the
in
treaties and laws of the United States
laws
laws, legal nono&e. shall
be ordered
for publication
publication in
newspapers according
shall
according to law shall
in newspapers
ordered for
as may
may be
shall as
tices,,&c.
be published,
published.
be published,
published, and in some one or more of which
which so selected all such advertisements
vertisements as may be ordered for publication
publication in said districts,
districts, by any
See Vol. xv. p.
8. United States court or judge thereof,
p. 8.
thereof, or by any officer of such courts,
courts, or
by any
by
any executive officer of the United States, shall be published, the
compensation for which, and other terms of publication,
publication, shall be fixed
compensation
exceeding two dollars per page for the publicaa rate not exceeding
by said clerk at a
Pay therefor.
therefor. tion
treaties and
not exceeding
eight
exceeding one dollar per square of eight
and not
and laws,
laws, and
of treaties
tion of

Survey of

boundary beboundary
beOregon
tween
Oiregon
and
Idaho;
and Idaho;
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lines of space, for the publication
publication of advertisements, the
accounts for
the accounts
for
which shall be adjusted by the proper accounting
accounting officers and paid
paid in
the
in the
manner now authorized
authorized by law in the like cases; and
heads of
and said
said clerk shall,
shall, Heads
of exexpracticable after the passage of this act,
as soon as practicable
each head
of ecutive
ecuttivenddepuags
act, notify each
head of
departthe
several executive departments,
the several
departments, and each judge of the United States tobe
tmoeblesnaotified,'"
notifeudges
courts therein,
therein, of the papers selected by him in accordance
accordance with
are to
to
with the
the forefore- and
and they
they are
t
t:cb
i
i
l
isnh
elonly
o
v
in
going
going provisions;
provisions; and thereupon and thereafter it shall be the duty
duty of
of such
publish
only
in
the several
several executive
executive officers charged therewith to
such selectselect- pers.
P
to furnish
furnish to
to such
pers.
pa
ed papers
papers only an authentic copy of the publications
publications to be made as
as aforeaforesaid; and no money hereby
hereby or otherwise
appropriated shall
be paid
paid for
for
otherwise appropriated
shall be
any publications or advertisements
advertisements hereafter to be made in
in said
said districts,
districts,
nor shall any such publication or advertisement
be ordered
by any
any dedeadvertisement be
ordered by
partment or public officer
officer otherwise
partment
otherwise than
than as
herein provided:
Provided,
as herein
provided: Provided,
That the rates
rates fixed in this section
section to be paid for the publication
publication of the
the Rates of pay
pay
treaties and laws of the United
United States in the States therein designated
designated for
in
in all
all tbhi.2tnates
the States
shall also be paid for the same publications
publications in
in all
all th
at
es no
the Iwsh.
g
thee St
States
nottdesignated
designated the
in this section.
section.
SEC. 8. And be it further
Sac.
further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary
of
Secretary of
as
t
u
alwo
a
,
s;
is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to sell,
auction, the following
Trelasury
may
is hereby
sell, at
at public auction,
following property
property sell
belonging
belonging to the United States, namely:
namely: the buildings and grounds
customgrounds known
known the
the old
old customas
custom-house, at Alexandria, Virginia; the building and house at
as the old custom-house,
Alex at Alexandria New Ha.
grounds known as the old custom-house,
custom-house, at New Haven, Connecticut;
Connecticut;enni'',
Nfe Hathe building and grounds known as the old
old custom-house,
cus t
om -h ouse ,a
Portsmouth, Portsmouth,
att Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
New Hlampshire;
Hampshire ;the parcel
parcel of ground, kn
own as
old custom-house
n
ei(itiA a,s
el,n
eb
tt
(
)
,
s;
known
as the old
customn-house aP
Perth
Amboy
and Sackett's
lot, at
Norfolk, Virginia.;
Virginia.; the parcel or lot of ground purchased,
purchased, in the Harbor
lot,
at Norfolk,
ei
city of Perth Amboy, New Jersey, for the erection of a
a custom-house
custom-house; ;
and the custom-house
custom-house and grounds
and
grounds at Sackett's Harbor,
Harbor, New York; and
and
he is hereby authorized to make, execute, and deliver all needful
be
needful conconveyances
purchaser or purchasers
veyances to the purchaser
purchasers thereof.
Sec.
further enacted,
Sac. 9. And
And be it further
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
examine
the Interior
Interior to
to examine
be directed
examination to be made of the condition of the thereLoiret
directed to procure an examination
and
)
Tioa.
and report 11
upon
the
public
buildpublic buildings
buildings in the Territory
Territory of New
Ne w Mexico,
Me xi
co ,an
report to
he next
next ings
New
andd report
to tthe
ings Plin
in New
Congress an estimate
estimate of what amount is necessary to complete
complete the same.
same. Mexico.
Mexico.
Slc.
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all advertisements,
advertisements, notices All
Sac. 1.0.
W. And
advertiseAll advertiseand proposals
executive departments
and
proposals for contracts for all the executive
departments of the
the ments,
mentg, notices,
&nc
l.
vtc; n
be tp
wr
o
inted
government, and the laws passed by Congress
Congress and exec
government,
uti ve proclamations
executive
proclamations o&c.tonbe
pinted
and treaties
treaties shall
publication in the two
and
shall hereafter
hereafter be advertised
advertised by publication
newspapers in
two daily nevspapers
in
papers published in the District of Columbia, now selected
selected under the
the act
act the District
District of
of
Colu mbia, and
of the
the first
first session
of'
session of the thirty-ninth
thi rty- ni
nth Congress
Congress making appropriations
appropriations iConembia,
in each equally.
a
fir the service of the Post-Office
Department, during the fiscal
for
Post-Offiee Department,
fiscal year
year
ending the thirtieth
sixty-seven, and for See Vol.
ending
thirtieth of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
Vol.xv.
xv. p.
p 7.7.
other
purposes, until otherwise ordered
other purposes,
ordered by Congress,
Congress, and in no other
other
District of
papers ::Provided,
Provided, That
That the charges
charges for such publi- Rates
Rates of pay.
pav.
District
of Columbia
Columbia papers
cation shall
be higher than such
shall not he
such as are paid by individuals
for adverindividuals for
advertising in said papers :
: And provided also, That the same publications
publications shall
shall
be
madie in
of said
equally as to frequency
frequency :
: Provided
Provided Printing
be made
in each
each of
said papers
papers equally
Printing to be
be
firther,
further, That all printing
pri
nti ng o
nd or
dere d b
he executive
execut i
ve d
epar t_ done
governoffany ki
kind
ordered
byy t
the
departdone by
by governe
printer,
ments shall be executed
executed by the government
government printer
excPetP"&c
silents
printer when practicable,
practicable and ment
'
if not, at such office as may be designated by
by the
the clerk
clerkpracticable,
of
of the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives a
t
es not
no t exceeding
excee di ng th
current rates
rates f
or such
suchp. Vol.
Vol. xv.
att ra
rates
thee current
for
xv. P-.
printing.
printing.
except ,

&c .

SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
Repeal of inS
EC. 11.
11. And
be it
enacted, That all laws and parts of laws
inabove provisions
conflicting with the above
provisio nsw
ith respect
res p
ec tto
t
o th
offi ci
al adveradves _consistent
consi ste ntlavs.
l
aws .
with
thee official
tising in the District of Columbia be anm
tising
and are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Sec.
12. And
And be
it further
enacted, That the Secretary
Secretary of War is Pay of clerks
SEC. 12.
be it
further enacted,
clerks
hereby
attarsenal
hereby authorized,
authorized, at
at his
his discretion,
discretion, to increase the pay of the clerks of a
s
arsenal in
in
the United
States
armory at Springfield,
United St
ate s armory
Spr i
ng fi eld , M
assac h
usetts,
to
sgra
u
sTd.
d.fi e d i Massachusetts,
to twelve
twelve crease
hundred
dollars per annum, instead of eight hundred
hundred dollars
hundred dollars, as
now
as now
fixed by law.
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Laws relating

to army, navy,
&c.
may be vy,
&o
armna
pu blished in
'
published
in
Army
AnnY and Navy
Journal,
and
Journal, and at
at
what rates.
rates.
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SEC. 13.
And be
it f2trther
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
laws relating
to the
the
SEC.
13. And
be it
the laws
relating to

army, navy,
navy, the
the militia
militia and
and the
the marine
corps of
State s b
army,
marine corps
of the
the United
United States
bee
published officially
officially in
States Army
Army and
at such
such
published
in the
the United
United States
and Navy
Navy Journal,
Journal, at
rates as are
are fixed
by the
Secretary of
fixed by
the Secretary
State for
the publication
laws
of State
for the
publication of
of the
the laws
of the United States.
A PPROVED, March
March 2,
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
1867.

March
CLXVIII. -An
making Appropriations
March 2,
2, 1867. CHAP.
CHAP. CLXVIII.
—An Act making
Appropriations and to supply Deficiencies
Deficiencies in
in the
Appropriations
Appropriations for the Service
Year ending June thirtieth,
Service of the Government
Government for the fiscal Year
thirtieth,
Purposes.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven, and
and for
for other
other Purposes.

Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the United
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Dcficiencyap-- States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the fbllowing
DeficieneYaP
Congress assembled,
following sums,
or
so
sums,
or so
Pr
a
r
tio
e
n
n
ir
f
l
o
o.
r
the
priations for the
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
the same
vear ending
much
thereof as
as may
necessary, be,
be, and
and the
same are
are hereby,
hereby, approapproJune 30,
80, 1867.
1867. priated
:June
priated for
for the
the objects
objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, for
for the
fiscal year
ending
the fiscal
year ending
June
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, namely:
namely: —
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Department
Department
of the Interior.
Pension bureau.
rean.

Engineers'
Engineers'
office.

Capitol
Capitol extension.

tension

Census Office.
Amount due

Am'ountand
due
marshals
marshals and

assistants
assistants in
in
California;
California;
Maine;

'aine;
Ohio;
Ohio;

Oregon;
Kansas;
Kentucky;
Maryland;
Maryland;
Missouri;
Missouri;
Tennessee;
Tennessee;
New Mexico;
Mexico;
Washington.

No part
No
part to
to be
be
paid to any one
particioating in
participating
the rebeiiion.
bureau.
Indian bureau
Indian service
in
Oredin
Oregon seae
in Oregon
and

Washington.

Payment to
Payment
to
be made only to
beomadl owner
only r
•original
of claim.
claim.

DEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
INTERIOR.

Pension
- To meet deficiencies
Pension Bureau.
Bureau.—
deficiencies of the present
year on
on
present fiscal
fiscal year

account of
various acts,
account
of pensions
pensions for
for army
army widows
widows and others under various
acts, ten
ten
million dollars.
dollars.
million
For contingent expenses,
expenses, ten
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ten thousand
For navy widows and orphans, seventy thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided,
That said sum be
navy pension
pension fund.
be transferred
transferred from
from the
the navy
fund.
Engineers' Office.
Office.-—To
To meet deficiencies
deficiencies of the present fiscal year on
Engineers'
account of
engineer officer having the supervision of the Union Pacific
account
of engineer
Pacific
railroad
railroad and branches,
branches, land-grant railroads,
railroads, and
roads, namely:
namely: -—
and wagon
wagon roads,
For compensation of clerks, three thousand eight hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For contingencies,
contingencies, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Capitol
Extension. -—For
For eight additional
Capitol Extension.
additional monolithic
monolithic columns, eleven
thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
For
Foe ventilating, nine thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For supplying
supplying deficiency
deficiency in appropriation
appropriation for work on
on the
Capitol
the Capitol
extension, twenty-nine
twenty-nine thousand
thousand eight
dollars.
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
Census Office. —
- For the purpose of paying the
amount due
due to
to certain
certain
Census
the amount
United States marshals and their
United
services rendered
in taking
their assistants for services
rendered in
taking
the
in the
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty,
sixty, in
in the
the following
the eighth
eighth census,
census, in
the year
year eighteen
following
States, viz: In the State of California, nine thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and
sixty dollars
forty-eight cents; in the State of Maine, thirty-three
sixty
dollars and
and forty-eight
thirty-three
dollars and
six cents;
cents; in
in the
of Ohio,
Ohio, forty-nine
dollars
and six
the State
State of
forty-nine dollars and sixtynine cents; in the State of Oregon,
Oregon, three thousand
thousand one hundred
sixty
hundred and
and sixty
dollars
in the
the State
and
dollars and
and twenty
twenty cents;
cents; in
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars
dollars and
forty cents ;
; in
in the
the State
State of
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, nine
nine thousand
thousand three
hundred and
and
three hundred
eleven dollars and fifty cents; in the State of
of Maryland,
Maryland, four
four thousand
thousand
seven
eighty-one dollars
seven hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one
forty cents;
cents; in
the State
State of
dollars and
and forty
in the
of
Missouri,
three hundred
hundred and forty-three
dollars;;in
in the
Missouri, eight
eight thousand
thousand three
forty-three dollars
the
State of
State
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, twenty thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and forty-two
forty-two dollars
dollars
and
in the
Territory of
of New
and eighteen cents; in
the Territory
New Mexico,
Mexico, seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-four
Territory of
eighty-four dollars and sixty-nine
sixty-nine cents; in
in the
the Territory
of Wa.hington,
WaAington,
ninety-nine
cents; being
being in
in the
ninety-nine dollars and nine cents;
the aggregate
aggregate fifty-six
fifty-six thouthousand
sand nine hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three dollars and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine cents:
cents: Provided,
Provided,
That
be paid
or on
That no part of the sum hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
paid to
to or
on
account
any claimant
claimant who
participated in
account of
of any
who participated
in the
the late
late rebellion,
rebellion, or
or gave
gave to
to
itit aid
aid and
and comfort.
comfort.
Idian
ian Bureau.For
thereof as
as may
may be
Indian
Bureau. —F
or this amount, or so much thereof
be
necessary,
indebtedness incurred
incurred for the Indian service
necessary, to
to pay
pay the
the indebtedness
service in the
the
State of Oregon and Territory of Washington,
Washington, in the years eighteen
eighteen
hundred
and sixty,
hundred
hundred and
sixty, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, and eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, forty thousand
payments shall
and
thousand dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That such payments
shall
be
only to
to the
original owner
be made
made only
the original
owner of
the claims,
and upon
of the
claims, and
upon satisfactory
satisfactory
proof
furnished the
proof furnished
the accounting
accounting officer.
officer.
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To
enable the
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to pay Isaac
Strohm for
for Isaac
Isaac Strohm
Isaac Strohm.
Strohm.
additional services
services as
as a
a clerk in the Treasury Department
additional
Department from
January
from January
first,
eighteen
hundred
and
fifty-four,
first, eighteen
to March first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifty-five,
the same rate paid for similar additional
fifty-five, at
at the
additional services
services prior
prior to
to
that
date, four
that date,
four hundred
hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
cents.
Library
of
Library of
Library
-ToTo enable the librarian
Library of
of Congress.
Congress.—
librarian of Congress
Congress to
to employ
employ Congress.
Congress.
two
additional assistants,
assistants, commencing
two additional
commencing April first, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-seven, two thousand four hundred
sixty-seven,
dollars ; and
and there
is hereby
hereby
hundred dollars;
there is
added
to
the
contingent
added
contingent fund of said library
the sum
sum of
of one
one thousand
library the
thousand
dollars, to be expended for temporary
help.
temporary help.
For six
For
six iron
iron stairways,
stairways, repairs and repainting
repainting in
in the
the library
library of
of Congress,
Congress,
and
a new skylight
and for
for a
skylight in the central library, five
five thousand
two hundred
thousand two
hundred
and sixty dollars.
Public buildPublic
and Grounds.--To
Public Buildings and
Grounds.— To pay
pay f
or completing
comp l
et i
ng t
he repairs
ings and
for
the
repairs ings
and
and
furnishing
rci
mansion,
and
the executive mans
i
on , t
hi rt
y-fi ve thousand
th
ousan d dollars:
dollars: grounds.
Public
'
ui
c
ld
o
s.
::s fl
thirty-five

o
dr
Accounts furfor
repairs and
repairs
and furnishing
execunishingexecuto
r apm
pappion
a
rn
ov
stoo
d
nto
beve
be
a
To replace
replace the
To
the bruised
bruised and worn copper water-pipes
water-pipes or
of
Capitol.
or roof gutters
gutters of
Capitol.
the
building with iron
the Capitol
Capitol building
iron pipes,
pipes, three thousand dollars.
dollars.
To
in fuel for the President's house and for the
To supply
supply aa deficiency
deficiency in
the Fuel.
Fuel.
Capitol, two thousand dollars.
To pay
poudrette pit at the President's stable, five
To
pay for
for a
apoudrette
hundred and
and
five hundred
sixteen dollars and nineteen cents.
cents.
To
pay for
repairing streets
streets passing
government reservations
To pay
for repairing
passing along government
Streets.
reservations Streets.
where they
they were
were washed
washed away by the great freshet in October
where
last, one
one
October last,
thousand five hundred dollars.
To
pay for
the rear of H
To pay
for sewer
sewer in
in the
H Street, between Sixteenth
Sewers.
Sixteenth and
and Sewers.
Seventeenth streets
streets west, to abate aa public nuisance,
Seventeenth
five
nuisance, two
two thousand
thousand five
hundred
hundred dollars.
To thoroughly
repair the
roof of
of the
the executive
executive mansion, two thousand Executive
To
thoroughly repair
the roof
five hundred dollars.
mansion.
mansion.
To pay
pay deficiency
and keep in repair
To
deficiency and
repair the bridge at or near
Falls
near Little
Little Falls,
Falls, Little
Little Falls
Potomac
thousand three hundred and fifty dollars.
Potomac river,
river, three thousand
Bridge.
dollars.
Bridge.
To
pay deficiencies
in the
To pay
deficiencies in
the contingent
contingent expenses of the Senate as folfol- Contingent
Contingent
ows: —
10W8
expenses of
of the
expenses
the
senate.
genate.
For additional messengers, seven thousand dollars.
For
dollars.te.
For
additional labor
folding-room and material, ten
For additional
labor in
in the folding-room
thousand
ten thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For stationery, ten thousand dollars.
Miscellaneous.-— For
For deepening
deepening and improving Westport
Miscellaneous.
Westport harbor,
Con- Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
harbor, Connecticut,
twenty-five hundred dollars.
necticut, twenty-five
borW.estport
Westport harharFor dredging
dredging and
and maintaining
ma i
nt
ai
ni
ng t
he c
hanne lof
oft
he r
i
ver Thames
Thames river
the
channel
the
river
Thames near
near Thames
river
Norwich,
the State
State of Connecticut, to complete the
Norwich, in
in the
work, thirty-six
the work,
thirty-six
thousand dollars.
For services rendered
the late
For services
rendered by
by the
late F.
F. M. Rotch, in furnishing an original
Rotch.
original F. M.
M.Roth.
article "on cattle"
cattle" for
for the
agricultural report of eighteen hundred and
article "on
the agricultural
and
sixty-one, two
twelve dollars and fifty cents, to be
sixty-one,
two hundred
hundred and
and twelve
be paid
to
paid to
the widow.
For
in the
the Treasury
For temporary
temporary clerks
clerks in
Treasury Department for the fiscal
fiscal year
Temporary
year Temporary
ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and
sixty-eight, fifty
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight,
fifty thousand
thousand clerks in
in Treasdollars:
Departdollars :Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury be, and he is mry
ment;
hereby,
in his discretion to classify the clerks
hereby, authorized
authorized in
clerks authorized
authorized nry
may
classimay be
be classiaccording
according to the character
character of their services.
fled.
fied.
For
the purpose
purpose of
of enabling
enabling the director of the mint to purchase
For the
purchase Mint.
Mint.
publications
relating to
to metals
metals and the manipulations
publications relating
manipulations thereof for
for the
the
library of the mint, one thousand dollars.
For
expenses incurred
For defraying
defraying the expenses
incurred by the Department
of State
State by
Department of
by

Provided,
no further
Provided, That
That no
further payments shall be made on any
for
any accounts
accounts for
repairs
and furnishing the
the executive
executive mansion
repairs and furnishing
mansion until such accounts
accounts shall
have
been
submitted
a joint committee of Congress, and approved
have been submitted to a
by
approved by
such committee.
committee.
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smding
telegraphic despatches over the Atlantic cable, thirty thousand
sanding telegraphic
dollars for the current year.
custom-house
unfinished custom
preservation and care of the unfinished
house building at
at
For preservation
Custom-house
Custom-house
in
Charleston.
suitable
in Charleston.
Charleston, South Carolina, and fitting up the interior to provide suitable
twenty-five
court-rooms,
including court
offices for
of the
the United
States, including
-rooms, twenty
-five
United States,
use of
for the
the use
offices
thousand
thousand dollars.
Beacons in
York
To enable the lighthouse board to erect in the lower bay of New York
Beacons
New York
York bay.
bay. one or more permanent
forty-five thousand dollars.
permanent beacons, forty-five
New
stereotype
American
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury
American
Treasury to purchase the stereotype
Coast Pilot.
plates and copyright
copyright of the American Coast Pilot, twenty thousand dollars.
Coast Pilot,
To
enable the
Secretary of
Interior to
to carry
effect the
the provision
provision
into effect
carry into
of the
the Interior
the Secretary
To enable
Registers, &c.
Registers,
granting
of land offices. of the seventh section
section of the act of Congress entitled ""An act granting
1866, ch.
262. §7. the right of way to ditch and canal owners over public lands, and for
ch.262.7.
1866,
owners
over
public
lands,
and for
Ante, p. 252.
sixty-other purposes,"
purposes," approved July twenty-six, eighteen hundred and sixty
six
thirty-six thousand
thousand dollars.
six, thirty-six
unexpended balance of the
further enacted,
Geological
SEC. 2. And be it further
Geological
Sue.
enacted, That the unexpended
survey of Nesurvey
e
appropriations
heretofore
made
for
defraying
the
expenses
legisla-of the legisla
expenses of
the
appropriations heretofore made for defraying
braska.
braska.
tive assembly of the Territory of Nebraska, is hereby diverted and set
a geological
aside
geological survey of Nebraska, said
said
for the
the purpose of procuring a
aside for
survey
prosecuted under the direction of the commissioner
commissioner of the
survey to be prosecuted
general
land office.
general land
merchandise gaugeable
enacted, That upon all merchandise
further enacted,
S
EC. 3. And
And be it further
SEC.
a
Ten cents a
cask
to be
colby law hereafter
cask to
be colhereafter exported upon which drawback
drawback or return duty is allowed,
lected on gaugewarehouses
bonded warehouses
and upon
goods gaugeable
la w withdrawn
from bonded
withdrawn from
by law
gaugeable by
all goods
upon all
toods.
able
able
goods, &.e
&c. and
export, there
there shall be levied
withdrawn from for
for export,
levied and collected
collected by the collectors
collectors of the
bonded warewareseveral
ports ten cents per cask.
several ports
or on
houses, or
Sac. 4.
4. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
gaugers at the port of
the gaugers
That the
further enacted,
And be
SEC.
which drawback
irawback
is allowed.
New York shall receive, from and after the first day of April, eighteen
eighteen
Salary of
dollars:
of two
salary of
annual salary
hundred and
an annual
two thousand
thousand dollars:
sixty-seven, an
and sixty-seven,
New hundred
Saularyat New
gaugers
of said officers as
Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the amount
amount of
of compensation
compensation of'
as hereby
;ort;
York;
not to
amount of
of fees
fiscal year
year the
the amount
exceed established
not
to exceed
established shall
shall not exceed
exceed in any fiscal
fees earned
earned
amount of fees. by them.
amount
by them.
SEC. 5. And be it further
Claim of ButButSac.
further enacted,
enacted, That the second section of an act
ler and
and Carpengovernment,
expenses of the
Carpen- making appropriations
ler
appropriations for sundry
sundry civil expenses
the government,
paid.
ter
to
be
ter
1866,
28,
2. appro
ved
a
April seventh,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, is hereby
hereby so
seventh, eighteen
April
approved
28, §2.
1866, ch.
ch. paid.
to
require the Secretary
of the Treasury to
amended as
authorize and
Ante, p.
P. 23.
23 .
amended
as to
to authorize
and require
Secretary of
pay
and Carpenter,
the sum
sum of
twenty thousand
thousand
of twenty
Carpenter, the
Butler and
contractors, Butler
pay the
the contractors,
therein referred
dollars in
full of
of all
all their
their claims
claims for
for indemnity
indemnity therein
referred to.
to.
in full
dollars
further enacted,
And be it further
Transfer of
SEC. 6. And
enacted, That the surplus sum of two thousurplus
to pur- sand
sand dollars,
dollars, now
books of
of the
the treasury
the credit
credit of
to the
treasury to
on the
the books
now standing
standing on
clua'bookufor
chase bookfor
s
library
the joint
joint committee
library to carry out aacontract
the library
committee on the
enable the
fund to
to enable
of ConCon- aafund
library of
gress.
with William 11.
H. Powell,
Powell, authorized
authorized by aajoint resolution
resolution approved March
01. xm.
P. 570.
of some
for aapicture
picture illustrative
illustrative of
hundred and
ol.
xiii. p.
570. second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty -five, for
some
(said sum being in excess of the amount required to carry
naval victory, (said
transferred to the fund for the purchase of
said contract,)
contract,) is hereby transferred
out said
books for the library of
of' Congress.
surveyor at the port
SEC.
Pay of deputy
deputy
SEC. 7. And
And be it
it further enacted, That the deputy
deputy surveyor
port
surveyor at San Of
surveyor
of San Francisco be paid the same compensation annually that is now paid
Francisco.
collector at said port.
deputy collector
to the
the deputy
to
temporary clerks
the temporary
That the
enacted, That
further enacted,
Pay
SEC. 8.
8. And
be it
it further
clerks in the
And be
SEC.
Pay of tempois
as is
rary
clerks irn_ q
uartermaster-general's office
office shall
shall receive
the same
same compensation
compensation as
receive the
quartermaster-general's
qurtYerttester_
first-class clerks,
clerks, to
and after
of
first day of
after the first
from and
effect from
to take
take effect
to first-class
paid to
general's office.
office, paid
a sum sufficient
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, and a
sufficient to pay
appropriated.
the same is hereby appropriated.
Salaries of
SEC. 9. And
enacted, That the salary of the district
Sac.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
distriot
judges
district judges
judge of
district of
shall be
five thousand
The
thousand dollars. The
be five
California shall
of California
of the
the district
nited judge
of the United
Louisiana shall be four
salary of the district judge of the district of Louisiana
States courts,
courts.
thousand five hundred dollars. The salary
salary of the district judge of the
Massachusetts, northern,
district of Massachusetts,
northern, southern, and eastern districts
districts of New

Atlantic Cable.
ble.
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York,
western districts
of Pennsylvania,
the district
district of
saywics of
York, eastern and
and western
districts of
Pennsylvania, the
of MaryMary- .Salaries
of
land, northern district of
district of
districtjudges.
of Illinois,
Illinois, southern
southern district
of Ohio,
Ohio, and
and the
the district
district judges.
of New
New Jersey,
Jersey, shall
shall be
be four
thousand dollars
and the
salaries of
of
of
four thousand
dollars each;
each; and
the salaries
judges of
district shall
be three
the district
district judges
of every
every other
other district
shall be
three thousand
thousand five
five
hundred dollars each; and said salaries shall
compensation for
in full
full
shall be in full
full compensation
for To be
be in
all official
official services
services performed
by such
and shall
effect at
for
all official
all
performed by
such judges,
judges, and
shall take
take effect
at the
theofficial
for all
commencement
commencement of the next fiscal year, and no
no other allowance
allowance or
or payment
payment services.
travel, expenses,
and the
the amount
amount
shall be made
made to
to them
them for
for travel,
expenses, or
or otherwise;
otherwise; and
necessary to
herein provided
provided for
shall be
to pay
pay the
the increased
increased compensation
compensation herein
for shall
be
paid out of any money
money in
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
the treasury
treasury not
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That if the Supreme
SEC. 10. And be it further
Supreme Court shall Reporter
Reporter of
of
in
reporter to
to publish
for such
such rcisions
t
in any
any one
one year
year direct
direct its
its reporter
publish aasecond
second volume,
volume, for
decisions of the
thee
year, of its decisions, and if such second
second volume
volume shall be published if
u
secreo
m
ndvolau
n
me
ifsdecondvolumt
accordingly, an additional
additional sum of fifteen
fifteen hundred
be paid
paid said
said is
hundred dollars
dollars shall
shall be
is published in
reporter
the delivery
said reporter
reporter to
to the
cr et ary o
th eyear.
any year.
reporter therefor
therefor on
on the
delivery by
by said
the Se
Secretary
offthe
any
Interior, for distribution, according to
of three
three hundred
copies
to existing
existing laws, of
hundred copies
of such second volume
volume of said
said reports;
reports; and
and the
the amount
amount necessary
necessary to
to pay
pay
same is
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
the same
is hereby
SEC.
S
EC. 11.
11. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the notice required
required by the Notice to pub:
pubfourth section of the act entitled "
"An
An act to pay in
h
r
s
e
hs
e
s
'
i
s
on°a
fl
Grob
-e
in part
part for
for publishing
publishing g
lgressionl
Globe
the debates in Congress
Congress and for other
approved July
Appendix, to
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
July fourth,
fourth, and
andAppendix,
to
eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, is hereby given that Congress
i
n terminate
terminate agreeCongress will,
will,
0
. . in
ment.
two years from the close of the present Congress, abrogate
abrogate the provisions
ilea
n
4,.ch.
250, §4.
provisions 1864,
ch. 250,§4.

of the
and second
of
the first
first and
second sections
sections of
said act.
of said
act.
SEC.
enacted, That the Secretary of the Interior
S
EC. 12. And be it further
further enacted,
Interior
hereby authorized
is hereby
authorized to appoint in the office of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of
pensions, in addition to the clerks now authorized in said office, twentytwentyone;;twenty-four of class two;
eight clerks of class one
two; eighteen
eighteen of
of class
class
three; and ten of class four; said clerkships to expire at the
of two
two
the end
end of
years, and a
a sum sufficient to
of said
said clerks
clerks from
from the
the date
to pay the
the salaries
salaries of
date
appointment to the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
of their appointment
hundred and
and sixtysixtyseven, and for the fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth of
of June,
June, eighteen
ending the
the thirtieth
eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, be, and the same is hereby
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED,
1867.
APPROvED, March 2,
2, 1867.
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Be it enacted
and Rouse
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
United
the United
America in
Congress assembled,
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That all acts in relation to the All acts relativI
eto the interassessment,
return, collection,
collection, and
payment of
of the income
tax,
special
assessment, return,
and payment
in com et
ax ,
spec i
altax, tive
t
e
h
ve
tn
hu
ee
i?
a
terws
nal r
revenue
n
laws
and other annual taxes now by law required to be performed in
in the month now required
required to
of May, shall hereafter
corresponding days in the be done in
hereafter be performed on the corresponding
may
in May
to
month of March
performed
March in each year; all acts required to be pe
rfo rm ed in
i
n the done
1o
na
detr
e
e0.7t e
b
r
e
in
hereafte'ri
month of June, in relation to the collection
return, and
of said
Marchand April.
collection, return,
and payment
payment of
said MarchandApril.
taxes, shall hereafter
hereafter be performed on the corresponding days of the
the
month of April of each year: Provided,
Provided, That on and after the
on cotton.
cotton.
the first day
day Tax
Tax on
of September, eighteen
sixty-seven, a
a tax of two and one
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
one
half cents per pound only shall be levied, collected and paid on any cotcotton produced
produced within the United States.
States.
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
apothecaries, butchers,
S
EC. 2. And be it
enacted, That apothecaries,
butchers, confec- Additional
tioners, and plumbers, and gas-litters,
gas-titters, whose annual sales exceed twentytwenty_ special tax on
on
thousand dollars, shall pay, in
on t
pec i
al t
ax now re- no
to
ttec
erzic
e
o
s
:i.
five thousand
in additi
addition
too th
thee sspecial
tax
now re- bupthesri
con
quired by law, one dollar for every thousand
thousand dollars in excess of said fectioners,
fectioners,
twenty-five
dollars;; a
and
twen
t
y-five thousand
thousand dollars
nd the
th e taxes
t
axes on suc
sh
all be
be asas _pluV
e
rs, and
and
suchh excess
excess shall
plumbers,
sessed and paid in th
thee manner
manner p
sesA‘ed
rov id edi
he case
ofw
hol
esa l
e dealers.
how tobe
to
rs iie asasprovided
inn t
the
case of
wholesale
dealers. gas
gho
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That in all suits or proceedings
proceedings sewed
SEC. 3. And be it further
sessed and paid.
arising under
under the
th e internal
i
nt
erna lrevenue
l
aws, to
to which
w hi ch t
he U
ni
te d States
States is
i
s ney
D
ito
strri
e
cpo
ta
rtttorarising
revenue laws,
the
United
District
attorparty, and in all suits or proceedings
proceedings against a
collector or
other officer
suite
a collector
or other
officer of
of concerning
concerning suita
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the internal
internal revenue,
wherein a
district attorney
attorney shall
shall appear
appear for
the purfor the
purrevenue, wherein
a district
the
prosecuting or
defending, it
shall be
the duty
duty of
said attorney,
pose of prosecuting
or defending,
it shall
be the
of said
attorney,
commissioner. instead of reporting to the solicitor of the treasury, immediately at the
commissioner.
instead of reporting to the solicitor of the treasury, immediately at the
end
every term
court in
proceeding is
shall
is or
or shall
the court
in which
which said
said suit
suit or
or proceeding
end of
of every
term of
of the
be instituted,
forward to
commissioner of internal
internal revenue a
to the
the commissioner
a full
full
be
instituted, to
to forward
and particular
statement of
the condition
all such
of all
such suits
suits or
or proceedings
proceedings
particular statement
of the
condition of
and
appearing upon
of said
said court:
upon the
institucourt: Provided,
Provided, That
That upon
the instituupon the
the docket
docket of
appearing
attorney
it shall
shall be the duty
duty of
of said attorney
tion of any
any such suit or
or proceeding
proceeding it
to report
report to
said commissioner
commissioner the
the full
particulars relating
or
suit or
relating to
to such
such suit
full particulars
to
to said
Commissioner proceeding;
proceeding; and it shall
the duty
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revrevCommissioner
shall be
be the
duty of
en u e
Treasury) to establish
Secretary of the Treasury)
for
to
district
rules
attor- enue (with the approval
approval of the Secretary
formake
ditritaettornays
and
marsuch rules
rules and
and regulations,
regulations, not
not inconsistent
with law,
law, for
for the
the observance
observance
inconsistent with
neys and mar- such
shals respecting
marshals, respecting suits arisrespecting of revenue officers, district
district attorneys and marshals
quits;l
ing under
under the
revenue laws,
laws, in
in which
which the
-United States
States is
party,
ts;
ing
the internal
internal revenue
the United
is aaparty,
as may
may be
necessary for
of those
those officers
officers
for the
the just
just responsibility
responsibility of
as
be deemed
deemed necessary
and the
prompt collection
all revenues
and debts
and accruing
to
due and
accruing to
collection of
of all
revenues and
debts due
and
the prompt
States under such laws.
the United States
internal
to have charge SEC. 4. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
of all
real estate revenue shall have charge of all real estate which has been or shall be
of
all real estate
estate
which
has
been
or
shall
be
conveyeed
to
thet
revenue
shall
have
charge
of
all
real
nnivteed' ed to the,
States
assigned, set
or conveyed,
by purchase
purchase or
otherwise, to
to the
United
or otherwise,
the United
United
States assigned,
set off,
off, or
conveyed, by
under internal
States, in payment
payment of debts arising under the
the laws
laws relating
relating to
internal
to internal
revenue law, &c.
revenuelaw,&c. revenue,
revenue, and of all trusts created
created for the use
use of the
the United States,
States, in paypayment
of such
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
and, with
with the
the approval
approval of
ment of
such debts
debts due
due them;
them; and,
under
under internal
internal
revenue
revenue laws to

may sell
sell the
Treasury, may
and dispose
dispose of,
at public
may
the the
the Treasury,
may sell
sell and
of, at
less
public vendue,
vendue, upon
upon not
not less
same at public
ame at with
publicthe
than twenty days' notice,
auction
the than
notice, lands assigned
assigned or set off
off' to the United States in
mortgage or
or other
other security,
security,
of such
debts, or
vested in
such debts,
or vested
in them
them by
by mortgage
approval of the payment
payment of
Secretary of
for
the payment
payment of
of such
such debts;
and in
in cases
where real
estate has
has already
for the
debts; and
cases where
real estate
already
Treasury;
conveyance or otherwise,
Treasury;
become the property
property of the United States by conveyance
otherwise, in
payment
of or
or as
a debt
debt arising
arising under
under the
the laws
payment of
as security
security for
for a
laws relating
relating
to
revenue, and
shall have
have been
been paid,
paid, together
with the
to internal
internal revenue,
and such
such debt
debt shall
together with
the
interest
at the
the rate
rate of
of one
one per
month', to
to the
United
interest thereon,
thereon, at
per centum
centum per
per month,
the United
States, within
within two
two years
from the
the date
the acquisition
of such
real
such real
States,
years from
date of
of the
acquisition of
may release estate,
it shall
shall be
lawful for
estate, it
be lawful
the commissioner
commissioner of
revenue, with
for the
of internal
internal revenue,
with the
the
tokdebtor
lanld
approval of
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, to
to release
release by
by deed,
deed, or
or otherotherto
taken
debtor
upon
land
pay- approval
ment
of debt
debt aud
and wise
wise convey,
convey, such
such real
real estate
the debtor
whom it
it was
was taken,
taken, or
to
or to
from whom
estate to
to the
debtor from
mentof
his heirs or other
other legal representatives.
representatives.
interest,
Additional
S
EC. 5.
5. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
if the
manufacturer of
the manufacturer
of any
any
And be
be it
That if
SEC.
article upon which
a tax is required
by means
of aastamp
penalty upon
which a
required to be paid by
means of
stamp shall
shall
manufacturers
manufacturers
h
Have
ave sold
removed for
any such
such articles
without the
the
use of
of the
the use
articles without
for sale
sale any
sold or
or removed
selling, &c
&c. have
for „fling
a stamp proper
stamp, in
without a
proper stamp,
in addition
addition to
to the
the penalties
penalties now
imposed by
law for
now imposed
by law
for such
such
articles
sale or
it shall
shall be
be the
of the
the proper
assessor or
assistant
articles required
required sale
or removal,
removal, it
the duty
duty of'
proper assessor
or assistant
to be stamped.
assessor,
period of
of not
more than
than two
assessor, within
within aaperiod
not more
two years
years after
after such
such removal
removal
or
upon such
as he
to estimate
or sale,
sale, upon
such information
information as
he can
can obtain,
obtain, to
estimate the
the amount
amount of
of
the tax
to be
be paid,
the
tax which
which has
has been
been omitted
omitted to
paid, and
and to
to make
make an
an assessment
assessment
Proceedings
therefor, and
and certify
the same
same to
and the
subsequent proto the
the collector;
collector; and
the subsequent
proProceedings therefor,
certify the
in such cases,
cases.
ceedings for collection
reipects like
like those
the collection
collection
ceedings
collection shall be
be in
in all respects
those for
for the
of taxes upon manufactures
manufactures and productions.
productions.
S
EC. 6.
6. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
it shall
shall be
be lawful
lawful for
for the
cornthe cornSEC.
And be
it further
That it
Commissioner
may designate
missioner of internal revenue, whenever
whenever he shall deem it expedient, to
designate
any assistant asdesignate one or more of the assistant assessors in any collection district
makes- designate
sessor to make
assessments
assessments
to make assessments
assessments in any part of such collection district
district for
for all such
specified objects of taxation,
upon
specified
taxes as may be
be due
due upon
upon any
any specified
taxation, and in such
objects of
of taxaobjects
tion,
case
it shall
the duty
the other
other assistant
of such
such c
ollection
collection
assessors of
assistant assessors
duty of
of the
shall be
be the
case it
tion.
Otherassistant
designated all
Other
assistant district to report to the assistant assessor thus specially designated
assessors to re-.
assessors to
re- matters
which may
come to
their knowledge
knowledge relative
to
assessments to
any assessments
to any
relative to
to their
may come
matters which
to repseors
port.
Provided, That whenever
whenever two or more
more districts or parts
Assistant as- be made by him: Provided,
sessor may act of districts are
lawful for such
asare embraced
embraced within
within one county
county it may
may be
be lawful
such asanywhere in
anywhere
county,
sistant assessor
assessor or
anywhere within such
to make assessment anywhere
or assessors
assessors to
county, where, sistant
&o.
county upon such specified objects of taxation as he may be by said corn&o.
,

.
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missioner required:
further, That
such assessment
be
assessment shall
shall be
That such
required: Provided,
Provided, further,
missioner
returned to
to the
the assessor
such taxes
taxes are
payable.
are payable.
in which
which such
of the
the district
district in
assessor of
returned
S
EC. 7.
7. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
of internal
internal
the commissioner
commissioner of
That the
And be
be it
it further
SEC.
revenue,
with the
the approval
of the
the Treasury,
is hereby
revenue, with
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury, is
hereby
authorized
to pay
such sums,
sums, not
not exceeding
exceeding in
the aggregate
the amount
amount
aggregate the
in the
pay such
authorized to
appropriated
in his
judgment be
be deemed
for
necessary for
deemed necessary
his judgment
may in
as may
therefor, as
appropriated therefor,
detecting
and bringing
bringing to
violatpersons guilty
guilty of
of violatand punishment
punishment persons
to trial
trial and
detecting and
jug
the internal
internal revenue
revenue laws,
laws, or
or conniving
conniving at
at the
the same
in cases
where
cases where
same in
ing the
such expenses
are not
not otherwise
for by
law. And
And fbr
for this
purthis purby law.
provided for
otherwise provided
such
expenses are
pose
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated one
hundred thousand
so
or so
thousand dollars, or
one hundred
pose there
there is
much
may be
any money
in the
treasury not
the treasury
out of
of any
money in
as may
be necessary,
necessary, out
much thereof
thereof as
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Return.
Return.
Commissioner
Commissioner

1
!
dePctiounmad
f
m
oreY..,
new
ee
'
tieo
u
n
ma
e
nd
trial of persons

nv al I
a
re
t u
i
n
e
t
e
r
interviolating
laws, &c.
&c.
laws,
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

otherwise
appropriated.
othorwise appropriated.
Sac. 8.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That hereafter
hereafter for
for
for any failure
failure to pay Penalty for
enacted, That
8. And
And be
SEC.
aw, n
o
e eaorfa
x
any
internal revenue
revenue tax
at the
time and
l
ttlaymaishrirae
"eglectorfilure
by law,
the manner
manner required by
the time
and in the
tax at
any internal
where
such failure
failure creates
of ten
per centum
centum quired,
Tared, to be
penalty of
ten per
be
where such
creates a
a liability
liability to
to pay
pay aapenalty
additional
amount of
of tax
due and
rive per cent and
and
per- five
the person
person or perand unpaid,
unpaid, the
tax so
so due
the amount
upon the
additional upon
interest.
sons
neglecting to pay said tax, instead of ten per centum as
so failing or
or neglecting
sons so
aforesaid,
five per
per centum,
interest at
at
together with
with interest
of five
centum, together
shall pay
pay aapenalty
penalty of
aforesaid. shall
inte
re t
the rate of one per centum
centum per month upon said tax from the time the afo rNo
No
a interest
i
ya t
f
ec
mn n
a
.
any
fraction
same
became due, but no interest
interest for
de- for
for any
any fraction
fraction of aamonth shall be desame became
fa
manded.
manded.
Sac. 9.
"An act to Act of 1864,
SEC.
9. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the act entitled "An
provide
internal revenue to support
support the government,
government, to pay interest on ch.
oh. 173.
173. „
provide internal
the public debt, and for other purposes," approved
approved June thirty,
eighteen 223,
2287,,:
mxei
ggl
thirty, eighteen
amended.
subsequently amended, be, and the same is
hundred and sixty-four, as subsequently
:hereby, amended
amended as follows, viz :—
22
amended by striking out, after the words, Section 22
That section twenty-two be amended
amended.
edpp.
"
assistant assessor,"
assessor," and
before the
word "actually,"
"actually," the
the words
words "
four doldol- amende
"four
" asistant
and before
the word
a, . 104
104,
1os.
" five dollars 105.
lars
day," and inserting in lieu thereof the words "
lars for
for every
every day,"
out the
for
every day";
and further
the following
following words:
words: "And
"And Pay ofassistof assistby striking
striking out
day"; and
further by
for every
-1ant may be allowed, in the settlement ortheir accounts, tne tfiayses
assessors
to
assistant
as Yasr st oa
assistant assessors
assessors may
be allowed, in the settlement of their accounts, be five eSdollars
a
not exshall approve,
such
as the
commissioner of
of internal
approve, not
ex- day, from
from and
and
internal revenue
revenue shall
such sum
sum as
the commissioner
after March,
after March,
rent; but
but no
ceeding
dollars per
per annum,
annum, for
for office
no account
account8
office rent;
hundred dollars
ceeding three
three hundred
1867.
for
rent shall
be allowed
allowed or
paid until
have been
for such
such office
office rent
shall be
or paid
until it
it shall
shall have
been vonveri- Allowance for
tied
in
such
mariner
as
the
commissioner
of
internal
revenue
may
require,
office
rent, &c.
&c.
office
may
require,
fied in such manner as the commissioner of internal revenue
discontinued.
and
shall have
have been
been audited
by the
officers of
of the
thediscontinued.
the proper
proper officers
approved by
audited and
and approved
and shall
when employed
employed outside
outside of
of
Treasury Department;
and assistant
assistant assessors,
assessors, when
Treasury
Department; and
to the
the town
town in
in which
they reside,
in addition
addition to
the compensation
compensation which
which they
they
the
which they
reside, in
during such
such time
time so
so employed,
are
now allowed
law, shall,
are now
allowed by
by law,
shall, during
employed, receive
receive one
one
upon compensation
take effect
day." This
dollar per
per day."
This amendment
amendment shall
shall take
effect upon
compensation Amendment.
Amendment.
dollar
for
the month
of March,
March, eighteen
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
for the
mouth of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and therethereafter.
after.
section twenty-four
twenty-four be amended by inserting
proviso to said Section
Section 24.
inserting in the proviso
That section
p. 106.
Section, after
word "
spirits," wherever
it occurs,
the words
words "or
"or other
other Ante,
section,
after the
the word
"spirits,"
wherever it
occurs, the
Ante,
p.
1s06
Commissions
Commissions

s

articles."

on articles

shipped, &c.
following words:
out the
by striking
striking out
forty be
amended by
That section
That
section forty
be amended
the following
words:&c.
shipped,
Section
40.
Section
clijoi.:1
.p.
402
.
38.
"
That in
die, resign,
and inserting
"That
in case
case aacollector
collector shall
shall die,
resign, or
or be
be removed,"
removed," and
inserting Vol.
Vol
xiii.p.
238
in
"That in
in case
case of
of a
vacancy occurring
in the
the office
offi ce Vacancy
in lieu
lieu th
thee following:
following: "That
a vacancy
occurring in
Vacancy in
in
office of coloffice
colof
by reason
reason of
of death,
or any
any other
other cause."
cause."
collector by
death, or
of collector
lector.
That section
section seventy-three
by striking
out all
after the
That
seventy-three be
be amended
amended by
striking out
all after
the Section 73.
the following:
following: That any Ante, p. 113.
and inserting
lieu thereof
enacting
clause, and
enacting clause,
inserting in
in lieu
thereof the
person
who shall
shall exercise
carry on
any trade,
or profession
profession,,exercising
Pernalt
person who
exercise or
or carry
on any
trade, business,
business, or
aty for
fao
any
P en
or do
any act
ere i
na ft er m
entio ne d, for
f
or the
exercising, carrying
car rying on
t
ra d
e,
&c.withor
do any
act h
hereinafter
mentioned,
the exercising,
on,,or trade,
&c.
doing of
of w
hi cha
pec i
altax
t
ax is
i
s imposed
i
m p
ose d by
by l
aw ,
w ith ou tpayment
paymen tth
ereo f, out payment of
without
thereof,
law,
doing
which
a s
special
as in
behalf requ
i
re d, s
hall, f
or every
ever y suc
h offence,
offence, besides
besides being
being tx;
xi
as
in that
that behalf
required,
shall,
for
such
liable to
to the payment
payment of
of the tax,
tax, be
be subject
to aa fine
or penalty
of not
subject to
fine or
penalty of
not
such person
dollars. And
less than
than ten
ten or
more than
than five
hundred dollars.
And if
if such
person upon mannmann or more
five hundred
less
facturers
of
a
c
e
t
e
u
o
r
,e snuff
ee
eftoor
shall
be aa manufacturer
shall be
manufa ct
ur
er of
of tobacco,
t
obacco, snuff,
snuff, or
or a
wholesale or
b
or cigars,
cigars, or
a wholesale
or fit
bacco
snuff,
or
retail dealer in liquor,
liquor, he shall be further liable to imprisonment
imprisonment for a
acigars, or dealliquors.
er s in liquors.
term not less than sixty days and not exceeding
exceeding two years.
ens
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That
seventy-nine be
be amended
In paragraph
four,
amended as
as follows:
follows: In
paragraph four,
That section
section seventy-nine
by striking
out the
the following
words: ""In
In quantities
quantities of
of more
than three
three
by
striking out
following words:
more than
s
gallons
at one
same time
to the
same purchaser,
purchaser, or."
In paraparaor." In
the same
time to
the same
one and
and the
gallons at
"In quantities
graph five, by
by striking out
out the following words:
words: "In
quantities of three
three
gallons
less." In paragraph
by adding
adding thereto
thereto the
gallons or
or less."
paragraph thirty-one
thirty-one by
the following:
following:

Manufactures "Provided,
Manufactures
shall be required of
of any
person for
the
"Provided, That no special tax shall
any person
for the

of butter and

manufacture
of butter
butter or
or cheese."
In paragraph
inserting
by inserting
thirty-two, by
paragraph thirty-two,
cheese." In
manufacture of
after
the words
garden"" and
and before
before the
the word
who," the
the words
words "
" or
or
after the
words "
"garden
word "
" who,"
travelling
peddling fruits,
and confecconfectravelling on
on foot
foot and
and peddling
fruits, vegetables,
vegetables, pies,
pies, cakes,
cakes, and
tionery."
lers.
tionery."
That section
section ninety
inserting after
cigars,"
after the
the word
word "
" cigars,"
ninety be
be amended
amended by inserting
Section 90.
That
Ante,
p.
125.
Ante,
p. 125.of and
and before the first proviso in
in said section,
section, the words
words ""and
and all
all proceedings
proceedings
Forfeiture
Forfeiture of
relating to
of distilled
shall apply
apply to
tobacco,
to tobacco,
spirits shall
and sale
sale of
distilled spirits
to forfeiture
forfeiture and
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, relating
and cigars.
snuff, and
and cigars."
cigars."
That section
section ninety-four
ninety-four be
Section 94
That
be amended
amended as
as follows:—
follows: Section
may be
changed.
By striking
striking out,
in the
the paragraph
relating
to gas,
until
may
be
changed.
By
out,
in
paragraph
relating
to
gas, the
the words
words ""and
and until
Ante,
128.
Ante, p.
p. 128.
the thirtieth
day of
of April,
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven."
sixty-seven."
on gas to the
hundred and
thirtieth day
Tax on
consumers.
consumers.
to " sugar and sugar refiners,"
[By striking out] the paragraphs relating to"
refiners,"
Tax on sugars,
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the words:
words: -—
inserting in
&o.ax on sugars,and
"
On all
sugars produced
from the
the sugar-cane,
sugar-cane, and
and not
not from
from sorghum
or
Ante, p. 129.
"On
all sugars
produced from
sorghum or
imphee,
the refiner,
refiner, a
cent per
per
imphee, other
other than
than those
those produced
produced by
by the
a tax
tax of
of one
one cent
pound."
pound."
"
refined sugars, and on the
sugar refineries,
refineries, not
" On refined
the products
products of
of sugar
not including
sirup or molasses,
two per
per centum
ad valorem:
cluding sirup
molasses, a
a tax
tax of
of two
centum ad
valorem: Provided,
Provided,
That every
shall be
as a
sugar refiner,
the taxes
taxes
refiner, and
and pay
pay the
be regarded
regarded as
a sugar
every person
person shall
Who to be re- That
garded as na su- required by law, whose business it is to advance
advance the quality and value of
gar refiner.
gar
refiner.
sugar
by melting
melting and
sugar by
and recrystallization,
recrystallization, or by liquoring, claying, or other
chemical or mechanical means, or who
washing process, or by any other chemical
shall by
by boiling
other process
sugar from
from or
advance the
the quality
quality
shall
boiling or
or other
process extract
extract sugar
or advance
concentrated molasses,
melado."
or value of
of molasses,
molasses, concentrated
molasses, or melado."
!wawa.
Wood screws.
Also, in the paragraph
paragraph relating to wood screws,
screws, by striking out the
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 130.
ISO. word "
" ten"
and inserting
ten "and
inserting "five
"five ;"
;"
Also, by striking out the paragraph
paragraph relating to "gunpowder,"
"gunpowder," and
inserting
thereof the following:
following:-—
inserting in lieu thereof
Gunpowder.
Gunpowder.
"On
"
On gunpowder,
gunpowder, canister powder, five cents per pound
sporting
pound;;sporting
Ante,
130.
Ante, p.
p. 130.
powder in kegs, one cent per pound; blasting powder in kegs or casks,
cent per pound."
one half cent
Cigarettes, ci- • Also,
Cigarettes,
Also, by
by striking
striking out
out all
all from
from the
cigarettes or
or small
small cigars,"
in
the words
words "
" cigarettes
cigars," in
gars,
arso and
and chehe- the first paragraph
paragraph relating to cigars, down to and including the words
roots.
"
twenty per
centum ad
ad valorem
on the
in the
value thereof,"
thereof," in
the last
last
valorem on
the market
market value
" twenty
per centum
Ante, p. 133.
paragraph relating
relating to cigars, and inserting in lieu thereof the following:following :—
"
On cigarettes, cigars, and
cheroots of all descriptions,
descriptions, made of
"On
and cheroots
of totobacco or any substitute therefor,
therefor, five
thousand."
bacco
five dollars
dollars per
per thousand."
further amended
amended so
so that in lieu of
of the
the taxes
taxes
Section 94 fur- That section ninety-four
ninety-four be
be further
ther
amended.
ther amended.
now provided
merchandise hereinafter
provided by law upon the goods, wares, and merchandise
hereinafter
Ante, pp. 131,
mentioned, which
which shall
shall be
and sold,
sold, or
manufactured or
or made
be manufactured
or be
be produced
produced and
1 mentioned,
132.
and sold, or be consumed or used by the manufacturer
manufacturer or producer thereof,
consumption or
or removed
removed for
for consumption
or use,
use, or
or for delivery
delivery for others than
than agents
of the manufacturer
manufacturer or producer
producer within the United States or territories
following taxes, to
thereof, there shall be assessed, collected,
collected, and
and paid the
the following
to
be paid by the producer
producer or manufacturer
manufacturer thereof, that is to say:
say: —
India-rubber
India-rubber
On boots and shoes, made wholly or in part of India-rubber, two per
per
boots,
&o.
boots, &o.
centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
Hats, caps,
On hats, caps, bonnets, and hoods of all descriptions,
descriptions, two per centum
bonnets,
bonnets, &c.
&c.
ad valorem.
ad
valorem.
Hoop-skirts.
Hoop-skirts.
On hoop-skirts
hoop-skirts two per centum ad valorem.
Loather and
On leather
Leather
leather of all descriptions, and goat, deer, calf, kid, sheep, horse,
skins.
skin.
hog, and dog skins, tanned
tanned or partially tanned, curried, finished,
finished, or in the
rough, two and one half per centum ad valorem.

cheese.
Certain vendCertain
ers not
to be
ere
not to
be
deemed pedpeddeemed
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On
exclusively of
of glass,
than window
window glass,
On manufactures
manufactures exclusively
glass, other
other than
glass, three
three
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
per
valorem.
On manufactures
manufactures of wool, or of which wool is the chief component
component
material, or
the component
component material
of chief
half per
material,
or the
material of
chief value,
value, two
two and
and a
a half
per
centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
That section
section ninety-four
be amended
amended by
by adding
adding to
to the
the end
of said
said
That
ninety-four be
end of
words: "But
"But no
tax shall
shall be
be imposed
imposed upon
upon the
resection the
the following
following words:
no tax
the redy[e]ing or reprinting of
dy[e]ing
of cloths or
or other articles."
articles."
by inserting
words ""and
and
That section
section ninety-six
ninety-six be
be amended
amended by
inserting after
after the
the words
also
and articles,"
articles," and
and before
words
also all goods, wares,
wares, and
and merchandise,
merchandise, and
before the
the words
"made or manufactured
"made
manufactured from materials,"
materials," the words
named
words "
" not
not specially
specially named
and
and which
are."
and taxed,
taxed, and
which are."
That
striking out
out the
the
That section
section one hundred
hundred and
and three
three be
be amended
amended by
by striking
"three"
word "
three" where it occurs in the second proviso, and inserting the
the
words "
striking out
until the
" two and
and a
a half," and
and by
by striking
out the
the words
words "
" until
the thirtieth
thirtieth

day of
of April,
eighteen hundred
sixty-seven."ferries,
day
April, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-seven."
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Manufactures
Manufactures

of
except,
f glass,
glass, except,
&c.;

a
of wool.
wool.

No
upon
No tax
tax upon
the
redyeing
the or
redyeing

or

reprinting of
cloths.
cloths.
Section 96.
96.
Section
xiii.tp.
p. 272.
Vol. xiii.
272.
pions
from
from tax.
taxion

Section 103.
Section
103.
p. 136.
Ante p.
136
Tax on
receiptsonof
grt
o
otsreceipts oftollroads,
roads, ferries,
and bridges.

That schedule B, in relation to stamp duties, named
in section
one hunhun- an"sbrhde.
Schedule B.
named in
section one
dred and fifty-one, be amended by striking out of said schedule the
the words
docuwords Legal
Legal docu' legal documents,"
"
documents," and all thereafter, and inserting in lieu thereof the
ente•
the Im
ments.
following:
following: "Provided,
"Provided, That the
foregoing Tax
manithe stamp duties imposed
imposed by
by the
the foregoing
Tax on
on manischedule (B)
(B) on manifests, bills of
passage tickets,
tickets, shall
shall not
not feats,
to
apschedule
of lading,
lading, and
and passage
fests, not
not
to
apy ,&c.
apply
between ports
the United
States ply
apply to
to steamboats
steamboats or
or vessels
vessels plying
plying between
ports of
of the
United States
&
America: And
xand ports of
of British North
North America:
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That all
all Affidavits
Affidavits e
exempt from stamp
affidavits
ty.
stm
affidavits shall be exempt from stamp duty."
duty.
" probate No stamp for
Also by inserting at the end of the last paragraph
paragraph relating to "
for
of
of' will,"
will," the following words: ""Provided,
robate of wills,
wills,
Provided, That
That no
no stamp either
either for
for probate
probate P
probate
do.estate
unlessexvalue
of wills, or letters testamentary,
testamentary, or of administration,
administration, or on administrator
administrator of
'estate
exval
or guardian bond, shall be required
required when the value of
ef- ceeds $1,000;
$1,000;
of the
the estate
estate and effects, real and personal,
personal, does not exceed
exceed one thousand
thousand dollars:
Provided
dollars: Provided
further,
shall be
be required
any papers
further, That
That no
no stamp
stamp tax
tax shall
required upon
upon any
papers necessary
necessary none
none upon pa.
papens for collectto be used for the collection from the government of claims by soldiers or pnegfor
collecl ing soldiers'
their legal representatives
United States, for pensions,
representatives of the United
pensions back pay,
pay, claims
claims on
on govbounty,
lost in
in the
the service.
service. The
The reduction
reduction of
of!taxes
taxes propro- ernment
bounty, or for
for property
property lost
ernment for
for pay,
pay,
pensions, &c.
vided
after March
one, eighteen
When this
vidcd in this section
section shall take
take effect
effect on
on and
and after
March one,
eighteen PWhsen't&is
hundred
and sixty-seven."
sixty-seven." effect.
hundred and
takes effect.
SEC.
S
EC. 10. And be itfurther
it further enacted, That
to the
the act
1866,
That the
the act amendatory
amendatory to
act Act
Act of
of 1866,
entitled
" An act to provide internal revenue
ante,
entitled "
revenue to support the government, p.
ch.98,184,
amended.
ante,
p
to pay interest
interest on the public debt, and for other purposes,"
purposes," appro
ved J
un e ' 98, amended.
approved
June
thirty, eighteen hundred and
approved July
eighteen Amendments.
Amendments.
and sixty-four
sixty-four,'approved
July thirteen,
thirteen, eighteen
hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, be amended
amended as follows,
follows, viz: -—
That section
section ten be amended by adding after the
in the
the word "
" pupils," in
the Section
Section 10.
10.
of said
the words
"but not
not including
incl udi ng distilled
di still ed147.Ate,
Ante, p.
p. 147.
sixth paragraph of
said section,
section, the
words "but
Articles,
&c.
spirits, mineral
mineral oil,
oil, tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, and
cigars."
exemptirom
from
and cigars."
exempt
Also, by striking out in the paragraph
paragraph relating
monuments, after
the taxation.
taxation.
relating to monuments,
after the
word
word ""monuments,"
monuments," where it first occurs, the words "of
"of stone."
stone."
That section eighteen
eighteen be amended by adding thereto the following: Section
Section 18.
18.
""Provided,
Provided, That the exemption herein
herein shall not apply
apply to
to tob
acco ,
snu ff,152.Ante, p.
tobacco,
snuff,
p. 152.
manufactured, or spirits
spi rits distilled,
distilled, or
pet
ro l
eum re
fi ne d, e
ith er i
and cigars
cigars manufactured,
or petroleum
refined,
either
inn maPoducts of
colleges."
or for such schools and colleges."
schools.
schools.
hereby amended
there- section
19
That section nineteen
nineteen is hereby
amended by adding the following
following thereSection 19.
to: ""And no suit for the purpose of restraining
to;
restraining the assessment or
collec- Ante, p.
p. 152.
or collec152.
tion of tax shall be maintained
yc
our t."Suits.
maintained in
in an
any
court."
Suits.
forty-three be amended
That section forty-three
amended by striking out the last two sensen- Section 48.
48.
tences.
tences.
Ante,
Ante, pp. 162,
162,
163.
Amend section
section forty-eight of the act relating to internal revenue,
revenue, ap- Section 48.
proved July
thirtee nth, e
i
g ht een hundred
hun dre dan
dsixty-six,
si
x ty- si
x,so
to insert
i
nsert in
in164.Ante,
July thirteenth,
eighteen
and
so as
as to
Ante, p.
p. 164.
e
a
rx
be
o
e
n
r
,
beer,
e,
"thirds"
the proviso the word "
thirds" after
after [the] word
word "halves,"
"halves," and before
before la _T
Taxon
beer,
the word
word "quarter[s],"
the
"quarter[ s]," and
an d a
l
so amend
amen d it
t
riki ng ou
th
e words
g
rter, &c.
also
it by
by s
striking
outtthe
words po
porter,
&c. e
more than
"more
than one quarter and not more than one half shall be accounted
accounted

.1'.721Tatoorf
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one
"more than
than one
quarter and
and not
not more
one third
one half,"
half," and
and insert
insert "more
one quarter
more than
than one
third
shall be accounted
accounted one third, and
third and
and less
less than
and more
more than
than one
one third
than one
one
accounted one
Provided, That
of
half shall be accounted
one half": Provided,
That fractional
fractional parts
parts of
and not
not more
half
barrels containing more
more than
than one
one quart[er]
quart[er] and
more than
than one
one half
accounted one half,
half, and
and pay
pay tax
as such
such until
until June
June first,
first, eighteen
eighteen
shall be accounted
tax as
hundred and
sixty-seven.
and sixty-seven.
Additional srar- S
EC. 11. And be it further
enacted, That
on and
and after
March first,
SEC.
further enacted,
That on
after March
first,
tcles
tides and prod- ei
ghteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, in
to the
in addition
addition to
the articles
articles now
now exempt
exempt
exempt
nets exempt
beighteen
by
law, the
the articles
products hereinafter
enumerated shall
be exempt
exempt
from internal
by law,
articles and
and products
hereinafter enumerated
shall be
tax,
from
namely: -taL
from internal
internal tax,
tax, namely:
Alcoholic and
ethereal vegetable
vegetable extracts,
when solid
solid and
used solely
solely
Alcoholic
and ethereal
extracts, when
and used
for
medicinal purposes;
purposes;
for medicinal
for seines,
seines, twine,
and lines
lines of
of all
all kinds;
Bale rope, seines
seines and
and netting
netting for
twine, and
kinds;
band, sheet, and
iron of
all des
criptions, and
and iron
iron
Bar, rod, hoop, band,
and plate
plate iron
of all
descriptions,
prepared for the manufacture
Provided, That
That the
manufacture of
of steel: Provided,
the exemption
exemption
aforesaid shall be confined exclusively
articles in
in the
the state
and conexclusively to said articles
state and
condition specified
specified in the foregoing
foregoing enumeration, and shall not
not be
be construed
construed
as exempting spikes, nails, or any other manufactures
of iron
from the
manufactures of
iron from
the
taxes now imposed by
by law;
law;
blocks ;.
Brush blocks;
Canned and preserved
preserved meats, and shell-fish;
shell-fish;
Carbolic
Carbolic acid and carbolate
carbolate of lime, used solely for disinfectants;
disinfectants;
Carpet-bag and
and cabar
cabar frames.
frames.
Carpet-bag
vegetables and
Canned and preserved
preserved vegetables
and fruits;
fruits;
Casks, churns, barrels, wooden
brushes and
and broom
broom handles,
tanks and
wooden brushes
handles, tanks
and
kits made of
kinds, bungs
bungs and
and pl
ug s,
of wood,
wood, including cooperage
cooperage of
of all
all kinds,
plugs,
packing boxes, nest boxes, and match
matchboxes,
whether made
made of
of wood
wood or
or
boxes, whether
other materials;
materials; wooden hames, plough-beams,
plough-beams, split-bottom chairs,
chairs, and
and
turned materials
materials for the same unmanufactured,
unmanufactured, and
saddle-trees made
and saddle-trees
made of
of
wood, and match boxes heretofore made on which a
tax has
has not
a tax
not been
been
paid;
Castings of iron, copper, or brass made for machinery,
machinery, cars
cars or scales,
scales,
and castings made to form a
a part of any article upon
finished
upon which,
which, in
in a
a finished
state, aatax is assessed and paid;
paid;
Cast-iron hollow ware, and cast-iron hollow
hollow ware tinned,
tinned, enamelled,
enamelled, jajapanned, or galvanized;
galvanized;
Clock trimmings, namely: Clock work, clock pillars, sash fastenings
fastenings for
for
clocks, winding
winding keys, verges, and
pendulum rods;
and pendulum
rods;
Clothing or articles of dress
dress not specially
specially enumerated,
made by
by sewing,
enumerated, made
sewing,
for the wear
wear of men, women, or children, from cloths or fabrics on which
which
aatax or duty has been paid;
paid;
Coffee mills, coffee
coffee grinders and roasters, and
apple-paring machines;
and apple-paring
machines;
Copper bottoms for articles used for domestic and culinary purposes;
purposes;
Doors, window-sash, blinds, frames, and sills of whatever
material;
whatever material;
Drain, gas, and water pipe made of
of wood,
wood, or cement;
cement;
Frames and handles for saws and buck-saws;
buck-saws;
Glue and gelatine, of all descriptions,
descriptions, in the solid state;
state;
Glue and cement made wholly or in part of glue in the liquid state;
state;
Horse-rakes, horse-powers,
Horse-rakes,
horse-powers, tedders, hames, scythe-snaths,
scythe-snaths, hay-forks,
hoes, and portable grinding mills;
Horse-blankets, made from cloth
Horse-blankets,
cloth on which aa tax or
or duty
duty has
has been
been
paid;
paid;
Licorice
Licorice and licorice paste;
paste;
Magnesium
Magnesium lamps;
lamps;
Manufactures
of jute;
jute;
Manufactures of
Molasses,
Molasses, concentrated
concentrated molasses or melado, sirup of molasses or sugarsugarcane juice, and cistern bottoms;
bottoms;
Oil, naphtha, benzine,
benzine, benzole, or gasoline, marking
marking more
than seventy
more than
seventy
degrees
Baume's hydrometer, the product of the distillation, or redistilladegrees Baurne's
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tion or
or refining,
crude petroleum,
crude oil
oil produced
by a
Articles, &c.
&c.
tion
refining, of
of crude
petroleum, or
or of
of crude
produced by
a single
single exernpt
Articles,
from indistillation of coal, shale, peat, asphaltum,
asphaltum, or other bituminous
ternal ta
tax m i
bituminous substansubstan- texmptfr
ces;
ces;
Palm-leaf and straw, bleached,
Palm-leaf
bleached, split,
or advanced
advanced by
by being
split, prepared,
prepared, or
being
braided
not made
made up
into hats,
hats, bonnets
or hoods;
hoods;
braided or
or woven,
woven, but
but not
up into
bonnets or
Potato
hooks, pitchforks,
and spading
forks;
Potato hooks,
pitchforks, manure
manure and
spading forks;
Pottery
of all
all descriptions,
including stone,
earthen, brown
Pottery ware
ware of
descriptions, including
stone, earthen,
brown and
and
yellow
earthen, and
or gray
gray stone
yellow earthen,
and common
common or
stone ware;
ware;
Rock
Rock and
and root
root diggers
diggers or
or excavators;
excavators;
Root-beer
small beer;
beer;
Root-beer and
and other
other small
Salt;
Salt;
Soap,
bars, sold
sold for
for less
cents per
per pound;
pound;
Soap, common
common brown,
brown, in
in bars,
less than
than seven
seven cents
Saws for cotton
cotton gins, when used
used by
by the
the maker, in the manufacture
manufacture of
of
gins;
gins;
engines, and hydraulic
rams;
Pumps, garden engines,
hydraulic rams;
School-room seats and desks, blackboards,
blackboards, and
and globes of
of all
all kinds;
kinds;
wheelbarrows, and
Sleds, wheelbarrows,
made of
of wood;
and handcarts,
handcarts, and fence
fence made
wood;
Soles and heel-taps made of India-rubber
India-rubber or
India-rubber and
other
or of
of India-rubber
and other
materials
materials; ;
Shirt fronts
cuffs for
for shirts,
shirts, except
except those
fronts or bosoms, wristbands
wristbands or
or cuffs
those made
made
of
paper;
of paper;
Spiral springs used in
manufacture of
in the
the manufacture
of furniture;
furniture;
Stove polish or other manufacture
exclusively of
buck-saws,
manufacture exclusively
of plumbago,
plumbago, buck-saws,
stump machines,
potato diggers;
diggers ;
machines, potato
Steel of all descriptions, whether made from
blooms, slabs,
slabs,
from muck-bar,
muck-bar, blooms,
loops,
loops, or otherwise;
otherwise;
Scythes;
Scythes;
Straw or binder's
binder's board and binder's cloth, and straw wrapping
wrapping paper;
paper;
Tags for merchandise
merchandise and direction
direction of cloth, paper or
or metal, whether
whether
blank or printed; thimble
thimble skeins and pipe boxes, made of iron;
iron;
Tin-ware
Tin-ware for domestic and culinary purposes
purposes; ;
Ultramarine
Ultramarine blue;
blue;
Varnish;
Varnish ;
Wagons,
Wagons, carts, and drays, made to be used for farming, freighting,
freighting, or
lumber purposes;
purposes;
clothes-wringing machines, zinc
Washing, mangling, and clothes-wringing
washboards,
zinc washboards,
spinning and flax wheels, hand reels, hand looms, wooden knobs and beehives
hives; ;
Provided,
aforesaid shall, in all
Provided, That the exemptions aforesaid
Exempttionse
all cases, be confined Exemptions
confined
toatar
arti-'exclusively to
said articles
state and
condition specified
specified in
the forefore- cj
e
n
s
fii
n
n
edwhat"
who
to said
articles in
in the
the state
and condition
in the
cles
in
going enumeration,
enumeration, and shall not extend to articles in any other form, nor condition.
to manufactures
manufactures from said articles.
SEC.
enacted, That there shall be levied,
S
EC. 12. And be it further enacted,
levied, collected,
brandy
collected, f Ts
Tax on brandy
oneedollar
and paid on brandy
brandy made from grapes, on
doll ar p
er gallon;
ga ll on; and
an dif
on
Peflatrior
per
if any
any f'r
Pensifor
person shall knowingly
knowingly manufacture,
manufacture, compound,
compound, put up,
up, sell,
sell, or dispose of,
of, making, selling,
or cause
up, sold,
or disposed
of, or
m
.as
n
arae
n
st y
cause to
to be manufactured,
manufactured, compounded,
compounded, put
put up,
sold, or
disposed of,
or te
&c.
as rbrandy
aid or
or assist
assist therein, any fluid as or for or under or with the name of fluid fiot
not Preally
aid
rea'lly
brandy made from grapes
grapes which
which shall not be really such, he shall,
shall, on such.
exceeding
conviction thereof, be punished
punished for each offence by aa fine not exceeding
one thousand
imprisonment not exceeding
thousand dollars, and by imprisonment
exceeding one year, or
or

both said punishments, in the discretion of the court, and any such simulated or compounded fluid as aforesaid shall be forfeited to the United
States.
SEC.
further enacted, That the act entitled
entitled "
S
EC. 13. And be it further
" An act
act to
to
provide internal
internal revenue
revenue to support the government, to pay interest
interest on
on
the public debt, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June thirty, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, and as subsequently
subsequently amended, be further amended
amended
as follows, namely:
-—
namely :
Income. - That section one hundred and sixteen be amended
_Income.—
amended by
by striking
striking

Simulated
be for-

lated
both said
or compounded
punishments, fluid
i
n thas
e di
af
scre
oresa
ti on
id osf
ha
thlle b
cour
e f
or
t, f
e
an
it e
d
dant
o
y th
suc
eh
United
si
mu -f
t
i
i
ittlt
imulat
obe ed
i
forflidto

Further
amendments
amendments to
to
t
.
o

lire5riZatti2s
ianterneltaeins
1854,
173.
1864, ch. 173.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 223.
22a
Income tax.
tax.
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Section 116.
out all
all after
and inserting,
inserting, in
thereof, as follows
lieu thereof,
in lieu
clause and
enacting clause
the enacting
after the
116. out
Section
Vol.
xiii. p.
p. 281.
281. That
That there
collected, and paid annually upon the gains,
levied, collected,
be levied,
shall be
there shall
Vol. xiii.
profits, and
and income
of every
every person
person residing
the United States,
States, or of
in the
residing in
income of
profits,
any citizen
United States
from
whether derived from
abroad, whether
residing abroad,
States residing
the United
of the
citizen of
any
any kind
of property,
rents, interest,
or salaries, or from any
any
dividends, or
interest, dividends,
property, rents,
kind of
any
Rate.
profession,
trade,
or vocation, carried on in the United States,
employment, or
trade, employment,
profession,
Rate.
Amount
Amount exexempt.
or
or from
any other
whatever, a
tax of
five per
per centum
centum
of five
a tax
source whatever,
other source
from any
elsewhere, or
or elsewhere,
ampt.
on
the amount
amount so
so derived
derived over
over one
one thousand
dollars, and aalike tax shall
thousand dollars,
on the
be
levied, collected,
and paid
annually upon the gains, profits, and income
paid annually
collected, and
be levied,
of
every business,
business, trade,
or profession
on in the United States by
carried on
profession carried
trade, or
of every
persons
without the
the United
States, and
not citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
and not
United States,
residing without
persons residing
Tax
to be for
provided for
for shall be assessed, collected, and paid
herein provided
tax herein
the tax
And the
for And
Tax tobe
year
ending
upon the
the gains,
gains, profits,
income for
for the
year ending
ending the
the thirty-first
thirty-first day
day
the year
and income
profits, and
upon
Dear ending
December
31.
of
December next
preceding the
for levying,
paying
and paying
collecting, and
levying, collecting,
time for
the time
next preceding
of December
said tax.
Section
That section
seventeen be amended
amended by striking out all
hundred and seventeen
section one hundred
That
117.
Section 117.
p. 281. after
Vol. xiii. p.
after the enacting
aclause and inserting, in lieu thereof, the following:
following: That,
e
i
estimating
In
be
Income,
In estimating
what
in estimating
theogains,
gains, profits,
there shall be
person, there
of any
any person,
income of
and income
profits, and
estimating the
o in
what to
income,
be included;
included;
included all
all income
derived from interest upon notes, bonds, and other
other
income derived
included
be
realized within the year from
securities of
the United
States; profits realized
United States;
of the
securities
sales of
estate purchased
purchased within the year or within two years previous
previous
of real
real estate
sales
interest received or
to
the year
which income
[is] estimated;
estimated; interest
income was [is]
for which
year for
to the
accrued
old [all]
and mortgages,
mortgages, or other forms of inbonds, and
notes, bonds,
[all] notes,
upon old
accrued upon
debtedness
bearing interest,
interest, whether
not, if good and collectable,
or not,
paid or
whether paid
debtedness bearing
less the
the interest
interest which
due from
year;
person during the year;
said person
from said
become due
has become
which has
less
the
amount of
on gold
gold and
coupons; the amount of sales
and coupons;
premium on
all premium
of all
the amount
other
of
live stock,
stock, sugar,
sugar, wool,
che[e]se, pork, beef,
mutton, or other
beef, mutton,
butter, che[e]se,
wool, butter,
of live
meats,
hay and grain,
vegetable or other productions, being the
grain, or other vegetable
meats, hay
growth
part
growth or produce of the estate of such person, not including any part
and
thereof consumed
consumed directly by the family; all other gains, profits, and
thereof
any
income derived from any source whatever, except
except the rental value of any
homestead
occupied by
own
by any person or by his family in his own
or occupied
used or
homestead used
right
in the
right of
and the share of any person of the
wife;;and
his wife
of his
the right
or in
right or
gains
and profits
of all
all companies,
incorporated or partnership,
partnership,
companies, whether incorporated
profits of
gains and
who
entitled to
to the
whether divided or othersame, if divided, whether
the same,
be entitled
would be
who would
wise,
corporafrom institutions or corporareceived from
income received
of income
amount of
the amount
except the
wise, except
a per centum
tions
required by law, withhold a
cent= of the
officers, as required
tions whose officers,
officer
dividends
dividends made by such institutions, and pay the same to the officer
authorized
the same;
same; and except that portion of the salary or
to receiN
receiveethe
authorized to
pay
received for
in the civil, military, naval, or other service of
services in
for services
pay received
delegates in
the
representatives, and delegates
the United States, including senators, representatives,
what
be de- Congress, from which the tax has been deducted. And in addition to
what to bededucted.
ducted.
one thousand
thousand dollars exempt from income
income tax, as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
all
national, State,
State, county, and municipal taxes paid within the year shall
shall
all national,
be
deducted from the gains, profits, or income of the person who has
be deducted
actually
whether such person be owner, tenant, or mortpaid the same, whether
actually paid
gagor;
arising from fires, shipsustained during the year arising
actually sustained
losses actually
gagor; losses
wreck,
ascertained to be worthless, but
in trade, and debts ascertained
or incurred in
wreck, or
excluding
estimated depreciation
depreciation of values and losses within the year
all estimated
excluding all
purchased two years previous to the year for which
on sales of real estate purchased
which
by
income
estimated; the amount actually paid for labor or interest by
income is estimated;
person who rents lands or hires labor to cultivate land, or who conany person
derived;;the
any other business from which income is actually derived
ducts any
amount actually
actually paid by any person
person for the rent of the house or premises
amount
occupied as
residence for himself
himself or his family; the amount paid out
as aa residence
occupied
Proviso,
ordinary repairs: Provided, That no deduction
deduction shall be made
made
for usual or ordinary
Proviso.
for any amount paid out for new buildings, permanent improvements or
or
increase the value
betterments, made to increase
value of any property or estate: And
deduction of one thousand
provided, further,
•
further, That only one deduction
thousand dollars shall
shall
Further pro- provided,
Tiso.
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income of
of all
of any
family, Income.
Income.
be made
made from
from the
the aggregate
aggregate income
all the
the members
members of
any family,
composed
composed of one or both parents,
more minor
minor children,
or
parents, and
and one
one or
or more
children, or
husband and wife; that guardians
deducguardians shall be allowed
allowed to
to make
make such
such deduction in favor of each and
except that
in case
case where
two or
or
and every
every ward, except
that in
where two
more wards are comprised in one family,
joint property
family, and have
have joint
property interest,
interest,
only one deduction shall be made in their favor;
favor: And
pro.
And provided,
provided,further, Further proThat in cases where the salary or other compensation
compensation paid to any person viso.
vis° in the employment
employment or service of
shall not
not exceed
the
of the
the United
United States
States shall
exceed the
rate of one thousand dollars
shall be
by fees,
or uncertain
dollars per
per annum,
annum, or shall
be by
fees, or
uncertain
or irregular
irregular in the amount
time during
during which
the same
shall
amount or in the time
which the
same shall
or been
earned, such
compensation shall
shall be
be
have accrued or
been earned,
such salary
salary or
or other
other compensation
included
included in estimating the
annual gains,
the person
person
the annual
gains, profits,
profits, or
or income
income of
of the
to whom the same shall have been paid.
That section one hundred and eighteen
eighteen be amended by striking
SeCtion 118.
118.
striking out
out all Section
and inserting,
inserting, in
thereof, the
the following:
following: That
That Vol. xiii.
p. 282.
after the enacting
enacting clause
clause and
in lieu
lieu thereof,
xiii. return.
p.28.
List or return.
it shall be the duty of all persons of
render a
list
of lawful age
age to
to make
make and
and render
a list
or return,
return, on or before the day
day prescribed
such form
form and
and manmanprescribed by
by law, in
in such
ner as may be prescribed
prescribed by
commissioner or
revenue, to
to the
the
by the
the commissioner
of internal
internal revenue,
assistant assessor of the district in which
the amount
of
which they
they reside, of
of the
amount of
their income, gains, and profits, as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and all
all guardians
guardians and trustees, executors and administrators,
administrators, or any person
person acting
acting in
fiduin any
any other
other fiduciary capacity,
capacity, shall make and render
render a
to the
a list or
or return,
return, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, to
the
assistant assessor
assessor of the district
district in which such person
person acting
in a
fiduciary
acting in
a fiduciary
capacity resides, of the amount
amount of income, gains, and profits
minor
profits of any
any minor
assistant assessor shall
or person for whom they act; and the assistant
require
shall require
every list or return to be verified
verified by the oath or affirmation of the party
Oath.
rendering it, and may increase the amount
rendering
amount of any list
return, it
list or return,
if he
he has
has Increase.
Increase.
reason to believe that the same is understated; and in case any such person Neglect
Neglect or
shall neglect
neglect or refuse to make and
return, or
shall false
false returns.
returns.
and render
render such
such list or return,
or shall
render aafalse or fraudulent
fraudulent list or return,
return, it shall
the duty
duty of
the asasshall be
be the
of the
sessor
sessor or the assistant assessor to make such list, according to the best ininformation
lie can obtain, by the examination
formation he
examination of
person, or
his books
books
of such person,
or his
or accounts,
accounts, or any other evidence, and to
pen- Penalty.
to add
add fifty
fifty per
per centum
centum as
as aapenalty
alty to the amount of the tax due on such list in all cases of
wilful negof wilful
lect or refusal to make and render aalist or return;
return; and, in all
all cases
cases of
of aa
false
fraudulent list or return having been rendered, to add one hundred
false or fraudulent
hundred
per centum, as
as aapenalty,
penalty, to
to the
the amount
amount of
of tax
tax ascertained
to be
the tax
tax
ascertained to
be due,
due, the
and
additions thereto as aapenalty
And the additions
penalty to be assessed
assessed and collected
collected in the
manner provided
provided for in other cases of wilful neglect or refusal to render
render
a list or return, or of rendering aa false and fraudulent
fraudulent return
return::Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
That any party, in his or her own behalf, or as such
shall be
be
such fiduciary,
fiduciary, shall
permittted
permittted to declare, under oath
oath or affirmation,
affirmation, the form and manner of
of
which shall be
commissioner of internal revenue,
be prescribed by the commissioner
revenue, that
that
he or she,
she, or his or her ward or beneficiary
beneficiary was not possessed of an income of one thousand
thousand dollars, liable to be assessed
assessed according
proaccording to
to the provisions of this act; or may declare that he or she has been assessed
assessed and Income tax
tax
elsewhere in the
paid an income
income tax elsewhere
tile same
same year, under authority of the Pid
F.tanother
.
in another
paid
in
United
her income,
prescribedict.
dist'
United States,
States, upon
upon his
his or
or her
income, gains,
gains, and
and profits,
profits, as
as prescribed
district.
by law;
law ;and if the assistant assessor shall be satisfied
satisfied of the truth of
the
of the
declaration, shall thereupon
declaration,
thereupon be exempt from income tax in the said district; or if the list or return of any party shall have been increased
increased by
the assistant assessor, such party may exhibit his books and accounts,
in.
accounts, and Amount
Amount of in.
be
be permitted to prove and declare,
declare, under oath or affirmation, the amount
amount come may be
of income liable to be assessed;
assessed ;but such oaths and evidence shall not be proved.
considered as conclusive of the facts,
facts, and no deductions
deductions claimed
in such
such
claimed in
cases shall be made or allowed until approved by the assistant assessor.
assessor.
aggrieved by the decision
Any person feeling
feeling aggrieved
decision of the assistant
assistant assessor
assessor in
in Appeal
Appeal
such cases may appeal to the assessor of the district, and his decision
decision
commissioner of internal
shall
thereon, unless reversed by the commissioner
internal revenue, shall
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Penalty for
for
Penalty
neglect and
and rereneglect
fusal not to be
assessed until
until
assessed
after
after notice,
Section
119.
Section 119.

Ante, p. 138.

Income
Ante, p.

Income tax,

when
to be'
be
tax,
when to

levied
levied and when
due;
to last until

to last until

1810 and
no
and no
1870

longe.
longer.
it
longer.
l'enalty if tax
is not paid when
is not paid when

due,
due.

to
as to
Proviso
Proviso as
tax for
for 1866.
1866.
tax
Section 123.
123.
Section
Ante, p. 139.
incax
onfthose
Tax o
of
n tthose
he
income
in the
civil, milmilthe civil,
in
itary, or naval
naval
service of the
United
States.
United States.
Rate
Rate of tax.
Amount of
to be deducted.
ducted.

tax
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be
final, and
and manner
be subject
subject
shall be
proceedings shall
of proceedings
manner of
time, and
the form,
form, time,
and the
be final,
to rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal
by the
to
revenue: Provided
Provided farther,
further, That
penalty shall
be assessed
assessed 'upon
any
upon any
shall be
no penalty
That no
revenue:
person for
neglect or
making or
rendering aafalse
false or
or
for making
or rendering
or refusal,
refusal, or
or for
person
for such
such neglect
fraudulent return,
return, except
except after
after reasonable
reasonable notice
the time
place of
of
and place
time and
of the
notice of
fraudulent
hearing, to
be regulated
regulated by
revenue, so
to
so as
as to
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue,
hearing,
to be
by the
give
the person
person charged
opportunity to be heard.
an opportunity
charged an
give the
That section
section one
hundred and
and nineteen
nineteen be
be amended
amended by
out all
by striking
striking out
one hundred
That
a
f
ter t
he enacting
enact i
ng clause
inserting 7 in
lieu thereof,
after
the
clause and inserting,
in lieu
thereof, the
the following:
following:
That
the taxes
on00
incomes
be levied
levied on
on the
the first
first day
day
shall be
imposed shall
herein imposed
incomes herein
taxes on
That the
of
payable on or before the thirtieth day of April,
be due
due and payable
of March,
March, and be
in each year,
until and
and including
including the
the year
and seventy,
seventy,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
in each year, until
and
no longer;
sum or
and unpaid
after the
unpaid after
due and
annually due
sums annually
or sums
any sum
and to
to any
longer; and
and no
t[h]irtieth
aforesaid, and
and for
for ten
days after
after notice
and dedenotice and
ten days
as aforesaid,
April, as
of April,
[h]irtieth of
mand thereof
collector, there
there shall
shall be
be levied
levied in
in addition
addition thereto
thereto the
the
by the
the collector,
"and
thereof by
sum
the
the amount
amount of taxes unpaid and interest at the
on the
centum on
of five
five per centum
sum of
rate
of one
per month
upon said
said tax
tax from
the time
time the
same
the same
from the
month upon
centum per
per centum
one per
rate of
became
due, as
penalty, except
except from
from the
the estates
deceased, insane,
insane, or
or
of deceased,
estates of
as a
a penalty,
became due,
insolvent persons:
That the
the tax
tax on
on incomes
incomes for
the year
eighyear eighfor the
Provided, That
persons: Provided,
insolvent
teen hundred
and sixty-six
sixty-six shall
the day this takes effect.
on the
levied on
be levied
shall be
hundred and
teen
That
hundred and
amended by
out
striking out
by striking
be amended
twenty-three be
and twenty-three
one hundred
section one
That section
inserting, in lieu thereof, the following:
after the enacting
enacting clause and inserting,
following:
all after
That there shall be levied, collected, and
and paid on all
all salaries
salaries of officers,
officers,
or payments
payments for
for services
services to
persons in
naval or
other
or other
military, naval
the civil,
civil, military,
in the
to persons
or
employment
employment or service of the United States, including senators and representatives and
and delegates
in Congress,
Congress, when
when exceeding
exceeding the
the rate
one
of one
rate of
delegates in
resentatives
excess above
thousand
dollars per
of' five per centum
above
centum on the excess
a tax
tax of
annum, a
per annum,
thousand dollars
the said one thousand dollars;
dollars; and
and it shall be
be the duty
duty of all
all paymasters
paymasters
and
all disbursing
under the
government of
of the United
States, or
United States,
the government
officers, under
disbursing officers,
and all
persons
the employ
employ thereof,
making any payment to any officers
thereof, when making
in the
persons in
fixed
compensation is determined by aa fixed
or
persons as aforesaid,
aforesaid, whose compensation
or persons
salary.
or upon
upon settling
settling or
adjusting the
accounts of
of such
such officers
officers or
the accounts
or adjusting
salary. or
persons
deduct and
withhold the
the aforesaid
tax of
of five
per centum
centum;; and
and
five per
aforesaid tax
and withhold
to deduct
persons to

the
receipts, or
of officers
officers or
paying such
as
tax as
such tax
persons paying
or persons
or account
account of
pay-roll, receipts,
the pay-roll,
aforesaid shall be made to exhibit
exhibit the fact of such payment. And it shall
paymcent.
ounting
be the
of the
the Treasury Department, when
officers of the
accounting officers
the accounting
duty of
the duty
be
Acmounting
Ac
officer
officer, or any officer
disbursing officer,
officers
auditing
the accounts
paymasteror
orr disbursing
accounts of any paymaste
auditing the
reofficers to rewhen settling
settling or
quire proof that withholding his salary from moneys received
received by him, or when
or
taxes have
have been
deductedand
and
a
dj ust ing the
of any
any such
such officer,
officer, to
require evidence
the
that the
evidence that
to require
accounts of
the accounts
adjusting
deducted
taxes mentioned
mentioned in this section have been deducted and paid over to the
the
over.
paid over,
receive the
treasurer
officer authorized
authorized to receive
treasurer of the United States, or other officer
Payments
of same:
payments of
prize money
money shall
regarded as
shall be regarded
of prize
That payments
Provided, That
same: Provided,
Payments of
thereon shall be adjusted and collected
prize money to income from salaries, and the tax thereon
indeemed
be
be deemed in- in- in like
like manner:
manner: Provided
further, That
That this
section shall
to
shall not
not apply
apply to
this section
Providedfurther,
beleemed
come;
but
laborers employed upon public works:
works:
or laborers
mechanics or
to mechanics
made to
payments made
not pay- payments
but not
ments
labor- And
And providedfrther,
meats to laborfurther, That in case it should become necessary for showing
showing
ers.
ers.
Books
the
true receipts
of the
the operations
section
this section
of this
operations of
under the
government under
the government
receipts of
the true
of
Books of
Treasury Department, the requisite amount may be
Treasury
Debe
upon the books of the Treasury
Treasury Detreasury to the credit of said
partment.
carried
unappropriated moneys in the treasury
partment.
carried from unappropriated
section
When takes
this
account; and
and this
shall take
upon salary
and compensation
salary and
effect upon
take effect
section shall
this section
account;
takes
section
effect.
for the month of
sixty-seven.
of March, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven.
for
effect.
Tax on
disSEC. 14.
14. And
be it
further enacted,
That there
be levied,
collected,
levied, collected,
shall be
there shall
enacted, That
itfurther
And be
SEC.
Tax on distilled
and
paid on
upon which no tax has been paid according
according
all distilled
distilled spirits, upon
on all
and paid
tilled spirits;
spirits:
by
wholmlto
a tax of two dollars upon each and every proof gallon, to be paid
beby
paid;
whom
to
to law, a
paid
be paid;
by the
the distiller,
owner, or
thereof, and
and every
every
by
distiller, owner,
or any
any person
person having
having possession
possession thereof,
who liable
proprietor and possessor of aa still, distillery,
distillery, or distilling
distilling apparatus, shall
shall
b jointly and severally liable for the taxes imposed
therefor
therefor;
to be
; lien,
be jointly
and severally liable for the taxes imposed by law upon the
lien, be
to
eaa
the spirits
and on
on what,
spirits distilled
therein ;;and
the tax
shall be
be a
a lien
upon the
spirits
lien upon
tax shall
and the
distilled therein
spirits
what,
and
distilled,
and for
for how
how
distilled, on the distillery used for distilling the same, with the stills,
Pay-roll,
&c.
Pay-roll, &c.

to
to show such

long.
long.
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vessels, fixtures,
fixtures, and
and tools
on the
the lot
lot or
or tract
tract of
of land
land whereon
whereon
vessels,
tools therein,
therein, and
and on
distillery is
together with
building thereon,
the said distillery
is situated,
situated, together
with any
any building
thereon, from
from the
the Tax
Tax upon
upon
time said
said spirits
are distilled
until the
be paid:
paid: Provided,
Provided, spirits
time
spirits are
distilled until
the said
said tax
tax shall
shall be
spirits removed
removed
upon any
spirits distilled
and removed
the place
place where
That the
the tax
tax upon
any spirits
distilled and
removed from
from the
where dui°smtinPatLen,of
distillion,and
and
the
same were
not deposited
deposited in
in bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse a
deposited in
in
the same
were distilled,
distilled, and
and not
ass not
not deposited
b
o
o
useedN,
N
h
•aer
n
e-to
required
of such
such fact
required by
by law,
law, shall,
shall, at
at any
any time,
time, upon
upon knowledge
knowledge of
fact obtained
obtainedndh
bonded
wareby the assessor
assessor or assistant assessor
assessor of the
district where
ass'essed, and
the ditrict
where such
such spirits
spirits be
beassessed
and
were
assessed by
him upon
upon the
distiller of
the same,
how collected;
collected;
were distilled,
distilled, be
be assessed
by him
the distiller
of the
same, and
and how
certified
returned to
to the
the collector,
who shall
immediately demand
demand paypaycertified or
or returned
collector, who
shall immediately
ment of such tax,
the neglect
neglect or
or refusal
of payment
by the
tax, and upon the
refusal of
payment by
the
distiller,
shall proceed
proceed to
collect the
by distraint.
this
distiller, shall
to collect
the same
same by
distraint. But
But this
provision
any other
remedy or
or proceeding
proceeding provided
by
provision shall
shall not
not exclude
exclude any
other remedy
provided by
law: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the
be collected
collected at
at no
be collected
the tax
tax on
on all
all spirits shall
shall be
no to
to be
collected
tia
n
n
!oasw
iser r
oi
f
ate
lower rate
rate than
the basis
basis of
of first
shall be
pro por -a
lower
than the
first proof,
proof, and
and shall
be increased
increased i
inn proporatitno
lower
rate
tion for any greater
greater strength
strength than
first
proof.
o
than the
the strength
strength of
of first
first proof.
proof.
first prooff
SEC.
further enacted, That
Sac. 15. And be it further
spirit
That proof spirit shall
shall be held
held and
and Proof
Proof spirit
taken to
to be
be that
that alcoholic
which contains
half its
volume of
of to
taken
alcoholic liquor
liquor which
contains one
one half
its volume
what.
to be what.
specific gravity
of seven
nine hundred
and thirtythirtyalcohol of
of aaspecific
gravity of
seven thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
Secretary
of
Secretary
of
nine (.7939)
(.7939) ten thousandths at sixty degrees
degrees Fahrenheit;
Fahrenheit; and the Treasury
may
Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized to adopt, procure, and adopt
ndopt meters,
meters,
hydrometers, weighing
weighing and gauging instruments,
instruments, 8
&c.
prescribe for use such hydrometers,
‘'e•
meters, or other means for ascertaining
and quality
spirits
ascer'aining the strength
strength and
quality of
of spirits
the prevention
prevention or detection
subject to tax, or for the
detection of
frauds by
by distillers
distillers of
of frauds
of
spirits, and
spirits,
prescribe such
such rules
and regulations
as he
he may
deem
and to
to prescribe
rules and
regulations as
may deem
a uniform
uniform and correct system of inspection,
necessary to insure
insure a
inspection, weighing,
weighing,
and gauging
gauging of
of spirits
spirits subject
throughout the
the United
And
subject to
to tax
tax throughout
United States.
States. And
whenever the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury shall adopt
of the
the Treasury
adopt and
and prescribe.for
prescribe for use
use Owners
Owners of
of disdisany meter or
or meters, it
of every
every owner,
ag e
nt, or
tilleries
to use
it shall
shall be
be the
tlhe duty
duty of
owner, agent,
oruse
tilleries to
superintendent
a distillery, to make application
application to the collector of his meters
meters.'
superintendent of a
district for such meter or meters, to he used in his distillery, and the same
shall be furnished and attached to the distillery at the expense
expense of the
the
distiller, whose duty it shall be to furnish all the pipes, materials, labor,
labor,
and facilities necessary to complete such attachment
attachment in accordance
accordance with
tle
rcgulations of the commissioner
commissioner of'
of internal revenue, who is hereby
the regulations
autlhorized to order and require
Changes
of, or
further authorized
require such changes of or additions to additions
Changesof,or
to, disdistilling apparatus, connecting
machinery tilling
pprats
connecting pipes, pumps, or cisterns, or any machinery
twin ap
'
„A tl
i
";

wilh or used
or on
may require
require to
to to
be maae.
made.
connected with
used in
in or
on the
the distillery
distillery premises,
premise, or
or may
to be
cisterns, pipes, or other vessels, such
be put on any of the stills, tubs, cisterns,
fastenings,
necessary. And
inn a
allll sales
off Gallon
fastenings, locks, or seals as he may deem necessary.
Andi
sa l
es o
gallon
g
to be
to
be
1
allon
spirits
hereafter made,
made, where
not otherwise
specially agreed,
agreed, a
gallon igproof,
spirits hereafter
where not
otherwise specially
a gallon
first
of first
gpo of
shall be taken to be a
a gallon of first proof,
to the
proof, according
according to
the foregoing
foregoing
standard set forth and declared
declared for the inspection and gauging of spirits
througllout the
throughout
the United
United States.
States.
Slc.
further enacted,
enacted, That every person,
Site. 16. And be it further
person, firm, or corpocorpo- Who to be
be
ration who distills
distills or manufactures
ration
or alcohol,
or who
wh
o brews
brews or deemed
deemed a
manufactures spirits or
alcohol, or
a distiller,
and
n
reergi
p
tcLIwhat
e
vitea
vt
.
makes
production of spirits,
makes mash, wort, or wash,
wash, for distillation
distillation or the production
spirits, p
presumrptivehevi
shall be deemed aadistiller. And the making or keeping by any person dence
thereof.
deuce
of grain,
distillation, tograin, mash, wash,
wash, wort, or beer, prepared or fit fbr
for distillation,
gether
gether with the possession by such person of aa still or other apparatus
apparatus
capable
capable of use for distilling
di stilli ng upon
th e same premises,
prem i
ses ,
s
hall be
be d
eeme dand
upon the
shall
deemed
and Distilled spirspirtaken as presumptive
evidence
that
a distiller.
presumptive evid
enc eth
atsuch
suc hperson
person is
i
sa
di st ill er ,
its, before
reits,
before reSi:C.
17. And
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That hereafter
millr
from
disSEC. 17.
hereafter all distilled spirits, re
v
r"vif
t
r
o
m et
before being removed from
fiom the distillery, shall be inspected and gauged specfe
spected'd ani
and
by a
general inspector
inspe ct
or o
i
rit s,w
ho shall
sh
all marl;
mar kt
he barrels
barre l
s or
pac k
agesgaged.
by
a general
offsp
spirits,
who
the
or packages
ganged. re
recrairing
in
the manner
manner required
required by
by law;
law; and
and so
of the
act approved
anLaw
inspector
for
in the
so much
much of
the act
approved July
July an
inspee c
toar
irt
I
o
nt
5
thirteen,
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, as
as requires
the appointment
thirteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
requires the
of each distillery
appointment of
1
an
inspector for
fbr each
established according
an inspector
each distillery
distillery established
according to
to law
is hereby
hereby riespreled.
law is
repealed.
29
6 h.184,§29.
repealed
repealed, ::Provided,
Provided, That such other duties
duties as
as have
have heretofore
heretofore been
A;ete, p. 155.
been Abte,
15s.
imposed upon inspectors of distilleries may be performed by such other Who to perform
VOL. X
IV.
31
xLV.
31
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duly appointed
appointed officers as may be designated by the commissioner
of
commissioner of
internal revenue.
Sac. 18.
And be
be it
enacted, That
That whenever,
whenever, in
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of
Collector may
SEC.
18. And
it further
further enacted,
direct spirits
direct
spirits
the collector, there shall be a
a general
warehouse so located as to
general bonded warehouse
stored
stored in a
a bondbondbe conveniently
conveniently accessible
to aadistillery,
and in
the same
collection disdiswarehouse to be
ed warehouse
accessible to
distillery, and
in the
same collection
collector shall direct all
which may
stored in
be removed to trict, the said collector
all spirits
spirits which
may be
be stored
in the
the
general bonded
bonded
warehouse
attached
to
such
distillery
to
be
transferred
directly
to
eaerhabo'ded
bonded
warehouse
attached
to
such
distillery
to
be
transferred
directly
to
warehouse.
bonded warehouse;
and all
all spirits
spirits thereafter
produced in
aageneral
general bonded
warehouse; and
thereafter produced
in such
such
distillery shall
shall be
be removed
removed to
general bonded
time
to a
a general
bonded warehouse
warehouse within
within the
the time
distillery
and in
heretofore required
required for
bonded
and
in the
the manner
manner heretofore
for the
the removal
removal to
to the
the bonded
warehouse
attached to
warehouse attached
to the
the distillery.
distillery.
Sac.
19. And
And be
enacted, That
That no
no spirits
spirits shall
shall be
be removed
Spirits not to
removed
SEC. 19.
be it
it further
further enacted,
be removed
removed from
from in any cask or package
package containing
containing more than ten gallons from any premiplace of manuses or
may have
been distilled,
rectiredistilled, rectihave been
distilled, redistilled,
which the
the same
same may
or building
building in
in which
fcture, &c.
in ses
facture,
&c. in
certain packfled,
fied, or manufactured,
manufactured, nor from any place
place of storage at any other times
ages, nor beages,
nor bethan
sun-rising and
than after
after sun-rising
before sun-setting,
of forfeiture
forfeiture of
of such
and before
sun-setting, on
on pain
pain of
such
tween sunset
tween
spirits, and
and every
every person
who shall
provision shall
liable to
to
violate this
this provision
shall be
be liable
spirits,
person who
shall violate
and sunrise.
sunrise.
Penalty.
aa penalty of one hundred dollars for each
cask, barrel
each cask,
barrel or
or package
package of
of
spirits removed.
officer of
revenue may
be specially
Officer spespecially auauspirits
removed. Any
Any officer
of internal
internal revenue
may be
cially
authorized thorized by the commissioner
ciallyauthorized
commissioner of internal revenue
seize any
property
revenue to
to seize
any property
to
seize property.
property.
to seize
which may
may by
by law
for that
that purpose
such officer
officer
purpose such
and for
to seizure,
seizure, and
be subject
subject to
law be
which
Powers ofr
such officer.
shall have
power conferred
by law
law upon
upon collectors
collectors of
internal revrevshall
have all
all the
the power
conferred by
of internal
in respect
respect of
place,
enue, and such
such special
special authority shall
shall be
be limited
limited in
of time,
time, place,
and kind
as the
the said
said commissioner
commissioner may
and
kind or
or class
class of'
of property
property as
may specify.
specify.
Barrels, &c.
&c.
SEC.
further enacted,
S
EC. 20. And
And be it
it further
enacted, That it shall be lawful
lawful for any inincontaining, or
ternal
revenue
officer
to
seize
and
detain
any
barrels,
casks,
or
packages
or
packages
casks,
any
barrels,
and
detain
to
seize
offcer
ternal
revenue
t
cronsuppoied
supposed to concontaining, or supposed
tain, distilled
supposed to contain,
contain, distilled spirits, when
when such
such officer has
has
containing,
spirits,
spirits, may
may be
be reason to believe
believe the tax imposed
imposed by law upon the same has not been
been
seized when and
and
paid,
or that
that they
they are
are being
being removed
in violation
law, and
and such
such packpackviolation of
of law,
removed in
paid, or
by whom,
whom, and
detained.
ages may be detained by such officer in aasafe place until it can be satisproper officers whether
factorily ascertained
ascertained by
by the
the proper
whether the
the articles so seized
seized
proceeded against for
revenue laws.
are liable
liable to
to be proceeded
for violations of the internal
internal revenue
If
If certain
certain disdisSEC. 21. And
AnEd be itit further
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
spirits
Sac.
whenever any
any distilled
distilled spirits
tilled spirits
spirits are
so found
found elsewhere
elsewhere than
than in
bonded warehouse
warehouse shall
be sold
or ofofshall be
sold or
in aa bonded
&pirat
so
sold &c.
sold,
at ar
a
price less than
less price
price than
imposed by
thereon, such
such
fered for
for sale
sale at a
a less
than the
the tax
tax imposed
by law
law thereon,
the
tle tax,
tax, such
such
offering for sale as aforesaid
selling or offering
aforesaid shall
be taken
taken and
and deemed
shall be
deemed
sale, &c.
&c. to
to be
sale,
be
as prima
that said
said spirits
spirits have
been removed
prima facie evi- as
have not
not been
removed from
from
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence that
dence that they aa bonded warehouse
warehouse according to law, and that the tax imposed by
by
are
are liable
liable to
to forfor- law
law on
on the
the same
been paid,
same has
has not
not been
paid, and the same
same shall without further
further
feiturf.
feiture.
This provision
provision evidence
evidence be
be liable
liable to
That this
to seizure
seizure and
and forfeiture:
forfeiture: Provided,
Provided, That
this section
section
not
to apply
notto
apply to
to shall
not apply
apply to
shall not
to spirits
spirits sold
sold at
public sale
sale by
an auctioneer
who has
at public
by an
auctioneer who
has paid
paid
certain salds.
the
special tax
tax as
such rules
the special
as such
such under
under such
rules and
regulations, and
upon such
such
and regulations,
and upon
public notice as may be prescribed
prescribed by the commissioner of internal revenue, nor to sales made by judicial
or
judicial or executive
executive officers under the order or
decree of any court.
decree
Persons
drawPersons drawSEc.
it further
enacted, That it shall be the duty
duty of
of every
SEC. 22. And be it
further enacted,
every
ing off articles
who empties
or draws
draws off,
causes to
to be
or drawn
off,
drawn off,
be emptied
emptied or
off, or
or causes
empties or
person who
ubjectttot 'otax person
subject
from
from barrels, &e.
&c. distilled spirits or other article subject
subject by law to tax, from a
acask,
cask, barrel,
marked,
marked, &e.
&c. to
to or package, bearing any of the marks or brands required
required by law, or
or
efface such
marks
for or
be, or
or designed
designed to
of,
the effect
effect of,
to have
have the
to be,
purporting to
or purporting
marks.
marks intended
intended for
such marks, immediately
immediately upon such cask, barrel, or package
package being
being
emptied,
brands; and
emptied, to
to efface and obliterate
obliterate said
said marks
marks or brands;
and any
any person
person
Penalty.
a penalty of ten dollars
who shall violate
violate this provision shall be liable to a
fiom which said
for each offence; and any such cask, barrel, or package,
package, from
marks are not so effaced and obliterated
obliterated as herein required, shall be liable
forfeiture, and may be seized by any officer
officer of internal revenue
to forfeiture,
revenue wherever found.
When
When aabond
SEC.
23.: And be it further
further enacted,
which
Sac. 23.
enacted, That in case any bond under which
tor removal of
r remo any distilled spirits shall have
a bonded warehouse
walehouse
have been withdrawn
withdrawn from a
their
ditties.
their duties.
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or produce
time the
the evievi- distilled
is forfeited
forfeited by
by failure
failure to furnish
furnish or
produce at
at the
the proper
proper time
distilled spirits
spirits
dence required by
regulation that
the articles
bond from
by law or regulation
that the
articles named
named in
in the
the bond
m
r
e
ehbondedi
9
o
ou
nseed
is
were duly received and actually stored in the warehouse
oi district
to f
wforfeited,
fo
roa
rf ited, obliobliwarehouse ol
district to
were shipped,
breach of
of the
obligation, the
pay
which they were
shipped, or
or by
by other breach
the obligation,
the obliobli- gors to pay
gors in the bond shall pay the total amount
articles what
amount of
of duties
duties upon
upon the
the articles
what.'
together with
centum upon
that
removed under the
the bond, together
with fifty
fifty per centum
upon that
amount, and the collector of the
which such bond
bond is
may be
be Their property
the district
district in which
is or
or may
property
bbe dism
t
raa
i
y
ned
given may forthwith
forthwith distrain upon any property, real
personal, subject
real or
or personal,
subject may
e disto distraint
distraint or seizure, belonging to said obligors;
obligors; and
and in
in case
no such
If property
is
case no
such propprop- If
propert is
erty
collector shall
shall immediately
the bond
bond to
not
erty can be found,
found, the
the collector
immediately forward
forward the
to the
thebond
not found,
found, bond
the proper
proper district
district for
for suit,
to
be put
put in
United States district attorney for
for the
suit, and
and notice
notice of
ofsuit.
to be
insuit.
the breach of the
the obligation of any such bond shall
forthwith forwarded
forwarded
shall be
be forthwith
by the collector of the
the district to the commissioner of
of internal revenue.
revenue.
SEC. 24. And be it further enacted,
Syc.
enacted, That the forty-fourth section of Stills fit for
iv
tTer
the act of July thirteen,
thirteen, eighteen hundred and
n
no over
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, aforesaid,
aforesaid, be
be ollsieo:lof
se. if in
not
value,
11000
1
hy adding thereto 1as follows:
amended by
Provided,
when any still se
i
zed for ;io
ul
e
a:Provided,
That when
seized
violaused or fit.for
fitifor use in
same not
internal
in the production
production of
of distilled
distilled spirits, the
the same
not exex- tion
tion of internal
ceeding one thousand
has been or shall be seized
ceeding
thousandceen
dollars in value,,not
seized for any i
r
l
e
ol
.
et
ou
gel
a
r‘
e
v
..s
revenue
laows,
ton
be
reviolation of the laws relating
relating to internal
internal revenue,
revenue, the same shall not be
be leased;
leased;
relea ed by the court to the claimant, or any other intervening party, be- if forfeited,
relea4ed
forfeited, to
to
be destroyed.
declared forfeited,
fore judgment;
judgment; and if declared
forfeited, such still shall be
destroyed l
866,ch.1844 44.
be so
so destroyed
ls66,ch.r8444.
as to prevent
prevent its use for the purpose aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the materials
materials thereof
Ante, p.
163.
Ante,
p. 168.
shall be sold as other forfeited
forfeited property.
Ifs
vestill
seized
property. In case of seizure, as above, of is
o
t
v
.e
arstill
etro
i
ci in
in
is l
over
$1000
a still exceeding
a
exceeding in value the sum of one thousand
thousand dollars, its release
release to value, its release
release
the claimant or any other intervening
intervening party, before judgment, shall be at to be
be at
at the discretion of
cretion
the
the discretion
discretion of the court.
court. of the
court.
Sl:c.
further enacted, That
Six. 25. And be it further
That the owner,
owner, agent,
agent, or
or supersuper- Additional
Additional
intendent
intendent of any still, boiler, or other vessel
vessel used
used in the distillation of
penalty upon _
of penalty
owners,
fo ne
spirits, who shall neglect
neglect or refuse
refuse to make true and exact entry and rere- setNivlillet
Stellrs,
s &f . of
port of the same, or to do or cause
cause to be done any of the things by law lect
lect or
to
or refusal
refusal to
l
r
the
law
required
required to be done concerning
concerning distilled spirits,
spirits, shall, in addition
addition' to other do
d
e
owhat the
h law
requires
concon
fines and penalties now by law provided, forfeit
such neglect
neglect or
or cerning
ceLing distilled
distilled
forfeit for every such
refilsal
all the
the spirits
spirits made by or far
for him, and all the vessels used in spiFriitnse.
spirits. forfeitrefusal all
making the same, and the
and other
disthe stills,
stills, boilers,
boilers, and
other vessels
vessels used
used in
in disiure,
and
ristillation, and all materials
materials fit for use in distillation
distillation found on the premises, onment.
onment.
together
together with the sum of five hundred
hundred dollars for each 6ffence,
offence, to be recovered with costs of suit, and shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor,
and be subject to imprisonment
term not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year;
which
imprisonment for a
a term
year; which
said spirits, with the vessels
vessels containing the same, with all
all the
the vessels used
used
in making
manking the'same,
materials, may be seized by the collector
collector mn_S,t
Stills,
&*.
the; same, and all said materials,
held
ibll,
.
may
be s8eziZed
seized
and held by him until
aria
until a
a decision shall be had thereon according
according t
too law:
law: aand held.
Protided,
proceedings to enforce
Provided, That proceedings
enforce said forfeiture shall be commenced
commenced Proceedings
Proceedin gs
to
enforce forcollector within twenty
twenty days after the seizure thereof.
thereof. And the to
by such collector
fetture.
eoforce
forproceedings to enforce said forfeiture
forfeiture of said property
property shall be in the naof a
a proceeding
proceeding in rem,
ture or
rem, in the circuit or district [court] of
of the UnitUnitwhere such seizure is made, or in any other
ed States
States for the district
district where
other
court of
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
S,:c. 26. And be it
it further
further enacted,
col- Penalty
Penalty upon
upon
SEc.
enacted, That if any collector, deputy collector, assessor,
assessor, assistant
assistant assessor, inspector,
inspector, district attorney, marshal, or
or collectors,
collectors, asasse-s'srs.
and
orhsr
other officer, agent,
agent, or person charged
with the
execution or
or supervision
supe rv i
si
on s
e
e
r7l
f
:
;
'
r.
a
a
s
i
k
ldin°
„
th
„"
charged with
the execution
ers,
lfor
skin
hor
or supervision
supervision of the execution of any of the provisions
acceptilg anv
of the execution,
execution, or
provisions accepting
an'
of this act, or of the act to which this is amendatory,
amendatory, shall demand,
demand, or money,
money,for
&c.for
conlpromising,
comf
f
.: ,
me7;i
a
n
r
g
o
accept,
attempt to
to collect,
di rectly or
or indi
re
ctly, a
paym entor
or g
ift,or
or &c.any clihage
accept, or
or attempt
collect, directly
indirectly,
ass payment
gift,
otherwise, any sum of money or other property
otherwise,
property of value for the comprocompro- of violating
violating.. the
the
laws relatiuge
relating to
mise, adjustment,
mise,
adjustment, or settlement of any charge
charge or complaint for any la.n
internal taxes.to
violation, or alleged violation of any of the said provisions,
provisions, except as
authorized by law so to do, he shall be held
a
expressly authorized
held to be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and shall for every such offence
misdemeanor,
offence be liable to indictment and
and
trial in any court of the United States having
competent jurisdiction, and
having competent
and
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on conviction
thereof shall be fined in double
double the sum or value of the
the
conviction thereof
on
a period
money or
property received
imprisoned for a
period
received or demanded, and be imprisoned
or property
money
of
less than
one year
year nor
more than
than ten years.
nor more
than one
not less
of not
have
Forfeited
disSEC. 27.
27. And
And be
enacted, That
That no
no distilled
distilled spirits
spirits which
which have
further enacted,
be itit further
SEC.
Forfeited dis-

Fine
imand iinFine and
prisonment.
prisoiment.

accordance with law shall be sold for
in accordance
tilled spirits
not been
forfeited to
the government
g overnment in
for
to the
been forfeited
spirits not
tilled
for
to be
sold for
to
be sold
by law at the
less
price
than,
a
price
less
than
the
amount
of
the
tax required
required thereon
thereon by
tax
the
less price than, a price less than the amount of
time
such sale.
sale. And
And if
if the
shall
such spirits in charge shall
having such
officer having
the officer
of such
time of
&c.;
same for aaprice
have
been unable,
unable, for
for a
period of
ninety days,
days, to
[sell] the
the same
to [sell]
of ninety
a period
have been
destroyed, under such rules and
be destroyed,
shall be
equal
tax, such
such spirits
spirits shall
and
shall be
the tax,
to the
equal to
debe deshall
prescribe.
stroyed,
if, &c.
as the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of internal
internal revenue
may prescribe.
revenue may
regulations as
&c. regulations
troyed, if,
falsely
if any
Penalty
for
SEC. 28.
28. And
And be
it further
any person
person shall falsely
That if
enacted, That
further enacted.
be it
SEC.
Penalty for
shall
United States, and shall
of the United
falsely
assuming represent
to be
revenue officer
officer of
a revenue
be a
himself to
represent himself
falsely assuming
to be arevenue ,
article
other
or
any
receive
officer,
an
d
ac
t_
in
such
assumed
character
demand
or
receive
any
money
o
r
other
arti
c
le
or
demand
character
assumed
in
such
actand
officer,
person for any duty or tax due to the United States,
tog as
such.
of
value from
any person
from any
of value
as such.
ing
or
violation or
pretended violation
violation of
any revenue
revenue law of'
of the
of any
or pretended
any violation
for any
or for
and on
United
shall be
be deemed
'z'
aunty of
a felony,
felony, and
on
of a
deemed guilty
person shall
such person
States, such
United States,

to
dollars, and to
Fine
thereof shall be liable to a
a fine of five hundred
hundred dollvs,
im- conviction thereof
Fine and imprisonment.
pri.sonment.
imprisonment not less than six months and not exceeding
imprisonment
exceeding two years, at
•
discretion of the court.
the discretion
That no person
The
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
person shall mix for sale
enacted, That
it further
be it
29. And
SEC. 29.
mixing,
ile mixing,
or
sale or
naphtha and illuminating
fr'
sate ,°f
of naPh
naph-- naphtha
illuminating oils, or shall knowingly
knowingly sell or keep for
for sale
fir sale,
illumi-tha
•tha and
and illuminating
oils,
or
offer
for
sale
such
mixture,
or
shall
sell
or
offer
for
sale
oil
made
from
from
made
oil
sale
for
offer
or
sell
shall
ntting oils, or offer for sale such mixture, or
inflam[m]able at less temperature
selling, &c.
&c. pro- petroleum
petroleum for illuminating purposes, inflam[m]able
temperature or
sellinl.
so
fire test than one hundred and ten degrees
hibted.
bibited.
degrees Fa[h]renheit,
Fa[h]renheit, and any person so
conviction
misdemeanor, and on conviction
doing
shall be
[a] misdemeanor,
held to be guilty of [a]
be held
doing shall
[States]
thereof
by indictment
indictment or
presentment in any court of the United [States].
or presentment
thereof by
a fine of not less than
Penalty.
having competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, shall be punished by a
Penalty.
one
dollars nor
more than five hundred dollars, and by imprisonnor more
hundred dollars
one hundred
years.
ment
for a
term of
of not
less than
months nor more than three years.
six months
than six
not less
a term
ment for
Penalty
for
SEC. 30.
30. And
it further
farther enacted,
enacted, That
conThat if two or more persons conbe it
And be
SEC.
Penalty for
conspiring
to
spire
either to
commit any
any offence
offence against
the laws
of the United States,
laws of
against the
commit
to
either
spire
to
conspiring
commit
any
ofn
n1 ofcornmita
in any manner
fence
to defraud
defraud the
States in
manner whatever, and one or more
United States
the United
or to
the or
mwlil;st the
fenice against
conspiracy shall do any act to effect the object
laws
of the Unit- of
parties to
to said
said conspiracy
said parties
of said
la:ws oftheUnitmi-den
t7
t_thereof,
thereof', the parties to said conspiracy shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdeornto
e'e
Stadtei,
Ct '
lfilt
u
atd
e
illel.
ed Sttes,
States, if
meanor, and on
thereof shall be liable to aapenalty
penalty of not less
conviction thereof
on conviction
if any
any meanor,
eo
than one thousand dollars and not more than ten thousand
thousand dollars, and to
party to the
conspiracy does impliso[n]ment
,.
be
not
when any offence shall be
exceeding two years. And when
not exceeding
does impriso[n]ment
con-piracy
anv
act in purin
suance and
completed in
begun in one judicial district of the United States and completed
in begun
and in
silene
in
committed in
aid
another, every
every such offence
offence shall be deemed to have been committed
thereof.to be
ai(Offence
be
Offence to
deemed to
to be
be
either
the said
said districts,
districts, and
and may
be dealt
tried,
with, inquired of; tried,
dealt with,
may be
of the
either of
deemed
manner
determined and punished
punished in either of the said districts,
districts, in the same manner
determined
committed
where.
as if it had been actually and wholly committed therein.
where.
Inspectors to
SEC. 31. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That all inspectors appointed under
under
Inspectors
shall be
be
which this is amendatory
bonds
give bonds.
the provisions of the act or acts of which
amendatory shall
Secretary of the
required to give
give bonds, with security, approved by the Secretary
required
a sum not less than five thousand
Treasury or assessor of the district, in a
thousand
Treasury
dollars, conditioned
conditioned for the faithful discharge
discharge of the duties of such inindollars,
spector.
it further
further enacted,
Penalty for
SEC. 32. And be it
enacted, That any person who shall sell,
sellinc,&
or givino.
give away,
or otherwise
of, any
any empty
which
boxes which
or boxes
box or
cigar box
empty cigar
dispose of,
otherwise dispose
away, or
eip give
Saelingay,
away', &c. env'
or
defacing or de-troying
ty cigar
have been
without first defacing
destroying such stamps, or
stamped, without
been stamped,
boxes have
cigar boxes
ty
stamp,
that have
beeh-n shall
defacing or destroying such stamp,
shall refill
cigar box without
without first defficing
any cigar
refill any
have been
that
withstamped,
stamped, wit
a penalty of one hundred
out defacing
shall on
on conviction
hundred
to a
offence be liable to
either offence
of either
conviction of
shall
defacing
out
stamp.
dollars or to imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding sixty days, or both, in the disdisdollars
stamp.
Such cigar
cigar
cretion
the court, with the costs of the trial, and it shall be lawful
lawful for
Such
be dede- cretion of
may
box
box
may be
to destroy
stroyed.
any
cigar inspector
or revenue
revenue officer
officer to
destroy any empty
empty cigar box
inspector or
any cigar
stroyed.
a cigar stamp shall be found.
upon which a
imposed
enacted, That the tonnage
further
SEC. 33. And be itit furth
how
Tonnage
often toduty,
duty,
be
SEC.
er enacted,
tonnage duty
duty now
now imposed
Tonnage
how often to be
commerce,
levied
ccd- on
steamers engaged
foreign or domestic commerce,
engaged in foreign
or steamers
vessels, or
ships, vessels,
all ships,
on all
and collevied and
lected.
lected.
b
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shall be
but once
year, and
and when
by such
ship,
paid by
such ship,
one year,
when paid
be levied
levied but
once within
within one
shall
vessel, or
or steamer,
further tonnage
one
collected within
within one
no further
tonnage tax
tax shall
shall be
be collected
vessel,
steamer, no
year from
of such
payment.
such payment.
year
from the
the date
date of
SEC. 34.
34. And
be it
it further
enacted, That
parts of
acts inin- Tax
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
That all
all acts
acts or
or parts
of acts
Tax on
on adver.
consistent with
with this
act, and
all acts
acts and
parts of
of acts
imposing any
taxand
tisements
any tax
tisements
and
this act,
and all
and parts
acts imposing
consistent
f
,frot
s
o
s
l
i
t
le,c
0e
attsre_
upon advertisements,
advertisements, or
or the
gross receipts
receipts of
upon
the gross
of toll-roads,
toll-roads, are
are hereby
hereby rere- gotoll-lroadsrepealed :Provided,
That this
act shall
not be
construed to
to affect
affect any
any act
act pealed.
pealed.
this act
shall not
he construed
pealed:
Provided, That
done, right
accrued, or
or penalty
incurred, under
former acts,
acts, but
but every
every Inconsistent
Inconsistent
done,
right accrued,
penalty incurred,
under former
such right
is hereby
saved ;and
all suits
and prosecutions
for acts
acts already
acts
already repealed.
as repe
and all
suits and
prosecutions for
such
right is
hereby saved;
done in
any former
act or
or acts
acts of
of Congress
Congress relating
relating to
to the
clause.
done
in violation
violation of
of any
former act
Savingclause.
the Saving
subjects embraced
proceeded with
with in
in
may be
be commenced
commenced or
or proceeded
subjects
embraced in
in this
this act
act may
like manner
act had
not been
been passed
and
like
manner as
as if
if this
this act
had not
passed ;
; and
and all
all penal
penal clauses
clauses and
provisions in
in existing
existing laws
laws relating
act
in this act
embraced in
provisions
relating to the subjects embraced
thereto.
shall be
be deemed applicable
applicable thereto.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.

CHAP.
CLXX.
—
Support of the Army
Army for the March 2,
CHAP. CLXX.
- An Act ?flaking
making Appropriations
Appropriationsfor
for the Support
2, 1867.
1867.
hundred and sixty-eight, and/or
Purposes.
and for other
other Purposes.
Year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred

Ilouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
be,
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums
sums be,

Army appro-

appropriated, out of any money in the treasury priation.
and the same are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
support of
of the
the army
army for
for the
the year
year
for the
the support
not otherwise
ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight:For expenses of recruiting, transportation of recruits, and compensation
for medical
attendance, three
three hundred
thousand
hundred thousand
surgeons fbr
medical attendance,
tion to
to citizen
citizen surgeons
dollars.
dollars.
For pay
pay of
fourteen million
million seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven
For
of the
the army,
army, fourteen
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two
fifty-two dollars.
dollars.
thousand nine
and
two million two hundred
of officers'
subsistence, two
For commutation
officers' subsistence,
hundred and
For
commutation of
twenty
eight thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
eighty -two dollars.
dollars.,
and eighty-two
hundred and
twenty-eight
ending
For expenses
the thirtieth
of recruiting,
of June, eighteen
transportation
hundredofand
recruits,
sixty-eight
and compensa-

officers' horses, one hundred and four
four
of forage for officers'
For commutation
commutation of
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
thousand
and
for officers'
officers' servants,
hundred and
For payments
payments in
lieu of
servants, two
two hundred
For
in lieu
of clothing
clothing for
seventy-six thousand
nine hundred
and seventy-eight
dollars. clothing.
hundred and
seventy-eight dollars.
thousand nine
seventy-six
For payments
to discharged
clothing not
not drawn,
drawn, two
hunfor clothing
two hunFor
payments to
discharged soldiers
soldiers for
dred thousand
dred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
contingencies of'
of the
army, one
hundred thousand
dollars.
For contingencies
the army,
one hundred
thousand dollars.
seventy thousand
For artificial
and seamen,
seamen, seventy
thousand dollars.
dollars.
soldiers and
artificial limbs
limbs for
for soldiers
For
For
army medical
dollars.
museum, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For army
medical museum,
For medical
medical works
works for
library of
for library
of surgeon
general's office,
office, ten
ten thousand
surgeon-general's
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
For expenses
expenses of
of commanding-general's
commanding-general's office,
office, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
arseFor
For arseand Arsenals.—
Arsenals. - For
Improvements of
of Armories
Armories and
For Repairs
Repairs and
and Improvements
nal
and armory
armory at
at Rock
Island, Illinois,
and eighty-six
eighty- six
nal and
Rock Island,
Illinois, six
six hundred
hundred and
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand
dollars.
as recommended
For
the erection
erection of'
of a
bridge at
at Rock
Island, Illinois,
Illinois, as
recommended
a bridge
Rock Island,
For the
by
of ordnance,
ordnance, two
two hundred
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
That
hundred thousand
by the
the chief
chief of
ownership of'
the ownership
or said bridge shall be and remain
remain in the United States,
and the Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company shall have the right
right
of transit across the island and
of way over said bridge for all purposes or
and
company shall, before
before any money
is
river, upon the condition
condition that the said company
money is
expended
government, agree
agree to
to pay
and shall
shall secure
the United
United
expended by
by the
the government,
pay and
secure to
to the
States, first,
first, halt
half the
the cost
cost of
of said
half the
expenses
States,
said bridge
bridge;;and,
and, second,
second, half
the expenses
of keeping
in repair,
repair, and
and upon
upon '
conditions to
to
of
keeping said bridge
bridge in
oguaranteeing
"maran teeing said conditions
the satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary of War, by contract or otherwise,
otherwise, the
the
for purposes
transit,
said company
company shall have the free use of said bridge
bridge for
purposes of transit,
but without
without any claim to ownership
ownership thereof.

Recruiting

Recruiting
and pay of citizen surgeons.
surgeons.
Pay ,
Pay.
Commutation
Commutation
of
of subsistence
subsitence
and forage.
forage.
in
Payments in
lieu of

clothing.

Contingencies.

Artificial
limbs.
limb.
Medical mumum.
senm.
Medical works.
works.
Medical
Command ingConmmandinlgeneral's
office.
Aeliroos.office.
Armories
and
ars
ri es and
arsenl"s.
Rock Island.
Island.
Bridge at Rock
Rock
Island.
Islnd

A
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For
New York,
thousand
Watervliet
For Watervliet
Watervliet arsenal,
arsenal, West
West Troy,
Troy, New
York, thirty-eight
thirty-eight thousand
arsenal.
two
hundred dollars.
arsenal,
two hundred
dollars.
Ordnance
For
Ordnance serserFor current
expenses of
of the
ordnance service,
service, three
hundred thousand
current expenses
the ordnance
three hundred
thousand
vice.
vice.
dollars.
dollars.
Arsenals.
arsenal, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, thirty-four
thirty-four thousand
thousand
For Allegheny
Allegheny arsenal,
Allegheny;
Allegheny;
dollars.
dollars.
Champlain;
Columbus;
Columbus;

For Champlain
arsenal at
at Vergennes,
Vermont, eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
Champlain arsenal
Vergennes, Vermont,
dollars.

For
Columbus arsenal,
For Columbus
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio, one
and thirty-nine
arsenal, Columbus,
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-nine

thousand
hundred and
thousand six
six hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars.
dollars.
For Fort Monroe arsenal, Old Point Comfort, Virginia,
Virginia, six
six thousand
thousand
dollars.
dollars.
Union, New
New Mexico,
thousand dolFort Union;
For Fort
Fort Union arsenal, Fort Union,
Mexico, ten
ten thousand
dollars.
lars.
Frankford arsenal,
Bridesburg, Pennsylvania,
thirty thousand
thousand dolFrankford;
For Frankford
arsenal, Bridesburg,
Pennsylvania, thirty
dollars.
Kennebec;
Kennebec arsenal, Augusta,
thousand five
five hundred
Kennebec;
For Kennebec
Augusta, Maine, one
one thousand
hundred and
and
twenty-five dollars.
twenty-five
dollars.
Indianapolis;
Indianapolis, Indiana,
Indiana, one
and sixtyIndianapolis;
For Indianapolis
Indianapolis arsenal,
arsenal, Indianapolis,
one hundred
hundred and
sixtytwenty-five dollars.
nine thousand six hundred and
and twenty-five
Leavenworth;
For Leavenworth
Leavenworth;
Leavenworth arsenal, Leavenworth,
Kansas, fifteen
fifteen thousand
dolLeavenworth, Kansas,
thousand dollars.
New York;
For New York arsenal, Governor's Island, New York,
New.
one thousand
York, one
thousand
two hundred
hundred dollars.
Pikesville;
For Pikesville arsenal, Pikesville, Maryland,
dollars.
Maryland, eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
For
Louis arsenal,
arsenal, Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Saint Louis;
Louis;
For Saint
Saint Louis
Missouri, sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
thousand doldollars.
Washington;
For Washington
Washington, District
Columbia, fifty
fifty thouWashington arsenal,
arsenal, Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
thousand dollars.
Watertown.
For Watertown arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts, twenty-one
twenty-one thouWatertown.
sand six hundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven dollars.
Purchase of
For the purchase
purchase of the Willard
Willard Sears estate,
estate, adjoining the Watertown
Watertown
Wtialltaer.d
arsenal
and seven
rs ,or
or so
so
hundred dolla
dollars,
thousand and
seven hundred
forty-nine thousand
arsenal grounds,
grounds, forty-nine
estate.Sears
e,s
Land
in South
much thereof
thereof as
Land in
South much
as may
may be
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
hereby
be necessary;
necessary; and
of War
War is
is hereby
Boston
may be
authorized to
to the
Boston may
be authorized
to sell
sell at public auction
auction a
alot of land belonging
belon gi
oing to
the United
United
sold.
old.
States situated
if, in
in his
opinion, the
situated in South Boston,
Boston, if,
his opinion,
the same
is not
needed
same is
not needed
for
the public
for the
public service,
service, and
and pay
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
into the
pay the
thereof into
the treasury.
treasury.
Bureau of ref- Bureau
Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen,
Abandoned Lands.
- For salaries
Freedmen, and Abandoned
Lands.—
ugees,
freedmen, of assistant commissioners, sub-assistant commissioners, and agents, one
ugeedbadredmen
and
abandoned Of assistant commissioners, sub-assistant commissioners, and agents, one
lands,
hundred
and forty-seven
forty-seven thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
lands.
hundred and
thousand five
Salaries.
For salaries of clerks, eighty-two
Salaries.
eighty-two thousand
thousand eight hundred dollars.
For stationery
stationery and
printing, sixty-three
Stationery
For
and printing,
sixty-three thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
and printing.
For
"Quarrt and
and
For quarters
quarters and
and fuel,
fuel, two
Quarters
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fuel.
For commissary
commissary stores,
stores, one
one million
For
million five
hundred thousand
dollars.
five hundred
thousand dollars.
For
Commissary
For medical
medical department,
department, five
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
stores.
stores.
Medical dedeFor transportation,
transportation, eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Medical
For
eight hundred
hundred thousand
partment.
For school
school superintendents,
superintendents, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
iotiransportaTransportar,
sc
hoo l
s an
as yl ums ,including
i
nc l
udi ng cons
t
ruction ,ren
t
al,
For buildings
buildings fo
for.
schools
andd asylums,
construction,
rental,
tion.
tn.
School supersup er- and
and repairs,
repairs, five
School
five hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
intendents.
an d postage,
pos t
age ,eighteen
ei
g ht een th
ousan d dollars:
doll ars: P
rov ided,
For telegraphin
telegraphingg and
thousand
Provided,
Schools
and That the commissioner be hereby authorized to apply any balance
Schools and
on
,hlums.
nd
That
the
commissioner
be
hereby
authorized
to
apply
any
balance
on
asylums.
'lelegraphing hand, at this date, of the Refugees
'felegraphing
Refugees and Freedmen's
Freedmen's Fund, accounted for
for
and postage.
educational institutions
actually incorpoincorpoan"
postageu.
last annual report, to aid
aid educational
institutions actually
Certain
edu- in his last
Certain
cational instituinstitu- rated
rated for
loyal refugees
freedmen ::And
further, That
That no
no
for loyal
refugees and
and freedmen
And provided
provided further,
tions.
agent
a monthly
tions.
agent or
or clerk not heretofore
heretofore authorized by law shall receive
receive a
monthly
of
certaintoagents
pay allowance
allowance exceeding
sum o
t
wo h
un d
re d d
oll ars .
of Limit
certainagents
exceeding the
the sum
offtwo
hundred
dollars.
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
That the
or clerks.
SEC. 2. And
And be
enacted, That
the head-quarters
of the
head-quarters of
the
General of
General of
the
army of
the
United
States shall
shall be
be at
the city
city of
Washof
tGeneral
General
of
the
army
of
the
United
States
at
the
of
Washthe army, headquarters of, or- ington,
ington ,and
an d alld
ins
• -tructions relating to
to military
operations
quarters
all orders
orders an
and instructions
military operations
ders, &c.
issued by the President or Secretary of War shall
&c.
sail be issued through the

Fort Monroe;
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General of
case of
inability, through
through the
next in
in
the next
his inability,
of his
in case
and, in
the army,
army, and,
of the
General
rank.
The General
of the
the army
army shall
shall not
be removed,
removed, suspended,
suspended, or
General ofthe
of the
or General
not be
General of
rank. The
aer
r
m
inKve
nd
c
)
,
tw
toig
relieved
elsewhere than at said head- army not to be
or assigned
assigned to duty elsewhere
from command,
command, or
relieved from
quarters,
except at
at his
his own
of the
sso.
the out,
out, &c.
approval of
the previous
previous approval
request, without
without the
own request,
quarters, except
Senate
any orders
orders or
or instructions
instructions relating
to military
operations
military operations
relating to
and any
Senate;;and
issued
void;
be null
null and
and void;
shall be
this section shall
of this
requirements of
to the
the requirements
contrary to
issued contrary
and
any officer
shall issue
or instructions
to the
the
contrary to
instructions contrary
orders or
issue orders
who shall
officer who
and any
provisions
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor in
in
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty
this section
section shall
of this
provisions of
office; and
and any
of the
who shall
shall transmit,
convey, or
or obey
obey
transmit, convey,
army who
the army
any officer
officer of
office;
any orders
so issued
contrary to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
PiPnaltyfor
of this izirmotyrdfeorrs
issued contrary
instructions so
or instructions
orders or
any
section, knowing
orders were
issued, shall
shall be
liable to
im_- contrary
contrna
g
ry hereto.
section,
knowing that
that such
such orders
were so
so issued,
be liable
to imhereto.
prisonment for
less than
nor more
more than
than twenty years,
upon
years, upon
than two
two nor
not less
for not
prisonment
conviction thereof
thereof in
in any
court of
of competent
jurisdiction.
competent jurisdiction.
any court
conviction
S
EC. 3.
3. And
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
three of the joint Repeal of secThat section three
further enacted,
SEc.
ttoRri eiber
n
e
l
e
°
o
f
f
s
r
e
e
c
a:
resolution relative
approved olution relating
to the military
military academy,
academy, approved
resolution
relative to appointments
appointments to
June sixteen,
hundred and
be, and
appointments
hereby to appointmenta
same is hereby
and the same
sixty-six, be,
and sixty-six,
eighteen hundred
sixteen, eighteen
June
repealed.
to military
military
to
repealed.

repealed.

academy.
cademy.

p. 359.
S
EC. 4. And be it
it further
hundred and Ante,
Ante,.p.
further enacted, That the sum of one hundred
SEc.
n
fje f
n pro .o
thous
appropriated out of any ,
b Fire-proof
dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated
fifty thou-and
buildings in Jeffeur
u
sonienv
fla
le, Inmoneys in the
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
be disbursed
disbursed by fersonvile,
nfdiana.
the Secretary
Secretary of
fire-proof buildings at or near dime.
of fire-proof
in the erection
erection of
War, in
of War,
the
the city
of Jeffersonville,
Jeffersonville, in
in the State
State of Indiana, to be used as storehouses
city of
the
government property.
for government
or
further enacted,
SEC.
SEC. 5. And be it further
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Whipping
Whipping or
as ttr
a
officers of the army and navy, and of the Freedmen's Bureau, to prohibit
officers
prohibit maiming,
ma Zin
nt:IT
for
punishment
and
person, as a
a punishment
I
:
L e,forbidden
crime,
punishment for any
any n
maiming of the
the person,
and prevent
prevent whipping
whipping or maiming
crime,
misdemeanor, or
or offence,
offence, by
pretended civil
civil or
military au&o. until,&c.
uutil, &o.
au- in,
in,&c.
or military
by any
any pretended
crime, misdemeanor,
government of such
thority
rebellion until
until the civil government
thority in any State lately in rebellion
restored, and shall have been recognized by the
State shall
shall have been restored,
Congress
Congress of the United States.
enacted, That all militia forces
further enacted,
SEC. 6. And
And be it further
forces now organized
organized Militia
Militia forces
forces
SEc.
or
either of
of the
States of
of Virginia,
Carolina, South s
o
e
rf
v
a
i
n
ci
e
zd
i or in
in
organized
Virginia, North Carolina,
the States
in either
or in
in service
service in
ii
service
certain rebel
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, certain
organization, arming,
be
arming, or States
states to be disforthwith disbanded, and that the further organization,
be forthwith
f
l
)
t
t
l
i
r
teed
r,
o
a
r
t
g
iduitheir
teair
and
banded,
part thereof,
thereof, is
is fiurtherorganizacalling
into service
service of
of the
the said
forces, or
or any
any part
calling into
said militia
militia forces,
whatever, until the same shall tion prohibited.
circumstances whatever,
hereby- prohibited under
under any circumstances
be authorized
authorized by Congress.
SEC. 7. And be it further
paymaster-general be Payment of
of
further enacted, That the paymaster-general
SEC.
authorized to
under such
such regulations
Secretary of
travelling ex.
exWar shall
shall travelling
of War
as the
the Secretary
regulations as
pay under
to pay
authorized
prescribe in
received by them, for the travel[l]ing
travel[l]ing peinsesalifornia
tain
pf
enses
Caloifornia
in addition
addition to the amount received
prescribe
expenses of'
such California
volunteers as were discharged and Nevada volNevada volunteers
California and Nevada
of such
expenses
or unteers.
place
in New
New Mexico,
Mexico, Arizona,
l
ace or
unteers.
and at points distant from the p
or Utah,
Utah, and
Arizona, or
in
enlistment, such proportionate sum according to the distance
places of enlistment,
travel[l]ed as have been paid to the troops of other States similarly
similarly
travcl[l]ed
Appropriation.
situated; and such amount as
necessary to pay the same isAppropriation.
as shall be necessary
situatedt;
hereby appropriated
appropriated out of any moneys in the treasury not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated.
appropriated.
A
PPROVED, March.2,
APPItOVED,
March 2, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
CLXXI.— An Act
for the Construction,
Construction, Preservation,
Preservation, March2,1867.
March 2, 1867.
Appropriationsfor
Act making Appropriations
CHAP. CLXXI.-An
Repairs of
certain Fortifications
Fortifications and
,andother
other Works
Defence for the fiscal
fiscal Year
and Repairs
of certain
Worlce of
of Defence
Year
ending
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
ending June
June thirtieth,
hund ed and sixty-eight.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
of the United
Appropriations
States
Con gress assem
bled, That the following
following sums be, forA
Fop
r
rac
r
a
i
a
tt
ii
oo
nn
ss
assembled,
in Congress
States of
of America
America in
for fortifications
and they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury
treasury not and
and other works
preservation, and repair of of defence.
construction, preservation,
appropriated, for the construction,
-iherwise appropriated,
,,,herwise
defence.
certain fortifications and other
other works of defence for the year
year ending the
Appropriation
thirtieth of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight:sixty-eight :—
A_p propriation
m
ffor Fort
F rt sScamFor Fort Scammel, PQrtland,
Portland, Maine, fifty thousand dollars.
mel.
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For
Georges, on
Hog Island ledge, Portland,
Portland, Maine,
Maine, fifty thousand
For Fort Georges,
on Hog
dollars.
dollars.
For
Fort Winthrop,
Boston, Massachusetts,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollar;.
Massachusetts, fifty
Winthrop, Boston,
For Fort
Fort Winthrop;
throp;
Massachusetts, fifty thousand dollars.
For Fort Warren,
Warren, Boston, Massachusetts,
Fort Warren;
Warren;
For
Fort at
of New
New Bedford
Bedford harbor,
Massachusetts, thirty
thirty
harbor, Ma-sachusetts,
at entrance
entrance of
For Fort
Fort at N\e
New

Appropriation
Appropliation
for Fort Georges;
Georges;

thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Fort Schuyler, East River, New York, fifty thousand dollars.
For Fort
For
fort at
at Willett's
Willett's Point, opposite
Schuyler, New York, fifty
opposite Fort Schuyler,
Willett's
For fort
at Willett's
Point;
Pointi
thousand dollars.
For
Island, New
New York, fifty
Tompkins, Staten Island,
For fort on site of Fort Tompkins,
on site of Fort
Tompkins;
Tompkins;
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
For fort
Sandy Hook,
Hook, New Jersey, fifty thousand dollars.
fort at Sandy
at Sandy
For
Hook; ,rag
on
twenty-five
Potomac river,
river, twenty-five
For repairs
repairs of
of Fort
Fort Washington,
Washington,
on the Potomac
Hook;
Z5
Fort WashingWashingFort
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
ton;
For
Monroe, Hampton
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Virginia, fifty
Roads, Virginia,
Fort Monroe;
Hampton Roads,
For Fort
Fort Monroe,
For
dollars.
Fort Taylor;
For Fort Taylor, Key West, Florida, fifty thousand dollars.
Fort Jefferson;
For
Garden Key,
fifty thousand
tlou-and dollars.
FortJefferson;
For Fort
Fort Jefferson,
Jefferson, Garden
Key, Tortugas,
Tortugas, fifty
For
thousand dollars.
twenty-five thousand
Clinch, Amelia
Amelia Island, Florida, twenty-five
For Fort
Fort Clinch,
Fort Clinch;
For
at Fort
Fort Point,
San Francisco
Francisco bay,
fifty thousand
thousand
bay, California, filty
at Fort .Point;
Point, San
For fort
fort at
at
dollars.
For
For fort at Lime Point, California, fifty thousand dollars.
at Lime Point;
atLimePoint;
For
at Alcatraz
Island, San
San Francisco
Francisco bay,
California, one
hundred
one hundred
bay, California,
fort at
Alcatraz Island,
For fort
at Alcatraz
Alcatraz
Island;
Island;
thousand dollars.
For
Preble, Portland harbor,
harbor, Maine,
Maine, fifty thousand dollars.
For Fort
Fort Preble,
Fort Preble;
For
Fort McClary,
McClary, Portsmouth
Portsmouth harbor,
harbor, New
Hampshire, fifty
thousand
fifty thousand
New Hampshire,
For Fort
Fort MIcMcClary
Clary;;
dollars.
dollars.
For
harbor, Massachusetts,
thousand
fifty thousand
Massachusetts, fifty
Boston harbor,
Independence, Boston
For Fort
Fort Independence,
FortIndependFort
Independence.
ence.
dollars.
dollars.
For
one hundred and fiftynorthwestern lakes, one
northern and
and northwestern
survey of
of northern
For survey
Survey of
northern, &c.
northern,
&c.
five thousand dollars.
lakes.
lakes.
For
Montgomery, at
at the
the outlet
outlet of
Lake Champlain,
Champlain, twenty-five
twenty-five
of Lake
For Fort
Fort Montgomery,
M.ontFort Montgomery.
gomery.
thousand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
Purchase,
Purchase, &c.
&c. For
For purchase
purchase and
of instruments,
instruments, ten
ten thousand
and repair
repair of
thousand dollars.
dollars.
instruments.
of instruments.
For
of sites
occupied and
and lands
lands proposed
proposed to
occupied
to be
be occupied
now occupied
sites now
purchase of
For purchase
Purchase of
sites for seapermanent sea-coast defences:
defences: Provided,
Provided, That no
no such
such purchase
for permanent
purchase shall
shall
coast defences;
e
be
made
except
upon
the
approval
of
its
expediency
by
the
Secretary
of
Secretary
by
the
expediency
of
its
the
approval
upon
except
be
made
beces;
to
cnot
not to be
of the title by the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General, fifty thou&c. War
War and
and of
of the
the validity
validity of
until, Sze.
made until,
sand dollars.
For
occupied by
sea-coast defences:
defences:
For purchase
purchase of
of sites now occupied
by temporary
temporary sea-coast
Provided, That no such purchase
purchase shall be made except upon the approval
Provided,
of its expediency by the Secretary of War and of the validity of the title
Attorney-General, twenty-five
by the Attorney-General,
twenty-five thousand dollars.
Barracks, &c.
Barracks,
&c.
construction and
and repair
repair of
of barracks
barracks and
quarters for
for engineer
For construction
and quarters
engineer
l
near St. Louis,
troops
engineer
St.
Louis,
Missouri,
twenty
near
St
Lou
s,
troops
at
the
depot
of
engineer
supplies
near
St.
Louis,
Missouri,
twenty
Missouri;
thousand dollars.
at Willett's
For construction
and repairs
repairs of
of bar[r]acks
bar[r]acks for
at
construction and
for engineer
engineer troops
troops at
Point.
Point.
the depot of engineer
engineer supplies at Willett's Point, New York, twentyfive
dollars.
five thousand
thousand dollars.
Not over one
SEC.
fifty
S
EC. 2. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That there shall not be over fifty
half of these ape
during the
the.fiscal*year
•
co „, to
per
cent
of
the
foregoing
appropriations
expended
year
fiscal year
during the fiscal
expended during
appropriations
the
foregoing
cent
of
to
per
propriations
propria
be expended this ending thirtieth
thirtieth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, and the residue
residue
year, &c.
&tc.
thereof shall not
not be
be expended
expended till
till otherwise
otherwise ordered.
ordered.
Bedford harbor;
harbor;

Fort Schuyler;
Schuyler;

Residue.
Board of offioffi-

the
in order
order to
further enacted,
SEC.
it further
enacted, That,
That, in
to determine
determine the
3. And
And be
be it
SEC. 3.

cers to make ex- relative powers of resistance
resistance of the turret and the broadside systems of
of
periments to
perimeotsower
to
i
ron-clad vessels
of
war, and
whether or
not our
present heaviest
guns
heaviest guns
our present
or not
and whether
war,
of
vessels
iron-clad
the
power
test
p
now
destruction of the heaviest plated ships now
of resistance of are adequate to the rapid destruction
turreted
built, or deemed practicable
our
turreted and
practicable on either system, and whether
whether or not our
broadside sysbroadside
svsi
t
ems ofi
ron cl
ad best
stone forts
forts will
resist our
increase in
in
if nct
nct what
what increase
and if
guns, and
our heaviest
heaviest guns,
will resist
best stone
temsofiroli-clad
vessels of war strength by adding either stone or iron or variation
variation in form is necessary
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to
that end,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War and
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy are
are against
guns of
of
to that
end, the
and the
of the
against
guns
c
t
:,e
libfr
e
a
.
viest
the
heaviest
he
reby authorized
authorized to
detail aajoint
board of
of not
not less
competentt
hereby
to detail
joint board
less than
than six
six competent
calibre.
officers,
three from
the army
and three
three from
whose duty
it shall
officers, three
from the
army and
fiom the
the navy,
navy, whose
duty it
shall
be
to construct,
and test
test by.
as they
be to
construct, and
by firing
firing upon
upon them,
them, such
such targets
targets as
they may
may
deem
necessary for
the purposes
purposes above
And the
the Secretary
of Facilities,
Facilities, how
how
deem necessary
for the
above named.
named. And
Secretary of
War
Secretary of
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
taon(trefuteinnssehsed,
War and
and the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy are
are hereby
directed to
be furnished,
to
with such
such facilities
facilities for
for this
this purpose
purpose as
they may
how borne.
to supply
supply the
the board
board with
as they
may how
require:
can be
from the
unexpended funds
require: Provided,
Provided, it
it can
be done
done fiom
the unexpended
funds and
and mamaterials
now at
at their
their disposal,
expenses to
to be
by the
the War
terials now
disposal, the
the expenses
be borne
borne equally
equally by
War
and
Navy Departments,
Departments, and
and from
funds at
the
and Navy
from such
such funds
at their
their disposal
disposal as
as the
Secretary of
of War
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy may
respecSecretary
War and
the Navy
may designate
designate respectively.
ArrROvED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
1867.

CHAP.
Appropriationsfor the Naval
CHAP. CLXXII. -An
—An Act making Appropriations
March 2,
2, 1867.
Naval Service
Service for the Year March
1867.
ending thirtieth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
of America
in congress
be, and
N
: avy approapproThat the
the following
following sums
sums be,
and Navy
priations.
they
are hereby,
they are
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
any money
money in
treas- priations.
of any
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
ury not
appropriated, for
for the
the year
year ending
ending the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
of June,
June,
eighteen
sixty-eight.
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight.
For pay of
warrant, and
and petty
For
of commission,
commission, warrant,
petty officers
officers and
seamen, ten
officers
and seamen,
ten ,
. Pay of officers
and twenty-six
hundred and
millions eight
eight hundred
hundred and
twenty-six thousand
thousand two
two hundred
and eighty
eighty and seamen.
seamen.
dollars.
dollars.
Bureau of
of Yards
and Docks.—
Docks. - For
contingent expenses
expenses that
Bureau
Yards and
For contingent
that may
Bureau of
may acac- Bureau
of
crue for
for the
the following
viz: For
For freight
erue
following purposes,
purposes, viz:
freight and
for yards and docks.
and transportation
transportation;;for
printing, advertising,
advertising, and
models, and
and drawings;
printing,
and stationery;
stationery ; for
for books,
books, models,
drawings;
purchase and repair
fire-engines;; for
for machinery
every defor the purchase
repair of fire-engines
machinery of
of every
description, and
and patent
the same;
purchase and
scription,
patent right
right to
to use
use the
same ;for
for purchase
and maintenance
maintenance
of oxen
and horses,
and driving
driving teams;
carts, timber-wheels,
and
of
oxen and
horses, arid
teams ; for
for carts,
timber-wheels, and
workmen's
of letters
on public
public service
service; ;
workmen's tools;
tools ;for telegrams
telegrams and
and postage
postage of
letters on
for furniture for government,
government offices
offices and
for coals
and other
other fuel
fuel; ;
and houses;
houses ;for
coals and
for
for cleaning
cleaning and
and clearing
up yards
yards;;for
for flags,
for candles,
candles, oil,
oil, and
and gas;
gas ;for
clearing up
flags,
awnings,
awnings, and packing-boxes;
packing-boxes ;for pay of watchmen; for incidental labor
labor
at navy yards not applicable
of
applicable to any
any other appropriation; for rent of
landings;;for tolls and ferriages ;;for water tax;
landings
tax ;and for rent of stores,
one million and sixty-seven
sixty-seven thousand
thousand dollars.
Nary
at Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New
- For completing
reser- Navy yard at
Navy Yard at
New Hampshire.
Hampshire. —For
completing reserat
voirs and gutters,
Portsmouth;
gutters, two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
Portsmouth;
repairs of all kinds,
For repairs
kinds, sixty-fbur
sixty-four thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
Navy
at Boston.--For
repairs of
kinds, one
Navy ITrd
Yard at
Boston.—For repairs
of all
all kinds,
one hundred
hundred and
and Boston;
Boston;
twenty-seven
twenty-seven' thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
Nary
Yard at
New York.—
York. - For
Navy Yard
at New
of all
York 5
For repairs
repairs of
all kinds,
kinds, one
one hundred
hundred and
and New York;
sixty-three
sixty-three tlhosand
thousand six
six hundred dollars.
Naval Laboratory,
New York.—
York. - For repairs
Laboratory, New
repairs of apparatus,
apparatus, machinery,
machinery,
fixtures, painting,
furniture, and
and so
so forth,
forth, thirty-five
thirty-five
fixtures,
painting, glazing, wagons, furniture,
hundred
dollirs.
hundred dolltirs.
Navy
at Philadelphia,—
Philadelphia.- For
.Navy Yard
Yard at
For repairs
repairs of
of all
thou- at
Philadelall kinds,
kinds, fifty-one
fifty-one thouat Philadelsand and
dollars.
phia;;
sand
and sixteen
sixteen dollars.
phia
at Washington.
- For repairs of all kinds,
Navy Yard at
Washington.—
kinds, eighty
eighty thousand
thousand at WashingWashing; and the Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized
dollars ;
authorized and directed
directed ton
ton;3gift of land
land
in the Thames
to receive
a deed
deed of
gift, when
when offered by the State of Connecti- riv
t near
ear Newsv
to
receive and
and accept
accept a
of gift,
river,
New
cut, of aa tract of land situated
situated in the Thames
Thames river, near
London, Ct.
near New
New London, London,
Ct. to
to
Connecticut, with aawater front
fiont of not less than one mile, to be held by be accepted;
Connecticut,
accepted;
the United States for naval purposes.
at Pensacola.
- For
For repairs
repairs of
of all
eighty thousand
thousand at Pensacola;
Navy Yard at
Pensacola.—
all kinds,
kinds, eighty
Pensacola;
four hundred
hundred and sixty dollars.
dollars.
Navy Yard at Hare
Miare Island.
- For
thousand and
and seven
Island.—
For gas
gas house,
house, four
four thousand
seven at Mare IsIsla n d
dollars.
land..
dollars.
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Naval station

Sackett'sHarat Sackett's
Harbor
at
Mound
at;Mound

City.
Naval
asylum.
Naval asylum.

Civil establishestablishCivil

ment at navy
meat
yards.
yards.

Civil engineers
and naval storekeepers, how appointed,
pointed.
Master me-

chanics,
bchanics,

&cki
lt

be skilled, and
and
appointed from
life.
civil life,

Collection
Collection of
facts,
&c.to
ilfacts, Sze.
to illustrate the hishis.
tory of the navy.
Bureau of
navigation.
navigation,
Naval acadeacademy.
Naval observatory.

= Nautical
t51 Almanac.
Visitors to
naval academy.
navalacademy.
Bureau of
and
equipment
equipment and
recruiting
recruiting.

SEss.
II.
SESS. II.

Cu.
CH.

172.
172.

1867.
1867.

For cisterns
cisterns for
number forty-one
officers' houses,
seven
and officers'
houses, seven
For
for building
building number
forty-one and
thousand
hundred and
fifty dollars.
dollars.
two hundred
and fifty
thousand two
For repairs
repairs of
all kinds,
kinds, sixty
thousand dollars.
sixty thousand
dollars.
For
of all
Naval
Station at
at Sackett's
For repairs
repairs and
Naval Station
Sackett's Harbor.—
Harbor.- For
and general
general care
care of
of
public property, two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Naval
at Mound
Oity, Illinois.
Illinois.—
and general
general care
- For
For repairs
repairs and
Station at
Mound Oily,
Naval Station
of public property, ten thousand dollars.
Naval
Philadelphia.—F
or furniture
furniture and
and repairs
repairs of
same,
of same,
For
Asylum at
at Philadelphia.Naval Asylum
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
one
For
of books, under
governor of
of the
the
under the
the direction
direction of the governor
For the
the purchase
purchase of
asylum for
for the
the sailors'
sailors' library
library in
in that
institution, one
one thouthat institution,
thouthe increase
increase of
of the
asylum
sand dollars.
For
and whitewashing,
eight hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
house-cleaning and
whitewashing, eight
For house-cleaning
For
grates, and
ranges seven
hundred dollars.
dollars.
and ranges
seven hundred
For furnaces,
furnaces, grates,
For
hundred dollars.
and water
water rent, one
one thousand
thousand five hundred
For gas
gas and
of grounds, five
five hundred dollars.
For improvement
improvement of
hundred dollars.
For wharves and lots, eight hundred
thousand dollars.
For painting houses and walls, two thousand
thousand dollars.
For repairs of all kinds, three thousand
For improvement of cemetery.
cemetery, three thousand dollars.
beneficiaries, fifty-two thousand
thousand dollars.
For support of beneficiaries,
For pay
superintendents and
and the
at the
the several
several
civil establishment
establishment at
the civil
For
pay of
of superintendents
navy
nav y yards and stations under the control
control of the bureau of yards and
docks and at the naval
fifty-eigiht thousand
naval asylum, one hundred and fifty-eight
nine
and sixty-seven
dollars :Provided,
That the
the civil
civil engineer
engineer
nine hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven dollars:
Provided, That
and naval storekeeper, when required at any of
of the navy yards, shall
shall be
appointed
by the
the President
President by
and with
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the
with the
the advice
by and
appointed by
Senate, and the persons employed
employed at
at the several navy yards, as master memachinists,
master joiners,
master
chinists, master
master carpenters,
carpenters, master
joiners, master blacksmiths, master
boiler-makers,
master plumbers,
painters
plumbers, and master painters
master sailmakers, master
boiler-makers, master
and master caulkers shall be men skilled in their several duties and appointed from civil life.
For pay of some suitable person
Secretary of the Naperson appointed by the Secretary
vy
to
examine
the
archives
of the
department and
other sources
of inforinforsources of
and other
the department
vy to examine the archives of
mation,
mation, and collect and collate the facts which may illustrate the history
of the United States navy, fifteen hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Bureau
- For navigation apparatus and supplies, and
Bureau of Navigation.
Navigation.—
for purposes incidental to navigation,
navigation, two
hundred and
eighty-five thoutwo hundred
and eighty-five
thousand six hundred and twenty-six dollars.
For expenses of naval academy,
academy, viz: for pay of civil
civil officers, profesprofeswatchmen, and others, contingent
sors, watchmen,
expenses, improvements
contingent expenses,
improvements and
and rereeighty-three thousand nine hundred
pairs, two hundred and eighty-three
hundred and thirteen
thirteen
dollars.
For expenses of naval observatory,
observatory, viz: [for] pay of assistant astronomer, three aids, and clerk; for wages
wages of instrument
instrument maker, two
two watchwatchmen, porter and messenger; for keeping
keeping grounds in order, and repairs to
buildings and enclosures; for fuel, light, office furniture, and stationery,
and for freight, transportation,
transportation, postage, and incidental expenses, twentyone thousand five hundred dollars.
For preparing
prepar i
ng for
f
or publication
pu bli cat i
on the
th
e American
American Nautical
Nautical Almanac,
For
Almanac, twentytwentyone thousand
thousand dollars.
For payment of expenses
expenses of visitors to the naval academy,
academy, two
two thousand dollars.
sand
Bureau
Equipment and
and Recruiting.
For the payment of bounties
Bureau of Equipment
Recruiting. -—For
bounties
tto discharged seamen, five hundred thousand dollars.
o discharged seamen, five hundred thousand dollars.
For
accrue for the
purposes, namely:
namely: exFor expenses
expenses that
that may accrue
the following
following purposes,
expenses of recruiting, transportation
transportation of men,
men, printing and stationery, advertising in public newspapers,
newspapers, postage on public letters,
letters, wharfage and demurrage,
deserters, assistance
murrage, apprehension
apprehension of deserters,
assistance to vessels in distress,
distress, &ce
&c.
five hundred thousand dollars.
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Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair.
Repair.—
For pay
pay of
superintendents and
and Bureau
- For
of superintendents
Bureau of
of
the civil establishment at
arthe
under this
this bureau,
sixty- construction
the several navy
navy yards
yards under
bureau, sixtyconstruction and
and
three
thousand dollars.
rePair.
three thousand
dollars.
repair.
Bureau of Steam Engineering.
Engineering.—For
-For pay of superintendents
superintendents and
and the
the of steam engiestablishment at
several navy
navy yards
yards under
under this
civil establishment
at the
the several
this bureau,
bureau, twentytwenty- neering;
neering;
four thousand
thousand dollars.
Bureau of Provisions
- For pay of the civil
Bureau
Provisions and Clothing.
Clothing. —
civil establishestablish- of provisions
ment at
at the
several navy
navy yards
yards and
and at
the naval
asylum, eighteen
u-and
clothing ;
ment
the several
at the
naval asylum,
eighteen tho
thouand clothing;
hundred and
fifty dollars.
dollars.
sand one hundred
and fifty
Bureau of Medicine and
and Surgery.
Bureau
surgeons' necessaries
necessaries and
ap- of medicine
medicine
Surgery.-— For
For surgeons'
and appliances for the sick and wounded
corps, and coast and surgery;
wounded of the navy, marine corps,
surgery;
survey, fifty
thousand dollars.
survey,
fifty thousand
dollars.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the bureau of
and surgery,
surgery, contingent
contingent exof medicine
medicine and
extwenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.penses;
penses;
establishment, under the bureau of medicine and civil establish.
For pay of the civil establishment,
establisht
surgery,
surgery, at the several naval hospitals and navy yards, sixty thousand
thousand men
Inent
seven hundred and sixty-three
sixty-three dollars.
dollars.
Naval Hospital,
Boston.- For repairs and improvements
improvements of all kinds, Naval hospiNaval
Hospital, Boston.—
including roads, buildings, fences,
garden, painting,
fences, walls,
walls, farm,
farm, garden,
painting, glazing,
glazing, tits;
tals;
blacksmiths',
blacksmiths', plumbers', and masons' work,
so forth,
work, furniture,
furniture, and
and so
forth, seven
seven Boston:
thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
Naval Hospital,
For repairs
Naval
Hospital, New York.York. —For
repairs and improvements
improvements of all New York;
York;
kinds, including
including the buildings,
buildings, out-houses, walls, fences, cemetery, furniture, and so forth,
forth, twelve thousand five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Naval Hospital,
Hospital,Philadelphia.
Philadelphia. -— For furniture and general
general outfit of the Philadelphia;
Philadelphia;
establishment, ten thousand dollars.
Naval Hospital, Washington,
Iashington, D. 0.-For repairs of building and
and apap- Washington;
Washington;
pendages,
pendages, fences, sidewalk,
sidewalk, furniture, painting, glazing, and
and so
so forth, five
thousand
thousand dollars.
Naval Hospital,
Norfolk. -— For repairs of buildings, appendages,
Hospital, Norfolk.
appendages, Norfolk;
Norfolk;
wharves,
wharves, roads, fences, painting,
furniture, and
forth, seven
seven
painting, glazing,
glazing, furniture,
and so
so forth,
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
Naval Hospital, Mare
Mare Island,
California.-—For
Naval
Island, California.
naval hosFor building naval
hos- Mare Island.
Island.
pital and appendages,
thousand dollars.
appendages, twenty thousand
Marine Corps.
- For pay of officers,
officers, non-commissioned
officers, musi- i%latirinrezzs.
Marine corps.
Marine
Cops. —
non-commissioned officers,
sicians, privates, clerks, messengers,
cothing.
messengers, steward and nurse, and servants; for and,
and &thing.
clothing for officers' servants; additional
rations and clothing
additional rations
for
rations to
to officers
officers for
five years'
years' service; for undrawn
undrawn clothing, nine hundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven
thousand
thousand dollars and sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
For provisions,
provisions, one hundred and sixty-nine
sixty-nine thousand nine hundred and
and
seven dollars
dollars and fifty cents.
clothing, two hundred and
For clothing,
and ninety-two
ninety-two thousand
thousand one
hundred and
and
one hundred
eighty-six dollars
dollars and eighty-four
eighty-four cents.
For fuel, thirty thousand one hundred
hundred and seventeen
seventeen dollars.
Fuel.
For military stores,
stores, viz: Pay of mechanics, repair of arms, purchase
purchase Military
stores.
Militarystores.
ordnance stores, flags,
of accoutrements,
accoutrements, ordnance
flags, drums, fifes, and other instruments,
instruments,
sixteen thousand dollars.
sixteen
For transportation
Transportatransportation of officers,
officers, their servants, troops, and expenses
expenses of
Transportsrecruiting, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars.&c.
ton, &c.
tion,
For repairs
repairs of barracks,
barracks, and rent of offices
offices where there are no public Barracks and
buildings, fifteen thousand dollars.
offices.
offices.
For
cartage; wharfage;
For contingencies,
contingencies, viz: Freight; ferriage; toll; cartage;
wharfage; Contingencies.
Contingencies.
purchase
compensation to judge advocates; per diem
purchase and repair of boats; compensation
for attending courts-martial,
courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and for constant labor;
labor;
house rent in lieu of quarters; burial of deceased
deceased marines; printing,
stationery, postage, telegraphing;
telegraphing; apprehension of deserters;
deserters; oil, candles,
gas; repairs of gas and water fixtures;
fixtures; water
barrack
water rent,
rent, forage,
forage, straw,
straw, barrack
furniture; furniture for officers'
officers' quarters;
quarters; bed sacks, wrapping paper, oilcloth, crash, rope, twine, spades, shovels, axes, picks, carpenters'
carpenters' tools;
tools;
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corps. keep of a
horse for the messenger;
messenger; pay of matron, washerwoman,
and
Marine corps.
a horse
washerwoman, and
Contingencies.
headquarters;;repairs
engines; purchase
Contingencies. porter at the hospital .headquarters
repairs to fire engines;
purchase and
repair
engine hose; purchase
purchase of lumber
and
for benches,
benches, mess
mess tables, and
lumber for
repair of engine
bunks;
repairs to public carryall;
carryall; purchase
harness; purbunks; repairs
purchase and repair
repair of harness;
chase
handcarts and wheelbarrows;
purchase
wheelbarrows; seavengering;
scavengering; purchase
chase and
and repair of handcarts
and
galleys, cooking
where there are no
cooking stoves,
stoves, ranges;
ranges; stoves
stoves where
and repair
repair of
of galleys,
grates; gravel
gravel for parade grounds;
grounds; repair of pumps; furniture for staff
and commanding
offices; brushes,
brushes, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
paving, and
and
and
commanding officers'
officers' offices;
buckets, paving,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
eighty thousand
for other purposes, eighty
SEc.
,Secretary of
SEC. 2. And be it
it further
Secretary of the Navy be,
further enacted,
enacted, That the Secretary
Navv to effect
a and
Navy
effect a
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to negotiate with the city of
of
further
ex a
furtfher exchange
State of
and to
further exchange
exchange
effect aa further
York, and
to effect
of New
New York,
in the
the State
of lands
lands Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, in
change of
Wallabout Bay, between
with the city of of lands in Wallabout
between the United States and the said city,
Brooklyn, R.
R. Y.
Brooklyn,
Y.
&c.
thereupon to
make, execute,
and deliver
deliver good
good and
sufficient deeds
deeds
and sufficient
to make,
execute, and
Y. and
and thereupon
&C.klyn
ap--and releases
Title to be ap
releases therefor:
therefor: Provided,
approved
Provided,That the title acquired shall be approved
proved.
by the Attorney-General
Attorney-General and the exchange
proved,
exchange shall be effected
effected without expenditure from the treasury
treasury of the United States.
penditure
Workmen in
SEC.
Slic. 3. And
And be it further enacted, That no officer or employee
employee of the
the

navy iy
yards
nt
government shall require or request any
any workingman
workingman in
e
a
gr
u
di
s
re
n
d
ot
t0 government
in any
any navy
navy yard
yard
to be required to go
Cq

n
t
o
aa

pay money for

political pur-

to contribute
any money for political purposes,
purposes, nor shall any workcontribute or pay any
ingman
officer
ingman be removed
removed or discharged
discharged for political opinion; and any officer

poses;
poses;
not
to be
dis - or
the government
government who
shall offend
offend against
the provisions
provisions of
against the
who shall
of the
or employee
employee of
be disnot to
charged for pocharged
po - this section shall be dismissed the service of the United States.

lineal
opinions.
litical
opinions.
Penalty.
Penalty.

March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
March

APPROVED,
1867.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.

CHAP.
— An Act
making Appropriations
Appropriations for
for the
the current
current and
and contingent
contingent
Act making
CLXXIII.-An
CHAP. CLXXHI.

the Indian
and for
with various
Expenses of
of the
Indian Department, and
for fulfilling
fulfilling Treaty
Preaty Stipulations
Stipulations with
various
thirty, eighteen
Indian
Indian Tribes
Tribes fbr
fir the
the Year
Year ending
ending June
June thirty,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight.
sixty-eight.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of the
the United
Appropriations States
States of
of America
the following
sums be,
be, and
and
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
following sums
Appropriations
for expense
expenses of
they are
are hereby,
appropriated out
of any
money
in
the treasury
treasury not
otherfor
of
they
hereby,
appropriated
out
of
any
money
in
the
not
otherthe Indian De-

partment and
partment

treaty stipulastipuiations.
tions.

wise appropriated,
appropriated, for the purpose of paying
paying the current and contingent
contingent
wise

expenses of the Indian Department, and fulfilling treaty stipulations
stipulations with
with
the various Indian
Indian tribes
:—
tribes:-For the current
current and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Indian Department,
Department,
namely,
namely, —
SuperintendFor the pay of superintendents
superintendents of Indian
superintend Indian affairs and of Indian agents,
agents,
ents, agents,
sub -one
and ten
thousand five
and fifty
fifty dollars.
ents,
agents,subone hundred
hundred and
ten thousand
five hundred
hundred and
dollars.
agents, clerks,
&e.
For pay
sub-agents, six
six thousand
thousand dollar.
dollars.
gents, erks,
For
pay of
of sub-agents,
For pay of clerk to superintendent
superintendent at St. Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, one thousand
two
two hundred dollars.
temporary clerks by superintendents
superintendents of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, five
For pay of temporary
five
thousand
thousand dollars.
For pay of clerk to superintendent of Indian affairs
affairs in California, one
one
thou-and
thousand eight hundred dollars.
For pay of interpreters, twenty-eight
Interpreters,
twenty-eight thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
presents, proFor presents
presents to
proFor
to Indians,
Indians, five
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
visions.
For provisions
viss.
provisions for Indians, eleven
eleven thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred dollars.
dollars.
Buildings
For buildings
Buildings and
buildings at agencies
agencies and repairs
repairs thereof, ten thousand dollars.
repairs.
repairs.
ies.
For contingencies of the Indian Department, thirty- si
x tho us and five
rContingencies
Contingenc
, For contingencies of the Indian Department, thirty-six thousand five
dollars.
Treaty stipu
hundred dollars.
stipu-- nundred
Treaty
lations.
For fulfilling treaty stipulations
stipulations with the various Indian tribes:
tribes:- —
Apaches.
Apaches. - For second
Apaches.
Apaches.—
second of forty instalments, to be expended
expended under the
the
Post,p. 712. direction of the Secretary
Post,
Secretary of the Interior, according
according to the terms of
of the
the
second article treaty, October seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen hundred and sixtyfive, sixteen thousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the transportation of goods, provisions,
provisions, and so forth, purchased
purchased for the Apache
Apache InIndians, according to the terms of the same article of same treaty, three
thousand five hundred dollars.
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Arapaho and Cheyenne
Upper Arkansas
River.—
For Arapahos
.Arapaho
Chieyenne Indians
Indians of
of the
the Upper
Arkansas River.
- For
Arapahos and
and
second of forty
expended under
under the
direction of
of the
the Cheyennes.
Cheyennes.
second
forty instalments,
instalments, to
to be
be expended
the direction
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
to the
the terms
terms of
of the
seventh article
article
Interior, according
according to
the seventh
Pos6 p. 704.
hundred and
and sixty-five,
for the
the fiscal
treaty of
of' October
October fourteenth
fourteenth,'eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-five, for
fiscal
70
year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and sixty-eight,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-eight, fifty-six
fifty-six
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For transportation
transportation of goods, provisions,
provisions and so
forth, purchased
so forth,
purchased for
for the
the
Arapaho and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians
Indians of
tipper Arkansas
of the Upper
Arkansas river,
river, for
for the
the fisfiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
twenty
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, twenty
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Assinaboines.-For
Assinaboines.—
For first of payments to be made during
Assinaboinea.
during the pleasure
pleasure Assinaboines.
of Congress, to be expended
expended at the discretion
discretion of the
in such
such
the President
President in
articles, goods, and provisions as he may from time
articles,
time determine;
time to time
determine;
ten thousand dollars
dollars of which may be expended
expended in
in the
the purchase
purchase of
of stock
stock
animals, agricultural
agricultural implements;
animals,
implements; in instructing
instructing in agricultural
meagricultural and mechanical pursuits; in employing
chanical
employing mechanics;
mechanics; in educating
educating their
children;
their children;
necessary and proper medicines
providing necessary
medicines and medical
care
medical attendance
attendance;;care
for and support of'
iheir aged, infirm,
of their
infirm, and sick; for their helpless
orphans,
helpless orphans,
respect to promote
and in any other respect
promote their
and imimtheir civilization,
civilization, comfort,
comfort, and
provement;
provement; and also for pay of head
thousand dollars.
dollars.
head chief,
chief, thirty thlouand
Arickarees, Gross
Gross Ventres, and Handams.—
Afandams. - For first
first of payments
payments to
to be Arickarees,
Arickarees,
made during the
tile pleasure
pleasure of Congress, to be expended
expended in such goods,
goods, pro- Gros Ventres,
Ventres,
aud Mandams.
Mandams.
and
vi.ions. and
andl other articles
President may from
visions,
articles as the President
to time
time deterdeterfrom time to
mine,'five thousand dollars
mine
may be
be expended
th e p
urc h
ase of
of
dll.ars of
of which may
expended i
inn the
purchase
stock
stock animals, agricultural
agricultural implements; in instructing
instructing in
and
in agricultural
agricultural and
mechanical pursuits
pursuits;;in employing mechanics,
mechanical
mechanics, educating
educating their children,
children,
providing
attendance;;care for and support of the
providing medicines
medicines and medical attendance
the
aged,
aged, sick, and infirm;
infirm ;for
orphans of
in
for the
the helpless
helpless orphans
of said
said Indians,
Indians, and
and in
any other respect
respect to promote their civilization,
civilization, comfort, and improvement,
improvement,
and
and also for pay of head chief, soldier chiefs,
chiefs, second
chiefs, and
and Pierre
Gamsecond chief's,
Pierre Pierre
Pierre GavGavreau
services to the Arickarees,
Arickarees, forty thousand
Gavreau for his services
thousand dollars.
reau.
dollars.
reau.
C/ieyennes of
of the Upper Platte
Platte River.
Cheyennes
River.—
Chey- C:,evennesof
Cl,eyennes of
- For this amount,
amount, the
the Cheyennes
Laralnie, to be placed
entice near Fort Laramie,
placed at the disposal
Upper Platte,
disposal of
of the
the President,
President, to
to the UpperPlatte.
be expended by him or under his direction
direction in such
manner as
as will
will best
such manner
best
peaceable relations
tend to sustain peaceable
relations with said Indians, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
Caanches
- For second of forty instalments, to be ex- Camanches
Camnanches
Comanches and Kjoways.
Kloways.—
direction of the Secretary
pended under the
the direction
to and lKioways.
Kioways.
Secretary of the
the Interior,
Interior, according
according to
the terms
eighteenth, eighteen
terms of'
of the filth article treaty
treaty of October
October eighteenth,
riun- Post, p.
p. 718.
eighteen hun7T8.
dred
year ending June
died and sixty-five, for the fiscal year
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, forty thousand dollars.
For transportation of goods, provisions,
provisions, and so forth, purchased
purchased for the
the
Camanche and ICioway
Kioway Indians, for the fiscal
Camanche
fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary,
eight
eight thousand dollars.
C1rmainclies, Kiowas, and
and Apaches, of .Arkansas
Arkansas River.
Comanches,
the Comanches,
River. —For
- For the
Camanches,
fourth of five instalmnents, being the second series for the purchase of Riowas,
Kio""'.e, and
and
of Argoods,
fourth
of
provisions,
five
instalments,
and
agricultural
being
the
implements,
second
series
per
for
sixth
the
article
purchase
treaty
of
Apaches
kansas
goods, provisions, and agricultural implements, per sixth article treaty kanlss River.
River.
twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh July, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-three,
fifty-three, eighteen
eighteen thousand Vol.
Vol. x.
x. p.
p 1014.
1014.

dollars.
dollars.

For
transportation of the fourth of five instalments of goods,
For expenses
expenses of transportation
provisions,
implements, per sixth article treaty, twentyprovisions, and
and agricultural
agricultural implements,
seventh
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-three, seven
seventh July,
hundred and fifty-three,
seven thousand dollars.
Calapooias, difololla,
lolalla, and
and Clackamas Indians,
Indians, of
Valley. Calopooias,
of Willamette Valley.—
Calapooias,
Calapooias,
For third of
offt
the
third
of five
fi ve instalments
i
ns t
al
men t
so
he t
hi rd series
ser i
es o
annu i
ty f
or beneficial
Clackamas.
offannuity
for
beneficial Molallas,
olal las' and
and
Clackamas.
objects,
article treaty
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January, eighteen
p. 1144.
objects, per
per second
second article
eighteen hundred Vol.
vol. x. p.
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
Chiasta,
UTnpqua Indians.—
Indians.- For thirteenth of fifteen
Chasta, Scoton, and Vinpqua
fifteen instal- Chastas, Scog
toun
a
s
s
,. and
ments of annuity, to
t
o be
be expended
ex p
en d
edas directed
di recte dby
by the
th
e P
res id ent, per
per third
thi rd tons,
UmpPresident,
and Umparticle
treaty eighteenth
article treaty
eighteenth November,
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, two Vol.
vol. x. p. 1122.
1122.
thousand dollars.
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For thirteenth
thirteenth of
of fifteen
fifteen instalments
for the
the pay
pay of
fifth
of aafarmer,
farmer, per fifth
instalments for
For
fifty-four, one
article
treaty eighteenth
hundred and fifty-four,
eighteen hundred
November, eighteen
eighteenth November,
article treaty
thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
For
thirteenth of
of fifteen
fifteen instalments
instalments for
medicines,
physician, medicines,
for pay
pay of physician,
For thirteenth
and
expense of
of care
care of
of the
sick, per
per fifth
article treaty eighteenth Novemfifth article
the sick,
and expense
ber,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
fifty-four, one thousand
and fifty-four,
ber, eighteen
For thirteenth
thirteenth of
of fifteen
teachers and purchase
purchase
instalments for pay of teachers
fifteen instalments
For
of
books and
stationery, per
per fifth
eighteenth November,
treaty eighteenth
fifth article treaty
and stationery,
of books
eighteen
hundred and
one thousand
dollars.
hundred dollars.
two hundred
thousand two
fifty-four, one
and fifty-four,
eighteen hundred
Chippewas,
Chippewas,
Menonzones, Winnebagos,
Winnebagos, and
and Hew
York Indians.
For
New York
Indians.-—For
Chippewas, Menomones,
Menomones,
educational
purposes during
during the
Congress, per
per fifth
fifth article
article
of Congress,
pleasure of
the pleasure
educational purposes
WMenoneba,
Winnebagos,
Winnebagos,
New York
eleventh August,
hundred and twenty-seven, one thoueighteen hundred
August, eighteen
treaty eleventh
York treaty
and New
sand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
Indians.
sand
dollars.
vol. vii. p. 804.
3
of
River. - For last of
and Black River..—For
Swan Creek,
Chippewas
Chippewas of
Creek, and
Saginaw, Swan
of Saginaw,
Chippewas
Chlippevwas off
Saginaw, Swan two equal
coin, to be distributed per capita, in the usual
equal instalments in coin,
Saginaw,
pa
Creekand
Creek, and
manner of
paying
annuities,
second article
article of
treaty of
August
of August
the treaty
of the
per second
annuities, per
manner of paying
ai'
Black
Black River.
hundred
Vol. xi.
p. 634.
634. second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five, eighteen
eighteen thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
Vol.
xi. p.
dollars.
For thirteenth
Chippewas of
Chippewas of Lake Superior.Superior. —For
thirteenth of twenty
twenty instalments
Chippewas
Chippewas
in coin, per fourth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
Lake Superior.
Superior.
eighteen hundred
x. p.
p. 1109.
1109. and fifty-four, five thousand dollars.
Vol. x.
and fifty-four, five thousand dollars.
For thirteenth
thirteenth of
of twenty
twenty instalments
in goods,
furniture, [and]
[and]
goods, household
household furniture,
instalments in
For
cooking
eighteen
per fourth
fourth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
utensils, per
cooking utensils,
hundred
dollars.
hundred and fifty-four, eight thousand dollars.
For
thirteenth of
of twenty
twenty instalments
agricultural implements, and
and
for agricultural
instalments for
For thirteenth
cattle,
carpenters' and
and other
materials, per fourth arbuilding materials,
other tools, and building
cattle, carpenters'
ticle treaty
thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four, three
ticle
treaty thirtieth
thousand dollars.
For
thirteenth of twenty instalments
instalments for moral and educational
educational purFor thirteenth
Grand Portage
poses, three hundred dollars of which to be paid to the Grand
band yearly to enable
maintain aa school at their village, per
them to
to maintain
enable them
band
fourth
fourth article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
three thousand dollars.
For thirteenth
thirteenth of twenty
twenty instalments for six smiths and assistants, per
per
second and fifth articles
and
articles treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and
second
five thousand
thousand and forty dollars.
fifty-four, five
thirteenth of twenty
twenty instalments for the support of six smiths'
For thirteenth
shops, per second and fifth articles treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, one thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty dollars.
instalments for the seventh
For eleventh
eleventh of twenty instalments
seventh smith and assistant,
and
second and fifth articles treaty thirtieth Septemand support of shops, per second
sixty dollars.
ber, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, one thousand
thousand and sixtly
eighteen hundred
Bois Fort band,
assistant, and shop for the Ibis
For support
support of aa smith, assistant,
during
twelfth article
article treaty thirtieth
pleasure of the President, per twelfth
during the pleasure
fifty-four, and third article
September, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
article treaty of
September,
April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thousand and sixty
dollars.
pleasure
For
For support
support of
of two farmers for the Bois Fort band, during the pleasure
Post, p.
764.
of the
the President,
twelfth article
article treaty
treaty thirtieth
eighteen
thirtieth September, eighteen
per twelfth
of
President, per
Post,
p. 764.
seventh, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, and third article
article treaty
treaty of April
April seventh,
hundred
hundred and sixty-six, one thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
transportation, and necessary
For insurance, transportation,
necessary cost of delivery of annuiChippewas of Lake Superior,
ties and provisions for Chippewas
Superior, five thousand
thousand seven
seven
hundred and sixty-two dollars and sixty-three
sixty-three cents.
twenty instalments,
- For second
Band of
of Chippewas.
Bois Fort
Bois
Chippewas.—For
second of
of twenty
Fort Band
Bois Fort band
for
the support
of one
and assistant,
for tools,
iron and
and
assistant, and
and for
tools, iron
support of
one blacksmith
blacksmith and
Chippewas.
of Chippewas.
for the
P
765.
steel,
other articles
for the
the blacksmith
blacksmith shop, as
as per
per third
necessary for
articles necessary
and other
steel, and
Post, p.. 765
article treaty of April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thousand five hundred
hundred dollars
Chastas,
Chastas,

ost,

&e.
&c.
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instalments, for
for the
the support
support of
one school
school
For second of twenty instalments,
of one
teacher, and
necessary books
stationery, as
as per
per third
teacher,
and for
for necessary
books and
and stationery,
third article
article
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eight hundred
hundred
treaty of
of April
April seventh,
seventh, eighteen
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, eight
dollars.
for the
the Indians
Indians in
For second of
of twenty instalments
instalments for
the instruction
instruction of
of the
in
farming, and purchase of
so forth,
forth, as
as per
per third
of seeds,
seeds, tools,
tools, and
and so
third article
article
hundred and
eight hundred
hundred
treaty of
of April
April seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, eight
dollars.
For second of twenty instalments
money, to
to be
be paid
paid per
instalments of
of annuity in
in money,
per
capita,
capita, as per third article
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
article treaty
treaty of April
April seventh,
sixty-six, three thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For second of twenty instalments
instalments of annuity in
in provisions, ammunition,
ammunition,
and tobacco, as per third article treaty of
eighteen hunof April seventh,
seventh, eighteen
hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, one thousand
For second
second of twenty
instalments of
of annuity
annuity in
in goods
goods and
and other
articles,
twenty instalments
other articles,
as per third article
article treaty of April seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixtyhundred and
six, six thousand
thousand five
five hundred dollars.
For transportation
transportation and necessary
necessary cost of delivery of annuity goods
goods and
and
provisions to the Bois Fort band of Chippewa Indians, as per sixth article
article
treaty
treaty of April seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thousand
thousand five
five
hundred dollars.
Cdippewas
Mlssissippi. For first of ten instalments of the
Chippewas of the Mississippi.
the secsecond series in money, per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen
end
eighteen
article treaty thirtieth
hundred and forty-two, and eighth article
thirtieth September,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four, and
third article
seventh May,
and third
article treaty
treaty seventh
May,
eighteen hundred
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four, four thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six
dollars and sixty-seven cents.
dollars
For first of ten instalments
instalments of
second series for
pay of
of two
two carcarof the second
for the
the pay
penters, per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
forty-two, and eighth article
article treaty
forty-two,
treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
May, eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, and third article treaty seventh May,
hundred
and sixty-four, four hundred
hundred dollars.
For first of ten instalments of the second series, in goods, per fourth
article treaty fourth October, eighteen hundred and forty-two,
forty-two, and
and eighth
eighth
article treaty thirtieth September; eighteen hundred
and
hundred and fifty-four, and
third article treaty seventh May, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, three
three
thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For first of ten instalments of the
the support
support of
the second
second series for the
of
schools, per fourth article treaty
treaty fourth October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
forty-two,
forty-two, and eighth article treaty
treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
huneighteen hundred and fifty-fbur,
fifty-four, and third article
article of treaty seventh May,
eighteen
May, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, six hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven
sixty-seven
cents.
For first of ten instalments of second series, for the purchase
purchase of
of proprovisions and tobacco, per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and forty-two, and eighth article treaty thirtieth September,
September,
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, and third article of treaty seventh May,
May,
eighteen hundred
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, six hundred
hundred and sixty-six dollars and
and
sixty-seven
sixty-seven cents.
For first of ten instalments
instalments of the second series for the
the support of
of two
two
smiths'
assistants, and furnishsmiths' shops, including
including the pay of two smiths and assistants,
furnishing iron and steel, per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen hundred and forty-two, and eighth article
article treaty thirtieth September, eighteen
eighteen
fifty-four, and third article of treaty
hundred and fifty-four,
treaty seventh May,
May, eighteen
eighteen
sixty-seven
hundred and sixty-four, six hundred
hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven
cents.
For first of ten instalments of the second
second series, for pay of two farmers,
per fourth article treaty fourth October, eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-two,
forty-two,
and eighth article
article treaty thirtieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fiftyfifty-
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v
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hundred and sixtyand third article treaty May seventh, eighteen hundred
four, and

four, three hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three dollars
dollars and thirty-three
thirty-three cents.
For thirteenth
thirteenth of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments of annuity
annuity in money, per third
For
article treaty
treaty twenty-second
twenty-second February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
article
dollars.
twenty thousand dollars.
For the
the eleventh,
eleventh, twelfth,
twelfth, thirteenth,
thirteenth, fourteenth,
fifteenth, sixteenth,
fourteenth, fifteenth,
For
seventeenth, eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteenth,
twenty.
nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first of twenty.
seventeenth,
six instalments,
instalments, to
the Chippewas
Mississippi, as per third
of the Mississippi,
Chippewas of
paid the
to be
be paid
six
article treaty
treaty of August
August second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-seven, eleven
article

thousand dollars.
dollars.
904. thousand
Vol. ix.
ix. p. 904.
Vol.

For
insurance, transportation,
necessary cost
delivery of annuicost of delivery
and necessary
transportation, and
For insurance,
ties and
and provisions
provisions for
of Mlississippi,
Mississippi, three thousand
thousand eight
eight
Chippewas of
for Chippewas
ties
hundred
dollars and seventy-five
seventy-five cents.
sixty-six dollars
hundred and sixty-six

Chippewas,
Chippewas,
Pillager, and
WinnebaLake Winnebagoshish bands.

Vol. x. p. 1165.

Chippewas of
Chippewasof

the Mississippi,
the
Misissippi,

and
Pillagers, and
Pillagers,
WinnebaLake Winnebagoshish
gosliish bands of
Chippewas in
ia
Chippewas
Minnesota.
Mtinnesota.
694.
xiii. p.
Vol.
Vol. xiii.
p. 694.

thirteenth
Bands. - For thirteenth
Pillager,and Lake Winnebagoshish
C/ippewas, Pillager,
Chippewas,
TVinnebagoshish Bands.
of
instalments of
money, per
third article
article treaty
twentytreaty twentyper third
in money,
annuity in
of annuity
thirty instalments
of thirty
second February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
ten thousand six hundred
hundred
fifty-five, ten
February, eighteen
second
and sixty-six
dollars and sixty-six cents.
sixty-six dollars
and
For
thirteenth of
instalments of annuity in goods, per third
of thirty
thirty instalments
For thirteenth
article treaty
twenty-second February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
an fifty-five,
February, eighteen
treaty twenty-second
article
eight thousand dollars.
eight
For
thirteenth of
thirty instalments
instalments for
purposes of utility, per third
for purposes
of thirty
For thirteenth
twenty-second February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
treaty twenty-second
article treaty
four thousand
thousand dollars.
For
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for purposes of education,
education, per
thirteenth of
For thirteenth
third article
article treaty
twenty-second February, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fiftytreaty twenty-second
third
five, three thousand dollars.
For
thirteenth of
instalments for support
support of two smiths and
of fifteen instalments
For thirteenth
eighteen
smiths' shops,
shops, per
third article
article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second February, eighteen
per third
smiths'
thousand one hundred and twenty dollars.
fitly-five, two thousand
hundred and fifty-five,
For pay of an engineer to grist and saw mill at Leech Lake, six hundred
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
and Lake -Vinnebagoshish
lMississippi, Pillagers
Chippewas
ChWewas of the Mississippi,
Pillagers and
Tiqnnebagoshish
ten instalfourth of
JMinnesota.- For fourth
in Minnesota.—For
Indians in
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Bands of
Bands
of ten
instaloxen, twenty
ments
to furnish
furnish said
said Indians
Indians with ten
work oxen,
ten yoke of good work
ments to
one
ten ploughs,
ploughs, ten grindstones,
hoes, ten
grubbing hoes,
log-chains,
grindstones, one
two hundred
hundred grubbing
log-chains, two
spades, and other farming implements,
twenty
hundred axes (handled),
hundred
(handled), sn
twenty
implements,
y
one
per fifth article
article treaty May
May seven, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, one
dollars.
thousand five
hundred dollars.
five hundred
thousand
carpenters, one thousand
For
thousand eight
eight hundred
employment of two carpenters,
For the employment
dollars; four
dollars, and two blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, one thousand eight
eight hundred dollars;
four
one
physician, one
farm laborers, two thousand four hundred
hundred dollars; one physician,
medicine for the sick, five hundred
thousand two hundred dollars; and medicine
dollars, per fifth article treaty May seven,
seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, seven
seven thousand seven hundred dollars.
a saw-mill to be
towards the support of a
For this amount, to be applied towards
Chippewas of Mississippi, and the Red
built for the common use of the Chippewas
Chippewas, so long as the President may
Lake and Pembina bands of Chippewas,
per , sixth article treaty May seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
deem it necessary, per
ahd
and sixty-four, one thousand dollars.
expenses of aa board of visitors, to
For pay of services and travelling
travelling expenses
consist of not more than five persons, to attend
attend the annuity payments to
the Indians, and to inspect the fields, buildings, mills, and other improvements, as stipulated
stipulated in the seventh article treaty May seven, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, not exceeding
exceeding any one year more than twenty
days' service, at five dollars per day, or more than three hundred miles'
travel, at ten cents per mile, six hundred and fifty dollars.
dollars.
reservation to instruct
teachers employed on the reservation
instruct
For pay of female teachers
Indian
economy, one thousand dollars, as per thirteenth
thirteenth
Indian girls in domestic economy,
article treaty May
May seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four.
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Chippewas
and Pembina
Tribe of
of Chippewas.
of
Chippewas of
For Chiposwas
Chippewas.-—For
Pembina Tribe
Lake, and
of Red
Red Lake,
C'hippewas of
this amount
amount as
to be
band of
be paid
paid per
per capita
capita to
to the
the Red
Red Lake
Lake band
of PleiddageirTelof
RedbiLake adof
this
as annuity
annuity to
Chippewas,
the pleasure
of the
the President,
per third
article treaty
treaty Chippewas.
Chippewas.
third article
President, per
pleasure of
during the
Chippewas, during
second October,
sixty-three, and
xiii. pp.
pp.
article Vol. xiii.
and second
second article
and sixty-three,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
October, eighteen
second
supplementary to
treaty twelfth
hundred and
sixty-four, 668,
668, 689.
689.
and sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
April, eighteen
twelfth April,
to treaty
supplementary
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
ten
For
this amount
amount to
to the
Pembina band
band of
of Chippewas,
the
during the
Chippewas, during
the Pembina
For this
pleasure of
of the
the President,
per same
same treaty,
treaty, five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand
President, per
pleasure
For the
the fourth
fifteen instalments
the purpose
purpose of
supplying the
the
of supplying
for the
instalments for
of fifteen
fourth of
For
Red
of Chippewas
Chippewas with
with gilling
gilling twine,
twine, cotton
matter, calico,
calico,
cotton matter,
band of
Lake band
Red Lake
linsey, blankets,
provisions, farming
tools, and
for such
such
and for
farming tools,
flannels, provisions,
sheeting, flannels,
blankets, sheeting,
linsey,
other useful
useful articles,
articles, and
for such
other useful
useful purposes
deemed
be deemed
may be
purposes as may
such other
and for
other
for their
interests, per
per third
article supplementary
supplementary treaty
of twelfth
twelfth
treaty of
third article
best interests,
for
their best
April,
and sixty-four, eight thousand dollars.
hundred and
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
For the
fourth of
fifteen instalments
Pembina
for the Pembina
objects for
for same
same objects
instalments for
of fifteen
the fourth
For
band
per same
same treaty,
treaty, four
four thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
of Chippewas,
Chippewas, per
band of
For fourth
of fifteen
one
one blacksmith, one
pay of
of one
for pay
instalments for
fifteen instalments
fourth of
For
physician,
shall furnish
furnish medicine
medicine for
for the
the sick, one
one
one miller, and one
who shall
physician, who
farmer,
of same
treaty, three
three thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred
same treaty,
article of
fourth article
per fourth
farmer, per
dollars.
For fourth
of fifteen
purchase of iron and steel and
for the purchase
instalments for
fifteen instalments
fourth of
For
other articles
articles for
purposes, per
per same
same treaty
treaty as
one
above, one
as above,
for blacksmithing
blacksmithing purposes,
other
thousand five hundred dollars.
thousand
For
fourth of
fifteen instalments,
expended for
carpentering and
and
for carpentering
be expended
to be
instalments, to
of fifteen
For fourth
other purposes,
per same
treaty, one
dollars.
thousand dollars.
one thousand
same treaty,
purposes, per
other
For
fourth of
of
of aaboard of
the expenses
expenses of
to defray
defray the
instalments, to
of fifteen
fifteen instalments,
For fourth
visitors, to
not more
more than
upon the
attend upon
persons, to attend
than three
three persons,
of not
to consist
consist of
visitors,
annuity
Chippewa Indians, whose pay shall not
said Chippewa
of the said
payments of
annuity payments
exceed
five dollars
day each,
each, and
more than
than twenty
twenty days,
days,
for not
not more
and for
per day
dollars per
exceed five
and
travelling expenses, and not to exceed three
mile for travelling
cents per mile
and ten
ten cents
hundred
October second, eighteen hundred
hundred
article treaty October
sixth article
miles, per
per sixth
hundred miles,
and sixty-three,
hundred and
dollars.
and ninety
ninety dollars.
three hundred
and
sixty-three, three
For insurance
transportation of annuity goods and provisions, and
For
insurance and transportation
iron
Chippewas of Red Lake and Pemblacksmiths, for the Chippewas
iron and steel for blacksmiths,
bina tribe, five
five thousand dollars.
Chickasaws.
permanent annuity in goods, per act of twenty-fifth Chickasaws.
For permanent
C/hickasaws. -— For
1799, oh.
ch. 11.
February,
seventeen hundred
ninety-nine, three thousand dollars.
hundred and
and ninety-nine,
February, seventeen
Ol
For
this amount,
amount, to
to pay
pay the
the interest
certain non-paying
Vol. i.
i- pp. 618stock, held618.V
non-paying stock,
on certain
interest on
For this
in trust
trust by
by the
of the
Treasury for
Indians, for
in
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
for the
the Chickasaw
Chickasaw Indians,
for Post,
Post, p.
p.773.
773.
the
June thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
fiscal years
years ending
ending June
the two
two fiscal
per
tenth article
of April
hundred and sixtyeighteen hundred
April twenty-eight, eighteen
article treaty
treaty of
per tenth
six,
nineteen thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine dolsix, one hundred and nineteen
lars
Attorney-General of the Attorney-Genthe Attorney-General
That the
Provided,That
cents::Provided,
ninety-eight cents
lars and
and ninety-eight
?
n
r
t
ftolt
t
o
i
leine
vni
d
r?
United States
shall be
and he
hereby instructed
instructed to inquire
con- ntOthe condiinquire into the conis hereby
be and
he is
United
States shall
dition
of
all
funds
held
in
trust
by
the
United
States
for
said
tribe,
and
for
tion
of
all
funds
dition of all funds held in trust by the United States for said tribe, and for
trust
held
in
all other
tribes of
of Indians,
Indians, and
security of the tr
i
t
i
4
,i
n
ntt
r
t:tit
3s
et
sfor
the security
remedy exists for the
what remedy
and what
all
other tribes
Indian tribes,
United States
States in
the non-paying
non-paying
b stocks
stocks so
so held,
held, and
and the
the value
value &e.
'
United
in respect
respect to
to the
&c.&g.
thereof,
what
what
and what proceedings should be taken
taken
thereof,
what stocks are non-paying,
for
security , of the
respect to the same, and report
report
the United States in respect
for the
the security
thereon
December next.
thereon to
to Congress
Congress on the first Monday of December
Choctaws. —
sixteenth Choctaws.
- For permanent annuity, per second article treaty sixteenth
Chloctaws.
p- 99.
November, eighteen hundred and
thirteenth article treaty twen- Vol
Vol. vii. I).
99 and five,
five, and
and thirteenth
November,
.
ty-second June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, three thousand dollars.614 Vol. xi. pp 614
June, eighteen
ty-second
thirteenth
permanent annuity for support of light-horsemen,
light-horsemen, per thirteenth
For permanent
article treaty
treaty eighteenth
October, eighteen hundred
thir_ Vol.
vol. vii. p.
p. 213213.
hundred and twenty, and thireighteenth October,
article
teenth
twenty-second June, eighteen
fifty-five,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
article treaty twenty-second
teenth article
six hundred dollars.
p. 235.
235.
For permanent
permanent annuity for education, per second article
article treaty twen- Vol
Vol. vii. p.
tieth January, eighteen hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and thirteenth article

VOL.
VOL. xiv.
xiv.

32
32
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p.694,
Vol. xii. p.
694.

Creeks.
Vol. vii. p. se.
36.
Vol. xi. p.
p. 7oo.
700.

Vol. vii. p.
p. 69.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
Vol.
p. 287.

Vol.
p. 419.
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vii. p.
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treaty twenty-second
twenty-second June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six
six thousand
thousand
dollars.
permanent annuity for
of blacksmith,
article
For permanent
for support of
blacksmith, per
per sixth
sixth article
eighteenth October, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty,
ninth article
article
treaty eighteenth
eighteen hundred
twenty, ninth
eighteen hundred
twenty-five, and
thirteenth
treaty January
January twenty, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty-five,
and thirteenth
ankle
twenty-second June, eighteen
hundred and
fifty-five, six
article treaty twenty-second
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
six
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For permanent
iron and
and steel,
per ninth
ninth article
article treaty
permanent annuity for iron
steel, per
treaty twentwentieth January, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
and thirteenth
thirteenth article
article of
of
twenty-second June, eighteen
treaty twenty-second
eighteen hundred and
three hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
hundred
and twenty
twenty dollars.
and
dollars.
For interest on five hundred thousand
dollars, at
at five
five per
thousand dollars,
per centum
centum per
per
annum,
annum, for education,
education, support
of the
the government,
government, and
and other
support of
other beneficial
beneficial
purposes,
purposes, under the direction of the general council of the Choctaws,
Choctaws, in
conformity with the provisions contained
in the
the tenth
tenth and
thirteenth arcontained in
and thirteenth
articles of the treaty of twenty-second
eighteen hundred
fifty-five,
twenty-second June,
June, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-five,
twenty-five thousand
twenty-five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Col?
.
federated Tribes
and Bands
Indians in
in Middle
Oregon.—
For
Confederated
Tribes and
Bands of
of Indians
Middle Oregon.
- For
third of five instalments, second
second series, for
objects, at
for beneficial
beneficial objects,
at the
the disdiscretion
per second
article treaty
June, eighcretion of
of the
the President, per
second article
treaty twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth June,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, six
six thousand dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of fifteen instalments
instalments for pay and subsistence
subsistence of
of one
one farmer
farmer
one blacksmith,
blacksmith, and one
plough maker,
maker, per
per fourth
article
one wagon and
and plough
fourth article
treaty twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand
five hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments
subsistence of
one
instalments for
for pay
pay and
and subsistence
of one
physician,
physician, one sawyer, one miller, one superintendent
farming operasuperintendent of
of farming
tions, and one school-teacher, per fourth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-fifth
June,
twenty-fifth June,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five thousand
thousand six hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments
of the
the head
instalments for salary of
head chief
chief of
of said
said
confederated
confederated bands, per fourth
June, eighteen
fourth article
article treaty twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth June,
eighteen
hundred
hundred and fifty-five, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Greeks. -—For
For permanent
Creeks.
permanent annuity in money, per fourth article
article treaty
treaty
seventh August, seventeen hundred
and fifth
fifth article
article treaty
hundred and
and ninety,
ninety, and
treaty
seventh Angust, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
fix, [fifty-sixj
and .fifty
fifty-fix,
[fifty-six,] one
one thousand
thousand
five hundred dollars.
For permanent annuity in money, per second article treaty
sixteenth
treaty sixteenth
June, eighteen hundred and two, and fifth article treaty
August,
treaty seventh August,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six, three
three thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
permanent annuity in
in money,
treaty twentyFor permanent
money, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
twentyfourth January, eighteen hundred and twenty-six, and fifth article
article treaty
seventh August, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, twenty thousand dollars.
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity for blacksmith and assistant, and
shop and
and for
for shop
and
tools, per eighth article treaty twenty-fourth
hundred
twenty-fourth January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and twenty-six, and fifth article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and fifty-six, eight hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
For permanent annuity for iron and
eighth article
article
and steel for
for shop,
shop, per
per eighth
twenty-fourth January, eighteen
treaty twenty-fourth
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifth
fifth
article treaty seventh August, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six, two
two hundred
hundred
and seventy
seventy dollars.
dollars.
and
For permanent
permanent annuity for the pay of a
awheelwright,
eighth article
wheelwright, per
per eighth
article
treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifth
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, and
and fifth
article
article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-six, six
six hundred
hundred
dollars.
dollars.
For blacksmith and assistant and shop and tools, during
during the pleasure
pleasure of
of
of the President, per fifth article
article treaty fourteenth
fourteenth February,
eighteen
February, eighteen
hundred
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, and fifth article treaty seventh August, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
hundred
hundred and fifty-six, eight hundred
hundred and forty
forty dollars.
dollars.
For iron and steel for shop, during the pleasure of the President, per
per
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article treaty
treaty fourteenth
fourteenth February,
eighteen hundred
and thirty-three,
Creeks.
article
February, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-three, Creeks
and
fifth article
treaty seventh
seventh August,
August, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, two
and fifth
article treaty
eighteen hundred
two
hundred and
hundred
and seventy dollars.
For
wagon-maker, during
during the
pleasure of
of the
per fifth
For wagon-maker,
the pleasure
the President,
President, per
fifth article
article
treaty
eighteen hundred
and thirty-three,
and fifth
fifth
treaty fourteenth
fourteenth February,
February, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-three, and
article treaty
treaty seventh
seventh August,
hundred fifty-six,
hundred
fifty-six, six
six hundred
eighteen hundred
August, eighteen
article
dollars.
For
agricultural operations,
pleasure of
the pleasure
of the
the
in agricultural
operations, during
during the
For assistance
assistance in
President, per
per eighth
eighth article
treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth January,
January, eighteen
eighteen
President,
article treaty
hundred and
twenty-six, and
and fifth
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
and twenty-six,
fifth article
article treaty
treaty seventh
hundred and
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, two
two thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
hundred
pleasure of the President,
article
For education,
education, during
during the pleasure
President, per fifth article
treaty, fourteenth
fourteenth February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-three,
fifth
thirty-three, and fifth
treaty,
thousand
article treaty
treaty seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-six, one thousand
dollars.
For five
five per centum
cent= interest on
dollars for puron two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars
For
poses of
sixth article
eighteen hunarticle treaty
treaty seventh August,
August, eighteen
poses
of education,
education, per
per sixth
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dred and
and fifty-six,
fifty-six, ten thousand
hundred and seventy-five
thousand one hundred
seventy-five thousand
hundred
For interest on seven hundred
centurn per annum, to be
and sixty-eight
sixly-eight dollars, at the rate of five per centum
expended under
direction of the Secretary
thirty-eight
Secretary of the Interior, thirty-eight
expended
under the
the direction
thousand seven hundred and fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars and forty cents, under prothousand
visions
fourteenth, eighteen
Post, P.78;"
p. 785.
and Post
June fourteenth,
eighteen hundred and
visions of
of third article treaty June
Sixty-six.
sixty-six.
transportation of such articles as may be purchased
purchased for the Creek
Creek
For transportation
June fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
nation under treaty of June
hundred and sixty-six,
five thousand dollars.
Cherokees. —
For this
this amount,
amount, or
necessary Cherokees.
Cherokees.
or so
so much thereof as may be necessary
- For
Cherokees.
Secretary of the Interior to cause a
census of
of' each tribe to
to
to enable the Secretary
a census
provisions of the twelfth article
article of the treaty of July
be taken,
taken, under
under provisions
nineteenth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six,
twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars.
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, twenty-five
dollars.
nineteenth,
Post, p.
provisions and clothing furnished the army under Ap-potho-le-ha-le
Ap-potho-le-ha-le Post,
p. 801.
801.
For provisions
in the winter of eighteen hundred and sixty-one-two,
twenty-eighth
sixty-one-two, per twenty-eighth
article of treaty of'
of July nineteenth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, ten
article
nineteenth, eighteen
thousand
thousand dollars.
For pay of' losses of property by missionaries, or missionary
missionary societies,
societies,
treaty July
on account of the troops and agents of the United States, treaty
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
nineteenth,
and sixty-six, thirtieth
thirtieth article, twenty
twenty thouthousand dollars.
Crows. -— For first of payments to be made during the pleasure
Crows.
pleasure of Con- Crows.
gress, to be expended
expended for such useful goods,
goods, provisions,
provisions, and other
other articles
articles
determine; eight thousand dollars
as the President
President from time to time may determine;
dollars
instalment may be expended
expended in the purchase of stock animals,
of which instalment
agricultural
agricultural implements; in the employment
employment of'
of mechanics;
mechanics; in educating
educating
their children;
necessary medicines and medical attendance;
attendance;
children; in providing necessary
care for and support of the aged, infirm, or sick, for the helpless orphans
orphans
of said Indians,
Indians, and in any other respect to promote
promote their civilization,
civilization,
comlbrt, and improvement,
improvement, and also for pay
comfort,
chief, twenty-five
twenty-five
pay of
of head
head chief;
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For this amount for pay of sixteen half-breeds,
half-breeds, in goods or money, at
the discretion
discretion of the President -— fifty dollars each -—eight
hundred doleight hundred
dollars.
Chiea.
For this amount to be paid Pierre Chien, in consideration
consideration of the friend- Pierre Chien.
hundred
ship and services rendered
rendered by him to the Crow Indians,
Indians, two hundred
dollars.
Delawares.
or life
life annu
ity t
hief, pe
pri
va t
e ar
ti cle t
ppl e- Delawares.
Delawares.-— F
For
annuity
too c
chief,
perr private
article
too su
suppleDelawares.
mental treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and twentynine,
October, eighteen
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, one
one hunnine, to
to treaty
treaty of third October,
eighteen hundred
hun- 188, 27. pp.
dred dollars.
fifth
fifth
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For interest on forty-six
forty-six thousand and eighty dollars, at
centat five
five per
per centurn, being the
the value
of thirty-six
thirty-six sections
sections of
set apart
apart by
treaty of
um,
value of
of land
land set
by treaty
of
eighteen
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine for
education, two
two thousand
thousand three
huneighteen hundred and
for education,
three hundred
per Senate
resolution January
January nineteenth,
dred and
and four
four dollars,
dollars, per
Senate resolution
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen
Vol. x.
p. 1048. hundred and thirty-eight,
a. p.
thirty-eight, and fifth article treaty
eighteen
treaty of May sixth, eighteen
hundred
and fifty-six.
hundred and
fifty-six.
For this
placed to
to the
the credit
For
this amount,
amount, to
to be
be placed
credit of
of the
the Delawares
Delawares in
in the
the
purchase of
their new
in the
country, by
provisions of
of
purchase
of their
new reservation
reservation in
the Indian
Indian country,
by provisions
Delawares.

Post,
p. 797.
Post, p.
797.

treaty of
of July
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six, fourteenth
article,
treaty
July fourth,
fourth, eighteen
and sixty-six,
fourteenth article,

thirty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thirty
D'
Wam ish
D' WFamish
Wamish and
Washington Territory.
Territory. —For
D'Wamish
.
and other allied
allied Tribes
Tribes in Washington
-For eighth
and other allied
on one
hundred and
under the
the direction
direction
thousand dollars,
dollars, under
one hundred
and fifty
fifty thousand
Wash- instalment
instalment on
tribes in
inlWashtribes
ingtan
President, per
per sixth
article treaty
treaty twenty-second
January, eighteen
ingtnn Territory,
Territory. of
of the
the President,
sixth article
twenty-second January,
eighteen

Vol. xii.
927. hundred
xii. p.
p. 927.
seven thousand
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, seven
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.

For
eighth of
support of
For eighth
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for the
the establishment
establishment and
and support
of
an
industrial school,
school, and
and to
said school
with aa
an agricultural
agricultural and
and industrial
to provide
provide said
school with
suitable
or instructors,
per fourteenth
suitable instructor
instructor or
instructors, per
fourteenth article
article treaty
treaty twentytwentysecond
fifty-five, three thousand
thousand dollars.
second January, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
instalments for
for the
the establishment
establishment and
and support
For eighth of twenty instalments
support of
of
and carpenter
shop, and
furnish them
with the
aasmith
smith and
carpenter shop,
and to
to furnish
them with
the necessary
necessary tools,
tools,
fourteenth article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
hundred and
and
per fourteenth
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for the employment
blacksmith,
employment of aa blacksmith,
for the
carpenter, farmer,
farmer, and
and physician
physician who shall
shall furnish
furnish medicines
medicines for
the sick,
sick,
fourteenth article
hundred
per fourteenth
article treaty twenty-second
twenty-second January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
thousand six hundred
and fifty-five, four thousand
hundred dollars.
Flat/eadsand
and other
other Confederated
Confederated Tribes.Flatheads and
Flatheads
Tribes.— For the fourth of five instalments on
hundred and
and twenty
twenty thousand
thousand dollars,
second
other confederciobnes.
cedermeats
on one
one hundred
dollars, being
being the
the second
ated tr
tribes.
0
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
objects, at
at the
fourth
p. 976.
976. series,
series, for
for beneficial
beneficial objects,
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the President,
President, per
per fourth
article treaty sixteenth July, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five thousand
thousand
dollars.
For eighth of twenty
twenty instalments for the support of an agricultural
agricultural and
and
industrial school, keeping in repair the buildings,
buildings, and providing suitable
suitable
furniture, books, and stationery, per
sixteenth July,
per fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
July,
eighteen
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
providing suitable
For eighth of twenty instalments
instalments for providing
suitable instructors
instructors
therefor,
article treaty
sixteenth July,
hundred and
therefor, per
per fifth article
treaty sixteenth
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fiftyfiftyfive,
thousand eight
hundred dollars.
five, one
one thousand
eight hundred
dollars.
twenty instalments
instalments for
blacksmiths',
For eighth of
of twenty
for keeping
keeping in
in repair
repair blacksmiths',
tin and gun smiths', carpenters', and wagon
wagon and
makers' shops, and
and
and plough makers'
providing
necessary tools
therefor, per
fifth article
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July,
providing necessary
tools therefor,
per fifth
article treaty
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for the employment of
of two
two farmers,
farmers,
two millers, one blacksmith, one tinner, one gunsmith,
carpenter, and
and
gunsmith, one carpenter.
one wagon and plough
plough maker, per fifth article
article treaty
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, seven thousand
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for keeping
keeping in repair saw and flouring
mills, and for furnishing the necessary
necessary tools and fixtures therefor,
therefor, per
per fifth
fifth
article treaty sixteentCJuly,
sixteenth July, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five hundred
hundred
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for keeping in repair the hospital,
and providing
providing the necessary
necessary medicines
medicines and
and furniture therefor,
therefor, per
per fifth
fifth
article treaty sixteenth July, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three
three hundred
hundred
dollars.
For eighth of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for pay of a
a physician,
physician, per fifth
fifth
article treaty sixteenth July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, one thousand
thousand
four hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for keeping in repair
repair the buildings
buildings
required for
the various
various employees,
employees, and
required
for the
and furnishing
furnishing necessary
necessary Fr.--..oiture
fi:n;iture
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therefor, per
article treaty
sixteenth July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfifty- Flatheads
Flatheads and
therefor,
per fifth
fifth article
treaty sixteenth
July, eighteen
and
five,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
other
confederfive, three
three hundred
other
confederated tribes.
For eighth
eighth of
twenty instalments
instalments for
for the
the pay
of each
each of
of the
the head
For
of twenty
pay of
head
chiefs
the Flathead,
Upper Pend
tribes, per
chiefs of
of the
Flathead, Kootenay,
Kootenay, and
and Upper
Pend d'Oreilles
d'Oreilles tribes,
per
fifth
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-five, fifteen
fifteen
and fifty-five,
fifth article
article treaty
hundred
hundred dollars.
For
and transportation
transportation of
of annuity
provisions, per
per
annuity goods
goods and
and provisions,
For insurance
insurance and
fifth
treaty of
July sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
fifth article
article of
of treaty
of July
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eleven
nine hundred
dollars and
and forty-one
cents.
eleven thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and twenty
twenty dollars
forty-one cents.
limas.—
For interest
interest in
five Iowas.
lowas.
of investment on
on fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand five
lowas.- For
in lieu of
hundred
balance of
and fifty-seven
fifty-seven thousand
five
hundred dollars,
dollars, balance
of one
one hundred
hundred and
thousand five
hundred
dollars, to
of' July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven, at
hundred dollars,
to the
the first
first of
July, eighteen
and sixty-seven,
at
five per
centum per
per annum,
for education
other beneficial
five
per centum
annum, for
education or
or other
beneficial purposes,
purposes,
under
direction of
of the
President, per
per ninth
ninth article
of treaty
of May
Vol. x.
1071.
under the
the direction
the President,
article of
treaty of
May Vol.
x. p.
p. 1071.
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
eight hundred
hundred
seventeenth,
fifty-four, two
two thousand
thousand eight
and
seventy-five dollars.
and seventy-five
dollars.
Kansas.—
investment on
hundred thousand
Kansa&
Kansas.
- For interest in lieu of investment
on two hundred
thousand Kansas.
per annum,
ten thousand
dollars, per
per second
second vol.
ix. p.
842.
dollars, at
at five per centum
centum per
annum, ten
thousand dollars,
Vol. ix.
p. 842.
article treaty
January fourteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-six.
article
treaty of January
fourteenth, eighteen
forty-six.
Kickapoos.
Kickapoos.—F
or fourteenth
five per
per centum,
- For
fourteenth instalment
instalment of
of interest,
interest, at
at five
centum, on
on Kickapocs.
one hundred
thou-and dollars, for educational
hundred thousand
educational and other beneficial purposes,
purposes, Vol.
Vol x.
1078.
x. p.. 10
second article
article treaty
eighteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and fiftyas per
per second
treaty May
May eighteenth,
eighteen hundred
fiftyfour , five
thousand dollars.
dollars.
four,
five thousand
For
fourteenth instalment
instalment on
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
to be
For fourteenth
on two
two hundred
dollars, to
be paid
paid
in eighteen hundred
sixty-eight, per second
article treaty
eighteenth
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
second article
treaty eighteenth
May,
and fifty-four,
seven thousand
dollars.
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-four, seven
thousand dollars.
Iaantath and
second of five instalments, to
Klamath
and Ilfodoe
Modoc Indians.—
Indians. - For second
to be Klamath and
of the President, as per second article treaty o
offModoc Indians.
direction of'
applied under direction
October
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
thousand dollars.
dollars.
October fourteenth,
sixty-four, eight
eight thousand
For
keeping in
in repair
repair one
saw-mill, one
For first of twenty instalments
instalments for
for keeping
one saw-mill,
one
flouring-mill, buildings
the blacksmith,
blacksmith, carpenter,
carpenter, and
wagon and
and
flouring-mill,
buildings for
for the
and wagon
plough maker, the manual-labor
school, and
fourth article
manual-labor school,
and hospital,
hospital, as
as per
per fourth
article
hundred and sixty-four,
thoutreaty of October
October fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, one
one thousand dollars.
material
For second of'
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for the
the purchase
purchase of
of tools and
and material
maker's
for saw
saw and flour
flour mills, carpenter, blacksmith,
blacksmith, wagon
wagon and plough
plough maker's
shops, and books and stationery
stationery for the
manual-labor school, as per fourth
fourth
the manual-labor
article treaty of October fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, one
one
thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred dollars.
For
pay and
and subsistence
one supersuperFor second
second of fifteen instalments
instalments for
for pay
subsistence of
of one
sawyer, one
one carcarintendent of
of farming, one farmer, one blacksmith,
blacksmith, one
one sawyer,
penter, and one wagon and plough
article treaty
plough maker, as per
per fifth article
treaty of
of
October fourteenth,
six thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
October
bfurteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, six
For second of twenty instalments
instalments to pay salary and subsistence
one
subsistence of
of one
physician,
physician, one miller, and two
two school
school teachers, as per
per fifth
fifth article treaty
treaty
October fourteenth, eighteen
sixty-four, three
of October
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
three thousand
thousand
six hundred dollars.
Makah Tribe.
- For second
Tribe. —
second of four instalments
instalments of thirty thousand
thousand dol- Makah tribe.
lars, (being
(being the fourth series,)
series,) under direction of the President, as per
fifth article of treaty of January thirty-first, eighteen
p. 940.
eighteen hundred and fifty- Vol.
Vol- xii a.
thousand five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five, one
one thousand
five hundred
For
of' twenty instalments
for the
of an
an agricultural
agricultural and
For eighth of
instalments for
the support
support of
and
industrial
and for
for pay
pay of
teachers, per
eleventh article
treaty
industrial school,
school, and
of teachers,
per eleventh
article treaty
thirty-first
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-five, two
thirty-first January, eighteen
and fifty-five,
two thousand
thousand five
five
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments
instalments for support of a
asmith
carpenter's
smith and carpenter's
shop, and to provide
necessary tools therefor, per eleventh article
provide the necessary
eighteen hundred
treaty thirty-first January, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred
dollars.
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For eighth of twenty instalments for the employment
employment of aablacksmith,
carpenter,
and physician
physician who
shall furnish
medicines for
for the
carpenter, farmer,
farmer, and
who shall
furnish medicines
the sick,
sick,
per
eleventh article
treaty thirty-first
and fiftyper eleventh
article treaty
thirty-first January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fiftyfive,
four thousand
hundred dollars.
five, four
thousand six
six hundred
dollars.
Menomonees.
Menomonees.
- For last of twelve instalments for continuing and keepMenomonees.
Menonzonees.—
ing
providing the
of iron
and
ing up aablacksmith
blacksmith shop,
shop, and
and providing
the usual
usual quantity
quantity of
iron and
Vol. ix. p. 952. steel, per fourth article treaty eighteenth October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Vol. x. p.. 1065.
forty-eight, and
twelfth May,
eighteen hundred
and
Vol.
1065. forty-eight,
and third
third article
article treaty
treaty twelfth
May, eighteen
hundred and
fifty-four, nine
hundred and
and sixteen
cents.
fifty-four,
nine hundred
sixteen dollars
dollars and
and sixty-six
sixty-six cents.
For
second of
instalments of
annuity upon
hundred and
and forforFor second
of fifteen
fifteen instalments
of annuity
upon two
two hundred
ty-two
six hundred
eighty-six dollars,
dollars, for
for cession
lands,
ty-two thousand
thousand six
hundred and
and eighty-six
cession of
of lands,
per
fourth article
and
per fourth
article treaty May
May twelfth,
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, and
Senate amendment
and seventyseventySenate
amendment thereto,
thereto, sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
nine dollars and
and six
six cents.
cents.
For
for pay
pay of
of miller,
miller, per
per third
For twelfth
twelfth of fifteen
fifteen instalments
instalments for
third article
article
treaty
hundred and
and fifty-four,
six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
treaty twelfth
twelfth May, eighteen hundred
fifty-four, six
Miamies of
of Kansas.—
permanent provision
for blacksmith
Miamies of
Miamies
IKansas. - For
For permanent
provision for
blacksmith and
and asasKansas.
sistant, and iron and steel for shop, per filth article treaty
treaty sixth October,
October,
Vol.
191. eighteen hundred and eighteen,
Vol, vii. p. 191.
eighteen, and
June fifth,
fifth,
and fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty June
Vol. x.
x. p.
p. 1095. eighteen hundred and fifty four, nine hundred
Vol.
dollars.
hundred and
and forty
forty dollars.
For permanent
permanent provision
provision for
for miller,
miller, in lieu of gunsmith, per
per fifth
fifth article
treaty sixth October, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, fifth
fifth article
article treaty
treaty
twenty-third
twenty-third October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty four, and fourth
fourth article
article
Vol.
vol. vii. p. 459. treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, six hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For interest on fifty
fitly thousand dollars, at five per centum, for educational purposes,
purposes, per third article
fiftyarticle treaty fifth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfour, two thousand five hundred dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of twenty
twenty instalments upon two hundred thousand
dollars,
thousand dollars,
per third article treaty fifth June, eighteen hundred and
.$even
and fifty
fifty four, seven
thousand five hundred dollars.
Miamies of
Miamies of Indiana.—
Indiana.- For interest
Mianzies
interest on two hundred and
and twenty-one
twenty-one
Indiana.
thousand two hundred
fifty-seven dollars and eighty-six cents, uninIndiana.
hundred and fifty-seven
vested, at five per centum,
Vol x. p.
p. 1095. vested,
centum, per Senate's amendment
amendment to fourth
fourth article treaty
treaty
fifth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four, eleven thousand and sixty-two
sixty-two
dollars and eighty-nine cents.
Miamies-Eel
Miamies -Eel
Miamies
—Eel
Miamies—
Eel River.—
River. - For permanent annuity
annuity in goods
goods or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
River.
River.
per fourth article treaty third August, seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and ninety-five,
Vol. vii.
1. five hundred dollars.
vii. p.
p. 51.
n.
A
hundred dollars.
Vol. vii. p.
For permanent annuity
p. 91.
annuity in goods or otherwise, per third article treaty
twenty first August, eighteen hundred and five,
five, two hundred and fifty
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per third and separate
Vol.
p. 114.
114. article
Vol. vii. p.
article to treaty thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and nine,
nine, three
hundred
hundred and fifty dollars.
Melel
For eighth
eighth of
of ten
instalments for
for keeping
repair
Molels.
Molel Indians.—
Indians.- For
ten instalments
keeping in
in repair
saw and flouring mills, and for the pay of necessary employees,
employees, the
the benefits of which to be shared alike by all the confederated
confederated bands, per second
second
Vol. xii. p. 981.
981. article treaty twenty-first December, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one
vol.
hundred dollars.
thousand five hundred
dollars.
For eighth of ten instalments for the
carpenter and joiner
the pay
pay of
of aacarpenter
joiner to
aid in erecting buildings and making
Indians, and
and to
to
making furniture
furniture for said
said Indians,
furnish tools in said service, per second article treaty twenty-first
twenty-first December, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, two thousand dollars.
For pay of teachers to manual-labor school, for all necessary
necessary materials
materials
therefor, and for the subsistence
subsistence of the pupils, per second article
treaty
article treaty
twenty-first
twenty-first December, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five,
thousand
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, three
three thousand
dollars.
Nisqually,
Nisfually, Puyallup,
Puyallup, and
and other
other Tribes
Tribes and
and Bands of Indians.
For
Nisqually,
lup
Rispally,
Indians. -—For
Puyal, and
Poyallup,
anf
thirteenth instalment, in part payment
other
bands
of
thirteenth
payment for relinquishment
relinquishment of title to lands,

Makah tribe.
Makah

other bands of

Indiana
Indians
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to
objects, per
article treaty
treaty twenty-sixth
to be
be applied
applied to
to beneficial
beneficial objects,
per fourth
fourth article
twenty-sixth
December,
twelve hundred
hundred dollars.
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, twelve
dollars.
For
thirteenth of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for pay
pay of
of instructor,
instructor, smith,
For thirteenth
smith,
physician,
medicine to
to the
farmer,
physician, who
who shall
shall furnish
furnish medicine
the sick,
sick, carpenter,
carpenter, and
and farmer,
per tenth
twenty-sixth December,
and
per
tenth article
article treaty
treaty twenty-sixth
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-four, six
six thousand
fifty-four,
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
of second
second series
Nez Perce
Perce Indians.—
Indians.- For third
third of five
five instalments
instalments of
series for
for
beneficial
objects at
the discretion
of the
per fourth
beneficial objects,
at the
discretion of
the President,
President, per
fourth article
article
treaty of
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
eight thousand
thousand
treaty
of June
June eleventh,
fifty-five, eight
dollars.
For eighth
eighth of
twenty instalments
instalments for
the support
support of
For
of twenty
for the
of two
two schools,
schools, one
one
of
an agricultural
agricultural and
and industrial
in repair
repair
of which to be
be an
industrial school;
school; keeping
keeping in
school
and for
providing suitable
books, and
school buildings,
buildings, and
for providing
suitable furniture,
furniture, books,
and stationery,
stationery,
per fifth article treaty
treaty eleventh
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eleventh June,
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five
five
hundred dollars.
hundred
For eighth of twenty instalments for the
of one
superinthe employment of
one superintendent of teaching
article treaty
treaty eleventh
teaching and two teachers, per fifth
fifth article
eleventh
eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three thousand two hundred
dollars,
June, eighteen
hundred dollars,
For
keeping in
blacksmiths',
For eighth
eighth of
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
for keeping
in repair
repair blacksmiths',
tinsmiths', gunsmiths', carpenters',
and plough
plough makers'
makers' shops,
shops,
carpenters', and
and wagon and
and for providing
providing necessary
necessary tools therefor, per
eleventh
per fifth article
article treaty eleventh
June, eighteen
fifty-five, five
five hundred
dollars.
eighteen hundred and
and fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
For eighth of
of' twenty
employment of
superintwenty instalments
instalments for
for the
the employment
of one
one superintendent of farming, and two farmers, two millers, two
two blacksmiths, one
one
tinner, one gunsmith,
gunsnuth, one
and plough
maker,
one carpenter,
carpenter, and one
one wagon
wagon and
plough maker,
per
June, eighteen
nine
per fifth article
article treaty eleventh
eleventh June,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, nine
thousand four hundred
hundred dollars.
For
twenty instalments
for keeping
keeping in
repair saw
saw and
For eighth of
of twenty
instalments for
in repair
and flouring
flouring
mill, and for furnishinm
furnishing the necessary
necessary tools and fixtures
fixtures therefor,
therefor, per fifth
article
article treaty eleventh June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred
dollars.
For eighth of'
of twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for keeping in repair the hospital,
hospital,
and providing
providing the necessary medicines
medicines and furniture
therefor, per
per fifth
fifth
furniture therefor,
article treaty eleventh
eleventh June,
hundred and
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
three hundred
hundred
dollars.
For eighth of twenty •instalments
instalments for pay
pay of
of a
a physician, per
per fifth
fifth
article treaty eleventh
eleventh June, eighteen hundred and
thousand
and fifty-five, one thousand
four hundred
hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments
instalments for keeping in repair
buildings
repair the
the buildings
for the various employees, and for providing
providing the necessary
necessary furniture
furniture
therefor, per fifth article treaty eleventh June, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyfive, three hundred dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of
of' twenty instalments
instalments for the salary
salary of such
such person
person as
as the
the
eleventh
tribe may select to be their head chief, per fifth article treaty
treaty eleventh
June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
For second of four instalments to enable
enable the Indians to remove and
and
expended in ploughing
locate upon the reservation, to be expended
ploughing land and
and fencing
fencing
lots, as per first clause
clause fourth article treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred
treaty of June ninth, eighteen
hundred
and sixty-three, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
forty thousand
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, forty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For second of the sixteen
and clothing
sixteen instalments
instalments for boarding and
clothing the
the
children who shall attend the schools, providing the schools and
and boardingboardingnecessary furniture, the purchase of necessary wagons, teams,
houses with necessary
agricultural implements, tools, and so forth, and for fencing of
agricultural
lands
of such
such lands
as may be needed for gardening and farming purposes for the schools,
schools, as
per fourth clause
clause fourth article treaty of June nine, eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, three thousand dollars.
dollars.
For salary
salary of two subordinate chiefs, as per fifth article treaty of
of June
nine, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, one thousand dollars.
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For first of fifteen
fifteen instalments
instalments to keep the blacksmith's
blacksmith's shops in repair
repair
and stocked
stocked with the necessary tools and materials, per fifth article
article treaty
June ninth,
ninth, eighteen
and sixty-three,
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
sixty-three, five
hundred and
eighteen hundred
June
For first
first of
of fifteen
instalments for
and
mills, shops,
shops, and
houses, mills,
of houses,
for repairs
repairs of
fifteen instalments
For
materials, as
so forth,
forth, and
the necessary
furniture, tools, and materials,
necessary furniture,
providing the
and providing
so
per article
fifth treaty
treaty June
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, two
June ninth,
ninth, eighteen
per
article fifth
thousand dollars.
For
boarding-schools, two
take charge of the boarding-schools,
of two matrons to take
For salary
salary of
assistant teachers,
farmer, one
one carpenter,
carpenter, and
and ta
per fifth
fifth
as per
twoo millers,
millers, as
one farmer,
teachers, one
assistant
article treaty
treaty of
June ninth,
ninth, eighteen
hundred and
seven
sixty-three, seven
and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
of June
article
thousand six
six hundred
hundred dollars.
thousand
..),frahas.
Omahas.—
For the
second
amount, being
being second
this amount,
last of
of ten
ten instalments
instalments of this
- For
the last
uwahas.
Omahas.
Vol.
series, in
in money
fourth article treaty sixteenth March,
March,
per fourth
otherwise, per
money or otherwise,
of series,
1044. of
Vol. a.
x. p. 1044.
eighteen
hundred and
thousand dollars.
thirty thousand
fifty-four, thirty
and fifty-four,
eighteen hundred
a grist and saw
keepingg in repair a
second of ten instalments
instalments for keepin
For second
Post. p.
ill, as
per eighth
ei
ghth article
ar ti cle of
of treaty
treaty of
of March
sixteenth, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
March sixteenth,
Post.
p. 668. m
mill,
as per
and
article of
of treaty
of March
March sixth,
sixth, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
treaty of
and third
third article
fifty-four, and
and fifty-four,
and
dollars.
three hundred
hundred dollars.
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, three
For
for pay of one engineer and assistant,
ten instalments, for
of ten
For second
second of
as
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
March sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
treaty of
of March
article of
of treaty
eighth article
as per
per eighth
March sixth, eighteen
fifty-four,
article of treaty of March
eighteen hundred
hundred
fifty-four, and third article
and
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars.
one thousand
sixty-five, one
and sixty-five,
For
second of
of ten
ten instalments, for pay of one miller and assistant, as
For second
and
hundred and
per eighth
eighth article
article of treaty of March sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred
fifty-four,
March sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
third article of treaty of March
fifty-four, and third
and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, one thousand two hundred dollars.
For
second of
instalments, for pay of farmer, as per eighth article
ten instalments,
of ten
For second
of treaty of March sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and third
hundred and sixty-five,
article
treaty of March sixth, eighteen hundred
sixty-five, nine
article of treaty
hundred dollars.
hundred
For
second of
blacksmith and assistants, as
for pay
pay of blacksmith
of ten
ten instalments, for
For second
per
eighth article of treaty of March
March sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
per eighth
fifty-four,
article of
March sixth,
sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
of March
of treaty
treaty of
third article
and third
fifty-four, and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, one thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
instalments, for support of blacksmith
For second
second of ten instalments,
blacksmith shop and supMarch sixteenth,
plying
for the
sixteenth,
as per eighth article of treaty of March
the same,
same, as
tools for
plying tools
March
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, and third article
article of treaty
treaty of March
eighteen hundred
eighteen hundred
sixth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, three hundred dollars.
sixty-nine thousand one hundred
usages.
°sages.-hundred and twenty
Osages. - For interest on sixty-nine
Osages.
value of fifty-four
centum, being the value
dollars, at five per eentum,
fifty-four sections of land,
set apart for educational
educational purposes, per sixth article treaty June second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
Senate resolution
nineteenth
resolution nineteenth
and Senate
Vol. vii.
vii .p. 242.
242 . eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, three thousand four hundred
hundred
January, eighteen
fifty-six dollars.
and fifty-six
centum per
hundred thousand
thousand dollars, at five per eentum
interest on three
three hundred
For interest
Post p.. 686.
686.
annum,
to
be
paid
semi-annually
in
money
or
such
articles
as
the
Secretary
Secretary
as
the
articles
or
such
in
money
semi-annually
be
paid
to
annum,
Post,
,
September twentyarticle treaty of September
of the Interior may direct, as per first article
nine, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, fifteen thousand dollars.
purchased for the
For transportation
transportation of goods, provisions,
provisions, and so forth, purchased
Indians, or so much thereof as [may]
[may] he necesnecesGreat and Little Osage Indians,
hundred dollars.
sary, three thousand five hundred
Ottawas and
Ottawas and azippewas
Chippewas of Michigan.
-For
Michigan.—
For interest on two hundred
Chippewas of
and six thousand dollars, unpaid part of the principal sum of three hundred
Pgas
Mich
Michigan.
hundred
and six thousand dollars, for one year, at five per centurn per annum,
annum, to
distributed per capita, in the usual manner
manner of paying annuities, per
per
be distributed
Vol. xi.
of the treaty of thirty-first
eighteen hundred and fiftythirty-first July, eighteen
article of
third article
xi. p.
p. 623. third
Vol.
thousand three hundred
five, ten thousand
hundred dollars.
Ottoes and
Ottoes and
and Missourias.—
Missourias.- For last of ten instalments, being the second
Ottoes
second
Missourias.
Vol. x.
in money
money or
or otherwise,
article treaty
fifteenth March,
treaty fifteenth
March,
otherwise, per
per fourth
fourth article
VMol.
p.
x.p. 1039.
9. series,
series, in
eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, thirteen
thirteen thousand dollars.
dollars.
Nez Perce
Peree
Indians.
Indians.
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Pawnees.-—For
For annuity
Pawnees.
annuity perpetual, at least one
of which
which to
to bt1
Pawnees.
one half
half of
bet Pawnees.
paid in goods and such articles as may be .deemed necessary
them, pet
necessary for
for them,
pet
second article
twenty-fourth September,
article treaty
treaty twenty-fourth
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and Vol.
xi. p.
Vol. xi.
p. 729.
729.
fifty-seven, thirty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fifty-seven,
thirty thousand
For support of two manual-labor
manual-labor schools, annually,
during the
annually, during
the pleasure
pleasure
of the President,
President, per third article
article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September,
September,
hundred and fifty-seven,
eighteen hundred
fifty-seven, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For pay .of two teachers,
teachers, under the direction of
the President,
President, per
of the
per
third
third article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Sep:ember,
Sep:ember, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyseven, one thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
purchase of iron and steel and other
For purchase
necessaries for
the shop,
shop,
other necessaries
for the
during the pleasure of the President, per fourth article
twenty-fourth
article treaty twenty-fourth
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For pay of two blacksmiths, one of whom to be a
gunsmith and
and tintina gunsmith
smith, per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September,
eighteen hundred
September, eighteen
hundred
fifty-seven, one thousand two hundred
and fifty-seven,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For compensation of two strikers or apprentices
apprentices in shop,
shop, per
per fourth
fourth
twenty-fourth September, eighteen
article of treaty twenty-fourth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyseven, four hundred
hundred and eighty dollars.
seven,
For last of ten instalments
instalments for farming
farming utensils
stock, during
the
utensils and
and stock,
during the
President, per fourth
fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
pleasure of the President,
twenty-fourth SeptemSeptember, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, one
thousand two
two hundred
dollars.
one thousand
hundred dollars.
For pay of farmer, per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth September,
September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, six hundred dollars.
dollars.
For ninth
ninth of ten instalments
instalments for pay of miller, at the discretion of the
President, per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
President,
twenty-fourth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, six hundred dollars.
dollars.
For ninth of ten instalments for pay of an engineer, at
the discretion
discretion
at the
President, per fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
of the President,
twenty-fourth September,
September,
eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, one thousand
two hundred
thousand two
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For compensation
compensation to apprentices, to assist in
the mill,
in working
working the
mill, per
per
fourth article treaty twenty-fourth
twenty-fobrth September, eighteen hundred
and fiftyhundred and
fiftyseven, five hundred dollars.
For keeping in repair
repair the grist and saw mill, three hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
Poncas.- For the fourth of ten instalments of the second
second series, "to
POIMS.
"to Poncas.
Poncas.
be paid
paid to
to them
be
them or expended
expended for their benefit," per second article treaty Vol xii. q.
p.997
twellth March, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, ten thousand
twelfth
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For ninth
nintl of ten instalments for the establishment
add maintenance
maintenance of
of
establishment anid
one or more manual-labor
manual-labor schools, under the direction
direction of the President,
President,
per second article treaty twelfth
twelfth March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight,
five thousand dollars.
For ninth of ten instalments, or during the pleasure of the President,
For
to be expended in furnishing said Indians with such aid and assistance
assistance in
in
agricultural and mechanical
agricultural
mechanical pursuits, including
including the
of the
the mill
the working
working of
mill
provided for in the first part of this article, as
provided
Secretary of
of the
as the Secretary
the
advantageous and necessary for them,
Interior may consider advantageous
them, per
per second
second
March, eighteen
article treaty twelfth March,
eighteen hundred
and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, seven
seven
hundred and
thousand five hundred dollars.
Potlawatomies.-—For
For permanent
Pottawaeornies.
permanent annuity in silver, per f
our th article
fourth
article Pottawatomies.
Pottawatomies.
treaty third
seventeen hundred
ninety-five, one thousand Vol. vii. p. 61.
treaty
third August,
August, seventeen
hundred and ninety-five,
dollars.
dolltrs.
For permanent annuity in
sil ver ,per
pe r third
thi rd article
ar ti cl
e t
rea t
y thirtieth
thi rt i
eth SepSep - Vol.
vol. V
ii.114.
p.
in silver,
treaty
vii.
p. 114.
tember,
tember, eighteen hundred and nine, five hundred dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity in silver, per third article treaty second
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
185.
second October,
October, Vol.
p.185.
eighteen
hundred and eighteen,
eighteen hundred
eighteen, two thousand
thousand five hundred dollars.
For permanent
second article treaty twentieth Vol.
For
permanent annuity
annuity in
in money,
money, per second
vol. vii. p. 817.
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-eight,
September,
twenty-eight, two thousand dollars.
For permanent
annuity in
For
permanent annuity
in specie, per second
second article treaty twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth Vol. vii. p.
p.820.
820.
July, eighteen
July,
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-nine, sixteen
sixteen thousand
thousand dollars.
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For
annuity to
to chief,
chief, per
per third
twentieth October,
October,
treaty twentieth
third article
article treaty
life annuity
For life
eighteen
hundred and
thirty-two, two
two hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
and thirty-two,
eighteen hundred
Vol. vii. p. 432.
For life annuity to chiefs, per third article treaty twenty-sixth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thousand dollars.
dollars.
seven thousand
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, seven
ber,
Vol. vii.
296.
For education
education during
during the
pleasure of
of Congress,
per third
third article
treaty
Vol.
vii p.
p. 296.
For
the pleasure
Congress, per
article treaty
Vol. vii.
sixteenth October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
article treaty
treaty
second article
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, second
hundred and
VoL
vii. p.317.
p. 17. sixteenth
twentieth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
twenty-eight, and
and fourth
fourth
and twenty-eight,
hundred and
twentieth
article
twenty-seventh October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and thirty-two,
article treaty
treaty twenty-seventh
:lye
3ve thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
for the
the payment
tobacco,
in lieu
lieu of
of tobacco,
of money
money in
payment of
permanent provision
provision for
For permanent
Vol.
vii. p. 379.
steel, per
second article
twentieth September,
September, eighteen
Vol. vii.
379. iron,
iron, and
and steel,
per second
article treaty
treaty twentieth
eighteen
Vol. ix. p. 855. hundred and twenty-eight,
article of the treaty of the fifth and
twenty-eight, and tenth article
and
seventeenth
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
forty-six, three
three hundred
hundred dollars.
and forty-six,
seventeenth June,
For
permanent provision
blacksmiths and assistants,
for
assistants, and for
for three
three blacksmiths
provision for
For permanent
iron
and steel
steel for
third article
treaty sixteenth
sixteenth October,
October,
article treaty
shops, per
per third
for shops,
iron and
eighteen
twenty-six, second
twentieth Septemsecond article
article treaty twentieth
and twenty-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
ber, eighteen
twenty-eight, and second article treaty twentyeighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-eight,
ber,
ninth
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-nine, two thousand
eight hundred
hundred
thousand eight
and twenty-nine,
ninth July,
twenty dollars.
and twenty
permanent provision
provision for fifty barrels of salt, per second article of
For permanent
treaty
twenty-ninth July, eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, four hundred
treaty twenty-ninth
and thirty-seven
thirty-seven dollars
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
dollars and
and
For interest
six hundred
hundred and
and forty-three
forty-three thousand
per
five per
dollars, at five
thousand dollars,
interest on
on six
For
centum, per
per seventh
seventh article of the
treaty of the
seventeenth
the fifth and seventeenth
the treaty
centum,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
thousand one hundred
thirty-two thousand
and forty-six, thirty-two
hundred and
June,
and fifty dollars.
Pottawatomies of
of Huron.
-Foror permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
money or
Pottawatomies
Pottawatomies
Huron. —F
in money
or
of Huron.
otherwise, per second article treaty of seventeenth
seventeenth November, eighteen
Vol.
P. 105.
dollars.
hundred and
and seven,
four hundred
hundred dollars.
seven, four
hundred
Quapaws.
Quapaws.-For education,
education, during the pleasure
Quapaws.—
pleasure of the President,
President, per
Vol.
article treaty thirteenth
thirty-three, one
one
eighteen hundred and thirty-three,
thirteenth May, eighteen
Vol. vii.
vii. p. 425. third article
thousand dollars.
thousand
shop,
and assistant, and tools, and iron and steel for shop,
For blacksmith and
thirteenth
during the pleasure
pleasure of the President, per third article treaty thirteenth
hundred and thirty-three, one thousand and sixty dollars.
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
For farmer, during the pleasure of the President, per third article
thirty-three, six hundred
hundred
treaty thirteenth May, eighteen hundred and thirty-three,
dollars.
Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-elt
Quil-leh-ute Indians.
Indians.-—For
For the
the second
Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-ell and
and Quitleh-ute
second of
of four
four instalinstaland Quil-lehgeti-lehments on
fourth series)
benefor beneseries) for
the fourth
(being the
dollars (being
thousand dollars
on twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
ments
utes. 'ieh
ntes.
972. ficial objects, under the direction of the President, per fourth article treaty
treaty
VoL xii. p. 92.
first July,. eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand three
three hundred
hundred
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for the support of an agricultural
agricultural and
and
industrial school, and for pay of suitable instructors, per tenth article
article
[treaty]
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two thousand five
[treaty] first July, eighteen
five
hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments
instalments for support of smith and carpenter
carpenter
necessary tools therefor, per tenth
shop, and to provide the necessary
tenth article treaty
hundred dollars.
first July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, five hundred
blacksmith,
For eighth of twenty instalments for the employment
employment of a
ablacksmith,
carpenter, and farmer, and a
medicines for the
the
a physician who shall furnish medicines
sick, per tenth article treaty first July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
four thousand six hundred dollars.
Rogue
Rivers. —F or fourteenth
fourteenth of
of sixteen
sixteen instalments
Rogue Rivers.
Rogue Rivers.--For
instalments in
in blankets,
blankets,
Vol. x.
VoL
x. p. 1018. clothing,
clothing, farming
farming utensils,
utensils, and stock,
stock, per
per third
third article
article treaty
treaty tenth
tenth SepSephundred and fifty-three, two thousand five hundred
tember, eighteen hundred
hundred
dollars.
and FoxSacs and
Foxes of
of Mississippi.
Mississippi. —For
in goods
goods or
or
permanent annuity
annuity in
-For permanent
es
oan
isisippS
Sacs
and Foxes
m Saes
of Mississippi.
Vol.
vii. p.
p. 379.
379.
Vol. vii.

es of Mississippi.
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otherwise, per third article treaty third November,
86
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and Vol.
Vol. vii. p. 86
four,
dollars.
four, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
For interest on two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
five per
at five
per centum,
centum, per
per
second
second article
article -treaty
twenty-first October,
October, eighteen
hundred and
thirty- Vol.
-treaty twenty-first
eighteen hundred
and thirtyVol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 640.
640.
seven,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
seven, ten
dollars.
For interest on eight hundred
hundred thousand
per centum,
centum, per
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at five
five per
per
second article treaty eleventh
eleventh October, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and forty-two,
596.
forty-two, vol.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.
p. 696.
thousand dollars:
dollars :Provided,
That the
the band
of Sacs
Sacs and
forty thousand
Provided, That
band of
and Foxes
Foxes of
of
the Mississippi now in Tamar
Tamar county, Iowa, shall be paid pro rata, Those in
in Ta0a
wrc
.ounty,
according
their numbers,
numbers, of
of the
the ann
uiti es, so
so l
ong as
ey are
according to
to their
annuities,
long
as th
they
are peaceful
peaceful ar
mar
county,
and have the assent
assent of the government
government of
of Iowa
Iowa to
to reside
reside in
in that
that State.
State.
Sacs
and Foxes of Missouri.
- For interest on one hundred and fifty- Sacs and FoxSaes and
Missouri.—
seven thousand
hundred dollars,
doll ar s, a
ve p
er centum,
centum ,un
der the
es
of Missouri.
seven
thousand four
four hundred
att fifive
per
under
theMissouri.
esof
direction of the President, per second
October, Vol.
Vol. vii.
second article
article treaty
treaty twenty-first
twenty-first October,
vii. p.
p.640.
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, seven thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and
seventy dollars.
dollars.
seventy
Seminoles.-— For five per centum interest on two hundred
Seminoles.
hundred and fifty Seminoles.
Seminoles.
thousand dollars, to be paid as annuity, per eighth
p. 702.
eighth article
article treaty seventh
seventh vol.
Vol. xi.
xi p.
August, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, twelve thousand five
hundred
five hundred
dollars.
For interest on two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, at
at five per
per
(they having joined their brethren west,)
centum, to be paid as annuity, (they
west,)
per eighth
eighth article treaty seventh
fifty-six,
seventh August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-six,
twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
For interest on fifty thousand dollars, at
per centum,
centum, post,
at the rate of
of five
five per
Post, p.756.
p. 766.
" to be paid annually
per annum, "
annually for the support of schools," as
as per third
article treaty of March
March twenty-first, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-six,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six,
twenty-five
twenty-five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For interest on twenty
twenty thousand dollars, at the rate
five per
centum
rate of
of five
per centum
per annum,
paid annually,"
for the
the support
support of
the Seminole
Seminole govgovannum, ""to
to be
be paid
annually," for
of the
ernment, as per third article treaty of March twenty-first, eighteen
huneighteen hunsixty-six, one
one thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
dred and sixty-six,
Senecas.
For permanent
annuity in
in specie,
specie, per
per f
our th article
ar ti cl
e treaty
t
rea t
y
Senecas.
Senecas.-— For
permanent annuity
fourth
Senecas.
twenty-ninth September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seve nt
een ,five
fi ve hundred
hun dre d161.
Vol.
P.16
twenty-ninth
hundred and
and seventeen,
Vo. vii.
vii'p.
dollars,
dollars.
For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity in
in specie
seventeenth
specie per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty seventeenth
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For blacksmith
blicksmith and assistant, shop and
steel, during
during
and tools, and iron
iron and
and steel,
the pleasure of the President, per fourth
fourth article treaty
treaty twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth
February, eighteen hundred and thirty-one, one thousand and sixty
dollars.
For miller, during the pleasure of the President, per
per fourth
fourth article
article
treaty twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one,
thirty-one, six
six
February, eighteen
hundred
hundred dollars.
Senecas of New
permanent annuity, in
in lieu
Senecas of
of
New York.—
York. - For permanent
lieu of
of interest
interest on
on Senecas
stock, per
per act
of nineteenth
nineteenth February,
February, eighteen
thirty-one, N7
84%1 26.
stock,
act of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one,
1Ne,
York.
six thousand
thousand dollars.
For interest, in lieu of investment, on seventy-five
vol. iv.
iv. p. 442.
442.
seventy-five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, at
at Vol.
five per centum, per act of twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh June, eighteen hundred and
and 1846, ch.
h. 84.
forty-six,
forty-six, three thousand seven hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty dollars.
For interest, at five per centum,
centurn, on forty-three
forty-three thousand and fifty
fifty
dollars, transferred from Ontario Bank to
St at
es treasury,
t
reasury ,
to the United States
per Vol.
Vol. ix.
ix. p.15.
p. 5.
act of twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-six, two
two thousand
thousand
one hundred and fifty-two dollars and fifty cents.
Senecas and
and Shawnees.—
Shawnees. - For permanent
permanent annuity in specie, per
per fourth Senecas and
article treaty seventeenth
seventeenth September, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighteen, Shownes.
Sh0awne.es.
one thousand dollars.
For blacksmith and assistant, shop and tools, and iron and steel for vol.
Vol. vii.
vii. p.852.
p.352.
shop, during the pleasure of the
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty twentwenthe President,
President, per
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tieth July, eighteen hundred
hundred and thirty-one,
thirty-one, one
thousand and
sixty
one thousand
and sixty
dollars.
Shawnees.
Shawnees.Shawnees.
Shawnees. — For permanent
permanent annuity
annuity for educational purposes, per
per
Vol. vii.
p.61.
wit. p.
61. fourth article treaty
treaty third August,
seventeen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five,
August, seventeen
ninety-five,
Vol. x. p. 1066. and
and third article treaty tenth May, eighteen hundred and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, one
one
thousand dollars.
dollars.
of interest,
at five
forty
For fourteenth instalment
instalment of
interest, at
five per
per centum,
centum, on
on forty
thousand
thousand dollars for education,
tenth May,
education, per third article
article treaty
treaty tenth
May, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, two
hundred
two thousand dollars.
dollars.
For permanent annuity, in specie, for educational
educational purposes, per
per fourth
Vol
treaty twenty-ninth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen,
September, eighteen
twenty-ninth September,
vii. p..161
161..article
article treaty
Vol..vii.p
and third article treaty tenth May, eighteen
fifty-lour, two
two
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty4our,
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Shoshones;
Shoshones. Western Bands.
Bands. -—For
For fourth of twenty
Shoshones;
Shoshones.
instalments, to
to be
be
twenty instalments,
Western
Western
expended, under
under the
the direction
direction of
the purchase
purchase of
such
bands;
expended,
of the
the President,
President, in
in the
of such
bands;
articles
articles as he may deem suitable to
hunters or
to their wants,
wants, either
either as
as hunters
or
herdsmen,
herdsmen, per seventh article treaty October first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
first, eighteen
and
sixty-three,
sixty-three, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
Eastern bands:
Eastern Bands.
Bands. —For
-For
bands;
Eastern
fourth of twenty instalments,
instalments, to be expended,
expended,
under
purchase of such articles as
under the direction
direction of the President,
President, in the purchase
as
he
lie may deem suitable
suitable to their
their wants, either as
as hunters
hunters or
per
or herdsmen,
herdsmen, per
fifth article treaty July second,
fifth
second, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, ten
ten
thousand dollars.
Northwestern
Bands.-For fourth of
Northwestern
Northwestern Bands.—For
to be
of twenty
twenty instalments,
instalments, to
be exexbands;
pended, under the direction of the President, in the purchase
bands;
pended,
purchase of
of such
article[s] as he may
article[s]
may deem suitable to their wants, either as
as hunters or
Vol. xiii.
p. 663.
663. herdsmen,
herdsmen, per third article
xiii.p.
article treaty July thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixtythree, five thousand dollars.
dollars.
Goship bands.
Goship
Bands. -— For fourth
Geship
Goship Bands.
fourth of twenty instalments, to be expended,
expended,
under the direction of the President, in the purchase of such articles,
including cattle for herding
including
herding or other purposes, as he shall deem suitable
suitable
for their wants
wants and condition, either as huntsmen or herdsmen,
herdsmen, per seventh
article treaty October seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, one thousand dollars.
Sioux
of DaSioux
Dakotah. Blackfeet Band.
Band.—For
- For second of twenty instalkotah
Sioux of
DaSi
oux of Dakotah.
instalkotah.
ments,
to be
paid in
in such
the Secretary
Secretary of
rior may
may
Blackfeet
ments, to
be paid
such articles
articles 'as
'as the
of the
the Inte
Interior
band.
direct, as per fourth article
band.
article of treaty of October nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hunhunPost,
p. 727. dred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, seven thousand dollars.
Post, p.
Lower Brule
Lower Brule
Brule Band.
Band. -— For second of twenty instalments, to be paid in
band.
such articles
band,
articles as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may direct, as per fourth
fourth
p,
699.
article
of treaty
of October
ei
ght een h
un d
re d and
an ds
i
x ty-fi ve ,
Post,
article of
treaty of
October fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
hundred
sixty-five,
ost p. 699.
six thousand dollars.
Minneconjon
Minneconjon Band.
Band. —
- For second
Minneconjon
second of twenty instalments,
be paid
instalments, to be
paid
band.
band,
in such articles as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may
direct, as
as per
may direct,
per fourth
fourth
Post, p. 695.
article of treaty of October tenth, eighteen
Post,
695.
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, ten
ten
thousand dollars.
Onk-pah-pah.
Onk-pah-pah. —For
- For second of twenty instalments, being thirty dollars
Onk
pah pah.
Onk-pals-pah.
for each lodge or family, (three hundred lodges,)
lodges,) to be
paid in
be paid
in such
such
articles as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may direct, as per fourth
fourth article
article
Post,
pogtpp..738.
788.
of treaty
treaty of
twentieth, eighteen
and sixty-five,
of October
October twentieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, nine
nine
thousand dollars.
Ogallala band.
band.
Oyallala
Band. —
- For second of twenty instalments,
Ogallala Band.
instalments, to be paid in such
such
articles as the Secretary of the Interior may direct, as per fourth article
articles
article
Post, p. 747. of treaty of
October twenty-eighth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, ten
of October
twenty-eighth, eighteen
and sixty-five,
ten
thousand dollars.
For this amount, for the Bruld and Ogallala
Ogallala bands of Sioux,
Sioux, to
to be
be
placed at the disposal of the President, to be expended
expended by
him or
under
by him
or under
his direction,
direction, in such mariner
manner as will best tend to sustain peaceable
peaceable relations with said Indians, thirty-five thousand dollars.
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Sans Arcs
For
Sans
Ares Band.-Band.—F
or second of twenty
twenty instalments, being
thirty Sans
Sans Arcs
Arcs
being thirty
dollars to each lodge or family, (two hundred and
and eighty
to be
be band.
band.
eighty lodges,)
lodges,) to
paid in such articles as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interi or ma
ydirect,
di rect ,as
as per
per731.Post,
the Interior
may
Post, p.
p. 71.
fourth article
article of treaty of October twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtyhundred and
sixtyfive,
five, eight thousand four
dollars.
four hundred
hundred dollars.
Band. - For second of twenty
Two Kettles Band.—
inst al
men t
s,to
t
o b
pa id i
T
twenty instalments,
bee paid
inn Two
Kettles
such articles
articles as
Secretary of
of the
or may
ma y direct,
di rect ,as
as per fourth bandw.o Kettles
such
as the
the Secretary
the Interi
Interior
per fourth band.
article
article of treaty of October nineteenth, eightee
hun dre dand
an d sixty-five,
eighteenn hundred
sixty-five, p. Post,
Post, p. i23.
for the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight,
six thousand
thousand dollars.
Upper Yanktonais Band.—F
Band.--For
Upper
or second
of t
wen t
y instalments,
i
ns t
al
ments, to
to be
Yanksecond of
twenty
be Upper
Upper Yankarticles as the Secretary
paid in such articles
Secretary of the I
nte ri
or may
di rect ,as
per tonais
band.
Interior
may direct,
as per
tonais band.
fourth ariiele
ariicle of treaty of October
fourth
October twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Post, p.
hundred and
and Post,
p. 743.
743.
sixty-five, ten thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Yanktonais Band.
-For
twenty instalments, being thirty
Yunktonais
Band.—
For second of twenty
thirty Yanktonais
Yanktonais
dollars for each lodge or family,
family, (three
hundred and fifty lodges,)
dollars
(three hundred
lodges,) to
b" d*
to be bandpaid in such articles as the Secretary
the Interior
direct, as
as per
per
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
may direct,
fourth
article of treaty of October
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fourth article
October twentieth,
hundred and
sixty- Post,
p. 734.
734.
and sixtyPost, p.
five, ten thousand
thousand five
five hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
Sioux of Dakotah.-For
Sioux
Dakotah.—For expense of transporting
transporting and
and delivering
delivering at-tiSioux of
paarti- Sioux
of Dacles
cks furnished
furnished for the nine bands of Sioux aforesaid, as required
treaties kota.
knt a•
required by
by treaties
made
eighteen hundred
andd sixty-five,
made at Fort Sully in October,
October, eighteen
hund re d an
sixty-five, twenty
, p. 694 twenty 748.8Pt
st,
Soo
pp.
p. 694—
622
thousand dollars.
- Post
. Seep.
522.
thousand
dollars.
Lower
Brules.
For
first
of
five
instalments,
being twenty-five dollars
Lower Brules.—
dollars Lower
Brnles.
Lower Brules.
for each
each lodge
or filmily
engaged in agricultural
agricultural pursuits
for
lodge or
family engaged
pursuits on their reserreservation, (one
(one hundred lodges,) to be expended in stock, agricultural
vation,
agricultural and
p. 699.
699.
and Post,
Post, p.
other implements, and improvements, under
under the direction
other
direction of
of the
Secrethe Secretary
tary of the Interior, the said stock, and so forth,
the property
property
forth, to remain
remain the
of
United States,
States, to be used
of the
the United
used for the benefit of said lodges
or families,
families,
lodges or
and
in no
and in
no case to be sold or alienated
alienated by said band, per sixth
article treaty
sixth article
treaty
of
October fourteen, eighteen hundred
of October
hundred and sixty-five, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
for the
ending
ending June
June thirty, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-eight,
two thousand
thousand five
sixty-eight, two
five
hundred
hundred dollars.
For pay of farmer,
fiarmer, per sixth article
article treaty of October
eighteen
October fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, nine hundred dollars.
For
the erection
erection of
of a
a blacksmith
For the
blacksmith shop, per sixth article treaty
treaty of
of OctoOctober fourteen,
ber
fourteen, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For the support
support of one blacksmith,
blacksmith, and for tools,
steel, and
and
tools, iron,
iron, and
and steel,
other articles
articles necessary
other
necessary for the blacksmith
blacksmith shop, per sixth article
treaty
article treaty
of October
hundred and sixty-five, for the fiscal
of
October fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
year
fiscal year
ending June
thirty, eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight,
ending
June thirty,
eighteen hundred
sixty-eight, one thousand five
five

hullndred dollars.
hundred
dollars.
Two Kettles.—
Kettles. - For first of fifive
ve instalments,
ins t
al
men t
s,
b
ei
ng t
wenty -fi ve dollars
Two
being
twenty-five
dollars Kettles.
Two
for
each lodge
located on lands for agricultural
agricultural purposes, (one
for each
lodge or
or family
family located
hundred
and thirteen
thirteen lodges,)
to be
in agricultural
hundred and
lodges,) to
be expended
expended in
agricultural implements
implements Post,
and
and improvements, per fifth article treaty of October nineteen,
nineteen, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five, for the fiscal year ending June
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
sixty-eight, two thousand eight hundred and
hundred and sixty-eight,
twenty-five
and twenty-five
dollars.

Ylnktonais. - For
For first of five instalments, being
Yanktonais.—
being twenty-five dollars
dollars
for each
each lodge or family located on
for
on lands for agricultural purposes,
purposes, (one
(one
hundred and
be expended
implements
hundred
and fifteen
fifteen lodges,)
lodges,) to be
expended in agricultural
agricultural implements
and for
for improvements,
improvements, per fifth article treaty
and
treaty of October twenty,
twenty, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
for the
eighteen
hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, for
the fiscal year ending June thirty, eighteen
hundred
two thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, two
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five
dollars.
Sans
Arcs. - For
Sans Arcs.—
For first of five instalments,
instalments, being twenty-five dollars
dollars for
each
or family
located on lands for agricultural
each lodge
lodge or
family located
agricultural purposes, (thirty(thirty-

Kettles.
p. 723.
28.
p.

Yanktonais.
Yanktonais.
p. 735.
Post, p.

Sans Arcs.
Arcs.
Sans
Post,
p. 731.
731.
Post, p.
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eight lodges,)
lodges,) to
to be
be expended
in agricultural
agricultural implements
eight
expended in
implements and
and improveimprovements, per
per fifth
article treaty
treaty of
of October
October twenty,
hundred and
and
ments,
fifth article
twenty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-five, for
sixty-five,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirty,
thirty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-eight, nine
hundred and
and fifty
sixty-eight,
nine hundred
fifty dollars.
dollars.
Six
Six Nations
Nations of
of Six Nations
New York.—
York. - For permanent
Nations of New
permanent annuity in c[l]othing
c[l]othing and
New York.
articles, per
sixth article
treaty eleventh
November, seventeen
seventeen
eleventh November,
article treaty
per sixth
useful articles,
other useful
vii. p.
p. 46.
46. other
Vol. vii.
hundred
dollars.
hundred and
and ninety-four,
ninety-four, four
four thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars.
S'Klallams.
S'Klallams.
S'Klallams.
- For second of four instalments
S'IcIallams.—
instalments on sixty thousand dollars,
Vol.
p. 934.
934. (being the fourth series,)
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
series,) under the direction of the
the President, per
per fifth
fifth
article
twenty-sixth January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
article treaty
treaty twenty-sixth
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, three
three
thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
For
eighth of
instalments for
for the
the support
of an
an agricultural
and
For eighth
of twenty
twenty instalments
support of
agricultural and
industrial
school, and
and for
pay for
for suitable
industrial school,
for pay
suitable teacher:,
teachers, per
per eleventh
eleventh article
article
treaty
hundred and
and fifty-five,
thousand
treaty twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, two
two thousand
five hundred
hundred dollars.
For
of twenty
employment of
of a
blacksmith,
For eighth
eighth of
twenty instalments
instalments for
for the
the employment
a blacksmith,
carpenter,
farmer, and
and a
a physician
physician who
medicines for
for the
the
carpenter, farmer,
who shall
shall furnish
furnish medicines
sick,
per eleventh
article treaty
twenty-sixth January,
hundred
sick, per
eleventh article
treaty twenty-sixth
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
an.d
thousand six
hundred dollars.
dollars.
and fifty-five,
fifty-five, four
four thousand
six hundred
Tabeguache
Tabeguache
Tabeguache
Band of Utah
Indians.-— For the fourth
Tabeguache Band
Utah Indians.
fourth of ten instalments
band of titahs.
band
o
for the purchase of
of goods,
under the
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
a
for
goods, under
the direction
of the
of the
the InInVol. xiii. p.
a. 675. terior, per eighth
eighth article treaty of
and
of October
October seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, and
Senate amendment
hunsixty-three,
and Senate
amendment of
of March
March twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
For the fourth of five instalments, per tenth article of same treaty
and
treaty and
Senate amendment thereto, to be
applied for
for the
purposes of
of agriculture,
be applied
the purposes
agriculture,
and for the purchase
purchase of farming utensils and stock
thousand
stock animals,
animals, ten
ten thousand
dollars.
For the fourth
fourth of ten instalments, per
article of said treaty,
treaty, for
for
per eighth
eighth article
the purchase
purchase of provisions, under the
direction of
of the
the direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Interior,
Interior, ten thousand dollars.
dollars.
For the purchase
purchase of iron, steel, and necessary
necessary tools for
for blacksmith's
blacksmith's
of said
said treaty,
treaty, two
two hundred
and twenty
twenty dollars.
dollars.
shop, as
as per
per tenth
tenth article
article of
hundred and
For pay of blacksmith
blacksmith and assistant, as per same article, one
one thousand
hundred dollars.
one hundred
dollars.
For insurance,
insurance, transportation,
expenses of
of the
transportation, and
and general
general incidental
incidental expenses
the
delivery
of goods,
goods, provisions
and stock,
stock, five
delivery of
provisions and
five thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Limp
puts
Umpquas
Umpquas
Cow Creek Band).—
Band). - For fourteenth of twenty instalments
Umpguas ((Cow
er ek
L
C
an
cr.dv
). Creek
ow
in blankets, clothing, provisions
provisions and stock, per third article
article treaty
treaty ninenineVol. x. p.
p. 1027.
fifty
10o7. teenth September, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, five
five hundred
hundred and
and fifty
Um
pquas and
Umpquas
Cala
pooia s, of
Calapooies,
of
Umpqua Valley,
Oregon.
p. 1126.
Vol. x. p.
1126.

Walla-Walla,
Walla-Walla,

Cayuse,
Cayuse, and
and

Umatilla tribes.
Vol.
Vol. ail.
xii. p.
p. 947.
947.

dollars.
dollars.
Lnpquas and Calapooias,
Oregon. —
- For third of
of
Umpguas
Calapooias, of U'mpqua
Umpqua Valley,
Valley, Oregon.
five instalments
instalments of the third series of annuity fbr
for beneficial objects, to
to be
be
expended as directed
expended
directed by the President, per third article treaty twentytwentyninth November, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one thousand
thousand seven
hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of fifteen
instalments for
the pay
of aa physician
physician and
and
fifteen instalments
for the
pay of
medicines, per sixth article treaty twenty-ninth
purchase of medicines,
twenty-ninth November,
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, two thousand dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments for the pay of a
a teacher
teacher and
and
purchase of books and stationery, per sixth article treaty twenty-ninth
November, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, one thousand four hundred
hundred
and
and fifty dollars.
dollars.
Walla- Walla Cayuse,
Cayuse, and
Walla-Walla,
five instaland Umatilla
Umatilla Tribes.—
Tribes. - For
For third of
of five
instalments
series, to be expended under
mcnts of second series,
under the direction
direction of
the Presiof the
dent, per second article treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
six thousand dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for the purchase of all necessary
necessary mill
fixtures and mechanical
mechanical tools, medicines and hospital stores, books, and
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stationery for
and furniture
furniture for
for the
the employees,
employees, per
per fourth
fourth article
i
t
s
i
e
tazi
ala,
stationery
for schools,
schools, and
article c97E
Walla-Walla,
treaty ninth June, eighteen
fifty-five, three
three thousand
dollars. ULtill'a
tribes.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
thousand dollars.
Uraniatanribed.
For eighth of twenty instalments
pay and
and subsistence
of one
one
instalments for the
the pay
subsistence of
superintendent
superintendent of farming
farming operations, one
two millers,
millers, one
one blackblackone farmer, two
smith, one
plough maker,
maker, one
carpenter and
physmith,
one wagon and plough
one carpenter
and joiner,
joiner, one
one physician ; and two
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
treaty ninth
June, eighteen
eighteen
sician,
two teachers,
teachers, per
ninth June,
hundred and
fifty-five, eleven
eleven thousand
thousand two
two hundred
and fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for the
pay of
of the
head
the pay
of each
each of
the head
chiefs of the
and Umatilla
bands, the
the sum
five
the Walla-Walla, Cayuse
Cayuse, and
Umatilla bands,
sum of
of five
hundred dollars per annum,
annum, per
treaty ninth
June, eighteen
per fifth article
article treaty
ninth June,
eighteen
hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, one
five hundred
hundred dollars.
one thousand five
dollars.
For eighth of
for salary
for the
Pio-pio-moxof twenty
twenty instalments
instalments for
salary for
the son
son of
of Pio-pio-moxmox, per fifth
fikli article treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
one hundred
dollars.
one
hundred dollars.
Wionnebgoes.
- For interest on
one million
million dollars,
dollars, at
Winnebagoes.—
on one
centum, Winnebagoes.
Winnebagoes.
at five
five per
per centum,
first November,
November, eighteen
and thirtyvb. p.
p. 545.
per fourth article treaty first
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirty- Vol.
Vol- vii.
45.
seven,
resolution July seventeen,
seven, and joint resolution
seventeen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
fifty
dollars.

For twenty-first
twenty-first of thirty instalments of interest on eighty-five thousand
Vol. ix.
ix. p.
thousand Vol.
p. 878.
878.
dollars, at live
five per centum,
treaty thirteenth
thirteenth October,
centum, per
per fourth
fourth article
article treaty
October,
eighteen hundred and forty-six, four thousand
thousand two hundred and fifty
fifty
dollars.
dollars.
Vall Pah-Pe
Pah-Pe Tribe
Tribe of Snake Indians.—
Indians. - For breaking
Wall
breaking and
and fencing
Pith-Pa
fencing a
a Wall
Wall Pah-Pe
ai an
os. Snake
sufficient
sufficient quantity of land for
for the
aid I
ndi ans ,an
or seeds,
seeds,Snake
tirrf
the use
use of
of s
said
Indian>,
andd f
for
tribe
of

farming utensils, domestic animals, and such subsistence as may be Ilidians.
farming
poet,
688.
P, p.
p.683.
necessary
necessary during
during the
their residence
upon their
their reservation,
the first year
year of
of their
residence upon
reservation,
article treaty of
of August
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five,
per sixth article
August twelfth,
twelfth, eighteen
and sixty-five,
five thousand dollars.
For first of five instalments,
For
instalments, to be expended
expended under the direction of the
President, as per seventh article treaty of August twelfth,
twelfth, eighteen hunhundred and sixty-five, two thousand dollars.
a/kama Nation.
For third of five
live instalments
Yakama
Nation. -—For
instalments of second
second series for Yakama NaNabeneficial objects, at the discretion
tion.
discretion of the President, per fourth
fourth article tin.
vol.
att.
dollars. Vo. x. ' 96
treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five, eight thousand dollars,
For eighth of twenty
twenty instalments for the support of
schools, one
of
of two
two schools,
one of
which is to be an agricultural
agricultural and industrial school;
school ;keeping
keeping in
in repair
repair
school buildings, and for providing suitable furniture, books, and stationstationarticle treaty
ery, per filth article
treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five,
fifty-five,
hundred dollars.
five hundred
For eighth of twenty instalments
instalments for the employment
employment of one superintendent of teaching and two teachers,
teachers, per fifth article
June,
article treaty ninth
ninth June,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three thousand two hundred dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for the employment
employment of one
one superinsuperintendent of
o' frillming
forming and two farmers, two millers, two blacksmiths, one
one
tinner, one gunsmith, one carpenter, and one
wagon and
and plough
plough maker,
maker,
one wagon
per filth
ninth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, nine
per
firth article treaty ninth
thloualnd
thou
sand four hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for keeping in repair
flouring
For
repair saw and flouring
mills, and for furnislhing
furnishing the necessary tools and fixtures, per fifth article
article
treaty ninth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred
hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for keeping in repair the
hospital,
the hospital,
and providing the necessary
necessary medicines and fixtures therefor, per fifth
fifth
article
article treaty
treaty ninth June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three hundred
dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for keeping in
in repair
repair blacksmith's,
blacksmith's,
tinsmith's, gunsmith's, carpenter's,
carpenter's, and wagon and plough maker's
maker's shops,
shops,
and for providing necessary
necessary tools therefor, per fifth
treaty June
June
fifth article
article treaty
ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ninth,
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
For eighth of twenty instalments for the pay of aaphysician, per
per fifth
fifth
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ninth June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
one thousand
fifty-five, one
and fifty-five,
treaty ninth
Na- article
article treaty
Yakama Nation.
four hundred
hundred dollars.
For eighth
eighth of
of twenty
for keeping
repair the
buildings
the buildings
in repair
keeping in
instalments for
twenty instalments
For
required for
various employees,
providing the
the necessary
necessary furnifurniand for
for providing
employees, and
for the
the various
required
ture
therefor, per
fifth article
article treaty
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
June, eighteen
treaty ninth June,
per fifth
ture therefor,
fifty-five, three hundred dollars.
fifty-five,
For eighth
eighth of
the
the salary
salary of such person as the
of twenty
twenty instalments for the
For
said confederated
band of
Indians may select to
to be
be their head
head
of Indians
tribes and
and band
confederated tribes
said
chief,
chief, per
per fifth article treaty ninth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
dollars.
hundred dollars.
five hundred
Yancton Sioux.
Yancton Tribe
Tribe of
of Sioux.
of ten
ten instalments
instalments to
to be
be paid
paid to
to
For ninth
ninth of
Sioux. -—For
Yancton
Sioux.
Yancton
Vol. xi. p.
p. 744.
744. them or expended for their benefit, commencing
which
commencing with
with the year
year in which
they shall remove to and
reservation, per
per
upon their reservation,
and settle and reside upon
they
fifty-eight,
fourth article
article treaty nineteenth
nineteenth April, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-eight,
fourth
sixty-five thousand dollars.
- For the
the
Indian Service. Arizona.
Generalincidental
incidentalExpenses of the Indian
General
General inciinciGeneral
Arizona.—
dental expenses
expenses general incidental
expenses of the Indian service
Territory of
incidental expenses
service in the Territory
of
Indian service — izona, presents of goods, agricultural implements, and other useful
in
of Arizona;
Arizona;
Indian service Ar
Arizona, presents of goods, agricultural implements, and other useful
in
permanent abodes, and sustain
articles, and to assist them to locate
locate in permanent
themselves
civilized life, to be expended
expended under the
themselves by
by the pursuits of civilized
Interior, seventy
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
seventy thousand
thousand dollars.
California;
For the
the general
incidental expenses
Indian serserof the
the Indian
expenses of
general incidental
California.- For
California;
travelling expenses
the superintending
California, including
including travelling
expenses of the
superintending
vice in California,
thousand five
five hundred dollars.
agents, seven thousand
For the general incidental expenses of the
Territory. -—For
Colorado Ter
Colorado Territory.
Ter-- Colorado
ritory;
Indian service
service in Colorado
Colorado Territory, presents of goods,
goods, agricultural
agricultural imimplements, and other useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent abodes,
abodes, and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be
expended under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, twenty
thousand dollars.
Dakota Territory.
-ForFor the general
Dakota TerriTerritory.—
general incidental expenses
expenses of the Indian
tory;
implements,
service in Dakota Territory, presents of goods, agricultural implements,
and other useful
useful articles, and to assist
assist them to locate in permanent
permanent aboles,
abodes,
themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be expended
and sustain themselves
thousand dollars.
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, twenty thousand
Idaho TerrIdaho Territory.—
Territory.- For the general incidental expenses
Idaho
Terriexpenses of the Indian
tory;
tory
presents of goods, agricultural
and
service in Idaho Territory,
Territory, presents
agricultural implements,
implements, and
other useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent abodes,
abodes, and
and
themselves by the pursuits of civilized
sustain themselves
civilized life, to be expended under
under
the. direction
thousand dollars.
the,
direction of tle
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, twenty thousand
Mlontana Territory.
Territory.-—F
For
Montana TerMontana
or the general incidental
expenses of
of the
incidental expenses
ritory;
Indian service in Montana
Montana Territory, presents of goods, agricultural
agricultural implements, and other useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent abodes, and sustain themselves
themselves by the
pursuits of
the pursuits
of civilized
civilized life,
life, to
to
be expended under the direction 'of
Secretary of the
of the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, twenty
twenty
thousand dollars.
dollars.
thousand
Nevada Terri
Terri-- Nevada.
Nevada. —For
- For the general
expenses of the Indian service
Nevada
general incidental
incidental expenses
service
tory;
to;
in Nevada, presents of goods, agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, and other useful
useful
articles, and to assist
assist them to locate
locate in
permanent abodes,
sustain
in permanent
abodes, and
and sustain
themselves
themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be expended
expended under the
the
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
New Mexico
Mexico
New Mexico. -— For general
general incidental expenses of
of the
service
the Indian service
Territory;
in New Mexico,
agricultural implements,
implements
, and
other
Territory;
Mexico, presents of goods, agricultural
and other
useful articles, and to assist them to locate in permanent
permanent abodes, and
and
sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be expended
expended under
under
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
Oregon and
Oregon
and Washington Territory.--For
Oregon and
Territory.— For the general incidental exWashington
Washington
Territory.
penses of
of the
the Indian
and Washington
Territory, includWashington Territory,
in Oregon
Oregon and
service in
Indian service
penses
Territory.
ing insurance
transportation of annuity goods and presents, (where
insurance and transportation
(where
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no
provision therefor
therefor is
treaties,) and
and office
office and
and travelling
travelling
by treaties,)
is made
made by
special provision
no special
expenses
of the
thirty-five thousand
thousand
agents, and
and sub-agents,
sub-agents, thirty-five
expenses of
the superintendent,
superintendent, agents,
five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
five hundred
Utah Territory.
incidental expenses
expenses of the
Incidental exthe Indian
Indian peexFor the
the general
general incidental
Utah
Territory. -—For
service
in Utah
Utah Territory,
Territory, presents
goods, agricultural
agricultural implements,
andUtah
nses in Utah
implements, and
penses
of goods,
presents of
service in
Territory.
other
useful articles,
articles, and
and to
them to
abodes, and
and
ry.
in permanent
permanent abodes,
to locate
locate in
to assist
assist them
other useful
sustain themselves
the pursuits
pursuits of
of civilized
civilized life,
to be
be expended
expended under
under
life, to
by the
sustain
themselves by
the
of the
the Secretary
the Interior,
dollars.
Interior, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
direction of
Secretary of
of the
the direction
For
the transportation
provisions
delivery of
of provisions
expenses of delivery
transportation and necessary expenses
For the
to
the Indians
within the
twenty thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Utah superintendency,
superintendency, twenty
Indians within
the Utah
to the
For
amount, to
to carry
carry out
out the
contemplated by
by the
act of
of
the act
the action
action contemplated
For this
this amount,
Congress, approved
approved May
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four
entitled
sixty-four,, entitled
hundred and
May fifth,
fifth, eighteen
Congress,
"
act to
to vacate
vacate and
sell the
present Indian
reservations in
Utah TerTer- 1864, ch. 77.
77.
in Utah
the present
Indian reservations
and sell
" An
An act
ritory,
to sit/Is
the Indians
of said
said Territory
Territory in
in Uintah
Uintah val- Vol.
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 63.
63.
Indians of
and to
sitile [settle]
[settle] the
ritory. and
Icy,"
to be
be expended
the Indians
Indians in
in .said
said valley,
and settling
settling the
expended in
in removing
removing and
ley," to
fifteen
thousand dollars.
fifteen thousand
For this
amount, to
deficiency in
appropriation for
for "
" inin- 1865, ch. 127.
in the
the appropriation
to supply
supply a
a deficiency
For
this amount,
cidental
Indian service
the fiscal
xiii. p.
p. 658
658
year ending
ending Vol.
Vol. xiii.
in Utah,"
Utah," for
for the
fiscal year
expenses of
of the
the Indian
service in
cidental expenses
June
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, twelve
dollars.
twelve thousand
thousand dollars.
hundred and
and sixty-six,
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
Ineellaneous.
expenses of colonizing, supporting, and fur- Miscellaneous.
For the expenses
Miscellaneous.-—For
Colonizing,
nishing agricultural
and stock,
stock, pay
pay of
employees, &cologazsint.
nishing
agricultural implements
implements and
of necessary
necessary employees,
Texas Ipurchasing
iron and
steel, maintenance
of schools
schools for
for dins
dians on the
maintenance of
medicine, iron
and steel,
purchasing clothing,
clothing, medicine,
detaw leaser
Indians
residing on the Choctaw lease- Choctaw leasein Texas, but now residing
lately residing
residing in
Indians lately
hold,
under direction
direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
hold, to
to be
be expended
expended under
twenty-two thousand
twenty-five dollars.
and twenty-five
hundred and
twenty-two
thousand eight hundred
For the
the reappropriation
reappropriation of
of the
to the
surplus fund
fund for
Allotting. refor Allotting
carried to
the surplus
the sum
sum carried
For
served tracts to
warrant numbered
numbered one hundred
hundred and seventy-two,
seventy-two, dated June thirty,
thirty, proper
served persons.
tracts to
eighteen
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, under
under the
surveying and
and
the head
head "
" For
For surveying
eighteen hundred
hundred and
allotting to
to the
the proper
proper persons
persons the
tenth
per ninth
ninth and tenth
the reserved tracts, per
allotting
p. 880.
330.
articles treaty with Sacs and Foxes and other tribes of Indians,. July Vol. vii. p.
fifteenth, eighteen
thousand two hundred
hundred and
hundred and thirty," one thousand
fifteenth,
eighteen hundred
nine
nine dollars and ninety-seven cents.
balance due on the award of
For this amount, being the balance
Expenses of
of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary Expenses
of the
to the
the Delegates
Delegates of
the Southern
Cherokees for
Cherofor costs
costs and Southern Clieroof the
Southern Cherokees
the Interior
Interior to
a
7ns
gh
r
i
ent:,
ce
et
otiexpenses
recent treaty
expenses incurred by them in negotiating the recent
treaty with
with the United lie
kteSnegoti-'
government of treaty.
States
reimbursed to the government
States and the
ihe Cherokee
Cherokee Indians, to be reimbursed
proceeds of the
the sale
sale of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee lands,
the United States out of
of the proceed.i
twenty-five dollars.
eighteen thousand
thou-and eight hundred and twenty-five
For
the Wichitas
affiliated Bands.—
Wichitassand
and other affliated
Bands. - For
For the expenses of Wichita
For the
JWichitas and
o
i
)al
tlej
i
is affiliated
affiliated
furnishlinrg said bands with agricultural
agricultural imple- other
colonizing, supporting, and furnishing
xnents
and
stock,
pay
of
necessary
employees,
purchase
clothing,
mediof
necessary
employees,
purchase
of
clothing,
medimernt, and stock, pay
maintenance of schools, to be expended
expended under
cines, iron and steel, and maintenance
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, thirty-seven
thirty-seven thousand
thousand eight
eight
hundred dollars.
California.
'California.—
blacksmith, one assistant
California.
California.- For pay of one physician, one blacksmith,
Y
mticia
,ens,on
blacksmith, one farmer,
reservations far
blacksmlith,
farmer, one
one carpenter,
carpenter, upon each
each of the four
four reservations
far'Phsicians,
thousand reservations.
of California,
California, at the rate of
of fifty
fifty dollars per month,
month, twelve
twelve thousand
reservations.
dollars.
For
the purchase
with clothing
clothing and
and cattle.
Cattle.
purchase of
of cattle for beef
beef and
and milk,
milk, together with
For tile
food,
farming tools
thousand
food, teams
tealns and farming
tools for
for Indians
Indians in
in California,
California, fifty-five
fifty-five thousand
dollars.
For additional pay of four physicians, four blacksmiths and assistants,
four carpenters,
carpenters, and four farmers, on the four .reservations
reservations in California,
for the fiscal year ending June thirty, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight,
three thousand six hundred dollars.
For this amount,
amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to
purchase s
aw ,
&a.
m it
to purchase
Saw,
&c.
miE
Vala
Valley reservation,
Round Vatreservation, five thousand for Round
and grist mill for the Round
Round Valley
a saw
saw and
dollars.
ley
ley reservation.
dollars.
For defraying
defraying the
expenses of
the removal
removal and
subsistence of
Indians
For
the expenses
of the
and subsistence
of Indians
VOL. XIV.
XIV.
VOL.

33
33

Removal and
subsistence
of
ubsistence of
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Indians in
in OreIndians
Oregon
gon and
and WashWashington.
ington.
Navajo
Indians
Navajo Indians
in New
New Mexico.
Mexico.

Rations, &c.
&c.
not to
be furnot
to be
fur-

nished after, &c.
unless, &c.'
&c.

Pottawatomies
Pottawatomies
and WinnebaWinnebagoes
goes
in in WisconWisonsin.

Expenses of
Expenses
Sisseton,
Sisseton, Wah-

paton, Medawa
Medawapaton,

kanton, and

Wahpakoota
Wahpakoota
bands of Sioux

nu
obrDskofta
or Dakota In-

dians.

Interest on
on
Interest
non-paying
stocn-khelpin
stock held in

trust for
trust
for Indian
Indian

tribes;
trinbes;raced
abstracted
on abstracted
bonds, Cherokee
school and nanational funds.

tional funds

Delivery
Delivery of
annuities
annuities to
to InIndians in
in MinneMinnesota and Michigan;
Pawnees,
Powncas,
a
Poncas,
and
Yancton Sioux;

Sioux of Da-

cota Indians.
cota
Indians.

Ante,

p. 509.
p.
509.

Flatheads.
Flatheads.
Vol. xii. p.
p. 976.

Qui-nai-elts
and Qui-lehand
Qui-leh-

utes.
utes.

Vol. xii. p. 972.

Vaccination.
Locating ColLocaLting C0orado River In-

1867.
1867.

in
Oregon and
parties to
to any
any treaty,)
and for
in Oregon
and Washington
Washington Territory,
Territory, (not
(not parties
treaty,) and
for
necessary employees,
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
pay of necessary
employees,fifty
dollars.
Navajo
.Mexico. —
For subsistence
for the
the Navajo
Navajo Indians
in New
New Mexico.
- For
subsistence for
Navajo InInIndians in
dians,
for the
the purchase
of sheep,
seeds, agricultural
agricultural implements,
dians, and
and for
purchase of
sheep, seeds,
implements, and
and
other
necessary for
for breaking
on the
reservation upon
upon
other articles
articles necessary
breaking the
the ground
ground on
the reservation
the
Pecos river,
hundred thousand
thousand dollars.
the Pecos
river, one
one hundred
dollars.
Navajo Indians
at or
or near
near Fort
Sumner, to
to
For the relief
relief of the Navajo
Indians now
now at
Fort Sumner,
expended under
one
be expended
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, one
hundred
dollars: Provided,
Provided, That
or supplies
supplies shall
shall be
be
hundred thousand
thousand dollars:
That no
no rations
rations or
furnished
•
furnished to said Indians by the War Department
Department after the first day
day of
of
July next,
next, except
case of
extreme necessity,
the facts
facts of
of which
which shall
July
except in
in case
of extreme
necessity, the
shall
be certified
certified to
to the
Secretary of
of War
War by
by the
officer commanding
that milimilibe
the Secretary
the officer
commanding that
tary district.
district.
To
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
take charge
charge of
of certain
certain stray
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
the Interior
to take
stray
bands of Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie and Winnebago
Winnebago Indians, in the State of Wisconsin,
ve thousand dollars.
five
dollars.
For salary of a
take charge
charge of
Pottaa special agent
agent to
to take
of Winnebago
Winnebago and
and Pottawatomie Indians
five hunhunwatomie
Indians now
now in
in the
the State
State of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, one
one thousand
thousand five
dred dollars.
For
clothing, and
and general
general incidental
of the
the SisseSisseFor subsistence,
subsistence, clothing,
incidental expenses
expenses of
ton, Wahpaton,
or
Wahpaton, Medawakanton,
Medawakanton, and Wahpakoota
Wahpakoota bands of Sioux or
Dakota
new homes,
homes, one
dollars.
thousand dollars.
at their
their new
one hundred
hundred thousand
Dakota Indians,
Indians, at
For payment
payment of interest on one million six hundred and ninety
ninety thouthousand three
stock, held
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
held by
non-paying stock,
hundred dollars
dollars, non-paying
sand
three hundred
the Interior
Interior in
in trust
for various
up to
and including
the ininIndian tribes,
tribes, up
to and
including the
the
trust for
various Indian
terest payable July first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
hundred
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, one
one hundred
thousand
hundred and
and fifty-three
fifty-three dollars.
dollars.
one hundred
thousand one
For
payment of
of interest
on fifteen
thousand dollars,
abstracted bonds,
For payment
interest on
fifteen thousand
dollars, abstracted
bonds,
for
year ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
for the
the Cherokee
Cherokee school
school fund,
nine hundred
for
fund, nine
hundred dollars.
dollars.
For payment of interest on sixty-eight thousand dollars, abstracted
abstracted
bonds, for the fiscal year ending
ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-seven, of the
sixty-seven,
Cherokee national
fund, four
four thousand
eighty
the Cherokee
national fund,
thousand and
and eighty
dollars.
For insurance, transportation,
transportation, and necessary
delivery
necessary expenses of the delivery
Of annuities and provisions to the Indian tribes in Minnesota
of
Minnesota and
and MichiMichigan,
twenty thousand
thousand three
hundred and
and fifty
dollars and
and sixty-two
sixty-two cents.
three hundred
fifty dollars
cents.
gan, twenty
For insurance, transportation,
transportation, and necessary
of' the
the delivery
delivery to
necessary expenses
expenses of
to
the
Pawnee, Ponca, and Yancton
of annuity
goods and
and
the Pawnee,
Yancton Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians of
annuity goods
provisions, ten
dollars.
provisions,
ten thousand
thousand dollars.
To supply a
a deficiency
appropriation for transporting
transporting goods
deficiency in the appropriation
goods purpurchased for the Sioux of Dakota
Dakota Indians, under treaty
treaty made at Fort Sully
eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
in October, eighteen
sixty-five, for the
ending
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
sixty-seven, four thousand nine hunJune
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
dred and
cents.
and one
one dollars and
and eighty-two
eighty-two cents.
Flatheads.—
- For this amount, to supply a
a deficiency in the appropriaFlatheads.
tion
the Flatheads
other confederated
confederated tribes
tion for
for the
Flatheads 4nd
and other
tribes for
fbr the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, being the fifth instalment for beneficial
beneficial objects, under treaty of July sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, one thousand
thousand dollars.
Qui-nai-elts
and Qui-leh-utes.—
Qui-leh-utes. - For
Qui-nai-elts and
For this
supply aadeficiency
deficiency
this amount
amount to
to supply
in the appropriation
appropriation for
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
for the
the fiscal year ending June
hundred
and sixty-seven,
the first
instalments on
hundred and
sixty-seven, of
of the
first of
of four
four instalments
on twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand dollars, stipulated to be paid the
Qui-leh-utes,
the Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-elts and Qui-leh-utes,
as per fourth article treaty of July first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
three hundred dollars.
dollars.
of Indians, two thousand five
For expenses
expenses attending
attending the vaccination
vaccination of'
five
hundred dollars.
the Colorado
River Indians
Indians in
in
For expense
expense of collecting and locating the
Colorado River
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in Arizona,
Arizona,
diens in
Arizona, on
for them
by section
section first,
March dians
of March
act of
first, act
them by
apart for
set apart
reservation set
on aareservation
Arizona,
and canal
t
ion. for
third, eighteen
hundred and
including the expense of construct- and canal for
sixty-five, including
and sixty-five,
eighteen hundred
third,
irr1iA
a
ing a
irrigating said
reservation, fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars.
5, ch. 127.
1r65,
dollars.
said reservation,
for irrigating
canal for
a canal
ing
Vol. xiii.
559.
p.659.
xiii. p.
For actual
actual necessary
expenses incurred,
incurred, and that may hereafter be Vol.
necessary expenses
For
Rescue of
incurred by
officers of
the rescue
prisoners prisoners from
from
department in
in the
rescue of
of prisoners
incurred
by officers
of the
the Indian
Indian department
Indians, and
arfrom Indian
and returning
them to
homes, and
expenses Indians,
and arfor expenses
and for
their homes,
to their
returning them
tribes and
Indian tribes
from
rest of
persons
ofersons
rest
incident
territory of the United charged
and confinement
confinement within the territory
arrest and
to the arrest
incident to
charged
with
with
States, by
by order
order of
such officers,
officers, of
of persons
crimes against
crimes against
against
against crimes
with crimes
charged with
persons charged
of such
States,
Indians.
Indians.
the
Indians, five
dollars.
thousand dollars.
five thousand
the Indians,
Sae. 2.
2. And
enacted, Tl;at
stip- No money
or
annuities stipTI;at no
no moneys or annuities
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC.
money or
to be
be
annuity to
ulated
by any
with an
an Indian
appropriations are annuity
which appropriations
Indian tribe for which
any treaty
treaty with
ulated by
paid to any Inanyenpaid
herein
for which
shall hereafter
shall be dian
be made,
made, shall
hereafter be
appropriations shall
which appropriations
or for
made, or
herein made,
tribe
dian to
tribe
en-Inexpended
paid, or
or delivered
delivered to
to any
any tribe
in hostilihostiligagedin
the next gaged
since the
which, since
tribe which,
or paid,
for, or
expended for,
against the
the
preceding
under such
such treaty,
treaty, shall
have engaged
in hostilities
engaged in
hostilities ties
ties against
shall have
preceding payment
payment under
United
States,
against
or against
lawfully &c.
&C.since, &c.;
&c.;
against its
its citizens
citizens peacefully
peacefully and
and lawfully
against the
the United
United States,
States, or
sojourning
its jurisdiction at the
the time of such hostiliwithin its
travelling within
or travelling
sojourning or
nor until
until new
new
nor
ties
in such case shall
deliveries be appropriations
shall such stipulated payments or deliveries
nor in
ties;;nor
resumed
until
new
appropriations
shall
have
been
therefor
by
Conare
made.
by
Conmade
therefor
are
m
ade.
have
been
resumed until new appropriations shall
Commissioner
Commissioner
gress; and
and it
affairs to
the duty of the commissioner of Indian affairs
be the
shall be
it shall
gress;
to report to Conreport
Congress, at
each session,
session, any
of hostilities,
by any
any tribe
tribe with
with ,greporny
hostilities, by
any case
case of
report to
to Congress,
at each
gress anytase
case of
hostilities by any
occurred hostilitiesbyany
which the
United States has treaty stipulations, which shall have occurred
the United
which
tribe.
tribe.
since his
report.
since
his next preceding report.
Officer in
in
Sac.
further enacted,
enacted, That
hfficer
be the duty charge
it further
That it shall hereafter he
SEC. 3. And
And be it
of Indian
Indian
charge
of
bureau
toreport
report
separately
of
the
officer
in
charge
the
Indian
bureau
separately
to
to
of
of the officer in charge
to report
to
Congress
taba tabular to Congress tabCongress,
commencement of each December session,
session, a
at the
the commencement
Congress, at
ular statement

statement showing
distinctly the
the separate
objects of
of expenditure
under ouaetatemeont
showing distinctly
separate objects
expenditure under
statement
of separate ob-

jects of expenhis supervision,
disbursed for each object, describing the jects
his
supervision, and how much disbursed
Sto.
diture, &c.
articles
person to diture,
the quantity
quantity of each, and giving the name of each person
and the
articles and
whom any part was paid, and how much paid to him, and for what
what
hereinbefore,
objects,
far as they
disbursement of the funds hereinbefore,
they relate to the disbursement
so far
objects, so
incidental, contingent,-or
appropriated for the incidental,
contingent,-or
or which shall be hereafter, appropriated
expenses of the Indian service, during the fiscal year next
miscellaneous expenses
miscellaneous
next
preceding
preceding each report.
Appointment
whenever aavacancy
enacted, That hereafter, whenever
further enacted,
SEC.
S
EC. 4. And be it further
vacancy Appointment
Sub-Indian
Sub-India
of
occur in the office of any Sub-Indian
Sub-Indian agent whose salary or compencompen- of
shall occur
a
s
n
g
l
e
a
i
r
it e
s
s
w
a
l
re
iosn
e
ver
whose
agents
sation exceeds
one thousand
per annum,
annum, the
same shall
shall only
only be
tile same
be salaries are over
thousand dollars
dollars per
sation
exceeds one
$1000
a
year
appointed by the President, by and with the $1000 a year
filled by some person to be appointed
advice and consent of the Senate, except, if such vacancy shall occur in
some
the recess of the Senate, the same may be temporarily filled by some
commissioned by the President and who shall hold his office
office
person to be commissioned
until the end of the next session.
Appropriations
enacted, That the sum hereinbefore
Slec.
5. And be it further
S
EC. 5.
further enacted,
hereinbefore appropriappropri- Appropriations
Miamies of
of
forndiaes
Miamies of Indiana, or which shall hereafter be appropriated
atcd to the Miamies
ated
appropriated for
Indiana, to
to
to them, shall only be paid
paid to such
such persons as
as may be, upon
upon the opinion
opinion whom to be
be
paid.
of the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General, legally entitled to the same under the provisions paid.
Vol. x. p. 1095.
of the treaty with said Indians of June
June fifth, eighteen hundred and fiftyfifty- Vol. x p. 1095four, and Senate amendments thereto, regardless
regardless of any subsequent
subsequent legislation.
lation.
APPROVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, March
Navy.
Acts in
Relation to
to the
CLXXIV. —
- An
An Act
to amend
CHAP.
CHAP. CLXXIV.
Act to
amend certain
certain Acts
in Relation
the Navy.

March
2,1867.
March 2,
1867.

Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate
be
" Act to Admiral to be
much of the "
Qongress assembled,
assembled, That so much
States of America in gongress
offin offirankng
establish
v ic eadmiral in
i
n the United States navy," approved
approved he ranking
offithe grade of vice-admiral
establish the
cer
December twentyone, eighteen
ei ghtee n hundred
hun dred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, as provides
ch..6.
December
twenty-one,
provides that
that 1864, ch.
6.
p.420.
Vol.
United
the vice-admiral shall be the ranking officer in the navy of the
the
vol. xiii. p.
420 .
1866, oh.
281.
States, shall be considered as having been repealed
repealed by the act approved
approved 16t,
Ante, c.
p. 2221.
222.
July twenty-five, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, establishing the grade
of

a

y
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of admiral,
shall be
be the
the ranking
officer of
of the
the navy;
the sixth
sixth
and the
navy; and
ranking officer
who shall
of
admiral, who
section of
the act
act last
last named
named is
hereby so
so amended
amended that
that the
secretary of
of
the secretary
is hereby
section
of the
the admiral
admiral shall
shall be
and allowances
allowances of
of aa
sea pay
pay and
to the
the rank,
rank, sea
be entitled
entitled to
the
lieutenant in
in the
navy, such
such pay
pay and
allowances to
to date
from the
acceptthe acceptdate from
and allowances
the navy,
lieutenant
ance of
deducting any
pay already
under
by him
him under
received by
any pay
already received
of his
his appointment,
appointment, deducting
ance
said appointment.
appointment.
SEC.
be it
it further
That so
so much
"Act to
to
much of
of the
the "Act
enacted, That
further enacted,
2. And
And be
Cadet engiSEC. 2.
neers; restricrestricnaval
Secretary of
of the
the Navy to provide for the education of naval
neers;
authorize the
the Secretary
tions as
as to
to age
age
and steam
engineers, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
July
approved July
steam engineers,
certain qualqual- constructors
constructors and
and certain
ifications when four,
four, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-four, as provides that cadet engineers,
appointed rereappointed
when appointed, shall be under eighteen
eighteen years of age, and shall have
moved.
at least
two years
years in
the actual
fabrication of
masteam maof steam
actual fabrication
in the
least two
1864,
employed at
been employed
1564, ch. 252, been
§§ 3,
3, 4.
4.
chinery,
chinery, is hereby repealed.
repealed.
Vol. xiii. p. 393.
3
Sac.
And be
be it
further enacted,
That the
the officers
officers of
volunteer
of the
the volunteer
it further
enacted, That
SEC. 3.
3. And
'Officers of
or
to the
the regular navy,
navy, or
volunteer
may be,
be, transferred
transferred to
service who
who are,
are, or
or may
volunteer naval naval
naval service
service transservice
transmarine corps, shall be credited with the sea service performed
performed by them as
ferred to regular
volunteer officers,
officers, and
shall receive
all the
the benefits
of such
such duty
duty in
the
in the
benefits of
receive all
and shall
navy
marine volunteer
navv or marineo
corps to be
be cred- same manner
corps
manner as
as if
if they
had been
been during
service in
navy
they had
during such
such service
in the
the regular
regular navy
ited
ited with
with their
their or marine corps; and all marine officers shall be credited with the length
or marine corps; and all marine officers shall be credited with the length
sea servicei
service.
been employed as officers or enlisted men in the
the
time they
they may have been
Marine officers.
officers. of time
Marine
volunteer service of the United States.
volunteer
Storekeeper at
Storekeeper
SEC. 4. And
enacted, That the storekeeper
Sac.
..4nd be it
it further
further enacted,
storekeeper at the naval
naval
Naval Academy,
academy
hereafter be
napaymasters' corps of the nafrom the paymasters'
be detailed
detailed from
shall hereafter
academy shall
Natalo
how
to beademy
be devy,
Secretary of the
vy, and he
he shall
shall have authority, with the approval of the Secretary
tailed;
may
procure
lay procure
Navy, to procure clothing
clothing and other necessaries
necessaries for the midshipmen, in the
for
clothing, &c.
&c. for
same
manner as
as supplies
supplies are
are now
now furnished
navy, to
to be
issued under
under
be issued
the navy,
furnished the
same manner
midshipmen.
midshipmen.
Secretary of the Navy.
such
prescribed by the Secretary
may be prescribed
such regulations as may
SEC.
fourth section of the "Act
"Act
be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That the fourth
SEC. 5. And be
Summary
courts-martial
courts-martial to provide aa more efficient discipline for the navy," approved
March
approved March
on petty officers
officers
second,
eighteen hundred
fifty-five, be,
be, and
so amended
amended
is, so
and hereby
hereby is,
and fifty-five,
hundred and
second, eighteen
and persons
persons of

Rank, pay,
and allowances
allowances
and
of secretary
secretary of
admiral.

that the authority
commander of
of any
any vessel
authority therein
therein given to the commander
vessel in
in the
the
convene
summary
courts-martial,
shall
require
the
of
navy
to
convene
summary
courts-martial,
require
approval
Vol.
p. 627.
V
ol. x.
x. p.
627.
the
the proceedings
proceedings by
by the commander-in-chief,
commander-in-chief, when
when present
present in port,
port, and,
and, in
present, in all cases before carrying
his absence, that of the senior officer preserit,
carrying
Sentence.
Sentence,
sentence into execution;
the sentence
execution; and in all cases where
where the sentence
sentence involves
involves
sentence shall be subject to the approval
loss of pay, that part of such sentence
approval or
or
disapproval of the Secretary
disapproval
Secretary of the Navy.
Disabled
Disabled perperSEC.
6. And
And be
That, to
carry out
the provisions
S
EC. 6.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That,
to carry
out the
provisions of
of the
the
sons, who have
have
sons,
eleventh section
Act for
of the
the
uavy of
of the
the navy
government of
better government
for the
the better
the "
"Act
of the
section of
en-e eleventh
served
served as enStates," approved
approved July
July seventeen,
seventeen, eighteen
listed persons in United
United States,"
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtythe
navy or
or mathe navy
ma- two, directing
" be apdirecting the surplus income from the naval pension fund to "
aprine corps for
plied to
the making
of further
provision for
for the
the comfort
comfort of
of disabled
offidisabled offifurther provision
making of
to the
twenty years, to plied
receive from nareceive
na- cers, seamen, and marines," there
there shall be paid out of said fund to every
val pension fund
fiom sea service, but who
fund person who
val
who, from age or infirmity, is disabled from
halfpension
half
of their rat- p
has served
as an
the navy
navy or
the
corps for the
marine corps
or marine
in the
ing when disenlisted person
person in
an enlisted
has
served as
charged.
charged.
period of twenty years, and
and not been discharged for misconduct,
misconduct, in lieu of
of
1862, ch. 204,
being provided
provided with
with a
the naval
asylum, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, if
if he
he
naval asylum,
in the
a home
home in
1862, ch. 20 being
§11.
Vol. xii. p. 607. shall so elect, a
asum equal to one half the pay of his rating at the time he
How
and by
by was discharged,
Htow and
discharged, to be paid to him quarterly, under the direction of the
whom to be
be
commissioner
of pensions;
pensions; and
such pension
shall be
be
pension shall
for such
and applications
applications for
commissioner of
paid.
Secretary of the Navy, who, upon being satisfied that the apmade to the Secretary
plicant comes within the provisions of this act, shall certify the
the same to
the commissioner of pensions, and said certificate shall be his warrant
warrant
for making payment
payment as herein authorized.
authorized. And provided
provided further,
further, That
That
Such persons any disabled person
person who has served in the navy or marine corps as an
so
enlisted man for a
a period not less than ten years, and not been disserving for
not less
than ten
ten
not
less than
years, &c.
charged for
for misconduct,
misconduct, may
may apply
apply to
of the Navy for aid
Secretary of
to the Secretary
&c.may
may charged
years,
from
naval pension
Secretary of
apply for aid
from the
the surplus
surplus income of
of the
the naval
pension fund;
fund; and the Secretary
from surplus ina board of not less than
from
surplus
come of
navalin- the Navy
Navy is authorized
authorized to convene a
than three naval

inferior ratings.
1855,
136.
18O5, ch.
h. 136

fund.aval
cnsion
punsion
pension fund.
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officers,
one of
shall be
surgeon, to
to examine
of Board to exthe condition
condition of
examine into
into the
be a
a surgeon,
of whom
whom shall
officers, one
applicant, and
and to
to recommend
recommend a
asuitable
for his
his relief,
relief, and
and for
for amine
a
c
a
m
n
i
ts
ue appliapp4,suitable amount
amount for
the applicant,
a
time, and
and upon
upon the
the approval
of such
such recommendation
by the
the cants.
a specified
specified time,
approval of
recommendation by
Secretary of
and certificate
thereof to
of penthe Navy
Navy and
certificate thereof
to the
the commissioner
commissioner of
penSecretary
of the
sions, the
the amount
amount shall
shall be
be paid
paid in
manner as
as is
provided in
this
in this
sions,
in the
the same
same manner
is provided
section for
for the
disabled by
by long
service in
in the
the navy;
section
the payment
payment to
to persons
persons disabled
long service
navy;
but no
allowance so
so made
shall exceed
exceed the
rate of
pension for
full disbut
no allowance
made shall
the rate
of aapension
for full
dis- Limit
Limit of alability corresponding
corresponding to
to the
grade of
of the
the applicant,
nor, if
in addition
to lowance.
kw"nce•
ability
the grade
applicant, nor,
if in
addition to
rate of
such pension.
pension.
exceed one
one fourth
fourth the
the rate
of such
aapension,
pension, exceed
SEe.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the commandant
of the
SEC. 7.
7. And
And be
commandant of
the marine
marine Rank
Rank and pay
pay
corps shall
the rank
pay of
of aabrigadier-general
army.
of
and pay
brigadier-general of
of the
the army.
of commandant
commandant
corps
shall have
have the
rank and
of
marine
corps.
S
EC. 8.
8. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
of midshipmen
of
SEC.
And be
it further
the number
number of
midshipmen alal- Number
Number of
academy shall
lowed at the naval
naval academy
shall be one for every member
member and delegate of midshipmen
midshipmen in
in
Representatives,,one for
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, ten
Naval Academy.
Academy.
the Hou.se
I-ouse of
of Representatives,,one
ten appointappoint- Naval
ed
at large,
large, and
and ten
ten to
to be
be selected
selected annually
annually from
from boys
enlisted in
in
boys enlisted
ed annually
annually at
the navy,
and who
been one
in the
the service
service on
on board
the
navy, and
who have
have been
one year
year in
board a
a naval
naval
vessel, should
should so
found qualified:
qualified: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
vessel,
so many
many be
be found
the Reduction dot
riot
reduction
midshipmen herein
provided
not
tittle);
n
affect
to
affect
present
reduction in the
the number
number of midshipmen
herein
provided
for
shall
not
or
appointments
...
any
already appointed, nor
existing: And
And provided
vP
aC
lancies.
any already
nor any
any vacancy
vacancy alre[a]dy
alre[a]dy existing:
provided vacancies.
further, That so
further,
so much of
of the act of July
July fourteen,
fourteen, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and Repeal of part
of
acts
ch.
sixty-two, and
July sixteen,
sixteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
as propro- o
mf
4
acat
,
s
,1862,
sx.,Ah
3.
sixty-two,
and of
of July
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, as
1oi4adch
183,
vides for
the number
may be
appointed to
to the
the naval
11, vol.
xii. pp.
pp:
vides
for the
number of
of midshipmen
midshipmen that
that may
be appointed
naval §§1,
vol. xii.
6
academy be,
the same
565,
585.
65, 686.
repealed.
hereby, repealed.
same is
is hereby,
be, and
and the
academy
S
EC. 9. And
enacted, That
of
SEe.
And be it further
further enacted,
That officers
officers on the
the retired and rere- Promotion of
fera
on retired
officersonretired
served lists of the navy shall be entitled to promotion
promotion as their several
several offi1
eserved
i
s
t
i
s
i
ts.reserved
and
dates upon
upon the
the active
active list
list are
but such
dates
are promoted;
promoted; but
such promotion
promotion shall
shall not
not enen- lists.
title them
them to
which they were
were entitled when re- Pay.
to which
beyond that to
to any pay
pay beyond
title
active duty, when
receive the full pay
of Proviso.
Proviso.
tired, unless upon
upon active
when they
they shall receive
pay of
grades: Provided,
their respective grades:
Provided,That no
no promotion
promotion shall
shall be made
made to
tbe grade of rear-admiral
rear-admiral upon the retired list while
the
while there shall be in that
that
grade the full number allowed
allowed by
by law.
A2PROVED, March
AIPIOVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
CLXXV.—
relating to Brevets in the Army
Army of the United
States.
CHAP. CLXXV.
- An
An Act relating
United States.

March 2,1867.
2, 1867.

United Brevet
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
h£ouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Brevet rank
rank
States of America
assembled, That
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the President
President is hereby
hereby may be
beconferred
COn ferred
officers in
the
authorized, with
brevet on
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate, to
to confer
confer brevet
on officers
inthe
authorized,
with the
the advice and
army for gallant
rank on
on officers
the army
army of
the United
United States,
States, on
account of
of gallant,
rank
officers in
in the
of the
on account
gallant, conduct,
conduct,sm.
&c.in
in
meritorious, or faithful conduct
conduct in the volunteer
volunteer service, prior to appointmeritorious,
appoint- the volunteer
volunteer
service.
service.
ment in said army of the United States.
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.
ArPPOVED,
March 2,
CHAP. CLXXVI. —
a uniform System of Bankruptcy
throughout March 2,
- An Act to establish
establish a
Bankruptcy throughout
2, 1867.
the United
States.
United States.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
assembled, That
courts District courts
America in Congress assembled,
That the several
several district courts
e
the mUanditeed
United
of the United States be, and they hereby are, constituted courts ofof
of of the
. States made
d
bankruptcy, and they shall have original jurisdiction in their respective
courts of
bankruptcy,
respective courts
of bankbankhere- ruptcy.
districts in all matters and
and proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy, and
and they
they are hereruptcy.
Jurisdiction.
by authorized to hear and adjudicate upon the same according
according to the Jrisdiction.
always
provisions of this act. The said courts shall be always open for the Courts
Courts always
provisions
transaction of business under this act, and the powers and jurisdiction open.
open.
Authority of
of
hereby
hereby granted and conferred shall be exercised
exercised as well in vacation as in Authority
judge
tr in
nterm
a judge sitting at chambers
te
term time, and a
chambers shall have the same powers judgeiornvacaand jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, including the power of keeping order
order and of punishing tion.
any contempt of his authority, as when sitting in court. And the jurisdiction hereby conferred
conferred shall extend to all cases and controversies aris-
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creditors who
claim
ing between
between the bankrupt
bankrupt and any
any creditor or
or creditors
who shall claim
any debt
debt or
or demand
the bankruptcy;
to the
the
of all
all the
the collection
collection of
under the
bankruptcy; to
demand under
any
assets of
of the
the bankrupt;
bankrupt; to
the ascertainment
the liens
liens
of the
and liquidation
liquidation of
to the
ascertainment and
assets
and other
claims thereon;
thereon; to
the adjustment
adjustment of
the various
various prioriprioriof the
to the
and
other specific
specific claims
ties and
and conflicting
interests of
all parties;
parties; and
to the
marshalling and
and to
the marshalling
of all
ties
conflicting interests
disposition of
of the
the different
different funds
funds and
and assets,
assets, so
of
to secure the rights of
so as
as to
disposition
all parties
parties and
due distribution
assets among
all the
the creditors;
creditors; and
and
among all
of the
the assets
distribution of
and due
all
to all
and things
things to
be done
done under
in virtue
virtue of
the
of the
under and
and in
to be
matters, and
to
all acts,
acts, matters,
bankruptcy, until
until the
the final
final distribution
and settlement
settlement of
of the
the estate
estate of the
distribution and
bankruptcy,
bankrupt, and
the close
proceedings in bankruptcy.
bankruptcy. The said
of the
the proceedings
and the
close of
bankrupt,
courts shall
have full
full authority
authority to
obedience to
to all
orders and
and dedeall orders
to compel
compel obedience
shall have
courts
crees passed
passed by
by them
and other
other
of contempt
contempt and
by process
process of
bankruptcy, by
them in
in bankruptcy,
crees
remedial
same extent
that the
the circuit
circuit courts
have in
in
courts now
now have
extent that
to the
the same
process, to
remedial process,
Courts may
any suit pending therein in equity. Said courts may sit, for the transacsit
it in
place tion of business in bankruptcy,
heany
n any place
bankruptcy, at any place in the district,
district, of which
which place
in the district.
holding court they shall have given notice, as well as at
time of
of holding
and the time
the places
places designated
for holding
holding such
such courts.
courts.
by law
law for
designated by
the
Circuit courts
courts
further enacted,
enacted, That the several circuit courts of
SEC.
SEC. 2. And be it further
to
general the United States, within and for the districts where the proceedings
to have
have general
proceedings in
superintendence
superintendence
bankruptcy shall
shall be
be pending,
pending, shall
shall have
have a
superintendence and
a general
general superintendence
and
jurisdiction; bankruptcy
andjurisdiction;
may act as in jurisdiction
jurisdiction of all cases
cases and questions arising under
under this act; and, except
except
equity.
when
is otherwise
made, may,
may, upon
petition, or
other
when special
special provision
provision is
otherwise made,
upon bill,
bill, petition,
or other
proper process,
process, of
aggrieved, hear
determine the case in a
a
hear and
and determine
of any
any party
party aggrieved,
proper
court of
exer•
hereby granted may be exerand jurisdiction
jurisdiction hereby
The powers
powers and
court
of equity.
equity. The
cised either
either by
by said
said court
or by
thereof in
vacation.
in term
term time or vacation.
any justice
justice thereof
court or
by any
cised
Concurrent
Concurrent Said circuit courts
courts shall also have concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction with the district
district
jurisdiction with
courts of
which may
jurisdiction
with courts
of the
the same
same district of
of all
all suits
suits at law or in equity
equity which
may or
or
district courts.
brought by the assignee in bankruptcy
bankruptcy against any person
person claimshall be
be brought
adverse interest, or by such person against
against such assignee,
assignee, touching
touching
ing an adverse
property or rights of property of said bankrupt
bankrupt transferable
transferable to or
any property
Suits
to be
Suits to
be vested in such assignee; but no suit at law or in equity shall in any case
brought within
v
be maintainable
maintainable by or against
against such assignee,
assignee, or by or against any person
&cn be
twbonyears
two years, &c.
claiming an
an adverse
adverse interest,
interest, touching
touching the property and rights of property
claiming
aforesaid,
aforesaid, in any court whatsoever,
whatsoever, unless the same shall be brought withagainst
two years
years from the time the cause of action accrued, for or against
in two
Rights barred such assignee: Provided,
a
Provided, That nothing herein contained
contained shall revive
revive a
nnott revived
right of
of action
barred at
at the
the time
assignee is
is appointed.
appointed.
time such
such assignee
right
action barred
ere v ve
hereby.

Jurisdiction in
matters of bankttes of bankruptcy.

Admini'traAdministraOF BANKRUPTCY.
THE LAW
IN COURTS
OP THE
THE ADMINISTRATION
OF' THE
LAW IN
COURTS 01'
BANKRUPTCY.
OF
ADMINISTRATION OF
At fha lo.
irC1 of
tion
the law.
SEC.
One or more
S
EC. 3. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
Iregisters
each judges of the district courts of the United
registers in
in each
United States, within and for the
Congressional
Congressional
several
districts, to
appoint in
in each
each Congressional
in said
said districts,
districts,
district in
Congressional district
to appoint
several districts,
listrict.
district.

upon the
nomination and recommendation
recommendation of the Chief Justice
Justice of the
upon
the nomination
Supreme Couft
Coutt of the United States, one or more registers in bankperformance of his
ruptcy, to assist the judge of the district court in the performance
Who
eligible. duties under this act. No person shall be eligible
Who eligible.
appointment
eligible to such appointment
unless he be aa counsellor of said court, or of some one of the courts
courts of
Bond.
record
entering upon the duties
Bond.
record of the State in which he resides. Before entering
a register in bankruptcy
of his office, every person so appointed a
bankruptcy shall give
condition that he will faithfully disdisaa bond to the United States, with condition
charge
charge the duties of his office, in aasum not less than one thousand dollars, to be fixed by said court, with sureties satisfactory to said court, or
to either
either of the said justices thereof; and he shall, in open court, take
prescribe
and subscribe the oath prescribed
prescribed in the act entitled
entitled "An
"An act to prescribe
Oath.
an oath of office,
purposes," approved
approved July second,
office, and for other purposes,"
second, eighteen
eighteen
1862,
1 ch. 128.
hundred and
during his continuance
continuance
ch.p. 802.
28. hundred
and sixty-two, and also that he will not, during
Vol62,
Vol.
xii.
in office,
office, be, directly or indirectly, interested
interested in or benefited
benefited by the fees
or emoluments
bankruptcy, in
emoluments arising
arising from any suit or matter pending in bankruptcy,
either
either the district or circuit court in his district.
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SEc. 4.
4. And
And be
enacted, That
That every
register in
in bankruptcy,
SEC.
be it
it further
further enacted,
every register
bankruptcy, Registers;
Registers;
de
t
i
i
r
e
so appointed
and qualified,
shall have
shall be
be his
duty, to
toand
dh
t
i
powers and
so
appointed and
qualified, shall
have power,
power, and
and it
it shall
his duty,
their
powers
make adjudication
adjudication of
receive the
the surrender
of any
any bankbankmake
of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, to
to receive
surrender of
rupt, to
to administer
administer oaths
in all
proceedings before
hold and
rupt,
oaths in
all proceedings
before him,
him, to
to hold
and
preside at
proof of
debts, to
to make
make all
preside
at meetings
meetings of creditors,
creditors, to
to take
take proof
of debts,
all
computations of
orders of
furnish
computations
of dividends,
dividends, and
and all
all orders
of distribution,
distribution, and
and to
to furnish
with aacertified
copy of
of such
such orders,
orders, and
of the
the schedules
schedules of
of
the assignee with
certified copy
and of
creditors and
assets filed
filed in
each case,
case, to
to audit
audit and
pass accounts
accounts of
creditors
and assets
in each
and pass
of asasto grant
grant protection,
any bankrupt
signees, to
protection, to
to pass
pass the
the last
last examination
examination of
of any
bankrupt
whenever the
assignee or
or a
creditor do
not oppose,
and to
in
in eases
cases whenever
the assignee
a creditor
do not
oppose, and
to sit
sit in
chambers
chambers and despatch
despatch there such
such part of the administrative
administrative business
of
business of
as shall
be defined
general
the court and such
such uncontested
uncontested matters
matters as
shall be
defined in
in general
any particular
particular matter
matter
rules and orders,
orders, or
or as
as the
the district
district judge shall
shall in
in any
direct;
direct; and he
also make
short memoranda
proceedings in
lie shall
shall also
make short
memoranda of
of his
his proceedings
in Docket.
Docket.
docket to
him for
each case in
in which he
he shall act, in aadocket
to be
be kept
kept by
by him
for that
that
proceedings are
taken, forward
purpose, and he
he shall forthwith,
forthwith, as the proceedings
are taken,
forward to
to
the clerk of the district court a
a certified copy
copy of said memoranda,
memoranda, which
which District clerk.
be entered
proper minute-book
minute-book to
to be
be kept
kept in
his
shall be
entered by
by said clerk
clerk in the
the proper
in his
office, and any register
office,
register of the court may act for any other
may
other register
register there- .Registers
Registers may
duinterchange
of: Provided,
Provided, however, That
in this
this section
Le.
r
°ilang
That nothing
nothing in
section contained
contained shall
shall ties.
agee d
empower
empower aaregister
register to commit for contempt, or to hear a
a disputed adjudi- What registers
cation,
cation, or any question
allowance or suspension
an order
order of
may not do.
question of
of the
the allowance
suspension of
of an
ofdo.
discharge;
discharge; but in all matters where an issue of fact or of law is raised
Registers to
e
b
ssruette
and contested
by any
to the
t
el
and
contested by
any party
party to
the proceedings
proceedings before
before him,
him, it
it shall
shall be
be his
hisof;Irtt
state
fiue
eof
duty to cause the question or issue to be stated by the opposing
opposing parties
parties in
court;
in court;
writing,
writing, and he shall adjourn the same into court for decision by
by the
judge. No register
register shall be of counsel or
attorney, either in
or attorney,
in or
or out
out of
of not to be of
of
court, in
in any
suit or
matter pending
in bankruptcy
the circuit
circuit counsel
c
s
u
otit
t
n
.
sei in
pi any
any
court,
any suit
or matter
pending in
bankruptcy in
in either
either the
suit;
or district court of his district, nor in an appeal
appeal therefrom;
therefrom ;nor shall he nor assignee,
c
be executor,
administrator, guardian,
guardian, commissioner,
executor, administrator,
commissioner, appraiser,
appraiser , divider, or &
Sm.assignee
of
or
upon any estate
assignee
estate within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of either
either of said
said
courts of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, nor be interested
interested in the fees or emoluments arising
arising
fiom
established by Fees of regisfrom either of said trusts. The fees of said registers, as established
registhis act, and by the general
general rules and orders required to be framed under ters.
ten '
it, shall
shall be paid to them by the parties for whom the services
services may
be
may be
rendered
authorized by this act.
rendered in the course of proceedings
proceedin gsauthorized
SEC.
5. And be it further
SEc. 5.
further enacted,
enacted, That the judge
judge of the district
district court
court District judge
may
a register
register to attend at any place within the district
direct
reg-at
may direct
direct a
district for the may
imstaZtdoiraegnMt
ister
to
attend
purpose
such voluntary
voluntary applications unaer
under this act as may not any place in
purpose of hearing
hearing such
in disbe opposed,
attending any meeting
meeting of creditors, or receiving
opposed, of .attending
receiving any
vcdany proof
proof trict to hear
hear volgenerally, for the prosecution
of debts, and, generally,
t
i
t asrYe
ePP licaprosecution of any
any bankruptcy
bankruptcy or other t'ion,
&ap'plic
proceedings under
travelling and incidental
proceedings
under this act; and the travelling
incidental expenses
expenses of
Travelling and
and
of Travelling
such register,
register, and of any clerk or other officer attending him,
him, incurred in incidental exso acting,
sel[tled] by said court in accordance
paid.d h w
acting, shall be set[tled]
accordance with the rules to
tI'oelbe
b' se
esPald.
prescribed under the tenth section
section of this act, and paid out of
prescribed
of the
the assets
assets
of the estate in respect of which such register
register has so acted;
acted ;or if there
there
insufficient, then such expenses
be no such assets, or if the assets shall be insufficient,
expenses
shall form
form aapart of the costs in
cases in
in which
in the
the case
case or cases
which the
the register
register
apportioned by
shall have acted
acted in such journey, to be apportioned
judge, and
-by the judge,
and
register, so acting, shall have and exercise
such register,
exercise all
except the
the
all powers, except
commitment, vested
district court for the summoning and
power of'
of commitment,
vested in the district
examination of persons or witnesses,
of
examination
witnesses, and for requiring
requiring the production
production of
books, papers and documents: Provided,
Provided, always, That all depositions of Depositions
Depositions
edother
o
d
ther acts
persons and witnesses
and
acts to
to
witnesses taken before said register, and all acts done by r
him, shall be reduced to writing, and
signed by
shall be
filedwrirt7ng
and be
be signed
by him, and
and shall
be filed
writing.ti.celi to
of' the proceedings.
proceedings. Such register
in the clerk's office
office as part of
register shall be Removal of
of
subject
remo va lby
th e j
ud
ge of
ofthe
th e district
di st
ri
ctcour
ll vacancies
vacanc i
esfilling
registers, filling
subject to
to removal
by the
judge
court,t, an
andd aall
such'removal, or by resignation,
resignation, change
vacancies.'
occurring by suchsremoval,
change of residence, death vacancies
disability, shall be promptly filled by other fit persons, unless said
or disability,
continuance of the particular office unnecessary.
unnecessary.
court shall deem the continuance
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During proceedings under
ceedings
under
this
act, any
party
part may take
ake
the opinion of
of
district judge
upon any
upon
any matter
arising therein.
therein.
Proceedings in
Proceedingsin
such
cases.

SEC. 6. And
And be it further
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That any party shall,
the
shall, during
during the
proceedings before a
disa register,
register, be at liberty
liberty to
to take the
the opinion
opinion of the
the district
judge upon
upon any
any point
point or
in the
the course
course of
of such
trict judge
or matter
matter arising
arising in
such proproceedings, or upon the result of such proceedings, which shall be
by
be stated
stated by
the
in the
the shape
short certificate
certificate to
the judge,
shall sign
the register
register in
shape of
of a
a short
to the
judge, who
who shall
sign
the same if he approve
approve thereof; and such
signed, shall
be
such certificate,
certificate, so
so signed,
shall be
binding on
all the
the parties
the proceeding;
proceeding; but
but every
every such
such certificate
certificate
on all
parties to
to the
binding
or varied
by the
may be discharged
discharged or
varied by
the judge
chambers or
open court.
court.
judge at
at chambers
or in
in open
In any bankruptcy, or in any other proceedings
within the
of the
the
proceedings within
tile jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
court, under this act, the parties concerned,
concerned, or
or submitting
submitting to such
such jurisdicjurisdiction, may at any sta
ge of
state any
any ques
ti on or
stage
of the proceedings,
proceedings, by
by consent,
consent, state
question
or
questions
questions in a
a special case for the opinion of the court,
the judgment
judgment
court, and
and the
Judgment of of the court shall be final unless it be agreed and stated in
special
in such
such special
court to be final,
case that
that either
is allowed
allowed
case
either party
party may
may appeal,
appeal, if,
if, in
in such
such case,
case, an
an appeal
appeal is
ucolret
unless, &c. fl
by this act. The parties
parties may also, if they think fit, agree, that upon
upon the
the
Agreement
Agreement in
in question or questions
questions raised by such special case being finally
decided, a
finally decided,
a
special cases.
speciacases
sum of money, fixed by the parties, or to be ascertained by
the court,
court, or
by the
or
in such manner as the court may direct, or any
the amount
of
any property,
property, or
or the
amount of
any disputed
disputed debt or claim,
claim, shall be paid, delivered,
delivered, or transferred
transferred by
by one
one
of such parties to the other of them either
either with or
or without costs.
costs.
Parties and
SEC.
And be
S
EC. 7.
7. And
That parties
and witnesses
witnesses sumbe it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
parties and
sumwitnesses sumwitnesses
sum- moned before
a register shall be bound
before a
bound to
pursuance of
to attend
attend in
in pursuance
of such
such
tooned before
before
moned
to
register to
to at- summons at the place and time
time designated
designated therein,
therein, and
and shall
shall be
be entitled
register
entitled to
tend, &N.
&c.
protection,
protection, and be liable to process of contempt in like manner
manner as parties
parties
Contempt.
Contempt.
and witnesses are now liable thereto in case of
and
of default in attendance
attendance under
under
Penalty
Penalty for
for any writ of subpoena,
subpcena, and all persons wilfully
wilfully and corruptly
corruptly swearing
swearing or afafperjury.
perjury.
firming
before aa register
register shall be liable to all the penalties, punishfirming falsely
falsely before
Persons refusrefus- ments, and consequences
consequences of perjury. If
before a
a
If any person examined
examined before
ing, &c. to obey
register
shall
refuse
or to
exameri
tegoobeyr
register
&c
shall
refuse or decline
decline to
to answer,
answer, or
to swear
swear to
to or
or sign
sign his
his examorder of register
register .g
when taken,
the register
register shall
shall refer
refer the
to the
the judge,
who
to be referred
ination when
referred to ination
taken, the
the matter
matter to
judge, who
judge.
judge .
shall have power to order the person so acting to pay the costs thereby
occasioned,
occasioned, if such person be compellable
compellable by law to answer such
such question
question
or to sign such examination,
examination, and such person shall also be liable to be
be
punished for contempt.
OF APPEALS AND PRACTICE.
PRACTICE.
OP

Appeals and
SEC. 8. And
And be it further
enacted, That appeals
Sne.
further enacted,
appeals may be taken
taken from
from the
the
writs
of error.
writs of
error, district to the circuit courts in all cases in equity,
cqui.ty, and writs of error may
may
be allowed to said circuit courts from said district courts in cases
cases at
at law
under the jurisdiction created by this act, when the
the debt
debt or damages
damages
claimed
claimed amount to more than five hundred
hundred dollars, and any
any supposed
supposed
creditor, whose claim is wholly or in part rejected,
rejected, or an assignee who
is dissatisfied with the allowance
allowance of a
a claim may
may appeal
appeal from
from the
the decisdecisAppeals from ion of the district
AppMls
district
court
to
circuit
district;
but
the
court
from
the
same
district
cirdistrict to circuit court;
no appeal shall be allowed in any case from the district to the circuit
circuit
court;
court unless it is claiMed,
claimed, and notice given thereof to
.court
of the
the
to the
the clerk of
district court, to be entered with the record of
of the
the proceedings,
proceedings, and
and also
also
to the assignee or creditor, as the case may be, or to the
the defeated
defeated party
party
in equity, within ten days after
after the entry of the decree
decree or decision apappeal shall
shall be
at the
term of
of the
the circuit
when to be en- pealed from. The appeal
be entered
entered at
the term
circuit
tered;
court which shall be first held within and for the district next after the
the
expiration
expiration of ten days from the time of claiming
But if
if the
claitning the same.
same. But
the
appellant in writing waives his appeal before any decision thereon, promay be
may
be
ceedings may be had in the district court as if
if no appeal
appeal had
had been
been taken;
taken;
-waived.
aived
and no appeal
appellant at the time of claimappeal shall be allowed
allowed unless the appellant
ing
ng the same shall give bond in man[ner]
man[ner] now required
required by law in cases
cases
Writ of error. of such appeals.
appeals.

No writ of error
error shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed unless
unless the
party claimclaimthe party

ing it shall comply with the statutes regulating
of such
such writs.
regulating the
the granting of
writs.
No appeal or
SEC.
further enacted,
SEC. 9. And be it further
enacted, That in cases arising
this act
arising under
under this
act
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no appeal or writ of error
error shall be
allowed in
any case
case from
the circuit
of error
be allowed
in any
from the
circuit writ
writ of
error to
to
the Supreme
courts to the Supreme Court of the United States, unless the matter in ttilafirneimeaes,
Court, unless,
dispute in such case shall exceed
two thousand
exceed two
thousand dollars.
dollars.
&c. '
SEC. 10. And be it further
Sic.
further enacted,
enacted, That the justices of the Supreme
Supreme General
General orders
orders
Court of the United States, subject
provisions of
of this
this act,
act, shall
the
subject to
to the
the provisions
shall to
to regulate
re, ulate the
frame
general orders
orders for
cedure
practiceil
inand
bankframe general
for the
the following
following purposes:
purposes: —
cedure
banrkFor regulating the practice
practice and procedure
procedure of
district courts
courts in
ru P
tc Y;
of the district
in ruptcy;
bankruptcy, and the several forms of petitions,
petitions, orders,
orders, and
and other
other proceedproceedings
inn to be used in said courts in all matters under this
this act;
act;
of off.
For
the duties
of the
the various
various officers
officers of
of said
said courts;
courts ;
For regulating
regulating the
duties of
duties
of officedu
rsties
of
courts;
cers
of cos
courts;
For regulating the fees payable and, the charges
to be
be allowed,
allowed, fees,
f
ees ,
t
s,
au d
charges and
and costs
costs to
costs,
aud
except such as are established by this act or 1;
charges.
by law, with
with respect
respect to
to all charges.
proceedings in bankruptcy
proceeding;
the rate
bankruptcy before said courts, not
not exceeding
exceeding the
rate of
of
services in
in other
other proceedings;
proceedings;
fees now allowed by
by law
law for similar
similar services
For regulating the practice and procedure upon appeals;
appeals;
appeals;
For regulating the filing, custody,
custody, and inspection
inspection of records ;
records;
;
records;
provisions of
of this
cti
nt
o effect.
effec t.5
generally
And generally
generally for carrying
carrying the
the provisions
this a
act
into
generally;
may
be i
Tel
After such general orders shall have been s
soo f
framed,
they
or an
any
rame d, th
ey or
ytof ed
,ou
rimeda,
de
edayberescindthem may
varied, and
other general
rsmay
ma yb
framed new
may be rescinded
rescinded or
or varied,
and other
general orde
orders
bee framed
new ue
ones made;
in manner aforesaid
aforesaid;;and all such general
general orders so framed
framed shall from
to be reported
Congress.
suc h suggestions
sugge sti ons as said
sa id j
us - to
time to time be reported to Congress, with
with such
justo Co"gress.
tices may
ticcs
may think
think proper.
proper.
Vota
Voluntary
Volutary
bankruptcy,
bankriptcy,
commencement
commencement
o
lo
ceeind
l
i
t s
p.
within.of mng
a

VOLUNTARY BANKRUPTCY—
BANIRUPTCY--COI3MENCEMENT
PROCEEDINGS.
VOLUNTARY
COMMENCEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS.

SEC. 11.
11. And
enacted, That
person residing
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That if
if any
any person
residing within of poceeingypthe jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States, owing debts provable under this
this act
act ply
ply for the
the &nebeneexcecding
exceeding the amount of'
of three hundred
hundred dollars, shall apply by petition fit of this actact.
addressed to the judge of the judicial district in which such debtor has
rehas resided or carried on business for the six months next immediately piecedpreced- Petition.
ing the time
tine of
lag
of filing
filing such petition, or for the longest period during such
such
six months, setting forth his place of residence, his inability to pay all his
debts in full, his willingness to surrender all his estate and effects
effects for the
benefit of his creditors
creditors and his desire to obtain the benefit of this act, and
Schedule of
of
shall annex
annex to
to his
his petition aaschedule, verified
shall
verified by oath before the court or debts and crederesiitors
to
w
Ir
a
s
t.to
contain
before aaregister
register in
or before
before one
of the
the commissioners
of the
thecontain
befbro
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or
one of
commissioners of
iat.t coutain
circuit court of the
the United States, containing
containing aafull and true statement of all
his debts, and, as far as possible, to whom due, with the place of
his
of residence of each creditor, if known to the debtor,
the fact
debtor, and
and if not known the
fact
to be so stated, and the sum due to each creditor;
creditor; also, the nature of each
each
debt or demand,
demand, whether
whether founded on written security, obligation,
obligation, contract,
contract,
or otherwise, and also the true cause and consideration
consideration of such indebtedindebtedness uiin each case,
case, and the place where such indebtedness accrued, and a
a
statement of any existing mortgage,
mortgage, pledge, lien, judgment, or collateral
collateral or
or
other security given for the payment of the same; and shall also
annex to
also annex
to Inventory
Inventory of
of
his
accurate i
nventory, ver
ifi ed i
lik e manner,
manner, of
of all
all hi
his petitio
petitionn an
an accurate
inventory,
verified
inn like
hiss eses- estate.
estate.
tate, both real and personal,
personal, assignable under this act, describing
describing tile
the same
same
and stating where
and
where it is situated, and whether
whether there are
what
are any, and
and if
if so,
so, what
encumbrances thereon, the filing of such petition shall be an act of bankencumbrances
bankFiling of the
the
such
bankrupt::Provided,
That
petition
to_
ruptcy, and su
ch petitioner
pe titi oner shall be adjudged a
a bankrupt
Provided, Th
atpetition
be an
an
to
t. itof ban
kruptall citizens of the United States petitioning to be declared bankrupt shall ct oba kruptpton filing such petiti
on ,
an d before
bef
ore any
procee di ngs t
hereon, ta
ke an
su b
Oa
.
th on
filing
petition,
and
any proceedings
thereon,
take
andd subOYath
on filing
scribe an
an oath
oath of
of allegiance
allegiance and
and fidelity
fidelity to the United States, which oath p
petition.
scribe
etition '
shall be filed and recorded
recorded with the proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy. And
And the
the
judge of the district court, or, if there be no opposing party, any register
judge
register
of said court,
court, to be designated
designated by the judge, shall forthwith, if he be satisof
fied that the debts due from the petitioner exceed three hundred dollars,
dollars, Warrant,
lyarrant, when
when
issue aa warrant, t
too be
be signed by such judge or register, directed
directed to the to ..4, sa
su
rsld to.act
to act
marshal of said district, authorizing
authorizing him forthwith, as messenger, to pub- as
as messenger.
hish notices
notices in
Notice.
lish
in such
such newspapers
newspapers as the warrant
warrant specifies;
specifies; to serve written
Notice.

522
522
Notice, how
sent
sent;;

to state that
warrant has issued;
payment of
of
spayment

debts and transtranst
forbidden;
fer
rdpre y
fe of property

forbidden;

meeting
meeting of
of

creditors, their
names.
&e.
names
&.
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or printed
by mail
mail or
all creditors
the schedule
upon the
schedule
creditors upon
personally, on
on all
or personally,
printed notice,
notice, by
or
filed with the debtor's petition, or whose
whose names may be given to him in
addition by
the debtor,
and to
to give
give such
personal or
or other
to any
addition
by the
debtor, and
such personal
other notice
notice to
any
persons
the warrant
warrant specifies,
specifies, which
shall state:
persons concerned
concerned as
as the
which notice
notice shall
state:
First. That
That a
awarrant
warrant in
in bankruptcy
against the
estate
has been
been issued
issued against
the estate
bankruptcy has
First.

of the
the debtor.
of
debtor.
Second. That
of any
debts and
and the
the delivery
propSecond.
That the
the payment
payment of
any debts
delivery of
of any
any property belonging
belonging to
to such
to him
or for
his use,
and the
erty
such debtor
debtor to
him or
for his
use, and
the transfer
transfer of
of
any
property by
by him,
him, are
by law.
law.
are forbidden
forbidden by
any property
Third.
That aameeting
of the
creditors of
the debtor,
debtor, giving
names,
of the
giving the
the names,
meeting of
the creditors
Third. That
residences, and
far as
known, to
debts and
and choose
choose
residences,
and amounts,
amounts, so
so far
as known,
to prove
prove their
their debts
one or
or more
more assignees
assignees of
of his
estate, will
be held
at aacourt
court of
one
his estate,
will be
held at
of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy,
to
be holden
at a
time and
and place
place designated
designated in
warrant, not
not less
less than
than
in the
the warrant,
to be
holden at
a time
the issuing
issuing of
ten
more than
of the
the same.
same.
nor more
than ninety
ninety days
days after
after the
ten nor
OF ASSIGNMENTS
AND ASSIGNEES.
ASSIGNEES.
OF
ASSIGNMENTS AND

Register
Reoister tc
preside at
at meetmeetings.
inReturn
Return of warrant.
Proceedings if
Proceedings
if
notice
notice is insuffiinsufficient, or debtor
dies.
Assignees,
Assignees,
choice, &c.
choice,
&c. of;

to signify acceptance;
ceptance;

subject to approval;
new election;
election;
new
to give bond,

when, &c.;

failing to give
give
bond, to
be rebond,
to be
removed-

Assignment;
Assignment;

to
back,
to relate
relate back,
and how tooperto operate.

What exempt
exept
fohat
from the assignment.

S
EC. 12.
be it
That at
at the
in purpurenacted, That
the meeting
meeting held
held in
SEC.
12. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
suance
of the
the notice,
notice, one
of the
the registers
of the
the court
court shall
shall preside,
preside, and
suance of
one of
registers of
and
the
shall make
therehis doings
doings thereand of
of his
warrant and
of the
the warrant
return of
make return
the messenger
messenger shall
on;
and if
it appears
the notice
the creditors
creditors has
has not
not been
given
on; and
if it
appears that
that the
notice to
to the
been given
as
in the
the meeting
meeting shall
forthwith be
as required
required in
the warrant,
warrant, the
shall forthwith
be adjourned,
adjourned, and
and
a new
required. If
If the
debtor dies
dies after
a
new notice given as required.
the debtor
after the
the issuing
issuing of
of
the warrant,
proceedings may
and concluded
concluded in
in like
like
continued and
be continued
may be
the proceedings
warrant, the
the
manner as
he had
had lived.
lived.
manner
as if
if he
S
EC. 13.
And be
it further
creditors shall,
shall, at
the first
the creditors
at the
first
SEC.
13. And
be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
held after
after due
due notice
notice from
from the
the messenger,
a regisregismeeting held
messenger, in
in presence
presence of
of a
ter
the court,
one or
more assignees
the estate
estate of
of
or more
assignees of
of the
by the
court, choose
choose one
ter designated
designated by
the
choice to
made by
by the
the greater
greater part
in value
part in
value and
and in
in
the choice
to be
be made
the debtor;
debtor; the
If no
no choice
number
who have
have proved
proved their
their debts.
debts. If
choice is
is
number of
of the
the creditors
creditors who
or if
be no
made
by the
creditors at
at said
said meeting,
meeting, the
the judge,
judge, or
if there
there be
no
made by
the creditors
opposing
the register,
shall appoint
appoint one
one or
or more
If
assignees. If
more assignees.
register, shall
opposing interest,
interest, the
an
so chosen
appointed, fails
within five
express in
to express
in
or appointed,
fails within
five days
days to
an assignee,
assignee, so
chosen or
writing his acceptance
acceptance of the trust, the judge or register
register may fill the
vacancy. All
All elections
or appointments
appointments of
of assignees
assignees shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to
vacancy.
elections or
the approval of the judge; and when in his judgment it is for any cause
cause
a new
needful or expedient, he may appoint additional
additional assignees, or order a
election.
judge at
any time
time may,
and upon
the request
in writing
upon the
request in
writing
The judge
at any
may, and
election. The
of any creditor who has proved his claim shall, require the assignee to
give
good and
and sufficient
to the
the United
States, with
condition for
the
United States,
with aacondition
fbr the
give good
sufficient bond
bond to
faithful performance
performance and discharge
discharge of his duties; the bond shall be
be
approved
judge or
or register
register by
by his
be
his indorsement
indorsement thereon,
thereon, shall
shall be
by the
the judge
approved by
of all
filed with
with the
the record
record of
of the
case, and
and inure
to the
benefit of
filed
the case,
inure to
the benefit
all creditors
creditors
proving their claims,
claims, and may be prosecuted
prosecuted in the name and for the
benefit
any injured
injured party.
If the
the assignee
assignee fails
fails to
to give
give the
bond within
benefit of
of any
party. If
the bond
within
of
such time
time as the judge orders, not exceeding ten days after notice to him of
such order, the judge shall remove him and appoint another in his place.
SEC. 14. And be it
further enacted,
is
it further
enacted, That as soon as said assignee is
appointed
appointed and qualified,
qualified, the judge, or, where there is no opposing
opposing interest,
interest,
the register, shall, by an instrument under his hand, assign and convey
convey
to the assignee all the estate, real and personal, of the bankrupt, with all
his deeds, books, and papers relating thereto,
thereto, and such assignment shall
relate back to the commencement
and
commencement of said proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy, and
thereupon,
by operation
of law,
law, the
the title
to all
and estate,
thereupon, by
operation of
title to
all such
such property
property and
estate,
both real and personal, shall vest in said assignee,
assignee, although the same is
then attached
attached on mesne process as the property of the debtor, and shall
dissolve any
such attachment
attachment made
four months
dissolve
any such
made within
within four
months next
next preceding
preceding the
the
commencement of
of said
shall
however, That there shall
Provided, however,
said proceedings:
proceedings: Provided,
commencement
be excepted
from the
the operation
the provisions
of this
this section
section the
of the
provisions of
operation of
be
excepted from
necessary
household and kitchen
kitchen furniture,
furniture, and
articles and
and
necessary household
and such other articles
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necessaries of
of such bankrupt
bankrupt as the said assignee shall designate
What exempt
necessaries
designate and
an d set
set fTTesseigxne-mpt
What
havirig reference
reference in
apart, having
family, condition,
condition, a
ndc
i
rcum -froment.si
in the
the amount
amount to
to the
the family,
and
circumstances of the bankrupt,
bankrupt, but altogether
altogether not to exceed
in value,
value, in
in any
any
exceed in
case, the sum of five hundred dollars;
dollars; and
wearing apparel
apparel of
and also the
the wearing
of
such bankrupt,
bankrupt, and that of his wife and children,
children, and
the uniform,
arms
and the
uniform, arms
equipments of any person who
and equipments
been aasoldier
the militia,
militia,
who is
is or
or has
has been
soldier in
in the
or in the service of the United
United States; and such other
as now
now
other property
property as
is, or hereafter
hereafter shall be, exempted
exempted from attachment,
attachment,, or seizure,
seizure, or
on
or levy
levy on
execution by the laws of the United States, and such other property
not
property not
included
included in the foregoing
foregoing exceptions as is
exempted from
from levy
levy and
and sale
is exempted
sale
upon execution or other process
process or order
order of any court by
by the
the laws
laws of
of the
the
State in.which the bankrupt has his domicile
domicile at the time of
of the commencecommencement of the proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy, to an amount not
exceeding that
that
not exceeding
allowed by such State exemption
exemption laws in force
force in the year eighteen hundred
and sixty-four: Provided,
Provided,That the
the foregoing
foregoing exception
exception shall
shall operate
as a
a Exemptionr,
operate as
Exemption,
limitation upon the conveyance of the property
property of the
the bankrupt
operate.
bankrupt to
to his
his how
how to
to operate.
assignees;
assignees; and in no case shall the property
property hereby excepted pass
the
pass to
to the
assignees, or the title of the bankrupt
bankrupt thereto be impaired
or affected
affected by
impaired or
by
any of the provisions
provisions of this act; and the determination
determination of the assignee
assignee
in the matter shall, on exception
exception taken, be subject to the final
of
final decision
decision of
the said court: And provided
providedfurther,
mortgage of any
further, That
That no mortgage
or Certain
any vessel
vessel or
Certain mort.
mort-

of any other goods or chattels, made as security for any debt or debts, in
and otherwise valid, and duly
recorded, pursuant to any statute of the United States, or
any State,
or of
of any
State,
shall
shall be invalidated
invalidated or affected
affected hereby; and all the property
by
property conveyed
conveyed by
the bankrupt
creditors; all rights
bankrupt in fraud of his creditors;
rights in equity,
equity, choses in
action, patents and patent rights and copyrights; all debts due him, or
any
or any
person
his use, and all liens and securities
person for his
securities therefor; and all his rights
of action for property
of
property or estate, real or personal, and for any cause of
of

ages of persontobeinvalidated.

good
Of any
faith
other
and
for or
present
chattels,
considerations
made as security
and otherwise
for any debt
valid,
or and
debts,
duly
in to be invalidated.
good
faith
andgoods
for
present
considerations
What
to be
be
What to
vested in
in the
the
Mulgd
n
i
e
c
e
adn tohf
ee
adsljudication

bankruptcy,
&es
bankruptcy, &eo

action which
which the
from contract
action
the bankrupt
bankrupt had against
against any person arising
arising from
contract or
or
from the unlawful taking or detention,
detention, or of injury to
property of
the
to the property
of' the
bankrupt,
bankrupt, and all his rights of redeeming
redeeming such property
property or estate, with the
the
like right, title, power, and authority to sell, manage, dispose of,
of', sue
sue for,
for,
and recover
recover or defend the same, as the bankrupt
and
bankrupt might or could have
have
had if
no assignment
had been made, shall, in virtue of the adjudication
had
if no
assignment bad
adjudication of
of
bankruptcy and the appointment of his assignee,
assignee, be at once
once vested
bankruptcy
vested in
in
such assignee;
assignee; and
he may
may sue
sue for
for and recover the said estate debts and Powers of as.
such
and he
effects,
and may
prosecute and defend all suits at law or in equity, pending
pending signee.
effects, and
may prosecute
at the time of the adjudication
adjudication of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, in which
which such bankrupt
bankrupt is
is
a party
party in his own name, in the same
same manner
a
manner and with the like effect as
as
they might have been presented or defended by such bankrupt;
bankrupt; and aa .Evidence
they
Evidence of
copy, duly
duly certified
certified by the clerk of the court, under the seal thereof, of his title.
copy,
the asSigninent
assiglnment made by the judge or register,
the
register, as the case may be, to him
as assignee,
assignee, shall be conclusive evidence of his title as such assignee
as
assignee to
to
take, hold, sue for, and recover
recover the property of the bankrupt, as
as hereinbehereinbementioned;
but
fore menti
one d;b
ut no property held
held by
by t
he b
an k
rupt i
n trust shall
the
bankrupt
in
shall pass
passin Property
Property in
assignment.
Noo person
by such assignm
en t.
N
person shall
sh
all be
be ent
i
tl
ed to
ma i
nta i
n an action
act i
onI°
trt
t
'
s t
o
o
apass.
p
i
n
a
s
s
t
s.
entitled
to maintain
trut notto

against an
assignee in
assignees notto
against
an assignee
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy for anything done by him as such assip,-neesllot
to
previously g
giving
twenty
assignee, without previously
i
vi
ng him
hi m t
wen ty d
ays '
no
ti ce of
ofsuc
i
on,maintained
be
days'
notice
suchhact
action,
be maintained
specifing the cau
cause
specifying
se thereof;
thereof, to the end that such assignee may
have an nlwoti'e
without previous
may have
vio.
opportunity o
offt
tendering
should
Opportunity
en de ri
ng amends,
amen d
s,
sh
ou ld he
he see fit
fit to
to do
do so.
so. No
No person
person of Books
Books of acshall be entitled, as against
against the assignee,
assignee, to withhold
withhold from
Count.
from him possession
possession countof any
any books
of
books of
of account
account of the bankrupt,
bankrupt, or claim any lien thereon;
thereon; and
Suits not to
no suit in which
assignee
a party
party s
shall
which the
th e ass
i
gnee is
i
sa
hall be
be abated
ab
ate d b
y his
hi s d
eath or be
1
3
1ea
t
t
by
death
abated
by
removal
office ; but
butthe
th e same
e prosecuted
prosecu t
ed an
ddefended
def
en d
edby
by his
his death,
eaar
removal from
fiom office;
same may b
be
and
& by

successor,
by the
the surviving or remaining
]e.
successor, or
or by
remaining assignee, as the case may te.
The assignee shall have authority,
authority, under the order
order and direction
the
direction of
of the

' e.

Performance
:lieeFte
to redeem or discharge
court, to
di sc harge any mortgage
di ti
ona lcontract,
contract, or
mortgage or con
conditional
conditonai
pledge
or deposit,
or li
en upon
rea lor persona l
pledge or
deposit, or
lien
upon any
any property
property,,real
or personal,, whenever
whenever coopar
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payable,
and to
to tender
dge performance
the condition
condition thereof,
sell
or to
to sell
thereof, or
of the
performance of
tender due
payable, and
subject to
mortgage, lien
or other
The
encumbrances. The
other encumbrances.
lien or
such mortgage,
to such
same subject
Debtor to make the
the same
Debtortomake
conveyances.
debtor
debtor shall
shall also, at the request of the assignee and at the expense of the
conveyances,
estate,
execute any
instruments, deeds,
deeds, and
which may
may
and writings
writings which
any instruments,
and execute
estate, make
make and
be proper
enable the
the assignee
assignee to possess himself
fully of all the assets
himself fully
to enable
proper, to
be
Notice of ap- of the bankrupt.
immediately give notice of his
The assignee
assignee shall immediately
pointment
as- appointment, by publication
pointment of
of asa week forihree
publication at least once a
three successive
successive
signee.
weeks
designated by the
the
in such newspapers
newspapers as shall for that purpose be designated
weeks in
guee.
court,
due regard
regard being
being had
had to
to their
er
circulation in the district or
their general
general circulation
court, due
in that
portion of
of the
the district
which the bankrupt and his creditors
in which
district in
in
that portion
reside, and
shall, within
six months,
the assignment
assignment to him to
cause the
months, cause
Assignment to shall
within six
and shall,
shall reside,
Assignment
be
recorded.
be
office within
within the
the United
United
other office
deeds or
or other
of deeds
every registry
registry of
in every
be recorded
recorded in
be recorded,
States where
where a
aconveyance
any lanids
lands owned
owned by the
the bankrupt
bankrupt ought by
of any
conveyance of
States
Recoid
Record to be law to be recorded; and the record of such assignment, or a
a duly certievidence.
evidence.
fed copy
fied
copy thereof,
thereof, shall be evidence
evidence thereof in all courts.

S
EC. 15.
enacted, That
assignee shall
demand
shall demand
the assignee
That the
further enacted,
And be
be itit further
SEC.
15. And
and receive, from any and all persons holding the same, all the estate
assigned, or intended to be assigned, under the provisions of this act;
unencumbered estate, real and personal, which
and he shall sell all such unencumbered
his hands, on such terms as he thinks most for the interest of the
comes to his
creditors; but
but upon
cause shown,
interested, and for cause
of any person interested,
upon petition of
creditors;
Court may
the court may make such order concerning
concerning the time, place, and manner
manner
make order.
of sale as will, in its opinion, prove to the interest of the creditors; and
make
order.
regular account
account of all money received by him
assignee shall
shall keep aa regular
Assignee to the
the assignee
keep accounts.
creditor shall, at reasonable
reasonable times, have free
assignee, to which
which every creditor
keep
accounts. as
as assignee,
resort.
Assignee to
further enacted,
enacted, That the assignee shall have the
SEC. 16. And be it further
have same
same powhave
pow- like remedy
remedy to recover all said estate, debts and effects
effects in his own name,
er
er as debtor
debtor to
as
might have
have had
if the
decree in
bankruptcy had
had not
not been
been
in bankruptcy
the decree
had if
debtor might
as the
the debtor
recover, &c.;
at the time of the combeen made.
assignment had
and no
no assignment
rendered
had been
made. If,
If, at
rendered and
may
prosecute mencement
in the
is pending
pending in
action is
bankruptcy, an
mencement of
of proceedings
proceedings in
in bankruptcy,
an action
the
may prosecute
pending
pending suits.
suits. name of the debtor for the recovery of a
a debt or other thing which might
the assignee
assignment, the
by the
the assignment,
assignee by
or
ought to
assignee shall,
shall, if
if
to the
the assignee
to pass
pass to
or ought
the action
action in his own name, in
to prosecute
it, be
he
requires it,
be admitted
admitted to
prosecute the
he requires
originally commenced
like manner
and with
with like
as if
if it
commenced
it had
had been
been originally
like effect
effect as
like
manner and
Provisions
by him.
him. No
No suit pending in the name of the assignee shall be abated by
Provisions as by
to
suits pending.
to suits
pending. his
removal; but upon the motion of the surviving
surviving or remaining
remaining
his death
death or
or removal;
to prosecute
prosecute
or new
assignee, as
the case
may be,
shall be
be admitted
admitted to
be, he
he shall
case may
as the
or
new assignee,
the suit
like effect
effect as
as if
if it
it had
originally
been originally
had been
with like
and with
in like
like manner
manner and
the
suit in
assignee aacertified
by the
the assignee
commenced by
by him.
In suits
certified copy
copy
prosecuted by
suits prosecuted
him. In
commenced
conclusive
of the
the assignment
assignment made to him by the judge or register shall be conclusive
evidence of
authority to sue.
of his authority
evidence
shall, as
Sac.
And be
further enacted,
enacted, That
as soon
soon as
as
assignee shall,
the assignee
That the
Assignee to
be itit further
17. And
SEC. 17.
Assignee
deposit moneys
may be after receiving any money belonging to the estate, deposit the
deposit
moneys ittmy
received,
received, and
same
some bank
bank in
name as
as assignee,
keep it
it distinct
distinct
or otherwise
otherwise keep
assignee, or
his name
in his
same in
in some
how;
and shall,
shall, as far as
money in
all other
other money
and
from all
in his
his possession; and
and apart
apart from
all goods
goods and
and effects
effects belonging to the estate separate and
lo keep effects practicable,
practicable, keep all
and
of the estate
or
designated
apart
from all
all other
other goods
goods in
his possession,
or
designated by
by appropriate
appropriate
his
possession,
in
from
apart
of
the
estate
separate.
marks,
distinguished, and may not
not
so that
that they may be easily and clearly distinguished,
marks, so
be
exposed or liable to be taken
taken as his property
property or for the payment of his
be exposed
debts. When
appears that
distribution of the estate may be dethat the distribution
When it
it appears
debts.
layed by
litigation or
or other
other cause,
cause, the
the court
court may
may direct
the temporary
temporary
direct the
by litigation
layed
Temporary inin- investment
Temporary
investment of the money belonging to such estate in securities to be apvestment by diproved by the judge or a
a register
register of
authorize the
of said court, or may authorize
otfbcdirection
rection of
court. proved by the judge or
same
to be
be deposited
deposited in
any convenient
convenient bank upon such interest, not exin any
same to
ceeding the legal rate, as the bank may contract
contract with the assignee
assignee to pay
Assignee to
Assignee
thereon. He shall give written notice to all known creditors, by mail or
give notice of
of
otherwise,
of all
dividends, and
and such
such notice
notice of
after the
the first,
first, as
as
meetings, after
of meetings,
all dividends,
otherwise, of
meetings and
may
may be ordered by the court. He shall be allowed, and may retain out
dividends.

Assignee to

make demand,
demand,
make
&c;
&c;
to sell, &c.
&a.
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6f
all the
the necessary
disbursements made
made by
by him
him in
Assignee may
if money
money in his
his hands, all
necessary disbursements
in Assignee
may
discharge of
his duty,
duty, and
and a
compensation for
his services,
services, retain what;
the discharge
of his
a reasonable
reasonable compensation
for his
what;
in the
the discretion
discretion of
court. He
of the
the court,
in
of the
the court.
He may,
may, under
under the
the direction
direction of
court, may
may submit
submit
submit any
arising in
the settlement
of demands
against the
the to arbitration,
arbitration,
submit
any controversy
controversy arising
in the
settlement of
demands against
estate, or of debts due to it, to
of arbitrators,
arbitrators, to
be
to the determination
determination of
to be
chosen by him, and .the other party to the
and may,
under may
the controversy, and
may, under
may settle
settle
such
direction, compound
and settle
such controversy,
such direction,
compound and
settle any
any such
controversy, by
by agreement
agreement controversies.
controversies.
with
proper and
most for
for the
interest of
of the
the
with the other party, as
as he
he thinks
thinks proper
and most
the interest
creditors.
creditors.
SEC. 18. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That the court, after due notice Assignee may
Sae.
and hearing, may remove an assignee for any cause which, in the
the judgjudg. court;
be removed
removed by
be
by
court;
ment of the court, renders
renders such
or expedient.
expedient. At
At aa
such removal necessary
necessary or
meeting
meeting called by order of the court in its discretion for the purpose, or
or or by credi*which shall be called upon the
application of
majority of
of the
the creditors
creditors tors;
which
the application
of aa majority
tors;
in number and value, the creditors
creditors may, with
consent of
with consent
of [the]
[the] court,
court, reremove
move any assignee
assignee by such a
hereinbefore provided
for the
a vote as is
is hereinbefore
provided for
the
choice
assignee. An
assignee may,
the judge,
judge, may resign.
choice of
of assignee.
An assignee
may, with
with the
the consent
consent of
of the
resign
resign his trust and be discharged therefrom.
therefrom. Vacancies
Vacancies caused
caused by
by death
death Vacancies,
Vacancies,
or otherwise
otherwise in the office of assignee
assignee may be filled by
how
by appointment of
of the
thefilled.
how filled.
court, or at its discretion
discretion by an election
creditors, in
in the
election by
by the
the creditors,
the manner
manner
a regular
hereinbefore provided, at a
regular meeting, or at a
ameeting
meeting called
called for
for the
the
purpose,
thereof in
in writing
all known
known creditors,
and by
purpose, with
with such
such notice
notice thereof
writing to
to all
creditors, and
by
court shall direct. The resignation
resignation or removal
such person, as the court,
Assignee not
not
removal of
of an
an Assignee
igne
t
s
i
ej b e
assignee shall in no way release
requisite r
el aa
release him from
from performing
performing all
all things
things requisite
released
2 reson
part for
proper closing
closing up
trust and
the transmission
I
ron clo,
son his part
bfr the
the proper
up of
of his
his trust
and the
transmission rroln
closing
up
singt. e
up
thereof to his successors,
successors, nor shall it affect the liability of the principal
principal or his trust, &o.
thereof'
&c.
surety on the bond given by the
assignee. When,
or otherwise,
otherwise, If
If number
of
the assignee.
When, by
by death
death or
number of
assignees is reduced, the estate of the debtor not lawfully assignees
the number
number of assignees
assignees is
is reredisposed of shall vest in the remaining
remaining assignee
assignees, and
per-, N
d
.estlil
%tamtco
assignee or
or assignees,
and the
the per-.
i remaint
cest
vacancies, if any, with the same powers
sons selected
selected to fill vacancies,
powers and
ones.
and duties
duties ing ones.
relative thereto as if they were
relative
were originally chosen. Any former assignee,
assignee, Conveyances,
Conveyances,

his executors
his
executors or
or administrators,
upon request,
and at
of the
administrators, upon
request, and
at the
the expense
expense of
the te.
&ecto
to new
new asassignees.
estate, shall make
conveyances,
make and execute
execute to
to the new
new assignee all deeds, conveyances,
and assurances, and do all other
requisite to
to enable
enable him
other lawful
lawful acts
acts requisite
him to
to
receive all the estate. And the court may make all orders
orders Court may
recover and receive
which it may
may deem expedient
expedient to secure the proper fulfilment
dutiesorders.
make orders.
fulfilment of
of the
the duties
make
of any former assignee, and the rights and interests
interests of all persons
persons interperson who has received
ested in thie
the estate. No person
preference contrary
contrary Who cannot
received any preference
cannot
to the provisions
provisions of this act shall vote for or be eligible
eligible as assignee;
assignee ;but vote for, or be
be
no
title to
property, real
real or
sold, transferred,
or conveyed
co nv ey ed by
anchosen,assignee.
no title
to property,
or personal,
personal, sold,
transferred, or
by an
closen, assignee.

assignee, shall
shall be
be affected or impaired by reason of his
ineligibility. An beAsignleeditay
Assignee may
assignee,
Ids .ineligibility.
be punished for
assignee
contpteempt
assignee refusing
refusing or unreasonably
unreasonably neglecting
neglecting to execute an instrument con
ut
I
n
np
st
iefor
reforrewhen lawfully
lawfully required
required by the court, or disobeying a
alawful
rde r or de
lawful o
order
de-_ fusing
fusilng to obey aa
eol
ur
fi
t
il
order
of
crce
cree of the court in the premises, may be punished as for a
nte m pt of
a co
contempt
oflav
lawful order of
court.
court.
court.
OF
PROOF OF
OF DEBTS
DEBTS AND
AND PROOF
OF CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.

SEC.
further enacted,
enacted,That all debts due and payable
Svc. 19. And be it further
and proof
payable from
from Debts
Dcbtsandproof
the bankruptt
bankrupt att the time of the adjudication
adjudication of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, and all debts of claims.
claims.
then
payable until
until a
fut ur eday,
re b
ate o
nt
eres tb
ei
ng
Debts provapTOVatlhen existing
existing but
but not
not payable
a future
day, aa rebate
offi
interest
being
Debts
made
made when no interest
interest is payable
payable by the terms of the contract, may be ble.
ble.
proved against
against the estate of the bankrupt. All demands
demands against the
the
bankrupt for or on account of any goods or
wrongfully taken,
taken,
or chattels wrongfully
converted, or withheld by him may be proved and allowed as debts to the
property so taken or withheld,
as
amount of the value of the property
withheld, with interest.
inte rest. Liabilities
Liabilities as
drawer, indorsindorsIf the bankrupt
bankrupt shall
oun das
drawer ,i
nd
orser,
sure ty, b
ail, or guaranguaran -daer,
shall b
bee b
bound
as drawer,
indorser,
surety,
bail,

tor upon any
any bill, bond, note, or any
specialty or
or contract,
contract, or
for any
any
any other
other specialty
or for
debt of another person, and his liability shall not have become absolute
absolute
until after the adjudication
adjudication of bankruptcy, the creditor may prove the
the

A
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same
after such
shall have
have become
become fixed,
fixed, and
before the
the final
final
and before
liability shall
same after
such liability
dividend
shall have
all cases
of contingent
contingent debts
debts and
and
dividend shall
have been
been declared.
declared. In
In all
cases of
debts and liabili
liabili--contingent liabilities contracted by the bankrupt, and not herein
herein otherwise
ties.
provided
may make
make claim
therefor, and
have his
his claim
claim
and have
claim therefor,
for, the
the creditor
creditor may
provided for,
allowed, with
share in the
contingency shall
the dividends,
dividends, if the contingency
right to
to share
with the right
allowed,
happen before the
dividend; or
or he may at any time
for the final dividend;
the order
order for
happen
apply to
to have
the present
present value
value of
of the
the debt
liability ascerascerdebt or
or liability
have the
court to
to the
the court
apply
tained and
which shall
be done
done in
manner as
as the
the
in such
such manner
then be
shall then
tained
and liquidated,
liquidated, which
court shall
shall order,
and he
he shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed to
so asasthe amount so
to prove for the
order, and
court
Any person liable as bail, surety, guarantor, or otherwise for
Bail, sureties,
sureties, certained.
guarantor,
shall have
have paid
paid the
the debt,
debt, or
or any
any part
guarantor, 86c.
&c. the
the bankrupt,
bankrupt, who
who shall
part thereof,
thereof, in
in disdischarge of
of the
shall be
be entitled
to prove such
such debt
debt or
or to
to stand in
the whole,
whole, shall
entitled to
charge
have proved the
the same, although such
creditor if he
he shall
shall have
the place of
of the
the creditor
payments shall
bankruptcy were
the proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy
after the
shall have been made after
payments
commenced. And
And any
any person
person so
liable for
for the
the bankrupt,
bankrupt, and
and who
who has
has
so liable
commenced.
not paid
the whole
but is
still liable
for the
any
the same
same or
or any
is still
liable for
of said
said debt,
debt, but
paid the
whole of
not
part thereof, may, if the creditor shall fail or omit to prove such debt,
prove the
the same
either in
in the
of the
or otherwise,
as may be
otherwise, as
the creditor
creditor or
the name
name of
prove
same either
provided by the rules, and subject to such regulations and limitations as
Rent,
may be
established by
by such
such rules.
rules. Where
Where the
is liable
to pay
pay
liable to
the bankrupt
bankrupt is
may
be established
Rent, &o.
&c.
falling due
creditor may
may
periods, the creditor
due at fixed
fixed and
and stated periods,
rent or
or other
other debt falling
proportionate part thereof up to the time of the bankruptcy,
prove for a
a proportionate
same grew
stated
grew due
due from day to day, and not at such fixed and stated
as if the
the same
Unliquidated periods.
periods. If
If any bankrupt
bankrupt shall be liable for unliquidated
unliquidated damages arising
damages
in con
out of
contract or
or on
on account
of any
or chattels
chattel;
or promise,
promise, or
account of
any goods
goods or
damages in
con--out
of any
any contract
tracts or torts,
wrongfully
taken, converted,
withheld, the
court may
may cause
such damdamconverted, or
or withheld,
the court
cause such
wrongfully taken,
ages to be assessed in such mode as it may deem best, and the sum so
No
other debts
debts assessed
be proved
No debts
than those
those
other than
debts other
estate. No
the estate.
against the
proved against
may be
assessed may
No other
provable,
above specified shall be proved or allowed against the estate.
above
provable.
enacted, That, in all cases of mutual debts
SEC.
further enacted,
Mutual debts
SEC. 20. And be it further
and credits,
or mutual credits between the parties, the account between them shall
credits,
shall be
be
Set off.
off.
stated, and one debt set off against the other, and the balance
balance only shall
shall
be allowed or paid, but no set-off shall be allowed of a
a claim in its nature
Proviso.
Provided, That no set-off shall be alnot provable against the estate:
estate: Provided,
lowed in favor of any debtor
debtor to the bankrupt of a
a claim purchased
purchased by or
or
a
Persons hayhav- transferred
transferred to him after the filing of the petition.
Persons
petition. When a
a creditor has a
lug
hen or se- mortgage
ing a
a lien
mortgage or pledge of real or personal property of the bankrupt, or a
a lien
lien
curity to prove
only
,
alan:ie.
thereon for securing
owing to him from the bankbanksecuring the payment of aa debt owing
balan.e.
thereon
only b
balance of the debt
rupt, he shall be admitted as aa creditor only for the balance
ascertained by agreeafter deducting the value of such property, to be ascertained
between him and the assignee,
assignee, or by a
a sale thereof, to be made in
ment between
-nay release or
such manner as the court shall direct; or the creditor "ay
ve admitted to
convey his claim to the assignee upon such property, and rye
Where value prove his whole
property exceeds
exceeds the sum for
If the value of the property
whole debt. If
Where
of security exit is so held as security,
ex - which it
security, the assignee may release to the creditor
creditor
ceeds the
the debt,
debt.
ceeds
the bankrupt's
bankrupt's right
right of
redemption therein
therein on
on receiving
receiving such
excess; or
or
the
of redemption
such excess;
he may sell the property, subject to the claim of the creditor thereon;
and
either case
the assignee
and creditor,
creditor, respectively,
shall execute
all
execute all
respectively, shall
in either
case the
assignee and
and in
deeds
deeds and writings necessary or proper to consummate the transaction.
If the property
delivered up, the creditor
creditor
If
property is not so sold or released and delivered
shall not be allowed to prove any part of his debt.
Creditors provSEC.
And be it
further enacted,
SEc. 21. And
it further
enacted, That no creditor proving his debt
debt
ing
held
debts
to have
to be
or
claim
shall
be
allowed
to
maintain
any suit
at law
or in
in equity therefor
therefor
suit at
law or
maintain
any
be
allowed
to
claim
shall
debtsatobe
or
hneg
held to have
waived allrights
all rights against
against the
bankrupt, but
but shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
all right
right of
of
waived all
have waived
the bankrupt,
&c. action and suit against
proceedings already
of action, &c.
against the bankrupt,
bankrupt, and all proceedings
already comalready obtained
obtained thereon, shall
shall be
be
menced or unsatisfied
unsatisfied judgments already
Creditors
Creditors,
deemed to be discharged
discharged and surrendered
surrendered thereby
thereby;; and no
no creditor
creditor
whose debts are
provedebnot
provable,
not re
to whose debt is provable
provable under this act shall be allowed to prosecute -to
.to
prosecute
final judgment
judgment any
any suit
suit at
or in
in equity
therefor against
against the
the bankrupt,
bankrupt,
at law
law or
equity therefor
prosecute suits final
Contingent
Contingent
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until the
the question
question of
of the
discharge shall
to judgment
onuntil
the debtor's
debtor's discharge
shall have
have been
been determined;
determined; to
judgment unor proceedings
proceedings shall,
the application
application of
of the
tilt;
be
and any
any such
such suit
suit or
shall, upon
upon the
the bankbank- til,
&C.to
Suits
to be
rupt, be
be stayed
stayed to
to await
await the
determination of
the court
court in
on stayed,
stayed, &c.
rupt,
the determination
of the
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy on
&c.
the question
question of
the discharge,
provided there
no unreasonable
unreasonable delay
on
the
of the
discharge, provided
there be
be no
delay on
the part
part of
to obtain
obtain his
the
of the
the bankrupt
bankrupt in
in endeavoring
endeavoring to
his discharge,
discharge, and
and proprovided, also,
also, that
if the
creditor is
dispute, the
the suit,
vided,
that if
the amount
amount due
due the
the creditor
is in
in dispute,
suit, by
by
leave of
court in
proceed to
to judgment
judgment for
for the
leave
of the
the court
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, may
may proceed
the purpurpose
of ascertaining
the amount
due, which
proved in
pose of
ascertaining the
amount due,
which amount
amount may
may be
be proved
in
bankruptcy, but
be stayed
stayed as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. If
any bankrupt
Liability of
of
bankruptcy,
but execution
execution shall
shall be
If any
bankrupt Liability
shall, at the time of adjudication,
adjudication, be liable upon any bill of exchange,
b
i
s
a
n
o
k
tr
e
u
o
P
o
t
t
gine
ta
d
,
exchange, t
bankrcut
on
dispromissory note, or other
of distinct
distinct contracts
as aa&c.
promissory
other obligation
obligation in
in respect
respect of
contracts as
&c.
two or
firms carrying
trades,
member or
of two
or more
more firms
carrying on
on separate
separate and distinct trades,
and
distinct estates
wound up
up in
as a
a sole
sole
and having distinct
estates to
to be
be wound
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or
or as
trader and
and also
[as] aamember
member of
of a
firm, the
that such
such firms
firms
trader
also [as]
a firm,
the circumstance
circumstance that
composed of
same individuals,
individuals, or
that the
are in
in whole
whole or
or in
in part composed
of the
the same
or that
the sole
sole
contractor
contractor is also one
contractors, shall
prevent proof
proof and
and
one of the
the joint contractors,
shall not
not prevent
receipt
dividend in
in respect
respect of
of such
the estates
estates
receipt of
of dividend
such distinct
distinct contracts
contracts against
against the
respectively
liable upon
upon such
such contracts.
contracts.
respectively liable
S
LC. 22.
And be
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
proofs of
against Proofs
SEC.
22. And
be it
all proofs
of debts
debts against
Proofs of debts
r ed
the
of the
bankrupt, by
by or
or in
in behalf
residing within
within the
the ?f
resident ccredthe estate
estate of
the bankrupt,
behalf of
of creditors
creditors residing
itors
judicial district where
where the proceedings
proceedings in
bankruptcy are
shall be
be
in bankruptcy
are pending, shall
made before
before one of the registers of the court in said
in
said district,
district, and
and by or
or in
non-resident debtors before
behalf of non-resident
before any register in bankruptcy
bankruptcy in
non-realin the
the of
of non-resijudicial district where
where such creditors or either of them reside, or before dent
dents.'' .
any
commissioner of
of the
the circuit
circuit court
court authorized
authorized to
to administer
in
any commissioner
administer oaths
oaths in
any district.
claimant against
estate of
bankrupt to
district. To
To entitle
entitle aa claimant
against the
the estate
of aa bankrupt
to
have his demand allowed, it must be verified by aadeposition in writing on Claims, how
oath or solemn affirmation
affirmation before
or commissioner
commissioner to
ver.ied..
before the
the proper
proper register or
to be
be verified.
p
setting forth the demand,
thereof, whether
11.1ngonoath
rigoitionoail.
demand, the
the consideration
consideration thereof,
whether any
any and
and what
what w
wrDiti
securities
therefor, and whether
securities are held therefor,
whether any
any and what payments have
have
been made thereon; that the sum claimed is justly due from the bankbankrupt to the claimant; that the claimant
claimant has
has not,
not, nor
nor has
has any
any other
other person,
person,
for his use, received any security
satisfaction whatever other than that
security or satisfaction
that
by him
hin set forth, that the
not procured
procured for
for the
of inthe claim was
was not
the purpose
purpose of
influencing the proceedings
proceedings under this act, and that no bargain
bargain or
or agreement,
agreement,
express or implied, has been made or entered into, by or
on behalf
such
or on
behalf 'of
bf such
creditor, to sell, transfer, or dispose
dispose of the
thereof,
the said
said claim or
or any
any part thereof;
receive, directly or indirectly, any money,
against such bankrupt, or take or receive,
property, or consideration
consideration whatever, whereby the vote of such creditor fbr
for
assignee, or any action on the part of
assignee,
or any
of such creditor,
creditor, or
any other
other person
person
in the
under this
this act,
in any
any way
way affected,
in
the proceedings
proceedings under
act, is
is or
or shall
shall be
be in
affected, ininfluenced, or controlled, and no claim shall be allowed unless
unless all
all the
the statestate- No claim aled unless,
milts
deposition shall appear
appear to
Such oath
oath or
ments set forth
forth in such deposition
to be
be true.
true. Such
&w
or red,
unless,
solemn affirmation
be
affirmation shall be made by the claimant,
claimant, testifying of his own
Oath to be
and beknowledge, unless he is absent from the United States or prevented
prevented by made by
byand
beknowledge,
fore
whom.
some other good cause from
f
rom testifying, in
cases the
demand may
in which
which cases
the demand
may fbre whom.
be verified
he
verified in like manner by the attorney or authorized
authorized agent of the
belief,
claimant testifying to the best of his knowledge, information,
information, and belief,
and setting forth his means of knowledge; or if in a
aforeign country, the
oath of the creditor may be taken before any minister, consul,
consul, or viceconsul of the United States;
States; and the court may, if it shall see fit, require
require Other eviden ce.'
or receive further pertinent evidence either
either for or against the admission deuce
of the claim. Corporations
Corporations may verify
verify their claims by the oath or solemn
Claims of coraffirmation of their president, cashier, or treasurer. If
v
e
or
n
i
t
fit
e
iodiis, how
If the proof is satissatis- p
poratio"n,
verified.
factory
Claim to be
be
factory .to the register or commissioner, it shall be signed by the deponent, claim
and delivered or sent by mail to the assignee, who shall examine the same sent to assignee
assignee
and compare
compare it with the books
books and
and accounts
accounts of
of the bankrupt,
bankrupt, and shall
shall thf
the rr000gfistseitrt.isses
regfsatsfiet
register,
a book to be kept by him for that purpose, the names of cred- His duty as to
to
r
.egister, in a
itors
nors who have proved their claims, in the order in which
which such proof is iuch
inch claim.
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received,
the time
time of
of such
such proof,
and
and the amount and
proof, and
receipt of
of receipt
stating the
received, stating
nature of
debts, which
which books
be open
the inspection
inspection of all the
to the
open to
shall be
books shall
the debts,
of the
nature
Examination creditors.
The court
court may,
on the
the application
assignee, or of any
application of the assignee,
may, on
Examination creditors. The
of bankrupt.
creditor, or
or of
of the
bankrupt, or
or without
without any
any application,
application, examine upon oath
the bankrupt,
creditor,
bankrupt.
of
the
bankrupt, or
or any
any person
person tendering
tendering or
who has made proof of claims,
or who
the bankrupt,
evidence concerning such
Summoning of and
may
summon
any
person
capable
of
giving
such
giving
of
capable
person
any
Summoningof and may summon
persons.
proof, or
the debt
debt sought
to be
all
be proved, and shall reject all
sought to
concerning the
or concerning
proof,
persons,
founded
be
to
claims
not
duly
proved,
or
where
the
proof
shows
claim
the
shows
proof
the
where
or
proved,
duly
not
claims
in
illegality, or
mistake.
or mistake.
fraud, illegality,
in fraud,
for
Proceedings
S
EC. 23.
And be
enacted, That when a
aclaim is presented for
further enacted,
it further
be it
23. And
SEC.
Proceedings
doubts
entertains
judge
the
and
assignee,
the
when
before
proof
before
of
assignee
,
t
he
j
ud
g
e
entertains
doubts
election
the
before
proof
before
when
election
of assignee,
judge
of its
its validity
validity or
right of
creditor to
to prove it, and is of opinion
the creditor
of the
the right
of the
or of
of
signee,judge
assignee, he
doubts validity
validity that
that such
validity or
or right
right ought
to be
investigated by the assignee,
be investigated
ought to
such validity
doubts
Any
chosen.
is
assignee
of Persons
claim. acthe
until
claim
the
of
may
postpone
assignee
is
chosen.
Any
proof
the
postpone
may
ofplaios acpreference,
any
accepted
have
cepting preferprefer- person
person who,
who, after
after the
approval of
this
act
shall
have accepted
preference,
shall
act
this
of
approval
the
cepting
by
ences
to
having reasonable
caused to
that the same was made or given by
believe that
to believe
reasonable caused
having
not to
ences not
debt
prove
debt
or
the
prove
not
shall
this
of
receive
dividend
the
debtor,
contrary
to
any
provision
act,
prove
the
debt
provision
receive deiidend the debtor, contrary to any
until,
or claim
claim on
account of
which the
the preference
preference was made or given, nor shall
of which
on account
or
&c.
until, &c.
surrendered
he
receive
any
dividend
therefrom
until he
he shall
shall first have surrendered
until
therefrom
dividend
any
he receive
to
the assignee
property, money,
benefit, or
him
advantage received by him
or advantage
money, benefit,
all property,
assignee all
to the
and
List of debts
under
such
preference.
The
court
shall
allow
all
duly
proved,
debts
all
allow
shall
court
The
preference.
such
List of debts under
registers;
the
of
one
be
to
proved,
shall
cause
a
list
thereof
made
and
certified
by
of
the
registers;
thereof
list
a
cause
shall
proved.
constituted attorney
Creditors
and any
creditor may
act at
at all
all meetings by his duly constituted
may act
any creditor
may and
Creditors may
act by
attorney, the
same as though personally present.
the same
by attorney.
act
a supposed creditor who
enacted, That a
Proceedings on
SEC. 24.
who takes
takes
further enacted,
it further
be it
And be
24. And
on SEC.
Proceedings
appeals
from
de- an appeal to the circuit court
from deappeals
court, rejectthe
cree
of
district
court
from
the
decision
of
district
rejectdecision
the
from
circuit
the
to
appeal
an
cree of district
the
in the
entering his appeal in
court
disallow- lug
his claim
in whole
whole or
or in
part, shall, upon entering
in part,
claim in
ing his
courtdisallowing
circuit
couri, file
file in
the clerk's
thereof aastatement in writing of his
office thereof
clerk's office
in the
circuit courf,
claims.
ing claims,
declaration for the
a declaration
claim,
setting forth
forth the
the same,
same, substantially,
substantially, as in a
claim, setting
or answer
same
cause
of
action
at
law,
and
the
assignee
shall
plead
answer thereto
assignee
the
and
law,
at
same cause of action
in
like manner,
proceedings shall thereupon
thereupon be had in the pleadpleadlike proceedings
and like
manner, and
in like
ings, trial,
and determination
action at law commenced
commenced
of the cause, as in action
determination of
trial, and
ings,
States,
and prosecuted,
in the
manner, in the courts of
of the United
United States,
usual manner,
the usual
prosecuted, in
and
except that
no execution
execution shall
shall be
awarded against
against the assignee
assignee for the
the
be awarded
that no
except
the
judgment of the
Final
amount
of aadebt
found due to
creditor. The final judgment
to the creditor.
debt found
amount of
judgFinal judgbe
necessary,
if
shall,
of
list
ment
of
circuit
court
shall
be
conclusive,
the
debts
shall,
necessary,
be
and
ment ofcircuit court shall be conclusive,
court concluenshall be
suit shall
the
in
sive,
altered
to
conform
thereto.
The
party
prevailing
in
the
suit
be
enthereto.
conform
to
altered
sive.
in
Costs
ap- titled
to costs
recovered as in
party, to be taxed and recovered
adverse party,
the adverse
against the
costs against
titled to
of apCosts of
out
allowed out
peal.
suits at law; if recovered
recovered against
against the assignee,
assignee, they shall
shall be
be allowed
peal.
Evidences of
A bill
instrument.,
bill of exchange, promissory note, or other instrument,
estate. A
the estate.
of the
of of
Evidences
in court or deand left
claim,, and
of aa claim
proof of
the proof
debt leftin
leftdelivin court used in evidence
evidence upon the
le
ft in court or dedebt
be delivmay
may
ered, be
and how. Posited in the clerk's office, may be delivered,
delivered, by the register or clerk
clerk
ered, and how. posited in the clerk's office, may be
having
the custody
the person
used it, upon his filing aa
person who used
to the
thereof, to
custody thereof,
having the
it
indorse upon
copy thereof,
thereof, attested
attested by
clerk of the court, who shall indorse
upon it
the clerk
by the
copy
the
and the
the name
name of
against whose estate it has been proved, and
party against
the party
of the
the
date and
and amount
amount of any dividend declared thereon.
thereon.
date
IN DISPUTE.
OF
PROPERTY PERISHABLE
DISPUTE.
AND IN
PERISHABLE AND
OF PROPERTY

Proceedings in
SEC. 25.
25. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
when it appears to the satisThat when
enacted, That
And be
Proceedings in SEC.
regard to
to perishfaction of
of the
the court
estate of the debtor, or any part thereof,
thereof, is
is
that the estate
court that
perish- faction
regard
able property,
may
court
deteriorate
of
a
perishable
nature,
or
liable
deteriorate
in
value,
the
may
to
liable
or
nature,
perishable
a
f
able property;
order
same to
be sold,
sold, in.
manner as may be deemed most exsuch manner
in such
to be
the same
order the
as the case
pedient, under
the direction
case
direction of the messenger or assignee, as
under the
pedient,
disposed
the
of
place
in
received
may
be,
who
shall
hold
the
received
estate
disposed
funds
the
hold
may be, who shall
title
where
title of;
of; and
and whenever
it appears
satisfaction of the court that the title
appears to the satisfaction
whenever it
the title
where the
possesinto
come
has
is
in
dispute.
to
any
portion
of
an
estate,
real
or
personal,
which
personal,
or
real
estate,
an
of
portion
to any
is in dispute,
sion
or which
claimed by him, is in dispute, the court
is claimed
which is
assignee, or
the assignee,
of the
sion of
may,
the petition
petition of
the assignee,
assignee, and
and after such notice to the claimof the
upon the
may, upon
ant,
his
agent
or
attorney,
as
the
court
shall deem
deem reasonable, order it to
shall
court
the
as
ant, his agent or attorney,
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be
sold, under
the direction
direction of
the assignee,
assignee, who
who shall
refunds rethe funds
hold the
shall hold
of the
under the
be sold,
ceived
in place
place of
the estate
of; and
the proceeds
of the
of
Proceeds of
sale Proceeds
the sale
proceeds of
and the
disposed of;
estate disposed
of the
ceived in
shall
be
considered
the
measure
of
the
value
of
the
property
in
any
suit
sa
l
"
.
sales.
suit
any
in
property
the
of
value
the
of
measure
the
considered
shall be
or controversy between
the parties
parties in
courts. But
this provision
Proviso.
provision Proviso.
But this
any courts.
in any
or controversy between the
shall not
prevent the
the recovery
of the
the property
from the
of the
the
possession of
the possession
property from
recovery of
not prevent
shall
assignee by
by any
any proper
action commenced
any time
time before
before the
the court
court
at any
commenced at
proper action
assignee
orders the
the sale.
sale.
orders
EXAMINATION
BANKRUPTS.
OF BANKRUPTS.
EXAMINATION OF
S
EC. 26.
And be
*further
enacted, That
the court
court may,
may, on
applicathe applicaon the
That the
further enacted,
be it
26. And
SEC.

Examination.

tion of
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or
or of
of any
or without
without any
any apap- be Bankrupt
may
Bankruptmay
any creditor,
creditor, or
assignee in
of the
the assignee
tion
examined
plication,
times require
upon reasonable
reasonable notice,
notice, to
toatoath.
upon oath.
at- upon
bankrupt, upon
the bankrupt,
require the
at all
all times
plication, at
relating
tend and
an examination,
examination, on oath, upon all matters relating
to an
submit to
and submit
tend
to the
or condition
of his
property, to
to his
his trade
trade and
with
dealings with
and dealings
his property,
condition of
disposal or
the disposal
to
others, and
and his
to all
all debts
debts due to or claimed
same, to
the same,
concerning the
accounts concerning
his accounts
others,
from
him, and
other matters
matters concerning
estate
and estate
property and
his property
concerning his
all other
to all
and to
from him,
and
settlement thereof
to law,
law, which
which examination
Examination,
shall Examination,
examination shall
according to
thereof according
due settlement
and the
the due
be in
in writing,
writing, and
shall be
signed by
by the
the bankrupt
bankrupt and filed with the how conducted.
be signed
and shall
be
Witnesses
other
proceedings; and
and the
the court
may, in
in like
attend- tceor
require the attendmanner, require
like manner,
court may,
other proceedings;
dpelled to atat-- toelled t
a witness, and if such person shall fail to at
ance
of any
person as a
other person
any other
ance of
tend,
on being
being summoned
summoned thereto,
thereto, the
his attendance
•
attendance
compel his
may compel
court may
the court
tend, on
by
directed to
to the
the marshal,
him to
such perarrest such
to arrest
commanding him
marshal, commanding
warrant directed
by warrant
son
before the
before a
bankin banka register in
or before
court, or
the court,
forthwith before
him forthwith
bring him
and bring
son and
ruptcy,
for examination
examination as
such witness.
witness. If
the bankrupt
bankrupt is
is imprisoned,
Proceedings if
if
imprisoned, blaProceedings
If the
as such
ruptcy, for
truept isr nu
n:
absent, or
disabled from
attendance, the
court may
pro- bankrupt is imbe prohim to
to be
order him
may order
the court
fiom attendance,
or disabled
absent,
duced by
by the
jailer, or
officer in
in whose
he may
may be,
or may
11:r disability.
sabthty.
u
der
may 1
be, or
custody he
whose custody
or any
any officer
the jailer,
duced
direct the
the examination
examination to
be had,
certified at
and
such time and
at such
and certified
taken, and
had, taken,
to be
direct
place and
such manner
as the
court may
proper, and with like
deem proper,
may deem
the court
manner as
in such
and in
place
to
effect as
such examination
examination had
had in court. The bankrupt shall Bankrupt to
been had
had been
if such
as if
effect
at all
times, until
until his
discharge, be
subject to
to the
subject
to
to ororand be
of the
the court,
court, and
order of
the order
be subject
his discharge,
at
all times,
ofcourt;
dersubject
instru shall, at the expense of the estate, execute all proper writings and instruments,
do and
perform all
all acts
acts required
the court
touching the
as- to do all
all acts,
the ascourt touching
by the
required by
and perform
and do
ments, and
signed
or estate,
to enable
demand, recover,
to demand,
assignee to
the assignee
enable the
and to
estate, and
property or
signed property
and
receive all
property and
and estate
assigned, wherever
wherever situated;
situated; and
estate assigned,
the property
all the
and receive
for
refusal to
any order of
of the court, such bankrupt may
obey any
to obey
or refusal
neglect or
for neglect
be
as for
contempt of
court. If
the bankrupt
bankrupt If bankrupt is
is
If the
of court.
a contempt
for a
punished as
and punished
committed and
be committed
ttt
diswithout
is
the district,
and unable
personally attend at any trict~
witIokt
to return and personally
unable to
district, and
without the
is without
&e.the
andgteof
or do
do any
any of
the acts
acts which
which may
may be
o
r
kecr's ;o
a
ttnend.
toc•a
attend.
specified or required offer
be specified
of the
the times
times or
of the
pursuant
section, and
and if
if it
appears that such absence
absence was not
it appears
this section,
to this
pursuant to
caused
default, and
as may
the•removal of
be after the-removal
may be
as soon
soon as
if, as
and if,
wiltul default,
by wilful
caused by
such
court
he offers
offers to attend and submit to the order of the court
impediment, he
such impediment,
in
all respects,
respects, lie
permitted so
to do, with like effect
effect as if
if he had
so to
be permitted
shall be
lie shall
in all
Bankrupt
not been
been in
in default.
at liberty,
Bankrupt
liberty, from time to time, upon zd
be at
also be
shall also
He shall
default. He
not
oath to amend and correct his schedule
schedule of creditors and property, so that may
r
i
e
s. correct
ueof t
credto the facts. For good cause shown, the wife of itors.
conform
shall
same
the
any
the same
bankrupt
shall may
conform
be required
to the facts.
to attend
Forbefore
good cause
the court,
shown,
to the
theend
wifethat
of itomWife of bankany bankrupt may be required to attend before the court, to the end that Wife of bankshe
y
red
tatbe
if such wife do not attend at the rtt
examined as a
it may
d
a
t
oa
bt
e
t
er
u
ed
a witness; and if
may be examined
she may
en.
time
and
place
specified
in
the
order,
the
bankrupt
shall
be
entitled
&c.
entitled
be
not
shall
bankrupt
the
order,
time and place specified in the
she
to
unless he
shall prove
he does
does not
prove to the satisfaction of the court that not If s
he shall
discharge unless
a discharge
to a
he
was unable
unable to
to procure
attendance of
his wife.
wife. No
No bankrupt
shall
not
Bakruptt
bankrupt shall
of his
the attendance
procure the
he was
es
a
t
ot
arrest,
liable torua
be
proceedings in bankruptcy
bankruptcy liabito
a
p
during the pendency of the proceedings
to arrest during
be liable
liable to
&c.
from
in
any civil
&c.
unless the same is founded on some debt or claim
action, unless
civil action,
in any
which
discharge in bankruptcy would not release him.
his discharge
which his
OF THE
OF THE
THE BANKRUPT'S
ESTATE.
BANKRUPT'S ESTATE.
DISTRIBUTION OF
TIIE DISTRIBUTION
OF
S
EC. 27.
27. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
whose debts are
creditors whose
all creditors
That all
be it
And be
SEC.
duly proved
allowed shall
shall be entitled to share in the bankrupt's
bankrupt's propand allowed
proved and
duly
preference whatever, exarty and
and estate
estate pro
without any priority or preference
rata, without
pro rata,
erty
wages due from him
that XIV.
ceptVOL.
34 to any operative, or clerk, or house serVOL. XIV.

34

Distribution
atbnkrupt's
priority
No priority
except certain
except
wages. cert ain

os
e
f
ta
bta
enkrupt's
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vant, to an amount not
vont,
exceeding fifty
fifty dollars,
performed within
not exceeding
dollars, for
for labor
labor performed
within
six months next preceding the adjudication
adjuklication of
of bankruptcy,
be entientibankruptcy, shall
shall be
Persons liable tied
tled to priority, and shall be first paid in
in full:
Provided, That
That any
debt
full: Provided,
any debt
as bail, &c. not
proved
by
any
person
liable,
as
bail,
surety,
guarantor,
or
otherwise,
for
for
or
otherwise,
bail,
surety,
guarantor,
person
liable,
as
not
proved
by
any
ts
bail,
&c.
to receive share
the
bankrupt, shall
shall not
not be
be paid
paid to
to the
person so
so proving
proving the
the same
same until
until
until, &c.
&c.
the bankrupt,
the person
satisfactory evidence shall be produced of
of the
the payment
payment of
of such
such debt
debt
by such person so liable, and the
to which
which such
such debt
would be
be
the share
share to
debt would
entitled may be paid into court, or
otherwise held
held for
the benefit
benefit of
or otherwise
for the
of the
the
After three
party entitled
entitled thereto,
as the
court may
may direct.
direct.
At
the expiration
of
After
three party
thereto, as
the court
At the
expiration of
months, assignee
three months
from the
the date
date of
bankruptcy in
in any
to makereport,
make report, three
months from
of the
the adjudication
adjudication of
of bankruptcy
any
and exhibit acac- case, or as much earlier as the
may direct,
direct, the
court, upon
request
the court
court may
the court,
upon request
counts, &c. to
of
the
assignee,
shall
call
a
general
meeting
of
the
creditors,
of
which
crunts,
&e
.
to
of
the
assignee,
shall
call
a
general
meeting
of
the
creditors,
of
which
creditors.
due notice shall be given,
report, and
and exhibit
given, and the
the assignee
assignee shall
shall then
then report,
exhibit
to the court and to the creditors just
true accounts
of all
his receipts
receipts
just and
and true
accounts of
all his
and payments, verified
verified by his oath,
he shall
shall also
also produce
produce and
and file
file
oath, and he
vouchers for all payments for which vouchers
vouchers shall
shall be
by any
be required
required by
any
rule of the court; he shall also submit the schedule
schedule of
of the
the bankrupt's
bankrupt's
creditors
creditors and property
property as
verified by
as amended, duly
duly verified
by the
the bankrupt,
bankrupt, and
and aa
statement
statement of the whole estate of the bankrupt as
of the
as then ascertained,
ascertained, of
the
property recovered and of the property outstanding, specifying the cause
cause
of its being outstanding, also
or claims
claims are
also what debts
debts or
are yet
yet undetermined,
undetermined,
Creditors to
and
what
sum remains
remains in
in his
his hands.
At
such
meeting the
.Creditors
to
and
stating
what
sum
hands.
At
such
meeting
the majormajor,1
decide as to
value of
of the
present shall
any and
and
ity in
in value
the creditors
creditors present
shall determine
determine whether
whether any
division of propro- ity
estate, what part of the net proceeds
ceeds of estate.
proceeds of the estate, after deducting
retaining
deducting and
and retaining
a sum sufficient to provide for all undetermined claims
a
reason
claims which,
which, by
by reason
of the distant residence
residence of the creditor, or for other
sufficient reason,
have
other sufficient
reason, have
not been proved, and for other expenses and
contingencies, shall
be dividdividand contingencies,
shall be
ed among the creditors; but unless
unless at least one
one half
half in
value of
in value
of the
the credcreditors shall attend such meeting, either in person or by attorney,
attorney, it
it shall
shall
assignee so
to determine.
determine. In
In case
case a
adividend
Assignee
be the duty of
Assignee to
of the
the assignee
so to
dividend is
is orordecide when, &c. dered, the register shall, within ten days after such meeting,
decidewhen,&c.
prepare aa
meeting, prepare
to dividend,
and shall
shall calculate
calculate and
and set
opposite
Proceedings
list of
of creditors
creditors entitled
entitled to
Proceed
ings if
I
flist
dividend, and
set opposite
dividend is
is or- to the name of each creditor
creditor who has proved his claim
the dividend
dividend to
claim the
to
dered.
dered.
which he is entitled out of the net proceeds of the estate set apart for
for
dividend, and shall forward
forward by mail to every creditor a
astatement
statement of the
the
dividend to which he is entitled, and such creditor shall be paid by the asassignee in such manner as
direct.
as the
the court
court may
may direct.
Like proceedproceedSEC.
itfurther
enacted, That the like proceeding
S
EE. 28. And be it
farther enacted,
proceedings shall be
be
ings after next
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the next
next three
earlier, if
if practicable,
practicable,
three months
oanths otr
had at
at the
three months,
months, or
or earlier,
or had
earlier.
and aathird•meeting
third-meeting of creditors
creditors shall
be called
called by
by the
the court,
court, and
shall then
then be
and a
a
Third meeting
meeting final dividend
dividend then declared,
declared, unless any action at law
law or suit in equity
equity be
ofThird
creditors.
creditors.
pending, or
debtor afterwards
Final divipending,
or unless
unless some
some other
other estate
estate or
or effects
effects of
of the
the debtor
afterwards
dends.
come to the hands of the assignee, in which case
assignee shall,
as
case the
the assignee
shall, as
soon as may be, convert such estate or effects
effects into money, aril
and within
within
two months
same shall be so converted, the same shall be divided
months after the e
divided
in manner
manner aforesaid.'
aforesaid. Further dividends shall
shall be
made in
in like
like manner
manner as
be made
as
often as occasion requires; and after the third
creditors no
no
third meeting of
of creditors
further meeting shall be called, unless
court. If
If at
unless ordered by
by the
the court.
at any
any
time there shall be in the hands of the assignee any outstanding
or
outstanding debts
debts or
other property, due or belonging
belonging to the estate, which
cannot be
be collected
which cannot
collected
and received
received by the assignee without unreasonable
unreasonable or inconvenient
inconvenient delay
delay
or expense, the assignee
assignee may, under the direction of the court,
and
court, sell
sell and
assign such debts or other
other property in such manner as the court shall ororder. No dividend
dividend already
already declared shall be disturbed
disturbed by reason
debts
reason of debts
being subsequently
subsequently proved,
proved, but the creditors
creditors proving such debts shall
shall be
be
entitled
to those
the other
entitled to a
a dividend
dividend equal
equal to
those already
already received
received by
by the
other credcredAssignee to
i
tors before
further payment
to the
to the
the
submithiesac
itors
before any
any further
payment is
is made
made to
the latter.
latter. Preparatory
Preparatory to
submit
his account and notify final dividend, the assignee shall submit his account to the court and file
file
creditors.
creditors
the
same, and give notice to the creditors
he same,
creditors of such filing, and shall also
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give notice
notice that
that he
he will
will apply
for a
settlement of
of his
his account,
for aa Accounts
Accounts of
of
account, and
and for
a settlement
apply for
give
discharge from
from all,
liability as
time to
be specified
specified in
a time
to be
in such
such assignee.
assignee.
discharge
all. liability
as assignee,
assignee, at
at a
notice, and
such time
time the
the court
shall audit
audit and
of the
the
accounts of
and pass
pass the
the accounts
at such
court shall
notice,
and at
assignee, and
and such
required by
the court,
court, be
be examined
examined
by the
if required
assignee shall,
shall, if
such assignee
assignee,
as to
the truth
such account,
account, and
and if
found correct
correct he
shall thereby
thereby be
be
he shall
if found
truth of
of such
as
to the
discharged from
as assignee
to any
any creditor
creditor of
of the
the bankrupt.
bankrupt.
assignee to
discharged
from all
all liability
liability as
The court
court shall
of the
and effects,
Dividend.
the estate
estate and
effects, or
or Dividend.
order aadividend
dividend of
The
shall thereupon
thereupon order
of such
such part
of the
creditors as
such of
the creditors
as have
have
of
part thereof
thereof as
as it
it sees
sees fit,
fit, among
among such
proved their
their claims,
amount of
said
of their
their said
to the
the respective
respective amount
claims, in
in proportion
proportion to
proved
debts. In
to all
all expenses
expenses necessarily
neces=arily incurred
by him
him in
in the
the exAllowance to
to
ex- Allowance
incurred by
debts.
In addition
addition to
ccution of
shall be
be entitled
an alal- asignee
assignee for
for set
ser-,
to an
entitled to
the assignee
assignee shall
any case,
case, the
trust, in
in any
of his
his trust,
ecution
lowance for
services in
in such
on all
all moneys
moneys received
received and
out
and paid
paid out
such case
case on
lowance
for his
his services
by
him therein,
therein, for
exceeding one
one thousand
thousand dollars,
Commissions.
dollars, five
five per
per Commissions.
by him
for any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
centum
thereon; for
for any
any larger
larger sum,
not exceeding
five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars,
sum, not
exceeding five
centum thereon;
two
half per
centum on
on the
the excess
over one
and
dollars; and
one thousand
thousand dollars;
excess over
two and
and a
a half
per centum
for any
larger sum,
per centum
centum on
on the
excess over
over five
five thousand
thousand
the excess
for
any larger
sum, one
one per
dollars, and
and if,
if, at
at any
shall not
not be
be in
his hands
hands a
a sufficient
sufficient If assignee has
there shall
in his
any time,
time, there
dollars,
amount
money to
not sufficient
required for
for the
the not
sufficient
necessary expenses
expenses required
of money
to defray
defray the
the necessary
amount of
further
execution of
of his
his trust,
trust, he
shall not
be obliged
obliged to
therein expenses,
further execution
he shall
not be
to proceed
proceed therein
edpenses, he
hefraY
until
necessary funds
are advanced
or satisfactorily
secured to
to him.
him. shall not be
be
satisfactorily secured
until the
the necessary
funds are
advanced or
If
by accident,
accident, mistake,
mistake, or
other cause,
cause, without
be
licted to prowithout fault of the assignee, cooblided
or other
If by
either
bjhelc.
Proceedings
either or both of
of the said
said second
second and
and third meetings
meetings should
should not be
held eProceedings
within
the times
times limited,
limited, the
court may,
may, upon
upon motion
of an
an interested
meetings
motion of
interested when
the court
within the
of creditonrs are
party,
such meetings,
meetings, with
as to
the validity
party, order
order such
with like
like effect
effect as
to the
validity of
of the
the propro- nototccresendalage
not clled indue
ceedings
the meeting
had been
been duly
order for
divi- time.
held. In
In the
the order
for aadivimeeting had
duly held.
ceedings as
as if
if the
In dividends
dencl,
claims shall
priority claims
to have
In
dividends
shall be
be entitled to priority
the following
following claims
dend, under
under this section, the
claims to have
or preference,
preference, and to be
order: —
be first
first paid in full in
in the following order:
priority.
First. The fees,
expenses of
proceed- Fees,
Fees, costs,
costs,
and the several
several proceedfees, costs,
costs, and
and expenses
of suits, and
First.
ings in
act, and
and for
for the
*;
custody of property,
property, as 4c
&c.;
ings
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy under
under this
this act,
the custody
provided.
herein provided.
Second. All
due to
and all
all taxes
taxes and
and assessassess- debts due the
the
States, and
All debts
debts due
to the
the United
United States,
Second.
menti under
laws thereof.
United
States,
United states.
thereof.
ments
under the
the laws
proceedings in bank- due the State;
State;
to the State in which the proceedings
Third. All
All debts
debts due to
ruptcy are pending, and all taxes and assessments made under the laws
ruptcy
of such State.
wages;
Fourth. Wages due to any operative, clerk, or house servant, to an wages;
amount not exceeding
exceeding fifty dollars, for labor performed within six months
next preceding the first publication of the notice of proceedings
proceedings in bankbankruptcy.
ruptcy.
perpelions who, by the laws of the United debts due per.
Fifth. All debts due to any petlons
to
States, are
may be
preference, in
manner s
p
o
i
l
t
o
sztitled to
in like
like manner
psrititled
priority or
or preference,
or may
be entitled
entitled to
to aapriority
States,
are or
as if this act had not been
been passed: Always provided,
provided, That nothing
nothing con- Taxes not ataffected.
tained in this act shall interfere
interfere with the assessment and collection
collection of fect'ed•
taxes by the authority
authority of the United States or any State.
OF THE
BANKRUPT'S DISCHARGE
AND ITS
ITS EFFECT.
EFFECT.
DISCHARGE AND
OF
THE BANKRUPT'S

of
further enacted,
SEc.
SEC. 29. And be it farther
enacted, That at any time after the expira- Discharge of
bankrupt, and
and
tion of six months from the adjudication of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or if no debts bankrupt,
its effect.
have been proved against the bankrupt, or if no assets have come to the
hands
hands of the assignee, at any time after the expiration of sixty days, and
within one year from the adjudication
adjudication of bankruptcy, the bankrupt
bankrupt may
apply
discharge from his debts, and the court shall
shall
apply to
to the court for aa discharge
thereupon order notice to be given by mail to all creditors
creditors who have
publication at least once a
a week in such newsproved their debts, and by publication
papers as the court shall designate, due regard being had to the general
circulation of the same in the district, or in that portion of the district in
circulation
which the bankrupt and his creditors shall reside, td
ti appear on a
aday apa discharge
pointed for that purpose, and show cause why a
discharge should not be
granted to the bankrupt.
bankrupt. No discharge
discharge shall be granted,
granted, or, if granted,
granted,
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be valid, if the bankrupt has wilfully sworn falsely
What will
falsely in
in his
his affidavit ananprevent or
or avoid flexed to his petition, schedule, or inventory, or upon any examination in
prevent
a
discharge.avoid nexed to his petition, schedule, or inventory, or upon any examination in
course of the proceedings
in bankruptcy,
to any
any material
material fact
the course
proceedings in
bankruptcy, in
in relation
relation to
fact
concerning his estate
other material
material fact;
concerning
estate or his debts, or
or to any
any other
fact; or
or if
if he
he
has concealed
concealed any part of his estate or
or effects,
effects, or
or any
any books
books or
or writings
writings
relating thereto, or if
fraud or
or negligence
negligence in
in
if he
he has been
been guilty of any
any fraud
the
delivery to
to the
assignee of
the care,
care, custody,
custody, or
or delivery
the assignee
of the
the property
property belonging
belonging to
to
him
time of
of the
presentation of
of his
his petition
excepthim at the time
the presentation
petition and
and inventory,
inventory, excepting
property as
as he
is permitted
permitted to
of this
this
ing such
such property
he is
to retain
retain under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
act,
he has
caused, permitted,
or suffered
suffered any
any loss,
or destrucact, or
or if
if he
has caused,
permitted, or
loss, waste,
waste, or
destruction thereof;
thereof; or if,
if, within
of such
within four months before
before the
the commencement
commencement of
such
proceedings, he
money, or
chattels to
to be
be
proceedings,
he has procured
procured his lands, goods,
goods, money,
or chattels
attached, sequestered, or seized on execution;
execution; or
or if,
if, since
since the
the passage
passage
falsified any
any of
his
of this act, he
he has
has destroyed,
destroyed, mutilated,
mutilated, altered,
altered, or
or falsified
of his
books,
documents, papers,
or securities,
or has
has made
or been
been
books, documents,
papers, writings,
writings, or
securities, or
made or
privy to the making of
in any
any book
book of
of' acacof any false
false or fraudulent
fraudulent entry
entry in
count or other document,
document, with
defraud his
his creditors;
creditors; or
or has
with intent
intent to
to defiaud
has
removed or caused
caused to be removed
removed any part of his property
property from
disfrom the
the district, with intent to defraud his creditors; or if he
any fraudufrauduhe has given any
the provisions
this act,
act, or
or made
made any
any fraudfraudlent preference
preference contrary
contrary to
to the
provisions of
of this
ulent payment, gift, transfer, conveyance,
assignment of
of any
conveyance, or assignment
any part
part of
of his
his
property, or
or has
any part
part thereof
gaming, or
has admitted
admitted aafalse
property,
has lost
lost any
thereof in
in gaming,
or has
false
or fictitious debt against his estate; or if,
if, having knowledge
that any
perknowledge that
any person has proved
proved such false or fictitious debt, he has not disclosed
disclosed the
the same
same
to his assignee
assignee within one month after
knowledge; or
if, being
being aa
after such
such knowledge;
or if,
merchant or tradesman, he has not, subsequently
subsequently to
of this
to the
the passage of
this
act, kept proper
proper books of account;
account; or
person in
in his
behalf,
or if he,
he, or any
any person
his behalf,
has procured the assent of any creditor to the discharge,
discharge, or
or influenced
influenced the
action of any creditor at any stage of the proceedings,
proceedings, by
any pecuniary
pecuniary
by any
consideration or obligation; or
consideration
or if he has,
has, in
in contemplation
contemplation of
of becoming
becoming
bankrupt, made any pledge, payment, transfer, assignment
or conveyance
assignment or
conveyance
of
property, directly
absolutely or
or conditionconditionof any
any part of
of his
his property,
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, absolutely
ally, for the purpose of preferring
preferring any creditor or
or person
person having
having aaclaim
claim
against
against him, or who
him, or
for the
the purpose
who is
is or may be under
under liability
liability for
for him,
or for
purpose
of preventing the property
property from coming into the
assignee,
the hands of
of the
the assignee,
or of being distributed under this act in satisfaction
satisfaction of his debts; or if he
has been convicted of any misdemeanor
under this
has been
misdemeanor under
this act,
act, or
or has
been guilty
guilty
of any fraud
true intent
of this
this act;
fraud whatever contrary
contrary to
to the
the true
intent of
act; and
and before
before
any discharge is granted, the bankrupt
bankrupt shall take and
subscribe an
an oath
and subscribe
oath
to the effect
effect that he has not done, suffered,
privy to
to any
matsuffered, or
or been
been privy
any act,
act, matter, or thing specified in this act as aa ground for withholding
withholding such
dissuch discharge, or as invalidating such discharge
discharge if granted.
Persons once
SEC.
further enacted,
Persons
once
SEC. 30. And be it further
enacted, That no person who shall have
have
discharged under this act,
been discharged
discharged under
under this
this act,
and shall
afterwards become
bankrupt, on
on
act, not
not been
act, and
shall afterwards
become bankrupt,
aain dis- his own application shall be again
to be again
discharge whose
is
again entitled
entitled to aa discharge
whose estate
estate is
eharged,
unless,
insufficient
to
pay
seventy
per
debts proved
proved against
charged, unless, insufficient to pay seventy per centum
centum of
of the
the debts
against it, unless the assent in writing of three fourths
fourths in
value of his
creditors who
in value
his creditors
who
have proved their claims is filed at or before the time of application
application for
for
discharge; but aabankrupt who shall prove to
the court
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
court
that he has paid all the debts owing by him at the time of any previous
bankruptcy, or who has been voluntarily released
released therefrom
therefrom by
by his
his credcreditors, shall be entitled to aadischarge
discharge in
in the
the same
same manner
manner and
and with
with the
the
bankrupt.
same effect
effect as
as if
if he had not
not previously
previously been
been bankrupt.
Creditors
Creditors opopSEC. 31. And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That any creditor opposing the
posing
posing disdischarge of
of any
any bankrupt
file a
in writing
of the
the
haSDrge.
'
discharge
bankrupt may
may file
a specification
specification in
writing of
charge.
grounds of his opposition, and the court may in its discretion
discretion order
order any
question of fact so presented to be tried at a
a stated session of the district
district
court.
SEC.
And be it further
enacted, That if it shall appear to the
S
EC. 32. And
further enacted,
court
.the court
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that the
the bankrupt
bankrupt has
has in
in all
all things
Certificate of
this act,
act, Certificate
to his
his duty
duty under
under this
things conformed
conformed to
that
and that
that he
he is
receive a
discharge, discharge.
discharg
e'
a discharge,
provisions thereof, to receive
under the
the provisions
is entitled,
entitled, under
and
the court
court shall
grant him
from all
his debts
hereinexcept as
as hereinall his
debts except
him aadischarge
discharge from
shall grant
the
after provided,
provided, and
thereof under the seal
of
seal of
him aacertificate
certificate thereof
and shall
shall give
give him
after
the court,
court, in
as follows:follows :—
in substance
substance as
the
District
Court of
of the
of
Whereas
the United
United States,
States, District
District of
District Court
adjudged aabankrupt
has been duly adjudged
bankrupt under
under the
the act of
of Congress
Congress establishing a
auniform
uniform system
States and
and
United States,
system of
of bankruptcy
bankruptcy throughout
throughout the United
lishing
appears to
conformed to all the requirements of law in that behalf,
behalf,
appears
to have conformed
ordered by the court that said
forever discharged
be forever
it is
is therefore
therefore ordered
provable against
against
from all debts
debts and
and claims
claims which by said act are made provable
his estate,
which existed
the
the
day of
of
,,on which
which day the
estate, and
and which
existed on
on the
his
petition for adjudication
excepting such
against) him; excepting
such
petition
adjudication was filed by (or against)
debts, if
any, as
are by
by said
said act
act excepted
excepted from
from the
the operation
disof aa disoperation of
debts,
if any,
as are
charge in bankruptcy.
bankruptcy. Given
Given under
court
my hand and
and the
the seal
seal of the court
under my
charge
at
the said
district, this
day of
of
day
,,A.
A. D.
D.
said district,
this
at
,,in
in the
Judge.
(Seal)
Sac.
further enacted,
enacted, That no debt created by the fraud n Certain
Cytati debts
it further
SEC. 33.
33. And
And be
be it
ot thraca
t.rged
or embezzlement
embezzlement of the bankrupt,
bankrupt, or by his
his defalcation
defalcation as
as aapublic
public officer,
officer, by
by theact.r
fiduciary character, shall be discharged under this
or while acting in any fiduciary
act;
proved, and
dividend thereon
thereon shall be
may be
be proved,
and the
the dividend
be aa
act; but the
the debt
debt may
granted under this
payment on account
account of said debt;
debt; and no discharge granted
act shall
shall release,
release, discharge,
discharge, or
debt
act
or affect any person liable for the same debt
for or with the bankrupt,
bankrupt, either as partner, joint contractor, indorser,
surety, or otherwise. And in all proceedings
proceedings in
in bankruptcy
proceed.
bankruptcy commenced
commenced In proceeddis- ings
after one year fron
froln the time this act shall go into operation, no dieings commenced
commenced
notlit
to
be
charge shall be granted to aadebtor whose assets do not pay
pay fifty
fifty per cencon- charge
t
ottr
ifto
s
.; be
tur of the claims against his estate, unless the assent in writing of a
a granted to debtturn
or
whose
assets
majority
majority in number and value of his creditors who have proved
proved their do
dronloTspeaasfilB
not pay
fifty
dis- per cent. Y t7
claims is filed in the case at or before the time of application for diecharge.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That aadischarge duly granted
SEC. 34. And be it further
granted unDiseharge
Discharge to
to
releasethe
der this act shall, with the exceptions aforesaid, release the bankrupt
bankrupt release
the bankfrom all debts, claims, liabilities, and demands which were
ina
P
n
td
i
r
p
m
mt
l
a
l
b
te"
were or
or might have
haverPands
provabmle
been
been proved against his estate in bankruptcy, and riay
nay be pleaded, by aaagainst the
the
bankrupt.
averment that on the day of its date such discharge was granted bankr
simple averment
upt'
him, setting the same forth in hiec
lime verba, as a
complete bar to
to hiu,
a full and complete
to
all suits brought on any such debts,
debts, claims,
claims, liabilities,
liabilities, or
or demands,
demands, and the
the
certificate
evidence in favor of such bankrupt of the
certificate shall be conclusive
conclusive evidence
fact and
such discharge:
Always provided,
provided, That any
and [the]
[the] regularity of such
discharge: Always
any Validity of
of
discharge may
of said bankrupt, whose debt was proved
creditor or creditors of'
proved or provable
provable discharge
may
against the
the estate in
shall see
see fit
fit to
be contested
the validity
validitycontested.
to contest
contest the
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, who
who shall
against
of said discharge
discharge on the
fraudulently obtained,
may,
the ground
ground that
that it
it was
was fraudulently
obtained, may,
at any time within two years after the date thereof, apply
apply to the court
which
granted it
annul the same. Said application shall Proceedings
which granted
it to set aside
aside and annul
ha
specify which,
which, in particular, of the several acts men- in such case.
he in writing, shall specify
tioned in section twenty-nine it is intended to give evidence of against
tioned
against
the bankrupt, setting forth the grounds of avoidance, and no evidence
shall be admitted as to any other of the said acts; but said application shall be subject to amendment
amendment at the discretion of the court. The
to
application to be given to Notice to
court shall cause
cause reasonable notice of said application
said bankrupt, and order him to appear
appear and answer
answer the same, within such bankrupt.
bankru p
t'
If, upon the hearing
time as to the court shall seem
seem fit and proper. If,
hearing of Finding of th.
the
fraudulent acts, or any of them, court.
said parties, the court shall find that the fraudulent
court'
set forth as aforesaid by said creditor or creditors against the bankrupt,
bankrupt,
proved, and that said
creditor or creditors
creditors had no
of the
are proved,
said creditor
no knowledge
knowledge of
the
same until after the granting
granting of said discharge, judgment shall be given
discharge of said bankrupt
in favor of
of• said creditor or creditors, and the discharge
bankrupt
shall be set aside
aside and annulled. But if said court shall find that said
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fraudulent acts and all of them, set forth as aforesaid, are
proved, or
or
are not
not proved,
that they were known to said creditor
creditor or creditors before the
granting ot
nt
the granting
said discharge, then judgment shall
shall be
rendered in
in favor
favor of
the bankrupt,
bankrupt,
be rendered
of the
and the validity
validity of his discharge
discharge shall not be
affected by
by said
be affected
said proceedproceedings.
ings.
PREFERENCES AND
AND FRAUDULENT
PREFERENCES
VOID.
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES
CONVEYANCES DECLARED
DECLARED VOID.
Bret minces

andPretrences
fraudulent

SEC. 35. And
enactOd, That
beim:, insolvinsolvSEC.
And be it
it further
further enacted,
That if
if any
any person,
person, being

ent, or
or in
contemplation of
of insolvency,
insol venc y, w
ithi n four
f
our months before the
conveyances de- ent,
in contemplation
within
months before the
flared void.
pure&
filing of the petition
petition by or against him, with
with aaview
view to
preference
to give
give aa preference
to any creditor or person having a
him, or
or who
any
a claim against
against him,
who is
is under
under any
liability
liability for him, procures
procures any part of his property
be attached,
attached, sequestproperty to
to be
sequestered,
ered, or seized on execution, or makes any
pledge, assignment,
any payment,
payment, pledge,
assignment,
transfer, or conveyance
conveyance of
of any
any part
of his
property, either
directly or
indipart of
his property,
either directly
or indirectly, absolutely or conditionally, the person receiving
receivinr, such payment,
payment,
pledge, assignment, transfer, or conveyance,
conveyance, or to be
or
be benefited
benefited thereby,
thereby, or
by such attachment,
attachment, having
having reasonable
reasonable cause
such person
is inincause to
to believe
believe such
person is
solvent, and that such attachment, payment, pledge,
assignment, or
or conpledge, assignment,
conveyance
veyance is made in fraud of the provisions of this act, the
be
the same
same shall
shall be
void, and the assignee may recover
the property,
value of
it, from
recover the
property, or
or the
the value
of it,
from
the person so receiving
receiving it, or so to be
be benefited;
benefited; and
any person
being
and if
if any
person being
contemplation of insolvency or
insolvent, or in contemplation
or bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, within
within six
six
months before the filing of the petition by
or against
against him,
him, makes
any payby or
makes any
payment, sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance,
conveyance, or
or other
other disposition
disposition of
of any
any
part of his property to any
then has
has reasonable
reasonable cause
beany person
person who
who then
cause to
to believe him to be insolvent, or to
to be
in contemplation
insolvency,
be acting
acting in
contemplation of
of insolvency,
and that such payment,
payment, sale, assignment, transfer,
transfer, or
or other
other conveyance
conveyance is
is
made with aaview to prevent his property
from coming
coming to
his assignee
property from
to his
assignee in
in
bankruptcy, or to prevent
prevent the same
same from
this act,
act,
from being
being distributed
distributed under
under this
of, or in any way impair,
or to defeat the object of',
impair, hinder,
impede, or
hinder, impede,
or delay
delay
the operation and effect of,
of, or to evade
evade any of
the provisions
of this
act,
of the
provisions of
this act,
the sale, assignment, transfer, or conveyance
conveyance shall be
be void,
void, and
the asand the
assignee may recover
recover the
the property,
thereof, as
assets of
of the
property, or
or the
the value
value,thereof,
as assets
the
bankrupt. And if such sale, assignment, transfer,
transfer, or
or conveyance
conveyance is
is
not made in the usual and ordinary course
course of
of business
of the
the
business of
the debtor,
debtor, the
fact shall be prima facie evidence
evidence of
contract, covenant,
of fraud. Any
Any contract,
covenant, or
or
security made or given by a
or other
other person
person with,
trust for,
for,
a bankrupt
bankrupt or
with, or
or in
in trust
any
any creditor, for securing the payment of any money as
as aa consideration
for or
or with intent to induce the creditor to forbear
forbear opposing the
the applicaapplication for discharge of the bankrupt, shall be void; and
any creditor
creditor
and if
if any
shall obtain any sum of money or other
or security
security from
from
other goods,
goods, chattels,
chattels, or
any person as an inducement for forbearing
forbearing to
to
to oppose, or
or consenting
consenting to
such application for discharge, every creditor so offending shall
shall forfeit
forfeit all
all
right to any share or dividend in the estate of the bankrupt, and
and shall
shall also
also
forfeit double the value or amount of such money, goods,
goods, chattels,
chattels, or
or
security so obtained to be recovered
assignee for the benefit of
recovered by the assignee
the
of the
estate.
BANKRUPTCY
PARTNERSHIPS AND
BANKRUPTCY OF
OF PARTNERSHIPS
AND OF
OF CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
Bankruptcy of
Bankruptcyof

SEC.
SEC. 36. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That where two or more persons
partnerships
partnerships and
orponrations.
in trade
be adjudged
adjudged bankrupt,
bankrupt, either
on the
petiwho are partners in
trade shall
shall be
corporations.
either on
the peti-

tion of such partners, or any one of
of them,
them, or
the petition
petition of
of any
any credicredior on
on the
a warrant shall issue in the manner
tor of the partners, a
by this
manner provided
provided by
this
act, upon which all the joint stock and property
property of the copartnership,
copartnership,
partners, shall
be taken,
Joint and sepsep- and also all the separate estate of each
each of
of the
the partners,
shall be
taken,
arate estate to
excepting such parts thereof as are hereinbefbre
excepting
hereinbefbre excepted;
and all
excepted; and
all the
the
be
taken.
be taken.
creditors of
the company,
company, and the separate creditors
creditors
of the
creditors of each partner,
shall
debts; and the assignee
shall be
be allowed
allowed to prove their respective
respective debt.:;
assignee shall
shall
be
chosen by
be chosen
by the creditors
creditors of the company,.and
company,.and shall also keep separate
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accounts
of the
the
accounts of
of the
the joint
joint stock
stock or
or property
property of
the copartnership
copartnership and
and of
of the
separate
estate of
thereof; and
and after
after deducting
separate estate
of each
each member
member thereof;
deducting out
out of
of the
the
whole
amount received
such assignee
assignee the
expenses and
and
whole amount
received by
by such
the whole
whole of
of the
the expenses
disbursements, the
the joint
joint stock
stock shall
be appropriated
disbursements,
the net
net proceeds
proceeds of
of the
shall be
appropriated
to
pay the
creditors of
copartnership, and
the het
of the
proceeds of
the
to pay
the creditors
of the
the copartnership,
and the
net proceeds
separate
estate of
each partner
shall be
be appropriated
appropriated to
to pay
separate estate
of each
partner shall
pay his
his separate
separate
creditors;
and if
if there
be any
separate estate
any
creditors; and
there shall
shall be
any balance
balance of
of the
the separate
estate of
of any
partner,
after the
payment of
his separate
debts, such
balance shall
be
partner, after
the payment
of his
separate debts,
such balance
shall be
added
stock for
payment of
the joint
joint creditors;
and if
if
of the
creditors; and
added to
to the
the joint
joint stock
for the
the payment
there
any balance
the joint
after payment
of the
joint
there shall
shall be
be any
balance of
of the
joint stock
stock after
payment of
the joint
debts,
balance shall be
appropriated to and among
debts, such balance
be divided and
and appropriated
among the
the
separate
estates of the
according to their
respective right
separate estates
the several partners
partners according
their respective
and
interest therein,
it would
the partnership
partnership had
had
and interest
therein, and
and as
as it
would have
have been
been if
if the
been
bankruptcy; and
and the
the sum
sum so
so appropriated
without any
any bankruptcy;
appropriated to
to
been dissolved
dissolved without
the separate
estate of
each partner
partner shall
applied to
to the
the payment
payment of
his
the
separate estate
of each
shall be
be applied
of his
separate debts;
and the
certificate of
discharge shall
shall be
be granted
granted or
or refused
refused
separate
debts; and
the certificate
of discharge
to
each partner
as the
the same
same would
proceedings had
or ought
ought to
to be if the
the proceedings
to each
partner as
would or
been
respects the
this act; and
and in
in all
all other respects
the proprobeen against
against him alone under this
ceedings
against partners
partners shall
be conducted
in the
like manner
manner as
as if
if they
shall be
conducted in
the like
ceedings against
bad
commenced and
and prosecuted
against one
person alone.
alone. If
such
prosecuted against
one person
If such
had been
been commenced
copartners
that court
copartners reside in different districts,
districts, that
court in
in which
which the
the petition
petition is
is
first
filed shall
shall retain
retain exclusive
jurisdiction over
the case.
case.
first filed
exclusive jurisdiction
over the
it further
SEC. 37. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the provisions of this act shall
apply
business or
corporations and
and joint
joint stock
stock
or commercial
commercial corporations
moneyed business
apply to
to all
all moneyed
companies,
that upon
upon the
petition of
officer of
any such
such corporacompanies, and
and that
the petition
of any
any officer
of any
corporaa vote of aamajority of the corporation or company,
company, duly authorized
authorized by a
tors at any legal meeting called for the purpose, or upon the petition
petition of
of
any creditor or creditors
creditors of such corporation
corporation or company, made and presented in the manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided in respect to debtors, the like
like
hereinafter provided in the case
proceedings shall be had and taken as are hereinafter
case
of debtors; and all the provisions
provisions of this act which apply to the debtor,
or set forth his duties in regard to furnishing schedules
schedules and inventories,
executing papers, submitting to examinations, disclosing, making
making over,
secreting, concealing, conveying, assigning, or paying away his money or
or
property, shall in like manner, and with like force,
force, effect, and penalties,
apply
company in relasuch corporation
corporation or company
and every officer of such
apply to each and
tion to the same matters concerning
concerning the corporation
corporation or company, and the
money and property
property thereof. All payments, conveyances, and
and assignfraudulent and void by this act when made by a
a debtor,
ments declared fraudulent
shall in like manner, and to the like extent, and with like remedies, be
fraudulent and void when made by aacorporation or company. No allowance or discharge shall be granted to any corporation
once
corporation or joint stock comcomProvided, That
pany, or to any person or officer or member thereof: Provided,
whenever
whenever any corporation by proceedings
proceedings under
under this act shall be dedared bankrupt, all its property and assets shall be distributed to the
creditors of such corporations
corporations in the manner provided in this act in respect
respect
to natural persons.
OF DATES
DATES AND
AND DEPOSITIONS.
DEPOSITIONS. de.
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k Assignee
Assignee to
to
of?
g
tate sepa
of
estte
epa .
rate.
rate.

Estate
Estate how
how
distributed.
distributed.

Discharge.
Discharge.

Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
1
7
eh
agnardiffers
j
ardt
ger
r
a
_
reside
ent districts.
districts.
ent
This act to
o
tiw
onh
sat
towhat
apply
corporations
o
l
o
'
r
a
t stock
and
rP
joint
companies.
Proceedings.

v
raet
y ic
e
e
tt
convFrauent
CO
and preferences.
preferences.

rNo allowance
orsailacallilLwgean.°e

Distribution
estate '
of estate.
ates and
and deDates
D
positions.
positions.
Filing
Filing of
of petipetitnctoom
beeetned
j
thenommenece
ment
proceed..
ment of
of proceedIns*
ings.

adSEC.
38. And
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
filing of
of a
a petition
S
EC. 38.
And be
be it
the filing
petition for
for adjudication
debtor in
in his
own behalf,
or by
by any
judication in
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, either
either by
by aadebtor
his own
behalf, or
any
creditor against
a debtor;
which an
creditor
against a
debtor; upon
upon which
an order
be issued
the court,
court,
order may
may be
issued by
by the
or
or by
by a
a register
register in the
the manner
manner provided
provided in
in section
section four, shall be deemed
and taken to be the commencement
commencement of proceedings in bankruptcy under
under
this act; the proceedings
proceedings in all cases of bankruptcy
bankruptcy shall be deemed mat- Record.
Recordsters of record, but the same shall not be required
tem
required to be recorded at large,
but shall be carefully filed, kept, and numbered
numbered in the office of the clerk of
of
opea
the court, and aadocket
docket only, or short memorandum
memorandum thereof, kept in books Dockets open
to be provided
inspection. to
provided for that purpose, which shall be open to public inspection,
t° inspection.
ulsPection"
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Copies of such records, duly
under the
duly certified
certified under
the seal
seal of
of the
the court,
court, shall
shall in
in
all cases
cases be
be prima
evide nce of
ofth
f
ac t
s th
ere i
n st
at
ed.
E
vid ence
all
prima facie
facie evidence
thee facts
therein
stated.
Evidence
or
examination
in any of the proceedings
or examination in
proceedings under this act may be
bebe taken
taken before the court, or a
a register in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, viva voce or
writing, before
before
or in writing,
aacommissioner of the circuit court, or by
or on
on commission,
by affidavit,
affidavit, or
commission, and
and
the court may direct a
a reference
reference to aaregister in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or
suitor other
other suitable person, to take and certify such examination,
examination, and
may compel
compel the
the atand may
attendance of witnesses,
witnesses, the
of books
books and
and the
tendance
the production
production of
and papers,
papers, and
the giving
giving
of testimony in the same
same manner as in suits in equity in
the circuit
in the
circuit court.
court.
INVOLUNTARY BANKRUPTCY.
INVOLUNTARY
BANKRUPTCY.

Involuntary
SEC.
S
EC. 39. And be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
That any
any person
person residing
residing and
and owing
owing
debts
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, who,
after the
the passage
of this
depart from
from the
bankruptcy.
debts
as
who, after
passage of
this act,
act, shall
shall depart
the
What to
to be
What
be
deemed acts of State, district, or Territory of which he
he is
is an
an inhabitant,
inhabitant, with
intent to
to
with intent
bankruptcy.
defraud his creditors, or, being absent, shall, with
bankruptcy.
such intent,
abwith such
intent, remain
remain absent; or shall conceal himself to avoid the service
service of
of legal
process in
in any
any
legal process
a debt or demand provable
action for the recovery
recovery of a
under this
or
provable under
this act;
act; or
shall conceal or remove any of his
to avoid
avoid its
his property
property to
its being
being attached,
attached,
taken, or sequestered
sequestered on legal process;
shall make
make any
any assignment,
gift,
process; or
or shall
assignment, gift,
Sale, conveyance,
sale,
conveyance, or transfer of his estate, property, rights, or
either
or credits,
credits, either
within the United States or elsewhere, with intent
to delay,
defraud, or
intent to
delay, defraud,
or
hinder his creditors;
creditors; or who
arrested and
in custody
who has
has been
been arrested
and held
held in
custody under
under
or by virtue of mesne process or execution,
execution, issued out
of any
out of any court
court of
any
State, district, or Territory, within which such debtor resides or has
has propproperty founded
a demand
founded upon a
demand in its nature provable against aabankrupt's
bankrupt's
estate under this act, and for aa sum exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, and
and
such process
process is remaining in force and not discharged
such
discharged by payment, or in
in
any other manner provided by the law of such
district, or
or Territory
Territory
such State,
State, district,
a period of seven days;
applicable thereto, for a
days; or
or has
has been
been actually
actually imimprisoned for more than seven days
civil action,
founded on
days in
in aa civil
action, founded
on contract,
contract,
for the sum of one hundred dollars or upwards;
upwards; or
bankrupt
or who,
who, being
being bankrupt
or insolvent, or in contemplation
contemplation of bankruptcy
or insolvency,
bankruptcy or
insolvency, shall
shall make
make
any payment, gift, grant, sale, conveyance, or transfer
transfer of
of money
or other
money or
other
property, estate, rights, or credits, or give
warrant to
to confess
confess judgjudggive any
any warrant
Proceedings.
ment ;or
or procure
procure or
his property
property to
t
o be,taken
be,t
ak
en on
l
ega lprocess,
process, with
wi
t
h
Proceedings.
ment;
or suffer
suffer his
on legal
intent to give aapreference
preference to one or more of his creditors, or to any
perany person or persons who are
or may
him as
as indorsers,
indorsers, bail,
bail, sureare or
may be
be liable
liable for
for him
sureties, or otherwise, or with the intent, by
his property,
by such disposition
disposition of
of his
property,
to defeat or delay the operation
operation of this act;
banker, meract; or
or who,
who, being
being aabanker,
merchant, or trader, has fraudulently stopped or
not resumed
or suspended
suspended and
and not
resumed
commercial paper, within aaperiod of fourteen
payment of his commercial
days, shall
be
fourteen days,
shall be
deemed to
deemed
to have committed
committed an act of bankruptcy, and, subject
subject to the condicondiPetition, &c.
hereinafter prescribed, shall be adjudged
Petition,
Sze. tions hereinafter
adjudged a
abankrupt, on the
the petition
petition of
of
one or more of his creditors, the
aggregate of
whose debts
debts provable
provable under
under
the aggregate
of whose
this act amount to at least two hundred and
such
and fifty dollars,
dollars, provided
provided such
petition is brought within six months after the
bankruptcy shall
the act of
of bankruptcy
shall
have been committed.
committed. And if such person
shall be
be adjudged
adjudged a
bankrupt,
person shall
a bankrupt,
the assignee may recover back the money
money or
or other
other property
property so
so paid,
paid, conconveyed,
veyed, sold, assigned, or transferred contrary to
the perperto this act, provided
provided the
son receiving such payment or conveyance
conveyance had
bad reasonable
reasonable cause
believe
cause to
to believe
that a
a fraud on this act was intended, or that the debtor
that
debtor was
was insolvent,
insolvent,
and such creditor shall not be allowed to
his debt
debt in
in bankruptcy.
to prove
prove his
bankruptcy.
Debtor to be
he
SEC.
And be itfurther
enacted, That upon the
S
EC. 40. And
it further enacted,
the filing
filing of the
the petition
petition
notified to appeard
and
a uthow
rized by
by the next preceding
authorized
section, if
if it
it shall
appear that
that sufficient
sufficient
preceding section,
shall appear
pear
and show
cause.
cause.
grounds exist therefor, the court shall direct the
an order
the entry
entry of
of an
order requirrequiring the debtor to appear and show cause,
a court of
cause, at a
bankruptcy to
to be
of bankruptcy
be
holden at
at a
a time
time to be specified in the order, not less than five days from the
holden
service thereof, why the prayer of the petition should not
and
not be
be granted;
granted; and
may also, by its injunctions, restrain the debtor, and
any other
other person,
person, in
in
and any
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the mean time, from making
making any transfer or disposition of
any part
part of
of the
in
of any
the Debtor
Debtor may
may in
time be
the
mean time
be
debtor's property not excepted by this act
operation thereof
thereof and
enjoined;
act from the
the operation
and enjoined;
from any interference
interference therewith;
therewith; and if it shall appear
is probappear that there
there is
probable cause tor
for believing that the debtor'
debtor is about to leave the district, or to
to
remove or conceal his goods and chattels or
or his
his evidence
or may
be de.
evidence of
of property,
property, or
may be
demake any fraudulent conveyance
conveyance or disposition thereof;
court may
i
s_tamed
thereof, the court
may istained by
by marmarsue aawarrant to the marshal
commanding him
him to
the shal.
shit '
.
marshal of the district, commanding
to arrest
arrest the
alleged
alleged [bankrupt] and him safely
unless he
give bail
bail to
the
safely keep,
keep, unless
he shall
shall give
to the
satisfaction of the court for his appearance
appearance from time to
to time,
time, as required
required
by the court, until the decision
the court
court upon
the furfurdecision of
of the
upon the
the petition
petition or
or the
ther order of the court, and forthwith to take possession
possession provisionally
provisionally of
of
all the property and effects of the debtor, and safely
safely keep
the same
until
keep the
same until
the further order of the court. A copy of the petition and of
such order
order
Service
of such
Service upon
upon
i
e
ob
nto
ar
r
y omtr
i
to
by delivering
same to
to td
to show cause shall be
be served
served on
on such debtor
debtor by
delivering the
the same
debtor
of etrto
him personally, or leaving the same at his last or usual place
show cause.
cause.
place of abode;
abode; show
or, if such debtor cannot be found, or his place of residence
residence ascertained,
ascertained,
service shall be made by publication
publication in such manner as the
may
the judge
judge may
No further proceedings,
direct.
proceedings, unless the debtor
debtor appear and
Further proand consent
consent Further
prothereto, shall he
be had until proof shall have been given, to the satisfaction
satisfaction ceedings.
ceedings.
of the court, of
publication ;;and if such proof he
of' such service or publication
be not
not given
given
on the return day of such order, the proceedings
proceedings shall be adjourned and
an order made that the notice be forthwith so served or published.
SEc.
41. And
And be it
it further enacted,
enacted, That on such return
or aadAllegations of
SEC. 41.
ret urn day
day or
d- )uemtamioanr4be
Allegations
journed
journed day, if the notice has been duly served or published,
or shall
shall be
published, or
be 1
stirinto be
waived by the appearance
appearance and consent of the debtor, the court shall pro- heard.
ceed summarily to hear the allegations
aced
allegations of the petitioner
petitioner and debtor, and may
may
adjourn the proceedings
adjourn
proceedings from time to time, on good cause
cause shown, and shall,
if the debtor on the same day so demand in writing, order a
a trial
trial by jury
jury at
at
6f the court at which a
the first term df
to ascerascera jury shall be
be in attendance,
attendance, to
of such alleged bankruptcy; and
tain the flct
filet of'
hearing or
or trial,
trial, Proceedings
Proceedings to
and if upon
upon such
such hearing
to
c
i
o
ie
e is
r
mir
s
o
s
v
e: if
the debtor proves to the satisfaction
satisfaction of th
cour tor of
ofthe
th
ej
ury, as
as the
the case
casebdto
thee court
jury,
be
dismissed
debtor
proves,
may be, that the facts set forth in the petition are not true, or that the sse.
P
&c.prov
debtor has paid and satisfied all liens upon
case the
upon his property,
property, in
in case
the existexistence of such liens were the sole ground
grourid of the proceeding, the proceedings
shall be dismissed
dismissed and the respondent shall
shall recover
recover costs.
costs.
SEc.
further enacted,
enacted, That if the facts set forth in the Debtor to be
SEc. 42. And be it further
petition are found to be true, or if default be made by the debtor
declared a
bankdebtor to
to ap.
ap- declared
a bankpear pursuant
pursuant to the order, upon due proof of service
rupt,'if, &c.
service thereof being made, ruPt
the court shall adjudge the debtor
debtor to be a
a bankrupt, and,
and, as such, subject
subject
to the provisions of this net,
act, and shall forthwith
forthwith issue
to take
take
issue aa warrant
warrant to
possession of the estate of the debtor. The warrant shall be directed, and Warrant
to
Warrant to
the property of
of' the debtor
debtor shall be taken thereon,
thereon, and
and shall
be assigned
assigned issue.
shall be
issue.
and distributed in the same manner and with similar proceedings to
to those
hereinbefore provided for the taking possession,
hereinbefore
assignment, and
distribupossession, assignment,
and distribution of the property of the debtor upon his own petition.
Order to
to rerepetition. The
The order
order of
of Order
adjudication of bankruptcy
adjudication
bankruptcy shall require the bankrupt
forthwith, or withwhat.
bankrupt forthwith,
with- quire what.
exceeding five after the date of the order
in such number of days, not exceeding
order or
or
notice thereof;
thereof, as shall by the order be prescribed, to make and deliver,
notice
or transmit by mail, post-paid, to the messenger,
schedule of
of the
credi•
messenger, a
a schedule
the credi.
tors and an inventory of his estate in the form and verified
in the
verified in
the manner
manner
required of
of aa petitioning
petitioning debtor
debtor by
thirteen. If the debtor has det3tr,cledtsf
Proceeding if
required
by section thirteen.
or as
e
failed to
a certified
appear
ed
failed
to appear in person,
person, or by.attorney, a
certified copy of the adjudica- to
t
o appear.
tion shall be forthwith served on him by delivery or publication in the
the
hereinbefore provided
manner hereinbefore
provided for the service of the order to show cause;
cause;
and if the bankrupt is absent or cannot be found, such
schedule and
insuch schedule
and inventory shall be prepared
prepared by the messenger
messenger and
and the
the assignee
from the
If, etitioning
assignee from
the If
best
informatio n th
ey can
can obtain.
obt ai
n. If
th
e pet
i
t
i
on i
ng cred i
tor shall not ap- crediult
m ton
es'
at
best information
they
If the
petitioning
creditor
shall not ap- creditor
t° does not
pear and proceed
proceed on the return day, or adjourned day,
may, appear.
appear.
day, the
the court
court may,
upon the petition of any other creditor, to the required amount, proceed
proceed
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to adjudicate
adjudicate on
petition, without
without requiring
new service
service or
or publipublito
on such
such petition,
requiring aanew
cation of notice to the debtor.
OF SUPERSEDING
SUPERSEDING THE
THE BANKRUPT
PROCEEDINGS BY
ARRANGEMENT.
OF
BANKRUPT PROCEEDINGS
BY ARRANGEMENT.

Proceedings
SEC.
Proceedings in
S
EC. 43. And be it further
credifurther enacted,
enacted, That if at
at the first
first meeting
meeting of
of credibankruptcy may
any meeting
meeting of
creditors to
specially called
for that
that purpose,
purpose,
called for
be specially
to be
of creditors
at any
tors, or
or at
superseded tors,
be superseded
by
arrangement. and
which previous
previous notice
notice shall
shall have
have been
been given
for such
of time
time
given for
such length
length of
of which
by arrangement.
and of
and
and in
in such
such manner
manner as
as the court may
may direct, three
three fourths
fourths in
in value of
of the
the
Creditors to creditors whose claims have been proved shall determine
determine and resolve that
that
determine,
&c.
it
is for
for the
interest of
the general
general body
the creditors
creditors that
determine, &c.
it is
the interest
of the
body of
of the
that the
the estate
estate of
of
bankrupt should
should be wound up and settled,
settled, and distribution made among
among
the bankrupt
Trustees,
direction of
committee
Trustees.
the creditors by trustees, under
under the inspection
inspection and
and direction
of a
a committee
of the
the creditors,
creditors, it
shall be
be lawful
the creditors
creditors to
to certify
certify and
and report
of
it shall
lawful for
for the
report
such resolution
resolution to
and to
to nominate
nominate one
one or
more trustees
trustees to
or more
to take
take
such
to the
the court,
court, and
estate, under
direction of
committee.
and hold and
and distribute
distribute the
the estate,
under the direction
of such
such committee.
Court
to apcourt to
ap-. If
If it shall appear to the court, after hearing the bankrupt and such credicrediprove.
was duly
duly passed,
passed, and
prove.
tors as
as may desire
desire to
to be
be heard, that
that the resolution
resolution was
and
that the
the interests
creditors will
promoted thereby,
thereby, it
that
interests of
of the
the creditors
will be
be promoted
it shall
shall conconConsent of
of
firm the saine; and upon the execution and filing, by or on behalf of
creditors to be
be
Sled.
three
in value
value of
all the
the creditors
whose claims
claims have
have been
been proved,
proved,
creditors whose
of all
fourths in
three fourths
lied.
of
bankrupt be wound up
of aa consent
consent that
that the estate
estate of the bankrupt
up and settled
settled by
according to the
terms of•
said trustees
trustees according
the terms
of such
such resolution,
resolution, the bankrupt,
bankrupt, or
or
his assignee
assignee in bankruptcy, if appointed,
appointed, as the case may be, shall, under
under
the direction
under oath,
direction of
of the court,
court, and under
oath, convey,
convey, transfer, and
and deliver
deliver all
all
the
property and
trustee or trustees,
the property
and estate of the bankrupt
bankrupt to
to the
the said
said trustee
trustees,
Conveyance who shall,
shall, upon such conveyance
conveyance and transfer, have and hold the same in
to trustees,
trustees.
the same manner, and with the same
same powers and
all respects,
and rights,
rights, in
in all
respects, as
as
the bankrupt would have had or held the same if
proceedings in
if no
no proceedings
in bankruptcy had been taken,
bankruptcy would have done
taken, or as the assignee in bankruptcy
done
of these had such resolution not been passed
passed;;and such consent and the proceedEffect M
proceedproceedings.
proceedings.
ings thereunder
thereunder shall be as binding in all respects on any creditor
creditor whose
debt is provable,
and
provable, who has not signed
signed the same, as
as if
if he
he had
had signed
signed it, and
on any creditor
creditor whose debt, if provable, is
is not proved,
proved, as if he
he had
had proved
proved
it; and the court, by order, shall direct all acts
needful to be
acts and things
things needful
be
done to carry into effect such resolution of the creditors,
creditors, and the said
said
trustees shall proceed to wind up and settle the estate
direcestate under
under the
the direction and inspection
inspection of such committee
committee of the creditors, for the equal benefit
benefit
of all such creditors,
creditors, and the winding up and settlement
settlement of
of any estate
provisions of
section shall be
in
under the provisions
of this
this section
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be proceedings
proceedings in
Rights and
bankruptcy
bankruptcy under this act; and the said trustees shall have all the rights
tpeoewers
of trutrns- and
and powers
powers of
i
gnees in
i
n bankruptcy.
The court,
the application of
pwers of
of ass
assignees
bankruptcy. The
court, on
on the
application of
s.
tees.
s
such trustees, shall have power to summon and examine, or [on] oath or
otherwise, the bankrupt and any creditor, and any person indebted to the
the
estate
estate1ior known or suspected
suspected of having any of the estate in his possession,
or any other person whose examination
examination may be material
material or necessary
necessary to
to
aid the trustees
trustees in the execution
execution of their trust, and
and to compel the attendattendance of such persons and the production
production of books and papers in the same
manner as in other proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy
bankruptcy under this
the
this act;
act; and
and the
bankrupt shall have the like right to apply for and obtain aadischarge
bankrupt
after the passage of such resolution
resolution and the appointment
appointment of such trustees
trustees
as if such resolution had not been passed, and as if all the proceedings
proceedings had
had
continued in the manner
manner provided
provided in the preceding
preceding sections of this act.
If resolution If
If the resolution shall not be duly reported, or the consent of the creditors
If
is not approved,
pproved, shall
tiled, or
ottapproved,
,shall not be duly filed,
or if,
if, upon its filing,
filing, the
the court
court shall
shall not
not think fit
fit to
approve thereof, the bankruptcy
bankruptcy shall proceed
proceed as though no resolution had
resuming
been passed, and the court may make all necessary
necessary orders for resuming
the proceedings.
elapsed bebeproceedings. And the period of
of time which shall
shall have elapsed
tween the date of the resolution
assuming
resolution and
and the
the date of the order for
for assuming
proceedings shall not be reckoned
reckoned in calculating
calculating periods of time prescribed
prescribed
by this act.
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PENALTIES
PENALTIES AGAINST
AGAINST BANKRUPTS.
BANKRUPTS.

SEC. 44. And be itfurther
Sac.
it further . enacted,
enacted, That
and after
after the
That from
from and
the passage
passage Penalty
Penalty
of
this act
of this
act if any debtor or bankrupt shall, after the commencement
of against bankcommencement of
insceercnelto
for
secretproceedings in bankruptcy, secrete
secrete or conceal
conceal any
any property
property belonging
belonging to
ing or concealng
concealing
to ingor
his
estate,
or
part
with,
conceal,
or
destroy,
alter,
mutilate,
his estate, or part
conceal,
mutilate, or falsify,
dty.
falsify, or
or Prper
property;
cause
cause to
to be concealed,
concealed, destroyed, altered, mutilated, or
falsified, any
ar
n,:t
s
ur
a
Tt
or falsified,
any book,
book, ai
and
mutilating
deed,
or writing relating thereto,
deed, document,
document, or
thereto, or remove,
remove, or cause to
be rebooks, &o.
to be
re- books,
&o.
moved,
moved, the same or any part thereof out of
of the
the district,
district, or
or otherwise
otherwise disdispose of any part thereof, with intent to
prevent it
into the
to prevent
it from
from coming
coming into
the
possession
possession of the assignee in bankruptcy, or
or to
impede, or
or delay
delay
to hinder,
hinder, impede,
either
either of them in recovering
recovering or receiving
receiving the same,
make any
payment,
same, or
or make
any payment,
gift, sale, assignment, transfer, or
conveyance of
gift,
br conveyance
of any
property belonging
belonging
any property
to his estate with the like intent, or spends any
to
any part
thereof in
in gaming;
gaming;
part thereof
or shall,
shall, with
with intent
intent to defraud, wilfully
or
wilfully and fraudulently
fraudulently conceal from
from his
his
assignee or omit from his schedule any property or
assignee
effects whatsoever;
whatsoever; or
or
or effects
if, in
having,-to his knowledge
if,
in case
ease of any person having,•to
or belief,
knowledge or
belief, proved
proved aafalse
false
or fictitious
fictitious debt against his estate, he shall fail
or
fail to
disclose the
the same
same to
his
to disclose
to his
assignee
assignee within one month after coming to.the
knowledge or
to the knowledge
or belief
belief therethereof;
shall attempt to account for any of his property by
of; or
or shall
by fictitious
losses
fictitious losses
or
expenses; or shall, within three months before
or expenses;
before the
of
the commencement
commencement of
proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy, under the false
pretence of
of carrying
carrying
false color
color and
and pretence
on
business and dealing in the ordinary course of
on business
obtain on
of trade, obtain
on credit
credit
from any
any person
person any
from
any goods or chattels
chattels with intent to defraud;
defraud; or
or shall,
shall,
with
intent
to
defraud
his
with intent to defraud
creditors, within three months next
next before
before the
the
commencement of proceedings
commencement
proceedings in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, pawn,
or dispose
dispose of,
of,
pawn, pledge,
pledge, or
otherwise than
than by bona fide transactions in the ordinary
otherwise
ordinary way
his trade,
way of
of his
trade,
any of
his goods
goods or chattels which
any
of his
which have been obtained on
reon credit
credit and
and remairn unpaid
he shall be deemed
misdemeanor, and,
main'
unpaid for,
for, he
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor,
upon
and, upon
conviction
thereof in
in any
conviction thereof
any court of the United States, shall
shall be
punished
be punished
by
by imprisonment,
imprisonment, with or without hard labor, for a
a term not
not exceeding
exceeding
three
three years.
PENALTIES AGAINST
AGAINST OFFICERS.

SEC.
be it
enacted, That if any judge, register,
register, clerk,
Sac. 45.
45. And
And be
it further enacted,
clerk, .P
d
enalty against
PenaltyaganLt

marshal,
messenger, assignee, or any other officer
several courts
marshal, messenger,
officer of the
the several
of Judges
jouffi0g08 afn
courts of

for otbankruptcy
shall, for
anything done
done or pretended
bankruptcy shall,
for anything
pretended to be done under this
fences under
this fences
under
under color of d
doing
anything
act, or under
oi
ng an
ythi ng thereunder;
th
ereun d
er; wilfully
w ilfull y d
emand or
take,
act.
this
demand
or take, this act.
or appoint
appoint or
or allow
allow any
person whatever
or
any person
whatever to take for him or on his
his account,
or
for
or
on
account
or for or on account of any other person,
person, or in trust for him
or for
him or
for any
any
other person,
fee, emolument,
other
person, any
any fee,
emolument, gratuity, sum of money, or anything of
of
value whatever,
other than is allowed by this act, or which
value
whatever, other
shall be
which shall
be alallowed
under
the authority thereof, such person, when convicted
lowed under the
convicted thereof
thereof
shalA forfeit
forfeit and
the sum
sum of not less than three hundred
shaft
and pay
pay the
hundred dollars and
and
not exceeding
exceeding five
hundred dollars, and be imprisoned not exceeding
not
five hundred
exceeding three
three
years.
years.
Slic.
46. And be itfurther
enacted, That if any
Sic. 46.
it further enacted,
shall forge
the Penalty
Penalty for
any person
person shall
forge the
for
judge,
register,
signature of aa j
ud
ge ,
reg i
st
er,
ot h
er officer
offi cer o
or shall
shall forge
forge&o.
forgery, &o.
or other
offthe court,
court, or
forgery,
or
counterfeit
the
seal
of the
knowinigly concur in using any
or counterfeit the seal of
the courts,
courts, or knowingly
any
such
forged or
signature or seal for the purpose
such forged
or counterfeit
counterfeit signature
purpose of
of authenticatauthenticating
ing any
any proceeding
proceeding or document, or shall tender in evidence
such proevidence any
any such
proceeding
or document
with a
a false or counterfeit signature of any such
ceeding or
document with
such judge,
judge,
register,
or other
or a
a false
false or counterfeit
seal of
the court, subscribed
register, or
other officer,
officer, or
counterfeit seat
octhe
subscribed
or
attached thereto, knowing
such signature
or attached thereto,
knowing such
signature or seal to be false or counterfeit,
any such
shall be
guilty of felony, and upon conviction
feit, any
such person
person shall
be guilty
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be liable
to aafine
fine of
of not
not less than five hundred dollars, and not
shall be
liable to
more
not more
than
and to be imprisoned not exceeding five years,
than five
five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, and
years,
at the discretion of the court.
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FEES AND
AND COSTS.
FEES
COSTS.
Fees
Fees and
costs;
cost s;

S
EC. 47. And
enacted, That
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That in each
each case
case there shall
shall be
be
allowed
and paid,
in addition
the fees
fees of
of the
the clerk
of the
the court
court as
allowed and
paid, in
addition to
to the
clerk of
as now
now
established
or as
may be
by general
general order,
order, under
under the
the
as may
be established
established by
established by
by law,
law, or
provisions
of this
this act,
act, for
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, the
the following
following fees,
fees, which
which
for fees
fees in
provisions of
shall
services of
of the
the registers:
registers:-—
payment for the services
the payment
shall be applied to the
For
every warrant, two dollars.
For issuing every
For each
each day
which a
ameeting
meeting is
dollars.
three dollars.
is held,
held, three
day in
in which
For
For each
each order
dividend, three
dollars.
three dollars.
for aadividend,
order for
For
For every
every order
order substituting
substituting an
an arrangement
by trust
banktrust deed
deed for
for bankarrangement by
For
ruptcy, two
dollars.
two dollars.
ruptcy,
For
every bond
two dollars.
bond with
with sureties,
sureties, two
dollars.
For every
For
every application
meeting in
in any
matter under
under this
act,
this act,
for any
any meeting
any matter
For every
application for
one
one dollar.
For
day's service
under a
aspecial
special order
order
employed under
service while
while actually
actually employed
For every
every day's
of
not exceeding
five dollars,
the court.
court.
dollars, to
to be
be allowed
allowed by
by the
the court,
court, aasum
sum not
exceeding five
of the
For
allowed by
by law.
law.
the fees
fees now
now allowed
For taking
taking depositions
depositions, the
For
every discharge
discharge when
opposition, two
two dollars.
there is
is no
no opposition,
when there
For every
to have
priorSuch
priority of payment
payment over all
Such fees shall
shall have priority
all other claims out of
to
havepriority of payment. the estate, and, before aa warrant
sty
warrant issues, the petitioner shall deposit
deposit with
the
register of
of the
court, or
or with
the
the clerk,
clerk, to
to be
be delivered
delivered to the
the court,
with the
the senior
senior register
register,
if there
the payment
payment thereof;
thereof; and
and if
dollars as
as security for the
register, fifty dollars
are
not sufficient
payment of
upon whose
whose
assets for
for the
the payment
of the
the fees, the person upon
are not
sufficient assets
petition-the warrantt
warrantt is
issue
same, and
and the
the court may
may issue
petitionis issued, shall
shall pay
pay the
the same,
execution against
against him
pa)anent to the register.
an execution
him to compel panment
ordered, the assignee
Before dividiviBefore any dividend is ordered,
assignee shall pay out of the estate
dend
the messenger
the following
fees, and
and no
more: —
no more:
following fees,
messenger the
orderped
to the
aiendiis ordered,
assignee
to pay to
to
messenger
First.
For service
of warrant,
warrant, two
two dollars.
dollars.
First. For
service of
to messenger
certain fees.
Second. For all necessary
necessary travel, at the rate
each
rate of
of five
five cents aamile
mile each
way.
Third. For each written note to creditor named
named in the schedule, ten
cents.
cents.
Fourth.
custody of property, publication
publication of notices,
notices, and
and other
other
Fourth. For custody
services,
expenses upon returning
returning the same in
services, his actual and necessary
necessary expenses
in
specific
and making
making oath
have been actually
actually incurred and
specific items,
items, and
oath that
that they
they have
paid
reasonable, the same to be taxed or adjusted
paid by him, and are just and reasonable,
by
and the
the oath
of the
the messenger
messenger shall
shall not
not be
be conclusive
conclusive as
as to
to
oath of
by the
the court,
court, and
the
the necessity
necessity of said expenses.
For
thereon, such further
allowance
For cause shown, and upon hearing
hearing thereon,
further allowance
may
may determine.
determine.
may be made
made as
as the court,
court, in
in its
its discretion,
discretion, may
Court may
The enumeration
enumeration of the foregoing fees shall not prevent the judges,
prescribe tariff
shall frame
frame general
orders in
in accordance
the proprowith the
and orders
accordance with
general rules
rules and
who shall
offefe
fees. tariff who
visions
tariff of fees
visions of section ten,
ten, from
from prescribing
prescribing a
a tariff
fees for all other
other services
services
of the officers of courts of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or from reducing the fees prescribed in this section in classes of cases to be named in their rules and
and
orders.
OF
MEANING OF
TERMS AND
COMPUTATION OF
OF TIME.
TIME.
OF MEANING
OF TERMS
AND COMPUTATION

Meaning of
SEC.
"assignee,"
SEC. 48. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the word "
assignee," and the
terms and com- word "creditor"
shall include
include the
the plural
also; and
and the
word "
messenger"
" messenger"
the word
plural also;
word " c reditor " shall
ofputationd
putation of
shall include
his assistant
except in
provision for
for the
assistants, except
in the provision
assistant or
or assistants,
shall
include his
time.
"marshal" shall include the marshal's
marshal's
fees of that officer. The word "marshal"
deputies; the word
person" shall
"corporation ";
"; and
and the
deputies;
word "
" person"
shall also
also include
include "corporation
word
oath" shall include "
" affirmation." And in all cases in which any
word "
" oath"
particular
mentioned
particular number
number of
of days is
is prescribed by
by this
this act,
act, or shall be
be mentioned
in any rule or order of court or general order which shall at any time be
made under this act, for the doing of any act, or for any other purpose,
absence of any expression to the
the same shall be reckoned, in the absence
contrary,
the first,
first, and inclusive
inclusive of
of the last day, unless
unless the
contrary, exclusive
exclusive of the
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last day
Christmas day,
day, or
on any
any day
day appointed
appointed
last
day shall
shall fall
fall on
on aa Sunday,
Sunday, Christmas
or on
of the
United States
as a
a day
day of
by the
the President
President of
the United
States as
of public
public fast
fast or
or thanksthanksgiving, or
on the
case the
shall be
be reckoned
giving,
or on
the Fourth
Fourth of
of July,
July, in
in which
which case
the time
time shall
reckoned
exclusive of
also.
exclusive
of that
that day
day also.
SEC. 49. And be it further
all the
of
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That all
the jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, power,
power, Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
and authority
authority conferred
upon and
and vested
vested in
in the
the United
United States
and
conferred upon
the District
District Court
Court of
of the
States
?
)
o
i
t
s
i
t
r
r
t
lt
i
n
ot1 0..
States by
cases in
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy are
are hereby
conferred cDurts
United States
by this
this act
act in
in cases
hereby conferred
in th
upon
District of
Columbia, and
lumbia and
and TerTerupon and
and vested in
in the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
and lnmbia
in
the supreme
supreme courts
of the
the several
several Territories
Territories of
of the
the United
in and
and upon
upon the
courts of
Unitedritories.
ritories.
bankrupt,resides
of Columbia
Columbia or
in
States, when
when the
the bankrupt
resides in
in the
the said
said District
District of
or in
either of the said Territories.
Territories. And in those judicial districts
are In
districts not
districts which
which are
In districts
not
not within any organized
organized circuit
power and
circuit of the United States, the power
and in
in organized
organized oircira circuit court in bankruptcy may be exercised
"'its,.judge
to
jurisdiction of a
exercised by the cexuetrso'gdpgoewt:r
exercise power
district
judge.
of
court.
district judge.
of circuit
circuit court.
SEC. 50.
50. And
be it
enacted, That
That this
act shall
commence and
act to
to
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted,
this act
shall commence
and When
When act
take
effect as
as to
of the
officers created
the take effect.
effect.
take effect
to the
the appointment
appointment of
the officers
created hereby,
hereby, and
and the
promulgation of rules and general orders, from
promulgation
from and after the
the date
date of
of its
its
proceeding under
under this
act Proviso.
approval: Provided,
Provided, That
That no petition or
or other
other proceeding
this act
shall be filed, received, or commenced
commenced before the
the first
first day
day of June,
June, anno
anno
Domini, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven.
eighteen hundred
sixty-seven.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. CLXXVII. —
- An Act for the
the Relief of the Inhabitants
Inhabitants of Cities
March 2,
2, 1867.
Cities and Towns March
1867.
upon
upon the Public
Public Lands.
Be it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
and House
louse of
of the
cf America in
assembled, That whenever
.Town
authori.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
whenever any portion of ties,
Town
&c.authorimay
the
lands of
of the
States have
have been
been or
he settled
settled upon
may
the public
public lands
the United
United States
or shall
shall be
upon ties,
enter&o.
public
and occupied
occupied as a
atown site, and therefore not subject
subject to entry under the lands occupied
occupied
as iLw
sain cat
a
et
agricultural pre-emption laws, it shall be lawful, in case such town shall m
townunmsites,
a.
minimum
price,
he
incorporated, for the corporate
and if
incorpor- in
trust,
&o.
be incorporated,
corporate authorities
authorities thereof, and
if not
not incorporin trust, &o.
ated, for
town
borthe judge of the county court for the county
county in which
which such
such town
may be situated, to enter
enter at the proper land office,
office, and
and at the minimum
minimum
price, the land so settled and occupied, in trust for the
several use
use and
the several
and
benefit of the occupants
occupants thereof, according
according to their respective interests;
interests ;
the execution
execution of which
which trust,
town, Trust,
Trust, how
how
trust, as to the disposal
lisposal of
of the
the lots in
in such
such town,
proceeds of the sales thereof,
thereof, to be conducted under such rules executed.
and the proceeds
and regulations as may be prescribed by the legislative
legislative authority
authority of the
the
Territory in which
State or Territory
which the same may be situated: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the entry
entry of the land intended by this act to be made shall be made, or aa Entry, &c.
&c.
declaratory statement of the purpose of the
whedn.to
be
declaratory
the inhabitants to
to enter it as
as aa when
to be
town site under this act shall be filed with the register of the proper
made;'
proper land ma
office,
office, prior to the commencement
commencement of the public sale of the body of land
land
declaratory statement shall Ito include
in which it is included, and that the entry or declaratory
include only such lands as is actually occupied
occupied by the town and the title wlat;
what;
If upon surveyed
upon surto which is in the United States. If
surveyed lands the entry shall
in its exterior limit be made in conformity
conformity to the legal subdivisions of the veyed
voivotaits5.1
lands.
1820, oh. 51.
iii.
p. 666
566
public lands authorized by the act of twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth April, one thousand
thousand Vol.
vo .111.
'
.9 p.
eight hundred and twenty;
twenty; and where
where the inhabitants are in number one
hundred
hundred and less than two hundred, shall embrace not exceeding
exceeding three
hundred and twenty acres;
acres; and in cases where the inhabitants of such
Amount of
of
town are more than two hundred
hundred and less than one thousand, shall em- land that may
may
brace not
ng s
i
x hundred
hun dre d an
df
or t
y acres;
acres; and
an d w
here the
th
e number
numberentered.
be
brace
not exceedi
exceeding
six
and
forty
where
be entered
of inhabitants is one thousand and over one thousand, shall embrace
embrace not
not
exceeding
exceeding twelve hundred and eighty acres: Provided,
Provided, That for each adProviso.
ditional one thousand inhabitants, not exceeding
a
dttional
exceeding five thousand in all, a
further grant of three hundred and twenty acres shall be allowed: And Where there
provided further,
provided
Territory in which a
office may not
o
em
laeu
nd
ts or
b
%
further, That in any Territory
a land
land office
not stateentsd
to°c
be
declaratory statements
filed
have been established, declaratory
statements as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided fi
sisid where.
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may
with the
the surveyor-general
surveying district
district in
in which
may be
be filed
filed with
surveyor-general of
of the
the surveying
which
the
lands are
are situate,
transmit said
said declaratory
declaratory statement
the
the lands
situate, who
who shall
shall transmit
statement to
to the
certain
provided, further,
further, That
any act
act of
of said
said trustrusoffice: And
And provided,
That any
Certain acts
acts general
general land
land office:
made in
conformity to
the rules
and regulations
regulations herein
alluded to
of trustees to be
be tees
tees not
not made
in conformity
to the
rules and
herein alluded
to
void.
shall
be void;
to be
to the
according to
to
provisions according
foregoing provisions
given to
the foregoing
effect to
be given
void; effect
Regulations.
shall be
Regulations.
such
Interior:
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
such regulations
regulations as may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
And provided
further, That
That the
provisions of
of this
act shall
shall not
apply to
This act not And
provided further,
the provisions
this act
not apply
to
to
apply to
to cercer- military or other reservations
to apply
heretofore made by the United States, nor
reservations heretofore
tain reservareservato reservations
reservations for
lighthouses, custom-houses,
mints, or
such other
other public
tions;
public
or such
custom-houses, mints,
for lighthouses,
to
purposes as
of the
the United
States may
require, whether
whether held
held
purposes
as the
the interests
interests of
United States
may require,
under reservations
Crown
reservations through the land office by title derived from the Crown
nor to
mines of
Spain, or
or otherwise:
otherwise: And
provided further,
further, That
That no
no title
shall be
be acacof Spain,
And provided
title shall
nor
to mines
of gold,
gold, &c.
&c.
quired,
under the
provisions of
of this
any mine
gold, silver,
silver, cinnaof
quired, under
the provisions
this act,
act, to
to any
mine of
of gold,
cinnabar,
or copper.
bar, or
copper.
A PPROVED, March
2, 1867.
March 2,
1867.
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
1867. CHAP.
March 2,
CLXXVIII.
CHAP.CLXXV1
II.
allowing the
the Duties
Merchandise imported
-— An
An Act
Act allowing
Duties on
on foreign
foreign Merchandise
imported
into
the Port
Port of
of Albany
Albany to
at that
Place.
into the
to be
be secured
secured and
andpaid
paid at
that Place.
Albany, New
Albany,
New
York, made a
port of delivery.
delivery.
Surveyor.
1831, ch. 87.
1831,
Vol.
p. 480.
480.
Vol. iv.
iv. p.

Be it
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Albany, in
assembled, That
That Albany,
in the
the State
of
State of
New
within the
the collection
collection district
district of
of New
New York,
York, be,
be, and
is
and is
and within
New York,
York, and
hereby, declared
hereby,
declared to
to be
be a
port of
of delivery
delivery within
within the
district; and
a port
the aforesaid
aforesaid district;
and
there shall
customs, to
reside at
said port,
who
there
shall be
be appointed
appointed a
a surveyor
surveyor of
of customs,
to reside
at said
port, who
shall, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the customary
customary duties
performed by
by that
that officer
officer in
shall,
duties performed
in

other places, perform the duties prescribed
prescribed in an act entitled ""An act allowing the foreign merchandise imported
Wheeling, Cinimported into Pittsburg, Wheeling,
cinnati, Louisville,
Louisville, Saint
Louis, Nashville,
and Natchez,
Natchez, to
secured
cinnati,
Saint Louis,
Nashville, and
to be
be secured
and paid
paid at
at those
those places,"
places," approved
approved March
two, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
and
March two,
hundred and

Bond, fees,
Bond,
fees, and
and thirty-one. The said surveyor, before taking the oath of office,
office, shall give
salary.
salary.
security to
United States for the faithful performance
security
to the United
performance of his duties in
aura of ten thousand
thousand dollars, and
the sum
and shall receive, in addition
addition to the customary
tomary fees and emoluments of his office,
office, an annual salary of six hundred
Privileges
Privileges and
and
restrictions aprestrictions
applicable.

dollars.
dollars.
SEC. 2. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the same privileges
it further
privileges granted to
to

delivery mentioned in the first section of this act, and the
the ports of delivery
restrictions created by the said act, are hereby
hereby extended
extended and made applicable to all goods, wares, and merchandise
merchandise imported into the United
States at any port of entry and destined
destined to said port of
of Albany.
Albany.
Privileges
SEC.
Privileges of
further enacted,
enacted, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
S
EC. 3. And be itit further
the Treasury
former
&c. shall be, and he is hereby, authorized to extend the privileges of the
former acts,
acts, &C.
extended to this
extended
warehouse acts
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six,
forty-six, and March
port.
warehouse
acts of
of August six,
six, eighteen
March
1846, ch.
ch. 84.
84.
1846,
of the
the
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, and the regulations
regulations of
Vol. ix. p. 53.
relating thereto,
thereto, to the said
said port
port of Albany.
Department relating
ch. 30. Treasury
Treasury Department
1854
1854, ch.
Vol. x. p. 270.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2, 1867.
1867.
March 2, 1867.

CHAP..CLXXIX.
CLXXIX. —
- An Act to create the
CHAP
Montana,
and establish
a Land
Office in
Montana, and
establish a
Land Office
in

Office of Surveyor-General
Territoryof
Surveyor-General in the Territory
the Territories
the
Territories of
of Montana
Mfontana and
and Arizona.
Arizona.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representativesof
the United
United
it enacted
and House of
of the
Surveyor-gen- States of America
Surveyor-genAmerica in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the President, by the aderal for Montana.
eralrontan vice and consent of
of the
the Senate,
and he
Senate, shall be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to
Salary
and du- appoint
surveyor-general for
for Montana,
Montana, whose
shall be
Salaryandduappoint a
a surveyor-general
whose annual
annual salary
salary shall
be

ties.

kh

Clerk hire,
office rent
and
office
rent, and
fuel.
Montana and
Arizona land
distonta latadistricts
established.

three thousand dollars, and whose power,
power, authority, and duties shall be
the
same as
those provided
provided by
for the
of Oregon.
Oregon.
the same
as those
by law
law for
the surveyor-general
surveyor-general of
He shall
proper allowances
and fuel, what
what
for clerk hire,
hire, office rent
rent and
have proper
allowances for
He
shall have
is now allowed
surveyor-general of Oregon.
allowed by law to the surveyor-general
SEC. 2. And be it
further enacted,
SEC.
it further
enacted, That the public lands within the
Territories.of
Montana and
and Arizona,
or shall
shall
to which
which the
the Indian
Indian title
title is
is or
Territories
of Montana
Arizona, to
be extinguished, shall each
constitute a
each respectively
respectively constitute
a new land district to
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Montana district and the Arizona
be called the Montana
district respectively,
respectively, and
and
Arizona district
the-President
the.President is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to appoint,
with the
the advice
advice
appoint, by
by and
and with
and consent
consent of
Senate, aaregister
register and
and receiver of public moneys
and
of the
the Senate,
moneys for Registers
Registers and
and
respectively, who shall
each of said districts respectively,
be requ
i
re d to
t
o res
id e at
th
ereceivers;
shall be
required
reside
at the
receivers;
places at
at which
offices shall be located,
located, and they shall have the
places
which said
said offices
the same
same their
their duties
duties
powers, perform the same duties, and
powers,
entitled to
to the
the same
same compensacompensa- and
t
i
i
i
n
od
n compensacompensaand be
be entitled
tion
as are
tion as
are or may be prescribed by law in relation to land offices of
of the
the
United States in other Territories.
Territories.
SEC.
And be it further
enacted, That the Secretary
Sze. 3.
3. And
further enacted,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior Location
of ofofLocation of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to locate said offices
yorgenera land
an d regisreg i
s-fices.
offices of surve
surveyor-general
fices.
ters and receivers of
moneys.
of public moneys.
SEc.
4. And be
be it
it further enacted,
SEC. 4.
enacted, That the Territory of
is Arizona
Arizona atof Arizona
Arizona is
athereby attached to the surveying
surveying district
di st
ri
cto
Californ i
a.
tached to
offCalifornia.
tached
to sursurAM
1
district
of
veying
distriotof
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
2; 1867.
March 2,
1867.
California.
California.

CIHAP. CLXXX.--An
Act supplementary to the several Acts of Congress abolishing March 2,1867.
CLXXX. — An Act
2, 1867.
Imprisonment for Debt.
lmprisonment
Debt.
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
States
in Congress assembled, That whenever, upon mos
States of
of America
America in
" distte
e
alv.rs
om
ffor
or
mesne
Stater l
laws
process or execution
out
offan
anyyo
offth
process
execution issuing
issuin g o
uto
t
s of
ofthe
th
e U
ni
te d States,
States,
to ;
&c
,„'
ment,
thee cour
courts
United
prisohngent
priso
any defendant
or i
imprisoned,
any
defendant therein
therein is arrested or
m p
ri
sone d, he
he s
hall be
be ent
i
tl
ed to &c.
.for
forndebt,
to
shall
entitled
debt, to
discharge
from such
such arrest or imprisonment
discharge from
imprisonment in the same manner
manner as if he
he fitflilycotot4)trs000rs
apply to process
ifromUnited
courts of
was
so arrested
arrested or imprisoned
was so
imprisoned on like process of the
courts in
in the
the t the United
the State
State courts
same
district.
And
the
same
oath
may
be
taken,
and
the
same
length of States.
same district. And the same oath may be taken,
length
Oath 'notice,
notice thereof shall
iss provided
shall be required, as
as i
prov id ed b
suc h State
State laws;
l
aws; and
and &O
&o. ath ' notice'
byy such
all
modifications, conditions, and restrictions upon imprisonment
all modifications,
debt,
imprisonment for
for debt,
now
now existing by the laws of any State, shall be applicable
to process
process isapplicable to
issuing
of' the
the courts of the United States therein, and the
suing out
out of
same course
the same
course
of
proceedings shall
be adopted
adopted as now are or may be in the courts of'
of proceedings
shall be
of
such
such States.
States. But
But all
all such
such proceedings
proceedings shall be had before some one of Proceedings
Proceedings to
l
the
thee U
United
States
the commissioners
commissioners appointed
appointed by th
nit ed St
ates circuit
ci
rcu i
t court to ta
ke be had
take
andbefore
n affidavits.
vcommissioners.
commissioners.
bail and
APPRovED,
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.
1867.
CIAP. CLXXXI.
CLXXXI. —
-AnAn Act authorizing
ciinr.
authorizing the
of the
Navy to
transfer the
Ite Secretary
Secreta of
the Navy
to transfer
the
United States iron-clad
" Onondaga," to George
Quintard, of
of New York.
United States iron-clad "
George Quintard,

Be
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of the Navy 0 Thed iron-clad
iron-clad
be,
and
is hereby,
authorized and
Quin-- be
On"ndagar
may
be, and lie
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to deliver to George
George Quin
nnaa
sTearrm
eol Yto
tard,
of New
New York,
tard, of
York, for
for his
his own use and behoof,
behoof, the United States ironGeorge Quiniron- George
clad
Onondaga, upon
upon payment
payment by
clad Onondaga,
by said
said Quintard, his heirs and assigns, to tard.
tard *
the
the treasury
treasury of the United States, the sum of seven hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftynine
thousand six
six hundred and seventy-three
nine thousand
seventy-three dollars.
dollars.
ArPiovED,
APPROVED, March
March 2, 1867.
CIHAP.
to authorize
authorize the Establishment
Establishment of
Ocean Mail
CHAP. CLXXXII.
CLXXXIT. -An
— An Act
Act to
of Ocean
2, 1867.
1867.
Mail Steamship
Steamship March
March 2,

Service between the United States and the Ilawaiian
Islands.
Service
Hawaiian Islands.

Be
enacted by
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the United
United
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Postmaster-General
tM hly mail
States of America in
Postmaster-General stemtu"nstgpYsmerail
be, and
is hereby,
proposals, by public advertisebe,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to invite
invite proposals,
advertise- vice between
between
ment, for the
the period
in one or more newspapers
mutt, for
period of
of sixty
sixty days,
days, in
newspapers published and
San Francisco
Honolulu.
in the cities of
of Washington,
New York,
York, Boston,
Boston, and San Francisco, re- anProposals
in the cities
Washington, New
1
,
1
r
I
ol
p
o
o
n
s
o
a
l to
spectively, for mail steamship
steamship service
between the port of San Francisco, be
spectively, for mail
service between
be advertised
advertised
in the
the United
United States,
port of Honolulu, in the Hawaiian
in
States, and
and the port
Hawaiian islands, for.
for.
by means
means of aamonthly line of first-class
first-class American sea-going
by
sea-going steamships,
steamships,
to be
be of
of not
less than
to
not less
than one
one thousand
thousand tons, government measurement, each,
each,
and
of
perform twelve round trips per annum, beand of sufficient
sufficient number
number to
to perform
be-
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Contract
and to
contract with the lowest responsible bidder for
to contract
ports; and
said ports;
tween said
with tween
Contract with
a term of not more than ten years, to begin from the day
bidder,
said service,
service, for a
lowest bidder.
the
of the
line shall depart from the port of San
said line
the said
steamship of
first steamship
the first
Provided, That no
Certain
Francisco with
with the mails for the Hawaiian islands: Provided,
Certain bids Francisco
notd.to
be considconsid- bids
shall be cons i
dere d which
w hi ch s
hall amoun
more th
an seventy-five
seven ty-fi ve
than
too more
amounttt
shall
considered
be
shall
bids
be
not
to
ere
ered.
thousand dollars for the twelve round trips per annum, nor unless the
thousand
same
be from
citizen or
citizens of
the United
United States,
accompanied
and accompanied
States, and
of the
or citizens
a citizen
from a
same be
by
of good
good and
(also citizens
the United
citizens of the
sureties (also
sufficient sureties
and sufficient
offer of
an offer
by an
provided furStates) for
for the
faithful performance
of such
such contract:
contract: And provided
performance of
the faithful
States)
Steamships
That before
before the
the acceptance
steamships by the Postmastersaid steamships
of the
the said
acceptance of
ther, That
Steamships to then
bereinspected beGeneral, for
for the
the said
said service,
service, they
they shall
shall be subject to inspection any
General,
tsheevcteefore they
fo
are'
acceptea for
an experienced
naval constructor,
constructor, to be detailed
detailed for that
experienced naval
by an
survey by
[and] survey
for the
the [and]
accepted
service.
purpose by the Secretary of the Navy, whose report shall be made to the
Postmaster-General.
Postmaster-General.
Contract ununS
EC. 2.
And be
be itfurther
it further enacted,
enacted, That
contract which the Postany contract
That any
2. And
SEC.
Contract
der
may execute under the authority of this act shall go into
master-General
en
this act,into master-General
der
into
wh
to go
when to
effect,
effect on
on or
or before
first day
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtyof January,
day of
the first
before the
effect
effect.
eight, and
and shall,
addition to
to the
stipulations of
ocean mail steamsteamof ocean
usual stipulations
the usual
in addition
shall, in
eight,
ship
that the
the government
United States shall be
of the United
government of
provide that
contracts, provide
ship contracts,
entitled
have transported,
free of
of expense,
on each and every steamer,
expense, on
transported, free
to have
entitled to
take charge of and arrange the mail matter, to whom
agent to take
aa mail agent
suitable
accommodations for that purpose shall be assigned; that,
that, in case
suitable accommodations
voyages stipuStipulations
of failure, from any cause,
perform any of the monthly voyages
cause, to perform
Stipulations
the
a pro rata deduction
thereof.
lated for in this contract, a
deduction may be made from the
compensation on account of such omitted voyage
voyage or voyages; that suitcompensation
able fines and
irregularities in
be imposed for delays and irregularities
and penalties may be
able
performance of the service; and that the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General shall
the performance
contract in case of its bedetermine the contract
power, at any time, to determine
have the power,
party.
any other party.
assigned to any
underlet or assigned
ing underlet

APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.
Fire
concerning the Fire
"An
entitled "
March 2,
1867. CHAP.
CHAP. CLXXXIII.
— An Act
to amend
amend an
An Act concerning
an Act
Act entitled
Act to
CLXXXIII.-An
2, 1867.
March
and
hundred and
eighteen, eighteen hundred
February eighteen,
of Washington
1867,
Department of
Washington City," approved
approved February
Department
48.
ch. 48.
1867, ch.
Ante, p. 397.
897.
sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
Ante,

Right to use
and
occupy tile
the
and occupy
Union
engineUnion enginehouse,
repealed.
house, repealed.

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That so much of the act enof America
America in
States of
department of Washington
" An act concerning
titled "
concerning the fire department
Washington city," apr
proved
hundred and
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven as
as proproeighteen hundred
eighteen, eighteen
February eighteen,
proved February
engine-house by the city
vides
occupation of the Union engine-house
use and occupation
for the use
vides for
of
hereby repealed.
Washington, is hereby
of Washington,
1867.
APPROVED, March 2,
APPROVED,
2, 1867.

for
entitled ""An Act
Provisions of an Act entitled
March
2, 1867.
CHAP. CLXXXIV.
CLXXXIV.
-- An Act
Act to
Act for
extend the Provisions
to extend
-An
1867. CHAP.
March 2,
and
Florida, Louisiana,
Claims in the States of Florida,
the
of private
Louisiana, and
Land Claims
private Land
final Adjustment
Adjustment of
the final
purposes."
and for other purposes."
Missouri,
Missouri, and

Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Provisions of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the provisions of the act
America in
States of
of States
Provisions

' An
An act
act for the final adjustment
act,
act, 1860,
186O •
cch.188.
h.1S. entitled
entitled "
adjustment of private land claims in the
Vol. xii. p 85
purposes," apextendeT2:
States
Florida, Louisiana,
Louisiana, and Missouri, and for other purposes,"
of Florida,
States of
extended fo'
eighteen hundred and sixty, be, and the same
twenty-second, eighteen
June twenty-second,
proved June
three years.
hereby, extended, and the same shall continue in force for aa period of
are hereby,
three
years from and after the passage
passage of this act.
three years
1867.
March 2,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
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NINTH CONGRESS.
Sum. II. CH.
Ca 185,
185, 186.
186.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SEssI.

1867.
1867.
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CHAP.
CLXXXV. -An
—An Act
Act relating
Appeals and
and Writs
Writs of
of Error
the Supreme
Supreme March
March 2,1867.
2, 1867.
CHAP. CLXXXV.
relating to
to Appeals
Error to
to the
ourt.
Court.
See Ante,
Ante, p.
See
p. 385.
385.
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That where
where any
appeal or
States of
Congress assembled,
any appeal
or writ
writ Appeals
Appeals or
or
of error has been brought to the Supreme
Supreme Court from any final judgment brought
1
9
3
v
rVi
i..,'
„r.
ritssghoffttr
error
from
inferior court
court of
for any
judicial disdis- districts
or decree
decree of
of an
an inferior
of the
the United
United States
States for
any judicial
districts in
in
trict in which, subsequently to the rendition of such judgment or decree,
which
sessi onsthe
decree, which
o
th
sessions
of
thee
such court
court have
have been
been suspended
rts have
the regular
regular sessions
sessions of
of such
suspended or
or interrupted
interrupted bycou
by courts
insurrection
insurrection or rebellion, such appeal or
or writ
writ of
of error shall
shall be
be valid
valid and
and been interruptinterrupteffectual, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the time
time limited
law for
the same
same ved
vedali6c
',iteo.
limited by
by law
for bringing
bringing the
&c
to'be
be
may
where no
rit of
of
may
may have
have previously
previously expired;
expired; and
and in
in cases
cases where
no appeal
appeal or
or w
writ
may be
be
error has been brought from any such judgment or decree, such
such appeal brought within
or
writ of
error may
within one
fr.om the
of this
this one
or writ
of error
may be
be brought
brought within
one year
year from
the passage
passage of
one year.
year.
act. The provisions of this act shall not apply
which the
the Act not
apply to any
any case in
in which
not to apright
bring an
an appeal
appeal or
writ of
error had
expired before
ply
to certain
right to
to bring
or writ
of error
had expired
before such
such suspen_
suspen- cases.
ply to
certain
sion or
sion
or interruption
interruption of
of the
regular sessions
of the
court.
the regular
sessions of
the court.
SEC.
And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That
S
EC. 2.
2. And
it further
That where
where an
or Appeals from
from
an appeal
appeal has
has been
been or
may
any final
judgment, decree,
or order
of the
court to
may be
be taken
taken from
from any
final judgment,
decree, or
order of
the district
district district court
to
m
cirac
yulfcourties
of the United States for any district to aa circuit court,
court of'
cause may if parties
court, the
the cause
be heard
appealed by consent of
of parties
parties may
may be
heard and
and disposed
the circir- agree, be dis
disposed of
of by
by the
dis-:
o
u
f.at
at circircuit court held by the district judge at any time after the appeal, in case poV
posed
of
cuit c
court
ourt held
of the absence at such term of the ChierJustice
Chief Justice of the United States or by
by district
district
the associate
associate justice allotted to those circuit courts for
Judge, &e.
for such district.
district.
judge,
&c.
APPROVED, March
1867.
APrRoveD,
March 2,
2, 1867.
ye

CHAP. CLXXXVI.
- An Act
Act to regulate
regulate the
CHAP.
CLXXXVI.
—An
the Disposition
an irregular
irregular Fund
2, 1867.
1867.
Disposition of
of an
Fund in
in March
March 2,
the Custody
the
the Freedmen's
Freedmen's Bureau.
Custody of
of the
Bureau.
W
IIEREAS the commissioner
commissioner of the bureau of refugees, freedmen
freedmen and
WuriEEAS
abandoned lands reports
retained bounty fund, derived from aaportion
reports aa retained
of the State bounties of certain colored
soldiers enlisted
in Virginia
colored soldiers
enlisted in
Virginia and
and
North Carolina, during the years eighteen hundred and sixty-four and
and

Preamble.

eighteen
sixty-five; and
general order
order number
number
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five;
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of general
ninety, department
department of Virginia
Virginia and
and North Carolina, series
series of
of eighteen
eighteen
freedmen's afhundred and sixty-four, holden by the superintendent of
of freedmen's
affairs, but
fairs,
turned over
over to
to the
the said
bureau upon
organizabut turned
said freedmen's
freedmcn's bureau
upon its
its organization; and whereas the said
said commissioner
commissioner has
in possession
possession the
names of
has in
the names
of
fiom whom the said money was taken; and
and whereas
whereas he
those soldiers from
he has
has
uniformly
uniformly returned
returned the
same upon
upon the
application or
discovery of
legal
the same
the application
or discovery
of legal
representatives, but
representatives,
retains a
considerable portion
portion thereof
to
but retains
a considerable
thereof belonging
belonging to
soldiers who are either deceased
deceased or
or who
who cannot
cannot be
Therefore,
be found:
found: Therefore,
Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Iouzse of
Representatives of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
assembled, That
commissioner of
of
Commissioner
That the
the said
said commissioner
Commissioner
e
f
fti
buer
e
erg
e
f
the bureau
bureau of
of refugees,
refugees, freedmen
lands, or
or his
the
freedmen and
and abandoned
abandoned lands,
his successucces- to
of
bu'e""
of
sor in office, be, and he is hereby, constituted the
the lawful
lawful custodian
conslituted the
custodian of
of constituted
retained bounty
bounty fund, and
appointed trustee
said retained
and appointed
of the
ame for
f
or th
ben custodian of retrustee of
the s
same
thee ben-

tamed bounty
efit of said colored soldiers or their lawful representatives.
tained bounty
efitSEC.
Sac.
of said
2.
colored
be it
it
soldiers
furtherorenacted,
their lawful
That
the said
said commissioner
fund, and
2. And
An'd
be
further
enacted,
That representatives.
the
commissioner be,
be, and
and pointed
pointed trustee;
trustee;
he is
and em
pow ered t
nv e
stthe
th e sa
id fund,
fund, fxdf
umay
n ainvest
the
he
is hereby,
hereby, specially
specially authorized
authorized and
empowered
too i
invest
said
invest the
fund, and for
or any portion thereof,
thereof, in
in bonds
bonds of
of the
the United
State s,for
f
or th
what: purpose
purpose
United States,
thee exclusive
exclusive what
colored soldiers or
or their
benefit of the said colored
legal representatives:
Provided, Provisos.
their legal
representatives: Provided,
however,
sufficient amount
of the
in cash
retained uninhowever, That
That aa sufficient
amount of
the same
same in
cash be
be retained
uninwill probably
probably be
vested to meet all lawful claims thereupon
thereupon that will
presented
be presented
for
That any
any portion
portion of
said fund
fund
for payment:
payment: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
of the
the said
which may remain unexpended
shall cease
unexpend;c1 when the said bureau
bureau shall
exist
cease to
to exist
shall be accounted
accounted for by said commissioner
commissioner to the treasury
the United
treasury of the
United
States.
States.
APPROVED,
APPROVrED, March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
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VOL.
XIV.
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CH.
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CLXXXVII. -— An
CHAP. CLXXXVH.
An Act to abolish
Peonage in
abolish and forever prohibit
prohibit the System of Peonage
the
Parts of the
the Territory
Territory of New Mexico and other
other Parts
the United
United States.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
the United
States
assembled, That
of any
any person
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the holding
holding of
person
peonage is
to service or labor under the system known as peonage
declared
is hereby
hereby declared
to be unlawful,
unlawful, and the same
abolished and
and forever
forever prohibited
prohibited
same is hereby abolished
Territory of New
Mexico, or in any other Territory
in the Territory
New Mexico,
Territory or
or State
State of
of the
the
Acts establish- United States; and all acts, laws, resolutions, orders, regulations,
regulations, or
or usages
usages
ing i,
&c.void.
lug
it '
&c.
void.
of the Territory
Territory of New Mexico,
Mexico, or of any other
or State
State of
the
other Territory
Territory or
of the
United States,
have heretofore
established, maintained,
or enforced,
enforced,
United
States, which
which have
heretofore established,
maintained, or
or by virtue of which
which any
hereafter be
made to
to establish,
establish,
any attempt
attempt shall
shall hereafter
be made
maintain,
or indirectly,
the voluntary
or involuntary
maintain, or
or enforce,
enforce, directly
directly or
indirectly, the
voluntary or
involuntary
service or labor of any
of any
any debt
debt or
any persons as peons,
peons, in
in liquidation
liquidation of
or obobligation, or
otherwise, be,
are hereby,
hereby, declared
declared null
null and
and
or otherwise,
be, and the
the same are
v
hoPldeinnaglty
or persons
persons who
shall hold,
arrest, or
or return,
return, or
Peholdtg,&c.fora
or void;
oid; and
and any
any person
person or
who shall
hold, arrest,
or
person in
in peon- cause
to be
arrested, or
or returned,
returned, or
any manner
manner aid
in the
cause to
be held,
held, arrested,
or in
in any
aid in
the arrest
arrest
age.
or return of any person or persons
persons to a
peonage, shall,
shall, upon
upon
a condition of
of peonage,
conviction, be punished by fine
conviction,
than one
one thousand
fine not less than
thousand nor
nor more
more than
than
five thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
nor more
more than
imprisonment not less than
than one
one nor
than
five years, or both, at the discretion
discretion of
of the court.
court.
'Foregoing secSEC.
further.enacted,
enacted, That it shall be the duty of all perToregoing
secS
EC. 2. And be it further
tion
to te
be ention to
enforced.
sons
or civil
in the
New Mexico
Mexico to
to
civil service
service in
the Territory
Territory of
of New
forced. e nsons in
in the
the military
military or
aid in the enforcement
enforcement of the foregoing
foregoing section of
of this
this act; and any perperPenalty for
son or persons who shall obstruct or attempt
to obstruct,
or in
in any
any way
attempt to
obstruct, or
way
obstructing
its interfere
interfere with,
or prevent
of this
this act,
shall be
to
eobtructineits
with, or
prevent the
the enforcement
enforcement of
act, shall
be liable
liable to
enforcement.
ethe
the' pains and penalties
penalties hereby provided; and any officer or other
other person
person
service of the
who shall
shall so
directly
in the military service
the United
United States
States who
so offend,
offend, directly
or indirectly, shall, on conviction before
before a
a court-martial,
court-martial, be
dishonorably
be dishonorably
dismissed
dismissed the service of the United States, and
thereafter be
be ineliineliand shall thereafter
gible to reappointment
reappointment to
profit under
under the
the
to any
any office
office of
of trust,
trust, honor,
honor, or
or profit
government.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
Peonage delared unlawful,
unlawful,
dared
and abolished.
abolished.

2, 1867.
March 2,

o

CHAP. CLXXXVIII.
-An
regulate the Disposition
of the Proceeds
CHAP.
= XXVIII.
—An Act to regulate
Disposition of
Proceeds of
fFines,
Fines,
Penalties, and
and Forfeitures
Forfeituresincurred
Customs, andfor
Penalties,
incurred under the Laws relating
relating to the Customs,
and for other
Purposes.
Purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States of America in Congress
That from
from the
the proceeds
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
proceeds of
of fines,
fines,
forfeitures incurred under the provisions of the laws
penalties, and forfeitures
laws relatunder
customs
under customs
ing to the customs, there
there shall
shall be
deducted such
charges and
and expenses
as
be deducted
such charges
expenses as
laws,
laws, deductions
deductions
are by law in each case authorized to be deducted;
deducted; and in addition, in
to be
made of
in
to
be made
of
charges,
&c.;
charges, &c.;
case of the forfeiture
forfeiture of imported merchandise
merchandise of
than five
five
of a
a greater
greater value
value than
hundred dollars on which duties have not been paid, or in case of
release
of a
a release
thereof, upon payment
thereof,
payment. of its appraised
appraised value, or
composior of any fine
fine or
or composiof an
of
an amount
amount tion in money, there shall also be deducted an amount
amount equivalent to the
equal to the dut
eeu
sa
i
l
nt
e
o
lhe du- duties in coin upon such merchandise,
the additional
additional duties, if
merchandise, (including
(including the
if
ties
in
coin.
any,)
accounts of the collector as duties reany,) which shall be credited
credited in the accounts
Residue,
Residue, how ceived, and
residue of
of the
aforesaid shall
into the
the
and the residue
the proceeds
proceeds aforesaid
shall be
be paid
paid into
distributed;
treasury of the United
distributed;
United States, and
of the
and distributed,
distributed, under
under the
the direction
direction of
the
one
to
one half
half to
Secretary of the Treasury, in the manner following, to wit; one
one half
half to
to
United States;
States;;.one
United
fourth
States;
United States
one fourth
fourth to the
the person
person giving
giving the
the information
information which
which
one fourth
to
to the United
informer;
informer;
has led to the seizure,
seizure, or to the recovery
recovery of the fine or penalty, and if
if
there be no informer
informer other than the collector, naval officer, or surveyor,
one
to then to the officer making the seizure;
one fourth
fourth to
seizure; and
one fourth
and the
the remaining
remaining one
fourth to
to
collector,
collector naval
naval
officer, a
naval
naval officer,
or
collector, naval
officer, and
and surveyor,
surveyor, or
officer,
and
sur- be equally divided between the collector,
surveyor, equally.
equally.
such of them as are appointed for the district in which the seizure has
been made, or the fine or penalty incurred,
incurred, or, if there
there be only aacollector,
collector,
Where officer
Where
officer then to such collector.
But where any
forfeiture, inany fine,
fine, penalty, or
or forfeiture,
inof revenue cutcntcurred by virtue of the laws relating to customs, shall be recovered
recovered in
in
From
proceeds
From
of
fines,
ceeds
of profines,
penalties,
penalties, &c.
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consequence of any information
consequence
information given by an
an officer
officer of
of aarevenue
revenue cutter,
cutter,
deductions, including
the proceeds thereof
thereof shall, after the legal deductions,
including the
the deducdeductions
authorized, have been made,
Dons herein authorized,
of as
one
made, be disposed
disposed of
as follows:
follows: one
fourth to the United States,
one fourth
to the
officers of
the customs,
as
States, one
fourth to
the officers
of the
customs, as
hereinbefore provided;
provided; and the remainder
hereinbefore
remainder to
to the
of such
the officers
officers of
such revenue
revenue
cutter,
cutter, to be divided among them
to their
them in proportion
proportion to
their pay.
pay.
SEC.
SEC. 2.
2. And be it further enacted,
enacted, That
whenever it
shall be
made to
to
That whenever
it shall
be made
appear
appear to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the judge of
for any
any district
district
of the district
district court
court for
complaint and
and affidavit,
affidavit, that
any fraud
in the United
United States,
States, by
by complaint
that any
fraud on
on the
the
revenue has
has been
by any
person or
perso ns interested,
i
nt
eres t
ed, or in
revenue
been committed
committed by
any person
or persons
or in
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tens
ilikrmer.,
ter
is iifcrmer,
how di&how

rresidue
v
eid
s
i
e
d
d
ue

Judge ot
of disdisJudge
trict
court may
may
trict court
issue
warrant
issue invoices,
warrat to
to
seize
seize
invoices,
books,
&c.
&c, and
any way engaged,
engaged, in the importation
importation or entry of merchandise
them
merchandise at
at any
any port
port produce
Prod'uce them
district, said
said judge
shall forthwith
forthwith issue
his wa
rran tdirected
before
within such
such district,
judge shall
issue his
warrant
directed if,
&. the court,
to the marshal of the district, requiring
said marshal,
himself or
requiring said
marshal, by
by himself
or depdeputy, to enter any
any place or
any invoices,
or papers
papers
or premises
premises where
where any
invoices, books,
books, or
are deposited relating to the merchandise
merchandise in respect to which
which such fraud
fraud
is alleged
alleged to have been committed, and to take
take possession
possession of
of such
such books
books
or papers and produce
produce them before the
said judge;
the said
judge; and
and any
any invoices,
invoices,
books, or papers
papers so seized
seized shall
shall be subject to
of said
said judge,
to the
the order of
judge, who
who
shall allow the examination
examination of the same by the collector
collector of customs
customs of the
the Such
Such invoices,
invoices,
port
into which the alleged fraudulent
fraudulent importation shall have been made, s
books,
be
port into
b
u
T
)jk
e
s
O&c.
toc:
01.to
c
d
'
e
b
r
e
'subiect
e
to order
or by any officer duly authorized by said collector. And
and
And such invoices,
invoices, of
of judge,
judge, and
be retained
retained by
by said
said judge
judge as
as long
as in
in his
be retained.
books, or
or papers may be
long as
his opinion
opinion maz
may be
retained.
necessary; but
for such
seizure eue.lxvaeTination
the retention thereof may
may be
be necessary;
but no
no warrant
warrant for
such seizure
allowed.nxamination
shall be issued, unless the complainant
complainant shall set forth the character of the
warrant not
the Warrant
not
fraud alleged,
importations in respect
alleged, the nature of the same, and the importations
t
zeis
.
sue, unless,
respect to
to s
too
issue,
unless
which itit was committed,
bereturned.
which
committed, and the papers to be seized. And the warrant to
to' he
returned.
issued on such complaint,
complaint, with report
report of service and proceedings
thereon,
proceedings thereon,
shall be returned as other warrants to the court of the district within
within
which
which such judge
judge presides.
SEc.
And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That whenever
collector or
S
EC. 3.
3. And
whenever the
the collector
or Liens
for freight
Liensforfreight
other chief officer
officer of the customs of any port shall be notified
notified in writing on imported
imported
by the owner or consignee of any vessel or vehicle, arriving from any merchandise.
merchandise.
a lien for freight on any merchandise
foreign port or place, of a
merchandise imported
imported
in such vessel or vehicle,
vehicle, and remaining in his custody, such collector or
or
hereby authorized
other officer is hereby
authorized and empowered
empowered to refuse the delivery Merchandise
Merchandise
of
such merchandise
mercllandise from any public or bonded warehouse,
be delivof such
warehouse, or other place
place not tooftideN1z:e.
l
e
Tel
ered
from warein which the same shall be deposited,
deposited, until proof to his satisfaction
satisfaction shall house
&c.
house until,
until, &c.
produced that the freight due thereon has been paid or secured;
be produced
secured; but
but
the rights
prejudiced thereby, nor shall
rights of the United States shall not be prejudiced
shall
the United
United States or its officers
officers be in any manner
manner liable
liable for losses conseconsequent upon such refusal to deliver;
deliver; and if merchandise
merchandise so subject to aa Freight to be
be
lien, regarding
regarding which notice has been filed as aforesaid,
be forfeited
paid
in Case
Of:
aforesaid, shall
shall be
forfeited sale
paid after
in
case
of
forfeitft r fforfeitto the United States and sold, the f
freight
reight due
duethe
re
on s
hall be
be p
aid from
thereon
shall
paid
fromusale after

the proceeds of such
such sale in the same manner
manner as other charges and expenses now authorized
authorized by law to be paid therefrom.
therefrom.
SEc. 4. And be it further enacted,
Sic.
enacted, That the the seventh section of
of ""An Repeal
Repeal of
of act,
act,
186
act to prevent and punish frauds upon the revenue,
3, ch. 76, 7.
revenue, to provide for the
vol.
xi'.
p.
740,
more certain
i. P. 740'
certain and speedy
speedy collection of claims in favor of the United States, V
and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved March
March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred and and
of act,
andof
act
sixty-three; the seventeenth
seventeenth section of the ""Act further to prevent smug- 1866, ch.
201,
ch. 201,
gling, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved July eighteen,
eighteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred §§17 * ,7
Ante, p.
p 182.
laws
and sixty-six, and all other laws or parts
par ts of l
aws i
ncons i
st
en tw
ith, or
inconsistent
with,
or sup
sup-- Ae
plied by the
the provisions of this act, be, and they are hereby, repealed.
repealed.
plied
And the Secretary
And
Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe
prescribe all needful regulations
regulations
to carry out and enforce the provisions of this act.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
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- An Act granting
Lands to aid
CLXXX1X. —
granting Lands
aRailroad
Railroad
aid in
in the Construction
Construction of a
from the City of Stockton to the
Town of
of Copperopolis,
the Town
Copperopolis, in
in the State of
of California.
California.

Right of way
through public
hndsrgranpbedto
lands granted to
the Stockton
the
Stockton
and
and CopperopoCopperopolis R. R. Co.
Route.
Route.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
United
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the right
of way
through
assembled, That
That the
right of
way through
public lands be, and the same
the public
same is
hereby, granted
to the
the Stockton
Stockton and
is hereby,
granted to
and
Copperopolis
a corporation organized
Copperopolis Railroad Company, a
organized under
under the
the laws
laws
of the
the State of California,
California, its successors and
the construction
construction
and assigns, for
for the

of aarailroad from the city
of Stockton
city of
Stockton to
to the
the town
in the
the
town of
of Copperopolis,
Copperopolis, in

feasible route, to be selected
State of California,
California, by the most feasible
said comselected by
by said
com.
pany; and the right is hereby given to
company to
to take
the
to said company
take from
from the
Material
lrom public
public lands adjacent to the line of said road material for
Material trom
for the
the construction
construction
adjacent
lands.
adjacent
lands' thereof. Said right of way is granted to said company
of
company to the
the extent
extent of
Extent
Extent of
one hundred
in width
side of
road where
where it
it may
pass
hundred feet
grant.
feet in
width on
on each
each side
of said
said road
may pass
Ground for through
through the public domain; also all necessary
necessary ground
buildground for
for station
station buildstations, &c.
stations, &c.
ings, workshops,
machine-shops, switches,
workshops, depots, machine-shops,
switches, side-tracks,
side-tracks, turn-tables,
turn-tables,
of
Condition of
and water-stations:
Provided, That all the rights conferred
water-stations; Provided,
conferred upon
upon said
said
grant.
grant.
railroad
company by
by this
this act
are made
railroad company
act are
made upon the express
express condition that
said company
company shall first be designated by the legislature
State of
legislature of
of the
the State
of
California as the company to be vested with the rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, franfranchises, and grants
grants created or conferred
conferred by
by this
this act.
act.
Grant
of pubpubGrant of
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That there be, and is hereby,
SEc. 2. And be it further
hereby, granted
granted
Calilic land
land to California
to aid
to the State of California, for
the construction
construction of
the said
Stockton and
and
for the
of the
said Stockton
fornia to
aid in
in
construction of Copperopolis railroad, its successors and assigns, for the purpose
purpose of
of aiding
said road.
in the
the construction
the said
said railroad, upon the condition prescribed
in
construction of
of the
prescribed in
section one of this act, and to secure the safe and
and speedy
speedy transportation
transportation
of the
the mails,
mails, troops, munitions of war, and public stores over the
of
route
the route
of said line of railway, every alternate section
section of
of public
public land
land designated
designated
Alternate secsec- by odd numbers to the extent of five alternate sections on
on each
each side
side of
of
tions.
said railroad line as said company may adopt, whenever
whenever on the
the line
line therethereof the United States have full title, not reserved, sold, granted,
granted, or
or otherotherwise appropriated,
pre-emption or other
appropriated, and free from pre-emption
other claims
claims or
or rights
rights at
at
the time
time Che
the line of said road is definitely
the
definitely fixed and aaplot thereof filed
filed in
in
Lands in lieu the
of the
the commissioner
land-office. And
the office
office of
commissioner of the general land-office.
And whenever,
whenever,
those reof those
served, &c.;
prior to said time, any of said sections
sections or
or parts
parts of
sections shall
have been
been
of sections
served,
&c.;
shall have
granted,
granted, sold, reserved, or covered
covered by private land grants, or occupied
occupied by
by
homestead
homestead settlers, or pre-empted,
pre-empted, or otherwise disposed
disposed of,
of other
other lands
lands
shall
be selected
selected by said company, in lieu thereof, on the
shall be
of said
the line of
said
road, within twenty miles of the same, under the direction
road,
direction of
of the
the SecreSecretary of the Interior, in alternate sections, and designated
designated by
odd numbers':
numbers':
by odd
those contain- Provided,
Provided, That all lands containing
containing gold or silver,
silver, or copper, be,
the
be, and the
ing gold,
gold, silver, same are hereby; excluded from the operations of
this act, and in
lieu
in lieu
or COpper,
copper, OXOr
ex- same are hereby, excluded from the operations
cepted from act. thereof a
a like quantity
cepted
quantity of unoccupied and
and unappropriated
unappropriated lands,
lands, in
in oddoddnumbered sections,
sections, within the said twenty miles of the line
numbered
said road,
road,
line of
of said
"Mineral" not
not may
providedfurther,
"Mineral"
may be selected as above provided: And provided
further, That the
the word
word
to
iron
torinclude
clude iron
"
mineral,"
when
occurs
in
this
act,
shall
not be
or
coal.
mineral,"
when
it
occurs
i
n
thi
s
ac
t,
shall
not
be held
held to
ud
e i
ron or
or
to incl
include
iron
or
coal.
coal.
Patents to
to isisPatents
sue for lands as
suetfornlafds
as
sections of
consecutiveten
miles
of road
miles of
are ready for
are ready for
service.
Commissioncommisaioners.
era.

SEC.
it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 3. And be it
enacted, That whenever
whenever said railroad
railroad corncornany
shall
have ten
ten cons
ecu ti ve miles
m il es o
i
on of sa i
pany
shall have
consecutive
offany
any port
portion
of saidd railroad
railroad
-p
ready for the service
service contemplated,
Pacific railroad
railroad commissioners
commissioners
contemplated, the
the Pacific
shall examine
examine the same; and if it shall appear that
of said
road
that ten miles
miles of
said road
have been
completed in
a good
and substantial manner,
respects
have
been completed
in a
good and
manner, and in all respects
as required by this act, the commissioners
shall so
to the
the President
President
commissioners shall
so report
report to
of
and patents
patents of
lands, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be issued to
to
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
of lands,
said company,
company, confirming
confirming to
said company
company the right and title to said lands
said
to said
hereinbefore
hereinbefore granted,
granted, situated opposite
opposite to and
with said
comand coterminous
coterminous with
said completed
within twenty
pleted section of said road, within
twenty miles thereof. And
from time
time
And from
to time, whenever ten additional miles shall have been
been constructed,
comconstructed, completed, and in readiness as aforesaid,
pleted,
aforesaid, and verified by the commissioners
commissioners
to
President of
of the
United States,
States, then patents shall be issued to said
to the
the President
the United
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company, conveying
conveying the
of land
land as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
on toC
t
ernml!s.
ione.rs
company,
the additional
additional sections
sections of
and so
so on
Commissioners
as
every ten
said road
is completed.
completed. The
The services
riy
a
.D
as fast
fast as
as every
ten miles
miles of
of said
road is
panid
services of
of said
said come
o ep
the
byY'
commissioners
this act
shall be
paid by
said company.
company.
commissioners under
under this
act shall
be paid
by said
SEc. 4.
4. And
enacted, That
said railroad
railroad shall
be constructconstruct- Railroad,
SEC.
And be
be it
it further
further enacted,
That said
shall be
Railroad, how
how
tobe
all the necessary
manner, with
ed
in a
and workmanlike
workmanlike manner,
with all
necessary e
°
dbe constructa substantial
substantial and
ed in
ed;
draws, culverts,
culverts, bridges,
bridges, viaducts,
turnouts, stations,
waterdraws,
viaducts, crossings,
crossings, turnouts,
stations, and
and watering places,
places, and
and all
ing
all other
other appurtenances,
appurtenances, including
including furniture
furniture and
and rolling
rolling
stock, equal
equal in
respects to
railroads of
of the
the first
class when
prepared for
stock,
in all
all respects
to railroads
first class
when prepared
for
business,
rails of
and a
gauge with
business, with
with rails
of the
the best
best quality;
quality; and
a uniform
uniform gauge
with the
the PaPa- gauge.
cific
railroad shall
shall be
established the
the entire
length of
cific railroad
be established
entire length
of the
the road.
road.
SEC. 5.
And be
be it
it further
enacted, That
That the
the President
President of
of the
the United
on both
SEC.
5. And
further enacted,
United Lands
Lands on
both
sides of road
States
surveyed.
States shall
shall cause the lands to be surveyed
surveyed for
of road to
for twenty miles
miles in width
width on be
'sdes
both sides
sides of
the said
said road,
road, after
after the
both
of the
the entire
entire line
line of
of the
the general
general route
route shall
shall
be fixed,
fixed, and
fast as
as may
may be
be required
by the
the construction
of said
railbe
and as
as fast
required by
construction of
said railroad; and
the odd
sections of
of land
not be
be liable
to Odd
road;
and the
odd sections
land hereby
hereby granted
granted shall
shall not
liable to
Odd sections
sections
not liable to ensale or
or entry,
entry, or
or pre-emption,
after they
they are
are surveyed,
surveyed, except
except not
sale
pre-emption, before
before or
or after
liable to entry, &c. except
by said
as provided
provided in
in this
provisions of
of the
act &o
, exep
by
said company,
company, as
this act;
act; but
but the
the provisions
the act
&c.
of September,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
granting pre-emption
pre-emption
of
September, eighteen
and forty-one,
forty-one, granting
rights, and
the acts
acts amendatory
amendatory thereof,
thereof, and
and of
entitled ""An
act16. 1841,
1841, ch.
rights,
and the
of the
the act
act entitled
An act
ch. 16.
to secure
to actual
actual settlers
on the
the public
public domain,"
domain," approved
approved vol.
v. p.
to
secure homesteads
homesteads to
settlers on
Vo.
p. 453.
453
1862v.ob.
76.
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, shall
and the
same are
are v
ol. xii.
x
,
ii. p.
May twenty,
twenty, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
shall be,
be, and
the same
Vol.
p. 892
392
lands on
line of
when surveyed,
surveyed,
hereby, extended
extended to
to all
all other
other lands
on the
the line
of said
said road
road when
excepting those
sections and
and
excepting
those hereby granted
granted to said company;
company; and
and the
the sections
miles
parts of
of sections which shall
shall remain in the
the United
United States within
within ten miles
of said railroad on each side thereof
thereof shall not be sold for less than two
dollars and
and fifty cents
cents per acre.
SEC. 6.
And be
it further
further enacted,
That each
and every
every grant,
StE.
6. And
be it
enacted, That
each and
grant, right,
right,of Conditions
Conditions of
accepted by said Stockton
Stockton grant.
g
rant.
and privilege are so made and given to and accepted
following
and Copperopolis
Copperopolis Railroad
Railroad Company
Company upon and subject to the following
namely: That the said
commence the
the work
work on
Time of
of comcanconditions, namely:
said company
company shall
shall commence
on Time
and
said road within two years from the approval
approval of
of this
this act by the
the President, mencing
mencing and
and shall
less than
ten miles
miles per
year after
after the
year,road.
completing
and
shall complete
complete not
not less
than ten
per year
the second
second year,
completingroad.
by th6
the
and shall
shall construct, furnish, equip,
equip, and
and complete
complete the whole road by
fourth day of July, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-two;
fourll
seventy-two; and upon
upon a
a failure Unpatented
Unpatented
of
company to comply
of said company
comply with either
either of said conditions, the lands then lands to revert.
onpatented
company shall revert
unpatented to said
said company
revert to
to the United
United States.
States.
S
EC. 7. And
further enacted,
conditions
SEc.
And be it further
enacted, That the United States make the If
If conditions
several
conditioned grants
and that
°f
rant nemain
' year,
aia
grant
several conditioned
grants herein,
herein, and
that the
the said
said Stockton
Stockton and
and CopperCopper- broken
bf g
one
opolis Railroad Company accept the same, upon the further condition
condition Congress may
that
the said
said company
make any
of the
conditions thereof,
complete
that if
if the
company make
any breach
breach of
the conditions
thereof, and
andthe
complete the
allow
same to
for upwards
of one
in such
such case,
allow the
the same
to continue
continue for
upwards of
one year,
year, then,
then, in
case,road.
road.
at any time hereafter, Congress may do any and all
all acts
acts and
and things
which may be needful and necessary
necessary to insure a
a speedy completion
completion of
of said
said
road.
Railroad
S
EC. 8.
further enacted,
ailroad made
SEC.
8. And
And be it further
enacted, That said Stockton
Stockton and CopperopCopperop- aRailroad
made
Epost-route
and
its
e
t-ry
r
o
t
u
o
t: dand
toad.
olis Railroad, or any part thereof,
thereof, shall be aapost-route and military rail- l
military
ohs
road, subject to the use of the United States for postal, military, naval,
and all other government
government service, and also subject to such regulations
regulations as
Congress may impose restricting
restricting the charges for such government
government transportation, and all troops and munitions
munitions of war of the United States shall Transportation
Transportation
be
transported over
the s
aid railroad
ra il roa d f
ree o
ll e
xp
en se or
harge to
t
o th
th e U
ni
te d
be transported
over the
said
free
offaall
expense
or c
charge
thee for
for the
United
States to be
be
government therefor, whenever the same shall be required
required by the govern- States
free.
ment
meat of the United States.
SEC.
enacted, That the acceptance
Conditions of
S
EC. 9. And be it
it further
further enacted,
acceptance of the terms, conditions
of
itpositions of this act, by the said Stockton
Copperop- grant to be acconditions, and itnpositions
Stockton and Copperopoils
Railroad'Comp an y, shall
sh
all b
i
gn ifi ed i
n writing,
wr iti ng,un
der th
corpora t
eand
e
i
ted, ho
w and
olis Railroad'Company,
bee ssignified
in
under
theec
corporate
cepted,
how
seal
executed pursuant
pursuant to
to the
its
seal of
of the
the said
said company,
company, duly
duly executed
the direction
direction of
of its
board of directors first had and obtained, which acceptance
acceptance shall be made
within two years after the passage
passage of this act, and not afterward, and
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void
unless, Sic.
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&c.
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and
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shall be served on the President of
States, and
filed in
ofof the
the United
United States,
and filed
in the
the office of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior.
Interior.
SEC. 10. And be itfurther
SEc.
it further enacted,
enacted, That
unless the
the said
said Stockton
That unless
Stockton and
and
Copperopolis
Copperopolis Railroad
Railroad Company
Company shall obtain
obtain bona
fide subscription
the
bona fide
subscription to
to the
stock of said company to the amount of two
two hundred
thousand dollars,
dollars,
hundred thousand
with five per centum paid within two years after the passage and
approvand approval of this act,
shall be
be null
null and
and void.
void.
act, it shall
SEC. 11. And be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That Congress may,
at any
may, at
any time,
time,
having due
regard for
for the rights of said railroad
having
due regard
railroad company,
company, add
alter,
add to,
to, alter,
amend, or repeal
act.
repeal this act.
SEC. 12.
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That lots in towns and villages
SEC.
12. And
And be
villages
shall be exempt from the
act.
the provisions of
of this
this act.
APPROVED, March
1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.

2,
CHAP. CXC.
CXC. -—An
An Act to
2, 1867. CHAP.
to incorporate
Men's
incorporate the Joint
Joint Stock Company
Company of
of the Young
Young Men's
ChristianAssociation
Christian
Association of Washington.
Washington.

Be it
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in
Congress assembled, That S. P.
in Congress
Chase, O.
0. 0.
P. Chase,
0.
Howard, John
John R. Elvans, S. L.
L. Brown,
Brown, H.
H. D.
D. Cooke,
Cooke, James
James Harlan,
Ilarlan,
George
P. Fisher, 0.
O. H. Browning,
George
Browning, James A. Ekin, A. R. Shepherd,
Shepherd, B.
B.
StineaP.
ord
H. Stinemetz, William Ballantyne,
Ballantyne, A.
A. Lutz,
Lutz, L.
L. CleCleA. C.
C. Richards,
Richards, F.
F. A.
phane, and Samuel Norment, All
all of the District of Columbia, and
phane,
and their
their
hereby erected
associates and successors,
successors, are
are hereby
into a
a body
in
erected into
body corporate
corporate in
deed and in law, by the name, style, and title
the Joint
Company
title of
of the
Joint Stock
Stock Company
Objects.
Objects.
of
Men's Christian
of the
the Young
Young Men's
Christian Association,
Association, for the purpose of erecting
erecting aa
suitable
building for
for the meetings of the association, with aa hall,
suitable building
free
hall, free
reading rooms, and library for the employees
employees of
the public
public departments
departments
of the
and the citizens of the District of Columbia.
Capital stock.
SEC.
And be
further enacted,
S
EC. 2.
2. And
be it
it further
enacted, That the said corporation, by the
same name and title, shall have aacapital stock
of two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
stock of
dollars ($
dollars
($ 200,000)
200,000) in shares of twenty-five dollars ($
each, and
be
($ 25)
25) each,
and be
Powers of cor- able to sue and be sued, plead and be
Powers
in all
law and
and
be impleaded, in
all courts
courts of
of law,
poration.
porat
elsewhere, and
shall be capable
elsewhere,
and shall
capable and able, in law and equity, to take, purchase, hold, and receive to them and their successors,
successors, for
of said
for the
the use
use of
said
company, lands, tenements, choses in action,
chattels of
whataction, goods
goods and
and chattels
of whatever kind, nature or quality, real, personal, or mixed, which now
now are
are or
or
hereafter
hereafter may become
become the property of said corporation
corporation or
held for
or be
be held
for
their use, by gift, grant, bargain, sale, conveyance,
conveyance, devise,
devise, bequest,
bequest, or
or
otherwise from any person whomsoever capable of
making the
the same:
same:
of making
Limit
to
value
Limit to value Provided,
Provided, [That] the value of the real and personal
personal estate held
by this
held by
this
of property.
corporation shall never
corporation
never exceed the said sum of two hundred thousand
thousand
Seal.
dollars. The said corporation may have aacommon seal, and
dollars.
and at
at pleasure
pleasure
alter, change,
change, or renew the same, and in general
things which
general do
do all
all things
which may
may
be necessary
necessary for the well-being
well-being and due
of said
due management
management of
said corporacorporaJoint
Stock
Joint Stockt
Company
Company of the
the
Young Men's
Christian Association incorpociation
ated. incorporated.

tion.
tion.

Directors.

SEC.
the corporation
SEC. 3.. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the
corporation hereby
erected
hereby erected

shall
have power
power to
to elect aaboard of directors and such officers for its
shall have
its
government, the management of its property, and
the superintendence
and the
superintendence of
of
By-laws.
By-laws.
its affairs, and make such by-laws as they may deem
proper, not
not incondeem proper,
inconsistent with the constitution and laws of the United
and to
to change
United States,
States, and
change
or modify them at
at pleasure.
Directors to
SEC.
4. And
And be
it further
S
EC.
4.
be
it
further enacted,
enacted, That the board of directors shall rereceive
rents,
receive rents,
&c.
and pay
in- ceive all rents and revenues arising
from the
the building,
building, and
arising from
&c. and
pay inand shall
shall from
from the
the
terest on stock. rents and revenues
terest
revenues received
received by them declare
pay an
an annual
annual interest
interest of
of
declare and
and pay
not exceeding
exceeding six per cent upon the capital stock of
of said
said corporation.
corporation.
Surplus of
Surplus
of
SEC.
enacted, That when
SEC. 5. And be it
it further
further enacted,
rents and
and revenues
revenues
when the
the rents
rents, &c. above
building shall
shall exceed
exceed the
to pay
pay the
the interest
interest
nteret, chow
of the
the building
the amount
amount necessary
necessary to
interest,
how toe
to of
be applied.
upon the capital stock, the board of directors shall pay over to
the Young
to the
Young
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Men's Christian Association
surplus of
of rents
and revenues,
Association the
the surplus
rents and
revenues, which
which
surplus shall be used by
to purchase
purchase the
the stock
hereby
by the
the association
association to
stock hereby
authorized at
rates not
not exceeding
exceeding its
value, and
for no
no other
other purpose.
purpose.
authorized
at rates
its par
par value,
and for
SEC.
6. And
SEC. 6.
And be
That when
when the
whole
be it further
further enacted,
enacted, That
the Young
Young Men's
Men's When
When whole
Christian Association
purchased and
all the
is purpurAssociation shall have purchased
and absorbed
absorbed all
the stock
stock stock
stock is
chased andalL
real,
issued by the joint stock company, the
of directors
s
the board
board of
directors shall
shall transfer
transfer to
to sohbed,
real
b&c.
it, and
books and
and estate
estate io
the association
association the
the real
real and
and personal
personal estate
estate held
held by
by it,
and all
all books
to be
be
papers relating
relating to its transactions;
the full
full title
title and
and transferred
transferred to
transactions; after
after which
which transfer
transfer the
to
Young Men's
interest in such building and property shall vest and be
be in
in the
the Young Christian
Christian AssoAsso
Men's Christian
Christian Association of Washington;
Washington; and the
the corporation
corporation hereby
hereby ciation.
elation.
C.
m r
v
a
e
t
i
i
l
o
.nto
created shall then be dissolved;
dissolved ; and
rents and
and revenues
the bedoisr
and the
the rents
revenues of
of the
eCorpotionvd
be dissolved. to
building shall thereafter
thereafter be used exclusively
exclusively to
sustain, improve,
and Income, how
to sustain,
improve, and
how
then to
be apenlarge the public hall, library, parlors, and gymnasium,
gymnasium, and
the moral
and for
for the
moral plied.
then
to be
apandSEC.
intellectual improvement
improvement of young men.
plied.
SEC. 7. And be it further
Sac.
further enacted,
grounds, the
enacted, That the
the building and
and grounds,
the .Property and
rents and revenues of the same, and the stock issued
to erect
erect such
such buildexempt
issued to
build- income
income exempt
ing shall be forever
forever exempt
exempt from
from taxation.
taxation.
SEC.
itfurther
Act
Sac. 8. And be it
further enacted, That Congress may alter, amend, or repealed.
Ac t
may be
repeal
repeal this
this act
act at
at will.
will.
repealed.
APPROVED, March
March 2, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. CXCI. -An
—An Act to establish
certain Post-Roads.
Post-Roads.
2, 1867.
CHAP.
establish certain
March 2,
1867.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
the United
United
House of
of _Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the
be established
established Post-routes
Post-routes
Congress assembled,
the following
following be
established in
in
post-routes. —
es-tablished
as post-routes
as
Arizona;
ARIZONA.
Arzona;
From Prescott to Lynx Creek, Bigbug, and
Ranch to
Turkey
and Woolsey
Woolsey Ranch
to Turkey
Creek.
California;
CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.
California;
From Benton, via Bridgeport
Bridgeport and Antelope
Antelope Valley,
to Mammoth
Mammoth Ledge,
Valley, to
Ledge,
in Nevada.
From Drytown to
to Fiddletown.
Fiddletown.
via Rio
Rio Bravo
Bravo Ranche,
Ranche, to
to Bakerfield.
From Havilah,
Havilah, via
Bakerfield.

COLORADO.
COLORADO.
From
Spanish Peaks.
From Badito
Badito to
to Spanish
Peaks.
From Pueblo to Homosilla.
From Pueblo, via Rock Carson Ridge
Ridge and Frazier
Frazier Settlements,
Settlements, to
to
Carson City.
From Boulder
Boulder to Jamestown.
Jamestown.
From Erupea City, via
Argentine and
and Pera,
Pera, Munchy
Munchy district,
district, to
to
via Argentine
Breckenridge.
Breckenridge.
ILLINOIS.
From Oneida
Oneida to
Woodhull.
to Woodhull.
From Albion to Buxton.
Frederick, via Browning, Sheldon's Grove, Bluff City, MarbleFrom Frederick,
Marbletown, and Bendtown,
Bendtown, to Lewistown.
From
Marietta to
to Cuba.
From Marietta
Cuba.
From Rock Island to Centre Ridge.
From Traverse
Wexford, to Sherman's, in
From
Traverse City, via Munroe and Wexford,
Michigan.
Michigan.
From Shelbyville,
Shelbyville, via Todd's Point, to Wanoborne.
From Decatur to Newburg.
From Marrisa
Marrisa to
to Erie.
Erie.
From Seneca,
Seneca, via Scott, to Sunbury.
From Danville, via Rossville and Blue Grass, to
to Paxton.
Paxton.
From Oakland,
Oakland, via Greasy Point and
Rural Retreat,
Arcola.
and Rural
Retreat, to
to Arcola.

Colorado;
Colorado;

Illinois.
Ilinois.
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Monticello
Centreville.
Monticello to Centreville.
Bloomington to Paxton.
Paxton.
Casey,
Effingham.
Casey, via
via Greenup,
Greenup, to
to Effingham.
Hutton
Union Centre.
Centre.
Hutton to
to Union
Westfield
to Casey.
Westfield to
Casey.
Rock Island,
Island, via
and Carver
Carver Creek,
to Sterling
Sterling
Rock
via Coaltown,
Coaltown, Zuma,
Zuma, and
Creek, to

Indiana;

INDIANA.
INDIANA.
Memphis to
to Jasper.
From Memphis
Jasper.
From Jasper
to Lynnville.
Jasper to
Lynnville.
From Glen
West Point,
Sugar Grove,
Grove,
Glen Hall, via
via West
Point, Shawnee
Shawnee Mound,
Mound, and
and Sugar
to Farmers' Institute.
Institute.
From Glen
Glen Hall
Hall to
to Farmers'
Farmers' Institute.
Institute.
From Perrysville
Perrysville to
to Danville.
Danville.
From
Rockville, via
via Bruin's
Bruin's Cross
and Brown's
Brown's
From Rockville,
Cross Roads,
Roads, Weaveland,
Weaveland, and
Valley, to
Valley,
to Crawfordsville.
Crawfordsville.
From Seymour
Seymour to Nashville,
Nashville, via
and Pike's
Pike's Peak.
Peak.
via Wayrnansville
Waymansville and
From
Shelbyville to
to Winterrowd.
From Shelbyville
Winterrowd.

Iowa;
Iowa;

IOWA.
IOWA.
From Homer
City to
Homer City
to Grant.
Grant.
From Webster
City to
to Grant.
Grant.
From
Webster City
From Lakin's
Lakin's Grove
to Hawley.
Grove to
Hawley.
From Central
Central City
to Monticello.
City to
Monticello.
Iowa Falls
Falls to
to Algona.
From Iowa
Algona.
From Homer
Homer to
City.
From
to Webster
Webster City.
From Sioux
Rapids, via
via Douglas
Douglas and
and Lincoln,
to Spencer.
Spencer.
From
Sioux Rapids,
Lincoln, to
From Chariton, via
via Freedom,
Freedom, Bixler's
Bixler's Grove,
to
Grove, and
and Lancaster's
Lancaster's Mills,
Mills, to
Corydon.
Corydon.
KANSAS.
KANSAS.

Kansas;

From Osage Mission,
via Sherman
Hamlin, to
to Petersville.
Petersville.
Mission, via
Sherman City
City and
and Hamlin,
Owego, Logansport,
From Marmaton, via Cato, Owego,
Lafayette, and
WheaLogansport, Lafayette,
and Wheaton, to Cherokee
Cherokee City.
City.
From Fort Scott, via Allington, Reno, Worcester,
Worcester, Pleasant View,
View, and
and
Clarksville,
Clarksville, to
to Petersville.
Petersville.
Troy, via
From Troy,
Atchison, to
via Doniphan
Doniphan and
and Atchison,
to Leavenworth.
Leavenworth.
Kentucky;

KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.
From Brownville to Rocky
Rocky Hill.
Hill.
Falmouth to Milford.
From Falmouth
Milford.

Maryland;
Maryland;

MARYLAND.
MARYLAND.
From Middleville, via
via Leighton,
Leighton, to
to Wayland.
Wayland.
to Hollywood.
Hollywood.
From Leonardtown
Leonardtown to

Michigan;
Michigan;

From
From
From
From
From
From
Minnesota.

MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.
Galesburg, via Pavillion and Brady, to
to Menden.
Menden.
Climax Prairie, via
and Colon,
Colon, to
to Burr
Burr Oak.
Oak.
via Leonidas
Leonidas and
Pierson to
to Wright's.
Pierson
Wright's.
Traverse
Traverse City, via Monroe
Monroe Centre
Centre and
Wexford, to
to Sherman's.
Sherman's.
and Wexford,
Big Rapids, via Paris, to Manistee.
Manistee.

MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.
From Sunrise
City to
Fish Lake.
Lake.
Sunrise City
to Fish
From Forest City,
City, via
via Mananah,
Mananah, Ewing,
Ewing, and
and Nichols
to New
New London.
London.
Nichols to
From Winnebago
Winnebago City
City to
to Jackson.
Jackson.
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From Richmond
Richmond to Chippewa Station.
Station.
Post-routes
Post-routes
established in
From Redwood Falls to Yellow Medicine.
established
Minnesota; in
From St. Charles, via Worth and
and Arago,
Arago, to
to Rushford.
Rushford.
Minnesota;
From Paynesville,
Paynesville, via Georgesville,
Georgesville, Lake
Johanna, Iola,
Iola, and
and GlenGlenLake Johanna,
wood,
to Alexandria.
Alexandria.
wood, to
Richmond, via Glenwood,
Glenwood, Reno
From Richmond,
City, and
and PommePommeReno City,
City, Holmes
Holmes City,
de-Terre, to
Abercrombie, in
in Dakota.
Dakota.
to Fort
Fort Abercrombie,
From Clearfield
Clearfield to
Marion.
to Marion.
Minnesota, and Spirit
From Jackson,
Jackson, Minnesota,
in Iowa,
Iowa, to
to Sioux
Sioux City,
City,
Spirit Lake,
Lake, in
Iowa.
Iowa.
From Fairmount,
From
Fairmount, Fox Lake, Wooster, and Graham
in MinnesoMinnesoGraham Lake,
Lake, in
ta, to Yancton,
Yancion, in Dakato
Dakato [Dakota]
[Dakota] Territory.
Territory.
From Fort Ridgeley, via Birch Cooley, Beaver
From
Beaver Creek,
Creek, Sacred
Sacred Harp
Harp
Creek, Hawk Creek,
to Chippewa
City.
Creek, and
and Palmer's
Palmer's Creek,
Creek, to
Chippewa City.
From Rushford,
From
Rushford, via Brossburg, Highland, Lenora, in
and
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
Burr Oak, to Decorah,
in Iowa.
Iowa.
Dccorah, in
From Shakopee
Shakopee to Excelsior.
Excelsior.
Owatouna to
From Owatouna
to Albert
Albert Lea.
Lea.
From Mankato
Mankato to
to Minnesota
Lake.
Minnesota Lake.
From Paynesville,
Paynesville, via James Tuttle's,
Tuttle's, Burbank
Burbank City,
City, Norway
Norway Lake,
Lake,
Limberg's
Limberg's Town, Glenwood,
Glenwood, and Big Stone
Minnesota, to
Stone Lake,
Lake, Minnesota,
to Fort
Fort
Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, Dakota
Territory.
Dakota Territory.
From Richmond,
From
Richmond, via Lake George, Big Grove,
Grove Lake,
Lake, White
White
Grove, Grove
Bear Lake, Reno City, and
Holmes City,
and Holmes
City, to
to Chippewa.
Chippewa.
From Geneva to Freeborn.
Freeborn.
From Buffalo,
Buffalo, via Frankfort, Hassan,
From
Hassan, Battineau
Battineau Prairie,
to MinMinPrairie, to
neapolis.
From Paynesville,
From
Paynesville, via Burbank
Burbank and Norway Lake,
Lake, to
to School
Lake.
School Lake.
From Crow Wing
Fort Clark.
Wing to
to Fort
Clark.
From Saint
Little Valley,
From
Saint Charles,
Charles, via Quincy and Little
Plainview.
Valley, to Plainview.
From Paynesville
Paynesville to
to Alexandria.
Alexandria.
From
Swan River,
River, via Martin's,
Martin's, Long Prairie and Hoadley,
From Swan
to Long
Long
Hoadley, to
Prairie River.
Prairie
From Sunk
Long Prairie and Lanthear,
Lanthear, to
From
Sunk Centre,
Centre, via Scott, Long
to Bassett.
Bassett.
From West Union to
Long Prairie.
to Long
Prairie.
From
Minneapolis, via Richfield,
Richfield, Bloomington,
Bloomington, Bloomington
From Minneapolis,
Bloomington Ferry,
Ferry,
and Eden Prairie, to
to Shakopee.
Shakopee.
MISSOURI.
MISSOURI.

Missouri;
Missori;

From Sedalia,
Sedalia, via Osceola,
From
Osceola, Virgil
Virgil City, Lamar,
Lamar, Carthage,
Carthage, and
Granby,
and Granby,
to Neosho.
From
via Last Creek and Walton's Mill to
From Osage,
Osage, via
to Potosi.
Potosi.
From
From Brunos,
Brunos, via Cold Water and Mosier's
Mosier's Hill,
Hill, to
Green.
to Green.
From New London,
From
London, via Madisonville, to
to Wellsville.
Wellsville.
From Danville,
Danville, via
Big Spring, Dry Fork
From
via Big
Fork Mills, Rhineland,
Rhineland, Loutre
Loutre
Island, to Herman.
Herman.
NEB[R]ASKA.
NEB[R]ASKA.
From
Plattsmouth,
via
Weeping
From Plattsmouth,
Water, Stoor Creek,
Shirley Station,
Station,
Creek, Shirley
Lancaster, Saline City, and Middle Creek,
Lancaster,
Creek, to Blue
Blue River.
River.
Fromn Beatrice,
From
Beatrice, via Snow
Snow City, to Big Sandy.
Sandy.
NEW MEXICO.
MEXICO.

Nebraska:
Nebraska:

?dodo° t
New Mexicoo

From Fort
Fort Cummings,
Cummings, via
via Fort Bayard, to Penos Altos.
From
Altos.
NEVADA.
From
Dayton,
via
Hot
Springs, to Pine Grove.
From Dayton,
Grove.

Nevada.
Nevada.
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NEW YORK.
NEW
YORK.
From South Petersburg
Petersburg to
Berlin.
to Berlin.
BushvUle, Stevensville,
From Monticello, via Bushvidle,
Stevensville, Briscoe,
Briscoe, Jeffersonville,
Jeffersonville,
Falls Mill, and
Calicoon, to
Calicoon Station.
Station.
and Calicoon,
to Calicoon
From Oswego
Oswego City, via Oswego
Centre, and
Hannibal, to
HanOswego Centre,
and North
North Hannibal,
to Hannibalville.

NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
NORTH
From Hillsdale
Hillsdale to Greensboro'.
Greensboro'.
OHIO.
OHIO.

Ohio;

From Columbus to Beckett's
Beckett's Store.
Store.
From Young Hickory,
Hickory, via
Sand Hollow,
via Sand
Hollow, to
to Bristol.
Bristol.
From Caledonia
Caledonia to Delaware.
OREGON.
OREGON.

Oregon;

From Salem, via
Howell Prairie,
via Howell
Prairie, to
to Silverton.
Silverton.
PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania;

From Roxbury,
Amberson's Valley,
to Dry
Dry Run.
Run.
Roxbury, via Amberson's
Valley, to
From Sugar Grove,
Grove, in
Pennsylvania, to
to Watts's
Watts's Station,
Station, in
New York.
York.
in Pennsylvania,
in New
From Mahoutongo
Mahoutongo to
to Sweet
Home.
Sweet Home.
From Warfordsburg, via Emmasville,
Emmasville, to
to Ray's
Hill.
Ray's Hill.
From Dayton to
Kerr's Store.
to Kerr's
From Reading, via Angelica, Hammel's
California, and
Welsh
Hammel's Store,
Store, California,
and Welsh
Mountain, to Waynesburgh.
Waynesburgh.
From Birdsboro,
Birdsboro, via White
White Bear
Bear Town,
Town, Beckersville,
Beekersville, Hammel's
Hammel's Store,
Store,
to
to Adamstown.
From Kasson,
Kasson, via Kane, to Marion.
Marion.
From Chatham Valley,
Valley,via Darius
Darius Syke's
Roswell Achley's,
Ad'ley's, to
to
Syke's and
and Roswell
Westfield.
Westfield.
From Kinneysville,
Kinneysville, via Treat's
Treat's Corners,
Corners, to
Knoxville.
to Knoxville.
From Auburn Four Corners,
Corners, via West Auburn
Auburn and
and East
East Springhill,
Springhill, to
to
Wyalusing.
From Rowe, via Joseph Seeley's
Seeley's and Kenyon
Nichols.
Kenyon Corners, to
to Nichols.
From Blossburgh,
Blossburgh, via Ogdensburgh,
Ogdensburgh, to mouth
Branch.
mouth of Roaring
Roaring Branch.
From Hollidaysburgh,
Hollidaysburgh, via L. Bennett's
Bennett's Mills, to Whitney's
Whitney's Corners.
Corners.
From Karthon's to
Round Island.
Island.
to Round
From Tioga, via Farmington
Farmington Hill and Farmington
Osceola.
Farmington Centre,
Centre, to Osceola.
From Montoursville,
Montoursville, via
via Loyal Sock, Fairfield Centre
Centre and Wolf Run.
Run.
to
to Munchy
Munchy Borough.
Borough.

From
From
From
From
From
From
From
Tennessee;
Tennessee;

Utah;
Utah;

Virginia.

Vermillyer's, via Long
H. Vermillyer's,
Long Run and Sabinsville,
Sabinsville, to
Westfield.
to Westfield.
Ulysses, via Harrison
Harrison Valley,
Valley, to Westfield.
Westfield.
Tarentum to Saxonburgh.
Saxonburgh.
Kittanning to
to Plumville.
Plumville.
Mohrsville to Bernville.
Mobrsville
Bernville.
Dundaff to Uniondale.
Uniondale.
Salona to
Lamar Mills.
to Lamar
Mills.

TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.
From Due West, via Level Land, to
to Temple
of Health.
Health.
Temple of
UTAH.
UTAH.
From
Beaver,
in
Utah,
via
Minersville
From Beaver,
Minersville and Meddowsith,
Meddowsith, to Paranagat,
Paranagat,
in Nevada.
VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
From Trevilian's Depot to Green
Green Springs.
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WEST VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.
WEST
Post-routes
Post-routes
established
established in
in
From New Port, via Salt Pond, Weisiger's
Brown's, to
Sul- WestVirginia;
West Virginia;
Weisiger's and
and Brown's,
to Salt
Salt Sulphur
Springs.
phur Springs.
From Cabel Court House, via Tudge's Creek
From
Mill, to
to
Creek and
and Porter's
Porter's Mill,
Hamlin.
Hamlin.

From Petroleum,
Petroleum, via California House
From
House and
Oil Rock,
Rock, to
to Rathbone.
and Oil
Rathbone.
From Perrysville
Perrysville,'via Clear
Fork, to
to T
ug River
Ri ver P
ost-Offi ce.
Clear Fork,
Tug
Post-Office.
From
From Petroleum Station, via California
California House
and Oil
Oil Rock,
to RunRunHouse and
Rock, to
ning
Springs.
ning Springs.
WISCONSIN.
From Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, via New
Paynesv ill e.
New Koelu,
Koelu, to
to Paynesville.
From
From Rural, via
vi a Waupaca,
Waupaca, Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, Little
Little Wolf,
Wolf, North
North Royalton,
Royalton,
and Northport, to New London.
London.
KANSAS.
KANSAS.
From
Salina,
Salina
County, via Ottawa County,
From Salina,
Saline River
River
County, up
up the
the Saline
Valley, to the mouth
mouth of Spillman's
Spillman's Creek.
Creek.
From
From Saline,
Saline, via the Kansas
Kansas Salt Company's Works,
Works, Oakland,
Oakland, MinneMinneapolis,
thence up the Solomon
apolis, thence
Solomon River
River Valley,
via Usher's
to the
Valley, via
Usher's Creek,
Creek, to
the
mouth of Oak
Creek.
Oak Creek.
From Emporia,
From
Emporia, Lyon County, via Madison,
Madison, Janeville,
and Noonday,
Noonday, to
to
Janeville, and
Eureka, Greenwood
Greenwood County.
County.
From Humboldt,
Humboldt, Allen County, via South
From
South Branch
of Bull
Bull Creek,
Creek,
Branch of
thence
the East
East Branch
thence down
down the
Branch of Buffalo
Buffalo Creek
Creek to its
mouth, in
Wilson
its mouth,
in Wilson
Coyville.
County, thence to CoyvilIe.
From
via Indianola,
Indianola, in Shawnee
Shawnee County,
County, and
From Topeka
Topeka via
Mitchell's Mills,
Mills,
and Mitchell's
IIolton, in Jackson
Jackson County.
to Holton,
County.
From Wanmego,
Pattawatomie County, by way
From
Wamego, Pattawatomie
of Allen,
Allen, Wabaunsie
way of
Wabaunsie
County, to Council
Counlcil Grove.
Grove.
From
Burlington, Coffey
Coffey County, to Belmont, Woodson
From Burlington,
Woodson County.
County.
From Hiawatha,
Iliawatha, Brown County,
From
County, via Muscatah
Muscatah to
Grasshopper Falls,
to Grasshopper
Falls,
Jefferson
Jefferson County.
County.
From
Osage Mission, Neagh°
Neasho County, via
From Osage
Sherman, Salamanca,
via Sherman,
Salamanca, PePetersville, Cherokee
tersville,
Cherokee County, to Neosho,
Missouri.
Neosho, Newton
Newton County,
County, Missouri.
From
From Lawrence,
Lawrence, via Oskaloosa, to Grasshopper
Falls.
Grasshopper Falls.
From Dcsota,
Johnson County,
From
Desota, Johnson
County, via Gardner,
Ossawatornie.
Gardner, to
to Ossawatomie.
From Topeka,
Topeka, by way of Holton and Sabetha,
From
Sabetha, to
to Nebraska
Nebraska City.
City.
From Mound City,
City, Linn
County, Kansas, by way
From Mound
Linn County,
way of Trading
Trading Post,
Post,
Linn
County, to Pleasant
Pleasant Hill, Missouri.
Linn County,
Missouri.
From
Manhattan,
Riley
County, by way
From Manhattan,
of Clay
Clay County,
County, to
to Lake
Sibway of
Lake Sibley, in Shirley County.
County.
From
From Manhattan,
Manhattan, by way of Westmoreland,
Westmoreland, and
and Savannah,
Savannah, PattawatPattawatornie County, to Council
omie
Council Grove.
From
From Paola to Rockville,
Rockville, by way
Miami Village,
Village, to
to New
New LancasLancasway of
of Miami
ter, Miami
Miami County.
County.
From
via Cato, to Monmouth;
From Fort
Fort Scott,
Scott, via
Monmouth; and a
atri-weekly
mail from
from
tri-weekly mail
Prairie City,
City, via
Prairie
via Centropolis,
Centropolis, to Burlingame;
Burlingame; also tri-weekly
from CounCountri-weekly from
cil
cil Grove
Grove to intersect
intersect Santa
Santa Fe mail hear
Lamed.
near Fort
Fort Larned.
From
From Topeka to Holton, Jackson
Jackson County,
Atchison County,
County, Kennekuk,
Kennekuk, Atchison
County,
and Troy, Doniphan County.
County.
Missouri River
River Railroad
Wyanandotte to
Missouri
Railroad from Wyanandotte
to Le[a]venworth.
Le[a]venworth.
From
Mound City,
City, Linn
Linn County, to Cherokee
From Mound
Cherokee City, Cherokee
County,
Cherokee County,
via
Mannaton
County,
Monmouth, Crawford
via Mannaton County, Monmouth,
Crawford County.
From
Fort Scott
to Baxter's
Baxter's Springs,
Springs, via Pleasant View
From Fort
Scott to
View and
and PetersPetersville, Cherokee
Cherokee County.
ville,
From
Council Grove
Eldorado, Fort
From Council
Grove via
via Cottonwood
Cottonwood Falls, Eldorado,
Arbuckle,
Fort Arbuckle,
to Sherman,
Sherman, Texas.
From Topeka,
Shawnee County, to Burlington, Coffey
From
Topeka, Shawnee
Coffey County.
County.

Wisconsin;
Wisconsin;

Kansas.
Kansas.
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Post-routes

Perryville, Jefferson
Jefferson County, to Oskaloosa, Jefferson
From Perryville,
Jefferson County.
A
County, to
to Geneva,
Allen County.
A route from Carlyle, Allen County,
Geneva, Allen
County.
A route
via Mapleton,
Xenia, in
in Bourbon
Bourbon
A
route from
from Fort
Fort Scott,
Scott, Kansas,
Kansas, via
Mapleton, Xenia,
County, to
Garrett, Anderson
Anderson County.
County.
County,
to Garrett,
From
Falls to
to Junction
From Cottonwood
Cottonwood Falls
Junction City.
City.
March 2,
1867.
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
APPROVED,

March
1867.
March 2,
2, 1867.

CHAP.
CXCII. -An
—An Act
incorporate the
the National
National Capitol
Insurance Company.
Company.
CHAP. CXCII.
Act to
to incorporate
Capitol Insurance

in
n Kansa.
Kansas.

and House
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
National Cap- States of
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That Green Adams,
National
Congress assembled,
Adams, Erastus

eizJohn B. Clark, Jr., J.
Leech, John
J. Coombs,
Coombs, Robert
itol Insurance
Poulson,
Joseph J.
Robert Leech,
J. P.
P. RezPoulson, Joseph
itol
Insuralc o
Company incorincorCompany

nor,
Fergus M.
M. Blair,
Blair, Robert
Robert L.
and Joseph
and others
others
W. Parish,
Parish, and
Joseph W.
L. Owen,
Owen, and
nor, Fergus
who
become members,
hereby created
body politic
politic and
and corpowho may
may become
members, are
are hereby
created aabody
corporate,
by the
the name
and style
the ""National
Capital Insurance
Company,"
rate, by
name and
style of
of the
National Capital
Insurance Company,"
for the
carrying on
the business
business of
of insurance
insurance at
the city
city of
of
for
the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
on the
at the
Washington, in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, subject
Washington,
in the
Columbia, and
subject to
to the
the
laws of
Powers.
laws
of the
the several
several States,
States, and
shall and
and may
may have
have perpetual
and shall
perpetual succession,
succession,
and shall
be capable
in law
of contracting
and being
being contracted
and
shall be
capable in
law of
contracting and
contracted with,
with, and
and
of suing
suing and
sued, pleading
and being
of
and being
being sued,
pleading and
being impleaded,
in all
all courts
courts of
of
impleaded, in
competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, either
or equity,
in this
this district
district or
or elseelsecompetent
either in
in law
law or
equity, in
where, subject
the laws
laws of
of the
as aforesaid,
and they
and their
where,
subject to
to the
the states
States as
aforesaid, and
they and
their
beal.
successors
shall and
have aacommon
common seal,
change the
bead,
successors shall
and may
may have
seal, and
and may
may change
the same
Directors, by- at their will and
Directors,
and pleasure;
pleasure; and
and may
may also,
time to
to time,
time, at
at any
any meetalso, from
from time
meetlaws,
ing
of their
by a
of votes
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
laws, Ste.
&c.
ing of
their directors,
directors, by
a majority
majority of
votes as
provided, orordain,
and put
in execution
execution such
such by-laws,
ordinances, rules,
rules, and
and
dain, establish,
establish, and
put in
by-laws, ordinances,
regulations,
the same
same not
to this
this act
or the
laws of
of the
the
regulations, the
not being
being contrary
contrary to
act or
the laws
United States,
may appear
appear to
to them
or expedient
expedient for
for the
the manmanUnited
States, as
as may
them necessary
necessary or
agement
of said
corporation, its
its business
agement of
said corporation,
business and
and affairs,
affairs, and
and may
may from
from time
time
to time
time alter
alter or
or repeal
to
or any
any of
them.
repeal the
the same
same or
of them.
SEC. 2. And be it
further enacted,
enacted, That the said
Insurance upSEC.
it further
said company
company shall have

porated.
porated.

on
and
on lives,
lives, and
against
acciagainst accidents,
dents.

power
to make
make insurance
of persons,
persons, and
and against
against
and health
health of
lives and
upon the
the lives
insurance upon
power to
accidents
of any
any and
tickets, or
or both,
both, as
as the
the
accidents of
and all
all kinds;
kinds; to
to issue
issue tickets,
or policies,
policies, or
board of
and to
themselves to
board
of directors
directors may
may determine;
determine; and
to cause
cause themselves
to be
be insured,
insured,
when deemed
when
deemed expedient,
against risks
risks upon
which they
they may
may have
have made
made
expedient, against
upon which
insurance.
insurance.
Directors.
SEC.
further enacted,
enacted, That
That the
the affairs
affairs of
said company
company
SEC. 3. And
And be it
it further
of said
shall be
by aaboard
of directors,
than five
shall
be managed
managed by
board of
directors, consisting
consisting of
of not
not less
less than
five
members, or
members,
or stockholders,
stockholders, three
shall constitute
quorum; said
said
three of
of whom
whom shall
constitute a
a quorum;
Elections.
directors
be elected
elected by
by ballot
members and
Elections,
directors shall be
ballot from
from among
among the
the members
and stockstockholders of
said company,
holders
of said
company, in
in general
general meeting
meeting assembled,
assembled, at
at such
times and
and
such times
Notice.
places as
as said
in its
its by-laws
shall appoint;
of which
which election
Notice.
places
said corporation
corporation in
by-laws shall
appoint; of
election
public notice
notice shall
shall be
be given
given ten
ten days
preceding such
such election,
which shall
shall
public
days preceding
election, which
be held
under the
inspection of
of members
members or
stockholders, to
be appointed
appointed
be
held under
the inspection
or stockholders,
to be
for the
for
the purpose,
the first
first election,
election, by
by the
named in
in the
the first
first
purpose, for
for the
the persons
persons named
section of
of this
and stockholders,
stockholders, not
not being
being
section
this act,
act, and
and thereafter
thereafter by
by members
members and
directors, to
to be
appointed previous
every election
election by
by the
board of
of dididirectors,
be appointed
previous to
to every
the board
Ballot.
rectors,
Ballot,
rectors, and
and such
election shall
shall be
be made
made by
by ballot,
and by
by aaplurality
such election
ballot, and
plurality of
of
the votes of the members
their proxies,
present, allowProxies.
members or
or stockholders,
stockholders, or
or their
proxies, present,
allowing
to each
ing to
each member
member or
vote for
for every
every fifty
fifty dollars
dollars in
capor stockholder
stockholder one
one vote
in capVacancies.
ital stock represented
in said
board may
Vacancies.
real
represented in said
said company. All vacancies
vacancies in
said board
may
be
be filled
filled for
for the
the unexpired
unexpired terms
by the
the remaining
remaining directors,
directors, and
perterms by
and the
the pershall continue
in office
others shall
shall
sons chosen to fill such vacancies
vacancies shall
continue in
office until
until others
be chosen
chosen in
in their
and other
Annual meetmeet- be
their places;
places; and
other elections
elections shall
shall be
be held
held on
on the
the first
first
ings .
day of
of April
each year, for the
lugs.
day
April of
of each
the choice
choice of new directors.
directors. The said
said
President
a president, vice-president,
vice-president, secrePresident and board of directors shall elect,
elect, viva
viva voce,
voce, a
oter officers.
tary, treasurer,
treasurer, and
general agent,
agent, who
other
officers.
tary,
and general
who may
hold their
their offices
offices for
and durdurmay hold
for and
ing the
term of
of one
year, unless
sooner removed
removed by
by the
the board
board of
ing
the term
one year,
unless sooner
of directors,
directors,
or until
elected in
or
until others
others are
are elected
in their
their places.
places.
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SEC.
4. And
further enacted,
S
EC. 4.
And be it further
enacted, That the funds of this
company, Funds,
Funds, how
how
this company,
however
however derived, may be invested
invested in
i
n or
oane d on
on stock
stock or
or real security.invested.
or l
loaned
real security. invested.
But the stockholders of this company shall not be liable for any
But the stockholders of this company shall not be
any loss, damLiability of
age, or
responsibility beyond
beyond the amount of stock
age,
or responsibility
stock subscribed
subscribed by
by them
them restockholders.
re- stockholders.
spectively,
spectively, and any profits accruing
accruing therefrom
therefrom and
and undivided.
undivided.
SEC.
5. And
be it
further enacted, That
S
EC. 5.
And be
it further
That suits at
or in
equity may
may Suits
suits to
collect
at law or
in equity
to collect
be
maintained by
said corporation
be maintained
by said
corporation against any
any of its stockholders
stockholders for
the assessments
asse t
ssinents upupfor the
collection
collection of any assessment on their stock or for
cause relating
relating on
on stock.
sock.
for any
any other
other cause
to
the
of said
corporation, and may be
prosecuted and maintained
to the business
business of
said corporation,
be prosecuted
maintained
by
by any member or stockholder
stockholder against
against said
damsaid corporation
corporation for
for losses
losses or
or damages
insured
ages insured against, if payment
payment is withheld
withheld more than
than three
months after
three months
after
the
losses
duly proved,
and notified
the losses are
are duly
proved, and
notified to the company,
company, agreeably
agreeably to
to the
the
conditions of the policy.
SEC.
be it
enacted, That
president, secretary,
secretary, and Executive
SEC. 6.
6. And
And be
it further
further enacted,
That the president,
Executive
treasurer
company, and
and such
such other
other stockholders
treasurer of
of the
the company,
stockholders as may be added
added committee.
committee '
by
the board,
executive committee,
by the
board, shall constitute an executive
committee, and,
when the
and, when
the
board of directors
directors are not in session,
board
session, may exercise
exercise all
all the
the powers
powers vested
vested
in the
the company,
company, (except
otherwise provided
in
(except as shall be otherwise
provided by
by the
the board
board of
of
directors
the by-laws of the company,)
directors in
in the
company) a
majority of
of whom
whom may
may cona majority
constitute a
a quorum
quorum to
to do
business.
do business.
SEC.
And be
it further
further enacted, That the
SEC. 7.
7. And
be it
the capital stock
stock of the
coin - Capital
Capital stock.
stock.
the company
be less than
pany shall
shall not
not be
than one
one hundred
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
nor $160,000tobe
$150,000 to be
dollars, nor
more than one million
milli on d
o
ll
ars
,
i
n
s
h
ares
of
i
f
fty
dollars
each,
which
first
p
dollars, in shares of fifty dollars each, which first- paid
p1 id in
before
i
nbefore
named amount
ffecting
insur-one hundred
dollars shall be paid
named
amount of
of one
hun dre dand
an d fifty
fifty thousand
th
ousand dollars
in ance.
:tw
ee. ng insur
paid in
in
previous to effecting
effecting insurances.
insurances.
SEC.
it further
further enacted,
S
EC. 8.
8. And
And be it
enacted, That the directors
directors shall
power Dividends.
Dividends.
shall have
have power
to
declare such
such dividends
dividends of the profits
to declare
profits of the company as
as they
shall deem
deem
they shall
proper:
Provided, That no
proper: Provided, That
no dividend
dividend shall be
be declared
declared when, in
the opinopin- Proviso.
Proviso.
in the
ion of
the directors or a
a majority
ion
of the
majority thereof, the capital
capital stock
would be
be imstock would
paired thereby.
SEC. 9. And be
Sic. 9. And
be it
it further
further enacted,
enacted, That the company
company shall be located
of
located Location
Location of
at the city
Washington, in
in the
at the
city of
of Washington,
the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, and may establish
establish company.
"' A
mg
P
e
an
yies.
agencies
elsewhere in
agencies elsewhere
in the United States, subject to the laws of the several
several Aene
Slates.
SI'c.
10. And be
it further
enacted, That
SEC. 10. And
be it
further enacted,
That it shall be the duty of
of the
Annual rerepresident
president or vice-president
vice-p res id ent and
an dsecretary
secretary of said company annually, on orport.
of said company annually, on or port.
before the
the first
before
first day of February, to prepare,
prepare, under
under oath,
oath, and
and deposit
deposit in
in
the
of the Secretary
the ollice
office of
Secretary of the Interior, a
a detailed
their transtransdetailed report
report of
of their
actions for
preceding year, and also cause
actions
for the
the preceding
cause to
he published,
published, in
in some
to be
some
daily newspaper
newspaper published
published in the District of Columbia,
daily
Columbia, for
for at
least ten
ten
Statement to
to
at
least
Statement
days, aastatement
exhibiting
the
amount of
days,
statem en tex
hibi ti
ng t
he total
total amount
profits
received
and
theofbe
published,
of profits received and
be
published,
dr the
i
i
of
protits,
losses,
total amount
amount of losses paid and ascertained,
gobts,s,fuo
nsss
e
,
s,sze.
total
ascertained, including
including expenses
expenses during
during debts,
funds,
c.
the year;
amount of
of debts
the
year; also, the amount
debts owing
owing by said
at the
the date
date
said company
company at
of
the
statement,
and
of the statetnent,
the amount of claims against
for losses;
losses;
against the
the company
company for
also, statement of
of the
the funds
of the company
also, aastatement
funds of
company and
and the gross
gross amount
of outoutamount of
standing
ri.iks thereon, together
standing risks
together with the amount of
of stock
stock subscribed
subscribed and
and
the amnount
amount actually paid
paid in.
in.
SEC.
bee it
enacted, That
SEC. 11.
11. And
And b
i
tfurther
further enacted,
That Congress
Congress may
may a
any timebe Act may
attany
time Act maybe
alter, amend, or revo
revoke
ke t
he sa
i
d incorporation.
i
ncorporation.repealed.
the
said
repealed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
C HAP.

An Act
certain Crimes
CHAP. CXCIII.
CXCIII. -— An
Act to define and punish certain
named.
Crimes therein
therein named.

March 2,1867.
2, 1867.
March

Be
it enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it enacted
by the
the Senate
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That if any
States of
Congress assembled,
any person
person shall
shall rob
rob Robbery
Robbery and
and
another
of any
another of
any ki
nd or
escr i
pt i
on of
of personal
belonging to the
punkind
or d
description
personal property
property belonging
lahrceny punto the larceny
United
States, or
United States,
or shall
shall feloniously
feloniously take and
and carry away the same,
same, the ished
is ed.
person so
so offending
person
offending shall, on conviction,
conviction, be punished
by fine
not exceedpunished by
fine not
exceeding five
five thousand
ing
thousand dollars,
dollars, or by imprisonment
imprisonment at hard labor,
labor, not
than
not less
less than
one, nor
one,
nor more than ten years,
years, or by both, at
at the
the court.
court.
the discretion
discretion of
of the
ArPPOVED,
1867.
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.
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II. Cu.
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March 2,
1867. CHAP.
to provide
provide Ways
Ways and
and Means
Means for
for the
of Compound
Compound
Payment of
the Payment
Act to
An Act
CHAP. CXCIV.
CXCIV. -—An
2,1867.
March

Interest Notes.
Interest
Notes.

Temporary
Temporary
loan certificates
certificates
loan
may be issued
may
to redeem
redeem corcorn_
to
pound interest
interest
pound
notes.
1862, eh. 33,
33, §44.
n186tch
vol. xii.
xii. p.
p. 346.
346.
Vol.

Rate of inter-

est. incipal and
and
Pr
etPrincipal
interest payable
in lawful money.
'Certificates
Certificates
may
be held
by
held by
may be
banks asreserve.
banksasreserve.
1864,
ch.
31864,
h. 106,
106,
Vol.
xiii. pp.
pp.
Vol. xiii.
108, 109.
109.
Proviso,
Proviso.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States
of America,
in Congress
assembled, That
That for
of rerefor the
the purpose
purpose of
Congress assembled,
States of
America, in

deeming and
and retiring
retiring any
compound interest
interest notes
notes outstanding,
outstanding, the
the SecreSecreany compound
deeming
tary
the Treasury
is hereby
authorized and
to issue
temporary
issue temporary
directed to
and directed
hereby authorized
Treasury is
tary of
of the
the act
act enensection four
prescribed by
by section
in the
the manner
manner prescribed
loan certificates
certificates in
loan
four of
of the
the
notes and for the
to authorize
authorize the
titled ""An
act to
the issue
issue of
of United
United States
States notes
An act
titled
redemption
funding thereof,
thereof, and
and for
funding the
floating debt
debt of
of the
the
the floating
for funding
or funding
redemption or
United
States," approved
approved February
twenty-fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
February twenty-fifth,
United States,"
sixty-two,
bearing interest
at a
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding three
per centum
three per
centum per
per
sixty-two, bearing
interest at
a rate
annum, principal
money on
on demand;
demand; and
and
lawful money
in lawful
payable in
interest payable
and interest
principal and
annum,
any
said certificates
of temporary
loan may
may constitute
and be
be held,
held, by
by any
constitute and
temporary loan
said
certificates of
national bank holding
the same,
same, as aapart
reserve proproholding or owning
owning the
part of
of the
the reserve
vided for
sections thirty-one
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled ""An
An act
act
thirty-two of
and thirty-two
thirty-one and
in sections
for in
vided
by a
a pledge
currency secured
to provide
national currency
secured by
pledge of
of United
United States
States
to
provide aa national
bonds,
provide for
thereof," approved
approved
redemption thereof,"
and redemption
the circulation
circulation and
for the
and to
to provide
bonds, and
June
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Provided,
That not
not less
less than
than
Provided,That
hundred and
eighteen hundred
three, eighteen
June three,
tvwo
fifths of
of the
entire reserve
reserve of
of such
such bank
two fifths
the entire
bank shall
consist of
lawful money
money
shall consist
of lawful
of such
That the
of the
States: And
the amount
amount of
such
further, That
And provided
provided further,
of
the United
United States:
miltemporary certificates
at any
any time
time outstanding
outstanding shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed fifty
fifty milcertificates at
temporary
lions
of dollars.
dollars.
lions of
A PPPOVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,
APPPOVED,

March 2,
CHAP.CXCV.
—An Act
pay and
Expenditures to the
certain Debts and Expenditures
discharge certain
and discharge
Act to
to pay
CXCV. -An
2, 1867. CHAP.
March
Corporation
Corporationof the City of Washington.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
Be it

Corporation
Congress assembled,
assenzbled, That the Secretary of the
America, in Congress
States of America,
of
Washington Treasury
is hereby
to pay
the proper
the city
city
of the
to the
proper authorities
authorities of
authorized to
pay to
hereby authorized
Treasury is
of Washington
to be paid for
expenses in
in i
m _ of
of Washington,
of any
any money
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approapproin the
money in
out of
Washington, out
imexpenses
thousand nine
hundred and
of thirty-one
thirty-one thousand
priated,
proving, &c.
&e.
priated, the
the sum
sum of
nine hundred
and seventy-one
seventy-one

dollars
and thirty-four
cents, in
in full
full fbr
for all
all claims
claims which
which the
the city
city of
of
dollars and
thirty-four cents,
Washington now
now has
has against
United States
States on
on account
account of
of moneys
moneys exexagainst the
the United
Washington
May 5,
5, 1864.
pended
in improving
improving the
the streets,
avenues, alleys,
pended in
streets, avenues,
alleys, public
public grounds,
grounds, in
in the
the
city
of Washington,
repairing any
any of
bridges crossing
crossing the
the PotoPotothe bridges
of the
for repairing
or for
city of
Washington, or
mac
river, prior
prior to
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Provided,
Provided,
May fifth,
fifth, eighteen
to May
mac river,
Account to
be Th
at before
bef
ore paying
sum aforesaid
aforesaid the
the mayor
of the
the city
city of
of WashingWashingAccount
to be
That
paying the
the sum
mayor of
ir.
presented.
I
presented.
ton shall
shall present
commissioner of public
ton
present to the
the commissioner
buildings an account emembracing
each item
item of
of charge
charge which
which said
said city
city has
against the
the United
United States
States
has against
bracing each
for
expenditures herein
which account
account the
said commissioner
commissioner
the said
to, which
herein referred
referred to,
for expenditures
Items
to be
be
shall
be correct
correct and
Items to
shall certify
certify to
to be
and just:'Provided
just: 'Provided further,
further, That
That no
no money
money
examined and
shall be
paid
under this
this act
act until
after aafull
examination of
of all
all the
the items
items
examination
full
until
after
under
be
paid
and
shall
examined
proved.
proved.
oath
of the
accounting officers
officers of
by
the proper
proper accounting
the treasury,
treasury, and
and proof
proof under
under oath
by the
that the
work was
done at
at fair
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable prices:
prices: And
And provided
provided furfurwas done
that
the work
ther, That before
any money
money shall
shall be
be paid
act the
the city
Receipt in
they,
before any
paid under
under this
this act
city of
of
full.
United States
Washington shall file with the treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the United
States a
a receipt
receipt
of
to
effect that
the city
has received
the amount
to be
be paid
paid by
by virtue
virtue of
received the
amount to
the effect
that the
city has
to the
this
in full
full of
of all
for the
pavthis act
act in
all claims
claims against
against the
the government
government for
the grading,
grading, paving,
and constructing
the streets
of said
said city
city to
to the
date of
of
the date
in the
streets of
sewers in
ing, and
constructing sewers
May
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
May twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
public streets,
grounds, and
ridges,' prior
to
bridges,
prior to

March 2, 1867.
1867.
1866, ch. 288.
Ante, p.
p. 306.
Ante,
309.

Act for the Removal
Cause.,
CHAP. CXCVI.
CXCVI. —An
-An Act
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Actfor
Remnoal of
of Causes
twenty-seven, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
in certain
certain Cases
Cases from State Courts," approved
approved July- twenty-seven,
sixty-six.
sixty-six.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
United
of the
the United
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
Certain
Certain suits
suits States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the act
act entitled
entitled "An
"An act
act
in State
State courts or
in
o
in certain
certain cases
cases from
from State
approved
courts," approved
State courts,"
causes in
of causes
removal of
the removal
may be removed fforr the
to circuit court
court •July
is
be, and
eighteen hundred
July twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, be,
wid the
the same
same is
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hereby, amended as follows: Tbat
That where
where aa suit is now pending, or may
of the
the United
United
may of
.i.t
o
a
na
tesiowhen,
w
er i
n
n,
fiu
hereafter
hereafter be brought in any
any State court, in which there is controversy bebe- States,
.._
tween a
a citizen of the State in which the suit is brought and aacitizen
citizen of
of once,,rom
&c.
localjustice
utineanother State, and the matter in dispute exceeds the sum
sum of five hundred cannot be had in
dollars, exclusive
exclusive of costs, such
such citizen
of another
another State,
State, whether
whether he
he be
State court.
court.
citizen of
be State
plaintiff or defendant, if he will make and file, in
court, an
an
in such
such State
State court,
affidavit stating that he has reason to and does believe
from prebelieve that,
that, from
preinfluence, he will not be able to
judice or local influence,
obtain justice
justice in
in such
such
to obtain
State court, may, at any time before
before the final hearing or trial of
of the
the suit,
suit,
file a
a petition in such State court for the removal of
suit into
into the
next
of the
the suit
the next
circuit court of the United States to be held in the district where
where the
the suit
is pending, and offer good and sufficient
sufficient surety
entering in
in such
such
surety for
for his entering
court, on the first day of its session, copies
process, pleadings,
ple adi ngs ,depdep- Proceedings
copies of
of all
all process,
Proceedings to
ositions, testimony,
proceedings in said suit, and doing such remove.
testimony, and other proceedings
rem "'
other appropriate acts as, by the act to which
which this act
amendatory, are
are
act is
is amendatory,
required to be done upon the removal
removal of a
a suit into
into the
United States
the United
States
court: and it shall be, thereupon, the
the duty
duty of the
the State
to accept
accept
State court
court to
proceed no further in
the surety and proceed
and the
the said
said copies
being
in the
the suit;
suit; and
copies being
entered as aforesaid in such court of the United States,
the suit
suit shall
shall there
there
States, the
proceed in the same manner as if it had been brought there
proceed
there by original
original
process; and all the provisions
provisions of the
the act to
which this
to which
this act
act is
is amendatory
amendatory
respecting any bail, attachment,
attachment, injunction,
injunction, or other
other restraining
process, Bail,
attach.
restraining process,
Bail, attachand respecting
indemnity, or other obligation
respecting any bond of indemnity,
obligati on g
i
ven upon the li.ients,injuncgiven
ments, injunolo
ti
ons,
&
e.
issuing or granting
granting of any attachment, injunction,
injunction, or othe
t
ra i
ni
ng propro -t ns, &c.
otherr res
restraining
cess, shall apply with like force
cots,
force and effect
effect in
all
respects
to
similar
matters,
in all respects to similar matters,
process, or things in the suits for the removal of which
which this act provides.
provides.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March,
March, 2, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
An Act to provide
provide increased
Revenue from
CHAP .CXCVII.
CXCVII.-—An
increased Revenue
from imported
and for
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
imported Wool,
Wool, and
for March
Purposes.
other Purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United
House of ffipresentatives
Representatives of
Congress a
ssem bled, That
Th atfrom
f
rom and
an d a
f
ter th
passStates of America
America in
in Congress
assembled,
after
thee passDnties
in lieu
Duties in
age of this act, in lieu of the duties now imposed by law
law on
articles of present
on the
the articles
present duties
on unmanufacmentioned and embraced in this section,
section, there
there shall
shall be
be levied,
wool, Stc
.
levied, collected, tured wool,
&c.
and paid on all unmanufactured
unmanufactured wool,
wool, hair of the alpaca,
alpaca, goat, and other
other
like animals, imported from foreign
countries, the duties hereinafter
like
foreign countries,
hereinafter proprovided. All wools, hair of the alpaca,
alpaca, goat, and
and other
like animals,
animals, as
as .Wools
Nyools.to
other like
to be
be
aforesaid, shall
be divided,
divided, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of fixing
dvideed intoe
aforesaid,
shall be
fixing the duties to be tdhivreideccdlaisnste°s.
thereon, into three classes, to wit: —
charged thereon,
CLASS 1. -— CLOTHING
WOOL.
CLOTHING W
OOL.

Class 1.—
Class
1.-

CLASS
COMBING WOOLS.
W OOLS.
CLASS 2.
2.-— COMBING

Class 2.2. —
Class
Combing
wools.
Combing wools.

Clothing
Clothing wool
wool to
to
That is to say,
wools, or other wools
say, merino, mestiza,
mestiza, metz,
tnetz, or metis wools,
wools of include
include what.
what.
merino blood,
blood, immediate
immediate or remote; down clothing
clothing wools,
wools, and
and wools
wools of
of
like character
character with any of the preceding, including
like
including such as have
have been
been
heretofore usually imported into the United States
heretofore
States fiom
from Buenos
Buenos Ayres,
Ayres,
New Zealand,
Zealand, Australia, Cape of Good Hope,
Hope, Russia,
Russia, Great Britain,
Britain,
Canada, and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and also including
including all wools
hereinafter dedewools not
not hereinafter
scribed
designated in classes two and three.
scribed or designated

That is to say, Leicester,
Leicester, Cotswold, Lincolnshire,
Lincolnshire, down
combing wools,
long
down combing
wools, ""Canada
Canada long
combing wools of
ng li sh bl
oo d, an
usuall y k
nown by
the11;1
or other like combing
t
1
,b
uled
of E
English
blood,
anddusually
known
by the
heroli inPubded
terms
herein used;
and also
also all
all hair
hair of the alpaca, goat, and other
terms herein
used; and
other like Res.
lies. No. 8.
8.
animals.

March 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
March
Vol. xv.
xv. p.
p. 21.
21.
Vol.
CLASS
CLASS 8.
3. -— CARPET
CARPET WOOLS,
W OOLS, AND
AND OTHER
OTHER SIMILAR
SIMILAR W
OOLS.
Class 3.-Car3.—CarWOOLS.
Class
pet
pet wool
wools and
and
Such as
as Donskoi,
Donskoi, native South
South American,
American, Cordova,
Cordova, Valparaiso,
native other
other similar
similar
Valparaiso, native
Smyrna,
and
including
all
such
wools
of
like
character
as
have
been
Smyrna, and including
character
have been here- wools.
wools'
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Samples of
Samples
various kinds to
deposited in
be deposited
custom-houses.
custom-houses.
Standard samsamStandard
ples
lea in Treasury
Treasury
Department.

Duty upon
wools
first
wools of
of first
class;
class;

ot
second
ot second
class;
class

of third class;

of third class;
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tofore usually
usually imported
into the
the United
United States
States from
from Turkey,
Turkey, Greece,
Greece,
imported into
tofore
Egypt, Syria,
elsewhere.
Syria, and elsewhere.
Egypt,
For the
purpose of
into effect
effect the
proclassification herein prothe classification
carrying into
of carrying
the purpose
For
vided,
vided, aa sufficient
sufficient number of distinctive
distinctive samples
samples of
of the various kinds of
wool or
or hair
embraced in
of the
the three
three classes
named, selected
selected
above named,
classes above
in each
each of
hair embraced
wool
and prepared
the direction
of the
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
and
Secretary of
the Secretary
direction of
under the
and
prepared under
(the standard samples
samples being retained
retained in the Treasduly verified by him, (the
ury Department)
shall be
in the
custom-houses and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
the custom-houses
be deposited
deposited in
ury
Department,) shall
as
direct, which
which samples
shall be
used by
the proper
proper officers
officers of
of
by the
be used
samples shall
as he
he may
may direct,
the
customs to
to determine
classes above
to which
which all imported
imported
specified, to
above specified,
the classes
determine the
the customs
wools
wools of
of the
the first
first class,
class, the
the value
value whereof
whereof at
at
upon wools
And upon
belong. And
wools belong.
the
whence exported to the United States, excluding
excluding
port or
or place whence
the last
last port
charges
charges in such
such port, shall be thirty-two
thirty-two cents or less per pound, the duty
shall
addition thereto, eleven
eleven per centum
centum
cents per pound, and, in addition
ten cents
shall be ten
ad
upon wools
of the
the same
same class,
class, the
the last
whereof at the
the value whereof
wools of
ad valorem;
valorem; upon
port
place whence
whence exported
exported to
excluding charges in
United States, excluding
to the
the United
or place
port or
such
exceed thirty-two
thirty-two cents
per pound,
the duty
duty shall
be
shall be
pound, the
cents per
shall exceed
such port,
port, shall
twelve
per pound,
pound, and,
addition thereto,
thereto, ten
valoten per centum ad valoin addition
and, in
twelve cents
cents per
rem. Upon wools
wools of the second class, and
and upon all hair
hair of the alpaca,
goat, and
and other
the value
goat,
other like
like animals,
animals, the
value whereof
whereof at the last port or place
place
whence exported
to the
excluding charges
charges in such port,
States, excluding
the United
United States,
exported to
whence
shall be
or less
less per
per pound,
pound, the
duty shall
shall be
ten cents
cents per
per
be ten
the duty
cents or
be thirty-two
thirty-two cents
shall
pound, and,
and, in
in addition
addition thereto,
thereto, eleven
eleven per
centum ad
valorem; upon
upon
ad valorem;
per centum
pound,
wools
of the
the same
same class,
class, the
thd value
whereof at
the last
last port
port or
or place
place
at the
value whereof
wools of
whence
to the
the United
United States,
States, excluding
such port,
excluding charges in such
exported to
whence exported
shall
cents per
the duty
duty shall
shall be
be twelve
twelve cents
cents
per pound,
pound, the
thirty-two cents
shall exceed
exceed thirty-two
per
pound, and
Upon
per pound,
and in addition thereto, ten per centum ad valorem. Upon
wools
last port or place
whereof at the last
third class
class the value whereof
wools of the
the third
whence
the United
United States, excluding
excluding charges in such port,
whence exported
exported into the
per
shall
cents or less per pound, the duty shall be three
three cents per
shall be
be twelve cents
last port
pound;
same class, the value whereof at the last
pound; upon wools of the same
such
or
whence exported
excluding charges
charges in such
to the United
United States, excluding
exported to
or place
place whence
port,
exceed twelve
cents per
per
cents per
duty shall be six cent::
per pound,
pound, the
the duty
twelve cents
shall exceed
port, shall
pound
That any
any wool of the sheep,
sheep, or hair of the
the alpaca,
alpaca, goat,
goat,
Provided, That
pound::Provided,

Wools importWools
imported in other than
other like
like animals,
shall be
be imported
imported in
in any
any other
other than
than the
the
which shall
animals, which
and other
ohenrtd and
erdinary
.irdinary condiordinary condition
condition as
and heretofore
heretofore practised,
shall be
be
tion,
which shall
or which
practised, or
as now
now and
ion, or changed ordinary
in
condition to
character or condition,
in condition
to changed in its character
conditiou, for the purpose of evading
evading the duty,
duty,
n
evade duty, &c.
or
admixture of
of dirt,
dirt, or
any other
other
or nny
the admixture
value by
by the
reduced in
in value
shall be
be reduced
or which
which shall
to pay double
duty.
foreign substance,
substance, shall
foreign
shall be subject to pay twice
twice the amount
amount of duty to

which
would be
in this
this act
act to
to the
the conconsubjected, anything
anything in
whichl it
it would
be otherwise
otherwise subjected,
trary notwithstanding:
Provided
further, That
when
wool of
of different
wool
different
Provided
further,
That
when
trary
notwithstanding:
n
qualities
is imported
imported in
in the
the same
or package,
package, it
be apapit shall
shall be
bag, or
bale, bag,
same bale,
qualities is
appraiser, to determine
which it shall
shall
praised by the appraiser,
determine the rate of duty to which
be subjected,
subjected, at the average aggregate
aggregate value of the contents of the bale,
bag, or package;
when bales
bales of different
different qualities are embraced
embraced in
package; and when
the same invoice
invoice at the same
same prices
prices whereby the average
average price shall
shall be
reduced more than ten per centum
centum below the value
value of the bale of the best
shall be
be appraised
appraised according to the value
value
quality, the value of
of the whole
whole shall
of the
the bale
bale of the best quality;
quality; and
and no
no bale, bag, or package
package shall be
be
a less rate of duty
consequence of being
liable to a
duty in consequence
being invoiced
invoiced w
with
of
itl wool of
Duty upon
lower value: And
Andprovided
provided further,
further, That the duty upon
upon wool
wool of the first
washed wools of
washed
of
class which
which shall
shall be
be imported
imported washed
shall be
twice the
the amount
amount of
of duty
to
duty to
be twice
washed shall
frst
first class
class to be class
which it would
would be
upon
double, &o.;
&c.;
which
be subjected
subjected if imported
imported unwashed,
unwashed, and that the
the duty
duty upon
double,
upon scoured
scoured wool of all classes which shall be imported scoured shall be three times
upon
wools of all
the
of the
the duty
duty to
to which
be subjected
subjected if
unimported unif imported
it would
would be
which it
the amount
amount of
classes to be
three times,
three
times, &c.; washed.
washed. On
On sheep
sheep skins
skins and
and Angora
Angora goat
skins, raw
raw or
goat skins,
or unmanufactured,
unmanufactured,
on raw, &c.;
imported
with the
washed or
or unwashed,
unwashed, the
the duty
duty shall
be thirty
thirty
shall be
wool on,
on, washed
the wool
imported with
sh.eeprgorat
sheep
or goat
skins;
per
valorem; and
waste, and
ad valorem;
and on
on woollen
woollen rags,
rags, shoddy, mungo,
mungo, waste,
per centum
centum ad
v
woollen
rags, flocks, the duty shall be twelve
w
ooen rags,
twelve cents per pound.

of
Rate of
of dduty
whtew
when wool of
different qualiqualities is
is imported
imported
in same bale.
same bale.

waste,3 &c.
waste
Ste •
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SEC. 2.
2. And
further enacted,
enacted, That
That in
duties heretofore
heretofore Duties in lieu
lieu
the duties
of the
lieu of
in lieu
itfurther
be it
And be
SEC.
imposed
on the
the articles
articles hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned,
mentioned, and
and on
on such
such as
as of
np
rn
i
•eas
ne
n
n
f
t
an
d
t
tie
u
ttres
s
dties
pesent
ofn
law on
by law
imposed by

wool imoffwool
may
now be
be exempt
exempt from
from duty, there shall be levied,
levied , collected,
collected ,and
and paid
paid o
o
may now
on the
the goods,
merchandise herein
herein enumerated
and provided
provided for, ported;
ported;
enumerated and
and merchandise
wares, and
goods, wares,
on
imported
from foreign
foreign countries,
countries, the
duties and
rates of
of duty,
and rates
following duties
the following
imported from

that
is to
say::—
to say
that is
On woollen
woollen cloths,
cloths, woollen
woollen shawls,
and all
all manufactures
manufactures of
of wool
wool of
of
on
woollen
on woollen
shawls, and
On
e
sn t
cloths
every
description made
made wholly
wholly or
or in
in part
part of
of wool, not herein
herein otherwise
otherwiseshawls,
cloths, shawls,
every description
provided
per pound,
pound, and,
and, in
addition thereto,
thirty-five per
"
thereto, thirty-five
in addition
cents per
fifty cents
for, fifty
provided for,
cent
ad valorem.
valorem.
cent ad
On
flannels, blankets,
of wool,
wool, knit
goods, balmorals,
woollen and
and flannels, blanbalmorals, woollen
knit goods,
hats of
blankets, hats
On flannels,
worsted yarns,
manufactures of
of every
whol- kzotscishawtosAennit
iten
kgetds, at
composed wholdescription composed
every description
all manufactures
and all
yarns, and

worsted

ly or
part of
the hair
hair of
of the
alpaca, goat,
nd worsted
Worsted
or other like ani- and
goat, or
the alpaca,
worsted, the
of worsted,
in part
or in
ly

&c.;
mals, except
except such
are composed
composed in
part of
wool, not
not otherwise
otherwise providprovid- yarns, &O.;
of wool,
in part
as are
such as
mals,

ed for,
for, valued
at not
exceeding forty
cents per pound, twenty cents per
forty cents
not exceeding
valued at
ed
pound;
forty cents
cents per
exceeding sixty
pound and not exceeding
per pound
above forty
at above
valued at
pound; valued
cents
pound, thirty
cents per
pound; valued
valued at
at above
above sixty cents per
per pound;
thirty cents
per pound,
cents per
pound
and not
exceeding eighty
eighty cents per
per pound, forty cents per pound;
pound;
not exceeding
pound and
valued
above eighty
eighty cents
pound, fifty
fifty cents
pound; and, in adadper pound;
cents per
per pound,
cents per
at above
valued at
dition thereto,
thereto, upon
articles, thirty-five
thirty-five per centum
centum
above-named articles,
the above-named
all the
upon all
dition
ad valorem.
On
belts or
printing machines,
twenty cents
cents
machines, twenty
or printing
paper or
for paper
felts for
or felts
endless belts
On endless
per pound
thirty-five per
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
and thirty-five
pound and
per

On bunting,
twenty cents
cents per
per square
square yard,
thereto,
addition thereto,
in addition
and, in
yard, and,
bunting, twenty
On

endless belts
or felts;

bunting;
bunting;

thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
thirty-five
On
and children's
goods and
and real
or imitation
imitation Italian
Italian women's and
real or
dress goods
children's dress
women's and
On women's
ni
od
dress
cloths,
wholly or in part of wool, worsted,
worsted, the hair of the alal -children's
eldren's
composed wholly
g
ds, Sze.;dress
cloths, composed

pea,
other like
like animals,
valued at
at not
exceeding twenty
twenty cents
cents per not exceeding
animals, valued
or other
goat, or
paca, goat,
thirty-five
square
cents per
square yard,
yard, and,
in addition
addition thereto,
thereto, thirty-five
and, in
per square
six cents
yard, six
square yard,
the square
per cent=
at above
cents the
square yard,
twenty cents
above twenty
valued at
valorer ;';• valued
ad valorem
centumn ad
per
eight cents
cents per
per square
yard, and,
and, in addition
addition thereto, forty per centum ad
square yard,
eight
valorem: Provided,
That on
weighing four
ounces and
and over
over per
per Proviso.
four ounces
goods weighing
all goods
on all
Provided,That
valorem;
addition
and,
square
yard,
the
duty
shall
be
fifty
per
in
addition
pound,
cents
fifty
be
shall
duty
the
yard,
square
thereto,
centum ad valorem.
thirty-five per cent=
thereto, thirty-five
On
clothing ready
made, and
and wearing
apparel of
of every
and clothing
ready
description, and
every description,
wearing apparel
ready made,
On clothing
and
1
Img made
and
balmoral
and goods
goods of
of similar
similar description,
used for
for wementriing
wearingapparel;
or used
apparel;
description, or
skirling, and
and skirting,
skirts and
balmoral skirts
worsted, the
like
composed wholly
or in
wool, worsted,
the hair
hair of
of wool,
part of
in part
wholly or
purposes, composed
like purposes,
or manufactured
up or
the alpaca,
goat, or
other like
like animals,
made up
manufactured wholly
wholly
animals, made
or other
alpaca, goat,
the
or in
part by
the tailor,
manufacturer, except
except knit goods,
or manufacturer,
seamstress, or
tailor, seamstress,
by the
in part
or
fifty cents
cents per
pound, and,
in addition
forty per centum
centum ad vathereto, forty
addition thereto,
and, in
per pound,
fifty
lorem.
lorem.
On
fringes, gimps,
cords, webbings,
webbings,
gimps, cords,
galloons, fringes,
braids, galloons,
bindings, braids,
beltings, bindings,
webbings, beltings,
On webbing:4,
beltings, &
buttons or barrel buttons,
cords
head-nets, buttons
buttons ,or
or beltings,
°".
dress-trimmings, head-nets,
tassels, dress-trimmings,
and tassels,
cords 1111(1
1
"",OnXOl',li`
buttons of
other forms
forms for
or ornaments,
by hand
hand or
or ..\roird'
wrought by
ornaments, wrought
tassels or
for tassels
of other
buttons
stricken
braided
by
machinery,
made
of
wool,
worsted,
or
mohair,
or
of
which
silk"
Xi
t
c
'
k
en
which
or
of
or
mohair,
worsted,
of
wool,
made
braided by machinery,
fifty out.
wool, worsted
or mohair
mohair is
is a
component material,
material, unmixed
unmixed with
with silk,
silk, fifty
cut. Pub. Res
a component
worsted or
wool,
ar
‘,
.N,o. 11
89
6.
7
h
cents
pound, and,
and, in
addition thereto,
thereto, fifty
valorem.MarchNo 197.
ad valorem.
centum ad
per centum
fifty per
in addition
per pound,
cents per
.
4.
.
ol
16
for
whole
woven
carpets
On
Aubusson
and
Axminster
and
carpets
woven
"
'vol.
xv.
).
24.
carpets,
Axminster
and
On Aubusson
rooms,
per centum
centum ad
valorem ;on
Wilton, and
and Tournay
Tournay
Saxony, Wilton,
on Saxony,
ad valorem;
fifty per
rooms, fifty
machine, seventy
velvet carpets,
wrought by
the Jacquard
seventy cents per
per
Jacquard machine,
by the
carpets, wrought
velvet
valorem ;
thirty-five per centum
square yard,
yard, and,
and, in
addition thereto,
centum ad valorem;
thereto, thirty-five
in addition
square
Carpets.
Carpets.
Jacquard machine, forty-four cents
on Brussels
Brussels carpets
carpets wrought
cents
wrought by the Jacquard
on
per square
square yard,
yard, and,
and, in
in addition
addition thereto, thirty-five
thirty-five per
per centum ad valoper
rem;
and tapestry
tapestry velvet carpets,
printed on the
the warp
carpets, printed
velvet and
patent velvet
on patent
rem; on
or
per square
addition thereto, thirtysquare yard, and, in addition
cents per
forty cents
otherwise, forty
or otherwise,
printed on the
carpets printed
tapestry Brussels
five
centum ad valorem; on tapestry
Brussels carpets
the
five per centuin
otherwise, twenty-eight
twenty-eight cents per square yard, and, in addition
addition
or otherwise,
warp or
centum ad valorem;
valorem; on treble ingrain, three-ply,
three-ply,
thirty-five per centurn
thereto, thirty-five
and
worsted chain
carpets, seventeen
seventeen cents per square yard,
Venetian carpets,
chain Venetian
and worsted
36
VOL. xtv.
36
XIV.
VOL.
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on
Duties on
carpets;
carpets;

mats, rugs,
rugs,
screens, &c.;
,&

oil-cloths.
oil-cloths.
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and, in addition
thirty-five per centum ad valorem;
addition thereto, thirty-five
valorem; on
on yarn
yarn VeVenetian and two-ply ingrain carpets, twelve cents per square yard,
netian
yard, and,
and,
in addition thereto, thirty-five per
centum ad
valorem; on
druggeta
per centum
ad valorem;
on druggets
and bockings,
bockings, printed,
or otherwise,
otherwise, twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents per
square
printed, colored,
colored, or
per square
yard, and, in addition thereto, thirty-five
thirty-five per centum
centum ad
ad valorem;
valorem; on
on
hemp or jute carpeting, eight cents
cents per
square yard;
yard; on
on carpets
and
per square
carpets and
carpetings of wool, flax, or cotton, or parts of either, or
carpeting.;
other material
or other
material
not otherwise
otherwise herein specified, forty per centum
centum ad
valorem: Provided,
ad valorem:
Provided,
That mats, rugs, screens, covers,
bedsides, and
other portions
covers, hassocks, bedsides,
and other
portions
of carpets or carpeting
subjected to
to the
the rate
of duty
duty herein
imcarpeting shall be subjected
rate of
herein imposed on carpets or
character or
or description,
and that
or carpeting
carpeting of
of like
like character
description, and
that
the duty on all other mats, (not
of vegetable
vegetable material,)
material,)
(not exclusively
exclusively of
screens, hassocks, and rugs, shall be forty-five
forty-five per centum
centum ad
valorem.
ad valorem.
for floors,
floors, stamped,
painted, or
or printed,
printed, valued
valued at
fifty
On oil-cloths for
stamped, painted,
at fifty
cents or less per
per square
thirty-five per
valorem; valued
valued
square yard, thirty-five
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem;
at over fifty cents
cents per square yard, and
oil-cloth, (except
(except silk
silk
and on all
all other
other oil-cloth,
oil-cloth,) and on water-proof
oil-cloth,)
provided for,
for, fortyfortywater-proof cloth,
cloth, not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
five per centum
centum ad valorem;
valorem; on oil-silk cloth, sixty per centum
centum ad valovalorem.
APPROVED,
M arch 2,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.

RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
[No.
1.]
[No. 1.]

Joint Resolution
appoint two
two Managers
Managers for
the National
Asylum for
Disabled
Dec. 7,
7, 1866.
Dec.
1866.
for Disabled
National Asylum
for the
to appoint
Joint
Resolution to
Volunteer
Vacancies.
certain Vacancies.
fill certain
Soldiers, to fill
Volunteer Soldiers,

Be it
House of
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate
Senate and
resolved by
Be
it resolved
States
in Congress
That Erastus
Erastus B.
Wolcott, of
of
B. Wolcott,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
the State
hereby is,
is, appointed
appointed aa manager
manager of
of
and he
he hereby
State of'
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, be,
be, and
the
the National
National Asylum
fill the
the vacancy
vacancy
to fill
Soldiers, to
Volunteer Soldiers,
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Asylum for
the
of George
George H. Walker, of the third
the death
by the
occasioned
occasioned by
death of
third class of said
managers, for
the term
expires on
twenty-first day
day of
of April,
April,
on the
the twenty-first
term which
which expires
for the
managers,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and that
that John
John S.
Cavender, of
of the
the
S. Cavender,
sixty-eight; and
and sixty-eight;
eighteen
State
of Missouri,
Missouri, be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, appointed
manager of
of said
said
appointed aa manager
he is
and he
State of
corporation, to fill
by the
resignation of
of P.
P. Joseph
Joseph
the resignation
occasioned by
fill the
the vacancy
vacancy occasioned
corporation,
Osterhaus,
the second
of said
managers, for
for the
the term
term which
which
said managers,
class of
second class
of the
Osterhaus, of
seventy.
and seventy.
expires on
on the
the twenty-first
day of
of April,
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-first day
expires
APPROVED, December
7, 1866.
1866.
December 7,
APPROVED,
[No.
[No. 3.]

A
of the Cereal
Productions of the
Cereal Productions
Exhibition of
provide for
for the Exhibition
A Resolution to ,provide
the Paris
Paris Exposition
Exposition in April next.
at ihe
United States at

B.
Erastus B.
Wolcott and
=
1 njoIn s. Cavenappointed
der, appointed
f th4
managersA AsylisiTtinoteart7tefTthi
National
turn for
for Disabled
lum
Disabled
Volunteer
Volunteer Sol(bus '
ders.

3votT

11, 1867.
1867.
Jan. 11,
See Ante,pp.
Ante, pp.
47, 362.p62.
347,

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United '47,
Representatives of
and House
House of
Resolved

States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
commissioner of
of
That the
the commissioner
America in
States
prepare, as far
to collect
collect and
and prepare,
hereby, instructed
be, and
and he
he is
agriculture
is hereby,
instructed to
agriculture be,
as
and with
as little
delay as
possible, suitable
specimens of
of
suitable specimens
as possible,
little delay
with as
as practicable
practicable, and
the
the several
States of
for exhibition
exhibition
the Union,
Union, for
of the
several States
of the
productions of
the cereal
cereal prOductions
order and
and conat
Paris Exposition,
Exposition, and
forward the
same in
in proper
proper order
conthe same
at the
the Paris
and forward
dition
shipment to
to J.
J. C.
C. Derby,
Derby, agent
States governgovernUnited States
of the
the United
agent of
for shipment
dition for
That it
Provided, That
New York:
York: Provided,
meet for
for the
the Paris
Paris Exposition,
at New
it shall
Exposition, at
ment
treasury.
require no
no further
from the
public treasury.
the public
appropriation from
further appropriation
require
APPROVED,
January 11,
1867.
11, 1867.
APPRrovID), January
[No.
[No.

specimens
of
Specimens of
c
the t erealpro-e
tdhueetcieersesaoltPrtrie
United States
States
t
s
o
be
prepared,
to!
befprepared,
&c. for exhibi-

tion. at
tiOn
ft°tthe iParis
Palri s
Exposition.
Proviso.
Proviso.

4.] Joint Resolution authorizing
authorizing certain
certain Medals to be distributed
distributed to honorably
14, 1867.
dis- Jan. 14,1867.
honorably dis4.]
charged
of Postage.
Postage.
charged Soldiers free of

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it resolved by the Senate and House of

States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
the
adjutant-general of
That the
the adjutant-general
America in
States
State of
is hereby
hereby authorized
distribute through
through the
the
West Virginia
Virginia is
authorized to
to distribute
State
of West
discharged soldiers
mails,
of postage,
postage, to
soldiers of
of West
West
to the
the honorably
honorably discharged
free of
mails, free
who were
those who
Virginia, and
and to
friends of
of those
were killed
killed or
or
and friends
the relatives
relatives and
to the
Virginia,
died of
by
died
of wounds
wounds or
or disease
disease while
while in
in service,
service, certain
certain medals
medals furnished
furnished by
enclosing the
envelope enclosing
case the
and in
in such
State, and
the legislature
legislature of
that State,
such case
the envelope
of that
the
mode prescribed
same shall
franked by
such adjutant-general
adjutant-general in
prescribed
in the
the mode
by such
same
shall be
be franked
by
the Postmaster-General.
Postmaster-General.
by the
APPROVED,
January 14,
1867.
14, 1867.
APPROVED, January

Medals
Medals may
may
131e
iro
seun
gt
hfir
e
through the
mails to certain
certain
dishonorably
hrrald'IY ,diso
cft
laqest
est Vir
Vir-'s
ginia.

a Building
Building to accommodate the Post[No,
5.]` Joint
Joint Resolution
procure a
a Site for a
Post.
Resolution to procure
[No. 5.]'
New York
York City.
in New
Courts in
U. S.
S. Courts
and U.
Office and

Jan. 22,
22, 1867.
1867.

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Be it resolved by the Senate and
the mayor
mayor and
States
in Congress
That the
and postmaster
postmaster Commissidn
Commissidn
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
ap
p
uMn
at
s
e
e
dst
States at
purchase
sitic:e for
the di
district
attorney of
of the
the United
United States
of the
city of
New York,
York, the
st
rict attorney
atfor
of
the city
of New
New York
the president
of the
chamber of
commerce of
of the
the State
State a
building for
for
New
York city,
city, the
president of
the chamber
of commerce
a building
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1867.
1867.

Jackson S. Shultz,
of New York, and Jackson
Shultz, Charles
Charles H.
H. Russell,
Russell, Charles
Charles H.
II.
Rogers, and
and Moses
Taylor, of
New York
York city,
be appointed
mm i
ss i
on
Rogers,
Moses Taylor,
of New
city, be
appointed a
a co
commission
to purchase
purchase the site
building to
to accommodate
accommodate the
the post-office
post-office and
and
site for
for a
a building
United
United States courts in the city of
York, in
accordance with
their
of New
New York,
in accordance
with their
report submitted to the
of the
the Interior
Interior and
the Postmasterthe Secretary
Secretary of
and the
PostmasterLower part of General,
General, and
and by
by them
approved, viz:
the lower
lower portion
portio n of
of th
City Hall
Hall
them approved,
viz: the
thee City
City
be Hall
Hall
purchased.
Park
containing land
to twenty-six
twenty-six city
city lots,
lots, (or
ve
r sixty-six
si
xty-si x
City
Park, containing
arkd Park,
land equal
equal to
(or o
over
to
square feet,)
thousand square
feet,) and that
that they be
to purchase
same
be authorized
authorized to
purchase the
the same
con- for th
offive
fi ve h
un d
re d thousand
th ousan d d
oll ars: Provided,
Prov ided, Th
at the
th
e title
ti
tl
e
Title and
and conthee sum
sum of
hundred
dollars:
That
diion.
to said property
dition.
property shall be
be approved
approved by the Attorney-General
Attorney-General of
the United
United
of the
States, subject to the condition that
that the government
government of the United
United States
States
shall stipulate that it shall be used for
public purposes
purposes only;
and that
that
for public
only; and
said commission
commission procure plans
plans and estimates
for a
astfitable
estimates for
suitable building
building upon
upon
said site, to be submitted
and Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
submitted to the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General and
Interior; and should such plans and estimates
estimates meet their approval,
they
approval, they
with such additional
additional suggestions
shall communicate
communicate the
the same,
same, with
suggestions as they
they may
may
Secretary
think proper, to Congress;
Congress; and
hereby
Secretary of think
and the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
the post-office

and
tes
United
courts
taten
ots in
in
Sta
Ntw York
city.
liew
York city,

the
authe Treasury
Treasuryaauau
thorized
to pay authorized
thorizedtopa
thorized
therefor.

to pay
pay such
such sum
of money
money as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry the
to
sum of
as may
the

foregoing resolution
into effect
effect from
from any
in the
the treasury
foregoing
resolution into
any money
money in
treasury hereafter
hereafter
to be
be appropriated.
appropriated.

APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
January 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
Jan. 22,1867.
22, 1867.

Appropriation
Appropriation
for expenses
expensesof
of
joint
Committee
• tCommittee

on retrenchretrenchment.
mein,
Psay
Payofof witwitmesses,

Jan. 29,1867.
Jan.
29, 1867.

[No. 6.1
6.]
[No.

A Resolution appropriating
appropriating Money
Money to
A
to defray
the Expenses
Ezpenses of
of the
the Joint
Select
defray the
Joint Select
Committee
on Retrenchment.
Committee on
Retrenchment.

Resolved by the Senate and House of
of Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America
America in
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the sum
sum of
fifteen thousand
thousand
of fifteen
thereof as
as may
be necessary,
the same
same is
dollars, or
or as much
much thereof
may be
necessary, be,
be, and
and the
is
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
any money in
not otherwise
otherwise
in the treasury not
appropriated,
appropriated, to defray
defray the expenses
expenses of the "Joint
"Joint Committee
Committee on
on ReRetrenchment,"
trenchment," and
that sum
sum shall
shall be
drawn from
from the
the treasury,
treasury, upon
the
and that
be drawn
upon the
order of
secretary of
of the
the Senate,
order
of the
the secretary
the same
same shall
shall be
be required;
required; and
and
Senate, as
as the
any portion
any
portion of
of the
amount hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, that
that shall
shall be
allowed by
by
the amount
be allowed
said joint
committee to
witnesses attending
the said
joint committee
to witnesses
before it,
it, or
or persons
persons ememattending before
ployed in
in its
its service,
for per
ployed
service, for
per diem,
diem, travelling,
travelling, or
or other
expenses,
other necessary
necessary expenses,
and paid
by the
secretary of
the Senate,
and
paid by
the secretary
of the
Senate, in
pursuance of
the orders
orders of
of
in pursuance
of the
committee, shall
shall be
be accordingly
said joint committee,
accordingly credited
credited and
and allowed
allowed by
by the
the
accounting
officers of
accounting officers
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department.
Department.
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
1867.
January 22,
[No. 7.)
7.]

Joint Resolution authorizing the Secretary of War to
transfer certain
certain Property
Property
Joint
to transfer
to the
National Asylum
Asylum for
to
the National
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteers.
Volunteers.

Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Be
and House
of the
the United
United
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
National Asylum
States
That the
the National
Asylum for
for
War may
may transtrans- Disabled Volunteer
War
Soldiers not having
having obtained
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers
obtained title to land
land at Point
Point
fer to the NaNational Asylum
Lookout,
in Maryland,
Maryland, as
Lookout, in
as contemplated
contemplated in
the twelfth
twelfth section
section of
of the
the act
act
in the
for Disabled
approved March
March twenty-first,
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, establishing
for
Disabled
approved
twenty-first,
eighteen
hundred
establishing
Volunteer Solthat
that institution,
institution, the
the Secretary
War is
is hereby
at his
discreSecretary of
of War
hereby authorized,
authorized, at
his discrediers certain
certain
property of
of the
property
the tion, to transfer to the said
said National
National Asylum
Asylum any
the, property
property of
the
any of
of the
of the
United States.
ni8
Schte2
§s.
United
still remaining
Lookout, which
remaining at Point Lookout,
which may
may be
be considered
considered
1866, ch.
ch. 21,
21, § United States
appropriate and
of that
corporation.
12.
appropriate
and useful
useful for
for the
the objects
objects of
that corporation.
Ante,
Ante, p. 11.
APPROVED, January
1867.
APPROVED,
January 29,
29, 1867.
Secretary of
Secretary

Jan.29,
29, 1867.
1867.
Jan.

Repealed. Act
[Repealed.
Act
Match 16, 1867.
Vol.
p.1]
Vol. xv. p. 1.]
Secretary of
Secretary
War
War may
may concontract with
tract
with lowlow-

[No. 8.]

A Resolution
Resolution to
provide for
A
to provide
for the
the Remomal
Removal of
of the
the Wreck
Wreck of
of the
the Steamship
Steamship
Scotland.
Scotland.

Resolved
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
States of
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
be,
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
War be,
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to cause
cause the
the removal
removal of
of the
the

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
IL
CONGRESS. S
SESS.

RES. 8, 11,
14.
11, 12,
12, 14.

1867.
1867.
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wreck of the
the iron steamship
now on
on the
the bar
bar outside
outside of
bidder for
for
wreck
steamship Scotland,
Scotland, now
of Sandy
Sandy est
est bidder
Hook, near the entrance
harbor of New
York, and the sum of ttthe
the
removal
of
entrance to the harbor
New York,
h
he
ew
rer
m
er
of
the
the
wreck oflof
one hundred thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, or so
be necessary
to Steamship
Steamship Scotso much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
necessary to
Scotcomplete said removal,
removal, is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
of any
any land,
land, from
from the
the
is hereby
entrance to
to New
entrance
money
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
ofYork
money in the treasury
eYork harbor.
War shall, after notice
in the
the cities
cities of
of
Appropriation.
notice given in
in one or
or more
more newspapers
newspapers in
Appropriation.
Philadelphia,
and Boston,
Boston, receive
proposals for
for the
the Advertisement.
Advertisement.
Philadelphia, New
New York,
York, and
receive sealed
sealed proposals
removal of said wreck,
contract for
the same
with the
the lowest
lowest
wreck, and make
make contract
for the
same with
bidder therefor. Said contract will in no case exceed
Contract not
exceed in amount
amount the sum
sum Contract
not
to exceed the
herein appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED,
29, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, January
January 29,

[No. 11.]
11.] Joint
Joint Resolution
to amend
amend existing
existing Laws
to Internal
Revenue.
[No.
Resolution to
Laws relating
relating to
Internal Revenue.

appropriation.
ppropreeaton.

Feb. 5,
6, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

Be it resolved by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
of the
Alcohol and
and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United Alcohol
burning
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That alcohol
alcohol made
or manufacmade fluid
in Congress
made or
manufac- burning
fluid

mcerc
made from
tam nmaterials on
on
tain
which taxes
which
taxes ,
t
i
i
o
av
b
e
e
been
exempt
pa I
cb
thov
beenempid
from
from tax.
Repeal
portion
Repeal offro
1884 ,01.
17 mm
1864,ch.173,§96.
xiii. p.
27.
Vol. xiii.
p.272.
1.. "oocfcrdtlisi-n
Tax
certain
po
r
Tutx
mot:
paid,
paid, shall
shall be
be considered
taxed as
as distilled
spirits.
filiation.
considered and
and taxed
distilled spirits.
tillation.
S.ic.
2. And
And be it
it further
further enacted,
SEC. 2.
That paragraph
Annual tax
tax of
of
enacted, [resolved,]
[resolved,] That
paragraph nineteen
nineteen Annual
of
seventy-nine of
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and $60 on distillers
of section
section seventy-nine
of the
the act
act of
of June
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
and
distillers
·5
o$oon
f
5burning
burning
di fluid,
of
sixty-four,
eighteen hundred
hu ndred &c.
&e. repealed.
repeaed.
sixty-four, as amended by the
the act
act of July
July thirteenth,
thirteenth, eighteen
"An
and sixty-six, entitled "
An act to reduce
reduce internal taxation
taxation and
to. amend
and to
an act entitled
entitled 'An
to provide
'An act to
provide internal
support the
gov- 1864,c1973,§
79.
internal revenue
revenue to
to support
the gov1864,ch.173,§ 79.
ernnicnt, to
ernnient,
to pay
pay the
the interest
on the
public debt,
and for
for other
other purposes,'
V1
°186x
6iiih.
"c
i.h
2
85
43
.'
interest on
the public
debt, and
purposes,' Vl
pp' 1253.
eighteen hundred
approved June
June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four, and
and acts
acts amenamenAnte,
p. 117.
117.
Ante, p.
diltory thereof,"
be, and the
the same
datory
thereof," be,
same is
hereby, amended
amended by
by striking
the
is hereby,
striking out
out the
"and distillers of
of burning
words "and
burning fluid
fluid and
and camphene."
camphene."
AP'PROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 5,
5, 1867.
1867.

tured
tared of distilled spirits upon which
which the taxes imposed
imposed by law shall
shall have
been paid, and burning fluid made or manufactured
manufactured from alcohol or spirits
spirits
of turpentine, or carnphene
camphene upon
upon which
which the taxes
taxes imposed by law shall
have
have been paid, shall be, and hereby
hereby are, exempt
exempt from tax;
tax; and so much
much
section ninety-six
ninety-six of
of the
the act
act of
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
and
of section
of June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four,
sixty-four, as relates to alcohol and burning fluid, is hereby repealed,
repealed, and
all products of distillation, by whatever
contain disdiswhatever name known, which
which contain
on which
which the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by law
has not
not been
been
tilled spirits or alcohol
alcohol on
law has

[No.
12.] A
[No. 12.]
providing for
for the
the Payment
certain Kentucky
Kentucky Militia
Militia Forces.
A Resolution
Resolution providing
Payment of
of certain
Forces.

Feb. 8,
1867.
Feb.
8,1867.

Iesolced
Senate and
House of
Resolved by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of
That the
the Secretary
States
ty America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Secretary of
be, Claims
claims of
of War
War be,
of
and he is hereby,
directed to cause
cause to
hereby, directed
to he
be investigated
the claims
claims of
of the
the forces
forces under
under the
investigated the
the
folres
S. Fish,
threes called out under the command
command of James S. Fish, in May,
May, eighteen
eighteen CrJames
Tsagd;rsh,
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
to pay
the said
said forces
same rates
f
or F
i
)e.
i investiinvestiand to
pay the
forces at
at the
the same
rates for
to l
be
rendered, while
abse ntfrom
f
rom th
ei
r h
omes ,as
as was
was a
ll owe dpaid.
gated
and paid.
actual service rendered,
while absent
their
homes,
allowed
gated and
by law to other volunteer forces
forces in the military service at the date speci
spec/
fied;
amount due said militia forces, the officers Rates
tied ;and in estimating
estimating the
the amount
Rates of pay.
tlhereof
thereof shall be paid as of the grade
would
grade to which
which the number of men
men would
have been entitled under the mustering
mustering regulations
army in force
force
regulations of the army
noo a
allowance
at the date specified.
specified. And n
ll owance shall be made for any
any troops
troop sservice
Actual service
which did not perform actual
actual military
military service
full conn
ecti on and
an d coco -only
only
d
service in
in full
l
tofbe alalconnection
to
operation with the authorities
authorities of
of the United
an d subject
su bj ec tto
t
o their
theiror.owe for.
United States
States and
order.
order.
APPROvED,
APPROVED, February
February 8, 1867.
[No 14.]
INo

A Resolution
Resolution to provide,
rovide, in
In certain
A
certain Cases, for the Removal of
of Alcohol from
bonded Warehouses
Warehousesfree
free from
Internal Tax.
Tax.
bonded
from Internal

Feb.
Feb. 18,
18, 1867.
1867.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
Ameri cain
i
n Congress
Congress assembled,
assem bled, That
Th at t
he S
ecre t
ary o
th
e T
reas - Alcohol
States of
the
Secretary
offthe
TreasAlcohol may
may
ury
he is
au th or i
ze d to
gran tpermits
perm its to
to curators
incor- be
1
1.)
,.e
..
wwithdr
rthod
ur
d
aN41
ury be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to grant
curators ooffincorby
from bond by
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14, 15,
16, 17.
17.
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15, 16,

1867.
1867,

porated
porated or chartered
chartered scientific
scientific institutions
to withdraw
withdraw alcohol
alcohol in
in specified
specified
institutions to
quantities from
without payment
payment of
of the
the internal
internal revenue
tax on
the
quantities
from bond
bond without
revenue tax
on the
same, or
or on
on the
the spirits
spirits from
from which
alcohol has
has been
been distilled
for the
the
same,
which the
the alcohol
distilled for
sole and exclusive
exclusive purpose
purpose of preserving
of anatomy,
anatomy, physiphysipreserving specimens
specimens of
ology, or of natural
natural history
to said
institutions: Provided,
history belonging
belonging to
said institutions:
Provided, That
That
the said curators, on applying
applying for
such permit,
permit, shall
shall file
file aabond
bond for
for double
double
for such
the amount of the tax on the alcohol
alcohol to be withdrawn,
withdrawn, with
with two
and
two good
good and
sufficient
sufficient sureties,
who shall
shall not
not be
be officers
officers of
of the
the institution
institution making
making apapsureties, who
Conditions of
bondtitions
of plication;
plication ;said bond and sureties to be approved by
the commissioner
commissioner of
of
by the
bond.
internal revenue;
revenue; and conditioned
that the
the whole
quantity of
alcohol so
conditioned that
whole quantity
of alcohol
so
withdrawn from bond shall be used for
for the purpose
purpose above
specified and
above specified
and
for no other, and that the curators
curators shall
with such
other requirerequireshall comply
comply with
such other
ments and regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may prescribe.
prescribe.
Penalty for
Penalty
And if any alcohol so obtained
obtained shall be
be used by any curator or
or other
other
violation of conn
diltion
of bod
officer of said institution for
purpose other
than that
that above
above specified,
specified,
for any
any purpose
other than
ditions of
bond. - officer
then the said curators,
curators, officers
or sureties,
sureties, shall
shall pay
pay the
the tax
tax on
on the
the whole
whole
officers or
amount of alcohol withdrawn from
together with
with a
alike
amount as
as
from bond, together
like amount
a
thereto.
a penalty in addition thereto.
APPROVED, February
February 18,
1867.
APPROVED,
18, 1867.
curators of sciseientific instittientific
inthitwithont
tidns
without
payment of inpayment
ternal tax for,
Stc. upon
giving
p
lv m
b&Ond
bond,
&c..

Feb. 18,
18, 1867.
1867.

[No. 15.] A
Resolution in
to Ocean
Ocean Mail
Mall Service
Service between
between San
San Francisco,
Francisco, in
[No.
A Resolution
in Relation
Relation to
in
California,
and Portland,
Oregon.
Caliornia,and
Portland, in
in Oregon.

Senate and
and House
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
the United
House of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
That the
the Postmaster-General
be,
Postmaster-General be,
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to employ
employ ocean mail service
service between
between San
San
Francisco, in California,
California, and Portland, in Oregon,
than three
three
Oregon, not less than
times per
in continuation
times
per month,
month, in
continuation of the service from New York, via
Cost not to
Panama, to San Francisco:
Panama,,
Francisco: Provided,
That the
the cost
cost of
of said
said service
service shall
Provided, That
shall
exceed.
not exceed
exceed twenty-five
annum. And
And it
eBidsandcontwenty-five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars per
per annum.
it is
is hereby
hereby
Bids and con- not
tracts.
made
the duty
duty of
Postmaster-General, after
the passage
passage of
resotracts
made the
of the
the Postmaster-General,
after the
of this
this resolution, to advertise for
for bids for the performance
performance of the
service herein
herein
the service
provided for, for at least thirty days in at least one
one newspaper
newspaper published
published
published at Portland,
at San Francisco and one paper published
and to
to
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, and
contract therefor
with the
the lowest
lowest responsible
bidder.
therefor with
responsible bidder.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 18,
18, 1867.
1867.
Ocean mail
service
between
service
between
Ban Francisco
Francisco
San
and Portland,
Oregon.

Feb.

18, 1867.
18,
1867.

[No. 16.]

Joint
Resolution in Relation to
the Pensions
Joint Resolution
to the
Pensions of
Widows of
of Revolutionary
Revolutionary
of Widows
Soldiers.
Soldiers.

Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
House of
of the
the United
Pensions of
Pensions
States of America in
assembled, That the pensions
in Congress assembled,
pensions of widows of
of
widows of revolwidows
revolutionary soldiers whose
are now
now upon
pension rolls,
rolls, and
and
whose names
names are
upon the
the pension
lutionary of
sol- vo- revolutionary
diers to be inin-

who were
married to
revolutionary soldiers
soldiers prior
prior to
January first,
first, eighteen
eighteen
who
were married
to revolutionary
to January

creaied, and
creased,
and
hundred,
increased to and shall be paid
hundred, be, and the
the same are
are hereby, increased
paid at
at
from what date.
from
what date. the same rate as the deceased
deceased soldiers
soldiers would be entitled
entitled under
existing
under existing
laws, if now living; such increase and payment
payment to
be made
made from
from the
the
to be
thirtieth day of September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five.
hundred and
sixty-five.
APPROVED, February
February 18,
1867.
18, 1867.

Feb.
Feb. 18, 1867.
1867.

[No. 17.] Joint
the Purchase
of David's
David's Island,
Joint Resolution for the
Purchase of
Island, New
New York
York Harbor.
Harbor.

Be it resolved
resolved by
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
David's Island States
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War be,
be,
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
to
purchased. and he is hereby
to be
be purchased.
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to purchase, for the government
government
of the United States, David's Island,
Long Island
Sound, at
at the
the sum
sum of
Island, in Long
Island Sound,
of
thirty-eight thousand five hundred dollars, in accordance
accordance with
with the
the terms
terms
and conditions
conditions of the lease of Simeon Leland,
April thirteenth,
Leland, dated
dated April
thirteenth,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and
and renewed March thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and sixty-three, by which
which the
island was
was leased
leased to
to the
the
the said
said island
United States, and is now occupied
occupied by
by the same
same
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 18,
18, 1867.
1867.

THIRTY—NINTH
uss. IL
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
SEss.
II.

RES.
28, 26,
26, 27.
27.
RES. 21,
21, 22,
22, 23,

1867.
1867.

567
567

Joint
Resolution to
to extend
extend the
the Time
Codifying the
the Laws
relating to
to Customs,
Customs, Feb.
Feb. 22,
22, 1887.
1867.
Joint Resolution
Time for
for Codiying
Laws relating
authorized
by the
Resolution approved
hundred and
and sitysixty- Ante, p. 867.
authorizedby
the Joint
Joint Resolution
approved July
July twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
867.
six.
six.

[No.
[No. 21.1
21.]

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
House of
the United
States
in Congress
the provisions
of the
the joint
joint Time
Time for
sub..
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
provisions of
for subresolution to
to provide
for codifying
codifying the
the laws
to customs,
approved gmress
m
gri
e
t
s
traifgeneral
g
t
e
o
nc
era
onlresolution
provide for
laws relating
relating to
customs, approved
July
hundred and
and sixty-six,
be, and
and they
are herehere- customs
customs revenue
July twenty-sixth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, be,
they are
by,
in force
force until
until the
the first
first day
of January
January in
in the
the year
year eighteen
law eryteded
extended to
to
by, continued
continued in
day of
eighteen laa
January 1, 1868.
hundred
and sixty-eight.
hundred and
sixty-eight.
APPROVED,
February 22,
1867.
APPROVED, February
22, 1867.
[No. 22.]

Joint Resolution
for the
Breese, U.
U. Feb.
Feb. 22,1867.
22, 1867.
Joint
Resolutionfor
the Restoration
Restoration of
of Lieutenant-Commander
Lieutenant-.CommanderS.
S. L.
L. Breese,
S.
Navy, to
to the
Active List
List from
the Retired
Retired List.
S. Navy,
the Active
from the
List.

Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
House of
of the
the United
United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of

America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the President
of the
States of America
Congress assembled,
President of
the
United
authorized to
to nominate,
and by
by and
and with
with the
the advice
ad vi
ceand
and
United States
States be
be authorized
nominate, and
consent of the Senate
Senate to appoint, Lieutenant-Commander
Lieutenant-Commander S.
L. Breese
S. L.
Breese
to the active
active list of the
with the rank
to which
he may
be entitled
entitled
the navy,
navy, with
rank to
which he
may be
thereon.
APPROVED, February
February 22,
22, 1867.
1867.

Lieut.-Com1);ra
e
n
edermS
a
.
yLi3e
Breese

Lieut.-ComBrer S. L.be
appointed
appointed to
to the
active
active list of
of the
the
navy.
navy.

[No. 23.] Joint
Joint Rsolution
the Employment
Employment of
[No.
Resolution authorizing
authorizing the
of a
public Vessel
Vessel for
for the
the TransTrans- Feb.
Feb. 22,
22, 1867.
1887.
a public
portation
Provisions to
People of
of the
the Southern
Southern States.
States.
portationof
of Provisions
to the
the People
Be it
it resolved
resolved by
Be
by the
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the

States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
public, yesSecretary of the A public
Navy be, and is hereby, authorized and directed, upon the application of sel may
.be
emNavy
the contributors,
be, and is to
hereby,
assign authorized
apublic vessel
and for
directed,
the transportation
upon the application
to Charlesof ployed
t to litransto
the
contributors,
to
assign a public vessel for the transportation to Charles- port supplies to
ton, Savannah,
Savannah, and Mobile,
clothing that
that may
may the
the suffering
suffering
Mobile, of any
any supplies
supplies of
of food
food and
and clothing
be
contributed by
by the
the people
people of
of the
the United
States, for
for the
the use
us eof
of any
any porpor- p_e
ople off the
be contributed
United States,
eolerO
tates.
S
thern States.
tion of the people of the Southern States, who
suffering from
who may be
be suffering
from the
the
failure of crops or other causes, under
under such
regulations as
may, by
by the
the
such regulations
as may,
Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, be
be prescribed.
Secretary of
prescribed.
por

supp

es

0u

ArrnovEn, February
February 22,
APPRovED,
22, 1867.
1867.

A
Resolution to
to extend
extend Aid
A Resolution
Aid and
and Facilities
Citizens of
United States
States
Facilities to
to Citizens
of the
the United
engaged
in the
the Survey
Survey of
of a
Route for
engaged in
aRoute
Ship Canal
Canal across
across the
the Isthmus
of Darien.
for a
a Ship
Isthmus of
Darien.

[No. 26.]

Feb.
Feb.

26, 18 .
87.
26,1867.

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the Survey of
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
Navy be authorized
authorized and requested
requested to furnish
furnish such aid and facilities
facilities to Ia
e
th
ri mus of. DaIsthmus
rien for ship cacitizens of
of
who are
are undertaking
an exploration
and ri
n
at. for ship
citizens
of the
the United
United States
States who
undertaking an
exploration and
nal.
survey of
or the Isthmus
of Darien
Darien for
purpose of
of discovering
favorsurvey
Isthmus of
for the
the purpose
discovering aafavorship canal
to connect
connect the
the Atlantic
Atlantic a
nd Pacific
Pac ifi c oceans
he post,
AZ p.T 72.
able line
line for
for aaship
canal to
and
oceans as
as he
72.
may be able to furnish without prejudice
prejudice to the naval
naval service,
service, and
and withgovernment of the United
United States.
out additional
additional expense
expense to the
the government
ArPiovID,
ArruovEn, February 25, 1867.
1867.
A
AResolution authorizing
authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury to
to permit
permit the
the Owner
Owner of
the Treasury
of Feb. 25,
2, 1867.
1867.
the
tcht "Mayflowere
" to
the Yacht
"Mayflower"
to change
change the
the same
to that
that of
of "",Silvie,"
and to
to issue
issue
the Name
Name of
of the
same to
Silvie," and
an American
American liveister
to
the
Steam
Register to the Steam Yacht
Yacht ""Glance."
Glance."

[No. 27.]
27.1

WHEREAS
Mayflower" is a
a pleasure-boat
WHEREAS the yacht "
"Mayflower"
pleasure-boat not enengaged
enengaged Preamble.
transportation of passengers
in the transportation
passengers or freight
freight of any kind; and whereas
whereas
the steam yacht "
" Glance,"
Glance," of about thirteen
thirteen tons burden,
burden, being also a
a
pleasure yacht not engaged in carrying
pleasure
carrying passengers
passengers or freight: ThereTherefore,
fore,
Resolved by the
the Senate
House of
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
Con gre
ssassem
bled, Th
atth
ecre t
ary o
th
e TreasTreas - Name of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
yapt
assembled,
That
thee S
Secretary
offthe
ofyacht
ury be, and he is he
hereby,
reby, authorized
au th or i
ze dto
t
o permit
perm i
tt
he owner
oft
he yac
ht""Maychan g
Y
Tow
ed toe
toel
‘311
the
owner of
the
yacht
May- chan'ed
"ilvie."
vie."

568
568
Register to
Register
steam yacht
yacht
steam
"Glance."

Feb. 25, 1867.

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
RES. 27,
27, 28.
SESS..
. RES.
28.

1867.
1867.

flower" to change the name of the same
flower"
to that
that of
Silvie ";
"; and
to ororsame to
of ""Silvie
and to
der a
a register of the steam yacht ""Glance
Glance"
be granted
William
" to be
granted to
to William
Levering, Jr., the owner thereof, from
Levering,
from the collection
collection district of Buffalo,
Buffalo,
in the State of New
New York.
York.
APPrOVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
[No.
28.]
[No. 20.]

A

Resolution to provide for the Ascertainment
A Resolution
pportionmenof
the proper
Ascertainment and Apportionment
of the
proper

Quota
direct Tax
and sixty-one
Quota of the direct
Tax of
of eighteen hundred and
sixty-one to
to te
the State of
of West
West Virginia,
Virginia,

and for
Purposes.
for other
other Purposes.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Quota of direct States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
quota of
States of
of America
That in ascertaining
ascertaining the
the queta
of
tax of West Virgitaxfhosto
Virbe the State of West Virginia of the direct tax
tax imposed
by the
the act
act of
of Auimposed by
Auginia,
how to
ascertained.
fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
gust fifth,
hundred and
sixty-one, the
Secretary
and sixty-one,
the Secretary
1861,
1861, ch.
ch. 45,
45,§§is authorized and directed to charge
said
charge
the
State
State
with
8.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.
294. of the said tax apportioned
apportioned to the
the State
State of
of Virginia
as
p. 294.
Virginia as

of
the Treasury
of the
Treasury
such pronortion
proportion
such
the vali
val.,0 or
or tne
the
tne
real estate of the counties now composing the State
State of West
West Virginia, inincluding
cluding Berkeley
Berkeley and Jefferson,
to the
the value
value of
of all
all the
the real
real estate
of
Jefferson, bears
bears to
estate of
the then State
State of Virginia, as ascertained
ascertained by the assessment
State
assessment for
for State
taxation
taxation of the real estate of the said State of Virginia in
in the
the year
year eigheighteen hundred and sixty, giving credit
the State
State of
Virginia for
credit to the
of West
West Virginia
for
such part of its proportion
ascertained as
proportion so ascertained
has .been
as has
.been already
already paid.
paid.
West Virginia S
SEC.
further resolved, That the State
EC. 2. And be it further
West Virginia
Virginia is
is
State of West
to have same
made liable
liable to
to all
the duties
duties in
in relation
said direct
tax which
which
duaesndme
iv- hereby
hereby made
all the
relation to
to said
direct tax
duties and privileges
other are imposed by law upon,
upon, and is entitled to
to all
the privileges
privileges in
the same
ileges as other
all the
in the
same
loyal States.
States.
to other
relation which are by
by law
law allowed to
other loyal
loyal States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Proviso.
no liability
liability or
or burden
is hereby
hereby imposed
no
burden whatsoever
whatsoever is
imposed or shall
shall be imposed
by said State, arising in any way out of said tax, upon
included
upon lands
lands included
present limits of the counties of Berkeley
within the present
Jefferson, or
or upon
upon
Berkeley and
and Jefferson,
the inhabitants as such, for the time
time being,
being, within said limits,
upon
limits, except
except upon
terms accepted
accepted by a
amajority vote of legal voters
voters resident
resident within
within said
said limits.
limits.
Tax in BerkeSEC.
resolved, That the board of direct-tax
S
EC. 3. And
And be it further resolved,
direct-tax comcomley and Jefferson
eoyuand
efferson missioners for the State of Virginia shall
shall have and
continue to
have the
the
and continue
to have
counties.
authority to assess and collect the before-mentioned
same authority
before-mentioned direct
the
direct tax
tax in
in the
counties of Berkeley
Jefferson as if those
Berkeley and Jefferson
those counties
counties still formed aapart
part
of the State of Virginia.
SEC. 4.
Taxes illegally
4. And
And be
further resolved, That the Secretary
Secretary of
SEc.
be it
it further
of the
the TreasTreascollected to
to be ury shall be
be authorized
authorized to refund to persons
from
whom
has been
been
persons
from
whom money
money has
refunded.
refnde.
received without warrant
warrant of law, as in payment
under the directreceived
payment of dues under
tax laws,
laws, the
the sums
sums so
tax
so illegally collected;
collected; such refunding
refunding to be
be ordered
ordered on
on
the presentation,
presentation, in each
each case, of satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
evidence of
of the
the illegal
illegal colcollection.

Collection of
direct
direct tax
tax in
in
West Virginia
Virginia
to be suspended
until, &c. unless,
unless,
&c.

SEC.
And be it
itfurther
SEC. 5. And
further resolved,
resolved, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury

is
hereby authorized
directed to suspend
collection within
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
suspend the further collection
within
the State
Virginia of
State of West
West Virginia
of any
any part
part of
of the
the direct
tax imposed
imposed by
by the
direct tax
the
act
hundred and
day of
act of
of August
August five,
five, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one, until the first day
of
June
unless the
June next,
next, unless
the claims
claims of
of the
the said
said State against the United States
States

are sooner adjusted.
adjusted.

Repeal
1865,
Repeal of 1865,

ch. 87,
8i7
.2 §2. .
Vol. xiii. p. 501.

SEC.
And be
it further
further resolved,
resolved, That section two of an act entitled
SEC. 6.
6. And
be it
entitled

"An
act further to
to amend
act entitled
'An act
"An act further
amend an
an act
entitled 'An
act for
for the collection
collection of
of

direct
taxes in
insurrectionary States within the
the United
direct taxes
in the
the insurrectionary
United States,
States, and
and

for other purposes,'
purposes,' approved June
June seven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixtysixtyhundred and
two,"
two," approved
approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, be,
be, and
and the
the
Effect of cer- same is hereby, repealed, and certificates
certificates of sale shall be
received in
in all
be received
all

tificates
of sale
tifoiates of
sale
under tax law.

1862, ch.
ch. 98.
98.
1862,
Vol.xii.p.422.
Vol.
xii. p. 422.

courts
evidence of
courts and places
places as prima
prima facie
facie evidence
of the
the regularity
regularity and
and validity
validity

of
said sale
and of the
the title of purchaser
of said
sale and
purchaser or purchasers
purchasers under
under the same,
as
provided in
"An act for the collecas provided
in section seven of an act entitled
entitled "An
tion
of direct
taxes in
tion of
direct taxes
in insurrectionary
insurrectionary districts
districts within the United
United States,
purposes," approved
approved June seven,
and for other
other purposes,"
eighteen hundred
and sixsixseven, eighteen
hundred and
ty-two.
APPROVED,
kPPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SEss. II.
IL

RES.
31, 32.
32.
RES. 30,
30, 31,

1867.
1867.

569
569

[No.
30.] Joint
Joint Resoution
additional compensation
Compensation to
[No. so.]
Resolution giving additional
certain Employees
Employees in
in the
the Feb.
Feb. 28,
1867.
to certain
28, 1867.
Cvil
Service of the Government at Washington.
Civil Service
Washington.

Be
it resolved
Representatives of
Be it
resolved by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
States of
of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That there
there shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed Twenty
Twenty per
per
and
of any
in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
cent
additional
and paid,
paid, out
out of
any money
money in
the treasury
appropriated, to
to pay
p
er
ytt
a
ode
de
c
tia al
to
certain
the
employed in
in the
the following-described
following-described persons, now employed
civil service
service of
of the
the persons
persons in
in the
the civil
the
United
Washington, as
as follows:
follows: To
To civil officers,
officers, temporary
service at
United States
States at
at Washington,
temporary and
and civil
9vIrvaisi:iearvioe
all other
clerks, messengers,
all
other clerks,
and watchmen,
wa t
ch
men ,i
ncl
udi ng enlisted
enli ste d men
men dede- 0.ashington,
gto Dmessengers, and
including
tailed as
such, to be computed upon
the gross
tailed
as such,
upon the
gross amount
amount of
of the
the compensacompensa- Temporary
Temporary
m
tion received
received by
and female,
female, in
tion
by them,
them, and employees, male
male and
in the
the executive
executive ci
e
e
rs
rk s
,;,a
m
te
egni
senen,
clerks,
essengers,other
watchmen,
mansion, and
following-named
departments,
mansion,
and in any of the following-na
m ed d
epar t
ments, or any bureau
bureau or
or and
emand '
other emthereof, to
wit: State,
division thereof,
to wit:
State Treasury,
Treasury, War,
War, Navy,
Navy, Interior,
Int
eri
or,
P
os t-Offi ce ,PleYees•
Post-Office,
ployees.
Attorney-General, agricultural, and
including civil
Attorney-General,
and including
civil officers,
and temporary
officers, and
temporary
and all other clerks
employees, male
and
clerks and
and employees,
male and
and female,
female, in
in the
the offices
of the
the
offices of
coast survey,
observatory, navy
navy yard,
coast
survey, naval observatory,
yard, arsenal,
paymaster-general,
arsenal, paymaster-general,
the division
of referred
referred claims,
including the
division of
claims, commissary-general
commissary-general of
of prisoners,
prisoners,
bureau of
of refugees,
and abandoned
abandoned lands,
bureau
refugees, freedmen,
freedmen, and
quartermasters, CapCaplands, quartermasters,
itol
city post-office,
itol and
and Treasury extension,
extension, city
post-office, and
commissioner of
of public
and commissioner
public
buildings,
photographer and
buildings, to
to the
the photographer
photographer of
of the
the Treasury
and assistant
assistant photographer
Treasury
Department, to the superintendent
superintendent of
of meters,
meters, and
and to
Department,
to lamplighters
under
lamplighters under
the commissioner
commissioner of
of public
the
public buildings,
buildings, an
an additional
additional compensation
compensation of
of
twenty
per centum
on their
their respective salaries as
twenty per
centum on
as fixed
fixed by
by law,
law, or,
or, where
where
no salary is fixed
fixed by
by law,
law, upon
upon their
their pay
pay respectively,
respectively, for
for one
one year
year from
from
and
after the the thirtieth
of June,
June, eighteen
and after
thirtieth day
day of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six;
sixty-six;
but
when any
any of said persons
is or
or shall
but when
persons is
shall be
be only
only entitled
entitled to
to receive
salareceive salary or pay for aapart
part of
of said
said year,
year, the
the said
said twenty
per centum
centum shall
be
twenty per
shall be
computed
is so
entitled to
computed on
on the
the amount such person is
so entitled
to receive
receive for
for services
services
in
or all
all of said departments
offices within
in any
any or
departments or
or offices
within said
said year:
year: Provided,
Provided, Employees of
of
That
patent-office.
employees of
of the
the patnt-office.
That the
the above-named
above-named additional
additional compensation
compensation to the employees
patent-office shall
shall be paid out of
of the
funds of
said office:
patent-office
the funds
of said
office: Provided
further, Resolution
Providedfurther,
Resolution not
not
That
to apply to
to those
those
resolution shall
not apply
by thoaply
That this
this resolution
shall not
apply to
to persons
persons whose
whose salaries
salaries as
as fixed
fixed by
whose salary exlaw exceed three
three thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred dollars
annum.
dollars per
per annum.
c
eeds $3500
ceeds
$8500 a
a
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
S
EC. 2.
be it
further resolved, That all acts
acts or
or parts
parts of
of acts
acts herehere- year.
yei
l
l
r
e
'
peal of
tofore passed
authorizing the
the Secretary
tofore
passed authorizing
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
apportion or
or forePealt
to apportion
former acts.
distribute among
among the clerks of his
any sum
distribute
his department
department any
sum of
of money
money by
by way
way
pay or
or compensation
compensation are
of additional
additional pay
are hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 28,
1867.
28, 1867.
[No.
31.] Joint
Provisions of
[No. 31.]
Joint Resolution to extend the Provisions
of the Act
to Agricultural
Agricultural Feb.
1867.
Act in
in Regard
Regard to
Feb. 28, 1867.
Colleges, to the State of Tennessee.
Colleges,

Be it
it resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
nlited
States
States of America in
in Congress
Congr
ess ass
em bled, That
Th atth
prov i
si
ons o
th e act
Public lands
assembled,
thee provisions
offthe
act lands
Public
of July
eighteen hundred
u
n
i
n
tu
esseiefor
for
entitled "A
"Ann act
of
July two,
two, eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, entitled
act donating
dona ti ng to
toole
Tennessee
agricultural
public lands
to the
the several States and
and Territories
public
lands to
Territories which
which may
provide colleCge.
ctliege. ra
may provide
colleges for the benefit
be nefit of
ofagriculture
agr i
cu lt ure and
an dt
he mechanic
mec h
an i
c arts,"
and of
of the
the 1862,
1862, ch.
oh. 130.
130.
the
arts," and
"act to
amend the fifth
section" thereof,
thereof, approved
"act
to amend
fifth section"
approved July
twenty-third, V185
i.°
81
6
'
5
W:
25
0°
94'
July twenty-third,
xic.
2094
eighteen hundred
hereby extended
extended and
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, are
are hereby
and made
made applicable
applicable Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 208.
208.
to the
the State
of Tennessee.
Tennessee.
to
State of
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
1867.
February 28,
28, 1867.
[No. 32.]
[No.
321

Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolutton to extend the Time for the Use of
ofcertain Vessels
Vessels for
for QuaranQuaran - Feb. 28,
1S67.
28, 1S67.
tine Purposes
Purposes at the Port
Port of
of New
New York.
York.

Be
it resolved by the Senate and
House of
Be it
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of
America in
Congress assembled, That
authority conferred
States
of America
in Congress
That the
the authority
conferred by
by Authority
to
Authority to
u
,e
n; s
teec
i
t
s
joint
March twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
joint resolution
resolution of
of March
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, 1
3
place
United
0T:teesvessels,
States
upon
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
upon the
Secretary of War and
and the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy, respectively,
respectively, &c. for
for use
use of
of '
to
place,
in
their
discretion,
gratuitously,
at
the
disposal
of
the
commisto place, in their discretion, gratuitously, at
the commis- commissioners
commissioners
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570

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.

of
of quarantine
quarantine
continued fo
for
tonteuae
two years. r
Ante, p.
p. 351.

SESS. II.
II. RES.
RES. 32,
33, 42,
42, 44.
44.
SESS.
32, 33,

1867.
1867.

sioners of quarantine,
quarantine, or the proper
of any
any of
of the
the ports
ports of
the
proper authorities
authorities of
of the
United States,
used by
by them
temporarily for
for quarantine
purposes,
United
States, to
to be
be used
them temporarily
quarantine purposes,
such vessels
or hulks
hulks belonging
United States
States as
are not
required
such
vessels or
belonging to
to the
the United
as are
not required
for
uses, be
be continued
continued for
for two
two years
after the
passage of
of this
this joint
for other
other uses,
years after
the passage
joint

resolution.
resolution.

APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.

[No. 33.]
[No.
33.]

Joint
authorizing the
of the
the Navy
Navy to
to grant
grant the
Use of
Joint Resolution
Resolution authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Use
of
Guns
Ridgway's Battery.
Guns for
for Trial
Trial of
of Ridgway's
Battery.

Be it
it resolved
by the
House of
of the
the United
Be
resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Dahlgren
States of
Dahlgren guns States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
for experimental
experimental
trials of
of Ridgtrials
Ridgway's patent reway's
volving battery.

be, and
and he
grant the
use of
of two
two eleven-inch
the use
eleven-inch DahlDahlhe hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
to grant
be,
gren
guns to
to John
John Ridgway
Ridgway of
for use
use in
in experimental
experimental trials
trials of
of
gren guns
of Boston,.
Boston, for
Ridgway's
patent
revolving
battery.
Ridgway's patent revolving battery.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.

1, 1867.
March 1,

Joint
Interior to pay certain
certain Claims
JointResolution
Resolution authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Claims
out
of the
Balance of
cf an
Appropriation for
for the
of necessary
necessary Expenditures
Expenditures in
in
out of
the Balance
an Appropriation
the Payment
Payment of
the
Service of
of the
the (kited
States for
in the
the Territory
Territory of
Utah.
the Service
United States
for Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs in
of Utah.

42.1
[No. 42.]

Be
resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be it
it resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
Payments to States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
the
the Secretary
of the
Dimick
Henry Standish,
B. Hdushnt
Hunt- Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
authorized to
to pay
pay to
to Henry
Henry Standish,
Standish,
HenkSan
hereby, authorized
ington, Harrison
ington,
Huntington, Harrison
Severe, and
and Buchanan
Buchanan and
and Company,
Harrison Dimick
Dimick B.
B. Huntington,
Harrison Severe,
Company,
Severe,
and Bu- the sums which may be found due
the
settlement
their accounts
Severe,
and
due
them
on
settlement
of
accounts
chanan and
Company.
with the
the United
United States
States for
for Indian
Indian affairs
in Utah
Utah Territory,
not to
exceed
to exceed
Territory, not
affairs in
with
Company.
the sums, respectively, of
hundred and
and ninety-three
dollars and
fifty
of one
one hundred
ninety-three dollars
and fifty
cents,
hundred and
dollars and
and seventy-five
seventy-five cents,
and of
of
cents, one hundred
and seventy-four
seventy-four dollars
cents, and
eighteen
dollars and
and sixty-six
cents, seven
seven hunhuneighteen hundred and
and ninety-three
ninety-three dollars
sixty-six cents,
dred and two dollars, which
which shall be
unexpended
be paid out
out of any of the unexpended
1860,
ch. 56.
18l.60, .ch.
66.7 balance of the appropriation
act entitled
"An act
to supply
supply
appropriation made
made by
by the
the act
entitled "An
act to
vo mi. P .1 .
Vol. xii. . 17. deficiencies
deficiencies in the appropriations
appropriations for the service of the fiscal year ending
ending
thirtieth of June, eighteen
hundred and sixty," approved
approved May
May twentyeighteen hundred
twentyfourth, eighteen
and sixty,
for the
the payment
of the
fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty, for
payment of
the late
late Indian
Indian
1862, ch. 30.
agents
80. a
gents in Utah, and
"An act
act to
change of
of apand an act
act entitled
entitled "An
to authorize
authorize a
a
change
apVol. xii. p. 344.
1
vol. xii. p. 344. propriations
for the
expenditures in
the service
service of
of
propriations for
the payment
payment of
of necessary
necessary expenditures
in the
the United States for Indian affairs,"
affairs," approved
approved February
February twenty-second,
twenty-second,
eighteen
hundred and sixty-two.
eighteen hundred
sixty-two.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
1, 1867.
March 1,
1867.
March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867. [No.
[No. 44.]

Additional
copies of AppenAppendix to Diploznatic
matic CoreCorrespondence of
spondence
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five.
How to
be
How
to be
dis
distributed.
bound and

A Resolution
for printing
the Appendix
Appendix to
to the
Diplomatic
A
Resolution for
printing additional
additionalCopies
Copies of
of the
the Diplomatic
Correspondence of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
Correspondence

Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
States of
of America
States
America in
in Congress
That in
addition to
to the
the number
number
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in addition
of
of papers
relating to
Affairs now
authorized by
by law,
law,
of copies
copies of
papers relating
to Foreign
Foreign Affairs
now authorized
there shall
shall be
be printed
printed for
distribution by
by the
the Department
Department of
of State,
State, on
fine
on fine
there
for distribution
margin, a
sufficient number
copies of
of the
the Appendix
to
paper, with wide
wide margin,
a sufficient
number of
of copies
Appendix to
the Diplomatic
Correspondence of
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, to
to
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
Diplomatic Correspondence
the
supply
copy to
to each
Senator and
and each
each Representative
of the
Thirtysupply one
one copy
each Senator
Representative of
the ThirtyNinth Congress, and to each Foreign Government,
Government, and one copy
each
copy to each
corporation, association, or public
public body whose
whose expressions
expressions of condolence
condolence
or
published in
hundred of
these copies
or sympathy
sympathy are
are published
in said
said volume;
volume; one
one hundred
of these
copies
to be bound in full Turkey
Turkey morocco,
morocco, full
and the
remaining copies
copies to
to
full gilt, and
the remaining
be bound in half Turkey
Turkey morocco,
morocco, marble-edged.
marble-edged.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.

SESS..
S
ESS. II.
46, 47,
47, 48.
48.
. RES.
RE. 45,
45, 46,

1867.
1867.
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571

[No.
Joint. Resoution
the erection
[No. 45.1 Joint
Resolution for
for the
erection of
of an
an equestrian
to the
the Memory
Memory of
of March 2, 1867.
uesrian Statue
Statue to
1867.
Brevet Lieutenant-General
Brevet Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott.

Be it
House of
of Representatives
Be
it resolved
resolved by the Senate and House
of the
the VUnited
'United
Representatives of
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
States of
of America
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
i
8
of War
War is

equesBronze eque.

hereby authorized
hereby
authorized and directed to contract with Henry
Henry K. Brown,
Brown, Esq.,
Esq.
trian
ettue
to
ti
r
a
en
ve
s
t
tatl
Le
e
uteanof
of Newburgh,
Newburgh, New York, at a
a price not exceeding
exceeding twenty
thousand ant-General
twenty thousand
ant-General
dollars.
for
an equestrian
equestrian statue, in bronze, of Brevet Lieutenant-Gen
Scott.
Lieutenant-Gen-_ Winfield
dollars. for an
Winfield Scott.
eral
Winfield Scott, to be made of the guns captured
era! Winfield
captured in
Mexico, and
and to
to
in Mexico,
be
be placed on Franklin
Franklin Square, in the city of Washington,
or such
such other
other
Washington, or
place in the said city as the Secretary
Secretary of
may designate.
designate.
of War
War may
APPROVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.
APPROVED, March
1867.
[No.
46.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution prohibiting
prohiting Payment by
by any
any Officer
[No, 46.]
Office:- of
the Government
Government to
any March
of the
to any
March 2,1867.
2, 1867.
Person
nown to
have been
Person not known
to have
been opposed
opposed to
to the
Rebellion and
in favor of
of its
the Rebelln
and infavor
its Suppression.
Suppression.

Be it
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
House of
Be
it resolved
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
That until otherwise
otherwise ordered
ordered it
it Payment
Payment by
by
shall
government
be unlawful for any officer
officer of the United
shall be
United States government
government to
to pay
pay any
ffi goertoaent
officer
to
any
any account, claim,
claim, or demand against
any
against said government,
government, which
which accrued
accrued-or
-or person
erson not
not
existed prior
prior to
the thirteenth
known to
existed
to the
thirteenth day of April, A. D. eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and known
to have
been
opposed
to
sixty-one, in favor of any
promoted, encouraged,
sixty-one,
any person who promoted,
encouraged, or
in any
any hbe rebppse to
or in
the rebellion,
manner
sustained
the
late
rebellion;
or
in
favor
of
manner sustained the
rebellion;
,of any person
person who,
who, &c.
&c.prohibited.
prohibited.
during said
said rebellion,
during
rebellion, was not known to be opposed
opposed thereto, and
and distinctly
distinctly
in
favor of its suppression; and no pardon
in favor
pardon heretofore
granted, or
or hereafter
hereafter
heretofore granted,
to be granted,
payment of
granted, shall authorize
authorize the payment
such account,
claim, or
or dedeof such
account, claim,
mand, until this resolution is modified or
That this
this
or repealed:
repealed: Provided,
Provided, That
Proviso.
Proviso.
resolution shall not be construed
construed to prohibit
prohibit the
payment of
of claims
claims
the payment
founded upon contracts made by any
any of the departments,
such
departments, where
where such
claims
were assigned
claims were
assigned or contracted to be assigned prior
prior to
to April
April first,
first,
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-one, to creditors
eighteen hundred
creditors of said contractors,
contractors, loyal
loyal
citizens of
payment of debts incurred prior
citizens
of loyal States, in payment
to March
March first,
first,
prior to
eighteen hundred and sixty-one.
sixty-one.
APPROVED, March
ArPaovEn,
1867.
March 2,
2, 1867.
[No 47.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution to
[No.
to amend
Section Five
of an
to increase
increase March
amend Section
Five of
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
'"An Act
Act to
March 2,
2, 1867.
Duties on
approved June
Duties
on Imports
Imports and for other Purposes,"
Purposes," approved
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight 1864 ch. 171,
1864, eh. 171,
hundred and
and sixty
sixty-four.
hundred
:
four.
G.

56.
Vol. xiii. p. 208.

Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
Representatives of
United Vol. xiii. p. 208.
Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the United
States of
assembled, That
States
of America, in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the paragraph
paragraph of
section Certain
Certain duty
of section
duty
c
five
act entitled
entitled ""An
lastings, &
&c.
to increase
imports, and for
n
lastitgs,
five of
of an
an act
An act
act to
increase duties on imports,
for other
other on
.
repealed.
repealed.
purposes,"
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
purposes," approved
approved June thirtieth, eighteen
as
sixty-four, as
follows, to
to wit: "On
follows,
"On lastings, mohair cloth, silk, twist, wool, or
or other
other
manufactured
patterns of such size,
manufactured cloth woven
woven or made
made in patterns
size, shape,
shape, and
See Vol. xvp.
xv.-p.
and See
24.
form,
or cut
cut in
such manner
form, or
in such
manner as to be fit for shoes, slippers, bootees, gaiters 24.
and buttons exclusively,
exclusively, not combined
combined with
ten per
per cent
cent ad
ad
with India
India rubber,
rubber, ten
valorem,"
valorem," be, and the same is hereby,
repealed.
hereby, repealed.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. And be it further resolved, That
That from and after
passage of
of Machinery
after the passage
for
Machinery for
this
machinery for
manufacture of
of
for the
manufacture of
of beet
imported manufacture
this resolution,
resolution, machinery
the manufacture
beet sugar, and
and-imported
beet
exbeet
sugar
exfor that purpose solely, shall be exempted from duty.
for
duty.
empt
empt from
from duty.
duty.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
[No.
facilitate the Settlement of
Accounts of
[No. 48.]
48.] A
A Resolution
Resolution to facilitate
of Accounts
of disbursing
disbursing Qficers.
Officers.

March
March 2, 1867.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United

States of
of America,
America, in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That so
so much
of the
States
in Congress
much of
act enthe act
en-

tepeal
pail
Repeal of part

titled
of 1862,
c ch. 169.
to provide
titled ""An
An act
act to
provide for the
the more prompt
prompt settlement
settlement of the accounts
accounts of
1862ii
h. 598.
19.
Vol. xii. P.
of
disbursing
officers,"
approved
July
seventeen,
eighteen
of disbursing officers," approved
seventeen,
hundred and
and
hundred
sixty-two,
as provides
provides that
that "
" such
such accounts
sixty-two, as
accounts with the vouchers necessary
necessary to
the
and prompt
rendered direct to the
the correct
torrect and
prompt settlement
settlement thereof, shall be rendered
the
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THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. Suss.
II. RES.
RES. 48,
48, 49,
49, 50,
50, 51,
51, 52.
52. 1867.
SES. II.
THIRTY-NINTH

proper
accounting officers
of the
the treasury,"
treasury," be,
be, and
and the
same is hereby,
hereby, rethe same
officers of
proper accounting
hereafter be sent to the
Accounts and
and all
accounts and
vouchers shall
shall hereafter
and vouchers
such accounts
all such
pealed; and
and pealed;
Accounts
vouchers of
dis -bureau
which they
they pertain,
and, after examination
examination there, shall be passed
pertain, and,
to which
bureau to
of disvouchers
bursing officers
to be sent where. to the proper
accounting
officer
of
the
treasury
for settlement.
settlement.
for
treasury
the
of
officer
accounting
proper
the
to
where.
to be sent
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,
APPROVED,

March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
March

[
No. 49.]
49.]
[No.

Associations.
A
Resolution in
Banking Associations.
to National
National Banking
Relation to
in Relation
A Resolution

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
by the
Resolved by

United

in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in all
all cases
cases where
where aa
America, in
of America,
States of
Excess of duty States

Excess of duty
paid
naany naby any
paid by
tional bank to
be
refunded.
be refunded.

national bank
bank has
or may
may pay in excess of what
what may be,
be, or has
paid or
has paid
national
be
been found
due from said bank, on account of the duty required
required to
to be
found due
been
paid to
treasurer of
States, the
the bank so having paid or
United States,
the United
of the
the treasurer
to the
paid
paying such
such excess
excess of
of duty
duty may
may state
state an
an account
which, on
on being
being
therefor, which,
account therefor,
paying
by
correct
and
certified
by
the
treasurer
of
the
United
States,
and
found
correct
by
States,
United
the
of
treasurer
the
by
certified
the first
of the
treasury, shall
shall be
be refunded
in the
the ordinary
ordinary
refunded in
the treasury,
comptroller of
first comptroller
the
manner
by warrant
warrant on
on the
the treasury.
treasury.
manner by
APPROVED, March
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
APPROVED,

March 2,
2, 1867.
1867. [No.
[
No. 50.]
Joint Resolution
the Provisions
of Section
Section Two
Two of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled
Provisions of
extending the
Resolution extending
50.] Joint
March
1864,
240,
"An
to extend
extend the
the Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
of the
of Claims,
Claims, and
and to
provide for
Paythe Payfor thc
to provide
Court of
the Court
Act to
"An Act
ch. 240,
1864, ch.
4
2meat of
of certain
Demands for
Stores and
and Subsistence
Subsistence Supplies
Supplies furnished
furnished
Q2uartermasters'Stores
bfr Quartermasters'
certain Demands
ment
§ 2.
eighteen hundred
Vol.
xiii. p.
p. 381.
881. to
to the
the United
United States,"
July fourth,
hundred and
and sixtysixtyfourth, eighteen
approved July
States," approved
of the
Army of
the .Army
Vol. xiii.

four.
four.

Claims
for cercerClaims for
tain
quartertain quartermasters' stores
masters' stores
to
be settled,
settled.
to be

of the
Be it
it resolved
resolVed by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
by the
Be
section
States of
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America, in
of America,
States

extended to cover
two
the above-entitled
above-entitled act
be, and
and they are
are hereby,
hereby, extended
cover
act be,
of the
two of

the
all
actually furnished
furnished to
to the
were actually
stores were
quartermasters' stores
where quartermasters'
cases where
all cases
duly
forces under
the command
of Major-General
Lewis Wallace,
Wallace, and duly
Major-General Lewis
command of
under the
forces
receipted for
persons acting
acting under
under his
his authority,
authority, and
and whose
whose authority
authority
by persons
for by
receipted
shall be
be proven
proven to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the accounting
officers, during
during the
accounting officers,
shall
Morgan raid
raid through
through the
Indiana and Ohio, in the summer of
States of Indiana
the States
Morgan
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, and
for the
the purpose
such
purpose of giving such
and for
and sixty-three,
eighteen
receipts for
property so
so applied,
persons shall be held to be
be
said persons
the said
applied, the
for property
receipts
proper officers
of the
the government.
officers of
proper
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,

[No. 51.]
51.]
2, 1867.
1867. [No.
March 2,

Authority
Authority for
the
United
the United
make
States to make
survey
the
survey of the
Isthmus
Isthmus of Darien for ship
rien for ship
canal.
No. 26,
26,
See No.
Ante, p.
567.
p. 567.

A
Resolution concerning
concerning the
the Right
Right of
Way for
the Survey
Survey and
and Construction
Construction of
of
for the
of Way
A Resolution
an
Interoceanic Ship
the Isthmus
of Darien.
Darien.
Isthmus of
through the
Canal through
Ship Canal
an Interoceanic

Representatives of the United
Resolved
by the
House of
of ReRresentatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved by
be,
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State be,
Congress assembled,
America in
States
steps as
such steps
and
is hereby,
take such
as may
may be necessary to obtain
to take
directed to
hereby, directed
and is
from the
United States
States of
of Colombia
the authority
authority for
for the
United States
States
the United
Colombia the
from the United
canal
Isthmus of Darien
to make
make the
necessary surveys
surveys at
at the
the Isthmus
Darien for aaship canal
the necessary
to
to connect
connect the waters
waters of the Atlantic
Atlantic and those
those of the Pacific
Pacific ocean,
ocean, and
and
to
governthe
terms
upon
which
such
right
of
way
may
be
obtained
this
by
obtained
be
may
way
of
the terms upon which such right

ment.
2, 1867.
March 2,
APPROVED, March
1867.
APPROVED,

[
No. 52.]
Chambers of
of Senators
Senators and
and Deputies
Deputies of
Brazil for
of Brazil
the Chambers
thanking the
Resolution thanking
A Resolution
52.] A
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867. [No.
March
PresidentLincoln.
their
Resolutions of
Sorrow and Sympathy
Death of President
mnthe Death
Sympathy 77t
of Sorrow
their Resolutions

of Representatives
Resolved
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
Acknowledg- States
assembled, That the Congress
Congress of the United
United
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Acknowledg-

ment
of resoluresoluof
ment
tion of
Chamof Chamtion
bers,
&c.
of BraBrabers, &c. of

zit,
zil,

of
sorrow,
of sorrow,
&c.
for death
of
death of
&c. for
President
LinPresident Linloin.
zoln.

resolutions of
the resolutions
and gratitude the
received with respect and
States has received
of sorrow
sorrow
of Brazil
Deputies
Senators
of
and
sympathy
which
the
Chambers
of
Senators
and
Deputies
Brazil
Chambers
the
which
and sympathy
have
adopted on the death of President Lincoln, and hereby
hereby tenders
tenders to
have adopted
the United
those
Chambers the
of the
the people
people of
of the
United States.
thanks of
the thanks
those Chambers
S
EC. 2.
2. And
it further
That it
it shall
shall be the duty of the
resolved, That
further resolved,
be it
And be
SEC.

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY -NINTH CONGRESS.

SESS. IL
II. RES. 52,53,
55, 56.
56.
52,53, 54,
54, 55,

1867.
1867.

573
573

President of
of the
the United
forward aacopy
copy of this resolution
resolution to
President
United States
States to forward
to the
Copy hereof
hereof
the Copy
Emperor of Brazil, with aa request that it
communicated to
the two
to Ekeror
of
it be
be communicated
to the
two to
Emperorof

chambers.
chambers.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.

Brazil.

[No.
A Resolution relative
Post-Office and
and Sub-Treasury
[No. 53.J
53.j A
relative to the Post-Office
Sub-Treasury of the
City of
March 2,
the City
of Boston.
Boston. March
2, 1867.
1867.

Resolved by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Resolved
and House
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That the mayor
and postmaster
postmaster
Commission
mayor and
Commission
of
city of
of Boston, the assistant
toos
tefc
a
t
esite
s
e
itae
nfor
d
f
or
of the
the city
assistant treasurer
treasurer for the United States at
the to
at the
select
city of Boston, the president of the board of trade
trade of
of the
the city
of Boston,
in
city of
Boston, tub-treasury
ub-treasury in
and Alpheus
Alpheus Hardy, Daniel Davies, and John A. Andrew,
Andrew, of
of Boston,
Boston, be
be Boston.
Bostonappointed
a commission to select a
a proper site
appointed a
site for
for a
abuilding
building for
for aapost-office
post-office
and for the accommodation
accommodation of the sub-treasury
sub-treasury in the
and
the city
city of
of Boston,
Boston, and
and
Postmaster-General and
that they report to the Postmaster-General
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
and the
Treasury at their earlies[t]
convenience, the
earlies[t] convenience,
upon which
which they
they or
or
the selection
selection upon
aamajority of them may agree, and
and the price
can be
be
price at
at which
which such
such site
site can
purchased
purchased by the government
government for the purposes
purposes contemplated
in this
this resoresocontemplated in
a new site should be selected;
lution, if a
selected; and
that if
said report
shall meet
and that
if said
report shall
meet
the approbation
approbation of the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
Treasury, they shall communicate
communicate the same, with such
sugsuch additional
additional suggestings [suggestions] as they
gestings
they may think
think proper, to
to Congress.
Congress.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
1867.
March 2,
2, 1867.
[No.
54.] Joint
enale the Secretary
[No. 54.]
Joint Resolution to enable
Secretary of War to carry out an Agreement
in March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
Agreement in
Relation to Water Power
Power for
for the
the Arsenal
.Arsenal at
at Rock
Rock Island.
Island.

Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and Rouse
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War
War be,
be, Water
Secretary of
Water power
power
arsenal at
at
arsenal
and he is hereby, authorized
and
authorized and empowered
empowered to
into effect
the, for
to carry
carry into
effect the
Rock
Rock Island.
Island.
recommendations of the commissioners
commissioners appointed under
recommendations
the acts
acts of
of April
under the
April 1864,
s864, ch. 60.
nineteen,
Vol. xiii.
50.
nineteen, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and
and June
June twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, eigheigh- Vol
xiii. p.-.50.

teen
sixty-six, relative
teen hundred and
and sixty-six,
relative to
to the
the Moline
Water Company
Company and
and
Moline Water

1866, ch. 141.
1

the water power at Rock Island, Illinois, as contained
contained in the report
report of
of
said commissioners,
commissioners, and to make
make application
application for
for that
purpose of
of the
the
that purpose
money heretofore appropriated
appropriated for securing
at the
the head
head of
of
securing water
water power
power at
Rock Island.
Island.

Ante
Ante, p
p. 715
75. '

APPROVED,
APPROVED, Mareh
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
[No. 55.]

A Resolution
Resolution to provide
proride for the Exchange
Exchange of certain
A
certain Public
Public Documents.
Documents.

March
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,

Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
States of America in CongPess
Congiess assembled,
assembled, That
That fifty
copies of
of all
of
fifty copies
all documents
documents Exchange
Exchinge of
hereafter printed
printed by order of
of either House
Con gr ess, an
fifty copies
co pi espublic
certain
House of
of Congress,
anddfifty
ertaein publio
documents.
additional
additional of all documents p
ri
nted i
exce
ss of
of' the
th e usua
num b
er,tot
oprinted
inn excess
usuallnumber,
gether with fifty copies of each publication
publication issued
issued by any department
department or
or
bureau
bureau of the government, be placed at the
the disposal of the
joint commitcommitthe joint
tee on the Library, who shall
exchange the same,
shall exchange
same, through
through the
agency of
of
the agency
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution, for
for such works published
published in
in foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
and especially by foreign
governments, as may
f
ore i
gn r'
governments,
may be
deemed by
'by said
said comcombe deemed
mittee
equivalent;
be deposited in
mittee an equivale
nt
; said
sa id works to be
of Conin the library
library of
Congress.
gress.
APPROVED,
March 2,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.
[No. 56.] Joint
Military Reservation
Joint Resolution for the Reduction of
of the Military
Reservation of Fort
Fort Riley,
Riley,
and to grant
grant Land for Bridge Purposes
Kansas.
Purposes to the
the State of
of Kansas.

March 2,
2, 1867.
March
1867.

Be it resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives

States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the southwestern
southwestern boundary
boundary boticiltalweosttrit
States of
Southwestern

of the military reservation
Riley, in the State
reservation of Fort
Fort Riley,
of Kansas,
Kansas, be,
be, and
reservation
State of
and itary reservation
the same is hereby, declared
declared to be hereafter
hereafter the channel
channel of the Republican
Republican of
of Fort Riley
Riley
established.
established.

574
574

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

SESS II.
II. RES.
58.
57, 58.
56, 57,
RES. 56,
SESB

1867.

river,
to the
point where
said river
river intersects
intersects the
present
the present
where said
the point
mouth to
its mouth
from its
river, from
western line
line of
of said
said reservation,
reservation, and
and the land released from said reservawestern
grantedbridge
to KanKan- tion
and lying
Smoky Hill
Hill and
Republican rivers,
rivers, is
granted
to
tion and
lying between
between the
the Smoky
and Republican
is hereby
hereby
sas
for bridge
eas for
over
to the
the State
of Kansas
aid in
the construction
of a
abridge
bridge over
over
construction of
in the
to aid
Kansas to
State of
granted to
Republican granted
over Republican
river.
the
present
on the public highway leading through the present
Republican river, on
the Republican
Condition of
reservation;
the express
express condition
condition that
that this grant shall be acacupon the
but upon
reservation; but
Condition
grant.
Kansas with a
by
a guaranty
guaranty given by said State, by
State of Kansas
cepted by the State
an
legislature thereof,
thereof, that
said bridge
shall be
be kept
up and
and
kept up
bridge shall
that said
the legislature
act of
of the
an act
maintained
in good
good condition,
condition, and
shall be
be free
to the
the use
of the
governthe governuse of
free to
and shall
maintained in
ment
the United
transit purposes
forever, without tolls
purposes forever,
all transit
for all
States, for
United States,
of the
ment of
or
acceptance and
and guaranty
filed in
in the
the office
office
being filed
guaranty being
such acceptance
on such
and on
or charges,
charges, and
of the
together with
with the
the govcertificate of the
the certificate
Interior, together
of the
the Interior,
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
ernor
of Kansas
good and
and permanent
bridge has
has been
constructed
been constructed
permanent bridge
a good
that a
Kansas that
ernor of
Patent,
the said
Republican river, it shall be the duty of said Secretary
Secretary to
said Republican
over the
Patent, when over
to issue,
issue
land hereby granted, to the State of Kansas, or to
issue patent, for the land
issue.
such
as may
may be
by act
act of
of the
the legislature
legislature of said
said
authorized, by
be authorized,
company as
such company
herein
Provided, however, That nothing herein
Proviso.
State, to construct said bridge: Provided,
contained
be construed
to interfere
with any
of
grant of any part of
any grant
interfere with
construed to
shall be
contained shall
said land
heretofore made
United States.
made by the United
land heretofore
said
APPROVED, March
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
Land
released
Land released

March
1867.
2, 1867.
March 2,

[No.
571
[No. 57.]

Field.
presenting the Thanks of
A Resolution
Resolution presenting
A
of Congress
Congress to Cyrus W.
W. Field.

Resolved by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Resolved
thanks of
of Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of
States of America in Congress
That the
the thanks
Congress
Congress
1hanks
hanksto
ofCy- States
Congress to Cyrue W.. Field.
be, and
and they
they hereby
presented to
to Cyrus
Cyrus W.
of New
New York, for
Field, of
W. Field,
are, presented
hereby are,
be,
Field.
rus
his foresight,
foresight, courage,
courage, and
establishing telegraphic
telegraphic comdetermination in establishing
and determination
his
munication by
by means
the Atlantic
Atlantic cable,
traversing mid-ocean
mid-ocean and concable, traversing
of the
means of
munication
Gold
fleeting the
Old World
World with
the New;
New; and
and that
that the
of the
the
President of
the President
with the
the Old
medal. necting
Gold medal.
United States
requested to
to cause
cause a
gold medal
medal to
to be
be struck, with suitsuita gold
be requested
States be
United
able
devices, and
and inscription,
be presented
presented to
to Mr.
Mr. Field.
Field.
to be
inscription, to
emblems, devices,
able emblems,
lution
Copy
of meda
reso-1
S
EC. 2.
And be
it further
resolved, That
That when the medal shall
shall have
further resolved,
be it
2. And
SEC.
resoopyand
of
to Mr.
been
President shall
shall cause
of this
this joint
joint resolution
resolution to
to
copy of
cause aa copy
the President
struck, the
been struck,
Field.
Mr. Field.
to
be
engrossed on
parchment, and
and shall transmit
transmit the same, together
together with
with
on parchment,
be engrossed
the
to Mr.
to be
in the
the name
name of
people
of the people
him in
to him
presented to
be presented
Field, to
Mr. Field,
medal, to
the medal,
of the
the United
United States
of America.
America.
States of
of
Appropriation.
S
EC. 3.
And be
further resolved,
resolved, That
That a
to
of money
money to
sum of
a sufficient
sufficient sum
be it
it further
3. And
SEC.
Appropriation.
carry this
this resolution
effect is
appropriated out
out of
any money
money
of any
hereby appropriated
is hereby
into effect
resolution into
carry
in
the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
not otherwise
in the
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
2, 1867.
[No. 58.]
58.]
1867. [No.
March

Surveysto
estimates
toand
be
be
estimates
made
for a
a
made for

bridge or bridges
bridge
across
otothe Fotoacross the
Mae.

to order aa Surrey
Joint Resolution
the Interior
Interior to
Survey for aa
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
instructing the
Resolution instructing
Joint
Bridge
Potomac.
the Potomac.
across the
or Bridges
Bridges across
Bridge or

Be
it resolved
resolved by
by
Be it
States of America
tenor
be directed
directed
terior be

the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
the InInassembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
in
Secretary of the
to order
by aa competent
competent engineer,
engineer, of
the
of the
survey, by
to
order aa survey,
Bridge, in this District, and
the Aqueduct
near the
ground and
and river
Aqueduct Bridge,
at and
and near
river at
ground
report upon the practicability
practicability of constructing there aa bridge across
across the
probaPotomac without
the navigation
navigation of the river, and the probaobstructing the
without obstructing
Potomac
ble cost
cost thereof,
thereof, separately
separately estimating
estimating for
common bridge,
bridge, and for aa
for aa common
ble
bridge both
examine and report
report
Also to examine
travel. Also
common travel.
and common
railway and
for railway
both for
bridge
touching the
the like
like bridges
near the Long Bridge; and whether the
bridges at or near
touching
same can
can be
be there
there built
so as
to avoid
avoid obstructions
navigation
obstructions of the navigation
as to
built so
same
thereby,
and the
the probable
probable cost
made at the earearbe made
said report to be
thereof; said
cost thereof;
thereby, and
liest
practicable.
liest day practicable.
1867.
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
March 2,
APPROVED,

THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
IL

RES.
59, 60.
60.
RES. 59,

1867.
1867.

[No. 59.]
59.] Joint
Joint Resoution
ec ary Of
[No.
Resolution autoriing
authorizing the Secretary
of State
State to
present to
to Captain
James
to present
Captain James
G. Smnith,
Smith, of the British
British Brig
Brig "
a Gold
Token of
Apprecia"i Victoria,"
loria," a
Gold Chronomet.r,
Chronometsr, in
in Token
of Appreciatmon of
of his Sercices
Serces in rescuang
tion
rescuing from Death
Death the Master, O
Officers,
and
Crew,
and
Pasficers, and Cre, and: Pas-

575
575
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
Mfarch

sengers on Board
Bord of
of the
sengers
the American
American Brig
Bri "E.
E. H.. Filler."
itler."

Be it
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
Be
it resolved
of Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of
America in Congress
assembled, That
States
of America
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of State
State be,
be, Gold chroThat the
Secretary of
and
he is
nometer to
to be
be
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
directed to cause to
to be
be procured
procured and
and nometer
presented to
presented to
to Captain
master of
presented
Captain James G.
G. Smith,
Smith, master
the brig
brig ""Victoria,"
Victoria," of
of Captaed
of the
toJ
Captain James
Yarmouth, Nova
Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia, aagold chronometer,
chronometer, in
of appreciation
by Gin token
token of
appreciation by
G. Smith,
Smith, for
for
the government
rescue of
the
the
government of the United States of his humane
and successful
successful efforts
efforts rescue
humane and
of the
passengers
and
in rescuing
rescuing from
officers, crew,
in
from death the master, officers,
and passengers
passengers on
on board
crew, and
board crew on
of the
the
brig
E.
H.
Fitler,
of
Philadelphia,
wrecked
the brig
Philadelphia, wrecked at
at sea
sea on
on the
the morning
morning of
of American
brig
American brig
E. H. Fitler,
January
twenty-second, eighteen hundred
January twenty-second,
hundred and
and sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
[No.
60.]
[No. 60.]

Joint Resolution
Resolution in
in Relation
to the
Joint
Relation to
die Erection
of aaJail
in the
District of
of Columbia.
Erection of
Jail in
the District
Columbia.

March 2,
March
2, 1867.
1867.

Be it
resolved by
by the
Be
it resolved
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States
America in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That
That no
States of
of America
money shall
shall be
paid out
out No .money
no money
be paid
money to
to
of the
the treasury
treasury towards the construction
of
construction of
for the
the District
District of
of the
the new
new jail
jail for
of be
towards
lapaids
paid
construction
to wards
Columbia under the act approved
Columbia
approved twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and of the new jail
sixty-six, unless
sixty-six,
unless the letting of the contract for
the building
building of
of said
said jail
jail in the Districtof
for the
District of
shall be
bi unColumbia,
perfected plans
shall
be suspended
suspended and delayed
delayed until perfected
plans for
entire work
for the
the entire
work less
&
nless, &c.
shall
shall have
have been completed
completed and approved by
by aa board
board of
of three,
composed lss6,
three, composed
1566, ch. 236.
286.
of
disinterested
and competent
competent engineers
engineers and architects,
architects, of which Quarterof disinterested and
Quarter- Ante,
Ante, p.
231.
p. 231.
master-General M.
C. Meigs, and A.
A. B. Mullet,
Mullet, architect
master-General
M. C.
architect of
of the
Treasury
the Treasury
Department,
Department, shall be two, nor unless the
shall
the letting
letting of
of such
such contract
contract shall
have been
competition, on
have
been open to fair and equal competition,
printed
on seasonable
seasonable notice
notice printed
in
two leading
newspapers printed and published
in two
leading newspapers
city of
of WashingWashingpublished in
in the
the city
e site for
ton after
after such
such approval
ton
approval of such new and perfected
perfected plans,
and that
the N
plans, and
New'
that the
w site for
Secretary of the Interior be also authorized
authorized and
Secretary
and directed
to select
new Jail
directed to
select aanew
site for said jail under the
said act.
act.
the said
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.

PRIVATE ACTS OF THE THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
OF THE
OF
THE

UNITED
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
Passed at the First
First Session,
Session, which was
Passed
held at
at the
City of
was begun
begun and
and held
the City
of
Washington, in the District
District of Columbia,
of
Columbia, on
on Monday,
Monday, the
the fourth
fourth day
day of
December, A. D. 1865, and ended
December,
ended on
Saturday, the
the twenty-eighth
day
on Saturday,
twenty-eighth day
of July,
July, A.
of
A. D.
D. 1866.
1866.
ANDREW
JOHNSON,
President.
ANDREW J
OHNSON, President.

LA
FOSTER, President
President of
of
LA FAYETTE
FAYETTE S
S..FOSTER,

the Senate. LA
FAYETTE S.
LA FAYETTE
S.FOSTER
FOSTER was
elected President
President of
was elected
of the
the
Senate pro tempore on the seventh
seventh day of March,
March, and so
so acted
acted until
until
the end of the Session. S
SCHUYLER
CHUYLER COLFAX,
Speaker of
of the
the House
COLFAX, Speaker
House
of Representatives.
of
Representatives.

CHAP.
IV. —
- An
Mlrs. 2114):y
Mary Lincoln, Widow
the late
CHAP. IV.
An Act for the Relief of Airs.
Widow of
of the
late PresiDec. 21, 1866.
1865.
Presi- Dec.
dent of
ofthe
dent
the United
United $tates.
States.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of America in
Congress assembled, That
in Congress
That the
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
s$2
6, 000 to
be
Treasury pay. out of
Treasury not
no tot
herw i
se appropriof any money
money in
in th
thee Treasury
otherwise
appropri- paidto
25000
torbe
ated, to Mrs. Mary Lincoln,
Lincoln, widow of Abraham
Abraham Lincoln,
Lincoln, late
President MIary
blary Lincoln.
Lincoln.
late President
of the United States, or, in the event of her death
death before
before payment,
payment, then
then
to the legal representatives
representatives of the said Abraham
Abraham Lincoln,
Lincoln, the sum
sum of
of
twenty-five
twenty-five thou-and
thousand dollars:
dollars: Provided
Provided always,
always, That
any sum
sum of
Proviso.
That any
of money
money Proviso.
which shall have been paid to the personal
personal representatives
of the
the said
said
representatives of
Abraham
Abraham Lincoln since his death, on account
account of
salary as
as President
President
of his
his salary
of the United States for the current
current year, shall be deducted
from the
said
deducted from
the said
sum of twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand dollars.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, December
December 21,
1865.
21, 1865.

CHAP. VIL
CHAP.
va —An
Act for
Relief of
Charles F.
F. Anderson.
Anderson.
-An
Act
for the
the Relief
of Charles

Feb. 7,
1866.
Feb.
7,1866.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Congress assembled, That the
States of America in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the Treasthe Secretary
Treasury be,
be. and he is hereby, directed to pay to Charles F.
F. Anderson,
Anderson, archiarch- .7Payment
P
5a
03
0
7,
11 e
11
2t. of
Of,
7 0 tuna.ri
tect, out of any money in the treasury
treas ury not
no totherwise
oth erw i
se appropr
i
ate d
,the
the FF''.'Ande°rsones
appropriated,
' Anderson.
sum of seven thousand
hundred dollars, in full, for time, labor,
thousand five hundred
labor, and
and
expense
expense in preparing
preparing plans and drawings
drawings for
for the
the Capitol
Capitol extension.
extension.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 7,
7, 1866.
1866.

CHAP.
Act for
for the
the Relief
CHAP. XI.-An
x1.— An Act
Relief of Charlotte
Charlotte Bence,
Philip H.
H.
Bence, Widow
Widow of
of Philip
Bence, late Captain
Captain of Company F,
Bane,
Regiment Iowa
F, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Iofantry.
Infantry.

Be it
enacted by
by the
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

Feb. 17,
Feb.
17, 1866.
1866.

States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
the InInassembled, That
That the
Secretary of
terior be. and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place the name of Pension
Pension to
Charlotte Bence, of Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, Davis
Dav i
s county,
coun ty, I
owa ,w
id ow o
Cap t
ai
nBence.
Charlotte
Iowa,
widow
off Captain
CharlotteBence.
Philip H. Bence, of company
company F, thirtieth regiment
regiment of
of Iowa
Iowa volunteers,
volunteers,
on the pension roll, at the rate of twenty dollars
month, from
afdollars per
per month,
from and
and after the passage
pazsage of this act, for and during her
widowhood.
her widowhood.
APPROVED, February
February 17,
APPROVED,
1866.
17, 1866.
VOL.
XIV.
VOL. xtv.
37
37

578
578

THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

March 8,
1866.
March
8, 1866.

Stss.
Srss. I.
I.

CH. 14,23,
14, 23, 30,
30, 34.
34.
CH.

1866.
1866.

CHAP.
XIV. —An
the Relief
of the
Fleirs of
Bawdin.
of James
James Bawdin.
-An Act
Act for
for the
Relief of
the Heirs
CHAP. XIV.

Be
by the
and House
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
of America
in Congress
on payment
payment to
the United
United
to the
assembled, That
That on
America in
Congress assembled,
States of
States
one dollar
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents per
acre therefor,
the CommisCommisper acre
therefor, the
dollar and
States of
of one
Patent to
to heirs
heirs sioner
of the
the General
General Land
Office shall
cause aapatent
patent to
be issued
issued to
to the
the
to be
Land Office
shall cause
sioner of
Patent
ofJames
Bawdin heirs
James Bawdin
of land
lying and
and being
being at
at Eagle
Eagle
of James Bawdin
heirs of
of James
Bawdin for
for that
that tract
tract of
land lying
for land at Eagle
Harbor. a
Harbor,
Lake Superior,
upon the
part of
section number
number
north part
of section
situate upon
the north
on Lake
Superior, situate
Harbor.
Harbor, on
six,
in township
fifty-eight north,
of range
range number
number thirty
thirty west,
west, in
in
north, of
number fifty-eight
six, in
township number
the
Sault Ste.
Ste. Marie
land district,
containing about
about
State of
of Michigan,
Michigan, containing
Marie land
district, State
the Sault
six
of land,
land, and
being all
all that
that part
part of
the
and being
of the
hundredths acres
acres of
six and
and fifty-four
fifty-four hundredths
lands known
known as
as the
light-house reservation
at Eagle
Harbor, which
which lies
lies
Eagle Harbor,
the light-house
reservation at
lands
east
of the
the dotted
line marked
marked "
86° 45'
12. 76
76 chains,"
chains," as
shown
as shown
" S.
S. 86°
45' E.
E. 12.
east of
dotted line
on
"Bawd[i]n's Survey"
Survey" of
of said
said reservation
reservation in
in the
the office
office of
of
on the
the plat
plat of
of "Bawd[i]n's
said
Commissioner of
the General
Land Office,
Office, except
except so
much of
of said
so much
said
of the
General Land
said Commissioner
lands
as may
may be
required for
for the
use of
of a
road four
rods wide,
from the
the
four rods
wide, from
the use
a road
be required
lands as
light-house
across said
six and
fifty-four hundredths
hundredths acres
acres to
to the
the waters
waters
said six
and fifty-four
light-house across
of
said harbor,
as the
the same
same is
laid out
and used
used for
that purpose:
purpose:
is now
now laid
out and
for that
of said
harbor, as
Proviso.
Provided, That
this act
act shall
shall only
only be
construed to
to be
be aarelinquishment
of
Provided,
That this
be construed
relinquishment of
the title
the United
and shall
not interfere
interfere with
with the
of
of the
United States,
States, and
shall not
the rights
rights of
the
title of
third persons.
third
persons.
APPROVED,
March 8,
8, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, March

March 22, 1866.

Pension of
Robert Henne
Robert
Henne
increased.
ncreased.

1866.
April 7,
7,1866.

CHAP.
Act for
the Relief
Rdief of
of Robert
Henne.
Robert Henne.
for the
CHAP. XXIII.-An Act
Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and house
House of
of Representatives
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
Inteof the
the Inteassembled, That
That the
States of
America in
rior be,
authorized and
and directed
to increase
increase the
is, authorized
directed to
the pension
pension of
of
rior
be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
Robert
late of
of company
company I,
I, twelfth
infantry, from
from sevensevenMissouri infantry,
twelfth Missouri
Robert Henne,
Henne, late
teen dollars
dollars per
teen
per month
to twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
month, and
and to
to pay
pay him
month to
dollars per
per month,
him
such increased
pension from
such
increased pension
from the passage
passage of this act.
APPROVED, March
1866.
March 22,
22, 1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP. XXX.-An
XXX. — An Act
Act for
Campbell.
for the Benefit
Benefit of John W. Campbell.
CHAP.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
by the
of Representatives
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the proper accounting
accounting
officers of
of the
the Treasury
Department he,
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
officers
Treasury Department
be, and
and required
to allow
allow John
John W.
W. Campbell,
late quartermaster
quartermaster seventh
seventh
Credit of
Campbell, late
required to
Credit
and
4,770
al- Kentucky
4,770 to
to be
be alon settlement
settlement of
credit of
thousand
Kentucky cavalry,
cavalry, on
of his
his accounts,
accounts, aacredit
of four
four thousand
lowed to John
John
seven hundred
seventy dollars,
money expended
by him
him for
for the
the use
use
expended by
dollars, money
and seventy
hundred and
seven
W. Campbell.
Campbell.
of the
the said
said regiment,
the vouchers
vouchers and
and accounts
accounts for
for which
which were destroyed
destroyed
of
regiment, the
and lost
into the
of the
the enemy
enemy at
at Cynthiana,
sevand
lost by
by falling
falling into
the hands
hands of
Cynthiana, July
July seventeenth; Big
August twenty-third;
and Richmond,
Richmond, Kentucky,
Kentucky,
enteenth;
Big Hill,
Hill, August
twenty-third; and
August thirtieth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
if on
sixty-two, respectively,
respectively, if
on
August
thirtieth day,
day, eighteen
examining the
the evidence
evidence by
the Quartermaster-General
the said QuarterQuarterexamining
by the
Quartermaster-General the
master-General shall
entitled to
said credit;
said
master-General
shall deem
deem him
him justly
justly entitled
to said
credit; but
but said
credit shall
not be
be allowed
without the
said Quartermaster-General
Quartermaster-General shall
credit
shall not
allowed without
the said
shall
certify his
his approval
approval thereof.
thereof.
certify
Approved, April
Approved,
April 7,
7, 1866.
1866.
April 10, 1866.
April
1866.

J.
B. RittenRittonJ. B.
-house to be released
leased from accountability
countability for
money stolen, on
money stolen,on
proving larceny.
larceny.

CHAP.
XIV. —An Act
for the
the Relief
of J.
B. Rittenhouse,
Ratenhouse, Fleet-Paymaster
Fleet-Paymaster of
CHAP. XX
-XXXIV.-An
Act for
Relief of
J. B.
of the
the
Pacific
Squadron.
Pacific Squadron.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of the
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States
of America
in Congress
amgress assembled,
assembled, That
the proper
proper accounting
offiStates of
America in
That the
accounting officers of
the treasury
be, and
and they
they are
authorized and
and directed,
directed, in
in
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
treasury be,
cers
of the
the
settlement of
the settlement
of the
J. B.
B. Rittenhouse,
fleet-paymaster of
the
the accounts
accounts of
of J.
Rittenhouse, fleet-paymaster
of the
of
to release
him from
accountability for
Pacific
squadron, to
Pacific squadron,
release him
from all
all accountability
for the
the amount
amount of
n

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
I. Cu.
35, 36,
37.
SESS. I.
CH. 34,
34, 35,
36, 37.

1866.
1866.
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thirteen
thirteen thousand five hundred
hundred and nine dollars.
dollars. public
stolen from
public money,
money, stolen
from
him on the evening of October thirty,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
thirty, eighteen
hundred and
while on duty at Panama, or such portion
as he
may or
or shall
shall fail
portion thereof
thereof as
he may
fail
to recover:
recover: Provided,
Provided, That no part of said money
money shall
shall be
said
be allowed
allowed said
Rittenhouse
Rittenhouse until the proper accounting
accounting officers
officers of
the government
government are
are
of the
satisfied upon full and complete evidence
evidence of
of the
the money
money
of the
the larceny
larceny of
alleged to have
been stolen.
stolen.
have been
APPROVED,
1866.
APPROVED, April
April 10,
10, 1866.

CHAP.
CHAP.XXXV.-An
XXXV.
— An Act granting
granting a
to Sarah
a Pension to
Sarah Fitzgibbon.
Fitzgibbon.

April 10,
10, 186.
1866.
April
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
If
Representatives
of
the
United
House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assen2bled,
the Secretary
of the
the InteInteassembled, That
That the
Secretary of
rior be, and he hereby is, authorized and
directed to
to place
place the
the name
name of
of
and directed
Sarah Fitzgibbon,
Fitzgibbon, late major
Sarah
Fitzgibbon, widow of Thomas
Thomas C. Fitzgibbon,
major of the fourfour- saP
ra
en7.4
Pension
to b_
teenth
Michigan volunteer
teenth Michigan
volunteer infantry, upon the pension
pension rolls, at
twenty-five bon.
bon. F
at twenty-five
dollars per month from the first day of May,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred
May, one
one thousand
and sixty-five: Provided,
Provided, That in the event
event of the marriage
marriage or
death of
of Proviso.
Proviso.
or death
said Sarah Fitzgibbon, that the
pension allowed
allowed by
by this
this act
act shall
shall be
be conthe pension
continued to the children of the late Major Thomas C. Fitzgibbon, subject
subject to
to
the limitation and restrictions
existing pension
pension laws.
laws.
restrictions now
now imposed
imposed by
by existing
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
10, 1866.
April 10,
1866.

CHAP.
-AnAn Act for
for the Relief of F. A.
A. Patterson,
Patterson, late
CHAP.XXXVI. —
of the
late Captain
Captainof
Third Virginia Cavalry.
Third

April 10,
10,

1866.
1866.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled.
assembled. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War be,
be,
of War
directed to pay Captain F.
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
F. A.
to F.
A. Patterson
Patterson .Prent
Payment to
emoluments as aa captain
full amount
amount of pay
pay and emoluments
captain of the
third Virginia
Virginia A . atteso
tterson.
the third
cavalry from the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of November,
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-two,
sixty-two, the
of his
his commission
by the
the governor
governor of
Virginia, to
to the
the
the date
date of
commission by
of Virginia,
date of muster out of
regiment.
of his
his regiment.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
10, 1866.
1866.
April 10,

CHAP.
-AnAn Act for the Reliefof
CHAP. XXXVII. —
of Jane
Jane W. NetIzaway.
Nethaway.

April
April

10, 1866.
1866.
10,

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
United
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That the
Secretary of
of the
the InteIntethe Secretary
rior be. and he is hereby, directed
directed to place
place upon
the pension
pension rolls
rolls the
the
upon the
Nethawav, of the town of Ohio,
name of Jane W. Nethaway,
Ohi o,county
coun ty of
ofHerkimer,
H er ki mer ,
to Pension
Pension to
J ye W. Netbaand State of New York,
York, widow
widow of
David Neth
away, late
l
at
e of
ofthe
th e eightyei
ght y -Jane
of David
Nethaway,
Jane W.Nethafirst regiment
regiment New York
York volunteers; the
to begin
begin on
on the
the
the said
said pension
pension to
twenty-ninth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-ninth day of September, eighteen
and to
to
and sixty-four, and
continue during her widowhood,
widowhood, at
the rate
allowed by
widow
at the
rate allowed
by law
law to
to the
the widow
of aafirst
fir4 lieutenant.
SEc. 2. And be it further
enacted, That the
further enacted,
of
the proper
proper accounting
accounting officers
officers Accounts
Accounts of
of the treasury
authorized and directed
treasury be, and they are hereby, authorized
directed to settle David
David NethaNethaway
to
be
set,and adjust the accounts of the said David Nethaway,
Nethaway, late
late of the
the eightyeighty- tti
ed. t be setfirst regiment New York volunteers,
second lieutenant
lieutenant from
from June
June
volunteers, as
as aa second
third, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, to
August eleventh,
eighteen hunhunto August
eleventh, eighteen
dred and sixty-four, inclusive, and as
from August
August
as a
a first
first lieutenant
lieutenant from
twelfth,
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, to
September twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth,
to September
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, inclusive.
APPROVED, April 10,
APPROVED,
1866.
10, 1866.
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.

10, 1866.
April 10,

Pension to
Emma
Emma Jane
Jane
Hall.
al.

April
is 1866.
April 12,
1866.

SEss. I.
I.
SEss.

Cu. 38,
38, 42,
42, 43.
43.
CH.

1866.
1866.

CHAP. XXXVIII.
XXXVIII. -An
— An Actfor
Act for the
Emma J.
J. Hall.
Hall.
CHAP.
the Relief
Relief of
of Emma
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted by
and House
House of
the United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InteInteStates of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
of the
rior be,
be, and
and hereby
to place
of EmEmrior
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
place the
the name
name of
ma
Jane Hall,
of Perry
Perry Hall,
Hall, deceased,
deceased, late
late aa chaplain
chaplain in
in the
the
ma Jane
Hall, widow
widow of
seventy-ninth regiment,
Indiana volunteers,
volunteers, upon
seventy-ninth
regiment, Indiana
upon the
the pension rolls, at
the
prescribed by
law for officers
his rank,
rank, and
to be
be contincontinthe rate
rate now prescribed
by law
officers of
of his
and to
ued
during her
her widowhood.
widowhood.
ued during
APPROVED, April
April 10,
10, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
CHAP.
Act to confirm
confirm unto
unto Augustin
Amiot, his
Ms legal
legal Assigns
Assigns andRepreCHAP. XLII. —An
-An Act
Augustin Amiot,
and Representatives, a
sentatives,
certain Lot of Ground
Saint Louis, in
State of
of Missouri.
Missouri.
a certain
Ground in the City of Saint
in the
the State

Preamble.
W
HEREAS, under
under the
the act
of Congress
Congress approved
June twenty-second,
twenty-second,
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
act of
approved June
1860, ch.
ch. 188.
188. eighteen
hundred
sixty, entitled
entitled "
Act for
the final
final adjustment
adjustment of
of
1X60,
hundred and
and sixty,
" An
An Act
for the
xii.
p. 85.
t?
Vol.
xii. p.
85. eighteen
I

private land
land claims
claims in
States of
Florida, Louisiana,
and Missouri,
Missouri, and
and
private
in the
the States
of Florida,
Louiiana, and
purposes," the
the recorder
recorder of
titles for
the city
of Saint
Louis,
for other purposes,"
of land
land titles
for the
city of
Saint Louis,
to the
Commissioner of
Generfor the State of Missouri,
Missouri, has
has reported
reported to
the Commissioner
of the
the General Land Office
Office that there ought
to Augustin
Augustin Amiot,
or to
ought to
to be confirmed
confirmed to
Amiot, or
to
his legal representatives,
under class
class one,
under the
the third
third section
section of
of the
the
representatives, under
one, under
act aforesaid,
the lot
of ground
the town
town of
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, deaforesaid, the
lot of
ground in
in the
described as follows: commencing
commencing at the
the northwest
corner of
of the
the lot
northwest corner
lot in
in block
block
number
number forty-six, being the northwest
northwest corner
corner of
of the
the block
at the
the intersecblock at
intersection of Sycamore
Sycamore and Second streets; thence
fifty-eight degrees
degrees
thence south fifty-eight
forty-one
forty-one minutes east, along the
the south
Sycamore street
street to
to the
south edge of
of Sycamore
the
northern boundary of
of the
sixty feet
feet five
the
the lot
lot one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
five inches,
inches, the
northeast
northeast corner of the
the lot at the south edge of Sycamore street; thence
thence
south thirty degrees thirty
thirty minutes west, along
the eastern boundary
boundary of
of
along the
the lot, one hundred and twenty-eight
twenty-eight feet
feet four inches, the southeast corner of the lot; thence
thence north fifty-eight
fifty-eight degrees
degrees forty-one minutes
west,
minutes west,
along the southern boundary of
of' the lot, one -hundred
and sixty
sixty feet
five
-hundred and
feet five
inches, the southwest
southwest corner
corner of the
the lot at the east edge of
of' Second
Second street;
street;
thence north
north thirty degrees thirty
minutes east, along
the east
edge of
thirty minutes
along the
east edge
of
Second street
western boundary
street to the western
boundary of the
and twentythe lot, one
one hundred
hundred and
twentynorthwest corner of the lot,
eight feet four inches,
inches, the
the beginning northwest
said
lot, the
the said
lot of ground
ground being
being one hundred
hundred and twenty by
one hundred
and fifty
by one
hundred and
fifty
Commissioner of
of' the
the General
Office
French feet; and whereas
whereas the
the Commissioner
General Land
Land Office
has approved the report
report of the said recorder
recorder of land titles,
titles, and has re
ported the same to
to Congress
Congress for its
its action;
action; Therefore
Therefore-—

Be it
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of
Congress assembled,
States
of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the said lot of ground in
Lot in
tot
in St.
the city of Saint Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, be,
and the same
is hereby,
hereby, confirmed
confirmed
be, and
same is
Louis
confirmed unto
the said
and
Louis
confirmed
unto the
said Augustin
Augustin Amiot,
Amiot, his
his legal
legal assigns
assigns and
and representatives,
representatives, and
to Augustin
r
to
Amiot.
Augustin
that
all the
title, and
and interest
of the
th e United
Unit ed States
St at
es in
i
n an
he
Amiot.
that all
the right,
right, title,
interest of
anddt
too t
the
same be, and the same
same is
and confirmed
confirmed unto
unto the
the said
said
is hereby, granted
granted and
Augustin Amiot,
assigns and
and representatives.
representatives.
Augustin
Amiot, his legal assigns
APPROVED,
April 12,
1866.
APPROVED, April
12, 1866.
April
12, 1866.
April 12,1866.

CHAP. XLIII.—
for the
the Relief
of the
the Estate
Estate of
E. W.
Eddy.
CHAP.
XLIII. - An Act
Actfor
Relief of
of E.
W. Eddy.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
ilouse of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States
in Congress
the proper
accounting offioffiStates of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
proper accounting
cers of the treasury
treasury be, and they are
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and required
to
are hereby,
required to
Estate of E.
allow to the
in the
the U.
U. S.
S. army,
army, a
a
the estate
estate of
of E. W.
W. Eddy,
Eddy, late
late paymaster
paymaster in
W. Eddy
to
be credit
W.
Eddy
to
be
hundred
of two hundred
thousand dollars, the amount of public funds in
in
his
credited with
credited
hands
paymaster on
the steamer
Brother Jonathan,"
Jonathan," lost
lost by
by the
the
hands as
as paymaster
on board
board the
steamer ""Brother
$f200,000.
200,000.
wreck of said steamer, on the thirtieth day
day of July, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-five, off the coast of California:
Provided, That
the final
for
California: Provided,
That the
final order
order for
the allowance of the said credit
credit shall not be made until the whole subject
subject

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS, SESS. I
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS,
51.
I.. On.
CH. 43,
43, 49,
49, 50,
50, 51.

1866.
1866.
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connected
alleged loss shall be
connected with the said alleged
be fully
by the
the PayPayfully investigated
investigated by
master-General,
master-General, and he shall certify to the
proper department
department of
govthe proper
of the
the government
ernment that the loss of
has been
of the
the vessel
vessel has
been fully
fully proved.
proved.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
April 12,
12, 1866.
1866.

CHAP.
XLIX. -—An
An Act for
for the
the Relief
CHAP.XLIX.
Relief of
of the
Administrators and
and Securities
Securities of
of Almon
April 17,
17, 1866.
the Administrators
Almon April
1866.
WI Babbitt,
late Secretary
of Utah.
Utah.
W.
Babbitt, late
Secretary of

WHeREAS
W
HEREA3 Almon W. Babbitt, as secretary of the Territory
Territory of
of Utah,
Utah,
Preamble.
Preamble.
in the summer
eighteen hundred
summer of eighteen
hundred and fifty-six,
fifty-six. had
advanced to
to him
him by
by
had advanced
the Treasury Department,
Department, at the city of Washington,
Washington, twenty-six
twenty-six thousand
thousand
and five hundred
a portion
hundred dollars;
dollars; that a
portion of
of this
this sum
was properly
properly exexsum was
pended by him in the purchase
and other
other propproppurchase of
of stationery,
stationery, carpeting,
carpeting, and
erty for the offices of the Territory, and
in the
oxen and
and wagand in
the purchase
purchase of
of oxen
wagons to transport the said property, together
together with
with a
a quantity
quantity of
of books,
books,
belonging
belonging to the Territory,
Territory, from Council Bluffs
to Salt
City; and
and
Bluffs to
Salt Lake
Lake City;
while upon the route, not far from Fort Kearney,
Kearney, the
Babbitt and
the said
said Babbitt
and
most of the men with him were murdered,
teams taken,
taken, and
and property
property
murdered, the
the teams
destroyed by Indians; and whereas
whereas there
there is
is now
now standing
said
standing against
against said
Babbitt upon the books of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department a
abalance
of twelve
twelve
balance of
thousand and nine hundred
hundred and seventy-two
is satisfactoseventy-two dollars;
dollars; and
and it
it is
satisfactorily proven that the property destroyed
destroyed by said
Indians amounted
amounted in
in valvalsaid Indians
ne
ue to aasum larger than said balance:
balance: Therefore,
Therefore,
,Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
States
congress ass
em bled, Th
atthe
th e administrators,
ad
m i
ni
st
rators, heirs,
heirs, ,AdlnistptA-1
assembled,
r
E
That
Administraand
and securities
securities of
of said
said Babbitt
Babbitt be, and they
they are hereby,
hereby, released
released and
and disdis- Via
Vbbiti
toSn &C.,
Baf At

charged from the payment of said
and from
liability on
on acreleased,
said balance,
balance, and
from all
all liability
ac- released.
count of the same and of'
of said moneys
moneys received
received from the
the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment, as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
L. - An Act granting
Pension to
to Yrs.
Mrs. Altazera
C
HAP.L.—In
granting a
aPension
L. Wil-cox,
Willcox, of
of Chenango
Chenango
Altasera L.
County, in
State of
County,
in the
the State
of New
New York.
York.

April
1866.
April 17,
17, 1866.

it enacted by
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
by the Senate
the United
United
Representatives of
of the
States of America in congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary of
of the
the InteIntethe Secretary
rior be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to place
place the name
L. Willname of
of Altazera
Altazera L.
Will- Pension
Pension to
to
icz
o
erxaL.
cox, of Chenango co
county,
in
un ty, i
n the
th e State of New
New York,
widow of
of William
WilliamL.er
York, widow
Altazera
Willcox, late aaprivate in company
Willcox.
company i' B,"
B," in the One Hundred
Hundred and
and Fourteenth regiment,
reziment. New York Volunteers,
Volunteers, on
roll, at
the rate
rate of
of
on the
the pension
pension roll,
at the
eight dollars
dollars per month, to commence
the passage
passage of
this
commence from
from and
and after
after the
of this
act. and to continue during her widowhood.
act,
widowhood.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
17, 1866.
1866.
April 17,

CHAP. LI.
- An Act granting
granting aaPension
Mrs. Isabella
CHAP.
LI.
—
Pension to Mrs.
Isabella Fogg,
Fogg, of
of the
State of
of Maine.
Maine. April
April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
the State

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of the
the United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in Congress
States
congress assembled, That
of' the
the InteThat the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior be.
be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
place the
the name
name of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Pension
Pension to
to place
to
Isabella
Isabella Fogg, of the State of
of' Maine,
Maine, on the pension
pension roll,
at the
th e rate
ra t
e o
Isabella Fogg.
roll, at
offIsabella
Fogg.
eight dollars per month, to commence
commence from and after the
the passage
passage of
of this
this
act, and to continue during her natural life;
she, the
said Isabella
Isabella Fogg,
life; she,
the said
Fogg,
having
having been totally disabled
disabled while acting as nurse on
the United
on board
board the
United
States hospital boat near Louisville, in the
the State
State of
of Kentucky.
Kentucky.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
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THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
CH. 52,
52, 53,
53, 54,
55, 56.
56.
SESS.. I. CH.
54, 55,

April
17, 1866.
1866.
April 17,

Pension to
to
Pension
Virginia K. V.
ioogia
Moore.

April
17, 1866.
April 17,
1866.

1866.
1866.

LII. —An
-An Act
granting Pension
Pension to
CHAP. LH.
Act granting
Virginia K.
K. V.
V. Moore.
Moore.
to Virginia

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
and House of
of the
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Inteassembled, That
That the
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to place
place the
the name
directed to
name of
of
Virginia K. V. Moore,
Moore, daughter
daughter of Richard
Richard D.
D. Moore,
Moore, deceased,
deceased, late
late of
of
K," seventy-second
seventy-second regiment
on the
list of
of invainvaCo. "
"K,"
regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteers,
Volunteers, on
the list
lid pensioners, and pay to her, or
or her
her legally
legally appointed
appointed guardian,
guardian, the
sum
the sum
of eight dollars per month,
month, from December
December third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-three, the date of the
sixty-three,
the death of Richard
Richard D.
D. Moore,
Moore, until
she shall
shall
until she
have attained the age of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Approved, April
April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
LIII. -An
—An Act
Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth York,
widow of
of Shubal
Shubal
CHAP. LIII.
Act granting
granting a
a Pension
Pension to
to Airs.
York, widow
York,
late aaSurgeon
Surgeon in
the Piflyiburth
York, late
in the
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, Volunteers.
Volunteers.
Pifty-fourth Regiment
Illinois Infantry,

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America
America in
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Intein Congress
That the
IntePension to
to
authorized and directed
rior be, and is hereby, authorized
place the name
name of
directed to
to place
of ElizElizMizabeth
York.
Eizabeth York. abeth
abeth York, widow of Shubal
Shubal York, late a
a surgeon
surgeon in the
the Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth
regiment
Illinois volunteer
infantry, on
regiment Dlinois
volunteer infantry,
on the
pension rolls,
rolls, at
at the
the rate
rate of
the pension
of
twenty-five
twenty-five dollars per month, to commence
commence from
from and after the
of
the passage
passage of
this act,
act, and
and to
to continue
continue during
during her
her widowhood.
widowhood.
Approved,
17, 1866.
Approved, April
April 17,
1866.
April
17, 1606.
April 17,
1866.

CHAP.
LIV. — An
Act for the
the Relief
of Charles
Charles Youly.
Youly.
CHAP. LIV.An Actfor
Relief of

Be it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
and House of Representatives
the United

States of America
America in
States
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InteCongress assembled,
That the
of the
Interior be, and is hereby, directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any funds
funds which
which may
may have
have
Payment to
been appropriated
of pensions,
Payment
appropriated for the payment
payment of
pensions, to
to Charles
Charles Youly,
Youly, of
of
Charles Youly.
Youly. Dunkirk, Cha[u]tauqua
Cha[u]tauqua county,
county, New
York, late
late aa private
private of
of company
New York,
company
"D," seventy-second
seventy-second regiment,
"D,"
regiment, New
Volunteers, the
sum of
of one
one
New York
York Volunteers,
the sum
hundred
hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five dollars
dollars and
and thirty-three
thirty-three and
and one-third
one-third cents,
cents, it
it bebeing, at the rate
of five
inc
rate of
five dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, from
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
day of
from the
of
November, eighteen
sixty-two, to
eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
to the
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
day of
of
February, eighteen
February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 17,
1866.
17, 1866.
April 17,
17,1866.
April
1866.

CHAP.
LV. —An
-An Act
Actfor
CHAP. LV.
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Nicholas
Private in
in the
the Sixth
Nicholas Hibner,
Hibner, late
late aaPrivate
Sixth
Regiment Missowui
State Militia.
Regiment
Missouri State
Militia.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteThat the
rior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
place the
the name
name of
of
authorized and
directed to
to place
Pension to
of Caldwell
Nicholas Hibner, of
Caldwell county,
county, Missouri,
and late
late a
aprivate
private in
the
Missouri, and
in the
Nicholas Hibuer. sixth
sixth regiment
regiment (cavalry)
State militia,
commanded by
by Col.
Col.
NicholasHibuer.
(cavalry) Missouri
Missouri State
militia, commanded

Catherwood, upon
the list
Catherwood,
upon the
list of
of pensioners,
pensioners, at
at the
eight dollars
the rate
rate of
of eight
dollars per
per
month, to
commence on the passage
month,
to commence
passage of this act, and to continue
continue during
during his
his
natural
life.
natural life.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.

April 17,1866.
17, 1866.

CHAP. LVI.
LVI. —An
for the
Relief of
Albert Nevins.
Nevins.
CHAP.
-An Act
Actfor
the Relief
of Albert

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of

States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteThat the
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
place the
the name
name of
of
Pension
pensio n to AlAl_ Albert
Albert Nevins, late a
a private
private in
in company
company ""K,"
K," ninety-second
ninety-second regiment
regiment
bert
Nevins.
New
State volunteers,
the rate
bert Nevins.
New York
York State
volunteers, upon
upon the list of pensioners
pensioners at the
rate of
of
twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
dollars per month, in lieu of the eight dollars
dollars per
per month
month herehere-

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.

SESS.
I.. C
CH..56, 57,58,
S
ESS. I
57, 58, 59,
59, 60,
60, 61.
61. 1866.
1866.
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583

eommence on the passage
tofore allowed him; to commence
passage of
act, and
to conof this
this act,
and to
continue
his natural
tinue during his
natural life.
life.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. LVII.—
LVII. - An Act granting
Pension to
granting Pension
W. Dietrich.
Dietrich.
to Lewis
Lewis W.

April
April 17,
17, 1866.
1866.

Be it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the United 14s
ecPension.to
Peins kAl.
on DietStates of America
America in
ass
em bled, Th
atth
ecretary of
oft
he I
nte- rchwi W. Dietin Congress
Congress assembled,
That
thee S
Secretary
the
Intenor
directed to place
rior be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
place the name of
of Lewis
Lewis
lieutenant of company
W. Dietrich, late a
asecond
second lieutenant
thirtieth regiment
regiment
company ""E,"
E," thirtieth
U. S. colored troops, on the pension list, and
and to
to pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
pay him
the
rate of fifteen dollars per month; this act to take effect
and after
its
effect from
from and
after its
passage.
APPROVED, April
April 17,
1866.
APPROVED,
17, 1866.
for the
CHAP. LVIZl.-An
LVEL—An Act
Act for
of James
Clarice.
April 18,
18, 1866.
the Relief
Relief of
James G.
G. Clarke.
April
1866.
_
a
P
n
i
a
e
yment
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
Be it enacted
Senate an d
Representatives of the United J Payment
sG. Cl arke.
to
to
States of America
America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary of the James G. Clarke
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby directed,
of any
any money
the treasury
treasury
directed, out
out of
money in
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay to James
James G. Clarke
Clarke the
sum of
of six
six
the sum
thousand four hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three dollars
dollars and
and ninety-six
ninety-six cents
cents
($ 6,483 96), in full for services as acting charg4
of the
the United
United
charge d'affaires
d'affaires of
States at Brussels from June eleventh, eighteen hundred
fifty-seven,
hundred and
and fifty-seven,
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred
to September twenty-seventh,
hundred and
and fifty-eight.
fifty-eight.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
1866.
April 18,
18, 1866.

CHAP. LIX. —An
- An Act granting
Pension to
to Mrs.
granting a
aPension
Mrs. Sarah
SarahE.
E. Wilson.
Wilson.

April 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
April

Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
Pension to
to
Representatives of
United Pension
Sarah E. Wilson.
States of America
States
Cong ress as
s
em bled, That
Th atthe
th e S
ecre t
ary of
ofthe
th e InteInte -Sarah
America in
in Congress
assembled,
Secretary
E.Wilson.
rior
authorized and
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to place
place the
name of
of
the name
Mrs. Sarah E. Wilson, widow of William
William H. Wilson,
late acting
acting surgeon
surgeon
Wilson, late
United States volunteers,
volunteers, on the pension roll,
at the
the rate
seventeen doldolroll, at
rate of
of seventeen
lars per month, to commence
commence from
from the passage
passnp..,.e of
act, and
to conconof this
this act,
and to
tinue during
during her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, April
APPROVED,
April 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
-An Act
directing the
CHAP.LX.
LX.
—An
Act directing
the Enrolment
W. Laughlin,
the Widow
Widow of
of aa April
April 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
Enrolment of
of Agnes
Agnes W.
Laughin, the
deceased Soldier,
deceased
Soldier, as
aPensioner.
as a
Pensioner.

Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
and House
House of
of the

Pension
to
Pension to

States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
States of America
in Congress
of the
the Intethe Secretary
Secretary of
Inte- ig;iiin\r;
LAgniX.

rior be, and he is hereby, directed
to enrol
of
directed to
enrol Agnes
Agnes W.
W. Laughlin,
Laughlin, widow
widow of
William Laughlin,
a private
William
Laughlin, deceased, late a
private in company
company "C"
Indiana
"C" third
third Indiana
cavalry, as entitled to a
first of
of January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
a pension from first
hundred
and sixty-five, to continue during her
her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, April 18, 1866.
1866.

CHAP.
- An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
CHAP.LXI
MI —An
Ann Heth,
Heth, Widow
of William
Heth, of
of HarApril 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
of Ann
Widow of
William Heth,
Bar- April
rison County,
rison
County, Indiana.
Indiana.
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
it enacted
of Representatives
the United
Pension to
to
of the
United Pension
States of America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
the InteInte- Ann
Ann Heth.
&Oa.
of the
rior be, and he hereby
hereby is, directed
nor
directed to
to place
of Ann
Ann Heth,
Heth, widow
widow
place the
the name
name of
of William
William Heth, of Harrison county,
the State
State of
of Indiana,
was
county, in
in the
Indiana, who
who was
killed by the rebel Morgan's
Morgan's men, while
while resisting
resisting their
advance upon
upon
their advance
Corydon, Indiana, upon the
at the
the rate
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
per
the pension-roll,
pension-roll, at
rate of
commence on the ninth
month, to commence
ninth day of July, eighteen
hundred and
and sixsixeighteen hundred
ty-three, and to continue during her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED,
18, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, April 18,
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THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY—NINTH
18, 1866.

SEss.
CM 62,
62, 64,
67, 69.
SEss. I
I.. Cu.
64, 66,
66, 67,
69.

1866.
1866.

CHAP. LXIL
Pension to Mirs.
tie. Emerance
Gouler.
LXII. -—An
An Act
Act granting
granting a
a Pension
Emerance Gouler.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of the Unitea
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States
the Secretary of the
the InteInterior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place the name
name of
of
Amended.
Amended.
Mrs. Emerance
widow of Charles
a private in comMrs.
Emerance Gouler, widow
Charles Gouler,
Gouler, late
late a
"F," ninth New
pany "F,"
New Hampshire
Hampshire volunteers,
pension roll,
roll, at
at the
the rate
rate
volunteers, on
on the pension
See act 1866,
See act 1866, of eight dollars per
commence from the passage
per month,
month, to commence
passage of this bill, and
oh.
eh. 185.
to continue
during her
her widowhood.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 594.
694. to
continue during
widowhood.
APPROVED, April 18, 1866.
APPROVED,

Pension to
Emerance
Emerance
Gouler.

April

20, 1866.
20,
1866.

Pension to
Thomas Hurly.
liurly.

April

25,
1866.
25, 1866.

Payment to
Thomas
Thomas F.
F.
Wilson.
Wilson.

April

25,
25, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. LXIV.
LXIV. —
An Act
for the
the Relief of Thomas Hurly.
Hung.
- An
Act for
CHAP.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secreiary
Secreltry of
of the InteInterior be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to place the name
name of Thomas Hurly,
Hlurly,
late a
a private
private of company " K,"
K," eighth
eighth Tennessee
penTennessee cavalry upon the
the pension rolls, at the rate of twenty
twenty dollars per month, from and after
after the
passage
act, and
continue during
passage of this act,
and to continue
during his
natural life.
life.
his natural
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April 20, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
Act for
for the
the Relief
F. Wilson,
Wilson, late
United States
States
CHAP. LXVI.—An
LXVI. - An Act
Relief [of]
[of] Thomas
Thomas F.
late United
Consul at
at Bahia,
Bahia, Brazil.
Brazil.
Consul

enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the United
States of
Congress assembled,
States
of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
of the
the TreasTreasthe Secretary
Secretary of
om
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to pay to Thomas F.
F. Wilson,
Wilson, late
United States Consul at Bahia fifteen hundred
hundred dollars, out of
money
of any
any money
treasury not otherwise
appropriated, in full compensation
in the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
compensation for extra
extra
services and for all other
other claims
claims he may have
have against the Government,
while in the service of the United
United States
States as Consul.
Consul.
APPROVED,
25, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, April
April 25,
CHAP .LXVII.
LXVII.—
Act for
for the
Relief of
Theodor G.
G. Eiswald.
Eiswald.
CHAP.
- An
An Act
the Relief
of Theodor

Two bonds to
Be it enacted
enacted k
by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States of
in Congress
That the
of the
the TreasTreasbe issued to
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled,That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Theodor
Theodor G.
G. LisEis-

wald in
in lieu of
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and pay
pay to
to Theodor
G. EisEisauthorized to issue
issue and
Theodor G.
two partially
wald, of Providence,
Providence, in the State of Rhode Island, two United States
destroyed.
coupon bonds, known as the
destroyed.
the denomination
denomination of seven-thirty
bonds, of
of one
one
seven-thirty bonds,
thousand dollars each, with
with coupons attached,
seven-thirty
attached, in lieu of two seven-thirty
bonds of the United States, issued under an act of Congress, partially
partially destroyed by fire, the charred
charred remnants
remnants thereof
thereof being now deposited
deposited in
in the
the
office
Secretary of the Treasury, and numbered
office of the Secretary
numbered respectively
one
respectively one
hundred and four thousand
thousand one hundred and
and fifty-two and one hundred
hundred
and four thousand
thousand one hundred and fifty-three,
fifty-three, dated
dated June
eighJune fifteenth,
fifteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and issued under
of MIarch
March third,
third, eigheighunder the
the act of
Proviso.
Proviso,
teen hundred and sixty-five;
sixty-five; Provided,
Provided, that the said Theodor
Theodor G. Eiswald
Eiswald
a bond in the
shall execute
execute a
the penal sum of five thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, to
to be
apbe apTreasury, indemnifying
indemnifying the United
proved by the Solicitor of the Treasury,
United States
against any loss, cost, or damage on account of the issuing
issuing of said
said bills.
bills.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
April 25,
25, 1866.
1866.

April 26,
26,1866.
CHAP. LXIX.
1866. CHAP.
LXIX.
—
for the
the Relief
of George
Frank, late Captain
Thirty-third
- An
An Act
Actfor
Relief of
George R.
R. Frank,
Captain Thirty-third

Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry.

Payment to
George R.
George
R.
Frank.

Frank.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
of the United
States of America in
assembled, That
in Congress assembled,
That the Paymaster-General
Paymaster-General of
of
the United States army
army be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
settle and pay out of any money
appropriated, or hereafter
money appropriated,
hereafter to be appro-

THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.

SESS. II.
SESS.

CH.
77, 78, 90,
90, 91.
CH. 69, 77,78,
91.

1866.
1866.

585
585

printed,
of the
army, the
George R.
R. Frank,
Frank,
priated, for
for the
the payment
payment of
the army,
the account
account of
of George
late a
thirty-third regiment
regiment of
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin volunteer
volunteer infana captain
captain in the thirty-third
infantry, for his services, and all allowances
captain in
in said
said regiment,
in the
allowances as
as captain
regiment, in
the
service of the United States,
of his
the time
time
States, from the date of
his last
last payment
payment to
to the
of the final muster
muster out and
payment of
said regiment,
the same
as though
though
and payment
of said
regiment, the
same as
the said George R. Frank had not been mustered out as captain for the
the
purpose of being mustered in
in as
as major
major or
or otherwise.
otherwise.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, April
April 26,
26, 1866.
CHAP.
Act for
th,e Benefit
of Col.
Bryant.
CHAP. LXXVII.
LXXVII. —An
-An Act
for the
Benefit of
Col. B.
R. E.
E. Bryant.

May
9, 1868.
May 9,1866.

Be
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
States of
of America in Congress
offibe
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the proper
proper accounting
accounting offiCredit to be
cers of the Treasury Department
Department be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized allowed
a
B
i
r
l
"anet
y
d
.R.
R. E.
E.
and required to allow R. E.
late commissary
of subsistence,
subsistence, on
on Bryan
E. Bryant, late
commissary of
settlement of his account, a
a credit of fourteen
fourteen hundred
hundred and eighty-four
eighty-four
dollars and thirteen cents, the vouchers
accounts for
which were
lost,
vouchers and
and accounts
for which
were lost.
and destroyed, falling into the hands of the enemy
enemy at
Holly Springs,
Springs, MisMisat Holly
sissippi, on the twentieth
twentieth day of September,
hundred and
and sixtysixtySeptember, eighteen
eighteen hundred
two, if on examining the evidence by the
the said
said
the commissary-general
commissary-general the
commissary-general shall deem him justly entitled
commissary-general
but
entitled to said
said credit
credit;; but
said credit shall not be allowed without the said commissary-general
commissary-general
shall
thereof.
shall certify
certify approval
approval thereof.

APPROVED, May
APPROVED,
9, 1866.
1866.
May 9,

CHAP. LXXVIII.
-An Act
CHAP.
LXXVIII.—An
for the
the Relief
B. L.
L. B.
B. Clarke.
Actfor
Relief of
of R.
Clarke.

May 9,
May
9, 1866.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted
Representatives of the
the United
United
and House of Representatives
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Treasurer of the Unit- Payment
Payment to
R.
to R.
Ciarke.
ed
States be,
he is
is hereby,
he re by, directed
di rec t
ed to
t
o pay,
pay, ou
ofany
an y mone
i
n the
thelarke.
L. B.
B. C
ed States
be. and
and he
outtof
moneyy in
L.
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of one
treasury of the United States not.
one
thousand five hundred dollars to R. L. B. Clarke, in full for
for the time
time and
expense
contesting the seat of Augustus
expense incurred
incurred by him in contesting
Augustus Hall, from
from the
the
first district of Iowa, in the thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Congress.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
May 9,
1866.
9, 1866.
CHAP.
XC. —An
-An Act
Act [for]
[for] the
the Relief
CHAP.XC.
Relief of
Francis A.
of Francis
A. Gibbons.
Gibbons.

May 22,
22, 1866.

the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House of
States of
America in
in Congress
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreas- Payment
Payment to
to
the Secretary
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
out of any
money in
the Francis
Eramis A. Gib
to pay,
pay, out
any money
in the
Gib-bons.
treasury
otherwise expended,
the sum
sum of
of five
five h
u ndred and
and sixty-three
treasury not otherwise
expended, the
hundred
sixty-three °ns•
dollars and nineteen cents to Francis
Francis A. Gibbons, the same being
being money
money
paid by him for property purchased
quartermaster's sale
sale in
in the
the city
city
purchased at a
a quartermaster's
of Baltimore, Maryland, on the
fifteenth day
February, eighteen
eighteen hunhunthe fifteenth
day of
of February,
dred and sixty-three, under
under the
the direction
direction of Colonel
Belger, assistant
assistant
Colonel Belger,
quartermaster, which was not delivered
delivered to the purchaser.
APPROVED, May
1866.
APPROVED,
May 22,
22, 1866.
CHAP.
XCI.—An
Kellogg.
CHAP. XCI.
-An Act
Act granting
granting [a]
[a] Pension
Pension to
to Spencer
Spencer Kellogg.

22, 1866.
1866.
May 22,

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
States of America in Congress
IntePension
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the IntePension to
1
6
0 e
gn
.e
erBelnor
uthori zed and
to place
the name
of SpenSpen- lSpenceKel
rior be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, a
authorized
and directed
directed to
place the
name of
cer Kellogg, of Oswego
Oswego county, State of
New York,
on the
of invalid
invalid
of New
York, on
the roll
roll of
pensions, and pay or cause to be paid to his
legally appointed
guardian the
his legally
appointed guardian
the
sum of twenty dollars per month,
month, until he,
shall
he, the
the said
said Spencer
Spencer Kellogg,
Kellogg, shall
have attained
attained the age of sixteen years; this act to
take effect from the
the
to take
sixth day of September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
APPROVED, May
APPROVED,
May 22,
22, 1866.
1866.
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THIRTY—NINTH
ESS. I
Cm 92,
92, 93,
94, 95,
95, 98.
98.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
SES.
I.. C.
93, 94,

May
May 22,
22, 1866.

1866.
1866.

CHAP. XCII. -—An
Act granting
Pension to
of Madison
An Act
granting a
a Pension
to John
John Hoffman,
offinan, of
Madison County,
County,
in
State of
of New
New York.
York.
in the
the State

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of the
States of America in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Jon
Hoffmanrior
rior be, and is hereby, directed
directed to place
place the
the name
name of
John Hoffman,
of John
Hoffman, of
of
Madison
State of New
York, on
on the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, at
Madison county, in
in the State
New York,
at the
the
rate of eight dollars per month,
month, to
commence from
and after
after the
passage
to commence
from and
the passage
of this act, and
life.
and to
to continue
continue during
during his
his natural
natural life.

Pension
Pension to
to
John Hoffman.

APPROVED,
May 22,
1866.
APPROVED, May
22, 1866.

22, 1866.
May 22,

CHAP. XCIII.
An Act
for the
the Relief
of the
Legal Representatives
of Betsey
Betsey Nash.
Nash.
CHAP.
XCIII. —
- An
Act for
Relief of
the Legal
Representatives of

Payment to
Payment

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
United
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
in Congress
That the
the provisions
provisions of
the act
act of
of
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
Congress approved
approved March
and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, for
for the
the
March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred and

representatives
refpeesetesNash
of Betsey Nash.

relief of
of Betsy
Betsy Nash,
Nash, are
hereby extended
extended to
to her
representatives, and
and
1857,
hl. 158. relief
1857, ch.
are hereby
her legal
legal representatives,
516. the
Vol. xi. p. 516.
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated by
by said act
act is hereby
hereby directed
directed to be
be paid
paid to
to

them: Provided,
Provided,That the sum paid by
act shall
shall not
not exby virtue
virtue of this act
exceed the amount
amount due
said Betsey
at the
the time
time of
of her
her death.
death.
ceed
due said
Betsey Nash
Nash at
APPROVED, May
APPROVED,
May 22,
22, 1866.
1866.

May 22,
22, 1866.
1866.
Pension to
Martha
J. WilWilMarthaJ.
ley.

le.

May 22,
22, 1866.

Pension to
Isabella Stru-

bing.
bing.

CHAP. XCIV.

- An
An Act
Act for the
—
the Relief
of Martha
Willey.
Relief of
Martha J. Willey.

Be it enacted
of the
the United
United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
InSecretary of
of the
the Interior be, and is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to place
the name
name of
place the
of
Martha J. Willey, widow
Martha
widow of George W. Willey, late a
corporal in comcoma corporal
pany F, seventh regiment New
volunteers, on
pension
New Hampshire
Hampshire volunteers,
on the
the pension
rolls, at the
the rate of eight dollars
dollars per month,
said pension
pension to
to commence
commence on
on
month, said
day of
the eighteenth
eighteenth day
of April,
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and to
to concontinue during her widowhood;
the event
the marriage
marriage or
or death
death
widowhood; and
and in
in the
event of
of the
of said
said Martha
of
Martha J.
Willey, then
the minor
minor children
George W.
W. WilWilJ. Willey,
then to
to the
children of
of George
ley, subject to the limitations
limitations and restrictions
the pension
laws.
restrictions of the
pension laws.
APPROVED, May
22, 1866.
APPROVED,
May 22,
1866.
— An Act
Act for
the Relief
of Isabella
Isabella Strubing.
Strubing.
CHAP. XCV.
XCV.-An
for the
Relief of

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteStates of
of America in
in Congress
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place the
the name of
of
Isabella Strubing,
of private
private Damon Strubing, deceased,
deceased, late of
of
Isabella
Strubing, widow
widow of
company
company E, forty-sixth
forty-sixth regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania volunteers,
the pension
pension
volunteers, on
on the
roll, and pay or cause
cause to be paid to her the sum of eight dollars
dollars per month
from the thirtieth day
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, and
day of May, eighteen
to
and to

continue
continue during her widowhood,
widowhood, and in the event
event of the death or marriage of said Isabella
Isabella Strubing,
Strubing to the minor children of Damon Strubing
Strubing
until they shall have
have attained the
ate age of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
1866.
May 22,
22, 1866.

May 24, 1866.

Pension to
Leonard St.
St.

Clair

ir

CHAP. XCVIII.
XCV111. —
-AnAn

Act to
Pension to
to Leonard
Act
to grant
grant a
a Pension
Leonard St.
St. Clair.
Clair.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of
of America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteCongress assembled,
assembled, That
rior be,
and hereby
hereby is,
and directed
directed to
Leonrior
be, and
is, authorized
authorized and
to place the name of Leonard St. Clair on the pension
a pensioner, at
pension rolls of the United
United States as a
at
the rate of
the
of eight
eight dollars
month.
dollars per
per month.
APPROVED, May
APPROVED,
May 24,
24, 1866.
1866.

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
I.. CH.
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I
Ca. 99,
99, 101,
108. 1866.
1866. 587
587
101, 106,
106, 107,
107, 108.
CHAP. XCIX.—
XCIX. - An Act far
for the Relief of Mrs.
L. Herndon.
Herndon.
May 24,
Afrs. William L.
May
24, 1866.
1886.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
as'sembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InCopyright to
In- Copyright
to
temior be. and he Is
is hereby, required
t
m
oMrs.
cause aa copyright
tezior
required to cause
issue secursecur- issue ato
copyright to
to issue
William
L.
in, to Mrs. William
ing
William L. Herndon,
Herndon, to her heirs, assigns, and legal
Herndon.
legal reprerepre- Herndon.
sentatives,
sentatives, the exclusive right to republish
republish the hook
entitled ""Exploration
book entitled
Exploration
of the Valley of the Amazon,"
heretofore published
Amazon," heretofore
published under
of ConConunder order
order of
gress, and to publish the same
same for the
term of
of fourteen
years from
from the
the
the term
fourteen years
passage of this
this act.
act.
APPROVED, May
1866.
May 24,
24, 1866.
CHAP. CI. -An
— An Act for the Relief of Cornelius
R Gold,
Cornelius B.
Gold, late
late Acting
Acting Assistant
Assistant
Paymaster
United States Navy.
Paymaster United

May
May 26,
28, 1866.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the proper
proper accounting
accounting offi- ii Credit
ciedttlo
to be
allowed Cornecers of
of the
the government
government be, and
lit l B. Gold.
eers
and they are hereby, authorized
authorized and directed,
directed, iiIne.GeoZ7
accounts of Cornelius
in the settlement
settlement of the accounts
Cornelius B.
B. Gold,
Gold, late
late acting
acting assistassistant paymaster U. S. navy, to
credit of
hundred and
and ten
ten dolto allow
allow aa credit
of five
five hundred
dollars and nine cents for clothing
clothing abstracted
abstracted from
from a
astoreroom
storeroom in
charge of
of
in charge
said Gold while on duty in Mobile bay in the
spring or
or summer
of eigheighthe spring
summer of
teen hundred
teen
hundred and sixty-five: Provided,
Provided, That
That no credit shall
be allowed
allowed Proviso.
Proviso.
shall be
until the proper officers of the government
government shall
satisfied by
full and
and
shall be
be satisfied
by full
complete
complete proof of the loss of the clothing
clothing herein
herein referred
to.
referred to.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, May
May 26,
26, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CVI. -— An Act granting
granting [a]
[a] Pension
Pension to
Mrs. Sally
Sally Andrews.
Andrews.
to 3Mrs.

June
6, 1866.
June 6,1866.
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the United
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the InIn.
Pension
to
Secretary of
of the
Pension to
terior be, and is hereby, authorized
tenor
authorized and directed
directed to place
place the name
name of
of Sally
Sally Andrewi.
Andrevra.
Sally Andrews, of Buxton,
Buxton, York county, Maine,
Elisha
Maine, widow
widow of
of the
the late
late Elisha
Andrews, quarter gunner on
Adams," on
the pension
pension
on board the
the ""Levetta
Levetta Adams,"
on the
list of invalid
invalid pensioners,
pensioners, and pay or
to be
to her
the sum
sum of
of
or cause
cause to
be paid
paid to
her the
eight dollars per month during her widowhood,
widowhood, the
the pension
commence
pension to
to commence
from and after the passage
passage of
this act.
of this
act.

APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
June 6,
6, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CVIL —An
-An Act
grantinga
Pension to Mrs.
Act granting
aPension
Joanna Winans.
Mrs. Joanna

June 6,1866.
6, 1866.
June

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
and House
House of
of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States
In- Pension
Pension to
to
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
tenor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and required to place the name
name of Joanna
Joanna Winans.
Mrs. Joanna Winans, mother of George
George W. Winans,
Winans, late an
acting asasan acting
sistant paymaster
paymaster in the United States navy, on
on the roll of
naval pensionpensionof naval
ers, at the rate of twenty dollars
month, to
continue during
her widowwidowdollars per
per month,
to continue
during her
hood, the said pension
pension to be paid but of the naval
naval pension fund.
fund.
APPROVED,
A
PPROVED, June
June 6,1866.
6, 1866.
CHAP.

—An Act
Act for
for the
Relief of
Elder.
June
6, 1866.
1866.
CVIII.--An
the Relief
of Christina
Christina Elder.
June 6,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
United
House of
Representatives qf
of the
the 'United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InIn- Arrears of
terior, is hereby
tenor,
hereby directed
directed to pay
pay to Christina Elder, of the city of New t
I
'
i
l' sia t
e
'
rChriseh r
i
'
pOentilnto
York, the arrears
arrears of pension to which Jessie Elder, mother of
York,
of the
the said
said
Christina
Christina Elder and of Alexander
late lieutenant-colonel
lieutenant-colonel of
Alexander B.
B. Elder, late
of
the tenth regiment of New
New York volunteers, would
would have
have been
entitled,
been entitled,
certificate of W. T. Otto, acting Secretary
had the certificate
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, councoun-

588 THIRTY—NINTH
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
CEt. 108,109,112,
108, 109, 112, 113,
113, 118.
118. 1866.
1866.
SESS. I. Ca.
tersigned
by Joseph
Joseph H.
Barrett, Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Pensions,
Pensions, and
and bearing
tersigned by
H. Barrett,
bearing
twenty-fifth day
in the
the year
year one
one thousand
thou-and eight
eight
date on
on the
the twenty-fifth
day of
of November,
November, in
hundred and sixty-five,
the said
iaid Jessie
Jessie Elder,
Elder, been
granted in
in
sixty-five, in
in favor
favor of the
been granted
his lifetime.
lifetime.
APPROVED, June
6, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
June 6,
June
6, 1866.
1866.
June 6,

An Act
Act for
for the
- CHAP.
CHAP. CIX.CIX. —.An
of Cordelia
Cordelia Murray.
the Relief
Relief of
Murray.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Inteassembled, That the
of the
Intenor be,
he is
directed to
pay to
Cordelia Murray,
of
rior
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, directed
to pay
to Cordelia
Murray, widow
widow of
equal in
to the
to
George W. Murray, aapension
pension equal
in amount
amount to
the pension
pension granted
granted to
1865,
ch. 5.
the
George W.
1865, ch.
5.
the said George
W. Murray,
Murray, by
by an
approved December
an act
act of
of Congress
Congress approved
December
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p. 593. twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, entitled
entitled ""An act for
for the
the relief
relief
of
W. Murray."
of George W.
Murray."

Pension to
Cordella
Cordelia MnrMrray.
ray.

APPROVED, June
1866.
APPROVED,
June 6,
6, 1866.

June 8,
June
8, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CXII.
CXII. -— An
Act granting
granting a
Pension to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Martha
Martha Stevens
CHAP.
An Act
a Pension
Stevens

Be it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the United
Pension to
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the InteluteThat the
the Secretary
Martha Stevens.
Stevens. rior
Ho, be, and he is hereby, directed
to place
the name
name of'Mrs.
of Mrs. Martha
Martha
directed to
place the
Stevens, widow of John
John F. Stevens, late
late deputy
deputy provost-marshal
provost-marshal of
of the
the
fourth congressional
congressional district
district of the State
State of
of Indiana,
Indiana, on
on the
pension roll,
the pension
roll,
at the rate of seventeen
dollars per
from the
the tenth
seventeen dollars
per month,
month, to
to commence
commence from
tenth
day of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
to continue
continue during
during
hundred and
and to
widowhood.
her widowhood.
APPROVED,
June 8,
8, 1866.
APPROVED, June
1866.

June 8,
8, 1866.

CHAP. CXIII. —
- An
An Act
grantinga
Pension to
Act granting
aPension
to Anna
E. Ward.
Ward.
Anna E.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Pension to
Pension
to
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteAnna E.
Ward. rior be, and
Anna
E. Ward.
is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place
name of
Anna E.
E.
place the name
of Anna
Ward,
Washington, D. C., widow of the late Joseph
Ward, of the city of Washington,
Joseph D.
D. Ward,
Ward,
second
Kentucky volunteers,
volunteers, on the list of pensioners,
pensioners, and
second Kentucky
and pay
pay or
or cause
cause
to be paid to her the sum of eight dollars
her widowdollars per month
month during
during her
widowhood; and in the event
event of the marriage
marriage or death of said Anna
Anna E.
Ward,
E. Ward,
then to the minor children
children of Joseph D. Ward, subject to the limitations
limitations
and restrictions of the pension laws; this act to take
fi orn and
take effect fiom
and after
after
its
passage.
its passage.
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
1866.
June 8,
8, 1866.

June 12, 1866.
CXVIIL —An
- An Act
1866. CHAP. CXVIIL
Act to
to confirm
confirm the
the Title
of Jose'
Pomfret to
to certain
certain Lands
Lands
Title of
Jose Serafin
Serafin Pamirez
in New
New Mexico.
in
Mexico.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Land grant to States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
grant to
Jose Serafin
the grant
to Jose
Serafin
Jose Serafin Ra- Ramirez
Cafion del
Ramirez of the Cation
del Agua,
Agua, as
as approved
approved by
surveyor-general of
of
by the
the surveyor-general
mirez confirmed.
mNew
January twenty, eighteen hundred
New Mexico January
hundred and sixty, and
and designated
designated
as number
number seventy in the transcript
private land
land claims
claims in
in New
New Mexitranscript of
of private
Mexico, transmitted to Congress
Congress by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior January
January
eleven, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, is hereby
hereby confirmed:
confirmed: Provided,
Provided,
Claim of the however,
That this
this confirmation
confirmation shall
shall only
construed as
relinquishThat
only be
be construed
as aa relinquishn
United States me
mentt on the part of the United
United States, and
shall not
not affect
the adverse
adverse
and shall
affect the
only released
released.
rights of
persons whomsoever.
whomsoever.
only
rights
of any
any persons
APPROVED, June
June 12,
APPROVED,
12, 1866.
1866.

THIRTY—NINTFI
CONGRESS. SESS.
CH. 119,
121.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
SEss. I
I.. CH.
119, 120,
120,121.

1866.
1866.
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1589

CHAP. CXIX.
CXIX. —An
to confirm
confirm the
the Grant
Grant of
of certain
certain Lands
Lands to
Jose' Doiningles,
Domingues, in
June 12,1866.
12, 1866.
CHAP.
-- n Act
Act to
to Jose
in June
Calffornia.
California.

Senate and
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House of
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the grant to Jose DominDomin- Land
Land grant to
goes
y Najalayegua,
Domingues
gues of the land known as Los Prietos y
Najalayegua, in
in the county of Jose Domingues
September twenty-four,
con r med.
Santa Barbara, granted
granted to him
him at Los Angelos,
Angelos, September
twenty-four,firmed.
confi
eighteen hundred
forty-five, by
and approved
approved by
by
eighteen
hundred and forty-five,
by Governor
Governor Pio
Pio Pico,
Pico, and
the departmental
departmental assembly
assembly of Alta California,
June third, eighteen
eighteen hunCalifornia, June
dred and forty-six,
hereby confirmed.
And the
the surveyor-general
of
fbrty-six, is hereby
confirmed. And
surveyor-general of
California
California i.
is hereby directed to proceed and survey
survey said lands in accordaccord- Survey.
Survey.
ance with the original title
when said
surtitle papers
papers on
on file
file in
in his office, and when
said survey shall have been approved
approved by the
Land
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
the General Land
Office,
or parties
Patent.
Office, a
a patent shall
shall be
be issued for said
said lands
lands to
to said
said Domingues
Domingues or
parties Patent.
holding under him by inheritance
confirmation shall
inheritance or otherwise.
otherwise. This confirmation
only be construed
construed as a
a relinquishment
relinquishment on the part of the United States,
States, UnC
Claim
ofttethe
itI
FLd
imSta
tr
and shall not affect the adverse right of
person whomsoever.of any
any person
whomsoever.
only released
released
APPROVED,
June 12,
APPROVED, June
12, 1866.
1866.
e

CHAP. CXX.
CXX.—An
for the
the Relief
of Mrs.
G. Gaston.
Gaston.
CHAP.
-An Act
Act for
Rdeiefof
Mrs. Anna
Anna G.

June 12,1866.
12, 1866.

House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and Rouse
of Representatives
of the
Secretary of
the InteInte- Pension
Pension to
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
to
Anna G. Gaston.
rior is hereby directed to place upon the pension roil the name
name of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Anna
G.Gaston.
Anna
Anna G. Gaston, of the city of Washington,
widow of Albert G. Gaston,
Gaston,
Washington, widow
deceased, late
regiment of
Virginia volunvolundeceased.
late aa lieutenant
lieutenant in
in the sixteenth
sixteenth regiment
of Virginia
teers, from the date of the discharge
discharge of
military
teers,
of her said husband from
from the
the military
service of
disease
of the United
United States, on account
account of disability
disability arising
arising from
from disease
contracted in the said
said service,
service, until
until the
his death,
death, namely,
namely, from
from
contracted
the date
date of
of his
May, in the year eighteen hundred
the fifth day of May,
hundred and sixty-three, to the
seventh day of February, in the
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
the year
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
and to cause to be paid to the said
said Mrs. Anna
Anna G. Gaston a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of seventeen
seventeen dollars per month
month for the said term,
term, without
without prejudice
prejudice
to the
the pen-ion
pension heretofore
heretofore allowed
her by
by the
the Commissioner
of Pensions.
Pensions.
allowed her
Commissioner of
APPROVED,
12, 1866.
APPROVED, June
June 12,
1866.

CHAP.
— An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
of Maria
CHAP. CXXL
CXXL -An
Relief of
Maria Syphax.
Syphax.

June 12, 1866.
1866.
June

Be it
it enacted by the
of Representatives of the United
the Senate and
and House
House of
America in
States of America
assembled, That
That the
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the title
title to
to a
a piece
piece of
of land
land
Title of Maria
Maria
La
ax
nd
toineevr
i
r_
the county
county of
of Alexandria,
the tainphLaX in irbeing part of the
the Arlington estate,
estate, in
in the
Alexandria, in
in the
State of Virginia, upon which Maria
Maria Syphax
has resided since
since about the ginia confirmed
confirmed
Syphax has
eighteen hundred
hundred and twenty-six,
twenty-six, bounded
bounded and
follows,
year eighteen
and described
described as follows,
to wit: Beginning at the intersection
intersection of the south
south line
line of
said Arlington
Arlington
of said
witli the centre line of aa small run, said point
estate with
point of intersection
intersection being
being
about one fourth
from the southwest
southwest corner of said Arlington
Arlington
bourth of a
a mile from
estate, running thence westerly
along said south line seven chains
chains and
and
westerly along
forty links;
links; thence
thence in a
a northeasterly
northeasterly direction,
direction, on aaline
line making
making an antlirty-five degrees
gle of thirty-five
degrees with the
the said
said south line,
line, twenty-two
chains and
and
twenty-two chains
thirty-eiglht
thirty-eight links; thence at right angles,
angles, in a
southeasterly direction
direction fifa southeasterly
teen chainl
sixty-seven links to the said south line of the Arlington
chain- and sixty-seven
Arlington
estate ;thence westerly
westerly along
along the said south line of
esestate;
of the said Arlington
Arlington estate nineteen
nineteen chains and ninety-two
ninety-two links, to the place of beginning,
beginning, containing seventeen
fifty-three one
seventeen acres and fifty-three
one hundredths
hundredths of an
an acre
acre of
of' land,
land,
the same
same is hereby, released
released and conbe the same more or less, be, and the
firmed
Maria Syphax, her heirs and assigns.
firmed unto
unto the said Maria
assigns.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
June 12,
12, 1866.
1866.

590
590

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
I. CH.
Off. 125,
133, 134,
135. 1866.
1866.
SESS. I.
125, 133,
134, 135.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. Sass.

June
15, 1866.
June 15,
1866.

Pension to
Abigail Ryan.
Ryan.
Abigail

CHAP. CXXV.
An Act
for the
Relief of
of Mrs.
Abigail Ryan.
M1rs. Abigail
Ryan.
CXXV. —
- An
Actfor
the Relief
CHAP.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in
in Congress
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
place the
the name
name of
of
directed to
to place
Mrs.
Ryan, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas A.
Ryan, late
in comcomsergeant in
A. Ryan,
late aa sergeant
Mrs. Abigail
Abigail Ryan,
pany
West Virginia
Virginia infantry
volunteers, on
on the
the
regiment West
infantry volunteers,
pany E,
E, seventeenth
seventeenth regiment
commence from
from the
pension roll, at
at the
the rate of eight
eight dollars
dollars per month,
month, to commence
twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of March, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and to
continue during
widowhood.
her widowhood.
continue
during her
APPROVED, June
June 15,
1866.
15, 1866.
APPROVED,

June
1866. CHAP.
CHAP.CXXXIII.
for the
Relkf of
of Captain
Captain John
John H.
Crowell, Assistant
Assistant
June 21,
21,1866.
CXXXIII. —An
-An Act
Act for
the Relief
H. Crowell,
Quartermaster in
in the
States Army.
Army.
the United
United States
Quartermaster
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
Slates of
assembled, That
That the
the proper
proper accounting
accounting
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
lo
$2w2e5d
to be alofficers of
Treasury Department
be, and
and they
authorized
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
they are
Department be,
officers
of the
the Treasury
225 tobe
alowed
Captain
Captain
John H.
Crowell to
to allow
H. Crowell,
on a
settlement of
of his
his accounts,
accounts, aacredcreda settlement
John H.
Crowell, on
allow Captain
Captain John
John
H.Crowell
in settlement
settlement of it of two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five dollars, for so much money
money disbursed
his
by him
him to
in the
the service
service of
of the
the United
in payment
for
by
accounts
his accounts,
to persons
persons in
United States,
States, in
payment for
such services,
for which
payment were
were captured
captured by
by the
the rebrebsuch
services, the
the vouchers
vouchers for
which payment
els and
an attack
upon the
camp at
at Baton
Rouge, Louisiana,
els
and destroyed
destroyed in
in an
attack upon
the camp
Baton Rouge,
Louisiana,
where said
John H.
H. Crowell
was stationed,
stationed, on
on the
the fifth
fifth day
day of
of August,
August,
where
said John
Crowell was
eighteen hundred
hundred and
if, on
examining the
the accounts
accounts of
of said
said
eighteen
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, if,
on examining
.Crowell,
shall deem
deem said
Crowell justly
enCrowell, the
the Quartermaster-General
Quartermaster-General shall
said Crowell
justly enapproval thereof
thereof to said accounttitled to said credit, and
and shall
shall certify
certify his
his approval
ing
ing officers.
Acredit of
A
of

APPROVED, June
APPROVED,
June 21,
21, 1866
1866

June
CHAP.CXXXIV.—
the Relief
Relief of
the Heirs
Heirs of
Lieutenant Joshua
Joshua D.
Todd,
June 21,
21, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
CXXXIV.- An
An Act
Act for
for the
of the
of Lieutenant
D. Todd,
late of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
deceased.
late
Navy, deceased.

Payment to
James
Todd,ofd
Jaies raodd
ministrator
ofadJoshua
D. Todd.
Joshua D.
Todd.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of the United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the proper
proper accounting
accounting ofofStates of America
America in
Congress assembled,
ficers
of the
the treasury
treasury be,
are hereby,
directed to pay to James
James
hereby, directed
be, and
and they
they are
ficers of
Todd,
administrator of
Joshua D.
Todd, late
of the
the United
States navy,
navy,
United States
D. Todd,
late of
of Joshua
Todd, administrator
deceased,
master in the
deceased, the
the pay of
of a
a master
the navy
navy of the United
United States,
States, from the
the
seventeenth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
tenth day
seventeenth day of June, eighteen
and forty-four, to the
the tenth
of
and forty-six,
after deducting
deducting therefrom
the
of August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
forty-six, after
therefrom the
amount already received
Joshua •
D. Todd, deceased,
passed
received by said Joshua
deceased, as passed
midshipman, during said period, and the said sum shall
shall be paid out of any
any
money
the treasury
otherwise appropriated.
money in
in the
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated.
APPROVED, June
June 21,
21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

June 21,
1866.
21, 1866.
June

Credit
Credit to be
be
allowed
J.
W.
alowed
J.
WsleGordon
in settleGordon in
settlement of
of acacment
counts.
1862,..ch.
201.
1862, ch. 201.

CHAP.CXXXV.
CXXXV.—
An Act
the Relief
Relief of
Gordon, late
late Major
Major in
in the
the
Jonathan W.
if. Gordon,
of Jonathan
Act for
for the
- An
CHAP.
Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment of
of Infantry.
Infantry.
Be
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
be, and
and he
in settling
acthe acand directed,
directed, in
settling the
hereby, authorized
authorized and
he is
is hereby,
Treasury be,
counts
W. Gordon,
Gordon, late
the eleventh
eleventh regiment
regiment of
infantry,
of infantry,
in the
late major
major in
of J.
J. W.
counts of
a credit of six hundred
hundred dollars on account
to allow him a
account of bounties
bounties paid
paid
en
li st
ed men
men i
n accordance
accor d
ance with
wi
tht
he provisions
prov i
si
ons of
ofthe
th
e act
act of
ofJ
ul
y, eighteen
ei
gh
teen
enlisted
in
the
July,

vol. xii.
97. hundred
hundred and sixty-two, but before
xn. p.
p. 697.
before that
that act
act went
went into
into effect.
effect.
APPROVED, June
June 21,
21, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS. S
ESS. I
C. 136,137,139,145,
136, 137, 139, 145, 146.
146. 1866.
1866. 591
591
SESS.
I.. CH.
CHAP. CXXXVI.
Act for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Elisha
CXXXVL -An
—An Act
Elisha W.
W. Dunn,
Dunn, a
aPaymaster
Paymaster in
the June
June 21,
21, 1866.
in the
1866.

United
United States IVat,y.
Navy.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the United
United
Sates of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
That the
proper accounting
01E- Elisha
Elisha W.
the proper
accounting offiW.
cers of the United States treasury
treasury be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized and
Dunn, settlesettleand Dunn,
ment
ofaccounts
ment of accounts
directed, in the settlement
settlement of the accounts
accounts of Elisha W.
W. Dunn,
Dunn, a
apaymaster
of.
paymaster of.
in the United States navy, to receive
receive and
allow, where
proper vouchvouchand allow,
where the
the proper
ers cannot be obtained, statements
statements verified
verified by
oath, or
such other
by his oath,
or such
other satsatisfactory evidence
evidence as he may present, of
made by
by him
him for
of all expenditures
expenditures made
for
government, or losses sustained by him in consequence
the government,
of the
the destrucconsequence of
destruction by fire of the money, papers,
and property,
property, of
of the
the United
United States,
in
papers, and
States, in
W. Dunn, on board
charge of the said Elisha W.
naval
board of
of the
the United
United States
States naval
wharf-boat at Mound City, Illinois, at
the burning
burning of
that vessel
vessel on
the
at the
of that
on the
one thousand
hundred and
sixty-four.
first of
of June, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-four.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June
1866.
June 21,
21, 1866.

CHAP.
CXXVII. -An
CHIP. CXXXVII.
—An Act for the Relief of the Amoskeag
Company. June
22, 1866.
Amoskeag Manufacturing
Manufacturing Company.
June 22,1866.
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
of the
the Payment
Payment to
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
authorized and required
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
required to pay to the AmAm- the
tenAmoskeag
A
uf
m
ac
qu
kr
e
i
a
ng,
Manufacturing
oskeag
oskeag Manufacturing
Manufacturing Company,
Company, out of any
any money in the treasury
treasury not Company
Company for
for
otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of sixteen
sixteen hundred and'fifty
and fifty dollars,
dollars, in
in three
three cook
cook wagwagfull for three regimental
furnished to the government
government in eighregimental cook
cook wagons,
wagons, furnished
eigh- ons.
°ns •
teen hundred and sixty-one.
sixty-one.
APPROVED, June
22, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
June 22,
CHAP.
CHAP.CXXXIX.
cXXXIX.—An
changing the
of Emit
Emil Cohen.
Cohen.
June 23,
23, 1866.
1866.
-An Act
Act changing
the Name
Name of
June
Be it
Senate and
and House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of
the
United
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Emil Cohen,
city Name
of Emil
Cohen, of the
the city
Name of
Emil
of Washington,
Washington, in the District of Columbia, be,
changed
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorauthor- Cohen
Cohen changed
to
Emil
Cornely.
ized, from and after
after the passage of this act, to take and use the surname to Emi Corely.
of Comely, and that his name hereafter
hereafter be Emil
and all
all acts
acts
Emil Cornely;
Cornely; and
done and entered into by that
that name
name shall
shall have the
the same
same effect
and operaoperaeffect and
tion in law as if his
originally been
Comely, of
of WashingWashinghis name
name had originally
been Emil
Emil Comely,
ton, in the District of Columbia.
APPROVED, June 23, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.
CHAP. CXLV.
CXLV. —An
- An Act
Act to
CHAP.
to amend
amend an
an Act
Act granting
aPension
the June
Act entitled
entitled ""An
An Act
grantinga
Pension to
to the
June 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
Widow of the late
Hiram G.
late Major-General
Major-GeneralHiram
G. Perry."
Perry."
-186
,186 5,..ch.
?h. 136.
135.
Whereas in the act granting
a pension to the
Whereas
granting a
the widow
widow of the late Major- i
VolXreibl
600.
lreZikre 600.
General Hiram G. Berry, approved
approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-five, said widow is erroneously called
called Eliza
Therefore,
Eliza Berry:
Berry: Therefore,
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the United
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
the InteInte- Pension to Alof the
AlM. Berry.
Berry.
directed to place
rior be authorized
authorized and directed
place the name of Almira
Almira M. Berry, mira
mira M.
widow of Major-General
Major-General Hiram G. Berry, on the
rolls'insteacl of
of
the pension
pension rolls'instead
Eliza Berry, as provided for
aforesaid.
for by
by the
the act
act aforesaid.
APPROVED,
June 27,
APPROVED, June
27, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. C.X.LVI.
CXLVI. -An
for the Relief of
CHAP.
— An Act far
Witter.
of Mrs. Jerusha
Jerusha Witter.
Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteTaterior
authorized and directed to place the name
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
name of
Mrs. Jerusha Witter, widow of Doctor
Doctor Amos Witter,
Witter, late surgeon
surgeon of the
the

June
27, 1866.
June 27,
1866.
Pension to
to
Pension
Ms. Jerusha
Jerusha
Mrs.
'tr Ater.
Witter

592 THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SEss. I.
I. CHi.
CH. 147,
148, 149, 150, 151.
151. 1866.
1866.
147,148,149,150,
CONGRESS. SESS.
592
seventh
infantry volunteers,
volunteers, on
on the
he pension
pension roll, at
at the rate
Iowa infantry
regiment Iowa
seventh regiment
of
per month,
month, to
to commence
commence from
from the
the date
date of
her apof her
dollars per
of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
plication
for aapension,
to continue during
during her widowhood.
and to
pension, and
plication for
1866.
June 27,
APPROVED, June
27, 1866.
APPROVED,
June
June

27, 1866.
27,
1866.

Pension to
Ira B. Curtis.
Ira B. Curtis.

1866.
27,1866.
June 27,

Pension to
Jane
Harris.
Jane Harris.

CHAP.
Ira B.
B. Curtis.
Curtis.
of Ira
the Benefit
Benefit of
for the
Act for
-AnAn Act
CXLVII. —
CHAP. CXLVIL

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
Be it
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Inteassembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of
[rolls]
rior be,
be, and
and is
directed to
pension [rolls]
to place
place Ira B. Curtis on the pension
is hereby, directed
rior
as assistant
assistant surgeon
wholly disabled
in the
the service,
seventeen
of seventeen
rate of
the rate
service, at the
disabled in
surgeon wholly
as
dollars per
per month,
month, commencing
twenty-eighth of February, eighteen
eighteen
the twenty-eighth
commencing the
dollars
hundred and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
hundred
APPROVED, June
June 27,
1866.
27, 1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP. CXLVIII.
cxLvm. -An
— An Actfor
Act for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Jane
Harris.
Jane Harris.
CHAP.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of the InteThat the
assembled, That
of America
States
rior
be, and
Jane
authorized and directed to place the name of Jane
is, authorized
and hereby
hereby is,
rior be,
Harris, widow
of George
H. Harris,
in company
company I, sixth
private in
late aa private
Harris, late
George H.
widow of
Harris,
Iowa
deceased, on
the pension
pension rolls
entitled to aapension
pension
rolls as entitled
on the
now deceased,
cavalry, now
Iowa cavalry,
at
the rate
rate of
of eight
month during
payment to
widowhood, payment
her widowhood,
during her
per month
dollars per
eight dollars
at the
commence
twenty-third, one
eight hundred
and
hundred and
thousand eight
one thousand
October twenty-third,
from October
commence from
sixty-three,
date of
of said
said George
George H. Harris.
the death
death of
of the
the date
sixty-three, the
APPROVED, June
June 27,
1866.
27, 1866.
APPROVED,

June

27,
1866.
27, 1866.

Pension to
rs. Amarilla
Cook.

Pension to
Mrs. Amarilla
Cook.

June 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
June

CHAP.
Mrs. Amarilla
Amarillo Cook.
Cook.
to Mrs.
Pension to
grantingaa Pension
Act granting
CXLIX. -AnAn Act
CHAP. C1CLIX.—

of.the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
Be
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the
the InteAmerica in
States of America
Amarilla
and he is hereby, directed to place the name of Mrs. Amarilla
rior be, and
Cook,
widow of
Cook, late deputy provost-marshal
Cook, widow
of John
John B.
B. Cook,
provost-marshal of the sixteenth
the pension
pension roll, at
congressional district of the State of Ohio, on the
teenth congressional
the
seventeen dollars
month, to
commence from
from the
the fifth
fifth day
to commence
per month,
dollars per
of seventeen
the rate
rate of
of March,
March, eighteen
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and
and to
to continue
continue during
her
during her
hundred and
eighteen hundred
of
widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED,
27, 1866.
1866.
June 27,
APPROVED, June
CHAP.
—An Act
Pension to
to Benjamin
Benjamin Franklin.
Franklin.
grantingaaPension
Act granting
CL.--An
CHAP. CL.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the Senate
Be it
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the
Secretary of the
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
PensiontoBen- States
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to place the name
name
jamin Franklin. Interior be, and he is hereby,
of Benjamin
private in company
regiment Minne
Minne
company H, second regiment
a private
Franklin, a
of
Benjamin Franklin,
sota
cavalry volunteers,
the pension
at the
the rate
twenty-five doldolrate of twenty-five
roll, at
pension roll,
on the
volunteers, on
sota cavalry
lars
to commence
commence from
from the
the fifteenth
fifteenth day of January,
January, eighteen
eighteen
month, to
per month,
lars per
hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
and to continue
continue during his natural life.
hundred and
APPROVED,
June 27, 1866.
APPROVED, June

Pension to Benjamin Franklin.

June 27,

1866.
1866.

CHAP. CLI.—
Act granting
granting a
Pension to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Harriet
B. Crocker.
Crocker.
Harriet B.
a Pension
An Act
CLI. - An
CHAP.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the
it enacted
Be
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Intethe InteThat the
of America
Pension to
States
B. rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
Mrs. Harriet B.
directed to place
place the name of
Crocker.
Crocker.
Mrs. Harriet
B. Crocker, mother
in
Mrs.
Harriet. B.
mother of Henry
Henry B. Crocker, late
late aaprivate in
company
and fifteenth
fifteenth regiment
volunteer infantry,
regment Ohio volunteer
hundred and
G, one hundred
company G,
on
pension roll, at the
the rate
eight dollars per month, to commence
commence
rate of eight
the pension
on the
from
day of
of October, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and
and to
the fourth
fourth day
from the
continue during
widowhood.
her widowhood.
during her
continue
APPROVED,
June 27, 1866.
APPROVED, June

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. Suss.
I. CH.
152, 153,
153, 154,
157.
154, 157.
CH. 152,
SEss. I.
THIRTY-NINTH
CHAP.
granting a
D. Brent.
Jane D.
a Pension to Jane
Act granting
-An Act
CLI. —An
CHAP. CUL

1866.

593

June 27, 1866.
1866.

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Inte- Pension
States
of America
Secretary of the
the latePension to
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
nor
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed
place the
the name
name of
Jane D. Brent,
Brent, Jane
Jane D.
D. Brent.
of Jane
to place
directed to
authorized and
rior is
of
Michigan, widow
of Thomas
late a
acaptain in the
Brent, late
Lee Brent,.
Thomas Lee
widow of
Detroit, Michigan,
of Detroit,
army
of the
United States,
on the
and to allow
and pay to
allow and
roll, and
pension roll,
the pension
States, on
the United
army of
her
at the
the rate
of twenty
from and after the
month, from
per month,
dollars per
twenty dollars
rate of
pension at
her aapension
passage
until her
her marriage
marriage or
or death,
death, and
after either
either event to
and after
act, until
of this
this act,
passage of
continue the
pension to
Brent, daughter
Thomas
daughter of the said Thomas
Mary Brent,
to Mary
said pension
the said
continue
Lee Brent,
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years,
attains that
years, until she attains
age of
under the
then under
if then
Brent, if
Lee
age.
age.
APPROVED,
27, 1866.
June 27,
APPROVED, June
CHAP. CLII.
CUM —
Relief of
Cornelius Crowley.
Crowley.
of Cornelius
the Relief
for the
Act for
-AnAn Act
CHAP.

June

27, 1866.

Be
the Senate
of Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
of America
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of the InteInte- Pension to
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
i
nor be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed to place the name
name of Cornelius
Cornelius Crowand he
rior
Cornelius Crowley,
late a
private in
in company
regiment United ey
eY.
third regiment
F, third
company F,
a private
Crowley, late
Cornelius
States infantry,
pension roll,
at the
eight dollars per month,
month,
rate of eight
the rate
roll, at
the pension
on the
infantry, on
States
to
from and
after the
the passage
passage of this
act, and pay him at that
this act,
and after
commence from
to commence
rate
lieu of
which he may have
have been entitled.
pension to which
other pension
any other
of any
in lieu
rate in
APPROVED, June
27, 1866.
1866.
June 27,
APPROVED,
CHAP.
— An Act
for the
Relief of
Gray.
J. Gray.
A. J.
of A.
the Relief
Actfor
CLIV. -An
CHAP. CLPV.

June 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
June

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
States of
of America
That the
Commissioner of Pen- Pension to
the Commissioner
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
Gray.
sions
be, and
the name
Andrew J.
J. Andrew J. Gray.
of Andrew
name of
place the
to place
required to
is, required
hereby is,
he hereby
and he
sions be,
Gray, late
pilot on
United States
States gunboat
Judge Torrence,
Torrence,
gunboat Judge
the United
board the
on board
a pilot
late a
Gray,
officers of his
upon
the list
of invalid
invalid pensioners,
pensioners, at
the rate
prescribed for officers
rate prescribed
at the
list of
upon the
rank
act of
Congress approved
July fourteen,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and 1862,
1862, ch.
ch. 166.
166.
fourteen, eighteen
approved July
of Congress
by act
rank by
sixty-two,
to be
paid out
of the
the naval
naval fund.
fund.
out of
be paid
sixty-two, to
APPROVED, June 27, 1866.
APPROVED,

Vol. xii.. p.5Pe
Vol.

CHAP.
CLv.u. —
An Act
to A.
M. Jess,
Jess, of
of Josephine
Josephine County,
County, Oregon.
Oregon. June 29,1866.
29, 1866.
A. M.
Land to
grantingLand
Act granting
-An
CHAP. CLVI.
Preamble.
Whereas the land claimed and settled upon by A. M. Jess, on AppleApple- Preamble.
Whereas
provisions
gate
river,
in
Josephine
county,
State
of
Oregon,
under
the
provisions
of
under
Oregon,
of
State
county,
Josephine
in
gate river,
the
of May
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, has 1862, ch.
ob. 76.
75.
eighteen hundred
twentieth, eighteen
May twentieth,
law of
homestead law
the homestead
since,
his fault,
fault, become
become of
of no
no value
been in great part
part Vol.
Vol. xii. p.
p. 392.
392.
him and been
to him
value to
without his
since, without
destroyed by
change in
in the
and whereas
whereas his title
river; and
of said
said river;
channel of
the channel
a change
by a
destroyed
to
said land
is still
inchoate and justice requires that he should be permitstill inchoate
land is
to said
ted to
to locate
and settle
an equal
equal quantity
quantity of other public land in
in
upon an
settle upon
locate and
ted
lieu thereof:
Therefore,
thereof: Therefore,
lieu
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
of the
the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
States of
in Congress
A. M. Jess may
may
assembled, That the said A. M. Jess be, A.M.
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
and settle
and
authorized to
to locate
locate and
upon one
one hundred
hundred and
lueteirodag:stle
and locate
settle upon
and settle
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
and he
public lands.
sixty acres
the public
lands of
of the
the United
United States, in accordance
accordance with of
orpublic
lands.
public lands
of the
acres of
sixty
the
homestead law aforesaid,
aforesaid, and, at
at
requirements of the homestead
and requirements
provisions and
the provisions
the
of the
therein prescribed,
thereprescribed, to receive aapatent thereperiod therein
the period
expiration of
the expiration
for on
on the
terms and
conditions therein
therein prescribed:
former
Provided, That the Title to former
prescribed: Provided,
and conditions
the terms
for
title so
the land
and settled
ttooelteiolliinto.treedvert
to revert
upon location
settled upon
located and
heretofore located
land heretofore
to the
him to
by him
so acquired
acquired by
title

by him
aforesaid shall revert to the United States: And provided furfur- States.
as aforesaid
him as
by
location
New location
tiler, That said new location and settlement
settlement shall not be made upon minmin - New
ther,
upon
be
not to
eral
lands
of
the
United
States.
not
to
be
upon
mninerl
States.
mineral lands.
eral lands of the United
APPROVED,
June 29, 1866.
APPROVED, June
VOL. XIV.
xtv.
VOL.
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.

1866.
July 4,
4,1866.

Pension to
Jane E.
Jane
E. Miles.
Miles-

July 4,
4, 1866.

Suss.
SESS. I.
I.

H. 170,
171 —173, 185.
CH.
170,171-173,185.

1866.
1866.

CHAP. CLXX. -An
—An Act granting
granting a
Pension to Jane E. Miles.
a Pension

Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
Secretary of
the InteInteStates of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
rio
rior is hereby authorized
pension roll
the
authorized and directed
directed to
to place
place upon the
the pension
roll the
Jane E.
Hampshire, widow
widow of
Wilname of
of Jane
E. Miles,
Miles, of
of Somersworth,
Somersworth, New Hampshire,
of William
D. Miles,
naval service
service of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
liam D.
Miles, late
late a
a landsman
landsman in
in the
the naval
allow and
pay her a
at the
the rate
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
per month,
month,
and to
to allow
and pay
a pension,
pension, at
rate of
day of
of March,
March, in
in the
year one
eight
from the
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
the year
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred
sixty-five, to continue
continue during
during her
her widowhood;
the said
said penpenhundred and sixty-five,
widowhood; the
fund.
sion to be paid out of
of the naval
naval pension
pension fund.
APPROVED, July
July 4,
1866.
APPROVED,
4, 1866.
CHAP. CLXXI.
— An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
Belief of
of Sarah
J. Purcell.
Purcell.
CHAP.
CLXXI. -An
Sarah J.

Be it enacted
by the Senate
of the
the United
United
enacted by
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

Pension to
to

States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteluteStates
America in
assembled, That

SarahJ.Purcell. nor
rior be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to
Sarah J.
J. Purcell,
to place
place the name
name of
of Sarah
Purcell,
widow
of Charles
acting captain
of artillery,
pension
widow of
Charles W.
W. Purcell,
Purcell, acting
captain of
artillery, on
on the
the pension
roll,
rate of
twenty dollars
month, from
twenty-seventh day
day
roll, at the
the rate
of twenty
dollars aa month,
from the
the twenty-seventh
of
and sixty-four,
to continue
her
of September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, to
continue during
during her
widowhood.
widowhood.

Sarah J. Purcell.

APPROVED,
4, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 4,
1866.

July
4, 1866.
July 4,

CHAP.
CLB:XII. -An
— An Act
granting a
aPension
Pension to
to Mrs.
Margaret A.
A. Farran.
Farran.
CHAP. CLXXII.
Act granting
Mrs. Margaret

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the United
and House of Representatives

Pension to

States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the InteJuteStates of
of America
the Secretary

Mrs.
MargaretA.
Mrs. Margaret
A. rior
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to place the name of Mrs.
Farran.
Margaret
Farran.
Margaret A. Farran, widow
widow of Abraham
Abraham Farran,
late aa private
private in
Farran, late
in the
the
twenty-fourth
battery Indiana Light Artillery, on the pension
twenty-fourth battery
pension roll,
roll, at the
to commence
commence from
day of
of
rate of
of eight dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, to
from the
the sixteenth
sixteenth day
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
continue during her
her
hundred and
sixty-four, and to
to continue
widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, July
July 4,
4, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.

July
4, 1866.
July 4,
1866.

Pension
Pension to

Mrs. Mary C.
C.

Hamilton.
Hamilton.

July
July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.

ch 62.
1866
1866, ch.

CHAP.
An Act
Act granting
to Mary
Mary C.
CHAP. CLXXIII.
CLXXIII. —
-An
granting aa Pension
Pension to
C. Hamilton.
Hamilton.
Be it
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the InteInteassembled, That
Secretary of
States of
of America

rior be, and he is hereby, directed to place the name of Mrs. Mary
Mary C. HamHamilton on the pension rolls, at the
the same rate
rate of pension
pension allowed her under
the act passed for her
her benefit, and approved
approved June third,
eighteen hundred
hundred
third, eighteen
and fifty-eight, payment
payment to commence
commence from
from and after
after the
expiration of
of the
the expiration
the
term created by the said act
act of
fiftyof June
June third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyeight, and to
continue for and
of her
natural life.
life.
to continue
and during
during the
the term
term of
her natural
A
PPROVED, July
July 4,
4, 1866.
APPROVED,
1866.

CHAP. CLXXXV.
CLXXXV. —An
Act amendatory
amendatory of
an Act
Act granting
granting a
aPenPenCHAP.
-An Act
of an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
sion
to Mrs.
Gouler."
Emerance Gouler."
Mrs. Emerance
sion to

4
Ante,
p. 684.
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
pene,ion
6o
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
Pension
to
Pension
to .
Mrs. Emerance States of America
Congress assembled,
That an
an act
April
America in
Mrs.
in Congress
assembled, That
act approved
approved April

Gouler, to
to concon- eighteen,
Gouler,
eighteen, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, granting
granting a
a pension to Mrs.
tinue
tinue to her mimnor children,
Emerance Gouler,
Gouler, be
so amended
as to
uethe
th e pension
pens i
on granted
gran t
edt
M rs .
too Mrs.
be so
amended as
to contin
continue
nor
children, ifif, Emerance
&c.
Gouler, in the
event of
death or
remarriage, to her minor
minor children
children
&c.
the event
of her
her death
or remarriage,
under the age
age of sixteen years,
years, had
had by her late husband, Charles Gouler, aa
private in company F,
F, ninth New Hampshire
Hampshire volunteers.
volunteers.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 13,
1866.
13, 1866.

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SEss. I
Cu. 186,187,
186, 187, 188-190.
188 —190.
THIRTY-NLNTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
I.. CH.
CHAP.
CLXXXVI. -An
—An Act
the Relief
Relief of
llary A.
Patrick.
CHAP. CLXXXVI.
Act for
for the
of Mary
A. Patrick.

1866.

595
595

July
13, 1866.
1866.
July 13,

Be it enacted
Representatives of
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the United
States
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
Inte- Pension
Pension to
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the Inteto
rior
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
of Mary
MaryA. Patrick.
Patrick.
place the
the name
name of
Mary MaryA.
hereby, authorized
rior be,
and is
A.
of Matthew
Matthew A.
Patrick, who
was a
a captain
captain first
artilA. Patrick,
Patrick, widow
widow of
A. Patrick,
who was
first artillery
United States army, on the pension
the rate
twenty dollery United
pension rolls,
rolls, at the
rate of twenty
lars
commence from
and after the passage
passage of
of
lars per
per month, said pension
pension to
to commence
from and
this act.
APPROVED, July
July 13,
APPROVED,
13, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CLXXXVII.
CLXXXVH. -An
—An Act
Act for
Relief of
of Joel
Joel Farley.
Farley.
for the
the Relief
CHAP.

July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
July

Be it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Senate and House of
Representativesof the United
States
of America
assembled, That
That the
lute., Pension to
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Intetenor
authorized and directed
directed to place the name of Joel Joel Farley.
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
terior be,
be, and he is
Farley,
F eleventh
volunteer infantry,
infantry, on
eleventh Iowa volunteer
on
Farley, late
late aaprivate
private in
in company
company F
the
the pension
pension rolls,
rolls, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of fifteen
fifteen dollars per
per month.
month.
APPROVED, July
13, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
July 13,
CHAP.CI.
XXXVIII.
the Relief
Relief of
L. Perham.
of James
James L.
Perham.
-—An
An Act
Act for
for the
CHAP.
CLXXXVIII.

July 13,
1866.
July
13,1866.

Be
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
States of
That the
Secretary of the InteInte- Pension
Pension to
the Secretary
in Congress assembled, That
States
of America
America in
tames
a L. PerL. Pernor be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed to pay to James
James L. Per- James
hereby, authorized
rior
ham, late
company"" G
G"" tenth
regiment Maine
at
volunteers, aapension
pension at
tenth regiment
Maine volunteers,
ham,
late of
of company
the rate
month, from February
February fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen huneight dollars per month,
the
rate of eight
dred and
sixty-three, to
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
to November
November seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
dred
and sixty-three,
sixty-four, amounting
amounting to
hundred and
and seventy-one
seventy-one dollars
dollars and
and thirtyto one
one hundred
sixty-four,
six cents.
cents.
six
APPROVED.
uly 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED. J
July
CHAP.CLXXXIX.
CLXXXIX.
the Benefit
Benefit of
of John
John W.
W. Jones.
Jones.
An Act
Act for
for the
-—An
CHAP.

July 13,1866.
13, 1866.
July

Representatives of the United
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Inteto
the Secretary
Inte- Pension
Pension to
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
nor be,
and he
hereby, required
the name
name of
John W.
W. Jones,
Jones, John
W. Jones.
Jones.
John W.
of John
to place
place the
is hereby,
required to
be, and
he is
rior
late
private in
K seventeenth
volunteer infanOhio volunteer
regiment Ohio
seventeenth regiment
in company
company K
late a
a private
try, on
the pension
be paid
paid a
passage
pension from
from the
the passage
he be
a pension
roll, and
and that
that he
try,
on the
pension roll,
suffered
of
allowed by law to pensioners
pensioners who have suffered
of this act, at the rate now allowed
the
of the
the right
right arm;
arm; and
and if
the pension
pension allowed
allowed to that
that class
class of penpenif the
the loss
loss of
sioners
changed by law,
therelaw, that said Jones shall therehereafter be changed
sioners should hereafter
after
change.
pension according
according to such change.
be paid
paid aapension
after be
APPROVED, July
13, 1866.
1866.
July 13,
APPROVED,

CHAP. CXC.
CXC. -— An
An Act
Act granting
granting a
Pension to
to Ann
Ann Sheehey.
Sheehey.
a Pension
CHAP.

July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
July

Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
States
That the
Secretary of the Inte- Pension to
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
nor be,
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
Ann Sheehey.
Sheehey.
to place
place the name of Ann Ann
directed to
and is
hereby, authorized
rior
Sheehey,
Boston, Massachusetts,
on the
the roll
roll of
pay
and pay
of invalid
invalid pensions,
pensions, and
of Boston,
Massachusetts, on
Sheehey, of
or
to her
her
per month
month during her
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
her the
the sum
sum of
cause to
to be
be paid
paid to
or cause
widowhood;
officers of
of the treasury be,
accounting officers
widowhood; and
and that the proper accounting
and
directed to settle and
and adjust the acauthorized and directed
and they are
are hereby, authorized
counts
John Sheehey,
late a
company D,
D, twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Accounts
/town of
ofto
a private
private in
in company
Sheehey, late
counts of
of John
Sheehey to
Massachusetts
pay the
Sheehey, out
out of
any John
dbeonandiuset:d,eim.
Massachusetts volunteers,
volunteers, and
and to
to pay
the said
said Ann
Ann Sheehey,
of any
be adjusted, &c.
moneys
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the amount that may
in the
the treasury
treasury not otherwise
moneys in
be found
Sheehey on
on the
the third day of July,
been due
due said John
John Sheehey
be
found to
to have
have been
eighteen hundred
date of his death.
death.
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, the date
eighteen
APPROVED,
13, 1866.
APPBOVED, July
July 13,
1866.

596
596

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I. CH.
C .191,
192, 193 —195.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
191,192,193-195.

July
13, 1866.
1866.
July 18,

1866.

CHAP. CXCI. -— An Act
Act for
M.:Stout,
CHAP.
for the Relief
Relief of
of Charles
Charles M
Stout, late
late a
a Second
Second LieutenLieutenant
in Company
Company E,
Seventh Regiment
Reserve Corps.
Col ps.
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
E, Seventh
ant in

by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted by

Account of
States
the proper
proper accounting
accounting offioffiAccount
States of America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
o
Charles
M.
Stout
Ch
be
arles
stated.
M
.Stout cers of the War Department are hereby authorized
and
directed
to
cause
cause
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby
are
Department
War
of
the
cers
to be stated.
to

to
stated the
of Charles
Charles M.
M. Stout,
Stout, late
late a
asecond
second lieutenant
lieutenant of
of
the account
account of
to be
be stated
company E,
E,seventh
corps of
of volunteers,
volunteers,
reserve corps
regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania reserve
company
seventh regiment
and
and allowances
from the
date of
the date
of his apsuch officer
officer fiom
allowances as
as such
him pay
pay and
and allow
allow him
pointment,
general orders
orders of Gen.
Gen. McClellan,
McClellan, at Harrison's
Harrison's Landing, in
pointment, by
by general
Virginia,
the time
time he
served as
as such
officer, from August
eighAugust first, eighsuch officer,
he served
Virginia, during
during the
teen
to January
January thirty, eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyand sixtyhundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, to
teen hundred
three, inclusive,
inclusive, the
the time
he returned
the ranks
ranks as
soldier,
as private
private soldier,
again to
to the
time he
returned again
three,
and that
that the
amount thereof
thereof be
the said Charles
Charles M.
his
M. Stout or his
be paid to
to the
the amount
and
representatives.
legal representatives.
APPROVED,
13, 1866.
July 13,1866.
APPROVED, July

July
13, 1866.
July 13,
1866.
Pension
to
Pension to
Lieut.-Colonel
Lieut-Colonel
Frank Lynch.
Frank Lynch.

July
13, 1866.
July 13,
1866.

Pension
Pension to
to
John
John Gordon.
Gordon.

July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
July

CHAP.
CXCII. —
- An
An Actfor
of Lieutenant-Colonel
Lieutenant-ColonelFrank
Lynch.
CHAP. CXCH.
Act for the Relief of
Frank Lynch.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
States
of America
in Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteInteassembled, That
States of
America in
rior
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
rior be,
be, and
and he
authorized and
directed to
place the
the name
of
and directed
to place
name of
Frank
of the
the twenty-seventh
Frank Lynch,
Lynch, late
late of
twenty-seventh regiment
regiment of
of Ohio
Ohio volunteer
volunteer ininfantry,
allowed to a
lieutenanta lieutenantthe rate
rate of pension
pension allowed
pension rolls, at
at the
fantry, on
on the
the pension
colonel, to
which rank
rank he
he was
was commissioned,
in
him at that rate in
commissioned, and
and pay him
to which
colonel,
lieu
of any
he may
may have
have been
been entitled.
entitled.
to which
which he
any other
other pension
pension to
lieu of
APPROVED,
uly 13,
1866.
July
13, 1866.
APPROVED, J
CHAP.
for the
of John
John Cordon.
Cordon.
the Relict
Relief of
CXCHI. -— An
An Act
Actfor
CHAP. CXCIII.

Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
and House of
of Representatives
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
Be
States
in Congress
America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the InteStates of America
rior
directed to place the
name of
the name
authorized and
and directed
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
John
Gordon, late
late of company "
United States infantry, upon the
the
" G," ninth United
John Gordon,
pension rolls
at the
dollars per
per month,
and pay
pay him
him the
the same
same
month, and
rolls at
the rate
rate of
of eight
eight dollars
pension
from
passage of
continue during his natural
after the passage
of this
this act, and to continue
from and after
life.
APPROVED, July
July 13,1866.
13, 1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP. CXCIV.
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of J.
J. Judson
Barclay.
Judson Barclay.
-AnAn Act
Act for
CHAP.
CXCIV. —

Be it
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the United
United
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Payment
to J.
J. States
States of
of America
he Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasassembled, That
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
Payment to
Judson Barclay. ury
hereby, authorized
to cause
cause to
to be
paid to
to J.
be paid
J. Judson
Judson
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
ury be,
be, and
and he
Barclay,
thousand dollars, being the
of three
three thousand
sum of
Barclay, consul at Cyprus, the sum
amount
expenses of his consulate,
consulate, and that
that the same
same
for the expenses
amount paid by him for
be
paid out
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
out of any
any money in the treasury
be paid
APPROVED
13, 1866.
1866.
July 13,
APPROVED July
July
July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CXCV. -An
— An Actfor
Act for the Relief of Matilda
Matilda I. Monroe.

Be
Representatives of the United
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate
States
That the Secretary
Secretary of
Inteof the Inteassembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Pension to
States of
Mon- rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
Matilda LI. Monauthorized and directed to place the name of
roe.
Matilda
Monroe, late a
a sergeant
roe.
Matilda I. Monroe, widow of David
David B. Monroe,
sergeant in com
corn
volunteers, on the pension
pension rolls at the rate of
of
sixty-second Ohio
Ohio volunteers,
pany A, sixty-second
eight
month, and
and continue
her widowhood,
widowhood, commenccontinue during her
eight dollars
dollars per month,
March, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and in
in
eighteen hundred
ing on the
the sixteenth
sixteenth of March,
remarriage of said Matilda
Matilda I. Monroe, then to the
event of the death or remarriage
minor children of David B. Monroe,
Monroe, subject to the limitations
limitations and restricrestrictions
pension laws.
tions of
of the pension
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SE8S.. I. CH.
CH. 196,197,198,199,203.
196, 197, 198, 199, 20 3.
CHAP. CXCVI.
-—An
An Act for the Relief of Lucinda
Lucinda Gates.
CHAP.
CXCVI.

1866. 697
597
July 13,1866.
13, 1866.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
of the
United
Representatives of
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInte- Pension to
assembled, That
That the
rior be,
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
rior
and directed
directed to place
place the
the name
name of
of Lncinda
Lucinda Gates.
Gates.
Lucinda Gates, widow of the late Horace
Lucinda
Horace Gates,
Gates, of
Franklin, Vermont,
of Franklin,
Vermont,
on the roll of invalid pensions, and
pay to
to her
her the
same pension
and pay
the same
pension during
during
her
her widowhood,
widowhood, from
from the death of her husband, as was
allowed him
him per
per 1864,
was allowed
266.
1864, oh.
ch. 256.
special
hundred and
special act
act approved July four, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four.
and sixty-four.
Vol. xiii.
Vol.
xiii. p. 586.
586.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CXCVI.-An
Pension to
to Mrs.
CHAP.
CXCVII. — An A
Act granting
granting a
a Pension
Mrs. Mary
A. McManus,
Mary A.
lfcAfanus, Widow
Widon
July 13,
1, 1866.
of Captain
Captain Andrew McManus, late
late of the Sixty-ninth Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
of
Infantry.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the United
United
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
the InteInte- Pension to Mrs.
That the
Secretary of
of the
rior
be,
and he is hereby, directed to cause
cause the name of
McMarior be, and
Mary A.
A. Mary
of Mrs.
Mrs. Mary
Mary A.
A. McManus.
McManus, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
McManus,
and widow of
Andrew McMc- n
of Andrew
Manus, late a
a captain of the Sixty-ninth regiment
regiment of
of Pennsylvania
inPennsylvania infantry volunteers, to be placed
fantry
placed on the
the rate
rate of
of twenty
twenty
the pension
pension rolls,
rolls, at
at the
dollars
dollars per month, to continue
continue during her widowhood,
widowhood, and
to continue
continue the
and to
the
said pension to the child or children
children of
said Andrew
until
of the
the said
Andrew McManus
McManus until
they
they arrive at the age of sixteen
sixteen years,
years, in
the event
event of
of the
death or
or marmarin the
the death
riage of the said Mary A. McManus.
McManus.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
1866.
July 13,
13, 1866.
CHAP.
CXCVIII.grantingan Increase
Increaseof
CfrA P. CXCV
ill. — An Act granting
of Pension
Pension to
Mercie E.
E. ScatterJuly 1S,
13, 1866.
1866.
to Mrs.
Mrs. Merce
Scatter- Joly
good.
good.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
Secretary of
the InteInte- Pension
Pension to
to
That the
the Secretary
of the
rior
be, and
and he
he is hereby, authorized
nor be,
authorized and directed
directed to cause the name of
of rerast.tleilerciet
Mrs. Mercie E.
Mrs.
widow
Mrs. Mercie
Afercie E.
E. Scattergood,
Scattergood, wid
ow o
Scattergood, to
to be
be placed
pl ace dlieu
lieu ofrilrese
,
nt
offEdward
Edward Scattergood,
of present
on the roll of naval
naval pensioners, at the rate of fifteen
dollars per
per month,
month, to
to one.
One.
fifteen dollars
continue
during her widowhood, and to be continued
continue during
to the
the children
children of
continued to
of
said
Edward Scattergood,
said Edward
Scattergood, who are under sixteen
sixteen years
years of
age in
the
of age,
in the
event of the death
death or marriage
mar ri
age of
of th
sa id M
erci
e E.
E. ScattergoOd;
thee said
Mercie
Scattergood; the
the
pension herein granted to be in lieu of that now received
pension
received by
by her.
her.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
1866.
July 13,
13, 1866.
CHAP. CXCIX.
CHAP.
CXCIX. -—

An
Relief of
An Act for the
the Relief
of George
George W.
Bush.
W. Bush.

July
13, 1866.
July 13,1866.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
it enacted
of.the
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Th atthe
the S
ecre t
ary of
ofthe
th
e InteInte - Pension to
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
rior
nor be, and he is hereby, authori
zed an
rect
ed to
t
o pay
to George
George W
W. Bush.
authorized
andd di
directed
pay to
W.. George
GeorgeW.
Bush
Bush,
Bush. of the city and county
county of New York, late
late a
sergeant in
in company
G,
a sergeant
company G,
ninetieth regiment New York volunteers,
volunteers, aa pension
ninetieth
pension of
per
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
month,
month, from August twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, to
to
March third, eighteen hundred
and sixty-five.
hundred and
sixty-five.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 13,
13, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCmI.
A. T.
CHAP.
CCM. -An
—An Actfor
Act for the Relief of
of A.
Spencer and
and Gurdon
Gurdon S.
Hubbard
T. Spencer
S. Hubbard.

July 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
July

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House of
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the
States of
in Congress
the Postmaster-General
Account of
A.
Postmaster-General Account
of A.
be, and
authorized and instructed
instructed to audit and adjust the TL- Sencer
be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
s
Zenn7rl
i
n
uc
i
l
,_
and
G.uron
S.
Hubaccount
of A.
A. T. Spencer and Gurdon S. Hubbard,
account of
for carrying
carrying the
the bard
to be
be auditauditHubbard, for
bard to
United
United States mail from Chicago, Illinois, to Mackinac,
Mackinac, Sault Ste.
Ste. Marie,
Marie, ed
ed and paid.
Marquette,
Eagle Harbor, Eagle
Marquette, Copper Harbor, Eagle
Eagle River,
and Ontonagon,
Ontonagon,
River, and
Michigan;
Michigan; La Point and Superior, Wisconsin, daring
the years
years from
from
during the
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THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY
NINTH CONGRESS.
SEss. I.
I. CH.
CH. 204,205,206,207.
204, 205, 206, 207.

1866.
1866.

eighteen
and fifty-four
inclueighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-four to eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, inclusive, and
and allow
allow therefor
therefor such
such amount
as to
him shall
shall appear
just and
and
sive,
amount as
to him
appear just
equitable, not
not exceeding
the amount
amount allowed
allowed for
for the
same service
service to
to the
the
equitable,
exceeding the
the same
party who afterwards
afterwards performed
performed the same under
under contract; and the
the sum
by
treasury of
by him
him so
so found due shall
shall be paid out of the treasury
of the
the United
therein not otherwise
appropriated.
States out of
of any
any of
of the
the money
money therein
otherwise appropriated.
APPROVED,
July 18,
APPROVED, July
18, 1866.

July 18,1866.
18, 1866.
Pension to
Samantha
Samantha
Rader.

CHAP. CCIV.

-AnAn Act for the Relief of
Samantha Rader.
—
of Samantha
Rader.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be
enacted by
of the
the United
assembled, That the Secretary
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the InInterior
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to place
place the
name of
of SaSaterior be,
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
the name
mantha
widow of
John Rader,
private in
in company
K,
mantha Rader,
Rader, widow
of John
Rader, late
late a
a private
company K,
seventeenth
Ohio infantry,
or
seventeenth regiment
regiment Ohio
infantry, on the
the list of
of pensioners,
pensioners, and pay or
cause
month during
during her
her
cause to be paid to
to her
her the
the sum
sum of eight dollars per month
widowhood;
marriage or death of the said Sawidowhood; and
and in
in the
the event of the marriage
mantha
the minor
or children
of John
John Rader,
Rader, subject
subject
mantha Rader,
Rader, then
then to
to the
minor child
child or
children of
to the limitations and restrictions
restrictions of the pension
pension laws.
laws.

APPROVED,
July 18,
ArrEovED, July
18, 1866.
1866.
July
July 18,
18, 1866.
1866.

Pension to
Jonathan W.
W.
Jonathan
Beach.
Beach.

CHAP.
CCV. —
Act granting
[a] Pension
Pension to
to Jonathan
Jonathan W.
W. Beach.
CHAP. CCV.
-AnAn Act
granting [a]
Beach.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
Inof the
the InThat the
the Secretary
of America
Congress assembled,
States
terior
terior be, and he is hereby, authorized
place or
authorized and directed to place
or have
placed
upon the
pension rolls the name of Jonathan
placed upon
the pension
Jonathan W. Beach, and pay
to him
the sum
sum of
of twenty-five
month during
his blindness.
blindness.
to
him the
twenty-five dollars
dollars per
per month
during his
take effect
passage.
This act
act to
to take
effect from and
and after
after its
its passage.
APPROVED,
July 18,
18, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July

July 18,
18, 1866.
July
1866.

Pension to
Mrs. Charlotte
Mrs.
Charlotte
It. Reed.
E.Reed.

July
1866.
July 18,
18,1866.

Pension
the
to the
Pension to

minorchildrenof
minorchildrenq
SalvadorAccadi.
SalvadorAccadi.

CHAP.
granting a
Pension to
to Mrs.
Hrs. Charlotte
E. Reed.
Reed.
a Pension
CharlotteE.
CHAP. CCVL
CCVI. -—An
An Act
Act granting

Be
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House -of
of Representatives
States
America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the InInthe Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
terior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to issue to Mrs. Charlotte
Charlotte E. Reed, widow of
of
Fairfax county, Virginia, aa pension
John D. Reed, late of Falls Church,
Church, Fairfax
pension
certificate,
place her
pay and
certificate, and
and place
her name
name on the
the roll of pensioners, with the pay
and
conditions and limitations
private of infantry.
inf'antry.
under the conditions
limitations of
of aawidow
widow of aaprivate
APPROVED, July
July 18,
1866.
APPROVED,
18, 1866.
CHAP. CCVII.CCV11. — An
An Act
the Relief
of the
the minor
Children of
of Salvador
Salvador Accadi,
Accadi,
minor Children
Relief of
Act for
for the
CHAP.
dececr-sed.
deceased.
_Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InInassembled, That
That the
States
America in

terior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
the names
tenor be,
and he
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to place
place the
names of
of

Adrian J.
J. P.
P. Accadi
Accadi and
Lavinia M.
M. E.
E. Accadi,
children of
of the
late
Adrian
and Lavinia
Accadi, minor
minor children
the late
Salvador
musician in the
United States
the pension
States navy,
navy, on the
pension
Salvador Accadi, aamusician
the United
naval pension
out of the naval
pension fund, aapension
pension of eight dollars
dollars
rolls, and pay, out
legally appointed
until the youngest
youngest of said
their legally
appointed guardian,
guardian, until
per month to their
children shall
age of
of sixteen years.
effect
children
shall attain
attain the
the age
years. This act to take effect
from the first day
day of January,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four.
trom
January, eighteen
APPROVED, July
July 18,
APPROVED,
18, 1866.
1866.

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SEss.
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.

CH. 2C.
220,
221, 222,
223.
20, 222,
222, 223.

1866.
1866.
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CHAP. CCXX.
- An
CHAP.
CCXX.
—
An Actfor
Act for the Beneft
Benefit of
of William G.
July 23,
NM
G. Lee.
July
23,186.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate and
United
of the
the United
States of
of America
Congress assembled, That
States
America in
in Congress
the Secretary
the Payment
Payment to
to
That the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
be, and
he is hereby, directed
Treasury be,
and be
directed to pay William
William G.
or his
William G.
G. Lee.
G. Lee,
Lee, or
his William
Lee.
legal representatives,
representatives, out
legal
out of any money in the treasury
treasury not
otherwise apapnot otherwise
propriated,
sum of
of twenty-eight
twenty-eight thousand
propriated, the
the sum
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyeight dollars
eight
dollars and fifty cents,.which
cents,.which said sum shall
shall be
in full
payment of
of
be in
full payment
his
claim
against
the United
his claim
United States, on
account of
of corn
corn purchased
purchased by
him
on account
by him
in
department of Kentucky,
in the
the department
Kentucky, as the agent
agent of
of the
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's dedepartment,
partment, under
under the agreement made by him
him with
with Captain
John A.
A.
Captain John
Morris,
in eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
Morris, in
sixty-four, and
and which
which corn
spoiled on
on
corn spoiled
his hands
his
hands by
by reason of the government
government failing to
to furnish
furnish transportation
transportation
same.
for the
the same.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.

OHAP.
CHAP.CCXXI.
CCXXI.-An
—An Act for the Relief of William H.
Maine July
H. Wheeler, of
July 23,
23, 1866.
of Bangor,
Bangor, Maine.
1866.
Whereas
William
H.
Wheeler,
Whereas William
Wheeler, of Bangor, Maine,
Maine, in
the month
month of
of
in the
Preamble.
Preamble.
February, eighteen
February,
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
lost a
of
sixty-five, lost
a United
United States
States bond
bond of
the
the denomination
denomination of five hundred
hundred dollars, issued under
the act
act of
of twentyunder the
twentyfifth February,
fifth
February, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two, number eighteen
eighteen thouthou- 1862, ch.
83.
eh. 83.
ail. p. 845.
sand three
hundred and seventy-four, with all the unpaid
sand
three hundred
unpaid coupons
attach- Vol.. xii.
coupons attachp 346.
ed, which
which bond
bond has since been found mutilated
ed,
mutilated and
and partially
partially destroyed;
destroyed;
and
and whereas
whereas thirteen of the
the coupons of said bond
have been
in
bond have
been reclaimed
reclaimed in
such condition as to be paid at
and whereas
whereas it
it is
is uncertain
at maturity;
maturity; and
uncertain
whether the
the remaining
remaining coupons are not still
whether
Therefore -—
still in
in existence:
existence: Therefore
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States
of Anierica
Anierica in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States of
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Trea- Duplicate
the TreaDuplicate of
of
sury
is hereby
hereby authorized
to issue and deliver
deliver to said William H.
Bury is
authorized to
H. bond
bond to
to be
issued
be issued
Wheeler
a
duplicate
il
of
said
bond,
number
Wheeler a duplicate of said bond, number eighteen
eighteen thousand
thou§and three hun- tVvtliletrupllo'n
W liam H.
dred and
and seventy-four,
seventy-four, without
dred
without coupons attached;
That, before
attached; Provided,
Provided, That,
before his
his givink,
giving, ato..
issuing the
the same,
said Wheeler
Wheeler shall deliver to the
Secretary of
issuing
same, said
the Secretary
of the
the TreaTreasury all the remaining fragments
sury
fragments and
and, parts
parts of
said bond,
the
of said
bond, excepting
excepting the
thirteen coupons
coupons which
which have been reclaimed
thirteen
reclaimed as aforesaid,
with a
a good
good
aforesaid, with
and
bond, with security to be approved
and sufficient
sufficient bond,
approved by the
the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the
Treasury,
Treasury, to
to indemnify
indemnify the United States against
against all
all loss,
loss, cost,
cost, or
or damages
damages
incurred
by reason
duplicate bond.
incurred by
reason of the issuing of said
said duplicate
bond.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCXXII. —
-AnAn Act for the Reiefofthe
CRAP.
Relief of the Owners of
of the Hawaiian
KamaHawaiianBark
Bark "
"Kamahamaha V."
hamaket

July 23, 1866.
July23
1866
Jly ,1866.

Be
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
assembled, That there
there be
be paid
paid to
to Charles
Charles Payment
Payment to
to
Brewer and
and Company,
Brewer
Company, of Boston, agents for
for the owners of
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian owners
wolaEaof Ha.
of the
owners of
bark "Kamahamaha
bark
"Kamah ama ha V," in coin out of any money in
i
n the
th e t
reasury not
not wpaanne
b
t
rk for
for
treasury
bark
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of thirty-five
thirty-five hundred
otherwise
hundred and
and thirty
thirty dollars,
dollars, AmerSian
Amerfcan seaseain
forr the
the
in full
full fo
th e passage,
passage, on
on t
he Hawaiian
Hawaiian bark
"Kamahamaha V,"
of men.
men.
bark "Kamahamaha
V," of
sixty-eight
sixty-eight destitute American
American seamen
belonging to
to American
American vessels
vessels
seamen belonging
which were
were burned
burned by the Anglo-confederate
from
Anglo-confederate pirate
pirate "Shenandoah,"
"Shenandoah," from
the Island of Ascension
Ascension to Honolulu.
Honolulu.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCXXIII. —
- An Act for the Relief
Relief of
the Owners of the Bark Maria
of the
Henry.
MariaHery.

July 23,
1866.
July
23, 1866.
enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
House of
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
Payment to
of the
the owPayment
nereofbs
to
rk
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is hereby,
to pay,
out of any
Treasury
hereby, directed
directed to
pay, out
any money in the
the oaria
Maria 'mu.
oefark
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THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

S
ass. I
SES.:
I.. CH. 224, 225,
225, 226, 227.

1866.
1866.

otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
treasury not otherwise
twelve thousand
dollars
the sum
sum of twelve
thousand dollars
part owner
owner of
of the
bark Maria
Henry, of
of
to George Hearn,
Hearn, agent
agent and
and part
the bark
Maria Henry,
Portland,
Portland, Maine,
Maine, in full compensation
for the
use and
and detention
detention of
of said
said
compensation for
the use
vessel, by the military authorities
authorities of
from the
the twentytwentyof the United
United States
States from
sixth day of February
February to the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day of May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, inclusive;
inclusive; and
any and
and all
damage for
for the
the omission
of
and for
for any
all damage
omission of
said government
government to load said vessel
col for
for New
Orleans or
or Port
vessel with
with coal
New Orleans
Port
Royal.
Royal.
APPROVED,
July 23,
23, 1866.
APPROVED, July
1866.
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866. CHAP.
CCXXIV. — An
Act for
the Relief
Relief of
Edward P.
P. McKinney,
McKinney, of
ofBinghamton,
Binghamton,
July
CHAP. CCXXIV.An Act
for the
of Edward
New
New York,
York, late
late Captain
Assistant Commissary
Commissary of
of Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Captain and
and Assistant

Allowance
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Allowa eto
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
to
Edward P.
P
nc
.MeMc- States
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the proper
proper accounting
accounting
Edward
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Kinney
$475,
Kinney of $
475 2officers of the War and Treasury Departments
Departments be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby,
upon his provponSze.
his prov- authorized
ing,
authorized to allow
Edward P.
Binghamton, New
New York,
York,
allow to Edward
P. McKinney,
McKinney, of
of Binghamton,

late captain and assistant
assistant commissary
subsistence, upon
the settlement
settlement
commissary of subsistence,
upon the
of his accounts, the sum of four hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars, or
or so
so
thereof as
shall establish,
establish, upon
upon his
much thereof
as the
the proof
proof shall
his proving
proving satisfactorily
satisfactorily
to such officers that such sum was properly paid
paid by him
to the
the
him prior
prior to
thirteenth
thirteenth day of August,
August, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four,
to men
men of
of the
the
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, to
first Rhode Island
the first,
first, second,
second, and
and fifth
fifth United
United States
States
Island cavalry, and
and the
cavalry regiments, and
and that his vouchers
therefor were
forcibly taken
vouchers therefor
were forcibly
taken
from him and destroyed
enemy on
on the
the thirteenth
thirteenth day
day of
of August,
August,
destroyed by
by the
the enemy
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
between Harper's
Harper's Ferry
Ferry and
Winsixty-four, between
and Winchester, Virginia, without
without the fault
P. McKinney.
McKinney.
fault of the
the said Edward
Edward P.
APPROVED,
July 23,
APPROVED, July
23, 1866.
1866.

July
1866.
July 23,
23,1866CHAP.
Payment to
HPayment
Henry
Horne.

July 23,
1866.
July
23, 1866.
Payment
Payment to
to
William Cook.

Wiiam Cook.

July 23,
23,1866.
1866.

- An
An Act
CHAP. CCXXV.
CCXXV. —
Act for the Benefit of Henry Home.
Horne.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
the United
in Congress
That there
be paid
paid to
to Henry
Henry
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
there be

Home, out
Home,
out of
money in
the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
the
of any
any money
in the
treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
sum
of four
four hundred
sum of
dollars in
in gold,
or its
in United
United States
States
hundred dollars
gold, or
its equivalent
equivalent in
currency,
currency, being
amount advanced
him for
for the
the use
of federal
federal prisbeing the
the amount
advanced by
by him
use of
prisoners at
oners
at Andersonville,
for their
their benefit
benefit while
while prisoners
prisoners of
of war
war
Andersonville, and
and used
used for
at that
place during
at
that place
during the
years eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four
sixty-four and
and eighthe years
eighteen hundred
teen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, the
the payment
payment of
the said
said sum
to act
act as
as aafull
full
of the
sum to
to said
Henry Horne
Home by
release of the note
note given
given to
said Henry
by Father
Father Wheelan,
Wheelan, under
under
whose
the said
of money
was expended.
expended.
whose supervision
supervision the
said sum
sum of
money was
APPROVED,
23, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 23,
1866.
CHAP.
- An Actfor
CHAP.CCXXVI.
CCXXVL —An
_Act for the
the Relief
Relief of
of William
Cook.
Wiliam Cook.
Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the Unid
Un4i*cl
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
States of Anzerica
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasury be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and required
pay to
required to
to pay
to William
William
Cook, of Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
the sum
Washington, District
Columbia, the
sum of
two hundred
dolof two
hundred doilars, in
full for
for the
lars,
in full
use and
and occupation
occupation of
of his
land by
by the
the order
order of
of the
the use
his land
the
War
War Department.
Department.
APPROVED,
July 23,
1866.
APPROVED, July
23, 1866.

CHAP.
CCXXVII. —An
CHAP. CCXXVII.
the Belief
of the
of Horace
Horace I.
I. Hodges.
- An Act
Act for
for the
Relief of
the Heirs
Heirs of
Hodges.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
Allowance
States of America
Allowance to 'Rates
in Congress
in the
the settlement
of the
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
settlement of
the

the heirs
heirs of
the
of Horaccounts with
the treasury
treasury of
of Horace
Horace I.
Hodges, deceased,
deceased, late
or- accounts
with the
I. Hodges,
late captain
captain
ace LHodges.
aceL Hodgesand
quartermaster United
United States
States Volunteers,
and assistant quartermaster
Volunteers, there
there shall
shall be
be alallowed in
in his
lowed
favor the
the sum
sum of
of one
one thousand
hundred and
and fifty-six
fifty-six
his favor
thousand two
two hundred

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss.
I.. CH.
SEss. I
228, 229, 256. 1866.
1866.
C. 228,229,256.
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dollars
and forty
account of the loss of that amount
dollars and
forty cents
cents on account
amount of
of public
public
funds
in
hands by
funds in his
his hands
by the capture
capture of Plymouth, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, by
by the
the
rebels, on the twentieth
rebels,
twentieth day
day of April,
eight hundred
hundred and
and
April, one
one thousand
thousand eight
sixty-four,
the loss
without neglect
neglect or fault on
sixty-four, the
loss being
being without
on the
part of
of said
the part
said
Hodges, and
and he having lost
Hodges,
rest his life at that
that time
time in
attempting to
to carry
carry
in
attempting
orders
from
the
commanding officer
orders from the commanding
officer at Plymouth to the
States
the United
United States
gunboats.
gunboats.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.

CHAP.
CCXXVIM.
Relief of
CHAP. CC
xxVIII. -An
— An Act for the Relief
July 23,1866.
23, 1866.
of Liston
Liston H.
I. Pearce.
Pearce.
July
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
America in
in Congress
of the
the Payment
to
Secretary of
Payment to
Treasury be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed to pay to the Rev.
Treasury be,
and he
Rev. Liston
Liston H.
H. Rev.
Liston H.
Rev. Liston
H.
Pearce the sum of
fi ve h
un d
re d an
df
orty dollars,
dollars, out
out of
of any
any money
inPearce.
of five
hundred
and
forty
money in
Pearce.
the treasury
treasury not
appropriated, in
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
for his
his services
as chapin full
full for
services as
chaplain
of the
hundred and thirty-second
thirty-second regiment
lain of
the one
one hundred
regiment of
of Illinois
volunteers,
Illinois volunteers,
during the recent rebellion.
rebellion.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.

CHAP.

-- An
for the Relief of
CHAP. CCXXIX.
COX
—
An Act
Act for
of James G. Holland, late
late Acting
Assistant July
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.
Acting Assistant
PayJmaster
Paymaster United
United States
States Na
VNavy.
Be it
enacted by
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States
That the
Secretary of
of the
credit to
be
the Secretary
the Credit
to be
Treasury
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized to credit James
James G. Holland,
Holland, allowed
allowed James
James

late acting assistant paymaster of the navy of the United States, with thesetle
lland it
of the accounts of said counts.
Holland with
with the
Fourth Auditor of the Treasury;
Holland
the Fourth
Treasury; such
such credit
to be
be
credit to
given
given to
to said
said Holland
Holland for the sum of five
five hundred
dollars in
in treasury
hundred dollars
treasury
notes
notes of the United States lost and
fault or
or neglect
and destroyed
destroyed without
without any
any fault
neglect
on
said Holland:
Provided, That the
on the
the part
part of
of said
Holland: Provided,
the final
final order
for the
the alalorder for
lowance of
of the
the said credit
lowance
credit shall
shall not be made until
until the
conthe whole
whole subject
subject
connected with
with the
alleged loss shall be fully investigated
nected
the said
said alleged
investigated by
by the
the Fourth
Fourth
Auditor, and he shall certify thereto.
thereto.
APPROVED, July 23,
1866.
23, 1866.

sum
late
of five
hundredpaymaster
dollars,
of the
the
the settlement
settlement
navy of theof
United
the accounts
States, with
of said
the counts.
se.
ttle°Inent of ac
sum acting
of
fiveassistant
hundred
dollars, in
in

CHAP. CCLVI.An Ad
Ac for the Relief of the Otners
CHAP.
CCLVI.— An
Owners of
of the
Magicienne. July
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
the British
British Vessel
Vessel Magicienne.
Be
it
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives of
Be it enacted
by the
the Senate
of the
the United
United
States
States of America in
in Congress assembled,
there be
paid, out
of any
Payment to
assembled, That
That there
be paid,
out of
any Payment
to
money in
the treasury
money
in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the
order of
o
Bw
rin
tie
s
ti v
o
f
ss
te
hr
the order
of the
the owners
ofe
the
proper
functionary
of
the
government
Majesty the
proper functionary of the government of her
her Majesty
Queen of
Alagicicone, and
and
the Queen
of Great
Great Aiagiciene,
Britain and
eight thousand
Britain
and Ireland,
Ireland, the sum of eight
thousand six hundred
hundred and
and forty-five
forty-five to
toowne,,
owrne,- .111d
ad
dollars, as full compensation
compensation to the owners
owners o
th e B
riti sh vesse
M ag i
ci
-e
shippers
of
offthe
British
vessellMagicishippers of

enne,
or their
enne, or
their legal
legal representatives,
representatives, for damages occasioned by reason
reason of
of carg
the
seizure and detention
the wrongful
wrongful seizure
detention of this vessel
the United
United States
States
vessel by
by the
ship
Onward in the month of January,
January, eighteen
ship Onward
hundred sixty-three,
sixty-three,
eighteen hundred
and also
compensation to the owners
and
also as full 'compensation
and shippers
shippers of
the cargo
cargo of
owners and
of the
of
the Magicienne;
Magicienne; such
the
such sum to be distributed
distributed agreeably
the award
award of
of
sum, how
how dib
die.
agreeably to
to the
Sum,
Edward
William 3M.
M. Evaits and
and Ed
ward M
rc
hib
a
ld
,
esqu
i
res,
to
whom
the
M.. A
Archibald, esquires, to whom the tributed.
tributed.
claim was
was referred
for adjustment,
claim
referred for
adjustment, by an agreement
agreement bearing
bearing date
in NoNodate in
vember, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, between
vember,
between the
the Secretary
of State
Secretary of
State
on the part of the United States, and
and the
minister at
at Washington
the British
British minister
Washington
on the part of Great Britain.
Britain.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.

602
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
Sass. I.
I. CH.
C .257,
258, 259,
260, 261.
261. 1866.
1866.
259, 260,
602 THIRTY-NINTH
257, 258,
July
July

25,
25, 1866.
1866.

Payment to

CHAP. CCLVEL
An Act
for the
the Relief
of Thomas
W. Stevens.
Stevens.
Relief of
Thomas W.
CCLVII. -— An
Act for
CHAP.
Representatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That there
shall be
be paid
America in
Congress assembled,
there shall
paid to
to
States

Thomas W
Stevens, out of
any money
money in
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
Thomas
W SteSte- Thomas
Thomas W.
W. Stevens,
of any
in the
otherwise
vens.ve ns
appropriated, the
sum of
of one
twenty-five dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty
appropriated,
the sum
one thousand
thousand and
and twenty-five

cents on
account of
of services
services as
as inspector
inspector of
of customs
customs at
at the
the port
port of
of Albany
Albany
cents
on account
from
the first
first day
day of
of March,
March, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, to
to the
the first
first
eighteen hundred
from the
day
of April,
hundred and
sixty-three.
and sixty-three.
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
day of
APPROVED, July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

July
1866.
July 25,
25, 1866.
Payment to
Payment
Alois Klaus.
Alois
laus.

Alois Klaus.
CHAP.
CHAP. CCLVIII.
CCLVM. -An
— An Actfor
Act for the Relief of Alois
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
States of
of America
That the
the Secretary
the TreasTreasStates
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
ury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay
pay to
to Alois
Klaus
ury be,
he is
and directed
directed to
Alois Klaus
the
of thirty-two
thirty-two dollars
dollars and
and ninety
in full
payment for
for moneys
moneys
the sum
sum of
ninety cents,
cents, in
full payment
paid
him for
and due
to him
for rations,
rations, while
the
paid by
by him
for transportation,
transportation, and
due to
him for
while in
in the
military
service of
States.
of the
the United
United States.
military service
APPROVED, July
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

July
25, 1866.
July 26,
1866.
Payment
to
Payment to
James P. JohnJames
son.

July 25,
26, 1866.
July
1866.
Daniel Winslow and his representatives
presentatives
relieved from
contract and
contract
from judgments
judgments

thereon.
thereon.

July 25,
1866.
25, 1866.

CHAP. CCLIX.
CCL1.X. —
Act for
the Relief
Relief of
of James
James P.
P. Johnson.
Johnson.
- An
An Act
for the
CHAP.

of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary of
the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby authorized
and required
to pay
pay James
James P.
Treasury
he is
is hereby
authorized and
required to
P.
the sum
sum of
of two
two hundred
hundred and
and two
two dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents,
cents,
Johnson, of
of Iowa,
Iowa, the
out of
any money
the treasury
not otherwise
full paypayout
of any
money in
in the
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in
in full
surgeon in
fourth Iowa
ment for his services
services as veterinary
veterinary surgeon
in the fourth
Iowa cavalry.
cavalry.
APPROVED,
July 25,
1866.
APPROVED, July
25, 1866.
CHAP. CCLX. —
-AnAn Actfor
Act for the Relief of Daniel Winslow.
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
Be it
of Representatives
of the United
States
Congress assembled, That
States of America
America in
in Congress
That Daniel Winslow and
and his
legal representatives
representatives be,
and they
are, released
and relieved
legal
be, and
they hereby
hereby are,
released and
relieved from
from
and from
from all liens and
in
all judgments,
judgments, and
and encumbrances
encumbrances of
of said judgments
judgments in
United States,
States, heretofore
in
favor of the United
heretofore obtained
obtained against said Winslow, in
upon a
a contract
entered into
into by
by
any district
district court of the
the United States,
States, upon
contract entered
with the
the bureau
bureau of
of provisions
provisions and
clothing, to
to
said Winslow
Winslow with
the chief
chief of
of the
and clothing,
deliver at
yard in Charlestown,
Charlestown, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, eighteen
eighteen hundred
deliver
at the navy
navy yard
hundred
barrels of
which contract
was dated
September twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
barrels
of navy beef; which
contract was
dated September
eighteen hundred
forty-six; meaning
meaning hereby
to release
release the
the said
said
eighteen
hundred and
and forty-six;
hereby to
Winslow from all liability arising out of said contract,
contract, or any bond given to
Winslow
performance thereof,
judgments founded
secure the
the performance
thereof, and
and from
from all
all judgments
founded on
on the
the
same, whether against
against himself alone,
alone, or himself
himself and his sureties, but not to
judgments.
relieve him of any levies
levies heretofore
heretofore made,
made, or sums paid on said judgments.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CCLXI
CCLIL -—An
Adfor the
Relief of
Eleanor C.
C. Ransom.
CHAP.
An Act
the Relief
of Mrs.
Mrs. Eleanor
Ransom.

Be
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the United
United
Payment
to
Payment to
States of _America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
States
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
Mrs.
C. Treasury
Mrs. Eleanor
Eleanor C.
Eleanor C. Ransom,
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to pay Mrs. Eleanor
Ransom, out of
of any
any
Ransom.
money in
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of four
hunmoney
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
four hundred dollars,
dollars, to
to compensate
compensate her
for services
performed by
her in
taking
dred
her for
services performed
by her
in taking
care of
sick and
and wounded
wounded soldiers
soldiers of
of the
United States
States on
on the
the steamship
steamship
care
of sick
the United
North America,
America, on
on her
her voyage
from New
to New
New York,
York, in
in DecemDecemNorth
voyage from
New Orleans
Orleans to
ber, anno
anno Domini
eighteen hundred
ber,
Domini eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four.
sixty-four.
Amu:1\7ED,
July 25,
25, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July

rHIRTY-NLNTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
Sass. I
CH. 271, 272, 273,
273, 274,
274, 275.
275. 1866.
1866. C03
CO3
I.. CH.
CCLXXI.-An
CHAP. CCLXXI.
—An Act
Act for the Relief of
of W.
July
26, 1866.
1866.
W. B.
B. Kelley.
Kdley.
July 26
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States of
America in
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Inteto
Inte- Pension to
rior be, and he is hereby,
nor
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to W. B.
B. Kelley,
W. B.
B. Keley.
Kelley.
Kelley, W.
a second lieutenant in company
late a
company F,
F, first
Kentucky cavalry
cavalry
first regiment
regiment Kentucky
volunteers, aa pension, at the rate
rate of
fifteen dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, from
from the
the
of fifteen
thirty-first day of July, eighteen
to March
March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, to
thirteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, amounting
amounting to
to two
hundred and
and
two hundred
ninety-one dollars
dollars and
and fifty
fifty cents.
cents.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCLXXII. —
- An
An Act
Act granting
grantingaaPension
Pension to
Mrs. Nancy
Nancy A.
to Mrs.
A. Stocks.
Stocks.

July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
July

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
the InteInte- Pension to
of the
rior
and he is hereby,
Mrs. Nancy
A.
authorized and directed
directed to
to place
rior be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
place the
the name
name of
of Mrs.
Nancy A.
Stocks.
widow of Reuben Stocks,
Stocks, late aa private
Mrs. Nancy A. Stocks, widow
comprivate in
in comks
pany K, eighteenth regiment Illinois infantry
infantry volunteers,
volunteers, on
on the
the pension
pension
roll, at the rate of eight dollars per month,
month, to
commence from
from the
the eleventh
to commence
eleventh
day of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, and
and to
to continue
continue during
during her
her
widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
CHAP. CCLXXIII.
- An Act
grantinga
CHAP.
CCLXXHI.—An
Act granting
aPension
to Drusey
Pension to
Drusey A.
A. Layman.
Layman.

July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
July

enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the
United
rouse of
Representatives of
the United

States
Stales of America, in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteassembled, That
That the

Pension to
Pension
to
rior is hereby authorized
Drusey A.
A. LayLayrior
authorized and directed to place upon the pension roll
roll the
the Drusey
name of Drusey A. Layman, of Palatine, Marion
Marion county, West Virginia,
Virginia, man.
man.
widow of Eugenics
Eugenius E. Layman, deceased,
late a
aprivate
company C
C of
deceased, late
private in
in company
of
the seventeenth
seventeenth regiment
regiment of West Virginia volunteers,
volunteers, and
allow and
and pay
pay
and allow
to her a
a pension ot
of eight dollars per month
month from
death of
husband
from the
the death
of her
her husband
on the thirteenth
thirteenth day
day of January, in the
the year
hundred and
and sixtysixtyyear eighteen
eighteen hundred
five, to continue during
during her
her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, July
July 26,1866.
26, 1866.
APPROVED,
CHAP. CCLXXIV.
CCLXXIV. —
granting a
aPension
Pension to
to John
John Pyle.
-AnAn Act
Act granting
Pyle.

July 26,
26, 1866.
July
1866.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
of the
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
of the
the InteInte- Pension
Pension to
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to place the name
liar
authorized and directed
name of John
John Pyle.
Pyle.
John Pyle, late a
a sergeant in company
company B, one hundred
fifth regiment
regiment
hundred and
and fifth
Indiana militia
volunteers, on the pension
Indiana
militia volunteers,
pension roll, at
of fifteen
fifteen doldolat the
the rate
rate of
lars per month, to commence
commence from and
the passage
passage of
of this
this act,
act, and
and
and after the
to continue during his natural
natural life.
life.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCLIcxV.—
CCLXXV. - An Act granting
grantingaaPension
Pension to
CHAP.
to Abraham
Abraham Lansing.
Lansing.

July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
July

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the United
United
States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the InteStates of
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Pension to
to
Inte- Pension
rior
nor be, and he is
i
s hereby,
here by, au
th or i
ze dand
an d directed
di rected t
pl
ace the
th
e name
name of
of ;
ibraham LanLanauthorized
too place
Abraham
Abraham
ans i
ng ,
l
at
e a
master'
s mate
mate in
i
n the
th
e U
ni
te dStates
States navy,
navy, on
on the 3
mg"
Abraham L
Lansing,
late
a master's
United
the sing.
pension roll, at
at the rate of ten dollars per
pension
per month, to commence from and
and
after the passage of this act, and to continue
continue during his
life; said
said
his natural
natural life;
pension
to be paid out of the naval pension
pension to
pension fund.
APPROVED, July
July 26,
1866.
26, 1866.

604
July 26,1866.
26, 1866.

THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
I. CH. 276, 290,291.
290, 291.
SEss. I.

1866.
1866.

Act to
to extend
extend the
the Time
Time of
Letters Patent
Patent issued
to Thaddeus
CHAP. CCLXXVI.
CCLXXVI -— An
An Act
of Letters
issued to
Thaddeus
Hyatt.
Hyatt.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be it
Senate and
Patent of
Thaddeus Hyatt States of America
America in
assembled, That the letters patent granted
in Congress
Congress assembled,
granted
for improveimprovements
vault to
Thaddeus Hyatt
Hyatt on
on the
the twelfth
twelfth day
day of
one thousand
eight
thousand eight
of November,
November, one
to Thaddeus
ments in
in vault
covers
extended hundred
and forty-five,
forty-five, for
for improvements
improvements in
vault-covers, and
was
covers extended
hundred and
in vault-covers,
and which
which was
for seven years, reissued on the third day of April, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and fiftyfiftyupon condition,
upon condition. five, and subsequently
subsequently extended
extended by the commissioner
commissioner of patents to the
the
twelfth day
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, be,
twelfth
day of
of November,
November, one
be,
and the
same is
for the
term of
of seven
years, commencing
commencing
and
the same
is hereby
hereby extended
extended for
the term
seven years,
on the
eight hundred
and sixty-six,
on
the twelfth
twelfth day
day November,
November, one
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
sixty-six,
twelfth day
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred
and ending
ending on the twelfth
day of
of November,
November, one
thousand eight
and seventy-three,
the benefit
benefit of
the said
said Thaddeus
Thaddeus Hyatt,
Hyatt, his
heirs,
and
seventy-three, for
for the
of the
his heirs,
and legal
legal representatives,
upon the
the condition
set forth.
forth. And
and
representatives, upon
condition hereinafter
hereinafter set
And
the commissioner
patents is
is hereby
hereby directed,
directed, upon
the presentation
the
commissioner of
of patents
upon the
presentation of
of
said
patent, and
and the
the payment
payment of
the fees
and charges
by law,
law, to
to
said patent,
of the
fees and
charges provided
provided by
extend
thereon ' upon
certified copy
copy
extend said patent
patent by
by making
making aacertificate
certificate thereon,
upon a
a certified
thereof,
of such
in the
name of
the said
said Thaddeus
Thaddeus Hyatt,
Hyatt, if
if in
in
thereof, of
such extension
extension in
the name
of the
upon full
full hearing,
the same
same should
should be
be granted.
granted. And
And
his judgment
judgment upon
hearing, that
that the
commissioner is
hereby further
further directed
cause said
said extension
extension
the said commissioner
is hereby
directed to
to cause
if perfected
entered on
the record
record of
of the
the Patent
Patent Office.
Office. And
And the
the
on the
Effect of ex- if
perfected to
to be
be entered
tension.
tension.
said patent so extended
extended shall have
have the same effect
effect as if originally
originally granted
granted
for
extending to
to the
term to
to which
which it
is extended
extended by
by
for the
the term extending
the end
end of
of the
the term
it is
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided,however, That said extended
this act: Provided,
extended patent shall be open to
legal inquiry
inquiry and
in the
the same
same manner
as if
if issued
issued under
under the
the gengenlegal
and decision
decision in
manner as
eral law
relating to
to patents:
provided further,
further, That
all persons
eneral
law relating
patents: And
Andprovided
That all
persons enjoying
of the
the improvement
improvement secured
by said
patent, and
and the
joying the
the lawful
lawful use
use of
secured by
said patent,
the
purchaser of
machine so
so in
in use
use may
continue to
the same
as if
if
purchaser
of any
any machine
may continue
to use
use the
same as
this act
act had
had not
not passed.
this
passed.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 26,
26, 1866.
1866.

July 27,
1866.
27,1866.
July

CHAP.
CCXC. -An
—An Act
Act for
of John
John Hastings,
Hastings, late
late Surveyor
and Depository
CHAP. CCXC.
for the
the Relief
Reliefof
Surveyor and
Depository

of Public
Public Moneys
of
Moneys at Pittsburg.
Pittsburg.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
Credit to be
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
act
America in
assembled, That the act
act entitled, ""An
An act
allowed
Johnset for
the
relief
of
John
Hastings,
collector
of
the
port
of
Pittsburg,"
apof
the
port
of
Pittsburg,"
aprelief
of
John
Hastings,
collector
astingsin
for
the
Hastings in seteighteen hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, be, and the same is
tlement of ac- proved March third, eighteen
counts. ch 352 hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
follows: That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
· 1865, ch. 132.
o
8
1.65sill
, .
.
p
.699.
1;9
.Treasury
m
be and
and he
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed,
directed, in
adj usti ngthe
the
in adjusting
Treasury be
he is
Vol.
xiii.
p.1
.1
V
accounts
of John
John Hastings
Hastings as
as depository
monies at
at Pittsburg,
Pittsburg,
accounts of
depository of
of public
public monies
Pennsylvania,
give him
credit for
for the
of nine
nine thousand,
thousand, nine
nine hunPennsylvania, to
to give
him credit
the sum
sum of
hunthe amount
of public
public money
money
dred and
and fifty-six
fifty-six dollars
dollars and sixty-two
sixty-two cents,
cents, the
amount of
which he
robbed on
on the
day of
of March,
eighteen hundred
hundred
of which
he was
was robbed
the tenth
tenth day
March, eighteen
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, while
while acting
in the
and
acting in
the aforesaid
aforesaid capacity.
capacity.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 27,
27, 1866.
1866.

July 27, 1866.

CHAP. CCXCI. —An
-An Act
Act to authorize
authorize Samuel Stevens, a
aStockbidge
Stockbridge Indian,
enter
Indian, to
to enter

and purchase
purchase a
Stockbridge Reservation,
Wisconsin.
a certain
certain Tract
Tract of Land in the Stockbridge
Reservation, Wisconsin.

Be
Senate and
at Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress assembled,
Stockassembled, That Samuel
Samuel Stevens,
Stevens, aaStockbridge Indian,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
enter and
and purchase
purchase the
the
to enter
is hereby,
authorized to
he is
Indian, be,
bridge
tract of
of land
as lot
lot number
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, in
in the
number one
one hundred
hundred and
tract
land known
known as
Stockbridge reservation,
reservation, in the county
county of Calumet and State of Wisconlands
sin, under the ""Act
Act to
to authorize
authorize the issuing of
of patents for
for certain
certain lands
1865,
in the
the town
town of
Wisconsin, and
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
1866, ch. 109. in
of Stockbridge,
Stockbridge, Wisconsin,
and for
for other
Vol.
March third,
hundred and
Vol. mit.
xiii. p. 580.
680. March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
commissioner of the
SEC. 2. And
And be it
it further enacted, That the commissioner

Samuel Steyens
may
ma enter
enter
andens
purchase
a
of
certain tract of
land.

£HIRTY-NINTH
SESS.
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. C.
C .292,313,314,315.
292, 313, 314, 315.

1866.
1866.

605
605

general
general land office be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
upon
and directed,
directed, upon
the entry and payment
payment therefor,
therefor, to cause aapatent,
due form
form of
of law,
law, to
to Patent
Patent to
to issue
issue
patent, in due
be
conformity with the act above
be issued
issued to
to the said Samuel
Samuel Stevens, in conformity
above to
vens,
Samuel
upon,Ste.
8r,O.

mentioned.
mentioned.
APPROVED, July
July 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

vens, pon,&

CHAP.
for the
Relief of
CHAP.CCXCII.-An
CCXCII.
—An Act
Act for
the Reliqf
E. Smoot,
of Capt.
Capt July
July 27,
1866.
of Hrs.
Mrs. Ann
Ann E.
Smoot, Widow
Widow of
27, 1866.

Joseph
Joseph Smoot.
Smoot.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
of the
United
States
in Congress
Stales of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the benefit
the sixth
sixth secto
benefit of
of the
sec- Payment to
M
An act to amend 'An
'An act to promote the efficiency
tion of ""An
efficiency of the navy,'"
navy,'" s
i
gOoAn
t n E.
irs.
Ann
approved January
January sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and fifty-nine, [seven]
be, 1857,
ch. 12,
12, 4
46.
6.
[seven] be,
1857, ch.
and the same is hereby, extended
extended to Mrs. Ann
Ann E. Smoot, widow
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 154.
154.
widow of
of the
the Vol.
late Captain John Smoot, of the United
that the
the proper
proper
United States
States navy,
navy, and
and that
accounting officers of the treasury
treasury be
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay her
her the
the
be authorized
waiting orders
orders pay of his rank
said husband
husband would
would be
entitled
rank which
which her
her said
be entitled
to receive
receive at the time he was
placed on
on the
reserved list
list on
on furlough
pay,
was placed
the reserved
furlough pay,
'o
to the date of his death,
whatever amount
amount he
he may
may
death, deducting
deducting therefrom
therefrom whatever
received in the mean time on
have received
on account
account of
of pay.
pay.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 27,
1866.
27, 1866.

CHAP.
-CHAP.CCCXmI.
CCCMIH.
— An Act for the Rdiif
Relict of
of Francis
Francis Cogen.
Colgen.

July 28,
1866
July
28, 186

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
Representatives of
the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Inte- Pension
Pension to
to
the Interior
nor be, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed to place
place the name of Francis
Francis Colgen,
Colgen, Francis
Francis ColgeD
°Gig"
late a
a private in company
regiment Wisconsin
volunteers, upon
company B,
B, twelfth
twelfth regiment
Wisconsin volunteers,
upon
the pension rolls of the United States, at
rate that
allowed to
to
at the
the same
same rate
that is
is allowed
soldiers or seamen who have
have lost the sight
eyes in
in the
the military
military or
or
sight of
of both eyes
naval service
service of the United States,
biennial examination
States, subject
subject to
to the
the biennial
examination
prescribed
general pension laws;
prescribed in the general
laws; to commence
commence on
the fifteenth
fifteenth day
on the
day
of January,
January, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, the date
date of his discharge
discharge
from the service.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
CHAP.
CHAP. CCCXIV.
CCCXIY. -An
— An Act for the
of Wiliam
William Croswe.
Croswell.
July 28,
1860
the Relief of
July
28, 1860
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
America in
States of America
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the InteInte- Pension
Pension to
to
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
rior
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
name of
of William
w
Welliam CrosCrosdirected to
to place the name
William
William Croswell, of Boston, in the State
on the
the roll
roll we
State of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on
of invalid pensioners, at the rate of eight dollars
dollars per month,
said pension
pension
month, said
to commence
commence on the first day of February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyfive; to be paid out of the naval
naval pension
pension fund.
fund.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
28, 1866.
1866.
July 28,

CHAP.
CCCXV. -— An
An Act
Act for the Relief of Marion
CHAP.CCCXV.
M. Buxton.
Buxton.
July 28,
1866.
Marion M.
July
28, 1866.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Inte- Pension
Pension to
to
States of America
America in
assembled, That
the Interior be, and he is
nor
uth or i
ze d an
di rec t
ed t
pl ace the
th e name
of Marion
Marion M.
M.B
IM.
is hereby, a
authorized
andddirected
too place
name of
Bux.
t
Marion M. B
ux t
on ,
w id ow o
ames H.
H. Buxton,
Buxt
on ,late
l
at
e an
ens i
gn i
th
e ton.
on.
Marion
Buxton,
widow
offJ
James
an ensign
inn the
United States navy, on the pension
prescribed by
by law
law
pension rolls, at
at the
the rate
rate prescribed
for officers
officers of his rank; said pension to be paid
paid out
Naval Penout of the
the ""Naval
Pension Fund." And in case of the death
re-marriage of the
death or re-marriage
the said Marion
Marion
M. Buxton, then to the minor child or children
children of the
James H.
H. Buxthe said
said James
Buxton, subject to the limitations and restrictions
restrictions of
laws.
of the
the pension laws.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.

COG
GOG

July
28,18G6
July 28,
1866

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I
I.. CH. 316, 317,
317, 318.
318.

1866.
1866.

CHAP. CCCXVI. -— An
for the
Quincy A.
A. May.
May.
An Act
Act for
the Relief
Relief of
of Quincy

Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
Pension to
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the InteIntePension
to
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
Secretary of
Qnincy A. May. nor
rior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
Quincy
and directed
directed to place
place the name
name of
of
regiment of
of Illinois
Illinois volunvolunQuincy A. May, of
of company
company H,
H, eighty-third
eighty-third regiment
teers, on the list of pensioners,
pensioners, and pay or cause
cause to
to be paid to
to him
him the
the
the passage
of this
sum of eight
eight dollars
dollars per month
month from
from the
passage of
this act.
act.
APPROVED,
uly 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, J
July
July
28, 1866.
1866.
July 28,
Pension to

Daniel Luca.
Lucas.
Daniel

cccxvn.

CHAP. CCCXVII. —
An Act
to Daniel
Daniel Lucas.
Lucas
CHAP.
- An
Act granting
grantingaaPension
Pension to
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of
of the
United
the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
the InteInteassembled, That the Secretary
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to place
the name
name of
authorized and
place the
of
Daniel Lucas, of Plymouth, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, formerly a
a private
private of
comof company E,
roll of
of invalid
invalid pensions,
and pay
to him
him
E, third U. S. infantry, on the roll
pensions, and
pay to
limitations and
and
monthly such aasum as he may
may be
be entitled
entitled [to] under
under the limitations
restrictions regulating
of pensions.
pensions.
restrictions
regulating the
the payment
payment of
APPROVED,
uly 28,
APPROVED, J
July
28, 1866.
1866.

Jnly 28,
1866.
July
28, 1866.

Preamble.
Preamble.

CHAP. CCCXVIII.
CHAP.
CCCXVHI. —
Act for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
Robert Baldwin.
- An
An Act
of Robert
Baldwin.

W HEREAS, on
fifth day
of December,
December, eighteen
hundred and
and fortyWHEREAS,
on the
the fifth
day of
eighteen hundred
forty-

nine, Robert Baldwin located
located at the land
land office at Milan,
Milan, in the State
State of
of
Missouri, three military
military bounty land-warrants
under the
act of
of
land-warrants issued under
the act
1847,
8,§9.
forty-seven, each
1847, ch. 8,
9. eighteen
eighteen hundred and forty-seven,
each for one hundred and sixty acres
Vol. ix. 13p. 125.
125 'and numbered seven thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and forty-seven,
forty-seven, twenty-six
twenty-six
thousand eight hundred
two hundred
hundred and
hundred and one,
one, and
and fifty
fifty thousand
thousand two
and
sixty-three,
sixty-three, upon
upon the following-described
following-described public
public lands,
lands, to
to wit:
wit : The
west
The west
half lot number one northwest
quarter section
section five: the east half
northwest quarter
half lots
lots
number
and two
number one
one and
quarter section
in town
town fifty-seven
fifty-seven range
range
two northeast
northeast quarter
section six
six in
sixteen::the southeast
sixteen
southeast quarter southeast
the west
west half
northeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, the
half northeast
quarter,
quarter, the
the east
east half
northwest quarter,
the west
half southeast
quarter, the
the
half northwest
quarter, the
west half
southeast quarter,
northeast quarter
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, and
northeast
and the
the northeast
quarter southwest
southwest
northeast quarter
quarter of
thirty-one town
quarter
of section
section thirty-one
fifty-eight range
receiving from
from
town fifty-eight
range sixteen,
sixteen, receiving
the register
register of
said land
at Milan,
of location;
location;
of said
land office
office at
Milan, duplicate
duplicate certificates
certificates of
and
and whereas
said military
military bounty
land-warrants were
lost from
from the
whereas the
the said
bounty land-warrants
were lost
the
mail in their transmission
from said
said land
transmission from
land office
to Washington,
Washington, and
and have
have
office to
not since
been heard
heard from:
therefore,
not
since been
from: therefore,
Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Patentstoissue
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Patents to issue States
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary of the InteJuteBald-- ..
to Robert
win
for lands
lands
Bald
nor be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
direct ed to
t
o cause
pa t
en t
s for
f
or
winRobert
for
in ror
and he
he is
is hereby,
cause patents
Missouri upon
upon his
his surrendering
surrendering to
to
said lands to be
be issued to said Robert
Robert Baldwin,
Baldwin, upon
suttender
offidudu -the
commissioner
of the
the general
land
office the
the said
said duplicate
certificates
purrendcer
the
commissioner
of
general
land
office
duplicate
certificates
plicate certifi„
cates
location. of
location.
cates of location.
of location.
APPROVED, July
July 28, 1866.
1866.

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS. L
I.
THIRTY-NINTH

22. 23, 28, 30.
RES. 22
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RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.

'No. 22.]
Resolution authorizing
authorizing Commodore
William Radford
Radford to
18, 1866.
Decoration April 13,
to accept
accept aaDecoration
Commodore William
22.] A
A Resolution
INo.
of Italy.
Italy.
King of
the King
from
from the

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
the Senate
by the
Resolved
assent of
States of
assembled, That
That the
the assent
of Congress
Congress be,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States

Commodore

and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, given
William Radford,
Radford, of
of the
William Radford
William
the may
to Commodore
Commodore William
given to
same is
and the
accept a
decoration.
navy
accept the decoration
decoration of the Equestrian
Equestrian deZrattott
States, to
to accept
navy of the United States,
as
a
Italy,
king
of
Order
of
Saint
Maurice,
bestowed
upon
him
by
the
a
the
Order of Saint Maurice, bestowed upon him
reward for
rendered by
by him
him to the Italian frigate Re d'
assistance rendered
for the
the assistance
reward
Italia, when
near Long Branch.
when she got ashore near
Italia,
APPROVED,
April 13,
1866.
13, 1866.
APPROVED, April

a Decoration
]No.. 23.] A
Resolution authorizing
authorizing Rear-Admiral
Paulding to
accept a
Decoration April 13,
13, 1866.
to accept
H. Paulding
Rear-Admiral H.
A Resolution
[No.
from
the King
Italy.
of Italy.
King of
from the
Resolved
the Senate
and House of
of the
the United
United States
States
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and-House
by the
Resolved by
of Rear-Admiral
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Rear-Admiral
Rear-Admiral H.
H. Paulding,
Rear-Admiral
Paulding, of
in Congress
of America
America in
H.Pauldingmay
Equestrian a
a decoration
the
accept a
decoration of the Equestrian
Pau
tkne
l
l
% may
may accept
navy of the United States, may
the navy
tendered to him by the King
King of ration.
1%e
,i e
o
p
n. a °cc.Maurice, which has been tendered
Order of St. Maurice,
Italy as
assistance rendered
Re d'Italia
frigate Re
the Italian
Italian frigate
to the
rendered to
for assistance
reward for
as aareward
Italy
when she
she got
got ashore
near Long
Branch.
Long Branch.
ashore near
when
APPROVED,
13, 1866.
1866.
April 13,
APPROVED, April

United States
[No, 28.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution for
of Alexander
Alexander Thompson,
States April 21, 1866.
late United
Thompson, late
Relief of
the Relief
for the
[No.
Consul at
at Maranham.
Maranham.
Consul
States
of the
Resolved
Senate and
and House
House of
of _Representatives
the United
United States
Representativesof
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the proper
officers Accounts
Accounts of
accounting officers
proper accounting
America in
of America
of the
the Treasury
Department be,
authorized and Alexander
b
l
e
ex
na
in
e
d
e
e
n
rte
they are hereby, authorized
be, and they
Treasury Department
of
to be
Thompson
required to
adjust and
and pay
pay all
proper accounts
Alexander adjust
P
ed
adjusted
accounts and claims of Alexander
all proper
to adjust
required
Thompson for salary
at Maranham,
Maranham, in Brazil, in as
salary and services as consul qt
Thompson
a citizen
full and ample aamanner as if he had been a
citizen of the United
United States
while discharging the duties of said office.
APPROVED,
1866.
21, 1866.
April 21,
APPROVED, April
Pic 30.]
30.] A
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to adjust
adjust the
the Claim
of
Claim of
Secretary of
authorizing the
A Resolution
Resolution authorizing
[Nc
States.
Beals and
and Dixon
against the
United States.
the United
Dixon against
Beats

May
May 2,
2, 1866.

of the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Resolved by
the Senate
United States
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
of America
in Congress
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury Accounts
Accounts of
of the
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of
is hereby
authorized to
to cause
cause the
Beals and
and Dixon,
Dixon, for
for delivdeliv- Beals
Beals and
Dixon
and Dixon
of Beals
accounts of
the accounts
is
hereby authorized

cries of
of material
material after
one eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one,
under to be adjused.
adjusted.
sixty-one, under
May one,
after May
eries
their contracts
contracts with
United States,
be adjusted
allowing
and paid;
paid; allowing
to be
adjusted and
States, to
with the
the United
their
to said
said Beals
Dixon such
material delivered after
after
additional prices for material
such additional
and Dixon
Beals and
to
May one,
one, eighteen
eighteen hundred
his opinion, they may he
as, in his
sixty-one, as,
and sixty-one,
hundred and
May
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

Proviso.
Proviso.

May
6, 1866.
May 6,1866.
Certain lands
lands
Certain

in Ohio
Ohio to
to be
be
in
teappraised.
4, ch. 231.
1
1864, ch. 231.

vol.
Hi. p.
P. 684.
684
Vol. xiii.
Proviso.
Proviso.

May 9,
9, 1866.
1866.
May

Payment
to
Payment to
Harrison HeerHeerHarrison
mance.
ce
ma

n .

June
1866.
21, 1866.
June 21,

Claim
of JoJoClaim of
seph
Nock
rereNock
feph
ferred to court
of
claims.
of claims,
Proviso,
Proviso.

June 22,
1866.
22, 1866.
June

S
ESS. I
30, 33, 36, 54, 56.
RES. 30,
I.. RES.
SESS.

1866.

justly entitled
the provisions
of their
supplementary contract,
their supplementary
provisions of
under the
to under
entitled to
justly
in
That, in
dated January
one, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-seven: Provided,
Provided, That,
hundred and fifty-seven:
January one,
dated
the
the Attorney-General,
Attorney-General, said
said Beals
legal
Beals and Dixon have aa legal
of the
opinion of
the opinion
claim upon
upon the
United States
States for
for an
an increase
of prices
prices under
under said contract.
increase of
the United
claim
APPROVED, May
May 2, 1866.
APPROVED,
[No.
33.]
[No. 33.]

an
in an
the Lands
Joint Resolution
Resolution providing
for
Reappraisement of
of the
Lands described
described in
the Reappraisement
for the
providing
Joint

and others
Act for the
the Relief
Relief of
of William
William Sawyer
others of Ohio.
Sawyer and
Actfor

Be
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
it resolved
Be it
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the Inassembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States
to appoint
terior
be, and
and he
authorized to
appoint aacommissioner
commissioner to rerehereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
terior be,
appraise
the
lands
described
in
the
act
entitled
"
An
act for the relief
relief of
of
appraise the lands described in the act entitled "An act
approved July second, eighteen
William Sawyer
and others
others of Ohio,"
Ohio," approved
Sawyer and
William
hundred and
and sixty-four:
that the
the occupants
occupants of said
however, that
Provided, however,
sixty-four: Provided,
hundred
lands shall
shall pay
all the
the expenses
the reappraisement.
reappraisement.
of the
expenses of
pay all
lands
APPROVED,
5, 1866.
May 5,
APPROVED, May
[No. 36.]
36.]
[No.

Joint
of Rev.
late Chaplain
Chaplain of
of
Heermance, late
Harrison Heermance,
Rev. Harrison
Relief of
the Relief
for the
Resolutionfor
Joint Resolution
Volunteers.
[the]
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteers.
New York
and Twenty-eighth
Hundred and
One Hundred
[the] One

Be
it resolved
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
resolved by
Be it
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Paymaster-General
Paymaster-General
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of America
of the
the army
army be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
required to adjust and
and
authorized and required
and he
be, and
of
pay,
out
r"
any
money
appropriated
or
hereafter
to
appropriated for
be appropriated
to
hereafter
or
appropriated
money
any
r
out
pay,
the paym
of Rev.
Rev. Harrison
Harrison Heermance, late
account of
the account
army, the
the army,
of the
paym At of
the
chaplain
a the
hundred and
and twenty-eighth
New York
York
twenty-eighth regiment of New
one hundred
the one
chaplain of
rendered
actually
that
volunteers,
for
such
period
as
it
shall
appear
he
actually
rendered
appear
shall
it
as
volunteers, for such period
service
as chaplain
chaplain of
said regiment,
regiment, and
which he received
received no pay by
by
and for which
of said
service as
fault of his own.
reason
of
defective
muster,
or
otherwise,
th[r]ough
no
own.
th[r]ough
otherwise,
or
muster,
defective
of
reason
APPROVED,
9, 1866.
1866.
May 9,
APPROVED, May
[No.
54.]
[No. 54.]

Nock to
of Joseph
Papers in
A
the Petition
in the
the Case
Case of
Joseph Nock
to
and Papers
Petition and
referring the
Resolution referring
A Resolution
the Court
Court of
of Claims.
Claims.
the

Resolved by
by the
Representatives of the United
United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved
of Joseph Nock
States
America in
assembled, That
That the
claim of
the claim
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
furnishing
for damages
damages occasioned
occasioned by
of his
contract for furnishing
his contract
annulment of
the annulment
by the
for
the
also
and
mail,
locks
and
keys
for
the
use
of
the
United
States
mail,
for
the use
United
the
of
use
the
for
keys
locks and
of said
said Nock's
Nock's patent
patent in
in the
of mail
mail locks sub-equent
subsequent to such
manufacture of
the manufacture
of
annulment, be,
is hereby,
hereby, referred
to the
the court of claims for its
referred to
it is
and it
be, and
annulment,
equity
of
decision,
in
accordance
with
the
equity
and justice:
justice: Provided.
Provided.
principles
the
with
accordance
in
decision,
That
said court
render judgment
judgment for aa greater sum than is con
not render
do not
court do
That said
tamed in
the report
December
Comstock to the Senate, dated December
solicitor Comstock
of solicitor
report of
in the
tained
twenty-two, anno
Domini eighteen
hundred and fifty-two.
eighteen hundred
anno Domini
twenty-two,
APPROVED,
1866.
21,1866.
June 21,
APPROVED, June
[No.
56.]
[No. 56.]

the Relief of Samuel Norris.
for the
A
Norris.
Resolutionfor
A Resolution

Resolved by
by the
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved
of Samuel
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the claim
claim of
Samuel Northe
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
Claim
of
Samof
States
Claim of SamState, under
uel
Norris to
to
ris of
Indians of
of that
that State,
under
California, for supplies furnished the Indians
of California,
ris
uel Norris
be referred to
authorized
them,
of
either
or
contracts
made
with
certain
Commissioners,
either
them,
authorized
Commissioners,
certain
with
made
contracts
to
referred
be
the court of
to
treaties with
said Indians,
Indians, and
and all papers relating
relating thereto,
thereto, be
with said
negotiate treaties
to negotiate
claims.
and
allowance;
and
referred
back
to
the
court
of
claims
for
examination
and
allowance;
examination
for
claims
of
court
the
to
referred back
in fixing
fixing the
amount to
claimant the rule
rule shall be the acacthe claimant
paid the
Rule for
de- that
be paid
to be
the amount
that in
for deRule
termining the
delivery,
of
tual
value
of
the
supplies
furnished
at
the
times
and
places
places
delivery,
and
times
the
at
furnished
supplies
the
of
value
tual
temunn
amount totohee
be
of which
due proof
proof shall
shall be made
the claimant.
claimant.
made by the
which due
of
paid.
paid.
1866.
22, 186S.
June 22,
APPROVED, June
APPROVED,

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS.. 1..
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY-NINTH
[
No. 59.]
59.1
[No.

RES.
60, 61,
61, 64.
ES. 59, 60,

Joint
the Relief
Relief of
of Charles
Blake.
Joint Resolution
Resolution for
for the
Charles H.
M. Blake.

1866.
1866.

609
609

June 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
June

Be
it resolved
and House
House of
of the
the
Be it
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there be
be paid
paid to
to Payment
Payment to
United
States of
of America
America in
Charles
Blake six
salary as
chaplain in
in full
full for
for Charles
BClhaak e. sM.
M.
in the
the army,
army, in
as chaplain
six months'
months' salary
Charles M.
M. Blake
the
pay of
of which
which he
he was
was deprived
while waiting
waiting investigation
the Blke.
into the
deprived while
investigation into
the pay
charges
against him,
him, at
at the
the close
was
charges preferred
preferred against
close of
of which
which investigation
investigation he
he was
See Post,
p. 612.
612.
restored
to his
by the
War.
See
Post, p.
of War.
his position
position by
the Secretary
Secretary of
restored to
APPROVED,
APPROVED, June 27, 1866.
[No.
[No. 601
60.]

Joint
of Elizabeth Woodward
Woodvxtrd and
George Chorpenning,
June 29,
29, 1866.
1866.
Joint Resolution
Resolutionfor
for the Rdilf
ReliefofElizabeth
and George
C(horpenning, June
of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be
resolved by
Be it
it resolved
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
of twenty-eight
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
the sum
sum of
twenty-eight Payment to
to
Elizabeth WoodWoodthousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five dollars
dollars shall
Secre- Elizabeth
by the Secreshall be
be paid by
thousand
ward.
tary of
of the
the Treasury,
of any
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in ward.
money not
not otherwise
out of
any money
Treasury, out
tary
equal
moieties to
to Elizabeth
Absalom Woodward,
Woodward,
Elizabeth Woodward,
Woodward, widow
widow of Absalom
equal moieties
and
George Chorpenning,
for destruction
property by
Indians between
between
Chorpenning, for
destruction of
of property
by Indians
and George
California prior
to the
the first
first of
of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Salt Lake
Lake and
and California
prior to
fifty-two;
paid to
the said
said Elizabeth
Elizabeth Woodward
Woodward to be
be for the
fifty-two; the
the moiety
moiety paid
to the
children.
use of
of herself
herself and her four children.
Payment to
to
resolved, That
That the
the further
further sum
twenty-six Payment
SEC. 2.
be it
further resolved,
sum of
of twenty-six
SEC.
2. And
And be
it further
George ChorpennGenreChorpe
thousand
and seventy
seventy dollars
dollars shall be paid in the same ning.
three'hundred and
thousand three'hundred
Chorpenning for
property destroyed
Indians bemanner to George
George Chorpenning
for property
destroyed by Indians
between Salt Lake
California prior to the first
eighteen hunfirst of
of April,
April, eighteen
huntween
Lake and
and California
Amounts to b
bø
fifty-six; and
amount thus
be deducted
deducted from any Amounts
dred and fifty-six;
and the
the amount
thus paid
paid shall
shall be
deducted from
annuities now
now due
due or
or that
that may
may hereafter
become due
the Indians
inhab- deducted
from
due to
to the
Indians inhabhereafter become
annuities
annuities.
iting the said territory.
territory.
iting
APPROVED, June 29, 1866.
APPROVED,
1.No. 611
for the
of Ambrose
Ambrose L.
Nathan Cornish,
Cornish, June
June 29,
1866.
29,1866.
the Relief
Relief of
L. Goodrich
Goodrich and
and Nathan
[No.
61.] Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution for
for
carrying the
United States
States Mlail
3fail front
from Boise
Boise City
to Idaho
Idaho City,
City, in
the Territory
Territory of
of
in the
City to
the United
for carrying
Idaho,
and
of
Daniel
Wellington
and
.1.
C.
Dorsey,
for
Extra
Services
in
carrying
the
Idaho, and of Daniel Wellington and J. C. Dorse, for Extra Services in carrying the

Mails.
Mails.

Be
Representatives of
of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
it resolved by the
the Senate
Senate and
of
Demand of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the PostmasterPostmaster- Demand
United States
States of America in
General be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to audit and settle, as to him may
l?
d
r
A
s
q!111"
may to
Ambrose
L.
Goodrich andd
appear just
and equitable,
equitable, the
demand of
Goodrich and
and NaNathan'Cornish
Corn
n ish
appear
just and
the demand
of Ambrose
Ambrose L.
L. Goodrich
Na- Nathan
than Cornish
the United
mail on
on route
route sixteen
thou- to
to be
audited
be audited
sixteen thouStates mail
for carrying
carrying the
United States
than
Cornish for
in the
the Territory
of Idaho,
Idaho,settled;
and settled;
and
Territory of
to Idaho
Idaho City, in
sand and one, from Boise City to
from
hundred and
first
sixty-four, until
until the first
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
of July,
July, eighteen
from the
the fifth day of
day
of July,
hundred and
and sixty-five;
Provided, That
amount Proviso.
That the
the amount
sixty-five; Provided,
day of
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
to
be allowed
shall not
exceed eight
thousand dollars;
also to audit
audit
and also
eight thousand
dollars; and
not exceed
to be
allowed shall
alsoithat
thatiof
of
J. C. Dor- also
and settle in like manner the demand of Daniel Wellington
Wellington and J.
sey,
services in carrying
the United States
and
Jl.".
States mails
mails on
on route number toan
carrying the
sey, for extra
extra services
toa
n
na
le
ndl
ea.ngfourteen thousand
six hundred
hundred and
two, between
between the
the towns
towns of
of Carson
Carson City
City Dorsey.
thousand six
and two,
fourteen
and Aurora,
the State
of Nevada,
Nevada, from
from July
first, eighteen
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
State of
July first,
and
Aurora, in
in the
sixty-two, to June
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five: Provided,
Provided,
hundred and
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
sixty-two,
Proviso.
allowed shall not exceed
exceed ten thousand dollars.
That the amount to be allowed
APPROVED, June
June 29,
1866.
29, 1866.
APPROVED,
[No.
[No. 641
64.1

Joint
the Relief
Relief of
Joseph Parkins.
Parkins.
of Joseph
Resolution for
for the
Joint Resolution

July 3,

1866.
1866.

of the
Representatives of
Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Be it
States
Congress assembled,
proper accounting
accounting Payment to
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the proper
and inJoseph 11
le
rki-i
officer of
of the
be, and
authorized and
in- ,Yi`e01
Pnrkin
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
the War
War Department
Department be,
officer
in satis f
action
niltii o"f
n
Joseph Parkins, who
structed
structed to pay to Joseph
who has been and now is delivering
delivering clli'nls
arsenal at Rock Island, in the State coiltiacr.
the stone for the construction
construction of the arsenal
contract.
VOL. XIV.
3V
3y
XIV.

610
610

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SEsS. I
RES. 64,
65, 68,
68, 70,
70, 71.
71.
64, 65,
I.. RES.
CONGRESS. SESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

1866.
1866.

of Illinois,
Illinois, in
in lieu
lieu of
price, the
the sum
sum of
of thirteen
thirteen dollars
dollars and
and
contract price,
the cOntract
of the
of
fifty
cents per
per perch
perch for
all stone
delivered and
and to
to be
delivered for the
be delivered
stone delivered
for all
fifty cents
construction
said arsenal,
that said
Parkins shall
receive and
and acacshall receive
said Parkins
and that
arsenal, and
of said
construction of
cept
said sum
sum as
full satisfaction
contract, and
under said contract,
claims under
all claims
of all
satisfaction of
as full
cept said
shall
never make
claim for
for any
any services
rendered by him
services rendered
further claim
any further
make any
shall never
thereunder.
APPROVED,
July 3,
3, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July

July 3, 1866.
3, 1866.
July

[No. 65.]
66.]
[No.

H. Hamrick.
W. H.
Joint Resolution
Resolution providing
for the
Settlement of
of Accounts
Hamrick.
of W.
Accounts of
the Settlement
providing for
Joint

Be
it resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
resolved by
Be it
accounting
States of
in Congress
That the
the proper accounting
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
Accounts of
Wyatt
of the
the Treasury
settle the accounts
accounts of
H. Ham- officers
Wyatt H.
Department be directed to settle
Treasury Department
officers of
rick to be set- the late Wyatt H. Hamrick, lieutenant and
rick
quartermaster of the thirtythe late Wyatt H. Hamrick, lieutenant and quartermaster
tled.
ninth
volunteers, upon
upon equitable
evidence
equitable terms, and upon the best evidence
Ohio volunteers,
ninth Ohio
available.
available.
APPROVED,
1866.
3, 1866.
July 3,
APPROVED, July
[No.
68.]
[No. 68.]

July
13, 1866.
July 13,

T. Harris.
Edgar 7'.
Joint Resolution
Harris.
for the Relief of Edgar
Resolution for
Joint

Representatives of the United
Be it
resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
by the
it resolved
Be
in Congress
assembled, That
Edgar T.
That the name of Edgar
Congress assembled,
Pension
America in
of America
Pension to Ed- States
States of
gar T. Harris.
Harris,
late of
of the
the First
West Virginia
Virginia Infantry,
be placed on the list of
Infantry, be
First West
Harris, late
pensioners and
to such
such pension
hereafter be
is now or may hereafter
as is
pension as
entitled to
be entitled
and be
pensioners
allowed by
to pensioners
permanent disability.
total and permanent
having total
pensioners having
law to
by law
allowed
1866.
13, 1866.
APPROVED, July
July 13,
APPROVED,
July 23,
1866.
23, 1866.
July
Penalty under

Penalty under
contract
be reretobe
contract to
mitted to John
Wells and Sons.
Wells and Sons.

[No. 70.]
70.]
[No.

Baltimore.
Joint Resolution
the Relief
Relief of
of John
John Wells
Wells and
and Sons,
Sons, of
of Baltimore.
for the
Resolution for
Joint

Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
States of
of America
quartermaster-genCongress assembled, That the quartermaster-genin Congress
America in
States
eral,
proper accounting
Treasury Department, is
officers of the Treasury
accounting officers
the proper
with the
eral, with
hereby
remit to
Sons, of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryand Sons,
Wells and
John Wells
to John
to remit
authorized to
hereby authorized
land,
much of
of the
the penalty
penalty incurred
by them
by reason
reason of
of their failure
them by
incurred by
so much
land, so
to
comply with
contract entered
entered into
October,
the fourth day of October,
into on the
their contract
with their
to comply
eighteen hundred
sixty-three, with
Captain S.
Dunan, A. Q. M.,
H. Dunan,
S. H.
with Captain
and sixty-three,
hundred and
eighteen
under the
direction of
of the
the quartermaster-general,
steamer
quartermaster-general, for repairing the steamer
the direction
under
"City
Albany"" as
as may
may not
covered by
actual loss of the governgovernthe actual
by the
be covered
not be
of Albany
"City of
ment,
by reason
the delay
completing said
steamer in accordance
accordance
said steamer
in completing
delay in
of the
reason of
ment, by
with
strict terms
terms of the contract.
the strict
with the

1866.
APPROVED, July
July 23,
23, 1866.
APPROVED,

July
23, 1866.
1866.
July 23,

[No.
71.]
[No. 71.]

Administratrix and
Randall, Administratrix
Joint Resolution
Resolution for
of Caroline
A. Randall,
Caroline A.
Relief of
the Relief
for the
Joint
Charles B.
Randall, deceased.
Widlow of Charles
Widow
B. Randall,
deceased.

Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
Be it
States
of America
accounting
assembled, That the proper accounting
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
authorized
the Treasury
legal
officers of
of the
Treasury Department
Department be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
representa- officers
lsgal representa.
tives of Lieut.tives
Colonel
of Charles and directed to
legal representatives
Charles B.
B. Randall,
Randall,
of Charles
representatives of
the legal
to the
pay to
Charles and directed to pay
Colonel
regiment New York volunB.
deceased, late
of the
the 149th regiment
volunlieutenant-colonel of
late lieutenant-colonel
for deceased,
Randall, for
B. Randall,
horse lost in the
military
service.
teer infant-y,
infant-y, who was killed
killed in action, on the twentieth July,
July, eighteen
eighteen
in the teer
orse losta
hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, at
at the
battle of
of Beech-Tree
Beech-Tree Creek,
Creek, Georgia,
Georgia, the
the
the battle
hundred and
sum
one hundred
hundred and
seventy-five dollars,
dollars, out
out of any money in the
the
and seventy-five
of one
sum of
treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, as
payment for one private horse
as payment
treasury not
service, which horse was lost by
used by
said Randall
Randall in the military service
by said
used
starvation five
Randall.
five days after the death of said Randall.
starvation
APPROVED, July
July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,
Payment to
to
Payment

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRT Y-NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SEss. I.
I. RES.
RES. 72,
78, 88.
88.
72, 78,
[No. 72.]

1866.
1866.

611
611

Joint
Resolution for the Relief
Isaac Ranney,
Ranney, Internal
Joint Resolution
Relief of Isaac
Internal Revenue
Revenue Collector
Collector July 23,
23, 1866.
1866.

District, Ohio.
for
,for the Eighth District,

on the night of the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of
June, A. D.
Preambio
of June,
D. eigh- Preambio
teen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, the office
office of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Robinson,
deputy
Robinson, deputy
collector
collector of Isaac
Isaac Ranney, internal
internal revenue
revenue collector
eighth district,
district,
collector for
for the
the eighth
Mansfield in said State, was
Ohio, located at Mansfield
was burglariously
entered by
by perperburglariously entered
sons whose
whose names are unknown;
unknown; and whereas
whereas said
said burglars
burglars did,
did, on
the
on the
office aforesaid, by means of drills and gunpowder,
night aforesaid, at the office
gunpowder,
break into and enter the iron safe of
of said deputy collector, and
and feloniously
feloniously
steal and carry away
revenue stamps therefrom
to the
the governaway revenue
therefrom belonging
belonging to
government of the United States to the amount
amount of six hundred and thirty-two
dollars and twenty-three
twenty-three cents; and
and whereas,
whereas, further,
further, said
said burglarious
burglarious
entry and larceny
larceny was not attributable
attributable to any
neglect of
of duty
on the
the
any neglect
duty on
part of said Thomas J.
J. Robinson, as such deputy
deputy collector,
collector, and
and that said
said
office and safe were in all respects
respects such
required by
by the
the law
law and
and
such as were
were required
the regulations
regulations of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department:
Department: Therefore,
Therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States of
assembled,That
Secretary of the Treas- Isaac Ranney
of America in Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Ranney
ury be, and he hereby is, directed
beham
credited
directed and required in the settlement
settlement of the to
wit
.
credtted
ount of
accounts
accounts of said Isaac Ranney, as such internal revenue
revenue collector,
collector, with stamps
ithamstoluntof
stolen.
the government
government of
of the
the United
and give
to the
the said
said
United States,
States, to
to allow
allow and
give credit
credit to
Ranney
Ranney for the amount of said stamps
aforesaid.
stamps stolen
stolen as aforesaid.
WHEREAS,
W
HEREAS,

APPROVED,
July 23,
23, 1866.
APPROVED, July
1866.

[No.
78.] A
A Resolution to refer the Claim of the Administrator of
[
No. 781
W. Meade,
of Richard
Richard W.
Claims.
deceased,
s
ed, to the Court of Claims.
entertained whether
of the
the estate
estate of
of
doubts are
are entertained
whether the
the claim
claim of
Richard
Meade, deceased,
Richard W. Meade,
deceased, upon the
the government
government of the United
United
States is covered and embraced
embraced by the ninth section of the act
act of third
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
act to
to amend
amend
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, entitled ""An
An act
an act to establish a
a court for the investigation
investigation of claims
claims against
against the
the
United States," approved
approved February
February twenty-four, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-five,
fifty-five, which case was referred
referred to the said court by resolution
the
resolution of the
twenty-seventh February,
February, eighteen
Senate, passed twenty-seventh
eighteen hundred and sixtyone. Now, in order to remove
remove all doubts
doubts on
on that subject,
Resolved by the Senate and
and House of
of Represenatives
Represenatives of
of the United States
of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
said claim
Richard W.
assembled, That the said
claim of Richard
W.
Meade, administrator
administrator of Richard W. Meade,
Meade, deceased, be, and the same is
hereby, referred
referred to the court of
for adjudication
thereof, pursuant
pursuant
of claims
claims for
adjudication thereof,
to authority conferred upon said court by any existing law to
examine
to examine
and decide claims against the United
United States, referred
referred to it
it by Congress.
Congress.

July
July

25, 1866.
25,1866.

W
HEREAS
WHEREAS

Preamble.
Preamble.
8
1855,
ch. 122.
1
55, cph.
122.
Vol. x. p. 612.
612.
Vol.x.
i863,
1863, ch. 92,§9.
92, §9.
Vol. xii.
765.
Vol.
xii. p.
p. 765.

Claim of RichClaimofRichard W.
W. Meade,
Meade,
ard
adm
inistrator,
administrator,
referred to court
of claims.
claims.
of

APPROVED, July
1866.
APPROVED,
July 25,
25, 1866.

[No.
[
No. 88.]
88.]

A
Relief of
Sergeant Milton McKinnon.
A Resolution
Resolutionfor the Relief
of Sergeant

July 26,
26, 1866.
July
1866.

of Representatives
of the
United States
States
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representativesof
the United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury Payment to
to
assembled, That the Secretary
Sergeant Milton
be, and he is hereby authorized
authorized and directed to pay to Sergeant
Sergeant Milton Me
Sergeant
Milton
McKinnon
imon
McKinnon the sum of
McKinnon
dollars and
and forty-five
being the
the amount of lost
of fifty-eight
fifty-eight dollars
fbrty-five cents,
cents, being
lost
amount of aadraft drawn in his favor by
Martin, late
late paypay- draft.
by Major
Major M.
M. L. Martin,
draft.
assistant treasurer
treasurer of the United
master in the United States army, on the assistant
States
States in New York, dated March
March twenty-fourth,
and
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, and which was lost in its transmission to
Provided,
to New York:
York: Provided,
Duplicate to
to
That said Milton McKinnon
duplicate of said
McKinnon file a
a duplicate
said draft, duly authenti- Duplicate
be filed and incated, with said Secretary
Secretary of the
also, that
the payment
payment herein
herein bem
the Treasury;
Treasury; also,
that the
fied and
in
demnity
given,
authorized
authorized shall not be made until
until the said McKinnon
McKinnon shall execute to
the United States a
abond,
bond, with security, to be approved
approved by the
the Secretary
of the Treasury, conditioned to indemnify the United States against all
all

612
612

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS
EM I
RES. 89, 94, 95, 103,
103, 104.
I.. RES.
SEss.
CONGRESS.. S
THIRTY-NINTH

1866.
1866,

loss,
or damage
payment hereby
hereby authorreason of the payment
by reason
incurred by
damage incurred
cost, or
loss, cost,
ized.
APPROVED,
26, 1866.
1866.
July 26,
APPROVED, July
July 26,
1866.
26, 1866.
July

and settle
[No.
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to audit
audit and
settle the
the
the Secretary
authorizing the
A Resolution
Resolution authorizing
89.] A
[No. 89.]
Accounts
Caleb T.
T.
Fay
Y. Patch,
Patch, late
and Collector
of Internal
Internal
Collector of
late Assessor
Assessor and
William Y.
Fay and
and William
of Caleb
Accounts of
Revenue
San Francisco.
Francisco.
at San
Revenue at

Resolved by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
States
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved

Accounts of
of of
of America
America in
Secretary of the
the Treasury be
be
That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
Accounts
T. Fay, and William
Caleb
T. Fay
and authorized to audit and settle
settle the accounts
accounts of Caleb T.
William
Fayand
CalebT.

William
William Y..
Patch to beY
be
Y. Patch,
assessor and
and collector
revenue at
at San Francisco,
Francisco,
of internal revenue
collector of
late assessor
Patch, late
Y.
PatWcht
and equitable.
equitable.
audited and
set- as
to him
may appear
just and
him may
appear just
as to
audited
and settied.
APPROVED,
July 26,
tied.
APPROVED, July
26, 1866.

[No. 941
94.]
[No.

July
27, 1866.
1866.
July 27,
Payment to
Charles M.
M.
Charles
Blake.a e

Ante, p.
p. 609.
609.
Ante,

A Resolution
for the
Relief of
of Charles
Charles M.
Blake.
M. Blake.
the Relief
A
Resolutionfor

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representativesof the United States
by the
Resolved by
assembled, That there
in Congress
Congress assembled,
there be paid, out of any money
money
of America
America in
otherwise appropriated,
in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to Charles M. Blake, the full
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
of a
chaplain in
in the
from the eigheigharmy for one year from
the army
a chaplain
pay
sixty-five to the seventeenth
teenth day
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five
seventeenth
of May,
day of
teenth
day of
of May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
being the
the sum of
and sixty-six, the same being
hundred and
day
sixty-dollars ($1560)
($1560) less the amount
amount which
which may
fifteen hundred and sixty-dollars
have been paid him by the
the effect
effect of Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution for his relief, approved June
June twenty-seventh,
hundred and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
eighteen hundred
twenty-seventh, eighteen
proved
APPROVED, July
July 27,
1866.
27, 1866.
APPROVED,

July 27,
1866.
27,1866.
July

[
No. 95.]
95.]
[No.

of Fontaine
Joint
Resolution for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
Fontaine T. Fox, Jr.
Jr.
Joint Resolution

Resolved
of the United
United States
Representativesof
House of Representatives
Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
accounting officers of
Payment
to
of
assembled, That the proper accounting
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
of America
Payment to
authorized and
be, and
and they
Fontaine T. Fox,
Fox, the
government be,
they are
are hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to pay
pay
the government
FontaineT.
Jr.
to
Brigadier-General W. T.
aide-de-camp to Brigadier-General
to Fontaine T. Fox, jr., late aide-de-camp
Ward,
equal to the
allowances of a
a first lieutenant and
the pay and allowances
sum equal
Ward, aa sum
from the eighth day of October, eighteen hundred and sixtysixty.
aide-de-camp, from
day of April, eighteen
hundred and sixty-two.
eighteen hundred
the third
third day
one, to the
APPROVED,
July 27,
27, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July
July
28, 1866.
1866.
July 28,
ReimburseReimburseM
ment of
Mrs.
rs.
ment of
Mary
Phelps.

Mary

Phelps, of Missoui.
[
No. 103.1
103.1 Joint
reimburse Mrs.
Mary Phelps,
Misnnai.
Mrs. Mary
to reimburse
Resolution to
Joint Resolution
[No.
Be it
resolved by
of the United
Representatives of
House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and House
by the
it resolved
Be
States of
Congress assembled,
there be paid to Mrs.
assembled, That there
in Congress
America in
of America
States
Mary Phelps, of Missouri, out of any
any money in the treasury not otherMary
twenty thousand
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
sum of twenty
thousand dollars to reimburse
reimburse her
her
for expenditures
expenditures made
made by
by her
equipping troops for the
in raising
raising and equipping
her in
for
United
late rebellion,
rebellion, and
and also
also for
for her
expenditures made
made in
her expenditures
the late
in the
States in
United States
behalf of
of the
the Union wounded in battle, and of the orphan
soldiers of the
the soldiers
behalf
soldiers of the
the Union.
Union.
children of soldiers
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED, July

July
28, 1866.
1866.
July 28,

Payment to
Payment
Henry
Charles
Charles
Henr
De Ahna.

[No.
104.]
[No. 104.]

Joint Resolution
Resolution to
to provide
for Payment
Payment of
the Claim
Claim of
of Colonel
Colonel H.
H. C.
C. De
De
of the
provide for
Joint
Ahna for Military
Military Services.
Alma

Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it resolved
resolved by
Be
in Congress
assembled, That the proper
proper disbursing and
and
Congress assembled,
States of America in
accounting
of the
the treasury
be, and
they are
hereby, authorized
authorized
are hereby,
and they
treasury be,
officers of
accounting officers
and
Ahna aasum equal to the pay,
De Ahna
Charles De
Henry Charles
to Henry
to pay
pay to
directed to
and directed
allowances,
emoluments of a
service. for
for
a colonel of infantry in active service,
and emoluments
allowances, and

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY—
NINTH CON
GRESS.

SESS.
S
ESS. I.
I. RE9.
RES. 105,
105, 106,107,
106, 107, 108.
108.

1866.
1866.

613
613

one year
year from
the thirty-first
one
from the
thirty-first day of March, eighteen
and sixtysixtyeighteen hundred
hundred and
two, and
and that
that such
such amount
two,
amount so allowed as aforesaid
aforesaid be
paid to
to him
him out
out of
of Honorably
Honorably
be paid
any
in the
the treasury
treasury,not otherwise
any moneys
moneys in
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated. And he
shall be
be mustered
mmiallttaertyedseoruvtieed:
he shall
out of
considered
mustered out of
of the
considered honorably
honorably mustered
the military service.
military service.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
[No. 105.]

[No. 105.]

Joint
Resolution authorizing
to contract
Joint Resolution
authorizing the
the Secretary of War to
with Dr.
Dr. Alexcontractwith
Alex-

ander Dunbar.
Dunbar.

July
28, 1866.
July 28,1866.

Be it resolved by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the United
Be it resolved
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
States
of
America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States of America in Congress
Secretary of
War be
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
of War
be Secretary
authorized
and directed
directed to
such terms as, in his discretion
authorized and
to contract
contract on
on such
discretion he =TfCt;
War may eiconmay
think fair
fair and
Alexander Dunbar,
Dunbar. for
may think
and reasonable,
reasonable, with Dr. Alexander
for the
use Alexander
the use
Alexander Dun.
Dun.
by
by the
the government
government of the alleged
alleged discovery
discovery of the said Dunbar
Dunbar of
mode bar, for,
for, &c.
&c.
of aamode
of
treatment
the diseases
of treatment of
of the
diseases of the horse's foot,
and for
for his
foot, and
his services
services for
for
one year
year in instructing
one
instructing the farriers
farriers of
of the
the army
army in
such treatment;
treatment; the
the
in such
amount
amount agreed
agreed upon to be paid out of the fund
fund already
appropriated for
for
already appropriated
the purchase
the
purchase of horses
horses or general
general support
support of the
the army.
army.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
[No.
[No. 106.]
106.]

Joint Resolution
Resolution to pay
pay Colonel
Colonel Lewis
Lewis F.
Joint
F. Fix.
Fix.

July
28, 1866.
July 28,1866

Be
the Senate
Be it
it resolved
resolved by
by the
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States
America in
assembled, That
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the proper
proper accounting
accounting offioffi- Lewis
Payment
to
That the
Ferdinand
Payment
to
cers of
L xwias
cers
of the
TJnited St
at
es are
are hereby
here by directed
di rected to
pay to Lewis Ferdinand il
the United
ed
ui
t
n
ean
n d
States
to pay
to Lewis Ferdinand Fi
xssFlir
lieutenFix of
of Ohio,
Ohio, the
pay and emoluments
Fix
the pay
emoluments of a
a lieutenant-colonel
lieutenant-colonel of
of infaninfan- ant-colonel
ant-colonel

try,
the time from the first day of March,
try, for the
sixMarch, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
ty-five, to the twenty-ninth of July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, July
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.

[No.
107.]
[No. 107.]

July 28,
1866.
July
28, 1866.

Joint Resdution
authorizing the Secretary of
Joint
Resolution authorizing
of the
the Interior
pay Charles
Charles M.
M.
Interior to
to pay
Pott a
a Pension
Pott
Pension of
offifeen
fifteen Dollars
Month.
Dollarsper
per Month.

Be it
it resolved
the Senate and House
Be
resolved by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of
of Americ
a i
ongress assem
bled, Th
at the
Secretary of the InAmerica
inn C
Congress
assembled,
That
the Secretary
of the In-

Pension to
to

terior
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
tenor be,
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to pay or
be Charles
charies M.
M. Pott.
Pcitt'
or cause to
to be
paid
Charles M. Pott, late of company
company K,
paid to
to Charles
hundred and
and seventyseventyK, one
one hundred
ninth
Pennsylvania militia,
ninth Pennsylvania
militia, now on the pension
pension roll, the
the same
same pension
propension provided
vided for,
for, for persons having lost one hand in
in the
service of
of the
the
the military
military service
United States, a
prov id edin
i
n sect
i
on one
one o
act ent
i
tled "An act su41.
p- 1866,
106,
ass provided
section
offan
an act
entitled
"An act sup1866, eh.
ch. 106,
§1.
plementary
plementary to the
se vera lac
t
s relating
re l
ati ng to
to pens
i
ons, "approved June sixth,56. Ante, p. 6
the several
acts
pensions,"
approved June sixth, Ante, p. 5 eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six.
APPROVED, July
APPROVED,
July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.

lNo.
(No. 108.]
108.]

Joint
Resolution to
of Rev.
Rev. C.
Joint Resolution
to authorize
authorize the Payment of
as ChaChapC. B.
B. Boynton,
Boynton, as

lain
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
lain of
the House
House of
of the
the Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Congress.
Congress.

Be itit resolved
resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of
of America
America in
the Rev.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Rev. Charles
Charles B.
B. BoynBoynton is authorized
draw the
ton is
authorized to
to draw
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated to the payment
payment of the
the
chaplain
for the
Thirty-ninth Congress.
Congress.
chaplain of
of the
the House
House for
the Thirty-ninth
APPROVED, July
July 28,
APPROVED,
1866.
28, 1866.

July 28,
28, 1866.
1866.
July

Payment to
to
Payment

111:;iita
l
rai
s
es B.
Rev.
Charles
Boynton,
as B.
Chaplain
of tle
tie
Chaplain of

House.
House.

PRIVATE
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS
PRIVATE ACTS OF THE THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED

STATES,
STATES,

Passed
Session, which was begun and
Passed at the Second Session,
City of
of
and held at the City
Washington, in
in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, on Monday, the third
third day of
of
December, A. D. 1866, and
and ended
ended on Monday, the
December,
March,
the fourth
fourth day of
of March,
A.
A. D. 1867.
ANDREW J
JOHNSON,
ANDREW
OHNSON, President.
LA. FAYETTE
President of
of
President. LA
FAYETTE S.
S. FOSTER,
FOSTER, President
the Senate. BENJAMIN
BENJAMrN F.
was elected
President of
F.WADE
W ADE was
elected President
of the
the Senate
Senate
pro tempore, on the fourth day of
pro
March, A.
1867. S
CHUYLER
of March,
A. D.
D. 1867.
SCHUYLER
COLFAX,
of the
of Representatives.
Representatives.
COLFAX, Speaker
Speaker of
the House
House of

CHAP.
—
Act granting
Pension to
Katharine F. Winslow.
CHAP. I
I..
- An Act
grantinga
a Pension
to Mrs.
Mrs. Katharine

Dec.
12, 1866.
Dec. 12,
166.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of the
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
assembled, That
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Inte- Pension
Pension to
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Intenor be,
be, and he is
authorized and directed
to place
name of
ofKatharine
Mrs. Katharine
rior
is hereby, authorized
directed to
place the
the name
Mrs.
F. Winslow.
of Cleveland
lieuten- F. Winslow.
Mrs. Katharine
Katharine F.
F. Winslow,
Winslow, mother of
Cleveland Winslow,
Winslow, late
late lieutenant-colonel of the fifth
New York
Veteran volunteer
on the
the
ant-colonel
fifth New
York Veteran
volunteer infantry,
infantry, on
pension roll, at the rate
dollars per
to commence
pension
rate of thirty dollars
per month,
month, to
commence from
from
hundred and
and sixty-four,
and to
to continue
continue
the seventh
seventh day of July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-four, and
during
during her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, December
APPROVED,
12, 1866.
1866.
December 12,

of Alexis Gardapier
certain Tract of Land
1866.
CHAP. II.
H. —An
-An Act confirming
confirming the Title of
Gardapierto a
a certain
Land Dec. 15, 1866.
in the County of Brown and State of Wisconsin.

Be it enacted by the Senate
United
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Sates of
of Alexis
Alexis GardaGarda- Claimof
Claim of Alexis
Alexis
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the claim
claim of
p
an
r
vist
pier
certain tract
tract of land
in the
county of
Brown and
and State
ofanevo
pier to
to aacertain
land situate
situate in
the county
of Brown
State of
Gardapier
tocon_
Wisconsin,
examine titles
confirmed.
Wisconsin, described
described in
in the
the report
report of
of the
the commissioners
commissioners to
to examine
titles sin confirmed.
and
Michigan as
as "lying
"lying on
and claims
claims in
in the
the territory of Michigan
on the
the west
west bank
bank of
of
vacant strip
lying bebeFox river, and
and more particularly
particularly known
known as
as being
being a
a vacant
strip lying
tween
confirmed to
Jacques Porlier,
Porlier, on
on the
the north,
tween a
a tract number one, confirmed
to Jacques
north,
and
number two,
confirmed to Louis
Louis Grignon,
on the
and tract
tract number
two, confirmed
Grignon, on
the south,
south, comcommencing at low-water mark, and
and running
running west
west eighty
eighty arpens,
arpens, and
and in
in width
width
three arpens
arpcns on the aforesaid
aforesaid river,"
river," be, and
and the same is
is hereby, confirmed,
confirmed,
and the commissioner of
general land
authorized
of the general
land office
office is
is hereby authorized
to cause the said tract of land to be
surveyed in the same
manner as
as other
other Land to be
be
be surveyed
same manner
suj
ten
ei,e
to
d, isa
s
n
u
cle
surveyed,
private claims to lands in Green Bay have been surveyed,
surveyed, and directed
directed to patent
and
to issue.
issue aapatent
according to the provisions
patent therefor, according
provisions of the fifth
fifth section
section of l
i
k
szs, ch.
eh. 10,
to, 6.
1s82,

the act
act of
of Congress
approved February
the
Congress approved
February twenty-one,
hundred Vol. iii. p.
p. 726.
725.
twenty-one, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and twenty-three,
twenty-three, entitled
entitled "An
"An act to revive and continue
continue in force certain
certain
acts for the adjustment
adjustment of land
claims in the Territory of
of Michigan,"
land claims
Michigan,"
which shall be recorded
recorded in the office
office of the register
register of deeds
deeds for
for the
the
county aforesaid,
aforesaid, for the benefit of the
the heirs or assigns
assigns of the said
said Alexis
Alexis
Gardapier.
Gardapier.
APPROVED,
December 15,1866.
APPROVED, December
15, 1866.
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
Ess. II.
H. 3,13,
3, 13, 14,18,19.
14, 18, 19.
THIRTY-NINTH
SESS.
II. C
CH.

1867.
1867.

Dec. 15,
1866. CHAP.
CHAP. III.
releasing to
to Francis
Francis S.
S. Lyon
Lyon the
the Interest
of the
the United
United States
States in
in
Dec.
15,1866.
III. —
-AnAn Act
Act releasing
Interest of
certain Lands.
certain
Lands.

Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
t
w
heUnited
the
Release to
interesth
h
Release
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That any interest
which
the
Francis
Francis S.
S. Lyon
Lyon United States have
have in the lands described
described in a
a deed
executed by
Wager
deed executed
by Wager
laud in Alaof land
Swayne, assistant
assistant commissioner
commissioner of
of Freedmen
Freedmen and
and AbanAbanbama.
Swayne,
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
doned
the State
State of
S. Lyon,
Lyon, bearing
doned Lands,
Lands, in
in the
of Alabama,
Alabama, to
to Francis
Francis S.
bearing date
date
February third,
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, be,
be, and
same is
is hereFebruary
third, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-six,
and the
the same
hereconfirmed to
said Lyon.
by, released
released and confirmed
to the said
Lyon.
APPROVED, December
December 15,
15, 1866.
1866.
APPROVED,

Jan. 22, 1867. CHAP. XIII. -— An Act
Act for the Relief of
of Lewis
Lewis Dyer, late Surgeon of the Eighty-First
Eighty-First
Regiment
Volunteers.
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteers.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Unitea
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the Unitea

Accounts of
Accounts

Lewis Dyer to
be audited
audited and
settled.
settled.

States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Treas.
States
in Congress
the Secretary
Treas-

ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and required
required to audit and settle the

accounts of
of Lewis
surgeon of
the eighty-first
eighty-first regiment
regiment IlliIlliof the
late surgeon
Lewis Dyer,
Dyer, late
accounts
nois
volunteers, and
and allow
him the
the pay
emoluments of
of surgeon
surgeon of
of
nois volunteers,
allow him
pay and
and emoluments
from the
the sixth
sixth day
day of
April, eighteen
and sixty-three,
sixty-three,
volunteers, from
of April,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-sixth day
following, deducting
deducting therefrom
therefrom any
any
to the twenty-sixth
day of May
May following,
amount which
which may appear
appear to
heretofore been paid
amount
to have heretofore
paid him
him by error.
APPROVED, January
1867.
APPROVED,
January 22, 1867.

1867.
Jan. 22,
22,1867.
Payment to
James Pool.

CHAP. XIV. -—

An
of James
An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
James Pool.
Pool.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States
the Secretary
InteStates of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Intenor be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay to
to James
James Pool
Pool
rior
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
and eighty-seven
dollars and ten cents, out of
the sum of twelve hundred
hundred and
eighty-seven dollars
of
money in the
the treasury
treasury not
otherwise appropriated:
Provided, That
That
any money
not otherwise
appropriated: Provided,
eighty-seven dollars
and fifty
fifty cents
cents of
shall
four hundred
hundred and eighty-seven
dollars and
of said
said amount
amount shall
payable to the
the Senecas
Senecas and ShawShawbe paid out of
of any
any annuities
annuities or moneys
moneys payable
nee Indians, if there
there be
paid
be any, and
and if none, then the
the whole
whole sum to
to be paid
treasury of the United
United States.
out of the treasury
States.
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, January
January 22,

Jan. 31,
31, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. XVIII.,
XVIII. - An
An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
Belk/.of
of Catharine
Catharine Welsh.
Welsh.

Catharine
Catharine
Welsh
receive
Welsh to receive
bounty, &c.
&c. due
due
bounty,
John Welsh

States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
assembled, That
That Catharine
Catharine Welsh,
Welsh, widow
widow

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Senate and House of
Representatives of the
the United

without further
without

proof of
of his
his
proof
death,
death.

Jan. 81,
1867.
31, 1867.
Payment to
Solomon P
P.
Smolhon
'
Smith.

,
o
off

.-

p
ri vate John
Welsh, late
company E,
E, twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth regiment
of
regiment of
late of
of company
John Welsh,
private
Illinois
authorized to
to receive
the bounty,
bounty, back
back pay,
pay,
Illinois volunteer infantry,
infantry, be
be authorized
receive the
and
due to
to said
without being
to make
and allowances
allowances due
said John
John Welsh,
Welsh, without
being required
required to
make
other
further proof
proof of
of his
his death
than that
furnished.
death than
that already
already furnished.
other or
or further
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
January 31,
31, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. XIX.

—
Relief of
of Solomon
Solomon P.
Smith.
P. Smith.
An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
- An

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That there shall be paid to SoloSolothe one hundred and
and fifteenth
mon P. Smith, late a
a captain in the
fifteenth regimoney in
the treasury
treasury not
not
ment of New
New York volunteers,
volunteers, out
out of
of any
any money
in the
otherwise
appropriated, the sum of two hundred
otherwise appropriated,
hundred and sixty dollars
dollars for
his
for his
pension
pension from the fourteenth
fourteenth day of
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of January,
hundred and
and sixtyfive,
five, when he was
was mustered
mustered out of the service,
day of
service, until
until the fifteenth
fifteenth day
of
February, eighteen hundred and
and sixty-six, the date
date of the filing
filing of
of his
aphis application for
for a
apension
pension with the
commissioner of pensions.
pensions.
the commissioner
APPROVED, January
31, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
January 31,

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
Suss. I.
II. Cu.
22, 23,
23, 24.
24.
21, 22,
20, 21,
CH.20,
THIRTY-NINTH
CHAP.
An Act
for the
the Relief
Relief of
0. Armes.
Armes.
of Josiah
Josiah O.
Ad for
XX.-An
CHAP. XX.—

1867.
1867.

617
617

1867.
Jan. 31, 1867.

Be
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Payment to
to
States
in Congress
Secretary of the TreasTreas- Payment
That the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
Josiah
es, f.
1
?
o'
rpropury
be, and
he is
required to pay
pay to Josiah 0.
0. Josiah
and required
authorized and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
ury be,
erty destroyed
destroyed.
Armes, out
of any
in the
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, erty
money in
any money
out of
Armes,
in Virginia by
the sum
of nine
thousand five
five hundred
dollars, in
for damages
damages sus- in
by
Virginia
full for
in full
hundred dollars,
nine thousand
sum of
the
United States
tained by
in consequence
burning of
of his
his buildings
buildings and
and the
de- troops.
the dethe burning
of the
troops.
consequence of
by him
him in
tained
struction of
of his
property at
Anandale, Fairfax
Fairfax county,
county, Virginia,
Virginia, by the
at Anandale,
his property
struction
United
troops.
States troops.
United States
APPROVED,
31, 1867.
1867.
January 31,
APPROVED, January
CHAP.
XXI. —
Act for
for the
the Relief
Matilda Harmon,
the County
County of Greene,
of the
Harmon, of
of Matilda
Relief of
An Act
- An
CHAP. XXI.
Harmon.
Jacob Harmon.
and State
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, Widow of Jacob
State of
and

1867.
Jan. 31,
31, 1867.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of the United
Representatives of
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Inte- Pension to
Secretary of the Intethe Secretary
assembled, That
America in
of America
States
nor
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
to place
the name
liar- MatildaHarmon.
Matilda Harmon.
of Matilda
Matilda Harname of
place the
hereby, authorized
and he
rior be,
mon,
the county
county of
Greene, and
State of Tennessee,
Tennessee, widow
widow of Jacob
Jacob Repealed.
Repealed. See
See
and State
of Greene,
of the
mon, of
19,
act
Harmon, on
on the
rate of eight
eight dollars
dollars per month,
month, to a
ct Julv
July 19,
roll at the rate
pension roll
the pension
Harmon,
xv.
commence on
on the
the seventeenth
day of
of December,
hundred and
v il. Vol.
VTol.
1867.
and e
eighteen hundred
December, eighteen
seventeenth day
commence
widowhood.
sixty-one, and to continue during her widowhood.
sixty-one,
APPROVED, January
1867.
January 31, 1867.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
the Relief
Relief of
Fish.
of George W. Fish.
for the
Act for
-AnAn Act
XXIL —
CHAP. XXII.

Jan. 31,1867.
31, 1867.
United
the
of
Representatives
Be
by the
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treas- Payment to
to
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
George W.. Fish
Fish
George
eW. f
authorized and
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to pay
pay to George
Georg
consular seruryfor
or consular
eartwenty-five dollars and
Fish, the
the sum
sum of
one thousand
and vvices,
i
ces ,&c.
s
yc ,
eight hundred and twenty-five
thousand eight
of one
Fish,
four cents,
cents, out
out of
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
not otherwise
treasury not
the treasury
any money
of any
four
in full
consular services
States consul
consul at Ningpo, China,
United States
services as United
for consular
pay for
in
full pay
and for
exchange due
due him.
for exchange
and
APPROVED,
31, 1867.
1867.
January 31,
APPROVED, January
31, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. XXIII.
XXIII. —
An Act
for the
the Relief
First Jan. 31,
of Mrs. Mary E. Finney, Widow of First
Belief of
Act for
- An
CHAP.
Michigan Cavalry.
Lieutenant Solon
Solon H.
H. Pinney,
Finney, late of the Sixth Regiment Michigan
Lieutenant
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
Be it
Payment
to
Payment to
States of
in Congress
assembled, That there shall
shall be paid to Mrs.
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
Mary E. Finney
Finney
E.
Mary
lieutenant
a
Finney,
Mary
E.
Finney,
widow
of
Lieutenant
a
lieutenant
H.
Solon
Mary E. Finney, widow of Lieutenant
extra
of the extra
in the
regiment Michigan
Michigan cavalry,
cavalry, the
the three
months' extra pay pay, &v.
&n.
three months'
sixth regiment
the sixth
in
receive had he been
proper, which
which he
he by law would
have been
been entitled to receive
would have
proper,
mustered out
of service
anno Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
after April ninth, anno
service after
out of
mustered
on said ninth
and
he having
having died
died of
wounds received
received in battle -on
of wounds
sixty-five, he
and sixty-five,
day
hundred and sixty-five.
of April, anno Domini eighteen hundred
day of
APPROVED,
January 31, [1]867.
APPROVED, January
CHAP. XXIV.
for the
of Barbury
Frye, Widow
Widow of
Jan. 31, 1867.
Jan.
of Henry
Henry Frye.
Barbury Frye,
the Relief
Relief of
Act for
- An Act
XXIV. —An
CHAP.
Representatives of the United
Be
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States of
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
to
Pension to
Inte- s Pension
of the
the InteThat the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States
e.
nor
be, and
is hereby,
to place
name of Barbury
Barbury Frye, Barbury
arbury Frye.
the name
place the
authorized to
hereby, authorized
he is
and he
rior be,
widow of
Henry Frye,
Tennessee
Frye, of the county of Greene and State of Tennessee
of Henry
widow
on the
pension roll
roll at
the rate
rate of
month, to commence
of eight dollars per month,
at the
the pension
on
on the
twenty-seventh day
of November,
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
day of
the twenty-seventh
on
and
continue during
widowhood.
during her widowhood.
to continue
and to

31, 1867.
January 31,
APPROVED, January
1867.
APPROVED,
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THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH.
CH. 25,
25, 33,
33, 35,
35, 39,
39, 40.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
40.

Jan.
1867.
Jan. 31,
31, 1867.

1867.
1867.

CHAP. XXV.
for the
the Relief
of William
A. Hinshaw
Hinshaw and
and Jacob
Jacob M.
M. Hinshaw,
Hinshaw,
CHAP.
XXV. —An
- An Act
Act for
Reliefof
William A.
Minor
Jacob M.
M. Hinshaw,
Hinshaw, deceased.
deceased.
Minor Children
Children of
of Jacob
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

Pension to
States of
of America
America in
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteIntePension
to
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
A. Hinhe is
authorized to
to place
place the
names of
William A.
A.
William
Hin rior be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
the names
of William
slum
Jacob
sbaw
andA.
Jacob
M.
ins h
aw ,
Hinshaw
and Jacob
Jacob M.
of Greene
county, Tennessee,
chilM1.H
Hishaw.
Hinshaw and
M. Hinshaw,
Hinshaw, of
Greene county,
Tennessee, minor
minor children of
Jacob M.
M. Hinshaw,
pension roll,
subject to
to the
dren
of Jacob
Hinshaw, deceased,
deceased, on
on the
the pension
roll, subject
the
laws in
regard to
chilprivileges and limitations
limitations of
of the pension
pension laws
in regard
to orphan
orphan children,
commence on
twenty-seventh day
day of
of November,
eighteen
dren, and to
to commence
on the
the twenty-seventh
November, eighteen
hundred
sixty-one.
hundred and sixty-one.
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
January 31,
31, 1867.
1867.

Feb. 5
5, 1867.
1867.

CHAP.
%XXIII.
An Act
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Captain
Captain James
James Starkey.
Starkey.
-— An
Act for
CHAP. XXXIII.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of America
America in
That the
the sum
sum of
of one
one hundred
hundred
to States
Payment to
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Tames
Starkey. dollars be, and the
Tames Starkey.
the same
same is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
any money
money in
appropriated, out of
of any
the
to pay
pay to
to James
James Starkey,
the treasury
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Starkey,
light cavalry,
cavalry, the
by him
him paid
paid to
late captain of the St. Paul
Paul light
the amount
amount by
to
Richard
Poste!, for
for the
loss of
of a
horse killed
in a
fight with
with Indians,
Indians, in
in
Richard Postel,
the loss
a horse
killed in
a fight
eighteen hundred
and fifty-seven.
fifty-seven.
eighteen
hundred and
APPROVED,
5, 1867.
APPROVED, February
February 5,
1867.
Feb. 8,
8, 1867.
1867.
Feb.
Fe. .8

CHAP. XXXV.
- An Act for the Relief of B.
E. J. Curtey.
Curley.
XXXV.—

it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
Payment to _Be
E.
Curley, for
for States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreesE. J.
J. Curley,
States of
America in
in Congress
That the
Treascorn.
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
required to pay, or cause
corn,
authorized and required
cause to
to be
be
paid, E. J. Curley, out of any
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise apapany money in the
the treasury
propriated, the
of thirty-four
thirty-four thousand
two hundred
and forty-eight
forty-eight
propriated,
the sum
sum of
thousand two
hundred and
cents, as
as compensation
full for
for corn
of
dollars and fifty-two
fifty-two cents,
compensation in
in full
corn purchased
purchased of
him by Captain E. B.
assistant-quartermaster, on
on the
the
B. W.
W. Reslieaux,
Reslieaux, assistant-quartermaster,
part of the government.
government.
APPROVED, February
February 8,
1867.
APPROVED,
8, 1867.
Feb.
1867.
Feb. 15,
15, 1867.

CHAP. XXXIX. —An
-An Act for the Relief of Rufus C. Spalding, Paymaster
Paymaster in
in the
the United
United States Navy.

,Be it
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be
Credit to be
States of
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the TreasTreasallowed Rufus States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
C.
in ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
C. Spalding in
authorized and required, in adjusting the acacthe settlement
of counts of Rufus C. Spalding, as paymaster
the
settlement of
Spalding,
paymaster in the
the navy of the United
United
his accounts.
States, to cause the said Spalding
the sum
of fourteen
fourteen
Spalding to be credited
credited with
with the
sum of
thousand
thousand five hundred and sixty-three
sixty-three dollars
dollars and seventy-three
seventy-three cents,
cents,
being the sum of money
the government
government safe
safe at
the naval
naval
being
money stolen
stolen from
from the
at the
station at Mound City, Illinois,
the twenty-first
twenty-first of
of DecemDecemIllinois, on
on the night
night of
of the
Proviso. ber, one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
which sum
sum stands
stands charged
charged
sixty-five, which
Proviso.
to his account
account as U. S. paymaster
paymaster at said naval station: Provided,
Provided, That
That
as to
from official
official or
personal
nothing herein shall be so construed
construed as
to exempt
exempt from
or personal
J. S.
S. Harvey.
liability, or
or upon his
his bond,
bond, assistant-paymaster
assistant-paymaster J.
Harvey.
APPROVED,
February 15,
APPROVED, February
15, 1867.
1867.

Feb. 15, 1867.
Sureties on the
official bond of
James
James T.
T. PolPotreleased,
lock released,
and
suits
against
them
disconahe suditsaainst
'limed.
inued.

CHAP. XL.—
XL. - An Act for the Relief of the Sureties
Sureties of James T.
CHAP.
T. Pollock, late Receiver
Crawfordsville, Indiana.
at CrawfordsviUe,
Indiana.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
That Robert
Gregory, Henry
Henry
assembled, That
Robert C. Gregory,
Crawford,
William Galey, and the
the other sureties
James T. Pollock,
Pollock,
Crawford, William
sureties of
of James
late receiver
receiver at Crawfordsville,
Crawfordsville, Indiana,
Indiana, by bond to the United States
States
dated January
thirtieth, in
ear o
our Lord
Lor d eighteen
ei
ght een hundred
hun dre d an
dated
January thirtieth,
in the
the y
year
offour
andd

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

S
ESS. U.
IL
SESS.

CH.
40, 49,
49, 50,
50, 51,
51, 52.
52.
CH. 40,

1867. 619
1867.

thirty-seven,
and they
liability
from their said liability
released from
are hereby,
hereby, released
they are
be, and
thirty-seven, be,
misconduct of the said James
arising
omission, or misconduct
any defalcation,
defalcation, omission,
from any
arising from
officer of the Treasury DeT.
Pollock as such
such receiver, and the proper officer
T. Pollock
partment
authorized and directed
directed to dismiss any and
and
partment be, and he is hereby, authorized
all
suits that
that may
may have
have been
favor of
of
are now
now pending in favor
and are
instituted, and
been instituted,
all suits
the United
United States,
aforesaid, growing
growing out of the deStates, against
against the sureties aforesaid,
the
fault
the said
said receiver,
receiver, James T.
Pollock.
T. Pollock.
of the
fault of
APPROVED, February
15, 1867.
February 15,
APPROVED,
CHAP.
An Act
for the
Relief of
F. Pratt.
Pratt.
Alexander F.
the Relief
of Alexander
Act for
CHAP. XLIX.
XLIX. -— An

Feb. 18,
Feb.
18, 1867.
1867.

Be
enacted by the
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
Be it enacted
to
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Treas- Payment to
Secretary of the Treasassembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
.pra
leattander F.
F.
Pratt.
F. Pratt three Alexander
ury
hereby, directed
directed to pay to Alexander
Alexander F.
and he is hereby,
ury be, and
Jauner,
capturing one Elijah
hundred dollars,
Elijah K. Jauner,
dollars, in full for pursuing and capturing
hundred
convicted of
counterfeiting United
out of any
money in the
the
any money
coin, out
States coin,
United States
of counterfeiting
convicted
treasury
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
not otherwise
treasury not
APPROVED,
February 18, 1867.
APPROVED, February

Jane Clments.
CHAP.L.
L.-— An
Pension to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Jane
Clements.
a Pension
Act granting
granting a
An Act
CHAP.

Feb. 18,1867.
18, 1867.

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate and
Be
it enacted
to
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the In- Pension
Pension to
America in
of America
States of
s
Jane
tenor be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
Mrs..
Jane Clemof Mrs.
Mrs. Jane Mrs.
name of
the name
place the
to pldee
directed to
hereby, directed
terior
Clements, de-ts.
Clements,
District of
widow of Ignatius
de•
Ignatius Clements,
of Columbia,
Columbia, widow
of the
the District
Clements, of
a pension
ceased, on
the pension
pension at the rate of
of
and that he pay her a
roll, and
pension roll,
on the
ceased,
first
eight dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, during her widowhood,
widowhood, commencing
commencing on the first
eight
day of
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, the date of her husband's
hundred and
August, eighteen
day
of August,
death. This
This act
the said
said Jane
Jane Clements
benefit of the
Clements to the benefit
entitle the
shall entitle
act shall
death.
second
of the
act approved
hundred 1866,
eh. 235,
236, 42.
2.
1866, ch.
eighteen hundred
twenty-fifth, eighteen
July twenty-fifth,
approved July
the act
section of
second section
and
to minor
children of
Ante, p.
p. 230.
230.
it shall Ante'
if it
soldiers, if
deceased soldiers,
of deceased
minor children
regard to
in regard
sixty-six, in
and sixty-six,
be
established to
satisfaction of
pensions that
commissioner of pensions
of the commissioner
to the
the satisfaction
be established
she
such minor
minor child or
children as would entitle her to the benefit
benefit of
or children
has such
she has
said section.
APPROVED, February
February 18, 1867.
APPROVED,

the last
last Feb.
CHAP.
granting an
an additional
additional Pension
Pension to
to Samuel
Downing, one
one of
of the
Feb. 18,1867.
18, 1867.
Samuel Downing,
An Act
Act granting
LI. —
- An
CHAP. LL
surviving
Soldiers of
of the
the Revolutionary
Revolutionary War.
War.
suriving Soldiers
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
Be it
Additional
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the InIn
Additionai
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
America in
States
pension
terior
be, and
and he
is hereby,
place upon
upon the pension roll the i
ne
eVon to
t?in Samdirected to place
hereby, directed
he is
terior be,
name
Downing, one
one of
of the
the last
surviving soldiers
soldiers of the revolast surviving
Samuel Downing,
of Samuel
name of
lutionary
war, for
for an
additional pension,
pension, at
the rate
of five
hundred doldolfive hundred
rate of
at the
an additional
lutionary war,
lars
day of
Domini eighteen
eighteen
anno Domini
of September,
September, anno
the third
third day
from the
annum, from
per annum,
lars per
remainder of his life.
hundred
sixty-six, and to continue
continue during the remainder
and sixty-six,
hundred and
APPROVED, February
18, 1867.
1867.
February 18,
APPROVED,

CHAP.LII.LII.
— An
Relief of
Worster.
Lemuel Worster.
of Lemuel
the Relief
Act for
for the
An Act
CHAP.

Feb.
Feb. 18,1867.
18, 1867.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
to
States of
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of the In- Pension
Pension to
assembled, That the
in Congress
America in
of America
States
Lemuel Worster.
tenor
and he
name of Lemuel Wor- Lemuel Worster.
directed to place the name
is hereby, directed
he is
be, and
terior be,
ster,
Lebanon, York
and State
State of
of Maine,
upon the roll of
Maine, upon
county, and
York county,
of Lebanon,
ster, of
pensioners,_ and pay to him
him the sum of eight dollars
dollars per month.
invalid pensioners,
APPROVED,
February 18, 1867.
APPROVED, February
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THIRrY-NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRrY—NINTH CONGRESS.

Feb.
18, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 18,

55, 68,
68, 69.
69.
SESS. II.
II. CH. 53,
53, 54,
54, 55,

1867.
1867.

CHAP.
Act for
for the
Hedricic.
CHAP. Lill.
LIII.-— An
An Act
the Relief
Relief of
of Hiram
Hiram Hedrick.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Pension
to
Pension to
States
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
the InInStates of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
Hiram Hedrick.
Hiram
Hedrick. terior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place
place the name
name
of Hiram Hedrick,
late a
a private
private in
in company
company D,
Hedrick, of
of Peoria,
Peoria, Illinois,
Illinois, late
D,
eleventh regiment, Illinois cavalry, on the pension
pension rolls, at the rate of
of
twenty-five dollars per month,
twenty-five
month, and to pay him at this
in lieu
lieu of
the
this rate in
of the
pension he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 18,
18, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.LIV.
LIV.—
An Act
of Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fletcher.
CHAP.
- An
Act for
for the
the Rdie'
Relief of
Fletcher.

Feb.
1867.
Feb. 18,
18, 1867.

Be it enacted by the
the United
United
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InStates of America
America in
Pension to
in Congress
Congress assembled,
InMrs.
Elizabeth terior be, and he is hereby,
lrs. Elizabeth
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to place the
the name
name of
of
Fletcher.
Fletcher.
Elizabeth
Fletcher, widow
Elizabeth Fletcher,
widow of Captain
Captain L. W. Fletcher, late of company
company
A, thirteenth
thirteenth regiment
regiment Tennessee
Tennessee cavalry,
cavalry, on the
the list
list of
of invalid
peninvalid pensioners, and pay or cause
cause to be paid
paid to her during widowhood,
the sum
sum of
of
widowhood, the
twenty dollars
dollars per month from
from the date of
late husband;
husband;
of the
the death of her late
the event
event of
of the
the death
or remarriage
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fletcher,
the
If she dies or and
and in the
death or
remarriage of
Fletcher, the
remarries, penremarries,
pen- Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorized and directed
Interior is then authorized
directed to pay to the
the
sion to be paid
appointed guardian of the orphan
orphan children
children of
of Captain
Captain L.
L. W.
W.
toonhteogeardian
the guardian legally appointed
of the children Fletcher, the pension awarded
awarded to Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fletcher,
they shall
shall rereFletcher, until
until they
of Capt.
L. W.
W. spectively
of
Capt L.
spectively attain the age of sixteen years.
years.
Fletcher, until,
until,
APPROVED,
February 18,
1867.
18, 1867.
&c.
APPROVED, February
&c.
CHAP.
LV.—
Act for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of John
Morean, of
of Machias,
Machias, N.
N. Y.
CHAP. LV.
- An
An Act
John Morean,
Y.

Feb. 18, 1867.

Pension to
John
Tohn Morean.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the United
United
Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
Congress assembled;
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
InStates of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Interior
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to place
place the
the name
name of
of
terior be, and
authorized and
directed to
John Morcan,
Morean, of Machias, N. Y., aa soldier
soldier of the war of
eighteen hunhunof eighteen
dred and twelve, upon the
pension rolls,
the rate
rate of
aeight
eight dollars
dollars per
per
the pension
rolls, at
at the
month, and to continue
continue during his natural
natural life.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
1867.
February 18, 1867.

22,1867.'
Feb. 22,
1867. '
Pension
Pension to
to
John
John Gray.
Gray.

Feb. 22, 1867.
Feb.
Pension to
John J.
John
J. Sohan.
Sohan.

CHAP.
-— An Act
CHAP.LXVIII.
LXVIII.
Actfor the Relief of
of John
John Gray, a
a Revolutionary Soldier.
Soldier.
Be it
it enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House of Representatives
enacted
Rouse
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That
States
in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Interior
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, directed
Interior be,
he is
directed to place
place the name of John
John Gray,
of Noble county, Ohio, upon the
the pension roll, and that there be paid
to
paid to
said John Gray, out of any money in the treasury
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriated, the sum of five hundred
annum during
during his
his natural
natural life,
life,
hundred dollars
dollars per
per annum
payable semi-annually,
semi-annually, commencing
commencing on the first day
day of
of July,
eighteen
July, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six.
hundred
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. LXIX.—
LXIX. - An
CHAP.
An Act granting
granting an increased
increased Pension
to John
John J.
J. Sohan.
Sohan.
Pension to

Senate and House
House of Representatives of
Be it enacted by the Senate
of the
United
the United
States of America in
in Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to allow and pay John J.
J. Sohan,
Sohan, in
in
consequence
consequence of total blindness, resulting
resulting from disease contracted
contracted in the
the line
line
a marine
of his duty as a
marine in the United
United States
navy, a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
States navy,
of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars per month,
month, commencing
on the
the sixteenth
of
commencing on
sixteenth day
day of
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, and to continue during
disduring said
said disability, in lieu of the pension
pension heretofore allowed
by the
allowed to
to said Sohan
Sohan by
the
Secretary of the Interior on the thirteenth
thirteenth day of October, eighteen
huneighteen hundred and sixty-six, to be paid out
out of the naval pension fund.
fund.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 22,
22, 1867.
1867.

THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.. SESS.
SESS. II.
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS
II. CH.
C .70, 71,
71, 72,
72, 73.
CHAP.
- An Act
CHAP. LXX.
Lxx.—
Act for the Reef
Relict of the Children
Children of Solomon Long, under sixteen
Years of Age.

1867.
1867.

621
621

22, 1867.
Feb. 22,
1867.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
United
of Representatives
the United
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembl
ed, Th
at the
th e Secretary
Secretary of
of the
th
eto Pension
Pepsion .to
assembled,
That
cert
ain
oloi
c
u
h
o
i
n
ldren
certain
children
Interior
Interior be,
is hereby',
zed, and
an d di
rec t
ed t
pl
ace upon
upon the
theo
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authori
authorized,
directed
too place
of Solomon
the children
children under
pension roll the names of the
under sixteen
sixteen years
years of
age of
of Long.
Long.
of age
Solomon
Solomon Long,
who was
company E,
E, fifth
fifth regiment
regiment
Long, deceased,
deceased, who
was a
a private
private in
in company
Kentucky
cavalry volunteers,
Kentucky cavalry
volunteers, under
existing laws
laws in
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the existing
in
similar cases, to take effect
after the
the passage
effect from and
and after
passage of
this act.
act.
of this
APPROVED, February
1867.
APPROVED,
February 22,
2-2, 1867.

CHAP. LXXI.
LXXI. —
-AnAn Act for the Relief of
of Daniel
a Revolutionary Feb.
Daniel Frederick
Frederick Bakeman, a
Feb. 22, 1867.
1867.
Soldier.
Soldier.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of

Pension to

be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, directed
Interior be,
he is
directed to
to place
place the
name of
of Daniel
Fred- Daniel
F. BakeBakethe name
Daniel FredDaniel F.
erick Bakeman,
Bakeman, of
of Sandusky,
Sandusky, New
York, upon
the pension
pension roll,
and
New York,
upon the
roll, and
there be paid to
to said
said Daniel
Daniel Frederick
Frederick Bakeman,
Bakeman, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in
the treasury
treasury not
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of five
five hundred
dollars
appropriated, the
hundred dollars
per annum during
natural life,
during his
his natural
life, payable
payable semi-annually,
semi-annually, commencing
commencing on
on
the first
first day
day of
of July,
the
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six.
and sixty-six.
APPROVED, February
22, 1867.
APPROVED,
February 22,
1867.
CHAP. LXXII. -— An
An Act for the Relief of
of Ddia
Delia A. Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald.
Delia A. Jacobs,
Jacobs, late Delia

Feb.
22, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 22,

Be it enacted by the
Senate and House of
the Senate
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That Delia A.
(late
A. Jacobs
Jacobs (late

Delia
JaDelia A.
A.Ja-

Fitzgerald)
Fitzgerald) administrator
administrator of
of Jesse
Jesse Fitzgerald,
deceased, who
who obtained
cobs may
may apply
Fitzgerald, deceased,
obtained aacobs
apply
an improved
of dressing
patent for an
improved method
method of
dated twenty-eighlth
twenty-eighth for
fofrpaanteeVension
dressing treenails,
treenails, dated
an extension
day of
of August,
August, eighteen
day
hundred and
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, for
for fourteen
fourteen years,
years, which
which ° paen
eighteen hundred
expired on the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth August,
August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
hundred and
sixty-three,
to apply
apply to
the commissioner
commissioner of
be authorized
authorized to
to the
of patents
patents for
the extension
extension of
for the
of
said patent
said
patent for
years under
under the
rules and
and regulations
regulations now
now in
in force
for seven
seven years
the rules
force
for the extension
extension of patents,
patents, as
as if
if she
she had
had made
application previous
previous to
to
made application
its expiration
expiration as
required by
as required
by law;
law; and
and the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of patents
patents is
is
directed
directed to investigate
investigate and
and decide
decide the
the application
application for
for extension
on the
the
extension on
same evidence,
in the
the same
manner as
evidence, and in
same manner
as other
extension
other applications
applications for
for extension
are decided;
That the
the application
decided; Provided,
Provided, That
application for
for extension
be made
made within
within Application
Application to
to
extension be
thirty days after approval of this act,
decision of
of the
act, and
and the
the decision
the commiscommis- beha
made within
be made
wt t
sioner
be rendered
rendered within
sinner be
ni
ne ty d
ay
s f
rom th
e filing
fili ng o
sa id a
ppli cationime.
within ninety
days
from
the
off' said
application
what time.
in the
the patent
patent office;
office; and
and Provided,
Provided, also,
That nothing
herein shall
shall be
be so
so P
also, That
nothing herein
Provisos.
rovl
construed
to hold
hold responsible
responsible in
in damages
construed as to
damages any
any person
person who
who may
may have
have
manufactured
treenails, or
manufactured treenails,
or built
built or
used machines
machines containing
the
aforesaid
or used
containing the aforesaid
improvement
between the
improvement between
the approval
approval of
of
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the patent
patent and
and the
this
act; and
and Provided,
Provided, also,
also, That
the commissioner
be satisfied
bethis act;
That the
commissioner shall
shall be
satisfied before
such entension
fore granting
granting such
[extension], that
that it
will enure
enure entirely
entirely to
to the
the
entension [extension],
it will
benefit of said
said Delia
Delia A.
A. Jacobs.
Jacobs.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 22,
1867.
22, 1867.
CHAP. LXXIII. -— An Act for the Relief
Relief of
C. McFerran,
the United States
States
of John
John C.
McFerran, of
of the
Army.
Army.

Feb.
22, 1867.
Feb. 22,1867.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
States of America
America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the proper accounting
accounting I
C
2r
6
cit o
bf
Credit
of
officers
be, and
and they
they are
officers of the treasury be,
are hereby,
hereby, directed
directed to
to credit
credit John
John lowed
rowed° Jo
°hneCe
John
States army,
C. McFerran,
McFerran, of the
the United
United States
army, with
with the
the sum
of twelve
twelve hunhun- McFerran.
maerran.
sum of
dred and sixty-five
the amount
amount for
for which,
which, as
as assistant
sixty-five dollars, being
being the
assistant comcommissary
subsistence in
in said
army, he
missary of
of subsistence
said army,
he erroneously
to Francis
Francis F.
erroneously receipted
receipted to
F.
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1867.
1867.

Thomas,
also an
assistant commissary
commissary in
said army,
army, in
in excess
excess of
of the
the
in said
an assistant
Thomas, also
amount
money actually
paid over
him by
the said
said Thomas,
Santa
at Santa
by the
Thomas, at
over to
to him
amount of
of money
actually paid
Fe,
the Territory
Territory of
in November,
November, one
thousand eight
eight
one thousand
Mexico, in
of New
New Mexico,
Fe, in
in the
hundred
and fifty.
hundred and
APPROVED,
February 22,
1867.
22, 1867.
APPROVED, February
Feb.
22, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 22,

CHAP.
Act for
Relief of
James C.
C. Cook.
Cook.
for the
the Relief
of James
An Act
CHAP. LXXIV.
LXXIV. -— An

Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
Representatives of the
House of
by the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
C.
States of America in
James C.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That James
James C. Cook have
have leave
Cook may apply
apply
for extension of to make application to
commissioner of
of patents
patents for
for an
an extension
of
extension of
the commissioner
for extension o' to make application to the
patent.
his letters
were issued
issued for
from
for the term of fourteen years, from
patent, which
which were
his
letters patent,
patent.
and fifty-two,
fifty-two, for an
an
eighteen hundred and
day of
of July, eighteen
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
improvement
forming button backs and connecting the
machines for
for forming
in machines
improvement in
eyes thereto,
thereto, in
in the
manner as
if he
filed his
his petition
petition for
for an
an exexas if
he had
had filed
the same
same manner
eyes
tension at
to the
the expiration
expiration of
of said
said patent,
and
patent, and
days prior
prior to
at least
least ninety
ninety days
tension
patents be authorized
consider and determine
authorized to consider
that the commissioner of patents
said
in the
manner as
as if
if it
had been
been filed ninety
ninety days
days
it had
the same
same manner
said application
application in
before
the expiration
expiration of
the patent.
patent.
of the
before the
APPROVED, February
22, 1867.
February 22,
1867.
APPROVED,
Feb. 22,1867.
22, 1967.
Feb.

CHAP.
LXXV. —
Ad for
for the
the Relief
of Catharine
Catharine Mock.
Mock.
An Act
Relief of
CHAP. LXXV.
- An

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
the Senate
and House
Be
it enacted
States of America in
in Congress
Pension to
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, required
required to place upon the pension roll the
Catharine Mock. tenor
name
of Catharine
Mock, of the
widow of William H.
city of Baltimore,
Baltimore, widow
the city
name of
Catharine Mock,
Mock,
who was
ordnance-sergeant, and
Fort Mifflin,
Mifflin, in
and died, at or
or near Fort
Mock, who
was ordnance-sergeant,
eighteen
and that
that she
she be
pension at the
be paid
paid aapension
hundred and
and thirty-seven;
thirty-seven; and
eighteen hundred
dollars per
month, to commence
commence from
first day of
of May,
from the first
rate of
of eight dollars
per month,
eighteen
continue during
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, and continue
during her
her natural
natural life.
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 22,
Feb.
25, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 25,
Pension
Pension to
to
Kennedy
Kennedy
O'Brien.

O'Brien

Feb. 25,1867.
Feb.
25, 1867.

Pension to
Charles
N.
Charles N.
Weiss.
Weiss.

Feb.
1867.
2, 1867.
Feb. 25,

CHAP. LXXXIV.-An
LXXXIV. —An Actfor
Ad for the
the Relief
Relief of
O'Brien.
of Kennedy
Kennedy O'Brien.
CHAP.

Be it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
InStates of America in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to increase
increase the penpenO'Brien, late aa private
sion of Kennedy
Kennedy O'Brien,
private in company
company K, fifth
fifth regiment
regiment
Indiana volunteers,
volunteers, from eight dollars
dollars per
per month to twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
such increased
from the
the passage
passage of
of
per month, and
and to pay
pay him
him such
increased pension
pension from
this act.
APPROVED, February 25, 1867.
APPROVED,
1867.
CHAP. LXXXV.
Ad granting
granting a
Pension to
to Charles
Charles N.
N. Weiss.
Weiss.
a Pension
An Act
- An
LXXXV. —
CHAP.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the United
Be it enacted
and House of
Representatives of
States
of America
assembled, That
of' the
the InInThat the
the Secretary
Secretary of
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
terior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place the name of
Charles
N. Weiss,
Charles N.
Weiss, of the District of Columbia, on the pension
pension roll, at the
per month,
from the
the passage
passage of
of this
this
rate of
of fifteen dollars
dollars per
month, to
to commence
commence from
continue during
life.
act and to continue
during his natural
natural life.
APPROVED,
February 25,
APPROVED, February
25, 1867.
CHAP.
LXXXVI. -— An
Act granting
granting a
a Pension
Pension to
to Olivia
Olivia W.
W. Cannon.
Cannon.
An Act
CHAP. LXXXVI.

Be it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
States
assembled, That
the InInPension to
to
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
W. Can- terior
directed to place the name of
Olivia W.
tenor be, and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
of
non.
non.
widow of Joseph
Olivia W. Cannon, widow
Joseph S. Cannon,
Cannon, late aamidshipman in the
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United
United States
States navy,
navy, upon the pension
pension roll, at
at the rate of ten dollars
per
dollars per
month, to
presentation of satisfactory proof
month,
to commence
commence upon the presentation
of idenidenproof of
tity and widowhood,
tity
widowhood, and to continue
continue during her widowhood;
said penwidowhood; said
pension to be paid out of the naval pension
pension fund.
fund.
APPROVED,
APPRO
VED, February
February 25,
1867.
25, 1867.
CHAP.
LXXXVII. —
- An
An Act
Act for the Benefit of
JerushaPage.
Page.
CHAP.LXXXVII.
of Mrs. Jerusha

Feb.
1867.
Feb. 25,
25,1867.

Be it
and House of
of Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the
States
the InIn- Pension
Pension to
to
terior
authorized
tenor be, and he is hereby, authori
zed an
di rected to
to p
l
ace t
he name
Jerusha Page.
andd directed
place
the
name of
ofPage.
Jerusha
Mrs.
Mrs. Jerusha
Jerusha Page, of the State of Missouri, the widow
widow of the
Thomas
the late
late Thomas
C. Page,
Page, deceased,
deceased, on the pension
pension roll, at the rate of
C.
per
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
month, to commence
commence frlin
fr im the passage
passage of this act and to
to continue
during
continue during
her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED,
25, 1867.
APPRO
VED, February
February 25,
1867.
CHAP. LXXXVIII.
-An Act
granting a
a Pension
to Mrs.
Adeline M.
CHAP.
LXXXVIII.
—An
Act granting
Pension to
Mrs. Adeline
Gould.
M. Gould.

Feb.
25, 1867.
Feb. 25,1867.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
Be
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled.
Stales of
assembled. That the
the Secretary of the
the InIn- Pepsion
to
Pension to
terior be, and he is hereby,
authorized
andd directed
tenor
hereby, authori
zed an
di rec t
ed t
pl
ace the
th
e name
ti
d
n
.
8M
M
too place
name of
of to
oAdeld
Mrs. Adeline
Eugene E. Gould,
Mrs.
Adeline M. Gould,
Gould, mother of Eugene
Gould, late
private in
in
late aa private
company F, third regiment
regiment Rhode
Rhode Island
Island cavalry
cavalry volunteers,
volunteers, on
on the
the penpension roll at the rate of eight dollars per month,
sion
month, to commence
commence from
from the
the
twenty-second day of December,
December, eighteen
sixty-four, and
and to
to
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
continue
continue during her widowhood.
widowhood.
APPROVED, February
February 25,
APPROVED,
25, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
LXXXIX. —
- An
Act granting
a Pension
CHAP.LXXXIK.
An Act
granting a
Pension to
to John
John Carter.
Carter.

Feb. 25,
1867.
Feb.
25, 1867.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States
of America in Congress
the InIn- Pension to
Secretary of
of the
terior
and he
he is hereby,
directed to place
terior be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
place the
the name of
John Carter
Carter.
of Johl
John
company 11,
H, fifth regiment
John Carter, late a
a private
private in company
regiment United
United States
States
infantry, on the pension roll, at the
the rate
rate of
dollars per
per month,
month, to
to
of fifteen
fifteen dollars
orommence from the passage of this act and to continue
iommence
continue during
during his
his natural
natural
Lfe.
Lfe.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. XC.
XC. —
- An
An Ad
Act for
for the
[of] Charles
Charles Appleton.
CHAP.
the Relief
Relief [of]
Appleton.

Feb.
25, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 25,

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of
of America
America in
in congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
States
of the
the InIn- Pension
Pension of
of
terior
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
tenor be.
be. and
is hereby,
authorized and directed to increase the pen- to
C
h
narn
lecs
reAppleA
aEle.Charles
sion of
of Charles
Charles Appleton,
Appleton, late aa soldier in the United
United States army,
army, from
from
eight dollars per month to fifteen dollars per
per month, and
and to
to pay
pay him
such
him such
increased
passage of this act.
increased pension
pension from the passage
act.
APPROVED,
APPRO
VED, February
1867.
February 25,
25, 1867.

CHAP.
XCI.-An
Actfor
the Relief
Relief of
of Mary
Mary A.
Smith, of
of Johnson
County, Tennessee,
CHAP. XCI.
—An Act
for the
A. Smith,
Johnson County,
Tennessee,
Widow of
Widow
of Alexander
Alexander D.
D. Smith,
Smith, deceneod.
deceased.

Feb.
1867.
Feb. 25,
25, 1867.

Be it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House of
by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InIn- Pension
Pension to
to.
of the
terior
instructed
tenor be, and he is hereby,
he re by, i
ns t
ruc t
ed to
t
o pl
ace th
ofM
ary A.
A.Smith
Mary A.
place
thee name
name of
Mary
Mary
A. Smith
Smith
Smith of Johnson county,
county, Tennessee,
Tennessee, on the pension
pension rolls,
the rate
rate of
of
rolls, at
at the
thirty
commence from the fifth
thirty dollars per month, to commence
November,
fifth day
day of
of November,
eighteen
sixty-three, and to
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three,
her widowhood,
widowhood,
to continue
continue during
during her
upon
satisfactory proof that she was and is the widow
upon satisfactory
widow of Alexander
D.
Alexander D.
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regiment Tennessee cavof the thirteenth
thirteenth regiment
late aa lieutenant-colonel
lieutenant-colonel of
Smith, late
alry volunteers.
volunteers.
A PPROVED, February
25, 1867.
1867.
February 25,
APPROVED,

Feb.
25, 1867.
Feb. 25,1867.
Pension to
Ernestine
Ernestine
Becker.
Becker.

Feb.
Feb. 25,
25, 1867.

Pension to

CHAP.XCII.
Act granting
granting a
Ernestine Becker.
Becker.
to Mrs.
Mrs. Ernestine
a Pension
Pension to
XCII. —
-AnAn Act
CHAP.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
States of
America, in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteThat the
in Congress
States
of America,
hereby, authorized
rior be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed to place the name of
of
Mrs. Ernestine
Mrs.
Ernestine Becker,
Becker, widow
widow of Leopold
Leopold Becker, late captain of company
company
D, twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth regiment
regiment Illinois
infantry volunteers,
volunteers, on the
pension roll,
roll,
the pension
Illinois infantry
D,
at
twenty dollars per month,
month, to
to commence from the fifth day
at the
the rate
rate of twenty
of May,
eighteen hundred
and to
continue during
during her
her
to continue
sixty-five, and
hundred and
and sixty-five,
of
May, eighteen
widowhood.
A
PPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1867.
APPROVED,
CHAP.XCIII.-An
XCIII.—An Act
Caroline McGee,
Tennessop,
of Greene
Greene County, Tennessee,
MecGee, of
for the Relief
Relief of
of Caroline
Act for
CHAP.

Widow of
of Lemuel
McGee,
deceased.
Lemuel Ac
Gee, deceased.
Widow

Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States
America, in
States of
of America,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the InteInteassembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of

Caroline McGee.
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
Caroline
McGee. nor
authorized to place the
the name of
of Mrs. Caroline
McGee,
Greene, and
and State of Tennessee,
pension
Tennessee, on the pension
of the
the county
county of Greene,
McGee, of
roll,
commence on the twentyto commence
per month,
month, to
rate of
of eight
eight dollars per
roll, at the
the rate
seventh day
day of
of November,
hundred and sixty-four, and to coneighteen hundred
November, eighteen
seventh
tinue
upon satisfactory
proof that she was
was and
and is
is
satisfactory proof
tinue during
during her
her widowhood, upon
Tennessee, who died while
Lemuel McGee,
McGee, late of Tennessee,
while impristhe widow of Lemuel
rebellion.
Island, or
or Richmond,
Richmond, Virginia, during the late rebellion.
oned at Belle
Belle Island,
A
PPROVED, February
February 25, 1867.
APPROVED,
Feb.
25. 1867.
Feb. 25.
Pension to
Pension
to
Josephine SloSloJsephine
cum.

Feb. 25, 1867.

CHAP.
XCIV. —
CHAP. XCIV.

An Act
Act granting
granting a
Pension to Mrs.
Slocum
Mrs. Josephine
Josephine Slocum.
a Pension
An

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
United
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
the InteInteof America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
States of
rior
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
directed to
to place
the name
of
name of
place the
and directed
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
or be,
Mrs.
Slocum, widow
widow of Martin
N.Slocum, late a
a second lieulieuMartin N.
Mrs. Josephine
Josephine Slocum,
colored infantry, on the
regiment United States colored
tenant in the Sixty-fifth regiment
the rate of fifteen
dollars per month, to commence
commence from the
fifteen dollars
pension roll at the
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five, and
and to continue
continue
thirtieth day of May, eighteen
during her widowhood.
widowhood.
A
PPR OVED, February
February 25, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
XCV. -—
CHAP. XCV.

Pension to Ezra
Ezra B.
B. Gordon.
An Act
Act granting
An
grantingaaPension

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Pension to
Pension
States of America in
That the
the Secretary
the InteStates
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the
InteEzra
B.
Gordon.
Ezra B. Gordon. rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place
place the name of
of
Ezra
private in company
"F," fourth
fourth regiment New
late a
a private
company "F,"
Ezra B. Gordon,
Gordon, late
Hampshire volunteers,
volunteers, on the pension
pension roll, subject to the provisions of the
pension laws.
A PPROVED, February
February 25, 1867.
APPROVED,
Feb. 25, 1867.

Edward St.
Clair Clarke
Clarke to
be
be allowed
allowed
$4022 for loss of
$4022
public funds
funds by

theft.

ef

CHAP.
XCVI.-—
CHAP. XCVI.

An
Act for
Relief of
Edward St.
St. Clair
Clair Clarke.
Clarke.
An Act
for the
the Relief
of Edward

United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
of Representatives
of the
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be
States of America
America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That in the settlement
settlement of the
the
accounts
of Edward
Edward St.
States
paymaster United States
as assistant
assistant paymaster
St. Clair
Clair Clarke, as
accounts of
shall be allowed
allowed him the
the sum of four thousand
thousand and
and twentynavy, there shall
twentytwo dollars
on account
loss of
of public
funds in
in his
his
account of
of the
the loss
of that
that amount
amount of
public funds
two
dollars on
hands, by theft,
theft, on the night of the
the ninth of May, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
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sixty-three, the loss being without neglect
sixty-three,
neglect or
on the
the part
the said
or fault
fault on
part of
of the
said
Clarke.
Clarke.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. XCVII. —
- An Act
Act granting
granting a
a Pension
Pension to Patrick
Feb. 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
PatrickMeehan.
ifeehan.
Feb.
Be it
Senate and
and House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
United
States of
in Congress assembled,
States
of America
America in
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInto- Pension
to
Pension to
rior
be, and
nor be,
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place the
name of
of PatrickMeehan.
Patrick Meehan.
the name
Patrick Meehan,
Meehan, late aa corporal in company
Patrick
company I,
eighty-ninth regiment
regiment
I, eighty-ninth
Indiana volunteers,
Indiana
volunteers, on the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
provisions of
of the
the
subject to
the provisions
pension laws, to commence from the
pension
sixth day
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
the sixth
day of
of June,
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.

CHAP.
- An Actfor
CHAP.CIV.
CIV.—
Act for the Relief of Henry S.
Feb.
1867.
S. Davis.
Davis.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
the sum
thousand Payment
to
sum of
of five
five thousand
Payment to
seven hundred
hundred and twenty
twe nty dollars
doll ars and
an dfour
f
our cents
cents be,
be, and
and the
same is here- Henry S. Davis.
the same
is here- Henry S. Davii
by, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
by,
money in
treasury not
not otherwise
approin the
the treasury
otherwise appropriated,
priated, for the relief of Henry S. Davis, which
which shall
shall be
be in
in full
full of
the
of the
claim
claim of said Davis against
against the United States
States for
for work
work done
by him
him on
on
done by
the west
west wing of the patent-office
patent-office building,
building, under
under his
his contract
contract of
of NovemNovember six, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seven.
fifty-seven.
APPROVED,
February 28,
A PPROVED, February
1867.
28, 1867.

CHAP.
- An Actfor
CHAP.CV.
CV.—
Act for the Relief of Captain
Captain John J. Young,
Young, of
the United States Navy.
Navy. Feb.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
ofthe
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of
the
United
and House
Representatives of the United
States
of America
America in
in Congress
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of the
the TreasTreas- Payment
Payment to
to
Secretary of
ury be, and he is hereby, authorized
my
authorized and required
required to
to audit
audit and
and allow
allow to
to Captain
Captam John
J.
John J.
Captain John
Captain
John J. Young,
Young, of the navy of the United
United States, the pay
pay of
of Young.
g.
captain of the "
"retired
retired list"
list" of
of the
the navy
of the
the United
United States,
States, from
from the
the
navy of
twelfth day of August, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
the
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, the
the date
date of
of the
commission
J. Young as captain
commission of said John J.
aforesaid, to
the tenth
tenth day
captain aforesaid,
to the
day
of
of March,
March, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, deducting
deducting therefrom
therefrom all
all
moneys which have been
moneys
been paid to the said
said Captain John
John J.
J. Young,
by the
the
Young, by
United States, between
between the
dates above
above given.
given.
the dates
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. CVI.
CHAP.
CVI .-— An Act for the Relief of James Tetlow.

Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
Feb.
Be
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
America in Congress
States of
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy Payment
of the
the Navy
Payment to
to
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to pay
pay James
James Tetlow,
contractor with
the James
Tetlow.
Tetlow, contractor
with the
James Tetlow.
navy
navy department,
department, for building the four steam
steam tug-boats
tug-boats called
called ""Fortune,"
Fortune,"
"Speedwell,"
"'Standish," and "MSayflower,"
"Speedwell," "Standish,"
"Mayflower," respectively,
respectively, the
the sum
sum of
of
eighty-six thousand and four hundred dollars, and
eighty-six
same be
paid
and that
that the
the same
be paid
from any
any money
heretofore appropriated
from
money heretofore
appropriated for constructing
constructing vessels
or mamavessels or
chinery therefor, and not otherwise
chinery
otherwise already
already expended.
expended.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
1867.
28, 1867.

CHAP. CVII. —
- An Act for the Relief of lVilliam
William Mann and
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
and Jacob
Jacob Sennef.
Senneff.
Feb.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
Be
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the commissioner
States
commissioner of
of patents
patents William
William Mann
Mann
be,
and is
authorized to hear and determine upon the application
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
application neff
n
anef
c
fJacob
i
J
ma
a
cobaSenSellyand
may
apply
of William Mann
J!dann for an exten
sion of
etters p
at
en tdated
dat
ed January
January for
of
extension
of hi
hiss l
letters
patent
for exteLict
extensionpof
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eleventh,
hundred and fifty-three,
fifty-three, which expires
eleventh, patent.
patent.
expires July eleventh,
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
XIV.
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40
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Ca.
107, 108,
108, 109,
109, 110,
110, 111.
111. 1867.
1867.
Ca. 107,

eighteen hundred
and sixty-six;
sixty-six; and
upon the
the application
application of
of Jacob
Jacob SenSenand upon
eighteen
hundred and
neff for
his letters
letters patent
patent for
heddles, dated
dated January
January
for wire
wire heddles,
for an
an extension
extension of
of his
neff
thirteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
fifty-two, which
expired January
January thirand fifty-two,
which expired
thirteenth,
teenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
to decide
upon said
decide upon
said applicasixty-six, and
and to
teenth, eighteen
tions with
with like
like effect
effect as
as though
though the
applications had
had been
duly filed
filed
been duly
the said
said applications
tions
Application
before the expiration
letters patent; and the commiscommisApplication to ninety days before
expiration of said letters
sioner of
of patents
patents is
is directed
directed forthwith
the said
said application
application for
for
be published.
published,
sioner
forthwith to
to publish
publish the
the extension
extension of
with like
like effect
effect as
as though
though said
said publicapublicapatent with
of said
said letters
letters patent
the
tion had
been made
made sixty
sixty days
days before
said letters patent.
the expiration
expiration of said
before the
had been
tion
damage for using
said
using or making said
held liable for damage
But no
no person shall
shall be held
heddles
after the
expiration of
of the
original term
term of
of the
the patent
patent and
and before
before
the original
heddles after
the expiration
the renewal.
APPROVED,
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
Feb.
1867.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.

CHAP.CVIII.—An
the Relief
Relief of
of Henry
P. Blanchard.
Benry P.
Blanchard.
Act for
for the
CHAP.
CVIII. - An Act

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
United
of the
the United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Payment to
Payment
to States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasP. BlanHenry P.
a n ury be, and be is hereby, directed, out
any money
in the
the treasury
treasury not
not
money in
of any
ry be, and he is hereby, directed, out of
chard.
otherwise
pay to Henry P.
P. Blanchard,
Blanchard, for his services
services as
appropriated, to pay
otherwise appropriated,
February twenty-second,
twenty-second,
Canton, in China,
China, from February
marshal at the
the port of Canton,
hundred and
fifty-eight, to the first of July, one thouthouand fifty-eight,
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
sixty, the
three hundred
hundred and
and
the sum of
of two
two thousand three
sand eight
eight hundred
hundred and sixty,
fifty-four
cents.
twenty-four cents.
fifty-four dollars
dollars and twenty-four
APPROVED,
28, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
Feb.
1867.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.

CHAP.
Rear-Admiral United
States
CHAP. CIX.
CIX. —
-AnAn Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Hiram
Hiram Paulding,
Paulding, Rear-Admiral
United States
Navy.
Navy.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Rouse of
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Accounts of States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the proper accounting
HiAracmcounts
accounting
Hiram Pauldin
Cg
to be
of the
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, directed
directed to
to audit
audit the
the acbe, and
treasury be,
the treasury
audited,gg officers of
be audited
to
and allowances
allowances counts
counts of Hiram Paulding while
while a
captain in the
the United States navy,
and
a captain
made.
covering
expenditures in the entertainment
covering his expenditures
entertainment of foreign
foreign officers
officers and peofrigate "Saint
Lawrence," under his command,
command, at
"Saint Lawrence,"
ple who visited the frigate
For
Southampton, not exceeding
hundred and sixty-three
sixty-three dolthe sum of
of nine
nine hundred
exceeding the
For appropriaappropria- Southampton,
til,
ninety-two cents;
cents; and
and also
also his
his expenditures
in entertaining
tion, see act of lars and ninety-two
expenditures in
entertaining the
the
March 30 1867.
and Stockholm,
Stockholm, in
in the
years
the years
Bremerhaven and
of Bremerhaven
the governments
governments of
of the
26. officers
officers of
Vaol
Vol. xv, ch. 26.
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-eight,
hundred and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and
forty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighteen hundred and fifty, not exceeding
exceeding the sum of two thousand six
hundred and
and ninety
ninety dollars.
APPROVED, February
1867.
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
Feb.
1867.
Pension
Pension to
to
Margaret
Bouararet Boucher.

Feb.
1867.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
Pension to
James Riddle.
Riddle.
James

CHAP.CX.—
granting back
Pension to
Margaret Boucher.
to Margaret
Boucher.
back Pension
CX. -AnAn Act
Act granting
CHAP.
of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
the Inteauthorized and directed to pay to Margaret
rior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Margaret
Boucher.
widow of Michael
twenty-sixth regiment
Boucher, widow
Michael Boucher, late of the twenty-sixth
regiment
Columbia militia, aa pension
the rate of eight dollars
of the District of Columbia
pension at the
per month, from
from the death of her husband to the date of her pension certificate, October eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
A
PPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. CXI.
An Act
for the
the Relief
James Riddle.
Riddle.
Relief of
of James
CHAP.
CXI. -— An
Act for

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it enacted
Rouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, aut[h]orized
aut[h]orized and
and directed
directed to place the name of
James Riddle, a
the city of New York, and late of company
company
a resident of the
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""G,"
G," eighth United States infantry,
infantry, on
rate of
eight
on the pension
pension rolls,
rolls, at
at the
the rate
of eight
dollars per month,
month, to commence from the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
day of
of July,
July, eigheighteen hundred and
and sixty-three.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP. CXII.
- An Act
Actfor
the Relief of
ofJ.
CHAP.
CXLI.
—
for the
J. and
and 0.
O. P.
P. Cobb
Co.
Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.
Cobb 4
d-, Co.
Feb.
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
States
Congress assembled,
treasurer of the United
Stales of America in Congress
assembled, That the treasurer
United Claim
Claim of J.
0.
Cobb
States
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
pay to
to J.
J. and
and 0.
c
?
..
for
oP.
P
t: ha
Lo
y
hhto
States be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay
0. and
& Co.
obb
P. Cobb & Co.,
Co., of Aurora, Indiana, the sum of seven thousand eight be paid.
hundred and ninety dollars and eighteen
eighteen cents,
cents, out of any
any money
money heretofore or hereafter
hereafter appropriated and applicable
applicable to the
payment of
claims
the payment
of claims
quartermaster's bureau,
against the quartermaster's
bureau, in full discharge
discharge of
of all
all claim
claim of
of the
the
said J.
J. and 0.
0. P.
hay taken
taken and
destroyed by
by order
order of
of
P. Cobb &
& Co.
Co. for
for hay
and destroyed
General
General Boyle, on the Ohio river,
and sixtysixtyriver, in
in July,
July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
three.
three.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
28, 1867.
1867.
February 28,
CHAP. CXIIL —
- An
the Relief
Reliefof
CHAP.
An Actfor
Act for the
of the
the Orphan
Orphan Children
Children of
of John
John Faris.
Faris.

Feb. 28,
1867.
Feb.
28, 1867.

House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United

States
of America
America in
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
Intein Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
the Inte-

Pension to
to
Pension
ar is
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized
nor
authorized and
t
o pay,
pay, or cause
t
o be
beJohn
pil
dren of
of John
and directed
directed to
cause to
children
paid, to the legally appointed guardian
the orphan
orphan children
John
guardian of the
children of
of John
Faris, deceased,
deceased, formerly of Paris,
Henry county,
county, Tennessee,
Tennessee, until
until they
Paris, Henry
they
severally attain the age of sixteen
sixteen years, the
pension awarded
to the
the
the pension
awarded to
orphan children of soldiers killed
killed in
of duty,
same to
be paid
paid
in the line
line of
duty, the
the same
to be
under the restrictions
restrictions and
limitations of
general pension
pension laws.
laws.
and limitations
of the
the general
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
APPROVED, February
1867.

CHAP. CXIV.
-An Act
CHAP.
CXIV.—An
Act granting
granting aaPension
Pension to
to Peter
Peter Fisher.
Fisher.

Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.
Feb.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Sthtes of America in
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
of the
Pension to
to
the InteInte- Pension
Peter Fisher.
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized and
nor
and directed
name o
directed to place
place the
the name
offPeter
Fisher
Peter Fisher, late a
of company
company G,
thirty-seventh regiment
Iowa
a member of
G, thirty-seventh
regiment Iowa
infantry, on the pension
pension rolls, subject
laws,
subject to
to the provisions
provisions of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
commencing
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
day of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
commencing on
on the
of June,
June, eighteen
sixty-four, the
of his
his discharge.
the date of
discharge.
APPROVED,
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
CHAP.
CHAP.CXV.—
Actfor
for the
of Rufus
L. Harvey.
CXV. - An
An Act
the Relief
Relief of
Rufus L.
Havey.

Feb.
28, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 28,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
the United
United
Representatives of
of the
States of America
America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInte- Pension
to
That the
Pension to
nor
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to place
the name
name of
rior be,
and he
hereby, authorized
directed to
place the
of Rufus
Rufus L.
L. HarHarRufis
Rufus L. Harvey, who enlisted
enlisted in Captain
Captain Pitts'
company of
of light
Y.
Pitts' company
light artilartil- vey.
lery, in the war of eighteen
eighteen hundred
the pension
pension list,
list, and
and
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve, on
on the
pay
paid to
to him
him the
sum of
per month.
month.
pay or cause
cause to be
be paid
the sum
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.

CHAP.
- An
An Act
for the
CHAP.CXVI.
CXVI.—
Act for
Relief of
of Thomas
Thomas Glasgow.
the Relief
Glasgow.

Feb.
28, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 28

Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
the United
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the InteInte- Pension
Pension to
to
rior
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
place the
name of
of Thomas
Thomas °Lae
authorized and directed
to place
the name
Glas-'
Thomas
Thomas Glasgow, who was in the service
service of the United States
States from No- gow.
gow'
vember,
vember, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, until
June, eighteen
hundred and
and
until June,
eighteen hundred
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fifteen,
rolls, at
at the
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, comcomfifteen, on
on the
the pension
pension rolls,
the rate
rate of
mencing March
fourth, eighteen
hundred and
and to
to continue
continue
mencing
March fourth,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, and
the
same during
his natural
life.
the same
during his
natural life.
A PPROVED, February
February 28,
1867.
APPROVED,
28, 1867.
Feb. 28.
1867.
28.1867.

Pension to
Joseph Wrenn.
Joseph
Wrenn.

CHAP.
CHAP. CXVII.
CXVII. —
-AnAn

Act
granting a
Pension to
Wrenn.
Act granting
a Pension
to Joseph
Joseph Wrenn.

Be
it enacted
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
States of America
America in
in Congress
of the
the InteinteCongress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
rior be, and he is hereby, authorized and
to place
place the
the name
of
and directed
directed to
name of
Joseph Wrenn, late a
company "M,"
"M," ninth New
New York
cavalry,
a private in company
York cavalry,
on
the provisions
of the
the pension
pension laws.
laws.
on the
the pension
pension rolls,
rolls, subject
subject to
to the
provisions of
A PPR OVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.

Feb. 28, 1867.
Pension to
Ann I. DuchAnn.
Duchman.

Feb. 28, 1867.

Pension to

Francis Barron.
Francis
Barron.

Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.

Pension of
Pension
John
Russell inaJohnRussell
creased.

Feb. 28,
1867.
28,1867.

Pension

to

Levisa Daniel.

CHAP.
CXVIII. —An
- An Act for
for the Relief of Ann
Duchman.
CHAP.CXVIll.
Ann I. Duchman.
Be it
enacted by
of the
the United
United
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Intethe Intenror
rior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to place
place the
the name
name of
of
Duchman on the pension
and pay,
or cause
cause to
to be
be paid
to her,
Ann I. Duchman
pension list,
list, and
pay, or
paid to
her,
been entitled
entitled had
had her
her late
late husband,
husband,
the pension to which
which she would have
have been
Lieutenant-Colonel John
John N.
N. Duchman,
of the
the seventy-ninth
seventy-ninth Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Lieutenant-Colonel
Duchman, of
in battle
of baying
died from
from disease
convolunteers, been
been killed
killed in
battle instead
instead of
having died
disease contracted
tracted while in service;
the payment
payment of said pension
be under
under the
the
service; the
pension to
to be
the general
general pension
pension laws.
laws.
restrictions and limitations
limitations of
of the
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
CXIX.—
CHAP. CXIX.

An
for the
the Relief
of Francis
Francis Barron.
Barron.
An Act
Act for
Relief of

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to place
place the
the name
name of
of Francis
Francis
Barron, late of the third Iowa
pension list,
list, and
and pay,
pay, or
or cause
Iowa battery, on
on the
the pension
cause
the date
date of
his discharge,
discharge, the
the pension
pension that
that he
he would
to be
be paid to him,
him, from the
of his
would
have been allowed had aa pension
pension been
been granted
granted by the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of
pensions; the
pension of
of Francis
Francis Barron
to be
be paid
and to
to be
be continued
continued
pensions;
the pension
Barron to
paid and
under the restrictions
restrictions and limitations
of the
general pension
pension laws.
laws.
limitations of
the general
APPROVED,
A
PPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.CXX.
CXX.-—An
Act increasing
increasing the
the Pension
Pension of
John Russell.
Russell.
CHAP.
An Act
of John

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
directed to
to increase
i
ncrease the
th e
Interior be,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pension of John
John Russell, who was
granted a
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
per
was granted
a pension
pension of
month, to commence
commence from
seventh day
eighteen hundred
from the seventh
day of
of September,
September, eighteen
hundred
and forty-nine, from eight dollars
per month.
month.
dollars to twenty
twenty dollars per
A PPR OVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.CXXI.
Act for
for the
of Levisa
Levisa Daniel.
Daniel.
CHAP.
CXXI. —
- An
An Act
the Relief
Relief of

enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States of America
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
of the
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
the
Interior be, and he is
authorized and
directed to
to pay
pay to
to Levisa
Levisa
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
Daniel, widow
widow of Joseph
Joseph Daniel, late of the first
Tennessee volunteers,
volunteers, a
first Tennessee
a
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
from the
the ninth
day of
May,
pension, at the
the rate
rate of
per month,
month, from
ninth day
of May,
eleventh day of September,
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, to the eleventh
sixty-five.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
APPROVED,
A PPR OVED, February
1867.
February 28,
28, 1867.
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CHAP.
CXXII. —
-AnAn Act granting
CHAP. Cxx11.
granting a
aPension
Pension to Miary
Mary Fitzpatrick.
Fitzpatrick..
28. 1867.
Feb. 28.1867.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
of
Representatives
Be it enacted
and
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
Pension to
the Secretary
the Pension
to
Interior be, and he is hereby,
or i
ze d and
an ddirected
di recte d to
place the
the name
nameAilre
hereby, auth
authorized
a
l
Fitzpatto place
Mary
Fitzpatof
Mary
Fitzpatrick,
of Mary Fitzpatrick, widow of James W. Fitzpatrick,
Fitzpatrick, late an acting
acting
•
assistant surgeon United
United States army, who
died at
at Harwood
Harwood Hospital
on
who died
Hospital on
or about May sixth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
the pension
rolls,
sixty-four, on
on the
pension rolls,
at the rate of seventeen
seventeen dollars per month,
month, commencing
the death
of
commencing at
at the
death of
her husband, subject to the provisions
pension laws.
provisions of
of the
the pension
laws.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.

CHAP.
CXXIII.
-An
CH
AP.C
xx
— An Act granting
granting Arrears
Arrears of Pension
Pension to Lewis A. Horton.
Horton.

Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of the United
Be
house of Representatives
States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the Pension
to
Secretary of
of the
Pension to
Interior be,
be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
Interior
authorized and
directed to
to increase
increase the
the Lewis
A. norLewis A.
Horpension of Lewis A. Horton, of Newburyport,
Massachusetts, who
pension
Newburyport, Massachusetts,
who was
was ton •
wounded on board the gunboat
gunboat "Rhode
wounded
"Rhode Island," from
from eight
eight dollars
dollars to
to
twenty-five dollars per month, from
twenty-five
fourth day
July, eighteen
eighteen
from the
the fourth
day of
of July,
hundred and sixty-four, to the sixth
sixth day
day of June,
June, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
sixty-six. to be paid out
sixty-six,
of the
the naval
pension fund.
fund.
out of
naval pension
February 28,
APPROVED, February
28, •1867.
1867.
CHAP. CXXIV. —An
-An Actfor the Relief of
Mary B. Fowler.
Fowler.
Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.
of MIary
Feb.
Be it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Pension
to
That the
Pension to
Interior be.
he is
re by, authorized
au th or i
zed an
di recte d to
to place
pl
ace the
theFowler
Mary
B. Fowler
the Interior
be, and
and he
is he
hereby,
andd directed
Mary B.
name of Mary B. Fowler, of Cleveland, Ohio, on
pension rolls,
rolls, at
on the
the pension
at
the rate of eight dollars per month,
month, subject
subject to
provisions of
of the
the law
to the
the provisions
law
relative to dependent mothers of
soldiers.
of deceased
deceased soldiers.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
28, 1867.
1867.
February 28,

CHAP.
Actfor
CHAP. CXXV. -— An
An Act
for the Relief of
of George W.
W. Knabb.
Knabb.

Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America in Cbngress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the Pension to
Interior
Interior he.
he, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
cause to
to be
l
e
agbe.W.
to pay.
pay. or cause
be George
W.
paid, to the legally appointed trustee of
of Captain
George W.
paid,
Captain George
W. Knabb,
Knabb, late
late

of company
Pennsylvania volunteers,
company A, eighty-eighth Pennsylvania
pension at
the
volunteers, aa pension
at the
rate of twenty
twenty dollars per month from the date
date of
of his
his discharge
the
discharge from
from the
service
of the United States to the time when he commenced
service of
receiving aa
commenced receiving
pension
pension from the government.
government.
APPROVED
APPROVED February
1867.
February 28,
28, 1867.

CHAP.
-An
CHAP.CXXVI.
CXXVI.
—An Actfor
Act for the Relief of
of Daniel
Daniel McMahon.

Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.
Feb.
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
of the
United
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Pe
nsion to
to
Pension
o
a
n
tn McMaInterior be,
Interior
be, an
d he
he is
i
s h
ere b
y,
aut h
or i
ze d an
ddi
recte d to
to pay
pay to
to Daniel
Dan i
elh
I
)
and
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
Daniel
lMcMlahon,n,late
a captain
captain in the
regiment New
McMaho
late a
the twentieth regiment
•
New York
York State
State
a pension at the
the rate
militia, a
rate of
of twenty
dollars per
per month,
month, from
from June
June
twenty dollars

twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, to February
twenty-ninth,
February twentytwentyseventh,
seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
28, 1867.
1867.
February 28,

630
630
Feb. 29,
1867.
Feb.
28,1867.

Pension to
to
William H.
H.
William
Hafer.
aferH.

28,1867.
Feb. 28,
1867.
Pension
Pension of
of
Isabella Fogg
increaed.gg
increased.
1866, ch. 51.
61.

Feb. 28, 1867.
1867.

8
Pension
Eln
bi ttoo
Elizabeth
Staley.

Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.

Pension
Pension to
to
Mary Hosea.

Mary Hosea.

Feb. 28,
28, 1867.

THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SEM IL
CONGRESS. SEss.
THIRTY-NINTH

Cu. 127-131.
127 —131.. 1867.
CH.

CHAP.
CXXVIL —
Act for
for the
William H.
H. Hafer.
Hafer.
the Bdief
Relief of
of William
-AnAn Act
CHAP. CXXVI
Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to place
place the
name ot
of
the name
authorized and
hereby, authorized
be, and
Interior be,
William
Hafer, late
late of
of company
company "
second Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania cavalry,
cavalry,
" E,"
E," second
H. IIafer,
William H.
on
list, and
be paid
to him,
him, the
the sum
sum of
fifteen
of fifteen
to be
paid to
or cause
cause to
and pay,
pay, or
pension list,
on the
the pension
dollars per
per month;
in the
the event
event of
of the
death of said William
William H.
the death
and in
month; and
dollars
Hafer,
widow or
or orphan
children, then
then the
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
orphan children,
leaving aa widow
Hafer, leaving
Interior is
is authorized
and directed
the aforesaid
aforesaid pension
pension to the
to pay
pay the
directed to
authorized and
Interior
widow or
orphan children,
under the
limitations and
and restrictions
proas prorestrictions as
the limitations
children, under
widow
or orphan
vided
by the
pension laws;
to take effect from and after
laws; this act to
general pension
the general
vided by
its
its passage.
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
APPROVED, February
CHAP. CXXVI11.
An
CXXVIIL.—
- An

Act increasing
Pension of Isabella
Isabella Fogg.
increasingthe Pension

Be
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
pension
increase the pension
to increase
authorized and
be, and
terior
of Isabella
Fogg, who
who was
was granted
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per
per month
month
pension of
granted aa pension
of
Isabella Fogg,
Congress approved
approved April seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
by an
an act of Congress
eight dollars
dollars to twenty dollars per month.
sixty-six, from eight
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
APPROVED, February
CHAP. CXXIX.CXXLX. —

An
Act for
for the
the Belie'
Relief of
of Eli7abeth
Elizabeth Staley.
An Act
Staley.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the
the Senate and
Be it
States
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the InInSecretary of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
terior, be,
be, and
and he
he is
and directed
directed to
to place
place the
of
the name
name of
authorized and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
terior,
Elimbeth Staley,
Cincinnati, Ohio, mother
by
mother of
of Theodore
Theodore A. Jones, by
Elizabeth
Staley, of Cincinnati,
adoption, and
and who
died while
while a
a private
private of
company ""C,"
C," second
second regiof company
who died
adoption,
ment
Missouri cavalry,
service of the United
United States, on the pension
pension
cavalry, in the
the service
ment Missouri
roll
at eight dollars
month, commencing
commencing September
September seventeenth,
seventeenth,
dollars per month,
roll at
and sixty-four, and
and to
while she
a
continue while
she remains a
to continue
eighteen hundred
hundred and
widow.
APPROVED, February
28, 1867.
1867.
February 28,
APPROVED,

a Pension
to Mary
Mary Hosea.
CHAP. CXXX. -— An
An Act granting
granting a
Pension to
Hosea.
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of the InInStates of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
terior cause to be placed on
on the rolls of invalid
invalid pensioners the name
name of
Mary
James Hosea,
Carbondale, Luzerne
Luzerne county,
county,
Hosea, late of
of Carbondale,
Hosea, widow
widow of James
Mary Hosea,
Pennsylvania, at
the rate
allowed by and
the general
general laws apaprate allowed
and subject
subject to the
Pennsylvania,
at the
plicable to
to deputy
deputy provost-marshals,
provost-marshals, and to
to continue
continue during widowhood.
widowhood.
plicable
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
CHAP. CXXXL -—

An
Act granting
aPension
Pension to
to David
David B.
B. Champion.
Champion.
An Act
granting a

Be
Representatives of the United
the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Pension to
to
States of
of America in
That the
the Inm
the
of
directed
place
authorized
and
David B.
B. Chamtenor
be,
he
is
hereby;
authorized
directed
to
the
name
and
Cha
terior
pion.
eighty-third
Champion, late of company A, one hundred
hundred and eighty-third
David B. Champion,
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania volunteers,
volunteers, on the pension rolls, at the rate
rate of fifteen dollars
per
month.
per month.
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
APPROVED, February

THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
THIRTY—N1NTH
ESS. II.
Ca. 132-137.
SEss.
II. CH.
CHAP. CXXXII.
- An Act granting
CXXXII. —
granting a
aPension
Pension to John Rogers.

1867.

631
631

Feb. 28, 1867.
1867.

Be it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
and House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
Pension to
to
of the
the InIn- Pension
tenor be, and
authorized and
to place
place the
the name
name of
of John Rogers.
terior
and he
he is
is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
and aa
John Rogers,
Rogers, a
a soldier in the war
war of
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve, and
private
private in Captain James
James Payne's
company of
of Virginia
Payne's company
Virginia militia,
militia, on
on the
the
pension rolls,
rolls, at
rate of
dollars per
per month.
month.
pension
at the
the rate
of eight
eight dollars
APPROVED, February
28, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
February 28,

CHAP. CXXXXII.
- An Act
CHAP.
CHI.
—
Act for the Relief of Mary A. Cross.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
Cross.
Feb.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives of the
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
the InIn- Pension
Pension to
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
to
terior
tenor be, and he is hereby, authorized
to cause
cause to
to be
be paid
Mary
A. Cross.
authorized and directed
directed to
paid M
lary A.
Cross.
to Mary A. Cross, of Fremont,
widow of
of Hubbard
Hubbard H.
H. Cross,
Cross, late
late
Fremont, Ohio,
Ohio, widow
private in company F,
F, seventy-second
seventy-second regiment
infantry,
regiment Ohio
Ohio volunteer
volunteer infantry,
aapension
pension from the twelfth day of June,
June, anno
anno Domini
hundred
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two, (the date of
death of
husband,) to
the date
which
of the death
of her
her husband,)
to the
date at
at which
the pen,ion
pension heretofore
heretofore granted
granted to her
at the
the same
same rate,
her commenced,
commenced, and at
rate.APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.
Arrears of
Allen.
CHAP. CXXXIV.
CXXXIV. -— An
An Act
Act granting
granting Arrears
of Pension
Pension to
to Sally
Sally Allen.

Feb.
1867.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.

Senate and
and House
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United
House of Representatiues
Representatiues of the United
States
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the InIn
Payment
to
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
Payment to
SalZroAllen
Allenpen
Sally
of_
and directed
cause to
to be
be paid
paid to
to orr
terior be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to cause
arrears
of penSally
Isaac Allen,
Maine, twenty-five
dollars and
and thirtythirty- sion.
8100.
Sally Allen,
Allen, widow
widow of Isaac
Allen, of
of Maine,
twenty-five dollars
64
three cents, being the amount due her husband by special
special act
act of April V18
1864X,1.12.
ol. , ch. 161.
161.
11. p. 681.
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
the time
of his
his death.
twenty-sixth, eighteen
sixty-four, at
at the
time of
death.V V' x" p. 1
APPROVED,
APPRO
VED, February
February 28, 1867.
CHAP.
CXXXV. —
CHAP.CXxxV.
granting a
aPension
Pension to
Effie .T.
- An Act granting
to Efie
J. Harvey.

Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
Feb.
1867.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
the In- Pension
Pension to
to
That the Secretary
of the
tenor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to place
Effie J.
Harvey.
terior
and directed
place the name of
of Effie
J. Harvey
widow of
an acting
acting assistant
assistant
Effie J. Harvey, widow
of Clinton
Clinton D.
D. Harvey,
Harvey, late an
paymaster in the United States
rolls, subject
subject to
to the
the
paymaster
States navy,
navy, on the pension
pension rolls,
provisions
pension laws.
laws.
provisions of
of the
the pension
APPROVED,
APPRO
VED, February
February 28, 1867.
1867.
CHAP.CXXXVI.
CXXXVI.—
An Act
Act for
for the
Relief of
Hinton.
CHAP.
- An
the Relief
of Nancy
Nancy Rinton.

Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.
Feb.

Senate and
and House of
Be it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
assembled, That
That the
the InPension to
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
In- Pension
to
terior be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
tenor
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
place the
the name
name of
of ilanc
that
'
NancyYH
inton.
Nancy Hinton,
Hinton, widow of
John Hinton,
late a
of John
Hinton, late
a private
private in
in Davis
Davis County
County
pension roll,
at the
the rate
rate of
of eight
eight dollars
month,
Home Guard,
Guard, on
on the
the pension
roll, at
dollars per
per month,
and continue during her
marriage or
or
her widowhood;
widowhood; and
and in the
the event
event of the marriage
death
Hinton, then
then to
to the
minor children
of John
John Hinton,
Hinton,
death of
of said Nancy Hinton,
the minor
children of
subject to the limitations and
and restrictions
restrictions of
of the
the pension
pension laws.
APPROVED,
28, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
CHAP.
CXXxVII.
—An
Act granting
Pension to
Gleason.
CHAP. CXXXVII.
- An Act
granting a
a Pension
to William
W7iliam Gleason.

Feb. 28,
1867.
Feb.
28, 1867.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatires
Representaties of the United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary of the ,
wD
i
n
ai
s
n
ima i
t:o
Pension
to
esInterior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
place the name
name sm
.
directed to place
on.am
e
of William Gleason,
Gleason, who
November, eighteen
eighteen
who enlisted
enlisted on
on the fifth day
day of November,

632
632

THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. II.
U . CH.
Cu. 137-141.
137 -141.
THIRTY-NINTH
SEss.

1867.
1867.

hundred
Newport barracks,
barracks, State
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, and
and was
dishundred and
and sixty,
sixty, at
at Newport
State of
was discharged
the fourteenth
of October,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtycharged on
on the
fourteenth day
day of
October, eighteen
pension rolls,
rolls, at
at the
rate of
of twenty-five
dollars per
per month.
month.
two, on the pension
the rate
twenty-five dollars
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 28, 1867.

Feb. 28, 1867.

Payment to
to
Milton Velzy.
Velzy.

28, 1867.
Feb. 28,

Payment of
Payment
pension to Mary
Sension
to Mary
J. Dexter.

Feb. 28, 1867.

CHAP. =XVIII.
CXXXVII. —An
- An

Act for
the Relief
Milton Vely.
Velsy.
Act
for the
Relief of
of Milton

Be
by the Senate and House of Representatives
the United
United
Be it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of the
the
Interior
be, and
directed to
pay, out
out of
any funds
funds which
may
Interior be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed
to pay,
of any
which may
have been appropriated
appropriated for the
pensions, to Milton
Milton Velzy,
Velzy, of
of
the payment
payment of pensions,
Machias, Cattaraugus
New York,
York, late
late a
aprivate
in company
C,"
Machias,
Cattaraugus county,
county, New
private in
company "
" C,"
regiment New York
volunteers, the
the sum
sum of
of two
one hundred
hundred and fourth
fourth regiment
York volunteers,
two
hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine dollars and
at the
of
and eighty
eighty cents, it
it being at
the rate
rate of
six dollars per month from
twenty-fourth day of December,
December, eighteen
eighteen
from the
the twenty-fourth
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, to
thirteenth day
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
to the thirteenth
day of
of June,
and
and sixty-six.
APPROVED,
February 28,
1867.
APPROVED, February
28, 1867.
Act granting
granting back
back Pension
Pension to
to Mary
Mary J.
J. Dexter.
CHAP. CXXXIX. —
-AnAn Act
Dexter.
Be
it enacted by
by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
House of
of Representatives
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of the
the
That the Secretary
directed to place
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
place the name
name
Mary J.
widow of David
in
of Mary
J. Dexter, widow
David H.
H. Dexter,
Dexter, late
late aasecond
second lieutenant
lieutenant in
the
thirty-fourth regiment
on the
the pension
pension
the thirty-fourth
regiment of
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin volunteer
volunteer infantry,
infantry, on
pension of
fifteen dollars
dollars per
per month,
month, from
from the
the
rolls, and to pay her aa pension
of fifteen
twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of March,
March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three, to the
the tenth
tenth
eighteen hundred
hundred and
day of
of July,
July, eighteen
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
APPROVED,
February 28,
APPROVED, February
28, 1867.
1867.

CAP.
CHAP. CXL.—
An Act
of Charles
Charles Valence.
CXL. - An
Act for
for the
the Relief
Relief of
Valence

Be it enacted
the Senate and House of
enacted by the
of _Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
Pension to
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
the
Charles Valence.
Valence. Interior be, and he is hereby,
directed to
place the
the name
of Charles
Charles
hereby, directed
to place
name of
Valence,
Valence, late a
forty-second regiment
regiment of
of Penna private in company
company "E,"
"E," forty-second
Pennsylvania volunteers, upon
pension roll,
roll, at
rate of
of eight
eight dollars
upon the pension
at the rate
dollars a
a
month from the
the eighth day of September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixtyhundred and
and sixtytwo, the date of his discharge,
discharge, up
day of
January,
up to
to the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
of January,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, the date
date of the commencement
commencement of his
his
pension as allowed
the pension
pension
allowed by the
pension office.
office.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 28, 1867.
Feb. 28,1867.
28, 1867.

CHAP. CXLL

- An
for the
—
An Act
Act for
the Relief
Reliefof
of Mrs.
Rachel McClelland.
Mrs. Rachel
McCldland.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of Representatives of the United
United
Pension
to
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Pension to
in Congress
That the Secretary of the
Mrs.
RachelMc- Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
Mrs. Rachel
directed to pay, or
ti.
or cause tc
Clelland.
be paid, to Mrs. Rachel
McClelland, widow
widow of
John F.
F. McClelMcClelRachel McClelland,
of private John
" E," sixteenth
regiment Ohio
land, deceased, late of company
company "E,"
sixteenth regiment
Ohio volunteers,
a pension at the rate of eight dollars
a
dollars per month, from the nineteenth
nineteenth day
day
of September, eighteen
t
o th
si
x th d
ay of
of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, to
thee sixth
day
November, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, at which latter
was
latter date she was
duly placed on the pension roll by the
the said
Secretary.
said Secretary.
APPROVED,
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
IL CH.
CH. 142,
198, 199, 200. 1867.
1867.
CONGRESS. SESS.
142,198,199,200.
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CHAP. CXLI.
- An Act increasing
Pension of
CHAP.
CXLII.
—
increasing the Pension
of Levi M.
Feb. 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
M. Roberts.
Feb.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of
America in
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Pension
in Congress
That the
of
Pension of
Levi M.
M. Roberts
Roberts
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
name Levi
to place
place the name
increased.
of Levi M. Roberts, who was
was granted a
a pension
pension by a
aspecial
of ConCon- i 1830,n
special act
act of
h 97,
97 55.
1830, ch.
gress, in May, eighteen hundred and thirty, on the pension
pension rolls,
rolls, at
at the
the Vol. vi. p. 417.
417.
rate of fifteen dollars per month, and to pay him at that rate from
from the
the
sixth day of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, in lieu
lieu of any pension
pension
entitled.
to which he may
may be entitled.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
1867.
APPROVED,
28, 1867.

CHAP. CXCVIII.
An Act
Act for
the Relief
CXCV1II. -—An
for the
Relief of
C7zenery.
of Richard
Richard Chenery.

March 2,1867.
2, 1867.
March

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the erdctuery
Claim of RichStates
of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
Richis hereby
x ami ne th
l
ai
m o
ch
ard Ch
enery ,
to rd Chenery to
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to e
examine
thee cclaim
off Ri
Richard
Chenery,
of California, for eight thousand dollars,
dollars, alleged
alleged to be due
due him for beef
beef &e.Xamine
g
m
furnished
furnished to George P.
P. Armstrong,
Armstrong, temporary
temporary Indian agent
agent for the tribes
of Indians on Russian river, and at Clear
Clear lake,
for which
Armlake, and
and for
which said
said Armstrong'executed
strong •executed receipts, dated
twenty-three and
May twentytwentydated March
March twenty-three
and May
three, eighteen hundred and fifty-two,
fifty-two, and
he shall
from such
and if he
shall believe,
believe, from
such
examination,
examination, that the property
property was
faith, and
and that
was furnished
furnished in good faith,
that the
the
government
government is justly indebted
indebted to the claimant
claimant as alleged,
alleged, he shall cause
cause
be due
due to
said Chenery
Chenery or
or his
the amount so found
found to
to be
to be
be paid
paid to
to the
the said
his
representatives: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in no
no event
shall any
any greater
greater sum
sum
legal representatives:
event shall
thousand dollars
provided further, That
That the
the sum
sum
than eight thousand
dollars be
be paid:
paid: And
Andprovidedfurther,
paid shall be accepted
accepted in full
full and lasting discharge
discharge of
of this
this claim.
claim.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. CXCIX.
- An
An Act
CHAP.
CXCIX.
—
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
of a
aName.
the Change
Change of
Name.

March
2, 1867.
March 2,1867.

by the
House of
the United
United
Be itit enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
Sargent Dustin
Dustin thiName
lsiT
n
ansle of
of NaNaassembled, That
That Nathan
Nathan Sargent

be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to change
name by
change his
his name
by dropping
dropping therethere- Dustin
Dustin changed

from the name
Nathan Sargent,
name of Dustin, and to bear that of Nathan
Sarent, and that
Sarthat to Nathan Sareffect from
from the
the first
first of
of January,
hund re d and
gent.
this act
act shall
shall take
take effect
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and gent.
sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
1867.

CHAP.
CC. -An
CHAP.CC.
— An Actfor
Act for the Relief
Relief of
of Syluanus
William E.
Ward.
March
2, 1867.
Sylvanus Sawyer
Sawyer and William
E. Ward.
March 2,1867.
Be
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
RPit enacted
If the
United
of Representatives of
the United

States
America in
States of
of America
the commissioner
of patpat- Patents
Patents of
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
commissioner of
ents,
upon due
application made
him, is
is authorized
authorized to
to extend
extend the
pat- vSylvasnnd
Sylvann. Saorf
Sawents, upon
due application
made to
to him,
the patyer, and that
of
ents of Svlvanus
Sawyer, for an improvement
eats
Sylvanus Sawyer,
improvement in
machinery for
for cutting
cutting William
William E.
E.
in machinery
rattan, dated
dated June twenty-fourth,
eighteen hundred
fifty-one, and
andbe
Ward may
may be
twenty-fourth, eighteen
hundred and
and fifty-one,
Ward
which
on the
twenty-fourth day
day of
hundred and
and extended.
extended.
which expired
expired on
the twenty-fourth
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-five,
sixty-five, and the patent of William
William E. Ward,
Ward, for
machine
for an
an improved
improved machine
for making
making rivets and screw blanks, dated
twenty-eighth, eigheighdated December
December twenty-eighth,
teen hundred and fifty-two,
which expired
the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day
day
fifty-two, and
and which
expired on
on the
of December, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
same evidence
evidence
sixty-six, upon
upon the
the same
and principles as if applications
applications had been
been made
made to
to him by
by said
said patentees
patentees
respectively, in due time prior
of said
Proviso.
prior to the
the expiration
expiration of
said patents:
patents: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
That in case the commissioner
commissioner on due inquiry shall extend such patents
or either of
of' them, that all persons who shall have
have made use
use of said inventions or machines,
between the periods of the
machines, or either of them, between
the expiration
same by
by the
the commissioner,
commissioner, shall
of said patents and the extension
extension of the
the same
shall
said use.
use.
be relieved from all liability
liability for
for said
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
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THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

SBss.
II.
SES. II.

Ca.
—205.
201-205.
CH. 201

1867.
1867.

Chipman, Widow of
March
2, 1867.
1867. CHAP.
CHAP. CCI.
An Act
of Mrs. Elizabeth F.
F. Chipman,
of Major
Relief of
the Relief
for the
Act for
- An
CCI. —
March 2,
Charles Chipman,
Chipman, deceased.
deceased.
Charles
Payment to
Payment

Elizabeth F.

F.
Elizabeth
Chipman.
pman.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
America in
States of
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed,
directed, out
out of
money
any money
of any
hereby, authorized
be, and
Treasury
in the
the treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay to Mrs. Elizabeth
Elizabeth F.
F.
the
of
late
Chipman,
widow
of
Major
Charles
Chipman,
deceased,
late
of
the twentytwentydeceased,
Chipman,
Charles
Major
of
Chipman, widow
ninth regiment
Massachusetts volunteers,
one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five
and twenty-five
volunteers, one
regiment Massachusetts
ninth
military
dollars, in
for horse
her said
said husband
husband in
in the
the military
by her
lost by
horse lost
payment for
in payment
dollars,
service on
eighteenth of
of August
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three.
sixty-three.
August eighteen
the eighteenth
on the
service
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,

March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
March

Ohio.
CHAP. CCII.
An Act
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kleinschmidt, of Cincinnati,
F. Kleinschmidt,
of Ernst
Ernst F.
Relief of
the Relief
for the
Act for
- An
CCII. —
CHAP.

Payment
Payment to
Ernst
KleinF.F. KleinEmst
schmidt.

States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the TreasTreasof the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States
F.
pay to Ernst
directed to
ury
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
Ernst F.
authorized and
is hereby,
and he
ry be,
not
Kleinschmidt, of
Cincinnati, Ohio,
out of
any money
in the
treasury not
the treasury
money in
of any
Ohio, out
of Cincinnati,
Kleinschmidt,
otherwise
sum of
hundred and
and fifty
fifty dollars, to
twelve hundred
of twelve
the sum
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
reimburse
for the
the same
paid by
by him
him to
to the
the collector
collector of internal
internal
sum paid
same sum
him for
reimburse him
revenue
the second
second district
district in
Ohio for
for four
four city
in Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,
lots in
city lots
in Ohio
for the
revenue for
which lots
lots were
were sold
by said
said collector
collector to
to the
the said
said Ernst F.
F. Kleinschmidt
Kleinschmidt
sold by
which
for
internal revenue
revenue tax,
tax, and
and which
which tax was subsequently
subsequently
of internal
payment of
the payment
for the
been illegally ashave been
declared by
superior court
of Cincinnati
Cincinnati to
to have
ascourt of
the superior
by the
declared
Kleinschmidt held
Ernst F.
said Ernst
sessed, and
the sale
sale of
of said
said lots
to said
F. Kleinschmidt
held to
lots to
and the
sessed,
have been
been null
null and
and void.
void.
have
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,
APPROVED, March

Be it
House of
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be

March 2,
1867.
2,1867.
March
Payment
to
Payment to
Henry Rudd.

Henry Rudd.

March 2,
1867.
2,1867.
March

CHAP. CCIII.
CCIII. —
for the
the Relief of
of Henry Rudd, of Henry County, Iowa.
Actfor
An Act
- An
CHAP.
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be

the Secretary
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of the TreasTreasof America
States
ury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
to Henry
Henry Rudd,
Rudd,
hereby, authorized
ury
one hundred
of Henry
county, Iowa,
Iowa, the
of nine
thousand one
hundred and
and fifty
fifty
nine thousand
sum of
the sum
Henry county,
of
dollars, out
in the
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, in
in
the treasury
money in
any money
of any
out of
dollars,
for horses
Henry Rudd
full for
all losses
and compensation
said Henry
Rudd for
horses purto said
compensation to
losses and
for all
full
government.
the government.
with the
chased
and delivered
delivered under
under a
contract with
a contract
chased and
1867.
March 2,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
CHAP.
An Actfor
Act for the Reliefof
Relief of James M.
M Bishop.
- An
CHAP. CCIV. —

and House of
Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
by the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
accounting offiThat the
gtates of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the proper
proper accounting
offiin Congress
America in
States
Payment to
James M. Bish- lers of the Treasury Department
be,
and
they
are
hereby,
directed
to ascerascerto
directed
are
hereby,
and
they
be,
Department
Treasury
of
the
ers
i
BishM.
James
op
for services.
min and
and allow
allow to
to James
James M.
M. Bishop,
Bishop, of
Quincy, Illinois,
Illinois, for
for services
in
services in
of Quincy,
op orservices.ain
sixty-three, to
March
and April,
April, anno
Domini eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
to finish
finish
hundred and
anno Domini
March and
the fourth district
lists in
the work
work left
left undone
on the
assessment lists
in the
district of
of Illithe assessment
undone on
the
nois,
by Mr.
Sutkin, an
an assistant
assessor, at
at his
his decease,
such a
sum, not
not
a sum,
decease, such
assistant assessor,
Mr. Sutkin,
nois, by
equal to that
be equal
shall be
exceeding
hundred and
thirty-six dollars,
dollars, as
as shall
that
and thirty-six
two hundred
exceeding two
paid assistant
now
fixed by
by law
law to
be paid
assistant assessors
assessors for such service;
service; the said
said
to be
now fixed
any money in the
be paid
sum of
to be
paid out
out of
of any
ascertained, to
when ascertained,
money, when
of money,
sum
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
treasury
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.
2, 1867.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
CCV.—
of the Treasury to pay [al certain
certain Drajt
Draft
- An Act to authorize the Secretary of
CHAP. CCV.
2, 1867.
1867. CHAP.
March
Vew York.
late Acting Military Agent
Potter, late
to W. W.
to
W. Potter,
Agent of the State of
of New
Yolk.

Representatives of the United
Be it
House of
of Representatives
and'House
Senate anet
by the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be

Payment to
TreasAmerica in
States
to
Payment
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the TreasW.. W.
to
paid
be
directed to
be, and he is hereby, authozed and directed
W. Potter ofr
to cause
cause to
to be
be paid
paid to
to
to
cause
amount of draft .ury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
and directed to

amount of draft. ury be, and he is hereby, authorized

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRES
S. SESS.
SESS. II.
II.CH.
CH. 206,207,
206, 207, 208.
208. 1867.
1867.
THIRTY-NINTH
CONGRESS.
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W.
military agent
the State
State of
of New
York, the
the
W. W.
W. Potter,
Potter, late
late acting
acting military
agent of
of the
New York,
sum
of two
in lieu
of draft
draft No.
No. 7,828
7,828 on
on war
sum of
two hundred
hundred dollars
dollars in
lieu of
war warrant
warrant
No. 9,861,
dated September
September twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
and sixtysixtyNo.
9,861, dated
eighteen hundred
hundred and
six, payable
payable to
order of
of Andrew
Andrew Smith,
Smith, for
the sum
sum of
of two
two hundred
six,
to the
the order
for the
hundred
having paid to the
dollars; the said Potter having
the said Smith
Smith the
the said
said sum of
of
therefor: Provided,
of said
said
two hundred
hundred [dollars]
[dollars] therefor:
Provided, That before
before payment
payment of
warrant the said W. W. Potter shall execute
the
execute a
a bond of indemnity to the
United
States with
with sufficient
sureties against
the claim
the payee
United States
sufficient sureties
against the
claim of
of the
payee
in said warrant.
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.
APPROVED,

An Act
of Oliver Lumphrey.
CHAP. CCVI.
CCVI.-— An
Act for the Relief
Relief of

1867.
March 2, 1867.

Be it enacted
of Representatives of
of the United
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Congress assembled,
paymaster-general of Payment
Payment to
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the paymaster-general
Oliver
the United
United States army be, and he is hereby, required to cause to be paid pOver
phrey. Lue
Ulm;
out of
money appropriated,
appropriated, or
hereafter be appropriated,
appropriated,
of any
any money
or which
which may
may hereafter
for
United States, to
Oliver Lumphrey,
for the payment
payment of the
the army of the
the United
to Oliver
Lumphrey,
lee first
lieutenant first
York cavalry, a
a sum
sum that shall
shall be equal
equal to
to
late
first lieutenant
first New
New York
lieutenant of cavalry
cavalry of
States army,
army, in
in acthe pay
pay of a
a first lieutenant
of the
the United
United States
active
day of
March, anDO
Dornini eighteen
eighteen hunhuntive service, from the thirtieth
thirtieth day
of March,
anno Domini
dred and sixty-five, to the thirteenth
eighteen
thirteenth day
day of
of June, anno
anno Domini
Domini eighteen
hundred and sixty-five, deducting
therefrom any
any amount
that he
may
deducting therefrom
amount that
he may
officer or private
private for
have received
received as
as pay
pay of
of aa non-commissioned
non-commissioned officer
for the
same period of time.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
APPROVED,

An Act for the Relief
CHAP. CCVII. -—An
Reliefof
of Reverend Samuel M.
Al. Beatty, of
of Oho.
Ohw.

March 2,1867.
2, 1867.

by the Senate
and House of
of Representatives
of the United
Be itit enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Samuel Payment to
States of
assembled, That there
there be paid to Samuel
m
att
uel M.
M.
Beatty, of
treasury not
M. Beatty,
of Ohio,
Ohio, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
otherwise ap- Samue
propriated,
propriated, the sum of four hundred
hundred and thirteen
thirteen dollars
dollars and sixty cents,
Y.
cents,atty.
allowance due to him
from January
twelfth, eigheighthe pay and allowance
him as
as chaplain
chaplain from
January twelfth,
teen hundred and sixty-three, to April twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, at the
sixty-three,
the United
United States
States hospital at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio.
March 2,
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
1867.

CHAP.
CC VIII. —
E. Bouligny.
CHAP. CCVIII.
- An Act
Act for the
t Relief
heef of the
hiefofe
Heirs ofJohn E.

2, 1867.
March 2,1867.

Be
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
States
of America
in Congress
That there be,
and hereby
is, Land claim of
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
be, and
hereby is,
heirs of
John E.
E.
of John
confirmed
confirmed to Mary Elizabeth
Elizabeth Bouligny,
Bouligny, Corinne
Corinne Bouligny, and Felice
Felice heirs
Bouligny
cononpu li r a
yncd
Bouligny, the
widow and
and children
of John
E. Bouligny,
deceased, the
the firme,
Bouligny,
the widow
children of
John E.
inenew
Bouligny, deceased,
and new
certificates to
one-sixth
d'Autrive, in certificates
to
one-sixth part of the land claim of Jean
Jean Antoine
Antoine Bernard
Bernard d'Autrive,
seventy-five thouthou- issue.
issue.
one-sixth part
part amounting to seventy-five
the State of Louisiana, said one-sixth
sand eight hundred
hundred and forty
acres; and
the said
said land
land Execution of
forty acres;
and that, inasmuch
inasmuch as
as the
of
this act
act sussusappropriated by the United this
embraced in said claim have [has] been
been already
already appropriated
pended.
States to
purposes, certificates
lots, peJodindRes.
to other purposes,
certificates of
of new
new location,
location, in
in eighty-acre
eighty-acre lots,
Joint Res. No.
be issued to the said
Mary Elizabeth
Elizabeth Bouligny,
Bouligny, for her own
said Mary
own benefit
benefit and s5.
85. March
30,
March 30,
1867. Vol.
Vol. xv.
ay.
that of her said minor children,
lands, to be located at any 1867.
children, in lieu of said
said lands,
land
public lands subject
subject to private
private
land office
office in
in the
the United
United States, upon any
any public
twenty-five cents
a price not exceeding
entry at a
exceeding one dollar
dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre.
acre.
The commissioner of the general
general land office
office is hereby
hereby directed
directed to issue
issue
said certificates
location, in accordance
certificates of new location,
accordance with existing regulations
regulations
in such cases.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
March 2, 1867.
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March 2, 1867.
1887.

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II.
II. CH.
C .209-213.
209 —213.
THIBTY-NINTH
CONGRESS. SEss.

1867.
1867.

CHAP. CCIX.—
Act for the
the Relief
Relief of
Joshua H.
H. Butterworth.
CHAP.
CCIX.- An
An Actfor
of Joshua
Butterworth.

it enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Application of States
Application
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the commissioner of
of
Joshua H. Butempowered to
to proceed
proceed upon,
determine,
patents is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and empowered
terworth for ex- patents
upon, determine,
tension of patent and
Joshua H.
H. Butterworth
an extension
extension of
of
and decide the
the application
application of
of Joshua
Butterworth for
for an
to
be considered.
tobe
considered. his patent for his "
"Improvement
Improvement in safe
safe and
and bank locks," the same as
been extended
already; and
and the
said
though the patent
patent had
had not been
extended once
once already;
the said
commissioner shall
examine the said
application, and
and decide
deeide upon
upon the
the
commissioner
shall examine
said application,
same on
the samQ
same evidence
and in
the same
in other
other cases
cases
same
on the
evidence and
in the
same manner
manner as
as in
where extensions
extensions of
and without
without regard
regard to
to the
where
of patents
patents are
are applied
applied for,
for, and
the
time
when said
application is
is made.
time when
said application
made.
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
1867.

March 2, 1867. CHAP.
March
CCX. —
CHAP.CCX.
- An
An Act
Pugsley, late
late a
Private Soldier
Act for the Relief of Frank
Frank Pugsley,
a Private
Soldier inn
Company I,
Company
I, of the Third Regiment of New
Volunteers.
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteers.
Pay,
Pay, &c.
&c.of
of
Frank
Frank Pugsley.
Pugsley.

March 2,
1867.
March
2,1867.
Release to
William H.
WleiabmbH.
Webb,
&c.

of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, in the final
States
of
final settlement
settlement of
the accounts
accounts of Frank Pugsley, as a
aprivate soldier in Company
Company I, of
of the
the
regiment of New Hampshire
Hampshire volunteers,
volunteers, the
the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of
third regiment
the treasury are
to regard
regard the
the date
date of
of his
his disdisare authorized
authorized and
and required
required to
charge from the
as of
of the
twenty-fourth day
day
the service
service of
of the
the United
United States
States as
the twenty-fourth
of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
to compute
compute his
his pay
pay and
and
of October,
October, eighteen
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
and to
allowances
soldier to
that time.
time.
allowances as
as such
such soldier
to that
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.
CHAP.
CHAP.

Relief of
of William
William H.
H. Webb.
CCXI. -— An
An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
Webb.

Be it enacted
by the Senate
and. House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
enacted by
Senate and
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the
Navy be,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to release
release to
to William
Navy
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
William
H.
H.Webb, of New York, all
all right, title, interest
interest and
and demand
of the
the United
United
demand of
States in and to the iron-clad
Dunderburg, built
built by
Webb
iron-clad steamship
steamship Danderburg,
by said
said Webb
under a
Navy Department,
by said
Webb
a contract
contract with
with the Navy
Department, upon
upon payment
payment by
said Webb
into the treasury of the United
United States,
within one
year from
from the
passage
States, within
one year
the passage
of this act, any and all sums of money paid
by the
the secretary,
secretary,
paid or
or advanced
advanced by
or by his order, to said Webb on account of said contract.
COR4aCt.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
1867.

1867. CHAP. CCX.H.
— An Act
Act for
for the
the Relief
of Tames
Fulton, Paymaster
Paymaster United
United States
March 2,
2,1867.
CCXII. -An
Relief of
James Fulton,
States

Navy.
Navy.

Credit allowed
allowed

to James Fulton.
ton.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
Be it
Senate and
and Rouse
House of
Representatives of
the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
proper accounting
assembled, That
That the proper
accounting
be, and
authorized and
and
officers of the government
government be,
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed in the settlement
settlement of the accounts
accounts of James Fulton, paymaster
paymaster
seventeen thousand two hundred
United States navy, to allow a
acredit of seventeen
hundred
and thirteen dollars and ninety-five
ninety-five cents, for clothing and small
small stores,
abstracted from the inspection
inspection building in charge
Fulton while
charge of
of said
said Fulton
while on
on
duty
navy yard,
yard, Washington.
duty at
at the
the navy
Washington.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
March 2,
1867.

March 2,1867.
CHAP. CCXIII.
CCXIII. —An
-An Act for
2, 1867. CHAP.
for the Relief
Relief of Captain
Captain Elias
Beale, late
Elias Beale,
late Captain
Captain Company
H, Eighth Regiment
H,
Regiment Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry.
Infantry.
Account of
Elias
Beale to
Elias
to
be
paid.

Senate and House of
Representativesof the United
Be it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
paymaster-general
States af
of -America
America in
the paymaster-general
of
States army
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
of the United
United States
army be,
and he
authorized and
directed
to settle and pay, out of any money appropriated
appropriated or hereafter
hereafter to be
appropriated
appropriated for the payment of the army, the account of Elias Beale,
Beale,

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
II. Cu.
213, 214,
215.
SESS.
CH. 213,
214, 215.

1867.
1867.
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late aa captain of company H, eighth regiment
Tennessee volunteer
volunteer
regiment Tennessee
infantry, for his services and all allowances
allowances as captain
in said
regiment
captain in
said regiment
in the
the service of the United States, from the twenty-fifth
in
twenty-fifth day
day of
of July,
July,
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, to the thirtieth day of
June, eighteen
eighteen
of June,
hundred and sixty-five, being to the
the time he was
mustered out
out of
of said
said
was mustered
service, deducting from
from the same all moneys that
that have
paid to
to him
him
have been
been paid
a private in said service during said time.
as a
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.
CHAP.
CCXIV. —
- An Act for the Relief
Relief of
Thomas D.
CHAP. CCXIV.
of Thomas
D. Burrall.
Burrall.

March
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,

Be
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
Be it enacted
of Representatives
of the United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the letters patent granted
granted Extension
Extension of
of
to
on the
the sixth
day of
of December,
patent
granted
to Thomas
Thomas D.
D. Burrall
Burrall on
sixth day
December, one thousand
thousand eight I
tVg t
o
tfiTst
ed
to
Thomas
D.
hundred and forty-five,
improvements in corn-shellers,
forty-five, for improvements
corn-shellers, and which was Burrall.
aurra u.
•
extended
extended by the commissioner
commissioner of patents
patents and afterwards
afterwards surrendered
surrendered
and reissued,
reissued, which reissue
reissue bears date the tenth
tenth day of
of October,
October, one
one
thousand
sixty-five, and which will
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
will expire
expire on the sixth
sixth
day of December, one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, be,
be, and
and the
the
same is hereby, extended
extended for the term of seven
seven years, commencing
commencing on
on the
the
thousand eight hundred
said sixth day of December, one thousand
sixty-six
hundred and
and sixty-six
and ending on the sixth day of December one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-three, for the benefit of the
seventy-three,
said Burrall,
Burrall, his
his heirs
heirs and
and legal
repthe said
legal representatives,
resentatives, upon the conditions
conditions hereinafter
hereinafter set forth. And
commisAnd the
the commissioner of patents is hereby directed,
directed, upon the
of said
said patent
patent
the presentation
presentation of
and the payment
payment of the
provided by
extend said
the fees and
and charges
charges provided
by law,
law, to
to extend
said
certificate thereon,
patent by making
making aacertificate
thereon, or upon
upon aacertified
of
certified copy
copy thereof,
thereof, of
such extension in the name of the said Thomas
D. Burrall,
Burrall, if
in his
judgThomas D.
if in
his judgment upon full hearing
hearing that the same
should be granted.
same should
And the
the said
comgranted. And
said commissioner is hereby
missioner
hereby further directed to cause said extension,
extension, if perfected,
perfected,
entered on the record
to be entered
record of the patent
patent office.
office. And
patent, so
so
And the
the said
said patent,
extended,
extended, shall
shall have the same effect as if originally
originally granted
granted for
for the
the term
term
extending to the end of the term to which it is
by this
this act.
act.
is extended
extended by
Provided, however, That said extended
extended patent shall
Provided,
open to
to legal
legal
shall be
be open
inquiry and decision in the same
inquiry
same manner
manner as if issued
issued under
the general
under the
general
law relating to patents. And provided further,
further, That
That all
all persons
persons enjoying
enjoying
the lawful use of •the
the improvements
improvements secured by said patent,
the
patent, and
the
and the
purchaser of any machine so in use, may continue
continue to use the same
same as
as if
if
this act had not
passed.
not passed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.

CHAP. CCXV.—
CCXV. - An Act to extend to, and
andfor the Benefit of,
CHAP.
of, Eliza
Letters Patent
Patent March
March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
Eliza Wells,
Wells, Letters
heretofore issued to Henry
heretofore
Henry A.
A. Wells,
Wells, diremsed.
deceased.
WHEREAS,
Wells, late of the city of New
W HEREAS, Henry A. Wells
did obtain
New York,
York, did
obtain
letters patent of
Wells,
of the
the United
United
States for valuable
" improvements
improvements in the Certain letters
valuable "
process of and machinery
patent extended
machinery for
f
or making
maki ng h
at b
odies," w
hi ch letters
l
ett ers patent
pat
ent patenextended
hat
bodies,"
which
to Eliza Wells.
bore
date the
bore date
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-six,
and were granted for the term of fourteen
fourteen years
years from
and
from said
said date;
date; and
whereas the said Henry
Henry A. Wells departed this life on
the twenty-seventh
on the
twenty-seventh
hundred and fifty-one,
day of March,
March, eighteen hundred
fifty-one, leaving
Wells, of
of
leaving Eliza
Eliza Wells,
the said city of New York, his widow, to whom letters of administration
administration
on the estate of said Henry A. Wells were duly granted;
granted; and
and whereas
whereas
the said letters patent were
were reissued
reissued to Charles
Charles St.
and others,
others,
St. John
John and
assignees, in two divisions, one bearing
bearing date
day of
of SeptemSeptemdate the thirtieth
thirtieth day
ber, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-six, and numbered
ber,
hundred and fifty-six,
numbered three hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-six, and the other bearing date
date the
October,
the seventh
seventh day
day of
of October,
eighteen
hundred and fifty-six, and
numbered four hundred;
eighteen hundred
and numbered
hundred; and whereas
whereas
the said reissued letters patent
extended by the commissioner
the
patent were duly extended
commissioner
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Patent
Patent exextended.
tended.

THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS. SEss.
SESS. II.
CH. 215,
215, 216.
216.
II. CH.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

1867.
1867.

of
patents on
on the
twenty-fifth day
day of
of April,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty,
sixty,
April, eighteen
the twenty-fifth
of patents
for the
the term
term of
of seven
seven years
years from
said last-mentioned
last-mentioned date,
date, for
for the
benefit
the benefit
from said
for
of the
said Eliza
Eliza Wells,
administratrix as
aforesaid; and whereas,
whereas, on the
as aforesaid;
Wells, administratrix
of
the said
fourth day
day of
of December,
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty,
reissued and
and
said reissued
hundred and
sixty, said
fourth
extended letters
letters patent
were surrendered
surrendered and
and again
again reissued
reissued to
to Henry
Henry A.
A.
patent were
extended
Burr, assignee,
in two
two divisions,
numbered ten
ten hundred
hundred and
and eighty-six
eighty-six
divisions, numbered
Burr,
assignee, in
and ten
ten hundred
hundred and
and eighty-seven;
eighty-seven; and
whereas said reissued
reissued letters
and whereas
and
patent,
ten hundred
hundred and
surrendered and again
again
were surrendered
eighty-six, were
and eighty-six,
patent, numbered
numbered ten
reissued
on the
the seventeenth
of June,
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two,
day of
seventeenth day
reissued on
said reissued
reissued letters
hundred and eighteen;
eighteen;
numbered thirteen hundred
patent being
being numbered
letters patent
said
and whereas
whereas said
said extended
extended term
will expire
twenty-fifth day
day of
of April,
April,
expire the
the twenty-fifth
term will
and
eighteen hundred
and sixty-seven;
sixty-seven; and
and whereas
that said
said
whereas it appears
appears that
hundred and
eighteen
invention is
is of
value and
and importance
and that
the
public, and
that the
importance to the public,
of great
great value
invention
said Henry
lifetime, and the said Eliza Wells, adminisin his
his lifetime,
Henry A. Wells
Wells in
said
aforesaid since his decease,
decease, failed to receive
receive from
from the use and
tratrix as aforesaid
sale of
said invention
reasonable remuneration
remuneration for
for the
time, ingenuity,
ingenuity,
the time,
a reasonable
invention a
sale
of said
and expense
thereof into
into
introduction thereof
upon the
the same,
same, and
and the introduction
bestowed upon
and
expense bestowed
use: Now
Now therefore,
therefore,
use:
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the said reissued
reissued letters
States of
of America
America in
patent, numbered
eighty-seven, and bearing date the
patent,
numbered one thousand and eighty-seven,
fourth
eighteen hundred and sixty, and said reissued
reissued
fourth day of December, eighteen
letters
numbered one
and eighteen,
eighteen, and
and
thousand three
three hundred and
patent, numbered
one thousand
letters patent,
bearing date the
seventeenth day of June,
hundred and sixtyJune, eighteen
eighteen hundred
the seventeenth
bearing
two,
same are
are hereby,
extended to and for
for the benefit
benefit of the
be, and the same
hereby, extended
two, be,
estate of the said Henry A.
administratrix of the estate
said Eliza Wells, as administratrix
Wells,
from and after
after the
Wells, deceased,
deceased, for the further term of seven
seven years
years from
twenty-fifth
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven.
sixty-seven.
twenty-fifth day
day of
of April, eighteen
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
APPROVED,
March 2,
1867.

March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
March
Payment
Payment to
to
Hugh Leddy.

CHAP. CCXVI.
for the
of Hugh
Hugh Leddy.
Lady.
the Relief
Relief of
-An Act
Actfor
CCXVI. —An
CHAP.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of
That the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
America in
Treasury
hereby is,
and required
required to
Hugh
Treasury be, and
and he hereby
is, authorized
authorized and
to pay
pay Hugh
Leddy,
any money
treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
Leddy, out
out of
of any
money in
in the
the treasury
not otherwise
hundred and
forty cents,
cents, in
in full
full for
for
the sum
sum of six
six hundred
and eighty-two
eighty-two dollars and
and forty
order of
second
liquors wrongfully
wrongfully seized,
seized, by
by order
of the provost-marshal,
provost-marshal, on
on the
the second
of September,
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
and appropriated
to the
of
September, eighteen
hundred and
appropriated to
the
use of government through the
the medical department.
APPROVED,
March 2,
APPROVED, March
2, 1867.
1867.

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. IL
SESS.

RES. 2,
2, 9,
9, 10.
10.
RES.

1867.
1867.
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RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLUTIONS.
[No. 2.]

A Resolution
Resolution in
in Relation to the Settlement of
of the Accounts of
WinA
of William
William P.
P. Wingate, Collector at
Port of
Bangor, Maine.
Maine.
at the Port
ofBangor,

Jan.
5, 1867.
1867.
Jan. 5,

WHEREAS
W HEREAS certain
certain goods (molasses
(molasses and salt)
imported by
Fisk and
and Preamble.
salt) were
were imported
by Fisk
Preamble.
Dale, Josiah Towle, and Morse
Morse and Company,
Company, and
the
and held
held in
in bond
bond at
at the
custom-house in Bangor, Maine, on the second
second day of May,
anno Domini
May, anno
Domini
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and were on that
that day
day released
released and withdrawn upon payment of the duties imposed
thereon prior to the
enactimposed thereon
the enactment of the joint resolution
resolution of April
April twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
Vol. xiii. p. 40.
405.
and Vol.xiii.p.
having received
received official
sixty-four, the collector
collector not then
then having
official notice of such
enactment;
enactment; and whereas the said collector
now charged
charged with
with fifty per
per
collector is now
additional to the amount
centum additional
amount already
already paid upon
claims
upon said
said goods,
goods, and
and claims
to ho!d
ho'd the importers to pay the same
same to him: Therefore,
Therefore,
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
States
assembled, That
That the
of the
accInousnettstloiNii:
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the aeountoftilTreasury be, and he hereby is, authorized
settlement liam
P. Winwinauthorized and directed,
directed, in the
the settlement
liam P.
certain adadof the accounts
William P.
collector at the port of Bangor,
accounts of William
P. Wingate,
Wingate, collector
Bangor, ge,
gate, certain
ditional duty not
Maine, not to exact from him the payment
payment of the additional duty of fifty to
Maine,
exacted.
to be exacted.
per centum
centum imposed by the joint resolution
twenty-ninth, eigheighresolution of April twenty-ninth,
teen hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, on the merchandise
withdrawn for consumpconsumpmerchandise withdrawn
tion by the parties aforesaid
aforesaid on the second day of May,
eighteen hundred
hundred
May, eighteen
and sixty-four, and to order
order the cancellation
several bonds given
given
cancellation of the several
importers in the
by the importers
the above
above cases.
cases.
APPROVED, January
APPROVED,
January 5,
5, 1867.
1867.
[No.
[No. 9.]
9.]

A
Resolution for
the Relief
Mrs. Abby
Green.
A Resolution
for the
Relief of
of Mrs.
Abby Green.

Jan. 29,1867.
29, 1867.
Jan.

W
HEREAS it
it appears
the evidence
evidence of
of General
General H.
H. C.
Hobart, Preamble.
Preamble.
WHEREAS
appears from
from the
C. Hobart,
Colonel A. D. Streight, and Captain John
John F.
Porter, Jr.,
Jr., late
of the
the
F. Porter.
late of
United States army, that Mrs. Abby
Abby Green, then
then of Richmond,
Richmond, Virginia,
Virginia,
by her courage, patriotic devotion
assistance, from May eighteen
devotion and
and assistance,
eighteen
hundred and sixty-three to February
February eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four,
enabling one hundred and nine officers
officers and soldiers of
States
of the United
United States
fiom Libby prison, in Richmond, Virginia,
to make their escape
escape from
Virginia, and from
from
the hands of our enemies, has deserved
deserved well of the
the country:
country:
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America
America in Congress assembled, That
States
That the sum of one thousand Paymbent
Payment to
to
Ab by Green.
said Abby
her heirs
heirs or
administrafive hundred
hundred dollars
dollars be paid to
to said
Abby Green,
Green, her
or administracompensation for her
of any
any money
money in
in the
the treasury
treasury
tor, in compensation
her services,
services, out
out of
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
APPROVED, January
29, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
January 29,
[No. 10.]

Joint Resolution for the Relief
Joint
Relief of
of William D. Nelson.
Nelson.

81, 1867.
1867.
Jan. 81,

the Senate and
and House of
Be it resolved by the
of Representatives of the United
United payment
Payment to
States of America in Congress
assembled,
States
Congress assem
bled, That
That there be
be paid to William
William sWonilifloarmsepr;ieNeesionllrm D. Neice
D. Nelson one thousand dollars
D.
dollars for his services
services in recruiting
recruiting for the Union in recruiting.
eighteen hundred
army in East Tennessee during
during the years
years eighteen
hundred and sixty-one
sixty-one
and eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-two.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, January
January 31,
31, 1867.
1867.

640
640

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH

8, 1867.
Feb. 8,1867.

Certain setCertain
tlers on the
Sioux reservareservation may enter
their lands at
minimum
the minimum
price, &c.

Feb. 18,
1867.
Feb.
18,1867.

[No.
13.]
[No. 13.]

SEss.
13, 18,
18, 19,
19, 20,
20, 24.
24.
REs. 13,
SESS. II.
I. RES.

1867.
1867.

Joint Resolution
Resolution for
the Relief
certain Settlers
Settlers on
on the
the Sioux
Sioux Reservation,
Reservation, in
in
of certain
Relief of
for the
Joint
the State
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
the

Be it
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
it resolved
Be
States
assembled, That
those persons
persons who settled
settled
That those
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
and made
made improvements
impruvements upon
now included
in the
the Sioux
reservaSioux reservaincluded in
lands now
upon lands
and
tion in
in Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and filed
filed notice
notice of
of their
claims in the proper
proper local land
their claims
tion
office, before
the boundaries
boundaries of
said reservation
and
surveyed and
were definitely
definitely surveyed
of said
reservation were
office,
before the
located,
be, and
are hereby
authorized to
lands thus settled
to enter the lands
hereby authorized
and are
shall be,
located, shall
upon, as
as in
of pre-emption,
pre-emption, upon
upon the
payment of
of one dollar
dollar
the payment
cases of
other cases
in other
upon,
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
acre therefor,
such rules
regulations
and regulations
rules and
under such
therefor, under
per acre
cents per
and
as may
be provided
by the
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior.
of the
the Secretary
provided by
may be
as
APPROVED, February
February 8,
8, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED,
18.]
A Resolution
Resolution for
the Relief
S. Forbes,
under his
his Contract
Contract with
the
with the
Forbes, under
for the
Relief of
of Paul
Paul S.
18.] A
Navy Department
for building
andfurnishing the
Screw Sloop-ofWar "Idaho."
"Idaho."
Sloop-of-.War
the Steam
Steam Screw
building andfurnishing
Departmentfor
Navy

[No.
[No.

Resolved by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved

The steam
States of
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy
of the
Secretary of
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
screw
sloop-ofaccept the steam screw
resloop-ofwar
"Idaho," to be, and he is hereby,
hereby, instructed
instructed to accept
screw sloop-of-war
sloop-of-war
be accepted
accepted
" Idaho," of
of the
the contractor,
Paul S.
S. Forbes,
Forbes, at
at the
the price
price of
of five
hundred
five hundred
contractor, Paul
"Idaho,"
be

and
fifty thousand
and fifty
said Forbes,
which shall
be in
thousand dollars,
dollars, already
already paid
paid said
Forbes, and
and which
shall be
in
full discharge
his contract
contract with
Ivith the
Navy Department
Department on
on account
account of
of
the Navy
of his
discharge of
full
charge'of his
contract, for the said
said steamship.
steamship.
money
already
APPROVED, February
18, 1867.
1867.
money
already
APPROVED,
February 18,
paid him.
from Paul S.
Forbes in disForbes,
discharge ,of his

Feb.
Feb.

18, 1867.
1867.
18,

Allowance to
to
Allowance
Charles Clark
Clark
settlement of
in settlement
accounts, for
accounts,
public money
lost by fire.

[No.
[No. 19.]

A
Relief of
of Charles
Clark, Marshal
of the
the United
United States
for
StatesJor
Marshalof
Charles Clark,
A Resolution for the Relief
the
Districtof'Maine.
the Dishict
of-Maine.

Resolved
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by
by the
States of
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the InInassembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
terior
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized, in
in the
settlement of
the accounts
accounts
of the
the settlement
he is
hereby, authorized,
terior be,
of
marshal of the
United States for the district
district of Maine,
Maine,
the United
Clark, marshal
of Charles
Charles Clark,
to allow
allow him
for such
such sum
sum of
of public
as was
was in
charge as
in his charge
money as
public money
him credit
credit for
to
marshal,
thousand and twenty-eight
twenty-eight dollars,
dollars, as he may
may
three thousand
marshal, not to exceed three
be satisfied
said marshal's
office, in
the custom-house
custom-house buildbuildin the
burned in
in said
marshal's office,
be
satisfied was
was burned
ing
Maine, on
of July
July last.
last.
day of
the fourth
fourth day
on the
ing at
at Portland,
Portland, Maine,
AP2ROVED, February
18, 1867.
1867.
February 18,
APPROVED,

Feb. 18,
1867.
Feb.
18, 1867.

[No.
20.]
[No. 20.]

Joint Resolution
Resolution for
Keenan.
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of James
James Keenan.
Joint

Be
resolved by
Representatives of
of the United
by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it resolved
Secretary of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
America in
In settlement States
of accounts of
Treasury
directed, in the settlement
accounts of James Keenan,
Keenan,
the accounts
settlement of the
Treasury is directed,
Keenan,
James Keenan,
late
Kong, China, to pay
pay his legal representatives
representatives the
consul at Hong Kong,
late consul
payment to be
payment
of exchange
exchange to which
been entitled for
made for loss on amount
have been
for loss,
which he would have
amount of
exchange.
exchange.
had
balances due
due him on the adjustment of his
had he
he drawn
drawn the several balances
accounts.
accounts.
APPROVED,
February 18,
18, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
Feb.

22, 1867. [No. 24.]
22,1867.
24.]

Joint
Resolution for
the Relief
Relief of
Ober, Nanson,
and Company,
Merchants, of
of
Joint Resolution
for the
of Ober,
Nanson, and
Company, Merchants,
New York.
York.
New

Preamble.
W
HEREAS, Ober, Nanson,
WHEREAS,
Nanson, and Company,
Company, of
of the
the city of New York, did,
Ober,
Ober, Nanson,
Nanson, on
October
eighteen,
eighteen
hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, deposit
deposit in
in the
postthe postand
October
eighteen,
eighteen
hundred
on
mpany.
and Company.
package, containing
containing twelve
twelve
of the
the city
city of New
New York
York aa sealed
sealed package,
office of
hundred compound-interest
of the
the United
States, each
each of
of the
the dedeUnited States,
hundred
compound-interest notes
notes of
nomination of
of fifty dollars,
September one,
dollars, dated
dated September
one, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
nomination
sixty-five,
eighteen hundred
falling due
due September
September one, eighteen
hundred and
and sixtysixty-five, and falling
eight, amounting to sixty thousand dollars, which
which notes are described
described as
follows:—
follows:
-

THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY—NINTH
CONGRESS.

SESS.II.
SESS. II. RES.
RES. 24,
25, 29.
29.
24, 25,

1867.
1867.
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$5000,
$
5000, letter D, numbers 272,801 to
to 272,900
inclusive;
272,900 inclusive;
5000,
A, numbers 276,201
5000, letter
letter A,
276,201 to 276,300
276,300 inclusive;
inclusive;
5000, letter
letter C,
C, numbers 270,801 to 270,900
5000,
270,900 inclusive;
inclusive;
5000, letter
letter A, numbers 268,601
5000,
268,601 to 268,700
268,700 inclusive;
inclusive;
5000,
5000, letter
letter C, numbers
numbers 268,601
268,601 to 268,700
inclusive;
268,700 inclusive;
5000,
letter C, numbers 268,301
5000, letter
268,301 to 268,400
inclusive;
268,400 inclusive;
5000, letter
5000,
letter C, numbers 275,501
275,501 to 275,600 inclusive;
inclusive;
5000,
letter D, numbers 270,501
270,501 to
5000, letter
to 270,600
inclusive;
270,600 inclusive;
5000, letter
5000,
letter C, numbers 275,301 to
275,400 inclusive;
to 275,400
inclusive;
5000, letter
D, numbers
276,201 to 276,300
276,300 inclusive;
5000,
letter D,
numbers 276,201
inclusive;
5000, letter
5000,
letter A,
A, numbers
numbers 275,601
275,601 to 275,700 inclusive;
inclusive •
5000,
5000, letter
letter A, numbers 275,901 to
inclusive;
to 276,000
276,000 inclusive;
which package
package was
directed to Ober, Atwater, and
which
was directed
merchants
and Company,
Company, merchants
of
the city
city of
of New
Orleans, and was registered,
of the
New Orleans,
registered, and
given by
the
and receipt
receipt given
by the
postmaster
postmaster at
at New
New York, dated
dated October eighteen,
eighteen, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
sixty-five,
was despatched
sixty-five, and
and was
despatched through
through the United
States mail,
mail, on
on the
the
United States
steamship
" Republic,"
Republic," to its place of destination,
destination, as
steamship "
as certified
certified by
by the
the postpostmaster of
York; and
and whereas said steamship
master
of New
New York;
steamship "
Republic," with
with the
"Republic,"
the
United
containing said sealed
United States
States mails thereon, containing
sunk and
sealed package,
package, was
was sunk
and
lost
in
the
sea
twenty-fifth day of
lost in the sea on the twenty-fifth
of October,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
October, eighteen
sixty-five, at
about one hundred
hundred and forty
sixty-five,
at aapoint
point about
forty miles
miles east
east of
of Savannah,
Savannah,
Georgia,
Georgia, and no part of
of the
th e ma
on b
oard was saved or recovered:
mailil on
board
was saved or recovered:
Therefore,
Therefore,
Be
by the
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
Be it
it resolved
resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
States of
America in
assembled, That the
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury
Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized
authori ze dan
recte dto pay
sa i
d Ob
er, Nanson,
Nanson, and
andddi
directed
pay said
Ober,
and

Secretary of
Secretary
of
the T
reau
to
ery to
the
Treasury
to
Company,
nay
to
Ober
or
their
assigns
or
legal
Company, or their assigns or legal representatives,
representatives, the amount of
of said
said r
Inson, ans
anr
ci
-anson,
notes,
supposed
to
lost as aforesaid,
aforesaid, with the interest
note-, supposed to be
be lost
interest thereon
thereon to
to the
the Company the
the
time of their maturity, at
atany
an y ti
me w
i
thi n six
si
x months
month
s after
the maturity t
a
aoue
time
n
oto
m pf
oe
ue
nr
d
-_
within
after the
maturity tam
compoundthereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That there shall not appear, before such
thereof:
such payment,
payment, interest
interest notes,
notes,
evidence satisfactory
to the
Secretary of the Treasury, that
evidence
satisfactory to
the Secretary
said notes
notes supposed
s
o
upposed to
t.o bethat said
have not
lost,
been lost and dest
destroyed:
Provided, further,
have
not been
roy
ed: Provided,
further, That
That the
Secretary est.
est.
st ,with
with interthe Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall require
Nanson, and
of the
require of said Ober,
Ober, Nanson,
Company, their
their Proviso.
Proviso.
and Company,
assigns or legal
representatives, to execute and deliver
assigns or
legal representatives,
such bond
bond of
Bond of
of inindeliver such
of
Bond
indemnity, with
with adequate
adequate sureties, as he may deem
indemnity,
deem necessary,
before such
such demnity.
demnity.
necessary, before
payment is made.
made.

APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
[No. 25.]
[No.
251

Joint Resolution
Resolutionfor
Joint
for the Relief of
of Stephen
Stephen E.
E. Jones.
Jones.

Feb. 22,
22, 1867.
1867.
Feb.

Be it
resolved by
Be
it resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
assembled, That the
the paymaster-general
paymaster-general Payment
to
Payment to
is
hereby
directed
pay to
to Stephen
Jones the
is hereby directed to
to pay
Stephen E. Jones
the full pay and allowances
allowances Stephen
Ste P
hen E.
E.
of
lieutenant of
Jones.
of cavalry
cavalry for the period during which he
of aafirst
first lieutenant
actually Jones
he actually
served as
aid-de-camp on
on the
the staff of General
Nelson and
served
as aid-de-camp
General Nelson
General George
George
and General
H. Thomas,
Thomas, prior
H.
prior to
to his muster
muster into the United
United States service.
service.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
22, 1867.
1867.
February 22,

[No.
tie Relief
[No. 29.]
291 A
A Resolution
Resolution for the
Relief of
ofMartha
Martha McCook.
McCook.

Feb. 25,
1867.
Feb.
25,1867.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Resolved
Senate and House of
of Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States
Congress assembled, That the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the Annuity
Annuity to
to
the Secretary
Interior
be,
and
Interior
an dhe
he is
i
s h
ere b
y, authorized
aut hor i
ze d an
i
rected to
or cause to
hereby,
anddd
directed
to pay
pay or
I rs600
1rha
cause to Mrs.
Martha
be paid, o
out
offany
uto
an y moneys appropriated
appropr i
ate dfor
f
or the
the payment of pensions, to
payment of pensions, to McCook.
Mrs.
Mrs. Martha
Martha_ McCook,
McCook, widow
widow of the late Major McCook,
McCook, of
Jefferson
of Jefferson
county,
Ohio, in
consideration of the services
services of her
county, Ohio,
in consideration
husband and
eight
her husband
and eight
sons
to the
the country
country in the late war for the Union,
sons to
Union, four
of whom
whom perished
perished
four of
of
wounds received
battle when
of wounds
received in
in battle
when in the line of their
their duty, an
an annuity,
annuity,
from
and after the
the passage
of this
resolution, a,nd
and during
from and after
passage of
this resolution,
during her natural
natural life,
life,
of
two hundred
and fifty
dollars per
of two
hundred and
fifty dollars
per annum,
annum, to be paid semi-annually.
APPROVED, February
APPROVED,
February 25,
25, 1867.
1867.
VOL.
VOL. xiv.
XIV.
41
41

642
642

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS
;
CONGRESS..

THIRTY-NINTH

Feb.
1867.
28,1867.
Feb. 28,

SESS. II.
RES. 34,
35, 36,
38.
37, 38.
36, 37,
34, 35,
II. RES.
SEss.

1867.
1867.

[
No34.]
3
.7oint
Resolution to
to permit
permit Captain
John A.
A. Webster,
Webster, Jr.
.Jr. of
of the
the Steamer
Steamer
Captain John
Joint Resoltion
[No.
"Mahoning,"
Ma toning," to
to receive
Government of
Gold Chronometer.
Chronometer.
BritainaaGold
Great Britain
of Great
the Government
from the
receivefrom
"l

Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
resolved by
it resolved
Be
John
A. Webof America
assembled, That
That John A. Webster, Jr. of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Web- States
John A.
ster,
Jr.
may reremay
Jr.
ster,
be, and
"Mahoning,"
ce i
veJal
a
revenue-cutter service,
service, captain
captain of the steamer
steamer "
Mahonin g
,
"be,
and
the revenue-cutter
r the
ceive
chronometer
he
hereby, permitted
permitted to
to receive
receive from
from the government
government of Great Britain
is hereby,
lie is
chronometer
governfrom
the governfrom the
him,
award to
meat
chronometer, which
which that government
government is desirous
desiro us to
to award
to him,
gold chronometer,
rn- '7a gold
ofe Great
fment of
Britain.
In token
token of
of its
appreciation of
of valuable
rendered by
Captain
by Captain
services rendered
valuable services
its appreciation
in
Britain.
Webster
British vessels
in distress
on our coast.
distress on
vessels in
several British
to several
Webster to
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.
APPROVED, February
gold

Feb.
1867.
28, 1867.
Feb. 28,

the
sttle the
[No. 35]
Joint Resolution
the Secretary
of War
War to
adjust and
and settle
to adjust
Secretary of
authorizing the
Resolution authorizing
35] Joint
[No.
Claim
of I
L Randolph
the Washington,
and GeorgeGeorgeAlexandria, and
Washington, Alexandria,
of the
Assignee of
Martin, Assignee
Randolph Martin,
1D.
Claim of
Comipany.
town
Railroad Company.
town Railroad
United
Be
it
resolved
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Be it resolved by
Secretary of War be,
States
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
be,
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of

Claim of
of D.
D.
Claim
Randolph Mar- and he is hereby, authorized to
adjust
and settle
settle the
Randolph
the claim of D. Randolph
adjust and
Rindssipgn
tin, assignee, rto
to and he is hereby, authorized to

be
settled.
be settled.

Martin, assignee
of the
Washington, Alexandria,
Alexandria, and Georgetown
Georgetown railthe Washington,
assignee of
Martin,
road company,
for the
and occupation
occupation of the road of said company
company by
use and
the use
company, for
road
the United
United States
and after
eleventh day
day of
January, eighteen
eighteen
of January,
the eleventh
after the
from and
States from
the
hundred
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-five, and
August, eighteen
until August,
sixty-two, until
and sixty-two,
hundred and
to pay
pay said
said Martin
sum as
may be
be found
equitably due
due for such
found equitably
as may
such sum
Martin such
to
use
and
occupation.
occupation.
and
use
APPROVED,
February 28,
1867.
28, 1867.
APPROVED, February
[No. 36.]
36.1 Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution for
the Relief
Relief of
of Danid
Daniel Cole.
Cole.
for the
[No.

Feb.
28, 1867.
1867.
Feb. 28,
Pension to
to
Pension
Daniel Cole.
Cole.
Daniel

the United
Be
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
it resolved
Be it
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
in Congress
of America
States
list of
the list
Interior
on the
of pensions
pensions the
the name
name
place on
to place
directed to
be directed
Department be
Interior Department
of
Daniel Cole,
Cole, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of eight
eight dollars
dollars per month from the
the date of
of Daniel
the passage
passage of this act.
act.
the
1867.
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.
APPROVED, February

28, 1867.
Feb. 28,
Feb.
1867.

[No. 37.]
371
[No.

Joint
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Virginia
S. Wilson,
Wilson, Widow
Widow of
the late
late
of the
Virqinia S.
Resolution for
Joint Resolution
Captain
George W.
W. Wilson.
Wilson.
Captain George

Payment to
to
Payment

Be it
it resolved
by the
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
resolved by
Be
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States

Virginia S.
S. Witcause to
S. Wilson,
Wilson, widow
widow of George
George W.
Virginia S.
to Virginia
paid to
be paid
to be
Interior cause
Wil- Interior
Virginia

son cff
of
Wilson, deceased,
late a
company "G,"
"G," second Eastern
Eastern Shore
a captain of company
deceased, late
of Wilson,
of amount
amount
son
Sho-e
pension
accru ing
pension accruing
to
George W.
regiment, Maryland
Maryland volunteers,
volunteers, the sum of two hundred
hundred and seventy-two
seventy-two
W. regiment,
to George
W.
George
wason.
dollars, it
it being
the amount
the pension
pension accruing
accruing to said
of the
amount of
being the
dollars,
W1ison.
Wilson, between
between the
third day
day of January,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixtythe third
Wilson,
five, the
date of
of his
muster out
the United
United States
States service, and the
from the
out from
his muster
the date
five,
twenty-first day
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six, the date
date of
February, eighteen
of February,
day of
twenty-first
his original
original application
application for
pension, and
which he failed to obtain in his
and which
for aapension,
his

lifetime by
reason of
being filed
filed within
within one year
year from
not being
application not
his application
of his
by reason
lifetime
the
of his disability.
disability.
date of
the date
1867.
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
APPROVED,

Feb.
1867.
28, 1867.
Feb. 28,
Payment
to
Payment to

[No.
38.1
[No. 38.]

Walter C. Whitaker.
of Walter
Joint Resolutionfor
Resolution for the
Relief of
the Relief
Joint

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the Unitea
it resolved
resolved by
Be

States of
America in
assembled, That
That Walter
Walter C. Whitaker
Whitaker is
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States

Kentucky volunteer
allowances as colonel
Waiter C.
C. WhitWhit- entitled
colonel of the sixth Kentucky
volunteer
entitled to pay and allowances
Walter
a
ker.
aker.
infantry from the
the ninth day of September, eighteen hundred and
and sixtyone,
day of January, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, inclusive,
first day
the first
to the
one, to
and
paymaster-general be,
and he is, directed
accordingly.
directed to pay him accordingly.
be, and
the paymaster-general
and the
APPROVED,
February 28,
1867.
28, 1867.
APPROVED, February

THIRTY-NINTH
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SES.
SESS. 11.
U.
[No.
[No. 39.]

RES.
39, 40,
40, 41,
41, 43,
61.
RES. 39,
43, 61.

Joint
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of Obadiah
Obadiah Aderton.
Joint Resolution for
Aderton.

1867. 648
648
1867.

Feb. 28, 1867.
1867.

House of
Be it
it resolved by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
States
Se cre t
ary of
ofth
In-gbiPla
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
thee InPension
States of
edni eah
ionAto
derterior be
directed to
terior
be directed
place the
name of
of Obadiah
Obadiah Aderton,
Aderton, of
ofthe
th e State
St at
e o
to place
the name
off Obadiah AderMaine, on the list
list of
of pensions
pensions at
the rate
rate of
of eight
dollars per
month,
at the
eight dollars
per month,
payment to commence
commence with
with the
of the
the passage
of this
this joint
joint resoluresoluthe date
date of
passage of
tion.
tion.
APPROVED, February
1867.
APPROVED,
February 28,
28, 1867.

[No. 40.]
40.] Joint
Joint Revolution
Resolution for the Relief of the Mother of Charles
[No.
Charles 0.
0. Rowohl.
Feb. 28,
1867.
owtohl.
Feb.
28,1867.
Be it resolved
resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of

States of
in Congress
the Secretary
States
of America in
Congress assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the InIn- Payment to
t riest . 0.
tenor be,
authorized and
anddi
rec t
ed t
or cause
bemoigr
terior
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed
too pay
pay,,or
cause to
to be
Charlest0.
paid, to the mother
mother of
of Charles
Charles 0.
Rowohl,
deceased,
late
of
company
I,
0. Rowohl, deceased, late of company I, Rowohl.
Rowohl.
eighth regiment
Kansas volunteers,
regiment Kanas
volunteers, eight
per month,
from the
eight dollars
dollars per
month, from
the
date of the death of her
her son
son Charles
Charles 0.
to the
the time
time when
when she
she
0. Rowohl
Rowohl to
commenced
receiving a
a pension
pension under
commenced receiving
under the
pension laws.
laws.
the general
general pension
APPROVED, February
February 28,
APPROVED,
1867.
28, 1867.
[No. 41.]

Joint
Resolution for the Relief of
Joint Resolution
of the Orphan
Children of
of William
William Whelan.
Whelan.
Orphan Children

Feb. 28,
28, 1867.

Be it resolved by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
the Into
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
In- Payment
Payment to
terior
be, and
to pay
have paid
tenor be,
and he
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed to
pay or
or have
paid the niXdarToel
iuardian of
to the legally appointed
appointed guardian
guardian of
of the
the orphan
orphan children
children of
of William
William WheWhoWilliam William
a soldier
soldier in
Whelan, late a
in company
company H,
one hundred
and sixth
sixth PennsylH, one
hundred and
Pennsyl- lan.
same pension
vania volunteers, the same
pension allowed
allowed by
by law
law to
the orphan
orphan children
children
to the
of soldiers having
of
having died of disease
disease contracted
contracted in
the line
line of
of duty,
duty, and
and under
under
in the
the same
same limitations
law. This
the
limitations imposed
imposed by said law.
This joint
joint resolution
to take
take
resolution to
the death
effect from the
death of
of the
Whelan.
the aforesaid
aforesaid William
William Whelan.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, February
February 28,
28, 1867.
1867.

[No. 43.]
[No.

Joint
Tidler and Fisher
Joint Resolution to audit
audit and pay the Claim of
of Tuller
March 1, 1867.
1867.
Fisher of Missouri. March
WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, the horses,
horses, coaches,
coaches, stage
stage property,
of
transporPreamble.
property, and
and means
means of transpor- , Preamble.
tation of Messrs.
Tuller and
Messrs. Owen
Owen Tuller
and Ulysses
Ulysses E.
E. Fisher,
Fi sher,mail
ma il contractors
contractors Tuller
Tuller and
and
on mail route number ten
ten thousand
six hundred
thousand six
hundred and
and forty-eight,
between Fisher.
Fisher'
forty-eight, between
Rolla, in
Springfield and Rolla,
in the
the State
State of
impressed in
in the
the
of .Missouri,
Missouri, were
were impressed
military
possession of
military service
service and taken
taken possession
of and
used by
military
and used
by competent
competent military
authority, by
reason of
by reason
a large
large amount
of said
was capcapof which
which a
amount of
said property
property was
tured by the enemy and lost
lost to
to said
said contractors:
Therefbre,
contractors: Therefore,
Be
House of
Be it resolved by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Claim
claidmFof
?fhTulTulassembled, That
That the
Treasury
and required
ere
Fisher
to
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
required to have
have the
the claim of
of said b
e
rad
iteu
nditerl
a
e
n
r
dte
Tuller
audited, and
and to
Tuller and Fisher
Fisher audited,
to pay
pay to
them, out
any money
money in
the paid.
paid.
to them,
out of
of any
in the
treasury
appropriated, the
treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the amount
amount that
that shall
be found
found due
due
shall be
them for
for such
such losses,
losses, not
not exceeding
exceeding the
of twelve
thousand five
the sum
sum of
twelve thousand
five
hundred
hundred dollars.
dollars.
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
1867.
March 1,
1, 1867.
[No.
Joint Resolution to pay
pay Lieutenant
Lieutenant John H.
H. Hamlln
[No. 61.] Joint
Hamlin for Military
Military Services.

2, 1867.
March 2,1867.

Senate and
Be it resolved by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
House of
of Representatives
the United
States of
America in
That the
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Paymaster-General
Paymaster-General _Payment
Payment to .
of the United St
States
at
es army be,
be,and
an d he
he i
ere b
y, di
recte d to
John jcslin
a
Hamlin.
iss h
hereby,
directed
to pay to John
John HHamlim
H.
lieutenant in
H. Hamlin,
Hamlin, of Michigan,
Michigan, late a
afirst
first lieutenant
seventh regiment
of
in the
the seventh
regiment of
Michigan
allowances of
Michigan cavalry, the full pay and
and allowances
second lieutenant
lieutenant of
of
of aa second
cavalry
the first
first day
cavalry for the time from
from the
day of
July, eighteen
hundred and
and
of July,
eighteen hundred
sixty-three,
the twenty-eighth
sixty--three, to
to the
twenty-eighth day of March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-four,
in as
sixty-four, when
when he was mustered in
first lieutenant.
lieutenant.
as aafirst
APPROVED, March
APPROVED,
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,

644

644

March

THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
THIRTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
2, 1867.

March 2, 1867.

[No.
[No.

SESS. Ir.
SEss.IT.

RES. 62,
62, 63,
63, 64,
64, 65,
65, 66.
66.
RES.

1867.
1867.

62.] A
Resolution for
Reliefof
of Dempsey
Dempsey Reece, of Indiana.
Indiana.
the Relief
for the
A Resolution
62.]

bf the United
Resolved by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Resolved

States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
assembled, That
America in
States
be
authorized
and
required
to
receive
proposals
for
carrying
the United
United
the
carrying
for
proposals
receive
to
required
and
be authorized
Newcastle and Mechanicburg,
States mail
on route
route No.
No. 12068,
between Newcastle
Mechanicburg,
12068, between
mail on
States
&C.
in
State of
Indiana; and
and when
when such
such bid
bid shall
shall be
be accepted,
accepted, Dempsey
Dempsey
&c.
of Indiana;
the State
in the
any further,
Reece,
the
present
contractor,
shall
be
discharged
from
any
further, perfrom
discharged
be
shall
contractor,
Reece, the present
formance
of his
his contract.
contract.
formance of
When this
S
EC. 2.
be it
further resolved,
resolved, That
That this
this joint
joint resolution
resolution shall
it further
this
And be
2. And
When
SEC.
takes
res
resolution
passage.
its
after
and
from
effelution
takes take
take effect
be in
passage.
force from
in force
and be
effect and
oct.
effect.
2, 1867.
March 2,
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March

Dempsey
Dempsey
Reece to be disRecce
charged from
contract when,
contract when,

settle
March 2, 1867. [No. 631
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to audit
and settle
audit and
the Secretary
authorizing the
Resolution authorizing
Joint Resolution
2, 1867. [No. 63.] Joint
March
the Accounts
Accounts of
Sedgewick, Collector
Collector of
Internal Revenue
Revenue for
for the
the Third
Third Collection
of Internal
John Sedgewick,
of John
-the
District
of California.
California.
District of
Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and
by the
resolved by
it resolved
Be
Secretary of the
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
in
America
States
Accounts of
the accounts
settle
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
accounts
audit
to
authorized
John Sedgewick
hereby,
Sedgewick Treasury
is
he
John
Treasury be, and
to be audited
audited
of
John Sedgewick,
collector of
of internal
internal revenue
revenue for the third collection
collection
collector
Sedgewick,
John
of
and settled.
district of
of California,
California, for
fiscal year
year ending June thirty, eighteen
the fiscal
for the
district
hundred and
as to
to him
appear just and equitable.
may appear
him may
sixty-four, as
and sixty-four,
hundred
APPROVED,
1867.
2, 1867.
March 2,
APPROVED, March

Joint Resolution
the Relief
Relief of
Eaton, Receiver
Receiver of Public Money
Almanson Eaton,
of Almanson
March 2,
for the
Resolution for
64.] Joint
[No. 64.]
1867. [No.
2, 1867.
March
for
Wisconsin.
Point, Wisconsin.
Stevens' Point,
at Stevens'
Office at
Land Office
the Land
for the
Credit to be
be
Credit
totoAlallowed
allowed
manson Eaton
for
public
for public
money lost.
lost.
money

United
Be it
it resolved
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
resolved by
Be

assembled, That
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
America in
of America
States
accounting
proper
Interior
and
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
and
the
proper
accounting
the
and
Treasury
Interior and the Secretary of the
the accounts
officers
in their
departments, in
accounts of Almanson Eaton,
settling the
in settling
their departments,
officers in
subject to
receiver of
receiver
of public
public moneys
moneys for the district of lands
lands subject
to sale
sale at
at
made
being
evidence
satisfactory
upon
Stevens'
Point,
Wisconsin,
shall,
upon
satisfactory
evidence
being
made
shall,
Stevens' Point, Wisconsin,
and filed,
and credit
credit to
receiver the
sum of
of two
two thousand and
and
the sum
said receiver
to said
allow and
filed, allow
and
destroyed
lost
ninety-two
dollars
and
seventy-two
cents,
public
money,
lost and destroyed
money,
public
cents,
seventy-two
and
dollars
ninety-two
and the
by fire
fire in
burning of
the offices,
offices, books,
the public
public money
money
papers, and
books, papers,
of the
the burning
in the
by
of
the register
register and
Point, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, on the night of
of
Stevens' Point,
at Stevens'
receiver at
and receiver
of the
A. D.
the
twenty-ninth of
of December,
December' A.
D. eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five.
sixty-five.
the twenty-ninth
2, 1867.
APPROVED, March
March 2,
1867.
APPROVED,

March 2,
1867. [No.
65.]
[No. 65.]
2, 1867.
March

Joint
the Papers
Papers in
in the Case of F. A. Gtibons
Gibbons and F.
F. X
X
referring the
Resolution referring
Joint Resolution
of Claims.
Kelley to
Court of
Claims.
the Court
to the
Kelley

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
resolved by
it resolved
Be

of
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the papers
papers in
in the
the case
case of
States
of
court
the
to
A.
Gibbons
and
F.
X.
Kelley
be
referred
back
to
the
court
back
referred
Gibbons
of and
.F, Francis A.
be
Kelley
X.
F.
and
Gibbons
Gibbons and F. Francis
if of opinion that the ends
X. Kelley
Kelley to
be claims,
claims, and
and the
shall be
be authorized,
authorized, if
ends of
of
court shall
the court
to be
X.
to
•
an
on
referred
back
case
the
aa rehearing
rehearing of
to grant
subserved thereby,
will be subserved
to justice
referred back
iustice
thereby,
to
grant
of
the
case
on
an
of
the
the court of
of the
amended petition,
petition, without
claim by
by reason
reason of
the former
former
the claim
to the
prejudice to
without prejudice
amended
claims.
decision of
court.
said court.
of said
decision
APPROVED, March
1867.
2, 1867.
March 2,
APPROVED,
case
Papers
the
PapersF.in A

1867.
2, 1867.
March 2,

March

Preamble.
Preamble.

[No.
66.]
[No. 66.]

and pay the
Joint
Resolution authorizing
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to audit
audit and
Secretary of
the Secretary
authorizing the
Joint Resolution
Claim
R. Beckley.
Beckley.
John R.
of John
Claim of

R. Beckley, mail conproperty of John R.
W
HEREAS divers
divers horses,
horses, the
conthe property
WHEREAS
tractor on
on mail
ninety-six hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four
thirty-four and
number ninety-six
routes number
mail routes
tractor
Kentucky, were,
number ninety-six
and nineteen,
nineteen, in
in the
the State
State of
of Kentucky,
were,
hundred and
ninety-six hundred
number
during
late war,
war, captured
captured by
by the
the rebel
forces and
and guerillas,
guerillas, and lost
rebel forces
the late
during the
to
contractor, while
while endeavoring
out his
his contract
contract with the
carry out
to carry
endeavoring to
said contractor,
to said
United
States: Therefore,
Therefore,
United States:

THIRTY-NINTH
SESS.
II
THIRTY—NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. IL

RES. 67, 68,
68, 69.
69.

1867.
1867.

645
645

Resolved by
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Resolved
by the
the United
United Claim
Claim of
of John
John
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
States of
in .Congress
Secretary of
of the
the artateeq
taet;3dto
R Bteckley
to be
be
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, directed
Treasury
and he
he is
directed to have the claim of said John paid.
paid.
R. Beckley
audited, and to pay him the amount
R.
Beckley audited,
amount which shall
shall be
found due
due Proviso.
Proviso.
be found
for
loss of property in carrying
for the
the loss
carrying the mail, out of
of any
money in
the
any money
in the
treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
Provided, That
treasury
appropriated: Provided,
That said
said amount
amount shall
shall
not
not exceed
exceed the sum of five thousand nine hundred and fifty
fifty dollars:
Further pro.
prodollars: And
And Further
provided further,
further, That
shall appear
provided
That it shall
appear .that said property
property was
was lost without
without viso.
any fault or negligence
negligence on
sa id John
John R.
Beckl ey.
on the
the part
part of
of said
R. Beckley.
APPROVED, March 2,
2, 1867.
1867.
Viso.

[No. 67.]
[No.
67.]

Joint
Joint Resolution for the Relief of James I. Hudnall.
Hudnall.

March
2, 1867.
March 2,1867.

Be it
resolved by
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
Be
it resolved
by the
of Representatives
United
of the
the United
States of
of America
assembled, That the
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the Credit
Credit to
be
the Secretary
Secretary of
to be
Treasury be,
and he
settlement of the accounts
Treasury
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, directed, in the settlement
accounts V
I
V ddnaJames
J
I
rpoe
rs
allowed
of
congressional district
of James
James II. Hudnall,
Hudnall, collector
collector of the sixth congressional
of the
the public
money
district of
ublic money
State of
of Kentucky,
State
Kentucky, to credit him with the sum of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred lost.
dollars,
full for money lost by him in the town
dollars, in full
town of
of Petersburg,
Petersburg, Boone
Boone
county,
in the
the State
State of Kentucky, on the ninth
ninth [night]
county, in
of the
[night] of
the sixteenth
sixteenth
of August, eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-six.
and sixty-six.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
1867.
March 2,
2, 1867.
[No. 68.] A
A Resolution
Resolution for
for the Relief of
Morris.
[No. 68.]
If Joseph R. Morris.
March 2,
1867.
March
2, 1867.
WHEREAS
it
appears
from
the
records
of
the
patent-office of
W HEREAS it appears
records
patent-office
of the
United Preamble.
the United
Preamble.
States, at
city of
of Washington,
States,
at the
the city
Washington, that Joseph
Joseph R. Morris, of the city
city of
of Joseph R.
R.
Houston,
the State of Texas, on the thirteenth
Houston, in the
thirteenth day of April,
anno Domini
Domini Morris.
Monts.
April, anno
eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, filed his petition, affidavit,
affidavit, specification,
specification,
and
and drawing, and made application
application for a
"-anew
and useful
useful
a patent
patent for
for "a
new and
improvement in furnaces,"
furnaces," and paid the customary
improvement
customary fee
on such
such applicaapplicafee on
tion; that
that on the fifteenth
tion;
fifteenth day of April aforesaid,
aforesaid, he
his model
model
he deposited
deposited his
of said
said improvement
patent-office aforesaid;
of
improvement according to law in the patent-office
aforesaid; that
that
on the
the eighth
eighth day of June thereafter, said
on
said invention
invention was
examined by
the
was examined
by the
examiner. and a
a patent
examiner,
patent duly ordered
ordered to be issued; that
that on
on the
the eleventh
eleventh
day of
of June
June thereafter, a
a circular was issued by
day
patent-office to
by said patent-office
to
the effect
that said patent was ordered to be issued
the
effect that
issued in
accordance with
with
in accordance
said application
said
application upon
upon the payment
payment of the final fee of twenty dollars:
dollars:
and
it appears that said Joseph R. Morris
and whereas
whereas it
Morris was
was prevented
prevented from
from
obtaining
obtaining his patent
patent by the state of civil war which
which interdicted
cominterdicted all
all communication
between
patent-office at
munication between the State of Texas and
and the patent-office
at the
the city
city
of Washington:
Washington: Therefore,
Therefore,
Resolved by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Resolved
United
of the
the United
States of
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the commissioner
States
Congress assembled,
commissioner of
of patents
patents
be,
and he
he is
authorized to issue said patent to said
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Joseph R.
R. Patent
Patent to
issue
said Joseph
to issue
Morris
Morris as
as of
of the date and with like
like effect as though the same had
had been
to Joseph
Joseph R.
R.
been to
Morris.
issued
on the
eighth day of
of June, eighteen
issued on
the eighth
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, except
except M
that said
patent may be issued to run the usual number of
that
said patent
of years
years from
the
from the
actual time
time of
actual
of the
the issuance
issuance thereof,
thereof; any law to the contrary
contrary hereof
hereof notnotwithstanding: Provided,
withstanding:
Provided, That
That if, at or prior
prior to the day
when said
said patent
day when
patent
shall actually
shall
actually be issued, any person or persons
persons shall
shall be
actually using
using
be actually
said improvement
in furnaces,
said
improvement in
furnaces, such
such person or persons shall
shall not
not be
be made
made
liable in
damages for such
such prior use, or for the continuing
liable
in damages
continuing use
of such
use of
such as
as
have already been constructed.
constructed.
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March
March 2, 1867.
[No.
[No.

69.] A
certain Enlisted Men
A Resolution for the Relief
Relief of
of certain
Hen of
of the
Seventh Regiment
Regiment March
March 2,2, 1867.
1867.
the Seventh
of West Virginia
Virginia Volunteers.
Resolved by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives of
of the United
Resolved by
the Senate
United Payment
Payment to
to
States
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
T. ConConof War
War William
William T.
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THIRTY—
NINTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SESS.I. II. REs.
RES. 70,71,72.
70, 71, 72.
THIRTY-NINTH

1867.
1867:

ne11, Jthn
be di
rec t
ed to
to cause
to be
T. Connell, John
John Keplinger,
Keplinger,
William T.
be paid to William
cause to
directed
Kep- be
JAhn Repnell,
linger
and Isaac
aa c and Isaac Conrad, full pay
c
om.„:d.
and allowances
allowances as private
private soldiers from August
August
and Isaac Conrad, full pay and
d
Cind.rd
seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-one, to
January ninth,
eighteen
ninth, eighteen
to January
and sixty-one,
eighteen hundred
seventeenth,
hundred and
and sixty-three,
on presentation
of satisfactory
satisfactory proof that they
they
presentation of
sixty-three, on
hundred
were duly
enlisted in
the seventh
regiment West
Virginia volunteers
volunteers as
West Virginia
seventh regiment
in the
duly enlisted
were
such, and
into service
was prevented
prevented by their capture
service was
muster into
their muster
that their
and that
such,
and detention
war, from
from September
September seventh,
seventh, eighteen
of war,
prisoners of
as prisoners
detention as
and
hundred and
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, to
the date
date embraced
embraced by
this resolution.
by this
to the
hundred
APPROVED,
APPROVED,

Dyer B.
[No. 70.]
70.] A
A Resolution
the Relief
Relief of
of Dyer
B. Peltijohn.
Pett&ohn.
for the
Resolution for
[No.

March
2, 1867.
1867.
March 2,

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Resolved by
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of War
America in
of America
States of
be directed
directed to
to be
Dyer B.
Pettijohn the
the full pay and
and
B. Pettijohn
to Dyer
paid to
be paid
cause to
to cause
be
emoluments of
of a
a second
of the
first company
company of
the first
infantry, of
of infantry,
lieutenant of
second lieutenant
emoluments
sharpshooters. Minnesota
volunteers, from the thirtieth day of May,
Minnesota volunteers,
sharpshooters,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three, to
to the
the twentieth
May, eighteen
twentieth day of May,
and sixty-three,
eighteen
hundred and
sixty-five, deducting
amount he may have
therefrom any amount
deducting therefrom
and sixty-five,
hundred
received as
as an
an enlisted
the time specified.
specified.
during the
man during
enlisted man
received
APPROVED, March
1867.
2, 1867.
March 2,
APPROVED,

Payment to
Payment
Dyer B. Pettijohn.

march
2, 1867.
1867.
march 2,
Payment
Pament to
J. H.
H. Riley.
Riley.
J.

[No.
71.]
[No. 71.]

Riley.
Joint
for the
the Relief
Relief of
of J.
J. H.
H. Riley.
Resolution for
Joint Resolution

. Be
it resolved
resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
Be it
assembled, That
Slates of
in Congress
That the sum of two hundred
hundred
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
dollars
and paid
paid to
J. H.
H. Riley
services rendered
rendered by him
Riley for services
to J.
allowed and
be allowed
dollars be
as
the house
house committee
committee on
railroad during the first
Pacific railroad
the Pacific
on the
to the
clerk to
as clerk
and
sessions of
Congress.
present Congress.
the present
of the
second sessions
and second
APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.

March
2, 1867.
March 2,1867.

Gustavus V.
V.
Gustavus
Fox and certain
certain
officers may
officers
mav accept presents
cept presents
from the Empeof Russia.
ror of
ror
sia.
se
presents
SuchRuse
Such
prnts
may
be admitted
admitted
may be
free of duty.

1867.
March
March 2,
2, 1867.

[No. 72.]
Resolution authorizing
authorizing Gustavus
Gustavus V.
V. Fox,
late Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Fox, late
A Resolution
72.] A
[No.
'"tAugusta," to
" and
Navy,
the Officers
Miantonomah"
and Gunboat
Gunboat "Augusta,"
Iron-clad ""Miantonomah
the Iron-clad
of the
Officers of
and the
Navy, and
Russia.
accept
Presents tendered
tendered them
them by
Emperor of
of Russia.
the Emperor
by the
accept Presents

Resolved by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the United
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
by the
Resolved
States of
in Congress
assembled, That Gustavus
Gustavus V. Fox, late
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
assistant
the navy, and the officers of the
the iron-clad
iron-clad "Mianto"Miantosecretary of the
assistant secretary
other
nomah"
and
gunboat
"
Augusta,"
may
accept
any
books
or
presents
books
any
accept
may
"Augusta,"
gunboat
nomah" and
the
on the
which
tendered to them by the
the Emperor
Emperor of Russia on
which have been tendered
occasion
of their
visit to
to Russia.
Russia. And
And that the
presents hereby
hereby
the presents
late visit
their late
occasion of
authorized to
to be
be received
received may
be admitted
ports of the United
United
admitted into the ports
may be
authorized

States free of duty.

APPROVED,
APPROVED, March 2, 1867.

TREATIES.
TREATIES.
Treaty between the United
United Slates
States of
of America and the
the Rex
Nez Perci
Perce Tribe
Tribe
Concluded,
of Indians.
Concluded, June 9, 1863; Ratification
advised, April
April 17,
17,
Ratiication advised,
1867;
1867; Proclaimed
1867.
ProclaimedApril
April 20, 1867.

ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

June 9,
9, 1863.
June
1863.

TO ALL
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
TO
ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
WHOM THESE
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME,
GREETING:
THESE PRESENTS
COME, GREETING:

WHEREAS
a treaty was made and
W
HEREAS a
and concluded
concluded at
Ground, in
in
at the Council Ground,
the valley of the Lapwai,
Lapwai, in the Territory
Territory of
on the
the ninth
of Washington,
Washington, on
ninth
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
thousand eight
and
sixty-three, by and between Calvin
Calvin H.
H. Hale,
Charles Hutchins,
Hutchins, and
and S.
S.
Hale, Charles
Commissioners, on the part of the United
D. Howe, Commissioners,
States, and
and Lawyer,
United States,
Lawyer,
Ute-sin-malee-ecum, Ha-harch-tuesta,
Ute-sin-male-e-cum,
Ha-harch-tuesta, and other Chiefs
of
Chiefs and
and Headmen
Headmen of
the Nez Perce
Perce tribe of Indians on the part
of said
Indians, and
duly
part of
said Indians,
and duly
authorized thereto by them, which
which Treaty is in the
the words
figures folwords and
and figures
following, to wit:
wit:

Preamble.
Preamble.

Treaty between the United
United States of America and the Nez
Treaty
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Indians,
concluded at the Council Ground,
Ground, in
in the Valley of the Lapwai,
Lapwai, June
June
ninth, 1863.
Articles
Articles of agreement made and concluded
in the
the Contracting
contracting
concluded at the
the Council
Council Ground,
Ground, in
valley of the Lapwai,
Lapwai, W. T., on the ninth
ninth day
day of June, one
one thousand
thousand parties.
parties.
eight hundred and sixty-three, between
between the United
States of
of America,
America,
United States
by C. H. Hale, superintendent
superintendent of Indian Affairs,
Charles Hutchins
Hutchins
Affairs, and Charles
and S. D. Howe, U. S. Indian agents,
agent, for
for the
the Territory
Territory of
of WashingWashington, acting on the part and in behalf of the United
United States,
the
States, and
and the
Perce Indians, by the chiefs, headmen,
Nez Perce
and delegates
delegates of
of said
said tribe,
headmen, and
tribe,
such articles
articles being supplementary
supplementary and
the treaty
treaty made
and amendatory
amendatory to
to the
made
between
between the United States and said tribe on
11th day
day of
1855.
on the
the 11th
of June,
June, 1855.
ARTICLE I.
. The said Nez Perce
ARTICLE
Perce tribe
tribe agree to relinquish,
relinquish, and
do Cession
Cession of
of
and do
hereby relinquish,
relinquish, to the United
n
ni
ds to
the
heretofore reserved for ia
United States the lands heretofore
lands
to the
U ted States.
States.
United
the use and occupation of the said tribe, saving and excepting so
much
so much
thereof as is described
described in article
article II.
II. for a
anew reservation.
reservation.
ARTICLE II.
II. The United States agree
agree to reserve for
for Reservation.
Reservation.
for a
a home,
home, and
and for
the sole use and occupation
occupation of said tribe, the tract
of land
land included
included withwithtract of
in the following boundaries, to wit: Commencing
Commencing at the N.E.
N.E. corner
corner of Boundaries.
Boundaries.
Lake Wa-ha, and running thence, northerly, to
on the
the north
to aa point
point on
north bank
bank
Clearwater river, three miles
of the Clearwater
miles below
below the mouth
the Lapwai,
Lapwai,
mouth of
of the
thence down the north bank of the Clearwater
Clearwater to the
mouth of
of the
the
the mouth
Hatwai
Hatwai creek; thence, due north, to a
miles distant;
distant; thence,
thence,
a point seven miles
eastwardly,
a point on the north fork of the
eaAwardly, to a
the Clearwater,
Clearwater, seven
seven miles
miles
distant from its mouth; thence to a
Oro Fino
Fino Creek,
Creek, five
five miles
miles
a point
point on
on Oro
above its mouth; thence
above
thence to a
a point on the north
north fork of the
south fork
fork
the south
of the
the Clearwater,
a point on the
of
Clearwater, five
five miles above its mouth; thence to a
south fork of the Clearwater,
Clearwater, one
one mile above
above the
the bridge,
the road
road leadbridge, on
on the
lead-
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TREATY WITH
THE NEZ
INDIANS. JUNE
JUNE 9, 1863.
1863.
PERCE INDIANS.
NEZ PERCE
WITH THE
TREATY

ing
City, (so
(so as
as to
include all
the Indian
Indian farms
farms now within
within the
the
all the
to include
Elk City,
ing to
to Elk
forks;)
straight. line,
beginning.
of beginning.
line, westwardly,
westwardly, to the place of
in a
a straight
thence in
forks;) thence
Reservation
All of
be set
above-described bounset apart, and the above-described
tract shall
shall be
which tract
of which
to All
Reservation to
surveyed and
daries
be for the sole
daries shall be surveyed
and marked
marked out for
for the exclusive
exclusive use and benefit
benefit
use ofshall
nse
the tribe
who
settle
, of said tribe as an Indian reservation, nor
nor
shall
any
white
man,
exceptexceptman,
white
any
shall
reservation,
Indian
as
an
tribe
said
of
settle'
who shall
thereon within aaing
lug those in the employment
employment of the Indian
Indian department,
department, be
be permitted
permitted to
to
year.
reside
reservation without
year.
reside upon the said reservation
without permission
permission of the tribe and the
superintendent and
and agent;
agent; and
agrees that
after
that so soon after
tribe agrees
and the said tribe
superintendent
the
United States
shall make
make the
provision for
for fulfilling
fulfilling the
necessary provision
the necessary
States shall
the United
stipulations
instrument as
can conveniently
conveniently arrange
arrange their
their
as they
they can
of this instrument
stipulations of
affairs,
year from
from its ratification,
ratification, they will
will vacate
vacate
to exceed
exceed one year
affairs, and not to
the country
remove to and
and settle upon the
the lands
lands
relinquished, and remove
hereby relinquished,
country hereby
herein reserved
for them,
them, (except
(except as
may be hereinafter
provided.) In
In
hereinafter provided.)
as may
reserved for
herein
ground now
lawful for them to reside upon
the mean time it shall be lawful
upon any ground
occupied
cultivation by
Indians at this time, and not
not
by said Indians
under cultivation
or under
occupied or
included in the reservation
reservation above named.
named. And it is provided,
provided, that
that any
Improvement
heretofore made by any Indian, such
such as fields
fields
improvement heretofore
Improvement substantial improvement
houses erected
upon the lands hereby relinerected upon
cultivated, or houses
enclosed and cultivated,
on lands ceded, enclosed
to be paid for; quished, and
be compelled
compelled to abandon
abandon in consequence
of
consequence of
quished, and which he may be
this
treaty, shall
shall be
valued under
under the direction
direction of the President
President of the
the
be valued
this treaty,
United
therefor shall be made in stock
stock or in impayment therefor
and payment
United States, and
provements of an equal
equal value for said Indian
Indian upon the lot which may be
be
assigned
reservation, as he may choose,
assigned to
to him within the bounds of the reservation,
abandon the improvements
and no Indian will be required
improvements aforesaid,
aforesaid,
required to abandon
now
occupied by
by him,
him, until
payment or improvement
improvement shall have
have been
been
until said
said payment
now occupied
Indian living on any of
of
made. And it is further provided, that if any Indian
should prefer
prefer to sell his improvements
improvements to
the land hereby relinquished
relinquished should
may be sold to any white man, being a
a loyal citizen of the United States,
States, prior to the
loyal
same being
being valued
he shall
shall be
be allowed
so to
do, but
but the
the sale
sale
valued as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, he
allowed so
to do,
loyal whites,
same
said improvements
improvements shall be made
made in the presence of, and
and
or transfer of said
with the consent and approval
approval of, the agent or superintendent,
superintendent, by whom
whom
issued to the party purchasing, which
a
shall be issued
which shall
shall
a certificate of sale shall
Certificates of set
amount of the consideration
consideration in kind.
Before the issue of
of
Before
set forth
forth the amount
said certificate, the agent or superintendent
superintendent shall be satisfied that aavalusale,
able consideration
the party
party purchasing is of undoubted
consideration is paid, and that the
loyalty to the United States government.
settlement or claim
claim made
government. No settlement
improved lands of any
any Indian
Indian will be permitted,
permitted, except as
upon the improved
the time
time specified
specified for their removal.
removal. Any sale
herein provided, prior to the
transfer thus made shall be in the stead of payment
payment for
for improvements
improvements
or transfer
from the United States.
ARTICLE III.
III. The President shall, immediately
immediately after
ratification
Boundary lines
after the ratification
surveyed, and properly
cause the
boundary lines to be surveyed,
Of
to be
be marked,
of this treaty,
treaty, cause
the boundary
and
lands
surveyed
and lands
intos
lots.
urmarked and
established ;
so much
of the
the lands
hereby relands hereby
much of
which, so
; after
after which,
and established
marked
into
lots.
veyed
served as may be suitable
suitable for cultivation
shall be surveyed
surveyed into lots
lots of
cultivation shall
of
twenty acres each,
each, and every
every male person of the tribe who shall have
Heads
fami--attained the age of twenty-one
twenty-one years, or is the head
Reads of fami
head of a
a family,
family, shall
lies
may
locate have
the privilege
privilege of
of locating
upon one
one lot
as
a
permanent home
for such
home
lot
as
a
permanent
upon
locating
have
the
may
locate
lies
on lot.
person,
under such rules
and
and the
the lands
lands so
so surveyed
surveyed shall
shall be allotted
allotted under
rules and
person, and
regulations as the
the President
President shall prescribe,
prescribe, having such reference
reference to
their settlement
settlement as may
may secure adjoining
other the location
location of the
adjoining each other
different families pertaining
pertaining to each band, so far as the same
same may
may be pracand regulations
regulations shall be prescribed
President,
ticable. Such rules and
prescribed by the President,
or
death of
or under
under his
his direction,
direction, as will
will insure
insure to the
the family,
family, in
in case
case of the death
of
the head thereof, the possession
possession and enjoyment
enjoyment of such permanent
permanent home,
home,
Certificates
Certificates and the improvements
improvements thereon. When
When the
the assignments
assignments as above
above shall
therefor.
have been completed,
certificates shall be issued by the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
completed, certificates
Indian Affairs, or under his direction,
direction, for the tracts
tracts assigned
assigned in severalty,
severalty,
names of the individuals
individuals to whom
whom they have
have been
been assigned
assigned
specifying the names
respectively, and that said tracts are set apart for the perpetual
perpetual and exclu-
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sire use and
sive
of such
ne
es an
th ei
r h
ei
rs.
U
ntil otherwiseto These lots
and benefit
benefit of
such assig
assignees
andd their
heirs.
Until
otherwise These lots to
provided
by law,
law, such
such tracts
tracts shall
bevytaxe
exempt
exempt from levy, taxation,
taxation, or
fr&
provided by
shall be exempt
or sale, lbe
levy,
taxes,from
&e.
and shall be alienable in fee, or leased, or otherwise disposed
of, only
only to
to the
the
disposed of,
United
United States, or to persons then being members
Nez Perce
members of
of the
the Nez
Perce tribe,
tribe,
and of
of Indian blood, with the permission
and
permission of the
the President,
President, and
and under
such
under such
regulations as the Secretary
regulations
Secretary of the Interior
Interior or
or the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian
Affairs shall prescribe;
prescribe; and if any such
such person
family shall
at any
any
person or
or family
shall at
time neglect
time
neglect or refuse to occupy and till aaportion
of the
the land
assigned,
portion of
land so
so assigned,
and
and on
on which
which they have located,
located, or shall rove
place, the
rove from
from place
place to
to place,
the
President may cancel
cancel the assignment,
assignment, and
and may
also withhold
from such
such
may also
withhold from
person or family their proportion of the
annuities or
other payments
payments
the annuities
or other
due them until they shall have returned
due
returned to
to such
home, and
and
such permanent
permanent home,
resumed the pursuits of industry;
resumed
industry; and in
default of
of their
their return,
return, the
the
in default
tract may be declared abandoned,
abandoned, and thereafter
tract
thereafter assigned
some other
other
assigned to
to some
person or
or family
of such tribe. The residue
person
family of
residue of the land
land hereby
hereby reserved
reserved Residue
Residue to
to be
be
shall be held in common
for pasturage
the sole
sole use
shall be held in
common for
pasturage fbr
for the
use and benefit
benefit of the held
held in
in common.
common '
Indians:
Indians: Provided,
Provided, however, That from time
to time,
time, as
as members
members of
of
time to
the
tribe may come upon the reservation,
the tribe
reservation, or
become of
of proper
or may
may become
proper
age, after the expiration of the time
one year
year after
after the
the ratification
ratification
time of
of one
of
this treaty,
treaty, as aforesaid, and claim the privileges
of this
privileges granted
granted under
under this
this
article, lots
may be assigned from the lands
article,
lots may
lands thus held
in common,
common, wherewhereheld in
ever the same
same may be
suit abl e for
f
or cu
l
ti
vati
on.
N
State or
territorialRestriction
be suitable
cultivation.
Noo State
or territorial
Restriction
legislature shall
n
ino
o
t
vto
t
e
o
dbe
s
w
ei
r
t
e
b
ou t
herein provided
legislature
shall remove
remove the restriction herein
provided for, without
the not
without the
reconsent of
of Congress,
territorial law
consent
Congress, and no State or territorial
law to
to that
that end
end shall
shall be
be the
the consent
consent of
of
deemed
deemed valid until the same has been
been specially
specially submitted
Congress for
Congress.
submitted to
to Congress
for Congress.
approval.
its approval.
ARTICLE
IV.
In consideration
consideration of
relinquishment herein
ARTICLE IV.
In
of the relinquishment
made the
the
herein made
United
pay to
United States agree to pay
to the
said tribe,
in addition
to the
annuities
the said
tribe, in
addition to
the annuities

provided by
by the treaty
treaty of June
provided
June 11th,
11th, 1855, and the goods and
and provisions
provisions
distributed to them at the time of
of two
hunof signing this
this treaty,
treaty, the
the sum
sum of
two hundred and sixty-two thousand and five hundred
dollars, in
hundred dollars,
in manner
manner followfollowing,
ing, to
to wit:
wit:
First. One
One hundred
First.
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, to enable
the Indians
Indians to
to
enable the
remove and
and locate
reservation, to be expended
remove
locate upon the reservation,
expended in
in the
the ploughing
ploughing
of land,
land, and
and the fencing of the
of
the several lots, which
which may
assigned to
may be
be assigned
to
those individual
those
individual members
members of the tribe who
who will accept
accept the
same in
accorthe same
in accordance with the provisions
dance
provisions of the preceding
preceding article,
which said
shall
article, which
said sum
sum shall
be
be divided into four annual
annual instalments, as
follows: For
For the
the first
first year
year
as follows:
after
after the ratification
ratification of this treaty, seventy
seventy thousand
dollars; for
for the
the secsecthousand dollars;
ond
fbrty thousand dollars; for the third
ond year, forty
year, twenty-five
thousand
third year,
twenty-five thousand
dollars; and for the fourth
fourth year, fifteen
fifteen thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Second. Fifty thousand
thousand dollars to be paid
first year
year after
after the
paid the
the first
the ratiratification of this treaty in agricultural
fication
agricultural implements,
implements, to
wagons or
or
to include
include wagons
carts, harness,
harness, and cattle, sheep,
sheep, or other
as may
be deemed
deemed most
most
other stock,
stock, as
may be
beneficial by the superintendent
superintendent of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, or
agent, after
after ascerasceror agent,
taining the wishes of the Indians in relation
relation thereto.
thereto.
Third.
Third. Ten thousand dollars
dollars for the erection of
and flouring
flouring
of aa saw
saw and
mill, to be located at Kamia, the same to be erected
mill,
erected within
within one
one year
year after
after
the ratification hereof.
Fourth. Fifty thousand dollars for
and clothing
of the
the
for the
the boarding
boarding and
clothing of
children who
who shall attend the schools, in
children
in accordance
accordance with
rules or
or
with such
such rules
regulations as
regulations
as the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian Affairs may
promay prescribe,
prescribe, providing the schools and boarding-houses
boarding-houses with necessary
viding
necessary furniture,
furniture, the
the
purchase of necessary wagons,
wagons, teams,
teams, agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, tools,
tools, &c.,
&c.,
for their use, and for the fencing of
lands as
be needed
for gargarof such
such lands
as may
may be
needed for
dening and
and farming
farming purposes, for the use and benefit
dening
of the
to be
be
benefit of
the schools,
schools, to
expended as follows: The first year
expended
year after the ratification
ratification of
this treaty
treaty.
of this
six thousand
thousand dollars;
dollars; for
for the next fourteen
fourteen years,
six
years, three
three thousand
dollars
thousand dollars
each
and for the succeeding
each year;
year; and
succeeding year, being
being the
sixteenth and
and last
last
the sixteenth
instalment, two thousand dollars.
dollars.

Payments
to
Payments to

xii
Voll be.
xu p 58
51d,
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Fifth. A
further sum
sum of
of two
two thousand
five hundred
dollars shall
shall be
hundred dollars
thousand five
A further
Fifth.
Indians
paid
within
one
year
after
the
ratification
hereof,
enable
the
Indians
enable
to
hereof,
ratification
the
after
paid within one year
Churches.
to build
to be
be located
located at
some suitable
suitable
at some
is to
which is
of which
one of
churches, one
two churches,
build two
to
Churches.
point on
other on
the Lapwai.
on the
the other
and the
Kamia, and
the Karnia,
on the
point
Subord inate
ARTICLE V.
V. The
States further
that in
in addition
a
addition to a
agree, that
further agree,
United States
The United
ARTICLE
Subordinate
chiefs.
head chief
chief the
the tribe
tribe shall
shall elect
chiefs, who shall assist
subordinate chiefs,
two subordinate
elect two
head
chiefs.
chief
subordinate chief
services, and each subordinate
him in
in the
performance of his public services,
the performance
959'him
P 559
xii.-*P*
Vol. xii
comfortashall
have
the
same
amount
of
land
ploughed
and
fenced,
with
comfortawith
fenced,
and
shall have the same amount of land ploughed
ble house
necessary furniture,
and to
whom the
the same
same salary
salary shall
shall be
be
to w'hom
furniture, and
and necessary
house and
ble
paid
as
is
already
provided
for
the
head
chief
in
art.
5th
of
treaty
treaty
the
of
5th
art.
in
chief
head
the
for
paid as is already provided
of
1lth, 1855,
the salary
to be
and the
the houses and land to
paid and
be paid
salary to
1855, the
June 11th,
of June
be
occupied
during
the
same
period
and
under
like
restrictions
restrictions as therein
like
under
and
period
same
the
during
be occupied

mentioned.
mentioned.
And
purpose of
of enabling
enabling the
to erect said
said buildings,
buildings, and
and
agent to
the agent
the purpose
for the
And for
to plough
fence the
well as
necessary furnithe necessary
procure the
to procure
as to
as well
land, as
the land,
and fence
plough and
to
ture, and
and to
to complete
complete and
furnish the
the house,
the head chief, as
&c., of the
house, &c.,
and furnish
ture,
expended within
heretofore
provided,
there
shall
be
appropriated,
expended
be
to
appropriated,
be
shall
there
provided,
heretofore
five
the
after the
ratification hereof,
hereof, the
thousand five
sum of two thousand
the sum
the ratification
year after
first year
the first
hundred
dollars.
hundred dollars.
And
inasmuch as
several of
provisions of said art. 5th of the
the
the provisions
of the
as several
And inasmuch
school-houses,
treaty of
1855, pertaining
pertaining to
erection of school-houses,
the erection
to the
11th, 1855,
June 11th,
of June
treaty
hospital,
buildings for
employe[e]s and
agency,
and for the agency,
for employe[e]s
necessary buildings
shops, necessary
hospital, shops,
as
well
as
providing
the
same
with
necessary
furniture,
tools,
&c., have
tools, &c.,
furniture,
necessary
with
same
the
as well as providing
Further
been complied
is hereby
hereby stipulated
there shall
shall be
stipulated that there
it is
with, it
complied with,
yet been
not yet
ap- not
Further apduring
specified
propriations.
appropriated,
to
be
expended
for
the
purposes
herein
specified
the
herein
purposes
the
for
expended
be
to
appropriated,
propriations.
first year
after the
ratification hereof, the following
following sums, to wit:
wit:
the ratification
year after
first
Schools.
First.
thousand dollars
for the
of the
the two
two schools,
schools, includerection of
the erection
dollars for
Ten thousand
First. Ten
Schools.
ing
boarding-houses and
and the
necessary outbuildings;
outbuildings; said schools to be
be
the necessary
ing boarding-houses
conducted on
on the
the manual-labor
manual-labor system
system as far as practicable.
practicable.
conducted
Hospital.
Second. Twelve
Twelve hundred
hundred dollars
dollars for the erection
erection of the hospital, and
and
Second.
Hospital.
providing the
furniture for the same.
necessary furniture
the necessary
providing
Blacksmith's
Third. Two
Two thousand
dollars for
the erection
erection of
of a
a blacksmith's
blacksmith's shop, to
for the
thousand dollars
Third.
Blacksmith's
smith's
the
shop,
tools,
&c.
be
located
at
Katnia,
to
aid
in
the
completion
of
the
smith's shop
shop at the
of
completion
the
in
aid
to
Kamia,
at
located
be
&c.
tools,
shop,
agency,
to purchase
necessary tools, iron, steel,
steel, &c.; and to keep
keep
the necessary
purchase the
and to
agency, and
the
in repair
properly stocked
with necessary
necessary tools and matematestocked with
and properly
repair and
same in
the same
rials, there
shall be
thereafter, for the fifteen
fifteen years
years next sucappropriated thereafter,
be appropriated
there shall
rials,
ceeding,
the sum
sum of
hundred dollars
dollars each year.
five hundred
of five
ceeding, the
employe[e]s,
Houses, mills,
mills,
Fourth.
Three thousand
thousand dollars
for erection
erection of houses for employe[e]s,
dollars for
Fourth. Three
Honses,
and
&c.
repairs
&c., and
and providing
providing necessary
necessary furniture,
furniture, tools, and
shops, &c.,
mills, shops,
of mills,
repairs of
&c.
materials.
For the
the same
procure from year to year the
and to procure
purpose, and
same purpose,
materials. For
necessary
that is
saw-logs, nails, glass, hardware,
hardware, &c.
&c. —
say, saw-logs,
to say,
is to
articles -— that
necessary articles
there shall
twelve years next
next succeedthereafter, for the twelve
appropriated thereafter,
be appropriated
shall be
there
ing, the
of two
two thousand
year; and for the next three
each year;
dollars each
thousand dollars
sum of
the sum
ing,
each
years,
one
thousand
dollars
each
year.
dollars
thousand
one
years,
Matrons,
And it
it is
is further
further agreed
agreed that
the United
United States shall employ, in addithat the
And
Matrons,
teachers,
metion
to those
those already
already mentioned
in art.
art. 5th of the treaty of June
June 11th,
in
mentioned
to
tion
meteachers,
and
chanics, and
assistant
two
boarding-schools,
the
millers.
chanics,
1855,
two
matrons
to
take
charge
of
boarding-schools,
assistant
charge
1855, two matrons to take
millers.
teachers, one
and two millers.
carpenter, and
one carpenter,
farmer, one
one farmer,
teachers,
All the
the expenditures
expenditures and
this treaty, and
and not
contemplated in this
expenses contemplated
and expenses
All
otherwise
shall be defrayed by the United States.
for, shall
provided for,
otherwise provided
Payment to
to
ARTICLE
VI. In
In consideration
consideration of the
the past services
services and faithfulness
faithfulness of
ARTICLE VI.
Payment
the
the Indian
Indian chief,
agreed that the
the United
United States shall approTimothy, it is agreed
chief, Timothy,
Timo- the
chief, Imothe chief,
a
priate the sum of six hundred dollars,
thy.
dollars, to aid him in the erection
erection of a
house upon
upon the
the lot
lot of
land which
assigned to him, in accordance
accordance
which may be assigned
of land
house
with
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the third
article of this treaty.
third article
with the
Claims
for
ARTICLE VII.
VIE. The
The United
further agree,
agree, that the claims
claims of cerStates further
United States
ARTICLE
Claims for
servicestoand
for tam nmembers of the Nez Perce
for services
government
the
horses
be
Pered
tribe
against
the
government
tribe
Nez
the
of
members
orservicesand fo tain
paid.
rendered
and for
furnished by them
them to the Oregon
Oregon mounted volunhorses furnished
for horses
rendered and
paid.
teers, as
by certificates
Fauutleroy, A. R. Qr.
certificates issued by W. H. Fauntleroy,
appears by
as appears
teers,
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M. and Corn.
Com. Oregon volunteers, on
M.
March, 1856,
at Camp
Camp
on the
the 6th
6th of
of March,
1856, at
Cornelius,
amounting to the sum
Cornelius, and
and amounting
slim of four thousand
and
thousand six
six hundred
hundred and
sixty-five dollars, shall be paid to them in
sixty-five
in fall,
gold coin.
coin.
full, in
in gold
ARTICLE VIII. It is also understood that the aforesaid
ARTICLE VIII. It is also understood
the aforesaid tribe
tribe do
do hereby

Authority,eac.,

hereby Authority,&c.,
renew
acknowledgments o
renew their acknowledgments
ep
en d
ence upon
th
e government
government of the of he
offd
dependence
upon the
of the of the
t United
United
United
States,
their
St
ates acknowlpromises of
of friendship,
friendship, and
United States, their promises
and other
other pledges,
pledges, as set forth edged.
teds
acknowlin
the eighth article
of the
1855; and further,
in the eighth
article of
the treaty
treaty of June 11th, 1855;
further , that
that Vol.
xii. p.
p. 960.
960.
o.
xii.
all the
the provisions
all
provisions of said treaty which are
or specifically
specifically
are not
not abrogated
abrogated or
changed
hereinn contained,
changed by any article herei
con t
ai
ne d, shall
sh
all remain
remain the
same to
to all
all ininthe same
tents and
purposes as formerly,—
formerly, - the same obligations
tents
and purposes
obligations resting
upon the
the
resting upon
United States,
the same
same privileges continued
United
States, the
continued to the
the Indians
outside of
of the
Indians outside
the
reservation,
and the same
reservation, and
same rights secured
secured to
the U.
U. S.
as
to
to citizens
citizens of
of the
S.
as to
right
of
way
upon
the
streams
right of way upon
streams and over the roads
through
roads which
which may
may run
run through
said reservation,
reservation, as are therein set
set forth.
forth.
But
it is
is further
further provided, that the United
But it
United States
is the
only competent
competent Roads
and
States is
the only
Roads and
authority to
to declare
declare and establish such necessary
authority
necessary roads
roads and highways,
and highways.
highways.
highways, and
that no
that
no other
other right
right is intended
intended to be hereby granted
to citizens
citizens of
of the
the
granted to
United States
States than
than the right of way upon or
United
or over
roads as
as may
over such
such roads
may
thus be
be legally
legally established:
Provided, however, That
thus
established: Provided,
roads now
That the
the roads
now
usually
travelled shall,
usually travelled
shall, in the mean
mean time,
and deemed
deemed as
as
time, be
be taken
taken and
within
the
meaning
of
this
article, until otherwise
within the meaning
enacted by
by act
of ConConotherwise enacted
act of
gress,
by the authority of the Indian department.
gress, or by
department.
And
tribe hereby consent, that upon
dpon the public
And the
the said
said tribe
public roads
Hotels and
and
roads which
which Hotels
may
across the
the reservation
established, at
may run
run across
reservation there may be established,
such points
stage stands.
stands.
at such
points stage
as shall
be necessary
as
shall be
necessary for public convenience,
convenience, hotels
or stage
stands, of
of the
hotels or
stage stands,
the
number and
number
and necessity of which the a
g ent or
superintende ntshall
sh
all b
th e
agent
or superintendent
bee the
sole
judge,
who shall be competent
too license the
sole judge, who
co m pet
en tt
the same,
same, with
the privilege
privilege
with the
of using
using such
amount of land for pasturage
of
such amount
pasturage and
and other
purposes connected
other purposes
connected
with such
establishment as the agent or superintendent
with
such establishment
superintendent shall
shall deem
deem necesnecessary, it
it being
being understood
sary,
understood that such lands for pasturage
pasturage are
are to
to be
be enclosed,
enclosed,
and the
the boundaries
and
boundaries thereof
thereof described in the license.
license.
And it
is further
further understood and agreed
agreed that
And
it is
that all
ferries and
and bridges
bridges Ferries
Ferries and
all ferries
and
within
the reservation
managed for the
within the
reservation shall be held
held and managed
of said
bridges.
the benefit
benefit of
said bridges.
tribe.
Such rules
and regulations
regulations shall be made by the
Such
rules and
Commissioner of
of Inthe Commissioner
Indian
Affairs, with
with the approval
dian Affairs,
approval of
of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, as
as shall
shall
the Interior,
regulate
the
travel
on
the
highways,
regulate the travel on
highways, the management
management of
of the
ferries and
and
the ferries
bridges,
the licensing
licensing of
of public
public houses, and the leasing
bridges, the
leasing of
lands, as
herein
of lands,
as herein
provided,
so that
profits, and
provided, so
that the rents, profits,
and issues thereof
shall inure
inure to
to the
the
thereof shall
benefit
of said
said tribe, and so that the
benefit of
thq, persons
persons thus
thus licensed,
or necessarily
licensed, or
necessarily
employed
any of
employed in
in any
of the above relations, shall be subject
to the
the control
control of
of
subject to
the
department, and to the provisions
provisions of the act
the Indian
Indian department,
of Congress
Congress ""to
act of
to
regulate
trade and
and intercourse
regulate trade
intercourse with the Indian
Indian tribes,
and to
to preserve
preserve
tribes, and
peace on the frontiers."
frontiers."
All
the bounds of the reservation
All timber
timber within
within 'the
reservation is exclusively
exclusively the
the propTimber.
prop- Timber.
erty of
of the
tribe, excepting that the U. S. government
erty
the tribe,
government shall
shall be
be permitted
permitted
to use thereof for
any purpose
purpose connected
connected with
to use thereof
for any
with its affairs, either in
in carrycarrying
the provisions
provisions of this treaty, or in the maintaining
ing out
out any
any of
of the
maintaining of
of its
its
necessary forts or
garrisons.
or garrisons.
The United States also agree
all springs
or
The United States also agree to
to reserve
reserve all
springs or
or fountains
fountains not Springs
Springs or
adjacent to,
to, or
or directly
connected with,
with, the
adjacent
directly connected
the streams or rivers within the
kustains *
the fountains
lands hereby
relinquished, and to keep
lands
hereby relinquished,
keep back
back from
from settlement
or entry
entry so
so
settlement or
much of
of the
the surrounding
much
surrounding land as may
may be necessary
necessary to
the said
said
to prevent
prevent the
springs or fountains
fountains being
springs or
being enclosed;
enclosed; and, further, to preserve
preserve a
perpetual
a perpetual
right of way
right of
way to
to and
and from
from the
the same, as watering
watering places, for the
the use
use in
in comcommon of both whites and Indians.
ARTICLE IX. Inasmuch as the Indians in council have expressed
Robert Newell
ARTICLE IX. Inasmuch as the Indians in council
Newell
their
desire that Robert
Newell should
their desire that
Robert Newell
should have
have confirmed to him aapiece of to receive
receive a
land
lying
Snake and Clearwater
Clearwater rivers, the same
land lying between
between Snake
having been
been of
patent
land.for atract
same having
of
land.
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given to
to him
on the
9th day
day of
June, 1861,
and described
in an
instrugiven
him on
the 9th
of June,
1861, and
described in
an instrument
writing bearing
bearing that
that date,
date, and
by several
several chiefs
chiefs of
of the
ment of
of writing
and signed
signed by
the
tribe,
it is
the said
Robert Newell
Newell shall
receive from
from
tribe, it
is hereby
hereby agreed
agreed that
that the
said Robert
shall receive
the
patent for
for the
the said
said tract
land.
the United
United States
States aapatent
tract of
of land.
Treaty
ARTICLE X.
X. This
shall be
be obligatory
upon the
contracting parparTreaty when
when
ARTICLE
This treaty
treaty shall
obligatory upon
the contracting
to
the same
same shall be
be ratified
by the
and Senate
Senate of
of
to take
take effect,
effect. ties as soon as the
ratified by
the President
President and
the United States.
Execution.

In testimony
whereof the
said C.
C. H.
II. Hale,
-superintendent of
of Indian
Indian
In
testimony whereof
the said
Hale, .superintendent
Charles Hutchins
United States
affairs, and
and Charles
Hutchins and
and S. D. Howe,
Howe, United
States Indian
Indian
Territory of Washington,
chiefs, headmen,
headmen, and
and
agents in the Territory
Washington, and the chiefs,
delegates of
the aforesaid
Nez Perce
Indians, have
have hereunto
delegates
of the
aforesaid Nez
Perce tribe
tribe of
of Indians,
hereunto set
set
the day
day and
year hereinbefore
hereinbefore
their hands
hands and seals
seals at
at the place
place and on
on the
and year
written.
written.
CALVIN
H. HALE,
HALE,
CALVIN H.
Supt.
Ind. Affairs, Wash.
Supt. Ind.
Wash. Ter.
Ter.
CHAS.
CHAS. HUTCHINS,
HUTCHINS,
U. S. Ind.
U.
Ind. Agent,
Agent, Wash. Ter.
S.
HOWE,
S. D.
D. HOWE,
U.
S. Ind.
Ind. Agent,
Agent, Wash.
Ter.
U. S.
Wash. Ter.
FA-IND-7-1803
FA-IND-7-1803 LAWYER,
LAWYER,
Head
Perces Nation.
Head Chief
Chief Nez
Nez Perces
Nation.
UTE-SIN-MALE-E-CUM,
UTE-SIN-MALE-E-CUM,
HA-HARCH-TUESTA,
HA-HARCH-TUESTA,
TIP-ULANIA-TIMECCA,
TIP-ULANIA-TIMECCA,
ES-COATUM,
ES-COATUM,
TIMOTHY,
TIMOTHY,
LEVI,

LEVI,
JASON,
JASON,

IP-SHE-NE-WISH-KIN,
JOHN,)
IP-SHE-NE-WISH-KIN, (CAPT.
(CAPT. JOHN,)
WEPTAS-JUMP-KI,
WEPTAS-JUMP-KI,
WE-AS-CUS,
WE-AS-CUS,
PEP-1-1001VI-KAN, (NOAH,)
PEP-HOOM-KAN,
(NOAH,)
SHIN-MA-SHA-HO-SOOT,
SHIN-MA-SHA-HO-SOOT,
NIE-KI-LIL-MEII-HOOM, (JACOB,)
NIE-KI-LIL-MEH-HOOM,
(JACOB,)
STOO P-TOOP-NIN,
STOOP-TOOP-NIN,
SU-WE-CUS,
SU-WE-CUS,
WAL-LA-TA-MANA,
WAL-LA-TA-MANA,
HE-KAIKT-IL-PILP.
HE-KAIKT-IL-PILP.
WHIS-TAS-KET,
WHIS-TAS-KET,
NEUS-NE-KEUN,
NEUS-NE-KEIJN,
KUL-LOU-O-HAIKT,
KUL-LOU-O-HAIKT,
WOW-EN-AM-ASEI-IL-PILP,
WOW-EN-AM-ASH-IL-PILP,
KAN-POW-E-EEN,
KAN-POW-E-EEN,
WATAI-WATAI-WA-HAIKT,
WATAI-WATAI-WA-HAIKT,
KUP-KUP-PELLIA,
KUP-KUP-PELLIA,
WAP-TAS-TA-MANA,
WAP-TAS-TA-MANA,
PEO-PEO-IP-SE-WAT,
PEO-PEO-IP-SE-WAT,
LO
UIS-IN-H A-CUSH-NIM,
LOUIS-IN-HA-CUSH-NIM,
LAM-LIM-SI-LILP-NIM,
LAM-LIM-SI-LILP-NIM,
TU-KI-LAI-KISH,
TU-KI-LAI-KISH,
SAH-KAN-TAI, (EAGLE,)
SAH-KAN-TAI,
(EAGLE,)
WE-All-SE-NAT,
WE-AH-SE-NAT,
HIN-MIA-TUN-PIN,
HIN-MIA-TUN-PIN,
MA-HI-A-KIM,
MA-HI-A-KIM,
SHOCK-LO-TURN-WA-HAIKT,
SHOCK-LO-TURN-WA-HAIKT, (JONAH,)
(JONAH,)
KUNNESS-TAK-MAL,
KUNNESS-TAK-MAL,
TU-LAT-SY-WAT-KIN,
TUCK-E-TU-ET-AS,
TUCK-E-TU-ET-AS,

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
LSEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

x [SEAL.]
x
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
xx ['EAL.]
[sEAL.]
xx [SEAL.]
x [sEAL.]
x
[SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
x [sEa.t..]
x
[SEAL.]

x
[SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
x [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
x
[sEAL.j
xx [SEAL.J
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
x [SEAL.]
x
[SEAL.]
X [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
x
x [SEAL.
[sm.1
x
[SEAL.]
xx [SEAL.
x [SEAL.]
x
[SEAL.]
[sEA.L.]
xx [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
xx [sEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
x
[SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
x
[SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
X
[SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
xX [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
x [SEAL.]
x
[sEAL.]
xx [SEAL.]
[sza.t...]
xx [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
xx [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
xx [SEAL.]

x [SEAL.]

X
x [SEAL.]
SEAL.
x
"SEAL.J
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WITH THE
TREATY WITH
THE NEZ PERCE
PERCE INDIANS.
INDIANS.
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NIC-A-LAS-IN,
NIGA-LAS-IN,
[SEAL.]
xx [SEAL.]
WAS-ATIS-IL-PILP,
WAS-ATIS-IL-PILP,
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
WOW-ES-EN-AT-IM,
WOW-ES-EN-AT-IM,
[SEAL.]
xx [SEAL.
HIRAM,
HIRAM,
x [sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
HOWLISH-WAMPUM,
HOWLISH-WAMPUM,
xx [SEAL.]
SEAL.]
WAT-SKA-LEEKS,
WAT-SKA-LEEKS,
[SEAL.]
xx [SEAL.]
WA-LAI-TUS,
WA-LAI-TUS,
x [SEAL.
[SEAL.]
x
KY-E-WEE-PUS,
KY-E-WEE-PUS,
X [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x
KO-KO-IL-PILP,
KO-KO-IL-PILP,
x
[SEAL.]
x [SEAL.
REUBEN, TIP-IA-LA-NA-UY-KALA-TSEKIN,
TIP-IA-LA-NA-UY-KALA-TSEKIN, x
x [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
WISH-LA-NA-KA-NIN,
WISH-LA-NA-KA-NIN,
x [SEAL.
[SEAL.]
x
ME-TAT-UEPTAS,
ME-TAT-UEPTAS, (THREE
x [SEAL.
[SEAL.]
(THREE FEATHERS,)
FEATHERS,)
x
RAY-KAY-MASS,
RAY-KAY-MASS,
x [SEAL.]
x
[SEAL.]
Signed and sealed in presence
presence of
of-—
GEORGE
F. W
GEORGE F.
FIITWORTH, Secretary.
WHITWORTH,
Secretary.
JUSTUS
JUSTUS STEINBERGER,
STEINBERGER, Col.
CO/. U.
U.S.
S. Vols.
Vols.
R. F.
F.M
ALLor, Col.
Col. Cady,
V.
MALLOY,
Oavly, 0.
O. V.

RINEARSON, Maj.
J. S. RINEARSON,
Maj. 1st Cay.
Cav. Ogn. Vols.
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM KAPUS, 1st Lieut. ,(5- Adj.
Adj. Ist.
1st. W.
T. Inf.
inf. U
U. S.
S. V.
V.
W. T.
HARRISON
HARRISON OLMSTEAD.
OLMSTEAD.
JNO.
JNO. OWEN,
OWEN, (BITTER
(BITTER ROOT.)
ROOT.)
JAMES
JAMES O'
NEILL.
O'NEILL.
J. B.
B.BUKER, M.
M .D.
D.
GEORGE W
GEORGE
W..ELBER.
ELBER.
A. A. S
SPALDING,
Asst. Interpreter.
PALDING, Asst.
Interpreter.
PERRIN B.
B. W
WHITMAN,
HITMAN, Interpreterfor
Interpreter for the Council.
Council.
And whereas, the said Treaty having been
been submitted
to the
Senate_ of
of
submitted to
the Senate
the United
United States'for its constitutional action
thereon, the
the Senate
did, on
action thereon,
Senate did,on
the seventeenth day of April, one
one thousand eight
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven,
eight hundred
hundred and
recede
amendments which it had made
recede from certain amendments
to the
the said
made to
said Treaty
Treaty
on the
the twenty-sixth day of June, one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
sixtyeight hundred
and sixtysix, and did advise and consent to the ratification
ratification of
of the
the said
said Treaty
as
Treaty as
originally concluded,
concluded, by a
a resolution
originally
resolution in the words
figures following,
words and
and figures
following,

Ratification.
Ratification.

to
to wit:
wit:

IN
UNITED STATES.
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE OF THE UNITED
STATES.

April 17,
17, 1867.
Resolved, (two-thirds
(two-thirds of the Senators
Senators present
That the
the Senpresent concurring,)
concurring,) That
Senate recede
recede from
ate
from its amendments to the treaty
treaty between
between the
the United
United States
States
and
ad the Nez Perce
Perc4 Indians, concluded at the
the Council
in the
the valvalCouncil Ground,
Ground, in
ley of
of the Lapwai,
9, 1863, which
Lapwai, June 9,
which amendments were
agreed to
to by
were agreed
by
the
the Senate,
Senate, June
June 26,
26, 1866;
1866; and that
that the Senate do
do advise
and consent
advise and
consent
to
the
ratification
of the said treaty as
concluded June
to the ratification of
as concluded
June 9,
9, 1863.
1863.
Attest:
J. W.
FORNEY,
J.
W. FORNEY,
Secretary:
Secretary.

Now, therefore,
therefore, be it
ANDREW JOHNSON,
Now,
it known that I,
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
of
President of

the
pursuance of
the United States of America, do, in pursuance
advice and
of the advice
and consent
consent

of
the Senate,
Senate, as
resolution of
of the
as expressed in its resolution
of the
the seventeenth
of April,
April,
seventeenth of
one
eight hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, accept,
one thousand
thousand eight
ratify, and
and confirm
confirm
accept, ratify,
the
Treaty.
the said
said Treaty.

In testimony
I have hereto
testimony whereof
whereof I
hereto signed
signed my
the
my name,
name, and
and caused
caused the
seal of
of the United States to be affixed.
seal
affixed.

Proclamation
Proclamation
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9,1863.
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TREATY WITH
WITH THE
NEZ PERCE
UNE 9,
1863.
PERCt INDIANS.
THE NEZ
TREATY
Done
the city
Washington this twentieth day of April, in the
of Washington
city of
at the
Done at
year
of
our Lord
sixty.
thousand eight hundred and sixtyone thousand
Lord one
year of our
[sEA.L.1 seven,
seven, and
and of
Independence of the United
United States of
the Independence
of the
[SEAL..]
America the
the ninety-first.
JHNSON.
ninety-first.
America
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
President:
the President:
By the
SEWARD,
H. S
W
ILLIAM H.
EWARD,
WILLIAM
of State.
State.
Secretary of
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Convention
United States and
Convention between the United
of Japan;
Japan; Conand the
the Empire
Empire of
Concluded at Yedo January
January 28, 1864;
1866.
1864; Proclaimed
Proclaimed April
April 9,
9, 18G6.
BY
OF THE
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED

STATES OF
AMERICA. Jan.
Jan. 28,1864.
28, 1864.
STATES
OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
between the United States
W
HEREAS aaConvention
Convention between
States of
the
of America
America and
and the
Empire of Japan, for the reduction
of import
import duties,
duties, was
was concluded
and
reduction of
concluded and
signed by their respective
respective plenipotentiaries,
plenipotentiaries, at
at Yedo,
on the
twenty-eighth
Yedo, on
the twenty-eighth
day
of January,
January, eighteen
day of
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, which Convention
Convention being
being
in the English, Japanese, and Dutch languages,
languages, is
is word
for word
as
word for
word as
follows: -—

Preamble.
Preamble.

CONVENTION.
CONVENTION.
For
the
purpose
of encouraging
For
encouraging and
and facilitating
facilitating the commerce
commerce of
of the
the citizens
citizens Contracting
Contracting
of the United States in Japan;
Japa n; and after
after due
due deliberation,
deliberatio n,his
hi s excellency
exce ll ency parties.
parties.
Robert H. Pruyn, minister
minister resident of
the United
United States
in Japan,
Japan, and
and
of the
States in
excellency Sibata
Sadataro, governor
governor for foreign
his excellency
Sibata Sad.ataro,
foreign affairs,
affairs, both
havboth having full powers from their respective
respective governments,
governments, have
agreed on
the
have agreed
on the
following
following articles, viz:-viz :—
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I. The
The following
following articles,
s
ed i
n th
i
on an d pac k
articles, u
used
in
thee preparat
preparation
and pack-- Articles free
free
ing
in o- of teas, shall be free of d
uty :
duty.
duty:
of duty.
°Sheet lead, solder, matting, ratan,
ratan, oil for painting,
indigo, gypsum,
firing
painting, indigo,
gypsum, firing
pans, and baskets.
baskets.
ARTICLE
II. The following articles shall be admitted
ARTICLE II.
at the
the reduced
reduced At reduced
reduced
admitted at
duty of five per cent:per
duty of
of five
duty
five per
cent.
Machines and
medicines. (Note. -The
Machines
and machinery;
machinery; drugs
drugs and
and medicines.
The pro- ce
hibition of the importation
importation of opium according
to the
the existing
existing treaty
treaty
according to
remains in full force.)
force.) Iron, in pigs
pigs or bars;
bars; sheet
sheet iron
iron and
and iron
iron wire;
wire;
tin plates;
plates; white
white sugar, in loaves
loaves or crushed;
and glassware;
glassware; clocks,
clocks,
crushed; glass
glass and
watches, and watch-chains;
watch-chains; wines, malted and spirituous
spirituous liquors.
liquors.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
IH. The citizens
citizens of the United
United States importing
importing or
importor exportexport- Those
Those importing goods shall always pay the
th e duty
duty fixed
fi xed th
ereon ,
wh
et h
er suc
goods are
!lig
an dexportthereon,
whether
suchhgoods
are trig
"ngand
to pay
expthorte
intended for their
thei r o
wn use
use or
no t.
du ty.
own
or not.
duty
t
ARTICLE IV. This Convention
Convention having been agreed
ago, When
When this
this
agreed upon
upon aayear
year ago,
and its signat
ure d
el
ay
ed th
rough unavo
id abl e circumstances,
ci
rmimstances, it
i
t is
is hereby
herebytakes
signature
delayed
through
unavoidable
e
c
Ke
vt
ention
conventiontakea
agreed that the same shall go into effect
effect at Kanagawa
Kanagawa on
the 8th
8th of
of FebFeb e c
on the
ruary next, corresponding
corresponding to the
the first day of
the first
month of
of the
fourth
of the
first month
the fourth
Japanese
Nagasaki and
Japanese year of Bunkin Ne, and at Nagasaki
Hakodate on
the 9th
9th
and Hakodate
on the
day of March next, corresponding
corresponding to the first
first day
day of
month of
of
of the
the second
second month
the fourth Japanese
Japanese year of Bunkin Ne.
Ne.
Done
quadruplicate, each
Done in
in quadruplicate,
each copy being written in the English,
English, JapaJapa- Execution
Execution
nese,
and Dutch
Dutch languages,
languages, all the versions
nese, and
versions having the same meaning, but
but
considered as the original.
the Dutch version shall be considered
In witness
above-named plenipotentiaries
witness whereof, the above-named
hereunto
plenipotentiaries have
have hereunto
set
set their hands and seals, at the city
city of Yedo,
twenty-eighth day
of
Yedo, the
the twenty-eighth
day of
•
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CONVENTION WITH
WITH JAPAN.
JAPAN.
CONVENTION

JlxuARY
J
ANUARY 28, 1864.
1864..

January of
of the
of our
eight hundred and sixtythousand eight
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
year of
the year
January
four,
of the
of the
United States
States the eighty-eighth,
eighty-eighth, corthe United
Independence of
the Independence
and of
four, and
the third year
of
responding
to
the
twentieth
day
of
the
twelfth
month
year of
twelfth
the
of
day
twentieth
the
to
responding
Japanese era.
Bunkin
Ye of the Japanese
Bunkin Ye
PRUYN.
[SEAL.]
ROBERT H.
H. PRUYN.
ROBERT
[SEAL.]
Ratification

Ratification
proclaimed.

proclaimed.

And whereas
duly ratified
ratified on both parts:
been duly
has been
Convention has
said Convention
the said
whereas the
And
President of
JOHNSON,
Now,
therefore,
be
it
known
that
I,
ANDREW
J
OHNSON,
President
of
ANDREW
I,
that
known
it
be
therefore,
Now,
Convention
the
United
States
of
America,
have
caused
the
said
Convention
to be made
said
the
the United States of America, have caused
public,
the end
end that
same and
and every
every clause and article
article thereof may
the same
that the
to the
public, to
States
be
observed
and
fulfilled
with
good
faith
United
States and the
the
by
faith
good
with
fulfilled
be observed and
citizens thereof.
thereof.
citizens
In
whereof, IIhave
hand and caused the seal
set my hand
hereunto set
have hereunto
witness whereof,
In witness
of
the
United
States
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
of the United States to be
Done
at the
of Washington,
this ninth
ninth day of April,
April, in the
Washington, this
city of
the city
Done at
year
of our
one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six,
thousand eight
Lord one
our Lord
year of
[L.
s.]
and of
of the
Independence of
of the United States
States of America
America
the Independence
and
[L. S.]
the
the ninetieth.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the
President
the President:
By
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
H. SEWARD,
WILLIAM

TREATY
TREATY WITH
WITH THE CHIPPEWA
CHIPPEWA INDIANS.
INDIANS.

OCTOBER
18, 1864.
OCTOBER 18,1864.
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Treaty between the United
United States of
Treaty
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians
of America and
and the
of Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan Creek,
Creek, and Black River, Michigan;
Michigan; Concluded
Concluded
October 18, 1864; Ratification
Ratification advised,
October
advised, with
with Amendments,
May 22,
Amendments, May
22,
June 18, 1866; Proclaimed
1866; Amendments accepted,
accepted, June
August 16,
16,
Proclaimed August
1866.
1866.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
ANDREW
JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE
PRESIDENT
TEE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

Ootober18,1864.
October18,1864.

TO
AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
To ALL
ALL AND
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
COME, GREETING:
GREETING:
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME,

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS aatreaty was made and concluded at Isabella, in
in the
the State
State
of Michigan, on the
the eighteenth
October, in
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord
eighteenth day
day of
of October,
in the
one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-four, by and
between H.
Alvord
and between
H. J. Alvord
and D. C. Leach, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on the part
the United
States, and
S.
part of the
United States,
and S.
D. Simonds, Lyman Bennett, Jno. Pay-me-quo-ung,
D.
other chiefs
chiefs and
and
Pay-me-quo-ung, and
and other
headmen
headmen of the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians of
of Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, and
and Black
Black
River, in the State of Michigan,
Michigan, representing
representing said
said Indians,
Indians, and
duly
and duly
authorized thereto by them, which
treaty is
is in
in the
words and
and figures
figures folwhich treaty
the words
following, to
to wit:
lowing,
wit:

Preamble.
Preamble.

ARTICLES
CONVENTION made
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT AND CONVENTION
and concluded
at the
the
made and
concluded at

Contracting
Contracting

Isabella
Indian reservatio
n,
i
n the
th e St
at
e of
ofMi
chigan,
Isabella Indian
reservation,
in
State
Michigan,

on th
e ei
gh
teenthparties.

on the eighteenth parties.
day of October, in the year one thousand
thousand eight hundred
and sixty-four,
hundred and
sixty-four,
between
H. J.
between H.
J. Alvord,
Alvord, special Commissioner
Commissioner for
the United
States, and
and
for the
United States,
D. C. Leach, United
United States Indian
Indian agent, acting
Commissioners for
for
acting as
as Commissioners
and on the part of the United
United States, and the Chippewas
of Saginaw,
Saginaw,
Chippewas of
Swan Creek, and Black River, in the State of Michigan
Michigan aforesaid, parSwan
parties to the Treaty of August 2d, 1855, as follows,
follows, viz:viz :—
Vol. xi.
xi. p.
p. 683.
688.
Vol.
ARTICLE
Chippewas of Saginaw,
ARTICLE I. The said Chippewas
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, and
Black Release
Release to
and Black
to the
the
River, for and in consideration
consideration of the conditions
conditions hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
specified, do
do United
United States of
of
hereby release to the United States the several townships
townships of
reserved r
oe
f
s
l
c
i
r:Ttt °
Tale
of land
land reserved
reservation
and
to said tribe by said treaty aforesaid,
aforesaid, situate
and being
being upon
situate and
upon Saginaw
Saginaw Bay,
Bay, and
and purchase
purchase
in said State.
certain lands.
certain
lands.
The
said Indians
Indians also agree to relinquish to the United
The said
United States all
all claim
claim
to any right they may possess to locate
lieu of
of lands
sold or
or dislocate lands
lands in
in lieu
lands sold
disposed of by the United
United States upon
upon their
reservation at
at Isabella,
Isabella, and
and also
their reservation
also
the right to purchase
purchase the unselected
unselected lands in said
reservation, as
as provided
provided
said reservation,
for in the first article of said treaty.
treaty.
ARTICLE II.
consideration of the foregoing
ARTICLE
II. In consideration
foregoing relinquishments,
relinquishments, the
Certain lands
lands
the Certain
United
United States hereby
hereby agree to set apart
apart for the
the exclusive
use, ownership,
etdsParfoirs:e
exclusive use,
ownership, set
apart for the
and
of the said of the said
Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan
and occupancy
occupancy of
said Chippewas
Swan bella
betia county.
county.
Creek, and Black River, all of the unsold lands within
Creek,
within the
the six
six townships
townships
in Isabella
Isabella county, reserved
reserved to
to said
said Indians
Indians by
the treaty
of August
August 2d,
by the
treaty of
2d,
1855, aforesaid, and designated
designated as
follows, viz:
viz :—
as follows,
The north half of township fourteen, and
townships fifteen
and townships
fifteen and
and sixteen
sixteen
north, of range three west; the
the north
north half of
fourteen and
townof township
township fourteen
and township fifteen
fifteen north, of range four west, and townships
townships fourteen
fourteen and
and fifteen
fifteen
west.
north, of range
range five
five west.
ARTICLE III. So soon as practicable
practicable after
of this
this Mode
Mode and
and ororafter the
the ratification
ratification of
treaty,
persons who have heretofore
heretofore made selections of lands within der
of selections
treaty, the persons
ollanfd:
eir1t7iteitoirt
the townships upon Saginaw
Saginaw Bay, hereby
relinquished, may
may proceed
those relinhereby relinquished,
proceed to
to those
relinmake selections of
of lands upon the
the Isabella
reservation, in lieu
Isabella reservation,
lieu of
of their
se- quished.
their selections aforesaid, and in
in like
quantities.
like quantities.
VOL. XIV.
42
42
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TREATY WITH
WITH THE
THE CHIPPEWA
INDIANS. OCTOBER
OCTOBER 18,
18, 1864.
CHIPPEWA INDIANS.
TREATY

After
shall have
have been
given for
parties aforesaid
aforesaid
the parties
for the
been given
time shall
reasonable time
After aareasonable
to make
make their
their selections
of those
tho.se relinquished,
other persons
the other
relinquished, the
lieu of
in lieu
selections in
to
entitled thereto
may then
to make
make their
their selections,
selections, in quantities
proceed to
then proceed
thereto may
entitled
as follows,
follows, viz:viz :—
as
Chiefs.
For each chief
said Indians
Indians who
signs this
this treaty,
treaty, eighty
in
acres in
eighty acres
who signs
of said
For each chief of
Chiefs.
addition to
their-selections
selections already
already made,
and to
to patents
patents in fee simple.
made, and
to their
addition
Headmen.
For one
in each
band into
into which
which said Indians are
are now dieach band
headman in
one headman
For
Headmen.
vided, forty
acres, and
patents in
fee simple.
simple.
in fee
to patents
and to
forty acres,
vided,
a family, eighty acres.
Heads
of famfamFor each
being the
head of a
the head
person being
each person
For
Heads of
twenty-one years, forty acres.
Single persons.
persons.
For each
single person
person over the age of twenty-one
single
each
For
iSngle
'1
g
Orphan chilFor
each
orphan
child
under
the
age
of
twenty-one years, forty
forty acres.
twenty-one
of
age
the
under
child
orphan
each
For
Orphan children.
For
each
married
female who
who has
has not
heretofore made
selection of
made aa selection
not heretofore
female
married
each
For
dren.
Married woMarried
men,
land,
forty
acres.
acres.
forty
land,
men.
Other persons.
And
each other
other person
person now
living or who may be born hereafter,
hereafter,
now living
for each
And for
Other persons.
when he
he or
age of
of twenty-one
twenty-one years, forty
the age
at the
arrived at
have arrived
shall have
she shall
or she
when
acres, so
the lands
in said
remain unselected,
unselected,
shall remain
reserve shall
said reserve
lands in
of the
any of
as any
long as
so long
acres,
and
longer.
no longer.
and no
William Smith
In consideration
consideration of
of important
services rendered
said Indians
Indians during
rendered to said
important services
Smith In
William
and others
past by
John Collins 1st, Andrew J. CamWilliam Smith, John
by William
years past
many years
may many
others may
and
select lands,
and
lands, and
select
receive patents
peau, and
and Thomas
Thomas Chatfield,
it is
is hereby
agreed that they shall each be
hereby agreed
Chatfield, it
patents peau,
receive
therefor.
allowed to
select eighty
eighty acres
acres in
addition to their previous
previous selections,
selections, and
in addition
to select
allowed
therefor.
Rodd,
H.
receive
patents
therefor
in
fee
simple;
and
Rodd, eighty
Charles
to
and
simple;
fee
receive patents therefor in
acres.,
patent therefor
in fee
to be received
received by said Rodd
Rodd as
simple, to
fee simple,
therefor in
a patent
and a
acres, and
a
full
consideration
and
payment
of
all
claims
he
may
have
said
against
have
may
he
claims
all
of
payment
and
a full consideration
Indians, except
claims against
against individuals
individuals for
services rendered
rendered or money
for services
except claims
Indians,
expended heretofore
by said
said Rodd
for the
the benefit
benefit of said Indians.
Rodd for
heretofore by
expended
Certain OttaIt is
understood and
Ottawas and Chippewas and
those Ottawas
that those
agreed that
and agreed
is understood
It
Certain ottawas,
Chippewas, Pottawatomies
now belonoing
bletayomeig, Maythe bands of which Metayomeig,
to the
belonging to
Pottawatomies now
was, Chippewas,
and
Pottawatoand Pottawatoare
mies may select me-she-gaw-day, Keche-kebe-me-mo-say,
and
Waw-be-maw-ing-gun
Waw-be-maw-ing-gun
and
mies may select me-she-gaw-day, Keche-kebe-me-mo-say,
and hold
hold lands.
lands, chiefs,
upon said reservations, by
by
made selections upon
heretofore made
have heretofore
who have
chiefs, who
and
permission
said Chippewas
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, and Black River,
of Saginaw,
Chippewas of
of said
permission of
who now
reside upon
upon said
said reservation
reservation in Isabella
Isabella county,
county, or who
who may renow reside
who
move
said reservation
reservation within
one year
ratification of this
year after the ratification
within one
to said
move to
treaty, shall
shall be
be entitled
the same
and privileges
privileges to select and
rights and
same rights
to the
entitled to
treaty,
agreement.
this
hold
land
as
are
contained
in
the
third
article
of
article
third
the
in
contained
are
hold land as
Agent
So
soon as
ratification of this treaty, the agent for
the ratification
after the
practicable after
as practicable
So soon
make
to make
Agent to
list
lists.
the said
out aalist of all those persons who have heremake out
shall make
Indians shall
said Indians
the
s,
tofore
made
selections
of
lands
1855,
treaty of August 2d, 1855,
the treaty
under the
tofore made selections of lands under
aforesaid,
those who
who may
be entitled
entitled to selections
under the proselections under
may be
of those
and of
aforesaid, and
in said
visions
enumerated in
said
he shall divide the persons enumerated
and he
treaty, and
this treaty,
of this
visions of
Two classes,
two classes,
classes, viz:
and ""those
those not
competent."
not so competent."
competent" and
viz: ""competent"
into two
list into
Two classes. list
Competents.
Those
who are
and have
education, and are
are qualiqualisufficient education,
have sufficient
intelligent, and
are intelligent,
Those who
Competents.
fied by
business habits
to prudently
prudently manage
manage their affairs, shall be set
habits to
by business
fied
uneducated, or unqualified in
down
competents," and
and those
those who
who are uneducated,
" competents,"
as "
down as
other
respects to
to prudently
their affairs, or who are of idle, wanmanage their
prudently manage
other respects
Those
so
dering, or
habits, and
and all
all orphans, shall be set down as ""those
dissolute habits,
or dissolute
dering,
notso
Those not
not so competent."
competent.
to sePatents
The
United States
States agrees to issue patents
patents to all
all persons
persons entitled to
seThe United
to
Patents to
belonging to the class
those
of both
both
lections under
under this
this treaty,
as
follows, viz:
To those belonging
viz: To
as follows,
treaty,
lections
of
those
classes.
denominated
competents," patents
patents shall
simple, but to
to
shall be issued in fee simple,
" competents,"
denominated "
patent shall
the
those
belonging
to
the
class
of
"
those
so
competent,"
shall
competent,"
so
not
"those
of
class
the
to
those belonging
any
contain a
never be sold or alienated to
to any
a provision that the land shall never
contain
Secretary of
person
or persons
consent of the Secretary
of
whomsoever, without the consent
persons whomsoever,
person or
the
for the time being.
Interior fior
the Interior
mamtamahor
ARTICLE
IV. The
The United
States agrees
agrees to expend
expend the sum of
of twenty
twenty
United States
ARTICLE IV.
Manual-labor
manual-labor
a
echooL
thousand
dollars
for
the
support
maintenance
of
a
manual-labor
maintenance
and
support
the
for
dollars
thousand
schooL
school
Missionary Society
Society of
That the Missionary
Provided, That
reservation: Provided,
said reservation:
upon said
school upon
Buildings.
the
Methodist Episcopal
Church shall,
shall, within three
three years after the ratifiratifiEpiscopal Church
the Methodist
Buildings.
cation of
this treaty,
erect suitable buildings
buildings for
for school
expense, erect
own expense,
its own
at its
treaty, at
of this
cation
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and boarding-house
boarding-house purposes, of a
a value
and
value of not less
three thousand
thousand
less than
than three
dollars, upon the southeast quarter
section nine,
township fourteen
quarter of
of section
nine, township
fourteen
north, of range four west, which is hereby
for that
hereby set
set apart
apart for
that purpose.
purpose.
The
The superintendent
superintendent of public instruction, the
lieutenant-governor of
th
the lieutenant-governor
of the
e Board of
State of Michigan,
Michigan, and one person,
person, to be designated
said Missionary
Missionary visitors of such
designated by
by said
sucb
Society,
shall
constitute
a
Society, shall
aboard of visitors, whose duty
be to
to visit
visi school.
duty it
it shall
shall be
shool.
said
school
once
during each
each year, and
said school once during
and examine
examine the same, and
and investigate
investigate
the character
qualifications of its teachers,
the
character and qualifications
teachers, and
conand all
all other
other persons
persons connected
nected therewith,
therewith, and report thereon
thereon to the commissioner
of Indian
Indian affairs
commissioner of
affairs.
The said Missionary Society
The
Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Episcopal Church
Church shall
shal I Control,
Control, &c.
&c.
0 1 and
have full
fhll and
and undisputed
undisputed control
school
have
control of the management
management of said school, and of
fmsho
and
farm.
the farm
farm attached
attached thereto.
the
thereto. Upon the approval
acceptance of
of the
approval and
and acceptance
the
school and boarding-house
boarding-house buildings
school
buildings by
by the
the board
board of
visitors,
the
United
of visitors, the United
Statr will
authorized agent
Stat.'.
will pay to the authorized
agent of said
Missionary Society,
Society, for
for Annual
said Missionary
appro.
Annual approthe
support
maintenance of
the support and maintenance
of the school, the sum of
of two
two thousand
thousand doldol- priation;
priation;
lare,
like sum
sum annually thereafter,
lars, and
and the
the like
thereafter, until the whole
of twenty
twenty
whole sum
sum of
thousand dollars shall have been expended.
expended.
The United
States reserves
The
United States
reserves the right
right to suspend
suspend the
appropria- may
the annual
annual appropriamay be
be sussustion of
of two
two thousand
pended.
school, in part or
tion
thousand dollars for said school,
whole, whenever
whenever pended.
or in whole,
it shall appear
Missionary Society
appear that said Missionary
neglects or
to manage
manage
Society neglects
or fails
fails to
the affairs
the
affairs of said school and farm in aamanner
manner acceptable
to the
the board
board of
of
acceptable to
visitors
aforesaid; and if, at. any
visitors aforesaid;
any time
time within a
of ten
after If school and
a period
period of
ten years
years after
the establishment
establishment of said school, said Missionary
the
Missionary Society
Society shall
abandon farm are abanshall abandon
doned,
the rights
i
t
alft,
r
th
rights
t
said
school or
or farm for the purposes intended
said school
intended in
in this
this treaty,
then, and
in under
treaty, then,
and in
under thistreaty
this treaty
such
case,
said
society
shall
such case, said
forfeit all of its rights and franchises
franchises under
under are lost.
this treaty,
and it shall then be competent
Amendment.
competent for
this
treaty, and
for the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Inte- Amendment.
the IntePost,p. 661.
rior to
to sell
or dispose of the land hereinbefore
designated, together
rior
sell or
hereinbefore designated,
together with
with Land
Land and6
and
the buildings
buildings and
thereon and expend
the
and improvements
improvements thereon
expend the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the buildings
buildings may
may
sold.
same for
educational interests
interests of the
manner as he bee sold.
same
for the
the educational
the Indians
Indians in such manner
may deem advisable.
At
the expiration
expiration of ten years after the
establishment of
At the
the establishment
said school,
school, if
if Land to be
of said
said
in fee
said Missionary
Missionary Society shall have conducted
conducted said school
school and farm
farm in
in aa conveyed
conveyed in
fee
shall h esim
simple,
&c.
ple, if,
it, &
c.
manner
acceptable to the
manner acceptable
board of visitors during said
the Amendment.
said ten
ten years,
years, the
Amendment.
United
United States will convey to said society
the land
by Post,
society the
Post, p.
p. 661.
land before
before mentioned
mentioned by
661.
patent in fee simple.
In
case
said
Missionary
In case
Missionary Society shall fail
to accept
the trust
trust herein
herein If society does
fail to
accept the
does
named within
one year after the ratification
accept trust,
trust,
named
within one
ratification of this treaty,
treaty, then,
and in
in not
then, and
not accept
&c.
that case,
case, the
said twenty thousand
thousand dollars shall be
that
the said
to the
the credit
credit
be placed
placed to
of
of the
the educational
educational fund of said Indians, to
expended for
their benefit
benefit
to be
be expended
for their
in such manner as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may
may deem
advisable.
deem advisable.
It is understood
understood and
and agreed
It is
agreed that
that said
said Missionary Society
Society may use the Present schoolschoolschool-house,
house.
adjacent to the
school-house, now standing
standing upon land
land adjacent
the land
land hereinbefore
hereinbefore house.
set apart
apart for a
a school-farm,
set
school-farm, where it now
stands, or
or move
move it
the land
land
now stands,
it upon
upon the
so set apart.
ARTICLE V.
V. The
The said Indians agree that, of the last two
payments Blacksmith
two payments
of ARTICLE
eighteen thousand eight hundred
dollars each,
each, provided
shop, stock,
stock,
of eighteen thousand eight
hundred dollars
provided for by the said shop,
tools, &c.
treaty of August second, eighteen
treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, the
sum of
of sevsev- tools,
the sum
&centeen thousand
enteen
thousand six hundred dollars
dollars may be
withheld, and
the same
same shall
shall
be withheld,
and the
be placed
placed to the credit of their agricultural
be
agricultural fund,
to be
expended for
for their
their
fund, to
be expended
benefit
in sustaining
sustaining their blacksmith
benefit in
blacksmith shop, in stock, animals,
animals, agricultural
agricultural
implements,
implements, or in such other manner as
the Secretary
Secretary of
as the
of the
the Interior
Interior
may deem advisable.
ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI. The commissioner of Indian affairs
affairs may,
at the
the request
request of
may, at
of Mill and land
land
the
and headmen,
the chiefs
chiefs and
headmen, sell the mill
mill and land belonging
belonging thereto
thereto at
atIsabella
Isabella City
City
at Isabella
Isabella at
may
be
sold.
City,
on
said
reservation,
and
apply
proceeds thereof
City, on said reservation,
apply the
the proceeds
thereof for such
benefici- may be sold
such beneciary
objects as
may be
be deemed advisable by the Secretary
ary objects
as may
the Interior.
Secretary of
of the
Interior.
ARTICLE VII.
VII. Inasmuch,
ARTICLE
Inasmuch, as the mill belonging
belonging to
to said
said Indians
Indians is
is James NicholNicholpartly located
partly
located upon
upon land heretofore
heretofore selected
selected by James
Nicholson, it
is son
;
on may
may select
select.
James Nicholson,
it is
c
0
acres,
upon,
r
hereby agreed
agreed that
upon aa relinquishment
hereby
that upon
relinquishment of ten acres of said
said land by
by &c..
upon,
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p. 661.
Post, p.
Eighth article
Eighth
of
treaty
of former
former treaty
not affected.

not affected.

Execution.
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said Nicholson,
such form
form as
as may
may be
by the agent for said
determined by
be determined
in such
Nicholson, in
said
Indians,
Nicholson, shall
shall be entitled
entitled to select eighty acres
acres and
said Nicholson,
the said
he, the
Indians, he,
to
receive a
therefor in fee simple.
simple.
patent therefor
a patent
to receive

eighth arARTICLE VIII.
VIII. It
is hereby
expressly understood
understood that
that the
the eighth
hereby expressly
It is
ARTICLE
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, shall
ticle
the treaty
treaty of
second, eighteen
of August
August second,
of the
ticle of
this treaty.
of this
in no
wise be
be affected
affected by
by the
the terms
terms of
treaty.
no wise
in

In testimony
the said
said H.
Alvorcl and the
the said D. C. Leach,
J. Alvord
H. J.
whereof, the
testimony whereof,
In
Commissioners as
as aforesaid,
undersigned chiefs
chiefs and headmen
headmen of
the undersigned
and the
aforesaid, and
Commissioners
the
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, and
and Black
have hereto
hereto
Black River, have
of Saginaw,
Chippewas of
the Chippewas
the
set
their
hands
and
seals
at
Isabella,
in
the
State
of
Michigan,
the day
Michigan,
of
State
the
in
Isabella,
at
seals
and
set their hands
and
first above
written.
above written.
year first
and year
H.
J. ALVORD,
ALVORD, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
H. J.
D.
C. LEACH,
LEACH,
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
D. C.
Special Commissioners.
Special

In the
the presence
presence of—
ofIn
Raclin. M.
M. SMITH,
SMITH',
RICHD.
CHARLES H.
H. Rom),
U S.
Interpreter,
S. Interpreter,
RODD, U.
CHARLES
GEORGE
BRADLEY.
GEORGE BRADLEY.
S.
chief,
SIMONDS, chief,
D. SIMONDS,
S. D.
LYMAN BENNETT,
BENNETT, headman,
headman,
LYMAN
JNO. PAY-ME-QUO-UNG,
chief,
PAY-ME-QUO-UNG, chief,
JNO.

his
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
mark. ISEAL.]
ISEAL.]
his xx mark.
[SEAL.]
x mark. [SEAL.]
his
his x
WILLIAM
headman,
x mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his x
SMITH, headman,
WILLIAM SMITH,
NAUCK-CHE-GAW-ME,
chief,
his x
x mark.
mark. [sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
NAUCK-CHE-GAW-ME, chief,
ME-SQUAW-WAW-NAW
,QUOT, headman,
headman,
ME-SQUAW-WAW-NAW-QUOT,
his xx mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
his
[SEAL.]
his xx mark.
THOMAS
chief,
his
mark. [SEAL.]
DUTTON, chief,
THOMAS DUTTON,
[SEAL.]
mark. [sEAL.]
PAIM-WAY-WE-DUNG, headman,
headman, his
x mark.
his x
PAIM-WAY-WE-DUNG,
[SEAL.]
ELLIOTT KAYBAY,
KAYBAY, chief,
chief,
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
his
ELLIOTT
SOLOMON
OTTAWA. headman,
headman,
his
mark. [SEkL.]
[sEkt..]
his xx mark.
SOLOMON OTTAWA.
ANDW. 0-SAW-WAW-BUN,
chief, his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x mark.
his x
O-SAW-WAW-BUN, chief,
ANDW.
THOS.
headman,
WAIN-DAW-NAW-QUOT, headman,
THOS. WAIN-DAW-NAW-QUOT,
his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
his x
[SEAL.]
x mark. [SEAL.]
his
NAW-TAW-WAY,
his x
chief,
NAW-TAW-WAY, chief,
I-KNY-CHE-NO-TING,
headman,
his
x mark.
[SEAL.]
mark. [SEAL.]
his x
I-KAY-CHE-NO-TING, headman,
WILLIAM SMITH,
his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his x
chief,
SMITH, chief,
WILLIAM
NAW-GAW-NEVAY-WE-DUNG,
headman,
NAW-GAW-NEVAY-WE-DUNG, headman,
[SEAL.]
his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
his x
NAW-WE-KE-ZHICK,
his x
mark. [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
x mark.
his
chief,
NAW-WE-KE-ZHICK, chief,
I-YALK,
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
headman,
I-YALK, headman,
NAY-AW-BE-TUNG,
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his xx mark.
chief,
NAY-AW-BE-TUNG, chief,
JOS. WAW-BE-KE-ZHICK,
headman,
WAW-BE-KE-ZHICK, headman,
JOS.
his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his x
SAML.
MEZ-HAW-QUAW-NAW-UM, chief,
SAML. MEZ-HAW-QUAW-NAW-UM,
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
headman, his x
JOHN
P. WILLIAMS,
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
WILLIAMS, headman,
JOHN P.
L.
[SEAL.]
PAY-BAW-MAW-SHE, chief, his xxmark. [SEAL.]
L. PAY-BAW-MAW-SHE,
NE-GAW-NE-QUO-UM,
headman, his x
x mark. [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
NE-GAW-NE-QUO-UM, headman,
x mark. [SEAL.]
his x
DAVID FISHER,
FISHER, chief,
[SEAL.]
DAVID
his x
WAW-BE-MAN-I-DO, headman,
x mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
headman,
WAW-BE-MAN-I-DO,
NE-BE-NAY-AW-NAW-QUOT-WAY-BE, chief,
NE-BE-NAY-AW-NAW-QUOT-WAY-BE,
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
[SEAL.]
KEY-0-GWAW-NAY-BE,headman,his
mark. [SEAL.]
KEY-O-GWAW-NAY-BE, headman, his xxmark.

of-—
In the
the presence
presence of
In
}twin).
M .S
MITH,
SMITH,
RICHD. M.
Interpreter.
S. Interpreter.
CHARLES
H.RODD,
U. S.
RODD, U.
CHARLES H.
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Amos
F.ALBRIGHT,
ALBRIGHT, Supt.
AMOS F.
Supt. Mills.
Mills.

M ARCUS GRINNELL,
GRINNELL, U.
U.S.
MARCUS
S. Blacksmith.
Blacksmith.

M .D.
D.BOURASSA,
M.
BOURASSA,
F.
C.BABBITT,
F. C.
BABBITT,

GEORGE
BRADLEY.
GEORGE BRADLEY.

To H.
H.J.
J.ALVORD,
ALVORD, ES
Q.,
To
ESQ.,

I
SABELLA C
ITY, M
ICHIGAN, Oct.
Oct. 21,
21, 1864.
1864.
ISABELLA
CITY,
MICHIGAN,

Special
Special Comer,
Com'r, Tc.
Interpreter
Charles H.
having fully
fully explained
explained and
and interpreted
interpreted to
to
Interpreter Charles
H. Rodd
Rodd having
me the treaty
treaty made by
Indian Agent
special Com'rs,
Com'rs, &c.,
by you and Indian
Agent Leach,
Leach, special
&c.,
with
Chippewas of
of Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
and Black
River, MichiMichiwith the Chippewas
Creek, and
Black River,
gan, and concluded
concluded the 18th instant,
are hereby
hereby authorized
to put
my
instant, you
you are
authorized to
put my
name
same along
with the
the other
other chief;.
chief:.
name to
to the
the same
along with
NAY-AW-BE-TUNG, his
mark,
NAY-AW-BE-TUNG,
his x
x mark,
Chippewas of
Creek, and
Black River,
Michn.
Chief Chippewas
of Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
and Black
River, Michn.
In
presence ofof —
In the presence
CHAS.
II.RODD,
RODD, U.
CHAS. H.
U. S
S..Interpreter.
Interpreter.
said treaty
treaty having
having been
been submitted
of
And whereas,
whereas, the
the said
submitted to
to the
the Senate
Senate of
the Senate
Senate did,
did, on
the United States
States for its
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon,
thereon, the
on
the twenty-second day of May, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
advise and
and consent
to the
the ratification
of the
with amendments,
in
advise
consent to
ratification of
the same,
same, with
amendments, in
the words
and figures
to wit:—
the
words and
figures following,
following, to
wit: IN
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
THE UNITED
STATES,
OF THE
UNITED STATES,

May 22,
22, 1866.
1866.
May

Resolved, (two thirds of the Senators present
present concurring,)
the
concurring,) That
That the
Senate advise and consent to the ratification
ratification of
of agreement
agreement
of the
the articles of
and convention concluded at
at the
in the
the State
State
the Isabella
Isabella Indian
Indian reservation,
reservation, in
of Michigan,
Michigan, on the eighteenth
eighteenth day of October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyfour, between the United States, by
Commissioners, and
and the
the ChippeChippeby their
their Commissioners,
was of Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black River, in
of MichiMichiin the State
State of
gan, with
with the
gan,
the following
following
AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

Amendments.
Amendments

Ante, pp.
659,
Ante,
pp. 659,

1st. Article 4, after the word
word "rights,"
"rights," at the end
line 11,
11, insert
66 c/end of line
insert the
the 660following::in
following
lands, buildings.
buildings.
in the lands,
2d. Same article, page 13, line
'2d.
line 7, strike out the words "
simple,"
" in fee
fee simple,"
and insert in lieu thereof the following:
following: in
in trust for the benefit of said
said
Indians.
Indians.
3d. Article 7, after the word "acres,"
"acres," in line 9,
follows; of
of
9, insert
insert as follows;
land,
Secretary of the Interior.
land, subject to the approval
approval of the Secretary
Interior.
Attest:
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
J.
And whereas the foregoing
foregoing amendments
amendments having
having been
been fully explained
explained
and interpreted
and
interpreted to the .chiefs and headmen
headmen of the Chippewa Indians of
of
Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black River, whose names are subscribed
subscribed to
the writing hereto following, they did, on the
the eighteenth
eighteenth day
June, one
one
day of
of June,
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six, give their free and voluntary assent
assent
to the said amendments, in the words and figures following,
wit:following, to wit:—

Whereas,
Whereas, the Senate of the United
United States, in executive
executive session, did, Amendments
assented to.
econ dday
day o
ay, A.
A. D.
i
gh
teen h
un d
re dand
an d sixty-six,
si
xty-s i
x,to.
on the
the twenty-s
twenty-second
offM
May,
D. e
eighteen
hundred
assented
advise and consent to the
ratification of the
the ratification
the articles of agreement
agreement and
and
convention concluded at the
reservation, in the State of
convention
the Isabella Indian reservation,
of
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TREATY WITH
TREATY
WITH THE
THE CHIPPEWA
CHIPPEWA INDIANS.
INDIANS.

OCTOBER 18,
18, 1864
1864.
OCTOBER

Michigan, on
on the
day of
of October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyMichigan,
the eighteenth
eighteenth day
four,
between the
States, by
by their
Commissioners, and
four, between
the United
United States,
their Commissioners,
and the
the ChippeChippewas of
of Saginaw,
Swan Creek,
Creek, and
and Black
River, in
the State
State of
of Michigan,
Michigan,
was
Saginaw, Swan
Black River,
in the
with the
amendments, viz:
with
the following
following amendments,
viz: —
1st. Article
Article 4,
after the
the word
word "rights,"
at the
end of
of line
line 11,
11, insert
1st.
4, after
"rights," at
the end
insert the
the
following:
lands, buildings.
following: in
in the
the lands,
buildings.
2d.
page 13.
13. line
line 7,
the words
words "
in fee
fee simple,"
2d. Same
Same article,
article, page
7, strike
strike out
out the
" in
simple,"
and
insert in
lieu thereof
the following:
following: in
in trust
trust for
the benefit
of said
said
and insert
in lieu
thereof the
for the
benefit of
Indians.
Indians.
3d. Article
Article 7,
7, after
after the
"acres," in
line 9,
9, insert
insert as
as follows:
follows: of
of
3d.
the word
word "acres,"
in line
land, subject
subject to
approval of
the Secretaly
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
land,
to the
the approval
of the
Secretary of
And
whereas the
foregoing amendments
fully interpreted
interpreted
And whereas
the foregoing
amendments have
have been
been fully
and explained
to the
the undersigned,
undersigned, chiefs
headmen of
of the
Chippewas
and
explained to
chiefs and
and headmen
the Chippewas
we do
do hereby
hereby agree
agree to
of Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, and
and Black
Black River,
River, we
to and
and
ratify the same.
Done
Mackinac Agency,
Agency, in the
the State
Michigan, on this
Done at the
the Mackinac
State of
of Michigan,
this eighteenth of
of June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
S
his
S..D.
D. SIMONDS,
SIMONDS, chief,
chief,
his
LYMAN BENNETT,
headman,
his
LYMAN
BENNETT, headman,
his
JOHN PAY-ME-QUO-UNG,
PAY-ME-QUO-UNG, chief, his
JOHN
his
WILLIAM SMITH,
headman,
his
WILLIAM
SMITH, headman,
his
ANDREW O-SAW-WAW-BUN,
0-SAW-WAW-BUN, chief,
ANDREW

x
mark.
x mark.
xmark.
mark.
x
x
x mark.
x mark.
x
mark.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

his x
mark.
his
x mark.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

JAMES KAW-GE-GAY-O-SAY,
KAW-GE-GAY-O-SAY, headman,
headman,

his x
x mark.
mark.
his
NAW-TAW-WAY,
his x
mark.
NAW-TAW-WAY, chief,
chief,
his
x mark.
KAY-SHE-SHAW-WAY, headman,
headman, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
KAY-SHE-SHAW-WAY,
WILLIAM
his x
mark.
WILLIAM SMITH,
SMITH, chief,
his
x mark.
WILLIAM HART, headman,
headman,
his x
WILLIAM
x mark.
NAW-WE-KE-ZHICK, chief,
NAW-WE-KE-ZHICK,
his x
x mark.
I-YALK, headman,
headman,
his x
x mark.
NAY-AW-BE-TUNG, chief,
NAY-AW-BE-TUNG,
his
x mark.
chief,
his x
KAW-GE-GAY-BE,
KAW-GE-GAY-BE, headman,
headman,
his
x mark.
his x
MEZHAW-QUAW-NAW-RUN, chief,
SAML. MEZHAW-QUAW-NAW-RUN,
his
x mark.
mark.
his x
JOHN
P. WILLIAMS,
WILLIAMS, headman,
JOHN P.
his
headman,
his xx mark.
L. PAY-BAW-WAW-SHE,
PAY-BAW-WAW-SHE, chief, his xx mark.
NE-GAW-NE-QUO-UM, headman,
headman, his x
mark.
NE-GAW-NE-QUO-UM,
x mark.
NAUCK-CHE-GAW-ME,
NAUCK-CHE-GAW-ME, chief,
x mark.
his x
mark.
ME-SQUAW-WAW-NAW-QUOT, headman,
ME-SQUAW-WAW-NAW-QUOT,
headman,
his
his xx mark.
mark.
ELIJAH PILCHER,
chief,
ELIJAH
PILCHER, chief,
his x
x mark.
PAIM-WAY-WE-DUNG, headman,
his x
x mark.
mark.
PAIM-WAY-WE-DUNG,
headman, his
his x
x mark.
DAVID FISHER, chief,
WAW-BE-MAW-NE-DO, headman, his xx mark.
WAW-BE-MAW-NE-DO,
NE-BE-NAY-AW-NAW-QUOT-WAY-BE, chief,
NE-BE-NAY-AW-NAW-QUOT-WAY-BE,
his
his x
mark.
x mark.
KEY-O-GWAW-NAY-BE,
KEY-O-GWAW-NAY-BE, headman,
headman, his x
x mark.
ELLIOTT
KAY-BAY, chief,
ELLIOTT KAY-BAY,
his x
xmark.
In
presence of
In the presence
of-—

RICHD.
M..S
SMITH,
S. Indian
RICHD. M
MITH, U.
U S.
Indian Agent.
Agent.
CHAS.
CHAS. R.
R.RODD,
U.S
Interpreter.
RODD, U.
S..Interpreter.

AMOS F.
F. ALBRIGHT,
Amos
ALBRIGHT, Supt.
Supt. Mill.
Mill.
JOHN
J
OHN I
RONS, Missionary.
Missionary.
IRONS,
GEORGE BRADLEY,
BRADLEY, late
GEORGE
late Missionary.
Missionary.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]

SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
SEAL.:
[SEL.]
SEAL.
[SEAL.

[SEAL.
SEAL.'
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W.
1L. NELSON,
Isabella Co., Michn.
W. 'FL
NELSON, Judge
Judge Probate
Probate Isabella
Michn.
F.
Postmaster Isabella
Michn.
F. C
C..BABBITT,
BABBITT, Postmaster
Isabella Oily,
City, Michn.
L. BENTLY,
Treasurer Isabella
Isabella Co.,
Michn.
BENTLY, Treasurer
L.
Co., Michn.
MILTON
BRADLEY, Clerk
Clerk Isabella
Co., Michn.
MILTON BRADLEY,
Isabella Co.,
Michn.
R
C. ANDRE,
Interpreter.
P. C.
ANDRE, Special
Special Interpreter.

OFFICE
MACKINAC INDIAN
OFFICE MACKINAC
INDIAN AGENCY,
AGENCY,
Detroit,
7, 1866.
1866.
Detroit, July
July 7,
I
do hereby
certify on
on honor
that the
the foregoing
amendments to
to the
I do
hereby certify
honor that
foregoing amendments
treaty
negotiated with
Saginaw, Swan
Swan Creek,
Creek, and
and
treaty negotiated
with the
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
of Saginaw,
Black River,
River, within
within this
day of
October, eighteen
eighteen
Black
this agency,
agency, the
the eighteenth
eighteenth day
of October,
hundred and
me submitted
submitted to
to the
and
hundred
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, were
were by
by me
the said
said Indians,
Indians, and
assented to
and ratified
ratified by
that the same
same were duly assented
to and
by them.
RICHD.M
SMITH,
RICHD.
M..SMITH,
U.S
U.
S..Indian
Indian Agent.
Agent.
Now,
it known
I,ANDREW
President of
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
known that
that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
of
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, do,
in pursuance
of the
advice and
and consent
consent
pursuance of
the advice
the
do, in
of the
the Senate,
Senate, as
of the
the twenty-second
of May,
May,
of
as expressed
expressed in
in its
its resolution
resolution of
twenty-second of
one thousand
sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify,
ratify, and
and confirm
confirm the
the
one
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
said treaty
treaty with
with the
the amendments
as aforesaid.
said
amendments as
aforesaid.
In testimony
my name
name and
and caused
caused the
the
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have
have hereto
hereto signed
signed my
affixed.
seal of
of the
the United States
States to be
be affixed.
Done at
at the
the city
of Washington
day of
Done
city of
Washington this
this sixteenth
sixteenth day
of August,
August, in
in
the
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtythe year
year of
of our
our Lord
[mt.]
six, and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
of
[SEAL.]
six,
of the
United States
States of
America the
the ninety-first.
ninety-first.
America
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the President:
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
of &ate.
State.
WILLIAML
H. SEWARD,
Secretary of

proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

0
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Convention between the United States
andthe
Concluded
States and
the Empire
Empire of
of Japan;
Japan; Concluded
October 22, 1864; Proclaimed
October
Proclaimed April
9, 1866.
April 9,
1866.
BY

THE
THE PRESIDENT OF

THE

UNITED

STATES
STATES

OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF

Ot. 22, 1864.
Out.
1864.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
a Convention between
W
HEREAS a
between the
the Empire
Empire of
of Japan
Japan and
and the
the governgovernments of the United States, Great Britain, France,
Holland, providing
providing
France, and
and Holland,
for the payment
governments of the sum of three
payment to said governments
three million
million dollars
dollars
($3,000,000) fir
fbr indemnities and expenses,
($3,000,000)
and signed
by
expenses, was
was concluded
concluded and
signed by
their respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries on
the twenty-second
day of
on the
twenty-second day
of October,
October,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four, which Convention,
Convention, being in
the English.
in the
English.
Dutch,
Dutch, and Japanese
Japanese languages, is word for
for word as
as follows
:—
follows:-

Preamble.
Preamble.

CONVENTION.
The representatives of the United
United States
States of America, Great
Great Britain,
Britain,
France, and the Netherlands,
Netherlands, in view of the
acts of
Mori Daizen,
Daizen,
the hostile
hostile acts
of Mori
prince of Nagato and Suwo, which were assuming
such formidable
formidable proproassuming such
portions as to make it difficult for the Tycoon
Tycoon faithfully
faithfully to
to observe
observe the
the
treaties, having
having been obliged to send
send their combined forces
forces to
to the
the Straits
Straits
batteries erected
of Simonoseki in order to destroy
destroy the batteries
by that
that daimio
daimio for
for
erected by
the destruction of foreign vessels and the stoppage
the
stoppage of trade;
trade; and
the
and the
government
government of the Tycoon, on whom devolved the
Amount of
of
the duty of
of chastising
chastising this
this Amount
rebellious
rebellious prince, being held responsible
responsible for
for any
damage resulting
to the
damages to
to be
be
any damage
resulting to
the damages
interests of treaty powers, as well as the expenses
expenses occasioned
occasioned by
lara
ci
a
d
ty
thpoh
p
e
ofor
f
w
ou
err
,
by the
the treaty
expedition:
expedition:
trety
The undersigned,
undersigned, representatives
representatives of treaty powers,
and Sakai
Sakai Hida
Hida no
no
powers, and
Kami, aa member of his second council, invested
invested with
plenipotentiary
with plenipotentiary
powers by the Tycoon of Japan,
Japan, animated
animated with the
the desire
desire to
put an
an end
end
to put
oo all
all reclarnations
reclamations concerning the acts of aggression
aggression and hostility
hostility comcommitted by the said Mori Daizen
Daizen since
since the
the first of these
acts, in
in June,
June, 1863,
1863,
these acts,
against the flags of divers treaty powers,
and at
the same
same time
to regulate
powers, and
at the
time to
regulate
definitively the question of indemnities of
whatever kind,
in reof war, of
of whatever
kind, in
respect to the allied expedition to Simonoseki, have
have agreed
agreed and
and determined
determined
upon the four articles following:
following: —
I. The amount payable to the four powers
powers is
fixed at
at three
illi ons of
of
All
claims aninis fixed
three m
millions
All claims
dollars. This sum to include
whatever nature, for past ag- eluded.
include all claims,
claims, of whatever
eluded.
gressions
whether indemnities,
gressions on the part of Nagato, whether
indemnities, ransom
for SimonoSimonoransom for
seki, or expenses entailed by the operations of
squadrons.
of the
the allied
allied squadrons.
II. The
The whole
whole sum
sum to
to be
be payable
payable quarterly, in instalments
Instalments,
II.
instalments of one sixth, ,).:_
nwsthlemn en
pa
tsy,_
oll ars ,
t
o b
eg i
n from
fr om th
ate when
wh
en the
th
e representsor half
half a
a million d
dollars,
to
begin
thee d
date
representa- and
and when paytives of
of said powers shall make known to the Tycoon's government
government the able.
ratification
ratification of this Convention
Convention and the
of their
the instructions
instructions of
their respective
respective
governments.
governments.
III. Inasmuch
Inasmuch as the receipt of money
III.
money has never been the object
object of the Opening
Opening of a
said powers, but the establishment
es t
abli shmen to
bett er re
l
ati ons with
wi
t
h Japan,
Japan, and
an dthe
the port
ro il in the Inoffbetter
relations
Inland
be
n
a
c
n
cepsea
s
t
e
e
a
dmay
n
i
:
,
arlieu
ieb
u
e
desire to place these on aamore
more satisfactory
satisfactory and
mutually advantageous
and mutually
advantageous aac
epted
in
footing is still the leading object in
view;
therefore,
if
his
Majesty
the
of
payment
of
in view; therefore, if his Majesty the of payment of
Tycoon wishes to offer, in lieu of payment of the
the sum
as a
a money.
mone y'
sum claimed, and
and as
material compensation for loss and injury sustained,
sustained, the
the opening
opening of
of SimoSimonoseki, or some other eligible port in the Inland
Inland sea, it shall be
be at
at the
the
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When to be
ratified.
ratified.
Execution.

CONVENTION WITH
JAPAN.
WITH JAPAN.
CONVENTION

OCTOBER
22, 1864.
1864.
OCTOBER 22,

option
the said
said foreign
foreign governments
to accept
on the
accept the same, or insist on
governments to
of the
option of
stipulated.
above
payment
of
the
indemnity
in
money,
under
the
conditions
above
conditions
the
under
money,
in
indemnity
payment of the
IV.
to be
formally ratified
ratified by the Tycoon's
Tycoon's government
government
be formally
Convention to
This Convention
IV. This
within fifteen days from
from the date thereof.
In token
token of
of which,
have signed and
and
plenipotentiaries have
respective plenipotentiaries
the respective
which, the
In
sealed this
in quintuplicate,
quintuplicate, with
with English, Dutch, and Japanese
Convention, in
this Convention,
sealed
versions, whereof
whereof the
the English
shall be
be considered
considered the
the original.
English shall
versions,
Done at
at Yokohama,
Yokohama, this
22d day
day of
corresponding to
October, 1864, corresponding
of October,
this 22d
Done
the 22d
of the
the ninth
ninth month
month of
of the first year of Gengi.
day of
22d day
the
ROBERT H. PRUYN,
PRUYN,
ROBERT
Japan.
Minister Resident
of the
United States in Japan.
the United
Resident of
Minister
RUTHERFORD ALCOCK,
ALCOCK,
RUTHERFORD
H
Extraordinary
Envoy Extraordinary
Ms Envoy
B. Ms
H. B.
and
Japan.
Plenipotentiaryin Japan.
Minister Plenipotentiary
and Minister
LEON ROCHES,
ROCHES,
LEON
Ministre
S. M.
M. L'Empereur
L'Empereur
de S.
Plenipotentiaire de
Ministre Plenipotentiaire
des
au Japan.
Japan.
Francaisau
des Francais
D. DE
DE GRAEFF
GRAEFF VAN
POLSBROEK,
VAN POLSBROEK,
D.
H.
Ms ConsulConsul-General
and Political
Political Agent in
in Japan.
Japan.
General and
N. M's
H. N.

KamL)
(Signature of
Sakai Hida
Ilida no Kami.)
of Sakai
(Signature

Ratification.

Ratification.

Proclaimed.

Proclaimed.

And
the said
been duly
respec
ratified by the respec
duly ratified
has been
Convention has
said Convention
whereas the
And whereas
tive
governments: —
tive governments:
Now,
therefore, be
be it
it known
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
President
ANDREW JOHNSON,
that I,
known that
Now, therefore,
of
the
United
States
of
America,
have
caused
the
said
to be
Convention
said
the
caused
have
America,
of
States
United
the
of
made public,
to the
that the
the same
every clause and
and article
article thereof
thereof
and every
same and
end that
the end
public, to
made
may be
observed and
and fulfilled
with good
good faith
faith by the United States and
fulfilled with
be observed
may
the citizens
citizens thereof.
the
In
hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
have hereunto
I have
whereof, I
witness whereof,
In witness
of
the United
affixed.
States to be affixed.
United States
of the
Done at
city of
Washington, this ninth day of April, in the
of Washington,
the city
at the
Done
year
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
thousand eight
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
of our
year of
America
[L.
s.]
and of
Independence of
of the
the United
United States of America
the Independence
of the
and
[L. s.]
ninetieth.
the ninetieth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the President:
President:
By
State.
Secretary of &ate.
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIA

TREATY
TREATY WITH THE OMAHA
OMAHA INDIANS.
ARCH 6,
1865.
INDIANS. M
MARCH
6, 1865.

667
667

Treaty
between the
the United
United States
Sates of America and the
Treaty between
the Omaha
Omaha Tribe
Tribe of
of
Indians; Concluded
Concluded March
6,1865;
Indians;
March 6,
1865; Ratiication
Rat cation advised
February 13,
13,
advised February
1866; Proclaimed
Proclaimed February
February 15,
15, 1866.
1866.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
ANDREW
PRESIDENT

OF THE
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

March 6,186C.
6, 1866.
March

TO
ALL AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO WHOM
THESE PRESENTS
TO ALL AND
WHOM THESE
PRESENTS SHALL
COME, GREETING:
SHALL COME,
GREETING:

WHEREAS
a Treaty
W HEREAS a
Treaty was
was made
made and concluded
concluded at the city
city of
of Washington,
WashingtQn,
in
the District of
of Columbia,
on the sixth
in the District
Columbia, on
sixth day of March,
the year
year of
March, in
in the
of
our
one thousand
thousand eight
our Lord
Lord one
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five, by
by and
and between
between
Clark
W.
Thompson and Robert W.
W. Furnas, Commissioners,
Clark W. Thompson
Commissioners, on
on the
part
the part
of
the United
United States,
and E-sta-mah-zha,
Joseph La
of the
States, and
E-sta-mah-zha, or Joseph
La Flesche,
Gra-taFlesche, Gra-tamah-zhe,
or Standing
Ga-he-ga-zhin-ga, or
mah-zhe, or
Standing Hawk,
Hawk, Ga-he-ga-zhin-ga,
or Little
Little Chief,
Chief, Tah-wahTah-wahga-ha,
or Village
Maker, Wah-no-ke-ga,
ga-ha, or
Village Maker,
Wah-no-ke-ga, or Noise,
Noise, Sha-da-na-ge,
or Yellow
Yellow
Sha-da-na-ge, or
Smoke, Wastch-com-ma-nu,
Smoke,
Wastch-com-ma-nu, or Hard
Walker, Pad-a-ga-he,
or Fire
Fire Chief,
Chief,
Hard Walker,
Pad-a-ga-he, or
Ta-su,
Ma-ha-nin-ga, or
Ta-su, or
or White Cow, and Ma-ha-nin-ga,
or No
Knife, Chiefs
of the
the Omaha
Omaha
No Knife,
Chiefs of
Tribe of
Indians, on the part of said tribe
Tribe
of Indians,
of Indians,
Indians, and
and duly
authorized
tribe of
duly authorized
thereto by
by them,
them, which
thereto
which treaty is in the
the words and
and figures
figures following,
to wit:
wit:
following, to

Preamble

ARTICLES OF TREATY made and concluded at Washington,
D.
ARTICLES OF' TREATY made and concluded
D. C.,
on the
the
C., on

Contracting
Contraoting
sixth day
day of
of March,
sixth
March, A.
A. D.
D. 1865, between
between the United
United States
States of
Amer- parties.
Parties '
of America,
by
their
Commissioners,
ica, by their
Clark W. Thompson
Thompson and
Robert W.
and Robert
W. Furnas,
Furnas,
and the
and
the Omaha
Omaha tribe of Indians, by their chiefs,
chiefs, E-sta-mah-za,
E-sta-mah-za, or
or Joseph
Joseph
La
Flesche;
Gra-ta-mah-zhe,
La Flesche; Gra-ta-mah-zhe, or Standing Hawk;
Hawk; Ga-he-ga-zhin-ga,
Ga-he-ga-zhin-ga,
or
Little Chief;
Tah-wah-gah-ha, or Village
or Little
Chief; Tah-wah-gah-ha,
Village Maker;
Wah-no-ke-ga, or
or
Maker; Wah-no-ke-ga,
Noise; Sha-da-na-ge,
Noise;
Sha-da-na-ge, or Yellow Smoke;
Smoke; Wastch-com-ma-nu,
or Hard
Hard
Wastch-com-ma-nu, or
Walker;
Pad-a-ga-he, or Fire Chief; Ta-su,
Walker; Pad-a-ga-he,
Cow; Ma-haMa-haTa-su, or
or White
White Cow;
nin-ga, or No
No Knife.
Knife.

ARTICLE I.

The

tribe of
do hereby
cede, sell,
ARTICLE I. The Omaha
Omaha tribe
of Indians
Indians do
hereby cede,
of
sell, and
and Cession
Cessionof
convey to
to the
the United
a tract of land from
convey
United States a
the north
side of
of their
from the
north side
their
land
to
the
present
reservation, defined
present reservation,
defined and bounded as follows,
follows, viz: commencing
at United
cited State&
States.
commencing at
aapoint
on the
point on
the Missouri
Missouri river four miles due south
from the north bound- Boundaries.
south from
ary line of said reservation, thence west ten miles, thence the north bound- Boundaries
ary line of said reservation, thence west
four miles,
miles,
south four
thence
to the
thence west
west to
the western
western boundary
boundary line of the
north
the reservation,
reservation, thence
thence north
to
the
northern
boundary line, thence east to the Missouri
to the northern boundary
river, and
and thence
thence
Missouri river,
south along
river to the place of beginning; and
south
along the
the river
the said
said Omaha
Omaha
and that
that the
tribe
Indians will
will vacate
vacate and give possession
possession of the
tribe of
of Indians
lands ceded
by
this
the lands
ceded
by this
treaty
immediately after its
its ratification:
ratification: Provided,
treaty immediately after
Provided, That
That nothing
herein Provio.
Proviso.
nothing
herein
contained
shall be
be construed
contained shall
construed to include any of the lands upon which
which the
the
said
tribe of Indians have
said Omaha
Omaha tribe
have now improvements,
improvements, or
any land
land or
or imimor any
provements belonging
connected with, or
provements
belonging to, connected
used for
the benefit
benefit of
of the
the
or used
for the
Missouri school
school now
now in existence
existence upon the Omaha
Missouri
Omaha reservation.
reservation.
ARTICLE II. In
consideration of the foregoing
foregoing cession,
ARTICLE IL
In consideration
the United
United Payment
Payment to
to
cession, the
States agree
to pay
pay to
to the
the said Omaha
States
agree to
Omaha tribe of
of Indians
Indians the
sum of
of fifty
the sum
fifty thoewtabli:aesltmd
thoe tOmaasan
thousand
paid upon
ratification of this treaty,
thousand dollars,
dollars, to
to be
be paid
upon the ratification
treaty, and to be
be pended.
pended.
expended
by their agent, under the direction
expended by
direction of
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
of the
Indian
Affairs, for
for goods,
goods, provisions, cattle, horses, construction
Indian Affairs,
of buildings,
buildings,
construction of
farming implements,
farming
implements, breaking up lands, and
other improvements
on their
and other
improvements
on
their
reservation.
reservation.
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cession, the
ARTICLE III.
further consideration
consideration of the foregoing cession,
the
In further
III. In
ARTICLE

xt
r
former
treaty to
to United States agree
treaty
former
be extended:
extend
the
article VIII.
treaty
VIII. of the treaty
of article
provisions of
the provisions
to extend
States agree to
etended. to United
be

Vol.
x. p.
the Omaha
Omaha tribe
United -States, made on the
tribe of Indians and the Unitedbetween the
1045. between
p. 1045.
Vol. x.
16th day
day of
term of ten years from
from and after
after
for aa term
1854, for
D. 1854,
A. D.
March, A.
of March,
16th
the
and the
the United
United States further
pay
further agree to pay
treaty; and
this treaty;
of this
ratification of
the ratification
to
the said
said Omaha
Omaha tribe
tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, upon the
the ratification
ratification of this treaty,
to the
Damages.
the
of seven
seven thousand
damages in consequence
the occuoccuconsequence of the
as damages
dollars as
thousand dollars
sum of
the sum
Damages.
pancy
portion of
Omaha reservation
reservation not
not hereby ceded, and use
the Omaha
of the
of aa portion
pancy of
and
destruction of
of timber
by the
Winnebago tribe
Indians while
while tempotempotribe of Indians
the Winnebago
timber by
and destruction
rarily
residing thereon.
rarily residing
Present reserreserARTICLE
IV. The
The Omaha
Omaha Indians
Indians being
of promoting
promoting settled
settled
desirous of
being desirous
ARTICLE IV.
Present
vation
to be
be diof industry
industry and enterprise
enterprise amongst themselves
themselves by abolishing the
habits of
di- habits
vation to
assigning
by assigning
lands, and
and by
assign
in
members
vided among
of the tenure in common by which they now hold their lands,
tribe
thereof in
severalty to
the members
inclug
members of the tribe, includto the
in severalty
quantities thereof
limited quantities
in seversever- limited
tribe in
relatives now residing
city.
ing
blood relatives
residing with them, to be
ming their half or mixed blood
lty.
cultivated and
and improved
for their
individual use
is
use and benefit, it is
own individual
their own
improved for
cultivated
hereby agreed
agreed and
and stipulated
stipulated that
remaining portion of their
their present
present
the remaining
that the
hereby
regervation shall
be set
set apart
purposes; and
and that out of the same
same
said purposes;
for said
apart for
shall be
reservation
a family
How assigned.
there shall
shall be
be assigned
assigned to
head of a
family not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred
to each
each head
assigned. there
How
and sixty
sixty acres,
and to
to each
years of age and upeighteen years
person, eighteen
male person,
each male
acres, and
and
wards,
without family,
forty acres
acres of
of land—to
include in
in
include
land -to
exceeding forty
not exceeding
family, not
wards, without
six
every
case, as
as far
as practicable,
reasonable proportion
proportion of timber;
timber; six
a reasonable
practicable, a
far as
every case,
hundred
and forty
of said
lands, embracing
surrounding the
embracing and surrounding
said lands,
acres of
forty acres
hundred and
Agency.
present
agency improvements,
improvements, shall
and appropriated
appropriated to
apart and
set apart
be set
also be
shall also
present agency
Agency.
the
occupancy and
and use
of the
the agency
agency for
for said
Indians. The lands to be
said Indians.
use of
the occupancy
so assigned,
assigned, including
includire, those
those for
for the
the use
use of
of the
agency, shall be in as reguthe agency,
so
lar and
and compact
compact a
as possible,
possible, and
and so
and
as to admit of aa distinct and
so as
a body
body as
lar
whole of the lands, assigned
well-defined
assigned or
or
boundary. The whole
exterior boundary.
well-defined exterior
Omaha reserin
the Omaha
Omaha
severalty, shall constitute and be known as the
in severalty,
unassigned,
reser- unassianed
Omaha
is
vation.
reservation,
and over
over which all laws passed or which may be passed
within and
reservation, within
vation.
by Congress
Congress regulating
regulating trade
trade and
and intercourse
the Indian tribes
tribes shall
intercourse with the
by
Whites not
not to
to have
have full
and effect,
effect, and
and no
no white
white person,
except such
such as shall be in
person, except
force and
full force
Whites
or go
reside or
States, shall be
the employ
goerm
or resunless,
ide
employ of the United
United States,
be allowed
allowed to
to reside
go upon
upon
reside
gor
th],
teroni1, unless,
&c.
any portion
said reservation
reservation without
the written
written permission
permission of the
the
without the
of said
portion of
any
r&c.
division
superintendent of
of Indian
affiirs or
tribe. Said division
the tribe.
for the
agent for
the agent
or the
Indian affairs
superintendent
and assignment
the Omahas
Omahas in
be made under
under
severalty shall be
in severalty
to the
lands to
of lands
assignment of
and
the direction
direction of
of the
Interior, and when
approved by him,
when approved
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
the
Certificates to
and conclusive.
conclusive. Certificates
be issued by the
the Commisshall be
Certificates shall
final and
be final
shall be
to shall
Certificates
assigned, specifying
be issued
sioner of
Affairs for the tracts so assigned,
specifying the names
names of
of
Indian Affairs
of Indian
sioner
for
issued for
be
tracts assigned.
assigned. the
to whom they have been
individuals to
the individuals
been assigned
assigned respectively,
respectively, and
and
tracts
that
they are
are for
for the
exclusive use
use and benefit
benefit of themselves, their
their
the exclusive
that they
alienated in fee, leased,
Not to
heirs,
tracts shall not be
be alienated
leased,
and said tracts
descendants; and
and descendants;
heirs, and
to be
be
Not
alienated
nor
or
otherwise disposed
except to
the United
United States
States or
or to
to other
other members
members
to the
of except
disposed of
or otherwise
alienated&c.nor
leased,
prescribed by the
of
such rules and regulations
may be prescribed
regulations as may
under such
tribe, under
the tribe,
of the
Secretary of
of the
and they
exempt from taxation, levy,
they shall be exempt
Interior, and
the Interior,
Secretary
sale or
otherwise provided
provided for by Congress.
Congress.
until otherwise
forfeiture, until
or forfeiture,
sale,
Omahas may sale,
of the Government
Government
the object of
that the
understood that
being understood
It being
V. It
ARTICLE V.
Omahasmay
repurchase
described is for the
the purpose
purpose of locating
locating the
the
purchasing the land herein described
this in purchasing
repurchase this
land, if the locanow, therefore, should
tion of the
Win- Winnebago
thereon, now,
should their
their location
location there
there prove
prove
tribe thereon,
Winnebago tribe
the Wintion'of
the peace,
peace, quiet, and harmony of the whites as well as of
of
nebagos affects detrimental to the
their peace.
peace.
the
of Indians,
shall have the privilege
privilege of
of
the Omahas shall
Indians, then the
tribes of
two tribes
the two
their
re-purchasing
land herein ceded upon the same terms they now sell.
re-purchasing the land
Execution.
In
whereof, the
the said
Thompson and Robert
Robert W.
W. Thompson
Clark W.
said Clark
testimony whereof,
In testimony
Execution.
delegates of
aforesaid, and the said chiefs
Furnas, Commissioners
Commissioners as aforesaid,
chiefs and delegates
of
Furnas,
the Omaha
tribe of Indians, have hereunto
hereunto set their hands and seals at the
Omaha tribe
the
hereinbefore written.
place and on ththe day
day and year
year hereinbefore
written.
place
CLARK W.
W. THOMPSON,
THOMPSON,
CLARK
R.
FURNAS,
R. W. FURNAS,
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
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E-STA-MAH-ZHA,
E-STA-MAH-ZHA, or Joseph La Flesche,
his x
x mark.
Flesche, his
mark.
GRA-TA-MAH-ZHE,
GRA-TA-1NIAH-ZHE, or Standing Hawk,
Hawk, his
mark.
his x
x mark.
GA-HE-GA-ZHIN-GA,
GA-HE-GA-ZHIN-GA, or Little Chief, his
mark.
his x
x mark.
TAH-WAH-GA-HA,
TAI1-WAH-GA-H
A, or Village
Village Maker,
mark.
Maker, his
his x
x mark.
WAH-NO-KE-GA, or Noise, his xx mark.
WAH-NO-KE-GA,
SHA-DA-NA-GE, or Yellow
SHA-DA-NA-GE,
Yellow Smoke, his
his x
mark.
x mark.
WASTCH-COM-MA-NU, or Hard Walker, his x
WASTCH-COM-MA-NU,
x mark.
mark.

PAD-A-GA-IIE, or
or Fire
PAD-A-GA-HE,
Fire Chief,
Chief, his
his x
x mark.
mark.

TA-SU, or White Cow, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
MA-HA-NIN-GA,
MA-HA-NIN-GA, or No Knife,
Knife, his x
x mark.
mark.
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[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SFAL.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
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[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

presence a—
In presence
of-

H.
ll. CHASE,
CHASE, U S.
S. Interpreter.
Interpreter.
LEWIS
LEWIS SAUNSOCI,
SAUNSOCI, interpreter.
Interpreter.
ST.
BALCOMBE, U
ST. A. D. BALCOMBE,
U.S.
S.Indian
Indian Agent.
Agent.
GEO.
GEO. N.
N. PROFFER.
PROPPER.
J..N.
J
N.H.
H.PATRICK.
PATRICK.

And whereas the said Treaty having
And
havitg been submitted
to the
the Senate
submitted to
Senate of
of
the
for its
the United
United States
States for
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon, the Senate
Senate did, on
on
the thirteenth
the
thirteenth day of February,
February, one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
advise and consent
consent to the ratification
same by
by a
aresolution
in the
ratification of
of the
the same
resolution in
the
words and figures
figures following, to
to wit:—
wit:IN
EXECUTIVE SESSION, SENATE
I
N EXECUTIVE
SENATE OF THE UNITED
STATES,
UNITED STATES,
February 13, 1866.
1866.

Resolved, (two
Resolved,
(two thirds of the Senators present concurring,)
That the
the
concurring,) That
Senate advise
consent to the ratification
Senate
advise and consent
ratification of the Treaty
Treaty between
between the
the
United
United States of America, by their
Clark W.
W. Thompson
their Commissioners,
Commissioners, Clark
Thompson
and
and Robert
Robert W. Furnas, and the Omaha tribe
tribe of
Indians, made
made and
of Indians,
and conconcluded at Washington,
Washington, D. C., on the
day of
March, A.
A. D.
D. 1865.
1865.
the sixth
sixth day
of MIarch,
Attest:
J.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.

Ratification.
Ratificatioa.

Now, therefore,
therefore, be it known that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PresiI, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
America, do, in pursuance
dent of the United States of America,
of the
pursuance of
the advice
advice and
and
consent
of the Senate,
consent of
Senate, as expressed in its resolution
resolution of
of the
the thirteenth
thirteenth of
of
February,
February, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify,
and sixty-six,
ratify, and
and
confirm the said Treaty.
Treaty.
In
whereof II have signed
In testimony
testimony whereof
signed the same with my
hand, and
and have
have
my hand,
caused the seal of the United States
States to
be hereto
hereto affixed.
affixed.
to be
Done at the City of Washington,
Washington, this
this fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
of February,
February,
in the year of our Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and
[L.
s.] sixty-six, and of the Independence
[L. B.]
of the
the United
States of
of
Independence of
United States
America
America the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM H.
H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary of
WILLIAM
of State.
State.

Proclaim ed.
Proclaimed.
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Treaty between the United States of America
and the
America and
the Winnebago
Winnebago Tribe
Tribe
of Indians;
Indians; Concluded
Concluded March
Ratification advised,
advised, with
with
March 8,
8, 1865;
1865; Ratification
Amendment,
February 13, 1866; Amendment
Amendment, February
February 20,
20,
Amendment accepted
accepted February
1866; Proclaimed
Proclaimed March
March 28,
1866.
28, 1866.

ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
TO
ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
TO ALL
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
COME, GREETING:
GREETING:
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME,

WHEREAS
WHEREAS aa Treaty was made and concluded
the city
city of
of WashingWashingconcluded at
at the
ton, in the District of Columbia, on the eighth day of March,
March, in
year
in the
the year
of our Lord one thousand.eight
hundred and sixty-five,
thousand .eight hundred
sixty-five, by
and between
between
by and
William
P. Dole, Clark W. Thompson,
William P.
Thompson, and St.
D. Balcombe,
ComSt. A.
A. D.
Balcombe, Commissioners,
United States, and
missioners, on the part of the United
Little
and Little Hill,
Hill, Little
Dacoria, Whirling Thunder, Young Prophet,
Young
Prophet, Good
Good Thunder,
Thunder, Young
Crane, and White Breast, Chiefs of
of the Winnebago
Winnebago Tribe
Indians, on
on
Tribe of
of Indians,
the part of said tribe of Indians, and
thereto by
by them,
them,
and duly
duly authorized
authorized thereto
which treaty is in the words and figures
to wit
figures following,
following, to
wit::—
ARTICLES OF TREATY
TREATY made and
and concluded
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C., bebeconcluded at
at Washington,
tween
tween the United States of America,
America, by their Commissioners,
Wm. P.
P.
Commissioners, Wm.
Dole, C. W. Thompson, and St. A. D. Balcombe,
Balcombe, and the Winnebago
Winnebago
Tribe of Indians, by their chiefs
chiefs Little
Hill, Little
Decoria, Whirling
Whirling
Little Hill,
Little Decoria,
Thunder, Young Prophet, Good
Good Thunder, and
and White
White Breast,
on the
the
Breast, on
of March,
8th day
day of
March, 1865.
1865.

March 8,1865.
March
8,1865.

Preamble.

Contracting
Contracting
parties '
parties.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I. The Winnebago
Winnebago tribe of Indians hereby
and
hereby cede,
cede, sell,
sell, and
convey to the United States all their right, title, and interest
interest in and
to Cession of
of
and to
their present reservation
Landing, IlInnidtserStthaetes.
their
reservation in the Territory
Territory of Dakota,
Dakota, at Usher's Landing,
Unds
to the
on the Missouri river,
river, the
and bounds
whereof being
on file
the
the metes
metes and
bounds whereof
being on
file in
in the
Indian Department.
Department.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II. In consideration
consideration of the foregoing
foregoing cession,
cession, and
and the
the valuvaluable improvements
improvements thereon, the United States agree to set apart
apart for the Reservation
Reservation
occupation and
forever, all
all that
that for
f
b
o
a
r
r,the
t
o
h
s.eWinneWinneoccupation
and future
future home
home of
of the
the Winnebago
Winnebago Indians,
Indians, forever,
bae
os.
certain tract or parcel of land ceded
ceded to the
United States
by the
Omaha
the United
States by
the Omaha
tribe of Indians
Indians on the sixth
sixth day of March,
1865, situated
situated in
in the
March, A.
A. D.
D. 1865,
the
Territory of Nebraska,
Nebraska, and described
described as follows,
follows, viz:
at aa
viz: Commencing
Commencing at
point on the Missouri river four miles due south from the north boundary
boundary
reservation; thence
line of said reservation;
thence west ten miles; thence
thence south
miles; Boundaries.
south four
four miles;
thence west to the western boundary line of the reservation;
reservation ;thence
thence north
north
to the northern boundary
boundary line; thence
thence east
east to
to the
the Missouri
river; and
Missouri river;
and
thence south along the river to
beginning.
to the place of
of beginning.
ARTICLE III.
III. In further consideration
consideration of the foregoing
cession, and
and
fbregoing cession,
Winnebagos may be as well situated
in order that the Winnebagos
as they
they were
when The
The United
United
situated as
were when
they
moved from
Minnesota, the
the United
agree to
to erect
erect on
they were
were moved
from Minnesota,
United States
States agree
on iSntiantsestotoberreeacil
itlles to break
reservation, hereby set apart, a
a good steam saw-mill with
their reservation,
grist-mill &c.
&e. lands,
!ands, to
to
with aagrist-mill
attached, and to break and fence
fence one hundred
of land
land for
for each
each band,
band furnish seeds,
seeds,
hundred acres
acres of
tools, &C.
&c.
with
and supply them
th em w
ith seed,
see d, t
an d p
l
an tthe
th e same,
same ,
an d s
hall furnish
furnish tools
Aniendment.
too sow
sow and
plant
and
shall
Amendment.
them with two thousand dollars' worth
worth of guns, sixty horses, one
one hundred
672.
hundred Post.
Post. p. 672.
cows, twenty yoke of oxen and wagons, two
Cows,
chains each,
and five
hundred
two chains
each, and
five hundred
dollars' worth of agricultural
agricultural implements, in
those on
on the
the rerein addition
addition to
to those
serve hereby ceded.
ceded.
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ARTICLE
States further
agree to
said reserto erect on said
further agree
United States
The United
IV. The
ARTICLE IV.
Agency and
other buildings vation
an agency
agency building,
buildings
warehouse, and suitable buildings
school-house, warehouse,
building, school-house,
an
aton
buildigs
other
and houses for
for the
interpreter, miller,
engineer, carpenter,
carpenter, and blacksmith,
miller, engineer,
physician, interpreter,
the physician,
for
chiefs.
and a
house 18
feet, one
story high,
high, well shingled
shingled and
half story
and aa half
one and
24 feet,
by 24
18 by
a house
and
substantially finished,
finished, for each
each chief.
chief.
substantially
ARTICLE V.
stipulate and
and agree to remove
also stipulate
States also
United States
The United
V. The
ARTICLE
Expenses of
removal, &c.
the
Winnebago Tribe
of Indians
their property
property to their new home,
and their
Indians and
Tribe of
the Winnebago
removal, &c.
and
the tribe
one year
year after
there.
arrival there.
their arrival
after their
tribe one
subsist the
to subsist
and to
Thompson, and
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, the
Wm. P.
and
Dole, Clark W. Thompson,
P. Dole,
said Wm.
the said
In testimony
St. A.
A. D.
D. Balcombe,
Commissioners as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and the undersigned
undersigned
Balcombe, Commissioners
St.
chiefs
and delegates
Winnebago Tribe
Tribe of
Indians, have hereunto
of Indians,
the Winnebago
of the
delegates of
chiefs and
set
their hands
hands and
and seals,
seals, at
on the
written.
hereinbefore written.
day hereinbefore
the day
and on
place and
the place
at the
set their
P. DOLE,
W. P.
CLARK W.
THOMPSON,
W. THOMPSON,
CLARK
S
T. A.
A.D.
D. BALCOMBE,
BALCOMBE,
ST.
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
LITTLE
his x
x mark.
mark.
HILL, his
LITTLE HILL,
LITTLE DACORIA,
mark.
his xx mark.
DACORIA, his
LITTLE
WHIRLING
his x
x mark.
mark.
THUNDER, his
WHIRLING THUNDER,
YOUNG
PROPHET, his
his x
x mark,
mark,
YOUNG PROPHET,
GOOD
x mark,
mark,
his x
THUNDER, his
GOOD THUNDER,
YOUNG CRANE,
x mark,
mark,
his x
CRANE, his
YOUNG
WHITE BREAST,
mark,
his xx mark,
BREAST, his
WHITE

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

ofIn
presence of
—
In presence
M ITCHELL S
T. CYR,
CYR, United
United State[s]
Interpreter.
State[s] Interpreter.
ST.
MITCHELL
ALEXANDER PAYN,
ic
4L
"tt
"
"
PAYN,
ALEXANDER
Omnahas.
R.W
FutI-N-As, U.
U.S
Agt. for
for Omahas.
S..Agt.
W..FURNAS,
R.
Indian Agent.
S. Indian
U S.
BENJ. F.
F.LUSHBAUGI,
LUSHBAUGH, U.
BENJ.
AUGUSTUS KOUNTZE.
KOUNTZE.
AUGUSTUS
C.
HAZLETT.
C. HAZLETT.
of
And whereas
whereas the
been submitted to the Senate of
having been
treaty having
said treaty
the said
And
the
for its
constitutional action
action thereon,
thereon, the Senate did, on
its constitutional
States for
United States
the United
the thirteenth
of February,
February, one
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
thousand eight
one thousand
day of
thirteenth day
the
with
same,
the
advise
and
consent
to
the
ratification
of
with
an amendment,
amendment, by
ratification
the
to
consent
advise and
a
resolution in
in the
the words
following to wit:wit: —
figures following
and figures
words and
a resolution
THE UNITED
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, S
ENATE OF
OF THE
UNITED
SENATE
IN

February
February 13, 1866.

Ratification
Ratification

with amendamendwith

ment.

STATES,
STATES,

Resolved,
(two thirds of the Senators present
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
That the
the
Resolved, (two
Senate advise
advise and
and consent
consent to
the ratification
ratification of the
the treaty made and conto the
Senate
cluded at
Washington, D.
D. C.,
United States of America,
America, by
the United
between the
C., between
at Washington,
cluded
A. D.
their Commissioners,
William P.
P. Dole, C. W.
W. Thompson.
Thompson, and St. A.
D.
Commissioners. William
their
Balcombe,
Indians, by their chiefs Little
of Indians,
Tribe of
Winnebago Tribe
the Winnebago
and the
Balcombe, and
Hill,
Whirling Thunder,
Yottnd [Young]
[Young]
Thunder, Yoand
[Dacoria,] Whirling
Decorice, [Dacoria,]
Little Decorice,
Hill, Little
Prophet, Good
Good Thunder,
White Breast, on the 8th day of March,
March,
and White
Thunder, and
Prophet,
1865, with
following
with the following
1865,
AMENDMENT:
AMIEND31ENT:

See Ante,p.
Ante, p.671.
671.
See

Article
3d, line
"sixty," and insert
insert the
the words
words
strike out the word "sixty,"
line 7, strike
Article 3d,
four
hundred.
four hundred.
Attest:
J. W.
W. FORNEY, Secretary.
J.
Attest:

amendment having been
And whereas
whereas information
of the foregoing
foregoing amendment
information of
And
given
the Chiefs
of the
Winnebago Tribe of Indians whose
whose names are
the Winnebago
Chiefs of
to the
given to
twentieth
the
on
did,
they
following,
subscribed
to
the
writing
hereto
following,
they
the
twentieth day
day
writing
the
to
subscribed
thousand eight
of
February, one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six, give
give their
their free
free
of February,
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and voluntary assent
assent to said amendment
in the
figures followfollowamendment in
the words
words and
and figures
ing,
wit :—
ing, to
to wit:
OMAHA
INDIAN
NEBRASKA TERRITORY,
TERRITORY,
OMAHA I
NDIAN AGENCY,
AGENCY, NEBRASKA

February 20, 1866.

Amendment
Amendment
accepted.
accepted.

Be it known that we, the chiefs of the Winnebago
Winnebago Tribe
of Indians,
Indians, in
in
Tribe of
council
council assembled,
assembled, being informed
informed by Superintendent
B. Taylor,
Taylor, through
through
Superintendent E.
E. B.
acting agent R. W. Furnas, that the
entered into
into by
our chiefs
the treaty entered
by our
chiefs and
and
representatives, on our part, and the
legal representatives,
by CommissionCommissionthe United
United States,
States, by
ers, on its [their]
[their] part, in March, 1865,
been so
so amended
as to
to provide
1865, has
has been
amended as
provide
for four hundred head of horses instead of sixty head,
as originally
originally stipuhead, as
stipulated, we hereby agree to said amendment,
to its
its being
being made
made
amendment, and
and consent
consent to
a
the original
original Treaty.
a part of
of the
Treaty.
In testimony whereof
whereof we
have hereto
our hands
hands and
and seals
the day
day
we have
hereto set
set our
seals the
and year above
written.
above written.
LITTLE HILL,
LITTLE
HILL, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
HEART, his
GOOD HEART,
his x
x mark.
mark.
mark.
GOOD THUNDER,
THUNDER, his
his x
x mark.
JEFFERSON, his
THOMAS JEFFERSON,
his x
mark.
x mark.
COO-NA-HUT-TA-KA,
COO-NA-HUT-TA-KA, his
mark.
his x
x mark.
YOUNG
FRENCH, his
YOUNG FRENCH,
his x
mark.
x mark.
OLD ROGUE,
ROGUE, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
WHIRLING
WHIRLING THUNDER, his x
x mark.
YOUNG
YOUNG PROPHET,
his x
x mark.
mark.
PROPHET, his
LITTLE DECORA,
LITTLE
DECORA, his
x mark.
his x
mark.
BIG BEAR,
his x
x mark.
mark.
BIG
BEAR, his

[SEAL.]
[EEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Signed in presence
of —
presence of-

R.
W..FURNAS,
R W
FURNAS, U
Ind. Ag't.
U..S
S..Ind.
Ag't.
FRANK THEBALT,
THEBALT, Interpreter.
Interpreter.

ALEX.
PAYN2
ti
ALEX. PAYN,
MERSHALL
ST. SCYR,
M
ERSFIALL Sr.
SCYR, "
"
ROBERT
ROBERT TEARE,
TEARE, Citizen.
Citizen.

Now, therefore, be it
it known
known that
that I,
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
President
ANDREW JOHNSON,

of the United States of America, do, in pursuance
and conconpursuance of
of the
the advice
advice and
sent of the Senate, as expressed
expressed in its resolution
resolution of
the thirteenth
of the
thirteenth of
of
February, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
accept, ratify,
ratify, and
and
sixty-six, accept,
confirm the said Treaty
Treaty with the
the amendment
amendment as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In testimony whereof II have signed the same
with my
my hand,
hand, and
have
same with
and have
caused the seal of the United States
affixed.
States to
to be
be hereto
hereto affixed.
at the city of Washington
Done ,at
Washington this twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day
day of
of
March, in the year
year of our Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred
[L. s.] and sixty-six, and of the Independence
Independence of
States
of the
the United
United States
America the
of America
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
By the
the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
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Supplemental Treaty between the United States
Supplemental
States of
of America
the Ponca
Ponca
America and
and the
Tribe of Indians;
Indians; Concluded March 10, 1865;
Ratification advised
advised
1865; Ratiication
March 2, 1867; Proclaimed
lifarch
28, 1867.
ProclaimedMarch
March 28,
1867.

ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
STATES OF
TO ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO WHOM
WHOM THESE PRESENTS
TO
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME GREETING:
GREETING:

WHEREAS
W HEREAS aa supplemental Treaty
Treaty was made
and concluded
at the
the city
city
made and
concluded at
of Washington, in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, on
of March,
on the
the tenth
tenth day
day of
March, in
in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, by
by and
and
and sixty-five,
between
between William P.
P. Dole,
the part
part of
Dole, Commissioner,
Commissioner, on
on the
of the
the United
United
States, and Wah-gah-sap-pi, or Iron Whip, Gist-tah-wah-gu,
Gist-tah-wah-gu or
or Strong
Strong
Walker, Wash-com-mo-ni,
Wash-corn-mo-ni, or
P. Ce
rr e, A
sh- nan e-kah-gah-he,
or Mitchell
Mitchell P.
Cerre,
Ash-nan-e-kah-gah-he,
or Lone Chief, and Tah-ton-ga-nuz-zhe,
Tah-ton-ga-nuz-zhe, or
or Standing
Standing Buffalo,
Buffalo, chiefs
chiefs and
and
headmen of the Ponca tribe of Indians,
Indians, on
and
on the
the part
part of
of said
said Indians,
Indians, and
duly authorized thereto by them, which
is in
words and
and figures
figures
which Treaty
Treaty is
in the
the words
following, to
wit :—
to wit:-

March
10, 1865.
1866.
March 10,

Preamble.
Preamble.

SUPPLEMENTAL
S
UPPLEMENTAL TREATY between the United
United States of
of America
the Contracting
contracting
America and
and the
Ponca tribe of Indians, made at the
Washington on the tenth parties.
the city of Washington
Parties.
day of March, A. D. 1865, between
between William
William P.
Commissioner
P. Dole,
Dole, Commissioner
Wah-gah-sap-pi, or
on the part of the United States, and Wah-gah-sap-pi,
Iron Whip;
Whip;
or Iron
Gist-tah-wah-gu,
Walker; Wash-com-mo-ni,
Gist-tah-wah-gu, or Strong Walker;
Wash-corn-mo-ni, or Mitchell
Mitchell P.
P.
Cerre; Ash-nan-e-kah-gah-he,
Ash-nan-e-kah-gah-he, or Lone Chief;
Chief; Tah-ton-ga-nuz-zhe,
Tah-ton-ga-nuz-zhe, or
or
Standing Buffalo;
Buffalo; on the part
the Ponca
Indians, they
they
part of the
Ponca tribe
tribe of
of Indians,
being duly authorized and
empowered by the
and empowered
the said tribe, as
as follows,
viz:—
viz:ARTICLE I. The Ponca
Ponca tribe of Indians hereby
and relinquish
relinquish Cession of
hereby cede
cede and
United, States all that portion of their present
to the United
reservation as
present reservation
the
as lands to the
United States.
States.
described in the first article of the treaty of March
March 12th, 1858, lying United
Vol.
Vol. xii. p. 997.
west of the range line between
west
between townships numbers
numbers (32)
thirty-two and
(32) thirty-two
and Boundaries.
Boundaries.
(33)
thirty-three north, ranges (10)
(33) thirty-three
(10) ten and (11)
(11) eleven
eleven west
of the
the (6)
(6)
west of
sixth principal
principal meridian, according
according to the
and Nebraska
Nebraska survey;
the Kansas and
survey;
estimated to
to contain thirty thousand acres,
acres, be the same more
estimated
more or less.
ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
of the
cession or
portion Certain
II. In
In consideration
consideration of
the cession
or release
release of
of that
that portion
Certain fracfracof the reservation above described by the Ponca
Ponca tribe
of Indians
the tional townships
tribe of
Indians to
to the
of
land
ceded
government of the United
United States, the
government
States, by
the government
government of
of the
the United
United States,
by the
the United
United
by way of rewarding
rewarding them for their constant
constant fidelity
fidelity to
the government
government States to the
to the
C
Poness.
and citizens
returning to the said
citizens thereof,
thereof, and with aaview of returning
said tribe of
of Pon as.
Ponca Indians
Indians their old burying-grounds
burying-grounds and cornfields,
Ponca
cornfields, hereby cede
and
cede and
relinquish to the tribe of Ponca Indians the following-described
relinquish
following-described fractional
townships, to wit: township (31)
(31) thirty-one
range (7)
seven west;
west;
thirty-one north,
north, range
(7) seven
fractional township (32)
(32) thirty-two
also fractional
thirty-two north,
north, ranges
six, (7,)
seven,
ranges (6,)
(6,) six,
(7,) seven,
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(8,) eight,
eight, (9,)
nine, and
and (10)
(10) ten
ten west;
west; also
fractional township
township (33)
(33) thirtythirtyalso fractional
(9,) nine,
(8,)
three north,
seven and
eight west;
and also all that
that portion
west; and
(8) eight
and (8)
(7) seven
ranges (7)
north, ranges
three
of township
thirty-three north,
north, ranges
(9) nine
(10) ten
west, lying
lying
ten west,
and (10)
nine and
ranges (9)
(33) thirty-three
township (33)
of
south
Ponca creek;
the islands
the Niobrara
or Running
Running
Niobrara or
in the
islands in
all the
also all
and also
creek; and
of Ponca
south of
Water
in front
front of
of lands
or townships
townships above
above ceded
ceded by
the
by the
lands or
lying in
river, lying
Water river,
Claims of
United States to the Ponca tribe of Indians.
Indians. But it is expressly understood
understood
settlers for improvements,
and
States shall
shall not
be called
called upon
upon to
to satisfy
satisfy or
not be
United States
the United
that the
agreed that
and agreed
rovements,
how
to
be setpay
claims
of
settlers for improvements
improvements upon the lands above
of any settlers
the
claims
pay
ow
to
tl
tied,
ceded by the United
United States to the Poncas, but that
that the Ponca tribe of
ed.
Indians
shall, out
their own
own funds,
funds, and
own expense, satisfy
and at their own
of their
out of
Indians shall,
said
should any
any be
be found
found upon
upon said
said lands
above ceded by the
lands above
claimants, should
said claimants,
United
the Ponca
Indians.
of Indians.
tribe of
Ponca tribe
to the
States to
United States
Indemnity
ARTICLE III.
government of the United
United States, in compliance
compliance
The government
III. The
Indemnity for ARTICLE
spoliation.
spoliation.
with the first paragraph of the second
second article of the treaty of March
March 12th,
1858, hereby
hereby stipulate
stipulate and
pay to the Ponca tribe
tribe of Indians for
for
agree to pay
and agree
1858,
indemnity
for spoliation
spoliation committed
committed upon
them, satisfactory evidence of
upon them,
indemnity for
which has
office of
of the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of Indian
the office
in the
lodged in
been lodged
has been
which
affairs,
recommended by
officer, and
the
also by the
and also
that officer,
by that
payment recommended
and payment
affairs, and
Secretary of
of the
the sum
sum of
of fifteen
thousand and
and eighty
eighty dollars.
fifteen thousand
Interior, the
the Interior,
Secretary
expenses attending the
ARTICLE IV.
IV. The expenses
the negotiation
negotiation of this treaty
ofbe ARTICLE
Expenses
this
Expenses
eaty to
toofbe
tr
treaty
this
paid
by Indians.
or agreement
agreement shall
paid by
States.
United States.
the United
by the
be paid
shall be
Indians. or
paid by
Execution.
In testimony whereof, the said
said Wm. P.
P. Dole, Commissioner
Commissioner as
as aforeaforesaid,
the undersigned,
undersigned, chiefs
chiefs of
tribe of
of Indians, have
have
Ponca tribe
the Ponca
of the
and the
said, and
hereunto
set their
their hands
hands and
and seals
at the
the place
place and on the day hereinbeseals at
hereunto set
fore written.
P. DOLE.
WM. P.
WAH-GAH-SAP-PI, or
his x
x mark.
Whip,
Iron Whip,
or Iron
WAH-GAH-SAP-PI,
GIST-TAH-WAH-GU,
Strong Walker, his xx mark.
GIST-TAH-WAH-GU, or Strong
WASH-COM-MO-NI, or Mitchell
Mitchell P.
P. Cerre,
Cerre, his x
x mark.
WASH-COM-MO-NI,
ASH-NAN-E-KAH-GAH-HE, or Lone
Lone Chief,
ASH-NAN-E-KAH-GAH-HE,
his x
x mark.
Standing Buffalo,
TAH-TON-GA-NUZ-ZHE, or Standing
TAH-TON-GA-NUZ-ZHE,
x mark.
his x
Executed in
presence ofof
in the presence
Executed
CHAS. S
IMS.
SIMS.
CHAS.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[sHAL.]

STEPHEN A.
A.DOLE.
DOLE.
STEPHEN
NEWTON
EDMUNDS.
NEWTON EDMUNDS.
GREGORY.
J.S
HAW GREGORY.
SHAW
J.
GEORGE N.
N. PROPPER.
PROPPER.
GEORGE

Ratification
advised.

And whereas
said Treaty
having been
to the
the Senate
Senate of
of
submitted to
been submitted
Treaty having
the said
whereas the
And
the
action thereon,
the Senate
on
did, on
Senate did,
thereon, the
its constitutional
constitutional action
for its
States for
United States
the United
March, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven,
the second
second day of March,
advise
and consent
consent to
to the
the ratification
ratification of the
same, by aa resolution, in the
the same,
advise and
words
and figures
figures following,
following, to wit:wit: —
words and
UNITED STATES,
OF THE
IN EXECUTIVE
ESSION S
ENATE OF
THE UNITED
STATES,
SENATE
SESSION
IN
EXECUTIVE S

March
1867.
March 2, 1867.
Resolved,
That the
the Senate
to the ratification of the
consent to
Senate advise
advise and consent
Resolved, That
supplemental Treaty
Treaty with
with the Ponca
Ponca tribe of Indians, concluded
concluded at
supplemental
Washington, March
1865.
March 10, 1865.
Washington,
J.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
Attest:
Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

Now, therefore, be it known that I, ANDREW
ANDREW J
JOHNSON,
OHNSON, President of
of
the
America, do, in pursuance
consent
pursuance of the advice and consent
of America,
United States
States of
the United
of
Senate, as expressed
expressed in its resolution
resolution of the second of March, one
the Senate,
of the
confirm the
thousand
hundred and
sixty-seven, accept, ratify,
ratify, and confirm
and sixty-seven,
eight hundred
thousand eight
said
Treaty.
said Treaty.
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TREATY WITH THE PONCA INDIANS. MARCH
M ARCH 10,
10, 1865.
1865.
In testimony whereof
whereof I
have hereto
signed my
caused the
the
I have
hereto signed
my name,
name, and
and caused
seal of
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
seal
of the
States to
Done at the city
twenty-eighth day
day of
of March,
city of Washington
Washington this
this twenty-eighth
March,
in the year of our
our Lord one
eight hundred
and sixtysixty.
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
[SEAL.]
seven, and
and of
of the
the United
United States
States of
America
[SEAL.] seven,
the Independence
Independence of
of the
of America
the ninety-first.
the
ninety-first.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By
By the
the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM H.
H. S
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
SEWARD,
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Convention
Convention between the United
United States,
Austrta, Belgium,
Spain, France,
States, Austria,
Belgium, Spain,
France,
Great Britain,
Britain, Italy, the Netherlands,
Netherlands, Portugal,
Portugal, and
and Sweden
Sweden on
the one
one
on the
part,and the Sultan
Sultan of Morocco on the
part,
other part;
part; Concluded
Concluded May
31,
the other
May 31,
1865; Proclaimed,
Proclaimed, March 12,
12, 1867.
1867.
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
BY THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:

May 81, 1865.
May81,1865.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
WHEREAS aa Convention
Convention between
between the United States,
States, Austria,
Austria, Belgium,
Belgium,
Spain, France, Great Britain,
Italy, the
Portugal, and
Britain, Italy,
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, Portugal,
and
Sweden on the one part, and the Sultan
Sultan of
on the
the other
other part,
part,
of Morocco
Morocco on
concerning the administration
administration and upholding
the lighthouse
lighthouse at
at Cape
Cape
upholding of
of the
Spartel, was concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries
on the thirty-first
thirty-first day of May, one thousand
hundred and
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
sixty-five,
which
which Convention,
Convention, being
being in the French and Arabic
Arabic languages,
word for
for
languages, is
is word
follows:—
word as follows:
-

Preamble.
Preamble.

CONVENTION
C
ONVENTION between the United States, Austria,
Austria, Belgium,
Spain,
Belgium, Spain,

Contracting
Contracting
parties'
parties.

France, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands,
Netherlands, Portugal,
and Sweden
Portugal, and
Sweden
on the one part, and the Sultan
of Morocco
the other
part, conconSultan of
Morocco on
on the
other part,
administration and upholding
cerning the administration
upholding of
lighthouse at
Cape
of the
the lighthouse
at Cape
Spartel.
Spartel.

In the name of the only God!
God! There
There is
no strength
nor power
but of
of
is no
strength nor
power but
God.
God.
His Excellency the President of the United
United States
States of
of America,
and
America, and
His Majesty
Majesty the Emperor of Austria,
Kim,of
Hungary and
and Bohemia,
Bohemia, his
Austria, King
of Hungary
his
Majesty
Majesty the King of the Belgians, her
her Majesty
Majesty the
the Queen
of Spain,
Spain, his
his
Queen of
Majesty
Majesty the Emperor of the French, her Majesty
the Queen
Queen of
of the
the United
Majesty the
United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
Majesty the
King of
of Italy,
Italy,
Ireland, his
his Majesty
the King
his Majesty
Majesty the King of the Netherlands, his
his Majesty
PortuMajesty the
the King
King of
of Portugal and the Algarves, his Majesty
King of
Norway, and
and
Majesty the
the King
of Sweden
Sweden and
and Norway,
his
Morocco and
his Majesty
Majesty the Sultan of Morocco
and of Fez,
Fez, moved
moved by
like desire
desire to
to
by a
a like
assure
assure the safety of navigation along the
the coasts
coasts of Morocco,
desirous
Morocco, and
and desirous
to provide, of common accord, the
measures most
proper to
attain this
this
the measures
most proper
to attain
end, have resolved to conclude
conclude a
and have
this
a special convention,
convention, and
have for
for this
purpose appointed their plenipotentiaries
to wit:—
plenipotentiaries,'to
wit: Excellency the
President
His Excellency
th e P
res id en tof
of th
Republic of
States: Plenipotentia.
Plenipotentiathee Republic
of the
the United
United States:
Jesse
consul-general near
Jesse Harland
Harland McMath, Esquire, his consul-general
near his Majesty the rries'
iesSultan of
of Morocco;
Morocco;
His
Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary
His Majesty
and of
of BoheBoheHungary and
mia;
mia: Sir John Hay Drummond
Drummond Hay, commander
of the
the very
very honorable
commander of
honorable
Order of the Bath, his general
general agent ad interim
interim near
his Majesty
the SulSulnear his
Majesty the
tan of Morocco;
Morocco;
His
Belgians: Ernest Daluin,
His Majesty
Majesty the King of the Belgians:
of his
Daluin, knight
knight of
his
Order
of Leopold,
Leopold, commander
number of the Order
Order of
commander of number
Isabella the
Order of
of Isabella
the
Catholic, of Spain, commander of the
Order of
of Tunis,
the Order
of Nichan
Nichan Eftikhar,
Eftikhar, of
Tunis,
his consul-general
consul-general for the west
coast of
west coast
of Africa;
Africa;
Her Majesty the Queen of Spain: Don Francisco
Francisco Merry
Merry y
y Colom,
Colom,
Grand
Grand Cross of the Order of Isabella the Catholic,
Catholic, knight
knight of
of the
the Order
Order
of St.
St. John
John of
of Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, decorated
of
decorated with the
the Imperial
Imperial Ottoman
of
Ottoman Order
Order of
Medjidie of
of the
the third
third class, officer.of
officer of the Order of the
Medjidie
Legion of
of Honor,
the Legion
Honor,
her minister resident
resident near his Majesty
Majesty the Sultan
Sultan of
of Morocco;
Morocco;
His Majesty
Majesty the Emperor of the French:
His
French: Auguste
Auguste Louis
Victor,
Louis Victor,
Baron Ayme
Ayme d'Aquim, officer of the
Legion of
Honor, commander
commander of
the
the Legion
of Honor,
of the
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Order
Francis the
First of
commander of
Order
of the
the Order
Two Sicilies,
Sicilies, commander
of the
the Two
the First
of Francis
Order of
of
St. Maurice
Maurice and
and Lazarus
of the
the Order
of Christ
Christ
Order of
commander of
of Italy,
Italy, commander
Lazarus of
of St.
of Portugal,
of the Lions
Lions of Brunswick,
knight
Brunswick, knight
the Order
Order of
of the
commander of
Portugal, commander
of
of the
the Order
of the
the Two
Sicilies, knight
Order of
of
of the Order
knight of
Two Sicilies,
of Constantine
Constantine of
Order of
of
Guelphs
of Hanover,
Hanover, his
his plenipotentiary
near his
his Majesty
Majesty the
Sultan of
of
the Sultan
plenipotentiary near
Guelphs of
Morocco ;
Morocco;
and
Her
Majesty the
the Queen
the United
Great Britain
Britain and
of the
United Kingdom of Great
Queen of
Her Majesty
Ireland:
commander of the very honorSir John
John Hay Drummond Hay, commander
Ireland: Sir
able
Order of
of the
Bath, her
her minister
minister resident
near his
Majesty the Sultan
Sultan
his Majesty
resident near
the Bath,
able Order
of Morocco;
Morocco;
His Majesty
Majesty the
the King
King of
Italy: Alexander
Verdinois, knight
knight of
the
of the
Alexander Verdinois,
of Italy:
His
Order
of St.
Maurice and
Lazarus, agent
agent and
consul-general of Italy,
and consul-general
and Lazarus,
St. Maurice
Order of
Sultan of Morocco;
Morocco;
Majesty the Sultan
near his Majesty
His Majesty
the Netherlands:
Netherlands: Sir
John Hay Drummond
Drummond
Sir John
of the
King of
the King
His
Majesty the
Hay,
the very
Order of the Bath,
consulBath, acting consulhonorable Order
very honorable
of the
commander of
Hay, commander
general of
the Netherlands,.
Netherlands, in
Morocco;
in Morocco;
of the
general
His Majesty
the King
King of
Portugal and
and the
Jose Daniel
Daniel
the Algarves;
Algarves; Jose
of Portugal
Majesty the
His
Colaco,
of his
Order of
of Christ,
Christ, knight
Order of the
knight of
of the Order
his Order
commander of
Colaco, commander
Rose of
of Brazil,
Brazil, his
his consul-general
consul-general near
near his
Majesty the Sultan
Sultan of MoMo.
his Majesty
Rose

rocco;
His
the King
of Sweden
Sweden and
and of Norway:
d'Ehrenhoff,
Norway: Selim d'Ehrenhoff,
King of
His Majesty
Majesty the
knight
Order of Wasa, his consul-general
Majesty the
consul-general near his Majesty
of the Order
knight of
Sultan of Morocco;
Morocco;
And
Morocco and of Fez, the
the Literary Sid
Sid
his Majesty
Majesty the Sultan of Morocco
And his
Mohammed Bargash, his
minister for foreign
foreign affairs;
affairs;
his minister
Mohammed
Who, after
having exchanged
exchanged their full powers,
powers, found
found in good
good and due
due
after having
Who,
:following articles :—
upon the following
form, agreed upon
ARTICLE
Majesty Scherifienne,
Scherifienne, having,
having, in an interest of huI. His
His Majesty
ARTICLE I.
The direction
of the
the lightconstruction, at the expense
of
lightmanity, ordered
ordered the construction,
expense of the government
government of
of
house
Cape
house at Cape
Morocco,
Spartel, consents
to devolve,
devolve, throughout
throughout
consents to
Cape Spartel,
at Cape
lighthouse at
of aalighthouse
Morocco, of
Spartel to deduration of the present convention,
superior direction and adminadminvolve upon, &e.
&c. the duration
convention, the superior
contracting
istration of this establishment
representatives of the contracting
establishment on the representatives
powers.
It is
is well
well understood
understood that
delegation does
does not
not import
any
that this
this delegation
import any
powers. It
encroachment
proprietary and
Sultan,
and of
of sovereignty,
sovereignty, of the Sultan,
encroachment on
on the rights,
rights, proprietary
whose
tower of the Pharos.
flag alone shall
shall be hoisted on the tower
whose flag
The expenses
expenses
ARTICLE II.
The government
government of Morocco
Morocco not at this time having any
any
ARTICLE
II. The
of management marine, either
upholding
commerce, the expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for upholding
mabagement marine, either of war or commerce,
of
to
be borne
borne by
by
to be
and
by the
the contracting
powers by
by
contracting powers
be borne
borne by
shall be
the lighthouse
lighthouse shall
and managing
managing the
whom.
means
of an
the quota
of which
shall be
be alike
for all
all
an annual
annual contribution,
contribution, the
quota of
which shall
alike for
means of
should have a
commercial
a naval or commercial
of them.
them. If, hereafter,
hereafter, the Sultan should
himself to take
share in
proportion
marine, he
he binds himself
take share
in the
the expenses
expenses in like
like proportion
subscribing powers. The expenses
expenses of repairs, and in need
need
with the other subscribing
of reconstruction, shall also be at his cost.
TOMO ;

Guard for
Guard
for the
lighthouse.
lighthouse.

a
ARTICLE
Sultan will
security of
of the
the lighthouse
lighthouse a
will furnish
furnish for
for security
The Sultan
ARTICLE III.
III. The

guard, composed
a Kaid and four soldiers. He engages, besides,
composed of a
besides, to
means in his power, in case of war, whether interprovide for, by all the means
preservation of
establishment, as well
well as
nal or external, the preservation
of this establishment,
as for
for the
the
safety of
keepers and persons
employed. On the other part, the
the conconpersons employed.
safety
of the
the keepers
tracting powers
bind themselves,
themselves, each
respect the
the
powers bind
each so
so far
far as
as concerned,
concerned, to
to respect
tracting
neutrality of the lighthouse, and to continue the payment
contribu
neutrality
payment of the contribu
tion
ease (which
(which God forbid)
forbid) hostilities
tion intended
intended to
to uphold
uphold it, even
even in
in case
should
between one
one of
should break
break out,
out, either
either between
between them
them or between
of them
them and the
the
empire
empire of
of Morocco.
Morocco.
Regulations
Regulations
ARTICLE
IV. The representatives
ARTICLE IV.
representatives of the contracting
contracting powers charged,
charged,
for the superinArticle
of
virtue
in
I.
of the present Convention,
Convention, with
with the
the superior direcsuperinfoenthe
tendence of the
establishment.
shall establish the necessary
necessary
tion and management
management of
of the lighthouse,
lighthouse, shall
establishment, and
regulations for
for the
the service
service and
and superintendence
superintendence of this establishment,
modification shall be
these articles, except by
no modification
be afterward
afterward applied
applied to
to these
common
agreement between the contracting
common agreement
powers.
contracting powers.
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ARTICLE V.
present Convention
Convention shall
shall continue
force ten years.
This ConvenConvenin force
continue in
The present
V. The
ARTICLE
o
In
within six
six months
of the
expiration of
this term,
of the
high tini
ot
f
or
t
t
o
e
u
n
t
inue
tocoec
continue
ni
the high
none of
term, none
of this
the expiration
months of
case, within
In case,
contracting
parties should,
official declaration,
known its
its years.
years ,
made known
have made
declaration, have
should, by
by official
contracting parties
purpose
to bring
close, so
so far
effects of this
concern it, the effects
as may concern
far as
to aa close,
bring to
purpose to
Further conconConvention, it
shall continue
year more,
more, ,and
so from
year Further
so
from year
and
one year
for one
in force
force for
continue in
it shall
Convention,
'.
tinuance.
to
year, until
until due
due notice.
tin
to year,
ARTICLE
execution of
of the
reciprocal engagements
engagements contained
contained Execution
Execution of
of
the reciprocal
The execution
VI. The
ARTICLE VI.
in
the present
Convention is
so far
as needful,
accom- the engagements
e
o
n
f
gy
t
f
a
e
d
ments
to the
the accomneedful, to
far as
is subordinated,
subordinated, so
present Convention
in the

&c.
established by the constitutional subordinate,
plishment of the forms and regulations established
su bordinate, &o.
laws
of those
those of
high contracting
contracting powers
powers who
are held
held to ask for their
their
who are
of the
the high
laws of
application
least
themselves to do with the least
bind themselves
they bind
which they
thereto, which
application thereto,
possible
possible delay.
ARTICLE
Convention shall
shall be
Ratification.
and the ratifi- Ratification.
be ratified,
ratified, and
The present
present Convention
VII. The
ARTICLE VII.
can be
be done.
at Tangier, as soon as can
be exchanged
exchanged at
cations be
In
faith whereof,
respective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed and affixed
affixed
the respective
whereof, the
In faith
their arms.
seals of their
thereto the seals
duplicate original,
original, in French
French and in Arabic, at Tangier, pro- Execution.
Execution.
in duplicate
Done in
tected of
the fifth
of the moon
moon of
year of the Hegira
of Moharrem,
Moharrem, year
day of
fifth day
of God,
God, the
tected
twelve hundred
hundred and eighty-two,
corresponds with the
the thirty-first
thirty-first of
eighty-two, which corresponds
twelve
the month
hundred and sixty-five.
of May,
May, of the year one thousand eight hundred
the
month of
[L.
s.]
JESSE
H. M'MATH.
[L. s.]
M'MATH.
JESSE H.
J. H.
H. DRUMMOND
[L. s.]
s.]
HAY.
DRUMMOND HAY.
J.
L. s.]
s.]
ERNEST
DALUIN.'
ERNEST DALUIN.
S.]
FRANCISCO
MERRY Y COLOM.
COLOM. [L.
[L. s.]
FRANCISCO MERRY
AYME D'AQUIN.
D' AQUIN.
[L. a.]
s.]
[L.
AYME
J. H.
H. DRUMMOND
B.]
[L. s.]
HAY.
DRUMMOND HAY.
J.
ALEX
AND RE VERDINOIS.
.]
[L. s.]
VERDINOIS.
ALEXANDRE
J. H.
[L. S.]
S.]
H. DRUMMOND
DRUMMOND HAY.
J.
JOSE DANIEL
DANIEL COLACO.
COLACO.
[L. s.]
a.]
[L.
JOSE
S. D'EHRENHOFF.
[L. s.]
S.]
[L.
S.
D'EHRENHOFF.
And
the said
ratified by the respecduly ratified
has been duly
Convention has
said Convention
whereas the
And whereas
tive governments
governments::—
tive
Now,
it known
known that
I,ANDREW
OHNSON, President
President of
JOHNSON,
ANDREW J
that I,
be it
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
the United
United States
of America,
caused the said Convention
Convention to be
have caused
America, have
States of
the
thereof
made public,
public, to
end that
the same
clause and article
article thereof
every clause
and every
same and
that the
to the
the end
made
with good faith by the United
United States and
observed and fulfilled with
may be observed
the
the citizens thereof.
I have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and caused
caused the seal
In witness
witness whereof I
of
affixed.
of the United States to be affixed.
Done at
the city
twelfth day of March,
March, in the
Washington this twelfth
of Washington
city of
at the
Done
year of
of our
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven,
and sixty-seven,
thousand eight
Lord one
our Lord
year
NEAL.] and of the
Independence of the
the United
United States of America
America the
the Independence
rsEAL.]
ninety-first.
ninety-first.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
the President:
President:
By the
W ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
WILLIAM

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.
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Treaty
between the
United States
States of
of America
America and
Woll-pah-pe Tribe
Tribe
and the
the Wol-pah-pe
the United
Treaty between
of Snake
August 12,
12, 1865;
1865; Ratification
_Ratification advised
advised
Indians; Concluded
Concluded August
of
Snake Indians;
July 5,
Proclaimed July
10, 1866.
July 10,
1866; Proclaimed
July
5, 1866;

JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

August
12,1865.
Angnst 12,1865.

TO
ALL AND
SINGULAR TO
PRESENTS SHALL
COME, GREETING:
GREETING:
THESE PBESENTS
SHALL COME,
AND SINGULAR
TO WHOM
WHOM THESE
TO ALL
W
HEREAS aatreaty
and concluded
Sprague River
River Valley,
Valley,
treaty was
was made
made and
concluded at Sprague
WHEREAS
on
the twelfth
twelfth day
of August,
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
eight
of our
thousand eight
day of
August, in
in the
on the
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, by
ComHuntington, Comand between
between J.
J. W.
W. Perit
Perit Huntington,
by and
hundred
missioner,
the part
the United
United States,
and Pah-ni-ne,
Pah-ni-ne, Hau-ni-noo-ey,
States, and
Hau-ni-noo-ey,
on the
part of
of the
missioner, on
and
chiefs and
and headmen,
the part
tribe of
of
Woll-pah-pe tribe
other chiefs
headmen, on
on the
part of the Woll-pah-pe
and other
Snake Indians,
Indians, and
and duly
authorized thereto
thereto by
treaty is in
by them, which treaty
duly authorized
Snake
the
words and figures following,
wit :—
to wit:
following, to
the words
ARTICLES
made and
and concluded
concluded at
at
AND CONVENTION
CONVENTION made
OF AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT AND
ARTICLES OF
the year
year one
on this
this twelfth day of August, in the
River Valley, on
Sprague River
thousand
hundred and
J. W. Petit
Huntington, susuPerit Huntington,
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, by
by J.
thousand eight
eight hundred
perintendent
affairs in Oregon,
Oregon, on the part
part of the United
United
Indian affairs
perintendent of Indian
States,
and headmen
headmen of
chiefs and
of the Woll-pah-pe
Woll-pah-pe
States, and
and the undersigned
undersigned chiefs
tribe of
of Snake
acting in
being duly
duly authorin behalf
behalf of said tribe, being
tribe
Snake Indians,
Indians, acting
ized so to
to do.
do.

Preamble.

Contracting
Contracting

parties

Parties '

ARTICLE I. Peace
henceforth between
States Peace.
between the United States
declared henceforth
Peace is declared
ARTICLE
Snake Indians, and
and also between
between said tribe
and the Woll-pah-pe
Woll-pah-pe tribe of Snake
and
the United
States. All prisoners
prisoners and Prisoners
Prisoners and
and
United States.
with the
and all other
other tribes in amity with
slaves
held by
by the
Woll-pah-pe tribe,
tribe, whether
whether the same
are white
slaves.
white persons
persons slaves.
same are
the Woll-pah-pe
slaves held
or
amity with the
the United
United States,
States, shall be rereor members of
of Indian tribes in amity
leased;
belonging to the said
said Woll-pah-pe
Woll-pah-pe tribe now held
and all
all persons
persons belonging
leased; and
as
by whites,
as slaves
slaves by
Indian tribes, shall be
given
be given
by other
other Indian
whites, or
or as
as prisoners
prisoners by
up.
up.
ARTICLE II. The said tribe hereby cedes and relinquishes
relinquishes to the
the United
United Cession of
landdg ashe
lands ttotet
to the Unicountry occupied by them,
States
them,' te
right, title, and interest to the countrytheir right,
States all their
,ted States.
Peak in the
Boundaries.
described as
as follows,
follows, to wit: Beginning
Beginning at the
the Snow
Snow Peak
the summit
summit Boundaries.
of the
the Blue
heads of
the Grande
Grande Ronde
river
Ronde river
the heads
of the
Mountain range,
range, near the
of
Blue Mountain
and
the north
north fork
of John
Day's river;
river; thence
said north fork of
thence down said
fork of
John Day's
and the
John
junction with the south fork; thence due south to
John Day's river to its junction
Crooked river;
river; thence
thence up
Crooked river
river and
the south
thereof to
to its
its
south fork
fork thereof
and the
up Crooked
Crooked
source;
southeasterly to
to Harney
Harney lake;
lake; thence
the
thence northerly
northerly to
to the
thence southeasterly
source; thence
Malheur and
continuing northerly to the
Burnt rivers;
rivers; thence continuing
of Malheur
and Burnt
heads of
place of
of beginning.
ARTICLE III.
III. The
The said
tribe agree
agree to
forthwith to the reservareserva- Indians
Indiana to rereremove forthwith
to remove
said tribe
ARTICLE
o
o
n
to reserva.
tion
treaty concluded
concluded on the 15th
15th of October, 1864,
1864, with
with move
Tve to reseraby the
the treaty
tion designated
designated by
the Klamath, Moadoc,
Moadoc and Yahooskiu
Yahooskiu Snake
Snake Indians,
Indians, there to remain
under
the authority
and protection
such Indian
agent, or
or other
other officer,
of such
Indian agent,
protection of
authority and
under the
as the
the government
assign to
to such duty, and no
United States may assign
government of the
the United
as
member of said tribe shall leave
said reservation
reservation for any purpose
purpose without
without
leave said
member
the written
written consent of
agent or
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over
or superintendent
superintendent having
of the
the agent
the
said
said tribe.
ARTICLE IV.
The said
Woll-pah-pe tribe
friendly with
submit to
with to submit
tribe promise
promise to be friendly
said Woll-pah-pe
IV. The
ARTICLE
t
s
h
t
e
atU
earaia
tend
d
the people of
of the
the United States, to
to submit
submit to the
the authority
authority thereof, and
and to not
the
United
commit
upon the
the persons
persons or
of citizens
thereof, depredate.
depredate.
commit no
no depredations
depredations upon
or property
property of
citizens thereof,
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AUGUST 12,
1865:
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of other
other Indian
Indian tribes;
tribes; and
member of said tribe commit
commit
should any member
and should
or of
Offenders
to be or
Offenderstobe
given up,
up, &c.
delivered up to the agent for punishshall be delivered
he shall
depredations, he
such depredations,
any such
&o. any
given
ment,
and the
If after
notice the tribe neglect
neglect or
or
due notice
after due
restored. If
property restored.
the property
ment, and
refuse
make restitution,
restitution, or
the property
injured or destroyed,
destroyed, comis injured
property is
or the
to make
refuse to
pensation
be made
hereinafter
government out of the annuities hereinafter
the government
by the
made by
may be
pensation may
In case
ease of
of any
depredation being
being committed
committed upon
upon the
the person
person
any depredation
Wrongs upon provided.
provided. In
Wrongs
the Indians, how or
aforesaid Woll-pah-pe
Woll-pah-pe tribe, it is stipuproperty of any member of the aforesaid
or property
the
redressed.
redressed.
lated that no attempt
attempt at revenge, retaliation,
retaliation, or reclamation
reclamation shall be made
by
said tribe;
but the
the case
case shall
shall be
be reported
reported to
to the
the agent or superintendtribe; but
by said
ent in
and the
the United
United States
that such
depredation shall
shall
such depredation
guarantee that
States guarantee
charge, and
in charge,
ent
be
manner as
as if
if committed
against white
white persons,
persons,
committed against
same manner
the same
in the
punished in
be punished
and that
the property
property shall
shall be
restored to the
the owner.
be restored
that the
and
tribe promise
endeavor to induce
induce the Hoo-neHoo-neto endeavor
promise to
said tribe
V. The
The said
ARTICLE V.
Hostile tribes. ARTICLE
Sale of arms, boo-ey and Wa-tat-kah tribes
Indians to cease hostilities against
against
Snake Indians
of Snake
of arms, boo-ey and Wa-tat-kah tribes of
Sale
&c.
the
and they
they also
agree that
that they will, in
ease, sell any
any arms
in no case,
also agree
whites; and
the whites;
or
other tribe
tribe hostile
hostile to the United States.
to any
any other
nor to
them nor
to them
ammunition to
or ammunition
ARTICLE
VI.The
The United
United States
States agree
expend, for
for the use and benagree to expend,
Fencing, and
ARTICLE VI.
Fencing,
cultivating
cultivating
efit of said
tribe,
the
sum
of
five
thousand
dollars
to
enable
the Indians
Indians to
to
efit of said tribe, the sum of five thousand dollars to enable the
lands.
lands.
fence,
cultivate a
asufficient
quantity of
land for
to
their use, to
for their
of land
sufficient quantity
and cultivate
up, and
break up,
fence, break
them with
implements, domestic
domestic animals,
animals, and
and such
such
farming implements,
seeds, farming
Seeds,
with seeds,
supply them
Seeds, tools, supply
&c.
subsistence as
necessary during the first year of their
their residence
residence
be necessary
as may be
subsistence
&c.
upon the
the reservation.
reservation.
upon
ARTICLE
The United
United States
States also
agree to
to expend,
expend, for
for the
the use
use and
and
also agree
Beneficial
VII. The
ARTICLE VII.
Beneficial
expenditures.
benefit of
tribe, the
sum of
thousand dollars per annum
annum for five
of two thousand
the sum
of said
said tribe,
benefit
expenditures.
years next
next succeeding
succeeding the
ratification of
treaty, and
and twelve
twelve hundred
hundred
this treaty,
of this
the ratification
years
dollars
the next
next ten
ten years
years following,
the same to
to be exfollowing, the
for the
annum for
per annum
dollars per
pended under
the United
United States
States for such
of the
President of
of the
the President
direction of
the direction
under the
pended
advance
objects
as, in
his judgment,
judgment, will
beneficial to the
Indians, and advance
the Indians,
be beneficial
will be
in his
objects as,
them
in morals
civilization.
knowledge of civilization.
ard knowledge
morals and
them in
ARTICLE
The said
tribe, after
removal to the reservation,
reservation,
their removal
after their
said tribe,
VIII. The
Physician.
ARTICLE VIII.
Mechanics,
&o. are to have the benefit of the services
Mechanics, &e.
services of the physician,
physician, mechanics,
mechanics, farmand
Mills and
ers,
and other
other employes
employes provided
provided for
for in
in the
treaty of
the 15th
of the
the treaty
teachers, and
school-houses.
ers, teachers,
school-houses.
October,
in common
Moadocs, and Yahooskiu
Yahooskiu
Klamaths, Moadocs,
the Elamaths,
with the
common with
1864, in
October, 1864,
Snakes, and
and are
and school-houses
school-houses prothe use of the mills and
have the
are also to have
Snakes,
vided
for in
treaty, so
far as
necessary to
to them, and not
not to
as may
may be necessary
so far
in said
said treaty,
vided for
Interpreter.
disadvantage of the other tribes; and,
and, in addition, an interpreter
interpreter who
the disadvantage
Interpreter,
understands the
the Snake
Snake language
language shall be provided by the government.
government.
understands
Whenever, in the judgment
judgment of the President, the proper time shall have
Whenever,
arrived for
allotment of land in severalty
severalty to the Indians
Indians upon
upon the said
an allotment
for an
arrived
reservation, a
for each
each family of the said
a suitable
suitable tract shall be set apart for
reservation,
guaranteed to
Woll-pah-pe tribe, and
peaceable possession of the same is guaranteed
and peaceable
Woll-pah-pe
them.
ARTICLE
IX. The tribe
desirous of preventing
preventing the
the use of ardent
ardent
are desirous
tribe are
ARTICLE IX.
Possession of
ardent spirits
spirits on
on spirits among themselves, and it is therefore
therefore provided
provided that any Indian
ardent
how who brings liquor on to the reservation, or who has it in his possession,
reservation
reservation, how
punished.
who brings liquor on to the reservation, or who has it in his possession,
punished.'
may
affixed by law, have
have his or her
her proportion
proportion
addition to the penalties affixed
may in addition
withheld for such time as the President
President may
may determine.
annuities withheld
the annuities
of the
contracting parARTICLE
X.This treaty
shall be obligatory upon the contracting
treaty shall
Treaty, when
ARTICLE X.
to be
obligatory. ties as soon as the same
ratified by the Senate of the United
same shall be ratified
United
be obligatory.
to
States.
Execution.
Execution.

In
whereof, the
said J.
J. W.
W. Petit
superintendent
Perit Huntington, superintendent
the said
In testimony
testimony whereof,
of
undersigned chiefs and headmen
headmen of the tribe
of Indian affairs, and the undersigned
aforesaid,
hereunto set their signatures
signatures and
and seals, at the place
place and
have hereunto
aforesaid, have
above written.
on the day and year above
J.
HUNTINGTON,
J. W.
W. PERIT HUNTINGTON,
Supt. Indian
Indian Affairs in Oregon.
Stpt.
mark.
his x
x mark.
PA-NI-NE,
H
his
PAH-NI-NE,

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]
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WITH THE
THE SNAKE
SNAKE INDIANS.
INDIANS.
TREATY WITH
HAU-NI-N00-EY,
HAU-NI-NOO-EY,

KI-NAU-NEY,
KI-NAU-NEY,
WA-AK-CHAU,
WA-AK-CHAU,
CHOK-KO-SI,
CHOK-KO-SI,
SHE-ZHE,
SHE-ZHE,
CHE-EM-MA,
CHE-EM-MA,
NOW-HOOP-A-COW-ICK,
NOW-HOOP-A-COW-ICK,
KI-PO-WEET-KA,
KI-PO-WEET-KA,
HAU-NE, or SHAS-TOOK,
SHAS-TOOK,
SAH-TOO-TOO-WE,
SAH-TOO-TOO-WE,

his
his
his
his
his
his
his
his
his
his
his
his

AUGUST 12,
12, 1865.
1865.
AUGUST

mark.
xx mark.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

mark.
xxmark.
x
x mark.
mark.
x
mark.
x mark.
mark.
xx mark.
his x
x mark.
his
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
his x
x mark.
mark.

SEAL.]
SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]
SEAL.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]

x mark.
x
mark.
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[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Executed in
presence -—
in our
our presence
Executed
Infy.
Maj. 1st Oregon
Oregon Inf'y.
W. V.
V. RINEHART,
RINEHART, Maj.
W
M. KELLY, Capt.
1st Cav.,
Cay., Oregon
Oregon Vols.
Vols.
Capt. 1st
WM.
LINDSAY APPLEGATE.
APPLEGATE.
LINDSAY
W M. C.
C.McKAY,
MCKAY, M.
WM.
M. D.,
D., .Aceg
Act'g Interpreter.
Interpreter.
ALBERT APPLEGATE,
APPLEGATE, 2d
Lieut,1st
Ogn. Inf.,
Inf., COMC
i
9. escort.
escort.
1st Ogn.
comdg.
2d Lieut,
ALBERT
F. B. CHASE.
And
having been
been submitted
submitted to the Senate of
And whereas,
whereas, the said
said treaty
treaty having
the United
States for its
constitutional action
action thereon,
Senate did, on
thereon, the
the Senate
its constitutional
the
United States
the fifth
of July,
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, advise
advise
eight hundred
fifth day
day of
July, one
one thousand
the
and consent
consent to
of the
resolution in
in the words
the same,
same, by
by aa resolution
and
to the
the ratification
ratification of
and
figures following,
following, to wit:
wit: and figures

Ratification.
Ratifioatt.

EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
OF THE UNITED
SENATE OP
IN EXECUTIVE

July 5,
1866.
July
5, 1866.
Resolved,
(two thirds
present concurring,)
the
thirds of
of the
the senators
senators present
concurring,) That the
Resolved, (two
Senate
to the
of the
agreement
the articles
articles of agreement
consent to
the ratification
ratification of
Senate advise
advise and
and consent
convention made and
concluded at
River Valley, on the
and concluded
at Sprague
Sprague River
and convention
thousand eight
and sixtyin the year
year one
one thousand
eight hundred and
twelfth day
day of August, in
five, by
J. W.
Huntington, superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs in OreOrePerit Huntington,
five,
by J.
W. Petit
gon,
part of
of the
the United
chiefs and
headmen of the
the
and the chiefs
and headmen
the part
United States,
States, and
gon, on
on the
Woll-pah-pe
behalf of said tribe.
acting in behalf
Woll-pah-pe tribe of
of Snake Indians, acting
Attest:
Attest:
J. W.
J.
W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
By
J. MCDONALD,
McDONALD, Chief Clerk.
By W.
W. J.
Now,
I, ANDREW
President of
JOHNSON, President
ANDREW JoHNsoN,
it known
known that I,
be it
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
the United
States of America,
pursuance of the advice
and consent
consent
advice and
America, do,
do, in
in pursuance
the
United States
of
one thouof the
the Senate,
Senate, as expressed
expressed in
in its
its resolution
resolution of the
the fifth
fifth of July,
July, one
thousand
ratify, and
confirm the said
said
sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify,
and confirm
sand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
treaty.
treaty.
have hereto signed
signed my name and caused
caused the
the
In testimony
testimony whereof, I
I have
States to
seal of
of the United
United States
to he affixed.
affixed.
Done at
the city
of Washington
tenth day of July, in the
Washington this tenth
Done
at the
city of
year of
our Lord one
hundred and
and sixty-six,
eight hundred
one thousand
thousand eight
year
of our
[SEAL.]
and
States of America
America the
and of
of the Independence
Independence of the
the United States
ninety-first.
ninety-first.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM
WILLIAM

H. SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.
State.
H.
SEWARD, Secretary

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

TREATY
TREATY WITH THE OSAGE
INDIANS. SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER 29,
29, 1865.
1865.
OSAGE INDIANS.
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Treaty between the
the United States
of America and the Great and Little
States of
Little
Osage Indians.
Osage
Indians. Concluded,
Concluded, September 29,
29, 1865;
Ratification advised,
advised,
1865; Ratification
with
June 26,
26, 1866;
21,
with Amendments,
Amendments, June
1866; Amendments
Amendments accepted
accepted September
September 21,
Proclaimed January
1867.
1866; Proclaimed
January 21, 1867.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
TO ALL
AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME,
COME, GBEETINO:
GREETING:
TO
ALL AND
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS

WHEREAS
W HEREAS a
aTreaty was made
made and
Trading Post,
Post,
and concluded
concluded at
at Canville
Canville Trading
Osage nation, in the State of Kansas,
Kansas, on
day of
of SepSepon the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
tember, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixtyone thousand
sixtyfive, by and between
Cooley and Elijah
Elijah Sells,
Sells, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on
on
between D.
D. N. Cooley
the part of
and White
(Me-tsoof the
the United States,
States, and
White Hair,
Hair, Little
Little Bear,
Bear, (Me-tsoshin-ca,) and other
other chiefs of the tribe of Great and Little
Osage Indians,
Indians,
Little Osage
on the part of said tribe of Indians, and duly
thereto by
by them,
them,
duly authorized
authorized thereto
following, to
:—
which treaty is
is in
in the
the words and figures
figures following,
to wit
wit:ARTICLES OF TREATY and Convention,
Convention, made
made and
concluded at
at Canville
Canville
and concluded
Trading
Trading Post, Osage
Osage nation, within
State of
of KanKanwithin the boundary
boundary of the
the State
sas, on the twenty-ninth day of September,
sac,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyfive, by and between
between D. N. Cooley,
Cooley, Commissioner
and
Commissioner of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, and
Elijah Sells, superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs
affairs for the
southern supersuperthe southern
intendency,
Commissioners on
on the
the part
of the
the United
United States,
and the
intendency, Commissioners
part of
States, and
the
chiefs of the tribe of Great
Great and Little Osage Indians,
Indians, the
said chiefs
chiefs
the said
being duly authorized
authorized to negotiate
negotiate and treat
treat by
by said
said tribes.

Sept. 29,
29, 1865.
1866.
Sept.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Contracting
Contracting
parties.
parties.

ARTICLE I.
I.The tribe of the Great and
Osage Indians,
having Sale of lands
and Little Osage
Indians, having
to the
the United
now more lands than are necessary
necessary for
occupation, and
paymentsUnited
for their
their occupation,
and all payments
to
states.
them under former
from the government to theta
former treaties having ceased, leaves
ing them greatly impoverished,
impoverished, and being desirous
desirous of
improving their
conof improving
their condition by disposing
disposing of their surplus lands, do hereby
hereby grant and sell to the
United States the lands contained
contained within the following
boundaries, that
following boundaries,
that is
to say: beginning at the southeast
corner of their
present reservation,
and Boundaries.
Boundaries.
southeast corner
their present
reservation, and
running
eastern boundary
thereof fifty
fifty miles
miles to
to the
the
running thence
thence north
north with
with the eastern
boundary thereof
the northern
thirty miles;
miles; thence
thence
northeast corner; thence
thence west with the
northern line
line thirty
south fifty miles, to the southern boundary
boundary of said reservation;
reservation; and thence
thence
east with said southern boundary to the place of beginning:
Provided, Proviso.
beginning: Provided,
That the western
western boundary
boundary of said land herein ceded
ceded shall not extend
extend
further westward
westward than
than upon
upon aaline
at a
point on
on the
southern
further
line commencing
commencing at
a point
the southern
boundary
boundary of said Osage country one mile
mile east
east of the place
place where
where the VerVerdigris river
river crosses
of the
the State
State of
And, Payment
Payment for
for
digris
crosses the southern
southern boundary
boundary of
of Kansas.
Kansas. And,
in consideration
consideration of
of the
the grant
to them
above-described lands,
land spurchased
in
grant and
and sale
sale to
them of
of the
the above-described
lands, purchased
lands
d
United States
States agree
agree to
pay the
the sum
sum of
thousand dollars,
dollars,what.
the United
to pay
of three
three hundred
hundred thousand
aan inwhat
which
which sum shall be placed
placed to the credit
credit of
of said tribe
Indians in
in the
the
tribe of Indians
treasury
treasury of the United
United States,
interest thereon
thereon at the
rate of
of five
per
States, and
and interest
the rate
five per
centum
centum per annum
annum shall
shall be paid to said tribes semi-annually,
semi-annually, in money,
money,
clothing,
clothing, provisions,
provisions, or such
the InInsuch articles
articles of utility
utility as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
terior may from time to
direct. Said
shall be
and Lands
Lands to
to be
be
to time direct.
Said lands
lands shall
be surveyed
surveyed and
04
3
:17
teyed and
and
sold, under the direction of
Secretary of
Interior, on
the most
most adof the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
on the
ad- surveyed
vantageous terms, for cash, as public
public lands are
are surveyed
under
surveyed and sold under
existing laws, but no pre-emption
pre-emption claim
claim or homestead
homestead settlement
shall be
be
settlement shall
recognized:
reimbursing the United States the cost of said surrecognized: and after reimbursing
cur- See
See amendamendment, page 692.
vey
and the
the said
um of
three hundred
thousand doll
ars placed
placed ment,
vey and
and sale,
sale, and
said ssum
of three
hundred thousand
dollars
page 692.
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to
said Indians,
the remaining
of sales
sales shall
be
to the
the credit
credit of
of said
Indians, the
remaining proceeds
proceeds of
shall be
placed
treasury of
States to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the "
civilizaplaced in
in the
the treasury
of the
the United
United States
"civilization
fund," to
be used,
used, under
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
tion fund,"
to be
under the
the direction
direction of
for
and civilization
of Indian
tribes residing
within the
the limits
for the
the education
education and
civilization of
Indian tribes
residing within
limits
of the United States.
Cession of
ARTICLE II.
II.The said tribe of Indians
Indians also
hereby cede
cede to
United
also hereby
to the
the United
other land to the
United
StatesS
States
tract of
of land
land twenty
width from
off the
the
north to
to south,
south, off
twenty miles
miles in
in width
from north
tates aa tract
otaUnihtesthe
to be held in
in
north side
side of
the remainder
remainder of
of their
their present
present reservation,
uXtendllig
to
north
of the
reservation, and
and uxtending
trust, a
its entire
length from
to west;
land is
is to
held in
trust for
for
trust
its
entire length
from east
east to
west; which
which land
to be
be held
in trust
S amendtnent
ee
,page 692.
said Indians,
to be
benefit by
the Secrefor their
their benefit
by tLe
and to
be surveyed
surveyed and
and sold
sold for
ment,
692. said
Indians, and
tary of
of the
the Interior,
under such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
lie may
may from
tary
Interior, under
such rules
as lie
from
time to time prescribe,
under the direction
the commissioner
commissioner of
prescribe, under
direction of
of the
of the
the
Proceeds of
general
land office,
office, as
other lands
lands are
surveyed and
and sold.
sold. The
proceeds
Proceeds
general land
as other
are surveyed
The proceeds
sales thereof.
of
such sales,
as they
accrue, after
after deducting
deducting all
all expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to
of such
sales, as
they accrue,
the
the trust,
trust, shall
shall be
placed in
in the
of the
the
the proper execution
execution of
of the
be placed
the treasury
treasury of
How tobe
to be ex- United States to the credit of said tribe of Indians;
Indians; and the interest
interest
pended.
pended.
thereon, at the rate of five
thereon,
five per centum per annum,
annum, shall be expended
expended annually for
for building
houses, purchasing
and stock
stock
nually
building houses,
purchasing agricultaral
agricultiral implements
implements and
animals, and for the
and mechanics,
mechanics, and
for
animals,
the employment
employment of
of a
a physician
physician and
and for
providing such other necessary
necessary aid
enable said
Indians to
to comcornproviding
aid -as
as will
will enable
said Indians
mence agricultural
pursuits under
under favorable
favorable circumstances:
circumstances: Provided,
Provided,
Proviso.
mence
agricultural pursuits
twenty-five per centum
arising from
from the
That twenty-five
centum of
of the
the net
net proceeds
proceeds arising
the sale
sale of
of
said percentage
percentage shall
amount to
to the
the sum
sum of
of eighty
said trust lands,
lands, until
until said
shall amount
eighty
School fund.
thousand dollars, shall be placed
School
fund,
credit of
of the
the school
school fund
fund of
of said
said
placed to
to the
the credit
and the
the interest
interest thereon,
at the
the rate
of five
centum per
per ananIndians; and
thereon, at
rate of
five per
per centum
num,
be expended
semi-annually for
boarding, clothing,
clothing, and
and eduedunum, shall
shall be
expended semi-annually
for the
the boarding,
cation
children of
cation of
of the
the children
of said
said tribe.
tribe.
One section
section
ARTICLE
ARTICLA III.
being sensible
sensible of
great benefits
benefits
III. The Osage Indians,
Indians, being
of the
the great
quilted
to John they
have received from the Catholic mission, situate in that portion of
hnotendoaJon
Sehoenmaker
in they have received from the Catholic mission, situate in that portion of
trust,
with their
reservation herein
and sold
sold to
to the
States, do
do hereby
trust, and
and with
their reservation
herein granted
granted and
the United
United States,
hereby
privilege, &c.
&c.
stipulate
that one
one section
section of
of said
privilege,
stipulate that
said land,
land, to
to be
be selected
selected by
by the
the commissioner
commissioner
of Indian
affairs so as to include
Indian affairs
of said
said mission,
mission, shall
shall
include the
the improvements
improvements of
fee-simple to
to John
Schoenmaker, in
for the
and
be granted in fee-simple
John Schoenmaker,
in trust,
trust, for
the use
use and
benefit of the society sustaining
mission, with
the privilege
privilege to
to said
said
sustaining said mission,
with the
Schoenmaker, on the
Schoenmaker,
the payment
payment of one dollar
twenty-five cents
cents per
per
dollar and
and twenty-five
acre,
of selecting
acre, of
selecting and
purchasing two
of land
land adjoining
adjoining the
secand purchasing
two sections
sections of
the section above granted;
granted; the said selection
selection to
held in trust for
said society,
society,
to be held
for said
and to be selected
selected in legal
subdivisions of surveys,
and subject
to the
legal subdivisions
surveys, and
subject to
the apapproval of
of the
proval
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
loyal
IV. All loyal persons,
Certain loyal
ARTICLE IV.
persons, being heads of families and
of
and citizens
citizens of
persons, heads
the United
United States,
or members
tribe at
at peace
with the
United
pesons,
heads the
States, or
members of
of any
any tribe
peace with
the United
of families, &c.
.'nay buy a
guar- States,
States, having
made settlements
settlements and
and improvements
improvements as
as provided
provided by
maybuy
aquarhaving made
by the
the
ter section each, pre-emption
pre-emption laws of the United States, and now residing on the lands proter
at,a, &.
sze.
vided
to
be
sold
by
the
United States
States, in
vided to be sold by the United
in trust
trust for
for said
said tribe,
tribe, as well
well as
See amendamend[
upon ] t
he sa
id l
an d
sh
erei
n grante
and sold
to the
the United
shall
[upon]
the
said
lands
herein
granteddand
sold to
United States,
States, shall
ment, page
merit,
page 692.
692. have the privilege, at any time within
within one year
year after
after the
the ratification
ratification
of this treaty, of buying
buying a
aquarter
quarter section
section each,
one dollar and
each, at one
and twenty
twenty
five cents per acre; such quarter
quarter section to
selected according
to the
the
to be
be selected
according to
legal subdivision of surveys, and to include, as far as practicable,
practicable, the imimprovements of
provements
of the
the settler.
settler.
fey
James N.
CofARTICLE V
Th e Osages
°sages b
ei
ng desirous
des i
rous of
of paying
paying their
their just
just debts
debts to
to
Jarqes
N.CofARTICLE
V.. The
being
Proceeds,
Proceeds.

fey and A. B.

Canville to be

paid their
claims.

James N.
Coffey and A. B. Canville,
advances in
in provisions,
provisions, clothing,
clothing,
James
N. Coffey
Canville, for
for advances
and other necessaries
necessaries of life, hereby agree
agree that the superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs
affairs for
the southern
southern superintendency
superintendency and the agent
dian
for the
agent of the
the tribe
shall examine all claims against said tribe, and submit
submit the same to the
tribe
approval or
or disapproval,
and report
report the
same to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
tribe for approval
disapproval, and
the same
of the Interior, with the proofs in each case, for his concurrence
concurrence or rejection; and the
the Secretary
Secretary may issue to the claimants
claimants scrip for the
the claims
thus allowed, which shall be receivable
receivable as cash in payment for any
any of
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the lands
for said
said tribe!
tribe! Provided,
The aggregate
amount Proviso.
Proviso.
aggregate amount
Provided, The
sold in
in trust
trust for
the
lands sold
thus allowed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
not exceed
thouexceed five
five thouthe Interior
Interior shall
shall not
thus
allowed by
sand dollars.
ARTICLE VI.
In consideration
consideration of the long and
ren- Heirs
licks of
of
services renand faithful
faithful services
VI. In
ARTICLE
n
l
s
e
e01
t
dered by
by Charles
Charles Mograin,
Mograin, one
of the
principal chiefs
of the
the Great
GreatMograin
Charles
dered
one of
the principal
chiefs of
hmayseslect ai
Osages,
to
the
people,
and
in
consideration
of
improvements
made
and
section
of
land,
Osages, to the people, and in consideration of improvements made and section of land,
owned by
by this
to the United States, and in 8
".
&c.
sold to
this treaty
treaty sold
the land
land by
him on
on the
owned
by him
lieu of
of the
provision made in
article fourteen
half-breed Indians,
for the half-breed
fourteen for
in article
lieu
the provision
the
of the
Charles Mograin,
Mograin, dec[ease]d.
dec[ease]d. may
may select one section
section
heirs of
the said
said Charles
the heirs
of land,
improvements, from
said land, subhalf of said
the north
north half
from the
land, including
including his improvements,
of
ject
to the
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
and upon
his approval
approval
upon his
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the approval
approval of
ject to
of
such selection
selection it
be patented
to the
heirs of
the said
said Mograin,
Mograin,
of the
the heirs
patented to
it shall
shall be
of such
dec[ease]d,
in fee-simple.
dec[ease]d, in
500 to be
ARTICLE VII.
VII.It
It is
is agreed
agreed between
between the
be
the parties hereto that the sum of $500
ARTICLE
paid the chiefs
Ave
hundred dollars
apart each
each year from
from the moneys
moneys of said annually.
annullyhiefs
set apart
dollars shall be set
five hundred
chiefs.
by the agent to the chiefs.
tribe and paid by
ARTICLE
VIII.The
Osage Indians
being anxious
anxious that aaschool
school should
should One
One section of
of
Indians being
The Osage
ARTICLE VIII.
be established
established in
their new
home, at
at their
their request
is agreed
agreed and
and propro- land
land to
rem
,
to &c.
be seit is
request it
new home,
in their
be
forlected,
vided
that
John
Schoenmaker
may
select
one section
of
land
within
their
purposes
of eduvided
diminished
that John
reservation,
Schoentnaker
and upon
maythe
select
approval
one section
of such
of land
selection
withinbytheir
the cation.
purposes of
diminished reservation, and upon the approval of such selection by the cation.
Secretary of the Interior,
he set apart to the
Interior, such section of land shall he
Secretary
said
Schoenmaker and
and his
upon condition
condition that
that the
same shall
the same
his successors,
successors, upon
said Schoenmaker
be
improved, and
and occupied
occupied for
for the
and education
chilthe chileducation of the
the support
support and
used, improved,
be used,
said
reservation by said
occupancy of said reservation
dren of said Indians during the occupancy
tribe: Provided,
said lands
lands slall
shall not
not be
and upon
upon the
the dis- Proviso.
be patented,
patented, and
That said
Provided, That
tribe:
continuance of
of said
United
said tribe and to the United
revert to said
shall revert
said school
school shall
continuance
States as other Indian lands.
ARTICLE IX.
further agreed
agreed that, in
consideration of the services
services Patent to issue
in consideration
is further
IX. It
It is
ARTICLE
to Darius
Rogers to
Osage Indians,
of Darius
Darius Rogers
to the Osage
Indians, aa patent
patent shall be issued
issued to
to him for Rogers
to
Rogers
forDarius
160 acres
one
hundred
and
sixty
acres
of
land,
to
include
his
improvements,
may ,
and
he may
mill
and
include
one hundred and sixty acres of
on
paying one
dollar and
twenty-five cents
cents per
per acre;
acre; and
Purchase other
other
said Rogers
Rogers purchase
and said
and twenty-five
one dollar
on paying
nds,Sze.
at,
purchasing, at the rate
amendshall also have the privilege of'
of purchasing,
rate of one
one dollar
dollar and la"anSe
see amendtwenty-five cents,
cents, one
one quarter
quarter section
section of
of land adjoining
adjoining the
meat, page
page 692.
652.
the tract
tract •above
above ment,
twenty-five
mentioned,
patented to him in
manner; said lands
lands to
to
in like manner;
be patented
which shall be
mentioned, which
be
to the
approval of the
the Interior.
Interior.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the approval
subject to
selected subject
be selected
dependence on the
acknowledge their dependence
Osages
ARTICLE X.
X.The Osa
oe
s acknowledge
the govgov- Dependence
Dependence
on the United
ernment of
and invoke
invoke its
its protection
care; they
they States
ernment
of the United
United States,
States, and
protection and
and care;
Stateacknolacknowldepredations edged.
edged.
abstain from
from war, and commit no depredations
peace, and promise
promise to abstain
desire peace,
on either
either citizens
or Indians;
to use
their best
best efefuse their
further agree
agree to
and they
they further
Indians; and
citizens or
on
use of ardent
ardent spirits in their country.
and use
introduction and
suppress the
the introduction
forts to suppress
ARTICLE XI.
XI.It
It is agreed
and highways
highways laid
laid out by the Right
Right of way
way
all roads
roads and
agreed that all
ARTICLE
State
or general
government shall
have right
right of
way through
lands herethrough reservaState or
general government
shall have
of way
through the
the lands
here- throgh
tions for highin reserved, on the same
are provided
provided by
ways and radsame terms
terms as
as are
by law when
when made
made through ways
railian&
of citizens
citizens of
and railroad
railroad companies,
companies, when
when the
the roads.
roads.
States; and
the United
United States;
of the
lands of
See amen ;
Indians, ment,
See page
amgendlines of their roads necessarily
necessarily pass
pass through the lands of said Indians,
amen 62.
9
shall
payment of fair compensation
therefor.
compensation therefor.
shall have right of way upon the payment
ratification of this treaty
ARTICLE
months after'
after the
the ratification
treaty Indians to resix months
Within six
XII. Within
ARTICLE XII.
ced
ed
the Osage
remove from
lands sold
and ceded
in trust,
trust, land&
move
fm
ro
ceded
ceded in
sold and
the lands
from the
shall remove
Indians shall
the
Osage Indians
lands, &c.
reservation.
diminished reservation.
and settle upon their diminished
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.The
The Osage
Indians having
State-%
it United Staten
from which
which it
annuities from
having no
no annuities
Osage Indians
ARTICLE
to advance
advance exes/
*
°to
is
pay any
expenses of
survey
of carrying
carrying this treaty into penses of survey
any of the expenses
for them
them to
to pay
is possible
possible for
effect,
is agreed
that the
the United
shall appropriate
appropriate twenty thouthou- and sale;
sale;
States shall
United States
agreed that
effect, it
it is
sand dollars,
so much
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary, for the purpose
purpose of
of
dollars, or
or so
sand
hereby ceded
defraying the expense of survey and sale of the lands
defraying
lands hereby
ceded in
trust, which
which amount
amount so
be reimbursed
of to be reimreimto the
the treasury
treasury of
reimbursed to
shall be
so expended
expended shall
trust,
the United
United States
the proceeds
of the
the first
sales of
of said
said lands.
lands. bursed. bured.
first sales
proceeds of
States from
from the
the
isARTICLE XIV.
The half-breeds
of the
tribe of
Indians, not
not to Patents
Patents to isof Indians,
the Osage
Osage tribe
half-breeds of
XIV. The
ARTICLE
exceed twenty-five
in number,
have improvements
the north
north half
half sue
to halfhalfexceed
twenty-five in
number, who
who have
improvements on
on the
sue to
of
the lands
;:old to
to the
United States,
States, shall
shall have
have a
a patent
of the
lands sold
the United
patent issued
issued to
to them.
them. breeds
breeds for 80
80
vo..
44
Vet.. XIV.
44

690
690
acres,
including
acres, including
their
improvetheir improve-

meuts.
Heirs of JoHeirs of Jo-

.seph
Swis-.
,seph Swiss.
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in fee-simple,
fee-simple, for
acres each,
to include,
include, as
as far
their
far as practicable, their
each, to
for eighty
eighty acres
in

improvements, said
said half-breeds
by the
the chiefs
chiefs and
and headheaddesignated by
be designated
to be
half-breeds to
improvements,

men
of the
the tribe;
tribe; and
the heirs
heirs of
Joseph Swiss,
Swiss, a
ahalf-breed,
half-breed, and
and a
aformer
former
of Joseph
and the
men of
a
interpreter
said tribe,
lieu of
of the
provision, receive a
above provision,
the above
in lieu
shall, in
tribe, shall,
of said
interpreter of
title,
in fee-simple,
fee-simple, to
his house
house and
imand imincluding his
land, including
of land,
half-section of
to a
a half-section
title, in
provements,
practicable, and
and also
half-section of
of the
the trust
trust land;
land; all
a half-section
to a
also to
if practicable,
provements, if
of
subject to
to the
the
of the
approval of
the approval
parties, subject
the parties,
by the
selected by
to be
be selected
lands to
of said
said lands
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior.
Secretary

that said Osage
Osages may
ARTICLE XV.
It is
is also
also agreed
the United
United States
States that
Osage
by the
agreed by
XV. It
ARTICLE
may
Osages
unite
may unite
unite with
with the United
Indians at peace with
any tribe of Indians
with any
Indians may
other Indians
with other
unite with

Indians, and receive
portion of
of
ceive portion
annu ities.
annuities.

If Indians
If
Indians re-

States, residing
in said
and thence
receive an
an
afterwards receive
thence afterwards
territory, and
Indian territory,
said Indian
residing in
States,
according to their
their numbers, of all moneys, annuities,
proportion, according
equitable proportion,
or
property payable
by the
United States
States to
said Indian
Indian tribe
with which
which
tribe with
to said
the United
payable by
or property
the
agreement may
may be
and in
granting to
to said
said Indians,
Indians, in proturn granting
in turn
made; and
be made;
the agreement
portion to
to their
an equitable
all moneys, annuities,
proportion of all
equitable proportion
numbers, an
their numbers,
portion
and property
payable by the United
United States
States to said Osages.
property payable
and

parties, that
ARTICLE
also agreed
by said
said contracting
contracting parties,
that if
if
agreed by
is also
It is
XVI. It
ARTICLE XVI.

move from Kan- caid Indians should agree
Kansas, and
remove from
from the State of Kansas,
and settle
to remove
Kan- said Indians should agree to
fromdiminmove
sas, their
sas
diminished
reservation on
on lands
to be
for them
them by
by the
the United
Indian terUnited States in the Indian
be provided
provided for
lands to
ishedreservation
to be sold, and
proceeds how
enplied.
plied. how

Rejection
Rejection of
some articles
some
not toartcles
affect
not
affect
others,
&c.
others, &c.

Signatures.
Signatures.

the United States
on between
between the
may be
be agreed
agreed on
terms as
as may
ritory on
on such
States and
such terms
ritory

the
Indian tribes
tribes now
residing in said
of them, then
then the
said territory or any of
now residing
the Indian
diminished
disposed of by the
the United States in the
the
be disposed
reservation shall be
diminished reservation
same
same purposes
as hereinbefore
provided in
in relahereinbefore provided
purposes as
for the
the same
and for
manner and
same manner
tion
to said
except that fifty per cent. of the proceeds of the
lands, except
trust lands,
said trust
tion to
sale
of said
diminished reserve
reserve may
United States in the
may be used by the United
said diminished
sale of
purchase
of lands
suitable home
for said Indians in said Indian terhome for
for aasuitable
lands for
purchase of
ritory.
ritory.
reject or
ARTICLE
XVII.Should
the Senate
Senate reject
or amend
amend any
any of the above
Should the
ARTICLE XVII.
provisions
articles, such
or amendment
amendment shall
shall not
not affect
other provisions
affect the other
rejection or
such rejection
articles,
of this
same shall go into effect when
when ratified by the Senbut the same
this treaty, but
of
ate and
approved by the President.
and approved
ate
NOTE.
—The interlineations
and erasures
erasures on the seventh and tenth
interlineations and
NoTE.--The
pages were
before signing.
were made before
pages
D.
N.COOLEY,
COOLEY,
D. N.
am'r
of Indian
Indian Affairs.
Com'r of
ELIJAH
SELLS,
ELIJAH SELLS,
Sul* Ind.
Aff'. South'n Sup'cy, and Commissioner.
Ind. Ajf.
Sup't
ME-TSO-SHIN-CA,
Bear.) his
his x
xmark.
mark.
(Little Bear.)
ME-TSO-SHIN-CA, (Little
Chief Little
Osages.
Little Osages.
Chief
NOPAWAHLA,
his x
x mark.
NO-PA-WAH-LA,
Bear.
2d Chief to Little Bear.
PATHAHUNKAH,
x mark.
his x
PA-THA-HUN-KAH,
Little
B. Band.
Band.
L. B.
Little Chief L.
WHITE
HAIR,
his x
x mark.
WHITE HAIR,
Principal Chief Osage
Osage Nation.
Principal
his xxmark.
TAWAHSHEHE.
TA-WAH-SHE-HE.
Chief
Big Hill
Band.
Hill Band.
Chief Big
BEAVER,
BEAVER,
his xxmark.
Band.
Hair's Band.
White Hair's
Second Chief White
CLERMONT,
x mark.
his x
CLERMONT,
Chief
Band.
Chief Clermont Band.
his x
0-P0-TONKOH,
x mark.
O-PO-TON-KOH,
his x
WA-SHEPE-SHE,
x mark.
WA-SHE-PE-SHE,
Little
W. H.
H Band.
Ban&d
Chief W.
Little Chief
Witnesses:
Witnesses:
his x
x mark.
MA-SHO-HUN-CA t
his
mark.
MA-SHO-HUN-CA,
Counsellor Little
Bear Band.
Little Bear
Counsellor
x mark.
W A-sHA.-PA-mr A-T A-NE-CA, his
mark.
his x
WA-SHA-PA-WA-TA-NE-CA,
WA-DU-HA-KA,
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
WA-DU-IHA-A,
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SHIN-XA-WA-TA-NE-ICAH,
his
mark.
x mark.
his x
SHIN-KA-WA-TA-NE-AAH,
S
HE-WEH-TEH,
his
mark.
x mark.
his x
SHE-WEH-TEH,
GRA-MA,
his x
mark.
x mark.
his
GRA-MA,
Hu-LA-WAH-SHO-SHA,
his
mark.
his xx mark.
HU-LA-WAH-SHO-SHA,
NA-TA-TON-CA-WA-K!,
his xx mark.
mark.
his
NA-TA-T-ON-CA-WA-I,
NUM-PA-WAIL-OD,
his x
mark.
x mark.
his
NUn-PA-WAH-cU,
HA-SICA-MON-NE,
his xx mark.
mark.
his
HA-SKA-MON-NE,
Attest:
Attest:
C
4. C.
C.SNOW,
SNOW, U
U.S
Neosho Ind.
Ind. Agent.
Agent.
S..Neosho
G.
MILTON W
REYNOLDS, Acting
Acting Clerk.
Clerk.
W..REYNOLDS,
MILTON
PhonographicReporter.
THEODORE C
ILSON, Phonographic
Reporter.
WILSON,
C..W
THEODORE
ALEXANDER
Nation.
Osage N.ation.
Interpreter Osage
BEYETT, Interpreter
ALEXANDER BEYETT,
Witnesses, Little
Bear's Band:
Band:
Little Bear's
Witnesses,

KA-WAH-HO-TZA, his
mark.
his xx mark.
KA-WAH-HO-TZA,
0-KE-PA-HOLA,
his
his xx mark.
mark.
O-KE-PA-HOLA,
ME-HE-THA,
his xx mark.
mark.
his
M-E-E-THA,
White
Hair's band
of witnesses:
witnesses:
band of
White Hair's
SHIN-KA-WA-SHA, councillor
councillor of
x mark.
mark.
Hair's, his x
of White
White Hair's,
SHIN-KA-WA-SHA,
his
W A-SHA-WA,
his xx mark.
mark.
WA-SHA-WA,
x mark.
his
KA-HE-KA-STZA-JEH,
his x
mark.
KA-HE-KA-STZA-JEH,
mark.
his
x mark.
KA-HE-KA-WA-SHIN-PE-SHE,
his x
KA-HE-KA-WA-SHIN-PE-SHE,
x mark.
his
S
AW-PE-ICA-LA,
his x
mark.
SAW-PE-KA-LA,
x mark.
mark.
his x
W A-TZA-SHIM-KA,
his
WA-TZA-SHIM-KA,
W
A-NO-PA-SHE,
his
mark.
his xxmark.
WA-NO-PA-SHE,
S
HIN-BE-RA-SHI,
his
xmark.
his x
SHIN-BE-KA-SHI,
NE-ICOO-LE-BLO,
his
mark.
x mark.
his x
NE-KOO-LE-BLO,
his
0-ICE-PA-ICA-LOH,
his xxmark.
mark.
O-KE-PA-bA-LOH,
his x
KE-NIT-IN-CA,
xmark.
mark.
KE-NU-IN-OA,
PA-SII-MO-NA,
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
PA-SU-MO-NA,
We
the undersigned,
undersigned, chiefs
chiefs and
and headmen
and Black
Black
the Clermont
Clermont and
of the
headmen of
We the
Dog Band
Band of
of the
Great Osage
in council
at Fort
Fort Smith,
Smith, Ark.,
council at
nation, in
Osage nation,
the Great
Dog
have had
had the
foregoing treaty
treaty read
read and
and explained
our interfull by our
in full
explained in
the foregoing
have
the provisions
preter,
P. Chouteau,
Chouteau, and
and fully
provisions of said treaty
approve the
fully approve
L. P.
preter, L.
made
the Osages,
°sages, and
our act and
it our
make it
this signing
signing make
by this
and by
brothers the
by our
our brothers
made by
deed.
deed.
CLERMONT,
of Clermont
xmark.
his x
Band,
Clermont Band,
chf. of
CLERMONT, chf.
his x
PALLET, 2d
xmark.
Band,
of Clermont
Clermont Band,
chf. of
2d chf.
PALLEY,
mark.
HAH-TI-IN-GAH,
Feather,) counsellor,
his xx mark.
counsellor, his
(Dry Feather,)
HAH-TI-IN-GAH, (Dry
KAH-HA-CHE-LA-TON,
his
mark.
his xx mark.
brave,
KAH-HA-CHE-LA-TON, brave,
DO-TAH-CAH-SHE,
his xx mark.
brave,
DO-TAH-CAH-SHE, brave,
BLACK
DOG, chf.
chf. Black
Dog Band,
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
Band,
Black Dog
BLACK DOG,
WILLIAM
chf. Black
Black Dog
Dog Band, his x
xmark.
2d chf.
PENN, 2d
WILLIAM PENN,
his xxmark.
BROKE
ARM, counsellor,
counsellor,
BROKE ARM,
mark.
NE-KAH-KE-PON-NAFI,
brave,
his x
x mark.
his
NE-KAH-KE-PON-NAH, brave,
NE-KAH-GAH-HEE,
brave,
his
mark.
his xx mark.
NE-KAH-GAH-HEE, brave,
Witnesses:
Witnesses:
W AH-SICON-MON-NEY,
WAH-SKON-MON-NEY,
W AH-KON-CHE-LA,
WAH-KON-CHE-LA,
W
AH-SHA-SHA-WAH-TI-IN-GAH.
WAH-SHA-SHA-WAH-TI-IN-GAH.
PAH-ORA-HUN-GAM,
PAH-CHA-HUN-GAH,
LONG Bow,
Bow,
LONG
W
AH-SHE-WAR-LA,
WAH-SHE-WAH-LA,
W AR EAGLE,
EAGLE,
WAR
PON-HON-GLE-GAR-TON,
PON-HON-GLE-GAH-TON,
Stag DOWN,
DOWN,
SUN
TON-WON-GE-III,
TON-WON-GE-HI,
W
AH-CHA-O-NAD-SHE,
WAH-CHA-o-NAU-SHE,

his xxmark.
his
mark.
his x
xmark.
mark.
his
x mark.
mark.
his x
his
his xxmark.
his
mark.
his x
xmark.
mark.
his xx mark.
his
mark.
his x
x mark.
his
his
mark.
his x
x mark.
his x
his
x mark.
mark.
his
mark.
his xxmark.
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
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I
that the
the foregoing
foregoing treaty
treaty was
explained by
by me,
and that
that
I certify
certify that
was fully
fully explained
me, and
the above
above signatures,
the first
first as
chiefs and
and the
the
signatures, the
as chiefs
and headmen
headmen and
the others
others as
as
witness[es,] signed
signed the
free act
act and
witness[es,]
the same
same as
as their
their free
and deed.
deed.
L.P.
P.CHOUTEAU,
CHOUTEAU,Interpreter.
Interpreter.
L.

Ratification
Ratification

advised wth
with
advised

amendments.

And whereas;
Treaty having
submitted to
to the
Senate of
of
whereas; the said Treaty
having been
been submitted
the Senate
United States
action thereon,
thereon, the
the Senate
did, on
on
the United
States for
for its
its constitutional
constitutional action
Senate did,
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day of June, one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
advise and
and consent
consent to
to the
ratification of
of the
same by
by aa resolution
resolution with
with
advise
the ratification
the same
amendments
and figures
figures following,
following, to
wit :—
amendments in the words
words and
to wit:I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE S
ESSION, S
ENATE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES,
IN
SESSION,
SENATE
UNITED S
STATES,
June
June 26,
26, 1866.
1866.
Resolved,
(two thirds
thirds of
Senators present
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
That the
the
Resolved, (two
of the Senators
Senate advise
advise and
the ratification
ratification of
the Articles
of Treaty
Treaty
Senate
and consent
consent to
to the
of the
Articles of
and
Convention made
concluded at
at Canville
Canville Trading
Trading Post,
and Convention
made and
and concluded
Post, Osage
Osage
nation,
within the boundary
of Kansas,
Kansas, on
the twenty-ninth
nation, within
boundary of
of the
the State
State of
on the
twenty-ninth
day of
hundred and
sixty-five, by
by and
and between
between the
the
of September,
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five,
Commissioners on the part of the United
and the
the Chief
of the
United States, and
Chief of
the
tribes
and Little
Osage Indians,
Indians, the
being duly
duly autribes of
of Great
Great and
Little Osage
the said
said chief
chief being
authorized to negotiate and
tribes, with
the following
following
and treat
treat by said
said tribes,
with the

AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:
1st.
1St. ARTICLE I
38, after
after the
"laws" insert
insert the
the following:
following:
I..line 38,
the word "laws"
"including any
act granting
the State
State of
of Kansas
in aid
aid of
the concon"including
any act
granting lands
lands to
to the
Kansas in
of the
struction of
of a
struction
a railroad
railroad through
through said
said lands."
lands."
Ante, p.
p. 688.
688.
II. strike out all after the word
2d. ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
word "benefit,"
in line
line 8,
8, to
" benefit," in
to and
and
including the word "sold,"
"sold," in line 12, and insert in lieu thereof
thereof the folfollowing: "under
"under the
the direction of the commissioner
general land
land ofofcommissioner of the general
fice, at a
a price not less than
twenty-five cents
cents per
per acre
acre as
as
than one
one dollar
dollar and
and twenty-five
other lands are surveyed
under such
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
as the
surveyed and sold, under
rules and
the
Secretary of the Interior shall from
from time to time
time prescribe."
prescribe."
Ante, p.
p. 688.
Ante,
688.
3d. ARTICLE
3d.
ARTICLE IV.
line 8,
"as," where
it occurs
occurs the
secIV. line
8, after
after the
the word
word "as,"
where it
the sec"upon."
ond time, insert:
insert: "upon."
Ante,
Ante, p. 689.
689.
IX. line
9, after
4th. ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX.
line 9,
after the
the word "
insert: "
per acre."
acre."
" cents"
cents" insert:
"per
Amendments.
Amendments.
Ante, p. 687.

Ante, p. 689.

5th. ARTICLE
5th.
ARTICLE XI.
X.
I.line
line 3,
3, after
the words
words "through
"through the"
the" insert:
insert: "
reafter the
"remaining."
maining."
6th. Same article, line
line 4, strike out
herein reserved,"
and insert
insert in
in
out "
"herein
reserved," and
lieu thereof:
thereof: "of
"of said
said Indians."
Indians."
Attest:
J.
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.

Amendments
And
foregoing amendments
amendments having
interpreted
Amendments
And whereas
whereas the foregoing
having been fully interpreted
ssented to.
and explained
explained to
Little Beaver,
assented to.
and
to White
White Hair,
Hair, Little
Beaver, Clermont,
Clermont, Ta-wah-she-he,
Ta-wah-she-he,
Met-so-shin-ca, (Little
Met-so-shin-ca,
(Little Bear,)
and Black
Dog, chiefs
chiefs of
the
Bear,) No-paw-ahla,
No-paw-ahla, and
Black Dog,
of the
said tribe of Great and Little Osage Indians,
Indians, they did, on the twenty-first
twenty-first
day of September,
September, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-six, give
their
and sixty-six,
give their
voluntary assent
assent to the same, in the words
free and voluntary
words and
following,
and figures
figures following,
to wit:-wit :—
to
a certain Treaty
Commissioners on
Whereas a
Treaty was made
made by and between
between Commissioners
the part of the United States and the chiefs representing
representing the Great and
and
Little Osage Indians, on the 29th of September,
September, 1865,
1865, to the ratification
ratification
of which Treaty the Senate of
States has
has advised
advised and
of the
the United
United States
and conconsented,
following amendments,
amendments, viz:—
sented, with the
the following
viz:AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.

1st.
"laws" insert the following
18t. ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.line
line 38, after the
the word "laws"
following
granting lands to the State
"including any act granting
Kansas, in
in aid
of the
State of Kansas,
aid of
the
construction of aarailroad through
construction
through said lands."
lands."
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2d.
II.strike
all after
8, to
to
2d. ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
strike out
out all
after the
the word
word "benefit,"
"benefit," in
in line
line 8,
the word
"sold," in
in line
insert in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
and including the
word "sold,"
line 12,
12, and
and insert
the
following:
following: ""under the direction
direction of the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
the general
general land
land
offiee, at
at aaprice
one dollar
dollar and
twenty-five cents
cents per
office,
price not
not less
less than
than one
and twenty-five
per acre,
acre,
lands are
are surveyed
surveyed and
under such
such rules
regulations as
as other lands
and sold
sold under
rules and
and regulations
as
time to time
prescribe."
the Secretary of the Interior shall
shall from
from time
time prescribe."
3d.
IV.line
word "
as," where
where it
occurs the
sec3d. ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
line 8,
8, after
after the
the word
"as,"
it occurs
the second time,
time, insert
upon."
ond
insert ""upon."
4th.
IX.line 9,
9, after
the word
acre."
4th. ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX.
after the
word "cents,"
"cents," insert
insert ""per
per acre."
5th.
the words
"through the,"
the," insert
"re5th. ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI.
XI. line
line 3,
3, after
after the
words "through
insert "remainin."
maining."
6th. a
"remaining."
XI. line
4, strike
strike out
"herein reserved,"
and insert
in
6th. ARTICLE XI.
line 4,
out "herein
reserved," and
insert in
"of said
lieu thereof
thereof "of
said Indians."
Indians."
Now, therefore, we,
the undersigned,
undersigned, chiefs
of the
the said
said
we, the
chiefs and
and headmen
headmen of
Great and
and Little
Little Osage
Osage Indians,
Indians, having
having heard
heard the
the above
amendments
Great
above amendments
read, and fully explained to us, on this
twenty-first day
September, one
one
this twenty-first
day of
of September,
thousand eight
hundred and
and consent
to the
the
eight hundred
and sixty-six, do
do hereby
hereby accept
accept and
consent to
aforesaid
aforesaid amendments.
amendments.
WHITE HAIR,
WHITE
HAIR,
his xx mark.
mark.
Principal
Nation.
PrincipalChief Osage Nation.
LITTLE
LITTLE BEAVER,
BEAVER,
his xxmark.
2d Chief White Hair's
Hair's Band.
Band.
CLERMONT,
his x
x mark.
mark.
CLERMONT,
his
Chief
Clermones Band.
Band.
Chief Clermonts
TA-WAH-SHE-HE,
his x
x mark.
TA-WAH-SHE-HE,
his
mark.
Chief
Band.
Chief Big Hill
Hill Band.
MET-SO-SHIN-CA, (Little
(Little Bear,)
Bear,) his
mark.
MET-SO-SHIN-CA,
his x
x mark.
Chief Little Osages.
°sages.
NO-PAW-AHLA,
his x
x mark.
mark.
NO-PAW-AHLA,
his
2d
Osages.
2d Chief Little Osages.
BLACK
his x
xmark.
mark.
BLACK DOG-,
DOG,
his
Chief
Dog's Band.
Chief Black
Black Dog's
Band.
Attest:
G.C.
SNOW, U.
G.
C. SNOW,
U. S
S..Neosho
Neosho Ind.
Ind. Agent.
Agent.
J
OSEPH PAW-NE-NO-PASII,
Indian.
JOSEPH
PAW-NE-NO-PASH, E.
E. Indian.
ALEXANDER
Interpreter.
ALEXANDER BEYETT,
BEYETT, Interpreter.
M OSES NEAL.
NEAL.
MOSES
E.
AMSDEN.
E. C.
C. AMISDEN.
GEORGE
DOUGLASS.
GEORGE W
W. .DOUGLASS.
FRED.
FRED. TIBBETTS.
TIBBETTS.
JOHN
JOHN BRINKLEY.
BRINKLEY.

Now, therefore, be it known, that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JourrsoN, President
I, ANDREW
President of
of
the
of the
and consent
consent
the United
United States
States of America, do,
do, in pursuance
pursuance of
the advice
advice and
of the Senate, as expressed
expressed in its resolution of
twenty-sixth of June,
of the
the twenty-sixth
June,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, accept, ratify, and
and confirm the
said Treaty with the amendments
amendments as aforesaid.
In testimony whereof
I have hereto signed
whereof I
signed my
my name, and
and caused the seal
of the
affixed.
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
twenty-first day of January, in
Washington, this twenty-first
in
the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven,
[SEAL.] and of the Independence
Independence of the
United States of America
America the
the
the United
ninety-first.
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
By
President:
By the
the President:
WILLIAM
SEWARD,
W
ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

Ratification.
Ratiication.
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Treaty between
United States
of America
and the
the Minneconjon
Band
Minneconjon Band
America and
States of
the United
between the
Treaty
of
Dakota or
Sioux Indians;
Indians; Concluded
ancluded October
Ratifica1865; RatificaOctober 10, 1865;
or Sioux
of Dakota
tion
March 17,
Proclaimed March
1866; Procksimed
March 5, 1866;
Amendment, March
with Amendment,
advised, with
tion advised,
1866.
1866.

ANDREW
JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
STATES OF AMERICA,
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
TO ALL
ALL AND
SINGULAR TO
WHOM THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS SHALL COME, GREETING:
GREETING:
TO WHOM
TO
AND SINGULAR

10, 1886.
Oct.
Oct. 10,
1886.

at Fort
Fort Sully,
W
HEREAS a
atreaty
made and
and concluded
concluded at
Sully, in
in the
the Terwas made
treaty was
WHEREAS
ritory
the tenth
day of
of October,
October, in
in the
the year
Lord
of our Lord
year of
tenth day
on the
of Dakota,
Dakota, on
ritory of
one
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, by
Newton Edbetween Newton
and between
by and
and sixty-five,
one thousand
thousand eight
munds,
Edward B.
B. Taylor,
Taylor, Major-General
S. R.
Curtis, Brigadier-General
Brigadier-General
R. Curtis,
Major-General S.
munds, Edward
H.
Sibley, Henry
Henry W.
W. Reed,
Commissioners, on
Orrin Guernsey, Commissioners,
and Orrin
Reed, and
H. Sibley,
H. H.
the
part of
the United
United States,
Hah-wah-zee-dan, (The Lone Horn,)
States, and Hah-wah-zee-dan,
of the
the part
Tah-ke-chah-hoosh-tay,
(The Lame
headmen
other chiefs and headmen
Deer,) and other
Lame Deer,)
Tah-ke-chah-hoosh-tay, (The
of the
the Minneconjon
band of
of Dakota
Sioux Indians,
Indians, on
on the
said
part of said
the part
or Sioux
Dakota or
Minneconjon band
of
band
of Indians,
Indians, and
and duly
which treaty
treaty is in
them, which
by them,
thereto by
authorized thereto
duly authorized
band of
wit:the words
:—
and figures
figures following, to wit
words and
the

Preamble.
Preamble.

the TerARTICLES OF
A. TREATY
TREATY made
and concluded
at Fort
Fort Sully
in the
TerSully in
concluded at
made and
OF A
ARTICLES

Contracting
Contracting

parties
ritory of
by and
between Newton
Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds, governor
governor and ex
exparties
and between
Dakota, by
of Dakota,
ritory
superintendent of Indian affairs
affairs of Dakota
Dakota Territory;
Territory; Edward
officio superintendent
13.
Taylor, superintendent
of Indian
Indian affairs
for the
the northern
superintennorthern superintenaffairs for
superintendent of
B. Taylor,
Major-General S.
Brigadier-General H. H. Sibley,
S. R. Curtis, Brigadier-General
, dency;
dency; Major-General
Henry
and Orrin
Orrin Guernsey,
Guernsey, Commissioners
Commissioners on the part of
of
Reed, and
W. Reed,
Henry W.
undersigned
the
United States,
President, and the undersigned
appointed by the President,
duly appointed
States, duly
the United
Sioux
chiefs
of the
Minneconjon band of Dakota or Sioux
the Minneconjon
headmen of
and headmen
chiefs and
Indians.
Indians.

ARTICLE I.
I. The
Minneconjon band
band of
rep- Jurisdiction
or Sioux Indians, repof Dakota
Dakota or
The Minneconjon
ARTICLE
resented in
to be
be subject
subject to
theofand
authority of
to the
nd authority
themselves to
hereby acknowledge
acknowledge themselves
resented
in council,
council, hereby
United States
states
thekUnited
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and authority
the United
United States,
and hereby
hereby oba
te nowledged,
States, and
ob- acknowledged,
authority of
of the
exclusive
ligate and
bind themselves
themselves individually
not only to cease
cease &c.
Sto.
collectively, not
individually and collectively,
and bind
ligate
all hostilities
against the
and property
property of its citizens,
citizens, but to use
persons and
the persons
all
hostilities against
their influence,
influence, and, if requisite, physical force, to prevent
prevent other bands
bands of
of
the
adjacent tribes, from making hostile demonSioux, or other adjacent
or Sioux,
the Dakota or
strations
government or people of the
the United
United States.
the government
strations against the
ARTICLE
United States
States is Persons and
and
the United
government of the
as the government
1I. Inasmuch
Inasmuch as
ARTICLE II.
desirous
the effusion
blood between
between the
Indian tribes within propertyof
property of other
the Indian
of blood
effusion of
arrest the
to arrest
desirous to
tribes not to be
Minneconjon band of firt
jurisdiction hitherto at war with each
each other, the Minneconjon
its::attacked.
t
nc'
t
k
t°
edb
.
e
its jurisdiction
Dakotas or
or Sioux,
represented in council,
wishes
council, anxious to respect the wishes
Sioux, represented
Dakotas
of the government,
agree and bind themselves
themselves to discontinue
discontinue for
for
hereby agree
government, hereby
of
the future
future all
or property of other
other tribes, unless
upon the
the persons or
attacks upon
all attacks
the
influence to promote peace everyby them,
them, and to use their influence
first assailed by
frequented by them.
where
region occupied or frequented
where in the region
Controversies
differences arising
ARTICLE
controversies or differences
arising between the
the Controversies
All controversies
III. All
ARTICLE III.
tr
beitw
es
eess
nthe sub.
thesubbetween
Minneconjon
represented in council,
council, and other
other tribes
band of Dakotas or Sioux, represented
Minneconjon band
to be
tribes
of
Indians,
involving
the
question
of
peace
war,
be
mitted
submitto the
peace
or
shall
tribes of Indians, involving the question
ted to
to the arbitrament
arbitrament of the President, or such person or persons
persons as may President for arsrted
&o.
bitrament,'4o.
be designated
designated by
by him,
him, and
the decision
decision or award
faithfully observed by the bitTament
award faithfully
and the
be
said band represented
represented in council.
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Indians
Indians

withdraw
ARTICLE
IV. The
represented in council
council shall withdraw
The said band represented
ARTICLE IV.
to
routes overland
hereafter to be established
established
or hereafter
established, or
already established,
the routes
overland already
from from
fiom the
through their
their country;
and in consideration
consideration thereof, and of their non-incountry; and
through
rou
overld
citizens of the United
Amendment. terference
persons and property
property of citizens
United States
terlerenue with the persons
Amendment.
government of the United
lust.
697 ' travellinr
United States agree
agree to pay the
the
travelling, thereon, the government
Post. P'
p. 697.
Payment to
said band the sum of
of ten thousand
thousand dollars annually, for twenty years, in
Payment
to

withdraw
vithldraw from
overland routes.

theP Indians.
rtho
did's'.
roviso.

nter i
or may di rect: Prov ided, Th at
may direct: Provided, That
Interior
such articles as the Secretary of the I

such articles as the Secretary of the

faithfully conform
said band, so represented
represented in council,
council, shall
shall faithfully
conform to the
the requirerequiresaid

ments of
of this
this treaty.
treaty.
ments
ARTICLE V.
individual, or
or individuals,
individuals, or
or portio;i
portio;) of
of the
the
any individual,
Should any
V. Should
ARTICLE
represented in
Dakotas or
band of
of the
Minneconjon band
band of
of Dakotas
or Sioux,
Sioux, represented
in councounthe Minneconjon
dians locating on band
lands to be pro•
ands
ay
locate permanently
tected.
permanently upon
upon
the lands
lands
to locate
hereafter to
desire hereafter
ahnds o be pro- cil, desire
the
part of
of tie
n any
any part
tected.
claimed by
by the
said band,
for the
the purpose
[of] agricultural
agricultural or
or other
other purpurpurpose [of]
band, for
the said
claimed
suits,
it is
hereby agreed
agreed by
by the
the parties
parties to
to this
this treaty
treaty that
that such individual
individual
is hereby
suits, it
any annoyance
annoyance
or
shall be
be protected
in such
against any
location against
such location
protected in
or individuals
individuals shall
Individual
InIndividual In-

molestation on the part of whites
whites or Indians.
or molestation

treaty by the
Amendments
ARTICLE VI.
Any amendment
amendment or
modification of
of this
this treaty
the
or modification
VI. Any
ARTICLE
Amendments
final and
shall be
to
Senate
the United
United States
be considered
considered final
and binding
binding upon
upon
States shall
of the
Senate of
to be binding.
the said
represented in
in council,
as a
part of
of this
this treaty,
treaty, in
in the
the same
same
a part
council, as
band, represented
said band,
the
manner as
as if
if it
been subsequently
subsequently presented
presented and
and agreed
to by
by the
the
agreed to
it had
had been
manner
chiefs and
and headmen
headmen of
of said
said band.
band.
chiefs
Execution.
In testimony
Commissioners on the part of the United
United
the Commis-ioners
whereof, the
In
testimony whereof,
Execution.
DaStates,
the chiefs
and headmen
headmen of
of the
Minneconjon b:nd
band of
of Dasaid Minnecolnjon
the said
chiefs and
and the
States, and
kota or
or Sioux,
Sioux, have
hands, this
tenth day
day of
October,
of October,
this tenth
their hands,
set their
hereunto set
have hereunto
kota
one
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, after the contents had previprevithousand eight
one thousand
ously
read, interpreted,
interpreted, and explained
explained to
said chiefs and headmen.
headmen.
tile said
to the
been read,
ously been
NEWTON
EDMUNDS,
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
EDWARD
TAYLOR,
EDWARD B. TAYLOR,
Gen'l,
1£aj.-Gen'l,
S. R. CURTIS, Maj.H. H. SIBLEY, Brigadier-General.
Brigadier- General.
HENRY
REED,
HENRY W. REED,
ORRIN GUERNSEY,
GUERNSEY,
ORRIN
Commissioners on
the United
United States.
States.
of the
part of
on the
the part
Commissioners
HA-WAH-ZEE-DAN,
Lone Horn,
his xx mark, 1st chief.
Horn, his
The Lone
HA-WAH-ZEE-DAN, The
TAH-KE-CHAII-HOOSH-TAY,
The Lame
Deer, his x
x mark,
Lame Deer,
TAH-KE-CHAH-HOOSH-TAY, The
1st chief.
KEE-YAM-E-I-A,
when going, his mark, chief
chisf.
One that flies when
KEE-YAM-E-I-A, One
x mark,
HA-IL-O-KAH-CHAH-SKAH,
White Young Bull, his x
HA-IL-O-KAH-CHAH-SKAH, White
chief
chief.
KE-YAR-CUM-PEE,
Give him Room,
x mark,
mark, chief.
chisf.
Room, his x
KE-YAR-CIJM-PEE, Give
chief.
x mark,
HA-HAR-SKAH-KAH,
Horn, his x
mark, chief.
HA-HAR-SKAH-KAH, Long Horn,
HE-HAN-WE-CHAK-CHAH, The Old Owl, his x
x mark,
mark, chief
HE-HAN-WE-CHAK-CHAH,
WAH-CEIEF-HA-SKAII,
White Feather,
chisf.
Feather, his xx mark, chief.
WAH-CHEE-IIA-SKAI, White
mark,
TAH-TON-KAH-WAK-KANTO,
High Bull,
Bull, his x
x mark,
TAH-TON-KAH-WAK-KANTO, The High
soldier.
soldier.
Bear, his xx mark,
MAH-TO-CHAT-KAH, The
The Left-handed
Left-handed Bear,
MAH-TO-CHAT-KAH,
soldier.
soldier.
CHAN-WAH-PA, The
The Tree
mark, soldier.
soldier.
Tree in Leaf, his xx mark,
CHAN-WAH-PA,
TO-KALLA-D0O-TAH,
soldier.
x mark, soldier.
The Red Fox, his x
TO-KALLA-DOO-TAH, The
Iawk, his xx mark, soldier.
CHA-TAN-SAPPAH, The Black
Black Hawk,
soldier.
CHA-TAN-SAPPAH,
MUCK-A-PEE-AH-TO,
x mark.
Cloud, his x
Blue Cloud,
The Blue
MUCK-A-PEE-AH-TO, The
Signed
Commissioners on the
the part of the
the United
United States, and
and by
Signed by the Commissioners
the chiefs
headmen, after
the treaty
treaty had
had been fully
interpreted,
fully read, interpreted,
after the
and headmen,
the
chiefs and
explained in our
presence:
our presence:
and explained
A.
W .HUBBARD,
C.6th
Iowa.
6th dist.
dist. Iowa.
M..C.
HUBBARD, M
A. W.
V.
Lt. Col.
S.S
CURTIS, Maj. 2d Colorado
Colorado Cav.
Car. Bet.
Col. U.
U. S.
S. V.
Bvt. It.
S.
S..CURTIs,
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CHAS. C.
G.THORNTON,
THORNTON, Lt.
S. Vols.
Vols.
U. S.
4th U
Lt. Col. 4th
C. G.
CHAS.
E.
F. RUTH,
RUTH, Sec'y
Sec'y of
Commission.
of Commission.
E. F.
Com'n.
R.
Hryr, Reporter
Reporter of Com'n.
R. HITT,
R. R.
THOS.
AURICE, Late
Maj. 1st
Arty.
1st Mo. Lt. Art'y.
Late Alaj.
D. M
MAURIICE,
THos. D.
C. S.
W. MOTT,
Mori', Capt.
and C.
Capt. and
W.
Interpreter.
x mark, Interpreter.
ZEPHIER RENCONTRE,
RENCONTRE,—his
hiS X
ZErPHIER
"
C
HARLES DEGRES,
DECRES, his xx mark,
CHARLES
The
following chiefs
chiefs came
desired to
into council on the 20th Oct. and desired
came into
The following
sign the
treaty. They
They are
represented as
always friendly
friendly to the whites,
whites,
as always
are represented
the treaty.
sign
and have,
been away
from most
most of
tribe.
of the
the tribe.
away from
therefore, been
have, therefore,
and
HAH-SAII-NE-NA-MAZA,
x mark.
Horse, his x
Iron Horse,
One Iron
HAH-SAH-NE-NA-MAZA, One
TO-KIO-WI-CHACK-A-TA, The One
that Kills
Kills the First on
One that
TO-KIO-WI-CHACK-A-TA,
Hand, his
mark.
his xx mark.
Hand,
ATTEST:
ATTEST:
U. S. V.
S.S
URTIS, Bvt.
But. Lt. Col ..0
CURTIs,
S..C
S.
Territory.
Montana Territory.
HEZ. L.
L.HOSMKR,
HosmEn, Chief Justice
Justice of Montana
HEZ.
mark.
C
HARLES DEGRES,
his xx mark.
DEGRES, his
CHARLES
And
said treaty
having been
been submitted
the Senate of the
the
submitted to the
treaty having
the said
whereas the
And whereas
United
constitutional action
thereon, the Senate did, on the
action thereon,
its constitutional
for its
States for
United States
fifth
of March,
hundred and sixty-six, advise and
and
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
March, one
day of
fifth day
a resoluconsent
to the
the same, with an amendment, by a
of the
ratification of
the ratification
consent to
tion
in the
the words
figures following, to wit: —
and figures
words and
tion in
I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
IN
March
March 5th, 1866.
Resolved,
(two thirds
present concurring,)
the.Ratification
Ratification
concurring,) That the
Senators present
the Senators
of the
thirds of
Resolved, (two
r
w
al
e
t
.
Senate advise
and consent
to the
the ratification
ratification of
treaty between
the ment.
ht.amen dbetween the
of the
the treaty
consent to
advise and
Senate
headmen of the
United
States, by
and the
the chiefs and headmen
Commissioners, and
their Commissioners,
by their
United States,
Minneconjon
[Dakota] or Sioux Indians,
Indians, made and
and
Dacotah [Dakota]
band of Dacotah
Minneconjon band
concluded at
Sully, in
in the
the Territory
Territory of
following
with the following
of Dakota, with
at Fort
Fort Sully,
concluded
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:
Article IV,,
IV,, lines
and 5,
strike out
viz: ""and
following words, viz:
the following
out the
5, strike
4, and
3, 4,
lines 3,
Article
of
their non-interference
persons and property of citizens
citizens of
with the persons
non-interference with
of their
travelling thereon."
the
thereon."
United States travelling
the United
Attest:
J.
W. FORNEY,
Secretary.
FORNEY, Secretary.
J. W.
Attest:

p.Gt;.
See Ante,
Ante, p•

Proclaimed.
And whereas
whereas article
treaty provides
provides that
that any amendment
amendment
of said
said treaty
sixth of
article sixth
And
considered
or modification
by the
the Senate
Senate of the United States shall be
be considered
of itit by
modification of
or
final and
and binding
upon the
band of Indians,
represented in council,
council,
Indians, represented
said band
the said
binding upon
final
subsequently
as
treaty, in
same manner as if it had been subsequently
in the same
of the
the treaty,
as aapart of
headmen of said band:
presented
band :—
presented and agreed to by the chiefs and headmen
Now,
therefbre, be
it known
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President
that I, ANDREW
known that
be it
Now, therefore,
pursuance of the advice and
of the
the United
States of
and conconof America, do, in pursuance
United States
of
of March,
sent of
or the
the Senate,
March,
resolution of the fifth of
its resolution
in its
as expressed
expressed in
Senate, as
sent
hundred and sixty-six, accept, ratify, and confirm the
the
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
said
the amendment
amendment as aforesaid.
said treaty, with the
In testimony
whereof; IIhave
signed the
the same with
with my hand and have
have
have signed
In
testimony whereof.
affixed.
caused the
the seal of the United
United States to be hereto
hereto affixed.
caused
March,
Done at
at the
the city
city of
seventeenth day of March,
Washington, this seventeenth
of Washington,
Done
in
the year
our Lord
and
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
of our
year of'
in the
Independence of the United States of
[L. s.]
s.] sixty-six, and of the Independence
[L.
America the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
America
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
By
of State.
Secretary of
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
State.
SEWARD,
WILLIAM
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Treaty between
Brule Band
United States of America and the Lower Bruli
between the United
Teaty
of Dakota
Indians; Concluded October 14, 1865;
1865; RatificaRatificaDakota or Sioux Indians;
March 17,
ProclaimedMarch
March 5, 1866; Proclaimed
advised, with Amendment, March
tion advised,
1866.
1866.

ANDREW
JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
TO
AND MEDI:MAE
TO WHOM
THESE
COME, GBEETING:
GREETIND
SHALL COME,
THESE ?RESENTS
PRESENTS SHALL
JWHOM
SINGULAB TO
TO ALL
L AD

Whereas a
and concluded
concluded at Fort Sully, in the Terwas made
made and
a treaty
treaty was
Whereas
our
year of our
fourteenth day of October, in the year
on the fourteenth
Dakota, on
ritory of Dakota,
Lord
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, by and between
between
Lord one
Newton Edmunds, Edward
Edward B. Taylor, Major-General
Major-General S. R. Curtis,
Newton
Brigadier-General
Sibley, Henry
and Orrin
Orrin Guernsey,
Guernsey,
Reed, and
Henry W.
W. Reed,
H. H.
H. Sibley,
Brigadier-General H.
Commissioners, on
the United
United States,
States, and
Muz-zah-wy-ah-tay,
and Muz-zah-wy-ah-tay,
of the
the part
part of
on the
Commissioners,
Ball,) and
(The Iron
Iron Nation,)
Nation,) Tah-ton-kah-wak-kon,
(Medicine Ball)
and other
Tah-ton-kah-wak-kon, (Medicine
(The
chiefs
headmen of
Lower Brul6
band of Dakota or Sioux InBrule band
of the Lower
chiefs and headmen
dians,
of' said
authorized thereto
thereto by
by
of Indians, and duly authorized
said band of
the part
part of
dians, on
on the
them,
which treaty
is in the
following, to wit: -—
figures following,
and figures
the words and
treaty is
them, which

14, 185.
1865.
Oct. 14,
Preamble.

ARTICLES OF A
A TREATY
TREATY made and concluded
concluded at Fort Sully, in the Ter- Contracting
ARTICLES
of Dakota, by and between Newton Edmunds, governor and ex parties.
ritory
ritory
officio of
superintendent
Dakota, by and
of Indian
between
affairs
Newton
of Dakota
Edmunds,
Territory,
governor
Edward
and ex
B.
officio superintendent of Indian affairs of Dakota Territory, Edward B.
Taylor,
affairs for the northern
northern superintensuperintendent of Indian affairs
Taylor, superintendent
dency,
S. R.
R. Curtis,
Curtis, Brigadier-General
H. Sibley,
Sibley,
H. H.
Brigadier-General H.
Major-General S.
dency, Major-General
Henry W. Reed, and
Guernsey, Commissioners on the part of
of
and Orrin Guernsey,
Henry
the United
appointed by the President, and the underduly appointed
United States, duly
the
signed chiefs and headmen of the Lower
Lower Brule
Brul6 band
band of Dakota or
Sioux
Sioux Indians.
Indians.
ARTICLE
L The
The Lower
band of
of Dakota
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians, Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
Dakota or
Brule band
Lower Brul6
ARTICLE L
and authority of
o
andUnited
autherited
subject to the
themselves to be subject
acknowledge themselves
represented
represented in council, hereby
hereby acknowledge
State,
acknowledged
the exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction and authority of the
the United States, and hereby
hereby acknowledged
the
obligate
and bind
individually and
collectively, not only to
and collectively,
themselves individually
bind themselves
obligate and
cease
all hostilities
hostilities against
property of its citizens,
citizens, but to
and property
persons and
the persons
against the
cease all
use
influence, and,
physical force,
prevent other
other
force, to prevent
if necessary,
necessary, physical
and, if
use their
their influence,
bands
adjacent tribes, from
from making
making hoshosor Sioux, or other adjacent
of the
the Dakota or
bands of
tile demonstrations
the government
United States or its
government of the United
against the
tile
demonstrations against
people.
people.
Persons and
ARTICLE II.
Inasmuch as
the government
government of
the United
United States
States is
is a
Personsand
as the
of the
ARTICLE
II. Inasmuch
proerty
p
ec
sn
tyotof
oftother
tr:bes not to be
desirous to arrest the effusion of blood between
between the
the Indian
Indian tribes within rneer
desirous
attacked.
its
jurisdiction
hitherto
at
war
with
each
other,
the
Lower
Brul6
first
attacked.
band
of
its jurisdiction hitherto at war with each other, the Lower Brule
Dakotas
represented in council, anxious to respect
respect the wishes
or Sioux, represented
Dakotas or
discontinue for
of
agree and bind themselves
themselves to discontinue
hereby agree
of the
the government,
government, hereby
the future
future all
all attacks
attacks upon
property of other tribes, unless
persons or property
upon the
the persons
the
first
them, and to use their influence
influence to promote peace
peace everyassailed by
by them,
first assailed
frequented by them.
where
where in
in the region occupied or frequented
Controversies
ARTICLE
controversies or differences
differences arising between
between the tre
controversies
III. All controversies
ARTICLE III.
i
t
b
w
erto
ntomb.
Lower Brule
Brul6 band
band of
of Dakotas
or Sioux,
council, and
other tribes to be suband other
represented in
in council,
Dakotas or
Sioux, represented
Lower
to the
mitted
be
subtribes
of
Indians,
involving
the
question
of
peace
or
war,
shall
peace
question
tribes of Indians, involving the
ras President
or
or
miaed
the
President, or
person
President,
of
the
arbitrament
ted for
for the
&o.
persons
bttrament,for
such person
or such
of the
the President,
the arbitrament
arbitrament of
inited
or persons
persons
as
bltrament,
&o.ar-
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may be
be designated
designated by
by him,
him, and
the decision
award faithfully
observed
may
and the
decision or
or award
faithfully observed
by
the said
said band
band represented
council.
by the
represented in
in council.
Indians to
to
ARTICLE
IV. The
The said
band represented
council shall
shall withdraw
Indians
ARTICLE IV.
said band
represented in
in council
withdraw
withdraw from from
overland already established,
from the routes overland
established, or hereafter to be estabestaboverland
overland routes.
Amendment. lished
lished through
through their
country; and
and in
consideration thereof;
thereof; and
and of
of their
their
in consideration
their country;
Amendment.
Post, p. 702. non-interference
Pose,
non-interference with
of the United
United
with the
the persons
persons and
and property
property of citizens of
States
government of
United States
States agree
agree to
to
States travelling
travelling thereon,
thereon, the
the government
of the
the United
Payment.
pay to
the said
said band
band the
dollars annually,
for twenty
twenty
pay
to the
the sum
sum of
of six
six thousand
thousand dollars
annually, for
years, in
in such
as the
of the
the Interior
direct: ProProthe Secretary
Secretary of
Interior may
may direct:
years,
such articles
articles as
vided, That said band so represented
represented in council shall faithfully
Proviso.
vided,
faithfully conform
conform to
to
the requirements
requirements of
of this treaty.
Individual InIn.
ARTICLE
individual, or
or portion
portion of
of the
the
Individual
ARTICLE V.
V. Should
Should any
any, individual,
or individuals,
individuals, or
dians locating Lower Brule
Brule band of Dakotas,
Sioux, represented
represented in
in council,
council, desire
desire
Dakotas, or Sioux,
on lands to be
protected.
locate permanently
permanently upon any part of the lands claimed
claimed by
hereafter to locate
pnrotctedto be hereafter
the
said band,
purpose of
other pursuits,
pursuits, it
it is
is herehereband, for
for the
the purpose
of agricultural
agricultural or
or other
the said
by
parties to
individuals
by agreed
agreed by the parties
to this treaty that
that such
such individual
individual or
or individuals
shall
protected in
such location
location against
annoyance or molestation
molestation
shall be protected
in such
against any annoyance
on
the part
part of
of whites
on the
whites or Indians.
Reservation
ARTICLE
VI. It
It is
is hereby
hereby agreed
Reservation
ARTICLE VI.
agreed upon
the part
part of
of the
the government
''
government
upon the
for Lower
Bra1
ds.
of
the
United
States,
that
the
said
band
of
Lower
Brules
shall
locate on
on aa
locate
shall
Brulds
of
Lower
band
said
the
that
of the United States,
Brulwes.
permanent
reservation at
permanent reservation
at or near
near the
the mouth
mouth of the
the White river, to include
include
Boundaries.
Fort Lookout,
line along
along the
river,
Boundaries. Fort
Lookout, twenty
twenty miles
miles in
in aa straight
straight line
the Missouri
Missouri river,
depth; and
and that
occupation of'
and ten miles
miles in
in depth;
that upon
upon the actual
actual occupation
of not
not less
less
families of
of said reservation,
reservation, and
and their engaging
engaging perper
than fifty lodges or families
Payments for manently in
kindred pursuits,
pursuits, the
government of
of
in agricultural
agricultural and
and other
other kindred
the government
agricultural,
&c. the United States agree to furnish
agricultural, &e.
furnish at its own cost the sum
surn of'
of twenty-five
twenty-five
Purposes.
purposes
dollars for
each and
lodge or
dollars
for each
and every
every lodge
or family
family so engaged,
engaged, as aa common
common
fund, to be expended
other implements
implements and
expended in stock, agricultural
agricultural and other
and
general
improvements as shall
directed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
general improvements
shall be
be directed
the InteInterior; the said sum to be furnished annually
annually for five
five years.
years. It being
being
Stock,
&c., to
to understood
the said
stock, agricultural
and other
other implements
implements shall
shall
Stock, &c.,
understood that
that the
said stock,
agricultural and
bethe
property be and remain the
be
the ProPerV
the property
property of the United
United States,
States, to
and emto be used and
of
of the
the United
United
States.
ployed
the exclusive
benefit of
of the
the lodges
lodges or
or families
so located,
located, and
and
fhmilies so
for the
exclusive benefit
ployed for
States.
in no case to be sold or alienated
alienated by the said
said band
band or any member
member
thereof; and
United States
engage to employ
employ at its
its own
own. cost
cost
thereof;
and the United
States further
further engage
Blacksmith
blacksmith and
of
engage
lodges or families.
families.
Blacksmith
aablacksmith
and farmer
farmer for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
the said lodges
and farmer.
farmer.
The United States reserve the right to construct
construct a
road or roads
roads
a road
Roads.
oads
through the said reservation.
reservation.
Whites
not to
to
No
officers, agents
agents or
or employes
employes of
United
of the
the United
Whites not
No white
white person,
person, other
other than
than officers,
go, &c.,
8r,e., thereon. States, shall be permitted to go on or remain
remain on the said reservation,
reservation,
unless previously admitted as aa member
member of the said band
band according
according to
their usages.
usages.
Schools.
Whenever
Secretary of
the Interior
schools for
for the
the
may so
so direct,
direct, schools
of the
Interior may
the Secretary
Whenever the
Schools.
opened on the said reservation.
instruction of the said
said band may be opened
reservation.
Two
ARTICLE VII.
VII. The
The undersigned
chiefs of
of the
the Brulds,
Brules, hereby
further
Two Kettles
Kettles1
ARTICLE
undersigned chief's
hereby further
band maybe
Two Kettles
or Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians
may be 10o- agree
agree that should the Two
Kettles band
band of the
the Dakota
Dakota or
cated adjoining
adjoining b.ct
cated
be
located adjoining
adjoining them,
will cheerfully
allow them
them to
to do
and
do so,
so, and
cheerfully allow
them, they
they will
be located
to the
the Bruesng
Brutes.
employes secured
also agree that the employes
secured to the Braids
also for
Brules may be used also
for
the joint benefit of the said Two Kettles,
Kettles, at the
the discretion of the
government.
government.
Amendments
ARTICLE VIII.
amendment or
modification of
of this
treaty by
Amendments
ARTICLE
VIII. Any
Any amendment
or modification
this treaty
by
to be binding. the Senate of the United
considered final and binding
United States shall be considered
binding
upon
upon the
the said
said band,
band, represented
represented in
in council,
council, as
as aapart
part of
of this
this treaty,
treaty, in
in the
the
same manner as if it had been
been subsequently
by
subsequently presented and agreed to by
the chiefs and headmen
headmen of said band.
Execution.
Execution.
In testimony
Commissioners on
on the
the part
of the
the United
United
testimony whereof;
whereof, the
the Commissioners
part of
headmen of the said Lower Brule band of
States, and the chiefs and headmen
of
Dakota or Sioux, have
have hereunto
hereunto set their hands, this fourteenth
fourteenth day of
of
October,
hundred and sixty-five, after the contents
October, one thousand eight hundred
contents
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had previously
explained to
the said chiefs
to the
and explained
interpreted, and
read, interpreted,
been read,
previously been
had
and
headmen.
and headmen.
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
NEWTON
EDWARD
TAYLOR,
EDWARD B. TAYLOR,
S. R.
CURTIS, Major-General,
Major- General,
R. CURTIS,
S.
H. H.
General,
Brigadier-General,
SIBLEY, BrigadierH. SIBLEY,
H.
HENRY W. REED,
HENRY
ORRIN GUERNSEY,
ORRIN
Commissioners
part of
the United States.
of the
the part
on the
Commissioners on
Chiefs.
Chiefs.
MUZ-ZAII-WY-AH-TAY,
The Iron Nation,
his x
x mark.
Nation,
MUZ-ZAH-WY-AH-TAY, The
TAH-TON-KAH-WAK-KON,
Ball,
his x
x mark.
his
Medicine Ball,
TAH-TON-KAH-WAK-KON, Medicine
Killed
PTA-SON-WE-CHAK-TAY,
One who Killed
The One
PTA-SON-WE-CHAK-TAY, The
x mark.
the
White Buffalo
Buffalo Cow,
Cow,
his x
the White
SHE-0-TCHE-KAIL
Pheasant,
his xx mark.
Little Pheasant,
SHE-O-TCHE-KAH, Little
PTA-SAN-MAN-NEE,
White Buffalo
Buffalo Cow that
PTA-SAN-MAN-NEE, White
x mark.
his x
walks,
walks,
x mark.
his x
CHON-TAY-O-KIT-E-KAH,
The Brave
Brave Heart,
CHON-TAY-O-KIT-E-KAH, The
x mark.
his x
TAH-O-PEE, The
Wounded Man,
Man,
The Wounded
TAH-O-PEE,
WAG-AH-MO-AH-WIN, The
x mark.
Ear Rings, his x
The Gourd Ear
WAG-AH-MO-AH-WIN,
x mark.
E-CHAP-SIN-TA-MUZ-ZAH,
his x
Iron Whip,
The Iron
E-CHAP-SIN-TA-MUZ-ZAH, The
Chief Soldiers.
Soldiers.
Chief

x mark
his x
ZE-TE-KAH-DAN-SAP-PAH, The Blackbird,
Blackbird,
ZE-TE-KAH-DAN-SAP-PAH,
WAH-HAH-CHUNKI-E-UN-KA., The Shield that
WAH-HAH-CHUNKI-E-UN-KA,
Runs,
his xx mark.
Runs,
MUCK-A-PEE-E-CHASH-NAH, The Cloud that
MUCK-A-PEE-E-CHASH-NAH,
Rattles,
his x
x mark.
Rattles,
his x
IS-TO-O-PEE, The Wounded
x mark.
Wounded Arm,
IS-TO-O-PEE,
MIN-DO-TON-KAH-CRE-KA.H, The Little
Little ParMIN-DO-TON-KAH-CHE-KAH,
tisan,
x mark.
his x
tisan,
WAH-MIN-DEE-SHON-TON-KAH, The
The War
WAH-MIN-DEE-SHON-TON-KAH,
x mark.
his x
Eagle with
Large Feathers,
Feathers,
with Large
Eagle
Signed by
United States, and by
on the part of the United
Commissioners on
the Commissioners
by the
Signed
the chiefs
and headmen,
after the
fully read,
read, interpreted,
interpreted,
had been fully
treaty had
the treaty
headmen, after
chiefs and
the
and
presence :—
in our presence:explained in
and explained
A.
C. 6th dist. Iowa.
M. a
HUBBARD, M.
W..HUBBARD,
A. W
Cav., Bvt. Lt. Col.
S.
1.aj. 2d Colorado
Colorado Cam,
Col.
CURTIS, .111laj.
S. Cum.'s,
S. S.
W .S
W OODS, Surgeon
Surgeon U
U. S.
Vols.
S. Vols.
S..WooDs,
W.
E.F.
F.RUTH,
Commission.
Sec'y to Commission.
RUTH, See'y
E.
R.
HITT, Rep'r
Coin'n.
of Com'n.
Rep'r of
R. R.
R. HITT,
Z
EPHIER RECONTRE,
Interpreter.
RECONTRE, his xcmark, Interpreter.
ZEPHIER
CHARLES DEGRE,
DEGRE, his x
x mark,
cc
CHARLES

having been submitted
And
whereas the
treaty having
submitted to the Senate of
the said treaty
And whereas
the
United States
States for
thereon, the Senate did, on
action thereon,
constitutional action
for its constitutional
the United
the fifth
of March,
March, one
hundred and sixty-six, advise
one thousand eight hundred
day of
fifth day
the
resa 'resand consent
with an amendment, by a
ratification of the same, with
to the ratification
consent to
and
olution in
following, to wit:wit:—
words and figures following,
in the words
olution
THE UNITED STATES,
I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE S
ESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
OF THE
STATES,
SESSION,
IN
March
March 5, 1866.
Resolved,
(two thirds
Senators present concurring,)
concurring) That the
the Senators
of the
thirds of
Resolved, (two
Senate
advise and
consent to
the ratification
the treaty between the
of the
ratification of
to the
and consent
Senate advise
United States
of America,
by their Commissioners,
Commissioners, and the chiefs and
America, by
States of
United

Ratified
Ratified with
amendment.
amendment '
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headmen of
Lower Bruld
Braid band
band of
[Dakota] or
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians,
of Daeotah
Dacotah[Dakota]
of the
the Lower
headmen
made and
Fort Sully,
Stilly, in
Territory of
of Dakota,
Dakota, with
with the
the
the Territory
at Fort
in the
and concluded
concluded at
made
following
following
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:
700.
Ante, p. 700.
See Ask,

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

Article IV.,
IV.; lines
lines 3,
4, and
5, strike
strike out
the following
following words,
words, viz:
viz:
out the
3, 4,
and 5,
Article
and property
property of citizens
citizens
persons and
with the persons
no[n]-interference with
""and
and of their no[n]-interference
of
States travelling
thereon."
United States
travelling thereon."
of the
the United
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
Secretary.
J.
FORNEY, Secreeary.
Attest:
whereas article
article eighth
treaty provides
provides that any
any amendment
amendment
eighth of
of said treaty
And whereas
or modification
modification of
of it
the Senate
of the
the United
States shall be conconUnited States
it by
by the
Senate of
or
sidered
Indians, represented
represented in
in
sidered final and
and binding upon the said band of Indians,
council,
the same
same manner
manner as if
if it had been subcouncil, as aapart
part of the treaty,
treaty, in the
sequently presented
presented and agreed
headmen of said
agreed to by the chiefs and headmen
sequently
band :—
band:Now, therefore,
be it
it known
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
President
known that
that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
Now,
therefore, be
pursuance of the advice and
conand conof America,
America, do,
do, in
in pursuance
of the
the United
United States of
sent of
of the
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in
resolution of the fifth
fifth of March,
sent
the Senate,
in its
its resolution
hundred and
the
ratify, and confirm
confirm the
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-six, accept, ratify,
said treaty,
treaty, with
with the
the amendment
amendment as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
said
In
and have
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have
have signed
signed the
the same
same with my hand
hand and
caused the seal of the United
United States to be hereto affixed.
affixed.
caused
seventeenth day of March,
Done at
at the city'
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
this seventeenth
March,
and
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
[L. S.]
B.]
sixty-six,
[L.
sixty-six, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States of
America the ninetieth.
America
ninetieth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
By
President:
By the President:
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
SEWARD,
Secretary of &ate.
State.
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Treaty between
States of
and the
the Cheyenne
and ArraArraCheyenne and
of America
America and
United States
the United
between the
Treaty
pahoe
Tribes of
of Indians;
Indians; Concluded
Concluded October
Ratification
1865; Ratification
October 14, 1865;
pahoe Tribes
advised, with
with Amendments,
22, 1866;
1866; Amendments
Amendments accepted NoMay 22,
Amendments, May
advised,
vember 10
Proclaimed February
February 2, 1867.
1867.
1866; Proclaimed
19, 1866;
and 19,
10 and
vember

ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
ANDREW
PRESIDENT
AMERICA,
STATES OF AMERICA,
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
TO ALL
ALL AND
SINGULAR TO
THESE PRESENTS
COME, GREETING:
SHALL COME,
PRESENTS SHALL
WHOM THESE
TO Tama
AND SINGULAR
TO

Oct. 14,
1886.
14, 1865.
Oct.

W HEREAS a
a Treaty
Treaty was
and concluded
concluded at
camp on the Little
Little
at the
the camp
made and
was made
WHEREAS
Arkansas
river, in
State of
Kansas, on
the fourteenth
day of October,
fourteenth day
on the
of Kansas,.
the State
in the
Arkansas river,
in
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, by
one thousand eight hundred
Lord one
in the
and
between John
John B.
Sanborn, William S. Harney, Thomas Murphy,
B. Sanborn,
and between
Kit
Carson, William
William W.
Bent, Jesse
and James
James Steele,
Steele,
Leavenworth, and
H. Leavenworth,
Jesse H.
W. Bent,
Kit Carson,
Commissioners,
on the
the part
part of
of the
United States, and Moke-ta-ve-to,
Moke-ta-ve-to,
the United
Commissioners, on
(Little
Oh-has-tee, (Little
(Black
(Seven Bulls,) Oh-has-tee,
Oh-to-ah-ne-so-to-wheo, (Seven
Kettle,) Oh-to-ah-ne-so-to-wheo,
(Black Kettle,)
Raven,) Oh-hah-mah-hah,
(Storm) and other
chiefs and
and headmen
headmen of the
the
other chiefs
Oh-hah-mah-hah, (Storm,)
Raven,)
Cheyenne and
Arrapahoe tribes
Indians,
Indians, on the part of said Indians,
of Indians,
tribes Of
and Arrapahoe
Cheyenne
and
duly authorized
thereto by
by them,
which treaty is in the words
words and
them, which
authorized thereto
and duly
figures
following, to
to wit: —
figures following,

Preamble.

ARTICLES OF
OF A
made and
at the
the camp
camp on
on the
Little
the Little
concluded at
and concluded
TREATY made
A TREATY
ARTICLES

Contracting
Contracting

Arkansas
Kansas ' on the fourteenth
fourteenth day of parties.
the State of Kansas,
in the
river, in
Arkansas river,
October,
in the
year of
of our
Lord one
eight hundred
hundred and
thousand eight
one thousand
our Lord
the year
October, in
sixty-five ' by and between John B. Sanborn, William S. Harney,
Harney,
sixty-five,
Thomas Murphy,
Kit Carson,
LeavenCarson, William W. Bent, Jesse H. LeavenMurphy, Kit
Thomas
worth, and
James Steele,
on the part of the United
United
Commissioners on
Steele, Commissioners
and James
worth,
States,
and the
the undersigned,
undersigned, chiefs
headmen of and representing
representing
chiefs and headmen
States, and
the
tribes of
Arrapahoe and
Indians of the
Cheyenne Indians
and Cheyenne
of Arrapahoe
confederated tribes
the confederated
Upper
being duly
authorized by their respective
respective
duly authorized
they being
river, they
Arkansas river,
Upper Arkansas
tribes
premises.
act in the premises.
tribes to act

ARTICLE I.
I. It
It is
is agreed
by the
parties to
to this
hereafter Perpetual
PerPetard
treaty, that hereafter
this treaty,
the parties
agreed by
ARTICLE
peace.
people and
perpetual
maintained between
between the people
and government
governmentpeace.
be maintained
shall be
peace shall
perpetual peace
hereto, and that the
of
the United
the Indians
Indians
the Indians parties hereto,
and the
States and
United States
of the
parties
remain at
peace with
with each
each other, and with all
at peace
forever remain
shall forever
hereto shall
parties hereto
other
relations with the government
government of the
friendly relations
sustain friendly
Indians who sustain
other Indians
United
States. For
the provisions
this Hostile actsto
acts to
of this
provisions of
enforcing the
of enforcing
purpose of
the purpose
For the
United States.
article, it
is agreed
agreed
that
in case
or depredations
depredations are
are committed
committed bitration.
be
settled b
arbyyarbe settled
acts or
hostile acts
case hostile
that in
it is
article,
o
by the
people of the
Indians on friendly
friendly terms with bitraton.
the United States, or by Indians
by
the people
the United
United States, against
individual members
against the tribe or tribes, or the individual
the
of
the tribe
tribe or tribes,
tribes, who are parties to this treaty, such hostile acts or
of the
depredations
redressed by a
a resort to arms, but the party or
or
be redressed
not be
shall not
depredations shall
parties
aggrieved shall
submit their
their complaints
their agent to the
the
complaints through their
shall submit
parties aggrieved
thereupon an impartial arbitration
President of
United States, and thereupon
the United
of the
President
shall
had, under
the award thus made
made shall be
his direction, and the
under his
be had,
shall be
binding
on all
government of the United
interested, and the government
parties interested,
all parties
binding on
o
tMembers
States
will in
faith enforce
enforce the same.
same. And the Indians parties
parties tr
geemers
good faith
in good
States will
hereto, on
their part,
agree, in
Cleprmedma-1
or other violations of law shall ting depredacrimes or
in case
case crimes
part, agree,
on their
hereto,
be
by any
person or
persons, members
members of their
their tribe, such tions to be sur=or persons,
any person
committed by
be committed
person
or persons
shall, upon
upon complaint
made in
writing to their rendered.
rendered.
in writing
being made
complaint being
persons shall,
person or
agent, superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs, or to other
other proper authority, by
affidavit, be delivered
the party
party injured,
verified by affidavit,
delivered to the person
and verified
injured, and
the
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duly authorized
authorized to
or persons
persons into
custody, to
to the
the end
end
duly
to take
take such
such person
person or
into custody,
that such
such person
person or
or persons
persons may
may be
punished according
according to
to the
that
be punished
the laws
laws of
of the
the
United States.
Reservation
ARTICLE
hereby agree
agree that
that the
district of
of
Reservation
ARTICLE II.
II. The
The United
United States
States hereby
the district
for
t
ry em
brace dwithin
wi
thi n th
ollow i
ng li
m it s,
or such
s
uch portion
portion of
of the
the same
same
for Indians
Indians who
who coun
country
embraced
thee f
following
limits,
or
are parties hereto.
United States
States for
for
re parties here as
as may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be designated
designated by the President
President of
of the
the United
that
viz: commencing
at the
the mouth
Red fork
fork
that purpose,
purpose, viz:
commencing at
mouth of
of Red
Red creek
creek or
or Red
Boundaries,
of
the Arkansas
Arkansas river;
river; thence
thence up
creek or
or fork
to its
its source;
source; thence
thence
Boundaries.
of the
up said
said creek
fork to
westwardly to
point on
on the
the Cimarone
Cimarone river,
river, opposite
opposite the
the mouth
mouth of
of
westwardly
to aa point
Buffalo
creek; thence
to the
Arkansas river;
river; thence
down the
the
Buffalo creek;
thence due
due north
north to
the Arkansas
thence down
same to
to the
beginning, shall
and is
is hereby,
hereby, set
apart for
for the
the absolute
same
the beginning,
shall be,
be, and
set apart
absolute
and undisturbed
undisturbed use
use and
and occupation
occupation of
tribes who
who are
parties to
to this
this
and
of the
the tribes
are parties
treaty, and
such other
other friendly
as they
they may
may from
from time
time to
to time
time
treaty,
and of
of such
friendly tribes
tribes as
No whites, ex- agree to admit among them,
them, and that no white person,
person, except officers,
cept.
&c.to uncept,
&re.
sett and employees of the government, shall go upon or settle within
tle thereon, 8un
agents,
employees of the government, shall go upon or settle within
agents, and
tlePreon
the
country embraced
embraced within
said limits,
formally admitted
admitted and
and
less, &c.
&c.
the country
within said
limits, unless
unless formally
incorporated
some one of
residing there, according
according
incorporated into
into some
of the
the tribes
tribes lawfully
lawfully residing
Indians not to its laws and usages: Provided,
Provided, however,
Indians shall not be
however, That said Indians
required
to se
l
ttle required
required to
to settle
settle upon
upon said
said reservation
reservation until
until such
such time
as the
United
the United
time as
title
e unti,
tereton,
thereon,
States
have extinguished
all claims
claims of
of title
title thereto
thereto on
the part
part of
of
&,c.;
'
States shall
shall have
extinguished all
on the
Sae amend- other Indians, so that the
Indians parties
szthe Indians
parties hereto
hereto may
may live thereon
thereon at
at

ments. fvut,ma.
ments.
o.
708-710.
peace
other tribes.
tribes.
all other
with all
'
peace with
708-710.

to remove

The Indians parties
parties hereto, on their part, expressly agree
agree to remove
remove
to
and accept
as
their
permanent home
the country
country embraced
embraced within
within said
said
as
their permanent
home the
to
and
accept
lmt
limits
so to
do by
by the
the President
of the
the United
United States,
States,
limits whenever
whenever directed
directed so
to do
President of
in
accordance with
and that
that they
will not
not go
go
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this treaty, and
they will
hunting or other
other purposes
purposes without
without the
consent in
in
from said country
country for
for hunting
the consent
writing of their agent or other authorized
such written
written consent
consent
authorized person, such
specifying the
for which
in all cases specifying
the purpose for
which such
such leave
leave is granted, and
and
borne with
their excursions
excursions as
evidence that
that they
they are
are
shall be borne
with them
them upon
upon their
as evidence
rightfully away from their
their reservation,
reservation, and shall be respected
respected by all
all
States as their
their sufficient
sufficient
officers, employees, and citizens of
of the
the United
United States
safeguard and protection
person or property
safeguard
protection against injury
injury or damage
damage in
in person
property
by any
any and all persons whomsoever.
whomsoever.
It
to refrain
It is further
further agreed by the Indians parties
parties hereto
hereto that when absent
absent
from depreda - from
reservation they
commission of
of any
deptionsdepred
fiom their
their reservation
they will
will refrain
refrain from
from the
the commission
any depredations
the person
person or property
persons sustaining
sustaining
redations or injuries to the
property of
of all persons
friendly
the government
of the
the United
United States;
States ;that
that they
they
friendly relations with the
government of
not to
not, while
while so
so absent,
encamp by
by day
day or
or at
night within
ten miles
not
to encamp
encamp will
will not,
absent, encamp
at night
within ten
miles of
of
within ten
miles any of the main travelled
within
ten miles
travelled routes or roads through the country
country to which
of,
&c.
o, &C
they go, or of the military posts, towns, or villages
villages therein, without the
the
consent
military posts,
posts, or
or of
of the
the civil
civil authori
authori
consent of
of the
the commanders
commanders of
of such military
Claims to othclaims
otb- ties of such towns
towns or villages; and that henceforth
henceforth they
they will,
will, and
and do
do
e lands relin
or rights
in and
to any
of the
the United
United
es - hereby,
hereby 'relinquish
relinquish all claims
claims or
rights in
and to
any portion
portion of
quished,
er
and quished, relinand
especiany
or Territories,
except such
as is
is embraced
the limits
limits aforeaforepecially to
to cercer- States
States or
Territories, except
such as
embraced within
within the
lain thus bound- said, and more especially their claims and rights in and to the country
country
ed.
bounded as follows, viz: beginning at the junction of the north
north and
and south
south
forks of the Platte river; thence
thence up the
the north fork to the top of the
the
principal range of the Rocky Mountains,
Mountains, or to the
the Red Buttes;
Buttes ;thence
thence
southwardly
southwardly along the summit of the Rocky
Rocky Mountains
Mountains to the headwaters of the Arkansas
Arkansas river; thence
down the Arkansas
Arkansas river
river to the
thence down
the
beginning; which
Cimarone crossing of the same;
same; thence to the
the place of beginning;
which
country
owned, and
and never
never to
to have
have relinrelincountry they
they claim to
to have originally
originally owned,
quished the title thereto.
Until removed
ARTICLE III.
agreed that until the Indians parties
ARTICLE
III. It
It is further agreed
have removed
removed to
reservation provided
provided for
for by
by the
the preceding
tk reservation,
reservation,
hereto
have
to the
the reservation
preceding
liens to be
w.,ere.
article in pursuance
w:
'ere.
pursuance of the stipulations
stipulations thereof, said Indians
Indians shall be, and
and
permitted to reside
reside upon
at pleasure
pleasure
they are hereby, expressly
expressly permitted
upon and
and range
range at
throughout
throughout the unsettled portions
portions of
country they
they claim
claim
of that
that part of the country
thereto
and not
thereto
aned
ot
leave,
leave, unless,
unless,
Sex.;
&c.;
'
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as originally theirs, which lies between the
rivers;
the Arkansas
Arkansas and Platte
Platte rivers;
shall and
and will
not go
go elsewhere,
elsewhere, except
and that
that they shall
will not
except upon
upon the
the terms
terms and
and
conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed by the preceding
article in relation to leaving
leaving the
the
preceding article
reservation thereby
thereby provided for:
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
reservation
for: Provided,
Provided, That
the Proviso.
Provio.
regard to
of main
main travpreceding article
article in regard
to encamping
encamping within
within ten
ten miles
miles of
travtowns, and
and villages
villages shall
in full
full force
force as
as to
to
elled routes, military
military posts,
posts, towns,
shall be
be in
the occupancy
occupancy of the country
named and
permitted by
by the
the terms
of this
country named
and permitted
terms of
this
article: Provided,
Provided,further,
further, That they, the
the said
Indians, shall and will
said Indians,
will at
at Proviso.
delay, report
report to
all times during such occupancy,
occupancy, without
without delay,
to the
the commander
commander
of the nearest military post the presence in
approach to said
in or approach
said country
country
of any
hostile bands
of Indians
of
any hostile
bands of
Indians whatsoever.
whatsoever.
IV. It
It is further agreed
agreed by the parties hereto that the United States
ARTICLE IV.
States
United
States may
may lay
lay off
through the
the reservation,
reservation, provided for may
build roads
United States
off and build
build through
TiarKnbgriiirdesmellardas
by Article II. of this treaty, such roads or highways
be deemed
deemed tion, and
estabhighways as may
may be
and estabnecessary;
necessary; and may also
military posts
posts within
the same
military
also establish
establish such military
within the
same as
as ugh
lish military
may be found necessary in order
order to preserve
preserve peace
peace among the Indians, posts.
P°sts '
and in order
order to enforce such laws, rules, and regulations
regulations as
are now,
or
as are
now, or
may from time to time be, prescribed
prescribed by the
President and
and Congress
Congress of
of
the President
protection of the
rights of
of persons
persons and
and property
property
the United States for the
the protection
the rights
residing upon
upon said
said reservation;
reservation; and
and further,
further, that
that in
in
among the
the Indians
Indians residing
time of war such other military posts as
considered essential
essential to
to
as may
may be
be considered
established: Provided,
Provided, Damages
Damages therethere.
the general interests of the United
United States
States may
may be established:
however, That upon the building of such roads,
establishment of for
to be dascer
roads ' or establishment
tfiantedbaenadsepearid.
such military posts, the amount of injury
reason thereof
thereof by
injury sustained
sustained by
by reason
by
the Indians inhabiting said reservation
reservation shall
shall be
ascertained under
under
be ascertained
direction of the President
President of the United
United States,
States, and
and thereupon
thereupon such
such
compensation shall be made to said Indians as in the judgment
compensation
judgment of the
Congress of the United
be deemed
just and
proper.
United States may be
deemed just
and proper.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V. At
the special
special request
of the
Cheyenne and
and Arrapahoe
Arrapahoe Patent for 640
640
At the
request of
the Cheyenne
acres of land in
Indians, parties to
to grant,
by patent
to this
this treaty,
treaty, the United States
States agree
agree to
grant, by
patent fee-simple
arersof land
to in
fee-simple, to the following-named
following-named persons, all of whom
in fee-simple,
whom are related
related certain persons
persons
to the Cheyennes
Cheyennes or Arrapaaes
each an
of land
land
Arrapahoes by blood,
blood, to each
an amount
amount of
equal to one section of
forty acres,
acres, viz:
viz: To
To Mrs.
Mrs. MarMarof six hundred and
and forty
garet Wilmarth and her children
Virginia Fitzpatrick,
and Andrew
Andrew JackJackchildren, Virginia
Fitzpatrick, and
son Fitzpatrick;
Fitzpatrick; to
Mary Keith and
son
to Mrs.
Mrs.children,
Mary
and her children,
children, William
Keith,
William Keith,
Mary J.
J. Keith, and Francis
Francis Keith; to Mrs. Matilda
Matilda Pepperdin
Pepperdin and
and her
her
Margaret Pepperdin; to Robert
John Poisal;
to
child, Miss Margaret
Robert Poisal
Poisal and
and John
Poisal; to
Edmund
Edmund Guerrier, Rosa Guerrier,
Guerrier, and Julia Guerrier;
Guerrier; to William W.
Bent's daughter, Mary Bent Moore, and her three
three children,
children, Adia Moore,
Moore,
William
William Bent Moore, and George
Bent's children,
George Moore;
Moore; to William
William W. Bent's
children,
George Bent, Charles
Charles Bent, and
A-ma-che, the
the wife
of
and Julia
Julia Bent; to
to A-ma-che,
wife of
John Prowers, and her children,
children, Mary
Mary Prowers
Prowers; to
to
Prowers and Susan
Susan Prowers;
-f John
the children of Ote-se-ot-see, wife If
John Y. Sickles, viz :
: Margaret,
Minnie 'and
to the
the children
William
Minnie,
and John;
John; to
children of
of John
John S.
S. Smith,
Smith, interpreter,
interpreter, William
Gilpin Smith, and daughter Armama;
Armama; to
Jenny Lind
daughter
to Jenny
Lind Crocker,
Crocker, daughter
of Ne-sou-hoe,
Ne-sou-hoe, or Are-you-there,
Are-you-there, wife
wife of
of Lieutenant
Crocker; to
to -—
Lieutenant Crocker;
Winsor, daughter of Tow-e-nab,
sutler, formerly
Tow-e-nah, wife of
of A. T.
T. Winsor, sutler,
formerly
at Ft. Lyon. Said lands to be selected
under the
direction of
of the
the SecreSecreselected under
the direction
tary of the Interior, from the reservation
reservation established
established by
of
by the
the 1st
1st article of
their treaty of February 18, A. D. 1861.
1861.
See amendamendARTICLE
VI. The United States being
ARTICLE VI.
being desirous
express its concon- ments. Post, pp.
pp.
desirous to
to express
10
demnation of, and, as far as may
may be, repudiate
repudiate the gross
gross and wanton
wanton out- 708
"8-710
o.
-7
Grant of lands,
rages perpetrated
certain bands
of Cheyenne
and Arrapahoe
Arrapahoe in reparation
perpetrated against certain
bands of
Cheyenne and
reparation for
for
Indians by Colonel l
outrages against
against
J. M. Chivington,
Chivington, in
in command of
of United States outrages
certain bands, to
troops, on the twenty-ninth
November, A. D. 1864, at Sand Creek, certain
twenty-ninth day of November,
bands,
certain
to
certain chiefs
of
chiefG of
in Colorado Territory, while the said Indians were
were at peace with the bands.
bands.
United States, and under its flag, whose
whose protection
protection they had by lawful meSee
Snetee.amendP:silt -p p
os
authority been promised
promised and induced
induced to seek,
seek, and the government
708 710.
government being 708-710.
desirous to make some suitable reparation
reparation for the injuries
injuries then done,
done, will
VOL. XIV.
XIV.
VOL.
45
45
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grant three hundred
twenty acres
acres of
of land
by patent
patent to
to each of the
land by
any twenty
three hundred any
grant
following-named chiefs
of said
viz: Moke-ta-ve-to,
Moke-ta-ve-to, or Black
bands, viz:
said bands,
chiefs of
following-named
Kettle; Oh-tah-ha-ne-so-weel, or
Alik-ke-home-ma, or
or
Bulls; Alik-ke-home-ma,
Seven Bulls;
Kettle; Oh-tah-ha-ne-so-weel, or Seven
Little Robe; Moke-tah-vo-ve-hoe,
or Black
Black White
White Man;
Man; and
and will in like
Little Robe; Moke-tah-vo-ve-hoe, or
manner grant
each other
other person
of said
said bands
bands made
made a
awidow,
widow, or who
person of
to each
manner grant to
acres of land,
lost a
parent
upon
that
occasion,
one
hundred
and
sixty
sixty
and
hundred
one
lost a parent upon that occasion,
the names of
persons to
to be
under the
the direction of the
ascertained under
be ascertained
such persons
the names of such
Conditions of
of Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That
That said grants shall be conditioned
conditioned
Conditions
grants.
that
all devises,
leases, and
and contracts
contracts relative
relative to said
alienations, leases,
grants, alienations,
devises, grants,
that all
grnts.
lands, made
or entered
into during
the period
of fifty years from
from the date
period of
during the
entered into
lands, made or
be selected
lands
Said
Lands,
how
to
of
such
patents,
shall
be
unlawful
and
Said
lands
shall
selected
void.
and
unlawful
be
shall
Lands, how to of such patents,
be selected.
under the
Secretary of
of the
within the limits of
Interior within
the Interior
the Secretary
of the
direction of
the direction
under
be selected.
country hereby
as a
parties to this
Indians parties
the Indians
for the
reservation for
a reservation
apart as
set apart
hereby set
country
so
treaty,
and
shall
be
free
from
assessment
and
taxation
long as they
taxation
and
assessment
treaty, and shall be free from
Further cornremain inalienable.
inalienable. The
will also pay in United
United States
States
United States will
The United
corn- remain
Further
pensation
for
securities,
animals, goods,
provisions, or such other useful
useful articles
articles as may,
may, in
in
goods, provisions,
securities, animals,
pensation for
property lost,
the
of the
of the Interior, be deemed
deemed best adapted
adapted to
to
Secretary of
the Secretary
discretion of
the discretion
property lost
the respective
wants and
and conditions
persons named
named in the schedule
schedule
the persons
of the
conditions of
respective wants
the
hereto annexed,
being present
present and
members of the bands who
and members
they being
annexed, they
hereto
suffered at
at Sand
Sand Creek,
Creek, upon
the occasion
aforesaid, the sums set opposite
occasion aforesaid,
upon the
suffered
their names,
names, respectively,
respectively, as
as a
compensation for property
property belonging
belonging to
a compensation
their
the United
by
them
from
them,
and
then
and
there
destroyed
or
taken
United
taken
or
destroyed
them, and then and there
States troops
aforesaid.
troops aforesaid.
States
annaAnnuities for
ARTICLE VII.
VII. The
The United
States agree
agree that they will expend annuUnited States
ARTICLE
for
Annuities
of
forty years.
ratification
the
after
and
from
ally
during
the
period
of
forty
years,
from
ratification
of
years,
forty
of
ally during the period
forty year.
this
for the
the benefit
benefit of
who are parties hereto, and of
Indians who
the Indians
of the
treaty, for
this treaty,
such others
others as
unite with
with them
them in
in pursuance
pursuance of the terms hereof, in
in
may unite
as may
such
such manner
manner and
and for
for such
purposes as,
in the
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary
the judgment
as, in
such purposes
such
of the
the time
time being,
being, will
best subserve
subserve their wants
wants and
will best
for the
Interior, for
the Interior,
of
such time
is
that
interests
as
a
people,
the
following
amounts,
that
to
say,
until
amounts,
interests as a people, the following
as
said Indians
Indians shall
shall be
be removed
to their
provided for by
reservation, as provided
their reservation,
removed to
as said
Amount.
Article
this treaty,
treaty, an amount which
which shall be equal to twenty
twenty dollars
dollars
of this
II. of
Article II.
Amount
beneficial proper capita
each person
entitled to participate
participate in the beneficial
properson entitled
for each
capita for
per
visions of
and from
and after
removal
after the time when such removal
from and
treaty, and
this treaty,
of this
visions
shall have
have been
forty
which shall be equal to forty
amount which
an amount
accomplished, an
been accomplished,
shall
dollars
capita for
for each
proportion
as aforesaid. Such proportion
entitled as
person entitled
each person
per capita
dollars per
of
provided for
considered
this article as may be considered
by this
for by
expenditure provided
the expenditure
of the
When to
to be
expedient to
to distribute
in the
delivered to said
annuities shall be delivered
of annuities
form of
the form
distribute in
be expedient
When
delivered.
Indians
third thereof
thereof during the spring, and two
one third
viz: one
follows, viz:
as follows,
Indians as
delivered.
of
thirds
thereof
during
autumn
each
year.
autumn
the
during
thirds thereof
Present numFor the
the purpose
from time
aggregate
time to time the aggregate
determining from
of determining
purpose of
For
numPresent
her of Indians. amount
amount to
be
expended under
under the
the provisions
provisions of this article,
article, it is agreed
agreed
expended
be
to
ber of Indians.
that the
the number
number entitled
entitled to
its beneficial
beneficial provisions
provisions the coming
coming year
year is two
to its
that
thousand eight
hundred, and
and that
th.it an accurate
accurate census of the Indians
Indians
eight hundred,
thousand
payment in the spring
annuity
entitled
shall
be
taken
at
the
time
annuity payment
the
of
time
the
at
taken
be
shall
entitled
of
year by
by their
agent or
or other
designated for
for that
that purpose
person designated
other person
their agent
each year
of each
by
the Secretary
of the
Interior, which
which census shall
shall be the basis on which
the Interior,
Secretary of
by the
the amount
amount to
to be
the next
determined.
next ensuing year shall be determined.
expended the
be expended
the
Other portions
portions
ARTICLE VIII.
VIII. The
The Indians
to this
treaty expressly covenant
covenant
this treaty
parties to
Indians parties
ARTICLE
Other
of tribes join
to bein and agree that they
urged
w.—
;11 use
use their utmost endeavors
endeavors to induce that
that portion
portion
bin and agree that they will
urge teto join
this treaty.
treaty.
of
the respective
not now
now present
to unite with them and
and accede
accede
present to
tribes not
respective tribes
of the
this
shall be
to
provisions of
this treaty,
which union and accession
accession shall
be
treaty, which
of this
the provisions
to the
evidenced and
and made
binding on
such absentees
absentees shall
parties whenever such
all parties
on all
made binding
evidenced
have participated
participated in
in the
beneficial provisions
treaty.
provisions of this treaty.
the beneficial
Arrears
a an -have
annuities which
agreed that all arrears
nuities
under
ARTICLE IX.
It
arrears of
of annuities
which
further agreed
is further
It is
IX.
ARTICLE
ondan
Arrears
former
of
former
treaties
have
accrued
or
may
accrue
under
the
provisions
former
treaties prior
under
accrue
may
or
accrued
have
treaties
former
as soon
to be
be pid
paid as
to
the ratification
ratification of
soon as
as
treaty, shall be paid to said Indians as
this treaty,
of this
to the
as
to
&c.
soon
as,amend&c.
soon
shall
treaty
former
Seeas,
practicable,
and
that
upon
such
ratification
such
treaty
ratification
such
upon
that
and
practicable,
See amendthenceforth be abrogated
abrogated
and of no binding
binding force or
or validity.
validity.
pp thenceforth
Pos,t, pp.
ments. Pos
ments•
0
708-710.
708-710.
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In
testimony whereof,
whereof, the
the said
said Commissioners
aforesaid, and
In testimony
Commissioners as
as aforesaid,
and the
the
undersigned
and headmen
tribes of
of the
the ArrapaArrapaundersigned chiefs
chiefs and
headmen of
of the
the confederated
confederated tribes
hoes
Cheyennes of
the Upper
have hereunto
hereunto set
set their
their
hoes and
and Cheyennes
of the
Upper Arkansas,
Arkansas, have
hands and
seals, at
at the
the place
and on
the day
day and
hands
and seals,
place and
on the
and year
year first
first hereinbefore
hereinbefore
written.
written.
JOHN
B. SANBORN,
SANBORN,
SEAL.
JOHN B.
SEAL.]
WM.
[SEAL.
WM. S.
S. HARNEY,
HARNEY,
SEAL.
THOS. MURPHY,
MURPHY,
SEAL.
THOS.
SEAL.]
KIT CARSON,
CARSON,
SEAL.
KIT
SEAL.]
WM. W.
W. BENT,
BENT,
SEAL.
WM.
SEAL.]
J.
H. LEAVENWORTH,
LEAVENWORTH,
SEAL.
J. H.
SEAL.]
JAMES STEELE,.
STEELE.
[SEAL.
SEAL.]
JAMES
Commissioners
on the
part of
the United
United States.
Commissioners on
the part
of the
States.

Execution.
Execution.

MOKE-TA-VE-TO, or
Black Kettle,
head chief,
chief,
MOKE-TA-VE-TO,
or Black
Kettle, head

his
mark. [SEAL.]
his xx mark.
[SEAL.]
OH-TO-AH-NE-SO-TO-WHEO,
or Seven
Bulls, chief,
chief,
Seven Bulls,
OH-TO-AH-NE-SO-TO-WHEO, or
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his xx mark.
HARK-KAH-O-ME,
or Little
Little Robe,
Robe, chief,
chief, his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
SEAL.]
his x
HARK-KAH-O-ME, or
MOKE-TAH-VO-VE-HO,
chief,
MOKE-TAH-VO-VE-HO, or
or Black
Black White
White Man,
Man, chief,
his
mark. [sEAL.]
x mark.
[SEAL.]
his x
MUN-A-MEN-EK,
or Eagle's
Eagle's Head,
Head, headman,
headman,
MUN-A-MEN-EK, or
his x
mark. [SEAL.]
[ssAL.]
his
x mark.
O-TO-AH-NIS-TO,
that Hears,
O-TO-AH-NIS-TO, or Bull
Bull that
Hears, headman,
headman,
his x
[SEAL.]
his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
CM
of the
the Cheyennes.
On the
the part
part of
Cheyennes.
OH-HAS-TEE,
Raven, head
head chief,
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
or Little
Little Raven,
chief, his
his x
OH-HAS-TEE, or
OH-HAH-MAH-HAH, or
Storm, chief,
his x
[SEAL.]
chief,
his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
OH-HAHI-MAH-HAH,
or Storm,
PAH-UF-PAHLTOP, or
Bio. Mouth,
Mouth, chief,
chief, his
[SEAL.]
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
or Big
his x
PAH-UF-PAH&TOP,
AH-CRA-KAH-TAU-NAlf, or
Spotted Wolf,
or Spotted
Wolf, chief,
chief,
AH-CRA-KAH-TAU-NAH,
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his xx mark.
All-NAH-WAT-TAN, or
headman,
or Black
Black Man,
Man, headman,
AH-NAH-WAT-TAN,
his
mark. [SEAL.]
[SEAL.'"
his xx mark.
NAH-A-NAH-CHA, or
Chief in
Everything, headman,
headman,
or Chief
in Everything,
NAH-A-NAH-CHA,
his x
[SEAL.]
his
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
CHI-E-NUK, or
or Haversack,
headman
his x
x mark.
mark. [SEAL.]
SEAL.
his
CHI-E-NUK,
Haversack, headman,
4'n the
the part
part of
of the
the .Arrapahoes
On
Arrapahoes.
Signed and
in the
of—
Signed
and sealed
sealed in
the presence
presence ofJ
OHN S
SMITH, U
U S.
S.Interpreter.
JOHN
S..SMITH,
Interpreter.
W.
I
rtwiN,
W. R. IRWIN,
Secretaries.
0. T.
ATwoon,
Secretaries.
T. ATWOOD,
0.
A. KINGMAN,
KINGMAN,
S. A.
D.
C. MCNEIL,
McNEIL,
D. C.
E. W. WYNKOOP,
E.
WYNKOOP,
BON.
HAVRE,
BON. H.
H. VAN
VAN HAVRE,
J.
J. E.
E. BADGER,
BADGER,
W
W .RICH.
W..W.

And whereas,
whereas, the
treaty having
submitted to
to the
the Senate
Senate of
of Ratification
having been
been submitted
And
the said
said treaty
the
United States
States for
for its
thereon, the
the Senate
Senate did,
did, on
advised with
the United
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon,
on adviedwinth
amendments
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
of May,
May, one
eight hundred
sixty-six,
the
day of
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-six,
advise and consent to the ratification
by aa
ratification of the same, with amendments, by
resolution in the words and figures
figures following,
following, to wit:-wit:—
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STATES,
I
N EXECUTIVE
ESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
or THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATESr
SESSION,
EXECUTIVE S
IN
M
ay 22,
22, 1866.
1866.
May

Resolved,
thirds of
present concurring,)
That the
concurring,) That
Senators present
the Senators
of the
(two thirds
Resolved, (two
Senate
advise and
and consent
consent to
to the
the ratification
of the
the treaty
treaty between
between the
the
ratification of
Senate advise
Commissioners on
on the
the part
part of
of the
United States,
States, and
and the
the chiefs
and headchiefs and
the United
Commissioners
men of
and representing
representing the
of Ar[r]apaho[e]
Ar[r]apaho[e] and
and
tribes of
confederated tribes
the confederated
of and
men
Cheyenne Indians
Indians of
Upper Arkansas
Arkansas river,
made and
and concluded
concluded at
river, made
the Upper
of the
Cheyenne
the
camp on
the Little
river, in
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, on
on the
the
the State
in the
Arkansas river,
Little Arkansas
on the
the camp
14th day
of October,
with the
the following
following
1865, with
October, 1865,
day of
14th
AMENDMENTS :
AMENDMENTS:
Ante, p. 701.
704.
Ane,

Ante, p.
p. 705.
705.
Ante,

Ante,

p.
705.
p. 705.

Ante, p. 706.

Ante,

ARTICLE II.
II.page
after the
the word
word "tribes,"
"tribes," at
at the
the end
end of
of line
line
3, after
page 3,
1st. ARTICLE
21, insert
the following
following words:
"Provided, however,
as pracpracsoon as
as soon
That as
however, That
words: "Provided,
insert the
21,
ticable, with
with the
the assent
the President
President of
of the United States
tribes, the
said tribes,
of said
assent of
ticable,
shall designate
for said
said tribes
tribes a
reservation, no
no part
of which
which shall be
part of
a reservation,
designate for
shall
within the
and cause
them as
as soon
soon as
as practicable
practicable to
to
cause them
Kansas, and
of Kansas,
State of
the State
within
designated
remove to
settle thereon,
but no
no such
such reservation
shall be designated
reservation shall
thereon, but
and settle
to and
remove
upon
any reserve
reserve belonging
to any
Indian tribe
tribe or
or tribes
without
tribes without
other Indian
any other
belonging to
upon any
their
consent."
their consent."
''Provided,
2d.
At the
Article V.
V. insert
following words: "Provided,
insert the following
of Article
end of
the end
2d. At
That said
locations shall
shall not
not be
be made
made upon
any lands
lands heretofore
heretofore granted
upon any
said locations
That
by the
States to
person, State,
or corporation,
purpose."
corporation, for any purpose."
State, or
any person,
to any
United States
the United
by
3d. ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI.
lines 4
strike out
out the
words "by
"by
the words
5, strike
and 5,
4 and
8, lines
page 8,
VI. page
3d.
Colonel
J. M.
United States
troops."
States troops."
of United
command of
in command
Chivington, in
M. Chivington,
Colonel J.
4th. Strike
Strike out
IX. and
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
in lieu
insert in
and insert
Article IX.
out Article
4th.
"Article
IX. Upon
the ratification
this treaty,
treaty, all
former treaties
treaties are
all former
of this
ratification of
Upon the
"Article IX.
1st.

hereby
abrogated."
hereby abrogated."
Attest:
Attest:

J. W.
W. FORNEY,
Secretary.
FORNEY, Secretary.
J.

And whereas
fully explained
explained
having been fully
amendments having
foregoing amendments
the foregoing
whereas the
And
and interpreted
interpreted to
the undersigned
undersigned chiefs
and headmen of the
the Arrapahoe
Arrapahoe
chiefs and
to the
and
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians,
they did,
the tenth day of November, one
on the
did, on
Indians, they
and
respective
thousand eight
on behalf of their
their respective
hundred and sixty-six, on
eight hundred
thousand
tribes,
give their
their free
voluntary assent
assent to said amendments,
amendments, in the
and voluntary
free and
tribes, give
words
and figures
wit: —
following, to wit:
figures following,
words and
Whereas
Senate of
the United
United States, in executive
executive session,
session, did, on
on
of the
the Senate
Whereas the
the 22d
of May,
May, A.
ratification of
and consent to the ratification
advise and
1866, advise
D. 1866,
A. D.
day of
22d day
the
the treaty
treaty between
the Commissioners
the United States
Commissioners on the part of the
between the
the
confederated tribes
and the
the chiefs
chiefs and
and headmen
headmen of and
representing the confederated
and representing
and
of
Ar[r]apaho[e] and
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians
Indians of
Upper Arkansas
Arkansas river,
the Upper
of the
of Ar[r]apaho[e]
made and
and concluded
concluded at the camp on the Little Arkansas river, in the
made
following
State of
on the
14th day
day of
October, 1865,
1865, with the following
of October,
the 14th
Kansas, on
of Kansas,
State
AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:
Ante, p.
704.
p. 704.
Ante,

Ante, p.
705.
p. 705.
Ante,

Inge,
Ante,

p.
705.
p. 705.

" tribes,"
after the word "
3, after
page 3,
1St.
ARTICLE
II.page
tribes,' at the end of
of line
line
ARTICLE II.
1st.
21,
insert the
following words:
"Provided, however, That as soon
soon as pracwords: "Provided,
the following
21, insert
ticable, with
tribes, the President of the United States
said tribes,
of said
assent of
the assent
with the
ticable,
shall
designate for
for said
said tribes
tribes a
a reservation,
reservation, no part of which
which shall
shall be
shall designate
practicable to
within
the State
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, and cause them as soon as practicable
within the
remove
to and
and settle
settle thereon,
thereon, but
such reservation
reservation shall be designated
designated
no such
but no
remove to
upon any
any reserve
to any
without
Indian tribe or tribes without
other Indian
any other
belonging to
reserve belonging
upon
their consent."
following words: "Provided,
2d. At
At the
the end
end of Article
"Provided,
Article V. insert the following
2d.
That said
said location
shall not be
lands heretofore
heretofore granted
granted
made upon any lands
be made
location shall
That
by the
the United
United States
States to
to any
for any
any purpose."
corporation, for
State, or corporation,
person, State,
any person,
by
by
4 and 5, strike
3d. ARTICLE
strike out the words ""by
page 8, lines 4
VI. page
ARTICLE VI.
3d.
Col. J.
J. M.
M. Chivington,
command of United
United States troops."
Chivington, in command
Col.
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4th.
out Article
Article IX.
insert in
thereof the
the following:
following:
in lien
lieu thereof
IX. and
and insert
4th. Strike
Strike out
"Article IX.
Upon the
the ratification
of this
this treaty,
treaty, all
treaties are
are
all former
former treaties
"Article
IX. Upon
ratification of
hereby abrogated."
hereby
abrogated."

Ante, p. 706.
708.
Ante,

And whereas
the foregoing
have been
interpreted
fully interpreted
been fully
amendments have
foregoing amendments
whereas the
And
and explained
explained to
the undersigned
undersigned chiefs
and headmen
representing the
the
headmen representing
chiefs and
to the
and
confederated
of the
Ar[r]apahoe and
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians
Indians of
of the
the
tribes of
the Ar[r]apahoe
confederated tribes
Upper Arkansas
Arkansas river,
river, we
agree to
to and
ratify the
the satne.
sate.
and ratify
we do
do hereby
hereby agree
Upper
Done at
at Fort
Fort Zarah,
Kansas, on
this 10th
day of
of November,
1866.
10th day
November, 1866.
on this
Done
Zarah, Kansas,
OH-HAS-TIE, or
Little Raven,
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
head chief.
chief.
or Little
Raven, head
OH-HAS-TIE,
his xx mark.
his
mark.
OH-HAH-MAH-HAH, or Storm.
OH-HAH-MAH-HAH,
All-NAH-WAT-TAN, or
or Black
his x
x mark.
mark.
Black Man.
Man.
AH-NAH-WAT-TAN,
CHIE-E-NUK,
Haversack.
his
x mark.
mark.
his x
or Haversack.
CHIE-E-NUK, or
NAH-A-NAT-CHA, or
Round Chief.
Chief.
his xx mark.
his
mark.
or Round
NAH-A-NAT-CHA,
NAH-KIN-NE-HA-NA, or
or Yellow
Yellow Rabbit.
his x
mark.
his
x mark.
Rabbit.
NAH-KIN-NE-HA-NA,
Ar[r]apahoes.
On the
the part
part of
of the
the Ar[r]apahoes.
On
mark.
his x
MOKE-TO-VE-TO,
Kettle, head
head chief, his
x mark.
Black Kettle,
or Black
MOKE-TO-VE-TO, or
mark.
x mark.
HARK-KA-O-ME, or
Little Robe,
Robe,
his
his x
or Little
HARK-KA-O-ME,
mark.
MOKE-TAH-VO-VE-HO,
or Black
Black White
White Man,
x mark.
his x
Man, his
MOKE-TAH-VO-VE-HO, or
mark.
Head,
MUN-A-MEN-EK,
his x
x mark.
or Eagle Head,
MUN-A-MEN-EK, or
mark.
MAK-STE-A, or
or Big
Big Head,
his x
his
x mark.
Head,
MAK-STE-A,
mark.
NAH-A-STO-KE,
or Bear
his
x mark.
his x
Bear Killer,
Killer,
NAH-A-STO-KE, or
mark.
VOH-IS-TO, or
Buffalo,
his x
x mark.
or White
White Buffalo,
VOH-IS-TO,
On
part of
the Cheyennes.
On the
the part
of the
Cheyennes.
Joni.; S.
SMITH, U
S.Ind.
Ind. Interpreter.
Interpreter.
U..S.
JOHN
S. SMITH,
S. InA.
Agt.
CHAS. BOGY,
U. S.
Ind. Agt.
Special U.
BOGY, Special
CHAS.
F.W
Secretary.
F.
W..OLMSTED,
OLMSTED, Secretary.
Agt.
Ind. .Agt.
W. R.
'warm, Special U
U. S.. Ind.
W.
R. IRWIN,
D. A.
A. BUTTERFIELD.
BUTTERFIELD.
D.
War. M
ATHEWSON.
MATHEWSON.
WM.
E.
W. W
YNKOOP, U.
U.S
. .Indian
Indian Agent.
Agent.
E. W.
WYNKOOP,

And
whereas by
terms of
of a
concluded at
ground
at the council ground
a treaty
treaty concluded
by the
the terms
And whereas
on the
Little Arkansas
Arkansas river,
river, in
in the
the State
State of
the seventeenth
seventeenth
Kansas, on
on the
of Kansas,
on
the Little
hundred and sixty-five,
day of
sixty-five, between
between the
eight •hundred
one thousand
thousand eight
October, one
day
of October,
and Arrapahoe
Arrapahoe tribes of
United States
and the
the Apache,
of
Cheyenne, and
Apache, Cheyenne,
States and
United
Indians,
the said
said Apache
Apache Indians
became confederated
confederated with
the said
with the
Indians became
Indians, the
Cheyenne and
Indians, and
and in
article second
of said
said treaty
treaty
second of
in article
and Arrapahoe
Arrapahoe Indians,
Cheyenne
said Apaches
agreeand agreestipulations, and
several terms,
terms, stipulations,
in the
the several
are included
included in
Apaches are
said
thousand
of the
the fourteenth of October,
ments of
the present
present treaty
October, one
one thousand
treaty of
of the
ments
Cheyenne
States and
and the Cheyenne
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
between the
the United
United States
sixty-five, between
eight
and Arrapahoe
tribes of
of Indians;
amendments with
with
the amendments
whereas the
Indians; and
and whereas
Arrapahoe tribes
and
which the
the Senate advised and consented to said treaty of the fourteenth
fourteenth
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, on the
the twentytwentyof October, one
hundred and sixty-six, having also
May, one thousand eight hundred
second of
of May,
second
the undersigned
been fully
explained and
interpreted to the
undersigned chiefs and headand interpreted
been
fully explained
men
of the
the said
Apache tribe
tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, they
day
nineteenth day
did, on
on the nineteenth
they did,
said Apache
men of
thousand eight hundred
of
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, give their free
free
of November, one thousand
and
amendments in the words and figures followfollowand voluntary
voluntary assent to said amendments
ing,
ing, to
to wit
wit::—
-

on
Whereas the
Senate of
of the
United States, in executive
executive session, did, on
the United
Whereas
the Senate
the twenty-second
May, A.
1866, advise
advise and consent to the
A. D.
D. 1866,
day of
of May,
the
twenty-second day
of the
ratification of
the Commissioners
Commissioners on the part of
between the
ratification
of the
the treaty between
representing the conUnited States and the chiefs and headmen of and representing
federated
Indians of
of the
Upper
the Upper
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians
of Ar[r]apahoe
Ar[r]apahoe and
federated tribes
tribes of

Treaties.
Treatie.
Post, p. 713.
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Arkansas
river, made
and concluded
concluded at
the camp
camp on
on the
the Little Arkansas
Arkansas
at the
made and
Arkansas river,
river, in
in the
on the
day of
1865, with the
October, 1865,
of October,
14th day
the 14th
Kansas, on
of Kansas,
State of
the State
river,
following
following
AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

Ante,
Ante,

p.
p. 704.

Ante, p.
706.
p. 706.
Ante,

Ante,
Ante,

p.
705.
p. 705.

Ante,
Ante,

p.
p. 706.

Treaties.
Treaties.
Post,
p. 713.
713.
Post, p.

1st.
II. page
page 3,
3, after
tribes " at
the end of line
line
at the
" tribes,"
word "
the word
after the
ARTICLE II.
1st. ARTICLE
21, insert
the following
following words:
words: "Provided,
soon as prac"Provided, however, That as soon
insert the
21,
ticable, with
of said
said tribes,
tribes, the
of the
the United
United States
President of
the President
assent of
the assent
with the
ticable,
shall designate
for said
said tribes
tribes a
part of
of which
which shall
shall be
no part
a reservation,
reservation, no
designate for
shall
within the
of Kansas,
Kansas, and
and cause
them as
as soon
practicable to
to
as practicable
soon as
cause them
State of
the State
within
remove to
and settle
thereon, but
but no
such reservation
reservation shall
shall be
be designated
designated
no such
settle thereon,
to and
remove
upon any
reserve belonging
to any
any other
other Indian
Indian tribe
or tribes
without
tribes without
tribe or
belonging to
any reserve
upon
their
consent."
their consent."
" Provided,
the following words: "Provided,
At the
the end of Article V. insert the
2d. At
That
said
locations
shall
not
be
made
upon
any
lands
heretofore
granted
granted
heretofore
lands
any
upon
made
be
not
shall
locations
said
That
by the
the United
United States
States to
person, State,
or corporation,
corporation, for
for any
any purpose."
purpose."
State, or
to any
any person,
by
3d.
VI.page
5, strike
strike out
out the
words "by
"by
the words
and 5,
4 and
lines 4
8, lines
page 8,
ARTICLE VI.
3d. ARTICLE
Col.
in command
of United
troops."
States troops."
United States
command of
Chivington in
M. Chivington
J. M.
Col. J.
Article IX.
out Article
4th. Strike out
IX. and insert
insert in lieu thereof the following.
following.
4th.
"Article
all former treaties are
are
treaty, all
this treaty,
of this
ratification of
the ratification
Upon the
IX. Upon
"Article IX.
hereby
abrogated."
hereby abrogated?'

council ground
And whereas
by the
treaty conclfded
concleided at
at the council
a treaty
of a
terms of
the terms
whereas by
And
on
the Little
the State of Kansas,
Kansas, on the 17th day of
of
in the
river, in
Arkansas river,
Little Arkansas
on the
October,
between the
States and
and the
the Apache,
Apache Cheyenne,
Cheyenne,
United States
the United
1865, between
October, 1865,
and
Indians, the
Apache Indians became conthe said Apache
of Indians,
tribes of
Ar[r]apahoe tribes
and Ar[r]apahoe
federated
with the
the said
Cheyenne and
and Ar[r]apahoe
Ar[r]apahoe Indians;
whereas
and whereas
Indians; and
said Cheyenne
federated with
it
is provided
of said
said treaty,
treaty, that
that ""the
the several
several terms,
terms, stipuII. of
Article II.
by Article
provided by
it is
lations,
and agreements
be done
performed on the part of the
and performed
done and
to be
agreements to
lations, and
United
States for
and with
with the
the said
and Ar[r]apahoe
tribes of
of
Ar[r]apahoe tribes
Cheyenne and
said Cheyenne
for and
United States
Indians,
by the
said Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
of Indians
Indians for
tribes of
Ar[r]apahoe tribes
and Ar[r]apahoe
the said
and by
Indians, and
of said treaty of October
and
with the
States, by
October
provisions of
the provisions
by the
United States,
the United
and with
14, 1865,
be done
done and
and performed
performed by
States for and on
on
by the United States
shall be
1865, shall
14,
behalf of
bands of
of Cheyenne,
Cheyenne, Ar[r]apahoe,
Ar[r]apahoe,
or bands
tribes or
confederated tribes
said confederated
the said
of the
behalf
part shall be done, observed
and Apache
Apache Indians,
their part
observed and
on their
and on
Indians, and
and
performed
to, with,
United States,
States, in the same
same manner,
manner, to the
the United
and for the
with, and
performed to,
same extent,
and for
like objects,
and purposes,
purposes, as would
would
intents and
to all
all intents
objects, to
for like
extent, and
same
executed
have been
been the
the case
had said
treaty been
been originally
originally made and executed
said treaty
case had
have
with the
Ar[r]apahoe, and Apache
Apache
tribes of Cheyenne, Ar[r]apahoe,
confederated tribes
said confederated
the said
with
Indians";
and whereas
whereas the
the Senate
United States,
States, in executive
the United
of the
Senate of
"; and
Indians
session,
did, on
the 22d
22d day
day of May, 1866, advise and consent to the
on the
session, did,
Ar[r]apahoe
said treaty
and the
the Cheyenne
Cheyenne and Ar[r]apahoe
States and
United States
the United
between the
treaty between
said
Indians, made
made and
and concluded
concluded at
at the
the camp
camp on
on the
Arkansas river, in
in
the Little Arkansas
Indians,
of October, 1865, with
the State
of Kansas,
Kansas, on
the 14th
with certain
certain
day of
14th day
on the
State of
the
amendments
fully hereinbefore
forth; and whereas the same
same have
set forth;
hereinbefore set
amendments fully
been
interpreted and
explained to
the undersigned
undersigned chiefs and headheadto the
and explained
fully interpreted
been fully
men
of the
chiefs and headmen,
headmen, do
Apache tribe of Indians, we, the said chiefs
the Apache
men of
hereby
agree to
to and
same.
the same.
ratify the
and ratify
hereby agree
Done at
Fort Zarah,
Zarah, Kansas,
Kansas, this
November, A.
A. D.
this the 19th day of November,
at Fort
Done
1866.
1866.
x mark.
MAH-VIP-PAH,
or the
the Wolf Sleeve,
Sleeve chief, his x
MAH-VIP-PAH, or
his x
KARN-TIN-TAH,
chief,
xmark.
KARN-TIN-TAH, or the Crow, chief,
his x
BA-ZHE-ECH,
xmark.
BA-ZHE-ECH, or Iron Shirt,
his xx mark.
NAHN-TAN,
Left Hand,
Hand, chief,
or the
the Left
NAHN-TAN, or
DA-I
CH-I-CHE,
DA-ICH-I-CHE,
x mark.
his x
or the
One who
who approaches
approaches his enemy.
or
the One
Signed in
in the
presence of
of
the presence
Signed

Interpreter.
S..Interpreter.
JOHN S.
S.S
MITH, U..S
SMITH,
JOHN
M
ATHEWSON.
MATHEWSON.

Wht.
WM.
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F.
F. W
W..OLMSTED.
OLMSTED.
CHAS. BOGY,
BOGY, Special
Special U.
S. Ind.
IicL Agent.
CHAs.
7: S.
Agent.
limn% Special
W. R. IWIN,
Special U.
U S. Incl.
Ind. Agent.
Now, therefore,
be it
it known
known that
ANDREW JormsoN,
President of
Now,
therefore, be
that I,
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
of

pursuance of
consent
the United States of America, do, in pursuance
of the advice and consent
of the Senate, as expressed
expressed in its resolution of the twenty-second
twenty-second of May,
May,
one thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify,
ratify, and confirm the
said
the fourteenth
of October,
October, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
said treaty of
of the
fourteenth of
and
sixty-five, with the amendments
amendments as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In testimony whereof
whereof I
have caused
caused
I have hereto signed my name, and
and have
the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Washington this second
second day of February,
Done at the city of Washington,
February, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty[mi..]
United States of
[SxaL.] seven, and of the Independence
Independence of
of the United
of America the ninety-first.
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, &cretary
Secretary of
of State.
WILLUA
H.S
SzwARD,
&ate

Ratific.attom
Ratificatio.
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Treaty

United States
Slates of America and the Apache, Cheyenne,
between the United
Treaty between
Indians; Concluded
17, 1865;
1865; Ratdifi
Ratifr,
Concluded October 17,
Arrapahoe Tribes of Indians;
and Arrapahoe
cation
Proclaimed May 26, 1866.
cation advised May 22, 1866; Proclaimed

ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA,
STATES OF AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF

Oct.
17, 1865.
Oct. 17,1866.

TO ALL
ALL AND
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
SHALL COME,
GREETING:
COME, GREETING:
PRESENTS SHALL
TO WHOM
SINGULAR TO
AND SINGULAR
TO

W
HEREAS a
and concluded
concluded at
at the
council-ground on Preamble.
Preamble.
the council-ground
made and
treaty was
was made
a treaty
WHEREAS
the Little
Arkansas river,
of Kansas,
Kansas, on the
seventeenth day
the seventeenth
State of
in the
the State
river, in
Little Arkansas
the
of October,
October, in
in the
the year
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
and
hundred and
thousand eight
our Lord
year of
of our
of
Sanborn, William
William S. Harney,
Harney, James
James
by and between John B. Sanborn,
sixty-five, by
J. H. LeavSteele,
William W.
W. Bent,
Bent, Kit Carson,
Thomas Murphy,
Murphy, and J.
Carson, Thomas
Steele, William
enworth, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on
Kou-zhonUnited States, and- Kou-zhonof the United
on the part of
enworth,
ta-co, (Poor
Shift,)sand other chiefs
chiefs and headBear,) Ba-zhe-ech,
Ba-zhe-ech, (Iron Shift,)'and
(Poor Bear,)
ta-co,
men, on
on the
part of
Moke-ta-ve-to, (Black
(Black
of "Indians,
'Indians, Moke-ta-ve-to,
the Apache
Apache tribe of
the part
of the
men,
Kettle,) Oh-to-ah-ne-so-to-wheo,
Oh-to-ah-ne-so-to-wheo, (Seven
(Seven Bulls,) and other chiefs
chiefs and
headmen, on the part of the Cheyenne tribe of Indians, and
and Oh-has-tee,
Oh-has-tee,
headmen,
(Little Raven,)
Raven,) Oh-hah-mah-hah,
Oh-hah-mah-hah, (Storm,)
(Storm,) and other chiefs
chiefs and headmen,
headmen,
(Little
on the
Arrapahoe tribe of Indians, all
all of which
which chiefs and
and
the Arrapahoe
the part of the
on
respective tribes, which
headmen were duly
which
duly authorized thereto by their respective
headmen
treaty
the words
figures following,
wit: —
following, to wit:
words and figures
is in
in the
treaty is
Whereas
was made
made and
and concluded,
and between
between the underunder- arti
Cantraeting
Contracting
by and
concluded, by
a treaty
treaty was
Whereas a
ID
es.
signed
Commissioners on
under- pies.
United States, and the underof the
the United
the part of
on the
signed Commissioners
of
tribes
Arrapahoe
and
Cheyenne
signed
chiefs
and
headmen
of
the
Cheyenne
Arrapahoe
of
the
headmen
and
signed chiefs
Indians,
on the
part of
said tribes,
the fourteenth
day of October,
7os.
on the
fourteenth day
October, Ante, p. 708.
Indians, on
the part
of said
tribes, on
council-grounds on the
A. D. 1865, at the council-grounds
the Little Arkansas
Arkansas river, in
the
Kansas; and
and whereas
Apache Indians, who have been
whereas the Apache
of Kansas;
the State
State of
heretofore
Kiowa and Camanche
Camanche tribes of Inwith the Kiowa
confederated with
heretofore confederated
dians,
confederation and uniting
uniting their
their
dians, are
are desirous of dissolving said confederation
Arrapahoes; and whereas the
the said Cheyennes and Arrapahoes;
with the
fortunes with
said last-named
last-named tribes
tribes are
among themselves
themselves on an
to receive
receive among
are willing
willing to
said
members of their
their own tribes, the said Apache
equal footing with the members
Indians; and
their said Commissioners,
Commissioners, having
having givStates, by their
United States,
and the United
Indians;
en their
thereto; it
it is
therefore hereby
and between
between
agreed by and
hereby agreed
is therefore
en
their assent
assent thereto;
the
and the said Cheyenne,
Cheyenne,
by their
their said
said Commissioners, and
States, by
the United
United States,
Arrapahoe,
and Apache
Indians, by
by the
the undersigned
chiefs and
and headundersigned chiefs
Apache Indians,
Arrapahoe, and
men
said tribes
respectively, as
viz::—
follows, viz
as follows,
of said
tribes respectively,
men of
ARTICLE I.
I. The
said Cheyenne,
and Apache
hence- Cheyenne,
Cheyenne, ArAr.
Apache tribes henceArrapahoe, and
Cheyenne, Arrapahoe,
The said
ARTICLE
and
United States will rapahoe,
united, and the United
forth shall be and they are hereby
hereby united,
7.111e.ha'ades
Apache tribes
hereafter recognize said tribes as the confederated
confederated bands or tribes of are
arP
eunited and
and
recognized
Cheyenne, Arrapahoe,
Indians.
recognized as
and Apache
Apache Indians.
Arrapahoe, and
Cheyenne,
confederated
ARTICLE
agreements to
be tribes
tribes b
by the
the
to be
stipulations and
and agreements
The several
several terms,
terms, stipulations
ARTICLE II. The
States for and ,with the United States.
done
performed on the part of the United
United States
states.
done and
and performed
trent of
said Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
and Arrapahoe
tribes of
of Indians,
Indians, and
Cheyenne former
Stipul
ation o
Stipulation
and by
by the
the said
said Cheyenne
Arrapahoe tribes
said
yt
and Arrapahoe
of Indians,
and with
with the
the United
States, by
by the
upon
the be
be binding
binding upon
for and
United States,
and
Arrapahoe tribes
tribes of
Indians, for
hereprovisions
of
said
treaty
of
October
14th,
D.
1865,
shall
the
parties
be
done
and
shall
D.
1865,
14th,
A.
of
October
provisions of said treaty
to''
performed
United States for and on behalf
behalf of the said confederated
confederated t°
performed by the United
Arrapahoe, and Apache
Apache Indians, and on
bands of Cheyenne,
Cheyenne, Arrapahoe,
tribes or bands
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their
shall be
done, observed
performed to,
to, with
with and for
for the
and performed
observed and
be done,
part shall
their part
United States
the same
same extent,
extent, and
for like
like oboband for
the same
to the
manner, to
same manner,
in the
States in
United
jects, to
all intents
intents and
have been
been the
the case
case had
had said
would have
as would
purposes, as
and purposes,
to all
jects,
treaty
with the
the said
confederated
said confederated
executed with
and executed
made and
originally made
been originally
treaty been
tribes
Arrapahoe, and
and Apache
Apache Indians.
Cheyenne, Arrapahoe,
of Cheyenne,
tribes of
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, the
Commissioners on the
the part of
undersigned, Commissioners
the undersigned,
In testimony
the United
States, and
the chiefs
of said
have hereheretribes, have
said tribes,
headmen of
and headmen
chiefs and
and the
United States,
the
ArkanLittle
unto
set their
hands
and
seals
at
the
council-ground
on
Arkanthe
on
council-ground
the
at
seals
and
hands
their
set
unto
sas, in
in the
Kansas, this
this 17th
of October, A. D. 1865.
day of
17th day
of Kansas,
State of
the State
sas,
JOHN
SANBORN,
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
B. SANBORN,
JOHN B.
SEAL.]
HARNEY,
[SEAL.
S. HARNEY,
WM. S.
SEAL.]
JAMES
STEELE,
[SEAL.
STEELE,
JAMES
[SEAL.]
WM. W.
BENT,
DEAL.]
W. BENT,
WM.
[SEAL.
KIT
DEAL.I
CARSON,
KIT CARSON,
[sEAL.
THOS.
rm..
MURPHY,
THOS. MURPHY,
[SEAL.]
J.
H. LEAVENWORTH,
LEAVEN WORTH
SEAL.
J. H.
Commissioners on
on the
the part
States.
of the United States.
part of
Commissioners
WM.

KOU-ZHON-TA-CO, or
or Poor
Bear, head chief,
Poor Bear,
KOU-ZHON-TA-CO,
his
mark.
x mark.
his x
his xx mark.
BA-ZHE-ECH, or
Shirt, chief,
chief,
Iron Shirt,
or Iron
BA-ZHE-ECH,
AZ-CHE-OM-A-TE-NE, or
the Old
Fool Man,
Man, chief,
chief,
Old Fool
or the
AZ-CHE-OM-A-TE-NE,

his xx mark.
mark.
his
x mark.
KARN-TIN-TA,
or The
Crow, chief,
chief,
his x
The Crow,
KARN-TIN-TA, or
MAH-VIP-PAH,
Wolf Sleeve,
Sleeve, chief,
The Wolf
or The
MAH-VIP-PAH, or
his xx mark.
mark.
his
his x
NAHN-TAN,
x mark.
Chief,
The Chief,
or The
NAHN-TAN, or
On the
the part
part of
the
of the
On

rSEAL.]
[sal

[SEAL.]
SEAL.

[SEAL.]
DEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[sELL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]

Apaches.
Apaches.

chief,
MOKE-TA-VE-TO, or
or Black
Black Kettle,
head chief,
Kettle, head
MOKE-TA-VE-TO,

his x
mark.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x mark.
his
Seven Bulls,
OH-TO-AH-NE-SO-TO-WHEO,
Bulls, chief,
OH-TO-AH-NE-SO-TO-WHEO, or Seven
[SEAL.]
his x
x mark.
mark.
[SEAL.]
his
HARK-KAH-O-ME,
or Little
Little Robe,
Robe, chief,
HARK-KAH-O-ME, or
[SEAL.]
his x
mark.
[SEAL.]
x mark.
his
MOKE-TAH-VO-VE-HO,
Black White
chief,
Man, chief,
White Man,
or Black
MOKE-TAH-VO-VE-HO, or
[SEAL.]
his
[SEAL.]
mark.
x mark.
his x
headman,
MUN-A-MEN-EK, or
or Eagle's
Head, headman,
Eagle's Head,
MUN-A-MEN-EK,
[SEAL.]
his
[SEAL.]
mark.
his xx mark.
that Hears, headman,
0-TO-AH-NIS-TO, or Bull
headman,
Bull filet
O-TO-AH-NIS-TO,
his xx mark.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
mark.
his
On
the part
of the
Cheyennes.
the Cheyennes.
part of
On the
OH-HAS-TEE,
Little Raven,
Raven, head chief,
or Little
OH-HAS-TEE, or
[SEAL.]
his x
mark.
[SEAL.
x mark.
his
11
[SEAL.]
0-HAH-MAFI-HAH, or
Storm, chief, his x
x mark.
SEAL. ]
or Storm,
OH-HAH-MAH-HAH,
Big Mouth,
PAH-UF-PAH-TOP, or
Mouth, chief,
or Big
PAH-UF-PAH-TOP,
his
mark.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x mark.
his x
AH-CRA-KA-TAU-NAH, or
Spotted Wolf, chief,
or Spotted
AH-CRA-KA-TAU-NAH,
his xx mark.
mark.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
headman,
AH-NAH-WAT-TAU, or
or Black
Man, headman,
Black Man,
AH-NAH-WAT-TAU,
his
mark.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his xxmark.
NAH-A-NAH-CHA,
Chief
in
Everything,
headman,
headman,
Everything,
in
Chief
NAH-A-NAH-CHA,
[SEAL.]
his xa mark.
I
SEAL.1
mark.
his
[SEAL.]
CHI-E-NIIK,
headman, his x
xmark.
mark.
SEAL.
Haversack, headman,
or Haversack,
CHI-E-NUK, or
On the
the part
part of
of the
the Arrapahoes.
.Arrapahoes.
On
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Signed and
sealed in
in presence
—
ofpresence of
and sealed
Signed
W. R.
R IRWIN,
Inwm, Secretary.
Secretary.
W.
D.
McNBIL.
D. C.
C. MCNEIL.

And
whereas the
the said
to the
the Senate
Senate of
of
submitted to
been submitted
having been
said treaty
treaty having
And whereas
the
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon,
thereon, the
the Senate
Senate did, on
on
for its
States for
United States
the United
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
May, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
one thousand
of May,
day of
the
advise and
and consent
the ratification
ratification of
the same,
by a
a resolution
resolution in the
same, by
of the
to the
consent to
advise
words and
and figures
figures following,
following, to
wit:—
to wit:words

Ratification.

I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE S
ESSION, SENATE
THE UNITED STATES,
STATES,
SENATE OF THE
SESSION,
IN
May 22,
22, 1866.
1866.
May
Resolved,
thirds of
the Senators
concurring,) That the
present concurring,)
Senators present
of the
(two thirds
Resolved, (two
Senate advise
advise and
consent-to
to the
of the
between the
the
the treaty
treaty between
the ratification
ratification of
and consent
Senate
United States,
by their
their Commissioners,
and the
chiefs and
and headmen
headmen of
of
the chiefs
Commissioners, and
States, by
United
the Apaches
Apaches and
Cheyennes and
ArNapahoes, respectively,
made and
respectively, made
and Ar[r]apahoes,
and Cheyennes
the
concluded
council-ground on
the Little
the State of
on the
Little Arkansas, in the
at the
the council-ground
concluded at
Kansas,
on the 17th of October, 1865.
Kansas, on
Attest:
J.
FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
W. FORNEY,
J. W.
Attest:
Now,
therefore, be
be it
it known
that I,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW Jormsox,
President
JoHNSON, President
known that
Now, therefore,
in pursuance
of the
United States
purshance of the advice
advice and condo, in
of America,
America, do,
States of
of
the United
resolution of the twenty-second
sent of
of the
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in its
twenty-second of
of
its resolution
the Senate,
sent
ratify, and confirm
May, one
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
accept, ratify,
sixty-six, accept,
and sixty-six,
eight hundred
May,
the
said treaty.
the said
treaty.
In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof I
name and caused the
signed my name
hereto signed
I have
have hereto
In
seal
of the
the United
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States to
seal of
Done at
at the
of Washington
Washington this twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day
day of
city of
the city
Done
year of our Lord one thousand
May, in
thousand eight hundred
hundred
in the
the year
May,
[seaL.]
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
Independence of the
the United
United States
of the Independence
and of
[SEAL.] and
of
ninetieth.
the ninetieth.
of America
America the
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By
the President:
President:
By the
Sate.
Secretary of State.
SEWARD, Secretary
WILLIAM
H. SEwann,
WILLIM H.

Proolaimd
Proclaimed.
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Oamanche andKiowa
and the Camanche
Treaty between the United States of America and
Indians; Concluded
Concluded October 18, 1865; Ratifcation
Ratification advised,
advised,
Tribes of Indians;
May
Proclaimed May 26, 1866.
22, 1866; Proclaimed
May 22,

ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT

1865.
Oct. 18, 186.

TO ALL
AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME,
COME, GREETINO:
GREETING:
THESE PBESENTS
WHOM THESE
ALL AND
TO

concluded at the council-ground
W
HEREAS aatreaty
made and concluded
council-ground on
treaty was made
WHEREAS
the
eighteenth day
little Arkansas
Arkansas river, in the State of Kansas, on the eighteenth
the little
of
the year
our Lord
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixthousand eight
Lord one
of our
year of
in the
of October,
October, in
ty-five,
by and
and between
John B.
B. Sanborn,
Harney, Kit
Kit CarWilliam S. Harney,
Sanborn, William
between John
ty-five, by
son, William
James Steele,
J. H. LeavenThomas Murphy, and J.
Steele, Thomas
W. Bent,
Bent, James
William W.
son,
worth, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on
the part
part of
the United
Tab-e-nanand Tab-e-nanStates, and
United States,
of the
on the
worth,
chiefs
i-kah, (Rising
(Rising Sun,)
other chiefs
(Female Infant,) and other
Esh-e-tave-pa-rah, (Female
Sun,) Esh-e-tave-pa-rah,
i-kah,
Camanche bands of Indians,
and headmen,
headmen, on the part of the Camanche
Indians, and QueilQueilpark,
(Lone Wolf,)
Wah-toh-konk, (Black
Eagle,) and
chiefs and
and
and other chiefs
(Black Eagle,)
Wolf,) Wah-toh-konk,
park, (Lone
headmen,
Kiowa tribe of Indians, all of which chiefs
part of the Kiowa
on the part
headmen, on
and
headmen were duly authorized
thereto by their respective
respective bands
bands and
and
authorized thereto
and headmen
tribes,
is in
the words
words and
and figures
wit: —
following, to wit:
figures following,
in the
treaty is
tribes, which
which treaty

Preamble.

Contracting
Contracting
ARTICLES CIE
TREATY made and concluded
concluded at the council-ground
council-ground on
OF A
A TREATY
ARTICLES
parties.
the Little
Little Arkansas
river, in parties.
Arkansas river eight miles from the mouth of said river,
the
the State
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, on
the eighteenth
of October, in the year of
eighteenth day of
on the
the
our
Lord one
eight hundred
between
by and between
sixty-five, by
and sixty-five,
hundred and
thousand eight
one thousand
our Lord
Murphy, Kit Carson,
Thomas Murphy,
Harney, Thomas
John B. Sanborn,
Sanborn, William
William S. Harney,
John
William W.
Bent, Jesse
Leavenworth, and James
James Steele, CommisJesse H. Leavenworth,
W. Bent,
William
sioners on
States, and the
the undersigned
undersigned chiefs and
and
the United
United States,
of the
on the
the part of
sioners
Camanche Indians
headmen of the several
Indians specified
specified in connecseveral bands of Camanche
headmen
tion with
with their
the chiefs
chiefs and
headmen of
Kiowa
the Kiowa
of the
and headmen
and the
signatures, and
their signatures,
tion
headmen by the
tribe
the said bands and
said chiefs and headmen
the said
of Indians,
Indians, the
tribe of
tribes
thereunto duly authorized.
authorized.
tribes being thereunto
Perpetual
ARTICLE
It is agreed
agreed by the parties to this treaty
treaty that hereafter
hereafter Perpetual
I.. It
ARTICLE I
peace.
perpetual
between the people and government
government peace"
maintained between
shall be
be maintained
peace shall
perpetual peace
of
United States
States and
the Indians
Indians parties
parties hereto,
hereto, and
and that
that the
Indians
the Indians
and the
the United
of the
parties
hereto shall
shall forever
forever remain
remain at peace
peace with
and with all
each other and
with each
parties hereto
other
Indians who
who sustain
sustain friendly
relations with the government
government of the
friendly relations
other Indians
United States.
Hostile acts
to
acts to
For the
purpose of
enforcing the provisions
article, it is agreed Hostile
this article,
provisions of this
of enforcing
the purpose
For
be settled
settled by
by
that in
case hostile
hostile acts
are committed
by the
the people
of arbitration.
people of
arbitettion.
committed by
depredations are
acts or
or depredations
that
in case
the
States, or
Indians on
with the United
United
terms with
friendly terms
on friendly
the Indians
or by
by the
the United
United States,
members of the tribe
individual members
States,
against the tribe or tribes or the individual
States, against
depredations
or
who are parties to this treaty, such hostile acts or depredations
or tribes who
a resort to arms, but the party or parties agshall not be redressed
redressed by a
through their agent, to the President
President
grieved shall submit their complaints, through
thereupon an impartial arbitration shall be had
States, and thereupon
of the
the United
United States,
under his
direction, and
thus made
made shall be binding on all paraward thus
and the award
his direction,
under
ties interested,
interested, and
and the
of the
States will in good
the United
United States
government of
the government
ties
faith
enforce the same.
faith enforce
And
their part, agree,
agree, in case
case crimes or
parties hereto,
hereto, on their
And the Indians parties
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other violations
violations of
of law
law shall
be committed
persons
committed by any person or persons
shall be
other
persons shall, upon complaint
members
members of their tribe, such person or persons
complaint bebelug made
made in
in writing,
writing, to
agent., superintendent
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, or
or to
to
their agent,
to their
ing
other
by the
the party
injured, and
verified by affidavit,
affidavit, be
and verified
party injured,
authority, by
proper authority,
other proper
delivered to
to the
person duly
authorized to
persons
such person or persons
take such
to take
duly authorized
the person
delivered
into
custody, to
the end
end that
such person
person or
or persons
may be punished acpersons may
that such
to the
into custody,
cording
to the
the laws
laws of
of the
States.
United States.
the United
cording to
Reservation
ARTICLE II.
The United
United States
hereby agree
agree that the district of
of
States hereby
II. The
ARTICLE
Reservation
for Indians who country embraced within the following
followina limits, or such
such portion of the same
are
parties here- as may hereafter from time to time be designated by the President of the
are parties
to.
as may hereafter from time to time be designated by the President of the
e
to.
United
States for
purpose, viz:
commencing at the
the northeast
northeast corner
corner
viz: commencing
that purpose,
for that
United States
of
Mexico, thence
the southeast
corner of
of the same; thence
southeast corner
to the
south to
thence south
of New
New Mexico,
northeastwardly
Red river
the mouth of the
the
river opposite the
on main
main Red
point on
a point
to a
northeastwardly to
North
Fork of
said river;
river; thence
thence down
to the
98th degree
degree of
of
the 98th
said river
river to
down said
of said
North Fork
west
on said
to the
the Cimarone
Cimarone river;
river;
said meridian
meridian to
north on
due north
thence due
longitude; thence
west longitude;
thence
up said
said river
to a
point where
same crosses the southern
southern boundboundwhere the same
a point
river to
thence up
ary
thence along
said southern
southern boundary
of Kanboundary of
along said
Kansas; thence
of Kansas;
State of
of the
the State
ary of
sas
to the
the southwest
southwest corner
State; thence
the place
beof beplace of
west to the
thence west
of said
said State;
corner of
sas to
undisturbed
ginning,
and is
is hereby
hereby set
absolute and undisturbed
the absolute
set apart for the
be and
shall be
ginning, shall
use
and occupation
of the
tribes who
are parties
to this
and of such
such
treaty, and
this treaty,
parties to
who are
the tribes
occupation of
use and
other
within said limits,
limits, or
or as
resided within
heretofore resided
as have
have heretofore
tribes as
friendly tribes
other friendly
they may
from time
time to
time agree
admit among them, and that no
no
to admit
agree to
to time
may from
they
onndaries.
white
agents, and employes
employes of the government
government shall
shall
except officers, agents,
person except
white person
Boundaries.
No whites,
.go
go upon
upon or
or settle
settle within
within said limits, unless
unless
embraced within
cept, &c.
set
excountry embraced
the country
within the
h teto 'set
ceN&c.
tie
thereon,
un- formally
formally admitted
admitted and
lawfully
incorporated into some one of the tribes lawfully
and incorporated
tie thereon, uaMembers
of
Members of

tribe
committing
tribecommitting
crimes to be surrendered.
rendered.

leas, Sze.
less,
&c.

to reto reIndians
move thereto,
thereto,
move

and not leave,
8';
unless, &c.

to refrain from
depredations;
depredations;
not
not to
to encamp
wi
f thin ten
ten miles
miles
within

of,

'

Claims to
other
toother
Claims
quished.
qnish

lands
relinl
lands erde.lin-

Until
removal
Untilremoval

to
to reservation,
be
Indians
to be
re. to

where.

residing
residing there,
there, according
according to its laws
laws and usages.
usages.

The Indians
Indians parties
hereto
on
their
part
expressly
agree
to
remove
to
and
accept
as their
pertheir peras
accept
to
and
remove
to
hereto on their part expressly agree
embraced within
within said limits, whenever
whenever directed
manent home the country embraced
so to
to do
the United
accordance with the
the
United States, in accordance
of the
President of
by the
the President
do by
so
provisions of
of this
this treaty,
that they
they will
country for
from said country
not go
go from
will not
and that
treaty, and
provisions
hunting or
without the consent in writing of their
their agent or
other purposes without
or other
hunting
other authorized
authorized person,
specifying the
which such
such leave
leave is
purpose for which
the purpose
person, specifying
other
granted, and
and such
them
consent in all cases shall be borne with them
written consent
such written
granted,
upon
rightfully away from their
their
evidence that they are rightfully
as evidence
excursions, as
their excursions,
upon their
reservation, and
and shall
shall be
be respected
respected by
employes, and citizens
all officers,
officers, employes,
by all
reservation,
against
of
States, as
as their
their sufficient
safeguard and protection
protection against
sufficient safeguard
United States,
the United
of the
injury or
damage in person
any and all
all persons whomsowhomsoperson or property, by any
or damage
injury
It is further agreed
ever. It
agreed by
by the
the Indians parties hereto that when absent
absent
from
their reservation,
the commission of any deprefrain from the
they will refrain
reservation, they
from their
redations or
or injuries
injuries to the person
persons sustaining
sustaining
property of all persons
person or property
redations
government of the United States;
friendly relations
relations with the government
States; that they
they
friendly
will
ten miles
miles of any
any
so absent encamp, by day or night, within ten
not while so
will not
o
he main
mai
n trave
ll edroutes
rou t
es or
roa d
s through
th roughthe
th e country
coun t
ryto
t
o w
hi chthey
they
which
or roads
travelled
offt
the

go, or
or of
of the military
posts, towns or villages therein, without the consent
go,
military posts,
consent
of
commanders of such military
military posts, or of the civil authorities
authorities of
of the
the commanders
such
villages, and
and that henceforth
henceforth they
they will and do hereby retowns or villages,
such towns
linquish
all claims
and to any portion
portion of the United States or
in and
claims or
or rights
rights in
linquish all
territories,
except such
the limits
limits aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and
within the
embraced within
as is
is embraced
such as
territories, except
more
claims and rights in and to the
the country
country north
north of the
more especially their claims
Cimarone river
eastern boundary
Mexico.
of New Mexico.
boundary of
and west
west of the eastern
river and
Cimarone
ARTICLE III.
III. It
is further
further agreed
agreed that until
until the Indians parties
It is
ARTICLE
hereto
reservation provided
provided for by the preceding
preceding arhave removed
removed to the reservation
hereto have
ticle,
stipulations thereof,
said Indians
Indians shall
and
shall be and
thereof, said
the stipulations
of the
pursuance of
in pursuance
tide, in
they
permitted to
reside upon and
and range at pleasure
pleasure
to reside
expressly permitted
hereby expressly
they are
are hereby
throughout
the unsettled
portions of
part of the country
country they claim as
of that part
unsettled portions
throughout the
originally theirs,
lies south
Arkansas river, as well as the
of the
the Arkansas
south of
which lies
theirs, which
originally
country embraced
embraced within
reservation provided for by the
of the
the reservation
the limits of
within the
country
preceding
and will not
not go elsewhere,
elsewhere, except
except
they shall and
article, and that they
preceding article,
upon
prescribed by the preceding
preceding article
article in rela.
relaconditions prescribed
and conditions
upon the
the terms and
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tion to leaving
leaving said reservation:
reservation: Provided,
Provided, That
That the provisions
provisions of the pre- Proviso.
ceding
within ten miles
travelled
ceding article in
in regard
regard to encamping
encamping within
miles of
of main travelled
routes, military
posts, towns
towns and
in full
force as
as to
to the
the
routes,
military posts,
and villages,
villages, shall
shall be
be in
full force
privileges granted
granted by
by this
this article:
further, That
they, the
the Proviso.
Proviso.
article: And
And provided
provided further,
That they,
privileges
said Indians,
and without
without delay,
delay, report
report to the
will at all
all times,
times, and
said
Indians, shall and will
commander of
of the
presence in
nearest military
military post the presence
in or
or approach
approach to
commander
the nearest
Indians whatever.
whatever.
said country
country of
of any
any hostile band or bands of Indians
ARTICLE
It is further
that the United
United States
States
IV. It
further agreed by the parties hereto that
ARTICLE IV.
the reservation
provided throuil
1
.1!
United States
States may
may lay off and build
build through
through the
reservation, provided
roads
roads or highways
highways as may be deemed
deemed tion, and estabestabfor by article IL
II. of this treaty, roads
necessary, and
also establish
military posts
within the
same as
lish military
the same
as lish
establish such
such military
posts within
necessary,
and may
may also
PO
may
be found
in order
to preserve
preserve peace
peace among
among the
the Indians,
Indians, l'°8t8
st. *
necessary, in
order to
may be
found necessary,
and in
in order
to enforce
and regulations
or
are now or
laws, rules, and
regulations as are
and
order to
enforce such laws,
President and
and Congress of
of
by the
the President
may from time
time to
to time
time be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the United
persons and
and property
protection of
of the rights of persons
the
United States
States for
for the
the protection
among the
the Indians
Indians residing
said reservation,
in
that in
reservation, and further, that
residing upon said
among
military posts
considered essential to
of war such other
other military
posts as may be considered
time of
the
United States may be established:
Damages thereProvided, Damagesthereestablished: Provided,
interests of
of the
the United
the general
general interests
to be ascot.however, That
roads, or
of such
such tained
fin:
however,
That upon
upon the
the building
building of
of such
such roads,
or establishment
establishment of
paid
tamed aend
and paid.
sustained by reason thereof by the
injury sustained
military posts, the amount of injury
Indians inhabiting said
reservation shall
ascertained under
of
shall be
be ascertained
under direction of
said reservation
Indians
the
compensation
thereupon such compensation
o the
the United
United States, and thereupon
the President of'
shall
made to
said Indians
Indians as,
judgment of
Congress of the
as, in
in the
the judgment
of the Congress
be made
to said
shall be
United
proper.
deemed just
just and
and proper.
United States
States, may be deemed
ARTICLE
annually, Annuities for
ARTICLE V. The United States agree that they will expend annually,
forty
during
ratification of this f
or tyyears.
years '
the period
period of
of forty
forty years, from and after the ratification
during the
treaty, for the benefit of the Indians
Indians who are
are parties
parties hereto, and of such
such
pursuance of the
such
in pursuance
the terms
terms hereof, in such
others as
as may unite with
with them in
Secretary of the
manner and for such purposes as, in the judgment of the Secretary
Interior
best subserve their wants and interests as
Interior for
for the time being, will best
a
following amounts,
that is
is to
say, until
time as said Insuch time
to say,
until such
amounts, that
a people,
people, the
the following
provided for by article
article II.
reservations, as provided
dians shall be removed to their reservations,
of this
this treaty,
treaty, an
amount which
shall be
to ten
ten dollars
per capita
capita Amount
Amount
dollars per
which shall
be equal
equal to
an amount
of
beneficial provisions of this
participate in the beneficial
for each
each person entitled
entitled to participate
treaty; and
and from
from and
and after
time when such removal
removal shall
shall have been
been
after the
the time
treaty;
dollars per
accomplished, an amount
amount which
fifteen dollars
per capita
capita
which shall be equal to fifteen
accomplished,
for each
each person
aforesaid. Such
proportion of the expenditure
expenditure
Such proportion
as aforesaid.
person entitled
entitled as
for
considered expedient
provided for by this article
article as may be considered
expedient to distribute
distribute
provided
in
of' annuities
annuities shall be delivered
delivered to said Indians as follows, viz:be When to be
in the form of
one
thereof during
during the
the spring,
spring, and
two thirds
thereof during
during the
thedelivered.
delivered.
thirds thereof
and two
third thereof
one third
autumn
each year.
autumn of each
year.
For the
purpose of
determining from time to
amount Present
Present num.
numaggregate amount
to time
time the aggregate
of determining
For
the purpose
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
agreed that the berIndians.
offIndans
of this article, it is agreed
the provisions
provisions of
to
entitled to
provisions the coming
coming year is four
four thouthouto its beneficial
beneficial provisions
number entitled
shall be taken at
at
of the Indians
Indians entitled shall
accurate census
census of
sand, and that
that an
an accurate
the time of
spring of each
their agent
agent
year by their
in the spring
each year
annuity payment in
the
of the annuity
Secretary of the Interior, which census
person designated
designated by the
the Secretary
census
Census to ne
no
or other person
shall be
be the
be expended
expended the
ensuingannually.
the next
next ensuing
taken annually.
amount to
to be
the basis
basis on
on which
which the
the amount
shall
year shall be determined.
ARTICLE
VI. The
Indians parties
treaty expressly covenant
covenant Otherportions
Other portions
to this
this treaty
The Indians
parties to
ARTICLE VI.
ojrgtrei
c
tiets
0Tle
and
that they
their utmost
utmost endeavors
endeavors to
that porand agree
agree that
they will
will use
use their
to induce
induce that
por- urged to joine in
tion
respective tribes not
now present to unite with them and ac- this treaty.
tion of
of the
the respective
not now
cede to the provisions of this treaty, which
which union and accession
accession shall
shall be
evidenced and
binding on all parties
parties whenever
whenever such absentees
absentees shall
evidenced
and made binding
participated in the beneficial
have participated
beneficial provisions of this treaty.
In
whereof, the
Commissioners on
part of the United
United Execution.
Execution.
on the
the part
the said
said Commissioners
testimony whereof,
In testimony
bands of Camanche
Camanche Indians
headmen of the said
said bands
States, and the
the chiefs
chiefs and headmen
and
hereinbefore referred to, and designatand of the Kiowa tribe of Indians, hereinbefore
hereunto subscribed
subscribed their
ed in connection
connection with their signatures, have hereunto
their
day and year first above
above written.
written.
names and affixed their seals on the day
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JOHN
B. SANBORN,
SANBORN,
[sEAL.
[SEAL.]
JOHN B.
WM. S.
S. HARNEY,
HARNEY,
[SEAL.
SEAL.
WM.
BIT
CARSON,
[SEAL.
SEAL.
KIT CARSON,
WM.
[sEAL:
[SEAL.
BENT,
W. BENT,
WM. W.
JAMES STEELE,
[SEAL..
[SEAL.'
STEELE,
JAMES
THOS.
SEAL.
SEAL.
MURPHY,
THOS. MURPHY,
J. H.
H. LEAVENWORTH,
[SEAL.'
LEAVENWORTH,SEAL.
JH.
Commissioners on
the part
part of
of the
the United
United States.
States
on the
Commissioners
Signed and
and sealed
sealed in
in presence
—
ofpresence of
Signed
W.
R
Timm,
Secretary.
Secretary.
IRwn,
R.
W.
W
M. T.
T.KITTRIDGE.
KITTRIDGE.
WM.
D.
MCNEIL.
C. MCNEIL.
D. C.
JAS.
BOTD.
S..BOYD.
JAS. S
TAB-E-NAN-I-KAFI, or
mark,
[sEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x mark,
his x
Sun, his
Rising Sun
or Rising
TAB-E-NAN-I-KAH,
Chief of
or Root
Root Eater
band of
Camanches, for
for Paddy-wahPaddy-wahof Camanches,
Eater band
Yampirica, or
of Yampirica,
Chief
say-mer
and Ho-to-yo-koh-wat's
Ho-to-yo-koh-wat's bands.
bands.
say-mer and
ESH-E-TAVE-PA-RAH, or
xmark,
mark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
Infant, his x
Female Infant,
or Female
ESH-E-TAVE-PA-RAH,
Headman
of
Yampirica
band
of
Camanches.
Camanches.
of
band
Yampirica
of
Headman
A-SHA-HAB-BEET, or
or Milky
Way,
his
xmark,
mark, [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
his x
Milky Way,
A-SHA-HAB-BEET,
Chief
Penne-taha, or
Sugar Eater
Eater band
Camanches, and
and for
for Co-che-teCo-che-teof Camanches,
band of
or Sugar
Chief Penne-taha,
ka,
Buffalo Eater
Eater band.
band.
or Buffalo
ka, or
QUEEN-AH-E-VAH, or
or Eagle
[SEAL.]
mark, [SEAL.]
his xx mark,
Drinking, his
Eagle Drinking,
QUEEN-AH-E-VAH,
Head chief
No-co-nee or
or Go-about
band of
of Camanches.
Camanches.
Go-about band
of No-co-nee
chief of
Head
TA-HA-YER-QUOIP,
or Horse's
his
[sEAL.]
x mark, [SEAL.]
his x
Back,
Horse's Back,
TA-HA-YER-QUOIP, or
2d
chief of
of No-co-nee
No-co-nee or
Go-about band of Camanches.
or Go-about
2d chief
POCHA-NAW-QUOIP, or
his x
x mark [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
Hump, his
Buffalo Hump,
or Buffalo
POCHA-NAW-QUOIP,
3d
chief of
Camanches.
Sugar Eater band of Camanches.
or Sugar
Pennetaka, or
of Pennetaka,
3d chief
[SEAL.]
HO-TO-YO-KOH-WOT, or
the Buttes,
x mark,
mark, [SEAL.]
his x
Buttes, his
Over the
or Over
HO-TO-YO-KOH-WOT,
Chief of
Yampirica band.
band.
of Yampirica
Chief
[SEAL.]
PARRY-WAH-SAY-MER, or
Ten Bears,
x mark, [sEAL.2
Bears, his x
or Ten
PARRY-WAH-SAY-MER,
Chief of
band.
Yampirica band.
of Yampirica
Chief
BO-YAH-WAH-TO-YEH-BE, or Iron
Iron Mountain,
Mountain,
BO-YAH-WAH-TO-YEH-BE,
Chief
of Camanches,
his
mark, [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
his xxmark,
Camanches,
band of
Yampirica band
of Yampirica
Chief of
BO-WAH-QUAS-SUH, or
Shirt,
his
[SEAL.]
mark, [SEAL.]
his xx mark,
Iron Shirt,
or Iron
BO-WAH-QUAS-SUH,
Chief
of De-na-vi
band, or
Camanches.
Eater band of Camanches.
Liver Eater
or Liver
De-na-vi band,
Chief of
[SEAL.]
TO-SA-WI, or
or Silver
Silver Brooch,
his x
x mark, [SEAL.]
Brooch,
TO-SA-WI,
band of Camanches.
Head Chief
Pennetaka band
Camanches.
of Pennetaka
Chief of
Head
QUEIL-PARK,
Lone Wolf,
Wolf,
his x
x mark,
mark, [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
his
or Lone
QUEIL-PARK, or
WAH-TOH-KONK,
Black Eagle,
his
xmark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his x
Eagle,
or Black
WAH-TOH-KONK, or
his x
ZIP-KI-YAH,
xmark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
or Big
Big Bow,
ZIP-KI-YAH, or
x mark, [SEAL.]
SA-TAN-TA, or
his x
SEAL.
Bear,
White Bear,
or White
SA-TAN-TA,
x mark, [SEAL.]
his x
TON-A-EN-KO,
Eagle,
[SEAL.]
Kicking Eagle,
or Kicking
TON-A-EN-KO, or
a Man,
SETTEM-KA-YAH, or
or Bear
Bear Runs
over a
Runs over
SETTEM-KA-YAH,
his x
is mark,
mark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
KAW-PE-All, or
or Plumed
Plumed Lance,
Lance,
his x
mark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
x mark,
his
KAW-PE-AH,
x mark, [SEAL.]
his is
TO-HAU-SON,
or Little
Little Mountain,
[sEAL.]
Mountain,
TO-HAU-SON, or
SA-TANK, or
Sitting Bear,
Bear,
is mark, [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
his x
or Sitting
SA-TANK,
his x
PAWNEE, or
is mark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
Man,
or Poor
Poor Man,
PAWNEE,
TA-KI-BULL,
Stinking Saddle Cloth,
Cloth,
his x
is mark,
mark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
or Stinking
TA-KI-BULL, or
Chief of
Kiowa tribe.
the Kiowa
of the
Chief

Ratification.

And
whereas, the
the said
said treaty
submitted to
to the
the Senate
Senate of
of
been submitted
having been
treaty having
And whereas,
constitutional action
for its constitutional
the United
United States for
action thereon, the Senate did, on
the
thousand eight hundred and
the twenty-second
of May, one
one thousand
and sixty-six,
day of
twenty-second day
the
of the
advise
and consent
consent to
to the
ratification of
the same,
same, by aa resolution in the
the ratification
advise and
words
and figures
figures following,
to wit:
wit: -—
following, to
words and
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UNITED STATES,
IN EXECUTIVE
SESSION, S
ENA.TE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES,
SENATE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
IN
May
22, 1866.
May 22,

Resolved,
(two thirds
thirds of
of the
present concurring,)
concurring,) That the
Senators present
the Senators
Resolved, (two
Senate advise
advise and
and consent
the ratification
ratification of
of the
articles of
of aa treaty
the articles
to the
consent to
Senate
made and
on the
the Little
Arkansas river,
Little Arkansas
council-ground on
the council-ground
at the
concluded at
and concluded
made
eight miles
miles from
from the
the mouth
of said
said river,
in the
the State
of Kansas,
Kansas, on the
State of
river, in
mouth of
eight
eighteenth day
day of
October, in
in the
the year
year of
of our
one thousand
thousand eight
Lord one
our Lord
of October,
eighteenth
of
hundred and
and between
between the
Commissioners on
the part
part of
on the
the Commissioners
by and
sixty-five, by
and sixty-five,
hundred
the United
United States,
and the
and headmen
of the Kiowa
Kiowa tribe of
headmen of
chiefs and
the chiefs
States, and
the
Indians.
Indians.
Secretary.
Attest:
J. W.
W. FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.
J.
Attest:

of
Now,
therefore, be
be it
it known
known that
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President of
I, ANDREW
that I,
Now, therefore,
the United
States of
pursuance of
the advice
advice and consent
consent
of the
in pursuance
do, in
of America,
America, do,
United States
the
of the
in its
of the
the twenty-second
twenty-second of May,
resolution of
its resolution
expressed in
as expressed
Senate, as
the Senate,
of
one thousand
eight hundred
sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify,
ratify, and confirm the
and sixty-six,
hundred and
thousand eight
one
said treaty.
treaty.
said
In testimony
whereof I
hereto signed
name and caused
caused the
my name
signed my
have hereto
I have
testimony whereof
In
seal
the United
United States
States to be affixed.
of the
seal of
Done
at the
this twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day of May,
Washington, this
of Washington,
city of
the city
Done at
hundred and
in the
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
eight hundred
and sixtythousand eight
one thousand
in
America
[BEAL.] six,
of the
of the
States of America
United States
the United
Independence of
the Independence
and of
six, and
[SEAL.]
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
the
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the
the President:
President:
By
State.
of State.
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
H. SEWARD,
WILLIAM
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Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.
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19,1865.
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Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
of America and the Two Kettles Band
States of
Treaty
of Dakota
Sioux Indians;
October 19,
19, 1865;
1865; RatificaRatificaConcluded October
Indians; Concluded
or Sioux
Dakota or
of
tion advised,
March 5, 1866;
1866; Proclaimed
Proclaimed March 17,
Amendment, March
with Amendment,
advised, with
tion

1866.

ANDREW
JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
TO ALL
WHOA( THESE
SHALL COME,
COME, GREETING:
GREETINCF:
PRESENTS SHALL
THESE PRESENTS
TO WHOM
SINGULAR TO
AND SINGULAR
ALL AND
TO

W HEREAS a
treaty was
made and
and concluded
concluded at
Fort Sully, in the
at Fort
was made
a treaty
WHEREAS
Territory
on the
year of
in the
the year
October, in
of October,
day of
nineteenth day
the nineteenth
Dakota, on
of Dakota,
Territory of
between
our
Lord one
thousand eight
sixty-five, by and
and between
and sixty-five,
hundred and
eight hundred
one thousand
our Lord
Newton
Edward B.
Taylor, Major-General
Curtis,
Major-General S. R. Curtis,
B. Taylor,
Edmunds, Edward
Newton Edmunds,
Brigadier-General H.
H. H.
Sibley, Henry
W. Reed,
and Orrin Guernsey,
Guernsey,
Reed, and
Henry W.
H. Sibley,
Brigadier-General
Commissioners,
the United
States, and Cha-tan-skah,
(The
Cha-tan-skah, (The
United States,
of the
part of
the part
on the
Commissioners, on
chiefs and headmen
White Hawk,)
headmen
Hump,) and other chiefs
(The Hump,)
E-to-ke-ah, (The
Hawk,) E-to-ke-ah,
White
of the
band of
Dakota or Sioux Indians, on the
the part
part of
of Dakota
Kettles band
Two Kettles
the Two
of
which treaty
said
Indians, and
duly authorized
authorized thereto
thereto by them, which
and duly
of Indians,
band of
said band
is
in the
words and figures
following, to wit
wit::—
figures following,
the words
is in

Oct. 19,
19, 1866.
1866.
Oct.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Contractir
concluded at Fort Sully, in the TerARTICLES OF A
A TREATY made and concluded
Ter- paert7enst.r
aetir
ARTICLES
ritory
and between
between Newton
Newton Edmunds, governor
governor and
and exexby and
Dakota, by
of Dakota,
ritory of
Territory, Edward
officio superintendent
affairs of Dakota
Dakota Territory,
Edward
Indian affairs
of Indian
superintendent of
officio
B. Taylor,
superintendent of
of Indian
the northern superinaffairs for the
Indian affairs
B.
Taylor, superintendent
Brigadier-General H. H. Sibley,
R. Curtis, Brigadier-General
tendency, Major-General
Major-General S. It.
tendency,
Henry
W. Reed,
Reed, and
Orrin Guernsey,
on the part of
Commissioners, on
Guernsey, Commissioners,
and Orrin
Henry W.
undersigned
the
and the undersigned
appointed by the President, and
duly appointed
States, duly
United States,
the United
chiefs
Kettles band
band of Dakota or Sioux InTwo Kettles
the Two
of the
headmen of
and headmen
chiefs and
dians.
dians.
and

.Aulhority and
rep-. Authority
ARTICLE I
The Two
of Dakota
Dakota or Sioux Indians repband of
Kettles band
Two Kettles
I.. The
ARTICLE
resented
hereby acknowledge
themselves to
be subject
subject to
to the
the juhnidt'Sttedte
i
tj; e
riti
lt
e
ngfte,
to be
acknowledge themselves
council, hereby
in council,
resented in
exclusive
jurisdiction and
authority of
the United States,
acknowledged.
States, and hereby ob- acknowledged.
of the
and authority
exclusive jurisdiction
cease
ligate
and bind
bind themselves
individually and collectively, not only to cease
themselves individually
ligate and
all hostilities
hostilities against
against the
citizens, but to use
use
property of its citizens,
persons and property
the persons
all
prevent other bands
their influence,
influence, and,
and, if
necessary, physical force, to prevent
if necessary,
their
of the
the Dakota
other adjacent
from making hostile
hostile
tribes, from
adjacent tribes,
or other
Sioux, or
or Sioux,
Dakota or
of
demonstrations against
against the
United States
States or its
government of the United
the government
demonstrations
people.
people.
Persons and
ARTICLE
Inasmuch as
the government
government of
the United
and
United States is Frrio
of the
as the
II. Inasmuch
ARTICLE II.
bp
ee
sr
n
t
y
ot
of
tn
o r
desirous to
between the Indian
Indian tribes within propertyof other
arrest the effusion of blood between
to arrest
desirous
attacked.
of
first
band
Kettles
its
jurisdiction,
hitherto
at
war
with
each
the
Two
Kettles
attacked.
Two
the
other,
its jurisdiction, hitherto at war with each
Dakota
council, anxious
anxious to respect
respect the wishes of
in council,
represented in
or Sioux,
Sioux, represented
Dakota or
the
government, hereby
agree and
bind themselves
discontinue, for the
themselves to discontinue,
and bind
hereby agree
the government,
property of other tribes, unless first
future,
all attacks
attacks upon
upon the persons
persons or property
first
future, all
them, and to use their influence
influence to promote peace
peace everywhere
everywhere
assailed by them,
in
occupied or
frequented by them.
or frequented
region occupied
in the
the region
ARTICLE III.
III. All
controversies or
or differences
Controvers
ies
differences arising between the Controversies
All controversies
ARTICLE
Two Kettles
band of
Dakota or
or Sioux,
Sioux, represented
represented in
in council,
and other
other tt°,
t
t s
ar
abbrittA3d
arbitrat the
council, and
of Dakota
Two
Kettles band
ment ofthe
tribes
of Indians,
Indians, involving
peace or war,
war, shall
shall be sub- ment
of the
question of peace
involving the question
tribes of
mated
for the
President, or
persons as President.
President.
person or persons
such person
or such
the President,
of the
arbitrament of
the arbitrament
mitted for
award faithfully observed
may
observed
designated by him, and the decision or award
be designated
may be
by
the said
said band represented in council.
by the
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IV. The said band, represented
ARTICLE IV.
represented in council, shall withdraw
withdraw
ARTICLE
overland already established,
from the routes overland
established, or hereafter
hereafter to be established
country; and
and in
consideration thereof, and of their
their
in consideration
their country;
through their
lished through
non-interference
the persons
citizens of the United
United
property of citizens
and property
persons and
with the
non-interference with
States travelling
travelling thereon,
the government
government of
United States
States agree to
of the United
thereon, the
States
Amendment,
band the sum of six thousand dollars annually, for twenty
twenty
said band
pay to the said
Amendment. pay
Post, p.
725.
years,
in such
articles
as the
Secretary
of the
Interior
may direct:
direct: ProPromay
Interior
of
the
as
the
Secretary
articles
in
such
years,
p.
725.
Po,
Payment.
Proviso.
vided,
the said
so represented
represented in
council shall
shall faithfully
confaithfully conin council
band so
said band
That the
vided, That
Proviso.
form
this treaty.
treaty.
requirements of this
to the
the requirements
form to
Individual Inindividual or individuals,
individuals, or portion of the
the
V. Should any individual
ARTICLE V.
Individual
dians
locating
The Two Kettles
Kettles band of Dakota
Dakota or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
upon
dians lands
locating
to be band
band of The
Indians, represented
represented
protected.
in council,
desire hereafter
permanently upon any part of the
the
locate permanently
to locate
hereafter to
council, desire
in
protected.
land claimed
the said
said band,
band, for
purpose of
of agricultural
agricultural or
other
or other
for the
the purpose
by the
claimed by
land
pursuits, it
agreed by the parties
that such
such indiparties to this treaty that
is hereby
hereby agreed
it is
pursuits,
vidual or
individuals shall
be protected
protected in
such location
location against
against any anin such
shall be
or individuals
vidual
noyance or
molestation on the part of whites or Indians; and where
or molestation
noyance
twenty lodges
lodges or
or families
families of
shall have
have located on
band shall
Kettles band
the Two
Two Kettles
of the
twenty
Payments for lands for agricultural
agricultural purposes,
purposes, and signified
signified the same to their
their agent
agent or
agricultural, &c. superintendent, they
well as
as other
other families
families so
locating shall
shall receive
the
receive the
so locating
as well
iuletntsl &c superintendent, they as
implements.
sum of
of twenty-five
dollars annually,
annually, for
years, for
family, in
agin agfor each
each family,
for five
five years,
sum
twenty-five dollars
ricultural inplements
inplernents and
when one hundred
hundred lodges
and when
improvements; and
and improvements;
ricultural
or families
families shall
have so
so engaged
engaged in
in agricultural
pursuits, they
they shall
shall be
agricultural pursuits,
shall have
or
government,
farmer and blacksmith, at the expense
expense of the government,
entitled to aa farmer
Farmer and entitled
blacksmith
Secretary of the Interior, when deemed
blaTeach
cksmith.
ers.
also teachers, at the option of the Secretary
necessary.
necessary.
Indemnity for
ARTICLE VI.
VI. Soldiers
Soldiers in
in the
the United
United States
States service
killed
service having killed
ARTICLE
Indemnity
killing achief.
sh- ta h- ch
ah- ne ah
a,(P uffi ng Ey es,) a
f
ri
en dly chief
chi efof
ofthe
th e Two
Two Kettles
Kettles
(Puffing Eyes,) a friendly
Ish-tah-chah-ne-aha,
a chief. I
killing
Indians to
Indians

withdraw from
overland routes.

Amendment
Amendment
binding.

to
to be

Execution

band
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
that the governagreed that
hereby agreed
Indians, it is hereby
of Dakota
Dakota or
band of
ment
shall cause
cause to be paid to the surviving
surviving widow
widow
ment of the United States shall
seventeen in number,
of
deceased and
number, the sum of five
five
children, seventeen
and his children,
of the
the deceased
hundred
to the
the said
or band,
common, as
as indemnity
indemnity
band, in
in common,
said tribe
tribe or
and to
dollars; and
hundred dollars;
for killing
killing said
chief, the
sum of
of five
five hundred
payment to be
hundred dollars, said payment
the sum
said chief,
for
Secretary of the Interior.
made under
the direction
direction of the Secretary
under the
made
ARTICLE
amendment or
or modification
of this
this treaty
treaty by
by
modification of
Any amendment
VII. Any
ARTICLE VII.
United States shall be
considered final and binding
binding
be considered
Senate of
of the United
the Senate
upon the said
the
a part of this treaty, in the
band, represented
represented in council, as a
said band,
upon
same manner
manner as
presented and agreed
agreed to by
subsequently presented
as if
if it
it had
had been
been subsequently
same
headmen of said band.
the chiefs and headmen
In testimony
testimony whereof, the Commissioners
Commissioners on the part of the
the United
United
States,
chiefs and
headmen of
Kettles band of
the said Two Kettles
of the
and headmen
the chiefs
States, and
and the
Dakota
or Sioux,
Sioux, have
have hereunto
hereunto set
nineteenth day of
of
hands, this nineteenth
set their hands,
Dakota or
October,
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, after the contents
eight hundred
one thousand
October, one
had
previously been
been read, interpreted,
explained to the said chiefs
interpreted, and explained
had previously
and headmen.
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
EDMUNDS,
NEWTON
EDWARD B. TAYLOR,
TAYLOR,
EDWARD
S. R.
CURTIS, Major-General,
Major-General,
S.
R. CURTIS,
H. H. SIBLEY, Brigadier-General,
Brigadier-General,
HENRY
REED,
HENRY W. REE),
ORRIN GUERNSEY,
GUERNSEY,
ORRIN
Commissioners on
United States.
on the
the part
part of the United
Commissioners
CHA-TAN-SKAH, The White
White Hawk,
his xx mark.
chief,
Hawk, chief,
CHA-TAN-SKAH,
E-TO-KE-AH,
his x
x mark.
mark.
chief,
Hump, chief,
The Hump,
E-TO-KE-AH, The
SHON-KAH-WAK-KON-KE-DESH-KAH, The
The
SHON-KAH-WAK-KON-KE-DESH-KAH,
Spotted
Horse, chief,
his
mark.
his xxmark.
chief,
Spotted Horse,
MAH-TO-KE-DESH-KAH,
MAH-TO-KE-DESH-KAH, The Spotted Bear,
his xx mark.
chief,
chief,
his xx mark.
MAH-TO-TO-PA.H, The Four Bears,
MAH-TO-TO-PAH,
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CHAN-TAY-0-ME-NE-0-ME-NE, The Whirling
Whirling
CHAN-TAY-O-ME-NE-O-ME-NE,
x mark.
his x
Heart,
Heart,
MAH-TO-A-CHA-CHAH,
The Bear that is like
MAH-TO-A-CHA-CHAH, The
x mark.
his x
him,
him,
TAH-HOO-KA-ZAH-NOM-PUB, The
The Two
Lances, his x
x mark.
Two Lances,
TAH-HOO-KA-ZAH-NOM-PUB,
x mark.
MAH-TO-TON-KAH, The
The Big
Big Bear,
his
his x
Bear,
MAH-TO-TON-KAH,
x mark.
the Enemy,
TO-KE-CHI-WY-A, He
Catches the
his x
that Catches
He that
TO-KE-CHI-WY-A,
MAH-TO-NAN-GEE, The
his x
xmark.
Stands,
that Stands,
Bear that
The Bear
MAH-TO-NAN-GEE,
x mark.
his x
SHON-KAH-D0O-TAH,
The Red
Dog,
his
Red Dog,
SHON-KAH-DOO-TAH, The
CHON-NOM-PAH-PA-GE-NAN-KALT,
that
CHON-NOM-PAH-PA-GE-NAN-KAI, He that
x mark.
his x
wears
the Pipe
Pipe on
on his
his head,
head,
wears the
his x
TAH-SHON-KAH-MUZ-ZAH,
His Iron Dog,
xmark.
TAH-SHON-KAH-MUZ-ZAH, His
his x
Wing,
HO-PO-E-MUZ-ZAH, The
The Iron
xmark.
Iron Wing,
HO-PO-E-MUZ-ZAH,
CHAH-GE-LESH-KAH-WAK-KE-AN, The ThunCHAH-GE-LESH-KAH-WAK-KE-AN,
his xx mark.
der Spotted
Hoop,
Spotted Hoop,
der
HAK-KAH-D0O-SAH, The
Elk,
xmark.
his x
Fast Elk,
The Fast
HAK-KAH-DOO-SAH,
x mark.
WY-AH-TAH-TON-KAH, The
his x
Nation,
Big Nation,
The Big
WY-AH-TAH-TON-KAH,
x mark.
his x
WE-KEE-PAH, The
The One
that Calls
Calls the Women,
One that
WE-KEE-PAH,
PA-JE-TO,
his x
mark.
x mark.
his
Grass,
Green Grass,
PA-JE-TO, Green
his x
Chief CHON-KA-HAS-KA,
Dog,
his
xmark.
Stinking Dog,
CHON-KA-HAS-KA, Stinking
Chief
Chief PA-TA-SEA-WAH-BEL-LU,
White Cow
Cow
PA-TA-SEA-WAH-BEL-LU, White
Chief
Eagle,
his x
xmark.
mark.
his
Eagle,

the United States, and by
Signed by
Commissioners on,the
part of the
on the part
the Commissioners
by the
Signed
the
chiefs and
after the
fully read, interpreted,
interpreted,
been fully
had been
treaty had
the treaty
headmen, after
and headmen,
the chiefs
presence:-and
explained, in our presence
:—
and explained,
A. W
.6th
Iowa.
dist. Iowa.
6th dist.
C.
M. C
HUBBARD, M.
W..HUBBARD,
A.
HEZ.
Justice of
of Montana
Montana Territory.
Territory.
Chief Justice
HOSMER, Chief
L. HOSMER,
HEZ. L.
CHAS. C
THORNTON, Lt.-Col.
4th U.
S. Vols.
VOIS
U. S.
Lt.-Col. 4th
C..G.
G. THORNTON,
CHAS.
E.
Sec'y of Commission.
RUTH,'Sec'y
F. RUTH,'
E. F.
0.
D.BARRETT,
BARRETT, Special
Agent Ind.
Af.
Ind. Aff.
Special Agent
O. D.

ZEPHIER RECONTRE,
RECONTRE, his
Interpreter.
mark, Interpreter.
x mark,
his x
ZEPHIER
C
HARLES DEGRE,
DEGRE, his
his xxmark,
mark,
CC
CHARLES
The foregoing
signatures in
this handwriting
Curtis)
(that of Gen. Curtis)
handwriting (that
in this
foregoing signatures
The
were
in presence
of the
the undersigned.
undersigned.
presence of
made in
were made
Maj.
P. SHREVE,
SHREVE, Paymaster
U S.
S. A.
A.
Paymaster U.
A. P.
Maj. A.
JOHN PATTER,
Cavalry.
Iowa Cavalry.
7th Iowa
Lt.-Col. 7th
PATTEE, Lt.-Col.
JOHN
And whereas
whereas the
the said
said treaty
been submitted
submitted to the Senate
Senate of the Ratification
Ratification
having been
treaty having
And
withtamendconstitutional action thereon, the Senate
United States
for its constitutional
Senate did, on the with amendStates for
United
nt.
fifth day
March, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, advise and men
of March,
day of
fifth
amendment, by aaresoluconsent to
the ratification
the same, with an amendment,
resoluof the
ratification of
to the
consent
wit: words and figures following,
tion in
following, to wit:—
in the words
tion
STATES,
In
ESSION, S
ENATE OF
or THE
TATES,
UNITED S
THE UNITED
SENATE
SESSION,
EXECUTIVE S
IN EXECUTIVE
March
1866.
5, 1866.
March 5,

concurring,) That the
Resolved, (two
(two thirds
thirds of
the Senators
Senators present
present concurring,)
of the
Resolved,
Senate
and consent
consent to
to the
between the
the treaty between
of the
ratification of
the ratification
advise and
Senate advise
Commissioners on
on the
the part
the United
United States, and the chiefs and headof the
part of
Commissioners
men
of the
the Two
Kettles band
[Dakota] or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Dacotah[Dakota]
of Dacotah
band of
Two Kettles
men of
made and
concluded at
at Fort
Territory of Dakota, with
with the
Fort Sully, in the Territory
and concluded
made
following
following
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:
Article
IV., lines
lines 3,
4, and
5, strike
strike out
out the
the following
words, viz:
viz: "and
"and
following words,
and 5,
3, 4,
Article IV.,
of
non-interference with
with the
persons and
citizens of
-property of citizens
and •property
the persons
their non-interference
of their
the United
United States
travelling thereon."
States travelling
the
Secretary.
Attest:
J. W.
FORNEY, Secretary.
W. FORNEY,
J.
Attest:

e p. 724.
Ante,
724.
A , p.
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proclaimed.

Proclaimed.

And whereas
article seventh
seventh of
treaty provides
amendment
provides that any amendment
said treaty
of said
whereas article
And
or
of it
by the
Senate of
United States shall be considered
considered
of the United
the Senate
it by
modification of
or modification
final and
and binding
band of Indians, represented
represented in council,
council,
said band
the said
upon the
binding upon
final
as a
part of
treaty, in
the same
subsequently
manner as if it had been subsequently
same manner
in the
the treaty,
of the
a part
as
presented and
and agreed
to by
by the
the chiefs
chiefs and
said band: -—
headmen of said
and headmen
agreed to
presented
President
Now,
therefore, be
it known
known that
JOHNSON, President
ANDREW JOHNSQN,
I,,ANDREW
that I
be it
Now, therefore,
of the
States- of
America, do,
do, in
advice and con
pursuance of the advice
in pursuance
of America,
United States
the United
of
sent of
the Senate,
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in
in its resolution of the fifth of March,
of the
sent
one thousand
and sixty-six,
accept, ratify, and confirm the
sixty-six, accept,
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
one
said treaty,
treaty, with
aforesaid.
amendment as aforesaid.
with the amendment
said
In testimony
the same with my hand, and have
signed the
I have
have signed
whereof I
testimony whereof
In
caused the
the seal
of the
the United
United States
States to
affixed.
to be hereto affixed.
seal of
caused
Done at
the city
city of
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
day of March,
March,
Washington, this
of Washington,
at the
Done
in
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight hundred and
and
our Lord
year of
the year
in the
[sELL.]
sixty-six, and
and of
of the
the Independence
of the United
of
United States of
Independence of
[SEAL.] sixty-six,
America
the ninetieth.
America the
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
President:
By the President:

WILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
SEWAD,
H. S
WILLIAM
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Blackfeet Band of
and the J3lackfeet
America and
Treaty between the United States of America
Dakota or
Indians; Concluded
Ratification
Concluded October 19, 1865; Ratification
Sioux Indians;
or Sioux
Dakota
advised, with
March 5,
5, 1866; Proclaimed
March 17,
Proclaimed March
Amendment, March
with Amendment,
advised,
1866.
1866.

ANDREW
JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT
TO
ALL AND
SINGULAR TO
WHOM THESE
SHALL COME,
COME, GREETING:
BRESENTS SHALL
THESE PRESENTS
TO WHOM
AND SINGULAr
TO ALL

W
HEREAS a
was made
concluded at
in the TerSully, in
Fort Sully,
at Fort
and concluded
made and
a treaty
treaty was
WHEREAS
ritory
on the
the nineteenth
day of October,
October, in the year
year of our
our
nineteenth day
of Dakota,
Dakota, on
ritory of
Lord one
eight hundred
Newton
sixty-five, by and between Newton
and sixty-five,
hundred and
thousand eight
one thousand
Lord
Edmunds, Edward
Edward B.
B. Taylor,
Major-General S. R. Curtis, Brigadier-GenBrigadier-GenTaylor, Major-General
Edmunds,
eral H.
H. Sibley,
Henry W.
W. Reed,
Reed, and
and Orrin
commissioners,
Orrin Guernsey, commissioners,
Sibley, Henry
H. H.
eral
on the
the United
United States,
States, and
Wah-hah-chunk-i-ah-pee, (The One
and Wah-hah-chunk-i-ah-pee,
of the
part of
on
the part
that
as a
Shield,) Wah-mun-dee-wak-ko-no,
Wah-mun-dee-wak-ko-no, (The War Eagle in
a Shield,)
used as
is used
that is
the
and other
other chiefs
chiefs and
headmen of
of the Blackfeet band of Dakota
and headmen
the Air,)
Air,) and
or
on the
part of
Indians, and duly authorband of Indians,
of said
said band
the part
Indians, on
Sioux Indians,
or Sioux
ized thereto
by them,
them, which
which treaty
in the
the words
figures following,
and figures
words and
is in
treaty is
thereto by
ized

Oct.
Oct. 19,
10, 1865
1815.

Preamble.
Preamble.

wit::-—
to Wit
ARTICLES or
A TREA.TY
concluded at Fort Sully, in the Terri- Contracting
Ortraoting
TREATY made and concluded
OF A
ARTICLES
parties.
tory of
of Dakota,
between Newton
Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds, governor and ex- P
artim
and between
by and
Dakota, by
tory
officio superintendent
affairs of Dakota Territory, Edward
Edward
Indian affairs
of Indian
superintendent of
officio
B.
affairs for the northern
northern superintenIndian affairs
of Indian
superintendent of
Taylor, superintendent
B. Taylor,
dency,
Major-General S.
R. Curtis, Brigadier-General
Brigadier-General H. H. Sibley,
S. R1
dency, Major-General
Henry
W. Reed,
Guernsey, commissioners
commissioners on the part of
Orrin Guernsey,
and Orrin
Reed, and
Henry W.
the United
United States,
States, duly
duly appointed
by the
undersigned
President, and the undersigned
the President,
appointed by
the
chiefs and
of the
Dakota or Sioux Indians.
of Dakota
band of
the Blackfeet
Blackfeet band
headmen of
and headmen
chiefs
ARTICLE
Dakota or
or Sioux
Indians, reprerepre- Jurisdiction
Sioux Indians,
of Dakota
band of
Blackfeet band
The Blackfeet
L The
ARTICLE I.
tge
da
i
t
te
hgtty
a of
of
and
authority
sented in
hereby acknowledge
themselves to be subject to the ex- theUnitedStates
acknowledge themselves
in council,
council, hereby
sented
clusive
jurisdiction
and
authority
of
/he
United
States,
and
hereby
obliacknowledged,
acknowledged,
oblihereby
and
States,
United
of
the
authority
and
elusive jurisdiction
gate and
themselves, individually
and collectively,
collectively, not only to cease &o.
8r
4.
individually and
bind themselves,
and bind
gate
all hostilities
hostilities against
the persons
property of its citizens,
citizens, but to use
persons and property
against the
all
their
influence, and,
and, if
necessary, physical
physical force
to prevent
other bands of
of
prevent other
force to
if necessary,
their influence,
the
Sioux, or
hostile demondemontribes from making hostile
adjacent tribes
or other
other adjacent
or Sioux,
Dakota or
the Dakota
strations against
against the
government of
of the
the United
United States, or its people.
the government
strations
Persons and
Personsofand
ARTICLE II.
II. Inasmuch
United States
States is dede- property
government of the United
the government
Inasmuch as the
ARTICLE
other
toAbe
not
tribes
sirous to
to arrest
arrest the
effusion of
blood between
within its rr7b
l
e
e
s
d
n
Y
o
:f
t
l
er
the Indian tribes within
between the
of blood
the effusion
sirous
jurisdiction
war with
with each
attacked.•
Blackfeet band of Da- first attacked.
the Blackfeet
other, the
each other,
a[t] war
hitherto a[t]
jurisdiction hitherto
kota
represented in
in council,
anxious to
respect the wishes of
of
to respect
council, anxious
Sioux, represented
or Sioux,
kota or
the
government, hereby
and bind themselves
themselves to discontinue
discontinue for
for the
the
agree and
hereby agree
the government,
future all
all attacks
attacks upon
the persons
persons or property
property of other tribes, unless first
first
upon the
future
peace everywhere
assailed by
them, and
to use
use their
everywhere
influence to promote peace
their influence
and to
by them,
assailed
in
the region
occupied or
by them.
or frequented
frequented by
region occupied
in the
ARTICLE
All controversies
differences arising
arising between
the Controversies
Controversies
between the
or differences
controversies or
III. All
ARTICLE III.
to,be
tenbn
i
iitted
.
submitted
to
Blackfeet band
band of
of Dakota
Dakota or
Sioux, represented
council, and
and other
other to the arbitrain council,
represented in
or Sioux,
Blackfeet
ment of the
question of peace or war, shall be sub- meat
tribes of
Indians involving the question
of Indians,
tribes
mitted for
for the
the arbitrament
arbitrament of
of the
President, or
such person
person or persons as President.
President.
or such
the President,
mitted
may
be designated
designated by
by him,
and the
decision or award faithfully observed
observed
the decision
him, and
may be
by
represented in council.
council.
by the said band represented
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Indians
to
ARTICLE
IV. The
said band,
band, represented
represented in council,
council, shall withdraw
The said
ARTICLE IV.
Indians to
established,
to be
hereafter to
overland, already
withdraw from from the routes overland,
already established or
or hereafter
be established,
overland
routes.
routes. through their country, and in consideration thereof, and of
overland
Amendment.
of
their
non-innon-intheir
and
Amendment. through their country, and in consideration thereof,
Past,
p. 729
terference
persons and
property of
citizens of the United
United States
of citizens
and property
the persons
with the
terference with
729
Post, p.
travelling
thereon, the
States agree to pay to
United States
the United
of the
government of
the government
travelling thereon,
Payments.
the said
band the
the sum
sum of
for twenty
twenty
thousand dollars annually, for
seven thousand
of seven
said band
the
Payments.
years,
such articles
articles as
as the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may direct:
direct:
Secretary of
in such
years, in
Proviso.
Provided, That
That said
said band,
represented in council, shall faithfully
faithfully conband, so represented
Provided,
Proviso.
form to
to the
requirements of this
this treaty.
the requirements
form
Amendments
ARTICLE V.
the
modification of this treaty, by the
or modification
amendment or
Any amendment
V. Any
ARTICLE
Amendments
to be
[Senate
the United
considered" final
final and binding upon
upon
be considered
shall be
States shall
United States
of the
[Senate of
binding.
be binding.
to
the] said
band represented
in council,
council, as
part of
same
treaty, in the same
this treaty,
of this
as aapart
represented in
said band
the]
manner as
if it
had been
presented and agreed
agreed to by the
subsequently presented
been subsequently
it had
as if
manner
chiefs
and headmen
nation.
said nation.
of said
headmen of
chiefs and
Execution.
In testimony
whereof the
part of the United
United
commissioners on the part
the commissioners
testimony whereof
In
Execution.
States, and
and the
the chiefs
and headmen
the said
Blackfeet band of the Dasaid Blackfeet
of the
headmen of
chiefs and
States,
kota
have hereunto
hereunto set
their hands,
this nineteenth
nineteenth day of Ochands, this
set their
Sioux, have
or Sioux,
kota or
tober,
sixty-five, after the contents
contents had
and sixty-five,
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
tober, one
previously
been read,
read, interpreted,
interpreted, and
chiefs and
and
explained to the said chiefs
and explained
previously been
headmen.
headmen.
NEWTON
EDMUNDS,
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
EDWARD
TAYLOR,
EDWARD B. TAYLOR,
S.
R. CURTIS,
Major-General,
General,
CURTIS, MajorS. R.
H. H.
H. SIBLEY,
Brig.-General,
SIBLEY, Brig.-General,
H.
HENRY
REED,
W. REED,
HENRY W.
ORRIN GUERNSEY.
ORRIN
t
ghiefs.
iefs.
Ch

WAH-HAH-CHUNK-I-AH-PEE,
is
The One that is
WAH-HAH-CHUNK-I-AH-PEE, The
his xx mark.
used
as a
a Shield,
Shield,
used as
WAII-MUN-DEE-WAK-KON-0,
Eagle
WAH-MUN-DEE-WAK-KON-O, The War Eagle
in the
Air,
his xx mark.
the Air,
in
OYA-HIN-DI-A-MAN-NEE,
that Rings
Track that
The Track
OYA-HIN-DI-A-MAN-NEE, The
his xxmark.
as
it Walks,
mark.
Walks,
as it
his xx mark.
SHON-KA11-110N-SKAH, The
The Long
mark.
Long Dog,
SHON-KAH-HON-SKAH,

Soldiers.
Principal Braves or Soldiers.
Principal
MAH-TO-KO-KE-PAH,
He that
that Fears
Bear, his
Fears the Bear,
MAH-TO-KO-KE-PAH, He
his
A-HACK-All-SAP-PAH, The Black Stag,
A-HACK-AH-SAP-PAH,
A-HACK-AH-WE-CHASH-TAH, The
The Stag Man, his
A-HACK-AH-WE-CHASH-TAH,
his
MAH-TO-WASH-TAY, The
The Good
Bear,
Good Bear,
MAH-TO-WASH-TAY,
TAH-TON-KAH-HO-WASH-TAY, The Buffalo
TAH-TON-KAH-HO-WASH-TAY,
his
with
Voice,
Fine Voice,
with aaFine
SHON-KAH-WAH-MUN-DEE, The Dog War
SHON-KAH-WAH-MUN-DEE,
Eagle,
his
Eagle,
WAH-MUN-DEE-YOU-HAH,
He that
that has the War
War
WAH-MUN-DEE-YOU-HAH, He
his
Eagle,
Eagle,
his
31UZ-ZAH-TO-YAH,
MUZ-ZAH-TO-YAH, The Blue Iron,
his
Chief
CHAN-TA-PA-TA, Fire
Fire Heart,
Heart,
Chief CHAN-TA-PA-TA,
Chief
CHAN-TA-NON-PAS, Two
his
Hearts,
Two Hearts,
Chief CHAN-TA-NON-PAS,

x
x mark.
x
x mark.
x
x mark.
x
x mark.
mask.
x mark
x
x mark.
x
x mark.
x
x mark.
x
mark.
x
x mark.
x mark.
x
mark.

Signed by
Commissioners on
part of the United States, and
the part
on the
the Commissioners
by the
Signed
interpreted,
by
chiefs and
fully read, interpreted,
headmen after the treaty had been fully
and headmen
the chiefs
by the
presence :-—
and explained, in our presence:

Iowa.
C. 6th dist. Iowa.
M. C.
HUBBARD, M.
A. W. HUBBARD,
E.
F. RUTH,
RUTH, Sec'y
to Commission.
Sec'y to
E. F.
Afs.
0. D.
D. BARRETT,
BARRETT, Special Agent Ind. Affs.
O.

19,1865.
TREATY WITH
1865.
INDIANS. OCTOBER 19,
BLACKFEET INDIANS.
THE BLACKFEET
WITH THE
TREATY
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2d Colorado
S
URTIS, Maj.
Maj. 2d
Colorado Cav.
Cay.
CURTIS,
S..C
S..S

R. R.
R. Hrrr,
the Commission.
of the
Reporter of
HITT, Reporter
R.
Z
EPHIER RECONTRE,
his x
x mark,
mark,
RECONTRE, his
ZEPEIER
C
HARLES DEGRES,
DEGRES, his
mark,
x mark,
his x
CHARLES
Interpreter[s]
Interpreter[s]

Soldiers.
Soldiers.
OE-HA-PA-CHI-ICE-LA,
CE-HA-PA-CHI-KE-LA, Little Blackfoot,
CHAN-TA-PE-A,
Heart,
Strong Heart,
CHAN-TA-PE-A, Strong
NON-PA-GE-GU-1V1UGAMA,
Round Hand,
Hand,
NON-PA-GE-GU-MUGAMA, Round

his x
x mark.
mark.
x mark.
his x
his x
mark.
x mark.
his

And
whereas the
said treaty
treaty having
having been
to the
Senate of
the Senate
submitted to
been submitted
the said
And whereas
the
United States
States for
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon,
on
thereon, the Senate did, on
for its
the United
the
fifth day
March, one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
advise
hundred and sixty-six, advise
of March,
day of
the fifth
and consent
the ratification
ratification of
the same,
with an amendment, by aaressame, with
of the
to the
consent to
and
olution in
words and
and figures
figures following,
following, to
wit: —
to wit:
the words
in the
olution
UNITED STATES,
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE S
ESSION, S
ENATE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES,
SENATE
SESSION,
IN

March 5,
1866,
5, 1866,
March

Resolved, (two
thirds of
the Senators
Senators present
present concurring.)
with
concurring.) That the Ratified with
of the
(two thirds
Resolved,
amendment
Senate
ratification of the
the treaty made and concon - amendment
consent to the ratification
and consent
advise and
Senate advise
eluded
at Fort
Fort Sully,
Territory of
by and between
between the
Dakota, by
of Dakota,
the Territory
in the
Sully, in
eluded at
commissioners
the part
of the
the United
United States
chiefs and headheadand the chiefs
States and
part of
on the
commissioners on
[Dakota] or Sioux
Dacotah [Dakota]
men of
the Blackfeet
Blaekfeet Band
Sioux Indians,
Indians, with
Band of Dacotah
of the
men
the following
following
the
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:

728.
Article
4, and
and 5,
5, strike
out the
"and See Ante, p.
p.728.
words, viz.: "and
following words,
the following
strike out
3, 4,
lines 3,
IV., lines
Article IV.,
citizens
of
property
of
their
no[n]-interference
with
the
persons
and
property
citizens
of
and
persons
the
with
of their no[n]-interference
the
United States
thereon."
travelling thereon."
States travelling
the United
Attest:
J. W.
Secretary.
FORNEY, Secretary.
W. FORNEY,
J.
Attest:
And whereas
it was
was intended
intended and
said
article fifth of said
understood by article
and understood
whereas it
And
treaty
amendment or modification
modification of it by the Senate of the
any amendment
that any
treaty that
United
should be
be considered
considered final
and binding
the said band
band
binding upon the
final and
States should
United States
of Indians,
in council,
council, as
as aa part
same
the treaty, in the same
of the
part of
represented in
Indians, represented
of
manner as
if it
had been
presented and agreed
agreed to by the
subsequently presented
been subsequently
it had
as if
manner
chiefs
headmen of said band:
and headmen
chiefs and
Now,
OHNSON, President
of
President of
JOHNSON,
ANDREW J
I, ANDREW
that I,
known that
it known
be it
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
the United
America, do,
pursuance of the advice and consent
consent
in pursuance
do, in
of America,
States of
United States
the
of
the Senate,
expressed in
its resolution
resolution of the fifth of March,
March, one
in its
as expressed
Senate, as
of the
thousand
ratify, and confirm the said
accept, ratify,
sixty-six, accept,
and sixty-six,
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
treaty with
with the
the amendment
amendment as aforesaid.
treaty
In testimony
same with my hand, and have
signed the same
have signed
whereof IIhave
testimony whereof
In
affixed.
to be
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
be hereto
hereto affixed.
States to
United States
caused
March, in
of March,
Done at
city of
of Washington
Washington this
day of
in the
seventeenth day
this seventeenth
the city
at the
Done
year of
our Lord
Lord one
sixty-six,
and sixty-six,
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
of our
year
States of America
[SEAL.] and
and of
of the
Independence of,
the United
America
United States
of, the
the Independence
[SEAL.]
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
the
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the
President:
the President:
By
Secretary of State.
W
ILLIAM II.
SEWARD, Secretary
H. SEWAKD,
WILLIAM

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.
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Treaty
United States
America and
and thf
Sans Arcs
Band of
of
Treaty between
between the
the United
States of
of America
the Sans
Arcs Band
Dakota
Sioux Indians;
Concluded October
20, 1865;
Dakota or
or Sioux
Indians; Concluded
October 20,
1865; Ratification
Ratification
advised,
Amendment, March
Proclaimed March
March 17,
17,
advised, with
with Amendment,
March 5,
5, 1866;
1866; Proclaimed
1866.

ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT

Oct. 20,1865.
20, 1865.

TO ALL
AND SINGULAR
THESE PRESENTS
SHALL COME,
COME, GREETIOG:
GREETING:
TO
ALL AND
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
WHOM THESE
PRBEBNTS SHALL

WHEREAS
W HEREAS a
at Fort
Fort Sully,
Sully, in
in the
the TerTera treaty was made and
and concluded
concluded at
ritory
the twentieth
twentieth day
of October,
October, in
the year
year of
of our
our
ritory of
of Dakota,
Dakota, on
on the
day of
in the
Lord
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five,
and between
between Newton
Lord one
thousand eight
sixty-five, by
by and
Newton
Edmunds,
Edward B.
B. Taylor,
Major-General S.
S. R
Curtis, BrigadierBrigadierEdmunds, Edward
Taylor, Major-General
IL Curtis,
General H.
H. H.
W. Reed,
Reed, and
CommisGeneral
H. Sibley,
Sibley, Henry
Henry W.
and Orrin
Orrin Guernsey,
Guernsey, Commissioners,
of the
and Wah-muu-dee-o-pee-doosioners, on
on the
the part
part of
the United
United States,
States, and
Wah-mun-dee-o-pee-dootab,
War Eagle
Eagle with
with the
tah, (The
(The War
the Red
Red Tail,)
Tail,) Cha-tau'-hne,
Cha-tau'-hne, (The
(The Yellow
Yellow
Hawk,)
headmen of
Arcs band
Hawk,) and other chiefs and headmen
of the
the Sans
Sans Arcs
band of Dakota
Dakota
or Sioux Indians, on
or
part of
band of
of Indians,
duly authorized
authorized
on the
the part
of said
said band
Indians, and
and duly
thereto by
by them,
them, which
thereto
treaty is
is in
in the
figures following,
following,
which treaty
the words
words and
and figures
to
to wit:
wit: -—

Preamble.
Preamble.

ARTICLES
ARTICLES OF
or A
A TREATY
TREATY made
and concluded
concluded at
Fort Sully,
Sully, in
the TerTer- Contraoting
Contrasting
made and
at Fort
in the
ritory of Dakota, by
by and
Governor and
and parties.
Path".
and between
between Newton
Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds, Governor
ex-officio superintendent
of Indian
of Dakota
Edward
superintendent of
Indian affairs
affairs of
Dakota Territory,
Territory, Edward
B.
Taylor, superintendent
superintendent of
affairs for
for the
B. Taylor,
of Indians
Indians affairs
the northern
northern superinMajor-General S.
S. R.
tendency, Major-General
Brigadier-General H.
H. H.
H. Sibley,
Sibley,
R. Curtis, Brigadier-General
Henry W.
Henry
Reed, and
Commissioners on
the part
part of
the
W. Reed,
and Orrin
Orrin Guernsey,
Guernsey, Commissioners
on the
of the
United
the President,
and the
the undersigned
undersigned
United States, duly appointed
appointed by
by the
President, and
chiefs
headmen of
of the
Sans Arcs
of Dakota
Dakota or
Sioux Indians.
Indians.
chiefs and
and headmen
the Sans
Arcs band
band of
or Sioux
ARTICLE
ARTICLE I. The Sans
Dakota or
Sioux Indians,
repre- Authority and
Sans Arcs
Arcs band of Dakota
or Sioux
Indians, represented in council, hereby acknowledge
themselves to be subject
acknowledge themselves
subject to
te
rtigoiraf
to the
the jurisdiction
oftes
theUnited
States
of the
the United
exclusive jurisdiction and authority
authority of
States, and
and hereby
hereby obUnited States,
ob- acknowledged
acknowledged
ligate
and bind themselves,
ligate and
and collectively,
not only
only to
to cease
themselves, individually
individually and
collectively, not
cease
all hostilities against the persons and property
property of its citizens,
citizens, but to use
use
to prevent
prevent other bands
their influence,
influence, and, if requisite, physical
physical force, to
bands of
of
Dakota Indians, or other adjacent
adjacent tribes, from making
demonstramaking hostile
hostile demonstrations against the government
government or people
people of
United States.
States.
of the United
II. Inasmuch
ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
Inasmuch as the government
United States
is Persons
Persons and
and
government of the United
States is
pro perty of
desirous to arrest
the Indian tribes within
arrest the effusion of blood between
between the
within propertyofother
tribes
not
too
be
ther
tribes not to be
its jurisdiction
jurisdiction hitherto
hitherto at war with each other, the Sans Arcs
Arcs band
band of first attacked.
Dakota or
or Sioux Indians, represented
Dakota
anxious to
respect the
the
represented in
in council,
council, anxious
to respect
agree to discontinue
wishes of the government,
government, hereby
hereby agree
discontinue for
future all
all
for the
the future
persons or
or property
attacks upon the persons
of other
tribes, unless
first attacked
attacked
property of
other tribes,
unless first
by
to use
use their
their influence
influence to
everywhere in
in the
the
by them,
them, and
and to
to promote
promote peace
peace everywhere
region
or frequented
frequented by
region occupied
occupied or
by them.
them.
controversies or differences
ARTICLE III. All controversies
between the
the Controversies
Controversies
differences arising
arising between
Sans Arcs band of Dakota or
Indians, involving
question of
of t
suarbgttaa
.
or Sioux Indians,
involving the
the question
toolbe e
s^bmittr
for the
the arbitrament
peace or war, shall be submitted for
of the
the President,
President, or
arbitrament of
or ment of the
be designated
such person or persons
persons as may be
designated by
and the
the decision
President.
by him,
him, and
decision President
or award
award shall be faithfully
faithfully observed
observed by the said band represented
represented in
council.
council.
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ARTICLE IV.
said band
represented in
shall withdraw
withdraw
Indians to
ARTICLE
IV. The
The said
band represented
in council
council shall
route overland
established, or
be established,
withdraw from from the
the route
overland already
already established,
or hereafter
hereafter to
to be
established,
overland routes.
Amendment. through
their country;
country; and
and in
thereof and
and of
their non-innon-inof their
in consideration
consideration thereof
through their
Amendment.
Poe,
733.
terference
with the
property of
of citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States
States
Post, p. 733.
terference with
the persons
persons and
and property
travelling thereon,
thereon, the
government of
States agree
pay the
the
travelling
the government
of the
the United
United States
agree to
to pay
Payment.
of thirty
for each
each lodge
or family,
family, annually,
annually, for
for
said band
band the sum
sum of
thirty dollars
dollars for
lodge or
twenty years,
in such
such articles
articles as
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
may direct:
direct:
twenty
years, in
as the
the Secretary
the Interior
Proviso.
Provided, That said
in council
council shall
shall faithfully
faithfully conconProvided,
said band
band so represented
represented in
form to
requirements of
this treaty.
treaty.
form
to the
the requirements
of this
Individual
ARTICLE V.
Should any
any individual
individual or
or portion
of the
the
or individuals
individuals or
portion of
In- ARTICLE
V. Should
Individual Inband of the Sans Arcs
dians locating
Arcs band of Dakota or Sioux Indians, represented
represented in
upon lands to be
council, desire
hereafter to
permanently upon
land claimed
claimed by
by
any land
upon any
locate permanently
to locate
desire hereafter
proteds be council,
protected.
said band
band for
of agricultural
agricultural or
or other
other similar
similar pursuits,
it is
said
for the
the purposes
purposes of
pursuits, it
is
hereby agreed
by the
this treaty,
treaty, that
that such
such individuals
individuals shall
shall be
hereby
agreed by
the parties
parties to
to this
be
protected
such location
any annoyance
annoyance or
or molestation
on the
the
protected in
in such
location against
against any
molestation on
part of
Indians; and
whenever twenty
or families
families of
the
part
of whites
whites or
or Indians;
and whenever
twenty lodges
lodges or
of the
Sans
shall have
land for
purposes, and
and
Sans Arcs
Arcs band
band shall
have located
located on
on land
for agricultural
agricultural purposes,
Payments for
for signified the
as well
well as
other
the same
same to their
their agent
agent or
or superintendent,
superintendent, they,
they, as
as other
twenty-five dollars
agricultural,
families so locating, shall receive
receive the sum of twenty-five
dollars annually,
annually,
8ro., implements.
.,implements. for five years, for each
each family, in agricultural
agricultural implements
implements and improveimprovements;
and when
when one
hundred lodges
families shall
shall have
have so
engaged in
in
ments; and
one hundred
lodges or
or families
so engaged
Farmer and
they shall
shall be
be entitled
farmer and
and blacksmith,
at
to aafarmer
blacksmith, at
pursuits they
entitled to
Farmer
and agricultural
agricultural pursuits
blacksmith.
the
government; as
as also
also teachers,
teachers, at
at the
the option
option of
of the
the
blacksmith'
the expense
expense of
of the
the government;
Teachera.
Teachers.
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, whenever
whenever deemed
deemed necessary.
necessary.
Amendments
ARTICLE VI.
amendment or
modification of
this treaty,
treaty, by
by the
the
of this
or modification
VI. Any
Any amendment
ARTICLE
Amendments
to be binding. Senate of the United States, shall be considered
considered final and
and binding upon
upon
the
represented in
council, as
as a
apart
part of
of this
this treaty,
treaty, in
in the
the same
same
in council,
the said
said band
band represented
manner
as if
if it
had been
subsequently presented
agreed to
to by
by the
the
manner as
it had
been subsequently
presented and
and agreed
chiefs
and headmen
headmen of
chiefs and
of said
said band.
band.
gxeention.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof; the
the Commissioners
on the
the part
part of
of the
United
the United
In
Commissioners on
Ezecation.
States, and
chiefs and
and headmen
the said
said Sans
Sans Arcs
band of
of DaDaand the
the chiefs
headmen of
of the
Arcs band
States,
kota
Indians, have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set their
their hands
this twentieth
day
kota or
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
hands this
twentieth day
of
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, after
the contents
contents had
had prepreafter the
of October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
viously
been read,
read, interpreted,
and explained
to the
the chiefs
chiefs and
and headmen.
headmen.
explained to
viously been
interpreted, and
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
NEWTON
EDMUNDS,
EDWARD B.
B. TAYLOR,
TAYLOR,
EDWARD
S.
Gen' l,
S. H.
R. CURTIS,
CURTIS, Maj.Maj.-Gen'l,
HENRY. H.
SIBLEY, Brig.-Gen'l,
Brig.- Gen'
HENRY.
H. SIBLEY,
HENRY W.
HENRY
W. REED,
REED,
ORRIN
ORRIN GUERNSEY.
GUERNSEY.
Chiefs.
Chiefs.
WAH-MUN-DEE-0-PEE-D0O-TAH, The
The War
Eagle with
tho
War Eagle
with the
WAH-MUN-DEE-O-PEE-DOO-TAH,
Red Tail,
Tail,
his x
his
x mark
mark
Red
CHA-TAWHNE, Yellow
his x
a mark
mark
his
Hawk,
Yellow Hawk,
CHA-TAU-'HNE,
SHON-KAH-WE-TO-SO, The
Fool Dog,
his a
mark.
his
x mark.
Dog,
The Fool
SHON-KAH-WE-TO-KO,
Chief
Soldiers.
Chief Soldiers.
CHAN-TAY-MAH-TO,
Bear's Heart,
Heart,
his
a mark.
his x
The Bear's
CHAN-TAY-MAH-TO, The
TAH-KO-K0-1M-PISH-NEE,
The Man
Man that
that Fears
Fears Nothing,
Nothing,
TAH-KO-KO-KE-PISH-NEE, The
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
NITP-CHE-UNK,
his x
amark.
mark.
his
The Nine,
Nine,
NUP-CHE-UNK, The
MAH-TO-NUK-KAH,
The Bear's
Bear's Ears,
his x
xmark.
mark.
his
Ears,
MAH-TO-NUK-KAH, The
CHAN-DESH-SAH-SAPPAH, The
Hoop, his
his x
mark.
x mark.
The Black
Black Hoop,
CHAN-DESH-KAH-SAPPAH,
x mark.
ZE-TE-KAII-NAH-SAPPEE, The
The Bird
Necklace, his x
Bird Necklace,
ZE-TE-KAH-NAH-SAPPEE,
Signed
by the
the Commissioners
on the
part of
of the
the United
States, and
by
and by
United States,
the part
Commissioners on
Signed by
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the
and headmen
headmen after
interpreted,
the chiefs
chiefs and
after the
the treaty
treaty had
had been
been fully
fully read,
read, interpreted,
and
explained, in our presence:
and explained,
presence:
HEz.
SHER, Chief
Justice of
of Montana
Territory.
HEZ. L.
L. Ho
HOSMER,
Chief Justice
Montana Territory.
S
S.CURTIS,
CURTIS, Bvt.
(1: S.
S. V.
V.
Col. U
S..S.
But. Lt.
Lt. Col.
E.
RUTH, Sec'y of Commission.
Commission.
E. F.
F. RUTH,
W
OODS, Surgeon
W..S
S..W
WOODS,
Surgeon U.. S.
S. Vols.
Vols.
C.S.
S.MORRISON,
M ORRISON,
C.
0.
GUERNSEY,
O. E.
E. GUERNSEY,
C
HARLES DEGRE,
DEGRE, his
his xx mark,
CHARLES
mark, Interpreter.
Interpreter.
Chief
ROW FEATHER,
FEATHER, Con-ge-we-a-ha,
Chief C
CROW
Oon-ge-we-a-ka, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
GRAY
Pa-he-sa, his
HAIR, Pa-he-sa,
his xx mark.
mark.
GRAY HAIR,
RED
HAIR, Pa-he-sha,
his x
RED HAIR,
Pa-he-sha, his
x mark.
mark.
THE
HIELD EAGLE,
THE S
SHIELD
EAGLE, Wa-chan-ka-warn-ba-lee,
Wa-chan-ka-wam-ba-lee, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
BLACK BEAR,
BEAR, Ma-to-sapa,
his x
mark.
BLACK
Ma-to-sapa,his
x mark.
And
whereas the
treaty having
the Senate
Senate of
of
And whereas
the said
said treaty
having been
been submitted
submitted to
to the
the
States for
its constitutional
action thereon,
thereon, the
the Senate
Senate did,
the United
United States
for its
constitutional action
did, on
on
the
day of
March, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, advise
advise
the fifth
fifth day
of March,
one thousand
hundred and
and
ratification of
of the
same, with
an amendment,
amendment, by
by a
aresresand consent
consent to the
the ratification
the same,
with an
olution
figures following,
following, to
to wit: -—
olution in
in the
the words
words and
and figures
I
N EXECUTIVE
SESSION, S
ENATE OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
IN
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SENATE
THE UNITED
March 5, 1866.
March
Resolved, (two
(two thirds of
present concurring,)
the Ratification
of the Senators present
concurring,) That
Ratification
That the
with amendamendSenate
the ratification
ratification of the treaty made
made and con- with
Senate advise and consent to the
ment.
between the com- ment.
cluded
Territory of Dakota, by and between
cluded at Fort Sully, in the Territory
missioners
part of
of the
States, and
the chiefs
and headmen
headmen
missioners on
on the
the part
the United
United States,
and the
chiefs and
of the Sans Arcs band
[Dakota] or
band of Dacotah
Dacotah [Dakota]
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians, with the
following
following
AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENT.
Article
out the
following words,
words, viz:
viz: "and
"and See Ante, p. 732,
Article IV., lines 3,
3, 4,
4, and 5, strike
strike out
the following
732.
of the
the
of their
their non-interference
non-interference with
with the
the persons
persons and property
property of citizens of
United States travelling
travelling thereon."
thereon."
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
Secretary.
J.
FORNEY, Secretary.
Attest:
And
amendment
And whereas
whereas article
article sixth
sixth of
of said
said treaty
treaty provides
provides that any amendment
Senate of
or modification
modification of it
it by the
the Senate
of the United
United States
States shall
shall be
be considered
represented in
in
sidered final and binding
binding upon
upon the said band
band of Indians,
Indians, represented
council,
manner as if
subcouncil, as a
a part
part of
of the treaty,
treaty, in the
the same
same manner
if it had
had been
been subsequently
agreed to
chiefs and
headmen of
sequently presented
presented and
and agreed
to by
by the
the chiefs
and headmen
of said
band:—
band:Now,
therefore, be
be it
known that
that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
President of
Now, therefore,
it known
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
of
the United States of America, do, in pursuance
pursuance of the advice
advice and consent
consent
of the Senate,
Senate, as expressed
expressed in its resolution of
fifth of March,
March, one
of the fifth
confirm the said
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify, and confirm
treaty with the amendment
amendment as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In testimony whereof IIhave signed the same with my hand, and have
have
affixed.
caused the seal of the United States to be hereto affixed.
of March,
Done at the
the city of Washington
Washington this
this seventeenth
seventeenth day of
March,
eight hundred
hundred and
and
in the year of
of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
[SEAL.]
States of
of
[SEAL.] sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
and of
of the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
America the
America
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM
Secretary of State.
W
ILLIAM H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
State.

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.
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Treaty
of America and the Yanktonai
Tanktonai Band
States of
Treaty between the United States
of
Dakota or
Indians; Concluded October 20, 1865; RatificaRatificaSioux Indians;
or Sioux
of Dakota
tion
Proclaimed March 17,
March 5, 1866; Proclaimed
Amendment, March
tion advised, with Amendment,
1866.

JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
STATES OF AMERICA,
THE UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF THE

20, 1885.
Oct. 20,1866.

TO ALL
TERSE PBRSENTS
PRESENTS SHALL
MALL COME,
GREETING :
COME, GREETING:
TO WHOM THESE
SINGULAR TO
ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
TO

W HEREAS a
atreaty
in the TerFort Sully,
Sully, in
concluded at Fort
was made
made and concluded
treaty was
WHEREAS
our
ritory
Dakota, on
on the
the twentieth
day of
of October,
October, in the year
year of our
twentieth day
of Dakota,
ritory of
Lord
eight hundred
and between
between Newton
Newton
by and
sixty-five, by
and sixty-five,
hundred and
thousand eight
Lord one
one thousand
Edmunds,
Edward B. Taylor,
Taylor, Major-General
BrigadierR. Curtis, BrigadierMajor-General S. R
Edmunds, Edward
General
H. H.
H. Sibley,
Sibley, Henry
Henry W.
Reed, and
Orrin Guernsey, CommisCommisand Orrin
W. Reed,
General H.
sioners, on
on the
of the
and M'Doka, (The Buck,)
the United
United States, and
part of
the part
sioners,
Mah-to-wak-kouah, (He that runs the Bear,)
Bear,) and other chiefs and headheadMah-to-wak-kouah,
men of
the Yanktonai
of Dakota
Dakota or
Sioux Indians,
Indians, on
of
on the
the part
part of
or Sioux
band of
Yanktonai band
men
of the
duly authorized
authorized thereto by them, which
which treaty
of Indians, and duly
said band of
is
in the
words and figures
wit :—
figures following, to wit:
is in
the words

Preamble.

concluded at Fort Sully, in the Terri- Contracting
ARTICLES
A TREATY
Contracting
TREATY made and concluded
OF A
ARTICLES or
tory
of Dakota,
Dakota, by
by and
between Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds, governor
governor and ex- parties.
Part i
es '
and between
tory of
officio
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian affairs
Territory, Edward
Edward
affairs of Dakota Territory,
officio superintendent
B. Taylor,
Taylor, superintendent
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian affairs
the northern
superinnorthern superinfor the
affairs for
B.
tendency, Major-General
Major-General S.
Brigadier-General H. H. SibS. R.
R. Curtis,
Curtis, Brigadier-General
tendency,
ley, Henry
W. Reed, and
Guernsey, Commissioners
part
Commissioners on the part
Orrin Guernsey,
and Orrin
ley,
Henry W.
of the
the United
appointed by
by the
and the
the underPresident, and
the President,
duly appointed
States, duly
United States,
of
signed
and headmen
headmen of
Yanktonai band of Dakota
Dakota or Sioux
Sioux
of the Yanktonai
chiefs and
signed chiefs
Indians.
ARTICLE
The Yanktonai
Yanktonai band
Sioux Indians, reprerepre- Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
or Sioux
band of
of Dakota or
I.. The
ARTICLE I
gt edell.tit
th
eNtt
y
sto
ef
i
sented in
in council,
council, hereby
hereby acknowledge
subject to the and authority of
to be subject
themselves to
acknowledge themselves
sented
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and authority
authority of
United States,
hereby acknowledged.
acknowledged.
States, and hereby
the United
of the
exclusive
obligate
bind themselves,
individually and collectively, not only to
themselves, individually
and bind
obligate and
cease all hostilities
hostilities against the
the persons and property
property of its citizens, but to
use
their influence,
influence, and, if
requisite, physical
physical force, to prevent other
other bands
if requisite,
use their
of Dakota
Dakota Indians,
Indians, or
or other
other adjacent
demonmaking hostile demonfrom making
tribes, from
adjacent tribes,
of
strations
government or people of the United States.
strations against the government
ARTICLE
Inasmuch as
as the
the United
Persons and
United States is Persons
government of the
the government
II. Inasmuch
ARTICLE II.
rsrt
ny
o
Tftrr
desirous to arrest the effusion of blood between the Indian tribes
tribes within
within propertyofother
frio
bp
ee
its jurisdiction
jurisdiction hitherto
hitherto at
each other,
other, the
of first
first attacked.
the Yanktonai
Yanktonai band
band of
at war
war with
with each
its
Dakota
represented in council,
council, anxious to respect the
Dakota or Sioux Indians represented
wishes
discontinue, for the future, all
hereby agree to discontinue,
government, hereby
of the government,
wishes of
attacked
property of other
attacks
other tribes, unless first attacked
attacks upon the persons or property
peace everywhere
by
everywhere in the
influence to promote peace
use their influence
and to
to use
by them, and
region
occupied or
region occupied
or frequented
frequented by them.
ARTICLE
III. All controversies
differences arising between
between the Controversies
Controversies
controversies or differences
ARTICLE III.
t
c
r
:iges
a
u
r
betted
Yanktonai
Sioux Indians, represented
represented in council,
the srbitted
council, and tto
or Sioux
Yanktonai band
band of Dakota or
other tribes
tribes of Indians, involving
involving the question of peace or war, shall be ment of the
submitted for
for the
arbitrament of the President, or such person or persons
persons President.
the arbitrament
submitted
as may be designated by him, and the decision
decision or award shall be faithfully
faithfully
represented in council.
observed by the said band represented
council.
Indians to
ARTICLE
said band,
band, represented
shall withdraw Indians
council shall
represented in council
The said
IV. The
ARTICLE IV.
ithdra froms
be estab- rvetbridarnadvrforuotmes
from the routes overland already
already established,
established, or hereafter
hereafter to be
lished, through their country; and in consideration
consideration thereof, and of their Amendment.
Amendment.
p, 737.
non-interference with the persons and property of citizens of the United
United Pot,
Post) P.
non-interference
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thereon, the government
States travelling
travelling thereon,
the United
agree to
government of
of the
United States
States agree
to
pay the said band the sum of thirty dollars for
each lodge
lodge or
or family,
family, anfor each
annually, for twenty years, in such articles as
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
as the
the Secretary
Interior
Provided, That said
Proviso.
may direct: Provided,
band, so
so represented
represented in
in council,
shall
said band,
council, shall
faithfully conform
conform to
this treaty.
treaty.
to the
the requirements
requirements of
of this
Individual
ARTICLE
Individual InARTICLE V.:
V. Should
Should any individual
individual or
or portion
portion of
of the
the
or individuals,
individuals, or
locatingon
dians locating
on
band
band of
of Dakota
Dakota or
Sioux Indians
Indians represented
represented in
in
band
of the
the Yanktonai
Yanktonai band
or Sioux
lands to be
be proprocouncil,
desire hereafter
to locate
locate permanently
permanently upon
any land
land claimed
claimed by
by
tected.
council, desire
hereafter to
upon any
said band for the purposes
agricultural or other
purposes of agricultural
pursuits, it
is
other similar pursuits,
it is
hereby agreed
agreed by the parties
parties to to this treaty that such
individuals shall
shall be
be
such individuals
protected in such location
location against
annoyance or
molestation on
on the
the
against any
any annoyance
or molestation
part of whites
-part
whites or Indians;
families of
of the
the
Indians; and
and whenever
whenever twenty
twenty lodges
lodges or
or families
Yanktonai
Yanktonai band shall have located
located on lands
lands for
for agricultural
agricultural purposes,
and
purposes, and
signified the same to
agents or
they, as
well as
as other
other
to their
their agents
or superintendent,
superintendent, they,
as well
Payments
Payments for families so locating, shall
shall receive
receive the sum
sum of
dollars annually,
annually,
of twenty-five
twenty-five dollars
agricultural,
agrmultural,
for five years, for
in agricultural
implements and
improvefor each
each family,
family, in
agricultural implements
and improvements; and when
when one
one hundred
hundred lodges
or families
shall have
have so
so engaged
engaged
lodges or
families shall
Farmer, .'qck- in agricultural pursuits, they shall be
to a
afarmer
farmer and
and blacksmith,
blacksmith,
be entitled to
smith,
at
of the
the government,
teachers, at
option of
of the
the
teacher,
dand
at the
the expense
expense of
government, as
as also
also teachers,
at the
the option
teachers.
Secretary of the Interior, whenever
whenever deemed
necessary.
deemed necessary.
Amendments
ARTICLE
VI. Any
or modification
modification of
of this
this treaty
treaty by
by the
Amendments
ARTICLE VI.
Any amendment
amendment or
the
to be binding.
Senate of the United
United States shall be considered
considered final and
and binding
upon
binding upon
the said band, represented
represented in
as aapart
part of
or this
this treaty,
in the
the same
in council,
council, as
treaty, in
same
manner as if it had been subsequently
subsequently presented
by the
the
presented and
and agreed
agreed to
to by
chiefs and
of said
and headmen
headmen of
said band.
band.
Execution.
In testimony whereof, the Commissioners
Commissioners on the part
of the
the United
United
part of
States, and the chiefs
and headmen
chiefs an.d
headmen of the
the said Yanktonai
Yanktonai band
band of
of Dakota
Dakota
or Sioux Indians, have hereunto
set their
their hands,
this twentieth
twentieth day
day of
hereunto set
hands, this
of
October, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, after
the contents
previafter the
contents had
had previously been read, interpreted,
explained to the chiefs and
interpreted, and explained
headmen.
and headmen.
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
NEWTON
EDMUNDS,
EDWARD B.
B.TAYLOR,
TAYLOR,
EDWARD
S. R. CURTIS,
CURTIS, Maj
.- Gen' 1,
Maj.-Gen'l,
H.H.
H.SIBLEY,
SIBLEY,Brig.-Gen'l,
Brig.- Gen' 1,
H.
HENRY
REED,
HENRY REED,
ORRIN GUERNSEY.
ORRIN
GUERNSEY.
Payments.

Chiefs
Chiefs.
M'DOKA,
M'
DOKA,or The Buck,
his x
mark.
his
x mark.
MAH-TO-WAK-KOUAH,
MAHTOWAKKOUAH,He that Runs
x mark.
Runs the Bear,
Bear, his
his x
mark.
SHON-KAH-WE-TE-KO,
SHONKAIIWETEKO,The Fool Dog,
his
his xx mark.
Chief
Chief Soldiers.
Soldiers.
TAH-CHONK-PEE-SAPPAH,
TAHCHONKPEESAPPAH,The
TomaThe Black Tomahawk,
his x
mark.
his
x mark.
WAH-DOO-TAH-WAK-KEAN,
WAHD0OTAHWAKKEAN,
The Red
Red Thunder,
his x
mark.
The
Thunder, his
x mark.
TON-KON-HA-TON,
TONKONHATON,The
Horn,
his x
x mark.
mark.
The Rock
Rock with
with aaHorn,
his

Chiefs.
Mato-non-pa,
TWO BEARS, Mato-non-pa,
WHITE
BEAR, Ma-to-sea,
WHITE BEAR,
Ma-to-sea,
BONE
BONE NECKLACE,
NECKLACE,Ho-hoo-non-pee,
Ho-hoo-non-pee,

his
his
his
his
his
his

xx mark.
mark.
mark.
xxmark.
x mark.
mark.
x

Soldier.
Soldier.
DOG CLOUD,

his x
x mark
mark

presence of
—
In presence
ofHEZ.
HEz. L.
L.HOSM3ER,
HOMER, Chief Justice
of Montana
Territory.
Justice of
Montana Territory.
S. S.
CURTIS,
S.
S.C
URTIS, Bet.
Lt. Col.
Bvt. Lt.
Col. U.. S.
S. V.
V.
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A.W
HUBBARD, N
A.
W..HUBBARD,
M..C
C..6th .Dist.
Dist. Iowa,
E.
of Commission.
Commission.
RUTH, Secretary of
E. F. RUTH,
R.
HITT, Reporter
of Commission.
Commission.
R. R.
R. HITT,
Reporter of

ZEPHIER
his x
ZEPHIER RE[N]CONTRE,
RE[N]CONTRE, his
x mark,
mark, interpreter.
Interpreter.
CHARLES
Interpreter.
his x
x mark,
mark, Interpreter.
CHARLES DEGRES,
DEGRES, his

THE
TRACKS,
MAN THAT
THAT RUNS IN
IN HIS
HIS TRACKS,
THE MAN
0-yea-ke-pa,
his
O-yea-ke-pa,
THE
Na-je-om-pee,
his
THE MAN
MAN SURROUNDED,
SURROUNDED, Na-je-om-pee,
THE
MEDICINE WHITE
Wa-se-cheWHITE MAN,
MAN, Wa-se-eheTHE MEDICINE
his
wa-kon,
THE MAN THAT
THAT STIRS,
STIRS, Skin-ich-e-a,
his
FAST WALKER,
Mon-ne-loo-sa,
his
WALKER, Mon-ne-loo-sa,
RED
Taw-ton,
his
RED BULL, Taw-ton,

x
x mark.
x
x mark.
x mark.
x
x
x mark.
x mark.
x
mark.
mark.
xxmark.

The
this handwriting
handwriting (that
(that of General
General Curtis)
signatures in
in this
The foregoing
foregoing signatures
were made
made in
presence of
on the
October,
and 29th
29th October,
the 28th
28th and
of the
the undersigned
undersigned on
in presence
were
1865
at Fort
Sully.
1865 at
Fort Sully.
SHREVE, Paymaster
A.
Maj. A. P.
P. SHREVE,
Paymaster U.
U. S. A.
JOHN PATTIE,
7th Iowa Cavalry.
Lt. Col.
Col. 7ti
JOHN
PATTIE, Lt.
And
whereas the
the said
having been
been submitted
submitted to
Senate of
to the
the Senate
said treaty
treaty having
And whereas
the United
United States
States for
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon,
the Senate
Senate did, on
on
thereon, the
fbr its
the
the
day of
of March,
one thousand
eight hundred
sixty-six, advise
advise
hundred and
and sixty-six,
thousand eight
March, one
the fifth
fifth day
and
ratification of
of the
amendment, by aaresothe same,
same, with an amendment,
to the ratification
and consent
consent to
lution
in the
the words
following, to wit:-wit: —
words and
and figures following,
lution in
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SENATE OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
THE UNITED
SESSION, SENATE
IN

March
5, 1866.
1866.
March 5,
Resolved, (two
Senators present
Ratification
concurring,) That the .Ratification
present concurring,)
thirds of
of the Senators
(two thirds
Resolved,
with
Senate
advise and
and consent
treaty made
made and
and concon- fla
wl
e
t
n
htamendamendratification of the treaty
to the
the ratification
consent to
Senate advise
eluded at
Fort Sully,
Sully, in
in the
the Territory
between the
and between
Dakota, by and
Territory of Dakota,
at Fort
eluded
Commissioners on
part of
Yanktonai
the Upper
Upper Yanktonai
United States and the
the part
of the United
on the
Commissioners
band
of Dacotah
Dacotah [Dakota]
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians, with
the following
following
band of
[Dakota] or
with the
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:
the following words, viz.: "and
"and See Ante, p. 735.
785.
IV., lines 3, 4, and 5, strike out the
Article 117.,
of their
their non-interference
persons and
and property
citizens of the
of citizens
property of
with the
the persons
non-interference with
of
United States
travelling thereon."
thereon."
United
States travelling
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
Secretary.
J.
FORNEY, Secretary.
Attest:
And
whereas article sixth of said
amendment
said treaty provides that any amendment
And whereas
or
the Senate
Senate of
of the
the United
United States shall be conit by the
modification of it
ur modification
sidered
binding upon
upon the
the said
Indians, represented
represented in
band of
of Indians,
said band
final and
and binding
sidered final
council,
as a
part of
same manner
manner as
if it
had been subsubit had
as if
in the
the same
of the
the treaty,
treaty, in
a part
council, as
headmen of said
plesented and agreed to by the chiefs and headmen
sequently presented
band: -—
Now, therefore,
be it
that I,
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
President of
ANDREW JOHNSON,
it known
known that
therefore, be
Now,
the United
America, do,
do, in
in pursuance
advice and consent
consent
the advice
pursuance of the
of America,
the
United States
States of
March, one
of
one
resolution of the fifth of March,
in its resolution
Senate, as expressed in
of the
the Senate,
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six, accept, ratify, and confirm
confirm the said
treaty
amendment as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
treaty with the amendment
In testimony whereof
whereof IIhave signed the same with my hand, and
and have
affixed.
caused the seal of the United States to be hereto affixed.
March,
seventeenth day of March,
Done
Washington, this seventeenth
Done at the city of Washington,
in the
year of
and sixtyeight hundred
hundred and
thousand eight
Lord one
one thousand
of our
our Lord
in
the year
[L.
United States
States of America
America
the Independence
Independence of the United
[L. 8.] six,
six, and of the
the
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
W ILLIAM H.
of State.
State.
Secretary of
WILLIAM
H. SEwAnn,
SEWARD, Secretary
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
XIV.
47
47

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.
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Treaty between
between the
the United
of America
and the Onkpahpah
Onkpahpah Band
America and
United States
States of
Treaty
of
Dakota or
or Sioux
Indians; Concluded
Concluded October
October 20,
Ratifica20, 1865;
1865; RatificaSioux Indians;
of Dakota
tion advised,
advised, with
with Amendment,
a-rch 5, 1866;
1866; Proclaimed
Proclaimed March 17,
March
Amendment, III
tion
1866.

ANDREW
JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF
OF AMERIC4.,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT

1865.
Oct. 20, 1865.

TO ALL
ALL AND
GREETING:
SHALL COME,
COME, GREETING:
PRESENTS SHALL
THESE PRESENTS
TO WHOM
WHOM THESE
SINGULAR TO
AND SINGULAR
TO

Whereas a
treaty was
concluded at Fort
Fort Sully,
Sully, in the Terri- Preamble.
was made and concluded
a treaty
Whereas
tory of
of Dakota,
Dakota, on
twentieth day
of October,
the year
one
year of our Lord one
day of'
October, in the
on the
the twentieth
tory
thousand
sixty-five, by and between
Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds,
between Newton
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
thousand eight
Edward B.
IH.
I-. H.
Brigadier-General H.
Major-General S. R. Curtis, Brigadier-General
B. Taylor,
Taylor, Major-General
Edward
Sibley, Henry
Henry W.
Reed, and
the part
part
Commissioners, on the
Guernsey, Commissioners,
and Orrin
Orrin Guernsey,
W. Reed,
Sibley,
of the
the United
United States,
Alt-ke-tche-tah-hon-skah, (The
(The Tall
Tall Soldier,)
and Ah-ke-tche-tah-hon-skah,
States, and
of
Malt-to-che-kah, (The
Little Bear,)
Bear,) and other chiefs
chiefs and
and headmen of the
(The Little
Mah-to-cle-kah,
Onk-pah-pah
band of
of Dakota
said band
Sioux Indians, on the part of said
Dakota or
or Sioux
Onk-pah-pah band
thereto by them,
them, which
which treaty
treaty is in the
the
authorized thereto
duly authorized
of Indians,
Indians, and duly
words
wit::—
and figures following,
following, to wit
words and

Contracting
ARTICLES
OF A
Territory Contracting
concluded at Fort Sully, in the Territory
made and
and concluded
TREATY made
A TREATY
ARTICLES OF
of Dakota,
Dakota, by
by and
and between
between Newton
Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds, governor
governor and ex-officio
ex-officio .parues.
parties
of
superintendent of
Indian affairs of Dakota Territory,
Territory, Edward B. Tayof Indian
superintendent
lor,
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian affairs
affairs for
for the
the northern
northern superintendency,
superintendency,
lor, superintendent
MajorGeneral S.
H. II.
H. Sibley, Henry
Henry W.
Brigadier-General II.
R. Curtis,
Curtis, Brigadier-General
S. R.
IMjor- General
Reed, and
Orrin Guernsey,
Commissioners on the part
United
of the
the United
part of
Guernsey, Commissioners
and Orrin
Reed,
States, duly
appointed by
by the
the President,
undersigned chiefs
the undersigned
and the
President, and
duly appointed
States,
and headmen
headmen of
Indians.
Sioux Indians.
Dakota or Sioux
band of
of Dakota
Onkpahpah band
of the
the Onkpahpah
and
ARTICLE I.
I. The
The Onkpahpah
Onkpahpah band
rep- . Authority
Authority and
Indians, repor Sioux
Sioux Indians,
of Dakota
Dakota or
band of
ARTICLE
itit
in
ou
sdoi
.
o
t
t
etA to
d
resented
in council,
council, hereby
hereby acknowledge
acknowledge themselves
themselves to
to be
be subject
subject to
the ,Juridiction oft
resented in
to the
exclusive
jurisdiction
and
authority
the
United
States,
hereby
acknowledged.
obliacknowledged.
States,
and
hereby
of
the
United
and
authority
exclusive jurisdiction
collectively, not only to cease all
gate
and bind
themselves, individually
individually and collectively,
bind themselves,
gate and
property of its citizens,
hostilities
citizens, but to use their inhostilities against the persons and property
prevent other bands of Dakota
fluence, and, if requisite, physical force,
force, to prevent
Dakota
fluence,
Indians, or
or other
other adjacent
adjacent tribes,
making hostile
hostile demonstrations
demonstrations
from making
tribes, from
Indians,
against
government or people
people of the United
United States.
the government
against the
ATatou; II.
II. Inasmuch
Inasmuch as
as the
the government
government of
the United
United States
States is
is dePersona and
de- Persons
of the
ARTICLE
rio
bp
oe
s
ft
trotof
o
to the
sirous
between the Indian tribes within its ju- property
of blood
blood between
sirous to arrest
arrest the effusion of
tribes
not to be
attackeid °e
of Dakota
risdiction
hitherto at
with each
other, the
band of
Dakota first attacked
the Onkpahpah
Onkpallpah band
each other,
war with
at war
risdiction hitherto
or
represented in council, anxious to respect
respect the wishes
wishes of
or Sioux Indians, represented
government, hereby agree
agree to discontinue
discontinue for the future all attacks
attacks
the governmcnt,
attacked by them,
upon the
tribes, unless
unless first attacked
of other
other tribes,
the persons
persons or property of
upon
and to use their influence
influence to promote peace
peace everywhere
everywhere in the region ococcupied or frequented
frequented by them.
ARTICLE III.
III. All
All controversies
or differences
arising between
between the
controversies
the Controversies
differences arising
controversies or
ARTICLE
t
to
o h
tle
o
u
t
hairt
a
ted
betes
ubmitted
Onkpahpah
band of
of Dakota
Sioux Indians
Indians involving
involving the
the question
question of to
Dakota or Sioux
Onkpalhpah band
of the
President, or
peace
shall be
be submitted
submitted for
for the
the arbitrament
arbitrament of
the President,
or ment
ment of the war shall
peace or
or war
President.
such
person or persons
persons as may be designated
designated by him, and the decision orPresident.
such person
award
represented in councounaward shall be faithfully observed by the said band represented
cil.
cil.
ARTICLE
The said
said band
band represented
represented in
in council
council shall
shall withdraw
withdraw Indians
Indians to
to
IV. The
ARTICLE IV.
from the
out
es overland
over l
an d already
al
re
ady established,
established, or
or hereafter
hereafter to
to be
be estab
from
from
estab-_withdraw
withdraw
the rroutes
from
overland routes.
iislied, through their country; and in consideration
consideration thereof, and of tnhir
their overland routes
lished,
non-interference
United Amendment.
Amendment
the persons
persons and
and property
property of citizens of the United
non-interference with the
government of the United
agree to Post, p
p 741.
the government
United States
States agree
States travelling thereon,
thereon, the
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pay
said band
the sum
dollars for each lodge or family, ansum of thirty. dollars
band the
the said
pay the
Secretary of the
nually,
twenty years,
years, in
in such
the Interior
Interior
articles as the Secretary
such articles
for twenty
nually, for
Proviso.
may
direct:
Provided,
That
said
band
so
represented
in
shall
council
in
represented
so
may direct: Provided, That said band
Proviso.
faithfully
conform to
to the
requirements of this treaty.
the requirements
faithfully conform
Individual InInARTICLE
V. Should
any individual
individual or individuals, or portion of the
Should any
ARTICLE V.
Individual
diens locating on
on band
Onkpahpah band
band of Dakota or Sioux Indians, represented in
in
the Onkpahpah
of the
band of
dianslocating
lands to be proclaimed
any
tected.
council,
desire
hereafter
to
locate
permanently
upon
land
by
upon
permanently
locate
to
hereafter
desire
council,
pro
tected b
said band
of agricultural
agricultural or other similar pursuits,
pursuits, it is
purposes of
the purposes
for the
band for
said
hereby agreed
by the
the parties
parties to
to this
that such individuals
individuals shall be
treaty that
this treaty
agreed by
hereby
molestation on the
protected
in such
such location
location against
any annoyance
annoyance or molestation
against any
protected in
part
whites or
and whenever
whenever twenty
twenty lodges
lodges or
or families
families of the
Indians, and
or Indians,
of whites
part of
Onkpahpah
shall have
located on
purposes, and
and
agricultural purposes,
for agricultural
land for
on land
have located
band shall
Onkpahpah band
signified
the
same
to
their
agents
or
superintendent,
as
well as other
other
they
superintendent,
or
agents
their
to
same
the
signified
families
so locating
receive the
the sum
of twenty-five
dollars annually
annually
twenty-five dollars
sum of
shall receive
locating shall
families so
Payments for
five years,
for each
agricultural implements
implements and
and improvein agricultural
family, in
each family,
years, for
for five
for for
Payments
engaged
agricultural,
ments; and
one hundred
hundred lodges
lodges or families shall have so engaged
when one
and when
ments;
agricultural,
Szo.,
pur poses.
i
blacksmith,
and
Farmer, blackblack- in
n
agricultural
pursuits,
they
shall
be
entitled
a
farmer
blacksmith,
farmer
a
to
entitled
be
shall
they
pursuits,
agricultural
Farmer,
smith, and
and
at the
the expense
the government,
of the
government, as also teachers, at the option of
of the
expense of
at
smith,
teachers.
teachers.
Secretary of the
the Interior, whenever
whenever deemed
deemed necessary.
ARTICLE
VI. Any
amendment or
modification of this treaty by the
or modification
Any amendment
ARTICLE VI.
final and binding upon
considered
Amendments
Senate
of
the
United
States
shall
considered
upon
be
shall
States
United
the
of
Senate
Amendments
to be binding,
the same
the said
band, represented
represented in
council, as
this treaty,
treaty, in
in the
of this
part of
a part
as a
in council,
said band,
the
to b binding
manner as
if' it
it had
had been
been subsequently
subsequently presented
presented and agreed to by the
as it
manner
chiefs and
and headmen
headmen of
of said band.
band.
chiefs
Execution.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
Commissioners on
on the part
part of the United
the Commissioners
whereof, the
In
Execution.
band of DaStates,
and
the
chiefs
and
headmen
of
the
Onkpahpah
Onkpahpah
said
the
of
headmen
and
chiefs
the
and
States,
kota
Sioux Indians,
Indians, have
have hereunto
set their
their hands
hands this twentieth
twentieth day
day
hereunto set
or Sioux
kota or
of
sixty-five, after the contents had
had prepreand sixty-five,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
October, eighteen
of October,
viously
read, interpreted,
interpreted, and
explained to the
the chiefs
chiefs and headmen.
and explained
been read,
viously been
NEWTON
EDMUNDS,
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
EDWARD
TAYLOR,
B. TAYLOR,
EDWARD H.
S. R.
R. CURTIS,
General,
Maj.- General,
CURTIS, Maj.S.
H. II.
SIBLEY, Brig.General,
Brig.-General,
II. SIBLEY,
H.
HENRY
REED,
W. REED,
HENRY W.
ORRIN GUERNSEY.
GUERNSEY.
ORRIN
Payments.

Payments.

Chiefs.
Chiefs.
AH-KE-TCHE-TAH-HON-SKAH,
Soldier,
The Tall Soldier,
AH-KE-TCHE-TAH-HON-SKAH, The
mark.
his xxmark.
mark.
MAH-TO-CHE-KAH,
The
Little
Bear,
x
x
his
Bear,
Little
The
MAH-TO-CHE-KAH,
MUZZAH-E-NOM-PAH, The
that Comes
Comes Out,
Out, his xx mark.
Iron that
The Iron
MUZZAH-E-NOM-PAH,
WAK-KE-AN-SKAH, The
his x
x mark.
Thunder,
White Thunder,
The White
WAK-KE-AN-SKAH,
Chief Soldiers.
Soldiers.
Chief
his xx mark.
MAH-TO-NOM-PAH, The
Two Bears,
The Two
MAH-TO-NOM-PAH,
CHA-TAN-ME-NE-O-ME-NEE,
Whirling
The Whirling
CHA-TAN-ME-NE-O-ME-NEE, The
Heart,
his x
x mark.
mark.
his
Heart,
Chiefs.
Chiefs.
his xx mark.
MA-TO-CHEWICKSA, Bear's
Rib,
Bear's Rib,
MA-TO-CHEWICKSA,
his x
RUNNING
ANTELOPE, Ta-to-kee-un,
x mark.
Ta-to-kee-un,
RUNNING ANTELOPE,
HEART FOR ALL,
THE
THAT HAS A
A HEART
MAN THAT
THE MAN
0-en-e-chan-ta-u-can,
his x
x mark.
O.en-e-chan-ta-u-can, mark.
Soldiers.
Soldiers.
x mark.
his x
THUNDER
HAWK,
Cha-ton-wa-ke-on,
mark.
Cha-ton-wa-ke-on,
THUNDER HAWK,
x mark.
his x
IRON
Ha-ma-za,
HORN, Ila-ma-za,
IRON HORN,
his xxmark.
PLENTY CROWS,
CROWS, Con-ge-o-ta,
Con-ge-o-ta,
PLENTY
THE
FEARS THE EAGLE,
MAN THAT FEARS
THE MAN
his x
Wam-bel-le-co-ke-pa,
x mark.
Wam-bel-le-co-ke-pa,
SPOTTED
BULL, Ta-tanka-ge-lis-ka,
x mark.
Ta-tanka-ge-lis-ka, his x
BUFFALO BULL,
SPOTTED BUFFALO
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Signed
the Commissioners
Commissioners on
the part
part of
of the
United States,
and by
by
States. and
the United
on the
by the
Signed by
the chiefs
chiefs and
after the
been fully
fully read,
read, interpreted,
interpreted,
had been
treaty had
the treaty
headmen, after
and headmen,
the
and
explained in
in our
presence: —
our presence:
and explained
HEZ. L.
Chief Justice
Justice of
Territory.
Montana Territory.
of Montana
L. HOSMER,
HOSMER, Chief
HEZ.
S.S
S. V.
V.
U S.
Col. U.
Lt. Col.
Bvt. Lt.
CURTIS, But.
S.
S..CURTIS,
E.F.
RUTH, Sec'y
Sec'y of
Commission.
of Commission.
F. RUTH,
E.
S. Vols.
W .S.
S.WooDs,
W OODS, Surgeon
U. S.
Surgeon U
W.
C
MORRISON.
S..MORRISON.
C..S
0.
E.GUERNSEY.
GUERNSEY.
O. E.
CHARLES DEGRE,
DEGRE, his
Interpreter.
x mark,
mark, Interpreter.
his x
CHARLES

The foregoing
signatures in
this handwriting
handwriting (that
Gen'l Curtis)
Curtis)
of Gen'l
(that of
in this
foregoing signatures
The
were made
of the
the undersigned
undersigned on the 28th and 29th Oct.
in presence
presence of
made in
were
1865,
Fort Sully.
Sully.
at Fort
1865, at
Maj. A. P.
P. S
HREVE,Paymaster
Paymaster U. S. A.
SHREVE,
Maj.
Cavalry.
JOHN
PATTEE,Lt. Col.
Col. 7th Iowa Cavalry.
JOHN PATTEE,
And
whereas the
the said
said treaty
having been submitted
submitted to the Senate of
of
treaty having
And whereas
Ratification
the United
United States
States for
for its
action thereon,
thereon, the
Senate did,
did, on
Ratification
the Senate
constitutional action
its constitutional
the
amendday of March, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, advise with
filth
the
ment.
the
and fifth
consent
day to
of the
March,
ratification
one thousand
of the same,
eight with
hundred
an amendment,
and sixty-six,
by
advise
a
resmen
and consent to the ratification of the same, with an amendment, by a reselution
'wit :—
following, to 'wit:
and figures following,
words and
the words
in the
olution in
I
NEXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, S
ENATE OF
STATES.
UNITED STATES.
THE UNITED
OF THE
SENATE
IN
March 5th,
1866.
5th, 1866.
March
Resolved,
(two thirds
thirds of
Senators present
concurring,) That the
present concurring,)
the Senators
of the
Resolved, (two
Senate
and consent
of the
made and conthe treaty
treaty made
ratification of
to the
the ratification
consent to
advise and
Senate advise
cluded at
at Fort
Sully, in
in the
the Territory
Dakota, by
by and
and between
between the ComComof Dakota,
Territory of
Fort Sully,
cluded
headmen
missioners
on the
the part
part of
United States
the chiefs and
and headmen
States and the
the United
of the
missioners on
of
the Onk-pah-pah
Onk-pah-pah band
of Dacotah
Dacotals [Dakota]
or Sioux
Indians, with
Sioux Indians,
[Dakota] or
band of
of the
the
following
the following
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:
ARTICLE IV.,
lines 3,
4, and
following words, viz:
viz:
and 5, strike out the following
3, 4,
IV., lines
ARTICLE
739.
"and
of their
property of citizens
citizens See Ante, p. 739
persons and property
non-interference with the persons
their non-interference
"and of
of
the United
United States
States travelling
travelling thereon."
of the
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.
J.
Attest:

amendment
And
whereas article sixth of said
said treaty
treaty provides
provides that any
any amendment
And whereas
or modification
modification of
of it
by the
Senate of the United States shall be considthe Senate
it by
or
ered final
final and
and binding
binding upon
Indians, represented
represented in counband of Indians,
said band
the said
upon the
ered
cil, as
part•of the
treaty, in
the same
same manner
manner as if it had been subsein the
the treaty,
as a
a part-of
cil,
quently
presented and
and agreed
to by the chiefs
band:
chiefs and headmen of said band:
agreed to
quently presented
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
that I,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President of
known that
it known
Now,

the United
States of America,
pursuance of the advice
advice and
and consent
consent
America, do, in pursuance
United States
the
of
as expressed
expressed in
in its
its resolution of the fifth of March,
March, one
Senate, as
of the
the Senate,
thousand eight
eight hundred
accept, ratify, and confirm
confirm the said
said
hundred and sixty-six, accept,
thousand
treaty with
with the
aforesaid.
the amendment as aforesaid.
treaty
In testimony
whereof I
I have signed the same
same with my hand, and have
testimony whereof
In
caused
hereto affixed.
affixed.
seal of the United States to be hereto
caused the seal
Done
at the
city of
of Washington
March,
seventeenth day of March,
Washington this seventeenth
the city
Done at
in the
the year
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred and
our Lord
of our
year of
in
[SEAL.] sixty-six,
Independence of the United States of
sixty-six, and of the Independence
[SEAL.]
America the
ninetieth,
the ninetieth.
America
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the President:
President:

State.
Secretary of
W ILLIAM H.
EWARD. Secretary
of State.
SEWARD,
H. S
WILLIAM

Proclaimed.
Poclaimed
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Yanktonais
Treaty
United States
of America
the Upper Yanktonais
and the
America and
States of
the United
between the
Treaty between
1865;
Band
of Dakota
or Sioux
Indians; Concluded October 28, 1865;
Sioux Indians;
Dakota or
Band of
Ratification
advised, with
1866; Proclaimed
Proclaimed
5, 1866;
March 5,
Amendment, March
with Amendment,
Ratification advised,
March
17, 1866.
March 17,

ANDREW
JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF

Oct. 28,1865.
28, 1865.

TO ALL AND SINGULAR
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME,
COME, GREETING:
GREETING:
TO WHOM
SINGULAR TO

TO ALL AND

Whereas
treaty was
was made
Fort Sully,
Sully, in
in the
the TerriPreamble.
Terri- Preamble.
at Fort
concluded at
and concluded
made and
a treaty
Whereas a
tory of
year of our
our
in the year
October, in
of October,
twenty-eighth.day of
the twenty-eighth.day
on the
Dakota, on
of Dakota,
tory
Lord one
one thousand
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, by
between Newton
Newton
and between
by and
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
Lord
Edmunds, Edward
B. Taylor,
Taylor, Major-General
,,BrigadierBrigadierCurtis,
R. Curti
S. R.
Major-General S.
Edward B.
Edmunds,
General H.
H. H.
H. Sibley,
Sibley, Henry
Henry W.
Reed, and
Orrin Guernsey,
Guernsey, Commisand Orrin
W. Reed,
General
sioners,
(Big Head,)
Head,)
Na-su-la-tan-ka, (Big
and Na-su-la-tan-ka,
States, and
United States,
the United
of the
part of
the part
on the
sioners, on
Na-pa-tan-ka, (Big
Hand,) and
and other
chiefs .and
and headmen
the Upper
Upper
headmen of the
other chiefs
(Big Hand,)
Na-pa-tan-ka,
Yanktonais band
band of
Sioux Indians,
part of
of said band of
Indians, on the part
or Sioux
Dakota or
of Dakota
Yanktonais
Indians, and
authorized thereto
thereto by
by them,
them, which
which treaty
is in the
the words
treaty is
duly authorized
and duly
Indians,
and figures
figures following,
following, to
wit:—
to wit:and
ARTICLES
TREATY made
made and
concluded at
at Fort
Fort Sully,
Sully, in
the TerTer- Contracting
Contraoting
in the
and concluded
A TREATY
OF A
ARTICLES OF
parties
ritory
Dakota, by
by and
and between
Newton Edmunds, governor
governor and ex parties.
between Newton
of Dakota,
ritory of
officio
superintendent of
Indian affitirs
Edward B.
Territory, Edward
Dakota Territory,
of Dakota
affairs of
of Indian
officio superintendent
Taylor,
superintendent of
for the
the northern
superintendnorthern superintendaffairs for
Indian affairs
of Indian
Taylor, superintendent
ency, Major-General
Major-General S.
R. Curtis,
Curtis, Brigadier-General
H. H.
11. Sibley,
Brigadier-General H.
S. R.
ency,
Henry W.
and Orrin
on the
the part
part of
Commissioners on
Guernsey, Commissioners
Orrin Guernsey,
Reed, and
W. Reed,
Henry
the United
United Stated,
States, duly
by the
the President,
President, and
the undersigned
undersigned
and the
appointed by
duly appointed
the
chiefs
and headmen
headmen of
of the
band of
Sioux
or Sioux
Dakota or
of Dakota
Yanktonais band
Upper Yanktonais
the Upper
chiefs and
Indians.
Indians.

ARTICLE I.
The Upper
band of
of Dakota
Sioux Indians,
Indians, Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
or Sioux
Dakota or
Yanktonais band
Upper Yanktonais
I. The
ARTICLE
n
tit
i
l
e
da t
t
e
hgty
ato
es
f
represented
in council,
council, hereby
hereby acknowledge
acknowledge themselves
to be
be subject
subject to
to theUnited Styate
themselves to
represented in
acknowledged.
the
exclusive
jurisdiction
and
authority
of
the
United
States,
and
hereby
acknowledged.
the exclusive jurisdiction and authority of the United States, and hereby
obligate
bind themselves,
individually and
and collectively,
collectively, not only to
themselves, individually
and bind
obligate and
cease all
hostilities against
the persons
and property
property of its citizens,
citizens, but to
persons and
against the
all hostilities
cease
use their
and, if
prevent other
to prevent
force, to
physical force,
necessary, physical
if necessary,
influence, and,
their influence,
use
bands of
Dakota Indians,
or other
other adjacent
adjacent tribes,
tribes, from making hostile
Indians, or
the Dakota
of the
bands
people of the United States.
demonstrations
the government
government or people
against the
demonstrations against
ARTICLE
II. Inasmuch
of the
States is
is
Persons and
and
United States
the United
government of
the government
as the
Inasmuch as
ARTICLE II.
desirous to
effusion of
between the
Indian tribes
within rt:riobpeesrntyotoft:tir
propertyof other
tribes within
the Indian
blood between
of blood
the effusion
arrest the
desirous to arrest
its jurisdiction
at war
with each
each other,
the Upper
first attacked.
Yanktonais band first
Upper Yanktonais
other, the
war with
hitherto at
jurisdiction hitherto
its
of Dakota
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
respect the
council, anxious to respect
in council,
represented in
Indians, represented
Dakota or
of
wishes
of the
the government,
government, hereby
hereby agree
to discontinue
discontinue for the future all
agree to
wishes of
attacks
upon the
the persons
persons or
other tribes,
attacked
tribes, unless first attacked
of other
property of
or property
attacks upon
by
and to
to use
their influence
peace everywhere
everywhere in the
promote peace
influence to promote
use their
them, and
by them,
region occupied
frequented by them.
them.
occupied or frequented
region
ARTICLE
All controversies
controversies or
or differences
arising between
between the
the Controversies
differences arising
III. All
ARTICLE III.
Upper
band of
Dakota or
in council,
t
obe
t %%t
t
a
to
rbmitaed
too
council, t
represented in
Indians, represented
Sioux Indians,
or Sioux
of Dakota
Yanktonais band
Upper Yanktonais
of
the
and
other
tribes
of
Indians,
involving
the
question
of
peace
war,
shall
ment
or
peace
of
question
the
involving
Indians,
of
tribes
and other
be submitted
submitted for
arbitrament of
of the
President, or
such person
person or
or per- President.
or such
the President,
the arbitrament
for the
be
faithfully
sons as
be designated
designated by
him, and
and the
the decision
award faithfully
decision or award
by him,
may be
as may
sons
observed
the said
band represented
represented in council.
said band
by the
observed by
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AuricLe
represented in council,
council, shall withdraw
withdraw
ARTICIE IV. The said band represented
overland already
already established,
from the routes overland
established, or hereafter
hereafter to be established,
established,
through
their country;
of their
their non-internon-interthereof, and
and of
and in
in consideration
consideration thereof,
country; and
through their
ference
citizens of the
United States
States
ference with the
the persons
persons and property
property of
of citizens
the United
travelling
the government
government of
United States agree
agree to pay the
of the
the United
travelling thereon,
thereon, the
Payments,
said
thousand dollars, annually,
Payments.
said band the
the sum of
of ten
ten thousand
annually, for twenty years, in
in
Proviso,
articles as
direct: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Proviso.
such articles
as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior may
may direct:
represented in council
council shall faithfully
faithfully conform to the requiresaid band so represented
or this
treaty.
ments of
this treaty.
Individual In- ARTICLE V.
V. Should
Should any individual or individuals, or portion
the
portion of the
dians
dians locating
locating on
knds toC
to beproon
be pro- band
band of
of the
the Upper
Yanktonais baud
band of
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
representIndians, representDakota or
of Dakota
Upper Yanktonais
lands
tected
ed in
in council,
desire hereafter
hereafter to
locate permanently
permanently upon
land claimed
claimed
upon any land
to locate
tected.
ed
council, desire
by
said band
band for
for the
purposes of
agricultural or
or other similar pursuits,
of agricultural
the purposes
by said
it is hereby agreed by the parties
parties to this treaty that said individuals
individuals shall
shall
be
protected in such
against any annoyance
annoyance or molestation
molestation on the
the
location against
such location
be protected
part of
or Indians,
Indians, and
whenever twenty
twenty lodges
lodges or
or families
families of
the
of the
and whenever
part
of whites
whites or
Yanktonais band shall have located
agricultural purPayments for Upper Yanktonais
located on
on land
land for
for agricultural
agricultural purposes, and
signified the
the same
to their
their agent
agent or
or superintendent,
superintendent, they,
they, as
as
same to
and signified
poseslturapu poses,
poses.
shall receive
twenty-five dolwell as
as other
other families
families so
so locating,
locating, shall
receive the sum of twenty-five
lars annually
annually for
years, for
each family,
family, in agricultural
agricultural implements
implements
for each
lars
for five
five years,
and improvements;
improvements; and
hundred lodges
families shall have
have
lodges or
or families
and when
when one
one hundred
and
Farmer, black- so engaged
engaged in agricultural
agricultural pursuits,
pursuits, they
they shall be entitled
entitled to aafarmer
farmer and
and
smith,
and
blacksmith,
at the
the expense
expense of
of the
the government,
also teachers,
teachers, at the
the
government, as
as also
blacksmith, at
smith, and
teachers.
option
Secretary of the Interior,
necessary.
w[h]enever deemed necessary.
option of the Secretary
Interior, w[h]enever
Amendments
ARTICLE VI.
Any amendment
amendment or
Amendments
ARTICLE
VI. Any
or modification
modification offthis treaty by
by the
the
to be binding. Senate of the United States shall be considered
considered final and binding upon the
represented in
the same
same
as aa part of this treaty, in the
said band, represented
in council,
council, as
if it had been subsequently
subsequently presented
presented and agreed
agreed to by the
manner as if
chiefs and
and headmen
chiefs
headmen of
of said
said band.
band.
Execution.
In
whereof, the
the United
part of the
the Commissioners
Commissioners on the part
In testimony
testimony whereof,
Execution.
States,
and headmen
the said Upper Yanktonais
Yanktonais band
band
States, and the
the chiefs
chiefs and
headmen of
of the
of Dakota
Dakota or
or Sioux
Indians, have
their hands
hands this twentyhave hereunto set their
of
Sioux Indians,
sixty-five, after
contents
hundred and
and sixty-five,
after the
the contents
eighth day
day of
of October,
October, eighteen hundred
previously been
explained to the chiefs and
and
read, interpreted,
interpreted, and explained
had previously
been read,
headmen.
headmen.
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
EDMUNDS,
NEWTON
EDWARD B. TAYLOR,
EDWARD
TAYLOR,
S.
R. CURTIS,
CURTIS, Maj.-Genl.
Maj.-Gen'l.
S. R.
H.
H. SIBLEY,
SIBLEY, Brig.-Gen'l,
Brig.-Gen'l,
H. H.
HENRY W.
W. REED,
REED,
HENRY
ORRIN
GUERNSEY.
ORRIN GUERNSEY.
Indians to
withdraw
withdraw from
overland
ov erlad
n routes.
Amendment.
Amendment,
745.
Post, p. 745.

presence: —
above signatures
made in our presence:
signatures were made
The above
GEO. D.
D. HILL.
S. L.
L. SPINK.
S.
SPINK.
A. W.
HUBBARD.
A.
W. HUBBARD.
Moonr.
G. C.
C. MooDY.

mark.
Chief: Big
Big Head,
NA-SII-VA-TAN-KA., his
his xx mark.
Head, NA-SU-L'A-TAN-KA,
Chief:
Soldier:
Big Hand,
NA-PA-TAN-KA, his
his x
mark.
x mark.
Hand, NA-PA-TAN-KA,
Soldier: Big
Soldier:
Bear, MA-TO-CHAT-KA,
his xx mark.
mark.
MA-TO-CHAT-KA, his
Soldier: Left-handed
Left-handed Bear,
Soldier:
Man, WA-ICH-CO-YA-KA,
W A-ICH-CO-YA-KI, his
Soldier: The
The Fine
Fine Dressed
Dressed Man,
his xx mark.
mark.

The Man
Man Covered with
with Lice,
HA-0-P00-ZA, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
Lice, HA-O-POO-ZA,
The

Little
Soldier, A-KICH-IT-A-CHI-KI-LA,
A-KICH-IT-A-CHI-KI-LA, his
his x
mark.
x mark.
Little Soldier,
The Spread
Horn, HA-KA-TI-NA,
HA-KA-TI-NA, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
The
Spread Horn,
Black
Tiger, EGO-3I0-SA-PA,
his x
x mark.
mark.
Black Tiger,
EGO-3IO-SA-PA, his
The
The Man
Man Afraid
Afraid of
of his
his War-club,
War-club, CHAN-TI-CO-QUI-PA,
CHAM-PI-CO-QUI-PA, his
his x
x mark.
mark.
The Big
Shaved Head, COSH-LA-TON-CA,
mark.
The
Big Shaved
COSH-LA-TON-CA, his
his x
x mark.
Lazy Bear,
Bear, MA-TO-CHICK-PA-NE,
M A-TO-CHICK-PA-NE, his
his x
x mark.
Lazy
mark.
The
The Man.
Man.
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Rock
Rock Man, TON-KA-WI-CHA-SA,
TON-RA-WI-CFIA-SA, his
mark.
his x
x mark.
Chief: Black Catfish,
mark.
Catfish, 0-WA-SA-PA,
O-WA-SA-PA, his
his x
x mark.

Chief: The
Curley-headed Goose,
Chief:
The Curley-headed
Goose, MA-GA-BO-MA-DO,
M I-GA-BO-MA-DO, his
mark.
his x
x mark.

The above signatures in this handwriting
of Gen'l
Curtis) were
handwriting (that of
Gen'l Curtis)
were
made in presence of the undersigned,
the 28th
28th and
29th Oct.,
Oct., 1865,
1865, at
at
undersigned, on
on the
and 29th
Fort Sully.
Fort
Sully.
MAJ.
A. P.
SHREVE, Paymaster U.
M AJ. A.
P.SHREVE,_Pa,ymaster
S. A.
U. S.
A.
JOIN
PATTEE, Lt.
Lt. Col.
JOHN PATTEE,
Col. 7th
7th Iowa Cavalry.
Cavalry.

having been submitted to the
And whereas
whereas the said treaty
treaty having
of
the Senate
Senate of
the United
United States for its constitutional
the Senate
Senate did,
did, on
on
constitutional action
action thereon,
thereon, the
the fifth day of March, one thousand eight
eight hundred
sixty-six, advise
advise
hundred and
and sixty-six,
ratification of the
and consent to the ratification
the same, with an amendment,
amendment, by aaresolution in the words
following, to
to wit
:—
words and
and figures
figures following,
wit:INN EXECUTIVE
I
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
THE UNITED
March
5th, 1866.
March 5th,
1866.

Resolved,
Senators present
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
the Ratrfled
Ratified wita
Resolved, (two
(two thirds of
of the
the Senators
That the
witn
Senate advise
advise and consent
t
rea ty made
ma d
e and
an d concon -amendment.
amendment.
consent to
to the ratification
ratification of
of the
the treaty
eluded at Fort Sully, in the Territory
of Dakota,
Dakota, by
and between
Territory of
by and
between the
the
Commissioners
Commissioners on the
the chiefs
chiefs and
and headthe part
part of the United
United States
States and
and the
headmen of the Upper Yanktonais
Yanktonais band
Dacotah [Dakota
[Dakota or
or Sioux]
Sioux] InInband of
of Dacotah
dians, with the
the following
following
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:
Article IV., lines
words, viz:
and
lines 3,
3, 4,
4, and
and 5, strike
strike out
out the
the following
following words,
viz: ""and
of their non-interference
non-interference with
and property
property of
of citizens
citizens of
of the
the
with the persons
persons and
thereon."
United States travelling
travelling thereon."
Attest:
J.
Secretary.
J. W.
W. FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.

Ante, p.
p. 746.
Ante,
746.

And whereas article
article sixth of said
provides that any amendment
amendment
said treaty
treaty provides
or modification of it by
of the.United
be considered
considered
by the Senate
Senate of
the.United States
States shall
shall be
final and binding upon the said band of Indians,
council, as
as
Indians, represented
represented in
in council,
a part of the
a
as if
if it
it had
subsequently
the treaty,
treaty, in
in the same
same manner
manner as
bad been
been subsequently
presented
chiefs and
headmen of
of said
band:
presented and agreed
agreed to by the chiefs
and headmen
said band:
Now, therefore,
it known
known that
that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
therefore, be it
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
President
of the United States of America,
America, do, in
the advice
advice and
and conconin pursuance
pursuance of the
sent
Senate, as
in its
its resolution
resolution of
of the
fifth of
of March,
March,
sent of
of the
the Senate,
as expressed
expressed in
the fifth
one thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
accept, ratify,
confirm the
sixty-six, accept,
ratify, and
and confirm
the
said treaty with the amendment
amendment as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In testimony whereof
signed the
same with
hand, and
and have
have
whereof IIhave
have signed
the same
with my
my hand,
caused the seal of the United States
hereto affixed.
affixed.
States to
to be
be hereto
Done at
Washington this
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
day of
March,
at the city
city of
of Washington
of March,
in the year of our Lord
Lord one thousand
hundred and
and
thousand eight hundred
[SEAL.] sixty-six,
the United
States of
of
[SEAL.]
sixty-six, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
United States
America the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
America
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
By the President:
President:
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary of
of State.
State.
H. SEWARD,

Proclaimed.
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Treaty
between the
United States
States of
of America
Gallala Band of
O' GaUala
America and the 0'
the United
Treaty between
Dakota
or Sioux
Sioux Indians;
Indians; Concluded
1865; Ratification
Ratification
Concluded October 28, 1865;
Dakota or
advised,
amendment, March
March. 5,
5, 1866; Proclaimed
Proclaimed March
March 17, 1866.
with amendment,
advised, with

ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
ANDREW
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF

Oct.
28, 1886.
Oct. 28,1865.

OME,; GREETING:
SHALL. COME
TO
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS SHALL
GREETING:
TO WHOM
SINOULAR TO
AND SINGULAR
ALL AND
TO ALL

W
BEREAS a
atreaty
and concluded
the TerTerSully, in the
Fort Sully,
at Fort
concluded at
made and
was made
treaty was
WHEREAS
October, in the year
ritory
Dakota, on
twenty-eighth day
year of
day of October,
the twenty-eighth
on the
of Dakota,
ritory of
our Lord
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
sixty-five, by
by and
and between
between
thousand eight
Lord one
our
Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds, Edward
B. Taylor,
Major-General S. R. Curtis, BrigTaylor, Major-General
Edward B.
Newton
adier-General H.
H. H.
Henry W.
W. Reed,
Reed, and
Guernsey, ComOrrin Guernsey,
and Orrin
Sibley, Henry
H. Sibley,
adier-General
Tan-tan-ka-has-ka,
missioners,
the part
part of
of the
the United
and Tan-tan-ka-has-ka,
United States, and
on the
missioners, on
(Long Bull,)
Ma-lo-wa-ta-khe, (The
other chiefs
Charging Bear,) and other
(The Charging
Bull,) Ma-lo-wa-ta-khe,
(Long
on the
Indians,
Sioux
and
headmen
of
the
O'Gallala
band
of
or
Indians,
Dakota
of
band
O'Gallala
the
of
and headmen
part of
band of
authorized thereto by them,
them, which
of Indians, and duly authorized
said band
of said
part
wit:treaty is
is in
in the
the words
and figures
figures following,
following, to wit:—
words and
treaty

Preamble.

ARTICLES
OF A
TREATY made
Sully, in
Contraotin,
in the Ter- Contraotinw
Fort Sully,
at Fort
concluded at
and concluded
made and
A TREATY
ARTICLES OF
parties.
ritory
Dakota, by
by and
Newton Edmunds,
Edmunds, governor
governor and ex- parties.
between Newvton
and between
of Dakota,
ritory of
officio
of Dakota
Dakota Territory,
Territory, Edward
affairs of
Indian affairs
of Indian
superintendent of
officio superintendent
B.
Taylor, superintendent
Indian affairs for the northern superinsuperinof Indian
superintendent of
B. Taylor,
tendency, Maj.-General
Brigadier-General H. H. Sibley,
Curtis, Brigadier-General
R. Curtis,
S. R.
Maj.-General S.
tendency,
Henry W.
Reed, and
and Orrin
Orrin Guernsey,
Commissioners on the part of
Guernsey, Commissioners
W. Reed,
Henry
the United
States, duly
President, and
and the underthe President,
by the
appointed by
duly appointed
United States,
the
signed chiefs
chiefs and
of the
O'Gallala band of Dakota or Sioux
Sioux
the O'Gallala
headmen of
and headmen
signed
Indians.
Indians.
ARTICLE
The O'Gallala
O'Gallala band
Dakota or
or Sioux
Indians, reprerepre- Jurisdiction
Jurisdic tion
Sioux Indians,
of Dakota
band of
I.. The
ARTICLE I
t
i
t
ijiee.
9
and
sented in
in council,
council, hereby
rA authority
allit
thntt
y
atoe
themselves to be subject to the otheUnited
acknowledge themselves
hereby acknowledge
sented
States
exclusive jurisdiction
of the
United States,
States, and
and hereby
hereby acknowledged.
acknowledged.
United
the authority of
and authority
jurisdiction and
exclusive
obligate and
individually and
collectively, not only
only to
and collectively,
themselves, individually
bind themselves,
and bind
obligate
to
cease
all hostilities
persons and
and property
property of
of its citizens, but to
the persons
against the
hostilities against
cease all
use
and, if
necessary, physical
physical force, to prevent other
if necessary,
influence, and,
their influence,
use their
bands
of the
Indians, or
other adjacent
tribes, from making hosadjacent tribes,
or other
Dakota Indians,
the Dakota
bands of
tile demonstrations
the government
United
people of the United
or people
government or
against the
demonstrations against
tile
States.
ARTICLE
II. Inasmuch
Inasmuch as
as the
United States is Persons and
and
government of the United
the government
ARTICLE II.
proy o
be
desirous
to arrest
effusion of blood between
between the
the Indian tribes
tribes within tribes
tribes
pertnot
not to
f
toothet
be
the effusion
arrest the
desirous to
'its
jurisdiction hitherto
at war
war with
with each
other, the
O'Gallala band of first
fIrst attacked.
attacked.
the O'Gallala
each other,
hitherto at
'its jurisdiction
anxious to respect
Dakota
Sioux Indians,
Indians, represented
represented in council, anxious
respect the
or Sioux
Dakota or
wishes
the government,
government, hereby
agree to discontinue
discontinue for the future all
hereby agree
of the
wishes of
attacks upon
upon the
the persons
persons or
or property
property of other tribes, unless
unless first attacked
attacks
by
and to
to use
their influence
influence to promote
promote peace everywhere
everywhere in the
use their
them, and
by them,
region
frequented by them.
occupied or frequented
region occupied
AnTictx III.
III.
All controversies
or differences
Controversies
differences arising between the Controversies
controversies or
All
ARTICLE
O'Gallala
band of
Indians, represented
represented in
in council,
council, and
and.to
submitted
be submitted
toto be
Sioux Indians,
or Sioux
Dakota or
of Dakota
O'Gallala band
the arbitraother
tribes of
the question
question of peace
peace or war, shall be ment of the
involving the
Indians, involving
of Indians,
other tribes
President.
arbitrament of the President.
submitted
for the
the arbitrament
arbitrament of the arbitrament
submitted for
be submitted
shall be
submitted shall
linm, and
designated by hint,
President, or
such person
person or
or persons
may be designated
persons as may
or such
President,
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the.
faithfully observed
observed by the said band
in
the decision
decision or
or award
award faithfully
band represented
represented in
council.
Indians
to
IV. The said band represented
council shall withdraw
withdraw
Indians to
ARTICLE IV.
represented in council
withdraw
established or hereafter to be established
wi
thdraw from from the routes overland
overland already
already established
established
erlad
s.
overland
routes.
ov
n
Amendmroeuntte. through
their country:
country: and
and in
in consideration
consideration thereof,
thereof, and
non-inof their
their non-inand of
Amendment.
through their
Post,
p. 749. terference
Post, p.
terference with the persons and
and property of citizens of
United States
States
of the United
travelling thereon,
thereon, the government of the United
United States
States agree
agree to
to pay to
Payments.
the said band
band the sum of
dollars annually
years '
of ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars
annually for twenty
twenty years,
Proviso.
in such articles as the
Secretary of the Interior may direct:
Proviso,
the Secretary
direct: Provided,
Provided,
That said band, so represented
shall faithfully
faithfully conform
conform to the
represented in council, shall
requirements of this
requirements
this treaty.
ARTICLE V.
individual or individuals,
Individual InIn- ARTICLE
V. Should
Should any individual
individuals, or
or portion of the
the
dians locating on band
of the
[0'
GallaIa] band
band of
of Dakota
Dakota or
Sioux Indians,
represented
dianslocatingon
band
of
the
[O'Gallala]
or
Sioux
Indians,
represented
lands to be prolands
protected.
in council,
desire hereafter
hereafter to
locate permanently
permanently upon
any land claimed
claimed
upon any
to locate
in
council, desire
tected.
by said band for the purposes of agricultural or other similar pursuits, it
it
parties to this
individuals shall
shall
is hereby
hereby agreed by
by the parties
this treaty, that
that such individuals
molestation on
on the
the
be protected
protected in such
such location
location against
against any
any annoyance
annoyance or molestation
part
of' whites or Indians;
whenever twenty
twenty lodges
families of
of
part of
Indians; and whenever
lodges or families
Payments for the O'
0' Gallala
Gallala band shall
shall have located on land for agricultural
agricultural purposes,
purposes,
agricultural,
and signified the same to their agent or superintendent, they as well as
ic.purapoes
&c.,
purposes.. and signified the same to their agent or superintendent, they as well as
families so locating
twenty-five dollars
another families
locating shall receive
receive the
the sum
sum of
of twenty-five
dollars anfamily, in agricultural
implements and imnually, for five years, for each family,
agricultural implements
provements; and when one hundred
hundred lodges
lodges or
provements;
or families
families shall have so enenFarmer, black- gaged in agricultural
agricultural pursuits
pursuits they shall
shall be
entitled to aafarmer
farmer and
and blackblackbe entitled
smith, and
smith, and
smith, at
the expense
government, as
as also
teachers, at
at the
the option
option
also teachers,
the government,
of the
expense of
smith,
at the
teachers.
of the
of the
the Interior,
Interior, whenever
necessary.
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
whenever deemed
deemed necessary.
Amendments
ARTICLE
VI . Any
Any amendment
modification of
of this
this treaty
the
by the
treaty by
amendment or
or modification
Amendments
ARTICLE VI.
to be binding. Senate
Senate of the United States shall be
considered final and
and binding
binding upon
be considered
the
same
the said band, represented
represented in council,
council, as
as a
a part of this treaty, in the same
manner
had been
been subsequently
subsequently presented
presented and
agreed to
to by
the
manner as
as if it had
and agreed
by the
headmen of said band.
chiefs and headmen
Execution.
testimony whereof,
the Commissioners
Commissioners on
United
Execution.
In testimony
whereof, the
on the
the part
part of the
the United
States,
and headmen
headmen of
0' Gallala
Gallala band
Dakota
States, and
and the
the chiefs
chiefs and
of the said 0'
band of Dakota
or Sioux
Sioux Indians,
their hands
hands this
this twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth day
day of
of
or
Indians, have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set their
October,
hundred and
and sixty-five
after the contents had previsixty-five after
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ously
interpreted, and
headmen.
and explained
explained to the chiefs and headmen.
ously been
been read, interpreted,
NEWTON
EDMUNDS,
NEWTON EDMUNDS,
EDWARD B
B TAYLOR,
EDWARD
TAYLOR,
S. R.
R. CURTIS,
CURTIS, Maj.-Gen'l,
Maj.- Gen' 1,
S.
H.
H. SIBLEY,
SIBLEY, Brig.-Gen'l,
Brig.-Gen' 1,
H. HI.
HENRY W.
W. REED,
REED,
HENRY
ORRIN GUERNSEY.
GUERNSEY.
ORRIN
Signed
on the
the part
part of
of the
the Commission,
our presence:
presence :—
in our
Commission, in
Signed on
S.L.
L.SPINK,
SPINK,
S.
GEO. D.
D.HILL,
HILL,
GEO.
A.
HUBBARD,
A. W.
W. HUBBARD,
G. C.
C.MOODY.
M OODY.
G.

Chief LONG
LONG BULL,
BULL, Tan-tan-ka-has-ka,
his x
mark.
Tan-tan-ka-has-ka, his
x mark.
Chief
THE
BEAR, Ma-lo-wa-ta-khe,
his xx mark.
mark.
Ma-lo-wa-ta-khe, his
TIE CHARGING
CHARGING BEAR,
THE
AN THAT
THAT STANDS
STANDS ON
A HILL,
mark
his xxmark
ON A
HILL, Pa-ha-to-na-je,
Pa-ha-to-na-je, his
THE M
MAN
•The
handwriting (that
(that of General
General Curtis)
Curtis)
signatures in
in this handwriting
The foregoing
foregoing signatures
were
made in
of the
undersigned on
on the
the 28th
28th and
and 29th
29th Oct.,
Oct.,
in presence
presence of
the undersigned
were made
1865, at
at Fort
1865,
Fort Sully.
Sully.
Maj.
P. SHREVE,
U. S. A.
A. P.
SHREVE, Paymaster
Paymaster U
Maj. A.
JOHN
PATTEE, Lt.
Col. 7th
7th Iowa
Iowa Cavalry.
Cavalry.
Lt. Col.
JOHN PATTEE,
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And
whereas the
said treaty
treaty having
having been
Ratification
the Senate of Ratification
submitted to the
been submitted
the said
And whereas
amendon
with
did,
Senate
the
thereon,
action
constitutional
for
its
States
United
the
the fifth
United
day States
of March,
for its
one
constitutional
thousand eight
action
hundred
thereon,
andthesixty-six,
Senate did,
advise
on tth am
the fifth day of March, one thousand eiglit hundred and sixty-six, advise
and consent
consent to
to the
the ratification
of the
the same,
same, with
amendment, by aa
with an amendment,
ratification of
and
wit:resolution
words and figures following, to wit:—
resolution in the words
I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
OF THE
IN
March 5, 1866.
March
Resolved,
Senators present
present concurring,)
concurring,) That the
thirds of the Senators
(two thirds
Resolved, (two
Senate
advise and
to the
the ratification
between the
treaty between
ratification of the treaty
and consent
consent to
Senate advise
United States
States and
of the
[Dakota]
of Dacotalt
Dacotah [Dakota]
band of
the O'Gallala
O'Gallala band
headmen of
and headmen
United
of
or Sioux
Sioux Indians, made
Territory of
and concluded
concluded at Fort Sully, in the Territory
made and
or
Dakota,
following
Dakota, with the following
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:
Article
IV., lines
3, 4,
4, and
5, strike
out the
the following
following words,
viz: ""and
48.
p. 748.
See Ante, p.
and See
words, viz:
strike out
and 5,
lines 3,
Article IV.,
of their
their non-interference
non-interference with
the persons
citizens of the
property of citizens
persons and property
with the
of
United States travelling
thereon."
travelling thereon."
United
Attest:
J. W.
FORNEY, Secretary..
Secretary..
J.
W. FORNEY,
Attest:
whereas article
article sixth of said treaty
treaty provides that any amendment
amendment
And whereas
or modification
Senate of the United
United States shall be considthe Senate
of it
it by
by the
or
modification of
ered
and binding
the said
band of Indians,
Indians, represented
represented in
said band
upon the
binding upon
ered final
final and
council,
subin the
the same manner as if it had been subtreaty, in
as a
a part
part of the treaty,
council, as
sequently presented
presented and agreed
headmen of said
said
agreed to by the chiefs and headmen
sequently
band:
band: -

Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
it known
known that
that I,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW JorNSON,
JonNsow, President
President of
of
Now,
the
United States
America, do,
in pursuance
and consent
consent
of the
the advice
advice and
do, in
pursuance of
of America,
States of
the United
of the
expressed in
in its resolution
resolution of the
fifth of March,
March, one
one
the fifth
as expressed
the Senate,
Senate, as
of
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, accept, ratify, and confirm
confirm the said
thousand
treaty with
amendment as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
with the
the andmdment
treaty
testimony whereof
whereof I
same with my hand, and
and have
have
I have signed the same
In testimony
caused the
seal of
the United
United States
hereto affixed.
affixed.
States to
to be hereto
of the
the seal
caused
March,
seventeenth day of March,
Washington this seventeenth
the city of Washington
Done at
at the
thousand eight hundred
Lord one thousand
hundred and
in the
the year of our Lord
[SEAL.] sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
of
States of
United States
the Independence
and of
[SEAL.]
America the ninetieth.
ANDREW JOINSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
President:
By the
the President:
WILLIAM II.
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
&ate.
SEWARD,
HI. S
WILLIAM

Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.
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Supplemental Treaty
United States
States of
of America
and the
the ConConAmerica and
the United
between the
Treaty between
Supplemental
federated
Tribes and
Oregon; Concluded
Indians of Middle Oregon;
of Indians
and Bands of
federated Tribes
November 15,
15, 1865;
Proclaimed
lMarch 2, 1867; Proclaimed
Ratification advised March
1865; Ratification
November
March
March 28, 1867.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA ,
PRESIDENT

SINGULAR TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS
TO ALL
PRESENTS SHALL COME,
COME, GREETING:
GREETING:
TO
ALL AND SINGULAR
W HEREA S, a
a supplemental
supplemental Treaty
Treaty was
was made
made and
and concluded
concluded at the
WIIEREAS,
Warm Springs
in the
the State
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behalf of the
United States,
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the confederated
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Oregon,
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confederated tribes
of the
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same being
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treaty
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definitely fixed
fixed in
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the purchase
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agricultural implements,
purchase of
expended in
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confederated tribes
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advance said confederated
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Allotment
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ARTICLE VI.
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for
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and secured
shall be
ever.
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Punishment of
VII. To the end that the vice of intemperance
intemperance among said
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Punishment
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furnishing
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ardent
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all proper
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of the
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in the
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Done
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TALLAX, his
his x
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mark, Interpreter.
Interpreter.
TALLAX,
DONALD MCKAY,
M cKAT, his
his x
mark, Interpreter.
Interpreter.
x mark,
DONALD
C
HARLES LAFOLLETT,
LAFOLLETT, Capt.lst
Og'n Inf.
Inf.
Capt. 1st Og'n
CHARLES
J
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D.GILLETT,
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Teacher.
School Teacher.
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And
whereas the
the said
been submitted
submitted to the Senate of
having been
said Treaty
Treaty having
And whereas
the
United States
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon,
Senate did, on
thereon, the Senate
for its
States for
the United
the
second day
day of
March, one
one thousand
sixty-seven,
and sixty-seven,
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
of March,
the second
advise and
to the
the tatification
the same,
by a
resolution in
in the
the
a resolution
same, by
of the
ratification of
consent to
and consent
advise
words and
and figures
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wit:following, to
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Ratification
Ratification

I
N EXECUTIVE
ESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
OF THE
SESSION,
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EXECUTIVE S
March 2,
1867.
March
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ratification of the
Resolved, That the Senate
Senate advise
advise and
and consent to the ratification
Resolved,
treaty between
United States
States and
and the
bands of
the confederate
confederate tribes and bands
the United
between the
treaty
Indians of
of middle
Oregon, concluded
concluded the
the fifteenth of November, one thoumiddle Oregon,
Indians
sand
eight hundred
and sixty-five,
suppleamendatory and supplethe same being amendatory
sixty-five, the
hundred and
sand eight
mental
to the
the treaty
treaty with said
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth of June,
June, one
one
of the
said Indians
Indians of
mental to
thousand
eight hundred
fifty-five.
and fifty-five.
hundred and
thousand eight
Attest:
J.
Secretary.
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Attest:
Now,
be it
known, that
that I
OHNSON, President
President of
of
JOHNSON,
I,,ANDREW
ANDREW J
it known,
therefore, be
Now, therefore,

the United
of America,
America, do,
pursuance of the
advice and consent
consent
the advice
do, in
in pursuance
States of
United States
the
of the
the Senate,
expressed in
in its
its resolution
the second
second of March,
one
March, one
of the
resolution of
as expressed
Senate, as
of
sixty-seven, accept, ratify, and confirm the
thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven,
Treaty.
said Treaty.
name, and caused the
In testimony
testimony whereof;
have hereto signed my name,
whereof, IIhave
In
seal
United States
to be affixed.
States to
of the
the United
seal of
Done
the city
city of
day of March,
March, in
twenty-eighth day
Washington this twenty-eighth
of Washington
at the
Done at
the year
our Lord
thousand eight
sixty_
hundred and sixtyeight hundred
one thousand
Lord one
year of
of our
the
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

AmeriStates of
seven, and
and of
the United
United States
of Ameriof the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
seven,
ca
ninety-first.
ca the
the ninety-first.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.

By the
the President:
By
President:

of State.
W ILLIAM H.
H. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
State.
WILLIAM
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Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
of
America and the Seminole Nation of
of America
States of
Treaty
Indians;
21, 1866;
Ratification advised
advised July
July 19,
1866; Ratification
Mlarch 21,
Concluded March
Indians; Concluded
1866;
Proclaimed August
1866.
August 16, 1866.
1866; Proclaimed

JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT

March 21,
21, 1866.
1866.
March

GREETING:
COME, GREETING
TO
SINGULAR TO WHOM
THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS SHALL COME,
WHOM THESE
AND SINGULAR
ALL AND
TO ALL

Whereas a
a Treaty
Treaty was
was made
made and
city of Washington,
Washington,
the city
concluded at the
and concluded
Whereas
in the
the District
of Columbia,
year
twenty-first day of March, in the year
on the twenty-first
Columbia, on
District of
in
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and between
between
sixty-six, by and
and sixty-six,
Lord one
of
Dennis
N. Cooley,
Cooley, Elijah
Sells, and Col.
Col. Ely
Commissioners
Ely S. Parker, Commissioners
Elijah Sells,
Dennis N.
on the
the part
part of
of the
United States,
Cho-cote-harjo, FosChup-co, Cho-cote-harjo,
States, and John Chup-co,
the United
on
harjo,
and John
John F.
Brown, chiefs
and delegates
delegates of
Seminole Indians,
the Seminole
of the
chiefs and
F. Brown,
harjo, and
on
of said
said Indians,
Indians, and
thereto by them, which
which
authorized thereto
duly authorized
and duly
part of
on the
the part
Treaty
the words and figures following, to wit: -—
is in the
Treaty is
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ARTICLES OF
OP A
A TREATY
TREATY made
Contracting
Washington, D. C., Contraoting
concluded at Washington,
and concluded
made and
ARTICLES
government, by its parties
March 21,
D. 1866,
1866, between
between the United
United States government,
Parties '
A. D.
21, A.
March
Commissioners, D.
D. N.
N. Cooley,
Cooley, Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Indian affairs, Elijah
Commissioners,
Sells,
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, and Ely S. Parker, and
and the
Sells, superintendent
Seminole
Indians, by
John Chup-co,
Long John; ChoChup-co, or Long
chiefs, John
their chiefs,
by their
Seminole Indians,
cote-harjo, Fos-ha[r]-jo,
Fos-ha[r]-jo, John F.
F. Brown.
cote-harjo,
PREAMBLE.
PREAMBLE.

Whereas
existing treaties
treaties between
the United
United States
States and the Seminole
between the
Whereas existing
nation
to meet
mutual necessities;
necessities; and
and whereas
whereas the
their mutual
meet their
insufficient to
are insufficient
nation are
Seminole nation
nation made
with the
the so-called
confederate states,
so-called confederate
treaty with
a treaty
made a
Seminole
August 1st,
1861, whereby
off their
their allegiance
allegiance to the United
threw off
they threw
whereby they
1st, 1861,
August
States, and
their treaty
with the United
United States, and
and
relations with
treaty relations
unsettled their
and unsettled
States,
thereby incurred
incurred the
property
lands and other property
of all lands
of forfeiture
forfeiture of
liability of
the liability
thereby
held
or gift
gift of
United States;
peace
whereas aatreaty of peace
States; and whereas
the United
of the
grant or
by grant
held by
Seminole
and amity
between the United
United States and the Seminole
into between
entered into
was entered
amity was
and
and
tribes at
Fort Smith,
whereby the SemiSeptember 10, 1865, whereby
Smith, September
at Fort
other tribes
and other
noles
revoked, cancelled,
treaty with the so-called
so-called
repudiated the said treaty
cancelled, and repudiated
noles revoked,
confederate
whereas the
United States,
States, through
through its commisthe United
and whereas
states; and
confederate states;
sioners, in
in said
enter into treaty
treaty with the
promised to enter
treaty of peace, promised
said ,treaty
sioners,
Seminole
to arrange
arrange and
settle all
all questions
relating to and growquestions relating
and settle
nation to
Seminole nation
ing out
out of
the so-called
so-called confederate
confederate states; and whereas
treaty with the
said treaty
of said
ing
the United
States, in
in view
view of
of said
treaty of
of the
Seminole nation
nation with
with the
the Seminole
said treaty
United States,
the
enemies
of the
the government
States, and
and the consequent
consequent liaUnited States,
the United
of the
government of
enemies of
bilities
said Seminole
and in view
view of its urgent
urgent necessities
necessities for
for
nation, and
Seminole nation,
of said
bilities of
more
in the
the Indian
requires aa cession
cession by said Seminole
Seminole
territory, requires
Indian territory,
lands in
more lands
nation
of aapart
part of
present reservation,
reservation, and
and is willing to pay therefor
therefor aa
its present
of its
nation of
reasonable price,
adequate
at the same time providing new and adequate
price, while at
reasonable
lands for them.
Now, therefore,
the United
United States,
aforesaid, and
and
commissioners aforesaid,
States, by its commissioners
therefore, the
Now,
the
above-named delegates
of the
nation, the
year
the day and year
Seminole nation,
the Seminole
delegates of
the above-named
respective
above
agree, on behalf of the respective
and agree,
stipulate and
mutually stipulate
written, mutually
above written,
parties,
wit::—parties, as
as follows, to wit
ana
Peace
ARTICLE
peace between
between the United .
Peace.anc
perpetual peace
be perpetual
I.. There
There shall be
ARTICLE I
States
and the
nation, and
agree to be and re- friendship.
friendship.
the Seminoles
Seminoles agree
and the
Seminole nation,
the Seminole
States and
main
allies of
the United
always faithfully
faithfully aid the govgovand always
United States, mid
of the
firm allies
main firm
ernment
thereof to
insurrection and
down its enemies.
and put down
suppress insurrection
to suppress
ernment thereof
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The Seminoles
Seminoles also
also agree
to remain
with all
all other
other Indian
Indian
at peace
peace with
agree to
remain at
The
pledges
of peace
and
tribes, and with themselves. In return for these
these
pledges
peace
and
by
the
protection e
United
protection
states.
United States
States guarantee
them quiet
of their
their
possession of
quiet possession
guarantee them
the United
fiiendship, the
States.t friendship,
United
country, and
protection against
against hostilities
the part
part of
of other
other tribes;
and
tribes; and
on the
hostilities on
and protection
country,
in
hostilities, that
tribe commencing
commencing and
and prosecuting
prosecuting
that the
the tribe
such hostilities,
the event
event of
of such
in the
the
shall make
make just
reparation therefor.
Therefore the Seminoles
therefor. Therefore
just reparation
the same
same shall
agree
to aamilitary
military occupation
of their
the option
expense
and expense
at the
option and
country at
their country
occupation of
agree to
of
of the United States.
Amnesty.
A general
general. amnesty
of all
against the
of the
the United
offences against
the laws
laws of
United
A
amnesty of
all past
past offences
Amnesty.
States, committed
any member
member of
of the
the Seminole
Seminole nation,
nation, is hereby deby any
committed by
States,
clared;
and the
Seminoles, anxious
for the
the restoration
restoration of
and friendfriendof kind
kind and
anxious for
the Seminoles,
clared ; and
ly
themselves, do
hereby declare
declare an
an amnesty
amnesty for
for all past
do hereby
among themselves,
ly feelings
feelings among
offences against
against their
their government,
government, and
and no
no Indian
or Indians
Indians shall
shall be
be proproIndian or
offences
scribed, or
any act
confiscation passed
those who
who
against those
passed against
or confiscation
act of
of forfeiture
forfeiture or
scribed,
or any
have remained
remained friendly
friendly to
to or
up arms
against the
the United
United States,
States,
arms against
or taken
taken up
have
but they
they shall
shall enjoy
equal privileges
other members
members of
of said
said tribe,
tribe,
with other
privileges with
enjoy equal
but
and all
all laws
herewith are
hereby declared
declared
are hereby
inconsistent herewith
passed inconsistent
laws heretofore
heretofbre passed
and
inoperative.
inoperative.
Slavery not to
ARTICLE
II. The Seminole nation
covenant that henceforth
henceforth in said
nation covenant
ARTICLE II.
Slavery
Exist
among
nation
slavery shall
not
exist,
nor
involuntary
servitude, except
except for
and in
in
exist
among
the
nation
slavery
shall
not
exist,
nor
involuntary
servitude,
for and
Seminoles.
punishment
offending party
party shall
shall first
first have
have been
been
whereof the
the offending
of crime,
crime, whereof
punishment of
duly
convicted in
in accordance
accordance with
with law,
law, applicable
applicable to
to all the members of
of
duly convicted
said
as there
are among
among the
the Seminoles
Seminoles many
many
there are
And inasmuch
inasmuch as
said nation.
nation. And
persons of
African descent
and blood,
blood, who have
interest or
property in
or property
no interest
have no
descent and
of African
persons
Rights of
of those
the soil,
rights, it
it is
is stipulated
stipulated that
that hereafter
these
hereafter these
civil rights,
no recognized
recognized civil
soil, and
and no
Rights
those the
of African
persons and their descendants,
African deas shall
be
descendants, and
and such
such other of the same
same race
race as
shall be
scent.
permitted by said nation
theie, shall have and enjoy all the
scont,
nation to settle
settle there,
rights of
citizens, and
of said
said nation
nation shall
shall be
be equally
equally bindbindthe laws
laws of
and the
of native
native citizens,
rights
ing
persons of
whatever race
race or
or color
who may
be adopted
adopted as
as
may be
color who
of whatever
all persons
ing upon
upon all
citizens
said tribe.
tribe.
or members of said
citizens or
Cession of
of
ARTICLE
III. In
In compliance
the desire
desire of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to
with the
compliance with
ARTICLE III.
Cession
lands to the Uni- locate other Indians and freedmen
freedmen thereon, the Seminoles
Seminoles cede and conconted States.
vey
to the
States their
being the
the tract
land ceded
ted
States.
vey to
the United
United States
their entire
entire domain,
domain, being
tract of
of land
ceded
to
Seminole Indians
the Creek
Creek nation
under the
the provisions
of artiartiprovisions of
nation under
by the
Indians by
to the
the Seminole
cle first
(1st), treaty
the United
United States
States with
the Creeks
and Seminoles,
Seminoles,
Creeks and
with the
treaty of
of the
cle
first (1st),
made
and concluded
August 7,
consideraIn considera7, 1856.
1856. In
D. C., August
at Washington,
Washington, D.
concluded at
made and
of said
their lands,
lands, estimated
two million one
one
estimated at two
of their
cession of
and cession
said grant
grant and
tion of
Payment by tion
the United
hundred and sixty-nine thousand and eighty
eighty (2,169,080)
(2,169,080) acres, the United
United
States.
States.
States
agree to
Seminole nation
nation the sum of three hundred and
States agree
to pay
pay said Seminole
twenty-five
thousand
three hundred
sixty-two ($325,362)
($325,362) dollars,
dollars,
and sixty-two
hundred and
twenty-five thousand three
Grant to
being at
the rate
of fifteen
cents per
per acre. The
United
The United
fifteen cents
at the
rate of
the said
said purchase
purchase being
Grant
to the
Seminoles.
States having
Seminoles.
having obtained by grant of the Creek
Creek nation
nation the westerly half of
their
hereby grant
to the
Seminole nation
portion thereof
thereof herenation the portion
the Seminole
grant to
their lands,
lands, hereby
after
shall constitute
constitute the
the national
domain of
of the
the Seminole
Seminole
national domain
which shall
after described,
described, which
Indians.
lands so
so granted
the United
to the
the Seminole
Seminole
United States
States to
granted by
by the
Said lands
Indians. Said
Boundaries.
are bounded
bounded and
and described
Beginning on
the
on the
wit: Beginning
to wit:
as follows,
follows, to
described as
nation are
Boundaries. nation
Canadian
where the
the line
Creek lands
according to
to the
the
lands according
the Creek
dividing the
line dividing
river where
Canadian river
terms of
by their
their treaty
of' February
February 6,
6,
treaty of'
States by
to the
the United
United States
of their
their sale
sale to
terms
1866,
due north
crosses the
the north
north
where said line crosses
north to where
1866, following
following said line due
fork of
river; thence
thence up
said north
north fork
of the Canadian
Canadian
fork of
up said
Canadian river;
fork
of the
the eanadian
river
distance sufficient
sufficient to
make two hundred
by runthousand acres
acres by
hundred thousand
to make
river aa distance
ning due
due south
Canadian river;
river; thence
thence down
down said Canadian
Canadian river
river
south to
to the
the Canadian
ning
Payment
to the
place of
beginning. In
In consideration
of said
of two
two hundred
hundred
said cession of
consideration of
of beginning.
to
the place
Payment
therefor.
thousand acres
described above,
above, the
nation agrees
to pay
pay
agrees to
the Seminole
Seminole nation
acres of
of land
land described
thousand
therefor.
of' one
therefor
per acre, amounting
amounting to the sum of
price of fifty
fifty cents per
therefor the price
hundred thousand
dollars, which
shall be
from the
the sum
sum
be deducted
deducted from
which amount
amount shall
thousand dollars,
hundred
paid
by the
the United
United States
stipulations above
above
lands under the stipulations
for Seminole
Seminole lands
States for
paid by
Balance due
written.
The balance
balance due
after making
making said deducdeducdue the
the Seminole
Seminole nation
nation after
written. The
the Seminoles. tion, amounting to one hundred
hundred thousand dollars, the United States agree
agree
occupationbyhe
and
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to pay
pay in
the following
following manner,
wit: Thirty
dollars shall
How to
to be
paid.
be paid.
be How
shall be
thousand dollars
Thirty thousand
to wit:
manner, to
in the
to
paid
to enable
Seminoles to
occupy, restore,
and improve
improve their
farms,
their farms,
restore, and
to occupy,
the Seminoles
enable the
paid to
and
make their
their nation
nation independent
and self-sustaining,
self-sustaining, and
and shall
shall be disindependent and
and to
to make
tributed
for that
that purpose
purpose under
under the
the direction
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteof the
the Secretary
direction of
tributed for
rior;
paid in like manner
manner for the purbe paid
shall be
dollars shall
thousand dollars
twenty thousand
rior; twenty
pose of
of purchasing
purchasing agricultural
implements, seeds,
seeds, cows,
other stock;
stock;
cows, and
and other
agricultural implements,
pose
fifteen thousand
shall be
be paid
the erection
of a
suitable
a mill suitable
erection of
for the
paid for
dollars shall
thousand dollars
fifteen
to
accommodate said
nation of
of Indians;
Indians; seventy
thousand dollars
dollars to
to rereseventy thousand
said nation
to accommodate
main
in the
the United
treasury, upon
which the
the United States
States shall
shall
upon which
States treasury,
United States
main in
pay
annual interest
interest of
of five
per cent;
of
sum of
fifty thousand
thousand of said sum
cent; fifty
five per
an annual
pay an
seventy
dollars shall
shall be
be aa permanent
school fund,
fund, the
interest
the interest
permanent school
thousand dollars
seventy thousand
of
which shall
paid annually
appropriated to
to the
support of
of
the support
and appropriated
annually and
shall be
be paid
of which
schools; the
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the seventy
thousand dollars,
dollars, being
being twenty
twenty
seventy thousand
schools;
thousand dollars,
shall remain
permanent fund,
the interest
interest of
of which
which
fund, the
a permanent
remain a
dollars, shall
thousand
shall be
be paid
support of
of the
government; forty
forty
Seminole government;
the Seminole
for the
the support
paid annually
annually for
shall
thousand
hundred and
and sixty-two
appropriated and
shall be appropriated
sixty-two dollars shall
three hundred
thousand three
expended
subsisting said
Indians, discriminating
discriminating in favor
destifavor of the destisaid Indians,
for subsisting
expended for
tute; all
all of
which amounts,
excepting the
thousand dollars,
dollars, to
the seventy
seventy thousand
amounts, excepting
of which
tute;
remain in
the treasury
treasury as
as a
apermanent
fund, shall
be paid upon the ratishall be
permanent fund,
in the
remain
fication
of said
treaty, and
and disbursed
such manner
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
manner as
in such
disbursed in
said treaty,
fication of
the
may direct.
balance, fifty
fifty thousand
dollars, or so much
much
thousand dollars,
The balance,
direct. The
the Interior
Interior may
thereof
as may
may be
necessary to
the losses
losses ascertained
ascertained and
and awarded
awarded
to pay
pay the
be necessary
thereof as
as
provided, shall
shall be
be paid
paid when
awards shall
been
have been
shall have
said awards
when said
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
duly made
the Secretary
case
of the Interior. And in case
Secretary of
by the
and approved
approved by
made and
duly
said fifty
fifty thousand
thousand dollars
dollars shall
be insufficient
all said
awards, it
it
said awards,
pay all
to pay
insufficient to
shall be
said
shall be
be distributed
distributed pro
pro rata
rata to
to those
those whose
whose claiths
and
allowed; and
so allowed;
claimis are so
shall
until said
said awards
be thus
thus paid,
paid, the
States agree
agree to
to pay
to
pay to
United States
the United
shall be
awards shall
until
said
Indians, in
in such
manner and
purposes as
as the
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
such purposes
for such
and for
such manner
said Indians,
the
Interior may
direct, interest
interest at
at the
rate of
of five
five per
cent per
per annum
annum
per cent
the rate
may direct,
the Interior
from
the ratification
treaty.
of this
this treaty.
of the
ratification of
the date
date of
from the
ARTICLE
To reimburse
reimburse such
such members
members of the Seminole nation
nation as Board of corncomIV. To
ARTICLE IV.
zits
e
s
r
i
m
onie
nr
es o
o
ses
shall be duly adjudged
adjudged to have remained
and faithful
faithful to their treaty lmtseios tosss
remained loyal and
relations
to
the
United
States,
during
the
recent
rebellion
of
the
so-called
by
by
sustained
so-called
of
the
relations to the United States, during the recent rebellion
confederate states,
for the
the losses
losses actually
sustained by
them thereby,
loyal Seminoles.
Seminoles.
thereby, loyal
by them
actually sustained
states, for
confederate
after the
this treaty,
thereafter as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
so soon
soon thereafter
or so
treaty, or
of this
the ratification
ratification of
after
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall direct,
board of
of commissioners,
not
commissioners, not
appoint aaboard
he shall
shall appoint
direct, he
of
to exceed
number, who
the Seminole
Seminole country
proceed to the
shall proceed
who shall
in number,
three in
to
exceed three
and
investigate and
and determine
investigation
losses. Previous to said investigation
determine said losses.
and investigate
the agent
agent of
of the
the Seminole
nation shall
prepare a
a census
census or
or enumeration
enumeration those
Censusal.
loy of
of
Census
Seminole nation
shall prepare
the
of
said tribe,
and make
make a
of all
all Seminoles
who did
did in
in no
no manner
manner aid
aidose
Seminoles who
a roll
roll of
tribe, and
of said
or
the enemies
the government,
government, but
loyal during
during said
said
remained loyal
but remained
of the
enemies of
or abet
abet the
rebellion;
no award
shall be
be made
by said
said commissioners
commissioners for such
made by
award shall
and no
rebellion; and
losses unless
the name
appear on
said roll,
e
mrtn
osacompensaNo co
com- No
roll, and
and no cornon said
claimant appear
of the
the claimant
name of
unless the
losses
pensation shall
shall be
be allowed
person for
for such
such losses
losses whose
name does
does loyanu
c
drans
whose name
loyal Indiana
allowed any
any person
pensation
not appear
appear on
on said
said roll,
claimant, within
within six
from the
months from
six months
said claimant,
unless said
roll, unless
not
date
of the
the completion
roll, furnishes
satisfactory to said
said
proof satisfactory
furnishes proof
of said
said roll,
completion of
date of
board,
or to
of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, that he has at all times
commissioner of
to the
the commissioner
board, or
remained loyal
loyal to
the United
United States,
according to
his treaty
treaty obligations.
obligations.
to his
States, according
to the
remained
All evidence
evidence touching
touching said
said claims
shall be
taken by
said commissioners,
commissioners,
by said
be taken
claims shall
All
or any
of them,
them, under
under oath,
awards made,
together with
with the
the evievi- cAwards
Awf.
trds ofr
of
their awards
made, together
oath, and
and their
or
any of
commissioners.
commissioners.
dence,
shall be
transmitted to
the commissioner
commissioner of
affairs, for his
of Indian
Indian affairs,
to the
be transmitted
dence, shall
approval,
that of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
commissioners
Said commissioners
the Interior. Said
and that
approval, and
shall
be paid
paid by
the United
such compensation
as the
Secretary Pay.
the Secretary
compensation as
States such
United States
by the
shall be
shall extend
extend
may direct. The provisions of this article shall
Interior may
of the Interior
to and
and embrace
embrace the
the claims
claims for
for losses
losses sustained
sustained by
by loyal
of said
said What claims
members of
loyal members
to
tribe, irrespective
of race
time of said losses the clodsdes
o
f
r
utr inthe time
at the
whether at
color, whether
or color,
race or
irrespective of
tribe,
claimants
servitude or not;
not; provided said
said claimants
been in servitude
have been
shall have
claimants shall
are
members of
of said
of this treaty.
stipulations of
by the
the stipulations
said tribe
tribe by
are made
made members
a right of way through
nation hereby
hereby grant a
through
V. The Seminole nation
ARTICLE V.
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their lands
any company
company which
which shall
shall be
authorized by
by Congress,
Congress,
be duly
duly authorized
their
lands to
to any
and shall, with the express
approbation of the
the Secretary
express consent
consent and
and approbation
Secretary of
of
the Interior,
Interior, undertake
from any
any point
point on
on their
their
railroad from
to construct
construct aa railroad
undertake to
the
eastern
western or southern
eastern to their western
southern boundary;
boundary; but said railroad
railroad company,
company,
together with
with all
its agents
agents and
and employes,
employs, shall
be subject
subject to
the laws
laws of
of
shall be
to the
all its
together
the United
States relating
with Indian
tribes, and
also
Indian tribes,
and also
relating to
to the
the intercourse
intercourse with
the
United States
to such
regulations as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
to
such rules
rules and
and regulations
Lands will be the Interior, for that purpose.
And the Seminoles
Seminoles agree
agree to sell to the
sold.
sold.
United
United States, or any company
company duly authorized
authorized as aforesaid,
aforesaid, such
such lands
not legally
owned or
or occupied
occupied by
member or
or members
members of
of the
the Seminole
Seminole
by a
a member
not
legally owned
nation lying
lying along
line of
of said
said contemplated
railroad, not
not exceeding
exceeding
along the
the line
contemplated railroad,
nation
on each
each side
side thereof
belt or
of land
three miles
in width,
at such
such
width, at
or strip
strip of
land three
miles in
thereof aabelt
on
price per
per acre
as may
be eventually
eventually agreed
agreed upon
upon between
between said
said Seminole
Seminole
acre as
may be
price
nation and
the party
party or
parties building
said road
to the
the apaproad -— subject
subject to
or parties
building said
and the
nation
proval of
the President
of the
the United
States: Provided,
That
Provided, bwever,
kowever, That
President of
United States:
proval
of the
said land
sold shall
not be
be reconveyed,
reconveyed, leased,
to, or
or be
or rented
rented to,
be ococshall not
leased, or
said
land thus
thus sold
cupied by,
citizen of
of the
nation, according
its
according to
to its
the Seminole
Seminole nation,
any one
one not
not aacitizen
cupied
by, any
laws
recognized usages:
also, That
That officer.,
officers, servants,
servants, and
and
usages: Provided,
Provided,also,
Proviso.
laws and
and recognized
employs of
necessary to
and management
management
its construction
construction and
to its
employes
of said
said railroad
railroad necessary
shall not
be excluded
excluded from
such necessary
necessary occupancy,
occupancy, they
they being
being subject
subject
from such
shall
not be
to
the provisions
of the
the Indian
Indian intercourse
intercourse laws,
and such
such rules
rules and
and reguregu.
laws, and
to the
provisions of
lations
as may
the Secretary
of the
Interior; nor
nor shall
shall
tLe Interior;
established by
by the
Secretary of
lations as
may be
be established
any
conveyance of
said lands
be made
to the
building and
and managparty building
managof said
lands be
made to
the party
any conveyance
ing
said road,
road, until
its completion
completion as
its acceptacceptas aafirst-clats
first-claws railroad
railroad and
and its
ing said
until its
ance as
as such
such by
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
the Secretary
ance
ARTICLE
there are
no agency
agency buildings
buildings upon
upon the
the
are no
as there
Inasmuch as
VI. Inasmuch
ARTICLE VI.
Agency buildnew
Seminole reservation,
reservation, it
it is
therefore further
further agreed
agreed that
that the
United
ings.
new Seminole
is therefore
the United
States
cause to
to be
be constructed,
constructed, at
an expense
expense not
not exceeding
exceeding ten
ten
at an
States shall
shall cause
thousand ($10,000)
($10,000) dollars,
dollars, suitable
suitable agency
buildings, the
site whereof
whereof
the site
agency buildings,
thousand
shall be
be selected
by the
of said
Libe, under
under the
the direction
direction of
the
the agent
agent of
said tLibe,
of the
shall
selected by
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian affairs;
in consideration
consideration whereof,.
the Seminolk
Seminolt.
whereof, the
superintendent
affairs; in
nation hereby
hereby relinquish
relinquish and
and cede
forever to
to the
the United
United States
one sec
sec
States one
cede forever
nation
tion of
lands, upon
upon which
said agency
buildings shall
shall be
be directed
directed
agency buildings
which said
tion
of their
their lands,
[erected], which
land shall
shall revert
ta said
when no
no longer
longer used
used by
by
revert to
said nation
nation when
which land
[erected],
the
upon said
paying a
fair value
value for
said buildings
buildings
a fair
for said
said nat;on
nation paying
United States,
States, upon
the United
at
vacated.
at the
the time
time vacated.
ARTICLE VII.
Seminole nation
to such
such legislation
legislation as
as
agrees to
nation agrees
The Seminole
Seminoles
VII. The
ARTICLE
agree to certain Congress and the President may
may deem necessary
necessary for the better adminis
adrninis
legislation.
legislation.
property within the Indian
tration of the rights of person and property
Indian territory:
territory
Provided,
in any
any manner
manner interinternot in
shall not
legislation shall
said legislation
[That] said
however, [That]
Provided, however,
Proviso.
fere
with or
or annul
their present
present tribal
tribal organization,
rights, laws,
laws, privipriviorganization, rights,
annul their
fere with
leges,
and customs.
customs.
leges, and
The
also agree
agree that
council, consisting
consisting of
of
deneral coungeneral council,
that aa general
nation also
The Seminole
Seminole nation
General
cil.
a tribe
delegates
elected by each nation, a
delegates elected
tribe lawfully resident
resident within the In'il.
dian territory,
may be
in said
said territory,
territory, which
which council
council
convened in
be annually
annually convened
dian
territory, may
shall be
be organized
organized in
in such
possess such
such powers
powers as
as are
are herehereand possess
such manner
manner and
shall
described:-:inafter described
1st. After
After the
the ratification
ratification of
this treaty,
and as
as soon
soon as
as may
may be
be deemed
deemed
treaty, and
of this
1st.
Census.
practicable by
the Secretary
Interior, and
and prior
prior to
to the
session
the first session
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
practicable
by the
of said
council, a
enumeration of
of each
each tribe
tribe lawfully
resident
lawfully resident
a census
census or
or enumeration
of
said council,
in said
said territory
territory shall
shall be
be taken,
taken, under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the superintendent
superintendent
in
of
Indian affairs,
affairs, who,
hereby authorized
to designate
designate
purpose, is
is hereby
authorized to
who, for
for that
that purpose,
of Indian
and
compensation shall
be fixed
fixed by
by the
the
shall be
competent persons,
persons, whose
whose compensation
and appoint
appoint competent
Secretary
the Interior
by the
States.
the United
United States.
and paid
paid by
of the
Interior and
Secretary of
2d.
general council
consist of
of one
one member
member from
from each
each
shall consist
council shall
first general
The first
2d. The
general
First general
council,how
or each
additional member
council,
tribe, and an additional
member for
for each
each one
one thousand
thousand Indians, or
how
composed.
composed.
fraction of a
a thousand
thousand greater
greater than
than five hundred, being
being members
members of any
any
tribe
resident in
in said
territory, and
and shall
elected by
by said
said tribes
tribes
tribe lawfully
lawfully resident
said territory,
shall be
be elected
respectively
may assent
of said
said general
council;
general council;
who may
assent to
to the
the establishment
establishment of
respectively who
Right of way
for railroad
granted
through
granted through
land of the
the
he land
Seminoles.
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and
if none
none should
be thus
by any
nation or
or tribe,
tribe, the
the
any nation
selected by
formally selected
thus formally
should be
and if
said nation
tribe shall
shall be
in said
general council
council by
by the
the
said general
be represented
represented in
or tribe
nation or
said
chiefs and
headmen of
of said
said tribes,
tribes, to
taken in
in the
of their
their rank,
rank,
order of
the order
be taken
to be
and headmen
chiefs
in the
the same
same number
number and
and proportion
indicated. After
After the said
said
above indicated.
as above
proportion as
in
census
shall have
taken and
and completed,
of Indian
Indian
the superintendent
superintendent of
completed, the
been taken
have been
census shall
affairs
shall publish
each tribe
the number
members of
number of members
tribe the
to each
declare to
and declare
publish and
affairs shall
said
be entitled
entitled under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
shall be
they shall
which they
to which
council to
said council
article; and
persons so
so entitled
to represent
represent said
tribe shall meet at
said tribe
entitled to
the persons
and the
article;
such time
place as
he shall
the time
time and
place Time and
and place
thereafter the
but thereafter
appoint; but
shall appoint;
as he
and place
time and
such
of
the sessions
council shall
be determined
determined by
Promeeting.
_place
place ofmeeting.
of
by its action: Proshall be
said council
of said
sessions of
of the
vided,
That no
no session
in any
any one
exceed the
the term
term of
of thirty
thirty Sessions not to
shall exceed
year shall
one year
session in
vided, That
days,
said council
be called
called by
by exceed 80 days.
may be
council may
of said
sessions of
special sessions
that special
provided that
and provided
days, and
Sp
i Special
ecial sesseesaid
the Secretary
Secretary mo
superintendent whenever, in his judgment, or that of the
said superintendent
of the
the Interior,
Interior, the
the interest
interest of
tribes shall require.
said tribes
of said
of
3d. Said
have power
to legislate
legislate upon
upon all
all rightright- Powers
Powers of
power to
shall have
council shall
general council
Said general
3d.
ful subjects
pertaining to
the intercourse
intercourse and
and relations
relations of
the general
general counciL
council.
of the
to the
matters pertaining
and matters
ful
subjects and
arrest and extraIndian tribes
and nations
nations resident
said territory;
territory; the arrest
in said
resident in
tribes and
Indian
dition
criminals and
offenders escaping
from one
one tribe
to another;
another; the
the
tribe to
escaping from
and offenders
of criminals
dition of
administration
of justice
justice between
several tribes of said
of the several
members of
between members
administration of
and members
territory,
and persons
Indians and
members of said tribes or
than Indians
other than
persons other
territory, and
the comcomnations;
the construction
improvement and the
internal improvement
of internal
works of
of works
construction of
nations; the
territory. All laws enacted
mon defence
defence and
safety of
enacted
said territory.
nation of said
the nation
of the
and safety
mon
by said
as may
therein be provided,
provided,
may therein
time as
at such
such time
effect at
take effect
shall take
council shall
said council
by
Interior or the
unless suspended
by direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
the
Secretary of the Interior
suspended by
unless
President
United States.
be enacted
enacted inconsistent
inconsistent
shall be
law shall
No law
States. No
the United
of the
President of
with
laws of Congress,
Congress, or
or
United States, or the laws
the United
of the
Constitution of
the Constitution
with the
with the United
existing
treaty stipulations
stipulations with
United States; nor shall
shall said council
existing treaty
organization, laws,
legislate upon
laws, or customs of
pertaining to the organization,
matters pertaining
upon matters
legislate
the several
several tribes, except
except as herein provided
provided for.
the
Who topresde
4th.
council shall
be presided
presided over
over by
the superintendent
superintendent of
In
to preside
of Inby the
shall be
Said council
4th. Said
dian
affairs, or,
or, in
absence for
any cause,
cause, the duties of said over council
for any
his absence
of his
case of
in case
dian affairs,
shall be performed
superintendent
in this
performed by such perarticle shall
this article
enumerated in
superintendent enumerated
son
Secretary of the Interior may direct.
the Secretary
as the
son as
of
a secretary of said Secretary
5th. The
of the
the Interior
secretary of
appoint a
shall appoint
Interior shall
Secretary of
The Secretary
5th.
council, whose
whose duty
it shall
be to
an accurate
accurate record
the pro- councilcannel
of all the
record of
to keep
keep an
shall be
duty it
council,
eeedings
council, and
who shall
shall transmit
transmit aa true copy of all such
such
and who
of said
said council,
ceedings of
proceedings,
certified by
by the
the superintendent
superintendent of
of Indian
affairs, to the
Indian affairs,
duly certified
proceedings, duly
Secretary of
the Interior
immediately after
after the session
session of said council.
council.
Interior immediately
of the
Secretary
He
shall be
paid out
out of
the treasury
treasury of
of the
the United
States an annual sal- PayUnited States
of the
be paid
He shall
ary of
of five
hundred dollars.
dollars.
.
five hundred
ary
6th.
The members
shall be
United States Pay of memmomthe United
paid by the
be paid
council shall
of said
said council
members of
6th. The
the
four dollars
per diem
diem during
attendance bers.
hers.
during the time actually in attendance
dollars per
of four
sum of
the sum
rate of four dollars for every
upon
sessions of
of said
said council,
the rate
at the
and at
council, and
the sessions
upon the
twenty
necessarily travelled
by them
them in
to said
council and
and
said council
going to
in going
travelled by
miles necessarily
twenty miles
returning to
to their
their homes,
the secretary
secretary of
of
by the
be certified
certified by
to be
respectively, to
homes, respectively,
returning
the said
said council
council and
sup[erintenden]t of Indian affairs.
affairs.
the sup[erintenden]t
and the
the
7th. The
The Seminoles
Seminoles also
agree that
that aacourt
established Courts.
court or courts may be established
also agree
7th.
organized in such
in
said territory,
territory, with
such jurisdiction
such manner
manner as
jurisdiction and organized
with such
in said
may by law provide.
Congress may
provide.
Congress
ARTICLE
stipulations of
treaty are
are to
to be
settle- eThis
'rat utreatir
to
treaty to
full settlebe aa full
of this
this treaty
The stipulations
VIII. The
ARTICLE VIII.
afflltteall claims of said Seminole nation for damages
damages and
and losses of every
every be
ment
of ar t ement of all
kind growing
late rebellion,
rebellion, and all expenditures
expenditures by the United claims.
of the
the late
out of
growing out
kind
refugee and destitute
States
clothing and
and feeding
feeding refugee
destitute Indians
in clothing
annuities in
of annuities
States of
consequent upon
since
the diversion
diversion of
that purpose, consequent
upon the late
for that
of annuities
annuities for
since the
war
with the
so-called confederate
confederate states.
states. And
And the Seminoles
Seminoles hereby
hereby
the so-called
war with
ratify
diversions of
of annuities
annuities heretofore
heretofore made from Diversions of
such diversions
all such
confirm all
and confirm
ratify and
annuities..
the funds
nation by
by the
the United
And the United annuities
States. And
United States.
Seminole nation
the Seminole
of the
funds of
the
States
agree that
that no
no annuities
annuities shall
be diverted
objects for which
which
diverted from the objects
shall be
States agree
they were
devoted by treaty
treaty stipulations
stipulations with the Seminoles,
Seminoles,
originally devoted
were originally
they
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to the
other than
Seminoles or
than the Seminoles
Indians, other
destitute Indians,
and destitute
refugee and
of refugee
use of
to
the use
members of
of the
the Seminole
after the close of the present fiscal year,
nation,'after
Seminole nation
members
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six.
eighteen hundred
June
Treaty
obligaARTICLE IX.
IX. The
The United
States reaffirms
and reassumes
reassumes all obligaobligareaffirms and
United States
ARTICLE
Treaty obligations reaffirmed. tions of treaty stipulations
stipulations entered into before the treaty
treaty of said Seminole
Seminole
nation with
with the
August first,
first, eighteen hunconfederate states, August
so-called confederate
the so-called
nation
herewith ; and further
dred and
inconsistent herewith;
further agree to renew
renew
not inconsistent
sixty-one, not
and sixty-one,
dred
all payments
of annuities
annuities accruing
accruing by
by force of said treaty stipulations,
payments of
all
from and
and after
after the
the close
close of
thirtieth, in the
the
year, June thirtieth,
fiscal year,
present fiscal
of the
the present
from
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
except as is
and sixty-six, except
thousand eight
Lord one
year
(viii).
provided in
in article eight (viii).
provided
Land
granted
ARTICLE X.
X. A
A quantity
exceeding six hundred
hundred and forty
forty
of land not exceeding
quantity of
ARTICLE
Land granted
and
acres, to be selected according to legal
f°rmissm
narY
legal subdivisions, in one body, and
for missionary
or educational
educational
purposes;
which shall
shall include
their improvements,
is hereby
hereby granted
every religgranted to every
improvements, is
include their
which
purposes;
the consent
ious society
has erected,
erected, or
or which,
which, with the
consent
which has
denomination which
or denomination
society or
ious
of the
may hereafter
erect, buildings
the Seminole
country
Seminole country
within the
buildings within
hereafter erect,
Indians, may
of
the Indians,
not to
be sold,
for missionary
missionary or
purposes; but
granted, nor the
land thus granted,
but no land
educational purposes;
or educational
sold, for
to be
not
except,
&c.
buildings which
be erected
erected thereon,
sold
thereon, shall ever be sold
or may
may be
been or
have been
which have
buildings
except, &c.
or otherwise
disposed, of
of except
except with
the consent
consent and approval
approval of the Seewith the
otherwise disposed
or
when
retary of
the Interior.
Interior. And
such land
land or
or buildings
be
shall be
buildings shall
any such
whenever any
And whenever
of the
sold, retary
When sold,
proceeds
to be
be
so
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
thereof shall
be applied,
applied, under
under the dishall be
of, the
disposed of,
or disposed
so sold
sold or
proceeds to
now
rection
of the
Secretary of
of the
to the
support and
and maintenance
maintenance
the support
Interior, to
the Interior,
the Secretary
rection of
applied.
how applied.
Seminoles and such
of the Seminoles
of
similar establishments
the benefit
benefit of
for the
establishments for
other similar
of other
other
or may
hereafter become,
become, members
members of the tribe
tribe
may hereafter
be, or
may be,
as may
persons as
other persons
according
customs, and usages.
according to its laws, customs,
Inconsistent
ARTICLE
XI. It
further agreed
agreed that all treaties
treaties heretofore
heretofore entered
entered
is further
It is
ARTICLE XI.
Inconsistent
prvisions
an
trea
tigr
isim'
s into between the
the United
United States and the Seminole nation which
which are
are incontrea^y
sistent with
any of
articles or provisions of this treaty
treaty shall be, and
of the articles
with any
sistent
aue.
are hereby,
annulled.
and annulled.
rescinded and
are
hereby, rescinded
Execution.
In
the said
said Dennis
N. Cooley,
Cooley, Commissioner
of InCommissioner of
Dennis N.
whereof, the
testimony whereof,
In testimony
Execution.
dian affairs,
Elijah Sells,
superintendent of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, and Col. Ely
Sells, superintendent
affairs, Elijah
dian
representing the
S.
Parker, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and the
the undersigned,
persons representing
undersigned, persons
S. Parker,
Seminole
have hereunto
their hands
hands and
and seals the day and
hereunto set their
nation, have
Seminole nation,
year first
written.
above written.
first above
year

[SEAL.]
DENNIS N.
N.COOLEY,
COOLEY,
[SEAL.]
DENNIS
Affairs.
Commissioner
of Indian
Indian Affairs.
Commissioner of
ELIJAH
SELLS,
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
ELIJAH SELLS,
Superintendent
Indian Affairs.
Superintendent Indian
Co'. ELY
ELY S.
PARKER,
S. PARKER,
COL.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Special Commissioner.

Special Commissioner.

JOHN CHUP-CO,
CHUP-CO,
JOHN

his x
xmark,
mark,
his

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

_King or
Head Chief.
or Head
King
CHO-COTE-HARJO,
his x
x mark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
CHO-COTE-HARJO,
Counsellor.
Counsellor.
FOS-HARJO,
his
xmark,
mark, [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his x
FOS-HARJO,

JOHN
F. BROWN,
BROWN,
JOHN F.

Chief
Chief.

Special Delegate for Southern Seminoles.

Special Delegate for Southern Seminoles.

In
presence ofof—
In presence
ROBERT
OHNSON, his
mark,
his xx mark,
JOHNSON,
ROBERT J
U
Interpreter for
Indians.
for Seminole Indians.
S..Interpreter
U..S
GEO.
A. REYNOLDS,
REYNOLDS,
GEO. A.
(1.: S
Agent for Seminoles.
Indian Agentfor
S..Indian
U.
OR-TITS-SIIS-RA.R-JO,
SANDS.
or SANDS.
x mark,
mark, or
his x
OK-TUS-SUS-HAR-JO, his
Cow E-T0-31E-110, his
x mark.
mark.
his x
COW-E-TO-ME-KO,
CHE-CHII-CHEE, his
x mark.
mark.
his x
CHE-CHU-CHEE,
mark,
HARRY ISLAND,
ISLAND, his
his x
x mark,
HARRY
Indians.
U
for Creek Indians.
S..Interpreter
Interpreterfor
U..S

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
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J. W. DUNN,
DuNN,
J.
U.
Indian Agent for
Creek Nation.
U. S. Indian
for the Oreek
Nation.
PERRY
FULLER.
PERRY FULLER.
F. Brown,
Brown, special
special delegate
delegate for Southern
Southern Seminoles,
Seminoles, in
in
Signed by John
John F.
presence of,
of, this June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
presence
thirtieth, eighteen
and sixty-six
sixty-six-—
W. R.
R. IRWIN.
IRWIN.
J.
J. M. TEBBETTS.
GEO. A. REYNOLDS_,
Indian Agent.
GEO.
REYNOLDS, U.
U. S.
S. Indian
Agent.
ROBERT
his x
x mark,
U. S.
ROBERT JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, his
mark, U
S. Interpreter.
Interpreter.
And whereas, the said treaty having been submitted
submitted to the Senate of
the
United States
its constitutional
thereon, the
the Senate
on
the United
States for
for its
constitutional action
action thereon,
Senate did,
did, on
the nineteenth
day of
one thousand
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
the
nineteenth day
of July,
July, one
thousand eight
eight hundred
advise
consent to
in the
the
advise and consent
to the ratification
ratification of
of the
the same,
same, by
by a
a resolution
resolution in
words
following, to wit:—
words and figures following,
wit:--

Ratification.
Ratiflcation.

IN
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TAT-s.
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
STAT:S.July 19, 1866.
July
1866.
Resolved,
(two thirds of
the senators
senators present
the SenSenResolved, (two
of the
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
That the
ate
consent to
of a
treaty made
made
ate advise and consent
to the
the ratification
ratification of the
the articles
articles of
a treaty
and concluded
concluded at Washington,
Washington, D.
twenty-first, in
the year
of
D. C.,
C., March
March twenty-first,
in the
year of
our
eight hundred
sixty-six, between
Commisour Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-six,
between the
the Commisthe Seminole
sioners on the part
part of
of the
the United
United States
States and
and the
Seminole Indians.
Indians.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
J.
I, ANDREW
ANDREW J
OHNSON, President
JOHNSON,
President of
be it known
known that
that I,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
States of
of America,
America, do,
pursuance of
of the
the advice
advice and
and consent
the United
United States
do, in
in pursuance
consent
in its
the nineteenth
nineteenth of
of July,
July, one
one
of the Senate,
Senate, as expressed
expressed in
its resolution
resolution of
of the
thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify, and confirm
confirm the said
said
treaty.,
treaty..
Done
Washington this
day of
of August,
August, in
in the
the
Done at
at the
the city of Washington
this sixteenth
sixteenth day
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
and of the
sixty-six, and
Independence
Independence of the United
United States of
of America
America the
the ninety-first.
ninety-first.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
By the
the President:
President:
WILLIAM H.
H. SEWARD,
SEWARD,
WILLIAM

Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

Proclaimed.
Proolaimed.
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Supplemental Article
of November
15, 1861,
between the
the
Article to the
the Treaty of
November 15,
1861, between
United States
States of America and the Pottawatomie
United
Tribe of
of Indians;
Indians;
Pottawatomie Tribe
Concluded
29, 1866;
Ratification advised
advised April
26, 1866;
1866;
Concluded March
March 29,
1866; Ratification
April 26,
Proclaimed May 5,
5, 1866.
1866.
Proclaimed

ANDREW
JOHNSON,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AM;ERICA,
AMERICA,

March
29, 1868.
March 29,1866.

TO
TO ALL
ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
WHOM THESE
PRESENTS SHALL
DOME, OGEETING:
GREETING:
SINGULAR TO
TO WHOM
THESE PRESENTS
SHALL COME,

a supplemental article
Whereas a
United States
States Preamble.
article to
to the
the treaty
treaty between
between the
the United
Preamble.
of
the Pottawatomie
of Indians,
of the
the fifteenth
fifteenth of
of
of America
America and
and the
Pottawatomie Nation
Nation of
Indians, of
November,
thousand eight hundred
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, was
was made
made and
November, one thousand
hundred and
and conconcluded
city of
of Washington,
Washington, in
District of
the
cluded at
at the
the city
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
on the
1191
twenty-ninth day of March, in the year
twenty-ninth
Vol. xi'. p.1191:
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one thousand eight
eight Vol.xii.p.
.
hundred and sixty-six, by and between
between Dennis N. Cooley,
Cooley, Commissioner,
on the part of the United States, and J.
F. Navane,
and
J. N.
N. Bourassa,
Bourassa, U.
U. F.
Navane, and
B. N. Bertrand, Business Committee,
Committee, on
nation of
of Indians,
Indians,
on the
the part
part of
of said
said nation
and duly authorized
authorized thereto by them,
them, which
supplemental article
article is
is in
in the
the
which supplemental
words
figures following, to
words and figures
to wit
wit::-—
amendments are desired
desired by
the Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie Indians
Contracting
Whereas certain amendments
by the
Indians Contraoting
concluded at
at the
Pottawatomie Agency
Agency on
fifteenth day
ath "'
to their
their treaty
treaty concluded
the Pottawatomie
on the
the fifteenth
day P
parties.
of November, A.
by resolution
Senate of
A. D.
D. 1861,
1861, and
and amended
amended by
resolution of
of the
the Senate
of
the United States dated April the
1862; and
and whereas
the
the fifteenth,
fifteenth, A. D. 1862;
whereas the
United
are willing
to assent
amendments, it
it is
therefore
United States are
willing to
assent to
to such
such amendments,
is therefore
agreed by and between Dennis N. Cooley,
Cooley, Commissioner,
Commissioner, on the part
part of
of
the undersigned
Busthe United States, thereunto
thereunto duly
duly authorized,
authorized, and
and the
undersigned Business Committee,
acting on
behalf of
of said
and being
being thereunto
duly
Committee, acting
on behalf
said tribe,
tribe, and
thereunto duly
and form
form following,
that is
say: —
authorized, in manner
manner and
following, that
is to
to say:
-

ARTICLE
AnTicLE I.
I.

The
beneficial provisions
The beneficial
provisions in
behalf of
of the
prudent
in behalf
the more
more prudent

Provisions of
of
Provisions

intelligent members
said tribe,
tribe, contained
contained in
in the
article of
of the
the third
Lh)rimrdearrttrtecaletvof
and intelligent
members of
of said
the third
third article
article
former
treatyof
amended treaty above recited, shall not hereafter
confined to male's
and extended
extended to all
a]1
hereafter be confined
males and
heads of families,
extended to
all adult persons
heads
families, but the same
same shall be
be and
and are
are hereby
hereby extended
to all
persons of
of
adult
of sex,
whether such
personstribe.
the tr e
adult persons
persons of said
said tribe without
without distinction
distinction of
sex, whether
such persons
are or shall be heads of families or otherwise,
otherwise, in
same manner, to
to the
the
in the same
same extent,
extent, and upon the same terms, conditions,
stipulations as
as ate
are
conditions, and stipulations
contained in said third article of said treaty with reference
reference to "males
"males and
heads of families."
families."
Commissioner and Bus- Execution.
Execution.
In testimony
testimony whereof the said parties by their Commissioner
iness Committee
Committee aforesaid have hereunto
and seals
at
hereunto set their
their hands
hands and
seals at
Washington City, District of Columbia,
Washington
Columbia, this 29th
29th day
day of
in the
the
of March,
March, in
year of our
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-six.
our Lord one thousand
and sixty-six.
DENNIS
COOLEY, [SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
DENNIS N. COOLEY,
Commissioner.
Commissioner.
J. N. BOURASSA,
SEAL]
J.
BOURASSA,
SEAL.
U. F.
NAVANE,
SEAL.
U.
F. NAVANE,
[SEAL.
SEAL.
B. N. BERTRAND,
BERTRAND,
SEAL.
Business Committee
Business
Committee.
Signed in presence
—
presence of
ofL.
L. R.
R. PALMER,

JAMES
STEELE.
JAMES S
TEELE.
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And whereas
whereas the said supplemental
supplemental article
been submitted
to
article having
having been
submitted to
the Senate
Senate of the
constitutional action
action thereon,
thereon, the
the
the United States
States for
for its
its constitutional
Senate did, on the
the twenty:sixth
eight hundred
hundred
twenty-sixth day of
of April,
April, one
one thousand
thousand eight
and sixty-six, advise and consent
consent to
ratification of the same,
same, by
by a
aresto the
the ratification
resfollowing, to
to wit:
wit: -—
olution in
in the words and
and figures following,
IN
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
OF THE
April
26, 1866.
1866.
April 26,

Resolved, (two
(two thirds
of the
Senators present
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
the
Resolved,
thirds of
the Senators
That the
Senate advise
supplemental article
article to
to
advise and
and consent
consent to
to the
the ratification
ratification of
of the
the supplemental
the Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie treaty of November
November 16,
1861, concluded on the 29th of
of
15, 1861,
March, 1866.
March,
1866.
J. W. FORNEY,
Attest:
J.
FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.

Proclatmed.
Proclaimed.

Now, therefore,
Now,
known that
that I,
JOHNSON', President
President
therefore, be
be it
it known
I, ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
of
States of
of America,
America, do,
do, in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
the advice
advice and
and conconof the
the United
United States
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in
in its
resolution of
of the
of
sent of the
the Senate,
its resolution
the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth of
April, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify,
ratify, and
hundred and
and sixty-six,
and conconfirm the said supplemental
supplemental article
aforesaid.
article of
of treaty
treaty as
as aforesaid.
In testimony whereof
whereof IIhave
have signed
have
signed the same
same with my hand,
hand, and
and have
caused the seal of the United States to be hereto
affixed.
hereto affixed.
this fifth
fifth day
day of
of May,
May, in
in the
the
Done at the city
city of Washington,
Washington, this
Lord one
eight hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
year of
of our Lord
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
[SEAL.] and
of the
United States
of America
America
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
the United
States of
ninetieth.
the ninetieth.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
By
By the President:
President:
W ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
WILLIAM
H. S
SEWARD,
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Treaty
United States
Bois Forte
Forte Band
America and the Bois
of America
States of
the United
between the
Treaty between
of Chippewa
Concluded April
Ratification advised,
April 7, 1866; Ratification
Indians; Concluded
of
(lhippewa Indians;
1866;
April 28, 1866;
Amendment accepted April
April 26, 1866; Amendment
with Amendment,
Amendment, April
Proclaimed May 5, 1866.
Proclaimed

ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
AMERICA,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
PRESIDENT

April 7,1866.
7, 1866.

TO ALL
TO WHOM
GREETING:
COME, GREETING:
SHALL COME,
PRESENTS SHALL
THESE PRESENTS
WHOM THESE
SINGULAR TO
AND SINGULAR
TO
ALL AND

Washingconcluded at the city of WashingW HEREAS a
and concluded
a treaty was made and
WHEREAS
ton, in
in the
of Columbia,
seventh day of April, in the year
Columbia, on the seventh
the District
District of
ton,
of our
our Lord
Lord one
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, by and between
between
hundred and
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
of
Dennis
Commissioners, on the part
part of
E. L. Taylor,
Taylor, Commissioners,
and E. E.
N. Cooley
Cooley and
Dennis N.
Prairie,
the
Going through the Prairie,
Gabeshcodaway or Going
and Gabeshcodaway
States, and
the United
United States,
Babawmadjeweshcang or Mountain
Mountain Traveller, and others,
others, chiefs, headheadBabawmadjeweshcang
men, and
and warriors
the Bois
Forte Band of Chippewa Indians, on the
Bois Forte
of the
warriors of
men,
part of
said band
of Indians,
thereto by
by them,
which
them, which
authorized thereto
duly authorized
and duly
Indians, and
band of
of said
part
treaty is
is in
in the
the words
words and
and figures
wit :—
figures following, to wit:
treaty
.
ARTICLEs OF
OF A
made and
and concluded
concluded at
at Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of
A TREATY
TREATY made
ARTICLES
Columbia, this seventh day of April, in the
the year
year of our Lord one thouUnited States,
between the United
hundred and sixty-six, by and between
eight hundred
sand eight
party
first part,
part, by
by their
Commissioners, D. N.
CommisN. Cooley, Commistheir Commissioners,
of the
the first
party of
sioner of
of Indian
thereunto duly authorE. E. L. Taylor, thereunto
and E.
Affairs, and
Indian Affairs,
sioner
Chippewa Indians, parties
ized,
parties of the
and the Bois Forte band of Chippewa
ized, and
second
by the
headmen, and warriors
said
warriors of said
chiefs, headmen,
undersigned chiefs,
the undersigned
part, by
second part,
bands,
thereunto duly authorized.
bands, thereunto

Preamble.
Preamble

Contracting
Contracting

parties.
parties.

ARTICLE I
friendship now existing between
between the andPeace and
I.. The peace and friendship
ARTICLE
United
States and
and said
said Bois
Bois Forte
bands of
of Indians
perpetual.
friendship.
Indians shall be perpetual.
Forte bands
United States
ARTICLE II.
In consideration
consideration of
the agreements,
agreements, stipulations,
stipulations, and Cessionof
Cession of
of the
II. In
ARTICLE
undertakings
to be
by the
and hereinafter
ex- tinaidtaerstthae
lands to the
hereinafter exthe United
United States,
States, and
performed by
be performed
undertakings to
pressed,
the Bois
agreed to, and do herehereChippewas have agreed
bands of Chippewas
Forte bands
Bois Forte
pressed, the
by,
cede and
and forever
surrender to the United
United States all
all
relinquish and surrender
forever relinquish
by, cede
their
interest in and to all lands
lands and territory
territory hereclaim, and interest
title, claim,
right, title,
their right,
Boundaries
claimed, held, or possessed
possessed by them, and lying east
east of the boundary
boundary Boundaries.
tofore claimed,
of the treaty
line
established in and
and by the first article
article of
treaty
mentioned and established
line mentioned
made and
concluded by and
United, States
States of the
the one part,
between the United
and between
and concluded
made
and the
Chippewas of Lake Superior
Superior and the Mississippi
other
Mississippi of the other
the Chippewas
and
part, on
the 30th
30th day
day of
of September,
September, A.
A. D.
D. 1854,
1854, and
and more especially
especially in vol.
Vol. x. p. 1109.
on the
part,

claimed and occupied
heretofore claimed
and to all that portion of said territory
territory heretofore
occupied
reservation. The Bois Forte
by
by them at and near Lake Vermillion as aareservation.
band
Chippewas in like mannner
mannner cede and relinquish
relinquish forever
forever to the
band of Chippewas
United
States all
lands
title, and interest in and to all lands
right, title,
all their
their claim, right,
United States
westwardly of said boundary
and territory lying westwardly
boundary line, or elsewhere
elsewhere within
within
the limits of the United States.
The United
United
The
cession and relin- States
III. In consideration
ARTICLE III.
consideration of the foregoing
foregoing cession
ARTICLE
States to
to set
set
will
perform
the
stipulations,
apart
a
reserquishment,
the
United
States
agree
to
and
undertakings,
quishmerit, theand
United
agreements
States following,
agree to and
that will
is toperform
say: — the stipulations, vation.
apart a
vation.
undertakings, and agreements following, that is to say: 1st. There
set apart
apart within one year after the date of the
be set
shall be
There shall
1st.
direction of the President
ratification
President of the
ratification of this treaty, under the direction
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Chippewa country, for the perpetual
United States, within the Chippewa
perpetual use and
and
occupancy
Forte band
Chippewas, a
not
occupancy of said
said Bois
Bois Forte
band of Chippewas,
a tract of
of land
land of not
thousand acres, the said
location to include a
a lake
less than one
one hundred
hundred thousand
said location
known by the name of Netor As-sab-a-co-na,
As-sale-a-co-na, if,
upon examination
the
if, upon
examination of the
country by the agent sent by the President
President of the United States to select
the said reservation,
reservation, it is found practicable
practicable to include the said
said lake
lake theretherein, and also one township of land
land on the Grand
Grand Fork river, at the mouth
mouth
such location
found practicable.
of Deer creek,
creek, if such
location shall be
be found
practicable.
The United
2d. The United States
States will as soon
soon as practicable
practicable after the setting
States to
to erect
erect
Stats
apart of the tract
tract of country
country first above
above mentioned,
mentioned, erect
erect thereon
thereon without
without
shop, schoolIndians, one
blacksmith's shop,
shop, to
to cost
not exceeding
exceeding five
house, houses
for expense
five
cost not
expense to
to said
said Indians,
one blacksmith's
housesfor
chiefs
chiefs, and other
other hundred dollars;
school-house to cost not exceeding
dollars; one
one school-house
exceeding five hundred
hundred dolbuildings;
buildings;
lars; and eight houses
houses for their chiefs, to cost not exceeding four hundred
dollars
agency house
storehouse for
dollars each;
each; and
and a
a building
building for
for an agency
house and storehouse
for the
the
storage
of goods
goods and
and provisions,
provisions, to
to cost
cost not
not exceeding
two thousand
thousand dolstorage of
exceeding two
dollars.
to pay annuitopay
annui3d. The United States
States will expend
expend annually
annually for and in behalf of said
said
ties for twenty
iestor twenty Bois Forte band of Chippewas, for and during the
the term of twenty
twenty years
years.
ratification of
the
from and after
after the
the ratification
of this treaty,
treaty, the several
several sums
sums and for the
Objects of an- purposes
purposes following, to wit: For the support of one blacksmith
blacksmith and assistnuities.
nuities.
ant, and for tools, iron, and steel, and other articles
articles necessary
necessary for the
the
blacksmith's shop,
fifteen hundred
dollars; for one school-teacher,
school-teacher, and
and the
blacksmith's
shop, fifteen
hundred dollars;
necessary books
stationery for
hundred dollars,
necessary
books and stationery
for the
the school,
school, eight
eight hundred
dollars, the
the
chiefs
privilege of
selecting, with the approval
approval of
of
to have the privilege
of selecting,
chiefs in
in council
council to
religious denomination
said
the said
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
Interior, the
the religious
denomination to which the
teacher
belong; for
instructions of
and
teacher shall
shall belong;
for instructions
of the
the said
said Indians
Indians in farming, and
purchase of seeds, tools, &c.,
&c., for that
dollars;
the purchase
that purpose, eight
eight hundred
hundred dollars;
eleven thousand dollars, three thoupayments, the sum
sum of eleven
and for annuity payments,
hundred dollars
dollars of
shall be paid to them in money per
per
sand five hundred
of which
which shall
thousand dollars
tobacco, and
and
capita, one
one thousand
dollars in provisions, ammunition, and tobacco,
six
goods and
five hundred
hundred dollars to be
be distributed
distributed to
to them in goods
six thousand five
other articles suited to their wants and condition.
Payment of
Payment
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV.
IV. To enable
enable the chiefs,
chiefs, headmen, and warriors now pres$60.000 to Inestablish their people
people upon
reservation, and
and to purchase
purchase
Sin.O
to
Inent
to
establish
upon
the new
new reservation,
dians.
useful articles
articles and
presents for
their people,
the United
States agree
agree to
to
Amendment.
and presents
for their
people, the
United States
Amendment. useful
Post,
Post, p.
p. 767. pay to them, upon
upon the ratification
ratification of this treaty, the sum of fifty thousand
thousand
dollars,
expended under
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Intedollars, to
to be
be expended
under the
the direction
rior.
rior.
Grant of lands ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V. In consideration of the services
services heretofore
heretofore rendered
rendered to
to certain perRoussaire,
jr., and
Roussaire,
senior,
Francis
Francis
to
certain
perthe
said
Indians
by
Roussaire,
Roussaire,
and
sons for services.
each
Peter
Bradshaw, it is hereby
hereby agreed
agreed that the said persons shall
shall each
Peter E. Bradshaw,
have the right to select
select one hundred
acres of land,
land, not mineral
mineral
hundred and sixty acres
lands,
receive patents
patents therefor
therefor from
the United States; and for
for
and to
to receive
from the
lands, and
the
Indians, the following-named
persons, to wit:
wit:
following-named persons,
like services
services to the Indians,
the like
Peter
Joseph Gurnoe,
Vincent Roy, Eustace
Eustace RousGurnoe, Francis
Francis Roy,
Roy, Vincent
Peter Roy,
Roy, Joseph
saire,
D. George
each have the right to select eighty
eighty
Morrison shall
shall each
saire, and
and D.
George Morrison
acres
of land,
land, not
to receive
receive from
the United
United States
States
from the
mineral lands,
lands, and
and to
acres of
not mineral
patents
therefor.
patents therefor.
Annuities to
ARTICLE
VI. It
It is further agreed
ARTICLE VI.
agreed that all payments
payments of annuities
annuities to
v upon the
be paid
be
pa
id
pon
the
Bois
band
of
Chippewas
the
Forte
Chippewas
shall
be
made
made
upon
upon
their
their
reservation
reservation
if,
reservation, if,
reservation,
p
e
i
o
itshall
upon
examination, it
shall be
be found
found practicable
practicable to
to do
do so.
so.
it shall
&c.
upon examination,
40.
Inconsistent
ARTICLE
VII. It
It is agreed
agreed by and between
ARTICLE VII.
between the parties hereto that
that
provisions of
ratification
of
this
former
existing
between
the
ratification
of
this
treaty
all
former
treaties
existing
between
fore'ontr'tfie
upon
former treaties
them inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
shall be,
be, and
same are
abrogated
are hereby,
hereby, abrogated
abrogated.
herewith shall
and the
the same
them
abrogated.
and
made void
purposes; and
hereby
and the said Indians
Indians hereby
void to
to all intents
intents and purposes;
and made
relinquish
any and
for arrears
payments claimed
claimed to be due
due
arrears of
of payments
relinquish any
and all
all claims
claims for
under
such treaties,
hereafter to
fall due
due under
under the
provisions
the provisions
are hereafter
to fall
treaties, or
or that
that are
under such
Part of treaty of of the same; except that as to the third clause of the 12th article of the
Partoftreatyof
the
Sept.
1854,
Sept. 80,
0, 1864,
80th, 1854,
treaty of Sept. 30th,
1854, providing
providing for a
a blacksmith, smithshop, sup-
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plies, and
instructions in
in farming,
same shall
shall continue
continue in
force to remain in full
in full force
the same
farming, the
and instructions
plies,
and effect,
but the
thereof shall
be transferred
transferred to
Chippewas force.
+bree•x. p. 1110.
the Chippewas
to the
shall be
benefits thereof
the benefits
effect, but
and
Vol.
of Lake Superior.
x. p. 1110.
of
Payment
of
Lake Superior.
of
ARTICLE
VIII.
The
United
States
also
agree
to
pay
the
necessary
expenses
of dela.
expensesofdelenecessary
the
to
pay
agree
also
States
United
The
VIII.
ARTICLE
Washto W
expenses
of transportation
transportation and
of the
the delegates
delegates who
who have
have visvis- F
ash.
tgin to
subsistence of
and subsistence
expenses of
ination
ited Washington
Washington for
of negotiating
this treaty,
not exceeding
exceedinggton.
gtn
treaty, not
negotiating this
purpose of
the purpose
for the
ited
the
sum of
of ten
ten thousand
dollars.
thousand dollars.
the sum
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, the
on behalf
behalf of
of the
Commissioners on
undersigned, Commissioners
the undersigned,
In testimony
United
States, and
the delegates
Forte band
of
band of
Bois Forte
the Bois
of the
behalf of
on behalf
delegates on
and the
United States,
Chippewas, have
set their
the day
year first
first
and year
day and
seals the
and seals
hands and
their hands
hereunto set
have hereunto
Chippewas,
above written.
written.
above
D. N.
L. s.]
S.
[L.
Affairs. E
Ind. Affairs.
of Ind.
Com'r of
N. COOLEY,
COOLEY, Com'r
D.
[.
Special Com'r.
E. E.
TAYLOR, Special
Com'r.
LL. s.]
S.
L. TAYLOR,
E.
E. L.
GABESHCODAWAY, or
Going through
through the Prairie,
or Going
GABESHCODAWAY,

his x
s.]
[L. S.]
mark. [L.
his
x mark.
Traveller,
BABAWMADJEWESHCANG,
or Mountain
Mountain Traveller,
BABAWMADJEWESHCANG, or
his
mark. [L.
[L. S.]
S.]
x mark.
his x
Bird,
ADAWAWNEQUABENACE, or
Twin-haired Bird,
or Twin-haired
ADAWAWNEQUABENACE,
his x
xmark.
[L. S.]
s.]
mark. [L.
his
He who Tries
SAGWADACAMEGISHCANG,
Tries the
or He
SAGWADACAMEGISHCANG, or
[L. s.]
Earth,
his
mark. [L.
S.
x mark.
his x
Earth,
NEONING, or
Fingers,
his
mark. [L.
[L. s.]
S.
x mark.
his x
Four Fingers,
or The
The Four
NEONING,
mark. [L. S.]
WABAWGAMAWGAU,
S.]
his x
x mark.
Tomahawk, his
or The
The Tomahawk,
WABAWGAMAWGAU, or
GANAWAWBAMINA, or
or He
is Looked
at,
Looked at,
who is
He who
GANAWAWBAMINA,
[L. S.]
his
S.]
mark. [L.
x mark.
his x
GAWNANDAWAWINZO,
or Berry
Berry Hunter,
Hunter,
GAWNANDAWAWINZO. or
his
[L. 8.]
S.
mark. [L.
his x
x mark.
his xxmark. [L.
ABETANG,
or He
who Inhabits.
Inhabits,
his
[L. s.]
S.
He who
ABETANG, or
In
of—
presence ofIn presence
S.]
[L. S.]
LUTHER
E.WEBB,
W EBB, [L.
LUTHER E.
Ohippewas, Lake Superior.
for Chippewas,
U.S
Agent for
Superior.
Indian Agent
S..Indian
U.
J
OSEPH D.
S.]
[L. S.]
GURNOE, [L.
D. GURNOE,
JOSEPH
U.S
Lake Superior.
Superior.
S..Interpreter,
Interpreter,Lake
U.
J. C.
RAMSEY.
J.
C. RAMSEY.
BENJ'N THOMPSON.
THOMPSON.
BENJ'N
PETER
ROY.
PETER ROY.
[L.
s.]
L
' S.
D.
M ORRISON.
GEO. MORRISON.
D. GEO.
VINCENT
Jr.
ROY, Jr.
VINCENT ROY,
W.
W ATSON.
W. H.
H. WATSON.

And whereas
treaty, having
been submitted
submitted to
to the
the Senate
Senate of
of .
Ratification
Ratification
having been
said treaty,
the said
whereas the
And
thereon, the Senate
action thereon,
the United
United States
for its
constitutional action
Senate did, on with amendits constitutional
States for
the
the twenty-sixth
of April,
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
eight hundred
one thousand
April, one
day of
twenty-sixth day
the
advise
consent to
to the
ratification of
amendment, in
of the same, with an amendment,
the ratification
and consent
advise and
the
and figures
figures following,
following, to
to wit:—
wit:words and
the words

UNITED STATES,
OF THE
SENATE
I
N EXECUTIVE
SESSION, S
ENATE OF
THE UNITED
STATES,
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
IN
April 26,
1866.
26, 1866.
April
Resolved,
(two thirds
thirds of
of the
Senators present
concurring,) That the
present concurring,)
the Senators
Resolved, (two
Senate
advise and
and consent
consent to the ratification
ratification of the articles of aa treaty
treaty
Senate advise
the seventh
made and
at Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
seventh
District of
Washington, District
concluded at
and concluded
made
day
1866, between
United States and the Bois Forte band
band
the United
between the
of April,
April, 1866,
day of
of
Chippewa Indians,
with the
following
the following
Indians, with
of Chippewa
AMENDMENT:
AMENDMENT:

" fifty,"
the word "
Article IV.,
IV., line
4, strike
strike out the
fifty," and insert in lieu thereline 4,
Article
of the
the word
word thirty.
thirty.
of
Attest:
J. W.
W. FORNEY,
Secretary.
FORNEY, Secretary.
J.
Attest:

p. 766.
Adn, P.
Ante,
766.
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And
foregoing amendment
having been
been fully
explained
fully explained
the foregoing
amendment having
And whereas
whereas the
and interpreted
headmen, and warriors
warriors of the Bois Forte
interpreted to the chiefs, headmen,
Band
Chippewa Indians
Indians whose names are
Band of Chippewa
are subscribed
subscribed to the writing
writing
hereto
following, they
they did,
did, on
twenty-eighth day
day of
of April,
April, one
one thousand
thousand
on the
the twenty-eighth
hereto following,
eight
free and voluntary
assent to said
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, give
give their free
voluntary assent
eight hundred and
amendment
words and figures following, to wit:
wit: -—
in the words
amendment in
Whereas
United States
consented to
advised and consented
to
the Senate
Senate of the United
States has advised
Whereas the
the
of the
the treaty'
made on the seventh
seventh day
day of April,
1866,
April, 1866,
the ratification
ratification of
treaty! made
with
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, with the
the following
amendfollowing amendwith the
the Bois
Bois Forte
Forte band
band of Chippewa
ment,
ment, to
to wit:
wit: —
"In article
article IV.
said treaty,
treaty, line
the word
'fifty,' and
and
"In
IV. of
of said
line 4,
4, strike
strike out
out the
word 'fifty,'
insert in lieu
thereof the
the word
insert
lieu thereof
word thirty."
thirty."
therefore, we, the
headmen, and
warriors of the said
Now, therefore,
the chiefs,
chiefs, headmen,
and warriors
Bois
people, do hereby assent and
Bois Forte
Forte band,
band, duly
duly authorized
authorized by our people,
amendment above
above written,
written, the
the same having
having been interagree to the
the said
said amendment
understood by us.
preted to us, and being fully understood
28th day of April,
April, A. D. 1866, at
Witness our hands and seals this 28th
Washington,
Washington, D. C.
GABESHCODAWAY,
GABESHCODAWAY, his
his x
x mark.
[L. s.]
BABAWMADJEWESHCANG,
BABAWMADJEWESHCANG, his xxmark. [L. s.]
ADAWAWNEQUABENACE, his x
x mark.
[L. s.]
ADAWAWNEQUABENACE,
GAGWADACAMEGISHCANG, his x
GAGWADACAMEGISHCANG,
x mark. [L. S.]
WABAWGAMAWGAU, his x
x mark.
s.]
[L. S.
mark.
WABAWGAMAWGAU,
GANAWAWBAMINA,
GANAWAWBAMINA, his
his x
x mark.
L. S.]
GAWNANDAWAWINZO, his x
x mark.
GAWNANDAWAWINZO,
mark.
. S.
ABETANG, his
his x
mark.
L. S.
ABETANG,
x mark.L.

[
L.L. S.S.]
[
]
L.[L. S.S.]
[
L.[L. S. ]
[
E
L. S.

Witness
Witness::—
J
OSEPH D.
S.] U.
U S.
Interpreter.
S. Interpreter.
JOSEPH
D. GURNOE,
GURNOE, [L. s.]
()bar Ind.
Ind. Affairs.
D. N. COOLEY, [L. s.]
S.] Oom'r
L.
E. W
EBB, U.
S.Indian
Indian Agent.
L. E.
WEBB,
U. S.
Agent.
J. C.
RossEr.
J.
C. RAmrSEr.
Proclaimed.

Now, therefore,
be it
that I,
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President
it known
known that
I, ANDREW
Now,
therefore, be
pursuance of the
of the United
United States of America, do, in pursuance
the advice
advice and conconsent
the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth of
sent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in
in its resolution
resolution of
of the
of
April,
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six, accept, ratify,
April, one thousand
thousand eight
ratify, and confirm
firm the said
said treaty,
treaty, with the amendment
amendment as aforesaid.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have
have signed
signed my
my name,
name, and have
have caused the
the
seal
hereto affixed.
affixed.
seal of the United States
States to be hereto
Done
Washington, this
Done at the city of Washington,
this fifth
fifth day of May, in the
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
year of our Lord one thousand
[SEAL.]
the Independence
Independence of the United
United States of America
[SEAL.] and of the
the
ninetieth.
the ninetieth.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By
President:
By the
the President:
WILLIAM
SEWAED,
Secretary of
of State.
W ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
State.
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Treaty between
between the United
United States of
Treaty
of America and
and ChlickaChickaand the
the Choctaw and
saw Indians;
Indians; Concluded
Concluded April 28, 1866; Ratification
with
Ratification advised,
advised, with
Amendments,
June 28, 1866; Amendments
.Amendments, June
Amendments accepted July
July 2,
2, 1866;
1866; ProProclaimed July 10, 1866.

ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

April 28,1866.
28, 1888.
April

TO ALL
SINGULAR TO WHOM
TO
ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
WIIOM TIESE
THESE PRESENTS
PRESENTS SHALL
SIIALL COME,
COME, GREETING:
GREETING:

WEIIRRAS
a treaty
treaty was made and concluded
concluded at the city of Washington,
W HEREAs a
Washington,
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, on the twenty-eighth
day of
of April,
April, in
in the
the
twenty-eighth day
year
Lord one thousand
year of
of our
our Lord
thousand eight hundred and
and bebeand sixty-six, by
by and
tween
tween Dennis N. Cooley, Elijah Sells, and E. S. Parker,
Commissioners,
Parker, Commissioners,
on the part of the United States, and Alfred
Allen Wright,
Wright, James
James
Alfred Wade,
Wade, Allen
Riley,
Page, Commissioners, on the
Riley, and John Page,
part of
the Choctaw
nation
the part
of the
Choctaw nation
of
Indians, and Winchester
Winchester Colbert, Edmund Pickens, Holmes
of Indians,
Holmes Colbert,
Colbert,
Colbert
Robert H.
I-I. Love,
Colbert Carter, and Robert
Love, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on
the part
part of
of the
the
on the
Chickasaw nation of Indians,
Chickasaw
Indians, all of which
which Commissioners
Commissioners were
auwere duly
duly authorized thereto, which treaty is in the words and figures following,
thorized
following, to
to
wit
wit:ARTICLES
ARTICLES

OF AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT AND CONVENTION
between the
OF
CONVENTION between
the United
United States
States

Preamble.

C9ntracting
Contracting

and
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations of Indians, made and con- parti"s.
and the
the Choctaw
parties '
eluded
Washington the
eluded at the city
city of Washington
the twenty-eighth
day of
of April,
April, in
in
twenty-eighth day
the year
and sixty-six,
the
year eighteen hundred
hundred-and
sixty-six, by Dennis
Dennis N.
N. Cooley,
Cooley, Elijah
Elijah
Sells, and E. S. Parker,
Parker, Special Commissioners
Commissioners on
on the
part of
of the
the
the part
United States, and Alfred Wade, Allen Wright, James
United
Riley, and
and John
James Riley,
John
Page, Commissioners on the part of
the Choctaws,
Choctaws, and
and Winchester
Winchester
of the
Colbert,
Pickens, Holmes
Colbert, Edmund
Edmund Pickens,
Holmes Colbert,
Colbert, Colbert
Colbert Carter,
Carter, and
Robert
and Robert
II. Love, Commissioners
Commissioners on the part of
Chickasaws.
of the
the Chickasaws.

ARTICLE I.
I. Permanent
Permanent peace and
and f
ri
en d
ship are
are hereby
here by established
establi sh
ed
andyeace
fiiendship
Peace and
between the United States
States and
and said nations;
nations; and
and the
the Choctaws
Choctaws and
fnelldshI P'
and frieldsllip.
Chickasaws do hereby
themselves respectively
Chickasaws
hereby bind themselves
respectively to
use their
influence
to use
their influence
and
induce Indians
and to make every exertion
exertion to induce
Indians of the plains
to maintain
plains to
maintain
peaceful
relations with each other, with other
peaceful relations
other Indians, and
and with
with the
the
United States.
States.
AwrlcrCLr
AnTicr.F. II. The Choctaws
Choctaws and Chickasaws
Chickasaws hereby
hereby covenant
covenant and
and .Slavery
Slavery and
and
agree
that henceforth
involuntary servitude,
servitude, otheragree that
henceforth neither slavery
slavery nor involuntary
other- involntary ser
vitude
to
cease.
wise
than in
in punishment
punishment of crime whereof the
wise than
the parties shall have
have been
been
duly convicted,
accordance with laws applicable
applicable to
duly
convicted, in accordance
all members
members of
the
to all
of the
particular nation,
nation, shall ever exist
particular
nations.
exist in said
said nations.
AItTICLI III. The Choctaws
ARTIcLE
Choctaws and Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, in
consideration of
of the
the t.,,y
,eas,
fi tiet:Aro
in consideration
Cession
ofifthe
the
sum of three hundred thousand d
oll ars, hereby
here by cede
ce d
e to
t
o the
th e U
nit ed States
States leased
'
to
et to
dollars,
United
district
the
United
the territory west of the 98°
98.° west longitude,
known as
the leased
leased disdis- States.
states.
longitude, known
as the
trict, provided
provided that the said sum shall be invested
held by
the
invested and
and held
by the
United
United States, at an interest
interest not less than
five per
per cent,
cent, in
for
than five
in trust
trust for
the
said nations,
nations, until the legislatures
the said
legislatures of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw PurchasemonPurchase monand Chickasaw
nations respectively
respectively shall have made such
such laws, rules, and
regulations as
%r to
0
Iinvest-tt
*
3
d
and regulations
as ey
to be
may
African descent, resident
may be
be necessary
necessary to give all persons
persons of African
in the
the States
statL and
and held
resident in
held
said
at the date of the treaty
descend- hi
said nations
nations at
treaty of Fort Smith, and their
their descendtrust until, &c.
intrustuntil,&c.
ants,
heretofore held in slavery among
ants, heretofore
among said nations, all the rights,
rights, priviprivileges, and immunities,
immunities, including
including the right
right of suffrage, of
of citizens
of said
citizens of
said
VOi..
YOL. xiv.
)(Iv.
49
49
.
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nations, except in the annuities,
annuities, moneys,
and public
public domain
doinain claimed
claimed by,
by,
moneys, and
or belonging to, said
said nations respectively; and
also to
to give
give to
to such
and also
such perpersons who were residents
residents as aforesaid,
and their
descendants forty
forty acres
acres
aforesaid, and
their descendants,
each
of the
same terms
terms
descendants,
as the
the Choctaws and
each of
the land
land of
of said
said nations
nations on
on the
the same
as

Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, to be selected
selected on the survey
survey of said land, after
after the
the ChocChoctaws and Chickasaws
Chickasaws and Kansas
Kansas Indians have
made their
selections as
as
have made
their selections
immediately on the enactment
herein provided; and immediately
enactment of such
such laws,
laws, rules,
rules,
and regulations,
regulations, the said sum of three
three hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars
shall be
be
dollars shall
paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations in the
the proportion
proportion of
of
three fourths to the former and one
fourth to
the latter,—
less such
sum,
one fourth
to the
latter,-less
such sum,
at the rate of one hundred dollars per
capita, as
as shall
be sufficient
sufficient to
pay
per capita,
shall be
to pay
such persons of African descent
descent before
before referred to as within ninety
ninety days
days
after the passage
passage of such laws, rules, and regulations
elect to
to remove
remove
regulations shall elect
and actually remove
respectively. And
remove from the said nations
nations respectively.
should the
the
And should
said laws, rules, and regulations
regulations not
made by
by the
of the
the
not be
be made
the legislatures
legislatures of
said nations respectively,
respectively, within two years
years from the ratification
ratification of this
treaty, then the said sum
suni of three hundred thousand
thousand dollars
dollars shall
cease to
to
shall cease
be held in trust for the said
said Choctaw
Chickasaw nations,
and be
held
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
nations, and
be held
for the use and benefit of
of African
descent as
as the
of such of
of said persons
persons of
African descent
the
United States shall remove
remove from the
the said territory
in such
such manner
manner as
as the
the
territory in
United States shall deem proper,;-the
proper,— the United
United States
States agreeing,
agreeing, within
within
ninety days from the expiration
expiration of the said two years, to remove
remove from
from
said nations all such persons
persons of African
African descent
descent as
as may
may be
willing to
to rerebe willing
move; those
returning after having
those remaining or returning
having been
been removed
removed from
from said
said
nations to have no benefit of said
said sum of three hundred
thousand dollars,
dollars,
hundred thousand
or any part
thereof, but shall be upon the same footing as other citizens
part thereof;
citizens
of the United States
the said
said nations.
nations.
States in
in the

Rights of negroes
and freedgroes and
freedmen.

Amnesty for

past offences.
past
ofences.

Amendment.
Amendment.

Post, p.
Post,
p. 782.

'

ARTICLE
The
said nations
nations further
further agree
agree that
that all
all negroes,
ARTICLE IV.
IV.
The said
negroes, not
not
otherwise disqualified
disqualified or
or disabled,
disabled, shall be
in all
otherwise
be competent
competent witnesses
witnesses in
all civil
civil
and criminal suits and proceedings
proceedings in
in the
Choctaw and
Chickasaw courts,
the Choctaw
and Chickasaw
courts,
contrary notwithstanding;
any law to the contrary
they fully
fully recognize
recognize the
notwithstanding; and
and they
the
freedmen to a
a fair remuneration
right of the freedmen
remuneration on reasonable
reasonable and
and equitable
equitable
contracts for their labor, which
which the law should
should aid
enforce. And
And
aid them to
to enforce.
they agree, on the part of their respective
respective nations,
nations, that
that all
all laws
laws shall
be
shall be
equal in their operation upon
upon Choctaws,
and negroes,
and
Choctaws, Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, and
negroes, and
that no distinction affecting
affecting the latter
latter shall at any
and that
that
any time
time be
be made,
made, and
they shall be treated with kindness
be protected
against injury;
injury; and
and
kindness and
and be
protected against
they further
further agree, that while the said
said freedmen,
freedmen, now
now in
the Choctaw
and
in the
Choctaw and
Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations, remain
remain in said nations, respectively,
they shall
shall be
respectively, they
be enentitled to as much land as they may cultivate
cultivate for the
the support of
of themselves
themselves
and families,
fitmilies, in
where they
do not
not support
and families
families
in cases where
they do
support themselves
themselves and
by hiring, not interfering
interfering with
with existing
existing improvements
improvements without
the consent
consent
without the
of' the occupant, it being understood
of
understood that
event of
making of
of
that in
in the
the event
of the
the making
the laws, rules, and regulations
regulations aforesaid, the forty
forty acres
acres aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall
stand in place
place of the
the land
land cultivated
cultivated as
as last
last aforesaid.
aforesaid.
ARTICI.E
amnesty of all past offences
ARTICLE V. A
A general amnesty
offences against
against the laws
laws
of the United States, committed
committed before
before the signing of
treaty by
by any
any
of this treaty
member
member of the Choctaw or Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations,
nations, is hereby
hereby declared;
declared; and
and
the United States will especially
especially request the States
States of
Missouri, Kansas,
Kansas,
of Missouri,
Arkansas,
Arkansas, and Texas
Texas to grant the like
like amnesty as to all offences
offences commitcommitted by any member
member of the Choctaw
Choctaw or Chickasaw
Chickasaw nation.
nation.
And the
the
And
y
Choctaws and Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, anxious
for the
the restoration
kind and
and fiiendfriendanxious for
restoration of
of kind
ly feelings among
among themselves,
themselves, do
do hereby
declare an
an amnesty
for all
past
hereby declare
amnesty for
all past
offences
offences against
against their respective
respective governments, and no Indian
Indian or
Indians
or Indians
shall be proscribed, or any act of forfeiture
forfeiture or confiscation
confiscation passed
passed against
against
those who may have remained friendly
friendly to the United
United States, but they
they
shall enjoy equal
with other
other members
of said
said tribes,
tribes, and
and all
equal privileges
privileges with
members of
all
laws heretofore passed inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
are hereby
hereby declared
declared inoperinoperative.
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ARTICLE VI:
ARTICLE
171: The Choctaws and Chickasaws hereby grant
grant aaright
right of
of
Right
Right of way
way through
companies which
through their lands to any company
company or companies
duly through
through their
their
which shall
shall be
be duly
railauthorized
authorized by Congress, or by the
the legislatures
legisl at
ure sof'
ofsa
id nat
i
ons, respectively,
respectively, ro°a
reo°aud"srr for
o ralsaid
nations,
.
Y
and which shall, with the express consent and
and approbation
of the
Secreapprobation of
the Secretary of the Interior, undertake
undertake to construct
construct a
the ChocChoca railroad
railroad through
through the
taw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations from the north to the
and from
from
the south
south thereof,
thereof, and
the east to the west side thereof, in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of
the
of the
18th article
twenty-second, one
article of the treaty of June twenty-second,
eight hunbun- Vol
vol. xi
xi. p.
p.814.
one thousand
thousand eight
14.
dred and fifty-five,
fifty-five, which provides
provides that
for any
any property
taken or
or dedethat for
property taken
stroyed in the construction
compensation shall
construction thereof
thereof full compensation
shall be
to the
the Damages.
be made
made to
Damages.
party or parties injured,
injured, to be ascertained
ascertained and
and determined
in such
such manner
determined in
manner
as the President
President of the United States shall direct. But such railroad
as
railroad Companies
Companies
company or companies,
with all
th ei
r agents
agen t
s an
l
oys s
hal
l be
bes,siubiect
zbject
sa
to la
w
companies, with
all its
its or
or their
andd emp
employ6s
shall
to
laws,
subject to the laws of the United States
relating to
to intercourse
with
States relating
intercourse with
Indian
Indian tribes, and also to such rules and regulations
regulations as
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior for
for that purpose.
purpose. -And
is also
And it
it is
also stipustipulated and agreed
agreed that the nation through
through which
which the
or roads
roads aforeIndians may
may
the road
road or
afore- Indians
said shall pass may subscribe
subscribe to the stock of the particular
company or
or subscribe
subscribe to
to
particular company
companies
companies such amount or amounts
amounts as they may be able to pay
pay for in
in alal-"
wk.
stock.
ternate
ternate sections of unoccupied
unoccupied lands
for aaspace
space of
of six
each side
side
lands fbr
six miles
miles on
on each
of said road or roads, at aaprice
price per
acre to
agreed upon
between said
said
per acre
to be
be agreed
upon between
Chickasaw nations and the said company
Choctaw and Chickasaw
company or
or companies,
companies, subsubject
to the
the approval of'
of the President of the United States: Provided,
ject to
Provided, ProvisosProvisos.
however,
how
ever, That said land, thus subscribed,
subscribed, shall
be sold,
sold, or
or demised,
demised, or
or
shall not
not be
occupied by any one not a
occupied
of the
the Choctaw
or Chicktsetw
nations,
a citizen
citizen of
Choctaw or
Chickalaw nations,
according to their laws and recognized
according
Provided, That
offirecognized usages:
usages: Provided,
Tuht the
the officers, servants,
servants, and employds
employ& of such
companies necessary
necessary to
to the
the consuch companies
conmanagement of said road or roads
struction and management
shall not
excluded
roads shall
not be
be excluded
from such occupancy
occupancy as their respective
respective functions
'Unctions may
require, they
bemay require,
they being
ing subject
subject to the provisions of the Indian intercourse
intercourse law
law and
and such
such rules
rules
and regulations as may be established
established by
Secretary of
the Interior:
by the Secretary
of the
Interior:
And provided
provided also, That,
That the stock thus
subscribed by either
And
thus subscribed
said naeither of said
nations shall have the force and
effect of
of aafirst
bond on
on all
all that
that
and effect
first mortgage
mortgage bond
part
part of said road, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and equipments
equipments situated and
used within
within
and used
said nations respectively,
perpetual lien on
respectively, and shall be aaperpetual
on the
the same,
same, and
and
the said nations shall have the right,
to year,
year, to
to elect
elect to
to receive
receive
right, from
fiom year
year to
their equitable
declared dividends
equitable proportion of declared
dividends of
profits on
on their
their said
said
of profits
or, interest on the par value at the rate of
stock, or
cent per
per annum.
annum.
of six per
per cent
2. And it is further declared,
2.
declared, in
in this
connection, that
that as
as sections
sections
this connection,
as fast
fast as
of twenty
twenty miles in length are
of
arc completed,
completed, with the rails
rails laid ready
ready for
compsfbr use, When compwith all water an
oth er s
t
at i
ons necessary
he use
use thereoft
thereof',first
as aa first "nie
n
t
i
ix to
t
t
o
obe et,andd other
stations
necessary to
to t
the
as
tied
to
patents
class road,
road, the said company or companies shall
entitled to
to patents
for the
the lands.
lands.
shall become
become entitled
patents for
for
aforesaid, and may proceed
proceed to dispose
for the alternate sections
sections aforesaid,
dispose thereof
in
thereof in
the manner
the
mariner herein provided
provided for, subject
subject to the approval
approval of
of tile
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Ilterior.
of'
Interior.
8. And it is further declared,
3.
declared, also, in case
of one
one or
or more
more of
said alalcase of
of said
ternate sections
sections being
being occupied
occupied by any
any member
mem b
er or members
members of
ofsaid
sa id nana - .
Other
lands
0
thbear se
lariedcsted
l
may be selected
tions respectively,
cannot be transferred
he same cannot
respectively, so that
that the
t
transferred to the
the said
said comcorn- in
in lieu
deu ofoccoof occupany or companies,
companies, that the said
said nation
nation or nations, respectively,
sections.
respectively, may
may pied
pied sections.
select any unoccupied
unoccupied section or sections, as near
near as
as circumstances
circumstances will.
will
permit, to the said width of six miles on each
each side of
road or
or roads,
roads,
of said road
and convey
equivalent for the section or sections
convey the same as an equivalent
so occuoccusections so
pied as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
ARTICLE VII.
VII. The Choctaws and Chickasaws
Annus;
Chickasaws agree to such legislalegislation as Congress and the President of the United
United States may
may deem
deem Legislation
Legislation by
by
Congress for
necessary for the better administration
administration of justice and the
of the
the rCighs
rights
persons
the protection
protection of
ref of person
rights of person
rights
person and property
property within the Indian
Indian territory:
territory: Provided,
Provided, howhow- and property
property.
ever, Such legislation shall not in any wise interfere
with or
or annul
annul their
their
interfere with
present tribal organization, or
respective legislatures
or judiciaries,
judiciaries,
or their
their respective
legislatures or
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Chickasaw
or the rights, laws,
laws, privileges,
privileges, or customs of the
the Choctaws
Choctaws and Chickasaw
nations respectively.
respectively.
ARTICLE VIII.
Chickasaw also agree
agree that aa cowscounVIII. The
The Choctaws
Choctaws and
and Chickasaw
ARTICLE
consisting of delegates
each nation or tribe lawfully
lawfully resident
resident
A council to cil, consisting
delegates elected
elected by each
conl
vly.
ened
Indian territory,
territory, may be annually
annually convened
convened in said
be convened
within the Indian
said territory
territory
annua
to be
organized as
as follows:follows:—
to
be organized
* 1.
ratification of this treaty, and as soon as may be deemed
deemed
1. After the ratification
Census of the practicable
practicable by the Secretary
prior to the first session
Secretary of the Interior, and prior
session
tribes to be
of said assembly, aa census of each
tribe, lawfully
each tribe,
lawfully resident
resident in said territory, shall
shall be
taken, under
under the
the direction
direction of
of Indian
tory,
be taken,
of the
the superintendent
superintendent of
Indian
appointed by him, whose compensacompensaaffairs, by competent
competent persons, to be appointed
Secretary of the Interior
tion shall be fixed by the Secretary
Interior and paid by the United States.
council shall consist
consist of
of one member from each tribe
tribe or nation
nation
2. The council
Council to
con -whose population shall exceed
exceed five hundred, and
and an additional
additional member
toconmember
sist of whom
fbr each one thousand
siet
for
thousand Indians, native
native or adopted,
adopted, or each fraction
fraction of aa
thousand greater
hundred being members of any
any tribe lawfully
lawfully
greater than five hundred
territory, and shall be selected
reresident in said territory,
selected by the tribes or nations respectively who
who may assent to the establishment
establishment of said general
general assembly;
assembly;
spectively
formally selected by any nation or tribe,
tribe, it
it
and if none should be thus formally
shall be represented in said general
general _assembly
assembly by the chief or chiefs
chiefs and
and
headmen of
their rank as recogrecogheadmen
of said tribes, to be taken in the order of their
number and proportions
proportions above indicated.
indicated.
nized in tribal usage in the number
census shall
shall have been
been taken and completed,
completed, the
3. After the said census
Members
superintendent
Members to
superintendent of Indian
Indian affairs
affairs shall publish
publish and declare
declare to each tribe
tribe the
which each tribe
which
is
number of
of members
members of said council to which they shall be entitled under
under
number
is entitled.
article; and the
represent the
said
the provisions
provisions of this article;
the persons
persons so to
to represent
the said
shall meet at such time and place as he shall designate,
designate, but theretribes shall
Timeandplace
of the
Time
and place after the time and place
place of the
the sessions of
the general
general assembly
assembly shall be
be
of meeting.
determined by itself: Provided,
meeting,
determined
Provided, That
That no session in any one year shall exsee-ceed the term of thirty days, and provided
provided that the special sessions
sessions may
Length of ses8eion and special be called whenever,
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, the
sion
whenever, in the judgment
of the Interior,
the
sessions,
it.
interests of said tribes shall require
require it.
4. The general assembly
assembly shall have power
legislate upon all subjects
power to legislate
Power of genmatters pertaining
gen -and matters
pertaining to the intercourse
relations of the
the Indian tribes
tribes
intercourse and relations
eral assembly.
and
resident in
said territory,
the arrest
arrest and
eralassembly.
and nations
nations resident
in the
the said
territory, the
and extradition
extradition of
of
escaping from one tribe to another, the administration
of justice
administration of
criminals escaping
between
members of the several
several tribes of the said territory, and persons
persons
between members
other than Indians
Indians and members
nations, the construction
construction
members of said tribes or nations,
of
of
of internal
internal improvement,
improvement, and the common defence and safety of
of works of
the nations
nations of the said territory.
enacted by said
said council
council
All laws enacted
shall take effect
times therein
provided, unless suspended
suspended by the
therein provided,
effect at,
at the times
Secretary of the Interior or the President of the United
United States.
States. No law
Secretary
shall
enacted inconsistent
the Constitution of the
the United States
States
inconsistent with
with the
shall be
be enacted
or the laws of Congress or existing
existing treaty stipulations
stipulations with the
the United
lnited
upon matters
pertaining to the
legislate upon
matters pertaining
said council legislate
States; nor shall said
legislative, judicial, or other organization,
customs of
of the several
several
organization, laws, or customs
legislative,
tribes or nations except
provided for.
except as herein provided
President of
5.
council shall be
superintendent of Indian
Indian
be presided
presided over by the superintendent
5. Said council
council.
absence from any cause, the
Council.
affairs, or, in case
case of
of his absence
the duties
duties of the superintendent enumerated
enumerated in this article shall be
be performed
performed by such person as
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall indicate.
Secretary.
Duty
and pay.
6.
Secretary of the Interior shall
shall appoint
appoint aasecretary
secretary of
of' said coun6. The Secretary
Secretary.
whose duty
it shall
an accurate
record of
all the
the proceedproceedof all
accurate record
be to
to keep
keep an
shall be
duty it
cil, whose
Duty andpay. cil,
in.'s
transmit a
by
a true copy thereof, duly certified by
ings of said council, and to transmit
the superintendent
superintendent of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, to the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior imimcouncil shall
mediately
shall terminate. He shall be
be
mediately after the sessions of said council
paid five hundred
hundred dollars,
dollars, as an annual
salary, by the United States.
annual salary,
7. The members of the said council shall be
be paid by the
the United States
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four dollars per diem while in actual
actual attendance
attendance thereon,
dollars Pay
Pay and
and milethereon, and four
four dollars
milemembers.
mileage for every twenty miles
miles going
going and
and returning
th ere f
rom b
y the
the age
age o'
returning therefrom
by
offmember.
most direct route, to be certified
certified by the secretary
council and
and the
the
secretary of said
said council
presiding officer.
officer.
8. The Choctaws and Chickasaws
Chickasaws also agree
a court
agree that a
court or courts may
Courts may
may
may Courts
be established
territory with such
established in said territory
such jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and organization
as be established.
established.
organization as
Congress may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That the same shall
interfere with
with
shall not
not interfere
judiciary of
of either
said nations.
nations.
the local
local judiciary
either of
of said
9. Whenever
Whenever Congress shall authorize
appointment of aadelegate
authorize the appointment
delegate
Delegate from
Delegate
from
from said territory, it shall be
be the province
province of said council to elect one from
from the
the territory.
territory.
among the nations represented in
in said
said council.
council.
10. And it is further agreed
superintendent of Indian affairs
agreed that the superintendent
affairs Superintendent
Superintendent
shall be the executive
territory, with the title of
executive of the said territory,
of"
governor of the tof be the a
e
t
x ri
f
i
s
" governor
execuTerritory
Territory of
of Oklahoma,"
Oklahoma," and that there shall be aa secretary
ter- tive.
tive.
secretary of
of the
the said tersuperintendent; that the duty
ritory, to be appointed by the
the said superintendent;
the
Title
duty of the
Title and
and
governor, in addition to those already imposed on the superintendent
superintendent duties.
said governor,
of Indian affairs, shall be such as properly
properly belong
executive officer
belong to
to an
an executive
officer
execution of the laws, which the
charged with the execution
the said council is authorauthorized to enact under the provisions of this treaty;
this purpurtreaty; and
and that
that for
for this
pose he shall have authority
authority to appoint
marshal of
of said
said territory
territory and
and an
an
appoint a
a marshal
interpreter;
interpreter; the said marshal to appoint such
such deputies,
deputies, to be paid
paid by fees,
fees, Marshal.
Marshal.
as may be required
required to aid him in the execution
execution of his proper functions;
functions ;
and be the marshal
marshal of the .principal court
court of said
eaid territory
territory that
be esthat may
may be
established under the provisions
provisions of this
treaty.
this treaty.
11. And the said marshal and the said secretary
secretary shall each
each be entitled
entitled Salaryof
marSalaryofmara salary of five hundred dollars per annum, to be paid by the United t
to a
s
a
h
r
a
y
l
.
seerehal
and secreStales, and such fees in addition
States,
addition thereto
thereto as shall be established
established by said gov- ary
ernor, with the approbation
Secretary of
of the
the Interior;
being ununapprobation of
of' the
the Secretary
Interior; it
it being
derstood
derstood that the said fee lists may at any time be corrected
coriected and altered
altered
by the Secretary of the Interior, as the experience
experience of
system proposed
of the system
proposed
herein to be established
established shall show to be necessary,
necessary, and
and shall in no case
case
marshals of the United
exceed the fees paid to marshals
United States
States for
for similar
similar services.
services.
al
The salary
salary of the interpreter shall be five hundred
hundred dollars,
be paid
.Salary
of
dollars, to be
paid int
rrrof
interpreter.
in like manner by the United States.
States.
nterpreter.
12. And the United States agree
agree that
that in the appointment
appointment of
of marshals
marshals Appointment
Appointment
nd
marshals and
of
marshals
and
and deputies, preference,
preference, qualifications
com- deputies.
qualifications being equal, shall be
be given to
te coinclerputies.
petent members of the said nations, the object being
laudable
being to create
create aalaudable
ambition to acquire
acquire the experience
experience necessary
political offices
offices of
of imimnecessary for
for political
portance
portance in the respective
respective nations.
nations.
13.
whereas it is desired by the
the said
13. And whereas
said Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw naProvision
for
Provision for
an the
upper
house
tions that the said council should
should consist of an upper and lower house, it an
et
council
upper
house
a majority
of the
the tribes
is hereby agreed
agreed that whenever
whenever a
majority of
tribes or
or nations
nations reprereprecouncil shall
shall desire
sented in said council
the Congress
of the
the United
desire the
the same,
same, or
or the
Congress of
United
Sta:es shall so prescribe,
addition to
prescribe, there
there shall
shall be,
be, in addition
to the
the council
council now
now
provided
constitute the
lower house,
provided for, and which shall then constitute
the lower
upper
house, an
an upper
house,
consisting of one member
member fiom
house, consisting
from each
each tribe
tribe entitled
entitled to
to representation
representation
in the council
now provided
council now
provided for—the
relations of
to each
for - the relations
of' the
the two
two houses
houses to
each
other bay
being, such as prevail
prevail in the Stales
States of
of tile
the United
United States;
each house
house
States; each
authorized to choose
its presiding
being authorized
choose its
presiding officer
the
officer and
and clerk
clerk to
to perform
perform the
and it
duties appropriate to such offices; and
it being
being the
duty, in
addition, of
of
the duty,
in addition,
to make
out and
the clerks of each house
house to
make out
and transmit
the territorial
territorial secresecretransmit to
to the
tary fair
fair copies
copies of
tary
of the
proceedings of
houses immediately
the proceedings
of' the
the respective
respective houses
immediately
shall be
after their respective sessions, which copies
copies shall
be dealt
by the
the said
said
dealt with
with by
secretary
is now
secretary as is
now provided
in the
case of
of copies
of the
proceedings of
provided in
the case
copies of
the proceedings
of
the council mentioned in
in this
this act,
act, and
shall each
each be
be entitled
entitled
and the
the said
said clerks
clerks shall
to the same per diem as members'
members of
of the
the respective
respective houses,
and the
the prehouses, and
presiding officers
officers to double that sum.
AlTICLE
IX. . Such
ARTICLE IX
Such sums
sums of
of money
as have,
have, by
by virtue
treaties exex- .vceel;etadintosr
money as
virtue of
of treaties
Certain sums
stg i thehundred
hudred
year eighteen
and sixty-one,
istiug in the year eighteen
eighteen
hundred
tor esixty-one,
listing
and
sixty-o
ne, been inve
sted invested
f
or the mainn
so invest
ed.
invested
for
soinvested.
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purposes of education,
education, shall
remain so
the interest
purposes
shall remain
so invested,
invested, and
and the
interest thereof, ininAmendment. eluding any arrears which may have accrued, shall be applied
same
applied for
for the same
Post, p. 782. purposes,
Post,
purposes, in such manner
manner as shall be designated
designated by the legislative
legislative authorauthorand Chickasaw
nations respectively.
ities of the Choctaw
Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations
respectively.

ARTICLE X.
X. The United
United States
States reaffirms
reaffirms all
all obligations
obligations arising
arising out
out of
of
or acts of legislation
legislation with regard
regard to the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and
ment of annuChickasaw nations,
at
mentofannuChickasaw
nations, entered
entered into
into prior
prior to the
the late
late rebellion, and in force at
itis tore
to be
that time, not inconsistent
herewith; and
ities
inconsistent herewith;
and further agrees
agrees to renew the paypayrenewe
renewed. ment of all annuities
annuities and
and others moneys accruing
accruing under such treaty
treaty stipulations and
acts of
of legislation,
from and
the close
close of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
lations
and acts
legislation, from
and after
after the
ending
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
the year
hundred and
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
ending on
on the
of June,
June, in
in the
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
ARTICLE XI. Whereas
the land
land occupied
occupied by
by the
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and ChickaChickaSurvey and
ARTICLE
Whereas the
division of lands
in
saw nations,
and described
in the
the treaty
treaty between
the United
United States
and
States and
between the
described in
saw
nations, and
in severalty.
severalty.
said nations,
eighteen hundred
now
hundred and fifty-five, is
is now
said
nations, of
of June
June twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
common, under the
in common,
the provisions of
held by the
the members
members of said
said nations in
the holding
land
the said treaty; and
and whereas
whereas it
it is believed
believed that
that the
holding of said land
in
severalty will
the general
civilization of
in severalty
will promote
promote the
general civilization
of said nations, and
and tend
to
advance their
interests of their individindividto advance
their permanent
permanent welfare
welfare and
and the best
best interests
ual
members, it
agreed that, should
should the Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickaual members,
it is hereby
hereby agreed
respective legislative
legislative councils,
councils, agree
saw people, through
through their respective
agree to
to the survey and
their land
land on
on the
of the
the United
United States,
States, the
the land
vey
and dividing
dividing their
the system
system of
land
aforesaid east
ninety-eighth degree
degree of
aforesaid
east of
of the ninety-eighth
of west
west longitude
longitude shall
shall be, in
in
view of
of the
arrangements hereinafter
hereinafter mentioned,
surveyed and
and laid
off in
in
view
the arrangements
mentioned, surveyed
laid off
ranges,
sections, and parts
parts of
and that
for the purranges, townships,
townships, sections,
of sections;
sections; and
that for
pose
settlement and distribudistribupose of facilitating
facilitating such
such surveys
surveys and
and for the settlement
Land office
tion of said land
hereinafter provided,
provided, there
there shall
be established
at
land as
as hereinafter
shall be
established at
established at
Boggy Depot,
D noot in
in the
the Choctaw
Choctaw territory,
territory, a
land office;
office; and
and that,
makin makthat, in
a land
BoggyDepot. Boggy
ing
the said
said surveys
surveys and
the business
of the
the said
office, inining the
and conducting
conducting the
business of
said office,
surveyors, the same
cluding the appointment of all necessary
necessary agents and
and surveyors,
same
system
the
system shall
shall be
be pursued
pursued which
which has heretofore
heretofore governed
governed in
in respect
respect to the
public
it being
being understood
understood that
public lands of
of the United
United States, it
that the said sursurveys shall
shall be
United States
States and
and by
by their
their agents
agents
veys
be made
made at
at the
the cost
cost of
of the
the United
surveyors, as
their own
and that
that the
the offiand surveyors,
as in
in the
the case
case of
of their
own public
public lands,
lands, and
offiemployes shall
shall receive
same compensation
compensation as is
cers and
and employds
receive the
the same
is paid to
to officers
officers
employes in
offices of the
and employes
in the land offices
the United
United States in Kansas.
Maps ofsurARTICLE XII.
XII. The maps
surveys shall exhibit, as far as pracof curmap's of said surveys
pracveys
to
exhibit
veys to exhibit
ticable, the
the outlines
outlines of
of the
of members
members of
the said
said nations,
nations,
of the
occupancy of
the actual
actual occupancy
oeupan- ticable,
ac^tual occupanactual
&c.
respectively; and when they are completed,
cies, &c.
respectively;
completed, shall be returned
returned to the said
land
office at
Depot for
inspection by
by all
all parties
when
land office
at Boggy
Boggy Depot
fbr inspection
parties interested,
interested, when
notice
ninety days
given of such
such return,
notice for
for ninety
days shall be
be given
return, in
in such manner as
the
of the
said nations,
nations, respectively,
respectively, shall
prescribe,
the legislative
legislative authorities
authorities of
the said
shall prescribe,
or, in
in the
said authorities
such notice
notice in
in a
a reasonreasonor,
the event
event of
of said
authorities failing
failing to
to give
give such
manner as
register of
able time,
time, in such manner
as the register
of said land
land office shall
shall prescribe,
calling
parties interested
interested to
calling upon
upon all
all parlies
to examine
examine said maps to
to the end
end that
that
errors,
in the
such occupancies,
be corrected.
corrected.
errors, if
if any,
any, in
the location
location of
of such
occupancies, may
may be
Notice to parpar- ARTICLE
XIII. The
The notice
notice required
required in
above article
article shall
shall be
be given,
given,
Notice
AITICLE XIII.
in the
the above
ties interested
interested to
to not
only in
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations,
but by
by publication
in
ties
not only
in the
the Choctaw
nations, but
publication in
examine
the
examine
111 aps.
newspapers printed
printed in
Mississippi and
Tennessee, Louisiana,
Louisiana,
and Tennessee,
States of
of Mississippi
in the
the States
newspapers
maps.
Texas, Arkansas,
and Alabama,
Alabama, to
to the
the end
that such
Choctaws and
Arkansas, and
end that
such Choctaws
and ChickChickTexas,
remain outside of the Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations,
nations, may
asaws as yet remain
be informed
have opportunity
opportunity to
exercise the
the rights
rights hereby
hereby given
given to
to exercise
to
be
informed and
and have
resident Choctaws
Choctaws and
before any such
such ababand Chickasaw§:
Chickasaws: Provided,
Provided, That before
resident
sent Choctaw
or Chickasaw
shall be
to select
select fbr
for him
him or
or herself,
herself,
Chickasaw shall
be permitted
permitted to
sent
Choctaw or
or others,
hereinafter provided,
provided, he
he or
or she
the register
of
or
others, as
as hereinafter
she shall
shall satisfy
satisfy the
register of
the
land office
his or
or her
her intention,
intention of
of the
the party
party for
for whom
whom
the land
office of'
of his
intention, or
or the
the intention
the
be made,
to become bona fide
nation
fide resident
resident in the said nation
the selection
selection is
is to
to be
made, to
within
years from
selection; and
and should
absentee
should the said absentee
within five
five years
from the
the time
time of selection;
fail
to remove
remove into
said nation,
occupy and
and commence
commence an
an improvement
improvement
and occupy
fail to
into said
nation, and
on
the land
time aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
the said
said selection
selection shall
be canshall be
canon the
land selected
selected within
within the
the time
Treaty obli-

ions,^&c'
.reafstipulations
t
't
firmed,
andi
pay-:treaty stipulations
n
ice
n
d
s

e
cr
p
e
a
a
y
r
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celled, and
the land
thereafter be
be discharged
discharged from
from all
all claim on
acon acshall thereafter
land shall
and the
celled,
count
thereof.
count thereof.
ARTICLE XIV.
the expiration
expiration of the
ninety days aforesaid
aforesaid the legis- Lands
Lands may be
the ninety
At the
XIV. At
AITICLE
for seats
selected for
lative authorities
the said
said nations,
respectively, shall have the right to selected
seats
nations, respectively,
of the
authorities of
lative
oeou
s
os
i
t
s
icefin
ol•
seminaselect
one quarter-section
quarter-section of
each of
counties of said na- schools,
of the counties
in each
land in
fiena.
of land
select one
tions
respectively, in
in trust
trust for
for the
the establishment
establishment of
of justice
justice therein,
ries and colleges.
therein, riesandcolleges.
seats of
of seats
tions respectively,
and
many quarter-sections
quarter-sections as
the said
legislative councils
councils may
may
said legislative
as the
as many
also as
and also
deem
proper for
of schools,
schools, seminaries,
and
seminaries, and
endowment of
permanent endowment
for the
the permanent
deem proper
colleges
in said
shall not
embrace or
inor innot embrace
selection shall
such selection
provided such
nation, provided
said nation,
colleges in
terfere
with any
any improvement
improvement in
in the
occupation of
member of
of any member
actual occupation
the actual
terfere with
the
particular nation
nation without
his consent;
the proceeds
proceeds of
provided the
and provided
consent; and
without his
the particular
sale of
of the
quarter-sections selected
selected for
justice shall be approof justice
seats of
for seats
the quarter-sections
sale
priated for
improvement of
public buildings
buildings in the county
of public
or improvement
erection or
the erection
for the
priated
in which it
it is located.
in
aforesaid, the Each
ARTICLE
expiration of
the ninety
days' notice aforesaid,
Each Indian
Indian
ninety days'
of the
At the
the expiration
XV. At
ARTICLE XV.
ti right
have
a right
to one
selection which
which is
is to
the Choctaw
Choctaw and to
have°quarterrF
a
tenure of the land in the
the tenure
to change
change the
selection
land.
sectionqof
Chickasaw
common to a
a holding in severalty section
oAand.
holding in common
from aa holding
nations from
Clhickasaw nations
shall
take place,
when every
Choctaw and
Chickasaw shall have the right
and Chickasaw
every Choctaw
place, when
shall take
to
quarter-section of
male or female, adult
adult or minor,
whether male
of land,
land, whether
one quarter-section
to one
and
actual possession
possession or
or occupancy
occupancy of
of land
land improved
improved or cultivated
occucultivated by Actual occuif in
in actual
and if
him
her, shall
have a
prior right
right to
which his or pant.
quarter-section in which
the quarter-section
to the
a prior
shall have
or her,
him or
her
improvement lies;
lies •and
and every
have selected
selected for him or Infants.
Infante.
shall have
infant shall
every infant
her improvement
her
of land
land in
such location
location as
infant,
of' such infant,
father of
as the father
in such
a quarter-section
quarter-section of
her a
if there
there be
be a
a father
living, and
father living, then the mother
mother or
no father
if no
and if
father living,
if
guardian, and
and should
should there
neither father,
guardian, then
nor guardian,
father, mother, nor
be neither
there be
guardian,
as
the probate
probate judge
judge of
of the
the county,
county, acting
the best
interest of such inbest interest
for the
acting for
as the
fant, shall select.
fant,
ARTICLE 1.
Wm
I.Should
Should an
occupant of
time Actual occnownof land
land desire, at any time
an actual
actual occupant
XVI.
ARTICLE
pant,em
prior
to
priorrto
commencement of the surveys
prior to the commencement
surveys aforesaid,
aforesaid, to abandon
abandon his imim- pant,
prior
surveys, may
imabandon
provement, and
and select
select and
and improve
improve other land,
vdon' his Yimland, so as to obtain the prior aban
provemnent,
proverents and
right of
thereof; he
liberty to do so; in which Provements
be at liberty
shall be
or she
she shall
he or
selection thereof,
of selection
right
event the
improvement so
so abandoned
open to
to selection
selection by other land.
select
other
electotherland.
be open
shall be
abandoned shall
the improvement
event
parties: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing herein
herein contained
Proviso.
authorize the mul- Proviso.
contained shall authorize
That nothing
parties:
tiplication of
of improvements
land beyond
beyond
increase the quantity of land
to increase
as to
so as
improvements so
tiplication
what
party would
would be entitled to at the date
date of this treaty.
what aaparty
Occupationby
ARTICLE
selection to
be made
made under
under this treaty shall be in
to be
No selection
XVII. No
ARTICLE XVII.
missionaries of
missionary
occupation, by the
continued occupation,
permitted
the m
n pas
ar
r
l
Ysnoi7
interfere with the continued
or interfere
deprive or
permitted to deprive
missionaries
established in the respective
respective nations,
nations, of their several mission- establishments
establishments
missionaries established
einterbe
ary
establishments; it being
being the wish of the parties hereto
hereto to promote
promote and not
not to wh.
b
it interary establishments;
fered
refinement.
and
foster
an
influence
so
largely
conducive
to
civilization
refinement.
civilization
to
conducive
so
largely
foster an influence
Should any
missionary who
who has
been engaged
engaged in
missionary labor for five Rights of cerin missionary
has been
any missionary
Should
or tain
nations, or
consecutive years before the date of this treaty in the said nations,
t missioaD
consecutive
rebellion, and
consecutive years prior to the late rebellion,
of them, or three consecutive
either of
select
return, wish to select
who, if
fiom the said nations, may desire to return,
if absent from
who,
himself and
a view to aa permanent
quarter-section of land with a
permanent home for himself
and
aaquarter-section
shall
selection
noaccording
provided
family,
lie shall
have
the
privilege
doing so,
provided
selection to
of doing
the privilege
have
shallsix
lie
family,
not exceeding
hundred
and forty
acres,
to be
selected
le- aar,:iisiglitsssioofo.cer.
a quantity of land
include any public buildings,
buildings, schools
schools or seminary;
seminary; and a
land
include
not exceeding six hundred and forty acres, to be selected according to legal
subdivisions in
in one
one body, and
include their improvements,
improvements, is herehereand to include
gal subdivisions
by
every religious
society or
denomination which
which has erected,
erected,
or denomination
religious society
to every
granted to
by granted
or
which, with
the consent
hereafter erect buildings
may hereafter
Indians, may
the Indians,
of the
consent of
with the
or which,
missionary or educational
within
the Choctaw
and Chickasaw
country for missionary
educational
Chickasaw country
Choctaw and
within the
purposes;
land thus
thus granted,
which have
have been
been
granted, nor the buildings which
no land
but no
purposes; but
disposed of,
or
erected thereon,
thereon shall ever
ever be sold or otherwise
otherwise disposed
of,
be erected
may he
or may
except with
the consent
consent
thereon,
of said
said nations
nations respectively
respectively
legislatures of
of the legislatures
with the
except
whenever such lands
and approval
approval of
of the
Secretary of
the Interior;
Interior; and
and whenever
of the
the Secretary
and
or buildings
buildings shall
be sold
sold or
or disposed
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
shall be apthereof shall
of, the
disposed of,
shall be
or
plied, under
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior, to the support
support
the Secretary
under the
plied,
and maintenance
similar establishments
establishments for
benefit of the
the
for the benefit
other similar
of other
maintenance of
and
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Choctaws and Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, and such other persons
persons as may hereafter
become
hereafter become
members
nations, according
according to their laws, customs,
members of their nations,
customs, and usages.
usages.
Rights
of
ARTICLe
a selection
selection for children
Rights of
AirricLE XVIII.
XVIII. In making a
children the parent shall
shall
parents in selectprior right
to select
select hind
adjacent to
to his
his own
or seserelect- have a
a prior
right to
land adjacent
own improvements
improvements or
mg nagrensd
land for
children.
such selection
selection shall
shall be
be made
made within
within thirty
days from
lection, provided such
thirty days
fiom the
the .
time at which selections-under
selections-under this
this treaty commence.
commence.

ARTICLI.
selecting,as
aforesaid shall
AurieLE XIX. The manner of selectinr
as aforesaid
shall be
be by
by an
an
entry with the register
register of the land office,
and all selections
selections shall
be made
made
office, and
shall be
to conform to the legal subdivisions
subdivisions of' the said
said lands as shown by
the
by the
aforesaid on the maps aforesaid;
surveys aforesaid
that nothing
afboesaid; it being
being understood
understood that
nothing
contained is to be construed
construed to confine
herein contained
party selecting
selecting to
confine aa party
to one
one
section, but he may take contiguous
contiguous parts of sections by
by legal subdivisions
subdivisions
in different
different sections, not exceeding
exceeding together
together aaquarter-section.
quarter-section.
Proof
AIRTICLE
Proof of
of ir1im A
RTICLE XX.
XX. Prior
Prior to any entries
entries being
being made
made under
under the
the foregoing
foregoing
provements
Ee
rolo
veaT
ie
enpt
r
s
toto
t
r
oto provi,ions,
..
be made pior to proviiins, proof of improvements,
cultivation, as
as well
well as
as the
the
improvements, or
or actual
actual cultivation,
entries,
number
entries.
number of persons for whom a
a parent or guardian, or
Or probate
of
probate judge
judge of
the county proposes to select and of
of' their
their right to select, and
and of his or
her
or her
authority
register and receiver
authority to select
select foir
for them, shall be made to the register
receiver of
of
the land office, under regulations
regulations to be
be prescribed
prescribed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of' the
the
Interior.
Interior.
Sections six
six-- Awricrx
ARITICLE XXI. In every township
Sections
township the sections of land numbered
numbered
teen
tnirty-- sixteen
thirty
sixteen and thirty-six
thirty-six shall be
reserved for
for the
the support
support of
of schools
said
be reserved
schools in
in said
six toand
hereserved
be reserved
for schools,
township: Provided,
schools.
That if the
same lhas
has been already
already occupied
occupied by
by a
a
Provided, That
the same
Proviso.
party or parties having
lhaving the right to select it, or .it
Proviso,
sterile as
it shall be so
so sterile
as to
to
be unavailable,
unavailable, the
the legislative
legislative authorities of' the particular
particular nations shall
shall
unoccupied sections
sections as they may
have the right to select
select such other unoccupied
may thiuk
think
proper.
proper.
Military
ARTICLE
Military posts
AuTicem XXII. The right of
selection hereby
hereby given
given sliall
shall not
not auauof selection
and Indian agenagen-thorize the selection
selection of any land required by tile
the United
United States
States as
as aa milimilicies.
tary post, or Indian agency, not
inot exceeding
exceeding one mile
mile square, which,
when
which, when
abandoned,
abandoned, shall
shall revert
revert to the nation
nation in
which the
lies.
in which
the land
land lies.
XXIII. The
of the
the land
land office
office shall
shall inscribe
inscribe in
in aa
Names of per
per-- ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXIII.
Tile register
register of
sons
whloml suitable
alphabetical order, the name
sons for
for whom
suitable book or books, in alphabetical
name of every individindividselections are
asele'toeirei
ual for whom a
selection shall be made,
her age, and
description
a selection
made, his or
or her
and aadescription
ade to be in
booksof
books
of register. of the land selected.
selected.
Town lots.
AITICLE
Whereas it may be difficult
ARTICLE XXIV.
Whereas
difficult to give to each ococcupant of an improvenent
improvement a
land, or
or even
even a
a smaller
a quarter-section
quarter-section of land,
smaller
subdivision, which shall include
include such improvement,
consequence of
of
improvement, in consequence
such improvements lying in towns,
towns, villages, or
legislative auauor hamlets,
hamlets, the
the legislative
of' the respective
thorities of
respective nations shall have power, where,
where, in their
their disdiscretion, they think it expedient,
off into
section or
or
expedient, to
to lay off'
into town
town lots
lots any
any section
part of a
a section so occupied, to
occupants, being
being
to which
which lots the actual
actual occupants,
citizens
Citizens of the respective
respective nations, shall
shall have
have pre-emptive
pre-emptive right, and, upon
upon
paying
paying into tile
the treasury
nation the
price of
of the
the land
land
treasury of the particular
particular nation
the price
as fixed by the respective
respective legislatures,
legislatures, exclusive of the
the value of said
said imimprovement,
a conveyance
provement, shall receive a
conveyance thereof. Such occupant
occupant shall
shall not
not
be prejudiced thereby
thereby in his right to his selection
selection elsewhere.
elsewhere. The town
town
lots which may be unoccupied
unoccupied shall be disposed of for the
the
the benefit of
of' the
particular nation,
legislative authorities
nation, as the legislative
direct from
authorities may direct
from time
time to
to
time. When the number
number of occupants
occupants of the same quarter-section
quarter-section shall
shall
not be such as to authorize
authorize the
to lay
lay out
out the
the sanle,
same,
the legislative
legislative authorities
authorities to
or any part thereof, into town lots,
lots, they may make such regulations
regulations for
for
the disposition thereof
thereof as they may deem proper, either by subdivision of
of
the same, so as to
to accommodate
accommodate the actual
actual occupants,
by giving
the
occupants, or
or by
giving the
right of'
of prior choice
choice to the first occupant
in point
of time,
paying
occupant in
point of
time, upon
upon paying
tile
valued in such way as the legisthe others for their improvements,
improvements, to be valued
legislative authorities
authorities shall
shall prescribe, or otherwise.
All
retaining
otherwies.
All occupants
occupants retaining
their lots under this section,
section, and desiring,
desiring, in addition, to make a
a selection,
selection,
must pay
pay for the lots so retained, as in the case
case of town lots. And
And any
any
Mode of
of
Mode
selecting
selecing lands,
ands

or

or

or
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Choctaw or
or Chickasaw
who may
may desire
division other
a sectional division
select a
to select
desire to
Chickasaw who
Choctaw
than
on which
which his
is, without
without abandoning
abandoning the latter, shall
homestead is,
his homestead
that on
than that
have
right to
to purchase
purchase the
the homestead
at such price
division at
sectional division
homestead sectional
the right
have the
as
the respective
prescribe.
legislatures may prescribe.
respective legislatures
as the
ARTICLE
During ninety
ninety days
from the
patents
expiration of the nine- When patents
the expiration
days from
XXV. During
ARTICLE XXV.
toissue
have the for
ty
days' notice
notice aforesaid,
the Choctaws
Choctaws and
and Chickasaws
Chickasaws shall
shall have
to issue for
aforesaid, the
ty days'
exclusive
right to
to make
make selections,
selections, as
at the
the end
end of
of that
that seleednds.
selected lands.
and at
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
exclusive right
time
be entitled
entitled to
to patents
for their
respective
their respective
patents for
shall be
parties shall
several parties
the several
time the
selections,
be issued
issued by
by the
of the
United States,
and councounStates, and
the United
President of
the President
to be
selections, to
tersigned
the chief
chief executive
executive officer
officer of
the nation
which the
land
the land
in which
nation in
of the
by the
tersigned by
particular
the particular
office of
lies,
and recorded
recorded in
records of
of the
the executive
executive office
of the
the records
in the
lies, and
seal, shall
nation; and
copies of
of the
said patents,
patents, under
shall be evidence
evidence in
under seal,
the said
and copies
nation;
any court
court of
law or
equity.
or equity.
of law
any
ARTICLE
XXVI. The
The right
right here
here given
given to
and Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, Citizens
citizens by
by
to Choctaws
Choctaws and
ARTICLE XXVI.
or inby adoption
persons who have become
respectively, shall
shall extend
to all
all persons
become citizens by
adoption
ermarrmageinor
extend to
respectively,
h
t
termarriage
to
adoption or
intermarriage of
of either
either of
of said
said nations,
or who
who may
hereaftertohave samet
may hereafter
nations, or
or intermarriage
adoption
become
such.
rights.
become such.
regard to the Disputes as to
arising in
ARTICLE XXVII.
XXVII. In
In the
event of
of disputes
in regard
disputes arising
the event
ARTICLE
other divisions
rights
to select
or other
divisions of selections of
quarter-sections or
particular quarter-sections
select particular
parties to
of parties
rights of
s
laen:ies,dh
.ow
boundaries, so as to make
of boundaries,
said land,
regard to
to the
makebesettlehdh to be
adjustment of
the adjustment
or in
in regard
land, or
said
shall be
them conform
conform to
to legal
legal divisions
be setsetdisputes shall
such disputes
subdivisions such
and subdivisions
division.s and
them
officer of
tled by
by the
register of
of the
land office
office and
chief executive
executive officer
of the
the chief
and the
the land
the register
tled
parnation in
which the
land lies,
lies, in
in a
way, after
hearing the
the parafter hearing
a summary
summary way,
the land
in which
nation
cannot agree, the two to call in
chief' officer
ties; and
and if
if said
said register
register and
and chief
officer cannot
ties;
any two of
a
party, who
shall constitute
the decision
decision of
of any
referee, the
third referee,
constitute aathird
who shall
third party,
a third
whom
final, without
without appeal.
appeal.
be final,
shall be
whom shall
law of
ARTICLE
of either
either of the
the Contiguous
any law
in any
contained in
Nothing contained
XXVIII. Nothing
ARTICLE XXVIII.
said
nations shall
prevent parties
parties entitled
entitled to
to make
make selections
contiguous to
to selections.
selections contiguous
shall prevent
said nations
each other;
other; and
the Choctaw
hereby agree
agree to renations hereby
Chickasaw nations
and Chickasaw
Choctaw and
and the
each
provision.
this provision.
peal all
with this
inconsistent with
laws inconsistent
all laws
peal
treaty shall,
ARTICLE XXIX.
XXIX. Selections
under this
this treaty
shall, to the ex- Selections
selections to
made under
Selections made
ARTICLE
b
s
:
homestead or
tent
of one
one quarter-section,
including the homestead
or dwelling,
dwelling, be
be inin - be inalienable,
quarter-section, including
tent of
such selecalienable for
for the
the period
period of
of twenty-one
twenty-one years
from the
the date
of such
selec- c'
date of
years from
alienable
tion, and
death of
of the
the party
party in
shall descend
descend according
according
in possession
possession shall
the death
upon the
and upon
tion,
in the
to
the laws
laws of
nation where
where the
the land
lies; and
the event
event of his or
and in
land lies;
the nation
of the
to the
quarter-section shall
her death
death without
without heirs,
heirs, the'said
the said quarter-section
shall escheat
escheat to and bebeher
come the
the nation.
nation.
of the
property of
the property
come
Not over 10,ARTICLE
XXX. The
Choctaw and
will receive
receive Not
10,nations will
Chickasaw nations
and Chickasaw
The Choctaw
ARTICLE XXX.
LO d
Oa
K
n
a
s
n
ninety-eighth
of the
east of
into their
districts east
the ninety
-eighth degree
degree of west
west 0Kansalbe
w
sai
s
ll be
respective districts
into
their respective
longitude,
the proportion
of one
one fourth
fourth in
in the
the Chickasaw
Chickasaw and
three received
received into
and three
proportion of
in the
longitude, in
fourths in
the tribes
known by district
district east
east of,
tribes known
from the
Indians from
civilized Indians
nation, civilized
Choctaw nation,
in the
the Choctaw
fourths
tay.
e
wsh
ao
ms
ehall
Indians, being
the
general name
name of
of the
the Kansas
being Indians
Indians to the north of the ch^cve sha
Kansas Indians,
the general
Indian
thousand in
in number,
number, who
who shall
shall have rights, &c.
&c.
ten thousand
exceeding ten
not exceeding
territory, not
Indian territory,
the
in
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations,
rights as
as the
same rights
the same
respectively, the
nations, respectively,
the Choctaw
in the
Choctaws
and Chickasaws,
of whom
whom they
they shall
shall be
be the
the fellow-citizens,
fellow-citizens,
Chickasaws, of
Choctaws and
privileges, with the
same privileges,
governed by
the same
enjoying the
and enjoying
laws, and
same laws,
the same
by the
governed
Choctaw and Chickasaw
exception of
of the
right to
in the
the Choctaw
Chickasaw ananparticipate in
to participate
the right
exception
domain, should
nuities and
and other
other moneys,
in the
public domain,
should the same
same or
the public
and in
moneys, and
nuities
Choctaws and
said Choctaws
the
thereof be
be divided
among said
and
capita among
per capita
divided per
proceeds thereof
the proceeds
land as
select land
Chickasaws, and
and among
others the
the right
to select
as herein
herein provided
provided
right to
among others
Chickasaws,
days
for
and Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, after
expiration of
of the
the ninety
ninety days
the expiration
after the
Choctaws and
for Choctaws
by said
during
selections of
of land
are to
be made,
made, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, by
said
to be
land are
the selections
which the
during which
Choctaws
and Chickasaws;
the Choctaw
Chickasaw nations
nationsi
and Chickasaw
Choctaw and
and the
Chickasaws; and
Choctaws and
pledge themselves
themselves to
to treat
treat the
in all
respects with
with
all respects
Indians in
Kansas Indians
said Kansas
the said
pledge
kindness and
and forbearance,
forbearance, aiding
in good
good faith
to establish
establish themthemfaith to
them in
aiding them
kindness
and usages
customs and
selves in
homes, and
and to
to respect
usages
their customs
all their
respect all
new homes,
their new
in their
selves
and Chicknet inconsistent
constitution and
Choctaw and
the Choctaw
of the
laws of
and laws
the constitution
with the
inconsistent with
net
after-the advent
asaw
nations respectively.
respectively. In
In making
making selections
advent of the
selections after-the
asaw nations
occupancy
nation, such occupancy
in said
Indians and
actual occupancy
of land
land in
said nation,
occupancy of
the actual
and the
Indians
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shall have
have the same effect in their behalf
behalf as the
occupancies of
of Choctaws
Choctaws
the occupancies
and Chickasaws; and after
after the said
said Choctaws
Choctaws and Chickasaws
have made
made
Chickasaws have
persons of African
their selections
selections as aforesaid, the said persons
mentioned
African descent
descent mentioned
in the third article
treaty, shall make their
article of the
the treaty,
their selection
selection as
as therein
therein
provided, in the event of the making of the laws, rules, and
and regulations
regulations
aforesaid,
aforesaid, after
after the expiration
expiration of ninety days from
fiom the date
date at
at which
which the
the
Kansas
Kansas Indians are to make their selections
as therein
therein provided,
provided, and
and the
the
selections as
actual occupancy
occupancy of such persons of African
African descent
descent shall
the same
same
shall have
have the
effect in their behalf
behalf as
as the occupancies
occupancies of
of the
the Choctaws
Choctaws and
and Chickasaws.
Chickasaws.
Such Kansas
Kansas
ARTICLE
XXXI. And whereas
whereas some time must necessarily
Such
A RTICLE XXXI.
necessarily elapse
elapse
Indtans
may
before
Indians may
before the surveys, maps, and selections
for can
can be
be comcornselections herein
herein provided
provided for
ea=
at once.
pleted
pleted so as to permit the said Kansas
Kansas Indians
to make
selections in
Indians to
make their
their selections
in
their order, during which time the United
United States may
desire to
to remove
remove
may desire
the said Indians
Indians from their present abiding places,
agreed that
that
places, it
it is
is hereby
hereby agreed
the said Indians may at once
once come into
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nanainto the Choctaw
tions, settling
settling themselves
citizens of the said nations,
themselves temporarily
temporarily as citizens
renations, respectively, upon such land as suits them and
already occupied.
occupied.
and is
is not
not already
Documents
ARTICLE
Documents in
hi
ARTICLE XXXII.
XXXII. At
At the
the expiration
of two
two years,
or sooner,
sooner, if
if the
expiration of
years, or
the
.:,d
offices to
tobe
United States shall so
land
be President
President of the United
so direct,
direct, fiom
from the
the completion
of the
completion
of
the
given to Chocand maps
the officers
officers of
of the
the land
land offices
offices aforesaid
shall
taws
Chick- surveys
surveys and
maps aforesaid,
aforesaid, the
taws and Timaforesaid shall
asavs in
executive departments
asaws
in two
deliver to the
the executive
of the
the Choctaw
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nanadepartments of
Choctaw and
years.
tions,
all such
documents as may be necessary
years.
tions, respectively,
respectively, all
such documents
necessary to elucidate
elucidate
the land title as settled according
according to this
treaty, and
and forward
forward copies
copies therethis treaty,
thereof,
of; with the field-notes,
field-notes, records, and
and other papers
to said
papers pertaining
pertaining to
said titles,
titles,
Proceedings to the commissioner of the general
general land office;
Proceedings
office; and thereafter
thereafter grants
grants of
of
afterwards.
land and patents
afterwards,
land
patents therefor
therefor shall be issued in such manner
manner as the
legislative
the legislative
authorities of
of' said nations may provide
unselected portions
portions of
of
provide for all the unselected
the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw districts as defined
of June
June
defined by the
the treaty of
twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
and fifty-five.
fitly-five.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Selected lands

to be held in
severalsty and
in common.

to be held in
severalty, andd
unselected
the unselecte
in common,

ThosepreventThose prevent-

XXXIII. All
AIARTICLE
RTICLE XXXIII.
All lands
as herein
provided shall
lands selected
selected as
herein provided
shall
thereafter be held in severalty
thereafter
severalty by the respective
and the
unserespective parties,
parties, and
the unselected land shall
shall be the
the common
common prope
rty o
Ch octaw and
an d Chi ck
asaw
lected
property
offth
thee Choctaw
Chickasaw
nations, in their corporate
corporate capacities, subject
subject to the
the joint
joint control
control of
of their
their
le g islative authorities.
legislative
A
RTICLE XXXIV.
XXXIV. Should
Should any
Chickasaw be
be prevented
prevented
ARTICLE
any Choctaw
Choctaw or
or Chickasaw

edfrom
selecting fiom
herself during
ed from selecting
from selecting
selecting for him or herself
during the the ninety days
days aforesaid,
the
aforesaid, the
in ninety days
nm

select
may sele
ctdayfer
after-

wards.

Selections
Selections

after

transfer of
after transfer
of
land records.

failure to
to do
do so
so shall
ri
ze anot
her to
to select
se l
ect th
quarter sect i
on
failure
shall not
not autho
authorize
another
thee quarter-section

containing his improvement,
improvement, but he
at any
time make
make his
his selection
selection
he may at
any time
thereof, subject to having his boundaries
boundaries made to conform
conform to legal
legal dividivisions as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
ARTICLE XXXV.
XXXV. Should
not be
made before
before
ARTICLE
Should the
the selections
selections aforesaid
aforesaid not
be made

the transfer
executive authorities
transfer of the land
land records
records to the .executive
authorities of
said nanaof said

tions, respectively,
made according
respectively, they shall be
be made
according to
to such
such regulations
regulations as
as
of' the two
the legislative authorities of
two nations,
nations, respectively,
prescribe,
respectively, may
may pre-cribe,
to the end that full justice and
and equity
be done
done to
to the
the citizens
citizens of
the
equity may
may be
of the
respective
respective territories.
territories.
Selected land
ARTICLE XXXVI.
XXXVI. Should
Should any
Selected
ARTICLE
land that
been selected
selected under
under
any land
that has
has been
abandoned
the provisions
provisions of this treaty
abandoned for
for
treaty be abandoned
abandoned and
left uncultivated
uncultivated for
for the
the
and left
seven years, exexcept, &c.
may be
be space of seven years by the party selecting
cept,
&c. may
same, or
or his
his heirs,
except
selecting the same,
heirs, except
rented,
rented, &c.
&c.
in the case of infants under the age of
twenty-one years,
or married
married woof twenty-one
years, or
women, or persons non compos mentis, the legislative
legislative authorities
of the
the nanaauthorities of'
tion where
where such land lies may either
either rent
for the
benefit of
of those
those
rent the same
same for
the benefit
interested,
dispose of the same otherwise
interested, or dispose
otherwise for their benefit,
benefit, and
and may pass
pass
necessary to give effect
all laws necessary
provision.
effect to this provision.
Payment by
by
ARTICLE XXXVII.
Payment
ARTICLE
XXXVII. In consideration
of the
right of
of selection
selection hereconsideration of'
the right
herethe United
United
inbefbre
inbefore accorded
accorded to certain
certain Indians
Indians other
than the
the Choctaws
Choctaws and
Chickother than
and ChickStates for lands
Statetse
lands
selected
byasaws, -the United States agree
selecd by
agree to
pay to
Choctaw and
Chickasaw
to pay
to the
the Choctaw
and Chickasaw
other
Indians. nations,
other Indians.
nations, out of the funds of Indians removing into said nations respectiverespecti ve ly, under
under the provisions
provisions of this t
reaty, such sum
as may
may be
fixed by
by the
treaty,
sum as
be fixed
the
landrecords
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legislatures
said nations,
one dollar
dollar per
acre, to
dito be diper acre,
exceeding one
not exceeding
nations, not.
of said
legislatures of
vided
between .the
said nations
in the
the proportion
proportion of
the
to the
fourth to
of one
one fourth
nations in
the said
vided between
Chi ckasaw nation,
and three
fourths to
to the
the ununwith the
nation, with
Choctaw nation,
the Choctaw
three fourths
nation, and
Chickasaw
derstanding
that at
at the
the expiration
expiration of
of twelve
the actual
actual number
of
number of
months the
twelve months
derstanding that
said
immigrating Indians
the amount
amount paid that'
that
and the
ascertained, and
be ascertained,
shall be
Indians shall
said immigrating
may
be actually
due at
the rate
aforesaid; and
should still
further immiimmistill further
and should
rate aforesaid;
at the
actually due
may be
grations
take place
place from
from among
said Kansas
Kansas Indians,
Indians, still further paypayamong said
grations take
ments
shall be
made accordingly
accordingly from time to
to time.
be made
ments shall
a White persons
ARTICLE
Every white
white person
who, having married
married a
person who,
XXXVIII. Every
ARTICLE XXXVIII.
.d
Choctaw or
or Chickasaw,
the said
said Choctaw
or Chickasaw
Chickasaw nation,
nation, marrying
marying
r In- idChoctaw or
in the
resides in
Chickasaw, resides
Choctaw
or
who
has
been
adopted
by
the
legislative
authorities,
is
to
be
deemed
a
hri
s
n
a
t
I
L
a
r
e
asi
in
the
naa
in,
to
be
deemed
is
or who has been adopted by the legislative authorities,
member
of said
said nation,
nation, and
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the laws
laws of
Choctaw and
arid tion,
tiou, or adopted,
of the Choctaw
and shall
member of
m
nane
a
r
n
s
to be members
Chickasaw nations
nations according
to his
and to
to prosecution
et7riiiee
etrd
and
the nation
prosecution and trial of
domicile, and
his domicile,
according to
Chickasaw
before
their
tribunals,
and
to
punishment
according
to
their
laws
subject
to
its
all
subject
in
before their tribunals, and to punishment according to their laws
aws.
respects
though he
he was
native Choctaw
Chickasaw.laws.
or Chickasaw.
Choctaw or
a native
was a
as though
respects as
ARTICLE
with the Licenses
Licenses to
licensed to trade with
shall be licensed
person sliall
ARTICLE XXXIX. No person
Choctaws or
Chickasaws except
by the
the agent,
agent, with the advice
advice and consent
consent trade.
trade '
except by
or Chickasaws
Choctaws
of
the legislative
legislative authorities
of the
he may
may propose
propose to trade in;
in ;
nation he
the nation
authorities of
of the
but
license shall
shall be
to authorize
Choctaw
member of the Choctaw
any member
authorize any
required to
be required
no license
but no
Amendment.
or
nations to
to trade
trade in
the Choctaw
Choctaw or
or Chickasaw
Chickasaw country
country who Post,
p. 72.
782.
P, np.
in the
Chickasaw nations
or Chickasaw
authorize
is authorized
authorized by
the nation, nor to authorize
authority of the
the proper
proper authority
by the
is
Choctaws or
Chickasaws to
to sell
sell flour,
flour, meal,
fruit, and other proviprovimeat, fruit,
meal, meat,
or Chickasaws
Choctaws
sions,
stock, wagons,
wagons, agricultural
agricultural implements;
or tools
tools brought
the
brought from the
implements, or
sions, stock,
United States
into the
country.
said country.
the said
States into
United
ARTICLE XL.
All restrictions
contained in any treaty heretofore
heretofore Treaty rerestrictions contained
XL. All
ARTICLE
made, or
or in
in any
any regulation
United States
States upon
the sale
other strictions
ssatrieicstioo-s upon
or other
sale or
upon the
the United
of the
regulation of
made,
go
c
l
la
are property
or Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, are
Choctaws or
property by
of
disposition
disposition
hereby removed,
removed.
of personal
personal chattel
chattel property
by Choctaws
moved. re-

hereby removed.
ARTICLE
XLL
ARTICLE XLL

moved.

Witnesses.
All
persons who
who are
are members
of the
or Witnesses.
Choctaw or
the Choctaw
members of
All persons
Chickasaw nations,
not otherwise
otherwise disqualified
disqualified or disabled, shall
are not
and are
nations, and
Chickasaw
hereafter
be competent
witnesses in
all civil
civil and
and criminal
criminal suits and proin all
competent witnesses
hereafter be
ceedings
courts of
the United
States, any law
contrary notto the contrary
law to
United States,
of the
any courts
in any
ceedings in
withstanding.
withstanding.
AnaircLE]
XLII. The
The Choctaw
Chickasaw nations
shall deliver
Surrender of
of
deliver Surrender
nations shall
and Chickasaw
Choctaw and
ART[ICLE] XLII.
teiv
ees from
from
futives
up
persons accused
accused of
States, or any of them, fudtit
against the United States,
crime against
of crime
up persons
who
within their
requisition of the governor
governor Amendment.
Amendment.
on the
the requisition
their limits, on
be found
found within
may be
who may
8
Post, p.
of
any State,
or of
States.782.
p. 7 2.
United States.
the United
of the
State, or
of any
perNo
white.
no
that
agree
ART[tet.E]
X
MIL
The
United
States
promise
and
agree
that
white
and
promise
Slates
United
The
AnTwr[LE] XLIII.
except, &c.
oon
a
pt
ermtted
of the
the government,
person,
employds of
government, and
and of tb
agents, and
and employes
officers, agents,
except officers,
person, except
nto said
persons travelling through,
company, or persons
through, or terntern- to go into
said
improvement company,
any internal
internal improvement
territory, unless,
porarily sojourning
sojourning in,
the said
said nations, or either
either of them, shall be per- territorY7
in, the
porarily
&o
incorporated and
formally incorporated
mined
go into
unless formally
and natural- 84°.
territory, unless
said territory,
into said
to go
mitted to
ized by
by the
of the
one of the
authorities of both nations into one
the authorities
the joint action of
ized
said nations
nations of
of Choctaws
Chickasaws, according
their laws, customs,
customs,
to their
according to
and Chickasaws,
Choctaws and
said
or usages;
construed to affect parties heretobe construed
to be
is not
not to
article is
this article
but this
usages; but
or
fore adopted,
to prevent
the employment
employment temporarily
temporarily of white persons
prevent the
or to
adopted, or
fore
who
teachers, mechanics,
or skilled in agriculture, or to prevent the
mechanics, or
who are teachers,
legislative
the respective
nations from
such
authorizing such
from authorizing
respective nations
of the
authorities of
legislative authorities
works
internal improvement
as they
they may
may deem
deem essential
welfare
essential to the welfare
improvement as
of internal
works of
and
prosperity of
be taken
taken to
invaliwith or invaliinterfere .with
to interfere
or be
community, or
the community,
of the
and prosperity
date
any action
action which
has heretofore
heretofore been
been had in this connection
connection by either
which has
date any
-aid nations.
of the said
Ait-r[icLE] XLIV.
Post offides shall
be established
maintained Post offces
?aim
established and maintained
shall be
XLIV. Post
AItT[ICLE]
an mails
by
the United
the Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasawmails.
and
places in the
at convenient
convenient places
States at
United States
by the
reasonable internations,
to and
the mails
mails shall
shall be
be carried
carried at reasonable
which the
fiom which
and from
nations, to
vals, at
of postage
postage prevailing
prevailing in the United
United States.
the rates of
at the
vals,
rights
Former rights
hereto-- Former
privileges, and immunities
XLV. All the rights, privileges,
Awr[ieLE] XLV.
immunities hereto
ART[ICLE]
ai
n
t
ss
to
of the nIndiana
fore
individuals thereof, or to which
which they
they :reilenieto
nations or individuals
by said nations
fore possessed
possessed by
a
were entitled
under the
treaties and
heretofore made and had remain in force.
force.
legislation heretofore
and legislation
the treaties
entitled under
were
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in connection
connection with them, shall be, and are
are hereby
hereby declared
declared to
to be,
in full
full
be, in
far as they are consistent with the provisions
force, so for
of this
treaty.
provisions of
this treaty.
Money due
ART[ICLE] XLVI.
Money
AnT[tcLE]
XLVL Of the moneys stipulated
to be
be paid
paid to
to the
the ChocChoc,
stipulated to
the Idinst
un- taws and Chickasaws
Chickasaws
under
this
the
Indians
unthis
treaty
for
the
cession
of
the
leased
district,
treaty
for
the
cession
of
the
leased
district,
der
treaty,
this
treaty,
how to be
be paid. and the admission
admission of the Kansas
among them,
them, the
the sum
of one
one hunhunKansas Indians
Indians among
sum of
dred and fifty thousand
dred
thousand dollars
dollars shall
shall be advanced and
paid to
to the
Chocand paid
the Choctaws, and fifty thousand
thousand dollars to the Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, through
through their
their respecrespectreasurers, as
tive treasurers,
as soon as practicable
practicable after
after the
the ratification
ratification of
of this
this treaty,
treaty, to
to
be repaid out of said moneys or any other
other moneys
of said
said nations
the
moneys of
nations in
in the
hands
the United States; the residue,
hands of
of the
residue, not affected by any
any provision
provision of
of
Amendment. this treaty,
AmendMent,
treaty, to remain in the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
States at
at an
an annual
of the
United States
annual
Post,
p.
7t.
interest
of
Post, p. 782.
not less than five per cent, no part
shall be
be paid
paid out
out
part of
of which
which shall
as annuity,
annuity, but shall
as
shall be annually
annually paid to the treasurer
treasurer of
of' said
said nations,
nations, rerespectively, to be regularly
regularly and judiciously
judiciously applied,
under the
the direction
of
applied, under
direction of
their respective
their
respective legislative
legislative councils, to the
of' their
their government,
government,
the support
support of
the purposes of education, and such
such other
as may
may be
best calcuother objects
objects as
be best
calculated
to promote
promote and advance
lated to
advance the welfare
welfare and
and happiness
happiness of
of said
said nations
nations
and their people
people respectively.
respectively.
After survey
ART[ICLE]
XLVII. As soon as practicable
After
survey
Aair[tceu] XLVIL
practicable after
the lands
lands shall
shall have
after the
have
and assignment
hand
assignmet
of the
lands in
been
and assigned
assigned t
oc t
aws and
an d Chi
ck
asaws i
severa l
ty
been surveyed
survvevd and
too th
thee Ch
Choctaws
Chickasaws
inn severalty
severalty, arumannu- as herein provided,
severalty,
provided, upon
upon application
of their
their respective
respective legislative
legislative councounapplication of
ities an
ndfs cils, and with the a
assent
otfthe
ities
and funds
ssen to
the President
of the
United States,
St ate s,a
ll the
th e
President of
the United
all
to be capitalized,
o&be apitalized, annuities
annuities and funds invested
invested and held in trust by the United
States for
for
United States
the benefit
benefit of said nations respectively
respectively shall
be capitalized
capitalized or
or converted
converted
shall be
into money, as the case may be; and the
the aggregate
aggregate amounts
amounts thereof
thereof bebeto be
divided longing to each nation shall be equally
t°
be divided
equally divided and
and paid
paid per
per capita
capita to
the
to
the
per capita.
individuals thereof
per capita.
individuals
thereof respectively,
respectively, to aid and assist
assist them in .improving
improving their
their
homesteads
and increasing
homesteads and
increasing or acquiring
acquiring flocks and herds,
herds, and
thus enenand thus
courage
courage them to make proper efforts to maintain successfilly
successfully the
the new
new rereholding of their
lations which
which the bolding
lands in
in severalty
severalty will
Protheir lands
will involve:
involve: ProCertain
vided, nevertheless,
neverlheless, That there shall be retained
Certain sums
sums vided,
retained by
the United
United States
States such
such
by the
may
be retained.
sum as
the President
President shall
may be
retained. sum
as the
shall deem
deem sufficient
sufficient of the said moneys
moneys to be
be ininvested, that
may be sufficient to defray
vested,
that the interest thereon may
defray the
the expenses
expenses
of the government
government of said nations respectively,
of
respectively, together
judicious
together with
with aajudicious
system of education,
education, until these objects can
be provided
for by
by aa proper
proper
can be
provided for
system
taxation; and whenever
system of taxation;
whenever this shall be done
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction
done to
of the
President of the United States, the
the President
the moneys
so retained
be
moneys so
retained shall
shall be
divided in the manner and
and for
for the purpose
purpose above
above mentioned.
mentioned.
Payment
fayment of
AlrT[ICLE] XLVIII. Immediately
Anr[teLE]
the ratification
ratification of
Immediately after
after the
of this
this treaty
treaty
$25,000 to
to com$25,000
cor- there
there shall be paid, out
out of the funds of the Choctaws and
and Chickasaws
Chickasaws in
in
missioners of
eacilstion for the hands of the United
United States,
thousand dollars
dollars to
the ChocStates, twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
each nation for
to the
Chocincidental extaw and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand dollars to the Chickasaw
Chickasaw commissioners,
commissioners, to
to
penses.
nenses.
enable
them to
to discharge
discharge obligations
obligations incurred
enable them
incurred by them for
for various incidenincidental and other expenses
expenses to which
which they have been
been subjected,
subjected, and
and for
for which
which
they are
am now
now indebted.
indebted.
Commission to
AirT[CL]
AnT[tcnE] XLIX. And it is further agreed
commission, to
agreed that
that a
a commission,
to
&tillages
settle dyaages
consist of aa person or persons
consist
persons to be appointed by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the
of loyal Indians
driven
from
United States, shall
immediately on
driven from
United
shall be appointed
appointed immediately
the ratification
ratification of
of this
this
on the
their homes.
consideration and determine
treaty, who shall
shall take into consideration
the claim
claim of
such
determine the
of such
Choctaws and
have been driven during
Choctaws
and Chickasaws
Chickasaws as allege
allege that they
they have
during
the
late rebellion from their homes in the Choctaw
the late
Choctaw [and
[and Chickasaw]
Chickasaw] nanations on account of their
their adhesion to
United States,
States, for
for damages,
damages, with
with
to the United
power to make
power
make such award as may be consistent
consistent with
equity and
good
with equity
and good
Amendment. conscience,
Amendment.
conscience, taking into view all circumstances,
circumstances, whose
whose report,
report, when
when ratified
ratified
Post,
p. 782.
782.
Post, p.
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
by
of the
the Interior, shall be final,
final, and authorize
authorize the
paythe payment of
of the amount from any moneys of
ment
of said
said nations in
in the
the hands
hands of
of the
the
United States as the said commission
award.
commission may
may award.
Commission
ART[ICLE]
Awr[tcLE] L. Whereas
Whereas Joseph
Joseph G. Heald and Reuben
Reuben Wright,
of
Wright, of
to determine the
to
determine the Massachusetts,
assachusetts, were
licensed traders
were licensed
traders in the Choctaw
Choctaw country at
cornat the
claims
the cornof loyal
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mencement of the rebellion,
rebellion, and claim
mencement
claim to have sustained
losses on
on citizens
the
sustained large
large losses
citizens of
of the
account of said rebellion,
rebellion, by the use
their property
property by
said nation,
nation, and
and United
united States
States
use of their
by said
that large sums
sums of
of money
are due
due th
em for
f
or goo
ds an
property taken, ordatnages
money are
them
goods
andd property
taken, or for d amages..

sold to
sold
to the members of said nation,
nation, and money advanced
to said
nation;
advanced to
said nation;
and whereas
whereas other loyal citizens
and
citizens of the United
States may
may have
have just
United States
just
claims of the same character:
character: It is
agreed and
and stipulated
stipulated that
that
is hereby
hereby agreed
the President of the United States shall,
shall, within
within three
three months
months from
the
from the
ratification
ratification of this treaty, appoint aacommission,
commission, to
to consist
consist of
of one
or more
one or
more
discreet persons, to investigate
investigate said claims,
claims, and
and fully
same;
fully examine
examine the
the same;
and such
sum or sums
sums of money as shall by the report
report of said commisand
such sum
commis- Amendment.
Amendment.
Post, p•782.
sion, approved by the
ary of
ofthe
th e I
nter i
or, be
be found
f
oun d due
due to
the Secret
Secretary
Interior,
to such
such. Pot'
p'782.
persons, not exceeding
exceeding ninety thousand
thousand dollars,
by the
the
dollars, shall
shall be
be paid
paid by
United
States
to the
the persons entitled
United States to
entitled thereto,
thereto, out of any
money belonging
belonging
any money
to said nation
to
nation in the possession of the United
United States:
Provided, That
That no
States: Provided,
no
claim for goods or property of any kind shall
paid, in
in whole
whole
shall be
be allowed
allowed or
or paid,
or part,
part, which shall have been used by said
or any
any member
said nation
nation or
member therethereof in aid of the rebellion, with
w ith the
th e consent
id claimants:
cla i
mants: ProvidedProvisos.
consent o
offsa
said
Provided Pro viso0 8

also, That if the aggregate
aggregate of said claims
also,
claims thus
and approved
shall
thus allowed
allowed and
approved shall
exceed said
said sum
sum of
of ninety
thousand -dollars, then that sum shall be
exceed
ninety thousand
apbe appayment of the claims
plied pro rata in payment
claims so
so allowed.
allowed.
ART[ICLE] LI. It
Ani[ict,E]
It is further
further agreed that all treaties
treaties and
parts of
of Inconsistent
ineonsistt
and parts
here w ith b
e,an
he same
same are
hereby, declared
declared null d
t
s
e
ntgsrn
v
u
isitons
treaties inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
be,
andd t
the
are hereby,
null deciretd
null.
and void.
In
testimony whereof, the said Dennis
In testimony
Dennis N.
Sells, and
N. Cooley,
Cooley, Elijah
Elijah Sells,
and E.
E.
S. Parker, commissioners in behalf
behalf of
of the
the United
States, and
the said
United States,
and the
said
commissioners
commissioners on behalf of the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations,
nations, have
have
hereunto set their hands and seals
hereunto
seals the
the day and
and year
written.
year first
first above
above written.
D. N. COOLEY,
COOLEY, Com'r Ind.
Ind. Affrs,
ayirs,
[SEAL.
[SEAL.1
ELIJAH
ELIJA II SELLS,
SELLS, Sup't Ind
[sEAL.
Ind 4f,
Aff.,
[SEAL.J
E. S. PARKER,
PARKER, Spl.
Com'r,
[SEAL.
Spl. Com'r,
[SEAL.]
Commissioners
Commissioners for
U. S.
S.,
for U.
WADE,
ALFRED WADE
SEAL.]
rSAL.]
ALLEN WRI
GUT,
WRIGHT,
IASEAL.
SEAL.
JAMES RILEY,
RILEY,
JAMES
*SEAL.i
SEAL. ]
JOHN PAGE,
SEAL.]
SEAL.]
Choctaw Commissioners.
Commissioners.
WINCHESTER COLBERT,
WINCHESTER
COLBERT
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
his
his

EDMUND
EDMUND x
x PICKENS,
PICKENS,
mark
mark
HOLMES
HOLMES COLBERT,
COLBERT
CARTER,
COLBERT CARTER,

In
Tn presence of
of-—

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

rsEAL.]

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
SEAL.]
ROBERT
ROBERT H. LOVE,
LOVE,
[SEAL.]
[SlAL.]
Chickasaw Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Chickasaw
CAMPBELL LEFLORE,
LEFLORE,
Secretary of Choctaw
Secretary
Delegation.
Choctaw Delegation.
E. S. MITCHELL,
E.
MITCHELL,
Sec[re]tary
Sec[re]tary of Chickasaw
Delega.
Chickasaw Delega.

J
NO. IT.
IL B.
LATROBE,
JNO.
B. LATROBE,
P. P.
P.
P.PITCIILYNN,
PITCHLYNN,
Principal
Principal Chief Choctaws.
DOUGLAS
H.COOPER,
DOUGLAS H.
COOPER,
J.HARLAN,
J.
HARLAN,
CHARLES E.
E.Mix.
CHARLES
Mix.
And whereas, the said t
rea ty h
av i
ng b
een submitted
su b
m i
tte d to
to the
th
e S
enate ofRatification
treaty
having
been
Senate
of Ratiflcation
the United
United States
States for its constitutional
thereon, the Senate
Senate did on with amendthe
constitutional action
action thereon,

ments.
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twenty-eighth day of June, one thousand eight
the twenty-eighth
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
eight hundred
advise and consent
consent to the ratification
of the
the same,
same, by
by a
with
ratification of
a resolution,
resolution, with
amendments,
amendments, in the words and figures
figures following, to wit:wit :—
IN
IN EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, SENATE
SENATE OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
TIE UNITED

1866.
June 28,
28, 1866.

Resolved, (two thirds of the senators present concurring,)
concurring,) That
That the
the
Senate
Senate advise and consent
consent to the ratification
ratification of the
of agreement
agreement
the articles
articles of
and convention
convention between
between the United States
the Choctaw
States and
and the
Choctaw and
and ChickaChickaconcluded at the
saw nations of Indians, made
made and concluded
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington,
the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of April, in the year eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtysix, by Dennis N. Cooley, Elijah
Elijah Sells, and
and E. S. Parker,
special comcomParker, special
missioners
missioners on the part of the United
United States, and Alfred Wade, Allen
Allen
Wright,
Wright, James Riley, and John
John Page, commissioners
commissioners on
the part
part of
of the
the
on the
Winchester Colbert, Edmund
Choctaws, and Winchester
Holmes Colbert,
Colbert,
Edmund Pickens,
Pickens, Iolmes
Colbert
Colbert Carter,
Carte; and Robert
Robert H. Love, commissioners
commissioners on
the part
part of
of the
on the
the
Chickasaws, with the following
following
Amendments.

AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

1st. At the end of article
article V. add
add the
the following:
following:- —
The people
Chickasaw nations stipulate
people of the Choctaw and Chickasaw
stipulate and
and agree
agree
to deliver up to any
authorized agent of
any duly authorized
of the United
United States
States all
all public
public
property in their possession which belong[s]
belong[s] to
to the
the late
late so-called
so-called "
" confederconfederate states of America"
America" or the
the United States,
States, without
any reservation
reservation wha[t]without any
wha[t]soever, particularly
particularly ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance stores, and arms of all kinds.
kinds.
2d. Article
and 5,
strike out
out the
the words
"including any
any ararAnte, p. 774.
2d.
Article IX.
IX. lines
lines 4
4 and
5, strike
words "including
rears which may have
have accrued."
accrued."
Ante, p.
p. 779.
3d. Article XXXIX. lines 1,
2, and
out the
the following:
following: ""Be
Be
1, 2,
and 3, strike
strike out
licensed to trade with
with the Choctaws
Choctaws or
Chickasaws, except
except by
by the
the agent,
or Chickasaws,
agent,
consent," and insert in lieu
with the advice and consent,"
No person
shall
lieu thereof: No
person shall
expose goods or other articles
articles for sale
sale as a
trader without
without aapermit.
permit.
a trader
Ante, p. 779.
4th. Strike out Article
Article XLII.
XLIL and insert in lieu thereof
thereof the
the following
following
a substitute: The Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
as a
shall deliver
deliver up
up
Chickasaw nations shall
persons accused
accused of crime against the
States, who
who may
may be
be found
found
the United
United States,
within their respective limits on the
requisition of
of the
the governor
governor of
of any
any
the requisition
committed against the laws
State for a
acrime committed
and upon
upon the
the
laws of said
said State,
State, and
requisition
requisition of the judge
judge of the district court of the
the United
States for
the
United States
for the
district within
within which
crime was
committed.
which the
the crime
was committed.
Ante, p. 780.
5th. Article
Article XLVI.
X LVI. line 13,
13, strike out the words "not
"not less
than."
less than."
6th.
line 3,
after the
words "United
States"" insert:
insert:
Ante, p. 780.
6th. Article
Article XLIX.
XLIX. line
3, after
the words
"United States
not exceeding three.
three.
Ante, p. 781.
7th. Article [L]. lines 11 to and including
including line
line 15,
out the
the followfollow15, strike out
ing words: "that
"that the President
President of the United States
States shall,
three
shall, within
within three
months from the ratification
ratification of this treaty, appoint
commission, to
to consist
appoint aacommission,
consist
of
of one or more discreet persons,"
persons," and insert in lieu
thereof: that
that the
the comcomlieu thereof:
mission provided
provided for in the
the proceeding
proceeding [preceding]
[preceding] article
article shall.
shall.
Attest:
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY,
J.
FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
Ante,
Ane, p. 770.

Amendments
And whereas
Amendments
whereas the foregoing
foregoing amendments
amendments having
been fully
explained
having been
fully explained
ssented to.
to.
and interpreted
to the
the respective
respective commissioners
and
interpreted to
commissioners of the Choctaw and
and
Chickasaw
Chickasaw nations of Indians hereinbefore
hereinbefore named,
named, they
they did,
on the
did, on
the secsecond day of July, one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, give
give their
their
thousand eight
hundred and

tssented

free and
voluntary assent
free
and voluntary
assent to
amendments, in
in the
the words
words and
and figures
figures
to said
said amendments,
following,
wit:—
following, to
to wit:
Whereas the Senate
Senate of the United
United States
twenty-eighth day
day
States did,
did, on
on the
the twenty-eighth
of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
and sixtysixtyhundred and
ratification of
six, advise and consent to the ratification
articles of
agreement and
and
of the articles
of agreement
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convention
the United
States and
and the
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw
the Choctaw
United States
between the
convention between
nations of
of Indians
Indians made
and concluded
the
city of Washington
Washington the
the city
concluded at the
made and
nations
twenty-eighth day
day of
April, in
the year
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
eighteen hundred
year eighteen
in the
of April,
twenty-eighth
by Dennis
Dennis N.
N. Cooley,
Sells, and
and E.
commisE. S. Parker, special commisElijah Sells,
Cooley, Elijah
by
sioners on
on the
of the
United States,
and Alfred Wade,
Wade, Allen
Allen Wright,
Wright,
States, and
the United
the part
part of
sioners
James Riley,
Riley, and
and John
John Page,
Page, commissioners
commissioners on
the part
of the
Choctaws,
the Choctaws,
part of
on the
James
and Winchester
Colbert, Edmund
Edmund Pickens,
Pickens, EIolmes
Holmes Colbert,
Colbert, Colbert
Colbert CarCarand
Winchester Colbert,
ter, and
H. Love,
Love, commissioners
the part
part of the Chickasaws,
Chickasaws,
on the
commissioners on
Robert H.
ter,
and Robert
with
the following
following amendments,
amendments, to wit:wit :with the
1st.
following: The people of the
the
V. add the
the following:
end of
of Article V.
1st. At
At the end
any
Choctaw
and agree
agree to deliver up to any
stipulate and
Chickasaw nations stipulate
and Chickasaw
Choctaw and
properly in their
duly authorized
United States all public
public property
their
authorized agent of the United
duly
possession which
which belong[s]
to the
the late so-called
so-called "confederate
"confederate states of
belong[s] to
possession
America" or
United States,
without any
whatsoever, parreservation whatsoever,
any reservation
States, without
or the
tile United
America"
ticularly ordnance,
ordnance, ordnance
ordnance stores,
kinds.
arms of
of all kinds.
and arms
stores, and
ticularly
2d.
IX. lines
lines 4
and 5, strike
words: "including
"including any arthe words:
strike out the
4 and
Article IX.
2d. Article
rears which
have accrued."
accrued."
which may have
rears
3d.
following: ""be liXXXIX. lines 1, 2, and 3, strike out the following:
3d. Article
Article XXXIX.
censed to
to trade with the Choctaws
with
or Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, except by the agent, with
Choctaws or
censed
the advice
advice and
and consent,"
consent," and
lieu thereof:
thereof: No
person shall
shall exNo person
in lieu
and insert
insert in
the
pose good(l
goods or
trader without a
permit.
a permit.
sale as aatrader
for sale
other articles
articles for
or other
pose
4th.
and insert in lieu
thereof the following
following
lieu thereof
Article XLII.
XLII. and
Strike out
out Article
4th. Strike
as
The Choctaw
Chickasaw nations
nations shall deliver up
Choctaw and Clickasaw
substitute: The
as aa substitute:
persons accused of crime against
against the United
United States, who may be
be found
found
persons
within
their respective
respective limits
limits on
any
of the Governor
Governor of any
requisition of
on the
the requisition
within their
State, for
crime committed
committed against
State, and
and upon the
of said
said State,
the laws
laws of
against the
a crime
State,
for a
tile United
requisition
judge of'
of the
United States
States for the
the district court of the
of the judge
requisition of
district
committed.
which the crime was committed.
district within which
" not less than."
5th. Article
XLVI. line 13, strike
words "
strike out the words
5th.
Article XLVI
6th. Article
line 3,
United States"
insert: not
not
States" insert:
alter the
the words ."" United
3, after
XLIX. line
6th.
Article XLIX.
exceeding
exceeding three.
strike out the fol7th. Article
Article [L.] lines 11 to and including line 15, strike
lowing words
"That the
shall, within
within
States shall,
United States
the President
President of the United
words::"That
lowing
three months
the ratification
ratification of
commission to
treaty, appoint aacommission
of this treaty,
from the
months from
three
consist of
of one
one or
or more
more discreet
insert in lieu thereof: that
persons," and insert
discreet persons,"
consist
the
commission provided
the preceding
shall.
article shall.
preceding article
for in
in the
provided for
the commission
Now, therefore,'we,
therefore,'we, the
Choctaws
said Choctaws
part of
of the said
on the
the part
commissioners on
the commissioners
Now,
agree to the said amendments
and Chickasaws, do hereby assent
assent and agree
amendments
interpreted to us, and
above written,
written, the same having
having been interpreted
and being fully
fully
above
understood by
by us.
understood
second day of July, in the year
year of our
our
Witness our hands and seals this second
Lord
eight hundred
hundred and
at Washington,
Washington, D. C.
and sixty-six
sixty-six at
thousand eight
one thousand
Lord one
ALFRED WADE,
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.]
WAL)E,
ALFRED
AL
LEN WRI
G HT,
[s EA L.]
[SEAL.]
WRIG11T,
ALLEN
JAMES RILEY,
RILEY,
[sEA1
[SEAl..
JAMES
JOHN PAGE,
[SEAL.
[SEAL.J
PAGE,
JOHN
Choctaw
Commissioners.
C/octaw Commnissioners.
WINCHESTER COLBERT,
[SEAL.]
COLBERT, [sEAL.]
WINCHESTER
his
his
EDMUND
x
PICKENS,
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
EDMUND x PICKENS,
mark
mark
HOLMES COLBERT,
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
COLBERT,
IOLMES

[SAL.]
COLBERT CARTER,
CARTE R,
[SEAL.
ROBERT II.
LOVE,
SEAL.
[SEAL.]
II. LOVE,
ROBERT
Chickasaw
Commissioners.
Chickasaw Commissioners.
[of]
In presence
presence [of]
JNO. H. B. LATROBE.
LATROBE.
JNO.

CHARLES
E. Mix.
MIX.
CHARLES E.
P.
Principal chief
chief Choctaw
Choctaw nation.
nation.
P. PITCHLYNN,
PITCILYNN, Principal
1'. P.
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DOUGLAS H.
DOUGLAS
H.COOPER.
COOPER.
ALFRED
ACKSON.
ALFRED H.
H. J
JACKSON.
W
IRWIN.
W..R.
R. IRWIN.
S..HAYDEN.
LEWIS S
E.
S..M
MITCHELL,
E.S
ITCHELL, Secty.
Seely. Mick.
Commisn.
Chick. Commisn.

Proclaimed.

therefore, be it known
Now, therefore,
known that I,
I, ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
of
ANDREW JOHNSON,
President of
the United States of America,
America, do,
in pursuance
of the
the advice
consent
do, in
pursuance of
advice and
and consent
of the Senate, as expressed
expressed in its resolution
resolution of
of the
of
the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day
day of
June,
June, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, accept,
ratify, and
and conconaccept, ratify,
firm the said treaty, with
with the amendments
amendments as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In testimony
I have
In
testimony whereof I
have signed my
and have
have caused
the
my name,
name, and
caused the
seal of the United States to
be hereto
hereto affixed.
to be
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington
Washington this tenth day
day of
in the
year
of July,
July, in
the year
of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
of
and of
[SEAL.] the Independence
Independence of
the United
of America
America the
the ninetyninetyof the
United States
States of
first.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
By the
the President:
President:
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD,
W ILLIAM H.
SEWARD,
Secretary of State.
Secretary
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Treaty
of America
and the
the Creek
Creek Nation
Nation of
of InInAmerica and
States of
the United
United Slates
between the
Treaty between
dians; Concluded
Concluded June
June 14,1866;
14, 1866; Ratification
with AmendAmendadvised, with
Ratification advised,
dians;
ments, July
July 19,
July 23,
Proclaimed
23, 1866; Proclaimed
accepted July
Amendments accepted
19, 1866; Amendments
ments,
August 11, 1866.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON,
ANDREW
PRESIDENT OE
AMERICA,
01 AMERICA,
STATES DI
OF THE UNITED STATES

J
une, 14, ISM.
M e.
June,

To ALL
ALL AND
AND SINGULAR
WHOM THESE
THESE PRESENTS
SHALL COMB,
COMB, GREETING:
GREETING:
PRESENTS SHALL
TO WHOM
SINGULAB TO
TO
W HEREAS aatreaty
concluded at the city of Washington,
Washington, Preamble.
Preamble.
and concluded
treaty was made and
WIIRIIEAS
in the
the District
fourteenth day of June, in the year of
Columbia, on the fourteenth
of Columbia,
District of
in
our Lord
one thousand
hundred and
between Denand sixty-six, by and between
eight hundred
thousand eight
Lord one
our
nis N.
Cooley and
and Elijah
Elijah Sells, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on the part
part of the United
United
N. Cooley
nis
Cotch-cho-chee, delegates
States, and Ok-ta-has
Cow-mikko, and Cotch-cho-chee,
delegates
Ok-ta-has Harjo, Cow-mikko,
at large of
of the
the Creek
Nation of
of Indians,
D. N.
James
and James
N. McIntosh
McIntosh and
and D.
Indians, and
Creek Nation
at
M. C.
delegates of the
Southern Creeks,
Creeks, on the part
part of
the Southern
Smith, special delegates
M.
C. Smith,
said Creek
delegates
which delegates
Southern Creeks, all of which
Indians and Southern
Nation of Indians
Creek Nation
said
at large
large and
and special
were duly
thereto by said
said Creek
Creek
authorized thereto
duly authorized
delegates were
special delegates
at
Nation and Southern Creeks, which treaty is in the words and figures
figures
Nation
following, to wit:
wit:—
following,

Contracting
TREATY OF
OF CESSION
CESSION AND
NDEMNITY concluded
Washingcontracting
concluded at the city of WashingINDEMNITY
AND I
TREATY
ton
the fourteenth
fourteenth day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand paparties
ton on
on the
between the United States, repreeight hundred
and between
reprehundred and sixty-six, by and
sented by
Dennis N.
N. Cooley,
affairs, Elijah
of Indian
Indian affairs,
Commissioner of
Cooley, Commissioner
by Dennis
Sells, superintendent
tt affairs for the Southern superintendsuperintendo' India
Indiaa
superintendent of
Sells,
ency,
Commissioner, and the Creek
Creek
Ely S. Parker, special Commissioner,
Col. Ely
ency, and Col.
Nation
Indians, represented
represented by Ok-tars-sars-harjo,
Sands; Cow-eCow-eOk-tars-sars-harjo, or Sands;
Nation of
of Indians,
to-me-co
Clie-chn-chee, delegates
and D.
D. N.
N. McIntosh
McIntosh
at large,
large, and
delegates at
and Che-chu-chee,
to-me-co and
and
special delegates
delegates of
of the
the Southern Creeks.
Smith, special
and James
James Smith,
PREA.AIBLE.
PREAMBLE.
W HEREAS existing
between the United
and the Creek
Creek
United States
States and
treaties between
existing treaties
WHERfAS
Nation have
have become
become insufficient
insufficient to meet
meet their mutual
necessities; and
and
mutual necessities;
Nation
confederate
whereas the Creeks
so-called confederate
made aa treaty with the so-called
Creeks made
whereas
states, on the
the tenth
tenth of
of July,
hundred and
sixty-one,
and sixty-one,
eight hundred
one thousand
thousand eight
July, one
states,
whereby they
ignored their
their allegiance
United States,
States, and unsetto the
the United
allegiance to
they ignored
whereby
tled
treaty relations
between the Creeks and
and the United
United
existing between
relations existing
tled the
the treaty
States,
render themselves
themselves liable
forfeit to the
United
the United
to forfeit
liable to
did so
so render
and did
States, and
States
benefits and
advantages enjoyed
enjoyed by them in lands, annuities,
annuities,
and advantages
all benefits
States all
protection,
immunities, including
property
including their lands and other property
and immunities,
protection, and
held
grant or gift from
States; and whereas in view of
of
from the United States;
held by
by grant
said
liabilities the
the United
United States
Creeks a
a portion of
of
of the
the Creeks
require of
States require
said liabilities
their
land whereon
settle other Indians;
Indians; and whereas a
a treaty
treaty of
of
to settle
whereon to
their land
peace
amity was
into between the United States and the
entered into
was entered
and amity
peace and
Creeks and
other tribes
eighteen hunhunSeptember tenth, eighteen
Smith, September
tribes at Fort Smith,
and other
Creeks
cancelled, and repurevoked, cancelled,
dred
whereby the Creeks
Creeks revoked,
sixty-five, whereby
dred and
and sixty-five,
diated the aforesaid
aforesaid treaty made
made with the so-called
so-called confederate
states;
confederate states;
diated
and whereas
whereas the United
United States, through
through its commissioners,
said
commissioners, in said
promised to enter into treaty
treaty with the
treaty of peace and amity, promised
Creeks to arrange and settle
all questions
questions relating
out
relating to and growing out
settle all
of
so-called confederate
therefore,
confederate states: Now, therefore,
of said treaty with the so-called
the United States,
States, by its commissioners,
and the above-named
above-named delegates
commissioners, and
the
VOL. XIV.
XIV.
VOL.
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of the
the Creek
Creek Nation, the day and
and year
year above
above mentioned,
mutually stipstipmentioned, mutually
ulate and agree, on behalf
respective parties, as follows,
behalf of the respective
to wit:
wit :—
follows, to
Peace and
friendship.
friendship,

ARTICLE
perpetual peace
ARTICLE I. There shall
shall be perpetual
peace and
and friendship between
between
the parties
parties to this treaty,
the
treaty, and the Creeks
Creeks bind themselves
themselves to
firm
to remain
remain firm
allies and friend's
friends of the United
United States,
States 'and never to take
take up arms
arms against
against
the United
United States, but always
always faithfully
putting down
down its
faithfully to aid in
in putting
its enenemies. They
They also agree to remain at peace with
with all other
other Indian
Indian tribes;
tribes;
and, in return, the United
United States guarantees
guarantees them quiet
quiet possession
possession of
of
protection against
their country, and protection
against hostilities
hostilities on the part of other
other tribes.
tribes.
In the event of hostilities, the United States agree
agree that the
tribe comcomthe tribe
mencing and prosecuting the same, shall, as
as far as may
may be
be practicable,
practicable,
Military cocaoccu- make just reparation
Military
reparation therefor. To insure this protection,
protection, the
the Creeks
Creeks
pOtion aand
bytpepation
pro- agree
agree to a
military occupation
occupation of
of their
their count
ry, at
at
an
ti me ,by
by th
Unit ed
a military
country,
anyy time,
thee United
tection by the
United States. States, and the United States
United
States agree
agree to station
and continue
continue in
in said
counstation and
said country from time to time, at its own expense,
expense, such force as may be necesnecesAmnesty.
sary for
for that purpose. A general
amnesty of all past
Amnesty.
general amnesty
past offences
offences against
against the
the
laws of the United States,
States ' committed by any
any member
member of
Naof the
the Creek
Creek Nation, is hereby declared. And the Creeks, anxious
anxious for
for the restoration
restoration of
of
themselves, do
kind and friendly
friendly feelings
feelings among themselves,
hereby declare
an amamdo hereby
declare an
offences against
nesty for all past offences
against their
their government,
and no
no Indian
Indian or
Ingovernment, and
or Indians shall be proscribed,
proscribed, or any act of forfeiture
forfeiture or confiscation
confiscation passed
passed
against
against those who have
have remained friendly
friendly to, or taken up
up arms
arms against,
against,
the United
United States,
States, but they shall enjoy
enjoy equal privileges
privileges with
memwith other
other members of
of said tribe, and all laws heretofore
inconsistent herewith
heretofore, passed inconsistent
herewith are
are
hereby declared
declared inoperative.
inoperative.
Slavery
not to
ARTICLE
covenant and agree that henceforth
Slavery not
to
ARTICLE II.
II.The Creeks
Creeks hereby
hereby covenant
henceforth
exist among the
Creeks.ng
the neither
neither slavery nor
servitude, otherwise
in the
the punishpunishnor involuntary
involuntary servitude,
otherwise than
than in
ment of crimes, whereof
whereof the parties shall
shall have
have been
been duly
duly convicted
convicted in
in
accordance
members of said tribe, shall
accordance with laws applicable to all members
shall ever
ever
fRihtsofthose
in said
said nation;
nation; and inasmuch
Rights of those exist
exist in
inasmuch as there are among the Creeks many
many
of
of African descent.
persons of African descent, who have no interest
the soil,
soil, it
is stipuinterest in
in the
it is
stipulated that hereafter these persons lawfully residing
residing in said Creek country
lated
country
under their laws and usages, or who
who have been thus residing in said
said councountry, and may return within one
one year
year from the ratification
ratification of
of this
this treaty,
treaty,
and their descendants
and
descendants and such
such others of the same race as may be permitted by the laws of the
the said nation
nation to settle within the
the limits
limits of
of the
the jurisjurisdiction of the Creek Nation
Nation as citizens [thereof,]
have and
and enjoy all
all
[thereof,] shall have
of native
the rights and privileges a
native citizens, including
including an
an equal
equal interest
interest in
in
the soil and national
national funds, and the laws of the said nation shall
shall be
be
equally binding upon
upon and give equal protection
protection to
such persons,
persons, and
to all such
and
all others, of whatsoever
whatsoever race
all
race or color, who may
may be adopted
adopted as
or
as citizens
citizens or
members of
of said
said tribe.
tribe.
lndssion
of
ARTICLE
III. In compliance
lands
Cession
to the
of
ARTICLE III.
compliance with
the desire
ofthe
the U
nit ed States
St at
es to
t
o
with the
desire of
United
locate other Indians
United States.
States,
Indians and
thereon, the
Creeks hereby
hereby cede
cede and
and
and freedmen
freedmen thereon,
the Creeks
convey to the United States, to be sold to and used
used as homes for such
such
other civilized
civilized Indians as the United States may choose
choose to settle
settle tlereon,
thereon,
the west half of their entire domain,
domain, to be divided by a
running north
north
a line running
and south; the eastern half of
of said Creek
Creek lands, being
retained by
being retained
by them
them
shall, except as herein otherwise stipulated, be
as a
be forever
forever set
set apart
apart as
a
Payments
home for said Creek Nation;
consideration
Payments
Nation; and in consideration
said
of the
the
of
said
cession
of
therefor, and
therefor
mode of'paywest half
of pay half of their lands,
lands estimated
estimated to contain three millions two
two hundred
hundred
ment.
and fifty thousand
ment,
th ousan dfive
fi ve hundred
hundred and sixty acres,
agree
acres, the United States
States agree
to pay the sum of thirty (30)
(30) cents per acre,
acre, amounting
amounting to
to nine
nine hundred
hundred
hundred and sixty-eight
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand one hundred
sixty-eight dollars,
dollars, in
in the
the
Amendment. manner
Amendment,
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided, to wit: two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars shall
shall
Post,
Post,
P. t9p. 791.' be
paid per
per capita
capita in
in money, unless otherwise directed by the
be paid
President
the President
of the
the United States, upon the ratification
of
ratification of this treaty, to enable the
the
Creeks to occupy, restore,
restore, and improve
improve their
their farms,
farms, an
an il
11 to
to make
make their
their
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,
nation independent
and self-sustaining,
self-sustaining, and
and to
pay the
independent and
to pay
the damages
damages sustained
sustained
4nation
by the
the mission
schools on
the North
North Fork
Fork and
and the
Arkansas rivers,
rivers, not
not
on the
the Arkansas
by
mission schools
to exceed two
two thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, and
and to
to pay
pay the
the delegates
delegates such per
per diem
diem
as the
the agent
agent and
Creek council
upon, as
comand Creek
council may
may agree
agree upon,
as aajust and fair
fair comas
pensation,
of which
which shall
shall be
distributed for
for that
that purpose
purpose by
by the
agent,
pensation, all
all of
be distributed
the agent,
with the
advice of
of the
Creek council,
under the
Secretary
the direction
direction of
of the Secretary
the Creek
council, under
with
the advice
of
the Interior.
interior. One
be paid
paid to
to soldiers
dollars shall
shall be
soldiers
of the
One hundred
hundred thousand
thousand dollars
that
enlisted in
Federal army
army and
the loyal
loyal refugee
Indians and
and
that enlisted
in the
the Federal
and the
refugee Indians
freedmen
the Rebel
Rebel forces,
freedmen who
who were driven
driven from their
their homes by the
forces, to reimbur-e
them in
in proportion
to their resPective
four hundred thouthou- Amendment.
Amendment.
respective losses; four
proportion to
imbur-e them
sand
dollars shall
shall be
be paid
in money
money to
to said
said Creek
Creek nation,
un- P',
Post, pp. 791.
nation, un791.
paid per
per capita
capita in
sand dollars
less
directed by
by the
the United
United States,
States, under the
President of
of the
the President
less otherwise
otherwise directed
direction
of the
the same may
from
of the
the Interior,
Interior, as the
may accrue
accrue from
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
agree to pay to
the sale
sale of
of land
land to
to other
other Indians.
Indians. The
The United States
States agree
said
such purposes
of
purposes as the Secretary of
said Indians,
Indians, in such
such manner and for such
the
interest at
five per cent
cent per
per annum
annum
may direct,
direct, interest
at the
the rate
rate of
of five
the Interior
Interior may
from
ratification of this
the amount
hereinbeamount hereinbefrom the
the date of
of the ratification
this treaty, on
on the
agreed upon for said ceded lands, after deducting
fore agreed
deducting the said two hundred
thousand
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
the residue, two hundred
hundred and
dred thousand
thousand dollars; the
one
remain in
treasury of the
in the
the treasury
one hundred
hundred and sixty-eight
sixty-eight dollars, shall remain
United
rate of five per centum
centum per
per
interest thereon,
thereon, at
at the
the rate
States, and the
the interest
United States,
annum,
be annually
Creeks as above
above stipulated.
stipulated.
annually paid
paid to said Creeks
annum, be
ARTICLE IV.
Immediately after
after the
the ratification
ratification of
of this
treaty the
l..ossesioidloyai
the f
Lossesofloyal
this treaty
IV. Immediately
ARTICLE
respective soldiers and
United States agree to ascertain
ascertain the amount
amount due
due the respective
arenXeeesnmelann,8
reedmen,
who enlisted
enlisted in
the Federal
Federal army,
Indians and freedmen,
soldiers enlisted
enlisted
freedmen, soldiers
refugee Indians
army, loyal refugee
in the
who
in proportion
to their
their several
amount awarded
awarded in federal
federal army.
pay the amount
several losses, and to pay
in
proportion to
each, in
in the
following manner, to
Census, &o.
&o.
to wit: A
A census
census of the Creeks shall be Census,
each,
the following
nation, under the direcagent of
of the United States for said nation,
taken by
by the
the agent
tion of the Secretary of the Interior, and aa roll of the names of all solFederal army, loyal refugee
refugee Indians, and freeddiers that enlisted in the Federal
men, be
be made
made by
by him. The superintendent
superintendent of Indian
for the
Indian affairs for
men,
Southern superintendency
agent of the United
United States
States for the
the
superintendency and the agent
Creek nation shall proceed to investigate
investigate and determine
determine from said roll
roll
Indians, and
the amounts due the respective refugee Indians,
and shall transmit
transmit to the
commissiener of
approval, and that of the Secretary
Secretary
for his approval,
of Indian
Indian affairs
affairs for
commissioner
of the
Interior, their awards, together
case
reasons therefor. In case
together with the reasons
of
the Interior,
awards shall be paid
duly approved,
approved, said awards
paid
the awards so made shall be duly
one year from the ratthe sale
sale of said lands within one
from the proceeds
proceeds of the
ification of
this treaty,
or so
so soon
amount of one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand
ification
of this
treaty, or
soon as said amount
($100,000) dollars can be raised from the sale of said land to other
other In($100,000)
dians.
ARTICLE V.
V.The Creek
Creek nation
grant a
of way through Right
Right of way
way
a right of
hereby grant
nation hereby
ARTICLE
o
t
e
a .
and Chickasaw
country, to
to any
any company
id foro
for a
their lands,
lands, to
to the Choctaw and
Chickasaw country,
companya rail
which shall be duly authorized
authorized by Congress, and shall, with
with the express
consent
consent and approbation of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, undertake
undertake to
a railroad
construct a
railroad from any point north of
of to any point in or south of
of
their eastern to their
the Creek country, and likewise
likewise from any point on their
their
boundary, but said railroad
western or southern boundary,
railroad company, together with Conditions.
Conditions.
all
employ4s, shall be subject
subject to
to the
the laws
all its
its agents
agents and employ6s,
laws of the
the United
United
intercourse with Indian tribes, and also to such rules
rules
States relating to intercourse
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior for
and regulations as may be prescribed
for
that purpose, and the Creeks agree
any Lands will be
agree to sell to the United States, or any
aforesaid, such
company duly authorized
authorized as aforesaid,
such lands not legally owned or sold.
occupied
nation, lying along the
a member or members of the Creek nation,
occupied by a
line
each side thereof
thereof a
a
said contemplated
contemplated railroad,
railroad, not
not exceeding
exceeding on each
line of
of said
belt or strip of land three miles in width, at such price per acre
acre as may
be eventually
eventually agreed upon between
between said Creek
Creek nation and
and the party or
or
parties building
building said road, subject
subject to the approval
approval of the President
President of the
States: Provided,
Provided, however, That
United States:
That said land thus sold shall not be
be 1rovis.
rroviso.
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a citizen
reconveyed,
or rented
citizen of
of
occupied by any one not a
be occupied
or be
to, or
rented to,
leased, or
reconveyed, leased,
Provided,
the
Creek nation,
its laws
laws and
and recognized
recognized usages:
usages: ProvEded,
to its
according to
nation, according
the Creek
also,
That officers,
servants, and
said railroad
railroad necessary
necessary to
of said
employes of
and employs
officers, servants,
also, That
necesits
construction and
and management,
shall not
not be
be excluded
excluded from such necesmanagement, shall
its construction
sary occupancy,
Indian interthe Indian
provisions of the
the provisions
to the
subject to
being subject
they being
occupancy, they
sary
course
law and
such rules
rules and
regulations as
be established
established by the
the
may be
as may
and regulations
and such
course law
Secretary of
the Interior,
any conveyance
conveyance of any of said lands
shall any
nor shall
Interior, nor
of the
Secretary
be
to the
party building
building and
said road until its complecomplemanaging said
and managing
the party
made to
be made
tion
by the Secretary
Secretary
acceptance as such by
its acceptance
and its
railroad, and
first-class railroad,
as aafirst-class
tion as
of the Interior.
Creek orphan
ARTICLE VI.
VI.Inasmuch
Inasmuch as
as the
thereof, in which
which
bonds, or aa portion thereof,
the bonds,
orphan. ARTICLE
Creek
fund, andorphan
and orphan the Creek orphan fund
fund has been heretofore
heretofore invested,
invested, from certain
certain causes
causes
children.
said
in value,
and are
depreciated in
have
children.
have largely
largely depreciated
value, and
are for
for the
the purposes
purposes for
for which
which said
Rind
was
set
aside
unproductive,
it
is
hereby
further
stipulated
that
such
stipulated
further
hereby
fUnd was set aside unproductive, it is
of the
the bonds
now held
held by
the Secretary
trust for the
the
Secretary of the Interior, in trust
by the
bonds now
of
necessary to establish
orphans of
of the
the Creek
nation, as
establish aamanualas may be necessary
Creek nation,
orphans
of
labor school
for the
the improvement
and education
children of
education of the orphan children
improvement and
school for
labor
said nation
nation shall
disposed of, and the avails thereof used
used for that purbe disposed
shall be
said
Amendment.
pose, under
under the
the direction
direction of the Secretary
of
Secretary of the Interior. The residue of
Amendment. pose,
Post,
791.
said
be retained
treasury of
the United States,
States, upon
upon
of the
the treasury
in the
retained in
shall be
fund shall
said fund
st, p.
p.791.
which
at the
annually be paid for the
the
of five per cent shall annually
rate of
the rate
interest at
which interest
maintenance
maintenance and support of said school.
of
SeMinOleSMay
ARTICLE VII.
Creeks hereby
agree that the Seminole tribe of
hereby agree
The Creeks
VII. The
ARTICLE
Seminolesmay
any portion
the United
the Indians may sell and convey to
convey
con
nivey to ates.
the
to the
United States
States all
all or
or any
portion of
of
Uted St
the Seminole
such terms as may
may be
be mutually
mutually agreed upon by
lands, upon such
Seminole lands,
the
and between
between the
Seminoles and the
the United States.
the Seminoles
and
Line
ARTICLE
It is
is agreed
agreed that
that the
Secretary of the Interior forththe Secretary
VIII. It
ARTICLE VIII.
dividing
Line dividing
the
C
oresu
c
r
oun- with
the line
Creek country, as provided for by the
dividing the Creek
line dividing
with cause the
counthe tCreek
ey be sur- terms of the sale of Creek
v7yed.
Creek lands to the United States in article third of
this
accurately surveyed
surveyed under
under the direction of the commisto be accurately
treaty, to
this treaty,
sioner of
Indian affairs,
the expenses
which survey shall
shall be
be paid by the
the
of which
expenses of
affairs, the
of Indian
sioner
United States.
Agency buildARTICLE
IX.Inasmuch
the agency
agency buildings
of the
Creek tribe
tribe
the Creek
buildings of
as the
Inasmuch as
ARTICLE IX.
Agency buildhave
been destroyed
the late
further agreed that
that the
the
late war, it is further
during the
destroyed during
have been
bhgs.
United
shall at
their own
exceeding ten thousand
thousand
expense, not exceeding
own expense,
at their
States shall
United States
dollars,
erected suitable agency buildings, the sites whereof
whereof
to be erected
cause to
dollars, cause
shall be
the agent
reduced Creek resersaid tribe, in the reduced
agent of said
by the
selected by
be selected
shall
vation, under
under the
the direction
superintendent of Indian affairs.
affairs.
of the
the superintendent
direction of
vation,
In consideration
consideration whereof,
the Creeks
Creeks hereby
hereby cede and
and relinquish
relinquish to the
the
whereof, the
In
United States
States one
one section
section of
of their
their lands,
to be
designated and
selected by
by
and selected
be designated
lands, to
United

direction of
under the direction
of the superintendent
superintendent of
of Indian affairs,
affairs ,
their agent, under
section of
erected, which
upon which
agency buildings
buildings shall be erected,
which section
of land
land
said agency
which said
upon
shall
to the
the Creek
Creek nation
nation when
said agency
agency buildings
buildings are no longer
longer
when said
revert to
shall revert
used
by the
States, upon
upon said
said nation
nation paying
reasonable
paying aafair and reasonable
United States,
the United
used by
vacated.
value
buildings at the time vacated.
said buildings
for said
value for
Creeks agree
ARTICLE
X. The
The Creeks
Creeks agree
agree to
to such
as Congress and the
the
legislation as
such legislation
ARTICLE X.
Creeks agree
to certain
iegis- President
President of
United States
States may
may deem
necessary for the better
better adininadmindeem necessary
the United
of the
certain legisto
protection of the rights of
laden.
istration of justice
justice and the protection
of person and
and property
property
istration
lation.
within
the Indian
Indian territory:
Provided, however, [That] said
said legislation
legislation
territory: Provided,
within the
shall
any manner
interfere with
annul their present
present tribal organor annul
with or
manner interfere
in any
not in
shall not
General
laws, privileges,
privileges, and
Creeks also
also agree
that
agree that
The Creeks
customs. The
and customs.
rights, laws,
ization, rights,
coun- ization,
General coona general
a
general council, consisting of delegates
delegates elected
elected by each
each nation
nation or tribe
tribe
oil.
convened
lawfully
within the
the Indian
territory, may be annually convened
Indian territory,
resident within
lawfully resident
and
in said
territory, which
council shall be
organized in such manner and
be organized
which council
said territory,
in
hereinafter described.
described.
possess such powers as are hereinafter
Own&
First. After
the ratification
of this
this treaty,
treaty, and as soon as may be
ratification of
After the
First.
Censa&
deemed
Secretary of the Interior, and prior
prior to the
the Secretary
by the
practicable by
deemed practicable
first
enumeration of each
each tribe lawcensus, or enumeration
a census,
council, a
said council,
of said
session of
first session
fully
shall be taken under the direction of the
territory, shall
said territory,
in said
resident in
fully resident
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superintendent of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, who for that purpose
purpose is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to designate
designate and appoint competent
competent persons,
compensation shall
shall be
persons, whose
whose compensation
be
fixed by the Secretary of the Interior
by the
States.
Interior and paid
paid by
the United
United States.
Second. The first general council shall
of one
one member
member from
First general
general
shall consist of
from First
each tribe, and an additional member
one thousand
thousand Indians,
Indians, or
council, how
how
member for
for each
each one
or council,
each fiaction
fraction of a
athousand greater.
greater. than five hundred,
members of
of composed.
hundred, being
being members
composed.
any tribe lawfully resident in said territory, and
be selected
selected by
said
and shall
shall be
by said
tribes respectively, who may assent to the 'establishment
'establishment of
of said
general
said general
council, and if none should be thus formally
by any
any nation
nation or
or
formally selected
selected by
tribe, the said nation or tribe shall be
general council
be represented
represented in
in said
said general
council
by the chief or chiefs and headmen
be taken
taken in
in the
the order
order
headmen of
of said
said tribe,
tribe, to
to be
of their rank as recognized
recognized in tribal usage,
the same
same number
usage, in the
number and
and proproportion as above indicated. After the
the said
census shall
shall have
have been
been taken
taken
said census
and completed, the superintendent
superintendent of Indian affairs
affairs shall
shall publish
publish and
deand declare
members of said council
clare to each tribe the number
number of members
to which
which they
they
council to
shall be entitled
entitled under the provisions
of this
this article,
article, and
and the
the persons
persons enenprovisions of
titled to so represent
represent said tribes shall meet at such time and
he Time
Time and
and
and place
place as
as he
shall appoint, but thereafter the time and place of the
sessions of
i
d placeof
place of meeting.
the sessions
of sa
said
meeting.
council .shall
shall be determined
Provided, That no
determined by its action: Provided,
no session
session in
in Sessions
Sessions not
not to
to
any one year shall exceed the term of thirty days, and provided
provided that
exceed 80
days.
that exceed
30 days.
special sessions of said council may be called whenever,
judgment Special
Special sesseewhenever, in
in the
the judgment
i
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, the interest
interest of
require. _ ssions.
of said
said tribe
tribe shall
shall require.
ons.
Third. Said general
general council shall have
have power
to legislate
legislate upon
upon all
all rightright- Powers
ofgenpower to
Powersofgenful subjects and matters pertaining
pertaining to the intercourse
relations of
of the
the eral
council.
intercourse and relations
eral council
Indian tribes and nations resident
resident in
said territory,
territory, the
the arrest
arrest and
and extradiextradiin said
tion of criminals and offenders
to another,
another, the
adoffenders escaping
escaping from
from one
one tribe
tribe to
the administration
ministration of justice between members
members of
of the
the several
several tribes
tribes of
of said
tersaid territory, and persons other than Indians
ritory,
Indians and members
members of said tribes
tribes or
nations,
or nations,
the construction
of' works of internal improvement,
construction or
improvement, and the common defence
defence
and safety of the nations of said territory.
laws enacted
enacted by
by said
said gengenterritory. All
All laws
eral council shall take effect at such time as may
may therein be provided,
provided, ununless suspended
suspended by direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
or the
PresiInterior or
the President of'
of the United States. No law shall
shall be enacted inconsistent with
the
with the
Constitution of the United States, or the
Congress, or
or existing
existing
the laws of Congress,
treaty stipulations with
with the United States, nor shall said council
legislate
council legislate
upon matters pertaining
pertaining to the organization,
organization, laws, or
customs of
of the
the sevsevor customs
eral tribes, except as herein provided
provided for.
for.
Fourth. Said council shall be
be presided
presided over by the
the superintendent
superintendent of Who
Wh° to
t° preside
Priride
over counc .
Indian affairs,
affairs, or, in case of his absence
absence from any cause, the
duties of
of said
said over councilthe duties
superintendent
superintendent enumerated
enumerated in this article shall be performed
performed by
such perperby such
Secretary of the Interior may
son as the Secretary
may direct.
direct.
Fifth. The Secretary
a secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall appoint a
secretary of said
Secretary of
said Secretary
of
council, whose duty it shall be to keep
accurate record
record of
of all
all the
the propro- council.
council.
keep an accurate
ceedings of said council, and who shall
hall transmit
transmit aatrue
of all
all such
such
true copy
copy of
proceedings, duly certified by the superintendent
superintendent of
to the
the
of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, to
Secretary of the Interior immediately after
Secretary
after the sessions
of said
said council
council
sessions of
shall terminate. He shall be paid out of the treasury
treasury of the
the United
United Pay.
Pay.
States an annually salary
salary of
five hundred
dollars.
of five
hundred dollars.
Sixth. The members of said council
council shall be paid by the United
United States
rr of
of memStates bePay
memdoll ar s per
pe r di
em during
dur i
ng th
ti me actually
ac t
ua ll y i
attendance bers'•
the sum of four
four dollars
diem
thee time
inn attendance
on the sessions
sessions of said council, and
of four
dollars for
for every
every
and at
at the rate
rate of
four dollars
twenty miles necessar[il]y
travelled by them in
necessar[iliy travelled
to and
and returning
returning
in going
going to
to their homes, respectively,
respectively, from said council, to be certified
certified by the
the secsecretary of'said
of said council
council and the superintendent
superintendent of Indian
Indian affairs.
affairs.
Seventh.
Seventh. The Creeks
Creeks also agree that aacourt or courts
Courts.
courts may
may be estabestab- Courts.
lished in said territory, with such jurisdiction and
organized in
in such
such manand organized
manner as Congress may by law provide.
ARTICLE XI.
XI.The stipulations of this treaty are to be a
a full settle- beThis
T
ah
f
!treaty to
:iti
xtre_b)
ment of all claims of said Creek nation
meat
nation for damages
of every
every ment
meat of
of all
damages and
and losses
losses of
all
claims.
claims.
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kind
and all expenditures
expenditures by the United
united
kind growing out of the late rebellion and
destitute Indians
refugee and destitute
annuities in clothing and feeding refugee
States of annuities
since
the diversion
fbr that purpose consequent upon the late
annuities for
diversion of annuities
since the
war
so-called confederate
confederate states;
states; and the Creeks hereby ratify
war with the so-called
and
annuities heretofore
heretofore made from the
confirm all such diversions of annuities
and confirm
Creek nation by the United States, and the United States
Diversions of funds of the Creek
annuities.
annuities shall be diverted
diverted from the objects for which
which they
they
agree that no annuities
annuities.
were originally
devoted by treaty stipulations with the Creeks, to the use
originally devoted
were
of refugee
refugee and destitute Indians other than the Creeks or members
members of the
of
Creek
June thirtieth,
after the close of the present fiscal year, June
Creek nation after
eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
eighteen
Treaty obliobliARTICLE XII.
XII. The
reaffirms and
and reassumes
ohlia
°areassumes all obligaUnited States reaffirms
The United
ARTICLE
Treaty
gallons reafredtions of treaty stipulations
stipulations with the Creek nation entered into before the
the
gation
firmed.
treaty
so-called confederate,
confederate. states, July
July
nation with the so-called
Creek nation
of said Creek•
treaty of
ied.
tenth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, not inconsistent
inconsistent herewith;
herewith; and
tenth, eighteen
of
accruing by force
further
force of
payments of annuities accruing
renew all payments
to renew
further agrees to
said
treaty stipulations
and after
after the
of the
the present
present fiscal year,
the close of
from and
stipulations from
said treaty
June
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, except
except as is provided
provided in
hundred and sixty-six,
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
article eleventh.
Lands
granted
ARTICLE XIII.
exceeding one hundred
hundred and
and
XIII. A quantity of land not exceeding
ARTICLE
Lands granted
subdivisions, in one body,
for missionaryor
missionary or sixty acres, to be selected according
according to legal subdivisions,
educational purposes;
and
include their
their improvements,
improvements, is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to every
every religious
religious
to include
and to
poses;
society or
or denomination
which has
consent of
of
has erected, or which, with the consent
denomination which
society
the Indians,
for
Indians, may hereafter erect buildings within the Creek country for
the
not
to be
be sold,
sold, missionary
missionary or
thus granted
granted nor the
land thus
purposes; but no -land
educational purposes;
or educational
not to
except, Sm.;
buildings which
which have been or may
may be erected
erected thereon
thereon shall ever be sold
sold
buildings
&c.;
except,
consent and approval
or otherwise
disposed of, except with the consent
approval of the
the
otherwise disposed
or
Interior; and whenever
when sold, pro- Secretary
whenever any such lands or buildings shall
shall
Secretary of the Interior;
disposed of, the proceeds thereof shall
shall be applied, under the
ceeds to be how be so sold or disposed
-oplied.
maintenance
Interior,' to the support
direction of
or the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
support and maintenance
-plied.
of
benefit of the Creeks and such
such
for the benefit
establishments for
similar establishments
of other
other similar
other
persons as
hereafter become
become members
members of the tribe
may be or may hereafter
as may
other persons
according
to its
usages; and if at any time said imcustoms, and usages;
laws, customs,
its laws,
according to
provements
abandoned for one year for missionary
missionary or educational
educational
provements shall be abandoned
purposes,
the rights
missionary and educational
educational
rights herein granted for missionary
all the
purposes, all
purposes shall revert
revert to the said Creek nation.
entered
Inconsistent
ARTICLE
heretofore entered
XIV. It is further agreed that all treaties heretofore
ARTICLE XIV.
Inconsistent
treaty provisions into between the United
United States and the Creek nation which
which are
are inconsistinconsist provisions of this treaty
ent with any of the articles
annulled.
'ent
articles or provisions
treaty shall be, and are
rescinded and annulled;
annulled; and it is
is further agreed
agreed that ten thouhereby, rescinded
sand
dollars shall
shall be paid
paid by the United States, or so much
mucil thereof
thereof as
sand dollars
foregomay be
be necessary,
incurred in negotiating
negotiating the foregopay the expenses incurred
necessary, to pay
may
ing treaty.
Execution.
commissioners representing
representing the United
In testimony whereof, we, the commissioners
Execution.
States
representing the Creek nation, have hereunto
hereunto
delegates representing
and the delegates
States and
set
our hands
and seals
at the
the place
and on
on the day and year above written.
place and
seals at
hands and
set'our
D. N. COOLEY,
COOLEY,
Comr.
Ind. Affrs.
Affrs.
Cormr. Ind.
ELIJAH
SELLS,
ELIJAH SELLS,
Supt.
Aff
Supt. Ind. Aff.
OK-TA-HAS HARJO,
HARJO, his
mark.
his xx mark.
OK-TA-HAS
COW MIK
KO,
his
x mark.
his x
MIKKO,
COW
COTCH-CHO-CHEE,
his x
mark.
x mark.
his
COTCH-CHO-CHEE,
D.N.
N.McINTOSH.
M cINTOSH.
D.
JAMES M
C.SMITH.
SMITH.
M..C.
JAMES
of —
In presence ofJ.
W. DUNN,
Dunn-,U.
Indian Agent.
U. S. Indian
J. W.
Indian Agent.
S..Indian
U S
J.HARLAN,
HARLAN, U.
J.

[SEAL.]
[s
EAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.'
[SEAL.

[slut..
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.
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C
HARLES E.
E.Mix.
CHARLES
MIX.
J..M.
M. TEBBETTS.
TEBBETTS.
J
GEO.
REYNOLDS, U.
II.S
Indian Agent.
GEO. A.
A. REYNOLDS,
S..Indian
Agent.
JOIN
J
OHN B.
SANBORN.
B. SANBORN.
J
OHN F.
Delegate.
JOHN
F. BROWN,
BROWN, Seminole
Seminole Delegate.
J
OHN CHUPco,
CFruPco, his
x mark.
JOHN
his x
mark.
FOS-HAR-JO, his
his x
xmark.
mark.
Fos-HAR-Jo,
CHO-COTE-HUGA,
Cno- COTE-HuGA, his
his xx mark.
mark.
R.
Cherokee Delegate.
Delegate.
R. FIELDS,
FIELDS, Cherokee
DOUGLAS
H.COOPER.
DOUGLAS H.
COOPER.
W M. PENN
ADAIR,
WM.
PENN ADAIR,
HARRY I
ISLAND,
his x
x mark,
mark, U.
HARRY
SLAND, his
S. Interpreter,
Nation.
U. S.
Interpreter, Creek
Creek Nation.
SULUDIN
S
ULUDIN WATIE.
W A.TIE.

And whereas,
the Senate
Senate of
of
whereas, the
the said
said treaty
treaty having
having been
been submitted
submitted to
Ratification,
to the
Ratification,
amend.,he
for its
its constitutional
constitutional action
the Senate
Senate did,
did, on
on with
.he United
United States
States for
action thereon,
thereon, the
with amendments.
the nineteenth
of July,
one
thousand
eight
hundred
and
sixty-six,
nineteenth day
day of
July, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six,
advise and consent to the ratification
ratification of the same, with
with amendments,
amendments, by
by a
a
and figures
figures following,
to wit:
wit :—
resolution in
in the words
words and
following, to
IN
I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, S
ENATE OF
STATES,
SENATE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES,
July 19,
19, 1866.
1866.
July
Resolved,
(two thirds
thirds of
of the
the senators
senators present
present concurring,)
concurring,) That
That the
SenResolved, (two
the Senate advise and consent
to the
the treaty
treaty of
of cession
and inconsent to
the ratification
ratification of
of the
cession and
inWashington on
on the fourteenth
demnity concluded
concluded at the city of Washington
fourteenth day
day of
of
hundred and
June, eighteen
eighteen hundred
sixty-six, by
and between
between the
United States,
States,
and sixty-six,
by and
the United
represented by their Commissioners,
represented
Commissioners, and
Creek nation
of Indians,
Indians, with
and the
the Creek
nation of
with
the following
following
the
AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

1st. Article
1st.
word "
paid," insert
insert the
the words:
words: in
in
Article III.
III. line
line 21,
21, after
after the
the word
"paid,"
money and
money
and divided.
divided.
same
the words
words "in
"in money."
money."
"
same line,
line, strike
strike out
out the
2d
2d
line
43, after
after the
word "paid"
"paid" insert
insert the
words: in
in
."
line 43,
the word
the words:
money and
and divided.
divided.
money
"
same line,
same
strike out
out the
the words
words "in
"in money."
line, strike
money."
8d.
of Article
8d. Strike
Strike out
out all
all of
Article VI.
VI.
Attest:
J. W.
Secretary.
J.
W. FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.

Ante, p.
p. 786.
Anc,
786.

Ante, p.
p.787.
Anc,
787.

Ante, p.
AMe,
p. 788.

And whereas
whereas the foregoing amendments
amendments having
having been
been fully
fully explained
explained Amendments
Amendments
and
aforenamed delegates
lam and
and special delegates
delegates assented
assented to.
interpreted to the aforenamed
delegates at large
and interpreted
of the
the Creek
of
Creek nation
nation of
of Indians
Indians and
and southern
did, on
southern Creeks,
Creeks, they
they did,
on the
the
twenty-third
of July,
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, give
give
twenty-third day
day of
July, one
thousand eight
hundred and
their free
their
voluntary assent
to said
said amendments,
the words
and
free and voluntary
assent to
amendments, in
in the
words and
figures following, to
to wit
:—
figures
wit:-Whereas the
Whereas
of the
did, on
on the
the 19th
day of
of July,
July,
the Senate
Senate of
the United
United States
States did,
19th day
1866, advise and consent
consent to the
ratification of
of the
treaty of
of cession
cession and
and
the ratification
the treaty
indemnity
of Washington
Washington on
indemnity concluded
concluded at the city
city of
the 14th
day of
of June,
June,
on the
14th day
1866, by and between
between the United
United States,
States, represented
by their
their Commisrepresented by
Commissioners,
sioners, and the Creek
Creek nation
nation of
of Indians,
following amendments,
amendments,
Indians, with
with the
the following
to
to wit:
wit:1st. Article
after the
word "paid"
insert the
the words:
in
1st.
Article III.
III. line
line 21,
21, after
the word
"paid" insert
words: in
money
divided.
money and
and divided.
same line,
line, strike
strike out
the words
"in money."
money."
" same
out the
words "in
"
line 43,
43, after the word
2d.
"
line
word "paid"
"paid" insert
insert the
the words:
words: in
in
money and
and divided.
divided.
money
same line,
line, strike
strike out
"in money."
"gg
same
out the
the words
words "in
money."
3d. Strike
8d.
all of
VI.
Strike out
out all
of Article
Article VI.
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representing the Creek Nation of InNow, therefore,
we, the
delegates representing
the delegates
therefore, we,
Now,
written,
dians, do
hereby assent
assent and
the said
said amendments
amendments above written,
to the
agree to
and agree
do hereby
dians,
the same
same having
been interpreted
interpreted to
to us
and being
being fully
fully understood
understood by us.
us and
having been
the
day of
of July,
July, A.D.
A.D.1866,
at
1866, at
seals this 23d day
Witness our hands and seals
Washington, D.
C.
D. C.
Washington,
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
OKTAHASIIARJO, his
x mark.
mark.
his x
OK-TA-HAS-HARJO,
[SEAL.
COW MIKKO,
his x
x mark.
[SEAL.
mark.
his
MIKKO,
COW
[SEAL.
COTCH-CHO-CHEE,
his x
x mark.
[SEAL.
mark.
COTCH-CHO-CHEE, his
D. N.
MoINTOSH,
[SEAL.
_SEAL.
D.
N. McINTOSH,
JAMES
M. C.
[SEAL.
LSEAL.
C. SMITH.
SMITH.
JAMES M.
In presence
presence of—
ofIn
CHARLES E.
E.Mx.
Mix.
CHARLES
W
R.IRWIN.
IRWIN.
W..R.
LEWIS S.
S.HAYDEN.
HAYDEN.
LEWIS
G.D.
D.CURTIS.
CURTIS.
G.
GEO. A.
A.REYNOLDS.
REYNOLDS.
GEO.
E. B.
B. GRAYSON.
E.
GRAYSON.
J
OHN F.
BROWN.
F. BROWN.
JOHN
J.
U S
Agent.
S..Indian
Indian Agent.
HARLAN, U.
J. HARLAN,
HARRY
ISLAND, his
his x
S. Interpreterfor
Interirreter for Creeks.
U. S.
x mark,
mark, U.
HARRY ISLAND,
ROBERT J
OHNSON, his
x mark,
U. S.
Interpreter for
Seminoles.
for Seminoles.
S. Interpreter
mark, U
his x
JOHNSON,
ROBERT
J
OHN CHUP-CO,
CHUP-CO, his
xmark.
his x
JOHN
Fos HARPO,
HARPO, his
his x
mark.
x mark.
Fos
CH0-coTE
Hin.ro, his x
x mark.
CHO-COTE HARJO,
Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

Now, therefore,
ANDREW J
OHNSON, President
President of
of
JOHNSON,
I, ANDREW
that I,
it known
known that
be it
therefore, be
Now,
the
States of
of America,
pursuance of the advice and consent
consent
do, in
in pursuance
America, do,
United States
the United
July, one
of
as expressed
expressed in
its resolution
resolution of
nineteenth of
of July,
the nineteenth
of the
in its
Senate, as
the Senate,
of the
thousand
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, accept,
accept, ratify, and confirm
confirm the said
hundred and
eight hundred
thousand eight
treaty
with the
aforesaid.
as aforesaid.
amendments as
the amendments
treaty with
In
whereof, I
have hereto
hereto signed my name and caused
caused the
I have
In testimony
testimony whereof,
States to be affixed.
seal of
affixed.
United States
of the
the United
seal
Done
the city
city of
this eleventh
eleventh day
day of August, in
of Washington
Washington this
at the
Done at
] the year of our Lord
Lord one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
[SEAL .
of the United States of America
of the
America the
Independence of
the Independence
and of
SEAL.] and
ninety-first.
ninety-first.
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By
President:
the President:
By the
ActZng Secretary
HENRY S
TANBERY, Acting
Secretary of
of State.
State.
STANBERY,
HENRY
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Treaty between the United
Treaty
United States of America and
Delaware Tribe of
of
and the Delaware
Indians;
Concluded July 4, 1866; Ratification
Indians; Concluded
Ratification advised July 26, 1866;
1866;
Proclaimed
1866.
ProclaimedAugust 10,
10, 1866.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
ANDREW
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

July 4,1866.

July 4, 1866.

TO ALL AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO
THESE PRESENTS
COME, GREETING:
GREETING ':
TO WHOM
WHOM THESE
PRESENTS SHALL
SHALL COME,

WHEREAS
W
IIEREAS a
a treaty was made and concluded
concluded at the Delaware
Delaware Agency,
Kansas, on the fourth
fourth day of July, in the year
our Lord
thousand
year of our
Lord one thousand
eight hundred and
sixty-six, by and between
Thomas Murphy,
John G.
G.
and sixty-six,
between Thomas
Murphy, John
Pratt, and William
William H. Watson,
Commissioners, on the part
United
Watson, Commissioners,
part of the United
John Connor, Captain
Sarcoxie, Charles
Charles Journeycake,
Journeycake,
States, and Captain John
Captain Sarcoxie,
and other chiefs and councillors
councillors of the Delaware
Delaware tribe
of Indians,
Indians, on
on the
the
tribe of
part of said tribe of Indians, and duly
duly authorized
thereto by them, which
authorized thereto
which
treaty is in the words and figures following,
following, to wit:—
wit:--

Preamble.

ARTICLEs OF AGREEMENT
between the United States and the chiefs
ARTICLES
AGREEMENT between
chiefs and
and Contracting
councillors
made at
atparties.
councillors of the
the Delaware
Delaware Indians,
Indians, on
on behalf
behalf of
of said
said tribe,
tribe, made
paries.
the Delaware
Delaware Agency, Kansas, on the fourth day of July, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six.
W
HEREAS Congress
duty of
the President
President of
of
Preamble.
WIIEInRAS
Congress has by
by law made
made it the duty
of the
Preamble.
the United States to provide by treaty
treaty for the removal
removal of the
the Indian
Indian
tribes from the State of Kansas;
Kansas; and whereas
whereas the Delaware
Delaware Indians
Indians have
expressed a
expressed
said State
a wish to remove from their present
present reservation
reservation in said
to the Indian country,
between the
and Texas;
Texas;
country, located
located between
the States
States of
of Kansas
Kansas and
and whereas
whereas the United States have,
treaties negotiated
with the
the
have, by
by treaties
negotiated with
Choctaws and Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, with the Creeks,
the Seminoles,
InCreeks, and with
with the
Seminoles, Indian tribes residing
residing in said Indian
Indian country,
country, acquired
acquired the right
-to locate
locate
right'to
other Indian tribes within the
the limits of
the MisMisof the
the same;
same; and
and whereas
whereas the
Railroad Company,
Company, a
corporation existing
State of
of
souri River Railroad
a corporation
existing in
in the State
Kansas by the laws thereof.
which company
company has built
railroad
Kansas
thereof, —and
-and which
built aa railroad
connecting
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad, from
connecting with the Pacific
from near
near the
the mouth
mouth of
of the
the Kaw
IKaw
Leavenworth, in aid of which
which road
Delawares, by
by treaty
treaty in
in
River to Leavenworth,
road the
the Delawares,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, agreed to
to dispose
dispose of their lands,—
lands,- has
expressed a
a desire to purchase
purchase the present Delaware
Delaware Indian
Indian reservation
reservation
in the said State, in
in aa body,
body, at a
a fair price
price::
It is
hereby agreed
agreed between
between Thomas
of Indian
Indian
is hereby
Thomas Murphy, superintendent
superintendent of
affairs, John G. Pratt,
for the Delawares,
Delawares, and
and William
William H.
Watson,
Pratt, agent
agent for
H. Watson,
special commissioner,
commissioner, who are duly appointed
appointed to act for the United States;
States;
and Captain John Connor, Captain Sarcoxie,
Sarcoxie, and Charles Journeycake,
Journeycake,
chiefs, and James Ketchum, James
James Connor, Andrew
Andrew Miller, and
and John
John
councillors, duly appointed
and authorized
said Delaware
Sarcoxie, councillors,
appointed and
authorized by
by said
Delaware
Indians to act for
behalf, to wit:—
for them and in
in their behalf,
wit:-ARTICLE I. That the
ARTICLE
the United
United States shall secure and
and cause
cause to be paid Value
Value of res.or
r
v
e
a
t
s
o
ioll heretot
t
intoto said Indians the full
reservation, with the
th e ;
full value
value of all that part of
of their
their reservation,
ervation
fore sold
to be
paid
the heretoimprovements
on the
same heretofore
sold to
to the
Leaven- paid
improvements then existing
existing on
the same,
heretofore sold
the Leaventhe
Delaworth,
Pawnee, and
and Western
same,
wares.
worth, Pawnee,
Western Railroad
Railroad
Company, according
according to the terms
terms wares.
of aa treaty ratified August twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty,
sixty,
and supplemental
supplemental treaties, and in accordance
accordance with the conditions,
conditions, restrictions, and limitations
limitations thereof.
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ARTICLE II.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
and he
he is,
shall be, and
Interior shall
IT. That
ARTICLE
authorized to sell to said Missouri
Missouri River Railroad Company,
Company, or to other
other
responsible party
or partids,
parties, in
in aabody, all the remaining
responsible
party or
remaining part of said reservation,
being the
the lands
conveyed to
said Delaware
pursuance
ervation, being
lands conveyed
to said
Delaware Indians
Indians in
in pursuance
of
of the
supplemental treaty
treaty of
of September
September twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth,
of the
the provisions
provisions of
the supplemental
eighteen
twenty-nine, and
said
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-nine,
and all other
other lands
lands owned by the said
Kansas not previously
previously disposed
of, except
except as hereinhereinof Kansas
disposed of,
tribe in the
the State of
after provided,
not less
than two
two dollars
dollars and
fifty cents
cents per
per
and fifty
price not
less than
Price.
after
provided, for
for aa price
exclusive of improvements.
improvements.
acre, exclusive
ARTICLE
shall be
the duty
of the
the Secretary
Interior to
to
the Interior
duty of
Secretary of
of the
ARTICLE III.
III. It
It shall
be the
Lands of those
Indians
Indians electing
electing give each
each of all the adult Delaware
Delaware Indians
Indians who have
have received
received their proto become
become citi- portion of land in severalty an opportunity, free from all restraint, to elect
portion of land in severalty an opportunity, free from all restraint, to elect
zens to be rewhether they
they will
dissolve their
relations with their
their tribe and become
become cititheir relations
will dissolve
served
from sale. whether
servedfromsale.
zens
Indians as may
may
and the
the lands
lands of all
all such
such Indians
zens of the
the United States:
States: and
citizens, together
elect so to become citizens,
together with those
those of their minor children,
children,
hereinbefore
held
held by
by them in severalty, shall be reserved from the sale hereinbefore
Improvements provided for.
the Secretary
any and all
all
And the
Secretary of the Interior shall cause any
Improvements
to be
be appraised;
to
appraised; improvements made on any of the
the said lands,
lands, the sale of which is provided
and the
ed for,
for, whether held
held in common or in severalty, to be appraised, and
value
thereof added
price of
for when
when paypaybe paid
paid for
added to the price
of said lands, to be
value thereof
ment is made for the lands upon which said improvements
improvements exist; and the
thereof money received
value thereof
received for the improvements on the
the land
land of each
each Indian held in
paid to aeach
each
severalty
him at
at any
any time
time after
after its
its payment
payment to
to the
the SecreSecreto him
be paid
paid to
shall be
severalty shall
ndi e c h
tary
department shall be
that said
said InInbe notified
notified that
of the Interior, when the department
tary of
dian is ready to remove to the
the Indian country;
provide for his removal
removal
country, to provide
to,
and to
enable him
improvements on
on his
his new
new home
home therein:
therein:
him to
to make
make improvements
to, and
to enable
Lands tobe set Provided,
whenever it shall be
be ascertained
ascertained under the registry
registry above
above
Landstobe
Provided, That whenever
chilapart for
for ohiil
provided for what lands will be vacated,
provided
vacated, there shall be
be set
set apart from
from the
dren born since
lands
held in
in common,
of Delaware
Delaware blood,
blood, born
born since
since the
the
for each
each child
child of
common, for
lands held
allotment.
allotment
severally was
was made
made under previous
previous
to said tribe
tribe in severalty
allotment of land to
treaties,
which they
would
they would
amount to which
of land
land equal
equal to the amount
treaties, a
a quantity
quantity of
have been entitled
entitled had they been born before
before said allotment, provided
provided
that
selections for children
children belonging
families whose
head may elect to
to families
whose head
belonging to
that selections
remain
made from lands
vacated by those
those who
who
lands which are to be vacated
remain may be made
elect to
to remove:
remove: And
further, That
That in
in case
case there
shall be
be imimthere shall
And provided
provided further,
Improvements. elect
of
provements upon
any heretofore
heretofore allotted
allotted lands,
selected for children of
lands, so selected
provements
upon any
the
shall be
made for
improvements, at
at their
their
be made
for such improvements,
the Delawares,
Delawares, payment
payment shall
appraised value,
parents or
guardians of said children,
children, at the
value, by the
the parents
or guardians
appraised
said lands
been sold
company or
or
sold to the railroad company
the said
lands had
had been
same time as if the
other parties.
parties.
other
ARTICLE IV.
agree to
sell to
to the
the said
said Delaware
Delaware
to sell
The United
United States
States agree
ARTICLE
IV. The
The United
States to sell
Indians
Indians a
a tract of land ceded to the government
government by the Choctaws
Choctaws and
and
certain lands to
to Chickasaws, the Creeks, or the Seminoles, or which may he ceded by the
certain
Chickasaws, the Creeks, or the Seminoles, or which may he ceded by the
the Delawares.
Delawares.
Cherokees
Country, to be selected
selected by the Delawares
one
Delawares in one
Indian country,
Cherokees in the Indian
body in
in as
as practicable,
water,
contain timber, water,
as compact
compact a
a form
form as
practicable, so as to contain
body
and
lands, to
aggregate, if
Delaware
the aggregate,
if the said Delaware
to contain
contain in
in the
and agricultural
agricultural lands,
Indians
so desire,
quantity equal
to one
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
(160)
Indians shall
shall so
desire, a
a quantity
equal to
sixty (160)
woman, and child who shall
acres
acres for each man, woman,
shall remove to said country,
country,
at the price per acre paid by the
the United
United States
States for
for the said
said lands,
lands, to be
be
Price.
paid for by the Delawares out
out of the proceeds
proceeds of sales of lands
lands in Kansas,
heretofore provided
provided for. The
country shall be set off
The said tract of country
Boundaries
sas, heretofore
Boundaries
And
surveys.
andasrveys.
with clearly
permanently marked
marked boundaries by the United States;
clearly and permanently
States;
and also
surveyed as
as public
public lands
lands are
when the
Delaware councounthe Delaware
are surveyed,
surveyed, when
and
also surveyed
allotted
cil
be allotted
cil shall
shall so
so request, when the same may, in whole or in part, be
by said council to each member of said tribe residing in said country,
allotment being subject
subject to the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Insaid allotment
terior.
ARTICLE
V. The
The United
guarantee to
to the
Delawares
said Delawares
the said
States guarantee
United States
ARTICLE V.
Peaceable possession
session guaran- peaceable
peaceable possession of their new
new home
home herein
herein provided
provided to be selected
selected for
for

Remainder
Remainder of
reservation
reservation may
may
be sold.
be o.
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them
in the
the Indian
country, and
and protection
hostile Indians
Indians and
and ininthem in
Indian country,
protection from
from hostile
ternal
and civil
full and
just participation
participation in
in any
any general
general
ternal strife
strife and
civil war,
war, and
and aafull
and just
council or territorial
territorial government
established for
for the nations
nations
government that may be
be established
and
tribes residing
residing in said
country.
said Indian
Indian country.
and tribes
ARTICLE
It is
is agreed
agreed that
that the
the proceeds
proceeds of
sale of
Dela- Proceeds
ARTICLE VI.
VI. It
of the
the sale
of the
the DelaProceeds or
of
ware
herein provided
for shall
paid to
Indians in
in the
the manman- sales
toetlesaa
tan
to t
d
h
s
eto
ot lands
shall be
be paid
to said
said Indians
ware lands
lands herein
provided for
ner following, to
Department of
Interior shall
shall be
Inclians,andhow.
to wit:
wit: Whenever
Whenever the
the Department
of the
the Interior
be Indians,andhow.
notified
through the
of the
Delawares who
who
notified by
by the
the council,
council, through
the agent,
agent, that
that any
any of
the Delawares
hold land
severalty are
the same
time describing
describing their
land in
in severalty
are ready
ready to
to remove,
remove, at
at the
same time
their
allotments, there shall be paid
such person
value of
of his
his allotpaid to
to each
each such
person the value
allotment,
remove to and
and improve
improve his
ment, and that of
of his family, to
to enable
enable him to
to remove
his
new
home, provided
provided the
money for
for the
the said
said allotment
allotment shall
shall have
have been
been
new home,
the money
paid to the Secretary
Secretary of
said money,
or any
any part
part
of the
the Interior;
Interior; and
and while
while said
money, or
thereof, shall remain in the treasury
the United
Delawares
treasury of the
United States, the Delawares
shall be entitled to receiive
receiive interest
interest on the amount so retained
retained at
at the rate
of five (5)
(5) per cent per annum. And the residue
residue of the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
Delaware lands, being
sale of the Delaware
being those
been allotted,
those which
which have
have not been
allotted,
or
have been
abandoned by
by the
the allotallotor which
which have
have once
once been
been allotted,
allotted, but
but have
been abandoned
tees, shall be added to the general
general fund
fund of the Delawares,
Delawares, interest thereon
thereon
the same
same manner
manner as
is now
now provided
reto be
be paid
paid to
to the
the Indians in the
as is
provided in
in regard to
to that
fund.
that fund.
gard
VII. Within thirty days after the ratification of this treaty Purchase
of
ARTICLE VII.
Purchase of
it shall be the duty of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
said Mis- Missouri
ts'tUctiTfgetPe
Interior to give the
the said
River
souri River Railroad
Railroad Company notice
notice that he
he is authorized
authorized to contract
contract Railroad
Railroad ComCornwith them or other responsible
responsible party or parties
parties for the
the sale of said lands pany.
PanY.
specified in
this treaty,
treaty, indicating
approximate quantity
quantity
on the
the terms specified
in this
indicating the
the approximate
thereof;
thereof; and within twenty
twenty days after
after receiving
receiving said notice at their usual
place of doing business in
competent for
for
in the State
State of Kansas
Kansas it shall
shall be
be competent
company to elect to make the purchase,
said company
purchase ' by filing with the said
Secsaid Secretary
approved security,
security, in
double the
proposed
retary their
their bond,
bond, with approved
in double
the amount
amount proposed
to be paid by them for the whole of said lands, guaranteeing
guaranteeing that
that they
they
will purchase
purchase all of the lands
lands to
to be
be sold under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
treaty, and that they will pay for them in accordance
accordance with the terms
thereof. And upon
a satisfactory
satisfactory bond as above provided
thereof.
upon the filing of a
provided by
said company,
company, the contract for such purchase
purchase shall
shall be concluded
concluded by
the
by the
said Secretary
Secretary with said Missouri
Railroad Company,
not less
Missouri River Railroad
Company, at not
than two
acre for
lands hereherethan
two dollars
dollars and
and fifty cents per acre
for the whole
whole of
of the
the lands
companylandIf,
If, &c.
Ste. land
railroad company
in provided
provided to be sold:
sold: Provided,
Provided,however,
however, That if said railroad
oth
mLb
a .esold
sold to
twenty days
days above
fo r the
th e p
ur shall not
not within
within the twenty
above limited
limited file
file its bond for
puronhbe
to
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
at the
exchase as herein prescribed,
prescribed, the
the Secretary
the Interior
may at
the exoffer for
for the
the whole
lands in
one
piration of that
that time accept
accept any
any offer
whole of
of said
said lands
in one
body, at not less than two dollars and fifty
cents per acre,
acre, from any
any other
fifty cents
other
responsible
parties; but
considered from
parties
responsible parties;
but no
no offer
offer shall
shall be
be considered
from other
other parties
than
unless accompanied
by a
than said Missouri River Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, unless
accompanied by
a
certificate
deposit in
the First
National Bank
Bank of
of the
the city
city of
of WashingWashingcertificate of
of deposit
in the
First National
ton, D. C., to the credit of the said Secretary, for
for an amount
amount equal
ten
equal to ten
per cent of the
aggregate value
price proposed,
proposed, to
to be
be
the aggregate
value of the
the land
land at the price
forfeited
the use
use of
of the
the Delawares
if the
awarded to
to
forfeited for
for the
Delawares if
the sale
sale should
should be
be awarded
said
corporation so
proposing to
the lands,
said
said person
person or
or corporation
so proposing
to purchase
purchase the
lands, and
and said
party
payment as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
to make payment
party should fail to
ARTICLE
VIII. That within
within sixty days after the sale of said
said land Payment,when
Payment,when
ARTICLE VIII.
shall
effected, the purchaser
purchaser shall pay
pay to the
the said Secretary, in to be
be made.
made '
have been effected,
shall have
trust
unallotted lands,
with
trust for the
the Delawares, the
the stipulated
stipulated price
price of said unallotted
lands, with
the
value of
improvements thereon,
thereon, excepting
therefrom the
the
the appraised
appraised value
of improvements
excepting therefrom
council-house
mill reservation, and the quarter sections upon
upon which
which the council-house
and
retained until
and blacksmith
blacksmith shops are built,
built, the
the use
use of which
which shall
shall be
be retained
until
the
Delawares, and
and for
which payment
payment shall not be
the final
final removal
removal of the Delawares,
for which
required from the purchaser
possession is delivered;
purchaser until possession
delivered; and from time
to time thereafter, as
Secretary of the
the Interior
:ball notify
as often as the Secretary
Interior thall
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the said
said purchaser
that ten
said lands
lands have
have
acres or
or more
more of
of said
purchaser that
ten thousand
thousand acres
the
been vacated
vacated by
by said
Indians, within
within three
three months
months thereafter,
thereafter, said
said purpursaid Indians,
been
chaser
pay to
to the
of the
in trust
trust for
the said
said InInthe Interior,
Interior, in
for the
chaser shall
shall pay
the Secretary
Secretary of
dians, the
the stipulated
price for
for said
said lands,
with the
the appraised
of the
appraised value
value of
the
stipulated price
lands, with
dians,
improvements; and
until all
all are
are paid
according to
to the
true ininthe true
paid for,
for, according
and so
so on
on until
improvements;
tent
hereof; and
and as
said lands
be paid
paid for,
patents
for, patents
as said
lands shall
shall be
and meaning
meaning hereof;
tent and
simple, shall be
from time to
isbe from
to time istherefor, conveying
conveying the same
same in fee
fee simple,
sued to
to said
said purchaser,
or it's
assigns, by
by the
President of
of the
the
his or
its assigns,
the President
sued
purchaser, or
or to
to his
United States.
Registry to
ARTICLE
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
stipulated that
that the Secretary
to be
ARTICLE IX.
IX. It
It is
is also stipulated
made of
shall cause
cause a
registry to
to be
the names
names of
of all
all of
Delawares
of said
said Delawares
be -made
made of
of the
a registry
electag
f Dela- shall
wade
wares electing to
,
become citizens,
elected to
dissolve their
their tribal
tribal relations
relations and
and to
to become
citizens
become citizens
to dissolve
citizens. wno
who have
have elected
become
of the
the United
United States,
as provided
provided in
this treaty,
treaty, with the names, ages,
and
age,. and
in this
of
States, as
sex of
members of
of the
family of
of each
each of
Delawares, and prepreof said
said Delawares,
the members
the family
sex
of the
sent a
copy of
of the
to the
the judge
of the
the
the district court of the
same to
judge of
certified copy
the same
sent
a certified
United
States for
the district
of Kansas,
Kansas, and
and cause
cause a
copy to
to be
filed in
a copy
be filed
for the
district of
United States
the
commissioner of
Indian affairs,
after which
which any
any of
of' said
said
affairs, after
the commissioner
of Indian
the office
office of
of the
Mode of
prone- Delawares,
Delawares, being
adults, may
appear before
the said
said judge
judge in
in open
open court,
court,
being adults,
may appear
before the
Mode
ofprocedo to
make the
and take
take the
same oath
oath of
of allegiance
allegiance as
as is
is proprothe same
proof and
the same
same proof
tio become
ecome and
and make
dure
vided by
by law
naturalization of
also make proof
proof to
the
to the
for the
the naturalization
of aliens, and also
vided
law for
satisfaction
said court
is sufficiently
prudent to
to
intelligent and
and prudent
court that
that he
he is
sufficiently intelligent
satisfaction of'
of said
control
his own
affairs and
and interests,
interests, that
that he
adopted the
habits of
the habits
of
he has adopted
control his
own affairs
civilized
been able
himself
least five years, himself
able to
to support,
support, for at least
civilized life,
life, and has been
and family;
family; when
when he
he shall
shall receive
receive a
a certificate
certificate of'
the same
same under
under the
the
of the
and
Patent
of' the
said court;
and on
filing of
the said
said certificate
certificate in
in the
ofthe ofon the
the filing
of the
the said
court; and
Patent of
of land
land seal
seal of
before
allotted. flee
commissioner of
of Indian
the said
shall
Indian affairs,
affairs, the
said Delaware
Delaware Indian
Indian shall
before allotted
fice of
of the
the commissioner
be constituted
citizen of
the United
United States,
States, and
and be
entitled to
to receive
receive a
a
be entitled
of the
constituted a
a citizen
be
patent
in fee
with power
power of
*le land
alfor Jhe
land heretofore
heretofore alof alienation,
alienation, for
patent in
fee simple,
simple, with
lotted
and his
proportion, in
cash
in cash or in
in bonds, of the cash
his just
just proportion,
lotted to
to him,
him, and
value
principal and
held in trust
and interest,
interest, then
then held
the 'credits
credits of
of said tribe, principal
value of
of the
Proportion of by
by the
the United
States; and
be-received,
proporreceived, his proporthe same
same may be
and also, as the
United States;
Proportion
proceeds
of sales. tion of
lands under the provisions
provisions of
proceedsofsales.
of the proceeds
proceeds of
of the sale of lands
of this
this
Whereupon
treaty,
when he
he shall
a member of said tribe. Whereupon
shall cease to be a
treaty, when
conMinor children,
children of
those who have become
citizens shall be .Fonbecome citizens
of those
all of
of the
the minor
minor children
children. all
strued
have elected
connection with
the
with said tribe for the
their connection
to sever
sever their
to have
elected to
strued to
time
being, and
and be
to their
their just
of the
the annuities
annuities of
of
just proportion
proportion of
be entitled
entitled to
time being,
the
tribe, to
be paid
head of
of the
family to
be expended
expended for
for their
their
the family
to be
paid to
to the
the head
the tribe,
to be
support
until they
they shall
attain the
the age
age of
twenty-one years,
years,
of twenty-one
shall attain
and education
education until
support and
after
each shall
shall elect
elect to
to remove
to his
his tribe
tribe or
or to
to become
become aacitizen
citizen
remove to
after which
which each
of
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided, and
thus admitted to
and if thus
the United
United States,
States, as
of the
citizenship, shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to all
all the
and interests
prointerests herein
herein prothe privileges
privileges and
citizenship,
vided
the head
head of
of the
the family.
minor as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, arrivarrivany minor
family. Should
Should any
vided for
for the
ing
the age
age of
of twenty-one
twenty-one years,
years, and
electing to
citizen of
of
to become
become aacitizen
and electing
ing at
at the
the United
United States,
so elected,
elected, fail to be adadIndian having
having so
or any
any adult
adult Indian
States, or
the
mitted, he
not be
be compelled
of the
the Inthe Secretary
Secretary of
remove, but the
compelled to remove,
he shall
shall not
mitted,
terior shall
shall provide
for the
the protection
protection of
of his
his rights
rights
guardianship for
proper guardianship
provide proper
terior
Grant to
to those
of his
his family.
each of
of
be granted
granted to each
There shall be
those of
family. There
interests and
and those
Grant
those and
and interests
that
the
Delawares who
who have
thus become
become citizens,
citizens, a
patent in
in fee
that have
have bethe Delawares
have thus
a patent
fee simple
simple for
fbr
come
citizens.
ome citizens. the
the lands
lands heretofore
allotted to
to them, and,
and, if they do not remove with the
heretofore allotted
the
nation, their
their pro
pro rata
of all
trust property
property held
held by
by
and trust
all annuities
annuities and
rata share
share of
nation,
the United
United States
division to
be made
made under
under the
the direction
direction
to be
for them,
them, the
the division
the
States for
President of the
the United
shall
United States,
States, after
after which such persons shall
of the
the President
cease
be members
members of
the Delaware
Delaware tribe,
and shall
shall not further
further participarticitribe, and
of the
to be
cease to
Funds of
in their
their councils,
councils, nor
their property
or annuities.
annuities.
property or
in their
nor share
share in
pate in
of the
the pate
Funds
tribe not
not to
be
ARTICLE X.
It is
is further
agreed that
the funds
of the
the Delawares
Delawares
funds of
that the
further agreed
X. It
ARTICLE
to be
tribe
used tofpay
shall never be applied by the
government to the payment of the
the government
the debt or
debts o indiv
s. d- debts
debts of
of any
member or
or members
members of
of the
the nation;
nor shall
any
shall any
nation; nor
individual member
any individual
ual
members.artmemberi
Licenses
person be
licensed to
with the
the Delawares
without the
consent of
the consent
of
Delawares without
be licensed
to trade
trade with
Licenses to
to person
the chiefs
tradei
of
henceforward
trade.
Salaries of
chiefs and council; and the salaries of the chiefs shall henceforward
annum.
per annum.
Salarie.s
chiefs.
be four
hundred dollars
annum.
dollars per
per
be
four hundred
cAiefz.
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AnTICLE XL
XI. The Delawares
Delawares acknowledge
ARTICLE
acknowledge their dependence
upon Dependence
Dependence
dependence upon
the United States, and again renew their pledges
pledges of
of devotion
to the
the govgov- and
and protection.
protection.
devotion to
ernment thereof, and ask its protection;
protection; and
and the United
States agree
agree to
to
United States
protect, preserve, and defend them in
all their
their just
just rights.
rights.
in all
ARTICLE XII. It
It is also agreed
Secretary should not Sale of land.
Awrict,c
agreed that if the said
said Secretary
lands.
hereinbefore provided,
be able to sell the said lands as hereinbefore
he may
may cause
cause the
the
provided, he
same to be appraised, in separate
separate tracts, at their fair
cash value,
tract
fair cash
value, no
no tract
to be valued at less than two dollars
dollars and fifty cents per
per acre, and
and the
the same
same
when appraised
appraised may be sold at not less than
than the appraised
and for
for
appraised value,
value, and
as much more as the same will bring, and the money arising
from the
the sale
sale
arising from
to be applied and distributed as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided.
provided.
ARTICLE
It is agreed by the Delawares that railroad
AwricLE XIII. It
railroad compacompa- Rightof
Right of way
way
nies engaged
flies
engaged in building roads whose routes
routes shall
their new
new forrailroads.
for railroads.
shall lie through their
reservation
reservation in the Indian country
country shall
right of
of way
through and
and
shall have
have aaright
way through
over said lands, not exceeding two
feet in
for any
any such
such
two hundred
hundred feet
in width
width for
road, and also the right
to enter
enter on
and take
take and
and use
use such
right to
on all
all lands
lands and
such
gravel, stone, and other material except timber
be necessary
necessary for
for
timber as
as may
may be
the construction of such roads, compensation
compensation to be
be made
damages
made for
for any
any damages
done in obtaining
obtaining such material, and for any
arising from
from the
the loloany damages
damages arising
cation or running of such roads to improvements
improvements which
which shall
have been
been
shall have
made before such road shall
such damages
damages to
be ascerascershall have been
been located,
located, such
to be
tained under
regulations to
tinder regulations
the Secretary
of the
the InteInteto be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
rior.
rior.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV. The United States further
further agree that, in
accordance Settlement
Settlement of
in accordance
of
with the general provisions of the sixth article
article of the
Delaware treaty
treaty of
the Delaware
of nelicalwalamresslotrh4
Delawies fo
May thirty, eighteen hundred and
and sixty, which have
have not
yet been
been fulfilled,
depredations.
not yet
fulfilled, depredations.
there shall be credited
credited to the Delawares,
Delawares, in
in the
the purchase
of their
their new
new
purchase of
reservation in the Indian country,
country, the sum of
of thirty
thousand dollars,
dollars,
thirty thousand
which credit by the United States shall
shall be
be received
by the
the Delawares
as
received by
Delawares as
a full settlement
against the government
a
settlement of all claims against
government for
depredations
for depredations
upon timber to the
of the
the signing
signing of
treaty; and
the Delawares
Delawares
the date of
of this
this treaty;
and the
shall receive, without cost, from the United
land included
included within
within
United States,
States, land
amount of
twenty-three sections,
sections, in
place of
their new
new reservation
reservation to
to the
the amount
of twenty-three
in place
of
the twenty-three sections of half-breed
hay-breed Kaw lands referred
referred to
in said
said
to in
sixth section
section of the treaty of eighteen
and sixty;
and inasmuch
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty; and
inasmuch
as the Delawares
Delawares claim that a
alarge
has been
stolen from
large amount
amount of
of stock
stock has
been stolen
from
them by whites since the treaty of eighteen hundred
hundred and fifty-four,
the
fifty-four, the
United
United States agree to have
have a
careful examination
claims made
made
a careful
examination of
of such
such claims
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
and when
the value
of the
the Interior, and
when the
value
of such
such stolen stock shall have
have been
been ascertained,
shall be
be rereascertained, the
the same
same shall
a recommendation
recommendation for
ported to Congress with a
to pay
pay for
for
for an appropriation
appropriation to
the sanme;
same; and all moneys appropriated
appropriated for such
such purpose
shall be
paid to
to
purpose shall
be paid
the owners of'
of said stock.
ARTlcrL XV. It
contracting parties
Airricr.c
It is also
also agreed
agreed by the contracting
not
parties that noth- Delawares
Delawares not
ing
this treaty
treaty shall
so construed
as to
to require
require the
Dela- to
ntoenivoemnenstadre
ing contained in
in this
shall be
be so
construed as
the Delamove
until
new homes are
wares to remove
remove from their present
until after
after they
have provided.
provided.
present homes, until
they shall
shall have
selected and received
received title to lands for new homes
homes elsewhere.
elsewhere.
In testimony whereof, the said superintendent,
superintendent, agent,
corn- Execution.
Execution.
agent, and
and special
special commissioner, on behalf of the United
United States, and the said
and councilcouncilsaid chiefs
chiefs and
lors on behalf of
hereunto set
set their
their hands
seals
of the Delawares,
Delawares, have
have hereunto
hands and
and seals
this fourth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
THOS.
THOS. MURPHY,
MURPHY,
Superintendent.
Superintendent.
JOHN
PRATT,
JOHN G.
G. PRATT,
Agent.
Agent.
W
H.WATSON,
WATSON,
W..H.
Special
Special Commissioner,
Commissioner,
JOHN
CONNOR, his
mark,
JOHN CONNOR,
his x
x mark,
Head Chief.

Head Chief.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.J
[sm.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]
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CAPTAIN SARCOXIE,
SARCOXIE, his
his x
x mark,
mark,
CAPTAIN
Assistant Chief.
Chief.
Assistant
CHARLES
JOURNEYCAKE,
CHARLES JOURNEYCAKE,
Assistant Chief.
Chid'.
Assistant
JAMES
KETCH[U]M,
JAMES KETCH[U]M,
JAMES
his x
x mark,
mark,
CONNOR, his
JAMES CONNOR,
ANDREW MILLER,
MILLER, his
x mark,
mark,
his x
ANDREW
JOHN SARCOXIE,
mark,
his x
x mark,
SARCOXIE, his
JOHN
Councillors.
Councillors.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[SEAL.
[SEAL]
[SEAL.J
SEAL.
SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[
SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

I
SAAC JOHNYCAKE,
JOHNYCARE,
ISAAC
& Intes.preter.
Interpreter.
U. S.
In
presence of—
ofIn presence
HENRY S
BULRLEY.
S..BULKLEY.
HENRY
EDWARD S.
S.MENAGER.
M EAGER.
EDWARD
LOUIS A.
A.MENAGER.
M ENAGER.
Louis
Ratification.
Batifioation.

And
whereas, the
the said
said treaty
treaty having
having been
the Senate of
been submitted to the
And whereas,
the United
United States
for its
its constitutional
action thereon,
Senate did, on
thereon, the Senate
constitutional action
States for
the
the
twenty-sixth day
day of
of July,
thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
eight hundred
one thousand
July, one
the twenty-sixth
advise and
and consent
consent to
the ratification
of the
resolution in the
the
same, by aaresolution
the same,
ratification of
to the
advise
wit:words and
figures following,
following, to wit:—
and figures
words

STATES,
I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SESSION, S
ENATE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES,
SENATE
IN
July 26, 1866.

concurring,) That the
Resolved,
of the
the senators
present concurring,)
senators present
thirds of
(two thirds
Resolved, (two
Senate
consent to
to the
the articles
of agreement
agreement
articles of
of the
the ratification
ratification of
and consent
advise and
Senate advise
Delaware
between the
the United
United States
States and
Delaware Indians,
Indians, made at the Delaware
and Delaware
between
of July, one thousand
Agency, Kansas,
thousand eight hundred
hundred
fourth day of
the fourth
on the
Kansas, on
Agency,
and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
and
W. FORNEY, Secretary.
Attest:
J.
Secretary.
J. W.
Attest:
Proclaimed.
Proclaimed.

Now,
therefore, be
known that
that I,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW J
JOHNSON,
OHNSON, President
President of
it known
be it
Now, therefore,
the United
States of
of America,
in purauance
advice and consent
consent
of the advice
pursuance of
do, in
America, do,
United States
the
of the
the Senate,
as expressed
of the
the twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth of
of July,
July,
resolution of
its resolution
in its
expressed in
Senate, as
of
one thousand
hundred and
sixty-six, accept,
ratify, and confirm the
accept, ratify,
and sixty-six,
eight hundred
thousand eight
one
said treaty.
said
treaty.
In
testimony whereof,
have hereto
signed my name and caused
caused the
hereto signed
whereof, II have
In testimony
seal of
of the
United States
affixed.
States to be affixed.
the United
seal
Done
Washington this
this tenth
tenth day
day of
of August,
of Washington
city of
the city
at the
Done at
in the
year of
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and
eight hundred
our Lord
the year
in
[SEAL.]
the Independence
Independence of the United States
States of
of the
sixty-six, and of
[SEAL.] sixty-six,
America
the ninety-first.
ninety-first.
America the
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By the
the President:
President:
By
HENRY S
TANBERY, Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
STANBERY,
HENRY
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States of
the Cherokee
Treaty between the United
United States
of America
America and
and the
Cherokee Nation
Nation of
of
Indians;
Indians; Concluded July
Ratification advised,
advised, with
with AmendAmendJuly 19,
19, 1866;
1866; Ratification
ments, July 27, 1866; Amendments
Amendments accepted July
31, 1866;
Proclaimed
July 31,
1866; Proclaimed
August
11, 1866.
August 11,
1866.

ANDREW JOHNSON,
ANDREW
PRESIDENT
STATES OF
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,

July 19, 1806..
July19,
1866.

TO ALL
ALL AND SINGULAR
SINGULAR TO WHOM
WHOM THESE
TO
THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME,
GREETING:
COME, GREETING:

WHEREAS
a Treaty was made and concluded
W
HEREAS a
concluded at
at the
the city of Washington,
Washington,
in
on the
the nineteenth
nineteenth day
of July,
July, in
in the
the year
in the
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
day of
year
of
thousand eight
hundred and
and between
between
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
eight hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, by
by and
Dennis N. Cooley and Elijah Sells,
on the
the part
part of
of the
Sells, Commissioners,
Commissioners, on
the
United States, and
White Catcher,
Catcher, James
James McDaniel,
McDaniel, S.
S.
and Smith
Smith Christie,
Christie, White
and J.
J. 73.
Jones, delegates
delegates of
of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee
H. Benge, Daniel H.
H. Ross,
Ross, and
B. Jones,
nation, appointed
appointed by resolution
resolution of the
council, on
of
the national
national council,
on the
the part
part of
said Cherokee nation, which treaty
the words
figures following,
treaty is
is in
in the
words and
and figures
following,
to wit: -—
ARTICLES
CONVENTION at
Washington
A
RTICLES OF AGREEMENT
A GREEMENT AND
AND CONVENTION
at the
the city
city of
of Washington

nineteenth day of July, in the
on the nineteenth
the year
year of our Lord one
thousand
one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, between
between the
States, represented
represented by
the United
United States,
by
Dennis N. Cooley, Commissioner
[and] Elijah
Elijah Sells,
Sells,
Commissioner of
of Indian
Indian affairs,
affairs, [and]
superintendent of Indian affairs
superintendent
affairs for the southern
southern superintendency,
superintendency, and
and
the Cherokee
Cherokee nation
its delegates,
delegates, James
James
nation of
of Indians,
Indians, represented
represented by
by its
McDaniel, Smith Christie, White
White Catcher,
Catcher, S.
S. H.
H. Benge,
Denge, J.
J. B.
B. Jones,
Jones,
and
Ross, principal
principal chief
chief of
the Cherokees,
Cherokees,
and Daniel
Daniel H.
H. Ross
Ross-—John
John Ross,
of the
being
join in
in these
these negotiations.
being too
too unwell
unwell to join
negotiations.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Contracting
Contracting

parties.
partiea.

PREAMBLE.
PREAMBLE.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS existing
existing treaties between
the Cherokee
Cherokee
between the
the United
United States and
and the
nation
be insufficient,
insufficient, the
said contracting
parties agree
agree
nation are deemed to
to be
the said
contracting parties
as
as follows, viz:
viz: —ARTICLE
A
RTICLE I. The pretended
pretended treaty made with the so-called
Pretended
so-called confederate
confederate Pretended
at ydeclared
declared
states
on the
the seventh
day of
of October,
October, eighteen
eight een tre
states by
by the
the Cherokee
Cherokee nation
nation on
seventh day
treaty
hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, and repudiated
by the
the national
ofth
L` '
repudiated by
national council
council of
thee void.
Cherokee
Cherokee nation on the eighteenth
eighteenth day of February,
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
declared to
and sixty-three, is
is hereby
hereby declared
to be void.
void.
II. Amnesty is hereby
ARTICLE II.
hereby declared
declared by the
the United
United States
States and
and Amnesty.
Amnesty.
crimes and
and misdemeanors
by one
one
the Cherokee nation for
for all crimes
misdemeanors committed
committed by
Cherokee
of another
another Cherokee,
or of
of a
acitizen
Cherokee on the person
person or
or property
property of
Cherokee, or
citizen
of the United States, prior to the fourth
day of July, eighteen
hundred
fourth day
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six; and no
arising out
out of
of wrongs
committed
no right
right of
of action
action arising
wrongs committed
in aid or in the suppression
suppression of the rebellion
rebellion shall
prosecuted or
or mainmain- Amendment
Amendment
shall be prosecuted
tamed in the courts
courts of
of the
or in
the courts
courts of
the Cherotained
the United
United States
States or
in the
of the
Chero- Post p. 807.
807kee nation.
ARTICLE
Confiscation
A RTICLE III.
IIL The confiscation
confiscation laws
laws of the Cherokee nation
nation shall be
Confiscation
VO

laws repealed

repealed, and the same, and all sales of farms, and improvements on real and
l^nf
repealedownformer
repealed,
estate, made
andor
thepretended
same, andtoallbesales
made
of in
farms,
pursuance
and improvements
thereof, are on
hereby
real ers
and restored
to

estate, made or pretended to be made in pursuance thereof, are hereby ers restored to
agreed and declared
declared to be null and void, and the former
former owners
owners of such their rights.
property so sold, their
assigns, shall
shall have
peaceably to
to
property
their heirs
heirs or assigns,
have the
the right
right peaceably
reoccupy their homes, and
the confiscation
or
and the purchaser
purchaser under
under the
confiscation laws,
laws, or
his
repaid by
treasurer of
the Cherokee
his heirs
heirs or assigns,
assigns, shall
shall be
be repaid
by the
the treasurer
of the
Cherokee
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nation
from the national
national funds,
paid for said property, and the
the money
money paid
funds, the
nation from
cost
permanent improvements
thereon since
since
of permanent
improvements on such real estate, made thereon
cost of
Improvements., the confiscation
confiscation sale; the cost of such improvements
Improvements
improvements to be fixed by aa
commission,
designated by
Secretary
by the Secretary
of one
one person
person designated
commission, to
to be
be composed
composed of
Interior and
which two
principal chief of the nation, which
and one
one by the principal
of the Interior
disagreement, which
which cost so fixed shall
may appoint a
a third in cases of disagreement,
treasurer by the returning
returning Cherokees withwithrefunded to
to the national
national treasurer
be refunded
ratification hereof.
in three years from
from the ratification
Cherokees,
ARTICLE IV.
the Cherokees
Cherokees and
freed persons who were
were formerly
Cherokees,
ARTICLE
IV. All the
and freed
formerly
slaves,
freed
to any
having been such
such slaves,
all free negroes not having
any Cherokee, and all
slaves to
freedpersons, slaves
and free negroes
hundred
may elect to re- who
resided in
the Cherokee
Cherokee nation
nation prior
prior to
June first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
to June
in the
who resided
side where.
and sixty-one, who may within
within two years elect not to reside
reside northeast
northeast of the
Arkansas
river and
southeast of
Grand river,
have the right
right to setriver, shall have
of Grand
and southeast
Arkansas river
tle
in and
the Canadian
the Arkansas
Arkansas river,
river,
of the
southwest of
Canadian district
district southwest
and occupy
occupy the
tle in
and also
also all
all that
that tract
of country
lying northwest
and
Grand river, and
northwest of Grand
tract of
country lying
and
bounded on.
on. the
the southeast
southeast by
Grand river
west by
by the
the Creek
Creek reservareservariver and
and west
by Grand
bounded
tion to
to the
the northeast
northeast corner
thence west
line
west on the north line
from thence
corner thereof;
thereof; from
tion
ninety-sixth degree of west longitude;
'of the Creek reservation
reservation to the ninety-sixth
*of
longitude; and
and
Grand
thence north on said
line of longitude so far that aaline due east to Grand
said line
thence
river will
will include
include a
aquantity
one hundred
hundred and sixty acres
land equal
equal to one
quantity of land
river
for each
who may
may so
reside in
the territory
territory above described
described
in the
so elect
elect to
to reside
person who
for
each person
Proviso,
Provided, That
Proviso.
in this.
this. article:
article: Provided,
That that
that part of said district north
north of the
Arkansas river shall not be set apart until it shall be found that
that the
Arkansas
sixty
Canadian district is not sufficiently
sufficiently large to allow one hundred
hundred and sixty
acres
each person
settlement under
of
under the provisions of
desiring to obtain
obtain settlement
acres to each
person desiring
this article.
this
article.
ARTICLE V.
V. The inhabitants
electing to reside in the district described
described
Those so electARTICLE
inhabitants electing
ing
reside
tlaerto reside
i the preceding article shall have the right to
elect all
all their
their local
local offioffipreceding article shall have the right to, elect
elect inn the
may elect
thereemay
local officers,
officers,
cers and judges, and the number of delegates
delegates to which
which by
by their numbers
judges, &c.
&c.
judges,
they may be entitled
entitled in any general
general council to be established in the
the Indian
territory under the provisions
stated in Article
Article
dian territory
provisions of
of this
this treaty, as stated
XII.;
establish all necessary
necessary
XII.; and
and to control all their
their local affairs,
affairs, and to establish
police
administration of justice in said
dissaid dispolice regulations and rules
rules for
for the administration
trict,
the
Cherokee nation or the
the constitution
constitution of the Cherokee
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
trict, not
Proviso.
Provided, The Cherokees
Cherokees residing in said
Proviso,
laws of the United States;
States; Provided,
said
district shall enjoy
enjoy all the rights and privileges of other Cherokees
Cherokees who
may
hereinbefore provided, and
hold
and shall
shall hold
said district
district as hereinbetbre
may elect to settle in said
the
the same
same rights and privileges
privileges and
and be subject
subject to
to the same liabilities as
those
elect to
settle in
said district
district under
the provisions
provisions of
treaty;
those who
who elect
to settle
in said
under the
of this treaty;
Providedalso, That if any such police regulations
regulations or rules be adopted
Proviso.
Provided
oppressively on any
any citizen
citizen
which, in the opinion of the President, bear oppressively
of the nation, he may suspend the same. And all rules
rules or regulations in
in
said district, or in any other district of the nation, discriminating
discriminating against
against
the citizens of other districts, are prohibited,
prohibited, and shall be void.
Representation
ARTICLE VI.
Representation
VI. The
The inhabitants
said district hereinbefore
hereinbefore deinhabitants of the said
according to numbers in
representation according
national eouncoun- scribed shall be entitled
in national
entitled to representation
in the
the
oiL
uniform
national council, and all laws of the Cherokee nation shall be
be
laws. throughout said nation. And should any such law, either in
Unequal laws,
in its provisions
provisions
or in the manner of its enforcement,
enforcement, in the opinion of the President
President of the
United
said district,
is hereby
hereby
United States,
States, operate
operate unjustly
unjustly or
or injuriously
injuriously in
in said
district, he
lie is
authorized and empowered
empowered to correct
evil, and to adopt the
the means
means
correct such evil,
necessary to secure
secure the impartial administration
administration of justice, as well as aa
expenditure of the national
fair and equitable application
application and expenditure
national fnids
funds as
between the
other district in said
said nation.
nation.
between
the people
people of
of this and of
of every
every other
Oortb.
Courts.
ARTICLE
United States
court to
to be
be created
created in
in the
the Indian
Indian
ARTICLE VII.
VII. The
The United
States court
territory; and until such court is created
created therein,
therein, the
the United States disdistrict court, the nearest to the Cherokee
Cherokee nation,
have exclusive
exclusive
nation, shall have
original
and criminal,
criminal, wherein
wherein an
original jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of all causes,
causes, civil and
an inhabitant
inhabitant
hereinbefore described shall be aaparty, and where an inof the district hereinbefore
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habitant
habitant outside of said district, in the Cherokee
Courts.
Cherokee nation, shall be the other Courts.
party,
in a
civil cause,
cause, or
or shall
or
party, as
as plaintiff or
or defendant
defendant in
a civil
shall be
be defendant
defendant or
prosecutor
prosecutor in a
said district
district by
any Process.
a criminal case, and
and all
all process
process issued
issued in
in said
by any
Process.
officer of the Cherokee
executed on
residing
Cherokee nation, to be executed
on an
an inhabitant
inhabitant residing
outside of said district, and all process
process issued
of the
the Cheroissued by
by any officer of
Cherokee nation outside of said district, to
residto be executed
executed on an
an inhabitant
inhabitant residing in said district, shall be to all intents and
and void,
and purposes null
null and
void,
unless indorsed by the district judge for the district where
such process
where such
process
is to be served, and said person, so
arrested, shall
be held
custody by
by
so arrested,
shall be
held in
in custody
arresting him, until he shall be delivered
the officer so arresting
delivered over
over to the United
States marshal, or consent to be tried by
Cherokee court: Provided,
Provided, Proviso
Proviso.
by the Cherokee
That any or all the provisions
provisions of this treaty, which
which make any
any distinction
distinction
in rights and remedies between
between the
the citizens of any district
the citidistrict and
and the
citizens of the rest of the nation,
nation, shall be abrogated
abrogated whenever
whenever the
President
the President
shall have ascertained,
ascertained, by an election duly
duly ordered
ordered by
by him,
mahim, that
that aa majority of the voters of such
such district desire
desire them
abrogated, and
them to
to be
be abrogated,
and
he shall have declared
declared such abrogation:
abrogation: And
further, That
Proviso.
And provided further,
Proviso
no law or regulation, to be hereafter
hereafter enacted
enacted within said Cherokee
Cherokee nation
nation
or any district thereof, prescribing
prescribing aa penalty
penalty for
for its violation, shall
shall take
effect or be enforced until after ninety
the date
date of
its promulpromulninety days
days from the
of its
gation, either by publication in one or more
more newspapers
newspapers of
of general
general
circulation
circulation in said Cherokee nation,
up copies
copies thereof
nation, or
or by posting
posting up
thereof in
in
the Cherokee
Cherokee and English
English languages
languages in each
each district where
where the same is to
take effect, at the usual
district courts.
courts.
usual place
place of holding
holding district
ARTICLE VIII. No license to trade in goods, wares,
or merchandise
merchandise
Licenses
to
wares, or
Licenses to
merchandise
be granted
granted by the
trade in
in the
the CheroChero_ trade
not to
be
merchandise shall be
the United States to
to trade
trade not
to be
d
kee nation,
nation, unless approved
approved by
national council,
council, except
except in
in rcnte
1ted unless,
by the
the Cherokee
Cherokee national
the Canadian district, and such other district
district north of Arkansas
Arkansas river
river
and west of Grand
Grand river occupied
occupied by the
southern Cherokees,
the so-called
so-called southern
Cherokees,
as
Article IV. of
of this
treaty.
as provided
provided in Article
this treaty.
IX.. The Cherokee
Cherokee nation having, voluntarily,
ARTICLE IX
voluntarily, in February,
Slavery, &a.
&c.
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, by
council, forfor- not to exist.
by an
an act
act of
of their
their national
national council,
ever abolished
agree that
that never
never hereafter
abolished slavery, hereby
hereby covenant
covenant and
and agree
hereafter
slavery or involuntary
shall either slavery
servitude exist in
in their
their nation
involuntary servitude
nation otherwise
otherwise
than in the punishment
punishment of crime, whereof
been duly
duly
whereof the party shall have
have been
convicted, in accordance
accordance with laws applicable
applicable to all the
said
the members
members of
of said
tribe alike. They further agree that all freedmen
freedmen who have
have been
been liberatFreedmen.
ed by voluntary act of their
their former
former owners or by law, as well as all free
colored persons who were
were in the
the commencement
commencement of
the
the country at the
of the
rebellion, and are now residents
residents therein,
therein, or
may return
within six
six
or who
who may
return within
descendants, shall
shall have
have all the
rights of
native CheroCheromonths, and their descendants,
the rights
of native
kees: Provided,
Provided, That owners of
Cherokee
No
for
of slaves so emancipated
emancipated in the Cherokee
No pay for
nation shall never receive any
any compensation
compensation or pay for the slaves
slaves so
so seimavaenscipated
lmanipated
emancipated.
emancipated.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X. Every Cherokee and freed
freed person
person resident
resident in
in the
the CheroFarm products
Chero- Farm
products
kee nation shall have the right to sell any products
including may be sold,
sold) &c.
So.
products of his farm,
farm, including
his or her live stock, or any merchandise
merchandise or
or manufactured
manufactured products,
arid
products, and
to ship and drive the same to market without
any tax
tax
without restraint,
restraint, paying
paying any
thereon which is now or
or may be
be levied
levied by the United States on the quanquantity sold outside of the
the Indian
Indian territory.
ARTICLE
nation hereby
hereby grant
grant a
a right
of way
way not
not Right of way
way
ARTICLE XI. The Cherokee
Cherokee nation
right of
exceeding two hundred feet wide, except
except at stations, switches,
railroads.
switches, water-stawater-sta- for
for railroads.
tions, or crossing of rivers, where
where more may be indispensable
the full
indispensable to the
full
enjoyment of the franchise herein granted,
granted, and
and then
then only
two hundred
hundred
only two
additional feet shall be taken, and only
only for such length as
may be absoas may
lutely necessary, through
through all their lands, to any company
company or corporation
corporation
which shall be duly authorized
authorized by
Congress to
railroad from
by Congress
to construct
construct aarailroad'from
any point north to any point south, and from any point east
east to any point
point
west of, and which may pass through,
Cherokee nation.
nation. Said
Said comcornthrough, the
the Cherokee
VOL.
VOL. xtv.
xiv.
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pany
and their
employs and
and laborers,
laborers, while constructing
constructing
their employes
or corporation,
corporation, and
pany or
and
same, and
operating said road or roads, including all
in operating
and in
the same,
and repairing
repairing the
necessary
agents on
on the line, at
stations, switches,
switches, water-tanks,
water-tanks, and
and all
all
at stations,
necessary agents
a railroad, shall be proothers neces-ary
to the successful
operation of a
successful operation
necessary to
others
tected in
discharge of
their duties,
and at
at all
times subject
subject to the
all times
duties, and
of their
the discharge
in the
tected
Indian intercourse
intercourse laws,
now or which
enacted and
and be
hereafter be enacted
which may hereafter
laws, now
Indian
in force in the Cherokee
Cherokee nation.
nation.
General counARTICLE
The Cherokees
Cherokees agree
agree that aageneral
general council,
consisting
council, consisting
XII. The
ARTICLE XII.
General
oil,
of delegates
cu.
delegates elected by each nation
nation or tribe
tribe lawfully residing within
within
the Indian
may be
annually convened
convened in said
said territory, which
which
be annually
territory, may
the
Indian territory,
council shall
be organized
in such
such manner
manner and
and possess
such powers as
as
possess such
organized in
shall be
council
hereinafter
herein after prescribed.
First.
ratification of this treaty, and as soon as may be
After the ratification
First. After
Census.
deemed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior, and prior to the first
practicable by
deemed practicable
session of
said council,
census or
or enumeration
lawfully
enumeration of each tribe lawfully
a census
council, a
of said
session
resident in
said territory
direction of the comterritory shall be taken under the direction
in said
resident
missioner of
of Indian
Indian affairs,
who for
for that
that purpose
hereby authorized
authorized to
is hereby
purpose is
affairs, who
missioner
designate and
and appoint
persons, whose
whose compensation
shall be
compensation shall
competent persons,
appoint competent
designate
fixed by
by the
United States.
by the
the United
and paid by
Interior, and
of the
the Interior,
Secretary of
the Secretary
fixed
genet al
from
First general
Second. The first general council shall consist of one member from
council, how
each
tribe,
and
an
additional
member
for
each
one
thousand
Indians,
Indians,
thousand
one
each
for
member
additional
an
and
tribe,
each
composed.
composed.
or each
thousand greater
five hundred,
hundred, being
being members
than five
greater than
a thousand
of a
fraction of
each fraction
or
of
tribe lawfully
in said
said territory,
shall be
be selected
selected
and shall
territory, and
resident in
lawfully resident
of any
any tribe
by said
who Ipay
rimy assent
to the
the establishment
establishment of
said
of said
assent to
respectively, who
tribes respectively,
by
said tribes
general
if none
formally selected
selected by any
any
thus formally
should be thus
none should
and if
council; and
general council;
nation
or tribe
tribe so
assenting, the
represented
nation or tribe shall be represented
the said nation
so assenting,
nation or
in
general council by the
the chief
chief or chiefs
chiefs and headmen
headmen of said tribes,
tribes,
said general
in said
to
taken in
the order
order of their rank
recognized in tribal usage,
rank as recognized
in the
to be
be taken
in
same number
number and
and proportion
above indicated.
indicated. After
After the said
said
as above
proportion as
in the
the same
census
shall have
have been
been taken
taken and
and completed,
completed, the
the superintendent
superintendent of Indian
Indian
census shall
establishaffairs
each tribe assenting to the establishdeclare to each
publish and declare
affairs shall publish
ment
such council
such council
council to which
of members
members of such
number of
council the number
of such
ment of
they
article, and the persons
under the provisions of this article,
shall be entitled under
they shall
Time
entitled to
represent
said
shall
he
shall meet at
at such
such time and place as he
represent
said
tribes
and
entitled
to
Time
place of first
shall approve;
approve; but
thereafter the
the time
time and
and place
place of
of the
the sessions
of said
said
sessions of
but thereafter
shall
meeting.
Sessions not to council shall be determined
determined by its action: Provided,
Provided, That
That no session in
Sessionsnotto
days. any one year shall exceed the term of thirty days: And provided,
exceed 30 days.
provided,
Special sessesThat special
sessions of
of said
said council
council may
be called
called by the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
may be
That
special sessions
Special
sions.
sions.
the Interior whenever in his judgment the interest of said tribes
tribes shall
shall
require such
session.
special session.
such special
require
Powers of
Third. Said general
general council shall have power to legislate upon matters
general council.
council,
general
pertaining
pertaining to the intercourse
intercourse and relations
relations of the Indian
Indian tribes and nations
nations
and
arrest and
and extraextrafreedmen resident in said territory; the arrest
of freedmen
and colonies
colonies of
dition of criminals
criminals and offenders
offenders escaping
escaping from
from one tribe to another, or
or
dition
into any
any community
community of
the administration
between
administration of justice between
freedmen; the
of freedmen;
into
of different tribes of said territory and persons other than Inmembers of
dians and
said tribes or nations;
nations; and
and the common defence
defence
of said
and members
members of
dians
of the nations of said territory.
and safety
safety of
Laws, whento
when to
All laws enacted
enacted by such
such council
council shall take effect at such time as may
may
take effect.
effect.
therein
provided, unless
unless suspended
suspended by
by direction
therein be
be provided,
direction of
of the
the President
President of
of the
the
United
be enacted
inconsistent with the
the Constitution
Constitution
enacted inconsistent
shall be
United States. No law shall
of
the United
stipulations with
with
States, or laws of Congress, or existing treaty stipulations
United States,
of the
the
council legislate
legislate upon
upon matters other than
than
the United
United States. Nor shall said council
Legislative
above indicated:
indicated: Provided,
Legislative
those above
Provided, however, That
That the legislative
legislative power of
be
power may
ay be
enlarge
m
d.
such
council may
be enlarged
enlarged by
by the
consent of
the national
national councounof the
the consent
may be
general council
such general
enlarged.
establishment, with the approval
tribe assenting to its establishment,
each nation or tribe
cil of
of each
United States.
of the President of the United
President
Fourth. Said
Said council
council shall
over by
by such person
as may
may be
person as
presided over
shall be
be presided
Fourth.
of
President of
council.
designated
council,
designated by the Secretary of the Interior.
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Fifth. The
The council
shall elect
elect a
duty it
be to
to Secrotary
Secretary of
Fifth.
council shall
a secretary,
secretary, whose
whose duty
it shall
shall be
council, and
keep
proceedings of said -council,
and whocouncil
councilrecord of
of all the proceedings
keep an accurate record
shall
copy of
of all
all such
such proceedings,
duly certified
certified by
the
shall transmit
transmit aa true
true copy
proceedings, duly
by the
presiding
of such
Interior, and
to
presiding officer
officer of
such council,
council, to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
and to
each
or nation
nation represented
after the
seseach tribe or
represented in
in said
said council,
council, immediately
immediately after
the sessions
of said
said council
terminate. He
paid out
out of the treas- Pay.
council shall
shall terminate.
He shall be paid
sions of
ury
annual salary
salary of five hundred
hundred dollars.
ury of
of the
the United States an annual
United States
memmembers of
of said
said council
council shall
shall be paid by the United
States Pay of metnSixth. The members
8r
the
bers of council
council
attendance be
actually in attendance
the sum
sum of four dollars per diem during the term actually
on
the sessions
sessions of
and at
at the
the rate
rate of
of four
every
on the
of said
said council,
council, and
four dollars
dollars for
for every
twenty
by them
them in
and returning
returning to
to
twenty miles
miles necessarily
necessarily travelled
travelled by
in going
going from
from and
their
from said council,
council, to
be certified
certified by
the secretary
secretary
their homes,
homes, respectively,
respectively, from
to be
by the
and
of the said council.
council.
president of
and president
AIRTICL.E XIII.
ARTICLE
XIII. The Cherokees also agree
agree that aacourt or courts
courts may
may Courts.
Courts.
established by the United States
territory, with
be established
States in
in said territory,
with such jurisdicorganized in such
manner as may be prescribed
by law:
Protion and organized
such manner
prescribed by
law: Protribunals of
of the
the nation shall
allowed to retain
retain
vided, That
That the
the judicial
judicial tribunals
shall be allowed
exclusive jurisdiction
in all
and criminal
criminal cases
arising within
within their
their
exclusive
jurisdiction in
all civil
civil and
cases arising
country in
members of the nation, by
adoption, shall be
be
country
in which members
by nativity or adoption,
where the cause of action
the only parties, or where
Cherokee
action shall arise in the Cherokee
nation, except as otherwise provided
treaty.
provided in
in this
this treaty.
quantity of Lands
occupancy of aaquantity
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.The right to the
the use and occupancy
Lands formiFformicland not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred and
and sixty acres, to be selected
selected according
according tionalrurpodses
tional purposes;
subdivisions in one body, and to include
to legal
legal subdivisions
include their improvements,
improvements, and
and
not
the improvements
of any
member of
not including
including the
improvements of
any member
of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee nation,
nation,
is hereby
hereby granted to every society
has erected,
erected, or
or
society or
or denomination
denomination which has
which
with the
consent of the national council
council may
hereafter erect,
erect, buildwhich with
the consent
may hereafter
buildings
educational purposes.
ings within
within the
the Cherokee
Cherokee country
country for missionary
missionary or educational
purposes.
sold,
not to
to be sold,
buildings which have been or may
may be erect- not
But no land thus granted, nor buildings
ed
shall ever
be sold
sold or
or [o]therwise
disposed of
of except
except with
with the
except, &.;
&c.;
the except,
ever be
[o]therwise disposed
ed thereon,
thereon, shall
consent and approval
approval of the Cherokee
Cherokee national council
the Secrecouncil and of the
Secretary of the Interior.
any such lands or buildings
buildings shall be aproceeds
proceeds of
Interior. And whenever
whenever any
sold or disposed
applied by said society a
disposed of, the proceeds thereof shall
shall be applied
or societies
societies for
tbr like purposes
within said
nation, subject to the
approval of
of
purposes within
said nation,
the approval
the
Secretary of the Interior.
the Secretary
ARlTICLE XV.
XV. The United
ARTICLE
United States may
may settle any civilized Indians,
The United
United
friendly with the Cherokees
friendly
Cherokees and adjacent
adjacent tribes, within
within the Cherokee States
States may setsettle
country, on unoccupied
unoccupied lands east.
terms as may be agreed tndians
Indians in the
country,
east of 96°, on such terms
in the
upon by any such tribe
tribe and the Cherokees,
the approval
approval of the Cherokee counnounCherokees, subject
subject to the
consistent with the
President of the United States, which
which shall be consistent
the followfollow- try.
try'
provisions, viz:
any such
band of
Indians settling
settling in
ing provisions,
viz: Should
Should any
such tribe
tribe or
or band
of Indians
in
paid into
there being
being first
first paid
into
said country abandon
abandon their tribal organization,
organization, there
a sum -of money which shall sustain the same
Cherokee national fund a
same
the Cherokee
Indians
proportion to the then existing national
national fund that
that the
the number of Indians
Cherokee
sustain to the whole number of Cherokees
Cherokees then residing in the Cherokee
country, they
shall be
after remain
remain aapart
of
may
part of
Howpart
mayof
be incorporated
incorporated into
into and
and ever
ever after
country,
they shall
be
made
ofbe
the Cherokee
Cherokee nation,
nation, on equal
equal terms in every respect with native citizens.
citizens. Chleroke
Cherokee nation.
nation.
country, decide to preserve
And should any such tribe, thus settling
settling in said country,
preserve Those wishing
wishin
va
their
maintain their
to prerre trib
to
tba
their tribal
tribal organizations,
organizations, and to
to maintain
their tribal
tribal laws,
laws, customs, and torreirvetion
organization,
usages,
Cherokee have land
land set
off
usages, not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with the constitution
constitution and laws of the Cherokee
set of
a district of country
nation, they shall have a
country set off for their use by metes to them;
them;
hundred and sixty
and bounds equal to one hundred
sixty acres, if they
they should so decide,
for each man, woman,
woman, and child of said tribe, and shall pay
pay for the same
same
into the national fund such price as may
may be agreed on by them
them and the
the
approval of the President
President of the United
United
Cherokee
Cherokee nation,
nation, subject
subject to the approval
States, and
disagreement the
President.
States,
and in cases of disagreement
the price
price to
to be
be fixed
fixed by the
the President.
topaysum
And
also pay into the national fund a
a to
pay sum into
thus settled
settled shall also
And the said
said tribe
tribe thus
sum of
to be
on by
the respective
respective parties,
greater in fund.
national fund.
national
parties, not greater
by the
be agreed
agreed on
sum
of money,
money, to
proportion to
to the
whole existing
existing national
fund and
proceeds
and the
the probable
probable proceeds
national fund
proportion
the whole
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of
the lands
ceded or
than their
their numnumor sold than
ceded or
or authorized
authorized to be ceded
herein ceded
lands herein
of the
bers bear
whole number
then residing in said country,
country,
Cherokees then
number of
of Cherokees
bear to
to the
the whole
bers
and
afterwards they
they shall
shall enjoy
enjoy all the
native Cherokees.
Cherokees.
rights of native
the rights
and thence
thence afterwards
Limits of
no Indians
Indians who
have no
no tribal
organizations, or
determine
or who
who shall determine
tribal organizations,
who have
pla. But
But no
of pla•
Limits
abandon their tribal organizations,
organizations, shall
permitted to settle
settle east of
of
ces of settle
settle-- to abandon
shall be
be permitted
meut.
ment.
the
96 ° of
longitude without
the Cherokee
Cherokee national
national counwithout the
the consent
consent of the
the 96°
of longitude
delegation duly appointed
obtained. And no
appointed by it, being first obtained.
cil, or
or of
of aa delegation
Indians who
determine to preserve
preserve their
tribal organizations
organizations
their tribal
and determine
have and
who have
Indians
shall be
permitted to
provided, east of the 96° of longilongisettle. as herein provided,
to settle.
shall
be permitted
without such consent being
being first obtained,
obtained, unless
unless the President
President of
of the
tude without
United States,
after aa full
hearing of
offered by said
said council
council
the objections offered
of the
full hearing
States, after
United
objections are
or delegation
such settlement,
determine that the objections
settlement, shall determine
to such
or
delegation to
insufficient, in
which case he
he may authorize the settlement
settlement of such
such tribe
in which
insufficient,
longitude.
east of the 96° of longitude.
Where the
ARTICLE
XVI. The
the)
ARTICLE XVI.
The United
United States may
may settle friendly
friendly Indians
Indians in any
United States
United
1
may settle
settle
may

part of
of the
the Cherokee
west of
be taken
taken in
in aacompact
compact form
form
96°, to
to be
of 96°,
country west
Cherokee country
part

member
exceeding one hundred
friendly Indians. in quantity
quantity not exceeding
hundred and sixty acres
acres for each member
each of
of said
of each
each of
of said
tribes thus
thus to
boundaries of
of each
said
settled: the
the boundaries
to he
be settled;
said tribes
of

districts
distinctly marked,
districts to be distinctly
marked, and the land conveyed
conveyed in fee simple to
each of
of said
said tribes
tribes to
be held
in common
or by
by their
their members
menabers'in
severalty
in severalty
common or
to be
held in
each
States may decide.
as the United States
Said lands
disposed of
Cherokee nation at
of to be paid for to the Cherokee
thus disposed
Said
lands thus
such price
as may
may be agreed
the said
parties in interest, subsaid parties
between the
agreed on between
such
price as
President; and if they should not
not agree,
agree, then
approval of the President;
ject to the approval
the price to be fixed by the President.
Possession and
Cherokee nation
right of possession
possession of and jurisdiction
nation to retain the right
The Cherokee
jurisdiction over
over over all of said country west of 9V of longitude until thus sold and occujurisdiction
such
over all of said country west of 96° of longitude until thus sold and occulands.
lueli lands,
pied, after
after which
which their
their jurisdiction
terminate forpossession to terminate
right of possession
and right
jurisdiction and
pied,
ever as
said districts
districts thus
occupied.
sold and occupied.
thus sold
of said
each of
ever
as to each
Cession of
ARTICLE
XVII. The Cherokee
ARTICLE XVII.
Cherokee nation hereby
hereby cedes, in trust
trust to the
lands to
to theUnithe'United States
United States,
States, the
tract of
of land
land in
m the State
which was sold to
to
State of Kansas which
the tract
United
in
States in
ted
provisions of the
States. under the provisions
the Cherokees
trust.
Cherokees by the United States,
the second
second
article of
treaty of
and also
that strip
land ceded
ceded to the
the
of the
the land
strip of
also that
of 1835;
183.5; and
of the
the treaty
article
nation by the
which is included
included in the State
the fourth
fourth article of said treaty which
nation
of
consent that said lands may be included
included in
in
Cherokees consent
of Kansas,
Kansas, and the Cherokees
the limits and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the said State.
public lands of the
surveyed as the public
The lands
lands herein ceded shall be surveyed
Lands to be United States are surveyed,
surveyed. under the direction
direction of the commissioner
commissioner of
surveyed and
surveyed
appraised;
the
general
land
office,
and
shall
be
appraised
disinterested
perdisinterested
by
two
appraised
be
shall
and
office.
land
general
the
appraised;
sons,
Cherokee national
national council
council and one by
the Cherokee
dpsirnated by
by the
one to
to be
be designated
sons. one
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior, and,
disagreement, by
bv aa third perand. in case of disagreement,
the Interior.
the
mutually selected by the aforesaid appraisers. The appraiseappraiseson, to be mutuallv
ment to he not less than
than an average
average of one dollar and aa quarter per acre,
ment
exclusive
improvements.
exclusive of improvements.
interior shall from time
time to time,
time, as such surSecretary of the Interior
And the Secretary
him. after due advertisements
approved by him,
veys and appraisements
advertisements
appraisements are approved
maybe sold to vevs
highest bidder.
sealed bids, sell such
such lands to the highest
highest bidders for cash
cash in parcels
parcels
for sealed
not exceeding
exceeding one hundred
hundred and sixty acres,
acres, and at not less than the apimprovements of the
Improvements,
whenever there
there are improvements
Improvements. praised value: Provided.
Provided. That whenever
value of fifty dollars
dollars made on the lands not being mineral,
and
mineral, and owned and
personally
occupied by any person for
for agricultural
purposes at the date
date of
agricultural purposes
personally occupied
the signing hereof, such person so owning, and in person
person residing on such
improvements,
regulations as the
improvements, shall, after due proof. made under such regulations
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe,
prescribe, be entitled to buy.
buy, at
at the appraisSecretary
ed value.
value, the smallest quantity
quantity of land in legal subdivisions which
which will inaggregate one hundred
hundred and
and
his improvements,
improvements, not exceeding in the aggregate
clude his
sixty acres; the expenses
expenses of survey
survey and appraisement
appraisement to be paid by the
the
Proviso.
Sc :retary out of the proceeds
Provided, That nothing
nothing
Scretary
proceeds of sale of said
said land: Provided,
Secretary of the Interior
Interior from selling the
in his article shall prevent the Secretary
Lands.
Lands,
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whole
body to
to any
for cash,
Amendment.
cash, Amendment.
party, for
any responsible
responsible party,
in a
a body
lands in
said neutral
neutral lands
of said
whole of
for
less than
than eight
thousand dollars.
dollars.
Post,
p. 807.
807.
Post, p.
hundred thousand
eight hundred
not less
a sum
sum not
for a
ARTICLE
XVIII.That
owned by
Cherokees in
in the
State
the State
the Cherokees
by the
any lands
lands owned
That any
ARTICLE XVIII.
b
i
,rt herby
CherkSales
of
Arkansas and
and in States east
sold by the Cher- okees
okt
ie°
8 la
east of the Mississippi may be sold
of Arkansas
in
lands
offn
okee
manner as
as their
national council
may prescribe,
Arkansas.
all Arkansas.
council may
prescribe, all
their national
okee nation
nation in
in such
such manner
such
sales
being
first
approved
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior.
such sales being first approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
ARTICLE
XIX.All
Cherokees being
heads of
of families
residing at
at the
ise
.ads of famfainther ilielHeads
families residing
being heads
All Cherokees
ARTICLE XIX.
date of
the ratification
this treaty
on any
o illes.
herein ceded, or
lands herein
any of
of the lands
treaty on
of this
ratification of
of the
date
authorized to
to remove
to the
country,
reserved country,
the reserved
remove to
and desiring
desiring to
be sold,
sold, and
to be
authorized
shall
be paid
by the
of said
of such
such improveimprovetile value
value of
said lands
lands the
the purchasers
purchasers of
paid by
shall be
ments,
ascertained and
by the
the commissioners
appraise
who appraise
commissioners who
and appraised
appraised by
to be
be ascertained
ments, to
the
to the
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior;
Interior; and
and if
if
of the
of the
the approval
lands, subject
subject to
the land.,
he
shall elect
to remain
remain on
land now
now occupied
be entitled
entitled
shall be
occupied by
by him,
him, shall
on the
the land
he shall
elect to
to
patent from
from the
the United
United States
States in
in fee
fee simple
simple for
three hundred
hundred
for three
receive a
a patent
to receive
and
acres of
of land
land to
include his
he
and thereupon
thereupon he
to include
his improvements,
improvements, and
twenty acres
and twenty
and his
family shall
members of
of the nation.
nation.
shall cease
cease to be members
and
his family
ARTICLE XX.
Whenever the
Cherokee national
national council
council shall
shall request
request Lands reserved
the Cherokee
XX. Whenever
ARTICLE
it, the
Secretary of
Interior shall
cause the
country reserved
reserved for
the and
to dbeallotteveed
allotted.
surveyed
for the
it,
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
shall cause
the country
Cherokees
surveyed and allotted
allotted among them, at the expense
expense of the
to be
be surveyed
Cherokees to
United States.
United
States.
ARTICLE XXI.
difficult to
to learn
the precise
precise boundary
boundary line
line bebe- Boundary
Boundary line
line
learn the
being difficult
It being
XXI. It
ARTICLE
mo
t
a
b
rLr
run and
be
to
tween
Cherokee country
country and
the States
States of
Arkansas, Missouri,
Missouri, and and
r
marked.
of Arkansas,
and the
the Cherokee
tween the
Kansas,
agreed that
the United
States shall,
its own
own expense,
expense, cause
cause
shall, at
at its
that the
United States
is agreed
Kansas, it
it is
the
Arkansas, and marked by permabe run
run as far
far west as the Arkansas,
the same to be
nent and
monuments, by
two commissioners,
of whom
whom shall
shall
one of
by two
commissioners, one
conspicuous monuments,
nent
and conspicuous
be
national council.
council.
Cherokee national
by the
the Cherokee
designated by
be designated
ARTICLE
XXII.The
council, or
or any
duly appointed
appointed Agent of
any duly
national council,
Cherokee national
The Cherokee
ARTICLE XXII.
toexdelegation thereof,
thereof, shall
privilege to
to appoint
an agent
examinetoCherokees
agent to examine
appoint an
the privilege
have the
shall have
delegation
i
i
,
s
o
c
.
accounts,
s at amine s
S
Uited
te
the accounts
the nation
nation with
the government
the ofUnited
atounts,
Linz &c.
books,
with the
government of
of the
United States
States at
tlhe
accounts of
of the
such
time as
as they
may see
see proper,
proper, and
continue or
such
or discharge
discharge such
to continue
and to
they may
such time
agent,
thought best by such council
council or
appoint another, as may be thought
and to appoint
agent, and
delegation; and
and such
such agent
agent shall
shall have
free access
accounts and
and
all accounts
access to all
have free
delegation;
books in
the executive
executive departments
business of said Cherthe business
relating to the
departments relating
in the
books
okee
nation, and
an opportunity
examine the
the same
same in
in the
of
presence of
the presence
to examine
opportunity to
and an
okee nation,
the
having such books and papers in charge.
the officer having
ARTICLE
All funds
funds now
the nation,
or that
that may
may hereafter
hereafter Funds, how to
nation, or
due the
now due
XXIII. All
ARTICLE XXIII.
accrue
from the
sale of
of their
their lands
be invested.
hereinbefore invested.
States as hereinbefore
United States
by the
the United
lands by
the sale
accrue from
provided for,
shall be
in United
stocks at their
their
registered stocks
United States
States registered
be invested
invested in
for, shall
provided
current value,
value, and
the interest,
all said
said funds
shall be
paid semi-annusemi-annu- Interest, how
how
be paid
funds shall
on all
interest on
and the
current
to be paid.
ally
the fol- to be paid.
the order of the Cherokee nation, and shall be applied to the
ally on the
lowing
purposes, to
wit: Thirty-five
Thirty-five per
per cent
cent shall
shall be
applied for
for the
the supsupbe applied
to wit:
lowing purposes,
port
of te
the common
common schools
the nation
nation and
and educational
fifteen
purposes; fifteen
educational purposes;
of the
schools of
port of'
per
for the
fund, and
and fifty
fifty per
per cent
cent for
general purposes,
purposes, ininfor general
orphan fund,
the orphan
per cent
cent for
cluding
salaries of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
and the
officers; and
of district
district officers;
reasonable salaries
cluding reasonable
Interior,
of the
the President
United States,
States, may
may pay
pay
of the
the United
the approval
approval of
President of
Interior, with
with the
out
of the
the funds
funds due
due the
the nation,
on the
national council or aa
of' the national
the order
order of
nation, on
out of'
delegation
necessary
authorized by it, such amount as he may deem necessary
delegation duly authorized
to
outstanding obligations
obligations of
Cherokee nation,
nation, caused
caused by the sussusthe Cherokee
of the
to meet
meet outstanding
pension
of the
payment of
not to
exceed the
the sum
of one
one
sum of
to exceed
their annuities,
annuities, not
of their
the payment
pension of
hundred
thousand dollars.
dollars.
fifty thousand
and fifty
hundred and
ARTICLE
XXIV. As
As aa slight
slight testimony
useful and
and arduous
arduous Payment
Payment to
to
the useful
for the
testimony for
ARTICLE XXIV.
services
the Rev.
Evan Jones,
Jones, for
Rev.
Rev.Evanjoues.
in the EyanJoues.
missionary in
years aa missionary
forty years
for forty
Rev. Evan
of the
services of
Cherokee nation,
nation, now
poor, it
it is
is agreed
the sum of
of
that the
agreed that
and poor,
old and
cripple, old
now aacripple,
Cherokee
three
dollars be
paid to
under the
the Secretary
Secretary
the direction
direction of the
to him,
him, under
be paid
thousand dollars
three thousand
of the
any Cherokee
in or
to come
his hands
hands
into his
come into
or to
fund in
Cherokee fund
out of
of any
the Interior,
Interior, out
of
not
otherwise appropriated.
not otherwise
ARTICLE XXV.
XXV. A
A large
Cherokees who
who served in the
of the
the Cherokees
number of
large number
ARTICLE
n
e
s
au
rsntfo
iersandy
army of the United States having died, leaving no heirs
heirs entitled
entitled to receive arrBounties z
cii_
si
agreed
that
such
arrears
service,
it
is
pay
on
account
of
and
of
ounties
Indian
as
ces
that
agreed
account of such service,
bounties and
service, it is agreed
„, as India,
arrears of pay on account
and arrears
liounties
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all
arrears for
regiments of Indian
Indian United
United
for service
service in the regiments
and arrears
all bounties
bounties and
remain unclaimed by any person legally
States volunteers
volunteers which
which shall remain
legally entitled to
receive the
two years
years from
the ratification
ratification of this treaty,
from the
for two
the same
same for
to receive
titled
shall be
council may
may direct,
direct, to
to be
applied to the
be applied
the national
national council
as the
paid as
be paid
shall
foundation and
support of
of an
asylum for
orphan children,
children,
education of orphan
for the
the education
an asylum
and support
foundation
which asylum
asylum shall
shall be
be under
the control
control of the national council, or of
under the
which
apsuch benevolent
society as
as said
council may designate, subject to the apsaid council
benevolent society
such
Secretary of the Interior.
proval of the Secretary
to the
States guarantee
Possession and
ARTICLE XXVI.
XXVI. The
United States
guarantee to
the people
people of the
The United
ARTICLE
protection guar- Cherokee nation the quiet and peaceable possession
anties.
country and
protection guar- Cherokee nation the quiet and peaceable possession of their country
protection against
against hostilities
hostilities
and against
insurrections and
and insurrections
feuds and
domestic feuds
against domestic
protection
of other
other tribes.
tribes. They
also be
be protected
inter[r]uptions or
protected against inter[r]uptions
shall also
They shall
of
intrusion
from all
all unauthorized
unauthorized citizens of the United States who may
intrusion from
attempt to
on their
their lands
or reside
reside in their territory. In case
ease of
lands or
settle on
to settle
attempt
hostilities among
tribes, the
United States
States agree that the party
the United
Indian tribes,
the Indian
among the
hostilities
or parties
commencing the
the same
so far
far as
as practicable,
practicable, make reparareparashall, so
same shall,
parties commencing
or
tion for
damages done.
done.
the damages
for the
tion
military posts
ARTICLE
XXVII. The
United States
shall have
have the
the right
right to
to establish
establish
States shall
The United
ARTICLE XXVII.
posts
Military
in Cherokee nation.
one or
military posts
stations in
the Cherokee
Cherokee nation,
nation, as may be
in the
or stations
posts or
or more
more military
na- one
iCheroee
deemed necessary
necessary for
protection of
citizens of the United
of the
the citizens
proper protection
the proper
for the
deemed
States lawfully
lawfully residing
therein and
Cherokees and
and other
other citizens of
the Cherokees
and the
residing therein
States
spirituous,
&c. the
person connected
connected therewith,
therewith,
country. But no sutler or other person
Indian country.
the Indian
Spirituous,&c.
organization, shall
forbidliquors forb
liquors
ideither in or out of the military organization,
shall be permitted
permitted to introden, except, Scc.
e, except, &c. duce any spirit[u]ous,
spirit[u]ous, vinous, or malt liquors into the Cherokee
Cherokee nation,
nation,
except
the medical
medical department
department proper, and
only for strictly
strictly medand by them only
except the
purposes. And
persons not in the military
military service
service of the United
United
And all persons
ical purposes.
Certain per- ical
sons
prohibited States,
not citizens
citizens of
the
Cherokee
nation, are to be prohibited
prohibited from
from
the
Cherokee
of
not
States,
sons
prohibited
coming
from coming
into the
the naton.
nation. coming
corning into
into the
nation, or
or remaining
in the
the same,
same, except
except as
as
remaining in
Cherokee nation,
the Cherokee
into
herein otherwise
prOvided; and
ofthe United States
States Indian
Indian
it is
is the duty of
and it
otherwise provided;
herein
agent for
for the
to have
lawfully residing or
persons, not lawfully
such persons,
have such
Cherokees to
the Cherokees
agent
sojourning
therein, removed
nation, as they now are, or hereherethe nation,
from the
removed from
sojourning therein,
intercourse laws
after
by the Indian
Indian intercourse
laws of the United
United
required by
be, required
may be,
after may
States.
States.
Payment for
ARTICLE
XXVIII.
. The
The United
hereby agree
agree to
pay for
for proproto pay
States hereby
United States
ARTICLE XXVIII.
for
Payment
clothing furnished
Appotholehala in the winfurnished the army under Appotholehala
and clothing
certain provi- visions
visions and
sions
and cloter of
of 1861
exceed the
the sum
sum of
of ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars,
dollars, the
the
to exceed
not to
1862, not
and 1862,
1861 and
o-g ter
tiosnd
volunteers,
how
volunteers, how
to be paid.

thing.

Expenses of
Expenses
Cherokee
doleCherokee delegations.

accounts to be ascertained
and settled by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior.
ascertained and
accounts

ARTICLE XXIX.
The sum
sum of
thousand [dollars,]
[dollars ']or
or so
so much
much
of ten
ten thousand
XXIX. The
ARTICLE
expenses of the delegates
thereof
necessary to pay the expenses
delegates and
and
be necessary
may be
as may
thereof as
government to visit
representatives
Cherokees invited by the government
representatives of the Cherokees
visit

Amendment. Washington
for the purposes
purposes of making this treaty, shall be paid by the
Washington for
Amendment.

treaty.
Post, p. 807.
807.
United
States on
the ratification
ratification of
of this
this treaty.
on the
United States
Post,
Payment of
ARTICLE XXX.
XXX. The
agree to
to pay
pay to
the proper
proper claimclaimto the
States agree
United States
The United
ARTICLE
of
Payment
resultmissionaries or
ants
all losses
losses of
property by
by missionaries
or missionary
missionary societies,
societies, resultof property
ants all
certain losses
ing from their being ordered
by .
missionaries, ina
ordered or driven from the country
country by United
United States
States
Sze

Inconsistent
Inconsistent

provisions
treaty provisions

nnulled

annulled.

Execution.
Execution.

agents,
and from
from their
property being
destroyed by
being taken
taken and occupied or destroyed
their property
agent;, and
by
United States troops, not
the aggregate
aggregate twenty thousand
thousand
not exceeding
exceeding in the
Jb United
dollars,
ascertained by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
dollars, to be ascertained
ARTICLE XXXI.
XXXI. All
provisions of
of treaties,
treaties, heretofore
heretofore ratified
ratified and
and in
in
All provisions
ARTICLE
force
provisions of this treaty, are hereby
hereby
inconsistent with the provisions
force, and not inconsistent
reaffirmed
force; and nothing herein
reaffirmed and
and declared
declared to be in full
full force;
herein shall be
be
a relinquishacknowledgment by the United States, or as a
construed as an acknowledgment
relinquishment
by the
Cherokee nation
nation of any claims
claims or demands
demands under the guarguarthe Cherokee
ment by
anties
former treaties,
treaties, except
except as
expressly provided.
as herein
herein expressly
of former
anties of
In
testimony whereof, the said commissioners
commissioners on the part of the United
In testimony
States, and
on the
the part
Cherokee nation,
nation, have
have
part of
of the Cherokee
said delegation
delegation on
the said
and the
States,
hereunto
Washington, this ninth
ninth
hands and seals, at the city of Washington,
hereunto set their hands
[nineteenth] day of July,
thousand eight hundred and
and sixtyJuly, A. D. one thousand
[nineteenth]
siX.
six.
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D. N. COOLEY, Comer
Affairs.
Com'r Ind.
Ind. Affairs.
ELIJAH
ELIJAH SELLS,
SELLS, Sup't
Ind. Affs.
Ali.
Sup't Ind.
SMITH
SMITH CHRISTIE,
WHITE
WHITE CATCHER,
CATCHER,
JAMES McDANIEL,
JAMES
McDANIEL,
S. H. BENGE,
DANL. H.
H. BOSS,
ROSS,
J. B. JONES.
J.
Delegates of
Delegates
of the
the Cherokee Nation,
Nation, appointed
appointed by
by Resolution
Resolution
Council.
of the
the National
National Council.
In presence
of —
In
presence ofW
H.WATSON,
W ATSON,
W..H.
J. W.
J.
W .WRIGHT.
W RIGHT.
Signatures witnessed
witnessed by the following-named
following-named persons,
persons, the
the following
infollowing interlineations
ter]
ineations being made before
before signing: On page 1st the word
word "the"
"the "inin"the"
terlined, on page 11 the word "
the "struck out, and
and to said
said page
page 11
11 a
a
sheet attached
attached requiring publication
and on
34th the
the word
word
publication of
of laws;
laws; and
on page
page 34th
"ceded" struck out and the words "neutral
"ceded"
"neutral lands"
inserted. Page
Page 47i
lands" inserted.
47A
added relating
expenses of
of treaty.
treaty.
added
relating to
to expenses
THOMAS
EWING, J
R.,
THOMAS EWING,
JB.,
WM.
PHILLIPS,
WM. A. PHILLIPS,
J.
WRIGHT.
J. W. WRIGHT.
And whereas,
treaty having
balling been
been submitted
submitt ed to
t
o the
th e Senate
Sena t
e of
of RatifBcation
whereas, the said
said treaty
iwnEti.m
c.•.a
th e Senate
Sena t
e did,
did, on
the United States
States for
for its
its constitutional
constitutional action
action thereon,
thereon, the
on with amendthe twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of July, one thousand
thousand eight
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
eight hundred
hundred and
advise and consent to the ratification of
with amendments,
amendments, by
by aa
of the same, with
resolution
resolution in the
and figures
wit:—
the words
words and
figures following,
following, to
to wit:-

IN
I
N EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE S
ESSION, S
ENATE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES,
SESSION,
SENATE
UNITED S
STATES,
July 27, 1866.
1866.

Resolved, (two thirds of the senators present
concurring,) That
That the
the
present concurring,)
Senate
Senate advise and consent to the ratification
ratification of the
the articles
articles of
of agreement
agreement
and convention
convention made at
of Washington,
Washington, on
the nineteenth
day of
of
at the
the city
city of
on the
nineteenth day
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
sixty-six,
hundred and
and sixty-six,
between the United
between
United States and
and the
of Indians,
Indians, with
with the
the
the Cherokee
Cherokee nation
nation of
following
following
AMENDMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

1st. Insert at the
II. the
the end
end of
of Article II.
the following:—
following: But the Cherokee nation stipulate
stipulate and agree to deliver
deliver up to the
the United
United
States,
States, or their duly authorized
authorized agent,
or all
particuagent, any
any or
all public
public property,
property, particularly ordnance, ordnance stores, arms of all kinds, and
quartermasters'
and quartermasters'
stores, in their possession or control,
control, which
which belonged
the United
United States
States
belonged to the
or the so-called confederate
any reservation.
reservation.
confederate states, without
without any
2d. Strike out the last proviso in
XVII. and
insert in
in Article XVII.
and insert
in lieu
lieu
thereof
thereof the
the following:—
following:Provided, That nothing
Provided,
article shall
of
nothing in
in this
this article
shall prevent
prevent the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior from selling the whole
whole of said lands
by actual
lands not
not occupied
occupied by
actual
settlers at the date of the ratification
of this
not exceeding
exceeding one
one
ratification of
this treaty,
treaty, not
hundred and sixty acres to each
each person entitled to pre-emption
pre-emption under
under the
the
pre-emption laws of the United States,
body, to
States, in aa body,
to any
any responsible
responsible
bor cash, for aasum
party, for
dollar per
per acre.
acre.
sum not
not less than
than one
one dollar

Ante, p.
799
Ant,
p. 799

3d. Insert
Insert at the
Article XXIX.
XXIX. the
the following:
following: -—
the end
end of Article
Secretary of the Interior shall
And the Secretary
be authorized
to pay
pay the
the
shall also be
authorized to
reasonable costs and expenses of
of the
the southern
southern CheroCherothe delegates
delegates of
of the
kees.
kees.

p. 806.
806.
Ante, p.

Ante, p. 806,
806.
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The
to be
shall be
be paid
paid out
out of
of the
the proproarticle shall
this article
under this
paid under
be paid
moneys to
The moneys
ceeds
sales of
of the
national lands
lands in
in Kansas.
Kansas.
the national
of the
the sales
ceeds of
Attest:
J. W.
W. FORNEY,
FORNEY, Secretary.
Secretary.
J.
Attest:

explained
And
foregoing amendments
fully explained
amendments having been fully
And whereas
whereas the foregoing
Amendments
and
aforenamed delegates
delegates of the Cherokee
Cherokee nation, they
interpreted to the aforenamed
and interpreted
ssented to.
did,
thirty-first day
day of
of July,
thousand eight
eight hundred and sixtysixtyone thousand
July, one
on the
the thirty-first
did, on
six,
give, on
behalf of
said nation,
nation, their
their free
voluntary assent to said
and voluntary
free and
of said
on behalf
six, give,
amendments,
the words
and figures
figures following, to wit:wit :—
words and
in the
amendments, in

Amendments
assented to.

Whereas the
the Senate
of the
the United
United States
States did,
twenty-seventh
the twenty-seventh
on the
did, on
Senate of
Whereas
day
of July,
July, eighteen
hundred and
advise and
and consent
consent to the
the
sixty-six, advise
and sixty-six,
eighteen hundred
day of
convention, made at the city
ratification
of the articles
articles of
of agreement and convention,
ratification of
of
on the
nineteenth day
our Lord
July, in the year of our
day of July,
the nineteenth
Washington, on
of Washington,
one
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, between
United States
States and
and
the United
between the
thousand eight
one thousand
the
Cherokee nation
of Indians,
Indians, with
following
with the following
nation of
the Cherokee
AMENDMENTS, to wit:
Wit: AMENDMENTS,
1st. Insert
at the
end of
:-—
following:
the following
II. the
Article II.
of Article
the end
Insert at
1st.
But
the Cherokee
nation stipulate
agree to deliver up to the
stipulate and agree
Cherokee nation
But the
United
States, or
or their
their duly
duly authorized
or all
public property,
property,
all public
any or
agent, any
authorized agent,
United States,
particularly
ordnance stores, arms of all kinds, and quarterordnance, ordnance
particularly ordnance,
masters'
stores, in
belonged to the United
United
which belonged
control, which
possession or control,
their possession
in their
masters' stores,
States or
the so-called
so-called confederate
confederate states,
states, without
reservation.
any reservation.
without any
or the
States
8d.
Strike out
the last
last proviso
Article XVII. and insert in lieu
proviso in Article
out the
8d. Strike
thereof
the following: —
thereof the
Provided,
Secretary of
of
prevent the Secretary
shall prevent
this article
article shall
in this
nothing in
That nothing
Provided,That
the
Interior from
from selling
selling the
whole of said lands not occupied by actual
the whole
the Interior
settlers at
of this
one
exceeding one
treaty, not exceeding
this treaty,
ratification of
of the
the ratification
the date
date of
at the
settlers
hundred and
acres to
the
pre-emption under the
entitled to pre-emption
person entitled
each person
to each
sixty acres
and sixty
hundred
responsible
pre-emption laws
United States, in a
a body, to any responsible
the United
of the
laws of
pre-emption
party, for
not less
dollar per acre.
one dollar
than one
less than
sum not
a sum
for a
cash, for
for cash,
party,
3d. Insert
Insert at
the end
of Article
Article XXIX.
following: —
XXIX. the following:
end of
at the
3d.
And the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
shall also
also be
authorized to pay the
the
be authorized
Interior shall
Secretary of
And
reasonable costs and expenses
delegates of the
the southern
southern Cheroexpenses of the delegates
reasonable
kees.
The moneys
to be
article shall be paid out of the probe paid
paid under this article
The
moneys to
ceeds
of the
the sales
sales of
in Kansas.
lands in
national lands
the national
of the
ceeds of
Now, therefore,
therefore, we,
we, the
the delegates
Cherokee naon the part of the said Cherokee
delegates on
Now,
written,
tion,
hereby assent
assent and
agree to
to the
the said amendments
amendments above written,
and agree
tion, do
do hereby
the
having been
been explained
us and
and being
understood by us.
being fully understood
to us
explained to
same having
the same
Witness
thirty-first day of July, A. D. eigh
seals, this thirty-first
our hands
hands and seals,
Witness our
Washington, D. C.
sixty-six, at Washington,
teen
hundred and sixty-six,
teen hundred
SMITH
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
CHRISTIE.
SMITH CHRISTIE.
[SEAL.
WHITE
WHITE CATCHER.
CATCHER.
[SEAL.
JAMES
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
JAMES MeDANIEL.
McDANIEL.
[SEAL.]
S. H. BENGE.
5.11.
BENGE.
[SEAL.
[SEAL.]
DANL. H.
H. ROSS.
ROSS.
'SEAL.1
J. B.
B. JONES.
JONES.
SEAL.
[SEAL.
J.
In presence of
—
ofIn
D. N.
N. COOLEY,
COOLEY, Coner
Ind. Affairs.
Affairs.
Com'r Ind.
D.
J.
HARLAN, U
Ind. Agent.
S. Ind.
U. S.
J. HARLAN,
C
HARLES E.
Mix,
E. MIX,
CHARLES
J. W
RIGHT,
WRIGHT,
J.
W..W
IRWIN.
W. R. IRwmr.
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that I
ANDREW JOHNSON,
JOHNSON, President
President of
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
it known
known that
I,,ANDREW
the United
United States
of America,
do, in
in pursuance
pursuance of
advice and
and conconthe
States of
America, do,
of the
the advice
Senate, as
as expressed
expressed in
in its
its resolution
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh
sent of
of the Senate,
resolution of
of the
of
eight hundred
hundred and
accept, ratify,
of July, one
one thousand
thousand eight
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, accept,
ratify, and
and
confirm
treaty with
with the
the amendments
amendments as
confirm the
the said
said treaty
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
In testimony
testimony whereof
whereof I
signed my name
hereto, and
caused
I have signed
name hereto,
and have caused
the
United States to be affixed.
the seal
seal of
of the United
affixed.
at the
the city
city of
August,
Done at
of Washington,
Washington, this
this eleventh
eleventh day
day of
of August,
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and
in the year of our Lord one thousand
[SEAL.]
sixty-six and
and of
the Independence
of the
the United
United States
States of
[SEAL.]
sixty-six
of the
Independence of
of
America
America the ninety-first.
ninety-first.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
President:
By the
the President:
II
ENRY' STANBERY, Acting Secretary
IIENBr'STANBERY,
Secretary of State.
State.
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BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA : April 2,
2, 188.
1863.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS,
fifteenth and
W
HEREAS, by proclamations
proclamations of the fifteenth
and nineteenth
one Preamble.
Preamble.
nineteenth of
of April,
April, one
thousand
thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, the President of the United States, in Volxii. p.
P. 12&
126 &
Vol. xii
virtue of the power vested in him by the Constitution
Constitution and
the laws,
laws, declared
and the
declared
that the laws of the United States were opposed, and the execution
execution thereof
thereof obobstructed, in the States of South Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida,
Florida, MissisMississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, by combinations too powerful
powerful to
to be
suppressed by
be suppressed
by
the ordinary course of judicial proceedings,
by the
vested in
in the
the marmarproceedings, or
or by
the powers
powers vested
shals by law;
law;
And whereas,
whereas, by another proclamation,
proclamation, made on the sixteenth day of August,
Vol. xii.
ail. p.
p.1262.
August, Vol.
1262.
offCongress
in the same year, in pursuance
pursuance of an act
acto
Congress approved July thirteen,
thirteen ,1861,
1861, 111.
ch. 8,
8, 4 66..
i 'P' 257 '
one thousand eight hundred and s
i
x ty- one ,th
in h
abi tants of
of t
h
e
S
tates
of
Vol
'
1{11
sixty-one,
thee inhabitants
the States of Vol. xi p. 257.
Georgia, South Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina,
Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Alabama, LouLouisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Florida
(except
the
inhabitants
of
Florida (except the inhabitants of
that part of the State of Virginia
Virginia lying
of the
the Alleghany
Alleghany Mountains,
Mountains, and
lying west of
and
of such other parts of that State
State and
and the other
other States
States before
named, as
as might
might
before named,
maintain
Union and the Constitution,
maintain aaloyal adhesion to the Union
be from
from
Constitution, or might
might be
time to time occupied
occupied and controlled
controlled by forces
forces of the United States engaged
engaged
in the dispersion of insurgents)
insurgents) were declared
state of
of insurrection
insurrection
declared to be in
in aa state
against the United States;
States;
And whereas, by another
ano the r proclamation,
proc l
ama ti on ,
o
the fi
rst day
day of
ofJuly,
July, one
thou- Vol. xii•p.1266.
offthe
first
one thouVol. xli. p. 1266.
sand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-two, issued in pursuance
pursuance of an act of Congress
Congress
approved
approved June seven,
seven, in the same year, the insurrection
declared to
be
insurrection was
was declared
to be
aforesaid, with the exception of
still existing
existing in the States aforesaid,
of certain
certain specified
specified
counties in the State of Virginia;
Virginia;
And whereas, by another proclamation,
proclamation, made
made on
on the second day
of April,
Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
p. 780.
day of
April, Vol.
780.
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-three, in pursuance
pursuance of
ofConCon -1861,
oh. 8,
8, 4 6,
of the
the act of
1861, ch.
gress of July thirteen,
gross
thirteen, o
ne thousand
th ousan d eight
eig ht hundred
hun dred an
d
s
i
xty
one,
the
excepVol.
p
.
267.
one
and sixty-one, the excep Vol. xii. p. 2t7.
tions named in the proclamation of August
sixteen, one thousand
thousand eight
hundred
August sixteen,
eight hundred
and sixty-one were revoked,
revoked, and the inhabitants of the States
States of Georgia,
Georgia,
South
South Carolina, North Carolina,
Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Alabama, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Texas,
Texas, ArArMississippi, Florida, and Virginia (except
kansas, Mississippi,
forty-eight counties
counties of
Vir(except the
the forty-eight
of Virginia designated
ginia
designated as'
as West Virginia,
Virginia, and the ports of New Orleans, Key West,
West,
Port Royal, and Beaufort, in North
North Carolina)
Carolina) were declared
Port
declared to
to be
be still
in aa
still in
state of
of Insurrection
insurrection against the
United States;
the United
States;
And whereas
whereas the House of Representatives,
on the
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
day of
of
Representatives, on
July, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, adopted
adopted a
resolution in
in the
the
a resolution
words following, namely :HIouse of Representatives of the Congress of
"L"Resolved
Resolved by the house
of the
the United
United
States, That the present deplorable
deplorable civil war
forced upon
war has
has been
been forced
upon the
the
country
southern States, now in revolt
country by the disunionists of the southern
against the
the
revolt against
Constitutional government, and in arms around
Constitutional
around the
in this
this nathe capital;
capital; that
that in
national emergency,
emergency, Congress, banishing all feelings
feelings of
mere passion or
or resentof mere
resentment, will recollect
recollect only its duty to
this war
war is
not
to the
the whole country;
country; that
that this
is not
waged
waged upon our part in any spirit of oppression nor for any
of .conany purpose of
conquest or subjugation,
subjugation, nor purpose of overthrowing
interfering with
with the
the rights
rights
overthrowing or interfering
or established institutions
institutions of those States,
States, but to defend
defend and maintain
maintain the
the
supremacy
preserve the Union
supremacy of the Constitution,
Constitution, and to preserve
Union with all
all the
the dignity,
dignity,
equality, and rights of the several States unimpaired;
unimpaired; and
and that
that as
as soon
as these
these
soon as
accomplished the war ought
objects are accomplished
ought to
to cease."
cease."
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And whereas
whereas the
the Senate
the United
on the
twenty-fifth day
day of
of
the twenty-fifth
States, on
of the
United States,
Senate of
And
July, one
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
resolution in
in the
the
adopted aaresolution
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, adopted
thousand eight
July,
words following,
wit:—
following, to wit:words
"
Resolved, That
the present
present deplorable
civil war
been forced
forced upon
the
upon the
has been
war has
deplorable civil
That the
"Resolved,
country by
by the
of the
States, now
now in
in revolt
against the
the
revolt against
Southern States,
the Southern
disunionists of
the disunionists
country
Constitutional
and in
in arms
arms around
around the
the capital;
capital; that
this nanathat in
in this
government, and
Constitutional government,
tional emergency,
all feeling
of mere
or resentment,
resentment,
passion or
mere passion
feeling of
banishing all
Congress, banishing
emergency, Congress,
tional
will recollect
recollect only
to the
the whole
country; that
that this war is not prosecuted
prosecuted
whole country;
its duty
duty to
only its
will
upon our
our part
part in
in any
any spirit
oppression nor
for any
any purpose
of conquest
conquest or subpurpose of
nor for
spirit of
of oppression
upon
jugation, nor
nor purpose
of overthrowing
overthrowing or
the rights
rights or
or estabestabwith the
or interfering
interfering with
purpose of
jugation,
lished institutions
institutions of
of those
but to
maintain the
the supremacy
supremacy of
of
and maintain
to defend
defend and
those States,
States, but
lished
the Constitution
Constitution and
made in
in pursuance
thereof, and
and to
preserve the
the
to preserve
pursuance thereof,
laws made
and all
all laws
the
Union with
all the
dignity, equality,
rights of
of the
the several
States unimunimseveral States
and rights
equality, and
the dignity,
with all
Union
paired; that
that as
soon as
are accomplished
war ought
ought to
cease."
to cease."
the war
accomplished the
objects are
as these
these objects
as soon
paired;
And whereas
these resolutions,
resolutions, though
though not
or concurrent
concurrent in
in form,
form, are
not joint
joint or
whereas these
And
regarded as having expressed
be regarded
as such may be
substantially identical,
identical, and
and as
expressed the
substantially
relate;
sense of Congress
Congress upon the
the subject
subject to
to which they relate;
sense
xiii. p.
76a.
And whereas,
by my
proclamation of
the thirteenth
thirteenth day
of June
the ininlast, the
June last,
day of
of the
my proclamation
And
whereas, by
p. 763.
V¥l. xiii.
surrection in
of Tennessee
was declared
declared to
to have
have been
been suppressed,
suppressed, the
the
Tennessee was
the state
State of
in the
surrection
authority
of the
the United
United States
therein to
to be
undisputed, and
and such
such United
States
United States
be undisputed,
States therein
authority of
officers
been duly
to be
be in
the undisturbed
undisturbed exercise
of
exercise of
in the
commissioned to
duly commissioned
as had
had been
officers as
their
functions;
their official
official functions;
resistance of misguided
And
whereas there
exists no
g anized armed
armed resistance
misguided
organized
no or
now exists
there now
And whereas
U
citizens
or others
to the
authority of
the United
in the
the States
States of Georgia,
Georgia,
States in
nited States
of the
the authority
others to
citizens or
South Carolina,
Virginia, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, Tennessee,
Alabama, Louisiana,
Louisiana, ArArTennessee, Alabama,
South
Carolina, Virginia,
enforced
can be
be sustained
laws can
kansas,
Mississippi, and
Florida, and
sustained and enforced
and the laws
and Florida,
kansas, Mississippi,
people of said
therein
the proper
civil authority,
and the people
said
Federal, and
State or
or Federal,
authority, State
proper civil
by the
therein by
States are
are well
well and
and loyally
loyally disposed,
have conformed
conformed or
or will
will conform
conform in
in their
their
and have
disposed, and
States
legislation
the condition
of affairs
affairs growing
out of
the amendment
amendment to
to the
the ConConof the
growing out
to the
condition of
legislation to
stitution
of the
the United
States, prohibiting
prohibiting slavery
slavery within the limits and jurisdicUnited States,
stitution of
tion
States;
tion of
of the
the United
United States;
And
of the
the before-reoited
premises, it is the manifest
manifest deterbefore-recited premises,
in view
view of
And whereas,
whereas, in
American people
mination
of the American
people that no State, of its
its own will,
will, has the right
right or
or
mination of
Ameribe separated
separated from the
the
power to
go out
óf, or
or separate
itself from, or be
the Ameriseparate itself
to go
out of,
the power
incan
each State
ought to
to remain
remain and
and constitute an inState ought
that therefore
therefore each
can Union,
Union, and
and that
tegral
of the
the United
States;
part of
United States;
tegral part
before-mentioned States
And whereas
the people
people of the several
several before-mentioned
States have, in the
the
And
whereas the
manner aforesaid,
evidence that
that they
acquiesce in this sovethey acquiesce
given satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
aforesaid, given
manner
reign and
and important
important resolution
resolution of
of national
national unity;
unity;
reign
that
principle of government
a fundamental
fundamental principle
And whereas it is believed
believed to be
be a
government that
people who
revolted, and
who have
been overcome
overcome and
and subdued,
must
subdued, must
have been
and who
people
who have
have revolted,
either
be dealt
dealt with
with so
induce them
become friends,
friends, or else
else
them voluntarily
voluntarily to
to become
so as
as to
to induce
either be
prevent
they
must be
held by
by absolute
absolute military
military power, or
or devastated,
devastated, so as to prevent
they must
be held
policy is abhorabhorthem
again doing
as enemies,
enemies, which
which last-named
last-named policy
them from
from ever
ever again
doing harm
harm as
rent
humanity and
to freedom;
and to
freedom;
rent to
to humanity
And
whereas the
the Constitution
Constitution of
the United
provides for constituconstituof the
United States
States provides
And whereas
ent communities
as States,
and not
not as
as Territories,
Territories, dependencies,
provinces,
dependencies, provinces,
States, and
communities only
only as
ent
or protectorates;
or
protectorates;
And whereas
constituent States
necessarily be,
Constibe, and
and by the
the Constisuch constituent
States must
must necessarily
And
whereas such
tution and
United States
States are
and placed
placed upon
like
equals, and
upon aalike
laws of
of the
the United
are made
made equals,
tution
and laws
footing as
to political
rights, immunities,
dignity, and
and power
with the
the several
several
immunities, dignity,
power with
footing
as to
political rights,
States with
are united;
united;
with which
which they
they are
States
And
the observance
observance of
political equality
as a
of right
right and
of political
equality as
a principle
principle of
and
And whereas
whereas the
justice
well calculated
calculated to
encourage the
the afbresaid
aforesaid States
States to
be mid
to encourage
the people
people of
of the
to be
and
justice is
is well
become
more and
and more
more constant
allegiance;
constant and
and persevering
persevering in
in their
their renewed
renewed allegiance;
become more
And
standing armies,
armies, military
military occupation,
occupation, martial
martial law,
law, military
military tritriAnd whereas
whereas standing
bunals, and
and the
the suspension
suspension of
of the
of the
habeas corpus
the privilege
privilege of
the writ
writ of habeas
corpus are,
are in
in
time of
peace, dangerous
dangerous to
with the
individual
to public
public liberty,
liberty, incompatible
incompatible with
the individual
time
of peace,
spirit of our free institutions,
rights of
citizen, contrary
contrary to the genius
genius and spirit
institutions,
rights
of the
the citizen,
and exhaustive of the
the national
national resources, and ought not, therefore,
therefore, to be sancsancexcept in
repelling invasion
invasion or
tioned or
or allowed,
allowed, except
in cases
cases of actual
actual necessity,
necessity, for
for repelling
or
suppressing insurrection
insurrection or
rebellion;
suppressing
or rebellion;
And whereas
the policy
policy of
the government
of the
the United
United States,
States, from
the bebeAnd
whereas the
of the
government of
from the
ginning of
to its
overthrow and
and final
suppression, has
has been
been in
in
ginning
of the
the insurrection
insurrection to
its overthrow
final suppression,
conformity
with the
principles herein
and enumerated;
enumerated;
conformity with
the principles
herein set
set forth
forth and
Now, thereolre,
JOIINSON, president
therobre, I, ANDnEW
ANDREW JoraisoN,
president of the United States, do
hereby
and declare
that the
insurrection which
which heretofore
heretofore existed
existed in
in
hereby proclaim
proclaim and
declare that
the insurrection
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the States
States of
South Carolina,
Virginia, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, Tennessee,
Tennessee,
TLe
insurreethe
of Georgia,
Georgia, South
Carolina, Virginia,
Tte insurneAlabama, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Mississippi,
Florida is
is at
an end,
end, and
Alabama,
Louisiana, Arkansas,
Mississippi, and
and Florida
at an
and is
is atinonendscinlacreedat
tion declared at
henceforth to
to be
regarded.
States
henceforth
be so
so regarded.
an
end of the
certain
have hereunto
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused the
In testimony whereof, II have
the seal
seal of
of Union.
Union.
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the
United States
Done
this second
second day
of April,
in the
the year
year
Done at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
day of
April, in
[SEAL.] of
Lord one
hundred and
and of
[SEAL.]
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
of the
the
Independence
the United
United States
Independence of
of the
States of
of America
America the
the ninetieth.
ninetieth.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOINSON.

By the
the President:
By
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD,
WILLIAM

Secretary
Secretary of State.

No. 2.
UNITED STATES
8, 188e.
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA: June 8,1866.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
evil-disposed persons
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS it has become
become known to me that certain
certain evil-disposed
persons have,
Preamble.
within
territory and
and jurisdiction
of the
United States,
and set
set on
on foot
foot
within the
the territory
jurisdiction of
the United
States, begun
begun and
and have
provided and
prepared and
and are
are still
still engaged
and preparpreparand
have provided
and prepared
engaged in
in providing,
providing and
ing
for aamilitary
and enterprise,
expedition and
and enening means
means for
military expedition
expedition and
enterprise, which
which expedition
terprise is to be
terprise
be carried
carried on
on from
territory and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
United
from the
the territory
the United
States against
people of British
against colonies, districts and
and people
British North
North America
America within
within
the
of the
of Great
and Ireland,
with which
the dominions
dominions of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
Great Britain
Britain and
Ireland, with
which
said
colonies, districts
districts and
people and
Kingdom the
the United
at peace;
peace;
said colonies,
and people
and Kingdom
United States
States are
are at
whereas the
the proceedings
forAnd whereas
proceedings aforesaid
aforesaid constitute
constitute a
a high
high misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, forbidden
by the
the United
United States
States as
by the
the law
law of
of nations:
bidden by
the laws
laws of
of the
as well
well as
as by
nations:
Now,
for the
the purpose
of preventing
preventing the
on of
of the
the unlawful
All citizens
the carrying
carrying on
unlawful All
citizens
Now, therefore,
therefore, for
purpose of
expedition
aforesaid from
the territory
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the warned
warned against
against
expedition and
and enterprise
enterprise afbresaid
from the
territory and
of the
United States and to maintain the public peace, as well as the national honor,
and enforce obedience and respect to the laws of the United States, I, ANDREW
JoursisoN,
President of
of the
the United
do admonish
admonish and
and warn
warn all
good citiJOHNSON, President
United States,
States, do
all good
citizens
of the
the United
United States
against taking
taking part
in or
or in
in anywise
anywise aiding,
countenanzens of
States against
part in
aiding, countenancing
abetting said
unlawful proceedings;
proceedings; and
and I
exhort all
all judges,
judges, magiscing or
or abetting
said unlawful
I do
do exhort
magistrates,
and officers
officers in
in the
the service
service of
the United
States to
employ all
all
trates, marshals
marshals and
of the
United States
to employ
their lawful
authority and
and power
power to
and defeat
defeat the
the aforesaid
aforesaid unlawful
their
lawful authority
to prevent
prevent and
unlawful
justice all persons
proceedings, and to arrest and bring
bring to justice
persons who
who may be
be engaged
engaged
therein.
therein.
And
pursuant to the act
Congress in
in such
and provided,
provided, I
do
And pursuant
act of Congress
such case
case made
made and
I do
furthermore authorize
empower Major-General
Major-General George
George G.
G. Meade,
Meade, CornComfurthermore
authorize and
and empower
mander
of the
the Atlantic,
Atlantic, to
employ the
the land
mander of
the Military
Military Division
Division of
of the
to employ
land and
and naval
naval
forces of
of the
United States
and the
arrest and
and prevent
the
forces
the United
States and
the militia
militia thereof,
thereof, to
to arrest
prevent the
setting on
on the
enterprise aforesaid.
setting
on foot
foot and
and carrying
carrying on
the expedition
expedition and
and enterprise
aforesaid.
In testimony
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
seal of
of the
the seal
the
I have
have hereunto
set my
and caused
caused the
In
testimony whereof
whereof I
United
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
to be
Done
day of
June. in
in the
the year
year of
of
Done at the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
this sixth
sixth day
of June,
[sEAL.]
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-six ;and
and of
of the
In[SEAL.] our
our Lord
and sixty-six.
the Independence
of the
United States
States the
the ninetieth.
dependence of
the United
ninetieth.

trality laws-

and
United
enforce
States
obedience
and to maintain
and respect
thetopublic
the laws
peace,
of the
as well
United
as the
States,
national
I, ANDREW
honor, trality

President:
By the President:

W
ILLIAM H.
H.SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
of State.
State.
WILLIAM
Secretary of

ANDREW JOHNSON.
ANDREW

Major-General
Major-General
Meade
authorMeade authorz
r
e
tn
dt
o
nn
e
(
Tr i
lly

ized to employ
and militia
militia to
and
to Y
prevent the
the
prevent
carrying on
on the
carrying
the
enterprise.
enterprise.
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August
1866. BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
AMERICA:
TIE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
PRESIDENT OF THE
17,1866.
Angust 17,

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

aggravated by forW
HEREAS a
awar
existing in
Republic of Mexico, aggravated
the Republic
in the
is existing
war is
WlHEREAS
eign military
military intervention;
intervention;
eign
And
whereas the
United States,
in accordance
with their settled
settled habits and
and
accordance -with
States, in
the United
And whereas
policy,
neutral power
regard 'o
4,othe
war which
Republic
thus afflicts the Republic
which thus
the war
in regard
power in
a neutral
are a
policy, are
of Mexico;
Mexico;
And whereas
one of the belligerents
belligerents in the said
that one
known that
become known
has become
it has
whereas it
And
war,
the Prince
Maximilian, who
in
Emperor in
himself to be Emperor
asserts himself
who asserts
Prince Maximilian,
namely, the
war, namely,
Mexico,
has issued
regard to
to the
the port
Matamoras, and other Mexport of Matamoras,
in regard
decree in
a decree
issued a
Mexico, has
ican
which are
occupation and
and possession
possession of another
another of the said
the occupation
in the
are in
ports which
ican ports
belligerents, namely,
the United
of Mexico,
Mexico, which
which decree is in the folStates of
United States
namely, the
belligerents,
lowing
words:-lowing words:
port of
of Matamoras,
which have
Matamoras, and all those of the northern frontier which
The port
" The
withdrawn
from their
their obedience
foreign and
government, are closed to foreign
the government,
to the
obedience to
withdrawn from
therein
coasting traffic
time as
as the
the empire
the law shall not be therein
of the
empire of
such time
during such
traffic during
coasting
reinstated.
reinstated.

Decree of
of
Decree
blockade
of
blockade of
Matamoras and
and
Matamoras
other Mexican
ports
declared
ports declared
null and
and void,
void.
null

proceeding from
from the said ports, on arriving at any
Merchandise proceeding
2d. Merchandise
ART. 2d.
""ART.
other where
where the
excise of
Empire is
is collected,
collected, shall pay the duties on imthe Empire
of the
the excise
other
portation,
consumption; and
on satisfactory
satisfactory proof of contraand on
and consumption;
introduction, and
portation, introduction,
vention
shall be
confiscated. Our
Our Minister
Minister of the Treasury
Treasury is
irremissibly confiscated.
be irremissibly
vention shall
charged
with the
execution of this decree.
punctual execution
the punctual
charged with
1866."
"
Given at
Mexico, the 9th of July, 1866."
at Mexico,
' Given
And whereas
thus recited,
belligerent blockade
blockade unrecited, by declaring aabelligerent
decree thus
the decree
whereas the
And
supported
competent military
violation of
of' the neutral
force, is in violation
naval force,
military or naval
by competent
supported by
rights
of the
States, as defined
defined by the law of nations, as well as of the
United States,
the United
rights of
treaties existing
existing between
between the
aforesaid UnitUnited States of America and the aforesaid
the United
treaties
ed States
States of Mexico:
Mexico:
Now, therefore,
ANDREW JouNsoN,
President of the United
United States, do
do
JOHNSON, President
I, ANDREW
therefore, I,
Now,

decree is held,
declare, that the aforesaid
hereby proclaim and declare,
aforesaid decree
held, and
and will
will be held,
hereby
by the
to be
absolutely null and void, as against
against the government
government
be absolutely
States to
United States
the United
by
and
citizens
of
the
United
States;
and
that
any
attempt
which
shall
be made
shall
which
attempt
any
that
and
States;
United
the
of
citizens
and
to
against the
the government
citizens of the United
United States
government or the citizens
same against
the same
enforce the
to enforce
will be disallowed.
In
whereof II have
caused the seal of the
have hereunto set my hand and caused
witness whereof
In witness
United States
affixed.
be affixed.
States to be
United
Done at
at the
the city
city of Washington
Washington the seventeenth
August, in the
the
seventeenth day of August,
Done
year of
of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
and
our Lord
year
America the ninety[SEAL.] of
the Independence
United States of America
the United
of the
Independence of
of the
[SEAL.]
first.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
President:
By the President:
W ILLIAM H.
II. SEWARD,
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of State.
WILLIAM

No. 4.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
August
20, 1866. BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
AMERICA:
August20,1866.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

W HEREAS, by proclamations
fifteenth and nineteenth
nineteenth of April, eigheighproclamations of the fifteenth
WHEREAS,
teen
hundred and
sixty-one, the President
President of the United
United States, in virtue of
and sixty-one,
teen hundred
Vol. xii.
p. 1258.
power vested
vested in
Constitation and the
the Laws,
declared that the
Laws, declared
the Constitltion
by the
him by
in him
the power
1268. the
xii. p.
Vol.
laws of the
United States were opposed,
opposed, and the execution
execution thereof
thereof obstructed,
obstructed,
the United
laws
in the
the States
Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, LouisSouth Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
States of South
in
combinations too powerful to be
be suppressed by the ordiiana, and Texas, by combinations
proceedings, or by the powers vested
vested in the
the marshals by
by
nary course of judicial proceedings,
law;
law;
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And whereas, by another proclamation,
proclamation, made
made on the sixteenth day of Au- Vol.
Vol. xii.
xii. p.1262.
p. 1262.
gust, in the same year, in pursuance of an act of Congress
Congress approved
approved July thirthir- 1861,
1861, ch.
c.
1
.
1*
,,*
8, §456.
hundred and sixty-one,
teen, one thousand eight hundred
ofth
St at
es Vol.
'°" xii.
‘,
`""
sixty-one, the inhabitant
inhabitantss of
thee States
xii. P.
p. 257.
of Georgia, South Carolina, Virginia,
Virginia, North Carolina,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Carolina, Tennessee,
Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Florida, (except
Louisiana,
(except the inhabitants
inhabitants
of that part of the State of Virginia
Allegheny Mountains,
Virginia lying west of the Alleghany
Mountains,
and except also the inhabitants of such other parts of that State,
other
State, and the other
States before
betbre named,
named, as might maintain
maintain a
adhesion to the Union and
and the
the
a loyal
loyal adhesion
Constitution,
Constitution, or might be from time to time occupied
occupied and controlled
forces
controlled by
by forces
of the United States engaged
dispersion of insurgents,)
engaged in the dispersion
declared to
insurgents,) were declared
be in a
insurrection against
against the United States;
States;
a state of insurrection
And whereas, by another proclamation,
one thousand Vol. xii. p.
p.1266.
proclamation, of the first day
day of July, one
1266.
eight hundred
hundred and sixty-two,
sixty-two, issued in pursuance
pursuance of an act of Congress, apap_ 1862,
1862, ch. 98,
98,4
4 2.
2.
2
proved
proved June seventh, in the same year, the insurrection
insurrection was declared
declared to be still Vol.
Vol. xii. p. 42
422..
existing in the States aforesaid,
aforesaid, with the exception of certain
certain specified
counties
specified counties
Virginia •,
in the State of Virginia;
And whereas, by another proclamation,
proclamation, made on the second
second day
day of April, Vol. xiii. p.
p. 780
780
hundred and sixty-three,
sixty-three, in
of Con1881 9
oh '8,
8, 4 68'
one thousand eight hundred
in pursuance
pursuance of the
the act of
Con- 1861,
ch.
x
gress of July thirteen,
hundred and sixty-one,
thirteen, one thousand eight hundred
sixty-one, the exceptions
267
exceptions Vol. xii.i. p. 267
named in the proclamation
proclamation of August sixteen,
sixteen, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-one,
sixty-one, were revoked, and the inhabitants
inhabitants of the States of
of Georgia,
Georgia, South
Carolina, North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama,
Alabama Louisiana, Texas,
Texas, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Mississippi,
Mississippi, Florida, and Virginia
Virginia (except
(except the forty-eight counties
counties of Virginia
Virginia
designated
designated as West Virginia, and the ports of New Orleans,
Orleans, Key West, Port
Royal, and Beaufort,
Beaufort, in North Carolina)
declared to be still in aastate
state of
Carolina) were declared
of
insurrection against the United
insurrection
United States;
States;
fifteenth day of September,
And whereas, by another proclamation
proclamation of the fifteenth
September, one
one Vol.
Vol. xiii.
p• 784.
784.
xiii. p.
3,
81.
thousand
sixty-three, made in pursuance
pursuance of the act of Con- V186
, oh.p. 81.
thousand eight hundred and sixty-three,
Vol.
1868oh.
xii.
766.
gress approved March
March third, one thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-three,
the Vo xii. .
sixty-three, the
rebellion was declared
declared to be still existing, and the privilege
privilege of the writ of habeas
corpus
corpus was in certain specified cases suspended throughout
the United States -—
throughout the
said suspension to continue
continue throughout
throughout the duration
the rebellion, or until
duration of the
said proclamation
proclamation should, by a
asubsequent
subsequent one to be issued
issued by
the President
President of
by the
of
the United States, be modified or revoked;
revoked;
And whereas
whereas the House of Representatives,
Representatives, on the
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
day of
of
July, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, adopted aa resolution in the
the
namely: -—
words following,
following, namely:
""Resolved
Resolved by the HIouse
House of Representatives
Representatives of the Congress
Congress of the United
United
present deplorable
States, That the present
civil war
war has
been forced
upon the
the country
country
deplorable civil
has been
forced upon
by the
States, now
now in
revolt against
the Constituby
the disunionist
disunionistssof
of the
the southern
southern States,
in revolt
against the
Constitutional
government, and
tional government,
arms around
around the
that in
in this
this national
national emeremerand in
in arms
the capital;
capital; that
gency, Congress,
resentment, will reCongress, banishing
banishing all feelings
feelings of mere
mere passion
passion or resentment,
recollect only
to the
country; that
this war
upon our
our
only its
its duty to
the whole
whole country;
that this
war is
is not
not waged
waged upon
part in any spirit of oppression
oppression nor for any
any purpose
purpose of conquest
conquest or
or subjugation,
subjugation,
nor purpose of
of overthrowing
overthrowing or interfering
interfering with the rights or established
established institutions of those States, but to
maintain the
the supremacy
supremacy of
to defend
defend and
and maintain
of the
the ConConstitution, and to preserve the Union
Union with all the dignity,
dignity, equality,
equality, and
and rights of
of
the several States
the
States unimpaired;
unimpaired; and
that as
as soon
as these
are accomand that
soon as
these objects
objects are
accomought to
plished the
the war
war ought
to cease."
cease."
And whereas,
whereas, the Senate of the United
twenty-fifth day
day of
United States, on the twenty-fifth
July, one
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, adopted
adopted aaresolution
resolution in
in the
the
July,
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
words
following, to
wit :
words following,
to wit:
-—
""Resolved,
Resolved, That
That the present
deplorable civil
civil war
war has
has been
been forced
the
present deplorable
forced upon
upon the
country
of the southern
country by the disunionists of
southern States,
now in
in revolt
against the
the
States, now
revolt against
Constitutional
around the
Constitutional government, and in arms
arms around
the capital;
capital; that
that in
in this
this nanational emergency, Congress, banishing
banishing all feeling of mere passion
passion or resentment,
will recollect
recollect only
to the
country; that
war is
not prosecuted
prosecuted
will
only its
its duty
duty to
the whole
whole country;
that this
this war
is not
upon our part in any spirit of oppression,
oppression, nor for any purpose
purpose of conquest
conquest or
subjugation, nor purpose of
of overthrowing
overthrowing or interfering
interfering with
the rights
with the
rights or
or esestablished institutions of those States, but to defend
defend and
and maintain
maintain the supremacy
supremacy
of the Constitution and all laws made in pursuance
to preserve
preserve the
the
pursuance thereof, and
and to
Union with
with all
all the dignity, equality,
and rights
rights of
States unimpaired;
unimpaired;
equality, and
of the
the several
several States
these objects
war ought
cease."
that as
as soon
soon as
as these
objects are
are accomplished
accomplished the
the war
ought to
to cease."
resolutions, though
though not
joint or
in form,
form, are
And whereas
whereas these
these resolutions,
not joint
or concurrent
concurrent in
are
hitherto been and yet are regarded
substantially identical, and as such have hitherto
regarded as
having expressed
expressed the sense of Congress
Congress upon the subject to which they relate;
relate;
And whereas, the President of the United
proclamation of the
United States by proclamation
the Vol. xiii.
xiii. p.
73
p. 763
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insurrecthirteenth
of June,
June, eighteen
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, declared
declared that the insurrechundred and
eighteen hundred
thirteenth of
tion in
the State
State of
of Tennessee
been suppressed,
and that
the authority
authority of
that the
suppressed, and
had been
Tennessee had
in the
tion
the
United States
was undisputed,
and that
such United
United States
States officers
that such
undisputed, and
therein was
States therein
the United
as
duly commissioned
commissioned were
were in
exercise of
of their
their offiundisturbed exercise
the undisturbed
in the
been duly
had been
as had
cial
functions;
cial functions;
Ante, p. 811.
And
of the
the United
United States,
by further
further proclamation
proclamation isStates, by
President of
the President
whereas, the
And whereas,
Ante, p. 811.
sued on the second
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, did
did
one thousand
April, one
of April,
day of
sued on the second day
promulgate
and declare,
declare, that
that there
there no
existed any
any armed
resistance of
armed resistance
longer existed
no longer
promulgate and
misguided
or others,
others, to
the United
States in
in any, or
United States
of the
authority of
the authority
to the
citizens, or
misguided citizens,
in
all the
States before
excepting only
the State
State of
Texas, and did
did
of Texas,
only the
mentioned, excepting
before mentioned,
the States
in al
further
and declare
declare that
the laws
could be
sustained and
enforced
and enforced
be sustained
laws could
that the
promulgate and
further promulgate
in
the several
several States
States before
mentioned, except
except Texas,
by the proper civil auTexas, by
before mentioned,
in the
thorities,
State, or
Federal, and
and that
that the
people of
of the
the said
said States, except Texthe people
or Federal,
thorities, State,
as,
are well
well and
have conformed
conformed or
will conform
conform in their
their
or will
and have
disposed, and
loyally disposed,
and loyally
as, are
legislation
of affairs
out of
of the
the amendment
amendment to the ConCongrowing out
affairs growing
condition of
the condition
to the
legislation to
stitution
of the
the United
slavery within
within the
the limits
limits and
and jurisjurisprohibiting slavery
States, prohibiting
United States,
stitution of
diction
of the
United States;
States;
the United
diction of
deAnd
in the
the same
same proclamation
it is
is the
the manifest dothat it
proclamation that
declare in
further declare
did further
And did
termination
of
the
American
people that
no State,
State, of
of its
own will,
will, has
has aaright or
or
its own
that no
termination of the American people
power
go out
or separate
from, or
separated from
from the American
American
be separated
or be
itself from,
separate itself
of or
out of
to go
power to
Union;
ought to
to remain
constitute an
an inteand constitute
remain and
State ought
each State
therefore, each
that, therefore,
and that,
Union; and
gral
part of
of the
the United
States;
United States;
gral part
And
declare in
in the
same last-mentioned
last-mentioned proclamation,
proclamation, that
the
that the
the same
further declare
did further
And did
several aforementioned
aforementioned States,
Texas, had,
had, in
in the manner
manner aforesaid,
aforesaid,
excepting Texas,
States, excepting
several
important
in this sovereign
given satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
evidence that
that they
they acquiesce
acquiesce in
sovereign and
and important
given
resolution
of national
national unity;
unity;
resolution of
And
whereas, the
United States
States in the same proclamation
proclamation
the United
of the
President of
the President
And whereas,
did
is believed
believed to
to be
fundamental principle
of governgovernprinciple of
be aa fundamental
it is
that it
declare that
further declare
did further
been overcome
ment
who have
have revolted,
overcome and subhave been
who have
and who
revolted, and
people who
the people
that the
ment that
become
dued,
must either
dealt with
so as
as to
induce them
them voluntarily
voluntarily to become
to induce
with so
be dealt
either be
dued, must
friends,
else they
power, or devastated,
devastated, so
so
military power,
absolute military
by absolute
held by
be held
must be
they must
or else
friends, or
enemies, which
as to
to prevent
prevent them
them from
ever again
again doing
as enemies,
which last-named
last-named
harm as
doing harm
from ever
as
policy is
is abhorrent
freedom;
to freedom;
and to
humanity and
to humanity
abhorrent to
policy
And whereas,
whereas, the
did in
in the
further declare,
declare,
proclamation further
same proclamation
the same
President did
the President
And
that the
of the
the United
United States
provides for constituent communities
communities
States provides
Constitution of
the Constitution
that
only
States, and
provinces or protectorates;
protectorates;
dependencies, provinces
Territories, dependencies,
as Territories,
not as
and not
as States,
only as
And further,
that such
constituent States
States must
necessarily be, and
and by the
must necessarily
such constituent
further, that
And
a
Constitution
and laws
of the
United States
States are
are made
made equals,
equals, and placed upon a
the United
laws of
Constitution and
like footing
political rights,
immunities, dignity
dignity and power with the several
rights, immunities,
to political
as to
footing as
like
States with
with which
they are
are united;
united;
which they
States
a prinAnd
did further
further declare,
declare, that
that the
observance of
political equality
equality as a
of political
the observance
And did
ciple
is well
well calculated
to encourage
encourage the
the people
people of the beforebeforecalculated to
justice is
and justice
right and
of right
ciple of
named
States, except
be, and
to become
more and more
more constant
constant and
and
become more
and to
to be,
except Texas, to
named States,
persevering
in their
allegiance;
renewed allegiance;
their renewed
persevering in
And whereas,
whereas, the
the President
further declare
that standing
standing armies,
armies, military
military
declare that
did further
President did
And
occupation,
law, military
military tribunals,
tribunals, and
the suspension
suspension of the writ of
of
and the
martial law,
occupation, martial
habeas corpus
in time
time of
of peace,
peace, dangerous
to public
public liberty,
liberty, incompatible
incompatible
dangerous to
are, in
corpus are,
habeas
with the
the individual
rights of
citizen, contrary
to the
the genius
genius and
and spirit
spirit of our
our
contrary to
the citizen,
of the
individual rights
with
therenational resources,
free
the national
resources, and
and ought
ought not, thereof the
exhaustive of
and exhaustive
institutions, and
free institutions,
fore, to
to be
sanctioned, or
except in
in cases
actual necessity, for
for repelcases of actual
allowed, except
or allowed,
be sanctioned,
fore,
ling invasion
invasion or
insurrection or
or rebellion;
rebellion;
suppressing insurrection
or suppressing
ling
And
the President
President did
did further
further in
in the
same proclamation
proclamation declare
declare that the
the same
And the
policy
the government
the United
from the beginning
beginning of the insurUnited States from
of the
government of
of the
policy of
rection
its overthrow
overthrow and
final suppression,
had been
been conducted
conducted in conformity
suppression, had
and final
to its
rection to
with
principles in
the last-named
proclamation recited;
recited;
last-named proclamation
in the
the principles
with the
Error for
And whereas,
in the
the said
proclamation of
the thirteenth
thirteenth of June,
of the
said proclamation
President in
the President
whereas, the
And
April
Error for April
2,
1868. See
See
one thousand
thousand eight
sixty-jive, upon the grounds therein
therein stated and
and
and sixty-five,
hundred and
eight hundred
one
2, 1866.
President's
hereinbefore recited,
recited, did
then and
proclaim and
declare that
that the
the insurand declare
thereby proclaim
and thereby
did then
hereinbefore
President's
Proclamation of rection which heretofore existed
in the
the several
several States before
before named,
named, except in
in
on o8 rection which heretofore existed in
I'oclt.,
Oct. 7, 1867.
regarded;
Vol. xv.
Texas,
and was
was henceforth
henceforth to
to be
so regarded;
be so
end, and
an end,
at an
was at
Texas, was
ol xv.
Appendix.
And
subsequently to
day of
of April,
April, one thousand
thousand
second day
said second
the said
to the
whereas, subsequently
And whereas,
Appendix.
rrouliimation
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, the
insurrection in the State of Texas has been
been
the insurrection
eight hundred
l'ro(lliimation eight
ended, and the authority
No.
completely and
and everywhere
suppressed and
authority of the
and ended,
everywhere suppressed
completely
2.
No. 9..
United
been successfully
successfully and
established in the said State
completely established
and completely
has been
States has
United States
of
and now
now remains
remains therein
therein unresisted
and undisputed,
undisputed, and such
such of the
unresisted and
Texas, and
of Texas,
commissioned within
proper United
officers as
have been
duly commissioned
within the limits
been duly
as have
States officers
United States
proper
of the
said State,
State, are
are now
now in
the undisturbed
undisturbed exercise of their
their official
official functions;
functions;
in the
the said
of
Preamble.
Preamble.
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And whereas, the laws can now
now be
be sustained
sustained and enforced
enforced in the said State
State Preamble.
of Texas, by the proper civil authority, State or Federal, and the people
people of the
the
said State of Texas, like the people of the
the other
other States
States before
well
before named, are well
and loyally disposed,
disposed, and have conformed
conformed or will conform in their
their legislation to
the condition
condition of affairs growing
growing out of the amendment of the Constitution of the
United
jurisdiction of
United States, prohibiting slavery within the limits and jurisdiction
of the
the
United States;
States;
And whereas all the reasons
reasons and conclusions set forth in regard
regard to the several
several
apply equally
equally and in all respects to the
States therein specially named now apply
other States which has been
been involved
State of Texas, as well as to the other
involved in insurrection;
surrection;
And whereas,
whereas, adequate
adequate provision has been
been made by military orders, to enforce
enforce
the execution
execution of the acts
acts of Congress,
Congress, aid the civil authorities,
authorities, and secure
secure obeobedience to the Constitution and laws of the United
within the State of
United States within
Texas, if a
become
a resort to military force for such purpose should at any time become
necessary;
necessary;
Now,
therefore, I,
JOHNSON, President
United States,
do
The insurreoinsurreoNow, therefore,
I, ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
President of
of the
the United
States, do
hereby proclaim
proclaim and declare
declare that the
the insurrection
existed in tion in
in Texas
hereby
insurrection which heretofore
heretofore existed
Texas
henceforth so regarded in that declared
declared to be
the State of Texas is at an end, and is to •be henceforth
State, as in the other States before
insurrection was at
at an
end.
named, in which the said insurrection
an end.
before named,
proclaimed to be at an end, by the aforesaid
aforesaid proclamation
proclamation of the
the second
second day of
proclaimed
hundred and sixty-six.
sixty-six.
April, one thousand eight hundred
I do further proclaim that the
And I
the said insurrection
insurrection is at an end, and that The insurrecinsurreopeace, order,
order, tranquillity
and civil
civil authority
exist in and
and throughout
throughout the
the tion
tion at
at an end,
end,
tranquillity and
authority now
now exist
peace,
whole of
the United
United States
America.&o.
and peace,
peace, &.
whole
of the
States of
of America.
and
exi
In testimony whereof,
In
whereof, I
hereunto set
set my
the seal
seal of
the st
throughout
I have
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused the
of the
United
the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
States.
Done at the city of Washington
Washington this twentieth day of August, in the
sixty-six, and
and of
and sixty-six,
of
one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
[SEAL.] year of our
our Lord one
Independence of the United States of America
America the ninety-first.
ninety-first.
the Independence
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
President;
By the President:
W
ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD,
WILLIAM
SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

No. 5.
No.

NATIONAL
THANKSGIVING.
NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.
BY
STATES [OF
[OF AMERICA:]
AMERICA:]
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES

1866.
Oct. 8,
8,1866.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCIAMATION.
ALMrIGHTY
ALArrorcry

GOD, our heavenly
heavenly Father,
Gon,
Father, has
been pleased
pleased to
to us,
us,
has been
to vouchsafe
vouchsafe to

Thursday,
Thursday,

29, 166,
people, another
another year of that national
national life which
which is an indispensable
con- Nov.
Nov.22,1861,
as a
a people,
indispensable condition of peace,
security, and progress.
been crowned
crowned appointed
appointed a
day
moreover, been
a day
dition
peace, security,
progress. That year has, moreover,
with
many peculiar
peculiar blessings.
blessings.
thanksgiving
oof
with many
and ankgivings
praise.
that so
so recently
recently closed
not been
The
closed among
among us has not
been anywhere
The civil
civil war
war that
apprehension.
reopened.
reopened. Foreign
Foreign intervention
intervention has ceased
ceased to excite
excite alarm or apprehension.
Intrusive
benignly mitigated.
tranquillity has
Intrusive pestilence has been
been benignly
mitigated. Domestic tranquillity
has
improved,
conciliation have
have largely
largely prevailed,
prevailed, and affections
improved, sentiments
sentiments of conciliation
affections of
of
loyalty
patriotism have been widely
widely renewed.
renewed. Our
loyalty and patriotism
Our fields
fields have yielded
yielded
mining industry has been
rewarded, and we
quite
quite abundantly.
abundantly. Our mining
been richly rewarded,
railroad system far into the interior recesses
have been
been allowed
to extend
have
allowed to
extend our railroad
in
country, while
commerce has
resumed its customary
customary activity
while our commerce
has resumed
activity in
of the
the country,
foreign seas.
These great national blessings
blessings demand
demand aanational acknowledgment.
acknowledgment.
JOHNSON,
President of
of the
United States, do
Now,
therefore, I, ANDREW
OHNSON, President
the United
Now, therefore,
ANDREW J
hereby
twenty-ninth day
day of November
be
November next,
next, be
hereby recommend
recommend that
that Thursday,
Thursday, the
the twenty-ninth
set
and be
be observed
observed everywhere
in the
several States
States and
Territories of
of the
the
everywhere in
the several
and Territories
set apart
apart and
United States by the people thereof as a
a day of thanksgiving
thanksgiving and
United
and praise to
Almighty
Gon, with
remembrance that
that ""in
His temple
temple doth
doth every
every man
man
in His
Almighty GOD,
with due
due remembrance
VOL.
52
VOL. XIV.
XIV.
52
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speak
honor." II recommend,
also, that,
on the
same solemn
occasion,
speak of
of His
His honor.'
recommend, also,
that, on
the same
solemn occasion,
they
and devoutly
implore Him
to grant
grant to
our National
National Councils
Councils
they do
do humbly
humbly and
devoutly implore
Him to
to our
and
to our
our whole
whole people
people that
alone can
any nation
and to
that divine
divine wisdom
wisdom which
which alone
can lead
lead any
nation
into the
into
the ways
ways of
of all
all good.
good.
In offering
these national
praises and
and supplications,
we have
have
In
offering these
national thanksgivings,
thanksgivings, praises
supplications, we
the
assurance that
the Lord
Lord remameth
forever •them
them that
that are
are
the divine
divine assurance
that ""the
remaineth a
a King
King forever;
meek shall
He guide
are gentle
gentle shall
shall He
He learn
His
meek
shall He
guide in
in judgment,
judgment, and
and such
such as
as are
learn His
way. The
strength to
His people,
people,. and
and the
the Lord
Lord shall
shall give
give to
to
way.
The Lord
Lord shall
shall give
give strength
to His
His
blessing of
of peace."
His people
people the
the blessing
peace."
In witness whereof,
whereof, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
and caused
caused the seal of the
United
to be
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
of October,
October, in
in the
the year
year
Done
at the
this eighth
eighth day
day of
of our
our Lord
of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
and of
of the
the
eight hundred
[SEAL.]
Independence of
of the
United States
States the
ninety-first.
[SEAL.] Independence
the United
the ninety-first.
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
By
the President:
By the
President:
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
Secretary of
State.
WILLIAM
H. SEWARD,
of State.

No. 6.

Dee.
186. BY
BY THE PRESIDENT
Dee. 28, 1866.
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA:
OF THE
OF AMERICA:

A. PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
W HEREAS satisfactory evidence
evidence has
has been
been received
by me
me from
from his
Imperial
received by
his Imperial
Majesty the
Emperor of
of France,
France, through
the Marquis
Marquis de
Montholon, his
his Envoy
Majesty
the Emperor
through the
de Montholon,
Envoy
Extraordinary and
citizens
Extraordinary
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary, that
that vessels
vessels belonging
belonging to
to citizens
of the
United States
States entering
entering any
France-or of
its dependencies,
dependencies, on
on or
of
the United
any port
port of
of France-or
of its
or
after the
first day
of January,
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, will
will
after
the first
day of
January, one
one thousand
not
to the
payment of
higher duties
duties on
on tonnage
tonnage than
than are
are levied
levied
not be
be subjected
subjected to
the payment
of higher
upon
belonging to
entering the
said ports:
ports:
upon vessels
vessels belonging
to citizens
citizens of
of France
France entering
the said
Rates of tontonNow,
Rates
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I,ANDREW
JOHNSON, President
the United
States of
of
ANDREW JOHNSON,
President of
of the
United States
nage
America, by
virtue of
of the
vested in
by an
an act
of Congress
Congress of
of the
the
Fae duty
dhuty on
on
America,
by virtue
the authority
authority vested
in me
me by
act of
entitled
enter
i
ng po
rtsof seventh
day of
of January,
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
twenty-four, entitled
and twenty-four,
hundred and
January, one
seventh day
ports
entering
the
"
act concerning
concerning discriminating
discriminating duties
of tonnage
and impost,"
and by
an
tonnage and
impost," and
by an
the United
" An
An act
duties of
States on and
States
act
in addition
addition thereto,
thereto, of
of the
of May,
May, one
thousand eight
eight
act in
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
day of
one thousand
after
after Jan. 1,
1,
hundred and twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, do hereby
hereby declare
declare and
and proclaim
proclaim that
that on
on and
and after
after
182 ch 4
said first day
January, one
18
the said
day of
of January,
one thousand
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven, so
so
thousand eight
and sixty-seven,
c. .
1824,iv. pp.2.
2.
long as
vessels of
the United
United States
States shall
shall be
admitted to
French ports
ports on
on the
the
to French
be admitted
of the
as vessels
long
Vol.iv.
Vol.
1828, oh.
aforesaid, French
entering ports
ports of
the United
United States
States will
will be
be
ch. in.
1828,
111. terms
terms aforesaid,
French vessels
vessels entering
of the
Vol. iv.
iv. p.
p. 808.
808. subject
subject to
to no
no higher
rates of
of duty
on tonnage
than are
are levied
of
Vol.
higher rates
duty on
tonnage than
levied upon
upon vessels
vessels of
the United
United States
ports thereof.
the
States in
in the
the ports
thereof.
In
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and caused
the seal
seal of
of
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave
my hand
caused the
the United
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
the
be affixed.
Done
at the
the city
city of
Washington, this
this twenty-eighth
day of
of December,
December,
Done at
of Washington,
twenty-eighth day
in
of our
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six,
in the
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
[SEAL.] and
of the
of the
United States
States of
America the
the ninety
ninety
[SEAL.]
and of
the Independence
Independence of
the United
of America
first.
first.
ANDREW JOHNSON
JOHNSON
ANDREW
By the
President:
By
the President:
WILLIAM H.
SEWARD, Secretary
H. SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.
State.
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No. 7.
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA:

12, 1807.
Jan. 12,1867.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
power conferred
WHEREAS,
Preamble.
W HEREAS, in virtue of the power
conferred by the act of Congress
Congress approved
approved
Preamble.
June
twenty-second, one thousand
1860,
June twenty-second,
thousand eight
eig,ht hundred
hundred and sixty,
sixty, sections
sections fifteen
fifteen and
1860, oh.
ch. 179,
179,
twenty-four
of which
act were
were designed
designed by
provisions to
secure the
the §1,ii624.
twenty-four of
which act
by proper
proper provisions
to secure
strict neutrality
neutrality of
citizens of
States residing
residing in
strict
of citizens
of the
the United
United States
in or
or visiting
visiting the
the Vol. xxn. P.72.
empires of
notification was
issued on
of August
August
empires
of China
China and
and Japan,
Japan, a
a notification
was issued
on the
the fourth
fourth of
last by the legation of the United States in Japan
Japan, through
through the
the consulates
consulates of
of
American shipmasters
shipmasters not
the open ports of that empire, requesting
requesting American
not to approach
approach
the coasts
the
coasts of Suwo and
and Nagato
Nagato pending
pending the
the then
then contemplated
contemplated hostilities
hostilities
between
the Tycoon
of Japan
Japan and
and the
the Daimio
the said
between the
Tycoon of
Daimio of
of the
said provinces:
provinces:
And whereas
whereas authentic
And
having been
been received
the said
said
authentic information
information having
received by
by the
legation that such hostilities
legation
hostilities had
had actually
actually commenced,
regulation, i
nfurtherfurthercommenced, aa regulation,
in
aforesaid notification
notification and pursuant
pursuant to
ance of the aforesaid
the act
act referred
referred to,
to, was
to the
was
issued
minister resident
resident of
in Japan
forbidding
issued by
by the
the minister
of the
the United
United States
States in
Japan forbidding
American merchant vessels from stopping or anchoring
anchoring at any port
port or roadstead
roadstead
in
country except
except the
three opened
opened porta,
Kanagawa, (Yokohama,)
(Yokohama,)
in that country
the three
ports, viz:
viz: Kanagawa,
Nagasaki, and
and Hakodate, unless
Nagasaki,
forced by
stress of
of weather,
weather, as
as
unless in
in distress
distress or
or forced
by stress
provided by
provided
by treaty,
treaty, and giving
of vessels
vessels committing
committing a
a
giving notice
notice that
that masters
masters of
breach
regulation would
would thereby
thereby render
render themselves
themselves liable
liable to
prosecution
breach of
of the
the regulation
to prosecution
and punishment,
punishment, and
also to
to forfeiture
forfeiture of
the protection
of the
the United
States,
and
and also
of the
protection of
United States,
if the
the visit
visit to
such non-opened
roadstead should
should either
breach
if
to such
non-opened port
port or
or roadstead
either involve
involve aabreach
or be
be construed
as an
act in
in aid
aid of
insurrection or
or rebellion:
of treaty or
construed as
an act
of insurrection
rebellion:
Now,
be it
it known
that I,
President of
of the
Notification
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
known that
I, ANDREW
ADBREW JonxsoN,
JOHNSON, President
the Notification
United
States of
of America,
with a
aview
prevent acts
acts which
might injuriously
injuriously and
and regulation
United States
America, with
view to
to prevent
which might
regulation
affect
the relations
relations existing
existing between
between the
the government
the United
and as
as t
American
affect the
government of
of the
United States
States and
tooAmerican
merchant
merchant yesvesthat
of Japan,
Japan, do
that of
hereby call
public attention
the aforesaid
notification and
stopping or
or
do hereby
call public
attention to
to the
aforesaid notification
and eels
sel stopping
regulation,
which
are
hereby sanctioned
sanctioned and
regulation, which are hereby
and confirmed,
anchoring
in any
confirmed.
anchoring in
any
In testimony
testimony whereof, II have hereunto set my hand
hand and
and caused
caused the
the seal
seal of port, &c.
&o. in
Japan,
the United States to be
be affixed.
Japan, except
except
sh
.
opened
Done at
at the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
this twelfth
day of
January, in
the the
thettree
Done
the city
twelfth day
of January,
in the
three
opened
year of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
and of
of po
P"
sixty-seven, and
[SEAL.] the
Independence of
United States
ninety-first.
[SEAL.]
the Independence
of the
the United
States the
the ninety-first.
ANDREW
JOHNSON.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
By the
the President:
President:
By
WILLIAM
SEWARD,
W
ILLIAM H.
H.S
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.

8.
No. 8.
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA: Jan.
29, 1887.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
Jan. 29,1867.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
W HEREAS by
Congress of
of the
the United
States of
the twentytwenty- Preamble.
by an
an act
act of the
the Congress
United States
of the
Preamble.
1828, ch.
ch. 111
111.
twenty-eight, entitled "
"An
fourth of May, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight,
An 1828
a
Vol. iv.
act
act in
in addition
addition to
to an act, entitled
entitled ' An act
act concerning
concerning discriminating
discriminating duties
duties of Vol
iv p.
p. 808.
08'
tonnage
to equalize
the duties
duties on
Prussian vessels
vessels and
and their
their
tonnage and
and impost,'
impost,' and
and to
equalize the
on Prussian
cargoes," it is
is provided
provided that
upon satisfactory
being given
the
cargoes,"
that upon
satisfactory evidence
evidence being
given to
to the
President
the United
United States
States by
the government
of any
foreign nation
that
President of
of the
by the
government of
any foreign
nation that
no discriminating
discriminating duties
of tonnage
tonnage or
or impost
impost are
are imposed
or levied
levied in
in the
ports
no
duties of
imposed or
the ports
of the
the said
said nation
belonging to
of the
the United
States,
of
nation upon
upon vessels
vessels wholly
wholly belonging
to citizens
citizens of
United States,
or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise
imported in
in the
the same
from
merchandise imported
same from
the United States or from any foreign
foreign country, the
is thereby
thereby authorthe President
President is
authorproclamation, declaring
declaring that
that the
the foreign
foreign discriminating
discriminating duties
ized to issue his proclamation,
of tonnage and impost within the
United States are
are and shall
shall be
suspended
the United
be suspended
respects the
nation, and
and
and discontinued,
discontinued, so far
far as
as respects
the vessels
vessels of the
the said
said foreign
foreign nation,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
merchandise imported
States in
in
the produce,
or merchandise
imported into
into the
the United
United States

820
820

Acts imposing
discriminating
discriminating
duties
of tpnduties of
ton-

n
nage thei^lt
wain
with in the
Unit-tt
ed States to be

ituspended as resuspended
spects
ves!eis of
speets vessels
of
the Hawaiian
se Hawaiiand
Islands, and
cargoes,
their cargoes
from December
December
1D, A. D. 1866,
ID,
and
to continue
and tolontinue
until,
until, &c.
c.

APPENDIX.
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the same from
foreign nation,
the
from any other foreign country, the
nation, or from
said foreign
from the said
the
said
time of such notification
notification being given to
take effect
effect from the time
suspension to
to take
said suspension
the
President of the United
United States, and to continue so long
long as the reciprocal
reciprocal
the President
exemption of
vessels belonging
citizens of the United
United States and their
their
to citizens
belonging to
of vessels
exemption
cargoes,
as aforesaid,
longer:
be continued
continued and no longer:
aforesaid, shall
shall be
cargoes, as
And whereas
whereas satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
has lately
lately been received
received by me from his
evidence has
And
Majesty the King of the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, through
of
through an official
official communication
communication of
his Majesty's
Majesty's Minister of Foreign
Relations, under date of the tenth
tenth of DecemDecemForeign Relations,
of
ber, one thousand
thousand eight hundred
that no other
other or higher duties of
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, that
tonnage
impost are imposed
imposed or levied in the ports of the Hawaiian
Islands
Hawaiian Islands
tonnage and
and impost
upon
vessels wholly
belonging to citizens
citizens of the
the United
United States,
States, and upon the
wholly belonging
upon vessels
manufactures, or merchandise
imported in the same from the United
United
merchandise imported
produce, manufactures,
Hawaiian
foreign country
States,
States, and from any foreign
country whatever, than are levied on Hawaiian
carg_oes in the same
same ports under
under like circumstances:
circumstances:
ships and
and their cargoes
Now,
OHNSON, President
the United States of
of
President of the
ANDREW J
JOHNON,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,I, ANDREW
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several acts
impost
within
the
United
States
of
tonnage
and
imposing discriminating duties
duties
tonnage
impost
United
of
are, and
shall be,
be, suspended
discontinued, so far as respects
respects the vessels of
and discontinued,
suspended and
and shall
are,
the Hawaiian
Islands, and
produce, manufactures,
merchandise imported
imported
manufactures, and merchandise
and the
the produce,
Hawaiian Islands,
the
into
the United
same from
of the
Hawaiian Islands,
United States
States in
in the
the same
from the
the dominions
dominions of
the Hawaiian
Islands,
into the
effect
whatever, the said suspension
and from any other foreign country
country whatever,
suspension to take effect
from the
said tenth
tenth day
day of'
December, and
and to
to continue
thenceforward, so
so long
long
the said
of December,
continue thenceforward,
from
as the reciprocal
reciprocal exemption,
exemption, of
of the
the vessels
vessels of
of the
the United
States, and
and the
the
United States,
at
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, and
and merchandise
imported into
the dominions
dominions of
the
of the
into the
merchandise imported
produce,
Hawaiian
of the
Hawaiian Islands
Islands in the same,
same, as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be continued
continued on the
the part
part of
the
government
of his
his Majesty
Majesty the
the King
of the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands.
government of
King of
In
testimony
whereof,
I
have
of
In
whereof, I
hereunto set my hand and caused the
the seal of
the United States to be affixed.
Done
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, the
twenty-ninth day of January,
January, in
in
the twenty-ninth
Done at
at the
the
of our
Lord one
hundred and
sixty-seven, and
and
and sixty-seven,
eight hundred
thousand eight
one thousand
year of
our Lord
the year
[SEAL.]
of the
Independence of
of the
States of
of America
America the
the ninetyninetythe United
United States
[SEAL.] of
the Independence
first.
first.
ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
By the
President:
By
the President:
W ILLIAM H.
EWARD, Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.
WILLIAM
H. S
SEWARD,

No. 9.
March
1, 1867. BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
March 1,1867.
OF THE UNITED

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.

W
HEREAS the
Congress of the United
United States did, by an act approved
approved on the
the Congress
WHEREAS

hundred and sixty-four, authorize
nineteenth day
day of
eight hundred
authorize
thousand eight
April, one
one thousand
of April,
nineteenth
a constitution
the people
Territory of
of Nebraska
form a
constitution and State govNebraska to form
of the
the Territory
the
people of
the admission
admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing
and for the
erment, and
footing
erment,
with the
the original
States, upon
upon certain
certain conditions
in said
said act
act specified;
specified; and
and
conditions in
original States,
with
whereas said
people did
adopt a
a constitution
conforming to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and
constitution conforming
did adopt
whereas
said people
conditions of
of said
said act,
act, and
ask admission
admission into
into the
Union; and
and whereas
whereas the
the ConConthe Union;
and ask
conditions
eighth and
gress
the United
the eighth
and ninth days
days of February, one
one
on the
States did,
did, on
United States
of the
gress of
mode prescribed
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
in mode
prescribed by the Constitusixty-seven, in
and sixty-seven,
thousand
tion,
pass a
fiirther act
for the
the admission
of the
the State
State of
of Nebraska
Nebraska into the Union,
admission of
act for
a further
tion, pass
in
act it
was provided
provided that
not take
take effect
effect except
except upupit should
should not
that it
it was
last-named act
in which
which last-named
should be
on
the fundamental
the State
of Nebraska
Nebraska there
there should
State of
within the
that within
condition that
on the
fundameital condition
no
elective franchise
or of
of any
any other
right to
to any
any person
person by
by reareaother right
franchise or
the elective
no denial
denial of
of the
Indians not
not taxed, and upon the further fundason
of race
race or
excepting Indians
or color,
color, excepting
son of

mental
legislature of said
said State, by aa solemn public act,
mental condition
condition that the legislature
should
declare the
assent of
said State
State to
to the
said fundamental
fundamental condition,
condition, and
and
the said
of said
the assent
should declare
should
President of
of the
United States
States an
authenticated copy
of
copy of
an authenticated
the United
to the
the President
should transmit
transmit to
by
State, upon receipt
said act of the legislature
said State,
receipt whereof
whereof the
the President,
President, by
legislature of said
the fact,
proclamation, should
should forthwith
announce the
fact, whereupon
whereupon said fundamental
fundamental
forthwith announce
proclamation,
a part of the organic law of the State, and thereupthereupcondition should be held as a
on, and
and without
without any
any further
further proceeding
on the
the part
Congress, the
admission or
o0
the admission
part of
of Congress,
proceeding on
on,
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said State into the Union should be considered
considered as complete;
complete; and
and whereas
whereas within
within
the time prescribed
prescribed by said act of Congress of the
the eighth
ninth of
February,
eighth and
and ninth
of February,
one thousand eight hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, the
of the
the State
State of
of NeNethe legislature
legislature of
braska did pass an act ratifying the said act of Congress of
of the eighth
eighth and
and ninth
of February, one thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
sixty-seven, and
and declaring
declaring that
that
and sixty-seven,
the aforenamed
aforenamed provisions of the third section
last-named act
act of
of Congress
Congress
section of said
said last-named
should be a
of Nebraska;
and whereas
whereas a
a part of the organic
organic law of the
the State of
Nebraska; and
a
duly authenticated
authenticated copy of said act
legislature of
of the
the State
of Nebraska
Nebraska
act of the legislature
State of
has
me:
has been received
received by
by me:

Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
Now,
JOHNSON, President
President of
the United
United States
States of
of Admission
Admission of
I, ANDREW
ANDREW JOHNSON,
of the
of
accordance with the
America, do, in accordance
the provisions
provisions of the
the act of Congress
Congress last herein the
the State of Xe
T
ie
named,
declare and proclaim the fact that the
fundamental conditions
into
the
named, declare
the fundamental
conditions imposed
imposed braska _e
ne
tar
te
_
by Congress on the State of Nebraska
Nebraska to entitle that State
State to
to admission
admission to
to the
the to
t
o be complete.
complete.
Union
have been
ratified and
and accepted,
that the
the admission
of the
the said
said State
State IMsokna
Union have
been ratified
accepted, and
and that
admission of
into the Union is now complete.
complete.
In testimony
testimony whereof I
I have hereto set my hand, and
and have
have caused the seal
of
seal of
the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this first
of March,
March, in
the year
year of
of
first day
day of
in the
[esAL.]
DEAL.] our Lord one thousand eight hundred
hundred an
and of
of the
the Inanddsixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
Independence
dependence of
United States
States of
America the
of the
the United
of America
the ninety-first.
ninety-first.
ANDREW JOHNS
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
ON.
President:
By the President:
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM H.
SEWARD, SeCtetary
State.
H. SEWARD,
Secretary of
of State.

N
o. 10.
No.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
STATES OF AMERICA:
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA: March 80, 1867.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
interest to
W
HEREAS objects of interest
to the
the United
United States
States require
require that
that the
Senate
the Senate
should be
be convened
convened at
twelve o'clock
at twelve
the first
of April
April next,
next,
o'clock on
on Monday
Monday the
first day
day of
to receive
upon such
as may
may be
to it
on the
part
to
receive and
and act
act upon
such communications
communications as
be made
made to
it on
the part
of the
the Executive:
Executive:
of
ANDREW JOHNSON,
President of
Now, therefore, I, ANDREW
JoHNsoN, President
of the
the United
United States,
States, have
have
considered it to be my duty to issue this my proclamation,
proclamation, declaring
declaring that
that an
an exextraordinary
requires the Senate
Senate of
traordinary occasion
occasion requires
of the
the United
convene for
for the
the
United States
States to
to convene
transaction
in the
of Washington,
transaction of business at the Capitol, in
the city
city of
Washington, on
on Monday
the
Monday the
on that
that day,
day, of
first day of April next, at twelve o'clock
o'clock on
of which
which all
who shall
shall at
all who
at
entitled to
to act
that time be entitled
act as
as members
members of
hereby required
required to
to take
take
of that
that body
body are
are hereby
notice.
notice.
Given
Given under
under my
hand and
the United
United States,
States, at
at Washington,
Washington, the
my hand
and the
the seal
seal of
of the
the
thirtieth
of March,
March, in
of our
our Lord
thousand eight
thirtieth day
day of
in the
the year
year of
Lord one
one thousand
eight
[SEAL.] hundred
[SEAL.]
hundred and
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
United
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and
and of
of the
States of
of America
States
America the
the ninety-first.
ninety-first.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
JOHNSON.
ANDREW
By
the President:
President:
By the
W
ILLIAM H.
H.Szwmtn,
Secretary of
of State.
WILLIAM
SEWARD, Secretary
State.

Extraordinary
Extraordinary
session of
session
of the
Senate
convened
Senate
convened
for April 1, 1867.
fo April 1, 1867.
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acts done and proceedings
proceedings had by
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officers,
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under the
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in the District of Columbia
Columbia. ........... 403
of
summons first to issue and a
a return of
"
found"
" not to be found
" thereon ...........
404
form of order of publication
publication............ 404
404
sales made where there has been
been such service to be valid ..................... 404
Absentees,
on sick leave or sick furlough to be
treated, as regards
regards pensions, as though
though
they were
were in the field or hospital ......
57
57
Academy, Military.
Military. See Military Academy.
appropriations
for..
appropriations for
................... .58,
58, 415
415
Academy,
Academy.
Academy, Naval.
Naval. See
See Naval
Naval Academy.
appropriations for
for...
26,37,490
appropriations
...............
26,
37, 490
Academy of Music of
of Washington,
C,
Washington, D.
D. C.
act of incorporation
incorporation of
of...
................ 52, 53
53
Accadi,
Salvador,
Accadi, Salvador,
pension to Adrian J. P., and Lavinia
Lavinia M.
E., minor children of ................ 598
Accounts,
disbursing officers in navy, transfer
transfer of
of disbursing
of
appropriations to settle ................. 38
assessors of internal revereveof collectors and assessors
nue, to be adjusted
adjusted to fiscal
fiscal year
year......... 106
106
appointment of commissioners
commissioners ..........
. 106
appointment
judgment by default in suits upon open,
open,
judgment
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, practice
practice as
to ............................
... 404
Accounts and
and Vouchers,
of disbursing officers
officers to be sent directly
directly to
to
proper bureau .............
571,
the proper
571, 572
572
Pensions, 4-c.,
Accrued Pensions,
-c.,
provisions of law concerning
concerning............
............ 230
230
Acting Midshipmen,
entitled to one ration or commutation...
commutation... 322
322
entitled
Active List of
of the Navy,
physical disqualification
disqualification of officers,
officers, ocwounds received
received in the line
line
casioned by wounds
of duty and not incapacitating
incapacitating them,
not to prevent promotion on....
...... 344
on..........
344
Additional Appropriations.
Additional
Appropriations. See Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriations,
priations,
for the years ending June
June 30, 1866 and
and
June 30, 1867
1861....
14, 26, 373
................. 14,26,373

Additional
Additional Clerks,
to superintendent
of public
public printing.....
printing
superintendent of
41
in the several
several bureaus
bureaus in the Navy,
Navy, authorized ..........................
207, 208
207,
in Post-Office
Post-Office Department, pay of.......
824
of....... 324
authorized
in
the
office
of
the
commisauthorized
office of the commissioner of pensions
pensions .................
471
471
clerkships to expire at the end of two
two
years471
years...........................
471
appropriation
appropriation therefor
therefor ............
471
authorized
bureau of yards
yards and
authorized in the bureau
and
docks ..........................
450
450
Additional
Additional Compensation,
Compensation,
to assessors
and assistant
assistant assessors, reveassessors and
nue agents
agents and inspectors
inspectors in
in certain
certain
States ...............
•
•.........
•••
.. 105
to clerks in Treasury
Treasury Department....195,
Department
195, 196
196
unexpended balance of former
former appropriaappropria,
unexpended
tion, how expended
expended .................
196
196
provision
insufficient... 196
provision if balance
balance is insufficient
to three clerks in Attorney-General's
Attorney-General's office
office
services under amnesty
for services
amnesty proclamaproclamation
........................
.. 205
to the Metropolitan
police force
force of
of the
the
Metropolitan police
District
District of Columbia
Columbia ................
321
officers, clerks, reporters, &c. of Senate
to officers,
and House of Representatives,
Representatives, librarian
and
congressional library
library and
and certain
certain
of congressional
others .........................
323
to
to certain
certain laborers
laborers and
and female
female clerks in
in
Post-Office
Post-Office Department..............
Department
324
to metropolitan
metropolitan police
police .............. 374,
456
to
374, 456
how to be borne .......... 374,
374, 456, 457
to
to officers
officers of the
the revenue-cutter
revenue-cutter service..
service.. 416
416
to army
army officers .......................... 422
to
422
twenty
twenty per cent to civil officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks,
messengers, and watchmen in the emmessengers,
ploy of the government
government in Washington,
Washington,
C., for one
one year from June
June 30,
D. C.,
1866
569
1866..........................
the
additional
the additional pay to the employees of the
paid out of
of the papatent office, to be paid
tent-office fund ....................
569
tent-office
569
not to apply to those
this increase
increase of pay not
whose salaries
salaries exceed
exceed $3,500
$3,500 a
ayear...
year
569
569
repeal of former acts concerning
repeal
concerning ........ 569
569
Additional Land Districts,
Districts,
Additional
the President
President may
may establish
establish wherever he
deems necessary
necessary and
and appoint officers..
officers
252
Additional Salaries,
Additional
Salaries,
of treasurer
treasurer of mint
mint in Philadelphia
Philadelphia..... 202
202
officers of branch
branch mint at
at New
of officers
Orleans and Denver ...........
.. 202
202
Orleans
Aderton, Obadiah,
Obadiah,
pension to 643
.........................
643
AdjutantAdjutant-General,
General,
appointment of the ....................
$36
appointment
336
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Adjutant General,
(continued.)
General, (continued.)
rank, pay, &c. of the .................. 334
334
rank,
appropriations for
449
of... 199, 449
and for office of...199,
for and
appropriations
additional employees in office of
of.... 449
Adjutant-General's
Department,
Adjutant-General'sDepartment,
hereafter to consist of what officers..
officers.. 333,334
333,334
hereafter
their several rank, pay, and emoluments ..................... 333, 334
334
Admiral,
Admiral,
grade of, in the navy, established.......
established
222
222
pay ............................
223
.515,516
to be the ranking officer in the navy .515,516
secretary of,
allowances
secretary
of, rank, pay, and allowances
of
223,516
............................. 223,516
Advertisements,
for
contracts for supplies
supplies for milifor bids for
for contracts
tary service,
service, to state what ...........
92
tary
on Pacific
Pacific coast, to be published
in
published in
newspapers
Francisco and
newspapers in San Francisco
Portland ......................
92
preference
to
be
given
to
articles
articles of Amerpreference
ican production
production .....................
. 92
92
ican
tax on, in catalogues,
137
catalogues, directories,
directories, &c
&c.... 137
of any
goods, &c. the printing
printing of, on any
any.goods,
United States securities,
securities, made unlawUnited
383
ful .............................
the printing
printing or engraving,
&c. of,
engraving,,&c.
of, in the
similitude of any United States obligation or security declared
declared unlawful
unlawful.... 383
by heads of departments
departments and judges of
United States courts, in the rebel
States, to be published
published only
only in the
newspapers selected
selected by the clerk of the
newspapers
House of Representatives
466, 467
Representatives ........ 466,
House
notices and proposals
proposals for contracts for all
all
the executive
executive departments,
laws, treadepartments, laws,
proclamations, to be published
published
ties and proclamations,
newspapers in the Disonly in the two newspapers
trict of Columbia, and in each equally
equally 467
rates of pay, to be no higher
higher than
charged to individuals ...........
467
printing for executive
executive departments
departments to
be done by the government printer,
when practicable...............
practicable
467
office as the
the clerk
clerk
if not, at such office
Representaof the House of Representatives may designate........
designate
467
467
tax upon, repealed
repealed ....................
485
485
Advertising,
in Washington,
Washington, D. C., for the executive
departments to be in what papers.....
papers
50
departments
50
provisions
50
provisions concerning
concerning................ 50
Affidavits,
exempt from
475
exempt
from stamp
stamp duty
duty.............. 475
African Descent,
Descent,
rights of persons of, among
among the Choctaws
Chickasaws
and Chickasaws.............
770, 778
778
among the Creeks ................
786
African
Families of the,
AfBican Race, Heads
Heads of Families
sales of lands made to by, &c.,
&c., con175
firmed ............................
.175
African Slave-Trade,
appropriation for the
the suppression of the
the 23,
226,
415
226, 415
General,
Agent, General,
at New York for the industrial
industrial exposi347, 362
362
tion at Paris ...................
limit to his term of service ........
363
363
or Attorney,
Agent or
making claim for bounty for
for colored
eoloret1 soldiers to file with the claim his oath
&c
368
that, &c..........................
368
fees of, for such services
services ............... 368
368
penalty for charging,
charging, &c.
&c. more ....
368
368

Agricultural
College,
Agricultural College,
85
lands granted for in Nevada
Nevada ...........
85
lands
theory
practice of mining may be
theory and
and practice
taught therein
86
therein..................... 86
taught
in Tennessee,
for
569
569
Tennessee, grant of public lands for..
Agricultural Colleges,
Colleges,
Agricultural
time for complying
with provisions
provisions of
of act
act
complying with
time
granting
public lands
lands to States
States for, exgranting public
tended ........................
208
208
tended
'when Territory
becomes a
new
a State, new
Territory becomes
when
State entitled
entitled to
to benefits of act......
act
208
States
that have accepted
accepted act, to have
States that
live years more within
within which
which to profive
vide one college....................
college
209
209
vide
Agricultural Implements
Implements and
and Seeds,
Agricultural
funds for purchase
of, for destitute Inpurchase of,
funds
dians and
and Indian
Indian tribes within the
the
dians
southern superintendency
superintendency ...........
347
southern
Agricultural
AgriculturalStatistics,
appropriations
for
collecting
for
anand
appropriations for collecting
nual and monthly reports ........ 201,
201, 451
Aids to the Revenue,
compensation of .............
304
per diem compensation
Alabama,
Alabama,
the insurrection declared
end in 813
813
declared to be at an end
the
post road established in ..............
190
190
public lands
lands in, to be disposed of
of acall public
cording to homestead
homestead law
law ..........
66, 67
66,
Public.
See Lands, Public.
act
to
provide
for
the
more
efficient
govefficient
act to provide
ernment of.......................
428
428
ernment
constituted part of the
the third military disconstituted
428
trict .
428
..........................
See Rebel States.
See
States.
Albany, New
York,
New York,
Albany,
made a
aport of delivery, within
within the collecNew York............
York
542
542
tion district of New
surveyor
542
surveyor to be appointed .............
bond, oath,
oath, residence, duties.......
duties
542
542
privileges
and restrictions of former
former act
act
privileges and
made applicable for imports destined
destined
for Albany
Albany ......................
542
542
privileges of warehouse
warehouse acts and treasury
treasury
regulations
extended to the port......
port
542
542
regulations extended
Albermar e,
Albermarle,
collection
established
411
411
collection district of, established........
boundaries of .
411
411
................
boundaries
411
port of entry at Plymouth
Plymouth......... 411
port
of... 411
salary, &c. of
411
residence, salary,
collector, residence,
Alcohol,
made from
from distilled spirits upon
upon which
which
taxes have been paid
paid to be exempt
exempt from
from
565
tax . ...........................
may be withdrawn
withdrawn from bond by curators
of scientific
scientific institutions,
for the sole
institutions, for
purpose of preserving
specimens, &c.
preserving specimens,
purpose
without payment
payment of the internal revenue tax,
tax, upon giving bond, &c....565,
&c.. —565, 566
566
nue
566
566
conditions of bond ................
penalty for violation thereof....
thereof
566
566
Beer.
Ale. See Beer.
internal revenue tax upon
upon ..........
164, 475
475
fractional parts of aa barrel and how accounted
475,
476
counted........................75,
Alexandria and Washington R. R. Co.,
succeeded
Alexansuceeeded by the Washington, Alexandria, and Georgetown
Georgetown R. R. Co
Co...... 248
Georgetown R.
Washington, and Georgetown
Alexandria, Washington,
It.
R. Co.,
may use steam power
power to draw their
their cars
cars
may
across the Potomac, and in certain
certain
across
streets in Washington
435
435
Washington ...............
streets
corporation of Washington
Washington may make
make
corporation
regulations ........................
435
regulations
w
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Allegheny Arsenal,
Amnesty,
(continued.)
Amnesty, (continued.)
certain lots of ground adjoining, may
be
may be
to and among
among Choctaws and
and Chickapurchased ........................
395
39
saws
saws............................ 770
770
appropriation
appropriation therefor
395
therefor............. 395
property
property of late confederate
confederate States
title to be good
................... 395
39
their possession to be surrendered
surrendered
appropriation
for
486
appropriation for...................
486
to the United
United States..........
States
782
782
Aliens,
to and
among the Creeks
and among
Creeks ..............
786
786
coupons, &c.
bonds, &c.
&c. held
held by,
by, tobe
to be
&c. on bonds,
to and among the
Cherokees ..........
the Cherokees
799
taxable
taxable
......
..
55 Amoskeag
Amoskeag Manufacturing
Manufacturiny Company,
Company,
income
income of, from
from business
business in the United
United
payment to, for three
payment
three cook wagons......
wagons
589
589
States
138
States..............
...
......
138 Anderson,
Anderson, Charles
Charles F.,
F.,
Allen, Sally,
Sally,
payment to
577
to......................
..
577
payment of arrears of pension
pension of Isaac
Isaac
Andrews, Sally,
Sally,
to.......................
Allen to
631
631
pension to ..........................
587
587
Allotment,
Animals, Live,
of the justices of the Supreme Court
Court to
to
duty on those
those imported
imported ...............
48
duty
48
the circuits .......................
43.3
433
certain, may be imported
certain,
imported from
from British
British
new allotments
allotments may
may be
made
433
be made..........
433
America free within ten days .........
America
.....
48
how made
made during
during vacation ............
433
433 Annamasset,
Allowance,
office
office of deputy collector
at,
discontinued
411
collector at, discontinued 411
to officers of navy and marine corps
corps for
for
Annapolis,
Annapolis,
casualty, &c.
loss of personal effects by casualty,
&c. 14
14
appropriation for naval hospital at...
appropriation
at....... 36
36
to navy officers
officers for rent of quarters,
quarters, &c.,
&e ,
Annuitzes,
Annuities,
prohibition of repealed .............
38
prohibition
38
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of
of delivery
of,
delivery of,
to assignee for services ................
531
531
to the Pawnee,
Pawnee, Ponca,
Ponca, and
and Yancton
Yancton
to bankrupts,
bankrupts, by exceptions from
from assignassignSioux........... ...................
Sioux
278
278
ments ......................
522, 523
523
522,
to Indian •tribes
tribes in Minnesota
Minnesota and
and
none to be allowed to any corporation,
corporation, or
or
Michigan ......................
278
278
joint-stock
joint-stock company,
company, or any officer
officer or
or
Apache, Cheyenne, and
and Arrapahoes,
Arrapahoes,
member thereof ...................
.
535
member
535
treaty with, of October
October 17, 1865
....... 713
713
See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
the Cheyenne,
and Apache
Apache
Cheyenne, Arrapahoe, and
Alloyed Metals,
Alloyed
Metals,
tribes
tribes are united and recognized
recognized as
conas conon flues of boilers
boilers to be fusible
fusible and
and at
at
federated tribes by the United States..
federated
States
713
713
what temperature
temperatute .................
227
227
stipulations of former
on
stipulations
former treaty binding
binding on
Nautical,
Almanac, American
American Nautical,
hereto ...............
713,
714
the parties hereto
713, 714
appropriations
37, 490
appropriations for
for ................
37,
490
ratification, &c
&c .......................
715
ratification,
715
Amboy Lansing and 7Taverse
Traverse Bay R. R. Co.,
Co ,
Indians,
Apache Indians,
rights of, under
under aa land
from the
laud grant from
the
assent
given to the amendments
assent of;
of, given
amendments to
United States to the State of Michigan
Michigan 78
78
the treaty of October
October 14,
1865, with
with
14, 1865,
lands granted in aid of, how to be
be disdisthe Arrapahoe
Arrapahoe and Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indians.
709,
Indians. 709,
79
posed of ...
..................
79
710
to be a
a public highway free to the
Apaches,
United States
States.................. 79
79
appropriations for the......259,
276, 492,
492, 493
appropriations
the..... 259, 276,
493
tic. Railroad,
Amboy, 4-c.
Railroad, (in Michigan,)
Apalachicola,
Apalachicola,
time of completion
completion of first twenty miles
miles
salary of collector
collector of customs
customs at, estabof road-bed of, extended
extended to July
July I,
I,
lished ...........................
308
308
1867
425 Apothecaries,
........................
.. 425
Apothecaries,
Amendment,
definition of,
and special
special tax on
119
of, and
on......... 119
proposed to the constitution of the Unitwholesale and retail
wholesale
retail dealers
dealers who have
ed States
......................
States
358, 359
358,
359
paid the special tax therefor, not to pay
American
Pilot,
American Coast
Coast Pilot,
tax as.....
119
as............................
119
purchase of plates and copyright
copyright of....
of.... 470
470
not to pay tax
tax as
retail dealers
for selling,
selling,
as retail
dealers for
American Nautical
NauticalAlmanac,
&
c
..
.
.
.
.
.
&c.
119,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 11
9 , 120
12 0
appropriations
appropriations for the
37, 490
490
the...............37,
certain, not to be regarded as
manufacas manufacAmerican
Production
American Production,
turers
151
turers .........................
151
preference to be given
preference
given to articles
articles of, in
in
others, to be so regarded
regarded ...........
151
151
procuring military
military supplies..........
supplies
92
procuring
92
additional
additional special
special tax oncertain........
on .certain
471
471
provision
provision as to those on Pacific
Pacific coast 92 Appeals,
Appeals,
American Seamen. See
See Seamen.
on questions
questions of law to the Supreme
Court
Supreme Court
relief and protection
protection of, in foreign
counforeign counin cases
cases arising
arising under
under the
the civil
in
civil rights
rights
tries .........................
224, 413
413
224,
act........
....................
act
29
29
rescue fiom
from shipwreck ................
413
413
to the Supreme
Supreme Court from certain decrees
decrees
American State
State Papers,
Papers,
of the court of claims ..............
9,
44
9, 44
distribution of surplus copies of
of........ 361
to circuit court from decrees
decrees of district
district
American Vessels,
courts respecting
respecting certain
land
certain private
private land
&c. under
those licensed,
licensed, &e.
under a
a foreign
foreign flag
flag
claims in California
California ................
221
221
during the rebellion not to be
be deemed,
deemed,
fee for, for first time, from
from decision
decision of
of pripriwithout, &c...................
&c.
3,
212
3, 212
examiner to examiner in patent
mary examiner
patent
Amiot Augustin,
Augustin,
office
76,
.............
.........
76, 77
77
lot of ground
ground in St. Louis, Mo. confirmed
confirmed
not to be allowed
allowed until fee
fee is paid.......
paid
. 77
77
to...........................
to.
580
from proceedings
proceedings of
assessors
580
of assistant assessors
Amnesty,
Amnesty,
under internal revenue law,
how taken 103
under
law, how
103
authority
authority of the President to proclaim,
to be in writing,
grounds. ... 103
proclaim,
writing, and state
state grounds......
103
repealed
377
........................
to be determined
103
determined in aasummary. way.....
377
way..... 103
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Ann
aisers,
Appraisers,
Appeals,
(continued.)
Appeals, (continued.)
per diem compensation
compensation of, not increased
increased
from judgments
judgments of justices of the peace
peace
by
certain act
act ....................... 309
309
in the District of Columbia, not to be
by certain
general and local pay of, at Baltimore,
Baltimore,
general
allowed,
allowed, unless, &c
&c...................... 403
Boston, New Orleans,
Orleans, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
proceedings
court upon
upon
Boston,
proceedings in the appellate court
Portland, and San Francisco, estabPortland,
such appeals
appeals ....................
403
lished
308
lished.............................
.
in bankruptcy proceedings .............
520
Stores,
Appraisers' Stores,
from district
district court to circuit courts
from
courts...... 520 Appraisers'
appropriations
for
constructing
fire-proof
notice thereof within ten days
days to
to
appropriations for constructing fire-proof
Philadelphia ..................... 461
in Philadelphia
520
clerk and to assignee or creditor 520
Appropriations,
entered ..............
520 Appropriations,
520
when to be entered
expenses, consular
consular and
and
for the army, civil expenses,
may be waived in writing before de520
diplomatic expenses,
expenses, fortifications,
fortifications, Indiplomatic
cision thereon ..................
520
dian department,
department, legislative,
legislative, &c.,
&c., navy,
navy,
given before allowance
520
allowance of .... 520
bond to be given
pension,
post-office department,
department, see
pension, and post-office
none allowed to Supreme Court of the
those Titles.
United States, unless matter in dispute
and other
other pensions ......... 2, 398
398
for invalid and
exceeds $2,000
$2,000 .................. 520, 521
for expenses of the removal
removal of the library
general orders regulating
regulating the practice
practice and
library
of the Smithsonian
Institution
procedure
Smithsonian Institution........
13
521
procedure upon .....................
for deficiencies
deficiencies in civil expenses,
expenses, for the
the
by creditors
creditors from
from decree of district
district court,
court,
year ending
June 30, 1866 .........
14, 324
324
disallowing claims ................
528
ending June
14,
528
for deficiency
pay of the
the army, and to
to
Supreme Court of the United
United
deficiency in pay
to the Supreme
reimburse
Pennsylvania for
for money
money paid
paid
reimburse Pennsylvania
States already
already taken from districts in
in
to the
the militia ......................
32
which the sessions of the courts have
32
for the naval
naval service,
service, for the years
years ending
ending
interrupted by insurrection
insurrection or rebeen interrupted
bellion, to be valid, &c
&c. .............. 545
June 30, 1867,
1867, and June 30, 1868..33,
489
1868..33, 489
bellion,
deficiency
for the year
year
deficiency for public printing, for
may be brought
brought within one year
year.... 545
ending June
June 30,
30, 1866 ................
act not to apply to certain
certain cases
cases.... 545
ending
41
front district courts may,
for Post-Office
Post-Office Department, for the years
to circuit courts from
ending June
June 30,1866, 1867,
1867, and 1868 48,
48,393
393
if parties
parties agree, be disposed of at cirsupport of the military academy
...58,
415
cuit court
court held by
district judge, in the
for support
cuit
bydistrict
academy...
58, 415
absence of the circuit judge..
545
for deficiencies
contingent expenses
expenses of
absence
judge ..........
deficiencies for contingent
the House
House of Representatives
Representatives ...... 59,
59, 393
Appendix
reimburse the State of West
West Virginia
to diplomatic correspondence
correspondence for 1865, adto reimburse
Virginia
570
for moneys expended
expended ...............
ditional copies to be printed ..........
570
68
how to be bound and distributed....
distributed
570
for repair,
repair, preservation,
completion, and
and
570
preservation, completion,
construction
certain public works.70,
works .70, 418
418
Appleton, Charles,
Charles,
construction of certain
pension of, increased
623
76
for Rock Island arsenal ...............
increased...... ...........
for support of the army, for years ending
ending
Appointments
of volunteer officers
officers and soldiers to be
June 30, 1867,
1867, and June
June 30, 1868..90,
1868..90, 485
distributed proportionately
proportionately among the
for pay of officers,
etc. in the
the office
office of comofficers, &c.
missioner
internal
revenue
170
States, &c
333
of
internal revenue .........
170
............
.... ..........
California, Orethis not to apply to California,
for legislative,
legislative, executive, and judicial exgon, and Nevada ...............
333
penses of the government........
government
191,
440
191, 440
made from qualificaqualificato the army to be made
pay certain
certain informers
informers their
their part of
of
to pay
tions and services ................
336
fines, penalties,
and forfeitures........
forfeitures
208
penalties, and
208
have
certain Indian
Indian annuity goods
not to be made from those who have
to purchase certain
served in the military, naval, or civil
civil
in lieu
lieu of those destroyed
destroyed by fire......
are
208
service of the so-called
so-called confederate
the consular
consular and diplomatic
diplomatic exfor the
States
penses
224,
States..........................
337
.......................
224, 412
412
jail in and for
for
to the
the military
military academy, provisions
provisions refor the construction of aajail
specting ........................
359, 360
360
359,
the District of Columbia ............
231
to the military academy, repeal of resolufor
for a
a House
House of Correction
Correction for boys in the
tion in regard to mode
mode of
of Columbia ................
234
............ 487
District of
234
Appraisenient,
Appraisement,
to grade East Capitol street and establish
establish
property seized for forfeiture ...... 180,
180, 181
of property
Lincoln Square
Lincoln
Square .....................
251
of imported Merchandise
Mferchandise at the port
for the current and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses
port
for
of New
New York, provisions concerning..
concerning.. 302,
the Indian
Indian Department,
Department, and fulfilling
fulfilling
of the
304
304
treaty
treaty stipulation
stipulation with
with Indian tribes
tribes 255,
255, 492
492
appointment, duties, &c.
&e. of appraiser,
appointment,
to reimburse
Nebraska for expenses
reimburse Nebraska
expenses inassistant appraisers, examiners,
examiners, &c...
&c... 302,
curred in repelling
Indian hostilities...
hostilities
curred
repelling Indian
307
303
government....310, 457
for civil expenses
expenses of government....310,
officers may be required to work more
for deficiencies
deficiencies in
appropriations for
the
in appropriations
for the
304
than business hours ...............
304
service of the government, for
for the
the year
service
year
Appraiser
Appraiser
ending
June
30,
1866
324
ending
................
324
imported merchandise
merchandise appointed
appointed at
of imported
at
to supply deficiencies in the
the service
service of the
New York in lieu of the appraisers
government,
June
government, for the year ending June
now authorized
authorized by law .............. 302
30, 1867 .......................
373, 468
qualifications, oath, duties .............
302
qualifications,
302
to pay the rewards
rewards offered
offered for the capture
when and how he may act by deputy—
deputy.... 302
of the assassins
President and
assassins of the President
compensation of,
monthly
302
of, and to be paid monthly..
Secretary of State ................
341
Secretary
not to be engaged in mercantile busiroads,
for carrying
carrying the
the mail on
on the post
post roads,
ness......
....
.................
ness
303
established
established at this session of Conclerks, &c. in office of,
of, their pay, &c
&c..... 303
gress ..................
342, 343
343
342,
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Appropriations, (continued.)
(continued.)
Appropriations,
for subsistence and clothing, &c. for
for destitute
titute Indians ....................
347
347
for expenses
expenses of the joint
committee of
the
joint committee
of the
so-called confederate
confederate States ............
so-called
.
349
349
to reimburse Miss Clara Barton
for
Barton for
searching for missing soldiers,
and for
for
soldiers, and
continuing the same .................
350
350
for the relief of the destitute population
population in
in
the District
District of Columbia ............. 353
53
for general salary account
account of the PostOffice Department .............. •
354
354
collecting the
for expenses of
of collecting
the revenue
revenue
from the customs .............
354
354
to carry out the joint resolution
resolution respectrespecting quarantine
and
quarantine
357
health laws
laws....... 357
for cases to protect the plants of
colof the
the collection of Frederick
Frederick Pech ...........
357
357
certain Infor negotiating
negotiating treaties
treaties with
with certain
Indian tribes.....................
tribes
358
358
for the repair
repair of
of Potomac
Potomac Bridge
360
Bridge........ 360
to pay Vermont expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in dedefence of the frontier
frontier from
invasion
from invasion
from Canada ....................
361
361
for hiring and fitting buildings
for the
buildings for
the
temporary accommodation
accommodation of the State
State
Department...
Department.................... 362
362
for participation
Universal ExhiExhiparticipation in the
the Universal
bition at Paris.....................
Paris
362
362
for the purchase of the law library
library of
of
James
James L. Petigru
Petigru .................
365
365
gold medals
and rewards
for cost of gold
medals and
rewards for
for
the rescue of the passengers,
passengers, officers,
officers,
and crew, of the wrecked
wrecked steamer
steamer San
San
Francisco......................
Francisco
365
365
for payment of certain
certain claims against
against the
the
Nevada ............
late Territory of Nevada
366
366
for the expense of preparing
preparing a
a general
general
customs
customs revenue law ................
367
367
for the erection
erection of penitentiary
penitentiary buildings
buildings
in the Territories of
of Arizona,
Arizona, Colorado,
Colorado,
Dakota, Idaho,
Idaho, Montana, Nebraska,
Nebraska,
Washington
Washington ....................
377
377
for the purchase
purchase of ground
adjoining the
the
ground adjoining
Allegheny arsenal
395
arsenal................... 395
to carry out the act to establish and
and proprotect national cemeteries..............
cemeteries
401
401
increased compensation
compensation to the officers
for increased
officers
revenue-cutter service..........
of the revenue-cutter
service
.416
416
under the act for
for the
the relief of
of certain
certain
drafted men
417
men ....................
417
under
under the act to authorize
authorize the
the building
building of
of
lighthouses, &c ....................
425
425
for the increased
increased compensation
compensation for
for the
the
district judges of the United States....
States
471
471
detection, trial, and
punishment
for the detection,
and punishment
of persons
persons guilty of violations
of the
violations of
the
473
internal revenue laws
laws ...............
473
for the construction, preservation,
preservation, and
and
repairs
repairs of certain fortifications and
and
other works of defence, for the year
year
ending June 30, 1868 ................ 487
487
to pay certain
certain debts
debts and expenditures to
the city of Washington
Washington .............
558
558
for expenses
expenses of
committee on
reof joint
joint committee
on retrenchment .....................
564
564
for the removal of the wreck of the iron
iron
steamship Scotland .............. 564,
565
64, 565
compensation to certain
for additional
additional compensation
certain
employees in the civil service of the
employees
government.......................
government..... ... ... .
569
569
to pay for the claims for services
services of cercertain Indian agents .................. 570
570
fog medal, &c.
Field
574
for
&c. to Cyrus
Cyrus W.
W. Field.......
574
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Aqueduct,
Washington,
Aqueduct, Washington,
appropriation
repair damages
damages done
done to
to
appropriation to
to repair
by
freshets
374
y freshets......................... 374
chief engineer
engineer to have the
superintendence
the superintendence
of.......
...........
9f
466
466
Aransas,
Arensas,
to be port
port of delivery
delivery for district of
Con
of Corrapa
u;
e
Christi
308
A z
pus
Christi .
....................
308
A
,
appropriations for the.........271,
appropriations
the
271, 276,
276, 493
498
Arbitration.
Arbitradton. See Bankruptcy.
assignees
in bankruptcy
bankruptcy ipay
may settle
settle quesquesassignees in
tions in controversy
controversy ................
525
525
Architects,
Architects,
definition of, and
definition
and special
special tax on,
121
on,........ 121
does not include
include practical
practical carpenters
carpenters who
who
labor on buildings ................
121
121
Spirits. See Spirituous
Ardent Spirits.
Spirituous Liquors.
Liquors.
possession of, in reservation
reservation of
of the
the WollWollpah-pe
pah-pe Indians,
Indians, to
to be punished
punished........ 684
684
proportion
annuities may
be
withheld
684
proportion of annuities
may be withheld 684
the introduction
introduction and use of,
among the
the
of, among
Osage Indians
Indians to be suppressed
689
suppressed ....... 689
punishment for unlawfully-furnishing,
punishment
unlawfully_furnishing, to
to
the Indians of
752
of middle Oregon
Oregon........ 752
Arickarees,
Arickarees,
appropriations for
for the
493
appropriations
the ................
493
Arizona Land District.
Territory.
District. See Arizona
Arizona Territory.
established
established ........................ 542,
542, 543
543
Arizona
Arizona Territory,
Territory,
appropriations
to pay
for census
of
22
appropriations to
pay for
census of......
22
for territorial expenses
expenses of.........
of
24
24
for government
government of.....
204, 454
454
of..................204,
for
for Indian service
279, 512
512
service in
in ............... 279
net proceeds
proceeds of internal revenue
of, for
for
revenue of,
three
three years to be
be applied
applied to erection
erection of
of
penitentiaries in
penitentiaries
377
in .................... 377
limit of amount
amount to be expended
expended in
in
the territory
territory ..................
377
377
at what
what places to be erected
erected.......... 377
377
post-routes established
post-routes
551
established in ..............
551
attached
attached to surveying
surveying district
district of
of CaliforCalifornia
...
.... ..............
nia.
543
certain public lands in to constitute
constitute the
the
Arizona
Arizona land district................542,
district
542, 543
543
registers
registers and
and receivers
receivers in,
in, authorized
authorized 543
543
their duties
duties and compensation..
543
compensation.. 543
location of offices
of ...........
543
offices of
543
Arkansas,
Arkansas,
the insurrection
insurrection declared
declared to be at
at an
an end
end
in
in ...........................
813
813
all public lands
londs in, to be disposed
disposed of
of acaccording
law ..........
cording to homestead
homestead law.
66, 67
66,
grant
grant of
of lands
lands to, in aid
aid of
of a
of extension
extension of
a
railroad to
83,
to Helena
Helena ..............
83 84
84
post-road
post-road established in ..............
190
190
former
former grant of lands and
and right of way
way
to, and
and Missouri, in aid of the construcconstruction of
of aarailroad
railroad from the Mississippi,
Mississippi,
opposite
opposite the mouth of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio River,
River,
ra
Little Rock,
to the
the Texas
boundary,
via Little
Rock, to
Texas boundary,
near Fulton, with branches
branches to Fort
Fort
Smith
Smith and the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, rerevived and extended
extended for ten years
338
years...... 338
lands heretofore
heretofore granted
granted and reverted
reverted to
to
restored to same custody and
be restored
and conditions as at time
time reversion took place
338
place... 338
mineral lands reserved
mineral
reserved__
338
................. 338
property
property and troops of the United
United States
States
to
be
carried
free
338
to be carried free ...............
338
additions to former grant
grant and upon the
same
uses and
and trusts
trusts ................ 338
338
same uses
conditions
conditions of grant and
and selection
selection of
of
lands. ....................
.
338,
339
38, 339
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Arkansas,
Arkansas, (continued.)
Army, (continued.
(continued.
(continued.)
Army,
when act takes effect as to the Memphis
Memphis
pay, &c.
&c. of
of ............
337
chaplains, rank,
rank, pay,
337
and Little Rock and
and the Little RockRockcolored troops
troops ................. 337
for colored
337
and Fort Smith branches
branches of the road..
road.. 239
retiring
of regular
regular army.......
army
337
retiring of
of officers
officers of
337
provide for the more efficient
act to provide
efficient govprovost-marshal-general's
office and buprovost-marshal-general's office
buernment
ernment of .....................
reau to cease
337
428
reau
cease ......................
337
constituted part of the fourth military disofficers of volunteers
volunteers to bear their titles
officers
titles
trict
428
trict..............................
and wear their uniforms..............
uniforms
337
428
337
See Rebel States.
volunteer rank of regular officers
officers to
to be
be
Armories,
entered on
registers ...........
337
entered
on army registers
337
appropriations for
appropriations
for. ................... 485
not to entitle to
to command
pay
337
485
command or pay...
337
Armory and
Island,
and Arsenal
Arsenal at
provision as to
to commutation
of
officers'
at Rock Island,
commutation of officers'
appropriations
for..................... 76
appropriations for
76
subsistence
subsistence continued
continued one year ....... 337
location,
road
location, &c. of railroad and wagon road
authority for solicitor
solicitor of War Department
Department
for benefit of ......................
75, 76
repealed.
repealed
..
.................. 337
337
Armory, National,
National, at
at Springfield,
Springfield,
code of regulations
the army
army and
and the
the
code
regulations for the
appropriations for .....................
91
militia
militia in actual service,
service, and
and for courts
storekeeper
storekeeper and paymasters
paymasters at..........
at
335
335
martial ............................ 338
338
boundaries of, may be changed
changed for public
public
existing regulations
regulations to be in force until,
streets, &c.
streets,
&c............
...... 352
&c
338
&c................................
338
rank, pay, &c. of ordnance
ordnance storekeeper
storekeeper
act relating to brevets
the
517
act
brevets in
in the...........
517
and paymaster
paymaster at
423
at ................
brevets may
conferred on officers
officers in the
the
423
brevets
may be conferred
467
pay of clerks at, increased
increased ..........
467
army
army for
for gallant conduct, &c.
the
&c. in the
Ammunition. See
See National
Arms and Ammunition.
National Armory
Armory.
volunteer service,
service, prior, &c...........
&c..,
517
517
sale of, by Woll-pah-pe
Woll-pah-pe Indians to
to hostile
hostile
laws relating
relating to, to
to be published
published officially
officially
Indians forbidden...................
forbidden
684
684
in the Army
Army and Navy Journal.......
Journal
468
468
Army,
Army
Navy Journal,
Army and Navy
Journal,
grade of general in the, revived
223
revived......... 223
laws relating
laws
relating to .the army, navy, the milimiliSee"
See " General
General, &c."
&c."
tia, and the marine
marine corps
corps to be pubof the United
United States,
States, to consist of what
what.. 332
lished officially
officially in the ................
468
468
number of regiments of artillery, cavcavrates
therefor ............... 468
rates of
of pay therefor..
alry, and infantry...............
infantry
332 Army
332
Array Appropriation,
Appropriation,
professors
of cadets
cadets of
professors and corps of
of the
the
deficiency for
deficiency
for the pay of the............
the
32
32
military academy
academy and other forces
forces
for
for the years ending
ending June 30, 1867 and
provided by law..............
law
332
provided
332
1868.................
1868
90, 93, 485,
90,
485, 487
333
military bands .......................
333
recruiting and
and pay of citizen
recruiting
citizen surgeons
surgeons 90,
90, 485
485
enlistments
enlistments to be made for what term...
term
333
333
pay of the army .................... 90,
90, 485
pay
485
general, lieutenant-general,
general,
lieutenant-general, major-genercommutation
subsistence and forcommutation of subsistence
forals, brigadier-generals
333
brigadier-generals ..............
333
age
age ........................
90,
485
90, 485
adjutant-general's
adjutant-general's department
department ....... 333,
333, 334
334
payments
payments in
in lien
485
lieu of clothing......„
clothing .......... 90, 485
inspector-general's department
inspector-general's
334
department ..........
334
subsistence
subsistence in kind ..................
90
90
bureau of military justice............
justice
334
334
quartermaster's
quartermaster's department
department....
....... 90, 91
91
..........
quartermaster's
quartermaster's department
334
department ...........
cavalry and artillery
91
334
cavalry
artillery horses....
horses............. 91
military storekeepers
storekeepers.............. 334
334
officers'
officers' baggage
91
baggage.................. . 91
subsistence department ................ 334
334
transportation,
transportation, public
public transports,
water
91
transports, water..
91
medical department ................... 334
334
obstructions
obstructions in roads,
roads, rivers, and harbors 91
department.
335
pay department...................
335
hire of quarters,
quarters, &c., construction
construction of
of temtemcorps of engineers.
335
corps
engineers ..................
335
porary huts, and repairs of public
public buildbuildengineer soldiers
335
engineer
soldiers ...................
335
ings
ings at established
established posts
91
posts............. 91
ordnance
ordnance department
department ..................
335
335
contingencies of the army
contingencies
..... ..... ..91, 485
army.........9..91,
storekeeper
paymaster at Springstorekeeper and paymaster
Springmedical and hospital
hospital department......91,
485
department......91, 485
field .......................
335
335
national
armory .....................
national armory...
91
91
chief signal officer.............
officer
335,
336
335, 336
magazine
magazine for storing gunpowder........
gunpowder
...
92
92
336
signal duty .............
.......
336
fire-proof buildings
buildings at Schuylkill
Schuylkill arsenal,
arsenal, 92
92
fire-proof
appointments
appointments of adjutant-generals
adjutant-generals and
and
bureau
bureau of refugees,
freedmen, and abanabanrefugees, freedmen,
heads of departments
336
departments............... 336
doned lands
92, 486
486
lands......................92,
commissions not to issue until after
after examiassistant
assistant and sub-assistant
sub-assistant commisnation
nation .............................
336
336
sioners .....................
92,
486
92, 486
appointments to be made from qualificaclerks,
clerks, stationery, and printing.
printing .. 92,
92, 486
tions and services...................
services
336
336
quarters
and fuel ..............
92, 486
486
quarters and
92,
office of nailer
abolished
336
suttler abolished..
............... 336
clothing for distribution............
distribution
92
92
articles how furnished ............. 336
336
commissary stores
commissary
92, 486
stores..............92,
486
army officers may be detailed to act as
medical
medical department
department..
92, 486
............. 92,
486
presidents of colleges ...............
presidents
336
336
transportation ..................
transportation
486
92, 486
schools for enlisted
enlisted men at ports, garrischool superintendents
superintendents ........
92, 486
92,
sons, and permanent
permanent camps ........
336
336
school-houses
school-houses and asylums
92,486
asylums.......92,
486
what to be taught
taught ................
336
336
telegraphing,
telegraphing, and postage
postage ......
92, 486
buildings for school and religions
religions
certain
balances
may
be
certain balances
aid
applied to aid
purposes .......................
336
336
educational
educational institutions actually
actually inpersons in the military, naval, 6drr civil
civil sercorporated
corporated for
for loyal refugees
refugees and
and freedvice of the so-called
so-called confederate States
men
men
.................. .....
.. 486
486
not to be appointed to the army
337
army....... 337
no agent or clerk,
clerk, not heretofore
heretofore authorauthorofficers of colored troops
troops to be deemed
deemed
ized, to receive
receive a
a monthly allowance
of
allowance of
officers of volunteers
337
officers
voluteers ................... 337
over $
$ 200
200.......................
486
486
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Army Appropriation,
(continued.)
advertisements for bids in quartermaster's
quartermaster's'
advertisements
department
department to state what.....
92
what ............
92
supplies for Pacific coast, to be
for supplies
published in newspapers
newspapers of San
San
Francisco
92
Francisco add Portland .....
......... 92
preference
articles of
preference to be given for articles
of
American production
92
American
production..............
92
officers in military or naval service,
service, in
in
time of
of peace
peace not
not to
be
dismissed,
exto be dismissed, except, &c
92
........................
92
superintendent and officers of military
military
academy may be selected
selected and detailed
detailed
92
from any arm of service .............
92
soldiers employed as artificers
soldiers
artificers or
or laborers
laborers
in constant labor of not less than
than ten
ten
pay
93
days in any case to have extra pay....
93
engineer and
departtroops of engineer
and ordnance
ordnance department not to have extra pay
93
ment
pay.......... 93
allowance to officers
officers for travel increased
allowance
increased. 93
93
payments to discharged
discharged soldiers
soldiers for clothcloth485
ing not drawn ..................
485
artificial limbs for soldiers and seamen...
seamen
485
485
army medical museum ................
485
medical works for library of
of surgeonsurgeongeneral's
gen
oral's office .....................
485
485
expenses
commanding general's
ofexpenses of commanding
general's office.
..........................
fice
485
armories and arsenals, repairs and
and imimprovements of ................91,
provements
91, 485, 486
Allegheny ...............
...... 486
Champlain..................... 486
Champlain
486
486
Columbus ......................
486
Fort Monroe
Monroe ...................
486
486
Fort Union
Union.................. ... 486
486
Frankford
486
Frankford .......................
486
Indianapolis
486
Indianapolis................. 486
Kennebec
486
Kennebec........................
486
Leavenworth.................... 486
Leavenworth
486
New York ....................
486
486
Pikesville ...................
486
486
485
Rock Island ..................
485
486
Saint Louis .....................
486
92
Schuylkill ......................
92
Washington.................. 486
Washington
486
Watertown ......................
486
486
Watervliet
92, 486
486
Watervliet ....................
92,
Rock Island...
Island... 485
for erection of a
a bridge at Rock
ownership
bridge to be in
in the United
ownership of bridge
485
States ..........................
485
Rock Island
Island and Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company to have right of way across island
island
and river and free use, if,
485
if, &c .......... 485
to pay half cost of bridge
bridge ..........
485
485
keeping bridge
half expense of keeping
repair ...................
485
in repair
485
for purchase
purchase of Willard Sears estate
estate adjoining Watertown arsenal ...........
486
486
land in South Boston may be sold at pubauction ......................
486
lic auction
486
ordnance service......................
service
486
486
headquarters
general of the army, to have headquarters
Washington....
486, 487
487
at Washington
................. 486,
removed, suspended,
suspended, or asnot to be removed,
signed to duty elsewhere,
except
elsewhere, except
at his own request, without
without the apapproval of the Senate............
Senate
487
all orders and instructions
instructions relating
relating
to military
military operations to issue
issue
through him ...............
486, 487
487
otherwise to be void .......... 487
487
otherwise
penalty for knowingly issuing, transtransmitting, or obeying orders contrary
contrary
487
hereto .......................
487

Army Appropriation,
Army
Appropiation, (continued.)
(continued.)
section
section three of resolution of June
June 16,
16,
making
1866, relating to the mode of making
appointments
academy reappointments to military academy
pealed...
.
487
pealed ...................
... .
487
fire-proof
buildings
in
Jeffersonville,
fire-proof buildings
Jeffersonville, Indiana, as storehouses
storehouses for government
government
property
.................
property
..... 487
whipping
whipping or maiming, as a
apunishment
punishment
for crime, forbidden
forbidden in, &c. until, &c
487
for
&c... 487
militia forces organized
organized or in service
service in
in
the rebel States to be
disbanded, and
and
the
be disbanded,
further organization
organization prohibited.......
prohibited
487
further
487
travelling expenses of
of certain
certain California
California
and Nevada
Nevada volunteers to be paid
487
paid..... 487
amount of payment
payment .............
487
appropriation
487
appropriation ................
487
Army Medical
Army
Medical Museum,
appropriation
for
485
appropriation for....................
485
Army Officers,
Officers,
Army
accounts of those receiving
duty and accounts
receiving
money raised
raised for
for the support
support of freedfreedmen and
and refugees
refugees ...................
65
65
lighthouse duty
312
on lighthouse
duty ..................
312
may be detailed
presidents, sudetailed to act as presidents,
superintendents, or professors
perintendents,
professors of colleges
colleges
universities...................... 336
or universities
number and how apportioned
number
apportioned...... 336
when and how
retired
337
how may be
be retired..........
337
temporary
pay of certain....
certain
422
temporary increase of pay
422
pay of those
those below the rank of major-genmajor-general to be.
increased one third
third for
for two
two
be- increased
years ..............................
422
of field and mounted
mounted officers.......
officers
422
422
general
general officers may
may receive an
an additional
additional
ration for every five years'
years' service.....
service
423
423
in computing
computing the service of,
to fix relative
of,to
rank, &c.
the time of all actual
actual service
service
&c. the
is to be taken into account..........
account
434
434
emoluments of commissioned
emoluments
commissioned officers
officers not
not
increased by
by acts of June
1864, and
and
increased
June 20, 1864,
March 3,
3, 1865 ......................
435
Army
Army Register,
Register,
volunteer rank
officers, to
to be
be
rank of regular
regular officers,
entered on
337
entered
on......................
337
to command,
command, pay, &e.
&c 337
not to entitle to
337
Army
Army Regulations,
legulations,
for the army and militia in actual service,
service,
and for the
the governments
governments of courts martial,
martial,
code of, to be prepared
prepared and reported
reported to
Congress .....
338
Congress
..................... 338
338
existing to be in force until, &c
&c.......
338
Armes, Josiah 0.,
0.,
payment to, for property
property destroyed
destroyed ..... 617
617
payment
Arrangement.
Arrangement. See
See Bankruptcy.
superseding proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy
bankruptcy
superseding
by ............................
538, 539
Arrapahoes,
Arrapahoes, Apaches, and Cheyennes,
treaty with, of October
October 17, 1865
713
treaty
1865........ 713
See Apaches.
Arrapahoes. See
Arrapahoes.
See Cheyennes and
and Arrapahoes.
Arrapahoes.
treaty with of October
October 14, 1865 ..... 703,
703, 711.
711
Arrears
Arrears,for
for Services,
as Indian volunteers
volunteers among
among the Cheroapplied
805, 806
806
kees, how to be applied...........805,
Arrears
of Pay
Pensions,
Arrears of
Pay and Pensions,
to heirs,
heirs, &c.
&c. of certain
certain officers actually
upon duty,
duty, but not mustered
mustered
entering upon
in,
within,
gLe
368
in, within, &c ...................
368
Arrest,
Arrest,
bankrupt not liable
liable to, during proceedings
bankrupt
bankruptcy in any
unin bankruptcy
any civil action,
action, unless, &c
&c .........................
less,
529
Bankruptc,y.
See Bankruptcy.
O
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Arrest,
Arrest, (continued.)
(continued.)
Assessors
Assessors, (continued.)
(continued.)
Aesessors and Assistant
Assistant Assessors,
discharge of debtor from, under process
process
take views,
and make
make
may enter premises,
premises, take
views, and
from courts of the United States......
States
543
543
up lists ..........................
102
up
102
Imprisonment for Debt.
See Imprisonmentfor
additions to
to taxes for false lists
102, 147
147
lists ...... 102,
Arrests during
during the Rebellion,
for neglect
to render
render lists
lists ..........
102
neglect to
102
under order from the proper superior
superior
of, as to notifying where lists may
duties of,
may
officer, provisions
provisions concerning .........
46
46
be examined,
examined, and as to appeals ...
...102,
102, 103
orders, how proved
proved.....................
46
when
46
may make re-assessments
re-assessments ........ 103
when may
103
removals
removals of suits from State to United
when to make lists ................. 103,
103, 147
147
States courts ......................
46
46
lists to contain what ..................
103
103
Arsenal
Arsenal
when to be sent
sent to collector........
collector
104
when
104
at Rock Island, resolution to enable
enable the
special lists when
may
be
made
104
when may be made ........ 104
Secretary
Secretary of War to carry out an
an agreepay
pay and commissions
commissions of, clerk hire, and
and
ment in relation to water power at the 573
573
rent of office, &c.................
&c
104, 105
104,
105
Arsenals. See Army Appropriations.
Arsenals.
Appropriations.
additional
additional compensation
compensation to, in certain
certain
appropriations for repairs, improvements,
appropriations
improvements,
districts ........................
105
105
&c. at ................
..... 91,
485, 486
91, 92,
92, 485,
not to exceed five thousand
thousand dollars
dollars aa
land for enlargement of Watervleit
92
Watervleit .....
92
year ..........................
105
105
fire-proof buildings at Schuylkill........
Schuylkill
92
92
commissions of,
of, in
in districts whence and
and
appropriation
appropriation for repairs of at Hudson
Hudson
to which
which cotton
cotton and
and distilled
distilled spirits
spirits are
are
city, N. JJ..........................
310
310
shipped .......................
106
106
Arsenal,
States,
Arsenal, United States,
accounts
of, after
accounts of,
after June 30,
30, 1864, to be adadappropriation, to help the sufferers
appropriation,
sufferers by the
the
justed to fiscal
fiscal year ....
...........
106
...............
106
explosion
explosion of, at Washington,
C
Washington, D. C....
351
apportionment
apportionment of,
of, in cases of
of death,
new
death, new
by whom to
351
to be distributed
distributed ..........
351
appointments,
106
appointments, &c.
&c...................
106
Articles
no salaries to be
be paid,
paid, until commissioner
commissioner
free of duty in Japan ................
. 655
655
certifies
certifies that all reports, &c. have been
been
Articles and
Articles
Products
and Products
made .........................
106
106
exempt from taxation,
lists of.
150, 475
taxation, lists
of.. .147
147 -— 150,
475
may, after notice, decree
decree aa forfeiture
forfeiture of
of
Artificial
Artificial Limbs,
Limbs,
property of pedlers for not
property
exhibiting
not exhibiting
disabled soldiers to whom the government
government
receipt
114
receipt ........................
114
furnishes, to have transportation
and
transportation to and
duties of, as to persons doing aabusiness
business
from the place where they
they are obtained
obtained 342
342
specially
specially taxed
taxed ....................
113
113
for soldiers and seamen
485
seamen ...............
485
as to persons,
persons, &c. manufacturing
manufacturing toArtillery,
Artillery,
bacco,
bacco, spuff,
snuff, or cigars ....... 124-127
124- 127
number of regiments
regiments of in the army, and
in estimating
estimating amount
amount of circulation,
circulation,
how organized......................
organized
332
332
deposits, and capital of banks,
deposits,
banks, &c.
&c
Artillery Horses,
Horses,
when no returns are
are made
made ....... 137
137
appropriation
appropriation for purchase of
.
.
91
of.......... 91
as to assessment
diviassessment of taxes
taxes on
on divi"Art
"
Art Union," the Ship,
dends in railroad, &c. companies
companies
"George M.
name of changed to "George
M. BarBarin default
default of returns .............
........
139
139
nard" .........................
nard"
351
351
as to taxes
taxes of successions
successions to real
real
Asbury Chapel,
Chapel,
estate ........................
141
141
lot of land may be sold for benefit of conas to
to monthly
monthly lists made
made by persons,
gregation
gregation worshipping at,
at, in
in Washing&c. liable to tax
150
&c.
tax ...............
150
ton, D. C.
246
C..........................
246
as to distillers and rectifiers of
of disdisAssassins
Assassins
tilled spirits .............153,
154,
157
153,
154,
157
of President Lincoln and William
William H.
H.
as to brewers,
brewers, or producers
producers of
of ale,
ale,
Seward,
Seward, payment and division of rerebeer, lager
lager beer, porter, or other
other
wards offered
offered for the capture
capture of the 341,342
341, 342
fermented
fermented liquors
liquors ..........
.163,
166
163, 166
Assayers,
not to
to be or become
become interested
interested in the prodefinition of,
special tax
of, and special
tax on
on......... 121
121
duction
duction of spirits or
or fermented
fermented liquors
liquors 168
168
Assay Office, New York,
York,
to make statements
statements under
under oath,
to
oath, as to
appropriations for the .................
appropriations
202
202
fees, &c.........................
&c
163
163
Assessors,
penalty
upon, for accepting,
penalty upon,
accepting, &c.
&c. any
any
of internal revenue,
revenue, appropriation
appropriation for
for
money, &c.
&. for compromising, &c. any
any
salaries and expenses of .............
445
445
charge for violating the law relating
relating to
to
not entitled to any part of salary,
salary, unless
unless
internal taxes
taxes ......................
483
483
confirmed by Senate, except, &c......
&c.
445
445i Assignees.
Bankruptcy.
Assignees. See Bankruptcy.
Assessors and
and Assistant
Assistant Assessors,
Assessors
Assessors,
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, provision as to choice
choice of,
of,
of internal revenue, appropriation
appropriation for sal&c. in voluntary proceedings
proceedings ........
522
522
205
aries, &c. of .......................
205
involuntary proceedings
in involuntary
proceedings. ........ 537
537
duty of, as to the inspection,
inspection, marking, and
and
all elections
elections or appointments
appointments of, to
be subsubto be
levying tax upon cotton ....... 98,
99, 100
100
98, 99,
ject to approval
approval of
of judge
judge ............
522
522
when to notify persons to render
render annual
annual
notice of appointment of,
to
be
given
and
of,
and
lists of taxable property
property ............
101
101
how .........................
524
524
proceedings
of, when persons neglect
proceedings of,
neglect to
to
evidence
evidence of authority and title
title of ...523,
524
. .523, 524
render lists, or render false lists ...101,
. . 101, 102
102
may be required to give
give bond ..........
522
522
may summon
summon persons to appear, produce
produce
their powers and duties ............
522-540
522- 540
books, &e.....................
&c
101
101
suits by and
snits
and against...........518,
against
518, 523,
523, 524
524
may summon
summon witnesses
witnesses ............... 101,
101, 102
102
removal
removal and resignation of, and filling of
of
summons how served
served ............
102
102
vacancies
vacancies ......................
525
525
certificate
certificate of service
service to be evidence..
evidence
102
102
certain
certain persons not eligible
eligible as..........
as
525
525
summons........ 102
penalty for disobeying summons
102
may be punished for contempt
525

for contempt ......... 525

INDEX.
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831
881

Assignees, (continued.)
(continued.)
Collector, (continued.)
(continued.)
Assistant Collector,
not to be obliged
obliged to proceed if they
they have
salary of ....
salary
417
.......................
417
not funds to defray
defray expenses.........
expenses
531
531
may enroll and
and license
license certain
certain vessels enpenalty upon, for receiving money,
money, fte,
&c. exgaged in the coasting,
coasting trade
trade and
and fishallowed by the act ...........
cept as allowed
539
539
eries...............
eries
417
.............. . 417
accounts to which creditors
to keep accounts
creditors shall
shall
such licenses,
licenses, &c.
&c. to be
be valid.......
valid
417
417
have access
access .............
..........
524
Assistant Commissaries-General
52 ,4 Assistant
of Subsistence,
Subsistence,
Commissaries-Generalof
in cases
cases of copartners
copartners ........
534,535
534,
535
number, rank,
rank, pay,
334
pay, &e.
&c. of.
of............. 334
allowance to,
services .............
allowance
to, for services
531 Assistant
Commissioners
Assistant Commissioners,
commissions of ....................
commissions
of bureau
531
bureau for
for relief of freedmen,
freedmen, &c.
&c. two
two
the
penalty against, for offence
offences under
under the
additional authorized
authorized ...............
174
174
bankruptcy act
act ................
banruptcy
539
their
bonds, duties,
539
their bonds,
duties, and
and salaries
174
salaries... 174
"assignee" to
to include
include ""assigassigthe word "assignee"
who
who to have
have preference
preference in the apnees"
nees" ............
............
540
pointments of.................
of
174
pointments
174
Assignment, rc.
for South Carolina
Carolina and
Georgia to
to
and Georgia
of pension or any interest therein,
therein, void..
void
57
57
examine claims under General
General
Assignments. See
See Bankruptcy.
Sherman's
Sherman's special
special field order. 175
175
in bankruptcy, provisions
provisions concerning
concerning... 522 Assistant Examiners,
in involuntary
involuntary proceedings
proceedings ........
537
pay
537
pay of those employed
employed as, in
the patentin
the
patentwhat to pass by, and to relate
relate back to
to
office...............
office
66
.........
66
what time .........................
.522
522 Assistant InspectorsInspectors-General,
General,
what exempt from ................
522
522,,523
their number, pay,
pay, &c
&e...............
. ..
334
334
exemption to operate as a
a limitation 523 Assistant Inspectors
Distilleries,
Inspectors of
of Distilleries,
to vest what in assignees
assignees .............
523
appointment and duties of
523
appointment
156
of ...........
156
to be recorded and where ..............
524
524 Assistant
Assistant Judge-AdvocateJudge-Advocate-General,
General,
what to be evidence of ................
524
524
rank, pay, and cmoluments,
emoluments, &c.
&c. of .....
334
334
Assinaboines,
Assinaboines,
Assistant Librarians
Assistant
Librarians of
of Congress,
Congress,
appropriations for
appropriations
for the
the ................. 493
appointment of two
appointment
two additional,
additional, authorized
authorized 13
13
Assistant
Assistant Adjutants-General,
Adijtants-General,
Purveyors,
Assistant Medical
Medical Purveyors,
&e..............
333
their number, pay, &c
333,,334
number, rank, pay, &e.
335
&c. of
of............. 335
Appraisers,
Assistant Appraisers,
to give bonds
bonds .......................
335
335
of imported merchandise,
appointed in
in
merchandise, ten
ten appointed
Paymasters-General,
Assistant PaymastersGeneral,
New York ........................
302
number, rank,
rank, pay,
pay, &c.
&e. of.............
of
335
335
qualifications, oath, duties ........ 302
302,,303
303 Assistant
in time
Assistant Paymasters
Paymastersin
the Navy,
Nany,
compensation,
compensation, and to be paid monthly
monthly .. 303
303
number of, on active list..............
list
43
43
to act under direction
direction of appraiser......
appraiser
302
appointment of...........
302
mode of appointment
of •
43, 70
70
43,
their report, approved by appraiser, to
be
to be
provisions
provisions as to examinations
43, 70
examinations ......
43,
70
deemed the appraisement
appraisement required
required by
by
Postmasters-General,
Assistant PostmastersGeneral,
law .........................
302
additional
additional pay of ....................
324
34
one to act as special
special examiner
examiner of
of drugs,
drugs, in
appropriations for the
201, 451
451
appropriations
the............. 201,
prescnt special examiner. .302,
place of present
.302, 303 Assistant Professor
Professor of
of Spanish,
Spanish,
one to examine
examine damaged
damaged merchandise...
merchandise... 303
303
at West Point, pay, &c.
&c. of.............
of
416
416
not to be engaged
engaged in mercantile
mercantile business 303 Assistant
Quartermasters,
Assistant Quartermlasters,
may be required to work more than
than usual
usual
number, rank, pay, &c. of...........
of
334
334
business hours
hours ..................
business
.. 304
provision
vacancies, &c.........
&c
334
provision as to vacancies,
334
of, established
salaries of,
established at $
$2,500, at
at
Assistant QuartermastersAssistant
Quartermasters- General,
General,
Baltimore ...............
Baltimore
....... 466
number,
number, rank, pay, &c. of
of.............. 334
334
Boston .......................
. 466 Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of State,
State,
New Orleans ....................
466
appropriations
appropriations for the ............
194, 444
444
194,
Philadclphia......................
Philadelphia
466
466 Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of the Treasury,
Treasury,
Portland .......................
466
Secretary
466
Secretary may authorize
authorize one
one of
of the,
the, to
to
Francisco ...................
San Francisco
466
466
sign in his stead warrants
the paypaywarrants for the
Assistant
Assistant Assessor,
ment
ment of money,
money, &c.
439,
440
&c.............
439,
440
may be designated to make assessments
assessments
authority
authority how given
given ..............
439
439
upon specified objects of taxation
taxation ....
472
472
appropriations for
for the.................
the
444
appropriations
444
other assistant assessors to report to .... 472 Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of interior,
Interior,
may act anywhere
anywhere in county, if
of
if parts of
additional
compensation
to
324
additional compensation to ............
324
district are embraced
therein ....
embraced therein
.... 472,
472, 473
473
appropriations for
for the
197, 447
447
appropriations
the .............
197,
assessments to be returned where the
the taxes
Assistant Secreteuy
Assistant
Secretary of the
the Navy,
Navy,
are payable ........................
473
appointment
473
appointment of an additional,
additional, for
for six
six
appropriation fbr
appropriation
for salaries and
and expenses
expenses
months, authorized
authorized ................
54
54
of .............................
. 445
appropriations for the ............ 200, 450
445
appropriations
450
pay of, to be five dollars a
and
a day on and
Assistant
of War,
War,
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
after March, 1867 .............
473
act authorizing
473
authorizing an,
an, repealed
repealed ...........
423
423
allowance to, for office rent discontinued
discontinued 473
appropriations
449
appropriations for the ............ 199,
199, 449
Assistant
Assistant Assessors,
Assistant
of the
the Treasury,
Assistant Solicitor
Solicitor of
Treasury,
of internal revenue, Secretary
TreasSecretary of Treasoffice of, established
office
established ..................
207
207
yyappoint .................
ury may
2
2
duties, salary, &c.
Stc. of
207
of .................. 207
Assessors and
See Assessors
Assessors
and Assistant
Assistant Assessors.
Assistant
Surgeon-General,
Assistant Surgeon-General,
Assistant
Attornqi-General,
Assistant Attorney-General,
rank, pay, &c.
&e. of, ........................
334
334
appropriations
appropriations for the ...............
455 Assistant
455
Assistant Surgeons,
Surgeons,
Assistant Colletor,
the army,
army, number,
number, rank,
rank, pay,
of
335
in the
pay, &e.
&e. of..
335
at Camden,
Camden, New Jersey, to receive
receive invacancies in grade of, to be filled fiom
vacancies
Wein asstructions from collector in Philadelphia
Philadelphia 417
417
sistant
sistant surgeons
surgeons of volunteers
volunteers ........ 33
335

Collector,

832
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Assistant Surgeons,
Surgeons, (continued.)
(continued.)
promotion of these in the volunteer
volunteer serpromotion
vice ............................
423
Assistant Treasurer,
Treasurer,
at Philadelphia,
clerical force
Philadelphia, increase
increase of clerical
office of the ................
24
in the office
at Boston, may appoint
appoint certain&c
certainr clerks, &c.
.... 202
in lieu of former ones ..............
Assistant
Assistant Treasurers
Treasurersof the United States,
States,
to report annually
annually the condition of the
the acremaining
counts of disbursing officers remaining
unchanged
years
42
unchanged for three
three years...........
42
salaries of, established
established at
at
Boston .........................
26
New York .........................
26
Louis
26
St. Louis........................
appropriations for, at the several
several places
202,
places.. 202,
appropriations
203, 452, 453
messengers, and watchmen
watchmen
for clerks, messengers,
in the offices of the
452, 453
453
the...........
Assuming
such,
officer, and
and acting
acting as such,
to be
be aarevenue
revenue officer,
hoiv.punished ...................
484
how/punished
484
Asylum.
National Asylum,
Asyluin, t-c.
6-c. Naval
Asylum. See
Sec National
Asylum.
Asylum.
Asylum,
Asylum, Naral,
Naral,
appropriations
37, 490
490
appropriations for ...............
Asylum
Asylum for the Insane,
Insane,
in
Columbia, who may be
be
in the District of Columbia,
admitted to government
government ............
93, 94
admitted
93,94
Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
act of incorporation of ..........
292
292-—299
location of road and telegraph line......
line
293
branch easterly to near Van Buren,
Buren, Arkansas
kansas.........................
293
powers, &e.
stock....
293
powers,
&c. and capital stock
...........
board of commissioners,
quorum
board
commissioners, quorum........
293
first
first meeting, notice ...............
293
organization
organization and officers
officers........... 293
treasurer
293
treasurer to give bonds ............
secretary
293
secrctary to be sworn ............
293
to open books for subscription
subscription of stock
stock 294
who may subscribe
subscribe to stock ........ 297
payments therefor, when to be made
made 298
subscribers to stock.....
stock
294
first meeting of subscribers
directors ..................
....... 294
to elect officers of company, make
by-laws, &c
&c. ....................
298
by-laws,
corporation .........
annual meetings of corporation
294
right of way through public lands
lands granted to ............................
294
294
extent of grant .................
294
to be exempt from taxation
taxation ....... 294
extinguished
Indian titles to be extinguished.....
294
public lands granted to, in aid of construeconstructelegraph line
tion of railroad and telegraph
line.... 294
and
extent and conditions of grant and
selection
294, 295, 296
selection of lands
lands........294,295,296
"mineral" not to include
include
the word "mineral"
"iron or coal"
coal"
"iron
..................
295
railroad,
constructed
railroad, how to be constructed.........
295
gauge, rail, &c.
&c .................... 295
telegraph line, how to
to be
be constructed
constructed.... 295
295
service
rates for service..................
295
other railroads
railroads may form running
running connections with it..................
it
295
295
lands on both sides of line
be
line of route
route to
to be
surveyed ......................
.. 296
296
sections on both sides not
odd sections
not subsubpre-emption, or sale
ject to entry, pre-emption,
sale 296
296
pre-emption
pre-emption and homestead acts extended
to
296
tended
.....................
296
may take any land necessary
necessary for makroad
... 296
ing road........................
296

Atlantic
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, (con(conAtlantic and
and Pacific
tinued.)
tinned.)
proceedings in
taking land
road ..296,
land for road..
296, 297
proceedings
in taking
be a
apost-route
post-route and military
military road.....
road
297
to be
transportation to be such as
as
charges for
for transportation
Congress
Congress directs
directs .................
297
,creptance of conditions
acceptance
conditions of act,
act, to be
be in
in
writing
and
within
two
years
297
writing and within two years ........ 297
annual report,
rates of
of fare,
&c298
297, 298
annual
report, rates
fare, &c......
297,
may accept
accept and
aad hold
hold any
any grant,
grant, aid,
aid, loan,
loan,
may
298
&c............................
grant from
any Indian
Indian tribe
be
grant
from any
tribe to
to be
subject
approval of the
subject to the approval
the President of the United States ......
299
Southern Pacific
Railroad may connect
connect
Southern
Pacific Railroad
with 299
...........................
299
point of connection,
connection, gauge, and rates
point
of fare
fare ......................
299
to have similar
grants of land in aid of 299
299
similar grants
Atlantic and
Pacific
Telegraph,
and Pacific Telegraph,
appropriations
22
appropriations for ....................
22
Atlantic Cable,
expenses
despatches over............
over
415
expenses of despatches
415
appropriation
despatches by the, for
for
appropriation for despatches
the Department
Department of
of State ............. 470
4-70
Atlantic
Atlantic Coast. See Public
Public Works.
appropriation
appropriation for survey, &c. of public
works on .......
418
works
...........
418
Attachment,
writs of,
Court of the
of, from the Supreme Court
Columbia, provisions
provisions conDistrict of Columbia,
cerning
cerning...........................
54
affidavit of plaintiff
to issue upon affidavit
plaintiff....... 54
54
affidavit to state
54
affidavit
state what ................
54
may
maybe
be traversed
traversed................. 54
may be quashed.................
quashed
when may
54
money due
due or to
to become
pensioner
money
become due any pensioner
not
liable to........................
to
57
notliable
57
certain property
property of householders,
householders, &c. excertain
empt from, in the
the District of ColumColumbia ............................
389, 390
390
bin
389,
exception
390
exception........................
390
Attachments,
under State process, to continue in full
force upon
upon and after removal
removal of suit
force
suit
from State court to circuit court...
court ...385,
559
from
385,559
on property of bankrupt dissolved
on
dissolved by asassignment
signment in bankruptcy ............
522
See
See Bankruptcy.
Attorney-General,
Attorney-General,
appropriations for the office of the.
appropriations
the,20,
20, 205, 455
455
employ aa law clerk ................
may employ
207
additional pay to three clerks in office, for
for
additional
services
under amnesty
amnesty proclamation..
services under
proclamation
205
to decide whether
whether certain
certain claims for construction of Baltimore
Baltimore court-house,
court-house, and
and
struction
repairs
warehouses and wharves
at
repairs of warehouses
wharves at
Island arc
are just and proper
Staten Island
proper..... 26
to determine the validity of title to lands
urchased for sites
sea-coast depurchased
sites of sea-coast
fnces...........................
62
fences
tenure and term of office
office of ............
430
appropriation
appropriation for legal
legal assistance
assistance to ..448,
.448, 449
to approve
approve of title to lands to be purchased as sites for
for permanent
permanent and temporary
porary sea-coast
sea-coast defences
deffinces ...........
488
to approve
approve title to lands
lands in Wallabout
Wallabout Bay 492
492
to inquire into the condition of all the
funds held by the United States in trust
trust
for
for the Indian tribes ...............
49'7
497
to ascertain
ascertain what remedy
remedy exists for the
the
security of the United
security
United States
States in respect
respect
to the nonpaying
nonpaying stocks so held,
held, and
and
the value
alue thereof...
thereof
............ 497
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Ge» eral, tcontlnuea.)
(continued.)
Attorney-lteneral,
to ascertain what proceedings
proceedings should
be taken for the security of the
the
United States in respect
United
respect to the same
to report to Congress
Congress in December,
December
1867 ......
...............
to decide who are the persons entitled
entitled to
appropriations
appropriations to the Miamics,
Miamies, made
made
under treaty ....................
title to lower part of City Hall Park
l'ark in
in
New York to be approved
approved by, before
before
purchase
purchase .......................
Attorneys,
to take testimony in court of claims.....
claims

INDEX.
INDX.83
Baltimore and
497
49
497
49
515
51,
564
56,

194
19
Auctioneers,
Auctioneers,
definition of,
of, and special
special tax
tax on
.
119
on......... 11I
certain persons
persons making certain
certain auction
auction
sales not to pay aa tax
tax............... 119
Auction Sales,
Sales,
provision as to taxes on....
on .........
provision
..... 119,
119, 133,134
133, 134
Auditors of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriations for the offices of the.
the. .1
.195,
95,196
444 -44(
—446
Auditor of Treastry
for Post-Office Department,
Treasury for
Department,
transfer of clerks from
from class
three
to
class
class three to class
four in office
office of the
394
............... 394
appropriation
increased expense.
appropriation for increased
expense 394
394
appropriation for the office of the...195,196,
the... 195, 196
445, 446
445,446
Auditor, Sixth,
appropriation for office of the ........ 195,373
appropriation
195,373
"Augusta," The Gunboat,
"Augusta,"
Gunboat,
officers of the, may accept presents
presents fiom
from
the Emperor
Emperor of Russia
646
Russia.............. 64
presents may be admitted
presents
admitted free of
of
duty .....................
646
646
Avenues,
appropriation
appropriation for care, repairs, and lightlight.
ng. .........................
ing
462,464
.462,
464

B.
B.
Babbitt, _Almon
Babbitt,
Ahnon W.„,
W,

administrators and securities
administrators
released
securities of,
of, released
from liability for
advanced to
to.. .581
from
ffir money advanced
581
Back Pay,
Pay,
of colored soldiers and sailors when
when to
to be
be
paid to widows and children.........
children
58
58
Balamtas.
flu/tames. The
act to encourage
encourage telegraphic
communitelegraphic communication with .....................
cation
44
44
Bail,
Bail,
under State process
process to continue
continuo in full
full
force upon and after removal
removal of suit
snit
from State court to circuit court.
court. .385,
.385, 559
559
exorbitant,
exorbitant, not to be required in the
the District of Columbia ..................
402
402

Bailiffs,
of the courts in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
pay of
of. ...................
408
... 408
Bakeman,,
Bakeman, Daniel
Daniel Frederick,
Frederick,
Bpension
ension to ...
621
......... .........
621
Baldwin,
Balwin, Robert,
obert,
patents for lands in Missouri,
Missouri, to issue to,
to,
upon surrender, &e
606
&c ................. 606

Baltimore,
Baltimore,
pay of appraisers,
appraisers, general
general and local, deputy collectors,
officers and surcollectors, nIlval
naval officers
veyors, and custom-house
custom-house weighers, at,
established ......
established
................
308
Baltimore
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company,
may extend its railroad into the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia ....................
250
250
VOL.
05
VuI,. XIV.
XIV.
53

833
833

Railroad Company, (con(conOhio Railroad
tinued.)
tinued.)
termini
termini of
of road
road to be agreed
agreed upon
the
upon with the
cities of Washington
Washinlgton and Georgetown.
Georgetown 250
250
powers and privileges
privileges of
of the corporation
corporation 250
250
act of Congress
relating
Congress relating to lateral roads
roads
to apply
apply to this .
250
...
............
250
extension
commenced in one year
extension to be commenced
year
and comnpletcd
completed in two .............
250
250
Baltimore and
and Potomac
Potomac R.
Baltimore
It. R.
Ki. Co.
lateral railroad
may extend lateral
railroad into the Dis- .
trict of Columbia
387
Columbia................... 387
powers, privileges,
privileges, and restrictions......
restrictions
387
387
rights and
and immulnities
immunities ................
387
387
one lateral
lateral road only
only to be constructel.
constructed . 387
387
before locating
before
locating road
road upon,
upon, or using
using matematerials from,
from, lands
lands of another,
another, assent of
of
owner
owner to be obtained
obtained ...............
387
387
proceedings,
proceedings, where
where owner
owner is absent or
or ununder disability
disability ........
387, 388
388
........
387,
or where
where terms
terms cannot
be agreed
cannot be
agreed
upon .....
388
................. 388
wnrrant,
warrant, jury, notice
388
notice..............• 388
estimating
estimating and
and valuing
yaluing of damages..
damages
388
388
crossing, &c.
in crossing,
&c. streets or ways, railroad
to be so constructed as not to impede
impede
&c.thereon
travel, &c.
thereon ................
388
388
wagon ways
ways across
wagon
across railrod
railroad ...........
388
388
lots, &c.
&c. owned
owned by the United
United States
States in
Washington not to be entered
Washington
entered upon or
or
used .
......................
388
388
Washington and pass
road to enter Washington
pass wherc,
where,
&
c ................................
&e
388
388
level nnd
and grade of................
388
388
rates for tolls and transportation
transportation of
of
freight... . ....... ........... .388,
freight
388, 389
389
of passenger
passenger fares.s..............
fares
389
.. 389
road
road to be comlllnced
commenced in two years
and
years and
completed in
in four
389
four...............
389
may make
make special
special contract
for carrying
carrying
contract lbr
the mail, and
and transporting
or
transporting persons
persons or
property
property for
for tie
the United States
...... 389
389
Congress may grant to other
Congress
other corporations
corporations
privileges
privileges like
like those granted
hereby
389
granted herecby...
389
may authorize
authorize additional
additional railrodls
railroads or
or
roads.........................
389
may prescribe
prescribe rules as
of
as to speed
speed of
cars,
&c.
ears,
and the security
security of persons and property
property ............. 38
389
no privilege
privilege granted hereby
hereby beyond
the
beyond tle
District
Cohllumbia ................
District of Columbia
389
389
act may be repealed,
net
repealed, altered,
altered, &c.........
&c
389
389
Banking
Capital,
Banking Capital,
tax
tax on, beyond
beyond the
the average
average amount ininvested ii
in United States bonds
136
bonlds........ 136
how
how assessed upon
upon banks with branchcs
es ..........
136
.........
136
Bankruptcy,
Bankruptcy,
act to establish uniform
system of,
of, throughthroughuniform system
out the United
United States
517
States............... 517
the filing
filing of the petition
petition to be
deemed an
an
be deemed
act
act of
of ............................
521
521
district courts made courts
courts of
bankruptcy 517
of bankruptcy
517
jurisdiction of ...............
jurisdiction
517, 518
518
517,
to be always
always open
for business
business under
under
open fbr
this act.
act ......................
517
517
authority
judge and
authority of judge
and court in
in term
term
time
time or vacation
517, 518
518
vacation ...........
517,
may compel obedience
obedience to decrees,
decrees, as
as
circuit courts do
do in suits in equity 518
518
may sit in any place
place in the district..
district.. 518
518
circuit courts to have
superintendhave general
general superintendence and jurisdiction of
of cases
cases under
under
this act .....
518
..................
518
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Bankruptcy, (continued.)
act therein
parties and witnesses
witnesses summoned
summoned before
before
circuit court may act
therein as
as aa
court of equity
equity ................
518
registers
attend in
in pursuance
of sunsumregisters to attend
518
pursuance of
court or any judge
judge may
act
in
term
mons
..............................
520
may act in term
520
time or vacation..............
vacation
518
to be entitled to protection.........
protection
520
518
520
to be liable
liable to
of contempt..
contempt
520
to have concurrent
concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction with
to process
process of
with
520
district courts in suits by or against
against
wilful, &c. false
false swearing
swearing before
register to
to
wilful,
before register
assignees in bankruptcy.........
bankruptcy
518
and punishable
punishable as
as such
assignees
518
be perjury, and
such.... 520
520
brought within
two
persons
examined before
register, refusrefussuits to be brought
within two
persons examined
before register,
years ......................
518
ing or declining
obey
518
declining to answer,
answer, or to obey
rights barred not hereby
hereby revived
revived 518
518
his orders, to be referred
520
referrcd to judge ..... 520
jurisdiction in bankruptcy
order of judge in
case
520
jurisdiction
bankruptcy in the District
District
order
in such case........
520
of Colmbia,
Columbia, and
and in
in the
the Territories
Territories.
provisions
concerning
541
provisiols concerning ...............
APPEALS AND
APPEALS
AND PRACTICE.
PRACTICE.
541
in districts not within any
any organized
organized circircuit, the district judge to
appeals from district
courts
to circuit
to exercise
exercise the
the
appeals
district courts to
circuit
circuit court ..........
541
power, &c. of aacircuit
from circuit
41
courts, and writs of error
error fromr
circuit
courts to district courts, provisions
provisions conADMINISTRATION OF TIIE
TILE LAW
IN COURTS
COURTS OF
ADMINISTRATION
LAW IN
OF
cerning ........................
cerning
520, 521
521
520,
B
AN KR UPTC Y.
BANKRUPTCY.
appeals,
appeals, within
within what time to be taken....
taken.... 520
520
when to be entered
entered ................
520
520
registers, one or more,
appointed for
for
registers,
may
waived ..................
520
may be waived
more, to be appointed
520
each congressional
congressional district...........
district
518
not to be allowed
allowed without
without bond,
520
518
bond, &c
&c. 520
mode of appointment,
appointment, and who eligiwrits of error
error not to be granted,
granted, unless,
ble ............................
518
518
&c
520
&c.......................... ...... 520
bond and conditions thereof........
thereof
518
518
no appeal
appeal or writ of error to the
tile Supreme
Sapreme
oath to be taken and subscribed.....
subscribed..... 518
518
Court
of
the
United
States,
unless,
&e.
321
Court of the United States, unlcss, &c. 521
their powers
powers and
duties
519
and duties............
justices of Supreme Court to frame
frame general
general
519
to keep docket and send copy
orders to regulate
regulate practice and
and procedorders
copy to
to clerk
clerk
procedof district court ...............
519
ure in bankruptcy
321
519
ure
bankruptcy.................. 521
make entry
such clerk to make
entry in his
his
duties of officers
officers of courts
relating to duties
courts 521
docket .....................
docket
519
519
fees,
charges ........ 521
fees, costs, and charges
duties with other
other
may interchange duties
appeals ......................
appeals
521
registers
519
registers .......................
519
records
521
records ............
.......
521
to state issues of fact
general orders
orders may be
be rescinded
rescinded and
fact for
fir the court,
and
raised and conwhere issues are raised
new ones made .................
new
521
tested .....................
519
519
reported to Congress
to be reported
Congress from
from
for contempt ...... 519
519
may not commit fbr
time
to
time
521
time to time ...............
521
adjudications 519
519
may not hear disputed adjidications
allowance, &c.
&e. of
or question of
of allowance,
of
VOLUNTARY
BANKRUPTCY. --- COMMENCEMENT
COMMENCEMENT
VOLUNTARY BANKRUPTCY.
an order of discharge
519
discharge ....... 519
OF PROCEEDINGS.
PROCEEDING&
OF
not to be of counsel in any suit, &c......
&c.
519
519
&c...............
519
nor assignee, &c
519
who may apply for benefit
benefit of the act
nct.... 521
521
fees of, how established,
established, and
whom
and by whom
petition and in what
what district
district ...........
521
521
plid..................
to be paid
519, 540
519,
to state
state what .....................
521
521
_ _ Ill;
-.1 {llf'(
- .1-1..
i...
I_
.1~.
--. -ALI I' F- to
._
I)V district judge
l,
1-err directed
may be
by
I-llV
schedule
to be
be ananschedule of debts and
and creditors to
attend at any place in district
district to
to
nexed to petition ...................
521
nexed
521
hear voluntary
voluntary applications,
applications, &c...
&c... 519
519
how
how to be verified
verified and to contain
contain
travelling and incidental
travelling
incidental exexwhat ..........................
521
521
penses thereof, and
and of attendinventory
property to be
annexed
521
inventory of property
be annexed....
521
ing officers,
paid.. 519
officers, bow
how to be paid..
how
how to be verified
verified and what to conwhile so acting to have powers of distain................
......... 521
trict court, except, &c
&c.....
....... 519
............
519
the filing
the
filing of such petition
petition to be an act of
of
removal of from office,
office, filling
filling vacanvacanbankruptcy
bankruptcy........................
521
521
cies, &c
519
&c.......................
519
petitioner to be adjudged
petitioner
adjudged bankrupt......
bankrupt
521
depositions
depositions taken before registers
registers and
and
oath on filing
filing the petition and before
before proproother acts done by them to be reduced
reduced
ceedings
taken..................... 521
ceedings taken
521
anti signed ...............
519
to writing and
519
warrant,
warrant, how
how to issue,
issue, and
and to whom dito be filed in clerk's
clerk's office
office as part
part of
of
rected
rected.............................
521
521
proceedings....................
proceedings
519
519
marshal
marshal to act
act as messenger
521
messenger ............
521
before registers,
during proceedings
proceedings before
registers, opinopinto publish and
and serve notices
notices .....
521, 522
522
521,
ion of district judge may be
be taken
taken on
on
notice, how to be served,
served, and to state
any matters arising therein .......... 520
520
what
521, 522
522
.........................
521,
register
register to make certificate
certificate to judge,
&c ...........................
520
&c
520
ASSIGNMENTS AND
ASSIGNMENTS
ASSIGNEES.
AND ASSIGNEES.
520
effect of certificate if signed ........ 520
in any proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy,
quesbankruptcy, quesat meeting held in pursuance
pursuance of notice,
tions in a
aspecial case may be submitted
submitted
register to provide ..................
522
522
to the court .......................
520
520
messenger to return warrant.......
messenger
warrant
522
522
judgment
judgment of court to be final, unless,
unless,
if notice
insufficient,
notice insufficient, meeting
meeting to be
&c
&c ....................
....... 520
adjourned
adjourned and new
new notice ........ 522
522
parties
parties may make an agreement
agreement conconif debtor dies
dies after
after issuing of warditioned upon the decision in such
such
proceedings may continue,
rant, proceedings
continue,
special case ...................
520
520
alive ..............
522
as if he were alive
522
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Bankruptcy, (continued.)
Bankruptcy,
(continued.)
Bankruptcy, (continued.)
assignees, one or more,
chosen at
assignees,
more, to be chosen
effect
effect of recording
recording assignment
524
assignment .........
524
meeting of creditors .............
522
first meeting
522
to relate back and how to operate...
operate
522
choice to be by greater part in numto dissolve any attachment
attachment on
on mesne
mesne
creditors who
ber and value of creditors
process made
process
made- within
within four
four months,
months,
have proved debts ..............
522
522
&c
&c
........
. ............. .. 522
522
certain not to vote for, or be eligible
certain
eligible
what property of
of debtor exempt from
from
525
as .......................
.....
525
assignment .................
assignment
522,
522, 523
judge or register
register to appoint in case
exemption,
exemption, how to operate.....
operate
523
of no choice
choice ...............
.. 522
certain mortgages
mortgages of personal proppropcertain
to signify acceptance
acceptance in writing
writing witherty not to be invalidated
invalidated thereby.
thereby 523
522
in five days ...................
what property and rights to be vested in
in
otherwise, judge or register to
the assignee
adjudication in
assignee by the adjudication
in
fill vacancy
vacancy ...............
522
522
bankruptcy and the appointment
bankruptcy
appointment of
of
when required ........ 522
to give bond, when
522
assignee ...........................
assignee
523
523
how to be approved
and how
approved and
property
property held
held in trust
trust not to pass...
pass
523
522
conditioned ................
what
what to be evidence
evidence of assignee's
assignee's
failing to giye
assignee to be
give bond, assignee
be
title to property
property ................
523
removed and another
another appointed in
against assignees.......523,
assignees
523, 524
suits by and against
524
his place ......................
522
522
not to be abated by
by death or removal
elections and appointments
appointments suball elections
from office
office .................
523, 524
522
ject to approval of judge ......... 522
not to be maintained
maintained against
against assignee,
additional may be appointed.......
appointed
522
additional
522
without previous notice..........
notice
523
without
523
appointment to be given
notice of appointment
notice to state wlat,
what, and why
why
and how ....................
524
.. 524
given. ...................
523
given
. 523
may redeem or discharge mortgage
mortgage
certified copy of assignment
certified
assignment to be
be
on conditional contract.......
con tract
523,
524
523, 524
of authority
conclusive evidence
evidence of
the estate
to demand and receive all the
524,
to bring suit ..................
524.
assigned
524
assigned.. ....................
524
to sell
sellall unencumbered
unencumbered estate.....
estate
524
524
DEBTS AND
AND PROOF
CLAIMS.
DEBTS
PROOF OF CLAIMS.
court may,
may, on petition,
make orpetition, make
524
ders as to sale ...............
524
against the
debts and demands
demands provable
provable against
the
to keep accounts of money
money received
524
received. 524
estate. .............................
estate
525
creditors to have free resort
resort
liabilities as drawer,
drawer, indorser, &c....525,
&c....525, 526
526
thereto ....................
524
thereto
524
contingent debts
contingent
debts and liabilities.........
liabilities
526
526
to have same power
power as debtor
debtor to reliabilities as bail,
bail, surety, guarantor, &c..
&c.. 526
526
cover, &c.
524
cover,
&c ......................
524
where the whole debt has
has been
been paid.
paid 526
prosecute pending suits.......
may prosecute
suits
524
524
where part is paid,
where
paid, &c.............
&c
526
526
provision as to suits pending ... 524
524
liabilities to pay rent, or other debts, fallliabilities
deposit moneys
moneys received and in
in
to deposit
at stated
stated periods .............
ing due at
526
524
what manner
manner................... 524
unliquidated damages
for unliquidated
damages in contracts
to keep effects
effects of the estate separate.
separate 524
524
or torts ...................
526
.. 526
to make temporary
temporary investments
investments by
by
no other debts than those specified,
specified, prov524
order of court ..................
524
able
526
able.............................
to make deposits to bear
bear interest, by
by
mutual debts and credits
.............. 526
approval of judge or register
524
approval
register..... 524
account to be stated and balance only
to give notice of meetings
524
meetings.......... 524
proved
526
proved........................ 526
and written
dividends 524
524
written notice of dividends.
set-off
claims
set-off not to be allowed of claims
may retain,
retain, out of moneys
moneys in his
purchased
purchased after filing
filing the petition.
petition 526
526
hands, necessary
hands,
necessary disbursements
disbursements
persons
persons having liens or securities, to
compensation
525
and reasonable
reasonable compensation....
525
prove balance
balance only..................
only
526
526
may submit
submit controversies
controversies to arbitraarbitraexceeds the debt,
if value of security exceeds
tion ...........................
525
what course
course to be taken ..........
.526
526
525
what
may settle controversies ...... '..... 525
no part of debt to be proved, unless
unless semay be removed
removed by the court......
court
525
curity is sold, or released,
released, &e
&c......... 526
or by creditors with the assent
creditors
proving debts
debts to be held to have
have
assent
creditors proving
of the court ...............
525
waived
all
rights
of
action,
525
waived
rights action, &c........ 526
526
may resign
resign and be discharged
discharged from
from
proceedings
proceedings already
already commenced,
commenced, to
court
525
be deemed
deemed to be discharged
discharged ...... 526
526
trust by consent of court.........
525
vacancies in office
office of,
filled 525
creditors whose debts are provable,
creditors
provable, not to
of, how filled
resignation,
prosecute suits to final judgment,
judgment, until,
prosecute
resignation, tic.
&c. of, not to release
release
trust
525
&c
526, 527
527
525
from duty of closing up trust....
&c............................
526,
no liability of surety, &c. on his
be stayed, &c
suits to be
his
&c..............
527
if bankrupt
bankrupt is liable
liable in distinct contracts,
contracts,
bond 525
......................
525
if number is reduced,
estate to vest
what
what course to be taken
taken ............. 527
527
reduced, estate
vest
in those remaining ..............
525
proof of debts of resident
527
resident creditors
creditors..... 527
non-residents ..................
may be punished for contempt,
contempt, in
in
of non-residents
may
527
lawful order
order of
claims to be verified by a
adeposition
deposition in
refusing to obey lawful
writing and on oath
oath or affirmation....
affirmation.... 527
court .........................
525
525
writing
oath by and before whom..........
whom
court may make orders ............ 525
527
deposition to state what
what ........... 527
what to conconassignment, how made and what
no claim
no
claim to be allowed unless all state522
vey ..........................
..
522
ments
deposition appear to be
be
to be recorded
recorded in certain registries
registries of
of
ments in the deposition
true
527
.............................
524
527
deeds l........................
524
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Bankruptcy, (continued.)
tankruptcy,
claims of corporations,
corporations, how verified
527
verified..... 52,
accounts
assignee to be verified
verified by
by oath
oath 530
530
accounts of assignee
&.c. to
to
if proof is satisfactory
satisfactory to
schedule
schedule of creditors and
and property
property to
to register,
register, &c.
to be
be
be signed and sent to assignee .....
exhibited. ........................
530
exhibited
........ 527
52
530
duty of assignee
assignee as to such
claims
such claims
reason to be given for not
collecting any
reason
not collecting
and proof ..............
527, 528
property outstanding
property
530
outstanding ................
527,
52i
. 530
to make entry
entry in his books.....
books
528
creditors at such
such meeting
meeting to
to decide
decide as
as to
to
creditors
528
books to be open
all
528
open to all........
division of, and of what part of,
net
52E
of, net
bankrupt
bankrupt may be examined
oath... 52E
528
examined upon oath...
proceeds
proceeds of estate
estate ..................
530
530
any person may be summoned
summoned to
give
evimajority
to give evimajority in value present
present to decide..
decide.. 530
530
dence concerning claims ............
528
dence
sum
sufficient
528
for undetermined
undetermined
if claims are presented
presented for
claims,
expenses, and
and contingencontingenfor proof before
before
claims, expenses,
election of assignee,
assignee, and the judge
reserved ............
530
cies, to be
he reserved
530
doubts the validity of claim, proof
proof may
unless
may
unless one
one half of creditors
creditors in value
be postponed
postponed ...................
528
person or
or by
by attorattorshall attend in person
52S
persons accepting preferences
persons
preferences hereafter
ney, assignee to
divihereafter
to determine
determine upon
upon divinot to prove
prove debt or receive
receive dividend,
dend .........................
V
.. 530
5.30
until everything received in preference
preference
if dividend
ordered, register
dividend is ordered,
register to
to prepare
prepare
given up ........................
528
is given
a dividend
a
dividend sheet...................
sheet
530
528
530
list of debts proved to be
be made........
made
528
528
forward by mail statement
to forward
of his
statement of
his
creditors may act by attorney..........
attorney
528
528
dividend
dividend to each creditor
creditor .......
530
530
proceedings on appeals from decree
proceedings
decree of
of
dividend to be paid
paid as court directs.....
directs
530
530
district
district court disallowing claims......
claims
528
like proceedings
to be
be had
had after
next
three
528
proceedings to
after next three
final judgment
judgment of circuit court to be conmonths
months or earlier...................
earlier
530
530
528
clusive
.........................
final dividend
dividend to be then declared
declared un528
uncosts of appeal ......................
528
less, &c..
&e
530
528
....................
530
evidences of debts left in court
court may
may be dedeother dividends to be
be made from time
livered, to whom and how
how........... 528
to time if necessary
530
528
necessary ............
530
after third meeting
meeting of
creditors, no
no further
after
of creditors,
further
PERISHABLE AND IN DISPUTE.
PROPERTY PERISHABLE
DISPUTE.
meeting to he called,
called, unless
unless ordered
ordered by
by
court. ........
court
530
...
proceedings in regard
perishable propproceedings
...............
regard to perishable
530
propclaims and debts that cannot be collected
claims
collected
erty ...........................
528
528
without unreasonable
unreasonable delay,
may be
he
delay, may
where the title is in dispute
528, 529
dispute.... .528,
529
sold by assignee
assignee under
under direction
direction of
the
sold
of the
court
510
court
..........................
EXAMINATION
....
EXAMINATION OF
BANKRUPTS.
OF BANKRUPTS.
530
dividends declared,
declared, not
to be
be disturbed
by
not to
disturbed by
bankrupt may be examined
examined upon oath
oath.. 529
529
debts
subsequently proved ............
debts subsequently
530
530
examination,
conducted....... 529
examination, how conducted
creditors entitled
entitled to equal
equal dividends
dividends
witnesses
witnesses compelled to attend
529
attend...... 529
on such debts, and to payment
payment
proceedings if bankrupt
proceedings
bankrupt is imprisoned,
imprisoned, or
or
thereof
thereof before
other payments
payments are
before other
are
disabled from attendance
attendance ..........
529
529
made to other
other creditors..........
creditors
530
530
bankrupt to be subject
subject to the order of the
preparatory
preparatory to final dividend, assignee
assignee
court.................
court
.......... 529
529
to submit accounts,
accounts, and notify
notify credicredito do all acts, &c
&c .................
529
529
tors ...........................
530,
531
530, 531
if bankrupt
bankrupt is without the district
district and
and
court
to
audit and pass accounts ........
531
unable to return,
return, &c. and such
such absence,
absence,
discharge
to
discharge
assignee
from
further
liassignee
fiom further li&c. be not wilful, he may afterward
&c.
afterward atcorrect
531
ability. if fbund
founid correct..........
531
tend, as though
though not in default .......
529
529
to
order
dividend
531
dividend
.................
531
bankrupt
bankrupt may correct
correct schedule
schedule of credcredallowance
assignee
for
services
531
allowance
to
assignee
for
services.......
531
itors and of property ..............
529
529
commissions......
commissions
531
.............
.
531
not liable to arrest in civil
civil action
action during
during
if assignee has not funds
funds sufficient
sufficient to dedependency of proceedings in bankruptbankruptfray expenses,
expenses, he shall not be obliged
obliged to
to
cy, unless, &c
529
&c.............
. ....
529
proceed
531
proceed ...........................
531
wife of bankrupt may be required
required to
to
final dividend then to be made
made......... 531
attend court
court and be examined as
as aa
in order for
for dividends,
dividends, certain
Certain claims
claims to
to
witness .
529
........................
529
have priority
531
priority........................ 531
ordered, he
if she does not attend as ordered,
he
fees,
and
fees,
costs,
and
expenses
of
suits
and
and
not to receive his discharge, unless,
unless,
proceedings and
proceedings
and for custody
custodv of
of
&C......................
&c
529
...
529
property....................... 531
property
531
debts
the
due
United
taxes
States,
taxes
DISTRIBUTION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE.
DISTRIBUTION
ESTATE.
and assessments................
assessments
531
531
all creditors
creditors entitled to share
share in
in the
the estate
estate
debts due the State and taxes
taxes and
and
pro rata, except, &c
529
&c.................
529
assessments ....................
531
531
certain wages due to operatives,
wages due to certain
certain persons
wages
persons to aacerclerks, and house servants to have
tain amount
amount for labor performed
performed
priority ....
............... 529,
529, 530
530
within a
a certain time
time............. 531
531
bail, sureties
sureties,' &c. not to receive
receive their
th ei
r
debts due
due to persons
persons entitled
entitled to
to pripripayment of their
share until proof
proof of payment
their
ority by law
law ....................
531
531
liability
liability .....................
530
530
assessment
assessment or collection
collection of taxes by
by the
the
such share may be paid into court to
to
United States
United
States or any State, not affected
affected
await, &
&e..... -.................
530
530
hereby ............................
531
531
after three months assignee
assignee to make rewhen either second
second or third
third meeting
meeting is
is
port and exhibit accounts,
accounts, &c.
&e. to gennot called
called in due time, court
court may
may order
order
eral meeting of creditors
creditors............. 530
such
such meetings ......................
531
531
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Bankruptcy, (continued.)
]Uankruptcty,
(continued.)
BANKRUPT'S DISCHARGE
BANKRUPT'S
DISCIHARGE AND
AND ITS
ITS EFFECT.
EFFECT.

bankrupt may apply to court for
bankrupt
for a
a disdischarge .......................
531
531
within what time application may
may be
be
made ........................
531
531
notice thereof by mail and by publicapublication to creditors
creditors to appear
appear and
and show
cause, &c
531
&c.......................
531
discharge not to be granted,
if
granted,
discharge
granted, or,
or, if granted,
not to be valid if,
if, &c.............531,
&c.
531, 532
532
before being granted, bankrupt
bankrupt to
to
take and subscribe an
an oath that
that
lie
he has done nothing to cause the
the
withholding or invalidation
of
invalidation of
his discharge
discharge .................
532
53
persons once discharged,
discharged, and
and again
again bankbankrupt on their own application,
application, not to
be discharged,
&c
532
discharged, unless, &c.............
532
a second time bankrupt
those a
bankrupt may be disdischarged as at the first time, upon proof
proof
of payment of,
from, all preof, or release from,
vious debts ........................
532
532
creditors opposing discharge,
discharge, to
to file specispecification in writing .................
532
532
question of fact
question
filct so
so arising,
arising, where
where to
to
be tried ......................
532
532
certificate
certificate of discharge,
discharge, form and effect
effect of 533
533
certain debts not discharged
discharged under
under this
this
act.
act ...........................
533
533
debts may be proved and receive
dividend .............
........... 533
dividend to be deemed
deemed aapayment
payment
account................. 533
on account
533
discharge not to affect the liability
liability of
of coco&e
533
partner, joint contractor,
contractor, indorser,
indorser, &c.. 533
in proceedings
proceedings commenced
commenced after
one year
year
after one
from act taking effect, discharge
discharge not to
to
granted, unless assets pay fifty per
be granted,
per
cent of debts, unless assent, &e.
.....
533
&c........
533
discharge
discharge to release bankrupt
bankrupt from all
debts provable
provable .....................
533
533
how may be pleaded..............
pleaded
533
533
validity
validity of may
may be contested.......
contested
533
533
proceedings in such
proceedings
such case
case ....... 533
533
to be commenced
commenced within
within two
two
years....................
years
533
533
notice to bankrupt
533
bankrupt ...........
533
if court find any alleged fraudulent
fraudulent
act proved, and that it was unknown to creditor at time of grantdischarge, discharge
discharge to be aning discharge,
nulled ..................
533
533
if no fraud is proved,
proved, or, if proved,
proved,
it was known, &c., discharge to
stand
stand .......................
534
534
PREFERENCES AND
PREFERENCES
AND FRAUDULENT
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.
CONVEYANCES.

preferences
preferences and fraudulent
fraudulent conveyances
conveyances
declared
declared void ... ..................
534
534
sales, &c. not made in the usual and
and ordiordinary course of business of the debtor,
to be prima facie evidence
evidence of fraud
534
fraud.... 534
contracts,
contracts, conveyances, &c. in trust for a
a
creditor, void ..... ................
534
534
or with intent to induce forbearance
forbearance. 534
534
creditors receiving
receiving money, &c. as an inducement for forbearance,
ducement
forbearance, or for consenting
senting to discharge, to forfeit share in
in
dividends and double amount received.
received. 534
534
such amount to be recovered
recovered by assignee ..........................
signee...
534
534
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Bankruptcy, (continued.)
(continued.)
PARTNERSIIPS
PARTNERSHIPS AND
AND CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
warrant may issue
to take
the joint
joint and
and
issue to
take the
separate estate of the partnership
separate
partnership and
and
partner ............................
partner
534
534
creditors
of
partnership,
creditors
partnership, and
and separate
separate
creditors of partners to prove
creditors
prove their
their
debts ....................
534
534
assignee
assignee to be chosen
chosen by creditors
creditors of comcompany.. .................
pany
.. 534, 535
535
separate accounts
accounts of
to keep separate
of assets
assets' of
copartnership
copartnership and of
of individual
individual members . ...........................
535
535
net proceeds
proceeds of the several
several estates, how
to be applied
applied ..............
535
to
......
535
certificate of
be granted
granted or
or
certificate
of discharge
discharge to
to be
refused each partner, as
as if proceedings
proceedings
refused
were
were alone
alone against
against him..............
him
535
535
different districts,
if partners
partners rcside
reside in different
districts, the
court
court in which
which the petition is
filed, to
to
is filed,
retain jurisdiction
jurisdiction ................
535
535
this act
act to apply
apply to all moneyed
moneyed business
or commercial corporations and
and joint
joint
stock companies....................
companies
535
stock
535
proceedings by and against
against such comcompanies
panies .................... ..... 535,
535, 536
536
fraudulent
fraudulent preferences
preferences and
and conveyances
conveyances
by, to be governed
governed by same
same law as inindividual debtors
debtors ..................
535
535
no allowance
allowance or discharge
discharge to
be granted
'
,
Tented
to be
to any corporation
corporation or
or joint
joint stock
stock comcompany
pany .......................
535
...... , 535
not to any
any officer or member
member thereof
thereof 535
335
corporation is declared
when corporation
declared bankrupt,
bankrupt,
its assets to be distributed
distributed among its
creditors
creditors
535
...........
.......
535
DATES
DATES AND
AND DEPOSITIONS.
DEPOSITIONS.

filing
filing of petition to be
be deemed
deemed the commencement of proceedings
mencement
proceedings ...........
proceedings
proceedings in all cases to be
be deemed
deemed
matters of record
record ...................
•
how
how to be kept
kept ..................
not
not to be recorded
recorded at length........
length
copies of records, under
copies
under seal
seal of
to
of court, to
be prima filcie
filch) evidence
evidence ..............
evidence or examinations
evidence
examinations in any proccodproceeding under this act, how and
and before
before
whom
whom may
may be taken ................
attendance of witnesses,
attendance
witnesses, production
production of
of
books,
books, &c.
&c. and giving of testimony,
may be compelled
compelled ..................

535
535
535
535
535
535
535
536
536
536
536
536
536

INVOLUNTARY BANKRUPTCY.
INVOLUNTARY
BANKRUPTCY.

what to be deemed
deemed acts of bankruptcy..
bankruptcy.. 536
536
persons
persons committing,
adjudged
committing, to be adjudged
bankrupts ...................
536
bankrupts
...536
proceedings in such case ......
proceedings
...... 536
536
one or more creditors may
may petition......
petitio n536 . 536
their
their claims to amount
amount to $250
$250 ..... .536
536
petition to be brought
brought within six montls,
months,
&c.............................
&c
536
.
536
if persons
are declared
declared bankrupts,
persons am
assignee
bankrupts, assignee
may recover money,
money, &c.
&c. paid,
paid, &c.
&c.
contrary
contrary to this act, if creditor receivrecciving had
had reasonable
reasonable cause
cause to believe,
believe, &c.
&c. 536
536
such creditor
creditor not
permitted to
not to be permitted
to
prove his debt ....................
535
536
upon filing petition debtor to be notified
appear and show
cause ............
536
to appear
show cause
536
within what
what time to appear........
appear
536
536

838
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Bankruptcy,
Bankruptcy, (continued.)
(continued.)
Bankruptcy, (continued.)
(continued.)
debtor may be enjoined
enjoined from disposing
disposing of
of
PENALTIES
AGAINST
PENALTIES
AGAINST OFFICERS.
OFFICERS.
his property ...................
..
536,
536, 537
537
penalty upon judge, register, marshal,
penalty
the court may issue warrant to
marshal
marshal,
to marshal
assignee,
clerk, or
officer of
of courts,
courts,
assignee, clerk,
or other
other officer
detention, if, &c. unless he gives
for his detention,
gives
for
taking,
&e.
any
gratuity,
or
fee, &c
for taking, &c. any gratuity, or fee,
bail, &c ...........................
537
bail,
53;
&c.
law ............
539
except as allowed by law
may direct marshal to take possession
possession of
539
for
forging
the
signature
a
judge,
forging
537
his property ................
signature
of
a
judge,
....
531
officer of courts..
courts
539
register, or other officer
copy of petition and order to show cause
539
court............
539
the seal of the court
to be served on debtor ..............
537
537
539
knowingly using, or tendering
tendering in
in
for knowingly
537
how to be served ..................
537
proceedings ...............
537
signature, seal,
evidence, any false signature,
further proceedings
seal,
537
allegations of petition to be summarily
&c
allegations
&c.............
539
..............
summarily
.. 539
heard .........................
537
proceedings may be
proceedings
he adjourned .........
537
FEES AND
AND COSTS.
COSTS.
FEES
tact
alleged bankruptcy
fact of alleged
bankruptcy may be
be tried
tried
537
by jury ............................
537
fees for the services
services of the registers......
registers
540
540
proceedings
proceedings to be
he dismissed,
dismissed, if debtor
debtor
to have priority of payment........
payment
540
540
proves that facts set forth in petition
petition
before
warrant
issues,
petitioner
to
debefore warrant
petitioner to deare not true, &c
&c ..................
537
posit fifty dollars
dollars for
for payment
payment of
of fees..
fees
540
537
540
or that he has paid,
paid, &c
537
& ............
537
if assets
assets of estate are not sufficient
sufficient to pay
pay
respondent to recover costs ........
respondent
537
537
person on whose
the fees,
fees, the person
whose petition
debtor to be declared a
bankrupt, if facts
debtor
a bankrupt,
facts
warrant was issued
the warrant
issued to pay the
set forth in petition are
are found to be
be
same ............................
540
540
true ...............................
537
537
execution
execution to issue therefor
therefor ......... 540
540
warrant to issue, &c
&c............... 537
537
fees of messenger
540
messenger ....................
540
adjudication of
of bankruptcy
order of ndjudication
bankruptcy
to be paid out of
of the estate by as537
to require what ................
537
signee, before
before any dividend
dividend is orinventory of
of
schedule of creditor and inventory
dered
dered .........................
540
540
estate .........................
537
court may prescribe
prescribe aa tariffof
of fees.......
fees
540
540
by whom to be prepared if bankrupt
bankrupt
may reduce
reduce the fees established
established by
by
is absent, &c.................
&c
537
act .......................
this act.
540
540
if debtor has failed to appear
appear in person or
or
by attorney, certified copy
copy of order
order to
to
MEANING
AND COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION OF
OF TIME.
TIME.
TERMS AND
served on him ...................
be served
537 MEANING OF TERMS
if petitioning
petitioning creditor shall not appear
appear
the words "
"creditor," "mes"mesthe
" assimme,"
assignee," "creditor,"
and proceed on the return
return day, &e.
&c. the
senger,"
senger," to include what...............
what ........
540
540
court may upon petition of other
other credwords "marshal,"
oath,"
the words
" marshal," ""person,"
person," ""oath,"
itor of sufficient amount,
amount, proceed
adproceed to adto include what ...................
540
540
judicate
judicate on petition without new notice
in computing
computing time, first day to be
be excludto debtor ........................
537,538
537,
538
ed and last day
day included'........
included
540,
541
540, 541
when last
last day falls on Sunday,
Sunday,
BUPERSEDING
ritOCilEDINOS BY ARRANGEMENT.
SUPERSEDING PROCEEDINGS
ARRANGEMENT.
F'ourth of July,
Fourth
July, &c. that day also
at first meeting of creditors,
any
creditors, or
or at any
excluded .................
541
to be excluded
541
meeting
meeting specially called
called for that purjurisdiction
under this act
act conferred
conferred upon
upon
jurisdiction under
pose,
&c.
three
fourths
in
value
of
the
pose,
fourths
value of the
the Supreme Court of the District of
of
creditors
creditors may determine
determine to settle the
the
Columbia, and of the
the Territories,
Territories, when
when
estate by trustees ...................
538
538
the bankrupt resides
resides in said District or
or
such decision
decision to be reported to court
court 538
538
Territories
541
Territories
........................ 541
trustees to be nominated
nominated ..........
538
538
in districts not within
within any organised
organized cirif court
court approves, decision to be confirmed
confirmed 538
538
cuit, the district judge to exercise
exercise power,
consent of creditors to
538
to be filed .........
538
court ................
541
&c. of aa circuit court
541
estate,
&c. to he
estate, &e.
be conveyed or delivered
delivered to
when
act takes effect ..................
when net
541
541
trustees ...........................
538
538 Banks and
and Bankers,
proceedings to bind creditors
creditors who
who
such proceedings
definition
special tax on..
on ........
definition of;
of, and special
.....
115
115
do not assent, or who do not prove their
their
certain
certain savings
savings banks not to pay a
a tax...
tax
115
115
claims
538
claims.............................
538
tax upon outstanding
outstanding circulation,
circulation, &c.....
&c
146
146
court shall direct all things necessary
necessary to
tax upon dividends
dividends of
138
of................. 138
be done .....................
538 Barbary
... 538
Barbary Powers,
Powers,
trustees to settle the estate, and
and have
have all
appropriations
intercourse with...224,
appropriations for
for intercourse
with. .. 224, 413
413
the rights and powers of assignees
assignees in
in
Barcelona,
Barcelona,
bankruptcy
bankruptcy ...................
538
... 538
pay
consul at, established
established ...........
225
psry of consul
225
if decision of creditors is not approved
by
approved by
Barcla, ..J. Judson,
Barclay,
Judson,
the court, &c.
&c. bankruptcy
bankruptcy proceedings
proceedings
payment
payment to ..........................
596
596
to go on .........................
538 Bards,
538
S. W.,
W.,
Bard's, Captain
Captain S.
time spent in these proceedings not
not
company
company of cavalry
cavalry to be paid..........
paid
...
90
90
to be calculated,
calculated, &c.............
&c.
538 Barge
538
Barge Office,
in
in New York,
appropriation for.........
for
460
York, appropriation
460
PENALTIES AGAINST
PENALTIES
AGAINST BANKRUPTS.
BANKRUPTS.
Barges,
Barges,
penalties against bankrupts
bankrupts for secreting,
secreting,
carrying
carrying passengers,
passengers, while in
of
in tow of
concealing,
concealing, or removing property
property ..... 539
539
steamers, to have
have fire-buckets,
axes,
fire-buckets, axes,
destroying or mutilating
for destroying
mutilating records,
records,
and life-preservers
life-preservers................... 228
228
&c
&c. . ...........................
539 Barracks
539
Barracksand Quarters,
Quarters,
for other forbidden
acts............ 539
forbidden acts....
539
for
troons.
arnronriations
for..
- 488
a.
for eneineer
engineer
troops,
appropriations
for
v
-r r~o-r--rr--r--
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Barrels,
Deer,
.tarre/s,Beer,
475
fractional parts
parts of ................. 164,
164, 475
Barrels,
4v.
Barrels, Sc. See Internal
Internal Revenue.
containing,
supposed to
contain, discontaining, or
or supposed
to contain,
disseized by, &c.
tilled spirits, may be seized
when, &c.
&c. and
482
when,
and be
be detained
detained ..........
482
persons drawing articles subject
tax,
subject to tax,
from those marked, to efface
efface the tax...
tax
482
482
penalty for not doing so ...........
barrels,
barrels, &c. may be forfeited
forfeited........ 482
Barron, Francis,
Francis,
Barron,
pension to .......................
628
628
Barton, Miss
Barton,
Miss Clara,
Clara,
appropriation
reimburse for amount
amount
appropriation to reimburse
expended
searching for
expended in searching
for missing solsoldiers of the army
army of the United States
States 350
printing for, to be done by public
public printers
printers 350
350
Battalion
of Engineers,
Engineers,
Battalion of
provisions concerning
concerning ................
335
335
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
of quartermaster
quartermaster sersergeant of .
393
.......................
Bawdin,
Bawdin, James,
James,
patent to issue to heirs of,
of, for land at
at
Eagle Harbor, Lake Superior........
Superior
578
578
title of the United States only relinquished .....................
578
quished
578
Beach,
Jonathan W.,
Beach, Jonathan
W.,
pension to
to....................
... 598
598
Beacons
Beacons and Buoys,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of...312,
313, 458,
of... 312, 313,
459
459
Beale,
Elias,
Beale, Elias,
services and allowances
account of, for services
allowances as
as
audited and paid......
paid...
636
aacaptain,
captain, to be audited
636
Beals and
and Dixon,
Dixon,
Beals
paid, if
accounts of, to be adjusted and paid,
they have legal claim for increase of
contract price ...................
607
contract
Beatty, Samuel ill.,
l.,
payment
payment to, for pay and allowances
allowances as aa
635
chaplain ..........................
Beaufint,
Beauft't,
collection district of, established .........
.....
411
collection
411
boundaries of...................
411
411
port of entry of ...................
412
412
port of entry
entry may be changed
changed
Morehead City ...........
411
411
to Morclead
collector, residence, salary,
salary, &c ...... 411
411
Beatybrt,
Beaufort, S. C.,
salary of collector
collector of customs at, estabestab308
lished ...........................
Ernestine,
Becker, Ernestine,
pension
624
624
pension to ..........................
Beckley, John
Beckiey,
John R.,
claim of, for loss of property
property in carrying
carrying
claim
644
the mail,
snail, to be audited
paid
644
audited and paid......
allowed
limit to amount to be allowed......
645
Beer,
Beer,
provisions
internal revenue
law for
for the
the
provisions of internal
revenue law
production
—167, 475
production and taxation of ....163
163-167,
475
stamps for, how to be provided .........
165
165
fractional
parts
of
a
barrel,
and
how
acfractional parts of a barrel, and how accounted ...................
164,
475,
476
164,475,
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
Beets,
machinery to make sugar from, to be free
machinery
of duty for one year.............330,
year
330, 571
Sugar,
Beet Sugar,
machinery imported for manufacture
machinery
manufacture of,
571
to be free of duty ..................
Behring's
Behring's Straits,
Straits,
survey of ..........................
38
38
Bence, Charlotte,
Charlotte,
pension to .......................
577
pension
I
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D- I Benham's
Island,
:enham s Island,
may be taken for use of armory, &c. at
at
Hock Island ...............
Rock
........ 76
Benicia,
California,
Benicia, California,
title of the United States to land
land in,
granted to,
to, in trust .................. 209
209
Berkeley County,
Uounty, West Virginia,
Virginia,
consent
transfer of, from
consent of Congress
Congress to transfer
from
Virginia to West
West Virginia
Virginia ...........
350
350
provision as
as to jurisdiction
jurisdiction of court of
of
provision
claims extended
360
extended to
to ..................
360
provision
provision as to the United
United States direct
direct
tax ill
in ..........................
568
568
Berry, Almira AL,
Al.,
pension to ..........................
591
Biennial Register,
Biennial
Register,
compilation
compilation and supervision of..........
of .....
324
324
Billiard Rooms and
Proprietors of,
of,
Billiard
and Bowling Alleys, Proprietors
definition
definition of, and special tax on.........
on..
. 120
120
Billiard Tabi
Billiard
Tables,
annual
annual tax on ......................
135
135
Bills of Lading, Domestic and Inland,
Inland,
145
tax on ..........................
145
stump duty
duty on, not to apply to vessels bestamp
tween
tween United States and British North
America .........................
475
475
Binding, Public,
Public,
appropriations
fbr..............41,
appropriations for
41, 193, 443
Bishop,
James Al.,
M.,
Bishop, James
payment
to,
for
services
as
assistant
payment to, for services as assistant assesassessor...........................
sor
634
634
Blackfeet Indians,
Indians,
purchase
annuity goods for, in lieu
lieu of
of
purchase of annuity
those destroyed
destroyed by
by fire ...............
208
appropriations for
the
208, 273,
273, 508
508
appropriations
fbr the..........208,
treaty with,
of October 19,
19, 1865
1865
727
treaty
with, of
....... 727
authority and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United
United
authority
States acknowldedd
acknowledged ................
727
States
727
persons
persons and
and property
property of
of other tribes not
not
attacked ..................
727
to be first attacked
727
controversies to be submitted
arbit•
controversies
submitted to the arbit.
rament of the President
ramcnt
President ............
727
withdraw from overland
Indians to withdraw
overland
routes ............................
728
routes
728
annuities
annuities to, for twenty
twenty years
years ...........
728
728
ratification,
729
ratification, with amendment
amendmient ...........
729
Blake, Charles
Charles M.,
payment
as chaplain ............
609, 612
payment to, as
612
Blanchard,
Henry P.,
P.,
Blanchard, Ienry
payment
marshal at
payment to, for services as marshal
Canton,
Canton, China ...................
626
Blank Books, Blanks, 4-c.,
s-c.,
how furnished
officers of the
the customs 309
furnished to officers
Blankets, Bedding, and Stores,
department not
in surgeon-general's
surgeon-general's department
not needneeded for government
government use, may be transferred to National Home
Uome for Soldiers'
Soldiers'
ferred
and Sailors'
Orphans ...............
Sailors' Orphans
.. 351
Blind,
Blind, Institutions
Institutions for
for the,
certain articles
articles manufactured
manufactured in, not
not excertain
from tax .....................
475
empt from
475
Blockade,
Blockade,
decree of, of Matamoras
Mexidecree
Matamoras and other Mexican ports declared null and
and void......
void
814
814
Board of Examiners,
Board
near Portland,
Portland, Maine, for freshfor site near
water
water basin for iron-clad
iron-clad vessels of the
navy .......
...................
357
Flats,
Boats, Barges, and Flats,
for passengers,
passengers and not propelnot used for
led by steam, &c.
&e. and
and used exclusively
exclusively
for carrying coal, minerals,
minerals, or agricultural products
products to market,
market, to pay an
an annual special tax
136
tax.................... 136

840
840
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Boggy
Boggy Depot,
in Choctaw,
&c. Territory, land-office
esland-office esChloctaw, &c.
tablished at ....................
774
774
Boilers,
Boilers,
for distilling not to be made, or set up,
'without,
&c..........................
154
154
without, &c
Steamboats,
Boilers of Stelamboats,
regulations
for
construction
of
227
of..........
regulations
maximum
working pressure
pressure of....
of.......... 227
maximlum working
safety-valves,
secured.... 227
safety-valves, how loaded and secured
alloyed metals on, to be fusible, and
and at
at
what temperature
whiat
temperature .................... 227
water-gauge and gauge-cocks
gauge-cocks ...........
227
Cliipewas,
Band of
of Chippewas,
Bois Forte
I'orte Band
appropriations
274, 494
for the .......... 257, 274,
appropriations for
Forte Indians,
Indians,
Bois Pblrte
treaty with, of April
April 7,
7, 1866
1866............ 765
peace and friendship
friendship ..................
765
lands to the United States
765
States.... 765
cession of lands
boundaries
765
boundaries.......................
the United States to set apart a
a reservaacres. 765,
766
tion of not less than 100,000 acres.
765, 766
school-house,
to erect thereon shop, school-house,
houses for chiefs, and
and agency-house,
agency-house,
and storehouse .................. 766
to
twenty years ....... 766
to pay annuities for twenty
objects thereof
766
thereof ...................
the reservation, if,
766
to be paid on the
if, &c
&c.. 766
mineral to certain
grant of lands not mineiral
certain per766
sons for services ..................
766
inconsistent provisions of former treaties
inconsistent
abrogated ..........................
766
abrogated
September 30, 1854. to
part of treaty of September
remain
force ..............
766, 767
767
remain in full force
payment of expenses of delegation
payment
delegation to
W ashington .......................
Washington.
767
ratification, with amendment
amendment ....... 767,
767, 768
ratification,
Bond,
of special collecting,
collecting, &c. agents
agents of PostOffice Department
Office
Department
................. 61
superintendent of public printing to be
be
of superintendent
increased ..........................
347
of supervising,
and
local,
and
assistant
inassistant
supervising,
local,
spectors of steamboats..
229
steamboats ...............
229
receiving, &c.
&e. any
penalty for buying,
nbying, receiving,
any
counterfeit, &c.
the
&c. with the intent that the
same shall be passed
passed as genine
gennine ....... 383
See Penalty.
from bondfor removal of distilled spirits ftom
ed warehouse,
warehouse, upon forfeiture
forfeiture of, obligors to pay what...................
what
gors
483
how to be collected ...............
hlow
483
to be
.
he put in suit, if,
if, &c..
&c .................
483
Bonded Goods,
Goods,
exportation of certain,
certain, and for transporexportation
transportation in bond,
bond, provisions
provisions concerning
8
concerning..
8
Warehouse,
Bonded Wlarehouse,
attaclhcd to aa distillery, spirits stored in to
attached
to
be transferred to general bonded
bonded wareconveniently located ......... 482
house if conveniently
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
Bonded WVarehouses,
Warehouses,
proceeds of goods sold after
proceeds
after remaining
remaining
three
expenses to be paid
three years in, less expenses
to owners, &c
330
&c.......................
330
time of withdrawal of certain
from,
certain goods from,
for consumption
consumption extended
extended ............
8
provisions
provisions as to such withdrawal
withdrawal ....
88
Bonds,
of inspectors
inspectors of internal revenue,
revenue, provision concerning
484
concerninl ....................
484
Bonds of the United
United States,
States,
treasury
treasury notes may be received
received in exchange for ......................
31
31

Bonds
United States, (continued.)
(continued.)
Bonds of the
the United
public debt
debt not to be thereby
thereby increasincreased ..........................
ed
32
issued under
under the act to aid in the
the conconstruction of a
a railroad and telegraph
telegraph
line from the Missouri River
River to the PaPacific Ocean
Ocean may be of larger
larger denominations than $1,000
$1,000 ................. 255
railroad company to have
have the
the option
railroad
option
whether
will receive them.......
them
255
whether they will
penalty for buying, receiving,
receiving, &c.
&e. any
penalty
any
counterfeit, &c. with the intent
intent that the
the
counterfeit,
same shall
shall be
be passed
passed as genuine
genuine ...... 383
same
Bonnets,
tax upon........................
upon
474
Papers,
Books and
and Papers,
warrants for seizure of,
of, any district judge
warrants
may issue ..........................
187
may
of Account.
.Account. Sec Bankruptry.
Bankruptcy.
Books of
provisions as to production,
production, &c.
&e. of, under
under
provisions
the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act ............... 523,
536
23 536
penalty for concealing,
Rce ......
539
concealing, altering, &c
Frauds on
Books, Papers,
Papers, and Invoices. See Frauds
the Revenue.
warrant for seizure
seizure of, in ease
case of suspected
suspected
warrant
frauds
revenue ...............
547
firauds on the revenue
Boston,
appropriation
navy-yard and
and hospital
for navy-vard
appropriation for
at ..........................
35, 36
right of drainage
bought....
35
drainage bought...............
clerks in office
office of assistant treasurer
202
tre;itlrer at
at. . 202
pay of appraisers,
general and local,
appraisers, general
local, deputy collectors,
collectors, naval
navtl officers and surveyors, and custom-house weighers at,
established ......................
308
308
commissioners
appointed to select
select a
proper
commissioners appointed
a proper
site for the post-office
sub-treasury
post-office and sub-tre:aury
in ..............................
573
573
Boston Harbor,
Harbor,
appropriations for
for sea-walls on islands
islands in 61
61
Garden,
Botanic Garden,
appropriation
through ........ 325
325
sewer through
appropriation for sewer
proposals for constructing
constructing sewer
sewer to be adproposals
vertised for, &c
&e .....................
325
vertised
work,
report..... 325
work, how to be let, and report
Botanic
Garden and Greenhouses,
Greenhouses,
Botanic Garden
appropriations for the ...... 21,
21, 193,
193, 314, 443
appropriations
Boucher, Margaret,
Boucher,
Alarqaret,
back
pension to be
be paid
paid to .............
626
back pension
626
Bouligny, John
E.,
.Johni.,
land claim
claim of widow
and children
children of, conwidow and
confirmed.
635
firmed ... ........................
new certificates
certificates to issue
issue to Mary
Mary
Elizabeth
635
Elizabeth Bouligny
Bouligy .............
635
Boundary Line,
between the-United
States
and
the
British
the United States and
possessions,
of commission
to
possessions, expenses
expenses of
commission to
run the
the.......................
.
226, 415
226,
415
survey
Oregon 465
465
sulvey of, between California and Oregotl
between Oregon
Oregon and Idaho .........
466
between
northern of New
New Mexico
Mexico ..........
466
northern
of the Cherokee
country to be run
run and
Cherokee country
and
marked ........................
. 805
of the Creek
Creek country
country to be surveyed.....
surveyed
788
788
Bounties,
for the destruction
destruction of enemies'
enemies' vessels...
vessels
37
37
concerning................ 352
provisions concerning..
352
Act.
See Bounty Act.
of colored
colored soldiers
sailors, when
when tc
soldiers and sailors,
58
be paid to widows
widows and children......
children
58
to colored
provisions respectrespectcolored soldiers,
soldiers, provisions
ing....................57,
ing
357, 358, 367,
367, 368
368
Colored Soldters.
See Colored
Soldiers.

INDEX.
INDEX.
Bounties,
(continued.)
Bounties, (continued.)
to vessels engaged
engaged in the fisheries repealed........
.
......................
pealed
Fishing Bounties.
See Fishing
of deceased
Indian volunteers
among the
the
volunteers among
of
deceased Indian
Cherokees,
be applied
applied.........
how to
to be
Cherokees, how
Bounties to Discharged
DischargedSeamen,
appropriation
for .....................
appropriation for
Bounty,
in
applications
discharge has
in applications for, where discharge
been
certain secondary
secondary proof may
may
been lost, certain
be
issue
be admitted of its issue..............
paymaster-general
prescribe gento -prescribe
paymaster-general to
eral rules therefor ...............
Bounty Act,
soldiers discharged
discharged on account
account of
for solicers
wounds received,
received, &e.
&c....................
the
words
"
or
in
the
line
of
duty"
duty " to be
the words " or in
how construed
.....................
Additional,
Bounty, Additional,
of
6100 to
certain enlisted
enlisted soldiers honto certain
of $100
orably
discharged ..................
.
orably dischargcd
when to be paid to widows, minor
minor
children or parents ..............
children
of
50 to
enlisted soldiers
soldiers honorof $
$ 50
to certain enlisted
ably
discharged ..................
ably discharged
when to be paid to widows,
widows, minor
children or parents ............
children
&e. their discharge
discharge
soldiers who have sold, &c.
papers or interest in bounty not entitled
bounty ...................
tled to bounty
applying for bounty to make oath,
&c
&c...........................
claim
entertained, except,
claim for, not to be entertained,
&c.
.
&c ............................
rules
for
accounting,
&e.
officers in paying
paying
rules
accounting, &c. officers
claims of widows and heirs for additional
bounty
tional bounty.......................
to
payment proregiments, payment
certain Indian
Indian regiments,
to certain
vided for ...
.................
resolution declaratory
of
declaratory of the law of.....
resolution
enlisted men detailed for special
special duty not
enlisted
thereby to be deprived of ............
Bounty Money
dMoney
of
&c. enlisting
navy
enlisting into the navy
of marines,
marines, &c.
from the army not to be deducted
deducted from
prize money ......................
..
G'harles B.,
B.,
Rev. Charles
Boynton, Rev.
louse of
payment to, as chaplain
of
chaplain of the House
payment
Representatives ....................
Representatives
Branch
Mints,
Branch Mints,
in
for........
appropriations for
in California,
California, appropriations
salary of treasurer
at.............
treasurer at
appropriaDenver, appropriaat San Francisco and Denver,
tions
tions for the ................ 202, 452,
New Orleans,
Orleans, Charlotte,
Charlotte, and DahlonDahlonat New
ega,
discontinued ............
ega, may be discontinued
machinery,
may be
be remachinery, fixtures, &c. may
..................
served or sold
Brandy,
Brandy,
packages of
to be imported in casks or packages
what
capacity
what capacity......................
shipped after
after Ocin less quantities, if shipped
tober 1,
forfeited.....
1, 1866, to be forfeited
tober
grapes, internal
internal revenue
revenue tax on
on 131,
131,
from grapes,
penalty
penalty for selling as such, any fluid not
....
in fact such . .................
simulated
forfeited
simulated fluid to be forfeited.......
Brazil,
Brazil,
mail
steamship service
service with
with ...... 49,
49,
and steamship
mail and
to take
effect when
part....
does her part....
she does
when she
take effect
to
between the United
mail steamship service between
States
and, appropriation
appropriation for.........
for.... .....
States and,
acknowledgment
Congress of
resoof the rcsoby Congress
acknowledgment by

328
805
805
33

423
423
423
352
352
352
352
322
322
322
322
322
323

323
323
323
360
363
363
363
363

14
613
613
24
26
453
453
203
203

328
328
328
477
477
477
477
324
49

394

841
841

(continued.)
Brazil, (continued.)
lutions
sympathy adoptadoptlutions of sorrow ana sympathy
chambers of senators and
ed by the chambers
deputies of, on the death
death of President
President
deputies
Lincoln....
572
Lincoln
.........................
572
resolution to be forwarded
resolution
forwarded to the Emperor
Emperor
of,
572, 573
573
of, with the request, &e
&c ............
572,
Brazos de Santiago,
Santiago,
salary of collector
salary
collector of customs
customs at, established
lished.............................
308
Breakwater,
Canal,
Breakwater, Ilarbor,
Harbor, and Ship Canal,
of Green Byl
Boy with Lake
Lake
to connect
connect waters of
Michigan, grant of lands to Wisconsin
Michigan,
Wisconsin
for
for................................
30
Breakwaters,
Breakwaters,
appropriations for repair,
preservation,
repair, preservation,
appropriations
&c.
places ............
71, 74
&c. of, at various places
71,
Lieutenant Commander S. L.,
Breese, Lieutenant
Active list of the
may be appointed
appointed to the active
navy .............................
567
Brent, Jane D.,
pension
593
pension to ...........................
593
Brevet Rank,
lank,
conferred on officers
officers in the army
may be conferred
gallant conduct
conduct in the volunteer
volunteer
for gallant
service,
prior,
Ste.
517
service,
&c.................
S. Co.,
Charles, I&
Brewer, Charles,
payment to,
to, as agents of owners
owners of the
payment
599
Hawaiian bark "
"Kamahamala
Kainahainalia V.,"..
V.,"
Brewers,
definition
tax on.
117
definition of, and special tax
on......... 117
provisions
internal revenue, con
con
provisions of the internal
cerning
163 -167
—167
cernin .........................
relative
the production
of fbrmcentfermentproduction of
relative to tile
ed liquors .....................
163
ed
163
See Internal
Internal Revenue, p. 895.
Bribes,
c.,
Bribes, s
&c.,
penalty for offering to officers
officers of revenue
to affect
conduct
186, 187
187
186,
affect their conduct............
receiving ......... , 187
187
upon officers
officers for receiving
Bridge,
Bridge,
over Big Sioux River, appropriation
appropriation for.
for
21
21
may
built across
Mississippi River,
be built
across the Mississippi
may be
at Quincy,
Quincy, Illinois, and railroad
railroad tracks
tracks
244
laid thereon
thereon ......................
244
laid
mode of construction
244
244
construction of ............
question
of obstruction
obstruction to navigation
navigation
question of
by, may be tried where..........
where
244
244
draw
constructed and mandraw in, how constructed
aged ..........................
244
244
made a
lawful structure, and aapost
a lawful
made
route ...................
244, 245
245
route
may be built across the Mississippi by the
may
Chicago, Burlington,
Burlington, and Quincy RailCompany ..................... 245
245
road Company
at the town of Hannibal,
Hannibal, Missouri..
Missouri
245
between Prairie du Chien and
and North
between
245
McGregor
McGregor .....................
between
Keokuk
and
Hamilton
245
245
Hamilton.....
between Keokuk
between
Winona and
and the
the opposite
between Winona
245
bank of
of the
the river ................
245
bank
between Dunleith
Dunleith and Dubuque...
Dubuque .... 245
between
between Saint
Saint Louis and East Saint
Saint
Louis
245, 246
246
'.'245,
Louis . ...................
across tile
the Missouri River
city
River at the city
Kansas ....................
245
245
of Kansas
Bridge
Rock Island.
Rock Island.
Island.
Island. See Rock
Bridge at Rock
appropriations
of
485
485
of..........
erections
for
appropriations
how may be used .....................
485
how
Bridges,
Bridges,
tax on gross receipts
receipts of................
of
475
475
Bridges
Washington, D.
C.,
D. C.
Bridges in Washington,
appropriations
17 —19, 313,
313, 325,
325, 456,
456, 462,
462,
appropriations for, 17-19,
469

842

INDEX.

(continued.)
Bridges in
in Washington, D.
D. C',
C., (continued.)
for draw-keepers
draw-keepers of the
456
the................ 456
for
repairs, &e.
.462, 469
for repairs,
&c. of
of...................462,
469
Bridges over
ocer the Potomac,
Potomac,
surveys and estimates
estimates to be made for
for near
near
Aqueduct
Bridge in
Aqueduct Bridge and Long Bridge
the l)istrict
District of Columlia
Columbia .............
574
574
examination to be made
made as to their
examination
obstructing
navigation
574
navigation
...........
574
obstructing
Brigadier-Generals,
Brigadier-(Genera/s,
emoluments,
ten of the army, their pay, emoluments,
and staff
staff ........................
333
333
British
Vessel, The Magicienne,
illagicienne,
British Vessd,
payment to owners
owners of, and shippers
shippers of
payment
by ......................
cargo by.
601
amount, how distributed ...........
601
amount,
Brokers,
Brokers,
definition of,
116
of, and special tax on
on........ 116
Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, the
the City,
Citq,
exchange
of
lands
to
be
effected
with,
in
cxchanec
with, in
Wallabout
492
Wallauout Bay .....................
Brown,
Brown, Henry
Ilenry K.,
K.,
Secretary of War
with, for
for the
Secretaty
War to contract
contract with,
the
bronze equestrian
equestrian statue
erection of aa bronze
to Lieutenant-General
Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott
Scott.. 571
Brunswick,
salary of collector
collector of customs at, estab308
lished ............................
308
E.,
Bryant, Col. It.
R.F.,
credit to be allowed
allowed to, in settlement
settlement of
account
585
account ...........................
585
Buchanan and
Buchanan
and Company,
Company,
sums
settlement of accounts
accounts
suIIIs found due
duce in settlement
of,
570
of, to he
lie paid
paid ......................
570
Contractors,
Builders and Contractors,
defilition
definition of, and special
special tax on
on......... 121
Building
occupied by
Buildinq ocitpied
1,i Slate
S7tte! Department,
Depiirtment,
aippropri:tions
appropriations for general
general purposes
purposes of...
of
444
Buildiv corner
of 1" and l"fleentlh
.bVieenth Street,
Building
conie-r of
Street,
appropriations for general purposes of.
of.200,
aprlopriations
200, 450
Building
of F
Buildin corner
corner of
f' and
nd Seventeenth Street,
Street,
appropriations for
purposes
of.
200,
450
appropriations
for general
general purposes
450
Bunting,
duty on imported .........
......... .. 561
Burden of Proof,
claimant of
spirits, to
to be on claimant
of seized
seized spirits,
to
show that the requirements
requirements of the law
been complied with ............
163
have been
163
Bureau
of Freedmen
Bureaufor Relief
Idief of
reedmnen and
and Refugees,
liefuqees,
act to continue in three
amend the
fioce and amend
establishing................
173 —177
act establishing
173-177
act establishing, continued
for
two
years. 173
173
continued for two years.
supervision of,
of', to
to all
all loyal
refusupervision
to extend
cxtend to
loyal refugees
gees. and frecdmcn
freedmen ..................
174
174
two assistant colmmissioners
commissioners to be appointed ............................
174
174
their bonds, duties,
174
duties, and salaries
salaries.....
174
clerks, and assistants ..........
174
agents, clerks,
174
military officers and
enlisted men may be
anld enlisted
detailed for duty ....................
174
174
all officers and agents of, may be detailed
detailed
firom army, but without
from
without increase
of pay 174
increase of
174
soldiers to be appointed when
when it can
can be done
done 174
174
soldiers
all
all persons appointed
appointed under
be
iulder this act to be
under military
military jurisdiction
jurisdiction .........
174
174
officers of veteran reserve
reserve corps
in
officers
corps now
now in
burcau
bureau may be retained ..............
174
174
medical stores, supplics,
medical
supplies, and aid.......
aid 174
174
who not to be deemed "destitute,"
"destitute,"
"suffering,"
"suffering," or "dependent
"
174
"dependent"...
174
made to "hdads of families
families
sales of land made
race" by the tax-comof the African race"
missioners for South Carolina confirmed ............................
175
175

Bureau
Bureau for
for Relief
Relief of Freedmen and Refugees,
(continued.)
(continued.)
when may
may be
be changed
changed to
leases to, when
certificates of sale...............
sale.
175
certificates
175
be disposed
lands now unsold,
unsold, how to be
175
of..............................
175
other lands
lands bid
in at
at tax
sales, except
except
bid in
tax sales,
"school farms,"
farms," to be disposed of in
parcels ...........................
175
parcels
. 175
whom, in what quantity, and for
for
to whom,
what
price ..
175
what price
...
...............
. 175
not to be alienated
within six years.
years 175
alienated within
175
be surveyed
lots of twenty
surveyed into lots
to be
acres eaci
each .....................
175
175
"school
be sold at pullic
public auc"school farms"
farms" to be
subject to leases ..............
175
tion, subject
175
when and for what price.........
price
175
175
lots in Port Royal
Royal and lots and houses
houses in
Beaufort
175
Beaufort ...........................
175
proceeds of sales, how invested and apapproceeds
plied ...........
175
plied
...................
175
assistant commissioners
South Carocommissioners for South
lina and Georgia,
Georgia, to examine
examine claims
claims
lina
under General
General Sherman's
Sherman's special
special field
field
under
order
175
order.. ...........................
175
provision
those having
valid claims.
claims 175
173
provision for those
having valid
warrants for twenty acres ..........
176
warrants
176
leases
sale ....... 176
176
leases and certificates of sale
lands occupied
occupied by freedmen
under Genfreedmen under
General Sherman's
order not to be restored
Sherman's order
restored
until, &..e
176
&c ...........................
176
lands and
and buildings
buildings belonging
belonging to
the sosoto the
called
confederate States may be seized,
seized,
called confederate
held, used, leased, or sold ............
176
176
proceeds of, to be applied
applied to education of the
the freed people .......... 176
176
when bureau
when
bureau ceases to exist, unexpended
where .....
176
pended balances
balances to
to go
go where
176
commissioner
with private
conlmissioner to cooperate
cooperate with
private
benevolent associations
associations in aid of freedmen, &c
&c. ...........................
176
men,
176
to provide buildings and tUrnish
fuirnish
teachers and protection
176
teachers
protection ............
176
immunities and rights of all citizens
immunities
in
citizens in
certain
certain States and Territories
177
Territoric ..... 176, 177
military
military protection
protection and jurisdiction
jurisdiction exextended ................
177
.......... 177
no discrimination
account of race or
discrimination on account
or
color, or previous condition
condition of
of slavery.
slaverv. 177
177
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of bureau
bureau not to exist in certain States,
State
States, and to cease in every State
when, &c
&c....................
......177177
all officers, agents, &c.
&e. of bureau
bureau to take
oath .......................
177
oath
.... .. 177
of Military
Bureau of
Mlilitary Justice,
Justice,
to consist of what
officers ..............
what officers
334
334
Bureau of Ordnance,
(hdnance,
in navy,
navy, office of assistant
assistant in, abolished
38
aholisheil..
38
Bureau of
of lBcfitgees,
Bureau
ef
iees, Freedmen,
lFreedmnen, and Abandoned Lands,
Lands,
appropriations for,
years ending
June
appropriations
bor,for xcars
ending June
1867, and June
30, 1867,
June 30,
30, 1868........92,
1868
92, 486
assistant and sub-assistant
assistant
sub-assistant commissioners
commissioners
and agents
agents ......................
486
92, 486
clerks, stationery,
stationery, and printing
92, 486
486
printing,.......92,
quarters and fuel ...................
92, 486
486
clothing for
for distribution...............
distribution
92
92
commissary
commissary stores .
92,
486
.............
92,
medical department
92, 486
department ................
transportation and telegraphing
transportation
telegraphing ..... 92,
92, 486
superintendents ..............
school superintendents
92, 486
school-lhouses
school-houses and asylums ...........
92, 486
telegraphing and postage
postage ..............
486
telegraphing
486
certain balances
may be applied
applied to
certain
balances may
to aid
educational institutions actually
educational
actually ineor,
incor-

INDEX.
INDEX.
Bureau of
of Refugees,
Freedmen, and
and Abandoned
Abandoned
Refugees, Freedmen,
Bureau
(continued.)
Lands, (continued.)
porated
freedfor loyal refugees and freedporated for
... . 486
men ......................
no
agent
or
clerk,
not
heretofore
authoranthorno agent or clerk, not heretofore
receive a
of
allowance of
a monthly allowance
ized, to receive
over
$200
486
over $200.........................
to
prevent whipping
whipping or
a
or maiming as a
to prevent
&e
487
punishment for crime, until, &c.......
Bureau of
of Statistics,
Statistics,
Bureau
established in the treasury
department.. 330,
treasury department
established
331
director of,
of, salary and duties ...........
331
to
have
franking
privilege
331
........
to have fianking privilege
statistics
navigation.... 331
commerce and navigation
of commerce
statistics of
report when to be submitted
submitted to Congress 331
monthly report of exports and imports
imports... 331
value of goods, warehoused and
and withdrawn
warehouse
331
drawn from warehouse...............
annual statement of vessels,
vessels, enrolled,
enrolled, reglicensed
331
and licensed.................
istered awl
systems of numbering
numbering vessels
vessels enrolled,
enrolled,
systems
registered, and licensed,
licensed, may be estabregistered,
lished •..........................
331
lished..
numbers how to be marked
marked ........
331
marked, ceases
ceases
vessel ceasing
ceasing to be marked,
to be a
a United States vessel ...... 331
tranmerchandise in tranannual statement of merchandise
sit, warehoused and withdrawn from
warehouse,
&c
331
warehouse, &c...................
statistics of the manufactures
manufactures of the UnitUnitStatistics
331
ed States ........................
331
clerks to aid the director
director ..............
clerks
expenses of bureau
. 331
...............
bureau
expenses
letters and documents to and fiom
from direcletters
tor, on official business, to be free.....
free
331
of. 373
appropriation
contingent expenses of
373
appropriation for contingent
446
appropriations
expenses of.........
appropriations for expenses
for collecting
collecting statistics
statistics of mines and
millings
446
446
...................
minings..
Bureaus in the
vg Department,
Department,
Bureaus
the Na
Navy
appropriations
for
the...33,
34,
200,
201,
450,
201,
the...33,
appropriations for
451, 489, 491
451,
additional clerks in, authorized
authorized......... 207
additional
Burial
Soldiers,
Burial of Soldiers,
service of the
who died in the military service
United
rebellion .... 353
United States during the rebellion
graves of,
of, to be preserved from
from desecradesecragrives
tion ............................
363
343
and
enclosed..
burial-places to be secured
enclosed
burial-places
Railroad,
Burlington
Missouri River Railroad,
Burlinyton and Missouri
time for
completion of extended
extended ........ 349
fir completion
timoe
Burning Fluid,
Fluid,
Burnbiqj
made
which taxes
taxes
madle from materials upon which
have been paid to be exempt
exempt from tax 565
distillers of and of camphene
camphene need not
pay
565
$ 50
50 ............
special tax of $
pay special
Burroll,
rhomas D.,
Burrnll,'thomas
patent
of,
liar
improvements
in
corn-shelcorn-shelfor improvements
patent
637
lers, extended .................. .. . 637
lers,
to be open to legal inquiry and de637
cision .........................
637
and
enjoying lawful use of, and
persons enjoying
purchasers
now in use,
purchasers of machines now
637
may continue to use ............
Burying-qrounds,
Burying-grounds,
old, to be returned to the Ponca Intheir old,
675
dians . ........................
675
Bushel,
duties, to be asof grain, for purpose of duties,
certained by weight
weight.................. 187
certained
number of pounds to a
a............
187
Bush, George
George IV.,
.. 597
...............
pension
Dension to .....
597
I

.

.

.

843
843

Business,
Business,
which
penalty for
for carrying on any, on which
penalty
unpaid, without payment
tax is unpaid,
payment of
of special tax ............................
Cards, §&c.,
6-e.,
Business Curds,
the printing of, on any
any United
United States sesemade unlawful
unlawful ...............
curity, made
of, in the similitude
the making
making of,
similitude of any
any
United States
States obligation
or security,
security,
United
obligation or
declared unlawful
unlawful ................
declared
Butchers,
Butchers,
on.........
definition of, and special tax on
having paid the special
special tax, not to pay
having
tax as retail
retail dealer
dealer ..................
tax
additional special
special tax on certain
certain........
additional
Carpenter,
Butler and Carpenter,
payment
in full for all claims
claims for inpayment to in
demnity .........................
demnity
claim of for engraving
for
engraving special dies for
claim
revenue
paid
be paid..........
stamps to be
revenue stamps
Butter,
Butter,
no special
special tax upon manufacturers
manufacturers of....
of
Butterworth, Joshua II.,
II.,
application of, for extension
extension of patent for
for
improvement in safe and bank locks to
improvement
be considered
considered ....................
be
Buxton, Marion
Marion M.,
pension
pension to ...........................

473

383
383

120
120
120
120
471
23
23
470
470
474

636
636
605
605

C.
C.
Cadet
Cadet Engineers
Engineers (Navy),
(Navy),
restriction as to age, and
and certain
certain qualifirestriction
removed.. 516
cations of, when appointed, removed
cations
516
Cadets,
Cadets,
provisions as to appointments
appointments of,
of, to the
provisions
military academy
359
academy ...................... 359
military
and qualifications
qualifications for admisadmisage and
sion
359,
360
359, 360
sion ......................
any
appointed after
after January
1, 1867,
1867, from
from any
January 1,
appointed
State declared to be in rebellion,
rebellion, no
no
part of appropriation
appropriation to go to, until
until
the State is restored
restored.. .................
.
416
416
Cairo and
Fulton Railroad,
Railroad,
and Falton
Cairo
lands
Missouri for, to be patgranted to Missouri
lands granted
.ented,
whenever, &c
Soe ................. 339
339
.cnted, whenever,
Calais,
Calais, Maine,
deputy
collector
at,
may
enter
and
clear
deputy collector at, may enter and clear
... 251
vessels ........................
Calapooias,
Calapooias,
appropriations for
265, 493,
493, 510
264, 265,
..... 264,
the510
for the
appropriations
Gal
California,
marine
transportation between New
New
marine mail
mail transportation
York and ..........................
49
York
post
established in 286
.5,
5, 190, 286
..........
post roads established
appropriations fbr
for Indian
Indian service
service in.
iii. .278,
279
.278, 279
appropriations
grant of
right of
lands to
fbr, and of lands
of way
way for,
of right
grant
construction of,
of, the Placeraid in the construction
ville and Sacramento
Sacramento Valley Railroad
Railroad
Company, &c
Ste. .................
.
95, 96
95,
Company,
title
BcUnited States to land in Betitle of the United
nicia and Santa
Santa Cruz given
given to those
nicia
places in
209, 210
.................
in trust210
places
act to quiet land
land titles
titles in 219
218, 219
...........
act
certain selections
public lands made by,
selections of public
certain
confirmed .............................
218
218
confirmed
other
selections not confirmed.........
confirmed
218
218
other selections
not
to receive
more land
for school
school purlandl fr
receive more
not to
to
219
219
entitled to............
than she is entitled
poses than
selections,
when upon
surveyed by
lands surveyed
upon lands
selections, when
authority
United States
219
...... 219
of the United
authority of
when on lands surveyed only by
State
authority.
219
219
State authority.................
when township
surveys have been made,
township surveys
when
-
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Cagfornia,
(continued.)
California, (continued.)
and
plats approved,
overand plats
approved, swamp
swamp and
and overflowed lands to be certified to State
flowed
year
219
219
within one
one year...................
segregation
segregation maps and surveys of swamp
and overflowed
overflowed lands made
made by State to
219
examined .....................
219
be examined
if found to conform
conform or not to conform
219
219
form .........................
swamp, &c. lands, any
any
if State claim as swamp,
mot
represented on map, character
not so represented
character
determined ....................
219
how determined
219
list of lands selected,
selected, and of swamp lands
claimed by State, to be sent to general
land-office
220
lad-office .
............ ......
220
may select for school purposes
purposes lands in
certain sixteen and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth
lieu of certain
sections ...........................
220
220
purchasers
purchasers of lands of Mexican grantees,
grantees,
&c..............................
220
220
lines of surveys extended
extended to lands derived from Spanish
Spanish or Mexican
authorMexican
ities ..........................
220, 221
.220,
land not set off,
off; subject to general
land
general land
221
laws ..............................
rights of bona fide pre-emption
pre-emption claimants
claimants
not interfered with ..................
221
appeals to circuit court from
from decrees
decrees of
aplpeals
district courts,
courts, respecting
surveys of
of
rcspecting surveys
certain private land claims after July
July
1,
1865 ............................
221
1,1865
decision of circuit court to be final......
final
221
221
southern judicial
district
of,
abolished
300
judicial
of, abolished...
forms the district
district of Califorwhole State formls
Califor300
nia ...............................
300
district
district judge, attorney, and marshal of
of
the northern district to be the judge,
&c. for the district now established....
established
300
300
provision
provision as to clerks, records, papers,
papers,
and process .....................
300, 301
survey
survey of boundary
between, and Oregon
Oregon 465
boundary between,
payment of travelling expenses of certain
certain
payment
volunteers of .......................
487
voluntccrs
grant of public lands to, for
for aiding in the
the
construction
of
the
Stockton
awl
Copconstruction of'
anld
peropolis
548
peropolis Railroad ..................
548
appropriations for
512
for Indian service
service in
in .... 512
appropriations
post-routes established
in
551
cstablisled in..............
551
Calljbrnia
Oregon Railroad
Califrniaand Ormyon
Railroad Company,
Colmpany,
and an Oregon company
company may locate
locate and
and
construct
cotstruct a
a railroad and telegraph
telegrapl line
between Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, and the
Railroad in California.
Central Pacific Railroad
California. 239
239
of road each company
what part of
company to build
build 239
the compalny
company first completing its part,
may continue its road with consent
consent of
State
239
State.. -...........................
239
grant of public
public lands not mineral,
mineral, to
said companies,
compaices, in aid of construction
construction
road ....................
239, 240, 241
of roai
239,
conlitions of grant
extent and conditions
grant and
and
selections of lands..............
lands..... ......... 240
240
right of way granted to said companies.
companies. ?40
240
materials, land for stations, &c ..... 240
240
when and h)ow
how patents for lands to issue.
240
issue. 240
roads and telegraph
telegraph .to be maintained
maintained and
and
operated as one continuous
continuous line......
line
241
241
if not kept in repair, Congress may
put them
&c
them in repair, &c...........
241
companies to be governed
laws of
of
companies
governed by laws
their rcspective
respective States
States ..............
241
241
where
to obtain consent of
of States, where
roads do not pass through the
242
public lands ...................
242

Camanehes,
Camanches,
appropriations for
for the 493
276, 493
.......... ....259,
259, 276,
appropriations
adnanches
Cahanches and Kioways,
Kioways,
treaty with,
with, of October
October 18,
18, 1865
1865........
719
719
........
treaty
peace and
and friendship
friendship ................
719
peace
719
hostile acts
act's to be settled
arbitration
719
settled by arbitration...
719
members of tribes committing
committing crimes to
to
members
be surrendered
720
surrendered ....................
720
reservation
for
Indians
parties
hereto
720
reservation for
parties hereto.... 720
boundarids .....................
720
boundaries
720
no whites,
whites, except, &c. to settle
settle
thereon, unless, &c ..............
720
thereon,
720
Indians to remove thereto and not
to leave, unless .................
720
720
to refrain
720
refrain from depredations
depredations... 720
not to encamp
encamp within ten miles
miles
of travelled
travelled routes or
or posts,
&c.
without consent
consent....
.
720
720
&ecwithout
.........
claims
relinquished ...... 720
720
claims to other lands relinquished
until removal to reservation,
reservation, Indians
Indians to
to
be where ..........................
720
be
720
rules as to
to conduct
conduct and encampments
encampments 721
United States may build roads through
their reservations
establish militarv
military
their
reservations and establish
posts .........................
721
damages therefor
therefor to be
ascertained
damages
be ascertaintd
and paid ...................
.. 721
annuities,
annuities, amount,
amount, and when
be dewhcn to be
livered
livered ..........................
721
present
present number
number of Indians
Indians ........
.............
721
census to be taken
taken annually
annually ...........
721
urged
other portions of these tribes to be urged
join this
this treaty
to join
treaty ...................
721
ratification,
&c .......................
722
ratification, &c
722
Camden,
annexed to the
the
port of, in New Jersey, annexed
collection district
district of Philadelphia ..... 417
417
collection
assistant-collector
at
417
assistant-collector appointed
appointed at.........
417
salary,
417, 418
salary, &c
&c.418
...................
417,
collector
to receive
receive instructions
instructions from collector
417
at Philadelphia
Philadelplia .................
417
enroll and
and license certain
certain vesmay enroll
engaged in
in the
the coasting
coasting trade
trade
sels engaged
417
and fisheries
fisheries.................. 417
licenses, &c.
&e. to be valid.417,
valid.417, 418
418
such licenses,
Campbell,
Campbell, John
John TV.,
W.,
credit to be allowed
to, in
in settlement
settlement of
of
credit
allowed to,
accounts ........................
578
accounts
578
Campeau,
J.,
Campeau, Andrew
And,ew J.,
may select
select lands for services
services to Chippewas
Chi)ppcwas 658
658
Canadian District,
Canadian
District,
certain Cherokees,
negroes, and
and freed
freed
cortain
Cherokees, free negroes,
persons may
may elect
elect to reside
reside thereon...
thereon
800
Canal
Ditch Ovnrers,
Canal and Ditch
Owners,
right of way granted
granted to, &c
&c. .
251, 253
253
right
........
251,
Canals.
See Boats,
Boats, Buriqes,
Barges, and
Canals. See
and Flats.
Flats.
tax
tax upon gross
gross receipts from passengeis
passengers
...
and mails
mails ...........
35
. :... •. l
135
Cannon,
Modern,
Cannon, Modern,
of large calibre, platforms
platforms for
for .......... 61
61
Cannon, Olivia
Calnon,
Olivia IW.,
pension
622
pension to ..........................
. 622
to be paid from
from naval
naval pension
pension fund.
fund 623
623
Camille,
A. B.,
Canville, A.
claims of, against
against the Osages, to be paid
paid 688,

689

cape Spartd.
Spans!. See
See Jforocco.
M orocco.
669
Cape
treaty agreements
treaty
agreements respecting
respecting the lighthouse at................
at
679,
681
....
679, 681

Capital,
Capital,
tax on that employed
employed in banking.......
banking
136
136
of State banks
banks ceasing
ceasing to exist, to be tie
the
capital as
as it was when the bank ceased
capital
ceased
tn
eit
1..t
to
„ exist
I. .. I I I.....
..............
. 146
io

INDEX.
INDEX.
Capitalisation,
Capitalization,
of the Scheldt
Scheldt dues, second
second annual
annual instalment towards...................26,
towards
226, 415
415
Capitol,
Capitol,
appropriations
for repairs,
18, 19
of...... 18,
&c. of
repairs, &c.
appropriations for
extension
460, 468
468
314, 460,
of. .19,
.19, 314,
extension and dome of.
decoration of
317
317
of...................
decoration
Capitol Police,
Police,
Capitol
appropriations
25,
192, 441,
441, 442
25, 192,
appropriations for .........
increased
327
327
to ...................
pay to
increased pay
to
the sergeant-at-arms
sergeant-at-arms
by the
appointed by
to be appointed
of
sergeant-at-arms of
of the Senate and sergeant-at-arms
the House
house .......................
466
466
Caps,
tax upon
upon ........................
474
474
Captains,
Captains,
number of grade of,
navy established
222
established 222
of, in navy
increase
grade , how made ...........
222
222
increase in grade,
Carpet Wools and
and other similar
similar Wools,
Carpet
to
include what
559, 560
560
559,
what ..................
to include
Carpenter, Butler
and,
Buller and,
Carpenter,
payment
in full for all claims
... 23
claims........
payment to, il
Carpets,
Carpets,
to
be
purchased
for
public
public
of
the
any
to be purchased
buildings, to be of .domestic manuficmanufacbuildings,
. 20
ture .
..........................
ture
imported
561
of various kinds, duty on imported.....
Carriages,
Caorriaes,
......... 135
annual tax on ...............
Carriers,
Carriers,
punishment of, in
ColumDistrict of
of Columin the District
punishment
bia, for
for embezzlement,
embezzlement, &c. of goods delivered to them for carriage ..........
407
407
livered
Carter,
Carter, John,
John,
623
pension to ............................
Cascade
Conzpany,
Railroad Company,
Cascade Railroad
right of way granted to, through the pubreserve in
military reserve
in
a military
lic lands,
lands, and a
31
Washington Territory .............
Washington
limit
31
.
31
limit to grant
grant ...................
lands
for
stations,
&c
31
31
lands for stations, &c ................
charter
of
company
declared
valid
31
valid......
company
of
charter
Casks,
ec.
Casks, 4-c.
containing, or supposed to contain,
contain, discontaining,
&e.
tilled spirits may be seized by, &c.
482
when, &c.
&c. and be
be detained
detained ..........
482
persons
drawing articles subject
subject to tax
tax
persons drawing
from those marked,
marked, to effice
marks
482
efface marks...
froim
penalty for not doing so ...........
482
482
penalty
casks,
&c.
may
be
forfeited
482
........ 482
casks, &c.
Cast
ins,
Castine,
name of collection district of Penobscot
Penobscot
natne
33
changed to ......................
33
clanged
Cattle,
Cattle,
importation of neat and of hides of,
of, proimnportation
hibited .........................
1,
1, 3
3
4
suspended
2, 4
Iow act may be suspended...
when and how
4
penalty for violation ..................
4
pcenalty
48
duty on those imported
imported alive...........
alive
Cattle
Cattle Brokers,
definition of,
116, 117
117
of, and special tax on ..... 116,
definition
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
number of regiments of,
of, in tho
the army, and
332
332
how organized ....................
two to be composed of colored
332
colored men 332
grade
commissary sergrade of company commissary
332
geant of cavalry abolished......
abolished
332
vacancies
officers,
vacancies in the grades of officers,
how filled
filled .....................
332
332
any part may be armed and drilled
dismounted cavas infantry or dismounted
alry
332
332
alry . ......................
Cavalry Horses,
91
appropriation
of
91
appropriation for purchase of..........
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Cavender,
John S.,
Cavender, John
appointed manager
manager of national
national asylum
asylum
appointed
563
for disabled
disabled volunteer
volunteer soldiers
soldiers ........
563
Calluses,
Cayuses,
appropriations
for
the
266,
510,
511
510,
511
the........266,
appropriations
Cemeteries,
Cemeteries,
appropriations
establish and purchase
appropriations to establish
for national
national ....................
310
310
sites for
Cemeteries.
Cemeteries.
Cemeteries. See National
National Cemeteries.
399
establish and protect national.....
national
act to establish
Cemetery
Cemanetery
house in Mexico
Mexico .......... 226
226
and sexton's house
Census,
Census,
758
to be
be taken
taken of the Seminoles ..........
758
Choctaws
Chickasaws.........
772
772
Choctaws and Chickasaws
Creeks.
787, 788
788
Creeks......................87,
802
Cherokees ......................
Census
Census Office,
appropriations for expenses of the
the....20,
.... 20, 468
appropriations
to pay
due certain
marshals
certain marshals
amount due
to
pay amount
for taking the ciglhth
eighth
and assistants for
468
census468
........................
no
payment
parany
one
who
to
no paymentt
468
ticipated in the rebellion....
rebellion
tcipated
to pay total
total liabilities
lialilities of....... 460, 461
Census
Census Returns
of 1860, as to mortality
mortality and
and diseases,
diseases, digest
Jarvis
326
gest of
of by
by Edward
Edward dJarvis............
Centro/
Comp«ny
(CopIomla
Paclific Railroad
Riilroad
Central Pacific
California may extend
extend its road eastof Califbrnia
ward to connect
Pacific
connect with Union Pacific
Railroad
80
Railroad ..........................
Cereal Productions
Productions
Cereal
United States,
States, specimens
specimens of the, to
of the United
be prepared
prepared and forwarded
forwarded for exhibi563
tion at
the Paris ]xposition
Exposition .........
atithe
Certificate lof llisclutrge.
Bankruptcy.
ischarge. See Ilankruptcy.
Certificate
when to be granted to bankrupt
532, 533
533
bankrupt ..... 532,
when
533
form of..........................
of
533
Certificate of
I'urchase
(f Purchase
Certificate
purchaser of real estate
to he
be given the purchaser
. 109
sold for taxes
taxes .....................
109
Certfficate
Sale
Cerificate of Sale
property for nonpayment
nonpayment of taxes, to
of property
transfer
purchaser 107
therein to purchaser
transfbr all right therein
notice to corporation
corporation of transfer
transfer of
to be notice
stocks, Ste.
delinquent ............. 107
&c. of delinqlcnt
to make
make void
void outstanding
outstanding certificates
certificates of
to
stock107
107
............................
evidences
to be receipt for securities, or evidences
107
of debt ...........................
568
under the tax law, effect of ............
568
under
evidence of
facie evidence
of the regulariregulariprimn facie
to be prima
ty and validity
validity of sale, and
and of the title
of
568
568
of purchaser
purchaser .....................
Certificates,
Certificates,
credto
the
representing
money,
standing
credstanding
representing
it of a
disbursing officer
officer for
fir three years,
a disbursing
41, 42
Sze.................. 41,
deposited, &c
to be deposited,
holders thereof
thereof to be paid
paid............. 42
holders
register of treasury, that drafts for
for
of register
payment of
of warrants
warrants have been
been outstanding
three years
years to be, when
when to
standing for three
42
vouchers for satisfaction
satisfaction of warrants 41, 42
be vouchers
Certificates of Deposit,
Deposit,
Certificates
for offices of assistant
treasurers ........ 203
assistant treasurers
for
Certificates of
of Registry
Enrolment and License,
Reqistry or Enrolment
Certificates
255
255
to issue to certain vessels ..............
fraudulently obtaining, to work forfeiture
forfeiture
fraudulently
184
of vessel .........................
184
Certificate of
of Thanks,
Certificate
awarded to the soldiers of New
New Jersey,
awarded
may
sent to them
them free through the
the
may be sent
. 371
mails . ........................

846
846
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Cession
Cession of Lands
LTands to the United States,
the Chippewas
Chippewas of Saginaw.
Saginaw. Swan
by tle
Creek, and Black River .............
657
Creek,
667
the Omaha
Indians ................
by tile
()maha Indians
Winneha,go Indians ............
671
by the Winnebago
Woll-pah-pe Snake
Snake Indians......
Indians
683
by the Woll-pal-pe
756
756
Sminoles, ......................
by the Seminoles,
Cliippewvs
765
by the Bois Porte
Forte band of Chippewas....
765
by
Chickasaws ...... 769
769
bv the Choctaws and Chickasaws
by
for civilized Inby the Creeks for homes for
dians .............................
778
778
by the Cherokees
Cherokees .....................
804
804
by the
675
tie Ponca Indian
Indians .................
675
the Great and Little Osage
Osage Indians
by tle
Indians... 687,
688
Cheyennes and Arrapahoes
by the Cheyennes
Arrapahoes...... 704
Challenges
Chal/enfles of
qf.Jurors,
furors,
defendants
Columbia
dfetndl:lnts in the District
Iistrict of Columbia
407
entitled to four peremptory
peremptory ..........
Champion, David B.,
pension to ..........................
630
630
C'hapel
Chapel
at naval academy,
academy, appropriation
for
311
appropriation for.....
311
Chaplains
Chaplains (Armly),
(Army),
rank, pay, &c.
&c. of .....................
337
of colored troops
137
troops. ....................
337
transportation
transportation of ..................
... 337
rank and grade of ....................
423
vacancies
office of,
vacan(ics in office
of, to be filled by the
tie
President
423
President .........................
tenure of office
office of,
of, allowances,
allowances, &c
&c....... 423
the
post chaplains
chaplains to be commissioned
commissioned by the
President
423
President.....................
.... 423
Charts,
Charts, 4-c.,
,Sc.,
to be published and furnished at cost ....
67
aastas,
Chafstas,
appropriations for the
256,493,494
appropriations
the..........256,
493, 494
Chatfield,
Chatfield, Thomas,
may select lands for services to Chippemay
was .............................
658
658
Check Lists
Lists
to
District
to be used
nsed in all
nil elections
elections in the District
375
of Columbia
Colulnbia .......................
375
Checks,
Checks,
standing
disbursing officers
standling to credit
credit of disbursing
officers
Mr three years, to be
be deposited, &c..
&c...41,
for
.41, 42
holders to be paid
holders
paid .....................
42
for offices of;ssistant
treasurers ........ 203
tissistant treasurers
Checks
and
Certificates
of
Deposit
on
New
York,
Checks amd CertiJicales Deposit New
appropriations fr.
for .....................
454
appropriations
454
Cheese,
Cheese,
required of manufacturers
manufacturers
no special tax required
of ...............................
474
Chelsea
Hospital,
Clhelsea Marine
Marine Ilosital,
appropriations fbr
for repairs of
310
310
approl)iaitions
of ...........
Chemnitz,
Cheinitz,
salary
consul of the United States
salary of the consul
at, established ......................
414
414
dollars
414
to be two thousand dollars.........
414
Chenerg, Richard,
Richard,
Chener!/,
claim of, for beef furnished
furnished to an Indian
agent to be examined and paid
agcent
paid....... 633
633
Cherokee Delegation,
Il),ljation,
payment of expenses
expenses of ...............
806
pa:yment
806
Cherokee Nation,
Nation,
appropriations for the
appropriations
279, 499
the..............279,
Cherokees
Cherokees,
expenses
Southern
326
expenses of delegation
delegation of Southern......
payment
refunded from
from
payment for to be refunded
sales of lands ..................
326
treaty with, of July 19,
19, 1866 .
.
799
...........
799
pretended treaty with so-called
pretended
so-called confedeconfederate States declared void ............
799
rate
799
600
1O,
................
roenc
iAlllCUSi
CLffLJW
amnesty -vllUllcu
for
799,
807
am-.tlD
lt offences
...............
iyu, OUV

(continued.)
Cherokees, (continued.)
public
surrendered... 807
public property
property to be
be surrendered...
confiscation
repealed and
confiscation laws
laws repealed
and former
former
owners
restored to their
rights
.... 799
799
owners restored
their rights........
improvements
800
improvements ....................
800
Cherokees,
freed
persons,
and
free
neCherokees, fieed persons, and free negroes, electing
reside, &c.,
&e s,may
may
grocs,
electing not to reside,
occupy Canadian
$ze ......... 800
Canadliian district, &e
occupy
those so electing
electing to reside
elect
rcside there, may elect
local officers,
&e..............
800
officers, judges, &c
their rights
privileges...........
800
800
rights and privileges
entitled to representation
national
entitled
representation in national
council
goo
800
council. .......................
remedy
unequal laws ..........
80o
800
remedy for unequal
courts to be
be established
established in the Indian
courts
Territory ......................
800, 803
803
Territory
.
800,
until
United
States
court is establi-hed,
established,
until United States court
the district
district court
court nearest the Cherokee
Cherokee
thi
nation
natters
nation to have jurisdiction of matters
therein
.800,
therein ........................
800, 801
judicial tribunals
tribunals of nation to have
judicial
have exclusive
jurisdiction in certain
certain civil and
and
clusive jurisdiction
criminal cases
eases .......................
8"
criminal
803
licenses to
to be
be granted
granted unless,
unless,
licenses
to trade
trade not
not to

&c. .....................
.........
. 801
801
&c
801
slavery not to exist longer .............
freedmen and
and free
free colored
colored persons
persons to have
frccdliren
lhave
rights of native Cherokees
Cherokees ...........
801
801
no
pay
for
emancipated
slaves
801
81
slaves
...........
no pay for emanciipated
farm and other prolducts
products may
sold,
farm
mav be .sold,
&c., am4
removed without tax ........
801
&c.,
and removed
801
of way granted to railroads .... 801,
right of
01, 802
companies and their servants
servants to be
subject
&c............ 801,
subject to laws, &c
01, 802
general
general council may be annually convened
802
vened .............................
how composed
8(12
composed ....................
802
times and places of meetings.......
meetings
802
length of sessions and
and special
special sessions .........................
802
802
powers of
of .......................
802
.02
laws enacted
by, when
when to take
take effect
laws
enacted by,
eltiet SO2
802
legislative power
power of, may be ettlegislative
enlarged .........................
larged
802
president and
and secretary
secretary of........802,
president
of........ 802, 803
members....
803
pay of secretary
secretary and of members
803
census to he
taken ....................
802
be taken
802
lands for missionary or educational
educational purposes .............................
803
poses
803
&e.
803
not to be sold, except, &c...........
803
when sold,
proceeds
of
sale
how
apwhen
sold, proceeds
sale how applied .........................
803
United States may
may settle
settle civilized
civilized Indians
in Cherokee
Cherokce country
country ................
803
how such
such may be made
made part of Cherokee nation
nation ....................
803
those wishing
preserve tribal orwishing to preserve
ganization,
ganization, to have land set off to
to
them .........................
803
to pay a
a sum into the
tle national
find ......................
fund
803
803
limits
pllacs of setlemenit...
limits of places
settlement
804
friendly
friendly Indians
Indians may be settled where
where... 804
boundaries
districts for,
boundaries of districts
for, to be dis804
tinctly marked .................
804
lands of, how
how to be conveyed
conveyed and
and
held .........................
804
possession and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction over such
such
lands ...............
804
lands
. .......
cession of lands
lands in Iansas
Kansas to the United
cession
States in trust
trust ......................
804
States
804
lands may be
be included in State
State of Kant
sas ..............................
.804
804
to be
be surveyed and appraised..
..... 8
8)4
appraised.......
)4
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Cherokees,
Cherokees, (continued.)
(continued.)
&c 804,
may be sold to highest bidder,
bidder, &c.
804,
807
807
lands of,
Arkansas and in States east
east
of, in Arkansas
of the Mississippi may be sold
805
sold.........805
mode of
sale, &c
SLe .................
805
mode
of sale,
805
heads of families
families desiring to
to remove
remove to
be
to be
paid for improvements
improvements ..............
'805
'805
electing
electing to remain
remain,-,to receive aapat805
ent for 320 acres ..............
805
then to cease to be a
a member of
the nation ................
805
805
surveyed and allotted
805
land reserved to be surveyed
allotted 805
country to
boundary line of Cherokee
Cherokee country
to be
be
run and marked
marked ....................
805
805
agent of Cherokees
Cherokees to
to examine
examine their
their acacUnited States,
books,
counts with the United
States, books,
papers, &...................................
&q.
805
.. 805
funds, how to be invested and interest
funds,
interest
paid .............................
805
805
payment
Jones
805
payment to Rev. Ryan
Evan Jones..........
805
ounties and arrears for services
bounties
services as Indian volunteers,
volunteers, how to be
applied
805,
be applied..
805,
806
806
possession
protection guaranteed
806
possession and protection
guaranteed.... 806
military posts may be established
established in
in Cherokee
806
okee country
country .......................
806
spirituous, &c.
&e. liquors
liquors prohibited
prohibited....... 806
806
certain persons forbidden coming into nation, or remaining ..................
806
806
payment for provisions and clothing
clothing for
for
the army
army under Appotholhala
Appotholehala ....... 806
806
expenses of Cherokee
Cherokee delcgations
delegations ....... 806
806
payment of certain
certain losses by missionaries
missionaries
and missionary societies
societies .............
806
806
inconsistent
inconsistent treaty provisions annulled
annulled.. 806
806
ratification, with amendments.
ratification,
amendments. ....... 807
807
amendments assented to...............
to
808
808
Cherolcee School and
National Funds,
Funds,
Cherokee
and National
appropriation for interest on abstracted
bonds of the ...................
279, 514
279,
514
Cherolcees, Southern,
Cherokees,
expenses of, in negotiating recent
recent treaty,
awarded
Secretary of the Interior
Interior 513
awarded to, by Secretary
513
Cherrystone?, Va.,
Cherrystone,
salary of collector
salary
collector of customs at,
at, estabestablished
lished .............................
308
308
Chesapealce Bay and Potomac River Tidewater
Chesapeake
Canal
Company,
Canal
may extend its canal
canal to the Anaeostia
Anacostia
River
River............................. 253
may take and hold property
property necessary
necessary for
for
the proper construction
construction of extension
253
extension... 253
proceedings
proceedings where the land cannot
cannot
be purchased,
purchased, or the owner is un253, 254
der disability ...............
253,
254
tolls and
and charges upon said extension...
254
extension... 254
canal'
canal extension
extension to be a
a public highway
highway
and free to the United States
States.......... 254
254
to render account of receipts and expendiexpenditures when
when required .................
254
tures
254
provisions of the act incorporating
incorporating to apply to the extension .................
255
255
Cheyenne,
Cheyenne, Apache, and Arrapahoes,
Arrapahoes,
treaty with, of October
October 17,
17, 1865
713
1865 .........713
See Apaches.
Cheyennes,
271, 276,
276, 493
appropriations for the ......... 271,
Cheyennes
Cheyennes and Arrapahoes,
Arrapahoes,
treaty with,
with, of October 14, 1865.
... 703, 711
711
1865....703,
perpetual peace and friendship
.. 707
perpetual
friendship ..........
707
hostile acts to be settled by arbitration...
arbitration... 703
703
members of tribes committing
committing crimes,
crimes, &c.
&c.
surrendered
703, 704
to be surrendered...............
703,

847
847

Cheyennes and Arrapahoes
Arrapahoes; (continued.)
(continued.)
reservation for Indians, who are parties
reservation
hereto
hereto..................... ....... 704
704
boundaries .......................
704
boundaries
704
no whites except,
except, &c. to settle therethereon, unless, &c..................
&e
704
on,
704
Indians not required
required to settle
settle thereon,
thereon,
until, &c......................
&e
704
until,
704
a reservation,
a
reservation, no
no part
part of which is in
Kansas,
designated for them 704,
iKansas, to be designated
708
708
Indians to remove
Indians
remove thereto
thereto and not to
leave, unless,
&c.................
"04
unless, &c
704
to refrain
refrain from
from depredations....
depredations
704
704
to cncamp
encamp within ten miles
not to
miles
of
of travelled
travelled routes or
or posts,
&c. without
without consent........
consent
704
704
claims to other lands relinquished
relinquished ...... 704
704
boundaries thereof
thereof ................
704
704
until
to reservation,
reservation, Indians
Indians to
until removed
removed to
to
be
where
be where........................
1)
... 704
rules
as to
to conduct
conduct end
encampm ent s 705
7054
7
rules as
nlndencampmcnts
United States
States may build roads through
through
reservations and
and establish
reservations
establish military posts
posts 705
705
damages
damages therefor
therefor to be ascertained
ascertained
ant
and paid ......................
705
705
patent
patent for six hundred
forty acres of
hundlred and fbrty
of
in fee simple to each of certain
land incertain
persons ............................
persons
705
705
lands, how to be selected..........
selected
705
lands,
705
grant of lands
lands to certain chiefs
chiefs of
of bands,
band s,
grant
in reparation
reparation of
of outrages against
against certain
certain
bands ..
705, 706
706
.....................
.. 705,
conditions of
of grla
grantssl..............
706
conditions
706
lands, how
bow to be selected
selected .......... 706
706
lands,
further
further compensation lior
tin. property
property destroydestroyed or taken
United States troops...
troops
taken by United
706
annuities for forty
forty years
years ............... 706
706
annuities
and when to be delivered
70)6
amount and
delivered... 706
present
Indians7(6
present number
number of Indians
............ 706
census
census to be taken
taken annually
annually706
............ 706
other
portiotns of tribes
other portions
tribes to be urged to join
the trety
the.
treaty .........................
706
706
arrears
anlilities under
arrears of annuities
Ibrtner treaties
untler former
to be paid
soon as
706
paid as
as soon
as practicable
practicable ......
706
upon ratification
ratification hereof,
hereof, the former treaty
to ho
null
be nnll.........................
. 706
06
ratification
ratification advised
advised with amendments
amendments .707,
.707, 708
708
amendments
assented
to
708,
709
amendments assented to ............
708, 709
assented
assented to by the Apache
Apache Indians ........................
709, 710
710
709,
Chicago,
Burlington, and Quincy
It. B.
Co ,
Chicago, Burlington,
Quitnc/ R1.
R. Co.,
-may
may construct
construct railroad
railroad biidge
bridge across tie
the
M
Mississippi
245
ississippi River
River ....................
245
Chickasaws,
Chickasaws,
appropriations
497
appropriations for
for the .......... 258, 259,
259, 497
Chickasaws and
Choctaws, •
Chickas
and Cloctaws,
treaty with,
28, 1866...........
1866........... 769
treaty
with, of
of April
April 28,
769
See
See Choctaws
Choctaws and
and Chickasaws.
Chickasaws.
Chief Engineer
of the
the Arnw,
Chief
Engqineer of
Army,
appropriations for the office of the 199,200,449
199,200,449
appropriations
additional employees
employees in offlie
office of
449
of..... 449
to perform
perform duties
duties now required
required of comcommissioner of public buildings........
buildings
486
missioner
466
Washington Aqueduct.
Aqueduct...
466
to superintend Washington
.. 466
and public
public works
works and
anti improvements
improvements
United States in the
of the United
tile District
)istrict
of Columbia ...................
466
the United
Chief .Justice
Justice of the Supreme Court ofthe
United
States,
States,
recommend registers of
to nominate
nominate and recommend
of
bankruptcy
congressional disdisbankruptcy in each congressional
trict of the United
United States 518 ...........
518
See
Court of
of the
States.
See Supreme
Supreme Court
the United
United States.

818
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Chief
Chief Medical
Medical Purveyor
Purveyor
335
of the army, rank, pay, &c. of .........
to give bonds ........................ 335
Chief of Engineers,
Enlgineers,
appointment, rank, pay, &c
&c. .............
335
335
appointment,
Chief of
Ordnance,
(C/ief
of Ordnlance,
appointment of ...................... 336
appointment
Chief Signal
Signall Officer,
rank, pay, &c. of .................. 335,
335, 336
Chiefs of the
Cliefs
the °sages,
Osyaes,
five hundred dollars to be paid to, annual ly .............................
689
ally
Chien,
Pierre,
Chien, Pierre,
payment to, for services
services to the Crow Indians ...
499
......................
499
Children,
Children,
of soldiers
soldiers and sailors, provisions
provisions as to
pensions to
58, 230
..................
58,
230
China,
China,
steamship service between,
San
mail steamship
between, and San
Francisco
49
Francisco .......................
49
service between
between San FranFranmail steamship service
cisco and, appropriation for ..........
394
prisons for American convicts in, approappropriation for rent of .................. 414
414
See
Japan.
See .J(apan.
China
Seas,
China Seas,
survey of .........................
38
survey
38
Chipman,
Clhiman, Elizabeth F.,
payment to, for horse
Iorse lost by her husband
husband
634
in the military
military service ............... 634
Chippewas,
Chippewas,
appropriations for the.....256,
the
256, 257,
257, 258, 261,
261,
appropriations
271, 273, 274, 370, 494-497,
494-497, 504
504
271,
annuity of, to be restored
restored ............. 379
annuity
379
treaty with, of April 7,
7, 1866
treaty
........... 765
Forte Indians.
See Bois Forte
Indians.
Chippewas
Chippewas of Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black
River, Michigan
Mihiiqan,
Rlier,
October 18, 1864
. 657
657
treaty with,
with, of October
.......
reserved lands, released
released to
townships of reserved
the United States
States ...................
657
right to locate and purchase
certain lands,
purchase certain
released
657
........................
certain lands set apart
apart for, in Isabella
Isabella
county
657
county...........................
657
mode and order of selections of land in
in
lieu of those relinquished
lieu
relinquished ...........
657
selections
selections by others .................... 658
658
may -select
William Smith and others may
select
therefor
658
lands and receive patents therefor.....
certain Ottawas,
Ottawas, Chippewas,
Chippewas, and
and Pottawatomies, may select and hold lands..
lands
658
watomies,
658
agent to make out lists of those who have
have
made selections of lands .............
658
made
658
persons
included therein
divided
persons included
therein to be divided
into two
two classes
classes ................
658
658
"competents,"
"those not so
"competents," "those
competent"
658
competent"............... 658
658
patents to those of both classes 658
mamnal-labor school ...................
manual-labor
658
658
board of visitors ..................
659
659
missionary society of Methodist
Methodist Episcopal church, to erect suitable buildings
for school, &c
&c ......................
.. 659
659
to have control of school and farm,
&e
659
&c ..........................
659
annual appropriation
659
appropriation.............. 659
may be suspended ...........
659
659
may use present school-house.
school-house..659
...... 659
if missionary
missionary society
society abandons
abandons school or
or
farm it loses its rights under
under this
treaty..........................
treaty
659
659
if it does not accept trust ..........
659
659

of Saginaw,
Saginaw, Swan
Chippewas of
Swan Creek,
Creek, and
and Black
River,
lizuer, Michigan, (continued.)
(continued.)
if it conducts
conducts school,
school, &c. acceptably
acceptably
for ten years,
years, to
have patents
patents for
for
to have
land, in trust for Indians .....
659, 661
part of payments
payments to be retained
retained for agricultural
stock, shops,
shops, &c
659
cultural implements,
implements, stock,
&c. 659
'mill, and land at Isabella
Isabella City, may be
sold .............................
659
659
James Nicholson
Nicholson may select 80 acres
acres upon,
upon,
&c.
.659, 660, 661
661
.659,660,
&c .........................
eighth article of former treaty
treaty not affected
affected 660
660
amendments .....................
amendments
661
Choctaws,
Choctaws,
appropriations for
258, 259,
259, 497
497
258,
appropriations
for the
the ........
(.7ctaws and Chickasaws,
Choctaws
treaty with,
with, of April 28, 1866
1866 .........
769
769
peace and fiiendship
friendship with the
the United
United
769
States and with Indians
769
Indians ............
slavery and
servitude to cease
cease 769
769
slavery
and involuntary
involuntary servitude
cession of lands known
known as the leased
leased district to the United
United States ...........
769
769
purchase-money
purchase-money of lands to be invested
invested
and held in trust
trust by the United
United States
States
until,
&c .....................
769, 770
770
until, &c
769,
provisions as to persons
African deprovisions
persons of African
scent resident
resident in the nation...
nation... 769,770,
769, 770, 778
778
negroes and freedmcn
freedmen ........
770
rights of negroes
770
negroes may be witnesses
770
negroes
witnesses ............
770
freedmen to have
have fair pay for labor by
by
freedmen
contract, and contracts to be enforced.
770
contract,
enforced. 770
to have as much
much land as
as thev
they may
cultivate
cultivate for
for themselves
themselves and famnfami770
lies ........................
770
amnesty for offences
against the United
amnesty
offences against
United
States, and against
against the Indian
Indian governments ..........................
770
770
property
of the
the late confederate
confederate States
property of
within possession
given up
782
possession to be given
up...... 782
right of way granted
granted through
through their
their country for railroads
railroads ....................
771
damages .........................
. 771
damages
companies
companies and
and their
their servants
subject
servants subject
laws and rules
rules ...............
to laws
771
Indians may
may subscribe
Indians
subscribe to the stock of the
companies
therefor in contigucompanies and pay therefor
contiguous lands
lands ..........................
771
ous
this stock to be aa first mortgage
mortgage and
and
perpetual lien
lien and entitled
entitled to six
perpetual
six
or its proportion
per cent interest
interest or
proportion
771
of dividends
dividends ....................
771
lands thus subscribed
subseribed not to be sold,
sold, &e
&c. 771
patents for, when to be issued to compatents
colnpanies
panics ......................... . 771
71
other lands may
may be selected
selected in lieu of ocother
cupied sections
sections ...................
771
cupied
. 771
legislation, by Congress,
Congress, for rights of perlegislation,
sons and property ................
71
77
aageneral
general council may be convened
annuconvened annnally ...........................
772
ally
. 772
to consist
consist of whom,
whom, and
and members
metnbers
how selected
772
selected ...................
772
members to which each
members
each tribe is entitled
tled ...........................
772
772
time and place of meetings .........
.. 772
772
length of
of sessions.................
sessions
772
772
special sessions
sessions..................... 772
772
powers of
772
of.. ...................
.. 772
president
secretary of, and pay
president and secretary
secretary ....................
of secretary
772
772
pay and mileage of members
members....... 772
772
census of the tribes to be taken
taken
772
census
.........
772
courts may be established
established in the territory ...................
tory
.......... .. 773
773
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Choctaws
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Choctiws and
and Chickasaws,
Chickasaws, (continued.)
delegate from the territory to Congress
Congress.. 773
773
superintendent
to be
be the
the
superintendent of
of Indian
Indian affairs
affairs to
executive of said territory.......territory............ 773
773
his title and duties.
duties •
773
................
773
secretary, marshal, and deputies, and ininterpreter, and their pay
pay.......... .... 773
773
in appointments
appointments of
marshals
and
deputies,
of marshals and deputies,
preference
competent
preference to be given to competent
members of the nations
nations ..............
773
773
upper house
council
773
upper
house of the council.............
773
moneys invested by virtue of existing
moneys
existing
treaties to remain
remain invested
invested ..........
773
773
interest thereof,
thereof, how to be
be applied
applied.. 773,
773,
774, 782
782
obligations reaffirmed,
reaffirmed, and payment
payment
treaty obligations
774
of annuities to be renewed
renewed.......... 774
lands in
surveys and division of hinds
in severseverally
alty ..............................
774
774
land-office at Boggy
Depot
. 774
774
land-oftice
Boggy Depot.............
exhibit actual
actual occuoccumaps of surveys to exhibit
pancies ..........................
774
774
maps when completed
returned to
completed to be returned
to
land-office,
laud-office, and ninety- days'
days' notice
774
given .............................
774
notice,
notice, how and where
he given......
given
774
where to be
774
provisions as to absent
absent Choctaws
and
Choctaws and
Chickasaws ....................
.774,
775
774, 775
lands
laends may be selected
selected for scats of justice,
justice,
for schools,
schools, seminaries,
seminaries, and colleges—
colleges. .. 775
775
each Indian to
right to
one quarto have
have aaright
to one
quar775
ter section of land ..................
775
selections for infants how to
made.
775
to be
be made....
775
rights of parents in making
making selections
selections for
for
children ..........................
children
776
776
actual occupants
occupants to have prior
prior right
right to
to
quarter sections on which are his or her
her
improvements
775
improvements......................
775
prior to surveys mav
abandon immay abandon
provements and select other lands 775
provements
775
occupation
occupation by missionaries of missionary
missionarv
establishments not to be interfered
interfered with 775
775
rights
rights of certain
certain missionaries
missionaries ...........
775
775
religious societies, 775
775
grant of lands to certain religious
not to be sold, &c. except, &c.......
&c.
775
775
proceeds when sold how to be apap776
plied ...............
...... 775, 776
mode of selecting
selecting lands ...............
776
776
proof of improvements
improvements to be made prior
prior
to entries ....
..................... 776
776
sections sixteen and thirty-six
thirty-six reserved
reserved
for schools .........................
776
776
agencies not to
military posts and Indian agencies
to
be interfered
interfered with ...................
776
776
names of persons for whom selections
selections are
made to be in books of register .......
.
776
776
town lots and provisions concerning.
.770, 777
concerning..770,
777
lands 777
patents, when to issue for selected
selected lands.
777
disputes as to selections
selections of lands,
lands, how to
be settled .........................
777
contiguous
selections
777
contiguous selections..................
777
selections to be inalienable
inalienable .............
777
777
citizens by adoption or intermarriage
intermarriage to
have same
same rights ...................
777
have
777
Kansas
Kansas Indians
Indians will be received
received into dis777, 778
trict east, .3Le
&c................"... 777,
778
limit as to their number
number ........... 777
777
to be fellow-citizens
fellow-citizens and have same
rights
777, 778
rights...................... 777,
778
documents
documents in land-office, when
when to be givCloctaws and Chickasaws
Chickasaws ...... 778
en to Choctaws
778
proceedings afterwards ............
778
proceedings
778
selected lands to be held
held in severalty
and
severalty and
the unselcctcd
unseleeted in common ............
.778
778
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Choctaws and
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Choctaws
and Chickisaws,
Chickasaws, (continued.)
those
thoso prevented
prevented from selecting
selecting in ninety
ninety
days,
days, may
may select
select afterwards
778
afterwards .........
778
selections after transfer
selections
transfer of
of records
778
records....... 778
selected
abandoned for seven years,
selected lands abandoned
except,
except, &c.
&e. may be rented, &c........
&c.
778
778
payment
payment by the
the United States
States for lands
lands
selected by other
other Indians........
Indians
778, 779
779
selected
.778,
white persons
Indians and
and rewhite
persons marrying
marrying Indians
siding
siding in the nation,
nation, or adopted,
adopted, to he
be
members of
of the
the nation and subject
members
subject to
to its
its
•
.779
779
laws ...........................
licenses or permits to trade ........
779, 782
782
treaty restrictions
sales of personal
personal
restrictions upon sales
property removed
779
property
................... .779
witnesses in civil and criminal
criminal cases
cases..... 779
779
surrender of fugitives
justice....779,
779, 782
782
surrender
fugitives from justice..
white persons,
persons, except, &c.
&c. not to be
be perpermitted to go into said
mitted
said territory, unless,
unless,
&c.
779
&c ..............
...
. 779
post-offices
post-offices and mails
mails.................. 779
779
former
former rights and immunities to remain
remain
in force .....................
779, 780
780
779,
money
money due under this treaty,
treaty, how to be
paid ........ ..................
780, 782
782
annuities and
and funds
funds to be capitalized,
capitalized, &e.
&c.
after survey and
and assignmrnent
agigutnent of the
lands in severalty..................
severalty
780
lands
780
divided per
per capita...........
capita
780
to be divided
780
certain sums may
may lie retained and for
for
certain
what purpose
780
purpose.................. 780
$$25,000 to le
be paid commissioners
commissioners of each
each
nation
incidental expenses
nation for incidental
expenses ........ 780
780
commission
damages of
loyal Incommission to settle damages
of loyal
diahs
diabs driven
driven from their
their homes
780, 782
homes....780,
782
to determine
determine claims of loyal citizens
damages
780of the United States for
for damages 780782
782
if found to be over $
$90,000,
90,000, that
that
pro rata...
rata
sum to be applied pro
781
inconsistent
provisions declared
declared
inconsistent treaty provisions
void ......................... . ..
void'
781
ratification, with
with amendments
amendments ....... 781,
781, 782
782
amendments assented
amendments
to ...............
783
assented to
783
Cholera,
Cholera,
quarantine,
&c. regulations
regulations against the,
quarantine, &e.
in ports of the United
United States ......... 357
Chorpening, George,
Chorpeninq,
payment to, for property destroyed by Indians............................. 609.
dians.
609.
Cigar Boxes,
Cigar
penalty
for
disposing
of
empty,
or
of
penalty for disposing of empty, or of
those stamped,
stamped, without first defacing
defacing
stamps .........................
484
484
for
for refilling, without
without defacing
defacing stamps
stamps 484
484
cigar inspectors,
inspectors, &c.
on
&c. may destroy, on
which aacigar
cigar stamp shall be found
484
found.... 484
Ctarettes,
Cigars. and Cheroots,
Cigarettes, Ciqars,
tax upon
upon .....................
328, 474
328,
See Cigars,
Cigars, Cigarettes,
Cigarettes, d-c.
6T.
Cigar Inspectors
Inspectors
Cigar
destroy empty
empty cigar boxes, on which
which
to destroy
cigar stamp is found ................
484,
Cigar-Lights,
Cigar-Lights,
145
tax upon .........................
145-,
cigars. See Tobacco,
Cigars.
Tobacco, -c.
persons before
before making, to procure
procure a
aperpersons
126
mit ..............
.126
fee therefor ....................
127
before making
before
district
making cigars in aa district
where they
they don't reside, to have
have
their permit indorsed
126
indorsed............ 196
authority to be
be indorsed
indorsed on
on perauthority
mit .......................
126
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Cigars, (continued.)
record
record of
of permits to be kept and to
to
126
state what ...................
126
maker of,
to
keep
account
and
give
copy
of,
and give copy
each month to assistant assessor
126
assessor.......126
persons having permit, upon request, may
may
have cigars counted,
counted, and may deliver
without paythem in bulk to purchaser without
ment of tax .........................
127
127
purchaser to pack
pack them and have them
stamped, and to
inspected, marked and stamped,
pay taxes
taxes within fifteen days ........
127
127
penalty
for
making
cigars
without perpenalt y for making cigars without
permit
.126
126
mit......
.....
..............
failing to make returns,
for failing
returns, or mak127
ing false returns ................
127
for employing person without permit to make
make cigars ..............
127
127
neglecting to have cigars infor neglecting
in127
127
spected, &c ....................
upon manufacture
manufacture of, for making
making
without payment of tax.........
tax
473
fine and imprisonment
imprisonment ....... 473
473
fine
proceedings in relation to the forfeiture
forfeiture
proceedings
474
and sale of ........................... 474
Cigars,
Cigars, Cigarettes,
Cigarettes, and
and Cheroots,
Cheroots,
customs duty upon.
upon .................... 328
paper cigars and cigarettes, including
including
wrappers, to pay same duties as cigars 328
imported cigars, how to be packed
packed ..... 328
328
imported
entered, and where
where placed 328
how to be entered,
to be
stamped ...................
328
bestamped
328
stamps to be
be provided
provided ......... 328
stamps
Circuit
Circuit Courts
Courts of the
the United
United States,
judges of, to increase number of commiscommissioners for duty under civil rights act
28
act.. 28
proceedings for the removal
certain
proceedings
removal of certain
46, 47
cases from State courts to .......... 46,
Virginia, when and
and
for the district of Virginia,
where to be held
held ....................
51
51
terms
51
special and adjourned
adjourned terms........
51
jurisdiction of, and proceedings
in, in
in
proceedings in,
matters of certain
certain land titles in Saint
Saint
Louis, Missouri....................
Missouri
63
63
list of the districts composing
composing the several
several
circuits ........................
209
commissioners of,
may exercise
exercise the powof, may
ers of justices of the peace
peace...
........... .. 343
Virginia to be
be
for the district of West Virginia
Parkershurg, and not Lewisburg
held at Parkersburg,
369
Lewisburg 369
in removal of suits from State courts to,
when the defendant
actual custody
defendant is in actual
custody
under State process, clerk to issue hahabeas corpus cum causa
causa.............. 385
proceedings
proceedings thereon ...............
385
attachments, bail,
bail, &c. to continue
continue in
attachments,
force
385
force.....................
Rhode
time and place of holding in the Rhode
Island district ......................
399
399
provision for pending process
provision
process....... 399
to have
have general
general superintendence
superintendence and jurisdiction of questions under the bankruptcy act
518
act......................... 518
to hear and determine
determine such
such cases,
cases, as
equity
518
aacourt of equity..............
518
jurisdiction concurrent
concurrent with district
district
courts
518
courts............
........
518
See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
removal of certain causes
causes from State
courts to, authorized
authorized on affidavit of
of
either party filed in State court, that
justice cannot be had in the State
558, 559
559
court ......................
558,
proceedings
remove
559
proceedings to remove............
559

Circulars,
Circulars,
the printing
or engraving,
&e. of,
of, in
in the
the
printing or
engraving, &c.
the
similitude
obligasimilitude of
of any United States
States obligation or security, declared
declared unlawful....
unlawful
383
Circulating
Circulating Notes,
appropriation for
for paper,
dies, and
and
paper, special dies,
appropriation
printing ...........................
195
penalty for buying, receiving, &e.
&c. any
any
counterfeit, &c.
&c. with the intent that the
the
same shall be passed
passed as genuine
383
genuine...... 383
paper, special
special dies, and printing
printing of......
of
445
Circulation
of
Banks,
s-c.,
Circulation Banks, -c.,
tax on ..............
136, 137, 146, 147
136,
of State
State banks after August I,
1866, to
1, 1866,
pay tax
tax of ten per cent .......... 146,
146, 147
147
Circuses, Proprietors
of,
Circuses,
Proprietorsof
definition
special tax on........
on
120
120
definition of,
of, and special
tax to cover only one
one State ............
120
120
Citizens,
immunities and rights of,
declared in cerimmunities
of, declared
tain States and districts
176, 177
177
districts.......... 176,
to
be
under
military
protection
and juristo
military protection and
177
diction ............................
177
no discrimination
discrimination on account of race, or
or
previous condition
slavery. 177
177
color, or previous
condition of slaverv.
of the United States. See Civil Rigyts.
RiyAts.
Citizens of
who are.............................
are
27
their rights and obligations ............
27
27
Surgeons,
Citizen Surgeons,
appropriation for, for medical attendappropriation
ance ............................
90, 485
90,
Civil Engineer,
Engineer,
when required
required at navy-yards,
navy-yards, how to be
be
when
appointed ..........................
.
490
appointed
490
Civil Engineers,
Engineers,
definition of, and special tax on........
on
121
Civil Establishment
Establishment at NavyNavy- Yards
Yards and Stations,
appropriations
36, 490,
490, 491
appropriations for ..............
36,
Civil Expenses,
Expenses,
appropriations for the
the years
years ending
ending June
June
appropriations
-323, 45730, 1867, and June 30, 1868, 310 -323,
457468
468
miscellaneous ........................
310
miscellaneous
310
detection
detection and punishment
punishment of counterfeiters of coins and notes
notes and
and securities
securities of
of
United States ...................
310
the United
310
of persons perpetrating
perpetrating frauds upon
upon
the United States ..............
310
310
......... 310
sick and disabled seamen
seamen .....
310
public buildings and furniture.
furniture. 310, 315,
315, 461,
461,
462,464
462,
464
heating
heating and lighting
lighting buildings
buildings and
and
310, 314,
streets ..........
314, 315, 462-464
arsenal at Hudson
Hudson City
City ...............
310
310
court-house, &c. at Springfield,
Springfield, Illinois
court-house,
Illinois.. 310
310
Chelsea marine
hospital ...............
310
marine hospital
310
national
national cemeteries
cemeteries ...................
3110
0
310
medical
medical and
and surgical
surgical history
history of rebellion 310
310
medical statistics
statistics of provost-marshal-genprovost-marshal-general's bureau
bureau ................
310
.
310
311
disposition of, and engraving, &c.
&c. for 311
marine
marine corps
corps .................
311
post-office,
post-office, &c.
&c. at Bangor
Bangor and Middletown
town.......
311
...
............. .....
311
chapel
at
naval
academy
chapel
naval academy ...............
311
311
coast survey
311
survey ....................... .
311
Atlantic
coasts ....... 311,457
Atlantic and Gulf coasts
South Florida
Florida reefs,
reefs, &c ......... 311,457
311, 457
South
Western
311, 457
457
W
estern coast ................
311,
publishing
publishing and pay of civilians..
civilians
311,
311, 457
repairs and maintenance
repairs
maintenance of vessels 3UL,
311, 457
pay and rations of engineers
engineers ..... 311,
311, 457
457
Survey
Survey of Isthmus of Darien
Darien for ship
ship
canal ........................
311
411
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Civil Expenses, (continued.)
(continued.)
Civil Expenses, (continued.)
(continued.)
statistics
statistics of gold and silver mines
mines....... 311
311
treaty
treaty payments
payments to the Seminoles...
.319, 320
Seminoles....319,
320
lighthouse establishment
establishment ............
311,457
lighthouse
311,457
to the Creeks
Creeks .................
320
Atlantic, Gulf,
Gulf, Lake, and Pacific
United States depositaries
United
depositaries ........
320, 321
320,
coasts..........311,312,457
coasts
311,312,457-460
- 460
portions of
of commutation
commutation fund, to
to pay
supplies, repairs of apparatus
....311, 457
apparatus....311,457
awards for services of colored
awards
colored volunsalaries and seamen's
seamen's wages ..... 311,458
salaries
311,458
teers ................
321
............
321
beacons, buoys, chains, and sinkers.
beacons,
.312,
sinkers..312,
revenue
revenue agent of New York
York ............
321
321
458
458
deficiency
deficiency in mail service
service for 1866.......
1866
321
fog-signals .................... 313,458
313,458
pay of watchmen
watchmen in public buildings esvisiting and inspecting
inspecting..
312,458
.........
312, 458
tablished .....................
321
commissions to certain
certain superintendcommissions
increase of pay of metropolitan
increase
metropolitan police
police... 321
ents .......................
458
458
how to be borne
borne ...............
321
repairs, renovations,
renovations, and rebuilding
rebuilding
property from rebel steamer Florida
Florida .....
322
322
lighthouses
lighthouses .............. 312,458,459
312, 458,459
midshipmen, &c.
entitled
to
one
ration,
&c.
light-stations ......312,
...... 312, 313,
459, 460
313,459,
460
&c .....
&o.
322
....................
. 322
re-establishing lights and aids to
minister resident
resident in Greece............
Greece
322
navigation
navigation on southern coast.
coast. .313,460
travelling
travelling expenses of First Michigan
Michigan
Success Rock
iron spindle
spindle on Success
..... .. 461
Rock.......
Cavalry....
Cavalry
322
.........
......
........ 322
establishing lighthouses
establishing
lighthouses at various
various
judicial
judicial powers
consuls in Egypt
322
powers of consuls
Egypt..... 322
stations .......................
460
460
consul-general at Alexandria
power of consul-general
Alexandria 322
range
range lights on Morris
Morris Island;
Island;. 460
additional
additional bounties
bounties to certain
certain enlisted sollife-saving stations,
stations, Long Island and
New
life-saving
and New
diers......................
diers
322, 323
. .322,
Jersey....
Jersey
313,460
..
...............
soldiers
soldiers selling, &c. discharge
discharge papers,
papers,
iron lighthouse
lighthouse at southwest pass........460
pass
460
&c. not to have
have.................. 323
consul at Quebec....................
Quebec
312
312
rules for payment
payment of..............
of
323
rules
323
lighthouse duty
officers of army on lighthouse
duty...... 312
312
pay and mileage
mileage of members of ConCon.
President's house ...................
. 313
313
grass
gress................................ 323
323
Little Falls Bridge, and other
other bridges,
bridges, inmileage,
estimated and
and certified....
certified
323
mileage, how estimated
323
cluding foot-bridges ...... 313,315,
313,315, 462, 463
pay of
speaker of House
of speaker
House of Representainterest on sums loaned
loaned to government
government 313
313
tives .........................
323
extra
extra pay to commissioner
commissioner and chief clerk
twenty per
twenty
per cent
cent additional
additional to officers,
of general
general land office
office ................ 314
314
clerks, reporters, &c.
Senate and
&c. of Senate
314
iron fences, &c.
&c ....................
314
House, and
and certain others............
others
323
323
water-pipes,
water-pipes, roads, drainage
drainage ............ 314
314
preservation
preservation of harbor
harbor at Provincetown,
Provincetown,
garden ....................... 314
botanic garden
314
Massachusetts
323
Massachusetts ....................
323
escutcheons
escutcheons of West Virginia and Nevapayment of balance
balance to Charles H. Peaslee
Peaslee 460
460
da.
...........................
da
314
314
office at New York
460
barge office
York.............. 460
library of Congress .............
314, 317
317
314,
building at Suspension
Suspension Bridge....
Bridge
460
stone building
460
transient
transient paupers
paupers ....................
314
314
rebuilding, including site, or repairs of
rebuilding,
of
315
public grounds and squares
squares........ 314, 315
custom-houses generally
at
custom-houses
generally and at
capitol water-closets
water-closets.....
314
..................
314
Astoria
Astoria................ .........
461
lighting capitol, streets,
streets, &c
314, 315
315
&c.........314,
Bangor
Bangor .....................
311
311
extra clerk
clerk in office of Indian affiurs....
affairs— . 315
315
Charleston..., ..............
310
Charleston...
310
patent-office building...
north portico of patent-office
315
building... 315
Machias
461
Machias........................ 461
northeast executive
northeast
executive building
building........... 315
315
Middletown.................... 461
Middletown
salaries
commissioners to revise the
salaries of commissioners
New
New Orleans .....................
460
statutes............................
statutes
.. .
315
315
Newport, Vt......................
Vt
. 461
461
temporary
pension office...
... 315
temporary clerks in pension
office.......
315
Toledo........................
Toledo
310
310
rooms for pension office ..............
316
316
Wiscasset........................
Wiscasset
460
460
custom-house, &c. at
at Saint
site, &c.
&c. for custom-house,
Saint
patent-office
patent-office building.
..
316, 460
building ..............
316,460
Paul.
.........................
Paul
316
capitol extension
extension ...............
314,460
316
314,460
jail in District of Columbia........
Columbia
316, 464
464
dome of the capitol .................... 460
460
school-houses in Washington
316
school-houses
Washington County....
County.... 316
total liabilities
liabilities of census
census office.......460,461
office
460, 461
of
pay for revision of laws of District of
marine
marine hospital
Louisville ............ 461
hospital at Louisville
461
Columbia .........................
316
316
post-office at Astoria,
Astoria ' Oregon ...........
post-office
461
Washington aqueduct..
.316
Washington
aqueduct. ............
316,1 464
464
at Middletown,
Middletown, Conn
Conn ................
,
.
461
461
destitute colored women and children....
children
317
317
appraisers
appraisers stores
stores at Philadelphia
Philadelphia ........ 461
Washington City to be reimbursed
reimbursed for
for
Washington
vessels may load and unload
unload at Portland,
expenses for streets .................
expenses
317
317
Oregon,
Oregon, under regulations ...........
461
decoration of capitol..................
capitol
317
317
burglar and fire proof
burglar
proof vaults and
and safes
461
safes... 461
fire-proof building for treasury.........
treasury
317
317
treasury building
treasury
building ....................
461
461
presses, machinery, &c.
treasury build&c. in treasury
copies of the Statutes
Statutes at Large
Large.........
461
317
ings may be sold at auction
auction.......... 317
accounts
accounts of James
James Tufts for census of
of
orphans' court
court and registry
registry of wills,
Montana
Montana ........................
461
&c. for .................
317
buildings, &c.
317
heating apparatus
apparatus for public
public buildings
general post-office
building
318
post-office building.............
318
and Supreme
Supreme Court room........
room
and
461,462
expenses of collecting
collecting revenue from sales
sales
extra clerks in Indian
Indian office ...........
462
462
of public lands
Lewis Heyl,
Heyl, for compiling statutes
statutes on
on imlands..................... 318
318
imaccommodations
accommodations for internal revenue
revenue oflioffiports and
and index
tariff bill
bill ..........
.
462
ports
index to tariff
462
cers
cars ......................
transient paupers in Washington,
Washington, D. C.
C. 462
462
319
Moines,
building for federal offices at Des Moines,
carts and tools
462,463
carts
.........
............
462,463
Iowa
Iowa. .........................
319, 461
trees and tree
tree boxes, flower-pots,
&c 462,463
319,
flower-pots, &c.
Maine ..............
319
at Portland, Maine
conservatory
conservatory and greenhouse...........
greenhouse
463
319
463
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Civil Expenses
(continued.)
Expenses, (continued.)
Civil
(continued.)
Expenses, (continued.)
Civil Expenses,
purchase-money to be paTd
paid
the purchase-money
public grounds,
reservations 462 —
squares, and reservations
grounds, squares,
public
from the
the amount
amount appropriated 466
464
superintendents of lights, whose salaries
superintendents
streets and
and avenues
avenues .................
..... 462,
463
462,463
streets
as
collectors exceed
exceed $3,000,
$3,000, not to reas collectors
sewer traps,
traps, snow
463
462, 463
and ice
ice ...........
snow and
sewer
disbursing
compensation as disbursing
ceive any compensation
lighting public
public buildings,
grounds, and
buildings, grounds,
lighting
lighthouse establishment
establishment 466
the lighthouse
agent for the
streets
. 462, 464
streets ......................
appraiser in New York 466
general appraiser
salary of general
city
of Washington
Washington to
to light lamps
lamps
city of
of assistant
assistant appraisers
appraisers in Boston,
Boston,
of
with
what
for what
burners, for
seven-feet burners,
with seven-feet
Philadelphia, Baltimore, New OrPhiladelphia,
time
bow many
many nights...
nights... 462
time and on how
466
leans,
Portland,
Francisco
San
and
leans,
lamp-lighters,
lanterns,
gas-fitting, lanterns,
lamp-lighters, gas-fitting,
clerk of
of pardons
pardons .
in State Department,
clerk
lamp-posts,
&c ............... 462, 463
lamp-posts, &c
pay
466
of........................
pay of
463, 464
lighting dome of capitol and rotunda 463,464
466
appropriation
therefor ............
appropriation therefor
electrician
appalighting appaoperate lighting
electrician to operate
of the House
House of Represcntatives
Representatives to
clerk of
463
ratus .......................
select
ten
newspapers in each of the ten
select newspapers
fuel and
apparatus .......... 462,463
heating apparatus
and heating
fuel
rebel
which the laws, legal
legal
States, in which
rebel States,
purchase of
library of Peter
Force.. ..... 464
464
Peter Force.......
of library
purchase
notices,
advertisements from courts,
courts,
notices, advertisements
464
........
...........
464
bust of Pulaski
466
&a. be
be published466
..................
&c.
office of
register of deeds
District of
deeds in District
of register
office
pay
publication466,467
....... 466,467
for such publication
pay for
.............. 464
Columbia
...
Columbia........
heads
of
executive
departments
and
and
heads of executive departments
department of agriculture .............
464
department
judges of the courts
courts to he
be notified.
notified. 467
Institution, collections of exSmithsonian Institution,
publish only in such papers..
papers.. 467
to publish
464
316,464
expeditions..............316,
ploring expeditions.
no money
money to be paid fur
for publicapublicagovernment
for insane
316, 464
...... 316,
insane 464
hospital for
government hospital
tions and advertisements
advertisements extions
salary .of
464
of superintendent
superintendent established 464
salary
cept in conformity
conformity hereto....
467
hereto.... 467
cept
east wing,
wing, wall,
wall, coal-house.........
coal-house
464
east
for pubrates of pay in all the States for
patent-office,
patentsoffice
patent-office, to be paid from patent-office
467
lishing the laws ................
316, 464
..... 316,
fund .....................
Secretary of Treasury may sell at auction
auction
Secretary
copyright books,
books, charts, &c
316,464
&c.... 316,464
copyright
the buildings
buildings and grounds known as
illustrations and descriptions
descriptions for
for rethe custom-house
custom-house at
port of
of commissioners
commissioners ........ 316,464
port
Alexandria
467
Alexandria ......................
Columbian Institution
deaf and
the deaf
Institution for the
Columbian
467
New Haven ...................
dumb
317,
464, 465
317,464,465
...................
dumb
467
Norfolk .......................
not over ten deaf mutes may be re467
Perth Amboy
Amboy ....................
ceived
from the
States and Territhe States
ceived from
Portsmouth ......................
467
Portsmouth
tories, and how ..............
464
tories,
Sackett's Harbor.
Harbor ................. 467
Sackett's
additions to buildings,
buildings, grounds, &c.
&e 465
additions
may execute and deliver
deliver all needful
needful
increased supply
supply of water
water .......... 465
increased
467
conveyances
purchasers
conveyances to the purchasers....
Columbia
Hospital ................. 316,465
Columbia Hospital
Secretary
examine and
and
Secretary of the Interior to examine
317
Providence Hospital
Hospital ...................
317
Providence
condition of the public
report upon the condition
registers
and receivers
receivers of
offices.... 465
land offices
of land
registers and
in New
New Mexico,
Mexico, with estibuildings in
offices....318,
incidental expenses of land offices
....318, 465
mates
467
mates ............................
surveys
in
surveys of public lands in
and
advertisements,
notices,
and proposals
proposals for
for
notices,
advertisements,
465
Arizona
•
465
Arizona ......................
contracts of
of executive
executive departments,
departments,
contracts
California ..................
318,465
California
and laws,
laws, proclamations,
proclamations, and treaties
Colorado
. 318,465
318, 465
Colorado...................
to be published
published in the two dnily
daily newanewsDakota
318,465
318,465
Dakota ......................
papers in the District of Columbia,
Coluintia, and
Idaho ........................
465
465
Idaho.
in each equally ...................
467
467
Kansas
Kansas...................... 318, 465
Columbia
and in no other District
)istrict of Columbia
Minnesota
Minnesota................. 318, 465
papers ..............
467
318
Montana
318
Montana ....................
467
... 467
rates of pay ..................
Nebraska
318,465
Nebraska .................
executive departments
departments to be
Nevada
.. 318,465
printing for executive
318,465
Nevada...................
done
the
government
printer
when
when
printer
by
government
Oregon
318,465
Oregon..................... 318,465
practicable
Washington
318, 465
practicable......................... 467
Washington................. 318,465
where to be done, and
and rates
rates of
survey
of
forty-second
parallel
between
if not, where
between
survey of forty-second parallel
pay
467
465
pay. .......................
465
and Oregon
Oregon ...............
California and
repeal
inconsistent laws respecting
respecting adrepeal of inconsistent
boundary between Oregon
Oregon and Idaho 466
boundary
vertisements .......................
467
vertisements
thirty-seventh parallel
parallel northern bounpay of clerks
clerks at arsenal
Springfield
arsenal in Springfield
466
466
dary of New Mexico ............
may be
be increased to $1,200
$1,200 per annum.
annum. 467
office
of public buildings
of commisioner
commisioner of.
office of
laws relating
relating to the army, navy, militia,
abolished ........................
466
abolished
and the marine
marine corps
corps may be
be published
published
perform its
chief engineer
engineer of army to perform
in the Army and Navy
Navy Journal,
Journal, and at
at
466
duties ............................
what
rates
...... 468
to
superintend
Washington
aqueduct
466
..............
to superintend Washington
Civil
and all public works and improveCivil Offices,
430
act regulating
regulating the tenure
tenure of certain
certain...... 430
provided
otherwise provided
ments unless otherwise
holding or appointed
appointed to, to hold
466
466
persons holding
by law
law.....................
appointed
the same until successor is appointed
sergeant-at-arms of the Senate and House
House
sergeant-at-arms
qualified ........
430
430
...........
to appoint capitol police
466
and qualified
police............. 466
secretaries of departments
unexpended
departments to hold office,
lighthouse board may apply unexpended
secretaries
lighthouse
................ 430
balances on Pacific coast....
coast............. 466
............
&c .
balances
may
purchase sites for lighthouses,
subject to removal with the consent
consent
subject
may purchase
o
uu..................
mt
..
. .. 430
.
0eUULLLU.
theUtf4
a.x~.......
wiaeu, WU.
when,
&c
466
of
the Senate
OVi
. ..... .
0uUILC.. .......
..
0UU
VoIl.Je
W1IUU,
.,.............
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Civil
(continued.)E
Lt'rt Cnices,
LtUceCs, tconilnueu.l
civil officers, except, &c. becoming disdisqualified or incapacitated,
qualified
incapacitated, the
the PresiPresident may suspend and appoint persons
persons
temporarily to ..................
430
43(
such persons
to
take
persons
oath and give bond
bond. 430
43(
to receive salary, &c..................
&c
430
43(
suspensions
suspensions and appointments to be
rebe reSenate................... 430
ported to Senate
43(
if Senate concur, President may remove
the
tIse officer and appoint
appoint a
a successor
successor.... 430
43(
if Senate
Senate does not concur, suspended
suspended offi430
cer to resume his
his duties
duties ..............
43(
during suspension, salary to belong to
officer performing
performing the duties
duties .........
430
430
suspension may be revoked before
suspension
before report
report
to Senate,
Senate, and officer
officer be reinstated....
reinstated
430
430
vacancies
vacancies happening
happening during the recess
recess of
of
the Senate,
Senate, how to be filled ....... 430,
431
430, 431
if no appointment is made to, office
toremain
to
remain in abeyance ...........
431
431
no term of office extended
extended by
act—
431
by this
this act....
431
penalty
penalty for accepting
accepting or exercising
exercising office
office
contrary to this act
act .............
431
contrary
431
for removing, appointing,
appointing, employing,
employing,
or issuing, &c.
a cominission,
commission, &c.
&c. a
&c.
to any person
person contrary
contrary to this act
act 431
431
secretary of Senate, at end of each sessecretary
session, to furnish to Secretary
Secretary of TreasTreasury and his assistants, to
compto auditors,
auditors, comptrollers, and to the treasurer
treasurer and
and regisregister of the treasury, list
list of
nominations
of nominations
and rijections
rejections ......................
431
431
President to notify the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Treasury when he has made an appointTreasury
ment to office without the consent of
of
the Senate ......................
431
431
Secretary
Secretary to notify the proper accounting and disbursing
counting
disbursing officers
officers of
of
his department
department .................
431
431
money not to be paid to, or received
received by,
any person contrary
contrary to this act.......
act
431
431
no claim,
claim, account,
account, &c. for such
such payment
payment
to be approved,
approved, &c.
&c.................. 431
431
penalty for violations hereof...
hereof....431,
431, 432
432
Civil
Civil Rights,
act to protect
protect and vindicate for
for all
all...... 27
27
who are citizens
citizens of the United
United States
States ....
27
their rights and obligations
obligations........
27
penalty for depriving,
depriving, under
under color
color of
of law,
law,
&c.
&c. any person of any right secured
secured
hereby
race
27
hereby by reason of color
color or race....
27
courts of the United States, to have jurisdiction . ..........................
27
27
suits in State courts may be removed on
on
motion of defendant
defendant............... 27
27
jurisdiction how exercised and enforced..
enforced
27
27
district attorneys
attorneys to institute
institute proceedings
proceedings
for violation of this act .............
28
28
number
number of commissioners of circuit
circuit and
territorial courts to be increased......
increased
28
28
their authority under this act..
28
act ..........
28
marshals
marshals and deputies to obey precepts
precepts 28
penalty for refusal
28
refusal...............
28
commissioners
commissioners may appoint
appoint persons to
execute warrants................
warrants
28
. 28
persons.......... 28
authority of such persons
warrants to run where ............
28
warrants
28
under this
this
penalty for obstructing
obstructing process
process under
act ..............................
28
28
for rescuing
rescuing or attempting
attempting to rescue.
29
rescue 28,
28, 29
for aiding to escape - .............. 28,
.28, 29
29
for harboring or concealing
concealing with
knowled-_e
................
2- --.-.-29
knowledge
--- w
- - -.....t
..........,-- 28,
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fees of district attorneys,
attorneys, commissioners,
commissioners,
clerks, marshals,
marshals, &c
&c .................
29
clerks,
29
how
to
be
paid,
bow
be
and recoverable
recoverable of
of
defendant ........
defendant
29
.......... 29
President may direct the judge
judge and
and
others
others to attend,
attend, &c. for more
snore speedy
speedy
trial of persons
persons charged
charged with violating
violating
this
this act ........................
29
29
may enforce
enforce act with the military
military
and
and naval
naval forces
forces ...............
29
29
appeal to the federal supreme court on
on
questions
29
questions of law ...................
29
Civilized Indians. See Kansas Indians.
Indians.
certain,
certain, known as Kansas Indians, provisions concerning
concerning .............. 777-779
777-779
may be settled in the Cherokee
Cherokee country 803,

804
804
Clackamas,
Clackamas,
appropriations for the .............
265, 493
493
265,
Claim
Agents,
Claim Agents,
fees of, in certain matters pertaining
pertaining to
to
pensions ...............
57
pensions
.........
57
of, and special
definition of,
special tax on ........ 118
118
Claimants,
Claimants,
of property
property seized for forfeiture
forfeiture under
under
customs' revenue law ...............
customs'
181
181
when to file claim, and to state what
what .... 181
181
Claims,
stores taken
taken or
or used
used by
by
for supplies and stores
the Union
IU»ion troops,
troops, or
or for injuries caused
caused
by them
them in
in any State, &c.
&c. declared
declared in
in
insurrection, or, &c.
be enterinsurrection,
&c. not to
to be
entertained by the
of claims....397,
claims
397, 398
the court of
398
of certain Kentucky
Kentucky militia forces,
forces, called
called
out under
under the command
command of John S.
S
Fish, to be investigated
investigated and paid
paid..... 565
565
quartermasters' stores
for certain
certain quartermasters'
stores firfurnished to forces under the command
command
of Major-General
Major-General Lewis
Lewis Wallace,
Wallace, and
and
duly receipted
receipted for, to be entertained
entertained by
by
the court of claims
claims.................. 572
72
Claims under
under Bankruptcy Act,
proof
of
against
proof
of bankrupt-525,
526
estate of
bankrupt. .525, 526
of corporations,
corporations, how verified ...........
527
527
proceedings
proceedings where, before
before choice
choice of asassignee, the judge
judge doubts
doubts the validity of
of
a claim
a
claim ...............
528
..........
528
no debts except those
those specified
specified to be provable
526
..........................
526
Clark, Charles,
Charles,
allowance
to,
allowance
in settlement
settlement of
of accounts for
for
in
public
public money lost
lost by
by fire ............
640
640
Clarke, Edward
Edward St. Clair,
Clair,
allowance to, in settlement
allowance
settlement of
accounts for
of accounts
for
public
public funds lost by theft and without
without
his neglect ........
his
624
...............
624
Clarke, James G.,
payment to, as acting charge
payment
charge d'affaires
683
d'affaires.. 683
Clarke,
L. B.,
B.,
Clarke, B.
R. L.
payment to .......................... 585
585
payment
Clemcmts,
Jane,
Clements, Jane,
pension
pension to ........................... 619
619
entitled
entitled to benefit
benefit of
of second section of
act
of act
in regard to minor children
children of
deceased
of deceased
soldiers, if, &c...................
Sce
619
619
Clerk,
Clerk,
of the Supreme
Supreme Court of the District
of
District of
Columbia, accounts of, how to be setsettled ...........
...........
$09
........ 309
Clerk
of Pardons,
Clerk of
Pardons,
in the Department
Department of State, pay of,
of', for
for exextraordinary
traordinary services of ............
466
466
appropriation
466
rr..' .-.--"*....................
.-v
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Clerk
Representatives,
Clerk of the House of Representatives,
duty of,
organization
of, in
in preparing
preparing for the organization
duty
397
of the succeeding
succeeding House
House ............
397
397
to make roll of representatives
representatives elect.....
elect
names of what members to be placed
placed on
on
397
roll ...
..........................
if clerk
clerk is unable to perform the duty,
397
who to act in his stead ..............
to select newspapers in the ten rebel
rebel
treaties, legal
States in which the laws, treaties,
&e. shall be
notices, advertisements
advertisements, &c.
466
466
published
published ......................
to fix rates of compensation
therefor.466, 467
compensation therefor.466,
these rates to be the rates in all the States
States 467
467
heads of executive departments
departments and
judges
andjudges
heads
notified, and they are to publish
to be notified,
only in such papers
467
papers................. 467
advertisements,
no money to be paid for advertisements,
467
467
&c. not according
according to this law.........
law
Clerks,
Clerks,
increase of, in Post-Office
Post-Office Department...
Department...
33
increase
in office of assistant treasurer
treasurer at Boston,
202
authorized
authorized .........................
appointment of, in
district courts in
in district
appointment
288
Washington
288
Washington Territory ..............
of navy-yards,
of navycommandants of
navy-yards, to commandants
storekeepers, pay
yards, and to naval storekeepers,
345
of,
cent..... 345
of, increased twenty-five per cent
number and classification
classification of,
of; in the office
office
number
of the commissioner
commissioner of internal reve170
170
nue ............................
certain, authorized in the bureau
bureau of yards
certain,
450
and docks .........................
authorized in the bureau
bureau of steam
steam
one authorized
engineering ........................ 450
engineering
450
authorized
authorized in the office of the commissioner of pensions
471
................
at the United States armory, Springfield,
Springfield,
of, increased
$1,200 a
a year
pay of,
increased to $1,200
year.... 467
of District
Courts,
District Courts,
Clerks of
office under
under bankto 'keep
keep minute-book
minute-book in office
ruptcy act .......................
519
519
ruptcy
memoranda of docket of
of
to enter therein memoranda
registers ............................. 519
registers
519
penalties against, for offences under
under the
bankruptcy
bankruptcy act ..................... 539
539
Clerks
Clerks to Committees,
Committees,
appropriations for ................. 192,
192, 193
appropriations
Cleveland
Cleveland and
and Pittsburg
PittsburgR. R. Co.,
Cuyahoga River
River
may build bridge across Cuyahoga
at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio .................
362
Cleveland
Cleveland and
and Toledo R. R. Co.,
may build bridge across Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga River
River
362
at Cleveland, Ohio ...................
Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
hospital buildings at, not to be sold or
hospital
leased ..............................
40
Clinten
Clintcn Bridge,
Bridge,
Mississippi River declared
declared a
across the Mississippi
a
lawful structure and a
412
lawful
a post-route
post-route ..... 412
rates for transportation
transportation of mails, troops,
or property
property of the United States
States...... 412
412
regulations
regulations as to the draw of the bridge
bridge. 412
litigation arising
arising from alleged
alleged obstruction
obstruction
litigation
to navigation by, where
where to be
be tried....
tried
412
412
amended, &c ..............
412
act may be amended,
412
Clothing,
Clothing,
for destitute Indians and Indian tribes
within the southern superintendency.
superintendency 347
485
payments in lieu of
of ..................
485
not
to discharged soldiers for clothing not
drawn .....................
485
Clothing,
Clothing, Ready-made,
561
duty on imported ..................

Co.,

Clothing, Wool,
559
under the tariff act, to include what.....
what
559
under
Coaches,
Coaches,
tax upon gross
passengers
tax
gross receipts
receipts from passengers
135
and mails
mails ......................
135
Coal Oil
carried on steamers,
steamers, except,
except, &c. 228
not to be carried
Coasting Trade,
Trade,
Coasting
assistant
collector
at
Camden,
J., may
Camden, N. J.,
assistant collector
give enrolments
enrolments and licenses
licenses to certain
vessels
engaged in ..................
417
417
vessels engaged
Coasting
Coasting Vessels,
between ports
ports and places
places on Lake Michbetween
igan,
laden with
American produce
and
with American
produce and
igan, laden
free goods,
pregoods, may unlade without previous permit
permit .....................
394
394
Coast
Survey,
Coast Survey,
appropriations for
for the ....... 14, 15, 311,
311, 457
457
appropriations
publishing observations made in the.
the. 457
457
Cobb 4. Co.
02.
T. and 0.
0. P.,
J.
P.,
claim
of J.
& O.
0. P.
hay
claim of
J. &
P. Cobb
Cobb &
& Co.,
Co., for
for hay
to be paid617
.... 617
....
......
Code
Code of
of Regulations
for the
the army and militia to be prepared,
prepared,
Ste ..........
338
338
................
&c
Codifying
Codifying the Customs Laws,
resolution
resolution to provide for, continued in full 567
Coffey, James N,
N.,
Coffey,
claims
of; against
against the Osages,
Osages, to be paid
paid 688,
688,
claims of,
689
689
Cohen,
Cohen, Emil,
name
changed to that of Emil Cornname of, changed
ley
.... . 591
ley .....................
Coinage
Coinage
of five-cent
authorized ..........
five-cent pieces authorized
47
Cole,
Daniel,
Cole, Daniel,
pension to ..........................
642
642
Colgen,
Francis,
Colgen, Francis,
pension
605
pension to ......
....
............
Collection
(Customs.)
Collection Districts.
Districts. (Customs.)
established, at
at
established,
32
Port Huron .....................
32
Michigan
33
Michigan......................
33
Montana and Idaho ...............
33
Montana
33
collectors
appointed to each
32, 33
33
collectors appointed
each...........32,
name of that
that of Penobscot
Penobscot changed
name
changed to
Castine
33
Castine..........................
act to change
change certain
Maryland and
certain in Maryland
Virginia
410
410
Virginia ..............
four established
established in North Carolina
411
four
Carolina.. 411
Collection
Customs,
Collection of
of Revenue from Customs,
appropriation
expenses of...........
of
354
354
appropriation for expenses
of Revenue
Revenue from Sales of Public
Public Lands,
Lands,
Collection of
appropriations
expenses of
465
of.......... 465
appropriations for expenses
Collectors of
of Customs,
Collectors
salaries of those
those in certain
certain districts
districts
changed and
changed
and established............
established
308
308
authorized
Corpus Christi
Christi ...........
308
authorized at Corpus
308
pay of, at Apalachicola
Apalachicola ................... 308
Benufort.
308
Beaufort .................
308
i8
Brazos de Santiago n)...........
Brazos
308
Brunswick ................
308
Brunswick
Cherrystone
308
Cherrystone ...............
308
Corpus Christi'
08
Christi .............
308
308
Galveston ..................
Georgetown
308
Georgetown ...............
Pensacola
Pensacola .................
308
Saluria ...................
308
Saint Augustine
Augustine............. 308
Saint Marks
Marks ................
308
office of, of the districts of Oxford
Oxford and
Vienna, Maryland,
Maryland, discontinued
discontinued ...... 410
410
of eastern
eastern district
district of Maryland
Maryland estabestablished ..................
410
....
410
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Collectors of Customs, (continued.)
(continued.)
Collectors
Collectors of Internal
(continued.)
Internal Revenue, (continued.)
collection districts of North Caroin the collection
Caroto give certificate
certificate to
to manufacturer,
manufacturer, &c.
&c.
lina, residence
residence and salary
salary of
411
of.......... 411
of tobacco, snuff, or cigars, for
for what the
share of proceeds
proceeds of fines,
fines, penalties, and
and
bond has been given ..................
123
123
forfeitures from seizures
seizures for breach
of
breach of
may
may take transportation
transportation bonds for trans
customs laws .................
546, 547
547
546,
fer of tobacco, &c......................
Stu
125
125
refuse to deliver
deliver imported
merchanmay refuse
imported merchanto collect
collect taxes
taxes due monthly,
monthly, &c.
&c. for manmandise in their custody, when
when notified in
in
ufactured articles .................
130
..
..
130
writing
writing of lien foi
for freight thereon, until
in ports where there
there is more
more than one,
freight is paid or
secured
547
or secured...........
547
one
one may
may be designated
designated to attend
attend to exnot to be liable for losses consequent
consequent upon
portation .........................
153
153
refusal
refusal to deliver ...................
547
547
may administer
administer and certify
certify certain oaths 153
153
Collectors of Internal
Collectors
Internal Revenue,
may or not approve of
of bonds
bonds of distillers
distillers
knowingly receiving public money from,
from,
or rectifiers
rectifiers
154
....................
154
except as authorized by law, to be
be
permit in writing
to give permit
writing to
to set up stills,
stills,
embezzlement ..............
deemed embezzlement
65
65
boilers,
boilers, &c
&c
154
......................... 154
duties of, in the collection of tax
upon
tax upon
to
te make
make report on building for
bonded
for bonded
unmanufactured cotton...........98-100
unmanufactured
cotton
.98-100
warehouse
warehouse for storage
storage of distilled spirits 155
155
acting as disbursing
disbursing officers to
be allowed
to be
allowed
to
to approve
approve bond
bond of owners
warehouse. 155
owvners of
of warehouse.
155
certain bills heretofore paid assistant
assistant
to collect
collect pay of inspectors,
inspectors, &c.
&c. of spirassessors ...........
105
.............
. 105
its
its ..........................
155, 156
156
.155,
commissions
of, in districts
commissions of,
districts whence and
and
to decide
decide upon necessity of assistant
assistant ininto which cotton and distilled spirits
spirits are
spector for any
156
any distillery .............
156
shipped,
shipped, &c
&c ........................
106
106
to .designate
designate persons to
take temporary
to take
temporary
moneys paid into treasury on
on account
account
charge
charge of distilleries
distilleries ................
156
156
of sales of stamps
stamps to brewers
brewers to
be
to be
may inspect books
hooks of owners,
owners, &c. of
of disdisincluded in estimating........
estimating
165,
166
165, 166
tilleries ..........................
157
157
accounts of, after June 30, 1864, to
be adadto be
of brewers
brewers .......................
165
165
justed to fiscal year ................
106
to cause distilled spirits, upon
upon request,
request,
apportionment of commissions
apportionment
commissions in
in cases
cases of
of
to be gauged
gauged and
and proved
proved and
and casks
casks
death, removals,
death,
removals, &c
&c.................
106
106
marked .........................
marked
.. 162
162
unless commisno payment to, for
for salaries,
salaries, unless
commisto send commissioner
commissioner copy of
return
162
of
return.....
162
sioner certifies that all reports required
to approve bond
bond of
164
of brewers
brewers............ 164
of, have
of,
have been received
received
............... 106
106
to keep on hand a
stamps for
for
a supply
supply
of
stamps
to give notice that taxes are payable
and
payable and
the use of brewers
165
brewers .................. 165
of the time and place of payment
106
payment...... 106
may give permit
permit for removal of ale and
and
duties
duties of;
of, in the collection
collection of taxes..106
—110
taxes. .106-110
porter, &c.
... . 167
&c. without stamps
stamps affixed
affixed....
167
as to distraint and sale of personal
personal
not to be or become interested
the proprointerested in
in the
property ................
...... 107
107
duction of distilled
distilled spirits
fermented
duction
spirits or
or fermented
as to sales of real estate....108,
estate... .108, 109, 110
110
liquors
liquors .....................
168
.... ... 168
may buy property offered for
for sale for payto make statement under oath
oath of amounts
amounts
ment of taxes, if amount
amount of tax is not
not
of fees
fees received
received
168
..................... 168
bid .....................
108, 109
109
.... 108,
duty of,
goods as
as
of, in cases of seizure
seizure of
of goods
may sell such property
property ......... 108,
110
108, 110
subject to forfeiture .................
169
169
to be charged with whole amount of taxes
taxes
appropriation for
salaries, &c.
&c. of........
of
205
appropriation
for salaries,
205
in lists, stamps, moneys
moneys collected for,
for,
acting as disbursing
disbursing agents,
agents, to disburse
disburse
&c............................
&c
110
110
what
what moneys .............
.327
326, 327
.....
326,
to be credited
credited with what ...............
110
110
moneys... 327
their bonds to bind as
as to
to such
such moneys...
327
dying, lists, &c.
&c. to be delivered to succesvacancy in office
vacancy
office of, how
bow filled
473
filled .........
473
sor..........................
sor.
110
110
and deputy collectors, penalty upon
for
upon
for
to collect taxes and prosecute
prosecute for forfeitforfeitdemanding or accepting
demanding
accepting any
money,
any money,
ures and penalties
penalties .............
III,
145
111, 145
compromising, &c.
&c. for compromising,
&c. any charge
charge
suits how and when brought
111, 112,
112,
brought....11ll,
violating the law
for violating
law relating
relating to
internal
to internal
145
taxes483
......................... .
483
4
not to be commenced
commenced without
without
appropriation for salaries and
appropriation
and expenses
expenses
authority .................
111
111
of .........................
445
445
United
United States not subject
subject to
not entitled to any
any part
salary unless
unless
part of
of salary
costs, &c...................
&c
Ill
111
confirmed
confirmed by
445
by Senate, except, &e
&c
.....
445
to be repaid amounts
paid
amounts of judgments
judgments paid
Colleges. See Agricultural
Agricultural Colleges.
Colleges.
by, and damages
damages and costs recovered
recovered
extension of time
to
extension
time under act
act relating
relating to
against
against them .......................
111
111
agricultural ........................
208
208
judgments
judgments for taxes to be paid to.......
to
111
Ill
be detailed
detailed as
as presipresiarmy officers may be
may seize taxable property
property held to be
dents, &c.
&c. of
of...
..
336
dents,
........................
336
sold, &c.
&c. in fraud of revenue laws.....
laws
111 Collins, John,
111
raw materials,
materials, tools, &c.
&c. for
for manumay select
select lands for services to ChippeChippefacture in fraud
fraud of the law.......
law
112
112
was ..
658
......................
.
658
proceedings
proceedings to enforce forfeiture....
forfeiture
112 Colonel
112
Ordnance,
Colonel of Ordnance,
special taxes
taxes to be paid to
113
to............. 113
appropriations
for office
office of.
.199, 200,
200,
appropriations for, and for
of. .199,
to give receipt for special taxes
113
taxes......... 113
449, 450
receipt to state what .............. 113
receipt
113
additional employees
employees in
in office
office of
of.... 449
449
approve bond
to approVe
bond of manufacturers
manufacturers of toColorado,
Colorado,
bacco,
bacco, snuff, or cigars .............
123
123
post-roads
post-roads established
6, 551
established in .............. 6,
551
may require the same to be renewed
renewed
appropriations
for government
in.. 204,
204, 454
454
appropriations for
government in..
or changed .....................
123
123
for Indian service in..........
in
512
279, 512

856
856
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tcovllilu.u..
of, to be settled with, for the serterritory of,
vices
vices of its militia forces ............. 371
reported to
amount found due to be reported
Congress ..................
371
Congress
net
proceeds
of
internal
revenue
for
net proceeds of internal revenue of, for
of
three
years,
to
be
applied
to
erection
three
377
penitentiaries in ..................
377
penitentiaries
limit
of amount
amount to be expended....
expended
377
limit of
377
places to be erected ........ 377
what places
at what
Colored
Children,
Colored Children,
grant
Washinglots of land in Washingcertain lots
grant of certain
for 343
343
ton, D. C., for the sole use of schools for
Colored Persons,
Persons,
Colored
certain, in the District
District of Columbia, who,
certain,
their emancipation,
emancipation, had agreed
agreed
before their
to
be
man
and
wife, and
and living
together
living together
to be man and wife,
as
such,
to
be
husband
and
wife 232
husband
deemed
as such, to be
children legitimate
legitimate ........... 236
236
their children
ceased to
children of those who have ceased
236
cohabit .......................
Colored
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Schools in the District
Colored Schools
cities of Washington
Georgetown to
Washington and Georgetown
cities
pay to trustees
trustees of, the proportionate
proportionate part
216
of certain school moneys
moneys............ 216
money when to be payable ......... 216
an
action
of
debt
may
be
maintained
maintained
debt may
an action
216
therefor .......................
216
Colored
Soldeers,
Colored Soldiers,
resolution
bounties to,
to, and
resolution respecting bounties
pensions, bounties,
bounties, and allowances
allowances to
pensions,
368
357, 367, 368
.357,
heirs ..................
their heirs
presumption to hold
they were
were freehold that they
presumption
enlistment when nothmen at time of enlistment
appears ....... 357, 358
ing to the contrary appears
marriage
what to be sufficient proof of marriage
of;
of, to secure arrears of pay, pensions,
358
&c., to widows and heirs of ..........
•
agent or
attorney making
making claim for bounor attorney
agent
368
&c............... 368
ty to
to file oath that, &c.
368
fees of
368
of. ..........................
sales,
&c. of discharges
discharges by,
by-, for
for purpose
purpose of
sales, &c.
interest in bounty, null and void 368
368
selling interest
where payments are made
made by check,
check,
claimant to establish
establish his identity......
identity
368
claimant
Colored
Sailors,
and Sailors,
Soldiers and
Colored Soldiers
pensions, bounty, and back
back pay of, to go
proof
to widows and children upon what proof
58
58
of marriage ........................
Colored
Colored Troops,
number of regiments
cavalry ........
334
regiments of cavalry
334
infantry ......................
334
of infantry
officers of,
of; to be deemed officers of
of volunofficers
teers .............................
337
men... 337
chaplains for, to instruct
instruct enlisted men
chaplains
Colored
Drafted Men,
Colored Volunteers or Drafted
payment
claimants for
awards to loyal claimants
payment of awards
services of .........................
321
claims
services
of; as
of,
for
services
persons
loyal
of
claims
reported by commissioners,
commissioners, not to be
paid until report is approved by Congress ..........................
376, 377
377
Colored
Women and
and children,
Children,
Colored Women
appropriation for association
relief of 317
317
association for relief
appropriation
Columbia Fire
Fire Company,
Columbiza
Washington, I).
D. C., not to be disin Washington,
turbed in the use, &c. of the Columbia
Engine-house
397
..........
Engine-house....
Columbia Hospital
lWomen and Lying-in
Hospital for kmen
Columbia
Asylum,
Asylum,
act of incorporation
incorporation of ...............
55
officers, objects, and powers of the associa55
55
tion ...............................
appropriations for ................. 316, 465

for the Deafand Dumb.
Institution for
tumh;nian _Institution
Columbian
Dumb,
appropriations
for the
the support
support of,
21, 317,
317, 464
464
of, 21,
appropriations for
deaf mutes may he received
received
ten deaf
over ten
not over
therein from
from the
and Territories,
Territories,
States and
the States
therein
and
46 I, 465
461,
how ......................
and how
465
additions
buildings
465
additions to buildings.................
............... 465
465
enlargement of grounds
increased
supply of Potomac
Potomac water,
increased supply
&e
465
............................
&c
Combing
Wools,
Combing Wools,
what.... 559
under
act, to include
include what
the tariff act,
under the
Commandant of
Marine Corps,
Corps,
of Marine
Commandant
517
rank
and
pay
of
the
517
.................
rank and pay of
Commandants of
Navy- Yards,
of Navy-Yards,
Cammandants
pay
to, increased
per
twenty-five per
increased twenty-five
clerks to,
of clerks
pay of
345
cent345
.........................
cent.
Commanders, (Nary.)
(Nary.)
Commanders,
of; in navy established.
established. 222
grade of,
number of grade
increase
made.....
222
how made............
grade, how
in grade,
increase in
commanders.
See Rebel
States.
Rebel States.
Conmmanders. See
military districts composed
composed of rebel
rebel
of military
States428
428
States............................
428
and how appointed .........
who to be, and
428
their powers
powers and duties ...............
their
Commanding
General's
Office,
Commanding General's Office,
appropriation for
of
485
expenses of...........
for expenses
appropriation
Commerce,
Commerce,
655
treaty
Japan
655
encourage, with Japan........
treaty to encourage,
Commerce
and Narigaiwn,
Navieation,
Commerce and
report
.
331
..........
prepared .
report on, how to be prepared
Commercial
and Agencies,
Agencies,
Agents and
Commercial Agents
appropriations
expenses of. .413,
.413,
appropriations for pay and expenses
414
no
any agent
agent who is not a
a native
no pay to any
or
naturalized
citizen
of
the
United
United
or naturalized citizen of
414
States414
.............................
States
Commercial
Agents
of
the
United
States,
United
of
the
Commercial Agents
225
appropriations for expenses, &c. of......
of
225
appropriations
certain, to be accounted
accounted for......
for
226
226
fees of certain,
excess of
of over $
$2500, above, &c. to
excess
be paid, &c...................
&c
226
Commercial Brokers,
Brokers,
Commercial
117
definition of;
special tax
tax on ........ 117
of, and special
134
tax
by ..........
(monthly) on all sales by
tax (monthly)
sales made by or through another
another
sales
broker,
not
to
be
included.
135
broker, not to be included........ 135
Subsistence,
Commissaries of
of Subsistence,
Commissaries
334
number, rank,
rank, pay, &e.
of
.334
&c. of..............
Commissary-General,
Commissary-General,
appropriations
for the office of..
of.. 199,
for, and for
appropriations for,
449
449
additional employees
employees in office
office of....
of.... 449
449
additional
ConunissaryGeneral of
of Subsistence,
Subsistence,
Commissary-General
336
appointment
of .......................
336
appointment of
rank, pay, and emoluments
emoluments of
of.......... 334
assistant commissaries-general
commissaries-general of subsist334
ence ..............................
334
commissaries
subsistence ............
commissaries of subsistence
Commission.
See
Commissioner,
Commissioners.
Conmmiissioners.
Commissioner,
See
Colmmission.
select site
postfir aa postfor a
a building far
site for
to select
office, and
and to accommodate
accommodate the courts
of
States in New
New York
of the United States
356
City .............................
356
the
Postmaster-General and the
of, to Postmaster-General
report of,
Secretary of the Interior....
Interior ............. 356
Secretary
communicated to Congress,
Congress, if,
if,
to be communicated
&c.
356
&c............................ 356
to
run the
the boundary
boundary line between
between the
to run
United
States
and
the
British
possesBritish
United States and
expenses
appropriation for the expenses
sions, appropriation
of
415
............ . 415
the ...............
of the
site for aa building for the
purchase aasite
to purchase
post-office
United States courts in
in
post-office and United
New York City ................. 563,
563, 564
564
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Commission, (continued.)
(continued.)
Commission,
post-office and suba site for the post-office
to select a
treasury in.
573
in Boston .................
573
to
Postmaster-General and
to report
report to the Postmaster-General
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
573
573
Treasury ........
&c
to settle claims of loyal Choctaws, &c.
driven from
from their homes .............
782
782
to determine claims of loyal citizens of
the United States for
for damages
damages by the
Choctaws, &c..
&c .................... 782,
782, 783
Commissioner,
Commissioner,
under reciprocity
appropriation for
for
under
reciprocity treaty, appropriation
pay of ...........................
19
19
Agricul&c. Agriculon claims of Hudson's Bay, Sze.
tural Company, appropriation
for payappropriation for
ment of in full ....................
226
to examine
examine the claims of the State of
Iowa, for moneys paid, &c.
&c ........... 247
Commissioner
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Commissioner of
appropriation
for
office
of
the
451
201, 451
....... 201,
appropriation for
distributing seeds,
seeds, cuttings,
duty of, in distributing
201,
201, 202,
202, 452
and plants .................
procure cases for protection
protection of collecto procure
tion of plants, given by Frederick
Frederick Poch
Pech 357
department of, in reservation,
reservation,
to erect aa department
number
numbelr two .....................
464
464
constructed ...........
464
plan of, and how constructed
annual
report
to
Congress
452
annual report
Congress .............
452
Commissioner
of Bureau
Commissioner of
Jureauof Refitgees,4-c.,
Refiegees, tic.,
constituted the custodian
custodian of a
a certain
certain reconstituted
tained bounty fund, and appointed trustee ...........................
545
anti fbr
for what purmay invest the fund, ant
poses
515
545
poses ...........................
545
provisos ......................
545
Commissioner
Commissioner ef
of Customs,
appropriation
office of..
of.. 195,
195, 196,
196,
appropriation for, and for office
445, 446
Commissioner
Education. See
Soo Department
Department of
of
Commissioner of Education.
Education.
Education.
appointment, duties, and salary
salary of......
of
434
appointment,
annual report of .....................
434
annual
434
what............... 434
first report to state what
Commissioner
and Refugees,
Freedmen and
Commissioner of Freedmen
to
appoint
agents,
clerks,
and
assistants
175
assistants 175
clerks,
to appoint
175
their salaries . ................... 175
soldiers to have the preference
appointments ............
175
175
in appointments
may seize, hold, use, or sell lands and
and
buildings belonging
belonging to the so-called
so-called
buildings
176
confederate States ..................
176
176
applied.. 176
&c. how applied
proceeds of sales, &c.
to co-operate
as
benevolent asco-operate with private benevolent
sOciations
freedmen, &c
&c....... 116
sdciations in aid of freedmen,
176
to provide
provide buildings and furnish teachers
protection.......................
..
176
176
and protection
Commissioner
of Freedmen's
Bureau,
Commissioner of
Freedmen's Bureau,
expenditure of temporary
relief
temporary relief
to direct expenditure
in the Disfor the destitute population in
trict of Columbia
Columbia ...................
353
Commissioner of General
General Land Office,
Commissioner
appropriations
for
the
office
of
the...197,
the.. .197, 447
appropriations
office
additional clerks and laborers
laborers in office
........ 447
of ....................
piece-work.... 447
part may be used for piece-work
work to be given only
only to persons
circumstances, and
and to
in indigent circumstances,
soldiers 447
soldiers and the widows of soldiers
employees in
in
to be done by the employees
person ..................
.. 447
Commissioner
of
Indian
Affairs,
Commissioner Ind;an
appropriations
office of 197,
197, 447
theofficeof
appropriations for, and for the
pay of eight extra clerks
clerks in the office
office
462
of the ........................

857
857

Commissioner
(continued.)
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, (continued.)
to Congress hostilities by Indian
Indian
to report to
tribes515
.........
515
...................
tabular statement of separate objects
tabular
expenditure ...............
515
of expenditure
515
Commissioner
Internal Rerenue,
Revenue,
Commissioner of Internal
appropriations
195,
appropriations for, and for office of the 195,
446
445, 446
reorganization
170
reorganization of office
office of .............
170
deputies,
170
170
deputies, solicitor ....................
heads of divisions, clerks, messengers,
messengers,
heads
laborers170..
..................... 170
establish rules for the observance of
of
to establish
revenue officers,
officers, district attorneys, and
and
marshals, respecting
respecting suits under the
internal revenue laws
laws ...............
472
472
charge of real estate
estate conveyed
conveyed to
to have charge
the United States under
under the internal
revenue laws ...................
472
472
of all
all trusts,
trusts. &c.
472
472
&c...................
may sell real
real estate
estate at public auction, &c.
&c 472
472
may
may reconvey
reconvey to debtor
debtor land
land taken,
taken, upon
upon
may
payment
debt and interest
472
payment of debt
interest......... 472
may designate any assistant assessor to
upon specified objects
make assessments
assessments upon
of taxation
taxation ........................
472
472
further proceedings
proceedings in this matter
472
matter.. 472
may pay for the detection,
trial, &c. of
detection, trial,
persons violating internal
internal revenue
revenue laws
laws 473
473
persons
to prescribe
manner of list or
or
prescribe form and manner
income for taxation
taxation of the
return of income
the notice
notice
thereon, and of the
oath taken thereon,
before the assessment
of the penalty 479, 480
480
before
assessmentof
may authorize
authorize to order
order and require
changes or additions
additions to distilling apchanges
paratus,
481
paratus, &c .....................
may
authorize
specially any officer
officer of
of inmay authorize specially
ternal revenue
property subject
subject
ternal
revenue to seize property
482
seizure ......................
to seizure
may prescribe notice for
for sale of distilled
distilled
auctioneer .................... 482
482
spirits by auctioneer
may prescribe rules for the destruction
destruction of
may
forfeited
spirits which cannot be sold
sold
forfeited spirits
for the amount of the tax .......... 484
484
Commissioner of Patents,
Patents,
Commissioner
illustrations and descriptions
descriptions of
of report of,
of,
illustrations
appropriations for .................. 464
464
appropriations
paid out of patent-office
fund
464
464
patent-office fund..
to be paid
Commissioner
Commissioner of Pensions,
Pensions,
appropriations
for the office of..
of 197,
197,
appropriations for, and for
198, 447
198,
additional
clerks in ...........
447,
447, 471
additional clerks
appropriation
471
appropriation for .................
Commissioner
of Public
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Commissioner o'
appropriations for office
office of the..
the.. 197,
197, 198,
198, 447
appropriations
salary of the, established
established ..............
206
salary
to prosecute for unlawful
unlawful tapping
tapping of government
ernment water-pipes
water-pipes ..............
251
to employ
employ additional
additional watchmen for the
to
Smithsonian
grounds................ 365
Smithsonian grounds
to
offices for
for the
the departproper offices
to furnish
furnish proper
434
ment of education
434
ment
education ..................
office
abolished
466
466
office of, abolished...................
duties now performed
performed by, to be done
done by
chief engineer
army
. 466
engineer of army................
chief
Commissioners,
Commissioners,
to determine
moneys
determine claim of Missouri for moneys
expended .......................
38
38
expended
their
authority
and
duties
38, 39
39
........ 38,
their authority and
upon
expenditures
in
in
Virginia
of
West
expenditures
upon
rebellion 68
68
aid of the suppression of the rebellion
to
consolidate the general
general statand consolidate
to revise
revise and
United States ...........
74, 75
74,
the United
utes of the
their appointment,
appointment, duties, and
and pay 74,
74, 75
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Commutation
Rations,
of Rations,
Commissioners
(continued.)
Commutation of
Commissioners, (continued.)
provisions
law as
as to,
to, to
apply to
to enento apply
of law
provisions of
Professional and scientific, to the
ten p'rofessional
listed men
men who
who died
died as
prisoners of
of
as prisoners
listed
Paris, their
Universal Exhibition
Exhibition at Paris,
their
their release
release ...........
423
423
war, or
or after
after their
363
appointment, pay, &c
&c ...............
423
to whom to be paid ...............
who not to be
.................... 363
Compensation, Additional. See Additional Comtwenty additional authorized.......
authorized
363 Compensation,
pensation.
pensation.
services
persons for services
upon claims of loyal persons
employees in the civil service
service of the
the
to employees
of
of colored volunteers
volunteers or drafted men to
government
pay
Washington, whose
whose pay
376, 377
government at Washington,
be made to Congress ............
does not
exceed $3,500
annum
569
$ 3,500 per annum....
569
not exceed
no money to be paid
paid until report is
Interest Notes,
approved by Congress ......... . 377
377 Compound Interest
provide for
payment of.......
of
558
558
for the
the payment
appropriation
for salaries of
412, 413
413
act to
to provide
of........412,
appropriation for
temporary
certificates may be issued
to revise and consolidate
consolidate the
the statutes
statutes of
temporary loan certificates
to
redeem
558
558
......................
redeem
appropriations for
the United States, appropriations
amount outstanding
outstanding at any time
time not
not
expenses of the
455, 456
456
455,
amount
expenses
.............
to exceed
558
558
50,000,000 ...........
Commissioners of C'ircuit
exceed $
$ 50,000,000
Circuit Courts,
Courts,
Commissioners
rate of interest..................
interest
558
558
of circuit
circuit court for duty
duty under civil rights
principal and interest
interest payable
payable in law28,
28, 29
act .........................
558
558
may appoint persons to execute
warrants 28
ful money
money ....................
execute warrants
may be held by national banking as28
may
warrants to run where
............
where.....
sociations as part of their reserve.
reserve. 558
558
sociations
of, and how paid, &c
&c................. 29
fees
fees of,
fifths of reserve
be of
of lawtwo fifths
reserve to be
the..... 343
jurisdiction of the
act to extend the jurisdiction
ful money
money .................
558
558
ful
justice of
may
exercise the powers of aa justice
may exercise
of
the peace
343 Comptroller of the Currency,
peace.....................
appropriations
for,
and
for
office
the
195,
for
office
of
the..
jurisdiction
of,
in
regard
to
discharge
of
appropriations
jurisdiction of,
discharge
197, 324, 445,
445, 446
446
197,
imprisonment
debtors from arrest or imprisonment
of the Treasury,
Comptrollers of
Treasury,
under process from courts of the United
States
543
appropriations
offices of. .194,
444,
.194, 196, 444,
543
appropriations for the offices
........................
States .... •
446
446
Commissioners
Quarantine,
Commissioners of Quarantine,
of Time,
Computation of
and vessels of the United
certain hulks and
rule for, under
under the
the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act..
act...540,
States to be placed at the disposal
disposal of
of
.540, 541
the....
the
...........................
351 Comstock Lode, (Nevada.)
construction of a
and
Commissioners
of the United States,
construction
a mining, draining, and
Commissionersof
appropriations
for.. ..................
exploring tunnel to ..............
242, 243
243
exploring
224
appropriations for
of
Concert Halls,
Halls, Proprietors
Proprietorsof
Commissioners to
to revise Statutes,
Statutes,
appropriations
for
315
definition
of,
and
special
tax
on
.
120
and special
on......... 120
definition
....................
appropriations
Conditional Contracts.
Contracts. See Bankruptc.
Bankruptcy.
Conditional
Commissions,
not to issue to officers
officers until after examprovision as to performance
performance of those of
of
provision
ination
336
bankrupt, by assignee
assignee in bankruptcy
bankruptcy 523, 524
ination.....
.....................
524
of assessors and collectors in certain
Confectioners,
certain disConfectioners,
definition of,
on
118
tricts on certain spirits -shipped ....... 473
definition
of, and special tax on.........
118
of assignees in bankruptcy
bankruptcy .............
531
additional special tax on
on certain .......
417
additional
417
Joint,
Confederated Tribes and
of Indians of
of
Committee, Joint,
and Bands of
upon the condition of the so-called conMiddle Oregon. See Middle
Middle Oregons.
supplemental treaty
treaty with, of November
November
federate States of America, appropriasupplemental
tion for the expenses of.....
349
of ..............
15,
15, 1865 .............................
751
Printing,
Confiscation
Laws,
Committee on Printing,
Confiscation Laws,
duties of,
of Cherokee
Cherokee nation repealed,
owners
of, in reference
reference to procuring
procuring paper
repealed, and owners
public printing.....
....... 305, 306
for the
thepublic
printing ...........
restored
799,
restored to rights ................
799, 800
800
Committee on Retrenchment,
Retrenchment,
provision
provision as to improvements
improvements ......
800
799, 800
appropriation
Congress.
joint...... 564 Congress.
Congress. See Thanks of Congress.
appropriation for
for expenses of joint
Commodores,
gratitude
Commodores,
gratitude of the nation to the offirers,
offieers,
number of grade
grade of,
of, in navy established..
established
222
soldiers, and seamen of the United
United
increase in grade, how made ...........
222
increase
States expresSed
354, 355
355
States
expressed by ..............
Common Carriers,
Carriers,
act to fix the times
times for
for the
the regular
regular meetcars, engines,
engines, &c.
not
to
be
forfeited
for
ings of .........................
378
&c. not to be forfeited for
378
violation of revenue
revenue laws unless
unless owners,
owners,
additional meeting
meeting of Congress
Congress provided
provided
ivy thereto ............... 179
for
378
&c. were pt
privy
for.......
378
Commutation,
members
previous Congress
Congress to receive
receive
members of previous
money paid for, by persons drafted who
no compensation
compensation as mileage
admileage at this adwere not liable to service ............. 417
ditional session
session ................
378
378
Commutation
Commutation Fund,
Fund,
Congressional
and Appendix,
Congressional Globe and
portions of, appropriated
appropriatld to pay awards
portions
awards to
appropriations
191, 192, 193,
appropriations for....
for... .191,
193, 441 --443
loyal persons
persons for services
services of colored
colored
a complete
a
complete set
set to be furnished
furnished each
each new
new
volunteers,
321
volunteers, or drafted
drafted men
men ..........
321
senator.....................192,
senator
192, 411,
412
411, 412
loyalty of claimant to be shown
shown ........ 321
senators having
having parts of sets to
to have
have sets
sets
final
report
of
no money to be paid until
until final report of
completed
192.
completed ..................
192. 411,
411, 412
412
commissioners.
..
commissioners........................
321
reporting
proceedings in, and additional
reporting proceedings
additional
Commutation of Officers' Subsistence,
Commutation
compensation
compensation to reporters...
reporters... 191,
191, 192, 193,
continued one
provisions as to, to be continued
411,
411, 413
413
year................
year
............
337
purchase of
notice given
given to terminate
terminate the purchase
of
officers furnished
officers
furnished with quarters not ensets.........................412,
sets.....
..412, 413
413
titled to
to...........................
337
notice to publishers of, to terminate
terminate existappropriations for ...................
appropriations
ing
agreement with them
485
ing agreement
them............ 471
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Congressional
CongressionalJournals
Journalsand Documents,
appropriation
expenses of
and
appropriation for
for expenses
of packing
packing and
distributing
distributing .................... 197,
197, 447
Congressional Library.
Library. See Library of
Congress_
Congressional
of Congress.
appropriation for heating apparatus
apparatus for..
for.. 456
456
appropriation
Congressional Printer,
Congressional
Printer,
act providing
providing for the
398
the election
election of .........
98
qualifieations
duties of
398, 399
399
qualifications and duties
of.........98,
to he deemed an officer
officer of the Senate,
Senate, and
and
how designated .....................
.... 398
398
salary of .........................
399
399
office of superintendent
superintendent of public printing
printing
abolished .........................
........
399
99
Congress, Members
of,
Congress,
Members of,
compensation and mileage
323
mileage of.............
of........... 323
Connell, William
Connell,
William T.,
T.,
payment to, as a
a soldier .....
.......645,
............
645, 646
646
Conrad, Isaac,
Isaac,
Conrad,
payment to, as a
asoldier............
soldier
645, 646
645,
646
Conservatory
Conservatory
mansion, appropriation
at the President's
President's mansion,
appropriation
for ..........................
17,463
17,463
Conspiracy,
Conspiracy,
the laws of;
to commit any offence against
against the
of,
defraud, the
the United States,
or to defraud,
States, if
if
either
either party thereto does any overt
overt act
act
how punto effect the object thereof, how
pun. .....
484
ished .....................
484
deemed to be committed
where,
offence deemed
committed where,
when begun in one judicial district and
and
completed
completed in another
another ................ 484
484
Constitution
Constitution of
of the United
United States,
proposed amendment
amendment to the
the.........358,
......... 358, 359
359
Constitutions.
Constitutions. See Rebel States.
States.
to be formed by people. of rebel States
States.. 429
429
provisions relating to ..................
429
Construction and Repair,
Construction
Repair,
appropriations for bureau of...
of... 200,
200, 201, 450,
451, 491
451,
additional clerks in..
.....
207
in.................
207
bureau of,
essalary of draughtsman in
in bureau
of, established ........................
450
450
Consular and Diplomatic
Consular
Diplomatic Expenses,
appropriations for the years ending
ending June
June
appropriations
224 -226,
30, 1867, and June 30, 1868 ..... 224-226,
412-415
ministers, and commissioners
envoys, ministers,
224, 412
412
commissioners.224,
secretaries
secretaries and assistant secretaries
secretaries of
legation
....................
224,
224, 413
413
interpreters .......................
interpreters
224, 413
224,
413
contingent expenses ................ 224, 413
413
intercourse with Barbary
Barbary powers .... 224,
224, 413
413
consulates in the Turkish
Turkish dominions, 224, 413
413
American seamen,
seamen, relief and protection
of 224,
protection of
413
413
rescuing
rescuing seamen from shipwreck
224, 413
shipwreck.....224,
413
blank
blank books, stationery, postages,
postages, &c
224,
413
&c..224, 413
office
office rents of consuls,
consuls, &c.
&e. who cannot
cannot
224, 413
trade ........................
224,
413
consuls-general, consuls,
consuls-general,
consuls
commercial
commercial
clerks, 224, 225,
agents, and consular darks,
225, 413,
413,
414
414
pay of certain
certain consuls established...
414
established... 225, 414
money to be
he paid to minister
minister resident
resident
no money
at Portugal
413
..................... 225,
225, 413
this provision to continue in force
repealed by Congress
Congress.
until repealed
....... 413
413
no money to be paid for the support of
of
an American legation
legation at Rome......
Home
413
413
interpreters
interpreters to consulates and consular
consular
courts ..........................
225,414
225, 414
bringing home persons charged
with
charged with
crime ..
225, 414
........................
225,
414
marshals in consular
consular courts.........225,
courts
225, 414
414
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Consular
Consular and Diplomatic
Diplomatic Expenses, (continued.)
(continued.)
rent of prisons
prisons for
for American
American convicts...
convicts... 225,
rent
225,
414
414
commissioners,
commissioners, &c. to Hayti, Liberia,
Liberia,
225, 414
414
and Dominica ...................
225,
title of hereafter
hereafter to be minister-resident
dent and consul-general,
consul-general, but
but no
no
increase
increase of salary
salary ..............
226
suppression
slave-trade ........
226, 415
415
suppression of slave-trade
226,
immigration.......................226,
immigration
226, 415
415
commissioner on
on claims
claims of Hudson's
Hudson's Bay,
Company ..........
...........226
&c. Agricultural
Agricultural Company
226
neutrality act
226, 415
neutrality
..................
226,
415
boundary line
line commissions....
commissions ........ 226,
boundary
226, 415
415
capitalization of Scheldt dues, second
capitalization
second instalment ..................
stalment
226, 415
226,
415
cemetery fences
sexton's house
house in
in
cemetery
fences and
and sexton's
Mexico ..........................
226
226
appointment, &c.,
&e., of second assistant
assistant secsecretary of state, and
and of
of examiner
examiner of
of
claims226
...........................
.. ,226
their salaries ..................
226
226
fees collected
commercial
collected by consuls or commercial
agents or their
their deputies, to be
be accounted for to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury 226
226
excess over $
$2500
2500 a
ayear
year above
above ofexcess
fice rent and clerk hire, to be
be
paid to Secretary
Secretary of Treasury....
freasury
.226
226
salaries of
of envoys-extraordinary
envoys-extraordinary and ministers-plenipotentiary hereafter
isters-plenipotentiary
hereafter appointappointed,
ed, when to be only those of ministers
resident .......................
resident
226
no money
money appropriated
appropriated by this act
act to be
applied to the
the payment
payment of any
diploapplied
any diplomatic representative.
representative, consul,
consul, or commercommereial
cial agent, not aacitizen
citizen of the United
United
States,
States native
naturalized
414
native or duly naturalized....
414
Consular Clerks,
Clehs,
Consular
appropriations for pay of ..............
41$
appropriations
41
Consular
Consular Courts,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for certain
certain expenses of 225, 414
414
Consulates
Consulates in Turkish Dominions,
Dominions,
appropriations for...................224,
for
•
224, 413
appropriations
413
Consulates,
Consu ates,
established
Seychelle Islands,
Islands,
established at Mahe, Seychelle
and at San Domingo .............
414
414
added
schedule B
added to schedule
414
B............... 414
Consul at Quebec,
Quebec,
compensation to .
compensation
312
..................
312
compensation of, established.
compensation
414
established ...........
414
Consul-general at Alexandria,
Consul-general
Alexandria,
certain
certain power given
given to
322
to................ 322
Consuls-general,
Consuls-general,
appropriations
appropriations for
for .........
.........224,
414
224, 225, 413,
413, 414
.Egypt,
Consuls in
in Egypt,
certain
certain Judicial
powers given
given to.........
to...
.. 322
judicial powers
322
Consuls of the United
United-States,
appropriations for
appropriations
for pay and
and expenses
expenses of..
of.. 224,
225,
413, 414
414
225, 413,
pay
established at
at
pay of,
of, established
Barcelona ..........
Barcelona
.............. 225
Chemnitz
Chemnitz .........................
..
...... ... ...... 414
4
22
14
5
Hankow ........................
225
225
Lisbon
Lisbon ...
225
..................
225
Mahe ......................
414
414
Malta
Malta ........................
225
225
Munich .........................
414
414
Nantes .......................
225
225
Nice225
.........................
225
Prince Edward Island
Island............. 225
225
Quebec..
414
Quebec ...........
................
414
Rome
Rome .......
414
................ 414
Saint Catherines
Catherines (Brazil)...
225
(Brazil).......... 225
Saint John
John (Canada
(Canada East)
225
iEast)......... 225
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(continued.)
Consuls of the United
United States, (continued.)
established at
pay of,
of, established
at
Santa Cruz
..................
225
Spezzia ............
.. .
.
Spezzia
.......
414
Tampico
225
Tampico ....
225
accounted for
fees of certain,
certain, to be accounted
to Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury ...........
226
226
excess of over $
$2500 a
&e
a year above, &c.
to be paid to Secretary of Treasury
Treasury.. 226
226
no pay to any
any not
not a
a native or naturalized
naturalized
citizen of the United States .........414
citizen
414
Contempt,
of court in proceedings
proceedings under bankruptcy
bankruptcy
court
517
act, may be punished by court........
517
registers in bankruptcy
cannot commit
commit
bankruptcy cannot
for ...........................
519
519
Contractors,
Contractors,
on
121
definition of,
of, and special tax on........
121
act for relief of certain, for the conconstruction of vessels of war and
and steam .
struction
machinery ......................
machinery
424
424
claims of,
to
be
investigated
424
of,
investigated ............
424
report to Congress ...................
424
424
Contracts,
Contracts,
proposals for, by executive
executive departments
departments
in Washington,
Washington, D. C., to be in what
newspaper. ..........................
.
..
50
newspaper
50
labor for
for works, or for materials or labor
works, to be separate
separate for each work,
each class
class of works
and for each
works.......... 773
for building
building certain lighthouses to be with
lowest bidder,
bidder, with security, after
after advertisement for proposals ............
425
425
Contracts
fir Sale. See
See Sales.
ContractsJbr
&des.
of stocks, coin, bullion, &c. by banks,
&c., tax upon ...................
134
&c.,
134
Conveyancers,
Conve'yncers,
definition of,
of, and special tax on
on......... 118
118
Conviction,
Conviction, 4v.,
c.,
States securities
securities
of counterfeits of United States
and coin, appropriations
appropriations for..........
for
455
455
Convicts,
Convicts,
support and maintenance
maintenance of certain
certain.... 19
confined in prison
prison under any law of the
themselves
United States, conducting themselves
from the
well, to have deductions made from
the
term of their sentence ...............
424
424
rate of deductions ...............
424
424
to be made upon certificate, &c.
&c 424
Convicts, Foreign,
Foreign,
protest against pardons of, by foreign
governments on condition
emigragovernments
condition of emigration to the United States............
Stites
353
353
such acts not to be repeated ............ 353
353
Cook, Amarillo,
Amarilla,
pension to ............................
592
592
Cook, James
James C.,
may apply
apply for extension
extension of letters patent
patent
for improvement
improvement in machines for
for formforming button-backs, &c ................
622
622
commissioner
commissioner to act thereon, as if,
if,
&c.
622
&c..... ; .......................
622
Cook,
Cook, William,
payment to
to..........................
600
Copperplate Printing,
Copperplate
Printing,
books and maps for State Department
194
Department.. 194
appropriations
appropriations for
for...................... 444
444
Copyrights,
CopyriIhts,
certain, may be purchased by Secretary
certain,
Secretary
67
of Navy ........................
67
amending acts relating to
395
act amending
to ....
.........
395
proprietors of articles copyrighted,
failinecopyrighted, failing
to deliver copy within a
a month atte
afterst.
publication, subject to aa penalty of $25
395
$ 25 395

Copyrights,
(continued.)
Copyrights, (continued.)
penalty,
how collected
collected .............
.
395
penalty, how
395
copyrighted articles
may be
sent through
through
copyrighted
articles may
be sent
free of
marked,
the mails free
of postage,
postage, if marked,
&c.
395
&
.....
............................
395
duty
postmasters in
regard
duty of postmasters
in their
their regard..
395
appropnations for
for expenses
expenses of..........
of
appropriations
464
be paid out
patent-office fund
464
to be
out of patent-office
fund. 464
Cornish,
Cornish, Nathan,
Nathan,
demand
settled
demand of, to be audited and
and settled....
609
Cornley,
Emil,
Cornley, Emil,
name
changed
from
Emil
Cohen
591
name of,
of, changed from
Cohen.....
Corporations,
Corporations,
in all grants to, where the United States
States
reserves the right to appoint
appoint directors,
directors,
engineers, commissioners,
commissioners, &c. to exengineers,
amine roads, and act with the officers
expenses and pay
pay
of the company, all expenses
of such persons
borne by corpersons are to be borne
porations
299
porations..........................
pay to such persons
persons ........ 299
299
rate of pay
if company
company neglects to pay, no more
patents for lands, &c. to issue
299
issue ... 299
provisions
concerning the bankruptcy
provisions concerning
bankruptcy
of
534,
535
o
.........................
f
534, 535
to what does the bankruptcy
apply.. 535
bankruptcy act apply..
fraudulent
fraudulent conveyances
conveyances and
and preferences
preferences
by, void ...........................
535
allowance to be made, or
no allowance
or discharge
discharge
granted to
to..........................
535
property
property to be distributed
distributed among
among creditors
creditors 535
535
bankrupts, how may be
claims of, against
against bankrupts,
verified
............................ 527
See Bankruptcy.
Corps
Corp! of Engineers,
Engineers,
in the army to consist of,
of, &c............
&c
335
335
Corpus Christi,
Christi,
Corpus
customs district
district of, in Texas, established
established 308
308
includes
includes what .....................
......
.....
308
port of
of entry, Corpus Christi
Christi ...... 308
collector
collector to reside there........
there
308
port of delivery, Aransas
Aransas ..........
308
collector at, established.......
salary of collector
established
308
Costs,
Costs,
bill of,
of, in suits before
before justices of the peace
peace
in the District of Columbia..........
Columbia
402
402
plaintiff
plaintiff not to recover
recover in certain
certain suits in
the District of
Columbia,
of
when, &c.
&e. .. 406
when,
in bankruptcy,
provision concerning....
540
bankruptcy, provision
concerning
540
See Bankruptcy.
Cotton, Unmanaufidured,
Cotton,
Unmanufizdureci,
to pay an internal
internal revenue
revenue tax of
of three
cents
cents a
apound
pound ......................
98
98
by whom
whom to be
he paid ..............
98
weight, how ascertained
weight,
ascertained.............
.
98
tax to be a
a lien
hen until paid............
paid
98
no drawback
raw
drawback on when exported raw....
98
no tax upon imported ...............
98
98
tax, how to be levied and paid .........
98
collector to mark bales on
on-which
-which tax is
paid, and give permit for removal....
paid,
removal
98
to keep
keep records
records of inspections
inspections and permits, and make
make returns monthly..
monthly
98
permit
98
permit to
to state
state what
what .............
place to be designated
designated where
where cotton mav
may
be brought
brought to be
98
he weighed and marked
marked 98
revenue
officers may
revenue officers
may go and mark,
mark, if
their expenses
expenses are paid
98
paid ..............
98
when weighed
marked, &c.
weighed and marked,
&c. may be
removed
to
another
district
upon
removed
upon cxeexeculion of transportation
cution
transportation bonds, &c.....
&A.
98
delivered to collector
arrival,
to be delivered
collector on arrival,
99
and kept until tax is paid........
paid
tax to be
be paid in ninety
ninety days.......
days__
99
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Cotton, Onnzanufactured,
Untmalnfactured, (continued.)
Court
of
Claims,
Court of Claims,
collector to be notified
notified of permits
permits
appeals allowed
allowed from judgments
judgments of,
of, to
to
granted and amount of taxes
due,
taxes due,
the Supreme Court of the United States
States 99
and of bonds, &c.
•
99
&c................ 99
regular
regular session of,
when to
commence
of,
to commence..
99
transportation of cotton from place
transportmion
place of
of
clerk
clerk of, at end of every
every term to send
send copy
copy
production unless marked,
marked, forbidden
99
forbidden.. 99
of its decisions to heads of departmerfts
departments
or from any State in which
which cotton
cotton is
is
and
and to all officers charged
charged with adjustadjustproduced to any other place
produced
place withwith.
ing claims against the United
United States..
States
99
o.ut certificate,
99
certificate, &e
&c..............
99
jurisdiction of
act to extend
extend jurisdiction
44
of............ 44
penalty
penalty for so doing, fine, imprisimprisclaims
clitims of disbursing
disbursing officers
officers for
on
for relief on
onment, and vessels, vehicles,
vehicles, and
and
account of
account
of losses
losses by capture, &c.
&e. to
to be
be
cotton
cotton forfeited................
forfeited
99
99
heardr
...
......................
heard
44
44
drawback upon manufactures
manufactures exclusively
exclusively
appeal
to
the
Supreme
appeal
Court
44
Court....... 44
of ...........................
99
99
decree
decree and its
effect
.. 44
44
its
effect...............
amount, and how ascertained......
ascertained
99
99
jurisdiction of, for certain matters,
jurisdiction
matters, not
not to
to
manufacturers
manufacturers of cotton in districts
districts of
of
extend to the counties
extend
counties of Berkeley
Berkeley and
and •
production to make monthly stateproduction
stateJefferson, West
Jefferson,
West Virginia
Virginia ...........
360
36
ment to assessor
assessor under
under oath
oath........ 100
loo
nor
nor to Tennessce
Tennessee ................. 370
370
first statement, when
when to be
be made
made.... 100
lo0
appropriations
appropriations for.....................
for
194
194
subsequent statements....
statements ............. 100
subsequent
100
judgments
judgments of, in favor of
194
of claimants
claimants .... 194
books to be kept, and entries
entries thereon
thereon. 100
100
pay
of
deputy
solicitor
established.... 325
deputy solicitor of established
325
to be open to inspection of revrevadditional pay to messenger
325
messenger of
of.......... 325
officers...............
enue officers......
100
100
not to entertain
entertain claims for supplies or
or
tax to he
be paid monthly..............
monthly
100
100
stores taken
taken or
or used
used by tile
the Union
Union
on manufactured
manufactured goods
goods not affected
affected 100
100
troops, or for injuries
injuries caused
caused by them
them
neglecting to make returns,
penalty for neglecting
in any State, &c. declared in insurrecinsurrecor keep books, or making
making false
false reretion, or, &c..
&c
397, 398
..............
397,
398
turns ............................
100
100
Tennessee and West Virginia not
Tennessee
not
fine, imprisonment, and forfeiture of
of
affected hereby
hereby .................. 398
398
cotton, &
&c..............
100
e
.
.
100
appropriations for the expenses
appropriations
expenses of
of the
the... 444
444
false oath in these
these matters to be
be perperfor attorneys
attorneys to take
take testimony
testimony ....
444
444
jury
...........
100.
............
100
for witnesses and commissioners
444
commissioners....
444
gcneril provisions
provisions as to collection,
general
&e
collection, &c.
for
payments
of
for
payments
of
judgments
in
favor
judgments
in
favor
of taxes, &e.
&c. applicable to tax on cotof
of claimants
claimants .................... 444
444
..........................
ton
100
100
witnesses in any case
in the,
the, not
not to
be
case in
to be
rules and regulations
regulations concerning
concerning........ 101
101
excluded
on
excluded
account of color
457
color .......
457
appointment of inspectors, weighers,
appointment
and
weighers, and
jurisdiction of,
of, extended
jurisdiction
extended to
to claims
claims for
for
markers of .....................
..
101
101
quartermaster's
stores
quartermaster's
furnished
to
furnished
to
Cotton,
Cotton,
forces under the command
command of
of MajorMajornot to be carried on deck or guards of
of paspasGeneral
General Lewis Wallace,
Wallace, and
duly rereand
duly
senger steamers, except, &...........
&e.
227
227
teipted for..........
for
572
ceipted
.. ............ 572
import duty on...................
on
.
. 328
328 Court
of Inquiry,
Court of
tax of two and aa half cents per
per pound,
pound,
proceedings
proceedings of
of to be revised, &c.
&c. by
by judgejudgeafter
after September
1, 1867,
that proproSeptember 1,
1867, on
on that
advocate-generll
advocate-general.. ....... ....... .... 334
334
duccd
duced in the United States.....
471
States.........
471 Courts,
Counterfeit Bonds, Notes,
Notes, t-c.
(Pc. See
See Penalty.
Penalty.
none to have
none
have or take jurisdiction
jurisdiction of acts
penalty for buying, receiving,
receiving, &c,
&c. with indone or omitted to be done in pursupursutent, &c
&c ..
383
...................
383
ance or in aid of any proclamations
or
proclamations or
Counterfeiting.
CounterfCiting. Sec
See Penalty.
Penalty.
orders of the President.............
President
•
433
433
any bond,
bond, bid, record, &e.
&c. to defraud
defraud the
may be
be established
established among
the Choctaws
Choctaws
among the
tUnited
tin
ited States.........
States
. ........
..... . 12
12
and Chickasaws...................
Chickasaws
773
. 773
of coins, treasury notes, bond, &c.
&e. apthe Seminoles ....................
759
759
propriation
fbr detection
detection and punishpropriation for
the Creeks .....
789
.......
.....
789
meut
ment of ....................
22,
..
22, 310
310
provisions for,
the Cherokee
Cherokee councounprovisions
for, in the
of United States securities
securities and coin, aptry ........................
800,
803
try
800, 803
propriation
propriation for detection and convicCourts
Martial,
Courts Martial,
tion of persons engaged in.
455
in........... 455
proceedings
proceedings of.
of, to
revised, &c.
&c. by
to be
be revised,
by
"
County,"
"County,"
judge-advocate-general
judge-advocate-general ..............
334
334
the word, in internal revenue act, may
may
regulations,
regulations on the government
government of,
to be
of, to
be
mean "
" parish,"
parish," or any
any other subdiviprepared, &e
prepared,
338
&c............
.......
. 338
a State or Territory..........
sion of a
Territory
110
110
provision
provision as to summary, in
in the
516
the navy
navy.. 516
Court-House,
Court-llouse,
Summiary Courts Martial.
See Summary
Mlartial.
for the United States courts
courts in New York
York
Courts in the District
Courts
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
City, commission to select
select site
for
356
site for.... 356
having criminal
criminal jurisdiction
give, act
act
jurisdiction to give,
Court-Horuses,
Court-Houses,
relating tp the elective
elective franchise
franchise in
spein speappropriations for, at Baltimore.......
appropriations
Baltimore
19,
19, 26
26
charge to the
cial charge
the grand
grand jury
&c
375
jury at, &c.....
375
Boston ..........
...... 22
22
appropriations
for the
the salaries
salaries of
of the
appropriations for
the
Charleston
Charleston..
...... 470
........
470
judges in .......................... 455
455
Des Moines...319, 461
of the United
States,
Courts of
461 (Courts
United States,
Indianapolis...... 22
Indianapolis
jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and duties of, under
under the
the civil
civil
New York....563,
York... .563, 564
564
rights
rights bill ........................
27
27
Portland .......26,
26, 319
319
how enforced ..................
27
27
Providence
Providence ....... 22
22
removal
removal to, of suits
suits commenced
commenced in
in State
State
Springfield,
Springfield, Ill ..... 310
310
courts
courts .........................
27
27
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Courts
(continued.)
the United
United States, (continued.)
Courts of
of the
appropriation for
of........198, 448
448
expenses of........198,
for expenses
appropriation
safe-keeping
of prisoners
prisoners and prosesafe-keeping of
cution of
448, 449
crime .............. 448,
of crime
cution
Courts of
of the United States
York City,
States in New York
Courts
commission
to
purchase
for
building
building
site
purchase
commission
post-office ............
563, 564
564
for, and for post-office
lower
purof City Hall Park may be purpart of
lower part
chased
564
564
chased..........................
564
title and condition ................
Secretary
authorized to 564
Treasury authorized
Secretary of Treasury
564
pay therefor.....................
therefor
564
Creek
Orphan Fund,
Fund,
Creek Orphan
bonds held in trust for, to be sold, and
proceeds how
788
788
how applied
applied..............
Creproceeds
Creeks,
appropriations
for
the
....259,
320,
498,
498,
320,
272,
259,
....
for
appropriations
499
1866
785
with, of June 14, 1866...........
treaty with,
friendship with the United
United
peace and friendship
States,
786
States, and with other tribes ...... 786
military protection
occupation by the
protection and occupation
786
................
United States
amnesty for offences
offences against
against the United
United
amnesty
government.. 786
States and against their government
slavery, &c. not to exist among the
the..... 786
786
rights
descent
786
786
rights of those of African descent.......
cession of lands to the United States, as
786
homes for civilized Indians .......... 786
payments
therefor, and mode of paypayments therefor,
ment
776, 787, 791
ment..................776,
freedlosses of loyal refugee Indians and freedmen, soldiers enlisted in the Federal
army
787
army .......................
how to
be ascertained
and paid
787
paid..... 787
ascertained and
to be
how
...............
census
taken,
787
&c
to
be
census
railroad....... 787
right of way granted for railroad
way....... 787
conditions of grant of right of way..
contiguous to the road,
road, to
will sell lands contiguous
railroad comthe United States or the railroad
pany
787
pany ........................
such lands not to be sold,
sold, &c....787,
&c.....787, 788
orphan fund and manual-labor
manual-labor school for
orphan
orphan children ................
788, 791
Seminoles may convey
convey lands to the United
United
788
States ..........................
788
line dividing Creek country to be sur.. 788
veyed .........................
788
therefor...... 788
788
agency buildings and land therefor
legislation by Congress
Congress for rights of
of perproperty
788
sons and
and property.........................
general
convened annugeneral council may be convened
789
788, 789
ally ........................
composed..
.. 789
789
of whom to be composed...........
meetings ......... 789
time and place of meetings
seslength of sessions and special
789
sions .......................
789
powers of ......................... .789
789
789
789
president and secretary of ..........
789
members
secretary and of members...
pay of secretary
788, 789
788,
census to be taken ...............
courts may
established
789
789
courts
may be established............
of all
all
this treaty to be aa full settlement of
claims
790
claims......................... 789, 790
diversions of annuities confirmed
790
confirmed .........790
diversions
annuities not hereafter to be diverted
diverted.... 790
treaty obligations reaffirmed............
reaffirmed.....
.790
lands granted
granted for missionary
missionary or educationlands
790
790
al purposes ........................
790
.........
not to be sold, except, &c......
when sold, proceeds to be how ap790
plied .......................
790
revert
if abandoned
abandoned for one year, to revert
790
790
to Creek nation ...............

(continued.)
Creeks, (continued.)
inconsistent treaty
treaty provisions
provisit ns annulled..
annulled
790
inconsistent
ratification with
with amendments
amendments ...........
791
ratification
amendments assented
assented to ............
791, 792
791,
amendments
Creighton,
Captain,
Creighton, Captain,
master of
of the ship
Three Bells,
medal
Bells, gold medal
ship Three
master
and
365
365
and reward to ......................
Criers
of Courts,
Courts,
Criers of
408
District of Columbia, pay of......
of
in the District
Crime,
appropriation
for
expenses
of
prosecuprosecuexpenses
appropriation
448, 449
tion of ........................
tion
expenses of
from foreign councounbringing from
of bringing
expenses
tries persons
persons charged
charged with
with..
.414
414
............
tries
for detection
detection and punishment
punishment of counterfor
feiters of United
United States securities
securities and
feiters
455
...................
coin ........
of
of violation of the internal revenue
473
laws .....................
473
.....
Crimes. See Penalties,
Jurisdiction.
Penalties, Jurisdiction.
Crimes.
act
to
punish
certain,
in
relation
to
the
relation
act to punish certain,
currency ........ 383
public securities
securities and currency
public
begun in one judicial
judicial district and completed
deemed to be
be
pleted in another, to be deemed
committed in either, and may
may be tried
committed
........
484
in either ................
act for
punishment of certain, in the Disact
for punishment
406
trict of Columbia ..................
trict
Crisfiekl,
Crisfield,
District
made port of entry for Eastern
Eastern District
410
of Maryland
Maryland ....................... 410
Crocker, Harriet
Crocker,
Harriet B.,
592
pension
to
.
pension ............................
Cross, Mary A.,
Cross,
631
pension
pension to ..........................
Crossledge Shoal,
lighthouse
survey of, &c..
&c 425
425
lighthouse board to make survey
to
report with
estimates to next Congress
Congress
with estimates
to report
as
to erecting
erecting lighthouse
lighthouse thereon.....
thereon
425
as to
Croswell,
Croswell, William,
605
pension to ...........................
Crowell,
H.,
Crowell, John H.,
credit
allowed to,
to, in settlement
settlement of
credit to be allowed
580
accounts
580
...................
accounts ....
Crowley,
Cornelius,
Crowley, Cornelius,
593
pension
593
pension to .........................
Crude
Oil,
Crude Oil,
exempt from
from internal duty
duty............. 355
exempt
Crude
Crude Petroleum,
not to be carried on steamers,
steamers, except,
except,
&c
228
&c................................
exempt from
internal duty
duty............ . 355
exempt
from internal
Cuba,
Cuba,
encourage telegraphic
telegraphic communicacommunicaact to encourage
tion with.........................
with
44
Curley,
E.
.T.,
E.
J.,
Curley,
payment
to, for corn
corn purchased
aspurchased by an aspayment to,
sistant quartermaster
for the governquartermaster for
ment ............................
618
618
Currency.
National Currency,
Currency, Penalty.
Penalty.
Currency. See National
punish certain crimes in
in relation
relation, to
act to punish
383,384
383,
384
the ............................
Curtis,
Curtis, Ira
Ira B.,
pension to ............................
pension
592
Custody,
money received
collectors for, to be acmoney
received by collectors
counted for
for as
as storage ................
188
counted
188
Brokers,
Custom-House Brokers,
definition of, and special tax on
on........ 117
definition
117
Custom-liouses,
Custom-oouses,
appropriation
for rebuilding,
rebuilding, refitting, reappropriation for
pairing, and
and furnishing
furnishing ...... 310, 460, 462
pairing,
at Astora
Astoria.. ............................ 461
Bangor .........................
311
311
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Custom-Houses, (continued.)
(continued.)
Custom-Ilouses,
at Charleston
Charleston .....................
310, 470
470
310,
Cincinnati
Cincinnati.......................... 17
17
Moines
319
Des Moines
....................
319
Dubuque
Dubuque ..........................
17
17
. 23
Island Pond .....................
23
Machias ..........................
.461
461
Machias
Middletown, Ct .................. 311,
311, 461
Middletown,
Orleans ...................
460
New Orleans
460
Newport
Newport
.461
......................
461
New York
York ..........................
461
461
17,
25
Philadelphia ..................
17, 25
22, 26,
26, 319
319
Portland .............
... 22,
Providence .....................
Providence..
22
22
St. Albans .......................
22
...
316
St. Paul..
Paul ......................
316
.310
310
Toledo ... .....................
Wiscasset .......................
.460
460
Wiscasset
Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
sell at aucTreasury may sell
grounds known
tion the buildings and grounds
known
as
Alexandria
467
Alexandria...................
467
New Haven
Haven ....................
467
Norfolk . ......................
. 467
467
Perth Amboy .................
467
467
Portsmouth
Portsmouth ...................
467
467
Sackett's Harbor ..............
467
467
Wiscasset
460
Wiscasset .......................
460
may execute
execute the needful
needful conveyances
conveyances
therefor
467
therefor...
.......................' 467
Customs,
Customs,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
of collection
collection
of revenue from ...................
354
354
Custom Officers, cc.,
salaries of certain, changed and
and. established .........................
308
lished
308
stationery, &c. to be
be furblank books, stationery,
furnished to, on requisition ............
308
nished
308
expenses
charged
308
expenses of,
of, how charged...........
308
Cuyahoga River,
Cuyahoga
River,
at Cleveland, Ohio, swing bridge may
may be
be
erected
erected over and upon government
government
piers
362
piers............................
362
plan, &c. of, how to be determined..
determined
362
362

863

Daniel,
Daniel, Levisa,
Levisa,
pension to ...........................
629
629
Darien,
of,
Darien, Isthmus
Isthmus of,
survey for ship canal ............
311
. 311
David's
Island,
David's Island,
in Lbng
Island
Sound,
Ling Island
purchased
566
to be purchased..
566
Davis, Henry S.,
payment
payment to, for work
work done on patent-office
patent-office
building
625
building ...........................
625
Dead Letters,
to be
be restored
restored to writers free
free of postage..
postage
60
60
Deaf and Dumb. See Columbian
Columbian Institution,
Institution, if.c.
4~c.
appropriations for the
the.......21,
317, 464,
464, 465
465
appropriations
....... 21, 317,
Deaf and Dumb, Institutions
Institutions for the,
certain
articles
manufactured
certain articles manufactured in, not exempt from tax
tax. ..................
.
475
475
Deaf Mutes,
not over ten in number
number may be received
received
and
into the Columbian
Columbian Institution,
Institution, and
how.
464
how...
.........................
464
De Ahna, Col. Henry Charles,
Charles,
pavment
services ....... 612
612
payment to, for military services
Deal's
island,
DealsIsland,
office of deputy collector
collector at, discontindiscontin411
ued ................................ 411
Debt.
See Imprisonment
Debt. See
Imprisonment for Debt.
provision as to discharge from imprisonimprisonment for
for ........................
543
Debts.
See Bankruptcy.
Debts. See
Bankruptcy.
provable against
provable
bankrupt's estate......
estate
525
against bankrupt's
525
proof of, by resident and
and non-resident
non-resident
creditors .........................
creditors..
527
527
evidences
of, left in court, how and to
evidences of,
whom may be delivered
delivered ............. 528
528
Deceased Soldiers
Soldiers and Sailors,
Sailors,
national cemeteries for
for the burial of, established ........................
399
tablished
399
Decrees in
in Equity,
Equity,
effect
effect of sales under,
under, in the District of
of
Columbia, upon rights
former owner
owner 406
Columbia,
rights of
of former
406
court may
may order particular
particular forms of concourt
veyance
veyance .......................
406
Declaration
Declarationof
of Rights,
of Maryland,
Maryland, the 34th
34th section
section of, prohibitgifts, and
devises, aning certain sales,
sales, gifts,
and devises,
annulled .......................
232
232
D.
such gifts, &e.
&c. when to be made
232
made.... 232
Dakotas,
Dakotas,
Deed,
Deed,
appropriations
the
273, 274, 508,
508, 509
509
appropriations for the.....273,
of real estate sold
sold for taxes ............
109
109
Dakota Territory,
Dakota
Territory,
to be given
given upon
upon surrender
surrender of certificate
certificate
appropriations for
appropriations
fbr Indian service
service in..
512
in.. 280,
280, 512
of purchase
purchase ......................... 109
for government
government in ............. 204,
204, 454
454
to be prima facie evidence
evidence of recitals
post-roads
established
in
6,
287,
288
post-roads established in..........6, 287, 288
therein ..........................
therein
. 109
arms and ammunition
ammunition for defence of into convey
convey what .....................
109
. 109
habitants of, against hostile Indians;..
Indians:.. 26
26 Defendants
habitants
Defendants
net proceeds
proceeds of internal revenue
revenue of, for
for
in criminal
criminal cases
cases in the District of Cothree years to be applied to erection
of
erection of
lumbia
have witnesses for
them
lumbia may have
for them
penitentiaries in .................
377
penitentiaries
377
summoned
paid for by the governsummoned and paid
limit of amount to be expended
expended.... 377
377
ment
ment ..............
407, 408
........
407,
at what places to be erected
erected........ 377 Deficiency Appropriations,
Appropriations,
Damaged Merchandise,
Merchandise,
years ending June
June 30, 1866
1866 and
for the years
assistant appraiser
appraiser to examine
examine.......... 303
1867..14-26,
393, 468-471
1867..14-26, 324-327, 373, 393,
Damages,
Damages,
coast survey ....................
15
.14, 14, 15
to be paid to four treaty powers by Japan,
lighthouse
establishment..........15,
16, 324
324
lighthouse establishment
........
15, 16,
for hostile acts of Prince Nagato,
&c
665
Nagato, &c...
coasts of California, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and
the opening
opening of a
a port in the Inland
Inland Sea
Sea
Washington
16, 17
Washington..................
16,
17
may be accepted
accepted in lieu thereof....665,
thereof... .665, 666
666
repairs, &c. of public buildings.
buildings. .17,
325, 373,
.17, 325,
to loyal Seminoles driven from their
469
homes
.........................
Treasury
17
757
Treasury extension
extension................... 17
to loyal Choctaws,
&c. driven from their
court-houses
at
Choctaws, &c.
court-houses at
homes ........
780
Baltimore
17,
26
..................
780
Baltimore ......................
17, 26
to loyal citizens for damages
damages by
by Choctaws,
Choctaws,
Boston .......................
22
22
&c..
780
&c.
......................
Indianapolis
22
780
Indianapolis ...................
22
..
..787
,.........,-87.
to loyal Creeks,
Creeks,
enlisted soldiers........
soldiers
Portland.... ...................
26
j................................
Portland....
26

D.

864
864

INDEX.
INDEX.

Deficiency
(continued.)
Deficiency Appropriations,
Appropriations, (continued.)
Appropriations, (continued.)
(continued.)
Deficiency Appropriations,
no
be paid
paid to any
any one participarticito be
part to
no part
custom-houses at
at
custom-houses
pating
in
rebellion
468
468
.............
the
rebellion
pating
Charleston .......................
470
Charleston
D. S. Payne
Idaho ........ 22
Payne for census of Idaho.
17
Cincinnati .......................
22
census
census of Arizona
Arizona......................
.
22
17
Dubuque.
Dubuque .......................
government engineer
mileage of
of government
engineer examinexaminmileage
Island
Pond ...................
23
23
Island Pond
route of
Pacific Railroad...
Railroad
20
of Union Pacific
ing route
17,
Philadelphia ....................
17, 25
25
bridge over
river and
and Oregon
Oregon
Sioux river
bridge
over Big Sioux
22
Providence ....................
22
Providence
21
road from
from Sioux city.
city ................
21
Portland ........................
22, 76
Portland
William
21
William H. Powell for
for naval picture
picture ....
21
22
22
St. Albans ....................
garden .......................
21
botanic garden
post-offices at
at
post-offices
Columbian Institution
Institution for
for the Deaf
Deaf and
Columbian
22
Indianapolis
22
Indianapolis ...................
...........
................
21
Dumb21
Portland ...................
26
.
surveying
public
lands
21,
surveying
...............
21, 22
22
22
Providence ....................
sick
disabled
seamen
...............
21
and
disabled
seamen
21
government
warehouses and wharves
wharves at
government warehouses
in Cleveland ...........
22
marine hospital in
Staten Island ..................
17,
17, 26
26
Atlantic and Pacific telegraph..........
telegraph
Atlantic
22
made uncertain payments not to be made
certain
detection of counterfeiting
treasury notes
notes
detection
counterfeiting treasury
26
................
&c.......
26
til, &c
and coins ..........................
22
17
burglar-proof safes or vaults ...........
17
burglar-proof
24
Arizona
Arizona Territory
Territory ...................
24
....... 17,
17, 373
373
repairs ...........
office furniture and repairs....
revenue
agent at New York
22
revenue agent
York ............
22
public buildings
buildings and grounds. 17, 18, 325, 373,
373,
public
compilation
22
compilation of laws
laws relating
relating to revenue...
revenue
22
469
William Handy
Handy and
and John Hopley
llopley..
22
William
.
...... 22
17, 18, 469
bridges and streets ...............
.
17,
469
bridges
additional
additional compensation
compensation for
for statutes
statutes at
at
President's house
house and conservatory...
conservatory...17,
17, 325,
President's
23, 326
large ...........................
23,
326
469
469
treasury building
old treasury
building.
.................
23
library of Congress ...... 18, 21,
21, 23, 469-470
library
purchase of Ford's Theatre............
Theatre
23
purchase
23
two additional
assistants and temporary
additional assistants
indemnity
Butler
and
Carpenter.
..23,
470
indemnity
to
Butler
and
Carpenter...
23,
470
469
help ............................
claim
claim
of
Butler
and
Carpenter
Carpenter
for
for
engravengrav&c........ 469
iron stairways,
stairways, sky-light, &c
469
stamps to
ing special
special dies for revenue
revenue stamps
transient paupers
paupers in Washington ........
18
transient
18
. 470
470
be paid.........................
repairs
18
repairs of Capitol
Capitol......................
..
district attorneys
attorneys and
district
and marshals
marshals for supsuproom for Supreme
18
Supreme Court ...............
18
pression of slave-trade
slave-trade ..............
pression
23
................18,
18, 469
sewers
sewers and paving
paving..
469
judges, arbitrators,
23
fuel, lighting Capitol,
Capitol, &c .........
18, 19, 469
469
judges,
arbitrators, and mixed
mixed courts ....
23
18,
fuel,
Pennsylvania bank
bank building
Pennsylvania
building may be sold 23
19
reservations
19
reservations .......................
water-pipes,
19
additional
additional clerks
clerks for
for assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer
water-pipes, sewers, &c ................
19
at Philadelphia
24
paving, &c.
19
Philadelphia .....................
&c...................
19
dome of Capitol
branch mint at California
California ..............
dome
Capitol..................... 19
24
deficiency
appropriations
for
House
of
extension ...................
19, 468
468
deficiency appropriations
House of
Capitol extension
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln...
19
burial of Abraham
............
19
Representatives
Representa tives .................
24, 393
jail in District of Columbia ............
Capitol police
police ....................
25
19
Capitol
25
support and
and transportation
convicts
transportation of convicts...
stenographer
.. 25
stenographer ..................
19
preservation of collections
exploring
certain
provostpreservation
collections of exploring
certain employds
employds of deputy
deputy provostand surveying expeditions ...........
19
marshal of
marshal
of the District
District of
of ColumColumoffice of Secretary
19, 326
office
Secretary of State ..........
19,
bia for
for special service...........
service
25
laws, clerk hire ...................
19
quartermaster-general's
quartermaster-general's office
office ......
25
commission under reciprocity
reciprocity treaty.
19
commission
treaty
19
Indian
in Utah ............
25
Indian service in
25
office of Attorney-General
office
Attorney-General............. . 20
20
plates,
for national
national currency
plates, &c, for
currency
Department
and
Department of the Interior, books
books and
notes ..................
......
25
maps for library ..................
20
20
no
person to
no portrait
portrait of living
living person
office of engineer ...........
21,
374,
468
21, 374, 468
be engraved thereon........
25
thereon
account
engineer in charge of
of Union
account of engineer
fuel for President's
house and
CnpiPresident's house
and CapiPacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad and branches,
branches, land
land
25
tol ...........................
25
grant to
wagon roads
roads 20, 468
to railroads
railroads and
and wagon
468
naval academy
academy ...................
naval
26
Assistant Secretary
Secretary ...............
324
H. A.
A Klopfer
H.
Klopfer ................
.. 26
pension Bureau ................
20, 468
bath-room
bath-room of House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives.. 325
325
insane ...... 20
government hospital for the insane
20
additional pay of female
female clerks
additional
clerks......... 26
patent office and
anti building ..............
20
20
salaries
of officers
officers of
of the mint
mint and
and of asassalaries of
be
carpets for any public building to be
26
sistant treasurers
treasurers ...................
manufacture .........
20
of domestic
domestic manufacture
20
contingencies of executive
contingencies
executive office ........ 324
324
census office ......................
20, 468
biennial register
register .....................
324
amount due certain marshals
marshals and
and assistassistPost-Office Department.
l)epartment ................
324
Post-Office
the eighth census
census in
in
ants for taking the
pay of
of female
female folders in dead-letter
dead-letter
pay
California ......................
468
468
office
224
office ......................
224
Kansas .....................
468
district
attorney and marshal
district attorney
marshal eastern disKentucky
Kentucky...................... 468
tnct of New
New York ...............
trict
324, 325
Maine.....
468
Maine ......................
468
mail
steamship service
324
mail steamship
service with
with Brazil......
Brazil
324
Maryland ......................
468
watchman
watchman for dome of Capitol ..... 324, 325
Missouri
Missouri....................... 468
468
hospital at Washington
Washington ..........
navy hospital
325
New Mexico
Mexico ....................
468
pay
pay of deputy
deputy solicitor
solicitor of court
court of
of claims
claims
468
Ohio ......................
468
established
established ....................
325
Oregon
Oregon ......................
468
general land
land office
325
general
office ....................
325
Tennessee
468
Tennessee .....................
sewer through
through botanic
botanic garden
garden ..........
325
sewer
325
nrovisinnq
fhor
'onstruction
Aof
S.
Washinagton
....................
Washington
468
provisions for construction of
325
X - av* f
------o
- . . ... . ---I- - I-------
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Deficiency Appropriations,
Appropriations, (contintied.)
Deficiency
(continted.)
lower water-closets
water-closets of Supreme
Supreme Court
lower
Court
..,
325
room ..
..........................
325
325
repairs to Long
Long Bridge
Bridge ...............
32
twenty per cent additional to
to messenger
messenger
of court of claims..................
claims
325
32
Indian service
service in Nevada ..............
.
326
326
payment to James
James W.
Nye
326
payment
W. Nye...........
326
payment to Edward
Edward Jarvis
Jarvis for
for digesting
digesting
mortality, &c.
&c. by census
of
facts as to mortality,
census of
1860.
.........................
1860
326
expenses of delegation
delegation of
southern
Cherof southern Cherokees .........................
326
326
sum to be
&c
326
be refunded
refunded from, &c.......
326
increased
increased pay of judges of Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
of l)istrict
District of Columnbia
Columbia...............
326
326
quieting
quieting title to occupants of certain
certain lands
conveyed by the United States........
States .....
326
conveyed
326
collectors of internal revenue
revenue acting as
collectors
as
disbursing
disbursing agents to disburse
disburse what
moneys........................326,
moneys
326, 327
327
increase of pay to Capitol police
327
increase
police ........
327
depository at Sante Fe.................
Fe327
. 327
additional clerks,
clerks, &c ...............
327
additional
327
lifb-saving stations .................
life-saving
327
327
qunlrtermasiter-general's office.............
quartermaster-general's
office.....
327
327
contingent
contingent expenses of Senate..
Senate.. .24,
.24, 327,
327, 469
469
327
index to Senate list
list of private
private claims.
claims.... 327
estimates for fire-proof
fire-proof buildings
for
war
buildings fbr war
department
department .....................
. 327
327
amendment
amendment of act 1849,
4
327
1849, ch. 129,
129, §§4....
327
puhlic printinl.
printing ...................
41,
public
41, 373
373
paper for public printing
printing .............
373
373
bureau of statistics .................
373
373
southeast executive building and extenextension ........................
373
....
373
office of sixth auditor ...............
373
373
heating apparatus
apparatus ....................
373
373
supervising and local steamboat
steamboat inspecinspec373
tors ..........................
. 373
furnace-room
furnace-room and stable tit
executive manat executive
mansion ...................
.......
. 373
373
metropolitan
metropolitan police ................... 374
374
compensation of, increased, and how
how
to be borne
borne ...................
374
374
Washington nqueduct....................
aqueduct
374
watchmen in Smithsonian
Smithsonian grounds and in
in
374
public buildings ...................
374
contingent expenses of foreign intercontingent
374
course ...........................
374
Indian bureau,
bureau, service in Oregon and
and
Washington in 1861 -—62 ..........
468
Washington
468
payments
payments to be made only to origioriginal owner of claim and upon
upon satisfactory proof
468
proof' ..............
468
Isaac Strohm
Strolnn as a
clerk
469
a clerk ...............
469
repairs and furnishing executive
executive mansion
mansion 469
no further payments on account
account of,
of,
until accounts
approved byjoint
by joint
accounts are
arc approved
committee
committee of Congress ..........
469
469
miscellaneous
miscellaneous ................
469
.... 469
Westport harbor, Conn
460
Westport
Connt ................ 460
Thames river ...................
469
Thames
469
F. M..Rotch,
original article on cattle
cattle
M. Rotch, for original
for agricultural report .............. 469
469
Treasury Department..............
Department
324
324
temporary
496
temporary clerks in .............
496
classified
469
may be classified..............
469
purchase for the mint of publications
publications relating
metals and
and the
manipulations
lating to
to metals
the manipulations
thereof
threot .......................
... 469k
469
l)epartment of State
despatches of the Department
State by
the Atlantic Cable...............469,
Cable
469, 470.
470
permanent beacons
beacons in-New York bay....
470
bay.... 470
VOL. XIV.
55
VOL.
55

865
865

Appropriations, (continued.)
(continued.)
Deficiency Appropriations,
purchase of stereotype
purchase
stereotype plates
plates and copyPilot
470
right of American
American Coast Pilot.......
470
pay, &c. of registers
pay,
registers and receivers
receivers in certain
tain additional land
land offices ........... 470
470
geological survey of Nebraska
Nebraska ......... 470
470
how to be prosecuted
prosecuted ...............
470
470
a cask to be collected
ten cents
cents a
collected on gaugexported, upon which drawable goods exported,
back is allowed,
allowed, and upon
upon such goods
goods
withdrawn from bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse for
export ................ ............
470
export
470
salary of gaugers
gaugers at New
New York .........
470
470
not to exceed in any year the
the amount
amount
of fees
fees earned by them..........
them
470
470
aacertain
certain surplus to be transferred
for the
transferred for
purchase of books for
for the
the library of
of
Congress
470
Congress..........................
470
pay of deputy surveyor at San l'rancisco
Francisco 470
470
temporary
temporary clerks in quartermaster-generquartermastergener326
al's office ......................
326
pay of, established
470
pay
established ..............
470
appropriation therefor
470
appropriation
therefor........... 470
salaries
salaries of district
-district judges in the United
United
established .........
470, 471
471
States courts
courts established
470,
to be in full for all official
official services..
services.. 471
appropriation
appropriation for increased
amount .. 471
increased amount..
additional compensation
reporter of
additional
compensation to reporter
of
decisions
decisions of
of Supreme
second 471
Supreme Court, if second
471
volume is published in any year......
year
volume
certain
to be delivered
for discertain copies to
delivered fbr
tribution ..........
471
tribution
.......
471
appropriation
471
appropriation ...............
471
Congressional
notice to publishers of Congressional
Globe and Appendix to terminate
Globe
agreement
agreement ........................
471
471
additional clerks authorized
additional
authorized in the ollice
office of
of
commissioner of
pensions
471
the commissioner
of pensions........
471
clerkships to expire
end of
expire at the
lthe end
of two
two
years 471
............
........
471
appropriation
.....
471
appropriation therefor..
therefbr. ...........
Deitrich,
Lewis W.
Deitrich, Lewis
W.
pension to ..........................
pension
583
Delaware,
Delaware,
post-roads
established in ...............
post-roads established
282
Delawares
Delawares,
appropriations for the
the .....
.....260,
500
appropriations
...........
260, 499,
499, 500
treaty
1866 ........... 793
treaty with, of July 4, 1866
value of reservation
heretofore sold to
reservation of,
of, heretofore
railroad company
to
793
aa railroad
company to
to be
be paid to....
793
remainder of
of reservation
he sold
sold and
and
reservation may be
at what price .....
.............
. .794
794
adults to have privileges
privileges to elect to be794
come citizens ......................
794
those electing
electing to become
become citizens to have
their lands
from sale...
..... 794
794
lands reserved
reserved from
sale .......
improvements to
be appraised
appraised....
794
improvements
to he
............... 794
thereof paid
to
each
Indian...
794
value thereof
paid to.each Indian... 794
lands to be set apart
apart for
born
lands
for children
children born
since allotment
794,
since
allotment.................. 794
improvements thereon, how
how to be
he paid
paid
improvements
794
for .......................
...
794
the United
United States
sell certain, to
the
States to sell
to the
the
Delawares
794
Delawares .........................
794
price of land,
surveys
price
land, boundary and surveys....
794
peaceable
possession
of
new
home
guarpeaceable possession
new home guaranteed
794,
795
anteed ........................
794, 795
proceeds of sales of lands
lands of, to be paid
proceeds
to, and how 795
....................
795
Missouri River
to be
be
Missouri
River Railroad
Railroad Company
Company to
notified that
lands are
are tor
for sale
795
notified
that these
these lands
sale... 795
twenty days
elect to
to purpurmay within
within twenty
days elect
chase .......................
..795
795
795
mode of
of making
making election ...... 795
mode

866
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Delawares,
(continued.)
Delawares, (continued.)
if company
elect
the time elect
within the
does not within
if
company does
purchase, lands may be sold to
to purchase,
795
others
795
..............
others............
no offer to be received from others
795
unless, &c....................
&c.
795
payment, when
795, 796
when to be made ........
payment,
registry to he
made of Delawares desiring
desiring
he made
registry
796
citizens.................. 796
to become citizens
mode
of
procedure
to
become
mode of procedure to become citi796
zens....
.
796
zens ... ........................
patents of lands
lands before
before allotted....
allotted.... 796
796
patents
796
proportion of proceeds of sales.....
sales
796
proportion
796
................
minor children...
children
796
grant of land to those Delawares
Dclawares that
796
.............. 796
citizens..
have become citizens
funds of the tribe not to be used to pay
pay
debts of individual members
796
members .........
licenses to trade ..................
796
... 796
796
salaries to chiefs ......................
796
dependence
on,
and
protection
of,
the
protection
dependence
United States ....................
797
if
lands
are
not
sold
in
a
they may
a body they
if lands
appraised in tracts and sold ........ 797
be appraised
right of
railroads
797
of way,
way, &c. for railroads..........
right
settlement of all claims
claims of the Delawares
Delawares
settlement
for
797
for depredations ...................
new homes are proto move
move until new
not to
vided
797
797
vided. .
.........................
798
ratification .............................
798
ratification
Delegate
Delegate
from Indian
Indian Territory
773
773
Territory ................
Delegates
Congress,
Delegates in Congress,
established..
323
.........
of, established
pay and mileage of,
appropriations for compensation
compensation and
and mileappropriations
of
192, 441,
442
441, 442
age of.....................
Dentists,
Dentists,
definition
of, and special tax on ........
121
definition of,
Department
Agriculture,
Departmentof Agriculture,
appropriations
201, 451
of ...... 201,
expenses of
for expenses
appropriations for
number
reservation number
for erection of, on reservation
two ...........................
464
464
Department
Education,
Departmentof lEducation,
established
434
Washington.... 434
established at the city of Washington
purpose thereof................
thereof
434
.... 434
commissioner
education to be
be appointsppointcommissioner of education
ed
434
434
: ...
......................
ed..
to have the management
management of the department .......................
434
434
his salary .........................
434
appoint a
a chief clerk and two
may appoint
other clerks
clerks ...................
434
434
434
434
may remove such clerks ...........
their salaries
salaries..........
434
.................. 434
annual report'
434
report of,
of, to Congress ...... 434
first report to present aastatement
statement of
the land grants by Congress to proeducation, their management,
mote education,
management,
arising therethe amount of funds arising
from,
from, &c...................
&c
434
434
proper offices to be furnished
furnished to........
to
434
proper
434
Department
Slate. See State Department.
Department.
Department of State.
appropriations for the ...... 19,
19, 194,
444
194, 326, 444
Department
Interior,
Department of the Interior,
20
books and maps for library .............
20
office of engineer
20, 21,
21, 374.
engincer.............20,
374 468
account of engineer having
having charge of
the Union Pacific Railroad
Railroad and branches, land-grant
land-grant railroads, and wagon
wagon
roads ...........................
468
468
assistant secretary
secretary. ..................
.
324
324
pension
bureau
20,
468
pension
.................
20, 468
appropriations for the
..
.197,
447, 448
448
..........
197, 447,
appropriations
See Interior
InteriorDepartment,
Secretary of the Interior.
Department, Secretary
Interior.

Depositaries, United
States,
United States,
Depositaries,
to
to Secretary of Treasannually to
to report
report annually
ury
of
the condition
condition of the accounts of
ury the
disbursing officers
officers that have remained
remained
disbursing
uncharged
for
three
years
42
uncharged forthree years...........
appropriations for
for offices
offices of,
of, at
at
appropriations
Baltimore ......................
320, 453
320,
Pbaltimore
Chicago ...........................
,.
320, 453
453
Chicago
Cincinnati
_321,
321, 453
453
Cincinnati ......................
Louisville ......................
3320,
20, 453
Louisville
Pittsburg
320, 453
Pittslburg .....................
Francisco .................. 320, 453
San Francisco
327
Sante Fe ..........................
327
Sante
Depositories,
Depositories,
burglar and
fire-proof vaults and
and safes
safes for,
burglar
and fire-proof
appropriations
461
appropriations for ..................
Deposits,
Deposits,
tax
on
average
amount
of,
subject
to
draft
136
tax on average amount of, subject to draft 136
in savings
$500
savings banks, of less than $500
standing in any one name exempt
exempt.... 137
Deputy Appraiser
of
at the port of
merchandise at
of imported
imported merchandise
New York,
York, when and how authorized
authorized
302
to act ............................
Deputy
Deputy Collector, Customs,
at Calais, Maine,
clear
Maine, may enter and clear
vessels ..........................
251
office
Deal's Island
Island
at Annarnasset
Annamasset and Deal's
office of, at
discontinued
411
411
discontinued ......................
certain, may
may be clothed with
with powers of
certain,
principals .....................
185
185
principals
pay
Baltimore, Boston,
Boston, New Orpay of, at Baltimore,
New York, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Portleans, New
established
308
land, and San Francisco established...
Deputy Collectors
Collectors of
of Internal
Internal Revenue.
levenue. See Collectors
lectors of Internal
Internal Revenue.
l-ecenue.
Deputy Commissioners
Internal Revenue,
Coimissioners of Internal
number of, authorized ...............
170
170
additional .....................
170
170
two additional
Deputy Naval Officers,
Officers,
Boston,
established at Baltimore, Boston,
pay of, established
New Orleans,
Orleans, New York,
York, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Portland,
Francisco ........ 308
Portland, and San Francisco
Paymasters-General,
Deputy Paymasters-General,
rank, pay, &c.
&c. of.............
of..
335
335
number, rank,
District of CoCoDeputy Provost-Marshal
Provost-AMarshal of the District
lumbia,
lumbia,
payment to employes
pecial serspecial
employds of, for s
payment
enrolling office of the .....
25
25
vice in the enrolling
Deputy Quartermasters-General,
Quartermasters-General,
pay, &c. of .............
334
number, rank, pay,
of Claims,
Deputy Solicitor
Solicitor Court of
pay
of,
established
325
pay of, established ...............
.... 325
Surveyor at San Fnrmcisco,
Francisco,
Deputy Sureeyor
have same
same pay
pay as deputy
deputy collector....
collector
470
470
to have
Deputy Surveyors,
Baltimore, Boston,
Boston,
pay of, established
established at Baltimore,
New Orleans,
Orleans, New
New York, Philadelphia,
New
Philadelphia,
Portland, and
and San Francisco
Francisco .........
308
Portland,
308
Designated
Designated Depositaries,
Depositaries,
appropriations for payment
payment to.......203,
to
203, 453
453
appropriations
Moines,
Des Moines,
Lower rapids of the Mississippi
Mississippi river,
or Lower
appropriation for improving
improving navigaInavigaappropriation
tion at .........................
420
420
canal constructed
any canal
constructed around,
around, to be
free of
of toll .....................
420
319
site for building for federal
federal offices at....
at
319
Destitute Indians
Indian Tribes,
Destitute
Indians and Indian
within the
the southern
southern superintendency,
superintendency,
certain funds to be applied
applied to the subsistence and clothing of
of............. 347
articles to be delivered
delivered before July 1,
I,
articles
1866
1866......................... 347
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Destitute Indians
Indians of Southern
Southern Superintendency,
Destitute
Disbursing
Superintendency,
Disbursing Agent,
appropriations,
280
appropriation* for
for relief of ............
280
may
may be appointed
appointed where there is no colfull examination
examination to be made
made before
before
lector
lector at place
place of location of any pubpayment .....................
280
payment
280
lie work
lic
work ........................
341
Destitute
Population,
Disbursing Agents,
Destitute Population,
Disbursing
Columbia, provision for
in the District
I)istrict of Columbia,
for
collectors of internal
internal revenue, acting
acting as,
the temporary
temporary relief
the
353
relief of the...........
353
to dislurse
disburse what moneys, &c
&c.............
..
327
27
how to be expended
353 Disbursing
expended............ 353
Officers,
Disbursing Offiers,
Detection,
Detection, Pial,
Trial, and
and Conviction,
Coniction,
of,
- drafts,
drafts, checks,
cheeks, &c.
&c. standing
standing to credit of,
of persons
persons violating internal revenue laws,
for three
three years, to be deposited by the
the
for
473
money may be paid for..............
473
Treasury,
Treasury, and carried to an "outstand"outstandof counterfeiters
of
United
States
securicounterfeiters
United States secueiliabilities " account
ing liabilities"
account ...........
41,
41, 42
tivs and coin,
coin, appropriations
ties
appropriations for
for...... 455
455
accounts of, remaining
unchanged for
for
accounts
remaining unchanged
Detective
Detective Officers,
three years, to be covered into the TrcasTreasno one to assume or practice the
occupathe occupaury
credited ...................
42
n:' and credited
42
Columbia withtion of, in the District of Columbia
withto report annually
annually all
all cheeks
checks issued
issued and
and
out specific appointment, unless, &c
&c... 214
214
outstanding for
outstanding
for three
three years
years.......... 42
arresting persons for crime, to do what
what.. 214
214
may apply
apply to court of claims for relief
relief
felonies not to be compounded
compounded.........
214
214
from losses
losses by
capture, &c.
44
by capture,
&c........... 44
escape 214
guilty persons not to be
be aided to escape
214
where to deposit
where
deposit and how to draw public
public
money not to be received
received from those
money
money intrusted
them..............
64
money
intrusted to
to them
64
charged with crime .................
214
charged
214
transfers
to, from
Treasury, to
transfers of money to,
from Treasury,
to
Dexter,
Dexter, Mary ,I.,
.,.,
be by
by draft or warrant
warrant ...............
64
64
pension to..
to
736
.......
..................
736
depositing, or dra\iing,
depositing,
draWing, &c. public
public money
money
Diplomatic
Correspondence,
Diplon!atic Correspondence,
except
except as authorized,
authorized, to be embezzleembezzleadditional copies
Appendix to,
additional
copies of
of Appcndix
to, for 1865
1865
ment .............................
65
mcnt
65
570
to be printed .....................
570
provision where
is no
no treasurer,
treasurer,
provision
where there
there is
how to be bound and distributed....
distributed
570
570
&c ................................
&c.
Diplomatic Representatiees,
Representatives,
Diplomatic
of funds
army
of
finds for public works, except
except army
of
any grade,
grade, no
paid to
of any
no salary,
salary, &c.
&c. to
to be
be paid
to
officers, to give bond
bond ................
74
officers,
74
any who is not aanative
native or
or aanaturalized
naturalized
army officers
officers acting as, to have
have no comcomcitizen of the United States
States.......... 414
414
74
missions ........................
74
Director (f
of the Bureau
Director
Bureau of Statistics,
Statistics,
of the navy and
and marine
marine corps
corps to
be alalof
to be
appointment,
331
appointmcnt, duties,
duties, salary,
salary, &c.
&c. of
of...... 331
lowed credits for such losses of proppropDirector of
of the
Director
the Mau,
Mint,
erty as shall
occur from circumnstances
circumstances
shall occur
appropriations
appropriations for the salary, &c.
&c. of
of
beyond their
their control
control ...............
345
345
the .........................
202, 452
452
in the navy,
navy, transfer of appropriations
appropriations
Directors of tie
the General
General Hospital
Hospital of the DisDirectors
to settle accounts
38
accounts of .................
trict of Colunibia,
Columbia,
except army
except
army officers,
officers, of
of funds npl)rpl)riappropriact of incorporation
299, 300
SOO
incorporation of the
the..........299,
ated for public works to give bonds...
bonds
422
ated
422
powers and officers,
&e. of the...
the
299, 300
300
officers, &c.
299,
army officers disbursing
funds, not
not
disbursing such
such finds,
Direct
Direct Tax,
to receive commissions.............
commissions
422
422
amount due by Missouri
Missouri to the United
amount
United
accounts and vouchers
accounts
vouchers of, to be sent diStates to be
deducted from her claim..
claim.. 39
he deducted
39
rectly
rectly to the
the proper
proper bureau ....... 571,
571, 572
572
collection of the, in any
collection
any State
State declared
declared in
in
Disbursement
Disbursement
insurrection, suspended
insurrection,
suspended until
until January
of public
public revenue, expenses of..........
of
203
203
1, 1868 ..........................
1,1868
331 Discharge,
Discharge, (Soldiers,)
due from West Virginia, to be deducted
deducted
sale of, by colored
colored soldiers, &c.
&e. for purfrom claim for cxpenditures
expenditures in aiding
aiding to
to
pose of
of selling
selling interest
interest in bounty,
bounty, null
suppress the rebellion..............
rebellion
68
68
and void
void .....................
368
368
1861, quota of,
of, for West Virof August 5, 1861,
secondary
secondary proof
proof of
of issue of, admitted
admitted in
ginia, how to be ascertained
ascertained and apporapplications for bounty ............
423
applications
423
tioned ............................
568
568 Discharge.
Discharge. See
See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
collection of, to be suspended
suspended until,
until, &c
&c... 568
568
bankruptcy
of bankrupt, in proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy
Berkeley and
provisos as to tax in Berkeley
and JefferJefferand its effect .................
531 -—533
533
son counties ........................
568
568
bankrupt may apply to
and
bankrupt
to court for,
for, and
Virginia.
See West Virginia.
within what time ..................
within
531
Direct
Commissioners,
Direct Tax Conmmissioners,
notice to creditors by mail and
publinotice
and plublilands
for South Carolina
Carolina to survey
survey certain
certain lands
cation in
531
cation
n newspapers
newspapers............ 531
twenty acres each........
each
176
into lots of twenty
what acts of bankrupt will prevent
prevent or
176
or
Direct
Direct Taxes,
avoid
avoid discharge
discharge ................
533
532, 533
may be
money wrongfully
wrongfully collected for, may
persons -once
disebaged, not to be
again
once dischaged,
be again
refunded upon
upon presentation
presentation of satisfacsatisfacrefunded
discharged,
&c.
532
discharged, unless, &c...............
532
illegal collection..
collection
568
tory evidence of the illegal
568
creditors
creditors opposing,
opposing, to file specifications
specifications in
Disabled
Disabled Persons,
Persons,
writing ............................
532
532
who have served
served as enlisted men in the
questions of
of fact
fact thereunder
to be
questions
thereunder to
be
navy or marine corps for twenty
twenty years,
tried when .....................
532
532
pension fund half
half
to receive from
from naval
naval pension
certificate
certificate of,
granted and
of, when to be granted
and
discharged 516
316
the pay of their ratings when discharged
form of
532, 533
form
...................
532,
533
those who have so served for ten
ten
certnin
discharged ...........
533
certain debts not discharged
533
years may apply
apply for aid
not to be granted
granted to debtor, unless, &c.
&e. in
is
aid from sur516
plus income of naval pension fund 516
proceedings
commer.ced after
after one
one year,
year,
proceedings commenced
proceedings upon such applicaproceedings
&e
533
applicaic.................................
533
tion ......................
517
517
validity of, may be
be contested
533
validity
contested.......... 533
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Discharge, (continued.)
(continued.)
Discharge,
within
what time
533
contested..... 533
be contested
time may be
within what
534
,
proceedings
case ....... 533, 534
proceedings in such ease
533
how may be procured ................. 533
joint
granted to corporations or joint
not to be granted
stock companies
535
companies..................
Dismal Swamp
Canal Company,
Swamp Cigna!
Dismal
sold
stock of the United States in, to be sold
and how
365
how.......................... 365
and
Disorderly Conduct,
Conduct,
Disorderly
in the
persons not
District of Columbia, persons
the District
in
to
or imprisoned
imprisoned for,
for, unless,
unless, Ste.
402
&c. 402
fined or
to be
be fined
Dispute. See Bankruptcy.
Dispute.
property in,
proceedings in regard to,
to, unin, proceedings
property
der
529
bankruptcy act ..............
der the bankruptcy
Distilled
Spirits,
Distilled Spirits,
compounds and
and preparations
of, import
preparations of,
compounds
328
duty
328
on .........................
duty on
brandy
provisions as to importation
importation of brandy
and
liquors and
and other spirituous liquors
328
wines ........... ...............
328
wines.
general provisions
provisions of the
revenue
the internal
internal revenue
general
concerning the manufacture
manufacture and
and
law concerning
480
- 163, 480
153
taxation of...............
of.
15'3-163,
taxation
Internal Revenue, pp. 893, 894.
894.
See Internal
tax
certain, and by whom to be paid 157
157
tax upon certain,
168
when
168
when law relating to, takes effect ........
whom to be paid
paid(...... 480
upon, and by whom
tax upon,
to
for
be aa lien, and on what, and for
to he
480, 481
how long .................
from place
place of distillation
and
distillation and
removed fiom
if removed
not deposited in bonded
bonded warehouse,
warehouse,
tax where to be assessed and how collected
481
lected. ..........................
collected at
at no
no lower rate than
to be collected
481
basis of first proof ..............
481
proof spirit to be what ................
Secretary
Treasury may adopt meters,
of Treasury
Secretary of
481
&c .....
......................
a
may make re
g ulations to insure
insure a
regulations
uniform and correct system of inspection, weighing,
weighing, and gauging
gauging of
spection,
481
spirits subject to tax ............
spirits
distilleries to use meters
meters...... 481
owners of distilleries
changes
of
or
additions
to
distilling
appadistilling appachanges of or additions
ratus
ratus to be made .................... 481
fastenings, locks, or seals, may be put on
fastenings,
&c................. 481
pipes, Sce.
stills, tubs, pipes,
proof..... 481
"
gallon "
of first proof
" to be gallon of
"gallon
before
removed from distillery,
distillery, to
being removed
before being
gauged and inspected..............
inspected
481
be ganged
barrels or packages
packages to be marked...
marked
481
stored in a
abonded warehouse
warehouse attached to
general
removed to general
aa distillery, to be removed
located 482
conveniently located
bonded warehouse, conveniently
not to be removed from place of
of manufacture in casks,
casks, or packages containfacture
482
482
ing over ten gallons .................
storage, between
between
nor from place of storage,
482
sunset and sunrise ..............
therefor .................
482
482
penalty therefor
barrels,
containing
barrels, casks, and packages, containing
or supposed to contain distilled
distilled spirits,
may be seized by, &c.
&e. when, &c. and
and
482
detained ...........................
482
detained
from barrels,
&c. marks
marks
barrels, &c.
when drawn fiom
482
thereon to be effaced
effaced................ 482
penalty
482
482
penalty for not so doing ...........
if not barrels, &c. to be destroyed...
destroyed
482
if found elsewhere
elsewhere than in a
abonded
bonded wareware- 482
&c. for less than the
house and sold, &e.
facie
tax, such selling, &c. to be prima facie
evidence that they
they are liable to forfeiture....
482
........................
feiture

Distilled Spirits,
(continued.)
Spirits, (continued.)
Distilled
apply to sales
sales by aucnot to apply
this not
have paid
paid special tax,
who have
tioneers who
482
and upon
upon public notice..........
notice
and
nor
by judicial
executive offijudicial or executive
nor by
cers,
court. 482
decree of court.
under aa decree
cers, under
when
removal of,
of, from bonded
bond for removal
when bond
warehouse,
forfeited, obligors
obligors to
to pay
warehouse, is forfeited,
what ........
483
.......
..............
...............
what......
duties and
and fifty
fifty per cent
that
cent upon that
duties
483
......................
amount 483
property of obligors
obligors may
may be
be distrainproperty
483
forthwith
ed forthwith..................
if no property
property is found, bond to be
if
483
suit............ .... ..........
put in suit
those
forfeited, not to he
be sold for less
those forfeited,
price
than
the
tax
thereon
at
the
time
price than the tax thereon
484
of
sale484
........................
of sale
to
be destroyed,
if, within
within ninety
ninety days,
days,
destroyed, if,
to be
they cannot
for a
aprice
price equal to
cannot be sold for
they
484
tax .............................
the tax
Distilleries,
Distilleries,
law requiring
inspector for each,
each, repealed
repealed 481
requiring inspector
law
duty of inspection
by
pertbrmed by
inspection to be performed
duty
whom ........
481, 482
482
.............481,
....
whom
Distillers,
Distillers,
definition of, and special tax on.........
on. ,....... 117
117
definition
who
to be
be deemed,
deemed, and
presumptive
what presumptive
and what
who to
481
evidence thereof
thereof ...................
evidence
of
and eamphene not to pay
of burning-fluid
burning-fluid andcamphene
565
special
tax
of
$
50
565
$
50
................
special tax
Distillers and Rectifiers,
Rectifiers,
Distillers
who to be deemed,
deemed, and what
what presumptive
who
153
evidence of ........................
133
evidence
penalty for
for doing
without
doing business as, without
penalty
having
paid the special
special tax ........... 153
having pild
general provisions
provisions of internal revenue
revenue
general
53--163
153
163
concerning .................
law concerning
894
Internal Revenue, pp. 893, 894.
See Internal
Distillers of Apptes,
Apples, Grapes,
Peaches,
Grapes, or Peaches,
Distillers
definition
of, and
special tax
tax on.........
on
117
117
and special
dcfinition of,
and CamDistillers
of
Coal-Oil,
Burning-Fluid,
Burning-F'uid,
Distillers of Coll-Oil,
phene,
117
definition of,
special tax on.........
on
117
of, and special
Distraint,
Distraint,
and
for taxes, provisions
provisions
of property
property for
sale of
and sale
concerning
107, 108
108
.
concerning ..................
when
distrained may be restored
restored to
when goods distrained
owner....
...............
107
owner.... ......
exempted from distraint
distraint .. 108
property exempted
what property
108
appraisement thereof
thereof ..............
appraisement
certain property
property of householders, &c. excertain
:389,
empt from,
from, in the District of Columbia
Columbia 389,
390
exception
390
..........................
exception
of property
property of obligors of bond to refron bonded
move distilled spirits
spirits front
483
warehouse, upon
upon forfeiture thereof
thereof .....
may be
tax upon certain distilled spirits may
481
.
collected
by .....................
collected by
other remedy
remedy or modes
modes of collection
collection
other
excluded ................... 481
not excluded
Distribution,
congressional journals
journals and
and documents 447
of congressional
bankrupt's estate, provisions
provisions concernconcernof bankrupt's
529
ing. See Bankruptcy ..............
District-Attorney
District-Attorney
of New
New York, compencompenfor eastern district of
324
of.
324
sation of.......................
District-Attorneys,
District-Attorneys,
additional compensation to, for services
additional
suppression of the slave-trade
slave-trade..
in the suppression
.........
duties of, under
act.....
under civil-rights act
duties
fees
paid-. -... ,....-... .. .
and how paid.............
fees of,, .......................................

23
23
28
29
29
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District-Attorneys, (continued.)
(continued.)
District-Attorneys,
District Judges, (continued.)
District
(continued.)
to commence suit for fines and personal pento exercise
exercise the jurisdiction of
circuit
of circuit
alties on report of collectors of customs 180
180
bankruptcy in certain districts 541
court in bankruptcy
allowance to, for such services......
allowance
services
180
180
salaries of,
salaries
470, 471
of, established .............. 470,
duties of,
property seized
of, in reference to property
seized. 181
to be in full for all official services..
services.. 471
appropriations for pay of...............205,
of
205, 455
455
appropriations for the
455, 471
appropriations
the..........455,
471
&e. under
under internal revenue
revenue law
in suits, &c.
law
upon, for asking
accepting any
any
penalty upon,
asking or accepting
to report thereon to commissioner
commissioner of inmoney,
&c. for compromising, &c.
&e. any
any
money, &c.
ternal. revenue
revenue ......................
472
472
charge for violating
violating the laws relating
relating
upon, for asking
asking or accepting
penalty upon,
accepting any
any
to internal
internal taxes ..................
483
483
money, &c.
&c. for compromising,
compromising, &c. any
any
money,
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
charge
violating
the
law
relating
to
charge for
for violating the law relating to
grand and petit
petit jurors in, bow
how summoned,
summoned,
internal taxes....................
taxes
483
483
names have been drawn from
when all
all names
District Court,
District
Court,
the box .......................
11
for northern district of Mississippi, to
to be
be
1865, of the Sufor December
December term, 1865,
held at Oxford .....................
48
48
preme Court..................
Court
11
for northern district of Georgia, to be held
held
vacancies in lists,
vacancies
lists, how
how filled........
filled
I1
at Atlanta instead of Marietta
Marietta ........
242
242
certain
in, may be declared
declared public
certain roads in,
to
may decree title of the United
United States to
highways
45
highways........................
45
certain lots in Saint Louis, to those
certain
those
intoxicating
not to
intoxicating drinks
drinks not
to be
be sold
sold in,
in,
best claims ..................
62
having best
62
without
without a
213
a license ..................
213
proceedings to obtain a
adecree
62, 63
proceedings
decree.....62,
63
provisions
provisions as to police in ..............
212
212
certain property not to
released.... 62
to be
be so
so released....
62
as to detective officers
officers in...........
in
212
212
appeal to circuit court, and
of
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
provisions as to sale of
of property
property for
for taxes
taxes
that court
63
court. ..........................
63
216
by levy court .................. 215,
215, 216
question may be certified
certified to Supreme
Supreme
jail to be erected
erected in ...................
231
231
63
Court ............................
63
house of correction
correction for boys established
established in
232
house
in 232
to have jurisdiction of violations
violations of
of act
act
laws of ............. 316
pay for revision of laws
316
prohibiting the transportation,
&e. of
transportation, &c.
of
provision
provision for
for the temporary
temporary relief of the
nitro-glycerine and kindred
82
kindred substances 82
destitute population
353
population in ...............
353
of the United States in California,
California, aphow to be expended
353
how
expended ..................
353
peals to circuit court from decrees of,
of,
act to regulate
regulate the elective
elective franchise
in
375
franchise in..
375
respecting surveys
respecting
surveys and private land.
who to be deemed
deemed electors and entitled to
to
claims under
under Spanish
Spanish or Mexican
Mexican
vote
in..........................
vote in
375
375
grants ....
................
.
221
penalty for wilfully
wilfully refising
refusing to receive,
in, in
appointment of clerks in,
in Washington
Washington
or rejecting
rejecting the ballot of one entitled to
Territory. ...................
Territory....
... 288
vote ..........................
375
vote
375
southern
southern district of California abolished
abolished 300
for wilfully disturbing,
disturbing, &c.
&c. an electov
State of California forms the district
district
in the exercise
exercise of his franchise....
franchise
375
375
of California
California .............
300, 301
301
300,
judges
criminal courts
judges of criminal
courts in the District
District
district of Louisiana
Louisiana abolished..
abolished.. 300
western district
to give this act in special
special charge
charge to
whole State forms the district of Louwhole
Lougrand
at, &c .................
grand jury at,
375
375
isiana .................
300, 301
.300,
voting
voting lists to be prepared in Washington
Washington
salary
salary of judge of the district of Louisiana
Louisiana 301
301
Georgetown ....................
375
and Georgetown
375
two terms of, to be held each year at
at
evidence of qualifications
evidence
qualifications of voters to
Erie,
Erie, in the western district of Pennbe received
375
received. ..................
375
sylvania. .......................
sylvania
342
for how long, and on what days
days 375
of; established
Minnesota at
at WiWIterm of,
established in Minnesota
previous notice
notice of times
times and
and
none ...............................
14
nona
places to be
be given
given ..........
14
places
375
term at Mankato abolished...
14
abolished............. 14
to be
be posted up in
in public
public places
places ten
ten
District
District Courts
Courts of the United
United States,
States,
before annual election......
election
375
days before
375
constituted
constituted courts of bankruptcy
bankruptcy ........ 517
check list to be used at all
all elections
check
517
elections..... 375
375
always open
to be always
open..................
. 517
517
received unless, &c. and
and
votes not to be received
jurisdiction and powers of, in bankuntil, &c
375
&c........................
375
517—
ruptcy ......
.............
penalty for offering,
517
- 541
541
offering, &c.
&e. money,
money, &c.
&c. to
concurrent
concurrent with the circuit
courts... 518
any person
person to influence
influence his
vote
376
circuit courts...
518
his vote......
376
&c. to influence
See Bankruptcy.
for accepting
accepting money,
money, &c.
influence
District ,Judge,
District
Judge,
376
one's vote ..................... . 376
may issue search-warrants
search-warrants to search prempunish illegal
illegal voting in..........
in
390
act to punish
390
ises to detect frauds upon
upon the internal
internal
penalty for
for voting or offering to vote
153
revenue ...........................
153
when not qualified ..................
390
390
warrants for seizure
seizure of inmay issue warrants
registration as a
for procuring, &c. registration
a
voices, books, and papers ............
187
voter.
.....................
187
voter .
390
District Judges,
Judges,
District
for knowingly
knowingly voting, or attempting
attempting
appropriations
455
appropriations for the .............. 205, 455
to vote, in wrong
wrong ward,
more
ward, or more
in chambers,
chambers, to have same powers and
and
than once, or double
double ...........
390
390
jurisdiction as the court under
under bankjudges of election in
jurisdiction
judges
in Georgetown
Georgetown and
and
ruptcy act
517
act.....................
Washington ...............
390
. 517
Washington
......390
to appoint
appoint registers in each congressional
number, appointment,
term of office,
office,
congressional
appointment, term
518
district .....................
&e
390
&c............................
:.... 518
390
voting lists ....................
390
opinion of,
of; may be taken upon matters
390
arising in bankruptcy
520
sessions
correcting the lists......
lists
390
bankruptcy............... 520
sessions for correcting
390
lists to be posted
in public
places ten
ten
penalty aga;inst,
against, for offences
under the
offences under
posted in
public places
days before
before the
the election
bankruptcy act
days
bankruptcy
539
act ....................
election.......... 390
539
390

870
870
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District of
Columbia, (continued.)
(continued.)
of Columbia,
District
District
(continued.)
Columbia, (continued.)
Districtof Columbia,
costs
certain cases 406
to be
be recovered in certain
not to
costs not
act
regulate proceedings
proceedings before
justices
before justices
act to regulate
act
providing for
for the
the punishment
punishment of ceract providing
of
peace in
401, 402
401,
............
in
the pece
of the
tain crimes
crimes in
406, 407
in ...................
tain
justices of
the peace
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction
peace to have
of the
justices
larceny
and punishment
punishment therefor
therefor ........ 406
larceny and
in civil
civil cases
cases to
of $ 100 401,
401, 402
amount of$
the amount
to the
in
receiving, &c.
&c. stolen
407
stolen goods ......—406,, 406,
receiving,
certain
excepted.... 402
classes of cases excepted....
certain classes
malicious,
&c. destruction
destruction of
of bank-bills,
bank-bills,
malicious, &c.
Supreme Court of District to makes rules
Supreme
406
....................
notes, stocks, &c
&c.
406
. ..... 402
of practice ................
407
embezzlement
punishment therefor..
therefor
embezzlement and punishment
to prepare and publish forms of
receiving,
&c.
embezzled
goods
407
goods.....
embezzled
&c.
receiving,
402
.
pleadings, &c.
&c. ...............
pleadings,
by
carriers for
hire of goods
goods delivered
delivered
for hire
by carriers
to
determine a
costs 402
and costs.
of fees and
bill of
a bill
to determine
407
for carriage
carriage .............
407
them for
execution not to be stayed
stayed in certain
certain cases 402
execution
persons
sentenced to imprisonment in the
persons sentenced
when
cases........ 402
when to issue in such cases
jail, may
be employed at hard
hard labor
labor .. 407
may be
jail,
to be
be stayed
stayed in
in other
other cases,
for how
aid for
cases, and
to
407
regulations
employment
regulations for such employment...
long, upon security given for debt,
rules
the government,
government, discipline, &c.
for the
rules for
402
costs,
&c
costs, &c.....................
of
confined in jail
407
jail.......... 40
prisoners confined
of prisoners
justices may issue original writs,
writs, civil and
justices
defendants
in certain
certain criminal
criminal cases endefendants in
criminal,
returnable before
themselves. 402
before themselves.
criminal, returnable
titled
to
four
peremptory
challenges
407
titled to four peremptory challenges...
cause
removed to nearest
nearest juscause may be removed
may have
have witnesses
summoned for
for
witnesses summoned
may
tice upon filing affidavit
affidavit......... 402
them by
by the
government
.407, 408
the government......407,
them
and
persons in the District not to be fined and
pay
bailiffs and criers of courts in.... 408
of bailiffs
pay of
disorderly conduct,
imprisoned for disorderly
conduct, unact
authorizing limited
partnerships in...
in... 435
limited partnerships
act authorizing
less, &c ................ ...........
402
less,
certain property
property of heads of families or
certain
officers using
wanton
unnecessary and wanton
using unnecessary
officers
householders exempt
exempt from levy, sale,
householders
severity
in making
making an arrest
arrest to be punseverity in
attachment, or distraint .......
389, 390
390
attachment,
battery.... 402
ished as for an assault and battery
exemption not good against
against certain
certain
exemption
defendants
reasonable time to predefendants to have reasonable
claims
. ..... 390
claims................
402
defence ....................
pare for defence
deed
not
&c. not
such property, sale, &e.
deed of such
.
exorbitant bail not to be demanded
402
demanded.....
exorbitant
valid
unless
signed
by
of
wife
of
the
valid unless signed
non-residents not to commence
commence suits benon-residents
debtor,
if
married..
399
married.............. 399
debtor,
fore,
security for
fore, without first giving security
appropriation for
the salaries
salaries of judges
judges of
of
for the
appropriation
.....
costs
402
costs ..............
the courts
455
courts in the ...................
warrant for
for assault,
a warrant
persons arrested on a
541
jurisdiction
in
Jurisdiction in bankruptcy matters in....
&e, to be taken before the justice,
justice, and
&e.
provisions
provisions of law as to the erection of the
may
guilty and pay fine and
plead guilty
may plead
new jail in the ................
428, 575
575
new
..............
'
costs .............
402
Ditch
Canal Owners,
Ditch and Canal
act to amend the law in relation to judicial
judicial
right of way granted
granted to, &c.........
&c
251, 253
403
proceedings
403
proceedings in ...................
Dividends,
Dividends,
appeals from judgments
judgments of justices
justices of the
tax on,
on, of banks,
banks, trust companies,
companies, savings
&c... 403
peace not to be allowed,
allowed, unless, &c
institutions,
and insurance
insurance companies..
companies.. 138
138
institutions, and
when allowed, proceedings
thereon
proceedings thereon
on
additions
to
surplus
or contingent
contingent
on additions
403
Court
in the Appellate Court..........
.. 138
funds ......................
138
execution of
of the Supreme
Supreme
of judgments of
execution
of life insurance
insurance companies,
companies, when
&e. except,
Court of, not to be stayed, &c.
138
payable ......................
138
payable
&e ...............................
403
&c
what
be considered
dividends
considered dividends
what not to be
set-off of mutual
mutual debts and judgments...
judgments
403
set-off
insurance companies
companies and
of life insurance
form of plea of ...................
403
savings banks
138
banks.................. 138
savings
cannot be
if defendants in certain suits cannot
of bankrupt's
estate, under proceedings
proceedings in
in
bankrupt's estate,
found,
may be substituted
substituted
publication may
found, publication
530
bankruptcy
•
530
bankruptcy...........................
for
403, 404
404
personal service .............. 403,
for personal
creditors
decide as to, at a
a general
general
creditors to decide
summons first to issue
issue and be remeeting, called
request of assignee,
called at request
turned "
........ 404
found ".......
" not to be found"
530
upon order of court ................
form of order of publication
publication....... 404
to
assignees'
accounts,
schedules, &c. to
schedules,
accounts,
is
assignees'
sales in cases where publication
publication
530
be exhibited
530
service... 404
exhibited ...................
personal service
substituted for personal
404
substituted
majority in number and
and value to deproceedings to enforce, to be by bill
liens, proceedings
530
cide .........................
530
404
in
404
cide
equity .........................
in equity
unless
of creditors at404
decree in such cases...............
cases
unless one half in value of
tend the meeting, assignee to determine
determine
foreign corporations,
corporations,
in actions against foreign
upon dividend .....................
530
404
process how served ................
power
claimed by landlords
landlords to seize
seize the
if ordered,
ordered, register to prepare
prepare list, notify
power claimed
creditors,
530
personal chattels
tenant for rent
rent
chattels of his tenant
creditors, &c....................
personal
530, 531
other and final
final dividends
dividends .........
531
in arrear, abolished
abolished................. 404
of
have
tacit lien on certain personal
personal chattels
in payment of, certain
certain claims
claims to have
priori
ty ........................
531
tenant given
given to landlords ............
404
priority
tenant
404
enforced
404
creditors accepting
accepting preferences, not enduration of, and how entorced......
creditors
replevin cases, form of declaration and
and
534
528, 534
share ................
titled to share
practice in..............
in
....... 404, 405
See Bankruptcy.
practice
accounts, and judgment
judgment by
Dividends and Interest,
Interest,
suits on open accounts,
Dividends
. 405
default ..........................
tax on, of railroad,
canal, turnpike, canal
railroad, canal,
proceedings against two or more joint
proceedings
navigation and slackwater
slackwater companies 139
navigation
and several
several obligors,
obligors, promisors,
promisors, &c....
&c
405
when such companies
pay
companies are unable to pay
effect of sales,
sales, &c. under decrees
decrees in equity,
fail to pay interest on their
their debt,
effect
and fail
406
former owner ...........
on rights of former
tax not to be paid,
139
paid, until, &c ......... 139

INDEX.
"Dividends in Scrip,"
"Dividends
Scrip,"
to
mean what,
to mean
what, in
in §§120 of the internal
internal rere4,
venue act .........................
4, 55
Dixon,
Beals
and,
Dixon, Bexls and,
accounts of, to
paid, if
to be
be adjusted
adjusted and
and paid,
if
claim for increase
increase of
they have a
a legal claim
of
contract price ..................
607,
607, 608
Dome
Dome of
of Capitol,
Capitol,
appropriations
for. ....................
.
460
460
appropriations for
lighting
463
for lighting......................
463
suitable electrician
electrician to take charge
charge of
of lighting
apparatus
of
•
463
ing apparatus of..................
463
Domingues,
Jose,
Domingues, Jose,
land grant to, in California,
California, confirmed...
confirmed
589
589
survey to he
be made, and patent to issue 589
589
title of the United States only re589
leased .........................
589
Dominica,
Dominica,
appropriation
representaappropriation for
for diplomatic representatives to ..........................
225
225
title of, hereafter
hereafter to be
minister-resibe minister-resident
consul-general ...........
226
dent or
or consul-general
226

Doorkeeper,
Doorkeepr,

of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, duty
duty of,
in preparing
for the organization
preparing for
organization of
the House, in case of the disability of
the clerk and sergeant-at-arms
sergeant-at-arms ........ 397
Dorsey, ..
.1. C.,
Dorsey,
C.,
demand of,
and settled
609
of, to be audited and
settled..... 609
Downing,
Samuel,
Downing, Samuel,
additional pension to ...................
619
additional
619
Draining and Exploring
Draining
Exploring Tunnel,
to the Comstock
Comstock lode, in Nevada,
Nevada, grant
grant
in aid of the construction of
242
of.......... 242
Drafted Men,
Drafted
Alen,
act
art f)r
for the relief of certain .............. 417
417
drafted men who paid commutation, and
and
required to serve
serve or furnish a
were required
a substitute, to have $300
$300 refunded.......
refunded
417
417
money paid for commutation
commutation or for subpersons not liable to service
service
stitute, by persons
be refunded.
.
417
to he
refunded ......................
417
appropriation
417
417
appropriation ..................
claims of loyal persons for services
services of,
of, as
reported
by
commissioners,
not
to
be
reported
commissioners, not
be
paid, until report is
approved by Conpaid,
is approved
376, 377
gress ...........................
376,
377
Drafts, -c.,
Drafts,
standing
standing to credit of disbursing
disbursing officers
for three years to be deposited,
deposited, &c....41, 42
fir
42
holders
holders thereof to be paid ..............
42
Draughtqman,
Drauglhtnman,
authorized,
authorized, and salary established
established in the
bureau of yards and docks ...........
. 450
450
salary of, established
established in bureau
bureau of ordnance 450
450
repair.
450
of construction
construction and repair..........
450
of steam engineering
engineering
450
..........
450
Drawback, Bureau
Drawback,
Bureau of,
of,
books and papers in any ports to be
be debooks
livered
livered to collector of internal
internal revenue.
153
revenue. 153
Drawback,
Drawback, (Internal Revenue,)
Rerenue,)
appropriations
salaries,
Ste.
superfor
&e.
of
appropriations
intendents of ..................
intendents
205, 465
cotton exported
raw.........
none upon cotton
exported raw
......... 98
98
upon ntanufacturers
manufacturers exclusively
exclusively of cotton,
cotton,
when exported ..................
...... 99
99
ascertained. .99,
100
amount of, and how ascertained.
.99, 100
none, in any case, allowed
allowed on manufactured
manufactured
tobacco, snuff, or cigars
125
tobacco,
cigars.................. 125
no claim for articles exported
exported prior to
June 30, 1864, unless presented
presented within
within
three
date of this act.....
three months from date
act__ 145
145
none on distilled spirits on which
which the
tax
tie tax
161
has been paid .....................
161

871
871

Drawkeepers
at Potomac
Potomac Bridge,
Drawkeepers at
Bridge,
appropriations
206, 456
appropriations for the .............. 206,
Dredges
Dredges and
and Snag
Snaq, Boats,
appropriation
building and operating
operating
appropriation for building
421
on certain western rivers .............
Dress
Goods,
Dress Goods,
women and children,
for women
children, duty
duty on imported
561
ported ............................
561
Drugs,
Drugs,
assistant appraiser to examine
of
examine in lieu of
special examiner
302
examiner ..............
. 302
Drugs,
Medicines,
&c.,
Drugs, Medicines, &c.,
penalty
without
penalty for making or selling without
stamps............................
stamps
144
144
Duchman,
Ann I.,
Duchman, Ann
pension to ...........................
628
Dunbar,
Alexander,
Dunbar, Dr.
Dr. Alexander,
contract
made with, for use by the
contract may be made
government
government of his
mode of treatment of
of
Ilis mode
the diseases
diseases of the
the horso's
horse's foot ........
613
613
amount agreed
agreed upon to be
be paid out of
of
what fund .........................
613'
. 613'
Dunderberg,
Iron-Clad,
Dunderberg, The Iron-Clad,
claim of W. H. Webb for constructing,
constructing,
to
be investigated
investigated ...................
424
to be
424
all rights of the United
United States in, released
released
to William
William H. Wcbb,
Webb, upon repayment
repayment
contract .
of money received
received under the contract
to build her ........................
636
Dunn,
W.,
Dunn, Elisha
Elisha W.,
accounts of, to be settled
settled ...............
accounts
591
Dustin, Nathan
Nathan Sarqent,
Sargent,
Dustin,
may change
change his name,
dropping the
name, by dropping
name of Dustin,
mad bearing that of
nalme
Dustin, and
Nathan Sargent ...................
Nathan
633
January 1,
1, 1867......
1867
633
to take effect January
Dutiable
Dutiable Value
imported merchandise,
merchandise, how to be dedeof imported
termined ..........................
'330
termined
330
Duties,
Duties,
certain, upon produce
the
certain,
produce in transit,
transit, when the
reciprocity
treaty expired...........42,
expired
42, 43
reciprocity treaty
43
animals imported
imported ...............
48
on live animals
48
suits to recover
exacted,
recover those
those illegally
illegally exacted,
provisions concerning...............
concerning
187
provisions
Duties,
Duties, (Customs,)
(Customs,)
in lieu
lieu of duties
duties now imposed
imposed by
by law, on
cigarettes, and cheroots.......
cheroots
328
cigars, cigarettes,
paper cigars
cigars and cigarettes,
cigarettes, including
including
wrappers, to pay same
same duties
duties as cigars 328
328
wrappers,
imported
cigars, how
how to be packed......
packed
328
imported cigars,
how to be entered,
entered, and where
where placed 328
328
stamped ...............
328
to be stamped
stamps to be provided.........
provided
338
cotton ..................
328
...........
328
compounds
distilled
compounds or
or preparations
preparations of distilled
spirits .............................
328
brandy, spirituous
spirituous liquors,
and wines to
liquors, and
imported in casks or packages
packages of
of
be imported
not less than certain capacity
capacity......... 328
wines in bottles.
328
bottles ... ...................
all shipped
October 1,
1, 1866,
1866,
shipped after October
and imported
imported in less quantities,
quantities, to
be forfeited ....................
328
be
excess of moneys
moneys for, when
when may be refunded without compliance
with cerfiunded
compliance with
forms of law ...................
329
tain forms
dutiable
imported merchandise,
merchandise,
dutiable value of imported
330
how ascertained
ascertained ..................
330
proceeds of goods sold after remaining
remaining
three years in public stores, less
loss exthree
penses,
paid owner, &c
&e ...... 330
330
penses, &c.
&c. to he
be paid
machinery
sugar fiom
from beets
machinery to
to make
make sugar
beets to
be duty free for one year
year ............. 330
330

872
872
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Duties,
(Customs,) (continued.)
(continued.)
Duties, (Customs,)
upon
reimportation of
products of the
of products
upon reimportation
United States
that have not paid
paid an
States that
United
internal
imposed
be imposed
a duty to be
internal tax, a
equal
330
tax ...................
to such tax
equal to
may
be remitted
remitted on
on salt
in curing
curing
used in
salt used
may be
fish
328
.................
..
fish. .......
provisions
without
goods in transit without
for goods
provisions for
payment of
of duties
duties ............... 328,
329
328, 329
payment
for carrying
carrying goods
goods through
through the provprovfor
inces, &c.
&e. from
to ananplace to
from one
one place
inces,
other
States
329
United States.....
in the United
other in
in
unmanufacpresent duties .on unmanufacof present
in lieu
lieu of
tured wool,
wool, hair
hair of
alpaca, goat,
goat,
of the
the alpaca,
tured
&e ........
559, 560
560
.559,
..............
&c
wools,
hair
of
the
alpaca,
&c.
to
be
dividwools, hair of the alpaca, &c. to be divided
into
three
classes
559
ed into three classes................. 559
class one,
to. include
wool, to
one, clothing wool,
class
what,
560
559, 560
what, and duty on ...........
class two, combing wools, to include
559,
what, and duty on ...........
559, 560
560
other
class three, carpet wools and other
similar
and
similar wools, to include what, and
duty
559, 560
560
559,
duty on ...................
samples
of various
various kinds of
or hair
of wool
wool or
samples of
to be deposited
deposited in the custom-houses,
custom-houses,
560
&e.
560
..............
&c.............
standard
samples
the
Treasury
Departin
samples
standard
560
ment
.
560
.........................
the
wools or hair imported in other than the
ordinary condition,
condition, or changed
changed in condition
evade the duty,
duty, or reduced
reduced in
dition to evade
value by admixture of dirt, &e.
&c. to pay
double duty ........
560
............. 560
wools, &c. of different
different
duty when wools,
rate of duty
qualities are imported
imported in same
same bale....
bale._ 560
when bales of different
qualities are
different (polities
invoice..... 560
embraced in the same invoice
560
embraced
no
he liable
liable to less
less duty from
from
no bale, &c. to be
being invoiced
invoiced with wool
wool of lower
lower
beings
560
560
value ......... ................
on washed
class to be
be
wnslhed wools of the first class
560
double, &c
560
&c .....................
on scoured wools of all classes
classes to be three
times,
560
560
&c ........................
times, &c
on
&e. sheep or Angora goat skins
560
skins. 560
on raw,
raw, &c.
on
woollen
rags,
shoddy,
mungo,
waste,
mungo, waste,
on woollen rags,
560
560
and flocks ........................
in lieu of present duties on manufactures
manufactures
of wool
wool imported
imported ................ 561,
562
561, 562
on woollen cloths, shawls, &c
&c ......... 562
on flannels,
flannels, blankets,
blankets, hats, knit goods,
goods,
woollen or worsted yarns............
yarns
561
on endless belts or felts
•
561
.................
on bunting .........................
561
women's and children's
children's dress goods
on women's
cloth, of wool worsted,
worsted, or
and Italian cloth,
hair ............................
561
minces and over
on goods weighing four ounces
per square
square yard .................
561
on ready-made
clothing and
and wearing
wearing apready-made clothing
parel, halmoral
parel,
balmoral skirts, and skirtings of
561
wool, worsted, or hair ..............
wool,
on wehbings,
fringes,
beltings, bands, fringes,
webbings, beltings,
cords, &c. made of wool, worsted,
worsted, or
561
mohair .........................
561, 562
562
on carpets of various kinds ......... 561,
screens, &c
562
on mats, rugs, screens,
&c ..............
oil-cloth, water-proof
water-proof cloth,
cloth, and oilon oil-cloth,
silk cloth ..........................
562
562
Dutg,"
Duty,"
the word in the internal revenue act to
... 104
"tax"
..............
mean "tax"

Duty,
Duty,
certain produce
produee of the forests of Maine
certain
99
admitted free of...............
of
to be admitted
certain produce
Maine
produce of the forests of Maine
certain
sawed in
New Brunswick,
Brunswick. &c. may be
in New
sawed
admitted free .......................
56
admitted
articles
internal
under the internal
exempt from, under
articles exempt
revenue
147-150
147
-150
revenue law ....................
lastings, &c.
&e. for shoes,
shoes, buttons,
buttons, &c.
on lastings,
repealed .........................
571
repealed
&c. of teas
articles used
used in preparation,
preparation, &e.
teas
may
be
admitted
into
Japan
free
655
655
free......
Japan
admitted
be
may
certain, admitted
admitted at reduced
reduced duty of
certain,
five
655
five per cent ..................
Duty Pay,
Pay,
of
service
416
416
revenne-cutter service......
of officers
officers of revenue-cutter
D'
DYWamish,
appropriations
for the .............
266, 500
266,
appropriations for
Dyer, Lewis,
accounts of,
audited and settled.
settled....
616
... 616
of, to be audited
accounts
to
be allowed
allowed pay
pay and
and emoluments
emoluments of
of sursurto be
616
geon of volunteers
volunteers ..................
616

E.
East
Capitol Street,
C.,
Washington, D. C.,
Street, Washington,
East Capitol
act to
to grade
grade.......................... 251
act
Eating- [louses, Keepers
of,
Keepers of,
Eating-HFouses,
118
definition of and special tax on.........
on
118
definition
Almanson,
Eaton, Almanson,
credit to be allowed
allowed to, in settlement of
accounts for public money
money lost by
by
his accounts
644
fire ..............................
I., ,
E. 1V
Eddy, E.
estate
of, to
to be credited ...............
580
estate of,
Education.
Education.
Education. See Department of Education.
department
of
established
434
department of, established .............
commissioner of, to
to be appointed
appointed ....... 434
commissioner
grants by
by Congress
Congress to promote,
land grants
statement
presented in first
first
statement of to be presented
commissioner to Congress.
Congress .. 431
report of commissioner
lands
treaties
lands granted and reserved for, by treaties
with Indian
Indian tribes...688,
tribes ...688, 689, 775,
775, 776,
776, 803
803
Egypt,
Egypt,
certain judicial powers given
given to AmeriAmericertain
322
consuls in ......................
322
can consuls
322
power of consul-general
Alexandria
consul-general at Alexandria..
power
Census,
Eighth Census,
appropriation
payment due certain
certain
appropriation for payment
marshals and assistants
assistants for
for taking
taking the. 468
468
marshals
no payment to any one who partici468
pated in the rebellion
rebellion ...........
468
pated
the .. .460, 461
to pay total liabilities for the....460,
G.,
Theodor G.,
Eiswold, Theodor
two bonds
bonds to be issued to, in lieu
lieu of two
partially destroyed.................
destroyed
584
partially
indemnity bond
bond to be first
first given....
given
584
indemnity
Christina,
Elder, Christina,
arrears of pension
587
pension to ..................
Elections
of
consenators in Congress, provisions conof senators
cerning ...........................
244
Elective Franchise,
Franchise,
in the District of Columbia, act to regu375
375
late ............................
the Territories
Territories of the United States,
in the
act to regulate
379
act
regulate .....................
3379
not to be denied
denied to any
any citizen of the
United
States on account
account of race,
United States
color, or previous
previous condition of servitude . s....
379
................... 379
inconsistent
repealed. .379,
.379, 380
inconsistent laws repealed.
in Nebraska,
Nebraska, not to be denied on account
account
of race or color, except, &c
&c......... 392

INDEX.
INDEX.
Electors,
Electors,
who to be deemed, in the District
of CoDistrict of
Columbia ...........................
375
375
Embezzlement,
Embezzlement,
what acts of disbursing
officers to constidisbursing officers
tute, of public moneys .......... 64,
64, 65
65
officers of national banks...
banks... 65
65
what of
of officers
in the District of Columbia, punishment
punishment ofof 407
Emperor
Emperor of Russia,
Russia,
congratulations of Congress upon his esescape from assassination
assassination....
355
..............
35
President requested
requested to
forward ..... 355
355
President
to forward
Endless
Belts
or
Felts,
Endless
or Felts,
561
duty on imported .....................
561
Corps of the Army,
Engineer Corps
officers of the, their rank and pay.......
pay..
335
335
Engineer
Departtnent,
Engineer in Interior
InteriorDepartment,
appropriations tbr
20, 21
appropriations
for office of the
the........20,
commutation of
fuel:.. 21
commutation
of quarters
quarters and
and fuel...
21
Engineer Officer,
Engineer
having charge of the Union Pacific Railroad and branches, land-grant railroads
railroads
ro;d
and wagon roads, appropriations
for... 468
468
appropriations for...
of corps of engineers,
engineers, quarters and
and fuel..
fuel.. 374
374
Engineers,
Engineers,
quartermaster-serpay and allowances of quartermaster-sergeant of battalion of .............
393
393
Engineers, Civil,
Clod,
Engineers,
definition
of, and special tax
121
definition of,
tax on ........
121
Engineers, Licensed,
wrongfully refusing to serve as such,
such, to
forfeit $300
$300 ....
227
.....
............
license to be revoked .................. 227
227
Engineer Soldiers,
Engineer
Soldiers,
five companies
companies of to constitute
constitute a
335
a battalion
battalion 335
Engineer Troops,
Troops,
Engineer
appropriation for erection of barracks
barracks and
appropriation
and
quarters for .......................
488
quarters
488
Engraving,
Engraving,
appropriations
appropriations for
for....
.
193, 443
.................
1.93,
443
Engraving
Engraving and Lithographing,
Lithographing,
for medical and surgical history of
of ReRebellion,
bellion, and medical
medical statistics,
statistics, how
how to
be executed
executed ......................
311
311
Enlisted
Enlisted Men,
however employed, to be treated
treated as nonhowever
commissioned officers or privates,
privates, as
regards pensions
pensions ....................
57
regards
57
detailed for special duty, not thereby
thereby to be
deprived
deprived of bounty
bounty....
363
................
363
provision as to commutation
commutation of rations to
apply to those who died as prisoners
prisoners of
of
war or after their release ............. 423
to whom to be paid ...............
423
423
payment to certain,
certain, of the Seventh
Seventh regivolunteers.645, 646
646
ment of West Virginia volunteers.645,
Enlistments,
into the army, hereafter, to be for what
term ...........................
333
years.....
for cavalry, five years
............. 333
for artillery
three years 333
333
artillery and infantry, three
recruits at general
general rendezvous..........
rendezvous •
333
when wounded men may be enlisted
enlisted..... 333
333
to what regiments
regiments assigned........
assigned
333
333
Enrolled
Enrolled and
and Licensed
Licensed Vessels,
northern, &c.
&c. frontiers,
frontiers, sea-stores
on northern,
sea-stores purclasedl for,
chased
fbr, in any port in adjacent
adjacent
British provinces,
provinces, to be reported
reported at first
first
port of arrival in the United
United States
183
States... 183
equipments
equipments and repairs
repairs of, to pay duty 183,184
when duty may be refunded
.. 184
when
refunded........
184
when to pay tornaige
tonnage duty
when
duty............. 185
185
to pay fees
fees of customs
customs officers
incident
to
officers incident to
enrolment, .8te
185
enrolment,
&c..................
185

INDEX.
Enrolling Officers,
Enrolling
Officers,

873
873

873

provisions
provisions of pension laws extended to..
to.. 230
how to be ranked
230
now
ranked .................
.. 230
Enrolment and
and License,
License,
or registers to issue to certain vessels...
40, 41
vessels... 40,
certificates
certificates of, to issue
issue to certain
certain vessels..
vessels
255
255
assistant collector
collector at
at Camden,
Camden, New
New Jersey,
sey, may give to certain
certain vessels
vessels engaged in the coasting
coasting trade and fisheries..
fisheries
417
417
Ensigns,
Ensigns,
number of grade
grade of,
of, in the navy, established ............
222
..............
222
increase
increase in grade, how made
made ............
222
222
seventy-five
seventy-five may
may be
be appointed
appointed from
from naval
naval
volunteer service
volunteer
service ....................
222
222
Envoys Extraordinary,
ere.,
Envoys
Extraordinary,&-c.,
appropriations
appropriations for ............. 224, 412, 413
413
salaries
salaries of those hereafter
hereafter appointed
appointed to be
only those of minister
resident, except
minister resident,
except
when,
&c
226
when, &c.........................
226
Equipment and
and Recruiting,
appropriations for bureau of,
appropriations
of. 34, 200, 201,450,
201,450,
451, 490
490
451,
additional
additional clerks in,
in, authorized
authorized .....
207
Equipments,
Equipments,
including boats and expenses
repairs
including
expenses of repairs
of vessels on northern frontiers,
frontiers, to be
entered and pay
pay duty.
183, 184
duty ............
183,
if purchased
necessity, duties
may
purchased from necessity,
duties may
be refunded
184
refunded ......................
184
Escutcheons
of West
West Virginia
Virginia and Nevada, to
be
to be
painted....
.. .
314
painted
.............................
314
Estimates,
Estimates,
Postmaster-General to make
Postmaster-General
make annual, for
for
department
his department....................
. 49
49
Evidence.
Evidence. See Bankruptcy.
in proceedings
proceedings tnder
tinder the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act,
act,
may be taken
taken viva
viva voce
voce or in writing
writing.. 536
before
before whom
taken....
whom may be taken
........
536
Examination. See
Bankruptcy.
Examination.
See Bankruptcy.
of bankrupts
bankrupts under
under the
bankruptcy
act.
.528,
the bankruptcy act. .528,
529
how conducted
conducted .................... 529,
529, 536
536
where bankrupt is imprisoned,
imprisoned, or
under
or under
disability,
disability, or out of the district.......
district....... 529
529
Examinations,
Examinations,
applying for commissions in
of officers applying
in
the army . ......................
336
appropriations
appropriations for, of certain public
public
works, and improvements
improvements in harbors,
harbors,
rivers, bays, and
and flats ............ 418, 422
See Public
Public Works.
See
Examinations
Examinations and
and Surveys,
of works of improVement,
improvement, appropriafor
71, 74, 418,
tions for.................71,
418, 422
re-examinations
and changes
of plans
plans 71
71
re-examinations and
changes of
of harbors,
and
harbors,
oilier places .......... 71,
71, 74
other.places
no contract for, to be made, except
except after
after
public advertisement
advertisement ..............
73
results
surveys to be reported
results of surveys
reported to Congress ...........................
73
gress
73
report to state what ...............
3
works are
to be continued
continued until works
completed ..............
73
completed
73
Examiner
Department,
Examiner of Claims for State
State Department,
appointment and salary
salary of
226
appointment
of ...........
226
Examiner
Drugs
Examiner (Special)
(Special) of Driys
assistant aptipat the port of New York, an assistant
praiser
perform duties of..........
of
302
praiser to perform
302
Examiners,
Examiners,
employed as,
as, in patent
pntent office
office 66
66
pay of those employed
of imported merchandise
merchandise in New York..
York
of
303
appointment
appointment and number of ............
303
303

874
874

INDEX.

Examiners,
Examiners, (continued.)
(continued.)
qualifications,
pay
qualifications, oath,
oath, duties, and pay.....
303
not to be engaged
mercantile business
engaged in mercantile
business 303
Exclutnge of Public
Public Documents,
Exclumnge
Documents,
resolution to provide
provide for
573
resolution
bor the ............
573
documents and publicafifty copies of all
ill documents
placed
tions by any department
department to be placed
at the disposal
disposal of
of the
committee
the joint
joint committee
on the library
library ................
573
...... 573
exchanged, through
to be exchanged,
through the
the SmithSmithInstitution, for such works
sonian Institution,
works
published in foreign
foreign countries
countries.... 573
573
such works to be deposited in
in
of Congress
the library
library of
Congress...... 573
573
Execution,
Execution,
certain property of householders, &c.
&c. exexetnpt from, in the I)istrict
District of Columempt
bia
389,390
bial ........................
389,390
exception
390
exception .........................
90
rules as to stay of, in the
of Cothle District of
lumbia, on judgments of justices of the
peaee ...........................
402
pea,'e
402
of judgments
judgments of the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of
the district not to be stayed,
stayed, &c. except,
&e...
403
&c
.........................
Executive,
appropriations
the expenses of the..
the
324,
appropriations for tle
324,
440, 444, 456,
456, 463,
463, 469
469
Executive Buildings,
appropriations
the. .194,197,
.194, 197, 200,
201, 444,
appropriations for the.
200, 201,444,
446,450,
451
446,450,451
Departments. See
Documents
Executive Departments.
See Public
Public Documents.
regulations as to printing the reports of
305
the ..............................
305
Executive Mansion,
appropriations
furnishing 373,
appropriations for
for repairs and
and furnishing
373,
469
no further
further payments to be
be made
made for
for
until
acrepairs and
and furnishing,
furnishing, until acapproved by joint
comcounts are approved
joint committee of Congress ..............
469
mittee
469
Exemption,
certain property
property of aa head
head of a
afamily or
certain
or
householder,
sale,
householder, exempt from levy, sale,
attachment
attachment or distraint
distraint in District of
of
Columbia
Columbia .......................
389,
390
389,390
exemption
exemption not good
good against certain
certain
claims .........................
390
claims.
390
Exemptions,
property exempt from distraint
distraint and
and sale
property
sale
for taxes .................
....... 108
108
articles and products exempt
exempt from
from taxataxation .........................
147
—150
147 -150
crude petroleum,
petroleum, crude oil, paraffin°
oil. 355
paraffine oil.
certain additional
additional articles
articles and products
exempted from internal tax ....... 476,477
exempted
confined to articles in what
what condition 477
477
from operations
operations of assignments
assignments under
under
bankruptcy
522,
bankruptcy act
et ..................
522, 523
523
to operate as a
a limitation
limlitation upon the
the
conveyance .................... 523
523
conveyance
See Bankruptcy.
Jose,
Ex-Mission of San Jose,
lands of,
of, not to be included
included in grant to
Western Pacific
Western
Pacific Railroad
Railroad ............
356
356
Expenses,
Expenses,
of negotiating treaty with the Poncas,
Poncas, to
to
be borne by the Indians
Indians .............. 676
676
Experimental
Garden,
Experimental Garden,
appropriations
appropriations for .................. 202,
202, 452
452
Exploration, Geological
Geoloqical and
and Topographical,
Topographical,
Exploration,
of the territory
territory between
between the Rocky MounMountains and the Sierra Nevada,
Nevada, authorized..........................
ized
457
457

Exploration, 4-c.
6-c. (continued.
(continued.
Exploration,
route or routes
routes of the
Railthe Pacific
Pacific Railroad
included ..................
road included
457
done out
out of existing appropriaappropriato be done
tions ..........................
457
457
Exploring Expeditions,
Exploring
Expeditions,
appropriation for prepreof the government,
government, appropriation
servation of
collections of ...... 19,316,
19,316,464
servation
of collections
464
Explosion
Explosion at the
the United States
States Arsenal
Arsenal
to
at Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C., appropriation
appropriation to
help the sufferers
the .............
351
sufferers by the
351
by whom to be distributed
distributed .........
351
351
&pm lotion,
Exportation,
of certain
certain bonded
provisions conconbonded goods,
goods, provisions
cerning ..........................
88
of
articles
under
the
internal
revenue
law,
of articles under the internal revenue law,
provisions concerning...............
concerning
153
provisions
153
officer appointed
superintend
153
officer
appointed to superintend.....
153
compensation
of .................
153
compensation of
153
at ports
ports where there
there is no superintendent,
superintendent,
duties to be
be performed
performed by collector
collector of
of
internal revenue
161,162
internal
revenue .................
161,162
Export Duties,
Duties,
under treaty with Japan
under
655
Japan ...............
655
Exports,
Exports,
act to provide for, and regulate
regulate the
the weighweighing of ........................
289
289
appropriation for salaries,
appropriation
salaries, &e.
&c. of superintendents
intendents of, under internal revenue
revenue
act ............................
.205,
445
205, 445
Express
Express Carriers
Carriersand Ag,ht.,,
Ag'iets,
definition of, and special
special tax on.
definition
on......... 121
only one tax from
from a
a firm and
and from the
principal only ...................
121
.. 121
Extra
Extra Pay,
Pay,
to soldiers
soldiers employed
employed as artificers or lalaborers in constant
constant labor of not less than
ten days .........................
93
93
to non-commissioned
non-commissioned officers
officers acting
acting as
overseers
93
overseers ......................
93
not to be given
given to troops
troops of engineer
engineer and
and
ordnance departments
ordnance
93
departments ...............
93
F.
F.
Falsely
Personating,
Falsely Personating,
aa revenue
revenue officer,
officer, and assuming to act as
such, how punished ................
such,
Faris, John,
Jolla,
Faris,
pension to orphan
pension
orphan children
children of
of..........
Farley,
Farley,Joel,
pension to ........................
Farragut,
Farragut, Vice-Admiral DOtaid
David G.,
G.,
thanks
thanks of Congress to, and the officers,
officers,
seamen,
seamen, and others under his command,
command,
for gallantry
gallantry and good conduct
conduct in
in MloMobile Bny
Bay ....
bile
................
.
President
President and Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to
to
communicato
communicate this resolution
resolution...........
Farran,
M.argaret A.,
Farran, Margaret
pension
pension to........................
to
Fay, Caleb
Caleb T.,
T.,
accounts
accounts of, to be
be audited
audited and settled....
settled
Fees,
of claim and pension agents............
agents
of certain consuls
consuls and
and commercial
commercial agents
and their deputies to be accounted
accounted
for
...........................
for
excess
of, over $2500
office-rent
excess of,
$2500 above
above office-rent
and clerk
clerk hire to be
he paid to Sccretary
Secretary
of Treasury
.......
......... .
agents or attorneys for collecting
claims
of agents
collecting claims
of colored soldiers, &c. for bounties,
pay, and allowances
allowances ................

484
484
627
627
595
595

349
349
349
349
594
594
612
612
57
57

226
226
226

368
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Fees, (continued.)
of, in suits before justices of the
the peace
bill of.
in the District of Columbia .......... 402
402
of
519, 521,
521,
under the
the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act, 519,
of registers
registers under
540
540
in dividends, to have priority
priority of payment ..........................
31
531
of
540
act.... 540
&c.for duties
duties under
under the act....
of officer,
officer, &e.
540
have priority of payment
to have
payment ........ 540
general orders may be made prescribing.
prescribing 540
540
time
540
may be changed from time to time..
540
Female
Clerks,
Female Clerks,
appropriation
of
26
pay of......
additional pay
appropriation for additional
in P'ost-otlice
Post-olliee Department,
per
Department, twenty per
cent additional pay to ...............
324
324
in office
revoflice of commissioner of internal revenue
170
..........................
170
enue..
Counters,
Female Clerks and Counters,
annual pay to be $
$ 900 ................
207
Female
Female Folders,
Foldrrs,
in dead-letter office, pay of, established..
established
324
324
Inspectors,
Female Inspectors,
employment of, for search, &c ..........
178
178
Fencing,
Fencing,
public grounds,
grounds, appropriation
for
373
373
appropriation for.......
Fermented Liquors,
Liquors,
Fermented
provisions of internal revenue
law conrevenue law
cerning ...............
164, 167
.....
164,
See Internal
895.
Internal Revenue, p. 895.
sour and unfit for use, may be
be sold, withwithout stamps,
manufactory purposes
purposes 167
stamps, for manufactory
when law relating to, takes effect
168
effect....... 168
Ferries,
Ferries,
tax on gross receipts of ...............
475
475
Ferry
Boats,
Ferry Boats,
foreign railroad
railroad corporation,
corporation,
owned by foreign
provisions concerning..............
concerning
410
410
provisions
Fictitious Proof
Proof;
penalty for adding ingredients to spirits
to
18 paid
160
160
.........
to create,
create, before tax is
Fiduciary Befits,
Debts. See Bankruptcy.
Fiduciary
not released
bankruptcy
533
533
released by discharge in bankruptcy..
Field, Cyrus
Field,
Cyrus W.,
thanks of Congress and a
574
a gold medal to
to.. 574
engrossed on parchparchcopy of
of resolution
resolution engrossed
ment, to be sent by theiPresident,
President, with
medal, to....................
to
574
574
the medal,
appropriation
574
appropriation........................ 574
Field
Field and Mounted Officers,
same as that of cavalry
cavalry
of, to be the same
pay of;
officers of like grades
422
grades............... 422
officers
Field
Order,
General
Sherman's
Special,
Special,
General
Sherman's
Field Order,
under
175,
provisions for occupants of lands under..
176
176
Fitih Auditor,
appropriation for, and for office
of.. 195, 196,
office of..
appropriation
445,446
445, 446
Fines
Forfeitures,
Fines and
and Forfeitures,
internal revenue
revenue law, collectors to
under internal
sue for
111, 145
145
111,
sue
for .......................
suits
brought
111, 145
145
where to be brought..........111,
suits where
not to be commenced
commenced without authority ........................
145
thority
145
tmounts to
informers.. 101,
101, 113,
113,
paid informers..
what amounts
to be paid
145,
145, 146
Fines,
and ForiWtures,
Forfeitures,
Fines, Penalties,
Penalties, and
under customs law, act to regulate the
disposition of the proceeds
of
546, 547
547
proceeds of.....546,
disposition
authorized charges
charges and exdeduction of authorized
penses .........................
546
546
penses
of amount
amount equal to the duties in
coin,
546
546
coin, ‘36e
&c ..................
residue to be paid into the United States
treasury and distributed..........
distributed
546
. 546
treasury

875
875

Fines, Penalties,
and Forfeitures,
Forfeitures, (continued.)
Fines,
Penalties,and
(continued.)
one half to the United
United States
States ...... 546
546
one fourth
tburth to
to the
the informer ......... 546
546
one foulth
fourth to collector,
collector , naval officer,
surveyor, equally
546
and surveyor,
equally.......... 546
to collector
collector only
only in districts
where
where there
there is no naval officer
officer
surveyor
546
or surveyor................
546
where officer of revenue
revenue cutter
cutler is informer, the
residue
to
be
divided
as
follows.
the
follows. 546,
547
one fourth
fourth to the United
United States....
States
547
one fourth to officers of the customs,
customs,
as above ....................
547
547
one half to officers
officers of revenue
revenue cutter,
to be divided
divided among them in proportion to their pay .............
portion
547
Finney,
A/my E.,
E.,
Finney, Mary
payment to,
to, of extra pay
pay of Solon
II.
payment
Solon 1H.
Finney ...........................
.617
617
Finney
Fire. See lorttlad.
Portland.
Fire.
act for
for the relief
relief of the
the sufferers by the,
Portland .....................
at Portland
304
Fire Department,
Department,
Fire
of Washington
Washington city may use and occupy
occupy
certain buildings
buildings and enginc-lhllses.
engineffittuses .. 397
397
Firemen's
Insurance Company
Firemen's Insurance
Comlpany of Washington
IWashington
''and Georgetown,
certain
sections of act
act incorporating,
certain sections
incorporating, repealed
9
pealed ............................
9
stock how to be issued, held, and transferred
9
ferred.............................
9
Fire-Proof
Building,
Fire-ProofBrick Building,
for Treasury
Treasury Departmcnt
Department .............
317
317
Fire-Proof
Fire-ProofBuildings,
for War Department,
estimates for.....
for
)epartment, estimates
327
First
Enyineers,
First Assistant Enyineers
in the navy,
navy, &Appointment,
and pay
appointment, rank, and
of ..............................
223
First
Auditor,
First Auditor,
appropriations
of.. 195, 196,
196,
appropriations for, and for office of..
444, 446
First Comptroller,
First
appropriations
of.. 194,
194, 196,
196,
appropriations for, and for office of..
444, 446
First National
First
National Bank,
appropriation
interest on loans to govappropriation for interest
ernment by ........................
313
ernment
313
Fisheries,
Fisheries,
assistant collector
collector at Camden,
Camden, N. J.,
J., may
licenses to certain
certain
give enrolment
enrolment and licenses
vessels engaged
engaged in .................. 417
417
Fisher,
Peter,
Fisher, Peter,
pension
. 627
pension to .........................
Fisher,
E.,
Fisher, Ulysses
Ulysses E.,
claim of, for horses
horses and other property
property
impressed
service and
impressed into the military service
lost,
to
be
audited
and
paid
643
643
lost, to be audited and paid ..........
limit to amount
amount to be allowed......
allowed
643
Fish,
W.,
Fish, George
George W.,
payment
for consular
consular services
services at Ning.
Ningpayment to, for
617
po, China
China .......................... . 617
Fishing Bounties,
Fishing
allowing to vessels licensed to enlaws allowing
gage in the fisheries,
fisheries, repealed
repealed ........ 328
gage
duties
may be
be remitted on
on salt used
used
duties may
fish .................
328
curing fish
in curing
Fish, James S.,
S.,
Fish,
claims of certain forces
forces called out under
the command
command of, to be investigated
investigated and
and
paid ..........................
565
565
paid
Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, Delia A.,
may
of patent grantextension of
for extension
apply for
may apply
621
to Jesse Fitzgerald
Fitzgerald ..............
ed to

876
876
Fitzgerald, Delia
Delia A. (continued.)
Fitzgerald,
application for extension
patent
extension 01
ot patent
to be made within what time....
time
intervening rights of third persons
intervening
persons
saved .........................
Fitzgibbon,
Fitzgibbon, Sarah,
Sarah,
to
pension to.
.......................
Fitzpatrick,
Fitzpatrick, Mary,
Mary,
pension to.......................
to
Five-Cent
Five-Cent Pieces,
Pieces,
act to authorize
authorize the coinage
coinage of
of.........
composition,
weight, shape,
devices
composition, weight,
shape, and
and devices
of . .............................
laws relating to coinage of cents, and
and to
to
coins, made applicable ..............
to be
legal tender for what amount .....
lbe legal
to be paid in exchange
exchange for currency....
currency
may be redeemed
redeemed in sums of not less
than one hundred dollars ............
unauthorized making, &c. of,
of, punishable
punishable

INDEX.
INDEX.

Force, Peter,
Peter,
Force,
appropriation to
to purchase
purchase historical
historical library
library
appropriation
of, for library of
of Congress ............
464
of,
464
Ford's
Ford's Theatre,
Theatre,
appropriation for
for purchase
of
23
621
appropriation
purchase of ..........
23
to what uses to
to be applied
applied ..............
23
23
579
579 Foreign
Foreign Convicts,
Convicts,
protest against pardons
of, by
by foreign
foreign
protest
pardons of,
629
governments,
of emigraemigragovernments, on condition
629
condition of
States ............
353
tion to the United
United States
353
47
acts not to be
be repeated
repeated ............
353
such acts
47
353
Foreign
Corporations,
Foreign Corporations,
47
in actions
actions against,
against, in the
of CoCo47
the District of
lumbia, process
served ..........
404
process how
how served
404
47
Foreign Intercourse,
Intercourse,
47 Foreign
47
contingent
expenses of
of ................. 374
374
contingent expenses
47
47
appropriations
for
.
224, 412-414
412 —414
47
appropriations for.............224,
Forfeited Distilled
Forfeited
Distilled Spirits.
47
47
not to be sold
sold for
price than the
the tax..
tax.. 484
484
fbr less price
47,
47,
to be destroyed
destroyed if they cannot be sold
sold for
for
48
48
such price
price ........................
484
484
fractional currency of five cents
be
Forfeiture,
cents not to be
Forfeiture,
issued ........
....................
. 47
47
proceedings where
proceedings
where property
property seized for,
old issues to be cancelled
47
cancelled.......... 47
does not exceed
exceed S
$500
500 in value.......
value
I80
180
Fix,
Fix, Col.
Col. Lewis Ferdinand,
Ferdinand,
claimants of......................
181
claimants
181
payment to, as lieutenant-colonel
lieutenant-colonel ....... 613
613
applications for remission
applications
181, 182
182
remission of
of........181,
Flatheads,
Flatheads,
Forfeitures. See Fines
Forfeitures.
Forfeitures.
Fines and
and Forfeitares.
appropriations for the ..... 269,
appropriations
269, 500, 501,
501, 514
514
under internal revenue
revenue law, to be proseproseFletcher,
Fletcher, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
cuted ......................
111,145
.111,145
pension to ........................
620
.
620
in cases of, of goods,
packages,
goods, the casks, packages,
if she dies or remarries,
remarrics, pension to legal
horses, &c.
&c. used in
in removal to be forforguardiiln
guardian of orphan children of Captain
Captain
feited
151
feited. " ......................
151
L. W. Fletcher
Fletcher ..................
.620
620
incurred under
incurred
under customs laws, act to regureguFlint
Marquette R. R.
Co.,
Flintand Pere
Pere Marquette
R. Co.,
late the disposition of the proceeds
546,
late
proceeds of.,
of.. 546,
terminus of
may change the western
western terminus
of its
its
547
road ...........................
78, 79 Forged
78,
Forged Bonds or
s-c. See Penalty.
Penalty.
or Securities,
Securities, p-c.
Florida,
Florida,
penalty
penalty for buying,
buying, receiving, &c. with
insurrection declared to be at
the insurrection
at an end
383
intent, &c
&c.......................
383
in .............................
813 Forgery.
813
Forgery.
See
See Penalty.
Penalty.
all public lands in, to be disposed
disposed of acof signature
other
signature of judge, register, or other
cording
66, 67
67
cording to homestead
homestead law .........
officer of court of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, how
66,
officer
how punpunSee Lands, Public.
Public.
ished .
539
..........................
539
act to provide for the more efficient govof
of any bond, bid, record,
record, &c.
&c. to defraud
ernment of .....................
428
428
the
the United
United States..................
States
12
12
constituted
constituted part of the third military
military disFort Gratiot,
Gratiot,
Fort
trict ............................
428
428
buildings
buildings erected
military reservation
reservation
erected on military
See Rebel States.
railroad company, to
to be fireat, by any railroad
act for final adjustment
adjustment of private
private land
proof
proof ...........................
410
410
claims in,
in, extended
extended for three
three years
544 Fort
years.... 544
Fort Howard Military Reserve,
Florida, the Rebel Steamer,
Florida,
unsold lots of land at, to be offered
offered for
for
property saved from, may
may be sold and disdissale
sale at public auction .............. 88, 89
89
trihuted as prize ..................
tributed
322
322
advertisement,
advertisement, mode
mode of
of sale, &c...
&c..... 89
89
Fogg,
Isabella,
Fogg, Isabella,
patents
patents to issue therefor...........
therefor
89
89
pension to...
to
pension
..................
.... 55 Fortifications,
...
Fortifications,
pension of,
of, increased
630
increased ..................
630
appropriation for
appropriation
for the construction,
construction, prespresFog
Fog Signals,
Signals,
ervation,
ervation, and
and repairs
repairs of, and
and other
other
appropriations
appropriations for new and efficient
efficient ones
ones
years ending
ending
works of defence
defence for the years
at, &c ..........................
313
313
June
June 30, 1867 and 1868.............
1868
.61,
487
61 487
connected therewith,
therewith, approand buildings connected
appro...........
for Fort at
at Alcatraz
Alcatraz Island
Island....
....... 61,
488
61, 488
priations for ..................... 458,
459
458, 459
Fort
Fort Church
Church ...
61
..............
...
61
Folders,
Folders, Female,
Fenmale,
Clinch ..............
488
Fort Clinch
.....
488
for dead-letter office, pay of established..
established.. 324
324
Fort Constitution
Constitution .....
61
. ....... ...
61
Fading
Folding Documents,
Documnents,
Fort
George............... .. 61,488
Fort George
61,488
appropriations
appropriations for ..................... 393
393
Fort Hamilton
61
Fort
Hamilton ...................
61
Food and
Food
and Clothing,
Fort
Fort Independence
488
Independence...............
488
public vessel for transportation
transportation of supplies
Fort
Jefferson .
Fort Jefferson
6/, 488
488
..............
61
of, to the suffering people of the SouthFort McClary
488
Fort
McClary ................
. 488
ern States ....................
367
367
Fort
Fort Mifflin .....................
61
Forbes, Paul
Forbes,
Paul S.,
S.,
Fort Monroe
61,488
Fort
................
61,488
contract with Navy Department
contract
Department for buildbuildMontgomery...............61,488
Fort Montgomery
61,488
ing the steam screw sloop of war
war Idaho,
Ontario .................
61
Fort Ontario
61
to be
discharged by acceptance of said
he discharged
Fort Popham..................
Popham
61
Fort
61
vessel for the money already
paid
already paid
Fort
Preble
Fort Pre ble
488
..........
.. 488.
him
640
mnu......
............
640
Fort
Fort Scammerl
Scam mel................
61,487
61, 487
621
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Fortifications,
Fortifications, (continued.)
Fort Schuyler
Schuyler..
..
61,
488
...................
61, 488
Fort Taylor
Taylor .....................
61,488
Fort on site of Fort Tompkins.....61,488
Tompkins
61, 488
}oft Warren ...................
Fort
61,488
Fort Washington
Washington ................
61,488
Fort Wayne
Wayne ......................
61
Fort Winthrop ................. 61,
61,488
488
Fort at Fort Point
Point ............
61,488
at Lime Point
Point...............61,488
61,488
New Bedford
at entrance of New
Bedford
harbor ...................
61,488
61,488
Hook
61,488
at Sandy Hook..............61,488
61,488
at Willett's Point
Point ........... 61,488
on Ship Island ...............
61
61
for sea-walls
sea-walls on Deer
Deer and Lovell
Lovell Island
Island 61
61
at Great Brewster's
Island
61
Brewstcr's Island.........
61
permanent platforms for modern cannon
permanent
cannon
of large calibre .....................
61
northeastern and northwestern
survey of northeastern
northwestern
lakes .......................
. 62
62
purchase of sites for seacoast
seacoast defences...
defences
62
62
no purchase to be made until
until title
title is
is
approved by Attorney-General....
Attorney-General
62
62
for purchase and repair of instruments...
instruments
488
488
survey
survey of western and northwestern lakes
488
lakes 488
purchase of sites for permanent
permanent seacoast
seacoast
defences..................
defences
488
....... 488
temporary seacoast
for temporary
defences .... 488
488
seacoast defences
no purchase
purchase to be made until validity
validity
of
passed upon by Attorneyof title is passed
AttorneyGeneral, and expediency
expediency of purchase approved by
Secretary
of
chase
by Secretary of
War ........................
488
488
construction and repair of barracks
barracks and
and
quarters
quarters for engineer
engineer troops at depot of
of
engineer supplies at St. Lonis
engineer
Louis .......
488
at Willett'
Willett's Point, New York.......
York
488
not over
over fifty per cent of these appropriations to be expended
expended during
during this fiscal
fiscal
year .
488
..........................
488
residue, not until ordered .......... 488
488
board
board of officers
officers to make experiments to
test the relative powers of resistance
of
resistance of
the turret and broadside
systems of
of
broadside systems
iron-clad
imn.claci vessels of war, &e.
&c. and whether the best stone forts will resist guns
guns
of the heaviest
heaviest calibre,
calibre, &c.........488,489
&c
488,489
secretaries
of
the
secretaries
war and navy
navy to furnish
furnish
facilities
facilities ....................
489
489
to be done from unexpended funds,
funds,
and to be borne
borne equally
489
equally......... 489
Fort Laramie
Fort
Laramie Indians,
Indians,
purchase
purchase of annuity
annuity goods for, in lieu of
of
those destroyed
destroyed by fire .............. 208
appropriations for the
493
appropriations
the ................
493
Fort
lileq, lKasas,
Fort Riley,
Kansas,
southwestern boundary
southwestern
boundary of military
military reserreservation at, established
established..
574
............. 573,
573, 574
granted to Kansas
lands released granted
for
Kansas for
bridge
bridge over
over Republican river
river.........
574
.........
574
patent, when to issue .........
574
..............
574
this grant
grant not to interfere
interfere with
with any former grant by the United States.......
States
574
574
Forts,
Forts,
experiments
to
test
whether
experiments
whether the best stone,
will resist the heaviest guns, &e....488,
&c....488, 489
Foundry (Methodist
(MAethodist Episcopal)
Episcopal) Church,
Foundry
Church,
of, may sell and convey square
trustees of,
square
number
number 235 in the city of Washington,
Washington,
free
free of any trust, &c...
396
&c ................. 396
the dead interred in that ground to be removed
moved and placed in some public cemetery........
tery
396
...................
396

877
877

Fourth
Fourth Auditor,
Auditor,
appropriations for, and for office of. .195,
appropriations
.195, 196,
445,446
445, 446
Fowler,
B.,
Fowler, Mary
Mary B.,
4
446
pension to....................
to
629
pension
..
629
Foxes,
appropriations for the ..........
appropriations
263, 506, 507
263,
Fox, Fontaine
Fontaine T., Jr.,
Jr.,
payment to ......................
612
612
Fox, Gustavus V.,
V.,
may accept
accept presents from
Emperor of
of
from the Emperor
Russia
Russia .....................
646
646
such presents
presents may be
be admitted
admitted free
free
of duty
646
duty.............. ...... 646
Fractional Currency,
Fractional
none to be
be issued of denominations
of
denominations of
less than
than ten
ten cents..................
cents
47
47
old issues of less denominations
be candenominations to be
cancelled ............................
celled
47
. 47
Fractional
Fractional Townships,
certain,
certain, relinquished
relinquished by
United States
States
by the United
Poncas
to the I
oncas ......................
675
675
Frank,
Frank, Georqe
George R.,
payment
payment to .......................
584
584
Franking Privlleye,
Franking
Privilege,
granted
a
granted to Mary
Mary Lincoln
Lincoln ..............
3
official communications
communications between certain
certain
revenue
revenue officers
officers to
to go
go fie
free ............
170
170
Special commissioner
commissioner of
of the
the revenue
revenue to
have 171
171
special
to have
given to director
director of bureau
bureau of statistics..
statistics
331
Franklin,
Franklin, Benjamin,
pension to .......................
592
592
Frauds,
Frauds,
upon the United States, appropriation
appropriation for
for
detection
detection and punishment
punishment of perpetraperpetra.
tors of .................
310, 449, 455
310,
455
Frauds
Revenue,
Fraudson the
the Revenue,
warrants, for
for search
search of premises and
and seizseizure of books, invoices,
invoices, and
and papers,
papers, may
be issued
issued by district
district judge,
judge, on colncomplaint and affidavit
affidavit .................
547
547
books, invoices,
Sic. may be exambooks,
invoices, &c.
ined and
and retained,
retained, subject
subject to
order
to order
..
547
of judge.
judge ...................
547
warrant not to issue,
issue, unless,
unless, &c.....
&e
547
warrant
547
returned with report
of
to be returned
report of
service, &c.
&e. thereon
thereon ........
547
547
Fraudulent Conveyances.
Fraudulent
Conveyances. See
See Bankruptcg.
Bankruptcy.
void under
under the bankruptcy
534, 535
535
bankruptcy act
act ...... 534,
property
property conveyed
conveyed by, may be
recovered
be recovered
by assignee
assignee ...................
523
.. 523
in assignee
assignee by
by the
the adjudicaadjudicato vest in
tion of
bankruptcy
523
tion
of bankruptcy ............
523
Freedmen,
Freedmen,
moneys
moneys raised for support of, and
and rereceived
army officer,
officer, to be
be
ceived by any army
charged
65
charged to him
him ....................
65
expenditures
expenditures properly
properly made
made to be
be
credited .....................
65
credited
65
balance
balance to be paid into treasury
treasury for
for
fund
for relief of ..............
65
fund for
65
officers
over balance
balance in
in
officers not paying over
hands, how
how treated
---------65
their hands,
treated.........
65
accounts for expenditures
expenditures for,
for, to
be paid
paid
accounts
to be
from what fund,
fund, and how
from
how........... 65
65
bureau for relief
relief of, &c.
&c. provisions
conprovisions concerning
cerning
173 —177
...................
173-177
lands occupied
under General
General Sherlands
occupied by, under
Sherman's field order,
order, not
not to
to be
he restored
until
176
restored until 176
appropriations
for bureau
bureau of
92
appropriations for
of........... 92
bureau
bureau of .......................
486
486
See
See Bureau,
Bureau, s-c.
fec.
among the Choctaws
rights of, among
Choctaws and
and ChickChickasaws
770,
.......................
..................................................
............... .....771,
...
... 778
.778

878
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Free
Free Letters,
Gaston, Anna
Anna G.,
G.,
may be forwarded at request
request of party
pension to589
party
pension
...........
.........
589
addressed, without extra postage .....
Gates, Lncida,
Lucinda,
addressed,
60 Gates,
Free
Free of Duty,
pension to ..........................
597
pension
597
certain produce of the forests of Maine
Maine
Gaugeable
Gaugeable Goods,
sawed, &c. in New Brunswick
.....
Brunswick........
exported,
which return
return duty or
or
99
exported, upon which
machinery to make sugar
sugar from beets, for
for
drawback is allowed,
allowed, or
drawback
or withdrawn
withdrawn
one
year
330
from
bonded
warehouse
for
export,
ten
one year .............................
33(
from bonded warehouse for export, ten
articles
articles and products
products under the
the internal
cents aacask
cask to be levied
levied and
collected
cents
and collected
revenue law .................... 147-15(
147-150
on .....
on.
470
........................... 470
Freight,
Freight,
Gauge
Gauge Cocks,
collector of customs is notified in
when collector
227
for steamboat
steamboat boilers ..................
227
imported merwriting of lien for, on imported
Gaugers,
Gaugers,
chandise
chandise in his custody, he may refuse
at New York, salary of, established
established at
at
to deliver the merchandise
merchandise until the
$2,000
$2,000 ...........................
470
470
freight is paid or secured ............
547
547
not to exceed
exceed the amount of
of fees
fees
for
losses
in
not to be responsible
responsible for losses in
earned by them .................
470
470
consequence of refusal..........
refusal
547 General.
consequence
General.
See
the Army;
Army', P,-.
See General
Generalof
of the
merchandise to be paid upon
upon merchandise
upon notice,
notice,
one
of
the
army,
one
army, pay,
pay, emoluments,
emoluments, and
and
in ease
forfeiture....
547
case of sale after forfeiture.........
547
staff333
staff
..............................
333
French
French Vessels,
General Agent,
General
Agent,
rates of tonnage duty on, entering
entering ports
at New York for the industrial
industrial exposition
exposition
of the United States, declared, and
and how
how
at Paris 362
.......................
347, 362
347,
long to continue in force ...........
818
818
limit to his term
term of
363
of service
service .........
363
Fresh-Water Basin,
Fresh-Water
Basin,
General
Appraiser,
General Appraiser,
iron-clad vessels of the navy, board
for iron-clad
board
in New York, salary of,
of, established
established at
at
to examine site for, near
near Portland,
Portland,
$3,000............................. 466
$3,000
466
Maine .......................
357 General
General Bonded
Bonded Warehouse,
Warehouse,
l'rye, Barbary,
Frye,
Barbary,
spirits in bonded warehouse
attached to
to
warehouse attached
widow of Henry Frye, pension to.......
to
617
617
distillery
distillery to be removed
482
removed to ...........
482
Fuel and
Lights,
Fuel
and Liqhts,
spirits
spirits afterwards
afterwards produced
produced in
in such
dissuch disappropriations
310, 314,
314, 393,
393, 462,
appropriations for....
for.... 310,
462, 463
463
tillery to Ie
tillery
be transferred
transferred directly
482
directly to
to.... 482
Fulton, James,
James,
Fulton,
General .Bonded
Warehouses,
General
Bonded Warehouses,
credit to be allowed
allowed to, for clothing
clothing and
and
for storage of spirits may be provided
provided... 155
155
small stores,
stores, abstracted
building
abstracted from
from building
Internal Reef
See Internal
nue.
Iev nne.
under his charge
charge. .................
740
740 General
Council. See
General Council.
See titles
of the
the several
several InIntitles of
Funds (Trust),
Funds
(Trust),
dian
Treaties.
dian Treaties.
held by the United
United States for
Indian
for Indian
of Indian
Indian nations, resident
resident in the Indian
Indian
tribes, Attorney-General
Attorney-General to inquire
into
inquire into
Territory,
provisions concerning..758,
Territory, provisions
concerning. 758, 772,
772,
condition of.
497
of ....................
497
773, 788, 802
to report what stocks are
are not
not paypavGeneral
Customs
Lam,
General Customs iLaow,
ing, the security of the United
to be prepnred
prepared and submitted
submitted to
to Congress,
Congress, 367
367
States, and the remedy
remedy .......... 497
497 General
General Hospital
Hospital of the District
Districtof Columbia,
Columbia,
appropriation for interest on
non-paying
on non-paying
act of incorporation
incorporation of the 300.......... 299
299, 300
stock ...........................
514
514
powers
powers and ollicers,
officers, &c.
&c. of.......299,
of
299, 300
300
Furniture and
Furniture
and Repairs,
Reoairs,
General
Inspectors of
of Spirits,
Spirits,
General Inspectors
appropriations for ................
373,
373, 461
461
appointment and fees of ...............
appointment
156
156
Fyik
P.,
Fyffe, Lieutenant
Lieutenant Joseph
Joseph P.,
Gene-al Land Office,
General
may be appointed to active
active list in
navy,
in navy,
appropriations
the447
197, 447
appropriations for
for the.............197,
and restored to his rank therein ...... 408
408
extra pay to commissioner
commissioner and
and ciicf
chief
clerk
of .
clerk of
....... ..........
..... 314
314
deficiency
deficiency in salaries
salaries of registers
registers and
reand reG.
ceivers
ceivers .. .................
325
..... 325
"
" Gallon,"
clerical
clerical work in, to whom only
only to be
to mean gallon of first proof ........ 158,
158, 481
481
given......
given
447
..........
.
447
Galveston, Texas,
General Officers,
salary of collector
collector of customs
customs at, estabestabreceive an additional
may receive
additional ration for
for ecrve
every
lished ........................
. 308
308
years' service................
five years'
service
423
423
plans and estimates for improving harbor
harbor
General
Army of the United Slttfs,
General of the Army
Slates,
of ............................
422
422
grade
grade of,
023
of, revived .... ....
...
. . . . .. 223
for erecting suitable breakwater
breakwater at
at.. 422
422
appointment, duties, and powers
powers of
223
of...... 223
Gardapier,
Gardapier, Alexis,
pay and allowances
allowances of
of ................. 223
223
pay
claim of,
of, to land in Wisconsin confirmed
confirmed.. 615
615
chief
chief of staff
staff and his pay, 8ce
223
&c ............
223
land to be surveyed and
patent to
to
and patent
aides,
their
rank
aides,
and pay.............
pay
223
223
issue ....................
.... 615
615
one,
one, authorised,
authorised, pay, staff,
staff, &c...........
&c
333
333
Garnishment,
Garnishment,
to have head-quarters
head-quarters at
at Washington,
Washington, D.C. 486
4e6
of, from the Supreme Court of the
writs of,
the
not to be removed,
or assigned
removed, suspended,
suspended, or
assigned
District of Columbia, provisions
provisions conconelsewhere, except at his own reto duty
duty elsewhere,
crning .........................
cerning
54
54
quest, without
without the approval of the Senate
Senate 487
487
Gas Fitters,
Gas
Fitters,
all orders and
and instructions
instructions relating to miliof, and special tax on........
definition of,
on
121
121
tary
tary operations
operations to
to issue
issue through him 486,487
additional special tax on certain
additional
certain ........ 471
471
otherwise
otherwise to be void..............
void
487
487
Gas,
Gas,
knowingly issuing, transmitpenalty for knowingly
tax on, to be charged to consumers.
consumers ..128,
.128, 474
tingl.
or
obcvin
ntoder~s
rnntrarv
hIrnt
A
ting, or obeying orders contrary hereto 487
*-to
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..seneral Orders,
jeneral
Orders,
relating
relating to practice and procedure
procedure in
in
bankruptcy to be made by justices of
of
the Supreme Court .................
521
521
may be annulled, changed,
changed, and new
521
ones made ....................
521
GeneralPost-Office
General
Post-Office Building,
appropriations
appropriations for extension
of
318
extension of.........
31l
Geological and Topographical
Geological
Exploration,
TopographicalExploration,
of the territory between
between the Rocky MounMountains and the Sierra Nevada,
Nevada, authorized
authorized 457
457
route or routes of the Pacific
Pacific railroad included
included .................
457
to be done out of existing appropriappropriations ......................... 457
457
Geological Survey,
Geological
Survey,
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, provision for
for .............
470
470
how to be prosecuted ...............
470
470
""George
George Af.
M. Barnard,"
Barnard,"
name given to the ship ""Art Union,"
Union,"... 351
Georgetown,
Columbia.
Georgetown, D.
D. C.. See Astrid
District of
of Columbia.
salary
salary of collector of customs at,
at, estabestablisbed .........................
lished
. 308
to provide suitable
suitable rooms, &c.
&c. for orphans'
phans' court and registry
registry of wills.
wills ..317,
318
.317, 318
may levy aatax therefor
therefor................ 318
318
a special tax ffir
to levy a
increased pay
of
for increased
pay of
metropolitan
police .................
374
metropolitan police
374
to bear part its proportion
proportion of
inof tax
tax for
for increased pay of the metropolitan
metropolitan police
police. 321,
321,
456
the proportion
proportion how ascertained
ascertained....... 457
to contribute towards payment for jail...
jail
231
for house of correction
correction for boys....
boys
235
235
tax to be levied for............231,
for
231,235
235
proceedings in default of payment
proceedings
payment
of ....................
232,
232, 235
235
amount to be raised and paid into the
treasury towards the completion
completion of
the
of the
428
new jail ..........................
428
repeal
repeal of former law respecting
428
respecting..... 428
mayor and aldermen
aldermen of,
of, to prepare
prepare voting
voting
lists..........
lists
375
.....................
375
to be in open session to receive evidence
dence of qualifications
qualifications of voters,
voters,
&c.........................
&e
375
375
judges of election in,
in, appointment,
appointment, numnumber, term -of office, powers and duties
of. ............................
of
390
390
Georgia,
Georgia,
district
district court of the United States in,
in, for
for
northern district of,
to be
held at
of, to
be held
at AtAtlanta instead of Marietta
Marietta............ 242
242
the insurrection declared to be at an end in 813
813
act to provide for the more
more, efficient
efficient governmcnt
ernment of
.........
.............428
428
constituted part of the third military district.
trict..............................
.
428
428
See Rebel States.
Newspapers,
German Newspapers,
tax-law to be published in certain
173
certain....... 173
Gibbons, Francis
A.,
FrancisA.,
payment
payment to ..................
.. 585
585
papers in the case of, to be referred
referred back
back
claims.................. 644
to court of claims....
644
court to grant aarehearing
rehearing if,
&c
644
if, &c....
644
Gift,
of land in the Thames
Thames river, offered
offered by
the State
State of Connecticut near New
London, to be accepted and held
held for
for
naval purposes.....................
purposes
489
489
Enterprises, Proprietors
Gift Enterprises,
of,
Proprietorsof,
definition
definition of, and special tax on........
on....
120
120
tax to be in addition to other taxes
taxes..... 120
120

879
879

" Glance,"
"Glance,"
register to issue
register
issue to the steam yacht.
yacht-567,
.567, 568
568
to be granted
granted toWilliam
to William Levering,Jr.
Levering, Jr. 568
568
Glasgow, Thomas,
pension
pension to. ............
,
627
.
627
Glass,
Glass, Manufactures
Manufactures of
of
other than window glass,
tax
glass,
upon
475
upon......
475
Gleason,
Gleason, William,
pension to
631
pension
.......................
631
Glover Museum,
Museum,
appropriation
appropriation for the
the purchase of the....
the
452
452
Glynoin
Gknotn Oil. See Nitro-Glycerine.
Nitro. Glycerine.
transportation,
transportation, &c. of, forbidden
81
forbidden........ 81
Gold and
Silver Mines,
Mines,
and Silver
statistics of,
of, in western States.........
States
34
34
Gold, Cornelius
Cornelius B.,
credit to be allowed to, in settlement
credit
settlement of
of
accounts
of...
.........
accounts of
.. 587
Gold
Plate,
Gold Plate,
annual tax on.....................
on
135
135
Gold
Gold Watches,
annual
annual tax on
135
on........................ 135
Goodrich,
L.,
Goodrich, Ambrose L.,
demand of, to be audited and settled...
settled..... 609
Goods, jw.,
.-c.,
arriving
arriving at designated
designated ports destined for
for
places in adjacent
adjacent provinces,
provinces, &c.
&c, may
may
be entered
entered and carried
be
carried through the
the terterritory of the United
United States without
without
payment
payment of duties
duties ...............
328,
28, 329
329
with
with the
the consent
consent of the
the authorities of the
the
provinces, &e. may
provinces,
may be
be carried
carried across
across
their territory
territory from
place to ananfiom one place
other in the United States...........
States
339
339
Gordon, Ezra
Ezra B.,
B.,
pension to
624
to........................
624
Gordon, John,
John,
pension to
596
.......................
596
Gordon, Jonathan
Jonathan W.,
W.,
Gordon,
credit to be allowed
credit
allowed to,
to, in settlement
settlement of
of
accounts.
accounts ..................
590
.
... 590
Gould,
Gould, Adeline M.,
M.,
mother of Eugene
mother
Eugene E. Gould,
Gould, pension to.
to. 623
Gouler,
Gouler, Emerance,
Emerance,
pension to ........................
584, 594
594
584,
Government
Government Water Pipes,
Pipes,
unlawful tapping of,
punished
251
of, punished..........
251
Grain,
Grain,
parts
parts of building may
may be bonded
bonded for
for storstor..........................
age of 187
187
number
bushels to be
number of bushels
he found
187
bfund by weight 187
a bushel ................
pounds to a
.
187
Grams,
fifteen of the metric weights
fifteen
weights to be the
equivalent for postal
postal purposes of
the
of the
half-ounce
.....................
half-ounce.
... 301
Grand
Grand Portage
Portage Indians,
Indians,
appropriations for
for the.............
the
257, 494
494
appropriations
257,
Grants,
Grants,
in all, to corporations,
corporations, when the
United
the United
States reserves
reserves the right
right to appoint directors,
rectors, engineers,
engineers, commissioners, &c.
&c.
to examine roads, and act with the
ofthe officers
of
ficers
company, all expenses
the company,
and pay
pay of such
such persons are
to
be
and
are to be
borne
borne by corporation
299
corporation............... 299
rate of pay
pay to such persons
299
persons........ 299
if company neglects
neglects to pay, no
no more
more
patents
patents for lands, &c.
&e. to issue
299
issue.... 299
Grants
See Public
Public Lands.
Lands.
Grants of Land. See
made by Congress
promote education,
Congress to promote
education,
statement
statement of, to be made by
by the
the commissioner
missioner of education
education in his
his first
first rerennrt.
to Conra
port
1-.- to Congress.....
_
_ . . ..
.
. ..

.

. ..

.

.. .

..

. ..

.

A....
434

880
880

INDEX.
INDEX.
Habeas
(continued.)
Habeas Corpus, (continued.)
manly
and discharge
discharge the
the prisoner,
prisoner, if,
if,
marily and
386
&c
&c................................
penalty
for
refusing
to
obey
the
writ
386
writ..... 386
obey
penalty for refusing
for not making
making a
areturn
return or making
making a
a
for
386
false return ....................
false
appeal from any inferior
inferior court, &c. to cirappeal
386
cuit court ........................
from
circuit court
court to the supreme
supreme
from', circuit
386
...............
court ........
orders reregulations, and orders
terms, regulations,
specting, &c
386
specting,
&c.. .................
pending such proceedings
appeals, and
and
proceedings or appeals,
after final judgment discharging the
the
after
proceedings in State
petitioner, all proceedings
386
courts
courts void
void ...........................
386
this
act not
apply to persons
in
not to
to apply
persons held
held in
this act
custody of military
military authorities
authorities charged
charged
with any military offence, or aiding,
aiding,
with
&c. rebellion
rebellion prior
prior to the passage
passage hereof ...............................
387
Causa,
Habeas Corpus
Corpus cum Causa,
to be issued by the clerk of the
the circuit
circuit
court of the United
United States in suits becourt
gun in State courts and removed
removed to the
gun
circuit court
court when the
the defendant
defendant is in
in
actual custody
custody under
under the State proactual
cess
385
cess. ...........................
385
the
body of the
the detake the body
the marshal
marshal to take
fendant to be dealt with in the circuit
circuit
fendant
385
court.
court ..............................
with, or deliver
deliver to the clerk
clerk of
of
to file with,
State court,
court, duplicate
duplicate copy
copy of writ 385
385
State
attachments,
bail, &c. to continue
continue in full
full
attachments, bail,
force ..............................
385
385
Hafer, William
H,
William H.,
pension
pension to
........................... 630
630
in case
case of his death,
widow
death, to John's widow
and orphan
orphan children
children ..........
630
and
630
Hair.
Hair. See Duties.
Duties.
alpaca, goat, and other like aniof the alpaca,
mals, duty on unmanufactured,
importunmanufactured, imported ............................. 559,
539, 562
562
561, 562
562
duty on manufactures
manufactures of ............ 561,
Half-Breeds,
the Osage
Osage Indians, certain,
certain, to have
have
of the
patents issue
issue to, for eighty
eighty acres
ncres of
of
land including
including their improvements
690
improvements 689, 690
Hall, Emma J.,
J.,
Hall,
pension to ............................
580
pension
580
Hamilton, Mary
Hamilton,
iary C.,
pension to .........................
594
pension
594
Hamlin, John H.,
I.,
Hamnlin,
payment
payment to, of
of pay and allowances
allowances as secsecond lieutenant
lieutenant of cavalry ............
643
Hamrick, Wyatt IL,
It.,
Hamrick,
accounts of,
to be
be settled
settled ...............
610
accounts
of, to
610
Hancock
Hancock County Bridge
Bridge Company,
and maintain bridge across
across
may construct
construct and
Mississippi River
River ...............
245
the Mississippi
245
Hancock, Major-General
Major-General Winfield
Winfield S.,
S.,
thanks of Congress
Congress to, for
for gallantry, &c.
thanks
at Gettysburg
Gettysburg ....................
354
. 354
Handbills,
Handbills,
the printing or engraving, &c.
&c.of, in the
similitude of any United
United States obliaobligation or security
__ 383
security declared
declared unlawful
unlawful.....
383
Handy, William,
payment to,
to, for
for extra
extra clerical
clerical services...
services
22
payment
22
Hankow,
pay
consul at, established..........
pay of consul
established
225
Harbor
Harborand
and Ship Canal,
Canal,
at Portage
Portage Lake, additional
additional grant of
of
.
. 81
.
.
tU Jr..-_ .
-I^, to A1s,±
lands
Michigan
itmiA^
wj Aiu
mfiu for
r .UI..............
01
-

Gratitude
Gratitude
of the nation to the officers,
officers, soldiers, and
seamen of the United
United States, expressed
expressed
354, 355
by Congress ................... 354,
Gratuities,
Gratuities,
offering to officers of revenue,
revenue,
penalty for offering
187
187
&c..............................
upon
revenue
officers
for
receiving
upon revenue officers for receiving.. 187
187
Gray,
Andrew
J.,
J.,
Gray,
pension
to ...........................
593
pension to
Gray,
Gray, John,
pension
620
620
to..........................
pension to
Great
Osages.
Great Osages.
Osages. See Osages.
treaty
687, 693
687,
693
with .......................
treaty with
Greece,
Greece,
appropriation
resident in, refor minister resident
appropriation for
pealed
322
pealed...............................
Abby,
Green, Abby,
payment
to,
for
aiding
Union
soldiers
to
payment to, for aiding Union
escape from Libby prison
escape
prison........... 639
Greenhouse,
Greenhouse,
appropriation
construction of
new... 463
of new
for construction
appropriation for
how to be expended
expended ............
463
built........... 463
plan of,
of, and how to be built....
Greenhouses,
Greenhouses,
appropriations for ..............
193, 443
193,
appropriations
Grinders
Spices,
of Coffee or Spices,
Grinders qf
122
special tax on........
on
122
of, and special
definition of,
Gross
Gross Receipts,
Receipts,
from passengers
passengers and
and mails, by railroads,
railroads,
steamboats, coaches,
coaches, canals,
canals, &c
&c. tax
tax
on
135
135
.....................
of toll-roads, tax upon,
upon, repealed
repealed........ 485
Gros Ventres,
Gros
appropriations
493
493
appropriations for the ................
Guano,
Guano,
provision
exportation of certain...
certain
328
provision as
as to exportation
Gunboat,
Gunboat,
one of the United States to be transferred
transferred
to the republic
republic of Liberia...........39,
Liberia
39, 40
40
Gunpowder,
Gunpowder,
purchase
erection of, buildbuildpurchase of site for, and erection
storing
92
92
ing for magazine for storing..........
tax upon
474
474
.......................
Guns,
Guns,
of
experiment to test
test efof heaviest
heaviest calibre, experiment
fect of,
forts, iron-clad vesof, upon stone tbrts,
sels, &c.......................
&c
sels,
488, 489
facilities
experiments
facilities for making the experiments
to be furnished
furnished by the secretaries
secretaries
of the war and navy....
navy ............
208
Gwynn,
Stewart,
Guynn, Stewart,
niode
accounts of.....
of.... .208
iode of adjustment of accounts

H.
H.
Habeas Corpus,
Corpus,
Habeas
courts of the United States and judges
present authority,
thereof, in addition to present
of, in certain
certain cases....
cases.... 385
may grant writs of,
pplication for writ to be in writing
writing and
and
to state what ...............
.... 385
385
to be verified by affidavit ..........
awarded forthwith, unless,
unless, &c.
&c 385,
writ to be
he awarded
386
how to be directed ................
386
within
return to be made to, and within
what time ..................
386
upon the return, a
a day to be set
set for the
hearing
hearing and within what time
time........ 386
petitioner may on oath deny the
the facts
facts set
set
petitioner
forth in the return and allege
others
386
allege others...
386
return may be amended
amended ...............
386
return
386
court or judge
judge to determine
determine the
the facts sumcourt

.

..

.

INDEX.
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Harbor,
Harbor, Breakwater,
Breakwater, and
and Ship Canal,
Canal,
from Green Bay to Lake Michigan,
Michigan, grant
grant
30
of lands for ......................
30
Harbors,
Harbors,
appropriations for examinations,
appropriations
examinations, &c. of
of
works at various, and for surveys
.................
of
71
—74, 419-422
419 —422
71-74,
See Public
Public Works.
Works.
Hard
Hard Labor,
Labor,
persons sentenced to imprisonment
imprisonment in
in the
the
jail in the District of Columbia may
be employed at ..................
407
407
proceeds of;
of, how to be applied
applied.......... 407
Harmon, Matilda,
Harmon,
Matilda,
widow of Jacob Harmon, pension
pension to
617
to.... 617
Harris,
Edgar T.,
T.,
Harris,Edgar
pension to ...............
610
.......
610
Harris,
Harris, Jane,
Jane,
pension to .......................
592
592
j.,
Harvey, Effie
Effie J.,
widow of Clinton D. Harvey, pension
pension to
to 631
631
S.,
Harvey, J. S.,
assistant paymaster in the navy, not reassistant
released from responsibility
responsibility for money
money
stolen....
stolen
618
....................
618
Harvey, Rufus
Rufus L.,
pension to....................
to
627
... 627
Hastings, John,
Hastings,
credit to be allowed to,
settlement of
of
to, in settlement
accounts................... .....604604
accounts
Hats,
Hats,
474
tax upon .........
.................
. 474
IIawcaian Bark,
V,"
IHawaiian
Bark, "
" Ramahamaha
Kamahamaha V.,"
payment
to
owners
payment
of
599
of.................
599
Hawaiian Vessels,
Hawaiian
acts imposing
discriminating duties of
imposing discriminating
of
tonnage and impost within the United
United
suspended as to, and their carStates, suspended
goes, and how
continue ....... 819
goes,
how long to
to continue
819
Hay,
not to be carried
carried on deck, or guards of
passenger steamers,
steamers, except,
except, &c
&c ........227
227
y, passenger
Hayti,
IIayti,
appropriations for diplomatic
appropriations
diplomatic representarepresentatives to ........................
225
225
hereafter to be minister-resititle of,
of, hereafter
consul-general .........
dent and consul-general
226
226
salaries
salaries of minister-resident
minister-resident and consulconsul
414
general to .......................
.. 414
Heads
of Divisions,
Divisions,
Heads of
office
office of, in the office
office of commissioner
of
commissioner of
internal revenue,
170
internal
revenue, established
established .........
170
Heads of Families,
Fanilies,
Heads
loyal persons,
persons, members
members of
of
of any
any tribe
tribe of
Indians at peace with the United States,
huy aaquarter-section
may buy
quarter-section of land each,
each,
in the sales
sales of the lands of the Osages'
°sages'
reservation ...........................
688
688
allotment to those among
among the Indians
Indians of
of
Middle Oregon ..................... 752
Middle
752
" Heads
Heads of
Families of the African Race,"
"
of Families
sales of lands made to, by the tax commissioners of South Carolina, confirmed
confirmed 175
175
leases to, when may be changed
changed into
into certificates of sale .....................
175
175
Head-quarters.
Head-quarters. See General,
General, d-c.
4-c.
of general of army of the United States
Washington ................
to he
be in Washington
436
436
Heald, Joseph G.,
Heald,
claim against the Choctaws,
Choctaws, &c.,
&c., for damages
ages to be determined ............
780, 781
780,
Health Laws. See Quarantine
Health
Quarantine and Health
Health Laws.
provisions
provisions for the enforcement
of, against
against
enforcement of,
cholera. in aid of State authorities.
the cholera,
authorities. 357
VOL. xlv.
XIv.
vol..
56
56

881
881

Heating Apparatus,
Apparatus,
appropriations for ............. 192,
192, 373,
373, 44.
appropriations
44.
for
public
for public buildings
buildings................. 461
461
for Supreme
Supreme Court room, law
law library,
library,
&c...........................
&c
462
462
for President's
President's house ................
463
463
Hedrick,
Hedrick, Hiram,
Hiram,
pension to
to......................
pension
620
.
620
Heernzance,
Heermance, Harrison,
Harrison,
payment
.
608
payment to,
to, as chaplain.
chaplain .............
608
Hemp,
not to be carried
carried on deck
of
deck or
or guards of
passenger
passenger steamers,
steamers, except, &c........
&c
227
He.nne, Robert,
Henne,
Robert,
pension of, increased .................
578
pension
. 578
Herndon, Mrs. William L.,
L.,
copyright
copyright to issue to .................. 587
587
Heth,
Heth, Ann,
pension
to...........................
pension to
583
583
Heyl,
Heyl, Lewis,
Lewis,
payment
payment to, for compiling
compiling statutes
statutes conconcerning
cerning duties on imports, and
and index to
to
tariff bill ..........................
461
461
Hibner,
Hibner, Nicholas,
Nicholas,
582
pension to ...........................
582
Hides,
Hides,
importation of, may be proof neat cattle, importation
hibited
.........................
33
when and how act may
may be
be suspended....
suspended
44
penalty
violation...................
..
penalty for
for violation
44
Highways,
Highways,
certain roads in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia
may be
be declared public
public .............
45
may
45
damages
damages .....................
45
45
Hinshaw,
Hinshaw, Jacob
Jacob M.,
M.,
minor child of Jacob M. Hinshaw, pension
sion to ...........................
618
618
Hinshaw,
IHinshaw, William
William A.,
A.,
minor child of
of Jacob
Jacob M.
M. Hinshaw,
Hinshaw, penpension
sion to ............................
618
618
Hinton,
Hinton, Nancy,
Nancy,
widow of John
John Hinton, pension
pension to........631
to ........631
of the
History of
the Navy,
Navy,
to illustrate
illustrate ..........
490
collection of facts
facts to
490
Hodges, Horace
I.,
Horace I.,
allowance
to
heirs
of,
in
settlement
of
his
allowance to
of, in settlement of his
accounts
/IMO unts ........................
600
600
Holland,
G.,
Holland, James G.,
credit to be
in settlement
settlement of
of
be allowed
allowed to,
to, in
accounts
accounts......................... 601
601
Hoffman,
Hoffman, John,
John,
pension
pension to
........................... 586
586
Homestead
Homnestead Rights
extended
extended to certain
in California...
California
549
certain lands in
549
Homestead.
Lands, Public.
Public.
Homestead. See Lands,
all public lands in Alabama,
Alabama, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Florida, Louisiana,
and Mississippi,
Mississippi, to
to
Louisiana, and
be disposed of according
law of....66,
of.. .66, 67
according to law
67
the law..
law
67
mode of applying
applying for benefit
benefit of
of the
67
owners of,
lands heretofore
heretofore desigdesigowners
ot, upon
upon lands
nated as mineral,
mineral, but
which no
no valnated
but on
on which
valuable mines of gold, &c. have
uable
have been discovered, may
may pre-empt
pre-empt the
the same,
same, or
or
covered,
take them as homesteads ............. 253
253
take
Honolulu,
steamships
steamshipfi of
of the line
line from San FrancisFrancisco to Japan
required to
to
co
Japan and China not required
touch at .......................
394
touch
394
service between
between
monthly mail
mail steamship
steamship service
San Francisco
Francisco and,
and, Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General
may invite proposals on
543, 544
544
may
on ..........
543,
See
Mail
Steamship
Service.
See Mail Steamship Service.
Hoods,
Hoods,
non.
............................
474
tax
474
-_ upon
- ..................
..
-.-

882
882
Hoop-Skirts,
Hoop-Skirts,
tax upon
upon........................

INDEX.
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474

House
(continued.)
House of Representatives,
Representatives, (continued.)
if clerk
is unable
to perform
perform this
this duty
duty
if
clerk is
unable to
sergeant-atarms
it
597
sergeant-at
arms to do
do it.............
97
if
sergeant-at-arms is unable, doorif sergeant-at-arms
doorkeeper to perform it.............
it
397
397
compensation
of......441, 442,
442,
of officers,
officers, &c.
&c. of......441,
compensation of
contingent
expenses of the..........442,
the443
442, 443
contingent expenses
Institute and
and Home,
Home,
Howard Institute
of the District of Columbia, incorporated
69
incorporated 69
its powers
objects
69
69
powers and objects................
managers
managers and
and their powers
powers............ 69
be established
established and maintained
maintained by volto be
untary contributions
70
contributions ...............
70
record thereof
thereof to be kept
kept and rerecord
ported annually
annually ...............
ported
70
Howard
Howard University,
in the District of Columbia, act to
to incorporate
438, 439
439
porate .......................
438,
general and
and special provisions
provisions of the
the act
act
of incorporation
incorporation ................
438,
438, 439
439
Hubbard, Gordon S.,
Hubbard,
account of, for carrying
carrying mail, to be anauaccount
dited and paid ...................
597
Hudnall,
Hudnall, James
James T.,.,
be allowed to, in settlement of
of
credit to be
accounts for public
money lost ........ 645
645
accounts
public moneylost
Humboldt Canal
Canal Company,
canal
right of way granted to, for aa canal
through the public
public lands of the United
through
United
States64............................
64
certain lands may be flowed to create
create aa
reservoir for
for .......................
64
reservoir
64
waste-gates, mill-sites, depots,
sites for waste-gates,
&c
64
&c ...............................
64
cease, unless, &c.
64
grant to cease,
&c.............
64
not to interfere
grant to any
any
interfere with grant
railroad company ..............
. 64
Hunter,
Hunter, Commander
Commander Charles,
Charles,
be restored
restored to his rank in the navy...
navy
to be
70
Huntington, Dimick
Huntington,
Dimick B.,
settlement of accounts
sums found due in settlement
paid
570
of, as Indian
Indian agent, to be paid.......
570
Hurley, Thomas,
pension to.........................
to
584
pension
584
Thaddeus,
Hyatt, Thaddeus,
patent of, for improvements
improvements in vault
vault covers extended
extended .......................
ers,
604
effect of extension
extension ...............
604
Hydrometers.
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Hydrometers. See
Secretary
Treasury may
may adopt, for testSecretary of Treasury
&c
ing spirits subject
subject to tax, &c.........
481
Hydrographic Office,
Hydrographic
established
established in Navy
Navy Department........
Department
69
be attached to bureau of navigation...
navigation
69
to be
purposes thereof
thereof ............
69
........ 69
maps and
and charts to be published and furnished navigators at cost of printing
nished
printing
and paper
paper
........................ 69
copyrights to
to be purchased............
purchased
69
copyrights
69
money received
received from sales of maps, &c. to
be
be returned to treasury and here
here used.
used. 69
69

Hopley, John,
payment to .......................
22
22
Horne,
Home, Henry,
payment
600
600
to......................
payment to
Horse
Horse Dealers,
Dealers,
definition of, and special tax on
.....
116
on......... 116
Horses,
Horses,
48
duty on those imported alive ..........
Horses, Cavalry
Horses,
Cavalry and Artillery,
appropriation for
91
91
fbr purchase
purchase of ..........
appropriation
Horton,
Lewis A.,
Horton, Lewis
A.,
629
pension of, increased ..................
Hosea,
Hosea, Mary,
Mary,
widow of James Hosea, pension to
to...... 630
630
widow
Hospital
Pam+tare and Clothing,
Hospital Furniture
Clothing,
authorito be placed at the disposal of the authorities of the city of Portland,
Portland, for the relief
relief
of sufferers
sufferers by the fire ..............
'364
364
Hospital,
Hospital, Government,
Government,for
for the Insane,
Insane,
appropriations
316, 464
for .............. 20, 316,
appropriations for
Hospitals,
41farine,
Hospitals, Marine,
appropriation
Cleveland
22
at Cleveland.........
for, at
appropriation for,
at Chelsea .......................
310
310
sale of certain
certain authorized
authorized .............
40, 76
Hospitals,
Hospitals, Navy,
appropriations for
36, 491
for .................. 36,
appropriations
at Washington
325
Washington ..................
325
Hospital
Stewards,
Hospital Stewards,
at each military post .................
333
333
attached to the medical
medical department
335
department ..... 335
Hotels,
Hotels, Keepers of,
of,
definition of, and special tax on ..... 117,118
117,.118
certain, to pay an additional
additional tax........
tax
118
118
House
Correction for
House of
of Correction
for Boys,
act to establish,
establish, in District of Columbia..
Columbia
232
232
government
government vested in seven trustees
trustees..... 232
trustees, how appointed, and term
term of
of ofoffice ...........................
232
232
to have expenses, but no pay
233
pay....... 233
to be a
a corporation ..............
233
233
name and powers of ..........
233
trustees ...................
233,
234
duties of trustees
233, 234
superintendent and
233
superintendent
and other
other officers
officers ........ 233
treasurer, bond,
bond and duties
233
duties ...........
233
grounds and buildings to be prepared....
prepared
233
233
boys of what ages and for what offences
to be sentenced
sentenced to ................
233
233
expenses
while in
expenses of, while
in institution,
institution, how
how
paid .........................
234
234
superintendent to reside at institution,
superintendent
institution,
and have charge, &c.
boys...233, 234
&c. of the boys...233,
234
to keep a
register of the boys admitted
admitted 234
a register
234
property, and keep
to have charge of property,
keep
234
accounts ...................
books to be open to inspection
inspection of
of
trustees
234
trustees.....................
contracts for the
institution 234
to make contracts
the institution.
234
233
to give bond ...................
233
annual report
report to Secretary of Interior
234
Interior.... 234
expenses of construction,
construction, how to be paid.
paid 235
House
House of Representatives,
1.
appropriation
officers, clerks, &c.
Ste. and
and
appropriation for officers,
contingent
..... 24, 25,
contingent expenses of
of.....24,
25, 192, 193
193 Idaho
Idaho Land
District,
Land District,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
established, provisions
provisions concerning
concerning ......
77
77
expenses of,
ending June
expenses
of, for the year ending
to be located at Boise
City............. 77
Boise City
30,1866
30, 1866 ........................
59 ldaho
Territory,
Idaho Territory,
ventilation
ventilation of bath-room
bath-room of the....
325
the ..........
25
appropriations
appropriations for government
455
government of....204, 455
duties of clerk
clerk of, in preparing
preparing for the
the ororto pay for census
census of ..............
22
22
ganization
ganization of .......................
397
97
for Indian service
service in ...........
279, 512
279,
512
roll of members elect to be made
made........
... 397
established in ..............
288
post-roads established
288
names of what members to be placed on
on
district established
77
land district
established in ............
77
the
roll
397
theroll.............
..
..............397
name and location ...............
77
name
77
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Idaho
(continued.)
Idaho Territory,
Territory, (continued.)
Income Tax. See Internal
Revenue.
Internal Revenue.
register and receiver
receiver of land
land district
district in
in.. 77
77
to be paid by persons
persons out of the United
United
their duties
duties and
and pay ...............
77
77
States and not citizens,
citizens, on income from
from
surveyor-general
authorized
surveyor-general for, authorized........
77
77
business in the United States .........
138
38
salary, duties, allowances..........
allowances
77
levied
May
1,
and
77
May I,
payable June
June 30, in
in
office
office to be at Boise City
City.......... 77
each year ........................
138
each
138
internal revenue
revenue of, for
for
net proceeds of internal
1,and
to be levied March
March 1,
and be payable
payable on or
or
three
three years, to be applied to erection of
of
before
before April
April 30, in each
each year.........
year
480
480
penitentiaries
in
penitentiaries in....................
377
377
to last until 1870,
1870, and no longer
longer ..... 138,
138, 480
480
limit of amount
amount to be expended
expended.... 377
377
rate
rate of, whence derived, amount
amount exempt
exempt 478
478
at what places to be erected
erected........ 377
377
for the year
year ending
ending December
December 31..
31.. 478
478
to be for
survey of boundary between,
between, and Oregon 466
in
estimating
income,
what
to
be
included
478
in estimating
what to be included 478
salaries of chief justice and associate
associate juswhat to be deducted ........ 478,
478, 479
479
what
tices
tires ...........................
426
list or return.....................
426
return
479
479
judges of Supreme
Supreme Court of, to define
define judito be verified
verified by
by oath
oath .............
479
to
479
cial districts, assign
assign judges, and appoint
appoint
may
increased
479
may be increased.................
479
times and places for
courts 427
for holding
holding the courts
penalty
427
penalty for neglect
neglect or refusal to make resessions of legislative assembly
assembly to be biturns, or making
making filse
false returns........
returns ..
479
479
ennial, after, &c
&c ...................
ennial,
427
427
not to be assessed
assessed until after reasonnext election for
of
for members
members of.......
427
427
able notice....................
notice
480
able
480
term of office of members
members of house and
if income tax is paid
paid in another
another district..
district
479
479
council
council
............................ 427
amount of income
amount
income may
may be proved
479
proved...... 479
councillor
councillor districts and election
election of memdeductions claimed,
deductions
claimed, not to be allowed until
until
bers of council .....................
427
approved
427
approved by assistant
assistant assessor........
assessor..
479
479
Idaho, The Steam Screw Sloop of
Idaho,
of War,
appeal from assistant
appeal
assistant assessor to assessor
assessor 479
479
of
the
to be accepted by the Secretary
Secretary of the
decision of assessor to be final, unless rereNavy and contractor
contractor discharged
discharged...... 640
versed
commissioner of internal rev640
versed by commissioner
Illinois,
enue
479,
480
enue .......................
479, 480
post-roads established
established in 191,
191, 282, 283,
551 ,552
283, 551,552
not paid
paid wlicn
when due, five
five per
per cent
cent and
inif not
and in///inois Soldiers'
Illinois
Soldiers' College
College and
and Military
Military Academy,
Academy,
terest to be added ..................
480
480
anl bedding
cots and
bedding for five hundred
hundred persons
persons
of those in the civil, military, or
or naval
granted to, for use of free students
service
States ...... 139,
480
service of the United States
139, 480
therein, disabled
disabled by the war
war.......... 366
366
rate of tax
480
rate
tax....................
480
Illuminating Oils,
Illuminating
Oils,
amount
amount of, to be deducted
deducted ........
480
480
the mixing of, with naphtha for sale, how
how
pay-rolls, &c.
&c. to show such
such payments
pay-rolls,
payments 480
480
punished ........................
punished
484
accounting
proof
accounting officers to require proof
selling, &c. such mixture ..........
selling,
484
484
deducted and
that taxes have been deducted
Immigration,
Immigration,
paid over.
over ................
480
480
expenses
expenses under act to encourage
encourage...
.... .226,
226, 415
415
payments
money to be deemed
payments of prize
prize money
deemed
Imprisonment,
Imprisonment,
income
income ...........................
480
480
persons sentenced
sentenced to, in the jail in the
mechanics or laborers on
but not to mechanics
on
District of Columbia, may
may be
employed
Districtof
be employed
public works ...................
480
public
480
at hard labor
labor.....................
this takes
takes effect upon
upon salary and
compen407
and compenImprisonmentfor
Imprisonment for Debt,
Debt,
1867 ..............
480
sation for March, 1867
480
State laws for discharge
discharge from,
from, to apply
apply
Indemnity
Indemnity
to process from courts of the United
United
for spoliation
to
be
paid
for
spoliation upon the Poneas,
Poncas, to be paid
States ..........................
. 543
by the United
United States ................
676
676
all modifications,
conditions, and remodifications, conditions,
Independent Treasury,
Treasury,
strictions of, upon,
upon, to apply to
such
to such
appropriations for
the expenses
of the...
the
202,
appropriations
for the
expenses of
202,
process ......
process
..............
543
452 ' 453
452,
453
oath of,
of, and notice by, debtor
debtor ..........
543
543
for assistant treasurers
treasurers of the
for
the United
United
all proceedings
proceedings to be had before
before commisStates ..................
452, 453
States
452,
453
sioners of the circuit court of the United
for clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
and watchfor
States ...........................
543
452,453
543
men .....................
452, 453
Improvements,
Improvtements,
Indiana,
Indiana,
claim of settlers upon
upon certain
certain townships
townships
post-roads
established in.....6,
in
6, 191,
191, 282,
552
post-roads established
282, 552
ceded to the Ponca Indians for, to be
Indian
be
Indian Affairs,
Affairs,
satisfied by the Poncas ...........
675,
appropriations
for the
office of
675, 676
676
appropriations for
the office
of commisimport
Import Duties,
Duties,
sioner of
of ......................
197, 447
447
sioner
197,
under treaty
treaty with Japan ............... 655
extra clerks in office
office of ................
315
315
Imports.
See Duties.
Duties.
Imports.
Indian
Indian Agents,
on, to be
be notified..
notified
182
in
Utah
Territory,
payment
to
certain,
of
persons claiming lien on,
182
in Utah Territory, payment to certain, of
not exceeding
exceeding $
$ 100 in value, may be entheir
sums found due in settlement of their
enaccounts .........................
570
tered without triplicate invoice,
accounts
invoice, if, &c
&c. 182
182
570
act imposing duties on certain.........
certain
appointment of certain
agents 515
515
328
appointment
certain sub-Indian agents
Annuity Goods,
Incidental Expenses
Erpenses
Indian Annuity
Goods,
of collectors of customs, when
when part
appropriation to purchase
purchase in
those
appropriation
part may
may
in lieu of
of those
186
lost by fire on steamer
steamer Frank Bates...
208
be paid
paid. .........................
Bates... 208
Income,
Indian Bureau,
Bureau,
Indian
returns of,
appropriations for the
the ............
255, 468
of, to state whether the rates,
rates, &c.
&c.
appropriations
255,
468
5, 147
147 Indian Department,
Department,
are given in coin or currency
currency........5,
appropriation
current and contingent
if made in coin, to be reduced
reduced to curappropriation for current
contingent
expenses
treaty
147
rency ...................
expenses of,
.5,5, 147
of, and
and for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
stipulations
Indian tribes
tribes for
for the
the
duty of assessors in such cases.....
cases
147
147
stipulations with
with Indian
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Indian Department,
Indian Department,
(continued.)
treaty
stipulations, &c. with
with the
years ending June 30, 1867 and 1868..255
treaty stipulations,
1868..255 -Quapaws
280,
Qnapaws ....................
263, 506
280, 492-515
492-515
515
Quil-leh-utes
superintendents, agents,sale
agents,sale agents,clerks,
Quil-leh-utes ......... 270,
270, 506, 514,
514, 515
superintendents,
agents,clerks,
270,506,
&e
255,
256, 492,
492, 493
493
ts ..........
Qui-nai-elts
270,
506, 514, 515
515
&c ..................
255,256,
271,
496, 497
interpreters, presents, provisions ..... 256,
256, 492
Red Lake .............
Red
271, 49G,
263, 506
Rogue Rivers
buildings and repairs
repairs .............. 256, 492
492
Rogue
Rivers ..............
263,
263, 506,
contingencies
Saes
Sacs ...................
263,
506, 507
contingencies ..................... 256, 492
492
274, 509,
509, 510
Sans Ares
treaty stipulations,
stipulations, &e.
Sans
Arcs .............
274,
510
&c. with the
Seotons
256,
493,
494
Apaches .............
..
.. .... .259,
259, 276, 492, 493
Scotons .................
256, 493, 494
263, 319, 507
Seminoles .............
Arapahoes .............
271, 276, 493
Arapahoes
271,
Seminoles
263,319,
264, 507,
507, 508
Senecas ................
Arickarees ......................
493
Arickarees
Senecas
264,
Assinaboines .................... 493
493
Shawnees ................ 264, 507,
507, 508
Assinaboines
Shawnees
272, 508
Blackfeet Indians ......... 208, 273, 508
Shoshonees
Blackfeet
508
Shoshonees...................272,
273, 274,
274, 508, 509,
509, 512
257, 274,
274, 494
494
512
Bois Fortes .............. 257,
Sioux ...........
273,
279, 514
'04
Calapooias
264, 265,
265, 493,
493, 510
Calapooias...........264,
Sissetons .................
279,
510
510
Camanches
259,
493
Six Nations
Nations ..................
264, 510
Camanches .............
259, 276, 493
Cayuses .................
S'Klailams .................
270, 310
266, 510, 511
511
S'Klallams
270,
510
256, 493, 494
Snake ........................
511
Snake
511
Chastas ...............
256,
Cherokee Nation .......... 279,
499, 513
Tabegnaehe
510
Cherokee
279, 499,
513
Tabeguache Bands ........ 272, 275, 510
Cheyennes .............
271, 276, 493
278, 513
513
Texas
Cheyennes
271,
Texas .......................
273,
509
Chickasaws
258,
259,
497
Two
Kettles
................
Chickasaws ..............
258, 259, 497
273,
510, 511
Chippewas..256,
271, 273,
273,
Umatill
as ..............
Chippewas.
Umatillas
.256, 257, 258, 261,
261, 271,
266, 510,
511
Umpquas
256, 264,
494, 510
497, 504
504
Umpquas........256,
274, 370, 494, 495, 496, 497,
264, 493, 494,
510
Choctaws .............
259, 497
497
Upper Pen d'Orcilles
d'Oreilles ..........
270, 501
Choctaws
270,
258, 259,
Clackamas ..................
265, 493
493
Upper Yanktonais
Yanktonais .............
274, 509
509
Clackamas
Upper
274,
265,
2'9,
272, 320, 498, 499
499
Utahs ..............
272, 275, 510,
510, 513
513
Creeks ..........
259, 272,
Dakotas .............
273, 274, 508, 509
Wahpakoot a. .................
514
Wahpakoota
279, 514
Delawares
260, 499,
499, 500
Delawares ..............
260,
500
Wahpatons .................
514
Wahpatons
279, 514
D' Wamish ................
266, 500
Walla-Wallas ...........
266, 510, 511
511
D'Wamish
266,
500
Walla-Wallas
266,
Flatheads ............ 269, 500, 501,
501, 514
514
Wiehitas ...................
513
Wichitas
278, 513
208,
493
Winnebagoes
265,280, 494,
494, 511
511
Fort Laramie ..............
208, 493
Winnebagoes ..... 268, 265,280,
263,
506, 507
Foxes ................
263, 506,
Yakamas
Yakamas ................
267, 277,
511
277, 511
257, 494
494
Grand Portage .............
257,
Yanctons
265, 278,
278, 512, 514
514
Yanctons ..........
265,
Gros Ventres
Ventres ..................
493
Yanctonais
274, 509
493
Yanctonais ..................
274,
Iowas .....................
260, 501
lowas
260,
Indian service
service in Arizona
Arizona Territory.
Territory. .279,
279, 512
512
Kansas ....................
California.278, 279, 512,
512, 513
513
260, 501
in California.278,
Kickapoos
Kickapoos..........
......
260, 501
Colorado Territory
Territory 279,
279, 512
512
in Colorado
Kiowas ................
259,
259, 276, 493
493
in
in Dakota
. 280, 512
512
D)akota Territory
Territory..
Kioways .....................
493
493
in Idaho
Idaho Territory...279,
Territory
279, 512
512
Klamaths *
277, 501
Klamaths
..................
277,
in Michigan
Michigan ........ 278, 514
514
Kootenays ..................
270, 501
2-8, 514
in Minnesota ........ 278,
514
257
Lac de Flambeau ...............
Territory. 279, 512
512
257
in Montana
Montana Territory.279,
Lake Winnibagoshish
273, 496
Lake
Winnibagoshish ..... 258, 273,
in Nevada
Territory 279
279 --326,
326,
Nevada Trritory
Lower Brules
Brulds .............
273, 508, 509
Lower
512
512
Makahs .................
266, 501,
Makahs
Mexico...278,
266,
501, 502
in New Mexico...
278, 279,
279, 513
Mandams
491
....................
493
in Oregon
.... 278, 279, 512, 513
Oregon....278,
513
Medawakantons
279, 514
514
Medawakantons ..............
279,
in Utah Territory.
.25, 279,
279, 512
512
Territory..25,
Menomonees .............
Menomonees
258,
502
258, 260, 502
Washington Territory..
Territory.. 278,
in Washington
Menomones
494
Menomones ...................
494
279, 512,
512, 513
Miamies ............
260, 261,
515
260,
261, 502, 515
Choctaws .
.278,
in country leased from Choctaws....
278, 513
513
Middle Oregons ..............
270, 498
498
annuities to Pawnees,
Pawnees, Poncas,
Poncas, and YancYaneMinneconjons
Minneconjons ..............
273, 508
273,
Sioux514
278, 514
ton Sioux........................278,
Missourias ................
261,
504
261, 504
vaccination514
278, 514
vaccination....
................
.278,
Modoes
277,
501
Modocs ..... ..............
277,
colonizing, &c.
&e. the
the Wichitas and
and other
colonizing,
other
Molallas
Molallas
265, 493
493
...................
265,
affiliated hands
affiliated
bands .................
278,
278, 513
513
Molels ...................
270, 502
502
270,
interest
on
abstracted
bonds
interest
abstracted
of Cherokee
Cherokee
Navajos
279, 514
Navajos..................279,
514
279, 514
school and national
national funds
funds....... 279,
514
New York Indians ............
258, 494
on non-paying
non-paying stock
stock held in trust ibr
ibr
on
Nez Perces
267, 269, 503, 504
504
Perces........... 267,
various Indian
tribes514
279, 514
various
Indian tribes
........
Nisquallys ...............
261,
Nisquallys
261, 502, 503
Attorney-General
Attorney-General to inquire
inquire into
into condiO'Gallalas
274,
508
................
274, 508
tion of all funds held in trust
trust for InOmahas ...............
261276, 504
504
261
-276,
dian tribes
tribes............... .......... 497
Onk-pah-pah
508
Onk-pah-pah ................. 274, 508
what stocks are non-paying,
non-paying, and tie
the
what
Osages .....................
261,
504
261, 504
remedy of the United States
remedy
States..... 497
Ottawas .................
270, 370,
504
370, 504
report
report to Congress
Congress ................
497
Ottoes ...................
g61,
261, 504
504
subsistence
subsistence of the Sisseton, Wahlpaton,
Wahpaton,
Pawnees
Pawnees ...............
262, 278,
278, 505
262,
Medanakanton,
Medanakitn ton, and
and Walipakoota
Wahpakoota bands
Pembinas ..................
Pembina@
271,
271, 497
497
of Sioux or Dakota
Indians .....
279, 514
514
Dakota Indians
Pillager Bands
Bands ...........
.
258, 273, 496
258,
delivery
delivery of provisions
provisions to Indians within
within
Poncas ..................
265, 278, 505
Poncas
superintendency ........ 280, 513
the Utah
Utah superintendency
513
Pottawatomies ..262,
265, 280, 370, 505,
Pottawatomies
.. 262, 265,
agents to the
the Winnebagos
special agents
Winnebagos and
506
Pottawatomies in Wisconsin
l''ottawatomies
280, 514
Wisconsin.... 280,
514
.--.- n-1 -.
s.a, XAX 0:A
Puyallups
261,, -lU,
502, DUO
503
r Uyanllupb ......
.........
,
funds held,
and appropriations
appropriations made.
made. for
held, and
for
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Indian
Department, (continued.)
Indians to be expended only
Indians
only according
according
treaty stipulations
stipulations ....... 280
to law and treaty
280
payment for supplies for destitute Indians
of the southern
southern sUperintendency
superintendency ...... 280
280
for removal
removal to homes .............
280
280
examination to be made before
full examination
before
money is expended
expended .............
280
citizens of good
character
loyal citizens
good moral
moral character
may trade with Indian tribes,
tribes, upon
upon
giving bond, &c ...................
280
280
conditions of bond ...............
280
conditions
280
existing laws and
apand regulations
regulations to
to apply to such traders .............
280
280
rescue
rescue of prisoners from Indians,
Indians, and arrest of persons charged
charged with crimes
crimes
515
against Indians .................
515
no money or annuity to be paid
paid to any
any
Indian tribe engaged in hostilities
against the United States, &c. since,
since, tte
515
&c. 515
nor until new appropriations
appropriations are
made ......................
515
. 515
hostilities
hostilities by any tribe to be reported
reported to
Congress
515
.......................... 515
Indian
Indian bureau to report each session,
session, to
Congress, tabular statement of'
sepaof separate objects of expenditure
expenditure .........
515
515
appointment
appointment of Indian sub-agents......
sub-agents
515
515
appropriation for
Miamies, to
whom
to
be
appropriation
for Miamies,
to whom to be
paid ............................
515
515
Indianola,
Indianola,
to be
district of Srduria,
he port of entry for district
Saluria,
Texas, instead of La Salle..........
Salle
308
308
Indian Regiments,
Indian
Reiiments,
payment of bounty to certain, provided for
for 360
360
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Indian
appropriations for survey
appropriations
survey of
318
of............ 318
Indians
Indian Tribes.
Indians and
and Indian
Indian Tribes.
Tribes. See Indian
Tribes.
subsistence, clothing, &c. for destitute,
destitute,
within the southern superintendency..
superintendency
347
Indian
Indian Scouts,
may be enlisted and employed
employed in the Territories and Indian country
country........... 333
333
to have pay an'd
and allowances
allowances of cavalry
cavalry
333
soldiers ........................
333
Indian Sub-Agents,
Indian
appointment of those whose salaries
salaries are
are
over $1,000
$1,000 aayear .................. 515
515
Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory,
post-roads established in....
post-roads
in............... 288
288
Indian Tribes,
Indian
provisions
provisions as to trust funds of.......279,
of
279, 280
any loyal citizen of good moral character
character
may trade with, upon giving
giving bonds...
bonds.... .280
280
conditions of bond ................
280
280
existing laws and regulations applicable
cable to such traders
traders............ 280
appropriation
appropriation for negotiation
negotiation of treaties
certain, of the Upper Missouri
with &rutin,
Missouri and
Upper Platte rivers .................
358
how to be expended
358
expended ..............
358
no money or annuity to be paid to
to any
any in
hostility against the United
United States,
States, &a,
&c.,
since, &c
&c ..................
515
.....
515
nor until new appropriations
appropriations are
are
made ........................
515
made
515
report to Congress of cases of hostilities 515
515
Attorney-General
report upon condiAttorney-General to report
condition of funds held by the United
United States
States
in trust for .......................
497
to report what stocks are not paying,
paying,
the
security
and
remedy
of
the
the
remedy of the
United States
497
States.................. 497
interest on non-paying stock held for
for.... 514
514
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Indian Tribes,
Tribes, (continued.)
rescue
rescue of prisoners
prisoners from,
from, and ret:ining
retifning
them to their
their homes ................. 515
515
arrest
persons charged
arrest of persons
charged with
with crimes
against the ........................
515
515
India-Rubber
India-Rubber Boots
Boots and Shoes,
tax upon
upon. ............................
474
474
Indorsed Letters
Letters
to be
be returned
writers free ..........
60
returned to writers
60
Industrial Exposition,.
Industrial
at Paris, France, joint
resolutions in relarelajoint resolutions
tion to the ...................... 326,
326, 347
acts of
of Secretary
approved
347
acts
Secretary of State approved......
347
Secretary of
of State to
to make general
general regulations ...........................
348
348
general agent
agent at New
New York.....347,
363
general
York .... 347, 362, 363
may
may appoint clerks, their pay..
pay...347,
.347, 348
commissioners ......................... 363
commissioners
363
who
who not to be
be .................
363
people of the United
United States
States invited to
take part in......................
in
363
363
appropriations for ................. 362,
362, 363
appropriations
Infantry,
Infantry,
number of
of regiments
regiments of, in
in the army, and
and
how organized
organized ..................
332
how
332
four regiments
veteran reserve
reserve
regiments to be
be the
the veteran
corps...........................
corps
332
332
regiments of
four regiments
of colored soldiers
332
soldiers...... 332
original vacancies in
grades of
in grades
of officers,
officers,
how filled
filled ... .
332
how
................... 332
veteran reserve
reserve corps, how
how officered....
officered
332
veteran
332
each
each regiment
regiment to have what officers
and
officers and
333
men ............................
. 333
Informers,
of violations of provisions
provisions of the internal
internal
revenue
revenue law, one
one half of fine, &c. for
for
extortion or oppression
oppression by certain
certain revenue officers
officers to go to ................. 101
101
for exercising
exercising trade, &c. without
without
payment
payment of special tax.........
tax
113
113
for violating law
law as to sales,
sales, &c
&c..... 134
134
amount
amount to be paid to, when
when there has
been
been a
ajudgment
judgment ................... 145
145
when payment
payment is made
made without
without suit
suit
or before
before judgment
judgment .............
146
146
no right accrues
accrues to, until, &c.............
&c
146
when aa witness in civil actions for aapenWhen
alty the other
other party
party may be a
a witness
also...........................
also
146
146
appropriation
pay certain,
certain, their share
share
appropriation to pay
of certain
certain fines,
fines, penalties,
penalties, and forfeitures .............................
208
208
of breaches
breaches of customs laws, one fourth
fines, penalties,
penalties, and forfeitures
forfeitures under
under
of fines,
seizures to go to ..............
546
seizures
546
when officer
of
revenue
cutter
inofficer of revenue cutter is
is informer,
one
half
former,
of proceeds
proceeds to go
to
to officers of the cutter, to be divided among them
them according to
their pay
pay ................... 546,
546, 547
547
Inland Sea,
Inland
Sea,
opening of port in,
opening
Japan, may be acin, by Japan,
cepted in lieu of payment
payment of money...
money... 665
665
Insane
Asylum
Insane
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, who
who may
may be
admitted to ...................
93, 94
94
93,
Insane,
Hospital for the,
the,
Insane, Government
Government Hospital
appropriations for the
the...........
316, 464
464
appropriations
20, 316,
finishing,
finishing, &c. each
each wing, &c.......
&c
464
464
salary
of superintendent,
established
464
salary of
superintendent, established....
464
Inspection.
Internal Revenue.
Inspection. See Internal
of spirits, Secretary
Secrtary of
of Treasury
Treasury may
adopt rules,
rules, &c. to
to insure correct
correct and
and
uniform system of
of ..
481
..................
481
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Inspection Laws,
in
regard to steamboats,
steamboats, special examinain regard
time into
tions to be made from time to time
229
229
administration of ...............
the administration
Inspection
Liyhts,
Inspection of Liqhts,
458
458
appropriations for expenses
expenses of.........
of
appropriations
Inspection
Boilers,
Inspection of Boilers,
229
229
one additional at New York ............
Inspector
Spirits,
Inspector (General)
(General) of Spirits,
all distilled
distilled spirits,
to inspect and gauge al
481
and mark barrels
barrels and packages
packages ....... 481
Inspector
of Military
Military Academy,
Academy,
Inspectorof
449
appropriation for
office of 449
pay of clerk in office
for pay
appropriation
inspectors,
Inspectors,
on board vessels destined for one or more
ports in the United States,
States, regulations
regulations
184
184
us
to ..........................
usto
under the internal revenue act, penalty
101
upon, for extortion
extortion or oppression
oppression.... 101
penalty upon, for accepting, &c. any
penalty
money,
&c. any
money, &c. for compromising, &e.
charge
the law
law relating to
charge for violating the
483
483
internal taxes ......................
under internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws, to give
under
484
484
bonds .........................
be
conditions, and how to be
amount, conditions,
484
.. 484
approved ...................
445
appropriation
expenses of 445
appropriation for salaries and expenses
Inspectors- General,
General,
Inspectorsfour of the army, their pay, emoluments,
emoluments,
334
334
&c ..............................
&c
34
assistant, their number, pay, &c.....
&c
34
Inspectors
Customs,
Inspectors of Customs,
208
208
increased
continue
certain, to continue....
increased pay of certain,
Inspectors
Inspectors of Cotton,
101
101
appointment, duties, and pay of........
of
Inspectors
Distilleries,
Inspectors of Distilleries,
160
155,
appointment and duties of ..........
155, 160
156
not to be engaged
business
156
engaged in other business....
not
interested in the pronot to be or become interested
168
168
duction of distilled spirits ............
fees
and
pay
of,
and
156
paid..... 156
fees and pay of, and by whom paid
assistants, appointment, duties, &c.
of .. 156
&c. of.
assistants,
law
law requiring one for each distillery, re481
pealed ..........................
482
duty
of, to be performed by whom...
whom...481,
481, 482
duty of,
Inspectors
Steamboats,
Inspectors of Steamboats,
penalty
returns as
not making returns
for not
penalty upon, for
188
188
required by law ....................
453
appropriations
373, 453
203, 373,
appropriations for ...........
229
229
bonds of ......
.................
penalty
connected with any
any
penalty upon persons connected
association of steamboat pilots, engineers, masters, or owners,
owners, for attempt228
exercise the functions
functions of.......
of
ing to exercise
228
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor...... 228
such act to be a
to forfeit office and pay
pay $
$500.
500....... 228
clerk in local offices
offices at New
New York
York and
229
New Orleans .......................
stationery, printing, instruments,
instruments, &c.
&c. for 229
annual compensation of local, established
established
of—
for the district ofBaltimore
.
229
Baltimore.. ................
229
Boston and Charlestown ..........
229
Buffalo ......................
229
Charleston
229
229
Charleston .....................
Chicago .......................
229
Cincinnati .
.
229
Cincinnati
......................
Cleveland
Cleveland.....................
229
Detroit
Detroit..........................
229
Galen a ...........
229
.............
Galena
Galveston .....................
229
Galveston
Louisville ........................
229
Memphis
Memphis.....................
229

Inspectors
of Steamboats,
(continued.)
Steamboats, (continued.)
Inspectors of
annual
compensation of local,
local, established
established
annual compensation
—
offor the district
district of
229
Mobile
Mobile ..........................
Nashville
229
Nashville ........................
. 229
....................
London ..
New London
.
New
.
229
. 229
Orleans...................
New Orleans.
New York
York ....................... 229
229
Norfolk
229
Norfolk .........................
Oswego
229
Oswego .......................
229
Philadelphia...................
Philadelphia
Pittsburg
Pittsburg........................ 229
229
Portland,
Portland, (Maine)
(Maine) ...............
229
Portland, (Oregon)
(Oregon) ...............
Portland,
San
Francisco
229
.
229
...................
San Francisco
229
Savannah ......................
229
Savannah
229
Saint
229
Louis.... ...................
Saint Louis
Vermont
229
Vermont....................... 229
229
Wheeling .....................
229
Wheeling
to
more thoroughly
thoroughly the
causes
the causes
investigate more
to investigate
disaster to steam-vessels
steam-vessels ..........
453
of disaster
violations of law.......
law
453
to prosecute
prosecute for violations
Tobacco,
Inspectors of Tobacco,
provisions
as to
duties
appointment and duties
to appointment
provisions as
of .........................
125, 126
126
125,
125
fees of, and how paid ..............
125
to
keep
account
of
stamps
delivered
to,
to keep account of stamps delivered to,
or used by
by.....
......... 125, 126
126
..............
and sold or
126
give bonds ........................
126
to give
Insurance
Insurance Agents,
definition of,
and special
special tax
tax on ........ 119
of, and
Insurance
Insurance Companies,
tax upon,
upon, or license
license of,
of, agencies
agencies of, in
tax
Washington,
not to exceed,
exceed, &c. 433
433
Washington, D. C. not
Insurrection,
Insurrection, The,
declared to be at an end
end in certain
certain States 813,
declared
817
817
throughout
Union
817
817
throughout the Union.............
Intelligence Office Keepers,
Keepers,
definition of,
and
special
tax
on
118
118
on.........
of,
Interest,
Interest,
on abstracted
Cherokee school
school
abstracted bonds of Cherokee
279
and national
national funds ..................
stock held in trust for Inon non-paying
non-paying stock
279
dian tribes
tribes .......................
279
on
government purposes
purposes
on sums
sums loaned for government
by First National Bank at WashingXashingby
ton, D. C
313
313
ton,
C ......................
rate of, upon
upon taxes not paid
paid when due, to
be one per
per cent aamonth
month ......... 473, 450
480
none to he
be charged for fraction of a
473
a month 473
Interior
Department,
Interior Department,
appropriations
for...... 20, 197, 198, 374,
374, 468
468
appropriations for......20,
Internal
Revenue,
Internal Revenue,
appointment of assistant assessors,
assessors, by the
appointment
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury ...........
22
Secretary
meaning of parts
parts of
4, 5
5
of... 4,
declare the meaning
act to declare
"dividends in scrip"
scrip" in §
§ 120, to mean
"dividends
mean
what .............................
4, 55
"
stockholders "
mean what
what..
55
' in §§ 122, to mean
"stockholders
"
Sze. in §
§122,
122, to mean
mean
" all such interest,"
interest," &c.
5
what ..........................
5
what
returns of income
declared to be
income to be declared
5, 147
stated in coin or
or legal currency......
eurrency......5,
147
when in coined money, to be
he reduced
to value in currency ........... 5,
5, 147
appropriations for expenses
expenses of adminisappropriations
tering, except, &c ................... 205
accommodations for
for officers of
of .........
319
319
accommodations
amending act to provide
provide ..........
.
98
act amending
unmanufactured cotton to
to pay a
a tax of
unmanufactured
three cents a
apound
98, 471
pound ..............
weight, how
how ascertained
98
98
weight,
ascertained ...........
tax a
98
a lien .......................
tax
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Internal Revenue, (continued.)
(continued.)
Internal
Internal
Revenue, (continued.)
InternalRevenue,
(continued.)
no drawback on unmanufactured
unmanufactured cotton,
accounts
accounts of assistant
assessors, how made
assistant assessors,
when exported raw .................
98
when
98
105
and verified
verified ........................
105
no tax upon imported, on which
which imimbids and
and contracts
contracts for supply
supply of
of stasta
ported duty has been paid
ported
paid....... 98
tionery .......................
105
tionery
105
tax, how levied and paid, and proadditional compensation
compensation to assessors
assessors and
additional
and
ceedings
thereto...98-101
ceedings in reference thereto...98101
assistants in certain
certain districts
districts .........
105
105
See Cotton. p. 860.
not to exceed
exceed the rate of $5,000
$5,000 a
a
penalty
upon
inspectors,
revenue
agents,
penalty
inspectors,
agents,
year..
year
...................
105
or special agents
agents for extortion
extortion or
or wilwilcollectors
collectors acting as disbursing officers,
officers, to
ful oppression
101
oppression........... ........
101
be allowed
allowed certain
certain bills heretofore paid 105
105
fine,
fine, imprisonment,
imprisonment, dismissal from
from
commissions
of assessors
assessors and
and collectors
collectors
commissions of
office..........................
office
101
in districts
districts whence and to which cotone half of fine to the United
United
ton, distilled spirits, &c. are
are sent..
sent.. 106, 473'
473'
States,
States, and one half to the inaccounts of assessors
accounts
assessors and
and collectors, after
101
former ...................
101
June 30, 1864, to be adjusted
June
adjusted to fiscal
fiscal
assistant assessors
assessors when
when to notify persons
persons
year ..................
........... 106
to render annual lists................
lists
.. 101
101
assessor or
in
if more than one assessor
or collector in
persons notified, and
neglecting to render
render
and neglecting
any year, commissions to be
be apporrender false lists, may
lists or render
may be sumsumtioned .......................
106
tioned
106
moned to appear, produce
produce books, &c...
&c... 101
no salaries or commissions
commissions to
to be
be paid, ununwitnesses
witnesses may be summoned........
summoned .....
101
101
less commissioner
commissioner of internal revenue
if persons do not reside, &c.
&c. in the
the State,
State,
certifies that all reports, &c.
certifies
&c. have
have been
any district where
where
assessor may enter any
received ..........................
received
106
they may be found, &c ...............
102
102
collectors to give notice
notice that
that taxes are
collectors
served.....
102
summons, how served
.............
102
payable,
time and place
place of
payable, and of the time
of
certificate
certificate of service to be evipayment ..........................
106
106
dence .....................
102
102
paying ....... 106
to notify persons
persons not paying
description of books ..........
102
102
106
fees therefor .................
106
penalty for neglecting to obey......
obey
102
102
if taxes are not paid in ten days, ten
attachment,
contempt .....
attachment, &c.
&c. for contempt
....... 102
additional to be
be paid ....
per cent additional
106
assessors or assistants to enter premises,
notice for taxes not in annual lists,
notice
take views and make
make up lists..
.....
102
lists.........
102
&c. .........................
106, 107
&c
106,
if false
false lists, &c. are returned,
returned, 100 per
when
when may distrain
distrain for taxes ........ 107
tax...............
cent to be added
added to tax
•
102
102
proceedings in case
case of distraint.....
distraint
proceedings
107
neglect to
render lists.
50 per
cent
102
for neglect
to render
lists, 50
per cent....
102
&c ...............
notice, sale, &c
107
further
farther time may be allowed
102
allowed ..........
102
effect of certificate
certificate of sale
sale ..... 107
amount added, how to be collected......
collected
102
102
tax to be a
alien ..................
107
tax
107
assessors to advertise,
advertise, Szc.
when and
and
assessors
&c. when
for taxes ...................
107
levy for
107
where appeals will be
be received
received as to
to
property the
books containing evidence
evidence of property
erroneous
erroneous assessments ...............
103
103
subject of distraint, to be
be exhibited
to
exhibited to
to submit proceedings
proceedings and,,
all
and lists to all
collector
demand ................
collector or.
on demand
107
who may apply ................. 103
property distrained
distrained may be
103
property
be restored to
to
appeals may be determined
determined summarily...
summarily
103
appeals
owner, if,
&c...
107, 108
if, &c....................
107,
allowed after, &c.
103
not to be allowed
if tax is
property to be sold
108
&c........
is not
not paid, property
sold 108
to be in writing, and state what.....
what
103
103
proceeds of sale
sale ................... 108
witnesses to be summoned and books
books
witnesses
exemptions from
from distraint
distraint and sale......
sale
108
exemptions
108
produced .....................
103
produced
appraisement of property
103
appraisement
property declared to
assessors may re-examine
re-examine and rectify
rectify asbe exempt ....................
108
sessments .........................
103
103
where property
liable to distraint is not
where
property liable
not
not to increase them except after
divisible, whole to be
be sold ............ 108
notice .........................
103
103
proceeds how disposed of ..........
108
103
assessors, when to make lists ...........
in sales of property, if amount of tax
tax is
103
is
103
lists to contain what
.............. 103
not bid, collector may buy for the United
property of non-residents .........
103
property
States .........................
108
108
to be sent to collector in ten days
104
such property
property may
may be
be sold
sold....
108
days... 104
such
.........
108
special lists may be made, within,
there has been no
no assessment therewithin,
if there
Ste.
on, one to be made'............
made'
&c. of property
property omitted or under108
104
accounts of charges
charges and
and expenses
expenses in
stated ......................
104
accounts
the word ""duty "" in this act to mean tax, 104
sales or seizures
seizures to be made......
made
108
104
108
105
pay and commissions of assessors..
assessors ......104,
104, 105
real estate, when may be sold
sold for taxes 108,
108,
104
109
109
limit of salary of ................. 104
office rent and clerk
clerk hire and acproceedings in
ci.aes of
of such
such sales...
sales
109
office
proceedings
in cus.es
109
counts thereof.
104
notice,
place
of
sale,
sale
109
thereof .................. 104
notice, place of sale, sale ..........
109
affidavit of clerk ..............
105
of several
several tracts.......
tracts
109
105
if it consists of
109
be bought
bought for the
United
chief clerk may administer cerwhen may be
the United
States .......................
109
105
105
tain oaths .................
States
105, 473
adjournment
sale
109
pay of assistant assessors ...........
adjournment of sale...............
105,
109
when employed
employed outside of place of
certificate
purchase, to set forth
forth
certificate of purchase,
what... ......................
109
residence ....................
105
residence
what..
105
deed to
to be
be given
upon surrender
surrender of
of
office rent, stationery, blank booksi
office
deed
books,
given upon
certificate
.
.
109
postage, &c
473
109
&c ................. 105, 473
certificate ...................
to be prima
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence of
allowance to for office rent disconallowance
of rere109
citals therein ..............
tinued ......................
473
tinued
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Revenue, (continued.)
Internal
(continued.)
Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, (continued.)
(continued.)
special tax
collector who
who shall
shall
109
tax deed of real estate, to convey what
special
what.. 109
tax to be paid collector
give a
a receipt
receipt therefor
therefor ..............
113
owner may stop proceedings
proceedings before
owner
113
penalty
for
exercising,
&c.
any
trade
withsale, by paying
109
paying tax and costs .....
penalty for exercising, &c. any trade with10
out
payment
of
tax
473
113,
may redeem within one year
payment
of
year
tax .............. 113, 473
fine and imprisonment
imprisonment473
113, 473
after sale by, &c.
109
&c ............
.........
109
113,
collector may seize and sell real estate
fine to be
be divided
divided between,
between, &c...
&c
113, 473
collector
11,3,
473
upon manufacturers
tobacco, snuff,
snuff,
in another district .............
110
11(
manufacturers of tobacco,
records of sales to be kept .........
cigars, and
and upon dealers
dealers in
in
records
110
or cigars,
110
state what .................
110
. 473
to state
liquors ......................
110
473
to be delivered to successor
in liquors..
liquors .. 474
definition of dealers
successor..... 110
dealers in
110
474
copies to be evidence..........
evidence
110
receipt for payment
payment of special tax
to state
state
receipt
110
tax to
the
entry to be made therein of the
what
113
what .........................
113
fact, when land is redeemed
payment of,
110
payment
redeemed.. 110
of, not to exempt from
from additionadditionif property seized and sold is not sufficient
al tax for doing business in another
sufficient
another
property may
place, except
except for lawyers,
lawyers, physicians,
physicians, &c.
&c. 113
to pay the tax, other property
may
113
no special tax for storage of goods,
if
from time to time be seized and sold
sold.. 110
110
goods, &c.
&c. if
"county"
no goods,
goods, &c. are there kept, except
except as
the word "county
" to mean what in this
act ...........................
samples ...........................
113
110
110
113
collectors
collectors to be charged
charged with whole
whole
persons
carrying on
taxable business
business to
persons carrying
on aataxable
amount of taxes in lists, stamps,
stamps, fines,
exhibit receipt therefor
therefor to revenue
revenue offi&c
&c.............................
110
demand....................
110
cer on demand
.
114
114
to be credited with what ..........
if pedler
pedler refuses to exhibit
receipt, his
his
110
110
exhibit receipt,
if collector
collector dies, &c.
&c. lists to be delivproperty may be seized ............
114
114
ered to his successor, who shall colsummary
summary proceedings
proceedings thereon....
thereon
114
114
lect the same ................
special taxes when due ................
114
. 110
114
collectors
collectors to collect all taxes,
taxes, and
and proseproportional part
part of
of tax
proportional
prosetax........... 114
114
cute for penalties, fines, &c ..........
if person
person who
who has
has paid special tax dies,
dies,
111
taxes, forfeitures
forfeitures and penalties,
sued
penalties, how sued
his executor,
executor, &c. may
may carry
carry on busifor and recovered
recovered ...................
ness without additional
additional tax..........
tax
114
11
114
suit not to be commenced
commenced without
without
in case
case of removal
removal ................
114
114
authority .....................
authority
cases
111
cases of death, removal,
removal, &c. to be regisUnited States not to be subject
subject to
tered ............................
114
114
attorney's fees, unless,
unless, &c.
costs or attorney's
persons
persons carrying
carrying on more
more than one busibusi&c. 111
taxes wrongly assessed, &c. may
may be reness in the same
same place, at the same
same
refunded ................
funded
114
.........
111
time, to pay tax for each
each............. 114
collectors to be repaid amounts of
of judgjudgin towns
towns of less than
than six thousand
thousand
ments paid by them,
damages and
and
them, and damages
persons, one tax may
may cover
cover what
what
recovered against
against them
them....
costs recovered
classes
114
.........
classes of business .. ............
111
114
judgments recovered
taxes, &c. to be
recovered for taxes,
auctioneers not to sell goods
goods at private sale
be
auctioneers
sale
paid to collector ...................
111
nor employ other persons, except,
except, &c
114
&c.. 114
in cases of second assessment taxes
taxes not
not
penal.ty
for so doing...
115
penally for
doing .............
115
to be refunded, unless,
unless, &c
may sell goods of persons
paying
&c............
111
persons paying
taxable property held to
sold, &c. in
in
to be sold,
special tax on their premises.....
premises
115
115
fraud of revenue
revenue laws, may be seized by
may and
and who may not do
do business
business
who may
collector and forfeited ...............
111
in partnership
partnership and
and pay but one special
special
raw materials, tools, &c.
for manufacture
&c. for
manufacture
tax .........
115
1..................
115
in fraud of the law may be seized
seized and
and
of, and special tax on,
definition of,
shall be forfeited
112
forfeited ..................
112
apothecaries....
119,
471
apothecaries..................119, 471
proceedings
proceedings to enforce forfeiture
forfeiture.... 112
112
architects
121
architects........................
121
penalty for possessing taxable property
property
assayers
121
assayers........................
121
with intent to sellsell -in fraud of the law,
auctioneers
auctioneers. ....................
119
119
&c
&c.
112
...
.......................
112
banks and bankers................
bankers...
115
115
goods to be seized and held ........ 112
112
billiard
billiard rooms and bowling
bowling alleys,
alleys,
perishable property to be appraised
112
appraised.. 112
proprietors
of..................
proprietors of....
120
120
may be restored to owner, he
brewers .........................
II
brewers
1177
giving bond
112
bond................. 112
brokers ........................
brokers
..
116
116
district atbond to be filed with district
atbuilders and contractors....
contractors ..........
builders
121
torney
112
torney................... . 112
butchers
471
butchers...................
120, 471
120,
notice of proceedings
proceedings in court,
notice
court,
cattle brokers
cattle
brokers ................
116, 117
117
116,
when and how given to oblicircuses,
circuses, proprietors
proprietors of
. 120
of.............
120
gors on the bond ...........
112
112
civil engineers .
... ............
121
if bond is not given, property
property to be
be
claim
claim agents
agents .....................
1118
sold .... ..
112
.................
112
commercial
commercial brokers ...............
117
117
proceeds of sale ............
proceeds
112
112
concert
concert halls, proprietors
of,
120
proprietors of,........
120
confectioners
confectioners ................
its, 471
118,
S
PECIAL TAXES.
TAXES.
SPECIAL
contractors .................
contractors
121
.... 121
persons not to do certain kinds
kinds of
business
persons
of business
conveyancers
118
conveyancers ..................
118
until special tax is paid
113
paid............. 113
custom-house brokers
custom-house
brokers...
117
...........
117
persons
persons doing such business to register
register
dentists......................
dentists
121
names, &e.
&c. with assistant assessors
assessors.... 113
distillers .........................
117
distillers
117
register
register to state what............
what
113
113
distillers
distillers of apples,
apples, grape
grape i,
), or pe:iches
polehes 117
returns to be made to assessors and coldistillers
of
coal-oil,
burning-fluil
distillers
burning-fluid :ill
:mil
lectors .........................
113
113
camphene ...............
camphene
117, 565
565
117,
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Internal Revenue,
(continued.)
Internal Revenue, (continued.)
(continued.)
Internal
Internal
Revenue, (continued.)
definition of,
conditions of
of bond of manufacturers,
manufacturers, &c.
&c. 123
123
of, and special tax on,
conditions
eating-houses,
keepers
of.....
118
eating-houses, keepers of ...........
118
may be renewed
renewed or changed....
changed
123
123
collector to give a
a certificate
certificate stating
stating the
the
civil................... 121
engineers, civil
collector
express carriers and agents.........
agents
121
kind and number
number of machines,
machines, &c.
&c. for
for
gas-fitters
....121, 471
which
given .................
123
gas-fitters.....................121,
which bond is given
123
gift
enterprises, proprietors
proprietors of.......
120
of.....
120
manufacturer
gift enterprises,
certificate upon
upon
manufacturer to exhibit
exhibit certificate
grinders of coffee or spices.......
spices
122
grinders
demand
of revenue officer........123,
officer
123, 124
122
demand of
horse-dealers
116
horse-dealers .
................
116
penalty
penalty for manufacturing
manufacturing without givkeepers of
118
ing bond........................
bond
124
hotels, keepers
of.............. 117,
117, 118
124
insurance agents
.. .,
119
insurance
agents...................
119
fine
fine and
and imprisonment
imprisonment.....
124
............. 124
intelligence-office
keepers
118
assistant
assessors
to
keep
record
of
manintelligence-office
.........
118
assistant assessors to keep record of man120
jacks, owners of ..............
ufacturers
120
of
tobacco,
snuff,
ufacturers
tobacco,
and cigars
jugglers
120
120
jugglers .......................
in his district open
open for
for inspection.....
inspection
124
124
land-warrant brokers ..............
116
land-warrant
116
abstract of returns
returns to be entered
entered
lawyers . ...
.
..................
121
thereon
124
thereon ......................
124
livery-stable
116
livery-stable keepers.
keepers.............
116
assessor to keep such record for entire
lottery-ticket dealers
dealers................
116
116
district .................
124
......
124
manufacturers
119,
474
manufacturers ................
tax how assessed,
assessed, when the tobacco, cici119, 474
121
miners .......................
&c. are made
gars, &c.
made on shares,
shares, or the
the
museums,
museums, proprietors
proprietors of
of........... 120
120
material is furnished by one party and
and
patent agents
agents .....................
118
manufactured
124
118
manufactured by another ............
124
patent-right dealers
patent-right
dealers............... 118
penalty for collusion............
collusion
124
118
penalty
124
pawnbrokers .
116
................
manufacturer to make
make and
and deliver
deliver to asas116
manufacturer
119, 474
pedlers .......................
sistant assessor an inventory
inventory of the
119,
p
hotegraphers .
120
photograplers
...............
tobacco,
&c. owned by him
him on
on the first
120
tobacco, &c.
first
physicians ......................
121
of January
January in each year..............
year.....
124
124
plumbers................... 121,
plumbers
121, 471
inventory to state what
what and how
inventory
produce brokers
verified ...........
brokers.................. 117
117
verified
............ 124
124
real-estate agents ................
118
accounts to be
book form of
of purpuraccounts
he kept in book
118
rectifiers ........................
117
117
chases
chases and sales,
sales, &c
&e..................
124
124
retail dealers ...................
verified abstracts
abstracts to be furnished
flunished the
. 115
115
verified
retail dealers in liquors
474
assessor monthly
monthly ..............
124
liquors......... 116, 474
assessor
124
stallions, owners of
of................ 120
120
penalty for neglect to keep books,
books, &c
&c.... 125
125
vendors &e.
tinfoil, &c.
steamers and vessels
vessels...............
118
vendors,
&c. of tinfoil,
118
&c. used in the
the
surgeons .......................
121
manufacture of tobacco,
&c. to state
manufacture
tobacco, &c.
amount
of sales
sales thereof to certain peramount of
taverns, keepers
117, 118
keepers of
of.............117,
118
theatres, proprietors
proprietors of.............
of
120
sons ............................
125
125
120
proceedings if such statement is not
not
tobacconists
120
tobacconists..
...................
120
wholesale dealers ...............
115
believed to be fraudumade, or is believed
115
lent ..........................
125
wholesale dealers
dealers in liquors
liquors ..... 116, 474
474
general provisions
provisions of law applicable
applicable
general
annual special tax not to be imposed
imposed
annual
hereto
hereto
125, 474
474
......................... 125,
upon
apothecaries, confectioners,
confectioners, butchupon apothecaries,
when tax on tobacco,
tobacco, &c.
&c. accrues.......
accrues
125
when
ers, keepers of eating-houses,
eating-houses, hotels, inns
125
manufactured tobacco, &c. may
may be transmanufactured
or taverns, or retail dealers,,except,
dealers,.except, &c.,
ferred
to
bonded
warehouse,
without
ferred
unless their annual gross receipts exwithout
payment
of tax, upon giving
giving bonds,
bonds,
payment of
ceed
1,000 .
ceed $
$1,000
..................
.. 122
122
Sze.
125
&c; .....................
:.........
125
determined 122
amount of receipts, how determined.
122
and from one bonded
bonded warehouse to
no special tax upon certain
vintners,
certain vintners,
another or for
for export ............ .... 125
125
apothecaries,
physicians, farmers.....
farmers
122
apothecaries, physicians,
122
regulations for removal
removal of distilled spirits
payment of special tax not to exempt
exempt from
to apply to tobacco, &c. so
so far as appenalty under State laws for carrying
carrying
plicable
125, 474
474
plicable.
....................
125,
on such trade, &c., nor authorize aatrade,
no drawback
manufactured todrawback upon any manufactured
&c.
&c. prohibited by State laws; nor prebacco,
or
cigars
125
snuff,
cigars...............
125
vent a
a State from imposing an additobacco,
inspecttobacco, snuff, and cigars to be inspecttional tax ...........
122
122
..........
ed .............................
125
MANUFAcTURERs.
M ANUFACTURERS.
package to be
be marked
marked or stamped,
package
and how ...................
125
persons, firms, and corporations
corporations manufacpersons,
manufacfees of inspector
inspector ................
125
125
turing, &c. to render an account of
penalty for fraudulently
fraudulently making or
or
penalty
122
122
full amount of actual sales ...........
changing
marks
125
changing
...............
125
to state quantity
quantity consumed
consumed or used
cigars,
how to be packed...
125
cigars, how
packed ...............
125
122
for another manufacturer
manufacturer........ 122
tobacco, snuff,
snuff, or cigars, passing
passing out of
tobacco,
market value, and whether
whether shipped
shipped
hands of manufucturers,
manufacturers, &c.
without
&c. without
122
122
or consigned
consigned .................
inspection
except, &c. to
to be
inspection marks,
marks, except,
value, &c.
&c. to be estimated by actual
forfeited,
125
forfeited, Sze
&c ...............
.... 125
sales
123
123
sales......................
account of stamps
stamps delivered
delivered to and used by
by
account
in the
how, when goods are not in
inspectors
be kept..............
kept
126
126
inspectors to be
custody of the manufacturers
manufacturers 123
123
inspectors to give bonds
bonds....
126
...............
126
inspectors
manufacturers of tobacco, snuff,
manufacturers
snuff, and cipenalty
for
any
person,
except
the
person,
additional statement unangars to make additional
manufacturer,
parting
the
posses*
manufacturer,
parting
with
the
123
................... . 123
der oath ...
tobacco, &c.
&c. on which taxes
of tobacco,
sion of
to give bond, and in what
what sums, for
for
have not been paid ..................
126
have
126
different machines
machines or presses.....
presses
123
123
different
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Internal Revenue,
Internal
ievenue, (continued.)
Internal Revenue, (continued.)
(continued.)
Internal
penalty for receiving tobacco, snuff,
snuff, &c
sugar-cane juice,
juice, sirup of molasses and
&c.
sugar-cane
and
under certain
certain circumstances
126
sugars, not
sorghum or
imphee.. 129,
129,
circumstances .........
12(
not from sorghum
or imphee..
for receiving
receiving tobacco
tobacco from
from a
474
a manu474
facturer who has not paid
facturer
paid the tax 126
gross amounts of sales of sugar refiners..
129
12f
refiners.. 129
persons before making cigars to
procure
who are sugar
refiners .......... 129,
474
to procure
sugar refiners
129, 474
aapermit
permit. ........................
126
sugar candy
and confectionery......
confectionery
129, 130
12
candy and
129,
130
fee for permit ...................
126
chocolate
cocoa ...................
130
chocolate and cocoa
12(
130
before making cigars in a
district
gun cotton
cotton .......................
130
gun
a district
130
where they do not reside,
have
gunpowder and all explosive substances.
substances 130,
130,
reside, to
to have
gunpowder
their permit indorsed............
indorsed
126
12
474
474
assistant assessor
assessor to furnish
furnish or invarnish or japan......................
japan
130
varnish
130
permit................... 126
dorse permit
126
and gelatine,
gelatine, and
and cement
130
glue and
cement ..........
130
record of permits to be kept, and
and to
pins
130
to
pins.
.............................
130
state what....
126
what ..................
photographs,
daguerreotypes,
126
photographs, ambrotypes,
ambrotypes, daguerreotypes,
makers of cigars to keep account
account and
or other pictures
pictures taken by action
action of
of
give a
a copy thereof to
light ............................
..
130
to assistant
assistant assesasses130
sor each
each month .....................
126
126
wood screws
screws ......................
130, 474
474
130,
penalty for making cigars without aaperclocks and
and time-pieces
time-pieces .................
130
130
mit . ...........................
126
126
soaps130
..............................
130
for failing to make returns,
returns, or makuncompounded chemical
productions
130
uncompounded
chemical productions....
130
ing false ones
ones.............. 126, 127
essential oils .......................
130
essential
. 130
persons having
having permit, upon request, may
furniture and
and other articles
wood
130
articles of wood.....
130
have
have cigars counted, &c. and may dewhen tax
tax is only
only on increased
increased value
130
when
value 130
purchaser withliver them in bulk to purchaser
withsalt. .............................
salt
130
130
127
out payment of tax ................
scales, pumps, garden
garden engines, and
and hy127
purchaser
what
127
purchaser to do what..................
draulic
draulic rams .......................
130
127
130
to pay taxes
taxes.......................
127
tin-ware
otherwise provided
provided for......
for
130
127
tin-ware not otherwise
130
penalty upon purchaser
for
neglect
127
purchaser
neglect...... 127
iron
iron advanced beyond
muck-bar, &c.....
&c
138
beyond muck-bar,
138
for employing person without perton, for purpose
purpose of
of this
lbs 130
130
perton,
this act, to be 2,000 Ibs.
mit to make cigars
127
cigars.............. 127
band, hoop,
hoop, and
and sheet
iron
130
sheet iron ............
130
for making cigars without
without a
127
a permit
permit. 127
when from iron on which tax
tax has
cigars to be forfeited
....
127
forfeited and sold
sold......
been paid ......................
130
127
been
130
proceeds,
proceeds, how distributed......
distributed
127
127
steel.... ...........................
steel
131
131
all manufacturers,
manufacturers, except, &e.
where the
&c. where
stoves and hollow ware
ware..................
131
131
product does
does. not exceed
exceed the rate of one
one
tubes made
made of wrought
wrought iron
iron ............
131
131
thousand dollars per annum,
annum, to be exsteam
steam locomotive
locomotive and marine engines
131
engines... 131
empt from tax .....................
127
127
tax paid
paid on
on materials
materials to be deducted
deducted 131
131
tax
when
the
product
exceeds
that
rate,
tax, when
exceeds that rate,
boilers, tanks, stills, tools, maclines,
machines,
boilers,
but is not over three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars 127
127
shafting and gearing ................
131
shafting
131
in all other eases
.
127
cases .................
iron railings,
railings, gates, fences,
and
fences, furniture, and
to be on salable value of such
such artistatuary .........................
statuary
131
cles, &c.
&c. when removed for concopper
brass tubes,
tubes, nails,
nails, sheet-lead,
sheet-lead,
copper and brass
sumption or use
use................ 127
lead pipe, and shot..................
shot
131
lead
131
naphtha exempt, except, &c........
&c
127
127
goat, calf, sheep,
sheep, horse,
horse, hog, and dog
dog
taxes on certain manufacturers,
manufacturers, unless
unless
skins ........................
131, 474
474
131,
otherwise provided
provided for..
for.. .128
.128 —133,
- 133, 474, 475
475
tax when only on the increased value
value 131
131
candles
128
........................
... 128
patent, enamelled,
patent,
enamelled, and japaned
japaned leather
leather
gas.....................
128
illuminating gas
128
and skins ........................
131
131
rate how determined
determined ..............
128
128
when a
a tax has been paid on leather
leather
conwhen tax may be charged
charged to
to conin the rough, the tax to be only on
on
sumers ......................
128, 474
474
the increased
increased value ..............
131
131
companies compete
rate when companies
compete ...... 128
128
oil-dressed
leather
oil-dressed leather ..................... 131
131
coal tar, &c.
&e. exempt
.
128
..............
128
leather of
of all descriptions
descriptions474
131,
leather
...........
131, 474
illuminating, lubricating, or other
illuminating,
other mineral
wines,
wines, not made from grapes, currants,
currants,
oils .............................
.
.
128, 129
128,
129
rhubarb,
rhubarb, or berries
berries ..................
131
131
what to be deemed refined illuminatreturns, assessment, collection,
collection, &c. of
of
128
ing oil..
oil ......................
128
this tax .....................
131
131
who to be deemed
deemed manufacturers
manufacturers of
128
of. 128
penalty for knowingly
selling such
knowingly selling
oil, naphtha,
naphtha, henzine,
benzine, benzoline,
benzoline, or
or gasogasowine when thetax
the tax has not beenpaid
been paid 131
line
line..........................
129
129
textile, knitted,
felted fabrics
fabrics 131,
131,
cloth and textile,
knitted, or felted
distillers, &c.
&c. of mineral oil to be
be
475
475
subject to all laws relating to dissubject
disthread
131
thread and twine
twine .....................
131
tillers of spirits, so far
far as deemed
deemed
clothing,
hats,
bonnets,
hoop-skirts,
parts
clothing, hats,
hoop-skirts, parts
necessary
commissioner... 129
necessary by the commissioner
129
of clothing
clothing ....................
131, 132
131,
132
certain distillers not to make returns
of india-rubber, gutta-percha,
gutta-percha, fur,
oftener than once in thirty days
days.. 129
fur skins
474
132
skins..................
132, 474
spirits of turpentine
turpentine ................... 129
129
boots, shoes, and shoe-strings
shoe-strings ...... 132, 474
474
coffee,
coffee, ground spices,
spices, and dry mustard,
certain boot, &c. makers
certain
makers exempt
exempt ..... 132
132
and all substitutes therefor..........
therefor....
129
129
clothing,
clothing, gloves,
gloves, mittens, caps,
caps, felt hats,
exemption of one thousand
thousand dollars
and articles
articles of
of dress ............. 132, 474
474
in annual
annual value of product not to
to
certain custom work not to be
certain
be taxed
taxed 132
132
apply hereto ..................
129
certain work not to be deemed a
certain
a
129
molasses
....
............
........
.. 129
manufacture
manufacture ...................
132
132
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(continued.)
Internal Revenue, (continued.)
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, (continued.)
(continued.)
Internal
tax
on manufactures
132
assessed for transportation
transportation from
to be assessed
132
manufactures of paper .........
tax on
a
a port within the United States
manufactures of cotton, wool, silk, &c.
manufactures
through
foreign
territory to aaport
port
provided for
for•..........
132
foreign territory
132
not otherwise
otherwise provided
the United
United States ........ 135
within the
135
when
value 132
132
only on
on increased
increased value
when tax
tax is
is only
135
how assessed and collected
collected .........
135
brown earthen
earthen and common stone ware
132
ware.. 132
brown
roads, ferries,
ferries,
tax on gross receipts of toll roads,
diamonds,
diamonds, precious stones, and imitations
and bridges,
bridges, exceeding
exceeding $
$1,000
1,000 per
thereof,
132
jewelry ................
thereof, and jewelry
annum ....................
485
136, 475, 485
ins ported and reset, tax to be
be
when imported
may be added
added to fare, &c. until
until
only on value of settings .......
132
132
April 1,
475
1, 1867 ............... 136, 475
bullion
132, 133
133
132,
........................
not to be assessed where
where gross renot
product of assay to be stamped....
stamped.... 132
132
product
twelve
months
do
not
sales,
transfers,
&c.
of
gold
or
silver
asceipts
for
twelve
months
sales, transfers, &c. of gold or silver asexceed needful repairs .......... 136
exceed
sayed,
stamped
133
133
sayed, unlawful unless stamped......
gold
where the addition
addition is the fraction of
natural state
state not to
gold and
and silver in natural
aa cent.......................
136
cent
136
being
be exported or used without being
packages of
stamped .........................
133
tickets to be sold, in packages
133
stamped
twenty
• ...........
136
twenty.....
reworking of old, not included
133
136
included..... 133
boats, &c.
&e. not used for passengers, and
snuff,
descriptions
133
and
133
snuff, of all descriptions...............
steam, &c.
&c. and
and used
used
not propelled
propelled by steam,
manufactured
133
manufactured tobacco .................
133
exclusively for carrying coal,
coal, or
or agriagriexclusively
fine-cut chewing
chewing tobacco ...............
133
133
cultural
&c.
market,
to
cultural
products,
&c.
to
market,
to
tobacco
twisted
by
hand,
fine
cut
and
cut
hand,
tobacco twisted
pay an annual
annual special
special tax ............
136
shorts
133
pay
136
133
shorts. ..........................
tax on gross
gross receipts
telegraph lines
receipts of telegraph
lines.. 136
smoking tobacco
133
imitations........ 133
tobacco and imitations
amount of deposits
deposits subon average
average amount
cheroots,
cheroots, cigarettes,
cigarettes, and cigars ...... 133, 474
rules
133
ject to draft
draft .................
136
136
133
rules for inspection
inspection of .............
employed in banking....
banking
136
manufacturer to be examined on
on capital
capital employed
136
manufacturer
on circulation
circulation .................
136
136
reference to his interest
oath in reference
interest
circulation
circulation to include what
what..... 136
therein ......................
133
on
average
circulation
additional,
average
circulation
auction
sales,
paid
to
be
monthsales,
tax
on,
auction
above ninety
ninety per cent of
of capital..
capital
136
134
... 133, 134
ly .......................
return
deposits, and capireturn of circulation,
circulation, deposits,
no tax on certain .................
134
134
tal
brokers
tal to be made on oath
oath monthly......
monthly
136
contracts for sale by brokers
sales and
and contracts
penalty for
for neglect or refusal
refusal to
banks, or bankers, of stocks,
bonds,
stocks, bonds,
banks,
136
make .........................
136
coin ...........
134
134
notes, bullion, and coin.
in default of,
of, amount
amount to be estimated
estimated 136
by
paying special
special tax, or
not paying
by those not
tax,
how
assessed
on
banks
136
how
banks
with
branches
bankers ....... 134
134
brokers, banks, or bankers
not to apply
apply to national
national banks.....
banks
136
not
136
memorandum of sale, or contract
contract by
by
memorandum
savings banks
banks to be exempt
exempt from tax on
on
buyer ................
134
134
seller to buyer
so much of their deposits
deposits as is invested
invested
so
to be stamped with proper
proper
securities ...........
137
in United States securities
137
134
134
stamps ....................
deposits of less than
than $500
$500 in the
deposits
to show date, name of seller,
seller,
name of any one person exempt..
exempt
137
137
and amount and subject of
returns to be
be made
made when ..........
137
137
sale or contract
contract ............
134
134
lottery-ticket
to
pay
tax
dealers
monthly
fractional part of $
$ 100, to be
of five
five per cent on gross amount of reof
treated as $
100
134
134
treated
$ 100............
ceipts ...........................
137
137
penalty for selling, &c.
&c. or delivering
delivering or
or
tax on
on gross receipts
receipts of advertisements
receiving stocks, &c. without
without a
amemoreceiving
in any book .......................
137
137
..
134
134
randum .........................
persons out of the United
United States, and
and not
persons
receiving a
a memomemofor delivering
delivering or receiving
citizens, to
to pay tax on income
income from
from
citizens,
randum without stamps .........
134
134
randum
United States.....
States
138, 478
business in the United
138,
478
for, within
within one
one
suit may be brought for,
income
due
and
payable
138
income
tax,
when
payable...... 138
134
134
year ......................
ten
per
additional
per
cent
additional
if
not
paid
amount
recovered,
how
distributed
134
distributed.. 134
amount recovered,
due
138
when due......................
138
where there
there was
not to be incurred
incurred where
to last
until 1870 and no longer.
longer . .138,
138, 480
480
lastuntil
134
no intent to evade
evade the law
law....... 134
tax on dividends
dividends of banks,
banks, trust compatax
law in relation to stamp duties in
nies, savings institutions, and
and insurSchedule B to apply to these
Schedule
ance companies
companies ...................
138
138
134
stamp
stamp taxes .................... 134
on additions to surplus or contingent
contingent
on
sales
sales by commercial brokers ......... 134, 135
funds
funds.........................
138
134
134
tax to be paid monthly ............
amount of to be withheld from all
estimating amount,
amount, sales
sales by or
in estimating
payments on
on account of such
such divithrough
be
another broker not to be
through another
138
dends ........................
138
135
135
included ......................
return and payment, when
when to be
Schedule A
......... 135
135
A ..................
Schedule
made ........................
138
annual tax on carriages,
watches,
carriages, gold watches,
annual
penalty, &c. in case of default
default..... 138
plate.... 135
billiard tables, gold or silver
silver plate
on life insurance compatax on dividends on
exemption of certain silver plate....
plate
135
nies, when
when due
due .....................
138
nies,
passengers and
tax on gross receipts from passengers
what
not
be considered
considered as diviwhat
to
mails, by railroads, steamboats,
steamboats, coaches,
coaches,
savings banks....
banks
138
dends of,
of, or of savings
138
&e.
135
135
&c.........................
tax on dividends and interest
interest on bonds of
of
assessed for transportation
not to be assessed
railroad, canal, turnpike, navigation,
navigation,
railroad,
between the United States and
and slackwater
slackwater companies ...... 138,
138, 139
139
135
foreign parts ..................
135
v
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to be withheld from payments.....
payments
139
139
when such companies
companies are unable
unable to
pay, and fail to pay interest
interest on
on
their debt, tax not to be paid un139
til, &c
&c...............
139
tax on incomes of those in the civil, military, or naval service of the
the United
United
States .......................
States.
139,
480
139, 480
amount to be deducted
139, 480
480
deducted........ 139,
certificate to be made and sent
sent to
commissioner
commissioner ...............
139,
39, .480
480
pay roll to show such payments...
payments.. 139,
139, 480
480
auditors to require
auditors
require proof of such payments ......................
140,
40, 480
payments of prize money
money to be deemed
deemed
income
income .......................
140, 480
140,
480
payments
payments to mechanics
mechanics or laborers upon
public works not to be deemed income .......................
140, 480
480
140,
legacy to minor child,
child, unless over
over $1,000,
$1,000,
to be exempt from taxation ..........
140
140
if over $1,000, excess only to be
taxed .........................
140
140
when tax on is due ................
140
140
executors, &c. to give
give notice to
to assessors ........................
140
140
trustees to notify assessor of :trust
_trust estates
estates 140
140
successions to real
real estate to be notified
notified to
assessors
140, 141
assessors...........................40,
141
penalty for wilful
wilful neglect
neglect in ........
141
141
instruments,
instruments, &c. required
stamped,
required to be stamped,
not to be recorded unless stamped,
stamped, &c.
&c 141
recorded, record void ...........
if recorded,
141
official instruments and papers, by officers
officers
of the United States,
States, or of any
any State,
State,
city,, county, or
141
city,,county,
or town,
town, exempt
exempt from
from tax
tax 141
penalty for forging or counterfeiting
counterfeiting any
any
stamp or die ......................
141
141
any stamp on any paper, or stampstamping with forged
forged stamp ...........
.142
142
for knowingly uttering
uttering or
selling
or selling
paper with forged
forged stamp ........ 142
142
for knowingly
knowingly using or permitting
permitting
the use of aa forged stamp
142
stamp....... 142
for fraudulently
fraudulently removing stamp,
stamp, or
or
impression of stamp from paper..
paper
142
fraudulently using stamp cut
for fraudulently
eat
from other paper required
required to be
be
stamped .......................
142
142
for wilfully
wilfully removing
removing or
or altering
the
altering the
cancelling
cancelling of a
a stamp
stamp.......... 142
142
for knowingly buying, or selling,
selling
or having
having in
in. possession
possession marked
stamps ....................
142
142
persons making, issuing, receiving, or
or
paying any instrument or note
note required
required
to be stamped, without
without stamp thereon,
thereon,
duly cancelled, to forfeit $$50, and
and the
note, &c.
&c. to be void ................
142
142
title of purchaser
purchaser of land by deed,
duly
deed, duly
stamped, not affected by want of stamp
stamp
on any deed to any person,
person, by, from,
from,
or through
through whom his grantor
grantor derives
title.................
title
143
...........
. 143
stamps, if not on instrument
instrument as made,
made,
when and how may be placed thereon
thereon
afterwards ........................
afterwards
143
143
may be placed
on
placed
copy, if original is
lost ......................
143
if instrument
instrument was made, where
where and
and
collection diswhen there was no collection
trict, stamp may be affixed
affixed before
January 1, 1867 ..............
143
143

Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, (continued.)
(continued.)
intervening bon&
rights not
intervening
bona fide
fide rights
not
affected ..................
143
affected
143
papers required
papers
required to be stamped,
stamped, not to be
be
admitted
admitted in evidence
stamped
143
evidence unless stamped..
143
documents
country for
for
documents made in aa foreign
foreign country
use here, to pay same
tax as though
use
same lax
though
made here
here ......................
144
144
party using to
to affix
affix stamp
stamp before
before
144
using .........................
144
Schedule B
475
Schedule
B
...................... 144,
144, 475
tax on weighers'
weighers' returns
returns ..............
144
144
receipts
receipts .......................
144
144
where there
there are several
several signasignawhere
tures
tures to the same paper
144
paper...... 144
money to
to include drafts,
drafts, &c.
&c
money
given for
for the payment
of
given
payment of
money .................
144
money
144
assignments or transfers
transfers of mortassignments
gages ......................
144,
145
gages
144, 145
of lading..
lading.. 145
145
domestic and inland bills of
memorandum
stocks, &c..
&c.. 145
145
memorandum of sale of stocks,
Schedule C
C......................
144, 145
145
Schedule
144,
drugs, medicines,
cosmetics, perfumery,
perfumery,
medicines, cosmetics,
&c. penalty
penalty for
for making,
selling, or
remaking, selling,
or removing without
without affixing
affixing proper
144
proper stamp.
stamp. 144
persons
offering for sale
sale any
menpersons offering
any article mentioned in Schedule
Schedule C, to be
he deemed
tioned
deemed the
the
manufacturers
144
manufacturers .....................
144
such articles,
imported, to
to pay
pay
articles, if imported,
stamp tax ....................
144
144
tax on cigar lights, wax tapers,
tapers, &cf......
&c.
145
145
playing-cards .......................
playing-cards
145
145
preserved meats,
meats, fish,
fish, vegetables,
145
preserved
vegetables, &c
&c ..... 145
drawback on articles
no claim
claim for drawback
articles exexported prior to June 30, 1864,
1864, unless
unless
presented within
presented
within three
three months after
after
this act takes effect................
effect
145
145
collectors to prosecute
penalties,
prosecute for fines, penalties,
and forfeitures
forfeitures .....................
145
and
145
where suits may be
be brought
145
brought ........
145
what amount
amount to be paid
paid informer
informer whien
when
what
there has been a
ajudgment.........
judgment
145
there
145
when payment
payment is made
made without
without suit
suit
or before
before judgment
146
judgment............ 146
accrues to informer, until,
no right accrues
until,
&c .....
146
.................
. 146
remission of fines, power
remission
power of Secretary
Sccretary of
of
Treasury over, not affected
Treasury
146
affected ..........
146
commissioner may compromise
commissioner
eases,
compromise cases,
whether
146
whether pending or not ...........
146
what courts to have
jurisdiction under
under
have jurisdiction
this
act
......................
this
146
. 146
in civil actions for
for penalties, &c.,
in&c., if
if informer
former is a
party
a witness, the other party
may also be .....................
146
. 146
penalty for receiving
receiving money
money under
under threat
threat
penalty
of informing or not
not informing
146
informinig ........ 146
circulation of State banks after
circulation
after August
August 1,
1,
1866, to pay
pay tax of
cent
of ten per cent......
146
146
capital of State banks
banks ceasing
ceasing to exist to
to
be
be the capital as it was vwhen
when bank
bank
ceased
ceased to exist ....................
146
146
circulation of, not over
over five per cent of
of
capital of bank, exempt
tax
146
exenpt from
fromn tax ....
146
banks ceasing
Ceasing to issue
issue circulating
circulating notes to
to
be exempt .........................
147
1 147
national banks
national
banks made
made from
from State
State banks,
and assuming
assuming their liabilities, to
make
to make
returns
returns and pay tax on
on circulation
circulation o
o.
over
over five per
per cent of capital
capital ..........
147
147
persons
persons making
making lists for taxation,
taxation, to declare whether
whether values
values are stated
stated in legal
tender
coined money ............... 147
147
tender or coined
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(continued.)
if lists are not made,
assessor to
made, assistant
assistant assessor
superintendent of exportation
superintendent
exportation and drawmake lists and
. 147
and add penalties
penalties ..........
147
back
back at such
such ports as the Secretary
Secretary of
of
if values
values are stated
stated in
coined
money
asin coined money asthe Treasury
Treasury shall deem
deem necessary
necessary ....
153
153
sessor to reduce it to legal
legal tender...
tender... 147
147
pay of such superintendents
superintendents ....... 153
153
collecvalue of lists sent by assessors to collecbooks, papers, &e. in bureau
bureau of drawtors, to be in legal tender
tender............ 147
back in several
several ports, to be
be delivarticles and products
products 'exempt
articles
bxempt from taxaered to
to collector
collector of internal
internal retion ........................
147, 150,
476
147,
150,476
venue, who may administer oaths
oaths
exemptions to be confined exclusively
exclusively
and certify
153
certify papers ...............
153
to the articles
articles in
in the
the state and
and conwho to be deemed distillers,
distillers, and what
what predition enumerated,
enumerated, and
and not
in
any
not in any
sumptive
evidence thereof
sumptive evidence
thereof.........
. ..153,
153, 481
481
other form, nor to manufactures
manufactures
who to be regarded
regarded as
as rectifiers
rectifiers ......... 153
153
from said articles ...............
150
150
penalty for doing
doing business as a
distiller
a distiller
when
when lists or returns
returns are to be made
or
rectifier
without
having
paid
the
speor rectifier without having paid the speshall be made on or bemonthly, they shall
153
cial tax ...............
...........
153
fore the tenth of the month ...........
150
150
liquors, materials,
materials, vessels, stills, &c.
&c
if to be made
made quarterly, returns
returns when
when
be forfeited
forfeited ..............
153
to be
153
150
to be made....
made .....................
150
distillers
distillers and rectifiers to give notice in
before the last
tax to be payable on or before
last
writing
writing to the assessor
assessor ..............
153
153
150
of the month .......................
150
153, 154
154
notice to state what ........... 153,
if not paid, notice to be given,
and
given, and
given of certain changes,
changes,
to be given
ten per cent additional
additional ........... 150
150
and within what time
154
time........ 154
if these not paid in ten days,
days, colleccollecto give
give bond conditioned
conditioned that, &c.
&c 154
154
tion to be made by distraint,
distraint,
154
penal sum .................
154
&c.. ..................
&e
150, 151
.. •.150,
when collector may refuse to approve
approve
certain apothecaries not to be regarded
regarded
154
bond ...................
154
as manufacturers
manufacturers................... 151
appeal to commissioner
commissioner whose
others to be regarded
regarded as manufacturmanufacturdecision to be final
final ..........
154
decision
154
ers ...............
............ 151
new bond
bond may be required
154
required......... 154
imposed upon
stamp tax not to be imposed
upon any
any ununpenalty
penalty for fidling
failing to give notice or
or
compounded medicinal
medicinal drug
drug or chemibond
154
bond. ........................
154
cal, nor upon certain medicines
medicines comcomboilers, &e.
the
stills, boilers,
&c. not to be. used for
for the
pounded
pounded ......................
. 151
purpose of distilling
distilling in certain buildproprietary medicine
medicine exno patent or proprietary
exings ..............................
.154
154
empted from tax ....................
151
penalty for such use...............
use
154
154
removing or concealing,
concealing, &c.
removing
&c. any
any goods
manufacturers of stills, &c. before
manufacturers
before their
their
liable to tax, or any materials,
84e.
materials, &c.
removal to notify the collector where
where
with intend to defraud as to such tax,
the still is to
to be sent ..................154
154
to work forfeiture thereof..
.
thereof .............
151
stills,
stills, &c.
84e. not to be set
set up without
without written
written
in cases of forfeiture of goods, the
the
permit of
of collector
collector .................
154
permit
154
packages, vessels, carriages, and
packages,
doing or for failing to
penalty for so doing
horses used, &c.
&c. to be forfeited.
forfeited.... 151
notice ..... ..............
154
give notice.
154
penalty for such removal,
removal, &c....151,
&c.... 151, 152
152
saleratus may be manufactured
manufactured in buildsearch-warrants
search-warrants to detect
detect frauds upon
upon
ings where
where spirits are distilled
154
distilled........ 154
the revenue, how, and by whom isisboilers used in generating
generating steam
steam or
or heatboilers
heatsued ...........................
152
152
ing water
located where
154
ing
water may be located
where ...... 154
penalty for selling, &c.
&c. or receiving, &c
&c.
rectifiers
dealers in distilled
rectifiers and wholesale
wholesale dealers
distilled
cover, &e.
any box, cover,
&c. marked
marked to
to show
show
spirits to make daily certain entries in
in
that its contents have been
been inspected,
inspected,
books .........................
154, 155
books
154,155
such boxes, &c.
having
&c. being empty, or having
penalty for not so doing ........... 155
155
penalty
other contents
contents than when marked
marked..... 152
152
rectifiers
place of busbus
rectihers to mark name and place
for making or marking
any such
such
marking any
mess
155
iness on certain packages
packages ............ 155
box, cover, &c. with intend to dewarehouse
for storage of bonded
warehouse for
bonded spirits
spirits of
fraud
152
frud..........................
their own manufacture
manufacture to be provided
152
their
provided
articles requiring
requiring marks or stamps, &c
&c.
for owners
distilleries .............
155
owners of distilleries
sold upon distraint
distraint without marks,
marks, to
when may
may be declared
declared a
a bonded
bonded
be stamped and marked by the officer
officer
warehouse .....................
155
warehouse
155
selling, upon sale thereof .............
.... 152
selling,
152
how to be used and
and kept
how
kept........... 155
155
manual-labor schools and colleges,
manual-labor
colleges, not
not
tax on spirits stored
stored therein
be
therein to
to be
manufacturer's tax, while,
while,
to pay a
a manufacturer's
paid before
155
paid
before removal .............
155
&c ............................
152, 475
&c
owners of, to execute
execute aageneral
general bond
155
152,
475
bond 155
no suit to be brought
brought to recover tax
penal sum, form, and condicondiwrongfully
wrongfully collected,
collected, until after appeal
appeal
tions ......................
155
tions
155
to commissioner
comnlissioner and Ids
his decision thereslhall ho
slpdl
changed or renewed
be changed
renewed... 155
155
152
on ...............................
general bonded
storage, &c.
&e
bonded warehouse
warehouse for storage,
suit to be brought within what time.
time 152
may be established
established155
..................
155
no suit to be maintained to restrain
restrain
storekeepers, their
whom
storekeepers,
their pay,
pay, and by
by whom
the assessment or collection of any
paid ..................
155
paid
. .
155
tax ...............................
475
articles manufactured
manufactured in aabonded
ware475
bonded warein ports where there is more than one
one
may be
house in the Atlantic
Atlantic States may
be
collector of internal revenue, one may
removed therefrom
transportation
removed
therefrom for transportation
be designated to attend to exportation
exportation
to a
acustoms bonded warehouse
warehouse on
on the
the
of articles subject to tax.............
tax
153
Pacific
155
Pacific coast
coast .......................
155
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regulations therefor, bonds, &c
&e ......... 15S
155
locks and
seals of
receiving cisterns,
cisterns, to
to be
be
locks
and seals
of receiving
an inspector
inspector to be appointed
appointed for every
provided, by whom
whom and bow
provided,
how.......... 158
distillery ..........................
155
15.
spirits conveyed
conveyed to such cisterns to
oath and duties of.............
155, 15i
156
155,
158
be drawn off and inspected
inspected when..
when
158
this part of the law repealed...
repealed... 481
481
false
penalty for knowingly
knowingly using any
any false
bonded warehouses
warehouses to be in joint custody
measures
measures or
or weights
weights for
for measuring.
measuring. &c.
&c
of inspector and owner
owner ............
156
156
grain or other
other materials
materials for making
making
entry for spirits placed in such warehouse
warehouse
spirits .......................
158
..... 158
to be made by owners.............
owners
156
for making false
records .......... 158
158
156
false records
certificate of inspector
indorsed
inspector to be indorsed
for tampering
tampering with locks or seals.
seals . . 158
158
thereon .......................
156
156
for using
using any substances
substances for
for produproduentry and certificate
certificate to be filed with the
the
cing spirits before an account of
of
collector
collector ...........................
156
156
them is registered
158
registered ..............
158
inspector
inspector not to be engaged in other
other busitax on wines,
imitation of
of
wines, &c. made in imitation
ness ... .......................
156
.
156
champagne, and put up in bottles
champagne,
bottles 158, 159
pay of to be assessed
distiller... 156
assessed on distiller
156
to be paid by
whom ............
158, 159
159
by whom
158,
fees for inspection to be paid by disreturns,
returns, assessments, &c. thereof....
thereof.... 159
139
156
tiller or owner .................
156
penalty
penalty for knowingly,
knowingly, &c. selling such
such
may be
apassistant inspector, when may
be apwine on which the tax has not been
been
pointed ...........................
156
156
paid .............................
159
. 159
necessity of appointment
appointment of, to
to be
be
owners, &c. of distilleries
distilleries to give
give all
all as/determined
/determined by collector
collector ......... 156
156
sistance for inspecting their
their premises..
preniises
159
159
duties
duties and pay of .................
156
156
distilled spirits to be inspected,
distilled
inspected, gauged,
gauged,
in absence
absence of inspector and
and assistant, colcolproved, before removal
and proved,
removal to
to bonded
bonded
lector may designate suitable person
person
warehouses
159
warehouses ........................
159
to take charge of distillery
distillery and wareto be drawn into casks,
casks, &c
&c......... 159
159
house .........................
156
156
casks, &c. how branded and
and numpenalty
penalty for using, &c.
&c. materials for makmakbered
bered ......................
159, 481
159,
481
removing
ing spirits, for distilling
distilling or
or removing
no
no cask
taken from warehouse
warehouse
cask to be taken
spirits in absence
spirits
absence of
of acting
acting inspector
inspector
until
branded,
&c
159,
481
until branded, &c ............
159, 481
or assistant without permission
permission of colinspectors
inspectors to make prompt
prompt returns
returns of
of ininlector
lector .... -: .....................
156
156
spections by him
him ...................
159
159
for removing
removing spirituous, &c.
&c. liquors
penalty for evading
evading or attempting
evade
attemptingto
to evade
under
under wrong brand .............
156
156
payment
payment of tax .....................
159
159
general
general inspectors
inspectors of spirits to be apfor putting
putting into casks spirits
of
sirits of
pointed ...........................
156
156
greater strength ........ ........ 159
greater
159
their fees to be paid by the owner of
of
penalty upon inspector
inspector for conspiring
to
conspiring to
the spirits .....................
156
156
defraud the United
the tax..
tax
159
defraud
United States of
of the
159
penalty on owners, agents, &c.
&c. of distildistilfor
for making
making false entries
entries or returns..
returns
159
159
lery or bonded warehouse
for refusing
warehouse for
refusing
for placing false marks upon
upon casks
casks.. . 159
159
to admit an inspector on their premises,
premises,
penalty
penalty for using casks, &c.
&c. to sell spirits
spirits
obstructing him in the discharge
or obstructing
discharge of
of
of
a
quantity
or
of
a
quality
different
of a quantitv or of a quality difflerent
his duty ..........................
157
157
from that inspected
inspected .................159
159
persons
persons making or distilling spirits,
spirits, or
or
for knowingly
knowingly purchasing
purchasing or
or selling
selliing
owning
owning or controlling or using stills,
stills,
casks with inspection
inspection marks
marks thercthere&c.
&c. to make entries daily in a
book of
a book
of
on
on after
after they have been
&c
160
been used,
usAd, &c..
160
materials
materials used, spirits
spirits distilled, &c
&c ....
157
157
for fraudulently
omitting to
to obliterobliterfraudulently omitting
to render under oath duplicate
duplicate ac160
ate inspector's
inspector s marks
marks ............
160
counts
counts to assessors tri-monthly...
tri-monthly
157
157
for fraudulently
any inspectfraudulently using
using any
inspectentries, how to be verified.........
verified
157
157
or's brands, &c
Ste ............
. .... 160
160
if entries
entries in books are not made
made by
by ownownor making or using counterfeit
counterfeit
er, what certificate
certificate is
is to be made
made by
brands ......... ....
160
...... 160
him ..........................
157
157
penalty upon inspector
inspector for negligent
negligent or
or
books and premises to be always open
open to
improper
improper use of his brands
brands or
plates
160
or pl
Ltes. . 160
inspection of revenue officers
157
officers........ 157
for employing
servant, &e.
of
employing any servant,
&c. of
penalty for violation hereof........
hereof
157
157
the distiller to do his duty
duty ...... 160
160
$ 2 per gallon to be
tax of $2
be paid,
and by
by
paid, and
penalty for adding ingredients
penalty
spirits
ingredient.sto
to spirits
whom, on all distilled spirits
spirits..... 157,
157, 480
to create
create aafictitious proof before
tax is
is
before tax
to be a
a lien on spirits, distillery,
distillery, stills,
stills,
paid .......................
.... 1 1600
&c.......................
&,e
157, 480
480
distilled
distilled spirits, when .inspected,
&c. may
may
inspetcted, &c.
to be collected
collected at no lower rate
rate than
be removed before
before tax
tax is paid
from
paid from
the tax is of first proof
157, 481
proof ...... 157,
481
bonded warehouse
or distiller to
any
warehouse of
to any
proof spirits to be what
157, 481
what............157,
481
general bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse ...........
160
160
instruments
weighing, gauging, and
Instruments for weighing,
transportation bonds therefor
therefor....
, 160
160
.......
testing spirits ..............
1 157,
...
57,7^ 158,
8, 481
to be first how branded ...........
160
160
"gallon
"
gallon "'to be gallon of first proof. .158,
.158, 481
to be again
again inspected
and placed
placed in
bondinspected and
in bondtwo or more receiving cisterns,
cisterns, of certain
ed
ed warehouse
warehouse ......................
160
160
capacity, to be provided
provided by the owner
owner
tax to be
be paid on
on what
what amount
amount .........
160
160
of each distillery.
distillery ...................
158
158
what
what allowance
160
allowance for loss, 84c
&c.............
160
their capacity,
capacity, and how to be
be conconspirits to be subject to regulations
regulations ...... 160
160
structed and located ............
158
158
to be in charge
charge of storekeeper
storekeeper ...... 160
160
to.be
to
be under the lock and seal of the
fees for execution
execution of papers
papers to be
as
be same as
inspector
inspector .................
..... 158
58
those at the custom-house
custom-house ............
161
161
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expenses
&e. to
expenses of labor, transportation,
transportation, &c.
owner .................
161
be borne by owner
161
may be
be withdrawn
distilled spirits how may
withdrawn
from bonded warehouse ............
161
may be removed
removed for exportation,
exportation, recrectification,
&c
161
tification, & ................
161
but only once for the
same spirthe same
spirits ........................
161
spirits removed to be returned..........
returned
161
beyond
tax to be paid on aa deficiency
deficiency beyond
three per cent .....................
161
no drawback
distilled spirits
spirits upon
upon
drawback upon distilled
which tax has been paid .............
161
spirits may be removed from bonded
bonded
warehouse for exportation...........
exportation
161
161
proceedings in such case ..........
proceedings
161
bond, and when it may
may be cancelcancelled ............................
161
where there is no superintendent
where
superintendent of exports,
161, 162
162
ports, collector
collector to
to act as
as such
such ..... 161,
penalty for making any false document,
document,
&c. to evade
evade the payment
payment of tax, or in
in
&c.
fraud of the internal revenue laws....
162
laws.... 162
owners of spirits intended for sale, manufactured
effect,
ufactured before this act takes effect,
collector to gauge and prove
prove
to notify collector
them ..........................
162
162
to be gauged only in casks, &c
&c..... 162
162
casks, &c.
&c. how to be marked
marked ......
162
162
penalty for not notifying collector
162
collector ....... 162
spirits on which tax is paid not to remain
remain
•
162
on distiller's premises ...........
'..
162
absence of inspector's brand to
to be
be cause
cause
for forfeiture ......................
162
162
changing the character
changing
character of spirits after inspection, &c. and placing them in other
other
packages without, &c. to work forfeiture of spirits .................
162, 475
162,
475
branding packages of spirits,
knowing
branding
spirits, knowing
that the taxes have not been paid,
paid, how
how
punished .....................
163, 475
punished.
163,
conforfeited stills, implements, &c. and condemned material to be sold at public
public
demned
auction .........................
163,483
auction
163,
483
forfeited liquors, how disposed
disposed of.......
of
163
forfeited
163
distillers
distillers of brandy from grapes,
grapes, apples,
or peaches may be exetnpted
exempted from this
163
act .............................
163
the word
word ""person"
person " in the act to include
firms,
firms, corporations,
corporations, &c
&c ..............
163
163
penalty for removing
removing spirits from
from places
where distilled except
except to a
abonded warehouse
.........................
163
163
spirits so removed when tax is not paid
163
to be forfeited ......................
163
may be seized and sold
.163
sold............. 163
proceedings
163
roceedings in case of seizure
seizure...... 163
burden
urden of proof on claimants to show
that the law has been
been complied
complied
163
with ..........................
163
aiding in the unlawful removal
removal of distilled
distilled
spirits, how
how punished ..............
163
163
brewers before commencing business to
brewers
assessors
163
give notice to assessors............
notice to state what ............
163, 164
164
to give bond, amount, conditions...
conditions... 164
164
annually
164
bond to be renewed
renewed annually...........
164
porter, and
and
tax on beer, lager beer, ale, porter,
164
similar fermented liquors ............
164
$1
$ 1 for barrel of not over 31 gallons . .......................
164
164
fractional parts of a
fractional
a barrel,
barrel, and how
accounted ..............
164, 475,
475, 476
accounted
164,
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brewers, &e.
brewers,
&c. manufacturing
manufacturing beer, &c. to
make from day to day entries in a
a book
of kind and quantity of liquors made,
made,
164
and of those sold ...................
164
to enter in aa separate
separate book an account of
of material purchased
164
count
purchased..... 164
to render
statement to asrender monthly statement
sessor under
under oath ...............
164
to send duplicate
duplicate of statement to colcol165
lector .......................
165
books
of
books to be open
open to
to the inspection of
revenue officers.................
officers
165
revenue
165
entries in books to be verified
verified monthly
entries
monthly
upon oath ............
165
.........
165
form of oath ..................... 165
165
form of oath for owner,
owner ' if original
original
entries
entries are
him
165
are not made by him......
165
penalty for evading
evading or attempting
attempting to evade
evade
penalty
payment of tax .................... 165
165
for fraudulently
neglecting, &c. to
to
for
fraudulently neglecting,
make entry
entry and report....
.....
165
report ...........
165
false enfor intentionally
intentionally making aa false
try..............
try
•
165
....
165
for neglecting
neglecting to keep
keep books or furnish accounts, or for not permittine.
be examined
examined ....... 165
ting books to lie
165
stamps to '''be
prepared, denoting amount
amount
be prepared,
of tax to be paid
paid on barrels,
barrels, Cke
&c....... 165
to collectors, who
who
to be furnished to
shall, keep a
months' supply
supply
shall,
a two months'
165
on hand
hand ....................
165
to be sold only to brewers..........
brewers...,
165
account to be kept
kept of stamps
stamps sold...
165
sold....... 165
deduction on
on sales to brewers ...........
165
165
commissions
commissions of
of collectors and assessors
on such sales of stamps
stamps ..............
166
166
brewers to obtain stamps from collectors
collectors
brewers
and affix
affix proper
proper one on tap of each barrel
166
rel...
............................
166
mode of
of affixing
affixing stamps...........
stamps
..
166
mode
166
of cancellation
cancellation ...............
166
penalty for not affixing or cancelling
cancelling
stamps,
for affixing fraudulent
fraudulent ones 166
166
stamps, or tbr
receiving
for selling, purchasing
parchasing,' or receiving
liquor in any vessel
vessel fiom
from aabrewery, &c.
without a
a stamp, or with
ery,
&c.without
166
aafalse stamp ...................
166
for withdrawing
withdrawing such liquor
liquor from
from
for
the vessel
vessel without
without defacing
the
defacing the
stamp,
stamp, or from
from aa vessel not
not
stamped
stamped
......................
. 166
166
for making
making or selling,
false
for
selling, or using false
stamps or dies ................
166
stamps
166
brewers selling
sellmg at retail from brewers, to
affix
proper stamps........
stamps
166
affix and
and cancel
cancel proper
166
quantity sold
to keep an account
account of quantity
sold. 166
assessor, and
and
to report monthly to assessor,
send duplicate
collector
166
duplicate to collector.......
166
may remove
certain malt liquors
cermay
remove certain
liquors in cerquantities from
from brewery
brewery to warewaretain quantities
house without
166
166
without stamps ...............
stamps
to
be
affixed
when
liquor
is
sold
stamps
be affixed
liquor
or removed
removed .....................
166
when
when and
and how
how ale
ale or
or porter may be rerewhere manufacmoved from district where
tured to warehouse
tured
warehouse in another district
district
without having stamps
stamps affixed
affixed ........
167
without
167
fermented liquors,
and unfit
fermented
liquors, sour, and
unfit for use,
may
be
sold
for
manufacturing
purmay be sold for manufacturing purposes,
stamps.
167
poses. &c. without
without stamps............
167
barrel, &c. of fermented
fermented liquor
liquor to
to
every banrel,
be marked before
before it is sold or removed
removed
from
167
167
from brewery
brewery ....................
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penalty for purposely removing or defacing such marks .....................
167
16
than owner
owner or
if any person
person other
other than
or
purchaser intentionally
intentionally removes or
or
defaces stamp on any barrel, &c. 167
possession of fermented liquor, after
after reremoval from warehouse, on which tax
moval
tax
is not paid, to be cause of forfeiture
167
forfeiture.. 167
absence of stamps on barrel, &e.
&c. to be
167
notice that tax is not paid ...........
167
withdrawing fermented
for bottling
bottling
fermented liquor for
from any vessel not stamped, or bottling
bottling
fermented liquor in the place where
fermented
where it
it is
is
made, &e.
&c. how punished ...........
........
167
167
inspectors
inspectors or revenue agents not to be
be interested
manufacture of tobacco,
terested in the manufacture
snuff,
cigars .................. 167,
snuff, or cigars
167, 168
168
assessors, collectors,
collectors, inspectors,
inspectors, or
or revenue agents not to be interested in the
the
production
production of distilled spirits or fermented liquors .....................
168
mented
168
penalty for so doing ..............
168
168
internal revenue
revenue officers,
officers, paid by
by fees,
fees, &c
&c.
to make statement
statement under oath
oath of
of entire amount of fees of all kinds and
from all sources
sources .................... 168
168
penalty for knowingly
knowingly making a
a
false statement .................
168
168
for neglecting to make
make statement when required ........ 168
168
that part of act relating
relating to distilled spirits and fermented liquors
effect
liquors to
to take
take effect
Sept. 1, 1866 ...............
....... 168
168
penalty for giving
any
giving or
or offering,
offering, &c. any
bribe, or present, &c.
United
&c. to any United
States officer
or official,
intent to
to
officer or
official, with
with intent
influence his action
on anything
anything before
before
influence
action on
him or to cause him to
any
him,
to commit
commit any
revenue
168
fraud upon the revenue.............
168
or for receiving
accepting the
receiving or accepting
same .........................
168
168
fine, imprisonment, disqualification
disqualification
for office
168, 169
office................... 168,
169
proceedings in cases
cases of
seizure of
of goods
proceedings
of seizure
goods
as subject to forfeiture
forfeiture ...............
169
169
collector to prepare
prepare a
a list of the property
duplicate ......... .............
in duplicate
169
169
appraisement and pay
pay of appraisers
appraisers 169
appraisement
169
if goods are found to be
be of the
the value
value of
of
$300
notice 169
$ 300 or less, collector to publish
publish notice
169
169
notice to state what ...............
169
claimants of the goods may
and
may file claim
claim and
execute bond .................
.... 169
169
conditions
169
conditions of bond ................
169
bond and duplicate list to be sent to
the United
United States district
district attorattorney, who shall proceed
169
proceed thereon..
thereon
169
if there is no claim and no bond,
bond, colcoldays' notice of sale
lector to give ten days'
of goods ...........
............ 168
168
sale at public auction, and proceeds
proceeds
of sale ..................... . 169
169
within
within year of sale application may
may be
be
made for remission of forfeiture
forfeiture and
and
restoration
restoration of proceeds of sale........
sale
169
169
applicant to prove
169
prove what
what............... 169
if
if no application
application is made within one
one year,
proceeds of sale to be distributed.....
proceeds
distributed
170
170
reorganization
reorganization of office of commissioner
commissioner
of internal revenue
170
revenue................ 170
commissioner and three deputy
deputy commissioners
170
170
one
so ............................
r sevenheads
isins.
one solicitor,
solicitor, seven heads of divisions
170
divisions... 170

Internal Rerenue,
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Internal
clerks, female
female clerks,
and
clerks, messengers, and
laborers ...........................
170
laborers
170
official communications
mail between
between
communications by mail
certain
internal revenue
revenue officers
officers to be
be
certain internal
free
free of postage170
.....................
170
special
commissioner
of
the
revenue,
apspecial commissioner of the revenue, appointment
of authorized
authorized .............
170
pointment of
170
term of office,
office, duties, powers,
and
powers, and
170, 171
171
salary ....................
170,
in any suits
suits against
against revenue
revenue officers
officers or
or
persons acting
acting under
them, &c.
&c. and
and
persons
under them,
affecting the validity
validity of
of this act, &c.
&e
affecting
defendants may remove the suit
suit to
defendants
to the
the
United States Circuit
Circuit Court at
any
United
at any
time before
before trial .............
time
..... 171
proceedings for removal
171
proceedings
removal........... 171
petition
to
the
circuit
court
or
to
petition
circuit court or to the
the
clerk171
clerk
..........................
171
clerk to issue process
process to State
State court.....
court
171
171
state court to stay
stay proceedings,
proceedings, and furfurther acts therein
therein void ................
171
171
if defendant
defendant is in custody, marshal
marshal to
take the body .................
171
.. 171
attachments, bail,
attachments,
bail, &c.
continue. ...171, 172
&c. to continue....171,
172
if
proceedings in
in State
court canif copy
copy of
of proceedings
State court
cannot be
be had, circuit court may compel
compel
plaintiff
plaintiff to proceed anew or become
become
nonsuit with costs to
to defendant.....
defendant
172
172
apply to
to cases
act of 1833,
1833, ch. 57,
57, not to
to apply
cases
arising under
under internal
internal revenue laws
172
laws... 172
revenue officers, or any
any person
person acting ununthem, suffering injuries for
for acts
der them,
damdone under the law, may sue for damUnited States circuit court 172
172
ages in the United
property
property in custody of
of revenue
revenue officer to
irrepleviable ....................
172
be irrepleviable
172
rescue
rescue thereof, how punished..
punished....... 172
172
repeal of §§50 of act of 1864,
1864, ch.
172
ch. 173
173.... 172
cases
removed from
State courts
courts to
to courts
courts
cases removed
from State
United States to
to be remanded,
of the United
remanded,
unless,
unless, &c............
Rize
172
172
have been removed,
removed, atin all cases that have
attachments, bail,
bail, &c. to remain
remain in force
172
tachments,
force 172
in writs of error in criminal cases to the
Supreme Court of the United States,
States,
the defendant
defendant is not to be released
released unun&e173
til, &c
.........................
. 173
offence is not bailable ..........
173
if offence
173
writs of error in criminal
criminal cases to have
certain precedence
precedence on
on the
the docket
of the
certain
docket of
the
Supreme Court....................
Court
173
Supreme
173
when act takes effect
effect .................
173
173
repeal of
repeal
of inconsistent
inconsistent laws............
laws
173
173
former laws
former
laws continued
continued in force
force for
for certain
certain
purposes ........................
purposes
173
.. 173
certain duties
certain
duties under
under existing laws to continue ..........................
173
. 173
manufactures, &c.
manufactures,
&c. in
in possession
possession of
of manmanufacturers when this act
ufacturers
act takes effect,
effect, on
on
which duty
duty has not been
been paid, or was
not imposed,
imposed, to
to be
be deemed
deemed to have been
been
manufactured after such
manufactured
such date.........
date
173
173
commissioner
commissioner may make regulations
regulations and
and
prescribe
proceeding's
173
prescribe forms and proceedings....
173
the tax-law to be published in certain
certain
German newspapers
newspapers .................
173
173
appropriation
into effect
effect the
the
appropriation for carrying into
several
&e
445
several acts providing, except, &c....
445
act of March 2, 1867,
set
1867, amending
amending existing
laws relating
relating to ...................
471
471
acts now required
required to be done in May and
and
June,
June, to be done hereafter
hereafter in March
March
and April
April ..........................
471
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Internal
(continued.)
cotton,
cotton, tax on, after Sept. I,
1, 1867, to be
nor on papers for collecting
collecting soldiers'
soldiers'
two and aahalf cents a
a pound on that
that
claims on government
government for pay, penclaims
States
produced within the United States....
471
&c ......................
475
sions, &c
475
district attorney
attorney to
to report
report concerning
suits
district
concerning suits
amendments to act of 1866, ch.
ch. 184
184..... 475
under internal revenue
revenue laws to commisdistilled spirits, mineral
mineral oil, tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
internal revenue
472
sioner of internal
revenue............ 472
and cigars,
manufictured in institutions
cigars, manutlictured
commissioner upon
institution
to report to commissioner
upon institution
&c. or in manual-labor
for blind, &c.
manual-labor
472
of every suit .....................
472
schools,
schools, not exempt from tax ....... 475
commissioner to make rules
rules for
for revenue
commissioner
revenue
monuments of stone not exempt
exempt ........ 475
475
officers, marshals,
marshals, and district attorneys,
attorneys,
certain penalties
penalties for changing
changing the charrespecting
respecting suits ....................
472
472
acter
acter , of spirits
spirits after they are in packato have charge of all real estate coninspected and marked,
and for
for
ges duly inspected
marked, and
veyed to the United States under
under
branding
packages, knowing
taxes are
are
branding packages,
knowing taxes
internal revenue
revenue laws
internal
laws............ 472
not
paid,
stricken
out
472
not paid,
out ................ 475
475
and of all trusts created in payfractional
fractional parts of
of a
a barrel and how
how acacment of debts due, &c
&c....... 472
472
counted .....................
counted
475, 476
475,476
may sell the real estate
estate at
at public
public aucaucadditional articles and products
products exempted
exempted
additional
tion, with approval of Secretary-of
Sccretary.of
from internal
internal tax ................ 476, 477
477
Treasury .....................
472
472
exemption confined
exemption
confined to the articles and
and
may release to debtor land taken,
taken,
products in
condition.. ..... 477
in what condition.......
477
upon payment
and interest
payment of
of debt
debt and
interest 472
472
brandy from grapes
477
tax on brandy
grapes .
.....
477
additional penalty upon manufacturer
for
additional
manufacturer for
penalty for making,
selling, &c.
&c. as
as brandy
penalty
making, selling,
selling, &c.
without a
a stamp, articles
&c. without
from grapes,
grapes, any fluid not really
such. 477
really such.
required to be stamped ..............
472
simulated fluid to be forfeited
472
simulated
forfeited....... 477
477
proceedings
collection thereof
proceedings for the collection
thereof 472
472
amendments to act
act of 1864,
1064, ch. 173, as
amendments
as
commissioner may designate
designate any assistcommissioner
amended
477
.....................
ant assessor to make assessments
assessments upon
income tax,
tax, rate, &c...............
&c.
•
478
upon
477, 478
specified objects of taxation
taxation .......... 472
amount exempt
472
exempt.................. 478
478
other assistant assessors to report to
for year
year ending
December 31..
31
to be for
ending December
478
such assessor .................
472
in estimationincome, what
what to be
be included
included 478
472
estimating income,
478
such assistant
assistant assessor may act in
what tobbe deducted...........
deducted
what
478, 479
479
any districts in same county
479
county..... 472
list or return of income
472
income ...............
479
assessments to be returned to the
assessments
verified by oath...........
oath
479
must be verified
479
479
district where they are payable 473
may be increased .................
473
479
commissioner may pay sums for detection
none is made, or it is made
made thlsely,
commissioner
if none
detection
falsely,
internal
and trial of persons violating internal
assessor to make
make list and
and add fifty
fifty
per cent
cent for
for wilful neglect........
neglect
479
revenue laws,
laws, &c
&c .................... 473
473
479
appropriation
therefor
473
one
hundred
cent
for
and
one
hundred
per
............. 473
for
appropriation
neglect or failure
failure to pay tax
tax
penalty for neglect
false list ..................
479
not to be assessed
assessed until after notice..
notice
480
not
as required, to be five per cent, and in480
income
terest at one per cent a
a month.......
month
473
income tax
tax paid
paid in another
another district......
district
479
month 473
473
actual amount
amount
if tax has been increased,
increased, actual
no interest for
fbr fractions of a
a month
may be proved
proved .....................
479
may
amendments
473
amendments to former laws ............
479
vacancies
collector ..........
473
appeal from
from decision of
of assessor........
assessor
479
appeal
vacancies in office of collector
473
479
income tax when to be levied and when
when
income
manufacturers
manufacturers of butter and cheese not to
due in any year ...................
480
due
480
474
pay special tax ..................... 474
when for
for the year
year 1866 ..........
480
when
480
venders of vegetables, fruits, &c. not to
to last until 1870,
1870, and no longer....
longer
480
474
480
be deemed pedlers
pedlers..... ............
474
if not paid when due, five per cent
cent
forfeiture of tobacco, snuff,
cigars
474
snuff, and cigars...
474
andinterest
and interest to be added
added......... 480
charged to consumers 474
474
tax on gas may be charged
tax on distilled spirits .................
480
474
480
tax on sugars and refined sugars ...... 474
where to be assessed
and how
how collectassessed and
sugar-refiners, who to be deemed
deemed
474
sugar-refiners,
...... 474
ed,
if
spirits
are
removed
from
ed,
spirits
removed from
474
tax upon wood screws ................ 474
place of distillation and
and not deposplace
powder ...... 474
474
gunpowder and other powder
a
bonded
warehouse
481
ited
in
a
bonded
warehouse......
cigarettes, cigars, and cheroots
474
cigarettes,
cheroots..... 474
Secretary of Treasury
may adopt meters,
Secretary
Treasury may
tax in lieu of present tax upon
upon
(!za
481
&c................................
India-rubber
474
India-rubber boots and shoes.......
shoes .....
474
owners
distilleries to use meters,
&c
owners of distilleries
meters, &c...
481
bonnets, and hoods......
hoods- 474
474
hats, caps, bonnets,
changes of, or additions to, distilling apchanges
leather and skins .................
474
paratus to be made
made.................. 481
manufactures of glass,
glass, except winmanufactures
distiller, who to be
be deemed,
what to
to
distiller,
deemed, and what
dow glass ....................... 475
475
be
presumptive
evidence thereof
evidence
thereof...... 481
475
of wool ......................
475
distilled spirits to be inspected
and gauged
gauged
distilled
inspected and
no tax upon the redyeing or reprinting
reprinting of
of
before
before removal from distillery
distillery........ 481
475
475
cloths ............................
barrels and packages
packages to be marked..
marked
481
barrels
certain exemptions from
475
fiom tax ...........
475
law requiring
requiring an inspector
inspector for
for each
each distax on gross receipts of toll roads, ferries,
ferries,
tillery repealed
repealed .................
.... 481
and bridges
bridges....................
475
officers to be designated
designated to perform
perform
officers
475
schedule B. amended ...............
475
their
duties
481,482
their
duties................
481,
482
legal
documents, writs, &c.
&c. exempt.....
exempt
475
legal. documents,
collector
direct spirits stored
stored in a
a
collector may direct
&c .....
475
tax on manifests not to apply, &c
........ 475
bonded
warehouse
attached
to
a
attached
a
distilwarehouse
affidavits
exempt
...................
475
affidavits
475
lery
lery to
to be removed
removed to a
a general
general bondno stamp for probate of will, unless
unless value
ed warehouse,
warehouse, when,
when, &c..........
&c
481, 482
481,
estate exceeds
exceeds $1,000.............
$1,000
• 475
475
of estate
VOL.
VOL. XIV.
xiv.
57
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Internal
(continued.)
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, (continued.)
spirits thereafter
made in
such distildistilthereafter made
in such
the conspiracy
conspiracy does any act in purlery to be so removed
482
removed........... 482
suance and in aid thereof........
thereof484
484
spirits not to be removed
place of
of
removed from place
fine and imprisonment
484
imprisonnent ........ 484
distillation, &e.
ten
&c. in packages of over
where offence
begun
in
one
over ten
offence is
is begun in one
482
gallons ........................
judicial
completed
482
judicial district
district and completed
nor between
between sunset and sunrise.....
sunrise
482
deemed
in another, where to be deemed
removing..... 482
penalty for otherwise removing
and
to have been committed and
any internal
internal revenue
revenue officer
officer may be spewhere punishable
484
where
punishable ...........
484
property
482
cially authorized
authorized to seize property.....
selling or
or giving
away, &c.
&c. empty
482
for selling
giving away,
empty
powers of such
such officer
officer ............. 482
482
cigar-boxes
cigar-boxes that have
have been
been stamped
stamped
authority how limited
482
limited .............
without defacing
the stamps ..... 484
482
defacing the
484
barrels, packages,
packages, &c.
containing,
or
sup&c. containing, or supfine and imprisonment
imprisonment ......... 484
posed to contain, distilled spirits may
eigar-boxes may be destroyed
484
cigar-boxes
destroyed.. 484
be seized when and by whom ......... 482
482
forfeited distilled
distilled spirits not to be sold for
for
forfeited
may he
be detained, until, &c
&c ..........
less price
than
the
tax
484
482
price than the tax ...............
484
if distilled spirits, found elsewhere
elsewhere than
be destroyed,
cannot be
be
to be
destroyed, if
if they
they cannot
in bonded warehouse,
are sold, ete.
at
warehouse, are
&e. at
sold in ninety
ninety days
days for
for a
a price
price
price less than the tax,
tax, such sale
sale to be
be
equal to the tax
484
tax ................
484
prima
prima facie evidence that
that they are lialiatherefor to be
be prescribed
rules therefor
prescribed
ble to seizure and forfeiture.
.
482
forfeiture ...........
482
by
by commissioner...........
commissioner
484
484
this provision not to apply to certain
eertain
inspectors
inspectors of internal
internal revenue to give
give
sales
482
.....................
482
bonds ..........................
484
.. 484
emptying or drawing
persons emptying
drawing off articles
bonds to be of
of what
what amount,
amount, how
how to
subject to tax from barrels,
barrels, &c.
&c. marked,
marked,
be approved
approved ...................
484
484
ete. to efface such marks ............
482
&c.
482
tonnage
duty on ships, &c.
&c. engaged
engaged in
tonnage duty
in
those not doing so subject
subject to a
a fine
commerce, how
how often
to
be
levied
and
commerce,
often to be levied and
$10 for each
of 810
each offence........... 482
482
collected ............
484, 485
collected
.......... 484,
485
barrels,
barrels, &c.
&e. liable to forfeiture
and
forfeiture and
nts and gross receipts
tax on advertisem
advertisem :nts
receipts
may be seized ..................
482
482
toll-roads repealed
485
of toll-roads
repealed. ...............
485
when a
a bond for removal of distilled
repeal of inconsistent
inconsistent acts
acts...............
485
repeal
485
warehouse is forspirits from bonded warehouse
saving clause .....................
485
485
feited,
feited, obligors to pay what...
... .482,
482,483
what.......
Customs Journal,
483 Interned
InternalRevenue Record
Record and Ctstonms
Journal,
property
of
property
obligors may be seized..
seized
483
483
subscription
subscription to copies
copies of............
of445
195, 445
195,
if property is not found, bond
bond to be
be
Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Taxes,
put in suit ...................
483
. 483
collection of certain,
collection
certain, may be
be suspended
suspended
notice to collector
collector and commissioner
commissioner 483
in Portland,
Portland, Maine
Maine ................
369
stills fit for use, if not over $1,000
S 1,000 in valInternational Ocean Telegraph
Telegraph Company,
Company.
International
internal revue, seized for violation of internal
to have
have sole privilege
privilege for fourteen
fourteen years
years to
to
enue laws, not to be released
released before
lay and operate
operate telegraphic
telegraphic wires,
wires, &e.
&c. bebejudgment
judgment ................... ...... 483
483
tween the
tween
the United
United States
States and Cuba, the
the
if over
over $1,000
$1,000 in value,
release
value, their
their release
Bahamas, and other West India Islands,
to be in the discretion
discretion of the
the United States to have free use of tile
the
court.........................
court
483
483
lines ..............................
44
lines
44
if forfeited,
forfeited, to be destroyed .........
483
483
mode
mode of operating
charges .........
44
operating and
and charges
44
additional penalty upon owners, &c. of
of
cables to
in three
three years,
and in
in
to be laid in
years, and
stills for neglect
neglect or refusal
refusal to do what
what
working order in five years,
years, or
the
working
or the
the law requires concerning distilled
distilled
grant to be void
46
grant
void ....................
46
spirits ............................
483 Interpreters,
483
Interpreters,
fine, forfeiture of stills, &c.
imprison&e. imprisonto legations
consular
legations and consulates, and
and consular
ment
483
ment.....................
483
......224,
courts ..........
224, 225,
225, 413,
413, 414
414
stills, &c.
&c. may be seized and held
held... 483 Intoxicating
Intoxicatinq Drinks,
proceedings
proceedings to enforce forfeiture,
forfeiture,
not to be
be sold in the District of Columbia
Columbia
when, where, and
and how
how to
to be
be comcomwithout license
213
without
license .....................
213
menced ........
483
............ 483 Invalid
Invalid Pensions,
Pensions,
penalty upon collectors, assessors,
for
assessors, &c.
&c. for
appropriations for
398
2,
appropriations
for..............
2, 398
asking or accepting
accepting any money, &c.
for
&e. for
Invalid Pensions
Pensionsand Pensiornrs.
Invalid
Pensioners. See Pensions.
Penisions.
compromising,
compromising, &c. any charge,
of
charge, &e.
&c. of
provisions
provisions of law concerning
concerning ..... 56, 57,
230
57, 230
violating,
violating, &c.
&e. the laws relating to interInventory,
Inventory,
nal taxes, unless,
unless, &c
&e.................
483
of estate in bankruptcy
521
bankruptcy ................
521
fine and imprisonment......483,484
imprisonment......483,484
proceedings are involuntary....
involuntary
537
when proccedings
537
for falsely assuming to be aa revenue
revenue
Investment.
Investment. See Bankruptcy.
Bankrulqptcy.
officer and acting
acting as such
officer
such........ 484
484
court may
may order temporary,
temporary, of
of assets
assets of
of
fine and imprisonment
imprisonment ........ 484
484
bankrupts in the hands of assignees...
assignees
524
sale naphtha
and
illufor mixing for sale
naphtha and illuInvoices,
Invoices,
minating
minating oils, or selling
selling such
such mixmixhundred dollars in
imports, not over one hundred
ture ..........
........ . . 484
484
value,
value, may be entered
entered without
without triplifor selling or offering for sale oil
cate, if,
&c
182
if, &c.
..
.............
.
.
182
made
made from petroleum
petroleum for illuminatdistrict judge may issue warrants
warrants for
for
ing purposes, &c
&c ................ 484
484
seizure
seizure of .......................
187
187
fine and imprisonment
imprisonment ....... 484
484 Invoices,
Invoices, Books, and
and Papers.
Papers. See Frauds
Frauds on
for conspiring
conspiring to commit any offence
offence
the Revenue.
against
against the laws of, or vo
defraud
to defraud
warrant
of, in case
warrant for seizure of,
ease of suspected
suspected
the United
United States, if any party
party to
revennua
A7
frauds on
on
revenue
547
..frauds
_-- the
-.
. . .. ;. . . . . . .
...
Us
I
.

#

.

#
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Involuntary Bankruptcy.
See Itankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
Jail,
Involuntary
Bankruptcy. See
Jail, (continued.)
(continued.)
provisions of the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act concontractor to give bond ................
contractor
231
231
cerning .......................
536, 53
537
how to lx,•
paid ..................
231
be paid
231
Iowa,
Iowa,
appropriation ..................
appropriation
......
231
post-roads established in ..... 6,
6, 189,
189, 285,
285, 552
materials
materials of old jail to be sold at aucexpenses of certain
certain volunclaim of, for expenses
volun231
tion ......
.........
...........
231
deteers, for moneys paid for troops to
to decities of Washington
Washington and Georgetown
Georgetown
cities
fend the State, and for forage
forage and
and barbarand county of Washington to contribcontribracks to be examined
247
examined ..............
247
ute to payment for ..............
231, 232
232
231,
report on or before December
December 1,1866
1, 1866.... 247
247
therefor ..............
232
tax to be levied therefor
232
Iowa
Nebraska, .
Iowa and Nebraska,
proceedings if either city or
or county
county is in
in
proceedings
compensation
surveyor-general of
compensation of surveyor-general
of disdisdefault as
as to payment
232
payment. ............. .
232
trict of, established
established ...............
448
448
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, repeal
re p
ea l
ofpart
of
part
appropriation
appropriation for office
office rent ........
448
448
of act authorizing
of
428
authorizing the construction
construction of..
428
Iowa and Wisconsin,
amu:nt
amount to be contributed
of
contributed by the city
city of
office
office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of, removed
removed to
Washington
Washington towards
towards the construction
construction
Plattsmouth,
Nebraska .............
344
Platrsmouth, Nebraska
344
of .....
428
...........................
428
Nebraska and Iowa to
surveyNebraska
to constitute
constitute a
a surveyby the city of Georgetown.........
Georgetown
428
428
344
ing district .........................
344
how to be
be raised
raised and when to be
be paid 428
428
Iowas,
lowas,
no money to be paid towards
towards construction
construction
appropriations for the .............
260,
appropriations
260, 501
501
of, unless letting of contract for
for buildIowa Volunteer
olunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Iowa
ing be
suspended until perfected
be suspended
perfected plans
plans
bounty to be paid to members of the
bounty
the thirthirare
are completed
completed and approved
approved .........
575
575
ty-seventh regiment of
82
of. .............
82
nor unless
unless the letting
letting of the contract
contract
Iron-clad Vessels of
Navy,
Iron-clad
of the Navy,
is opened
opened to fair
fair competition,
&c
575
competition, &c..
575
board to examine site for fresh-water
fresh-water
Secretary
Secretary of
of Interior
Interior to select new site for 575
575
basin for ........................
357 Japan,
basin
357
Japan,
Iron
Company,
Iron Mountain
MIountain Railroad
Railroad Company,
mail steamship
steamship service
service between,
between, and San
granted to Missouri, in
lands granted
in aid of
of exexFrancisco ..........................
49
Francisco
49
tension of ............................ 83,
83, 84
84
tension
notification, forbidding American
notification,
American merIsabella
Reservation,
IsabellaReservation,
chant
chant vessels to stop or anchor at any
any
Chippewas of Swan Creek, &c...657,
for Chippewas
&c...657, 658
658
port
port or roadstead
roadstead in, except the three
mill and land at Isabella
Isabella City on, may be
be
treaty ports
ports ........................
819
treaty
819
659
sold ...........................
659
mail-steamship service
mail-steamship
between San
Franservice between
San FranIsh-tali-chan-ne-ah,
Ish-tah-chan-ne-ah,
cisco and.
and
394
cisco
.........................
394
appropriation for treaty payment
appropriation
payment to
to the
the
vessels
vessels need
need not touch
touch at Honolulu
Honolulu . 394
394
widow and children of..............
of
274
274
branch line from Japan to Shanghae
Shanghae
Island
Pond,
Island Pond,
in lieu thereof................
thereof
394
'.' 394
appropriation to purchase
purchase site
site and
erect
appropriation
and erect
prisons for American
in, approapproprisons
American convicts in,
building for custom-house
at
23
custom-house at.........
23
priation
priation for
for rent of .................
414
414
Darien,
Isthmus of Durien,
convention
convention with, of January
January 28, 1864...
1864
655
655
survey of
canal ................
311
of, for ship
ship canal
311
when
effect ..............
when to take effect
655
655
aid and facilities for exploration
exploration and surarticles free of duty ..................
655
articles
655
vey of,
of, for ship canal, to citizens
citizens of the
at reduced
reduced duty of five per cent
cent ....
655
655
United States .....................
567
importing and exporting
exporting to
to pay
pay the
the
those importing
authority to
to be
obtained
from
the
United
be obtained from the United
duty ...........................
655
655
States of Colombia for the United
United
importation of
importation
of opium prohibited
prohibited ....... 665
665
States to make surveys of, for
for ship
ship
convention with, of October
convention
October 22,
22, 1864
1864.... 665
665
canal
572
..........................
572
damages to be paid the four
four treaty powIsthmus Routes to the
the Pacific,
Pacific,
ers for hostile acts of the Prince
Prince of NaNitappropriation for report of ............
49
665
gato, &c
&c ........................
665
amount fixed
fixed at $3,000,000,
$3,000,000, to include all claims ..............
665
clude
665
J.
J.
to be payable
payable quarterly in instalments
instalments
Jacks, Owners
.Tacks,
Owners of,
f,
and when to begin .. 665
665
of one sixth, and
on
120
definition of, and special tax on........
the opening
in the
the Inland
Sea,
120
opening of
of aa port in
Inland Sea,
Jacobs,
Delia A.,
A.,
Jacobs, Delia
may
be
accepted
in
lieu
of
payment
of
may
accepted in lieu of payment of
administratrix
administratrix of Jacob Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, may
may
money ..................
665
.......
665
apply for extension of patent .........
apply
621
the Tycoon
Tycoon to make
make the offer, and
and
application to be made within.
what
within what
treaty powers at their option
the treaty
time .........
621
............. 621
may accept
accept it..............
it
665, 666
intervening
intervening rights of third persons
Jarvis,
Jarvis, Edward,
Edward,
saved ..........................
621
pay for digesting
digesting facts by census
census of 1860
1860
Jail,
Jail,
as to mortality
mortality and disease
disease ..........
326
appropriations for, in the District
District of CoJoyner,
Elijah
R.,
Jauner, Elijah R.,
lumbia
19, 316
3/6
lumbia. .........................
counterfeiter of United
States coin,
payaacounterfeiter
19,
United States
coin, payconstruction of...231,
of...23I, 428
428
act authorizing the construction
ment for the pursuit
capture of...
of
619
pursuit and capture
619
suitable site to be selected, and
and building
Jefferson
building
Jefferson County, West
West Virginia,
Virginia,
constructed
constructed .......................
231
consent of Congress to
to transfer of,
from
of, from
architect to prepare
specificaVirginia to West
West Virginia
Virginia ..........
350
prepare designs and specifica350
tions, and publish notice for letting
provision as to jurisdiction
court of
of
letting conjurisdiction of court
tract for building
360
claims extended
building................... 231
extended to .................
360
contract to be let to lowest responsible
responsible
provisions
direct
provisions as to the United States
States direct
hirlAeo.
bidder
U V L ....

........................

231
....o11

tax
tax in
in

....

....

fiAR
568
v..............

900
000

INDEX.

Jeffersonville, Indiana,
Indiana,
appropriation
erection of
fire-proof
appropriation for
for erection
of fire-proof
buildings for storehouses for
for governgovernproperty ...................... 481
487
ment property
Jess, A.
A. M.,
M,
Jess,
may locate and settle upon
hundred
upon one
one hundred
and sixty acres of public lands ....... 671
671
location of,
revert to the
title to former location
of, to
to revert
United States ....................
671
United
671
Johnson,
P.,
Johnson, James P.,
payment
payment to.........................
to
602
602
Joint
Joint Committee,
Committee, so-called ConConupon the condition of the
the so-called
federate States, appropriation
appropriation for the
expenses of
expenses
360
of...... ...............
360
Joint
Joint Promisors,
Promisors, &c.
Sc.
practice in suits against, in the District
District
Columbia ...................
of Columbia
405, 406
406
Joint Stock
Companies. See
See Bankruptcy.
Joint
Stock Companies.
Bankruptcy.
provisions concerning
concerning the bankruptcy
bankruptcy
of .......... .. .............
534, 535
535
534,
Joint
Joint Stock Company
Company of
the Young
Young Men's
of the
Men's airisChristian Association,
tian
Association,
act to incorporate
550
incorporate the .................
550
objects and powers of corporation.......
corporation
550
550
capital stock and limit to value of property ............................
550
550
directors, by-laws, &c. ...............
550
550
annual rate of interest
550
interest................. 550
surplus of rents
how to
be
rents above
above interest, how
to be
applied .................
550
......
550
when whole stock is purchased
and abpurchased and
sorbed, real, &c.
&c. estate to be transferred to Young Men's
Men's Christian
Christian Association ..........................
551
551
corporation
corporation to be dissolved
dissolved ........
551
551
income, how then to be
be applied.....
applied
551
551
property and income exempt
exempt from taxation ...........................
551
551
repealed ...................
551
act may be repealed
551
Jones, John
Jones,
John W.,
W.,
pension to .........................
595
595
Jones, Reverend
Jones,
Reverend Evan,
Evan,
payment to ................
805
......
805
Jones, Stephen E.,
Jones,
payment to, of pay and allowances
allowances as first
first
lieutenant of cavalry
cavalry ..............
641
lieutenant
641
Judge Advocate-General,
Advocate-General,
rank, pay, and duties of...............
of
334
334
to revise, &c. the proceedings
proceedings of
of courtcourtmarshals,
marshals, courts of
of inquiry,
inquiry, and
and milimilitary commissions ...................
334
334
Judge Advocates,
Judge
Advocates,
not over ten in
number
may
be
retained
in number may be retained
office
334
in office...........................
334
of the army, tenure of office of,
&c
410
of, &c......
410
Judges of Courts
Courts in the
Judges
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the District
appropriations
205, 455
455
appropriations for the
the............. 205,
Judges
of District
Courts,
Judges of
District Courts,
appropriations
appropriations for the .........
205, 455,
455, 471
205,
salaries
of, established
salaries of,
established ............
470, 471
470,
powers and duties of, under the
bankpowers
the bankruptcy act ............
517, 518, 520,
520, 541
upon complaint
complaint and affidavit that frauds
fiauds
on the revenue
have
been
committed
revenue have been committed
by any person engaged in
in the
importathe importation or entry of merchandise
such
merchandise in such
district, to issue warrant to enter premises and seize certain invoices,
invoices, books,
books,
and papers, and bring them before
before
them ........................
547
such invoices, &c.
&e. to be subject to order of court, and may be retained..
retained
547
examination may be allowed.......
examination
allowed
547

Judges
Judges of
of District
District Courts.
Courts. (continued.)
(continued.)
warrant not
not to
to issue,
&c
547
warrant
issue, unless,
unless, &c.....
547
to
be
returned
with report
report of
of serto be returned with
service, &c.
thereon
547
&c. thereon ............
547
Judges
Judges of Election,
Election,
appointed in
Georgetown and
and WashingWashingappointed
in Georgetown
390
ton ..............................
390
number, term
term of office,
office, power, and
and
duties ........................
390
duties
390
Judges of Supreme
Supreme Courts,
Courts,
of organized
organized Territories,
Territories, except Montana
Montana
and Idaho, salaries
salaries of.............
of
427
. 427
in
Montana
and
Idaho
426
in Montana
Idaho ............
426
Judicial Proceedings,
Judicial
Proceedings,
act to amend the law of the District of
act
of
Columbia
relation to,
to, therein
therein ...... 403
403
Columbia in relation
Judiciary,
Judiciary,
appropriations for
205, 455
455
appropriations
for the
the expenses of
of the
the 205,
Judiciary
Judiciary Fund,
Fund,
law requiring
unexpended balances
balances of
of aprequiring unexpended
propriations for, to return to treasury,
propriations
repealed
........................
repealed
199
199
Jugglers,
Jugglers,
definition
of, and special tax on
definition of,
on ........
120
120
tax
tax to cover only one State ............
120
120
Jurisdiction,
Jurisdiction,
offences committed
committed within
within that
that of
of the
offences
the
United
United States not prohibited,
prohibited, and for
for
a punishment
which a
punishment is not specially
specially
provided by any
provided
any law of the United
United
States, may be punished
punished according
according to
to
State law 13..................
State
.......
13
repeal
repeal of the State
State law, not to affect
affect prosecutions in the
the United
United States
States courts..
courts
13
13
justices of the peace
peace in civil
civil and crimiof justices
criminal cases
eases in the
the District
District of
of Columbia..
Columbia
402
over offences hegun
begun in one
one judicial district
district
and completed
completed in another,
another, to
to be
be in
in
courts
courts of
of either
either district
484
district .............
484
of courts of the United
United States in matters
of bankruptcy ..................
517 -—541
of courts in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and
the Territories
541
Territories ......................
541

Jurors,
Jurors,
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, how summoned, when all names
names arc
moned,
are drawn
drawn from
from
the
box
the box ..
................... ....... 1
December term, 1865,
for December
1865, of Supreme
Supreme
Court ................
1
.l
vacancies in
vacancies
in lists, how
how filled........
filled
I
in courts of the United States,
States, appropriaappropriadons for448
05, 448
tions
........................
2
20,
Justices of the Peace.
Peace. See District
District of
of Columbia.
in the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, act
reguact to
to regulate proceedings
proceedings before ........... 401,
401, 402
appeal
appeal from
from judgment
judgment of, not to
to be alallowed,
403
lowed, unless,
unless, &c .................
403
proceedings in the Appellate
proceedings
Appellate Court
thereon .....................
403
thereon
403
authority and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of certain,
at
certain, at
station-houses
213
station-houses...............................
213

K.
K.

" Kanzahamaha
Kamahamaha V.,"
"
V.," The Hawaiian
Hawaiian Bark.
payment to owners
owners of, for passage ot
American seamen...................
American
seamen
599
599

Kansas,
Kansas,
post-roads established
post-roads
in.... 6,
189, 287,
287, 551,
551,
established in....
6, 189,
555, 556
555,
grant of public
public lands
lands to, in aid of the
construction
construction of the Saint Joseph
Joseph and
and
Denver City Railroad
Railroad Comoaniv......
Denver
Company
210
210
... U -. ....

INDEX.

901
901

Kansas,
Kansas, (continued.)
Keokuk
Hamilton Mississippi
Keokuk and Hamilton
MississippiBridge Co.,
lands, how to inure to the benefit of
of the
the
may build bridge
bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi
211
company ........................
21
river
river ............
245
. .............
245
lands granted to, in aid of the construcKeplinger, John,
tion of the Kansas and Neosho
Neosho Valley
Valley
payment to,
payment
to, as an
an enlisted soldier....645, 646
646
Railroad ......................
236
23( Kickapoos,
extent of grant and selection
selection of
appropriations
appropriations for the..............260,
the
260, 501
501
lands....
lands
236, 237
............
236,
236 Kidnapping,
Kidnapping,
conditions of grant
grant .............
237
237
act to prevent
prevent and punish .............
50
50
rights given
given to other
other roads
......237,
roads.....
237, 238
238 Kiowas,
Kiowas,
public lands granted
granted to, to aid the Union
Union
appropriations for the....
...... 259,
276, 493
493
appropriations
the..........
259, 276,
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company, southern
southern
Kioways,
branch,. to construct, &c.
railroad
branch,
&c. aa railroad
appropriations
for the
493
appropriations for
the
...............
493
from Fort Kiley
Riley to Fort Smith
289 Kioways and
Smith ....... 28
and Comanches,
Caumanches,
extent and conditions
conditions of grant and
and
with, of October
treaty with,
October 18, 1865 .......
717
717
selection of lands ........... 289,
290
289, 29(
See Camanches
Comanches and Kioways.
See
grant of public lands to, to aid in
in the conKlamaths,
Klamaths,
a bridge
struction of a
bridge over the Republiappropriations for the.................277,
the
277, 501
501
can river ...........
574 Klaus,
...........
574
Klaus, Alois,
Alois,
Kansas
Kansas and Neosho Valley R.
R. R. Co.,
payment to .......................
602
602
Kansas in aid
the
lands granted to Kansas
aid of
of the
Kleinschmirlt, Ernst
Ernst F.,
F.,
Kleinschmidt,
construction of, and of
construction
of its extension
extension to
to
payment
reimbursement for
payment to, in reimbursement
for internal
internal
Red river
river .......................
236
236
revenue tax wrongly
wrongly collected
collected of him. 634
634
extent
extent of grant and selection of
of
Klopfer, H.
[1. A.,
lands......................236,
lands
236, 237
237
payment
payment to, for services...............
services
26
26
conditions
conditions of grant
grant ............... 237
237 Knabb, George
W.,
George W.,
rightof
right
of way through public lands
granted
lands granted
pension to .....................
...... 629
to .. ........................
237 Kootenays,
237
may extend
extend its road
road southerly, through
through
appropriations
270, 501
501
appropriations for the .............. 270,
Territory to the Red.
the Indian Territory
Red river 238
238
or to near Preston,
238
Preston, Texas ..........
238
right
right of through Indian
Indian Territory
238
L.
L.
Territory...... 238
limitations and conditions
conditions of grant
grant. 238
238 Laborers,
Laborers,
may negotiate
negotiate with Indians and others
others
payment
payment to those employed
pubemployed upon
upon the
the pubIbr
for lands............................
lands
. 238
238
lic works,
works, not
not to be regarded
regarded as income
income
other railroads may unite with
with this, after
after
from salarics
salaries ...................
140, 480
480
140,
it is located to the valley
valley of the Neosho
Neosho
appropriations
appropriations for, and for
for additional
additional pay
pay
river ........................
238
238
of certain .........................
456
456
if certain
certain other companies complete their
their
Laborers
Capitol,
Laborers in Capitol,
road to aacertain point, before this
this road
road
appropriations
appropriations for .................
206
205, 206
is completed
completed to that point, such
other
such other
Lac
Flambeau Indians,
Indians,
Lac de Flambeau
company may construct
company
construct the
the road
road
appropriations
for the
the .................
257
appropriations for
257
thence to Preston,
Preston, Texas, with grant
grant
Lac La Belle Harbor
Harbor Improvement Company,
of lands, &c....................38,
&c
238, 239
239
grant
of
lands
Michigan for use of, for
grant
lands to Michigan
for
Kansas Indians,
Indians,
ship canal
canal .......................
80
80
appropriations for the .............. 260,
501 Lager Beer. See
260, 501
See Beer.
Beer.
not over ten thousand may be received
received
internal
internal revenue
revenue tax upon ......... 164, 475
475
into certain part of the Choctaw,
Choctaw, &c.
&c.
fractional
fractional parts of aabarrel,
barrel, and how acaccountry
...........................
country
777
777 -—779
779
counted .................
counted
164, 475,476
475, 476
164,
to be fellow-ciiizens
fellow-citizens of, and have
have the same
Lakes. The Northeastern
Northeastern and Northwestern.
Nzorthwestern.
rights
rights as the Choctaws, &e
&c....... 777 —779
- 779
appropriation for
for survey
survey of,
of, and
and of
of public
appropriation
public
Keepers
Lighthouses,
Keepers of Lighthouses,
works on...................
on .
418
62, 418
62,
salaries of, to be
he regulated by the SecreSecre. survey of northern
northwestern.... 488
northern and northwestern....
488
Treasury ................
425
tary of the Treasury
425
Public Works.
See Public
average not to exceed $
$ 600 each....
average
each
426 Lake Winnebagqoshish
Winnebagoshish Indians,
Indians,
James,
Keenan, Jmlnes,
apli'opriations for the.........258,
apwopriations
the
258,273,496
273, 496
payment to representatives
representatives for loss on exLand
Land Claim,
change ........................
640
640
of
of heirs
heirs of John
John E. Bouligny confirmed..
confirmed.. 635
Kelley, F
F. X.,
Land
Claims, Private.
Private Land
Land Claims,
Private. See Private
Land
papers in case of,
of, to be referred
back to
referred back
to
Claims.
Claims.
court of claims
claims ..................
644
644
act
act for
for final
final adjustment
adjustment of certain......
certain
544
544
court to grant a
&c
644
a rehearing,
rehearing, if, &c....
Districts,
644 Land
Land Districts,
Kelaj, W. B.,
Kelley,
B.,
additional,
additional, established
established in Oregon
Oregon .......
82
82
pension to ...........................
603
603
boundaries
boundaries of any, in Oregon,
be
Oregon, may
may be
Kelloqg, Spencer,
Kellogg,
Spencer,.
changed
83
changed
.......................
83
pension
pension to ...........................
585
585
the President
President may establish additional,
.
additional,
Kentucky,
whenever
whenever he deems necessary, and appost-roads established
post-roads
established in ............287,
287, 552
552
point officers
officers....................... 252
252
Kentucky Militia
Militia Forces,
Forces,
Arizona, established
542, 543
established 543
............... 542,
claims of certain, under the command
command of
of
Montana, established
established .............
542,
543
542, 543
James S. Fish, to be investigated
and
investigated and
Land
Grants, to
Land Grants,
to
paid
565
. ..........................
565
Amiot,
Amiot, Augustus
Augustus ....................
580
580
rates of pay .........................
565
565
Bawdin, James, heirs, &c.
&c. of...........
of
578
Bawdin,
578
actual services
services only to be allowed for
565
for.... 565
Domingues,
Domingues, Jose
Jos6 .....................
589

902
902

INDEX.
INDEX

Land Grants,
Grants, to, (continued.)
(continued.)
Lands, Public
Public, (continued.)
(continued.)
Jess, A. M
593
grant of,
of, to
to Oregon,
for military
Jess,
M .........................
593
grant
Oregon, for
military road
road
Ramirez, Jose'.
588
from
Corvallis
to the
Acquinna Bay..
Bay.. 86
86
Jose Serafin ..............
Corvallis
58
the Acquinna
Sawyer, William......................
William
608
in former
former grant
grant
60
to make
make up deficiency
deficiency in
Stevens,
Stevens, Samucl
Samuel .....................
military road from
from Eugene
Eugene City
City 374
374
for military
604
Sypliax, Maria ....................
589
Syphax,
how to be
be sciected
selected .........
375
how
589
374, 375
Landlord
Landlordand Tenant,
Tenant,
military wagonfor construction
construction of military
in the Iistrict
District of Columbia,
Columbia, right of landroad from
from I)alles
Dallea City
City to Fort
Fort
lord to seize on the personal chattels
chattels
Boise .........................
Boise
409
abolfor
military wagon-road
wagon-road from
from AlAlof his tenant for rent in arrest,
arrear, abolfor military
ished............................
ished
bany to the eastern
boundary of
of
404
eastern boundary
landlord to have a
atacit lien for
for rent
rent on
State .........................
87
87
certain personal chattels of
certain
of tenant
tenant on
on
heretofore granted
granted to
Nevada
for
educaheretofore
to Nevada for cducathe premises
premises ................
tional purposes,
appropriation of
by
..... 404
tional
purposes, appropriation
of by
lien to commence
continue
commence when, and to continue
State confirmed...............
confirmed
that State
85
how long ...................
for aa university....
university
85
.......
. 404
grant of, to
to Nevada,
Nevada, for
85
how may be enforced
enforced................. 404
for an agricultural
college
85
agricultural college........
85
Land
Land Office. See Land
Land Districts.
Districts.
lines of subdivisions in surveys
surveys of, in
in Neestablished at Boggy Depot, in Choctaw,
established
vada, may
may be changed
from rectanguChoctaw,
changed fiom
rect:ngu&c.
country .......................
774
&e.country
774
lar .............................
86
Lands,
Lands,
containing gold,
in Nevada, containing
gold, silver, quickquickcertain in Ohio to be reappraised
reappraised....... 608
608
silver, or copper, reserved ...........
86
86
patents for, in Missouri, to issue to Robert
Robert
not to be
be subject
subject to
until the
to entry
entry until
the
Baldwin,
Baldwin, upon
upon surrender of duplicate
State has
full quota.........
quota
86
has her full
86
certificates of location
location..................
606
certificates
additional
Minnesota for railroad
railroad
additional grant
grant to Minnesota
Lands,
Lands, Public,
from Houston
Houston to western
western boundary
boundary of
of
right of the United States to certain,
certain, in
State
87
...........................
87
San Francisco,
Francisco, released to
to that city...
4
city..
4
boundary
from Hastings
HIastings to western
western boundary
certain locations of,
of; in Missouri, made
certain
of State ......................
of
.
87
valid.
12
valid..........................
unsold lots of Fort
re12
unsold
Fort Howard
Iloward military reright of the United States to certain,
certain, con89
serve to be sold at public auction....88, 89
veyed to James Y. O'Carroll,
O'Carroll, &c
&c...... 12
amendment of act granting
granting to Minlnesota
Minnesota
amendment
adverse rights not affected.........
affected
13
for railroad
from
St.
Paul
to
Lake
Surailroad from St. Paul to Lake Suappropriations
appropriations for surveying
surveying the, in the
perior .............................
93
93
several
several States and Territories
Territories .....
21, 318
21,
318
may be selected by Minnesota
Minnesota in lieu of
of
grant of, for ship canal,
Green
canal, &c. from Green
lands sold or disposed
limits
disposed of within
within limits
Bay to Lake Michigan
30
Michigan .............
30
of grants
97
grants. .......................
97
right of way through, granted
granted to Cascade
heretofore granted
heretofore
granted to
to Minnesota for railRailroad Company.................
Company
30
30
roads, how to be certified
disposed
certified and disposed
right of way through, for
for a
granted
a canal, granted
97
of .............................
97
Company
64
to the Humboldt
Iumholdt Canal Company....
64
grant of, and of right
right of way
way through,
through, to
to
grant
waste-gates, mills, depots
reservoir, waste-gates,
64
depots. . 64
the Placerville and Sacramento
Sacramento Vallev
Valley
grant to cease, unless,
unless, &c
&c.......... 64
Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, for construction
construction of
of
In
in Alabama, Arkansas,
Arkansas, Florida,
Florida, Louisiroad..
94, 95
road ........................
94,
95
be disposed
ana, and Mississippi, to
to be
disposed of
expenses of collection
revenue from
from
expenses
collection of
of revenue
according
according to homestead
homestead law
66, 67
67
law........66,
sales
sales of ........................
. 318
318
for two years, no entry to be
be for more
grant of,
grant
of, to Kansas,
Kansas, in aid of the construcconstrucacres
67
than eighty acres...................
67
tion of the Kansas
Kansas and Ncosho
Neosho Valley
Valley
tion
five dollars to be paid on issue of patent
patent 67
67
Railroad
Railroad and its extension
extension to
to Red
Red
no distinction on account
account of race
race or color 67
67
river
236
river......
.......................
236
mineral
mineral lands not liable
liable to entry and
and setand Fort
to Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Lawrence,
Lawrence, and
Fort
tlement
67
........................
67
Gibson R.
R. Co.,
Co., if,
238
Gibson
It. R.
if, &c ......... 238
procedure in applying
for benemode of procedure
applying for
beneto Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Company,
Railroad Company,
fit of homestead law...............
law
67
67
southern branch
branch................ 238
southern
238
affidavit
affidavit and payment .............
67
67
to California
California and Oregon R.
Co ,
R. It.
R. Co.,
no certificate to be given, or patent
patent
Oregon company, in
in
and to an Oregon
to issue, until after five years
from
years fiom
aid of
of the construction
construction of a
a rail67
entry .........................
67
road and telegraph
telegraph line from Portproof of residence
cultivation
67
residence or
or cultivation....
67
land, Oregon.
Oregon. to the
the Central Pawhen rights enure
enure to benefit of inCalifornia .........
239
cific R. R.
R. in California
239
67
fant children....
children................. 67
to Kansas,
Kansas, to aid the Union
Union Pacific
Pacific
executor, &c. may sell.
67
sell ..............
67
Co., southern
southern branch,
branch, to exR. R. Co.,
title of purchaser
67
purchaser.....................
67
Riley
tend its road from Fort lIiley
additional oath prior to Jan. 1,
I, 1867 67
67
through
the
through
Indian Territory
Territory to
Indian
time of reversion of certain,
certain, granted to
to
289
Fort Smith .................
289
Michigan, for aid of a
from
Michigan,
a railroad
railroad from
to the Atlantic
Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific R. R.
H. Co
Co.,,
Amboy to Traverse
Traverse Bay extended
78
extended.... 78
to aid in construction
construction of railroad
railroad
of, to Michigan,
grant of,
Michigan, for use of the ""Lac
Lac
and telegraph line to the Pacific
Pacific
Harbor Improvement ComLa Belle Harbor
coast
coast ...................
294
..
294
pany"
80
pany
" for ship canal ...............
80
to the Southern
Southern Pacific Railroad....
Railroad
296
of, to Missouri, for extension of
grant of,
of
to Arkansas
Arkansas and Missouri,
Missouri, for a
a railRailroad..
83
Iron Mountain Railroad
............. 83
road from the Mississippi
road
Misissippi river,
to Arkansas,
Arkansas, for extension
extension of railrailopposite the mouth of the Ohio,
Ohio,
road to Helena ..........
......
83
Little Rack,
via Little
Rock, to the
the Texas

INDEX.
Lands,
Public (continued.)
(continued.)
Lands, Public
boundary near Fulton, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
with branches
and
branches to Fort Smith and
the Mississippi
Mississippi river
river............. 338
338
to the Cairo and Fulton-Railroad
Fulton Railroad .. 339
339
to Wisconsin, construction
construction of
former
of former
grant .....................
. 361
361
to Union Pacific R.
It. R. Co. and
and its
branches ......................
367
grants of;
of, made by Congress to
to promote
promote
education, statement
statement of;
of, to be made by
by
the commissioner
commissioner of education
education in his
434
first report to Congress
Congress............. 434
right of way through certain,
certain, granted
granted to
548
the Stockton and Copperopolis
Coppcropolis IL. R.Co.
R..Co. 548
grant of,
of, to the State of California, to aid
aid
in the construction
of the Stockton
Stockton and
construction of
and
Copperopolis
Copperopolis Railroad .............
548
548
granted to Kansas for
for aa bridge
bridge over
over the
the
Republican
Republican river ...................
574
574
condition of grant .................
574
574
occupied as town sites, and so not subject
subject
to entry, town authorities may
at
may enter at
minimum price, in trust for the occuthereof.................... 541
pants thereof
541
trust, how
how to be executed
executed ..........
541
entry, when to be made ...........
541
to include what
what.............. 541
upon surveyed lands .........
541
amount that may be entered...
entered
541
where there
there is no land office,
office, statements
statements
may be made where .............
54-1, 542
541,
in
conformity
doings of trustees not
not in conformity with
with
this act to be void ..................
542
542
this act not to apply to reservations
for
reservations for
public purposes through
through whatever
whatever title
derived .........................
542
542
ROT to mines of gold, silver, or copper 542
nor
expenses of collection of revenue
revenue from
from
appropriation for ........ 318, 465
sales of, appropriation
465
reservation in
certain settlers in Sioux reservation
Minnesota
may
enter
lands
Minnesota may
at minimorn price ......................
640
mum
640
appropriations for the survey
appropriations
survey of, in
Arizona
Arizona .......................
465
465
California ...............
21,
21, 318, 465
465
Colorado .................
21, 318, 465
21,
465
Dakota ................
21, 318,
318, 465
465
.21,
Idaho
465
Idaho...... ....................
465
Kansas ................
21, 318,
318, 465
21,
465
Minnesota ........................ 465
465
Montana
Montana .....................
318
318
Nebraska .................
21, 318,
Nebraska
21,
318, 465
465
Nevada...............
Nevada
21, 318, 465
.. 21,
465
New Mexico .................
21,
21, 318
318
Oregon ................
21,
21, 318,
318, 465
Washington ..............
21,
Washington
21, 318,
318, 465
465
Land Titles,
Francisco...
4
act to quiet certain, in San Francisco...
4
in Benicia
Benicia and Santa Cruz, California
California 209
in California
California .................
218, 221
See California.
California.
in the towns of Santa Clara
Clara and
Petaluma, California
418
Petaluma,
California ...........
418
not to extend to reservations,
reservations, nor
nor
prejudice adverse
rights,
adverse
nor
nor
preclude judicial
judicial examinations
examinations 418
in Saint Louis, Missouri,
documentary
Missouri, documentary
evidence
evidence to be furnished to owners
owners of
of
certain ............................
62
62
proceedings in such case ......... 62,
62, 63
63
of certain occupants
occupants of
by
of lands conveyed
conveyed by
the United States by treaty
treaty of St
St.
326
Mary's, quieted ....................
326

903
903

Land-Warrant
Land- WarrantBrokers,
Brokers,
definition
definition of, and special
special tax on
on ........ 116
116
Lansing, Abraham,
Abraham,
pension
603
pension to ...........................
603
Larceny,
Larceny,
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, punishment
punishment
406, 407
407
of ..........
............ ... 406,
punishment for, of
punishment
of property
property belonging to
the
the United States
States .................
557
Lasttngs,
fkc.,
Lastings, Shoe,
Shoe, &c.,
existing duty on, repealed
existing
repealed ............. 571
571
Laughlin, Agnes
Agnes W.,
W.,
pension to
to ..........................
583
583
Law Clerk,
Attorney-General may
Attorney-General
may employ .........
207
Law, Commander
Commander Richard
Richard L.,
restored
restored to active list of the navy........
navy
361
Statutes at Large.
Laws. See
See Statutes
Large.
appropriation for publishing
publishing in pamphlets and in newspapers
newspapers ..... 19,
19, 194,
194, 444
444
proof-reading
proofreading and
and distribution ...... 444
444
laws of thirty-sixth
and thirty-sevthirty-sixth and
newspaenth Congresses in two newspapers in each of the lately insurgent
insurgent
States .......................
194
194
Treaties. See Advertiseents.
Laws and Treaties.
Advertisements.
when
when published
published officially in the rebel
States,
States, to be published only in the
the
newspapers selected
newspapers
selected by the clerk of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
467
House
Representatives ........ 466, 467
rates of compensation
compensation for
for publication
publication 466,
466, 467
467
rates
to be
be the same in all the States.....
467
467
law as to publication
of
publication of, in the District
District of
Columbia ..................
Columbia
...... 467
Lawyers,
definition
definition of, and
end special
special tax on ........ 121
121
Drusey A.,
A.,
Layman, I)rusey
pension to .........................
603
pension
603
Island,
League Iland,
accept
the Secretary of the
the Navy
Navy may
may accept
including back channel
channel and adtitle to, including
jacent marsh,
marsh, for
naval purposes,
purposes, from
from
tor naval
the city
396
city of
of Philadelphia
Philadelphia .............
396
title to the whole
whole to be complete
and
intitle
complete and indefeasible
396
defeasible .........................
396
acceptance thereof to be recommended
recommended by
acceptance
by
board
396
board of officers
officers .................
396
appurtenances to
held
the island and appurtenances
to be held
for naval
naval purposes exclusively
396
exclusively ........
396
navy-yard at Philadelphia
Philadelphia to
if accepted,
accepted, navy-yard
be disposed
disposed of.......................
be
396
"Leased District,"
"Leased
District,"
appropriations for
for Indian service
the
278
appropriations
service in the..
278
Leather and
and Skins,
upon ............................
474
tax upon
474
Leavenworth City Railroad
Railroad Company,
may construct
construct horse
horse railway
railway through the
military reservation
reservation from Fort
Fort LeavenLeavenmilitary
worth to
to Leavenworth..............
Leavenworth
212
212
conditions
grant of this privilege.
privilege 212
212
conditions of grant
RailLeavenworth, Lawrence, and Fort
Fort Gibson
Gibson Railroad
road Company,
tinder
conditions may build road
under what conditions
road
from aacertain
certain point to Preston, Texas,
with grants of land, &c
239
with
&c......
........... 238, 239
Railroad
Leavenworth, Pawnee,
Pawnee, and
and Western Railroad
Company,
called the Union
Pacific Railway
Railway ComComUnion Pacific
pany
pany..................
. ... 355
355
for completing
the eastern
eastern division
time for
completing the
division
of railroad
telegraph-line by,
exof
railroad and
and telegraph-line
by, extended355..........................
355
Leave
of Absence
Leave of
Absence Pay,
Pay,
officers of revenue-cutter
revenue-cutter service......
service
416
of officers
416

904
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Leddy, Hugh,
Leddy,
Hugh,
payment to, for liquors
liquors wrongly
wrongly seized
638
payment
seized.. 638
Lee, William
William G.,
payment to, in full for claim ..........
599
payment
591
Legacies,
Legacies,
to minor children,
children, unless over $1,000,
$ 1,000, to
be exempt from tax...............
tax
140
14(
excess only to be
if over $
$ 1,000, excess
taxed .........................
140
taxed
14(
when tax on, is due ................... 140
14(
Legal Documents,
exempted from
475
exempted
fiom stamp duty .............
47'
Legislative Assemblies,
of Territories, not to grant private charters or special privileges
privileges............. 426
42
may pass general
general incorporation
incorporation acts,
acts, alalassociations for mining, manumanulowing associations
facturing and other
other industrial pursuits 426
426
Legislatice,
Legislative, E
vecutive, and
and Judicial
Eecutice,
JudicialExpenses,
appropriations for,
for, for years ending
ending June
appropriations
30, 1867 and 1868 ............... 191,
191, 208
208
191, 440
pay and mileage of Senators...
Senators ........ 191,
440
pay of officers,
Ste. of Senate
olicers, &c.
Senate......
........ 191,
191, 440
440
contingencies
191, 441
contingencies of Senate ............
191,
Congressional Globe
Globe............
191, 192, 441
Congressional
191,192,
reporting
191, 441
441
reporting proceedings
proceedings in Daily Globe 191,
compensation to reportadditional compensation
441
ers ..................
... 191,
191,441
one set of Globe and Appendix
to each
Appendix to
Senator ....................
new Scnator
192,441
those having part of set, to receive
enough
it
192,441
cnough to complete it........
192,441
clerks to committees, pages,
pages, horses,
horses, &c..
&c.. 192,
441
capitol
capitol police ................. 192,
192, 441,
441, 442
heating and ventilating192, 441
441
heating
ventilating ............ , 192,
miscellaneous ...........
miscellaneous
......... 192,441
pay and mileage of representatives
representatives and
and
delegates
delegates .....................
192,441
pay of officers and clerks ...........
192,441
192,
441
contingent expenses of the House
contingent
193,
House... 192,
192,193,
442
clerks to committees and temporary
temporary
clerks ........................ .....
193,442
193,442
Congressional Globe and Appendix..
Congressional
Appendix..193,
193, 442
sets to new representatives
representatives and
and deledele442
gates ......................
442
purchase of
notice to terminate the purchase
sets
442, 443
443
sets.....................
folding
folding documents and materials....
materials
193,443
193,443
engineers, &c
fuel, lights, pay of engineers,
&c..... 193,443
193,443
furniture, repairs, packing-boxes
193, 443
packing-boxes.... 193,
horses,
horses, carriages,
saddle-horses
193,443
carriages, and saddle-horses..
193,
443
laborers and miscellaneous
miscellaneous ........ 193,443
193, 443
newspapers; pages, mad
mail boys
newspapers,
193,413
boys....... 193,
443
)aily Globe ................ 193,443
reporting in Daily
additional pay to reporters
reporters..... 193, 443
stationery .......................
193, 443
193,
443
public printing, superintendent,
superintendent, &c...
&e
193, 443
443
paper for public printing
193,443
printing........... 193,443
.................... 193,443
public binding
lithographing, engraving, and
and mapping
mapping
193,443
statutes at large, volume thirteenth......
thirteenth...... 193
Congress, pay of officers,
and
library of Congress,
officers, and
purchase of books ...............
193,443
botanic garden and greenhouses.....
greenhouses..
193,443
superintendent
193,443
superintendent and assistants
assistants... 193,443
files of leading
American newspapers...
newspapers... 194
leading American
194
of leading
leading periodicals
newspapers 443
periodicals and newspapers
court of claims, judges, solicitors, &e....
194,
&c.... 194,
444
444
contingent and miscellaneous..
contingent
miscellaneous
194,444
194,444
attorneys to take testimony
testimony..... 194.
444
194, 444
#
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Judicial Expenses,
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
(continued.)
(continued.)
payment of judgments
judgments of court of
claims
of claims
in favor
favor of claimants444
194,
...........
194, 444
Executive,
secretaries,
steward,
&c
194, 444
Executive, secretaries, steward, &c... 194,
444
State
Department
194,444
State Department .................
194,444
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses..
expenses.. 194,
incidental
444
444
pamphlet laws
laws and in newspapers,
newspapers, 194,444
pamphlet
publishing laws
thirty-seventh
publishing
laws of the tlirty-sevieith
thirty-eighth Congresse;
Congresses in two
two
and thirty-eighth
newspapers
in each of the
newspapers in
the lately insurgent
States .................
194
surgent States
proof-reading,
&c.
194, 444
proof-reading, packing, &c.....
194,444
stationery, printing, books, maps,
maps, &e.
194,
stationery,
&c. 194,
444
444

extra clerk hire...............
hire194,444
194,444
northeast executive
executive building ... 194,
194, 444
444
northeast
Treasury Department
194, 444
Treasury
Department 444
............
194,
secretary and assistants, &c
195, 194,
194, 195,
secretary
&c.....
444 -446
444-446
comptrollers' offices..
194, 196, 444 -446
-446
comptrollers'
offices.. 194,
auditors' offices
195, 196, 444 -446
-446
auditors'
offices...... 195,196,444
treasurer's office
196, 445,446
treasurer's
office...... 195,
195,196,445,446
register's office.......
office
195, 196, 445,
445, 446
register's
195,
446
solicitor's office ....... 195,
196, 445,446
solicitor's
195, 196,
commissioner
of
customs'
office
195,
196,
commissioner
customs' office 195,196,
445,446
lighthouse board ..... 196,197,
196, 197, 445,
445, 446
lighthouse
446
comptroller of currency
currency 195,
195, 197,
197, 445,446
comptroller
paper, special dies,
dies, and printing
printing of
of
circulating notes
notes............
195,
445
circulating
195,445
rent, dies, paper, stamps, &c....
&c.... 445
commissioner of internal revenue...
revenue... 195
195
commissioner
subscription to copies
copies of internal revesubscription
nue record and customs journal.
journal. 195,
445
salaries and expenses
expenses of
of collectors,
collectors,
salaries
assessors, revenue
revenue agents,
agents, inspecassessors,
and
tors, superintendents
superintendents of export and
drawback,
drawback, and
and expenses
expenses of workthe internal
internal revenue
revenue act......
act
ing the
445
entitled to
no collector or assessor entitled
any part
part of salary unless confirmed
confirmed
by Senate,
Senate, except,
except, &c
&c ............ 445
445
temporary clerks and additional pay
temporary
pay
to clerks ...
195, 196,446
196, 446
..............
195,
classified .......
may be classified
...... 196
196
unexpended
balance
of
appropriaunexpended balance
appropriatemporary clerks
clerks and
and adtion for temporary
ditional
ditional compensation
compensation to clerks to
to
be how divided .................
196
196
if balance is insufficient,
insufficient, deficiency
ency how
how supplied
196
supplied.......... 196
stationery
stationery for several bureaus...
bureaus... 197,446
building, includincludsoutheast executive building,
ing the extension
extension ...........
197, 446
197,446
rent of building for clerks
clerks ..........
446
446
bureau of
of statistics,
statistics, contingent
contingent expenses..
expenses
446
bureau
446
statistics of mines and mining......
mining
446
446
Interior Department
Department 1
.............
197,
97, 447
secretary's
secretary's office
office .............
197, 447
general
general land
land office
office .............
. 197,447
197, 447
additional clerks .................. 447
additional
may
may be used for piece work........
work
447
447
work to be
he given
given only to persons
persons in
in
circumstances, to soldiers
indigent circumstances,
widows of soldiers
or widows
soldiers.......... 447
447
to be
be done
done by the employee
employee in per447
son ........................
447
commissioner
affairs.. 197,
447
commissioner of Indian affairs..
197.447
of pensions
pensions ......... .... vs,
l 199,
, l,47
198,
447
packing and distributing
distributing journals
journal'
(-,doculmctlt.s.
and
documents.
•197,447
w%
wu-lll·llt~·
1........
,
1. I
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Legislative, Executive, and
and Judical
Judical Expenses,
Expenses,
(continued.)
(continued.)
commissioner
commissioner of public buildings
buildings 198,
198, 447
447
surveyors-general
198, 448
surveyors-general and their clerks 198,
rent of office, fuel,
fuel, &c
198,448
&c...... 198, 448
salary of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Iowa
Iowa
and Nebraska
Nebraska established
established ........ 448
office
office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of Wisconsin and Iowa
Iowa to be abolished
abolished when
when
this appropriation
appropriation is exhausted
exhausted.... 198
recorder
recorder of land titles in Missouri
Missouri 198, 448
448
expenses of courts of the United
United
of prisoners,
prisoners,
States, safe-keeping of
prosecution of crime
and prosecution
crime....198,448,
198,448, 449
law requiring unexpended
balances
unexpended balances
of appropriations
appropriations for judiciary
j udiciary fund
to return to treasury,
repealed
199
treasury, repealed....
199
building for the federal
federal courts in
in
New Orleans ................
199
New
War Department..................
Department
199,
War
199, 449
secretary's
office
199,446
secretary's office............... 199,446
adjutant-general .............
adjutant-general
199, 449
449
199,
quartermaster-general
199,
449
quartermaster-general ..........
99, 449
paymaster-general....
199, 449
paymaster-general...........199,
449
pay of chief
aid clerk established
199
established...... 199
number of third-class clerks reduced ......................
199
duced
199
of fourth class increased.....
increased
199
199
commissary-general ............
199, 449
commissary-general
199,
449
surgeon-general.. ..
199, 449
surgeon-general................199,449
199, 200,
200,449
chief engineer
engineer.............199,
449
200, 449, 450
colonel of ordnance....199,
ordnance.... 199,200,
450
office of military justice 199, 200,449,450
200, 449, 450
signal office .....................
449
inspector of military
military academy
academy...... 449
additional compensation
compensation to employees and subordinates
subordinates .........
449, 450
450
449,
northwest
executive
building
200, 450
northwest executive building........200,450
building corner of F aud
and Seventeenth
Seventeenth
streets
200, 450
streets.....................
.. 200,
450
Fifteenth streets.200,450
corner of F and Fifteenth
streets 200, 450
Department .............
200,
450, 451
Navy Department
200,450,451
secretary's office ..........
200, 450, 451
secretary's
200,450,451
bureaus .............
200, 201,
bureaus
200,
201, 450,451
blank books, stationery, &c
&c.....
..... 201,
201, 451
introducing water at naval academy
introducing
academy
grounds and buildings....
201
buildings...........
southwest executive
executive building ........ 201,
201, 451
Post-Office Department
Post-Office
l)epartmcnt . ........... 201,
201, 451
contingent
contingent expenses ............
..
201, 451
201,
money-order bureau ..............
201
money-order
topographer preparing,
preparing, &c. post-route
post-route
topographer
maps .........................
201
Department of Agriculture ......... 201,
Department
201, 451
agricultural statistics.
agricultural
statistics ........... 201,
201, 451
purchase and distribution of seeds..
seeds.. 201,
201,
451,
452
451,452
what kind of seeds to be purchased, &c............
&c
201,452
chased,
201,
452
propagation
of
propagation
and distribution of
plants,
plants, cuttings, and shrubs..
shrubs
202, 452
.202,
what kind to bepropagated,
be propagated, &c.
&c. 202,
what
452
452
annual report of expenditure
expenditure to
Congress ....................
452
452
Glover Museum
Glover
Museum.................. 452
experimental
202, 452
452
experimental garden ...........
mint at Philadelplia
Philadelphia .............
202, 452
452
202,
branch
branch at San Francisco
Francisco ............ 202, 452
452
assay-office,
assay-office, New York ............
.•202,
202, 452
branch at Denver ................
202, 452
452
branch
independent
independent treasury.....
treasury
202, 203, 452,
452, 453
453
.202,
salaries of assistant treasurers.
treasurers . .202,
202, 452,
453
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Judicial Expenses,
[Legislative,
and Judicial
(continued.)
(continued.)
additional
..... 202, 203,
additional salaries
salaries.....202,
203, 452, 453
no salary to be
be increased
increased beyond
beyond what
what
453
the law allows ...............
clerks in office of assistant
assistant treasurer
treasurer at
clerks
Boston
Boston ...........................
202
certain clerks
clerks authorized
authorized in lieu of
of
those existing, and their salaries
salaries
those
established ....................
202
established
202
designated
designated depositaries
agents 203,
203,
depositaries and special agents
453
453
inspectors
. ..203,
453
inspectors of steamboats ............
203, 453
more
more thorough investigation
of causes
investigation of
prosecuof disaster to vessels, and prosecutions for
for violations
violations of law.......
law
453
tions
453
keeping and
and
contingent expenses
expenses in safe keeping
disbursement
of
disbursement
public .revenue....203,
454
pullic
revenue ... 203, 454
20'3, 454
no part for clerical services 454
..... 203,
cheeks
certificates of deposits at New
New
checks and certificates
York.......................... 203,
York
203,.454
454
machinery
&c. of branch
machinery and fixtures, &c.
branch
mints
mints at New Orleans, Charlotte,
Charlotte, and
and
Dahlonega,
Dahloncga, may be removed
removed or sold...
sold... 203
203
these branch mints may
may be disconthese
tinued .....................
203
governments in the Territories.
203, 204,
204, 454,
454,
governments
Territories. 203,
455
455
Arizona .....................
204, 454
454
Arizona
Colorado
Colorado .................
454
204, 454
Dakota
454
Dakota ....................
204, 454
Idaho .....................
204,
455
204,455
Montana .....................
204, 455
Montana
204,455
Nebraska
Nebraska 454
....................
204, 454
204,
New Mexico
Mexico .................. 203, 454
454
Utah ..........................
204,454
204, 454
Washington 204,454
Washington
.................
204, 454
judiciary455....................
205, 455
205,
office
office of Attorney-General
Attorney-General ..............
205
judges
Supreme Court and of
judges of the
the Suprema
of disdistrict courts
courts ..................... 205,
205, 455
455
judges
judges of the Suprenie
Supreme and
and other courts
of the District
District of Columbia ....... 205,
455
25, 455
reporter
reporter of decisions
decisions 455
............... 205,
05, 455
salary
salary of, established
established at $2500.....
$2500
205
205
deliver within time 300 copies of
of
to deliver
reports to Secretary of Interior
Interior... 205
district attorneys
attorneys and
and marshals ......... 455
455
expenses
expenses of loans and treasury notes....
notes
455
detection and conviction
conviction of counterfeiters
counterfeiters
of the securities and coin of the United
United
455
States ............................
455
deficiency in fund for relief of
of sick and
deficiency
and
disabled seamen
seamen .................... 455
commissioners to revise
revise and consolidate
commissioners
consolidate
the statutes of the United
United States
States._455,
.455, 456
clerical
clerical services
services and incidental
incidental expenses ...............
456
.. . .. 456
printing to be done in the governgovernprinting
ment printing-office
456
printing-office ............
456
additional
additional pay to certain
eertsin clerks for services under
under the amnesty proclamation..
proclamation
205
ces
205
laborers in capitol
capitol ................. 295, 456
456
public gardener
laborers ........205,
205, 456
456
gardener and laborers
gatekeepers
436
gatekeepers and watchmen.
watchmen .......... 206, 456
policemen,
doorkeepers, &c. President's
President's
policemen, doorkeepers,
house ...
206,
456
...................
206, 456
night watchmen
206,,206,
night
watchmen 456...............
456
drawkeepers at Potomac bridges.....206,
bridges
206, 456
drawkeepers
apparatus of library...........
library
heating apparatus
456
furnace
furnace keeper
keeper and watchman..........
watchman
456
additional pay to watchmen
watchmen and
and laboradditional
ers................................
456
metropolitan
206, 456
metropolitan police ..............
206,
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Legislative,
Judicial Expenses,
Executive, and Judicial
Legislative, Executive,
(continued.)
(continued.)
metropolitan police, increased fifty
pay of metropolitan
per cent from July 1, 1865......
1865
206
increased
fifty per
per cent
cent from
1,
July 1,
from July
increased fifty
1867 .......................
456
456
1867.
increase to be borne proportionately
increase
by Washington and Georgetown.
Georgetown. 206,
456,
457
456,457
special tax therefor
therefor ............
206, 457
special
be appointed
appointed policeman or
to be
no person to
watchman who has not served
served in army
army
watchman
or navy, and been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged 457
206
police
telegraph ....................
police telegraph
salary of Treasurer
Treasurer of the
the United States
salary
206
established ........................
established
of commissioners
commissioners of public build206
206
ings ..........................
206
206
appropriations ....................
appropriations
206, 207
207
houscold ..............
President's household
206
206
private secretary
secretary ..................
private
206
206
assistant secretary ...............
assistant
206
short-hand
writer................. 206
short-lhand writer
207
207
clerk of
p;rdolns ...............
of' pardons
207
three clerks of fourth class
class......... 207
207
207
steward of household
houseold .............
steward
207
207
of
bond and duties of............
207
appropriations ....................
207
appropriations
assistant solicitor
solicitor of treasury, esoffice of assistant
207
207
tablished ....
..................
tablishedl
Attorney-General may employ a
a law
Attorney-General
207
clerk ..........................
pay of femalo
female clerks and counters,
counters, estab207
lished . .........................
twenty per cent additional
additional pay of certain
twenty
females, ine
,sengers, watchmen,
watchmen, and lalaIIeisengers,
femdles,
borers, (cnitdinedl.
con f,nued .................. . 207
additnitl clerks authorized in Navy Deadditional
partment
207
partmient ........................
207
in bureau of yards and docks ..........
ntavigation ..................... 207
of navigation
207
equipment and repair.....
repair ...........
of equilpment
207
ordnance.......................
of ordnance
207
construction and repair
repair .........
of construction
208
.
navigation ...............
of steam navigation.
208
clothing
lend
clothing.........
of provisions
provisions and
surgery
208
medlicine and surgery......
in bureau of medicine
appropriations
therefor
208
thn
erefor ................
aplroriatiois
increase
inspectors of
increase of pay of certain inspectors
customs, continued
•
208
colntinued.. ...............
Stewart Gwynn, mode of adjusting acStewart
208
counts of .......................
purchase of Indian amnesty goods in lieu
208
208
of these destroyed by fire .............
appropriation
certain informers
appropriation to pay certain
their part of fines, penalties, and forfeit208
ures .............................
witnesses in the court of claims not to be
witnesses
........
excluded
account
of
color
457
on
excluded
geological and topographical
topographical exploration
exploration
geological
of the territory
territory between the Rocky
Nevada.... 457
Mountains and the Sierra Nevada
done out of existing appropriato be (lone
tions .........................
457
annual compensation
compensation to Louis
Louis
additional annual
44
Saunders .......................... 443
Letter Carriers,
Carriers,
Francisco, additional
additional salary to ... 357
357
in San Francisco,
Letters,
Letters,
prepaid and free to be
he forwarded
forwarded at request of person addressed
addressed free.........
6(
60
dead,
dead, to be returned to writers without
without
charge
charge .........
.................
66(
60
charAm 6(
indorsed. to beI returned
indorsed,
returned
without
60
- __
-____ charge
-

.. •
.

•
.•

Letters
Patent,
Letters Patent,
provisions concerning
concerning those of
provisions
637
Burrall, Thomas
D
637
Thomas D..................
Burrall,
636
Butterworth, Joshua
Joshua H.............
H
Butterworth,
Cook,
James C...................
C.
622
622
Cook, James
621
Fitzgerald, Delia
A
Delia A....................
Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, Jesse
Jesse.................... 621
Fitzgerald,
621
Delia A
A.....................
Jacobs, Delia
Mann,
William.................... 625
Mann, William.
645
Morris, Joseph R
R................... 645
633
Sawyer,
633
Sawyer, Sylvanus ................
625
Senneff,
Jacob.
625
Senneff, Jacob ...................
E.
633
Ward, William E..................
637
Wells,
Eliza. ........................
637
Wells, Eliza
Wells,
637
A ..................
Wells. Henry A.
Levy,
Levy,
certain
property of householders,
householders, &c.
&c. excertain property
empt
Columbia
the District of Columbia
from, in the
empt from,
389, 390
389,
exception .
390
exception......................
Levy
Washington County, D.
D. C.,
Court of Wasdhirflon
Levy Court
215
to..........:..... 215
act to give certain powers to....
le sold for taxes 215
certain real property may
may he
215
proceedings in cases of sales ....... 215
215
proceedings
redemption within two years ....... 215
215
improved
improved property not to be sold, if there
215
property........ 215
is sufficient
sufficient personal property
having
mortgagees, and those
those having
minors, mortgagees,
equitable
time
equitable interests, to have what time
within which to redeem
redeem ............. 216
216
collector of;
of, may collect any tax by discollector
216
216
tress and sale ....................
Washington or Georgemay demand of Washington
proportion of expenses ...... 216
town its proportion
may locate as
as highways
highways certain roads
roads
known and used
roads..... 45
used as military roads
known
damages how
assessed ............
45
how assessed
damages
prohibited
hindering, delaying, or
prohibited from hindering,
obstructing the construction
construction or operaobstructing
Horso
tion of the Washington
Washington County Horse
Railroad
Railroad Company ...............
382
required and authorized to levy ita special
tax to cover increased expense of metropolitan police
police. .....................
457
ropolitan
Washington and Georgetown
bear the
Georgetown to bear
Waslingtoi
tax, and in what proportions
457
proportions .........
Liberia,
Liberia,
transferred
aa gunboat of the navy to be transferred
39
39
to the republic of ..................
how to be paid for.............
for
'
39, 40
40
appropriation for diplomatic representarepresentaappropriation
8,
...
8, 225, 414
414
tives .................
title of,
of, hereafter to he minister-resi226
dent and consul-general
consul-general .............
Librarian of Congress,
Conqress,
Librarian
may employ
employ two additional assistants ...
13
may
their compensation
compensation and when to com13
mence ........................
to collect
collect the pcnalty
penalty from delinquent
delinquent
proprietors of copyrighted
copyrighted articles
articles not
not
delivered to library
library of Congress according to law
395
......................... 395
Library
Library of C'ongress,
Congress,
library of Smithsonian Institution to be
13
transferred
trinsferred to.....................
to
13
.0riations for ...........
18, 21,
21, 23,
23, 443
ri•'i..,.priations
purchase of hooks for
193, 443
443
fbor..........193,
papers ....... 193
193
American papers
files of American
and
periodicals and
files of leading periodicals
newspapers for .............
443
443
462
library of Peter Force.........
Force
462
462
...............
bust of Pulaski
Pulaski.......,
462
additional assistants and temporary
temporary
two additional
hen
help for .............
• . 469
-_........
I................
..
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Library
of Congress,
Library of
Congress, (continued.)
(continued.)
iron stairways,
stairways repairs,
repairs, and new skylight.
skylight. 469
469
a
under contract
contract for
a certain surplus fund under
for
a
%V. H. Powell, transferred
a picture by W.
transferred
to purchase
books for
for the
the ...........
•
470
purchase books
470
law library
library of the late
late James
James L. Petigru
Petigru
to be bought for....................
for
365
365
transfer of former
former appropriations.23,
314
appropriations.23, 193, 314
extension of building
building for
317
extension
tbr.............. 317
Licenses,
for sffie
sale of intoxicating
intoxicating drinks
drinks in
in the-Disthe District
of Columbia,
trict of
Columbia, provisions
provisions concernconcern213
ing .....
...................... 213
when may
of engineers
engineers and
and pilots,
pilots, when
may be
be revoked
voked ...........................
227
227
Chickato trade with the Choctaws
Choetaws and.
and Chickasaws ...........................
779, 782
with the Cherokees ..............
801
License Taxes,
Taxes,
certain, of wholesale dealers may
may be
certain,
be refunded .................
" .
301
funded
...
301
Lien,
tax on raw cotton to be a
a lien on the cotwhosesoever hands, until
93
ton in whosesoever
until paid
paid.. 98
after demand and non-payment, a
a
lien on all property
property and rights of
of
property
property .......................
107
parties claiming, on imported goods,
goods, to
to be
be
notified
before
delivery
to
owners
notified
dcliecry to owners ..... 182
182
possession
possession by officers, not to dis182
charge ........................
182
United States not liable
liable for failure
182
to noiify
loifyl. ......................
.
182
for freight on imported
imported merchandise
merchandise in
in
custody of collector, when notified thereof in writing, collector
collector may refuse the
the
delivery of the merchandise,
until
delivery
merchandise, until
freight is paid or secured ..........
547
Liens,
Liens,
proceedings
enforce in the District of
of
proceedings to enforce
bill, &c.
Columbia, to be by bill,
&c. in equity
equity.. 404
404
form and effect
effect of decree
decree in such
such
cases ...........................
404
cases
404
provision as to discharge
discharge by assignee
assignee of
those crested
by
bankrupt
.
523,
524
created
bankrupt ........
524
persons holding, on any property
property of bankestate 526
rupts, may prove balance against estate
526
See
See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
Lien, Tacit,
landlord to have, in the District
District of Cohilnbia, upon certain
lumbia,
certain personal
personal chattels
of his tenant for rent ..............
404
of
404
when to commence
commence and how long to continue .............................
404
404
how may be enforced
enforced.................. 404
Lieutenant-Commanders,
Lieutenant-Colonlanders,
number
of, in the navy, estabnumber of grade of,
222
lished............................
may be assigncd
assigned to what
duty ..........
223
whlat duy
Mere ise in grade how made............
made
.22
incre
22
five may
mIay be appointed
appointed from naval volun222
teer service ........................
Lieutenant-General,
Lieutenant- General,
staff allowed
allowed to ......................
223
223
two aids and a
secretary .... 223
223
a military
military secretary
their rank and pay ...........
223
223
one of the army, pay, emoltments
emoluments and
staff ..............................
333
333
Lieutenants,
Lieutenants,
number
navy estabnumber of grade of,
of, in the navy
222
lished ............................
increase
in grade.
grade, how made
made ...........
222
increase il
222
twenty may be appointed from naval
naval volservice
222
unteer service........................
222
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Lz:fe-Boats,
Life-Boats,
provided with
on passenger
passenger vessels, to be provided
with
apparatus... 228
suitable boat-disengaging
boat-disengaging apparatus...
228
Life-Boats, Stations, -c.,
appropriations for
313, 327
appropriations
bfr ............. 312, 313,
Lighthouse. See
Lighthouse.
See Morocco.
Morocco.
Cape Spartel, the direction
direction of the, to
at Cape
devolve
United States and
and
devolve upon the United
powers............. 680
other contracting
contractine, powers
680
the sovereignty of,
of, to remain in the Sultan of Morocco
Morocco .....................
680
the expenses of
of management
management to be borne
by the contracting
contracting powers ...........
680
680
to be continued
continued by them even in case
case
of war
war ........................
680
680
of repairs
repairs and reconstruction
reconstruction by the
the
680
Sultan ........................
680
the Sultan to furnish guard for security
of ..............................
680
680
and
rules and regulations
regulations foe
fotbthe service and
superintendence
the ........... 680, 681
superintendence of tle
681
Lighthouse
Board,
Lighthouse Board,
appropriations
for
the
office
of
the
l95,
197,
appropriations for the
the. .195, 197,
445, 446
445,
contingent
contingent expenses of
of............ 324
make survey
survey if,t;
if, &.
Sze. of or near
near Crossto make
ledge Shoal
Shoal........................ 425
to report, with
with estimates, to next Congress as to erecting lighthouse
lighthouse thereon 425
may apply unexpended balances
balances to
may
to construct similar works on
on Pacific
Pacific coast
coast
authorized
authorized by Congress, &e.
&c........... 466
466
purchase sites for lighthouses, &e
may purchase
&c.
when, &c...........................
Ste
466
erect permanent
permanent beacons
beacons in lower
lower bay
to erect
bay
of New York ......................
470
470
Establishment,
Lighthouse Establishmeent,
appropriation for the expenses of the.
the..I5,
16,
appropriation
.15, 16,
—313, 457-460
311 -313,
457-460
certain superintendents
superintendents of lights
lights not to
to
certain
receive commissions
disbursements
receive
commissions for disbursements
for ...............................
466
Lighthouses,
ttc.
Lighthouses, .4c.
appropriations for ...............
313
312, 313
appropriations
southern coast..
coast.. 313
for re-establishing
re-establishing on southern
313
Secretary
contract for
for
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to contract
of, at
at certain
certain points,
points, at not
not
the building
building of,
over a
a certain cost .................
425
425
contract to he
be made
made with lowest
lowest bidder,
contract
bidler,
upon
after advertiseadvertiseupon sufficient
sufficient security, tifter
ment for proposals..................
proposals
425
salaries of
of keepers
regulated by
by
salaries
keepers of,
of, to be regulated
Treasury ........
425
the Secretary of the Treasury
average not to exceed S
$600 for each
each
average
keeper ........................
426
keeper
Lighthouses and
and Lighted
Lighted Beacons,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries of
of keepers of,
appropriation
dze ......................
458
repairs, renovations,
renovations, and rebuilding
repairs,
rebuilding
460
453 -—460
building of new .....................
460
building
460
provision as to purchase
purchase of sites for
466
provision
fbr..... 466
application of unexpended
unexpended balances
balances for,
for,
application
on the Pacific coast .................
468
468
Lighting
5,-eels,
Lighting Buildings, Grounds, and ,S'reets,
appropriations
18, 314, 315,
315, 325,
325,
appropriations for the ...... 18,
462 —464
- 464
corporation
Washington, how to
to light
corporation of Washington,
their
lamps and for what time ........ 462
their lamps
dome of capitol
capitol .......................
463
rotunda
with gas
gas ............
464
464
rotunda of capitol with
Lights,
Lights,
foremast-head
foremast-head light
light only on ocean-going
ocean-going
steamers and those carrying
carrying sail
228
sail...... 225
steamers
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Lights, (continued.)
(continued.)
Lottery Dealers,
river-steamers navigating waters
of river-steamers
waters flowflownot to engage
engage in the business
business without
without
ing into Gulf of Mexico.............
Mexico
2288
22(
first having paid
paid the
the special
special tax
tax theretherefirst
of coasting steamers other than
ferrythan ferryfor ......................
301, 302
302
301,
boats, &c ....................
228
amendment
22
of
section
amendment
section thirteen
thirteen of
act of
of
of act
Light-Stations,
Light-Stations,
1865, ch.
ch. 78 ...
301
......
.... 301
appropriations for repairs
appropriations
repairs and renovations
Lottey-Ticket
Dealers,
Lottery-Ticket Dealers,
of ............
458-460
...........
definition
458-46C
definition of, and
and special
special tax on........
on
116
116
Limitation
Limitation of Actions,
to pay monthly
monthly tax of five per cent
cent on
on
suits by or against
against assignees
assignees under
the
under the
gross receipts
137
gross
receipts.................... 137
bankruptcy
bankruptcy act, to
within
to be brought
brought within
Lousiana,
Lousiana,
two years after cause of action accrues
518
accrues 518
the insurrection
insurrection declared
at an
an end
end
declared to be
be at
proceedings
proceedings to contest validity
validity of disdisin ..........
...................... 813
813
charge
bankrupt, to be commenced
charge of bankrupt,
commenced
all
all public
public lands in,
disposed of
acin, to be disposed
of acwithin two years
years................... 533
533
cording
homestead law
cording to homestead
law ...........
66, 67
67
66,
Limited Partnerships,
Partnerships,
See Lands, Public.
Public.
in the District of Columbia, act authorizwestern judicial
western
judicial district of,
of, abolished....
abolished.... 300
300
ing ...........
435-438
.....
..
435-438
whole State forms the district of........
whole
of
300
300
law as to the formation
formation of,
of, the
the transdistrict judge, attorney,
district
attorney, and
and marshal
marshal of
of
action of business by, and the dissoludissoluthe eastern district to
to be the judge, &c.
&c.
tion of.....................
of
..435
435-—438
438
for
for the district
district now
now established
established....... 300
300
against................... 437
suits by and against
437
provision
provision as to clerks, records,
records, papers,
papers,
general
general and special partners,
partners, provisions
provisions
and process
process ....................
300, 301
301
300,
concerning .................
concerning
435, 436,
436, 437
435,
437
salary
salary of the judge for the district of....
301
of.... 301
Lincoln, Abraham,
Lincoln,
suits,
snits, judgments, and
and business
business of the
the
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
of burial
burial of...
of... 19
19
United
United States provisional
provisional court for
for the
the
contract for statue of .................. 370
370
State of ....................
344
State
.
. 344
Lincoln, Mary,
Alary,
act to provide for
for the more efficient
efficient
govfranking
franking privilege granted
granted to
to ...........
33
ment of.
428
......................
428
payment to .......................
577
577
constituted
constituted part of the fifth
military district
district 428
428
fifth military
Lincoln Square,
Square, Washington,
Washington, D.
C.,
D. C.,
See Rebel States.
act to establish .........
251
...
...........
251
act for
for final adjustment
adjustment of
private land
of private
land
Lisbon,
Lisbon,
claims
claims in,
in, extended
extended for
for three vears....
years
544
544
pay of consul at, established
established ...........
225
225 Low, Captain,
Captain,
Lists,
Lists, Annual,
of the bark
bark Kilby, gold
medal and
and reregold medal
of property liable
liable to internal revenue
revenge tax,
tax,
ward to ..........................
365
365
concerning........101,
provisions concerning
101, 102,
103 Lower Brrles,
102, 103
Bride's,
those making, to declare
declare whether
whether values
values
appropriations
appropriations for the
the .........
273,
508, 509
509
273, 508,
are stated in coined money or in legal
legal
Lower Bride'
Indians
Brule Indians,
tender
tender .......................
147
147
treaty
with,
of
treaty
October 14, 1865
October
1865....... 699
699
when to be sent to collector...........
collector
104
104
jurisdiction and authority
jurisdiction
authority of
of the
the United
United
special, may be made of property omitted
omitted
States acknowledged
acknowledged ...............
699
699
or understated
understated ................
... . 104
104
persons and property
persons
property of other tribes not
not
within
within what time.................
time
104
104
to be first attacked
attacked ..................
699
699
penalty
penalty for neglect to return lists
lists in
in
controversies between
controversies
between the tribes
tribes to
to be
be subsubtime .........................
102
102
mitted
mitted to the
the President
arbitration 699
President for
for arbitration
699
for rendering
rendering false
false lists ............
102
102
withdraw from overland routes,
to withdraw
routes, &c.,...
&c
700
700
monthly lists to be made before the
tenth
the tenth
payment therefor
payment
therefor .............
700, 702
702
700,
of each month
month
.................
... 150
150
individual
individual Indians
Indians locating
locating on
for
on lands
lands for
quarterly and other, when to be
quarterly
be returned
returned
agricultural, &c. purposes,
purposes, to be proagricultural,
proand pad1
...................
paid .
150
150
tected .........................
700
700
Lithographing,
Lithographing,
reservation for
reservation
for .......................
-00
700
appropriations for
193, 443
443
for.................193,
boundaries
boundaries of
700
.................... 700
Little °sages.
Osayes. See Osages.
Little
whites not to reside or go on
on reservation
reservation
treaty
treaty with
—693
....................... 685
685-693
unless, &c..........................
&c.
700
700
Livery-Stable Keepers,
Livery-Stable
schools may be opened
schools
opened thereon.....
thereon
700
700
definition
of, and special tax on ........
definition of,
116
116
payments
payments to,
to, upon
upon occupation
occupation of reservareservaLoans and Treasury
Loans
Treasury Notes,
Notes,
agricultural pursuits ........
tion for
for agricultural
700
700
appropriation
appropriation for
expenses of.......
of
205 , 455
for expenses
205,
455
to be expended
expended in stock,
stock, agricultural
agricultural
Local Inspectors
inspectors of Steamboats,
Steamboats,
implements,
implements, &c ...............
. 700
700
annual pay of, established ............
229
229
stock, &c. to be the property of the
See Inspectors
Inspectors of Steamboats.
Steamboats.
United
United States ..................
700
700
Locations,
Locations,
blacksmith and farmer, to be employed
employed
of mineral lands hereafter made,
not to
made, not
to
at cost of the United States
700
States......... 700
exceed two hundred feet along
the vein,
vein,
along the
the Two Kettles
Kettles Band may be located adadwith additional claim for discoverer,
discoverer,
joining to
700
........
. ...... ...
.....
700
and right to follow vein to any depth..
depth
252
252
amendments to be binding .............
amendments
700
700
limit to number and extent
of
252
extent of.......... 252
amendment.............................,
amendment
702
, 702
Long, Solomon,
Lucas, Daniel,
Daniel,
pension to children of,
of, under sixteen
pension
sixteen years
years
pension
pension to .....
606
............
606
of age ..
621 Lumber,
...
............
.... 621
Lumber,
Lot Number Nine,
Nine,
use of certain, granted for erection
erection of
of
in square
square number seventy-six, may he
be
buildings for fair
fair for
for Soldiers',
&c.
Soldiers', &c.
sold ............................
246
246
Orphans'
Orphans' Home
Home
356
..............
356
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Lumphrey, utaer,
Oliver,
Lt'uipnrey,
Mandams,
INDEX.
Mandams,
payment to,
as first
al
ry 59
payment
to, as
first lieutenant
lieutenant of
of cav
cavalry
59
appropriations
for the ...............
493
appropriations for
493
Lynch,
•
Frank,
Lynch, 'Frank,
Manffests,
Manifests,
pension to
to...........................
596
59
provisions
provisions of law
law as to, to apply to vesLyon, Francis
S.,
FrancisS.,
foreigners ...........
sels owned by foreigners
184
184
release to, of the interest
release
interest of
of the
the United
United
stamp duty on, not to apply
apply to
to vessels
vessels
States in certain land in Alabama
Alabama...,
... 40
40
between United
between
United States and
and British
British
North America
America
...............
.. 475
475
Mann,
William,
William,
M.
M.
application
patent
application of, for extension of
of patent
lachinery,
[achinery,
may be considered
considered ...............
625
may
625
for the manufacture of sugar
sugar from beets
beets
published.................. 626
to be published
626
to be fiee
free of duty for one
one year
330
year ........
330
intervening rights................
intervening
rights
626
626
to be
571 Manual-Labor
he free of duty ..............
. 571
Manual-LaborSchool
School,
Fixtures, 4^c.
Machinery, Fixtures,
A4c.
upon Isabella reservation
Chipperreservation of the Chippcat branch mints at New Orleans,
Orleans, Charlotte,
Charlotte,
was, provisions
provisions concerning.......658,
concerning
658, 659
659
and Dahlonega may be removed to
board of visitors for
for ..................
659
board
659
other branch mints or sold ..........
203
203
for
orphan
children
of
the
Creek
for
children
nation . 788
788
nation
Madison, James,
James,
Manual-Labor
Manual-Labor Schools and Colleges,
resolution directing the distribution
of
distribution of
of, not exempt from
certain products
products of,
from
the writings of
348
of. .................... 348
taxation........................
taxation
475
475
Magazine,
manufacturers' tax
not to pay a
a manufacturers'
tax or spesite and building fbr,
storing gunfor, for storing
gun. cial tax,
tax, while,
while, &c
Sic ............
152
.... 152
92 Manufacturers,
powder
..............
92
Manufacturers,
Magkienne,
lagicienne, The British
British Vessel,
definition
definition of,
on ........
119
of, and special tax on
119
payment to owners of, and shippers
of
payment
shippers of
to render an
an account
account of full amount
amount of
of
by
601
cargo by.........................
601
actual sales ........................
122
122
amount
amount how to be distributed......
distributed
601
consumed by,
by,
to state quantity
quantity used
used or consumeld
Mahe,
Seychelle
Islands,
Mahe, Seychelle Islands,
and
and what
what used for another manufacture
manufacture 122
122
consulate established
to
established at, and
and added
added to
the market
market value, and whether
whether goods
schedule B
414
B .....................
414
were shipped or consigned
consigned ....... 122
122
salary of consul
414
consul at
at ..................
414
to make a
value
122
a return,
return, and at what
what value.....
122
Service,
Mail Serrice,
value and quantity to be estimated
estimated by
by
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, for 1866
1866.... 321
321
actual sales .....................
123
actual
123
between San Francisco
and Portland,
between
Francisco and
Portland, auauhow estimated when goods are
arc not
not
thorized ........................
566
thorized
566
in the custody of.
of ..........
123
123
cost not to exceed
exceed $
25,000
566
$ 25,000............
566
of tobacco,
tobacco, snuff, or cigars
cigars ........ 123123 — 127
127
bids and contracts
contracts therefor
566
therefor............
566
See Tobacco, Ac.
4-c.
Mail Steamship
Steamship Service,
those offering
offering for sale the
the articles named
named
appropriations for ................. 49,
appropriations
49, 394
394
in schedule C, to be deemed the manumanubetween
between New York and California..
California.. 49
49
facturers
facturers of .....................
144
144
between the United States and Brabetween
Braadditional penalty
penalty upon, for selling, &c.
&c
zil .........
49, 342, 394
.....
...... 49,
without a
a stamp,
stamp, articles
articles required
required to be
be
between
between San
Sun Francisco
Francisco and China
stamped
472
stamped.......................
472
and Japan ...............
49, 394
394
49,
amount of
of tax omitted
two years
omitted within two
years
vessels not to touch at Honolulu
Honolulu 394
estimated, &c
472
to be estimated,
&c...............
472
branch line from Japan
Japan to ShangMamyectures,
Manufactures,
hae ......................
394
hae.
394
statistics of, to be prepared
prepared by the direcmonthly authorized
authorized between San
monthly
San FranFrantor of the bureau
bureau of statistics
statistics........ 331
cisco end
543
and Honolulu ...............
543
all,
except
all, except refined
refined petroleum,
petroleum, refined
refined coalproposals for contract
contract for, to be adoil, cotton,
cotton, gold and
and silver,
silver, spirituous
spirituous
vertised
vertised .......................
543
543
and malt liquors,
liquors, manufactured
and
manufactured totocontract with lowest
lowest bidder
bidder .... 543,
543, 544
544
bacco, snuff, and
cigars, exempt
exempt from
from
bacco,
and cigars,
certain bids not to be considered
considered 543,
543, 544
544
tax when
when the product
product does
does not exceed
tax
exceed
vessels to be first-class American
American seathe
the rate of $
$1,000
1,000 a
a year, and are
going steamships...............
steamships
543
543
made by the labor,
labor, &c ...............
127
127
to be inspected before they are
this exemption
exemption not to apply to
cofto cofaccepted for the service
544
service...... 544
fee, ground spices,
spices, and
and dry muscontract, when to go into effect .... 544
544
tard, and substitutes
substitutes therefor.....
therefor
129
tard,
129
stipulations thereof
544
stipulations
thereof ..........
544
when
when the product exceeds
exceeds $1,000 but
but is
is
may be terminated if assigned or
or
not over $
$3,000, the tax is on the
the exunderlet
544
underlet................
544
cess over
over $1,000
127
$1,000 ...................
127
Maine,
in all other cases the whole
whole annual
annual prodpost-roads established
established in .............
6,
280
6, 280
uct is taxed......
taxed.....127 .............
127
Major- Generals,
Generals,
Majortax to be paid by the producer
or
producer or
five of the army, their pay,
pay, emoluments,
emoluments,
manufacturer127
manufacturer
................
127
and staff ......................
333
if producer
uses or
or consumes,
or removes,
removes,
333
if
producer uses
consumes, or
Ma/ca/is,
Makahds,
for consumption
consumption or use,
any
articles
for
use, any articles
appropriations for the ..........
268,
266, 501,
501, 502
502
liable to tax,
tax, he
tax on
on the
the
liable
lie shall pay
pay aatax
Malicious, Sac.
6-c. Destruction,
Destruction,
salable value of such articles
artieles ........
127
of bank bills, notes, stocks,
stocks, &c. in the
naphtha exempt
exempt when,
&c127
naphtha
when, &c..............
127
District of
Columbia, punishment
407
of Columbia,
punishment of
on certain,
certain, unless
unless otherwise
of 400,
406,407
tax on
otherwise provided
provided
Malta,
M
oalta,
for
128
—133
for...........
............
128-133
pay of consul at, established ...........
225
225
See Internal
Internal Revenue, p. 890.

910
910
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Manufactures, (continued.)
Manufactures,
(continued.)
Marshals, (continued.)
Marshals,
(continued.)
in possession
possession of manufacturers
manufacturers when the
the
appropriations for
for the
the compensation
appropriations
compensation of
of
act takes effect,
effect, on which duty
duty has not
not
the ..............................
455
455
been paid or was not imposed,
imposed, to
be
to be
for
for payment
payment to certain,
and their
certain, and
their asasdeemed to have been manufactured
deemed
manufactured afafsistants,
sistants, for services in taking the
the
ter such date
date....................
173
173
eighth census468
.................
468
Manufacturers of Cotton,
Manufacturers
no payment
payment to any one
one who parin districts of its production,
production, duties of,
ticipated in
rebellion ..... 468
ticipatcd
in the reeliron
468
•under the internal revenue law
100
law ....... 100
the
the word marshal
marshal to include
deputies
include deputies
Mapping,
Mapping,
under the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act
act............ 540
540
appropriations for
appropriations
for................ 193,
193, 443
443
to act as messengers
messengers under
bankruptcy
under the bankruptcy
Maps, *.c.,
vc.,
act
...........................
8CE
. 521
521
to be published and furnished at cost...
cost.... 67
67
fees of.
of. See
Sec Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy........... 540
540
Mare
Island,
Mare Island,
Marshals
Courts,
Marshalsin Consular
Consular Courts,
appropri
ation for
navy-yard and
hospital at
at 36
36
appropriation
for navy-yard
and hospital
appropriations for ....................
appropriations
225
225
Maria Henry,
Maria
Bark,
Isenr/, The Bark,
Martin
D. Randolph,
Martin D.
payment to the owners
owners of the
599
the.......... 599
as assignee
claim of,
of; as
assignee of
of Washington,
Washington, AlAlMarine
Corps,
Marine Corps,
exandria, and Georgetown
Georgetown Railroad
exandria,
Railroad
allowance to officers of, for
allowance
for loss of perCompany to be
adjusted and
and settled...
settled
642
be adjusted
642
sonal effects by casualty, &c
14 Maryland,
&c.......... 14
Maryland,
appropriations for ..............34,
appropriations
34, 491,
491, 492
492
post-roads
post-roads established
189, 282,
282, 552
established in 552
....... 189,
transportation and expenses
expenses of
of recruitthe
the thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth section
declaration of
section of declaration
of
ing........................
34, 311
34,
311
rights of, prohibiting
probibitin0 certain
certain sales,
sales, gifts,
gifts,
disbursing
disbursing officers of the, to be allowed
allowed
dcvises, annulled
and devises,
annulled ...............
232
2.32
credits for certain losses of property
property..
345
.. 345
such gifts,
gifts, &c.
8:c. to be made
made at least
least
laws relating to, to be published
published officially
officially
one month
month before death
death of donor.
donor 232
232
and Navy
Journal...
... .468
468
in the Army and
Navy Journal
.......
act to change
change certain collection
collection districts
distiicts
commandant
commandant of, to have rank and pay
pay of
of
in.............
in
410
................
. 410
brigadier-general
brigadier-general of the army........
army
517
517 Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
officers
officers of, to be credited with the
the time
time of
of
post-roads
post-roads established
established in ...............
77
their service in the volunteer
volunteer service...
service
516
516
claim and accounts
accounts of,
of, for
expenses for
for
claim
for expense
Marine Ilospital
Marine
Hospital Buildings,
coast defence
defence to be
examined .........
367
be examined
367
and lands may be leased
leased or sold at public
Master
Master Mechanics,
auction
auction ....................
40
.
40
at navy-yards,
navy-yards, to be men skilled in
their
in their
proceeds how applied.
40
applied .............
40
trade, and appointed
appointed from civil
civil life....
life
490
490
those at Cleveland and Portland
to
Portland not to
Masters,
be sold or leased ....................
40
40
number of grade of, in the
navy estabestabthe navv
certain
certain others not to be sold or leased.
.40, 76
leased..40,
76
lished
lished ......................
222
...... 222
Marine Mail Transportation
Marine
Transportation
increase
increase in grade, how made ...........
222
222
between
between New York and California
California...... 394
394
fifty may be appointed from
volunfrom naval
naval volunMarkers
Markers of
of Cotton,
teer service ................
022
........ . 222
appointment
appointment and pay
101 Matamoras,
pay of ..............
101
Matamoros,
Marriage.
Marriage. See Colored Soldiers.
Soldiers.
decree of blockade
blockade of,
and of other MexiMexiof, and
what proof of, to enable widows and
and
can
can ports, declared
declared void
814
void............. 814
children
children of colored soldiers and sailors
Mathematics,
Mathematics,
to receive pensions, bounties,
bounties, and
back
and back
vacancies in grade of professor,
professor, not
not to
to
pay
58
pay...............................
be
58
he filled ....................
38
.....
38
of colored
colored soldiers, provisions respecting
respecting
Mayflower,"
""Mayflower,"
the proof of....................357,
of
357, 358
358
name of
of the yacht, changed
changed to
Silvie ".
". 567
567
to "
" Silvie
Marriages,
Marriages,
May,
Quincy A.,
A.,
May, Quincy
act legalizing, in the District of Columbia
Columbia 236
236
pension
pension to ..............
......
. 606
606
certain colored persons, who have agreed
agreed
McClelland, Rachel,
McClelland,
to be man
man ahd
and wife, and living together
together
widow of
of John
John F. McClelland,
McClelland, pension
pension
as such,
such, to be deemed husband and wife 236
236
to
... . . .. . . .3
to.................................
.632>
632
their children
children legitimate
legitimate ...........
236 McCook, Murtha,
236
Martha,
children
children of those who have ceased
ceased to cowidow
of
Major
McCook,
widow
McCook, annuity to
to.... 641
641
habit ..........................
236 ifc.Ferran,
. 236
McFerran, John
John C.,
Marshal,
Marshal, (United
States,)
(United Stutes,)
credit
credit to be allowed to, for erroneous
erroneous rerepay of, for eastern
eastern district
York 324
district of
of New
New York
324
ceipt for
for money
money given
given to Francis
Francis F.
F.
of the Supreme Court of the
United
the United
Thomas ............
621, 622
...... 621,622
States, appointment
appointment of,
of, authorized
433
authorized.... 433 McGee, Caroline,
Caroline,
his powers, duties, and
433
nnd salary
salary. ..........
433
widow of Lemuel McGee,
McGee, pension
pension to....
to.... 624
624
may, with the approval of the chief
chief jusjusMcKinney, Edward P.,
tice, appoint assistant
assistant marshals and
allowance to be made
allowance
made to, upon proof, &c.
600
&c. 600
messengers
messengers ..........
............ 433
433 McKinnon,
McKinnon, Milton,
Milton,
Marshals,
Marshals,
payment to, of amount of lost draft
draft..... 611
611
additional
additional compensation to, for services
services
duplicate
duplicate to be furnished
furnished and bond given
given 611
611
in the suppression of the slave-trade
23 McMahon, Daniel,
slave-trade... 23
Daniel,
duties of, under
under civil rights act .........
28
28
pension to ........
629
....
........
629
penalty for violation
violation ..................
28 McManus, Mary A.,
28
icManus, Mary A.,
fees of, and how paid................
paid
29
.. 29
pension to .............
597
597.........
appropriations
appropriations for pay of..............
of
205 Meade, Richard
205
W.,
for consular
consular courts in Japan,
Japan, China,
China,
claim of, as administrator
administrator referred
refeu ied to the
the
Siam,
Siam, and Turkey ..................
414
414
court
court of claims ..................
611
611

a,
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.w
Measurer,
Measurer,

911
911

Metric
Metric System,
office of, at the port of New York, abolabolof
measures, use of, authorized
of weights and measures,
authorized 339
ished ...........................
289
28
tables
tables of equivalents
equivalents ...............
339, 340
339,
340
duties of,
of, to be performed
performed by weighers...
weighers
289
28'
postal
postal balances denominated
denominated in
in grams of,
of,
Measures, Weights and,
and,
to be furnished certain
certain post-offices....
post-offices
301
the use of the metric system of, authorauthorequivalent
equivalent of the half-onnce
halfounce in grams...
grams.... 301
ized . ...........................
339
339
set
standard weights
set of standard
weights and measures
measures of,
of,
tables of equivalents ....
339, 340
............ 339,
34(
to be furnished
furnished to
to elich
each Stat
State ......... 369
Laborers,
Mechanics and
and Laborers,
Metropolitan Mining and Manufacturing
Metropolitan
Company,
Aanumfacturinuq Company,
to, not to
be
on public works, payments to,
to be
act of incorporation
of............. 217,
incorporation of
217, 218
218
income...................140,
deemed income
140, 480
48(
general
general provisions
provisions of...........217,
of
217, 218
218
at navy-yards
navy-yards not to be discharged
discharged for
for
Metropolitan Police
Police in
in tli
thp District
District of
Columbia,
Metropolitan
of Columbia,
political
political opinions ..................
492
492
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of.......206,
of
206, 456
456
Medals,
Medals,
pay of, increased
increased fifty per cent
cent .........
206
206
certain,
certain, may be sent free through
through the
the
. how to be borne
borne ..................
206
206
mails by the State of Ohio
Ohio to its vetspecial tax therefo.
-special
therefor ...............
206
206
eran soldiers
356
soldiers....................... 35
increase of pay of
321
of ....................
321
may be sent free through the mails to cercerhow to be borne,
borne, and tax thercfor...
therefor
321
tain honorably
honorably discharged
discharged soldiers of
of
title of officers
officers of
of .....................
212
212
West Virginia,
Virginia, by the adjutant-general
adjutant-general
additional officers
officers and men authorized
authorized 212,
212, 213
213
of that state ..............
563
........
56
uniform
uniform of
213
of...........................
2213
envelope enclosing, to
by the
envelope
to be
be franked
franked by
the
property
property clerk of,
of, to have
have power of
of notary
notary
adj utant-general
563
ttant-general ...................
563
public .....................
213
....... 213
Medawakantons,
Medawakatntons,
powers and
of
213
and duties
duties of..............
213
appropriations
279, 514
nppropriations for
for the
the .............. 279,
514
provisions
provisions as to property
property lihl
held as the
the proMedical and
Department
Medical
and Hospital
lospital Department,
weds
evidence ..... 213,
213, 214
214
ceeds of crime, ororfor
iloevidence
of army, appropriation
appropriation for .............
91
91
as to detective
detective ollicers
officers in the District
)District
Medical and Surgical
Surgical History of the Rebellion,
of Columbia
Columbia ...................
214
214
appropriation for volume
310
appropriation
volume one
one ...........
310
appropriations for
for salaries
of increased
increased
appropriations
salaries of
edition how to be disposed
disposed of.......
of
311
311
force
force .............
374
...
...... 374
engraving and lithographing for
engraving
311
for.... 311
pay of increased
force, increased
374
increased force,
increased........
374
Medical
Medical Department,
IDepartment,
how to be borne
borne.................. 374
374
army, hereafter
hereafter to
to consist
of,
&c.
334,335
of the ariny,
consist of, &c. 334, 335
special tax therefor
tlercfor authorized
authiorized ...... 374
374
hospital
hospital stewards to be permanently
atpermanently atpay of;
of, increased
increased fifty per
per cent
cent from July
July
tached
tached to ..........................
335
335
1,1867...
1,
1867
456
.....................
456
Medical
Medical Statistics,
Statistics,
increase to be borne by the
the cities of
of
provost-marshal-general's bureau,
bureau, apof provost-marshal-general's
apWashington and
and Georgetown,
Georgetown, and
and
Washington
propriation
propriation for preparing,
preparing, &c
&e......... 311
311
in what proportion
proportion .............. 456,
457
56, 457
Malmo.
-Storekeepers,
Medical Storrlceepers,
levy court of county, may levy aa
number
number and pay
pay of .................... 335
335
special
special tax therefor
457
thercfor ...........
457
Medical Works,
Works,
no person to be appointed
appointed policeman
policemlan or
appropriation for purchase
appropriation
purchase of ..........
485
485
watchman,
served in army
army
watclhman, who has not served
Medicine and
and Surgery,
,S'I/erq1 ,
or navy,
navy, and
and received
received an honorable
dishonorable disappropriations
of.... 34,
appropriations for bureau of....
34, 200, 201,
201,
charge ..........................
457
457
451, 491 Metropolitan
450, 451,
Metropolitan Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
additional clerks in, authorized.....
authorized
208
C., time
in Washington,
Washington, D.
1). C.,
time of completcomplet.
Meehan, Patrick,
Patrick,
ing part
part of line extended
extended for three
three
pension
pension to ........................
625
625
years
fiom January
years from
January 1, 1866...........
1866
•
440
440
Meetings of Creditors.
Soo Bankruptcy.
Creditors. See
Bankruptcy.
Mexican
Mexican Grantees,
Grantees,
in proceedings
under
the
bankruptcy
act,
proceedings under the bankruptcy act,
purchasers
purchasers of lands from, in California,
if not called in due time by assignee,
asstgnee,
provisions
concerning ............ 220,
provisions concerning
220, 221
221
court may order the calling
calling of
of........ 531
531 Miamies,
Memorandum
Memorandum
appropriations for
for the
the ..... 260,
260, 261,
261, 502,
515
appropriations
502, 515
brokers, &c.,
on,
134,
of sales by brokers,
&c., stamp
stamp tax
tax on,..
134,
whom only to be
to whoim
be paid .......... 615
515
145
Iron-clad,
145 Miantonomah,
Miantonomah, The
The Iron-clad,
Memorial
Memorial Tablets
Tablets and
and Mural Monuments,
Monuments,
officers of,
may accept
accept presents
presents from
of, may
from the
appropriation
appropriation for .....................
59
Russia ................
646
Emperor of Russia
646
Menomonees,
Menomuonees,
presents
presents may be admitted
admitted duty free..
free
646
646
appropriations
appropriations for the
......... 258, 260, 502 Michigan,
Michiqan,
Menomonee,
Menoliones,
collection
collection district of,
established ....... 32, 33
33
of, established
appropriations for the .................
494
494
to include
include what
what ..................
33
Merchandise,
Merchandise,
collector
collector to be appointed,
appointed, and
and port
of
port of
in former revenue
revenue act to mean "goods,
entry designated
33
designated ................
33
wares, and merchandiso
merchandise "
180
"........... 180
certain public
lands
time of reversion
reversion of
of certain
public lands
Messenger. See Bankruptcy.
granted
granted to, for aid of railroad fiom
from
in proceedings under the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act 521,
521,
Amboy
Amboy to Traverse
extended ....
78
Traverse Bay, extended
78
537
when the State
State may conifer
confer the grant
grant
word to include assistants,
assistants, except, &c
&c. .. 540
540
upon
upon any other
other railroad
76
railroad........
78
540
fees of, and how to be paid
paid ............
540
those railroads
grants of
of lands
lands
railroads having
having grants
penalty against, for offences under the
may construct
construct a
asingle
single line of road
bankruptcy act ....................
539
bankruptcy
539
routes
79
for any part of routes...........
79
Meters,
Meters. See Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
grant of lands
lands to, for the use of the ""Lac
Lac
Secretary of Treasury may adopt
adopt for
for testSecretary
La Belle Harbor Improvement
Improvement ComCorning spirits
soirits subject
nflnv " far
to tax,
shin canal
tax. &e.nnntl
.-.......
- 481
481
n8
subject.to
&c.
pany"
80
I--------.
-J
-for ship
...----................
ol
ss
lv
.....---. ........
-0 -&
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Michigan,
(continued.)
Michigan, (continued.)
80
80
to be disposed of by ....
lands, how to
harbor
additional grant of lands to, for harbor
and ship canal at Portage
Portage Lake
Lake ......
81
appropriations
service in.
in...278,
278, 514
514
appropriations for Indian service
7, 283, 552
post-roads established in
........ 7,
Michigan
Michigan Cavalry,
travelling expenses
expenses of members of first
first
regiment of
o .............................. 322
regiment
Michigan
City
Harbor
Company,
Michigan City Harbor
amount to be expended
expended by, before public
appropriation can be
73
73
be spent ...........
appropriation
Michigan
Indiana,
Michigan City, Indiana,
appropriation
73
73
of ............
harbor of
for harbor
appropriation for
double the amount
amount to be shown to have
double
Michigan City Harexpended by Michigan
been expended
73
73
bor Company ....................
73
vessels not to be subject
subject to toll .........
73
how
former appropriation
appropriation for harbor at, how
421
to
expended .....................
to be expended
double the amount must have been
double
expended
Michigan City
expended by the Michigan
Harbor
421
Company .............
Harbor Company
passage
passage of vessels to and from said
harbor
subject
harbor to be free, and not subject
to toll ..
421
.....................
Middle Oregons,
Oregons,
appropriations for
270,
270, 498
for the
the ..............
appropriations
supplemental treaty with the, of Novemsupplemental
ber
15,
1865
ber 15, 1865 ........................ 751
treaty
certain rights granted by former treaty
751
relinquished
relinquished .....................
reservation 751
to remain upon their reservation
the tribes
tribes to
penalty
leaving ...............
751
751
penalty for leaving
be granted to go without the
may he
permits may
reservation .........
751, 752
751,
of the reservation
bounds of
752
violation of terms of permit ........
752
infractions
752
annuities 752
infractions of this treaty to forfeit annuities
money
purchase of
money to be paid to, for 'purchase
teams, agricultural implements,
implements, seeds,
&c
752
752
&c ...........................
family. 752
allotment of land to each head
head of family
punishment
unlawfully furnishpunishment of persons unlawfully
ardent spirits ...................
752
ing ardent
753
ratification,
753
&c .......................
ratification, &c.
Midshipmen,
Midshipmen,
commutation
322
entitled to one ration or commutation...
appointed to the
number of, that may be appointed
naval academy.....................
academy
517
517
517
appointment thereto.......
thereto
517
mode of appointment
reduction not to affect
affect present apreduction
pointment or vacancies
517
vacancies .........
pointment
clothing and other
other necessaries
necessaries for, may be
procured by storekeeper
storekeeper ............. 516
516
regulations therefor to be prescribed
prescribed
516
Navy..... 516
Secretary of the Navy
by the Secretary
Mileage,
Mileage,
of
members of Congress, established
established .... 323
of members
how to be computed
computed ..................
323
accounts
certified ........ 323
accounts for, how to be certified
of applicants
applicants for appointments
appointments in the
have passed their examinaarmy who have
336
tions ............................
members of previous Congress not to receive, at the additional
additional session,
session, comadjournment
mencing on the day of the adjournment
378
Congress............ 378
of the previous Congress
Jane E.,
Miles, Jane
pension to...........................
to
594
Military Academy,
Military
appropriations for
the. .58,
415,
.58, 59, 415,
support of the.
for support
appropriations
416
416
memorial tablets and mural monumemorial
ments .......................
59

(continued.)
Military Academy, (continued.)
no
who has
served in the military
military
has served
person who
no person
or
service of
the so-called
so-called Confedof the
naval service
or naval
erate
appointed to ........
59
59
States to be appointed
erate States
superintendent may
may be selected,
selected, and
and
superintendent
other
officers
detailed
arm
of
of
any
from
other officers detailed
92
service
service ...........................
supervision
War
charge of, to be in War
and charge
supervision and
92
Department .......................
92
Department
professors
and corps of
of cadets
cadets to be part
professors and
of the
the military
military peace
establishment
332
peace establishment....
of
appointment
provisions reappointment of cadets to, provisions
speeting
359,
360
359, 360
specting ........................
cadets
now recadets at, entitled to the ration now
ceived by
by acting midshipmen
midshipmen at the
the
ceived
416
naval academy
academy .....................
416
naval
416
pay,
&e.
of
assistant
professor
Spanish
416
Spanish
of
pay, &c. of assistant professor
no
appropriation to go to cadet
no part of appropriation
from any State declared
declared to be in rebel1867,
lion appointed
appointed after January 1, 1867,
416
until such State is restored, &c.......
&c
416
appropriations for
for expenses
expenses in office of
appropriations
449
inspector
of the ...................
449
inspector of
resolution relative
relative to the
the mode
mode of appointresolution
487
ments to,
to, repealed
repealed ..................
ments
Military
Bands,
Military Bands,
333
number of,
of, how
how organized
assigned
organized and assigned..
number
333
at
the military
military academy
academy ..............
333
at the
Military
Commissions,
Military Commissions,
&c. by the
proceedings
revised, &c.
proceedings of, to be revised,
judge-advocate-general
334
judge-advocate-general.............. 334
Military Districts.
Districts. See Rebel States.
Military
428
rebel States
divided into ...............
428
States divided
rebel
number of,
States compose each
each 428
of, and what States
number
array officer to be assigned
assigned to command
command . 428
army
to
sufficient military force.....
force
428
to have sufficient
Military Justice.
Justice,
Military
199,
appropriations for expenses of
of office of..
of
199,
appropriations
200, 449, 450
Army.
Military
Peace
Establishment.
See
Army.
Military Peace Establishment.
of
what. 333
States, to consist of what.
the United States,
of the
to
United
known as the army of the United
to be
be known
..... 333
States ........................
. .
333
Reservation,
Military Reservation,
at
Gratiot, buildings
buildings erected on, by
at Fort Gratiot,
410
any
company to be fire-proof..
fire-proof
410
railroad company
any railroad
of Fort Riley, Kansas,
Kansas, reduced
red uced ......... 573
573
lands
released granted
Kansas
id in
sas to aid
granted to Kato
lands released
the
the construction
construction of a
over the
a bridge over
Republican
574
573, 574
ReDublican river ................
Military
Reserve
on
Saint
Clair
River,
Clair
Military Reserve
of, granted for horse railuse of portion of,
road from
from Port Huron
Huron City to, &c.....
&c..... 348
348
rental,
terms and conditions ........ 348
348
rental, and terms
Road,
Military Road,
from
Corvallis to the Acquinna
Acquinna Bay, lands
from Corvallis
granted to Oregon for ..............
86
from Albany,
Oregon, to eastern
eastern boundary
Albany, Oregon,
of
State, grant of public lands in aid
of State,
89
of ..............................
89
89
...............
mode of construction
construction of
89
cIA: .............
89
to be aapublic highway, &c
Military
Storekeepers,
Military
334
number, rank, pay, &c.
&c. of .............
States.
Military
Tribunals. See Rebel States.
Military Tribunals.
districts... 428
organized in military
military districts
may be organized
authority and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of............
of
428
authority
sentences of ........................
428
sentences
interfered with under
under color
color of
not to be interfered
428
State authority.....................
authority
428
Militia Forces,
Forces,
Militia
organized or in service
service in certain rebel
and
forthwith disbanded,
States, to be forthwith
disbanded, and
their further organization
organization prohibited.....
prohibited...
487
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Militia,
Militia, The,
The,
stricken out
of the
the acts
acts
the word
word""white"
white" stricken
out of
relating to the militia
423
relating
militia.. •
............
423
laws relating to, to be published officially
officially
Journal.— .468
in the Army and Navy Journal.......
468
Mineral
Lands,
Mineral Lands,
title in fee not granted
granted to any held
held by
by pos43
sessory titles ...................
43
excepted from operation of homestead
excepted
homestead act
act 67
67
of the
the public domain,
domain, surveyed
surveyed and
nnand unsurveyed,
declared open to
to exploration
exploration
surveyed, declared
and occupation
occupation by all citizens,
citizens, &c.
&c. subject to regulations
251
regulations and local customs,
customs, &c.
&c. 251
persons, &c.
&c. claiming, without
without opposition,
opposition,
any vein of quartz
quartz bearing
gold; silver,
bearing gold;
cinnabar, or copper, having occupied
occupied
the same,
same,
and made expenditures on the
and filing diagram, may enter
tract
enter the
the tract
and receive aapatent
patent therefor
therefor ......... 252
252
diagram of
proafter tiling
filing diagram
of claim,
claim. certain
certain proceedings to be had before patent issues.
issues 252
252
notice, survey, payment
payment of
$5 per
of $5
per
acre and costs of survey........
survey
252
252
proceedings where
where the location
entry
location and
and entry
of aamine are upon
unsurveyed lands
upon unsurveyed
lands.. 252
252
when surveys
surveys are made, lines of,
of, to
be adjusted to location and
and plat,
&c.
252
plat, &c. 252
locations of,
of; hereafter
exceed 200
200
hereafter not to
to exceed
feet on the vein,
vein, and an additional
additional claim
claim
to the discoverer, with the right to fol252
low the vein
vein to
to any depth
depth ............
252
limit to number
number and extent of loca252
tions ..........................
252
farther condition of sale, to be expressed
further
expressed
in patent, that local legislatures
legislatures may
enact rules for working mines,
involvmines, involving easements and drainage,
drainage, &c
&c....... 252
252
where there are
claimants, proproare adverse
adverse cdlimants,
ceedings to be stayed until right is settled ..........................
252
tied
252
President
President may establish
establish additional land
land
districts, and appoint necessary
necessary officers 252
granted for highways
highways over
over
right of way granted
public lands not reserved for
253
public
fbr public uses
uses 253
owners
owners of vested rights to use of water for
mining, &c.
&c. to be protected therein
therein.... 253
right of way for canals and ditches
ditches acacknowledged
knowledged and confirmed
253
confirmed ..........
253
damages
damages thereby to be paid
paid........ 253
owners of homesteads made upon
upon lands
lands
heretofore designated
heretofore
designated as mineral,
mineral, in
which no valuable mines of gold,
gold, &c.
pre-empt the same
have been found, may pre-empt
same
ro
take
them
TO
as homesteads .........
253
upon survey of lands heretofore
heretofore designadesignated as mineral lands, clearly agricultuagricultural, may be set apart,
apart, and made
nmade subject
to pre-emption
pre-emption and sales .............
253
253
Mineral
Mineral IWaters,
aters,
and other beverages,
beverages, act to protect
protect the
manufacturers
District of
manufiacturers of the, in
in the
the District
Columbia .............................
343
Miners,
Miners,
of, and special tax on ........ 121
definition of,
121
not to apply to those whose receipts
receipts as
such do not exceed $
$1,000
1,000 annually
annually.. 121
local customs and rules of, in mining districts, recognized
recognized so far as not in conflict with the laws of the United States 251,
251,
252,
252, 253
Mining
Mining Clcrims,
Claims,
possessory rights to certain,
certain, in
in territory
added
added to the State of Nevada,
Nevada, to remain valid .....................
43
VOL. XIV.
XIV.
58
58
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I Minister
Minister Resident at
Portugal,
at Portugal,
no money to be paid to present, for further
office............225,
ther services in office.
225, 413
413
this provision to continue in force until
until
repealed
repealed bv
by Congress
Congress .............. 413
413
Ministers of
of the l1nited
United States,
IMinisters
appropriations for the ..........
appropriations
...224,
412, 413
413
221, 412,
!Ministers
Ministers Plenipotentiary,
P/enipotentiarq,
appropriations
224
appropriations for
fbr..................... 224
salaries of those hereafter
hereafter appointed,
appointed, to be
resident, except
only those of minister
minister resident,
except
when, &c.
226
when,
&c.......................
26
Minneconjon
M
finneconjon Indians,
Indians,
treaty with, of October
October 10, 1865 ........
695
695
jurisdiction
jurisdiction and authority of the
the United
States acknowledged
acknowledged ..............
695
695
persons
property of other
persons and property
other tribes not to
be first attacked
attacked .................... 695
695
controversies
controversies between
between the tribes to be
subbe subPresident for arbitrament
mitted to the President
arbitrament 695
these Indians
•
Indians to withdraw
withdraw' from overland
overland
routes
routes through
through their country, &c......
&c
696
payments therefor
therefor ..........
696, 697
697
696,
individual Indians locatingt
locating on lands
lands for
for
agricultural,
&c. pursuits
agricultural, &c,
pursuits to be protected.
..........................
tected
696
696
amendment ...................
696, 697
696,
697
Minneconjons,
Minneconjons,
appropriations
appropriations for the
273, 508
the............. 273,
508
aliinnesota,
Minnesota,
term of United
United States district court
court in,
established at Winona
established
Winona.............. 14
14
term at Mankato
Mankato abolished...
14
abolished......... 14
additional
additional grant of lands
lands to, for railroad
railroad
from Houston to western boundary
boundary of
of
State ..........................
87
from Hastings
Hastings to western boundary
boundary
State .......................
87
of State
87
if lands have been
been disposed of, other lands
to be selected in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof..........
.
87
87
general provisions
provisions as to such lands....
lands....87,
88
87, 88
amendment
former act
lands
amendment of former
act granting
granting lands
to, in aid
aid of railroad
railroad from
from St. Paul
Paul to
Lake Superior ...................
93
Lake
93
if land intended
intended to be granted is deficient,
ficient, by reason of nearness
nearness of
of
boundary line of State, deficiency
boundary
deficiency
how may
may be made
made up
up ..........
93
93
lands
lands heretofore
heretofore granted
granted to, for railroads,
railroads
be certified
certified to and
disposed of
of 97
how may be
and disposed
may
may select
select lands
lands in lien
lieu of those disposed
disposed
of,
97
of, within limits
limits of
of former
former grants
grants..... 97
post-roads
post-roads established
established in.7,
in. 7, 189,
189, 284,
284, 552, 553
553
appropriations
appropriations for Indian service in. .278,
.278, 514
514
public lands
465
for survey of public
lands in .......... 465
Minors,
Minors,
over sixteen years of age, may
may be discharged from
Soldiers'
charged
fiom the National Soldiers'
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan Home, at their
their
request ....................
own request
401
Mint,
Mint,
salary of the director, treasurer, and other
other
salary
officers
officers of, established ..............
26
26
to
purchase
for
the
library
publications
to purchase for the library publications
relating to metals
metals and the manipulamanipulations thereof
thereof ...............
469
... 469
appropriations
appropriations for
for the, at Philadelphia
202,
Philadelphia.. 202,
452
452
Branches,
Mint and Branches,
appropriations for
the
202, 452
452
appropriations
for the..............202,
Missing Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Missing

the Army
Army of
United States,
of the
of the United
States, resoluresolufor expenses of searchtion to provide for
ing for ........................
350350
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Missionaries and
and Missionary
Missionary Establishments,
Missionaries
Establishments,
Missouri,
Missouri, (continued.)
(continued.)
among the Choctaws
Choctaws and Chickasaws,
struction of aarailroad
strnction
railroad revived and exrights of and grants to ..............
775
tended for ten years
338
years ..............
338
Creeks...................
the Creeks
790
790
See
See Arkansas.
Arkansas.
the Cherokees ................
803
lands
lands granted for the Cairo
Cairo and Fulton
Fulton
Missionary
Societq of the Methodist
Methodist Episcopal
Missionary Society
Episcopal Church,
Railroad
Railroad to be patented to State when,
when,
suitable buildings
and
to erect suitable
buildings for
for school
school and
&c ...........................
339
339
farm purposes on Isabella reservation
reservation.. 658,
act for
for final adjustment
adjustment of private
private land
659
claims in,
in, extended
extended for three years....
years
544
544
rights, powers,
powers, and duties of,
of, as
as to such
such
Missourias,
Missourias,
school and lands .................... 659
appropriations for the.............
appropriations
the
261,
504
261, 504
Mission Schools,
Missouri
Missouri River,
River,
the Creeks on North Fork
among tho
Fork and
bridge may be built across the, at the
the
Arkansas rivers, damages sustained by,
city of Kansas .................
245
245
to be paid .........................
787
787 Missouri
Missouri River Railroad
Company,
Railroad Company,
Mississippi,
Mississippi,
may
may purchase
purchase lands of the Delawares...
Delawares
795
795
district court for northern
northern district of, to
Mixed Courts,
Courts,
be held
held at Oxford ...................
48
48
under
under treaty for suppression of slaveall public lands in,
in, to be disposed of acappropriations for expenses of..
trade, appropriations
of
23
cording
cording to homestead
homestead law ..........
66,
Catharine,
66, 67
67 Mock, Catharine,
See Lands,
Lands, Public.
Public.
widow
widow of
of William H. Mock, pension
pension to.
to. 622
622
post-road established
established in
in...
190 Modocs,
................
190
Mfodocs,
the insurrection
insurrection declarer]
at an
an end
in
813
declared to be at
end in 813
appropriations for the.............
appropriations
the
277,501
.277,
501
act to provide
provide for the more
more efficient
efficient govgovMoyrain, Charles,
Charles,
ernment of.....................
of
428
428
heirs
heirs of, may select one section of land,
land,
constituted
constituted part of the fourth
fourth military
dismilitary disincluding his improvements
improvements .........
689
689
trict............................
trict
428 Molallas,
428
Molallas,
See Rebel States.
appropriations
appropriations for the
265,493
the.............. 265, 493
Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Moles,
Molds,
location of bridge
location
bridge across,
across, at Rock
Rock Island
Island. 75
75
appropriations for the............
appropriations
the
270, 502
502
270,
bridge may be built across at Quincy,
Quincy,
Moline Water Company,
Illinois ......
..................
244
Secretary
Secretary of War
War may carry into
into effect
effect
at Hannibal, Missouri
Missouri .............
245
245
the recommendations
recommendations of the commisbetween
between Prairie
Prairie du Chien and
North
and North
sioners
sioners relative to the,
the, and the water
water
McGregor
McGregor ..................... 245
245
power
power at Rock Island,
Illinois
573
Island, Illinois.......
573
"Money, "
between
between Keokuk
Keokuk and Hamilton
Hamilton ..... 245
245 "oney,"
between Winona and opposite
opposite bank
in law, as to receipts,
receipts, to include drafts
drafts
of river ....................
245
245
and other instruments given
given for
the
for the
between Dunleith and
and Dubuque
245
Dubuque.... 245
payment of money................
money
144
144
between Saint Louis and East Saint
Saint
Order Bureau
Money Order
Bureau,
appropriations
Bureau,
Louis ......................
245, 246
245,
246
appropriations
for the .............
201
201
by the Chicago,
Chicago, Burlington,
Burlington, and
Money Order System,
System,
Quincv
Quincy Railroad
Company ...... 245
Railroad Company
245
balance
balance of appropriation
appropriation may be used
for 49
49
used for
submerged tubular bridge
St
bridge across, at
at St.
appropriations for superintendent
appropriations
superintendent of....
of
451
451
Louis...........................
Louis
408
408 Money
Money Orders,
Orders,
Clinton bridge across, made
made aapost-route
post-route 412
412
for
dollars ..............
for not over fifty dollars
60
appropriations
appropriations for improvements in..420
in . 420 --422
therefor.................60
charges therefor
60
for dredges and snagboats
snagboats in ....... 421
421
to be good for one vear
year ..............
60
improving navigation
for improving
navigation of, at Des
duplicate
duplicate in case
case of loss
loss .............
60
6
Moines .....................
420
420
proceedings
proceedings to obtain
obtain............ 60
60
canal around
around lower
lower rapids to be free of
of
Monroe, Matilda
Monroe,
Matilda I.,
I.,
toll ..........................
420
420
pension
pension to ......................
596
59
Missouri,
Missouri,
Montana
Montana and Idaho,
certain locations of public lands in,
in, made
made
new
collection district
of, established....
new collection
district of,
established
3.3
3
valid ......
13
....................
13
to include
include what...............
what
3.3
33
to be reimbursed for moneys expended
expended in
in
collector
collector to be appointed,
appointed, and port of
of
aiding to suppress the rebellion ...... .38,
38, 39
entry designated
designated ..
33
33...........33
commissioners
commissioners to be appointed .........
38
38 Montana Land bistrict.
District. See
See 3lontana
Montana Territory.
Territory.
to be sworn,
sworn, and their pay.........
pay
39
39
established .................
542, 543
established
542,
543
a clerk...............
Montana Territory,
may have
have a
clerk
38 Montana
Territory
their authority and duty .........
38, 39
39
38,
appropriations
appropriations for Territory
Territory of ....... 204,
24, 455
455
what items to be allowed
allowed and what
what
for Indian service in
i i. ........
.
279,
279 512
512
not ......................
38,39
not
38, 39
post-roads established
established in ........190,
190,287,
287, 288
certain
certain amounts to be stated sepanet proceeds
proceeds of internal
internal revenue
net
revenue ot,
of, for
for
rately .....................
39
39
three
erection of
three years
years to
to be applied to
to erection
of
amount of direct tax to be
be deducted
deducted 39
penitentiaries
penitentiaries in ..................
377
377
rate to be allowed for service.......
service
39
39
limit of amount to be expended
expended....
377
limit
377
to report to Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury.. 39
39
at what
what places
places to be ercted
377
at
erected ......
377
appropriation ........................
appropriation
39
39
jurisdiction
probate courts in, extended
extended
jurisdiction of probate
grant of lands to, in aid of
of extension
extension of
of
to certain
cases.....
426
certain civil and criminal
criminal cases
Iron Mountain
Mountain Railroad............
Railroad
. ..83,
83, 84
84
but not to certain
cases....... .426
426
certain other
other cases
post-roads established
established in...190,
284, 553
in... 190, 283,
283, 284,
553
appeals allowed................
426
allowed
426
former grant
grant of lands and right
way
right of
of way
salary of
chief
justice
and associate
of chief
associate justo, and Arkansas in aid of the
the contices ..........................
426
426
'''' """'
'' ""···4
26·
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Montana
Montana Territory,
Territory, (continued.)
(continued.)
judges of Supreme Court to define judicial districts, assign judges,
judges, and
and appoint
appoint
the times and places of
the
of holding
holding the
courts ........................
426
at
not less than two terms aa year at
each place
place..................... 426
of, adjudged
adjudged to
to have
legislative functions
functions of,
have
revived
lapsed, revived.....................
426
426
proceedings to revive .............
426
certain former acts of assembly
assembly of,
of, denull
clared null.....................
427
427
claims of vested rights thereunder,
thereunder,
may be
mly
be made
made ...................
427
certain legislation
legislation in,
to be
be valid,
valid, unin, not
not to
unti,
til, &c.
&c.............................
427
surveyor-general of, authorized ........
surveyor-general
542
appointment,
appointment, salary, duties
duties......... 542
542
clerk hire, office rent, &c...........
&c
542
location of office in ...............
543
543
constitute the
the.
certain public lands in, to
to constitute
Montana land district ............
542, 543
543
register and receiver
authorized.. 543
receiver in,
in, authorized..
duties and compensation
compensation ....... 543
location of offices of..........
of
location
543
543
Monuments,
of stone not exempt from taxation......
taxation
475
Moore,
F.,
Moore, Virginia
Virginia K. V.,
582
pension to ...........................
582
liforean,
Morean, John,
John,
pension to
Ocnsion
...........................
620
620
Morehead
Morehead City,
City,
may be made port of entry of
of Beaufort
collection district
collection
district.................. 411
411
Morocco,
convention between
between the United States and
convention
and
Sultan of,
May
other powers, and the Sultan
of, May
31, 1865 ............................
31,
679
the direction of the lighthouse at Cape
tile
Cape
Spartel to devolve upon the reprcsentarepresentaSpartcl
powers
tives of the contracting powers........
680
the expenses of management
management to be borne
borne
by the same parties ................. 680
680
the Sultan to take his share, should he
have aanaval
naval or commercial marine
marine... 680
680
repairs and of
to be at the expense of repairs
reconstruction,
necessary
reconstruction, if necessary.......
680
680
furnish a
security of
to furnish
a guard for the security
of
the lighthouse.
lighthouse .................
680
the contracting
contracting powers to respect
respect the neutrality of the lighthouse,
lighthouse, and
and to continue
continue
the contributions
contributions to support it,
it, even in
case of war.
war .......................
case
. 680
680
to establish the necessary
necessary regulations
superintendence
for the service and superintendence
lighthouse ..............
of the lighthouse.
680
680
these articles
articles not to be modified,
except
modified, except
common agreement
by common
agreement between the
contracting powers ..................
680
contracting
680
continue in force ten
this convention
convention to continue
ten
years .............................
681
to be continued further
farther from year
year to
&c..........
year until due notice, &c
681
ratifications to be exchanged
exchanged at Tangier.
ratifications
Tangier. 681
Morris,
Morris, Joseph
Joseph R.,
patent Ibr
for a
improvement
a new and useful improvement
furnaces may issue to .............
in firnaces
645
645
rights of those actually using the papreserved
645
tent, preserved.................
645
Mortgages,
Mortgages,
assignments or transfers of....144,
145
tax on assignments
of....144,145
of personal property
property made in good faith
as security for debts not affected
affected by
by
*sl;'anmnt/
hannklll-ntlr.
r59
assignment
in bankruptcy..
523
-b....
I 11V1 in
-11
U..J
I.I ..,
...
V-V

915
915

Mortgages,
Mortgages, (continued.
(continued.
may be redeemed or
or discharged
discharged by
by asmay
assignee.........................
signee
See Bankruptcy.
See
Bankruptcy.
Mound City, Illinois,
Illinois,
construction
construction of levee
levee at ................
Munich,
salary
$ 1,500
salary of consul
consul at, established at $
Mural Monuments,
Monunents,
appropriation to
erect, at
at the
military
appropriation
to erect,
the military
academy.......................
academy
Mural Tablets,
appropriation
appropriation to erect
erect at the naval acadacedemy .................
emy
..........
Murray,
Murray, C..rdelia,
(ordelia,
pension to ........................
Museums, Proprietors
Proprietors of,
of,
of, and special tax on
definition of,
on.........
Mutual
Fire Insurance
Insurance Company of
of the District
District
Mutual Fire
of Columbia,
charter of,
amended ...................
of, amended

523
523
37

414
414
59
37
37
588
588
120
120
32
32

N.
N.
Nanson, Ober,
Nanson,
Ober, 6--G Co.,
amount
amount of certain compound
compound interest
interest
notes, supposed
supposed to be lost, to be paid
paid
to
with interest ................
to, with
640,
640, 641
to,
of indemnity
indemnity to be first
bond of
first given
given. 641
641
Nantes,
pay of
of consul
consul at, established...........
established
225
pay
225
Naphtha,
exempt from tax, when,
8te. .............
127
when, &c
127
the mixing of, with illuminating
for
illuminating oils for
sale how punished..................
punished
484
sale
484
selling or.
or, keeping for sale
sale such imixmixture ..........................
484
turu
484
Nash,
Nash, Betsey,
payment to the
payment
the legal representatives
representatives of..
of
586
National
National Armory, Springfield,
Springfied,
repairs, improvements, and new
new machinmachin91
ery at ..................
....... ... 91
storekeeper and paymasters at, rank, pay,
of ............................
&c. of.
335
National Association !iv
Relief of
Destitute ColColNational
lbr Relief
of Destitute
ored
ored Women
Women and Children,
Children,
appropriation for
for .....................
317
appropriation
317
National
National Asylum for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers,
board
of
managers
of,
established
10
board of managers
established ...... 10
to make annual
annual report
report .............
11
to
11
managers of,
appointed •
353
managers
of, appointed..................
powers, seal,
seal, by-laws,
by-laws, &c..............
10
powers,
10
business of, to be managed
inanaged by board
board of
of
directors .........................
10
10
president and other officers,
president
officers, quorum,
quorum, &c
10
&c. 10
their residence,
residence, mode of selection,
selection,
and term of office
office ..............
10
10
vacancies
10
new elections
elections and vacancies........
10
members as
as such
such not to be paid, exmembers
cept for expenses
expenses ..............
10
may procure
procure sites for asylums and
erect buildings
erect
buildings ............... ..
10
appropriations
10, 1
11
appropriations for support of ..........
10,
donations may be received
received ............
11
. 11
officers of ,asylum,
their
appointment,
reasylnm,
appointment, removal,
moval, &c
&c. .......................
11
11
annual report, accounts,
&c.
1I
acconlts, &c..............
11
who entitled
entitled to benefits of asylum,
asylum, and
and
admitted ......................
11
how admitted
11
inmates subject to rules and
and articles
articles of war 11
11
inmates
out-door relief in certain
certain cases..........
cases
11
out-door
11
thereof not to exceed,
exceed, &e
&........... 111
cost thereof
repeal
of
law
establishing
a
naval
asylum
repeal of
a naval asylum
wvith
in
onnootion
in connection
with t.hia
this

I -11 1-V1L..l"IV

-l· ..............
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National
Asylum for Disabled
NationalAsylum
DisabledVolunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers,
(continued.)
(continued.)
property of the United States at Point
Lookout, Maryland,
belong to the
Lookout,
Maryland, to belong
the
&e
•
11
asylum, when, &c..................
11
establishing, may be altered, &se.
act establishing,
&c. .. 11
11
certain property of the United States
may
certain
States may
be transferred
transferred to the................
the
564
Erastus
Erastus B. Wolcott and John S. Cavender, appointed manager
manager of, to
to fill
fill vacanvacancies
563
cies. ............................
563
National
National Banking Associations,
Associations,
temporary loan
may hold temporary
loan certificates
certificates
issued for redemption of compoundinterest notes as part of their reserve..
reserve
558
558
of, to be lawful
money 558
558
two fifths of reserve of,
lawful money
excess of duties or tax paid by, to be refunded .........................
572
572
National
National Banks,
not taxed by section
section 110
110 internal revenue
revenue
law as amended ...................
137
137
National Capitol
Capitol Insurance
National
Insurance Company,
act to incorporate
incorporate the.................
the
556
corporate powers.....................
powers
556
556
may make insurance upon
upon lives
lives and
against
against accidents ..................
556
directors, by-laws
by-laws ....................
556
directors,
556
annual and other meetings
annual
meetings............ 556
556
proxies, vacancies
proxies,
vacancies.................... 556
556
President and other officers
officers ...........
556
funds how to be invested
invested.............. 557
stockholders not personally
personally liable beyond
stockholders
beyond
amount of stock subscribed and undivided profits....................
profits
557
557
assessments upon stock..
stock
557
suits to collect assessments
557
executive
executive committee to exercise
exercise all the
the
powers vested in the company,
557
company, when, See.
&c. 557
capital, amount of, and to be paid
paid in before effecting
effecting insurance
insurance ..............
557
dividends, capital stock not to be impaired by ................
557
...... 557
location of company,
company, agencies
agencies .........
557
557
annual report ........................
557
statement of profits, losses, &c.
&c. te;'
to be published .............................
557
557
National
Cemeteries,
National Cemeteries,
appropriations to purchase sites for
310
for..... 310
superintendent
333
superintendent to each ................
333
for the burial of deceased soldiers and
sailors,
sailors, and to establish and protect
399
protect... 399
to be enclosed
enclosed with substantial
substantial fence
fence.... 399
399
graves to be marked,
graves
marked, and how ..........
399
399
register
register of burials to be kept,
kept, and to set
set
forth what.......
what
399
.................
399
erected
at
principal
porter's lodge to be
be erected at principal
entrance of each ...................
400
superintendent,
superintendent, how selected,
selected, pay, &c....
&c
400
an officer to be detailed to inspect
cemeinspect cemeteries annually and make reports.....
reports
400
reports to be submitted to Congress
Congress
with estimates
estimates ..................
400
400
penalty for wilfully
wilfully defacing,
defacing, removing,
removing,
&c. any structure,
structure, or injuring, &c. any
shrub, &c. in any national cemetery...
cemetery
400
prosecution
prosecution to be
he made, where .....
400
400
superintendent may arrest
any
perarrest any persons committing any such act, take
eons
them before certain magistrates
magistrates and
and
there make complaint ..........
400
400
Secretary
Secretary of War may purchase
purchase or take
any real estate necessary for national
national
cemeteries
400
cemeteries ........................
400
proceedings where real estate is enproceedings
entered upon and appropriated
appropriated ..... 400
400

or,

National
Cemeteries, (continued.)
(continued.)
National Cemeteries,
fee simple thereof, upon payment
payment
therefor, to be
be vested
the United
therefor,
vested in the
United
400, 401
401
States ...................
400,
jurisdiction
United States over
over
jurisdiction of the United
such real estate to be exclusive...
exclusive... 401
such
owners to be paid the appraised value
401
owners
value 401
appropriation
under
this
act
401
appropriation under this act............
401
National Currency,
Currency,
National
appropriation for
printing, &c.
&c
appropriation
for plates, printing,
notes ................
and paper for notes
25
living person to be
be
no portrait
portrait of
of any living
placed thereon.....................
thereon
placed
25
National Fair,
National
Fair,
Sailors' Orphan
for Soldiers'
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Orphan Home,
use of lumber
lumber granted to, &c
356
&c......... 356
National
and Sailors'
Sailors' OrNational Home for Soldiers'
Soldiers' and
Orphans,
blankets, bedding,
and stores in
blankets,
bedding, and
in surgeongeneral's
needed for
general's department,
department, not
not needed
for
government use, may
may be
government
be transferred
transferred
to Secretary
Secretary of War to determine
determine
amount
character of stores to be
amount and character
given ............................
351
given
351
National Safe Deposit
if Washiiigton,
Washington,
National
Deposit Company if
incorporated
378
incorporated .........................
378
and powers
powers .....................
378
seal and
378
capital stock and subscriptions
subscriptions thereto 378,379
378,379
how to be invested
179
invested ................. 379
directors, choice,
and number
379
choice, and
number of
of........ 379
vacancies in, how
how filled ............
379
vacancies
379
President and Vice-P'resident
Vice-President ..........
379
President
379
powers, duties,
duties, and
and privileges
or
379
powers,
privileges of........ 379
by-laws, dividends, &c.
379
&c .................
379
bl),Is of
not to issue or circulate bljs
of its own as
currency ..........................
379
currency
379
nor pay interest
interest on deposits
379
deposits ........ 379
operations
operations to be confined
confined to the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia ......................
379
379
National
Orphan flone,
home,
National Soldiers'
Soldiers' and Sailors' Orphan
act
incorporation of.............
act of incorporation
249
247, 248
247,
act of incorporation
incorporation of,
..... 401
act
of, amended
amended........
board of trustees of,
number, duties
board
of, their number,
duties
and powers
powers .....................
401
quorum,
vacancies ................
401
quorum, vacancies
401
board of lady managers,
managers, election,
election, number,
number,
board
of office,
duties
401
term of
office, powers
powers and duties......
401
vacancies,
by-laws, &c
&c ...........
401
vacancies, by-laws,
401
parents or guardians
may withdraw chilparents
guardians may
ch:ldren
dren........
...............
.
401
minors, over sixteen
sixteen years
years of age,
may he
minors,
age, m.y
discharged
own request.......
request__ 401
discharged at their own
repeal of inconsistent
inconsistent provisions.......
provisions
401
National Theological
National
Theological Institute,
incorporated
incorporated ................
45
......
45
powers
45
its purposes
purposes and powers...............
45
officers, by-laws, and property..
officers,
property.......... 45
theological
belief not to
to exclude
exclude from...
from
45
theological belief
45
name
of,
changed
to
that
of
" The National
name
changed
of"
National
Theological
Theological Institute and University
University"
". 440
may hold property not exceeding $250,000
$230,000
in value
value ... . ....................
440
. . 440
may extend
extend its instructions
instructions to others than
those connected
connected with
whit the
the Christian
Christian
Ministry, confer degrees,
degrees, &c
&c .........
.440
440
Nautical
Nautical Almanac, American,
appro7
.
iations for..................37,
for
37, 490
490
appropriations
Nautical
Nautical:Books,
published and furnished at cost....
to be
be published
cost.... 67
Navajos,
Navajos,
appropriations
for the
the .............
279
514
appropriations for
279 514
no supplies or rations
rations to be furnished
furnished to,
to,
after July 1,
except in
in cases of
of
1, 1867, except
extreme necessity ...................
514
514
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Naval
Nvaval Academy,
scaaemy,
appropriations
appropriations for expenses of....26, 37,
37, 49
490
visitors at .......................
490
49
for purchase
purchase of land, and
and erection
of
erection of
buildings, shops, &c. at........
at
337
for increase of library ..............
37
enlargement of chapel
for enlargement
chapel and erecerection of mural tablets ........... 337
examination of candidates
candidates for, when
examination
when to
be had ........................
39
3
no person who has
in the
the military
military
has served
served in
the
so-called
Confedor naval service
service of
of the so-called Confederate States to be appointed
appointed to........
to
59
5
appropriation to introduce water into the 201
appropriation
20
appropriation
appropriation for chapel
311
...........
31
number of midshipmen that may be apappointed to the
517
the.....
...........
51
reduction not to affect present
present apappointment
pointment or vacancies.
vacancies....-........ 51
517
storekeeper at the, how to be detailed...
detailed
516
51i
may procure clothing,
clothing, &e.
for
mid&c. for midshipmen ....
.
516
..
.. ..........
511
regulations
regulations therefor to be preSecretary of
scribed by the Secretary
the Navy .
516
..............
51
Naval
Asylum,
Naval Asylum,
establishing in connection with a
law establishing
a
military asylum, repealed..........
repealed
11
11
appropriations
appropriations for
37, 490
for.................37
49
certain
certain disabled persons,
persons in lieu of
of having
having
aahome provided for ;hem
to receive
receive
them at,
at, to
from naval pension
pension fund a
equal
a sum equal
to half the pay of their rating when discharged
charged .......................
516
516
Naval Constructors,
Naval
Constructors,
appointment, rank,
rank, and
and pay
pay of
223
of......... 22
Nava
Naval lHospitals,
Hospitals,
appropriations
appropriations for the,
the, at
at
Annapolis....................... 36
Annapolis
36
Boston .........................
491
491
New York ........................
491
491
Philadelphia
Philadelphia ........................
491
491
W
ashington....................... 491
Washington
491
Norfolk ........................
491
491
Marc Island....
Island
491
.......
............
491
Naval Judge-Advocate-General,
Judge-Advocate- General,
appropriations for the
450
appropriations
the.................. 450
Naval
Laboratory,
Naea[ Laboratory,
appropriations
appropriations for ..................
489
489
Naval
Observatory,
Naval Observatory,
37, 490
490
appropriations for
for ..................
37,
Naval
Naval Officer,
office of, and of subordinate offices, may
be suspended,
suspended, except, &c. and duties
duties
asigned to deputy collector or inin.... ..
spector ..
............ 185
185
fines, &c. incurring to, after such
such discondiscontinuance to be paid into the treasury
treasury.. 185
185
Naval Officers. See Fines,
Naval
Fines, t-c.
s-c.
share of proceeds of fines,
fines, penalties, &c.
&c.
from seizures under
under customs laws
laws..... 546,
546,
547
647
Pension Fund,
Naval Pension
certain disabled persons to receive from
from
the, aasum equal to half the pay of their
their
rating when
discharged, in lieu of havwhen discharged,
ing aa home provided
provided Ibr
for them at
at the
the
Naval Asylum
Asylum
516
..................... 516
other disabled persons,
persons, serving for
for not
not
less than ten years,
years, &c. may apply for
for
aid
intn. of
nof
KI
aid from
from the
the srlnlIl
surplus income
516
Sec-etary of Navy
Navy to appoint
appoint a
a
board to examine
examine applicants....
applicants
517
17
limit of allowance .............
517
517
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Naval Stations,
Stations,
appropriations
for, at
at Sackett's
Sackett's Harbor
appropriations for,
Harbor
and
and Mound
Mound City.................
City
490
490
Naval
Naval Storekeepers,
Storeceepers,
pay
pay of clerks
clerks to, increased
increased twenty-five
twenty-five
per cent.
cent ....................
345
345
when required
required at navy-yards,
how to
be
navy-yards, how
to be
appointed.......................
appointed
490
490
Naval Volunteer Service,
appointments from,
appointments
to
certain
grades
of
from, to certain grades of
line
officers in the navy..............
line officers
navy
222
222
board for examination
examination of candidates....
candidates
222
222
who may apply
apply for
for examination....222,
examination ....222, 223
223
provision
provision for those
those at
at sea,
or on
sea, or
on foreign
foreign
stations .2.....................
223
23
President
President may retain
appoint volunretain or appoint
volunteer officers in the navy
navy ...........
223
223
Navigation Apparatus
Navigation
Apparatus and Supplies,
appropriation for ...................
appropriation
83
83
Navigation, Bureau
Bureau of;
Navigation,
of,
appropriations
appropriations for 34, 200, 201,
450, 451,
451, 490
490
201, 450,
additional
additional clerks
clerks in, authorized.........
authorized
207
207
Navigation
Navigation Laws,
Laws,
to apply to all vessels,
vessels, except, &c........
&c
228
228
of the
the United States,
States, what vessels
vessels subject
to . .......
411
...................
411
sea-going steam vessels subject
subject to, when
when
under
way,
except
upon
under
the high seas,
seas,
tile
to be under
under the direction
direction of
of pilots ....
412
412
certain existing regulations
regulations under
under
State laws
laws not affected..........
affected
412
412
Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for, for
for the years
years ending
ending
June 30,
30, 1867 and 1868....33,
1868....33, 38,
38, 489,
489, 490
490
pay
of
officers,
•
officers, seamen,
seamen, and engineer
engineer
corps ..... '
corps
33,
489
........ ,
............ .33,
33, 489
bounties to discharged
discharged seamen.........
seamen
.... 33
33
equipment, surgeons,
surgeons, necessaries,
necessaries, &e.....
&e..... 33
33
navigation
navigation apparatus and supplies.......
supplies
33
33
contingent
contingent expenses
33
expenses................... 33
bureau
bureau of yards and
and docks .........
33, 489
489
33,
of equipment and recruiting
recruiting ..... 34,
34, 490
490
of navigation
navigation .................
34, 490
490
34,
medicine and surgery
of medicine
surgery ......... 34, 491
of
construction and
and repair........
repair
34, 491
491
of construction
of steam engineering
491
engineering ............
491
of
of provisions and
and clothing.........
&thing
491
491
marine
corps................34,
marine corps
34, 491,
491, 492
492
navy-yards ................
navy-yards
34,
489, 490
34, 36, 489,490
naval hospitals
hospitals...................36,
.
36, 491
491
naval laboratory
laboratory ....................
489
489
miscellaneous
.
36,
37
miscellaneous .......................
36, 37
civil
civil establishment
establishment at navy-yards
navy-yards 36, 490,
490, 491
491
pay of clerks
clerks at Portsmouth
Portsmouth and PhiladelPhiladelphia
phia
36
..........................
36
testing petroleum
fuel
37
petroleum as fuel..............
37
levee at Mound City .................
levee
37
37
naval academy
academy.... ................
37,
490
37, 490
expenses
expenses of visitors at...........
at
490
490
naval observatory
observatory ..................
37, 490
490
37,
naval asylum
asylum..................... 37490
37, 490
bounties
bounties for destruction
enemies' vesdestruction of enemies'
vessels.37
sels
...................... .........
37
no part
part of appropriation
be paid
to
appropriation to be
paid to
those who do not take the oath
oath. ......
,...... 37
37
allowance to officers for rent
allowance
rent of quarters,
quarters,
furniture, fuel, lights, and transporting
transporting
baggage, prohibition
of, repealed......
repealed
38
baggage,
prohibition of,
38
acts authorizing
the appointment
of navy
navy
acts
authorizing the
appointment of
agents repealed
agents
38
repealed ..................
38
examinations
of candidates
for naval
naval acadacadAululluIIaI
iLV
ulanlUlUates lor
emy, when to be held
held ..............
38
38
office of assistant in bureau of ordnance
ordnance
abolished ..................
abolished
38
.....
38
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Navy,
(continued.)
lfavy, (continued.)
Navy,
(continued.)
Navy, (continued.)
no vacancy
vacancy in grade of professor of mathpenalty upon officers
officers and employees
employees
penalty
ematics
-38
ematics to be filled ..................
for violation
violation hereof
hereof ..............
492
38
492
survey of Behring's Straits, the North Pacollection of facts to illustrate
illustrate the history
cific, and the China seas
38
navy ......................
490
seas .............
of the navy
38
490
transfer of appropriations
transfer
appropriations to
Secretary
further exexto settle acacSecretary of
of Navy
Navy to effect
effect aa further
counts of disbursing officers.;........
officers 38
change of lands
lands in Wallabout
Wallabout Bay
Bay with
change
38
with
act for better organization
departorganization of
Brooklyn, N.
Y
492
of pay
pay departthe city of Brooklyn,
N. Y...........
492
43
ment of ........................
approved and exchange
title to be approved
43
exchange
appointment of an additional
appointment
additional assistant
assistant
effected
without expenditure
expenditure by the
effected without
secretary of,
authorized .............
54
secretary
United States ....................
492
of, authorized
United
54
492
to last for six months.............
months
54
laws
laws
relating
to,
to
be
published officially
54
published
officially
act to define the number and regulate the
in the Army and
and Navy Journal......
Journal
468
the,
468
appointment of officers
officers in
222
in............ 222
act to amend
amend certain acts
acts in relation
relation to
number allowed in each grade
ofnumber
grade of
of line
line of515
the ..............................
515
ficers on the active list
list.............. 222
admiral to be the ranking
ranking officer of the..
the.. 515,
515,
222
increase in grades, how made
made......... 222
222
516
516
who may be promoted to grade of rearsecretary of,
pay, and
allowsecretary
of, rank, pay,
and allowadmiral on retired list..............
list
222
ances
of..........................
.
516
ances of
516
certain line officers on active list may be
be
cadet engineers, restrictions
restrictions as
and
cadet
as to
to age
age and
appointed from the volunteer naval
naval sercertain qualifications
when appointed
appointed
qualifications when
222
vice ...........................
222
removed
removed ..........................
516
516
any grade
if, thereby, the number in any
grade
officers of volunteer
volunteer naval
naval service,
officers
service, transexceeds that allowed by law, no apapferred to regular
regular navy or marine corps,
corps,
pointments to be made, until, &c
222
pointments
&c.. 222
to be credited
credited with
with their sea service...
service
516
516
authority exhausted when
authority
when appointappointmarine
marine officers to be cledited
credited with the
the
ments are once
once made............
made
222
time of their
their service
service in
in the volunteer
volunteer
board for examination
examination of candidates
candidates
service ............................
516
516
from
naval volunteer 'service
fiom naval
service..... 222
storekeeper
storekeeper at naval academy,
academy, how to
be
to be
report and selections .............
detached.
516
222
detached .........................
516
what volunteer naval officers may
may apmay
procure clothing, &c.
may procure
&c. for
for midpear
pear before .................
222, 223
222,
shipmen ..........................
..
516
shipmen
516
provision if they are at sea or
in
or in
Secretary of
of the Navy to
Secretary
to pre223
foreign stations.
stations ............
223
scribe regulations
regulations ...........
516
516
Secretary of Navy may
may retain
Secretary
retain or
or appoint
appoint
summary courts-martial
courts-martial on petty
summary
petty officers
officers
volunteer officers in the navy...,
223
navyA ......
and
officers
of
inferior
ratings,
authority
223
and officers of inferior ratings, authority
lieutenant-commanders
lieutenant-commanders may
may be assigned
assigned
&e. .....................
516
to sentence, &c
516
to what duty ....................
223
223
when sentence
sentence of,
involves loss of
of
of, involves
pay of admiral
admiral of the navy............
navy
223
223
pay, not to be executed
executed without
without
his secretary
secretary and his pay
223
pay..........
223
approval of
of Secretary
516
Secretary of the Navy 516
naval constructors
constructors and first and second
second
disabled persons
who have served
endisabled
persons who
served as
as enassistant engineers in the
the navy, appointlisted persons
persons in the navy
navy or marine
marine
223
ment, rank, and pay of
of ..............
223
corps for
for twenty
twenty years,
receive from
from
corps
years, to receive
nothing in, to preclude the advancement
advancement
naval
naval pension fund
fund half of their rating
rating
authorized for
for distinguishin rank now authorized
distinguishwhen
when discharged,
discharged, in lieu of being proproed conduct
conduct in battle
battle or extraordinary
extraordinary
vided
vided with a
ahome
home in the naval asv
asylum
516
um 516
heroism
heroism
222
........................
222
how and by whom
whom to be paid.......
paid
516
516
midshipmen
midshipmen and acting midshipmen
midshipmen ensuch persons so serving not less than
322
titled to one ration or
or commutation
commutation.... 322
ten years,
apply for aid
aid
years, &c. may apply
promotions on the active list in, provifrom surplus income
income of naval
naval penpenconcerning
344
sions concerning..................
344
516
sion fund ......................
516
pay of navy officers on, retired list and not
not
Secretary of Navy to convene aa board
board
on duty
duty. ........................
345
345
examine applicants ........ 516,
516, 517
517
to examine
pay of certain
certain clerks in,
in, increased
increased twentytwentyboard,
board, how constituted,
constituted, and duties of
517
of 517
five per cent
cent.......................
.
345
345
limit of allowance
allowance ................
517
517
disbursing officers
of
the,
to
be
allowed
officers of the, to be allowed
rank and pay of commandant
commandant of mtuine
marine
credits for such
such losses of property
property as
corps
corps .............................
517
517
&c
345
shall, &c........................
345
number of midshipmen
allowed at the
midshipmen allowed
offered by the State of Congift of land, offered
naval
naval academy
academy ...................
517
517
necticut, in the Thames River, near
near
reduction not to affect
affect present apreduction
apNew London, to be accepted
accepted and
and held
held
pointments
pointments or vacancies.........
vacancies
517
517
for naval purposes.................
purposes
489
. 489
promotion of
of officers on the retired and
and
civil engineers
engineers and naval storekeepers
storekeepers at
reserved
lists
......................
reserved lists
517
517
navy-yards
navy-yards to be appointed by Presithen to receive full pay............
pay
517
then
517
dent with advice, &c.
&c. of senate ........ 490
490
none to grade
grade of rear-admiral,
rear-adminll, while,
master mechanics
mechanics at yards to be
be skilled
&c
517
&c..........................
517
and appointed from
in their business •and
Navy
Navy Agents,
civil life
490
lie. .........................
490
authorizing the appointment
acts authorizing
appointment of, reworkingmen
workingmen at navy-yards
to be
renavy-yards not,
not to
be repealed
pealed........................
38
38
quired or requested
requested to pay money for
Navy Department.
Navy
Deparhnent. See Hydrographic
Office.
tIydrographic Office.
political purposes by any officer
officer or emestablishing aa hydrographic
hydrographic office in.
act establishing
69
in. 69
ployee of the government
government ...........
492
492
appropriations
200, 450, 451
appropriations for the ..........
2900,
451
not to be discharged
discharged for their politimay use plates of
United States
States explorexplorof United
cal oninions
opinions -.......-..
492
.. ... . . ..............
. . . . . .
ing expedition t-FOIUUlLI
for
printing cuarts.
charts.....
366
Mi'
IrK prIuinulg
....
Jou
-
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Navy
D. C.,
Navy Hospital
Rospital at
at Washington,
Washington, u.
V(.,
Negroes,
Negroes,
. appropriation
appropriation for
325
for. ................
32!
rights
rights of, among
among the Choctaws
Choctaws and
and ChickChickNavy Officers,
Oficers,
asaws
..................
asaws ...
769, 778
778
769,
allowance
allowance to, for loss of personal
personal effects
effects
may be witnesses
witnesses ............
770, 779
779
770
by casualty, &e.
&c...................... 14
4 Nelson, William
Willianm D.,
D.,
Navy Pensions,
Pensions,
payment
payment to, for recruiting for the Union
appropriations for................. 2,
2, 3,
398
3, 391
army in East
639
East Tennessee
Tennessee............639
NavyYard
Navy- Yard,
Nethaway, David,
Nethaway,
'David,
at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, to be disposed of, if
if
accounts
of, to be settled
accounts of,
settled ..............
579
579
League
League Island
Island is accepted
accepted.......... 396
39( Nethaway,
Netlzaway, Jane
IV.,
Jane W.,
Navy-Yards,
pension
pension to .......................
579
579
appropriations for,
for, at
at Portsmouth.
Portsmouth.34,
35, 489
appropriations
34, 35,
489 Neutrality
Neutrality Act,
Act,
purchase of Seavey's
Seavey's Island
Island........ 35
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses under the. 226,
226, 415
415
conditions
conditions of purchase........
purchase
35
3 Neutrality
Neutrality Laws,
if island cannot
cannot be bought for sum
sum
proclamation of the President
proclamation
President warning
warning
appropriated,
bridge
appropriated, public use
use of
of bridge
against
against violation
violation of the ............
813
813
from the island -to
navy-yard to be
to navy-yard
be
Nevada,
discontinued
35
discontinued.................
3
post-roads
established
post-roads established in ..... 7, 190,
190, 287, 553
553
at Boston 489
35, 489
................
..
35,
additions
additions to the territory of
43
of ...........
43
at New York..................35,
York
35, 489
489
boundaries....
43
boundaries ......................
43
at Philadelphia
Philadelphia489
35,
.............
35, 489
not to become
become part of the State withat Mare Island .............
36,
36, 489
489
out its assent
assent.................
. 43
43
Norfolk..................... 35
at Norfolk
35
possessory rights to mining claims to repossessory
at Pensacola
Pensacola ...................
36, 489
489
36,
main
main valid
valid
43
............
.
......
43
at Washington.
Washington ..............
489
489
title
title in fee not
not grmnted
grawea ...........
43
43
pay of clerks of, increased
increased twenty-five
per
twenty-five per
appropriation by, of lands granted
apropriation
granted to
to the
the
cent .........................
345
345
State
State for educational
educational purposes
purposes confirmconfirmNeat Cattle,
Cattle,
85
ed ................
....
.......
85
importation
importation of,
of, and of hides of,
of, prohibited
prohibited 1, 3
3
grant of lands to, for aa university.
85
university....... 85
when and how act may be suspended
suspended.... 244
244
for an agricultural
agricultural college .........
85
85
penalty for violation .................
44
theory
theory and practice
may
practice of mining may
Nebraska
Nebraska Perritory,
ietritory,
be taught
taught therein...............
therein
85
85
appropriations
appropriations for government
government of....204,
of....204. 454
454
surveyor-general
surveyor-general authorized
for ........
..85,
86
authorized for
85, 86
post-roads established
established in
7, 287
in..............7,
287
location
of
office
of
86
location of office of..............
86
claims of, for
expenses in suppression
suppression of
fbr expenses
of
pay, duties, and allowances
86
allowances.......
86
Indian hostilities
Indian
hostilities to be
examined, alalbe examined,
lines of subdivisions
subdivisions of public lands, in
in
lowed, and paid ...............
307, 308
307,
308
extending
extending surveys, may be varied
varied
principle of settlement
settlement ...........
308
308
fiom
from rectangular..................
rectangular
86
86
appropriation therefor
therefor ............
303
303
lands containing
containing gold,
gold, silver,
silver, quicksilver,
quicksilver,
net proceeds
proceeds of internal
internal revenue
revenue of, for
for
and copper, reserved
reserved from
sale
86
from sale.......
86
three years to be applied to
erection of
to erection
of
public lands in,
in, not to be disposed of
of unpenitentiary
penitentiary in ..................
• •
377
377
til the State has her
her full quota.......
quota
86
86
limit of amount to be expended
377
expended.... 377
how
how to
to select and dispose
dispose of
of public
public
at what places to be erected........
erected
377
377
lands ...........................
86
86
Nebraska,
Nebraska,
city
city and town property not subject to seseact for admission of State of into the Union
391
Union 391
lection . ...........................
86
86
declared to be one of the United States
392
States 391,
391, 392
escutcheon
escutcheon of,
be painted
painted ........... 314
314
of, to be
entitled to the privileges
privileges and subject
subject
payment
certain claims against
against the
the late
late
payment of certain
to the conditions of the enabling act 392
392
territory of....................
territory
366
... 366
fundamental
fundamental conditions
conditions on which this act
act
appropriations
appropriations for Indian service
service in
in ....
279,
279,
effect ..........
takes effect..
392
..........
.
392
512
326, 512
elective franchise,
franchise, &c. not be
be denied
denied
payment
payment of travelling
travelling expenses
expenses of certain
certain
on account
account of race
race or color, exvolunteers of
487
exof...................
. 487
cept, &c.
&c ....................
392
392
surveys of public lands in ..............
465
465
assent of State to be declared
and
declared and
Nevins, Albert,
transmitted to the
the President......
President
392
392
pension to ........................
pension
582
582
President to proclaim the fact
fict...... 392
392 Newbern,
admission
admission then
then to be complete
complete...... 392
392
made port of entry of Pamlico
Pamlico district
district.. 411
411
State legislature to be convened
convened within
within
New
New Brunswick,
Brunswick,
thirty days.
days ......................
.
392
province of, to pay
one half
the
sum
392
the province
pay one
half the sum
admission of the State of,
of, into the Union
Union
actually
actually expended
expended for improving
improving the
the
declared
declared complete............A..ppx.
complete
Appx. iv.
iv.
navigation of the St.
St. Croix river
river above
above
geological
geological survey of..................
of
470
the ledge
ledge ........................
420
470
420
how to be prosecuted
prosecuted............ 470
470 Newell,
Newell, Robert,
Robert,
post-routes established in
553
in.............. 553
land
land patent
patent to issue to.....................
to..
651
651
surveys of public lands in .............
465 New
465
New Jersey,
Jersey,
Nebraska and Iowa,
Nebraska
post-road established
post-road
287
established in ................
287
constituted one surveying district.......
district
344
adjutant-general of,
344
adjutant-general
may send free
free through
through
of,may
Negro,
Negro,
certificates of thanks
thanks awarded
awarded
the mails certificates
the carrying
carrying away of a, to sell as a
&slave,
slave,
371
to the soldiers of that State
State ..........
371
how punished .....................
50
50 New
Vew Mexico Territory,
the receiving on board aavessel,
vessel, to carry
carry
survey
survey of part
northern boundary
of 466
466
part of northern
boundary of..
DU
pUumsLIUU
purpose, nowS
uc
$II purpose,
away«w,)
for such
how punished
50
examination
report on
on pueic
public DUllUabuildexamniauon and
ann report
vessel to
b foreiti
ue
to be
forfeited..............
forfeited
u led ...50 50
ings in,
ings
in, with
with estimates.................
estimates
467
50
467
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9-O Mexico Territory,
New
New
Territory, (continued.)
Nisquallys,
Nisquallys,
appropriations
service in
278, 279,
appropriations for
for the 503
261, 502,
appropriations for
for Indian
Indian service
in 278,
279,
appropriations
......... 261,
502, 503
512
512 Nitro
Nitro Glycerine,
post-routes established
established in
553
delivery of, on shipboard,
shipboard, transportation,
transportation,
in.............. 553
appropriation for government
government in ...
&c. of,
81
appropriation
... 203,
203, 204,
204
&c.
of, forbidden
forbidden ...................
81
454
if death
death is caused
caused by
by explosion while
454
peonage abolished in .................
transported,
&e.
persons
knowingly
546
transported, &c. persons knowingly
New Orleans,
New
Orleans,
concerned
concerned therein to be guilty of manappropriation
for
slaughter
appropriation to pay for building for
slaughter ..................
...... 81,
81, 82
82
federal
in....................
federal courts in
199
199
when carried,
carried, how
how to be
be packed
packed and
and
pay of appraisers,
appraisers, general
general and local,
local,
marked
marked ................
82
........
82
deputy collectors,
collectors, naval officers, and
rights of States to prohibit traffic
traffic in,
rights
in,
surveyors, and custom-house
eustotn-house weighers
surveyors,
weighersor transportation
affected.... .
transportation not affected.........
82
at, established
established ....................
308
district courts
courts to have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
308
district
Newspapers,
Newspapers,
these offences
offences ......................
these
82
appropriations for.........191,
for.........191, 193,
193, 441,
441, 443
Glycerine.
appropriations
443 Nitroleum. See Nitro Glycerine.
Newspapers,
American,
Newspapers,
or blasting
blasting oil, transportation,
transportation, &c. of,
purchase of files of,
for congressional
congressional
forbidden ........................
of, for
forbidden
81
library
library. .
194
..................
194 Nock, Joseph,
Joseph,
Newspapers, Reading,
Reading,
claim of, referred
referred to the
the court of claims
claims.. 608
appropriation
purchasing files
for
appropriation for purchasing
files of, for
amount of judgment.—
limit of amount
judgment....... 608
608
the Congressional
Congressional library
443 Non-commissioned Officers,
library ............
443
Officers
New York,
York,
increased pay of, continued
for three
continued for
appropriation
navy-yard and
hospital
appropriation for
for navy-yard
and hospital
years from,
from, &c
&c. ...................... 422
years
422
at
35, 36
at............
.............
.35,
36 Non-residents,
36
for laboratory
laboratory ....................
36
certain income of, to be taxable.........
taxable.. ...... . 5
5
certain
post-roads established
established in ..... 7, 189,
281, 554
post-roads
189, 281,
554
in the District of Columbia, not to compay of deputy collectors, naval officers,
officers,
mence suits before
before justices
justices of the peace
mence
and surveyors,
surveyors, and customhouse
weighcustomhouse weightherein,
without first giving security for
therein, without
for
ers at, established
established ................... 308
costs ............................
402
New York City,
City,
Norfolk,
Norfolk,
resolution relating to the courts and
appropriations
navy-yard and hospital
hospital
appropriations for navy-yard
post office of ....................
356
356
at.
at ............................
35, 36
36
New York Indians,
Indians,
Norris, Samuel,
appropriations
for the
258, 494
494
claim
referred to the court
of claims
608
claim of, referred
258,
court of
the ..............
claims. 608
appropriations for
Nez Farces,
Nez
Perces,
the amount to be
rule for determining
determining the
appropriations for the
267, 269,
269, 503, 504
504
the ..... 267,
608
paid ..............................
608
Nez Farce
Perce Tribe
Tribe of Indians,
Indians,
North
North Carolina,
Carolina,
treaty between the United States and, of
of
post-routes
post-routes established in ..............
554
554
June 9,
9, 1863 ................
647— 654
647654
four collection districts established
established in....
in
411
cession
of
lands
to
the
cession
United States....
States.... 60
647
Albernarle, port of entry
Albermarle,
entry Plymouth 411
411
reservation, and its boundaries
reservation,
boundaries ...... 647,
647, 648
648
Pamlico,
entry at Newbern..
Newbern
411
Pamlico, port of entry
411
to be for sole use of tribe
tribe.......... 648
648
Beaufort, port of entry at Beaufort.:
Beaufort.: 411
411
improvements
improvements on lands added,
added, to be
be paid
paid
port of entry may
may be
be changed
changed
for ..............................
648
648
Morehead city
.....
411
to Morehead
city............ 411
may be sold to loyal whites ........ 648
648
Wilmington, port of entry at WilWilmington,
boundary lines to be marked,
marked, and
boundary
and lands
lands
mington .....................
411
mington
411
surveyed into lots ...................
648
648
appointment, residence,
residence, and
collectors, appointment,
and
heads of families may locate on
lots
648
on lots.....
648
salary411
..................
.........
411
649
residue to be held in common ...... 649
act to provide for the more efficient
efficient govlots to be exempt
exempt from levy,
levy, taxes,
taxes, &c...
&c
649
ernment
428
ernment of .........................
428
restrictions got to be rejnoved
removed by territerriconstituted
constituted part of the second military
military
torial or State legislature without condistrict.....
428
district ...........................
. 428
sent of Congress ...................
649
649
See Reel
Rebel States.
States.
payments by the United States to
to the
insurrection to be declared at an end
the insurrection
649, 650
650
tribe ........................
649,
in .............................
813
813
tribe to elect one head chief and two subNortheast Executive Building,
Northeast
Building,
ordinates
ordinates ........................
650
650
appropriations
general purposes of...
of
194
appropriations for general
194
payment to chief
chief Timothy.
Timothy
650
payment
............
650
contingent expenses
expenses of............
of
315
contingent
315
claims of members
members of tribe for services
Northwest Executive Building,
Budding,
650
and for horses, to be paid
paid............ 650
appropriations
expenses of
...... 200, 450
appropriations for expenses
of.......200,
450
the authority, &c. of the United States
Northern Kansas
Northern
Railroad and Telegraph,
Kansas Railroad
Telegraph,
acknowledged
acknowledged
...................... 651
651
act
act granting lands to Kansas to aid in the
provisions as to roads and highways
highways ....
651
provisions
651
construction of .....................
210
construction
210
651
hotels and staia.e
stage stands ...........
651 Northern
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad,
ferries and bridges ................ 651
651
time for commencing
commencing and completing
completing tlie,
the,
651
timber ........................
651
and all its several sections, extended..
extended
355
652
springs or fountains ...............
652 North
Pacific Ocean,
North Pacific
Ocean,
Robert Newell
Robert
Newell to receive a
a patent for a
a
survey of.............................
survey
of
38
38
tract of land .......................
651
651 Notices.
Votices. See Advertisements.
Nice,
Nice,
by executive
executive departments
departments of the govpay of consul
consul at, established
225
established ..........
225
ernment, &c.
newspapers in
&c. in what newspapers
Nicholson, James,
James,
the District of Columbia
Columbia to be
be pubpubmay select eighty acres of land, &c......
&a
659
659
-- ...............
.
467.-.
lished ........................
..........
- --- ------.............................-
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Nunibering,
.LVumnering,
of vessels enrolled,
enrolled, registered and licensed,
licensed,
system of, may be established
established........
numbers, how to be marked............
marked
vessel ceasing to be numbered, ceases
ceases to
be a
avessel of the United States ......
Nye,
James W.,
W.,
Nye, James
appropriation
appropriation for payment to...........
to ......
0.
0.

331
331
331
331
331
331
326
326

Officers of
of Volunteers
Volunteers, (continued.)
(continued.)
officers of regular
regular 'army,
'army, who have held
held
commissions
commissions as, or have
have commanded
commanded
volunteers,
volunteers, not to be deemed
deemed ......... 337
337
to bear their titles and
their uniand wear their
uniforms upon occasions
occasions of ceremony
337
ceremony.... 337
Official History
History of
of the
the Rebellion,
provide for the publication
resolution to provide
publication
of the ..............
369
.........
369
certain
certain official documents
documents to be arranged
arranged
and prepared for publication
publication .........
369
369
plan and
and estimates of cost .......
369
369
pay of person doing the
_pay
service ....
369
the service
369
Official Reports of the Armies of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
resolution
providing for the printing
resolution providing
printing of
of
repealed
the, repealed
........
... 369
369
O'GaUala
0'
Galkila Indians,
Indians,
treaty
treaty with, of October
October 28, 1865........
1865
747
747
jurisdiction
jurisdiction and authority
authority of the United
United
States acknowledged
States
acknowledged ..............
747
747
persons and property of other tribes not
not
attacked.................. 747
to be first attacked
747
controversies to be submitted
controversies
submitted to
the arbitto the
rament of the President.
rament
747
President ...........
747
Indians to withdraw
Indians
withdraw from overland
routes 748
748
overland routes
annuities to,
annuities
to, for
for twenty
twenty years
ye:rs ........ 748,
74 749
individual
Indians
individual
locatin g on lands tob
, 749
locating
to be8e
protected ..........................
protected
748
748
twenty families or lodges, locating
locating on
on
lands for agricultural
agricultural purposes,
purposes, to
to rereceive
ceive aasum annually
annually for tools
748
....... 748
teachers, farmer,
teachers,
farmer, and blacksmith
blacksmith ........
748
748
amendments
amendments to treaty
treaty to be binding.....
binding
748
748
ratification with
with amendlnents
amendments ..........
749
749
0' Galatas,
Cattalos,
O'
appropriations
for the
the .............
274, 508
508
appropriations for
274,
Ogdensburgh
Ogdensburgh and Lake
Champlain Railroad
Railroad
Lake C"amaplain
Company,
Company,
may maintain
maintain railroad
railroad b
Rouse's
b :dge
'dge at Rouse's
Point ........................
51
51
draws
draws therein
therein to
to be
be ma'se..........
initi.!e
51
51
Ohio,
Ohio,
post-roads
established in ......... 7,
post-roads established
7, 282,
282, 554
554
adjutant-general of, may send certain
adjutant-general
certain
medals through
through the mails free
free to veteran soldiers
soldiers of
of that State
356
............ 356
Ohio
Militia,
Ohio Volunteer Militia,
officers and
and men of the sixth, eighth,
and
eighth, and
eleventh regiments
regiments of,
of, to
to be
be paid
paid for
eleventh
for
not
not over thirty-one
thirty-one days'
days' service
90
service..... 90
Captain
Captain S. W.
W. Bard's company
company of
of
cavalry
cavalry .......................
90
90
Captain August Paulsen's
Paulsen's battery..
battery
90
Captain
90

Oath,
no part of navy
appropriation to be
be paid
nfavy appropriation
paid
to those who do not take the oath
.. 37
37
of attorney to receive
receive money for pensions
pensions 56
56
false
swearing therein
false swearing
57
therein to be perjury
perjury .....
57
chief clerk of assessor may administer
administer
certain,
certain, under the internal
internal revenue
103
revenue law 103
of registers
bankruptcy ............. 518
registers in bankruptcy
518
of bankrupt on filing petition
petition ..........
521
521
of creditors in proving claims
527
claims ..........
527
the word in the bankruptcy
bankruptcy act,
act, to
to inaffirmation "
540
clude ""affirmation".................
540
co.,
Ober, Nanson
Nanson, 44- Co.,
to be paid amount of certain
certain compoundcompound.
interest notes supposed to
to be
be lost, with
with
interest .......................
640, 641
bond of indemnity to be first given.
given. 641
641
O'Brien,
O'Brien, Kennedy,
pension of, increased
622
increased.................. 622
Observatory,
Observatory, Naval,
Naval,
anpropriations for ............
appropriations
........ 37
37
0'
Carroll, .ames
James Y.,
E,
O'Carroll.,
right of the United States in
public
in certain
certain public
lands conveyed
conveyed to .................
13
13
Ocean Mail Steamship Service.
Service. See Mail
Ocean
Mail Steamship
Service.
between San Francisco
Francisco and
and Portland,
Portland,
authorized
authorized ........................
566
566
not to exceed
cost nbt
exceed $
$25,000 ............
566
566
bids and contracts
contracts therefor ............. 566
566
authorized monthly between
between San FranFrancisco and Honolulu
543
Honolulu .................
543
Offences. See Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction,Penalty.
begun in one judicial district and
and comcompleted in another, to
be deemed
to be
deemed to
to be
be
committed in either, and may be
he tried
in either .......................
484
484
Office Rent
for consuls, consuls-general,
consuls-general, and commercommercial agents
agents who are not allowed to trade. 224,
224,
413
413
Officers,
Officers,
in military and naval service
service not to be
011,
Oil,
dismissed
dismissed in time of peace, except, &c.
&e
92
92
selling, &c.
&c. certain
certain made from petroleum
former law repealed .............
92
for illuminating
illuminating purposes how
how punished
allowance to
allowance
to. army, for travel,
travel, ininOil-Cloths,
Oil-Cloths,
crcased
creased .....................
93
93
duty on imported
imported ....................
and persons acting under them,
protected
them, protected
Oklahoma, Terrntory
Territory of
Oklahoma,
of
for acts done
(lone in execution
execution of the
the laws
executive, secretary,
secretary, marshal,
&c. of
of ....
executive,
marshal, &c.
for the collection of abandoned
abandoned properproperOmaha Indians,
Indians,
Omaha
ty, &c.
329
&c ........................
treaty with,
March 6,
6, 1865
1865 ..........
329
with, of March
amounts recovered in suits against,
against, to be
cession of northerly
northerly part of present
present reserreserpaid
out
of
proceeds
of sales and leases,
vation to the United States
paid
&c
leases,
329 330
States ..........
&c................
....
329, 330
boundaries ....................
Columbia. using unin the District
District of Columbia.
certain lands
lands not included
included ..........
necessary
necessary and wanton severity in makmakpayment
payment to them for lands,
lands, and
and how
how 'to
to
punished for assault
ing arrests, to be punished
assault
be expended ......................
and battery
battery........................ 402
402
article eight of former
former treaty
treaty extended,
for
extended for
Officers of Volunteers,
Oficers
ten years
years. .........................
months' pay to certain,
three months'
certain, mustered
payment to
to, for damages
damages .............
remainder
out, &e.
&c. after, &c ................
94
94
remainderto,
diof present reservation
reservation to
to be diofficers of colored troops
be
deemed
to
officers
troops to
to be deemed to
vided among the
the members
members of
of the tribe
tribe
be ...............................
337
severalty .....................
3371
in severalty

482
482
562
562
773
773
667
667
667
667
667
667
667
667
667
667
668
668
668
668
668
668

922
922
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Oregon, (continued.)

ihnaha
maha/ Indians,
Indians, (continued.)
(continued.)
,.. 668
how assigned ....................
668
portion set apart for agency
agency....... 668
certificates
certificates to be issued
issued for tracts
tracts assigned ........................
668
tracts not to be alienated, leased, &c.
&c
except, &c.
668
&c. ...................
668
whole
whole to be known as Omaha reserva668
tion . .........................
668
whites
whites not to reside or go thereon,
thereon,
&c
668
unless, &c........
............
668
object of United States
States in making the
purchase ..........................
168
purchase
'668
land may be repurchased
repurchased upon same
same
terms
terms as this sale, if,
if, &c.
668
&c.............. 668
Omaha
Omaha Reservation,
Reservation,
what lands
lands to be known as,
as, and regula668
tions concerning
concerning ..................
668
Omahas,
Omahas,
appropriation for the ...........
261, 276,
504
261,
276, 504
Onk-pa/-pah
Onk-pah-pah Indians,
Indians,
appropriations for the
274, 508
appropriations
the..............274,
treaty with, of October 20, 1865
739
1865......... 739
authority and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the United
United
States acknowledged................
acknowledged
739
persons and property
property of other tribes
tribes not
not
to be first attacked .................
739
739
controversies to be submitted
submitted to the arbitrament
rament of the President ............
739
739
Indians to withdraw from
overland routes,
from overland
routes,
&e............................739,
&e.
739, 740
740
annuities to, for twenty years...739,
'annuities
years.. .739, 740, 741
individual Indians locating on lands
lands to be
be
protected .........................
740
protected
740
twenty lodges or families locating upon
upon
relands for agricultural
agricultural purposes, to reannually for tools,
740
ceive a
a sum annually
tools, &c
&c..... 740
teachers, farmer and blacksmith........
blacksmith
740
amendments to be binding ............
740
740
ratification with amendment
amendment ...........
741
741
" Onondaga," The Iron-clad,
"Onondaga,"
Iron-clad,
may be transferred
transferred to George Quintard,
Quintard,
&c. ...............
543
upon, &c
......... 543
Opium,
Opium,
importation of,
of, into Japan prohibited ... 655
655
Ordnance,
Ordnance,
appropriations for office of colonel of, 199,
200, 486
486
for bureau of.........200,
of
200, 201,
201, 450,
450, 451
451
in
207
additional clerks
clerks in...........
207
in
bureau
of,
essalary of draughtsman
draughtsman
of, established ........................
450
450
against the
test of effect of heaviest, against
the best
best
stone forts ...................
488,.489
488,.489
Ordnance Department,
Department,
Ordnance
of the army, hereafter to consist of, &c... 335
335
officers of, to be of
335
officers
of what grades .........
335
ordnance storekeepers
335
ordnance
storekeepers ...............
335
storekeeper
storekeeper and paymasters
paymasters at national
national
armory at Springfield
Springfield .............
. 335
335
Ordnance Sergeant,
Sergeant,
Ordnance
at each military post .................. 333
333
Ordnance Service,
Ordnance
appropriations for current
of
appropriations
current expenses
expenses of
... ..............
the .......
486
. 486
Ordnance
and Paymaster,
Ordnance Storekeeper and
Paymaster,
at Springfield armory, rank, pay, and
and allowances of .....................
423
lowances
423
Oregon,
Oreon,
additional land district in,
in, established...
established
82
boundaries
boundaries and location
location of office
of ......
82, 83
83
................
82,
register
register and receiver
receiver to be appointed
appointed
for
...........
- * . *I . . . . . .. . ..
Ifor
. . .. . . . .. . . . . ..83

(continued.)

boundaries
any land districts
may
boundaries of any
districts in,
in, may
be changed
changed from time to time
83
time ........
83
grant of lands
lands to, for a
road
grant
a military
military road
Corvallis to the
Acquinna Bay
from Corvallis
the Acquinna
Bay.. 86
86
how to be disposed of .............
86
86
public lands granted
granted to, inaid
in aid of a
amilimilipublic
tary road from Albany to eastern
boundary
89
boundary of State .................
89
how to be selected
selected and disposed of..
of
89
how
89
to revert
United States,
States, if,
if, &c.
&c
89
revert to the United
89
post-roads established
in
8 190,
190, 287,
287, 554
established in.....
8,
554
appropriations
Indian service
service in....
in.... 278,
appropriations for Indian
278,
279,012,
513
279,
512, 513
deficiency
land grant
caused by
by
deficiency in former
former land
grant caused
lands sold or reserved made
made up to
to ....
374
374
374, 375
lands how to be selected
selected 375
........ 374,
lands granted
granted to, for construction
construction of milmillands
itary wagon road
road from Dalles
Dillies City to
itary
409
Fort Boise ......................
409
extent of grant ...................
409
409
lands granted,
granted, how
he applied
applied ....... 409
409
lands
how to be
former reservations
reservations excepted
excepted from
from operaformer
operation of this act .....................
409
tion
409
right
409
right of
of way
way over
over them ............
409
mineral lands not
not included in grant.....
grant
409
409
lands granted, how to be disposed of and
and
lands
applied
applied ...........................
409
409
to be surveyed
surveyed ..................
409
those unsold
unsold to revert
revert to United
United
States, unless the road is comcompleted within five years
years .........
409
409
409
road, how to be constructed
constructed ............
409
to be aa public highway,
highway, and
to
and free to
the United
United States .............
409
additional
additional public lands
lands may be used
used in the
the
location and construction
road
409
construction of road.....
409
survey of boundary
boundary between,
surrey
between, and CalitbrCalifor................................ 465
nia
465
boundary between,
boundary
and Idaho......
Idaho
466
between, and
466
appropriations for Indian
appropriations
Indian service in,
in, in
in
18601860 -62 .........................
468
468
payments only to original
payments
original owner of
of
claims
468
claims ........................
468
for surveys of
of public lands in ...... 465
465
Oregon Company. See California
California and Oregon RailRailroad Company.
road
Company.
to construct
construct aa road from Portland
Portland to
Central
Central Pacific
Pacific Railroad
in CaliforRailroad in
nia ..................
239, 241
... . .239,
Orphan Brothers
Brothers and Sisters,
Orphan
Sisters,
when may receive
pensions ............
58
receive pensions
58
Orphan Children
Children (Minors),
Orphan
of deceased
deceased soldiers or
sailors,
may
be
or sailors, may be
taken
taken care of, by the
the National
Soldiers'
National Solliers'
and
and Sailors'
Sailors' Orphan
Orp hen Home ....... 247,
248
247, 248
Orphans'
Orphans' Court
Court in the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
Uistsict of
appropriations
205
appropriations for
for judge of ...........
205
rooms to be provided
317, 318
318
provided for ...........
317,
Osages,
Osages,
appropriations for
appropriations
for the..............261,
the
261, 504
°sages, Great
Osages,
Great and Little,
treaty with, of September
treaty
September 29, 1865.
1865..687
693
.687 - 693
sale of lands to the
sate
the United
United States ...... 687
687
boundaries ................
687
boundaries
..
687
payment for the
payment
the lands by the United
States
.............
States
687
....
...........
687
money to be placed
placed to their credit
credit
money
and interest paid
paid ..............
687
687
lands to be surveyed
687
surveyed and sold .........
67
proceeds of
687, 688
688
proceeds
of sales
sales .............. .687,
cession by, of other lands
lands to the United
United
States to be held in trust ...........
688
688
lands
surveyed and
sold ......
688
u surveyed
lauus to
to be
and sola
6t8
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DE. Coast,
- Pacific
(continued.)
Pacific
Coast, (continued.)

923
923

928

Osages,
and Little,
(continued.)
Vsages, Great
ireatana
Littte, (continued.)
proceeds to be placed to credit of the
manufacture,
manufacture, &c.
&c, produced
produced on that
that
Indians, and interest expended for
for
coast
coast ............................
92
92
their benefit .................
688
688
appropriation for survey,
appropriation
survey, &c.
&c. of public
school fund
and
fund
land for school
school purposes 688,
688,
.works
418
works on ......................
418
689
See Public
Works,
Public Works.
one section to John Schoenmaker,
Schoenmaker, with
with
Pacific Ocean,
Pacific
Ocean,
privilege to him to purchase
two secpurchase two
surveys, &c. in, to
to be made ............
38
38
tions adjoining ....................
688
68E Pacific
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad,
John Schoen
Schoenmaker
maker may select one section
routes, or route
route of, to be
be included
included in
in the
the
for purposes of education ............
689
689
proposed
proposed geological
geological and topographical
topographical
certain loyal persons, heads of families,
families,
exploration of the territory
exploration
territory between
between
may buy
quarter-section each
688
buy a
a quarter-section
each ...... 688
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains
Mountains and the Sierra how to be selected,
selected, and to
include
to include
Nevada
457
........
....................
457
683 Packages,
what ............
. .. ....... 688
Packages, ikc.
ic.
claims of James
James N. Coffey
and A. B.
B
Coffey and
number
number of, from every
every invoice, to be sent
sent
Canville
Canville to be paid...........
paid
688, 689
688,
689
to appraiser's
appraiser's office for examination, &c. 302
302
heirs of Charles Mograin
may select
Mograin may
select a
a
containing,
containing, or supposed to contain, disdissection of land .....................
689
689
tilled spirits, may be
&c.
be seized
seized by,
by, &c.
annual payment to the chiefs
689
chiefs ..........
689
when,
&e. and be detained
detained ...........
482
when, &c.
482
patent
patent to Darius Rogers
Rogers for 160 acres,
persons drawing
drawing articles subject
to tax
tax
subject to
and he may purchase
purchase a
a quarter-section
quarter-section
marked, to efface
from those
those marked,
efface marks...
marks
482
adjoining.......................
adjoining
689
. 689
penalty for not doing,
doing, fine
line and
and forfordependence
dependence on the United
United States
States acfeiture
482
feiture .....................
. 482
knowledged
knowledged .......................
689 Page,
Jerusha,
689
Page,Jerushu,
introduction
introduction and use of ardent spirits to
widow
widow of Thomas
Thomas C. Page, pension to..
to
623
623
be suppressed
suppressed ......................
689 Pamlico,
689
Parmlico,
right of way for highways and railroads
collection
collection district
district of, established
established ........ 411
411
through their reservations
reservations ...........
689
689
boundaries and port
boundaries
port of entry
entry of.....
of
411
411
within six
to remove from ceded lands, within
six
Pamphlet Laws,
Laws,
months of ratification
ratification of treaty.......
treaty
689
appropriations for publishing....19,
publishing....I9, 194,
444
appropriations
194, 444
tile
the United States to advance
advance the
the expenses
expenses
Paper fir Public
PaperJbr
Public Printing
Printing,
of the survey and sale, and to be
be
appropriations for
for .............
193,
373,
443
appropriations
193, 373, 443
reimbursed
reimbursed from the proceeds
proceeds of first
deficiency,
appropriation fur ...........
deficiency, appropriation
41
41
sales..
sales
..........................
689
provisions
provisions foi
fok supply of the ......... 805,
305, 306
306
patents
patents to issue to certain half-breeds
half-breeds for
for
to be obtained
obtained by contract .............
305
305
eighty acres
acres of land with
their improvewith their
improvemode of advertising
advertising for
proposals, and
and
for proposals,
ments .........................
690
690
awarding and requiring
awarding
requiring the performperformmay
may unite with certain
certain other Indians
Indians and
ance
ance of contracts
contracts ................
305, 306
306
305,
receive proportion
proportion of annuities
annuities ....... 690
690
when may be purchased
purchased in open market.
market. 306
306
if they remove from Kansas, their
their dimindiminParaffine
Paraffine Oil,
ished reservation
reservation to be sold,
sold, and proexempted from
duty ...........
355
exempted
from internal
internal duty
355
ceeds
ceeds how applied
applied .................. 690
690 Pardon,
Pardon,
rejection
rejection of some articles
articles of the
the treaty
treaty not
not
authority
authority of the President
President to proclaim,
proclaim,
to affect others......................
others
690
690
repealed
377
repealed .....................
377
ratification advised with amendments
amendments.... 692
the granting
692
granting of,
authorize payments
of, not to authorize
payments
amendments assented
amendments
assented to ............
692,
693
to
persons not known to have been op692, 693
persons
Ottawas,
Ottawas,
posed to the rebellion,
rebellion, &c
571
&c ............
571
appropriations for the ..............
appropriations
270,
Pardons
270, 504
504 Pardons
payment
payment to certain ...................
370
370
of convicts by foreign
foreign governments,
governments, on
on
annuity of, to he
be restored ..............
370
condition
370
condition of emigration
emigration to the
the United
certain,
certain, may select lands upon the
the Isabella
Isabella
States, protest against .............. 353
353
reservation
reservation of the Chippewas ......... 658
658 Pardons,
of,
Pardons, Clerk
Clerk of,
°noes,
Ottoes,
for
for the President, authorized ...........
207
207
appropriations
appropriations for the .............
261,
504
in the Department
261, 504
Department of State, pay of, for
for
" Outstanding
"
Outstanding Liabilities
Liabilities"
" Account,
extraordinary services
extraordinary
services of
of ............
466
466
in the books of the treasury,
treasury, provision
appropriation .................... 466
appropriation
466
41, 42
42 Paris
for, and to include what ............
Paris Exposition,
Exposition,
41,
Overland
Overland Mail,
specimens of the cereal
cereal productions
productions of
of the
the
appropriation for,
between Atchison
Atchison and
appropriation
for, between
and
United States to be prepared and forfor'olsom............................
Folsom
warded
warded for exhibition at .............
563
49
563
between
between the Missouri
Missouri River and FolParkins,
Parkins, Joseph,
Joseph,
som ..........................
394
payment
394
satisfaction of claims
payment to, in satisfaction
claims unOxford,
contract ......................
der contract
609
609
collection district of, abolished, and office
Partnerships. See Bankruptcy.
Partnerships.
of collector of,
410
of, discontinued ..........
provisions
410
provisions concerning
concerning the bankruptcy
bankruptcy of
annexed to district of Baltimore ........
410
410
534,
535, 536
534, 535,
act
act authorizing
authorizing limited,
limited, in the District of
of .
Columbia ......................... 435
435
Columbia
P.
P.
Partnerships.
See Limited Partnerships.
Pacific
Coast,
Pacific Coast,
Passage
Tickets,
Passage
for military supplies for articles to be used
used
stamp dut
duty on,
on, not
not to
to apply
beppyovessels
pplytoto vessels bein
preference
tween United
States and
and British
British North
North
in States
obtaes and
aln Territories
lerrltories on, preterence
tween
United states
to be given to articles of American
American
America
America .......................
475
475
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PassedAssistant
Assistant Paymasters
Paymastersin the Navy,
Passed
Patent Office, (continued.)
(continued.)
Patent
number
number of,
of, on active list
list...
43
..............
43
illustrations,
illustrations, &c. of commissionex
commissionet's
's
mode of appointment
appointment or selection
selection of...
of...43,
70
43, 70
report .............
•
464
.......... 464
bonds and pay ..............
43
....
43
to be paid
paid out
out of the patent-office
patent-office
examination
examination of those on duty
duty abroad
fund......................... 464
fund
464
waived .........................
70 Patent
70
Patent Office Building,
Building,
to be made after their return home
home 70
appropriations
for
repairs,
&c.
appropriations for repairs,
of 197,
197, 447, 460
460
Passengers,
Passengers,
for
for continuation
continuation of work on..........
on
315
315
act to provide
provide for safety
safety of lives of, on
Patent
Patent Right Dealers,
Dealers,
board vessels propelled
propelled in
or in
in whole
whole or
in
definition
definition of, and special tax on.........
on
118
118
part by steam ......................
227 Patrick,
227
Patrick,Mary
iMary A.,
A.,
licensed
engineers
or
licensed
wrongfully
pilots wrongfully
pension to
.....................
. 595
595
refusing
refusing to serve as such, or pilots
pilots res
re,
Patterson,
Patterson, F. A.,
A.,
fusing to admit certain persons into pito ......................
payment to
579
579
lot-house, to forfeit $300...........
$300
227 Paulding, Rear-Admiral H.,
their licenses to be revoked........
revoked
227
may
accept
a decoration
may
a
decoration ..............
607
607
construction of steamboat boilers, regulaconstruction
accounts
of, while
a captain
accounts of,
while a
captain in the navy
navy,
tious concerning
tions
concerning .................
227
227
to be audited,
and
audited,
allowances made
allowances
maximum working pressure
pressure of boiler
227
boiler.... 227
to ........................
626
626
safety-valves on boilers of
steamers
227
of steamers......
227 Paulsen's
CaptainAugust,
Paulsen's Captain
how loaded and secured...........
secured
227
227
battery of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, to be paid........
paid
90
90
alloyed metals
mends on flues of boilers to
Paupers,
Paupers,
be fusible, and at what temperatemperacare, support,
support, and
medical treatment
care,
and medical
treatment of
of
ture ..................
. 227
227
transient.................
sixty transient
462
462
water-gauge and gauge-cocks...
gauge-cocks........... 227 Paving in Washington,
water-gauge
ashington, D.. C.,
C.,
cotton, hemp,
hemp, hay, straw, &c. not
be
not to
to be
appropriations
appropriations for ..................
18, 19
19
18,
carried
carried on deck
deck or guards
guards of passenger
passenger
Pawnbrokers,
Pawnbrokers,
steamers, except, &c.
steamers,
227
&c ...............
227
definition
definition of, and special tax on.........
on
..... 116
116
coal oil or crude petroleum
petroleum not
not to
to be
be carcarPawnees,
ried, except, &c .............
227, 228
appropriations
appropriations for the.........
the
262,
278,
505
262 278, 505
barges carrying passengers
while in
in tow
passengers while
tow
Pay,
Pay,
of aasteamer, subject to certain requireof army officers, actually
actually entering
entering on
ments.............................
ments
228
228
duty, but not mustered in, &c. to have
all vessels, except, &e.
&c. to be subject to
full,
full, from what
what date ..............
368
368
navigation laws .................
228
228
officers below the rank
of army
army officers
rank of majorsteam vessels
vessels to be subject to section 29 of
of
general
increased one third
general increased
third for two
two
act of 1852, chapter 106
228
106..........28
years..........................
years...
422
422
sea-going steam vessels when under
under way,
of professors
professors at West Point...........
Point
422
42
except on high seas, to be
be under the
the
increased,
increased, of non-commissioned
officers
non-commissioned officers
control of licensed
except, &c
228
licensed pilots, except,
&c... 228
and soldiers
soldiers to continue
continue for three
years
three years
all sea-going, &c. vessels carrying
carrying passenpassenfrom, &c
....................
&c. ..
422
422
gers, to have life-boats with suitable
suitable
of storekeepers
storekeepers of the army,
army, except, &c..
&c
423
423
boat-disengaging
boat-disengaging apparatus .........
228
228
of
chaplains................
of post chaplains....
...
423
.. 423
foremast head-lights,
head-lights, only on ocean-going
ocean-going
Pay Corps
steamers
steamers and those carrying
carrying sail
sail...... 228
228
of the navy,
nary, how composed
composed ...........
43
43
lights of river steamers navigating
waters
navigating waters
Pay Department
Pay
Department
flowing into Gulf of Mexico
Mexico.....
228
.........
228
of the army
army hereafter
hereafter to consist
&c
335
consist of,
of, &c...
335
of coasting
coasting steamers, &c
&c. other
other than
than
Paymaster
Paymaster and
Ordnance Storekeeper
and Ordnance
ferry-boats
ferry-boats ...............
228, 229
228,
229
Springfield armory, rank,
at Springfield
rank, and allewallowPassports,
Passports,
ieo
ances
a s of
................
........ 423
to be issued only to citizens
citizens of the United
United
Paymaster-General,
Paymaster-General,
States
54
.........................
54
appropriations for, and
appropriations
and office
office of......199,
449
of.....199, 449
Patch,
Y.,
Patch, William Y.,
additional emplovees
employees in office
office of.........
of..
449
449
accounts of,
a, to be audited
audited and settled
settled.... 612
612
pay of chief clerk
clerk of, established
established .......
199
199
Patent,
Patent,
number of third-class clerks reduced...
reduced
199
199
of Thaddeus
Thaddeus Hyatt, extended
extended .........
604
604
of fourth
fourth class increased
increased .........
199
199
Patent
Patent Agents,
appointment,
appointment, rank, pay, &c.
&c. of
of ........ 335,
336
335,
336
definition, and special tax on..........
definition,
on
118 Paymasters,
118
Paymasters,
Patent-Letters. See Letters Patent.
Patent-Letters.
Patent.
in the army,
army, number, rank, and
and pay
pay .... 335
335
Patent
Patent Office,
in the navy, number
number of,
of, on active service
service
43
43
appropriations
appropriations for the ..........
20,
20, 316,
316, 461
464
appointment, &c.
appointment,
&e. of............
of
43, 70
70
43,
illustrations
illustrations and description
description of
report
of report
Payment
of .........................
20
20
of tax not to exempt front
from penalty
penalty under
under
saloon for reception
reception of models..
models
20
20
State laws,
laws, &e
&c .............
122
122
pay of those employed as
as examiners
examiners and
and
Payments,
Payments,
assistant
assistant examiners
examiners ................
66
66
by
government officer to any person
by any government
person
to be taken from
from patent-office
patent-office fund..
fund
66
66
not known
known to have been opposed
opposed to the
the
fee for appeal
appeal for first time from decision
decision
rebellion,
rebellion, &c. prohibited
prohibited............
571
571
of primary examiner to examiners in
in
prohibition
prohibition not to extend
extend to certain
certain elaims
claims 571
chief
...........................
76
76
granting
a pardon
granting of a
pardon not to authorize
authorize such
such
appeal not to be allowed until fee
fee is
is
payment .........
payment
571
.......
71
paid ...........................
77 Payne,
77
Payne, D. S.,
S.,
appropriations
appropriations for expenses
expenses of copyright
copyright
appropriation
appropriation to
to pay for
for taking census of
Books, charts, &c.
books,
464
&c...............
464
Idaho Territory
Idaho
Territory...................
22
22
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925
925

Pearce, Listen
Liston H.,
Pearce,
I.,
Penalty, (continued.)
Penalty,
(continued.)
601
payment to, as chaplain ...............
601
for demanding
demanding or receiving
fees or
or
receiving fees
Peaslee,
Charles H.,
Peaslee, Charles
rewards, and for oppression
oppression or exbalance
due
his
estate
to
be
paid
460
balance
estate to be paid........ 460
tortion ...................
tortion
.. 101
Pech,
Pech, Frederick,
Frederick,
refusing to obey
for refusing
obey summons
summons to apcollection of plants tendered
tendered by, to be acpear,
pear, &c .......................
102
102
cepted..........................
cepted
357
under .internal revenue law, to be
he
Pedlers,
Pedlers,
prosecuted
.111,
145
prosecuted .................
11, 145
definition of, and special
special tax on.........
on
119
119
for having
having in possession
possession taxable
taxable
refusing to exhibit receipt, their property
property
property with intent to sell in
may be seized .....................
114
114
fraud of the law ................
112
fraud
112
persons on foot, vending confectionery,
confectionery,
for exercising any trade,
trade, &c. without
without
not to be deemed ...................
474
474
"payment
payment of tax ................. 113
113
Pembina Band
Pemnbina
Band of Clzippewas,
Chippewas,
if pedler refuses
refuses to exhibit
exhibit receipt
receipt on
on
appropriations for the ..............
271, 497
271,
497
demand ...................
114
demand
114
Penalties. See Fines,
ere.
Penalties.
Fines, tc.
upon keepers
keepers of hotels, &c.
&c. for false
incurred under customs laws, act to regureturns of rent ................
118
118
of
late the disposition of the proceeds
proceeds of
for manufacturing
manufacturing tobacco, snuff, or
or
546,
bond
124
546, 547
cigars without
without giving bond.......
124
Penalty,
for
fraud or collusion
collusion in the manufor fraud
for violating
violating law against importation
of.
importation of
facture of tobacco,
tobacco, &c
&c............
124
124
neat cattle and hides ................
44
upon manufacturer
manufacturer of tobacco
tobacco for
for
forging or counterfeiting
counterfeiting any
for forging
any bond,
bond,
not keeping books, &c
&c......
125
...........
125
bill, record,
record, affidavit, or other writing,
for fraudulently making
making or changing
changing
United States........
States
12, 13
to defraud the United
13
marks or stampS
125
stamps ................
125
for procuring
procuring or assisting in suchl
such: forgforgfor any person
manufacturer
person except manufacturer
ing, &c ..........................
12, 13
12,
13
part with the possession
possession of
to part
of totofor knowingly uttering any such bond,
on which taxes have
have
bacco, &c. oi
&c
&c ............................
13
.12,12, 13
not been paid .................
126
126
knowingly transnitting
transmitting or
presenting
for knowingly
or presenting
for receiving
snuff, or cigars
receiving tobacco,
tobacco, snuff,
such bond
bond at the office
any such
office of any
any offiunder
certain circumstances
under certain
circumstances ...... 126
126
cer of the United States
12, 13
States............12,
or receiving
for sale
sale
for purchasing
purchasing or
receiving for
for violating
violating the provisions of the
the civil
civil
tobacco,
&c. from aa manufacturer
manufacturer
tobacco, &c.
rights acts ......................
27, 28
28
27,
who
who has not paid
paid the tax
126
tax........ 126
for obstructing
obstructing officers or rescuing
rescuing persons
persons
formaking cigars without a
permit 126,
126, 127
apermit
arrested .........................
28
28
for foiling
returns or
or
failing to make returns
for harboring
harboring or concealing
concealing persons for
for
making false
snaking
false ones
ones ..........
127
whom warrant has issued..............28,
issued..... ....... 28, 29
29
have cigars
inspected
for neglect to have
cigars inspected
for knowingly
issuing, or passpassknowingly making, issuing,
and taxes
taxes paid ................
127
127
&c. any coin, or token,
ing, &c.
token, &c.
&c. for
for a
a
for employing
employing a
without aaperpera person without
five-cent piece ...................
47,
48
47, 48
mit to make cigars
cigars ............
127
127
for carrying
carrying away
away any person to be sold
sold
for knowingly selling certain
certain liquors
as a
slave ........................
50
a slave
50
known as
as wines, and not made
from
made from
board aavessel,
vessel, or
or
for enticing one to go on board
grapes, &c
&c....................
131
grapes,
131
to any other place, to be sold as a
a slave 50
50
for selling,
selling, exchanging,
exchanging, transportfor receiving on board a
vessel,
for
such
a vessel, for such
silver
ing, &c.
&c. assayed gold or silver
purpose...........
purpose
................ . 50
unless stamped
112, 133
unless
stamped 133.............. 132,
for false
false oath
oath by attorneys in pension
pension cases 57
57
for selling, &c.
&c. or
delivering, or
or delivering,
or refor presenting
presenting power of attorney or
or
ceiving stocks,
&c.
without
a
memceiving
stocks, &c. without a memvoucher
voucher bearing
bearing date subsequent
to
subsequent to
orandum .....................
134
orandum
134
pension agency....
agency
actual date
(late at any pension
for delivering or receiving
57
receiving znemoranmemoranfor wilful, &e.
&c. injury to mail matter dedum without
without stamps ............
134
134
posited in receiving boxes ...........
60
upon banks, &c.
for refusal
refusal or neglect
neglect
&c.for
disbursing officers, depositing
on disbursing
depositing or drawmake monthly
monthly returns
returns of circulato make
ing, &c. public moneys except
except as auaution, deposits, &c. and to pay
pay tax.
tax. 137
137
tion,
65
thorized by law ...................
for refusal
refusal or
neglect to make
for
or neglect
make
for receiving public money from disburs138
return of dividends, &c.
&e...... 138
ing officer except as authorized by law. 65
65
upon railroad,
&c. companies
for
upon
railroad, &c.
companies for
banks for so
upon officers
officers of national banks
returns ant
and paying
so
making returns
paying tax
tax on
on
doing
doing
................
dividends and interest
interest on bonds of 139
139
. 65
65
under act forbidding
rbidding the transportation,
transportation,
upon trustees, executors,
executors, &c.
&c. for wilupon
&c.of nitro-glycerine
nitro-glyccrine and kindred
&e.
kindred subful neglect, &e
&c140
..................
140
81,
stances ...........................
pay tax as to suc81, 82
82
upon those liable
liable to pay
under the act amending
the
internal
amending
revcession of
of real estate
estate for not makmakenue law
99 —168
...................
. 99-168
ing returns,
returns, &c
&c. .............. 140,
140, 141
141
for conveying
conveying or attempting
attempting to confor wilful neglect to give
give notice and
and
vey from any State where cotton
ctitton
deliver account
141
account 141
................
for
counterfeiting any
is produced to any place
without
place without
for forging
forging or
or counterfeiting
any
the United States, cotton on which
which
stamp, die, &c141
.................. 141
the tax has not been paid........
paid
for forging
forging any stamp upon
upon any
99
any pafor neglecting,
neglecting, &c.
&c. to make returns
returns
stamping any paper,
6tc
per, &c. or stamping
paper, &c.
cotton, or to
defraud
142
of manufactures
manufactures of cotton,
1-12
with intent to defraud...........
keep books, or making false returns
100
for
knowingly
utterinr
,
or
selling
for
knowingly
uttering
returns
selling pa142
upon inspectors or revenue agents
agents
per, &c. with forged 'stamp ...... 142
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uiCnlunueu.l
for knowingly
knowingly using or permitting
permitting the
the
use of a
a forged stamp ...........
142
142
removing stamp,
or
for fraudulently removing
stamp, or
impression of stamp,
from paper,
paper,
stamp, from
&...........................
&c.
142
142
fraudulently using, &c. a
for fraudulently
a stamp,
stamp,
cut, &c. from any
any other
other paper rerequired to be stamped ............
142
142
for wilfully removing
removing or cancelling
cancelling a
a
&c
142
stamp, &c.................
142
for knowingly buying or selling or
or
having
in possession marked stamps
142
havingin
stamps 142
making, issuing, receiving, or
for making,
or paying, &c. any instrument, note, &c
ing,
&c.
required to be stamped, without
without
having thereon a
a stamp cancelled,
cancelled,
with intent to evade the law ..... 142
142
for making, selling, or removing
removing for
for
sale, &c. drugs, preparations,
preparations,
matches,
without
affixing
matches, &c.
without affixing
144
proper stamp ..................
144
for receiving
receiving money under threat of
informing or not informing......
informing
146
146
for removing, depositing, or concealconcealing, &c. any goods, &c. on which
tax is imposed with intent
intent to defraud the United States of the tax
tax 151,
151,
152
152
for selling, &c. or receiving,
receiving, &c.
&c. any
any
box, cover, &c.
show
&c. marked to
to show
that its contents have been inspectinspected, such boxes being empty
empty or
or
having other contents than when
when
marked ......................
152
152
for marking, &c. any such box, cover,
cover,
&c. with intent to defraud.......
&c.
defraud
152
152
for doing
doing business as a
adistiller or
recor rectifier without having paid the spespecial tax .......................
153
153
bond
for failing to give the notice
notice or
or bond
required by law................
law
154
154
for using stills or boilers
boilers for distilling
distilling
in unauthorized
......
154
unauthorized buildings
buildings........
154
written
for setting up stills without
without written
permit of collector .............
154
154
upon rectifiers
rectifiers and wholesale
wholesale dealers
certain enfor not making daily certain
entries in books ..................
155
155
for using, &c. materials
for making
materials for
making
spirits, for distilling or removing
removing
spirits,
spirits, in absence of the acting ininspector
spector or his assistant,
assistant, without
without
permission ...................
157
157
for removing
removing spirituous, &c.
&e. liquors
under the wrong brand
brand .........
156
under
156
for refusing to admit inspector within
within
the distillery or bonded warehouse 157
&c. of
of stills,
stilts, &c.
not
upon owners,
owners, &c.
&c.for
for not
making entries daily
daily in books, or
or
rendering under oath duplicate
duplicate accounts to assessors tri-monthly ... 157
157
for knowingly using false weights,
weights,
&c. or making
making false records
158
records...... 158
for tampering
tampering with locks or seats
158
seals... 158
for using any substances
substances for making
making
spirits before an account
account of
them
of them
is registered ...................
158
158
for knowingly
knowingly selling certain wines
wines
on which
which tax has not been paid
paid... 159
159
for evading
evading or attempting
attempting to evade
evade
paying
of
tax..................
paying
tax
159
159
upon inspectors,
inspectors, &c.
&e.for conspiring
conspiring to
defraud
the
United
States
defraud
States of the tax 159
159

Penalty, (continued.)
Penalty,
(continued.)
for making false
false entries
entries or
or returns..
returns
159
159
for placing false marks upon
upon casks,
casks, &c.
&c. 159
159
for using casks, &c. to sell
of
sell spirits of
quantity or quality
quality different
different from
aaquantityor
from
that inspected
inspected ..................
159
159
knowingly purchasing
or selling
selling
for knowingly
purchasing or
cask with inspector's
inspector's marks theretherecask
on, after, &c
160
&c.................... 160
for fraudulently
fraudulently using any
any inspecinspecfor
tor's
brands,
&c.
160
tor's
&c................
160
or making
making or using
using counterfeit
counterfeit
brands ....................
160
160
upon inspector
inspector for negligent
negligent or
or imimproper use of
of his brands or
plates 160
or plates
160
or employing
employing any servant
servant of
of distiller to do his duty .........
160
160
for adding
adding ingredients
ingredients to
spirits to
to spirits
to
create
create a
afictitious proof befbre
before tax
tax
160
is paid ........................
160
for
for making any
any false document,
document, &c.
&c
to evade the payment of
of the tax
or
tax or
in fraud of the internal revenue
revenue law
law 162
162
for refusing
refusing to notify collector
collector of
of
spirits on hand
hand manufactured
manufactured prior
prior
to the time this act takes efcect
effect..
.... 162
162
for branding packages,
that
packages, knowing
knowing that
the tax has
has not been paid
paid ........
163
163
for removing
from places
places
removing spirits from
where distilled,
distilled, except to aa bonded
warehouse
warehouse .....................
163
163
for aiding
aiding in the unlawful
unlawful removal
removal of
of
.distilled
spirits
163
distilled spirits ................
163
upon brewers
brewers for evading
evading or
attemptupon
or attemptto evade
evade payment
tax
165
ing to
payment of
of tax..... 165
for fraudulently
fraudulently neglecting
neglecting to
to make
make
entry
entry and report ................
165
165
for intentionally
intentionally making a
afalse
false entry
entry 165
165
neglecting to keep
for neglecting
keep books or furfurnish accounts,
accounts, or for
for not permitting books to
to be examined.......
examined
165
165
for not affixing
affixing or
cancelling proper
proper
or cancelling
stamp
stamp or affixing fraudulent
ones 166
166
fraudulent ones
for
for selling, purchasing,
&c.
purchasing, receiving, &c.
fermented liquor in any
any vessel
vessel from
fermented
from
ait brewery,
&e. without aastamp,
stamp, or
or
brewery, &c.
with aafalse
false one ...........
166
.. ... 166
for withdrawing
from a
withdrawing such liquor from
a
vessel without defacing
defacing stamp
stamp.... 166
166
for making, selling, or using false
stamps or dies ..................
106
166
for purposely
purposely removing
removing or defacing
defacing
marks upon barrels ..............
........ ..... 167
167
for any person,
person, other
other than
than owner or
or
purchaser, intentionally to remove
remove
on any
barrel, &c.
&c. 167
167
or deface
deface stamp on
any barrel,
for withdrawing
fermented
withdrawing any
any fermented lilibottling, from any
quor, for bottling,
any vessel
vessel
not
not stamped,
stamped, or for bottling
bottling ferfermented
mented liquor
liquor in the
the place
place where it
is made ......................... .167
167
upon
revenue officers
upon revenue
officers from
from becoming
becoming
manufilcor being interested
interested in the manufacture of tobacco,
tobacco, snuff, or cigars,
cigars,
or in the production
production of distilled
distilled
spirits or fermented
fermented liquors.......
liquors
168
168
upon
upon internal revenue officers
officers for
for
knowingly
knowingly making
making false
false statement
statement
as to amount
amount of fees
fees received
received by
by
4
them ........................
168
168
neglecting to render statefor neglecting
ment when required .........
ment
168
168
for giving or offering,
&c. any bribe,
offering, &c.
&c. to any "United
or present, &e.
United
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States officer or official,
official, with ininfluence his action on
tent to influence
on anything before
before him, or to cause
cause him
him
to commit
commit any fraud upon
upon the revenue .......................
168
168
for accepting or receiving
receiving the
same ......................
168
168
for rescuing or attempting
attempting to rescue
rescue
property
property from the custody of a
a
revenue officer .................
172
172
on driver, &e.
for
&c.of a
a suspected
suspected vehicle
vehicle for
refusing to stop and
and allow
allow a
search
by
a search by
customs officers ..................
178
178
for fraudulently
fraudulently or knowingly
knowingly bringing
bringing
into the United States any goods, &c
&c.
contrary to law .....................
179
179
for knowingly
knowingly receiving
receiving the same
179
same... 179
for forcibly resisting officers of
of customs,
customs,
&c.
discharge of their duty
&c. in discharge
duty......... 179
179
for rescuing or attempting
rescue seized,
attempting to rescue
seized
property..........................
property
179
179
for destroying property
property to prevent its being seized.
seized .........................
179
179
for discharging
discharging or using any deadly
deadly
weapon
weapon against persons
persons authorized
authorized to
make searches and seizures, &c.
&c. in discharge of their
their duty ...............
179
charge
179
for refusing to assist customs officers when
when
requested ...........................
180
requested
180
upon masters of certain vessels
vessels for not
not rereporting or making entry ..........
183, 184
183,
184
for unlading
unlading vessel in the
night time
_
184
tile night
time.....
184
for taking false
oath in regard to matters ft;lse oath
connected with payment
payment of
connected
of salaries...
salaries... 185
185
for offering
offering bribes, &c.
&c. to customs
officers 187
customs officers
upon
officers,
&e.
upon officers, &e. for asking or receiving
receiving
any bribe
bribe ......................
187
187
collectors or inspectors
inspectors of steamupon collectors
boats for not making
making the
boats
the returns rerequired by
188
by law ...................
188
engineers or pilots
pilots wrongly
upon licensed engineers
wrongly
refusing to serve as such, and pilots
certain persons into
refusing to admit certain
pilot-house .......................
227
pilot-house
227
carrying straw, hemp, cotton,
cotton, &c.
Ste. on
for carrying
on
certain parts of passenger steamers,
steamers, excertain
&I; ...........................
.227
227
cept, &
barges, &c.
in
for barges,
&c. conveying passengers
passengers in
&e.......... 228
228
tow of a
a steamer, without, &c
for any person connected with any association of steamboat
steamboat pilots, engineers,
ciation
engineers,
owners, attempting
attempting to act as
masters or owners,
steamboat inspector
inspector .................
228
steamboat
government
for the unlawful tapping of government
water-pipes in the District of Columwater-pipes
bia ......
......................
251
seamen, omitting to
for persons shipping seamen,
inform them of the law prohibiting the
inform
carrying of sheath-knives
sheath-knives 304
carrying
...........
filling certain
certain bottles with mineralfor filling
water in the District
District of Columbia.....
Columbia
343
water
343
collecting bounties,
bounties, &c.
&c ,
upon agents for collecting
charging more than legal fees
368
for charging
fees..... 368
refusing to receive, or for refor wilfully refusing
jecting, the ballot of one entitled to vote
375
in the District of Columbia ..........
375
disturbing an elector
elector in the
for wilfully
wilfilly disturbing
375
exercise
of
his
franchise
..............
375
exercise
&c. to
offering, &c. money, &c.
for giving or offering,
influence the vote of another
another in the Dis376
trict of Columbia ................
for accepting money, Ste.
influence one's
one's
&c. to influence
376
voto
vote..
..................
..........
376
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railway of the
Washfor obstructing
obstructing the railway
the Wash.
ington County
County Horse R. R. Co........
Co
382
382
receiving, &c. counfor -buying, selling, receiving,
terfeit, &c.
&e. bonds, certificates,
certificates, coupons,
coupons,
stamps, &c. with intent
notes, stamps
intent that they
shall be passed
used as genuine.....
genuine
383
passed or used
cards, circulars,
circulars,
for making
making or using, &c. cards,
handbills, advertisements,
handbills,
advertisements, &c.
&e. in the
similitude
security, &c. of the
similitude of any security,
the
United
United States,
States, or of any
any banking association
.383
383
sociation........................
an action
to be recovered
recovered in an
action of
of debt,
half to informer's use....
use
383
and one half
383
for printing
printing any business
business card or advertiseadvertisement upon any such security .........
383
383
383
how recovered
recovered and to whose use....
use
for making,
&c. without
making, &c.
without authority',
authority, impressions, &c.
material by
by
&c. upon any material
&c. used, &c.
any tool,
tool, &e.
&c. in printing, &e.
&e.
making, &c.
other tools,
be
or in making,
&c.other
tools, &c.
&c. to be
used in printing,
printing, &c.
&c. any security,
security, &c.
Ste.
to be issued by or
or for the United States
States
383, 384
383,
possession, or selling
selling or givfor having in possession,
giving, &c.
&c. with
any such
with intent
intent to defraud,
defraud, any
such
impression, &c.
impression,
&e, of such tool,
tool, &e.......
&e.
384
384
secreting, or carrying
carrying away,
away,
for taking,
taking, secreting,
&c. without
without authority,
authority, from any place
place
of..deposit,
of
any tool,
tool, &c.
&c. used
used or indeposit, any
intended for printing, &c.
&c, or for making
making
tools, &c. to be used
used in printing,
printing, &c.
&c.
any security,
security, stamp,
stamp, or currency
currency to be
be
issued by or for the
United States.....
States.
tile United
384
&e, any material
material prepared
prepared
for so taking, &c.
and intended
intended to be used in making such
such
stamps or currency,
currency, or printed,
printed, &e,
&c.in
whole or in part, and intended
intended for circulation and use as such currency,
currency,
stamps, &e.
printed, &e,
whole or
or
&c. or printed,
&c.in whole
such stamps
in part, in the similitude of such
and currency,
currency, whether
whether intended
for issue
intended for
or not ..........................
384
for so taking from any
any place
place of deposit
deposit
any document
document or paper,
paper, &e.
&e, prepared
prepared
or intended
for use
use to
procure the
payintended for
to procure
the payment
ment of
of money from, or allowance
allowance of
claims against, the United
United States,
claims
States,
whether such document or paper,
paper, &e.
&e.
whether
or has
has not been so
so used,
used, or such
has or
claim has or has not been
claim
beeooso allowed 384,
385
for using
using or attempting
attempting to use
use any such
document or paper..................
paper
•
385
385
refusing to obey the writ of habeas
for refusing
habeas
corpus directed to him .............
386
return to writ of habeas
for not making return
habeas
corpus
false return......
return
corpus, or making
macking aafulse
386
for knowingly
knowingly procuring
procuring or
or attempting
attempting to
procure registration as
as a
procure
a voter in the
the
District
Columbia, when not quali)istrict of Columbia,
fied .........................
. 390
for knowingly voting or offering to vote
390
when not qualified .................
390
for knowingly
knowingly voting
voting or attempting
attempting to
vote in the wrong ward
ward or precinct
precinct in
in
Columbia ........
390
390
the District of Columbia...........
for knowingly
once, or
knowitngly voting
voting more than
titan once,
double ...................
390'
voting double
390'
for failing
failing to
to deliver to
library of
for
to the
tie library
Congress
copyrighted pubCongress a
a copy of copyrighted
lication within
within one
one month
month after
after publilication
395
cation ...............
.........
395
for wilfully
wilfully defacing,
defacing, removing,
etc. any
any
for
removing, &c.
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against bankrupts
secreting or concongravestone, monument,
structure in
gravestone,
monument, or structure
against
bankrupts for secreting
cealing
destroying and
and
any national
national cemetery
490
cemetery ................
400
cealing property,
property, for
for destroying
mutilating
books,
and
for
other
acts
forfor
wilfully
cutting,
breaking,
or
destroyfor
cutting,
destroymutilating books, and for other acts forbidden by bankruptcy
bankruptcy law...........
law
539
ing any shrub,
shrub, tree, or plant therein
therein.. 400
539
against
for
for larceny of money or goods in the Disagainst judges,
judges, registers,
registers, clerks, &c. for
406
offences under the bankruptcy
act
539
trict of Columbia ................
bankruptcy act.....
539
for
forging the
the signature
signature of
of the
the judge,
judge,
knowingly receiving
for knowingly
receiving stolen goods
goods.... 406
406
for forging
register,
other officer
officer of the court..
court
539
embezzlement in the District
District of Cofor embezzlement
register, or other
539
for
the seal
seal of
of the
the court...
court
539
lumbia ...................
407 I
.....
for counterfeiting
counterfeiting the
539
for
buying or receiving
receiving ernemfor knowingly buying
for knowingly
knowingly using
using or tendering in evievidence
forged
bezzled goods ......................
407
bezzled
dence any document with such
such forged
converting to
to
signature
seal .................... 539
539
upon carriers for hire for converting
signature or seal
to
for holding a
aperson as a
returntheir own use property
property delivered
delivered to
a peon,
peon, or
or returning any one
peonage.— 546
546
407 I
them for carriage .................
one to the state
state of
of peonage....
for
accepting or exercising an office
office confor accepting
for obstructing
obstructing the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the law
law
trary to the provisions of the act reguprohibiting
546
trary
prohibiting peonage
peonage................ 546
lating the tenure of certain civil
offices 431
for robbery
larceny of
personal propcivil offices
431 I for
robbery or
or larceny
of personal
propremoving, employing,
employing, or appointing,
erty belonging
United States
for removing,
appointing,
erty
belonging to
to the United
States... 557
or signing, or issuing a
-commission to
to
for violation
violation of the conditions
conditions of the bond
bond
a-commission
any person contrary
contrary to the provisions
provisions
given for withdrawing
withdrawing alcohol
alcohol from
from
given
of the law regulating the tenure
tenure of cercerbonded
warehouse without payment
of
bonded warehouse
payment of
ta
M civil offices
offices ..................... 431
by curators
curators of
scientific institutions,
institutions,
tain
431 I
tax, by
ofscientific
law......471 -—485
for
purpose of preserving
specimens
under the internal revenue
revenue law......471
485 I
i
for the
the purpose
preserving specimens
manufacturers &c. for selling,
sellimr,
therein ..........................
566
upon manufacturers,
566
be stamped,
IPenitentiaries,
&c. articles required
required to be
stamped,
Penitentiaries,
without affixing a
proceeds
revenue in Arizona,
a stamp thereto..
thereto.. 472
proceeds of internal revenue
for
fbr neglect
neglect or failure to pay tax
tax when
when
Colorado
Idaho, Montana,
Montana,
Colorado, Dakota, Idaho,
473
due ..........................
Nebraska,
and
Washington
Territories
473
Nebraska, and Washington Territories
exercising any trade or employfor three
three vears
years devoted to the erection
for exercising
erection
prepayment of the
I
ment withut
without prepayment
Territories ..............
377
the
of, in those Territories
377
473
erected
377
special tax ...................
473 I
places where
where to be erected..........
377
&c. as brandy
I
for making, selling, &c.
i
limit of amounts to
to be expended
expended in
from grapes,
not really
fiom
grapes, any fluid not
the several
several territories
territories ............
377
377
I
477 tPennsylvania,
such ..........................
Pennsylvania,
neglect or failure to return list of
of
I
for neglect
to be reimbursed
reimbursed for moneys advanced
advanced
income, or making aa false
false return 479,
479, I
purposes ....................
32
for war purposes
32
480 ,
claim to be re-examined..............
re-examined
32
32
for not paying
paying income
income tax when
appropriation
when due 480 i
appropriation therefor
therefor................ 32
32
for violations
violations of the internal
internal revenue
revenue
I
district court of the
the United
United States
States to be
be
law in regard to distilled spirits 482,483
482,483 ,
held two terms each year a3
at Erie
Erie...... .342
342
assessors, and others
i
upon collectors,
collectors, assessors,
others
post-roads established
8, 21,
281, 554
554
establishcd in .........
8,
for asking or accepting
iPennsylvania
Bank Building,
accepting any money,
money,
Pennsylania
;
compromising, &c. any
&c. for compromising,
Secretan- of Treasury
Secretary
Treasury may sell at public
i
charge
charge of violating
I
violating the law relatauction,
auction, &c.......................
.. 23,
23, 24
ing to internal
internal taxes ............
483
ini
483 I
appropriation for
appropriation
for repairs
repairs of
.. 326
of.............
revenue
IPenobscot,
for falsely assuming
assuming to be
be a
a revenue
officer
officer and acting
acting as such ........ 484 i
collection district of,
called Castine 33
of, to be ca!led
33
for mixing
mixing for sale naphtha and illuIPensacola;
Pensacola,
minating oils, or selling or keeping
I
keeping
appropriations for navy-yard
appropriations
navy-yard and hospital
hospital
for sale
sale such mixture
mixture ............ 484
484 I
of ............................
36
36
for selling,
selling, &c. or for illuminating
I
illuminating
salary of collector
salary
collector of customs
customs at,
at, estabpurposes, certain
certain oil made from
lished.........................
lished
308
308
I
petroleum ....................
484 1Pension
Pension Agencies,
for selling or giving away empty
empty ciI
ciappropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of
..... .....2, 398
398
of..........2,
I
gar boxes that have been
been stamped
stamped
I Pension
Pension Agents,
without defacing the stamp
stamp ...... 484 I
appropriation for pay of
2, 398
398
appropriation
of.............2,
conspiracy to
commit any offence
offence
for conspiracy
to commit
fees of, in certain
certain matters
matters pertaining
pertaining to
to
against
against the laws of the United
United States,
States,
I
pensions ......................
57
57
defraud the
United States,
States, if any
I
or to defraud
the United
any
their appointment,
appointment, term
term of office,
office, bond,
bond,
party to the conspiracy
party
conspiracy does any
any act in
in
&c.
&c. ............................
391
pursuance and in aid thereof ........
pursuance
484 I
official
official term of present...............
present
391
.for
for issuing, transmitting,
transmitting, conveying,
conveying, or
or
iPension
Pension Bureau,
Bureau,
obeying orders and instructions
instructions relatrelatappropriations
appropriations for ..................
468
468
operations, issuing
issuing from
ing to military-operations,
Pension Office,
Pension
the President or Secretary
ear, unSecretary of War,
appropriations
for
................
19 198
appropriations
197,
198
less issued through general of the
the
for
for pay
pay of temporary
temporary clerks
clerk- .......... 20, 315
315
Sic .......................
486, 4
army, &c
486,
487',
rent of
of rooms for use of...............
of
316
316
for requiring
requiring workmren
workmen in any navy-yard
I
navy-yard
deficiency appropriations
deficiency
468
appropriations .............
contribute or pay money for politito contribute
Pensions,
IPensions,
or for
removing or
discal purposes,
purposes, or
for removing
or disI
appropriations for................
398
I
appropriations
for
2, 33, 398
charging him for political opinion
charging
opinion..... 492 I
deficiency
for........... 2, 3
3
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
for perjury
perjury before a
a register in bankruptbankruptsupplementary to the several
act supplementary
several acts recy............................
cy
520
lating
........
lating to................
to
56
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repeal of, and substitute
substitute for previous prorepealing
repealing clause not to work forfeiture
of
forfeiture of
visions ............................
56
5(
accrued rights
accrued
230
rights...................... 230
both hands
hands 56
of persons losing both eyes
eyes or
or both
51
widows
having claim for pension pending
widows having
pending
losing both feet, or hand and foot
foot... 56
5(
at date
date.of remarriage
231
at
remarriage ................
231
those totally
totally and permanently
permanently dis.
disto colored
colored soldiers, provisions
provisions respectrespectabled ......................
56
. 5(
ing....
............
357,
ing
357, 358,
358, 367, 368
those disabled
disabled so
be utterly
so as to be
utterly
See Colored
Clored Soldiers.
helpless .......................
56
helpless
56
act to provide
provide for the
payment of
the payment
of....... 391
391
so as to be unable
unable to perform
agencies
agencies for payment
payment of,
of, may be
be estabmanual
mannal labor equivalent
equivalent to
lished........................
lished
391
..... 391
foot
56
loss of hand or foot.........
56
limit
limit of number
number of, in any
or
any State
State or
all pledges, sales, transfers, &c.
&c of, or of
of
Territory
Territory ...................
391
391
any interest therein, void...........
void
' 56
56
appointments,
appointments, term of office and bond
bond of
of
oath of attorney to receive money or penpension agents.....................
agents
391
391
sion ...............................
56
56
omcial term of present
official
present agents ...........
391
391
false swearing to
pm:jury
57
false
to be
be perjury........
57
appropriation for the
appropriation
the payment
398
payment of
of........ 398
presenting any power of attorney
any
presenting
attorney at any
. for office of commissioner
commissioner of.......
of
447
447
pension agency
agency bearing
bearing date subseof widows
widows of Revolutionary
be
Revolutionary soldiers
soldiers to
to be
quent
quent to actual date, how
how punished
punished ....
57
increased
increased .........................
566
566
money due or to become due
penmoney
due any penincrease to date from Sept. 30,
hicrease
30, 1865
1865 566
sioner, not liable to attachment
attachment ......
57 Pensions
Pensions to
57
fees of claim and pension agents, in penpenAccadi,
Accadi, Salvador,
minor children of....
of
598
Salvador, minor
598
sion matters
matters .......................
57
57
Aderton,
Aderton, Obadiah
Obadiah .................... 643
643
repeal of law forbidding invalid pensionAllen,
Allen, Sally.
Sally
631
.....................
.
631
ers to draw pensions
pensions while receiving
receiving
Andrews, Sally......................
Andrews,
Sally
587
587
full
salary
57
fill salary
....................
57
Appleton,
Charles.................... 623
Appleton, Charles
623
when
when heirs of persons entitled
entitled to invalid,
invalid,
Bakcinan, Daniel Frederick
Frederick ............ 621
621
Bakeman,
may receive
receive them
57
them ...................
57
Barron, Francis
628
Barron,
Francis ...................
628
of officers dying after date of commission,
Beach,
Jonathan W ...................
Beach, Jonathan
598
598
but before being
being mustered ...........
57
Becker, Ernestine
Ernestine ...................
624
57
Becker,
624
not of those wilfully neglecting
neglecting or rereBence,
Bence, Charlotte
Charlotte ...................
577
577
Mustered
57
fusing to be mustered..........
Berry,
Berry, Almira
M
591
57
Almira M....................
591
absentees
absentees on sick leave, &e.
&c. to be regarded
regarded
Boucher, Margaret
Boucher,
626
Margaret ...................
626
as if in field or hospital .............
57
57
Brent, Jane
Jane D
D.......................
593
593
period of service
service to
what
to extend
extend to
to what
Bush, George
George W
W..................... 597
597
time ...........................
.57 57
Buxton, Marion
605
Marion M...
M .................
605
enlisted men,
men, however employed, to be
be
Cannon, Olivia W....................
W
622
Cannon,
622
treated as non-cominissioaed
non-commissioned officers
officers or
or
Carter, John .......................
623
Carter,
623
privates .........................
57
privates
Champion, David
Champion,
David B.
630
57
B................... 630
allowed to widows abandoning
when not allowed
abandoning
Clement,
619
Clement, Jane
Jane....................... 619
their children,
children, or when unsuitable
to
their
unsuitable to
Cole, Ianiel
Daniel ........................
642
642
have custody of them ..............
58
58
Colgen, Francis
605
Francis...................... 605
children to receive tie
the pensions
58
pensions.... 58
Cook, Amarillo
392
Amarilla....................
592
to be paid their guardians...
guardians...... 58
Crocker, Harriet
B .................
592
Harriot B
592
when orphan
orphan brother
brother or
or sister
sister may
may rereCross,
Cress, Mary
Mary A...................
631
631
ceive
ceive pension ....................
58
58
Croswell, William................
William
605
Croswell,
605
provision of former act not modified
58
modified.... 58
Crowley,
593
Crowley, Cornelius ..................
593
no person to receive more than one at aa
Curtis, Ira B
592
B ....................
. 592
time ...........................
58, 230
Daniel,
628
)aniel, Levisa .......................
230
628
if claim for pension is not filed in three
three
Dexter, Mary J.....................
Dexter,
J
632
632
commence from
years, pension to commence
from what
what
Dietrich,
Lewis W
583
Dietrich, Lewis
W.................... 583
............................
date
58
58
Samuel ....................
Downing, Samuel
619
619
widows, &c.
soldiers, &c.
&c. may
&c. of colored soldiers,
may
Duchman, Ann II. ...................
Duchman,
628
receive pensions, &c. upon what
proof
what proof
Christina ...................
587
Elder, Christina
587
of marriage ......................
58
Faris, John,
John, orphan children
children of...
627
58
of......... 627
act increasing
increasing pensions
pensions of widows and
and
Parley,
Farley, Joel
Joel .....................
595
595
orphans
230
Farran,
orphlns............................
Patron, Margaret
Margaret A .................
594
230
594
provisions
provisions of pension
pension laws extended
extended to
Fisher, Peter.
627
Fisher,
Peter......................
627
provost marshals
marshals' and their deputies,
deputies,
provost
Fitzgibbon,
Fitzgibbon, Sarah
Sarah ....................
579
579
and to enrolling
enrolling officers..
officers
230
Fitzpatrick, Mary ..................
629
.........
Fitzpatrick,
230
629
how to be ranked ................
230
Fletcher, Elizabeth..................
Elizabeth
620
230
620
pensions of widows
widows of soldiers and sailors
Fogg, Isabella
Isabella ................... 581, 630
Fowler, Mary B
581, 6
63
20
,
increased $2 a
child
increased
a month for each
Fowler, Mary B ................
each child
629
under sixteen years
years................. 230
Franklin,
592
Franklin, Benjamin
230
Benjamin...................
592
if there is more than one child and
Barbury617
and
Frye, Barbury
......
.........
. 617
&c. ................
230
no widow, &c
Gaston, Anna G......
G589
+
Gaston,
230
5.............89.
provisions of certain
certain former
former acts extendGates,
Gates, Lucinda 597
..................
...
597
ed to pensioners, except, &c
&c. ..........
230
Glasgow, Thomas627
230
.......
........... . 627
if, during
diming application
application for
for invalid pension,
Gleason,
631
pension,
Gleason, William
William.......
.............. 631
and after completion of proof, applicant
applicant
Gordon, Ezra
B.
624
Ezra B ...........
....
624
dies, who to receive accrued pension
pension.. 230
Gordon,
Gordon, John596
...................
596
in all cases,
cases, accrned
accrued pensions to be
Gould, Adeline
be paid
paid
Gould,
Adeline M 623..
...........
.. 623
to executors,
executors, &c
&c.................... 230
Goulcr, Emerance
584, 594
230
Gouler,
Emerance ................
584,
594
VOL. XIV.
VOL.
59
XIV.
59
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J
593
Gray, Andrew J......................
620
Gray, John
John........................
630
Hafer, William H
H..................... 630
Hall, Emma Jane
580
580
Jane..................
Hamilton,
594
Hamilton, Mary C.
C ...................
Harmon, Matilda
617
Matilda..................... 617
Harris, Edgar T
610
610
T......................
Harris, Jane
592
Jane......................... 592
Harvey, Effie J.
631
631
Harvey,
J ...................
627
Harvey, Rufus L...................
L
627
Harvey,
620
Hedrick, Hiram....................
Hiram
620
Henne, Robert......................
Robert
578
578
583
Heth,
Heth, Ann..........................
Ann
583
582
Hibner, Nicholas....................
Nicholas
620
Hinshaw, Jacob M.
M.................... 620
620
Hinshaw, William
William A..................
A
620
Hinshaw,
Hinton, Nancy...................
Nancy
Hinton,
631
... 631
586
Hoffman, Johnson...................
Johnson
586
Hoffman,
629
Horton, Lewis A.....................
A
629
Horton,
630
630
Hosea, Mary
Mary......................
Hurley,
Thomas.
584
Hurley, Thomas................... 584
Jones/John
W
595
595
JonesJohn W.......................
Kelley, W. B
B .....................
603
603
585
Kellogg, Spencer
Spencer.................... 585
Knabb, George W.
629
W.................... 629
Lansing, Abraham...................
Abraham
603
603
Laughlin,
583
Laughlin, Agnes W
W................... 583
Layman, Drusey A
603
603
A................
Long, Solomon,
Solomon, children of
621
621
of..........
Lucas, Daniel
606
..........
..........
Lynch, Frank
596
....................... 596
May,
Quincy
A
606
606
May, Qnincy A......................
McClelland, Rachel .................
632
McClelland,
632
McCook,
641
McCook, Martha ....................
641
McGee,
Caroline
624
McGee, Caroline....................
624
McMahon,
Daniel
629
McMahon, Daniel....................
629
McManus,
Mary A.
.
597
McManus, Mary
A......................
Meehan,
625
Meelan, Patrick ....................
625
Miles, Jane E..........
E
594
...........
594
Mock, Catharine
622
622
Catharine.
...................
Monrean, John.......................
John.
620
620
Monroe,
596
Monroe, Matilda I
I....................
596
Moore, Virginia R. V.................
V
582
582
Murray, Cordelia
583
Cordelia .................
583
Nethaway, Jane W
W.................... 579
579
Nevins, Albert
Albert....................... 582
O'Brien,
O'Brien, Kennedy
Kennedy................... 622
622
Page, Jorusha
Jorusha
623
623
....................
Patrick, Mary
Mary A
595
A......................
595
Perham, James L.....................
L
595
595
Pott, Charles M......................
M.
613
613
Purcell, Sarah
Sarah JJ ..............
594
....... 594
Pyle, John
603
John.........................
603
Rader, Samantha
Samantha.................... 598
598
Reed,
Charlotte E ................
598
Reed, Charlotte
598
Riddle, James ....
626
...............
626
Roberts,
Roberts, Levi M.
633
M.....................
633
Rogers, John
John....................... 631
631
Rowohl, Charles 0...................
0
643
Rowohl,
643
Russell, John
John
628
Russell,
......................
628
Ryan, Abigail
WO
Ryan,
Abigail
.................... 590
Scattergood, Mercie E
E................. 597
597
Sheehey, Ann.......................
Ann
595
595
Slocum, Josephine..................
Josephine
624
624
Smith, Mary A
623
A.......................
623
Smith, Solomon P.
P .................... 616
616
Sohan, John J...................
J
617
617
Elizabeth................... 630
Staley, Elizabeth
630
St. Clair,
Clair, Leonard....................
Leonard
586
586
Stevens, Martha......................
Martha
588
588
Stocks, Nancy A
A................
603
603
Strabing, Isabella....................
Isabella
586
586
Valence,
Valence, Charles
632
Charles...............
632

to. (continued.)
(continued.
Pensions to,
I Pensions
Velzy, Milton
Milton....................... 632
Ward, Anna E
E ....................... 588
Ward,
Weiss, Charles
Charles N.
622
Weiss,
N ..................... 622
Whelan, William,
William, orphan children of....
of
643
643
Whelan,
Willcox, Altazera
Altazera L
L. ................... 581
Willcox,
Willey, Martha
Martha JJ......................
586
586
Willey,
E ...................... 58.
Wilson,
Wilson, Sarah E.
58.3
Wilson, Virginia
642
642
Wilson,
Virginia S
S .................
Winans, Joanna
587
587
Joanna....................
615
Winslow, Katharine
Katharine F
F ................
615
Winslow,
Jerusha .....................
591
Witter, Jerusha
Worster, Lemuel
619
.. 619
Lemuel..................
628
Wrenn,
Joseph
628
W renn, Joseph.......................
York,
Elizabeth...................... 582
York, Elizabeth
Peonage,
Peonage,
system of, in New
New Mexico
Mexico and other parts
States declared unlawful
unlawful
of the United States
and abolished ......................
546
546
and
acts, usages, &c. establishing
establishing it declared
declared
null
and
void
546
.......
.......... ... 546
null
penalty for holding, &c.
&c. a
a person in peonpeonage
546
546
age...............................
enforcement
provision
enforcement of act relating to, provision
concerning.
..
concerning ...........
..........
546
penalty for
for obstructing
obstructing or
or interfering
interfering
546
546
with the .......................
Perham,
Perham, James
James L.,
L.,
pension to
595
to. ............................
595
Periodicals, Leading,
Periodicals,
appropriation
purchasing files of,
of, for
for purchasing
appropriation for
the
Library ...........
443
443
the Congressional
Congressional Library
Perishable
Property,
PerishableProperty,
proceedings
when seized
for forfeiture unseized for
proceedings when
der
laws
181, 182
182
der customs
customs revenue laws........181,
under internal
internal revenue
revenue laws ..........
112
112
under
proceedings
under the
the bankbankproceedings in regard to, under
ruptcy act .........................
529
ruptcy
See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
Perjury,
Perjury,
may be
committed by false swearing behe committed
fore register
bankruptcy
.. 520
520
fore
register in bankruptcy...........
Permanent
Beacons,
Permanent
appropriation
for
lower
bay
bny
of,
in
erection
for
appropriation
470
York harbor................
harbor
470
of New York
Permit,
Permit,
for the removal
removal of
of cotton,
cotton, provisions concerning
98, 99
99
......
cerning ............
for the making
cigars127
126, 127
...........
126,
making of cigars
"
" Person,"
Person,"
the word in the internal
internal revenue
revenue act to include what.
163
clude
what ......................
163
Personal
Effects,
PersonalEffects,
allowance
officers in navy and marine
marine
allowance to officers
corps for loss of, when,
when, Sic
&c........... 14
Petaluma,
Petaluma,
California, act to quiet land-titles
land-titles in
in the
California,
town of
........................... 418
418
effect and
and extent of act ...............
418
effect
418
Petigru,
Peti'ru,James L.,
law library of the late, to be bought for
for
library of Congress................
Congress
365
Petition.
See Bankruptcy.
Petition. See
in bankruptcy,
concerning.....521
521
bankruptcy, provisions
provisions concerning....
in involuntary
proceedings .............
536
involuntary proceedings
536
the filing of, to be deemed an
an act of bankruptcy
521
521
ruptcy
...
.......................
*
Petroleum,
Petroleum,
appropriation
appropriation for testing as fuel under
marine
boilers ......................
marine boilers
37
selling certain
certain oil made
made from, for illuminating purposes,
punished
404
purposes, how punished.....
484
Petroleum, Crude,
Petroleum,
Crude,
exempt
355
exempt from internal duty ...........
355
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Pettijohn,
Pettijohn, Dyer B.,
B.,
President's House,
Policemen at
at President's
payment
payment to, as second lieutenant
lieutenant of
cavof cavappropriations for
appropriations
for the
206
the...............
206
alry..
alry.
..
....................... 646
felegroph,
646 Police Telegraph,
Phelps, Mrs. Mary,
Mar. ,
in Washington,
Washington, appropriation
appropriation for
206
for....... 206
reimbursement
reimbursement to, ,for
for expenditures
expenditures in
in
T.,
Pollock, James
James T.,
add for
raising and equipping
equipping troops
troops and
for
sureties on official bond of,
of, released.....
released
618
618
wounded
wounded Union soldiers and orphan
orphan
suits against, discontinued
618, 619
619
discontinued........618,
children
612 Peaces,
children........................... 612
Poncas,
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
appropriations
appropriations for the ..........
278, 505
505
265, 278,
appropriations
for navy-yard
35
appropriations for
navy-yard at.
at........
35
treaty with the Ponca
Ponca tribe of Indians,
Indians, of
of
yard, and of
pay of
ot clerk of yard,
of first
first clerk
clerk to
to
March
March 10, 1865
1865 ..................... 67S
675
naval storekeeper, established
36
established........ 36
cession
cession of
of land to the United
United States.....
States
675
675
appraisers, general
general and
depay of
of appraisers,
and local,
local, deboundaries .....................
675
boundaries
675
puty collectors, naval officers and surtheir old burying-grounds
burying-grounds and
and cornfields
cornfields
veyors, and custom-house
custom-house weighers
weighers it,
at,
reunrned
returned to ......................
675
675
established ........................
established
308
308
certain
certain fractional
fractional townships
townships relinquished
relinquished
Photographers,
Photograpbers,
by
by the United States to the Poneas...
Ponces
675
675
definition
definition of, and special tax on........
on
120
120
claims
claims of settlers thereon,
thereon, if any,
for
any, for
Physicians,
Physicians,
improvements,
improvements, to be satisfied and
and
definition of,
of, and special tax on
on........ 121
paid by the Poncas
Ponces out of
of their
their
Pillager Bands,
Pillager
Bands,
own funds
funds .................. 6'75,
676
75, 676
appropriations for the .........
appropriations
258,
273, 496
258, 273,
496
indemnity
indemnity to the Ponces
for
spoliations
Poncas for spoliations
Pilots,
Pilots,
committed
upon them............675,
them
675, 676
676
committed upon
to have direction of sea-going
sea-going steam-vesexpenses of the
to be
be paid
paid by
the
expenses
the treaty to
by the
sels, subject, &c.
&e, when under
under way,
way, exexndians ......................
Indians
675, 676
676
675,
cept, &c ......................
412
412 Pool,
Pool, James,
James,
State regulations not affected......
affected
412
412
payment
payment to ......................
616
616
Pilots and Pilot
Pilots
Pilot Regulations,
Regulations,
part of amount of, to be refunded from
from
aot relating to
93
act
to ......................
93
any moneys payable to the Seneno State to make discrimination
discrimination in rates
cas or Shawnees
cas
Shawnees ................ 616
616
of pilotage of certain vessels..........
vessels
93 Portage
93
Superior Railroad
Railroad Company,
Portageand
and Superior
existing discriminations
existing
discriminations abrogated......
abrogated
93
93
location of.
of. and
and application
application of lands
lands to,
Pilots,
Pilots, Licensed,
assented to by Congress
961
Congress .
............ 361
wrongfully refusing to serve as such, or
wrongfully
Portage Lake and
Superior Ship
Canal
Portage
and Lake Supeior
Ship Canal
refusing
refusing to admit into pilot-house
pilot-house cerCompany,
tain persons
persons desiring to learn
learn piloting,
piloting,
grant
grant of public
public lands for the benefit of....
of.... 81
to forfeit $$300
227 Port
300 ...................... 227
Port Angeles,
Angeles
Placervilleand Sacramento
Sacramento Valley R. R. Co.,
Placerville
abolished
abolished as
as port of
of entry
entry in
in the
district
the district
right of way granted to, for railroad and
and
of Puget's Sound
Sound...
................... 250
250
telegraph.......................... 94,
telegraph
94, 95
95 Porter.
Porter. See Beer.
materials
materials for construction, &c.
&c....... 95
95
internal
internal revenue
revenue tax upon
upon ............
, 144
144
lands granted to, in aid of construction of
of
tax upon
475
upon.
.................
475
road ............................
95
95
fractional parts
parts of a
and how acfractional
a barrel, and
acgeneral provisions of
of the
the grant....95,
general
grant.... 95, 96
96
counted .
................... 164,
164, 475,
475, 476
476
mineral
mineral lands
lands and town lots exceptPort Huron,
95, 97
ed ...........................
collecton
Huron ,
district of,
of, in
in Michigan
Michigan estabestab95,
97 Port collection
district
grant to be void unless, &c
96
&c ...........
96
lished ........................
32
32
Plants, Collection
Plants,
Collection of,
to embrace
embrace what .................. 32
32
tendered
tendered by Frederick
Frederick Poch,
Pech, to be acceptacceptcollector to be appointed
appointed and
port of
and port
of
357
ed by the United States
States ............. 357
entry to be designated..........
designated
33
entry
33
Plants,
Plants, Cuttings,
Cuttinqs, and Shrubs,
Shrebs,
Portland,
Maine,
Portland,Maine,
propagation and distribution
452
propagation
distribution of..... 202,
202, 452
hospital buildings
buildings in,
in, not to be sold or
what kind are to be propagated
propagated ........ 202
202
leased..
leased
..
40
.......................
40
adapted to gento be confined
confined to those adapted
pay of appraisers, general and
and local,
local, depdeppay
eral
eral cultivation,
cultivation, &c
452
&c ...............
452
uty collectors,
collectors, naval officers,
officers, and
and surPlaying
Playing Cards,
Cards,
custom.house weighers
at,
veyors and custom-house
weighers at,
tax upon............................
upon
145
145
established .........................
308
established
308
Pleadings,
Pleadings,
act for the relief of
fire
act
of sufferers
sufferers by
by the
the fire
forms of, in snits
before
justices
of
the
suits before justices of the
at .........................
.
304
to be
peace in the District of
of Oolumbia,
Columbia, to
be
contributions sent fiom
from without
without the
the
contributions
402
prepared .........................
United
States
for
the
relief
of,
to
be
402
United States for the reliefof, to be
Plumbers,
Plumbers,
admitted free of duty
304
duty .
.......... 304
definitions of,
of, and special tax on
on........ 121
121
drawback
drawback allowed
allowed of the import duducertain........ 471
additional special tax on certain
ties on materials
materials used in buildings
Plymouth,
Plymouth,
erected on the
the ground
ground burned
burned
erected
made port of entry of Plymouth district 411
411
over .............
304
over
......
304
Point
Point Lookout, Mang/and,
Maryland,
hospital furniture
clothing to be placfurniture and clothing
the United States at,
certain property of the
at,
of
ed at the disposal
disposal of the authorities of
belong to National Asylum,
Asylum, &c
to belong
of, for the
relief of
of the
&c.
the city of,
the relief
the sufferers
sufferers
when, &c .........................
11
11
by the fire ......... ..............
364
Policeman,
policeman,
collection of certain internal
internal revenue
revenue
collection
no person to be
not
be appointed a, who has not
taxes in, may be suspended
suspended.......... 369
369
served
served in the army or navy, and receivreceivPortland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon,
ed an honorable
honorable discharge
discharge........... 457
vessels may
may load and
under regnrepvessels
and unload
unload under
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Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, (continued.)
lations to be prescribed
prescribed by Secretary
of
Secretary of
s
Treasury .........................
461
Port of Entry
Port
Entry
for eastern district of Maryland,
Maryland, Crisfield
Crisfield
made
410
made...........................
410
Portraits
Portraits
engraved on
ort
of living persons
persons not
not to be engraved
plates for national bonds
bonds, securities,
securities, or
or
currency
of
the
United
bonds,
currency of the United States ........ 25
25
Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
appropriations for navy-yard
34, 35
35
appropriations
navy-yard at ........ 34,
for purchase of Seavey's
Seavey's Island.....
Island..... 35
35
use of bridge to be discontinued, if,
&c
35
&c.............................
35
pay of clerk of yard and of naval storekeeper at, established
established ...............
36
36
Ports of
of Entry
Entry
Ports
in the collection districts
districts of North Carolina established
established ..................... 411
411
Port Townsend,
Port
established
as
the
port
of
entry
and
delivestablished as
entry
ery in Puget's Sound ...............
250
Portugal,
no money
money to be paid to present minister
minister
resident of the United States at, for
for
services in office .........
225, 413
further services
413
this
continue in force
this provision
provision to
to continue
force
repealed ..................
413
until repealed
413
Postage
Postage Stamps,
Stamps,
contract for the manufacture
may be
be
contract
manufacture of,
of, may
60
modified ........................... 60
Postal
Laws,
Postal Laws,
59,
60
act to amend .......................
59, 60
prepaid and free letters to be forwarded
forwarded
prepaid
without additional
charge 59,
59,
upon request, without
additional charge
60
60
returned to writers
dead letters to be returned
free . ...........................
60
letters indorsed
indorsed to
to be returned
returned to writers,
writers,
to be returned without charge
60
charge........ 60
money orders, for not over $
$ 50
50......... 60
60
good for one year ...............
60
duplicates in case of loss
loss.......... 60
proceedings
60
proceedings to obtain
obtain.......... 60
conveying mails, to convey
railroads conveying
convey printed matter
matter without extra charge..
charge....... 60
wilfully, &c.
&c. injuring or defacing
wilfully,
defacing mail
matter in any letter-box
letter-box or receivingbox, how punished ..................
60
box,
60
Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General may modify contract
contract
for postage
postage stamps,
&c
60
stamps, if,
if, &c..............
60
may require special collecting
collecting or disbond
61
bursing agents
agents to give bond......
may readjust
readjust salaries of
of postmasters
postmasters 60
60
Post Chaplains,
Post
Chaplains,
military post ..................
333
at each military
commissioned by the
President
423
to be commissioned
the President....
423
appropriations
office of.
.201, 451
451
appropriations for, and
and for
for office
of. .201,
may appoint additional clerks in his department
partment...;.....................
33
when may employ sailing vessels to
to
transport the mails .................
49
49
annual estimates
service
to report annual
estimates for
for the
the service
of the department
.
49
department .................
49
may modify contract
contract for postage
postage stamps,
stamps,
if,
60
if, &c.
&c..........................
60
may readjust salaries of postmasters
postmasters.... 60
certain railroads
railroads to carry printmay direct certain
printed matter without extra charge
charge...... 60
60
may require special collecting
collecting or disbursdisbursing agents to give bond ............
60, 61
61
to fix compensation
for carrying
carrying the mails
compensation for
mails
over a
arailroad in Minnesota.........
Minnesota
88

Chaplains, (continued.)
Post Chaplains,
(continued.)
over the St.
St. Joseph
Joseph and
and Denver
Denver City
Railroad ..
211
Railroad
..............
211
annually rates
rates for sending
sending governto fix
fix annually
ment telegrams over
over certain
certain telegraphtelegraphment
lin es
lines............................
221
select two out
out of five appraisers
to select
appraisers of the
value of certain
certain telegraph-lines
telegraph-lines ......
222
rates for transportation
transportation of
the
to fix the rates
of the
mails over the Kansas
Kansas and Neosho Val.
237
ley Railroad.
Railroad.......................
Railway
290
over Union
Union Pacific Railway........
290
to furnish certain
certain post-offices
post-offices postal balances denominated
denominated in grams of the
the
ances
metric system ......................
metric
301
to prescribe
prescribe mode
mode of franking
franking soldiers'
soldiers'
Ohio 356
medals by the adjutant-general
adjutant-general of Ohio
to pay additional
additional salary to letter-carriers
letter-carriers
in San Francisco
Francisco ...................
357
make regulations
regulations for the transmission
transmission
to make
through the mails, free
free of postage,
postage, of
through
certificates
thanks awarded
awarded by
by New
New
certificates of thanks
Jersey to the
the soldiers
Jersey
soldiers of that State ... 371
of....
430
tenure and term of office of.............
430
agents in the
the service
service of
of the
to pay route agents
Post-Office
Post-Office Department
378
Department............. 378
duty of, under
under the act establishing
establishing mail
mail
steamship service
service between
between the United
United
steamship
States and Japan, with branch between
between
a
port in Japan
Japan and Shanghae,
394
a port
Shanghae, China. 394
to invite proposals
proposals for monthly
monthly mail
mail
steamship set-vice
between San Franservice between
cisco and Honolulu
543
cisco
Honolulu ................
543
to make contracts
contracts for the said service....
service
544
544
may determine
determine the contract
contract if assigned
assigned
544
or nnderlet
underlet .................
.... 544
to approve
approve of plans for
for building
building for
for postoffice
office and courts
courts in New York city .... 564
564
to employ, after advertisement
advertisement for propoproposals,
sals, ocean mail service between
between San
Francisco and Portland..............
Portland
566
Francisco
566
if approving
approving the report of commission
commission to
select a
proper site for building
building for posta proper
office
office and sub-treasury
sub-treasury in the city of
of
Boston,
to
submit
it
to
Boston,
Congress
573
Congress..... 573
Postmaster- General,
Postmasterreceive proposals
for carrying
carrying the mail
mail
to receive
proposals for
route between Newcastle
Newcastle and
and
on the route
Mechanicburg, Indiana.....
644
Mechanicburg,
Indiana ............. 644
when bid is accepted,
accepted, to discharge
discharge the
present contractor................
contractor
644
644
Postmasters,
Postmasters,
salaries
salaries of certain,
certain, may be re-adjusted....
re-adjusted....
60
60
duty
of, in respect to copyrighted
duty of,
copyrighted articles
articles
delivered to them for
for transmission in
in
the mails ........................
395
395
Post-Office,
Post-Office,
use of weights
weights of the denomination of
of
grams authorized
authorized in the.............
the
grams
301
postal balances
denominated in grams
grams of
of
balances denominated
the metric
metric system may be furnished
furnished
post-offices exchanging
with forpost-offices
exchanging mails
mails with
eign countries
countries .....................
301
one half-ounce
half-ounce to be the equivalent
equivalent
of fifteen grams .................
301
site
site for building for, in New York
York city,
commission to select a..............
a
356
356
Post-Office Building,
appropriation
318
appropriation for
for extension
extension of general..
general
318
Post-Office Buildings,
Buildings,
appropriations
appropriations for, at
Springfield, Ill ...................
310
Springfield,
310
Bangor ......................
311
Bangor
311
Middletown, Ct...................
Ct
311
Middletown,
311
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Post-Office Buildings,
Buildings, (continued.)
(continued.)
Post-Offices,
Post-Offies,
appropriations
at
appropriations for,
for, at
appropriation for sites,
appropriation.
sites, buildings, furnifurniProvidence
Providence .......................
22
2;2
ture for, &c. at
Portland,
Portland, Me ............
..... 26,319
26,311
Astoria.......................
As
toria
461
461
St Paul . .......
St.
3166
...........
.
31(
Des Moines
Moines... ....
..............
461
.... .. ...... 461
Post-Office Department,
Post-Office
Department,
Machias ..........
461
........
461
clerical fOITO
force may be increased
increased in
in ....... 3
Middletown
Middletown .................... .
461
461
appropriations
appropriations for service of,
for years
years endof, for
commission
commission relating to sites
sites for,
for, in
in New
New
ing June 30,
30,1867
1867 and 1868
1868 48,
201, 393, 394
48,201,393,
394
York
York .....................
563, 564
564
563,
transportation of mails
, •. 49,342,393
49, 342, 393
mails.........
in Boston
Boston ........
573
.....
573
ship, steamboat, and way letters ..... 49,393
49 39 Post-Offices
Mails,
Post-Offices and Mails,
postmasters, clerks, letter-carriers
letter-carriers ..... 49, 393
to be established among the Choctaws
wrapping-paper, twine, letter balances
wrapping-paper,
49, 393
balances.49,393
and Chickasaws................
Chickasaws
779
779
blank agents and assistants ......... 49,
49, 393
393 Post-Roads,
Post-Roads,
office furniture and advertising.......
advertising
49,
49, 393
39
act
to
establish
certain ..5, 190, 286, 551,
551, 556
556
certain..5,
postage
postage stamps and stamped envelopes
49,393
envelopes 49,393
certain,
certain, established
established in
in Alabama
,90
Alabama. .......,'90
mail depredations
depredations and special agents..49,
agents. 49, 393
393
Arkansas ....................
Arkansas
12:
.
mail-bags, locks, keys,
mail-bags,
keys, and stamps.
49, 393
393
stamps..., .49,
California
California .............. .
5, 190,
190, 286
286
5,
balances due foreign
countries ........ 49,39
49, 393
foreign countries
Colorado
Colorado .
........ ..............
66
negotiating postal
negotiating
postal conventions ..........
393
393
Dakota Territory ....
.......6,
6, 287,
287, 288
288
...........
miscellaneous payments
Miscellaneous
payments ..............
393
393
Delaware ........ .............
Delaware
282
282
report of isthmus
Isthmus routes to the Pacific
Pacific 49,394
49,394
Idaho Territory
Territory ...............
288
288
mail steamship
steamship service between the
the United
United
Illinois
.............
191, 282, 283
283
191,
States and Brazil .................
49, 394
49
394
Indiann
.
.............
Indiana
6, 191,
191, 282
282
.. 6,
when to take effect .......
49
...... 49
Indian
Indian Territory ...............
288
. 288
Francisco and China
between San Francisco
China
Iowai..........
.....
Iowa
285
...
..
6,
189,
285
and Japan
Japan .................
-•49,394
49,394
Kansas ..............
287
..
6, 189, 287
steamships need not touch
steamships
touch at
at
Kentucky........................
Kentucky
287
287
Honolulu
394
Honolulu........
....... 394
M aine ......................
Maine
280
6, 280
branch
branch line in lieu thereof
thereof from
front
Maryland...................
Maryland
189, 282
189,
282
Japan
Japan to Shanghae
Shanghae ......... 394
394
Massachusetts ..................
Massachusetts
7
7
service
service to be by first-class
first-class AmerMichigan
7, 283
M ichigan......... ............. 7,
283
ican sea-going steamships
394
steamships.... 394
Minnesota .................. 7,
189,
284
7 189, 284
overland
overland mail between
between Atchison
and FolFolAtchison and
Mississippi ...............
190
....
190
so ....... ...........
8011I1
49
...........
49
Missour
Missouri .................
190, 283, 284
284
190,
overland mail transportation
transportation between
between the
the
Montana
Montana Territory........
Territory
287, 288
288
190, 287,
Missouri
River and Folsom
Missouri River
394
Folsom.......... 394
Nebraska Territory
Nebraska
Territory ..
7, 287
287
........... 7,
marine mail transportation
marine
transportation between New
Nevada...................
Nevada
7,, 190, 287
York and California ..............
49,394
49,394
New Jersey .....................
287
287
sailing vessels
vessels may transport
transport the mails,
New York ................. 7,
7, 189,
189, 281
281
when, &c.
&c......................
49
449
Ohio ..........
........
:•.... 7,
7, 282
282
pay not to exceed sea postages on
Oregon ....................
Oregon
190, 287
287
8, 190,
mails conveyed .................
49
49
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania .................
x...8,
281
.8,
281
Postmaster-General
Postmaster-General to report annually
Rhode
Rhode Island ................
189
189
estimate for
49
for service of the
the department.
department. 49
Utah Territory
Territory ..................
287
287
deficiencies
deficiencies for money-order
money-order system
....49, 60
50
system....49,
Vermont
....
Vermont
8, 281
281
...............
8,
advertising, &c. in Washington,
Washington, for
confor conWashington
Washington Territory
8, 287
287
Territory ........... 8,
tracts
tracts of all executive
executive departments,
to
departments. to
West Virginia..........
8,
190,
282
8, 190, 282
be in what papers ...................
50
50
Wisconsin ..............
Wisconsin
8,
189, 286
286
8, 189,
provisions conce
rn i
ng
50
provisions
concerning.............
50 Post-Route,
special collecting,&c.agents
collecting,&c.agents of, to give
bond
give
61
railroad
railroad bridge
bridge at Rouse's Point declared
declared
additional
additional pay to certain officers, clerks,
clerks,
a lawful
lawful structure ....................
a
61
51
and laborers ...................
... 324
324 Post-Route Maps,
Maps.
pay of additional clerks in
324
in............
324
appropriation
appropriation for
for topographer for
for preparprepartransfer of appropriations
appropriations for the payment
payment
and publishing
publishing ...............
201
ing and
201
of salaries to the general salary
account 354
salary account
354 Post-Routes
pay of route agents in, established
established.... 378
378
established
established in certain States and
and TerritoTerritoappropriations
appropriations of the expenses
exposes of the..
the
451
451
ries ............................
651,
556
551, 556
transtfr of two clerks fiom
transfer
from class
class three
three to
to
Potomac Bridge,
Bridge,
class four in office of auditor
auditor of treastreasappropriation for
for repairs of...........
of
360
appropriation
360
'ost-Office Department
ury for Post-Office
394 Pott,
I)epartment....... 394
Poet, Charles
Charles AL
M.
appropriation
appropriation for increased
expense 394
394
increased expense
pension to ..........................
613
613
Post-Office
Post-Office in Boston,
Pottawatomie
Indians,
PottawatomieIndians,
commission
commission appointed
appointed to select a
aproper
proper
appropriations for the 262,
appropriations
262, 265, 280, 505,
505, 506
506
site for the .....................
573
573
payment to certain
payment
certain .................
370
370
Post-Office in New York
York City,
City,
of, to be restored............
annuities of,
restored
. 370
370
commission
commission to purchase site of building
building
supplemental article
supplemental
article to the treaty
of
treaty with,
with, of
for, and for the courts of the United
United
November
November 15,
IS, 1861 ...............
763
763
States
in. ....................
States in
563, 564
564
provisions
provisions of
of third
third article of former,
former treaty
lower part of City Hall Park may be purextended to all adult persons
persons of the
................
chased
564
.......564
tribe.............................. 763
tribe
763
title and condition ...............
.
564
564
ratification
ratification ..........
764
.............
. .
764
Secretary
Secretary of Treasury
authorized to
to
Treasury authorized
certain, may select
certain,
select lands upon
the IsaIsaupon the
pay therefor
therefor .................
564
564
bella reservation
reservation of the Chippowas....
Chippowas.... 658
658

934
934
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934 IV.
Potter,
Potter,
W. W.,
payment to,
.....
payment
to, of
of amount
amount of draft .......
, 634
634
bond of indemnity to be first
first given
given 634,
634,
635
Powell, William
H.,
Powel,
William FB.,
appropriation
naval picture
by
appropriation for naval
picture by...
.. 21
21
Practice,
practice,
rules of, in suits before justices
justices of
of the
peace in the District of
peace
Columbia, to
of Columbia,
to
bee made .....................
402
402
in matters of bankruptcy
bankruptcy,
520, 521
521
...........520,
Supreme Court
of
the
United
States
to
Court of the United States to
make general orders regulating
regulating........ •521
See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
Pratt,
Pratt,Alexander F.
F.,)
payment to, for
and capture
capture of
of
payment
for pursuit and
Elijah R. Jauner, a
of
a counterfeiter
counterfeiter of
619
United States
States coin
coin .................
619
Pre-emption Rights,
Pre-emption
Rights,
extended to certain lands in California
California... 549
Preferences. See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
Preferences.
made in contemplation
contemplation of insolvency,
insolvency, Sze.
&c.
declared void ...................
534, 535
534,
535
persons accepting, not to prove debt, nor
nor
receive dividends ................
528,
534
528, 534
Prepaid Letters
Prepaid
may be forwarded
forwarded at
at request
request of
of party
party
addressed
addressed without
without extra postage
postage ......
60
60
Presents,
Presents,
penalty for offering
offering to officers
officers of
of revenue
revenue
to affect their conduct...............
conduct
187
187
upon officers
officers for receiving
187
receiving .........
187
Preserved Meats,
Fish, Vegetables, tJc.,
Preserved
Meats, Fish,
stamp tax
on
145
tax on .....................
145
penalty for making or selling without afaffixing proper
proper stamps ................
144
144
President
Presidentof the United
United States,
appropriation for household
household of
of ...... 194,
194, 444
appropriation
444
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of executive
executive
office ........................
444
444
household of,
206, 207
207
of, established ...........
206,
private secretary.................
secretary
206
private
206
assistant secretary
secretary ..............
206
206
short-hand writer ................. 206
206
clerk of
of pardons
pardons .................. 207
207
three clerks of fourth class........ 207
steward
207
steward ........................
207
duties and bond
of.....
207
bond of............
207
may declare act prohibiting
importation
prohibiting importation
of neat cattle, Ste.
2,4
&c. inoperative
inoperative........ 2,4
to allow additional
additional compensation
compensation to
to disdisattorneys and marshals, for sertrict attorneys
vices in suppressing the
slave-trade
the slave-trade..
23
may direct the judge,
judge, district-attorney,
district-attorney,
attend at
and marshal of any district to attend
at
any designated
designated place within
within the
the district,
district,
for the more speedy trial of
of persons
persons
charged with violating the civil
civil rights
rights
act..............................
act
29
may enforce the civil rights act with the
military and naval power
power of the United
United
States ..........................
29
29
may appoint an additional
additional assistant secretary of the
six months
retary
the navy
navy for
for six
months.... 54
54
may waive examinations
examinations of certain
certain paypay.
masters
70
masters ....
....................
70
may restore commander
commander Charles Hunter
Hunter
to his rank it
in the navy
navy.............. 70
70
to appoint commissioners to revise
revise and
and
consolidate
consolidate the general
general statutes of the
the
United States
74
States..............................
.... 74
to appoint register and receiver for the
Idaho
Idaho land district
77
district................. 77
to appoint surveyor-general
surveyor-general for Idaho...
Idaho
77
77

President
(continued.)
Presidentof
of the
the United
United-States,
States, (continued.)
boundaries and
change locamay adjust boundaries
and cltange
locations of any and all
all land
land districts
districts in
in
Oregon
Oregon 83
..............
..........
83
may appoint
register and
and receiver
receiver in
in new
appoint register
new
land-office in
in Oregon
Oregon ................
83
land-office
83
to approve of grant
of way
way to
to
grant of right of
Iron
minIron Mountain
Mountain Railroad
Railroad through
through mineral.lands
83
eral lands.......................
83
appoint surveyor-general
surveyor-general for
for Nevada
Nevada 86,
86, 87
87
to appoint
cause patents
patents to issue
for lots
lots of
to cause
issue for
of land
land
in Fort Howard
Howard military
military reserve....
reserve.... 88,
88, 89
89
approve grant of
of right
right of
of way
for milimilito approve
way for
tary wagon
wagon road from Albany,
Albany, Oregon 89
89
duties
under the
the act
granting lands
to
duties of,
of, under
act granting
lands to
aid in the construction
construction of the Placerand Sacramento
Sacramento Valley
Valley Railroad
ville and
Railroad
Company
95, 96
Company96
......................
95,
assistant commissioners
of
to appoint
appoint two
two assistant
commissioners of
refugees
refugees and freedmen
freedmen ...............
174
174
may detail
detail from
from the
the army
all the
the officers
officers
may
army all
of
and agents of
of the bureau
bureau for relief
relief of
freedmen and
freedmen
and refugees
refugees .............
174
174
shall
extend military
protection and
and jurisjurisshall extend
military protection
diction
in
all
eases
affecting
the
immudiction in all cases affecting the immunities and rights of the
the citizens of
of the
the
United
United States
States .....................
177
177
may appoint
appoint private secretary
secretary and
and other
other
may
household
206
officers and clerks
clerks of his household....
206
to approve
grant of
right of
way to
to tile
the
approve grant
of right
of way
St. Joseph
Joseph and Denver
Denver City
Railroad
City Railroad
Com
pany210
Company
.......................
210
to appoint naval
naval constructors
constructors and first
first and
and
second assistant
engineers ...........
assistant engineers
. 223
223
a
United
a general of the army of the
the United
States223
States.........................
223
assistant secretary
secretary of
state 226
aasecond assistant
of state.
226
appoint and
and commission
seven trustees
trustees
to appoint
commission seven
of the house
house of correction
correction for boys,
boys, in
in
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia ............. 232
232
to
grant of
of right
right of
of way,
way, &c.
&e. to
to
to approve
approve grant
the Kansas and
and Neosho Valley Railroad Company.
239
road
Company ................
236,,239
to appoint commissioners
commissioners under
under the
the act
act
granting
granting lands
lands to the California
California and
and
Oregon
Railroad Company ..........
239
Oregon Railroad
239
to appoint
commissioner upon the
the claim
claim
appoint aacommissioner
Iowa
247
oof Iowa
......................
247
may
may establish
establish additional land
land districts,
districts,
and
and appoint
appoint necessary
necessary officers
officers therefor
therefor 252
to approve grant of
to the
the
of right
right of
of way to
Company ..... 289
289
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company
duty
duty of, under
under the act granting
granting lands
lands to
the Atlantic
Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad ComPacific Railroad
Com..........................295
pany
295 -299
- 299
appoint an appraiser
for the
the port
port of
of
may appoint
appraiser for
New York
York .......................
302
302
may enlist and employ in the Indian
Indian
country
and
country
Territory, not over one
one
thousand Indians
to act
act as
as scouts
scouts .....
333
thousand
Indians to
333
may upon application
application detail
detail army officers
officers
act as presidents
to net
presidents or professors
professors of
of
colleges
336
colleges......................... 336
appoint chaplain
may appoint
chaplain for
for colored
colored troops 337
to cause subsistence
subsistence and
and clothing
clothing to
to be
be
furnished
furnished to destitute
destitute Indians
Indians within
within
the southern superintendency
superintendency .......
347
347
communicate the thanks
to communicate
thanks of
Congress
of Congress
to Vice-Admiral
Vice-Admiral Farragut
Farragut and others..
others
349
may appoint
appoint commanders
commanders Reynolds
Reynolds and
and
may
Woolsey
to
the
NVoolsey
active list of the navy.
navy. 352
copy of the
the protest
of Congress
Congress to
to
to cause
cause copy
protest of
communicated to the United
be communicated
United States
States
representatives in
representatives
in foreign
foreign countries
353
countries.... 353
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President
United States,
Presidentof the United
States, (continued.)
(continued.)
President
President of the United States, (continued.)
(continued.)
to forward copy of resolution
resolution to the Emregisters and
to appoint registers
and receivers
receivers in the
the
peror of Russia
355
Russia .....................
355
land districts
districts of Arizona
Arizona and Montamay nominate
nominate fifty cadets at large
largo for the
the
na ............................ ,
na
542, 543
542,
543
military academy ..................
360
360
duty
under the act
duty under
act granting
granting lands
lands to CalCalappoint Lieutenant-Commander
may itppoint
Lieutenant-Commander Law
ifbrnia,
to
aid
in the
tile construction of the
ifornia,
the
active list
to the active
list of
of the navy
navy......... 361
361
Stockton and Copperopolis
Stockton
Copperopolis Railroad
Railroad
to appoint
appoint professional and scientific
scientific comcomCo ..
548
......................
548
missioners to attend
attend the
the Universal
Universal ExExmay appoint
appoint Lieutenant-Commander
S
Lieutenant-Commander S.
hibition
363
hibirion at Paris
Paris.. ...............
363
L.
L. Breese
Breese to the active
active list of
of the navy 567
567
to place at the disposal of the city authorto forward
forward to Emperor
Emperor of Brazil
Brazil copy
of
copy of
ities of Portland
Portland certain clothing,
clothing, camp
resolution of acknowledgmeat
acknowledgment by ConConequipage
......................... 364
equi page .
364
gress of tile
the resolutions
resolutions of sympathy
sympathy of
of
procure
procure and
and, deliver gold medals
medals in acthe
Chambers
of Senators
Senators and
the
and Deputies
Deputies
knowledgment
knowledgment of the saving
saving of the
the
of Brazil on the death of President LinLinpassengers, officers,
officers, and
men of
and men
of the
the
coln.......................
572,
573
572, 573
wrecked steamship Sari
San Francisco....
Francisco
365
365
to cause aa gold medal
medal to
he struck and
to be
and
commissioners to exmay appoint
appoint two commissioners
forwarded to Cyrus W.
forwarded
with enenW. Field,
Field, with
amine the claims of Massachusetts...,
Massachusetts.... 367
367
grossed copy of resolution giving him
him
to approve of grant of right of way to the
the
the thanks
thanks of Congress..............
Congress
574
574
Union Pncifie
PaIcifie Railroad
Railroad Company
Company.... 367
367 Presidential
Presidential Mansion,
Mansion,
certain
proclamations of,
certain proclamations
of, and acts done in
in
survey of land for aapark and site for
survey
for ... 461
461
pursuance
pursuance thereof,
t
hereof, or of
his orders,
made
ofhis
orders, made
President's
President's House,
House,
valid and conclusive
conclusive ................
432
432
appropriation for refurnishing
appropriation
refurnishilng and repairrepair.
no court of the United States
States to have
have
ing...............................
2
2
or take jurisdiction, &c
&e. .........
•
433
433
appropriations for ..17
.. 17 —
appropriations
19, 25, 313, 325, 444
444
-19,
all officers and others, •
held prima
prima
President'sMessage,
President's
facie
have been authorized......
filth) to have
authorized
433
433
regulations as to printing papers
papers relating
relating
authority of, to proclaim pardon
pardon and
and amamto foreign
foreign affairs accompanying
accompanying the
the
nesty, repealed
repealed ..................
377
377
annual .......................
annual
305
305
may
relquirc freight
thO U-nited
may require
freight for the
United States
Prince Edward Island,
Island,
Prince
to be transported
transported over the
railway
of
the railway of
pay
pay of consul
consul at, established ...........
225
225
the Washington
Washington County Horse
Horse RailIailPrinted Matter
Printed
road
road Co
Co. ........................
381
381
to be
be carried
carried without
without extra
extra charge
charge on
may establish pension agencies
agencies and
and aprailroads
railroads conveying
conveying the mails ........
60
60
point pension
pension agents
agents .................
391 Printing.
391
Printing.. See Congressional
Congressional Printer,
Printer, Public
Public
iannounce by proclamation,
to announce
proclamation, that the
Printing.
Printing.
Nebraska has assented to
State of Nebraska
to the
the
for
for commissioners
commissioners to revise the statutes
of
statutes of
fundamental condition
fundamental
condition of its admission
admission
the United
United States, to be
bo done at the
392
into the Union ,
..................
392
government printingofficc.
.
government
printing.office ......... 456
456
to appoint a
reference
a board of officers in reference
for
for the
the executive
executive departments,
departments, to be done
done
to the acceptance of tile
the gift of
of' League
League
by government
government printer
when practicable
practicable 467
467
printer when
Island, &e.
&c. Irom
Island,
from the city of PhiladelPhiladelwhen
when not, to be done at such
such office
office as
as
phia ..........................
396
396
the clerk of the
the House
house of
Repreof Reprenomilate and appoint
to nominate
appoint Lieutenant
Lieutenant Josentatives
sentatives may designate
designate ........ 467
467
seplh P.•Fyffe
seph
the
'. Fytle to the active list
list of the
rates of pay
pay to be the current rates..
rates
467
467
. navy ...........................
408
408 Printing
Printing of
of Public
Public Documents.
Documents.
See Public
Public
See
to appoint
apploint collectors of the customs in the
Documents.
collection
collection districts
districts of North Carolina..
Carolina
411
act to regulate further the
act
the ............ 305
05
to commission
commllission chaplains
chaplains and post chapchapPriority.
Priority. See Ltankrupt9.
Bankruptcy.
lins
lains in the army .................
423
43
of debts in distributions of bankrupt's
bankrupt's esduty of, under the act to provide for
for the
the
tate ......................
529
,...
529
more effieient
efticient government
government of the rebel
rebel
in dividends
dividends certain
certain claims to have......
have
531
531
States .........................
428, 429
428,
order of priority .................
531
429
531
powers
of,
powers
as to removals,
removals, appointments,
appointments,
have priority
certain fees to have
priority in payment..
payment
540
540
&c.
&c. under tihe
the act regulating
regulating the
the tenure
Prisoners,
tenure
Prisoners,
of certain
certain civil officers ............
430,
430, 431
appropriations for
for expenses
safe keepkeepappropriations
expenses of
of safe
to aapplint
ppoint a
acommissioner
commissioner of education..
434
education.. 434
ing of .................
198, 449
449
..
... 198,
to issue all orders relating to military
military opin the jail in the District of Columbia,
erations through the general
general of
of the
the arSupreme Court of District
District to make
make
• my, Ste.
486, 487
&c.........................486,
rules for the government,
discipline,
government, discipline,
to appoint
appoint civil engineers
engineers and
and naval storestoleprotection of
407
and protection
of ...................
407
keepers when
required at
at the
whlen required
the navyPrisons
Prisonsfor
for American Convicts,
Convicts,
navyyards
yards .............................
490
490
Siam, and Turkey,
in Japan, China, Siam,
Turkey,
duty of,
expenditures of appropriaof, as to expenditures
rent of.
of .......................
225, 414
414
.. 225,
tions for various Indian tribes...
.492-515 Private
tribes....492-515
1'rivate Claims,"
Claims,
to appoint Indian sub-Hgents
where 'salsub-agents where
salindex to Senate
Senate list of, appropriation
appropriation to
aries are over
over S81,000 a
a year ......... 515
515
continue
continue ..................
327
3..27
to commission sub•Indian
temporasub-Indian agents temperaPrivate
'rivate Land Claims,
Clains,
515
rily appointed ......................
515
act
not for final adjustment
adjustment of, in
in Florida,
may
may confer brevet rank on army
army officers
Louisiana, and Missouri, extended for
Louisiana,
for
for gallant, &c,
while in the
&c. services, while
three years
years
544
three
..........
...........
544
volunteer
volunteer service .................
517 Private
in Colifurnia,
Califirnia,
517
'rivate Lund
Lnd Claims
Clainmsin
to appoint surveyor-general
surveyor-general for Montana 549
542
appropriations for,
&c.................
205
appropriations
for, &c
205
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Prize Money,
Prize
mariners, &c. enlisted
enlisted
bounty money of mariners,
into the army from
from the navy, not to be
be
deducted from their
deducted
their................ 14
14
payments of,
of, to be deemed income...140,
480
income... 140, 480
payment of,
of, authorized
authorized to certain officers
signal corps
corps of
and enlisted men of
of the
the signal
of
the
. 395
the army
army .......................
Probate
Probate Courts,
Courts,
jurisdiction of, extended
extended to
in Montana, jurisdiction
cases....... 426
certain civil and criminal cases
cases..
....... 426
but not to certain other cases
appeals allowed
allowed ................
426
appeals
Probate
Probateof Wills,
tills,
no stamp duty on,
on, unless
unless value of estate
exceeds $1,000......................
$1,000
475
475
exceeds
Proclamations,
Proclamations,
certain of the President, and acts done
done in
in
pursuance thereof, and of his orders lepursuance
galized ..........................
432
galized
&c. 433
no court to have or take jurisdiction, &c
all officers and others held prima facie to
have been authorized ................ 433
have
executive, law as to the publicaby the executive,
tion of, in the District of Columbia...
Columbia... 467
See Advertisements.
Advertisements.
See
declaring
insurrection at
the insurrection
at an end in
declaring the
certain States in the Union
Unioh ....... 811,
811, 813
813
warning
neutralwarning against
against violations
violations of
of the
the neutrality laws
laws ..........................
813
ity
813
declaring the decree of blockade
blockade of
of MetaMetadeclaring
moms
null
moras and other Mexican ports null
814
and void .........................
814
inaurreetion at
the insurrection
at an
an end in
declaring the
Texas
Union. .814,
.814, 817
817
and throughout
throughout the Union.
Texas and
appointing
and
appointing aa day of thanksgiving
thanksgiving and
817
praise ....
............................
817
declaring the
of tonnage
tonnage duty
on
duty on
declaring
the rates
rates of
French vessels entering
entering ports of the
United States on and after
after Jan. 1,1867 818
818
treaty regucalling public attention to the treaty
forbidding American
American merchant
merchant
lation forbidding
stopping or
any
in any
vessels stopping
or anchoring
anchoring in
&c. in Japan,
place, &c.
Japan, except
except the three
819
opened ports
819
opened
ports .....................
declaring the suspension of acts imposing
imposing
declaring
discriminating duties
duties of tonnage and
discriminating
within the
States, as
as reimpost within
the United
United States,
spects vessels of the Hawaiian Islands
spects
from Dec.
Dec. 10, A. D.
cargoes, from
and their cargoes,
1866,
continue until,
etc.........
.....
819
819
to continue
until, &c
1866, and to
declaring the admission
admission of the State of
Nebraska into the Union
Union complete....
complete
820
Nebraska
convening
session of
convening an
an extraordinary
extraordinary session
of the
the
Senate for
1, 1867
821
821
Senate
for April 1,
1867 ............
Produce
Produce Brokers,
Brokers,
definition of, and special tax on
117
on......... 117
Produce
Forests of
Maine,
of the
the Forests
of Maine,
Produce of
certain of, sawed in New Brunswick,
Brunswick, &c.
admitted free ...............
56
may be admitted
56
Products
Products
exempt
476
exempt from
from taxation, lists of..147
of. .147 —150,
-150, 476
Professor of
Mathematics
of Mathematics
Professor
vacancies in
of, not to
the navy,
navy, vacancies
in grade of
in the
be filled ..........................
38
38
Promotion,
Promotion,
of
()Seers on the active
of officers
active list of the navy,
navy,
physical incapacity
not prevented
prevented by
by physical
incapacity
occasioned by wounds
occasioned
wounds received
received in
in the
345
line of duty ....................
344, 845
of officers
officers on the reserved and retired
retired lists
of
the
navy,
provisions
concerning....
517
of the navy, provisions concerning.... 517
none to grade of rear-admiral
rear-admiral on reserved
reserved
while, &c
517
list, while,
&c.......................
17

Propagation
Propaqation
of plants,
plants, cuttings,
cuttings, and shrubs,
shrubs, appropriaappropriaof
tions
452
452
tions for
fr .........................
Property
Property Clerk,
Clerk,
of metropolitan
metropolitan police district to have
powers
public .............
213
213
of notary public
powers of
authority and
of
213, 214
214
authority
and duty of..............213,
Proposals
Proposals
labor for
for
for materials or labor
for works, or for
works, to be separate
separate for each
each work
work
and for
for each
each class of works
works .......... 73
Proposals for Contracts.
Contracts. See Advertisements.
Advertisements.
Proposalsfor
by executive
departments,
&e. in what
what
executive departments, &c.
newspapers in the District of Columbia
Columbia
newspapers
to be published
published .................. 50,
50, 467
Proof
ProofSpirit,
Spirit,
be what
157, 481
to be
what ....................... 157,
Pro-rata Compensation,
Pro-rata
Compensation,
only, to be allowed
allowed any
any officer
officer or agent
agent
186
of the United States ................
186
of
exceed an annual
maximum
186
not to
to exceed
annual maximum......
186
Prosecution of Crime.
Prosecution
appropriation for expenses
expenses of...
of...198,
198, 448, 449
appropriation
Providence
Providence Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
for erection
erection of additional
additional building
building for...
for
317
317
sold, &c.
appropriation to
&c. appropriation
if property is sold,
be
sale....... 317
317
be repaid from proceeds
proceeds of sale
Provident
Provident Institutions. See
See Savings Banks.
Provincetown,
Mass. '
Provinceton, Mass.,
appropriation for preservation
preservation of harbor
harbor
appropriation
of ................................
323
Provisional
Court for
of Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Provisional Court
for the State
State of
act to provide
provide for
for the suits, judgments,
and business
business of ..................... 344
$44
Provisional
Provisional Governments,
Governments,
of States
States recently
recently in rebellion .......... 429
existing civil
to be
be provisprovisexisting
civil government
government to
ional only, until, &c
•
429
&c .............
'... 429
who may vote under,
under, and who eligible to
who
office
office............................ 429
Provisions
Provisions and Clothing,
Clothing,
appropriations for
of...200, 201,
201, 450,
for bureau of...200,
appropriations
451,
451, 491
additional
clerks in,
in, authorized,....
authorized
208
additional clerks
208
Provost-MarshalGeneral,
Provost-Marshal-General,
continued only
office and
and bureau
bureau of, to
to be continued
only
so long as, Ste.
337
so
&c.....................
337
Provost-Marshal-General's
Provost-Marshal-General'sBureau,
appropriation
to
prepare,
Ste.
medical
appropriation to prepare, &c. medical
of ........................
310
statistics of
310
editions how
how to be disposed
of
311
editions
disposed of......
311
engraving and lithographing
for
311
engraving
lithographing for....
Provost-Marshals
Provost-Marshalsand Deputies,
provisions of pension laws extended
extended to...
to
230
how to be ranked ...................
230
230
Publication,
Publication,
may be substituted for personal
personal service,
Columbia, on certain
certain
in the District of Columbia,
defendants, in certain cases ....... 403, 404
404
defendants,
form of
404
of order
order of ......................
404
summons first to issue and be
be returned
returned
"not
found ".. .
404
"not to be found"..................
404
in the rebel States,
States, of
of laws, treaties,
treaties, advertisements by heads
heads of departments,
vertisements
departments,
and
and judges
judges of ihe
the United States
States courts,
the newspapers
newspapers selected
selected
to be only in the
by the
clerk of the House
Representaby
theclerk
House of
of Rcpresentatives
466, 467
tivos .........................
466,
heads of departments
departments and judges to
be
heads
to be
notified, and to
to publish only in such
such
newspapers ....................... 466, 467
newspapers
467
compensation
compensation therefor
therefor .............. 466, 467
Public Binding,
Public
Binding,
appropriations for..........41,
for
41, 193,
193, 373, 443
appropriations
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937
937
- ... . ....
Public Buildings,
Public
Public
(continued.)
Public Works, (continued.)
appropriations
appropriations for office of commissioner
commissioner
re-examinations,
re-examinations, &e.
&e. to be made with suitof ............ ..
197,198,
..... .197,
198, 447
44,
able surveys and plans may be changed
changed 71,
71,
salary of commissioner
commissioner of, established...
established... 201
206
418
418
appropriantio
appropriation for preservation
preservation and repairs
other
other harbors and
and places to be
examined,
be examined,
of
17,
325, 373,
373, 374
of.................
17, 310, 325,
374
to determine
determine the improvements
improvements required
required
Public
Public Buildings
Baildings and
and Grounds,
Grounds,
and the cost .................. 71,
71, 74,
418
74, 418
in Waishington,
Washington, I).
D. C., appropriations
for
appropriations for
report
report to Congress
Congress ..............
418
418
the.....17-19,
the....17 -19, 205, 310, 314, 315,
315, 325,
325, 373
373,
balance of existing
existing appropriations
appropriations may
be
may be
374,
469
374, 462,
462, 464,
464, 461
applied
applied to continue, &c.
Ste. such works,
works,
Debt,
Public Debt,
when,
when, &e.
419
&c......................
419
increased by disposal of bonds
bonds
not to be increased
appropriations for improving
appropriations
improving certalin
certain harreceived
exchange for treasury notes,
received in exchange
bors, bays, rivers, and
and flats....71
fiats .... 71 -74,
-74, 419,
419,
named
32
or others named.................
32
420, 421
Public
Documents,
Public Documtents,
navigation
river,
navigation of the St.
St. Croix
Croix river,
an act further to regulate the
the printing
of 305
printing of
305
ledge
420
Maine, above the ledge..........
420
twenty-five
twenty-five hundred copies of annual
annual rereprovince of New Brunswick
Brunswick to conconports of executive departments
docdepartments and doetribute and
and pay a
alike
sum
420
like suin.......
420
uinents,
uments, to be printed for use of departbut never more than
than half
half the sum
sum
ments ........................
305
actually expended
expended therefbr
therefor... 420
420
documents not to exceed three hunhunnavigation
navigation on the Mississippi
Mississippi river at
dred pages....................
pages
305
305
Dos Moines,
Lower Rapids
Rapids 420
420
Dos
Moisci, or the Lower
additional copies of papers relating to
to forforconstructed around
around
any canal constructed
eign affairs accompanying
accompanying the
the annual
annual
such rapids to be free of
tolls 420
420
of tolls
message of the
305
tile President ...........
305
for dredges
dredges and
and snag-boats
snag-boats on
on certain
certain
how distributed
distributed .................
305
305
Western rivers
Western
rivers .............
71,
71, 421
in report of Secretary
Secretary of Navy,
Navy, detailed
detailed
Secretary
Secretary of Navy to transfer
transfer to
statement of otffrs
offirs for supplies,
ezo. to
supplies, &c.
Secretary
Secretary of War
War necessary
necessary
omitted .........................
305
be oumitte(l
05
steamers .................
71
steamers
71
a schedule, embracing
a
embracing tin
offers by
the offers
for removing snags
snags and
and boulders
boalders in
in
classes, to be submitted
chissos,
submitted in lieu
lieu
the Minnesota
421
the
Minnesota river
river............. 421
305
thereof .......................
305
for breakwaters
breakwaters ............
-73
71 -73
resolution to provide for the exchange
exchange
to be so applied
applied as to
to complete
complete the
of ...........................
573
573
works ........................
73
See kExchange
Exchange of Public
Public Documents.
to be at disposal of the
tho Secretary
Secretary of
of
Public
Public Gardenei,
Gardenei,
War
War until the works are
are completed
74
completed 74
appropriations
appropriations for .................
205
205
may be applied for
for other purposes
purposes
Public Grounds.
Grounds. See Public Buildings and
Public
than examinations,
examinations, &e.
contract
73
&c.by con
tract 73
Grounds.
Ground&
former
former appropriation
appropriation for harbor
harbor at MichiMichb
appropriations for
appropriations
17, 205, 310,
for.....17,
310, 373,
373, 462
462
gen
expended
421
gan City, how to
to be expended........
421
Public Lands.
Public
Lands. See Lands,
Lands, Public.
Public.
double the amount
amount must
have been
double
nlmt have
been
appropriations
appropriations for expenses
expenses of surveying,
surveying,
first expended by tile
the Michigan
Michigan
in certain States and Territories..
318, 465
465
Territories.. 318,
Harbor Company
Company ..........
421
City Harbor
421
Public Printing,
Public
Printing,
vessels not to be subject
subject to
toll
421
to toll.....
421
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for .........
41, 373
373
41,
appropriations
appropriations to be under
under the control of
of
for paper
paper for ...................
373
373
the Secretary
Secretary of War, and subject
subject to
office of superintendont
superintendent of,
of, abolished
abolished.... 399
his disposal .......................
422
422
appropriations
193, 443
443
appropriations for
..............
193,
to be so applied as to complete,
complete, or
or
Public
Revenue,
Public Revenue,
approximate
approximate the completion
completion of,
of; the
appropriations for
expenses
appropriations
for contingent
contingent expenses
works
works .....................
421
421
in collection,
disbursement of
of
collection, &c.
&c.and disbursement
may be applied for other
other purposes
purposes
the ......................
203, 453, 454
454
than
for
than for examinations
examinations and surveys
Public Securities.
Public
Securities. See
See Penaltg.
Penalti/.
contract ....
421
by contract
...............
421
act to punish certain crimes in relation to
how to be expended
expended when
the work cancanhow
when tile
the .......................
383, 384
384
not be the subject of contract .......
421
421
Public
Public Stores,
Stores,
contracts not to he
until after
after adadcontracts
be made, until
of withdrawal
withdrawal of
of certain goods
goods from,
from,
time of
vertisement,
vertisement, &c
Ste. ................... 73,
73, 421
consumption, extended...........
extended
for conlsmption,
88
with lowest
lowest responsible
responsible
to be made will
provisions as to such withdrawal
8
withdrawal...
8
bidder ....... :..............
421
421
proceeds
proceeds of goods sold after remaining
remaining
separate proposals
proposals and contracts
contracts for each
each
in, less expenses,
three years in,
expenses, to be paid
work
work and
and each class of works
works 73,
74,
421,
422
73, 74, 421,422
to owners, &c ...................... 330
330
disbursing
officers, except army
army officers,
officers,
disbursing officers,
Public
Public Vessel,
to give bond,
bond, &c
&v. ..............
74,
74, 422
422
for transportation
transportation of supplies of food
food and
officers- to receive
receive no
army officers
no commiscommnisclothing
clothing to the people
people of the Southern
Southern
sions on disbursements
disbursements ........ 74,
422
74, 422
States ..............
567
............
567
examinations, or surveys, or both, to be
examinations,
be
Public
Public Works,
made at various
various points.............
points
422
made
422
appropriations for the repair,
repair, preservation,
preservation,
appropriations
to be continued
continued at certain other
other points
points 422
422
and construction of certain,
certain, heretofore
plans and estimates for improving
improving the
the
commenced.................70,
commenced
70, 418
-422
418-422
harbor of Galveston,
Galveston, Texas .........
422
422
examinations
examinations and surveys.
surves ..........71,
71, 74, 418
418
for erecting
erecting a
abreakwater
breakwater at that
422
lthatpoint 422
on Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific coasts
418
coasts...... 418
report to Congress
Congress of results of examinaexamninanorthwestern lakes
northwestern
lakes ................
418
418
tions and surveys,
surveys, and estimate of
79,
of costs 73,
western and northwestern
northwestern rivers....
rivers
418
418
421
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Public Works, (continued.)
(continued.)
Public
to state what .................
73, 421
421
73,
to be continued
continued until
until works
works are
are comcompleted ......................
73,
421
73, 421
Public Workls
Works and
Public
ian.d bnprovements
Im/nrovements
United States in the District
of the United
District of
of
Columbia, chief engineer
engineer of the army
to sulprintend
superintend ......................
466
466
Pugsley,
Pugsl/y, Prank,
'1ank,
paylmet
payment to, as a
a private
private soldier
soldier ........ 636
636
Pulaski,
Pulaskci,
appropriation
appropriation to
to purchase
purchase bust
bust of
of........ 464
464
Purcell,
1,
Purcell, Sarah
itrah.J.,
pension
pension to .........................
594
594
Pa/jai/ups,
Puya/lups,
appropriations
the..........261,
appropriations for the
261, 502,
503
502, 503
Pyle,
John,
Pyle, John,
pension to ...........................
pension
603
603

Q.
Q.

Quapaws,
Quapaws,
appropriations
appropriations for the
263, 506
the ...........
263,
506
Quarantine,
Quarantine,
United
United States vessels or hulks, not
not rereqtircd for
qffired
to be
be placed
fbr other use, to
placed at
at
the disposal of commissioners
commissioners of,
of, in
in
any ports of the United States 351;569,
anv
570
351, 569, 570
Quarantine
Quarantine and
and Health
llealth Laws,
357
joint resolution
resoluion respecting
respecting ...........
357
authority
authority given by, when to expire
expire.. 357
357
Secretary of Treasury
Secretary
Treasury may make,
make, &c.
&c
quarantiine
quarantine regulations
regulations against
against cholera,
il
in aid of State authorities
authorities ..........
357
357
revenue officers and cutters to aid
aid in enforcing .........................
357
357
appropriation .....
357
...............
357
Quartermaster-General,
Quarter/masler-Generml,
appropriations
appropriations for, and for office
office of 25,
25, 199.
ISO, 449
449
temporary
temporary clerks in office of
of..........326,
........ 326, 470
470
additional
additional employees
employees in
of ........
449
in office
office of
449
superintendent of building
building for
for office
of
327
office of...
327
rank,
rank, pay,
pay, and emoluments
emoluments of
of.......... 334
334
appointment of .........
336
appointment
.........
336
six assistant quartermasters-general
quartermasters-general ..... 334
334
ten deputy
deputy quartermasters-general
quartermasters-general ....... 334
334
fifteen quartermasters
quartermasters ................
334
334
forty-four assistant
assistant quartermasters
quartermasters ..... 334
334
vacancies created in grade of assistant
assistant
quartermaster,
quartermaster, how filled ............
334
334
as vacancies
vacancies occur in the grades of major
major
appointments to
to be
and captain, no
no appointments
be
made
made until the number of majors
majors is
is reduced to twelve, and that of
of captains to
to
thirty ...........................
334
334
numbers afterwards
conform to
to reduced
afterwards to
to cqnform
reduced
numbers
nutnbers ................
........ .334334
Quartermasters,
Quartermasters,
number, rank, pay, &c.
of
334
&c. of ..............
334
provision as to vacancies,
vacancies, &c
&.e ............
334
334
Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department.
Department. See Advertisemenats.
Advertisements
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
90, 91
91
expenses ...........
90,
advertisements
advertisements for bids for contracts for,
to state what
what .......................
92
92
hereafter to consist of
what officers,
officers,
of what
&c ............................
334
334
number of military storekeepers
storekeepers in,
in, not
not to
to
exceed sixteen
sixteen ..............
........ 334
334
provisions of former act
extended ....... 334
act extended
334
Quartermaster-Sergeant,
Quartermaster-Sergeant,
of battalion
battalion of engineers, pay
pay and
and allowallow..................
ance of
393
.........
393
Quarters,
Quarters,
appropriation
appropriation for hire of
91
of ...............
91

Quebec,
Quebec,
compensation
compensation to consul
at...
consul at
.............
salary of
of consul at, established.........
established
Quil-leh-utes,
Quil-leh-utes,
appropriations for
for the
the
.270, 506,
506, 514,
514,
appropriations
......270,
Qui-nai-elts,
Qui-nai-elts,
appropriations
appropriations for the.....270,
the
270, 506, 514,
514,
Quindaro Mission.
Indians.
Quindaro
Mission. See
See Wyandotte
Wgandutte Indians.
relief of the trustees and stewards
act for
for relief
stewards
of ............................
Quintard,
Getnye,
Quintard, George,
may
may receive
receive transfer of the
the iron-clad
iron-clad
"Onondaga,"
"Onondaga," upon payment, &c.....
&c

312
312
414
414
515
515
515
515
309
309
543
543

R.
Rader, Samantha,
Samantha,
Rader,
pension
to .......................
598
pension to
598
Radford, Commodore
Radford,
Commodore William,
William,
may accept
accept a
decoration
607
a decoration................... 607
Railroad,
Railroad,
across
across Rock Island,
Island, position
position of,
of, may
may be
be
fixed, &c..........................
&c
75
fixed,
75
Minnesota, from
Houston to
to western
western
in Minnesota,
from Houston
boundary of State, grant of
boundary
of public
public
lands to ...........................
87
87
from Hastings to
to western boundary
boundary
87
of State ......................
.
87
from
from Saint Paul to Lake Superior.
93, 97
97
Superior. .93,
from Saint Paul,
Anthony via
from
Paul, Saint
Saint Anthony
via
Minneapolis ...................
97
Minneapolis
97
Railroad
RailroadBridqe
Bridge at Rouse's Point,
Point,
declared
structure and
and made
declared a
a lawful
lawful structure
made aa
post route
51
route.........................
51
how to be
be maintained
51
maintained..................
51
draws therein,
therein, hOw
how to be made
made and
used
51
and used..
51
Railroad
Railroad Companies,
Companies,
carrying the mails,
carrying
mails, to convey
printed
convey printed
matter
matter without
without extra
60
extra charge ........
60
where roads are operated
operated by
by steam, may
may
carry
carry over its road passen.rers
passengers and
and
freight
freight from
from one State
State to another,
and
another, and
connect
with
roads
connect
roads of other States
States to
to
form continuous
continuous lines
lines ...............
66
66
existing contracts
existing
contracts and conditions
conditions not
not
affected........ ....
affected
. ............ 66
66
new road
road
no right given to build new
without authority of
State
66
of State......
66
Railroad or Canal
Canal Companies,
Railroad
to,
to, or fbr
for whose
whose benefit,
benefit, grants
grants of
of land,
land,
or of rights of
of way are made, —
Amboy, Lansing,
Traverse Bay
Bay
Lansing, and Travercse
78,
425
78, 425
Atlantic and Pacific..
Pacific.
292
...............
292
Burlington
Burlington and Missouri
Missouri River
349
Ri\er.....
349
Cairo
Cairo and
and Fulton................
Fulton
339
339
California and
Oregon ......... 239,
239, 548
548
and Oregon
Cascade
31
Cascade ...................
31
Pacific of California
Central Pacific
California....80,
239
.... 80, 239
Flintand
Flint and Pere Marquette
78
Marquette .........
78
Humboldt Canal
Canal Company
Company........
64
Humboldt
64
Iron Mountain
Extension ......
83
Mountain and Extensio
83
Kansas
and Neosho
Valley........
236
Kansas and
Neosho Valley
236
Lac La
La Belle
Belle Harbor
Improvement
Harbor Ilmprovement
Company
Company ....................
80
80
Lake
Lake Superior and Mississippi
Msissiippi...... 93
93
Leavenworth City
Leavenworth
City..............
212
212
Little Rock Branch ..............
339
339
Little Rock
Rock and Fort Smith Branch
Branch.. 339
339
Oregon ..............
Oregon
2:39,
241, 374,
409
2:19, 241.
374, 409
Sacramento Valley
Placerville and
and Sacramento
Valley ..
.. 94
94
Portage
Portage and Superior
Superior............
361
361
Portag,
Portage Lake
Lake and Lake
Lake Superior
Superior
Ship Canal ComDany..........
Company
81
81
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Railroador
Railroad
Canal Companies,
or Canal
Companies, (continued.)
Reassessments,
Saint Joseph and Denver
Denver City......
City
210
210
of property and tax under
under the internal
internal
Union Pacific Railroad Co......80,
Co
80, 367
revenue law may he
revenue
be made
made ...........
103
103
Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad, Southern
Southern
valuation not to he increased,
valuation
increased, except after
after
Branch
Branch ..............
...... 289
notice
of
notice or five days ..................
103
103
Pacific Railway
79, 80,355,367
Union Pacific
Railway Co. 79,
80,355,367
-taxes wrongly assessed
assessed at
at second assessassessWestern Pacific
356
Western
Pacific. .................
356
ment not to be refunded
refunded ............
Ill
111
Railroads,
Railroads,
Rebellion,
tax upon gross receipts
receipts from
from passengers
passengers
medical and surgical history of, appropri135
and mails ......................
135
ation for volume
volume one
310
one ................
310
dividends, &c.
&e. of
139
of ................. 139
how
how to be disposed
311
disposed of .............
311
having right to land grants in Michigan,
Michigan,
engraving
engraving and lithographing
lithographing therefor
311
therefor 311
may unite and form aacontinuous
continuous line
line
provision for publication
publication of
of the olicial
official
of road ...........................
79
79
history of the ....................
369
369
in Michigan, may have rights of Amboy,
Rebel States,
States,
&c. Road, if, &c
&c.
&c..
78
.................
78
provide for the more
act to provide
more efficient
efficient govgovRamirez .ose
Ramirez
.1oser Sera
fin,
Serqfin,
ernment of the ..................... 428
.ernment
42$
land claim of, in New
New Mexico, confirmed
confirmed 588
588
preamble, names of the .............
428
428
claim of the United States only redivided
divided into military districts, and subleased ...............
588
...... 588
jected
jected to military
military authority.....
428
authority ...........
428
Randall, Caroline
Caroline A.,
Randall,
A.,
five districts,
(linnets, and
and States
States comiposing
composing each
each
resolution for relief of..............
of
610
610
district
428
district .............
..........
428
Randall, Charles
B.
Randall,
Charles B.,
command of each
each district to be assigned
assigned
payment
payment to legal representatives
of
610
representatives of......
610
to an army officer. not below the
the rank
rank
Range L'ights,
Lihl/as,
brigadier-general ...............
of brigadier-general....
428
428
on Morris Island,
Island, to be built by contract 425
425
sufficient
military force
sufficient military
force to lie
be detailed
to
detailed to
appropriations for ...............
appropriations
460
460
comlmandcr to perform his
enable commander
liis duRanney, Isaac,
Isaac,
ties and enforce
enforce his authority.........
authority
428
428
to
tO be credited with amount of ,stamps
stamps
commanders of districts, general
gener;al duties of 428
stolen
611
stolen.......
......................
611
may allow
nllow local civil tribunals
tribunals to
to take
take
Eleanor C.,
C.,
Ransom, Eleanor
jurisdiction of,
and try
try oflenders..
offenders
428
jurisdiction
of, and
428
payment to
602
to.......................
602
may organizo
organize military
tribunals
428
military tribunals....
428
Ration,
certain
sentences of, not to be
certain sentences
officers
officers of revenue-cutter
revenue-cutter service on
on duty
duty
executed, until,
428
executed,
until, &c.
&c.......... 428
to have one navy, per day...........
day
416
416
interference
under color
color of
interference under
of State
State auaucadets of military
military academy
academy ,entitled
entitled to
thority declared null
null and void....
void
428
428
received by
acting midshipmidshipthat now received
by acting
persons
persons under
under military arrest by virtue of
of
men at the naval academy...........
academy
416
416
this act
net to be speedily
speedily tried
tried .......... 428
428
Rations,
Rations,
sentences
sentences of death under
under this act, not
not to
to
of Union soldiers, sailors, and marines
marines
carried into effect
effect until
approved by
be carried
until approved
by
held as prisoners of war in the rebel
rebel
the
428
the President
President ..................
428
Stats .
States
364
...................
. ....
.
364
conditions
conditions upon which
shall
which such States shall
provisions of law as -to
to commutation
commutation of,
be declared
in
declared entitled to
to representation
represenuttion in
to apply to enlisted
enlisted men who died
died as
as
Cogress.............................
Congress
429
429
prisoners of war or after their release
prisoners
423
release. 423
constitution
to
be
formed
constitution
be formed in conformity
conformity
to whom to be paid .............
423
423
with,
&c.......................
with, Sec
429
429
one additional,
additional, to general
general officers for
for
delegates
delegates to, by whom to be elected.
elected 429
429
every five years of
of service...........
service
423
423
certain persons
certain
persons not eligible as
as memReal
Estate,
Real Estate,
bers of convention
convention ..............
429
429
non-payment of
when may be sold for non-payment
of
provisions of, as to elective
provisions
elective franchise
429
franchise 429
taxes ......................
108— 110
108-110
to be
be ratified lby
by popular
popular vote....
429
vote...... 429
proceedings as to such sales ........ 108108-111
proceedings
111
be approved
by Congress........
Congress
429
to be
approved by
429
when may be bought in for the
the United
United
amendment
amendment of the Constitution
Constitution to be
be
States
.
108
States.....................
.... 108
adopted by ........................
429
429
may be redeemed
redeemed within one year upon
Senators and Representativec
Representatives to be adllitadmitpayment, &c
&c.....................
•
109
payment,
..
109
taking the oath
429
ted to Congress upon taking
oath. 429
sales-to be kept by collector..
records of sales-to
collector
110
110
this act becomes
becomes inoperative
429
inoperative....... 429
entry to be made therein
therein when
when land
land
civil
civil governments
governments of, provisional
only, ununprovisional oly,
is redeemed
110
redeemed.................. 110
til they
they are admitted
admitted to
to representaltion
representation 429
429
conveyed,
conveyed, &c.
&c. to the United States in paypayunder
under provisional
provisional governments,
governments, who
may
who may
mcnt of taxes, provisions concerning..
ment
concerning
472
vote,
vote, and who
who are eligible
eligible to office....
office—. 429
429
Real
Estate
Agents,
Real E
state Agents,
Receipts
definition
of, and special tax
on........ 118
definition of,
tax on....
118
for payment
payment of special tax for trade,
trade, &c.
&c.
Ream, Miss
Miss Vi'nnie,
Vinnie,
to be
be given by the collector.
113
collector.......... 113
contract
contract may be made with, for statue of
of
to state what, in regard to each
each trade,
President Lincoln....
370
President
Lincoln ..................
370
&c ............................ 113
&v.
113
Rear-Admiral,
Rear-Admiral,
for any
any sum of
of money,
money, &c.
&c. stamp
stamp tax
tax on
on 144
144
for
no promotion
promotion to grade of, on the retired
where more
more than
than one
one signature
is
afsignature is aflist, while, &c.
517
&c ......................... 517
fixed to the same paper
paper ........
144
fixed
144
Rear-Admirals,
Rear-Admi
rals,
the word ""money
money "
drafts,
the
" to include drafts,
grade and number
number of,
of, in the navy, estab&c .
144
.......................
144
lished ...................
222
222 Receiving,
Receiving, fc.
i
te. Stolen or Emiiezzled
Embezzled Properly,
Property,
miay be promoted to grade of,
who nosy
reof, on rein the District of Columbia,
punishment
Columbia, punishment
tired list ...........................
222
222
for
406, 407
for.......
................
406,
407
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Cisterns,
Receiving Cisterns,
Register of Wills in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
how to he
be provided and constructed
constructed..... 158
158
rooms
rooms and vault to be provided
provided for use of
of
Reciprocity neaty,
Treat,
318
317, 31
appropriations for pay of commissioner
appropriations
commissioner
Registers,
Registers, American,
and surveyor under
unler................
19
19
to issue to the steam
steam vessels
vessels the ""MichiMichicertain duties upon produce
produce in
in transit,
transit,
gan,"
"Dispatch,"
and "Win.
gan," "Dispatch,"
"Win. K.
upon expiration
expiration of,
of, to be refunded...42, 43
Muir
"...................
Muir"
40
......
40
Record and
and Records,
Registers, Aierican,
Registers,
American, or Enrolment
Enrolment and License,
general orders for regulating
general
filing,
regulating the filing,
to issue to certain
vessels
40,
4
certain vessels............
40, 41.1
custody, and inspection of, in bankbankRegisters and
and Receivers,
Registers
ruptcy.
proceedings.................... 521
rupn proceedings
521
in certain additional
additional land
land offices,
offices, pay
pay
of assignment of bankrupt's
bankrupt's estate.....
estate....
524
524
of ............................
470
470
proceedings in
all
cases
of
bankruptcy
to
proceedings
in all cases of bankruptcy to
in Arizona land district ............
543
543
be matters
of ......................
matters of.
..
535
535
Montana
Montana land district ....
543
............
43
how
to
be
kept
how
................
535 Registers in Bankruptcy. See Bankruptcy.
copies duly
ldlly certified
certified to be evidence..535,
evidence. .535, 536
536
mode of appointment
appointment of .............
518
518
Recorder of land
Titles
in Missouri,
Missouri,
Recorder
wand
Titles in
not eligible
eligible unless
unless aacounsellor, &e
518
&c....
518
appropriations
appropriations for ................. 198,
198, 448
448
bond and oath
oath of
of office of ...........
518
518
RPecruitin and
Recruiting
and Recruits,
Recruits,
their powers and duties ...........
520
519, 520
appropriations
appropriations for ...............
90, 485
90,
485
to keep
keep dockets
dockets and
and forward
forward them
them to
to disdisRectifiers. See Internal
Internal Revenue.
trict clerk.....................
clerk
519
519
definition of, and special tax on ........
117
may interchange
519
interchange duties ...............
519
deemed, and what presumptive
who to be deemed,
presumptive
what they may not do...............
do
519
519
evidence
evidence thereof ....................
153
to state issues
issues of fact
filet for
for the courts
519
courts .... 519
Redemption,
not
not to be
be of counsel
counsel or attorney, in
in court
of reli
estate
real estate sold for taxes, may
may be
be had
or out of court .................
519
519
within a
109
a year from sale ..............
109
assignee, executor, appraiser,
nor assignee,
appraiser, diof personal
personal property, distrained ........ 107
107
&c .................
vider, 8:c
519
519
Red Lake Band
Band of
of Chippewas,
Chippewas,
fees
of, and
fees of,
and how established
established .....
519,
540
51.9, 540
apprpriintions
appropriations for the ......... 271,
271, 496,
496, 497
to attend,
attend, under
under order
order of courts, at any
Redyeing otf
of Cloths,
Redyeig
Clot/is,
place in district to hear
hear voluntary apno tax upon
upon. ......................
...
475
45
pliations, &c..................
plications,
519
519
Reece, Dempsey,
Dempsey,
travelling and other expenses,
expenses, how
how
to be discharged
discharged from
for carryfrom contract
contract for
carrypaid ....................
519
519
ing the mail ..................
..... 644
644
depositions and other acts before,
depositions
before, to
to be reReed, Charlotte
Charlotte E.,
duced to writing.................
duced
writing
519
519
pension
pension to
598
.......................
598
to be filed in clerk's
clerk's office as part
part of
of
Refugees,
proceedings .................
proceedings
519
519
moneys raised for support of,
and received
of, and
received
removal of,
519
removal
of, and filling vacancies
vacancies .......
519
by any army officer
officer to be
to
be charged
charged to
to
to state points or matters
matters for the
the opinion
opinion
him .............................
65
65
of court
court ........................
520
520
expenditures
expenditures properly
properly made to
to be
be
may
compel
attendance of witnesses and
may compel attendance
credited ...................
65
65
parties
.........................
parties
520
520
balance
balance to be paid into treasury
treasury for
to refer
refer to judge when persons
to
persons refuse
refuse to
fund for relief of
65
of..............
65
answer or sign
answer
sign examination,
examination, &c
520
&c...... 520
balance in
officers not paying over
over balance
in
to prepare list of creditors
creditors entitled to
their hands, how treated
treated ........ 65
65
dividend, give
give notice
notice to creditors,
creditors,
accounts for expenditures
expenditures for,
for, to
to be
be paid
paid
&c......................
&c
530
530
from what
what fund, and how
how ...........
65
65
may take evidence
evidence ..................
536
36
appropriations for bureau of
appropriations
92,
486
of.........92, 486
penalties against,
penalties
against, for offences under the
bureau
&c. provisions
provisions
bureau for relief of loyal, &c.
bankruptcy act ....................
bankruptcy
539
539
concerning ......................
concerning
173-177
173-177
fees of, for papers
fees
papers and pay
pay for services
services .. 540
Refunding,
Refunding,
Registry,
Registry,
of excess of moneys paid for duties, withwithcertificates of, or enrolment and license,
license,
out compliance
compliance with certain forms of
to issue to certain
certain vessels
vessels...........
255
255
law ...........................
329 Reimportation,
Reimportation,
of direct taxes illegally collected,
collected, authorauthorproducts
of
the
United
States
rcimported,
products
United
reimported,
ity for the ........................
568
upon which
which no
no internal duty has been
been
Register and Receiver,
Receiver,
paid, to pay
paid,
pay an import
import duty equal
equal to
to
for Idaho land district ...............
77
77
the internal revenue
revenue tax
...
........330
330
for new land office
office in Oregon............
Oregon
83
83 Remission
when and how may be appointed
appointed in
in addiaddiof
forfeiture and
may
of forfeiture
and fines, applications
applications may
tioal
tional land districts ................
252
252
be made
made for certain, under
customs rcrebe
under customs
reveRegistered Vessels,
Registered
nue law ........................
181,
nue
181, 182
182
American,
a foreign flag
American, licensed
licensed under a
Remission and Refunding,
during the rebellion, not to be deemed
deemed
of taxes wrongly
wrongly assessed
assessed ...........
ill
111
American without an act of
Conof Conof amounts paid by collectors
collectors on judggress ........
gress
—3,
............
3,212
3 212
ments against them ..............
Ill
111
Register
of Deeds,
Deeds,
Register of
in cases
cases of second
assessment, taxes
in
second assessment,
taxes not
not
books
books of record and shelving
shelving in
in the office
office
to
............
111
to be refunded,
refunded, unless,
unless, &c
&c.....
111
of, in
of,
in the District of Columbia........
464
of proceeds
roceeds of
169
of
of sale of forfeited
forfeited goods..
goods
Register
Register of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,,
RemoT
Removal,
appropriation
for,
and
for
appropriation
office of,
of, 195, 196,
neglect of officer to pay over money to be
445,446
445,446,
cause
cause of .....................
187, 188
188
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Removal of
Causes,
IReprinting
Reprinting of Cloths,
Cloths,
I.. ofo-Causes,
..-. a.a..
.
from
State courts
courts to
courts
irom State
to United
United States
itates courts
no tax
tax upon
475
upon .....
...........
475
558,
559
558, 55 Republican
Kansas,
Republican River,
River, Kansas,
certain suits now pending in State
State courts
courts
grant
grant of land
land to Kansas,
Kansas, to aid
in the
the
aid in
may be removed
removed to the next circuit
circuit
construction of aa bridge
construction
bridge over the.....
the
574
574
court in the district
district where
suit is
is
where the
the suit
Reservations,
Reservations, (Indian,)
(Indian,)
pending, upon affidavit
affidavit filed in State
set apart for the Chippewas
Chippewas of
of Swan
Swan
court by either party that justice
justice cancanCreek, &c
Creek.
&c ......................
657
657
not be had in the State court ..... 558,
558, 559
55
mode and order of selections
selections of land
land
proceedings
proceedings thereon
thereon ...............
559
55
thereon...................657,
thereon
657,658
658
State court to proceed no further
further.... 559
55
Winnhagos .............
for the Winnebagos
667,
668
667, 668
injunctions, &c. to
bail, attachments,
attachments, injunctions,
granted
Camanche and Kioway
granted to the Camanehe
Kioway Incontinue in full force ............
559
55
dians .........................
718
718
damages for arrests,
for damages
arrests.,&c.
&e. from
from State
State
set apart by the United
United States for
for the
the
courts to the United States courts....
courts
46
41
Bois Forte band of Chippewas...
Chippewas....765,
766
.765, 766
proceedings in such cases
proceedings
cases ............ 46,
46, 4
47
part of that
that of Dclawares
Delawares may
may be sold...
sold
794
794
against revenue officers
courts
officers from
from State
State courts
Reservations,
Reservations, Public,
to circuit courts of the United States..
States.. 171
17
appropriations for ................. 462,
appropriations
462, 464
464
proceedings
proceedings for removal
171
removal ..........
17 Reserve,
Reserve,
custody of defendant
detimdant .................. 171
171
of national
national banking associations,
associations, tempoattachments,
attachments, bail, &c..................
&c
172
17
rary loan
loan certificates
certificates may form part of 558
cases already removed remanded,
remanded, unless,
two fifths of, to be lawful money........
money
558
558
&c ..
&c.
172
...........................
17 Reserved List of
of the Navy,
Navy,
of certain suits from State courts
to
the
courts to the
officers
officers on the, may be promoted
promoted as
as their
their
United States circuit courts, provisions
provisions
several dates
dates on the active
active list arc
are proconcerning the .................. 306,
concerning
306, 30
307
moted
moted ...............
517
.........
517
suits where the matter in dispute
dispute exceeds
exceeds
promotion
promotion not to entitle to pay, unsin$$500, in State
State courts, against aliens,
aliens,
less, &c
&c......................
517
517
or by citizens of the State where
where
none to grade of rear-admiral,
rear-admiral,
brought against any citizen of
of said
said
while,
while, &c.................
&c
517
517
State and aacitizen of
State, if
of another
another State,
if
Retail Dealers,
Dealers,
the suits are, &c.
&e. may be
by
be removed
removed by
definition of, and special
special tax
tax on......... 115
115
the alien defendant,
defendant, or by
by the
the defenddefendRetail Dealers
Dealers in Liquors,
Retail
Liquors,
ant who is a
a citizen of such other
other
definition of and special
definition
special tax
116,474
tax on
on ...... 116,474
State, to the circuit court of the UnitUnitpenalty for carrying
carrying on
business without
without
on business
ed States ..........
306, 307
307
........
payment
payment of special tax ..............
473
473
proceedings
proceedings for removal
removal ..........
307
307
fine and imprisonment
imprisonment...
473
.............
473
State courts to proceed no further
further.. 307 Retained Bounty Fund,
Fund,
attachments, injunctions,
injunctions, bonds of incommissioner of bureau
commissioner
bureau of
refugees, &c.
&e.
of refugees,
demnity ......................
307
307
constituted the custodian
constituted
and apcustodian of, and
applaintiff may proceed in State court
court
pointed trustee
trustee ..........
545
pointed
....... 545
against other defendants
defendants ......... 307
307
may
may invest the
the fund
fund and
for what
what
and for
copies of pleadings to have
have same
same efefpurpose
545
purpose..................... 545
tbct as originals
fect
originals................ 807
307
provisos
provisos.....................
545
545
Rent,
Retired
Retired List of
of the
the Navy,
rights of landlord as to personal chattels
officers on the, and
pay of navy officers
and not on
on
of his tenant for, in the District of CoCoduty.......................
duty
345
.
345
lumbia ...............
404
lumbia
........
404
officers on, may be
be promoted,
promoted, as their
their
Repairs of Public
Repairs
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
several
several dates i
active list
proinn the active
list are
are proappropriations
appropriations for ...................
373
373
moted .........................
517
517
Replevin,
Replevin,
promotion not to entitle
entitle to pay, ununform of declaration
declaration and practice
practice in cases
cases
less, &c
&c.....................
517
. 517
of, in the District of Columbia....404,
Columbia....404, 405
none
none to grade of rear-admiirl,
rear-admiral,
Reporter of
Decisions
Supreme Court,
of
of Supreme
Court,
while,
517
while, &c ..................
517
salary of, established
salary
.............
. 205
205 Retirement
Retirement
to deliver three hundred
hundred copies of reports,
reports,
of regular-army
regular-army officers, provisions
provisions concon&c ..
&e
205
........................
205
cerning .......................
337
cerning..
337
to be allowed eight months for publication
publication
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment,
of his reports ....................
51
51
appropriation
for expenses
of
joint
comappropriation for
expenses of joint comappropriation for salary of .............
appropriation
455
455
mittee on
on.......... ................
564
564
for purchase
purchase of reports of
453 Revenue,
of.......... 455
revenue,
if second volume of reports is published
published
compilation of laws
compilation
laws relating
relating to
the....22,367
to the
... 22,367
in any year, additional compensation
compensation
act to protect, of
of July
1866 ........
328
July 28,
28, 1866
328
to .. .. .....................
471
471
expenses
of, from
customs,
expenses of collection
collection of,
from customs,
Reporters.for the Congressional
Congressional Globe,
Reporters
Globe,
appropriation for
354
appropriation
for .................. 354
additional compensation
compensation to
441, 443
443 Revenue
to.........441,
at New
Revenue Agent
Agent at
New York,
York,
Reports of
Departments,
Reports
of Executive Departments,
appropriation for
the
.. 22
22
appropriation
for the...................
regulations as to printing the...........
the. ...
305
prowision for pay of,
repealed
321
provision
of, repealed...........
321
Representatices
Representatives and Delegates
Delegates m
in Congress,
Congress,
Revenue Agents, Internal,
Revenue
appropriation for compensation
compensation and mileappropriation for
salaries and expenses
expenses
appropriation
for salaries
age of ......................
192,441,442
192,441,442
of ..
205,445
......................
205,445
complete set of Congressional
Congressional Globe and
and
Revenue
Cutters,
revenue Cutters,
Appendix to certain
442
certain................ 442
certain,
may
be
sold
at
pubIll
•auction...
certain,
sold at public auction... 40
40
pay and mileage
of, established
estahlished......... 323
mileage of,
323
proceeds of sale,
proceeds
sale, how arplied.......
applied...
40
40
A &

.
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94
Revenue-Cutter
Service,
Revenue-Cutter
Service,
act to fix the compensation
compensation of the officers
officers
of .................................
416
416
officers to have one navy ration a
a day
when on
when
on duty ...................... 416
416
appropriation
416
appropriation...................... 416
share of officers of,
proceeds of
of fines,
share
of, in proceeds
fines,
penalties and forfeitures from seizure
for breach of customs
customs laws, when
when offiofficer of
revenue cutter is
informer...546,
547
of revenue
is informer...
546, 547
See Fines,
Fines, tic.
tc.
Revenue Officer,
Oficer,
falsely representing
self to
to be,
and
representing one's
one's self
be, and
acting as such,
punished ....
484
acting
such, &c. how punished
484
Revenue Officers,
Revenue
for injuries done them under
revenue
under the
the revenue
may bring suits
suits for
damages in
laws, may
for damages
in the
the
Circuit
circuit court of the United
172
United States
States..... 172
to destroy empty cigar-boxes,
cigar-boxes, on which
which
stamp is found ...................
484
484
Revenue Officers and Cutters,
Cutters,
enforcing quarantine
quarantine and
health
to aid in enforcing
and health
laws ..........................
357
357
Revision and Consolidation
Consolidation
of the statutes
statutes of the United
United States,
States, approappropriation for expenses
expenses of the
455,456
the.......455,456
Revolutionary Soldiers,
Soldiers,
pensions of widows
widows of,
566
of, increased
increased ........ 566
increase to date front
September 30, 1865
from September
1865 566
566
Rewards
for the capture
capture of the assassins of President Lincoln, &c.,
&c., division and payment
payment
of ............................
34
34
William,
Reynolds, Commander
Commander William,
may be
he restored to the
of the
the
the active
active list
list of
navy ............................
352
352
Rhode lsland,
Ishind,
pqst-road established
established in
189
post-road
in..............
189
time and place of holding the circuit court
court
district of..
of
399
of the United States in the
the district
399
Richard yule, .loseph
Richardille,
.loseph (Senior
(Senior and
and Junior),
Junior),
letters of occupants
occupants of certain
certain lands
lands conconveyed to, by the United States, quieted
326
quieted 326
Riddle,
Riddle, James,
James,
pension to .........................
626
626
Ridgway's Patent
Palent Revolving
Revowling Battery,
Battery, grant of use of Dahlgren
to John
Dalllgren guns to
John
Ridgway, for experimental
experimental trials of
of... 570
570
Right of
of Way,
WIy,
through
the
through the public lands
lands granted
granted to
to the
Humboldt Canal Company
Company for canal,
canal,
&c ...................
64
&c
............
64
the Saint
Joseph and Denver
Denver City
Saint Joseph
City
Railroad
Railroad Company
Company .............
211
211
the Kansas
Kansas and Neosho Valley Rail237
road Company
Company ...............
237
Leavenworth, Lawrence, and
and
the Leavenworth,
Railroad Company
Company 238
Fort Gibson Railroad
238
Pacific Railroad
Railroad ComComthe Union Pacific
branch .........
238
pany, southern branch
238
the California
California and Oregon
Oregon Railroad
Railroad
Company .....................
239
Company
239
an Oregon
Oregon company...........
company
239,
239, 241
241
to A. Sutro, for aatunnel to the ComComstock lode ..................
242
242
to ditch and canal
canal owners
owners ..... 251,
251, 253
253
for public highways .............
253
253
Comto the Union Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company, southern branch,
Fort
branch, from
from Fort
Riley to Fort Smith .......
289, 291
289,
291
to the Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Company ..................
". 294
294
to Arkansas and Missouri for aarailroad from the Mississippi river,

Right
Way, (continued.)
(continued.)
Right of
of Way,
month of the Ohio,
Ohio,
opposite the month
'via Little Rock,
Rock, to
to the
the Texas
Texas
via
boundary,
near Fulton,
Fulton, ArkanArkanboundary, near
sas
338, 339
sas
...................
338,
339
Union Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company
Company
to Union
and its branches
,367
and
branches ................
,367
granted by the Seminoles
757, 758
758
for railroad granted
Seminoles 757,
the Choctaws
Choctaws and Chickasaws...
Chickasaws
771
by the
771
Creeks ...................
787
by the Creeks
787
800
by the Delawares..
Delawares ................. 800
by the Cherokees .................
801
highways and
for highways
and railroads,
railroads, through
the
through the
reservation
°sages, grantreservation of the Osages,
granted
689
ed........
...............
689
through reservations of the Cheyennes,
ennes, Arrapahoes,
Arrapahoes, and
and Apaches..
Apaches
703
703
Riley, J.
J. H.,
H.,
Riley,
payment to,
services as
as clerk
clerk of
of a
to, for
for services
a
House Committee
Committee .................. 646
646
House
Paymaster J.
J. B.,
B.,
Rittenhouse, Paymaster
released from accountability
for
to be
be released
accountability for
stolen, &c
&c.....................
578
money stolen,
578
Rivers. See Public
Rivers.
Public Works.
appropriations for
for examinations,
of
appropriations
examinations, &c.
&c. of
works
works of various,
various, and for surveys
surveys of 71
71 -74,
—74,
419 —422
419-422
snag-boats..
421
for dredges
dredges and
and snag-boats.........
421
boulders
421
for removing
removing snags and
and boulders...
421
Northwestern,
Rivers, Western
Western and
and Northwestern,
appropriation
survey, &c.
of public
appropriation for
for survey,
&c. of
public
works on ...........................
418
418
Robbery,
Robbery,
punishment
property belonging
to
punishment for, of property
belonging to
the United
United States ...................
557
557
Roberts, Levi
Levi M.,
f.,
of, increased.
pension of,
increased .................. 633
633
Rock Island,
Rock
Island,
position of
of railroad
across,
and
the
bridge
position
railroad across, and the bridge
across the river
river to be
established ......
75
across
be established
75
permanent
permanent location and right
way
right of way
granted to railroad
railroad...................
75
75
pecuniary and other aid given....75,
pecuniary
given ....75, 76
small
small islands adjacent thereto may be
be
of ................
76
taken possession
possession of
76
appropriations for armory
arsenal at
at 76
76
appropriations
armory and
and arstnal
appropriation
appropriation for erection
erection of aabridge at 485
485
ownership
bridge to
to be
be in
in the
ownership of
of bridge
the
United
States .................
485
United States
485
Rock Island
Island and
and Pacific
R.
R.
Co.
to
Rock
Pacific R. R. Co. to
have right of way over bridge
bridge and
and islisland, if, &c.
485
.............. 485
to pay half the cost
bridge
485
to
cost of the bridge...
485
to
to bear half the expenses
expenses of
keeping
of keeping
it in repair
repair.....................
.
485
485
water power for arsenal at
at .............
573
573
Rock island
and Pezebic
Co.,
Island ad
'trhficR.
R . R.. Co,
have right of way over
to have
over bridge at
at Rock
Rock
Island, and
and transit
transit across the island, if,
if,
&c .............
8cc
485
.
485
to pay half of cost of bridge
bridge ....... 485
485
half
of
expense
half
expense of keeping
keeping it in
repair
repair .....................
485
485
Charles if,
Rodd, Charles
H.,
to have eighty acres of land for services
services
the Chippewas
658
to the
Chippewas ................... 658
Rogers, Darius,
Darius,
patent to issue to, for
hundred and
and
for one
one hundred
sixty acres of land,
his mill
mill
land, including
including his
and
and improvements................
improvements
689
689
be
purchase one quarter-section
quarter-section
he may purchase
adjoining................... 689
adjoining
689
Rogers,
Raers, John,
John,
pension to ..................
631
...

------ --

.....
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Rogue Rivers,
appropriations
appropriations for the
263, 506
506
the.............263,
Rome,
no money to be paid for
for the
support
of
the support of
an American legation at
413
at ..........
413
salary of consul
consul at, established ........
salary
414
414
Roofs, Cpper
C'opper or
or Slate,
Slate,
for replacing
replacing galvanized
galvanized iron roof
roofil .....
461
461
Botch,
Botch, F. M.,
AL.,
payment to, for article on cattle in agriagricultural
cultural report..............
report
... .... 469
469
4
Valley
Reservation,
Round 1t
lle/ Reservation,
apropriation
appropriation for saw
saw and grist
grist mill
for
513
mill for.. 513
Route Agents,
yents,
in the Post-Office Department,
Department, pay
pay of,
of,
established
established .......................
878
378
Rowohl,
Rolold, Charles 0.,
0.,
pRu
lymncnt
plyinent to the mother
mother of
643
of............
643
Rudd, Henry,
Rude,
wenr#,
paylment to, for losses and compensation
payment
compensation
lor
horses purchased and delivered
for horses
delivered unander
tler contract
contract with the government
634
government...
634
Russell,
John,
Russell, .lohn,
pencion
petiaion of,
of, increased
increased
628
................. 628
Russia, Emperor
.Emperor of;
of,
congratulations of Congress
Congress upon
upon the
the esescape of the,
the, from assassination
assassination ....... 355
355
Ryan, Abigail,
Abiigail,
pension to .........................
590
590
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St.
.9. Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, (continued.)
(continued.)
United
United States
States to him having the
bast
the best
63
claim ..........................
63
certain
certain lands not to be released.....
released
62
62
proceedings
proceedings to obtain
obtain aadecree
decree ..... 62,
62, 63
63
effect of decree
decree ...................
63
63
transcript of final
final decree to
sent
to be
be sent
to commissioner
commissioner of general
general land
land
office
office .......................
63
63
appeal to circuit
eircnit court, and its jurisdiction ..................
63
63
proceedings
proceedings in circuit court...........
court
63
63
question may be
question
Supreme
Ibe certified
certified to Supreme
Court of the United
United States, when,
when, &c
63
&c... 63
title of the United
United States in
in the
the streets,
streets,
&c. conveyed
63
conveyed to
to ..................
63
Saint
Saint Mark's,
Mark's,
salary of collector ofcustoms
customs at, established
established 308
308
Salaries
Salaries
of persons
persons employed in the
the customs
or
incustoms or internal revenue,
revenue, provisions
provisions as
to paypayas to
ment of ........................
185
185
not to be
he paid until 041111
taken, &c
185
oallh is taken,
&c. 185
only pro rata allowed
only
allowed fbr
for time
time of service.
service 186
186
Saleratus,
Saleratus,
where may
be
may be made or manufactured
154
manufactured.... 154
Sales,
Sales,
and contracts
contracts for sale,
sale, by
by brokers,
banks
brokers, banks
or bankers, stocks, bonds,
bond,, bullion
bullion or
or
coin, to pay tax of one
coin,
cent for
every
one cent
for every
$ 100 of sales
sales ...................
$100
134
134
by those not
S.
S.
paying a
a special
not paying
special tax,
five cents on $100
134
$100..............134
Saes,
Sacs,
memorandum of,
memorandum
of, to be
be given, anll
and stamps
stamps
appropriations for the
appropriations
263
the.................. 263
placed
placed thereon
thereon .....................
134
134
Sacs and
and Poxes,
'oxes,
to show what ....................
134
134
appropriations
appropriations for the .............
506,
507
50, 507
fractional part of $100
fractional
$100 to
be ea
to be
acthe band of, in Tamar
Tatnar County, Iowa,
Iowa, to
counted
$100 ..............
counted $100
134
134
be paid pro rata, their annuities,
by
annuities, by
penalty
penalty for
for selling, &c. or delivering
delivering or
or
agent of State government,
while they
government, while
they
receiving
receiving stocks, &c.
Ste. without a
memoa memoare peaceful
peaceful and remain in
Iowa
507
in Iowa......
507
randum
randum .......................
134
134
Safety Vilies
Valves
for
delivering
for
receiving tnemoranor receiving
nmemoranon boilers of steamers, how loaded and
and
dum without
without stamps ............ 134
134
secured ...........................
227
227
how to be recovered
recovered
134
.............
134
Sailing Vessels,
suits to be brought
brought within
one year..
year
134
within one
134
may transport
&c ..........
may
transport mails, when,
when, &e
49
49
recovered how distributed...
when recovered
134
distriblted.... 134
pay to be accruing sea postage .........
49
49
incurred where
not to be incurred
where there
was
there was
Sailors,
Sailors,
no intent to evade
evade the law.
law ......
134
134
cemeteries
cemeteries for the burial of deceased,
deceased, eseslaws in relation to stamp
stamp tax
tax to
to apply
iipply
tablished
tablished .........
..
.............
.. ' 399
399
hereto
hereto ........................
134
134
Saint Augustine,
Saint
Atuustnie,
effect
effect of, under
under decrecs
decrees in equity,
equity, in
in the
the
salary
salary of collector
collector of
of customs at,
at, estabestabDistrict
District of Columbia,
Columbia, upon right
light of
of
lished
308
..........................
former
308
former owner
406
owner........
.....................
406
Saint Catherine's
Cartherie's (Brazil),
(Brazil),
court
court may
may order
order particular
particular forms
of concontbfrms of
pay of consul at.
225
at, established ...........
225
veyance.
veyance
406
..
...................
..
406
Saint .ohn
Saint
john ((Canada
CanadaEast)
East),
for
for non-payment
non-payment of taxes, in case
the
c:le of,
of, the
pay of consul
cosuil at, established
established ...........
225
225
certificate of'
certificate
sale
to
be
prima
facie
eviof
to be prima facie eviSaint Joseph
Joseph and
and Denver
Saint
Denver City Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
of the regularity
dence Of
and validity
validity of
of
regularity and
lands granted to Kansas,
Kansas, to aid in the
the
sale, and of the title of
the purchaser
purchaser 568
568
of the
construction of ................
210, 211
210,
211
of certain distilled
distilled spirits
spirits at less
less price
price
general provisions
general
provisions of
act
granting
....210,
211
of act granting ... .210, 211
than
than the tax, to be prima facie
facie evidence
right of
of way, &c. granted to, through
that the spirits
spirits are subject
subject to
to forfeiture
forfeiture 482
482
public
public lands ....... ............
211
... 211
this provision
provision not to apply to
to certain
certain
Saint
Illinois Bridge
Saint Louis and Illinois
Bridge Company,
sales by
by auctioneers,
judicial or
or
auctioneers, or
or by
by judicial
may
may construct
construct and maintain
maintain a
a bridge
executive
executive officers
officers ...................
482
482
across the Mississippi
Mississippi river between
between
See Internal
Internal Revenue.
Revenue.
Saint Louis and East SaintLouis
Saint Louis 245,
245, 246 "Saloon Stores or Supplies,"
Supplies,"
question of obstruction
obstruction to navigation
navigation
to be entered
entered and pay
pay duty
duty .............
183
183
by, where to be tried ............
by,
246
246 E Salt,
Salt,
draw in, how constructed
constructed .........
246
246
used in curing
curing fish, duties on
may be
be
on
may
Saint Louis, Missouri,
Saint
Missouri,
remitted
remitted ....................................
328
328
documentary
documentary evidence
evidence of titles to be fur&liana
ealuria,
nished to owners of certain lands
lands in
63
in...62,
.62, 63
salary of collector of
of customs
at,
estabcustoms at, estabdistrict court may decree
decree the title of
of the
the
lished
303
...
............
..............
303
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San Domingo,
Domingo,
consulate established at, and added
added to
schedule B
414
schedule
13 ......................... 414
salary of consul at .................... 414
414
Sandwich or Society
Society Islands,
Islands,
vessels
sailing
between
the
United
States
vessels
United States
and, not
not to pay tonnage duty more
more than
and,
once aa year ........................ 328
Francisco,
San Francisco,
right of the United States to certain lands
in, released to .....................
44
title of the city thereto confirmed
44
confirmed...
valid adverse rights not affected
affected....
44
Japan and
mail steamship service between Japan
and
49
China and
and......................
49
pay of appraisers, general and local, depofficers, and suruty collectors, naval officers,
veyors, and custom-house
weighers at,
custom-house weighers
established ......................
308
additional compensation
compensation of twenty-five
twenty-five
additional
per cent continued to the above
above ofofficers ..........................
308, 309
kgrn
Francisco, The Wrecked Steamship,
SniM Francisco,
rewards
rewards and gold medals for the preserpreserpassengers, officers,
officers, and
and
vation of the passengers,
men of the ..................
365, 366
366
365,
Sans Arcs,
MO
274, 509, 510
appropriations for the ........
Sans
Indians,
Sans Arcs Indians,
treaty with, of October 20, 1865 .......
731
authority and jurisdiction
United
authority
jurisdiction of the United
States acknowledged
acknowledged ...............
731
other tribes not
not
persons and property of other
to be first attacked ..................
731
controversies to be submitted
submitted to the
the arbicontroversies
tration of the President
trition
Presidentt
.............
731
Indians to withdraw
routes 732
732
Indians
withdraw from overland routes
annuities for twenty
annuities
twenty years ..........
732,
732, 733
individual
Indians
locating
upon
lands
to
individual Indians
to
protected .....................
732, 733
733
be protected
732,
twenty lodges or families locating upon
purposes, to relands for agricultural
agricultural purposes,
ceive a
&c. 732,
732, 733
733
a sum annually
annually for tools, &c.
teachers, farmers,
farmers, and blacksmith...
732, 733
blacksmith... .732,
amendments to be binding..........
binding
732, 733
amendments
732,
ratified with amendments............
amendments
734
ratified
734
Santa Clara,
Clara,
Santa
California, act to quiet land titles in the
the
418
town of . ........................
418
effect
and
extent
of
act
418
effect
extent
................
418
Santa
Cruz,
CaliArnia,
Califrnia,
Santa Cruz,
title of the United States to land in,
granted to, in trust .............
210
209, 210
granted
Santa Cruz,
Gras,
Santa
pay
established ...........
225
consul at, established
pay of
of consul
Santa
Fe,
Santa ee,
appropriation for depositary
327
depositary at .........
appropriation
Saunders, Louis,
Satunders,
additional annual compensation
compensation to.......
to
443
Savings
Banks,
Savings Banks,
certain, not subject to special tax
tax....... 115
115
exempted from tax for deposits invested
invested
in United States securities ...........
137
for deposits of less than $$500 in the
name of any one person .........
137
137
returns of,
137
of, when to be made ............
what not to be considered
considered dividends
dividends of
of... 138
138
Sargent, Nathan,
Nathan,
Sargent,
to be the name of the person heretofore
633
called Nathan Sargent Dustin ........
633
Sawyer,
Sylvanus,
Sawyer, Sglvanus,
patent of,
of, for improvement
improvement in machines
machines
for cutting ratan, extended...........
extended
... 633
633
saved... 633
633
intervening rights of others saved...

Sawyer, William,
certain
lands in
Ohio, described
described in act for
certain lands
in Ohio,
for
relief of, to be reapprised.............
reapprised
....
Scattergood,
Mercie E,
E.,
Scattergood, Mfercie
pension
of present
present one.......
one
pension to, in lieu of
Schedule.
See
Bankruptcy.
Schedule.
Bankruptcy.
of
proceedings in
in
of creditors
creditors and debts in proceedings
bankruptcy .....................
bankruptcy
where proceedings
proceedings are involuntary..
involuntary
where
may be corrected
corrected .....................
Schedule A
A ...........................
Schedule B,
amended
amended ......................... 144,

608
597

521
537
529
135
135

145
145
Schedule
C,
Schedule C,
amended
145
amended ......................
144, 145
penalty
making or selling any of the
the
penalty for making
articles
named
without
affixing
the
named
in,
without
affixing
the
articles
proper stanp
stamp ......................
144
144
articles named
named therein
therein
those offering the articles
for sale to be deemed
manufactudeemed the manufacturers ............................
144
such articles,
articles, if imported,
imported, to pay
pay
such
stamp tax ....................
144
stamup
Scheldt Dues,
Dues.
appropriations
second annual
annual instalfor second
appropriations for
ment of contribution
contribution towards
towards the
the capicapitalization of ...................
226,415
226,
415
Schoenmaker,
John,
Schoenmaker, John,
ono section of land, with the improveimproveone
ments of the Catholic
Catholic misson
misson ainong
among
the Osage Indians thereon,
thereon, granted
granted to.
to. 688
688
he may select two sections adjoining
adjoining ....
.... 688
one section
section may be set apart for, in the diminished
reservation of the °sages,
for
minished reservation
Osages, for
school purposes
purposes ..................
.. 689
"
School Farms"
"School
Farms"
in parish
parish of Saint Helena,
Helena, South Carolina,
may be sold at public auction,
auction, subject
subject
to leases
leases
175
........................
175
School
School Fund,
Fund,
provision for,
for, in treaty with the Great
Great
provision
and Little Osages
°sages ...............
688, 689
School-Houses,
School-fiouses,
sites and
and buildings
buildings for, in Washington
sites
Washington
316
County, 1).
). C.
C .....................
316
Calybrnia,
School Lands
Lands in California,
selections in lieu of certain,
certain, 16th and 36th
selections
sections ...........................
220
sections
220
Schools,
itt the
the parishes
parishes of Saint Helena
Helena and
it
and
Saint Luke,
Luke, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, how may
be supported
supported.................... 175,
175, 176
176
for
for enlisted
enlisted men at
at posts, garrisons,
garrisons, and
and
permanent camps .................
336
permanent
336
wlhat to be taught.................
what
taught
. 336
336
building
school and religious
building for school
religious purposes .....
336
.................
336
for colored children in Wasliilgton,
Washington, 1). C.,
C,
forcolored
certain lots of land for the
the sole
sole
grant of certain
343
use of ...........................
343
sections 16 and
and 36 in each township
township
sections
among
the
Choctaws
Chickasaws,
among
Choctaws and
and Chickasaws,
set apart for ........................
4
776
set
776
Schuylkill Arsenal,
Arsenal,
fire-proof
fire-proof buildings for ...............
92
92
Scotland, The
Scotland,
The Steamship,
Steamship,
wreck of, may be removed
removed by contract,
from entrance to New York
York harbor.
565
harbor. 564, 565
appropriation
565
appropriation therefor ............ .565
contract not to exceed.........
contract
exceed ......... 565
565
Scotons,
appropriations for the .........
493, 494
appropriations
256, 493,
Scott, WIinfield,
Winfield, Brevet LieutenantLieutenant-General,
General,
aabronze
bronze equestrian
equestrian statue to
to be erected to 571
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Sea-coast
Sea-coast Defences,
Defences,
Secretary
(continued.)
Secretary of
of State,
State, (continued.)
purchase of sites for .................. 62
purchase
62
appropriations
of
19, 444
444
appropriations for office
office of...........19,
title to, to be approved
62
approved.............
62
removal
removal and fitting
fitting of office of ..........
326
326
appropriation to purchase
appropriation
purchase sites for perto send copies of section twenty-five
twenty-five of the
manent .....
488
......................
48
act to prevent
prevent smuggling-the
smuggling — the same
same
for temporary ...................
. 488
488
being in relation
relation to the manifests of
of
passed by Attorney-Gentitle to be passed
Attorney-Genvessels owned
owned in whole or in part
part by
488
eral ..........................
488
foreigners-to all consular
foreigners—to
consular officers of
of
expediency of purchase
be apapexpediency
purchase to
to be
the United States
States in foreign
foreign countries
countries 184
184
proved by the Secretary
Secretary of War
War.. 488
accounts of certain
certain consuls and
and
to approve accounts
Sea-going Steam Vessels,
Vessels,
consular agents ................... 226
226
consular
when under way, except upon the high
to make
regulations as
as to
particimake general
general regulations
to particiseas, to be under the direction
direction of pilots,
pilots,
pation
pation in the industrial exposition
exposition of
of
if subject
subject to the navigation laws of the
the
Paris ...............................
348
United States .....................
412
412
may renew
renew the contract
contract with Little, Brown,
Brown,
State regulations not affected.......
affected
412
412
and Company
Company for the annual
annual publicaSeal
Sea/
tion of the Statutes at Large
Large ........
352
352
of court of bankruptcy, counterfeiting
counterfeiting of,
of,
may hire, &c. suitable buildings for achow punished
punished .....................
539
539
commodation
commodation of department
department ..........
362
362
Seamen, American,
American,
copies of Appendix to diplomatic correcopies
correappropriations
appropriations for relief and protection
protection
spondence
for
1865,
distribution... 570
spondence
1865, for distribution
570
of, in foreign countries
of;
countries ...........
224, 413
224,
413
to take the steps necessary
necessary to obtain from
from
for relief
relief of sick and disabled ....21,
.... 21, 310
310
United States of Columbia authe United
acknowledging services in rescue
acknowledging
rescue of,
for the United Slates
States to
thority for
to make
shipwreck .............. 224,
224, 413
from shipwreck
413
the necessary
necessary surveys of the Isthmlus
Isthmus
in the merchant
mcrchant service,
service, prohibited from
of Darien for ship
ship canal
canal between
between the
tho
wearing
wearing sheath-knives
304
sheath-knives ..............
304
Atlantic and Pacific
Pacilic Oceans
Atlantic
Oceans ........
571
persons
persons offering
offering to ship as,
as, to
to be
be
to procure
procure and present
present to Captain James
James
of' the law ..............
304
notified of
304
G. Smith, master
master of
of the
British
brig
tlhe British brig
appropriation
appropriation for deficiency in
in fund for
for
Victoria, a
a gold
gold chronometer,
chronometer, for
resfor res455
the relief of sick and disabled ........
455
cuing from death
death the
the passengers,
officuing
passencgrs, offiSearches
and
Seizures,
Searches and Seizures,
cers, and crew of the American brig
brig
provisions for, under the customs revenue
revenue
451
E. H. Fitler ......................
451
laws ........................
178-188
178- 188 Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior,
Interior,
Search
Search Warrants,
Warrants,
tenure and term
tenure
term of office
office of ............
430
430
how and by whom may be issued
issued to
appropriations
office of
of tle.
the...197,
appropriations for the
the ofice
.. 197, 447
447
search premises to detect frauds upon
approve of
of selections
selections by
Wisconsin,
of
to approve
by Wisconsin, of
the revenue
revenue .......................
152
152
public
public lands given
given to aid in
in the conSea Stores,
Stores,
struction of a
a breakwater, and harbor
harbor
struction
purchase
of, by master, &c.
purchase of,
&c. of enrolled
enrolled
30
and ship canal .....................
30
and licensed
licensed vessel on northern,
northern, &e.
&c
to cause patents
patents for lands to
to issue
to the
the
issue to
frontiers,
frontiers, at any port in the adjacent
adjacent
Amboy.
Lansing, and
and Traverse
Traverse Bay
Bay
Amboy, Lansing,
British provinces,
provinces, to be reported
reported at
at
Railroad Company ................
79
79
first port of arrival in the United
United
reserve from sale
sale lands
lands on
on the
route
to reserve
the route
States ...........................
183
States
183
of the
the Union Pacific railway,
railway, eastern
eastern
duty
ditty to be paid on excess ............
183
183
division ..................... •
.. 79
Sea
Sea Walls,
to consent
consent to location,
location, &c. of Union
Union PaPaappropriations
appropriations for, on islands in Boston
Boston
cific Railroad
Company, from
Omaha,
Railroad Company,
from Omnha,
harbor .......................
61
.
61
westward,
Pacific lailRailwestward, and of Central
Central Pacific
Seavey's Island,
road Company, eastward
eastward .............
80
80
appropriation
purchase............. 35
appropriation to purchase
35
to withdraw
from
sale
lands,
and
issue
withdraw from sale lands, and issue
condition of purchase
35
purchse .................
35
patents for the Stite
State of
of Michigan
Michigan for
for
improvements, cannot be
if whole, with improvements,
canal. .......................
ship canal
80, 81
81
80,
bought for sum appropriated,
approprinted, the pubduty of,
land to
the
of, under
under grants of
of land
to the
lic use of'
of the bridge from the island to
States of Missouli
Missouri and Arkansas,
Arkansas, in aid
aid
be discontinued
35
discotinued...................
35
Mountain
of the extension
extension of the Iron Mountain
Second Assistant Engineers
1Engineers
Railroad
Railroad ........
8385
...........
83- 85
in the navy, appointment,
appointment, rank, and pay
may vary, in extending public
public surveys
surveys to
to
of.................................
of
223
223
Nevada, the
the lines of
of' subdivisions
from
Nevada,
subdivisions from
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
Second Assistant
of State,
rectangular
rectangular form ...................
86
86
appointment
appointment and salary
salary of .............
226
duty
duty of, under
grant to Oregon,
Oregon, for miliunder grant
Second A
Auditor,
uditor,
tary wagon
wagon road
.86,
................
86, 87
appropriations for, and for office
appropriations
office of. .195,
196,
.195, 196,
to Minnesota, for aid of
railroads in
of railroads
in
445, 446
446
that State ................
445,
87 -89
- 89
Second Comptroller,
Comptroller,
445, 446
to certify to
the lands
heretoto Minnesota
Minnesota tile
lands heretoappropriations
appropriations for, and for office of.
of. .194,
.194, 196,
196,
fore granted
granted to
to the State
State for the
the con444, 446
446
struction
struction of railroads
railroads ...............
97
97
Secretariesof Legation
Secretaries
Secretaries,
Legation and Assistant
Assistant Secretaries,
duty of, under grant of lands
lands to the
the Saint
Saint
appropriations
appropriations fir..................224,
fin.
224, 413
413
Joseph and Denver
City Railroad
Railroad ComComJoseph
)DenverCity
Secretryq of the Admiral,
Secretary
Admiral,
pany .............
211
.........
210, 211
appointment and pay of ...............
223
223
authorizing the construcunder act authorizing
construcrank,
pay,
and
allowances
rank,
allowances of
of.............616
516
tion of a
a jail in the District
l)istrict of
of
Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State,
Columbia ...................
231, 232
231,
232
tenure and term of office of.............
of
430
430
duty of, under
under act
act to establish
establish a
ahouse
house of
of
XIV.
60
VOL. XIV.
60
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(continued.)
Interior, (Lentinued.)
(continued.)
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, (continued.)
Secretary of the Interior,
to locate
surveyor-general
locate the offices of surveyor.general
correction for boys in the District of
of
receivers in the
Columbia
232 -235
—235
and of registers and receivers
. 232
Columbia .................
543
Montana and
and Arizona land
laud districts...
districts
Montana
under the act granting lands to
to aid
duty of,
act granting lands
lands to
under the act
in the construction
construction of the Kansas
Kansas
of, under
of California
California to aid in the
the
the State of
and Neosho Valley
Valley Railroad.
Railroad. 2:36
—239
236-239
construction
Stockton and Copunder the grant of land to aid the
the
construction of the Stockton
peropolis
R.
548
Co
..................
R.
peropolis
California and Oregon Railroad
plan of building
post-office and courtbuilding for post-office
Company in the construction
construction of
of a
a
Company
house in New
New York city to be submitted
submitted
railroad and telegraph line...
line
239
—241
239-241
to,
564
564
for approval
approval ...................
to, for
under the act granting right of way
to pay
pay the
claims of
certain Indian
Indian agents
of certain
the claims
to A. Sutro ................
242
to
.. 242
570
in Utah Territory ................
570
certain
whether certain
to make examination,
examination, whether
regard to land grant to Kansas
Kansas to
duty in regard
money is due for supplies furnished
furnished
in the construction
construction of aa bridge over
aid in
destitute Indians of the southern
southern superRepublican river ................
574
574
the Republican
intendency
280
intcndency......................... 280
to
survey for a
bridges
a bridge or bridges
to order
order aasurvey
duty of, under the act granting lands to
across
the
Potomac
river
the
District
District
in
Potomac
across
aid in the construction
southern
construction of aa southern
544
of Columbia .....................
branch of the Union
Union Pacific
railway and
Pacific railway
branch
to
select
a
new
site for the jail in the Disa
new
to
telegraph
289,
290
289, 290
.........
telegraph ...........
approval
trict of Columbia, after the approval
granting
granting lands to the Atlantic and
perfected plans therefor...
therefor
575
575
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company...
Company... 295-299
of new and perfected
Secretary
duty of, in regard
regard to procuring paper
paper for
of the Navy,
Secretary of
tenure
and term
office of............
of
tenure and
term of office
430
the public printing, and in relation
relation to
appropriations
and for the office of
the contracts
contracts therefor ...............
306
for and
appropriations for
the ......................
200, 450, 451
the
extending
under the act reviving and extending
use of bridge
bridge
the grant of lands to the States of
to discontinue
discontinue the public use
from Seavey's
Seavey's Island,
8ce .......... 36
36
Island, if, &c
from
Missouri and Arkansas for railroad
railroad
to
direct
stated
times
for
examinations
examinations
direct stated
for
purposes .....................
338
purposes
38
for
admissions
into
the
naval
academy
for
admissions
the
academy
surveyor-general of
to cause the office of surveyor-general
examinations for appointappointestablish examinations
may establish
Iowa and Wisconsin to be removed to
ments as assistant
assistant paymasters........
paymasters
43
43
ments
Plattsmouth
.344
344
Plattsmouth......................
cause maps, charts,
charts, and nautical
books
to distribute by mail four hundred
hundred copies
copies
nautical books
to cause
to be prepared
prepared and sold at cost.......
cost
69
of the American State papers
papers......... 361
to return into
into the treasury moneys
make payment to certain
certain tribes of Into make
received from such
such sale .........
69
69
received
dians of Michigan ...................
370
370
transfer to the disposal of the SecreMiss Vinnie
Ream for
for a
a
to transfer
Vinnie Ream
to contract with Miss
tary of War steamers, &c. suitable for
tary
life-size model and statue
statue of President
President
use in raising
raising snags,
snags, &c.
&c. from Western
Western
Lincoln ...........................
370
370
rivers
71
71
rivers
...........................
designated for the erecto approve places designated
may
admit
persons
the
Government
tion of penitentiary buildings in
in certain
to
Government
admit
certain
Asylum
for the Insane
Insane .............
Asylum for
94
Territories,
erection
direct the erection
Territories, and to direct
to appoint
appoint additional
additional clerks in the several
several
thereof
377
.........................
377
thereof
bureaus in the Navy
Department
207
Navy Department.....
bureaus
determine the form of bond of penpento determine
may promote
promote certain commodores
commodores to the
the
sion agents,
agents, and amount of penalty
grade of rear-admiral
thereof
grade
rear-admiral on the retired list 222
391
thereof .........................
certificate to, under the act granting
granting
to appoint aaboard
board for the examination
examination of
certificate
candidates from the naval
naval volunteer
volunteer
candidates
lands to Oregon
military wagon
wagon
Oregon for aa military
service ..........................
222
. 222
service
409
..........................
road .
may retain
retain certain
certain volunteer officers in
volunteer
approval of earlier discharge for
for good beapproval
the
navy
223
the navy ..........................
imprisoned
havior in prison of convicts imprisoned
to appoint
appoint a
examiners to examunder sentences
sentences from United States
a board
board of examiners
courts
424
ine site near
near Portland,
Portland, Maine, for
for a
a
ine
courts............................
fresh-water
basin for the iron-clad
iron-clad vesvesmay use any portion
portion of appropriation
fresh-water basin
appropriation for
sels of the navy
navy ....................
257
compensation of additional
clerks, for
25
additional clerks,
compensation
work ........................
447
prepare and
and submit
submit with
with his report aa
to prepare
piece work
schedule
embracing the offers for supto give such piece work only to persons
schedule embracing
plies by classes,
classes, and indicating
indicating such as
as
circumstances, and to the
in indigent circumstances,
have been
been accepted
soldiers and widows of soldiers who
accepted .................
305
may dispose
dispose of the property
property saved from
from
served in the Union army
army during the
the
may
the rebel
rebel steamer
steamer Florida ...........
487
322
late rebellion.......................
rebellion
the
to
procure an
an examination
made of
to approve of credits
be allowed
cercredits to be
allowed certo
to be
be made
examination to
to procure
in
tain disbursing officers
officers of the navy
navy and
and
the condition of the public buildings in
tain
Territory of New Mexico........
Mexico
marine corps
corps for losses
losses of property....
property
marine
345
467
the Territory
to report thereon to Congress
to detail
detail a
vessel from
squadron
Congress with
fiom the squadron
a steam vessel
estimates
Pacific station
station to aid in
in laying
laying
of the Pacific
estimates..................... 467
to appoint additional clerks for two
two years,
the telegraph cable
cable between the eastern
eastern
350
and western continents ..............
in the office of the commissioner of
to place certain
certain hulks
hulks or vessels
vessels at the
pensions
471
pensions.......................
disposal
quarandisposal of commissioners
commissioners of quaranof, as to expenditures of appropriaduty of,
tions for various
515
tine;
&c...........................
tribes....492-515
various Indian tribes....492—
tine, &c
351
prescribe regulations for the governfor the United
United States
may require
require freight for
to prescribe
ment of trustees for towns in the executhe
railway
of
the
to
be
carried
over
to be carried
Washington
County
C(.. 381
542
Washington
County Horse R.'R.
R. R. Ct
tion of their trust ...................
v

INDEX.
Secretary
th, Navy,
(continued.)
Secretary of ti,
Navq, (continued.)
may accept from the
of Philadelphia
Philadelphia
the city
city of
tile title to League
League Island,
Island, in the Delathe
ware river, and adjacent marsh land
land .. 396
to investigate the claims of contractors
for building vessels of war
war and
and steam
steam
machinery,
machinery, under contracts made
made bebetween
tween May 1, 1861,
1861, and January
January 1,
1,
1864 ....
424
..........................
424
to report to Congress aatabular statement of each
case ..............
424
each case
424
to investigate
investigate the claim of W. H.
H. Webb
Webb
constructing the steamer Dunderfor constructing
Danderberg ............................
berg
424
424
to detail board of officers to make
maike experiexperiments to test the power of resistance
of
resistance of
turret and broadside
broadside systems of
ironof ilonfclad vessels of war, and the relative
resistance of guns, plated
power and resistance
plated
ships, and stone forts ............
488, 489
488,
489
to accept deed of gift, when offered by
by the
State of Connecticut, of land in the
the
Thames river for naval purposes
489
purposes...... 489
to appoint suitable person to examine
examine the
the
archives
archives of the Navy
Navy Department, &c.
&c.
to collect, &c.
&c. facts
illustrate the
ficts to illustrate
the
history of the navy .................
490
490
efiect with the city of Brooklyn a
to effict
a furfurexchange of lands in Wallabout
ther exchange
Wallabout
Bay ............................
492
492
may approve
approve of the purchlse
purchase by
by the naval
naval
storekeeper
storekeeper at the naval academy,
of
academy, of
clothing, &c. for midshiptnen
midshipmen ......... 516
516
duty in respect to approval
approval or disapproval
disapproval
of sentences
sentences by summary
summary courts-martial
courts-martial 516
516
as to applications of disabled
disabled persons
persons
marine corps,
corps, for
of the
tile navy or marine
for
payments from the
naval pension
tlhe naval
pension
fund ......................
516
516
may deliver the iron-clad Onondaga
Onondaga to
George Quintard, upon payment, &c...
&c
543
643
experienced naval
naval constructto detail an experienced
constructor to examine
examine steamships
steamships offered
offered on
on
the mail-steanship
mail-steamship service
service between
between San
Francisco
Francisco and Honolulu ............
544
544
may assign a
a public vessel for the
tile transportation of supplies of
of foold
food and
ind clothtile suffering people of the South
ing to the
South 567
567
to furnish aid and facilities to citizens
citizens of
of
the United States
States undertaking
undertaking an
an exexploration
ploration and survey of the Isthmus
of Darien,
between the
the
l)aricn, for ait ship canal between
Atlantic
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans .........
567
may grant the use of certain vessels or
hulks to comtnissioners
commissioners of quarantine,
&c.
&c.....
.................... 569,
569, 570
570
to grant the use of two eleven-inch
eleven-inch DahlI)ahlgren guns to John Ridgway,
Ridgway, fbr
for use in
in
experimental
experimental trials of
of Ridgway's
Ridgway's patent revolving battery
batiery ................
570
570
Secretary of the Senate,
at the end of each
each session
session to furnish lists
of nominations,
nominations, rejections,
rejections', &e. to, &e
&e.. 431
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasurq,
tenure and term of office of............
of
430
430
appropriations for office of..........194,
appropriations
194, 444
444
to make regulations
the prohiregulations respecting
respecting the
prohibition of the importation of neat cattle,
&c ..........................
&c
2,
2, 4
4
may determine
determine to suspend the
operation
the operation
of the law prohibiting the importation
importation
of neat
neat cattle .......................
44
may appoint assistant assessors
assessors of internal revenue
revenue .......................
22
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Treasury, (continued.)
Secretary of
of the Treasury,
(continued.)
purchase site for custom-house
to purchase
custom-house at
at IslIsland
and Pond .........................
23
23
increase the
bfree in the office
to increase
the clerical force
office
Philadelphia.. 24
of assistant treasurer
treasurer at Philadelphia
24
may receive certain
treasury notes, &c.
certain treasury
8c.c in
in
exchange
for
bonds, and
exchange
bonds,
and may dispose
of the bonds .......................
31
31
in what
what amount, and at what rates,
rates, 31,
31, 32
32
public
public debt not to be increased
increased hereby...
hereby
32
32
limit
limit to amount of notes to he
be retired....
retired
32
32
former
former act
act to continue
continue in force, except,
&c .......................
&ce
......... 32
32
to report
report to Congress his action
unaction unI
;
der this aut.tor.ty
authority...............
32
32
to designate
designate the
the port of entry for
for the
the colcollection district of Montana
Montana and Idaho.
Idaho. 33
33
may lease or sell certain marine hospitals
hospitals
revenue cutters
and revenue
cutters...............
40, 76
76
40,
American registers
to issue American
registers to certain
certain vessels ...........................
40
40
may remit and refind
refund duties on
on certain
certain
produce
produce in transitu
transitu when the
reciprocity
the reciprocity
treaty
expired ....................
treaty expired
43
43
to approve
approve of tile
the shape,
shape, mottoes, &c.,
&c., of
of
five-cent
coin .................
five-cent coin
..
47
47
designate depositaries
to designate
depositaries to pay out
out
this coin .....................
47
to prescribe
prescribe rules for
for the redemption
redemption
coin ....................
of this
this coin
48
may
make regulations
may make
regulations for the admisadmission of ccrtain
certain produce
produce of the fbrforests of Maine
Maine free or
of duty ....... 56
to cause certain
certain expenditures
by West
West
expenditures by
Virginia to be examined,
Virginia
examined, and
and paid
paid ifif
duo
due ..........................
68
68
to determline
determine compensation
compensation of
of commissioners toexamine
to examine those claims
claims 68
68
duties of, under the amending the interinternal revenue
law
•
98 —
173
revenue law..................98
- 173
approval of regulations
regulations for
for the
the reremoval of cotton ............... 98,
98, 99
99
ascertaining the amount
ascertaining
amount of
of allowance or drawback
drawback on
on manufacmanufactures of cotton exported ....... 99,
99, 100
100
approval of regulations for ascertainapproval
ing the weight
weight of cotton,
cotton, and
and for
for
marking
marking the same ............
101
101
appoint the necessary
to appoint
inspectors,
necessary inspectors,
weighers,
weighers, and
anl markers of cotton
101
cotton .. 101
approval
approval of regulations
regulations for
for receiving
receiving
bids and making
contracts for
for supsupiltking contracts
plying
plying stationery,
stationery, &c.
&c. to assessors
and collectors...................
collectors
105
105
additional compensation
to fix additional
compensation for
for
certain
certain assessors and assistant assessors ........................
105
105
to cause surplus proceeds
sales of
proceeds of sales
of
distrained property
to
be
paid
to
property to be paid to
the
the person
person legally entitled
entitled to receive
ceive the same
same .................
108
108
to prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for the refunding of taxes wrongfully asfunding
111
sessed ...................
.
111
to prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for
for stamping
stamping
the product of the assay of
gold
of gold
or silver assayed
132
assayed ..............
132
valuation
for the inspection and
and valuation
of cigars,
cigars, cheroots,
cheroots, &c.
&e. ...... 133
133
shares to be paid ininas to the shares
formers
145, 146
146
.............. 145,
for
for compromising
compromising cases
eases arising
arising
under the internal
internal - revenue
revenue
laws ...........
146
.....
146
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Secretary of the Treauryr,
Secretary
Treasury, (continued.)
to make rules for deposit
deposit by banks in the
treasury the amount in lawful money
money
of their outstanding
outstanding circulation,
to be
circulation, to
be
redeemed at par ................
redeemed
146,
147
146, 147
any part
may remit the whole or
or any
part of
of
any fines, penalties, or forfeitures.
forfeitures. 146
may designate one collector
collector of interrevenue at ports where there is
nal revenue
more
more than one, to attend to exportation .....................
153
. 153
of exporexporto appoint superintendents
superintendents of
tation
teflon and drawback, and fix
their
fix their
compensation ...................
..
153
compensation
153
to approve warehouse of a
a distiller
distiller
as a
a bonded warehouse
warehouse of the
United States..................
155
155
to approve form and conditions of
bond by owners
owners of bonded warehouses .....................
155
155
to prescribe bonds for general
bonded
general bonded
warehouses
155
warehouses ...................
155
prescribe transportation
to prescribe
transportation bonds
bonds for
for
removal of any articles
articles manufacmanufactured in a
a bonded warehouse
warehouse in
in
the Atlantic
Atlantic States,
States, to a
a customs
customs
bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse on the Pacific
Pacific
coast ..................
155
.....
155
to appoint inspector for
for every
every distillery .........................
155
155
assistant
assistant inspector ............ 156
general inspectors
inspectors of
156, 157
157
general
of spirits
spirits 156,
to adopt, procure, and prescribe
prescribe for
for
use hydrometers,
hydrometers,
meters, and
and
meters,
gauging instruments
instruments ......... 157,
157, 158
158
to provide locks and seals for
receivfor receiving cisterns ..................
158
158
to approve transportation
transportation bonds for
removal
of
distilled
removal
spirits
....160, 161
spirits....160,
to appoiit
appoiat storekeeper
for warestorekeeper for
warehouse.......................
house
161
161
to direct the disposition
disposition of forfeited
forfeited
liquors .....................
. 163
163
to exempt
exempt distillers of brandy
brandy from
grapes from provisions of internalrevenue
revenue law .................
163
163
to approve regulations
regulations for statements
by officers paid by fees of
the
of the
amount of fees received
received ......... 168
168
may remit the forfeiture
forfeiture of seized
seized
goods or restore the proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the
sale thereof
thereof ....................
169
169
to distribute the proceeds
proceeds of
of sales
sales of
of
forfeited goods after a
from
forfeited
a year from
sale ......................
170
170
additional officers and
to appoint
appoint additional
and
office of the
the commisclerks in the office
internal revenue
170
sioner of internal
revenue ........ 170
to appoint special commissioners
commissioners of
of
the revenue, and duties therewith..
therewith
170,
170,
171
may
may direct the making of necessary
necessary
regulations and forms for the colregulations
lection of taxes and
and the
the enforceenforcement of fines, penalties,
penalties, and forfeitures, under the internal-revenue
internal-revenue
act ........................
173
173
may prescribe regulations
regulations for
the
for the
search of persons and baggage,
baggage,
and employing
employing female
female inspectors
for searching persons of their
own
their own
sex ....................
178, 179
179
.178,
to determine
determine allowances
allowances to district attorattorneys for suits for fines and personal
personal

Treasury, (continued.)
(continued.)
Secretary of the Treasury,
under the customs revenue
revenue
penalties under
law
180
aw .............................
. 180
remit forfeitures
and distribute
distribute propromay remit
forfeitures and
ceeds of sales
sales of forfeited
forfeited property....
property
181,
181,
182
may remit
remit or refund
refund certain
certain duties
paid
duties paid
in ports on northern,
frontiers upon
upon
northern, &c. frontiers
repairs of vessels
vessels.....
..........
184
repairs
..................
184
to make
regulations for
for the unlading
unlading of
make regulations
of
certain vessels
vessels at night
night ..............
184
184
as to inspectors
inspectors on board
board vessels
vessels
destined for
for one or more ports
of
ports of
the United
States ..............
184
United States
184
may abolish or suspend the offices
offices of
of
naval officer or any subordinate
subordinate office,
office,
except, &c,
duties to deputy
&c, and assign duties
deputy
collector
inspector
185
collector or inspector...............
185
may clothe certain
deputy collectors
collectors with
with
certain deputy
powers
powers of
of principals
185
principals ................ 185
may remit
remit or refund
certain duties
duties or
or fees
fees
refund certain
to collectors,
collectors, surveyors,
surveyors, or
or steamboat
steamboat
inspectors......................
inspectors
186
.. 186
may direct
direct the incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of
the
of the
collector or other principal
principal officer
officer of
collector
of
certain ports to be paid ..............
certain
186
186
to approve
approve parts of building
building to be bonded
for storage
storage of grain ................
187
187
may prescribe
may
prescribe general
general or special
special regularegulations as to permits
permits to certain foreign
foreign
vessels arriving in the United
United States
States
from foreign .
places
adjacent
to
northplaces adjacent to northern, &c.
&c. frontiers, to
go farther
farther inland
188
to go
inland 188
to appoint
of the
the
appoint an assistant
assistant solicitor
solicitor of
treasury
207
treasury. ...................
....
.. 207
powers of,
registering of vessels, not
not
of; as to registering
affected
affected ................
212
.........
. 212
to direct as to appointment
appointment of aaclerk
clerk in
in
each
each of the local offices
offices at New York
or
York or
Orleans..
. .
229
New Orleans
........................
229
may
may procure
procure printing
printing instruments
instruments and
and
stationery
stationery for
for inspectors
inspectors of steamboats
steamboats 229
may
may make regulations
regulations for them
them ........ 222
222
may
may cause
cause especial
especial examination
examination to
to be
be
made into the administration
administration of
of the
the
inspection laws.....................
inspection
laws
229
229
may
may prescribe
prescribe conditions
conditions for bonds
inbonds of
of inspectors of steamboats..............
spectors
steamboats
229
229
may
may authorize the deputy collector
collector of
of
customs at
at the port of Calais
Calais to enter
enter
and clear
251
clear vessels, -&c.
&c ...............
251
to issue certificates
certificates of registry
registry or of enenrolment or license to certain vessels
rolment
255
vessels... 255
may issue bonds in
may
in favor
certain railfavor of certain
railroad companies
companies in
in denominations
larger
denominations larger
than $1,000
255
$1,000 .......................
255
may give
may
give directions to have
have a
aless
less number
number
of
of packages
packages of goods examined.......
examined.
303
303
may appoint
appraisers for
New
appoint assistant appraisers
for New
York
York ..............................
303
303
examiners at New
examiners
New York in lieu
lieu of
of
clerks .........
303
................. 303
clerks, verifiers,
verifiers, samplers,
samplers, openers,
openers,
packers, and messengers
packers,
m,ssengers ........
303
303
may
may direct
direct assistant appraisers,
appraisers, &c.
&cc. to
to
work more
more than office
office hours
hours...........
.
304
may prescribe regulations
regulations as to pay drawdrawback of import
import duties
duties paid
on
maback
paid on materials used in the
the erection
erection of hiiiliiigs
hoPtliogs
on the burned
district in Porlland,
burned district
Portland,
Me............................
Me.
304
304
may
may direct
direct blank-books, stationery,
stationery, ete.
&c.
furnished to officers
to be furnished
officers of the cuscustoms .............................
309
309
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- the.~ Treasury,
I
..
. .
..
Secretary
icontinued.)
ecretary oj
te 1 reasury, (continued.)
•Secretary
of the Treasury, (continued.)
(continued.)
Secretary of
may remove, or sell at -auction,
auction, any portartes to sign in his stead warrants for
tortes
for
tion of the machinery,
machinery, presses, &c.
in
&c. in
the payment
payment of money, &c........439,
Ste
439, 440
440
treasury building ................ 317
317
the treasury
to prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for loading
loading and
and
may give directions as to payment
payment of
of adadunloading
of Portunloading vessels at the city of
ditional bounty to widows or heirs
heirs of
of
land,
land, Oregon
Oregon ...................
461
461
deceased
deceased soldiers ................
323
. 323
to sell at public
public auction the buildings and
and
to provide stamps to pay
duties
on
pay import
import duties on
grounds
grounds at several
several places, known as
cigars ............................
328
the old custom-houses
467
custom-houses ...............
467
may designate ports for arrival of goods
conveyances to
to make suitable conveyances
to the
at, for transit, &c
328
&c .................
328
purchaser.
purchaser ;...................
•
467
467
may refund
refund moneys paid in excess
excess of
of
to classify the temporary clerks
clerks in
in the
the
duties
329
uties ...........................
329
Treasury Department
Department at his discretion
Treasury
discretion 469
469
regulations as
may make regulations
as to sales of
of goods
goods
to pay Butler
Butler and Carpenter
Carpenter in full
for
full for
remaining
remaining in public
public stores more than
than
their claims
47;
claims........... ...........
47;
three years .........................
330
330
duty of, as to approval
approval of rules and reguto appoint
a director of the bureau
appoint a
bureau of
of stastalations
under the
internal-revenue law
law 472,
472,
lations under
the internal-revenue
tistics .........
331
.................... 331
473
473
therefor ..........
to detail clerks therefor
331
may adopt and prescribe for use hydromehydromemay suspend
suspend the collection
collection of the direct
direct
ters, and weighing
weighing and
and gauging insntuinstrutax, in any State
declared in insurrecState' declared
a uniform
ments for
for a
uniform and
and correct system
tion,
January 1,
tion, until January
1, 1868 ..........
331
and gauging
gauging
of inspection, weighing, and
may appoint a
a disbursing agent,
agent, where
where
subject to
to tax
481
of spirits subject
tax ............
481
there is no collector
collector at place
place of location
location
approve of bonds
to approve
by inspectors
inspectors of.
of revbonds by
of any public works ................
341
341
enue ...
enue
.....................
484
to place appropriation
appropriation for help
to the
the sufhelp to
sufto direct
of the
the net
net proprodirect the distribution
distribution of
ferers by the explosion of the United
United
ceeds of fines, forfeitures,
forfeitures, and penalpenalceeds
States arsenal
arsenal in the District of
of Columcustoms laws
546, 547
547
ties under the customs
laws.......546,
bia in hands for
ibr distribution ..........
. ... 351
351
to prescribe
prescribe needful
regulations to enneedful regulations
may change the name of the ship "Art
"Art
force provisions
law in regard
to paypayprovisions of law
regard to
Union" to ""George
Union"
George M. Barnard
Barnard"...
"... 351
ment of lien for freight
freight on
on imported
imported
may make quarantine
quarantine regulations
regulations against
against
merchandise
merchandise in the hands of collectors
collectors
cholera, in aid of State authorities....
authorities.... 357
357
customs ...............
of customs
..... 547
to pay Vermont for expenses
expenses for
flir protecmay issue
issue temporary
temporary loan
loan certificates
certificates to
to
tion of the frontier against invasion
invasion
redeem outstanding
outstanding compound-interest
redeem
compound-interest
361
from Canada ....................... 361
........................
notes
558
558
may sell the stock of the United
United States
to pay certain
certain claims of the city of
of Washin the Dismal Swamp Canal
Canal Company
Company 365
365
ington,
ington, D. C
C
.........
... 558
558
to pay claims against
late Territory
against the
the late
Territory
to direct selection
preparation of
of
selection and preparation
of Nevada .......................
366
366
samples
samples of various kinds
kinds of wool
wool or
or
to cause aa general
general customs revenue
revenue law
hair in reference
reference to the customs
customs duty
to be prepared
prepared and submitted to Conhair ................
560
on wool and hair
560
gress
gress .............
367
............
367
to pay the amount of money necessary
necessary for
for
to furnish to each State aa sot
set of the
the
the purchase
purchase of
of aasite
site in New York
York city
standard weights and measures of
of the
for building for post-office and
and courts..
courts
564
564
metric system ...................
369
369
to grant permits
permits to curators
curators of incorponot to enforce further
further the payment
of
the
payment
scientific institutions
rated, &c.
dte. scientific
institutions to withcertain offispecial income tax against certain
draw alcohol for
for preservation
preservation of specispecicers and soldiers ......
371
............
mens from bond,
bond, without payment of
of
to receive into the treasury
treasury of
United
of the
the United
internal tax ..................
565, 566
566
565,
States the residuary
residuary legacy
legacy of James
James
may permit
Maymay
permit the owner
owner of the yacht
yacht "
"MaySmithson
......................
391
flower" to change
change her name to
flower"
to ""Silto transfer two clerks from the third class
vie ..........................
vio"
567, 568
568
567,
to class four in the office of auditor
of
auditor of
to order
order register
owner
register to be granted
granted to
to owner
treasury for the Post-Office
Post-Office Departof the steam yacht "Glance
"Glance" ........
568
568
ment
394
..........................
394
duty of, in ascertaining
the
duty
ascertaining the quota of the
to make
snake regulations enabling coasting
coasting
direct tax due from
from West
Virginia
568
West Virginia.... 568
vessels between ports and places on
on
may suspend
farther collection
collection of
may
suspend the further
of the
the
Lake Michigan,
Michigan, laden with, &c.
gte. to undirect tax from West Virginia,
Virginia, until
394
lade without previous permit
permit .........
June 1,
unless, &c
568
394
1, 1867,
1867, unless,
............. 568
may change the port of entry in the
the dismay refund
of direct
taxes illerefund amount of
direct taxes
trict of Beaufort, North Carolina, to
gally collected..................
collected
568
.. 568
Morehead City ..................... 411
411
power of,
among the
the
of, to distribute
distribute money
money among
to provide by contract for building lightclerks of
of his
his department
department by
by way
of
adway of adhouses at various
various points .............
425
compensation, repealed
repealed ....... 569
569
ditional compensation,
to regulate
regulate and fix the salaries of lights
lightapproving the
the report
commisif approving
report of
of the commishouse-keepers ...................
425
sion to select site for aa building
building for
425
for aa
to communicate
communicate to the proper
proper accountaccounts
post-office and sub-treasury
sub-treasury in the
post-office
the city
ing and disbursing officers of his
communicate it
to ConConhis dedeof Boston, to communicate
it to
partment notifications
notifications received by
gress
573
by
gress..............................
573
appointments to office
office by
the
him of appointments
by the
Secretary
of War,
Secretary of
War,
President,
President, without the consent of the
tenure and term of office
office of ............
430
the
430
Senate
Senate ...........................
431
appropriations for, and
the office
office of
of
appropriations
and for
for the
authorize one of the assistant seerethA....................' ' -----199.
aenrethe
199,I 449
449, 450
may authorize
.n-.-.....................
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950

950

950
Secretary of War,
Secretary
War,
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(continued.)
(continued.)
additional employees
office of....
449
employees in office
of.... 44i
to issue arms and ammunition
defence
ammunition for defence
of inhabitants of Dakota
Dakota Territory....
Territory.... 26
26
to examine
examine and settle
settle the claim of Pennsylvania for payments
sylvania
payments to the
the militia....
32
militia.... 32
may cause examinations
examinations and re-examinations, and changes in
public
tions,
in plans of public
works ..........................
71
71
to be satisfied that certain wharves,
wharves, &c.
&c
belong to the United
United States before
before expenditures are made ................
penditures
73
as to expenditures
expenditures by Michigan
Michigan City
Harbor Company ...............
73
apply appropriations for public works,
to apply
for other purposes than examinations
examinations
and surveys by contract
contract ............
73
to report results of surveys
surveys to Con73
gress .......................
73
works and
and
to report to Congress bids for works
materials for, and names
names of
of bidders.
.73, 74
bidders. .73,
examinations and
and surveys
surveys of
to cause examinations
of cercertain designated
74
designated places ..............
74
to establish the position of railroad across
Rock Island and bridge across
across the MisMississippi river......................
river
75
sissippi
75
other aid to
to grant pecuniary and other
to
such road .....................
76
76
may assign officers to the charge
charge of the
military academy...................
academy
92
92
persons to the Governmay admit certain persons
Government Asylum
Asylum for the Insane
Insane......... 93
93
may fill vacancies among the officers
officers of
of
Bureau ..............
the Freedmen's
Freedmen's Bureau
174
174
may issue medical stores,
stores, supplies,
supplies, &c
&c.
loyal refuand afford aid to destitute
destitute loyal
gees and freedmen
174
freedmen ..................
174
and juristo extend military protection
protection and
diction to citizens
citizens ..................
177
177
to determine how long the Leavenworth
Leavenworth
City Railroad
Railroad Company
Company shall
shall be allowed the privilege of right
&c 212
212
right of way, &c.
to examine, allow, and adjust the claims
claims
of Nebraska Territory..............
Territory
307
307
to make regulations in regard to applieaapplications for bounties
bounties.................. 323
323
to select not over ten judge-advocates
judge-advocates
from those now in office, to be retained
334
retained 334
may appoint
appoint or enlist hospital stewards..
stewards
335
335
may detail officers
officers and
and men from
from the
the battalion of engineers for the performance
performance
duty
336
of signal duty.....................
336
commissioned officers and
and enmay detail commissioned
listed men to established
schools at
at
established schools
posts, garrisons, or permanent
camps
336
permanent camps..
336
to determine
determine how long the provost-marprovost-marshal-general's office and bureau
bureau shall
shal-gencral's
shall
be continued
continued ......................
337
337
to have prepared and report to Congress
Congress
a
army and
a code of regulations
regulations for the army
and
the militia in actual service,
service, and courtsmartial
338
martial.
.......................
338
transportation to discharged
to furnish transportation
discharged
soldiers to whom artificial limbs are
furnished by the government.........
government
342
342
to grant the use of the
military reserve
the military
reserve of
of
Saint Clair river for aa horse railroad
railroad
city
348
from Port Huron city...............
348
to deliver certain stores to the National
National
Home for Soldiers'
Sailors' OrSoldiers' and Sailors'
phans..
......................
phans
3.351
351
to place certain vessels
vessels or hulks at the
disposal
disposal of the commissioners
commissioners of
of quarquarantine
.........................
351
351

Secretary
(continued.)
Secretary of War,
War, (continued.)
to take immediate
respecting
immediate measures
measures respecting
soldiers who
who died
died in the
the burial of soldiers
the
military service
military
the United States
service of the
during.the rebellion ................
353
353
for
to grant the use of certain lumber
lumber for
fair for the
the fair
the Soldiers'
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sailors'
Orphan
356
Orphan Home
Home ....................
356
to prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for
for the
selection
the selection
of candidates
admission to the milicandidates for admission
tary academy
academy ................
tary
.... 360
to cause bounty
bounty to be paid to
to certain
certain Indian regiments.....................
regiments
360
dian
360
to permit
permit a
railroad bridge
bridge to
a swing railroad
to be
be
erected across the Cuyahoga
Cuyahoga river
over
erected
river over
and above the government
at
and
government piers at
Cleveland,
Ohio
362
Cleveland, Ohio....................
362
to transfer
transfer to the Illinois Soldiers'
Soldiers' ColCollege
lege and
and Military
Military Academy,
Academy, cots and
and
bedding for the use of free
free students
in
bedding
students in
said institution
institution disabled
disabled by the war
said
war... 366
366
to appoint
arrange
appoint aacompetent
competent person to
to arrange
and prepare for publication
publication the official
official
and
history of the rebellion
369
history
rebellion .............
369
to settle with the Territory
Colorado
to
Territory of Colorado
for the services
services of its militia forces...
forces
371
Congress the
the final
final report
report of
to present to Congress
of
commissioners
upon claims of loyal
loyal percommissioners upon
services of colored volunteers
sons for services
or drafted men ..................
376, 377
377
376,
may require
require freight
freight for the
the United
United States
States
to be carried over the railway of the
the
Washington
Railroad
Washington County Horse Railroad
Co............................
Co
381
may purchase certain
certain lots of ground adjoining the Alleghany
Allegheny arsenal
arsenal ........
395
395
to have the national
national cemeteries
cemeteries enclosed
enclosed
with aa stone or iron fence
fence ............
399
to cause a
porter's lodge to be
be erected
erected at
at
a porter's
the principal
principal entrance
entrance of
of each national
national
cemetery, and to select a
cemetery,
a superintendent
superintendent
from enlisted
enlisted men, disabled
disabled in the
the service .........
..
.............
400
to detail
the army to inspect
inspect
detail an officer
officer of the
annually all national
annually
national cemeteries......
cemeteries
400
to buy
buy or
or take lands for national cemecemeteries ........................
400, 401
400,
401
drafted persons
persons
to refund to certain drafted
amounts
amounts paid by them ...............
417
417
to direct the expenditure
expenditure of appropriations for
for the repair, &c. of certain
certain pub
pullie works ..........
............. 418-422
418 -422
to cause examinations
and
surveys
to
be
examinations and surveys to be
made
made of and for public works,
works, and
and
make
changes in plans, and apply
make changes
apply balbalances
ances ......................
418,421
..
418,
421
to invite
invite separate proposals and separate
separate
contracts for each work,
each
contracts
work, and
and for
for each
class of material
for each
each
material or labor for
work .........................
421, 422
421,
report to Congress
Congress the bids and the
the
to report
names of the bidders
bidders. ............. 421,
421, 422
to direct
direct a
geological and topographical
topographical
a geological
exploration of the territory
exploration
between
territory between
the Rocky
Rocky Mountains and the Sierra
Nevada Mountains,
Mountains, including
including the route
or routes of the
the Pacific
Pacific Railroad
... 457
Railroad......
457
may increase
increase the pay of the clerks at
at
the United States armory
armory in Springfield .............
467
..........
467
of, in reference
duty of,
reference to agreement
agreement of
of
Rock Island
Island and
and Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Co.
to pay, &c. half of cost
cost of building
building
bridge at
at Rock
Rock Island
485
Island ..............
. 485
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(continued.)
Seminoles,
(continued.)
Senminoles, (continued.)
Secretary of War, (continued.)
may sell
auction land
land of
of the
the
treaty with,
with, of March 21,
755
sell at
at public
public auction
may
21, 1866
.........
755
United States at South Boston.......
Boston
peace and friendship
friendship with
with the United
United
486
to
orders relating to military
military
to issue all orders
States
tribes.......755,
States and with other tribes
....... 755, 756
756
operations
general of the
operations through the general
military occupation
protection by the
occupation and protection
army, &c
486, 487
487
United States ......................
756
...................... 486,
756
to disburse the appropriation
appropriation for fire-proof
fire-proof
amnesty for
for offences
offences against
against the United
United
buildings for storehouses
storehouses for governgovernStates and the
the Seminoles
Seminoles ............
756
756
Jeffersonville, Ind...
ment property
property at Jeffersonville,
Ind... 487
slavery
slavery not to exist among the Semito
prescribe
regulations
for
payment
of
756
to prescribe regulations for payment of
noles ..............
...........
756
expenses of certain California and Neexpenses
rights of those of African
descent..
756
African descent.......
756
vada volunteers ...................
487
756
cession of lands to the
the United
United States....
States
756
to
payment
756
purchasing
of expediency
expediency of purchasing
to approve of
payment therefor .................
sites for permanent
permanent and temporary
grant of land
land to the Seminoles
Seminoles ......... 756
756
temporary seacoast defences
defences ...................... 488
488
boundaries thereof and payment
payment
boundaries
to detail a
aboard of officers to make extherefor .......................
756
756
therefor
periments to test the power of resistmode of payment
payment of money
money due
due tho
Semthe Semance of turret
turret and broadside
systems
broadside systems
inoles ..........................
757
inoles
756, 757
of iron-clad vessels of war, and the relboard of cornmissioners
determine
commissioners to determine
guns,
losses sustained
sustained by loyal Seminoles....
757
ative power and resistance of guns,
losses
Seminoles.... 757
plated ships, and stone forts.......488,
forts ....... 488, 489
census of those loyal .............. 757
757
to receive certificate
certificate of the extreme neno compensation
except to loyal Incompensation except
cessity of the ease
case before rations or
757
dians .......................
757
supplies are furnished the Navajo
supplies
Navajo In757
awards of commissioners
757
awards
commissioners ..........
dians ..............................
514
514
pay of commissioners
commissioners .............
757
757
to
national asylum
for dis757
to transfer to national
asylum for
what claims
claims for losses included.....
included
757
abltd
property of
right of way
way for
for railroad
railroad company
company through
ablkd volunteers
volunteers certain property
through
remaining at Point
the United States remaining
land of the Seminoles
Seminoles ............
757, 758
758
land
757,
Lookout ................
664
........
564
the company
company and its agents and serbidder, after
after advants subject to laws and rules...
758
to contract with lowest bidder,
rules... 758
Seminoles will sell lands on line
line of road,
vertisement
vertisement for proposals, to remove
Seminoles
States or
or to the
the company
company 758
the wreck
wreck of the steamship
Scotland .. 564,
steamship Scotland
to the United States
conditions as
as to sale........
sale
758
565
conditions
....... 758
565
to investigate the claims of certain Kenagency buildings
buildings and land therefor
therefor ...... 758
758
legislation
as
to
rights
of
persons
and
tucky militia forces called out under
under
persons and
legislation as to
the command
command of James S. Fish.......
Fish.. „
566
property
758
758
property ..........................
Island, in Long
a
qeneral council
council of the nations resident
resident
a general
to purchase
purchase David's Island,
Long
758
758
Island Sound ...........
566
in the Indian Territory .............
Island
.........
566
vessels or
census of
of each tribe to be taken
taken .... 758
758
may grant the use of certain vessels
census
first general
general council
council how
how composed
composed . 758,
hulks to commissioners of quarantine,
quarantine,
759
Ste
569, 570
570
&c........................
569,
meetings........ 759
contract with Henry
Henry R. Brown
Brown for
for
time and place of meetings
to contract
days...
759
sessions
not
to
exceed
days
759
thirty
to exceed
equestrian statue, in bronze, of
of Brevet
sessions
equestrian
Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott....
Scott.... 571
571
special sessions
sessions ..................
759
Lieutenant-General
special
powers of general
759
general council .............
recommendations
to carry into effect the recommendations
who to preside
preside over ................... 759
commissioners respecting
respecting
of certain commissioners
759
secretary of council
pay
759
council and his pay........
secretary
water-power for arsenal at Rock Islwater-power
pay of members..
members
759
573
..................
573
and ............................
courts and their
759
759
their jurisdiction
jurisdiction ............
Sedgewick, John,
John,
treaty to be
be in full settlement
settlement of all
accounts of, as collector
collector of internal
internal revereveaccounts
claims
759
759
claims .............................
nue, to be audited
audited and settled ........
644
644
nue,
diversions of annuities
annuities conhirned
confirmed ....... 759
759
Seeds,
759,
annuities not to be diverted
diverted .........
7'9, 760
760
annuities
appropriation
appropriation for purchase and distribureaffirmed ..........
treaty obligations reaffirmed
.760
760
201,
451, 452
452
201, 451,
tion of .....................
land
granted for
for missionary
missionary or educarare and uncommon,
uncommon, to be purland granted
760
tional purposes ..................
760
chased
201, 452
452
201,
chased...................
not to be sold except, &c
&c. ...........
760
760
profitable
those which can be made profitable
when sold, proceeds
proceeds how applied...
applied
760
760
when
by
change .........
452
452
..........
by change
inconsistent
provisions
annulled
760
inconsistent provisions annulled........ 760
report of expenditures
expenditures on this
this acratification
761
761
ratification...........................
452
Congress
452
count to be made to Congress....
appropriations
the
263, 319,
319, 320, 507
Segregation
and Surveys
for the.....263,
appropriations for
Segregation Maps and
enate,
Senate,
of swamp and overflowed
overflowed lands in Caliappropriation for
for the compensation
compensation of ofofprovisions concerning
concerning ..... 219,
219, 220
220
appropriation
fornia, provisions
expenses of the 24, 25, 91,
91,
of, and
and for expenses
ficers of,
Seizure
Goods,
Seizure of Goods,
327, 440, 441,
441, 469
327,
forfeiture, provisions
provisions conas subject to forfeiture,
extraordinary session
convened fbr
for
session of the, convened
cerning .
169
extraordinary
169
.......................
April 1,
1867 ......................
821
April
1, 1867
under the customs duty law ............
186
186
Congress,
Congqress,
in
Senators
Sec Internal
Internal lieenue.
Revenue.
Seizures. See
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation and milecertain internal-revenue
internal-revenue officers may
may be
be
appropriation
certain
440
440
of..... .....................
age of
specially authorized to make .......... 482
complete set of Congressional
Globe and
and
Congressional Globe
complete
powers of such officers
officers........... 482
Appendix to certain................
certain
440
440
Appendix
special
482
special authority, how limited .....
act to
regulate the times
manner of
of
and manner
times and
to regulate
act
Seminoles,
243
holdinrg
243
holding elections
elections for
for ...............
may convey lands to the United States
788
States.. 788
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Senators
(continued.)
Congress, (continued.)
Senators in Congress,
what legislatures
legislatures of States and when to
243
243
elect ...........................
243
mode of election ..................
proceedings in elections
elections to fill vacancies.
vacancies. 243,
proceedings
244
governor
of
certificate of
governor of State to send certificate
election to the President
President of the Senate
Senate 244
election
323
pay and mileage
mileage of, established
established ........
Senecas,
Senecas,
appropriations
264, 507,
507, 508
appropriations for the ..........
Sennej; Jacob,
Jacob,
Senne.f;
may apply
apply for extension
extension of patent for
heddles .................... 625,
625 626
626
wire heddles
application to be published ........
625, 626
626
application
intervening rights not affected ...... 625,
623, 626
626
intervening
Sentences,
deductions to be made from, of convicts
convicts
deductions
United
imprisoned under any law of the United
States, who have behaved
behaved themselves
themselves
well .. .......................... 424
424
rate of deductions ..............
424
to he made upon certificate of warden
warden
and approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Interior
434
434
the Interior....................
Sergeant-at-arms,
Sergeant-at-arnis,
of the house
Representatives, duty of,
House of Representatives,
in preparing for the organization
organization of the
House, in case of the disability
disability of the
clerk ...............................
397
appoint
of the Senate and of the House to Appoint
capitol police
466
police....................... 466
Service of Process,
Process,
Columbia, publication
publication
in the District of Columbia,
may be
he substituted
substituted for personal,
personal, on certain defendants .................
,..403,
404
403, 404
form of order of publication ...........
404
summons first to issue and be returned
returned
summons
found"
404
""not to be found
"..................
corporations
404
on foreign corporations...............
Set-of,
Set-off,
District of Columbia
Columbia of
in suits in the District
debts .......................
403
mutual debs
of mutual judgments ..............
403
plea of......................
of
403
403
form of plea
Settlers,
Settlers,
claims of, for improvements
certain
claims
improvements upon certain
lands ceded to the Ponces,
Poncas, to be satisPonces .............
675,
676
fied by the Poncas
675, 676
Severe, Harrison,
Harrison,
accounts
sums found due on settlement
settlement of accounts
as Indian agent in Utah, to be paid...
paid... 570
570
Sewer,
Garden, how
through Potomac Garden,
how to be
325
built, &c
&c.......................
325
Washington, D.
Sewers, in
in Washington,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriations
for
462
462
18,
19,
...............
appropriations
Shanglace,
Shanyhae,
branch line of mail-steamship
mail-steamship service
service between Japan and
anti ..................
394
394
Shawnees,
appropriations
507, 508
264, 507,
appropriations for the ......... .264,
Sheath-Knives,
the wearing of,
of, by seamen in the mer304
chant service, prohibited ............
persons offering
offering to ship as seamen
seamen to
be notified hereof ..............
304
Sheehey,
7heehey, Ann,
pension to ......................
595
pension
595
Sheehey, John,
John,
accounts of, to be adjusted, &c.
595
accounts
&c.......... 595
Sherman,
General,
Shernan, General,
occupants of lands under
under
provisions for occupants
special field order of
175, 176
of.............175,
176

Ship Canal,
Canal,
to
connect Lake Superior
Superior with
with Lac La
to connect
Belle
Michigan, grant of lands
lands in
in
Belle in
in Michigan,
aid of
of ...............................
size
and
depth
of
water
size and depth of water ................
to be
be a
a public
public highway,
and free to the
the
highway, and
to
United States
States......................
United
be completed
two years, else
else lands
lands
to be
completed in two
to revert
revert .......................
and
Portage Lake, additional
harbor at Portage
and harbor
lands granted to ....................
across Isthmus of Darien,
Darien, survey for....
for
the Atlantic
Atlantic and Pacific
Pacific
to CCIlleet
oenact the
Oceans,
as to
to the exploraexploraOceans, provision
provision as
survey of the Isthmus
isthmus of
of
tion and survey
Darien
for ...................... 567,
567,
Darien for
of Darien.
Darien.
See Isthmus of
Ship Canal,
and Breakwater,
Breakwater,
Canal, Harbor,
Harbor, and
for, between
between Green
Green Bay and
and
grant of lands for,
Lake Michigan
Michigan .....................
Shoshonees,
Shoshonees,
272,
appropriations for the .............
appropriations
Siam,
convicts in, approAmerican convicts
prisons for American
priation for rent
rent of.................
of
Sibley, W. J., and
Trustees,
and others,
others, Trustees,
number nine,
nine, square
square seventyseventylot number
may sell lot
six, in Washington,
Washington, D. C............
C
Signal
Signal Corps
Corps
payment of prize money
money to
to
of the army, payment
certain officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men of the,
authorized
authorized .........................
Signal Duty,
for...........
detail of officers
officers and
and men
men for
but not until after
after examination,
examination, &c..
8Dc
but
enlisted men when
when detailed
detailed to be
enlisted
mounted .......................
mounted
Signal Office,
pay of
of clerks in ...................
Silver Mines,
Mines,
States ........
Western States
statistics of, in Western
Plate,
Silver Plate,
annual tax
tax upon .....................
exemption of certain,
certain, from taxation
taxation.....
Simonosekz,
Simonoseki,
opening of port
port of, by Japan,
acJapan, to be accepted in lieu of money
money.............
Sioux,
Sioux,
appropriations
509,
appropriations for the 273, 274, 508, 509,
Sioux Reservation,
leservution,
in Minnesota,
certain settlers
settlers on, may enenMinnesota, certain
ter their
their lands
lands at
at minimum price ....
Sissetons,
appropriations
279,
appropriations for the ..............
Sixth Auditor,
Auditor,
Sixth
appropriation
for
the
office
of
the
of the.......
appropriation for
Six Nations,
Nations,
appropriations
264,
appropriations for the ............
Territory,
Skamania County, Washington
Washinqton Territory,
ot legislative assembly
act of
assembly relating to, disapproved ........................
approved
Skins,
tax upon...........................
upon
S'
Klallams,
S' Klallans,
appropriations
270,
appropriations for the ..............
Slavery,
not to exist longer
longer among
among the Seminoles,
Seminoles,
among the Choctaws
Choctaws and Chicknor among

80
80
80
80
80

8.81
81
311
311

572

30
30
508
414
414
246
246

395
395
336
336
336
336
336
336
449
449
311
311
135
135
133
135

11
512
512
744
744

514
514
373
510
510
77
77
474
510
510
756
756

asaws ........................
MAWS
769
769
nor among
among the Creeks.
nor
Creeks ...........
786
nor
among
the
Cherokees
801
nor among the Cherokees..........

Slaves,
Slaves,
those emancipated
emancipated among
among the
the
no pay for those
Cherokees
Cherokees........................ 801
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Slave Trade,
Smuggling, (continued.)
(continued.)
Slave
Trade,
additional compensation
compensation to district attorattoradditional
may enter lands, buildings, &c. other
7may
other
neys and marshals,
marshals, for services
services in the
the
dwellings ....................
179
than dwellings
179
suppression
of the
the
penalty for
for forcibly
forcibly resisting officers
officers of
of
suppression of
.................. 23
penalty
salaries of judges, &c.
customs, &c.
discharge of
their duty 179
&c. for, and ex&c. in
in discharge
of their
179
penses of mixed courts
penses
courts.......... 23
23
for rescuing or
or attempting
attempting to rescue
rescue
appropriations under
for the
suppresseized property
property .................
179
179
the suppresunder act
act for
appropriations
sion of the African .............
226,,415
415
for destroying,
destroying, &c. property
property to prefor
vent its being seized ...........
179
Josephine,
Slocum, Josephine,
179
widow of
of Martin
N. Slocum,
to. 624
widow
Martin N.
Slocum, pension
pension to.
for discharging
discharging or using any deadly
deadly
Smith,
Captain
James
G.,
weapon against such
such officers
officers in the
the
weapon
Smith, Captain James G.,
Victoria," a
a
discharge
179
"Victoria,"
master of the British brig "
discharge of their duty ..........
179
chronometer to be presented
presented to, in
gold chronometer
officers and persons making seizures,
seizures, apofficers
token of the appreciation
the United
United
pointment of certain ................
178
appreciation by the
pointment
178
States government
successful efgovernment of his successful
authority on request....
request
180
to disclose authority
180
may demand
assistance of persons
persons
forts in rescuing from death the passendemand assistance
of' the American
within three
three miles ..............
180
American
gers, officers, and crew of
within
180
brig "
" E. H. Fitler"
Fitler".............. 575
575
collectors
collectors of customs to report
report within
within ten
ten
Smith,
Mary
A.,
days to the district attorney
attorney eases
of
Smith, Mary A.,
cases of
widow of Alexander
pension
widow
Alexander D. Smith, pension
fines
fines and
and personal penalties
penalties not paid..
paid
179
179
to .............................
623
duty of district
district attorneys,
attorneys, and
and allowduty
P.,
Smith, Solomon P.
ances for their services..........
services
180
180
payment
616
616
payment to, for his pension ............
not making reports,
reports, to forfeit their
their
share of fines, &c ..............
180
share
Smithsonian Grounds,
180
three additional watchmen for ..........
365
duties of,
prdperty seized
duties
of, as to prdperty
seized...... 181
Smithsonian Institution,
may be required
required to perform
perform duties of
of
Institution,
Smithsonian
may
library of,
transferred to library
library of
of
of, to be transferred
naval officer...................
officer
naval
185
Congress ...........................
certain duties and fees to be refundcertain
13
Congress
not to be removed
therefrom, except,
except,
ed to ...
186
removed therefrom,
ed
.....................
&c.
when part of incidental expenses
&c............................
13
when
expenses
how to be used after removal
may be
removal...... 13
he paid ................... 186
books, maps, and charts to be cared for..
for
penalty upon, for not making
making the re13
penalty
appropriation for
13
turns required
required by law ...........
188
removal... 13
for expenses
expenses of removal
appropriation
appropriation
preservation of
of ex"merchandise
"merchandise" in former act to mean
mean
to, for preservation
appropriation to,
ploring
and
surveying
expeditions...'.
316
"
goodi, wares, and merchandise
merchandise "
180
"goods,
".... 180
expeditions.... 316
ploring
vessels held for payment
payment of penalties,
penalties, and
and
appropriations
for preservation
preservation of collecappropriations for
may be proceeded
against
180
proceeded against............
tions of exploring
exploring and surveying expe180
certain foreign,
northern, &c.
ditions of the government
government ...........
464
464
certain
foreign, on northern,
182,
frontier, to pay aa tonnage duty, 182,
to be the agency of exchange of public
183
573
183
documents .............
573
..........
enrolled and
and licensed,
duties of
of
licensed, duties
Smithson,
Smithson, Jaws,
James,
certain, when
when purchasing
purchasing ""sea
sea
certain,
residuary legacy
legacy of,
received.... 391
of, may be received
residuary
stores," or ""saloon stores
stores or
or supincrease thereof, how to be ap-..
apstores,"
increase
plies" in foreign port ........... 183
plies"
plied............................
391
391
plied
equipments of certain,
be entered
entered
equipments
certain, to be
Smith, William,
and pay a
183, 184
184
a duty .............
183,
and
Chippewa
may select lands for services to Chippewa
foreign, provisions
provisions as to manifests to
foreign,
Indians.
658
...................... . 658
Indians ...
184
apply
Smoot, Mrs.
E.,
Mirs. Ann E.,
apply to ......................
184
masters of, arriving,
arriving, &c.
&c. to repayment to ..........................
605
payment
nearest collector
188
collector..... 188
port to nearest
Smuggling,
Sniuggling,
paying tonnage
tonnage duty only
only once a
a
178
act further to prevent .................
178
year, when to pay
pay the same
same...... 185
officers of customs
customs and other
other authorized
authorized
if value of property seized
seized for forfeiture
forfeiture
persons may board and search any vesvetover $500,
$500, what proceedings
proceedings to
to
is not over
178
sel or vehicle ...................... 178
181
be had for condemnation ...........
compelled to
vessels and vehicles may be compelled
claimants to file
file claim in twenty days 181
178
. 178
stop .............................
state what ..............
181
claim to state
178
may be seized and searched,
searched, &c.....
&c
178
application for remission
of forfeiture
forfeiture
remission of
application
penalty on
vehicle refusing
refusing
&c.of velicle
on driver, &e.
penalty
be
made
within
of
months
of
three
may
to
178
search............. 178
stop and
and allow search
to stop
181
sale ...............................
regulations
persons and
and
as to search of persons
regulations as
may be granted upon
upon what
what proof...
proof
181
178
luggage ...........................
178
if not made within three months,
female
inspectors .................. 178
178
temale inspectors
proceeds
distributed 181
proceeds of sale to be distributed
ears, engines, &c.
common carriers
carriers not
not
&c. of common
cars,
perishable property, proceedings
proceedings upon
upon
perishable
&c........ 179
unless, &c..........179
to forfeiture,
forfeiture, unless,
subject to
seizure of ...................... 181,
181, 182
182
seizure
the
" vehicle "
" to in" vessel"
vessel" and "
the words "
where
of
fines
and
forfeitures
remission
remission
forfeitures
clude what .......................
178
178 .
cdlle
amount
is
not
$1,000
...........
182
not
over
$1,000
amount
penalty
fraudulently or knowingly
knowingly
for fraudulently
penalty for
parties
claiming a
alien
lien on imported goods
goods
parties claiming
bringing into
into the United
United States any
any
to
owner
182
notified before delivery to owner..
to be
be notified
179
179
law ...............
contrary to law.....
goods contrary
possession by officers
officers not to discharge
possession
for knowingly receiving
receiving the same
179
same... 179
lien
182
lien 182
.......................
possession
sufficient to
to
possession of goods sufficient
imports not over
over $100
$100 in value
value may be
imports
authorize conviction,
conviction, unless
authorize
entered
without triplicate invoice, if,
entered without
defendant explains it.......
it
179
179
defendant
&e.
182
&c................................
&c.
seizures, &c
persons authorized
authorized to make seizures,
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Smuggling,
Smuggling, (continued.)
(continued.)
goods, &c.
&e. at
on northern,
goods,
at ports
ports on
northern, he.
&c. fronfrontiers, shipped thence
thence on foreign vessels
foreign ports, to be reshipped
reshipped thence
to foreign
to aaport in the United States on those
frontiers with intent, he.
may be forforfiontiers
&c. may
182, 183
feited ..........................
182,
183
vessels to pay a
a tonnage duty......
duty
183
183
"sea stores"
"sea
stores " for vessels on northern,
northern, he
&c.
frontiers, purchased
purchased at any port in adjacent British provinces,
provinces, to be reported
reported
on first port of arrival in the United
States .............................
183
States
183
provisions concerning
concerning ............
183
provisions
183
183
saloon stores or supplies ...........
183
equipments of such vessels, including
equipments
including
expenses of repairs, to pay
boats and expenses
pay a
a
duty
184
duty............................
184
when duty may be refunded........
refunded
184
184
provisions
provisions for enforcing
payment of
of
enforcing payment
duty
184
.......................... 184
fraudulently obtaining
obtaining certificate
regfraudulently
certificate of registry, he.
forfeiture of vessel..
vessel
184
&c. to work fbrfeiture
manifests to apply to vessels
vessels
laws as to manifests
owned by foreigners.
184
foreigners................. 184
goods, he.
taken in any
any vessel from
from one
&c. taken
one
port to another on northern,
northern, he.
fron&c.
tiers, to be unladen only in open day,
unless, &c....................
&c..
184
184
regulations for unladineregulations
unlading at night
night... 184
inspectors
destined for one or
inspectors on vessels destined
or
more ports of the United States
States...... 184
184
vessels paying tonnage
tonnage duty only
only once a
a
year,
when to pay it................
it
185
year, when
185
office of naval officer and subordinate
subordinate ofofficers may be suspended,
suspended, except, he.
&c.
collecand duties thereof assigned to collec185
tors or inspectors .................
deputy collectors
collectors may exercise
exercise powers
powers of
deputy
of
their principals
principals ...................
185
their
. 185
salaries or wages of
employed in
salaries
of those
those employed
in
internal revenue......
revenue
185
the customs or internal
185
not to be paid until oath is made
185
made... 185
customs laws
goods seized for violation
violation of customs
collector
186
to be in custody of collector.........
186
proceedings
proceedings for forfeiture
186
forfeiture.......... 186
certain duties
duties or fees to be remitted
remitted or
or
refunded to collectors or surveyors....
surveyors
186
186
incidental expenses of collector to be paid
he. are
are insufficient
in part, where fees, &c.
insufficient
compensation
186
compensation ....................
186
officers and employds
employe's of
the United
United States
of the
States
to have only pro rata pay, and
never
and never
more than maximum
maximum ...............
186
penalty for attempting to bribe revenue
revenue
officers
officers........................
186,
187
86, 187
suits for recovery of duties illegally
illegally exexacted.
187
acted .........................
187
parts of building may
may be bonded for storstorage of grain ......................
187
187
number of bushels
bushels of grain
grain to be fbund
found
187
by weight .........................
187
pounds in aabushel ................
187
warrants for seizure
seizure of invoices,
invoices, books,
&
Ste ...........................
187
187
neglect of officer to pay over
over money
money to
to
be cause
cause of removal ...............
187
187
masters of foreign vessels arriving
arriving here
188
to do what .......................
188
collectors and inspectors
penalty upon collectors
of
inspectors of
steamboats for not making returns as
steamboats
required by law ...................
188
required
188
repealing
repealing clause, pending proceedings
proceedings not
not
affected ........................
188
188

Smuggling,
(continued.)
Smuggling, (continued.)
provisions
to prevent,
prevent, not
not to
to affect
provisions of act to
affect
any
time of
any right
right or suit
suit pending at
at the
the time
of
its passage
394
passage.......................
394
&c. may be tried and
suits, &c.
and disposed
disposed
of, as
though the act
been
of,
as though
act had not been
passed.
passed .....................
394
"March"
in twenty-fifth section,
section, "March
" subsubfor "July
"July"
394
stituted for
"............
394
Snag-boats,
Snag-boats,
and other
other apparatus
apparatus for clearing Western
rivers,
71, 421
rivers, appropriations
appropriations for ..........
71,
Secretary of Navy
Navy to transfer to SecretaSecretary
ry of War
War certain
certain vessels
vessels suitable
suitable for..
for..
71
71
Snags and
and Boulders,
Boulders,
appropriation for removing
removing from
from the
the
Minnesota river ....................
. 421
Minnesota
421
Snake Indians,
Indians,
appropriations for
for the
appropriations
the................. 511
Snow Hill,
Hill,
office of surveyor
surveyor at, discontinued
411
office
discontinued...... 411
Snuff. See Tobacco, ckc.
-c.
provisions concerning
provisions
concerning the taxation of 123, 126
penalty upon manufacturer
manufacturer of,
penalty
of, for
for making without
without payment
payment of tax.........
tax
473
473
fine and imprisonment
473
fine
imprisonment ...........
473
proceedings in
in relation to
to the
the forfeiture
forfeiture
proceedings
and sale
sale of ........................
474
and
474
Sohan, John J.,
J.,
increased pension
620
increased
pension to ................
620
to be paid
paid from
naval pension fund..
fund
620
from naval
620

Soldiers,
cemeteries
the burial of deceased,
deceased, escemeteries for the
tablished .........................
tablished
399
increased
of, continued
continued for
for three
three years
increased pay of,
years
from, &ce....................
he
from,
..... 422
Fair Buiilding,
Building,
Soldiers' and Sailors' Chphan
Orphan Fair
may be
be used
used by citizens for
for lawful
lawful meetings, when permitted
permitted by the
the Speaker
Speaker
of the House
the
House or the President of the
370
Senate ............................
370
partieularly .
reference
particularly
for meetings
meetings in reference
to the
the liberation
Ireland
370
liberation of Ireland......
370
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Soldiers'
Sailors' Orphan
Orphan Home,
Horne,
for
use of certain lumber for buildings for
fair for ..................
........ 356
Soldiers' and
of
and Sailors' Union of the City of
Washington,
WVashington, D.
D. C.,
act to incorporate
incorporate....................
235
act
235
duties of
of the,
corporation
235
powers and duties
the corporation....
235
Soldwrs'
Claims,
Soldiers' Claims,
for pensions, back pay, bounty, and property lost in service, no stamip
stamp duty
duty on
on
papers used for collection
from govpapers
collection of, from
ernment ..........................
475
ernment
475
Soldiers' Individual Memorial,
Jlemorial, The,
may go through
through mails
mails on payment of
of
usual postage
postage of printed
printed matter
40
matter...... 40
of the
Soldiers of
the United States,
provision respecting the burial of
of those
who died in the service during
during the rewho
bellion
bellion ........................
353
. 353
Soldiers' Orphans'
Soldiers'
Orphans' Home of
of Anat.,
lowaa,
gift
of
buildings,
furniture,
&c.
to
318
gift
buildings, furniture, &c. to...... 318
Solicitor of Internal
Revenue,
Solicitor
Internal ]Revenue,
office
office of, established
established ...................
170
170
Solicitor
Solicitor of the Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
appropriations for the
450
appropriations
the...............
450
Solicitor
Solicitor of
of the Treasury,
appropriations
appropriations for,
for, and
and for
for office of 195,
195, 196,
445, 446
446
445,
office of assistant solicitor of, established
established 207
of War Department,
Solicitor of
Department,
authority
repealed... 337
authority for appointment
appointment of,
of, repealed...

INDEX.
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Boston,
South Boston,
land in,
in, may be sold at public
public auction
auction...
Carolina,
South Carolina,
certain lands in certain parishes
in, sold
parishes in,
and bid
commissioners and
by direct tax commissioners
in by the
the United States, and sold to
"" heads of families of the African
race," provisions concerning .........
race,"
Royal, and lots and houses
heaps
Port Royal,
lots in Port
in Beaufort ....................
certain
by tax
tax
surveyed by
certain lands in, to be surveyed
commissioners .....................
commissioners
the insurrection declared
declared to be at an end in
act
provide for
efficient govmore efficient
fbr the
the more
act to
to provide
ernment of
of.........................
constituted part of the second
second military
military distririt
.
trict
..
........

486
496

175
175
175
175
176
176
813
813

428
428

.- ....
.
..............
428
. ..............
9M
- -.
---- .. 428
See Rebel
Rded States.
Southeast Executive Building, and Extension,
appropriation
general purposes of the 197,
for general
appropriation for
446
deficiency
373
373
appropriation for ............
deficiency appropriation
Southern
Pacific
Railroad
Company,
Southern Pacific Rilroad
Pacific
may connect with the Atlantic
Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad ..........................
299
299
Railroad
rates
of connection,
connectioni gauge, and rates
point of
299
299
of fare ......................
to have
of land to aid in its conto
have grants of
struction .........................
299
299
struction
States,
Southern States,
vessel to transport supplies of food
public vessel
and
clothing to the suffering
suffering people of the 567
567
and clothingto
Southwest
Executive Building,
Southwest Executive
appropriations for the general
general purposes
purposes
appropriations
of the .......................
201, 451
Spalding,
Spalding, Rufus C.,
allowed to,
settlement of
to, in settlement
credit to be allowed
paymaster in the navy,
his accounts as paymaster
618
for money stolen ....................
618
J. S. Harvey
Harvey not hereby
hereby released
released
from
618
618
from responsibility
responsibility .............
Spanish,
Spanish,
assistant professor of,
pay
of, at West Point, pay
and emoluments
416
416
emoluments of ..................
Spanish Authorities,
Authorities,
Spanish
claims to lands derived
derived by grant from,
provisions concerning
220, 221
concerning.............220,
provisions
Speaker
of
House
of
Representatives,
Speaker of House of Representatives,
323
pay of established
established ....................
923
may permit the soldiers'
soldiers' and sailors'
sailors' orphan fair building to be used for certain
. 370
public meetings
meetings ......
....................
Special
Agents,
Special Agents,
203
appropriation
for
appropriation for......................
under the internal revenue
revenue law, penalty
upon,
for
extortion
or
oppression
upon, for extortion or oppression..... 101
453
compensation
compensation to ......................
Disbursing Agents
or Disbursing
Collectinq or
Special Collecting
of Post-Office
Department, may
may be rePost-Office Department,
quired
give bond .................
61
quired to give
Special
Commissioner of the Revenue,
Special Commissioner
appointment of, by the Secretary
Secretary of the
appointment
Treasury in
authorized 170
170
in his department, authorized
Treasury
term
office, duties,
duties, and powers of. .170,
171
.170, 171
term of office,
171
...........
salary
and
franking
privilege
privilege
salary
Special
Income
Tax
1864,
of
Special
not
certain
not to be further enforced against certain
soldiers ................
. 371
officers and soldiers
Special
Special Tax,
to
metto be levied for increased pay of the met374
ropolitan
C
374
ropolitan police, Washington, D. C....
penalty for carrying on any trade, business
&c.
upon
which
tax
is
imposed,
imposed,
which
ness, &c.
of th
ta
......... . ...473
/;thfllt nvmolt
without
payment
the tax
·
-l.l-VUY - of -.lW
G
- 473
-.
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Taxes,
Special Taxes,
firm, &c.
&c. or corporation,
do
no person, firm,
corporation, to do
business upon
upon which a
a special tax
tax is
assessed, until
until it is paid .............
113
113
&c. doing a
persons, &c.
a business specially
specially
taxed, to register names
names with assistant
assistant
assessors
113
113
assessors .......................
register to state what..............
what
113
register
113
penalty for exercising any trade without
without
penalty
113
the payment
payment of the tax..............
tax
113
to be paid to collectors,
collectors, who shall give
give reto
113
ceipts therefor .....................
113
receipt to set forth what...............
what
113
receipt
113
persons
carrying on
on taxable
taxable business
business
persons carrying
receipt therefor
therefor to revto exhibit receipt
demand
114
114
enue officer on demand..........
if pedler
pedler refuses
refuses to exhibit
exhibit receipt,
receipt, his
property may
may be seized .............
114
114
property
proceedings
thereon
114
114
proceedings thereon...............
assessor may decree
decree a
a forfeiture.....
forfeiture
114
114
assessor
payment
exempt from addiaddipayment of, not to exempt
tional tax from doing business
business in another place,
113
classes..... 113
other
place, except
except certain classes
auctioneers, builders,
builders, cattle-brokers,
cattle-brokers,
auctioneers,
commercial brokers, dentists, horsehorsecommercial
dealers, insurance
insurance agents,
agents, and
and brodealers,
kers, lawyers,
lawyers, patent-right
patent-right dealers,
dealers,
kers,
pedlers, photographers,
physicians,
pedlers,
photographers, physicians,
produce surgeons, cxexproduce
- brokers;
brokers; surgeons,
empted .. ....................
113
113
empted
no special tax for storage of goods,
goods, &c.
at place other than place of
of business,
if no goods are there kept,
kept, except as
samples ......
113
113
................
to be due on 1st of May
May each year, or
when commencing
commencing the business.......
business..
114
114
case, to be reckoned
reckoned for
for
in latter case,
proportional part of year
114
proportional
year....... 114
tax
if a
a person who has paid the special tax
removes,
carry on business in
removes, he may carry
place ......................
114
114
new placo
if he dies,
dies, his representatives
representatives may
continue the
the business
business for the rescontinue
114
idue of the term ................
cases of removal
removal and death to be reg114
istered ........................
114
istered
carrying on more than
than one busiaa person carrying
the same place,
place, at the same
ness at the
for each ............ 114
114
time, to pay tax for
6,000 persons,
in places of less than 6,000
embrace the business
one tax to embrace
land warrant brokers, claimclaimof land
-warrant
agents,
and
real
estate agents.....
agents
114
114
real-estate
agents,
any persons may do business
business as partners,
partners,
and pay but one special tax, except
except
cattle-brokers,
claim-agents, conveyancattle-brokers, claim-agents,
cers,
dentists, horse•dealers,
horse-dealers, lawyers,
cers, dentists,
patent-agents, pedlers, physicians,
physicians, sur.. 115
geons ..................
......
apothecaries, connot to be imposed upon apothecaries,
fectioners,
butchers, keepers
keepers of eatingcatingfectioners, butchers,
taverns, or rehouses, hotels,
hotels, inns, or taverns,
houses,
dealers in
except retail dealers
dealers, except
tail dealers,
spirituous or malt
malt liquors, when their
their
spirituous
annual gross
receipts do not exceed
exceed
gross receipts
annual
$1,000 ............................
122
$1,000
amount
amount of annual receipts, how ascertained ................
.... ...
... 122
certained
if
amount is understated,
&c. the
understated, &c.
if amount
person
or
company
again
again
to
be
company
or
person
assessed ...........
...... ...... 122
assessed
none to
imposed upon certain apotheto be imposed
none
caries, farmers,
vintners .... . 122
farmers, physicians, vintners
caries,
payment of tax
tax not to exempt
exempt from
from
pavment
r-aI
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Special
Special Taxes,
Taxes, (continued.)
(continued.)
Stamp Tax, (continued.)
(continued.)
penalty under State laws for carrying
use
here to pay same
as though
thaugh
penalty
carrying
use here
same tax as
&c. nor authorize
authorize a
made here ......................
144
on such trade, &c.
a
144
prohibited by State laws,
who
to
affix
the
stamp
144
trade, &c. prohibited
laws,
who to affix the stamp .............
144
penalty for forging
forging or counterfeiting
counterfeiting any
any
a State from imposing an
nor prevent a
additional tax ...................
122
stamp, die, &c ....................
122
stamp,
141
list of trades and professions
for
any stamp
stamp upon
upon any
professions required
required to
to
for forging
forging any
any papa115
122
inpay a
a special tax .............
115-—122
per, &c.
&c. or stamping, &c. with
with inSee Internal
889.
142
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, pp.
pp. 888,
888, 889.
tent to defraud .................
142
Spencer, A. T.,
T.,
for knowingly
knowingly uttering
uttering or selling papaaccount of,
of, for carrying the mail, to be
with forged
forged stamp.......
stamp
142
be
per, &c. with
142
audited and paid
paid .................... 597
for knowingly
permitting
knowingly using or permitting
Spezz1a,
Spezzia,
the use of aaforged
forged stamp ........
142
142
salary of consul at,
at, established
established .........
for fraudulently
fraudulently removing
removing stamp,
or
414
stamp, or
Spirituous
Spirituous Liquors,
Liquors,
impression of, from
from paper, &c.....
&c
142
impression
142
of
to be imported in casks or packages, of
for fraudulently
fraudulently using,
using, &c.
&c. stamp,
stamp,
for
what capacity
capacity ....................
&c. from
from any
other
paper,
re328
cut, &c.
any other paper, rein less quantities, if shipped
shipped after
quired to be stamped
stamped ............
142
October I,
1866, to be forfeited...
forfeited
328
removing or altering the
1, 1866,
for wilfully removing
the
prohibited from Cherokee
Cherokee country.......
country
prohibited
806
cancelling
cancelling of
of a
a stamp
stamp........... 142
142
Spoliation,
Spoliation,
for knowingly
knowingly buying or selling, or
or
indemnity for, to be
by
indemnity
be paid the Poncas by
having
having in his possession,
possession, marked,
marked,
United States ..................
676
the United
&c.
142
676
&c. stamps .....................
142
Springfield
Springfield Armory,
not to be imposed
imposed upon certain drugs,
rank, pay, &c. of ordnance
ordnance storekeeper
storekeeper
medicines, and
medicines,
and chemicals
chemicals ............
151
151
and paymaster
paymaster at ...................
423
423
articles requiring
articles
requiring stamps sold on distraint,
Squares,
Public,
Squares, Public,
stamped by
selling
152
to be stamped
by the officer
officer selling....
152
appropriations
for
462, 464
Standard Weights and Measures
of the Metric
appropriations for..............
462,
464 Standard
Pleasures of
letric
Staff,
Staff,
| System,
System,
of the general
general of the army of
of the United
each State........
State
369
set of,
of, to be furnished each
369
States .........................
223 Standish,
223
Standish, Henry,
223
of the lieutenant-general
lieutenant-general ...............
223
sums found due
sums
due on settlement
settlement of accounts
Elizabeth,
Staley, Elizabeth,
as Indian agent in Utah, to
paid
570
to be paid...
570
mother
mother by adoption of Theodore A
James,
A.
Starkey, James,
Jones, pension to ..................
630
630
payment to, for a
payment
a horse killed in a
a fight
Stallions, Owners of
Stallions,
of,
with Indians
Indians ....................
618
with
618
definition of, and special tax on
on........ 120
See Remo:al
Removal of
of Causes.
Causes.
120 State Courts.
Courts. See
Stamps,
Stamps,
provisions
provisions for removal
removal of certain suits
for imported cigars,
cigars, cigarettes,
cigarettes, and chefrom, to
to the circuit courts of the
the UnitUnitroots, to be provided and
and placed
placed on
on
ed States ................ 46,
46, 171,307,
171, 307, 558
558
packages, &c
328
packages,
&c.......................
328 State Department,
Department,
for brewers, provisions
provisions concerning...165,
166
concerning. .. 165, 166
appropriations
appropriations for compensation
officompensation of offirevenue, appropriations
appropriations for..
for
443
for internal revenue,
443
cers of the .................
194, 374,
374, 444
194,
444
Stamp Tax,
incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses
no instrument, &c. required by
by law to be
be
of .........................
444
444
stamped, to be recorded, unless stampstamppublishing
publishing and
and distributing
distributing laws, &c.
&c 444
444
ed ............................
141
141
general purposes
purposes of building
building occurecord of such instrument, &c.
&c. void.
void 141
pied by
by ...................
444
.. 444
instruments, &c.
official instruments,
&c issued by officers
buildings
buildings for
for the temporary
temporary accommodaof the United
United States or of any State,
State,
tion of the ......................
362
362
141 Stationery,
city, or county, to be exempt
exempt from
from tax
Stationery,
tax 141
where stamp was
put on
on instruinstruwas not put
officers of the customs.
how furnished to officers
customs. 309
maybe placed
placed
ment when made, how
how it
it maybe
Statistics, Bureau of.
of Statistics.
Statistics,
of. See Bureau of
Statistics.
thereon afterwards
143
afterwards ..................
provisions concerning
concerning ..............
331, 446
143
331,
446
143 Statutes at Large,
or upon a
a copy, if original is
is lost
lost... 143
Large,
made
if instrument not having stamp
stamp was
was made
additional compensation
compensation to publishers of 23,
when and where there
there was
was no colleccollec326
326
may be affixed
affixed prior
tion district, stamp may
prior
appropriation to purchase
appropriation
purchase copies
copies of volto January
January 1, 1867 ................
143
143
nie XIrI
ume
XIII ......
193
..........
1.93
intervening
intervening bona fide rights not afafcontract
contract for the publication
publication of,
between
of, between
fected
143
fected ......................... 143
the Department
Department of State and
and Little,
persons making, issuing, receiving,
persons
receiving, or
or
Brown,
Brown, and Company, to be renewed
renewed. 352
352
paying,
&c.
any
instrument,
note,
&c.
paying, &c. any instrument, note, &c.
time of
of delivery of ................
352
352
required to be stamped,
without
havrequired
stamped, without havprice of, not
price
not to exceed
exceed actual
actual expelexpencancelled, with
ining thereon a
a stamp cancelled,
with inditures and commission ........
ditures
352
352
evade the law,
forfeit $50,
tent to evade
law, to forfeit
$50,
purchase
purchase of certain
certain copies of ..........
461
461
and the instrument, &c.
&c. to
to be void
void.... 142
142 Statutes
Statutes of
of the United
United States,
title of a
a purchaser
purchaser of land by deed
deed duly
commissioners
commissioners to revise and consolidate
stamped not to be defeated
defeated by
stamped
by want
want of
the general
general...
................. . 74
certain deeds ............
143
stamp on certain
143
their compensation,
compensation, duties,
and
no deed, &c. required
by law
to be
stamprequired by
law to
be stamppay ........................
74
admitted in
in evidence,
evidence,
ed to be
be hereafter
hereafter admitted
copy of work to be
copy
be submitted to Conuntil proper stamps
stamps are
are affixed....
affixed .... 143,
143, 144
144
gress
..
.................
75
gress
75
documents
in a
foreign country
documents made
made in
a foreign
country for
for
work may
may be printed in parts......75
parts
75
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Statutes of the United States, (continued.)
Statutes
(continued.)
Stills, (continued.)
(continued.)
expenses of commission
commission to
to revise
revise and
expenses
and
if value
value over $
$ 1,000,
1,000, its release
be
release to
to be
consolidate
consolidate...
455, 456
456
..................
455,
at the
the discretion
at
discretion of the
the court ..... 483
printing to be done in government
government printprintadditional
penalty upon owners, &c. of,
additional penalty
ing-ofiie ....................
ing-office
456
456
for
neglect or refusal
for neglect
refusal to do what
what the
St. Clair,
St.
Clair, Leonard,
law
requires
concerning distilled spirits 483
law requires concerning
pension to
586
pnS.oin
to. .......................
586
may
be
seized
with
materials
may
seized
for disdisSt. Croix River,
ro
tUiverillation,
tillation,
and forfeited
forfeited ..........
483
483
appropriation for improving navigation
appropriation
navigation
proceedings
to
enforce
forfeiture
proceedings
enforce
forfeiture
483
483
'
of, aboe
of,
above the ldge
lodge ...............
420
"
420 "Stockholders,"
Stockholders,
province
Brunswick to pay
province of New Brunswick
pay
to
what in section 122 of internal
to mean
mean what
internal
one half of the sum actually
actually exrevenue
revenue act
act......................
5
5..
pended therefor................
therefor.
420
420 Stocks, Nancy
Nuncy
A.,
A.,
Steamboats, Inspectors
Inspectors of. See Inspectors
Steamboats,
Inspectors op
of
payment
to
.........................
payment
603
Steamboats.
Stockton and Copperopolis R. R. Co.,
appropriations for
203, 373, 453
right
of
way
granted
to,
through
certain
Steamboats. See Boats, Barges, and Fleas.
public lands
..
548
tax upon gross receipts from passengers
route of road
548
and mails ......................
135
135
materials
materials for construction
constraction from adSteaan Engineering,
Enqineering,
Steam
jacent
jacent lands
lands .................
548
548
appropriations
appropriations for bureau
bureau of...200,
201, 450,
of... 200, 201,
450,
extent
... .... .
48
extent of grant .....
548
451, 491
491
ground for stations,
stations, shops,
shops, turn-outs,
turn-outs,
additional clerks authorized
authorized in
in......
additional
208
&ce
.......................
548
ecc
548
s
salary of
of' draughtsman
draugh ts man in bureau
of, esbureau of,
econditions
conditions of grant ...............
548
548
tablised........................
tablished....
450
450
public lands
lands granted to the State of
Caliof
Cralione clerk in bureau of, authorized.......
authorized
.
450
450
fornia,
to
in
the
construction
fornia,
aid
construction
548-550
of
58-550
Steamers,
Steamers,
alternate sections
548
alternate
sections .................
548
used as freight boats to be subject
subject to
to
lands in lieu
those reserved,
lieu of those
reserved, &c
&e ... 548
548
what
what inspection
inspection and requirements__
228
requirements..... 228
those
containilg
those containing gold, silver, or copcopto be
ibesubject to act of 1852, ch.
ch. 106,
106,
per excepted....................
excepted
.
.... 548
548
§ 29 ...........
§
..
..... 228
228
"mineral
"mineral "
"not to includle
include iron
iron or coal
coal 548
548
regulations
regulations as to lights of, and
and life-boats
litb-boats. 228
228
patents
to
issue
for
lands,
sections
patents
issue
lands,
as
sections
of
sealgoing,
sea-going, when undr
under Way,
under
way,
atento
to be
be under
consecutive miles of the road
ten consecutive
road are
control
control of licensed pilots, except, &c
&e... 228
228
ready for
or service
rvice................. .548,
548, 549
ready
549
Steamers and
and Vessels,
Steamers
comnissioners
commissioners to
to examine and
and reand
definition
of,
on
118
special
tax
on........118
port...................548,549
l
port
548,549
Steam Machn
ery, .
Machinery,
railroad,
bow to be constructed........
549
railroad, how to be constructed
549
claims of certain contractors for,
refor, for
for regauge to
uniform
to be uniform
with
the
Pacific
with
the
Pacific
lief, to be investigated ....
424
.................................
railroad
549
549
basis of the investigation
investigation .......... 424
24
lands on both sides of road to be
be surveyed
surveyed 549
549
report to Congress ................
report
424
424
not
liable
odd
sections
liable
entry,
&c.
to
&e.
Steam Tuyboots,
except, &c
549
not of the United States, employed
employed in
in
pre-emption and homestead
homestead rights
pre-emption
towing, to forfeit fifty cents a
a ton for
for
extended
extended to all
all lands not granted
granted
every vessel towed
towed................183
183
to company
company...................
549
549
forfeiture of fifty cents a
certain,
a ton for certain,
minimum
minimum price
price of lands
lands not granted
not of the United States, employed
employed in
to be $2.50
$2.50 per acre................49
acre....
549
towiig, &c. not to apply
towing,
apply to
to certain
certain
conditions of grant
conditions
549
g
rant.............
: ....
549
towing .............................
410
410
time
time of commencing
commencing and completing
completing
s
Ve ssel
Steam Vessels,
road
road
549
.......
549
suject
subject to the navigation laws
laws of the
upon breach,
breach, u
unpatented lands to reUnited States ........................
412
412
vert,
vert
549
5.49
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
if condition
condition of
of grant
grant remain
remain broken
broken a
a
appropriation for salary
appropriation
salary of ............
25
year,
Congress
may
complete
the
road.
year, Congress may complete the road. 549
549
Stevens,
rtha,
Stevens,raMartha,
railro made aa post-route
post-route and military
railroad
military
pension
to...............
pension to
... .. 588
588
road
.........................
road
549
549
Stevens,
Stevew, Samuel,
trans
ortation for the United
transportation
United States
States
may enter and purchase
purchase certain
certain land
land.... 604
to bee free
free
549
.....................
549
patent
patent therefor
therefor to issue to ..........
605
conditions
conditions of grant to be accepted
accepted by
by
Stevens, Thomas W.,
W.,
Stevens,
company, how and when......
when
549, 550
549,
payment to .....................
payment
602
act to be void,
void, unless certain
certain subscription
subscription
Steward of
of President's
President's Household,
to stock isis made with
five
per
with
cent paid
paid
appointment and salary...
appointtnent
207
salary .............
207
within
within two years
years ...............
550
550
duties and
and bond of .............
207
207
act may be repealed,
repealed, altered, &c
550
&c........ 550
Stills,
Storage
Storage
for making distilled spirits, not to
be made
made
to be
of
of grain, parts of
building may
may be
of building
be bondbondor set up without, &c
&c. ............
154
154
ed for.......................
187
187
provisions
provisions of internal revenue
revenue law
conlaw conStorekeeper,
cerning............................
cerning
154
154
at the naval
academy,
naval academy, how to he detailed 516
516
fit for use, if not over $
1,000 in value,
$1,000
may procure clothing, &c.
&c. for
for midsipmen
midshipmen 516
516
seized
seized for violation of internal revenue
revenue
regulations
regulations therefor,
therefor, to be proscribed
prescribed
laws, not to be released before judgb the Secetary
by
Secretary of the Navy.....
Navy
516
516
ment ........................
483 Storekeepers
Storekeepers of
of the Army,
Army,
if forfeited,
to
be
destroyed.........483
forfeited,
destroyed
483
rank, pay, and allowances
allowances o...........
of
423
42

Steam
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Stouffer,
Captain,
Stouffer, Captain,
and reAntarctic, gold
gold medal and
of the
the ship
ship Antarctic,
ward to
365
to...........................
Stout,
Charles M.,
Stout, Charles
596
596
of, to be stated ................
account of,
Saint Paul,
Minnesota,
Paul, Minnesota,
Saint
purchase
of
site
and
of
building
building
and
erection
of
purchase of site
316
&c .............
at, for custom-house, &e
316
Straw
Straw
not
of
carried on deck or guards of
be carried
not to be
passenger steamers,
steamers, except, &c........
&c.
227
Streets and Sewers,
in Washington,
Washington, D. C., appropriations
appropriations
469
for ..............................
Streets
C.,
D. C.,
Streets in
in Washington, D.
appropriations
repairs, and lightfor care, repairs,
appropriations for
ing
............ 17—
17- 19, 314, 315,
315, 462-464
462-464
ing
Strohm,
Isaac,
Strohm, Isaac,
469
payment for services as clerk ...........
Strubing,
Isabella,
Strubing, Isabella,
586
..
pension to .....................
Sub-Indian
Sub-Indian Agents,
appointment of those whose salaries
salaries are
appointment
515
over $
$ 1,000 aayear .................. 515
Submerged
Tubular Bridge,
Submerged Tubular
Bridge,
maintained across the
may be built and maintained
Mississippi river at St. Louis .....
......... 408
Mississippi
408
408
mode of construction
construction .............
to be aalawful
lawful structure and a
a post-route
post-route 408
408
charges for transportation
through ...... 408
408
transportation through
charges
to be open equally to all steam railroads,
railroads,
409
and at what charges .................
questions of its obstructing
naviobstructing the free navigation of the river to be tried in what
gation
courts ............................
408
408
Subsistence
Subsistence
for destitute
destitute Indians and Indian
Indian tribes
tribes
within the southern superintendency..
superintendency
347
Subsistence
and Commutation
Commutation of,
Subsistence and
appropriations
for
appropriations for.................... 90
Subsistence
Department,
Subsistence Department,
hereafter
fee
334
hereafter to consist of what officers, &c...
Substitutes,
Substitutes,
money paid for, by persons drafted and
money
not liable to the service,
service, to be refunded
417
refunded 417
Sub-Treasury,
Sub-Treasury,
in Boston, commission appointed
appointed to
to sethe............. 573
lect a
a proper site for the
Succession
Estate,
Succession to Real Estate,
provisions as to taxes upon
upon.....
141
provisions
.............
Success
Rock,
Success Rock,
appropriation
for
erecting
an
spindle
iron
spindle
erecting
appropriation
on
461
on. .............................
Sugar Refiners,
who to be deemed ...................
474
474
Sugars,
Sugars,
tax upon ..........................
474
474
Suits.
See Removal of Causes.
Causes.
Suits. Sec
for recovery of duties,
duties, illegally
exacted,
illegally exacted,
not to be maintained, unless
unless plaintiff
gives defendant
defendant bill of particulars
particulars within, &c .........................
187
against
if bill is not served, judgment against
plaintiffs ...................
187
187
the plaintiffs
under the internal revenue
not to be
under
revenue law, not
commenced without authority of the
commissioner of internal revenue
commissioner
revenue..... 111
ll
by whom and where to be brought...111,145
brought... 111,145
compromised ..................
146
may be compromised
146
not to be brought
brought to recover tax wrongfully collected, until after appeal to
commissioner, and his decision
decision thereon ....................
152
.........
152
to be brought
brought within what time
152
time..... 152

Suits,
(continued.)
Suits, (continued.)
under
internal revenue
revenue act, district atunder internal
torney
report to commissioner
commissioner of
of
to report
torney to
internal revenue.................471,
revenue
471, 472
472
internal
commissioner
district
commissioner to make rules for district
attorneys, marshals,
revenue offimarshals, and revenue
attorneys,
cers in regard
472
472
regard to suits ...............
appropriation
which
expenses of, in which
appropriation for expenses
the United States is aaparty.......
party
.
448, 449
448,
none
in any court to remaintained in
none to be maintained
strain the assessment
assessment or collection
collection of
475
475
tax ..............................
See Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, p. 897.
. See
Summary
Courts-martial.
(Navy.)
Summary Courts-martial. (YNay.)
on
officers and men,
men, of inferior
inferior raton petty
petty officers
ings,
proceedings of to be approved
approved by
by
ings, proceedings
commander-in-chief, &c.
&c. before carrycommander-in-chief,
516
sentence into execution
execution ..........
516
ing sentence
sentence involves
be
involves loss of pay, to be
if sentence
approved by Secretary
Secretary of
of Navy...
Navy
516
516
approved
Superintendent,
Superintendent,
of house of correction
correction for boys in the District
Columbia, provisions
provisions concerntrict of Columbia,
ing
233, 234
234
ing..........................
333
cemetery ..............
to each national cemetery
Superintendents
of
Exports
and
Drawback,
Dratclack,
Superintendents of Exports
appropriations for
for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses
appropriations
445
445
of ..............................
Superintendent of Government Hospital
for the Insane,
Insane,
Hlospitalfor
Superintendent
salary of,
464
464
established ................
of, established
Superintendents of Lights,
Superintendents
whose compensation
compensation as collectors
collectors of cuscustoms exceeds
exceeds three thousand
thousand dollars
dollars a
a
not to receive compensation
compensation as
year, not
disbursing agents for lighthouse
lighthouse estab468
lishment .......................
468
lishment
Superintendents of
of National
Cemeteries,
National Cemeteries,
Superintendents
Secretary of War to select, and from
from
whom
400
400
whom. ..........................
pay, allowances,
allowances, and duties
duties of
of.......... 400
Superintendent
of Public
Printing,
Public Printing
Superintendent of
employ additional
additional clerk
clerk........... 41
may employ
appropriations
of ..........
193, 443
443
193,
office of
appropriations for office
duty of, in relation to the printing of
of
public documents,
reports of executive
documents, reports
executive
departments,
305
departments, &c .....................
in
in relation to procuring
procuring a
of
a supply of
paper for public printing
prining .... 305,
305, 306
paper
annual report to include
include statement of
of
annual
proposals and
and contracts
contracts .............
305
305
proposals
may purchase
purchase paper in open market 306
when may
not to print greater
greater number
number of reports,
reports,
not
either house
house
unless specially directed by either
.306
of Congress .....................
347
to give new bond ....................
347
office of, abolished
abolished ....................
399
office
Inspectors of Steamnbots,
Steamboats,
Supervising Inspectors
salaries .................
229
bonds of,
of, and salaries
229
for Pacific
Pacific coast, salary of
9 29
of.............
229
See Inspectors
of SteanilMslts.
Steamboats.
Inspectors of
Court of the District
of Col
Columbia,
Supreme Court
District of
umbia,
provisions as to summoning
provisions
jurors for
summoning jurors
December term,
term, 1865
1863 .
...........
I1
for filling
filling vacancies
1
for
vacancies .............
salaries of
of the justices
justices of, estahlished..
established
55
provisions for writs of attachment
attachment and
and
garnishment in .....................
54
54
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries of justices
justices of 205,
205,455
455
appropriation
accounts
accounts of the clerk
clerk of,
how to be setof, how
...........................
309
tled
309
appropriation for
for increased
judges
increased pay of judges
appropriation
of .............................
326
to make and establish
establish rules
rules of practice
practice in
cases before
justices of the
the peace......
peace
cases
before justices
402
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Supreme Court
Court of
of the
District of
Columbia, (con(conSupreme
tIe Listrict
of Columbia,
General,
Surveyor- General,
tinued.)
tinued.)
authorized for
for Idaho
77
Idaho ..................
77
to prepare and publish forms of
of pleadpleadoffice at Boise City
City ...............
77
77
ings8
ings ...
402
............................ 40
for Nevada,
Nevada, appointment, pay, duties, and
and
to determine
determine bill of fees and costs ....... .40
402
allowances of .......................
allowances
86
86
execution of judgments of,
of, not to be
be
offlce of..............
location of office
of
86
86
stayed, except, &c
&c ................... 40
402
of
of Wisconsin and Iowa, office
office of, abolprescribe rules for the government,
to prescribe
government, &c.
&c
when, &c.................
ished, when,
&c.
198
198
prisoners in the jail
of prisoners
407
jail ...............
40
of Iowa and Wisconsin, office of,
removed
of, removed
Supreme Court
Court of the United
United States,
to Plattsmouth,
Nebraska ...........
344
Plattsmiouth, Nebraska
344
appropriation for rooms
rooms for
for ............
118
of
Nebraska nnd
of Nebraska
and Iowa ...............
344
344
of justices
justices of
of the....205,
the....205, 455
for salaries, &c.
&c. of
45.
office and
and appointment
appointment of, authorized
authorized in
in
for travelling
travelling expenses of the justice
justice asasthe
the Territory
Territory of Montana
Montana ........... 542
542
signed to the ninth circuit
205, 455
455
circuit........205,
salary, clerk hire, office
rent, duties
542
office rent,
duties..... 542
salary of reporter of decisions established
established 205
Secretary of Interior to locate office
Secretary
of
543
office of..
543
reports of decisions
decisions of, to be published
published in
in
of District
District of
of Iowa and
and Nebraska,
Nebraska, comcomeight months
51
months....................
51
pensation of,
established at
$'2,000
448
of, established
at $2,000....
448
act to fix the number of judges
judges of,
of, &c....
&e
209
20' Surveyor of
of the Customs,
no vacancy
vacancy in office of associate
associate justice
justice
appointment of
appointment
of one authorized
authorized at AlAlof, until the number is
reduced to
is reduced
to
bany, N. Y......................
Y.
542
542
six ...................
.
.......
. 209
20'
bond, oath,
bond,
oath, residence,
residence, duties
duties ............
542
542
to consist thereafter
thereafter of a
and
a chief justice and
Surveyors,
six associates ......................
.209
209
certain duties or fees to be remitted
certain
remitted or
or
four to be a
209
a quorum ..................
209
refunled
refunded to . ....................
186
186
terms. ........................
terms
209 Surveyors-General
....... 209
Surveyors- General and
arid Mei).
Clcrks,
their Clr
ks,
circuits
established................... . 209
circuits estiblished
20
appropriations for
198,
448
appropriations
for...................198, 448
to make regulations
regulations and orders respecting
respecting
Surveyors of
See Fines,
5
S-c.
of Customs.
Customs. See
F'nes, J-c.
appeals in cases of habeas
corpus ..... 38(
386
habeas corpus
share
fines, poenlties,
share of proceeds
proceeds of fines;
penalties, &c.
&c.
powers and duties of,
error
386,
of, in writs of error...
386
from seizures
ettizures for breach of customs
customs
387
......................
laws
547
546, 547
chief justice and associate justices
justices of
of the,
the,
appropriations for compensation
appropriations
compensation of, and
and
to be allotted to the circuits
circuits by order
order
for rent of offices
offices of,
of, in
in
of court
court. ..........................
433
433
California .....................
448
44
allotments may be made
new allotments
made when reColorado
Colorado and
448
nd Utah ..............
448
quired or found expedient
expedient ...........
433
433
Dakota and Montani
Montana ..............
448
448
if necessary
necessary at any
any other time
time than
than
Idaho ...........................
Idaho
448
448
during the term,
term, the
the chief
chief justice
justice
Iowa and
and Nebraska ............... 448
448
to make
it ....................
433
to
make it
433
Kansas.......................... 448
Kansas
446
to he
be binding
binding until the next
next
Minnesota .........
448
Minnesota
;.
.........
448
term and a
a new allotment....
allotment
433
433
Nevada
Nevada ..........................
448
448
marshal of,
of, mny
may be appointed......
appointed
433
433
New
New Mexico and Arizona
448
Arizona...........
448
assistant marshals and messengers..
messengers
433
433
Oregon
Oregon ..................
448
...
448
chief justice to nominate
nominate and
and recommend
reconmmend
Washington
Washington .....................
448
448
registers in bankruptcy
bankruptcy.............. 518
518 Surveys,
Surveys,
justices of,
of, to fiame
frame general
general orders
orders for
for
of Behring's Straits, the North Pacific
practice and procedure
521
procedure in bankruptcy
bankruptcy.. 521
Ocean,
China seas
38
Ocean, and China
seas.............
38
appeal or writ of error
no appeal
error to, in
cases of
in cases
of
appropriations for, of
of certain
certain public
public
appropriations
bankruptcy, unless matter in dispute
works, and inmprovmenits
improvements in
in harbors,
harbors,
exceed $
2,000 ..................
520, 521
$2,000
520,
521
rivers,
rivers, bays, and
flats ............ 418,
418, 422
422
and flats
Supreme Court-Room,
Court-Room,
See Public
Public Works.
appropriations
improvements in.....
appropriations for improvements
in
325
325 Suspension
Suspension Bridge,
SurgeonSurgeon- General,
General,
purchase
building and
and lot
lot at....
at.... 460
purchase of stone building
460
appointment of
of ......................... .336
336 Suller,
Sutler,
rank, pay, &c.
934
&c. of
of ..................
334
office of, abolished
abolished .................... 336
336
appropriations for the office of the.
the. .199, 200,
articles, how to be furnished
furnished ...........
336
articles,
336
449
449
when
this
provision
takes
effect
336
when this provision takes effect........... 336
Surgeon. General's
General's Office,
Sutro,
$utro, A.,
A.,
purchase of medical
medical works for
485
for ..........
485
right
right of
of way
to, in
in aid
aid of
of the
the conconway granted
granted to,
Surgeons,
Surgeons,
struction
struction of sc
draining and
and exploring
a draining
exploring
definition
definition of, and special
special tax
tast on
on .........
121
121
tunnel to the Comstock
Comstock lodo,
lode, in
in NeNein the army, number, rank, pay, &c. of..
of
335
335
vada ...........................
242
242

promotion
promotion of those in the
volunteer serserthe volunteer
vice .............................
423
423

Survey
of northern
northern and
and northwestern
northwestern lakes
lakes.....
Surveying, &c.
Surveying,
~c. Expeditions,
Expeditions,
of the government,
government, appropriation
for prespresappropriation for
ervation of collections
19, 316,
collections of
of..... 19,
316,
Survey of
of Public
Lands,
Public
appropriations for the...........21,
the
21, 318,
318,
of the Coast,
Survey of
Coast,
appropriations for
for the
the.................
Surveyor,
office
office of,
of, at Snow Hill,
Iill, discontinued
discontinued.....

dimensions
dimensions of
tunnel
242
of tunnel..............
242

Comstock
Comstock and other lodes
lodes excepted
excepted
from this grant
grant .................
243
243
owners of claims, &c.
&e. benefited by
tunnel,
tunnel, to pay
pay charges
charges for
drainfor drainage
age .......................
.
243
243

488
488
464
464

purchase two
may purchase
sections of
of laud,
land, not
not
two sections
mineral,
mineral, at
at mouth
its
mouth of
of tunnel,
tunnel, for
for its
465
465
use .............................
242
242
may
may purchase
purchase certain
certain mineral
mineral veins and
and
457
457
lodes .............................
lodes
242
242
wzamp and
Swamp
in California,
California,
and Overflowed Lands in
411
411
provisions concerning
concerninf ............. 219.
provisions
219, 220
,

a,

..

..

.

...

...

960
960
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Swiss,
Joseph,
Swiss, Joseph,
heirs
land, includa section of land,
heirs of, to have a
improvements ........
690
ing house and improvements
S'yphax, Maria,
Maria,
Syphax,
of, to certain land in Virginia, contitle of,
firmed
589
firmd ...........................

T.
T.
Tabegauche Bands,
Bands,
Tabegauche
appropriations
275, 510
appropriations for the ......... 272, 275,
Tampico,
pay of consul
consul at, established
established........... 225
Taverns
of,
Keepers of
Taverns, Keepers
special tax on ..... 117,
117, 118
of, and
and special
definition of,
Tax. See Internal
Special Taxes.
Internal Revenue, Special
failure to pay when
penalty for neglect or failure
bc five
interest... 473
473
five per cent and interest...
due, to be
cent a
a
percent
rate of interest to be one per
. 473
.................
month. ..
month
no interest for any fraction of a
a
month .........
473
.............
month
on spirits to be collected at no lower rate
proof.............. 481
than basis of first proof
Taxes,
certain license of wholesale
may
wholesale dealers may
certain
301
be refunded
refunded.....................
the authorassessment or collection of, by the.
ity of the United States or any State,
interfered with by bankruptcy
bankruptcy act.
act 531
not interfered
due the United States, and any State to
priority in payment
payment of dividends
dividends
have priority
estate ................
531
from bankrupt estate
Taxes in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
real property
property may be sold for ..........
215
redemption
provisions as to sale and redemption
provisions
of
215, 216
of.
.......................... 215,
See Levy
Levy Court.
Telegrams
Telegrams
telegraph
certain telegraph
for government, over certain
transmission.. 221
lines, to have priority of transmission..
Telegraph
Telegraph
between the Atlantic and Pacific States,
appropriations for facilitating
facilitating commuappropriations
nication by .................
22, 455
nication
Telegraphic Communication,
Communication,
Telegraphic
between
betwcen the United States and Cuba, the
Bahamas, and other West
West India IslBahamas,
ands, act to encourage
encourage ..............
46
between the Eastern and Western
Western contibetween
nents, resolution to encourage
encourage and
and facilnents,
350
itate ..............................
Secretary of the Navy
Navy to detail a
steam
a steam
Secretary
vessel to assist in making surveys
surveys and
soundings
350
soundings..........................
Telegraph Companies,
Companies,
Telegraph
may maintain
lines of telemaintain and operate lines
along post,
graph over public domain, along
&c.
&c. roads, and across navigable waters
waters
of the United
United States
States ..............
221
lines to be so constructed
constructed as not
not to
obstruct navigation or interfere
interfere
with travel ..................
221
materials for construction
construction
may take materials
from public
public lands.....
221
lands .............
may pre-empt and use lands for stations,
stations,
&c .............................
221
221
limit to
to amount,
amount, &c.
&c. of
of ............
221
telegrams for government
government to have
have priority
of transmission
221
transmission .
.............
rates
to
be
annually
fixed
rates to be annually fixed.............. 221
221
priviletres hereby granted
rights and privileges
granted not
to he
transferred .................
221
be transferred
221
the United gtates
purchase for postStates may purchase

Telegraph Companies,
Companies, (continued,)
(continued.)
Telegraph
al,
all telegraph
telegraph lines,
lines, at
at
purposes all
al, &t-.
&c. purposes
an
appraised value .................
222
222
an appraised
to
this act
writing, before acting
acting
act in
in writing,
to accept
accept this
under it
222
222
it .......................
under
Telegraph
Despatches,
Telegraph Despaches,
by
State Department,
Department, over
over Atlantic
Atlantic cacaby State
470
ble, appropriation
appropriation for...............
for
470
ble,
Telegraph Lines. See Telegraph
Companies.
Telegraph Companies.
act
to
aid
in
the
construction
of,
and
to
act to aid in the construction of, and to
secure
to the
government the use
use of..
of
221,
221,
the government
secure to
222
222
United States
States may
may buy,
after five years,
years,
buy, after
United
at
an appraised
appraised value
value ..............
222
222
atan
from
Springfield, Missouri,
Pacific 293
Missouri, to the Pacific
from Springfield,
granted to
Pacific
and Pacific
to the Atlantic
Atlantic and
land granted
Railroad Company,
Company, to aid in
in the
the conRailroad
struction
293
293
struction of .....................
on gross receipts
receipts of
136
of................ 136
tax on
Temporary Clerks,
Clerks,
in
Treasury
Department,
appropriation
in Treasury Departrcnt, appropriation
for .....................
195, 196,
196, 469
469
195,
for
may be
be classified
classified469
196, 469
196,
...........
may
unexpended
former appropriabalance of former
unexpended balance
tion,
how divided ..................
196
196
tion, how
provision if
balance is
insufficient
196
196
is insufficient...
if balance
provision
470
pay of, in office
office of Quartermaster-General
Quartermaster-General 470
Temporary Loan Certificates,
Certificates,
redeem compound-intermay be issued to redeem
558
est notes ...........................
amount outstanding at any time not
not to
to
exceed $
$50,000,000 ...............
558
558
exceed
rate of interest
558
558
interest ......................
principal
lawful
principal and interest payable in lawful
money
558
money ............................
may be held by banks as part of their reserve.
558
558
serve..............................
Temporary Relief,
Relief,
of the destitute population
the District
District
population in the
of Columbia, provision
provision for...........
for
353
of
353
353
how to be expended ..............
Tender,
Tender,
five-cent
pieces to be
be legal to the amount
amount
five-cent pieces
of one dollar ............
47
47
...........
of
Tennessee,
declared
restored to the Union,
Union, and endeclared restored
titled to be
be represented
represented in Congress
Congress... 364
provision
provision as to jurisdiction
jurisdiction of court
court of
of
370
extended to ..................
claims extended
370
insurrection declared to be at an end in 813
813
the insurrection
public lands to,
to, for an agricultural
agricultural college 569
569
post-routes
in
554
established in.............
554
post-routes established
Territories, Governments in the,
Territories,
appropriations for .........
209,
455
appropriations
203, 204, 454, 455
elective franchise not to
to be denied
denied in any,
elective
race. color,
account of race,
color,
to any citizen on account
or previous condition
condition of servitude
servitude..... 379
.379,
inconsistent laws repealed.....
repealed
379, 380
Electice Franchise.
See Elective
Franchise.
Supreme
salaries of the judges
judges of the Supreme
Courts of (except
Montana and
(except Montana
and Idaho),
Idaho),
to be $
$ 2,500 ....................
427
of Montana
Montana and
and Idaho
426
Idaho............. 426
legislative assemblies of, not to grant spespecial charters
charters ......................
426
general incorporation
may pass general
incorporation acts,
acts,
allowing, associations
allowing
associations for mining,
manufacturing,
manufacturing, and other
other industrial
trial pursuits ................... 426
jurisdiction
matters of
jurisdiction of courts in, over motters
of
bankruptcy
bankruptcy .
.....................
541
Telow,
Tetlow, James,
payment
to,
as
contractor
for
building
four
payment
contractor
four
tugboats .....................
steam tugboats
625
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Tams,
Texas,
provide for the more efficient
efficient govact to provide
ernment of ........................
428
ernment
42i
constituted
military disconstituted part of the fifth military
district.
428
trict.............. ..................
42
the insurrection
insurrection declared to be at
at an
an end
end
in .............................
813
813
States.
See Rebel
Reel States.
Texas Indians,
Indians,
appropriations for the .............. 278, 513
513
expense of colonizing,
colonizing, on country
country leased
expense
leased
from the Choctaws
Choctaws. ..................
513
513
Thames
Ricer,
Thames River,
appropriation for dredging,
dredging, &c.
appropriation
&c.......... 469
469
gift of land in the, to be accepted if made
made 489
489
Than sgiving and
Thancsgiving
and Praise,
Praise,
day of, appointed by the President
President...... 817
817
of Congress,
Thanks of
Cony,ess,
to Vice-Admiral
Vice-Admiral Parragut,
officers,
Farragut, his officers,
gallantry and good
good
seamen, &c.,
&c., for gallantry
Mobile Bay..
Bay
349
conduct in the action in Mobile
349
President
President and Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to
to
communicate
communicate this resolution,
resolution, and how 349
349
to Major-General
Major-General Winfield
Winfleld S.
S. Hancock,
Hancock,
for gallantry,
gallantry, &c.
Gettysburg
354
&c.at Gettysburg......
354
Theatres, Proprietors
Theatres,
Proprietorsof,
definition of, and special
special tax on........
on
120
definition
120
The First
First Congregational
Washington,
CongregationalSociety of WVashington,
incorporate. .................. 382,
382, 383
act to incorporate
383
corporate
382
corporate powers ....................
382
limit to amount of value of
of real estate...
estate
382
382
exemption from taxes .................
exemption
382
first meeting
meeting of society ................ 382
382
notice of that and other meetings....
meetings
382
382
by-laws ..........................
383
383
powers of corporation
corporation to vest in board of
of
trustees. ..
383
trustees
..................... 383
number
number and term of office of trustees....
trustees
383
Third
Third Auditor,
Auditor,
appropriations
196, 445
445
appropriations for the office of the 195, 196,
Thompson, Alexander,
Alexander,
accounts
accounts of, to be adjusted ............. 607
Three
Three Months' Pay
Pay
volunteers below
below the rank of
to officers of volunteers
of
brigadier-general
94
brigadier-general ..................
94
Time,
Time,
rule for computation of,
of, under the bankruptcy
ruptcy act .....................
540, 541
540,
Nez Percd's,
Perces,
Timothy, a
a Chief of the
the Nez
payment
650
aTi
yment to .........................
650
Tinfoil,
Tinfoil,
venders of, &c. to state the amount of
of
sales thereof to certain persons.......
persons
125
125
Tobacco,
Tobacco,
penalty upon manufacturer
manufacturer of,
for making
of, for
making
without payment
payment of tax .............
473
473
fine and imprisonment
imprisonment ............. 473
473
proceedings in relation to the forfeiture
forfeiture
and sale of ........................ 474
474
Tobacconists,
Tobacconists,
definition of, and special
special tax on ........ 120
120
Tobacco, Snuff,
Snuff, or
or Cigars,
Cigars,
statement to be made by manufacturers
manufacturers of, 123
123
statement
oath, and contain what
123
to be under oath,
what.. 123
manufacturers
manufacturers of,
of, to give bond and in
what sums for different machines
or
what
machines or
presses ....
123
presses
......................
123
conditions of bond
bond .............
123
123
bond may be renewed
renewed or changed
changed.. 123
123
collector to give certificate
certificate setting
setting forth
forth
the kind and number of machines,
machines, &e.
&c.
for which the bond
bond is given......
given
124
123, 124
certificate to be exhibited
exhibited to any revenue
revenue
123
officer on demand ..................
123
VOL.
XIV.
61
VOL. XIV.
61

Tobacco, fka,
bce., (continued.)
(continued.)
penalty for manufacturing,
manufacturing, without
without givgivbond
.................
124
ing bond.......
124

record of persons manufacturing, to be
kept open for inspection by assistant inspector........................
spector
124
124
.abstract
abstract of monthly
monthly returns to be
entered
entered thereon .............
124
124
assessor's record
record ...............
124
assessor's
124
when made on shares, or material
material is furnished by one, manufactured
manufactured by another ........................
124
124
penalty for fraud
fraud or collusion......
collusion
124
manufacturer
manufacturer to make an inventory
inventory of,
&c. owned by him on the first of Jana&c.
Janu- .
.
ary in each
124
each year
year .................
124
inventory
inventory to state
state what, and how verified
verified 124
124
accounts
accounts to be kept in a
a book form
form of
of
purchases and sales, &c
purchases
Ste ............
124
124
verified
furnished
verified abstract of to be furnished
the assessor monthly ...........
124
124
neglect, &c.
&c. to keep
penalty for neglect,
keep accounts,
&c.... .......... .124,
counts, &c
124, 125
125
venders of tinfoil to state
state amount of
of
sales
sales thereof
thertof to certain
certain persons.....
persons
125
125
proceedings if such statement is not
proceedings
not
made or
or is believed to be fraudulent .......................
.
125
lent.
125
provisions
provisions of law
law relating to manufacturmanufacturers, to apply
apply to those of tobacco .....
125
125
tax upon, to accrue
accrue upon sale or removal,
removal,
125
unless removed to bonded
bonded warehouse..
warehouse
125
transferred, without
payment of
of
may .be
be transferred,
without payment
warehouse, upon
tax, to bonded
bonded warehouse,
upon giving
transportation
transportation bonds, &c............
&c
125
125
and
and from one
one bonded warehouse
warehouse to
another, or for export ..... :.... 125
125
regulations for removal of distilled
distilled spirits
to
to apply
apply to tobacco
tobacco ................
125
125
no drawback
drawback upon
upon manufactured
manufactured ....... 125
125
to be inspected
inspected ...................
125
. 125
package
package to be marked
marked or stamped,
stamped,
and how .......................
125
125
fees of inspector .................
125
125
penalty for
for fraudulently
fraudulently marking or
or
penalty
changing
marks ..............
125
chanzing marks
125
cigars hereafter
manufactured to
packcigars
hereafter manufactured
to be packed in boxes or paper packages......
packages
125
125
passing out of hands
bands of manufacturers,
manufacturers,
&c. without inspection
inspection marks,
marks, except,
&e. to be.
be. forfeited ................
125
&c.
125
account to be kept
kept of stamps
stamps delivered
delivered to,
inspectors ..............
or used by, inspectors
126
penalty for
for any person except
except the manumanufacturer parting with the possession of
of
facturer
which taxes
have not
not
tobacco, &c. on which
taxes have
126
paid .............................
126
tobacco, &c.
&c. not
infor receiving
receiving tobacco,
not in-'
spected
and branded,
branded, &c.........
&c
spected and
126
manufacfor receiving,
receiving, &c.
&c. from aa manufacturer who has not
not paid
tax
paid the tax...
126
Todd,
Todd, James,
James,
payment
to,
as
administrator
of
Joshua
payment to, as administrator of Joshua
590
B. Todd ........................ 590
Told-Roads,
FerKies, and Bridges,
Toll-Roads, Ferries,
tax upon gross receipts
receipts of
of.............. 136
136
not to be
be assessed where
where gross
gross receipts for twelve
twelve months do
do not
ceipts
not
exceed needful
needful repairs
exceed
repairs .......... 136
136
no tax where gross
gross receipts do
do not
not
exceed $1,000
per annum.......
annum
136
exceed
$1,000 per
136
may be added
added to rate
rate of
of fare
fare until
136
April 30, 1867
1867 .................
136
tax upon gross receipts
repealed ... 485
receipts of repealed

962
962
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""Ton,"
purposes of the
a, for the purposes
the internal
internal revenue acts to be 2,000 pounds ..........
130
130
Tonnage Duty,
per
certain vessels to pay, of fifty cents per
ton, by way of penalty ..............
183
vessels
paying
only
once
a
year,
when
to
vessels paying
once a year, when to
185
pay ...........................
185
when enrolled and licensed,
licensed, vessels
vessels to
to
pay
185
pay...........................
185
vessels between
between the United
United States and the
Sand
wich or Society Islands not to
Sandwich
to
than once
once a
328
pay more than
a year ...........
328
engaged in commerce
on vessels engaged
commerce to
to be
be
levied, &c. only once in any year
levied,
year...... 485
rates of, on French vessels entering
enteringports
rates
ports
of the United States declared,
declared, and how
how
long to continue in foree.........Appx.
force ......... Appx. ii.
suspended
suspended as to Hawaiian
Hawaiian vessels...Appx.
vessels...Appx. iii.
Tonnage
Tonnage Tax,
Tax,
on vessels,
vessels, &c.
&c. to be levied only once
once a
a
year .......
....................
485
Topographe5-,
Topographer,
appropriations for, for preparing,
preparing, &c. postappropriation'
route maps
maps.......................... 201
Towing. See Steam Tug-Boats.
done by certain
certain tug-boats,
tug-boats, provision concerning
410
cernin .........................
410
Authorities. See Lands,
Public.
Town Authorities.
Lands, Public.
may enter certain
certain public lands occupied
occupied
as town sites,
sites, and so not
not subject to
entry, at minimum price in trust, for
for
the occupants
occupants thereof ............ 541,
541, 542
trust how to be executed
executed ....... 541,
541, 542
act not to apply to reservations
reservations for public
purposes through whatever
whatever title derived
derived 542
nor to mines of gold, silver, or
or copper
copper 542
542
Town Lots,
Town
to be laid off in the Choctaw,
Choctaw, &c. country
country 776
776
Trade
Indian Tribes,
Tribes,
Trade with Indian
provisions
concerning .................
280
provisions concerning
280
Transient Paupers,
Paupers,
Transient
care, support, and medical treatment of
sixty in the District of Columbia...18,
Columbia.. .18, 462
462
Transit. See Goods, S-c.
6.e.
Transit.
provision for goods in.............
in
328, 329
328,
Transportation,
Transportation,
in bond of certain goods, provisions
provisions concerning
8
cerning ..........................
of the army, appropriation
appropriation for
for.......... 91
91
furnished to disabled soldiers going to
to
get artificial limbs given them by the
the
government ........................ 342
Travel,
Travel,
allowance to army officers for, increased
increased
when
&c
•
93
when, &c.......................
93
Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the United States,
States,
act to facilitate
facilitate the settlement
settlement of the accounts of
counts
of.......................
41
drafts, checks, or certifiprovisions as to drafts,
cates, outstanding for three years....41,
years....41, 42
"
outstanding liabilities
liabilities"" account ...... 41,
42
"outstanding
41, 42
to report annually to Secretary
Secretary of Treagury
accounts of
of disbursing
disbursing
ury condition
condition of accounts
officers unchanged
three years....
officers
unchanged for three
years.... 42
appropriations for, and for the office
office of 195,
196, 445,
446
196,
445,446
salary of the, established
established ...............
206
206
Treasury Buildings,
furniture, carpets,
carpets, &c
tee .................. 461
461
continuation of treasury
treasury exteRsion
continuation
extension...... 461
Department,
Treasury Department,
appropriations for
for........194appropriations
194 -197,
445
197, 444,
444,445
for contingent expenses
expenses of ...... 324,
324, 445, 446

Treasury Department,
(continued.)
Treasury
Department, (continued.)
books of,
of, how to be kept, to show true
true
books
Operations
certain section
section of the
the
operations of aa certain
internal revenue act .................
480
480
Treasury
Treasury Extension,
appropriations
for
17,310
appropriations for ................
17, 310
Treasury
Treasury Notes
Notes,
may be
be received
in
exchange
for
bonds,
&e
31
received in exchange for bonds, &c. 31
ten millions
millions to be retired
retired in six
six
not over ten
months, and not over
over four millions
millions aa
month afterward
32
month
afterward ....................
32
bonds may be disposed
disposed of in the United
United
States or elsewhere ................
States
32
public debt not to be
public
be thereby
thereby inincreased ......................
32
32
appropriations for expenses
expenses of, and
of
appropriations
and of
205, 455
loans .........................
205,
Treaties,
Treaties,
appropriation to
negotiate with certain
certain
appropriation
to negotiate
Indian tribes .......................
358
358
with the Apache,
Apache, Cheyenne, and Arrawith
pahoe Indians
Indians
. .
703,
713
pahoe
.................
703, 713
Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indians
Indians............... 727
Bois Forte Indians ............... -65
05
Camanche
Camanche and
and Kiowa Indians ..... 717
717
Cherokees
Cherokees ....
................
799
Cheyennes and Arrapahoes
Cheyennes
Arrapahocs ........ 703
Chippewa .......................
657
Chippewa
657
Choctaws and Chickasaws
769
Choctaws
Chickasaws ........ . 769
Creeks .........................
785
Creeks
785
Delawares
793
Delawares .....................
793
Japan
Japan.....................655,
Kiowas
6'5, 665
665
Kiowas .........................
717
717
Lower Brule. Indians ............
. 699
Middle
Oregons .................
Middle Oregons
751
Minneconjon
695
Minneconjon Indians .............
695
Morocco
Morocco .......................
679
679
Nez Pere6
647
Nez
Perce Indians
Indians................ 647
O'Gallala Indians
Indians ................
O'Gallala
747
Omaha Indians ...................
667
667
Onk-pah-pah Indians .............
739
Onk-pah-pah
739
Indians ...............
687
Osage Indians
687
Poncas
675
Poncas .....................
675
Pottawatomie
Indians
763
Pottawatomie Indians............
763
Sans
Arcs
Indians
731
Sans Arcs Indians ..............
731
Seminoles
755
Seminoles ...................
755
Two Kettles
Kettles Indians .............. 723
723
Upper Yanktonais
Yanktonais Indians
Indians........ 713
713
Wall-pah-pe
Indians ...........
683
Wall-pab-pe Indians
683
Winnebago
Indians ..............
...........671
Winnebago Indians
671
Yanktonais Indians.............
Indians
735
735
Planting,
Trees, Tree-bores,
Tree-boxes, Shrubbery, and Planting,
appropriations
appropriations for ................
462 -464
464
,462Bankruptcy.
Trustees. See Bankruptey.
estate of bankto hold and distribute estate
rupt upon the superseding
superseding of bankrupt proceedings,
proceedings, under the direction
direi•tion
of committee of creditors, provisions
provisions
concern ing539
5'38,
concerning
...................
538, 539
their rights, powers,
powers, and duties....
_538, 539
530
duties......538,
Trust
Funds for Idian
Indian Tribes,
Trust Fundsfor
appropnations
on non-paying
appropriations for interest on
non-paving
stock of
279
of.............. ...........
279
to be applied only according to law
law and
and
treaty stipulations
stipulations ..................
280
280
Trust Property.
Property. See Bankruptcy.
Trust
held by bankrupt, not to pass
pass by assessassessment .............................
.
523
bankrupt not discharged
bankrupt
discharged from debts created
while
acting in a
a fiduciary
character 533
ated
fiduciary character
Tubular
Bridge. See Submerged Tubular
Tubular Bridge.
Tubular Bridge.
Bridge.
as submerged,
submerged, may be built and mainmaintained
tamed across the Mississippi river
river at
St.
408
St. Louis ......................
408

INDEX.
INDEX.
Tufts,
James,
Tufts, James,
accounts of
of for
for census
of Montana
Montana to
to be
be
accounts
census of
adjusted awl
461
461
and settled ................
adjusted
7'ug-Boats. See Steam Tug-Boats.
Tug-Boats.
Tug-Boats.
certain employed in towing, provisions
provisions
certain
concerning ......................... 410
410
concerning
Taller,
Tuller, Owen,
property
claim of, for horses and other property
service and
the military
military service
impressed into the
lost,
to
be
audited
and
paid
643
lost, to be audited and paid ..........
limit to amount to be allowed
allowed...... 643
Tunnel,
and Exploring,
Exploring,
Draining,and
Tunnel, Mining, Draining,
Nevada, grant
grant
to the Comstock
Comstock lode, in Nevada,
construction of ..........
242
242
in aid of the construction
Turkey,
prisons for American convicts
convicts in, appro225, 414
414
priation for rent of ............... 225,
Turkish
Dominions,
Turkish Dominions,
appropriations
for
expenses
consulates
of
consulates
expenses
for
appropriations
in
225, 413
225,
413
il the ........................
Turreted Tron-clad
Turreted
Iron-clad Vessels of War,
experiments
relative powers of re.
experiments to test relative
sistance of,
488, 489
&c...................... 488,
sistance
of, 8be
Twenty per
Compensation,
per cent additional
additional Compensation,
messengers,
to certain female clerks, messengers,
watchmen, and laborers, continued in
watchmen,
force .........................
207
force
officers, clerks, reporters,
reporters, &e
323
&c... 323
to certain officers,
for
for the year ending June 30, 1866, to the
employees in the civil service of the
employees
government, whose salaries do not exgovernment,
ceed $3,500
$3,500 per annum .............
569
employees of the patent
patent
that to the employees
office to come from the patent
patent
office fund ..................... 569
Two Kettles Indians,
Indians,
appropriations for
273, 509
273,
for the
the .............
appropriations
treaty with
October 19
19, 1865 ....... 723
with, of October
treaty
authority and jurisdiction of the United
authority
723
723
States acknowledged
acknowledged ..............
persons and property
property of other
other tribes not
not
persons
723
attacked ................
to be first attacked
controversies
controversies to be submitted to the arbitrament of the President
President ............
723
723
Indians to withdraw from overland routes,
&c
724, 725
725
......................
annuities for twenty years .........
724, 725
725
individual Indians locating on
on lands to
individual
be
protected .......
724
............... 724
be protected
twenty
families or lodges locating
locating on
twenty families
lands
agricultural
purposes,
purposes,
to
refor
agricultural
lands
724
&c..... 724
annually for tools, &c
ceive a
a sum annually
teachers, farmer, and blacksmith
blacksmith ....... 724
724
indemnity
soldiers killindemnity for United States soldiers
724
724
ing a
a chief .......................
widow and children
724
children. 724
payment to his widow
any amendments to this treaty to be bindbinding
724
724
mg .............................
ratification with amendments ...... 725, 726
ratification

U.
U.
Uinta///as,
Umntillas,
appropriations for
the ........ 266,
266, 510, 511
for the
appropriations
Umpguas,
Umpquas,
appropriations for the 256, 264, 493,
493, 494, 510
appropriations
Union
Union Engine
Engine House,
Washington, D. C., authority
authority to occuin Washington,
py
544
py repealed
repealed .......................
Union
Pacific Railroad
Union Pacific
Railroad Company,
Company,
mileage
government engineer
engineer to exof, government
mileage of,
20, 21
amine route of ..................
location of, from Omaha
Omaha westward
westward to

963
963

Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
(continued )
Railroad Company,
Company, (continued.)
connection with Central Pacific
Pacific
connection
Railroad Company
Company of
of California
80
Railroad
California 80
time for completing
completing Eastern division
division of,
time
of,
extended ....................
355
355
granted to, and to
to branches
right of way granted
through the military reserves ........ 367
grant of lands
lands for
for depot and
and other purposes .........................
367
367
conditions
conditions of grant ..................... 367
367
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Company.
Union Pacific
Southern
Branch.
Branch.
under what
what conditions
conditions may build road
under
from a
acertain
certain point to Preston,
Preston, Texas,
with
lands ................
23.8
wit grant of lands
238
in the exlands granted
granted to Kansas
Kansas to aid in
Fort Riley to
to Fort
Fort
tension of,
of, from Fort
289
Smith ........................
extent and conditions of grant and
and
extent
selection of lands ..........
289, 290
selection
289,
how to enure
enure to benefit
benefit of the comhow
pany .........................
290
pany
right of way granted to, materials
materials for
for construction and
and grounds for stations,
struction
stations .... 290
to accept
accept the terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions of
writing .................... 290
290
grant in writing
may extend its
its road through the Indian
Territory, by consent, to Fort Smith..
Smith
291
Territory,
right
of way through
through Indian
Indian Territory,
Territory, &c.
&e. 291
rightof
Indian title is extinguished,
and
extinguished, and
when Indian
lands become public,
public, grant thereof
thereof to
lands
the company
company ...................
291
the
acquire title from any
tribe.. 291
any Indian
Indian tribe
may acquire
railroad company
company may unite with
with
any railroad
this, after its road is located to the
291
valley of the
the Neosho
Grand River..
River
Neosho or Grand
Pacifio Railway
Railway Company,
Union Pacifio
designate the general
general route of road
road
may designate
before
1, 1866
79
December 1,
1866 ............
before December
front
then reserved from
lands on line of, be then
sale
.............................
' 79
amount of lands not
not to be affected...
79, 80
80
affected... 79,
amount
point of connection
Pacific
connection with Union Pacific
point
Railroad
80
80
Railroad .........................
completing thb
the eastern division
division
time for
for completing
of,
extended ...................
355
... 355
of, extended
Sailors, and Marines,
Union Soldiers, Sailors,
rations
of
those
held
as
prisoners
of
war
prisoners
rations
364
in the rebel States .................
364
Army and Navy
Navy Journal,
Journal,
United States Army
certain laws to be published
published in officially
officially 468
468
certain
See Army
Army and Navy
.Islany Journal.
Journal.
See
United States Courts,
jurisdiction, &c.
&e. of,
under the civil rights
of, under
jurisdiction,
ftet
27
act ...............................
removal
of
suits
to,from State courts,
to,. from
removal
provisions concerning....46,
concerning....46, 171,
171, 172, 306,
provisions
307
United
Exploring Expedition,
United States Exploring
use
certain engraved
engraved plates
plates of the,
use of certain
granted to the Navy Department
Department for
granted
printing
charts ...................
366
printing charts
United
Court,
SsatsalProvisionalCourt,
United A9tettatIProvisional
for
the.
State
of
Louisiana,
provide
provide
act
to
for the. State of Louisiana,
judgment, and business of 344
344
suits, judgment,
for the Kits,
proceedings
transferred to district
district
proceedings to be transferred
commenced
as though
though commenced
and to be
be as
court, and
344
344
there ...........................
certain,
go to circuit court ...... 344
certain, to go
judgments of,
become at once the judgof, to
to become
judgments
ments
the district
district or circuit
circuit court,
of the
ments of
&e
344
344
&c. ............................
records
certain suits to remain in disin certain
records in
.:*L.n>. f..*
*-4rt
e..r. without
trict
further
action
PT.s court
-UUIb
nI-ivwUr
r-her
... ·nfltion
M-.....

U44
344
. . --
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Universal Ezhibition.
Exhibition.
See industrial
Universal
Industrial Exposition.
tion.
enable the
the
at Paris, France, resolution
resolution to
to enable
people of the United States to participarticipate in the advantages
advantages of
362
of the
the ........
362
appropriations for
of
862, 363
appropriations
for expenses
expenses of.....
862,
363
agent at New-York
York....
362,
for general agent
... 362,
363
363
office rent at New York ..........
363
. 363
expenses
expenses at Havre and Paris
Paris ...... 363
363
commissioners
363
commissioners ...................
363
detailed statement of expenditures
to
expenditures to
be made ....................
363
363
Unlading,
Unlading,
from vessels
&c.
of goods from
vessels on
on northern,
northern, &c.
frontiers, to be only in the daytime
184
daytime.... 184
regulations may be made for unlading
unlading
at night ...........................
184
184
Upper Pen
Pen d'Oreilles,
d'Oreilles,
appropriations for the
appropriations
270, 501
the .............
270,
501
Upper Yanktonai
Yanktonai Indians,
Indians,
treaty with, of October 28,
28, 1865
1865 ....... 743
743
jurisdiction and authority of
jurisdiction
the United
of the
United
States acknowledged
acknowledged ..............
743
743
persons and property
tribes not
property of
of other
other tribes
not
to be first attacked
attacked ................
743
743
controversies to be submitted
submitted to
to the
the arbitarbitrament
rament of the President ............
743
743
Indians
Indians to withdraw
withdraw from overland routes
routes 744
744
annuities
annuities to, for twenty years ...... 744,
744, 745
745
individual Indians locating upon lands to
to
be protected
protected ...................
744,
745
744, 745
twenty lodges or families
families locating
locating upon
upon
lands for agricultural
agricultural purposes, to
to receive aasum annually for tools, &c
&e ..... 744
744
teachers, farmer,
blacksmith ........ 744
744
teachers,
farmer, and
and blacksmith
amendment
744
ratification with
with amendment...........
744
amendments
amendments to
binding
744
to treaty
treaty to
to be
be binding.....
744
Upper Yanktonais,
Upper
appropriations for the
274, 509
509
appropriations
the ............
274,
Utah
Terrilory,
Utah Territory,
appropriations for government in....204,
appropriations
in.... 204, 455
455
Indian service
service in ..............
25, 279,
279, 513
513
25,
post-roads established
post-roads
established in ..........
287, 554
287,
554
Utahs,
Utahs,
appropriations for the ....
.... 272, 275,
275, 510,
510, 513
513
V.

Vacancies in
in Civil
Civil Offices,
Offices,
how
filled during
how filled
during the recess of the Senate ............................
430,
430,
Vacancies.
Vacancies. See Bankruptcy.
in office of register
register of
of bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, how
how
filled
filled.....................•
Vaccination
Vaccination
of Indians,
Indians, appropriations
expenses
appropriations for expenses
........................
of ..
278,
278,
Valence, Charles,
Charles,
pension to ...........................

431
431
519
519
514
514

632
632
" Vehicles,"
the word to include what, in the act to
prevent
178
prevent smuggling
smuggling ..................
178
when may be seized and forfeited
forfeited ....... 178
178
Velzy,
Milton,
Vely, Milton,
payment to, as aa pension ..............
632
632
Ventilating
Ventilating Apparatus,
Apparatus,
appropriation
for
..................
appropriation
192, 441
441
Vermont,
established in..............
post-roads established
in
8,
281
8, 281
to be paid expenses
expenses for defence
and proprodefence and
tection
tection of frontier ................ 361,362
361, 362
exceed
aoe
amount not to exceed
362
- -''''''''' .....
''
""

Vermont and
Company,
and Canada
Canada Railroad
Railroad Company,
may
maintain railroad
railroad bridge
bridge at
at Rouse's
Rouse's
may maintain
Point
. 51
P1oint ...............
..........
51
draws to be made
made therein
therein.......... 51
61
Vesse/s,
Vessels,
registered American,
American, licensed,
licensed, &c.
&c. under
under
aaforeign flag during the
rebellion, not
the rebellion,
not
American vessel
withto be deemed an American
vessel without act
act of Congress
Congress ................
3, 212
212
3,
the term "vessel"
"vessel" to include
under
include what,
what, under
the act to
to prevent
prevent smuggling
smuggling .........
178
178
be stopped,
stopped, seized,
seized, and
and searched
searched ... 178
178
may be
held for payment
payment of penalties,
penalties, and
and may
may
be
against
180
be yroceeded
proceeded against................
180
certain
certain foreign,
foreign, on northern
northern frontiers,
frontiers,
made to pay a
atonnage
tonnage duty
duty ...... 182,
183
182, 183
enrolled or licensed,
licensed, on northern,
northern, &c.
&e.
frontiers, purchasing
purchasing "sea
"sea stores"
stores" at
at
any port
port in
adjacent British
provinces,
in adjacent
British provinces,
to report
same at first
first port
port of
of ararreport the same
rival in
States ............
183
rival
in the United
United States
183
be forfeited,
forfeited, with
with goods,
goods, if,
&c
183
to be
if, &c....
183
"saloon stores or supplies
supplies"
183
"saloon
".......
183
equipments of,
of, including
including boats and
and
expenses
expenses of repairs to be entered,
entered,
and
184
and pay
pay aaduty
duty .............. 183,
83, 184
foreign
foreign provisions,
manifests, to
to apapprovisions, as to manifests,
ply to ........................
184
184
masters of,
in waters
of the
masters
of, arriving
arriving in
waters of
the
United States from foreign places
United
places
adjacent to northern, &c.
&e. frontiers,
frontiers,
adjacent
to report
report at office of nearest
nearest collector
tor ...........................
188
188
paying
paying tonnage duty only once
to
once aayear to
clearance in
in
pay same at
at first
first entry
entry or
or clearance
each calendar year ................
185
185
unlading
/minding of vessels on northern,
northern, &c. fronfrontiers to be made at open day, unless,
unless,
&c ........................
&c.
184
..
184
regulations for, at night
night ............
.184
184
inspectors
inspectors of,
of, there destined
destined for
one or
for one
or
more ports
ports of
of the United States.......
States
184
184
Vessels
the United
States,
Vessels of
of the
United States,
system of numbering
numbering the enrolled,
enrolled, regisregistered.
tered, and
and licensed,
licensed, may
may be established
established 331
Vessels of
War,
Vessels
of War,
act for
for relief of certain contractors
contractors for...
for
424
424
claims of to
424
to be
be investigated
investigated ........
424
basis of the investigation
424
investigation .....
424
report to Congress
............ .424
424
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
officers
officers of, now in Freedmen's
Bureau,
Freedmen's Bureau,
may be retained
retained ..................
174
174
to be officered
officered by appointments
appointments from,
332
from, &c
&c. 332
Vice-Admiral,
Vice-Admiral,
grade
grade of, in the navy, established.......
established
222
222
to be allowed
allowed a
asecretary
secretary ..............
48
his pay and allowances
allowances............ 48
48
Vienna,
Vienna,
collection
collection district of, abolished,
abolished, and
and office
office
of collector of, discontinued .........
410
410
part thereof added to the
the district of
of CherCherrystone ..............
........ .. 410
410
residue constituted
the Eastern
Eastern dis.
disthe residue
constituted the
trict................................. 410
trict
410
collector of said district,
district, his
compenhis compensation
residence ............. .410
sation and residence
410
Crisfield
Crisfield to be the port of
of entry.....
entry
410
410
Virginia,
post-route
post-route established
established in
554
in .............
554
change certain
act to change
certain collection
collection districts
districts
in ......
...............
........... .410
410
act to provide
provide for the
the more efficient
efficient govgov^-. 5.r
ernment
ofi............
l-u.r
u ofi

..........

428
42ao
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Virginia,
(continued.)
Virginia, (continued.)
constituted the first military
military district
district..... 428
421
See Rebel States.
States.
the insurrection declared to be at an end in 813
81.
time and place of holding
holding circuit
circuit court in
51
51
Visitors,
Visitors,
board
board of,
of, for manual-labor
manual-labor school upon
upon
the Isabella
Isabella reservation
659
.............. 65!
Volunteer Naval Service,
Service,
officers of, transferred
transferred to regular
navy
or
regular
or
marine corps
coma to be credited with
with their
their
sea service
service......................... 576
57
Volunteer
Volunteer Rank,
of regular army officers to be entered on
army register
register ..................
337
... 337
not to entitle to command, pay, &c..
&c
337
337
Volunteer Officers
Officers and Soldiers,
Soldiers,
appointments
appointments from, under the act fixing
fixing
the military
peace
establishment,
military
establishment, to be
be
distributed proportionately
proportionately among
among the
the
distributed
States, &c......................332,
&c.
332, 333
333
this not to apply
apply to California,
California, Oregon, and Nevada ...............
333
gon,
333
Volunteer Officers
Oficers in the Navy,
President may retain or appoint
appoint ........ 223
223
who may be examined as
as candidates
candidates for
for
appointments into the navy
navy ....... 222,
222, 223
223
Volunteers,
payment
payment to certain of the seventh
seventh West
West
Virginia regiment ...............
Virginia
645, 646
646
act declaring
declaring and fixing the rights of, as
aapart of the army...............434,
army
434, 435
435
in computing the service
service of any
any armv
army offiofficer,, the time of all
cer
all actual
actual service
service is to be
taken into account ................
434
434
this provision to apply to all appointappointments under former act..........
act
434
434
all rules as to pay, allowances,
allowances, rank,
rank, du&c. to apply alike to officers
ties, &c.
officers and
and
soldiers of the regular army and of the
volunteer service ....................
435
435
State militia not affected
435
State
affected........... 435
payment
payment of the travelling
travelling expenses
expenses of cercertain California
California and Nevada
487
Nevada.......... 487
Volunteer Service,
Service,
in the army, brevets may
may be conferred
conferred on
army
at -my officers for gallantry
gallantry in the, prior
prior
to appointment
517
appointment in the army
army.......... 517
Voters,
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, qualifications
qualifications
of...............................
of
375
375
mode of depositing
elections__ 375
depositing votes at elections.....
375
attempts to influence
influence improperly,
punished 376
improperly, punished
376
Voting Lists,
to be prepared,
prepared, of voters in Washington
Washington
Georgetown .................
and Georgetown
..375,
375, 390
390
to be
he posted in public
public places ten days before elections .......................
390

965
965

Wahpatons,
Wahpatons,
appropriations
for the
the
514
appropriations for
..........
514
Wallabout
Wallabout Bay,
exchange of lands in, to be
further exchange
be efeftected
fected with the City
City of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Y. 492
Walla --Wallas,
Vallas.

appropriations for the..........266,
appropriations
the
266, 510,
511
510, 511
Ward, Anna E.,
E.,
pension to
588
................
8.....
Warden of the Jail
Jail in the District
Warden
District of Columbia,
appropriation for salary
appropriation
salary of .............
464
464
War
Department,
War Department,
appropriations
appropriations for
for expenses
expenses of the.
the. .199, 449,
450
450
Ward,
Ward, Joseph D.,
c
pension to
minor children
children of,
of, if,
&c.
to minor
if, & ...... 5568
88
E.,
Ward, William
IWilliam E.,
patent of, for
patent
for making
making rivets
rivets and
and screwscrewblanks, may be extended
extended............ 633
633
intervening
intervening rights and use not
not afatfected
633
feeted....................... . 633
Warehouse,
Warehouse,
for storage
storage of bonded spirits
spirits of
of their
their own
own
manufacture,
manufacture, to be provided by owners of distilleries
distilleries.....................
.
155
155
when may be declared
declared aabonded
bonded warewarehouse ........................
155
155
See Bonded Warehouses, and General
General Bonded
Bonded
Warehouses.
WVarehouses.
Warehouses, Government, and
and Wharves at Staten
Island,
Island,
appropriations for
appropriations
17
for..................... 17
no part to be paid until, &c
26
&c........ 26
Warrant.
Warrant. See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
in voluntary
voluntary proceedings
proceedings in bankruptcy,
when and how to issue
..............
521
return
return of........................
522
522
fees for issuing, and service of
540
of...... 540
in involuntary
involuntary proceedings
proceedings ............ 537
537
to enter premises
premises and
and seize books, papers,
papers,
invoices in cases
cases of suspected
suspected
and invoices
frauds
frauds on the revenue ...............
547
547
not to issue
issue unless,
unless, &c..
547
&c................. 547
return of, with report, &c
&c ..............
547
547
See Frauds
the Recenue.
Revenue.
Fraudson tlie
Warrants,
Warrants,
for the payment
payment and
and disbursement
the
disbursement of the
public
public money, Secretary
Treasury
Secretary of Treasury
may authorize
authorize one of his assistant secretaries to sign in his stead .......... 439
439
authority,
authority, how given
given ..............
439
439
Washington, Alexandria,
Alexandria, and Georgetown RailRailroad
road Company,
may extend its road
road to connect
connect with
with the
Washington Branch
Washington
Branch of the Baltimore
Baltimore
and Uhio
Ohio Railroad
Railroad ............... 248,
248, 249
249
certain provisions of former
former act
act applicable to this extension
249
extension................ 249
may construct
construct a
draw or other bridge
bridge
a draw
across the
the canal
canal............ . ....... 249
W.
V.
steam power
power on the
the structure
structure
may use steam
Wages,
across the Potomac river, and
and in
in cercerof persons
persons employed in the customs
tain streets
249
customs or
streets in Washington
Washington ...........
249
internal revenue, provisions as to paylimit to rate of speed..............
speed
249
ment of ...........................
165
damages to private
private property
property249
damages
185
............ 249
not to be paid until oath is taken, &c.
&c 185
claim of D. Randolph
Randolph Martin,
assignee
Martin, assignee
Wagon Road,
Road,
of, to be settled642
..................... 642
from Sioux
Sioux City to Fort Randall.......
Randall
21
Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
from Rock Island to cities of Davenport
appropriations
Davenport
appropriations to
to complete—.
complete............. 316
316
and Rock Island, aid for constructing
repairs of damages
by freshet
freshet ..........
374
constructing 76
repairs
damages by
374
Wah-pa-koo-ta Indians,
Wah-pa-koo-ta
Indians,
appropriation
and repairs
repairs
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, and
appropriations for the .............
464
of ................................
appropriations
514
279, 514
464
Wah-pa-tons,
Wah-pa-tons,
to be under the superintendence
the
superintendence of the
appropriations
chief engineer
engineer of the
the army...
appropriations for the
chief
................. 279
279
army ...........
466
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Washington, City of,
appropriation for
for naval
hospital at....36, 325
325
naval hospital
appropriation
315
corporation of, how to light street
street lamps 315
corporation
appropriation
appropriation to reimburse for expenses
317
.......................... 317
of streets
to
court
orphans' court
prepare rooms, &c. for orphans'
to prepare
317
register of wills ..............
317
and register
318
may levy a
atax'therefor
tax"therefor ...........
318
increase of pay of pomay levy tax for increase
321
force ..........................
lice force
to contribute towards
towards payment for jail..
jail
231
232
tax and proceedings
to.proceedings in reference to......
housetowards payment of aahouse
to contribute
contribute towards
correction ......................
235
of correction.
proceedings
payment
proceedings in default of payment
of
235
.........
of...............
to
special tax for increased pay of
to levy
levy aaspecial
374
metropolitan
374
metropolitan police ...............
prepare voting
and aldermen to prepare
mayor and
375
lists
375
lists..............................
375
respect to such lists.....
lists
375
duty of, in respect
judges of elections
elections in, appointment,
appointment, number,
term, powers
powers and
of
390
390
and duties of.......
ber, term,
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
See District
fire
department
of,
may
certain
certain
occupy
fire department
.. 397
engine-houses ...................
amount
raised and paid into the
be raised
amount to be
treasury towards
tbwards the completion of the
.
new
428
jail ......................
new jail
428
repeal
res'pecting
423
repeal of former law respecting....
proportion of the increased
pay
increased pay
to bear its proportion
of
metropolitan police ........ 456, 457
of the metropolitan
proportion
ascertained ..... 456,
456, 457
proportion how ascertained
corporation of,
how to light their lamps,
of, how
corporation
what time ..................
462
and for what
corporation
of, to
expenses in
to be paid for expenses
corporation of,
improving,
&c.
public
streets,
grounds,
streets,
improving,
1864..... 558
and bridges
bridges prior to May.5, 1864
558
account to be presented
presented ...........
558
items to be examined and proved
558
proved.... 558
items
receipt in full to be given before pay558
558
ment ....................
Washington County
Railroad Company,
County Horse Railroad
Washington
the
380, 381
incorporate the..............380,
act to incorporate
rates of
380
380
of fare ...............
and rates
route and
380
estate .......
railroad to be deemed
deemed real estate
380
railroad
liable to taxation,
taxation, except, &c
&c. ...... 380
380
railway,
how
constructed;
width
and
and
railway, how constructed;
gauge
of
track
380
track.....................
gauge
ordinary
380
interfered with 380
ordinary travel not to be interfered
act
repealed, &c. ....
....380,
380, 382
act may be altered, repealed,
corporation
&c, as curcorporation not to issue notes, &c.
rency
380
.......
..
.....
rency.
capital
shares, and how transferstock, shares,
capital stock,
able ..........................
380
cars to be first class, and new
new as often as
convenience may require......
require
380
public convenience
offices,
he ................
380, 381
380,
offices, stables, &c
he, how
articles of value left in the cars, &c.
to be taken care of....
of................. 381
freight
for
the
use
of
the
United
States
freight for the
to be carried over
over the railway
railway .......
381
compensation
therefor ............. 381
compensation therefor
stock
381
381
subscription to capital stock............
meeting of subscribers
choice of direcsubscribers for choice
meeting
381
tors .........................
381
votes and proxies ..................
of.. 381
directors, number, and term of office
office of
directors,
vacancies in board of, how filled....
filled
381
vacancies
treasurer, election,
election, board, &c. of........ 381
by-laws
by-laws............................. 382
382
annual
382
stockholders .........
aanual meeting of stockholders.
report to stockholders
stockholders and
and to Conreport
382
gress........................
gress
382

Washington
(continued.)
Brc., (continued.)
Washington County, s-c.,
penalty for wilfully
wilfully obstructing
obstructing the railpenalty
way
382
......................
way ....
for
cars ..............
382
382
the cars
impeding the
for impeding
for
injuring or destroying
the cars,
cars,
destroying the
for injuring
382
stations, &c ....................
railway
year....... 382
completed in aa year
railway to be completed
382
repeal
indonsistent laws .............
repeal of inconsistent
levy
Washington County not to
court of Washington
levy court
binder, &c. the construction and operahinder,
authorized by
tion of the railroad, as authorized
382
382
its charter
charter.......................
Washington,
of,
Washington, County of,
towards payment for jail...
jail
231
contribute towards
to contribute
235
for boys ....
235
correction for
for house of correction
235
231,
be levied for ............
231, 235
tax to be
proceedings
default of payment
payment
proceedings in default
232,
232, 235
235
of ........................
increased pay of
special tax for iucreased
to levy
levy aa special
374
metropolitan police ................
374
metropolitan
Light Company,
Washington Gas Light
53
charter of, amended
amended ..................
53
53
capital stock increased ................
Washington
Society of Washington
Temperance Society
Washington Temperance
City
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
City and District
act
incorporation of .............
291,
291, 292
292
act of incorporation
Washington Territory,
Territory,
Washington
appropriations
government in .... 204,
204, 455
455
for government
appropriations for
post-roads
established in .............
287
8, 287
post-roads established
sessions of legislative
legislative assembly to be bisessions
77
ennial ............................
ennial
members of council
elected for four
four
council to be elected
members
77
years77
............................
years
of house,
house, for
for two years
77
years............ 77
of
77
77
mileage.............
their pay and mileage
time of first
biennial election
77
77
election ...........
first biennial
time
enrolling clerk
authorized for each house
house 79
79
clerk authorized
enrolling
77
77
clerks.......... ...............
pay of clerks
act of
of legislature
relating to Skamania
Skamania
legislature relating
County disapproved
77
77
disapproved ................
County
appropriations
for Indian service in 278, 279,
appropriations for
512, 513
513
512,
468
for Indian
service in, in 18601860 -62..
62
Indian service
payment only
only to original
original owner of
468
468
claim .......................
appointment
courts in 288
288
appointment of clerks of district courts
net
proceeds
internal
revenue
for
of,
internal
of
net proceeds
three years, to be
be applied to erection
erection of
of
three
penitentiaries in ....................
377
377
penitentiaries
expended
377
limit of amount to be expended....
places to be erected
erected .......
377
at what places
Watchmen,
three additional, for the Smithsonian
Smithsonian
three
Grounds .........................
365
Grounds
public buildings and grounds, approin public
priations
priations for374
.................... 206, 374
appropriations
additional pay
pay
for, and for additional
appropriations for,
of certain456
206, 456
.....................
person to be
be appointed who has
has not
not
no person
served in the army
army or navy and received an honorable
honorable discharge
discharge .......
457
457
Public Buildings
and Grounds,
Buildings and
in Public
Watchmen in
compensation of, established
established ...........
321
321
compensation
Water-gauge
Water-gauge
227
for steamboat boilers
boilers ..................
Water-pipes
C.,
Water-pipes in Washington, D. C.,
appropriations for...................
for
18, 314
appropriations
18,
314
unlawful tapping of government,
government, pununlawful
251
ished ...........................
Arsenal,
Watertown Arsenal,
appropriations
for
purchase
of
Willard
Willard
purchase
appropriations
Sears estate adjoining
adjoining ..............
486
486
Arsenal,
Watervliet Arsenal,
purchase
enlarging .........
92
Durchase of land for enlarting
v

O

O
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Wax
Tapers,
Wax Tapers,
tax upon ...........................
145
145
Wearing Apparel,
561
duty on imported ..................
561
Webb, W.
W. H.,
H.,
claim of,
of, for constructing
constructing the Dunderberg
Dunderberg
to be investigated
424
investigated ................
424
Webb, William
H.,
William H.,
rights of the United States to
to the
the ironironclad Dunderberg
Dunderberg released to, upon
re-.
upon repayment of money advanced
636
advanced ........
636
Webster, Captain
Captain John
A., Jr.,
John A.,
Jr.,
may receive a
chronometer from the
a gold chronometer
the
government................. 642
British government
Weighable Goods,
exported,
exported, on which drawback
allowed,
drawback is allowed,
and those withdrawn from bonded
warehouses for export, to pay
pay three
cents per hundred pounds ..........
289
289
Weighers, Custom-House,
Custom-House,
at port of New
New York, annual salary
of
salary of..
289
increased
increased pay not to exceed amount
amount
of fees earned by
........ 289
pay of,
of, established at
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Boston,
Boston,
New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Portland, and San Francisco
308
Francisco......... 308
Weighers
Weighers of Cotton,
appointment and pay of...............
of
101
101
Weighing and Gauging.
Gauging. See Internal
Internal Revenue
Recenue.
of spirits, Secretary
Secretary of
may
of Treasury may
adopt rules, &c. to insure a•uniform
a'uniform
and correct system of...............
of
481
481
Weights and Measures,
Measures,
of, authorthe use of the metric system of,
ized ..........................
339
ized
339
tables of equivalents
equivalents ............
339, 340
340
Weights and
and Measures
Measures of the Metric
Metric System,
Sqstem,
set of the standard, to be furnished
furnished each
each
.........................
State .
369
369
Weiss, Charles
N.,
Charles N.,
pension to .......................
622
622
Wellington, Daniel,
Daniel,
of, to be audited and
demand of,
and settled....
settled
609
609
Wells, Eliza,
patent for making hat bodies, extended
extended
to, as administratrix
administratrix of estate
estate of Henry
Henry
A. Wells ....................... 637,
637, 638
638
John, and
Wells, John,
and Sons,
Sons,
penalty under contract
contract to be remitted to 610
Welsh, Catharine,
Catharine,
widow of John Welsh, to receive bounty,
bounty,
&c. due her husband,
husband, without
without further
further
proof of his death
death ................
616
616
Western Pact:*
Pacific Railroad,
Railroad,
construction of first section of,
of,
time for construction
extended upon condition ..........
356
356
lands of ex-mission
ex-mission of San Jose
Jos6 not to be
be
included -in
in grant to
to................ 356
356
West India
India Islands,
Islands,
encourage telegraphic communicaact to encourage
tion with
with......................... 44
44
We.st Point,
West
Point,
increased pay of professors at..........
at
422
increased
422
Westport Harbor,
Ilarbor,
appropriation for.....................
for
469
appropriation
469
Virginia,
West Virginia,
post-roads
post-roads established in
in..... 8,
8, 190,
190, 282,
282, 555
555
act to reimburse, for moneys
moneys expended
expended in
in
aiding to suppress the rebellion.......
rebellion
68
68
commissioners
68
commissioners to be appointed
appointed....
68
.
68
oath, duties, and pay .............
68
no allowance
allowance except
except for actual
services
68
no
actual services..
68
rate of
of' allowance
for expenditures
or
serallowance for
expenditures
services ........................
.68 68

967
967

Virginia, (continued.)
West Virginia,
(continued.)
commissioners
commissioners to report to Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
68
Treasury..........................
68
amount of direct
direct tax to be deducted
deducted..... 68
68
amount to be
audited,
and
be audited,
what is found
found
due
due to be paid .....................
68
68
appropriation
68
appropriation ..................
.....
68
escutcheon of, to be painted ............
escutcheon
314
314
consent of Congress
Congress to transfer
transfer of Berkecounti es from
f
rom VirVi rley and Jefferson
Jefferson counties
ginia.350
ginia to
to ........................
350
circuit
circuit court
court for the district of West Virginia to be held at Parkersburg
Parkersburg and
not Lewisburg
Lewisburg ....................
. 369
369
medals
certain honorably
medals to certain
discharged
honorably discharged
soldiers of, may be
be sent
sent free
free through
through
the mails by the Adjutant-General
of
563
Adjutant-General of.
563
ascertainment
ascertainment and apportionment
apportionment of the
quota of direct
568
direct tax to ..............
. 568
to have same duties
duties and privileges
privileges in
respect
respect to said
said tax
tax as the other loyal
States ........................
568
. 568
collection
of, to be
be suspended
suspended until
June
collection of,
until Jane
1,
1, 1867, unless the
the claim of West Virginia
ginia upon the United States is sooner
sooner
adjusted
adjusted ....
.....................
568
provisions as to tax in Berkeley and JefJefferson
ferson counties
counties..................... 568
568
West Virginia Volunteers,
Volunteers,
payment
payment to certain
certain enlisted men of the
the
seventh regiment
seventh
regiment of
of ..............
646
645, 646
Wheeler, William
William II.,
IH.,
duplicate bond, without
duplicate
without coupons, to be
be
issued to, on his giving, &c
599
&c............ 599
Whelan,
William,
Whelan, William,
payment
of
pension
to
payment
guardian of orphan
orphan
guardian
children of.
of .....................
643
children
643
Whipping
Maiming,
Whipping or Maiming,
punishment for crime, forbidden
as aa punishment
forbidden in
in
any State lately
rebellion, until,
lately in rebellion,
until,
&c
487
&c................ ...... .....
487
Whitaker, Walter
Walter C.,
payment to, of pay and allowances as
as colonel of
of iifantry
idfantry ....................
642
642
"" White,"
the word
word stricken
stricken out of the acts relating
relating
to the militia .....................
423
423
Whitehall,
Y.,
Whitehall, N.
N. Y.,
made aaport
port of delivery
delivery in the
the collection
collection
district of Champlain ................
94
94
Wholesale
Dealers,
Wholesale Dealers,
definition of, and special
special tax on.........
on
115
115
certain license taxes
taxes of,
of, may
may be refundrefunded .............................
301
Wholesale Dealers
Dealers in Liquors,
definition of, and special
special tax
tax on
on ........ 116
116
definition
penalty for carrying
carrying on business
without
penalty
business without
payment
of
special
tax
473
payment of special tax ..............
473
fine
fine and imprisonment
473
imprisonment.......... 473
definition of .........................
474
474
Wichitas,
Wichitas,
appropriations for the .............. .278,
513
appropriations
278, 513
Widows,
when may receive
accrued pension
58
receive accrued
pension...... 58
pensions of certain increased
increased ...
230
.... 230
having claim
claim for
pension
pending
at
date
bfr pension pending at date
of
remarriage .....................
231
of remarriage
231
abandoning their
their children,
children, or not fitted to
to
abandoning
take care of them,
them, not to
take
to receive
receive pensions .........................
58
of colored soldiers
soldiers and sailors.........
sailors
58
58
Widows of
of Revolutionary
Revolutionary Soldiers,
Soldiers,
pensions of,
increased
566
of, increased.................
566
increase to date
date from
from Sept. 30,
30, 1865.....
1865
566
increase
566

a,
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Wife. See Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy.
required to attend
of bankrupt may be required
before the court, to be examined as aa
529
witness
witness.............
Willard Sears
Estate,
Sears Estate,
Willard
adjoining Watertown
Watertown arsenal,
arsenal, appropriaadjoining
486
tion for ........................
L.,
Altazera L.,
Willcox, Altazera
581
pension to ..........................
Willey,
Martha J.,
J.,
Willey, Martha
pension to.
to ........................
586
pension
0.,
Williams, Guerdon
Guerdon 0.,
grant
portion
grant to and associates, of use of portion
of
reserve on St. Clear
river
Clair river
of military reserve
for horse
horse railroad
railroad ..................
348
Probate of Wills.
Wills. See Probate
stamp duty on ....................
475
475
Wilmington,
collection
411
established....... 411
collection district of, established
411
boundaries of ....................
411
Wilmington, port of entry of
411
of....... 411
Wilmington,
collector, residence, salary, &c.....
&c.
411
Wilson, Sarah
E.,
Sarah E.,
pension to ........................
583
Wilson's
Wilson's Island,
Island,
may be taken for use of armory, &c.
&c. at
Rock Island
76
Island....................... 76
ifillson,
Thomas F.,
Wilson, Thomas
584
payment
services as consul.......
consul
payment to, for services
Wilson, Virginia
Virginia S.,
S.,
widow of George
George W. Wilson, payment
payment to,
of
pension accrued
husband
642
accrued to her husband....
of pension
Winans,
.Joanna,
Winans, Joanna,
587
pension to .......................
Wines,
Wines,
in bottles, may be imported in boxes containing not less than, &c
328
&c............. 328
after Ocin less quantities if shipped after
forfeited ..... 328
tober 1, 1866, to be forfeited
dutiable value of certain, how determined
determined 330
330
imitation of
made in imitation
tax upon those made
champagne, and put up in bottles.....
betties
158
Wingate,
William P.,
P.,
Wingate, William
in settling accounts of, as collector, ceradditional duty not to be exacted.
exacted. 639
tain additional
Winnebago
Indians,
Winnebago Indians,
appropriations
for
the....
258,
265,
494,
280, 494,
appropriations
511
511
for......\... 667,
reservation purchased
667, 668
purchased for
reservation
treaty with, of March 8, 1865..........
1865
671
treaty
reservation in Dakota
Dakota ceded
ceded to the United
United
reservation
671
States .......................
one
one to be set apart for them in Nebraska ........................
671
braska
boundaries ................
.671
the
improvements,
the United States to make improvements,
furnish cattle,
cattle, seeds,
seeds, and agricultural
agricultural
implements
implements........................ 671
to erect
erect agency and other buildings
buildings
and houses for chiefs
672
chiefs............ 672
to pay expenses of,
of. removal
removal and subsist them for one year
year........... 672
amendment
... .672,
672, 673
673
amendment...............
Island
Winnebago Island
armory, &c. at
may be taken for use of armory,
176
Rock
Island
176
Roek Island....................
Company,
Winona
Railroad Company,
Peter Railroad
Winona and Saint Per
may build a
a bridge across the Mississippi
Mississippi
...... .245
river ....................
Winslow, Daniel,
Daniel,
and legal representatives,
representatives, relieved from
contract and judgments.............
judgments
602
contract
Katharine F.,
F.,
Winslow, Katharine
pension to 615
615
of Cleveland
Cleveland Winslow, pension
mother of

Wisconsin,
grant of public
public lands
lands to, for breakwater,
harbor, and
and ship canal ..............
30
30
30
selected ..............
30
lands how to be selected
of the
to be subject to the control of
State legislature...............
legislature
30
30
highway ............ 30
canal to be public highway.
30
canal
before lands are disposed
disposed of, plans
plans of
before
30
;
...........
......
works to be filed
30
works are not
not completed in three years,
if works
unsold lands to revert
revert to the Unitthe unsold
30
ed States........................
States
30
accounts of safes and of cost of works to
accounts
be kept ......................
.... . 30
to
when work is paid for, only what tolls to
be charged ........................
31
width and depth
depth of canal
canal .............
31
width
post-roads established
established in ..... 8, 189, 286, 555
post-roads
certain words in grant of lands
lands to, in aid
aid
certain
of the construction
construction of certain railroads,
in
reference
to
their
location,
conhow
location,
in reference to
strued
.360,
360, 361
strued......................
disposition of former
former grant
grant to, by the
361
legislature of, assented
assented to ............
legislature
Wisconsin and Iowa,
office of surveyor-general
abolished,
surveyor-general of, abolished,
office
when, &c
Rte. ...
198
......................
when,
office of surveyor-general
surveyor-general of, removed
removed to
office
344
344
Nebraska ..............
Plattsmouth, Nebraska
Witnesses,
Witnesses,
for
criminal trials in the
defendant in criminal
for the
the defendant
District of Columbia,
Columbia, may
may be summoned and paid
paid by the government
government 407,408
407,408
in government
cases
in
United States
States
the
cases
government
449
courts,
appropriations for expenses of..
of
courts, appropriations
cases in
in the court of claims, not to be
in cases
457
excluded on account
of color ........
account of
excluded
provision for the
the attendance
attendance and examiprovision
proceedings in bankruptnation of, in proceedings
cy
519, 520, 527,528,
527, 528, 529,
529, 536
536
cy....... 518, 519,
may be compelled
compelled to attend, &c.
&c. before
520
register ...........................
520
register
may be summoned
proof
summoned in regard to proof
528
of claims .....................
529
examination of bankrupts...
bankrupts
in the examination
wife of bankrupt
bankrupt may
may be required
required to attend before the court to be examined
examined
529
on ............................
529
See Bankruptcy.
See
Bankruptcy.
Witter, Jerusha,
ferusha,
591
pension
pension to .........................
Wolcott,
Erastus B.,
Wolcott, Erastus
appointed
National Asylum
Asylum
manager of National
appointed manager
for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers......
Soldiers
563
Disabled Volunteer
Woll-pah-pe
Indians,
WoU-pak-pe Indians,
treaty with the Woll-pah-pe
Woll-pah-pe tribe of
treaty
Snake Indians,
Indians, of Agust
August 12, 1865 ....
683
peace and friendship,
friendship, prisoners
prisoners and slaves 683
peace
cession
United States
States.... 683
cession of lands to the United
683
boundaries of land ceded ..........
boundaries
Indians to remove
remove to reservation
reservation and reIndians
main there ........................
683
to submit to the United
United States and
to
not commit
commit depredations.........
depredations
683
683
offenders to be surrendered
surrendered ............
683
offenders
wrongs.upon
Indians how redressed..
redressed
684
wrongs
upon the Indians
to cease
cease
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